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r* CAGE BIRDS July 24, 1915.

AbVfRTESEMtNTS
UNDISPLAYED.—oil. for the first

eighteen words. One halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned.
6d.

MINIMUM. 18 words

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS ”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are do; reiponsibla i'or the state-

ments mala in advertisements, nor of
the bonci-litles of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

ADVEHTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sont as tar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason lor so doing. .

Advertisements must in all cases bear (lie bona-
fide name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted it addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place ol call.
Small prepaid advertisements of o general nature

and not connected in any way with th3 Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate ol Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Cd.
Advertisements close Tuesdays tlrst post in eacli

week, ami should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR*RULES, SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially loreigti birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heathy.

APPLIANCES
BIRD houses from 30/-; fowl houses, aviaries;

illustrated list free: C. Kcss, Poultry House Maker,
Forres, N.B. (382)
BIRDLIME. Sample tin, pest paid, 3/-: Staple-

ton's, Naturalists, spa-rd., Bermondsey. (380)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and

foreign birds. Canaries; designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex.

(306)
JOIN Kit-made bight, breeding, and show cages;

sell cheap or exchange for poultry: Dyer, Castle-st.,
Thornbury, Glos. (3S4)
THllEK comportment Crystal Palace aviary, goed
condition, 10/-, exchange : D. Coombes, Stockton-st.,
.West Hartlepool. (378)
EXCHANGE young Dutch rabbits, 6- weeks, for

breeding cages ot Canaries : School House, Coven-
li-W, Louth, Lines.

, (3S0)
JOINKE-.M ADE breeding cages, single 2/-, double

3/0, complete; Yorkshire show cages, 1/3: Cheshire,
34, Crawford-st., Bradford. „

'

(304)
WHEN song required u.e Holier water bubble flutes,

p.o. 1/2 per set ; marvellous results: Herbage, 9,
Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (379)
POlt sale, set of clapnets, 12 yards long each side,
7ft. Gins. deep, very near new, only 14/- : Thurman,
ID, ltielmiond-st., Nottingham. (370)
EXCHANGE tour compartment Border travelling

basket, for a s'.x compartment Norwich case: AH.
Ditchings, llysydd-rd., Landore, Glam. (370)
BIRD houses, outdoor aviaries, fowl houses,

chickens ; illustrated list free; Canaries taken: C.
Itoss, Poultry House Maker, Forres, N.B. (355)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price I.st free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

CLEARANCE sale, Dutch Frill, Lancashire, Nor-
wich show cages and cases, 4<iin. flight, dozen carry-
ing and nursery cages; oilers for any; no live stock:
Young, Secretary, Frome.

_
(383)

HAVING sold all my birds, must clear all my single
sad double breeders, also show cages and every
.cquisite for hirdroom, cheap: Slade, 61, Lavender
>1 ill. ’Phone: Battersea 1800. (3S4)

COTTINGHAM’S new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last
season who are again sending for supplies; large
sample, 3d., 1 - lb., post paid: Cottingham, y,
Pr veril-st., Nottingham.
NOTICE.—The best and cheapest Crystal Palace-
shaped and other brass and clear wired aviaries and
cages, also l’airot cages, send two stamps for
illustrated price list; established 40 years: Mc-
Keand, Scubright, Castle Douglas. ( 315)

BIRDLIME, the very best; jib. tin 7d., ill), l/-,
lib. I S, post paid; sample tins 3d. Bents, 3d., 6d.
bundle; spring' net traps for small birds, 1/-; for
large birds, 1/6; single trap cages. 9d., with call
cage combined, 1/3: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Long-
ton, Staffs.

(383 )WAR pri es. .Six Southern Border Show cages, 10/-;
six Yorkshire, 8/6; six Southern Norwich, 10/-; six
Mule and Finch, JO/-; ten good stock cages, 10/-;
double breeders, 34in., enamelled complete, 7/6;
thrcc-cornpartment muling cage, 52in., 10/0 ; mostly
all Newley's make and very little used: some only
once; on view Saturday after l o’clock : Ramsden,
11, Joiephine-av., Brixton, London.
DOUBLE breeders, 3 , x IS x, 9, fitted complete, 5/-;

Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Club show cages, i/8
each, tli rec 4/6; Britie.'i, 2 box cages, 14 x II x 7:
loose fronts, 2 3 each, three C -; all-wire- flight
cages, 36 x in x 12, 6 6 each; Palace aviaries, 36 x
So x 12, 10 6; fancy hanging cages, J2in., enamelled
bottom,., ruby glass. 2/6 each, three G/-; Find: cages,

|

Din. seed tiougli. and drinkers complete, 6/6 dozen;
send for list: Ross. Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (37))

FOR EXTRA LARGE FLIGHT CAGES
I have romu best quality pine board* from 14 to
-tin. wide, and can supply cage.* any aizo up to
-4m. wide, without points ill boards; quotations and
catalogue free: Puss, lfucknall, Notts. (870)

" M.C.W." CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

('324)

FOR BREEDING, STOCK, BOX CACES
UTENSILS, TRAP CACES. BIRDLIME, ETC.

Iii fact, everything for the bird room; send lor
catalogue, post free

;
established 60 years : Santll-

ford, Bird Specialist, Preston,

CAGE FRONTS, 12 x 12, S/- DOZEN
14 x 12' 3/6 doz., 16 x 12 4/- doz., 18 x 12 4/6, 24
x 12 6/- doz., plenty in stock, Norwich, Yorkshire
show cages, 18/- doz. ; bathe, non splash and frames,
G/-. 7/-, 8/- doz. Seo price list for seed boxes,
sprays, etc., |>ost free.—Volunteer Wire Works,
Corn hi 11 Passage, Longton, Staffs. (374)

GENUINE CLEARANCE
Good portable bird room, cost £‘28, accept £6; three
sets c( Hybrid uviarie.s, one measuring lift-, long,
4ft. tin. high, ami 2ft. deep, divided into 8 com-
partments or can be used as one long flight, having
removable divisions, made in sections, and fitted
together with bolts, accept HO/-; 2 similar but
smaller, 20/- each; Soft-bill cages, 4 Finch cages,
l Thrush cage, 1st Palace, practically new, 25/- lot

;

1 cock Bearded Tit, 1 cock Hawfinch, 2 genuine
Hybrid pairs, 18/- the lot; also utensils cheap:
Morris, 56, Park Itoad, Ili’brd. (382)

EMBOSSED RINGS
and stamped in numbers, all aluminium, 12 4d., 25
7d., 60 1/-; cage labels and pedigree- book, with all

]l orders: Sunderland Ring Co., 22. Haydock-st

.

Burrdey. *
(3gi)

READ THIS, PLEASE
XXX, the original XXX Birdlime has imitators,
but no equal. Try it. Tins free, 2d., 4d., 9d. The
-strongest and best Parasite Powder ever used.
Parasites cannot possibly exist where it is used; in
perforated boxes, 4)d. and 7£d. each. For cages,
aviafies, and every possible requisite for the bird-
room and aviary, see my “Multum-in-Parvo” illus-
tated catalogue: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

pDnch-bar cage fronts
Owing to the vast increase of wire and solder we.
have had to increase our prices as follows to save
using inferior wire:—12 x 12 or 10, 4d.. 3/6 doz • 14
x 12, 4)d., 4/- doz.; 16 x 12, 5d., 4/G doz.; 18 x’ 12
M-> 5/- doz.; 20 x 12, 7d., 5/9 doz.; 24 x 12 or 14,

.> ,
d°z- ; special price for dealers; send for

printed list post free'; odd -sizes 4jd. per foot : J
Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick, Birmingham
late of Heath-st.

(337)

BOARDS,CAGES,CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3 Din
2/9 lOlli. 3/l|, Soft.

; 7in. 4/-, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft jbest hand-planed boards, 7in. 4/8, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 6/8
oOtt.; small box cage sets, 1/6 each, 16/- dozen; Nor-
wich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each 3 for 7 /-

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft.
; stamp for list of

ail appliances : Stanton, 33. Boothfield. Winton,
Patricroft.

(38^)

BIRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready for opening of season.
Clap nets made from superfine netting, £inch me-sli
3 yards Jong, 4/- pair, 4 yards 5/-, 5 yards 6/-,
6 yards </-, 7 yards 8/-, S yards 9 /-, 9 yards 10/-,
10 yards, 11 /. per pair, ail are o’ feet deep, 4 feet
nv luil measurement guaranteed, and price in-
cludes -all pegs, poles, and- lines, ready for immedi-
ate use; loose thread netting, s-peoM-ly knitted
trom 60 s’3 cord thread for bird- eiettirig, 7 feet
deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4d. yard/ 12 leet
deep 5d. yard; specially strong netting for use on
rough ground, f me-sh, 10ft. deen, 5d. yard all post
free

; single trap cages with separate ’oompart-
ment for call bird, 7d. each, 5/- doz.

; patent self-
setting and self-acting trap cages, guaranteed to
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each •

genuine Japanese ' bird lime, absolutely strongest
lime made, does not run in sun, rib. tin ed., lib
10d., lib. 1/6. sample box 3d., all post free; penny
tin di inkers 9 1. doz., three doz. 2/-, 5-/ gross post
free; real Italian -hemp pull lines, 60 yards Ion"
guaranteed not to stretch or snarl, 1/6 each post
free stave poles, flirt pegs, and everything re-
qlured by catchers, always in stock; send stamp for
lull printed list. Blea9e note above prices will only
remain m force while present stock lastsW - C0RE/ GOOCH STREET. BIRMINGHAM

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike, good and reliable; 20 years’
reputation. Will hold in any weather Does

o
U

.
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n
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the el,n - Packed 'in lever lid tins,

i/i*' ??’* 5 ’ lib- 1 /19- Double Trap Cages,
l/

b
:

i ru
IJ an d Call Cages Combined, 1/6. Sprin»

Net Traps, small 1/6, large 2/6. All Post Free!
Dealers send for Trade List-.—WALSH, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn, Tel. 947, ’ (355)

IMPROVED WIRE FRONTS
Made from best quality tinned wire and punched
bars fctock sizes, 12 x 12, 6d„ 6/- dozen; 15 x 12,
/d.. 6/- dozen; 18 x 12, 9d., 8/- dozen; 24 x 12, 1/-
10,- dozen. Any particular size or shape made to
order. Best tinned wire, 6d., Ib„ 71bs 3 /- Punched

'«>«. V- dozen. Enamelled tin seed-
boxes, wit!? removable glass fronts, 2in. 2/6, 2Mn.

3in ' 3|/ ‘’ Aj1 - 3/6, 7jin. 5/- per dozen; all’metaiseed mills, 1/6; egg and bread mills, small 1/9 .large .,,6; nickel sprayer and rubber pipe 2/-’
nursery cages. 2/6; bath cages, 1/6; illustrated’ cata’togue lee: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel.

(385)

RINGS
Closed Rings, year and numbered consecutively J2
6d., 100 4s.

; improved aluminium rings (to open)
numbered consecutively, with or without year, 12
6d., 30 1/1, 72 2/-.; celluloid rings (to open), twelve
distinct_ colours, numbered consocutively, 12 7d„
36 1/5, 72 2/6; celluloid rings, without numbers 12
6d., 30 1/2, 72 2/-. Mr. John Robson writes: “Those
desirous of using open rings I have no hesitation
in saying they have no equal.” Cage Birds: ” Ex-
ceptionally good and well made, of quite ideal form,
can bo put on by anyone with absolutely no trouble
or risk”: Hughes, 120, Burton’s-rd., Hampton Hill
Middlesex.

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.; 15 by 12, 5/6 dor.;
13 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order. Cage wire,
7lbe., 2/6; Punched Bars, 1/- doz.;
Seed Mills, grind from rape to sun-
flower, 1/8, post paid 1/9. Egg Mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6. Nursery Cages, 1/6, 2/6, round or
square partition. Egg Drawers, 2/- doz. Canary
rings, flanged, 6d. doz., 4/- 100.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted
with white earthenware, 4in. 8d., 4jin.
10d., Sin. 1/-, 6in. 1/3. Norwich and York-
shire Stiow Cages, 2/- each. British, 2/3,
2/6. See Illustrated Catalogue for all

cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages.
Roller cages. Send postcard.—ENOCH
TAMS, Church Street, Longton, Staffs.

6ft. X 4ft. X 4ft.
high,

e -a^-
Hiree for £3 10s.

Floor 3 Div.
Price, extra. Nest Box.

6ft. x 4ft. x 4ft. high ... 24/- 7/- 3/6
6ft. x 5ft. x 5ft. high ... 36/. 9/6 3/6
7ft. X 5ft. x 5ft. high ... 46/- 11/6 3/6

Carriage Paid England and Wales.
Made of best tongued, grooved and V-jointed
Red Deal in sections to bolt together. Com-

plete with all fittings. Creosoted Free.

COMBINED HOUSE AND SHELTER
3 HOUSES, 12 x 4 x 4. £6 12s.

NEST BOX, 3/6 extra.
Built of bast quality fin. tongued and grooved

matchboards over strong framework. Fitted
with lock and key; perch. Treated with Wood
Preservative free. Up-and-down shutter, two
entrance doors, and trap-door. Division in
centre.

12ft. long, 4ft. wide, 4ft. high, 45/-.
12ft. long, 5ft. wide, 5ft. high, 68/-.

12ft. long, 6ft. wide, 6ft. high 84/-.

Carriage Paid in England and’ Wales,
(illustrated List.) Crecsoted Free.

B. SAVORY
fit. Hampton Row, BIRMINGHAM.

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 6ct. per
dozen. 21- ^ -gross.

8AM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax,

BIRDLIME, TRAP GAGESNot rubbish like treacle; best in the world; havothousands testimonials; for proof, drop a po'tcard; three tons sold every year: jib tin-sample 7d. ; Jib. 1 /-; ill,, i/s, all post free
single trap cages, 10d.; double ones, call cam ?n

/6:
, f 60 years : J. Sandiford

JL£u_bpgciali<t. Preston, Lancs,

|
FOODS,

j

FINE English mealworms, 500 J/G, 1,000 3/-, post
paid: Trower and Co., 442, Caledonian-rd., London,
N. -

CLEAN ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.; 71bs., 20/-.; Id. packets,
8/6 gross; all carriage paid: Torpy, Naturalist,
Bradford. * ’ (37fy
MEALWORMS, good, large and fat, 2/6 1,000, 200

for 7d. post paid by return : Jones, Cranbourne-
st„ Brighton. (300)
MEALWORMS, Mealworms, Mealworm®, 6d. and 1/-

bexes, post paid: Stapleton’s-, Naturalists, 17, Spa.-

:d., Bermondsey. ' (380)
MAGGOTS.—For birds or angling. 1/- per tin, or

2 tins for- 3/6. carriage paid: Thornton, Angler,
East Parade, Keighley. (274)
TRY Wasp -Grubs to get your birds on song; orders

-supplied from 1./-, post free: David Mackweil, Hair-
dresser, Lawkholine, Keighley. (383)
ANTS eggs, special, 3/- lb.; special price for larger

quantity; dried egg yolk, 2/6 lb.; dried flies, 2/-
lb. : L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st, Clerkcnwell-rd.,
London
FINE English mealworms, 1/6 500, 3/. 1,000; ant
eggs, 3/-, choice 3/6; dried flies, 2/-, fine 2/3; silk-
worm pupa;, 1/3 lb., post paid : Trower, 442, Cale-
donian-rd.. London, N.
MEALWORMS; save money by breeding your own
mealworms (no smell), which will be very scarce
and dear; 100 beetles, 1/-, with printed instruc-
tions for breeding: Jones, Oranbourne-st.. Brighton.
TAMS pure tasteless pepper, the best of all, 1 /(!

lb., MIbs. 17/-; hot Natal 2/- lb, 2lbs. 3/6, 5lbs.
7/6; Tams’ egg bread 0d.. 1/- tins, 1/6 lb., 71bs.
8/-; Tains’ colour food and egg bread, mixed, will
moult your birds red hot. tins 6d., jy-. in>. i/6,
7lbs., 8/-: hnoch Tams, Church-st-., Longton, Staffs.
WASP cake., grand lot., for fishing or birds; large

boXes 1/-, post paid ; double size, 2/ ; dried flics,

2/ lb. ; ants’ eggs, 3J- fb. ; cuttlefish, 1/- lb. ; millet
sprays, 2/- bundle

; sunflower, Od. lb.
;
giant Spanish

canary, 34/- cwt.; No. 1 Spanish, 34/- cwt. ; ?4o. 2 |

Spanish, 30/- cwt.
; hemp, 'lbs. 1/-, 14/9 cwt.

; inger,
cleaned, 24/- cwt.; mixed Canary or Linnet. 22/-
ewt. ; linseed, 7lbs. 1/2: Enoch Tams, Church-st.,
Longton, Staffs, <ag7)

The

Most Efficient

Substitute for

Egg and

Bread

Crumbs.

SPRATTS
Cod Liver Oil

Cage Bird
Food

•

Gives Stamina,

Produces Gloss of Feather,

Saves Trouble and Expense.

Prices ; About 12-oz. tin, 9d.

;

34-lb. bag, 1/9 ; 7-lb. bag. S/2,

post paid.

SPRATTS
RED

Colour Food
Produces a rich and deep colour.

1-lb. packets, 1/9, post paid ; also in

tins 8d., 1/3 and 2/10, post paid.

Sample Eox o/ Foods and Booh on
Cage Bird Culture, post free.

SPRATT S PATENT LIMITED,
24-25, Fencburch Street, London, E.C-

I

LARGE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2/6, 7/6
lb. Wasp grubs, wasp grubs, alive or cured, in
boxes, 8d., 1/3, and 2/6 each; live white gentles,
1,000 9d., 2/6 lb. ; ants’ eggs, extra good quality, 41-
lb.

; dried flies, 2/6 lb.; crissel, 4d. lb.; millet sprays,
large bundles of 50, 2/6 bundle; Lark or Thrustr
food, Gd. lb.; cuttlefish bone, 1/- lb.; freshly
gathered mixed wild seed, Gd. quart, 1/9 gallon

;

dandelion seed, 4 ounces, 1/-, 3/6 lb.; maw seed, 9d.
lb.

; gold of pleasure. 6d. lb.
; Pecko, the best con-

ditioner known for all seedeaters, 2/- lb. ; condition
seed for Canaries, Gd. lb.; 71bs. 3/-; sunflower seed,
9d. quart, 2/9 gallon; special mixed Parrot food, Cd.
quart, 1/10 gallon; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh,
Bi.xl Food Special ist-, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (385)

ERRSNGTON’S
XL RED FEED

is pure, tasteless pepper of the finest quality. The
best results are obtained by using Erringto'n’s XL
Red Feed; 13 per lb., post free ly7; prizes offered
to users; send Id. stamp for sample’ and particulars
to: Wm. Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four
Lane Ends, Bradford. (339)

EGGERTfNE! EGGERTINE!!
which rears Canaries far better than any other
preparation known, is ‘made from n-^iaid English
eggs, and not useless dried yolk aregg, has also
many other valuable ingredients. It is not, there-
fore, a substitute, but a genuine egg food,. 3/3 and
2/6 per tin, post free; it can also be all ready mixed
ami made into a red or yellow feed ready for use
without any preparation, by the user; same price.
My Red Feeds at 3/10 per lb., 1/- Mb., postage
extra, are unsurpassable. The “Excelsior” Blend is

the finest Red Feed ever put on the market: it is

the reddest colour produced procurable, being a
correct mixture of hot pepper and sweet: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

SANDIFORD’S
INOTED COLOR FEEDS.

Best in the World.
j
The finest colour food in the world foil

! colouring Canaries that deep rich rcdl
I colour. In use by all leading exhibitors in |
I the world. For testimonials drop a post-
jeard. Brices, 2/- lb., 21b. 3/6, 51b. 7/6, Mill.

1 17/-. Hot Natal, 2/- lb
, 21b. 3/8, 61b. 8/3.1

I
All carriage paid.

SANDIFORD’S
JHONEYMADE

EGG CRUMBS.
|

I The finest young rearing egg-powder in the
(world. Also for mixing with my Royal Rcdl
[far moulting out winners. Prices, 1 /- lb., I
[31b. 2/3, 71b. 4/-. Note these prices are car l

j
Page paid. Samples post free.

1

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King, PRESTON, I

LANCS.
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RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, B/-j
Sib., 7/s. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3 /- lb. All carriago paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brlxton, Lontfen.

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you trlod their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

Walsh’s
Matchless Colour Feeds
are specially prepared by a practical bird-
food specialist with a lifo experience. Walsh’s
Pure Tasteless Pepper, wonderful colour, 1/9 lb.,
3 lbs. 4/6. 7 lb«. 10/-; original 221b. tins, 28/-.
Jtich Coloured llot Natal Cayenne, specially im-
ported for cage birds, 2/6 lb., 31bs. 7/-. Walsh's
Celebrated Egg Bread, will rear strong, healthy
youngsters from the shell, with or without
colour, 1/6 lb., 3!bs. 4/-, 141bs. 17/6. Walsh's In-
sectivorous Foods for all Insectivorous Birds,
with or without colour, 1/6 lb., 31bs. 4/-, I4lbs.
17/S. Walsh's Special Biscuit Meal, with Egg
Flake. 6d. lb., 7lbs. 3/-. Pure Toll; of Eggs, 3/-
lb.. 3lbs. 8/-. Quality the best obtainable.— J.
WALSH, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 047.

BOOKS.
|

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

|
MEDICINES.

|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2/d,
from Cage Birds, 15/, Flect-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

Magnet Bird Medicines
are carefully prepared by a practical expert with
life experience. They have proved themselves
worthy of imitation, but have no equal, Refuse
all substitutes. THE “MAGNET” ASTHMA
CURE—Specially prepared for cage birds suffer-
ing from colds, asthma, and wheezing. THE
“MAGNET” INFLAMMATION CURE.-Speeially
prepared for cage birds suffering from inflamma-
tion of the bowels, and all derangements of tho
stomach. Specially recommended for young
birds just weaning. THE “MAGNET” MOULT-
ING MIXTURE.—Specially prepared for cage
birds that arc stuck and have a difficulty in per-
fectly moultir,?. THE “MAGNET” BIRO
TONIC.—Special/}' prepared for cage birds that
are showing signs of decay. It enriches the
blood and strengthens the whole system. A cer-
tain cure for soft moult, going light, and
general weakness. THE “MAGNET” DIAR-
RHOEA CURE.—Specially prepared for cage
birds. All 6d. per bottle, by post 7d. Manu-
factured only by J. WALSH, Practical Bird
Specialist, BLACKBURN. Tel. 917. Agents
wanted. Dealers apply for terms. (364)

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krekodytie added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Postmortem examination and udvice, by return

poet, 1/1. CO years' experience.

*
j
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.
j

FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS,
DITCHFIELD’S
Famous Bird. Medicines

as supplied to the

LOTS!DOM ZOO.
THE WORLD'S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCHFIELD'S TONIC DROPS foe Soft Moult,
Not Singing, Going Light, Feather-plucking, and
Inflammation of the Bowels. The ideal Tonic
for birds during the Moulting Season. DITCH-
FIELD'S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC for Bronchitis,
Wheezing, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-
equalled for all chest and lung affections.
DITCHFIELD'S FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu-
tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for Weak and Delicate Birds. All
sold in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order
will convince you of the wonderful results ob-
tained from these medicines. Mrs. Warren Ver-
non, Lamancha, writes: “I have reared many
young birds through having your Tonic Drops at
Hand.” A. Ezra. London : “I find your Tonic-
Drops excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbcach: "Your
Itevivo is invaluable.” W. Kiescl. London:
"Your Special Lung Tonic is excellent.” Special
offer: Two 7d. bottles for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles
for, 1/9, all post free, from:

FRANK DITCHFIELD. Bird Specialist, Oldham.
fjblpr List of Agents, see Advert., July 3rd.)

PERFORMING Redpoll, very amusing, with cage
ami fittings, 2/6, two 4/6: Roes, Aviarios, Forres,
N.ll. (371)
(NEST 1915 (Canary-reared) brown Linnets, 2/
each

; nest, hand-reared, 2/6 each : Wbitely, Crowle
Doncaster. (383)
LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cock Linnets, 3s

dozen, hens 1/- dozen: Randall, 21, Bridgc-st.,
Uomerton (383)
HAWFINCH cock, winner of several prizes, with

nearly new show cage, 20/-: T. Gilbert, Hope Cot-
tage, llill-st., Coventry. (381)
LINNETS,. warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall, No. 5, Camden-st.,
Sneinton-rd., Nottingham. (372)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, if- dozen; hens 1/-

dozen; 20 mixed birds, 1 /6 ; selected dozen, 1 /-

:

Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isleham, Cambs. (382)
HOW to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce

for contest singing, etc. ; our book Old., post free

:

Pownali & Haigli, Lowerhouses, Huddersfield. (378)
COCK Chaffinches, Yellowhammers, 2/6; Canaries,

7/6, 10/-; hens, 2/6, 3/0: young Canaries, 2/-; Red
polls, 9d. ; hen Bullies, 2/6 : Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan.

(365)
NOTICE.—Linnets, cocks, 8 d. each

; Green Linnets,
Gd. each ;

Redpolls, 9d, each
;
young Canaries, 4/6

pair: Brain, Merchant, 288, Lichfield-rd., Birming-
ham.

(353 )

HAWFINCHES, selected for exhibition also pairs
for aviaries; stamp, particulars: Herbert J. Chick,
British Bird Specialist, 39a, Radford-rd., Notting-
ham. (381)
TRY our special singing mixture, drives Dinnets,
Finches, etc., mad on song, 1/- large package:
Manager, Seed Warehouse, 163, Prineess-st., Man-
chester. (333 )

GRAND field-moulted cock Goldfinch, with a moult
will make a topper; has a very bright, deep, square
blaze, price 12/6: G. Raby, 5, Park-place, Highgate
Park, Birmingham. (331)
LANCASHIRE cock browrn Linnets, 8d. each, 3 1/9,

6 3/-; Redpolls, 6d. each, 3 1/-, 6 1/9; satisfaction
guaranteed: Gardner, Garstang-rd., Wesham, near
Preston, Lancashire. (384)
LOVELY house-moulted cock Goldfinch, 6 /6 ; big
house-moulted- Linnet, 5/-; nice cock Bramblefinch,
'll-’, cock Redpoll, 1/6: all real good birds: D.
Coombes, Stocktou-st., West Hartlepool. (379)
SPLENDID cock Brown Linnets for show or con-

test, as supplied to all the leading fanciers; con-
tests won all over; 1/- each, three 2/6; cages 9d.
and 1/- each: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (383)
A. M. Cock Greenfinch, songster of merit, show

bird, 4/-; Redpoll, 1/-; Bullfinch, 3/-; Greenfinch,
1/6; hen, 9d.; F.-M. cock Bramblefinch, aviary, 9
months, 1/6; Norwich hen, 2/-: Price, 121, St.
Alhans-rd., Seven Kings (379)
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets. I have, a few 1914
cock Linnets for sale for singing or egtehing pur-
poses, 2/- each, 4 for 6/-; 4 good Song Thrushes,
2/6 each; 6 hand-reared Linnet cocks, 1/- each:
Herbert Gladwin, 1 , Summerfield-st., Lee, Kent.

. (384)
GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions aa to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we shall bo pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2'd.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-et., London,
E.C.
A LOVELY piping cock Bullfinch, finger tame, real

lady’s pet, only 5/6; also extra, Large Siberian cock
Goldfinch-, in breeding condition, 7/6, and a very
large cage-moulted cock Linnet Mule breeder 6 /6 ;

approval, cash or deposit : Day, The Aviaries,
Porter-st., Hull.

(379 )LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.
Fulljames ea.ve about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From : Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
EXHIBITORS; very large cock Bramblefinch, steady,
6/- ; cock Greenfinch, winner 2nd only time shown,
5/-

;
cock Yellow Bunting, good markings' and colour,

5/-; twice H.M. cock Chaffinch, good colour and
size, 4/-; H.M. cock Twite., 6/-, winner of 2nd and
vhc. in strong classes

;
approval, deposit : Ckecksfield,

Spencer-rd.. Rushden.
(380 )

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2jd. poet free, from: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, 'E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published frequently.)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets!!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution

; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must lie
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.
No, 2, price 2id. post free from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
CLEARING aviary. Two Siberian cock Goldies,
H.-M., grand colour, 12/-; 4 Briish cock Goldies,
H.-M., 14/-; yellow cock Siskin, could win, 7/6;
yellow hen Siskin, beautifully marked, 5/-; very large
cock Bullie, F.-M., attention ‘'during moult will make
certain winner, 10/-, worth £ 1 ; big cock Greenie, 2/-;
hen ditto, 1/-; cock Twite, very large, 5/-; six lien
Canaries, 12/-; three cocks, one extra good Norwich,
,£148.; the lot, £4 10s.; approval, deposit: MacGhan,
Craig Nevis, Fort William. (378)
EXHIBITORS, tip-top cock Bullie, excels in size
and colour, rare cap and bars, 51-

;

ditto hen, great
size, feathered like wax, 2/6; cock Siskins, 2/6; se-
lected, 3/9; big cock Corn Bunting, well marked,
3/6; Lesser Redpoll cock, big as a Twite, fine colour,
bib, and thigh lacing, 2 / 6 ; large cock Greenfinch,
wonderful colour, 2 /6 ; cock Chaffinch, a stormer,
outstanding size, beautiful colour, 2 /6 ; large cock
Linnet, grand colour, will moult a topper 3/-; ap-
proval: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. ’

(371)

THEY mako the proudest bird* ever carried to a
contest, and their notes are sweet to hear. They
como from the same pluce as my undefeated claim
Iffon of England. Linnets that are worth keeping,
only 1/-, 1/6, and 2/- each. I have also a few nice
aviary moulted cock Linnets, sing anywhere, real
gems with qnulity notes, 2/6, with splendid singing
cage, 3/6 lot; gein Redpoll. 2/6; monster yellow
cock Greenfinch, 2/-; cock Chaffinch, a gem, 3/0;
cock Siskin and hen Grecnllach, paired and have
eggs. 8/0 pair; cock Hawfinch, 11 gem, 12/6; state
wants please; all on approval: Fred Allen, Linnet
Expert, l’orter-st. Aviarios, Hull.

(384 )

SoftbiIls.~~|

TAME Jackdaw, 2/6'; tame little Owl, 5/-: Miss
c A

S
f^!

Kos<;mary House, Eastbourne.
( 380)SALE! Cock Song Thrush and cage, 13/-; exchange

for Canaries or anything: T. Carr, 28, Major-st ,Darlington. 1

(383
.’

TAME aviary bred Landrails, 10/- each; house-moulted cocks, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, r/- each:
Stonehouae, Gloucestershire.

(381 )NOIIGE! Warranted cock Larks, young runners
singing finger tame, 1/-, l/« each, hand reared, 2/0each: Brain, 288, Liehfleld-rd., Aston, Birmingham.

NOIICE to exhibitors.—A •Blue Kingfisher, very
rare bird, sell or exchange for gramophone and
records: P. J. O’Neill, Webbsborough, Ballyfoyl,
Kilkenny. /„go)
TO exhibitors. Missel Thrush, Jay and Jackdaw,
hand-reared, Linnet in song. Robin, Redpoll; Blue
fits; exchange anything: Stanley Roper, 11, Pros-
pcct-pl., Keighley.
GENU'NE hand-reared Song Thrushes. fully

developed warranted cocks, commenced to sing; per-
lect health plumage, tamo, 5/-: Crisp, 35, South-
mill-rd.. Bishops Stortford. (375 )

f^Y
i

LARKS
'

,

S!i
-
vIar,iS ' healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. I.earn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3” tellsyou. 2sd poet free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-

published)''’
E C ' 2d ' fr0m aSents (H«t frequently

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directionshow to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
poo.>ible condition

; together with directions for
hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds will be found in “ Nutshell No 4,” 2|d. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
_d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFTBILLS: the smaller epecies

;
full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivrty, is given by H. J. Fulljames in “ Nutshell No.
zn, which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, pool free,
from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.

f London, E.C. (2d.
from agents

; see list on another page.)
WAX BILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette. which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners
They

,?
an

..
be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2§d.
post free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. Call at any of our agenta and get it for 2d.
(list frequently publiahed).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro.
ceeding to buy and keep the larger speciee of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “ Nutehell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moat varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how Post free, 2|d. from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our liat of agents: call
on tho nearest and get it for 2d.

1
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

HIGH class stock pair* and young from by. to
£5; cages etc., . Cheap, clearing: Wjndham, New
Clifton, Bristol. «o»i
LARGE Crested and Crcstbrod birds, early

batched, Joyce-Barnett strain, 10/*, 15
, £1 each

*V
!V
'.V:

Mullen*- Chcdzoy, Bridgwater, cxiiOREST and Crcstbrcd. One and two-year old. Ju ttaken away from breeding, 7/6 to 10 C to clear-
Boulter, 32, Palmerston rd., West Hamp-tead, Lon

t'kASS Crests, 1915; have bred several that
wall win at nest feather chows; one of the best

J
“,.

I''.nKla"<1 ; wil * *ell i approval: T. Billing
ton, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham.

(33 :,)

r Cinnamons.
(

GRAND Cinnamon Norwich cocks, 10 /-, hens 5 /.
lea

.

tly
;,

flnc bird8
> on approval: j, f>avFornham-rd., Bury St. Edmunds.

(334
'

f~~Norwich.

| Miscellaneous,
j

WANTED, all kinds of British bird®, best market
Lnc2. toir,ablc; write Knock Power, bird Specialist
80, 01, Scliater-efc., Shoreditch, London, E.
FINE cock Blackcap, 7/6; also grand 1915 hand-
reared cock Corn Bunting, guaranteed finger tame,
7/6; approval: Haynes, Primrose Hill, Raunds Wel-
lingborough. ’

(3gj)SELECTED cock Linnets, 4/- dozen ; 20 mixed seed-
eaters, 1/6 ; 12 brighter mixed, 1/- ; true pairs, for
aviary, Linnets. Greenfinches, Larks, 1/- pair •

selected cocks, 1/- each ; well on food : J. Fenn, Bird
Specialist, Westcliff Villas, Isleham, Cambs. (353)
BLACKBIRDS, Song Thrushes, Missel Thrushes,

Skylarks, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Hedge-
warblers, 1 /- pair; selected songsters, 1 /- each, 3
for 2 /-; mixed aviary seed birds, 1 /- dozen: cock
Brown Linnets 4/- dozen : Fenn and Son, Bowers
Lane, Isleham, Cambs.

(3*2)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, Larks, Chaffinches
and British seedeaters of all descriptions; best
prices given : Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place,
Bethnall Green, London, E. (382)

|
CANARIES.

|

|
Border Fancy.

|

NOTICE.—Grand lot Borders for show, song or
breeding; prices low; easy payments arranged;
approyal : MeKeand, Seabright, Castle Dougras.
BORDERS; owing to having no time to look

after them all my stock, 26 in all, for sale; no
reasonable offer refused; write, call Sunday: Mr.
Harrison, 4, Guion-rd., Parson’s Green, Fulham. (3S2)
SACRIFICE 27 Borders, four triple, one double, five
clingle breeders; enamelled inside and out; all
accessories, £5 10s. lot; would separate; seen by
appointment:- Childers, 114, Woodpccker-rd., New
Cross.

(378 )“ THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song; how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2/d

.
post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Flect-st., London, E.C., or from any cl our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Use our Notepaper.

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

^'Jj; BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialistWinner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.well-known strains. Better blood unobtainableGrand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason
able; approval; inspection cordially invited- in

?ey
rl

8heffleld
tCd;' £tamP: 113> Northfleld-rd., Walk-

"J* !P
,

AG
.

E
< Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class

Norwich, has a few grand birds to spare; inquiries
solicited; state requirements.—30, Bedford Place.
Southampton.

(381 )

MUST sell, pair Norwich, nesting, grand buff cockand splash hen, first PO 8/6 secure: Grover NuDcy

FIVE 1915 Norwich, 2 clears 3 marked as bred*

SS?ttk*.
t0Ck birds ’ 20/ -

: *• 0v-<<; "tt gWANTED, young Norwich, any quantity, ca£h de-

portqff’ Hoxton
lar3

’ stamp repI -v

;

Oliver, ’loi, Brid.

FEW young Norwich Canaries for sale, in cooocondition, cheap : Me.ar, 156. Downbam-rd., Islin"ton, London, N. ’

THREE pair® young, on hard seed, 12/6 pair; brecsame as winners Hastings table shows : Olle 3, Lin
ton-crescent, Hastings.

(381TEN good large young Norwich, as bred, ail clears
ot

i-
bargain; approval; deposit: Nowell

Saddler, Cropwell, Notts.
(3

gq-'

LAST three, nice 1914 Norwich hens, healthv, anam to clear: Kendrick, Coachman,Monument Hill, Weybridge. /"ion
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or breed-

Pnces low; easy payments taken; approval-
Mckeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.

(315)EARLY hatched Norwich cocks 3/9, hens 1/6, pairs

Z'r! !

JU and 'arjegated
; guaranteed : Thomp-

S

°w
nA^Ctrer’.^ lnetpn -8t” Luton. (382)WANTED, Norwich Canaries, young and old ones,

best price obtainabie; write Enoch Power. Bird
891 91 ' Bclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.NEST four young Norwich, 3 yellows, 1 buff 12/-

-

L^!*
nVY?r

u
ksh

l
reS

x’

1 ye
.

1Iow ' lot £1. as’ bred';0
?
e
A ooi?"I

kby
’ Im Per| al-rd., Beeston, Notts. (382)LARGE typical yellow variegated Norwich cock,

Ini
doub,e ! 4 Yellow Norwich hens, 16/- or

30/- the lot, bargain: Checksfield, Spencer-rd., Rush-

1915
.
Norwich, have bred several thatcan win at nest feather shows, colour fed in

neat; approval: T. Billington, 32, Co!born-st., Not-tingham.
(373 )ONE green and ] uneven-marked cock grand

tfungers, with double-breeding cage, 10/-; ’double-
b^ ln

f
c^ge, with four young Canaries, Mav

hatched, 12/6 , another double-breeding cage, 2 hens

oon o° -voun g Canaries, April hatched, 12/C: Millar^
2
OVF R

(

STOCKF n
01 ry

’ Morpcth
; ,

(380)UVEKSTOCKED —Large variegated huff cock. 1913

mia
d type 25/- ; large neck-marked buff

ll
1?’ W-. (moulting); massive clear huff hen.

1914, 20/-; variegated yellow hen, 1913, 20/-
• six

promising youngsters from 20/-; all in, good health
and condition: Kerr, Richmond-rd., New Barnet.
NORWICH Canaries, l/li, by C. A. House. Tellsthe fancier*all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters onFo™' ng a stud,” and “ How to Produce the
Ideal, are worth the cost of the whole book manytimes over: Cage Birds. 154, Fleet-st., London.

Zl
A\ePrices: .

final c'eafance; grand ticked buffcock, fit to win, 30/-, worth 60/-; another, 15/--

n

y
f
l0W

(

c0ck
’ w ' nner ' 2°/-i variegated yellow

cock, 15/- two heavily variegated yellow bens, oneranegated buff, one clear buff, 7/0 each : on view
Saturday after one o'clock; see Cages advt. ; clear-
lng out; offer for lot accented: Ramsden 11
Josephine-avem:, Brixton, London.

GENUINE SALE ofNORWICH
I must sell the greater portion of mv well-known stud of Norwich Plairiheads. It will
benefit any fancier to pay mo a visit anvweek-day by appointment. I will either sell them
singly or in lots, and tho prices will be low I
wiii sell them at prices that will make it worth
the while to moult them; cages also for sale. As
is weltknown my birds have won championships
at Crystal Palace, Horticultural Hall, etc. ; stamp
reply: J. Hodder, 6 , Banner-st„ St. Luke's, Loudon,
B'B*

(330j

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
|

BREEDER'S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B R C C
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England]
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913

. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, in song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9; hens, 2/-;
approval: Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (370!THREE 1915 high-class Roller cocks, price 7s. Od]
each, hens 2s. 6d. each : Henry Lomas, 67„ Berry,
st., Skelmeredale.

(379 )GENUINE bergain; grand deep Water Glucke Rollet
Schoolmaster, pure Randall, B.R.C.C. rung, 20 /-:
Johnson, Jeweller, Bacup. °

(3S2)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, full song; price'

reasonable; easy payments taken; approval: Mo
Kcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas.

(315)
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STRAIGHT FROM THE FRONT.
“Somewhere in France, 7th July- Dave heard

from the wife, telling me> bird arrived safely and
is a beautiful one ;

already commenced to sing well.

-- W. II.— (Sergt.), to W. Rudd.”
I am proud that the brave "boys” place such

confidence In me. This is the filth letter 1 have
received from such in two days.—W.R.
Flcuso read through :

UfltttAflf'll Cocks, 5/6, C/9, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6,nunniun «/-, 20/-. Hens, 2/6 , 3 / 6 ,
4 /-, 5/-,

f/6, 10/-; pairs, 9/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-.

VflDtfCUIDBd Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 ,
tolunnomncfl 20/-. Hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4 /., 5/-,

to 15/-. Pairs, matched for breeding, 10/6, 12/6,

15/-, 20/-, 30/-.

4Q4C Norwich or Yorkshires. Cocks, hens, or
•**'-*•* pairs. First Round Birds, Pure bred
lens from 1/6 each, 3 for 4/-.

Detailed Illustrated List of others Free.
Travelling cages for one bird, 3d., for two 4d.
W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist. NORWICH*

1IIGU-CLAS3 Seifert Roller cock Canary, real
Schoolmaster, bargain, 8/0; worth double: Miss
I ones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (383)
WATER Glucko Schoolmaster, 4111 prize Rossen-
Jale, soft song, so/.; 3 of his young cocke, 12/0 each,
hens 3/(1; approval: Sauter, 41, Roseinary rd.,

Pcckhum, S.K. (384)

I HAVE o large stock of 1615 English bred Rollers

rrom the fluent songsters in the world; 5/6, (1/0,

f/6; or exchange Toy dogs: Syd Motherrolc, 20,

Humberstone-rd., Leicester. (374)

HIGH CLASS Roller (Randall's strain) cold room
bred, perfectly trained' cocks, in full eong, 10/0,

12/0, 15/- each
;
hens 2/0, 3/0, 5/-; approval : Walsh,

Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (388)

FREE cages and carriage; magnificent Seifert

Roller cocks, trained under Palace first, 10/-; un-

trained hens, 3/-: Miss Jackson, Well Cottage, Scot-

tou, near Knarceborough, Yorkshire. (384)

Ql! ECU'S Bird Organ, perfect condition, latest

model, 30/-; training and breeding cages, single and
double, etc., also Rollers, cheap, finest strain: John-
son. 7, Stanley-igrove, I.ongsight, Manchester. (383)

PURE Randall’s, the best blood in England, 1913

and 1914 cocks, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-; hens 3/0; 1915 cocks
(under tutors), 7/0; liens 2/0; all club rung; owner
going on munitions: Hoyle, 19, Cliapel-st., Cliorley.

Member B.R.C.C. (378)
VERY handsome lot of rich yellow, variegated, buff
and green Roller cock Canaries, grand songsters,
every bird guaranteed, 7/0, 8/6, 10/0 each; few
schoolmasters, 15/- ; hens 2/-: Harris, Tye Estate,
Bedfont, Middlesex. (360)

14 DAYS TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
wo supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years, and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- each
on 14 days’ trial at our risk ; special terms ; send
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two
weeks and we will send one of these non such Rollers
on 14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.
Hens, same strain. 3/0 and 4/6 each; Yorkshire,
Norwich, and other Canaries on the same terms;
list free: Bairstows, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (333)

Roller
Canaries.

VOOGT’S STRAIN.
Roller Hens, beautiful young birds,

2 in wicker cage, 3/-, 14 in 7 cages, 20/-.

42 in 21 cages, 54/-.

COCK ROLLERS. Only very few on band. Good
lound serviceable birds, 7/6 each, sent safely
packed in wicker cage; 7 for 38/6; cash with order.
Above prices only so long as present stock lasts.

Please Note.—All cocks guaranteed.

JOHN HAMLYN,
221, St. George’s Street, London

Docks, East.

Yorkshires-
j

BREEDERS’ CAROS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South Vicw-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

9GDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Thornton,
Bradford.

SMART young Yorkshire show birds, 10/-, 12/-, 15/-
each: Cheshire. 34, Crawford-st.. Bradford. 5304)
FOR sale, Yorkshire cocks and liens, prize-winning
strain, cheap to clear: T. Dunwoody, Holywood, Co.
Down, Ireland. (381)
1915 Yorkshires, bred from winners, from 2,6 each;
others, will moult out winners, 0/0; Halil, 134, Brank-
some-rd., llrixton.

(382)WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101,
Bridport-pl., Hoxton.
PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, yellow cock, buff hen,

12/6 pair; breeders; approval, or exchange large
Norwich; Isherworth, Alyn st„ Mold. (380)
WANTED, ill kinds of Yorkshire Canaries, young
and old, best price obtainable; write. Enoch Power,
Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch, Lon-
don, E.

.NOTICE.— Grand lot Yorkshire Canaries for show,
breeding, or eong; prices low; easy payments
taken; approval: McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle
Douglas. (315)

Various Canaries.
FOR pale, young Canaries, aviary bred (outdorrf
cocks, from 5/0, liens from 3/6: 22, Cyprns-rd.,
Finchley, N ($79)
GRAND prize-bred yellow cock Canary, real gem,
ran win in good company; accept 20/-; approval:
Mies Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (383)

BARGAIN, 12 pairs Norwich and Nork&hirc 1914
and IS’.' bred, H/- pair; will accept 14 4s. for lot,

or divid- in 2 lots; worth 5- to 39/- pair; splen-
did investment; seen any time; approval: IJewson,

102, Richmond-rd., Earl's Court, London. (379)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

OOLDFIXCH-Canary Mules, 2 variegated, 5 dark;
sex unknown; offers for cash lot: Rowley Elston,
Park-tit., Crediton, Devon. (380)
MULING hens for present breeding, 2/0, 3/6, 4/6;

cages 3d.; approval; few cock Mules for exhibition:
itudd, Specialist, Norwich.
THREE extra long 1915 cock Linnet Mules, bred
from very fine Norwicli lien, price 0/0 each; Homer,
Marsh, Walington, Hereford.
EXTRA large exhibition dark Linnet Mule, pure

Linnet song, 1914, sell 25/-; approval: M. G. Wells,
la, Cliff-lane, Kells.ide, Kendal. (383)

THREE 1913 exhibition Linnet Mules', splendid song-
sters, 10,0 each; 2 lien Mules. 1/- each: Grindlcy,
11, North-avenue, Lotdiwortli, Herts. (381)
WANTED, any quantity of Goldfinch and Linnet

Mules, best price obtainable; write Enoch Power,
Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Setater-st., Shoreditch, Lon-
don. E.

GOLDFINCH Mules, variegated, all full song, each
bird warranted r 1911, -

; 1913, 9/-; 1914, 10/-;

money returned not satisfied; stamp: Tavener,
Khcrford', Taunton. (381)

PAIR Silis, Bartlett’s direct, X5 Ibis year, sell 30/-;

Goldie and Buillie hen, one nest two young this year,

cheap ,
also Randall's Rollers, pairs and young, clear-

ing : Wyndham, New Clifton, Bristol. (383)

EXHIBITORS.—Grand six-pointed yellow Goldfinch
Mule cock bird, ten weeks eld, fine size, will make
a champion, price 55/-; a lightly marked yellow,
1914, lovely bird, 50,-; light Linnet Mule, a beauty,
50/-; dark yellow Siskin Mule, dark yellow Linnet
Mule, and a dark yellow Redpoll Mule, all 1914

cock birds, price 15'- each ;
all arc of grand size,

colour and markings, and will be sent on approval
with pleasure: W. Andrews, Weston, Olney, Bucks.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
AMAZON Parrot, good talker, with old Cage, will

sacrifice X2 cash: William Simpson, 31, Jerscy-st.,
Bootle. (381)

FEW fine young aviary bred Green Budgerigais,
cocks or liens, 2/6 each; Bird, Bank-et., Brad.ey,
Bilston. (379)

GREEN Amazon Parrot, 6 years old, talking nicely,

£3 10s.; nearest offer or good bicycle: Turnbull,
Montgomery. (384)
AMAZON Parrot, splendid condition, plain talker,

laughs, square cage, 30/- each : Coe, Leasingthorne,
Bishop Auckland. (382)
GREY Parrot, splendid talker, two years old, 35/-;
exchange Canaries: Mrs. Davies, 3, Clifford-st., Ox-
ford-rd., Manchester. (383)
MUST clear; about 40 outdoor-bred Budgerigars,
Y'ellows and Greens, £3 10s. the lot, or would
divide^ Wysc, Retford. (378)
BUDGERIGARS, pair, young, healthy, tame, in
small Parrot’s cage, complete, 6/-: E. M. G. Hill,

Cot, Sandown, Isle of Wight. ' (383)
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, very plain talker,
in good condition, bird and cage 55/-: T. Green,
22, St. Micliael-st., West Bromwich. (381)
SPLENDID Indian talking Parrot, with cage, 30/-;;

large gramophone, with records, 45/-, carriage paid':
Marshall, 14, Fishergate, Nottingham. (381)
BEAUTIFUL Parrot cage, 0/0, cost 30/-; 12 large

husks, 3/0; homing pigeons, 3/0 pair; exchange i

foreigners; Jack-son, Joineries, liingley. (380)
|

WANTED young Canaries, Mules, Goldfinches, Bull- i

finches, Larks and Rabbits ; established 20 years

:

T. Green, 22, St. Micliael-st., West Bromwich. (381) I

FOR sale, very fine Green Budgerigars, March !

hatched, outdoor aviary, 6/0 pair, singly. 3/6; can
bo seen any time: 22, Cyprus-rd., Finchley, N. (379)
BUDGERIGARS, genuine adult birds, faultless con-

dition, anxious to nest; greens, 5/0 pair, yellows 7/-:

Rutter, Manehester-rd., Lostock Gralam, Cheshire.
(372)

LARGE tame Lemon-crested Cockatoo, excellent
talker, whistler, mimic, accept 25/-; exchange
Canaries: Seedsman, 103, Princess-st., Manchester.

(383)
NAPOLEON Weaver, male, show plumage, grand

bird; also Green Adult Budgerigar, very fine bird,
10/- two; approval: H. Wilton, 20, Banneweil-st.,
Tavistock.

(334 )

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, selected
breeding pairs, 0 /-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut husks,
nests, 5/- dozen : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne. (380)
COCK Victoria crowned Pigeon, £3 (or purchase

lien), pair white-winged Why dabs, £ 1
;

cock, 10/-;
hen Golden Oriole, 10/-: Tesehemaker, Ringmore,
Teignmouth. (3S1)
WANTED, all kinds of Foreign birds, Carrots,

Monkeys, etc., best price obtainable; write, Enoch
Power, Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st., Shore-
ditch, L-ondon, E.
CHAMPION exhibition CeTam Lory for sale, win-
ner of numerous first prizes, also few British; stamp
reply: E. Jameson, High Westwood, Hamsterley
Colliery, Co. Durham. (379)
SCARLET Madagascar, Black-masked Weaver, full

colour. Paradise Whydah, nearly; Spice bird, zinc
tray aviary cages; cheap: "Nutmeg,” 17, Park-
avenue, Willesden Green, N.W. (379)
GENUINE talking Parrots, some grand birds, per-

fectly tame and acclimatised, good talkers and
mimics; prices from 50/-; special Parrot list free:
Walsh. Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (385)
TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclimatised
healthy and hardy condition, finger tame, ideal
pet, will follow you round bouse like a dog, largo
cage, 45,0: Miss Carry, 206, Dudley Port. (383)
ZEBRAS, Saffrons, Green, Grey Singing Finches,
small Hybrids, all 10/- pair; all with young and
eggs; 50 yds. Ain. netting; Amhurst and Golden
Pheasants : Wyndham, New Clifton, Bristol. (383)

PAIR White Javas, pair Grey, 2 pairs Bengalese,
fawn, black and white, pair Cutthroats, 2 cock
Weavers. 1 Waxbill. Nutmeg Finch, Senegal Dove;
what effers: Bell, 21, Beaufoy-rd

, Tottenham. (378)
PAIR Aurita Doves 15/-, Necklace 10/-, Diamond

80 -. Bronze. wing 40 Adult Alexandrine Parrot,
talks a little 20 -, pair very fine young ones, 30, :

Win. Shore Daily, Roves House, Westbury, Wilts

„ .

‘
(879)

YOUNG, healthy, and acclimatised South African
Grey Parrot, wanted in exchange for Kochi's latest
water Roller organ, as new; 2 Roller cocks, 4 liens;
approval: Johnson. Eustbury, Cowh-igli-rd., Malvern.
TRICOLOURED Tanagers, 80/-: Blue winged Tana-

gers, 50 ; Y'iole.t-backi <1 Tanagers, 35/-; Red-crowned
Tanagers, 35/-; they may be seen by appointment:
Walter Hyde, Kempton Park, Sunbury-on Thames.

RARE Fircfinches, Lagonosticta Rufopicta, 20/-
each

;
query sex. Quail Finches, Ortygospiza Atri-

collis, 10/. each; cock or hen; just from W. Africa,
good condition, healthy; Dr. Hopkinson, 45, Susscx-
sq., Brighton. (384)
FOR sale, through no fault, King African Grey

l’ujr'ot, acclimatised, splendid vocabulary, clear,
fluent 'talker, great mimic, proof on inspection;
price X' 12 ; write: Matadi, 50, Holmdale-rd., West
Hampstead, N.W. (382)
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldiau Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept succcosfuily. But you must
follow the hints given in ” Nutshell No. 14,” from
c:\0k Birds, 154

, Flcet-st., London, E.C., post free
lor 2Jd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

AMAZON Parrot, 2 years’ old, talks, sings songs,
whist lev, mimic cats, dogs, poultry, etc., X4

;
an-

other fine double-fronted Amazon, Baying few
words, will make good one X2 10s.; exchange Can-
aries, Mule, etc. : Day, The Aviaries, Portcr-f t.

,

Hull.
( 376 )THOSE who have bought or thoee who are about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get ” Nutshell No. 17,”
it only costs 2jd. post free, but the tip« it gives aro
priceless; from : Cape Birds, 154, Flcet-st., 'London,
E.C. (2d. from agento, a list of whom is published
frequently.)
FOR sale, very tame Lemon-crested Cockatoo, ex-

cellent talker, always about loose, with cage; Green
Parrot, also very tame, with cage, gramophone
and records; large quantity stuffed birds, must clear,
exchange offers considered : Bottoinley, Bootmaker,
Keighley.

(383)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; fired in our
outdoor aviary, (lie largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair. Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or
easy payment. 023 )
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH?

BUDGERIGARS.
Finest show plumage; adult Green Budgerigars, 7
days approval, our risk, G/* pair; hens 3/- each;
Yellows, 7/9 pair; hens 4/-. These birds are living
in large outdoor aviaries and in finest show
plumage; full wings and tails; safe arrival guaran-
teed : G, Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

A. J. UNDERWOOD, KETTERING
sends all birds on approval, cash or deposit; 50
large adult green Budgerigars, 5.6 pair; few .special
pairs, G.G pair; odd cocks, 2/ G each; hens, 3/G; extra
fine pair Californian Quails, 20/-

;
large hen Silver

I lieasant
?
10/-; Cuckoo, 6/-; grand cock Nightingale,

10/-; Whitcthroat, 2/G: 24, VYellington-st., Kettering.
(380)

TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty

; for cash or easy payments ; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

names and addresses
Hopes, Gt. Bridgc-st., West Bromwich. (57)

FINEST IN WORLD
Breeding Budgerigars, odd cocks, hens, or pairs,
nesting husks, etc. : Kudd, Specialist, Norwicn.

TALKING PARKOTS.
Genuine trained talking Grey Parrots, also
Amazons, Indian, Jtocks, Greens, Australians, Greys,
Macaws, Cockatoos, etc.; absolutely the most
unique collection of genuine talking Parrots in
England; it will pay intending purenasers to call
and inspect our stock, or send to-day for out price
list, oi genuine ^talking Parrots, cheapest in
England, and the largest stock at very low prices

;

hundreds of testimonials from delighted customers;
all Parrots imported direct, theretore we can offer,
our customers the first choice birds at the lowest
possible prices: Chapman, Parrot Importer, Birm-
ingham. Telegrams: Parrakcet. ’Phone: Central
€89* (325)

|DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London. Telephone, 5489
Wall. Telegraphic address, (Jise.au x, ifondon.. Adult
breeding Budgerigars, 6/- pair

; Andaman Starlings,
50/- pair; African Sliort-wing Weaver, 8/-; Al.ario
Finches, 8

(

- each; Amazon Tarrots, 30/-; Cape Can-
ary, 0/-; cock Canaries, full eong, 8/0;
Cockatoo, very , tame, damaged wing, 12/0;
Diamond Doves, 50/- pair

;
Diamond Finches,

50/- pair; Lemon-crested Cockatoo, 25/-; tame Bare-
eye, 30/-; Macaw, red and blue, X4; Macaw, blue
and buff, splendid talker, X0

; 1’ckin Robins, 12 0
pair; Rock Mynah, tame, 30/-; RedbiU Weavers, 4/-
pair; St. Helena Singing Finch, 8/-; Toucanettes,
40/-; Toucan, 50/-; Virginian Red Cardinal, 30/-;
Weavers, in colour, 3/- each ; Weavers, 4/- pair

;

Y'ellow Budgerigars, 7/0 pair; Blue-throated War-
blers, 16/- each; Carolina Ducks, 25/- pair; cock
Hawfinch, 5/-; hen Canaries, 2,0; Norwich cock Can-
aries, 7/6; Book on Soi’tbiIlls>, 2jd. post free; Hand-
books on British Birds, 2{<l. post free ; Turtle
Doves, 5/- pair; young Canaries, as bred, 2/0; Blue-
throated Warbler, damaged beak, 10/0; Guinea
l’igs, I/O each ; Dormice, 5 - pair; Hamster, 10/-.;

Jecko, 1/6; Mice, 9d. pair; Natterjack Toads, 9d. ;

tame Rats, 1 - pair; Book on Aquariums, 2-jd. post
free; Gentles, 2s. Od. quart; Gudgeon, 1/0 dozen;
Minnows, Id. each, Od. doz.

;
metal frame aquariums

with movable covers, gin. 1.9, loin. 3/-, 12in. 4/-,

14-in. 5/0, 18in. 14/-, 24in. 25/-; Snails, 3d. doz.; spl,
pots to grow water plants, 4,d. each; Vallisneria,
2d. root, 1/- dozen ; water plants, Od. bundle.; water
lilies, 3d. each

; Vallisneria and other varieties,
growing in pots, Od. each: ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.; cuttle-
fish bone, 9d. lb.; dried flics, 2,- lb.; Daphnien, t lie

new fish food, Id. packets, or 2/0 pint; gentles, 2,0
quart; insectivorous food, <41., 1 /- and 1/0 lb.

;
Indian

Millet, special for Foreign Finches, 4d. lb., 4/- stone;
spray millet,, 2 - bundle; bird warblers, 2d.; egg
drills and blow pipes, 0d. each; fish globes, 4in. 2d..
Cin. 8d.\ sin. 10d., Din. 1/3, loin; 10; oval glass
feeders, HI. each, 8d. doz.; Pigeon rings 1

,
2 for lid.,

Od. doz.g punch bars, 50in. long. 4 in. x 10 gauge,
10 doz.; Parrot cages, 14in. rounds, 4/-, loin. 5/-,

18in. 8/0; l’arrot capes, I4in. squares, !>/-, loin. 7 -,

ifiin. 12 -
;
rush nests for Canaries, 4d.. for doves fid.,

for small birds 1/-: travelling boxes 3d.. 0d. and Oil.

each; rustic nest and sleeping boxes for small
foreign birds, 1/- and 2/- each ; wire nest, holders,
2d., 4d. and Od.: husk?, wired, for Budgerigars, od.
e_.li, unwind 3/- doz.; bell globes, Sill. 2/-, Klin.

2/0, 121n. 4/-, I4in. 5/0, 18in. 9/-; stands for above
9d., 1/-, and 1/0 each; collapsible flight cages, 3l't.

x loin, x loin., 10/6 each.

FINGER TAME
Goldcn-frontotJ Grt*<;n Bulbul or Fruitsuckcr, cock
50/-, hen 40/-: Clw6, Menagerie, Otterspool, Liver-
jxx)l. Open to purchase surplus stocks.

CROSS MENAGERIE
Otterspoo), Liverpool.

Wonderful Talking Grey Parrot
particulars on application; 1 Blue and Yellow Ma-
caw, perfect, X0

;
1 Giant Reel and Blue Macaw

(A Macao), brought up by hand from nest, very
tame, and can be petted, X 12 ; 1 Large-billed Bottle
Parrot, very rare, X10; 1 Vinaccous Amazon, only
one. in England, X10; 1 Mexican Double-yellowbead
Amazon, talks, X5

; 1 Yellow-fronted Amazon,
” Chrysotis ochrocephalns,” splendid talker, X8; 1
Little Amazon, rare. ” Chrysotie oehroptera,” X3
Hi -

;
1 Red-fronted Amazon, ” C. Vittata,” talks,

X5; 1 Unadorned Amazon, X3 10/-; 1 Orange winged
Amazon, X2 10/- ; 1 Brown-necked Parrot, "Poecc-
pbalus fiiseiollus," X 10 ;-l Lcvaillant* Parrot, “ Poe-
cephalus rohustus,” X10; 1 Jardines l’arrot, “ P.
gulielmi,” XS; 1 pair Senegal Parrots', " P. eenc-
galis,” i/7 ; 1 Red-vented Parrot, "Pionus menstruus,”
X5; 1 pair Severe Macaws, X7

; 1 pair Peachface
Lovebirds, X7 ; 2 Leadbeaters Cockatoos, Xfl each

;

l Bloodstained Cockatoo, X,0; 1 Coffins Cockatoo,
X10; I Salmon-crest Cockatoo, good talker. X10

;

1 Western Race Slemlerbill Cockatoo, X5: 1 Gym-
nopis Cockatoo, talk*, X5; 1 Great Sulphur-crest
Cockatoo, tame pet, talker, 50/-; 1 pair rare species
little Sulphur-crest Cockatoos. £12; 1 Blossom-
bead cock Parrakcet, 30/-; 1 Tui I’arrakeet, 25/-;
1 pair All-green Conures, X2 10/- ; 1 pair nesting
Red-necked Ixirrikeets, X 1 2 * All the above acclima-
tised, thoroughly perfect, healthy ; every bird a
show specimen, to win in any competition ; also 2
aviary-bred Rosellas, 2 lovely Pennants, 2 Spot-billed
Toucanettes.

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In. outdoor aviaries (all moulted); Ribbon Finches,
Spiee Birds, Ilronzcw ings, cock Saffron Finches,
Blackheaded Nuns, hen Whydahs, very fine cock
Paradise Whydah (coming into full plumage),
Siberian Bullfinches (cocks and hens), cock Cali-
fornian Quail (perfect plumage), Senegal Turtle
Doves. Barbary Turtle Doves. Green and Yellow Bud-
gerigars. Madagascar Love Birds (cocks only), Golden
Pheasant chicks. Grccnfinchos. Bullfinches, etc.:
poultry* young Faverollcs, Columbian, White an.1
Partridge Wvandottes, Rhode Islands; wanted.
English Goldfinches and small foreign Finches ol all
kinds; hen Californian Quail or pairs; in fact, we
are open to purchase all kinds of bright plurnaged
British or foreign birds for outdoor aviaries; we>
solicit enquiries for what we have, and offers of
what we have not: Th£ Aviaries, Coppice Drive,
Harrogate. (370)

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which 1 originated,
and means if it should die during trial l replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if Par-
rots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so tie careful. Write at once
for my price list and free large book. “ Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,

proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries;

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent post

free. Telegraphic address; “Aviaries, Morccainbc.”
Telephone No. 40 Morccambe. (310)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

[ VARIOUS BIRDS?]
WHAT cadi offers, cock Goldfinch, cook Linnet,

hen Canary and 5 breeding and other cages: Cuffe,

King-st., Lincoln. (379)

THREE good cock Bullfinches, 2/- each; young,
healthy, aviary-bred Budgerigars, 3/6 pair: Oliffe. 18,

Church Green, Witney. (380)

HAND-REARED cock Chaffinch, 2 Border hens,

7/6- exchange Border or Roller cock; yours first-

Iliciiards, 29, Blanclie-st . PcnygTaig. (381)

FOR SALE, a few Norwich Canaries, cocks 6/-,

hens 3/-; also a few Goldfinch Mule hens: G. S.

Cootnbe, 99, Charlotte-st., Devonport. >383)

GOLDFINCHES, cocks 3/6, Grcypnte 3/-, cock

Bullfinch 3/0, Linnet lien Canary 0/0; Mulere, Mag-
pie, 2/0; approval; Criddoford, Lapford. (STS)

LARGE twice H.M. muling cockjJnnet and hen
Canary, 5/-; variegated green Cliickc hen, 3/-: butt

Randall hen, 3/0; lot 10,0; Stakes, 2, Sydney-tcrr..

Lancaster, (383)

WANTED.
|

WANTED, anything alive: Jopson, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (383)
WANTED, adult cock Cockatiel, Ringneck and other

Parrakcets: Zoo, JIandsworth, Birmingham. (384)

BIRDS, animals and reptiles of every description:
Princess Menageries, 103, Princess-st., Manchester.

(383)
WANTED. Rose-breasted Cockatoo or Parrot, cheap

for cash: Mrs. Jones, 7, Georgc-st., Aberystwyth.
(383)

WANTED, litters of Fox Terrier puppies, also
I’oms : Manager, Princess Kennels, 103, Princess-st.,

Manchester. (383)

WANTED any quantity of young Yorkshires and
Norwich Canaries; state price) Cheshire, 34, Craw-
ford-st., Bradford. (304)

WILL buy for cash any quantity lien Goldfinch
Mules, lien Canaries, 1/- each: Helyar, 55, Patinos-

rd.. North Brixton. (383)

WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, hen Canaries, give

1/3 each for them : J. Flower, 15, Pollard Row,
Bethnal Green, London. (354)

WANTED, all varieties Canaries, British and for-

eign birds cheap, cash sent with order: McKeand.
Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (350)
NOTICE, wanted, weekly supply of Goldfinches, from
catchers; state lowest price: Blackett, 2, Poolo-
st., New North-rd., London. (382)
WANTED, foreign Birds for outdoor aviary: ex-

change highcft-cla«s Sutinotte or Turbit pigeon- : II.

Sissons, s. Potter-st., Worksop. (880)
WANTED, large Norwich. Yorkshires, Mules,

cocks, for cash; or exchange high class Fox Terrier
dog : Lanhnin, 30, Woleot, Bath. (884)
WANTED. I lull Zebra Finches, from outdoor

aviary preferred: will pay good prite: Clarki,
Woodfiehl. Headlands, Kettering. (381)
WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mr?. Mar-
tin, ui, Cow caddcns st., Gla«gow. (241)



Jur.Y 24 , 1915 . CAGE BIRDS

DON'T BE DISAPPOINTED

!

Sign the Coupon NOW
And obtain your copy of the 1915 Edition of

It Is the only year book of the Fancy. It has been truly des-
cribed as an

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
BIRDY MATTER,

And there is not any bird-keeper who could fail to be in.ere ted
and benefited by its perusal. Something for everybody is on every
one of Its pages; it tells you how to save money in many ways
on your seed and food bill

; how to conduct your operations on a
profitable lias s

; how to regulate your work in the bird-room
month by month

; how to construct and stock a fasc'nating av ary
;and numberless other things cf supreme importance to all b rd-

keepers.

IT IS AS NECESSARY .TO YOU AS A
IS TO A SOLDIER.

RIFLE

To the Publisher,

CAGE BIRDS,’ 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

Please send me....: cop
fes of “Cage Birds

”

Annual, for which I enclose

Name,
Address „

Singing Contests.
Announcements ot forthcoming contests in the
mtur • of mlvcrliseme its most he paid for .it

tlvertisemenl rotes, three worth a penny.

ELVET.
Linnet Singing Club, July SI, ut Now fun, Civet,

A input 2, Butchers' Anns Sprmiymoor. judge, W.
Fairies*.— Wm. Fairies*. (Advt.)

/ CASTLEFORD.
Members' sing, .July 10, George and Dragon,

bridge Street, for .1 prize*., I minutes’ time singing:
I, Morley

; 2, ,i, YValkiss. J^ily 17: I, Morley: 2,

Nelson; 3, Williams. Open sing, July 18, for thres
prizes: 1, Morley; 2, Plows

; 3, Watkins.—8. Morley,
Set.

KIPPAX.
Members’ sing. Commercial Hotel, July 10. Only

a moderate entry. I, I.ight.foot ; 2. Wallis; 3.
Cooper. Timekeepers, Collinson and Cooper; tappers,
Lightfoot and Wallis. Members' sing, July 17, 21
birds cutereel 1, 2, Plows; 3, Potter. Timekeepers,
II. Collinson, P. Potter; tappers. W. Perkin, I!.

Plows; scorer, T. Ligbtl'oot.— It. Plows, See.

PONTEFRACT.

CLAPHAM C.B.A.
Meeting, July «. linal arrangements for the\?'ing bird Show were made and special prizes

allotted At next meeting a lecture will be givenby Madame Madeacll ori the Crossbill Tin ladv
possesses what i, probably tin- only Crossbill inI/Ondon, and one of the very few perhaps even in
the country, namely, her famous ••Charlie" and
her remark., . re ore to he of great interest—
A. It. Coo.

CITY AND SUBURBAN A.C.B.
Minting was held July 12. the Church Institute

Paddington Street. .Mr. A. W. Curtis, chair, and 30members present. Various correspondence was read
Mr. Rolls and Mr. F. Day were elected members.

WANTED, address of genuine all-round catcher for
the season, also Linnet and Lark cage-maker : Seal,
13. Mai!ow-st., Holme, Manchester. (381)
WANTED, cock Roller, exchange guitar, concer-

tina, flute, walking stick, silver anti-rheumatic rings:
Ga:h,_SGa, Uegency-st., Westminster. (882)WANTED, young Yorkshire and Norwich Mules,
any quantity, cash deposited

;
particulars, stamp

reply: Oliver, 101. bridport-pb, Hoxton, N.
COCK Pekin Robin wanted, good price paid for

suitable bird, or would exchange genuine .Stour-
bridge cut glass or china, value £1: Rcvnoids, High-
st.. Stourbridge. (381)
WANTED, cages and cage birds: exchange line-

bred ‘ exhibition silver fawn rabbits, adulto and
youngsters, strong arid prolific: Fowler, 119, Ilrent-
wood-rd., Romford, Essex. (380)
WANTED, two forgo ringing cock Canaries in
exchange gentleman’s (new) keyless rolled gold
Mil toll value 35/-: approve! both sides; yours lirst.

—Jewellers, 20, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (383)

WANTED
AX\ quantity of 1915 Canaries, also any quantity

of 1914 male, ar.J. varieties, also wanted male anil
female Goldfinch Mules, good prices given: cash
h> return of post: Chapman, bird Dealer, Birming-
ham.

(325)

WANTED
1.000 Norwich end- Ynrkrinr- Canaries, also Gold-
finch Mules or anything alive, for spot cash;
references Editor or bankers. London, Citv, Midland
Bethnal Groen-rri. broneb; write, stating wonts:'

Shoved i tch
W<
Lon donf

%**'*"< »• »>• Sclater-st.,

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Vorkshrre, old or young, 18/. a dozen-

l-V- a dozen ; Goldfinch J®
foril Uirl r

h; Ca
;

1 °r
*
dcposit with Editor: Either-lord. Bird Importer, Leytonstone. (341)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
pfic

lI

fiuf
d
m^rvT

ICh
-
and Vf>r1<c||ire Canaries; will

\ .

fjiarket price per pair for good birds - alsoGoldfinch Mules, cock or hen, or buv surplus stocks-wanting British birds of all descriptions S ^deposit with " Cage birds"
; established a century

CreTib London.
10 ' Gran '-v place, Bethnal

fsALE or EXCHANGE.
j
Mainly British.

}

COCKS: Brown Linnet, Bramblefineh, Chaffiricli
Greenfinch Twite, in aviary since January; exchaimc
other birds: Rhodes, 273, Strctford-rd., Manchester

* - 0381)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received wecannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser. — ADVT, MANAGER. “ CAGE BIRDS,"

Mainly Canaries,
j

EXCHANGE two good 1914 hen Canaries for two
P'P'f'k’ l*en Bullfinches, or oiler: Ward, Corsham,

(378)NLCE cock Canary and cage, sell 10/- or exchange
rabbits . W. A. Lpchurcli, 7, Florence-st., Hitchin,
Herts.

(380)WHAT offers, Roller Canaries and cash for Black
Labrador Dune, male, 12 months, se.l £2 • Judd
Iredegar, Mon.

(370)THIRTY-FIVE young Canaries 2/3 each; would
“'“ff ‘f®?

for Parrot or Cockatoo : Y’ernum,
298, Lilbe-rd., Pulliam. (334^EXCHANGE Canary-reared pair of Linnets, yellow
Yorkshire lien, for Roller cock Canary: L. Jones

. r
Hek‘iu&da, Amlwch.

(380)
P riZ(-’-hrtd Yorkshire, cocks and hens

for ltoders. poultry; offers: John Lovatt, C4, Mount-
st., Northwocd, Hanley. (373)W ILL cxdjjmge solid rolled gold new gentleman’s
keyless watch for Canaries, or sell 35/- : Jewellers
2(>\ Pretoriit-rd., Leytonstone.

(3^)EXGHANI.E pair of good Norwich for a pair ofgoed Rollers, or sell 10/C; yours first: Hassall, Wer-
rmgton-rd., Bucknall, Staffs.

(;i81)EXCHANGE for gent.’s cycle, 2 pair Yorkshires
4-compartment. 1 double breeder, or sell 40/-
Malone, 113, High-st., Jarrow. (379)EXCHANGE good long, slim, Y’eiIo\v Yorkshire
cock lor soft singing Roller cock: yours first: Hus-
sey, Baker, Kington. Herefordshire. (334)TWELVE Roller Canaries, sell or exchange for
chickens, rabbits, or any live poultry, or offers • \
Round, W’aterloo-st., Tipton, Stalls. (78 jPAHl of Roller Canaries, bred from good stock
10, or exchange for good air gun or No. 3 ride’;
Arnott, 51, Jordan-torr.. .Methil, Fife. (37a)WILL give good exchange in prize-bred Border
rancies lor good glazier’s diamond

; approval: Bul-man. Joiner,^ Cockormouth, Cumberland. (381)EXCHANGE good singing cock Linnet, twice H -M.wire call cage, and Roller lien, for good Roller" errington-rd., Bucknall, Staffs,
f DATE Stand Camera and outfit, cost

£(> 10;. when new. exchange Norwich Canaries, value
2 Linwood, Paisley.

Jo T>:. r
' Canary and breeding cage, complete,or I arrot cage, nearly new, for watch in DorfWt

vvidJ
A Whitehouse

’ 38, Thomas-st., West Brotn-

l' IRS’! -CLASS dinner service, ccmurtfe carriage
Iiai.l to your door; what offers in " Canaries ruTvquanUty or quality : J. Davidson, c/o. Mrs. Smith,
(>9. Gosford-st., Coventry.

(379)

J.
GJ,ari

T
00 ’1 s<ason with Borders, can spare

about 20 to make room, from 5/- pair: 4 Norwich
bens, 1914 from 7 0; or exchange exhibition British
or Light Mule: J. W. Johnson, YVigan-rd., Ormskirk.

PAIR Jiigh-class colour-fed Norwich, also pair wim
nmg V orkdiires, accent 15/- pair, worth treble
<iL-o Roller cock. Club rung, Id'-; entertain Pom!
or extending stand camera in exchange.—L. Edgelev
491. Grove Green-rd,, Leytonstone. (,%3j

_Einnet contest, Woodman Inn: club sing, July
17; 19 entered for three prizes, 4min. time singing:
1, Jones; 2, Beard; 3, Pugh, Open sing. July 18.
21 entered for three prizes, 3min. time singing: 1.

Pugh; 2, Blackshear
; 3, Beard, Club sing, July 24;

24 entered for three prizes, 4min. time singing: 1,
Beard; 2, 3,_ shared Pugh arid Blackshear. Open
sing, July 25 : 22 entered for three prizes, 3min.
time singing. 1„ Jones; 2, Clayton- 3, Beard —

S

Pugh, Sec.

LEIGH
Globe Inn Linnet Club, Open contest, July 10,

for time and quality. 25 birds entered, 1 Statham
IaS: 2, 127; 3. Knowles, 100. Quality: 1 Cone; 2,
Hayes; 3, Bates. Judges, Gibbons and Jones.
Timers, T. Statham, W. Meadows; minute man, G.
Amison.
Consolation contest for time and quality, July 17.

Quality : l, Cowburn ; 2, Holeroft: 3, Hilton. Time :

1, Statham; 2, Baxendale; 3, Gore. All other mem-
bers received a prize, value 5s. Timers, S. Rigby
and .1. Litberland

; minute man, Disley; judges.
Gibbons an<f Jones. Next open contest, July 24,
time and quality. Grey Mare, Bolton Road, West-
boughton —R. Disley, Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing contest. Old Bird House, Skinner’s

Arms, Buslingthorpe, July 18; 19 birds, the bestm Yorkshire, competed for three prizes: 1, Huller-
2 Bums; 3. King. Judges, Messrs. C. Clavton'
Blackburn.—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.
Leeds - Quality Linnet Singing Club, Plasterer’s

Avria, Skmner Lane, July 17; 20 birds competed.T 1 IT T-xl r a
I'mipt

Judge, H. Playford. Timekeeper, A. Lawrence.
2, Turner: 3. Chipendale and .1. Wright shared
July 18, 24 birds sang for four prizes. Judges: C’
Lomernan. T. Foloman. 1, Chipendale: 2. Deariove
(shared); 3. Walker; 4. Turner. A good company
were all satisfied with the judging.—F. Turner, Sec
Ooen contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hot-!. Skinner Lane; S3 birds r.ang for 3 prizes: 1,

anJ
I

H
t:w^B^ard -, ,’

Tud8es
’ Messrs - T - Summers

and II. W igfield. July IS. 25 entered, and somevery good singing was beard. We had friends from
Hull and Wisan, and our worthy host. Mr. \V.
CrowfclKT added tiie host prize ever known J,Halton

; 2, 3 shared Hirst and Dalton. Judges:

W C ' B
J
SS ' T - Summers, - and H. Wigfield.—W . Tinman. Hon. Sec.

«JmJ
i

'V.
T'innefc

,-
a

,

,ui Cauarv F.A., Albion Hotel,
Raville Green. York Road. Open contest for quality
Linnet smgmg, held July 10. 14 birds sane for three
nnze,s . 1 W. Smsous: 2. Richardson; 3. Tower”
Judges. Crane and Jennings. Also July It. 19 sang
for three mazes. 1 T. Johnson; 2. W. Sissons; 3,Stanney. Judges. Hardeastle, Naylor, Butler,

ipen contest for quality Linnet singing July 17-U sang for three prizes: l. Richardson; 2. Stannev
I

"tockill. Judges. Jennings and Crane. Jiilv
IS. 19 sang for three prizes: 1, 2. shared bv TJohnson and A. Richardson; 3. Stanney Judges
Hardeastle and Naylor.—W. Naylor, Hon Sec

__,i .. .... inciiiiiiTsand Mr, F, Mansell nominated for memherahin. Hon”e
V*

r,,
.

ac* ol,t point-* gained for troplii(«, and paid
out, prize money and specials won at young bird
show. Mr. Mugford bad promised to open a discus,
sion on "The Duty and Obligations incumb. nt on mem
hers to their Association,” but wrote regretting bis
inability tr> attend, as In liad been summoned for
-sp ci.-d pohee duty. Mr. F. J. Martin kindly offered
to lill the gap, but the subject not being to bis lik

!»«
I

1/-' madir some very interesting remarks on
leathers" and "Double- Buffing.” A length) dl-

evasion followed, in which several members joined
A hearty vole of thanks was par«e<l to steward-
and officials for their services at young bird : bow
and vote of thanks to eliairman closer! the meet
ing.—F. Thynnc, Assist. Hon. Sec

LONDON C.B.A.
Meeting July 13, “Red Lion." York Street. St.

James. Mr Robson, chair, and a goed attendance
of members and visitor.-. After general business
the chairman called on Mr. Silver an.l Mr. Dcwliurst
to give their promised demonstration on the "Feed-
ing ol British and For.ign Insectivorous Birds."
Mr. Dcwliurst handed round for inspection samples
of ingredients used in li is mixture, which consists
of ore part each of meat meal, ants' eggs grated
carrot, half part grocer.-' currants, four parts bis-
cuit meal, and a piece of cream cheese or coconut
nutter the size of a walnut. The cheese, carrot,
bi-euit meal, and currants are p.-lsscd twice through
a set?d mill ; then the ants' eggs are added, and tho
meat, meal after being scald'd, the whole being
made crumbly moist with boiling waV-r. This
food, together with fruit in season, will keen them
in perfect condition. A suitable mixture lor the
larger birds consists of one part meat meal and two
part- Spratts’ Chicken Meal, as proof of which Mr.
Dcwliurst quoted birds in his possession seven and
fourteen years old. and still fit for the show bench
Mr. Silver then demonstrated his method of feed-
ing. which consists of a stock mixture verv similar
to Mr. Dewhurst’S. which is kept ready mixed, with
the addition of silkworm pupae, which Mr. Silver
states from experience posscs:«e.s great nutritive
properties. The stock mixture can be made crumbly-
moist with either mi sal tod lard, grated carrot, or
minced banana. For Sun Birds, Sugar Birds, etc.,
a mixture of honey, condensed milk, Mellin's Food,
and meat extract, with sufficient water to give it
the consistency of thin cream, together with fruit.
For Tanagers. etc., sponge cake made moist, with

,
the preceding mixture and fruit. The lecturers
were well plied with questions, which were answered
with a knowledge and experience. A hearty vote of
thanks to the lecturers and the chairman ended tho
meeting.—A. YVallington.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on uage 12 .

Club {Reports .

WEST STANLEY (Empire) F.F., &c.Meeting. -Till v ll, Mr. R. Peart nresiding and agood turn-up of members. The partnership questionwas di-,cu«eu. and it was resolved that no member
can show in partneremn with a non-member who hasnot been in partnership for two years. We passed
a good schedule of 42 classes. I hope members will
have plenty of stock to fill them all and "ive the
judges plenty of work—R. Hutchinson, Sec.'’

ARDWICK & MANCHESTER C-B S.
General meeting. July C, St. Thomas’s Schools,

Ardwick. Mr A. E. ihorpe presided over a fair
attendance. After business, including final arrange-
ments for July show, Mr. H. Boothman gave a lec-
ture on the Norwich Canary. Having already had
this season a lecture from a prominent, fancier on
this variety, it waA a task for the lecturer to pro-
vide fresh material to make it interesting • how-
ever, under the circumstances he proved equal to
the occasion, the extent of his knowledge was given
ireeiy to those present. He dealt chiefly with the
standard points of ttie Norwich, the stock birds, and
the production of show birds. Many questions were
asked and answered in a very practical way. A
vote of thanks tq Mr. Boothman closed a verv en-
joyable evening.—J. Spencer, Sec.

SOUTHERN BORDER F.C.
Meeting, headquarters, June 28. Sir. Norman chair

and a fair number present. Owing to several
societies applying for our patronage not having fixed
date of show it was impossible to arrange for tile
full number of patronage shows, but up to the pre-
esnt we have given our patronage to Plymouth
Chester, Redhill, and Llanelly. We arc surprised
that no London society has applied, and I shall
be very glad to hear from any secretary who wants
to ensure success lor his show. 1 regret I have been
unable to send a list of societies applying to the
Provincial Committee for their votes, but owing to
incomplete details it has been impossible to do so
they may rest, assured that the London committee
will look after their interests. A meeting will be
held at headquarters, July -26th.- and it is hoped
that as many members as possible will attend.—
Geo. Burton. Hon. Sec.

{The Shows.
READING C.B.S.

Annual F.F. show, Palmer Hall, July 7; quality
and quantity were below average, although Mr.
Meadowcroft’s team of Borders were gems; Yorks,
were second best, but Norwich were nothing to boast
about, though members will probably have something
hot at open show as in other years. Mr. Brookcr. in

the absence of Mr. Y'ates, judged, and gave entiro
satisfaction.
Champ. Nor. Yell.; 1, 2, 3, vhc, Smith. Buff: 1, 2.

Smith. Y’orks. Yell. : 1, Scrgt. Thomas; 2. Clialker.

Buff: Sergt. Thomas. A.O.V. Can.: 1, 2, 3, vhc. he.

Meadoweroft. Mules: 1, Foster; 2, Smith. Brit.

Hard.: 1, he, Wilson; 2, 3. Foster; vhc, c, Chubb.
Amat. Nor. Yell. : 1, 2. 3, Larkcom. Bull : 1, 2. 3,

vhc, Larkcom; he, Colburn; c, Foster. Yorks. Yell.:

1. 2, Sergt. Thoma.. Buff: 1, 2, Sergt. Thom tie ; 3.

Colburn. Nov. Nor. Yell.: 1, 3, Wilson; 2. Colburn;

vhc Rout. Buff: 1. Wilson: 2. 3, Mrs. Wright; vhc,

Colburn. Yorks. Yell.: I, Miss Garland. Buff: 1,

Miss Gallant! ; 2, Colburn.—O. S. Smith, Sec.

RUSHOEN F.S.
6th annual summer show, July 3. Entries came,

up well, and were tastefully staged in the large

Harmonic Hall of the Athletic Club, which is well

lighted, and free from draught. The management
as usual, was Al. Membera should be proud of

their hard-working and willing sec., Mr. W. Wood,
who had things carried out in perfect order. Mr.
W. H. Howe judged. Nor., Cl.: 1, Bateman, bull-

dog, very typical, rather pale col.; 2, vhc. Howe,
thick, typical, clean cut; 3, vhc, Irons, hot col.,

larger, inclined to be little open in neck ; res.,

Clapham ; he, Fennell; c, Lewis and Coulson. Tkd..
etc.: 1, Bateman, varieg. yell., most typical bird

in show, good col. ; 2, vhc. Irons, grizzle wing, buff,

grand head and neck, good size; 3, Johnson, varieg.
yellow', hot col., bit- larger than winner; res., Fen-
nell; he, Ablett. Tkd., etc., 1915: 1, 2, Johnson,
both varieg. buffs, 1st, good head and neck, 2nd a
bit narrow' in neck; 3, Bateman, broken green buff;
res., Walker. A.O.V. : 1, Batcinan, buff foul tail

green, grand col., short and thick set; 2, 3. Morris;
2nd, buff. C.B., very promising stock bird, 3, varieg.
crest, bit loose in feather; res.,' Priestley; vhc,
Walker. Brit. Gol-df. or Bullfinch, a Very strong
class: 1, 2, Checksfif.Id, 1st, grand Bullfinch, takes
stopping, in most lovely blcoin, 2nd, Coldfinch, rare
size, good blaze and condition; 3, Garrad, Bull-
finch, nice col. and shape; res., Lewis; vhc, Dun-
more; he. Havter; he, Dunmore; c, Lewis ; c,

Bradshaw. Greenfinch, Linnet, Siskin, Redpoll, or
Twite, another strong class: 1, Carrod

; 2, Checks-
field. both Gr-eenies, hard to separate in lovely
condition, winner a wee bit better in head, other-
wise equal; 3, C-hecksficld, Linnet, medium size,
grand pencilling, in rare condition; res., Hayt-cr,
vhc, Checksfield ; he, Andrews: c, Billingham
A.O.V. Smaller than a Lark: 1, H. Checksfield, Ycl- .

low Bunting, the Watford winner, in grand condi-
tion; 2, Hayter, Yellow Bunting, better head mark-
ings. pale in col.

; 3, Howe, moderate Uramblefuleh,
pinched in neck; res., Lewis; vhc, Adams../ Mule
or Hybrid: A very hot claas. I. Howe., noted
Greenfinch Mule, in the be6t of condition; 2,
Hayter, Btillio-Canary, hit loose in feather, nice
cob: 3, Andrews, a good dark Goldfinch-Canary,
hard to separate for 2nd position; ros., Andrews;
"he. Smith; lu, Andrews; lie. Hove; c, Johnson;
c, Lewis.

(Shows continued on page 9.)
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Twitterings.

Mr. W. C. Sholcdice, 38, Haddington Road,
Dublin, has again taken over the secretary-

ship of the Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland.

We have altered the dato of our annual

show from Nov. 20 to Nov. 13, writes Mr.
Andrew Wright, sec. Denton C.B.S. Mr J.

Bewick, Stockport, will judge.

Sheffield O.S. will ramble on Aug. 1 to

Caldwell Valley. Those intending, going are

requested to apply to the sec., .Mr. E. C. Job,

for tickets for tea on or before J uly 27.

Societies wishing the patronage of the Fife

and Kinross Norwich Plainhead Club .should

communicate with the sec., David H.
M’Gowan, 61, Rf.ssell Street, Lochgelly, be-

fore Sept. 4.

Mr. J. H. Bevan, sec. of Portli and
Rhondda Valley C.B.S., has taken over the

business of The Aviaries, 66, Pontypridd
Road, Portli, and will be pleased to see any
fanciers who will give him a call.

I am sorry to inform you, writes Mr. C. J.

.(Mien, Hon. Sec. Royal Cornwall, that Mr. F.
Collins, one of our most respected fanciers,

met with an accident last week at Gwithan,
and broke his ankle ; we all join in wishing
him a speedy recovery.

Entries for Woolton show close on July 27

to Mr. J. Keen, Woolton, Liverpool. Those
who intend showing, and who have missed
writing for a schedule, may cuter from the

advert, in this issue. The entrance fee is

one shilling.

We have received in an envelope stamped
with the Durham post-mark, July 15, a sheet,

bearing figures which •evidently represent the
home-lessons of a school child. Nothing else

was in the envelope, and there was no ad-

dress to which to return the enclosure.

The fifth annual show of the Lochgelly
C.B.S. will be held on Oet. 9 in the Drill Hali,

and all profits will go to the Scottish branch
of the Red Cross Society. The hon. sec.,

Mr. R. Muir, 123, Station Road, Lochgelly,
will be pleased to send particulars and
schedules on application.

A pair of White-eyebrowed Wood Swallows
have reared one young one in the Western
Aviary at the London Zoo. This is the only
Wood Swallow of any kind that has been
reared during the past forty-five years at the
Gardens, and is the second occurrence there

of the breeding of Wood-Swallows, the first

success being with the same species of

A rtamm.
In the life-belt shelter at Mapledurham

lock on the River Thames a Whitethroat has
built her nest and hatched her young on the

upper surface of the lowest part of the

emergency lifebelt which hangs on the wall,

and a Wren’s nest is in a. coil of rope in the

same shelter. The Wren’s nest, however, is

one of the dummy nests so often built by
birds of this species, and has not been
tenanted.

A Military Parrot.
One of the Parrots at the London Zoo has

picked up the bugle calls it has heard while
the soldiers have been drilling in Regent’s
Park, and will repeat them at command. A
use for such a talented bird suggests itself,

but it would be awkward if in actual practice

it sounded the retreat instead of the attack.

The Travels of a Bird’s Nest.
Mr. F. A. Loach, Wolverhampton, kindly

sends us a picture of a Thrush’s nest, which
was built on a 4in. girder under a box waggon
belonging to the G.W.R. This nest, contain-

ing three eggs, survived the perils of three

days’ travel with the numerous shuntings in-

cidental to the journey, and was photographed
on the arrival of the train at Watford.

A Unique Albido.
“ Country Life ” of July 10 contains two

charming photographs of a White Wren.
This is the first case of albinism in Wrens
which has come to our notice. Lest a desire

for its possession may arise in the mind of

any who have a fancy for albino British birds,

we may say that the tiny bird is being care-

fully protected by the farmer upon whose
land it was hatched.

YVe have decided to allot the patronage of

the Northern Border Fancy C.G. at our next
meeting, August 4, writes Mr. C. Fairer,

Hon. Sec., 222, Jefferson St., Newcastle-on-

Tj ne. Societies who desire same and have
not already applied, please do so as early as

possible.

1 was delighted to see t lie splendid drawing
of my buff Yorkshire on the front page of

your valuable paper, Cage Birds. 1 think

it is excellent; he also won first and two
specials at Clapham last week. I have had

a good year, thanks to the help of Cage
Birds, a copy of which is now on the way to

my brother, who is in Brazil.—A. J. Clarke,

East Dulwich.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing in our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be sent on application.

Bearded Tits Bred in Captivity.

By a curious coincidence while our note of

last week referring to the breeding of birds

in captivity was in type, and before the issue

was published, we heard with pleasure that

Dr. Lovell-lveays, East Hoathley, has been

successful in breeding three Bearded Tits in

his outdoor aviary. This, we believe, is a

first record of the reproduction of the species

in captivity, although many avieulturists have

long been striving to attain success in the

breeding of these charming birds. A notable

fact is that, although several pairs of Bearded
Tits are flying in the aviary, the parents of

the young birds are the pair which won first

prize at the Horticultural Hall Show last

November, where Dr. Lovell-Keays made his

first attempt at exhibiting birds, and when
with 13 entries he won some 16 awards, in-

cluding a diploma and a silver medal; a grand
performance for a beginner. We congratulate

Dr. Lovell-Keavs upon his latest success.

NEXT WEEK’S NUMBER AND
A GRAND VOLUME.

Next week we shall, as announced on our
front page, have special articles dealing with
the colour feeding of Canaries, British Birds,

Mules and Hybrids. Birds of all kinds will

almost immediately be going into the moult,

in fact, some have already started. With few
exceptions, birds that are intended for the

show bench must be colour-fed to have a fair

chance in competition, and a knowledge of

the methods adopted by practical fanciers

will be of incalculable benefit to those who
are doubtful as to the best procedure to adopt
in the task which now lies immediately be-

fore them. Colour feeding is an easy matter
to those who know how to do it, but without

that knowledge the effect is more likely to

be damaging to the bird’s appearance than

to improve it.

Next week’s Cage Birds, therefore, must
by no means be missed, and those who would
know even more about the art of colour feed-

ing than can possibly be squeezed into one

number of our journal should avail them-

selves of the wider fund of information con-

tained in the comprehensive volume, Opr
! Canaries, which has been described as “ The
Greatest Book on Canaries in the World.”
Therein will be found not only the fullest

possible directions on colour-feeding, direc-

tions which make the task an easy matter to

the veriest novice, but a mine of golden in-

formation upon every subject in Canarydom.

INTELLIGENCE IN BIRDS.
By W. E. TESCHEMAKER.

The work is embellished bv 32 Colouied

and 32 Black and White Art Plates (all from

life by our artist, Mr. Norman), and 153

Photographs and Drawings. A page might

easily be filled without doing justice to the

many invaluable features of this grand vol-

ume of 380 pages, the cash price of which is

only eighteen shillings, an outlay which will

be saved many times over by its possessor in

the avoidance of mistakes and in the im-

proved health and value of his birds, not to

speak of its worth to the young exhibitor who
would bv its possession be on a level with,

the old fanciers who have spent a. life-time

in correcting their own errors, and who are

now able to show their birds as experts. Here
we need not sav more than that it is edited

by the world-renowned bird expert, Mr.
Claude St. John, and that our manager will

be pleased to send post free on application

an illustrated pamphlet summarising the won-

derful information contained between the

covers of Our Canaries, and particulars of

an offer under which this grand volume can

be secured by payment of one shilling down
and the rest of the purchase money by easy
instalments.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS^
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM " CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET
8TREET, LONDON.

I
NOTE that the short account of two in-

stances o.f bird intelligence, selected

from many similar happenings in my
aviary, has once again brought up into the
fighting line a sceptical reader. It is very
good of Mr. Johnson to explain to us so fully

the psychological difference between the
words intelligence and conscience, but 1 think
all of us—and I will include in this gallant
company the office boy at No. 154, Fleet-

street- quite understand that difference. If

I did not refer again to conscience in birds, it

was not because I thought that the Weakest
part of my case, but because there was a ten-

dency in the former discussion to treat the
question from a religious point of view,
which, of course, is absolutely out of place in

our periodical Gage Birds. I referred to facts

which were well known to our grandfathers,
such as the customary meetings of the Storks,
at which those individuals who have offended

against the laws o.f the Stork community are

executed, and the return of the Puffins and
Black Guillemots to their nesting quarters,

which frequently takes place on the same day
of the year, season after season

;
yet Mr.

Johnson thought that 1 was imposing on the

credulity of your readers. If I had men-
tioned some of the really wonderful facts

concerning birds that modern research has
brought to light, as, for instance, that a Snipe
can set and apply a surgical bandage to its

own broken leg, I wonder whether he would
have called me a lunatic or merely a first-class

liar. Yet, if he will look up the subject, ho
will find that photographs have been pub-

lished of several such bandages, showing how
the bird had hound feathers and grass-stems

round the limb at the point of fracture,

which, adhering and made rigid by congealed

blood, had formed an efficient “splint,” and
that such well-known ornithologists as Air.

J. E. Harting and AT. Victor Fatio have
examined the evidence and declared them-
selves convinced. Again, Mr. Johnson could

not believe that the Rooks at their spring

assemblies discuss nesting sites, but I might
easily .have put before him the case of one of

the foreign Corvid*, a species which holds

an annual autumn meeting,
1

lasting several

days and dignified by a prodigious number of

speeches. As the birds come to the meeting
in family parties (after the breeding season),

and leave it in pairs, I think even he would
have been convinced that the object of the

meeting and the subject of discussion must
be matrimony.
Now, let me say a few words— if only to

oblige Mr. Johnson—on the subject of con-

science and the moral code in birds. The
letter from a lady avicnlturist was most in-

teresting, as showing that a moral code is

in force to-day amongst Canaries, although a

long period of captivity tends to reduce and
limit the natural intelligence of any species of

birds. The letter supported my contention

that in most communities of birds mixed
marriages are forbidden. The Hybrid-breeder

does his very best to corrupt the morals of

birddom
;

lie makes his appeal to their

strongest instincts at a time of the year when
those instincts are strongest ; he supports his

appeal by every artifice known to him—and

yet he very frequently fails. Compare this

fact with the early history of our colonies, in

which we find that mixed marriages were

very common indeed. Who comes out best in

this matter? Man o.r the birds?

Let us go a little more deeply into the sub-

ject and note that wherever there is a com-

munity of any animals there will and must
be found a moral code, for the simple reason

that if the members of the community were

continually murdering and plundering one an-

other the community would soon cease to

exist. Gradually the offensive and defensive

alliance between members of the same com-
munity grows into a state of law and order

and mutual goodwill and affection, of which

we find many curious instances among birds.

For instance, we have the well known fact

that even Hawks will not as a rule make war
on their defenceless neighbours, but prefer to

go further afield to fill the larder. Mr. R.

Kearton is at the present moment touring the

country with a series of films illustrating the

nesting of some of the smaller species of

birds, some of which he states were obtained

in- the immediate vicinity of a Merlin s nest,

and he tells his audience that the former

showed no fear whatever of the latter. In

some countries nests of the smaller species are

actually found forming part of the structure

of eagles’ nests, in which position they are

protected and secure from attack. A good

drawing of such a communal nest may be

found in the Rev. J. G. Wood’s “ Homes
Without Hands.”
Every bird, therefore, which possesses any

social tendencies whatever, will be found to

have a definite perception of right and wrong,

but light and wrong for it yviH be simply the
moral code of the particular community with
which it has been associated. Let us note
that there is no such thing as an absolute and
universal code of right and wrong, either
among the so-called lower animals or among
ourselves, for there is no vice in any one of
our own communities which is not considered
a virtue in some other community, and vice-

versa. But a very much more remarkable
fact, and one which shows the real intelli-

gence and reasoning power of birds, is that a
wild bird with its own standard of morality
will, when domesticated, frequently compre-
hend and adopt our own moral code, and that
in a very short space of time. Let me quote a
note written a few years since by the late

Lord Brabourne (who, I regret to say, has
lately gallantly given his life for his country
on the field of slaughter) :

“ On arrival in
“ Paraguay the menagerie consisted of but one
“bird, a Red Macaw; beyond the fact that
“ his wing was cut he was entirely free. His
“ usual perch was on the half-walled-up side

“of the hut, and from there he descended
“ with regularity at mealtimes and climbed
“ up on to the back of the nearest chair; if

“ his demands were not attended to with the
“ utmost speed he would draw attention by
“gently worrying the neck or shoulder of the

“•occupant of the chair. The intelligence
“ with which he understood the reproof or
“ caress implied by the intonation" of bis name
“was a marvel. If the former, he would
“ scuttle from off the chair, pausing every
“yard in his how-legged shamble to look up-
“ wards and listen for the least sign of relent-
“ ing, and, if this was detected, he would
“return to his original spot to. pursue his

“persecutions.” And this but a very short

time before had been a perfectly wild bird !

Mr. Johnson lias something to say about the
“ thieving Magpie ” and its lack of con-

science
;
but, if he will refer back to the time

of the sack of Peking, he will find that five

of the so-called civilised nations looted this

ancient city with great thoroughness (which
was all the move reprehensible because the

Chinese are an almost defenceless people, who
simply desire to live their own lives in their

own way, and have no dreams of world-con-

quest). Some of this loot was advertised in

our own papers in the most unblushing man-
ner ;

the ancestors of the little Pekingese
spaniel were stolen from the Imperial Palace.

If the Magpie is a thief, at all events it does

not talk about “ civilisation ” or “ national

aspirations.” Let me again ask which come
out best in this matter—birds or men?

Lastly, let me say a few words in defence
of my Spotted Flycatchers. Mr. Johnson evi-

dently has but a poor opinion of the hen Fly-

catcher’s intelligence, and suggests that she
should have scrapped two of her five young
and'have reared the remaining three. I should

like to point out, however, that, on one sub-

ject at all events, this little lady was wiser

than Mr. Johnson : she knew' that it requires

two active ’Catchers to rear even one baby
’Catcher. (Mr. Johnson even suggests that

she had no love for her children, though we
all (including the before-mentioned office-boy)

know that birds will often sacrifice their own
lives for (heir young.

If one could only make avieulturists see that

birds are three parts mind and only one part
body, aviculture as a whole would advance,
instead of revolving slowly round a fixed

point, as it has for a long time past. 1 fear

that there are too many avieulturists who are

contented with the rough sheli of the avi-

cultural oyster, and have no knowledge of

the beautiful pearl which it contains.
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Is the Norwich Plainhead Progressing? a)

paper read by Mr. T. Johnson (Southport), before the members of
the Manchester and Northern Counties O S.

{Continued from page 379 .)

N OW we come to the birds of to-day. In
evolving the Norwich Canary as it at
present stands, it is logical to conclude

that there have been times when a few birds
may have crept into the prizes which were
what wo might term one-point birds. -That
is, they excelled in only one point. I am
practically a young fancier, but in retrospect
I can recall some birds which the judge had
selected because they excelled in some point
which he happened to favour.
But that is only to be expected until the

perfect bird' is evolved. When a judge looks
at a number of birds, none of which is per-

fect, but all of which excel in some given
point, then I say the lot of the judge is, like

a policeman’s, not. a happy one, and he gener-
ally selects the one excelling in the point
which he happens to favour.
That is why there is complaint of “ in and

out judging,” and that is why the birds which
I have mentioned previously always got the
plums. They were the nearest to perfection
in their day; but there were fewer good birds
then than now. Mind you, they are few
enough to-day. I can count on one hand, and
leave my thumb out, the number of birds
bred last year which in my opinion are ap-

proximately perfect. Still, there are more
good birds than formerly, which shows the
improvement in general properties. We have
the size, the breadth, and the girth, with the
bold head on a closely-fitting, silky-feathered
body—that is, on the best birds. In short,
we have a larger edition of the good old type
that a few fanciers with stand-still ideas want
us to resuscitate.

When I think of the best birds of ten or
twelve years ago, and compare them in my
mind with, say, Mr. Davies’s buff cock, and
one or two recently bred unflighteds—well, I

think the latter would leave the older birds
standing—to use a racing colloquialism—in all

the essential points of a Norwich. One or
two of the old-time birds may have been
hetter in individual points, but fo.r all-round
Norwich properties they stand supreme.

Birds of the BuiUdog Breed.
What we want is a bii’d of depth and

breadth, with no corners on him, with a chest
that is not straight down, or square, as in a
fat bird. We want a big wide head, round
both ways, to commence wide at entrance,
and to open out as it finishes to a thick neck.
You never see those ugly horns on a bird such
as I describe.

Lots have been said about browiness. I do
not like a browy bird any more than other
people, but I do not want to go to the other
extreme in a quest for the bold eve, and breed
birds with heads no thicker than a lead
pencil. You can’t get the thick neck and the
wide head, and the broad shoulders, and the
essential chubby face on a narrow-headed
bird. We must have the chubby cheeks and
the bold front when viewed full face. It is

a very desirable point. These, and a neck
without the least sign of a kink between head
and shoulders are the difficult points to breed,
and are the fashion

; the wise judge who
knows his business makes allowance for them
accordingly.
No jiidge who has not bred the variety

should be allowed to. handle Norwich, be-
cause until he has bred them he has not
studied them, and therefore does not under-
stand them. That is why we have so much
grumbling about awards and about the Nor-
wich deteriorating into a nondescript, and
when novices, or those commencing with the
variety, see these grumbles in the paper they
swallow them as a Red Indian swallows fire-

water, never stopping to think if there is' mis-
chief in the frothy agitations.

Keep Moving.
We are too old-fashioned, there is too much

“stand-still” about us. We have a kind of
a feeling that what was good enough for our
forefathers is good enough' for us. We must
progress

;
and when we see a way to improve

the Norwich we must not hesitate because it

may entail the introduction of alien blood
;

but we must be sure it is for the best before
we embark on the project.

Of course, we are not all alike. Some of
us can see farther than others. Some there
are who know what will be the outcome of a
given pairing after six generations, and such
people will pair up accordingly with one
object in view—that of advancing the Nor-
wich Canary.
But there are some who will have nothing

to do with outcrossing. They look on the
improvements going on, but stick to their old
strains and their old types just as Noodle
insisted on only imbibing the wisdom of his

ancestors; and when they see the progressive
fancier outdistancing them, they cry out with
U loud voice as if someone were dropping a
ton on their pet corn. Their ideas are too
conservative. They refuse to sacrifice those
ideas on the altar of expediency. Anything
in the wav of a change-is anathema to them—especially if it touches the change in their
pockets.
Now, my contention is this : The Norwich

Canary has been undergoing an almost im-
perceptible change for some years, "and no
doubt a few rough birds have crept into the
prizes at lesser shows, and where judges have
been engaged who do not know the- best points
of a Norwich. But where the best kind of
birds compete, those that win are generally
free from the exaggerated faults some of our
critics ascribe to them, and it is the best class
of bird' we breed to, not the waster.

1 do not know what your ideas are. but my
idea of the study of the Norwich Plainhead
is that no one can obtain a correct, or even an
approximately correct perception of a Nor-
wich in a twelvemonth, or in two years. For
the mail with little cash in his pocket, the one
who lias to use his brains, it is a long jour-
ney. We learn from the exchange of ideas

!

such as these, but we learn most at shows
where we can criticise and compare the birds

!

—leastways, that is where I have picked up
what little I know.

I can xeeall the time, not so long ago, when
I knew every great fancier of Norwich, from
bain Cook downwards, and, incidentally,
when none o.f them knew me. I used to
stand listening to their criticisms and their
admirations of the winners with my ears as
wide open as a young curate’s at a mothers’
meeting. I gathered it all in ; and the
novice who is out to. learn co.uld not be taught
in a belter school.

The Value of Push.
Believe me, if you are going to learn any-

thing in this world you must not stand on
ceremony, or study etiquette as taught in the
ladies’ journals. Yon must use what Mr.
Allsopp calls “push.” , We in Lancashire
call it cheek—same thing

;
and if there are

any new starters present, I should advise
them to button-hole some of these great men
at tlio shows and question them. They will
soon improve their perceptive faculties, and
they will find that their knowledge, when it

is gained, will be more useful than that of
the man who uses his purse to get to the top.
His birdy education is generally of the rqady-
made order, and generally about, as useful
and reliable.

At the close of the paper a very interesting
discussion ensued, in which some of our oldest
and most successful Norwich exhibitors, in-

cluding Messrs. S. Cook, J. Raynes, W. N.
Turner, and B. Clegg, took part. A large
number of the members, though exhibitors of
other varieties, had been keenly interested,
and showed their appreciation by the hearty
vote of thanks which was accorded Mr. John-
son for the able manner in which he dealt
with the subject.

Notes on the preparation of food for insectivorous, frugtvorous and
nectar=feeding birds, given in a chat with the members of the

London C.B.A., by Mr. Allen Silver, F.Z.S.

I
T is not my intention this evening to in

any way dogmatise as far as the feed-

ing of birds is concerned, but rather to

demonstrate to you the manner in which I

find it convenient to prepare food for certain

species. There are more ways of killing a

cat than the unorthodox one of “ choking it

with cream,” and experiences culled from
numerous collections of birds owned by my
friends, coupled with the practical working
concerned with my own, lead me to believe

that the methods L am about to demonstrate
are both economical and quite suitable.

I need not go into the details of the recipes

for insectivorous bird ‘foods, which as you
know are mostly composed of biscuit and
preserved animal matter, the latter consisting

usually of meat fibre, the dried bodies of
“ water-boatmen,” sold under the name of

dried flies, dried ant cocoons (so-called “ants’

eggs”), and in some cases ground silkworm
pupae and egg in a preserved state. It is

also "Unnecessary for one to state that such
foods are seldom employed in a 'perfectly dry
state, so that it is with the mixing for use

with which we are to.-night principally con-

cerned.

The Necessary Equipment.
To be brief, one only requires a roomy

round bowl for mixing, a pie-di^h for soak-

ing, if such is necessary, a coarse carrot

grater, a knife, and a clean. board either to

chop or grate upon. To most people in these

davs time is of some importance, and it is as

well to get into the way of quick but thorough
manipulation rather than to waste time “ fidd-

ling about ” with the food for perhaps 15

minutes. You will observe that it is quite

possible to thoroughly incorporate and turn
out an acceptable and nutritious mixture with
as little trouble as can be imagined.
Before demonstrating this I will point out

the character and use of the several ingredi-

ents 1 have before me. The first is a game or

poultry meal, -which should contain no oyster

shell, and which can be used as a base for

feeding large and not particularly delicate

soft-feeding birds. The second is a finer

meal, which can be used for smaller birds.

Either should be swollen only with hot water,

and the requisite amount of dry soft food
such as you see here (which is a good grade
insectivorous bird food) can be added accord-

ing to the groups of birds you may keep.
Instead of using game meal, you can supply

with good success certain proprietary foods
which can be purchased in packets at about
3d. a lb. Keepers o.f large birds, such as

Starlings, Thrushes, Blackbirds, and Crows
will find such a food or game meal suitable
for a base, and the leavings from the food
pots of birds that are eating more expensive
food can be added to it. Larks, Pipits, and

M agtails thrive very well on the finer meal
very slightly damped, to which, of course,' the
dry insectivorous food should be added more
generously.

Passing o.ver that part relating to the use
of a base for cheapening or breaking down
food, I now come to the mixing of a dry food
made up in due proportions and ready for
use. To do this in such a way that it is

acceptable to most birds is to contrive that- it

shall be neither sticky, pasty, stodgy, nor too
dry, but that it shall present the form of a
crumbling but moist granular mass. There
are several methods which can be employed
in order to bring this about. The first is the
water method.

Various Moistening Methods.
This simply consists of the addition of hot

or cold water to the dry food until it reaches
the desired consistency when stirred. This
method is a rough and ready way of prepara-
tion, and will answer when other materials
for giving it the proper consistency are un-
obtainable, but is one that I do not habitually
employ or recommend.

Carrot is probably the most convenient and
beneficial excipient o.f all to employ in the
making up of a dry food for use, and you
will find that when grated a tablespoonful is

sufficient under ordinary circumstances to in-

corporate with a light handful of dry food.
Banana is also probably as good as anything

to mix with the food, and, as you see, the
method consists only of the proper manipula-
tion of peeled fruit added to dry food. Two
inches of ordinary banana will be sufficient as
a mixing agent for two handfuls of dry food.
The grease method is similar in idea; i.e.,

dry food is kneaded with unsalted lard or
stiffish beef dripping until it is soft and
slightly crumbling. Such a method, except
for aviaries where the birds get plenty of
exercise, I do not recommend for a number
oi reasons which time will not allow me to
discuss just now.
The chopped lettuce or rape seedling

method is usually employed when carrots are
unobtainable, and amounts to the very fine

chopping and mixing of the succulent leaves

of lettuce, endive, spinach, dandelion, or rape
cress with dry food.

Mr. Silver, in addition to the foregoing,
pointed out that the main point in feeding
was that of arriving at a well-balanced ration,

and, where possible, to avoid following the
whims of all and sundry. He also showed
the company present how to prepare food for

Tanagers, Sugar-birds, Lovebirds, and gener-
ally discussed points of interest relating to the
businesslike handling of sticky food and fruit

in the bird-room in such a manner that birds
could partake freely of either without soiling

their plumage.

HOW I KEEP MY
SOFTBILLS.
By J. W. SAYWELL

(Nottingham).

(Continued from Pape 379.)

ANOTHER valuable foo.d is wasp grubs,
but these are expensive to buy, so 1
advise fanciers to gather their own. 1

don’t cure my wasp grubs, except those I wish
to keep lor winter use; these I place in the
oven for about five minutes, then store in a
dry place until required. I do not let any live
wasps go, hut keep taking the most advanced
grubs and give them straight to the birds,
and I have never found any harmful results.

Pests May be Made Useful.
In any garden you can quickly discover

quantities of aphides (green fly) and green
caterpillars, which are easily collected on a
sheet o.f paper ana placed in a tin to carry
home

; these are particularly relished by the
birds. East summer the hedges round about
Nottingham were infested with the blight of
the small silver moth, and the caterpillars
were to be found in clusters of twenty or
thirty, which made it an easy matter to’ col-
lect a quantity, and my birds had another
agreeable change of diet.

I find the stock food describe.d suitable for
most of my birds, although there are isolated
cases which may need special treatment. If
a bird is not thriving as it should, and wast-
ing its food, it is a good plan to give the foods
separately

; find out which it rejects, and
these can be deleted from the mixture. Then
for a change occasionally add a little finely -

chopped vegetable such as lettuce, ehickweed,
watercress, or other green foods in season, or
a cold boiled po.tato.

The Best Is the Cheapest.
In all foods I find that the best is the

cheapest, as if an inferior food is offered they
do not relish it as they should do, and a con-
siderable amount is wasted. The trouble
does not end here, for to moult and show
birds successfully they must have the very
best food procurable to enable them to grow
and develop their plumage rapidly and bring
out all the colour which only high feeding
can do.

On receiving a fresh consignment of dried
flies I noticed that they were rather high-
flavoured and anything but a palatable dish,
so in order to overcome this I make use of
fruit syrups to moisten my mixture instead
of water. We all know that Softbills feed
on fruits as they come in season, and I find
the syrups are very much enjoyed, so I make
special use o.f these, especially damson, black-
berry, and elderberry. These are the most
desirable, as they bring out the rich colour so
sought for on the show bench, and do away
with the necessity of giving them any colour-
food. In these days of dried and preserved
fruits it is an easy matter to have a supply of
one sort or another, but I give all the fresh
fruits as they come in season.

A Timely Hint.
About the end of August the birds become-

restless and want to be off, and if your birds,
have moulted then, you must do your best to.

keep them quiet, or they quickly do them-
selves a lot of damage. I have never heard
of any particular remedy for this restlessness,
but I will give you my method.

First place small twigs and branches in tbe-
cage to afford them a certain amount of diver-
sion. Thread plenty of these through the.
wires, as this is where the damage is done.
-Then at night put your room into “total dark-
ness, as it is during the night that the bulk
of migration takes place. If a light is left,

in the room, however, the birds can see what
they are doing, and this often saves them
from knocking abo.ut.

It is most essential to get your birds,
moulted early. I give saffron tea daily in the
water, and this generally brings about the-
desired result. At this time they should have
an extra supply of live food to build up the-

system and to develop the new feather. A
bath should be given on every suitable day,
as this brings and keeps them in condition,
and a few drops of glycerine added to the
water will help to. bring the much desired;
sheen and gloss, without which no bird can
expect to win.
A good condition tonic : 1 pint port, 1 lb.

honey, 1 oz. citrate of iron and ammonia.
Heat the wine, add honey, stir well until"

dissolved, then place the citrate in the liquor
(the latter takes a little time to dissolve), stir

well, and when cool bottle up tightly, and it.

is ready for use. Moisten the soft food with-

a little of this tonic daily.

In conclusion, let me impress on the fancier
not to overcrowd, but limit the number of
birds to the number to which he can give
proper attention. It is far better to have-
three or four specimens in tip-top show con-

dition than a dozen specimens and' not one.

fit for the show bench.
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Correspondence.
Tlio Keeping of Softbiils.

Rut, Mr. Ray well k article, “ How I Keep
My Softbiils, ” is very interesting, and I

.should Ik) glad if he would kindly answer the

following questions. lie writes o.f catching

.his own birds by means of traps. What is

'the best kind of t ran to use, and when can 1

•catch Skylarks without breaking the bird

laws? Does he always use traps, or some-

times bird lime? Are the “gentles ho re-

•commends the ordinary maggots which you
tan breed from meat or fish, and are these

good lor all small birds? Are the (lies which
ho catches for his birds the ordinary house-
fly? T. Yates.

Birds in the Firing Line.

A Tame Magpie as Mascot.

Slit, l received a letter from my brother
who is serving witli the 1st Scottish Rifles at

the front, winch may interest your readers,
lie says :

—“ We have a good mascot in the
trenches just now. About a month ago, while
we were in the reserve trenches, we caught
a young Magpie. We reared it, and it is

quite tamo now. It goes in and out the
trenches witli us, sitting on one of the
.soldiers’ packs, and I may tell you it was
reared under shell fire. Sometimes he flies

out towards the Herman lines, and comes back
again with the snipers firing at him. The
Suylarks are singing lovely

;
they have their

nests between the two lines.’’ My brother is a
regul ir reader of Cage Birds, and he joins
with me in wishing your paper every success.

G. C09KBURN.

Another Case of Twins.
Siu.—On looking through my stock on June

27 l found that a Norwich hen which was
rearing 3 young 25 days old, had laid an egg
in the old nest. Having taken the cock bird
away when previously setting her, 1 at once
gave her a new nest, took the egg away, and
put in a cock bird which had not been used.
Copulation at onoe took place, and the next
morning she laid a verv large egg, the largest
I have ever seen, quite as big'as a Thrush’s.
As she did not lay any more, I sat her on
the one egg on June 30, and on July 12 I

tested the egg and found it fertile. Visions
of a very large youngster, or perhaps a freak,

caused me to look at nest on July 14. when
I was just in time to see two young bitds

struggle out of the one egg. They are now
five days old. and for their age seem to be
quite as large and as strong as any I have
ever bred. What surprises me most is the

egg being fertile, as it was laid within 16
hours of the cock bird being put to her. Is

this a record? G. K. Wholton.

The Cuckoo as a Bird of Prey.
Sill,—As a reader of the Belfast “Northern

Whig,” and a regular subscriber to. Cage
Birds, I am sending you a part of a letter

•sent by a correspondent to that paper. The
Editor says in a footnote, “ This is a most
interesting and important note,, and further

details would be welcome.” To me the. note

is not only interesting, but amazing, for I

have always thought that in the first place

the Cuckoo was quite harmless, and, secondly,

that it did not “ call ” in July. Everyone
knows, of course, that the Sparrow Hawk and
the Cuckoo are often mistaken one for the

other, but Sparrow Hawks do not call

“ Cuckoo.”
“During the present month a friend has given

me u strange experience cf his witli this bird—the
Cuckoo. At his place are a number of young
turkeys housed in a coop in a grass field. His atten-
tion was drawn to a bird attacking them, and
lie found one mangled and in a dying condition. He
lay in wait for a lepetition of the offence, and theie
and then shot the guilty bird, which proved tc be
:v Cuckoo. A l'cw days afterwards a strange tiling

happened, no fewer than three Cuckoos visited the
place boldly emitting their well-known call, and
had to be driven oil', but net before another young
turkey was killed. Young turkeys running about

delicate skin, and immersion in these liquids

would bo dangerous. Hence, the treatment
recommended by your experts, viz., three
hand-washes at intervals of a week or ten
days, in dilute antiseptics, appears to lie the
best available treatment. 1 would remind
your correspondent that it is by no moans easy
to get the -feathers thoroughly saturated, as

they must be, with a disinfectant, arid that
all the infected birds must bo done at the
same time. Also (lie cages and surroundings,
which might possibly harbour a stray louse,

should be treated with petrol, or turpentine
and spirit, on each occasion that the birds are
washed. The aim must be to exterminate
every louse and every egg as it hatches. It

must by remembered that the young larvae

are pnybably invisible when first hatched. In-

sect powder, quassia baths, spraying with
potassium sulphide, etc., are only temporary
measures, and almost certainly followed by
rci uri ence. As regards the disinfectant used
—the kind is not important. It should be
used as strong as possible, consistent with the
fact that you cannot keep it out of the eyes.

So try it in your own eye first

!

Interested.

Sra,—Some time ago you gave an illustration

of an appliance used by some Australian bird
fancier, and 1 am, to the best of mv ability,

reproducing same, ft is composed of a lib.

glass jam jar, Fig. 1, to which is fitted a piece
of wood as Fig. 2. Then another niece of
wood, as Fig. 3, fixed so as to turn as re-

quired. Method of application : First get the
following mixed at any chemist : 3ozs. pyre-
thrum powder, .^oz. borax, and 15 drons of
eucalyptus oiL

;
put all in bottle, then catch

Slit,—First keep cages particularly dean.
Get a small camel hair brush, and just a little

turpentine. Brush this well into the joints
and ends of perches. The nest lrox or pan I

always dust well with feanitas, as it is non-
poisonous

; it is quite safe, and I may say I

never get any lice in my nests. Wishing
Cage Birds success F. C. Howard.

Sir,—The very best thing is Keating's
powder. Dip a piece o.f wadding in the pow-
der, tub well into the birds, then sprinkle
some about a piece of old linen or white
cloth, wrap the bird in it for a few minutes,
put it into a clean cage for a few hours, then
remove to its own clean page, so that if

any have dropped out in the first cage they
will not get on the bird again. Do (bis again
a few days afterwards, and the lice will ho
exterminated. I would rather have to deal
with grey lice in my birds any day than red
mite. < Mrs. Lydfqrd.

Sir,—The way I manage to keep without
them is to get some disinfectant fluid from
the Corporation for the purpose of saturating
sheets or bedding, clothing, etc.

;
one cupful

to six buckets of water is quite sufficient to

wash the bird-room. For my racks, the out-

side of cages, and for the perches 1 use the
disinfcctent fluid without adding any water. I

do inside all cages with lime wash and sheep
clip, and I put my nest-pans in the fluid for
one dav and then take them out and let them
dry before using any of them. I do the some
with my nest linings at the bottom where they
fit in nest-pan. When mv hensi have gone to
nest 1 use Keating’s insect powder, and also
when the young are about 4 days old- If any
fancier will take the trouble he can keep
without lice or red mite. Anv fancier can in-

spect my cages at any time Wishing Cage
Birds all success, George Smith,

to P

among the grass resemble tin- young of some of cur
game, and is it possihe that the Cuckoo preys on
these last? " Irish m vn.

To Exterminate Lice in Canaries

.

Sir.—There still seems tc> be some uncer-

tainty as to the best means of destroying the

bird louse. Some of your correspondents

seem to be thinking of the rod-mite—which is

quite a different matter. Before the best

treatment can be decided upon it is necessary

to know some thing of the life history of the

beast, and 1 believe the exact details have not
so far been investigated. It is fair to assume
that the cycle of reproduction follows to some
extent that of the human louse. It is found
that the eggs of the .atter take about a week
to hatch, end t'<.-' «• voung begin to breed
at about a fortnight old. The adult louse is

killed bv being deprived of its food, i.e.,

human blood, for about a week. Now. it is

found that the parafli/ bodies are the most
powerful agents in killing both the louse and
its eggs. Unfortunately, a bird has a very

birds one at a time, put head through hole
and bring clasp down just below head, and
insert the bird's body into bottle, taking care
feet are well inside

; put the wood to fit tight

into bottle, hold same sideways, and gently
turn round. The bird will flutter, and will

shake the powder all over its body (see that
it does). Leave it in bottle for about 5
minutes, then take the whole top of bottle

off, pull bird gently out, take it in the left

hand, undo clasp, pull its head through hole,

and put into a clean cage, and I guarantee not
an insect is left. An egg or two might hatch,
so it is best to examine bird in two days’
time. I can lend “Novice” appliance all ready
made if he cares to remit postage, 4d.

0. C. Smith.

Sir,—I have for the last thirty years been
a keeper of many kinds of birds and poultry,
and have occasionally been troubled with
mite, etc., and in former years tried every
recommendation, but the only certain remedy
either for poultry houses or cage birds is oxalic
acid. I got 4ozs. from the chemist, ‘dissolve
m water and make a lime wash, then add
about 4-pint 'of the acid and treat the cages,
then let thoroughly dry before returning the
birds; or. better still, let them remain
empty for a day or two. I have given this

! simple receipt to property owners and lime-
washers where houses have been left in a
filthy stale with live stock, and every

j

instance completely cleared. Wherp there is

a wood floor, add the oxalic acid to the
water when washing the floor, and there are
no more red mite, fleas, etc., to trouble
vour pets. Good luck to f‘ ice Birds. It’s

interesting. Tiros. Clayton.

OLD ’

CALABAR
BIRD SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKET8 EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT CO. -LI VERPOOL, ENG.
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Sir,—My advice to “ Novice ” is to wash
his cages out with strong Jeyes’ Fluid mixed
with hot water, with a little Hudson’s dry
soap in it. Every cage I have I treat with
this once a. week

;
a piece of sponge is best

because that leaves the fluid on the wood.
A. Stacey.

Sir,—I have much pleasure in giving
“ Novice ” my mode of exterminating lice

and red mite from my birds. When setting

hens down, on the third day I use plenty
of Persian powder all round the nest box
(no pans for me) and in each corner I place
a small piece of camphor the size of a pea.

I have used it for* many years and found
it do all I wish

H. Chappell.

Sir.—One bath or wash in water witli a
little quassia solution in it will completely
rid a bird of lice. They are often a sign of

poor condition, so that good feeding is neces-

sary. I have never had lice in chicks, but
have cured red mite in them by rubbing in

some pyrethri.m powder once or twice (no

washing required), putting plenty under
wings and round neck.

Bird Lover.

Sir,— If Novice will well sprinkle some
Keating’s powdor under birds’ feathers, then
roll birds singly in a piece of flannel or other
material about 12 inches by 6, leaving the
bead out for breathing, afterwards placing
all such birds in a large paper bag for an
hour or so, he should find hi.s birds quite
free from the lice, arid by burning the bag
and putting the flannels into boiling water
should be well free from them. But 1 cannot
promise that they will remain so. as I am
inclined to think that nearly all birds which
carry lice are constitutionally weak or suffer-

ing from some malady, and even when caged
with other birds the lice will rarely ever be
found on the healthy stock. Very old birds
will sometimes carry them, and in such eases
I never fail to kill such birds painlessly, and
so put them out of their misery.

E. J. Davies.

The Future of the Horticultural
Hall Show.

Great Joir.t Show Again to be Held.

Sir,—May 1 ask you to announce in the
valuabl columns of Cage Birds that the
Horticultural Hall show will again be held
this year. As last year, it will be a joint
show of the L.Cl.B.A., F.B.E.L., and
N-B.B. and M.C. This decision was arrived
at during a meeting of sub committees of the
three societies convened for the puijiose.

Primarily this great exhibition is run solely
iu the interests of exhibitors, therefore it de-
volves on them to exert their energies and
combine by their' efforts to assure success for
the venture, more particularly -when I point
out that the joint societies had a tremendous

j

deficit to
#
cover last year.

1 have recently been appointed secretary of
the L.C.B.A., and, although 1 cannot but con-
fess that through a combination of circum-
stances matters appertaining to the last show
were not concluded as quickly as the officials

would have desired, it must be duly con-
sidered that we arc passing through troublous
times. I would crave exhibitors’ pardon, and
ask them to accept assurances from the joint

committees that, failing some most vital inter-

ference from Messrs. “Bill” and Co., there
will bo no recurrence this year. I have
despatched all diplomas and awards of merit
gained at the last show, but should any ex-
hibitors have been inadvertently overlooked,
1 hope they will communicate with me.

A. J. Watcham.
192, Mare Street, Hackney, N.E.

Home-Grown Canary Seed.
Sir,— I should be very much obliged if any

reader could tell me through Cage Birds
about what time canary seed would be con-

sidered line enough to cut. I have about two
roods of the seed, and it seems fairly good,
although, it has suffered a bit iu length
through the exceptional eight, weeks without
aily rain. A “reqd” hero measures 64 square
yards. 1 intend to cut it and leave it for a
few days outside and then thrash it, as re-

commended in Cage Birds by a contributor

early this year. I enclose a few heads, but
do not think that there is much in them yet.

1 have also a good rood of charlock, which
seem to be doing extra well. I shall gather
this when I see the lower pods about to burst.

Is charlock a seed suitable for Canaries? I

gave them a good bit last year,' and they ate

it with seemingly more relish than summer
rape. Any help on the above questions would
greatly oblige yours,

H. Hall.
Macclesfield.

(The sample heads sent are certainly not
nearly ripe, and the seed grains have very
little in thorn. After the rain of the past
week an improvement in the bulk of the ker-

nel should soon be manifest, and a few days
of bright sun afterwards should ripen the
seed.—Editor Cage Birds.)

The Ups and Downs of Hybrid
Breeding.

Sir,—As a constant reader of Cage Birds
I am particularly interested in the hybrid
news. Hybrid breeding having been my fancy
for the past 50 years. I suppose there are

others who, like me, are glad to hear of other

people's fortunes, and arc interested in their

failures. Mine have been amongst the

failures so far this year, not having yet bred,

a Hybrid, and having had but one good egg
which nearly hatched—not quite. A hen
Bullio sat on four eggs in the early part of

June, all unfertile. I gave her two canary
eggs to go on with when I discovered that her

own were no good. She sat her full time,

hatched the Canaries out, and has fed them
well, with l lie result that the young ones are

three or four days in advance of the others of

the same nest fed by Canaries. I was in-

duced to try this plan through having some
years ago succeeded in breeding and rearing

three Canaries with a Bullfinch hen. It is

very interesting to watch them feed, as it is

usually about two mouthfuls, then stop for

perhaps 10 minutes or a quarter of an hour,

then repeat same as before. The Bullie is

now sitting on five of her own fine eggs with
Goldfinch, f don’t think it is his fault if

these are not good, ho is serving two hen
Bullies with vigour; they are kept iu a gar-

den aviary in cages 46 inches long, 30 high,

and 18 deep. She fed on egg- food, but cooked
after a method of my own iu a different way
to any I have seen before, plenty of green

|

food, and occasionally thistle seed. Would it

j

be of interest to you to know how she gets

on with the nest of eggs she is now sitting on?

I

The last egg was laid this morning, Julv 19.

J. F.

(We shall lie glad to hear how the Bullfinch

lien progresses, and perhaps our correspondent
will give his own method of preparing bis

, egg-food. The interchange of knowledge is

to the general advancement of bird keeping.

—

Editor.)
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THE SHOWS.
(Continued from page 5.3

CLITHEROE C.B.S.
F.P. show July 3. There was a good entry, and

some very good birds were staged. Mr. J. barney
judged, and gave every satisfaction. Cl. Yell. Noiw
1, 3, CnJverley ; 3, Hargreaves; 4, Cook and Non.
bull: 1, 2, Cook and Non; 3. Wilkinson; 4, liar
greaves. Mkd. Yell.; 1, 3, Cook and Son; 2, Culver-
ley; 4, Wilkinson. Hub : 1, 2, 3, Cook; 4, Culverley.
A.O.V. Can.: 1. 2, Cook unu Son.— J. Sontliworth,
See.

KENDAL C.B.S.
Annual N.F. show, July 1. The chairman, Mr. .1.

Thompson, judged, and gave every satisfaction.
Nor. Yell.: 1, 2, vhc, Hcywood

; 3, Higginson ;
lie,

c, Ashworth, bull : 1, 2, lleywood ; 3. Dickinson

;

vhc, Higginson. Yorks. Yell.: 1, Pyc. bud: 1, 2, 3.

Pyc; vhc, Higginson. bord. Yell.: 1, Pearce; 2,
Townley

; 3, vhc, he. c, Parkinson. bull : 1, 3, e,

Allen; 2, vhc, Newby; he, Townley. Mule or Hyb.:
1. Dickinson.— N. He) wood, Hon. Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Second F.K. show, July 10, Headquarters. There

was only a poor turn-up of 32, all Yorks. Mr. A.
Radley, Huddersfield, judged. Cl. Yell, (a): 1, Sykes;
2, buttle and Couplaml

; 3, Hicks
; vhc, Armistcad

;

lie. Holmes and Schofield. bull (5): 1, vhc, Sykes;
2, Skinn; 3, buttle and Couplund ; lie, Armistcad.
Tkd. (11): 1, Whitehead; 2. he, Sykes; 3. Kllis;

vhc. Cotton; e, Atkinson. Mkd. Yell. (5): 1, White-
head; 2, liliis; 3, Hicks; vile, Skinn; lie, Wood.
Cinn. Mkd. («): 1, 3, c, Wood; 2, Sykes; vhc, lie.

Buttle and Coupland. Next show July 31. Mr. E.

Clegg, Dewsbury, will judge; next meeting same
evening.—A. Law ford, See.

CAMBRIDGE AND COUNTY C.B.A.
Fourth annual young bird show. Prince of Wale6

Hotel. July 15. Entries for most of the classes were
well up to the average, and competition was very
keen. Norwich were a promising lot, Mr. Bishop
taking special with a heavily varieg. yell, of good
type and subs. He also had a very strong team of
Yorks, out, winning special in this section with a
el. yell, of good length. Sp. lor borders was won
by Mr. Stiles. In Brit., Mr. Taylor secured sp.

with a very line Chough. Mr. J. T. Palmer (Gam-
lingay) judged. Nor. Yell.: 1, sp, 3, bishop; 2,

Hart- vhc, Taylor, butt: 1, Taylor; 2, bishop; 3,

Hart.
-

Yorks. Yell.: 1, sp, 2, bishop; 3, Taylor,
bull: 1, 2, 3, lie, Bishop; vhe. Hart. Bord.: 1, sp,

2, Stiles. A.O.V. Can.: 1, Taylor; 2, Goldsmith.
Mule or Hvb. : 1, Taylor. Nor. Nov.: 1, Smith; 2,

3, Hill. Goldf. : 1, Bryant. ltullf.: 1, Taylor; 2,

brvant. Linnet: 1, Bryant; 2, Taylor; 3, Hill. Sis-

kin-: 1, Taylor. A.O. Brit.: 1. 'sp, 2, Taylor. Mule
or Hyb. (old bird): 1, Hart; 2, 3, vhc, Taylor.— C.
G. Taylor, Assist. See.

ABERSYCHAN C.B.S.
N.F. show open to 20 miles radius July 3, Queen's

Hotel, Mr. E. W. Allsopp judge. The exhibits,

though not. strong numeneally, were token as a
whole real good, and with the maintenance of the
same degree of local enthusiasm we have no doubt
that further progress is ahead. Nor. Cl. or Tkd.
Yell.: 1, Broome, eh, good all-round, we heard the
Abertillery winner; 2, Waters, ticked, loses in head,
otherwise close up; 3, Amphlett; vhc. Couch. Bull:

1, Vaughan, capital type and cond., jaunty action;

2, 3, Waters, good one, but inclined to cross wings;
3rd, hardly so typical; vhc, Amphlett; he, Broome;
c. Couch. Mkd. or Varieg. Yell. : 1, Broome,
grand col. and qual., heavily varieg., should make
up well; 2, Vaughan. Buff: 1, Broome, cobby,
neat, good head, comfortable size

; 2, Amphlett,
larger, but not being so neat ; 3, Vaughan. Yorks.,
Cl., or Tkd. Yeil. : 1, Morgan, tkd., well drawn,
neat, and typical, stands well; 2, 3, Johnson, clears.

Bull: 1, vhc, Simons, smart youngster, beautifully
clothed in short, silky plumage; 2, Morgan, good
one, fails just a trifle in roundness of skull

; 3,

Parry; he, Smith; c, Latham. Mkd. or Varieg.
Yell. : 1, O. Smith bonny youngster, stands well to
attention, neat head, neck and wings; 2, 3, Smith,
capital type and qual., 3, bit unsteady

; vhc, John-
son. Bufl; 1, Morgan, wonderful length, capital
in all respects; 2, vhc, Parry, not so sweet in
skull, otherwise close up

; 3, Lathain ; he, Johnson.

RADCLIFFE C.B.S.
F.F. show, July 3, Conservative Club, Church St.,

Radcliffe; about 80 birds staged. Mr. R. Barrass,
Rochdale, judged, and gave every satisfaction. The
society has about 30 members, and is in a sound
financial condition, every member doing his best
to .help, and the members hope soon to hold an
open' show. We had a good attendance of old bird
fanciers from surrounding districts, and they gave
the room great praise, saying it was an ideal room
for a bird show, and promised to give us support
if we held an open show. At the annual show, first
Nat. in Dec., we are having an open class for pet
birds in the district, by which means we hope to
arouse more interest in the townspeople and get
more members. Fanciers within a radius of seven
miles from Radcliffe Bridge are welcome to any
of our meetings, first Tuesday in month.

Cl. Yell. Yorks.; 1, spl, best Yorks., Pickup; 2,
3, Spiby; 4, vhc, Holt; he. Pickup. Bufl: l, 2,
Spiby; 3, Pickup; 4, vhc, Williams; *c, Holt. Tkd
Var., or Gr. : 1, 2, Spiby; 3, he, c, Williams; 4
Holt; vhc. Pickup. Cl. Buff Nor.: f, spl, best "Nor
Grimshaw; 2, Williams. Tkd., Var., or Gr. • 1
Allen; 2, 4, Pilling; 3, Grimshaw. Cl. Roller: l’

spl, best Roller, Hiokton and Ollier; 2, vhc,. Brit-
ton; 3. Seddon

; 4, Higliam
; he, Hickton and

Ollier. Tkd. or Lightly Var.: 1, 4, Schofield; 2,
Seddon; 3, vhc, Hickton and Ollier; he, Higham
Heavy Var. or Gr. : 1, Schcfield

; 2, 3, Britton; 4,
he, Hickton and Ollier; vhc, c, Pearson. Goldf.:
1, spl. best Brit., Grimshaw; 2, Alien; .3. Higham.
Linnet, Etc.: 3, Lord; 2, Grimshaw; 3, Allen Bros •

4, Higham; vhc. Pickup. A.O. Hardbill : 3, Grim-
shaw; 2, Allen.—G. Lord, Sec.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially
when hen® are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous_ to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight-Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-o'itsu, Gymnastics of all kinds
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all
questions of Health, Diet, &c., to all readers
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere!
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

BRIGHTON AND HOVE C.B.A.
Members F.F. show, headquarters', July 14; some

good specimens were shown. Mr. W. Swayslaml
judged. Special winners: Champ. Can., Gild) (Nor-
wich); Nov., Firth (Yorks.); Brit., James (Chaf-
finch). Cham. Cl. Yorks.: 1, 3, Wall; 2, Gibb. Tkd.
Yorks.: 1, 2, 3, Pearson; vhc. Wall. Nor.: 1, 2, he,
sp, Gibb; 3. vhc, Absolon. Nov. Cl. Yorks.: 1, sp,

3, vhc, lie, e. Firth; 2, Williams. Tkd.: 1, Parsons;
2, Williams. Nor.: 1, Block; 2, Lydford. Bord.:
1, 2, 3. Brown. Mule or Hyb.: 1, Smith, lirit. : 1,

sp, 2, 3, James.—W. II. Gibb, Hon. See.

BOLTON WOODS C.B.S.
Members' .show, July 3, Victoria Hotel. Nearly

10 birds were- staged. Mr. .1. Taylor judged, and
gave satisfaction to all. Sp. best in show was won
by Mr. H. Fretwell. Cl. Yell. (0): 1, vhc, Dykes; 2,

'Goodwin; 3, Myers; 4, Chittcmkn; he, Fretwell.
Bull' ((i) : 1, Dykes; 2, Chittenden; 3, Myers; 4, vhe,
Uoult; lie, Fretwell. Tkd. Yell: (5): 1, Dyke,si; 2,

3, 4, Fretwell; vlio, Goodwin. Bull (4): 1, sp, 2,

Fretwell; 3, Aired; 4, Goodwin. Mkd. Yell. (4): a
3, Dykes

; 2, Oldrieve ; 4
;

Aired. Butt (5) : 1, 3,

Dykes; 2, Fretwell; 4, Chittenden; vhe, Chittenden.
Foul Mkd. (2): 1, Dykes; 2, Oldrieve.—U. Bryant,
Hon. Sec.

WADEBRIDGE.
This show, held by the Wa-dcbridge F.A., was run

for the benefit of the Blue Cross. F'und, in the Town
Hall, July 14, hut we regret to say that owing to
the paucity of entries, all the open classes were
cancelled. Other sections made a grand display,
one of the best ever seen in Cornwall. The show
was excellently managed by the committee, and well
Supported by the public. Mr. E. Mitchell made a
mcfcit obliging and painstaking see., and was well
supported by his committee. We only regret the
cage bird fancy did not share, in the success
achieved. Mr. C. A. House judged.
Local Can. (10): 1, 2, vhc, lie, Wills, very smart,

racy, good feathered yell. Bord., and a long neat
feathered, stylish bull Yorks.; 3, Dockery, long,
slim, yeil. green York.-., good style and feather;
res, Pearce. Brit, or Mule (3) : 1, 2, Wills, rich
coloured, shapely Goldies, capital blazes and bars

;

3, Cave, nice little bull Goldf.-Can. Mule. Children’s
Can. (to be judged for condition) (7); 1,

' Rosie
Paseoe, long, slim, varieg. yell. Yorks., in grand
feather; 2, R. Wills, neat, close feathered bull Nor.;
3. L. Oliver, stylish yell. Yorks., not so tight' in

feather ; res, Sherston ; vhc, Mabel Dcadon ; he, K.
Cave; c, N. Wills.

SWANSEA C.B.S.
Young Bird Show, July 13, Hansel Hotel. Over

80 birds made a capital entry to face our old judge,
Mr. J. B. Evans, who gave satisfaction to all. Nor.,
Yell.: 1, spl., Hitchings; 2, 3, Addison; 4, Bradley.
Bull : 1, spl., Lewis; 2, Addison; 3, Hitchings. Yell,
hen: 1, Hitchings; 2, Addison. Buff: 1, Mabbett; 2,
Hitchings. York., Yell. ck. : 1, spl., Williams; 2,

Davies. Buff : 1, Williams. Bord., Yell. ck. : 1, 2,

Hocking; 3, Gregory, junr., and Davies; 4, Richards.
Bull': 1, 2, 4, Hocking; 3, Gregory, junr., and
Davies. Yell, hen ; 1, spl., 2, Hocking. Buff : 1,

2, 3, Hocking. Gr., ck. : 1, Hocking;. 2, Richards.
Bulf-Gr. : 1, 3, 4, Jenkins; 2, Hocking. Cinn.,
Yell. : 1, Hocking

; 2, Jenkins. Buff : 1, 2, 3, Hock-
ing. A.O.V.: 1, 2, 3, Hitchings. Old Birds, Mules:
1. Jeffries. Nor.: 1, Lewis; 2, Hitching; 3, Slee.
York6: 1, 2, Williams; 3, Davies. Bord., Cl.: 1,

Ricarhds; 2, Jenkins. Gr. : 1, Richards; 2, Glover.
Cin. : 1, 2, Jenkins. Goldf.: 1, Jeffries; 2, Gregory
and Son. Bullf. : 1, 2, Holborow. Linnet: 1, spl.,

Jeffries; 2, Glover. Lesser Redpoll: 1, Bullock; 2,

Jeffries; 3, Holborow. Mealy Redpoll, etc.: 1, 3,

Bullock; 4, Jeffries; 2, Gregory, sen. Greenf.: 1, 2,

Holborow; 3, Mabbett; 4, Gregory, sen. Bramble or
Chaff.: 1, 2, 3, Bullock; 4, Jeffries. Bunting:
Jeffries. -Bullf. hen : Holborow. A.O.V. Brit. :

Holborow.—Alf. Hitchings, Sec.

CHELTENHAM C.B.S.
Annual F.F. show. Lamb Hotel, July 10. In spite

of th© fact that several of the members are serv-

ing their country, and that it has been rather
a poor breeding season, there was an excellent
entry of 78. Quality was very good, and we were
very pleased to see a revival in the- Crest section.
For some seasons this variety has been rather
neglected, but here Crests were quite a feature,

19 being staged. Mr. T. J. King's clear body G.C.
was greatly admired, and won special for best
Crest and also for best bird in -show. Mr. J. H.
Payne judged.
CRESTS, Buff: 1, two sps., 2, 4, King: 3, Steel;

vhe, he, Hayling. C.B., Buff: 1, sp, 2, King; 3, 4,

Hayling; vhc. Steel. Crest or C.B., yell'.: 1, 2,

King. NOR., Yell.: 1, sp, 2, vhc, Stubbs, Bros.; 3,

Mitchell; 4, Stephenson, Glos. Buff: 1, vhc, Stubbs
Bros.; 2, 4, Stephenson, Glos.; 3. sp., Mitchell;
he, Pounsett. BORD., Cl. or Tkd. Yell. : 1, 2,

Madagan
; 2, Brand, Glos. Buff: 1, sp., 2, 4, vhc,

Madag-in ; 3, Beard; he, c, Elston. Mkd. or Varieg.
Yell.: 1, Madagan; 2, Elston. Buff: 1, 3. Elston;
2, 4, Madagan. A.O.V.: 1, Elston. YORKS., Buff:
1, sp., Cox; 2, 3, Mason. NOV.. Crests: 1, 2, 3,

Steel. C.B. : 1, 2, 3, Steel. Nor. Yell.: 1, 3,

Mitchell; 2, Stevens? Buff: 1, 2, 4, vhc, Mitchell;
3, Stevens. Goldf. or Bullf.: 1, two sps., Stephen-
son ; 2, 4, Brown ; 3. Elston

;
vhe, Pounsett ; lie,

Madigan. Greenf., etc.: 1, 2, 3, Brown. A.O.V.:
1, 2, Elston. Hybrids: 1, 2. Pounsett; 3, Brown.
For.: 1, 2, Treasure.—A. S. Treasure, lion. sec.

SOUTHAMPTON C.BS.
Second annual Y.B. show, Kingsland Assembly

Hall, July 7, with close on ICO entries, and some
of the birds will be heard of again if moulted well.
Mr. Page put down some very good Norwich, which
showed the colour coming through nicely, as did
Mr. Foyle. Mr. Love won challenge cup with a
very nice young Norwich, a gem. Yorks, were a
lot of gems, and time will bring them up together.
Novice classes had sonic good stuff. British had
some good birds among them, and the foreign, ex-
hibited by Mr. Slade, were perfection in feather
and condition. The sec. and- committee worked-
well; all was ready for the judge in good time,
and the awards were soon placed on the cages.
Mr. W. Hay.-om, Southampton, judged, and his
awards were well received.
Champ. Nor. Yell.: 1, Fqyle, fine silky feather,

good head and neck, stands well across perch
; 2, 3,

Page, equal in body, but fails a little in head,
close up, 3rd, hardly the subs. Buff: 1, sp., 3,
Page, leader, thick set, stands well, shows col.,
when moulted should make a good one; 2, Foyle,
fails to winner in head, and a, bit loose in feather.
Tkd. or Varieg. Yell. : 1, 2, Page, good head and
body, neck well fill#’ in, 2, mkd. head and neck,
good body and wing car.

; 3, Foyle
; vhc, Aider-

slade. Nov. Nor. Yell.: 1, cup, liest Canary, Love,
a gem, good body, head, neck and nice feather; 2,
vhc. Washer; 3. White. Cl. Buff: 5, vhc, e, Chand-
ler, stands well across perch, would do with move
subs. ; 2, 3, White, similar, close run, 3rd, nice
body, tail- partly gone: he, Wood. 'Slid, or Varieg.
Yell.: 1, 2, Washer, heavy mkd., good chest and
neck, 2rd, pinched a bit in head. Buff: f, 2, lie,

Dove, good body and neck, stands well across perch,
2nd, heavy mkd., nice stamp, fails in head to
1st; 3, Hartnell, ticked on eye, nice body : vhc,
White; c, Wood. Yorks., Champ. Yell.: l, »p.,
Bousfteld, nice am) straight, fine feather. Buff: I,

Grant, good wing oar., up like a dart; 2, Bousflo-ld
Tkd. or Varieg. Yell.: 1, Uousflcld, like a rush, a
gem ; 2, White, not «o close feather, quite a haiiy.
Buff: 1, Grant, tkd. on whig, stands well; 2, Wlsito,
varieg. Nov., Cl. Yell.: I, sp., vhc, Gentry, nice
thin bird, and nice tight feather; 2. o, Kgerton; 3,
Gear

; he, Baker. Buff: 1, 3, he, Kgerton, straight
as a gun-barrel, nice car. of wings; 2, vhc, Gear;
c, Gentry (2). Tkd. or Varieg. Yell.: 1, Egcrton,
heavy rnkd., stand* well; 2, Gentry. Buff: 1,
Kgerton, tkd. neck, long, straight bird

; 2, Baker.
Crest: 1, Fellows, neat crest; 2, Cawte. C.B.: 1,
Fellows, cap and wing mkd.

; 2, 3, Cawte, varieg.
Goldf.: 1, sp., Foyle, nice blaze and chestnut breast;
2, Vale, hardly as good blaze and light in breast
col.; 3, vhc, W. Fellows; c. White. Bullf.: 1,
Vale, hen, good condition; 2, Chandler. Linnet:
1, Melhuish, nice feather, shown well. Siskin, etc.:
1, Alderslade, Twite, nice feather and corn!.; 2, 3,
Fellows, Redpolls. Greenf. oi Chaff: 1, Vale,
Greenf., good size, shape, and col., in the pink

; 2,
Alderslade, Chaffinch; 3, White, Greenf. A.O.
Hardbill: 1, 2, Vale, Yellow and Retd Buntings.
Softhill: ]., 2, Slawson, Skylark and Blackbird.
Light Mule: 1, Hartnell, Can. -Goldf., good size and
col. Dark: 1, Hartnell, Linnet-Can., good condi-
tion; 2, White, Siskin-Can.; 3, Vale, Goldf.-Can.
For. Small : 1, 3, Slad-e, Zebra Finch, very steady and
in good feather, and nice Cutthroat; 2, Alderslade,
White-headed Mannikin, in the pink. Large: 1,
2, 3, vhc, he, c, Slade, Jamaica, Hangnest, very
steady, rare feather, 2nd, Black-headed Gouldian,
3, Taha Weaver, etc., all in- splendid form.

HALIFAX O.S.
Second F.F. Show, headquarters. Plummet Line

Hotel, July 17; 58 birds staged. Mr. L. Dykes, Brad-
ford, judged and gave every satisfaction. Burdekin
Bros, won spl. most points in Champ. Section with
13 points, and spl. meet points at both N.F. Shows
with 30 points. Sladdin and Baldwin won spl. in
Novices with 17 points, and spl. at both shows,
29 points.

Yorks., Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (8)'; 1, vhc, Burdekin
Bros.; 2, Ambler; 3, Sladdin and Baldwin; he.
Speak; c, Child. Buff (12): 1, Child; 2, Ambler; 3.
Burdekin Bros.

; vhc, Speak ; he. Horsman
;

c, Senior.
Mkd, Yell. (5): 1, 3, Speak

; 2, Dunn; vhc, Child;
be, Senior. Buff (6): 1, Horsman; 2, Sladdin and
Baldwin; 3, he, Newcombe; vhc, Ambler; c Pilling.
More dark than light (2): 1, Ambler; 2,’ Pilling.
Yell. Gr. Yorks. (6): 1, 3, Sladdin and Baldwin; 2,
Sharp

£
vhc, c, Scruton and Harris; he, Rushworth.

Buff (7): 1, Sladdin and Baldwin; 2, vhc Rushworth-
3, c, Scruton and Harris; he, Leach. Yell. Nor. (2)

•

1, 2, Rolfe. Buff (3): 1, 2, Clegg; 3 Rolfe. Mkd.
(2): 1 Rolfe; 2, Roper. Brit. (5): 1, 2, vhc,
Macpherson

; 3, he, Helliwell.—H. Clegg, Sec.

COVENTRY (Godiva) C.B.S.
Ninth Annual F.F. Show, July 17, Sydenham

Palace. Upwards of 100 birds were shown. Some
excellent exhibits in Norwich were well staged, and
Mr. W. Fincher secured two specials. Mr. A. Wright
also won special for the best Canary in show. Mr.
E. Goyder won Mr. Warner’s special. Mr. G. Hall,
Leamington, judged, and gave satisfaction. Nor.
Cl Yell.: 1, 2, Fincher; 3, Wright; vhc, Goyder; he,
Shirley; Tkd. or Mkd.: 1, 3, he, Fincher; 2, Wright;
vhc, Goyder; c, Arundell. Cl. Buff: 1, Shirley; 2,
spl., Goyder; 3, Arundell; vhc. Wright; he, Cox; c,
Rowley. Tkd. or Mkd.: 1, Shirley; 2, Fincher; 3,
Arundell; vhc, he, Radburn. Yorks., cl., etc.. Buff:
1, Rowley; 2, 3. vhc. Green: he, c, Adkins. Gr.. Self
or Foul: 1, Adkins. Nor. Cinn., Self: 1, Radburn;
2, Shirley; 3, Wills. A.O.V. Can.: 1, vhc. Fincher;
2. Rowley; 3, Shirley: he, Roycroft; c, Cox. Yell.,
ck. , any age: 1. 2. Fincher; 3, c, Radburn; vhc,
Adkins; he, Wright. Buff: 1, spl.. Wright; 2,
Rowley; 3, Green; vhc, Goyder: he. Cox; c. Baehe.
Hen: 1, Fincher; 2, Green; 3, Radburn: vhe, Roy-
croft; he. Goyder; c. Shirley. Brit. Hardbill: j,
Rowley ; 2, Arundell; 3, Wills; vhe, Goyder; he,
Adkins; c, Adkins.—F. A. Green ,Sec.

EASTLEIGH C.B.S.
Second Annual N.F. Show, July 14, Boy Scouts’

Room, Station Hill ; 08 birds were staged, 20 more
than last year. Although the weather was very
stormy a good number of visitors were present. Mr.
S. White, Southampton, judged and gave every
satisfaction. Special prizes were given by Messrs.
H. Bousfield, L. Bousfield and J. Alderslade. Nor.,
Cl.: 1, 3, Foyle; 2, L. Pagc_; vhe, Clark. Tkd. or
Mkd. : 1, spl., X. Page; 2, vhc. Cook; 3, Foyle. Gr.?
Self of Foul: 1, Alderslade; 2, 3, Lees; vhc, Clark.
York., Cl.: 1, spl., Maidmcnt; 2, 3, Bousfield; 2, 3,
he, Thornback. Tkd. or Mkd: ], Bousfield; 2. 3,
vhc, Clark. Bord. or Roller : 1, spl., 4, F. Page ,- 2, 3,
Alexander; vhc, Emmet; he, c, Thornback. Mule:
I, Alderslade. Goldf.: 1, spl.,' Foyle; 2, Clark; 3,
Vale. Bullf.: 3, Alderslade; 2, Vale. Greenf. or
Chad'.: 1, 3, Vale; 2, Alderslade; vhc, Thornback.
Linnet: 1, Thornton; 2, Cook. Siskin, etc.: l,

Alderslade; 2, Lees. A.O.V.: 1, 2, 3, Vale. Old
Birds, Nor. Cl.: 1. 3, Alderslade; 2. Foyle. Tkd. or
Mkd.: 1. Foyle; 2, Cook. Gr., Self or Foul: 1,
Alderslade. York.. Cl.: 1, Bousfield; 2, Thorn-
back. Tkd. or Mkd.: 1, Maidment

; 2, Thorton.
Bord. or Roll.: 1, F. Page; 2, Thornton; 3. Emmett.
Crest or C.B. : 1, Moloney. A.O.V. : 1, 2, Alders-
lade. Mules: 3. Turner; 2, Lacey; .3, Vale: vhe,
he, Clark; c, Thornton. For.: 3, Alderslade.—J.
Alderslade, Sec.

BLAENAVON C.B.S.
F.F. show held Crown Hotel, July 30. A large

number of visitors present. Mr. J. Pritchard,
Abertillery, judged, and gave every satisfaction.
The society is only in its first season, hut there is

every -sign, of it becoming one of the foremost in
Wales and Monmouthshire; it is now between
twenty and thirty members strong. Mr. G. Broome,
who was sec. to the Abertillery C.B.S. when it was
formed, is now in harness, at Blacnavon, and if

the- members will rally round him, they need not
fear about th© future of their -society. Sp. best
bird in show was won by Mr. Latham with a grand
cl. yell. Yorks. Yorko. were a very keen lot, there
being some good birds staged. Norwich wore- also
very good, and there was a fine class of Rollers.
The’ wee- gems and Brit, completed a very nice F.F.
show. The room was one of the best, and credit is

duo to th© members for the way they dreased the
room with the palms and plants.
Nor. Cl. or Tkd.: 1, Broome.; 2, Gilbert. Sfkd.

or Varieg.: 1, 3, vhe, Broome; ?, 4, c. Thomas and
Durham; be, Gilbert. Yorks. Cl. or Tkd.: 3, sp, 2,

3, he Latham; 4, vhe, Jones; e, Morris. Mkd. or
Varieg.: 3, 2. Lathain; 3, 4, M orris ; vhe, Jones.
Bord. Cl. or Tkd.: 1, 3, he, c, LapwOrth; 2, 4, vhc,
Broome. Mkd. or Varieg.: 3, 2, 4, Broome; 3, vhe,
Lapworth. Rollers: 3, 4, he, c, Taylor and Sons; 2,

3, vhe, Sainsbury. lirit.: 3. Morris; 2, Knapp; 3.

lie, Gilbert; 4, Taylor and Sons; vhe, Thomas and
Durham,

SHIPLEY O.S.
Members* show, July 17, Mr. E. Lamb judged.

Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Long; 2, Harrison; 3, Light-
Buff: l, 2, 3, Craven. Uneven: 1, Long. Cinn.

Jkd. Yell,: 1, Harrison; 2, 3, Hudson. Buff: i,
Harrison; 2, 3, Hudson. Foul Mkd.; l Craven- 2
Murgatroyd; 3, E. Grange. Long and Craven, Secs’.

GUISBOROUGH PRIORY C.B.S.
2nd N.F. show, Charlton’s, July 10, Mr. A Wako

(Middlesbrough) judged and kindly brought a medal
for best bird in show, which was won by Mr W
Starling with a Yorks. Yorks Cl. or Tkd.': J,’

Starhng; 2, 3, he, Barker; vhc, e. Cook. Mkd.: j’

Cook; 2, 3, vhc, Barker. Nor. Cl. or Tkd.: 1, Cook.
Mkd.: 1, Cook A.O.V.: ), 2, Campbell; .3, Starling
Nov. Cl. or rkd. : I, 2, Graham; 3, Weston. Mkd -

1, Graham; 2, 3, vhc, Weston. Cl. Nor.: 1, Knaggs;
2, Atkinson. Mkd.: 1. 2, 3. Knaggs. Brit: £ 2
3 ho, Jobhng; Vhc, Cook. The bad luck has still
continued and there was only a poor entry.— A W
Knaggs. ’

CLAPHAM C.B.A.
Young bird show, at Clock House, Clapham, July

14. Some grand specimens were, staged, Yorks, being
particularly strong. There was a nice class of
Hybrids and some grand British, conspicuous
amongst which were a very fine Blackcap, the pro-
Pr?.y

,

of
, \r

v
v'ale, and a grand Bramblcflneh, ex-

hjbited by Mr. Francis. The Blackcap sang eplen-
didly throughout the evening. There were several
fine foreign birds, the pick of which was an IndigoBuntmg shown in splendid colour and condition by

Made well. As Mr. Norrnan, who had been
elected to fudge, bad the misfortune to he late Mr

the Canaries, and A. R. Coo judgedthe Hybrids, British and Foreign, and the awardsgave apparent satisfaction The chief winners were-
Greenland; Yorks, Mr. Clark; Brit, and

and’vli*e
,
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> Shoulder of Mutton Hotel; Mr
J. Adnitt, S Normanton, judged. Nor. Cl. or Tkd.'
yell., l, l, Vardy, nice, short, chubby clears: 3,

!l
c
'. "f1,1", i

101 so sll°rt as leaders; vhc, Keeling.
Bull: l. Vardy, good col. and qual.; 2, Keeling, very
nice cobby bird, close up

; 3, vhc, Ingram. Varieg.
•or DU. Yell.: 1, 2, 3, Vardy, nice varieg. birds, goodm head, nice tvp© and chubby. Buff: 1, 2, Smith-
3, Brown. Yorks. Yell.: 1, Sheppard; 2 ’ Brown’
Varieg. or Dk. Yell.: 1, 2, Sheppard. Buff: 1, 2,
Sheppard. Linnet, etc.: 1, Sawers Bros' 2, Haw-
kins. Hyb.: 1, 2. Keeling, Siskin-Greenf. and Goldf

-

Greenf. Nov. Yell. Nor.: 1, Parkin, nice cl.; 2,
Evans, tkd.

; 3, vhc, Green, all good; for novices
Buff: 1, 2, Taylor. Varieg. or Dk. Yell.: 1, 2
Green. Buff: 1, Parkin; 2, 3, Evans. Yorks. Yel). :

3. 2, Green; 3, Toplis
; vhe, Henshaw. Buff: 3, vhc

he. Green; 2, Toplis; 3, Henshaw. Varieg. or Dk.
Yell.: 3, 2, Green. Buff: 1, Toplis; 2, Green. A.O.V.
Can.: 1, 2, Evans. Linnet, etc.: 1, 2, Hawkins.
Bramble, etc.: 1, 2, Jackson. Mule: 1, Evans.

NORTH LIVERPOOL C.B.S.
2nd N.F. show, July 17. 122 birds staged. Mr. J.

Abbott judged Yorks., and Mr. Mallineon Bord. and
Brit,, and gave satisfaction to all. Next meeting
Aug. 4, when there is a night show of Brithsit.
Champ. Yorks-. Cl., etc. (5): 1, he, Algie; 2, 3, vhc,
Pengelly. Nov. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (13): 1, Lead-
better; 2, G. Grice; 3, vhc, c, \Vil6on; he, McLaugh-
lin. Buff (13): 1, I^adbetter; 2, 3, c, Wilson; vhe,
Grice; lie, Leadbetter. Heavily Mkd'. or Varieg.
Buff (9): 1, McLaughlin; 2, Hammond; 3, vhc,
Quick ; he, c, Kewn. Green S. or F. Yell. (7) : 1, vhc,
Kewn; 2, Jordan; 3, McLaughlin; he, Grice; c, Wil-
son. Buff (12): 1, he, McLaughlin; 2, vhc, Jordan;
3, Quick; c, Kewn. Bord, Cl., etc.. Yell.: 1, 3,

Bratherton ; 2, Ritchie. Buff (5) : 1, Grice : 2, he,
Ititehie; 3, vhe, Bratherton. Goldf. (o) : 1, Howard;
2, Keenan; 3, Rothwell; vhc, Williams; he, Kelly.
Bullf. (8): 3, he, Keenan; 2. Rothwell.; 3, Lloyd;
vhc, Howard; c, Kelly. Greenf. (5): 1, William6j 2,

Lloydi; 3, Rothwell; vhe, Kelly; he, Keenan. Bramble
or Chaffinch (10) : 1, 2, he, Rothwell ; 3, e, Lloyd

;

vhc, Keenan. Linnet (7): 1, 2, Kelly; 3, Wilson;
vhc, c.. Keenan ;

he, Hammond. Redpoll, etc. (5):

1, Kelly; 2, vhc, Keenan; 3, Lloyd; he, Williams.
A.O.V. Ck. (4): 1, 2, Keenan; 3, Lloyd; vhc, Kelly.

Hen (6); 1, 3, Keenan; 2, Lloyd; vhc, Williams; he,

c, Kelly. Mule or Hyb. (5): 1, 3, Keenan; 2, Lloyd;
vhe, lie, Kelly.—E. I. Broadbent, Hon. Sec.

GLASGOW (West End) C.B.C.
Meeting and Oth annual show of young birds,

July 10, largo Co-operative Hall, St. George’s Cross.

Entries totalled 83. an increase of 49 on last year’s
total. Quality was very high, and th© classes were
well filled, the "wee gems’’ leading in numbers. Mr.
A. Sloan (Possilpark) judged, and gave general
satisfaction.
Crest: 1, 3, Hamilton; 2, Young. C.-B. : 1, spl,

3, spl, Hamilton; 2, Young. Nor. Cl. or Tkd. Yell:

3. 3 -spls, Braid; 2, Young; 3, spl, Mitchell: 4. 5,

P. Allan. Buff: 3. Braid; 2, spl, Mitchell; 3, Young;
4, Henderson; 5, P. Allan. Yell. Varieg.: 3, Camp-
bell; 2, 4, Henderson; 3, Young. Buff: 3, Camp-
bell; 2. 4, spl, Y’oung; 3, Henderson. Self or Foul
Mkd. Gr. or Cinn. : 1. Henderson. Bord. Cl. or Tkd.
Yell.: 1, 2. spl. Sellar; 3, spl, 5, Lunn

; 4, Campbell;
6, Mitchell; 7, S.vnington. Buff: 1, Campbell: 2,

6. Lunn; 3. Braid; 4, spl, 7, Proudfoot; 5, Wm.
Allan. Yell. Varieg.: 1, 3, Proudfoot: 2, Robertson;
4. Campbell; 5, Sellar. Buff: 1, Wm Allan: 2.

Proudfoot-; 3, 4, Robertson. Self or Foul Mkd. Gr. :

3, 3, 4, 5, Lunn; 2, Downie; 6, Robertson. Cinn.:
3, spl, 3, Young; 2. 5, Lunn; 4, Sellar. Yorks Cl
or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Wm. Allan, Buff Varieg., Gr. or
Cinn.: 3, Wm. Allan. Dark Can. Mule: 3, spl.

Mitchell; 2, Campbell; 3, Henderson; 4, Jno. Col-
quhoun. Next meeting, August 33, when annual mem
bers’ show business will he, discussed. We trust to
see a large turn-out of members.—W. S. Proudfoot.
See. and Treas.

(Shows continued on next page.)

“PIGEONS”
Ibe only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR J FEATHER"
The only Paper <?a*e£«d to these subject*.

Every Friday id. Send Postcard lor Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks
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BELFAST Norwich, Crest &N.C.C
Annual N . K. show, July 3, Olurenoo l’luce Hall.

Mont, luuciors In-re have hail u very bad breeding

season. Still, nouie very nice youngsters were

stagi-d, and should give a. good account of them-

selves alter the moult. Mr. J. IJ. Adams, president,

hide ,1. and lie; awards met with general approval.

<j|. or Tied Veil.: I. MeAteer; It, Scott; 3, Stewart;

•I foreman ; 6, iv. l- u; ti. Kane. Hull: I, t-oremun,
/ Houston ; 3, I.avery ; -l. Brown; 3, MeAteer; 6,

,-i-ott. Veil. Varieg. : 1. I.avery; 3, Or:V*i»f<l; 3,

Creighton. Hull: 1, Johnston; 3, Houston; 3,

Krl o i, MeViik<r; Drown; Crawford. Yorks.

Y til I .

:

' I .
Malcolm ; 3, fleming; 3, Webb. Bull: 1,

Malcolm; 3, fluming; 3, Webb. Yell. Varieg.; 1,

Fleming ; 3, Malcolm. Bull ; J, Malcolm; 3, Fleming.

.1 Stewurt, lion. See.

WIUBHILL C.B.S.
Members' I I'. show, July 17, Blue Bell Hotel.

Entries totalled 37, and were a grand lot of Yorks.

Mr. .1. II. Priestley, Halifax, judged, and gave every

satisfaction. Silvci nov. cup was won by B. Bax-

ter Grccngates, with an extra good tkd. yell., which

should do more winning after tin; moult. Points for

season's special piir.es: Champ.: Fretwell IK, Harnett

Hi, Mason l.>. Itroadley 13. Goodwin 11, VV liman 10.

Novice: Baxter 31, Bloomfield 33, lillis 8, Green 7,

I ,u I.- in 7. Awards:—Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (Id): 1. he,

Jiaxter ; 2, Bloomllfld ; 3, Lakin; 4, c, Wiluian; vlic,

Elite. Bull (lo): 1, 4, Baxter; 2, liroa<llcy ; 3,

Mu-son ;
vlic, c, Fretwell; lie, Lakin. Gr. Mkd.

Veil (4): 1, 2, Green ; 3, Broad ley ; 4, Baxter, liv.li

( 4 i: 1 Harnett; 3. Baxter; 3, 1, Bloomfield. Cinn.

Mkd, 'Veil. (3): 1, 3, 3, Harnett. Bull': 1, Baxter.

—J. Taylor, Sec. _ _ _
LONDON AND P.O.S.

Show, July 15, ltaglan Hotel, Aldersgat© Street.

The show was quite a success, jiavihg lll'te,en entries

more, than last year. All the popular varieties of

Canaries were vvell represented, and the type and

quality excellent, in Chump. Yorks. Mr. Clark© ic-

peafced his previous wins, this time with a very

lengthy yellow, well up on legs
;
he also won in the

varieg. class with a smart cinn. mkd. The novices

put down two capital classes of Norwich, the clear

lass being particularly typical and level in quality.

There were a few really good British, and Messrs.

Crahb and Lamb had out some very line Hybrids.

Spl. winners: Messrs-. Clarke, Kerr, and Lamb,
silver medal; Messrs. Crabb, Huggins, and Lamb,

bronze medals. Points : Messrs. Clarke, Kerr and

Madame Made,well ;
2nd most points, Huggins,

Stephens, and Mrs, Salter, who had out a capital

team of Borders. Best Champ. > Clarlte. Nov,:

Kerr. Mo.-t points in Foreign: Madame Madewelt.

Mr. Huggins, the hon. sec., had charge of the show
and everything w'as well arranged. The show was
well attended and everybody seemed pleased with

the nice array of high-class birds. Mr. H. Norman
judged.
Champ. Nor. Cl.: 1, vhc, Crabb. Var.: 1, vhc,

Crawford. Yorks. Cl.: 1, 2, vhc, Clarke; he, Salter;

c, Crltuo. Var.: 1, Clarke; 2, Crabb; vhc, Fairman.
Bord. : 1, 2, vhc, he, Mrs. Salter. A.O.V. : 1, Craw-
ford. Nov. Nor. 01.: 1, 3, c, Burt; 2, vhc, lie, Kerr.

Var.ri, 2, vlic, Kerr; he, c, Cullen. Yorks Cl.:

1, 2, Huggins; vhc, Miss Smith. Var : 1, 2, Hug-
gins; vhc, Miss Smith. Bord.: 1, 2, vhc, he, Hum-
phries. Crest: 1, 2, vhc, Mrs. Gould. A.O.V. : 1,

vhc, Mrs. Gould. Goldf. : 1, Stephens; vhc, Madame
Madewell. Linnet: 1. Stephens. Redpoll: X,

Stephens. Chaff: 1, 2, Stephens; vhc, he, Madame
Madewell. A.O.S. : 1, Madame Madewell; 2, Miss
Smith Can. Hyb. : 1, Lamb; vhc, Crabb. Dk.: 1,

2, Lamb; vhc, Crabb. Brit. Hyb.: 1, Lamb. For.:

1, 3, vhc, Madame Madewell; 2, he, Huggins; c,

Mrs. Gould.

HIGHGATE, HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Annual Y.B. show, Spencer Hall, .Tuly 10. 112

entries was a result upon which the society may be
congratulated -in present circumstances. Quality,

too, was excellent, and Borders were an especial

mature. Yorks, and Nor. were very warm, and
British were fair. Special winners: Best bird and
best champion, Lovegrove, with a thumping buff

Lor. ; best mule, Dann, dark yellow Gold!'. Can.

;

best amat., Wills; novice, Withers; British, Kent.
Other specials: Miss Galman, Messrs. Lovegrove,
Dann (2), Wills, Bailey, Withers (2), Bell, Car-
rington, and Petty (2), Kent (2), Shorter (2), F. C.
Knight. Best foreign, Shorter; best second prize.

Withers. Mr. J. Hyde, hon. sec., successfully car-
ried out the arrangements, and was ably assisted
b i several members of the society. Quite a nice
number visited the show. Mr. G. Gardner judged.
Champ. Nor. Cl. or Tkd. : 1, 2, Lovegrove, fine

shape, qua!., and col.; 3, Dann; vhc, c. Bell; he,
Sparke. Varieg.: 1, Lovegrove, a bouncer; 2,

Dann; 3, vhc, Sparke, all of quality; he, c, Bell.
Bord. : 1, 2, 3, Dann, a nice bird. Mules: 1, Dann,
dark jonque, Goldf.-Can, nice col., lustrous face.
Amat. Nor., Cl. or Tkd. : 1, vhc, large, looks like
making one of the old-time boxwood feathered
birds; 2, Walmsley; 3, Wills; he, Hyde. Varieg.

:

1, vhc, Wills, topping yell., grand head, fine feather;
2, Walmsley; 3, Hyde. Nov. Nor., Cl. or Tkd.: 1,

2, Bailey, typical and full of qual.; 3, A. Knight,
close up; vhc, c, Mound; he, F. C. Knight. Varieg.:
1. 2, Bailey, good; 3, c, A. Knight; vhc, F. C.
Knight; he, Hardcastle. Yorks., Cl. or Tkd., a
hot lot of 15: 1, Miss Sulman, upstanding bird,
level proportion

; 2, vhc, Withers, very sweet, full
of nerve; 3, he, Johnston. A’arieg. ; 1. Newcombe,
scorching varieg. yell., nearly green, beautiful
build; 2. Carrington and Pettv, buff of the same
persuasion, very smart; 3, vhc, Johnston; he,
Wi liters

;
c, Bryant. Bord.: 1, 2, Withers, sweet

little green leading, varieg. buff 2nd, natty Borders-
3. vhe, ho, Turner; c. Withers. Mules: l, Carring-
ton and Petty, jonque dark Holdf.-Can.; 2, Fisk- 3,
Drawbridge. Goldf.: 1 , Carrington and Petty, best
face, lustrous, nice cond. for July; 2, Bell; 3
Shorter; vhc, F. C. Knight. Bullf. : 1 , Kent!
holds its colour well. Grecnf. : 1, Kent, very nice
one, in lovely trim

; 2, Mound, not so bright and
lustrous. Linnet: 1, 2, Shorter, both in fine fettle;
3, A. Knight, as good as any, hut rough over beak;
vhc, Kent. Siskin, etc.: 1, Kent, bonny Redpoll;
2, vhc, F. C. Knight; 3, he. Mound; c, A. Knight.
Bunting: 1, Kent, yellow. A.O. Finch: 1, Shorter,
Hawfinch; 2, Kent, Brambling; 3, A. Knight, ditto.
Hens: ], F. C. Knight, very nice Bullf.; 2, Mound,
ditto, bit rough in feather. For. Finch, 15s. : 1,
Shorter. 25s. : 1 , Drawbridge.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere
Head Offices: BO, Bartholomew Close, London, EC

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universe! Carriers. Established 1879.

CHOPPINGTON (Scotland Gate).
Young bird show, Social Club Hall, July 17. The

entry was fairly good, and tho birds were of extra
quality arid colour. Spl. best Nor. was won by
Seely and Sons, with a 5 pointed buff. The show
was well patronised by visitonss and tuyned out a
great success. Mr. T. Sanderson judged to the
satisfaction of the members.
Nor. Yell., etc.: 1, F. Scott; 2, 3, Carmichael;

vhc, J. Dixon; he, c, Griffiths. Buff: 1, spl, Seely
and Sons; 2, 3, J. Dixon; vhc, Griffiths; be. Orange;
0, T. Dixon. Bord. Yell., etc.: 1, T. Dixon; 2,

Grant; 3, Carmichael. Buff; 1, Seely and Sons.
A.O.V. Can. or Mule: 1, Orange; 2, 3, Scott; vhc,
Griffiths.—H. Seely, Sec.

CRYSTAL PALACE AND PENGE.
Annual F.F. show, Alexandra Hotel, July 14. En-

tile# rather short owing to absence of members
with tlie colours, etc., and a bad season generally,
but the quality made up for it, both iu champ, and
novice, some very good . Norwich, Yorks., and
Borders being shown. Judge, Mr. J. Robson. Nor.
Champ.: 1, in both classes, Hutton. Cl. or Tkd.
Yorks. Ohamp. : 1, 2, 3, Hutton; vhc, he, Foxen.
Varieg.: 1, 2, Hutton; 3, Foxen. Cl. or Tkd. Nor.
Nov.: 1, 2. Vcrrell; 3, Legg; vhc, be, llallicad.

Mkd.: 1, Verrpll. Cl. or Tkd. Yorks. Nov.: 1, he
Last ; 2, c, Humphries; 3, Drake; vhc, Powell. Mkd.:
1, Last; 2, vhc, Powell; 3, Humphries; he, Fryett.
Bord. Nov.: 1, 2, 3, Last. Classes 14 and 10: 1, 2,

Last. A.O.V.-: 1, Humphries. Mule and Hyb.: 1,

Hutton; 2, Hutlis. Goldf.; 1, Breeze; 2, Legg; 3,

lluttou. Buff: 1, Gullis; 2, Hutton; 3, Fryett ;
vhc,

Breeze. Linnet: 1, Breeze. Redpoll, etc.: 1, 2,

Gullis; S, Fryett. A.O.V.: 1, 2, Gullis; 3, vhc,
Breeze, insectiv., Large: 1, Breeze.— W. D. Fryett,
Hon. See. •

ABERTILLERY C.B.S.
N.F. show, July 17, Prince of Wules Hotel, Abcr-

tillery. Over 00 birds staged. Yorks, and novice
were the feature of the show, and the exhibits
.throughout were of high order. Messrs-, l’arfitt,

Pritchard, and N-ewall’s Yorks, were excellent qual-
ity. \v

. Cooper's Border, "Pride of tho Valley,”
was looking beautiful, while Messrs. Morton and
Selby had their noted Norwich in the i mining. Mr.
Edwards, Newport, staged his team of Goldies. Mr.
Alf. Par-fitt won 1st and 2nd best birds in show,
also most points. Mr. J. VV. Bibbing# acted as
sec., and everything was quite in order, the gather-
ing being a complete success. He was assisted by a
strong committee— Messrs. Pritchard, Ne-wall,

Tcrrett, Cooper, and Hyde. Mr. H. H. Mortimer
judged. Nor. Cl. or Tkd.: J, 2, 3, 4, Selby; .vhc, lie,

Morton. Yorks. Cl. or Tkd.: 1, c, Parfitt; 2, vhc,
he, Pritchard; 3 4, Newall. Yorks. Nov. Cl. or
Tkd.: 1, 2, lie, Parfitt; 3, 4, Hyde; he, Moul-e

; c,

Johnson. Bord. Cl. or Tkd.: 1, 2, 3, Cooper. Mules-:

1, 2, 3, Parfitt. Brit.: 1, 2, 3, 4, vhc, he, Edwards.
—J. VV. Bibbings, Sec. pro tem.

Y.C.C. AND C.B.S. OF IRELAND.
F.F. show, Hopkins Hall, July 16. The hall wa6

suitable in every way, as it is well lighted over-
head and free from draughts. Entries were up to
expectations, and could compare favourably with
last year's. Mr. Hyland judged in the absence of

Mr. Keating, who unavoidably could not attend, and
his awards were received with satisfaction. Mr.
Sliolediee, with a fine buff cock, got diploma for

best cock in show, Mr. Keogh winning tile Rowan's
cup with a nico tkd. yell. hen.

Cl. Yell. Ck. (8) : 1, Kelly, lengthy, well up on
legs; 2, McKean; 3, Stunt; vhc, Beegan ; he, Wil-

liams; c, Sholedice. Hen (9); 1, Beegan, promising
youngster, well up on legs, nice wing carr. ; 2,

keogn, good one, but a bit short to winner ; 3,

Gillen; vhc, McNally; vhc, he, McKeon; c, Shole-

dice. Buff Ck. (9) : 1, sp, best cock, Sholedice, good
size and qual., nice pos. and style, well up on legs;

2, Keogh, good one, but advanced in moult; 3,

Beegan, good size and length, nice wings. Hen (8):

1, McKeon, nice size and pos., good wings and legs;

2, Sholedice, nice lady, but too small; 3, Williams,

real good one, but not shown well, wants training

;

vhc, Beegan; he, c, McNally. Tkd. or Varieg. Yell.

Ck. (5) : 1, Gillen, very good pos., well up on legs,

nice wings and tail ; 2, McKeon, good shoulders and
wings, very erect; 3, vhc, c, Sholedice, good deep
yell., nice size, bad shoulders-. Hen (6): 1, sp,

Rowan’s cup, sp., Keogh, nice one, good style and

pos., well up on legs, col. very good ; 2, Williams,

not as well up on legs, but larger; 3, no name,
good size and pos., nice wings and tail; vhc, c, Shole-

diee; he, McKeon. Buff (9); 1, vhc, he, McKeon,
real ’good one, good wings, tail, legs, and head, a

wee bit soft; 2, Sholedice, good size and style, very

compact; 3, Miss Wallis* nice grizzle headed, full

of qual. and 6ize, good wings and leg-s; c, Wil-

liams. Hen (9) : 1, McKeon, stylish lady, wants a

bit more training, good wings* nice tail, head, and

legs; 2, Sholedice, not so large, stood well, good

head, tail, and wings, fails in neck; 3, Williams-.

ARDWICK AND MANCHESTER.]
Seventh annual summer show, July 10, St.

Thomas’s School. Owing to many member© serving

their King and country, and to the poor breeding

s-easan, it was thought advisable to put a few

classes on for old birds, but this was not taken ad-

vantage of, only 17 entries in 14 classes. We were

agreeably surprised, however, to receive 130 entries

in all, and competition was very keen, especially in

Amat. Nor., many promising birds being shown.

Yorks were not numerous, but were of nice quality.

The judge remarked the quality was far in advance
of any show he had seen this -season. Specials for

most points young birds, also 2nd most points

throughout show, G. Chilton; 1st most points, S. T.

Oldham. Other specials: Rev. C. E. Gaul, J. Lane,

T. Peters, T. Rowbotham, A. Gilbert, W. Land.

Mr. J. W. Metcalfe (Liverpool) judged and gave
general satisfaction.
Open and Amat. Yorks Yell: 1, 2, vlic, Gilbert; 3,

he, Hird. Buff: 1, 3, Gilbert; 2, 4, Hird. Nor Cl. Yell.

1, 2, Peters; 3, Chilton; 4, c, Rev. Gaul; vhc, Row-
bottom

;
lie, Spencer. Buff ; 1, Rowbottom ; 2, Chil-

ton
; 3, c. Rev. Gaul; 4, Spencer; vhc, he, Richards.

Tk. Yell.: 1, 2, Rowbottom; 3, 4, Rev. Gaul; vhc,

Peters; he, Spencer; c, Chilton. Buff: 1, 2, 3, lie,

Chilton; 4, c, Peters; vhc. Rev. Gaul. A.O.V. Can.:
1, 3, vlic, Garbutt; 2, 4, Long. Yorks: 1, 3, Noonan;
2, 4, Lane. Buff: 1, 3, Lane; 2, 4, Noonan. Nor. Cl.

Yell.: 1, Warhurton; 2, Land. Buff: 1, Land; 2,

Walshaw; 3, Warhurton. Tkd. Y’ell.: 1, Land.
A.O.V. Can.: 1, Land; 2, Warhurton. Bord. Yell.:

1, 2, Long. Buff: 1, 2. Garbutt. Mule or Hyb.:
1, 2, 3, 4, vhc, he, c, S. T. Oldham. Goldf. or Bullf.

:

1 2, Oldham
; 3, Taylor. Siskin, etc. : 1. 2, 3, vhc,

Oldham; 4, lie, Hill; c, Taylor. Linnet: 1, 2, 3, 4,

vlic, Oldham
;
he, Hill ; c, Taylor. A.O. Hardbill : 1,

3, 4, lie, Oldham; 2, vhc, c, llill. For.: 1, Oldham.
Old Birds, Ainat. Yorks. Yell.: 1, 2, Hird. Bull': 1,

Hird. Hot: 1, Bird. Nor. Yell.: 1, Rev. Gaul; 2,

Richards. Buff: 1, Rev Gaul. Hen: 1, Rev. Gaul.
Nov. Yorks. Yell.: 1, Taylor. Nor. Yell.: 1, 3. Lane;
2, Wallshaw; 4, Land. Buff: 1, Lane; 2, Land ; 3,
Robinson. Hen: 1, Lane.
(Several Sliavv Reports unavoidably held over.)

CI>UB lb SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tueoday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be bad free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Altrincham Open C.B.S July 24, Station Cafe,
8.30. Question night.—t). Bailey.
Abersychan C.B.S.—July 31, Queen's Hotel, 7.

Open show and other business.—W. T. Couch.
Bootle C.B.S—St. Andrew’s Parochial Hall, Lin-

aero Road F.F. show. Judge, Mr. T. Rowlands.
Birds staged 2.30.— A. E. Huyton. (Date not stated

—

(Ed.).
Bolton Wooda C.B.S.—July 24, Victoria Hotel,

2.30. Members' show. Judge, Mr. H. Sutcliffe. En-
tries Friday night, 7.30 to 9.—H. Bryant.

Barrington and Choppington C.B.S.—July 24,
Social Club, 7. General.—H. Seely,

Bulwcll F.A.—July 31, Red Lion Hotel, 8. General
business and e.lcctiqn of treas. through the lamented
death of our late treae., Mr. F. White L. Mellor.

Bowling D.F.A.—July 24, Napoleon Hotel, 3.

Members' show. Judge, Mr. W. A. Cowgiil, Gir-
lingto/i.—J. Nieholl.

Burnley Working Men's C.B.B.C.- July 25, 7;
quarterly balance sheet, transference of society to
new premises.—J. Moorbouse,
Bradford National Show.—July 28, Cinderella

Club Rooms, Leo Street, Thornton Road, 8. Con-
tinuation of classification and other important
business.—S. Midgiey.
Edinburgh C.B.S.—July 31, Cairns’ Memorial Hall,

Gorgio Road. Annual F.F. show. Judge, Mr. J.
Holmes. Bird3 staged at 3. 5 Nor., 4 Bord., Scotch
Fancy, A.O.V., 4 Mules. Entries on or before show
day.—J. C. Charlton.
East Ardslcy C.B.S—July 24, Black Swan, 7.

Last show
;

prize money and arangements for
Ramble.— A. Walton.

Fifa C.B. League—July 31, Crown Tavern, Loch-
geliy, C.39. Show business and appointing new sec.—J. Cordery.
Glasgow and W. Counties Club—July 31, Post

Office, George Square, 2.30. Ramble to Torrance,
by motor leaving George Square 2.45— J. II. Adam.
Grimsby O.S—July 29, headquarters, 100, Free-

man Street, 8. Third N.F. show and Brit, classes.
Judge, Mr. A. Oliver.—J. T. Cotterill.
Helton le-Hole C.B.S—July 24, Colliery Hotel, 6.30.

Entries taken for F.F. show—G. Vipond.
Hartlepools C.B.S—July 28 , St. George’s, 6.45.

Second F.F. show. 4 Yorks, 4 Nor., 2 Bord., A.O.V.
Can., Mule, or Hyb. Members please 1st me have
entries on Tuesday if possible—J. W. Thorntpn.

Halifax C.B.S—July 21, King Cross Band Room.
N.F. 6how. Birds staged 2. Judge, Mr. C. Pickup,
Great Horton —A. Sutcliffe.

Idle C B.A.—July 24, Springfield Hotel, 2.30. Mem-
bers F.F. show. Judge, Mr. J. Lund, Bradford.
Birds staged 2.30—T. Elscgood.
Leigh C.B.S—July 24, Railway Hotel. Annual

N.F. show; birds staged before 1.30—R. Charlcson.
Lochgelly C.B.S—July 28, Minto Hotel, 6.30. Subs,

due, July 30, 2/6.—IR. Muir.
Leigh C.B.S—July 28, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Pay-

ing prize money for N.F. show.—R. Charleson.
Midland Roller C.C—July 20, Seven Stars, Johns

Lane, Wolverhampton, 8. Mr. Willows will bring
a few birds, illustrating the tours of tho Roller.—
J. W. Thomson.

Morley C.B.S—July 24, Shoulder of Mutton,
Briintclilfe. Members show, birds staged, 2.30.

Judge, Mr. Firth, Bradford. Entries, Friday night,
8 to9.—Wm. By water, Please forward address.

—

Ed.
C.B.).
Openahaw Corton C.B.S.—July 28, club room,

Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. General
business, latest date for entries, second nest show,
July 81—A. W. Newton.
Oldham C.B.S—July 27, Textile Dining Rooms, 8.

Fanciers invited.—G. Mills.

Forth Rhondda Valley ^LB.S—July 28, Porth
Hotel, 7.30. To discuss open show.—J. H. Bevan.
Poplar C.B.S—July 29, All Hallow Schoolroom,

Dunkeld Street, 8. Discussion re adding a portion
of funds in hand to the prizes at the annual show.
New rmmibers to be elected —H. Priseman.
Stanley Garden Houses F.F. C.B.S—July 25, 7.

Adoption of schedule—J. Armitage.
Southern Border F.C.—July 26, headquarters, 8.

Patronage, allotting of specials, and other import-
ant business.—G. Burton.
Stratford & E. London F.S—July 28. ‘‘Eagle.”

Evening show, all sections; stage at 7. Judges, W.
Price, Symes, W. If. Collings. Entries, Monday—A.
Wasey.
Span Valley C.B.S—July 24, Commercial Hotel,

Cleckheaton, 3. N.F. show. Judge, Sir. J. Chip-
pendale, Idle. Entries Friday night and first post
Sat—S. B. Grayshon.
Skelmantliorpc C.B.A—July 27, Liberal Club, 8.

Arrangements for N.F. show, July 31. J. Burdigan,
Halifax, judge.—W. Everett.
Stockport and Hazelgrove B.F.A—July 27, Trinity

House, Shaw Heath, 8. Geperal business—W.
Stafford.
West Stanley C.B.S—July 24, Commercial Hotel,

6.30. Election of judge and other very important
business.—W. Cresswell.
West Bromwich C.B.S.—July 27. Dartmouth

Hotel, 8. Schedule, open show ;
fixing date lor

young stock show.—

.

G. Andrews.

Questions and.

Mnswers.
ROUSTS AHB mX’E’ZCTrSeTXBS
2>®LVED 23-2T SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten) on one side o) paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must *

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the
first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week.

(7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci:

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(8)—Alt who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a lee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's” Poor
Children’s Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

MISS PRATT.—Replied to by post (2).
CONTINUALLY SQUEAKING (T. W. W ) —It is

bronchial trouble, from which the bird is suffering,
and you must not expect to work a complete cure
by simply giving it something. The exciting causes
must be discovered and removed for any treatment
to be of any lasting good. See that it is kept in

a brigtit and healthy, well-ventilated place, but not
exposed to direct cold draughts, nor rapid extremes
of temperature. Do not hang it high up near the
ceiling, near or over burning lights in the evenings,
nor in a dusty atmosphere. Then, in addition to
the usual seed diet, give a morsel of bread and milk
with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with soft sugar every second day for a
fortnight, and on tho alternate days add to the
drinking’ water fivo drops each of ox.vmel of squills,

ipecacuanha wine and sweet spirit of nitre. Report
result in three weeks time, repeating particulars, and
I will advise you furthe-r if necessary.
WHAT CHANCE? (Defcham).—I fear the. chances

of getting a brood from the hen which has not yet
shown any signs of mating are very slight indeed
for this season. You give no idea of the general
condition of the birds or how you treat them. But
assum'ng that they are in good health and tho
cock in song, you u'dght try the effect of giving, in

addition to the staple seed diet, a small teaspoonful
of egg food, with about half the same quantity of

a mixture of equal parts maw, gold of pleasure, and
r.esamo seed mixed in it, qvery second day, and on
tho alternate days a teaspoonful of a mixture of

equal parts hemp, niger, millet (white) and teazle.

Give also a liberal supply of wild seed heads,

especially dandelion (if you can get any), shepherd's

purse, mouse, ear, and lesser plantain daily. Beyond
this >cu can only exercise patience, which. 1 am
afraid, may go unrewarded until next spring, as

the cock will probably soon be dropping iuto moult

now, after which it is useless eutertaining any

further hopes this year.

NO RESULT (Doubtful).— (1) Only time and the

actual test can tell with certainty whether the 1914

Roller cock which has failed to fertilise any eggs

with two hens this season will always be barren in

future seasons; but it certainly does not follow that

it will be so. He may have been a late-bred bird,

and consequently still rather immature for trying

to work him with two liens this season. There is

no reason why he should not fertilise eggs well next
year. (2) Speaking' in the sense that they may,
and have, been used with success for rearing young
birds without the aid of eggs, practically any of

the well-known brands of egg food substitutes on
the market may be considered a reliable substitute.

But lor a more complete consideration of this sub-

ject, you should get a copy of CAGE BIRDS ANNEAL
before it runs out of print, and read the article

therein on the question.
LOSS OF SIGHT (J.T.)—Tho bird is evidently

suffering from cataract, and nothing you can do
will be of the least avail in effecting a cure. In all

probability the -condition of the other eye will

rapidly become worse. But even if the bird becomes
totally blind it will live happily enough in its way,
and find its way about, and food and water, quite
well if you keep it in a single cage by itself. In

time it may also sing well. Y’ou should not breed
with it, however, under any circumstances. I do
not quite see the point of query about taking it to
the League you name. If you mean with the object

of getting some treatment for it, I see no objection

to your doing so. The result may be negative. But
you will at least have the satisfaction of knowing
that vou have done something:
BARE PATCHES (Ja-s. Thompson)—What I would

suggest as a remedy for this condition must natur-

ally depend entirely upon the cause, and of this you
give me no clue at all. Not infrequently in the

crested variety it is an inherited defect, and the

consequence of unskilful mating of stock in which
the tendency to this defect exists, and in this case

no treatment is at all likely to produce any mate-

rial or permanent improvement. It can only be

bred out of future generations b.v skilful mating,

but as this is a tedious and often a very difficult

process it i3 much better to discard such birds- as

breeding stock whenever possible. If the condition

is due to any physical weakness the treatment ad-

vised to "H.C.” in this issue from now until tho

end of tho moult is the best you can do to remedy

it, but in this ease you need not apply anything to

the bare patches. .

SKIN TROUBLE (Daphne)— (1) The bird is not

moulting but troubled with a fungoid disease of the

skin. It is doubtful whether the plumage will be

reproduced on the bare, patches. Anyway, treat a>

follow's for a few weeks, when it will have the best

chance of coming through the moult in the best

possible condition, even if not in perfect plumage.

Give a staple diet of three parts canary to one pail
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Tut.y l^TT’Olix cage birds
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•wmmw rape. In addition give separately every
tbinl day a piece o( bread and milk the size of a
tatel nut dusted with flowers of sulphur, unit then
ayrinikleii will) soft sugur. On tlic intervening days
(foe Unit half a teaspoonful of a mixture of eqcul
arts niger, whito millet, maw, tcn/.le, and broken
groats, and next a fairly liberal supply of wild seed
beads, especially shepherd’s purse, plantain, and
mouse cur. Continue this for a fortnight, then miss
a week, and repeat for another fortnight, and con-
tinue thus until the bird iB nearly through it*

natural moult. Allow it to bathe us freely as it
likes, and slightly moisten the bare places with
sulphur ointment onto ft week, but as much as pos-
sible avoid soiling the surrounding plumage. In tho
drinking water add 20 drops of Fluid Magnesia
every second day for a week, then miss a.weck, urid
repeat for another week. After this give 20 drops
of Chemical Food twice a week for a month. (2)
Of course there may bo such a thing as young Can-
aries eating too much, but it is not very likt-ly to
occur, as prior to tho end of the liret inoiflt they
will bear a lot of "feeding up.” You will do no
wrong in allowing them access to an unlimited
supply good sound canary seed. It is only tho extra
tit-bits and luxurious fare that you need limit.
Soaked rape is a very wholesome and nourishing
food, hut it would be as well to limit the supply
somewhat to the bird that subsists entirely on it,

hntil she varies it with a little canary now and
again. Give the usual supply of canary, and give

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's " Canary Breeding for Be-

ginuers

"

(7d.); House's "Canary Manual" (1/2);
Baltye's "Yorkshire Cauurics " (1/1J); House’s "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Heston's "Stock Hook" (id.);
Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird t'ecer" (7d.); Norman's
"Aviaries

, Bird-rooms, and Cages

"

(2/3); Itamsdcn's
"Colour lceding" (3Jd .) ; "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Bjrds" (1/2); or the "Nutshell” booklets (2 {d. each j:
No. a “The Bet Canary," No. C “ Ailing Birds ant!
How to Cure Them," No. 9 " The Disinleclion of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Holler,’’ No. 23
"The Border Fancy," No. 24 "Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quoteu
are post tree, from "Cage Birds," 134. Fleet Street,
London, B.C.

THE BEST SINGING BIRO (F. Moulding).- It is
flUfto a matter ol' choice as to what bird you have
for singing. Tastes differ, and some prefer the sharp
n?<

f,
s °1 t,llc •''*»«>> family, whilo others think much

of tho Softhills. If you have had no experience in
tho keeping of birds, I would advise you to try
either of the following; the I-innct, Skylark, or Song
1 brush. Tho Linnet is a consistent singer and easy
to keep, us his principal food is seed, and if you
are fond of the Finch song, you cannot do better
than have one. The Skylark and Song Thrush would
both be known to you; they aro grand songsters,
but need to be fed on soft food mixed fresh every
morning in hot weather twice a day. Both these
birds are very popular as songsters, and of the two
you would probably do the better with the Skylark.A good ono is difficult to beat as a continuous per-
former. Whichever you decide upon, I would advise
you to send to this office for the Nutshell Booklet
on tho bird

; it will give you much moro information
than 1 can in these short notes.
MOW BIRDS MOULT (Longton).—When seeking

information tho ruies is for readers to send us theirname and address. Will you please let us have it
on a postcard. There is no hard and fast rule
about birds moulting. Young birds commence by
casting the feathers down each side of the breast.
Old bn*ds usually throw off the large wing and tail
feathers first, but if a bird has accidentally knocked
out or had plucked, certain feathers, these grow
first and frequently the moult will continue from
that particular place and extend over the body,

finish

^

in birds the head is the last part to

COMPANION FOR LINNET (Auntie).-Sorry you

havfi I°ff
0,10 ° f
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yo ’ir Linnets. I expiet the one you
sickening for the moult. Unless you

hoi
a, highly-trained Roller it is difficult tosee now a Linnet can spoil the song of an ordinary
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lt and a bright cheerful singer.It you are afraid of the restless nature of the Goldiewhy not try a Greenfinch? They are common there-fore easily obtainable, and many of them are quitenice singers
; so are the Buntings, although the

l!> i.HjLned to be monotonous, but they are\s-’iy Persistent and quite easy to keep, as they willea£j£ry !’ttle beside Canary seed
'

™RUSH LOSING PLUMAGE (Mrs. Richards) -It is quite evident that your bird is suffering from

'ol?toi
1

! eil.
f?

n
Cy These eat tho feathers offclose to the shm, which accounts for your not see-

f.*

often accompanied by much tenderness whilst the .
y subject. You could try one

birds are moulting. You can relieve it considerably
by bathing in a lukewarm solution of extract of
w.vch hazel—a teaspoonful of the extract in a
6aucerful of warm water—for a few minutes daily,
or every second day, according to the urgency
of the case, until sufficiently relieved. After bath-
ing, dry carefully, and gently anoint with a little
boracic ointment. You may also add 20 drops of
Fluid Magnesia to the water lor two consecutive
days to cool the blood. (2) No, the trouble is not
in any way infectious to other birds.
INSECT PESTS (E.V.).—Thanks for your letter.

Sorry that my fears that the advice might be too
late were only too well grounded. You need not
have the least fear about using the disinfectant a6
long as you rinse and dry tho cages afterwards.
With using it regularly you should be quite free
from insect pests, especially lice. There are only
two insect pests that may be regarded as common
enemies of the canary breeder, though I note you
speak of being troubled with various kinds. The
chief enemies are red mites, for which you should
overhaul the cages

; and grey lice, for which hand-
washing is the quickest remedy. You may glean
something from the present correspondence, but you
must guard against falling between two stools. Your
present method, if properly employed, will not be
easily be-aten. Very glad to learn the history of
til© bird with the damaged beak, which is very in-

teresting, and shows how adaptable nature can he.

birds arc. If you send me a list I may he able to
iLsMet you. The birds you mention do milch better
l<y themselves, either in pairs or several juirs to-
Bcllicr. They are not ulwuys safe with* British
birds, you mHi || ll( | particulars as to the trent-
itient of freshly-caught birds in the Nutshell dealmg with the species in which you are- interested.
Jho=e Nutshells are 2)d. post free, or twopence each
from your local newsagent.

foreign birds.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

IN POOR PLUMAGE (Heard).-Such cases al
ways progress slowly, and you must persevere with
the treatment. As it is showing a dislike to the
porridge, discontinue it— it will he better without
it—and as it is fond of slightly moistened sponge
cake, give this, putting live spots of C L.iV Emul-
sion thereon, anil then lightly dust with flowers of
sulphur.

.

If it will take this, give it a fair-sized
piece twice daily. As regards seed, try it witii the
folio ving: Giant Spanish canary, oats, hemp, and
sunflower seed in equal parts; well mix, add half-
pint of shelled monkey-nuts to each quart of mix-
ture and again mix. Green peas and any kind of
English and foreign fruit it will take can be sup-
plied freely. Give it several drops of tasteless
castor-oil direct to the mouth, from the end of
a feather, piece of stick, or quill, or soak it into a
piece of sponge cake if it will take it better that
way. Give, say, 5 drops daily till the bowels have
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ey TV" ,,reedin« condition. Theround t,lt1 nostrils will he bright blue in themales and vary from dark cream colour to luddy

<mt»ervafci, (should suffice* to keep them properly
regulated, if not you must have recourse to the
castor oil again. Do not give milk in any form
now if you can avoid it. Give it a handful of

been fully rnov^L then tluTfluid
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^- species of birds cannot hope to succeed withoutlimited patience. Once your birds start breeding
' ,f

practically all
they will go merrily on, the

only a small . teaspoonful of rape each day, and
gradually reduce this quantity by one-half, until you
find she oats the canary l’rccly.
MRS. A B. NEWTON.—Replied to by post.
SORE AND SCALY LEGS (G.R.P.).-(l) It is- quite

a usual thing lor the scales on the legs and feet
to become coarse and enlarged as the birds approach
old age, and yours is not young now. With some i itikus, i would advise von tn etmiv ti, n

~ r
birds th© growth is much more pronounced, and also ence columns as just ‘now severs'] h-tr
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BRITISH BIRDS,
raUX.ES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
AILING GREENFINCH (Alice M. Cook).—As a

Tide, insects arc the, cause of the trouble that your
bird is suffering from, hut if you are quite certain
lie has none, a change of diet may improve matters.
1 would therefore advise you to give him a spoon-
ful of soaked seeds daily, or seeds that have com-
menced to germinate. If you damp some rape and
teazle and keep it in a warm place, it will commence
to sprout in a few days. Before making this change
give three drops of Syrup of Rhubarb and as much
Glauber's Salts as will cover a threepenny-piece dis-
solved in his drinking water. I am doubtful if the
bare place will be covered with feathers again until
the bird moults, which lie should do shortly ; but,
anyway, the change of treatment would be' benefi-
cial.

TO STEADY A MULE (John Geeg).—You omitted
to send your address. Kindly do so on a postcard.
You can only steady your bird by repeatedly hand-
ling the cage, talking to him, and giving a grain or
two of hemp or sunflower, or other seed that he is
fond of whenever you go near him. Fortunately,
there is no time so good as the present for this
training process, and it should be continued all
through the moult. You appear to be feeding him
quite correctly to get him through. Let him bathe
frmuently. There is nothing better for the plumage
than plenty of soft water If you are going to
colour-feed him you should commence at once, be-
fore he actually starts to cast his feathers. Glad
to hear you are doing so well with your Mule breed-
ing. ;

TREATMENT OF LINNET (Linnet Lovcr).-Your
treatment is not generous enough, and unless you
make a change in his diet you yill lose him during
the moult. Make up the. following mixture: Canary
3 parts, teazle 2 parts, rape, charlock, and linseed
1 part each.. Let him have this as his staple food
Give a little lightly cracked hemp three times a
week. Make another mixture of gold of pleasure
dandelion, maw, mustard, and lettuce, and give a
teaspoonful on the days you are not giving the
hemp. Discontinue, the milk sop, or only give it
occasionally, and then mix two drops of cod liver
oil in it. Supply all kind- of seeding grasses, shep-
herd’s purse, and any other wild seeds you can
collect.

BREEDING MEALWORMS (W. W.).-Do not
-spray your breeding meahvorms. Keep JJiera in a"a™“ <??™er and <iisfcur,J them as little as possibleat this tiitie of the year.

sheu- booklets ^TV "WoTdfi^No. 2, Lumet," Ao. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song?.*«* and Blackbird," No. II “ Bullfinch,” No. 13Chaffinch No. lo “Greenfinch,” No. 22 "Siskin
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specJ&s - Lliese birds will live almost ex-clusively on canary seed, but should have otherseeds ottered, such as small oats, rape, crackedhemp, maw, and grass seeds. You should also givea few ants eggs, live ones, if possible, if not soaksome- dried ones in milk, and put them on a clothtodro ln before using. If you can get him to eata little solt food, it will assist greatly in keepinghim in condition. They do not care much for green

Tvcn fresh""
solnetlra&s nibble a little piece, when
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' Cinc-nui ).—As a reader of Cage Birds, I ;un

Tmr ,
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,
1’ ave wissed reading many of the articles

published from time to time on the catching of
wild birds. A single bird or two can frequently becaptured by the simple cage trap with a compart-ment underneath for tlie call bird. The sprin-* net
trap is another simple contrivance, although mostly
used to catch eoftftlls, the bait consisting of a
lively mealworm. Limed twigs set near water or a
similar place much frequented by birds are fre-
quently successful, but the method mostly used- by
professional catchers is the clap net, in which part
of a flock is frequently caught with one pull. The
time to catch is regulated by the hye-laws in opera-
tion. m the county in which you propose catching
In seme counties tile rarer birds are protected aTi
the year round. August is rather early for bird-
snaring, as some of the. Finches are still nesting and
the majority arc in- moult. It* would he as well tomake enquiries in the district you proposed stay-
ing, before making a start. Lists of the birds
scheduled can generally he obtained at the police
station.

a -v. miyc iv a iiauuim oi
i ITTll ?n 'y I alising for the moult. The hreeilinsflowering and seeding grass occasionally to pick TTT ‘3 ll0t

;

°vcr till the end of October Thciover. The trouble has evidently been going on e t used tl’“ -
5

some time. It can safdiy be assumed that there
is something radically wrong with a bird that does
not moult properly for several years. Now, you
can only persevere with the treatment given here
in conjunction -with that of our previous reply’ Give
it outdoor treatment on all suitablo days, but do
not subject it to cool winds or place it in an ex-
posed position. Report progress again about the
end of next month

IS IT A COCKATOO? (Austin).—The description
you give is that of the Rose-breasted (Roseate)
Cockatoo. Other popular names in use amoii”
dealers and others are: Australian Grey Parrot, and
Australian Grey and Red Parrot. You must note
that the advert, you enclose does not mention
African Grey Parrot. One of the latter, with the
abilities, qualifications, etc., ascribed to your bird,
on the list, would have a minimum value of ,t‘o, and
the price it was listed at would tell most people
that it was not an African Grey Parrot. Of course
if you asked for an African Grey, and you have
been sent an Australian, you have your remedy,
though one could not speak definitely without tho
vvhole correspondence. Our legal expert would
give you an opinion if you forwarded him copies
ol all correspondence and lists—your owm as well
as the vendor’s—relating to the matter. While the
description you send is certainly that of the Rose-
breated Cockatoo, there are surely, in such a town
as yours,, many .fanciers w ho could name the bird
for you if you let them see it, and so place, the
matter beyond doubt.
BUDGERIGARS NOT BREEDING. ARE THEY

J™
FAIR? (Dereham).—Yes, they are a true pair.

The oere of the hen becomes more and more blue
as she goes out of breeding condition. As siie re-
turns to breeding condition the cere will become
brown again. The cere of the hen in breeding con-
dition varies, in individual birds, from a dark cream
colour to a ruddy brown. Budgerigars are a gre-
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P,y gnt (bbt «and) and cuttlebo’ne regn-iarly. You say your bird does not drink. Bud-eridrrnk very little, but undoubtedly take a 'fewoccasionally. Carefully catch the bird and

HYBRID BREEDING IN AVIARY (Novice).-The
most successful Hybrid breeders use cages or small
aviaries for breeding operations, and only allow
one pair in each cage or aviary. In an aviary the
size of yours I fear you would not have success
with more than the one pair of British birds. You
could use it for Mule breeding, putting in three hen
Canaries and a cock Goldfinch, and in that case the
Canaries could be allowed to rear their own young.
Nesting places for them would tie boxes nest pans
or wicker cages. Hang up plenty, so that they can
make a selection. You should not have much diffi-
culty with your birds that have been wrongly fed.
Give them a daily allowance of the 6ec-d they are
particularly fond of, and reduce the quantity until
you get to the limit. Give other seeils in another
vessel, and let them always have some before them.
It is impossible for me to tell you "what seeds to

1 feed all your birds on” unless I know what all \our

ganous species, aud never settle down to nestin«
so guickly when kept in single pairs as when
two or more pairs are kept together. Though many
Budgerigars have been bred in cages, they always
take longer to settle down to nesting under the
conditions of cage life than when kept at semi-
liberty in an aviary. You would probably hasten
matters by either taking out the partitions and
giving them the whole, also procuring another pair
to keep them company, or by procuring another
cage without any partitions and similar in size to
your present. Keep' two. p of birds in it aud
they should soon .settle down to nesting. Even
under present conditions your birds should
utimate.'f nest, Uit it may not he this year. Neither
could one definitely say that two pairs' turned into
a large cage at this time of year would go to nest
at once, though there is a probability that one or
the other would soon do so. and then the other
would emulate the example set them
PA*ROT LOSING FEATHERS (M.J C.S.).).—You

give me no idea as to how you have been feeding
it, consequently I cannot say whether it is the
consequence of a long course of improper feeding
which some individuals resist for a long time, or
whether It is merely a suddenly acquired vice You
had better repeat your query, supplying me with
the particulars asked foi.* In tho meantime put
one teaspoonful of Dinnel’ord’s Magnesia into the
drinking water every other day, till you get a reply,
but if the voidings should remain watery-loose for
more than a day, then cease giving the' mamiesia
Grit and cuttlcbone should be always in the ea-’e
also a thick ish piece of the branch of a tree for'it
to exercise its mandibles upon,
DIET FOR COCKATOO (D. Gibson).—Your bird

will be better without the general mixture Add to
your present mixture some good oats and sunflower
seeds; also offer it pieces of biscuit, various nuts
but only give a Brazil nut occasionally. It also
ought to take a little fruit aud green food (a leaf
of lettuce alter the fleshy stem has been cut out
flowering grass and other weeds), grc.en peas both
shelled and in the pod. However, so long ’

as it
eats heartily cf hemp and canary seed, it will not
starve, but it would be better if it took a more
vaiicd diet. Do not be tempted to offer your bird
a bit of everything, table scraps, etc., or you would
soon nun it. I never came across a Parrot or
Cockatoo that would refus© sunflower seed yet
and I think if you coax it a little with some of
the other items named, it will soon fall a victim to
your blandishments.
OUTOOOR AVIARY (T.T B.).-(l) Yes, I consider

all the birds you mention should safely pass the
winter in your aviary, presuming, of course, that
you shut them up at nights and during the day-
time ot any verjr extreme periods. (2) So long as
the earth is dry, a wooden floor is not called for
In my opinion the aviary would he better without
it. Keep the earthen base well covered with gritty
sand. (3) With Budgerigars in an aviary you can
keep Lovebirds and Cockatiels, say, 2 pairs' Budge-
rigars and 1 pair each Lovebirds and Cockatiels °(

I

should advise Blaik-cheeked Lovebirds). I cannot
advise keeping Budgerigars and Finches together
(4) The list of species you give should do well to-
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c llav© the bird in the hand, dip tin-end of a feather in castor oil, and smear this ovei
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r‘or the bird's month and tongue.Usually it is too distressing to catch a small birdup oitcn, but so long as the sneezing continues von
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tho nostrils with the glyeo-tliymoline
cijiJ>. Lightly colour the drinking water (only use
quite a small drinker) with Chemical Food for thenext two months. If the trouble does not pass insay a month, you had better write again giviii" full
details, as I do not retain queries here.

POST MOETEMS.
Mr. 0 Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and repoit nt,<>n
cage birds for a fee of la. Cd. each bird; for reply
direct. 2s. Cd. : analysis, 21s. Subjects lor postmortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird, bend h.v letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sei.t to
Ilia effiee of this nap"r will bo thrown away, and if
ti fee i<s ccclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

G-EDTSB-iLI..
Answered bv TIIE EDITOK.

J. H. Novice —Scarcely anv issue of Cage Bird'
has appeared fof many months past without some
reference to the breeding and exhibiting of the Nor-
wich Canary. It is too lato now for any informa-
tion as to its breeding to be of any use this season.
Our book "Canarv Breeding for Beginners,” which
vve could send you post free for sevenpence, would
give you all the particulars you desire, and a
perusal of our back numbers would ali'ord you a
further fund of information.

S, Isaacson.—According to our information. Gold-
finches may only be caught between Dee. 2 and the
end of February in County Clare. Enquiry at your
local police station would confirm or correct this.

‘FISHING’

The New
Angling
Journal.

I
D. Every

Thursday

On sale at all

Bookstalls and

Newsagents.

It is the bright'

est Angling
Journal, and

is devoted
to every kind

of Fishing.

154, Fleet St.,

•London, E
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AIDS TO SUCCESS.

Our Books and a Common-

sense Application of the

Advice therein MUST bring

you Profit as well as

Pleasure.

All the experience of years of

careful study by experts is at the

disposal of readers.

AVIARIES, niRDROOMS, AND CACES, 2/S (cloth

Kilt), By U. Norman. Contains ten lovely lull-

pane photographic plates. A practical finido which

deals thoroughly with the proper Bid IJin 8..
*

ting, and Management of Aviaries uud Dlid roouie.

and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/iJ.—By H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-

lutely the very best Handbook dealing with the

Yorkshire and Its sub-varieties. Contains com-

plete Instructions upon Pairing, breeding,

lug, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.-»y C. A. nouse. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful ns a breeder, unu ex-

hibitor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters

on •• Forming a Stud," and " How to Produce the

Idoal " arc worth tiie cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-

VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable

Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tor'. are such well-known breeders ae Messrs. It.

Colton, W. U. Vale, C. Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.

Beswick. C. Lander, T. H. Kincli, f . Smith, etc.

'Phis Handbook, w hich contains 212 pages, 7 inches

by 5 is brimful of the most practical information

on tiie highly interesting ..object of Hybrid Breed

ing. Price 1/-., post fr^e 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—Bj

C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Urey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Pull information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of tne

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-

ing of British and other birds,

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2 —By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with tiie breeding, etc., of every member

of tiie Canary family, including the boiler (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of eacli bird, by

tiie master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, ano

seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDCERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d.—By C. P.

Arthur. Tiie breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-

teels is recognised as one of tiie most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to

keep, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BECINNERS, 1/1J.—By W.
T. Page, F.ZS., etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage

Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-

tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cfotlv bound).—
By H Norman ; or may be had in two parts. Part

1: •• Hardbills.” and Part 2: “ SoftbiUs.” Either

Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains a

beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Up to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston. Of
our invaluable "Breeding Room Register” a

well-known fancier has said:—"It makes bird-

breeding easy." No breeder of birds can possibly

afford to be without it. it simplifies the opera-

tions in tiie bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis-

ters of simple and unique character, iu addition

to useful account pages.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BECINNERS, 7d—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to-date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use

of tiie beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-

dition, the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the

young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront tiie breeder.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth,

7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written

by Charles Houlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leading

exhibitor and a leading expert and Judge; (asso-

ciate editors. G. E. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

H ^Norman. There are no less than sixteen

coloured arid sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING.—Fanciers requiring bust

ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc..

should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rates

combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,

with block of any desired bird, and fancier's

name, address, and words of description as de-

sired,’ 250 5/-. 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”

161, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

‘ LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.

|
Mainly Foreign.

H

TAME cook Alario, marvellous singer, 10/ ; large

cage, 2/C ;
Throstle cage, ,'i /-; 100 .410 cartridges, 5/„

or exchange foreigners: Charles Read, Binglcy. (378)

EXCHANGE Grey Parrot, talks, whistles, walks

about, in grand large cage, £2; gents cycle, new

tyres, 35/-; oilers anything; Poore, llarold-st., Small-

Miorne, Stalls.
,

SALE or exchange, large Cockatoo, 20/-; splendid

Peacock, 20/-; Silver PheasiinU, 20/- pair; Kulgeca,

20/-; Golden, 15/-; African Falcon, 20/-.—Add y.

Upper Union-st., IlulJ.
">»’')

J

Miscellaneous.
|

WHAT offers in records, zonos, for Roller hen and

breeding cage, Randall's : Sugar, 27, ltboda, Neb-on.

WHAT offers in birds for pair gent's new boots,

size elevens: Smith, No. 1, Cooper s-place, OrdsaU-

'eXCHANGE pair gent.'s hair brushes, new, leather

case, for Canaries; what offers: Lcvcrctt, 6, Lenham

'HARMONIUM, f»" octave. 90 "9*.8e ^Ch^rd*'
all clean; exchange anything useful. 21, 'SLbert

(

;™'’

'exchange Singing cock Canary for Persian kitten

;

liver and white Spaniel bitch for sale cheap .

Bridgwater, Som.
, .. ,,,

JUDD'S Geology, as new, 9/-^ exchange H.M. Uold-

finch or Siskin; offers: Moores, 32, Stubbs Gate,

N
|3 A N J O-M andolinc for sale, 15/-, or exchange Dutch

rabbits or Dutch marked cavics: Graham, 3, Mans-

field-st., Gateshead. ,i»
EXCHANGE 8 rabbits, ipother, 7 young, age six

weeks, for Canaries or Mules; offers; Collins, JI°ru'

h
WANTED°

P
for
D
crh, about half-a-dozen Tumbler

Pigeons, liens or pairs: Fred Castle, 17, Thirstin,

Honlcy, Huddersfield. . .

y-*
78 '

THREE prize-bred black Cavies, can win in good

company, sell cheap; useful exchange: Wilson,

Plumber. Filev. Yorks.
,

WH’AT offers in live stock for gem phonograph, 50

records as new, violin, bow, case; sell loo £2 :

Bracton-rd., Rotherhithe.

FIVE pairs homing pigeons, and new training

basket for seven ;
exchange for Canaries : Nixon, 10

Woodrouffc-terr., Carlisle. ;

LARGE square Parrot’s cage, -4 x 15, cost -4/ .

new condition; sell 12/-; offers: Hughes, 8, Glan-

rhondda-st., Treorchy, Rhondda. „
WATCH, lever made 3/-: ISO bird eggs, l&O Ca„e

Birds,” “ Feathered World’s; what offeis . il,

Sheepwash, Mansfield, Woodhouse.

TWO large British show cages and case, 7/b, or

exchange for young Canaries or Mules: A. to ey, »

Picton-st., New Boultham, Lincoln.

BLACK Ebonite Clarionet, 13 plated keys, exchange

nets, gun, bike, Goldfinches anything sport: 77

Brindley Heath, Hednesford, Staffs 'f??/

“MINING Engineering, from 1905 to 1915, sell,

exchange birds, anything useful: Fewster, Smithy-

brook, Middlestown, nr. Wakefield. I3»u>

FINE Crossbred cockerels, January, 1915, hatched,

3/6 and 5/6 each, or exchange pullets or clucks.

Robinson, 140, Broadway, Hendon. (3»o)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT

is the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business,

Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel ; Mic_e

,

Musical Instruments; Natural History,

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-

bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

EXCHANGE one good pair of Yorkshires, 14/-; 2

house moulted, 1 field moulted cock Linnets, 4/-

eucli, or 10/- the three; for Rollers; yours first:

Davis, 128, Lord-st., Fleetwood. (382)

EXCHANGE 2 Gem phonographs 25/- and 10/6,

3 Parrot cages 5/- cadi
;

hall-bearing skates 8/6,

pair Rollers 1914 10/6; wanted Canaries, Budgeri-

gars; Perclval, 46, Burgess-st., Grimsby. (379)

SALE or exchange, two flueless gas stove’s, suit-

able for office, or bird room, one gas fire cost

Cl 10s. when new; never used; all by Fletcher

Russell; would part exchange for grey talking Parrot

or Roller schoolmaster to value; no rubbish wanted,

as all tin- above are genuine; approval; particulars

on application: J. Leigh, 57, Bold-st., Altrincham.
(381)

ONE Roller cock, full song, and three hens (un-

tried) 17/6; or exchange good Pomennian (dog),

black or broom ;
also pair opera glasses 7/6; ex-

change anything: Smith, 142, Mirter-st., Walsall.
(379)

GOOD 5-stringed Zither-Banjo, by Simpson, London,

perfect condition, beautiful tone, nicely inlaid,

accept 30/-; approval; deposit; or will give Banjo
and each for good African Grey Parrot, must be

good talker; approval: Hallett, Shrublands, Smithy
Bridge, Lancs. (384)

TYPEWRITER, light, portable, accept 50/-, cost

jt to 10s.; 20 new double-sided lOinch. records, cost

50/-, accept 25/-: gentleman’s (new) keyless rolled

gold watch, cost 45/-, accept 20/ ;
exchange $-

pla'e camera, ‘ anything useful.—Jewellers, ‘20, Pre-

toria-rd., Lcyton.stone. (38a)

WILL give value in boots, shoes, clothing, cycle

tyres, bedding, blankets, etc., or household goods

of any description required, in exchange for Can-

aries, British and Foreign birds, animals,, or rep-

tiles of every description; honest dealings only;

thousands of unsolicited testimonials; stamp reply

:

Livestock Exchange, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.

THREE big Norwich cocks, two yellow capped, one

huff 10/- each; four liens, three buff, one marked.

3/- each; four young, 10/-; four Canary-reared

Greenfinches, 5/- pair; breeding Cockatieis, 15/-,

two pairs Budgerigars, yellows, 7/-, greens 5/-;

cocks, Java. Cutthroat. Weaver. Domino Finch, two

Orange Bishops, £1; large flight, 10/-: ditto, <16:

four double breeders, 10/-; tw o fours, 7/6 each ; four

Norwich show cages. 5/-; drinkers, seed hoppers,

nests, etc.; accept ,C7 for lot; exchange gold watch,

albert gent’s suit, topcoat, mack, draperies,

bedding or offers : Stables, 18, Low Down-square,

Hetton Downs, Durham. (308)

1
SITUATIONS.!

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds-

end foods, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-

rd.. London.

Household Furniture.
Utensiln, etc.

NOTTINGHAM lace curtain dressing frame, made
to order, 10/0, 12/6, 15/6 each; girl can get good
money : Haywood, Curtain Dresser, 3, "Nevillc-grove,
Meadow, Nottingham. (379)

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp (or_ VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE ol

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and Ff.» .«ru

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They arc unrivalled for all Lad Ice’ Ailments, ond Kpcedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all Buffering.
7'liey Hupereede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Litter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1/14. hy Boot*', Taylor’s, Timothy White'*
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MflRTYN, Ltd, Chemists, 31, OAISTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

WANTED, litters of puppies; give good exchange
in household goods/ Jopson, Newton Heath, Man-
chester.;owner: (383)
THREE black Pom. dog puppies, eight weeks old,
guinea each, worth double; offers exchange: Davi-
son. Haddenham, Bucks. (381)
SMART Fox Terrier dog, 5 months, good guard,
7/6 ;’ exchange for cage birds, anything: Napier, 1,

Cliffordcst., Bookstall-rd., Leeds. (381)

WANTED to purchase all kinds pure-bred dogs,
also litters of pure and cross-bred puppies, cheap
for cash: Stephens, West Drayton. (380)

LARGE handsome crossbred Airedale Irish Terrier

puppies, make grand guards, age 2 months; dogs
10/6, bitches 5/6: Stephens, West Drayton. (3S0)

TWO game Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7s. 6d. each, bitch 5.-. cd.; parents tackle

anything alive: Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich.
PEDIGREE Airedale bitch puppy, both parents
championship .strain, perfect head and coat, 10 -

;

approval: Corbett, Midland Station, Wath-on-
Dearne. (376)

BEAUTIFUL liver and white Springer Spaniel

bitch, about 20 months old, ready for breaking,

breeder; sire. Hugo Fitzherbert, price 30/-: Apply,

Axe, Lodge, Bonsai!. (378)

SMART, all-white pedigree Bull-Terrier bitch

puppy, age 14 weeks, will exchange something use-

ful, singing Canary with cage, or sell 15/-: 30, Elgar-

st., Longsight, Manchester. (384)

GRIFFON Bruxellois for sale, bright red, son of

Iviki of Sunnyside, lovely head, huge eyes ; also

rough red son of Mortande, lovely marked face:

photos: Miss Curtis, Entry Hill House, Bath. (304)

FOR sale, two beautiful pure black dog puppies, 8

weeks old, cross between a pure Airedale bitch and
retriever dog, make splendid watch or sporting dog:
Apply, D. Grubb, Police Station, Camwath, Lanark-
shire. (376)

HIGHLY pedigree bred golden sable and white

Collie bitch. 4 years old, immense coat, full brush,

well carried ears and brush, whole white collar,

clean, healthy, lovely specimen, lady's perfect com-
panion, 12/6; approval; printed pedigree on appli-

cation: R. Marshall, Hagworthingham House,

Spilsby, Lincolnshire. (384)

MMM

Aquarium.
“AQUARIUM Management,” “Bird Management,”

Id.; dozen snails, varied weeds, 1/1; mirorcarp,

3/3 doz. ;
pair Homers, 5/6; show Canaries; ex-

change fresh caught British :
“ Fisheries,” Mount-

vernon-rd., Liverpool. (381 )

DOG fish, bitterling, rock bass, carp, temperature

fish, bronze Japanese fantaiis, plants, snails, weeds,

etc American bull, chicken, mocassin and wolf

snakes, 5 to 8ft.; list free; catalogue of aquaria

and vivaria, id. : L. Cura and Sons, Y ine-st., Clerk-

enwell-rd., London.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rookery and fish. and much helpful advice

on the feeding and management of the occupants,

will be found in "Nutshell No. 21," 2$d. post free,

from "Cage Eirds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Mice.

Cycles.

GRAND Flemish giant, doe, Steven’s strain, 10

months, weighs stone, fit for exhibition, lc/6 ex-

change, Reedman, Hal! gate, Holbeach. (84)

GENT S cycle, new tyres, chain, pedals, re-en-

ameiled, 30/-; exchange surplus Norwich: Brender,

111 H-eysham-rd., Southport, Approval. K < )

MIRDALE Irish dog, 12 months good house do

and ratter 12/6, or exchange nets, 6ft. deep,

offers: 71, Sheepwash, Mansfield, Woodhouse. (370)

EXCHANGE well-bred fox terrier bitch for Black

Leghorn pullets or cycle tyres. 28 x H, or anything

useful; offers: Ellis, Sands Cottages, Whalley, nr

Blackburn. , . , J:

38

1

'

THREE dozen nest-pans, feeders, drinkers, 2/- ,
8

fruit baskets for window, 2/6 ;
16 cake stands, cost

8*d. each, take 4jd. : Thompson, 5, West V lew-rd.,

St Albans. (ooi)

WILL exchange one pair of ladies’ boots, or one

dress length or suit length for 5 young Canaries,

as bred, or 5 old hens: Cummings, 4, Richmond-

terr Leeds. {379/

FINE old oil painting, signed “J. Constable,”’ mas-

sive old English frame, good preservation, price £10,

part exchange Parrot, Canaries: Smith, 10, Vf&ter-

loo-st. , Hove. „ ^ .. ,

l3™}
CLEAN book, Canaries, Hybrids, British birds, sell

11/6 ;
grand yellow Yorkshire cock, 10/-, or exchange

approval: A. Roberts, Commercial-rd., Skelman-

thorpe, Huddersfield.
, ,

HAVING bought a large job stock of grand twill

bed sheets valued at 5/11 per pair, will exchange for

birds ;
what offers: Smith, No. 1, Cooper solace,

Ordsatl-lane, Salford. , J3?y
CAMERA, VP'ate Lancaster, stand, twofold tripod,

three double backs. Iris stop, field lens, cloth and

bag, with strap; sell or exchange cycle: Thomas,

387. High-rd., Leyton. .
(3 ' 8 >

INJUR liens, two cock Canaries, 15/-; 6ix cock

Linnets, caged all season, fulL song, 2/'- each; ex-

change good cock Goldfinch, or offers: Hutton, 118,

StambermiU, Stourbridge. (382 )

EXCHANGE 10 prize-bred Pile, Game Bantam
chick?, fortnight old (and mother) for 1914, Roller

cock, or carpenter’s tools; approval both ways:

Hughes, Periyard, Neath. C38!)

NOTICE! We want birds, Parrots, Poultry, Ban-

tams, Rabbits, anything; gramophones, records etc.,

in exchange for cutlery or plate; write: Smith Bros.,

47, Pear-st., Sheffield. t880 )

CASE to hold six Norwich cages, and cages, club

standard, 10/- lot; another to hold live, with cages,

8/.; exchange poultry or offers: Pickles, Post Oflicib

Wadsworth, Hebden Bridge. (380)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding, cur-

tains, draperies, cycle tyres, hearth-rugs, or any-

thing required, for live stock of all descriptions,

birds, poultry. Parrots, puppiej, rabbits, etc.: Jop-

son’s Exchange Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester.
(383)

CYCLES, tyres, cycle and motor cycle accessories,

money saving, wholesale list free: G. Wyndhams,
Wholesale Supply, Birmingham. • (377)

CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/-; model

De Luxe, B.S.A.. 3-speed, 90/-: motor cycles, tyres,

accessories, cheapest prices;' list, 200 illustrations,

free: Cyclebird, 120, Old-st., London.
GENTLEMAN’S 1914 Model De Luxe cycle, fitted

with B.S.A. 3-speed gear and the latest improve-

ments, gear-case, all accessories; new last Septem-

ber; reason explained; accept £4 15s.; approval

willingly: 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde Park, London.

Cats:

EXQUISITE pale blue male kittens, splendid eyes,

£3 3s.- delightful pete from 21s.: Fosbery, Lam-
boum.

‘
’

f384 )

Dress.
l

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and

shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;

girls 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; al! sizes; carnage

paid: Underwood. 36, York-st„ Huime, Manchester.

j

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked all last sea-

son, line or loose, 5/6: splendid ones, good workers

.guaranteed, 4/6; excellent ones ready to work, 3/6,

younger ones, 2/6; ten days' approval; cashi or

deposit.—Wannop, Short-st„ Carlisle. (3'9)

Garden.
Is. seed or dozen plants, wonderful Broccoli, 5

to 9’ large heads for years; photo showing three

years’ crops; keep ducks or fowls Jd. week, save 4d.;

green food cutter, 2/6 free: William Crisp,

Fordham, Colchester. (3®°)

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-: Miss

Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (380)

FANCY coloured itiice, Cd., 9d., 1/- pair; wheel
cages, 9d. each: Stapleton's, Naturalists, Spa-rd„

Bermondsey. (380 )

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet

recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice.” which gives

full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2|d. post

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C.

INATURAL HISTORY]
EGG Collector Guide. Birdstuffing, illustrated. Lar-

vae Collector’s Guide, 1/- each; egg drills and blow-

pipe, 1/-: illustrated catalogue naturalist’s requisites

free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works, Dartford. (382)

Rabbits.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to tiie proper management of Rabbits. Cavics.

and Mice. Tiie information given in ttiis handbook

is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with flic hous-

ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pots,

Munv illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1/-, post free 1/1$, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Heet-

st,., 1 ondon. E.C.

|

Sport.

ANGLER’S secret, no oils, chemical's, or drugs

used. 7d.: J. Bird, Wisbech. (3Si)

Various.

Cavies.
CAVY-Kecpers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),’’ is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2Jd., post free, from Caoe Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

GUINEA pigs, 8/- dozen; Mias Rosey, Rosemary

House, Eastbourne.
. „

t ;t80>

FOR sale, pure white Rate, very tame 3/- per

pair, odd bucks and does, 2/1 each ; Miss 1 ickering.

samiybed, Searboro. A384 )

GRAMOPHONE, 24 guinea hornless model, irffaid

cabinet on wheels, hone's design height 3ft. Oln.,

powerful motor, grand selection of records, £5/L/6.

approval: 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde Park London.(384)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new 10m.

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers: illustrated catalogues tree:

Regcntbird, 120, 01(l-st., London.

DEVELOPER and body exerciser, quite now, cost

12/6, from Health Supplies Co., London : will ex-

change for British or foreign lords to value, or sell

10/6; please enclose stamp reply; deposit system.

R. Baines, 6, Toronto s t., Lincoln. (Oav)

Printed <or the Proprietor, Mr. F. CARL, 154, F| C<,
Jr

Street, by J. O. Hammond and Co.. Ltd., Fleet

Lane, London. K.C,
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ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
coming Irom the tamo advertiser, even if sent in

different names, are reckoned together, and, after

the first Eighteen words, aro charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than
the minimum price, viz.. Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.

The Proprietor reserves the right to refuso any
advertisement, or to canoel any advertisement or-

dcred for a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear ths bona-
fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, and should he sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat, advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
tlio advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS "

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bona-fules of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ol our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—rilOCEDUIlli.—The intending purchaser should

uend to tills olllco the amount ol the purchase (our

deposit feu included), and ut the same time lie

should communicate with the seller stating what it

is lie requires sent oil approval. We acknowledge

receipt, of the deposit to both parties, lu all cases

the depositor should give his name and addiess, and

also that of the veudor, and must virile same cleurly

and distinctly.

2.—15ND OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed. Jt a sale lias

been elleetcd wo band t lie amount deposited to tile

seller If a sale lias not been effected, vve return the

amount to the depositor. Tito transaction must be

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold the deposit.

8 -AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.

for each JL1, or fraction of ft, and it must be sent

at same time as the deposit.

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must

decide' within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,

unless that is, some other period or approval (of

which' we must he advised) is agreed upon by both

parties The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie lias returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the eaid forty-

eiuht hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to
0

the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of liis goods hack again, the trans-

action will bo treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to tbc depositor.

6.-A BATI8FACTOUV PUIICD ASE.-When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller, botli parties must at

once return the deposit receipts us a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor must ut the same
time instruct us to pay over tho deposit to the

seller.

0.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are

sold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fall-

ill" its receipt, we reserve tho right to return tli«

deposit to the sender after the expiration of three

daye.
7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In ease no rale ho

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

iresii transaction, provided another deposit fee be

paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, am! any damage or loss sustained

on tho journey must he borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and

returned by the samo means as were used in sending

th 5 same.
9.—PAYMENT OF CAR.IIAGE.-Thc payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between

the vend jr and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But

In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

b) F -ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

10 .—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision Ol the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified ol its receipt until the

amount deficient plu3 the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It U advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
tlieir condition they establish the tact that they are

thoroughly heal.hy.

APPLIANCES
TWO Crest show cages and case, used once, sell

4/0: Beresford, 27, York-st., Leek, Staffs. ' (391)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and
foreign birds. Canaries: L. Latham, Kingston-by-

Sca, Sussex. (389)

PARROT cages, round or square, for sale, equal
to new, clean and good repair: Jones, Cranbourne-
st., Brighton. (887)

JOINER-MADE breeding cages, single 2/-, double

3/6, complete; Yorkshire show cages, 1/3: Cheshire,

34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (364)

FOR sale, set of clapnets, 12 yards long each side,

7ft. 6ins. deep, very near new, only 14/- : Thurman,
19, Richmond-st., Nottingham. (370)

BIRD houses, outdoor aviaries, fowl . houses,

chickens; illustrated list fr.ee; Canaries taken: C.

Ross, Poultry House Maker, Forres, N.B. (355)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

TWO beautiful sectional aviaries," bird houses, and
flights, with pipes complete, as new, each 6ft. sq.

:

Miss Jackson, Well Cottage, Scotton, Knares-

borougtl. (395)

BARGAIN, large mahogany cage, 20 by 16 by 17,

with strong wire front, draw-board, and large bath;
perfectly new, 6;-: Jennccs, 2, RivcTSdale-terrace,

Tottenham. (389)

HAVING sold all my birds, must clear all my single

and double breeders, also show cages and every
requisite for birdroom, cheap: Slade, 61; Lavender
Hill. ’Phone: Battersea 1800. (384)

COTTINGHAM'S new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last

season who are again sending for supplies; large

sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid: Cottingham, 9,

Peveril-st., Nottingham.

NOTICE.—The best and cheapest Crystal Paiace-

ehaped and oilier brass and clear wired aviaries and
cages, also Parrot cages, send two stamps for

illustrated price list; established 40 years: Mc-
Keaud, Seobright, Castle Douglas. (315)

TWELVE single, breeders, enamelled white, loose

fronts, drinkers, seed boxes, nest pans, complete,
2/- each, 20/- lot ; two Yorkshire, one Norwich show
cages, egg mill, bird spray, twelve china egg
drawers, fit under doors, 6/6 lot; bargains: J. Free-

man, 24, liorne-st., Halifax. (390)

SPECIAL offer; magnificent new Crystal Palace
three-compartment drawing-room aviary, close-wired,

sand traye, eeed hoppers, movable partitions, fancy
glass panels, eize 4ft. long, 4ft. high, 19in. wide,
price 50/- ;

safely packed and carriage paid ;
photo,

sent
;
show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy,

2/- each . cages of every description
;
state require-

ments: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
(392)

DOUBLE breeders, 36 x IC x 9. fitted complete,
6/-; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Club Show cages,
18 cacli ; three 4 6; British, 2/-; box cages, 14 X
12 x 7. 2/3; fancy hanging cages, ruby glass, 2/6
each, three 6/-; all wire flight cages, 36 x 16 x 12,

6/6: large self acting trap cages, 1/6 and 2/-;
oval net traps, 9d. and 1/-; bird lime, 9d. Jib.;
birdcatchcrs nets, 9ft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-;
poles, pegs, pull line, irons, sent with all nets

;

i’alaec aviaries, 86 x 30 x 12, beauties 10/6; sand
for list: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (390)

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 2/- i-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“MG.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carnage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow

FOR BREEDING, STOCK, BOX CAGES
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

In fact, everything for the bird room; send for

catalogue, post free; established 50 years.: Samli-

ford. Bird Specialist, Preston. _______

Does this Prove Anything ?
Abertillexy, July 26, 1915—Received birdlime It

is the best I ever used. My friend now wants a

box.—W. Evans to W. Rudd. XXX, the original

XXX birdlime has imitators, but no equal. Jins,

2d 4d fid. For cages, aviaries, and every pos-

sible requisite for birdroom and aviary
,

eee Mu -

tum-in-Parvo” illustrated catalogue: Rudd, Special-

ist, Norwich. -

EMBOSSED RINGS
and stamped in numbers, all aluminium, 12 4d

I , 25

7d., 50 1/-; cage labels and pedigree book, with all

1 /- ’ orders: Sunderland Ring Co., 22, Haydock-st.,

Burnley. l381 )

TRY G. HUNT
for joiner-mad© breeding, show, and stock cages,

travelling cases, and all appliances for the bird-

room ; best quality only ;
prices on application : 19

The Crescent, Balby-rd., Doncaster. __
BOARDS,CAGES,CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, Bin.

2/9, lOili. 3/l‘„ 25ft.; 7in. 4/-, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.

;

best hand-planed boards, Tin. 4/8, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 6/8

50ft. ;
small box cage sets, 1/6 each, 16/6 dozen ;

Nor-

wich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft.; stamp for list of

ail appliances: Stanton, 33, Boothfield, Winton,

Patricroft. (332)

BSRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready for opening of season.

Clap nets made from superfine netting, finch mesh,

3 yards long, 4/- pair, 4 yards 5/-, 5 yards 6/-,

6 yards 7/-, 7 yards 8/.-, 8 yards 9/-, 9 yards 10/-,

10 yards, il./- per pair, all are 5) feet deep. 4 feet

fly, full measurement guaranteed, and price in-

cludes all pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immedi-

ate use; loose thread netting, specially knitted

from 60 s/3 cord thread for bird netting, 7 feet

deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4d. yard, 12 feet

deep fid. yard; specially strong netting for use on

rough ground, $ mesh, 10ft. deep. 5d. yard, all post

free; single trap cages with separate - compart-

ment for call bird, 7d. each, 5/- doz. ;
patent sell-

setting and self-acting trap cages, guaranteed to

reset immediately eacli bird is caught, 1/C each;

genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest

limo made, does not run in eun, £-ib. 10d.,

lib 1/6. sample box 3d., all post free; penny
tin drinkers 9d. doz., three doz. 2/-, 5-/ gross post

free; real Italian hemp pull lines, 60 yards long,

guaranteed not to stretch or snarl, 1/C each post
free; stave poles, flirt pegs, and everything re-

quired by catchers, always in stock; send stamp for

full printed list. Please note above prices will only

remain in force while present stock lasts.

W. CORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

FOR EXTRA LARCE FLIGHT CACES
I have some best quality pine boards from 14 to
24in. wide, and can supply cages any size up to
Min. wide, without joints in boards; quotations and
zatalocue free: Pass, llueknall. Notts. (870)

g
BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES

I Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
j,

3 thousands testimonials ; for proof, drop a post- -

card; three tons sold every year; Jib. tin
sample, 7d. ; ilb. t/- ; lib. 1/8, all post free

;

single, trai> cages, lOd. ; doublo ones, call cage Tn

centre, 1/6; established 60 years: J. fiandiforit,

Bird Specialist. Preston, Lancs.

Closed Rings, year and numbered consecutively 12

6d., 100 4s. ;
improved aluminium rings (to open)

numbered consecutively, with or without year, 1-

5d., 36 1/1, 72 2/-.; celluloid rings (to open), twe.ve

distinct colours, numbered consecutively, 12 7d..

36 1/5 72 2/6; celluloid rings, without numbers, 12

6d., 36 1/2, 72 2/-. Mr. John Robson writes: ‘.‘These

desirous of using open rings 1 have no hesitation

in saying they have no equal.” CAGE BIRDS: ex-

ceptionally good and well made, of quite ideal form,

can be put on by anyone with absolutely no trouble

or risk”: Hughes, 120, Burton’s-rd., Hampton Hill,

Middlesex.

TAMS’
Canary Rings, with year and
number, flanged, price 6d. per
doz., 50 2/-, 100 4/-, post free.

Goodman’s Filup Feeder, 1/- each,

postage 3d. Earthenware Nest
!Pans, 1/6 doz.; Wires', 9d. doz.;

‘White Swansdpwn Linings, 1/-

doz. ; Felt Linings, 9(1. dozen

;

Canary Eggs,.6d. dozen; round or

square partition Egg Drawers. 2/.

dozen ;
half-circle under partition

_. Egg Drawers, 1/6 dozen; Hat
Fountains, 1/- doz.; Finger Drawers, 1/- doz.

The best of all Seed Grinding Mills;

grind from rape to sunflower, 1/6;

postage 3d. Egg Mills, 1/6, 2/6; Nursery

Cages, 1/6, 2/6 each; Cage Fronts, 12

X 12, 4/6 ;
15 x 12, 5/6, 18 x 12, 7/- doz.,

any edd sizes made. Double Breeding

Cages, fitted complete, 6/6, 7/6, 10/-;

Single, 4/-, 4/6. For Box Cages, Roller

Cages, all birdroom fittings, see my new Illustrated

Catalogue. Post free; send postcard.—ENOCH
TAMS, Clarence Aviaries, Church Street, Longton,

STAFFS. (S54 >

|
FOODS.

|

FINE English mealworms, 500 1/C, 1.000 3/-, post

paid : Trower and Co., 442, Caledonian-rd., London,
N.
CLEAN ants’ eggs, 3/- lb. : 71bs., 20/-; Id. packets,

8/C gross; ail carriage paid: Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. (371;

MEALWORMS, good, large and fat, 2/6 1.006, 200

for 7d. post .paid by return: Jones, Cranbourne-

st., Brighton. (30°)

WILD foods, any description, large parcel post

free 1/-: H Lawrence, 4, Beards-terr., Coluc-rd.,

Coggeshall, Essex. . (388)

MAGGOTS—For birds or angling, 1/- per t-in, or

2 tins for 1/6. carriage raid: Thornton, Angler,

East Parade, Keighley. (274)

WASP maggots, splendid lot, 6d. and 1/-; good

quality and honest value guaranteed: George Gib-

bone, 95, Peel-terrace, Stafford. (392)

FINE English mealworms, 1/6 600, 3/- 1,000; ant

eggs, 3/-, choice 3/6; dried flics, 2/-, line 2/3; silk-

worm pupa-, 1/3 lb„ post paid: Trower, 442, Calc

donian-rd., London, N. .

GET your Linnets singing fiercely by sending 1/-

for large packet of my famous singing mixture,

makes Linnets and Finches sing to empty cage

:

Tonson, Bird Specialist, Newton llcatb, Manchester.
(390)

The

Most Efficient

Substitute for

Egg and

Bread

Crumbs.

SPRATT'S
Cod Liver Oil

Cage Bird
Food

Gives Stamina,

Produces Gloss of Feather,

Saves Trouble and Expense.

Prices : About 12-oz. tin, 9d.

:

3 1-lb. bag, 1/9; 7-lb. bag, 3/2.

post paid.

SPRATT’S
RED

Colour Food
Produces a rich and deep colour.

1-lb. packets. 1/9, post paid ; also in

tins fid., 1/3 and 2/19, post paid.

Sample Box of Foods and Book on

Cage Bird Culture, post free.

SPRATT'S PATENT LIMITED,

|

24-25. Fencburch Street. London, E.C

MEALWORMS; save money by breeding your own
mealworms (no smell), which will be very scarce

and dear
;

100 beetles, 1/-", with printed instruc-

tions for breeding: Jones, Cranbourne-st.. Brighton.

MEALWORMS, 200 €d., 500 1/3, 1,000 2/6, 5/6 lb.;

ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.; dried flies, grand lot, 2/- lb.;

cuttlefish, 1/- lb.
;

sunflower, 9d. lb.; millet (-prays,

2/. bundle
;
Lark, Thrush food, ^<1, lb.

;
Tams’ tit-

bit for Linnets, 1/- lb.
;
sample jib. 4jd. ;

dandelion,

4d. ounce-; No. 1 bold Spanish canary, 34/- cwt.,

71bs. 2/3; hemp, 71bs. 1/-; ingar* 3d. lb.; linseed,

141b-s. 2/4; illustrated catalogue post free: Enoch
Tams, Chureh-st., Longton, Staffs. (336)

LARGE English mealworms, 600 1/6, 1,000 2/6, 7/6

lb. Wasp grubs, wasp grubSj alive or cured, in

boxes, £d., 1/3, and 2/6 each; live white gentles,

1,000 fid., 2/6 lb.; ants’ eggs, extra good quality, 4/-

lb. ;
dried flies, 2/6 lb.; crissel, 4d. lb,; millet sprays,

large bundles of 50, 2/6 bundle ;
Lark or Thrush

food, 6d. lb.
;

cuttlefish bone, 1/- lb.; freshly

gathered mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon

;

dandelion seed, 4 ounces, 1/-, 3/0 lb. ; maw seed, 9d.

lb.; gold of pleasure, 6d. lb.; Pecko, the best con-

ditioner known for all seedeaters, 2/- lb. ; condition

seed for Canaries, 6d. lb.; 71bs. 3/-; sunflower seed,

9d. quart, 2/9 gallon; special mixed Parrot food, 6d.

quart, 1/10 gallon
;
illustrated catalogue free : Walsh,

Bird Food Specialist-, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (385)

uiTadulterated
Now this i-a of mono importance than many think, for

you surely don’t want to pay for cheap sugar,
ground rice, and certain liquids, that all make up
weight. I sell you the genuine article imported, and
from original tins, besides being the best money and
experience can purchase.

EGGERTINE! EGGERTINE!!
which rears Canaries far better than any

^

other
preparation known, is made from new-laid English

eggs, and not useless dried yolk of egg, has also

many other valuable ingredients. It is hot,, there-

fore, a substitute, but a genuine egg food, 1/3 and
2/6' per tin, poist free: it can also be all ready mixed
and mado into a red or yellow feed ready for use
without any preparation by the user; same price.

My Red Feeds at 1/10 per lb., 1/- Jib.. postage

extra, are unsurpassable. The “F.xeeleior” Blend is

tho finest -Red Feed ever put on the market; it is

the reddest colour producer procurable, being a

correct mixture of hot pepper and dweet: Rudd,

Specialist, Norwich.

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you triod their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES? *

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell
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Peck. Bushl. Cwt.
. 4/6 17/6 34/-
.. 4/3 16/6 32/-

- 4/ 15/6 39/.

3/9 14/6 28/.
3/6 13/6 26/-
1/9 6/6. 16/.

1/6 5/6 15/-

4/6 17/6 29/-
4/- 15/6 25/-

.. 3/- 11/6 22/.

3/6 12/- 22/-
. 2/6 9/6 19/6
. 3/- 11/6
- 2/6 9/6 11/6
- 2/- 7/6

3/ 11/6
3/- 11/6

. 4/6 17/6
4/- 15/6
2/6 9/6

8d. lb.; Dandelion and
6d„ 1 /. and 1/6 lb.;

, 1/9, 2/- •

DURING THE WAR
Our Customer* may rely on u« continuing to supply
Msm at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Fret

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL 80FTBIL0.
Tb* wonder of the age tor Larks. Blackbirds,

Thrushes, days, Magpies, SJarllngs, eta. Sold byMM Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 71b*.
1/S post free.

TROWERS IMPROVED CEGTO
stands unbeaten In price and quality; with or with,
out egg llake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled tor Nightin-
gales. Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbiils, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/S lb., pest paid 1/6 lb; 7lbe. 8/6, pest paid.

. Try these and compare with other
• foods.
A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

and biscuit food
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit In any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with It.

Do not confuse It with any ether preparation. It
Is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shops. In tins 4d., 8d., 1/3,
2/6, 71b. bags 12/6. Special Quotations far quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine 2/6 lb., choice 3/6
'•»«• .P

ried
,

Flies
i 2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupse,

1/3 lb., 3lbs. 4 /-; Golden Bird Grit, 3 /. cwt.,
1/9. i-ewt., 1 /- i-ovjt.

; Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine
flint, 3/6 cwt.

; fine Oyster Shell, 5/- cwt.

BIRD SEEDS.
Feck*

Giant Spanish Canary 4/6
Large Spanish Canary 4/3
Fine Spanish Canary 4/
Spanish Canary 3/9
Turkish Canary 3/6
Best Bold Hemp 1/9
Fine Hemp 1/6
Choice Summer Rape 4/6
Fine Summer Rape 4 /-

Best White Millet 3/
Indian Millet 3/6
Mixed Seed for Aviaries 2/6

Ditto Foreign F.... 3/-
Ditto Parrots ... 2/6

Wild Seed for Finches 2/-

Teazle 3/.
Niga or Inga 3/-
Sunflower, White 4/6
Sunflower, Black 47-
Extra Large Linseed ...

Maw, Gold Pleasure, Sc:

Mustard 4tS. oz.
; Cuttl ,

Millet Sprays, bundle* 50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, 1/. cwt. extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. E.

Trower, given free with all orders for 5/- and over.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,
436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,

London, N.
Telephone—1320 North.

DON’T TEAR YOUR HAliT
later on because your birds have moulted a miser-
able colour. Taylor's Red Sunshine Colour Food,
and “Cage Birds’’ advice, used in conjunction, will
give brilliant results, lib. 1/10, 51bs. 8/6, deliverer!.
Help your birds through the moult by using “Mighty
Atoms, the Fancier’s Pride” (Redg. trade mark), the
receipt of a celebrated Crystal Palace winner, con-
tain. no canary seed. Ho. ?d., 7Ibs. 3/-, delivered;
Taylor’s, Corn and Seed Merchants, Preston. Esta-
blished 1874.

Sym Red Feed
(SWEET TASTELESS PEPPER)

Is not equalled for

PURITY AND COLOUR,
and has gained

A Reputation Second to
None.

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

!* pure, tastelese pepper of the finest quality. The
beet results are obtained by using Errington’* XL
Red Feed; 1/3 per lb., post free 1/7; prize* offered
to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars
to: Wm. Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four
Lane Cuds, Bradford. (389)

WALSH’S
Matchless Colour Foods
are specially prepared by a practical bird specialist
with a life experience. The colour qualities of
Walsh’s Matchless Colour Foods are undoubtedly the
best obtainable. Walsh's Pure Tasteless Pepper;
Walsh's Celebrated Egg Bread, with or without
colour; Walsh’s Insectivorous Food, with or without
colour. All above, 1/6 lb., 31bs. 4/-, 14!hs. 17/9. Hot
Natal Pepper, wonderful colour, 2/6 lb. , 3ib«. 7/-.
Special Biscuit Meal, with Egg Flake, used by all the
principal breeders, 6d. lb., 71bs. 3/-. Pure Yolk of
Egg, finely ground, 3/- lb., 31bs. 8/-. Sulphate of
Iron, 1/- lb. Sample Free.

WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. lib. Canister, 2/-; 3!b. Canister 5/-;
51 b., 7 /6 . Original tins (22lbs.), 38/- ’each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue. Brixton, London.

FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS.
DITCHFIELD’S
Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied to the

‘'-rFdSjaT LONDON ZOO.
THE WORLD'S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCHFIELD'S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,
Not Singing, Going Light, Feather-plucking, and
Inflammation of the Bowels. The Ideal Tonic
for bird* during the Moulting Season. DITCH
FIELD’S SPECIAL LUNC TONIC for Bronchitis
Whec*mg, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-
equalled for all chest and lung affections.
DITCHFIELD'S FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu-
tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for Wenk and Delicate Birds. All
sold in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles A trial order
will convince you of the wonderful results ob-
tained from these medicines. Mrs. Warren Ver-
non, Lamancha, writes: “I have reared many
young birds through having your Tonic Drops at
Hand.” A. Ezra, London: “I find your Tonic
Drops excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbeach: “Your
Revivo is invaluable." W. Kiesel, London:
“Your Special Lung Tonic is excellent." Special
offer: Two 7d. bottles for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles
for 1/9, all post free, from:

FRANK DITCHF1ELD, Bird Specialist, Oldham.
(For List of Agents, pee Advert,, July 3rd.)

15.

ANT EGGS.
3/- lb., 2Slbs. £3 13s. 6d., 561bs. £7, 1121bs. £12 18s.;
Dried Flies, 2/- lb., lOlbs. at 1/10 lb.; Dried Egg

‘AVEAU

~ * »'-*-’* *•/- in., AV/lU J. txu l/IU 11J. f JLSilCHi

Yolk, 2/6 lb., Vlbfj. at 2/4 lb. Mealworms expected
daily; orders looked.

Aquaria & Vivaria
Temperature Fish, many species. Rock Bass, Bitter-
ling, Dog Fish, Plants, Snails, Weed, etc.. Snakes,
Toads, Frogs. List free. Catalogue of Aquaria and
Vivaria, Id.—

L. CURA & SONS,
Vine Street, Clerkenwell Rd., London, E.C.

Established over 50 years.
Telegrams : Curelle, London. Telephone r 4712 Hol-
born. Fisheries: Carmiano, Piacenza, Iitaly.

This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1 /-. Address:—
W, Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

f’°st, 1/1. 30 years’ experience.

|
BRITISH BIRDS.
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Hardbills.
j

SANDIFORDS
|NOTED COLOR feeds.I

Best in the World.
The finest colour food in the world for
colouring Canaries that deep rich red
colour. In use by all leading exhibitors in
the world. For testimonials drop a post-
card. Prices, 2/- lb., 21b. 3/6, 51b. 7/6, 141b.
17/-, Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 21b. 3/8, 51b. 8/3.
All carriage paid.

SANDIFORDS
[HONEY-MADE

EGG CRUMBS.
The finest young rearing egg-powder in the
world. Also for mixing with my Royal Red
for moulting out winners. Prices, 1 /. Ib.,
31 b. 2/3, 71b. 4/-. Note these prices are car-
riage paid. Samples post free.

1

PURE EGG FLAKE.
Just -arrived, grand consignment, lib., 3/-; I

3Ibe., 8/-; 71bs., 18/-. Postage extra’.

SANDIF0RD, Colour Food King, PRESTON.j

LANCS.

Tru It. Trait. Trnlt.

SAMPLES FREE.
Price j

Hb- 10d ’ 1 ,b -

12 lbs. 2/8, 28 lbs, 30/-.
HOT PEPPER ... 2/- lb.

Carriage Paid.

You will get the best colour you ever
had by using SYM RED FEED.

SAMUEL YATES

,

75, Shudehill. Manchester.

BOOKS.
|

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased : W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

MEDICINES.
|EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2l d.
from Cage Blitns, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d!
from our agents (list published frequently).
”AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them.”
Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our peta to health. This will
save you much discouragement land money, and
costs only 2jd. post free.—From “Cage Birds,” 154
Fleet-"!., London, F..C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-
guently published).

COCK Siskins, 3/9, 3/-, and 2/6; 2 ©elected, 5/-: G.
Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres. (390)COCK Siskins, 2/6 each, three 5/6; Redpolls, 2/6
dozen-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (39fl)CRYSTAL Palace aviary, grand cock Linnet, what
offers: C. Goodman, Fireman, Dunstable, Beds. (389)PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and
fittings, 2/6, two 4/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.
BULLFINCH cocks, tame, good plumage, nice pets,

tw'0 4/-: W. Alien, Holmwood Park, Holmwood,
Surrey. r^g)
TAME cock Bullfinch, beautiful piper 6 /-; tame
Jackdaw, 2/6: Miss Rosey, Rosemary douse East-
bourne. ’ (gag)TIMED contest Linnet, sing anywhere, sell 2/6, or
exchange: 346, Oldbam-rd., Newton Heath, Man-
chester.

(390)COCK Bullfinches, fine birds, 4/6 each, one very
make winner, 7/6; hen, 3/-: Mrs. White,

Mickley, Ripon.
(389)SIBERIAN cock Bullfinch for sale, large, massive

bird has won first prizes, price 10/- cash: Neil.son,
Bank-place, Kilmarnock. (881)LINNETS, Linnets, warranted: Cambridge cocks,
best in England, 3/- dozen

; hens, 1/- dozen : Randall,
21

,
Bridge-st., Homerton.

(393 )COCK Goldfinch, cock Bramblefinch, good birds
house-moulted, fine fettle, two 6/6 ; cash: W. Evans.
Co-op. House, Llanidloes. (390)
LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall, No. 5 , Camden-st.,
Sneinton-rd., Nottingham. J372)LARGE 1914 Goldfinch, square blaze, 5/6; another,
winner of 3 firsts, strong competition, 10/-: Lewis,
52, Ymsydarren, Ystalyfera.

(388 )WARRANTED cock brown Linnets on full sfcg,
for exhibition or contest, 1/- each, three 2/6: Seeds-
man, 163, Prineess-st., Manchester. (388)CLAP nets, 20ft. by 3ft. 6, as new, 7/-; 10 yards
by 5ft. 6in., 9/- ; 12 yards by 5ft. 6in., 9/- : Reeve, 100,
Highland-rd., Eastney, Portsmouth. (390)
H.M. cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 5/-; Redpolls,

f>/‘> 9/-; Mules, 7/6; Canaries, 7/6; youngsters, 2/6;
Bantams, 1/6.—Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (393)
GOLDFINCH (winner), muler, and show cage, 11/6;
Hawfinch and new show cage, 11/6; both splendid
condition : J. Forster, Cockerton, Darlington (391)HOW to feed, to train, and get the Linnet fierce for
contest singing, etc., our book, <Hd., post free:
I'ownall and Haigh, Lowerhouses, H udders,eld. (357 )GRAND Chaffinch and Bramblefinch, great colour
and bars, winners; also other British cheap; state
wants : Stothard, 81, Beaconsfield-st., Darlington.

(391)
GOOD cock Nightingale and cage, 25/- ; 7 single
breeders, 1/9 each, 3 doubles, 3/- each; good clean
condition:: W. Watson, Station Cottages, Ashlev,
Cheshire. (388)
NEST (Canary-reared), cock brown Linnets, 1/-

each, three for 2/6; old Linnets, winter caught,
singing mad, 1/6; suit catcher: Ernest Whiteley,
Orowle, Doncaster. (392)
LINNETS. 20 cage birds, Linnets, for sale, suit
bird singers or catchers, 1914 birds, 2/- each, 4 for
6/-; 4 good Song Thrushes, 2/6 each: Gladwin, 1 .

Summerficld-sfc., Lee.
(303 )FOR sale, a pair of clapnets, full size, finch mesh,

complete with carrying basket, 8/-, or exchange Lin-
nets to value: W. Naylor, 17, Haymount-row, Hill-
et., Newtown, Leeds. (393)WEEKLY supply, warranted cork brown Linnets,
3/6 doz.

;
I can supply any dealer with one to 50

dozen a week, with good strong birds: Crossman,
Bird Specialist, Mill Aviaries. (387)
LINNET singing, Durham, July 31. Dans (Phelam),
New Inn, Elvet; August 2, Hifghes, Merrington-
lane, Spennymoor. Meet at 1 o'clock : Fairless, East
Howie, Ferryhill, Co. Durham. (389)
GREENFINCH, 2nd Bathgate, 1st Edinburgh and

district, also 2 yellow Norwich cocks, 3 buff hens,
all large birds, 2 Bullie hens; full particulars:
Fairley, 8, Melville-place, Edinburgh. (391)
TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets,
Finches, etc., mad on song; recommended by all

the lending fanciers, 1/- large package: Manager,
Seed Warehouse. 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (388)
GREENFINCHES aro very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2Jd.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleetet., London,
EC.

RRLIXTI ED cock Linnets, 4/ dozen
; Chaffinches, </-

dozen; 20 mixed Becdeatcr* 1 /6 ; 12 brighter mixed,
}/-> true pair* for aviary, Chafflnehe*, On-rnfi,* ho*.
Linnet*, Redpoll*, Larks, 1/. pair; selected cock*

11 ' palr: J - Fcnn
.
Bird Specialist, West-

cJiff Villas, I«l<*bam, Cambs. (WZ)LOV 12

R

8 of ChafflrirlicK mould read what B. J.
Fulljamca oaye about them. “JS'utRhell No. 13,” 2Jd*
post free, teilfi you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of thc*e bird*. From: Cacb
Uihdh, 104, Fleet* at. , London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
eco list on another page).
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable iriforma-

tlon concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1 .” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and ©cxitig, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from : Cagh
Bird*, 154, Fleetet., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published frequently.)
HEALTHY cdfi* Linnets, 3/6 dozen; cock Chaf-

finches, 4/- dozen
;

cock Greenfinch©*, 1 /- dozen

;

12 mixed aviary seed bird*, 1/-; Larks, Linnet*,
Chaffinches, Grcenflnche.s, Redpoll*, Robins, Hedge-
warblers, 1/- pair; Blackbirds, Song Thrushes, Missel
Thrushes, 1/6 pair; any above selected songsters, 1/6
each; exchange: Eenn <fc Son, Bowen-lane, Islehum,
Cambs. (390)
LINNETS, I have the finest lot of young Linnets

in Leeds, taught under my prize-winner, so© Cagh
Birds, last 3 weeks, 1st prize one week, eharai is*
two weeks, 1/6, 2/- each

;
a gentleman bought three

Linnets from in© last season, sold them for^£2
,
the

neatest contest Linnet cages in Leeds, 1/3, 1/6 each •

R. Dearlove, Expert, 13, Granviiic-placc, Lincoln-rd
’

Newtown, Leed. (385)
EXHIBITORS! Large Yellow cock iSinlitn. will
moult certain winner, 4/6; cock Butlie, a topper,
excels in size, colour, cap, and bars, 5/6; largo
young hand-reared hen Bullie. very tame, 2/6; cock
Lesser Redpoll, immense size, top colour, bib, and
lacing, 2/6; cock Greenfinch, a marvel for size
and colour, 2/6; cock Chaffinch, very large, magni-
ficent colour and whites, 2/6: Finches for aviaries,
3/6 and 6/6 dozen : Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.
LINNETS! Linnets ! ! Linnets ! !

!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real storrners. A great
secret is laid

_
bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
storrners. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that 1

requires dealing with caution
; there is a very had

habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.
No. 2, price 2Jd. post free from Cace Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.
HAVE you tried one? If not, why not? Cock

Linnets, from the same place as my champion

;

their notes are lovely, and they are the proudest
birds ever carried to a contest

; price only 1 /-, 1/6 ,

2/-, 2/6 each; with splendid singing cage, i /. extra;
monster yellow Greenfinch, 2/-; giant hen, aviary
bred, 2/-; gem of a cock Chaffinch, win anywhere,
3/6; cock Siskin, full song, 5/6; gem Lesser Redpoll.
2/6 ; book of 6ecrets, 6d.

;
all on approval; cash or

deposit: Feed. Allen, Linnet Expert, 156, Porter-st.
‘Aviaries, Hull.

(335 )

_ B |RD?ATCHERS’ LATEST INVENTION
Practically indestructible, self-acting trapnet, catches
ahvo uninjured, birds of every description, seed-
eaters, Thrushes Hawfinches, Softbills, Jays, Gold-
finches, by simply the right bait (see instructions),
fitted with 35-inch rustproof springs, best cord net-
ting, made on strong steel framework, far superior
to ordinary net traps, will catch pounds’ worth valu-
able birds; read Editor's opinion of sample sent him
in this issue’s Twitterings; price postpaid, with
printed baiting information, 2/4, three 6/6, doz. 2*/- r
Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (385)

Softbills.
|

YOUNG hand-reared cock Blackbird and cagesmgmg, sell 4/-, without cage 2/6, or small bird
Deshelvey, fl. Back-rd„ Walthamstow. (391 )NOTICE! Warranted cock Larks, young runneTs

singing finger tame, 1/-, 1/6 each, hand reared, 2/6
each: Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham.

(378)LARKS. Warranted cock Larks, young runners, in
nest feather, 6d. each, three 1/6, six 2/6, dozen 4/6 -

lorn Wright, lairclough-row, Tarleton, nr. Preston.
(391)SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in sons,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “ Nutshell No. 3 ” tells
you. 25d. poet free from CAGE Birds, 154, Fleet-

published)"
1 ’ 2t*' *rom agents (list frequently

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directionsnow to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds will be found in “ Nutshell No 4,” 2id. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

frpm agents (list published frequently).
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

* s
.
8lvel> by H. J. Fulljames in “ Nutshell No.

2a, which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 24 (1 . poet free,
from : Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.

, London, E.C. (2d.
from agents; see list on another page.)
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from '2/6 to 7/fl
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.
They can be successfully kept, too, with little
difficulty if you will follow the hints given bv
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “ Nutshell No. 20,” 2Jd.
post free from Cacb Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.
(list frequently published).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro.
feeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec.
tivorous birds. \rou will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in ‘‘ Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-
james. It is a w'onderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2^d. from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our list of -agents

;
call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

f Miscellaneous,
j

WANTED, el! kinds of British birds, best market
price obtainable; write Enock Power, bird Specialist,
89. 91, Sckiter-at., Shoreditch, London, E.
TWO hand-roared cock Song Thrushes, good birds,

4/- each, 7/6 two; also several good cock Linnets, on
song. 2/- each, two for 3.6: Gray, Tailor, ' v R
Middlesex,



16 CAGE BIRDS

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, Larks, Chaffinches

and British Kocdeatcrs of all descriptions ; best
prices given : Powers and Russell, 10, Granbyplace,
Bcthnall Green, London, E. (082)

CANARIES.

|
Border Fancy.

CLEAR yellow Border cock (1st Falkirk, 1914), 8/C;
other Border cocks from 5/C, hens 2/C: G. Suther-
land, Ramhodde, Forres. (390)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Borders for show, song or
breeding; prices low; easy payments arranged;
approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Dougras.
EIGHT prize-bred Borders, four young cocks, two
young hens and two over year, in the pink, 16/-

tbe lot: Bewick, Newfield, S.O., Newcastle-on-Tvne.
(390)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur
Ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, bow to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, from "Cage Birds,” 151,

Flcet-st., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

TWO Crestbreds^ £3 10/-, large Indoor aviary,
Canaries, all utensils, would exchange some for black
Pom. : 40, Culmorc-nl., Old Kent-rd., Station, London.

(3S5)

I Greens,
f

YORKSHIRE hen, yellow self green, 1914, proved
breeder; good mother; ready third nest, 7/C:
Hooper, 142, Owen-st., Hereford. (393)

Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

it. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable,
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in
quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Nortbfield-rd., Walk
ley, Sbelheld.

W L. PAGE, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class
Norwich, has a few grand birds to spare; inquiries
solicited; state requirements.—30, Bedford Place,
Southampton. (381)

A FEW good -Norwich, prize-bred, cheap : 22, Heath-
st., Cheetham Hill, Manchester. (389)
NORWICH cocks. 5/6, 6/6 , 7/6; hens, 3/- and 4 /-;

selected pairs, 10/- : G. Sutherland, Rambodde,
Forres. (380)
WANTED, young Norwich, any quantity, cash de-
posited; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-
port-pl., Hoxton.
REDUCING stock; several first-class Norwich cocks
from 7/6, and hens from 3/6: Huckle. 31, Gordon-rd.,
Kingston-on-Thames. (390)
FOUR Norwich show cages and case, good condi-

tion, 7/0; exchange Border show cages and case:
Garbutt, 25, Regent-rd., Stockport. (391)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or breed-
ing; prices loyv; easy payments token; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. _ (315)

WANTED sizey Norwich or lengthy Yorkshires, ex-
change Pekinese or Pomeranians; cash if bargains:
Walker, 17, Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (391)
WANTED, Norwich Canaries, young and old ones,
best price obtainable; write Enoch Power, Bird
Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London, E.
BUFF cock, commended Palace, novice diploma

winner, 15/-; two typical buff hens, 7/6 each; good
condition, 25/- lot or offers: Dean, Holmewood, Mat-
lock. (393)
THREE pairs good Norwich, 7/6 pair; five young-

sters, 15/-; two odd hens and cock Bramblefinch, 4/-;
approval, deposit: A. Barebam, Sible, Hedingham,
Essex.

( 393 )

GOING on munitions, yellow cock, 15/-; variegated
buff hen, 15/-; massive buff hen, 12/6; cinnamon
hen, 7/6 (Humphries’ strain) ; approval : R. Jessop,
3, Dudiey-st., York.

_ (391)
GRAND Norwich, pairs ‘and young, including win-

ners, muling Finches, light muling hens, hybrid
pairs, show and breeding cages, outdoor birdroom

;'

enlisted, must cleaT: 98, Barrington-rd., Crouch
End, N. 1389)
GIVING up the Fancy. One pair Norwich Piain-

heads, 28/- per pair; buff hen, 10/-; 2 yellow hens,
10/- each ; 12 show cages, 1/- each (new)

; pair of
Hybrid cages and case, 10/- (new1

) : Milne, 124, Kerse-
rd., Grangemouth. (392)
NORWICH Canaries, 1/1}, by C. A. House. Tells
the fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
" Forming a stud,” and “ How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book many
times over: Cage Burns, 154, Fleet-st„ London.WHAT cash offers; must sell; inspection invited;
the contents of a well-fitted-up room, consisting of
the following: Norwich Canaries and cages, along
with all utensils: owner enlisted; three buff Nor-W 1

f,
'?ns > two cocks, one yellow edfck, one

yellow hen, also one variegated cook and one varie-
gated hen, also one rack of twenty cages one of
nine cages, and six good loose cages, and one flight
and three show cages, nest pans, egg drawers, food
machine; sell at great sacrifice: Newton, 142 Lon-
don-rd., Preston. ’

(393 )

Rollers <3 Singing Canaries]
BREEDERS card

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B R C C
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England!
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. ( 1810 )

ROLLER cock, in song, 3/9, 4/9, 5 /9 , hens 2 /--
approval: Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B.TWO Roller cocks. 1914 birds, good songsters 6/6
ef£h; hens, 2/-: Gray, Warthill Station, York. (391)PURE Roller hens, 1914, reared one nest, ready
agarn, perfect health, 2/6: Close, 33, Chcsterficld-rd.,
Blackpool. (S86)

SIX MONTHS’ APPROVAL
with all Cock Canaries. Particulars free.

MflrtUflPM Cocks, 5/6, 6/9, 7/6, 8/6 ,
10/6, 12/6,nunniuil 15/-, 20/-. Hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/-, 6/-,

7/6, 10/ ;
pair*, 9/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-.

YORKSHIRES ».«VV#
^’

5/-, to 15/-. Pal re, matched for breeding, 10/6,
12/6, 15/ , 20/-, 30/-.

1Q1 C Norwich Cocks, Hene, or Pairs. First
Round Birds, a eplendid lot that will

grow fast into money. Purchase from where
they are, and avoid disappointment.

Detailed Illustrated List of others Free.
Travelling cages for one bird, 3d., for two 4d.
W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist NORWICH.

PAIR 1914 Rollers (Randall's}, healthy, cost 25/-,
<*dl 15/-; exchange chickens, mutual approval: Allen,
Albrigliton, Wolverhampton. (390)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Rollers, full song; prices
reasonable; easy payments token; approval: Mc-
Kcond, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (315)
HIGH CLASS Seifert Roller cock Canary, real
School master, bargain, 8 /6 ; worth double: Miss
Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (383)
TWO high-class green Roller cocks, B.R.C.C. rung,

splendid songsters, 10/-, 15/- each
;

approval : F.
Kent, 44, Dolzfelin-st., Caerphilly, Glam. (380)
GRAND lot of young Hollers, cocks splendid song-

sters, 4/0 each, hens 2/-; birds sent any distance:
Manager, Princess Emporium, 163, Princfcs-st., Man-
chester. (388)
FREE cages and carriage; magnificent Seifert

Roller cocks, trained under Palace first, 10/-; un-
trained hens, 3/-: Miss Jackson, Well Cottage, Scot-
ton, near Kuareeborough, Yorkshire. (384)
WANTED, early in September, very special 1915

Seifert cock, must be perfect and best strain, ex-
change 27/-, fishing rod and part cash; genuine
offers; rod sent at once Macara, 447, New City-rd.,
HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Randall’s, 1915 bred

;

first nest cocks, 7/6; hens, 3/6 ;
all cocks guaranteed

in first-class condition; bred from splendid feeders:
William Mitchell, 4, Gillebum-place, Kilmarnock.
PURE Randall’s, the best blood in England, 1913
and 1914 cocks, 15/-, 20/-, 25/- ; hens 3/6 ; 1915 cocks
(under tutors), 7/6; hens 2/6; all club rung; owner
going on munitions: Hoyle, 19, Chapel-st., Cborley.
Member B.R.C.C.

(391 )VERY handsome lot of rich yellow, variegated, bull
and green Roller cock Canaries, grand songsters,
every bird guaranteed, 7/6, 8/6 10/6 each; few
schoolmasters, 15/-; hens, 2/-: Harris, Tye Estate,
Bedfont, Middlesex.

(388 )
FIVE Water Glucke Roller cocks, 1915 bred, com-
mencing song, 5/- each; 2 hens, same, 3/-; also
Linnet Mule, grand songster, 8/6 ; P.O. secures, or
exchange Mule for 1914 Norwich cock: H. Dellings,
67, Wood Green-rd., Wednesbury, Staffs. (392)

14 DAYS TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years, and have received thousands of testi-
monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- each
on 14 days’ trial at our risk, special terms; send
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two
weeks and we will send one of these non-such Rollers
on 14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.
Hens, same strain, 3/6 and 4/6 each; Yorkshire,
Norwich, and other Canaries on tlie same terms

;

list free: Bairstows, Ormskirk-rd., Preston. (333)

Yorhshires-
CRetDERj*’ CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Thornton,
Bradford.

SMART young Yorkshire show birds, 10/-, 12/-, lo/-
each : Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st.. Bradford. (364)
FOR sale-, Yorkshire cocks and hens, prize-winning

strain, cheap to clear: T. Dunwoody, Holy wood, Co.
Down, Ireland. (381)
1915 Yorkshires, bred from winners, from 2/6 each;

others, will moult out winners, 6/6: Halil, 134, Brank-
some-rd., Brixton. (382)
WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited

;
particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101,

Bridport-pL, Hoxton.
YORKSHIPJJS, mu-st sell, enlisting, cocks 6/6, hens

3/6; cages, cheap: Hale, 13, Walm-lane (back en-
trance), Willesden Green. (388)
FOUR pairs from outdoor aviary, all healthy York-
shire type, will send on approval or deposit, for
20/-: Ladd, Midsomer Norton, Bath (389)
WANTED, lengthy Yorkshires or sizey Norwich

;

exchange Pomeranians or Pekinese; cash if bargains:
Walker, 17, Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (301)
WANTED, 1915 Yorkshires, state price and sex,

cash returned as soon as birds arrive : J Cockburn,
4, Carson-rd., Canning Town, London, E. (387)
PAIR, of lengthy Yorkshires, 12/-; take part ex-
change enamelled flight cage, about 40ins. long; will
buy cheap, 2 1914 Yorkshire hens: 8, Gordon-st., Don-
caster. (389)
WANTED, all kinds of Yorkshire Canaries, young
and old, best price obtainable; write, Enoch Power,
Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Lon-
don, E.

NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshire Canaries for show,
breeding, or eong; prices low; easy payments
taken; approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (315)
YELLOW Y'orks. cock, fine, up-standing bird, true

to standard, buff hen, the finest in Scotland, 10/-

eaeli, a bargain at £2; also- stock pair buff YorEs),
guaranteed to breed winners, 15/-; Roller cock, in

full song, 3/6: C. Ross, Et. Leonards-ro., Forres,
N.B. (390)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1}, by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cagf Birds, 134. Flect-st., London, E.C.

I
Various Canaries,

j

|

SPLENDID lot of Norwich, Yorkshires, and
Borders, unflighted and adults; prices reasonable

:

Safbury, Station-Td., Manor Park, Essex. (389)
GRAND prize-bred yellow cock Canary, real gc-m,
can win in good company

; accept 20/- ; approval

:

I Mies Jones, Harlech House. Aberystwyth, (3831

40 OLD and young Canaries-, cocks and hens, for
sale, Norwich, Yorkshires, and crossbreds, singly or
the lot to clear: Sayers, Seawby-rd., Brigg. (391 )

1915 NORWICH cocks, 3/9 and 4/0; hens, 1/6; 1914
hens, 1/6; 2 1915 Yorkshire cocks, 3/0 each; mother,
1/6; dozen wire fronts, 2/6 lot: Thompson, Confec-
tioner, Wellington-st., Luton. (300)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
DARK cock Greenfinch Mule, 7/6, or will exchange:

A. Foley, 4, Pieton-st.. New Boultharn, Lincoln. (389)
TO catchers. Goldfinch Mule, 1914, clean moulted,
in stout Sirwitty song, 12/6: Ward, 16, Shijlington-
st., Battlesea. (391)
NEST four Goldfinch Mules, 3 dark, 1 light, six
weeks old, 9/-; father of above 7/6: W. Johnson,
St. John’s, Newton Abbot. (392)WANTED loud singing Mule or Hybrid in exchange
for gentleman’s new rolled gold keyless watch, value
35/- : Lewis, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (392)
WANTED, any quantity of Goldfinch und Linnet

Mules, best price obtainable; write Enoch Power,
Bird- Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Lon-
don, E.
LOVELY cock Goldfinch, best singer living, good
muler, carriage paid, 10/6, bargain

; also large four-
compaTtment breeding or flight cage, movable par-
tition®, complete, bargain, 10/6: Harry Kay, Port-
land-rd., Blackpool. (387)
HANDSOME deep yellow variegated Mule, war-
ranted cock, dark cap, clear body, one wing nearly
clear, the other heavier marked, part light tail, 15/-

;

large handsome buff, warranted cock, light varieg.,
12/- : Rowley Elston, Crediton. (392 )
A SPLENDID chance for mulers; cocks, 10 magni-

ficent Goldfinches, 4 Greenfinches, 2 Linnets-, 1 Chaf-
finch, splendid pair Bullfinches, ditto Redpoll, 15
line young hen Canaries ^mostly Norwich and
Roller), have all been together in cold outdoor
aviary since last autumn; owner enlisting; what
offers: Jackson, 86, Station-rd., Wood Green, Lon-
don. (39i)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
|

PARROT and new cage, for sale, £1- Lindley, 79,
Clfcke-st., Rochdale. (391)
For sale. Lavender-head cock Madagascar Love-
bird, would win prize, price 7/6 caxsh: Ncilaon Bank-
place, Kilmarnock.

(391 )

BEAUTIFUL Budgerigars, bred in large outdoor
aviary. Green 4/6, i’cllbw 6/6 pair : Gibbons, One
Ash, Harthill, Luton. (392)
WANTED a Blue Budgerigar cock, and 2 Green

Blue-bred hens: John W. Marsden, Thornhurst,
Tew it Park, Harrogate. (391)
COCK Pekin Robin for sale, in fine plumage, price

10/-; with some dried Dies and ants’ eggs: Neileon,
Bank-place, Kilmarnock. (391 )

-RARE Doves, BTOnzewing, 40/-; Aurita, 15/-; Neck-
lace, 10/-; all bred here: Wm. Shore Baily, Boyles
House, Westbury, Wilts. (389)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, with or without cage, good

talker, finger tame, grand -plumage, 4 years old:
Jones, Oranbourne-st., Brighton. (387)
MR. E. YV. HARPER, 6, Ashbumham-rd., Bedford,
expects to arrive, in, England early in August with

few choice Indian birds for sale.
THE birds that pay ! Adult Green Budgerigars,

finest obtainable, 6/- per pair: The Aviaries, 57,
Hamond-st., Parkinson-lane, Halifax. (389)
WANTED, first-class talking Parrot (grey pre-

ferred); give full particulars and lowest cash price:
Bradbury, 58, Barrack-st., Hulme, Manchester. (387)
WILL give six Bantams, four cocks, two hens, for

pair breeding Budgerigars, yellow, or two big Nor-
wich Lena: Gillespie, Peirmount Maxwelltown Dum-
fries. '

(391)
VIRGINIAN Cardinals (aviary bred), cocks, 30/-;

hens, 45/-; wanted cock Red-creasted Cardinal, or
would exchange hen Green Cardinal : Dr. Keays, East,
hoathly.

( 13 )

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, selected
breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut husk
nests, 5/- dozen : Miss Kosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne. (389)

Vi ANTED, all kinds of Foreign birds, Earrots,
Monkeys, etc., best price obtainable; write, Enoch
Power, Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st., Shore-
ditch, London, E.
VERY fin© pair aviary-moulted Blue Mountain

Lories, have won on show bench, 80/-; Indian
Parrot, 9/6; approval, if deposit: Chas. Draper, 103,

Belgrave Gate, Leicester. (392)
RARE White-winged Whydah (Penthetria albono-

tata), full colour,- perfect, 25/-; Pintailed Whydah,
10/-, or exchange other specimens: Steed,
Tobacconist, Sudbury, Luffolik. (388)
I HAVEi for disposal a South African Le Vallient
Amazon, a marvellous talker, £3 10/-; also Blue-
front Amazon, extra good, £3; approval anywhere:
Broxup, 24, Hulme-st., Burnley. (392)
TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round, house like a dog,
large cage, 45/6: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port. (391)

WANTED following pairs :— Zebras-, Fire Finches,

Avadavats, Bengalese, ami other small Finches, for

outdoor aviary ; also cock Silverbill : Price and par-

ticulars to, Harvey, 65, St. Alban’s-rd., Seven Kings,
Essex. (386/

WANTED, Waxbill-s, Tanagers, and other small
birds, especially Cordon®, -Lavenders, hen Green
Cardinal, hen, Scarlet Tanagers, tamo English Tits;
must be perfect; prompt cash: The Grey House,
Hampstead-lane, London, N. (387)

FOR sale, very fine Baraband Parrakeets, Kings and
Crimson Wings, also Black Gouldian hens, 22/6
each ;

three Pectoral Finches, 0110 cock and two
hens; wanted, Seth Smith’s “Book on Parrakeets”
(no telegrams): R. Colton, 9, Birkendale-rd.,
Sheffield. (391)

AMAZON ParTot, in England 12 months-, good
talker, only £2 10/-; also a splendid talking male
Itc-ck Parrot, with cage, 25/- ;

both in splendid
health and feather; approval; cash or deposit with
Editor: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (390)

THOSE who have bought or those who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

it only co-st-s 2}d. post free, but the tips it gives are
priceless; from: CAGE Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published
frequently.)
AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell ” booklet,
“ Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you, and we eliall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2}d. Write, The
Publisher, Cace Bikds, 164, Fleet-st.

,
London, E.C.

Use our Notepaper.

July 31, 1915.

^MEBE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in

44
Nutshell No. 14,” from

Cage Bikds, 1S4, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

lished)
' ^rom a8en^s (see list frequently pub*

FOR sale, pair Zebra Finches (nee-ting), 7/-: one
c
>- ?,

ib J?inch» 2/6; cock Comba9sou, 5/-; hen In-
diga Bunting, very fine, tame specimen, 5/-; bar-
gains; all guaranteed acclimatised; room wanted:
also splendid young cock Kcd-legged Cuban Thrush,
in full song, absolutely perfect, 50/-: Glenhurst, The
Crosspaths, Itadlett. (389)THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-
formation on this variety will be found in

44 Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Pago,
F.Z.8. Get it at once. 2£d. post free from Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-ot.,' London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).

OUTDOOR AVIARIES ONLY
No bird shop or cages; largest breeder in England;
Green Budgerigar-s, 6/- pair; hens, 3/6; young 5/-;
few young, little rough, 3/- pair; Yellows, 8/-; hens,
4/6; aviary-bred Linnets, cocks, 2/6 each; Bramble-
finch, cock, 3/-; Cutthroat, cocks, 3/-; Masked
Weavers, in colour, 3/6; corning in colour, 3/-; ten
young Canaries, as bred, 25/-; coconut husk nests,
double wired, 9d. each: Sapsford, Hughenden House,
Teddingfcon.

(392)

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In outdoor aviaries (all moulted); Ribbon Finches,
Spice Birds, Bronzewings, cock Saffron Finches,
Blackheaded Nuns, hen VVhydahs, very fin© cock
Paradise Whydah (coming into full plumage),
Siberian Bullfinches (cocks and hens), cock Cali-
fornian Quail (perfect plumage), Senegal Turtle
Doves, Barbary Turtle Doves, Green and Yellow Bud-
gerigars, Madagascar Love Birds (cocks only). Golden
Pheasant chick®. Greenfinches, Bullfinches, etc.

;

poultry, young Faverollee, Columbian, Whit© and
Partridge Wyandottes, Rhode Islands; wanted,
English Goldfinches and small foreign Finches of all
kinds; hen Californian Quail or pairs; in fact, we
are open to purchase all kinds of bright plumaged
British or foreign birds for outdoor ayiariee ; we
solicit enquiries for what we have, and offers of
what we have not: The Aviaries, Coppice Drive,
Harrogate. (370)

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-road, London. Telephone, 5489
Wall. Telegraphic address: Ois.eaux, London. Adult
Dreeding Budgerigars, 6/- pair; African Short-wing
Weaver, 8/-; Alario Finches, 8/- each; Amazon
Parrots, 30/-; Cockatoo, very tame, damaged wing,
12/6; Mandarian Starlings, 25/- pair; Shamah, full

song, 50/-; Virginian Red Cardinal, little cold in
one eye, 15/-; Young Wagtails, 1/6 pair, 6/- dozen;
Diamond Doves, 50/- pair; Diamond Finches, 50/-
pair; tame Bare-eye, 30/-; Macaw, red and blue, £4;
Macaw, blue and buff, splendid talker, £6; Pekin
Robins, 12/6 pair; Rock Mynah, tame, 30/-; Rcdbill
Weavers, 4/- pair; St. Helena Singing Finch, 8/-;
•’’oucanettes, 40/-; Toucan, 50/-; Weavers, in colour,
3/- each; Weavers, 4/- pair; Yellow’ Budgerigars,
7/6 rair: Carolina Ducks, 25/- pair; cock Hawfinch,
5/-: hen Canaries, 2/6; Norwich cock Canaries, 7/6;
young Canaries, as bred, 2/6; Bhie.-U,routed Warbler
damaged beak, 10/6; Guinea Pigs, 1/6 each; Dor-
mice, 5/- pair; Hamster, 10/-; Mice. 9d. pair; Natter-
jack Toads, 9d.

;
tame Rats, 1/- nair; Gentles, 2/0

quart; Gudgeon, 1/6 dozen; Minnows, Id. each, «d.
dozen; Vallisneria, 2d. root, 1/- dozen; water plants,
Od. bundle; water lilies, 3d. each; Vallisneria and
other varieties, growing in pots, 6d. each; ants’
eggs, SI- lb.; cuttlefish bone, 9d. lb.; dried flics,

2/- lb.; Daphuien, the new fish food. Id. packets,
or 2/6 pint; insectivorous food, 6d., 1./-, and 1/6 lb.;

1 Indian Millet, special for Foreign Finches, 4d. lb.,

,
4/- stone; spray millet, 2/- bundle; bird warblers,
2d.; oval glass feeders, Id. each, 8d. dozen; Parrot
cages, Min. rounds, 4/-, loin. 5/-, ISin. 8/6; Parrot
cages, Min. square®, 6/-, 16in. 7/-, 18in. 12/-; rush
nests for Canaries, 4d., for doves, 9d., for small
birds, 1/-; rustic nest and sleeping boxes for small
foreign birds, ]/- and 2/- each; wire nest holders,
2d., 4d ., and 6d. ; husks, wired, for Budgerigars, 6d.
each, unwired, 3/- doz. ; collapsible flight cage®, 3ft.
x 16m. x loin., 10/6 each. Price lists.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions-, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it
free of charge. Talking warranty given that if Par-
rots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at onco
for my price list and free large book, “ Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), lull names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries;
Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent post

1 free. Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, Morecamhe.”
Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (340)

i

Parrot Aviaries Wocen? r>zvbe

[
VARIOUS B1ADS.

|

WANTED, offers for 20 Yorkshires' and Borders,
high-class birds: Watts, Bootmaker, Station-et.,
Treherbert, Glam. (391)
CANARIES, PaTrots, grand talkers, lovely pets;

Cockatoos, all finger tame : Keegan, 35, Upper Or-
mond Quay, Dublin. (393)
AVIARIES restocked and attended to by expert

fanciers; thousands testimonials; stamp, particulars:
Manager, 35, Gladtonc-st., Southwark, London. (386)
OFFERS wanted for one house-moulted cock Gold-

finch, house-moulted Greenfinch, two young Linnets,
four young Norwich as bred, two 1914 Norwich lion®,

two Yorkshire hens: Tillman, Wood End, Kempston,
Bedford. (390)
FOUR cages. One Preston contest Holler, Belgium

Roller, Roller lien, Norwich hen, and one Linnet
Mule; sell, or exchange for chickens, or offers:

Trcharne, 40, Bethanla-st., Maesteg, Glamorgan
shire. (388)

TEN Canaries, as bred, pair Goldfinches, 2 cock
Weavers, Madagascar and Yellow cock Magpie,
Mannikin, cock Paradise Whydah. all in colour, cock
Bullfinch, Chaffinch, Redpoll, 30/- lot; outdoor
aviary : Turner, Rose Cottage, Ashingdon, Rochford,

Essex. (380)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 24,
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AIDS TOJUCCESS.
Our Books and a Common
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sense Application of the
Advice therein MUST bring
you Profit as well as
Pleasure.

AH the experience of years of
careful study by experts is at the
disposal of readers.

n
S ' "P-HOOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

gilt).— By U. Norman. Contains ten lovely full-
page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-
ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,
and the making of Cages.
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C!stul Exhibiting, also how to treat
in both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1—By C. A. House. Tells
the fancier all that lie needs to know to enablehim to become successful as a breeder aud ex-
hibitor of tho Norwich Plainhead. The chapters

irtV-,1

Eorm,nS a stud,” and “How to Produce the
Ideal arc worth the cost of the whole book.
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This Handbook, which contains 212 pagers, 7 inchesby 5 is brimful of the most practical informationon the highly interesting subject of Hybrid Breedmg. Price 1/-., post free 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
Jri! *

Artnur. A. practical handbook, dealing with
tlie keeping feeding, and general treatment of the
tfiey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-
mens, and cures for their various ills.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the
*V"**.*t advertisements must he find tor atadvertisement rates, three words a fenny.
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ca?e birds, their food values, uses,

JLmV jy.ji descriptions and illustrations of the
wild plants indispensable to the successful keep-ing of British and other birds.
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Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-

chaPfcers on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, andseeds—a compendium of knowledge.
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JUDGES Or CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries Is directed to the

following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

J. C. BARNES. 113, Nortldlelii ItoaelT WaTkiey. Shet-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,

practical experience. Terms moderate.
THOS. BENNETT. Judge of Cage birds; life experi-

ence; terms nioderute: If, Cumberland rd., Lidget

Urccu, Bradford.
J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 115. Washington Street, Clrllng-

ton Bradford. Judge of ait varieties of Cage

Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

CEO. CARDNER, 11. llavcrstock IU>ad, Loudon,

N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 33, Queen's Itoad, Northampton, having

retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;

judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich ; terms moderate. ,
C. A. HOUSE, Urlardeue, Idle, Bradford. Judge or

Cuuurlcs and other Cage Birds.

J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 08. BrO"8-

wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. MUNDELL, (I, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The iiyrle, Salisbury u»“d, Cai'sna’ton,

Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds. ..

J. PATTERSON, Chinisidc. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. H. PAYNE, 17. Northgato Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Biros.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Ifimsworth, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANCER, ill, Grange Terrace, Pelton leu,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Stans.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Buds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge or

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Hucknall Hutliwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn, EcCIcshill, nr.

Bradford, Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

C. WILSON, 14. Frizington Rd.. Frizington, Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, llrit.. For. Specialist, But.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosveuor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms

moderate.
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^Twitterings

.

Mi. James G. Torbett, sec., writes that

Muirkirk Annual Show will be held Nov. 13.

Mr. H. No.rman will judge the members’

young stock show of the Croydon F.A., Aug.
11 -

Secretaries of Midland shows willing to

accept patronage of the Midland Counties

F.C.C. should please apply at once to W.
fWells, Helmside, Erdington, Birmingham.

Upon the application of the Gloucester

County Council the Starling has been ex-

empted for two years from the protection of

the Wild Birds Act.

Among birds seen in the town of Bedford
lately , are the Golden -crested Wren and the

Lesser-spotted Woodpecker and young, ihe
latter in Bushmead Avenue.—“ Bedfordshire
Times.”
Mr. W. A. Harwood, lion, sec., writes

that admission will be free at the First

Feather show of ihe East Ham F.S., .July

31, at the Earl of Wakefield, East Ham.
Visitors will be welcome.
The many friends of the veteran fan-

cier, T. Winter, writes Mr. W. L. Smith,
South Shields, will be pleased to hear he is

well on the road to recovery after passing a

severe operation.

Next week being Bank Holiday week, we
shall be obliged if advertisers and correspon-
dents generally "ill send us their communica-
tions as early as possible. Matter for the edi-

torial columns must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning to be certain of insertion.

In our issue of June 26th Mr. Colquhoun,
of Bilsby, Alford, advertised for a tame,
hand-reared Book, and has received an offer

from a Mr. H. Cator, of Bett Cottage, East-
gate, Bury St. Edmunds. A letter accepting
the offer has been returned to Mr. Colquhoun
endorsed “Not- Known.” Will Mr. Cator
please send to the advertiser an address
which will find him.

The Y.C.C. of Scotland will allocate club

patronage at the next meeting, Aug. 31, writes

Mr. W. Priest, lion Sec. Societies who have
not already applied should do so as early as

possible. Classification same as last year : Cl.

or tkd. yell, cock, ditto buff, cl. or tkd. yell,

hen, ditto buff, varieg. cock, ditto hen, yell,

cock bred 1915, ditto buff, hen bred 1915. So-

cieties applying for patronage must state

judge.
Many fanciers, writes the Manager of the

Lambeth Aviaries, 35, Gladstone Street, St.

George’s Hoad, S.E., have dropped out

through the war because of not having the

capital to renew their stock ; these are the

fanciers we are after, and we are prepared

to supply them on easy and reasonable terms.

Those who find themselves short of ready-

money through the stress of the times would

do well to take advantage of the fair terms

offered by the Lambeth Aviaries.

OBITUARY.
Many friends and fanciers, writes Mr. W

,

A. Lott, will hear with deep regret of the

loss which has befallen Mr. R. Brownlie,

Brockley, in the death of his wife, who
passed away on July 24, alter a long and

painful illness. Mr. Brownlie is well known
to many in the South of England as well

as in Scotland as an enthusiastic Border

Fancier and a lover of British birds, and 1

am sure that all who know him will extend

their heartfelt sympathy to him in his sad

bereavement. Mrs. Brownlie was interred at

Brockley Cemetery on July 29.

MR. A. A. POOL (Bristol).

It is with sincere regret, writes Mr. W.
H. Parker, that I have to report the death

of Mr. A. A. Pool, 37, Manor Road, Bishops-

ton, Bristol, which took place -July 20, after

a short illness. The late Mr. Pool was a

much estemed fancier of about forty years’

standing, meeting with considerable success,

and was a great friend of the novice. I

feel sure the Canary Fancy in general

will be deeply grieved at his Joss, and that

their sympathy will be with Mrs. Pool in

her bereavement.
MR. G. A. WALSH (Halifax)

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. A. Sut-

cliffe. Sec. Halifax C.B.S., that I inform

you of the death of George Amos Walsh, in

his 18th year, after a short illness. He xvas

the only son of that esteemed and well-

known fancier, Mr. H. W. Walsh, a, member
of our society. He took a very great interest

in his father’s birds, and on many occasions

has been a valuable help to the society,

although not himself a member. When the

first open show was held, in October 1914, it

was no small part that he took towards the

success of the venture. I am sure that

every fancier will join with us in tendering

to Mr. and Mrs. Walsh our very deepest

sympathy in their sad bereavement.
MR D. A. S. LONGDEN (Swansaa).

Mr. S. J. Nicholas (Swansea) xvrites : “It

is xvith deep regret I have to inform you of

the death of my old friend, Mr D. A. S.

Longden (Swansea). Taken rather suddenly

ill on Good Friday last, for some xveeks his

condition xvas precarious, but ultimately so

marked was his improvement that his friends

hoped he would recover. I am grie\red to

say he had a relapse, and gradually sank

and passed away on Saturday last, July 24.

Bv his death the Fancy in Wales has lost a

staunch and faithful friend, ever ready to do
anything possible for the welfare of the

hobby he loved so well. All fanciers will, I

am sure, join in extending their deepest

sympathy with his sorrowing widow and
children in their sad bereavement.

MR. W. REID, Kilmarnock.

We are sorry to announce the death of an
old and esteemed fancier in the person of Mr
Wiliam Reid, which took place on July 21,

at „vs residence, 21, West Shaw Street, Kil-

marnock, at the ripe age of 82. He was one

of the founders of the Kilmarnock C.B.F.C.,
which is now in its 42nd year. He was a very

enthusiastic Scotch Fancy breeder, and took

a very important part in the management of

both the club and open show. He had a

kindly nature, was always very willing to help

I any new fancier in a difficulty, and seemed to

be in his true element xvlven engaged in some
needful or philanthropic duty, lie was a use-

ful citizen to Kilmarnock, sober and industri-

ous, a typical representative of the old prac-

tical shoemaker, and will be greatly missed
by a lailge circle of brother fanciers and
friends. He is survived by two sons and two
daughters, to whom we extend our sympathy.

The July issue of “Bird Notes,” the jour-

nal of the Foreign Bird Club, opens with an

article on Cranes in captivity by the Mar-
quis of Tavistock, who also writes about his

Little Owls. Mr. Maurice Amsler contri-

butes an account of the breeding of the

Orchard Finch. Dr. Lovell-Keays continues

his Nesting Results for 1914, and writes of

the breeding of the* African Zosterops.

Among the other articles are “The Buzzard,”

by F. Dawson-Smith, and “Failures and their

Lessons,” by W. Shore Bailv.

Tiie meeting place for the ramble of the I

Sheffield '.O.S. on August 1 is the Midland
Station. Train leaves 2.25 for Grindleford.

Tea at Checker House, Frogget Edge. Friends

and ladies are invited to join.

1 must congratulate your artist on tho very

excellent drawing of my winning Buff Nor-
wich, writes Mr. J. B. Kerr. The bird which
won at the recent L.P.O.S. Young Bird Show
xvas not the same bird. In the three shows
at which I have exhibited, different birds

have Avon, proving the uniform character of

the youngsters. Being overstocked and hav-

ing little time to give to the birds, I had to

advertise last week offering some of cny stock

birds for sale, also a few of tho youngsters,

and refer you to the report of the L.P.O.S.
Show, July 15, for latest awards.

It is reported that in some districts Gold-
finches, Skylarks, and Starlings are markedly
increasing in numbers. An appreciable in-

crease in all o.f the three species together

Avould be received xvith somewhat mixed feel-

ings ;
none would object to greater familiarity

with the beautiful and harmless thistle-eating

Goldfinch ; farmers with patches of autumn-
sown wheat probably think that the Skylark

population is already of quite respectable pro-

portions, while in fruit-growing districts at

least there Avould be few indeed to welcome
more Starlings—thereby,re already too many.
Ramsden’s Pure Tasteless Pepper is ground

fiom garden cultivated pods, sun dried, and
of the current season’s groxvth. Stored in

hermetically sealed canisters, thus retaining

its beautiful colour and aroma. Sold packed
in tins only, with a full guarantee under
the “Food and Dregs” and “Merchandise”
Acts, at folloAving prices: lib. 2s., 31bs. 5s.,

51bs. 7s. 6d., 71bs. 10s. 6d.
;

221bs. 30s., car-

riage paid. The guarantee covers all pepper
sold in original canisters, but does not cover

pepper sold loose by traders. All canisters

over lib. are sealed. Owing to the xvonder-

ful depth of colour, Ramsden’s Pure Taste-

less Pepper, in use, proves to be the best

and cheapest on the market.—J. W. Rams-
den, 11, Josephine Avenue. Brixton, London.
(Advt.).

Was There Canary Breeding in
915 ?

In an article entitled “ The Trusted Pet,”
“ The Nation ” refers to the Canary as a
bird “ that has been bred for a thousand
captive generations.”

Our Front kage Drawings.
The original drawings of our froi^t page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing in our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be sent on application.

Two Nests in One.
In a copse at Codicote two Thrushes built

their nests so closely together that although

each nest was distinct, and each had its

clutch of eggs, the two structures appeared

as a double nest. 'This curiosity is noxv to

be seen at Letchworth museum, where the

nests are being shoxvii in the actual txvigs

in which they were built.

Misguided Perseverance.
“F. H. S.,” writing to the “Scotsman,” re-

lates that from one House Sparrow's nest he

took five eggs on May 14, three on May 19,

three on May 25, two on May 30, and two on

June 4 ; fifteen eggs in all. The hen then

seems to have decided that she was engaged
on a hopeless task, and she and her mate
deserted the nest.

A Rare Summer Visitor.
A Red-breasted Flycatcher is reported to

have been seen in a Midland garden last

month. 'This beautiful bird is a \-ery rare

visitor to England, and its few appearances

i have been as an irregular passage migrant in

late autumn. We think it has only once be-

fore been recorded in June, this being in

Cheshire, near the district of the latest,

appearance.

A Curious Theory.
In reporting the presence of a cream-

coloured Blackbird in some private grounds, a

daily paper says :
“ When xve noted the

presence of variegated Blackbirds—we saw

more than one, and a Robin as well, last win-

ter

—

Ave attributed the failing colour to^ im-

paired vigour due to cold and lack of food.

But these causes are hardly operative now,

and the effect must be a result of peculiar

constitution. Possibly the bird is one of our

variegated specimens which has noxv com-

pleted the change.”

An Anonymous Query.
We have received on a postcard headed

“ Waterhurst Place. Ardingly, • Sussex,” an

enquiry respecting a sick Bullfinch, with a

request for an answer by post. If the

enquirer will send his name, xvhich ho

omitted to give on his postcard, xvith full

particulars of the feeding and treatment he

has been affording his bird, his query will

be sent to oor Mr. Norman, xvho will be

pleased to reply by post if a fee is enclosed

in accordance with the rules at the head

of the query columns.

SHOW DATES FIXED.
England.

Oct. 8-9.— Preston O.S—(G. Buck, 3, Nevett St.)

Oct. 12 13.—Plymouth W.C.O.S— (T. Tope, 98, Em-
bankment ltd.)

Oct. 14.— Hanley C.B.S— (C. Beckett, 32, Hamilton-
rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J.R.

Oct. 13-16. -Warrington C.B.S (H. Warburton, 73,

Ellesmere ltd., Lower Walton, Warrington.)
H.W.B., G.L., J.D.L.

Oct. 16.- Coventry O.S.— (A. Green, 205, Stoney Stan-
ton ltd.)

Oet. 21.— Oxford C.B.S.-(C. F. Holliday, 58, George
St.) J.R.

Oet. 22-23.— Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalle and Green, 68,

Brunswick Rd.)
Oct. 23.— Burton-on-Trent C.B.S.—(A. Wood, 10,

South Oak St.) J.R.
Oet. 23. - York C.B.S.—(V. 0. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.)

Oct. 26-28.— London and P.O.S.— (H. L. .Huggins, 130,

Myddleton ltd., Bowes Park, London.)
Oct. 27 28.— Carlisle (Border City) O S.— (J. C. Bell,

23, Botchergate, Carlisle.)

Oct. 29-30.—Manchester and N.C.tLS— (F. Hayward,
21, Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).
L.D., J.U., It. 15., J.D., ll.J.C.

Nov. 3-4.—Cheltenham C.B.S— (A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terr.)
Nov. 4.- Btaenavon C.B.S.— (G. Broome, 82, King

St.)

Nov. 5 6.—Sheffield O.S.— (E. €. Job, 49, Vauxhall
ltd., Wineobank, Sheffield.) J.K., J.C.B.,

H.W.B.
Nov. 6. — Hartlepools C.B.S.— (J. W. Tliornton. 43,

Rydal St, W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,
W.N.

Nov. C 8.- Leicester Hand-in-Hand.— (A. Frecetone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.T., H.J.C.

Nov. 9-10.— Bournemouth C.B.A.— (.0. W. Jones, lo6,

lloldenburst ltd.) H.N.
Nov. 12-13.— Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.— (G. Havver, 1,

Theresa St.) T.D., J.M., H.W.B.
Nov. 13.— Barnsley C.B.S.— (E. Toulsou, 102, Cope

St.)

Nov. 13. Chester (J,B.S— (L. Caxanagli, "Benvyn,
Vicar's Cross. Chester.) H.W.B.

Nov. 19-20.— Halifax O.S.— ( H. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M., H.W.B.
Nov. 19-20.

—

Haltwhistle C.B.S.-CWm. Tallantyre,

South View.)
Nov. 27.— Coventry Codiva C.B.S —(F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon ltd.) H.W.B
Dec. 1-2.- City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. H. Jones,

211. Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.R-,

J.H.lt.
Dee. 1 -2.— Southampton C.B.S—(W. L. Tage, 30,

Bedford Place, Southampton.) H.N.
Dec. 8 9.- Watford C.B.S.-(W. Kacklej, 9, Holywell

Rd.) F.E., H.N.. A.S., H.J.W.
Dec. 10- 11—Gateshead C B S.—(W. Curry, 6, Rox-

burgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13— Glasgow C.B.A— (W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. ML., W. M'S.,
C.JL, A.W., M.C.

Nov. 26—Cowdenbeath C.B.S— (F. Baxter, 128,

L’nion St.).

1916.

Jan. 1— Wiahaw, Clydesdale C.B.S— (J. Watson, 16;

Y'uung St., Wishaw.)
Wales.

Oct. 20. Abertillery C.B.S.— (H. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.)

Nov. 17—Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and
F.A.)—(G. 15. Cragg, ''Kceklands,” Rhos,
Colwvn Bay.)

Nov. 17-18— Cardiff C.3.S— (E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.II.P., J.H.lt.

Queen Alexandra as Patroness.
More than half a century ago a Danish

Princess came to our shores to wed the

Prince of Wales of the day, and for more
than half a century there has never been

any doubt as to xvho is the best loved lady

in England. This gracious and beautiful

princess, now Queen Alexandra, has ever

been ready to identity herself xvith any.

properly directed philanthropic movement,

and she has now granted her patronage to

the National Egg Collection for the

Wounded, a scheme for the amelioration of

the lot of our soldiers in the hospitals. This*

gigantic organisation, the offices of which

are at 154, Fleet Street, is backed up by
thousands of supporters xvho are working

without fee or profit-, and has already been

the means of supplying over seven millions

of nexv-laid eggs for the benefit of our

wounded. In one individual week nearly

half a million eggs were contributed, and it

is the ambition of the organizers, now that

Her Majesty is patroness, to raise one mil-

lion eggs in one week. It is proposed to

institute an Alexandra Week to commemorate
the patronage of Her Gracious Majesty, and

readers of Gage Bines may join in the

gigantic scheme by sending ail the eggs they

can spare or collect. Few or many will be

equally welcome, and those xvho would like

to be associated with the noble idea should

write to the organising secretary of the

National Egg Collection, 154, Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

SOGSETIES AM THE WAR LOAN

A Grand Lead by the L. & P.O.S,

The Committee of the London and Pro-

vincial O.S. have decided to invest £50 of

the Society’s funds in the War Loan, and

strongly urge other societies to invest all

they can so as to help bring success to our

noble ayms, xvrites Mr H. L Huggins, lion,

sec. By lending funds to the country we
can “do our hit,” even if xve cannot enlist.

Now is the time to help our country and

ourselves;, every shilling invested is a sil-

ver bullet” needed for victory.' We have

also decided to make all members serving in

His Majesty’s forces honorary members
until their return to civil life.
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2Hints on Colour Feeding.

i
Some valuable advice by that well-known fancier and judge

Mr. J. W. Metcalfe, Liverpool*

Canaries for Exhibition.
THEIR PREPARATION AND

COLOUR FEEDING.

A Lecture Given by Mr. W. Roberts Before the
Stoke-on-Trent C.8.A., June 7.

I
N the process of colour- feeding and pre-

paring birds far exhibition, we must re-

member there are many small, but all-

important, items which are all necessary to

ensure any measure of success on the show
bench. In some varieties, such as the Nor-

wich, my favourite, colour is of the greatest

importance—the Norwich Plainhead Club
allows 15 points for this alone.

To obtain the best results in colour-feeding

we shall have to breed for colour ;
this will

he accomplished by keeping some green blood

in our stock. It is useless cramming your
birds with colour- food if they have been bred
from clears year after year, and I can assure

you they will never win a colour-food medal.

The time to start colour-feeding varies in

individual birds; some that are hatched in

May will break before others that were
hatched in March, but, generally speaking,

we may venture to put them on colour at the

age of 10 weeks for the first and second
rounds, and at seven Or eight weeks for the
third round ; this will give tim^ to get their

blood charged with colour before they begin

to cast their feathers.

How to Prepare the Colour- food.
When purchasing your colour-food, be sure

that you get the best, as a cheap colour food

may only bring you disappointment. Some
fanciers add oil to the colour-food ;

this I

think is a great mistake. I have yet to see

the colour-food which, in my opinion, needs
oil. I will now give you my method of mix-
ing : To lib. of cold pepper I add 2oz. of hot,

and 4oz. of moist sugar, mixing all well to-

gether ; this should stand at least a fortnight

before use. When putting birds on colour I

give only a very small quantity at first, just

enough to colour the. egg-food slightly, and
this I gradually increase until I get on full

strength, which is one in six—that is, one
teaspoonful of colour to six of egg-food

;
this

I consider is strong enough for all practical

purposes.
At the beginning of the moult I single out

all the best birds and moult them separately,

covering the cages over with brow,n paper or

a thin muslin cloth. This answers several

purposes ; it keeps them free from draughts,

it also keeps them clean, it stops the sun from
fading the colour before it is fixed in the

feather, and lastly, they eat the colour-food

more readily than when left in tJne open
light.

When three parts through the moult—say,

up to the neck and head, which are usually

the last to finish—I give sulphate of iron in

the drinking water twice a week
;
this helps

to fix the colour in the feather and tones ip

the system. I also give a few grains of lin-

seed on the cage bottom every other day

;

this is*-' necessary to counteract the constipat-

ing effect of the iron, and produces that sheen

on the feather so essential to our success on
the show bench.

Don’t leave off too soon.
At the apparent close of the moult many

beginners take their birds off colour-food too

early
;

it is thought that, because there are

no loose feathers, the moult is complete, and
surprise is caused when, in a few weeks! time,

natural-coloured feathers are seen round the

eyes and beak. I never take my birds off

colour too early, but give one tcaspoonful per
bird each day until well through with the

neck and head, and their continue every other
day until at least a fortnight after the birds

are fined down.
Having finished with the moult, we now

come to the point of preparing our birds for

the show bench. If we havg got the required
type, quality, and colour, we are still useless

without condition, and as an instance of its

importance, we often see good birds standing
cardless, birds which, with condition, would
be in the money. Now, I consider that differ-

ent birds, even of the same variety, often
require different treatment if we must put
them down in their best show form

;
for in-

stance, a good bird may carry too much
feather, or be very slack in feather, such a

bird will require different feeding through
the show season than would a bird of good,
tight feather and quality. The former I

should keep in as “high ” condition as possi-

ble to enable it better to carry a tight

“jacket,” whilst the latter would get plenty
of flesh-forming food which will greatly add
to its size.

One of the most Important items in moult-
ing and conditioning birds is the bath. I

know of no finer thing to help them off with
the old coat and on with the new. It is also
one of the necessaries which tend to make
that wax-like appearance we all so much ad-
mire. Lastly, we must have clean birds and
clean cages. Nothing looks worse than a
clean bird in a dirty cage.

AFTER the worries and anxieties of the

breeding season, the question of colour-

feeding acts as a fillip to the average

fancier. It is an art to get a red-hot speci-

men thaC*is fit to stage in decent company
;

generally it is the rotters that carry the best

colour. Why is this? Probably you have
thrown all the “rotters” in a dark flight,

and have given them the leavings from your
best birds. These two happenings supply the

answer.
By being in a dark corner, what colour

has been put in the feathers has struck there,

the sun or strong light has not bleached

them. The leavings have been thoroughly

impregnated with the colour-food, and every

bit that is eaten by the “ rotters ” is full of

the colouring agent. /Phis proves we should

mix our food overnight for use next day.

When you have got your stock well on the

feed, mix sufficient colour-food with your

egg-food to bring it to the same, or prac-

tically same, colour as the -colour-food itself,

f have found thirteen ounces of tasteless, and

three ounces of hot natal, to answer the pur-

pose of making the birds red-hot-—that is, if

there is any colour in the birds to bring out.

Breed, as well as.Peed.
For years some fanciers have bred clear to

clear until there was no colour left in them.

You must have natural colour in your stock

before you can expect to get a good artificial

colour. A good variegated stock cock you
must have as a foundation. Why I advocate

a cock is that size and colour comes from
the cock, and type and quality from the hen.

Give your birds sufficient pepper to make
the colour visible in their droppings

;
you will

then know their blood is thoroughly impreg-

nated with the colouring agent, and you can
regulate your quantity accordingly. A wise

fancier will keep his best birds in single

cages
;
this will prevent plucking, etc. It is

hard lines when you have a good specimen
and find it plucked three weeks before your
pet show comes off

;
you have your work all

over again.

If you find your birds are not taking the

feed, try the Lancashire trick of putting a

few spots of oil of aniseed in it ;
that will

entice them. If this fails, you must try a

mild form of starvation by taking their seed

H AVING been requested to write a few
lines on the colour-feeding of Mules

and British birds, I will give particulars

of the method that I have adopted for

a considerable number of years in the
colour-feeding of Mules and British Hard-
bills.

For some time previous to the moult 1

give them a liberal supply of shepherd’s
purse, and when the birds begin to moult
freely I stop giving green food to the
birds that ai'e being colour fed. Before
they commence to moult, I get the Finches
accustomed to eat egg-food, and to induce
them to do so 1 use a piece of thin flat

;

wood about two inches long, one inch wide,

and notched at the sides. This is fixed

between the second and third wires from
the perch, and I place on it a small quan-
tity of egg-food made into a paste.

The Paste Described.
AU my Mules and British birds that are

j

colour-fed are moulted upon this paste,

which is placed on the flat piece of wood
previously mentioned. The paste is com-
posed of equal quantities of Spratts’ cod

liver oil food, broken biscuits, and scraps

of white bread. I put the bread in the

oven till it is nice and crisp
;

it is then
easily crushed* with a rolling pin or put
through a mill; the biscuits also are

crushed and mixed with the bread, the cod

liver oil food, and a little sugar.

When making egg-food I put the re-

quired quantity of the above mixture into

a cup or saucer, end pour sufficient boiling

water over it to make it into a paste, but

not too sloppy. The egg, having been put

through a sieve, is then added and well

mixed into the paste with a table knife.

I then put a little of the mixture on each

of the pieces of wood already referred to,

away until dinner-time every day. You may
say this is cruel, but don’t forget you are
out to get your birds a good colour, and not
half do it, so a little of the “ mailed fist ” is

required
;
you must not stand on ceremony

while your pals are beating you—play the
same game as them.

How to Fix the Colour.
Your stock will require sulphate of iron to

fasten the colour. 1 do not give any until
half-way through moult, fo.r it has a ten-
dency to bring on costiveness, also to tighten
the leather. What we want at first is all

the old feathers off, so why give iron to
tighten them on ? When 1 do commence
with iron they get it for breakfast every
day. To those fanciers who can afford it,

Parrish’s Chemical Food mixed with the
colour-food acts better than iron, besides
being a good stimulant. Another fine thing
I have found, that is, a little scalded clover
meal given twice a week with the food

; it is

an admirable tonic, for the birds get sick of
the colour-food in time. Bread is very good
for us, but we require a little cheese with it

now and again.

There are various ways of mixing colour-
food, but whether you use bread, biscuit, or
any of the prepared biscuit foods, add suffi-

cient soft brown sugar (we call it Togy or
dock sugar here) to. make it palatable, and
see that you thoroughly mix it so that the
birds cannot discern the biscuit from the
colouring agent

; they are very wily. Lin-
seed tea is very fine during the moult

; it

adds a sheen to the feather. A teaspoonful
of linseed in a pint of boiling water will go
round an average stock of birds.

Should your birds get stuck in the moult,
stop your colour-food at once and give them
a teaspoonful of the following mixture in
their drinking water until they start again.
One glass of rum, two pennyworth each of
meadow saffron and gentian, mix together,
cork up, and let stand overnight. Then add
a noggin of water and shake up well before
giving

; this is a proved remedy.
Many fanciers ask which is the best colour-

food ; some swear by one, others another, but
I suppose it all ends as Falstaff said, when
asked which was the best ale : “There is

none bad, but some are better than others.”

(Newcastle-on Tyne),

and if not given too much at a time, -most
of the birds soon begin to look for it.

When they are eating the egg food freely

I add just a little colour-food to it, the
quantity can then he increased as required.

Mix Over Night.

When the birds begin to moult I mix
the egg and colour-food at night, two parts
egg to one part colour-food, and next
morning 1 add to it an equal quantity of

paste.

I give a teaspoonful to each bird every
day till they are in full feather. Mixing
the egg and colour-food overnight allows

the egg to absorb the colour, thus causing
some birds to eat more colour-food than
they would otherwise do, as some of them
are very clever at picking out the egg and
leaving the colour-food.

Some birds refuse to eat the colour food

so long as they can get plenty of seed.

When I have such birds, I either remove
the seed, or mix it with colour-food, to

which a little extra oil lias been added.
The oil makes the food adhere to the seed,

so that the birds cannot eat the seed with-

out getting some of the colour-food.

My show birds are moulted in separate
cages. T know there are fanciers who ad-

vocate large flight cages or aviaries, but
some birds, when given tod much room
during the moult, require a lot of steady-

ing afterwards, and many birds are beaten

at the early shows through failing to do

themselves justice, owing to their - un-

steadiness.

During the moult I cover the fronts of

the cages with light coloured paper
;

it

keeps the birds quieter, helps to keep them
clean, and subdues the light. A bright light

lias a tendency to cause the colour to fade.

Snap Shots From
Sheffield.

A series of short papers by the members of ths-
Sheffield C.B.S., and read in a competition at the
meeting of the society held June 4.

(Continued from Pane 356.)

The Young Birds After
Leaving Their Parents.

WHEN the young birds begin to take to
the perches they are about ready for
taking from their parents, but a few

days longer won’t hurt them if the old birda
do not pluck them. If, after taking them
away, you hear any uttering plaintivs
chirps, put them into a Jiursery cage to
enable the parents to feed them for a little
longer. When you have decided to take
them away, give them for the first day soft
food similar to that they have been reared
with by their parents. On the second day
give them three parts of the food with one
part of scalded cod liver oil food added. By
a method of reduction and increase you wifi
have them on a diet of the cod liver oil food
solely in four or five days. On this method
of feeding the young will thrive splendidly.
For the mid-day meal give scalded bread and
milk.

Hang the water glass in the usual place for
them and fill for two days with water which
has been boiled and allowed to cool. On the
next day boil some tormentil root and give
the liquid in place of ordinary water; repeat;
in this order. Give crushed hemp and canary
seeds and whole rape in a dish in the cage
bottom, also give soaked or scalded rape in-
stead rtf green food. Hang the seed-box on
for them, almost filling it with plain canary
and a good layer of rape seed on top. When
the birds are well on plain seed reduce the
soft food until they are having only about
half a-teaspoonful per bird per day. Keep this
up until they are ready for colour-feeding.
Offer the bath when they are about four weeks
old. Also throw some Quaker Oats in the
cage, these are a good food for both young
and old. By following the above I have no
doubt that a good percentage of young will be
reared.—“ ACORN.”

What Makes Bird~Breeding.

So Fascinating?

W HAT is it that holds us so? At the be-
ginning of the year we look forward to
when we shall be pairing, with the hope

that we may rear more and better birds than-
we did last season. When we have bred and
reared them we look forward to a successful-,

moult, watching with care the promising ,

youngsters. When we have moulted them we
look forward to the winter shows, which we
hope may bring us fame, if not fortune.

It is this constant looking forward that
stimulates us and keeps ns interested.

But looking forward will not bring ns much
success if we do not add to it a. constant striv-

ing after better results. When we pair up we
must take all the care and pains we can to
try and understand, our birds, so that we may
get the best possible results from the stock at
our disposal. A man who has fair stock birds
and uses them to the best advantage will’

often get better results than a man who has
a long purse and is constantly buying here
and Hieve, yet never establishes a strain of
his own.
A word of advice to those who have not

much money to spare. Persevere with what
you have

;
pick the best out each year, keep

them, and, when funds will allow, buy a good
one to introduce new blood. This is much
better than clearing out and starting again'
because you have not won all the first prizes.

The secret of success is, understand your birds

and use them right, then time and patience
will work wonders.

In breeding, do not be over fussy in your
attentions. Remember that the birds will often

carry out their domestic duties better without
your assistance than with it. I do not mean
liy this that you should not help them some-

;

times (soaking the eggs, for instance, when !

they are a <Tav or two overdue). But in all

matters connected with bird breeding remem-
ber that the best you can do is to assist. Na-
ture and the birds will by themselves bring

you plenty of young ones.—“ NEMO.”

The Mascot of the Sherwoods.
A Jay is the latest accession to the ranks

of living mascots so beloved by our soldiers.

The “ B ” Company of the 12th Battalion of

the Sherwood Foresters has a Jay which is

said to know every man of the company. It

helps itself indiscriminately to their ••ations,

and is doing well on its curiously varied

fare. It is intended to take the bird with

the company when it is detailed for service

at the front, and the men all have belief

that it will bring them luck.

The Colour Feeding of British Birds and Hybrids.

By J. MADDISON
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J3 The Cinnamon Canary.

“The Bird of Royal Blood.”

A Paper read at the meeting of the Western Counties O.S., Plymouth,
on June 15th, by Mr. A. B, Brown, Plymouth.

(Continued from pane 301.)

I
N choosing Cinnamons for stock or show,

colour must bo the first consideration, and

in all cases this colour must be sound or

evenly distributed throughout the whole of

tho bird. Many of the richest-coloured speci-

mens are ticked in places with light feathers;

this is especially noticeable on the neck and

wing butts, but the worst place on which this

can appear is the vent, thighs, and under the

lower mandible. It is very difficult for this

fault to be bred out, and even after several

generations it will crop up in the young. In

the eyes of a good judge birds that are so

mis-marked would be wrong-classed when ex-

hibited in a class for seifs, as their proper

place would be in the foul Cinnamon class.

There are several grades of Cinnamon
colour, and each may be correctly termed
sound throughout, but in accordance with the

richness and transparency of colour so is its

value. Some birds are very brown, others

dull brown, some greyish-green, or what is

termed smoky; others little better than

Greens, whilst many have white feathers in

wings and tail. None of these is desirable

for stock or show, although, many of the hens

showing white feathers in the wing or tail

might be used for stock if none better is

available, and providing the remainder of the

plumage is sound and rich in colour, and pro-

viding also that they be mated to a good self

Cinnamon cock, bred from good rich-coloured

parents which were in turn bred from self

Cinnamons.
The Danger of Double Yellowing.

It lias often been said in my hearing that a

good Cinnamon has never the head properties

of a good Norwich. This in the Yellows is

very often true, as the richest-coloured seifs

generally run small in head, and it is brought
about by the practice of double-yellowing,

which was and is now carried o.n to get in-

crease of colour. In tho case of the Buff

there is not such difficulty, as the modern
Buff Cinnamon carries a fair share of colour

with size, and is often do.nble-buffed to in-

crease the size of head and chest, as a counter

to the double-yellowing.
It will be easy to gather by the foregoing

how best to select stock for breeding the

Cinnamon. If care has been exercised in

selecting for colour properties, it is obvious

no fresh stock wo.uld be required on account

of this for some considerable time, so that,

given discretion, all energies may be concen-

trated on the gradual improvement of size.

To do this correctly only large birds of sound

transparent, bright, rich colour must be re-

tained yearly for the following season’s stock.
If you have good, big-headed, and stoutly-
proportioned yellow cocks, these are to be
treasured, but it must not be forgotten that
Yellows bred from Yellow eocks do not
usually throw such big young as tho Yellows
bred from Buff cock and Yellow hen.
So it is plain the use of the Buff cock and

Yellow hen to maintain size is equally as
important as that of the Yellow cock -and
Buff hen to keep up. colour, and although the
Buff cock has his share of colour, it must
not be allowed to dwindle away by constant
pairing of Buff cock to Yellow hen. I advise
a pair of each, and the progeny of the Yellow-
cock crossed into, those of the Buff cock, alter-

nately working backwards and forwards when
the birds are of the quality suitable for the
purpose in view'.

Colour and Character.
Cinnamon colour and character are

intimately associated with sex. They can
only be propagated and perpetuated through
the males. A cock quite free from Cinnamon
blood can never breed Cinnamons, although
he may be mated to a pure bred Cinnamon
hen. A pure Cinnamon cock mated to a hen
quite free from Cinnamon blood will never
breed a Cinnamon-feathered cock, but may
breed Cinnamon-feathered hens, while, before
a Cinnamon cock can be produced, Cinnamon
blood must be in both parents.

The choice of stock -birds should not be
haphazard, as in this variety, more than any
other, a detailed history of the birds should
be obtained. Again we are indebted to

Cage Birds, as from week to week, we can
read the doings of such and such breeder
whose name appears therein from time to

time in connection with the show-bench. If

his birds gain high honour in good company,
depend on it he has good stock, or knows
others who have. If business is done satis-

factorily at a fair price, the breeder will

supply the necessary information

Show birds, or stock birds of the right

sort, may cost pounds to buy, but with their

quality and history are cheaper than the

ordinary common birds which eat quite as

much, take the same amount of care, and
never win anything nor breed anything which
will win a prize, or sell for more than a few
shillings, and even at that are wasters, as

there is no hope of the future with them or

their progeny.
r [To be continued.)

Correspondence.
Intelligence in Birds.

Sir,—Mr. Teschemaker’s letter in last

week’s issue is mainly devoted to pointing

out the ethical superiority of birds over man.
No man in his right senses ever denied that
individual birds were possessed of some
degree of intelligence; but how Mr. Tesche-
maker reconciles his assertion that a long
period of captivity tends towards reducing
the natural intelligence in birds with the un-
doubted ability of some Parrots, Starlings,

and even Canaries is beyond me. What
on earth the thieving of the Magpie has to

do with the five civilized nations sacking
Peking I don’t know. But this I do know,
which may interest Mr. Teschemaker, that 1

am writing this where Swallows are flying

about and feeding their young over my head
on the rafters, and not more than ten yards
away, light in the heart of a veritable bird
sanctuary, is a conservatory where most of

my time is spent, and where for the last 30
seasons, to my knowledge, Flycatchers have
nested inside on the ledges. It would seem
therefore that I may not be so green about
the habits of Flycatchers as Mr. Tesche-
maker would have your readers think. When
1 was a youngster I used to read in the chil-

dren’s fairy tale books the stories he re-

counts. but I never regarded them as other

than pure fairy tales—much on the lines of

•Tack and his Beanstalk, St. George and the

Dragon, and other yarns equally impossible.

If only we could separate the warp of fact

from the woof of fiction !

T. Johnson.

Sir,—This subject is of particular interest

to me because I was originally responsible

for its introduction some months ago. It is,

of course, absurd to deny absolutely the cxist-

j

ence of any intelligence in any creature which

I
is capable of voluntary action, but in my last

letter I tried to show that the mere fact t-hat

birds did anything which seemed wonderful

j

or incomprehensible to man, did not in itself

|

constitute any evidence that the psychologic

force which inspired that action could be

identified as intelligence. Especially must
this be admitted when we remember that in-

sects do far more wonderful things than birds

j

can do. One can understand intelligence

I born of experience; indeed, it is fairly safe

to assert that if even man himself were de-

I
prived from his infancy of the companionship
of his fellow men he would have little or no
intelligence when he reached maturity.

When, however, one remembers that the

most wonderful things birds do are things of

which they can have had 'no previous experi-

i
ence whatever, it is surely safe to assert that

I
those actions are inspired purely by instinct.

\

What previous knowledge, for instance, lias

j

a bird when it builds its first nest ? It never

I

saw the building of the nest in which it was

j

hatched, yet it is quite capable of building
its nest, precisely as its parents did, and of

|

rearing its young to maturity. Mr. Tesche-
maker, as an all-round naturalist, will know

|

of the marvellous provision made for its larvae
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by the mud-wash, which goes on for succes-
sive generations, although one generation is

dead before the next has reached the pupal
stage. Surely all this is merely the blind
workings o.f instinct?

Here, then, is the secret of the reason of
the desertion of her nest by the Flycatcher
as recorded by Mr. Teschemaker. She was
sitting instinctively, and the death of her
mate caused a disruption of the harmonious
order of her life upon which that instinct was
based, with the result that the brooding in-

stinct died, just in the same way as I am
told (although I never tried it) a broody hen
may be cured o.f her craving for sitting merely
by immersing her in a pail of water. This
kills the brooding instinct ; it does not cause
her to “ know ” she “ cannot ” bring up her
chicks.

The fact is that man is gifted with great
intelligence and very little instinct to fit him
for the more or less artificial environment
with which, by civilisation, he has surrounded
himself. Birds, as natural creatures, have

j

finely developed instincts and very little in-

telligence, and if birds do things which are
too wonderful for even man to do—as they
do in many instances—it is merely because
instinct itself is a higher psychologic
phenomenon than intelligence. Birds could
not succeed in living out their lives and en-
during the vicissitudes they daily encounter
were they dependent upon intelligence to

guide them. I therefore think it a profound
mistake to say that birds “ know” anything
in the sense that man understands knowledge,
or that they have intelligence in the human
conception of the word.

A. It. Coe.

Precocious Youngsters.
Sir,—Some time ago a reader of Cage

Birds, in giving an account of the keeping of
his birds, stated that he had young birds out
of their nest at 21 days old. Although not
an old fancier, I have liad youngsters out at

15 days, and now have a cock singing at five

weeks old. I have followed Claude St. John’s
“Canary Breeding for Beginners,” and this
has had a great deal to do with my success.

F. O’Sullivan.

The Cuckoo as a Bird of Prey.
Sir,—Apropos of the letter under the

above heading in Cage Birds of July 24, 1

am sending you a cutting from “ The Field.”
The Cuckoo mentioned therein was not ex-
actly a Bird of Prey, but desperately near
it. The letter was sent by the Rev. C. T.
Wickham, of the Old Rectory, Twyford, and
is as follows :

—“ My gardener has just told
me the following story. On June 11 he saw
a Cuckoo fly into, a chestnut tree in the gar-
den, whence it swooped down to an ivy-

covered wall adjoining the house, and
emerged in a moment carrying in its beak a
Wagtail held by both wings, so that, as he
described it, “the head and tail stuck out.”
With this burden it flew to a tree in a field

about 100 yards off, and there disappeared.
Returning presently without the Wagtail, it

flew back first to the chestnut, then to the
wall; where it busied itself for a moment or
two, and finally flew off, and was seen no
more. Almost immediately the Wagtail
came back apparently none the worse for its

adventure, and disappeared in the ivy. On
inspection a nest was found with a Cuckoo’s
egg in it, but no others. The Wagtail has
since deserted the nest, and is busy with its

mate collecting material for another.”
Another Irishman.

Leaf-mould v. Sawdust for Cage
Bottoms.

Sir,—In your issue of July 2 Mr. Say-
well recommends sawdust for cage bottoms.
I have always considered it risky stuff for

soft-bills in the event of some being swal-
lowed, which is unavoidable when giving
them snails, fruit, etc., which they always
drag on floor of cage before swallowing, and
I should be glad to know whether anyone
has experienced any ill effects from its use.

I use leaf mould, with a little sand in one
corner, the mould being a deodoriser, and
soft to the feet (my cages always smell

sweet since using it). Mr. Saywell also states

he puts baize round perches
;

this is very

good, no doubt, but may harbour insects,

etc. Couldn’t cage-makers make all perches

oval or round? Also the cross bars of cages

might be made oval inside, and this would
avoid injury being done to the base of the

bird’s beak, which sometimes occurs to

fresh-caught birds. When you want to

catch one, they blunder about cage, and the

same injury may occur; this would not hap-

pen if inside of the crossbars were oval. I

have often wondered why our cage-makers

have not done it years ago.

It may interest Cage Birds readers to

know I am trying to train another Black-

bird, as in 1910 and 1911, but I don’t think

I shall ever train one as I did him. Any
time, day or night, he would answer mo and
go through tunes, and never keep me wait-

ing longer than two minutes.
E. Gaisr.

Lupin Seeds as Parrot Food.
Sir,—Will you kindly sayr in an early issue

of Cage Birds, whether seeds of the common
perennial herbaceous garden lupin, both the
white and the blue (not the tree kind) would
be a safe food for a Parrot? A great many
of these plants are in my garden, seeding pro-
fusely; I sho.uld be glad to find use for them.

H. F.
[We have had no experience of Lupin seed

as food for Parrots, but we see no reason why
it should not be used. It is rich in albumin-
oids (flesh-forming), and would need to be
used with discretion, or the birds might be-
come too fat. . Perhaps some reader will
oblige.—Editor Cage Birds.]

New Secretary for Blaenavon
C.B.S.

Sir,—

I

have taken over the secretaryship
of the Blaenavon C.B.S., and all communica-
tions in future should be addressed to me at
82, King Street, Blaenavon. I should like to
correct a statement made by Mr. Vaughan,
of Pontypool; that Blaenavon was up on the
mountains, thus giving exhibitors the impres-
sion that their exhibits had to be taken to
our show by aeroplanes. There are two
main lines running into Blaenavon—the
G.W.R. and L.N.W.R., and exhibits will
arrive safely by either, and get every care
and attention at our show. Wc intend to
pay prize-money within seven days of show.
1 hope exhibitors will give us a bumping
entry, and test the correctness of my state-

ment for themselves.

G. Broome, Hon. Sec.

New Secretary for Llanelly
C.B.S.

Sir.—At a meeting hold at headquarters on
July 24, the Llanelly C.B. Society had to face
a problem of choosing another sec. in the
place of our old and esteemed friend Mr.
Dan John, who, I regret to say, has not been
in the best of health for some considerable
time. Words cannot express the esteem we
have for this gentleman for the valuable ser-

vices be has rendered his society in the
capacity of sec. practically since its forma-
tion, and we must attribute its success mainly
to his untiring efforts. The members, while
deeply regretting his retirement, trust that
he may long be spared to be with us, so that
the society may benefit by any advice the old
warrior may be pleased to give us. I have
for the present agreed to take over the duties

so long filled with distinction by Mr. John.
D. H. Davies.

24, College Hill, Llanelly.

In a letter informing us of the change,
Mr. John writes:—“Am pleased to inform
you that I have been relieved of the posi-

tion of sec. to the Llanelly and Dist. C.B.S.
by my resignation. I must congratulate the
members on their selection in electing Mr.
D. H. Davies to fill the vacancy, and I

trust they will give him the same support
which they have extended to me during the

many years that I have held the position.’’

Catching and Feeding Softbills.
Sir,—Allow: me to thank Mr. Yates fof his

kind appreciation of my article. It is grati-

fying to know I have done a little good in

the Fancy. Good kinds of traps to use are

advertised in Cage Birds. The next ques-

tion is rather a difficult one to answer, as

Skylarks are protected in certain areas all the

year round. The best and safest way .to

catch Skylarks is to get permission from some
farmer in the neighbourhood to go on his

fields at night time. Take a drag net and a

pocket flash lamp, and you can catch as many
Skylarks as you require. I always use traps

for I detest bird-lime ; it make such a moss

of the birds. I only use it when I see a much
coveted songster sing on the same bough day
after day, and when the only way to catch

him is by liming the bough. I have caught

birds in a trap, steadied, and shown them
without moulting them. Yes, tho gentles are

ordinary maggots ;
I prefer meat-maggots

myself, and find them very beneficial to the

birds. I had a Jenny Wren that ate 30 per

day. The flies mentioned in my article arc

the ordinary house-flies ; of course, meat flies

are good for the larger species, such as

Wheatears, Wrynecks, Shrikes, etc., or any
other live food obtainable may be used. 1

am only too pleased at any time to give any
little information I can, and I would like to

see the Softbill classes at our shows come up
to the Hardbills. J. W. Saywell.

How to Exterminate Lice in
Canaries.

Sir,—I am very interested in this discus-

sion, and I am writing to implore corre-

spondents to stick to the subject. It is lice

we are discussing now, not red mite. Many
articles have appeared from time to time
suggesting remedies for the latter; it is now
the other gentleman’s turn. The louse lives

on the bird and the cages have nothing to

do with his existence, although he can live

36 hours away from his feathered home.
His propagation is regulated by climatic

conditions, which fact is all in his favour.
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Did we know the exact time the nits take to

hatch, we could possibly deal effectually with
him

;
as it is, wo may go on killing the insects

for weeks and still leave a few nits to hatch,

so I fear the case is hopeless, unless some-
one can suggest a preparation to apply to

the bird which is harmless and yet so

objectionable that the insects cannot live on
him, or one that will kill the nits. Paraffin

will do this, but it will also do for the bird.

Some of your correspondents write gaily of

how to deal with tho birds, but with 50

or 60 specimens to go over, it is no easy

matter to people with limited time, and
.whatever anyone may say to the contrary,

it is impossible to localise the pest. If you
have lice in your room you must treat every

bird, or none. I fear the lady who says she

would rather “ Deal with grey lice than red

mite” has never had the genuine article.

“One Who Has.”

Sir,—Obtain some paraffin oil and a small

camel-hair brush, and oil the under portion

of the wings to their full length. Do not
saturate them, but oil lightly, so that the

body feathers will not look unsightly. Let
this be done in the evening, and I will guar-
antee that not a single louse will be found
next morning. Eggs will no doubt have
been laid, and these will hatch out in due
course, so the oiling process must be re-

peated, say, 3 or 4 times at intervals of 3 or

4 days to be really effective.

R. Gibbie.

Sir,—My method is when limewashing my
cages to add a little Jeyes’ and put it on
moderately thick. Then I keep a small jar of

Stockholm tar, thinned with a little turpen-
tine. With a small brush I go over all the
outside, and occasionally when I put my birds
together I take each in my hand and give a
good dusting of Hellebore powder—one penny-
worth will last a season. I am a believer in
the old-fashioned box for nesting. When I

put the hen to sit I give a good dusting of
Hellebore powder, and again two or three days
before they should hatch. I am never troubled
with red mite.

J. Bastock.

Sir,—I see in this week’s Cage Birds a
reader complains of lice in the nest. I have
kept birds for fourteen years, and I find

f
>owdered sulphur is the only remedy. I

ake the bird out of the cage and, while
gently blowing the feathers apart, spray with
my bellows all among them. I have a
Canary sitting and about once a fortnight I

spray the nest when she comes off to feed.

Please don’t think I have sent this for the
2s. 6d., because I do not want it. I shall

be glad in the knowledge that I have given
relief to the little pets.

Sir,—This is how I got rid of lice, also
red mite. I first take birds out of cages and
then place a little hot fire on a dustpan,
and drop fifteen drops of carbolic acid on
the hot ashes. Repeat twice, and you will
never see any more again

;
do not replace

birds for two hours.

J. T. Sims.

Sir,—Take twopennyworth of white pre-
cipitate powder, mix with a little lard, say
half a teaspoonful, put the mixture in a
small custard tin, and place on the hob to
melt. When melted put the tin in a cool

place, and it will set. Rub it round your
nest box or pan, and you will see them
take their last bite. This is a good remedy
also for baldness in birds; rub gently on the
bald place with your finger.

J. Peters.

Sir,—One of the best cures I know for
either lice or red mite is Keating’s Powder,
which is sold by all chemists. If the birds,
nest pan and board, are well dusted with it,

there will be no lice visible in two days, and
it is harmless to the birds. Fancier.

Sir,—Five years ago I found one of my pairs
of Norwich with young had somehow con-
tracted lice. I well sprinkled nest and young
with Keating’s Insect Powder, also cage, and
then took the parent birds in my hand and
well dusted the powder under the feathers,
under wings, and top of tail especially. This
I did every other day for some days, then
once a week for a short time. I completely
cured the birds, and although I had at the
time between 50 and 60 birds in my room,
no other bird caught them, and I have never
had another. 'This treatment will answer
equally well for red mite. Your reader need
not fear the powder hurting the birds, I
always use it freely, and a year or two ago
I had a Crested cock that always ate the
powder directly I put it in the cage, and
never took any harm. C. Townend.
(The Prize will be awarded next week.—Editor.)

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially
When bens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just

E
evious to the eggs batching, to destroy the Red
ite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

THE SHOWS.
(Continued from page 17.)

BEDFORD AND BEDS O.S.
NJf. Show, Headquarters, July 22, Mr. A. Keech

judge. Entries came up badly, but some good
birds were on view. Decided to hold the annual
show at Town Hall, Nov. 11, Mr. fl. Noraian judge.
Also decided' to purchase a silver-plated tea-set,
for most points in novice classes at annual show.
Cl. Yell. Nor. : 1, Notley, very typical, in excellent
trim

; 2, Hunter, trifle longer, otherwise good
; 3,

Millard, lovely little hen, hard lines. Mkd. : 1,
Notley, nice size, rich qual. Cl. Bull : 1, 2, 3,
Notley, all -good, very little between them. Mkd. :

1, Millard, cap and wing mkd., extra good, rare
type and size; 2, 3, Notley, both splashed, very
nice, look like hens. Nov.: 1, 2, Brewer, mkd.
buff, winner excels in type; 3, 4, Simons, clears,
beaten in subs. Junior; 1, 3, Coley, smart birds,
on the small side

; 2, Simons, bigger, but rough
in plumage—J. C. Wilmot.

BURTON-ON-TRENT C.B.S.
Annual N.F. Show, Victoria Hall, July 24. Owing

to many of the members having a poor breeding
season only 44 birds were staged, but quality
ail round was grand, some very promising young
sters being staged. Mr. F. J. Weaver, Wolver-
hampton, judged, and gave satisfaction. Challenge
Bowl: 1, Hathaway; 2, c, Draper; 3, Ford; 4, Lee
vhc, England

; he Bond. Hens : 1, Hathaway
; 2

Elliott; 3, Lee; vhc, England; he. Ford; c, Lee
Cl. Yell.: 1, England; 2, Ford; 3, Elliott; vhc
Bond; he, Hathaway. Buff: 1, Hathaway; 2
England; 3, Bond; vhc, Wood; he, Ford; c, Lee
Tkd. or Light Var. YeLl. : 1 , Draper

; 2, Elliott
3, vhc. Hahaway; he, Ford; c, Wood. Buff: 1
Hathaway; 2, c, Ford; 3, Lee; vhc, Draper; he
Bond, Heavy Var. or Gr. : 1, Hathaway. Nov
Yell.: 1, Freer; 2, Stevens. Buff: 1

, Stevens; 2
3^Freer. Mules or Hyb. : 1, Cameron.—A. Wood

’ BOOTLE C.B.S.
Second N.F. show, July 24, headquarters. 77 en-

tries. Mr. T. Rowlands judged. Specials this show,
most points champ., Huyton. Nov., Handley. Best
bird nov., Handley. Points towards cup and
season’s specials to date: Challenge cup, Huyton 20,
Algie 28, Bracken 16, Brown 23, Knight 12, Handley
9. Nov. : Handley 78, Worrall 70, Wilson 38, Critch-
ley 32, Oeenwood 17, P. Howard 6, Rutherford 4.
Champ. Yorks. Cl. .or Tkd. Yeli. : 1, Algie; 2, 3,

vhc, Huyton; he, Bracken. Buff: 1, 3, Huyton- 2,
Algie; vhc, Bracken. Uneven or Var. Yell.-’ 1
Brown; 2, Worrall. Buff: 1, Bracken; 2, Huyton.
Gr. Self Yell.: 1, 3, Brown; 2, Bracken. Buff: 1,
Algie; 2, Brown. Gr. Foul Yell.; 1 , Algie; 2,
Brown. Buff: 1, Brown; 2, Handley. Nov. Cl. or
Tkd. Yell.; 1, 3, Worrall; 2, Handley; vhc, Wilson-
he, c, Critchley. Buff: 1

,
Handley; 2, vhc, Wilson;

8, he, Critchley
; c, Worrall. Uneven or Var Yell •

1, Critchley; 2, 3, Worrall; vhc, Handley; he, Wil-
son c, Howard. Buff : 1, vhc, Worrall ; 2, Critchley

;

3, Wilson; he, Howard; c, Handley. Gr. Self Yell •

J>
*jPl» 2

> The, Handley; 3, he, c, Worrall. Buff:
1, Wilson; 2, 3, Handley; vhc, Worrall; he, c.
Greenwood. Foul Yell.: 1, 2, Handley; 3, Worrall
Brit.; 1

, P. Howard; 2, W. Howard.—A. E. Huyton
Hon. Sec.

PLYMOUTH W.C.O.S.
Third N<F. IShow, Oddfellows’ Hail, July 21.

Entries, 50, being about the same as the two pre-
vious shows, but below the average of the last
live years. A number of members are serving
in the Army and Navy, and in consequence the
shows have suffered. Other members made a late
start with the breeding season, and having missed
the first show did not exhibit at the later. Yorks,may be considered to be on the up grade in the
society, birds of good promise have been staged.
Norwich were a bit lacking in size, otherwise good
Crests were few in numbers, and hardly up to
previous years in quality. .Cinnamons were also
down as compared- with last year, but the cup
vwnner (Mr. Brown) exhibited one real good buff
In British classes quality was well to the fore,
cups for most points in the three shows: Yorksc™ven

; Nor., Ough; Crests, Bavage; CSnn., Brown;
A!.O.V„, Rowe; Mute, Hambley ; Rift., Cheney-
V.°

v '’ Hambley, Hutchings. Judges were: Yorks.,
Mr. Cheney; Nor., Orests, and A.O.V., Mr. W
French

; Mules and Brit., Mr. Pope.
Yorks. Yell., ditto Buff: All to Craven; Nor. Yell

1, 3, Ough; 2, Brown; Buff: I, Brown; 2, Sleep; 3 ,Ough. Crests: 1, Hutchings.' C.B.: 1 , 2, Bavage-
Cinn. Yell: 1, Brown; Buff: 1, Brown. Mule, Light ;

1, 2, 3, Hambley. Dark: 1, 4, Hambley • 2 3
Cheney. Gold, or Bullf. : 1, 3, Cheney - 2 4 5
Hambley. Linnet, Etc.: 1, 2, 3, Cheney;’ 4 5
Hambley. A.O.V. Seedeater: 1, 2, 3, Cheney’- 4

’

Hambley. Small For. : 1, Cheney
; 2, 3, Hutchings—T. Pope, Hon. Sec.

ABERAMAN.
Open show held by the Aberaman C.B.F.A., Swan
Hotel, July 15. Entries numbered only 80, but this
may be consideTed_a fairly good support for a first
attempt, especially considering that the prize money
was rather small. The show was the first to be
held in the Aberdare Valley, and it is proposed
to make it an annual event. Competition for cup
for- best bird was very keen, and it was a close
thing between Mr. Hubbard’s Border, Mr. Powell’s
Yorks, and Mr. Davies’ noted Norwich, a foul green
of gTeat quality. The Border won on the day’s
form, the other two showing signs ol the coming
moult. Mr. J. Hoare judged and gave general satis-
faction
NOR. YELL. CK.: 1, spl, 2, Davies, winner foul

green, nice size and qnal., good head and neck; 2
,

cl., good type and qual.; 3, Greaves and Richards;
ex 3, Jones; vhc, Evans; he, Thomas; c. Burrows.
BUFF: 1, 6pl, 2, Davies, cl., fine size and qual,
beautifully shown, 2nd loses a little in size- 3
Greavea and Richards; 4, Jones. NOR. HEli: 1 spl]
2, Davies, clears, right col. and type; 3, Hotchkiss

;

4, Jones. YORKS YELL. CK. : 1, spl, 2, Powell,

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight-Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, &c., to all leaders
every THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or 6end or Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength," Windsor Honse, Kings-

way, London,

clears, winner fine length and qual., best of wings
and tail, 2nd crosses wings a little; 3, Curtis; 4,
Hughes and Woods; vhc, he, Burrows; c. Walker.
BUFF: 1, Curtis, vxrieg., good length and qual., nice
type; 2, Davies, cl., good wings and tail, stands
well; 3, Hughes and Woods; vhc, Burrows; he.
Walker; c, Jones. HEN; 1, spl, Curtis, cl. buff,
good all-round; 2, Davies, cl. yell., nice type and
qual.; 3, Hughes and Woods. A.O.V. CAN.: 1, spl,
cup, 2, Hubbard, cl. yell. Bord., lovely type arid
col., fine qual., best of wings and tail. In top form

;

3, Walker, C.-B., in nest feather; 4, Hughes and
Woods; vhc. Walker; he, Jones; c. Burrows. MULEOR HYB. : 1 , 6pl, Curtis, Light Goldf., nico size and
col., shown Al; 2, Jones, varieg. Goldf., nat col •

3, T. Davies. BRIT. SEEDEATER: 1, Davies, Gold/.’
good size, best of face, tannings, and buttons ; 2,
Evans, Goldf., good col., only loses in size; 3, Chal-
lenger. FOR.: 1, spl, Tes, Thomas, fine Blue-fronted
Ainazon, in tip top form ; 2, 3, W. Thomas, Cockatoo
and Amazon, nicely staged and talking throughout
the show YORKS, 1915: 1, spl, 2, Powell; 3, Cur-
tis. NOR.: 1, Rickets; 2, Hotchkiss; 3, Jones.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Second F.F. 6how, Nash’e, Hayes, July 21. Unani-mously admitted a success numerically and other-wise. Norwich were particularly strong, and thee©

2nd RHH Z°h
be U

,

kine >he lead hero, £ YorkslliroB^h have done in, days gone by. We had afew of the latter, welcome little strangers,” andhope soon to see a further improvement, as there
it

«ertamly ample room in the society for a few en-
thusiastic Yorks. and British men. Messrs. Whetton,Maggs, and Davies judged, and their awards were
n?i ^!le Prompt fixing of prize cards en-
afilcd the officials to close the ehow half an. hour
before the advertised time. The best thanks of thecommittee are due to Messrs. Banks, Whetton,
Thomas. Smith, Byailli, Ball, Maggs, and Davies
•j j

^ sPj^ndid list of esush and other specials pro-
vided1 at this and tho previous shows.
Nor Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, sp best Nor., Allsopp,

eye tkd., lovely head and neck, short wings and
tail, should moult a topper; 2, Thomas, cl., similar
but inclined to slip perch, a bit; 3, 4, Rev. Jolliffe.
Buff: 1 Allsopp, head tkd., splendid all round, but
just a. trifle loose at waist, beautifully shown

; 2,vhc he, James and Veils, good head and, chest, nice
qual feather; 3, Thomas; 4, Phelps; c, Rev. Jolliffe.
var. Yell.: 1, Rev. Jolliffe, heavily mkd., lovely head
and body, good bird lor a novice; 2, Allsopp head
and wing mkd., very nice

; 3, James and 'Wells.
Buff : 1 , Allsopp, head, neck, and tail mkd., grand
head and type, good qual., trained to perfection; 2,
Winstone, eye and wing mkd., good head, nicely
moulded; 3, 4, James and Wells; vhc, Rev. Jolliffe.
Nov. Nor. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1

, 3, Phelps, cl., not
over large, but a good one, 3 head tkd., good head,
crosses wings trifle; 2, c, James, wing tkd., medlArr
size, lovely qual.; 4, vhc, Townsend; he, Hurd. Buff:
1, 2, Eecott and James, cl., good all round bird, bit
soiled, 2 cl., almost as good, loses in head; 3, Phelps;
4, vhc, he, Jenkins; c, Townsend. Var. Yell.: 1,
sp best nov., Phelps, nice body; 2, 3, Escott and
James, 2 wing mkd., 3 head and wing mkd. Buff:
I, 2, Escott and James, heavily mkd., real good bird,
a bit too young, 2 head and neck mkd., nice and
cobby. Yorks., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, 2, 3, sp, best
Yorks., Bale, lovely col., good body and feather,
typical, 2 nice, but not so good in featheT; 4, James
and Wells. Buff: 1, 3. Bale, lovely boxy feather; 2,
Raymond, larger, but not so good in feather

; 4, vhc,
James and Wells. Var. Yell.: 1, 2, James and Wells,
nico feather, good head and neck, 2 failed in neck.
Buff: 1, 2, Bale, good body, typical, 2 large, strong,
bit too much over perch

; 3, 4, James and Wells.
Nov., Cl. or Tkd. Yell. : 1, Palmer, good body, break-
ing into moult; 2, 3, Quinlan, smaller, fails length
aad chest. Buff : 1, Palmer, good bird, close run
for sp. Var. Yell.: 1, Palmer. Buff; 1, 3, Palmer,
nice body and head, very smart; 2, Quinlan; 4, Ray-
mond. Bord., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Raymond, cl.,

lovely col. and qual., nice head and neck; 2, James,
eye tkd., larger, grand feather, trifle open on chest.
Buff: 1, 2, Pearce, cl., nice col., well filled, good
head, 2 neck tkd., trifle gone in neck; 3, Raymond,
cl., lovely qual. ; 4, James. Var. : 1, 2, 3, sp best
Bord., Raymond, buff, 4-pointed, extra good qual.
and cond., very prettily mkd

,
2 buff vaT., well filled,

nice col. and qual., 3 var. yell., grand qual., fails

trifle neck and thighs. A.O.V. Bord. : 1, 2, Pearce,
buff Cinn., grand type and qual., line waist, close
run for sp, 2 self green, nice feather, trifle slim.

Mule, 1915 : 1, 3, 4, Peterson, dark Linnet, good subs,
and col., nice qual., 3 similar, probably nestmate,
little to choose; 2, W instone, jonque Greenf.,
lovely col. and qual., but bit too slim ; vhc,
Price, Goldie. Mule, any age: 1, Winstone,
yellow Siskin, fine eol. and markings. Goldf.
or Bnllf. ; 1, Price, Goldf., nice col. and qual., trifle

wild ; 2, Win6tone, Bullf., steady, good col., gone in

feather. Siskin, etc. : 1, Winstone, yell. Siskin, nice

type, col., and qual.; 2, Price, Linnet, good col.

and qual., small. A.O. Hardbill: 1, Winstone,
Bramble, grand, col. and qual., nice type.

BOWLING B.F.A.
Last F.F. Show, July 24, Napoleon Hotel; 61

birde were judged by Mr. J. Bailey, Ulrlington, who
gave entire satisfaction. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: ], L.
Hodgson

; 2, 3, Paccy; 4, Thompson. Buff: 1, 3,
Padgett; 2, I’acey

; 4, Hodgson. Even, Etc., Yell.:
1, 4, Padgett; 2, Hodgson; 3, Duckworth. Butt:
1, 2, Hodgson

; 3, Padgett; 4, Duckworth. Points
gained in F.F. Shows: Padgett, 51; Hodgson, 51;
Pacey, 29; G.M. epecial, Padgett, 56; Hodgson, 41,
Hudson, 17. Nov., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Hardman;
2, 4, Crabtree; 3, H. Hodgson. Buff: 1, Crabtree;
2, Wood and Mirfteld; 3, 4, H. Hodgson; Even,
Etc., Yell. : 1, 3, Nicboll; 2, Wood arid Mirfield; 4 ,

Hodgson. Buff; l. Wood and Mirfield; 2, 3, Nicboll.
Points in F.F. Shows: Wardman, 38; II. Hodgson,
38; Crabtree, 39; Wood and Mirfield, 32; G.M. sp.,
Nichol), 31; J. G. Hodgson, 6; Wood and Mirfield,
7.—J. NichoLl.

DONCASTER C.B.S.
Second N.F. Show, Druids’ Arms, Bentley, July

17 ; 92 birds faced the judge and gave him plenty
of work to find the winners, competition being very
keen. Fine Yorks, were staged by Messrs. Truman,
Blanchon, Norman, Whittington, and Hunt. Nor-
wich were a bit low in numbers, but good birds
were put down by Messrs. Flint, Evans, Truman,
and Smith. British were very good, both in
quality and numbers, and there was a nice show
of small Foreign. Gold medal was won by Mr.
Twine with a grand young C,B.

; special for most
points at 1st and 2nd N.F. Shows, Blanchon, 90
points; 2, Truman, 71. Mr. Barker judged, and
gave general satisfaction.

Cl. Tkd. Yell., Yorks.: 1, Blanchon; 2, Whitting-
ton; 3, vhc, he, Truman; c, Wade. Buff: 1, vhc,
Truman; 2, 3, Blanchon; he, Whittington; c. Hunt.
Var.: 1, Hunt; 2, Truman; 3, Whittingon; vhc,
he, Norman; c, Brown. Yell. Nor.: 1, Wade; 2,
Smith; 3, vhc, Evans; he, Simpson. Buff: 1,

Evans; 2, 3, Flint; vhc, Simpson. Var.: 1 , Flint;
2, Evans; 3, vhc, Simpson; he, Truman. A.O.V.:
1, Twine; 2, Cowling. Young Mules; 1, 2, 3, vhc,
Blanchon

;
he, Simpson ; c, Cooke. Goldf. or

Bullf.: 1, c, Truman; 2, he, Evans; 3, Cowling;
vhc, Ball. Linnet: 1, vhc, c, Evans; 2, Ball; 3,
Blanchon; he, Truman. Greenf.: 1, 2, 3, vhc,
Blanchon. Siskin, Etc.: 1, Smith; 2, vhc, Ball;
3, Blanchon; he, Cowling; c, Cooke. A.O. Hard-
bill: 1, Tomkinson; 2, he, Truman; 3, Ball; vhc,
c, Simpson. Softbill: 1, Cowling. For.: 1, 3, vhc,
c, Hartshorn

; 2, he, Truman.

WALLSEND (Mid-Tyne) C.B.S.
Show of young Canaries, Mules and British birds,

July 17. Entries numbered 100, an excellent gather-
ing considering the very poor season members are
having, and showing the keenness of the fanciers.
Quality was well up to the usual standard, and
there was a very good attendance. Mr. Wiggle-
wroth won challenge cup for the 2nd year in suc-
cession, with three Yorks.; Mr. R. Studholme, run-
ner-up, medal. Nor. and Bord. were of very good
quality. Mr. Render won sp. best bird in show,
with a Green Bond., and Mr. Blakey 2nd best with
a very fine ol. buff Bord.

; best British, Johnston, a
grand Redpoll. Linnets were extra good ones, and
a novice, Mr. Muse, won with a grand bird, which
will be heard of later. As usual, the management
was all that could be desired, coaxing of entries
by the genial sec., Mr. Greenwell, helping to make
show a success, while every credit is due to the
show manager to Mr. Heslop and stewards, Messrs.
Scott, Craig, and White, a most courteous set of
fanciers. Mr. T. C. Crawhall judged, and his
awards were highly satisfactory.
Nor. Yell.: 1, Scott; 2, Ender; 3, Fleck; 4, Smith.

Buff : 1, 2, McKay
; 3, Ender ; 4, Scott ; yhc, he.

Fleck. Mkd. or Var. Yell.: 1, 4, Mathewson • 2,
Scott; 3, McKay; vhc, he, Jackson; c, Smith. Buff:
1, 2, Fleck; 3, Ender; 4, Jackson. Yorks. Yell.:
1, Wigglewrotb; 2, R. Studholme. Buff: 1 , Wiggle-
wroth; 2, 4, W. Studholme; 3, R. Studholme. Mkd
or Var. Yell.: 1, R. Studholme; 2, W. Studholme
Buff: 1, R. Studholme; 2, Wigglewroth

; 3, W Stud-
holme. Bord. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Smith; 2, John-
ston; 3, Espie; 4, vhc, Bcvor. Buff: 1, Blakey - 2
Johnston; 3, Smith; 4, vhc, Bcvor. Mkd. or Var.
Yell.: 1, Espie. Buff: 1, Johnston; 2, Smith- 3
Eside. Gr. Yell, r 1, 3, Bldkey; 2, Smith; 4, Render.’
Buff: I, 2, Render; 3, Parker; 4, c, Greenwell; vhc
he, Blakey Cinn.: 1 , Es-pie; 2, 3, Parker. Mules’
(Dk.): 1, Fleck; 2, Bevor. Goldf.: 1, Scott; 2
Masterman. Greenf.: 1 . 4, Masterman • 2, Green-
well; 3, Simpson and Messenger. Linnet, H.M. : 1
3, Muse ; 2, Fleck

; 4, Greenwell
; vhc, he, Manner-

man
; c, Studholme. F.M. : 1, Simpson and Mes-

senger; 2, Heslop. Chaff., Etc.: I, Simpson and
Messenger. Siskin, Etc.: 1, Johnston; 2, Simpson and
Messenger; 3, vhc, Greenwell; 4, Masterman; he,
Masterman.

THE SHOWS IN AUSTRALIA.
NEW SOUTH WALES.

Canary and Cage Bird Improvement Society.

8th annual show, St. George’s Hall, Newtown,
May 21 and 22; the show was a record, entries

being about 50 more than last year, and type and

quality in every section showed a marked improve-

ment. The uniform pattern and colour of the show

cages gave a very neat and attractive appear-

ance to the show. The outstanding feature was

the number of Norwich Plainheads, the classes

being well supported. This variety is going very

strong, and there were many birds of exceptional

merit. Mr. Douglas captured most honours, also

sp. for best in section. Cres-ts and Crest-breds

were well above the average, both in numbers and

quality, Mr. Earle taking chief honours with a

grand ’team. Cinnamons also were a grand lot,

Mr. W. H. Taylor staging a brace of gems, new
chums, w© understand, from a well-known stable

in England. These birds have left a winning

career in England, and will no doubt bring many
honours to their present owner. Mr. Meale, the

hon. see., along with the genial president, Mr.
Ryder Crofts, and a hard-working committee, did

their utmost to make the show a success, and it

is pleasing to record that their labours were

crowned with succeYv. J-udges: Scotch Fancies and

Crests, and C.-B., Mr. J. Cnrrah
;

Nor., Mr. Mil-

ler; Yorks., Mr. Comley; remainder, Mr. Tucker.

Scotch Fancy: 1, spl, 2, 3, Rae, good team,

leader cl., good Teach and drive, travels well, 2nd

similar, not the suhs. or pos. ; vhc, he, Hall. Yorks.

Cl. or Tkd. Yell. : 1, Barnsley, nicely drawn, neat

head, good col. ; 2, Kensey, good length, not so

w8U tapered; 3, Morrison, nice pos. and length;

vhc, Mills; he. Pinfold. Cl., Tkd., Var., or Buff

-

1, 3, he, Miller, good pos., well drawn, nice qual •

2, c, Morrison, shapely, well up on leg; vhc, Barns-
ley. Var or Gr. Yell.: 1 , spl. Miller, var., good
pos., nicely tapered, good qual.

; 2, vhc, Barnsley,
var. rare shape and qual., close up

; 3, Morrison,
good size, Al qual., a bit slack in neck; ho, Pin-

( - Rung 1014: 1, 2, Miller, not much between,
good type and qual. ; 3, Kensey, very -shapely, good
carr., Al qual.; vhc, c, Reynolds; he, Pinfold
Hen: 1, Barnsley, cl. buff, grand type and feather;
2, 3, Mdler, good ones, all there for qual. and type
Challenge Trophy: 1, res. Miller. Nor., Cl. or Tkd.
Yell.: 1, vhc, Douglass, rare subs., good col.; 2
Beattie, lovely type, clean cut, not so massive,
but must have pressed hard; 3, Kensey, good type,
nice wings and tail; he, Beattie; he, Smith. Buff:
1, Stone, rare subs, and shape, good head and
neck, Al qual.

; 2, Taylor, grand type and qual.,
(Continued on next page.)
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fails ii bit in head and iicek to winner; 3, Douglass,

nico robbv liodv. good wings and tail, A1 quality ;

vbc, InglU; lie, Boyle; c. Meale. Var. Ycl. : 1, «pl,

I, he, Douglass, 1st heavily var., rare subs., grand

jual., rather faulty In wing earr., 3rd not tlic *ubs

>r polish; 2, Saunders, lightly varieg., nice type,

grand qua!., must have pressed; vhc, Inglis; he, c,

Seattle. Huff: 1, Stone, grund model, rare eubs.,

nico round head, lovely typo and qual.; 2, Beattie,

not quito SO well eut, still full of good points; 3,

Saunders, plenty of subs., good type, At qual.;

vhc, he, Douglass; c, Howard, lien, Yell.: 1, 3,

Douglass, leader heavily var., grand cobby body,

A i qual ; 3rd not so good in head and neck, rare

•alba, good qual.; 2, Saunders, grand typo. At qual.;

vhc, Meale; lie, Stone; c, Jicattie, Huff: 1, Doug
lass’, cl., rare subs., good qual., beaten in subs ;

i, iitussell, good qual., nice typo ; vhc. Stone ;
lie,

Saunders; c, Hiukinan. Rung 1911: 1, Adams, cl.,

grand cobby shape. At qual.; 2, vhc, lie, Douglass,*

leader tkd. hull', good shape, nico head and nock

;

i, Saunders, shapely, nice wing earr., grand qual.;

c, Thompson. Colour-fed: 1, 2, Douglass, real good
ones, grand subs, and shape, leader a little hotter

in cot., both correct type; 3, c, Inglis, grand col.,

beaten in subs, and type; vhc, lie, Adams. Chal-

lenge Trophy; 1, Saunders; res,, Thompson. Nov.:
1 2, c, Hoyle, leader cl., grand type, A1 qual., 2nd
more massive, loses a bit in head properties; 3,

Sinclair, grand shape, good qual., close up
;

vhc,

lie, Miller. Cilin. Cl. Yell.; 1, spl, 2, Taylor, a pair

of real storniers, grand sound col., rare typo; 3,

lie, Saunders, leader good col., nice type and qual.;

vhc, Tanner; c, Smith. Buff: 1, 2, he, Saunders,

leader sound col:, nico cobby body, 2nd good col.,

loses in subs.; 3, Farrell, good col. and typo; vhc,

Taylor. Varieg. : 1, Adams, grand col., rare subs*,

and shape; 2, he, Saunders, leader grand col., cor-

rect shape, close up
; 3, vhc, Inglis. good shape,

sound col., A1 qual ; c, Farrell. Challenge Trophy:
1, res, Saunders. Crest, Cl. or Tkd., Dark or G.C. :

1, 2. 3, Earle, leader massive body and clear crest,

of rare size and shape, 2nd grey crest, big body,
neat crest of good formation, loses in size to win-
ner; 3rd cl. body. D.C., neat, but loses* in size.

Varieg.: 1, 2, 3, c, Marie, grand team, leader heavily

var., big body, immense crest of good formation,
neatly centred, 2nd good body, lovely crest, broad
leafy feather, perfect radiation and droop, Joses
in size, Srd rare subs., big crest, a bit horny at
back ; vhc, he, Pye. Cl. Tkd. or Lightly Var. : 1, 2,

llarlc, leader buff, big body, lovely domed skull,

wide entrance, nice rise, 2nd lightly var., immense
body, good head feather, loses in shape of skull

;

3, c, l’ye, dark head, good body, grand shaped
skull, good thatch of nice leafy feather; vhc,
Stevenson; he, Crofts. Heavily Var.: 1/ spl, Marie,
good body, grand shaped skull, heaps of feather;
2, c, Davis, rare size, good head, wide entrance; 3,

Pye, green, big body, right shaped head good turn-
over; vhc Osborne; he, Stevenson. Gouldian: 1,

vhc, Hawfosley ; 2, Tailored ; 3, Reynolds ; ho, c,

Sneddon. Blood Finch, &c. : 1, he, Sneiidon ; 2, c,

Hughes ; 3, vhc, Reynolds. Zebra Finch, &c. : 1,

Reynolds; 2, 3, Hughes; vhc, Tancred; ho, Rey-
nolds ; c, Lansdown. Diamond Sparrow, &c. : 1, 2,

lie, Reynolds; 3, Sneddon; vhc, Hughes; c, Hawks*
ley. Goltdf., &c.: 1, Osborne; 2, Reynolds; 3,

Matthews; vhc, Taylor; he, Tancred; c, Sneddon.
Mannikin, &c. : 1, 3, Tancred; 2, Sneddon; 3, Lans-
down ; vhc, he, Reynolds. Waxbills: 1, he, Sneddon;
2, vhe, Reynolds; 3, Tancred. Javas: 1, 2, 3, vhc,
Reynolds; lie, Lansdown. A.O.V. Small: 1, he,
Tancred; 2, 3, Reynolds. Largo: 1, 3, vhc, he, Rey-
nolds; 2, Hawksley; c, Tancred. Mules or Hyb.:
L, Inglis; 2, he, Taylor; vhc, Matthews; 3, c, Os-
borne. Parrot: 1, Sneddon; 2, 3, vhc, he, Reynolds.

PARRAMATTA.
Annual 6how, Town Hall, Parramatta, April 29,

50, May ’. The show was a record for entries,
which was very encouraging to the officials and
members who did their best to make it a success.
Mr. J. Currah judged. Crest: 1, ch, 2, 3, Earle.
C.-B.: 1, 2, Saunders; 3, Earle. Yorks., Cl. Yell.;

1, 2, Coupland; 3, Barnsley; Tkd. or Varieg. Yell.:

1, Coupland; 2, Barnsley; 3, Lipscombe. Buff: 1,

ch. : Barnsley ; 2, Coupland ; 3, Lipscombe. Tkd. or
Varieg.: 1, 3, Coupland; 2, Lipscombe. Nor.: Cl.

Yell.: 1, Saunders; 2, Beattie; 3, Smith. Buff: 1,

S, Beattie; 2, Stone. Tkd. or Light Varieg. Yell.:

1, Beattie; 2, 3, Saunders. Buff: 1, 3, Saunders*; 2,

Stone. Yell., Ring, 1914 bred by exhibitor: 1,

Beattie; 2, Stone; 3, Saunders. Buff: 1, Saunders;
2, 3, Beattie. Yell. Hen: 1, 2, Beattie; 3, Saunders.
Buff: 1, Beattie; 2, Saunders; 3, Stone. Nor. Gr. or
Heavy Varieg. Yell.: 1, 2, Saunders. Buff: 1, 2,

Stone; 3. Saunders. Nor., Cinn., Self: 1, Tanner;
2, Saunders; 3, Smith. Varieg.: 1, 2, 3, Saunders.
Amat. Nor. Yell.: 1, 3, Sinclair; 2, Boyle. Buff:
I, Boyle; 2, Sinclair; 3, Goodman. Oouldian, &c.:
1, ch, Tancred; 2, Reynolds; 3, Hughes. Redhead,
Ac.: 1, Reynolds; 2, Hughes; 3, Hawksley. Plum-
head: 1, Hughes; 2, Hawksley; 3, Tancred. Manni-
kin, &c. : 1, Tancred; 2, Reynolds; 3, Hughes. Wax-
bill: 1, 2, Hawksley; 3, Tancred. Goldf., &c.: 1,

Lansdowne
; 2, Miss Fleming; 3, Hawksley. Diamond

Sparrow : 1 , Reynolds ; 2, Hawkslev
; 3, Hughes.

Java Sparrow: 1, Goodman; 2, 3, Hughes. A.O.V.
Finch : 1, Reynolds ; 2, Hawksley

; 3, Clayton.

NEW SOUTH WALES O.S.
21st annual show, June 11 and 12, Daking House,

Sydney. The hall is admirably suite.! for the pur-
pose, being excellently lighted and free from
draughts. Looking back to three or four years, one
is particularly impressed with the marked improve-
ment in the type and quality of every variety of
Canary shown. The Scotch Fancies especially were
a grand lot, Mr. Orr's- champion tkd. yell, again cap*
turing sp. for best in section. Mr. Gordon Itae
showed two grand young yellows, and won challenge
trophy. Yorks, also were well above the average,
both in numbers and quality, averaging 11 per class
over a liberal classification of 10 classes. Mr. Coup-
land had out a grand team and captured a good list
of honours. Mr. Day. from Brisbane, also exhibited
a few good ones, and most of bis winners changed
hands. Norwich were a hot lot, and the quality and
type of this popular variety aro making marked
progress, chiefly due to the enthusiasm of the mem-
bers of the N.S.W. Norwich and Cinnamon C.C.,
who gave their patronage to this show. There were
many birds of exceptional merit, Mr. L Stone’s
heavily variegated buff, a grand model of the real
Bullfinch type, bi ing awarded sp. for best Norwich.
Cinnamons were also a choice lot, Mr. Taylor’s two
yellows (new churns) attracting much attention and
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comment. Crests and Crcst-b reels were a grand
show in thcm-selvee. Tho young clear Crest put
down by Mr. Earle was a birdi of great merit and
captured sp. for best Crest. Mr. Trcvail also put
down a stormer in a young yellow varieg. C.-B.,

which took sp. for heat C.B. Mr. Saunders, hon.

sec., and Messrs. Earle, Moyle, Osborne, Trcvail,

Beattie, and Coupland, all did their lovcl best in

striving hard to make the show the great success

it deserved to be. There was a good turn up of fan-

ciers, many coming long distances, a real gathering

of the clans from near and far. Here, as at homo
in England, fancier® look forward with pleasure to

|

the annual reunions at the shows. The judges were:
|

Scotch Fancies, Nor., and Cinn., Mr. J. Currah:]
Yorks., Crests, and C.-B., Mr. L. Stone; Native and

For.: Mr. l’eir.

Scotch Fancy, 01. or Tkd. Yell. : 1, 2, Rea, gems,

leader good pos., grand reach and drive, lovely

feather, 2nd lose® a bit in colour; 8, Thew, not quite

the length or pos., nice head and shoulder, travels

well; vhc, he, c, Orr. Varieg. or Gr. : 1, fp, best in

section, Orr, rare size, lovely type and qual.
; 2, Rea,

nice snaky head, gets tail well under perch, travels

well; 3, he, Thew. Cl. or Tkd. Buff: 1, 2, 3, vhc,

Orr, grand team, not much between them, leader

wins on position and feather; lie, Tlicw. Varieg. or

Ur. Buff: 1, 2, vhe, c, Orr, leader correct type, grand
shoulder, good reach and drive, 2nd similar, not tho
subs. ; 3, Ilea, nice pos., good head and shoulders,

close up; he. Thew. Breeders’ Champion Stakes: 1,

res, Rea, Yorks., Cl. Yell.: 1, 3, he, Coupland,
leader grand length, good head, nice taper, lovely

col. andi qual., 3rd not so finely drawn, fails a bit

in neck; 2, vhc, Barnsley,, rare type, lovely qual.,

not the sub. of leader. Tkd. or Lightly Var. Yell.:

1, vhc, Coupland, 1st lovely shape, nice pos., good
length, A1 qual.; 2, Frazer, rare length,, good head;
3, Lipscombe, a wee bit flat on head, grand long-
sided bird, well up on leg. Heavily Var. or Gr.
Yell.: 1. Barnsby, rare subs., good length; 2, 3,
Coupland, leader grand type, lovely head and neck,
close up, 3rd not so fine in feather. Hon, Cl., Etc.,
Yell. (20): A strong class: 1, sp, host in section,
Day, nicely drawn, good col., A1 qual.; 2, c, Frazer,
rare length, good head, nico taper, well up on legs,
Al qual.; 3, Coupland, cinn. mkd., very shapely,
grand qua!., close up. Cl. Buff: 1, Day, rare length,
good taper, correct pos.; 2, Barnsby, lovely col.,

feathered like boxwood, correct type, must -have
pressed ; 3, Frazer, nice length, good wings and tail,

Al qual. Tkd-., or Lightly Var. Buff: 1, Hodgson,
good shape-, nie'e feather; 2, Day, grand typo, -lovely

qual. and col., must have- pressed hard
; 3, vhc, he,

Coupland, good size, a wee bit slack in feather.
Heavily Var. or Gr. Buff: 1, 2, 3, c. Coupland-, grand
team, all cinn. mkd., leader lovely qual., grand
length, correct type : 2, 3, similar, not quito the
bloom or finish. Hen, Cl., Tkd., or Var. Buff: 1, 3,

he, Ooupland, leader c-inn. mkd., lovely shape-, Al
qual., 3rd- not quite so good in head and neck

;
2,

,
Frazer, lovely type -and qual., nice pos. Breeders’
Champion Stakes: 1. rc-s, Coupland. Nor., Cl. Yell, r

1* 2. Beattie, beauties, 1st grand head and neck,
cobby body, good- wing earr., 2nd if anything better
in type, cleaner cut, lovely qual., had to take 2nd
place on account of slipped claw, hard lines

; 3,
Smith, rare subs., nice wings- and tail, good qual.
and col. Tkd. or Lightly Var. Yell. : 1, Be-attie,
grand shape, clean cut, Al qual.; 2, vhe, Saunders,
grand head- and neck, nice back, good earr. ; 3, Stone,
rare size, nice round head, full neck, Al qual. Cl.

Tkd., or Var. Yell. Hen: 1, he, Saunders, leader rare
subs., right shape, good earr.; 2, Bunham, correct
cobby type, nice wings and- tail, Al qual. ; 3, Meale,
shapely, grand qual., lose® a bit in subs, to winners.
Breeders' Champion Stakes: 1, Stone; rc-s, Beattie.
Cl. Buff : 1, Tanner, lovely shape, good broad chest,
good head and neck, clean cut; 2, Stone, rare- subs.,
good head, neck, and back ; 3, Taylor, nice type,
full of qual., good col. Tkd. or Lightly Var. Buff:
1, vhe, Stone, grand shape-, lovely qual.; 2, Beattie,
correct shape, good wings and tail

; 3, Bunham, good
head, nice neck and- back, good earr., close up. Cl.,
Tkd., or Var. Buff Hen: 1, Carter and Glover, grand
shapely hen, good col. and qual.; 2, Tanner, nice
type, not quite the subs., but full of qual. ; 3,
Saunders, good size, nice type, Al qual. Cl., Tkd.,
or Var. Buff, rung 1914: 1, sp, best in section, Stone,
stands out a clear win, one- of the best seen for a
long time ; 2, Beattie, good type-,Al qual. ; 3, Stone,
not the subs, or finish of leaders. Challenge Trophy

:

1, Stone; res, Beattie. Gr. or Heavily Var.: 1, 3,
Brown, 1st yell., grand col., good type, 2nd buff, good
shape, sound eol. ; 3, Stone, rare subs., beat in depth
Of col. Amat. Yell.: 1, sp, 2, e, Sinclair, leader cl.
yell., grand- type and qual., good col., 2nd var., good
head and neck, nice wings and tail, close up ; 8,
vhc, Boyle, var., nice type, good head and neck.
Buff : 1, sp, Goodman, lovely shape, Al qual.

; 2,
Boyle, rare subs., good col. and qual.; 3, Sinclair,
nice cobby body-, clean cut, good qual. Nor., Cinn.,
Self Yell. > 1, sp, 2, Taylor, gems, leader grand col.,
rare type; 2, not far behind-, not quite so sound in
col. or type ; 3, Saunders, good col., nice type and
qual. Buff : 1, 2, he, Saunders, good col. and type,
leader a little the better in col.; 3, Dobson, rare
size, grand type, close up. Var.: 1 , 2, Saunders,
leader rare subs., good c-hest, nice earr., 2nd good
head and neck, cobby body, good col. and qual.

;

3, c, Dobson, good- size, sound eol., Al qual., close
up. Challenge Trophy : 1, Saunders. Crest, Cl. or
Tkd.: 1, 3, vhc, he, Earle, leader a massive cl., ex-
pansive crest, radiating from a neat centre, takes
sp. best in section, 3rd cl. buff, grey crest, good
round crest, big body; 2, Trevaii, big body, nice
round grey crest, well on to end of beak, a good
one. Varieg. or Or.: 1, 2, Earle, leader big body,
lovely crest, radiating from a neat centre; 2nd not
so massive, loses in size of crest; 3, Pye, green, big
body, big dense cre-st, lovely qual. of feather. Hen:
1, vhc, he, Earle, 1st var., large cre-st, lovely veiny
feather ; crest as round as a rim ; 2, Trevaii. green,
big body, large neat crest; 3, Pye, big crest, neat
centre, nice droop. Amat., Any Col.: 1, -sp., Free*
man, good body,, neat crest; 2, c, Dasin, rare subs.,
neat crest, loses a bit in size of crest; 3, vhc. Best,
not the s-ze or neatness, will improve. Breeder®’
Champion Stakes: 1

, Trevaii; re®, Pye. C.-B., Cl.
or Tkd. : 1, sp, vhc, Earle, massive body, big skull,
clothed with heaps of feather, well lashed; 2, 3,
Byrne, good pair, leader a bit longer in head feather,
nice entrance, good lash. Lightly Var.: 1, 2, 3,
Pye, grand team, not much between them, leader
grand body, good shaped skull, wide outran re. nice
dome, grand lash ; 2, 3, close up. Heavily Var. or
Or.: 1, Trcvail. var. yell., real stormer, big booty,
lovely shaped head, heaps of feather, grand entrance
anol lash

; 2, lie, Pye, big body, grand bead, nice rise,
good entrance and lash

; 3, Earle, massive body, good
skull, nico entrance-, well lashed. Challenge Trophy-
1, Trevaii; res, l'ye. Amat., C.-B.: 1, 2, Davis, leader
heavily var., good big body, nice domed skull, good
wide entrance, 2nol good body, not so wide in en-
trance. good head feather; 3, Freeman, good body,
big skull, nice rise, well lashed.

CX.UB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tueoday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be bad free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Ardwiok end Manchester C.B. A Aug. 3, St.
Thomas’® Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street,
8. lrtoeus- ion on annual p'.ow. Ticket money for
July show.—J. Spencer.
Ashton under-Lyne O.i..- /vi.. 8, P.S.A. Room®,

Alhion Street, H. Arraiigcn.ei:^s fur F.F, dhow. etc.—J. Whitehead.
Aberucen Amalgamated C.B.S.—Aug. C, Trades’

Hall, Belmont Street, 8. To decide as to holding
show for 1915, and business there unent. New mem-
bers specially Invited.— It. J. Robertson.
Burton on-Trent.—Aug. 3, New Inn, 8. N.F. prize

money.—A. Wood.
Burnley OS.— Aug. 4, Star Inn, Church Street,

7.30. Sub®, due ; intending members requested to
attend.—T. Chadwick.
Bradford East O.S—Aug. 3, Park Chapel Schools,

8. General business.—J. Spencer.
Blaydon C.B.S.—Aug 7, Co-op. Library, 7.30. To

consider schedule for annual chow
;
also other im-

portant business.— Geo. Havver.
Blaenavon C.B.S.—Aug. 5, Crown Hotel, C.30.

Paying prize money for F..F. e-how and other im-
portant business.— Geo. Broome.
Bootle C B.S.— Aug. 3, St. And yw'fl Parochial

Hall, 8. General business.— A. E. Huyton.
Clapham C.B. A.—Aug. 3, Clock House, Claphaiii

Park Road, 8. Lecture by Madame M. A. Fei-st-

Made-well, on Crossbills, and distribution of prizes
Y.B. -E-how.—T. J. Hose.
City and County of Perth C.B.S.—Aug. 2, Laid-

law’s Rooms, Leonard Street, 8.— J. S. Smith.
Chorley C.B.S.—Aug. 4, Shepherd's Hall, 7.30.

Prize money paid for N.F. show ; other special busi-

ness.—J. 11. Welch.
City of Birmingham C.B.S Aug. 4, Crown Hotel,

Hill Stnet, 8. General business.—J. II. Jones.
Darlington C.B.S.—July 31, George Hotel, 2. 2nd

N.F. show. Clarification : Yorks., Nor., Bord.,
A.O.V. Can., Goldf. or Bullf., Mule®, Hyb., Chaff.,

Bramble or Grecnf., Siskin, Linnet, Redpoll or Twite,

A.O.V. Brit. Mr. T. Wright, York, judge.—F.
Stothard.
East Ham F.S July 31, Marl of Wakefield. F.F.

show. Staged at 5 Admission free; visitors wel-

come.—W. A. Harwood.
East Ardsley C.B.A Aug. 7, Black Swan. Table

show; bird® staged at 0.—A. Walton.
Ecclechill C.B.S.—July 31, Fountain Inn. 2.30.

Second F.F. show, bird® staged 2.30. Judge. Mr. W.
Richmond, -Rcdicy.— S. Wilcock.
Great Horton O.S.—July 31, Station Hotel, 3

F.F. show. Judge, Mr. T. Bennett.— A. W. Hartley.
Glasgow and Western Counties.— Aug. 7, 122, In-

gram Street, 3.30. Young bird show; classe-s; 4

Nov., 3 Bord., Yorks., A.O.V., Nov., Mule- or Hyb.
13 specials. Judge, Mr. J. Howie.— J. H. Adam.
Guisaley and Yeadon C.B.S.—July 31, F.F. -show.

Judge, Mr. P. Mason, Shipley. Entries close Friday

night ’or Saturday morning's post. Birds staged

2.30.—W. Rose.
Guishro’ Priory C.B.S.—July 31, Wear’s Cafe, 7.30.

—A. Knaggs*.
Halifax C.B.S.—Aug. 5, Trafalgar Inn, King Cross,

8. General meeting and discussion on colour feed-

ing.—A. Sutcliffe. _
Idle C.B. A Aug. 4, Springfield Hotel, 8. Are

we to hold an open show this year?"—T. El-segocd.

Laisterdvke B.F.A.—Aug. 4, Railway Hotel, 7.30.

Open show business and other important items. W.
H. Symes.

Questions and
Answers.

©OUSTS AND BIFFiCUlTXBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1) All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with either the correct name or a

pscuddnym.
. , . ,

(2)
—The proper name and address tn full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4 )—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

( 5 )
—The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.

( 7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-

pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).
(S)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “Referee's” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

"Cage Birds,” 154, Plcct Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

CAWARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

SEED SAMPLES (T. H. H.).—Yes, both samples

of seed sent—hemp and canary—are good. The
quality in each case is first-class all round.
CREST AND MISS PRATT.—Replied to by post.

SWOLLEN VENT (Norwich Hen).—I’m afraid I

cannot bo of much help to you without more de-

finite particulars. You should have said how yon

have been treating her generally, and described al!

the symptoms more fully, the state of the drop-

pings, and whether the hen has been used for

breeding or not. You may give a morsel of bread

and milk well dusted with carbonate of bismuth

daily for a week, in addition to the usual seed

diet, and add to the drinking wateT for the samo
time .six drops of dilute sulphuric acid and four

of tincture of opium each day. If not consider-

ably better by the end of a week, write again and
give the particulars mentioned above as fully as

Llanelly C.B.S.—Aug. 7, Greyhound Hotel, 7-30.
F.F. and members’ show.—D. H. Davie®.
Manchester and N.C.O.S.—Aug. meeting postponed

to Aug. 9, owing to falling on Bank Holiday.—F.
Hayward.
Middlesex O.S.—Aug. 6, St. John'® School®, L

Show business and new members to bo elected.—IL
Cambers.

Macclesfield C.B.S.—Aug. 6, Dayhrook Street
School, 7.45. Paper on Colour Feeding, by Mr. if.

Broadburst.—H. Hall.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne C.B.8—Ang. 5, Shield’s Cafe,

Bigg Market, 7.30. Open show bu-sinese. Judge#
and hall; important. Subs5 overdue.—J. W. Reed.
Nelson and Colne C.B.S.—Aug. 3, 117, Every Street,

P. General, etc.—D. Watts
Uorth Manchester C.B.8.—Aug. 3, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdah Road, 8. Table show of Brit., Young
Yorks., Nor., and Bord. Fee 3d. per cage; sp. for
best young bird. Friend® Invited.—A. Colley.

Northern Border F.C.C—-Aug. 4, Pillar’® Cafe,
Pln-k Lane, Newcastlc-on-Tyne, 7.30. N.F. show. ,4

classes eaeli section. Judges: M. C. Potts, champij
0. Farrer, Nov. Allotment of patronage. Members
aro requested to 6tage birds as early as possible.—
C. Farrer.
Queenahury C.B.S.—July 31, Granby Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show. Judge, Mr. A. M. Craven, Bradford.
Birds staged at 3.—W. Jagger.

Fiadclifte and District C.B.S.—Aug. 3, Head-
quarters, Warelng’s Dining Rooms, 8.—G. Lord.
Rochdale Good Intent C.83,-Au{. 4, Temper-

ance Club, Toad Lane, 7.30. Report of F.F. show.
Table- show of LaiK*.adib*c3 (2 classes*, Coppy and
Plainhead). Judge, Mr. G. Adams — J. Coupe.

Rotherham C.B.S.— July 31, Mail Coach Inn 7.

Delegates’ report re Sheffield combined show.—Tay-
lor and Dran-sfield. .

Redhill C.B.S.—Aug. 4, Watkin’s Hotel, 8. State-

ment on young bird show. Sec. hopes that all

members will attend to hear how the society

stands.

—

G. Martin.
, „

Runcorn B.B.A.—Aug. 6, Headquarters, Old Cocoa
Rooms, 7 30. Table show and other business. Judge,

1. Bradbury.— E. Rene. „ . ,

Southampton C.G.S.-Aug. 3, Waterloo Hotel,

8.30.—W. L. Page.
, „ , . .

Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A -Aug. 9, R.cd Lion Hotel. K.

Postponed one week, owing to meeting night falling

on Bank Holiday.—J. Pitchfcrd.

South Moor C.B.S.—July 31, South Moor Hotel,

C.3U Schedule for annual show, and other im-

portant hu-sines®. Intending members- invited—G.

F. Bates. " „ „ _
Sacristo-n P P.R. and C.B.S.—July 31, Mrs. II.

Abbot's Tea Room, Front Street, 7. Settling of

schedule, etc., for show, Nov. 6. Intending mem-

bers; please attend.—Dodd and Wilfred.

Sheffield O.S.-Aug. 1, Ramble. m:et Midland

Station. Train leaves for Grindletord 2.25. Tea at

Checker House, Frogget Edge, friends invited,

ladies included.— E. C. Job.

South Moor Social Club—Aug. 1. Headquarters,

C.33. Important business.— Geo. Lane. .

Stockton-on-Tees C.B.S.—Aug. o, Little Recent

Inn, 8. Business. Report of F.F. show—J. W.

J
°S.E.' London F. and F. A.-General meeting post-

poned til! Aug. 11, owing to hohdays.—IL Jackson

.

Tredegar C.B.S—July 31, “Silver Grill, 7. Ad-

visability of holding open snow, and important out-

ness in connection with cups competition, w. U.

"win'dhill C.B.S.—Aug. 7, Blue Bell Hotel, 6.30.

Balance sheet lor July show. Open and members

shows business, etc. Subs, due.—J. Taylor.

Walkden Roller Society.—Aug. 3, Stocks Hotel,

7.30. General business.—E. Hibbert.

Wallasey C.B.S.—Aug. 5, Headquarters, 8. Open

night for discussion.—Win. Mallin-son.

ou can, when I will advise you further. Keep

age floor and perches as clean as possible.

A QUESTION OF TRAINING (Stranded).— (1) To

et your Rollers to sing freely at mghL-by gaa-

ght, of course—you need only exercise, a little

udicious management during the later stages of

heir tuition, when they are beginning to try over

heir songs. At this stag© you should keep the

ages covered or the song boxes closed during tlio

renter part of the day, and open .them regularly

fter the gas is lit in the evening, leaving the tutor

fairlv free licence to sing at this time until tne

oungsters begin to follow his example freely. Any

hat are slow to open out in these circumstances

hould be placed where some movement is going on,

riiich will generally have the effect of encourag-

ug them to tune up if they are kept well covered

uririg the daytime,* and only uncovered for a short

ime morning and noon for feeding and bathing.

2) It is not. necessary to cover up the tutor, as ft

ule This is only necessary if he is decidedly too

oud and wild in song, or has some pronounced

ault or bad note that you wish to control. (3)

n training birds for show, by which I take it you

tiean a singing contest, you should adopt a similar

nethod to that for getting the young birds to sing

,t night, except that in this case you keep the

lirds covered fairly closely for a week or two prior

o the event, and uncover them and encourage

hem to sing as much as they like for an hour or

o cacli day at tho same time as they will pro-

lably have to sing at the contest.

YOUNG DYING (J. Pawley).—TIictc must b®

omething wrong with your system of feeding, or.

lossibly, the hemp you use is not of good quality:

jut you give no definite clue as to what it is. If

ou have any more broods to separate, do nofc

*ako them away from the parents altogether until

rou sec? that they are just beginning to negotiate

anary seed successfully. Then when you separate

diem give an unlimited supply of good sound

#
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' canary seed, ami place on top of It each morning a
pinch of summer rape. In addition to this give,

•ay, tor each brood ot (our, a heaped teaspoonful
ot egg food each morning, and mix it rattier on
the dry side. Now and again you muy vary this

by giving instead an equivalent quantity of bread
and milk sprinkled with soft sugar. In the after-

noon remove any soft food that may remain, and
givo a steaspoonful of cracked hemp (see that it

is of good quality), and the same quantity of n
mixture of equul parts crushed dry biscuit and
broken groats. When they liavo been separated
a week or so, instead of this afternoon ration give
the same quantity of a mixture of equul pnrts
cijacked hemp, niger, white millet, teazle, and
broken groats. You may also then begin to give
a few seed heads of shepherd's purse, or plantain
stalks three or four times a week. Of course, you
will givo pure fresh water daily from the first.

PLAGUE OF EARWIGS (H. «.).—! should
suspect that you have some favourite habitat of
these insects near at hand, such as a creeper or
Ivy-covered wall or tree, in which ease the only
way to exterminate tho pest is to first of all re-
move its breeding ground. You cannot prevent
them being more or less of a nuisance ail through
the autumn months as long as you have a favour-
able breeding ground close at hand, hut there are
several means of reducing the nuisance to a mini-

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's " Canary Breeding lor Be-
ginners "

(7d.); House's “ Canary Manual" (L/2);
Battye's "Yorkshire Canaries "

(1/lj); House’s "Nor-
icich Canaries

"

(1/1); Weston's "Stock Book

"

(7<f.);
Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever' 4

(7d.); Norman's“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, a>id Cages" (2/S); Itamsden’s
"Colour feeding'' (3Jd.) ; "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell" booklets (2 \d. each):
No. 5 “The l'ct Canary," No. C “ Ailing Birds and
llow to Cure Them,” Nd. 9 " The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Holier," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quOteu
are post free, from "Cage Birds,” 134. Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

mum. You may lay traps qf hollow cylindrical
sticks about a, foot long—elder sticks, witli the
pith removed, answer the purpose excellently— and
drop these into boiling water each morning, or wel
dust about the shelves, cages, and in any places
where they are found to harbour, with Keating’s
freshly-ground pyrethruin powder, flowers of sul-
phur, or naphthaline (which is also sold under the
name of “carbon"); and scour the floor and shelves
once a week, adding a tablespoonful of turpentine
to each gallon of water. Tainting round floor
against the walls, round doors and window cases
and on shelves once a week with paraffin will also
keep them away, and if no birds are at liberty tc
fly about room, covering the floor with Jeyes'
Sanitary Sawdust would have the same effect. Per
sonally, I should ba more inclined to introduce a
Robin, or similar soft-billed bird, to fly at liberty
about the room. The earwigs would make excellent
provender for ib-as long as they lasted. Their
presence is quite harmless to the Canaries, except
that there is the slight risk that they may
occasionally disturb a bird at night by creeping on
to it and cause a little panic.

i .
C ** E,?* BREEDING (A. J.).—It is quite toe

late to allow hens to go on nesting any longer
with any hopes of success, but as your hens appear
to have laid another clutch already, I see nc
reason why you should not allow them to incubate
them, as no harm will result, even if the effort
proves futile. But you should remove the cocks a«
soon as the hens begin to sit, and do not return
them again this season for any purpose. If the
eggs prove unfertile, or the hens desert them be-
lor© incubation is complete, or as 6O0i> as the
young leave the nest, whichever the event may be
take away the nest and all nesting material, and
turn the hens into a flight cage, where they will get
plenty of exercise, and leave them to take theii
chance thus until tile moult begins, which wili
effectually put a stop to their nesting desires foi
this season.
AN UNNATURAL PARENT (Yorkshire Hen).-

borry, but I cannot tell you how to cure the hen
of tlie vice of eating off the feet of her babies as

a
f

hatched. As you have tried lier with and
without the cock with similar results, I am afraidyou can do nothing else. It is too late now tc

iii‘
er breel agam Jhls season

- and she lias alsodone more than sufficient this year. But if vouwish to get young from her on account of any
particular qualities, you should next season take

v
aJnLhw4

!
gS

f
s and S' ve them to a foster

“?n t? hatch out and rear. You might try the effect

t 'TT ?f raw beef or mutton on the

no ,
P?,rch

.

tor *?er to peck at when young arehatched. This is said to have cured a hen of thehabit, but liens of this kidney are rarely worth
troubling with. If of no exceptional typical quali-

for%hem°
DS Wbl* °f chloroform is the best tiling

MISSING EGG, ETC. (A.R.P.).-(l) If events dcnot prove that the missing egg must have beencovered with nesting material, or overlooked in acorner of the nest-box assuming boxes are used ]

^«
U
ile

Say
, *
that * "',as hraggeif or thrown out olthe nest and got broken, and it would very easilyget overlooked when the cage was cleaned. The hen

is evidently out of condition, which is partly thecause of the feet being so frequently clogged Youdo not say what you use on the floor of the cageKeep cage well strewn with clean: gritty sand, anda piece ol cuttlefish stuck in the wires for her tcpeck at any time. Each day give a piece of breadand milk the size of a hazel nut, dusted with car
bonate of bismutli, and for green food give a few
seed heads of «hepherd s purse or seedy sprays oi
elnekwecd In the drinking water for two consec

u

tive days, add as much Epsom salts, as will cover a
sixpence, and ten drops of lemon juice, and aftei
that six drops of dilute sulphuric acid and three
of tincture of steel for a day or two. (2) I suspect
tho bird which does not sing is a hen. Tlie be-
haviour of the Yorkshire cock towards it when you
placed them together is very significant of this
Had you left them together undisturbed a while you
would doubtless soon have had sufficient proof ol
this, but it is too late* now to try tho experiment
this season. (3) You should begin to givo the young
sters a little weak colour food every third day at
once, and increase the frequency as soon as you sec
them showing signs of tho approaching moult. Ac
soon as you sec a few stray feathers cast, givo the
colour daily, and gradually increase the strength
until in the course of a week you are giving it the
full normal strength.
CANARY AND HEMP (S.M.).-The sample ol

canary sent is of very fair 6ize, clean, bright, well
ripened, and quite sweet, and of good all-round
quality. Tho hemp is a first rato sample, of very
good quality.

A LATE BUILDER (A Constant Reader).-! am
rather dubious of tho “cock" which has built u
nest and taken tho trouble to sit in it ut times.
I should suspect it of being a little too ladylike,
despite its beautiful colour and tlie fact that it

has sung once or twice. It Is too lute now to hope
tor any further developments this ’season, ami the
best advice I can givo you is to get a copy of
"Cunary Breeding for Beginners,’’ which our
Manager will send you for 7d., post free, and
master its contents between now apd next spring,
when you will be able to start then with a greater
chance of successful results. It is quite a matter
of tasto which is the best breed to start with—
Yorkshire or Norwich. The latter has tho richest
colour, but tho Yorkshire is not «o very far be-
hind in this respect, and ita upsitanding, slum
shape gives it the most aristocratic appearance.
So far us ease of management ami freedom of
breeding is concerned, there is nothing to choose
between them.
BEST for BREEDING (S. Pearson).—As a breed

tho Roller is far ahead of any other as a songster,
but it is about tlie worst in appearance, being
small and colourless. Therefore, if you want tho
best in song you must be a little blind to aesthetic
beauty. I cannot commend your idea of keeping
tho bird in a hanging cage, which, I take it, is
open wire all round, in front of a window.. What-
ever the advantage may be from an ornamental
standpoint, it is about the worst possible position
for the bird's long-continued health and comfort,
which should certainly bo the first consideration.
You will doubtless find the best method of caging
discussed in tho Nutshell booklet you have. You
should get a very nice singer suitable for your
purpose for 10s. (id., or you may go higher up to
30s., 40s., or COs. for more highly-trained birds. In
a few weeks hence you will see plenty offered in
our advertisement columns. Just now moulting
and training will be the order of the day. Sorry
we cannot single out any individual for mention
hero
THICK AND MOPISH (Puzzled, Leicester).— (1)

The soiling of the feathers around tlie beaks points
to the birds having to breathe a smoky or dust-
laden

_
atmosphere. You should see that they are

kept in a bright and healthy place, well aired, but
free from direct-cutting draughts, and keep cages
and perches as clean as possible. In addition to
the staple diet of canary and rape, give a piece of
bread and milk the size of a hazelnut, on which
you have dropped two drops of cod liver oil emul-
sion, and sprinkled with maw seed, to each bird
daily for a fortnight. Give also every second day
half a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts
hemp, niger, millet, teazle, and broken groats, and
on the alternate days a few seed heads of shep-
herd's purse, or a plantain stalk. In the drinking
water add six drops of syrup of rhubarb and a
crystal of sulphate of soda, the size of a small
pea, for two consecutive days, and afterwards four
drops each of tincture of gentian, tincture of
opium, and dilute sulphuric acid two days in every
three for a week. (2) To help birds to break away
freely with the moult, and also assist them to shed
their feathers easily, you may add five drops each
of syrup of saffron and sweet spirit of nitre, and
20 drops of rum or whisky to the water four days
a week during the first month or so.

BRITISH BIRDS,
mules and hybrids

Answered by H. NORMAN.
REDPOLLS NESTING (E. C. W.).—If your Red-

polls continue to incubate well, the eggs should
hatch out on the thirteenth day, but if they do
not appear then do not disturb them, a© they
may not have sat closely at first, so you had better
allow a few days longer to make certain. Feed the
birds as usual as regards seeds, and give, in addi-
tion a little egg food, made by boiling a fresh egg
for ten minutes. Beat a portion of it up with a
fork, and a<fci three times the quantity of crushed
biscuit or stale sponge cake; also supply a little
soaked seeds and plenty of wild food, such as
seeding grass, chickweed, groundsel, shepherd's
purse, etc. This can be given in bunches, and the
birds allowed to hunt it over and take what they
like. I)o not separate them ; leave both birds to-
gether. The cock will no doubt assist in rearing
tlie young

; they are generally good parents, so
your chances of success are very good.
LOSING FINCHES (J. Redmond).—You give me

no information about tlie species of birds you are,
losing, nor the seeds you are feeding them on
As far as I can gather from your letter, your
treatment must be at fault. Perhaps the seed is
not first class. I would therefore advise you to
procure some from an entirely different source, and
throw the other away, also give the birds boiled
water to drink. You should supply them with
plenty of seeding wild food, which is plentiful
everywhere just now. See that your cages and
perches are kept perfectly clean.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Moulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids

"

(7/6); Norman's “ British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Bart 1 "Hardbills" (1/1), Bart 2

“
Softbills

”

(1/1);
1 Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages

"

(2/3)-
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Blunts" (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird
Fever •

(7d.) ;
" Colour-feeding "

(3jd.); or the "Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each)-; No. 1 "Goldfinch,"
No. 2, "Linnet,” No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song
Thrush, and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch ," No. 13

‘ Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Green finch," No. 22 “ Siskin
Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 "Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No C
"Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “Bis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc." No. 12 “ IIou) to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Brices quoted are post free from " Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

HOW THE LINNET MOULTS (C. Garland).—I am
sorry I did not quite understand your question.
Your query now is respecting the wings only. The
general rule is this : One_ of the large primary
feathers drops out and almost at tho same time a
corresponding feather on the other wing follows.
The first to go is usual about the fourth from the
outside; then the other large, ones follow, and per-
haps one or two of the inner feathers at the same
time. There is no absolute rule or regularity about
it. The only tiling that Nature is careful about »
that a bird of flight has sufficient feathers always
in the wings to escape from its, enemies and to
oeck its food. Some of the ducks aie an exception,
but these hide in the rushes an i waterside plants
until the feathers grow again.

THRUSH NOT SINCINC (Bad Appotite).—It fs

getting rather late now to get much sung out of a
Thrush, as most of them have commenced to moult.
Tho secret of keeping a caged bird in song is the
method of feeding. If you treat him generously
ho will repay you with melody, f have no raged
Thrushes just now, but when I had I fed them
mostly on high-grade insectilo food. It carne a
little bit expensive, but I had my reward in the
healthy condition of the birds and tho music they
gave me. I would advise you to add a little hard
boiled egg occasionally to his food, and be pretty
Liberal with insects and grubs, either what you can
collect, or mealworms. 11c will then romp through
his moult and commence to sing soon afterwards.
Glad to hear my previous advice was successful.
TREATING A LINNET (A Constant Reader).—

Procure the Nutshell booklet on the Linnet, No.
2, post free 2Jd. You will then understand more
about the requirements of this songster and be
able to treat him properly. As he lias had nothing
but dry eecds ho lias become fat and dull, so give
him at once a dose of Glauber Salt©, as much a©
will cover a sixpence, in his drinking water, and
repeat three day® later. Supply him with plenty of
seeding uV'dsj and, if necessary, take away his
seeds for an. hour or so, which will cause him to
partake of them ; they are much better for him
than dried seeds. You might also occasionally
supply a spoonful of soaked rape and teazle. Rome
birds are very obstinate about what they eat, but
by a little management they can generally he led
in the right direction. If he will not bathe, gently
spray him early in the morning on fine bright days.
VARIOUS QUESTIONS (Novice, E. If.).—I do not

suppose your Finch will sing properly again until
after the moult. I would adwse you to give him
a course of Chemical Food. Put a small teaspoon-
tut in his drinker, fresh daily;.boil the water first
or it will not mix. If he goes through the moult
well he should sing properly afterwards. Very few
oirds sing well after being mated. (2) Yes, your
Linnet will be all right to breed with next season.
You should have no difficulty with him. (3) The
cage you mention will do nicely. You are not
obliged to have a partition

;
you can teach your

birds to run into another cage when required. This
can be managed by inserting a stick between the
wires and gently driving the birds towards the
door; after a time they run into the other cage
directly the door is open. (4) You could mate your
Linnet either witli a Greenfinch or Redpoll ; these
are the eariest, but neither is particularly striking.
Other partners to choose from are the Siskin, Gold-
finch, and Bullfinch. The last-named crossing pro-
duces a very handsome Hybrid, and a good speci-
men )is an almost! certain "iprize winner and a
valuable bird but, like all good Hybrids, rather
difficult to get. Whichever you go in for you should
try to procure a hand-reared hen or a young
brancher—that is, a bird not yet moulted.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

PARROT WITH INDIGESTION (E. J. M.).-It is

not a case of acute indigestion, though, of course,
it may become so. You must watch the dietary
closely. Do not give yourself, or allow others to,
tea, coffee, or milk sops, table scraps, or any kind
of animal food whatever. The regular dietary
should consist 'of: seed mixture, ripe, fruit, and
green food, with grit (not sand), cuttlebone, and
a piece of a branch for it to exercise its mandibles
upon always in the cage. Any of the following
may be given as extras, not necessarily all at once,
but at intervals to vary the diet ; nuts, stale crusts,
plain cake, biscuits, dry boiled potato, and raw

.carrot. For the present put one teaspoonfui of
Dinneford's Magnesia in the drinking water every
third day, and twice a week lightly colour the drink-
ing water with chemical food. If the voidings
should become watery loose, then the magnesia
must be given less frequently. Treat as above
for a month at least, and then, if need be, report
progress. Keep a Tva toll on your young people and
see that they do not give unwholesome tit-bits.
GREEN SINGING FINCH WEAK ON LEGS

(F.K.).—It is difficult to form an opinion. It may
be old age, for which there is no remedy. You
are not very explicit and I am unable to fully
gather your accommodation. Is your aviary merely
a C.P. aviaTy-eage? If so, possibly they are not
getting quite all they require. Your seed supplies
are satisfactory, but grit (not sand) should re-
gularly be supplied. Green food should be supplied
daily. Cage the weak bird again for a time, and
while it is in your hand give it two drops of
castor oil, direct to the beak, but let it swallow
one drop before giving it tho second. Also take
a piece of sponge cake as large as a w'alnut, spot
over it ten drops of cod liver oil emulsion, and
then pour over it a little more boiling milk than
it will absorb. A little chemical food in the drink-
ing water will also be of benefit.
PARROT IN (POOR CONDITION (C. M Philp).—

Your query is very incomplete; iu fact, you give me
no data whatever save tlie two facts that it is in
poor condition and is picking at its feathers. You
do not even tell me what kind of Parrot it is 1 If
it is a Grey, you had better get cur Nutshell, "The
Grey Parrot" (2Jd. post free from our Manager),
and diet and treat your bird as stated therein. Put
one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia iu the,
drinking water daily, till the bowels become really
loose, then cease for a time and only give an
occasional dose to keep them properly regulated.
Well spray (use a fine sprayer) twice weekly with
a tepid quassia solution. You had also better
scald out the cage, perches and all food vessels
to make sure no parasites arc harbouring therein.
If you repeat query with full details. I shall be
pleased to- try and give you more definite help.
WEAVERS AND AVADAVATS (Kingston,

Gloucester).—Weavers have an eclipse plumage,
and only wear the bright nuptial plumage during
the breeding season. At other times they may
reasonably be compared to a Corn Bunting. When

nuptial plumage the Orange Weaver is mostly
fiery orange and black. It would appear that your
bird is a Red-billed Weaver, if it still -retains the
present hues till the. moult. It is in any case a
cock, as the hep birds retain their plain garb all

the year round. Both species have been bred in
garden aviaries. The average incubation period of
Adadavats in my aviaries has been eleven days,
though it is not always easy to fix the period to
a day. These charming mites feed their young
mostly on spray millet and such flies and blight
as they can get, in the aviary. I have also seen
them picking out ants’ “eggs" from the soft food
dish. Flowering and seeding grass and other
weeds in a similar stage are more freely taken at
thij period than in the usual course. In the Nut-
shell, pages 22-24 are comprehensive, and cover

the breeding season.

fliOCKIMG BIRD (J. Rankin). Taking your
queries in sequence. This bird belongs to flu
Turdidae, and is about tlie size of a' small Thrush
and is a* “suitable a cage bird as that species. Yes,
there are other kinds, but it is mostly tho Ameri-
can fip eles that reaches the English market. The
sexes are Very similar; the hen is greyer on tlie
underparts ttian tho male and her throat is not
so pure a white as his. A good cock is a musical
treat and has a very varied song. Once established
they are not difficult to keep. ’ He requires insec-
tilo mixture containing a "dash” of grocer's cur-
rants, fruit, and insects ( mealworms and almost
anything you can capture, viz., earwigs, beetles,
smooth caterpillars, spiders, etc.). They should have
a large cage at least 24 Inches long, lain, deep,
and about the same height. The cage will require
constant attention to keep it sweet, but a daily
clean should suffice, if you have a good covering
of dry earth or sand on the cage tray as an absorp-
tive. They need no coddling, but must be kept
out of draught. Once they are established a cold
room would suffice, or any ordinary living-room,
but I consider in a kitchen the temperature is too
fluctuating to form good quarters for birds.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Buga’s " Foreign Birds for Beginners"
0/11); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Cackatiels" (6d.);
Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (Id.);
"Aviaries. Birdrooms, and Cages" (2/3); "Seeds
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3’d.) ; or the
"Nutshell" booklets (2 Jd. each); N». 6 “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. U " Gouldian Finches,"
jl'o. 16 "Avadavats," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 “Budgerigars,'' No. )9 "The Pekin Ilobiu." No. 2C
"Wa.vbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from " Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

W HITE-THROATED FINCH (H. A.).—Nearly all
the genus Sperrnophila are good songsters, but
they are quarrelsome birds, and for a series in
rather confined quarters f do not consider them
suitable, so did not include them in tlie list in
the reply you refer to. At vaious times they have
been on the market in fair numbers, and only
command quite a moderate price. Another reason
for not including any of these small Grosbeaks in
the list was that I did not think them likely to
be obtainable in the present restricted state of
the market. One of the patriarchs of my aviary, a
little Grey Finch (.Sperrnophila grisea), is a charm-
ing songster, and a really handsome little fellow,
even though Nature has clothed him modestly.
CEYLON HANGING PARRAKEET (T.W.M.).—

These have appeared on the show bench on many
occasions in the cours’e of years, buhthey have
seldom been plentiful, though I can remember at
least two occasions at London shows in which
several were staged ; hut, unless there has been
quite a record influx I should say they were quite
scarce at the present time, and I do not know of
any being on the market. At the present time I
can’t give values

; it would be what the vendor
could induce the purchaser to pay, say, a probable
minimum of 59s. to COs. At all times this species
would be likely to catch the judge’s eye.

POST MORTEMS,
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row. Middlesex, will examine and repoit upon Head
cage birds for a fee of le. Cd. eacli bird; for reply
direct, 2s. Cd. : analysis. 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, witli tlie fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send hv letter-post; It is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

F. E. Mather.—Young Roller died from the effects
of an injury, how produced being difficult to sur-
mise. There was extensive haemorrhage on the left

side under the skin.

E. Rose.—Impaction of the proventrieutus (trua
digestive stomach), with inflammation changes in
its walls.

C. B. Massicks, Esq.—Death occurred from pul-
monary haimorrhage, induced by fright. The lesions
about the head, in my opinion, were caused by rats,

this being a favourite seat of attack, and no doubt
a post-mortem occurrence.
Yorkshire Hens.—Peritonitis was cause of death,

due to inertia of and subsequent infection from the
oviduct. Are your birds too confined? The food
would bear no relation to the disease.

H. L. Appleyard.—Pneumonia affecting both lungs,
probably the result of a chill.

W. Richards.—Ptomaine poisoning.

GENERAL.
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR.

P. Jacques According to our, information, you
may catch Linnets in Cumberland between Aug. 1

and Mar. 1, except on Sundays and Christmas Day.
Enquiry at your local police station would confirm
or correct this. Please see Rule 7 at tho head of

these columns, as to replies by post.

F. George.— If it is the keeping of the Grey Parrot
about which you require information, you will find

full details in our Nutshell No. 17. 24d. post free,

from our Manager, or twopence- from your local

newsagent or bird dealer. Mr. C. P. Arthur’s
“Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" gives full -in-

structions as to the keeping of various kinds of

Parrots, and- we could send ycu this for sevenpence.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued from page 16.

.SALK, bull N’urvrich ciiek, 7/6; and j l-llow Yorkshire
cock., uirrl a now Yorkshire cage. 12/-

;
and two more

tv.nf. G /. the tv8; and Siskin Mule cock Canaries,

sonji, 7jI. ; and lairan Parrot cage, for two good cock
Dull Mil ( •bos or three hen®, or ofivi ; your* firee

:

Gteorgu Barmouth ,
Flint Hill, D.p toil, Co. Durham.

(385)

WAi TEDJ
WANTED, anything alive: Jopson, Newton Death,
Manchester. (390)
WANTED Canaries, Yorkshire, Norwich, young and

old bildo: King, Bird Dealer, Dublin. (39))
WANTED every variety of live stock

;
purchase or

exchange: Barlow's Aviaries, Greenwich. (393)
BLUE-TOP Drinkers wanted, also Dims: A.
Kreegan, 35, Upper Ormond Quay, Dublin. (393)
WANTED, Bose-breasted Cockatoo or 1’arrot, cheap

for cash: Mrs. Jones, 7, George-st,, Aberystwyth.
(‘383)

WANTED, pair Norwich on colour food; exchange
cyclo frame, handle burs, cranks, mudguards : Cook,
Pembrldge. (380)
BIRDS, animals, and reptiles of any description:

Manager, Princess Menageries, 1C3, Princess-st.,
Manchester. (388)
WANTED any quantity of young Yorkshires and
Norwich Canaries; state price: Cheshire, 34, Craw-
ford st„ Bradford. (3C4)
WANTED offers in Tipplers or birds; give banjo-
mandoline in case or sell 10,'6: VYorslcy, 11, llope-st.,
Bradford, Manchester.
WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, hen Canaries, give
1/3 each for them: J, Flower, 15, Pollard Bow,
Bethnal Green, London. (354)
WANTED, all varieties Canaries, British and for-

eign birds cheap, cash sent with order: McKeand,
Seabriglit, Castle Douglas.

(350 )WANTED, large flight cage, removable fronts, good
condition

; exchange Yorkshires; particulars: White,
Its, Brandon rd., Brixton Dili.

(383 )w ANTED, 4 hen Zebra Finches, from outdoor
aviary preferred; will pay good price: Clarke,
Woodfleld. Headlands, Kettering. (381)
WANTED, gent's mackintosh, 5ft. Gins., or cycling

capo, good; exchange exhibition Yorkshires to value:
Thomas, East Heath, Wokingham. (390)
WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin. 9). Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241 )WANTED, young Yorkshire and Norwich Mules,
any quantity, cash deposited

;
particulars, stamp

reply: Oliver, 101, Bridport-pl., Hoxton, N.
WANTED, handsome singing Nightingale, cheap;
pay through “Cage 'Birds” deposit system ; four
days' approval: Doyle, Cloncrave, Kinncgad, Meath.

(388)
W ANTED, Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Can-

aries, half-grown chickens, young rabbit®; state
lowest price cash: Brain, Merchant, Aston, Birm-
ingham. (389)
WANTED Canaries, all varieties, for cash

;
or ex-

change cock and two hens, Silver Sebright Bantams,
winners, sell 25/-: Martin, Cage Manufacturer,
Castle Douglas.

(392)WANTED, offers in high -class Boilers for twice
H.M. Siberian cock Goldfinch (winner), fine yellow
Yorkshire hen. 3 Mules from above, as bred, or sell
25/-; approval: Nicholas, 3, Margaret-st., Pentre,
Rhondda.

(390 ;WANTED* any quantity Canaries, Mules; Gold-
finches, .Siskins, and Bullfinches, cash same day as
birds arrive, and no waiting; state lowest price
.when sending: Merrington, Bird Specialist, 40,
Besson-st., New Cross Gate, London, S.E. (388)

WANTED
1,000 Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, also Gold-
finch Mules, or anything alive, for spot cash;
references Editor or bankers, London City and Mid-
land, Bethnal Green-Td. branch; wTite, stating
wants: Enoch Power, Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-
st., Shoreditch, London, E.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen

; Goldfinch Mulee,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone. (341 )

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries; will
give full market price per pair for good birds; also
Goldfinch Mulee, cock or hen. or buy surplus stocks;
wanting British birds of all descriptions, cash or
deposit with “Cage Birds"; established a century:
Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place, Bethnal
Green, London, E. (3S2)

ESALE or EXCHANGE.

|
Mainly British.

EXCHANGE, Muling cock Greenfinch, two Nor-
wich hens, for cock Linnet, singing; sell 7/6; offers:
65, Letitia-st., Middlesbro. (390)
SALE dr exchange, good cock Goldfinch with
Norwich lien, very good Mulers, very tame: T.
Williams, Mount Pleasant, Hirwain, Aberdare. (399)

Mainly Canaries.
|

FOP. sale or exchange, 12 hen Canaries well bred,
2/- each

;
al<50 cages cheap : Hough, Fcrnside, Bram-

Ii a 1 1 , Cheshire. (389)
PAIR Canaries, cock in song, «/-; bargain

; exchange
Goldfinches, Linnets, Mule; offer: Budd, 25, Beacons-
fleld-rd . Tolworth, Surbiton. (SOI)
POULTRY, 10 laying hens; exchange Canaries or
Budgerigars, Parrot or monkey, offers to: “\Vrays-
bury,” Sevpentlhe-rd., Poole, Dorset. (391)
EXCHANGE 2 Yorkshire prize hens, and 1 Roller
hen for 1914 loud singing Seifert Roller cock; y'dure
first: A. Lovatt, 3, Little Gate-st., Har.lev, Staffs.

‘ (388)
ALL my Borders for sale, 18 in a-.’, cheap to clear;

or pairs, 5/-; yours approval first; exchange Ban-
tamo. Dunn, 11, Selbournc-tarrace, Cambois, Bivth.

„ (392)
GIVING up Fancy; four high-class Border hens,

1914. prize strain, one large Norwich hen, lot 16/-;
exchange Softbills, Blackcap, etc., anything useful

;

offers: SI WUcox-rd., S.W. (392)

EXCHANGE, 8 Borders, 6 cocks and 8 lien's, clears
and iiiarku, Bennett's strain, for good concertina, or
.sell l:l 10/-; yours first: John Gordon, 55, Park-rd.,

t, East Lothian, Scotland. (387)
EXCHANGE bund-pegged hearthrugs, nicely de-
igned. size 72in«. x 40in«., value £1, for young cock

Canaries; offers, approval both ways: T. Jones, Rug
Munufai tuper, 41, Conran-st., Harpurhey, Manches-
ter. (389)
BARGAINS; buff Norwich cock, big winner, 60/-

;

yellow cock, winner, 30/-; yellow hen, 5/-; all half
value

;
exchange Goldfinches, motor cycle, acces-

sories, anything useful; approval; Muscott, Mount
Pica-aunt, Llandrindod Wells. (392)
WHAT offers, 3 good pairs of Yorkshires, 8/6 a
piir; another splendid songster and bras® hanging
cage, 30/-

;
2 tald hens, 6/-; also few breeding cages,

cheap; no rubbi b offered or wanted; yours first:
England, Hallctts Gar., Huish, YeovB. (388)

Miscellaneous.
|

ONE cock, two liens, Boilers, cost 15/-; exchange
nets; approval: Bareham (see Norwich). (393)

EXCHANGE anything for 60 or 100 Cagr Birds
papers, all clean: McKinnell, 22, Mill-st., Dalbeattie.

EXCHANGE watch, good timekeeper, for good
Mule, or sell 7/0; approval: Turnbull, Montgomery.
BE my advert, in last week's "Cage Birds,” I

wish to thank all who replied : Castle, Donley,
Huddersfield. (391)

FOR sale or exchange, grand young Airedale bitch,

no live stock; what offers: Hawkcs, 14, Combrook
Park-rd., Manchester. , (390)

THREE Pom. puppies, slight cross, 8 weeks, 7/6
each; exchange birds, ducklings, or nets: 71, Sliiep-

wash, Mansfield, Woodhouse. (390)

EXCHANGE Canaries for life-size doll, or photo-
grapher’s background; or offers: Brooks, X57, De
Bouvior rd., Dalston, London. (389)

EXCHANGE Yorkshire cocks, prize bred, for half-

grown pullets, any breed; yours firet: Lovatt,
Mount-st., Northwood, Hanley. (300)

W1IAT offers in Canaries for 8 ducks (Aylesbury®),

splendid layers and table birds: C. Manning, Sunny-
side, Gunton, Lowestoft, Suffolk. (367)

POCKET camera, No. 2 folding Brownie, cost 20/-,

sell 12/6; exchange rabbits or birds: Tcbbutt, 101,

Princess-st., Kettering, Northants. (391)

EXCHANGE new cycle cover and tube, 28 x 1J,

for Canaries, Mules, or dog; offers wanted: Higgins,

9 Newton-st., Hulme, Manchester. (390)

SELL or exchange lop doe, 24) by G|, top buck,

24) by 6), for Canaries or good gun, double-barrel,

or sell 30/-: Belcher, Bury-st., Abingdon.. (389)

WANTED, powerful air-gun, cycle cover, 26 x 1),

or 26 x 11 ;
exchange Roller Canaries ;

letters only

:

Liddle, jun., 49, Bentley-st., West Hartlepopl. (390)

WANTED large healthy poultry and Waverley
Book (Canaries et,c.) ; exchange exhibition breeding
Budgerigars: Everard, St. Philips’ Vicarage, Shef-

field! (393)

NOTICE, we want poultry, birds. Parrots, rabbits,

gramophones, records, anything in exchange for cut-

lery or plate; write: Smith Bros., 49, Pear-et., Shef-

field. (391)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
Is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following

j

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice; 1

Musical Instruments; Natural History ; i

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

PHONOGRAPH records, two dozen, mostly Edi-
son's, for Canaries, British, cheap watches, boots,
clothing, offers: Robinson, Fishmonger, Ketton, Rut-
land. (387)

SIX good laying fowls, £1 ; large Crested cock, 15/-

;

repeating air rifle, 15/-, or exchange musical instru-

ments, anything: Porter, a, Devonshire-st., Work-op.
Notts. (387)

EXCHANGE Columbia gramophone, new, in case,

26in. brass horn, and records and cash, for double
12-bore breechloader: Thomson, 106, Malefant st.,

Cardiff. (390)

ONE 1914 Roller cock, lovely songster, and three
hens, sell 17/6; or exchange good pedigree dog, Pom.
preferred, or anything useful; Smith, 142, Miner-
si,, Walsall. (390)

GOAT cart, very neat, cost £3 3/-, 20/- ;
exchange

British or offers ;
letters only : F. Chadwick, Tool-

dealer, Wrexham. ' (390)

EXCHANGE high-cla6s shaving set, with stand,

mirror, pot, brush, and' safety razor, complete, new,

cost 85/-, for good talking Parrot: H. Share, 15,

Vicarage-st., Walsall. (387)

WILL exchange rolled gold (new) keyless gent’s

watch, value 35/-; 20 double-sided records, new, cost

45/-, for singing birds, camera, or anything useful:

26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (392)

GOOD trio Black Pekin Bantams, sell £1; also

1 pair Cinnamon Border Canaries, 10/-; exchange
any of above for Britishers, or anything useful

:

D." Ividd, Mid Calder, Midlothian. (391)

SOLID leather bag, 20 x 19 x 4, fits in bicycle

frame, exchange big, stout Norwich cock, or sell

25/-; offers : Brown, 22, Alma-rd., Weymouth. (390)

PEDIGREE Maiden Bull, bitch, 3 years, in ex-

change for classy Rollers, or sell cheap for

cash ;
approval if all carriage paid ;

also few Nor-
wich for sale, Spilman's strain: 95, Manchester-rd.,
Swindon. (390)

GRAMOPHONE and two dozen records, in excel-

lent condition, bargain, 30/-; or exchange singing
Canaries or fowls; good lion zither harp; exchange
singing cock Canary; yours first: 44, William-st.,
Swansea. (388)

TWO young geese, for pair of Norwich, 1914 pre-

ferred, yours first; also incubators, 100-egg, offers

camera wanted, disc gramophone; 38/-; or exchange
Canaries: .7. Cockburn, 4, Carson-rd., Canning Town,
London, E. (387)
GENT’S cycle, perfect condition, 2 _j>rakes, sell £2;
exchange fowls, ducks, cornet, musical instruments;
7 days’ approval

: ,Joe Hill, 1. Gisborne-row, Bugs-
worth. Derbyshire (389)
ELEVEN young Rollers, 1915, as bred, pure Ran-

dall's strain, good percentage cocks, 3 Roller hens,
191-1. pair of Budgerigars; what offers, exchange
clothing. Parrot, boots, or useful goods: F. Chad-
wick, Tool Dealer, Wrexham. (390)
NOTICE, grand pin wire black tan Airedale bitch,

fine guard, person, property, owner special police
constable, will exchange good breeding Canaries,
anything useful; owner enlisted; Edwin Loader, 18,

Bride-- st. Old Tredegar, Mon. (380)
EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding,

clothing, cycle tyres, draperies, watches, or any-
thing rcquirid, for livestock of all descriptions;
prompt and honest dealings : Jopson's, Exchange
Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester, (390)

FOR sale or exchange, good, clean rack and 20
cages, 3 domed aviary, double breeder, and 4 single
cages to match; all are fitted up ready for use;
8 new outer covers; wanted paint brushes, wash
leathers, ladder staves, or offers; stamp: Particu-
lars: Hopkins, 40, .Walnut-st., Blackburn. (390)
WILL give brand new drapery in either children's,

ladies', or gents’ to the value of £3 or more, for
good exhibition Canaries (Borders preferred), others
considered; offers, genuine; approval: Evans,
Draper. Myrddin House, Brocket., Pcnygraig. (3S9)
BLACK miniature Pom. bitch, weight Jib., also
four Bantams, gent’s cycle, good working order,
gramophone and records, handcart, quantity car-
penters’, bricklayers’ tools; Bell cheap; exchange
Parrot, poultry: Aston, 11, Park-lane, East Tipton.

(889)
NEW microscope, cost £0 6/-, accept £3; folding

Klito camera, all accessories, £1; box camera, all

accessories, 1.5/-; Roller schoolmaster, Wortli’6
strain, rung. 15/- ; exchange entertained, gold watch
preferred: 37, Warburton-st., Stockton Heath, War-
rington. (390)
WILL give value in boots, shoes, clflthing, bedding,
drapery, cutlery, cycle tyres, furniture, etc., or
household goods of any description, in exchange for
British and foreign birds, or livestock of any kind

;

stamp reply: Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163,
Princess-st., Manchester. (388)

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agent® wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and food®, good cominiasion : Trowcr, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.

pnnpl Dogs for Sale,nrnnei Dofa for Ezc,change.

'LARGE handsome Aquarium, suit gentleman'®
hall, splendid condition, 30/-; part exchange.
Canaries: S. Smith, 10, Waterlco-st., IIovc. (8'Jl) !

AQUARIUMS, all about stocking «qu:iniims wit

n

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
|

on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2{d. post fne,
from "Cage Birds," 154, Kleet-st., London, li.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently)

Cats.
j

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from mr Nutshell
agents, or 2Id., post free, from Cage Birds, 151,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

Cycles.
CYCLES, tyres, cycle and motor cycle accessories,

money saving, wholesale list- free: G. Wyndhams,
Wholesale Supply, Birmingham. (377)

GENTLEMAN’S 1915 Model de Luxe cycle, Brooks’,

Reynolds’ tubing, B.S.A. 3-speed gear, 24in. frame,
28 wheel®, no puncture®, purchased Easter, £4 15/-:

135, Upper Brcok-st„ Manchester. (386)

CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/-; model
De Luxe, B.SIA., 3-speed, DO/-: motor cycles, tyres,

accessories, cheapest prices; li.-t, 200 illustrations,

free: Cyclebird, 120, Old-st., London.
GENTLEMAN'S 1914 Model De Luxe cycle, fitted

with B.S.A. 3-specd gear and the latest improve-
ments, gear-case, all accessories; new last Septem-
ber; reason explained; accept £4 15s.; approval
willingly: 58, Cambridge=st., Hyde Park, London.

Dress.
1

UNDERWOODS champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3,6;
girls 2/G; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; ail sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 30, York-st:, Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected ferrets, worked last season,

5/6; splendid ones, good workers, guaranteed, 4/C;

excellent ones, ready to- work, 3/G ;
young r, 2/6;

ten days’ approval; cash or deposit: Thou. Wannop,
Short-st., Carlisle. ,

(391)

Guinea Pigs.

LONG-HAIRED guinea pigs, 1/- each: Miss Violet

Robinson, Grange, Somerton, Somerset. (3S8)

Garden.
GARDEN pots, all sizes; illustrated lists free:

Thus. Jeavons, Earthenware Pottery, Bricrley Hill.

(390)

Cavies.
CAVY-Kecpers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),’’ is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating. Rearing, Feed-

ing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2jid., post free, from CAGE Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Household

Should WRITE T0-DAT
enclosinfl’ 1 d. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTiMOIIIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTiMOIIIALS and FF

BLANCHARDS PELLS
They are unrivalled for a

afford rolief, and nei
They fiiiperncde Pennyn

8oId in boxen, 1/14, by
Branched end all Oheroi

They are unrivalled for all I.adies* Ailments, Ac. nnd Bpecdily
afford rolief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They firiperncde Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, Ac.
by Boots', Taylor's, Timothy White’s

heroists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, OALSTOR LANE, LONDON

PRETTY crossbred terrier bitch, in whelp to fax
terrier, cheap to good home: 60, Links-rd., Tonkin*,
8.W. (BBS)
GIVE good exchange in household goods, for all

kinds of puppies: Jopaon, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (3W
FOX Terriers, handsome dog puppies, 3 month*,
wire coats, price 30/6 ; approval : Oxford, Durringtoa,
Salisbury. (SS6)
THREE black Pom. dog puppies, eight week* old,
guinea each, worth double; offers exchange: David-
son, Haddenham, Bucks. (390)TWO powerful Bull-Airedale dog puppies,’ 6evea
weeks, 7/6 each; bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything:
Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (393)

15/- to £50, several Collie puppies and adult
bitches, all prize-bred, ready for new homes, health
and temper guaranteed: Western, Sandy, Beds]

WANTED Miniature Black Pom., state weigbt/eg£?
etc., for cash, or exchange gent’s (new) rolled gold
keyless watch, valuo 35/-; Lewis, 26, Pretoria-rd.,
Leytonstone. (392)
SPLENDID little pure bred Fox Terrier dog puppy
grand head, beautifully marked, house trained,
good ratter, 7/6; exchange: 43, Hermitage-rd., Coal-
ville, Leicestershire. (391)TWO blue and white Old English dog puppies left,
one dog and one bitch; limbs like lions; both
parents prize winners; dog £1, bitch 15/-: Elwyn

H
avies, Narberth, Pern. * (ggg)pRAND selection of healthy young dogs aDd pup-

pics always on hand, no fancy prices; exchanges
made ; inspection invited : Manager, Prineees Ken-
nels, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.
LIVER and' white Spaniel pups, 8 weeks old, parents
well-known workers, dogs 20/-, bitches 10/-; approval
anywhere; deposit; inspection invited: Hopwood,
Police Station, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. (383)
POWERFULLY built Mastiff-Airi/dale dog,' 20
months, fawn colour, sensible, guard, companion,
well mad ', clean habits, s-uit poultry farm, 17/6; ex-
change strong chickens: James, Stag and Pheasant
Hotel, Poplar, Notts. - (384)
FOR sale, bulldog, wljite, brindle patch on back, 2
yars, well bred,- excellent manners, impossible to
find more amiable companion for children

; what
cash offers? Further particulars gladly given on re-
ceipt of postcard : Heap, Dorrington," Shrewsbury.

'390)
WEST Highland White Terriers, 2 bitches, just

over one year old, first-class pedigree, by Macgrcgor
Sands, small handsome appearance, correct points,
make excellent companions, or suitable for breed-
ing. sell at reasonable prices, or exchange: Dr. Kerr,
Bucks Asylum, Stone, Aylesbury.

Mice.
MICE! Mice! Mice! if you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “Pet Mice,” v.bich gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 2Jd. post
free. Write. The Publisher, 154, ITeet-st., London,
E.C.

Rabbits.
“Profitable Pet Rabbits," Nutshell booklet No. 30.

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully ou
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or “Jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleef Street, E.C.

PEI HABB1TS, CAVIES AND MICE
By' George Gardner. A complete and practica!

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mire. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the bous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free l/l), from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., tondoji. E.C.

Sport.

ANGLER’S secret, no oils, chemicals, or drug® used,
7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (391)
NOV/ tlEAuY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing w
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not mis® this highly-instructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and liaunte, and how to
catch them ; the angler’s outfit, ground bait®, book
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154. Flect-et., London, E.C.

Various.
GUNS, Rifles, Revolvers and shooting goods; send
stamp for large catalogue: Bell, 187, Hili-st

,
Glas-

gow. (390
GUN, bargain, single .12 bore, folding gun, usual

price 60/-, accept war-time price 40/-: Bell, 187, Hitl-

st., Glasgow. (391)

ONE new show cage, lib. sccdhopper, 1 double
breeder, 9 Nutshells, few lots, 5/-: Mayes, Ebenczer-

st., Langley Mill. (391)

DOMESTIC pets supplied for cash or easy terms,
to genuine fanciers; thousands testimonials; stamp;
Manager, .85, Gladstonc-st., Southwark, London. (:*9)

GRAMOPHONE, 24 guinea hornles® model, inlaid

cabinet on wheels. Lone’s design, height. 8ft. 9in.,

powerful motor, grand selection of records, £5/12/6;
approval: 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde Park, London. (381)

FURS, luxuriously large set black fox, new February,
costing £8 15/-, anvl large fashionable stole, beauti-

ful animal muff, sacrifice £2 2/-; economical bargain;
approval: Mrs Forbc®, Beaufort Croft, Chippenham.

(385)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new l?in.

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1.0BB

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regentbird, 130, Old st., London.

Printed 1 he Proprietor, Mr. F, Carl, 154, Flew*
Btreot, by J. (i. HAMMOND AND CO., LTD., Flood
Lane, Iondoa E.C,
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BIRDS OF THE YEAR.
The birds in this, week’s picture are three of the winners at the recent First Feather Show of the City and
Suburban A.C.B. The Clear Yellow at the top was shown by Mrs. Stopher, of Walworth, and won 1st and Special best

lady’s bird. The Clear Buff won 1st prize in the Champion Class for its owner, Mr. F. J. Martin, Battersea. The
Cinnamon-marked Yorkshire is owned by Mr. M. S. Runchman, Bourne End, and won 1st prize in the Novices.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT O H ARGES,
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. -Two or moro Advertisements
coming Iron) tho same advertiser, even II sent In

lliflcrent names, are reckoned together, and, after
the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will bo charged at less than
I he minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlincs, 1/-, 1/0 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be cent as tar as possiblo.
All moneys should bo mndo payable to F. CARL.

Tho Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address of tho advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a genera! nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd, per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Cd.

Advertisements closo Tuesdays Urst post In each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CACE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to (he number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
tho advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We arc uo t responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the boim-iides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—Tho intending purchaser should

tend to this olllee tho amount of the purchase (our

deposit fee included), and at the same time lie

should communicate with the seller stating what it

is lie require*) sent on approval. Wo acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all eases

(lie depositor should give iiis name and address, and

also that of tile veudor, and must write same clearly

aud distinctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that

the transaction lias been completed. If a sale lias

been effected, wo baud the amount deposited to the

seller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the

amount to tho depositor. The transaction must he

conducted by the parties themselves. We merely

hold tlie deposit.

3 .
—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.

for each ill, or fraction of £1, aud it must he sent

at same time as the deposit.

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor muet

decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,

unless that is, some other period of approval (of

which' we must be advised) is agreed upon by both

parties. The depositor must at the same time notify

US of the fact that he has returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within tile eaid forty-

ei'dit hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to° the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

6.—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a
transaction has been completed to the satisfaction

of bdtii depositor and seller, botli parties must at

onto return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor must at the same
time iuatruct us to pay over the deposit to the

seller. /

0.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are

sold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the de-posit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return' the

deposit to the sender after the expiration of three

days.

7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In ease no sale bo
effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

Vresh transaction, provided another deposit fee be

paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on the journey must be borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and
returned oy the same means as were used in sending

tin same.
PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must he a matter for arrangement between

die vendor and depositor. We do nos undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

la I'.-ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

10.—DISPUTES.—In case ol a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the lull com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken lor safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
Iheir condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heahtiy.

TRY G. HUNT
for joiner-made breeding, show, and stock cages,

travelling cases, and all appliances for the bird-

room ;
best quality only ; prices on application : 19

The CTescent, Balby-rd., Doncaster.

APPLIANCES
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries: G. Latham, Kingston-by-
Sea, Sussex. . (398)

JOINER-MADE breeding cages, single 2/-, double
3/6, complete; Yorkshire show cages, 1/3: Cheshire,

34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (364)

FOR sale, set of clapnets, 12 yards long each side,

7ft. (iiiis. deep, very near new, only 14/ : Thurman,
.19, RiehmoniL-st., Nottingham. (370)

BIRD houses, outdoor aviaries, fowl houses,

chickens; illustrated list free; Canaries taken : C.

Ross, Poultry House Maker, Forres, N.B. (355)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

SECOND-HAND cages for sale, in good conditio^
Parrot cages, C. -

;
large three-compartment cage,

15/-; few smaller cages, 10/-, 4/6, 2/-: Buchanan,
Eastfield House, Cambuslang, N.B. (399)

COTT1NGH AM'S new nesting material, medicated,

prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last

season who are again sending for supplies; large

sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid: Cottingham, 9,

Feveril-st., Nottingham.

NOTICE.—The best and cheapest brass and clear

vire Palaee-ishaped and other three-compartment
iviaries in the world; send two stamps for illus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,
,'age Manufacturer, Castle-Douglas*. (399)

BEAUTIFUL enamelled white and green all-wire

Crystal Palace aviary, 5 dome top, each with sliding

partitions, new last year, made by best London cage-

nake-r, cost £2 10'-, offers to 35/- in fowls or early

thickens : Williams, 116, Leo Green, Blackheath.
(399)

BIRDLIME, the very best; ilb. tin 7d„ Jib. 1/-,

.lb. 1 8, post paid ;
sample tins, 3d. Bents*, 3d., 6d.

pundie; -spring net traps for small birds*, 1/-; for

large birds, 1 '6 ; «ingle trap cages, 9d., w ith call

sage combined, 1/3: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Long-

ton, Staffs. (383)

DOUBLE breeders, 36 X 16 x 9, fitted complete,

5/-; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Club Show cages,

I 8 each ; three 4 6; British, 2/-; box cages, 14 x

12 x 7, 2*3; fancy hanging cages, ruby., glass, 2/6

each, three 6/-; all wire flight cages, 36 x 16 x 12,

f, t: ; large self acting trap cages, 1/6 and 2/-;

oval net traps, 9d. and 1/-; bird lime, 9d. Jib.;

birdcatchers nets, 9ft. 3/-. 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-;

l>oles, pegs, pull line, irons, sent with all nets

;

Palace aviaries, 36 x 30 x 12, beauties 10/6; send

for list: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (390)

FOR EXTRA LARGE FLIGHT CAGES

I have some best quality pine boards from 14 to’

24 i ii . wide, and can supply cages any size up to

24in. wide, without joints in boards; quotations and

catalogue free: Pass, Hucknall, Notts. (370)

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 2/- /-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Hat.lx.

“ M G W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.

Rare quality, cwt. 3/S; half-cwt. 2,3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.
(324)

BOARDS,CAGES,CAGE SETS
Boards, pjaned both sides and edges, 7in. 2^3, 9in.

2/9, lOili. 3/1, 25ft. ; 7in. 4/-. 9in. 5/1, 10in. 5/9, 50ft. ;

.

best hand-planed boards, 7in. 4/8, 9in. 5/11, 10in. 6/8

50ft.
;
small box cage sets, 1/6 each, 16/6 dozen ;

Nor-

wich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft. ; stamp for list of

all appliances: Stanton, 33, Boothfield, Winton,

Patricroft. (382)

IMPROVED WIRE FRONTS
Made frojn best quality tinned wire and punched

bars. Stock sizes, 12 x 12, 6d., 5/- dozen; 15 x 12,

7d., 6/- dozen; 18 x 12, 9d., 8/- dozen; 24 x 12, 1/-,

10/- dozen. Any particular Size or shape made to

order. Best tinned wire, 6d. lb.; 71bs. 3/-. Punched

bars, 40in. long, 1/- dozen; 48in. long, 1/3 dozen.

Enamelled tin -seed-boxes, with removable glass

fronts, 2in. 2/6, 2/in. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4dn. 3/6, 7-}in.

5/- per dozen; all metal seed mills, 1/6; egg and

bread mills, email 1/9, large 3/6; nickel sprayer and

rubber pipe, 2/-; nursery cages, 2/6; bath cages,

1/6; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh, Bird Special-

ist, Blackburn. Tel. 947.

WALSH’S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
Is always alike, good and reliable, wall hold in

any weather, used by all the principal bird catchers;

packed in lever lid tins, jib. 8d., ilb. 1/1, lib. 1/10,

post free. Dealers send for special terms: Walsh,

Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (399)

YOU HAVE NOT
read this before. “Cootehill, July 28th, 1915.—Send

another tin of birdlime, as not one bird last year

got away from it.—M. Callagher to W. Rudd.’

The original XXX birdlime has imitators, but no

equal. Tins, 2d., 4s., 9d. For cages, aviaries, re-

quisites, see “M ultum-in-Parvo” catalogue: ltudd,

Specialist, Norwich.

1
FOODS?]

RINGS
Closed Uing-s, year and numbered consecutively 12

6d., 100 4s. ;
improved aluminium rings (to open)

numbered consecutively, with or without year, 12

5d., 36 1/1, 72 2/-.; celluloid rings (to open), twelve

distinct colours, numbered consecutively, 12 7d.,

36 1/5, 72 2/6; celluloid rings, without numbers. 12

6d., 30 1/2, 72 2/-. Mr. John Robson writes: “Those
desirous of using open rings I have no hesitation

in saying they have no equal.” Cage BIRDS: “Ex-
ceptionally good and well made, of quite ideal form,

can be put on by anyone with absolutely no trouble

or risk”: Hughes, 120, Burton’s-rd., Hampton Hill,

Middlesex.

EMBOSSED RINGS
md stamped in numbers, all aluminiui*

r(
4d., 25

7d., 50 1/-; cage labels and pedigree book,*' ftidi *14

1/ orders: Sunderland King Co., 22, HayoM>Yt.,
burn ley. t381)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number t>J announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser «.« DVT. MANAGER, CAGE BIRDS.”

FINE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-, post

paid: Trower and Co., 442, Caledonian-rd., London,

N.
CLEAN ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.; Tibs., 20/-; Id. packets,

8/6 gross; all carriage paid: Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. (371)

WASP maggots, splendid lot, 1/6 lb. post free, good
quality and honest value guaranteed : George Gib-

bons, 95, Peel-terrace, Stafford. (400)

GRAND, large wasp grub, in cakes or loose, alive

or x-ured, 2/- a lb., post paid large, package 1/-:

Edwin North, 4*43, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (401)

FINE English mealworms, 1/6 500, 31- 1,000; ant

eggs, 3/-, choice 3/6; dried fliee, 2/-, line 2/3; silk-

worm pupae, 1/3 lb., post paid; Trower, 442, Cale-

donian-rd., London, N.
GET your Linnets singing fiercely by sending 1/-

for large packet of my famous singing mixture,

makes Linnets and Finches sing to empty cage

:

Jopson, Bird Specialist, Newton Heath, Manchester.
(390)

WASP cake, grand lot, for fishing or birds; large

boxes ]/-, poet paid; double -size. 2/-; dried flies,

2/- lb. ; ants' eggs, 31- lb.; cuttlefish, 1/- lb.; millet

sprays, 2 /- bundle; sunflower, 9d. lb.; giant Spanish
canary, 34/- cwt.; No. 1 Spanish, 34/- cwt.; No. 2

Spanish, 30/- cwt.; hemp, 71bs. 1/-, 14/9 cwt.; inger,

cleaned 24/- cwt.; mixed Canary or Linnet, 22/-

cwt. ;
linseed, 71bs. 1/2: Enoch Tams, Church-st.,

Longton, Staffs. (387)

LARGE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2/6, 7/6

lb. Wasp grubs, wasp grubs, alive or cured, in

boxes, Sd., 1/3, and 2/6 each; live white gentles,

1,000 9d., 2/6 lb.; ants’ eggs, extra good quality, 4/-

lb. ;
dried flies, 2/6 lb.; crissel, 4d. lb.; millet sprays,

large bundles of 50, 2/6 bundle; Lark or Thrush
food, Gd. lb.; cuttlefish bone, 1/- lb.; freshly

gathered mixed wild seed, Cd. quart, 1/9 gallon

;

dandelion seed, 4 ounces, 1/-, 3/6 lb. ;
maw seed, 9d.

lb. ; gold of pleasure, 6d. Ilf. ; Pecko, the best con-

ditioner known for all seedeaters, 2/- lb. ; condition

seed for Canaries, Cd. lb. ; 7lbs. 3/- ;
sunflower seed,

9d. quart, 2/9 gallon ; special mixed Parrot food. Id.

quart, 1/10 gallon; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh,
Bird Food Specialist*, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (385)

Walsh's Champion Colour Foods
Fanciers please note, we are Direct Importers and

buy only the very best obtainable. Walsh’s Pure
Tasteless Pepper, the richest and best coloured pep-

per imported. Walsh's Egg Bread, with Colour;

saves time and trouble. Walsh’s Insectivorous Food,
with Colour, for moulting British and Foreign Soft-

bills. All above, 1/6 lb., 31b*s. 4/-, 141bs. 17/6. Hot
Natal Pepper, specially imported lor cage birds, 2/6

lb., 31bs. 7/-. Sulphate of Iron, 1/- lb. Special Bis-

cuit Meal for Canaries, etc., 6d. lb., 71bs. 3/-. Samples

free.—WALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn, Tel. 947.

(399)

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

is pure, tasteless pepper of the linest quality. The
be-st results are obtained by using Errington fl XL
Red Feed; 13 per lb., post free 1/7; prizes offered

to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars

to: Win. Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four-

Lane Ends, Bradford. (339)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous

Colour. Ilb. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (22lbs.), 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carnage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue. Brlxton, London.

The

Most Efficient

Substitute for

Egg and

Bread

Crumbs.

SPRATTS
Cod Liver Oil

Cage Bird
Food

Gives Stamina,

Produces Gloss of Feather,

Saves Trouble and Expense.

Prices : About 12-oz. tin, 9d.

;

3i-lb. bag, 1/9 ; 7-lb. bag, 3/2,

post paid.

SPRATTS
RED

Colour Food
Produces a rich and deep colour.

1-lb. packets. 1/9, post paid ;
also in

tins 8d., 1/3 and 2/10, post paid.

Sample Pox of Foods and Booh on
Case Bird Culture, post free.

SPRATT S PATENT LIMITED,

24-25, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C-

UNADULTERATED
This is of great importance. I sell you the genuine
article imported, and from original tins, living tho
hcot money and experience can purchase. Eggertine*!
Eggertine* ! ! which rears Canaries far better than
any other preparation known, is made from new-laid
English eggs; has also many other valuable ingre-

dients; 1/3 and 2/6 per tin, post free, a great sav-
ing on the larger tins; it can also be all ready
mixed and made into a red or yellow feed ready
for use without any preparation by the user; same
price. My Red Feeds at 1/10 per lb., 1/- 41b., post-

age extra, are unsurpassable. The “Excelsior”
Blend is the finest Red Feed ever put on tho mar-
ket; especially valuable for Mules, Cinnamons and
Lizards. Full directions accompany all these foods;
the* reddest colour producer procurable, being a
correct mixture of hot pepper and sweet; Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

TAYLOR'S “MIGHTY ATOMS”
THE FANCIER'S PRIDE
(Registered trade mark) will help your birds

through the moult as nothing else on earth will.

Contains no canary seed. The recipe of a celebrated

Crystal Palace winner. 7d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-,- delivered

free. Our “ Red Sunshine ” Colour-food is the
highest quality pure tasteless cayenne as imported,

and is not doctored with oil and sugar
;

1 lb. 1/6,

5 llio. 7/-, 28 lb. original tins 30/-. delivered free.

Hot Natal, 1/6 per lb.; best obtainable Mixed
Canary Seed, an eye-opener. 6d. quart; Linnet Seed.

6d. quart; Sunshine Lark Food. 5d. Ih. Sample of

any sent for two stamps: Taylor's Wholesale Seed
and Corn Merchants, North-rd., Preston. Estab-

lished 1874. (399)

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG &. PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
|

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Crossrd.,
London.

Use our Notepaper,
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AFTER A YEAR OF WAR
You can still obtain (rbm

W.^.RUDD & Co.
FINE QUALITY CANARY SEED,

at nonmtl prices.

Let us send you a Bushel of either the following
kinds :

—

No. 1 GIANT SPANISH, 4/6 Peck, 17/6 Bushel,
delivered to any part of England for 18/6.

No. 2 SPANISH, an exceptionally good quality
Seed, 4/3 peck, 16/6 bushel, delivered any

station in England, 17/6 Bushel.
We have a few tons left of our

EXTRA GIANT SPANISH SEED.
Tho pick of the market.

5/- Peck, 19/6 Bushel, delivered 20/6, bags free.

Write for samples, post free, a'nd price list of
all Seeds and Foods.

SUMMER RAPE, SWEET HEMP, FINE LARCE
LINSEED. INDIAN MILLET, SPRAY MILLET,

ANTS' EGGS, DRIED FLIES, Etc., Etc.
RUDD’S PERFECT READY MIXED COLOUR
FOOD, 1/6 lb. post paid, 4lbs. 5/6 post paid.

Only and Full Address—

W. A. RUDD & CO.,
180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

^medicines.
MAGNET moulting mixture.—Magnet moulting mix-
ture ensures a quick ami perfect change of plumage

;

nothing to equal, 7d. bottle, post free: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (399)
AILING Parrots cured by Eastwood’s famous Par-

rot Tonic, 7d. per bottle; sold everywhere, or post
free from Depot, 132, Lees-rd., Oldham. Immediate
relief and quick cure guaranteed. y899)
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2$d.,
from C.4GE BIRDS, 154, Elect-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
"AILING Cage Birds and llow to Cure Them.”

“Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pet® lo health. This will
pave you much discouragemeut land money, and
costs only 2(d. post free.—From ‘'Cage Birds," 154

,

Fleet-»t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-
quently published).

it AVEAU
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS.
DITCHFIELD’S
Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied to the

LONDON ZOO.
THE WORLD'S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,
Not Singing, Going Light, Feather-plucking, ^nd
Inflammation of the Bowels. The ideal Tonic
for birds during the Moulting Season, and for
young birds just getting on hard seed. DITCH-
FIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC for Bronchitis,
Wheezing, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-
equalled for all chest and lung affections.
DITCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu
tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for Weak and Delicate Birds. All
sold in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order
will convince you of the wonderful results ob-
tained from these medicines. Mrs. Warren Ver-
non, Lamaneha, writes: “I have reared many
young birds through having yojur Tonic Drops at
hand.” A. Ezra, London: “I find your Tonic
Drops excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbeach: “Your
Revivo is invaluable." W. Kiesel, London

:

“Your Special Lung Tonic is excellent.” Special
offer: Two 7d. bottles for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles
for 1/9, all post free, from:

FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird Specialist, Oldham.

Agents who Sell our Medicines :

Aberdare.—R. D. Jones, 18, Gadlys Road.
Birmingham.— G. B. Chapman, 23, High Street.
Birmingham.—W. Pimm, 229, Ieknield Port Rd.
Bootle J. Harrison, 110, Rimrose Road.
Burnley.—D. Greenwood, 1G, Standish Street.
Clayton-le-Moor.—J. C'roston, 52, Burnley Road.
Crewe G. E. Morgan, 83, Victoria Street.
Dublin.—M. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Haltwhistle.—R. Ltghtfoot, Westgate.
Hemsworth.—S. Kendrick, 1, Centre Street.
Hereford.—M. A. Davies, 4, Widemarsh Street.
Hull.—G. Gilson and Son, 177, Holderneas Road.
Leicester.—A. Steel, 52, Famham Street.
London C. Palmer and Sons, 00-8, 70, and 85,

Sclater Street; 352, 'Upper St., Islington; N.
London.—A. W. Gamage, Ltd., Jfolborn, E.C.
Liverpool.—E. Roberts, 4-8-10, Market Street.
Manchester.—Walter Smith, 98, Tib Street.
Newcastle-on-Tyne A. E. Parkinson, Nelson St.

Newport, Mon —W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Rd.
Oldham.

—

G. T. Robinson, 12, Henshaw St.
Preston.

—

E. Wilson, 21, Fylde Road.
Radcliffe.—Trafford and Pearson, Church St.
Rotherham.—Mias S. J. Wall, 74, Effingham St.
South Shields.—W. Girven, 3, Station Road.
South Shields.—S. Moses, 248-250, Johni Clay St.
Wigan.

—

T. Summers and Son, 63, Darlington St.
Or direct from FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird
Specialist, Oldham. (Agents wanted).

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

]

Hardbilis.
j

GRAND cock Linnets, on seed, 1/-, 1/6 each, cage
3d. : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
COCK Siskins, 2/6 each, three 5/6; Redpolls, 2/6
dozen: Ross, Avlarios, Forres, N.B. (390)
FANCIERS who like a good Linnet should send to
Fred Allen, The Linnet Expert of Hull. (401)
PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and

fittings, 2/6, two 4/-: Rose, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.
TAME cock Bullfinch, lovely piper, 5/-; tame
Jackdaw, 2/6; Miss Roscy, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (398)
SEVEN wonderfully tame hand reared Bullfinches,

12/-; two cock Linnets, 3/-: T. Wright, Gold Hill,

Shaftesbury. 1307)
WILL buy for cash, any quantity hen Goldfinch
Mules, hen Canaries, II- each: Helyar, 55, Patmos-
rd., North Brixton.

r
(399)

LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall, No. 5, Camden-st.,
Sneinton-rd., Nottingham. (372)
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted Cambridge cocks,

3/- doz., hens 1/- doz. ;
plenty in stock: Randall,

21, Bridge-st., Homerton. (399)

BULLFINCHES, grand young cocks, showing
colour, 2/- each, hens 1/-; uncertain sex, 1/4 each:
Tom White, Chacewatcr, Cornwall. (308)

H.M. cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 5/-; Kedpolls,

6/-, 9/-; Mules, 7/6; Canaries, 7/6; youngsters, 2/6;

Bantams, 1/6.—Irwin's Aviaries, Lurgan. (393)

CAMBRIDGESHIRE cock Linnets, three for 1/3;

Goldfinches, 2/- each; Greenfinches, 1/- dozen;
Bramblefinches, 6d. : Rutter, Aviaries, Littlcport.

(399)

HOW to feed, to train, and to get the Linnet
fierce for contest singing, etc., our book, 6jd., post
free: Pownall and Haigh, Lowerhouses, Hudders-
field. (398)
EXTRA large cock Greenfinch, grand type, 2/-;

also another pair, suitable for aviary, 2J- pair;
genuine : W. Parr, 76, Carruthers-st., Beswick,
Manchester. (398)
WARRANTED cock brown Linnets, for show of

contest, as supplied to all the leading fanciers;

contests won aM over ;
1/- each, three 2 6 ; Seeds-

man, 163, Princess-ist., Manchester. (398)

NOTICE to Dealers.—I can supply any dealer with
1 to 20 dozen cock Linnets weekly at 3/- dozen,
good strong healthy birds: J. Earl, Wholesale Bird
Dealer, 28, Green-st., Northampton. (397)

TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets
and Pinches mad on song, recommended by all the
leading fanciers, 1/- large package: Manager, Seed
Warehouse, Frincess-st., Manchester. (398)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy poet free upon receipt of 2Jd.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-et., London,
E.C.
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2£d.

post free, tells 'you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from : CAGE
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published frequently.)

LINNETS, I have the finest lot of young Linnets
in Leeds, taught under my prize-winner, see Cage
Birds, last 3 weeks, 1st prize one week, shared 1st

two weeks, 1/6, 2/- each; a gentleman bought three
Linnets from me last season, sold them for £2; the
neatest contest Linnet cages in Leeds, 1/3, 1/6 each:
R. Dearlove, Expert, 13, Granville-place, Lincoln-rd.,

Newtown, Leeds. (386)

EXHIBITORS! Large Yellow cock Siskin, will

moult certain winner, 4/6; cock Bullie, a topper,
excels in size, colour, cap, and bars, 5/6; large

young hand-reared hen Bullie, very tame, 2/6; cock
Lesser Redpoll, immense size, top colour, bib, and
lacing. 2/6; cock Greenfinch, a marvel for size

and colour, 2/6; cock Chaffinch, very large, magni-
ficent colour and whites, 2/6; Finches for aviaries,

3/6 and 6/6 dozen : Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.

VERY good quality singing Linnets, singing day
and gaslight, from the same place as my undefeated
champion of England, the finest strain ever heard,
only 1/-, 1/6, and 2/- each, and one a merry fellow,

2/6; splendid cage, 1/-. My book of secrets, 6d. post
free

;
gem Redpoll, 2/6 ;

monster Greenfinch, 2/-

;

Goldfinches, Chaffinches, etc., in stock all on ap-

proval, cash or deposit : Fred Allen, British Bird
Champion and Linnet Expert, Port>er-st. Aviaries,

Hull. (401)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets ; 20 cage birds Linnets

for sale, 1914 birds Jor singing or birdcatcbing, 2/-

each
;
Kentish cock Linnets, well on seed, warranted

cocks, 4/- dozen; hens 1/6 dozen.; four good song
Thrushes for sale, 2/6 each; cock Coldfinches 2/-

eacti, two for 3/6; wanted to purchase uny quantity
young Linnet Mules, cocks or exchange Linnets or
Goldfinches; Herbert Gladwin, 1, Summerfall-st.,

Lee, Kent. (409)

LINNETS!' Linnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution ; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.
No. 2, price 2Jd. post free from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM
Warranted cocks. Linnets, 8d. each, three 1/6,

singing 1/-, three 2/6; Canaries, 3/6 pair; cocks,
Larks, young runners, finger tame, 1J-, 1/6 each

;

hand-reared, 2/6 each ;
green Linnets, 6d. each, three

1/-: 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (397)

Softbiils.

WANTED, exhibition Waxwing, must be outstand-
ing bird : Richards, 16, Waldeck-rd., Hartford. (401)
PAIR Blackcap Warblers, 6/6, one hen 2/-; Web-,

ber, Wonwell, Highweek, Newton Abbot, Devon. (400)
LOVELY hand-reared Sparrow-Hawk, beauty; what
cash offer or Canaries; best offer accepted: A.
March, Bridge-st., Evesham. (400)
HAND-REARED Spotted Flycatchers, E/- each

;

wasp grubs, 6d. and II- packages : Chad. Mackwell,
Hairdresser, Bradford-rd., Keighley, (3W)

SIGN THE COUPON NOW
And obtain your copy of

the 1915 Edition of

CiGE BIRDSIHL
This issue has met with greater

success than ever before, and

THEY ARE SELLING OUT FAST.
Be advised, and send for a copy

NOW before it is tco late.

Remember
J

We had to Disappoint Many
Fanciers last year, as the entire edition was

sold out before they ordered their copies-

These are some of the Contents

:

THE BIRD-KEEPER’S YEAR.
A new feature, which will remind the fancier of essential details of management, the timely atten-
tion to which goes so far to ensure success in the hobby, and which gives valuable hints month by
month.

THE CANARY BREEDER’S OPPORTUNITY.
By Claude St. John. Telling of the bright future that is in store for Canary breeders, and showing
how to take advantage of the existing cifcumstances in order eventually te profit by the increased
demand which is certain to arise in the near future

HOW TO MAKE BIRD-BREEDING PAY.
By O. E. Brook® Demonstrating that the hobby of bird-keeping may be made profitable as well as
pleasurable. Indicating the mistake® to avoid, and the proper methods to be pursued.

THE FASCINATION OF AN AVIARY OF FOREIGN BIRDS.
By W. Wallis. The delights of foreign bird-keeping are dealt with in this interesting and practical
contribution. The fittings of the Aviary, the kind of birds to keep, and their requirements in the way
of food and accommodation are all described, and there is an illustration of an outdoor aviary wliicti

is at once inexpensive, roomy, and adequate in every respect,

WITH THE WILD BIRDS DURING 1914.

By H. Norman. In this article our British bird expert writes in his well-known style on the birds
about which he is so well qualified to write, and all lovers of birds in, their natural surroundings will

be interested in this feature.
HOW TO REDUCE THE FOOD BILL.

By Claude St. John. Useful hints that will help bird-keepers to economise in this time of temporary
stress; showing how the expense of feeding may be reduced without any detriment whatever to the
well-being of the birds.

A REVIEW OF THE 1914-15 SEASON.
How the birds have fared during the year in each section All are dealt with :—Norwich Plainheads,
Yorkshires, Greens, Cinnamons. Rollers, Whites. Border Fancies, Crests, Lancashires and Lizards,

Scotch Fancies and Belgians, Dutch Frills, Hybrids and British Birds, Foreign Birds.

A directory of judges of cace birds.
DIARY AND CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR WITH ECC-HATCHING TABLE.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATIONS.
Ac., Ac., &c.

ences

No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether novice or old hand,
there is information in this bird-keeper’s encyclopaedia of the greatest

use to you. Each article Is written by an expert, and in their experi-

of failures and successes you will find the way to the top of the ladder.

Get your copy now, price 6d. from your News-

agent or local Nutshell Agent, or fill up the

Coupon at the foot, enclose 7d., and send direct to:

“ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,

and your copy will

be sent per return.
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V/Sv’iJ ;«i’n \«k», rnniim, ’m w . t liat'nd,

/neb,’ lli'rec 1/0, m.\ 2/0," down 4/«: Tom Wright.

I'n irt'lou stli-row, Turlcton, near Preston.

THREE grand Spotted Flycatchers. 4/- each ;
wasp

.nub, orders, wholesale or retail, from 9d : David

Mat I, well, Hairdresser, Lnwkliolmo Lane, Kelgmey.

GENUINE hand reared Souk Thrushes, fully deve-

Ioih hI warranted cock*, commenced toeing, per I eel

health. plumage, tame, 0 /• : Lrlep, 3o, Sou t lirn 1 11

-

id .
bishops Stortl'ord. .

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. ' Nutshell No. 3 tells

vou 2!d post free from Cage limns, 1 j4, Eleet-

*t..' London, E.C. 2d. from agents filet frequently

mibliulied). . ..

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.— Full directions

how to Keep these favourite songsters in the bent

possible condition; together with directions for

hand rearing tho young and the selection of show

birds, will bo found in “ Nutwhell No. 4,' 2JU. post

free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleetest., London, L.L.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFTBILLS: the smaller eptcies
;

full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by II. J. Fulljames in “Nutshell Mo.

25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes tho collection of ants’ eggs, 2Jd. po«l Doe.

from: CAGE Birds, 154, Fleet-st.. London, L.C. v-G.

from agent* j see list on another page.)

WAX BILLS (Holden breasted. Orange cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than thin interesting quar-

tette, which can he purchased at from 2/0 to WO

a pair, there aro few more charming foreigner*

They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by

Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “ Nutshell No. 20, -,d.

post free from Cage limbs, 154, Fleet-st., London.

E.C. Call at any of our agent® and get it lor -u.

(list frequently published).

SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice oefore pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad

vice is offered in ’’ Nutshell No. 26.” by H. J. lull-

j umes. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

moat varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

various styles of cages also receive full attention.

Can vou breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you

how . Post free, aid. .from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our li«t of agents; call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
{

WANTED, oil kinds of British birds, best market
price obtainable : write Enoek Power, bird Specialist,

69. 91. SeUiter-et., Shoreditch. London, E.

COCK brown Linnets, 4/- dozen; Chaffinches, 4/-

dozen; 12 mixed aviary birds, I/-; Blackbirds, Song
Thrushes, Skylarks, Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaf-

finches, Redpoll®, Robins, V- pair; selected song-

sters, 'll- each, 3 for 2 - : Fenn and Son, Bower’s-

lane, Isleham, Cambs. (305)

TWO fine hand-reared cock Nightingales, 8/6 each;

also adult cock Nightingale, 8 6; cock Tree Pipit,

£ 1C; lien Yellow Wagtail, 10; cock Linnet®, 6d.,

0d„ 1/- each; cock Greenfinches, gel. each; young
Bullfinches, cock® or hens, 1/- each ;

large adult

Green Budgerigar®, 5/0 pair; odd cock Budgerigars,

2,0 each;. fine pair Little Owls, 7/6; approval, de-

posit: A. J. Underwood, The Aviaries, Weilington-

tt., Kettering. (3")

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, Larks, Chaffinches

and British seedeaters of all descriptions; best

prices given: Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place.

Bethnal Green, London, E. (382)

|
CANARIES.

j
Border Fancy.

FOR sale, one pair of Borders, 10/0, also one odd
:ock, splendid songster, 7/0: Turnbull, Montgomery.

(401)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or
<ong, prices' low. easy payments taken

;
approval

:

doKeandi, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

VERY handsome lot Bordens for show, or other
requirements, grand songsters, every bird gitf.ran-

teed, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate,
Bedfont. (3651
" THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
nanagement of this popular variety ; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. poet free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C1

., or from any cf our Nutshell
•gents. (Lists published frequently.)

j
Lizards.

I.1ZARDS, cup-winning strain; cocks from 10/-;

hens, o/- each : Beedham, 34a, Oldham-rd., Faile-

worth, Mancheeter. (399)

(
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

LARGE young Crests and Crestbreds, absolutely
wealthy; Joyce-Barnett strain; from £l pair: Rev.
fl. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (398)

Norwich.
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Nortbfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

W L RAGE, Breeder and Exhibitor of high-class

Norwich, has a few grand birds to ®pare; inquiries

solicited ;
state requirements.—30, Bedford Place,

Southampton. (381)

SEVERAL useful cocks, also hens, cheap, utrong,
r»ad healthy: Parkyn, 18. Southampton- st., Fitzroy-

eq., W. (401)

WANTED, young Norwich, any quantity, cash de-
posited particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-

vort-pk, II ox ton.

SIX MONTHS’ APPROVAL
with all Cock Canaries. Particulars free.

NORWICH Cocks, 5/-, 5/6, 6/9, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6 15/-, 20/-. Hens, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6,

10/-. Pairs, 8/6, 9/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-.

YORKSHIRES, Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, to

20/-. Hens, 2/6, 3/6. 4/-, 5/-, to 15/-. Pairs,

breeding, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; or

YORKSHIRES (;orU
’

5/ •
6 • 7/6

6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6
Hens, 2/-, 3I-, 4/-; rails,

-fQ-ff NORWICH, First Round Birds,

splendid lot that will grow fast into

money, 8/6. Purchase from where they are, ami

avoid disappointment.
Detailed Illustrated List ol others Free.

Travelling cages for one bird, 3d., for two 4d.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

PAIR Norwich, 9/-; two common hens, 2/3 two;
lot, 8/-; bargain; wanted contest Linnet: Grassby,

Postman, Altrincham. (395)

EXCHANGE, good pair Norwich Canaries, (or good

cock Goldfinch- Canary Mule; 1915 preferred: Conron,

Grange, Douglas, Cork. (400)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or ®ong,

prices low; easy payments arranged; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

WANTED, Norwich Canaries, young and old ones,

best price obtainable; write Enoch Power, Bird

Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st.. Shoreditch, London, E.

GOING on munitions, yellow cock, 15/-; variegated

bull hen, 15/-; massive buff hen, 12/6; cinnamon
hen, 7/0 (Humphries’ .strain); approval: R. Jeesop,

3, Dudley-st., York. .391)

FOR sale, grand lot rich yellow and variegated

young Norwich cock Canaries, splendid songsters,

7/6, 8/0. 10,0; every bird guaranteed; hens, 2/6:

Harris, Tve Estate, Bedfont. - (395)

GRAND ticked buff cock, 30/-, worth 00/-; another,

15/-; var. yellow cock, 20/-; clear buff cock, 10/-;

var yellow hen, 7/0; double breeding cages, 7/6;

show cages, 1/8; bargains to clear; eeen by appoint-

ment: Ramiden, 11, Jceephinc-avenuc, Brixton, Lon-

don.
NORWICH Canaries, 1/11, by C. A. House. Tells

tho fancier all that he neede to Know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
•• Forming a stud,” and " How to Produce the

Ideal.” are worth the cost of the whole book many
times over: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
)

BREEDER’S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers' (pnje Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.ll.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

ROLLER cock, in song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, hens 2/-;

approval: Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B.
WANTED, Rollef cock, as tutor, cheap, no rubbish

wanted, send offers to: Barton, 384, Warrington -rd.,

Spring View, Wigan. (397)

BARGAIN, yellow Roller cock and two German
hens, 10/C the three: Mr. Rothwell, 10, Humphrey-
st.. Wood Top, Rosegrove, Burnley.

.
(400)

GRAND Seifert Roller cock Canary, splendid song-

ster, real schoolma&ter, bargain, 8/6, worth double:

Miss Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (400)

ROLLERS, 1915 birds, cocks, singing, 4/6; hens,

2/-; pair, 6/-; or the lot, 4 pairs, AT: Standard, 346,

Oldham-rd. Newton Heath, Manchester. (3971

NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day. and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken

;

approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

GIVING up
;

pure Randall-Roehl Schoolmaster,

lovely deep notes, 20/- ; five hens, 1/6 each ; ap-

proval : Corbett, Midland Station, Wath-on-Dearne.
GRAND lot of young Roller Canaries, cock®, full

song, 4/6 each; liens, 2/-; sent any distance: Man-
ager, Princess Emporium, 163, Erincess-st., Man-
chester. (398)

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.

VOOGT S STRAIN.
I left London on Wednesday, July 28th, for Rot-

terdam, bv s.s. “Batavier V.,” and returned on Sun-

day, the 1st August, by s.s. “Mecklenburg,” where
I perfected arrangements for the supply of Roller

Canaries. Cocks and Hens, for the coming season.

I am now enabled to state that there will be a

great shortage of these birds for 1915-16 season,

more particularly in first-class cocks. I have, how-
ever,. arranged for weekly supplies of both cocks

and hen®. The voung cocks will be arriving regu-

larly some time in September: a few have arrived

this week. The following figure® may prove inter-

esting to the readers of "Cage Birds.” From January

to July, 1915, a period of seven months,

20,188 CANARIES WERE SOLD,
VALUE, £2,000.

In selling such a number there must be naturally

some complaints. The Editor is at liberty to state

publicly how many he has received. I believe only

six in all—a truly wonderful record. Six complaints
selling two thousand pounds’ worth of live birds is

1 worth recording. Anyone doubting any of above
statement® can by giving £5 to any charitable insti-

tution have the above ligures and facts verified by
the Editor of “Cage Birds,” for I will place in

v

books at his disposal.
TERMS.—There will be no alteration. During the

last seven months not a single Canary has been sent

to anyone, either to dealers or to amateurs, without
cash with Older. Every dealer ha® been treated

alike. The average profit is sixpence on each cock

and twopence each hen, which doe® not allow me to

take anv risk whatever.
ROLLER COCKS —A few old bird? still on hand in

usual. song, 7/6 each, 7 for 42/-; 70 Young Cocks,

first arrival, 6/- each, 7 for 35/-.

HENS.—1,000 actually in stock, 2 for 3/-, in wicker

cage: 14, in 7 cages, 18/-; these can be sent in vari-

ous colours, splashed, dark, or yellow.

Note —Those who telegraph money receive birds

eame day.

JOHN D, HAMLYN,
221, St. George's Street, London,

East.

VERY handsome lot of rich .yellow and variegated
Roller cock Canaries, pure Randall's .‘'train, from
7/0. 8/d, 10/6, and ; every bird guaranteed; hens,
2/0: Harris, Tye Estate. Bedfont. (395)

PURE Randall V, Rest blood in England, 1914 cocks
15 -, lift -

,
25/-; 1915 cocks i under tutors), 7/0; hens,

2/6; Club rung: owner going on munitions: Hoyle,

19, Chapcl-st., Charley, M.13.R.C.C. (401)

FREE cages and carriage; magnificent Seifert

Roller rocks, trained under Palace first, lOy- ; un-

trained hens, 3/-: Miss Jackson, Well Cottage, Scot-

ton, near Knaref,borough, Yorkshire. (384)

GIVING up, 15 Roller Canaries, as bred (1913),

good strain, mostly clears, accept £2 for the lQt

,

or would exchange for good talking Parrot: Mrs.

Davits, 3, Clifford t., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (397)

HIGH-CLA&S Rollers, pure Randall’s 1915 bred,

first nest, cocks, 7 0; hens, 3,6; guaranteed in. first-

class condition and bred from splendid feeders;

also rich yellow Yorkshire hen, 1914 bred and house-

moulted Linnet, singing, 7/6: William Mitchell, 4,

Gillsburn-plaoe, Kilmarnock. (£98)

14 DAYS TRIAL-OUR RISK
Preston Content Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests

for years, and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- each
on 14 days’ trial at our risk; special terms; send
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two
weeks and we will send one of these lion-such Rollers

on 14 days' trial at our risk. Try one against any
other strain advertised and be your own judge.

Hens, same strain. 3/6 and 4 6 each; Yorkshire,

Norwich, and other Canaries on the same terms;

list free: Bairstows, Orinskirk-rd., Preston. (333)

YorKshires-
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea. Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South Vicu-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of t lie best the world has produced: Thornton,

Bradford.

SMART young Yorkshire show birds, 1.0/-, 12/-, 15/-

each : Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st.. Bradford. .364)

WANTED; young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash

deposited
:

particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101,

Bridport-pl., ,Hoxton.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged; approval: Me-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

NOTICE; grand lot young Yorkshires, bred from

champion songsters; cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; every bird

guaranteed; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, BedfonU

WANTED, nil kinds of Yorkshire Canaries, young

and old, best price obtainable; write, Enoch l’ower.

Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclflter-st., Shoreditch, Lon-

don, E.

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/11, by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub- varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

exhibiting ;
also how to treat in both health and

disease: Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various Canaries.

SPLENDID lot of Norwich, Yorkshire, and Bor-

ders, unflighted and adult birds; pricee reasonable:

Lafbury, Station-rd, Manor Park, E. (399)

BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire. Border, and
Roller cocks, 3/- each ;

cock and hen, 5/- ;
approval

:

McKeand, 15, Queen-st., Castle-Douglas. (399)

GRAND lot Yorkshires, Roller®, and Norwich,

splendid songsters, 7.6, 8/6, 10,6; every bird guar-

anteed; hen®, 2 6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.
(395)

ONE pair of Yorkshires, 2 pairs Norwich, 10/- pair;

odd hen, 2 6; or 27/- the lot; also one Canary, cost

il 10/-,’ accept 10/-, cash or deposit with Editor:

Mrs. Brandon, 18, Little John’s-fit., Nottingham.
(399)

GREEN Crest hen, green Crest-bred cock, 15/-;

variegated Crest hen, 4/-; three good Norwich hens.

4/- each; buff Norwich cock, can win, 15/-; yellow

Yorkshire cock, 0 /-; buff hen, 4/*; yellow hen, 4/-;

on approval: Foster, 7, Church-terr., Helmmgton-
row. Crook. .

(398)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

NEST four nice Goldfinch Mules, seven weeks old.

well on seed, 7,0: Waldock, 18, Lakefieid-rd., Wood
Green. (401)

EXHIBITION cock Goldie Mule, 7,6, H.M. cock

Linnet, 2 6 ;
grand songsters, perfect health ; ap-

proval: 62, Jervis-st., Hebburn. (398)

WANTED, any quantity of Goldfinch and Linnet

Mules, best price obtainable; write Enoch Power,

Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Lon-

don. E.

CHAMPION all-round cock Linnet and yellow mul-

ing hen. proved mulers. had four mules this year,

one perfectly dear, nesting again : £2, worth £5 to

a catcher: 'Hugh Williams, 1, Church-place, Pbn-

rhyn-deudraeth. (398)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
|

SALE, pair aviary-bred Coekat-iels, 12/6: Mrs.

Bonnick, East Hoathly, Sussex. (398)

WANTED, young baby Budgerigars, cheap for

cash : Miss P.osey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

COCK ATIELS, breeding pair, with young one, 12 6

lot; outdoor aviary: Millar, 49, Wellington-st., Por-

tobello, Edinburgh. (398)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, selected

breeding pairs. 6/-; yellows, 8/-: Miss Rosey, Rose-

marv House, Eastbourne. (398)

WANTED, adult hen Cockatiel, in breeding con-

dition, also hen Ribbon Finch; state price: Chatter-

on, 11, Fairfteld-rd., Hornsey. (491)

THE birds that pay 1 Adult Green Budgerigar®,

finest obtainable, 6/- p6r pair: The Aviaries, 67,

Hamond-st., Parkinson-lane, Halifax. (398)

FEW first-class talking Parrots, selected specimens

for sale, reasonable special list free on application

:

Walsh, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. (399)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing lo the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.- AUVT. MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS.”

MR. E. W. HARPER, 6, Ashburnham-rd., Bed-
ford, expects to arrive in England early in August
with a few choice Indian birds for sale.

GREEN Amazon Parrot, good talker, laughs and
cries, magnificent cage, .04, or nearest offer; ap-
proval on deposit : l-'ranci®. Montgomery. (397)
EXCEPTIONALLY tame Orange-flanked Parrakeet,

says several words distinctly, perfect health and
condition, 30/- : D. Hitcham Vale, Taplow. (398)
WANTED, all kinds of Foreign birds, Carrots.

Monkeys, etc., best pi ice obtainable; write, Enoch
Power, Bird Bpeciu.wt, 69, 91, 8c later- vt., Shore-
ditch. London, K.
WANTED, pair Cockatiels, or other foreigners,
exchange four good cages; -5/- lot: platc-gla®® aquar-
ium, 17 x 19 x 10.1, inlet, outlet, rocker), 12/-;
cheap: Charles Read, Bingley. (398)
TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, linger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round bouse like a dog,
large ' .age, 4.6: Miss Carry, 260, Dudley Port. (400)

WANTED, Waxbills, Tanagers, and other small
bird®, especially* Cordons, J.a venders, hen Green
Cardinal, lien Scarlet Tanagers, tame English Tits

;

must be perfect; prompt cash: The Grey Houee,
Hampstead-lane, London, X. (387)
PAIR of Blue Mountain Lorikeets, cup winners,

healthy, acclimatised, fine plumage, 95/-; cocks:
large Diamond Finch, claw oft, 12/6; Lavender, 6/-;

Zebra, 5/6; beautiful glees,v Starling, perfect, 50/-:

Herne, 20. Waterloo-rd., Bedford. <397

)

YKLLOW-naped Parraket, probably hen, 60/-; cock
Crimson Finch, 30 -

;
pair Black-cheeked Lovebirds,

50/-; four 1914 Goldfinches, 2.6 each; parr Rufl-

eauda Finches., 40/-; may be seen between 9 and 7:

).. Prcntis, 20, Norton l'olgate, London, N.E. (397)

JTIOSE who have bought or thoee who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get ” Nutshell No. 17,”

it only costs 2jd. post free, but the lipo it gives are
priceless ; from : Cagk Bums, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from pgente, a list of whom is published
frequently.)
BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, genuine talker,

mimic, tame, grand plumage, 5 yeans old, says lots

of words, with large cage, £4, or exchange gent.'s

cycle, pullets, or clarionette ; approval: Wadding-
ton, 9. Victoria-buildings, Waterside, near Darwen,
Lancashire. (398)

AY'ADAV’ATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need eare. The “Nutshell" booklet,
“ Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you, and we ofiall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2jd. Write. The
Puhlwdicr. Cagk Bmns. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
TAME Rosalias, 27 C each; finger-tame talking

Senegal Parrot, 70/-: finger-tamo Blue-front Amazon’
Parrot, 25./- ; Blossoniliead PaTrakcet, 25/-; Jew
Parrakcet, 25/-; Green Budgerigars, 8/6; Yellow.

12/6 pair : Imth breeding now and outdoors the year
round : Cross, Menagerie, -Otteropool. Liverpool.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the liinte given in "Nutshell No. 14.” from
Cage Bmns, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2jd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THOUGH they can often be purchased for tho
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales ar6 very

I
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helDfui In-

formation on this variety will be found in ” Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F Z.S. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from Cack
Birds, 154. Fleet-«t.. London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents Gist published frequently). • -

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kindo; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Y’ellowe 7/6 pair; cash or
eaey payment. (394)
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL. KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty

;
for caoh or easy payments ;

holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (304)

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In outdoor aviaries (all moulted)’: Ribbon Finches,
Spice Bfrdi®, Bronzewings. cock Saffron Finches,
Blackheaded Nuns, hen Whydahs. Siberian Bull-
finches (cocks and hen®), cock Californian, Quail
(perfect plumage), Senegal Turtle Doves, Barbary
Turtle Doves, Green and Yellow Budgerigars, tame
Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo

;
young Yorkshire Crested

Canaries, cock Goldfinch, 1st Bridlington, 4th Brad-
ford National, and other prizes: pair Silver Pheas-
ant®, White Fantail Pigeons; all guaranteed in per-

fect condition ; Golden Pheasant chicks. Green-
finches. Bullfinches, etc.; poultry, young Faverolles,
Columbian. White and Partridge. Wyandotte®. Rhode
Islands; wanted, .English Goldfinches and small
foreign Finches of all kinds; hen Californian Quail
or pairs; in fact, we are opeivto purchase all kinds
of bright plumaged British or foreign birds for out-

door aviaries
:
we solicit enquiries lor what we have,

and offers of what we have not : The Aviaries, Cop-

pice Drive, Harrogate. (370)

THE MOST EXTRA-
ordinary talking, singing, mimicking, whistling Grey
Parrot in Europe, too 'marvellous for description:

Cross, Menagerie, Otterspool, Liverpool.

f VARIOUS BIRDS.
GOLDFINCH and Linnet Mules, used for catching,

wild notes, 7/6 each
;

{)en Camvry, 3/• ;
pair clap-

net®, complete, 3/-; several cage®, trap, call, store,

and other cages, cheap: Hyde. Hundred House.

Builth. <3BJ )

1
WANTED,

j

WANTED, bird®, animals, reptiles: Jopson, New-

ton Heath, Manchester.
WANTED, (logs and pups from all parts; give cosh

or exchange: George Holt, Dunstable. (397)

WANTED, Roller training organ, Fradgley, Matt.

Shovel Inn, Harts Hill, Bricrlcy Hill. (398)

WANTED, Parrots, foreign birds, cock Canaries,

for cash: 8. Corley, 270, Higli-st., Watlord. (309)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 35. «
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AIDS TO SUCCESS.

Our Books and a Common-
sense Application of the

Advice therein MUST bring

you Profit as well as

Pleasure

All the experience of years of

careful study by experts is at the

disposal of readers.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CACES, 2/3 (cloth

gilt).—By U. Norman. Contains ten lovely full

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Kit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries und Bird-rooms,
and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1J.—By n. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Al>so
lutely the very best Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-
ing, and successful exhibiting, also how to treat

In both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.—By C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder, and ex
hibitor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters
on " Forming a Stud," and “ How to Produce the
Ideal " are worth the cost of the whole book,

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-
tors are such well-known breeders as Messrs. It.

Colton, \V. H. Vale, C. Boulton, C. J. Ward, J.

Keswick. G. Lander, T. U. Kincli, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 21” pages, 7 inches
by 5, is brimful of the most practical information
on the highly interesting .object of Hybrid Breed
ing. Price 1/-., post five 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 70,-By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with
the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the
Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of new ly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.
.Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the
•wild plants indispensable to the successful keep
ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-
ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-
ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by
the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding
procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDCERICARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d._By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitable
and pleasure-giving 6ides of foreign bird-keeping.
This eminent authority gives full details on how to
keep, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BECINNERS, I/1J—By W.
T. Page, F.Z 8.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to “Cage
Birds." A highly instructive Manual. It con-
tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white Illustrations. Indispensable
to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H Norman : or may be had in two parts. Part
1: “ Hardbills." and Part 2: " Softbiils." F.ither
Part, price 1/1. post free. Each part contains a
beautiful 'and life-like coloured plate and numerous
Illustrations of birds and cages. Up to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.-B.v G. E. Weston Of
our invaluable “ Breeding Room Register " a
well known fancier has said:—"It makes bird-
breeding easy.” No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera
tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for
everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed bis
birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree, Breeding. Young Bird, and Show Regis
ters of simple and unique character, in addition
to useful account pages.

.CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d.-By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to date guide to
Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,
sexing, und mating of the birds, feeding for con
dition. the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,
egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the
voting, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

CACE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth
1/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Cliarles Houlton, an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (a«*>
eiate editors. <1. F.. Weston and C. A. House)
Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist
H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen
coloured a.id sixteen art plates in this work Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

FANCIERS’ PRINTING.—Fanciers requiring bust
ness notenaper, postcards, trade envelopes, etc..
should write us for a quotation. Wc are now in
a position to supply these at specially low rates
combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier's
name, address, and words of description »s de-
sired, 250 5/-. 500 7/6. carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, " Cage Birds,"

161, Fleet Street. London. E.C.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM " CACE BIRDS," 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.

Singing Contests,
Announcement! o/ forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must he paid for at
adeertifment rates, three words a penny.

WIGAN.
Wigan Linnet Club, Bay Horse Hotel. Wlielley,

Wigan, Linnet singing contest (time and quality)
will lie held at above Hotel, Aug. 11, when the pro-
prietor, Mr. Sam Flshwiek, will give prizes accord-
ing to entrance. First pair of birds staged at
2.50; entrance one shilling each bird; entries taken
to last bird.— A. Lcyland, Sec.—(Advt.),

KIPPAX.
Annual Bank Holiday contest, July 31, Commer-

cial Hotel; 25 birds entered for s :x prizes: 1, 5,

Collinson : 2, Lightfoot; 3, Potter; 1, 0, Plows;
timekeepers, O. Potter, K. Plows; tappers, W.
Perkin, A. Cooper. Two well-known Linnet fanciers,
II. Wigfleld and Butterfield, from Leeds, judged for
quality: 1, Perkin; 2, I'otter; 3, Plows. The judges
induced R. Plows to join their club at Clarence
Hotel. Members were pleased to have the com-
pany of Messrs. Wigfleld and Butterfield, and trust
they will give us another visit. Koine of our mem-
bers decided to pay a visit to the Clarence .Hotel
Linnet Club #nd enter some of their birds at the
open quality contests. Our members do no} know
when they have a good quality bird, and the more
we intermix amongst our near neighbours the better
we shall enjoy both quality and time singing.—R.
Plows, Sec.

fTfie §flows.
QUEENSBURY C.B.S.

Members' show, Granby Hotel, July 31. 21 birds
were judged by M r. A. M. Craven, Shipley. Cl.

Yell.: 1. Blagbrough; 2, 4, Womerslev; 3, Allatt;
vile, ltolfe. Buff: 1, Allatt; 2. Blagbrough; 3,

Womerstey; 4, Rolfe. Tkd. Yell.: 1, Rolfe; 2,

Clayton. ’Buff : 1, Allatt; 2, Womerslev ; 3, Clay-
ton; 4, Sugden. Mkd. Yell.: 1, Allatt; 2, Sharpe.
Buff : 1, 2, Sugden. Foul Mark Yell, or Buff, more
Dark than Light : 1, Sharpe.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Third N.F. show, July 31, Headquarters; 40 birds

staged, all Yorks. Mr. E. Clegg, Dewsbury, judged,
and gave general satisfaction.

Cl. Yell. (9): 1, F. Sykes; 2, Townend; 3, vhc,
Hicks; he, Atkinson; c, Buttle and Coupland. Buff

(11) : 1, 2, 3, Skinn ; vhc, he, Townend ; c, Wood.
Tkd. or Var. Yell. (7): 1, he, c, Skinn; 2, F. Sykes;

3, Atkinson; vhc, Smithies. Buff (9): 1, 2, he,

Skinn; 3, Buttle and Coupland; vhc, F. Sykes; c,

Hicks. Cinn. Mk-d. (4): 1, Hicks; 2, Buttle and
Coupland ; 3, Wood

;
vhc, F. Sykes.

DARLINGTON C.B.S.
Second N.F. show, July 31, with a very satis-

factory entry, and some real good quality through-
out. Mr. T. Wright, York, judged, and his awards
were well received.

Yorks. (16):' 1,2, 3, Stothard; 4, Blaekbourn ; vlio,

G. Robinson
; he, Gray ; c, Harrow. Nor. (16) : 1,

2, Heslop; 3, 4, he, Gale; vhc, Stephenson; c, Jef-

fries. Bord. (5): 1, 2, 3, 4, vhc, Harrow. A.O.V.
Ck. : 1, 4, Blaekbourn; 2, 3, Jeffries. Mules (4): 1,

4, H. Robinson; 2. 3, Stephenson. Hyb. : 1, Hear-
lield. Goldf. or Bullf. (15): 1, Mr. Darter; 2, Gray;
3, Gale; 4, Warrington; vhc, Stothard. Greenie,

Bramble, or Chaff. (15) : 1, 2, Robinson ; 3, Stot-

hard; 4, vhc. Gray. Linnet, Etc.: 1, Gray. A.O.
Brit.: 1, Gray. Points to count: Gray 31, Stothard
27, Harrow 27, H. Robinson 26, Blaekbourn 16,

Gale 16, Heslop 14, Stephenson 14, Jeffries 12, Har-
field 8, Carter 8, Warrington 4, G. Robinson 3.— X''.

Stothard, Sec.

LONDON C.B.A.
Y’oung stock show, July 8, "Feathers," West-

minster. the most successful held for some years,

not only in point of numbers but in merit—very
encouraging to the new secretaries Mr. J. Robson
judged. Special winners: Most points, J. Dcwliurst;
best Yorks., Ayers; Crest or C.-B., Turner; best

Nor., T hurley ;
second most points, Offord>. 17

other specials of 2/6 each presented by members
were competed for.

Champ. Nor., Cl. or Tkd.: 1, Leach. Vanjng. : 1,

2, Leacli. Amat. Nor., Cl. or Tkd.: 1, Thurley;

2, c, Offord; 3, vhc, he, Burt. Varieg.: 1, Burt;

2, Offord. Yorks., Cl. or Tkd.: 1, 2, Ayers; 3, vhc,

Clarke; he. Pentou
;

c, Dew hurst. Varieg.: 1, 2,

Avers; 3, Fenton; vhc, he, Clarke; c, Dcwliurst.

Nov. Yorks., Cl. or Tkd.: 1, 2, Johnston; 3, vhc,

Madeli. Varieg.: 1, 2, Johnston; 3, Madell. Champ.
Crests: 1, Turner. C.-B.: 1, Turner; 2, 0, vhc,

Watcham. Amat.: 1. Wallington. Champ. Botd.

1. 2, 3, vhc. Saver. Nov.: 1, 2. Goymer. Goldf. or

Bullf.: 1, Stephens; 2, vhc, Offord; 3, Dewhurst.
Linnet: 1, Leach; 2, Stephens; 3, Dewhurst. Siskin,

Etc.: 1, Stephens: 2, vhc, Offord; 3, Dewhurst.
Greenf., Etc.: 1, Stephens; 2, Dewhurst. Brit.

Hen: 1, Dewhurst. A.V. Seed-eating British; 1,

Dewhurst. In-seetiv., A.V.: 1, 2, 3, vhc, Dewhurst.
For. Birds, A.V.: 1, Wallington; 2, 3, Dewhurst;
vhc, he, Shepherd.—A. J. Watcham, Hon. Sec.

BARROW C.B.S.
N.F. show, July 10, Dalton ltd. Schools, with a

record entry and excellent quality. Mr. J. Stewart
(jun.), Whitehaven, judged.
Yorks. Yell.: 1, Henderson and Crosby; 2. Forge;

3, vhc. Woodward; lie, Morgan; c, Miss Winder.
Buff : 1, spl

,
3. Woodward 2, vhc, Henderson and

Crosby 3, c, Forge. A.O.V. : 1, e. Forge
; 2, 3,

Woodward; vhc, Harrison; c. Miss Winder. Bord.
Yell. : 1, 2, cup, Shackley ; 3, Trantor; vhc, Arm-
strong; he, c, Gill. Buff; 1, Mossopp, jun.; 2, 3,

c, Shackley; vhc. Forge; c, Hudson. A.O.V.: 1, 2, 3,

Shackley; vhc, he, McFarlune ; c, Armstrong. Bo-rd.:

1, Gill; 2, 3, vhc, he, c, McFarlane. Nor. Yell: 1, 3,

cup, Hodgins; 2, Neal; vhc, McFarlane; c, Plumb.
Buff: 1, Johnson; 2. Neal; 3, e, Hodgins; vhc, McFar-
lane; lie, Wagstaff. A.O.V.: 1, 2, Plumb; 3, Neal. G.
or Bullf., H.M. ; 1. Neal; 2, c, Hudson; 3, Johnson;
vhc, Shackley; lie. Miss Winder. Linnet. H.M.: 1,

Johnson : 2, S, lie, c, Miss Winder: vhc, Neal. Sis-

kin, Etc., H.M.: 1, Shackley; 2, Miss Winder; 3,

he, Johnson : he, McFarlane ; c, Saul and Hall.

A.O.V., H.M.: 1, McFarlane; 2, Neal; 3, Johnson:
vhc. Miss Winder. Mules: 1, 2, Wagstaff. Old
Birds.—Yorks. Yell. : 1. 2, vhc, Henderson and
Crosby; 3. Woodward: he. Saul and Hale. Buff:

1, 2, Woodward; 3, lie. Forge; vhc, Miss Winder;
c, Saul and Hale. A.O.V.: 1, 2, lie. c, Harrison; 3.

vhc, Forge. Bord.: 1, 2, 3 Willison; vhc, Saul and
Hale; he. e. Gill. Nor. Buff: 1, 2, 3. Johnson.; vhc,

I Neal. A.V. : 1, Wagstaff; 2, Johnson; 3, Neal;
1 vhc. Saul and Hale.—D. McFarlane, Hon. Sec.

GREAT HORTON O.S.
F.F. show, Station Hotel, July 31. Judge, Mr.

T. Bennett gave every satisfaction. Champ.—Class
If 1, Ormonroyil; 2, 3, Hartley; 4, Mldglcv. Class
2: 1, 3, 4, Mhlgley; 2, Hartley. Class 3: 1, 4, Hart-
ley; 2, 3, Mhlgley, Class 4: I. Hartley; 2, Ormon-
royd. Class 5: 1, 3. 'Hartley; 2, 4, Mhlgley. Class
6: 1, 3, Mhlgley; 2, Hartley. Novice.—Class 7:
1. Hudson; 2, 4, Sutcliffe; Oliver. Class 8: 1,

Firth; 2. 3, Collins Bros.; 4, Sutcliffe. Class 9:
1, 4, Sutcliffe; 2, Oliver; 3, Shackleton. Class 10:
1. 2. Self. Class 11: I, 2. 3, Collins Bros. Class
12: 1, Shackleton Sec. A. W. Hartley.

LEIGH C.B.S.
Annual N.F. Show, July 24 and 25, about 70

birds otagod. Mr. W. Ordish won special best
bird in show; Mr. J. W. Cleminson, Preston, judged,
and his awards gave every satisfaction. Nor. Veil.

:

1, Ordish; 2. Wilkinson; 3, Dawson; vhc, Lomas

;

he, Dawson : e, Collier.
- Buff : 1, 3, vhc, Ordish

;

2, Dawson; he, Taylor; c. Collier. Yorks., Yell.:
1,3, Hamer; 2, Ashton: vhc, Walkden; he, c,

Spiby. Buff: ), Asbton : 2, Walkden; 3, he, Hamer;
vhc, Charnock; c, Spiby. Crest: 1, 2, Green and
Son; 3, vhc, Lomas. C.B.: 1, Lomas; 2, 3, Green
and Son. Mules: 1, Green and Son, 2, Walkden;
3, Lomas. Brit.: I. Gaskell Bros.; 2, Cann

; 3,
Charlcson; vhc, Walkden. For.: 1, 2, 3, Cann;
Extra Stock: 1 , Dawson; 2, Spiby.—R. Charleson, Sec.

WOMBWELL B.F.S.
Annual N.F. show, held July 24; 39 birds staged;

Mr. F. Gregory, Ecctesfleld, judged. Entries were
handicapped by the members having their birds in
the moult, and poor breeding season generally.

Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Y'orks.: 1, Waters; 2, Sargeant-
son. Buff: 1, Sargcantson; 2, vhc, Waters; 3, he,
Malpass. Uneven. Mkd.: 1, Sargeantson

; 2, Dean.
CL or Tkd. Yell. Nor.: 1, 2, Waters; 3, Malpass.
Buff: 1, 2, Waters; 3. Malpass. Uneven.: 1, 2,
Waters. Old Birds.—Y'orks. Ck.: 1, e, Malpass;
2, Sargeantson; 3, vhc, he, Humphreys. Hen: 1,

3, Humphreys; 2, Waters: vhc, Dean; he, Malpass.
Nor. Ck.: 1, 2, Waters; 3, vhc, Hinchcliff. A.O.V.
Can., Mule or H.vb.: 1, Dean. Linnet, Etc.: 1, 2,
Humphreys; 3, Dean. A.O. Brit. ; 1, 2, 3, Hum-
phreys—J. W. Dean, Sec.

ECCLESHILL C.B.S.
Second F.F. show, July 31, Fountain Inn. with

a very good entry of 49. Some very good birds
faced Mr. W. Richmond, of Rod ley, whose awards
were well received. Sp. best champ., Sparks; best
in show and best nov., Simonett.

Cl. or Tkd. Yorks. Yell.: 1, sp, he, Sparks; 2,
vhc, Whitaker; 3, Chippendale; 4, Simonett; c, Steb-
bings. Buff: 1, 2, Chippendale; 3, he, Spark-s; 4, c,

Close; vhc, Wilcock. Mkd. Yell.: 1, vhc, Baxter; 2,
Chippendale; 3, Stehbings

; 4, Close; he, Simonett;
c, Pearson. Buff: 1, sp, Simonett; 2, Baxter; 3,
Pearson; 4, Fretwell

; vhc, c, Wilcock; he, Jenkin-
son. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Nor.: 1, Jcnkinson. Buff: 1,

4, Simonett ; 2, Jenkinson
; 3, vhc, Pearson. Mkd.

:

1, Simonett; 2, Pearson; 3, Wilcock.—Sam Wilcock,
Sec.

OPENSHAW GORTON C.B.S.
2nd N.F. show, July 31, with 85 entries. Mr.

Davies, ttie judge, remarked that the show was one
of the finest displays he had seen, and gave his
awards with every satisfaction. Best bird, most
points in 1 and 2, and best Yorks., Gilbert ; best
nov. Nor., most points on show and most entries,

Dixon; best Nor., and most points in 3 and 4,

Peters'; best Brit. (2), Daley; most points Bord.,
Newton; best nov. Yorks., Beddall. Amat.—Y'orks.

Y'ell. (5): 1, 2, 3, 4, Gilbert; vhc. Green. Buff (12):

1, 2, 3, 4, Gilbert; vhc, he, c, Dewar. Nor. Yell.

(11): 1, 2, vile, c, Teters ; 3, 4, Richards; he,

Chilton. Buff (16): 1. 3, Peters: 2, 4, he. Chilton;
vhc. Richards; c, Hadfield. Nov.— Yorks. Buff (4);

1, 2, 3, 4, Beddall. Nor. Y'ell. (5) : 1. 2, 3, 4. vhc,

Dixon. Buff (8) : 1, 2, 3. 4. vhc, he. c. Dixon.
Bo-rd. (11) : 1. 2. 3, 4, vlic, Newton

;
he. Chilton

;

c. Johnson. Goldf. or Bullf. (7): 1, 2, Dalcv; 3,

Chilton; 4, vhc. Green; he, Newton; c, Beddall.

Greenf.. Etc.: X, 3. Newton; 2, Beddall. Linnet,

Etc.: 1, 2, Daley; 3, Newton.—A. W. Newton, Hon.

SKELMANTHORPE C.B.S.
3rd F.F. show, Liberal Club, July 31. Some very

promising youngsters were staged. Mr. J. Burdekin,

Halifax, judged, and gave general .satisfaction.

Champ.—CL Yell. (10): 1, Dyson; 2, he. Hirst; 3,

Wadsworth; 4, Fisher and Dyson: vhc, Jebson; e,

Hutchinson. Buff (8): 1, 2. Hirst: 3. Radley; 4,

Peel; vhe, he, Fisher and Dyson; e, Jebson. Tkd.
Yell. (9): 1. vhc, Tavlor ; 2, Dyson; 3, Jebson: 4,

Peel; he, Hirst; c, Radley. Buff (13): 1, 3, he,

Hirst ; 2, Taylor: 4, Fisher and Dyson; vhc. c,

Radlev. Heavy Mkd. Champ, and Nov. (13): 1, c,

H. Lodge; 2, Hirst; 3. Hellawell ; 4. W. Lodge;

vhc. A. Radley; he, F. Radley. Nov.—CL Y'ell. (10):

I, Morley ; 2. vhe, Beaumont: 3, H. Lodge: 4.

Roberts and Radley; lie. J. Radley; c, Taylor. Buff

(11): 1. W. Lodge; 2, he, Heeley ; 3, Bower; 4. J.

Radlev; vhc, Hobson ; c, Beaumont. Tkd. Y’ell.

(10): 1, H. Lodge; 2. Hobson; 3, W. Lodge; 4,

Roberts and Radley; vhc. Fisher; lie, Bower; c, .1.

Radley. Buff (13): 1. H. Lodge: 2, Taylor; 3,

Heeley; 4, Beaumont; vhc, W. Lodge; he. Bower; c,

Tavlor.—Percy Hirst, Asst. Sec.

(Shows continued on page 33.)

Ciub {Reports .

FIFE C.B.L.
Meeting at Lochgelly, July 31, Mr. R. T. Camp-

bell, president, chair. The minutes of Dunfermline

meeting were read and adopted. Owing to Mr.

Cordery not seeing his way to carry on the work

of secretary, I was appointed in his place for the

year; agreed to pay 10s., 5s.. 2s. Gd. as prize

money at League Show, to be held in Methil, Oct.

23. Entry money Is. Od. ; sec. of each society is

asked to get as many specials as possible. Dele-

gates were instructed to put before their respective

societies and report at next League meeting how
many entries to make a full class. Agreed Ghat all

League meetings start a little earlier, and each

society was asked to provide a lecturer or anytling

that would be of interest to members. Next meet-

ing Cowdenbeath. Masonic Arms, Aug. ?1, at 5.—

Joe Sneddon, Sec.

BARROW C.B.S.
Meeting. July 28, Mr. A. Hudson presiding. A

full account was given of the N.F. show, July 10.

in aid of his Worship the Mayor's Tobacco Fund
for the local Territorials at the front. It was a

, record show in every respect. There was a very

large attendance of people at the opening by Mr.

J. Fisher, in the absence of his Worship, who was
detained owing to extra pressure of work. Mr.

Fisher, in declaring the show open, expressed
pleasure in the honour conferred on him in being

asked to perforin this duty. He wag quit© sure

everyone who devoted their leisure to bird study
reaped their own reward. He was pleased to learn
that the society had decided not to abandon the
show because other shows had been abandoned. The
shows were undoubtedly educational, and people
could not keep pace with them unless they wera
followed up. Before they were another year older
lie hoped they would have arrived at the end of
the present titanic struggle, und that our dear ones
might be home again and the country down to it*
normal level once more. He hoped that his two
sons, like many others, might return home safe
and sound. Many of those present had suffered by
tlic loss of friends arid relatives, for undoubtedly
the district bad fought well and had suffered. Ho
wished the sfiow every success and hoped the
financial result might be a good one. On behalf
of the society, Mr. D. McFarlane pointed out that
in Mr. Fisher the society had an ideal Vice-Presi-
dent. He took a special interest in the welfare of
the society, and was always willing to do what ho
could for it. As the proceeds of the show were for
a patriotic object, viz., for the Mayor’s fund for
providing our hoys with tohaeco—and they re-
membered that Mr. fisher had two eons serving
the colours—they could not find a more suitable
gentleman to open the show. As a token of the
high esteem in which they held Mr. Fisher, the
members of the society had arranged a little’ pro-
sentation, and he wished to explain that this had
been subscribed, not from anv funds, but bv the
private and voluntary subscription of the members.
They had tried to secure the service of the oldest
member of the society, Mr. I;. Willison, the well
known Scotch Fancy breeder, to make the presents-
tion. but had failed to do so owing to over-pressure
of work at present, and in his stead he had secured
Hie youngest member to perform this pleasing duty.
This gentleman, Mr. Roberts, then handed over a
gold-mounted walking stick, suitably inscribed, to
Mr. Fisher, and accompanied this with compliment-
ary remarks. In returning ttianks, Mr. Fisher
pointed out that the society had in Mr. McFarlane
an ideal secretary. He thanked the members ot
the society and Mr Roberts for ttie presentation,
and intimated that tie would treasure it. The pre'
sentation had taken him by surprise, and he valued
it, not for its cost, but the kind sentiments which
lay behind it. He was pleased to see so manv
present, and hoped the show would be highly suc-
cessful. Members note.—There will be a special
meeting, Aug. 11, to discuss the advisability of
holding either a 40-mile radius or an open show,
and other business. Secretaries of clubs who would
render support, kindly correspond with secretary
also specialist clubs. The pleasing sum of £15 washanded over to the local Tobacco Fund —D.McFarlane, Sec., 26, Lord Robert Street, Waluey
Barrow-in-Furness. r ’

Country{Rambles

THE BIRDS.
rinK

JllIy
, J

3 . members of the Glasgow Caiton BirdClub availed themselves of the half-holidav and ofthe invitation of Sir Samuel Clincher to visit his
estate at Camlaehie. Sir Samuel has the uniuue
personality of being one of the most enthusiastic
fanciers, and at the same time one of the least
k 'l

,

ow
,

n '" the West of Scotland; the latter must be
attributed to his strong aversion to showing foi
cash prizes. His estate is a happy home of bird
file, and his keepers are relentless in their pursuit
and destruction of any enemy of bis feathered
friends, be they biped or quadruped. About twenty
members availed themselves of the invitation and
a wagonette conveyed them to Sir Samuel's statelv
mansion, which is situated almost in the centre of
a veritable forest. After partaking of the hos-
pitality of Sir Samuel and Lady Clincher, we pro-
ceeded to explore the sylvan groves, which ara
literally chock a bloc with almost even variety ot
British birds.

Sir Samuel, who feeds his feathered friends all the
year found, gave ns a unique display of the friend-
ship which exists between him and his numerous
birds. It was the regular hour of feeding, and
while we remained in the background Sir Samuel,
with two keepers and food, went to the lawn
scarcely fifty yards from the Manor House. A few
blasts of a shrill metallic whistle caused great
commotion among the bushes, ami the air was full
of birds. In a few minutes Sir Samuel wa6 literally
surrounded by them. Not satisfied with partaking
of his generous hospitality, many of- his older bird
friends perched on his shoulders, and an extended
arm contained two Starlings, a Mavis, two hen
Blackbirds, seemingly fresh from the duty of In-
eubation, and a Robin waiting for the mealworms
which they knew were coining. The birds seemed
absolutely indifferent to the movements of Sir
Samuel, who was obliged to move cautiously lest
he should tread on them. Many of the familiar
ones. Sir Samuel said, had been reared in captivity
and then given their liberty, which, by the way,
some of them would not wholly aoeept.
One old cock Starling was very amusing, and

carried on a continual conversation with Sir Samuel.
He was called “ Bill,” and when he hopped on his
host's shoulder. Sir Samuel said “Hello. Bill.”
"Hello, Sam, anything good to-day?” was the un-
hesitating reply, ami a mealworm passed into king-
dom come. A photograph of this unique spectacle
was taken, but we fear the distance was too great.
Should it turn out all right we will send one for
reproduction. When we started on our ramble the
old Starling followed up for a considerable distance,
shouting “Hello, Sam,” with an extraordinary
human voice.

The inside of the porch at the grand entrance to
this manor, which is thickly covered with ivy, con-

tains the nests of two Mavis, one Blackbird, and
several others, and although Sir Samuel, his family,

servants, and many visitors pass in and out daily,

the birds seem not to mind. Our ramble through
the grounds, which arc very extensive, brought us

at almost every step to birds and nests of nearly

every known British variety. One portion of the

demesne, known as ttie White Vale, was densely

populated, and nests seemed to be placed almost
"hut an’ ben.”
Lord Provost and Lady Dunlop, together with Sir

A. Scott Gibson and Lad.v Gibson, later on joined

the partv, and we spent fully four hours exploring

the bird' homes under the personal guidance of Sir

Samuel, who seems to know every nest on the

estate. Nowhere have I seen birds display such

amazing confidence in the human being. If the

theory of re-incarnation holds good, and we are

allowed any choice in our next appearaxice, I shall

insist on coming back as a bird to Sir Samuel'3

estate. Needless to say, we spent the most enjoy-

able day of our lives, and we motored home full

of gratitude to Sir Samuel and Lady- Clincher.—W.
Huteliiesoo.
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Oct. 22

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

L. .Huggins. 130.

l.omion.)
-(J. C. Bell,

SHOW DATES FIXED.
To ‘secure insertion in this column, a guarantee

Mint I li<’ show will h. uilpertisi (1 (n "0.11." I<> "to

extent or lit least 2 mu l he M'lit to our manager.

England.
Oct. 8-D. Preston O.S. ((• Buck, 5, Nevett St.)

Oct. 12 13. Plymouth W.C.O.S. -(T. Pope, 88, Em-

hiinkim-nt ltd.)

Oct, II. Hanley C BS. <C. Beckett, 32, Hamilton-

rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J.H.

Oet. 15- Mi. Warrington C.B.S. (II WarluirtOn, .3,

Ellesmere ltd., Lower Walton, Warrington.)

il . W. II., G.L., .1.1). L.

Oet. Hi. Coventry O.S. (A. Green, 203, Stone) Stan

ton ltd.)

21. Oxford C.B.S.— (C. F. Holliday, 58, George

St.) J .It. „
: Liverpool O.S.- (.Metcalfe and Green, 68,

Brunswick ltd.)
. ,

23. Burton-on Trent C.B.S.— (A. W ood, 10,

South Oak St.) .1.11. ,
Oct. 23. York C.B.S. (V. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.)

26 28. London and P.O.S. (H
Myddlcton ltd., Bowes Park,

27 28 . Carlisle (Border City) O S.

23, Uotchergate, Carlisle.)

29 30. Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (l1
. Hayward,

“I Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).

L.il.. J.U., It. B., J.D., H.J.C.

31 . Cheltenham C.B.S.—(A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terr.) .

Nov. J. Blacnavon C.B.S.— (O. Broome, 82, King

i ti. Sheffield O.S.— (E. C. Job, 19, A auxhall

ltd., Wincobunk, Shctlleld.) J.lt., J.C.B.,

U.W.B.
6 Hartlcpools C.B,S.-(J. W. Thornton. 43,

Hydal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,

W.N.
Nov. 6 8. Leicester Hand-in-Hand.—(A. Frccetone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.T., H.J.C.

Nov. 9 19. Bournemouth C.B.A.— (G. W. Jones, loo,

Holdenhurst ltd.) H.N.
Nov. 12 13. Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.—(G. Havver, i,

Theresa St.) T.l)., J.M., ll.W.B.

Nov. IS Barnsley C.B.S— (E. Toulson, 102, Cope

St.)

Nov. 13. Chester C.B.S. - (L. Cavanagl), "Berwyn,

Vicar's Cross, Chester.) H.W.B.
Nov. 19-20.- Halifax O.S.— (It. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M.. H.W.B.
Nov. 19 20. Halfwhistle C.B.S— (Win. Tallantyre,

South View.)
Nov. 27.— Coventry Godiva C.B.S.— (F. A. Green, o4,

Caludon ltd.) H.W.B,
Dee. 12. City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. H. Joncfi,

211, Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.lt.,

J.H. It.

Dee. 1-2. Southampton C.B.S.—(W. L. Page, 30,

Bedford Place, Southampton.) H.N.

Dec. 8 9 - Watford C.B.S.-(W. liaekley, 9, Holywell

ltd.) F.K., II.N., A.S., H.J.W.
Dec. 10 11—Gateshead C.B.S.—(W. Curry, C. P.ox-

l.urgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12-13. -Glasgow C.B.A.— (W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. ML., W. M'M.,

C.M., A.W., M.C.
Nov. 20 . -Cowdenbeath C.B.S.— (F. Baxter, 128,

Union St.).

1916.

Jan. 1.— Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20.— Abertillery C.B.S.— (H. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.)

Nov. 17.—Llandudno (Welsh N.
F.A.).—(G. E. Cragg,

‘

Cohvyn Bay.)
Nov 17- 18.- -Cardiff C.B.S (E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.H.P., J H R.

Ireland.
Dec. 3 4 . -Newtownards C.B.S.— (W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

(2aqe Birds
and Bird World.

A GuaranteeJ Circulation amongst

5;>,ooo readers weekly
Offices: 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Telegrams— 'Aviculture, London .” Tel. No. 5229

Holborn.
Th9 Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope ,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he docs not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety. '

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

{Twitterings.
Mr. R. T. Lonsdale, 80, Tiverton-st.,

Wave)'tree, Liverpool, is now secretary of the

Garston 14. C. A. in place of Mr. A. T. Mul-
loch (resigned), All communications should

be addressed accordingly.

Will societias in Yorkshire and Lancashire
requiring the patronage of the Yor! s and
Lancs. British Bird and Mule Oub aj oiy as

early as possible to T. H. Inman, Hon. Sec.,

53, Derby Road, Thornbury, Bradford?
We are open to receive applications for

patronage from societies up to Aug. 11, writes

Mr. F. W. Laidlow, Sec.. Northern Norwich
P.HC., 55, Colston-st., Benwell, Nejprastle-

on Tyne, as we require two moi* to it 2 up
our number.
Societies desiring to have the patronage of

the Northern British, Mule and Foreign Club

should apply before August 28 to Mr. W.
Curry, sec., 6. Roxburgh Place, Newcistle. as

patronage will be allotted on that ri.Vc. The
number of classes and the name jf the jedge

must be stated.

I beg to thank you for producing on the

Front Page of last week’s Cage Birds the

photographs of my last season’s winning Yel-

lowhammer and Linnet, writes Mrs. Lilian E.

T. Dalton. The picture does your artist great

ei edit.

By an unfortunate accident the advertise-

ment of Llmirwst show was omitted from our

issue of last week, and we therefore would

specially call attention to the advt. which ap-

pears on this page this week. Entries close

on Aug. 10.

Mr. R. Jackson, sec. S.E. London F. and

F.A., writes that the society has altered its

headquarters to the North Camberwell Con-

stitutional Club, 432, Old Kent Road, where

the postponed general meeting will be held

Aug. 9, at 8. Fanciers and friends invited.

We have received the Rule Book of the

London C.B.A. Besides the ordinary rules of

the society and the show rules the booklet

contains a list of names and addresses of

members. Mr. A. J. Watcham, hon. sec.,

192, Mare Street, Hackney, will be pleased to

forward a copy to anyone desirous of joining

the Association.

A ramble of the members of the Garston

B.B.A. takes place on Sunday, Aug. 8, meet

at Mr. Jones’s, 35, Church-rd., Garston, at

2.30. The ramble will be along the foreshore

to Oglet, thence inland. Tea will be provided

at Oglet for a small charge. Members and
friends of other societies are cordially in-

vited, especially a botanist to give a little

advice on the numerous wild seeds growing on

the banks of the foreshore.

The Cinnamon Canary. CJ

“The Bird of Royal Blood.”
^

0

Counties F. and
Tlocklands,” Rhos,

OBITUARY.
It is with the deepest regret that I have

to announce the sudden death of Mrs. W.
died hill, wife of our oldest member, Mr. W.
Gledhill, of Lockwood, writes Mr. A. Law-
ford, Sec., Huddersfield O.S. I am sure

that every fancier will join with us in tend-

ering to Mr. Gledhill and daughter our very

deepest sympathy in their sad bereavement.

The leading article in the August issue of

“British Birds,” Messrs. Witherby, High
Holborn, Is. monthly, is an account by
Mr. J. H. Gurney and Miss E. L. Turner of

the nesting of the Long-eared Owl on the

ground, and among the usual interesting

“Notes” is a record cf the Tawny Owl also

nesting on the ground. The article is illus-

ttated by reproductions of some fine photo-

graphs by Miss Turner of the hen Owl on

the nest.

It is with deep regret that I have to report

the sad lot that has befallen T. Seddon, a

former member of the Leigh C.B.S., whilst

doing his duty at the Dardanelles, writes

Mr. R. Charkson, sec. He has lost his left

kg through shrapnel shell, and I am sure all

fanciers who knew him will wish him a

speedy recovery to bodily health. He was
always an enthusiast in Mule breeding, and
no doubt he will wish to take up the hobby
again when he returns home.

The bird promised by Mr1

. Crawhall is

for most points over this year’s table shows
commencing with our next show, Aug. 11,

not for best bird as in my report of our
meeting and table show, writes Mr. R. Tin-

dall, Hon. Sec., Noi'thern Yorks C.C., 6, Oill-

st., Benwell, Newcastle-on-Tyne. This is an
opportunity that should not be missed by our
novices. Mr. Crawhall will make it either

cock or hen as the winner wishes. I shall

be glad to receive the names of anyone wish-

ing to join our club, also all applications for

patronage, which will be allotted shortly.

Tke Value a Pet Bird.
Bills displayed in the windows of tradesmen

in Streatham, London, offer a reward of £3
for the recovery of a tame Raven.

Where Parrots are Popular.
It is said that among the mining popula-

tion of the Black Country and S. Stafford-

shire there are more Parrot owners than in

any other industrial district.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing in our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any pictuie

will be sent on application.

From a Soldier to his Nurse.
A wounded soldier in the City of Dublin

Hospital writes that his account of his birds

in better times has so interested one of his

nurses, especially when he told her of the

effect of colour-feeding, that he is making
her a present of “ Canary Breeding for

Beginners,” so that she may gather fuller

particulars on the subject.

O^e Ne;t In'Me Another.
Included in a list of unusual nesting sites

given in the August issue of “ British Birds ”

is an account of the nest of a Robin, built

inside the nest of a Song Thrush
after the young Thrushes had flown. The
Editor points out that instances have pre-

viously been recorded of Robins building in

old nests of the Blackbird, Thrush, Hedge
} Sparrow, and Swallow,

A Paper read at the meeting of the Western Counties O.S., Plymouth,
on June I5th, by Mr. A. B, Brown, Plymouth.

(Continued from pane 2(1.)

how pure the Cinnamon lien, unless she is

paired with a Cinnamon bred cock, there
will never be bred a Cinnamon feathered or
Cinnamon ticked young. On the other hand,
a Cinnamon cock paired witli a hen of any
variety, without a spot of Cinnamon blood in
her veins, may breed self-coloured Cinnamons
of rich colour, but it is absolutely certain

that each of these Cinnamon feathered, or
Cinnamon ticked young will be a hen, and
the cocks green.

This has never been known to vary, for

wherever a case lias been thought to be
otherwise, a search in the records of the
birds’ history has proved the existence of

Cinnamon blood in both parents, and this,

although it had lain dormant in the strain

for years, had come to the surface on mixing
with a stronger flow of Cinnamon blood.

If greyn cocks are paired to their sisters

(of the cross from the Cinnamon cock and
Non-Cinnamon hen) purest Cinnamon-coloured
young may be got, both cocks arid hens, but
extreme care should be taken in the use of

these Cinnamons; although they are sound
in colour, they should be mated back to

Cinnamons of known purity of blood.

It is just here, after showing how easy it

is'' to get Cinnamon-coloured young, we should

also show how impossible it is to get Cin-

namons from a Non-Cinnamon bred cock

paired with a pure bred self-Cinnamon hen ;

the young from this cross would be Greens,

and variegated birds, but never a Cinnamon-
coloured feather. Pair these young together,

and clears and variegated or green will result.

Now compare the results of the respective

crosses, and it will be very evident that the

power of the Cinnamon character is in the

males. Armed with this knowledge, it be-

comes easy to add another element to make
up any deficiences we may have in the Cin-

namon stock. And so we set to work, with

a thorough confidence of being able to im-

prove the Cinnamon where necessary.

(To be continued.)

N the other hand, the wise buyer of stock

makes one purchase, the right sort,

probably wins a few prizes right away,
and alter the show season is over, breeds some
more winners which in turn bri-ng grist to

the mill, and so works his way upwards to

the .top of the exhibition ladder, and all

because he paid a reasonable price for stock

birds, which were the outcome of many years

patient exercise of the other man’s brain.

Thus the newcomer commences with the

finished material, and if has been recorded

that beginners have actually bred birds from
such stock, which beat the birds bred by the

original breeder who had spent years of trials

in the gradual building up of this strain.

Now we know where we stand with regard

to quality of stock! The next question is

—

how many birds dec we require for successful

Cinnamon breeding? The answer, I suggest,

is four. Self yellow cock and self buff hen
and self buff cock xvith self yellow hen. These
should be of one breeder, and the two cocks
must not be near relations. The young of

the respective pairs can be worked on for

years without additional introductions from
outside, and the breeding of good Cinmunons
is assured.

Sometimes it occurs that the fancier has
bad luck

;
he loses the young, or one of the

parents, or his birds lose in colour, size, and
type, and he may be quite unable to lemedy
it by birds of his own stock. Whenever
this happens, the best means to employ is to

get the required birds from a Cinnamon
breeder who has the pure bred birds which
excel in the qualities desired.

It may happen they cannot be acquired,

and in this case he thinks it justifiable to

try an outside cross; a course which is cor-

rect, provided the fancier knows how to do
it, and is perfectly acquainted with the

peculiarity of Cinnamon blood. And herein lies

the secret of successful Cinnamon breeding.

As already mentioned, Cinnamons can only

be propagated through the males. No matter

Bird Sentinels.
A soldier on leave from the trenches tells

how birds warn the Allies of the coming of

the clouds of poison gas when the Germans
attempt that mode of attack at night. In

the darkness the coming of the gas is unseen,

but long before the smell of the fumes can be

detected in the trenches there is a great

clamouring of birds awakened from their night

perches. The birds fly away beyond reach of

the fumes, and in the meantime the British

soldier is prepared.

The Old, Old Story. „
“W.C.,” in the “ Manchester Dispatch,

says that a leader has sent him an interesting

experience of a few years ago, in which he

recalls that for several days the Swallows and

Sparrows had battled for possession of a nest.

He noticed that the fight had been broken off,

and on making an examination he found that

the Swallows had “built in” the Sparrow,

that bird being found dead in the nest. I

have a recollection of having heard a similar

story, says “W.C.,” but this is authenticated

by a reliable correspondent. I make no com-

ment upon it, except that Mr. Sparrow did

not live un to his reputation if he allowed

a pair of Swallows to imprison him in a mud-

coated nest under the eaves of a house.

Many Vices : One Virtue.
In an interesting article headed Dogs

With Bad Names” in the “ Illustrated

Sporting and Dramatic News,” Mr. Frank

Bonnet says :
“ The Jackdaw, beneath a

pleasing exterior hides a blackened soul.

We all owe him a grudge for having practic-

ally driven from our shores that much more

handsome member of tho corvine race, the

Cornish Chough, but, quite apart from that

heinous crime, the Jackdaw is guilty of many

and serious misdemeanours. He is an in-

veterate destroyer of game, searching most

diligently for the eggs of both Pheasant and

Partridge in the open, and destroying their

young as well whenever opportunity offers.

Young poultry he will kill in wholesale

fashion : he will rob the nest ot any hen that

“steals her nest” away from home; and he

will plunder the pigeon lofts of eggs and

young birds in the most systematic way. Be-

cause of these his many wickednesses the

Jackdaw undoubtedly deserves all ho gets,

and it may he added, for he is an exceeding

warv bird, that he does not often get all that

he deserves. All that can be said on the

Jackdaw's behalf is that, in common with the

Book, he does some good, as the farmer will

testify.”

Where Hornets Guard Birds’ Nests
Not long ago when walking over the veld,

says a correspondent to “ The Field,” writ-

ing from N.W. Rhodesia, I noticed a bird’s

nest in a tree, and going up to look at it more
closely in my usual inquisitive way was star-

tled by a buzzing round my head, only to

discover that I had nearly run into a hornets'

nest. On looking up at the bird’s nest again

I saw the nest of the hornets about ljft.

away. I did not think much of the incident

at the time, but on another occasion I saw

another nest made in exactly tho same way
on the same kind of thorn tree, known as

“ traehem bichee,” or bitje, which in Dutch
means “ wait-a-bit,” so called on account of

its awful thorns which hold you if you get

entangled. As before, I went up to look at it,

and was again startled by the same angry buz-

zing round iny head, and, to my great astonish-

ment, on looking up I saw a nest of hornets

in the same relative position to the nest as on

the previous occasion. Since then in my
rambles over the veld I have seen hundreds

of nests of the same sort in the same kind of

tree and the same little hornets’ nests protect-

ing them. Is this reasoning, or instinct? I

have pointed it out to many persons, hunters,

and men always on the veld, and none of

them bail noticed it.
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WILD FOODS FOR SEED-
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CHAS. PRIOR

o EATING BIRDS. 1
(Ropley). o

Li u
The useful grocnfoods, etc., available during

August are herein described. Previous articles ap-
peared in our issues of April 10 and the first weeks
of the following months, and we have, we are
pleased to say. been able to arrange with the
Author to contribute a continuation in the first issue

of each month.

T HE goodly array of autumnal weeds
bequeathed, while yet undeveloped,

by the departing July, are hurried

along to maturity with the scorching and
breathless days of August. The wild

foods now are companions of the harvest,

and their muster soon becomes swollen to

maximum dimensions.
Plantain, one of them, familiarly

known also as “ ratstail,” needs no de-

tailed description. It is one of those

time-honoured items of bird dietary

whose association with avicultural fare is

as ancient as that of groundsel. In a

state of purple semi-ripeness it is re-

garded with some favour by Linnets, Can-
aries, and other seedeaters, and it is re-

puted, in the case of the first-named, to

exercise an enhancing influence upon
soundness of breast colour.

But its value can easily be overrated.

It appears to impose considerable strain

on the digestive powers of the birds that

feed upon it. The excreta is voided with
difficulty, and is whitish and odorous, arid

not well formed either, as the excrement
of healthy assimilation invariably is.

This is not good, and such a drawback
cannot but modify any apparent benefit.

Many Names ; Many Uses.
Knapweed, -another wild food of August,

on the other hand, is uniformly safe and
wholesome, and has, moreover, a wider
range of usefulness. Goldfinches, Linnets,

Twites, Redpolls, Siskins, Greenfinches,

and Canaries all eat it with infinite relish,

while Bullfinches, and even Hawfinches,
now and then accept it with some measure
of approval. In all cases its use is at-

tended by highly satisfactory results, and
wisdom points in the direction of using it

with all freedom throughout the moulting
period.

This weed, also called hardheads, horse-

nobs, and by other localisms, has latterly

come to be very well known as a food for

birds. It is widely distributed, and com-
mon enough, appearing most frequently in

rough grass lands and neglected pastures,

often also by the sides of little used coun-
try lanes and roads. The plant at the
time of flowering is seldom less than two
feet high, and generally more. The stems
are tough and wiry. The blooms are
numerous, and of a bluish-purple hue, and
they have a counterpart, refined by culti-

vation, in the cornflower of the garden.
The time to gather is when the petals of

the flowers are dead, and just before they
fall, or even just after, because the small
cup-like seed-head is then packed full of
ripened seeds. The flowers, although
numerous, as already observed, are not all

produced simultaneously, but in succes-

sion
;
consequently there is a correspond-

ingly lengthy period of seeding.

The Lesser the Better.
There are two prominent wild knap-

weeds. One is larger and coarser than the
other, and the seed-heads of this greater
knapweed are more bristling and scaly,

while its seeds are fitted with a small,
hairy tuft. The lesser one is in every wav
the better. Wild Goldfinches and Linnets
are often to be seen feeding upon this

weed, but never on the plantain, unless I

am much mistaken.
Thistle seeds are the favourite autumn

food of the Goldfinch at liberty, and they
should be made the special quarry of all

who keep Goldfinches in confinement. The
sturdy, robust specimens known as. Scotch
-—possibly because of their dourness and
ubiquity—are the Goldfinch’s chosen
speciality in thistles, and their prickly
heads yield to his practised dexterity as
tamely as the tender spring dandelion.
But the mere human who aspires to the
joys of thistle scalping needs to proceed
with some discretion, for nothing more
instantaneously penetrating than the in-

visible- bristle point of a well-matured

thistle is imaginable. The prick of a
needle is, by comparison, as the prod of a
bludgeon.
The seeding head, however, has its vul-

nerable point. A firm grip of finger and
thumb on the tuft of pappus at the top
fixes an effectual strangle-hold. A sharp
pair of scissors applied to the stalk directly

below effects a bloodless capture, and the
seed-head is straightway dropped into

whatever receptacle the gatherer Is using.

An ordinary open handle-basket is an ex-

cellent vehicle. The time for performing
this operation is when all purple colour

has faded from the flower, and the head is

turning brown.

Give Thistle-heads Intact.

The heads of thistle so secured should be
handed over to the Goldfinches intact as
they are gathered, or with no preparation
heyond just straining them asunder with
a steady pull. This feat is simplified, and
the risk of “punctures” reduced, by
damping the number of heads required for
immediate use by means of a wet cloth,

which is laid lightly over them for a few
hours beforehand; overnight, for instance,
for to-morrow’s supply.

It is a mistake to extract the seeds your-
self. This not only because of the Gold-
finch’s native deftness in manipulating
these thorny subjects unaided, but also be-
cause he derives greater actual benefit from

|

feeding upon thistle seeds w hich his own
exertions have wrested from their natural
stronghold than he would from the same
seed threshed out and fed to him in a
hopper. There may be . many sound
reasons for this. One suffices. That is,

that the occupation undoubtedly contri-

A S the holiday season is now with us, a

few notes on the wild birds of our East

Coast may be of interest, although at

the mention of the East Coast one naturally

thinks of the Germans and their efforts to

make the world recognise their “ frightful-

ness.” It is not, however, my intention to

write about the Huns and their savagery, but

to say something of what I saw of the birds

of the Yorkshire coast during an afternoon’s

walk in June.

Getting Back Its Own.
Leaving Bridlington, I proceeded north-

wards along the sea-cliff, which is gradually

being washed away, reminding me of a similar

erosion on the Lancashire coast between
Blackpool and Bispham. Judging by the

number of sea-shells and pebbles that studded

the face of the cliff, of which I gbt a glimpse

here and there, what is being removed was
obviously deposited by the sea at some remote
age.

A few yards in front of me a Pied Wagtail
runs from side to side of the beaten track

after flies, now and then taking a short flight

and uttering the note “ chissie.” In passing,

I may say that a hand-reared “ Peggy-Dish-
washer ” makes a charming pet, and furnishes

a little variety in an aviary by its black and
white plumage, its quick-running movements,
and lively motion of its tail. Moreover, its

song, though short, is sweet.

On a fence, a Spotted Flycatcher is perched,
whence it darts upon winged insects, return-

ing with graceful sweep to the spot it has

just quitted ; and, subsisting on similar fare,

a Sand Martin flits to and fro alongside the

face of the cliff. From the next field a flock

of garrulous Rooks rise in a body and alight

on a clump of trees in the distance. Now
suddenly springing out of the long grass a

Skylark with rapturous song soars almost per-

pendicularly, higher and higher, r.nd then
“ Poised in air,

“ And warbling his wild notes about the

clouds,
“ Almost beyond the ken of human sight,
“ Clapped to his side his plumy steerage, down
“ Drops—instantaneous drops, the silent

butes to his happiness—witness his eager
gusto over it. And it may he taken as a

general principle that the first tiling to he

observed in tho tending of all classes of

stock, if they are to do their host, is La

make them happy
;

and the Goldfinch

wrestling with a thistle head is a happy
bird.

Thistle seed-heads will be flourishing and
ripening throughout August and most of

September, and measures should soon he

taken to lay in a store for use during the

winter. September is, for various reasons,

a better time than August for doing this,

and a few lines in next month’s notes will

be devoted to hints thereon.

Seeds With Wings.
It may be expedient to observe here-

abouts that the wild seeds most usefully

employed in bird-feeding can be roughly
divided into two distinct groups. Group 1

embraces all the composite plants, of which
the dandelion is typical, while the thistles

may not improperly be described as near
relations. The seeds of this group are

“winged,” i.e., fitted with plumes of

feathery pappus whose purpose is to ensure
wide distribution. They are essentially

the natural food of Goldfinches, for no
winged seed appears to come amiss to these

birds. Siskins and Redpolls, relish them
equally with Goldfinches, and most of them
appeal also to the Greenfinches’ accommo-
dating taste.

Group 2 comprises the crucifers, of which
the wallflower is a popular floral example,
and the cabbage an equally well-known
vegetable representative, both being
highly developed by long cultivation and
selection. Charlock will serve very well as

an illustration of the wild crucifer. The
seeds of these cruciferous plants are pro-

duced in narrow elongated pods, and they
are usually round and black, though some-
times the colour- is a dark purplish-red, and
occasionally yellow, as in the various rapes

and mustard, which are all crucifers.

The seeds of this order of plants are pre-/

ferred by Linnets, Chaffinches, and Bram-

Flying here and there over the North Sea
are several Herring Gulls, and not far from
shore on the brilliant blue waters a few com-
mon Guillemots, Razorbills, Puffins, and Cor-
morants are busily engaged diving in pursuit
of their finny prey. These birds are from the
world-famous sea-birds’ home on the north
side of the headland, an account of which
appeared in Cage Birds of Feb. 7, March 21,
and May 2 last year.
Entering a well-wooded vale, the gaily-

attired little acrobat, the Blue Tit, proclaims
its presence, and a Chaffinch breathes out
defiance with “pink, pink.” In the trees
overhead, flying from branch to branch, the
plainly-clad .JWeet singer, the Willow-Wren,
is searching the foliage for insects for its

nestlings in the domed nest among the long
herbage, and a Blackbird in the distance is

fluting through its yellow bill.

Quitting the agreeable coolness of this

sylvan retreat by a steep incline, our most
popular and almost perennial songster, the
Redbreast, presents itself on the top of a
post, and with the usual curtsey says, “ tit-it-

it-it.” In a meadow on the right a solitary

Lapwing, in company with a small flock of
Starlings, is foraging for worms and c-ther

edible creatures.

Spring’s Impelling Voice.
Arriving at the village of Flamborough,

several ubiquitous House Sparrows are dust-

ing themselves in the gutter, and flying

swiftly up and down the roadway the “clime-

changing ” Swallow is sweetly twittering.
“ Swallow, why homeward turned thy joyful

wing ?

“ In a fair land I heard the voice of spring;
“ I found myself that moment on the way

—

“ My wings, my wings, they had not power
to stay.”

—Montgomery.
In this neighbourhood the archaeologist finds

delight from the quantities of stone axes,

flint arrow-heads, and other relics of the

ancient Britons which have been found. There

are some curious pits or depressions, which,

according to some authorities, are British pit-

dwellings. The churches in the district con-

tain a number of fine Norman fonts and in-

teresting old belta At Hunmanby, a British

[‘SOME EAST COAST BIRDS/
l By J. FEW (Wigan). J
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blcfinches, and are also eaten to some ex-
tent by Greenfinches and Twites, but Gold-
finches do not touch them. There are
numerous varieties of each order—com-
posite and cruciform—whose seeding time
runs through the autumn, but limitations

of space forbid detailed specification of

them all, even if their individual worth
warranted it, which it does not. Their
use in feeding birds is covered by the ap-
plication of the broad general rule out-

lined in the foregoing.

Other weeds of distinctly useful charac-
ter that enter the seeding period in August
are the wild convolvulus-like plants vari-

ously known as combine, bindweed, lily-

bine, etc. They are ramblers in habit,

sprawling untidily over the ground—un-

less, indeed, there is anything handy for

them to climb. In a corn field, for in-

stance, they twine themselves about th®

cornstalks, and cling to them like scarlet

runners to a bean pole. Their seeds are

three-cornered in shape—like buckwheat—
and shiny-black in colour when ripe. There
are two distinct varieties. One, the smaller

and more favoured, has seeds about the

size of winter rape, and is more an untidy

litterer of the ground and less a climber

than the larger, which latter bears seeds

about the size of small buckwheat. Both
are e,aten very freely by all the seed-eaters.

Even Chaffinches and Bramblefinches,

which are indifferent to so many of the

wild foods that are a joy to other birds,

are very fond of these wild bindweeds.

Milk Thistle Enhances Colour.
Milk-thistle—one of the composites, by-

the-bye—conti lies to produce clusters of

seed-heads throughout August, and these

should be sought for now, particularly on
behalf of Bullfinches and Greenfinches, be-

cause of the beneficial influence they have
on the development of colour in these

birds. The other Finches being well pro-

vided for in the ample number of other

weeds now available, it is as well exclu-

sively to allot to the properties of milk-

thistle their most profitable use.

chariot, with horse trappings, was excavated
in May, 1907.

Leaving the village of Flamborough, exist-

ing in almost mediaeval simplicity, and pro-

ceeding northwards along the main road, the
cheerful little Wren arrests attention by its

welcome and varied roundelay, which it exe-
cutes in brilliant fashion. From overhead
comes the note “ pee-ep ” of the Yellow Wag-
tail, and hopping beside the hedgerow a Dun-
nock is constantly picking up the tiniest of

morsels.
(To be continued J

Snap Shots From
Sheffield.

A series of short papers by the members of the
Sheffield C.B.S., and read in a competition at the
meeting of the society held June 4.

(Continued from page 1 9.)

Don’ts for Novices.

E
VERY novice has to make a beginning,

and I would ask them to note the fol-

lowing “Don’ts.”
Don’t, when buying your birds, buy here,

there and everywhere, as it is an uncertain
way to success; better buy from a man who
breeds his own winners.
Don't buy birds that are unhealthy. No

matter if they be off Palace winners they are
dear at a gift, and a disappointment to who-
ever owns them.
Don’t keep unhealthy birds. If bred by your-

self, beti’.r kill them off.

Don’t squander your money unwisely
;
be

sure you get full value, and if you are in

doubt ask your fellow members, who will no
doubt see you right.

Don’t expect too much off a 10s. 6d. pair.

Bo prepared to pay for something decent; the
best is cheapest in the end.

Don’t be gulled by fanciers who “ puff off”

their birds
;
you are sure to meet such. Give

them a wide berth ; it will pay you.

Don’t, when buying, be put off with any-
thing. Have what you want or leave it alone.

Anything bought unsuitable is so much money
wasted.

Don’t, when your birds are breeding, “play”
with them. Also don’t invite strangers into

your bird-room. Many a good nest of young
ones has been lost by doing these things.

Don’t think anything will do to feed Can-

aries on. Always get the best of seed ; it is

the cheapest.
Don’t be downhearted over failure. “If at

first vou don’t succeed try, try again.”

—

“ KITCHENER.”—
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Correspondence.
Societies and the War Loan.
Sih, I was delighted Id road in this week a

Cage ) Sin ns. that t lie London P.O.S. has

decided to invest in the War Loan, £50 from

its funds. This will undoubtedly give an

impetus to other societies to do likewise. My
society, the City and Suburban A.(ML, has

already invested £20 ,in it from patriotic

motives as so admirably described by Mr.

Huggins in his note.

V. Wynn.

Cheltenham Will “Carry on.”
Sib,—Last year, owing to the unsettled

state of the country, wo considered it advis-

able to cancel our open show. However, as

wo have been asked by several prominent fan-

ciers to hold our show this year, we have de-

cided to do so, and trust that the Fancy
generally will accord us their generous sup-

port. The management will be in the same
hands as in previous years, and we shall as

usual provide a comprehensive classification.

We are doing this solely in the interest of the

Fancy, as we believe that without the shows
interest would flag considerably, and we hope
exhibitors will appreciate this and show it in

a practical manner by sending us a record

entry.

A. S. Treasure,
W. POUNDSETT,

Hon. Secs., Cheltenham C.B.S.

Will there be Rhea-Emu Hy-
brids ?

Sir,— An interesting event has just occurred
at our Scottish Zoo. The pair of Rheas have
hatched out a nest of promising chicks. As
mentioned in my article, “ A Day With the

Birds at the Scottish Zoo,” of January last,

the peculiarity of the Rhea’s family affairs is

that- the hen merely lays the eggs (a hole

scooped in the sand being all the nest she

troubles to make) and leaves the incubation

and feeding to the “ mere male,” while she

remains a perfectly disinterested looker-on.

Our particular Rhea, however, has found an
unexpected helper in his arduous duties in the
person of a hen Emu (kept in the same en-

closure) which has formed an attachment for

him and his chicks. She tends the latter

as if they were her own. .It is indeed a most
interesting sight, and has attracted a lot of

visitors. The Zoo officials seem to have an
opportunity of producing Rhea-Emu hybrids
next year.

Dan McArthur.

Blaenavon and its Show.
Sir,—In reply to Mr. Broome, of Blaen-

avon, I was quite correct when I said Blaen-
avon was away up among the mountains, as

Blaenavon is 1,000ft. above the sea level,

Pontypool 500ft., and the distance between
about five miles. You will see it is not a

very gentle rise, 100ft. to the mile. I did

not wish to cast any reflection on Blaenavon
as regards train service, or anv other service

for that matter. Wha-t I wished to show
was that it was out of our way as regards
joining their society, for unless you are strong
in wind and limb, you need some kind of

conveyance -to get there. If it is not among
the mountains then I fail to understand what
a mountain is. I was taught that a moun-
tain is a hill one thousand feet high, and
Blaenavon is among mountains much higher.

My statement as to the respective altitudes of

Pontypool and Blaenavon are -taken from the
Gazetteer of the British Isles by J. G. Bartho-
lomew, F.R.G.S.

H. H. Vaughan.
P.S.—I would like to say, further, that

the article containing that statement was not
intended for publication and was sent separ-

ate from other intelligence published in the
same issue.

[Matter not intended for our printer should
always have the words “not for publication”
written on it.

—

Editor.]

The Black Mealworm Returns.

Interesting Experiments by Mr. Claude
St. John.

Sir.—The majority of your readers may
perhaps have forgotten the correspondence on
this subject two years ago, and our old friend,

Air. C. P. Arthur, who very kindly sent me a
number of the so-called “black” mealworms
for observation, must long ago have lost hope
of hearing of them again. The excuse for my
long silence is the slow development of the
mealworm, ft may be remembered that I

have many limes contended in your columns
that the cycle of the metamorphoses of the
mealworm is much longer than is generally
supposed, and in the last correspondence I

stated my belief that this cycle occupied prob-
ably two or three years. Now I am able to

say definitely that, at least when kept under
normal conditions of temperature, the cycle
from beetle to beetle is quite two years.
The specimens Mr. Arthur sent me becAne

beetles in June, 1913. Eggs were secured from
them, isolated, and kept under frequent ob-

servation through all the stages until the next
generation of beetles began to emerge, which
was not until June of the present year, when
two beetles emerged, and four papas died, but
up to the present no. other worms have entered

the pupal stage, although all the e"gs from
which they were produced were deposited

about the same time. At some future time I

hope to tabulate and arrange the notes I have

made during this experiment, but for the

present I will content myself with saying that

one result is that I am sufficiently convinced

that there are two distinct varieties of beetle

whose larvae we know as mealworms, and the

so-called “black” mealworms belong to the

variety known to entomologists as Toubrio
obscunis, the ordinary light coloured variety

being known as T. molitor. The larvae and
beetles produced from the larvae sent me by
Mr. Arthur have been identified at South
Kensington as T. obscvrvs. I say so-called

“black,” because it really does require some
stretch of the imagination to believe them so.

In reality they are of a sooty tinge, and never
really black, and seem to differ as much in

dullness and lack of gloss as in colour. More
than this I will not sav at this moment, but

hope to go more fully into the question at some
future date.

Claude St. John.

To Exterminate Lice in Canaries
Sir,—The treatment for lice on Canaries

is very different ito that for red mite, as
the louse lives and breeds on the birds, and
the red mite on the cages, etc. I have
always found birds a little out of Condition
most subject to them, hens towards the
close of the breeding -season, and weakly
young ones. The best remedy I know is

to take two tablespoonfuls of quassia chips
to one quart of boiling water, and let it

stand till cool. This I put in a bottle and
keep in -the bird room. Give the bath
daily, adding two tablespoonfuls of the extract,

this will kill the nits as well as the lice

and is much better than handling the birds
to dust- them with insect powder. It will

also prevent red mite feeding on them. If the
birds drink anv it will act as a tonic to them.

F. G. B.

-Sir,—May I venture to suggest that the
correspondents on this subject should confine
themselves to the various means of destroying
the pest, and avoid dealing with the life his-

tory of creatures. Such details must be very
obscure and exceptionally difficult for the
average mind to grasp, as the effort to ex-
plain things, of which one has but a very dim
and imperfect knowledge can only create con-

fusion .and do harm. This suggestion is the
outcome -of reading a letter on the subject in

your issue of July 17. in which the writer,
reasoning by analogy from the human louse,

says it is “killed by being deprived of its

food, i.e., human blood, for about a week.”
When I say that the louse does not feed on
blood, this writer, and also your readers who
are interested in the question, will doubtless
recognise the wisdom of leaving these obscure
life histories alone. Mites have a sucking
mouth, and feed by extracting blood from
their victims, whereas lice have a gnawing
month, and subsist on the skin, and the tissue
of feather and quills, and do not extract
blood in the operation.

Observer.

Success after Failure.
Sill,—In Cage Birds of July 31, a corre-

spondent stated that he had had youngsters
out of the nest a.t 15 days old. This being
my, first season, I started with three pairs, and
like a good many more beginners had bitter
disappointments. The first round came to
nothing, but in the second round I succeeded
in getting eight youngsters, only to lose them
when about a week old. I was on the point
of giving up for this season, but did not like

being beaten, so I sent for Claude St. John’s
Canary Breeding for Beginners.” and then

I saw where I had made mv mistakes. I

started for a third time, and followed his
directions. I tried one pair of Canaries, and
had' three birds on the parches at 21 days’ old
and all doing well. I also paired a cock Lin-
net and hen Canary ; result four eggs, but the
cock broke two, so I took him away, and let

OLD
CALABAR
BIRD SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT C0.-LIVERP00L. ENG.

Tha Bullfinch here depicted won 1st prize at Tonbridge Show for its owner, Mr. A. Rhodes, Maid-

stone. The Siskin took first prize at Dover Show, and is owned by Mr. W. A. Austin of the same town.

the hen sit the other two. She hatched one
youngster which got all her attention, and at

12 days’ old it got out of the nest. I felt

disappointed as I thought it was too quick,

so 1 put it back in the nest, but it was
out again in a few minutes and hopping round
the cage bottom, so I left it to the hen,
and on the 14th day it was on the top

perches ; then my spirits rose, and I felt I

had succeeded at last. Has any reader ever
experienced a youngster leaving the nest at

12 days’ old? I had a brother fancier in

to see it the other day, and he said he had
never heard of such a case. The youngsters
are all doing well now, thanks to Claude St.

John and your valuable paper. Cage Birds.

R. Ellerby.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sir.—I note that my critics have returned

to the subject of reasoning power in birds

though they previously adjured me to talk

about “ consicience-,” and solely to (oblige

them, 1 did so. This, however, is the only

complaint that I have to make, for Mr. Coe
writes a letter with much of which I am in

accord. I did not claim the desertion of her
young by the hen Flvoatcher as an instance

of pure reasoning, and it is quite likely that

instinct had a good deal to do with it—the

instinct that tells a bird which has lost its

mate oudts nest to seek at once another mate
^nd make another attempt. I am also prepared

to admit that the actions of insects are based

on instinct rather than on intelligence, though
one cannot read such a book as Lubbock’s
“Senses of Animals” without seeing that

there is -also mind and reasoning power in

the insect world.

When, however, he claims that it is not

possible to prove that a bird’s actions, how-
ever wonderful they may seem to man, are

not, dictated by instinct, I join issue with

him. A bird may build its first nest by

instinct, or, in other words, by the inherited

experience of many thousands of previous

generations, but when it finds itself faced by
a combination of circumstances which never

have occurred before in all the previous his-

tory of the race it is quite clear that it must
rely on its reasoning powers or follow blind

chance. Let us take such a case and attempt

to analyse the mental processes involved.

Not long sinoe I was very much amused
bv a bird story which went the round of the

press, because it appeared to be a combination

of Irish humour and up-to-date journalism.

Great was my surprise to find, on taking up
a copy of “ British Birds,” -that an ornitholo-

gist had investigated the matter on the spot

and that -the story was really true. Anyone
who knows that severely scientific magazine,
“ British Birds,” and its Editor. Mr. H. F.

Withorbv. will know that no fairy-tales are

admitted there. A Thrush built its nest on
the axle of a carriage of an Irish railway.

Note -that railway trains a-re a quite modern
invention, and that therefore irtst i net could

not possibly help this particular bird in deal-

ing with this particular combination of cir

cumstances. Note also that instinct- would
have counselled the bird to avoid anything

strange, and to build its nest in a natural

site. But this carriage was not stationary,
it ran up and down daily on a short length
of line. Wh-en the carriage -reached its

destination, the Thrush used to leave the
train to have a drink and a snack of some-
thing to eat—just exactly, let us observe, what
we should have done ourselves—but it always
returned to the station in plenty of time t-o

catch the train when starting on its return
journey. One day, however, the time-table
was altered

; the train left ten minutes earlier,

and the Thrush returned to the platform to

find that the train had gone. Now let us
note that in all the years that have elapsed
since -this planet made its appearance in

space no Thrush had ever before presumably
been in such a predicament; therefore in-

stinct could not come to its assistance. What
did it do? Did it desert its nest? No, it

was an intelligent bird. It pursued the train;

i-t- caught the train (N.B., except to those

who know Irish railways or who dwell near

the London, Chatham, and Dover line, tjils

may seem improbable) and, when the train

reached the other terminus, this clever Thrush
was peacefully incubating its eggs. Now,
will any reader come forward and say that

this bird did not think as we think—reason
as we reason?

W. E. Teschemaker.

3n tfie Courts.

Skylarks as a “Nuisance.”

James Holder, of Ealing, was summoned
at Brentford for keeping “noisy animals.”

j

Arthur Cole, the complainant, said that

Holder was a lover of birds, and his prin-

cipal pets were Skylarks, which lie had

placed in four cages outside his windows.

The noise was so incessant that witness

could not use his garden. -

The defendant said he only kept two Sky-

larks. and he took every possible care of

them. He contended that they were not a

nuisance, and twenty-one neighbours had

written to that effect.' The Court, however,

!
imposed a penalty of 5s.

I
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(Show* continued from page 39.)

DARVEL C.B.S.
F.F. show, July 27, Town llall, Mr. O. Alston

^NoV* Veil.: "l. 3, Anderson; 2, W. and J. Taj lor

;

4 Connell. Buff: 1, 3, W. and J. Taylor; 2, Dykes;

4, Connell. Bord. Veil.: 1, 2, Allan; 3, Connell.

Buff: 1, 2, Allan; 3, Dykes; 4, Nisbct Mulo or

H»b.: 1, Anderson. A hearty veto of thanks was

given to Mr. Alston for his services, who after

judging the birds pointed out their merits and de-

fects; he was also very highly delighted to bo the

first judge to place Mr. T. Amlerwon s Hybrid

Song Thrush-Blackbird. Decided to hold a meet-

ing third Tuesday in September to make arrange-

ments for annual Club show.— J. Fairful, Sec.

EDINBURGH C.B.S.
F.F. Show, July 31, Cairns Memorial Hall, Gorgie

Road. Entries numbered about 00, a slight de-

crease from last year, but quality was all that

could be desired. Mr. John Holmes judged and

gave satisfaction. Veil. Nor.; 1, Muir; 2, Weir,

3, Thomson; 4, Hunter; 3, Morrison. Bull: 1, Muir;

2, 4, Charlton
, 3, McUinty; 5, 0, Thomson. Ur. or

Var. Veil.: 1, Thomson; 2, Stormont; 3, 0, Hunter;

4, Morrison; 5, Charlton. Buff: 1, Muir; 2, Stor-

mont; 3, Charlton; 4, McGinty ; 5, 0, Frier. Crest

or C.B. : 1, 2, 3, Morrison. Cl. 57 Tkd. Yell. Bord.:

1 5, Weir; 2, 6, Muir; 3, Hutchison: 4, Brown.

Buff: 1, 3, ti, Brash; 2, 4, Weir; 3, Hutchison. Yell.:

1, 2, Hutchison; 3, Muir. Buff: 1, 3, 4, Rice; 2, 3,

Hutchison. Varieg. Mule: 1, Hutchison. UoUlf. or

Linnet Mule, Dark : 1, Morrison. A.O.V . Mule, Dark:

1, Hutchison—J. C. Charlton, Sec.

CX.UB <St SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free oil application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Altrincham .Open C.B.S.—Aug. II, Station Cafe,

8.30. Lecture on Moulting, Mr. J. Criteliley.—C.

Bailey.
Attercliffe C.B.S—Aug. 12, Horse and Jockey

Hotel, 7.30. Debate on Colour-feeding— E. Johnson.
Ashton under-Lyne O.S.—Aug. 7, P.S.A. Rooms,

Albion Street, 3. Members’ F.F. show; judge, Mr.
H, Boothman.—J. Whitehead.
Alfreton C.B.S Aug. 14, Red Lion Hotel. 0. Im-

portant chow business; drawing up of schedule, and
other business.—G. Beardall.
Birmingham South O.S —Aug. 11, Marlboro' Hotel,

8.30. Report of young bird show ;
prize-money and

specials paid out; debate on winter allows.—J.

Sheppard.
Chester-lei-Street C.B.S.—Mr. W. L. Smith, South

Shields, bao kindly promised to read a paper on
his experiences -in the cage bird Fancy. I hope that
all members will turn up and bring friends. Note
the date, Aug. 14, Dun Cow Hotel, at 0. All fan-
cier© welcome.—R. Ward.

City and Suburban A.C.B.—Aug. 9, Church Insti-

tute, CO, Paddington Street, W., 8. British Birds
(part II.), by Mr. A. J. Marley. Visitors warmly
welcomed.—V. Wynn.

Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S—Aug. 11, Alex-
andra Hotel, Private Entrance, Penge, 8.30.

Balance-sheet ‘ of F.F. show. Committee please
attend to save special call in reference to choice
Of cups.—W. D. Fryett.
Doncaster C.B.S.—Aug. 14, Black Bull, 7. Discus-

sion on holding annual members’ show, and other
important business.—G. Hunt.
Farnworth C.B.S.—Aug. 11, Church House, Church

Road, 8. Show business, etc.—W. Dawson.
Glasgow West of Scotland.—Aug. 7, Nelson Tem-

perance Hotel, 7.30. Mule and Hybrid F.F. ©how.
New members still being enrolled — W. Hutchison.

Halifax O.S—Aug. 7, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Members’ meeting, also to diecuss about applying
for Norwich Plainliead patronage.— H. Clegg.

Ilkeston.—Aug. 7, New Inn, Bath Street, 7. Im-
portant.— Geo. Siddown.

Keighley C.B.S.—Aug. 10, Hare and Hounds, 7.30.

—C. W. Town.
Larkhalil C.B.A.,-Aug. 7, Y.SI.Cjk. Hall, 3.30,

Young bird ©how; specials for best Nor., best Bord.,
and most point©. New member© specially invited.—
T. J. McGregor.
Leeds C.B.S.—No meeting this month.—E. Nor

ton.
Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Aug. 10, White

Swan, S. ’’ The Norwich Plainhead,” by Mr. W. A.
Gibbins.—A. Freestone.
Manningham C.B.A.—No meeting on Aug. 7, owing

to holidays.—F. Darwent.
Norwich Piainhead Club.—Aug. 7. Joiner©’ Arms

Hotel. Dcangatc, Bolton, 3. — F. Cunliffe.
Northern Norwich P.C.—Aug. 11, Shield© Cafe,

Bigg Market, 8. Allotting of patronage and other
very important busines©.—F. W. Laidlow,
Northern Yorkshire C C Aug. 11, Shields Cafe.

Bigg Market, 8. Table show, two elastics in each
©ection. Question of annual show.—R. Tindale.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Aug. 11, Club-room,

Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openeliaw, 8.30. General
business, prize-money, etc.— A. W. Newton.
Pudsey, Stanningley C.B.S.—Aug. 9, Fleece Hotel,

Stanningley, 7.30.—Roy Kell. -

Pelton Fell C.B.S.—Aug. 14, Colliery Inn. Selec-
tion of judge and arranging classification for annual
show, Nov. 20.—J. Stanger.

S. Shields.—Aug. 7, Cyprus, 7. Judge for annual.
— Notice unsigned (Editor).
South London Col. and F.A Aug. 12, head

quarter©, 8. General meeting
; annual show busi-

ness, etc.—Geo. Burton.
Swansea C.B. A.—Aug. 14. Manse 1 Hotel, 8. To

pay prize-money, specials, etc., won at F.F. shows,
and to consider advisability of open ©how.—Rees
and Hitchings.
Tong C.B.S.—Aug. 7. Members’ show and meet-

ing. Birds staged 3. Meeting while judging; judge,
Mr. T. Bennett, of Bradford.—\V. Walker.
York C.B.S—Aug. 9. Alt Saint© Schoolroom, 8.

Lecture by Mr. F. B. Sissons on British Finches

;

proposal re alteration of date for open show.—V. G.
F. Zimmermann.
West Stanley Empire F.F and C.B.S.—Aug. 8,

Club Room, 7. Important.—R. Hutchinson.
Wibsey C.B.S.—Aug. 7, Horse and Groom, 7.

Monthly busines© ; subs. due.—W. Chapman.
Walton, Everton C.B S.—No meeting this month

Owing to holidays.—W. C. Robinson.
Windhitl C.B.S,—Aug. 7. Blue Bell Hotel, 0.30.

Open and members' ©how business, etc.; eubs. due.
—J. Taylor.

Nests of Birds, Ponltr.y, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

Questions and
Answers,
DOUBTS AMD DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)— All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side ol paper, and con-

clude with cither the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(2)—The proper name and address in full ol querist

must always be written on a separate sheet ol

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended /or dif/crent specialists must
be written on separate sheets ol paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders lor books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter lor publication.

(3)— The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner ol the. query.

(0)—Queries received during any week, up to the
first post on Saturday morning, wilt be answered
in the issue bearing date oi Saturday in the
following week.

(7)—// an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness ol birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearlg and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
.411 the fees received from This source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's” Poor
Children’s Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

CLICKING NOISE IN THROAT (E. H. M.).—One
cannot say definitely what the cause of this trouble
may be without knowing something about the con-
ditions under which the bird is kept .and its general
treatment. It may be bronchial trouble, or even
simply overfatness. See that the- bird is not ex-
posed to direct draughts, heated and unhealthy
fumes from burning lights in the evenings, sudden
extreme© of heat and cold, and do not hang it
high up near the ceiling. In addition to the usual
seed diet give a piece of bread and milk the size
of a hazel nut, with two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion on it, and sprinkled with maw seed every
second day. On the alternate day© give a pinch
of a mixture of hemp, niger, white millet, and
teazle, and give a little green food daily. Every
second day for a week add to the drinking water
six drops of syrup of rhubarb and as much Epsom
salts a,s will cover a sixpence, and after this give
instead five drops each of oxymel of squills, tincture
of lobelia and ipecacuanha wine every second day
for a fortnight. If not then well, please write
again and give full particulars of your manage-
ment hitherto, when 1 will advise you further. But
remember that the removal of the exciting causes
is the most important part of the treatment.
MISS M. H., and J. G.—Replied to by post.
ABOUT ROLLERS (Chas. Joy).-(l) A “Pure Ran-

dall” should mean that the bird in question is

directly descended from the strain of the well-known
breeder and exhibitor of that name. (2) Seifert and
Glucke Rollers are the same breed of Canary, but
bred and trained for different types of ©ong. The
Seifert may be termed a kind of variety artiste, and
the Glucke a specialist in the performances on the
song tour known as the “glucke.” (3) Sorry, but I

cannot at the moment ©ay whether Mr. Randall
specialises in both or either of this class of song-
ster. (4) No, It is not advisable to mix well-bred
and trained birds of different types of song, such as
would occur by mating a Seifert cock with a Glucke
hen. To keep the strain pure and efficient you
should mpto a Glucke cock with a Glucke hen, and
similarly with other strains, io) The secretary of

the B.K.C.C. is Mr. J. \V. Norris, 31, Scylla Road,
Pcckliam Rye, S.E.
BARE AND SORE HEAD (H. C.).—Sorry, but your

first query was temporarily crowded out, and a
postal reply seems to have gone astray. Treat
generally the same as advised ill the reply which
has been re-sent, and instead of the ointment you
are now using dust the sore soots liberally with
plain, dry boracic powder, and in the intervals

when the moisture is not troublesome anoint them
about every second day with Lanccyllin ointment.
Y'ou may also add to the drinking water every
second day for a week 15 drop© of fluid magnesia
and ten drops of lemon juice, and omit the chemical
food altogether whilst you are giving this. After
the first week give the chemical food as previously
advised for three weeks, and you may repeat this

until the er.d of the moult or until the sores have
quite disappeared, whichever mav happen first.

PLUCKING AND ACCOMMODATION (Brush
woed).— (1) The constant plucking about the ears
can scarcely fail to injure the bird more or lees.

Your best plan iis to put the youngster in a nursery,
or you might rig up a small open wire cage as a-

temporary nursery, and hang it on the front of the
cock’s cage, so that he could feed the youngster
through the wires if so inclined. This, of course,
is assuming that lie is still partly feeding the young-
ster, but if lie is not, and it is able to do without
any assistance of this kind, you should remove it

at once to a cage by itself for a week or two to

enable it to gather a little skill in getting about
the perches. Then you may place it in the aviary,

it is not likely that the plucking would cease if

both birds were in same cage a© the hen. Consider-

ing his egg-eating proclivities, the cock would be
best caged alone. Possibly, if you were to keep
a dummy egg in the cage during the winter, he
may tire of trying to investigate the internal economy
of such trifles by next spring. (2) With proper
attention to cleanliness an aviary ,of the size you

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with ail kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, &e., to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to«day, or send or Free Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-
way, London.

nun© would accommodate 40 Canaries. This would
be "a full house," and would not allow of breed-

ing, so that I sco no reason for any judicial alloc.

i

Won of sexual proportions. If you want to breed
in it, then three cocks and 10 or 11 hens would tr

1

sufficient to begin with each season. Possibly the

cock referred to in No. 1 might forego his plucking

habit in the aviary, but only the actual test can
prove this.

MRS. B. SIMONET and E.M.T.—Replied to by poet.

REARING YORKSHIRES (W. J.j.-Sorry I cannot
read your pseudonym, so am replying under initials.

Had you given me, some particulars as to how you
feed and treat the birds generally, and some idea
a© to the condition of health they arc in, and the
number of each sex and size of the aviary 1 might
have been able to give you some definite information
which would have been useful, but in the absence of

any tangible clue to work on nothing short of a
general resume of the management of breeding stock
would be of any material use to you. Therefore,
as it is also too late to continue efforts to breed any
longer this season, I cannot advise you better than
to get one of our handbooks on the subject, and
master the content© between now and next spring,

when you should, by following closely the advice thus
obtained, be able,to rear the young after hatching
almost or quite as easily as you get them hatched.
Probably, if the bird© fly loose in the aviary, you
have too great a proportion of cocks among them.
The general management and feeding ol Yorkshires
for breeding doc© not differ© in any way from any
other breed of Canary. For general information
about rearing young get “ Canary Breeding for
Beginners,” 7d., post free

;
or for information on

the separate breeds House’s " Canary Manual,” 1/2,

post free, would suit you.
MOULTING BIRDS SINGLY (A. Bradshaw).—Yee,

certainly ; you can moult your cock birds singly, just

a© well as in twos or threes. The hens also, if

necessary on account of plucking, may be moulted
singly. The only advantage of moulting two or three

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners ” (id.); House’s “ Canary Manual” (1/2);
Battye's “Yorkshire Cunuries ” (1/lj); House's “Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); Weston’s “Stock Book” (Id.);
Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever” (id.); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Ramsden’l
"Colour-feeding” (3jd.)

; "Seeds and Foods lor Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell'' booklets (2Id. each):
No. 5 “The Pet Canary," No. C “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 "The Roller,” No. 23
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together is that the birds generally take the colour-
feed more freely. But if the bird© pluck each other,
particularly in the- ease of Lizards, all those addicted
to the practice must be moulted singly in separate
cages. With Lizards it is very essential that this
should be done at once immediately any sign© of
plucking are detected.
DEFORMED TOES (Neil Hunter).— Allow the bird

to wear the one ring for a fortnight at least, and
then remove it and put a similar ring on, the other
toe, and also put in the cage thin, and nearly round
perches—about the size of an ordinary lead pencil.
Allow the second ring to remain in position three
weeks, then remove it, and leave the thin, perches
to complete the correction of the deformity in- the
ordinary course of nature. Keep the thin perches in
cage until you see that the bird ha© a fairly good
grip of the perch with the hind toes, which may be
in two or three months hence.
IN MOULT (D. McGill).—Six weeks is not an

exceptionally long time for a bird to be moulting,
neither is there anything at all abnormal about a
bird being now' in moult. Place a light cover over
the cage, such as a piece of unbleached calico, and
keep it in a fairly warm and well ventilated position,
which will help it to complete the moult more quickly
and thoroughly. Allow it to bathe daily if it will

do so. In addition to the usual staple diet of canary
and rape, give every second day a morsel of bread
and milk sprinkled with soft sugar, or half a tea-
spoonful of egg food sprinkled with maw as a
variant, and on th© alternate days give half a tea-
spoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger,
mullet, teazle, linseed and broken groat. Four times
a week give also a morsel of green food, or a few
wild seed heads. As soon as you notice new quills

about the head you may add to the drinking water
six drops of dilute sulphuric acid and a crystal of
sulphate of iron the size of a large hemp seed three
times a week until the plumage is, quite fully grown.
TOES TURNED UNDER (Novice. Kidsgrove).—It

needs a very intimate knowledge of the birds them-
selves to enable one to ©ay with any degree of cer-

tainty what is the cause of this deformity in any
given case. There can be no doubt that in some
cases it is a congenital defect, though it may not
show itself until the young birds leave the ne©t.
But in the majority of cases it is probably due to
straining or similar injuries to the feet, which may
occur in the nest when there are only one or two
youngsters in the brood and they have to make more
effort to support themselves whilst being fed, or it

may be due to unsuitable, badly fitting, or awk-
wardly placed perches. On the other hand, I have
seen a bird actually bring on the defect almost in-

stantaneously by dashing excitedly in play from
perch to perch. If only the hind toes are affected,

an early application of rubber bands, and treating as

advised to “ Neil Hunter ” in this issue will remedy
tlie defects in a great number of cases, but if all the
toes: on each foot are affected I am afraid you can
do nothing for the bird, beyond giving it rather wide
and flat perches on which it can stand, rather than
perch in the usual way, and place them rather low to
enable it to reacli them witii the minimum of effort.

STILL RATHER SQUEAKY (L. Gibson).-Glad to
hear the bird ha© made a fairly geed improvement,
but from your description I fear it is beyond being

quite cured. Still it may be worth trying a little

longer. Make yourself quite sure that it i© not
exposed to any exciting causes as named before.

Stop all medicine for the next fortnight, and during

that time give, a piece of bread and milk the size of

a hazel nut with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion
on it and sprinkled witii maw seed every third day,

and during th© first week add to the drinking water
six drop© of syrup of rhubarb and a crystal of sul-

phate of sodathe size of a small pea every second
day. At the end of the fortnight stop these extras,

and begin again with the, medicine previously advised,

except that you should omit the spirits of nitre, and

add in it© place five drops of tincture of tolu and
continue this every second day for two or three

weeks. Remember that the fullest ©ueoess may
depend far more upon the elimination of the causes

than upon any amount of medicinal treatment. Glad

to be of assistance at any time.

TWO HENS (Alice M. Cook).— (1) If the hen is not

more than two or three years old it may lie quite

worth while keeping her to try again next ©ca-son,

hut if over tfira age I should not think it worth

risking. It doc© not hy any mean© follow that ©lie

will behave in the same way in nesting next eeazori
as she has done this year. Tho probability i© thaU
if you had given tier a broc I of young ©hicks of
©oinc kind when she had been sitting a little over a
fortnight it would have rousted her dormant instincts,
and set matters right. (2) Keep the cage, perch©*
and water vessels of tills bird as clean as possible,
and in addition to the staple of canary and rape,
give every ©econd day a piece of bread and milk tho
size of a hazel nut well dusted witii carbonate of
bismuth, and on the alternate day© half a teaspoon-
ful of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, white
millet, broken groats arid maw seed. Iri tho drinking
water add six drops of tincture of gentian and four
of tincture of opium for two consecutive day© and
then every ©ccond day until the droppings become
normal.
A WHEEZY YORKSHIRE (Arch Dunn). — I’m

afraid you have spoilt the chance the bird had by
keeping it without treatment so long. Still, you
may try what the following will do for it. See that
it is kept in a comfortable temperature, not neces-
sarily a very high one, but free from direct cold
draughts, or sudden extreme© of heat and cold.

Do not hang it near or over a burning light in

the evenings, nor in or very near a window. In

addition to tho staple diet give half a teaspoonful
of crushed sponge cake with two drops of cod liver

oil emulsion well mixed in it and sprinkled with
maw seed every second day for a fortnight, and on
the alternate days give a morsel of banana. Give
a ©pray of watercress or two crisp young leaves of
dandelion daily. During the first week add to tho
water six drops of syrup of rhubarb and a crystal
of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea every
second day, and in the next week give instead five

drops each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine,
tincture of lobelia and sweet spirit of nitre every
second day. The. latter may be continued for a fort-

night if necessary. Unless the bird fully recovers
you would be well advised not to breed with it

again.
AN ESCAPADE (W.H.).—You cannot do better

than allow the hen to remain as quiet as possible
until she resumes activity ol her own accord. Prob-
ably the escapade resulted in the bird being injured
ir. tome way, possibly a little crushed in catching
her hurriedly, and the best you can do for this is

to leave it to nature to remedy, aiding it only
by rest and quietude. The most 1 would advise
you to do is to add a small crystal of sulphate
of soda to the water for two days if anyl aperient
©eem.s to be called for. Glad to hear the former
advice was successful.
MATING ROLLERS (Balbec).— (1) I do not think

there would be much likelihood of really serious
results from the cock’s vigorous wooing if you
mated the birds and left them to take their chance
until the hen had laid her clutch of eggs; then you
could remove him and leave her to hatch and rear
the young by herself. But if you do not care to
risk this I ©ee no reason why you shqjild not try
him with the variegated hen, and let the other
cock take his place with the green hen. Better
still, you might mate him with the variegated hen
first, and when she has began to sit, remove him
and mate him with the green ben when she is

rather forward with nesting, so that he would be
with her only a few days before she laid her clutch.

It would not even be essential for him to remain
with her constantly if there seemed any fear of
him driving the hen too fiercely. It would suffice

to let him run with her for two or three hours
each morning until the eggs were laid, and then
keep him away altogether until the young were
reared. (2) In using the mixture for ©oft mould
you should give 20 drops in an ordinary drinking
vessel, which, except some of the old-fashioned
bottle fountains, usually holds a little over a fluid

ounce. To be precise, add 20 drops of the mixture
to each ounce, i.e., two tablespoonfuls of water.
THROWS SEED ABOUT (S. \V. F.).—It is un-

doubtedly suffering from digestive derangements.
The following should soon set matters right, but
see in the first place that the bird is not exposed
to direct cold draughts or extremes of tempera-
ture. As staple di»t give plain canary only. Give
separately |every se-ond day half a teaspoonful of
dry summer rape and a morsel of banana, and on
the alternate days a similar quantity of a mixture
of equal parts hemp, niger, millet and teazle and a
morsel of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut
sprinkled with soft sugar. In the water add six-

drops of syrup of rhubarb and a crystal of sul-

.

pbate of soda the size of a small pea daily for three
days, and then every second day for the rest of

thje week. After this give four drops each of
tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba, aDd
aromatic sulphuric acid every second da/ for a
fortnight.
KEEPING HEN QACK (A. M. J.).—Turn the hen

into a fairly large cage or flight where she can
get rlenty of exercise; feed on a diet of plain
canary seed ‘with just a pinch of summer rape
twice a week, anil a small teaspoonful of egg fc/xf

o-nce a week, and 1 give a liberal supply of green
food— watercress, chickweed, or groundsel, but not
dandelion—and, if convenient, keep her out of
sight and' earshot of the cocks. If she appears to
be getting very forward' add to the drinking water
for three consecutive days as much Epsom salts

as will cover a sixpence. Nothing else, should be
necesaary. If a casual egg now and again should
be deposited on the floor, throw it away

;
it will

be of little moment, and: need cause no anxiety
at all. The fee you name certainly seems exces-

sive for setting a broken leg, but I am afraid the
only remedy is, if the necessity should: again arise,

to go elsewhere. Glad to know the other birds

are now better.
TO PAIR WITH YELLOW-RUMPED FINCH

(Birdie).—The most suitable variety of Canary to
pair with the above would be a Hartz, but any
©mall variety would meet the case, and a green bird

would possibly be more readily accepted than a
yellow or buff, but the two latter would probably
throw better variegated progeny.
NOT NESTING (F. E. H.).—

Y

rou have probably
shortened’ tile hen’s career of usefulness as a stock

bird by overtaxing her last season. Most likely
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non. hut may basin in earnest any time
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. vigorous w-i

. onditlou is not the cause of
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likelv to bo due to his own excess of vilolity.

Trent her as follow., for a fortnight or ^.leaving

tlu- wire > 1 1 < 1
<
*
between them until Hie lion&nQWS

more )ionouiRHHt sign* of nesting. In addition to

uS^ St aide seed diet give half a tu.spoonful Of

ess fool, <>r its equivalent in bread and milk.

a bath frequently; this will tighten up bis plumage
and keep him in good feather. These birds are not

much of singers, their song somewhat resembles

that of the Yellow Bunting, but is scarcely so con-

tinuous
LINNETS MOPY (Linnet Lover).- If your bird*

have been out of «orts since Whitsun yon .should

certainly have written before; the sooner those ail-

ments are attended to the better. It would bo as

well had you sent me a -sample of your screenings

! from the stack yard, as these frequently contain

of*

1

'
buckl horn "daily for ‘three days, and after thi»

give even second day for a week or ten days *nx

drops each of tincture of gentian, tincture or

caiumbn, and dilute sulphuric acid.

BRITISH BIRDS
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by II. NORMAN.
LINNET NOT SINGING (Storey). I am doubtful

if your Linnet in quite through the moult yet
;

it

ttcems much too curly. It is possible that il you

Imvo patience it will be all right later on. \ ou do

not sav how you are feeding him, but just now a

little lightly cracked hemp of good quality would

do him good. Also give him a course of chemical

food; put a email teaspoon!' id in his drinking water

(boil the water first). Supply him with plenty ot

wild food; it is abundant just now, and there i*

nothing better for them during the moult.

MIXED AVIARY (P. VVardle).— It is, of course,

impossible to feed birds separately when they are

all flying together in the aviary. What you muat

do is’ to feed for the meet delicate of the lot. and

always keep your eve on him
;

if you notice at any

time’ he is not getting his .share of the good thing*

going, take him out lor a week or so, and feed

him separately. (2) It is quite a matter of taste

about colour-feeding. 1 do not think it is necessary

with your bird ; feed him on plenty of natural food,

and either let him moult in an aviary or in a large

cage placed outside as much as possible. (3) Privet

and bilberries are not the same. One is the fruit

of the privet shrub, and the other grows on a

dwarf shrub, mostly on the moors. The privet will

grow almost anywhere, and is common in many
hedges and borders of woods in the Southern
Counties.
LARKS WITH CRAMP (L.T.).—Cramp in young

Skylarks is caused through improper treatment, and

of your method you give no hint, neither do you
say' if your birds are hand-reared or freshly-caught.

If you are hand-rearing, it should be on good food,

something that the birds can easily digest, such as

a good brand of inseptile food with a little hard-

boiled egg added. If they are old enough, give

them a mild aperient, such as Epsom or Glauber
salts, dissolved in the drinker, and write to this

office for the Nutshell booklet on the Skylark, price

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
ihould consult Boulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird

Hybrids" (7/G); Norman's ‘‘British Bird Manual

"

(2/3); or Part 1
“Hardbills” (1/1), Part 2 “Softbills’'

(1/1) ;
‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3);

"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “ Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding'’ (1/2); Clarke’s “ Septic or Bird

Tecer ' (7d.); "Colour-feeding ” (3RL); or the ‘‘Nut-

shell’’ booklets (2id. each); No. 1
“ Goldfinch ,"

No. 2. "Linnet," No. 3 ‘‘Skylark," No. 4, ‘‘Song

Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13

“ Chaffinch,” No. 15 “ Greenfinch," No. 22 “ Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds," No. 26 "Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage

Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

2!-d., post free; it will give you full instructions

on hand-rearing and feeding and subsequent treat-

ment-much more fully than I can in these repliea.

BULLFINCH UNWELL (No Name).—You are

probably feeding your Bullfinch wrongly. I can

only inter this from his symptoms, as you tell me
nothing of vour treatment. You had better get

the Nutshell" booklet No. 11, on the Bullfinch, and

treat him according to the full instructions given

in it. Until you get it, give the bird a cube of

stale bread dipped in hot milk with just a dusting

of powdered bismuth on it; this you can repeat

daily until he is better. At this time of the year

his chief food should consist of wild seeds, berries,

and fruit ; the supply should be continuous right

through the autumn months.
FEEDING MUL£S (R. Rennie).—The book you

should get is “ Secrets of Hybrid Breeding,” Is. 2d.

post free. It will not only interest you immensely
but give you all the information you require. I

gather from your letter that your Mules are feeding

themselves, and that you are giving them wliat you
call a Goldfinch mixture. It is a mistake to leave

off egg food altogether
;

this should be given at
Intervals and varied with a little bread and milk.

Offer soaked rape seed, and occasionally a little

cracked hemp ; also include a few split groats and
crushed sunflower. Gather handfuls of seeding wild
seeds ami supply these freely—there is nothing bet-

ter for young growing Mules and Hybrids, such
seeds are plentiful just now (see article this week),
End can be given freely. Gather, if possible, in the
rull'>unshine, and strip off any large coarse leaves.

If you Aceep them in separate cages the cock will

soon commence to sing. (2) Y’ou could keep your
hen Canary for another year if she is not an old
bird. The fact that she laid a couple of soft-

shelled eggs doe* nit mean that she will always do
so

;
it is. as a rule, a matter of health, probably

she required a tonic. One of my own birds did the
same, but she was all right the second nest. I gave
chemical food; you should do the same, it is a
safe remedv.
WHAT BIRD? (P. F. Stride).—Your bird is a cock

Ortolan Bunting. He will live almost entirely on
Canary seed, but should be offered a little mixed
seed as well. Buy a packet of wild seed mixture
and let him pick over a spoonful of it occasionally,
also try him with a few split groats. Let him have

rhubarb in the drinking water, watch their motion*,

and see that the medicine moves them freely. You
m net not expect much song just now as they will

soon be going into moult if they have not already

started. Anyway, if, as I expect, you see an im-

provement in their health, that in all yon should

expect now, they will go through the moult all the
better
TREATMENT OF YOUNG MULES (Jack).—The

critical period with young Mules, is as with most
young stock, when they leave the old birds and
commence to do for themselvca. For t hi first week
keep thorn supplied with egg food, as given to the
old birds when rearing. At the same time, supply
split groat*, cracked canary and rape, also a little

hemp, but only give a email quantity of the cracked
hemp at a time, just as much as they will clear up.

As they begin to eat the seed, gradually leave off

tho egg food giving it less frequently and not so
much of it. You should also vary thia with milk
sop made by soaking a cube or so of stale bread
In hot milk. This will regulate the bowels, especi-

ally if a dusting of brown sugar is added to it.

Should any of them show signs of illness, increase

the milk sop, and if necessary add a drop or two of

cod liver oil to it, but not unless you think they
are losing flesh Let them bathe daily on suitable
days, it strengthen* them and keeps away insects.

Do not give them much green-food, but the seeding
top* of plants they can have pretty liberally. With
this treatment they should do well.

ACCOMMODATION (Bosco, Watford).—Your cage
accommodation is certainly too limited for the num!
her of birds your have to find room for, but you
might, with strict attention to cleanliness, run the
risk of keeping them until the latter end of the
year, when they will be well over the moult, and
you will be able to make a final selection of those
you wish to retain as stock for next season and dis-

pose of the rest, which 1 take it is your object.

Anyway, I would not advise you to keep all of them
any longer than is absolutely necessary in the space
now available, as they will be decidedly overcrowded.
If you can make up groups tor each cage without
mixing up the old and young stock, at the same time
keeping the sexes separate, toy all means do so, but

if this is not practicable, then you should give the

preference to keeping the. sexes separate. In the

larger Crystal Palace cage keep 11, in the smaller

one 7, and in each of the 4ft. flight cages 8. Re-

member, this is nearly double the number the cages

will properly accommodate; therefore, to ensure a

fair chance of keeping the birds free from the evil

effects of overcrowding you should keep the_ cage

floors well covered with sawdust or clean sand, and

clean out the cages every second or third day, put-

ting in fresh sand or sawdust each time (do not

sift the floor covering and use it a second time).

If small drinkers are used, cleanse and refill thenr

every morning and night. It would be far better in

such circumstances to use self-supplying fountains,

to ensure a more pure supply of water, which is an

important matter in such circumstances.
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foreign birds.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

RING-NECKED PARRAKEETS WITH LOOSE-

NESS (Lawrenson).—Make their drinking water

just saline with glauber salts for one day. follow

this by lightly colouring the drinking water with

chemical food for about one month, but giving

them clear water once a week. Get one quart each

giant canary, white millet, and white oats, one pint

each dari, hemp and sunflower seeds, liali-a-pint

shelled pea nuts. Well mix and keep supply in

cage. The matter of sand on cage tray is un-

important but the birds should be given a pinch

of Parrot’ grit daily; scatter it on whatever you

use as an absorbent on cage tray. If they cat

freely of fruit, greenfcod is not important, but I

think thev would take fresh green peas. These arc-

hanfy birds, but while they do not need coddling,

they" must not be subjected to draught.

GREEN PARROT WITH COLD (Mrs. Askew).—

You do not give me sufficient data to form an

opinion as to what your bird is really suffering from.

I do not think chill is the cause. Repeat your

query next week with full details as. to how you

feed and treat, and how long you have had it. In

the meantime make the drinking water saline with

glauber salts for one day, and as it refuses its

seed you had better prepare the following sop

:

Half a small sponge cake; spread over this half-a-

teaspoonful of cod liver emulsion, one teaspoon-

ful of condensed milk, and about half a teacupiul

of boiling water; when cool supply to the bird. Give

this daily till you get our further reply. Keep it

warm and supply the seed mixture, regularly, and

after the one dose of salts lightly colour the drink-

ing water with chemical food daily. Grit and

cuttlebone must be continually in the cage.

REARING RIBBON FINCHES (R. W. Carr).—

Ribbon Finches, while ready enough to go to nest

and hatch out, often prove unsatisfactory parents.

Once a good feeding pair is obtained they are very

prolific. In a roomy natural aviary they should

catch sufficient live food to rear their young with-

out difficulty, but I suggest that you supply live

ants’ eggs and gentles when the next brood hatches

out, and if they will not rear them, you may as

well get rid of them as being hopelessly bad feeders.

Keep your series under close observation for a

time, and note whether the Budgerigars are causing

trouble by nibbling round the outside of the nest.

Canaries, too, are intensely curious, and I have
known their prying ways to cause both Foreign and
British species to forsake their nests at all stages.

It is always well to strive thus to ascertain the
cause of failure, as the conditions of every aviary

vary to some extent, and all general rules must be
modified accordingly.
CHANGING PLUMAGE (Dark Feathers).—The

colour of the plumage, varies to some extent at
different ages; again, sometimes too much hemp
has a tendency to darken the plumage. I should
say there was sufficient hemp in the mixture with-
out your supplying it separately. Continue to feed
on the boiled maize, but in lieu of the hemp supply
the following mixture; 1 pint each giant canary,
white millet, white oats, hemp and sunflower sc-eds,

l-pint shelled pea nuts. Well mix and keep supply
in the cage. Supply also ripe fruit (apple, banana,
grapes, etc.), pieces o4 stale bread and biscuit.

Cuttlebone must bo continually in the cage. Grit
must only be supplied sparingly at first. Give a
small pinch occasionally and gradually increase
frequency and quantity. When the bird has become
accustomed to it, supply daily without limit. Till

the bird is well established, keep it in quite warm
yet well ventilated quarters. It must not be sub-
jected to draught or cold winds.
TREATMENT FOR PEACHFACED LOVEBIRDS

(F. H.).—The first thing is to secure a
good sized cage, say about 20 inches square at base
and two feet high. Do not have the usual straight
perches, but put in a branch reaching from top to
bottom, consisting of twigs both thick and thin,

so that the birds can exercise their propensity for

climbing to the full. Seed mixture: 1 quart each
canary and white millet seed, 1 pint each oats and
hemp-seed—well mix tho whole together and keep
a continuous supply in the cage. Also supply green-
food (such as green peas, flowering and seeding
grass, lettuce, weeds, etc., according to the .sea-

son)
;

ripe fruit can be legularly given, any kind
they will take. The following can be given as extras,
and to vary the regular dirt a little : dry crusts
arid biscuits, few monkey nuts and plain cake, such
as sponge and madeira, etc. Grit and cuttlebone
must be kept continually in the cage—by grit I do
not mean merely gritty sand, but grit; such can be
obtained from many of our advertisers. Once
established, these birds are not delicate, but should
be carefully protected against draught. Do not
allow them to become constipated, whenever the
voidings are stiff and hard give a mild laxative in

the drinking water as required to keep them regu-
lated. Parrakeets, to which group tho Lovebirds
belong, are woodcutters, therefore an all-wire cage
is the best, but a light wood screen to cover up
two of the sides should he provided and kept at a
sufficient distance from the cage to prevent tho
birds exercising their beaks thereon. Water should
be regularly supplied, also tufts of wet, tongish
grass for them to roll in. A small barrel should lie

fixed at top of cage for nesting purposes—a useful
size is Cin. diameter by 9in. deep
AMAZON SNEEZING, ETC. (A. A. B.).— Spraying

or bathing, if carefully done, should not alarm the
bird or delay the taming process unduly—attend-
ance of all kinds -should be carried through quietly,
and never done in a rush. Bathe or spray the
nostrils with a dilute solution of glyco-thymoline
daily till the running ceases. The bowels should
move quite freely, but without undue looseness

;
put

one teaspoonful of fluid magnesia into the drinking
water daily until this state has been reached, then
only give an occasional dose to keep them properly
regulated. Keep the bird strictly out of draught,
and, till the trouble lias passed, in fairly warm
quarters. On hot days (about three weekly) you
can safely give it a light spraying with a tepid
quassia solution. During the present shortage of
supplies watch your seed mixture—refuse any that
does not smell fresh and sweet in every way

; if
there are any mildewed aeeds among it reject the
whole. You can also give dry crusts and biscuits,
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(1/15); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockaticls" (6cL);
Arthur’s “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms-, and Cages ” (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) “Colour-feeding ” (3jd.); or the
"Nutshell'' booklets (2J d. each); No. 6 "Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,’’ No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 16

" Avadavats," No. 17
“The Grey Parrot," No.

IS "Budgerigars," No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20
“Waxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

a little plain cake and nuts. Grit, cuttlebone, and
a pi-ce of a tree branch for it to exercise its man-
dibles upon must be continually supplied. Get a
packet of proper Parrot-grit and scatter a pinch
over cage tray daily. If the bird is at all thin give
daily a little cod-liver oil emulsion thinly spread
on sponge cake or anything similar that it will eat.
It would also be quite safe to give a little lioney
and borax in the same manner as the C.L.O. emul-
sion. _ The tail movement you mention is caused at
times by bowel trouble, also it is a quite natural
movement with many Parrots ; report progress a
fortnight hence with full details.
GREY PARROT (Gun-BexhiU).—I think it will be

sufficient to put this bird on a course of byno-
phospliates and fluid magnesia. That is, one tea-
spoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the drinking
water every fourth day, and on the intermediate
days put half a teaspoonfui of byno-phosphates in
the water. Once a week, for a month or six weeks,
dissolve 3 drops of tincture of opium in a little
syrup and stir this into the drinking water in lieu
of the phosphates. Keep continuous supplies of
grit (not sand) and cuttlebone in the cage, also a
piece of wood for it to cut up. It would be well
to examine its mouth and throat, and if at all
slimy or furred, put a little honey anil borax into
the mouth daily till the mouth is quite clean.
Exercise, sueli as a little liberty outside its cage,
as opportunity ocurs, will also benefit the bird.
Never permit constipation. At the least signs of
this give the laxative at once The bowels should
always move quite freely, at the same time there
should not be chronic undue looseness.
DOUBLE-FRONTED AMAZON (A. S. S., Fleet-

wood).—Keep the bird warm and put one teaspoon-
ful of Dinneford’s Magnesia In the drinking water
every fourth day. Foment the eyes (as the skin is

evidently broken you had better only use tepid
frater) ;

dry with a soft cloth and then anoint lightly

Jhe bare parts with boracic ointment. After drain-
ing all water from the boiled maize, soak into it

half a teaspoonful of cod liver oil emulsion, and
then dust with flowers of sulphur and supply to

the bird. In addition to the diet you name, supply

ripe fruit daily, such as sweet apple, banana, etc.

Twice or thrice weekly put half a teaspoonful of

syrup of phosphates in the drinking water, but not
on the same days as you give the magnesia. Do
not omit grit, this (Parrot grit) should be supplied

regularly as part of tiie menu. If the bird's mouth
is at all furred or slimy, put a little honey and
borax therein daily, so long as any sliminess re-

mains. Report progress in two or three weeks with

fullest details.

FEATHER-PLUCKING (Miss A.M.).—Spray with
a-tepid quassia solution twice a week. Cease giv-

ing the table scraps, etc., which have wrought the

mischief, and feed only on the normal dietary. It

will be a tiresome task breaking the bird of the

habit, and you may not entirely succeed. Give one
teaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the drink-

ing water every fourth day, continue this for some

time, hut if the bird should become abnormally
loose, then only give the magnesia once a week.
Twice a week put half a teaspoonful of syrup of
phosphates in the drinking water. Confine the die-
tary somewhat as follows: Seed mixture, ripe fruit,
nuts, greenfood, crust of stale bread, pieces of bis-
cuit, and plain cake; this will give ample variety.
Cuttlebone and grit (not sand) must lie continually
in the cage; also a thickisli piece of a branch for
the bird to exercise its mandibles upon.
OVERGROWN BEAK, ETC. (K.B.H.).-I should

advise the Dinneford’s Magnesia and Chemical Food
for this bird, and to leave the Chemical Food alone
for the time being. Lettuce is quite wholesome for
birds, large und small, but the fleshy centre stem
should always be. cut out. Of course, whenever the
beak is abnormally long it must be cut back, but
not far enough to make it bleed, the Friar's Balsam
is to cheek the bleeding when the error of cutting
too far back is made. Put a little cod liver oil (not
the emulsion, as lie objects to that), a few drops,
on the daily supply oi boiled maize, and if allowed
(o soak in, and tiler, the maize stirred with a fork,

the bird might take it unnoticed. Give it pieces of
tree branches, thick and thin, to exercise its man-
dibles upon, .arid if you have a lump or two of old
mortar rubbish about lie may bite at these, and
thus assist in keeping his beak normal.
PIGEONS, DOVES, ETC. (Esperanto).—As regards

the cage for a pair of doves or pigeons, any roomy
box will do, but you must make it rain and wind
tight, and you must fix it on the wall well out of
the reach of cats; if you nail a sheet of zinc under-
neath the bottom of cage, and let it extend three
or four inches to the front and yids, bending the
projecting portion slightly downwards, this will

make it very difficult for cats to get at it except
from above. It will certainly tie best to keep them
penned up for a bit, and ibis means covering up
the hole they are to get in and out by. I take it

that you are in tho midst of a thickly populated
distrii-t, therefore I think a pair of pigeons would
suit you best. Y'ou should get a young pair that
have not been previously let out. You must liave

a pair, as odd birds would seek mates and not stay

with you. The only way to cheek breeding is to

remove the eggs after the birds have incubated them
about a week. You can remove while fresh if you
choose, but this has a tendency to cause exhaustion

from over-laying. Some maker’s catalogue of pigeon

cotes would help you as to design. If you will re-

peat vour query as to local shows, and give your

full name and address, the Editor will give you an

answer. Questions on different subjects should not

be mixed up on the same sheet of paper. Re Bud-

gerigars, I am under the impression I have already

answered vour query on these. If not. if you will read

replies to other correspondents, you will easily lie

able to apply them to meet your need. As regards

the magnesia, give a dose of this sufficiently often

to keep the bowel* moving freely, yet without any

appearance of undue looseness. Please note your

query only arrived at our office on Friday morning,

after Cige Birds was actually on sale! Queries re-

ceived during any week are answered in the issue of

the next week after. _ ,

AILING GREY PARROT (L. Hunter).—Put one

teaspoonful of Fluid Magnesia in the bird s drink

ing water every other day, but if the voidings be-

come waterv loose, then cease giving the magnesia

for a time. Get a box of honey and borax from

your chemist, and give the bird a little once or

twice a day—there are several ways of doing tins,

and in your ease I should thinly spread a little

over a piece of bread, as your bird is accustomed

to take pieces of bread, but *f he will not so take

it then trv it with the other item* you give it,

viz., with the rice or potato; if all these methods

fail you must smear a little on the end of a

small stick; vou can easily tease the bird into bit-

ing the stick, and thereby getting, the mixture

smeared on tongue and mouth. Only a clean stick

must be put into the mixture. Treat, the birds so

for a fortnight, anil then report progress, fully de-

scribing its condition.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr. 0. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, liar-

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon oeaci

ca „e birds for a fee of 1*. 6d. each bird; for reply

direct. 2s. Gd.: analysis fils. Subjects for post

mortem examination must lie sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead 'bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and If

a fee is enclosed the loss will be tho sender’*.

“Leader.”—Budgerigar died from the result of an

internal growth complicating the liver. Y’ou need

have no fear for vour other bird*, as it- is not of a

contagious character, and your method of dieting

leaves nothing to be desired. •

J W. Dotobie.—Norwich cock die<l of pneurao-

enteritis, a condition resulting from ptomaine poi-

soning The symptoms of sleepiness you describe

are ascribable to the distribution of the poison

throughout the system, which brings' about great

nervous and circulatory depression.

GENERAL.
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR.

K. Wells The bird you describe, and which you

call the Snake Bird, is the Wryneck. This'bird is

strictly insectivorous in its diet, and you would

not be likely to succeed in keeping it satisfactorily

unless you have had some experience in the treat-

ment of the more delicate insectivorous birds. Our

Nutshells, Nos. 25 and 26, post free 2jd- eaeh, from

this office, would help you.*

#
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Continued from page 28.

WANTED, anything alive: Princess Menugerles,

14>3. Princess St., Manchester. Established 1884.

(398)

WANTED, true British stock Doves and true

British Turtle Doves: Apply, Lubbock, Par, Corn-

wall. MOO)

WANTED, quantity small goldfish for retailing;

etato prico per 100 to: S. Smith, 10, Waterloo-el.,

Hove. *• (398)

WANTED, cycle tyre, tube, 28 x 14, exchange two
grand Norwich hens, it fed, can win: Cook, Pern-

bridge. (397)

WANTED, Hose breasted Cockatoo or Parrot, cheap
for cash: Mrs. Jones, 7, (leorgc-st., Aberystwyth,
Wales. (401)

WANTED any quantity of young Yorkshires and
Norwich Canaries; state price: Cheshire, 34, Craw-
ford-st., Bradford. (304)

WANTED, Canaries, cocks or liens, any breed, for

cash, or gramophone and records, value 30/-: 27,

Tatton-st., Salford.

WANTED, Canaries, Parrots, birds, dogs, monkeys,

rabbits, poultry; purchase or exchange; Barlow’s

Aviaries, Greenwich. (399)

[•’OR cash. Canaries, British, regular from catchers,

cages; state lowest prices: Exchange Co., 303,

London-rd., Sheffield.

WANTED, hand-reared Kook, must be tame; will

my former Bury St. Edmunds’ correspondent please

reply? Colqulioun, JJilsby, Alford. (397)

WANTED, latge Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin. 9). Cowcaddens-st.. Glasgow. (241)

WANTED, every variety of Canaries, talking Par-

rots, also littersr of pnre-hred puppies; cheap for

cash: Harris Tve Estate, lied font. (393)

WANTED, all varieties Canaries and British and

Foreign hirdn, must he cheap, cash sent with order:

McKcand. Seabright, OasUe-Douglas. (399)

WANTED, a -weekly supply of linnets. Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, Larks, 8iskir.s, any quantity: A. Cress-

man 9. Hampton -st., Northampton. (401)

WANTED, young Yorkshire and Norwich Mules,

any quantity, cash deposited ;
particulars, stamp

reply: Oliver. 101. Brid]K>rt-pl., Hoxton, N.

WANTED. 1915 cocks, or as bred, also Goldfinches,

Siskins, and Bullfinches, state price to Thos. Mc-
Crystal. 141 Langlands-rd.. Govan, Glasgow. (3S9)

WANTED,’ Linnets. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Can-

aries, half-grown chickens, young rabbits; state

lowest price cash: Brain, Merchant, Aston, Birm-

ingham. (389)

NORWICH Canaries, young and old ones; best

prices given spot cash on receipt of birde, or de-

posit with Powers and Kueoell, 10, Granby-

place, London, E.

WANTED for prompt cash ail kinds of healthy

Canaries- and Mulco. aloo Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-

finches; send lowec-t price to: A. Leitch, East End
Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (399)

WANTED
1,000 Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, also Gold-

finch Mules, or anything alive, for spot cash

;

references- Editor or bankers, London City and Mid-
land, Bethnal Green-rd. branch ;

write, stating

wants: Enoch Power. Bird Specialist, 89, 91, Sclater-

st., Shoreditch, London, E.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mules,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford. Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries; will

give full market price per pair for good birds
;
also

Goldfinch Mules, cock or hen, or buy surplus stocks

;

wanting British birds of all descriptions, cash or
deposit with “ Cage Birds” ; established a century :

Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place, Bethnal
Green, London, 1 E. (382)

dSALE or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.

THREE cock Bullfirehes, 57- each, or exchange last

year’s ferrets; approval: S. Corley, 270, High-st.,

Watford. • (399)

HAND-iteared Jay, 5/-; pair Brambles, Greenfinch;
exchange hen Canaries: Bishop, 5, Becchcroft-terr.,

Maybank-rd., South Woodford. (400)

FOUR hand-reared Goldie cocks, 10/-, exchange
clap-nets, full size, good condition; approval: H.

Welsh, Cornstall Buildings, Stamford. (399)

EXHIBITION cock Greater Whitethroat, 7/0; ex-

change British hardhills, extra large Greenfinch pre-

ferred; approval: Haynes, Primrose Hill, Raunds.
Wellingboro’. (409)

H.M. cock Goldfinch, beautiful caller. C/fi ; Flemish
Giant doe, Steven’s -strain, 5/6; 7 March-hatched
chickens, 9/6; exchange lady's oilskin, anything:

Bert Hutton, Holbeach. (409)

Mainly Canaries.
[

NOTICE.- Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire*, Borders,

and Roller Canaries, sell reasonable, or exchange,
pure' or crossbred poultry, geese, or ducks: Mc-
Kenml, Hamilton Place, Castlo-Dougla*. (399)

FOUR young Norwich cock Canaries, sell 5/- each,

or exchange for three-compart ment breeders, us new

;

•also two pairs good breeding Canaries,, cheap ;
stamp

reply: A. Brown, 23, Havelock st., Wellingboro’. (401)

BUFF Norwich cock, shield winner, cost AO, 00/ ;

yellow cock, cost £3 10/-. 30/-; yellow lien, 5/-; ex-

change, Goldfinches, Mules, motor cycle accessories,

anything usdful: Muscott, Mount Pleasant, Llan-

drindod Wells. (400)

Mainly Foreign.

SALE, cheap, or exchange. Lemon-crested Cockatoo,

extra tame, excellent talker, with cage, Quaker
Parrakect, very tame, with cage; also gramophvie
and quantity of records : Bottornley, Bootmaker,
Keighley. (400)

Miscellaneous.
PAIR tame white rats. 1/-: Miss Rosey, Rosemary

House-, Eastbourne.
, . . ,, , ,

‘

SIX 8oz. new paint brushes, good bristles, 4/- eacn

,

exchange cock Canaries, poultry : Foyle. Platelayers

Arms, New Barnet.
, „ /

FOUR new Yorkshire show cage and case, 10/-,

exchange for early chickens to value: Sykes, Ealanu,

Crowle, Doncaster.
EXCHANGE, 1915 Roller Canaries for gent. -s

cycle or other birds: 340, 01dliam-rd.,

Heath, Manchester.
WANTED, Canaries, exchange 7 Anconas, 10 weeks,

also’ 4 rabbits, 3 months old: Ca-l'pcnter, Virginia

Cottage, Newmarket.
. , , ,

WHAT offers in cage birds for two old and one

young Idack pouter pigeons: A. Foley, 4, Picton-st..

New Boultham, Lincoln.
.. .. W, '

FOURTEEN homing pigeons, 500 nulo strain, value

£3- will exchange Canaries to value: W. Cooper.

05, ' James-st., Widnes, Lancs.
.

("O
EXCHANGE 60/- Meccano set, pair Rollers, also

pair ice .skates for Norwich or Yorkshire; offers:

Phillips, 0, Prior-st., Port Talbot.
. (fJb )

GENT’S silver .lever, 25/-; drawing-room painting,

£1 ;
offers gramophone. Canaries: Sheppard, o'-,

Hunslet-lane, Leeds. (Honesty assured.) (398)

PAIR Barber's clippers, new, size COO; approva.j

maker, Brown, Birmingham; exchange “Our Can-

aries”; offers : Broxup, Hairdresser, Colne-rd., Burn-

ley.
(399)

FOX Terrier, excellent pedigree, wire-haired, 10

months, sell £2 2s. ; exchange 1915 Norwich to value,

no rubbish; yours first: Bond, Arthur-et., Pembroke

Dock. te94 '

CHOW bitch, deep red, good pedigree, 60/-; also

good Airedale dog, 40/-; what oilers in exchange,

birds, poultry, talking larrot: Willmott, 254, Lower

Road Rotberliitlie. _ (3®9)

NOTICE, we want birds. Parrots, poultry, Bantams,

rabbits, gramophones, records, camera**, anything in

exchange for cutlery and plate, etc. ;
write : Smith

Brcs. 49. Pear-st., Sheffield. t397 )

SPLENDID little pedigree bred King Charles

Spaniel, maiden bitch, two years, thoroughly house-

trained. 40/-; exchange Parrot and cage, anything:

43, Hermitage-rd., Coalville, Leicestershire. (397)

SUITS, boops, overcoats, macks, costumes,

blankets, sheets 1

,
curtains, cutlery, tools, electro-

plate, exchanged for Canaries, British, cages, house

•logs;' stamp, quick reply: Exchange Co., 355, Lon-

don-rd., Sheffield.

EXCHANGE English lever watch, newly over-

hauled, cost £5, and six Canaries, Goldfinch, and

Linnet, both proved mulers, for gold watch chain,

dog-link preferred, or good Parrot: Norburn. 38.

Mili-lane, Coppull. Chorley. (394)

EXCHANGE pair Yellow Budgerigars for email

pair clap-nets, complete; wire aviary, 36in. x 22m.

X 16in. with dome, for either cock Cardinal, Cocka-

tiel, Pekin Nightingale, or Blackcap; youre first:

Humphries, 8, Ringwood-rd., Eastbourne. (398)

WILL give value in boots, shoe*/, clothing, bedding,

cycle tyres, cutlery, or household good® of any de-

scription, in exchange for birds, animals, or reptiles

of every description; stamp reply: Manager, Live

Stock Exchange, 103, Princess-st., Manchester. (39S)

EXCHANGE household goods, hoots, bedding,

cycle tyres, draperies, cutlery, etc., for live stock

of all descriptions, birds, monkeys. Parrots, dogs,

rabbits, fowls, etc.; hundreds of testimonials from
leading fanciers : Jopson's Exchange Stores, New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (397)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium: Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Tnstiumcnts; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons ; Pigs; Poultry ; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

|
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trowcr’s bird weds
and food®, good coininiasiou : Xrower, 442, CaUdonian-
rd . London.

EXCHANGE pair good crossbred Canaries for pair

Lovebirds; sell 10/-, cock good songster: Langridge,
Felcourt, East Grinetead. (39S)

EXCHANGE two hens, cock Canaries, for pair

Yellow breeding Budgerigars: M. Lishman, 3, Bank
Fold, Beaet Banks, Kendal. (395)

EXCHANGE, pair CanaO -reared Greenfinches and
Norwich hen, for singing cock Canary, sell 5/0: Col-

lin®, Morehard Bishop, Devon. (307

)

TWO pair Norwich, 8/0 pair; one large hen, 4/-;

useful exchange ;
partly exchange Bantams : Wood-

house, 21, Miligate, Newark, Notts. (397)

EXCHANGE two Norwich hens, one muler, for

tame cock Goldfinch, in song, or Budgerigars

;

offer®: Hood, East Harling, Norfolk. (399)
LARGE Norwich greens, cobby, in exchange for

exhibition Linnet or Light Mules; particulars—
Robinson, S08, Rectory-rd., Gateshead. (397)
TWO Crest cocks and one Crest lien, large birds,

for sale, £1; exchange good young Collie dog. about
twelve months old : T. Trevorrow, Alma-terrace, St.
Ive®. Cornwall. (399)
YOUNG unrelated pair of ticked buff Norwich, 15/-;
exchange Canaries, Hybrids, and British birds Book
or strong Schoolmaster, or two strong Cinnamon
Norwich hens : Head Attendant, Coton-hill, Stafford.

(397)

Aquarium.
TjARJG'E handsome Aquarium, suit gentlcmagi’s

hall, .splendid condition, 30/-
; part exchange.

Canaries: S. Smith, 10, Waterloo-st., Hove. ,(391)
AQUARIUMS, all about slocking aquariums wit

u

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will fie found in "Nutshell No. 21.” 2Jd. post free,
from "Cage Birds,” 154, Flect-st., London, 11. C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently)

Cats.
j

PRIZE strain Persian kittens, blue and biscuit

colour, 20/-, 18/-, 15/-: 45, St. Peter’s-sq., Hammer-
smith. (394)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, ‘‘The Care oT the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from CAGE BIRDS, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C,

|~Cycles.
j

CYCLE, gents. 20in. frame, sell 30/- or exchange
camera, live stock, or offers: Graham, 3, Mans-
field- st., Gateshead. (400)

CYCLES, tyros, cycle and motor cycle accessories,
money saving, wholesale list free: G. Wyndhams,
Wholesale Supply, Birmingham. (377)
CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 65/-: model
De Luxe, B.S.A., 3 speed, HO/- ; motor cycles, tyres,
accessories, cheapest prices; list, 200 illustrations,
free: Cyclebird, 120, Old-st., London.
GENTLEMAN’S 1914 Model De Luxe cycle, fitted

with lLS.A. 3-speed gear and the latest, improve-
ments, gear-case, all accessories; new last Septem-
ber; reason explained; accept £4 15s.; approval
willingly: 58, Cambridgc-st., Hyde Park, London.

“CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, Is now
ready. Every one who keep* a dog will find thi*
little booklet of great use. It treats ori feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are pidei-hod
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from; “Cage Birds,”
154, Flect-st., London, E.C,

j

Mice.
j

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled " Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care arid management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2Jd. po*t
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Flcet-st., London,
E.C.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3,0;
girls 2/0; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; ai! sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 30, York-st., ilulrne, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

TE.N grand tame clean Ferrets, 25/-: Hay ter,

Eagle Tavern, Southampton. (40!)

YOUNG Ferrets, 2/- each, 1914 does, 3/- each:
Sykes, Barton Villa, Ely, Camb9. (399)

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season.

5/0; splendid ferrets, good workers guaranteed, 4/0;

excellent ones ready to work, 3/0; younger ones,

2/0; ten days’ approval, cash or deposit: Wannop,
Short st.. Carlisle. (397)

Garden.
GARDEN pots, ail sizes; illustrated lists free:

Thos. Jeavcns, Earthenware Pottery, Brierley Hill.

(390)

1/-, SEED or dozen plants, wonderful Broccoli, o

to 9 large heads for years; photo showing three

years’ crops; keep ducks or fowls id. week, save
4d. ; green food cutter, 2/0 free : William Crisp,

Fordham, Colchester. (£60)

Cavies.
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea l’igs),” is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2|d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

|
Household

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS FILLS
They are unrivalled for all J,a«iies’ Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Fennvreyal, Pil Cochin, Bitter Apple, Ac.

Bold in boxes. 1 11, by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White’s
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same p*ioe, from

LESLIE MAfiTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34. DALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
Dogs ior Exchange.

WANTED, pups, dogs, give good exchange in

household good*: Jopson, Newton Heath, Manches-
ter. (397)

ABERDEEN Scottish Terrier, splendid young dcg.%
cheap, on approval; champion pedigree: From James
Blair, Shoe Merchant Woodside, Aberdeen. (397)

TWO game Buli-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/0 each, bitch 5/6, parents tackle anything: Jack-

son, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green. (399)

15/- to £50, several Collie puppies and adult
bitches, all prize-bred, ready for new homes, health

and temper guaranteed : Western, Sandy, Beds.

. (389)

POINTER, liver and white, strong healthy dog,
broken, .splendid ranger, perfectly steady

;
particu-

lars from: Ja*>. MacQuillan, Bellaghy, Co. Derry,
Ireland. (399)

GIVING up: two pedigree Airedale bitches, cham-
pionship strain, grand heads, 20/- each

;
approval,

worth double: Corbett, Midland Station, Wath-on-
Dearno. (399)

FOR sale, litter Pekingese puppies, five months,
black and tan dogs, 3 guineas, bitch £2 10/-; splen-

did pedigree: Mrs. Helyar, 55, Patmos-rd., North
Brixton. (399)

MINIATURE Poms., black, excellent tail carriage
and pedigree, 2 guineas each, or £3 10/- the pair,

valuable for breeding; Apply, Mrs. Field, 2, Cobham-
terr., Greenhithe. (400)

PEDIGREE lrieh Terriep, healthy dog, medium
size, most affectionate, fond of children, demon on
vermin, £2; would take wavy-coated Retriever pup
as part payment: Same address as above. (399)

FINE Black Retriever dog, 14 months, good w'atch,

would practically live in water, fine curly coat, sell

15/-, or exchange British seedea'tcrs or anything
useful to value : 19, Derwent-st., Middlesbrough.

(398)

HANDSOME black Pomeranian dog pup, bred from
winners, 13 weeks, pedigree, holds 13 champions,
sacrifice 3 guineas, or exchange anything useful

;

approval willingly, deposit: Hallett, Shrublands,

Smithy Bridge, Lancs. (400)

A LARGE Mastiff Airedale dog. 18 months, 15/-

suit poultry farm ; a very good double-barrel, muzzle-

loader gun, 12/6 ;
a clean, healthy tame Badger Cub,

12/6; ail o-n approval, deposit, or exchange strong

chickens : James, Stag and Pheasant Hotel, Toplar,

Nottingham. (399)

G. A. DOWELL, breeder of Toy Pomeranians, lias

for sale, black inale puppy, age U months, weight

31 lie
. ,

grand pedigree, including Ch. Mais, Ch. Boy
Blue, Ch. Dragon Fiy, anil others; price 3 guineas;

approval cash or deposit; sire of same, black,

4Llbs., at stud. 10/-: 4. Bcer-et., Yeovil. (398)

[natural history|
SALE, cheap, or exchange, largo quantity stuffed

birds, ready for casing, also few cases of birds, per-
fect condition : Bottornley, Bootmaker, Keighley.

(400)

Pigeons.
FOR sale, 12 good homers, 9d. each; approval:
Redstone, Haverigg, Millom. (397)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,
which deal with these birde in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,”
post free 2id. eacli from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
CHAMPION strain blue Angoras, in kindle, maidens
and bucks: 45, St. Peter’s-sq., Hammersmith. (394)
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-datp booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavie3,

and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular nets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free 1/H, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st,, T om'on. E.C.

Sport.

ANGLER’S secret, no oils, chemicals, or drugs used,
7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (391)
ANGLER’S Secret; no oils, chemicals, or drugs
used, 7d.: J. Bird, Wisbech. (399)
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-iiwtructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, book
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
Iree from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet st.. London. E.C.

Various.
TWO Silver Wyandottes, April hatched. 3 0 each;
cockerels; strawberry plants, 3/- 100: Collins, Mor-
chard Biehop, Devon. (397)
SPLENDID old oak ease grandfather clock, good

condition, going order, 30/-; large bull Norwich cock,

0/-. cost 15/-: Westrope, Agent, Bumpstead, Haver-
hill. (400)

PRIVATE lessons given on washing and preparing
birds for exhibition at your own homes, or at the
following address, by that well-known expert, Wm.
Shakespeare, Specialist and Judge, 233, Kentish
Town-rd., London, N.W.

(
(395)

GRAMOPHONE, 24 guinea hornless model, inlaid

cabinet on wheels, Lone’s design, height 3ft. 9in.,

powerful motor, grand selection of records, £5/12/6;

annroval : 58. Cambridse-st., Hyde Park, Londoa.(3S4)
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new lOin.

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.

ALlTjUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a

great help to, and a double cheek for judges, while

there is always a slip tree to be sent to the printers

Df the catalogue.

Prices:—1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A sample page on application to "CAGE BIRDS,

“

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

|

Waterfowl.

On o/!/_. ini very fine pairs, American Bluewing

Teals Tterf-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Geese (Ch. jubata). and several other specimens:

W. C, Duyzend, Naturalist, Rotterdam, Holland,
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DON’T WORRY
YOUR NEI6HROUR

You will And everything you want to know about your
hobby in one or other of

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS

For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can’t Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL
By //. NORMAN.

They comprise expert advice on everything
appertaining to the keeping, feeding,

breeding and general management of
Canaries.Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for the one most suited

to your requirements. It

will pay you.

tjrm.
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A SEASONABLE BOOK.X^

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1915 breed-

ing season a record

in every way by purchasing

a copy' of

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
In cloth. Part I. Hardbll/s. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. SoftbiUs. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for

Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete

,

bound in doth
2s post tree

2s. 3d., in

parts Is.,

post free

Is. Id.

The Stock Book.
Makes Bird Breeding Easy.

“Cage Birds ” Breeding Room Register and
Bird Keepers Account Book .

(Copyright.)

Compiled by C. E. WESTON.
Is framed on novel lines and contains many entirely new departures. Is

absolutely indispensable to everyone interested in the hobby.

This' Breeding Room Register and Bird Keeper’s Account Book offers in a

handy form a means of keeping— . . ,

The complete pedigree and description of every bird in ones room.

A full record of the season’s breeding experiences.

An account of every young bird reared and how it was disposed of.

A register of one's doings at the shows (the most complete and useful

yet devised).

A cash account for the year.

A profit and loss account of the season’s
_

proceedings, and a balance-

sheet showing how much one has invested in the hobby.

A series of Registers will thus furnish a concise record of the career of a

fancier as a breeder and an exhibitor from year to year, or over any number

of vejirs

MANY USEFUL emergency and other hints will also be
FOUND IN ITS- PAGES.

Price 6d. from any Newsagent.
Or 7d. Post Free from “Cage Birds” Office,

154, Fleet Street, London.

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
HOUI.TON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ei-
hil itor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

VALUABLE BOOKS
FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS

Complete Bound in Cloth, 7/6 carriage paid.

Magaif.ceatly Illustrated by that treat bird artist,

MR. ft- NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHE NS IYE.

First of all are considered at great length the

question of cage, and ariarie. for hybrid,. All the

variou, method, of houaing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perche, are minutely
detailed ; nest, and nesting material have e
chapter t» themaelve*. Mr. Houlton’, tpecinl cage
for hybrid breeding i« clenrly. described and
illuatrated. All the food,, natural and artificial,

are enumerated. Egg and other 10ft food, and
their feeding value, dealt with.The selection of the
stock i, debated at length The hen, which breed
light and dark exhibition mule, described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gone into. Egg binding and it, treatment.

The food supply. Care of the young hybrid,. All

these topic, are treated with that experience and
•kill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’a standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than Sixteen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL

HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, .fhe present day type and

general characteristics of a prixe-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

‘PARROTS FOR PLEASURE £* PROFIT.
By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,

feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, and the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with,

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.”
By WE8CEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post tree.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding

and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

“ BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” By c. p. Arthur, on. post Ere.

Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.

It tells you all you need know.

F. CARL, Publisher, IJE>4, FLEET STREET, LONDON E.C.
Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F. Carl, Wt, Fleet Street, by J. 0. Hammond and Go.. Ltd., Fleet Lane, London. E.C.
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AN UNCOMMON PET BIRD.
OUR SPECIAL

FEATURE

THIS WEEK.

D

1

Telegrams—AVICULTURE, London. oiu>*fcrii»uu» i;at :

Telephone—HoiborD 5229. ^ Vol. XXVIII No. 709 For week ending August 14th, 1915 . Price id. V 6
'postVree

l ' , ‘‘’

Registered at the G.P.O. ^ Foreign—
91 - per annmr.

TWO PRETTY CANARY HYBRIDS.

WING-MARKED YELLOW GOLDFINCH-CANARY.- 1st

Prize at Croydon, etc , for Mr. C. E. Gunnell, Woodiide, t
WING-MARKED LINNET-CANARY—3rd Prize Welsh

National Show* etc., owned by Mr. G. Lawrence, Coventry.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E,C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6d. lor the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS ”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor ot

the bona-lidts of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
SECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as lar as possible.

VII moneys 6liould be made payable to F. CARL.
Tho Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

idverlisumcnt, or to cancel any advertisement or-

lured lor a series, at any time, without assigning

iny reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

ido name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

rertisement Mill be inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ng office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements ot a general nature
tnd not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate ot Jd. per word
Ihroughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, ami should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 * 12 or 10, S/6 DOZ.
14 x 12, 4/- doz.; 15 by 12, 4/3 doz.; 10 x 12, 4/6;

13 x 12, 5/3 doz.; 24 x 12, 7/- doz.
;
see price. list

Tor baths, show cages box cages, sprays, pottery,

etc-.; send postcard: Volunteer Wire Works, Corn,

hill passage. Longton, Stalls. (TW)

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
also planed boards for cage-making, wire, fronts,

cago racks, travelling cases and everything ro-

il uired ;
all best quality and as clieap as possible;

illustrated cataloguo free: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

15 THE BEST GOOD ENOUGH FOR YOU ?

The original XXX birdlime has imitators, but no

equal,
" ‘ “““““ "™““

' i»„u Mimum-m rarvo catalogue : j

(411)Specialist, Norwich.

EMBOSSED RINGS
and stamped in numbers, all aluminium, 12 4d., 25

7 d., 50 1 /- ; cage labels and pedigree book, with all

1/ orders: Sunderland Ring Co., 22, Haydock-st.,

Burnley. (381)

TRY G. HUNT
for joiner-mad© breeding, show, and stock cages,

travelling cases, and all appliances for the bird-

room ; best quality only
;

prices on application : 19

Tho Crescent, Balby-rd., Doncaster.

NO TROUBLE
is experienced with "Stronghold” birdlime; no

trouble* to* apply, as it is sold in tubes; no trouble

to catch birds with; no trouble to get oil the

feathers; clear as crystal; made only by Wilson,

Scotland’s largest naturalists*, Argyle-st., Glasgow,

under a new process; 6d., 9d. and 1/- large tubes;

sample tube, 4d. post free. Once tried always used.

BOARDS,CAGES,CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, 9in.

2/9, lOin. 8/1-, 25ft.; 7in. 4/-, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft. ;

best hand-planed boards, 7in. 4/8, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 0/8

50ft.
;
-small box cage sets, 1/0 each, 10/6 dozen ;

Nor-

wich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/0 100ft.; stamp for list of

all appliances: Stanton, 33, Boothficld, Winton,

Patricroft. (382)

FOR RULES SEE 1st ISSUE IN EVERY MONTH.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS. -

It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,
especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal.hy.

APPLIANCES
DOUBLE breeder®, show cages, fronts:, box cages,
lets; send for list: Ross Cage Works, Fores, N.B.

(408)
THREE single cages, on© double cage, all with
tine trays, 7/- the lot; bargain: Ellis, 42, Eastover,
Bridgwater. (404)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

foreign birds, Canaries; design®: L. Latham, King-
ston- by-Se a, Sussex. (388)

JOINER-MADE breeding cages, single 2/-, double
3/6, complete; Yorkshire show cages, 1/3: Cheshire,

}4, Crawford-st., Bradford. (304)
MARVELLOUS for inducing birds to sing, Roller
water bubble flutes', p.o. 1/2 per set : Herbage, 9,

Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (408)
FOR sale, set of clapnets, 12 yards long each side,

7ft. Oins. deep, very near new, only 14/- ; Thurman,
19, Richmond-st., Nottingham. (370)

WASP grub, 2/6 lb.; gentles, 2/6 quart; cuttlefish,

into’ eggs, flies, etc.; price lists: De Von and Co.,

114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
EINLISTED 1 must sell, 4 double, 9 single Breeders,
enamelled

;
any offer accepted : Cottey, 45, Turner-

buildings, Maililbank, Westminster, (405)

JOlNER-mad© cages, 15in. x 13in. x Tin., enamelled
blue inside, black outside; 2 sets- of perches, 2/- each:
Shea, 229, Caledonian-rd., London, JS, (409)

BIRD houses, outdoor aviaries, fowl houses,

thickens ;
illustrated list free ; Canaries taken : C.

toss, Poultry House Maker, Forres, N.B. (355)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
lacturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

FOR sale, cheap, in good condition, 11 cages, 3
compartments, for breeding

;
also flight cages,

with loose partitions, with seed and water foun-

tains, egg-drawers, etc.; offers: Booth, 4, The Green,
Thorne. " (408)

FANCIERS, 10 practically new single breeding

;age® for sale, white enamel in9ide, stained out-

side walnut, with unrustable seed-boxes, water
bottles, nest pans, 2/6 each : Nosworthy, 4, Albion
Hill. Newton, Abbot. (411)

COTTINGHAM’3 new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last

season who are again sending for supplies; large

sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid: Cottingbam, 9,

p. veril-st.. "Nottingham.
BARGAIN, 4 double breeding cages, cost 10/- each
new; 2 Yorkshire cock Canaries, 2 Yorkshire hens,

1 Goldfinch cock, 30 locee cage fronts, 1 Yorkshire

show cage, 2 enamel baths and sundries, 30/- lot:

G. Rowbottom, Kirton-in-Lindsey. (409)

NOTICE.—The best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palaceshaped and other three-compartment

rviaries in the world ; send two stamps for illus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle-Dougla®. (399)

PUNCH BAR CAGE FRONTS
Owing to the vast increase of wire and solder we
have had to increase our prices as follows to save

using inferior wire:—12 x 12 or 10, 4d., 3/6 doz.; 14

x 12, 4id., 4/- doz.; 16 x 12, 5d., 4/6 doz.; 18 X 12,

53d., 5/- doz.; 20 x 12, 7d., 5/9 doz.; 24 X 12 or

14, 8d.. 0/9 doz.; special price for dealers; send for

printed list post free; odd- sizes 4)d. per foot: J.

Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick, Birmingham,
late of Heatb-st. (4-10)

CAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.; 15 by 12, 6/6 doz.;
18 by 12, 7jU doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order. Cage wire,
711)*), 2/ 6 j Punched Bar®, 1/- doz.;
Seed Mills, grind from Tape to sun-
flower, 1/6, post paid 1 / 9 . Egg Mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6. Nureery Cages, 1/6, 2/6, Tound or

square partition. Egg Drawers, 2/- doz. Canary
rings, flanged, 6d. doz., 4/- 100.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted

with white earthenware, 4iri. 8d., 4Jin.

10d., Sin. 1/-, 6in, 1/3. Norwich and York-
shire Show Cages, 2/- each. British, 2/3,

2/6. See Illustrated Catalogue lor all

cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages.

Roller cages. Send postcard.—ENOCH
TAMS, .Church Street, Longton, Staffs.

(406)

BUSINESSES USUAL.

Bird Catchers’ Nets
These are the clap nets

which are noted throughout
the. world a® the best value;
they work faster, easier, last

longer than any other®, have
collapsible poles for folding
up, for 1/3 set; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/9 pair

;
12ft.

by 4ft., 5/9; 15ft. by 4ft., 6/9; 13ft. by 4ft., 7/9; 21ft.

by 4ft., 8/9; 24ft. by 4ft., 10/-; 30ft. by 6ft., 21/-;

40 sizes
;

jointed polesy 1/3 extra. Bert Birdlime,

hold anything, any weather, box 4d., Jib. 8d., Jib.

1/3, lib. 2/-, post free. Spring Net Trap®, Bird

Braces, Brace Polet, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow,

Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and
books on trapping, snaring. This is

an Improved* Self-acting Net-trap,

can be also worked with a line.

Will take one to a dozen at a time.

Folds up. No wood work
;
for email

or large birds. Tremendous sale

last -season. Price, large 3/6,

smaller 2/6, carriage paid. See
large, 92 page illustrated book

;

stamp for postage. The Art of

Netmaking, 7d. Hints on Bird-catching, 7d. Tips

on catching with Birdlime, 4d. All copyright, post

free.—YOUNG, Practical Net and Trap Manufac-
turer, Misterton, Somerset. (1829)

/

V

IMPROVED WIRE FRONTS
Made from beat quality tinned wire and punched
bars. Stock sizes, 12 x 12, 6 d., 5/- dozen; 15 x 12,

7d., 6 /- dozen; 18 x 12, 9d., 8 /• dozen; 24 x 12, 1/-,

10/- dozen. Any particular size or shape made to
order. Best tinned wire, Od. lb.; 7)bs. 3/-. Punched
bars, 40in. long, 1/- dozen; 48in. long, 1/3 dozen.

Enamelled tin seed-boxes, with removable glass

fronts, 2in. 2/6, 2Jin. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4in. 3/6, 7)in.

5/- per dozen; all metal seed mills, 1/6; egg and
bread mills, small 1/9, large 3/6; nickel sprayer and
rubber pipe, 2 /-; nursery cages, 2 /6 ;

bath cages,

1/6 ;
wood for cage-making, prices on application

;

illustrated) catalogue free : Walsh, Bird Special-

ist/ Blackburn. Tel. 947. (4C9)

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d.

dozen, 2/- /-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax,

per

“ M G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.

Hare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

10 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.
(324)

FOR BREEDING, STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

in fact everything for the bird, room; send for

catalogue, post free; established 50 years; Sandi-

ford, Bird Specialist, Preston

WALSH’ S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
la always alike, good and reliable, will hold in

any weather, used by all the principal bird catchers;
packed in lever lid tins, Jib. 8d., Jib. 1/1, lib. 1/10,
post free. Dealers send for special terms : Walsh,
Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. 'Hsl. 947. (409)

BIRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready for opening of season.
Clap nets made from superfine netting, finch mesh,
3 yards long, 4/- pair, 4 yard® 5/-, 5 yard® 6/-,

6 yards 7/-, 7 yards 8/-, 8 yards 9/-, 9 yards 10/-.

10 yards, IT/- per pair, all are 5) feet deep, 4 feet
fly, full measurement guaranteed, and price in-

cludes all peg®, poles, and lines, ready for immedi-
ate use; loose thread netting, specially knitted
from 60 s/3 cord thread for bird netting, 1 feet

deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4d. yard, 12 feet
deep Sd. yard; specially strong netting for use on
rough ground, f mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all post
free; single trap cages with separate compart-
ment for call bird, 7d. each, 5/- doz.; patent self-

eetting and self-acting trap cages, guaranteed to

reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each;
genuine Japanese bird lime, absolutely strongest

lime made, doe® not run in sun, f-lb. I0d.,

lib. 1/6, sample box 3d., all post free; penny
tan drinkers 9d. doz., three doz. 2/-, 5/- groes post

free; real Italian hemp pull lines, 60 yards long,

guaranteed not to stretch or snarl, 1/6 each post

free; stave poles, flirt pegs, and everything re-

quired by catchers, always in stock ;
send stamp for

full printed list. Please note above prices will only

remain in force while present stock lasts.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

FOODS.
|

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES.
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-
card; three tons eold every year; fib. tin
sample, 7d. ; fib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free;
singe trap cages, 1/3;; ’double ones, call cage in

oentre 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist, Preston, Lancs.

RINGS
Closed Rings, year and numbered consecutively 12

6d., 100 4s. ;
improved aluminium rings (to open)

numbered consecutively, with or without year, 12

5d., 36 1/1, 72 2/-.; celluloid rings (to open), twelve
distinct colour®, numbered consecutively, 12 7d.,

36 1/5, 72 2/6; celluloid rings, without numbers, 12
6 d., 36 1/2, 72 2/-. Mr. John Robson writes: ‘‘Those
desirous of using open rings I have no hesitation
in saying they havo no equal.” Cage Birds: "Ex-
ceptionally good and well made, of quite ideal form,
can be put on by anyone with absolutely no trouble
or risk”: Hughes, 120, Burton’s-rd., Hampton Hill,

Middlesex, *

WASP grub®, good stuff, alive or cured, 1/9 lb.

free: W. Johnson, St. John’s, Newton Abbot. (410)

FINE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-, post
paid : Trower and Co., 442, Caledonian-rd., London,
N.
MEALWORMS, largo English mealworms, 0d., 9d.,

1/-, 21 - boxes, post paKl : Stapleton’s, Bird Dealers,

17, Spa-rd., Bermondsey. (406)

INSECTIVOROUS food, containing three parts ants’

eggs and egg flake, 1/- pound, post paid : Staple-

ton’s, Spa-rd., Bermondsey. (406)

DANDELION seed, 4d. oz., 1/- quarter; shepherd’s

purse, 6d. oz. ;
thistle heads, 1/- 100; Walton and

Son, Crowle, near Doncaster. (406)

GRAND, large wasp grub, in cakes or loose, alive

or cured, 2 /- a lb., post paid large package 1>/-:

Edwin North, 443, Marie heater- id,, Bradford. (401)

FINE English mealworms, 1/6 500, 3/- 1,000; ant

eggs, 3/-, choice 3/6; dried lnee, 2/-, fine 2/3; silk-

worm pupae, 1/3 lb., post paid; Trower, 442, Cale-

donian-rd., London, N.
GET your Linnets singing fiercely by sending 1/-

for large packet of my famous singing mixture,

makes Linnets and Finches sing to empty cage

:

Jopson, Bird Specialist, Newton Heath, Manchester.

WASP cake grand lot, 1 /-, 2/- boxes, post paid;

dried flies, 1/0, 2/- lb., 71b®, 8/-; ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.;

tho best cuttlefish, 1'- lb.; Lark and Thrush- food,

6d. lb. also in 3d., lfd. boxes; Spanish canary No. 1,

34/- cwt., 141bs. 4/6; hemp, 14/9 cwt.; ingar, 24/-

cwt. ; linseed, 18/- cwt. : Enoch Tams, Church-st„

Longton, Staffs.

LARGE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2/6, 7/6

lb Wasp grubs, wasp grubs, alive or cured, in

boxes, 8d., 1/3, and 2/6 each; live white gentles,

1000 9d., 2/6 lb. rants’ eggs, extra good quality, 4/-

1b. ;
dried flies, 2/6 lb.; crissel, 4d. lb.; millet sprays,

large bundles of 50, 2/6 bundle; Lark or Thrush

food, 6d. lb. ;
cuttlefish bone, II- lb. ;

freshly

gathered mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon;

dandelion seed, 4 ounces, 1/-, 3/G lb.; maw seed, 9d.

lb.; gold of pleasure, 6d. lb.; Pecko. the best con-

ditioner known for all seedeaters, 2/- lb. ; condition

seed for Canaries, 6d. lb.; 71b®. 3/-; sunflower seed,

9d. quart. 2/9 gallon
;
.special mixed Parrot food, 6d.

quart, 1/10 gallon; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh,

Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (385)

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

Is pure, tasteless pepper of the finest quality. The
best results are obtained by using Errington’s XL'

Red Feed; 1/3 per lb., post free 1/7; prizes offered

to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particular®

to: Win, Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four

Lane Ends, Bradford. (389)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER

- . r* m - l — AH ol 1 All Q

For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous

Colour. 11b. Canister, 21-

;

31b. Can ‘

n
s*er >

5tb., 7 /6 . Original tins (22lbs.), 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Joeephine Avenue.^Brixtoiy^Lonoo^^.^

.

The

Most Efficient

Substitute for

Egg and

Bread

Crumbs.

SPRATTS
Cod Liver Oil

Cage Bird
Food

Gives Stamina,

Produces Gloss of Feather,

Saves Trouble and Expense.

Prices : About 12-oz. tin, 9d.

;

3i-lb. bag, 1/9 ; 7-lb. bag, 3/2,

post paid.

SPRATT’S
RED

Colour Food
Produces a rich and deep colour.

1 -lb. packets, 1/9, post paid ; also in

tins 8d., 1/3 and 2/10, post paid.

Sample Box of Foods and Book on

Cage Bird Culture, Post free.

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED,

24-25, Fenchurch Street, London, E.C

WALSH'S
Champion Colour Foods
Fanciers please note, we are Direct Importers and

buy only the very best obtainable. Walsh’s Pure
Tasteless Pepper, the richest and best coloured pep-

per imported. Walsh’s Egg Bread, with Colour;

eaves time and trouble. Walsh’s Insectivorous Food,

with Colour, for moulting British and Foreign Soft-

bills. All above, 1/6 lb., 31bs. 4/-, I41bs. 17/6. Hot
Natal Pepper, specially imported for cage birds, 2/6

lb., 31 be. 7/-. Sulphate of Iron, 1/- lb. Special Bis-

cuit Meal for "Canaries, etc., 6d. lb.
,

71bs. 3/-; pure

Yolk of Egg, 3/- per lb. Samples free.-—.

WALSH,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn.

Tel. 947. (407)

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

t

Have you tried their

DOG &. PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDS

|

AND jEGG FOOD, Etc.

Best in the World.
The finest colour food in the world fori

colouring Canaries that deep rich Tedf

colour. In ifso by all loading exhibitor!* in]

the world. For testimonials drop a post-1

card. Prices 2/- per lb.. 21b. 3/6, 51b. 7/6, 141b.

I

17/-. Hot NataJ, 2/. lb.. 21b. 3/8, 51b. 8/3.1

AH carriage paid. Real Hone y made Egg I

Crumbs for rearing young and mixing with!

colour food for moulting out birds; in us© by I

all leading exhibitors ; 1/- lb., 3!hs. 2/3, 71bs. P

4/-; carriage paid. Pnro Egg Flako, 3/- lb.,L

3lbs 8/- 71b 18/-. Giant Spanish Canary Seed,

I

141b. 5/-, 561b. 18/-, 1121b. 34/-. Samples, post

Cl’C€.

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King, PRESTON,

LANCS.
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List of Agents tor Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR " NUTSHELL ” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you “In a Nutshell” everything you

Want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2£d.

I.—The Coldfinoh. 18.— Budgerigars.
a.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20 -Waxbills.
4.—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary. Twite.
9-—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Green Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-

Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
9.—The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insect!-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
II.—The Bullfinch. 28—Profitable Pet Cavics.
!*•—How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.— Profitable Pet Rab.
13.—Tho Chaffinch. tits.
14—Gouldian Finches. 31 Fishing in River,
15'—The Creenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17.—The Grey Parrot.

0F AGENTS WHO SELL “NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By tonsuiting these symbols the nature o] the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained *Birds, Foods, Cages

, and Bird-room Re-
quisites; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds; Uitrds, and seeds and foods only

; § Seeds and
roods only. If Newsagents.
Alexandria.—*J. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barns.ey.—*Mrs. A. Pori ill, 8, Doncaster Itoad.
Bath. G. Poolcy, 31, St. James’ Parade.
Batley—*8. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.— W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast. IfJ. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Henson Street.Birmingham—fH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn—*A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool— J. Mckierman, 62, Raiks Itoad.
B aydon-on-Tyne—§WaIter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.Blyth—Allison, Market Place.
Boltoi.—‘John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford—J. W. Tarbotton, 656, Leedo ltd ; *S.
lorpy, James Street; tjj. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol—tFinch and Godwin, Rcdeliff Wire Works.
Bromley—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley—*D. 'Greenwood, 16

, Standish Street; *W.
-Davy, 23, Church Street.
Cardiff—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Ed
Chesterfield—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Chester-le-Street—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witt on, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree
Cowes, I.W—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne—tSam Young, Misterton, S O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington—tJ. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby—*G. Bouefield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwfen—E. Jepson, Cnemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury—Aspe.v’s, Market Street.
Doncaster—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.—IfM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tyne—J. Crosoy and Son, High St
Gateshead-on-Tyne—§Joim Crosby and Sons, 48,
High Street. -

Glasgow—*W. Wilson, 247, Argylc Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward 178,
Main Street, Shettleston

;
W. Crawford 192, Salt-

market.
Ct. Harwood—1 A. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich—Pedler, 37, London St
Grimsby—F. Tearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley—E. S. lnsu.ll, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull—t'fom Perkins., 55, Wineomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street

; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son 17, Craven Street

Ipswich—James Raymcr, Dog's Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne—f M. Henderson, 60

, Walter Street-
T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley—tE. Phillipson, 41, Market Tiace.
Kingston-on-Thames— §J. and B. Marsh, Market PI
Kettering—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger, 132, King St
Kirkcaldy—tW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa—f E. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove

'

Leigh.—’J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate
Leeds—tB. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse Lane.Leek—§T. Measham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool—»G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane - *J W

Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; tE. Roberts Bird
Market.

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.
London—*C. Palmer, Selater-st., Shoreditch; 352,
Upper-st., Islington

; G. H. Hooper, 216 Forest-rd
iWalthamstow; tC. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St Wal-
worth-rd., S.E.; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green rd.; J. Manning, 111 , Waterloo-rd

; A E
Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Mower
1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.

; A. Dossctt, Ladbroftei
gy., W.

; S Silveridge, 6, A Id gate, E.C.
; *Wm.

VVhiteley s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv.
; *A. W. Gamage

Ltd., Holborn; J. Jeffrey, 209, York-rd., Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106. Vaughan-W'., s.E,
§Lewi,s and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280 York-
rd- Wandsworth; Johnson, 20, Clevcland-ot., W •
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Walworth,; Simpsonand Co., 137, High-sfc., Camden Town, N.w. ; E FWilson, 407B, West Green Rd. N. ; W and ERolfe, 101 Bridport-plaee, Hoxton
, C. Roehl, 400Edgware-rd.; C A. Bond and Co., 217, High-
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; J - n - Morris and Co., 570
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Manchester—*A. O Davies. 110 & 112, Tib-st. ; *R.
Kremner, 104, Tih-st.

; W. Jackson, 12, Liverst.,
Holme

; fjolin Heywood, Lid., Deansgatc; ‘Dut-
tons, 51 & 53. Tib-st.; *W. Smith, 98, TIb-st.

Mansfield—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew’s Ter-
ra**. Littlewortli, and 7, Queen Street

Middlesbrough. -P Coi r, 5, Sufilcld Street.
Middleton Junction.—F. Buckley, 21, Grimshaw-Ianc.
Millom. §VV T. JJ. Cartwright, 7, St. George's Ter.
Macclesfield. —C. Cross, 17, Derby St.
Nelson.— t.lobn England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne—»J. Ma.Kenzie, 69 and 61. High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,
and 31, Nelson Street.

Newcastle, Stalls—'‘A., Griffiths, 23, Mcrriat Street.
Newport, Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham.—*W. Cot.tingham, Pevevil Street;
§Armitage Bros., Caotlegate.

Oldham—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Henahaw Street.
Ossett—P. I mason, Bird Stores, Bank Street.
Opcnshaw—F. Waobbournt, 401. Ashton Old r,oad.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth— tR. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;
§W. H. Fylwon, The Market.

Portsmouth—II. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston—*J. Sandiford, North Road; *Matt. Hop-

kin.q, 11 , Fylde Street.
Raw tens tall.—VV. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield—*,!. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lewie, 56,
Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.

Shettleston, Scotland—§J. Ward, 178, Main-ist.
Shildon.

—

C. Sine] ai,
, 26, Garbutt Street.

Stamford—A. W. Ludlow. 39, Broad Street,
St. Helens—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives—IfFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent—*J. Pitchford, 218, London Road.
Swansea.—tMaggs Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, Monson Road.
Tunstall—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan—T. Summers and Son, 63, Darlington Street.
Wallsend-on Tyne—*Wm. Cockburn, 106, High-st.. E.
Watford—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool—D. Coombes, 63. Stockton-street.
Worthing.—*F. Moore, South Farm Road
Wrexham—§E. A. Hamlet, 7. Charies Street.
Yorks.—J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,
Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.

Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to the
Publisher, “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

BOOKS.
|

CASSELL’S “Popular Educator,” 8 vols., complete,
handsomely bound, spotless, cost 50/-; what offers
birds?: G. Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres. ((409)
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased : VV. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd..
London.

|
MEDICINES.

1

TRY our special tonic, 1/- bottle; post free; in-

valuable for Canaries, British and Foreign birds, a
wonderworker during the moult; Specialists, 163,
Princess-st., Manchester.

(405 )EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2jd.,
from C.ige BIRDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES
are carefully prepared by a practical expert with
life experience. They have proved themselves
worthy of imitation, but have no equal. Refuse
all substitutes. THE “MAGNET” ASTHMA
CURE—Specially prepared for cage birds suffer-
ing from colds, asthma, and wheezing. THE
“MAGNET” INFLAMMATION CURE—Specially
prepared for cage birds suffering from inflamma-
tion of the bowels, and all derangements of the
stomach. Specially recommended for young
birds just weaning. THE “MAGNET” MOULT-
ING MIXTURE Specially prepared for cage
birds that are stuck and have a difficulty in per-
fectly moulting. THE “MAGNET" BIRD
TONIC—Specially prepared for cage birds that
are showing signs of decay. It enriches the
blood and strengthens the whole system. A cer-
tain cure for soft moult, going light, and
general weakness. THE “MAGNET" DIAR-
RHOEA CURE—Specially prepared for cage
birds. AH 6d. per bottle, by post 7d. Manu-
factured only by J. WALSH, Practical Bird
Specialist, BLACKBURN, Tel. 947. Agents
wanted. Dealers apply for terms (407)

“AVEAU ”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. AddYess—
W. Vale, F.Z S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

post, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

|
BRITISH BIRDS?]

Hardbills.
j

GOOD singing cock Linnet, 2/6: Mias Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. (408)
FOR sale, Bullies, cocks 2/-, hens 1/6; young, un-
known sex, 1/3; T. Conron, Grange, Douglas, Cork.

(409)
GOLDFINCHES, a few cock Greypates, 1915, Can-

ary reared, 2/6 each : VV. Jupp, Stone-st., Maid-
stone. (408)
COCK Siskins, 3/9, 3/-, 2/6, three for 6 /6 ; two

specially selected, 6/-: G. Sutherland, Rambodde,
Forres.

(409 )

OOCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, six 1/9,
dozen 3/-; satisfaction guaranteed: Horace Coote,
96, North-st., Luton. (410)
(LINNETS, Linnets, warranted Cambridge nock

Linnets, 3/- dozen; hens V- dozen: Randall. 21 ,

Bridge-st., Homertoa. (409 )

SIGN THE COUPON HOW
And obtain your copy of

the 1915 Edition of

UGEBIROSANIBAL
This Issue has met with greater

success than ever before, and

THEY ARE SELLING OUT FAST.
Be advised, and send for a copy
NOW before It is too late.

Remember t

We had to Disappoint Many
Fanciers last year, as the entire edition was

sold out before they ordered their copies-

These are some of the Contents

:

THE BIRD-KEEPER'S YEAR.
A new feature, which will remind the fancier of essential details of management, the timely atten-
tion to which goes so far to ensure success in the hobby, and which gives valuable hints month By
month.

THE CANARY BREEDER'S OPPORTUNITY.
By Claude St. John. Telling of the bright future that is in store for Canary breeders, and showing
how to take advantage of the existing circumstances in order eventually to profit by the increased
demaDd which is certain to arise in the near future

HOW TO MAKE BIRD-BREEDING PAY.
By O. E. Brooks. Demonstrating that the hobby of bird-keeping may be made profitable as well as
pleasurable. Indicating the mistakes to avoid, and the proper methods to be pursued.

THE FASCINATION OF AN AVIARY OF FOREIGN BIRDS.
By W. Wallis. The delights of foreign bird-keeping are dealt with in this interesting and practical
contribution. The fittings of the Aviary, the kind of birds to keep, and their requirements in the way
of food and accommodation are all described, and there is an illustration of an outdoor aviary whicTl
is at once inexpensive, roomy, and adequate in every respect.

WITH THE WILD BIRDS DURING 1914.

By H. Norman. In this article our British bird expert writes in his well-known style on the birds
about which he is so well qualified to write, and all lovers of birds in their natural surroundings will
be interested in this feature.

HOW TO REDUCE THE FOOD BILL.
By Claude St. John. Useful hints that will help bird-keepers to economise in this time of temporary
6tress; showing how the expense of feeding may be reduced without any detriment whatever to the
well-being of the birds.

A REVIEW OF THE 1914-15 SEASON.
How the birds have fared during the year in each section All are dealt with:—Norwich Plainheads,
Yorkshires, Greens, Cinnamons. Rollers, Whites, Border Fancies, Crests, Lancashires and Lizards,
Scotch Fancies and Belgians, Dutch Frills, Hybrids and British Birds, Foreign Birds.

A DIRECTORY OF JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS.
DIARY AND CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR WITH EGG-HATCHING TABLE. •

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATIONS.
&c., &c., &c.

No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether novice or old hand,
there is information in this bird-keeper’s encyclopaedia of the greatest

use to you. 1 Each article is written by an expert, and In their experi-

ences of failures and successes you will find the way to the top of the ladder.

Get your copy now,
price 6d. from your News-

agent or local Nutshell Agent, or fill up the
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Coupon at the foot, enclose 7d., and send direct to:

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,

^ and your copy will

be sent per return

.

To the Publisher,

‘CAGE BIRDS/ 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.
oo
W
Z

Please send me
Annual, for which I enclose..

Name,
Address

• copiT of “Cage Birds” !
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CATCHERS. get your spring net traps now, no

suiting, plenty in etock, Del-, 1/3: Dawson,28,
Blyburguto, Boccles. ('”'“'

FOUR specially picked cock Linnets, 1/- each ;
out

itanding tor size, colour, and pencilling: uiubon, Hz,

flighst., Stourbridge. .'.™d

LINNETS warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on

hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall, No. 5, Cuinden-st.,

Hrn inton rd., Nottingham.
FOUR Canary-reared young Bullfinches, 1/6 each,

one house-moulted cock, su.it exhibitor, 3/-: James,

Steens Bridge, Leominster. (1161

F.M. Brumblclinch end I'htiffinch, winners, 5/ each;

other British, cheap, must sell: F. Stothard, 81,

Bcnconslicld st., Darlington. t‘106)

CANA RY- reared cock Linnets, singing, 1/- each,

old (1014) Linnets, singing mad, 1/(1 each: Ernest

Whitclcy, Crowle, Doncaster. (HO)

WANTED, all kinds of llardbills, regular supplies

taken tor prompt cash; state prices: Wilson, Scot-

land's Largest Naturalists, 233, Argyle-st., Glasgow.

WANTED, good quality singing Linnet; must be

steady; will give good price tor pioud young bird:

Roberta, 3, Urcenlleld-rd., C’olwyn Boy, N. Wales.
(402)

WARRANTED cock Linnet, well pencilled and will

make good bird, complete in cage 3/-, inspection

llivitod: W. l’arr, 76, Carruthcrs-st., Beswiek, Man-

theater. (iiu)

WANTED weekly supply of GoldllncheB, Siskins,

Bullfinches, Redpolls, and other British birds; good

prices given: Tlios. McCrystal, 16, Lauglamls -rd.,

Oovan, Glasgow.
SALE or exchange 2 cock Linnets, 1 Chaffinch, and

l, Greenfinch, all Canary reared, otters wanted in

dogs or Canaries; sell 2/- each: Higgins, D, Ncwton-
st , Uulme, Manchester, (409)

LINNETS, Linnets, warranted all cocks, and all

well on seed, 3/- dozen; hen Linnets, Del. dozen; all

orders promptly attended to : Renshaw, 12, Mai tha-

ler., Goedhcad-st., Nottingham. (408)

LOVELY piping cook Huillinch, caged 12 months,
real lady’s pot. 4/0; also very large cage-moulted
muling cock Goldfinch, 4/0; approval; cash or de-

posit: Day, Aviaries, Porter st., Hull. (400)

VERY good quality tinging Linnets, this class of

birds make the beet singers ever carried to a con-

test, 1/-, i d each: Linnet cages, 1/3 each: W.
folnison, Bird Expert, 65, George-st., Leeds. (400)

LANCASHIRE cock brown Linnets, real beauties,

8d. each, 3 1,9, 0 3/-; Redpolls Od. each, 3 1'/-,

6 1/9; all selected by me and satisfaction guaran-
teed: Gardner, Garstang-rd., Wesliam, nr. l’reston,

Lane. (402)

WARRANTED, cock brown Linnets, on full song,

lor show or contest, as supplied to all the leading

exhibitors and fanciers, V- each, three 2/0 ;
special

singing mixture, 1/- large package: Seedsman, 163,

Princess-st., Manchester. (-105)

LANCASHIRE cock Brown Linnets, some promis-

ing youngsters, at 8d. each, 3 1/9; these are nut
Brown Linnets that win on the show bench ;

my
name is a guaiantee for quality: Gardner, Gar-
stang-rd., Wesharn, Nr. Preston, Lancashire. (410)

FRED ALLEN,, the champion Linnet singer of the
world, also known as the Human Linnet, winner
Df over 200 first prizes open to all England

;
you

must try him if you want a good Linnet; kindly

note h’fc only address: 150, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

(410)

EXHIBITOR’S tip-top cock Siskin®, 2/0 and 3/0;
special large yellows, 5/-; hens, 1/0 and 2/0; largo

yellow cock Greenfinch, certain winner, 3/- ;
ditto

cock Chaffinch, 2/0; ditto Redpoll, 2/0; pair fine

hand-reared Bullies, finger-tame, 51- pair; approval:
Ros® Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (406)

GRAND voung cock Goldfinches, 1/9; few special

picked cocks, 2/6; big Welsh cock Linnets, good
type and fairly steady, 1/- each ;

picked cocks, Od.

each. 5/- dozen; ordinary cock®, 3/- dozen; Redpolls,

4d. each ;
genuine reared 'Bullfinch cooks, 1/6 cacti

:

W. Brown, Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop. (408)

LOVERS of Chaffinches snould read what H. J.

Fulljamcs say® about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

:he successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Quids, 154, Flect-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).
LINNETS! Linnets! Linnets! Warranted Kentish
:ock Linnets, 4/- dozen, well on seed; warranted
:ock Goldfinches, 2/- each; 2 for 3/6; four good Song
Thrushes, 2/6 each ;

8 singing Linnets, 1914 birds, 21-

sach; wanted any quantity young Linnet 'Mules, will

give good price or exchange Linnets, Goldies: H.
Gladwin, 1, Summerfield-st., Lee, Kent. (400)

LINNETS, Linnets; Southdown birds are best

songsters in Eugland, grand rich nut-brown cocks,

well on seed, six for 2/3 or 4/- doz.
;

hens 1/-

dozen
;

sex and satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned, and carefully packed for any distance;
same address 23 years: G. Smith, Central Bird
Stores, Charlotte-at., Portsmouth. (410)
LINNETS, I have the finest lot of young Linnets

in Leeds, taught under my prize-winner, see Cage
Birds, last 3 weeks, 1st prize one week, shared 1st
two weeks, 1/6, 2/- each

;
a gentleman bought three

Linnets from me last season, sold them for £2; the
neatest contest Linnet cages in Leeds, 1/3, 1/6 each

:

R. Dearlove, Expert, 13, Granville-place, Lincoln-rd.,
Newtown, Leeds. (3S5)
GENTLEMEN, if you. want a good .singing Linnet,

have one taught under my undefeated Champion of
England, the finest strain even heard; they make
the proudest and best carried to a contest: they
will sing everywhere; price 1/-, 1/6, 2/- and one,
a gem, 2/6; please note, 1 refused .£10 for my
champion, and youngsters taught under him have
oeen sold at 70/- each. A Warrington gentleman
bought two for £11; a York fancier bought two
for 5/- and sold one for 50/-. 1 know the song,
zentlcmen, so you are safe when you put your orders
with me. Contest cages, 1/- each. I have a
nice few birds to moult out winners for exhibition.
Cock Linnet, giant, 2/6; fine Redpoll, 2/6; monster
Greenfinch, 2/6; all on approval; cash or deposit.

Now is the time to purchase my hook of secrets
on Linnets, etc., price 6d. Cock Siskins, 5/6: Fred
Allen, The Linnet Expert, 166, Porter-si., Hull..

(410)

LINNETS! Linnet®!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,
trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid hare to lovers of these popular
Britisher®, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution ; there is a very had
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

No. 2, price d
.
poet free from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

BIRDCATCHERS LATEST INVENTION.

Seif acting spring net trap, that can bo baited to
itch any specie® of bird desired; full printed set-

ting and baiting instructions with each, price 2/4,

postage paid; every trap fitted witli two 34in, rust-

proof springs, grass-coloured netting, made on a

strong steel unbreakable framework, quit© different

to any other trap advertised: Jackson, Professional
Bird ateher Station i d„ Bardncy, Lincoln. (408)

|
Softbills.

|

WANTED, hand-reared Wood Pigeon, tame, good
plumage: Cowley, Kilsby, Rugby. (405)
FINE, young Jay, feed from hand, 3/0, exchange
Hardhill : Alfred ItouLIer, Kirhymoorsidc. (410)

II AN D reared young coek Skylark, nicely on eong,
2/0: Davies, 3, Cli.fford-st., Oxford rd., Manchester.

(407)

COCK Nightingale, not better singer, caged twice,
cage moulted, 42/6: Wm, Loeeon, Moutague-st.,
Rushden. (402)

BEAUTIFUL hand-reared singing cock Skylark,

beautiful plumage, I/O; approval: George Holt,

Dunstable. (407)

SPLENDID adult cock Redstart, nearly finished

moult, 4/6; a bargain: W. E. Faircy, 21, Upper
Dnkc-st., Kettering. 1408)

GENUINE hand reared Song Thrushes, fully deve-

loped, warranted cocks, commenced to sing, perfect

health, plumage, tame, 5/-: Crist), 35, Southmill-

rd ,
Bishops Stortford. (395)

WANTED, field moulted Nightingale cock and hen,

also cock Lesser Whitethroat, hand reared preferred,

must he .sound, good condition: Oilers to (). Puck,

Darcnth Lodge, Cllingford, Essex. (408)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy opecimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3“ tells

you. 2Jd. poet free from CAGE BIRDS, 154. Fleet-

est., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (Hot frequently

published).
SOFTBILLS: the smaller ®pecies

;
full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by II. J. Fulljamcs in “ Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2(0. pool free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agent®; see list on another page.)
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the be®t

possible condition
;

together witli directions for

hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “ Nutshell No. 4,” 2/d. post

free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C,

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

MAGNIFICENT large coek Blackcap (1914), cage-
moulted, finger-tame and in full eong, with joiner-

made (Stock cage, 19/6; 1915 cock Nightingale, well

on food, steady, warbling, 12/6; 1914 cock Green-
finch Mule, good size, colour, moulting. 3/0; ap-

proval, deposit; several cheap cages: Perks, 72,

Lancuster-rd., Dollis Hill, N.W. (4(18)

W AX BILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than tin® interesting quar-

tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners

They can be successfully kept, too, witli little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “ Nutshell No. 20,” 2Jd-

post free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d,

(list frequently published).

Norwich.

Miscellaneous.
WAGTAILS, 1/6 pair; Dove®, 2/6; Pheasants, 10/-

eacli
;
Carolina Duck®, 25/- pair: De Von and Co.,

114, Bethnal Ureen-rd., London.
LINNETS, 3 hand-reared, 1/6 each, this year’s,

singing; two cock Blackbirds, 1/6 each, this year’®:

J. Munday, Ordshall, Twyford, Berks. (407)
SEVERAL good cock Linnets, on song, 2/- each, 2
for 3/6; also splendid

.
cock Song Thrush, 4/6; car-

riage paid : E. Gray, The Ferns, Yiewsley, Mid-
dlesex. (406)

HAND-REARED exhibition coek Jay, 4 months old,

making good talker, sell 4/6, witli cage, 6/-
;

also

hand-reared cock Blackbird, singing, cell 2/6; with
cage, 4/-; or email bird offers: Mr. Riley, 66, Forest-
rd., Walthamstow. (407)

GRAND cock Linnets, steady and will make good
songsters, 9d., 1/- each; grand Greypate cock Gold-

finches, 2/- each; grand upstanding cock Larks,
in nest feather, 1/-' each; all guaranteed cocks
and healthy on seed

;
approval

;
cash or deposit

Editor : Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443, Man-
chester-rd.. Bradford. (410)

HEALTHY coek brown Linnets, 4/- dozen f Chaf-
finches, 4/- dozen ; Redpolls, 2.'- dozen ; Greenfinches,

l/- dozen; Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpoll®. Lin-

nets, Skylarks, 1/- pair; 12 mixed aviary seed birds,

1/-; Blackbirds, Misselthrushes, Song Thrushes, cocks

1/- each : any above selected songsters, 1/6 each:

Fenn and Son, Bower’s-lane, ^sleham, Cambs. (409)

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.

Warranted cock linnets, 8d. each, three 1/6: sing-

ing 1/-, three 2/6; Canaries 3,6 pair cocks, Larks,

young runner®,, finger tame, 1/-, 1/6 each; hand-
reared 2/6 each; green Linnets, Redpoles, 6d. each;
cocks, goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-: 288, Liehfield-rd., Aston,
Birmingham. (404)

Border Fancy.
BORDER cocks from 4/6: send for list: Ross,
Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (406)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or
song, price® low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle-Douglas. (399)
GIVING up Fancy; 3 parrs Borders, 12/6 pair; un-

related
;
2 but! cinnamon hens, 3/- each: B. Kingham,

14. Ellington-st., Liverpool-rd., London, N. (409)
VERY handsome lot Border® for ®how, or other
requirements, grand songsters, every bird guaran-
teed, 7 6, 8/6, 19/6; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate,
Bedfont. '(395)
" THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully 'now to manage these "wee gems" dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2jd. post free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-et., London, E.C’., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

j
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

VARIEGATED crest-bred cock, King’s strain, also
2 crested hens, 15/'- the three: C. Wells, 40, Spooner-
rd., Broomhill, Sheffield. (404)
LARGE young Crests and Crest breds, absolutely
healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, from £1 pair: Rev.
G. Mullens, Oliedzoy, Bridgwater. (40tr)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood, good early
hatched, through moult ; now’s the time for good
young birds; approval: T, Bjllington, 32, Colborn-
st,, Nottingham. , (404)

BREEDERV HaAMS.
J. C. BARNES, Norwich aZ4 Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous .‘liver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spaic; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northlield-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

W L 'PAGE, Breeder aid Exhibitor of high-class

Norwich, has a few grand birds to ®parc; inquiries

solicited
;

state require! icnts.—30, Bedford Place,

Southampton. (381)

NORWICH cocks from 4/9; send for list: Ross,

Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (406)

WANTED, young Norwich, any quantity, cash de-

posited
;

particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101, Brid-

port-pl., floxton.
BUFF Norwich cock, colour-fed, and Norwich cock,

big birds, 14/6 both birds; bargain: Mr. Kothwcl),

16, Humphrey-st., Burnley. (410)

THREE liens, 2/3; let 6/-; another good yellow,

Thomas’s strain, 4/- ; cock Greehie, hen Bullie, paired,

2/6: Chetwood, Elson, Ellesmere. (406)

NOTICE.— Grand lot Norwich for show or song,

prices low; easy payments arranged; approval: Me-

Kcanil Seabriglit, Castle-Douglas. (399)

FOR sale, grand lot rich yellow and variegated

young Norwich eock Canaries, splendid songsters,

7/0, 8/0, 10/6; every bird guaranteed; hens, 2/6;

Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont. (395)

THE NORWICH PLAINHEAD CLUB
Memoers and secretaries of societies please note

'

The committee at their meeting on Saturday last

withdrew all restrictions regarding classification,

judges, and number of cup shows. Will secretaries

please apply, stating classification, date, etc. to

Fred Cenlifie, 9, Lark-st., Burnley. (405)

Rollers & Singing Canaries
BREEDER'S CARD

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Gluckc Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9; hens 2/-; approval:

Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (400)

ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/6, and 7/-;

liens 2/-: G. Sutherland, Rambcdde, Forres. (409)

GRAND Roller cock Canary lor sale, good songster,

6/0; approval: Newby, 93, Preston-st., Fleetwood.
(407)

HA.NDSOME young Seifert coek Roller Canary, full

song, accept 4/0: Miss Jones, Harlech House, Abery-
stwyth. (410)

BEAUTIFUL Roller coek Canary, Randall’s strain,

grand songster, accept 8/G, worth double: Mrs. Jones,

7, George-st., Aberystwyth. ' (410)

NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken

;

approval : McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle-Douglas. (399)

ROLLERS ! The, very best 1914 cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6;

B.R.C.C. rung; young cocks, singing grand, 3/6, 4/6,

5/6, 6/6 each; hens 1/6: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull.

(406)

GRAND lot of young Roller Canaries, cocks, full

song, 4/0 each, hens 2/-; sent any distance: Manager,
Princess Emporium, 103, Princess-st., Manchester.

(405)

MAY bred Roller cocks, nicely singing, 4/6; hens
2/-; pair® 6/-; nearly all clears; sent any distance:

Standard, 346, Oldham-rd., Ne.wton Heath, Man-
chester. (409)

VERY handsome lot of rich yellow and variegated
Roller cock Canaries, pure Randall's strain, from

7/6, 8/6, 10/6. and lo/-; every bird guaranteed; hens,

2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont. (395)

PURE Randall’s, best blood in England, 1914 cocks,

15/-, 20/-, 25/-; 1915 cocks, 7/6 (under tutors); hens
2/6; club rung; owner going on munitions: Hoyle,

19, Chapel-st., Chorley. M B.R.C.C. (407)

LADY MARGARET SPICER wishes to dispose of

her surplus Roller Canaries; 4 adult cocks at 2/6

each ; 12 young birds (cocks and hens) at 2/- each;
all nice healthy birds

;
bred in large aviary ;

proceeds
to Red Cross Fund: Lady M. Spicer, Spye Park,
Chippenham. ...(405)

TWO very superior 1914 cocks, bred from birds
purchased from Mr. Willows at a big price; also
two lovely heus; Willows’s direct; lot 30/-;. worth
double, will divide; also 8 training cabinets and 3
double breeders, complete, cheap : J. Trinder, Main-
st., Skibbereen, Ireland. (405)

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.

VOOGT S STRAIN.
ROLLER COCKS.—A few old birds still on hand in

usual song, 7/6 each, 7 for 42/-; 70 Young Cock®,
first arrival, 6/ each, 7 for 35/-.

HENS.—1,000 actually in stock, 2 for 3/-, in wicker
cage; 14, in 7 cages. 18/-; these can. be cent in vari-

ous colonrs, splashed, dark, or yellow.

Note.—Those who telegraph money receive birds

same day.

JOHN D. HAIVILYN,
221, St. George’s Street, London,

East.

YorKshires -

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinca Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 46, South View-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-

ford.
OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world lias produced: Thornton,

Bradford.

YORKSHIRE coeXs from 4/9; send for list: iRoss,

Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (400)

SMART young Yorkshire- air’ v birds, 10/-, 12/-, 15/-

eacli: Cheshire, 34
, .

Cnvwforfi-st., Bradford. ,364)

1915 Yorkshire cocks frr sale, on.song; beautifully

feathered, 6/- each: Fitzpatrick, 22, Morden-st.,

Boalcr-st., Liverpool, (409)

SIX

MONTHS’ APPROVAL
with all Cock Canaries. Particular^
free. Cocks 5/-, 5/6, 6/9, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6.

liens 2/-, 2/C, 3/6, 4/-. Pairs, 7/6, 8/6,

9/6, 10/6; 3 good pure bred Hens, 5/6.

When I say approval, I mean your
money back in fulfil’ not to your en-
tire satisfaction after six months.
This is quite different to the so-

called " free trials ” often oficred. Detailed llluo-

trated List of others Free. Travelling cages for one
bird, 3d., for two, 4d.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited

;
particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101,

Bridport-pL, Hoxton.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshire® for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged ; approval : Mc-
Keand, Seabriglit, Castle-Douglas. (399)

NOTICE; grand lot young Yorkshires, bred from
champion songsters ; cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; every bird
guaranteed; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.

(395)

GRAND yellow cock, winner two lsts, special, 17/6;
good hull hen, winner 1st, spl., 8/6; cards sent;
bargains

; deposit : Davies, Ferndale, Craven Arm®.
U07)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshire®, best blood, good early
hatched, through moult

;
nows the time for good

young birds; approval: T. EiLlington, 32, Colhorn-
st., Nottingham. (404)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/U, by II. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); abeolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contain® complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting

; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cack Biiids, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various Canaries.
TWO 1915 Norwich cocks, 41- each; 2 1914 hens, 1/6
each

;
pair Borders, 6/- : Thompson, Confectioner,

Wellington-st., Luton. (408)

SACRIFICE 7 young, 21/- ;
buff and green hens, 3/6

;

cocks from 5/-; cages cheap: Bowes, 7, Manilta-
gardens, Notting Hill. (405)

SPLENDID young cock Canaries on full song, 4/6
and 5/- each

; hens 2/- each: Davies, 3, Clifford-st.,

Oxford-rd , Manchester. (407)

SALE, exchange, 10 good Yorkshire Canaries, prize
bred; no reasonable oiler refused': Watson, Toft
Hill, nr. Bishop Auckland. (404)

GRAND pair of Yorkshires, fit for showing, 9/6;
also pair of Norwich first prize winners, 10/-; room
wanted: Hingley, Central Quarry Bank, Staffs. (410)

SPLENDID lot of Yorkshire, Border, and Norwich
Canaries ; cocks on *ull song, 5/- each ; hens 2/6
each: Manager, Princess Aviaries, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (405)

GIVING up; sale or exchange for Black Pom. dog,

1 pair Norwich and 2 hens; 1 pair Y'orksliire, 1 York-
shire, cock; also 9-compartment breeding cage; ail

complete; dog must he good: Mr. W. Sage, 65, Bay-
ford-rd., Sittingbourne, Kent. (410)
BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and

Roiler cocks, 3/- each; cock and hen, 5/-; approval:
McKeand, 15, Queen-st., Castle-Douglas. (399)

GRAND lot Yorkshires, Roller®, and Norwich,
splendid songsters, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; every bird guar-

anteed; hen®, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.
(395)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

TO Hybrid breeders ;
nest of 4 hand-reared Bullies,

C/- ; well on seed; giving up: Overall, Sotterley Hall.
Suffolk. (465)
GOLDIE-Bullie Hybrid, 1 year, will moult- a beauty,
a large bird, 35/-: Overall, The Gardens, Sotterley,

Suffolk. (405)

WANTED for prompt cash. Canaries, - Mules or
Goldfinc-hes, either sex : Merrington, 40, Bcsson-st.,

New Cross Gate. (409)

NEST 4 Goldfinch Mules, as bred; highest offer ac-

cepted
;
wasp cake 1/6 lb., post free.—Gibbons, 95,

Peel-terr., Stafford. (410)

FOR sale. Goldfinch Mules, cocks, this year’s birds,

best quality, 7/0, 10/- each; no approval: Fuller.

Kilbiggan, West Meath. (404)'

SIX cock Goldfinch Mules, 5J- each, suit catchers

;

exchange lot for Pekinese puppy bitch: Hollo-

way, 15, Ganna Park-rd., Peverell,. Plymouth. (404)

DARK Goldfinch-Canary Mules, warranted cocks, 4/-

each ;
handsome light variegated cocks| warranted,

7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-
,

each : Rowley Elston.
CTcdito-n. (409)

YOUNG Goldfinch Mules, cocks, warranted; yellows,

clear body, dark wings, 10/-; another, nicely marked,
7/6; good darks 4 j- and 6/- each: W. Johnson, St.

John’s, Newton Abbot. (410)

THREE 1915 cock Goldfinch Mules and 3 Linnet
Mules, colour fed, trained under Linnet and Gold-
finch; cinnamon hen, mother of linnet mules; accept
30/- lot: “ B.,” 136, Warton-st., Lytham. (404)

EXHIBITORS. Grand light Linnet, light Green-
finch, and dark yellow Siskin Mules, have won and
can win again. £2 each, or £5 the three.; also a
lovely G-pointed yellow cock Goldfinch Mule, twelve
weeks old, will make a monster and a big winner,
50/-; and a dark yellow Linnet Mule, will moult a
champion, 21/-; approval with pleasure: Andrews,
Weston, Olney, Bucks. ~- ~ (405)

|~FQREIGN BIRDS?]
SPLENDID talking Parrot and cage, accept 21/-;

exchange birds to value: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st.,

Manchester. (405)

NINE young Budgerigars, 1/9 each, exchange Laven-
der or Blue- winged Lovebirds: F. Child, Braeman,
Downs-rd., Luton. (405)

OBEY Javas, from outdoor aviary, wintered out-

side, perfect condition, 8/6 pair: F. U. Perry, 17,

Warren- rd., Ithye. (405)

PAIR liojne-bn-d Cockatiels, perfect plumage, 10/6,

or exchange for .small foreign birds: Mills, 28,

London-rd., ' Neath. (410)

FINE strong young Budgies (green), 2/- each;
larger, 2/6 cadi: Rev. G. Raynor, llnzeleigh Rec-

tory, Mnldon, Essex. (407)

TALKING green Amazon, very tame and pretty;

bargain; with splendid cage, £3: Palmer’s, 352,

Upper-st., Islington.

VERY fine talking Blue-fronted Amazon rnrrot’,

finger tame, bird and cage 45/-; T, Gwen, 23, St.

Michftcl-st., West Bromwich, (407)
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WILL give 6/- each for Cockivt/ioU, Rlngneckn,

Quakers, or any hardy Parrakcetca: 0. B. Chap-

man, lligh-iit., Birmingham,
COLBWCK nnd Stanton Sicilian buttercup Cockerel,

16 weeks, 10/- ;
exchange fancy pheasants or foreign

birds: Charles Read, Bindley. (402)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, good talker, doosn t swear,

worth £10; offers, cash, winning Poms., birds; C.

Allen, 36, Wploy-rd., Belvedere. (•10‘J)

LOVELY Indian Parrot,"* splendid talker. laughs,

cries, Anger-tame. 35/-. or near oiler: G. Scott.

Ruthvon, Holton, near Oolnbrook.

FINGER-taiuu Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, make

a lovely talker, 25 /-; cages, 5 /-, 7/6 to 25/-: “Cross,

Menageries. Otterspool, Liverpool.

YOUNG Blue-fronted Amazon, Huger-tame, talker,

large square cage, €3; part exchange Collie: iJd-

diard 35. Cavendish ave.. Eastbourne. (BM,)

THE birds that pay I Adult Green Budgerigars,

finest obtainable, 6/- per pair: The Aviaries, 57,

Hamond-st., Parkinson-lane, Halifax.

FEW first-class talking Parrots, selected specimens

for sale, reasonable "special list free on application:

Walsh, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. (409)
' GRAND Indian Rock Parrot, acclimatised, perfect

condition, good plain talker, £5. including cage,

worth double: Homier, Ironmonger, Cradley. (406)

TWO. outdoor aviary-bred Zebra Finch cocks, 5/-

eacli ;
lien ribbon Finch, 3/-; beni paradise Whydah,

4/-; exchange foreigners: Jackson, Joiner, Bingley.
(4U4)

BUDGERIGARS, several good pairs of adult Greens,

in excellent condition and full feather, 5/6 a pan :

Rutter, Manclicsttr-rd., Lostoek Gralam, Cheshire.

AMAZON Parrot, beautiful talker, acclimatised,

£3 10/-; Rote-breasted Cockatoo, £1; stamp, par-

ticulars': Mrs. Pargeter, 17, East-st., Grimsbury,

Banbury. V*,0a >

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, linest possible, selected

breeding pairs." 0 yellows, 8/-; cockernut husks,

rests, 5/- dozen; Miss Rosey, Rosemary House.

Eastbourne
. ,,

l4
Y°

)

SPLENDID talking Amazon Parrot, three years old,

£3 10s. ; easy payments ;
Parrot sent on first pay-

ment ; stamp for particulars: Day. The Aviaries,

Porter-st., Hull. (««>

TALKING Blue-f rontod Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,

ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,

large cage,, 45/6 : Miss Carry, 205, Dudley Port. (400)

FOR sale, splendid B.-rrraband Farrakeet, £8; King

Parrakoet. £ 7 ;
Crimson-wing Parrakeet, in good

feather, £6; also Black Gouldian hen and lien Pec-

toral Finch: It. Colton. 9, Birkendale-rd., Sheffield.

406)

FROM outside aviary, Green Cardinal (cock), pec

feet, £2; Cockatiels, last year's, bred outside, 12/<i

pair; one Cutthroat cock, 2/-; Java Sparrows, gre.v,

SI- pair; all these birds outside over a year : 1 j1,

Willlngdon-rd., Wood Green. (4t<))

'RED-CRESTED Cardinals, in show plumage, aviary-

moulted, one pair 20/-, one odd cock, full song, 12/0;

also cock Cow Bird, one of the best ever seen ;
can

win anywhere, 12/6; approval; cash or deposit:

Dav, Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (466)

AFRICAN Grey Parrots, 50/-; Amazon Parrots, 20/-

and 30/- each ;
talking Macaw., £6 ;

Quail Finches,

30/- pair; breeding Budgerigars, 6/- pair; young,

A/-; yellow adults, 7/0; price lists: DeVon and Co.,

114 Bethnal Green-rd., London..

PAIRS : unidentified Singing Finches, believed new

to aviculture, 25/-; Ealer's Finches, 20/-; Jerdon 6

Accentors 15/-; Squirrel-Dormice, rare,, handsome.

S)“ exchange any for Zebra Finches, White Java*:

Teschemaker, Ringmore, Teignmouth. (40a)

ONE hen lavender-headed Madagascar Love Bird,

show plumage, 4/6, and Hobbies mitre and cornel

cramp, 8/- ;
or exchange breeding pair cockatiels

or yellow Budgerigars, any other foreigners: Miug-

tey's Aviaries, Micklethwaite, Bingley, Yorks. (404)

WANTED, pairs or single birds. Cordons, Lavender,

Bib Bengalese, Zebras, Gouldians, Parsons, V ir-

ginian, Cardinals, etc.; also male Cuban, hen Scarlet

Tanager, -hen Paradise Whydah; member horeign

Bird Club : Grey House, Hampstead-lane, Highgate

N. .
" - l®87 )

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon Parrot, genuine talker,

mimic tame, grand plumage, 5 years old, says -lots

of words with large cage, £4, or exchange gent, s

cycle pullets, clarionette, or anything useful; ap-

proval: Waddington, 9, Victoria-buildings, Water-

side, near Darwen, Lancashire. _ (398)

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell " booklet,

“ Avadavats,” contains full information on the

management of these birds. You cannot do better

than have a copy by you, and we shall be pleased

to forward same upon receipt of 2£d. Write, f

“

e

Publisher. Cage Burns, 154, Flect-st., London, E.L.

VERY tame Mvnahs, 20/- each; white Javas, show
•plumage, *13,6 pair; lovely Sugar Bird, 30/-; Maz-

miUians Parrot, show plumaged; 45/-; very tame
spider Monkey, 35/-; pair golden Pheasants, full

colour, 25/'-; tame talking white Cockatoo, including

large cage, 35/-: G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birming-

ham.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14,'' from

Cage Bikds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 24d. From agents (see list frequently pub-

lished).

GIVING up aviary, all acclimatized and in un-

seated aviaries all winter
;

pairs Virginian

Cardinals, breeders, £4; Stanley Parakeets, laid

eggs, Black-Cheeked Lovebirds, £2 ; Diamond Spar-

rows, £2; Blue Breasted Waxbills, £1 5s.; two
rare Argentine Finches, in England three years,

£3 -40s. the two; very handsome Black and Yellow
Hawfinch, from South America, £5 ;

rare, tame
pets : Hon. M. Hawke, Wighill, Tadcaster. (409)

EXHIBITOR'S extra fine cock Californian Quail,

can win, 10/-'; grand cock English Nightingale, 8/6;
largo adult Green Budgerigars, 5/6 pair

;
odd cocks,

2/6 each; large hen Silver Pheasant, 10/-; fine pair

Little Owls, 7/-; Whitetliroat, 2/6; cock Yellow
Wagtail, 2/6; lien.. 1/6; Shrike, 2/-; Linnets, Green-
finches, 6d., 9d., II- pair; young cock Canaries, 5/-

ea-cli ;
hens, 2/6; approval, cash or deposit: A. J.

Underwood, Bird Specialist, 24. Wcllington-st., Ket-
tering. (405)

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest lmlf-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
Ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helofnl in-

formation on tills variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Pago,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-«t., London, I!.C. 2d. from our
agente (list published frequently).

TH08E who have bought or those who are about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should got " Nutshell No. IT,"

It only costs 2Id. post free, but tho tips it gives arc

priceless; from: Caqh Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published

frequently.)
ACCL1 M ATISK'D, cago-moultod, exhibition speci-

mens, Red-licuded hen. Ribbon Finch cock, lor

hybridizing, 15/-; Chinese Siskin, hen, 10/6; Pec-

toral Finch, Loug-tailod Graasflnch, 26/- each;

Paradise Whydah, hen, 7/6; Yucatan Jay, 5 guin-

eas; Chinese Dhyal Bird, 60/-; White Blackbird,

ben, £5; Wnxwing, 50/-; Nightingale, 45/-; Long-

tailed Tit, 25/-; Jenny Wren, 26/-; Coram Lory
rare, 70/-; Cardinal Eclectus lien, £0; Double-

fronted Amazon, finest living, £4 4°. “ Birds that

live on Nestle's Milk," 2d. : John Frostlck, Hamp-
ton House, 308, High rd., Streatham.

GIANT BREED BUDCERICARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the

county; Greens 5/6 pair. Yellows 7/0 pair; cash or

easy payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTSOF ALL KINDS
On our 4 months' trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty

;
for eaeli or easy payments ;

holder thou-

eand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (304)

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In outdoor aviaries (all moulted)

;
Ribbon Finches,

Spice Birds, Bronzewings, cock Saffron Finches,
Blackheaded Nuns, hen Wliydahs. Siberian Bull-

finches (cocks and bens), cock Californian Quail
(perfect plumage), Senegal Turtle Doves, Barbary
Turtle Doves, Green and Yellow Budgerigars, tame
Sulphur-Crested Cockatoo; young Yorkshire Crested
Canaries, cock Goldfinch, 1st Bridlington, 4th Brad-
ford National, and other prizes; pair Silver Pheas-
ants, White Fantait Pigeons ; all guaranteed in per-

fect condition ;
Golden Pheasant chicks. Green-

finches, Bullfinches, etc.; poultry, young Faverolles,

Columbian. White and Partridge Wyandotte*, Rhode
Islands; wanted, English Goldfinches and small

foreign Finches of all kinds ;
hen .Californian Quail

or pairs ; in fact, we arc open to purchase all kinds

of bright pluinaged British or foreign birds for out-

door aviaries
;
we solicit enquiries for what we have,

and oilers of what we have not : The Aviaries, Cop-

pice Drive. Harrogate. (370)

|
VARIOUS birdsTI

PURE Norwich cocks, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-; hens 2/6, 8/6, 5/ ;

muling cock Goldie, sufe with eggs, 5/-: Sargent,
Wentworth Lodge, Purkstonc-on-Sea, Dorset. (406)

JAYS, Magpie*, Jackdaws, Linnets, Canaries, Pnrra-

kects, tame Mice, etc., cheap: Vernuin, 298, Lillie-

rd., Fulham. Next door Carnegie Library. Not a whop
(410)

EXCEPTIONALLY fine Green Budgerigars, 0/6 pair,

3/6 each ; also high-class healthy Canaries, cocks 5/6,

bens 3/6 ;
all this season’s birds

;
outdoor aviary

:

22, Cyprns-rd., Finchley. (408)

WHAT offers for cash? Eight young Canaries and
four liens, three cocks, Goldfinch mulcr, cock Linnet,

egg mill, cages, pans, books, drawers: Rogers, 55,

Kdward-st., Tuckingrnill, Camborne. (405)

TWO 1915 clear Norwich cocks, 5/6_ each ;
house-

moulted cock grccnie Norwich heiq bred mules,

5/6;; house-moulted cock goldie Norwich hen, 8/6;

variegated cock Goldfinch Mule, bred from above,

10/-: Barnes, 2, Prarie, Lowestoft. (404)

1
wantedT

|

TALKING PARROTS.
To those who have been disappointed in purchasing
a parrot we wish to offer a most unique collection
of genuine talking Parrots in Europe, including
African Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos,
Macaws, etc. At the present time we have in stock
over 500 splendid blue-fronted Amazons, personally
collected by our representative in Brazil, also a
very fine selection of African greys. We wish all

intending purchasers of parrots to communicate
with us, when we wili immediately forward them
a full list of genuine talking parrots. The birds
we offer are exactly as described in price list, good
sound, Ihealthy stock, at lowest possible prices.

We guarantee safe arrival of live stock, and des-
patch same day as order arrives. Telegraph Parra-
keet. Birmingham ;/ ’phone. Central 689: Particulars,
G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

EXTRA FINE
AFRICAN SILVER GREY PARROT

red tail, chattering and attempting to talk, won-
derful talking, type, 50/-; another that has been
11 months in England, charming pet for lady, child

can handle her, talking and whistling beautifully,

£5; another, one of the finest talkers in existence,

ha* been 4 years m England, imitates gramophone
tunes, clings, whistles, says the following ami many
other surprising words and sentences impossible to
recollect (sell cash, or exchange other birds):—
Fanny, burry up and get your work done ;

Tom, get

up, you'll be late for work ;
going for a walk, good

day, ta ta
;
good morning, good night; I'll give it

you, scratch Polly, Joe; here's the boss, lie care-

ful; I’ll give it you, kiss me I feel sick; ah. I'll go

and tell him, dare you ;
counts 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 ; ah,

you devil you
;
poor Polly, any fish to-day ;

Polly’s

only a bird
;

hec, bee, here’s the bobby ;
weigh,

whoa, gee up, stand back ; waiter, Polly wants
beer; where’s the boss; i'll cut your neck off and

put yon on the wall with the cats; come on, Lizzie,

my old loff any old clothes to mend ;
any old

shoes, boots or bottles to sell; any tubs to mend,

want any coal; there's a knock at the door; you

can't come in, Pollv engaged ;
c-ome on, scratch your

old girl ; here's the misses ;
where’s tho cat, puss,

puss; Polly wants beer. Polly wants to go to bed;

what's that you *ay ; it's 10 o'clock, get up
; want

the echo; Jack, get up, you’re late for school ; all

change here for Liverpool ;
what are you doing,

stop that noise; poor old Joe. he's gone, goodbye;

twenty pounds for pTotty polly
;

I’ll cut your bead

off; Folly wants beer; Polly wants oorn; Polly

wants father, he's gone to work; Polly wants to go;

Hello, Joe: “Cross,” Menagerie, Otterspool, Liver-

pool.

Use our Notepaper.

FINEST AMAZONS
Arrived by 8.8-.- Avon. 435 finest Blue-fronted

Amazon Parrots that have arrived in England for

some years, personally collected by our own repre-

sentative. Persons requiring a genuine Talking

Parrot should not fail to communicate with us im-

mediately, when w© shall be pleased to send them
full particulars. Dealers also requiring Amazons
should send for our Price List. All birds were
thoroughly attended to on the voyage by our own
representative, and arrived in first-class condition.

Also some very fin© Marmozet Monkeys.

G. B. CHAPMAN,
High Street, Birmingham.

BUDGERIGARS.
Finest adult selected Green Budgerigars, 5/C pair;

7 day*’ approval at our own risk: G. CHAPMAN,
High Street, Birmingham,

I WILL give good price for flour bag, gone mag-
goty, price, etc., to: Smith, 42, Other-id:, Redd itch.

WANTED for spot cash anything alive; bird, beast
or reptile: Royal Zoological Farm, Shooters Hill,

Kent. ^ (410)

WANTED to purchase, one pair of Cockatiels for

outdoor aviary: Mrs. Barron, All Saints’ Rectory,
Hastings. (404)

WANTED half-a-dozen 1915 Yorkshire liens; must
be cheap for cash: H. Webb, 38,. Glasgow-rd.,

Plaistow. (407)

WANTED, live stock; state lowest price; stamped
envelopes for reply: Palmer's, 352, Upper-st., Isling-

ton, London.
WANTED Canaries, exchange poultry houses, bird

houses, or cages; send for list: Ross, Cage Works,
Forres, N.B. ' (406)

WANTED Red-breasted Cockatoo or Parrot, par-

ticulars and price to: Miss Jones, 7, George-st.,

Aberystwyth. (410)

WANTED, pair adult green Budgerigars, must be
very tame, ready to nest: C. S. Read, Fisherton
House, Salisbury. (405)

WANTED an> quantity of young Yorkshires and
Norwich Canaries; state price: Cheshire, 34, Craw-

I ford-st., Bradford. (364)

WANTED, 1915 hen Hawfinch, small bird, state

price to: H. Burrows, The Lodge, Aldersgate Chemi-
cal Works, Southall. (407)

WEEKLY supply of Goldfinches, Linnets, Mules,

or anything alive; best prices paid: Regent Aviaries,

80, Ordsall-lane, Salford. (466)

WANTED, a good working Ferret for a yellow

Yorkshire cock in full song; aippoval: Dean, High-

gate, Glusburn, Keighley. (402)

WANTED hen Goldfinch Stales; hen Canaries / give

1/3 each
;
any quantity

;
J. Flower, 15, Pollard-row,

Bethnal Green-rd., London. (409)

WANTED all-metal breeding cage, two or three-

compartments ; deposit Editor ; state price : Williams,

19, Mackintosh-rd., Pontypridd. (406)

WANTED, for prompt cash, Canaries and Mules,
cither isex," state lowest price to: Robinson, 33,

Besson-st., New Cross,, London. (405)

WANTED, large Norwich or Yorkshire Canaries,

also Parrots and other foreigners ; best trade prices

:

17, Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (405)

WANTED cock Canaries, 1914-1915 bred, cheap for

cash, or exchange tweed suit lengths, 25/-; approval:

Heron, Burnside, Castle Douglas. (409)

WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin. 9). 'Cowcaddens-st.. Glasgow. (241)

WANTED, surplus Canaries, also British, for

prompt cash, cheap; Andrew Dawson, Dennistown
Bird Mart, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (406)

WANTED, every variety of Canaries, talking Par-

rots also litters" of purebred puppies; cheap for

cash: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedlont. (395)

WANTED, all varieties Canaries and British and

Foreign birdsi, must be cheap, cash sent with order:

McEeand. Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

CANARIES, young, singing, wanted, exchange 4ft.

3in by 4ft. 3in. new garden frame: C. Best, Joinery

Works 255, Coventry-rd., Birmingham. (407)

WANTED, Cinnamon Canaries, bens, or variegated

Mule hens, exchange British birds, fligTffc or breed-

ing cages: Baylis, Middle-et., Worcester. (40v)

WANTED Canaries, Pigeons. Parrots, Monkeys,

Rabbits, Guinea Pigs, Birds. Dogs, etc., purchase

or exchange: Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (410)

WANTED two lien Zebra Finches, state price; for

sale, 1 pair of Bullfinches, 1 pair Ycllowhammers,

3/- pair: A. Hooper, Klfordleigh, Plympton. (407)

WANTED, young Yorkshire and Norwich Mules,

any quantity, cash deposited ;
particulars, stamp

reply: Oliver. 101, Bridport-pl., Hoxton, N.

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, Larks,

Redpolls, Mules, weekly; established 20 years: T.

Green 22, St. Michael-st., West Bromwich. (407)

WANTED giant Hawfinch, extra yellow Greenfinch.

Yellow Bunting, good, for cash ;
approval : Bernard

Robinson. UeathficJd-rd., Webheath, Redditch. (406)

WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins : state lowest price

:

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
(400)

WANTED 1914 variegated Norwich Canary and tame
Linnets; exchange Cassell’s Book Birds. 4 vols.,

bound: Dowling, Jeweller, 11, Springfield-crescent.

Catford. / (406)

WANTED, Linnets, Coldfinches, Bullfinches, Can-

aries half-grown chickens, young rabbits; state

lowest price cash: Brain, Merchant, Aston, Birm-

ingham. (389)

WANTED, young Yorkshires for prompt cash; no

swindling on either side; state price and par-

ticulars; Wilson, Scotland's Largest Naturalist, 233,

Argyle-st., Glagsow.
WANTED, all kinds of British birds from

catchers for cash; state prices until end of Sep-

tember to Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443, Man-
chester-rd.. Bradford. (/Jl0 )

WANTED for prompt cash all kinds of healthy

Canaries and Mule©, aloo Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-

finelies; send lowest- price to: A. Leiteh, East End

Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate. Glasgow. (3»9)

BUDGERIGARS. Canaries, Bullfinches, or

Foreigners ; exchange high-class' performing tumblers

or my welLknown prize-winning satinette pigeons:

Henrv Sissons, 8, Potter-st., Worksop.
. .

(404)

WANTED for prompt cash any quantities of-

Borders, from 1 to 100 pairs: state price and par-

ticulars ; no swindling on either side: Wilson, Scot-

land's Largest Naturalists, 23, Argylc-st., Glasgow.

AIDS TOJSUCCESS.

Our Books and a Common-
sense Application of the

Advice therein MUST bring

you Profit as well as

Pleasure

All the experience of years of

careful study by experts is at the

disposal of readers.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 fclottl

gilt).—By U. Norman. Contains ten lovely full-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,

and the making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1j—By n. W. Battys
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso
lutely ttie very best Handbook dealing with the

Yorkshire and its sub-varieties. Contains com-

plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding. Moult-

ing, and successful Exhibiting, also bow to treat

in both health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.—By C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder, aid ex-

hibitor of the Norwich l’laiiihead. The chapters

on 11 Forming a Stud," ami “ How to Produce the

Ideal ” are worth the cost of the whole bogk.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-

VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable

Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tor* are such well-known breeder* a* Messrs. It.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C. Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.

Besvvick, G. Lander, T. H. Kincli, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, which contains 212 page*, 7 inches

by 5, is brimful of the most practical information

on tiie highly interesting .ubject, of Hybrid Breed

ing. Price i post f i' --e 1/2.

PAV4R0TS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By

C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains how to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for ttieir various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIROS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc., with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to the successful keep

ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE’S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including the Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. H. Norman; ex

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and

seeds—a compendium of knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, 6d -By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-

teels is recognised as one of the most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to

keep, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, l/1f.—By W.
T. Page, F.Z S.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-

tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H Norman; or may be bad in two parts. Part

): “ Hardbills." and Part 2: " Softbi'ls.” Either

Part, price 1/1, post free. Each part contains

beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and cages. Un to date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston, Of
our invaluable " Breeding Room Register " a

well-known fancier has said:—“It makes bird-

breeding easy.” No breeder of birds can possibly

afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera

tions in the bird-room and makes it possible for

everyone, even the veriest novice, to breed his

birds as they should be bred. Contains both

Pedigree, Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis-

ters of simple and unique character, in nddition

to useful account pages.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d.—By
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-to date guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use

of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-

dition,’ the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,

egg-food nest-building, rearing and moulting the

voung colour-feeding, training for show, and all

the difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth.

7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written

by Charles Houlton, an authority with a

reputation extending over 25 year* as a leading

exhibitor and a leading expert and pudge: (as»q-

eiate editors, U. E. Weston and C. A. House).

Magnificently illustrated by that great bird artist,

H Norman. There are no less than sixteen

coloured and sixteen art plates in this work. Each

plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

FANCIERS' PRINTING.—Fanciers requiring bust

ness notepaper, postcards, trade envelopes etc .

should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rates

combined with first-class work. Artistic memos..

with block of any desired bird, and fancier'^

name address, and words of description as de-

'
sired,’ 250 5/-, 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, “ Cage Birds,”

151, Fleet Street, London. E.C.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 48.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEE)

STREET, LONDON.
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SHOW HATES FIXED.
To Mcum Insertion in this column, a guarantee

Hint the show will be adpertised in "C.B.” to tne

intent of at least 25J- must be went to our manager.

England.
let. 8-9.— Preston O.S.-(G. Buck, 6, Nevett St.)

Oct. 12 13.—Plymouth W.C.0.8.-(T. Pope. 98. Bin-

bank mint Kil.)

Oct. 14.— Hanley C.B S.-(C. Beckett, 32, Hamilton-

rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J.K.

Oct. 15-10- Warrington C.B.S. (H. Warburton, 73,

Ellesmere ltd., Lower Walton, Warrington.)

H.W.B ,
G.L., J.D.L.

Oct. 1C. Coventry O.S.— (A. Green, 205, Stoney Stan-

ton ltd.)

Oct. 21.— Oxford C.B.S.—(C, F. Holliday, 58, George

St.) J.R.

Oct. 22-23 - Liverpool 0.8.—(Metcalfe and Green, #»,

Brunswick ltd.)

Oct. 23.— Burton-on Trent C.B.S.— (A. Wood, 10.

South Oak St.) J.R. -

Oct. 23.—Yor* C.B.S.— (V. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portlund Street.) _ . _ ,

Oet. 20 28. London and P.O.S. (H. L. Huggins, 130,

Myddleton ltd., Bowes Park, London.)

Oet. 27-28.- Carlisle (Border City) O.S.— (J. L. Bell,

23, Botchcrgute. Carlisle.) .

Oct. 20-80. Manchester and N.C.O.S. -(F. Hayward,

21 Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).

L.D., J.B., E.B., J.D., H.J.C.

3-4.- Cheltenham C.B.S.-(A. S. Treasure, 14,

Kotundn Terr.) „ uln
4 — Blaonavon C.B.8,-(G. Broorne, 82, King

3 Ik- 8hoffleld O.S.—(E C. Job, 19. Va
1

u*h“ 11

ltd., Wincobank, Sheffield.) J.lt., J.L.15.,

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov. 0.

Nov. 6-

Nov. 9-

Fov. 12

Nov. IS.—Chester C.B.S.— (L. Cavanagh, "Berwyn,

Vicar’s Cross, Chester.) H.W.B.

Nov. 13. Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S. (J. Spencer,

193, Palmerston Street, Berwick, Manchester.)

Nov. 19-20.— Halifax O.S.-(H. Clegg, 15, Melroso St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M., H.W.B.
Nov 19 20.— Haltw/histle C.B.S.— (Wrn. Tallantyre,

South View.) _ ,,
Nov. 27.— Coventry Codiva C.B.S.— (F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon Rd.) H.W.B.
Dec 1-2.— City ot Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. H. Jonee,

211. Park Rd., Aston, Birmingham.) J-K-,

J.H.R.
Dee. 1 -2.- Southampton C.B.S.—(W. L. Page, 30,

Bedford Place, Soutliampton.) H.N.

Dec. 8 9.- Watford C.B.S.-(W. Kackley, 9, Holywell

Rd.) F.E.. H.N.. A.S., H.J.W.
Dec. 10 11—Gateshead C.B.S—(W. Curry, 6, Rox-

burgh Place, Newcastle).

ll.W.B. ... ,,
Hartlepool: C.B.S. (J. W. Thornton. 43,

Itydal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,

VV.N.

H._ Leicester Hand-in-Hand—(A. Frceetonc,

79, Clarendon Street.) J -l’-,
rA

i0. Bournemouth C.B.A— (6. W. Jones, lab,

Ifuidenhuist Rd.) H.N.
13 .

Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S— ((<. Havver, 1,

fhere-sa St.) T.D., J.M., H.W.B.
Barnsley C.B.S— (li. Toulson, 102, Copt

Scotland.
lov. 12-13—Glasgow C.B.A— (W. Hutchison, 107,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. M'L., W. M’M.,

C.M., A.W., M.C.
Nov. 20—Cowdenbeath C.B.S—(F, Baxter, 128,

Union St.).

1016.

Jau. l—Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S— (J. Watson, 16,

Voune St., Wishaw.)

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Wales.
20— Abertillery C.B.S—(H. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.) „
17 —Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and

F.A.)—(G. E. Cragg, "RoeklaDds,” Rhos,

Colwyn Bay.) _ ,

17. j8 —Cardiff C.B.S—(E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.H.P., J.H.R.

Ireland.
Dec. 3-4— Newtownards C.B.S— (W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street). •

£age Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Telegrams—

"

Aviculture
,

London.” Tel. No. 5229

Holborn.
The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety. •

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday

if insertion in the next issue is desired.

^Twitterings.
All our members on active service, writes

Mr. J. Peacock, hon. sec., Sunderland

0.B.A., will be free members so long as the

war lasts.

Mr. L. Mellor, sec. Bulwell F.A., writes

that the 3rd young stock show, all sections,

will be held Aug. 28 at the Red Lion Hotel.

The show will open to the public at 2.

Secretaries of societies desiring the patron-

age of the Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League

should apply to the hon. sec., Allen Silver, 7,

Bampton Road, Forest Hill, S.E., not later

than Aug. 31. Classification, name of judge,

and particulars of prize-money should be

given.

We have received from the hon. sec., Mr.

V. Wynn, the quarterly statement of accounts

of the City and Suburban A. C.B. This shows
the very satisfactory credit balance of £25 in

bank, and £6 3s. 3d. in hand. The enthu-

liasrn of the members is well shown by the

fact that no fewer than 105 have already paid

their annual subscription.

I — vr/t*tf a* > ! I
-

Secretaries tA fttBland shows desirous of

receiving tha pafyonage of the Midland Coun-
ties Y.C.C. for 1915, should apply as soon as

possible to W. Wells, hon. sec., Helmside,
Erdington, Birmingham.

Mr. O. laurge, Barrow-in-Furness, writes

that all the awards which appeared to the

credit of “ Forge ” in our report of Barrow
C.B.S. show were won by him. Throughout
the report, therefore, “Forge” should read

Large.
Wo are just n«w getting numerous queries

as to birds which tray be legally taken in

various localities during the season which
opened in most places on August 1. Those
who are interested in the subject should

refer to the answer to J. A. Scott published

this week under the heading of “General”
in our Queries columns.
A very useful catalogue is to hand from

S. Young, of the Enterprise Appliance

Works, Misterton, Crewkerne. It is difficult

to say what is not included in this very

exhaustive list, and there would scarcely

seem to be anyone who would not find some-

thing to his taste among the thousand and

one things that are offered. 'It is certainly a

catalogue that should be in every household.

I was delighted to see the drawing of my
Bullfinch in last week’s Cage Birds, writes

Mr. A. J. Rhodes ;
the picture does the

artist great credit. He won 1st at Ton-

bridge, 1st Maidstone, . 1st Ramsgate, 2nd

in mixed class at Mailing, and conimended

with 5s. special for best F.KI. bird in a

class of 29 at Brighton, only times shown.

I wish Cage Birds success.

OBITUARY.
It is with deepest regret,' writes Mr. R.

Plows, sec. Kippax Linnet Club, that I

have to announce the death of Mrs. J*
Liversidge, wife of one of our members, Mr.

J. Liversidge, of Kippax. I am sure that

every Linnet fancier in the district will join

with us in tendering to Mr. Liversidge and

family our very deepest sympathy in their

sad bereavement.

MR. J. BENTICK, CREENCROFT.
It is yrith the deepest regret, writes. Mr.

R. Peart, that I have to inform of the death

of one of our most esteemed members, Mr. J.

Bentick, of Greencroft, after a very short ill-

ness of typhoid. He was a well-known fan-

cier in the North, being a keen fancier for

Linnet singing. He was a member of the

Anfiekl Plain C.B.S., Stanley C.B.S., and

South Moo.r C.B.S. He leaves a widow and

four children to mourn his loss, and I am sure

all fanciers will join with me in expressing

deepest sympathy to Mrs. Bentick and family

in this their sudden and sad bereavement.

DEATH OF A PALACE SHOW NOTABILITY.

Mr. HARRY SMALL.
Fanciers throughout the country, writes

Mr. J. W. Ramsden, will learn with regret

that Harry Small, the old Palace Feeder,

has passed away. He was at the Palace one

day as usual, looking to his stuffed birds and

animals, went home in the evening, and

passed away before morning. Mr. Small had

been a feeder and attendant at the National

Crystal Palace shows for 45 years, and was
known and respected by all exhibitors and

visitors to the shows. His portrait appeared

in the Special Supplement of the Jubilee

Palace Show publisher! by Cage Birds,

Feb. 23, 1907.

Please accept my best thanks for the

honour done my Cinnamon marked Yorkshire

in placing him on the front page of this

week’s issue of your valuable paper, among
the winners at the City and Suburban Young
Bird Show on July 3. I must also congratu-

late Mr. Norman on the excellent portrait he
has made of the youngster. With best wishes

for the continued success of Cage Birds.

—

M. S. Runchman.
I am very sorry our meeting has fallen

on the same date, August 14, as Chester-le-

Street, as we are both in one district, writes

Mr. J. Stanger, hon. sec. Pelton Fell C.B.S.

Mr. Smith, of South Shields, has kindly

promised to give us a lecture to help the

Fancy and draw fanciers together, and I

would like any fancier that is not a member
to come and hear the lecture. All will be

welcome. We arranged our meeting for Aug.
21st, at Pelton Colliery Inn, at 6.30.

It was with great pleasure that I saw on

the front page of Cage Birds my clear

yellow Norwich, shown at the City and
Suburban young stock show, July 3, writes

Mrs. Stopher, Walworth. This was the only

time it has been shown, and the bird took

1st and special for best Novice Norwich
and cup for best bird shown by a lady. I

have bred 30 young this season, and have
already won 3 firsts, 2 seconds, 1 third, and

5 specials at three Young Stock shows. I

am a constant reader of Cage Birds, which
has provided me with a great deal of very

useful inforidatigiu, and I wish it every

success.

A TRUE STORY
OF A

CAT AND A PARROT.
By W. A. LOTT.

L ET me begin by saying that this little

Btory is a true one, correct in every
detail, and that I had it at first hand

from the owner of the pets. The family of
this friend of mine had as household pets a
Grey Parrot and a lovely Persian cat, tame,
obedient, and no rover, in fact without a
fault except occasionally a little jealousy
shown towards the Parrot when the latter

was receiving what Puss considered an undue
amount of petting.

Every incident of home life was always
noted by these two favourites of the house-
hold—master off to business, wife out to
market, daughter practising the piano, the
calls of the butcher, the baker, etc.—the
great event of the day being the return home
of the “ Lord of the Castle,” for they knew
that this meant petting and fussing for both
of them, not to mention a share of the good
things on the table.

Each evening at the approach of bedtime
puss was let out into the garden, to see if

any strays were contemplating a burglary
into the larder, and when the door was
opened for her return she was always there
waiting to take up her position for the night
on a cushion near the Parrot’s cage.

One night, however, the cat was not at

the door as usual, and calls were un-
answered

; neither did a search in the im-
mediate neighbourhood disclose her where-
abouts. In the meantime, Polly was show-
ing her uneasiness in many ways ; she tore
the cover from her cage, and was in a very
excited and unamiable mood. All efforts to
recover puss having failed, nothing remained
to be done except to wait events until the
morning, and Polly was left to wonder what
had become of the companion fro.m which
she had never before been parted.
The family were all in a more or less

troubled sleep” when the master fancied he
heard a faint moan. Going into the garden
with a lamp ' the pitiable cries were heard
close at hand, and a search revealed the cat

stretched out flat, and apparently in a dying
state. Carefully lifting the animal in his

arms, he concluded that by some inexplicable

means the poor creature’s back had been
broken, and, although it was then two, o’clock

in the morning, the family doctor was sum-
moned. The case was pronounced a hopeless
one, and it only remained to put the cat as
quickly as possible out of its misery.

Before this, of course, the whole family
had become aroused, and all were lamenting
the loss of the pet, loudest of all being Polly,
who was continually calling “ Where’s
Puss?” “Puss wants milk,” “Puss, kiss

Polly,” and many other phrases of the kind.
Twenty-four hours passed, and it was

noticed that Polly was neither eating nor
drinking, but continually calling for puss.

Fuss and attention were lavished to no pur-
pose, dainties of all kinds were offered and
refused, and Polly showed by her listless eye
and drooping body that something was seri-

ously wrong.
The doctor was again called in, and drugs

were tried without avail, and after three
days’ fasting and fretting for her five years’

friend and companion the Parrot gtive up
her life and was buried in the same grave.

After this, who shall say birds have no. in-

telligence ?

The August issue of the Avicultural Maga-
zine, the journal of the Avicultural Society,
opens with an article by Dr. Graham Ren-
shaw on the Vulturine Guinea Fowl. Dr.
Bernard E. Potter, who is with the Field
Ambulance of our Forces, writes a most in-

teresting account of “ Birds in Flanders.”
Dr. E. Hoplynson continues his useful
“ English Names for the Parrots,” and
among the other articles are “ Bird Notes
from the Fjords,” by R. Staples-Browne,
and “ Winter Treatment of Foreign Birds,”

by Gerald Rattigan.

The Bird’s Legacy.
£1,000 has been left, by a lady recently

deceased, upon trust to pay the income there-

from during the lives of her bird and her
dog.

The Chough in Wales.
The Chough has nested, according to a

Manchester gentleman who has a house in

Mid-Wales, v says “ W. C.” in the “Man-
chester Dispatch,” not far from the source

of the river .Wye. It is evident, ^thanks to

the protection afforded by bird lovers, that

some of the birds that were rapidly becom-

ing extinct are in the wilder districts still

to be found.

'
1 1 -
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JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to tbs
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Jodge*,

Terms for insertion on application.

i. C. BARNES, 113, Northdeld Hoad, Walkley, Shef-
field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life experi-
ence; terms moderate; 14, Uumberland-rd., Lidgot
Green Bradford.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.
Terms moderate.

W. A. COWCILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

CEO. GARDNER, ll, llaverstoeli Hoad, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

C. HOBBS, 35, Queen's Hoad, Northampton; having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Term*
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Hoad, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist

,
i»

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Uriardene, Idle, Bradford. Judge Of

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-
wick Hoad, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.
W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Manningliam, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.
H. NORMAN, Tne Eyrie, Salisbury lioy.d, Cai siia’.tou,

Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds.
J. PATTERSON, Chinisidc. Judge ot Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. «4. PAYNE, 17, North gate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Kinsworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terruce, Pelton Fell.

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton. Staffs.

Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign. Birds.

Twenty-live years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Ifcney Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Ilucknall Huttiwaite.

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Plainheuds. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn, liccleshili, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington ltd.. Frizington Cumber,
land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Hoad, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terma
moderate.

A Royal CocKatoo.
King George, says “The Star,” has always

been very fond of "birds, and has a venerable

Cockatoo, who is no respecter of persons.

The Border F.C-C. Patronage.
“The committee meets to grant club

patronage on the last Saturday of August, ’

writes Mr. W. B. Smart, 13, High Street,

Loanhead, N.B., “and secretaries should make
application in time for meeting. For open

shows state number of Border classes, and

if equal prize money in Cage Bird section,

also name of judge (who must be a member
of B.F.C.C.). Confined shows must state

what radius the show is open for. Fanciers

wishing to join the club can do so up to , the

end of the month. Annual sub., 2s. 6d.”
,

The Escapade of “Charlie.”
The lecture on “ Charlie,” my pet Crossbill,

to the members of the Clapham C.B.A.,

writes Madame Feist-Madewell, nearly had

a tragical ending for Charlie himself. Before

the lecture I tiTok him out of- his cage, as

he is perfectly tame, and always returns,

and he went in all right. Then I happened

to say “ He walks all round the table,” and

George drew the ca'ge further away, just

under the gas-light. Charlie, instead of trot-

ting home, flew up and settled on the' edge

of the gas-globe. Finding, I suppose, it was

very hot, he flew to the windows (they were

all open very wide at the top). "hen he

flew to the wall, and fell on the floor. I

thought he was lost to me for ever, as there

was a trap-door a few yards from him—dark
as night, but one of the committee caught

him, and I got him back safely, very little

the worse for bis flight and fright.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully PREPAID.

4 -inch 2/-, J-inch 3/», 1 inch 6/«

Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our

"Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at ft.

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will bo made (or a Series o! not less

than Nine Weoks.

Secretaries desirous of "guarantccinp” a Show
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS. 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

ABERSYGHAN
C.B.S. Open Show,

December 2
See., W. T. COUCH, Avlarlee, Freehold Land,
Pontnowynydd, Hon.
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The Crossbill as a Pet Bird.

Lecture before the members of the Clapham C.B.A,
by Madame Feist>MadewelI.

August 3.

THE Committee of this Society, the

Clapham C.B.A., wish me to say a few

.words in a short time, I believe half an hour

is the limit, about the Crossbill (Loxia cur-

virostra). 1 spell it for you that you may
please not ask me to pronounce it. Now our

.worthy members know very well my weak-

ness for Charlie, my Crossbill (my husband’s

name is George), so they knew they were
pretty safe in asking me, as perhaps any

other subject might have been a failure.

With this I will tell you that among the

British Birds which are but infrequently

seen upon the show-bench, must be numbered
the Crossbill, and the reasons for this in-

frequency are not far to seek. Firstly, it

really must be admitted that excepting from
an avicultural point of view, the bird has
very little to recommend- its being kept in

captivity, and secondly it has many properties

detrimental to its possession by any ordinary
cage-bird lover. Certainly an adult caught
male, with its bright rose-coloured body
plumage, and its blackish wings and tail,

presents a certain amount of beauty, but this,

its only attraction, is but like a dream or a

good ainner—it passes away, and there is

nothing left of it but the memory, for with
a cage moult, the rose-coloured plumage
entirely disappears, and is replaced by a
dingy yellowish-green which is far from
beautiful.

A Curious, but Useful Beak.
Then another thing, viz., the extraordinary

formation of its beak, which gives the bird

its name, amounts to quite a deformity in

the eyes of those who, while they may have
full appreciation of the wise provision of

Nature, which has endowed the bird with
effective means of extracting the kernels of

the pine cones which abound in their homes
.(wherever they may be) yet would take no

. pleasure in the possession of a bird furnished
.with a beak that is totally different from any
other British bird.

Further, it requires a very strong cage,

and it must be a very strong cage indeed,
to resist the constant endeavours of these
birds to splinter every blessed piece of wood
that will yield to the attacks of their power-
ful mandibles. Well do I know it, for cer-

tainly it is the most destructive bird possi-

ble-something after the Parrot kind, but if

anything, worse.

Now when I bought Charlie in Club Row.
Oh ! I beg your pardon, I ought to have said

Selater Street, but please excuse me, for I

am not entirely to blame. When 1 go to

“Birdie Land,’’ and ask the conductor very
sweetly for Selater Street, he does not seem
to quite understand, and twice it has hap-

pened that they told me that they did not
know where it was

;
so if I say Club Row,

it is all right and saves bother.

Well, as I was telling you, when I bought
Charlie he was a poor enough little chap ; he
looked as though he had passed a bad quarter

of an hour, not over dean, and not over
happy. I took him home and put him into

a cage, not very elegant, and not very large.

I gave him two nice, smooth wooden perches,

but needless to say they did not remain
perches long—he made them complete wrecks.

Seeing this, I proeured some nice smooth
pieces of banboo cane, and made him two
more perches, for which, instead of being
grateful, he was absolutely furious, because
he could make no impression on them. Never
mind, they are still in his cage (same cage)

after having stood the test of his dear old

beak for quite three years, if not more.

A Pretty Legend.
Now many of you perhaps have heard the

beautiful legend of the Crossbill, which is

that at the 'time of Christ’s Crucifixion the
Crossbills (whose beaks were straight like all

the other birds at that time) came to the
spot and tried to pull out the nails from His
Sacred feet. Alas, Che cruel executioners had
done their \york only too well, so that it

was beyond the strength of our dear little

feathered friends to extract the nails, and in

their vain efforts to effect this, their beaks
became crossed, and have remained so ever
since as a souvenir of that act! Of course it

is but a legend, but, even to those who do
not believe it, does no harm. We tell fairy
tales to our children (when we have any), I
do not mean grown-up fairy tales

; oh, no

!

But I must continue, or my half-hour will
be up before I have finished. Now if the
Crossbill is taken from the nest and hand-
reared, it will grow up quite tame and with-
out fear of its owner, and except for its des-
tructiveness makes a very interesting pet. But
such birds (those taken from the nest and
hand-reared) never come into the colour
proper to an adult Crossbill—a cock Crossbill

in full wild colour has a very fair chance of
success on the show bench in a mixed
class (but you have to get it first, do not
forget that).

Some people say that excepting for ex-
hibition purposes it is not worth the trouble
of keeping. I beg to differ; for ever since
I have had dear old Charlie he has been a

continued source of interest and pleasure \n
me, which I can say with truth is now ov. ;

three years. '

How to Feed the Crossbill.
In captivity the Crossbill may be fed upon

almost any grain—nuts, especially monkey
nuts, apple cores, hawthorn berries, mountain
ash, and other berries. In their free state
they are partially insectivorous, and even in
captivity will generally accept and enjoy an
occasional mealworm. Charlie, however, does
not like them, he turns them out of his cage
quicker than you put them in. He is like his
mistress, he has a very strong affection, a
very strong antipathy to anything creepy,
crawly or snakey.

If you could he fortunate enough to obtain
a good supply of fir cones, it would afford
them a grand occupation, and keep them
“ pro tem.” "from pecking their cage to pieces,
but I find it difficult to get even one cone,
let alone a good supply

; if, anyone present
can give me a tip where to get some, I should
be most grateful.
Although Crossbills are annual migrants

to this country, arriving in summer and
departing in spring, it appears that they are
rather capricious in their coining and going,
while many remain, or did remain, with us
to breed. Sometimes they visit us in very
large numbers, the flocks running into hun-

dreds, while in other years (as now) they
are scarcely to be seen. On the other hand,
in some years they arc reported as 1 reeding
in great numbers in parts of the Continent,
where they have for long been unknown. Now
I am speaking of before the war broke out,
a few, years ago this happened in Switzer-
land. The early time records of their remain-
ing with us to nest were ,infrequent, but
latteriy they have been found breeding in
many counties.

It appears that in 1910 they nested to quite
an unusual extent in the south-eastern coun-
ties. 1 only wish they did it. now, then per-
haps I should have been able to procure a
partner for Charlie, as some one said to me
one day :

“ Madame, have you ever tried to
mate your Crossbill? ” Of course I said

‘ No,” but needless to tell you the Question
did not fall into the water. I set to and
scratched my ear to find with what to marry
Charlie. I had but one Crossbill, and he
was a poor, lonely orphan, with not, as far
as I knew, a single relative in the world, so
after long and painful reflections, I thought
of a sweet-tempered Snow Bunting that he
seemed to have cast loving eyes upon. You
must know that this Bunting lived in a cage
near his own (not too near, for he had
already tried his beak on it, I mean the
cage).

An Unfortunate Marriage.

So one Saturday (Saturday being, up till

then, my lucky day) I put lady Bunting
into Charlie’s cage and waited ; I did not
have to wait long. Alas ! my dear friends,

he made very short work of his marriage
ceremony and rendered the poor lady Bunt-
ing like unto his first perches, that is to

say, a complete wreck. I never tried mar-
riage bliss for him again, and since then he
has lived very peacefully alone with the sole

consolation of monkey nuts and chillies.

No*v I must not forget to tell you that the
Crossbill is neither welcome nor loved by the
apple-growers, for the birds destroy an
enormous number of apples to get at the
pip (not to get the pip, but at the pip),

THE TRAVELS OF
TYNESIDER.

a?
_S

Mr. J. N. F. Scott, late of Newcastle, tells of his experiences in
Canada and his migration to Australia, and gives some notes

on Canadian Birds.

AS most Tyneside fanciers know, I struck
out for Canada and arrived at Montreal

all safe. On the voyage I ran across a Border
fancier, one who had been among the first to

exhibit Greens, and who I believe exhibited
the famous hen, “ Border Queen ”

;
we had a

good few talks together. At Montreal I

obtained work with an English Company, the
same that I went to Newcastle to work for

originally, and they sent'me on to Winnipeg.
Here again I ran into the Fancy, as my
labourer was an old Linnet fancier from
London, so we got along all right.

Always the House Sparrow.
Here I was able to look around, and first

noticed the cheeky House Sparrow was, as
usual, top dog on the streets. I also noticed
the Swallow, but it was much heavier and
more sluggish in its flight than the graceful
birds we knew at heme. Here also. I was
introduced to t.he American Robin, larger

than our Nightingale, but built on the same
racy lines. City life, however, does not give
much scope for observation.

I was not many weeks here when I was
ordered to Kenora, on the “Lake of the
Woods,” but work still demanded most of my
time, and I only noticed one new bird I could
not name. This bird and the House Sparrow
were doing great execution among some
grasshoppers that were on the wing, and they
were catching dozens of them.
After another three weeks I had to

move again “ Westward Ho ” to Saska-
toon, and it was here that my Letter-
half and family joined me, for no one is

happy without his mate. I here came in

contact with the so-called Meadow Lark. I

heard its call over and over again when out
on the vast and apparently boundless prairie

during the summer, and it. beat me for some
time to loeate it, but at last I found it. It

sits on a stone and there gives forth its call

very much like “ Half a pint of mild and
bitter,” with a monotonous regularity. As
its colour closely matches the prairie grass
and stones it is hard to notice until you know
its habit, as one naturally looks on poles for

it.

I was here during migration, and saw a few
more species which I could get no names for,

as no one was interested in anything unless
it led up to the “ Almighty Dollar.” One

thing, however, cheered the soul of a fan-
cier. In that cheerless spot, 1,000 Rollers
were sold in about three weeks at prices
that would open the eyes of fanciers at
home w,ho get Is, for hens and Is. 6d. for
cocks for export. Let us hoDe not many were
disappointed in their song ’(?).

I spent the Canadian winter here, and when
one has that experience it gives him some
idea why the Creator has instilled into our
feathered friends the instinct of migration.
When one sees the thermometer going down,
down, down, day after day, until he thinks
the mercury has taken a fit till it stops way
down at about 59 below -zero, and sees every-
thing frozen solid, and the snow so crisp, he
realises that under such conditions bird life
is impossible. Yet during summer this vast
continent is a happy hunting ground, indeed
a very Paradise, for insectivorous kinds
especially.

Winter Joys.

To ourselves the Canadian winter is not
such a fearful experience. It was to myself
a pleasant one, for one feels good and that
he could eat horse nails. Any unpleasantness
was offset by the sleigh rides the better-half
and I enjoyed. The job finishing, however,
meant another move, and marching orders
came, so once more it was “ Westward Ho,”
and we never stopped until the mighty
Pacific lapping the shore cried “ Halt.”
In Victoria, British Columbia, we pitched

our home for some eleven months. It was a
big change from the frostbound prairie, still

in the mighty grip of Jack Frost, to being
where the flowers were blooming. There my
work was laid in pleasant places, and I was
in a bird sanctuary as it were. Man’s rough
hand was only just laying his first grip on it.

As I held the position of foreman here, I
had many opportunities for observing bird
life as I stood on the job, and the first thing
that struck me was the number of Wood-
peckers which were about. There were three
species of them ; a large kind, reddish brown
and white, a black and grey one; with white
spots, also a smaller kind, and scarcer. It

was nothing to see half a dozen at once of
the larger species on the old stunted tree
I remember well. It seemed. a trysting place
©very forenoon and afternoon. Often one
could see a dozen or so on it. all chattering, and

although it is said that they will not do this
to any great extent bo long as they can
attain plenty of seeds of the pine, nr, or
larches which are their natural food in a
wild state.

The Crossbill a Nomad.
On the Continent the bird ranges (or did

range) in Europe from extreme north to ex-
treme south, and is, or rather was, found
in many parts of Asia

;
in fact it may be

said that the Crossbill is the bird that has
travelled the most, being continually on the
move in search of food from one country to
another at random, so long as sustenance
for itself and young may be found in the
neighbourhood.

It appears that there are two other kinds
of Crossbills, very closely allied to the Com-
mon Crossbill (little Charlie) namely the two-
barred Crossbill (Loxia bifasciata) and the
White-winged Crossbill (Loxia leucoptera).
Not knowing anything about either of the
latter, I am quite unable to tell you more
about the Crossbill.

What We All Hope.
But one thing I must do before going

home to bed, is to thank your all for the
kind indulgence and patience you have ac-
corded mj* little effort. If, dear friends, I

have succeeded in amusing you, and made
you forget for a short time the dark and
terrible cloud hanging over us, rich and
poor, then 1 am contented, and I most sin-

cerely want you to join with me and turn
your thoughts to those near and dear to ua
in the trenches, to those whom we have seen
among us here, and who are now far away
fighting that we may ever be free. Do not
forget—“ That we may ever be free.” Let
us raise our hearts and thoughts to our boys;
iray God bless them, and give them health,

strength, courage, and a safe and speedy
return, with the deep and lasting satisfac-

tion of having done their duty in helping to

crush the most bitter, the most vile enemy
that civilization has ever encountered. May
its head be bowed low, so low that it will

never, never be able to raise it again.

their bills digging. Hw different to. the con-

ditions at home, where one must wait days
to see one Woodpecker. I have often been
not thirty yards away from the birds o.n this

tree, and from all parts of the woods around
one could hear the sono.rous boom reverberat-
ing through the woods as a ’Pecker way up
yonder on the topmost limb of some dying
monarch sent a ringing and playful “ Ya,
Yo.”

Here also during the summer in one of the
denser woo.ded parts I enjoyed a rare treat,

that of seeing the Humming Bird in its

natural state. 1 stood still one day as I
noticed a flash of colour go, quick as a s'treak

of light, into the bush. I watched and waited,
and at last I saw a couple climbing upwards
with wings beating so fast that they looked
as if of gauze. They climbed some lOOft. into
the air, and then came back again, and ere
they reached the ground they were going so
fast that the eye lost them.

Thoughts of Home.
The next outstanding feature was on going

home one evening I brought my friend to. a
sudden standstill. Could my ears deceive me

;

was I wrong ; co.uld it really be a bird singing
in this great songless land ? No ; I was right

;

it was an English Skylark singing. Where
was he? Yes, there the little songster was,
way up in the blue vault of Heaven. Nearing
the end of his climb he was pouring forth his
soul in a grand and melodious outburst. I

dare say none heard him but ourselves, but
until the songster came again to mother earth,
and his last tremulous note ceased, we stood
and listened, then went our way rejoicing
that at least some of the importations from
the homeland were doing well, and thinking
of many happy boyhood days to which
memory’s strings pulled us back.

There were a few Hawks about who levied
unremitting toll on the smaller species, and a
few large Brown Owls, soft q! wing. As
one walked through the woods, they flitted
past like ghosts of the night. During the
duller days they wander abroad in the open,
and it was delightful to see them zigzag over
an open space in search of food and suddenly
drop into the grass.

Here also for a few weeks we had soma
large bird of the Eagle or Vulture tribe, of
the former I think, as the Rooks used to
kick up no end of a racket when they noticed
it on a big tree it used to frequent ; they
often went within ten feet or so of it. Here
also were many Quail running all over the
lawns in great coveys, and a good many
Pheasants. No prettier sight have I seen
than the view I had one morning of some
fifty Quail, a dozen Pheasants, and two Jack
Rabbits, all feeding within fifty wards or so.

Along the shore one of course could see the
usual Seagulls, and many others of the Dive*
and Duck kind.

CTo be continued,}
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Correspondence.
The Classification of the Y.C.C.

of Scotland.
Sill,

—

We notice in tlio “ Twitterings
”

Columns of Cage Birds that the classification

af the Y.C.C. of Scotland is to be the same
as last year (no classes for novicee). It is the

fashion now to ho “ wanted,” but it is to fill

the classes, and ensure full prize-money for

tho professional “limits,” that the novices in

the Y.C.C. of Scotland are wanted, or at least

It seems so to Two Novices.

Breeding Bullfinches in
Captivity.

Virginian Cardinal Fosters Bullfinch.

Sin,

—

The following may interest rome of
your readers. I have an aviary in my gar-

den in which 1 keep about fifty mixed birds.

A pair of Bullfinches built and hatched on
June 15 four eggs. When the young were a
few days old, the parents for some reason
deserted their young. On July 15 they built

again, and hatched five eggs, but a few days
later 1 found the nest again disturbed and
four of the young dead. 1 left the other, as

it was loo young to bring up by hand. I

discovered, however, this young bird lived, so

1 kept watch and saw it being fed by a
cock Virginian Nightingale; this “foster-

father” fed the young hen Bullfinch, which
is now able to look after itself, and has
grown into a strong, healthy bird.

Lallan.

Siii,—I n Cage Birds of Juno 19 you pub-
lished a letter of mine re breeding Bullfinches

in captivity. As only two Cage Birds’
readers replied, and their letters referred to

outdoor aviaries only, I take it that my failure

need have caused no surprise. At the same
time, I wish to. thank Messrs. Wilmot and
Blake for the information given. You see, I

was trying to breed them in a large cage

indoors. The result was as follows : Both
birds were in good condition, the cage was
4ft. x 2ft. x 2ft., carefully fitted with shrubs,

etc., they paired, built, hen laid three eggs,

sat three days, then quarrelled with the cock.

One egg was smashed, one thrown out of nest,

and the other went cold, for she absolutely
refused to return to the nest. Final : Exit of

both from my bird-room. Without doubt the
funny eccentricities of some birds are puzz-
ling. As I write I have one of my Boiler hens
sitting on eggs by a favourite cock Linnet,

ihouse-moulted once. This particular hen
would have nothing to do with any other cock,

Canary or otherwise, so as _she seemed bent
on this Linnet I put him in to her. I was
afraid he would he too big as I have never
heard of Mules being bred from Rollers be-

fore ; anyhow, she is a highly-trained hen, so

with the combination of song, if reared suc-

cessfully, they should be “ some singers,” as

the Yankees say. Of course, they will be of

no size, but that will not matter if the song is

there. I should like to know if this cross

ha« been bred before. Wishing Cage Birds
ever increasing success.

Stanley Dare.

The Norwich Plainhead Club.

Alteration of Rules to Meet Altered
Circumstances.

Sir,—The Committee of the N.P.C. met
at Bolton ou Aug. 7 to consider applica-

tions for patronage. Interest in the proceed-
ings may be judged from the fact that there
was only one absentee, and there were
present Messrs. T. Dent in the chair, J.

Trengrove, A. Hirst, I’. Waring, S. Cook, E.
Sutton, J. Spencer, J. Davies, A. F. Fildes,

T. Johnson, J. Hopkins, and F. Cunliffe.

Correspondence was read from societies ap-
plying for patronage, and after a lengthy
discussion, in which it was pointed out that
societies, owing to the present crcumstances,
were not in a position to open out indis-
criminately, a motion was adopted which
rescinded the standing rule regarding classi-

fication and judges at patronage shows.
Hitherto, the rule affecting the club’s

patronage was to the effect that societies

must provide eight classes for champions
and six for amateurs, and must also give
four money prizes in each class and engage
a N.P.C. judge. Now the committee have
withdrawn these restrictions, and also the
rule limiting the cup shows to five. It was
decided to notify secretaries of societies

through the advertisement columns of Cage
Birds (as will be seen by the advertisement
under Norwich) that these restrictions had
been withdrawn for the present, and to
ask Ihem to apply for patronage, stating

number of classes provided, the judge
elected, etc., on or before Sept. 18, when
the committee will again moet to consider
all applications on their merits, regardless
of number of classes. The committee desire

to thank those societies who have already

applied, and to say that their applications

will be considered at the next meeting, and
in the interim, they crave the indulgence

of secretaries.

It would seem from the foregoing that the

N.P.C. are to move with the times, and

that the interests of smaller societies are to

be considered equally with those of larger

ones; and having regard to the fact that

there i 3 a substantial balance in the bank,

and that the prize list is likejy 15 be

augmented (and also the members) the com-

mittee hope for a considerable number of

applications at their next meeting. Societies

wishing fot patronage, with its consequent

attractiveness from a visitors’ point of view,

will do well to make application to the sec.,

Mr. F. Cunliffe, 9, Lark Street, Burnley,

before Sept. 18.

T. Johnson.

Idle to Have an Open Show.
Sir,—The Idle C.B.A. have decided to hold

an open show on Oct. 6. We are giving a

liberal classification, catering for Yorkshire,

Norwich, Borders, and British. With fancier-

like generosity, Mr. C. A. House .and Mr. J.

Chippendale have guaranteed the society

against loss. Mr. W. Mundell has been

selected as judge, and the management of tho

show will be in the hands of Mr. C. A. House.

We ask fanciers to rally round us and give

this our first open show their whole-hearted

support.
J. Elsecood, Sec.

72, Mount St., Eceleshill.

The Extermination of Lice in

Canaries.
Sir,—With regard to “ Observer’s

T
’ criti-

cism of my letter, I cannot agree that the life

history of the louse is unimportant, as re-

gards treatment, or that it would prove too

much for the average mind to grasp, did we
know it. There is no doubt whatever that

the human louse feeds on blood, as

“ Observer ” will see for himself if he looks

up tho latest works on the subject. That
the bird louse does the same, and to what
extent its life history is similar to the

human louse, I am not in a position to state

for certain, but there seem to be many
analogous points. I offer the suggestion for

what it is worth, and as so* e- sort of a guide

for treatment; and, as such, I contend that

the treatment recommended by your experts

is the best available until we know details

of the life history and of the powers of

-resistance of the “ nits.” As to the louse

eating the feathers, we all know that infested

birds will frequently show bare areas around

head and neck, but I read that this may be

caused by the red-mite alone, which
“Observer” himself says is a “sucker.” I

hope “ Observer ” will give us further de-

tails on this point, for I am sure there are

many like myself.
Interested.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sir,—Mr. Tesehemaker says ho agrees

largely with my last letter, yet that letter was
written in direct opposition to the sentiments

he had previously expressed. He says, more-

over, that he never claimed that the desertion

of her young by the Flycatcher was an in-

stance of pure reasoning-. His original letter

certainly gave me the impression that such
was his view, and in his letter of 24th July he

actually chided a Mr. Johnson for having “ a

poor opinion of the Flycatcher’s intelligence,

and even asserted that “ she knew (mark the

knew) that it reouires two active ’Catchers to

rear one baby ’Catcher.” With regard to. the

latest tale of the Thrush, Mr. Tesehemaker’s
facts are doubtless right enough, but his ap-

plication of them is all wrong. Instinct is

not “ the inherited experience of thousands of

generations.” For although continual action

of a certain nature for thousands of genera-

tions may produce gradually a tendency to

instinctively act in the same manner, yet

experience itself must be imparted if it is to

be accumulated, and birds lose interest in

their young long before they can learn the

battle of life. As for the Thrush, at the risk

of being monotonous, I must say that bees
would have done the same under similar cir-

cumstances.
I still assert that birds have little or no

intelligence, and to support my assertion I

may as well tell a tale myself, as it seems

OLD
CALABAR
BIRD SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKET8 EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT CO.—LI VERPOOL, ENG.

that to attack is to secure the better strategical
position. Some time ago I had a Nightingale.
I kept it through the summer in lovely tame
condition until the autumn came, when it de-
veloped a shocking wildness and absolutely
spoilt its plumage. It had, of course, got
what we call “ migration fever.” Now, this
bird ought—if it had the reasoning intelli-

gence that Mr. Tesehemaker would claim for

it—to have “ known ” from “ experience” the
futility of its efforts to migrate, instead of
which we find that in actual practice the in-

stinct which bade it migrate was stronger
even than the knowledge that it was caged.

A. R. Coe.

The Song Thrush-Biackbird
Hybrid.

Its First Appearance on the Bench.
Sir,—

A

t last I have got the photo of my
outside garden aviary taken, and am send-
ing this to give you a slight idea of the
place. It is a clematis that covers the aviary,
with roses over the bowers, and the place
looks its best when the roses are in bloom.
1 am glad to say the Hybrids are doing
well, and are now well started jn the moult.
I only managed to rear two of the last nest.

Due fell out of the nest two days'before the
others left it, and another got hurt by flying

against the aviary wire, and died next morn-
ing. The other two are doing well.

I had the pleasure of showing one of the
younger nest last week at our Darvel First
Feather show, and it carried itself well, and
promises to be quite steady in a show cage,
i don’t mean to trouble them much till they
are quite clean moulted in the open flight,

so that they may have the best chance: I

have never been a great exhibitor of 'birds,

but if the shows are still going this season,

and the birds do well in the' moult, I hope
to turn some of- them out a bit. With best
wishes. T. H. Anderson.
[The photograph received shows a really

ideal home for birds. We regret, however,
that it is too small, to permit of a satisfac-

tory reproduction in an ordinary issue, but
we hope to be able to use it as one of the
illustrations of a special number.

—

Editor,
Cage Birds.}

Precocious Youngsters.
Sir,—I was reading in Cage. Birds of

July 31, F. O’Sullivan’s account of his young
birds singing. I started breeding last year
with two cocks and three hens, and 1 reared

9 birds out of 11 hatched. This year I went
in for a better class of birds, good Rollers,

two cocks and four hens, gnd I have finished

with 24 young birds reared out of 25-

hatched. I reckon to have my young birds

out of the nest at between 17 and 20 days.

Out of my first nest of three one was sing-

ing at a month and four days. My last

nest was four young hatched July 11, and
one July 12. The last bird was thrown out

of the nest, but I followed “Canary Breed-

ing for Beginners,” and brought it back to

life and put it back in the nest. The hen

has reared them herself—she would not

allow the cock to help her in any way. One
of her youngsters has started to sing to-day,

August 3 ;
that is, singing in 23 days. I

would give an account of my style of breed-

ing and feeding if you care for it. It is all

plain feeding, as I work 79j, hours' night,

and 63 hours’ day work, so I have no time

for fancy feeding. I had about 20 clear eggs

last year, but I have only had five this year.

J. A. Shrives.

[We shall be glad to receive the account of

breeding and feeding kinoly promised.

—

Editor. Cage Birds.]

Are we Downhearted ? No.
Sir,—Will you allow me, through your

valuable columns, to have a word with my
fellow secretaries ? It is the lot of a secretary

to have the guiding of the society to some ex-

tent, and at the present time we have
problems facing us we never had before. How-
ever, if men at the front are not downhearted,
we ought not to be, and let us see how we can

help them in some way if it is only to make
the lot of those who are wounded the brighter.

My own society is hit hard, about 50 per cent,

having joined the colours, and we who are

left at our ordinary duties are very hard-

worked sometimes. We have indeed a lot to

be pessimistic over, but “ we won’t, and that’s

an end to it.” Last year we took £3 17s. 6d.

gate and ticket money, and the whole of that,

without any expertSes being deducted, was
given to tho Mayor’s Fund for National Re-
lief, the Mayor doing us the honour of pre-

senting the prize-money, etc., on the evening

of the show. Tt was a grand finish up, and
we felt we had done a little bit to make
Tommy’s burden lighter. This year those of

us who are left are going to .nut our shoulders

to the wheel to try and overcome our difficul-

ties and kbep our society alive, so that our

fellow fanciers in the fighting line will know
on their return that we have tried to do our

best to keep things together. We have al-

ready engaged the Town Hall for our annual

show Nov. 11, and Mr. Norman as judge, and

decided to give all our gate and ticket money
to a fund in connection with the war. My
own opinion about cancelling shows is that it

is a fine way to kill a society. We are hoping
to have even a bigger turn-out than last year
seeing we are well off financially. As secre-
taries, let us get some optimism into, our fan-
ciers, and we shall not regret it when the war
is over. Arthur Simons
(Hon. Sec. Bedford and Beds. United C.B.S.)

A Recipe for Lgg Food.
Sir,—

I

n the duly 24th issue of (Jack Birds
I gave some account of my hen Buiiie
feeuing and bringing up two young Canaries.
They are Yorkshires, and fine young birds
now

;
she started sitting again on duly 17

on her third egg, laying the fifth^egg ou the
19th. She has sat ner full time again, but
had three clear eggs, one addled, and one
good. She hatched that one on July 29, and
1 also put a young Green Yorkshire with the
young Hybrid, as I find one young one does
not often do well by itself: She is feeding
both, and they are showing wings and tails

now, this being their tenth day.
In reply to your request, 1 send you the

method 1 adopt for mailing egg food. I put
one tablespoonful of milk to one egg, whisk
it up together in a basin until it becomes
frothy, put the basin with its contents into

a saucepan with water, and boil for thirty

or forty minutes. I keep the cover of the
saucepan over the basin for about half that
time, then remove the cover and let the

steam escape; this partly dries it. When
done, I press it through a perforated zinc

box, add 2oz. of biscuit powder or dry crust-

of bread powdered, also rubbed through the

zinc box, and well mix with it two teaspoon-

fuls of white sugar. This gives 5oz. of what
1 think a superior food, with no disagreeable

smell whatever. I have kept Canaries for

about fifty-eight years, but only for the last

two years have I adopted the plan I now
recommend to fanciers. It was in 185-8 that

I started in the Fancy, ana from about 1860

to 1862 I made up several breeding cages

with mahogany- fronts screwed on. Each
year, including this, I have bred in these

cages, and they will last longer than 1 shall,

although I am still no weakling, I am thank-

ful to say. J- ^

•

Tynesiders Meet in Australia
Through “ Cage Birds.

5 ’

Sir,—

I

aril pleased to inform you that I

Have been able to locate Mr. Culrah through

mv previous letter to Cati: Birds, our only

regret being that we are so far apart, Mr.

Currah being in Sydney while I am in Mel-

bourne. I also got in touch with another old

friend who, noticing my letter, made haste to

let me know that he was not far distant.

Even before I had got my Cace Birds or

word from Mr. Currah, and when I was not

even expecting anything, as no English mail

was due’, I got a letter which had been posted

locally with my address in an unknown writ-

ing. Who could the writer be? I got a big

surprise when I opened it and found it was

Mr. G. Ellwood if you please, late -of Tyne-

side, and I must say- he nearly beat the clock

to let me know. But of George more anon,

as I will see him ere this goes to the mail. Now
Mi-. Editor, it is long since you had anything

from my pen, and I am sending a few brief -

notes on my travels, hoping they will be of

interest. By the way, is Air. Mackenzie still

alive.? I sent some four letters to. him, and

received no reply-. To all old friends I send

greetings, wishing them a good show season.

As to Australia’s birds, more anon, and if

the Editor wills I may write on them. Mr.

Qurragh reports doing well, and is in the

Fancy judging shows.
J. H. F. Scott.

p.S.-I have seen G. Ellwood. and he is

doing well in this new land, but, like myself,

he misses the cages and his feathered friends.

We had a long talk over old times, and our

ma,nv friends on Tyneside.

[Mr. Scott’s interesting note's appear on

another page, and we are sure that they wiU

be read with pleasure, especially by his old

friends in Newcastle. We shall be glad at

any time to publish the -further notes „*’•

Scott so kindly promises.

—

Editor, “ C.B. ]

I
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CX.UB 6l SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of nuy forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not inter than
luesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
notice l os tear(is may bo had free on application toour Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Artfvsich and Manchester C.B.A.—Aug. 17 St.Thomas 9 Old Schoolroom, entrance*, Chapel St., sacn minutes paper by any member. Open show

Spencer
8’ 1",’,,c

'

i"ting eonuniittoeg etc-.— J.

Annfietd Plain C.B.S.-Aug. 14
,
Mr. Hanagun’s,

Important.— VV. lhominson.
Bradford West C.B.A.-Aug. 14. Shoulder of Mut-

*?'"t ' o» Yorkshires. by Mr. j. Thomas,
of Otlcy

; anyone interested invited.—F. 1>. Terry.
Barry F. and F.S.—Aug. 14, Headquarters, 7.30.

fix date for members’ show and consider the rc-
quest of the- Welsh National Fur Club—H 1>
I nomas.
Birkenhead C.F.A.-Aug. 17, Ablctt's- Cafe, 8, Die-

cushion on Colour Feeding —G. Morton.
Cowdenbeath C.B.S.—Aug. 14

, Masonic Arms,
fecial meeting. Important business.— J. Sneddon.— (rune not stated.—Ed.).
-
C'ytfetoank C.B.C—Aug. 19, 81, Kilbowio lid.,

7.45.—Wni. Kane.
Cardiff C.B.S—Aug. 19, Haskell's Hotel, 8. To

decide arrangements re annual open show, also pay-ment of prize-money won at young bird show.— E.
1 nomas.
Coventry Godiva C.B.S.-Aug. 16, Sydenham

Palace, 8.J0. Important business-.—F. A. Green
City of Bradford O.S—Aug. 1-1

,
Flying Dutchman,

6..)U prompt. General business
; samples of seed on

view.—W. Helliwell.
Cocfnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.- Aug. 11

,
Three

1 ‘"'s.^t-ustwood, 7. To consider holding open show.—Smith and Dees. -
Chorley C.B.S—Aug. 18, Shepherd’s Hall, 7.30.

Important business-.—J. H. Welch.
Chester-le-Stneet C.B.S.—Aug. 11

, Dun Cow Hotel
C
'«. .

<;'ture by Mr - w - U- 'Smith, etc.—H. Ward.
Darlington C.B.S.—Aug. 18, George Hotel, 7.15.

Important business re open show.—F. Stotliard
East Ham F.S.-Aug. 19, Earl of Wakefield, 8.

Arrangement for young stock show, etc.— W. A.
Harwood.

Fife C.B.L.—Aug. 21
, Masonic Arms, Cowdenbeath.

Replies from judges, etc.—Joe. Sneddon.— (Kindly
forward your address-.—Ed.).
Great Horton O.S.-Aug. 14, Station Hotel 7.30.

Genera I meeting,—A. W. Hartley.
Garston B.B.A.—Aug. 18, Schoolroom, Earp St., 8.

Important shew business, etc.— It. T. Lonsdale.
Glasgow and Western Counties' Club Aim. 14

Headquarters, 7. To make arrangements for all
day ramble on Trades’ Holiday, Aug. 28; other
business —J. H. Adair.
Houghton-le-Spring C.B.S.-Aug. 14, Queen’s Head

Inn 7. Business important.— (Notice not signed—

Llanelly C.B.S—Aug. 21, Greyhound Hotel, 7.30.
Members show and other important business.—D.
H. Davies.
Leigh C.B.S.—Aug. 18, Railway Hotel, 7 p.m.

Table
- N.F. show, 4 classes; judges, Mr. E. Clare

and Mr. H. Taylor. No birds accepted after 7.30,
4d. entry. Fixing date and judge for old show.—R.
Charles-on.

Larkhall C.B.A.-Aug. 21, Y.M.C.A. Hall, 7. Re-
port of young bird show, other special business.
Ne-w members invited; near closing (kite.—T. J. Mc-
Gregor.
Manchester and N.C.O.S.—Aug. 16 , Deansgate

Hotel, 8. Election of show committee and general
show business,—F. Hayward. ,

North Manchester C.B.S.-Aug. 17, Balmoral Hotel,
Rochdale Road, 8. November show business. New
members and friends invited.—A. Colley.

Pontypool C.B.S.-Aug. 14, Headquarters, 7.
Special business to be considered for next show,—H.
H. Vaughan.
Sunderland C.B.A—Aug. 14, Station St. Cafe, 6.30.

Third N.F. s-how, entrance fee 3d., cage birds staged
by 7. Class for each variety: two specials given
by Messrs. Farrer and Davidson,, also members’
judging competition

;
meeting to follow to decide

whether or not to hoid open show. Subs, now over-
due—J. Peacock.
Wolverhampton C.B.S—Aug. 19, Duke of York,

Princess St., 7, Business very important; re open
show.—W. Harrison.
West Stanley Victoria F.F. and C.B.S—Aug. 15,

Club Room, 7—E. nutchin<son.
Wigan Roller Club— Aug. 9. Legs df Man, 6.30.

Club, bus.; rule books ready.—P. Green,all.
Wanstead F. and F.S Aug. 19, Cambridge Park

Hall, Wanstead, 8. General meeting, arrangements
for young stock show, Sept. 1C—H. S. Lofthouse.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road-, open contest for quality
Linnet singing, July 31, 14 birds sang for three
prizes; 1, Chippindale ; 2, Gawthorpe

; 3, Holling-
worth. Judges, W. Sissons and T. Vafley. Aug.
1, 18 sang; 1, 2, T. Johnson; 3, J. Chadwick. Judges,
Hardcastle and Naylor.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Aug. 8;

17 birds -sang for 3 pTizes : 1, Johnson; 2, Chippiu
dale; 3, Blaney. Judges, Hardcastle and Naylor—
W. Naylor, Hon. See..

Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence
Hotel, Skinner Lane

;
15 birds sang for 3 prizes,

and some very good singing was heard before a
crowded house. 1, Binner; 2, Hirst; 3, Ward. Judges,
Messrs. Bryan and Copper. Aug. 1, 14 sang for 3
prizes; 1, Hirst; 2, Wigtield; 3, Ward. Our Bank
Holiday contest was a very good match; 19 birds
faced the judges. 1st content; 1, Binner; 2, Hirst;
3, Wigfield. 2nd contest: 1. Wigfield; 2, Brown; 3,
Hirst. Judged by Messrs. F. Appleyard and Sellers.
Wo were pleased to see, some of our Linnet fancier
friends from Kippax ; we will give them a return
visit. Aug. 7, 13 sang for 3 prizes : 1 , Ward

; 2
Wigfield; 3, Huchinson. Judged by F. Appleyard
and Sellers. Aug. 8, 12 birds sang for 3 prizes • 1

Ward; 2 and 3 shared, A. Binner and G. Hirst—

W

Lipman, Hon. Sec.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite, Kills all insects. Harmless to everything ^se"

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, George and Dragon, Bridge Street,

August 7, for 3 prizes. 1, Morley ; 2, Watkiss
; 3,

Hartley. Annuul general meeting for election oi
oilieers, Aug. 21— S. Morlcy, Sec.

KIPPAX.
Members’ sing, Aug. 7, Commercial Hotel, 18 birds

entered for three prizes: 1, Plows; 2, 3, shared be-
tween Plows and Cooper

; time-keepers, O. Potter,
II. Plows; tappers, A. Cooper, W. Perkin. Some
good singing was heard, especially considering the
conditions of moulting time. Wo expect some of
our Leeds friends to judge our birds on quality.

—

R. Plows, See.

LEIGH.
Leigh Linnet Club. Contest, Globe Inn, for time

and quality, Aug. 7, for six good prizes. Quality
1, Darbysliire; 2, Whittle; 3, Hayes. Time: 1,

Knowles, 104; 2, LiEherland, 83; 3, Jones, 46. Timers,
W. Meadows, It. Stfttham ; minutes, (I. Amison

;

judges, Gibbons and Statham. The club will hold
its annual “Feed”, Aug. 14, when it will commence
a fresh season—It. Disley, Hon. Sec,

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet contest, Woodman Inn, Horsefair,

July 31; 19 entered for 4 minutes’ time singing; 1,

Pugh; 2, Blackshear; 3, Beard. Open sing, Aug. 1;
20 entered for 3 minutes’ time singing: 1, Jones; 2,

Beard; 3, Pugh. Open -Linnet, contest, Aug. 7, 18
entered for 4 minutes’ time singing; 1, Beard, 33;
2, 3, Pugh, 30, 20. Open sing, Aug. 8; 22 entered
for 3 minutes’ time, singing; I, 3, Jones, 37, 25; 2,

Piikington, 35. Mr. Beard sling Mr. Pilkington after
contest for a nice prize, Mr. Beard winning just
easy. All open sings until further notice—J. Beard,
Assist. Sec.

Cross Keys Hotel', Half-penny Lane-. Club sing,
July 31, 11 birds competed for 3 prizes: 1, 2, B.
Nelson; 3, Bull. Open sing, Aug. 1; 15 birds com
peted for 3 prizes: 1, Bull; 2, W. Nelson; 3, B.
Nelson Open sing, Aug. 2, for 3 prizes. We had
some of the best birds from all round the district.
1, 3, Beard

; 2, R. Plows. Our members will be
very pleased to see them all give us another visit.
Open sing, Aug. 7, for 3 prizes: 1, B. Nelson; 2,
Bull; 3, Walters. Open sing, Aug. 8, for 3 prizes;
1, Plows; 2, J. Blacksheair ; 3, B. Nelson—A. Boll,
Se.c.

Please write only on one side of each sheet of
paper used.—Ed.

Club ifieports.
WEST STANLEY C.B.S.

Meeting, July 24, Mr. G. F. Bate* chair, and a
better attendance than for a long time. Mr. R.
Bewick and Air. J. Storey were made members.
Schedule was drawn up for our show

;
now members,

turn up at our next meeting and have it adopted.
Air. J. Risboro’, Sunderland, was elected to judge
annual show—W. Crcsswell, See.

WEST STANLEY EMPIRE F.F.
AND C.B.S.

Meeting, Aug. 8, Air. R. Peart presiding, and a
good turn-up of members. Mr. Taylor gave us a
reply he got from the inspector regarding showing
pigeons, and pigeon members should attend next
meeting, Aug. 15, to get to know what to do.—R.
Hutchinson.

BLAYDON-ON-TYNE C.B.S.
Meeting with a good turn-out of member*. Sec.

announced that Blaydon had received the follow-
ing patronage*: Northern Border C.C., Open Nor-
wich Plainhead Club, and also the full cup patron-
age of the N.C.C. Mr. P. Lynn, AVinlaton, was ad-
mitted a member. On the whole, our members have
done fairly well in the last round of the breeding
season—G. Havver.

MIDLAND ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, July 29, Headquarters, Seven Stars,

John’s Lane, Wolverhampton. Mr. WIlows, chair,
ami only a fair attendance. New member proposed,
Mr. Ball. Decided to hold no meeting for August.
After business we had the pleasure of listening to
a few choice Rollers brought by our worthy chair-
man, this being very instructive to the novice mem-
bers. Vote of thanks to Mr. Willows- terminated
an enjoyable evening.—J. W. Thomson, Hon. Sec'.

ROSSENDALE C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 2, Swan Hotel, Baeup, Mr. G. Want-

ling chair, and a grand turn-up oi' members. We
were very eorry to receive the resignation of our
see., Mr. H. Wantling, on account of removing out
of the district; Mr. G. Johnson was elected to fill

the vacancy. It was decided to change the name
of the society to Baeup Roller Canary Club, as
practically all the members now are Roller fanciers.
The annual singing contest Nov. 19-20 was discussed,
and drawing up of the schedule was* considered.
The following judges were appointed: Messrs. Lyons,Massay, and Oldroyd. Will all Roller secretaries
please note date and avoid clashing of shows.
Roller fanciers wishing to become members may do
so by sending in their names to the 'secretary, or
attending the meeting at the Swan Hotel, Baeup,
the first Tuesday in the month at 7.30.—G. Johnson,
6, Brupswick-terraee, Stacksteads, Manchester.

NORTHERN BORDER F.C.C.
Meeting and table show, Pillar's Cafe, Pink Lane,

Aug. 4, Mr. A. Affleck presiding. Applications for
patronage were considered, but owing to a lack of
particulars the whole of these could not be definitely
dealt with. R. Tliomiinison and C. Cubby, Carlisle
were elected members. The demands of the Govern-
ment for munitions are having an adverse effect
upon the entries at the table shows. Mr. Render
being the only exhibitor in the novice section, it
was arranged that he compete against the cham-
pions, and a rare fight lie gave them, coming out
with two lsts, one 3rd, one 4th, and he, his AVallsend
cup winner being again placed 1st in the Green
class. Cl. or Alkd. Yell. : 1, 2, Smith

; 3, Render.
Buff: 1, Render; 2, Johnston; 3, Smith. Green: 1,
4, lie, Render

; 2, 3, Johnston
; vhc, c, Smith. A

hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Air. M. C.
Potts, .who judged—C. Farrer, Hon. Sec.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds
Swimming, &o., &c. Gives free advice on ali
questions of Health, Diet, &c., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY} Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a copy to.ctfay, or send or Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength," Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

CITY AND COUNTY OF PERTH
C.B.S.

Meeting, La id low ’a Rooms, Leonard Street, Aug.
2, Mr. I). Brown, president, oliair. Sec. read replies
from judge's, Mr. J. Adams, Dundee, for Canaries,
and Mr. It. B.,Gibb, Glasgow, for British, Mules
Hybrids, and Foreign, lor Club Show, Nov. 13 . Do
eided to have a waahing exhibition Aug. 16, in the
Stormont Anris, South Street, at 8. New members
enrolled: Miss Livingston, Mr. Gillan. Meeting
closed with a vote of thanks to chair—J. L. Smith,
Sec.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 3, Headquarters, Mr. W. G. Fellows,

chair. New member elected, Mr. W. G. llayson.
The suggestion from Hastings and St. Leonards re
forming a Southern League, was fully discussed, but
whilst tile idea commended itself to most it was
decided that the present time was unfavourable.
Tlie lion. sec. presented the accounts for the F.F.
Show, which showed a balance of £1 Is. The chair-
man kindly promised another challenge cup for
competition at tile annual show as a points cup,
details to be settled later; this makes the society s
seventh cup. Members were asked to turn up in
goodly number* to Mr. Gamble’s lecture on tiie
Yorkshire Canary, Sept. 1, at 7.30—G. J. Slade,
Asst. Sec.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting, July 31, W. Cresswell, chair. Schedule

for annual show was compiled. Decided to have a
new scale for payment of prize-money, viz. : 5 in
a class to claim full prize-money; 4 and 3, 2nd and
3rd money; 2 and 1, 3rd money. Decided to have
another guessing competition, as wo did so well
last year ; also to distribute complimentary tickets
to patrons and donors of special*. A discussion
amongst the Border fanciers envied in favour of
each contributing 2)6 to a fund for purchase of
two trophies, one for best bird and one for runner-
up, each exhibitor to nominate two birds, not
necessarily one colour

; these birds to be judged
in two classes, yellow and buff, before being judged
in the classes in which they are entered— G. F.
Bates, Sec.

CLAPHAM C.B.A.
Aleeting, Aug. 3. Air. A. Hawkins was nominated

for membership. After having handed to exhibitors
present prize money won at the recent young bird
show, the Sec. announced that the show had re-
sulted in a loss of Is. 4jd., and this amount was at
once made up by the Chairman, Alr.W. H. Vale. A
hearty vote of. thanks was accorded to the Sec.,
Mr. Hose, for having so ably managed the show,
and also t-o Mr. C. Cooper, the auditor, for having
cheeked the accounts. Resolved to have an annual
show exactly similar to the one of last year, namely,
open to all exhibitors who will undertake the der
livery and collection of their birds. The date is
to be fixed at a later meeting, and will probably
be about the middle of Oet. Resolved that in
future our meetings be reported in the. “Clapham
Observer,” in addition to Cage Birds. After business
a lecture was given by Madame AI. A. Feist-Alade,-
weli on the Crossbill. The members were very
pleased witli the. lecture, which, however, almost
ended in a tragedy, for “Charlie,” Aladame Made-
well’s Crossbill, escaped from his cage and flew
round the room, dangerously near the gas brackets,
much to the alarm of his owner; but was eventually
recovered, none the worse for his excursion. A vote
of thanks to Madame Made.well ended the proceed-
ings—A. R. Coe.

{The Shows.
NORTH MANCHESTER C.B.S.

Table show headquarters, Balmoral Hotel, Roch-
dale-road, Aug. 3, for young birds; 25 birds were
judged by Air. Deakin, Newton Heath. Yorks.

:

Howarth. Nor.: Robinson. Bords. : Colley. Brit.;
Daley. Air. Daiey won special for best bird with a
Bullfinch. We have arranged our annual show for
Nmv. 27. Mr. Beswick, Stockport, judge—A. Colley,

TONG C.B.S.
Show, Aug. 7, Dudley Hill

; 63 birds were judged
by Mr. T. Bennett, Bedford. Champ—Class 1 (5);
1, Hodgson, sen.; 2, 4, Gledhill; 3, Casey. Class 2
(9): 1, Casey; 2, Baker Bros.; 3, 4, Padgett. Class
3 (8): 1, 4, Padgett; 2, Casey; 3, Gledhill. Class 4:
1, Baker Bros. Nov—Class 5 (13): 1, 3, Raper

; 2,
Crabtree; 4, Parker. Class 6 (11): 1, Naylor; 2,
Wardman; 3, Dookerill ; 4, Parker Class 7 (12): 1,
Raper; 2, 4, Dockerill; 3, Crabtree. Class 8 (4)

•

1, Parker; 2, Wardman; 3, 4, Naylor—W Walker
Sec.

EAST ARDSLEY C.B.S.
Table show, Aug. 7, Black Swan, with not a very

large entry, but quality of the best. Mr. W. Waind
Leeds, judged and gave every satisfaction. After
the judging Mr. Waind officiated as chairman for
the meeting that was held, and after business was
finished kept the company alive with a few of his
anecdotes on birdy and other matters in his well-
known inimitable style. Linnet : 1, Burnell ; 2 Wal-
ton; 3, D. Bedford. Redpoll, &c. : 1 Burnell’ 2 3
vhc, R. Bedford. A.O.V. : 1, 2, Burnell; 3, d’ Bed-
ford; vhc, Humberstone; he, c, Walton—A. Walton,

REDCAR C.B.S.
2nd N.F. show, Ship Inn, Alarske, July 31. Owing

to the majority of the members’ birds being well
advanced into the moult there was not a very large
entry, but we are looking forward to a good young
otock show. Air. T. Thompson, New Afarske,
judged, and seemed to give general satis-
faction The principal prize-winners were—Champ
Yorks. Yell.: Clarke, Bray, Dixon. Buff; Dixon,

*'. ov - Yorks. Yell.: Dunn, Green, Walton.
Buff: Close, Bell, Dunn. Linnet: Walton, Clarke,
Dnson. Goldf. and Bullf. ; Bray, Boagey. A.O.V.
5"*;= k e*

c
B<>agey. Bray. For.: Boagey—W.

Boagey, Hon. Sec.

NEWTON-LE-WILLOWS C.B.S.
Young stock show, Pied Bull Hotel, July 31 .

Several very nice Yorkshires were shown, notably
the buff which won for Air. Waddington, a very
slim typical bird whicli should moult out well. The
exhibits were niicely staged and well looked after
by the committee. Mr. Waddington made a cour-
teous and efficient sec. The show was visited by
a goodly concourse of visitors. Mr. C. House
judged. Yorks. (10) : 1 , 4, Waddington, smart cl.
buff, slim and straight;.; 2, 3, vhc, .he, Bray, nice
team, hardly eo tight

; c, Newport. Heavily Alkd.
(3): 1, 3, Bray, smart yell., nice shape and style;
2, Newport, almost a green, and a good one. Brit.
(2) ; 1, 2, Sharp, mcQ coloured Gold!, leading.

GUISELEY, YEADON C.B.S.
F.F. show, Regent Hotel, Guiseley; 64 birds faced

the Mr. 1\ Mason, Shipley, who gave entiro
satisfaction. J. Andrew* won #pl. most points and
VV If. Dibb <vpl. for ‘2nd most points. Class 1: 1,
Long; 2, Dibb; <L Andrews; vhc. Hardaker. C\am
2: 1, Long; 2, Dibb; 3, vhc. Andrew*; he, Moun-
tain; c. Drown. Cla*s 3: 1, Fawcett; 2. Andrews;
3, iSc^tfc; vhe, Dibb; he, Boulton Class 4: 1,
Brown; 2, Dibb; 3, Mountain; vhc, he, Hardaker;
c, Andrews. Cla*s 5: 1, vhc, Andrews; 2, Scott;
3, Fawcett; he, Hardaker; c. Brown. Class fj:

Webster
; 2, 3, Andrews; vhc. Mountain. Points

for cup: Champ. : Andrew* 18, Dibb 17, Hardaker
10, Fawcett 9, Brown 8. Nov. : Long 13, Scott £*,

Mountain 7, Webster 4, Boulton 1.

FALKIRK (Good Intent) C.B.A.
F.F. show July 31, Grabarn’e Hoad. Entries

were fair, the total being 30 bird*, and some very
good ones among them. Mr. J. Jeans judged.
Nor. Yell.: 1, 3, Smart; 2, Marshall. Buff: 1, *pi,

Hunter; 2, Smart; 3, spl Leishman Bord. Yell.:
1, AIcDougail; 2, Reid. Buff: 1, spl, 2, Reid; 3,
McDougall. Crest: 1, *pl, Whytoek- 2, Burnett;
3, Smart. O.-B. : 1, Whytoek; 2, Smart. Finch:
1, Penman; 2, Burnett; 3, AIcDougail. A.O.V.
Brit.: J, spl Richardson

; 2, Penman
; 3, Burnett.

Decided to hold annual show Dec. 11 ; settled on
one judge meantime till the September meeting;
will see by that time if we require another. Cup
placed the same as last year for points specials to
count where there is competition. Next meeting
August 28, Temporary Hall ; intending members
come forward at 7.30—W. Clarkson, Sec.

GLASGOW & W. COUNTIES CLUB.
Young bird show Aug. 7, headquarter*. Entries

showed a marked improvement on former years,
while quality was all that could be desired. Mr.
Jas. Findlay won special for best Canary with a cl.

yell. Nor., and Mr. S. Alallon sp. best Afule or Hyb.
with a very promising Goldf.-Bullf. The show was
well patronised by visitors, and a good many well-
known faces were seen. Mr. Jas. Downie judged.

Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Nor. (5): 1, 2 sps., Findlay; 2,

Bannerman
; 3, 4, Whitelaw; 5, sp., Hamilton.

Buff (7) : 1, Bannerman
; 2, 4, 6, Findlay

; 3, Cross ;

5, 7, Whitelaw. Var. Yeli. (4); 1, McGowan; 2, 3,

Findlay; 4, Whitelaw. Buff (11): 1, 2, 7, sp., Cross;
3, sp., McGowan; 4, Findlay; 5, Reid; 6, Whitelaw.
Cl. or Tkd. Bord. (8) : 1, op, 2, 5, 6, Findlay ; 3, 4,
MeJury; 7, sp., Adam. Var. (7): 1, 2, 3, Jack; 4,

5, 7, Findlay; 6, Ad&m. Gr. or Cinn. Bord. (8): 1,

2, 4, Adam, Greens; 3, 5, sp., 6, 7, Chalmers. Yorks.
(13): 1 sp., 2, 5, sp., Robb; 3, sp. 6, 7, O’Hagan;
4, Adam. Can., A.O V. (3); 1, MeJury 2, Alillen;
3, Adam. Nor. (7): 1, 3, 7, PvObb

; 2, Whitelaw; 4,

5, 6, O’Hagan. Mule or Hyb. (10): Good class; 1,

sp., 2, 4, Alallon, Goldf.-Bullf. and Dark Goldf.
Afuies; 3,

Jamieson, Goldf. Mule; 5, 6, Adam, Goldio
Afules; 7, Jack, Grecnf. Afule—J. H. Adam, Sec.

Country{Rambles
GARSTON B.B.A.

Owing to the inclement weather on Aug. 8 the
prospects of a ramble of the members were nob
very bright; but as the weather cleared up towards
the appointed time, 14 members sallied out to face
the elements, and were well rewarded for their
keen interest in birds and bird life. Leaving Garston
at 3 o’clock, we made for the shore, which, after
the heavy rains, was a bit heavy for walking; bub
as numerous discussions arose as to the different
varieties of wild seed, which was in abundance, the
time and walk passed off well. Reaching Ogiet ah
5.30, we went on to Mr. W. Leadbetter’s house, and
sat down to a substantial tea, ably provided by
his parents. All the members appreciated the way
they were generously catered for. During the repast
the rain again started and put a damper on any
further rambling, and after it ceased we made back
towards home along the lanes and bye-roads, arriv-mg Garston at 9. It has been decided to hold
another ramble, Aug. 28, from where we finished,
when we trust to be favoured with better weather
and a larger muster of members and friends. Need-
less to say, bird life was a bit scarce; but with a
line day next time we trust to have plenty to occudv
our time—R. T. Lonsdale, Hon. Sec.

SHEFFIELD O.S.
„,„
The

.
Holiday ramble of the Sheffield O.S.was held on Aug. 1. On the morning the cloudsappeared very low and heavy, giving u* a feeling

of disappointment as we had all be'en looking for-
ward to old Sol shining as he hadi never shone
Detore. A generous announcement was made bv
our genial treasurer. Dr. Craig, who promised to
P
ay teas U'am Hud egg) to all members ex-

hibiting at the N.F. show; this proves the interest
tile doctor takes in the society and its members.
About 36 assembled at the Afidland Station to jour-
ney by -train to Grindleford, and then to ramble
through the woods to the Chequer’s Inn at Frog-
gat Edge for tea. Mr. Tower*, of Keighley was
again one of the party, and we were jolly glad to
eee him and enjoy his company. The main body
arrived at Grindleford, but on leaving good old
Yorkshire, Derbyshire looked very black and con-
tinued to do so, so we ali made up our minds for
a downpour. Just on the very moment of entering
the wood down came the rain, but it proved only
a shower, and was over when we commenced our
ramble through the woods. The bird* were fairlv
numerous, and after one of the most enjoyablo
rambles we arrived at our rendevous for tea. After
tea we had a few minutes’ chat, which eventually
drifted into a meeting in connection with our great
All England show. So enthusiastic was every ona
that all book tickets and guaranteed to sell them;
in fact, some members paid for them then. After
the meeting Grindleford Station was reached in
good time, and- on arriving in Sheffield every orgy
was of the opinion that the ramble was the nicest
we ever had—J. A. T. Woodall, Press Corres.

uPIGEONS77

The only paper dealing solely with Show and
Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

kk
The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

FUR & FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : Ifile, Bradford York*
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Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AND DXFFXCWXiTIBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

question. rnu.l br clearly written in ink
1

(or typewritten) on one side 0/ paper, and con-

clude with cither the

pseudonym

correct name or a

12)2The proper name and address in full 0/ querist

' must always he written on n separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed until the query.

{31—Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(ii—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

Si)—The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left-hand corner of the query,

(b) -Queries received during any week, up to the

firm post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.

O—ll an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-

pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with t

stamped and addressed envelope in cither case

Head birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).
(S)-AII who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the "Referee's" Poor

Children’s fund (London).
(9)— All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“Cage Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E C.

Postcards are not admissible.

ty CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

WHAT IS THE CAUSE? (Canary).—There are

quite a number of different causes which would ac-

count for the young dying after the hen had been
feeding them for seven days, or even for a longer

period ; but to form any reasonably correct idea as

to which it is in any particular case, one needs a

fairly good idea as to the way the birds have been
treated and the conditions under which they are,

kept, and your query sadly lacks all such details It

would bo the merest haphazard guesswork to

attempt to advise you without much more know-
ledge of the conditions, and as it is now quite too

late to encourage further breeding, the best advice

you can have is to separate the birds now and de-

vote your attention to getting them through a quick

and healthy moult, to have them in good trim for

beginning the season next year. Meantime, get a

copy of “Canary Breeding for Beginners," which
our Manager will send you for 7d., post free, and
thoroughly digest its contents between now and
next spring, and be guided then by the information

you will have gleaned from its pages, which should
cnablk? you either to avoid this trouble altogether,

or to deal with it effectually if it crops up.
RAPE AND MOULTING (Crest).—(1) Glad to hear

that the bird is improving so well. Continue, the
treatment a little longer, and substitute good sum-
mer rape for that which you are now using, as

advised in No. 2, and the hen will soon be quite

well again. (2) The sample of seed sent consists

very largely, if not wholly, of charlock, sometimes
called winter rape. It doubtless increases the ten-

dency of the birds to diarrhoea. A pinch in a seed

mixture is beneficial, but as part of the staple

diet get a sample of summer rape, which has a mild

nutty flavour when a little is chewed in the mouth.
(3) Keep the bird quite on the warm side, with a

light cover over the cage, and every second day add
to the drinking water five drops each of syrup of

saffron and -sweet spirit of nitre, and as much
chlorate Of potash as will cover a threepenny-piece.

On the alternate days give a morsel of bread and
milk dusted with flowers of sulphur, and then
sprinkled with soft sugar. After a week or ten
days of this treatment, if no signs of moulting are,

present, stop the drugs for the time being and
•place the cage and bird, still covered, in a quite

cool place for a week or so. This should suffice

to set the moult going freely.

BUILDING A STRAIN (VV. J., Sheffield).—As you
lhave already acquired some experience by breeding
the commoner varieties of Canaries, it depends
largely upon the amount of space you can devote
to the birds, and the depth of your pocket, how
many birds you should begin with next year to
build up a strain of your own in Yorkshires. It is,

however, just as well to begin in a moderate way
and let your breeding stock increase, as it were,
with your experience. Three pairs of birds, or two
trios—eacli of one cock and two liens, the cock to
be run with the two hens consecutively during the
breeding season—would be quite sufficient for a

jstart. If you have three pairs, none of them should
bo closely related, and if two trios, each trio should
be as distantly related as is consistent with them
being of the same strain. This will be best assured
by getting the birds of a good breeder who runs
a fairly large stock, and leaving the selection with
him. If you get two trios, you may get them from
two different breeders, provided that you assure
yourself first that the strains will mix, as by so
donng you will be able to go on much longer with-
out introducing fresh blood. You omit to say what
class of marking you wish to aim at particularly,

or whether you wish to go in for green or cinnamon-
marked, so I’m afraid I cannot tell you what colour
birds you should procure, beyoDd saying that yellow
and huff should figure in each pair or trio. On the
whole, you would he well advised to confide in a

reliable breeder and leave the initial selection of
the stock to him. Then, for future guidance, get
the handbook, "Yorkshire Canaries," Is. l(d-. post
free, from our Manager, which will give you much
full r details than it is possible to do in this column.
DROPPINC FEATHERS (E. Linsell).—I do not

quite understand the point of your query as to

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
lor care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Bead Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universe' Carriers. Established 1878.

whether vou should keep the bird a little longer or

return it now. Is is because you think tlw: dropping
of the feathers unnatural, 01 in what other way do
you think it not suitable for you? It is quite

natural for a young bird to l>e moulting, and con
sequeiitly dropping feathers, at this time of year,

and it is also natural for it not to sing much
whilst this process is going on. Keep it in a com-
fortably warm place, not overheated, but free from
direct chilly draughts. Give a staple diet of a

riiixture of three parts canary lo one part summer
rape, and in addition give separately half-a-tea-

spoonftil of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger,

white millet, teazle, linseed, and broken groats every

third day. On the intervening days give first half-a-

teaspoonful of egg food, or its equivalent in bread

and milk well sprinkled with maw seed, and next

a spray of seedy green food, which you may vary

almost at pleasure just now. In the drinking water
you may add 20 drops of whisky and five of syrup
of saffron two days in every three for a week tf>

get the moult going freely. Offer a hath daily, ex-

cept when weather is really chilly.

A WHEEZER (Nor' West). I very much doubt
the wisdom of using this bird for breeding, even
though it is the best you have. First of ail make
yourself quite sure that the exciting causes of the

condition, which I am constantly reiterating in this

column, are eliminated. Then, if the bird is in

good plump condition, treat as follows for a fort-

night Give a staplo diet of plain canary seed only.

Every second day give separately a third of a tea-

spoonful of maw seed, and on the alternate days a
fairly liberal eupply of green food in variety. In the

drinking water add six drops of syrup of rhubarb
and as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence
every second day. If the bird is not in plump con-

dition, give (his dietary and treatment for two con-

secutive days only, and then, in cither case, go on
to the following treatment. In addition to the
above staple diet, give half-a-tcaspoonful of a mix-
ture of equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle, lin

seed and broken groats twice a week ; on two other
days a similar quantity of egg food or a morsel of

bread and milk, either well sprinkled with maw
seed, and on each of the remaining days give a

morsel of green food or wild seed heads. Every
second day for a fortnight add to the drinking
water five drops each of syrup of saffron, sweet
spirit of nitre, ipecacuanha wine, and tincture of

lobelia; then miss a week and give it again for

another fortnight. The wheeziness will probably
last more or less until after the moult is quite
finished, so do not give up hope too quickly. Keep
bird on the warm side, and do not give the bath
except on quite warm days, say, about twice a week.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7 <!.); House’s “ Canary Manual" (1/2);
Battye's "Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/1$); House’s “A'or-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's "Stock Book" (7d.);
Ur. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever ’ (7d.); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Ilamsden't
“Colour-feeding " (3id .) ; "Seeds and Foods for Cage,

Birds" (1/2); or the '‘Nutshell" booklets (2jd. each):
No. 5 "The Pet Canary,” No. C “ Ailing Birds and
TIow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Boiler," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154. Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

BREEDING YORKSHIRES (R. B.).—Yes. most
certainly it is possible to breed and rear Yorkshires
in a large attic, facing south, even though it is not
possible to use artificial beat of any kind. It is

not only possible, but, if the attic is free from
damp and cold cutting draughts, it will make a

most excellent breeding-room, which could only be
improved upon by having a prospect facing south-

east or south-west, instead of direct south. But
this is quite a minor consideration. The absence
of artificial heat is more an advantage than other-

wise if you start with a robust class of birds, which
have been bred and reared under normal conditions

of temperature. It may interest you to know that-

many of the most aristocratic Yorkshires on the
show bench are bred, reared, and kept under condi-

tions similar to those your birds would be kept
under. Get the handbook 'on "Yorkshire Canaries,”

by Battye, which our Manager will send you post
free for Is. 2d., and go in and win.
ROLLER QUERIES (H. A.).—You may give the

green lien a diet of plain canary seed only, supple-
mented with a fairly liberal supply of green food
in variety daily for a week or two, and every second
day for one week add to the drinking water as much
Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence, and ten di-ops

of lemon juice. Beyond this I do not think you
need trouble about her continually calling to the
cocks, as the moult will soon stop that now. It

depends upon the age of the birds whether it is

worth keeping them to try again next season. If

they have large coarse scales on the legs and feet,

and thick overgrown claws, indicating that youth
has been left in the rear, you would do well to dis-

card them at once, but if these points are the
reverse of above, they may be well worth trying
again. If you wish to discard them, and do not
want to keep them on a superannuation list, a whiff

of chloroform is the most humane means of dis-

patch. -If at all "nervy" about it, take the birds

to a chemist and ask him to do the job for you,
which he should do for a very few pence.
OBSTINATE DIARRHOEA (Thirst) .—The wet cage

floor is due to excessive diarrhoea, the great thirst

being an effect rather than the cause of the trouble.

Treat as follows until the, droppings become quite
normal. Keep cage floor and perches as clean as

;

possible, which eiffl would be more easily attained
by keeping the cage floor well strewn with clean
sawdust for the time being. Give a staple diet of a
mixture of three parts canary to one part summer
rape seed, and see that the latte is of a mild
nutty flavour. In addition, give separately every
second day a piece of bread and milk the size of a
hazel nut well dusted with carbonate of bismuth,
and a third of a tablespoonful of maw seed. On
the alternate days give half-a-teaspoonful of a mix-
ture of equal parts hemp, niger, teazle, and crushed
arrowroot biscuit. Give no green food for the
present, but you may give as a substitute a small
teaspoonful of well-boiled summer rape two or three
time a week. In the drinking water add five drops
each of ticture of gentian, tincture of opium, and
dilute sulphuric acid for three consecutive days,
and every second day afterwards until the droppings
are quite normal.
AN IMPROVEMENT (E. M. T.).—Glad to know

you have so far stemed the tide of mortality and
got the birds on the way to recovery

; but if, as you
fear, the deaths recur when the birds get on to
seed, I still think you would be well advised to get
a post-mortem on one of the bodies, and thus ascer-
tain what is the exciting cause of the inflammation,

which is of more import,anee than the mere fact of
knowing it is inflammation with which they suffer.

There certainly seems to be something unusual in
the rendition of these birds. You should not quite
suspend the use of soft food for them for some
time after they are on a seed diet. Continue to
give a little—say, a teaspoonful, between two or
three birds—daily for ft week or two after they are
well on seed, and vary the bread and milk with
crushed sponge cake or broken groats Do not give
any very succulent green food for a few weeks, but
such things as iseed heads of shepherd’s purse,
mouse oar, or plantain stalks on which the seeds
are in the inilky stage, should do no harm in small
quantities twice or three times a week.
CANARIES VOMITING (Bowling, Burnley).

—

I
am afraid 1 cannot give you " a speedy remedy ”

for tins complaint without some more definite in-
formation to form some opinion as to what 4s
really wrong w,ith_ the bird. Vomiting is not
usual in Canaries, neither can it be described as a
disease in itself, but rather a symptom of many
disorders, and you give absolutely no cine as to the
general condition of the bird’s health. Is it in good
health to all external appearances, and fairly
active? On the whole, 1 think you had better
write again and give full particulars of the bird’s
condition, and describe any other symptoms as
closely as you can, and also say when and how
often the vomiting occurs. You might also describe
the act of vomiting. Then 1 may be able to
help you. Meantime, you may give a small piece
of bread and milk dusted with carbonate of bis-

muth daily for a week, and every second day add
to the drinking water a crystal of sulphate Of soda
as large as a small pea.

BREATHES QUICK AND HEAVILY (Panting,
Norwich).— I do not think there is much wrong
with this bird. Possibly lie is not quite recuper-
ated after the moult. It would help much to puli
him together if you could remove him to a com-
fortable temperature for a week or two, until he
has resumed normal activity, In addition to the
staple seed diet, give a morsel of bread and milk
sprinkled witli soft sugar every second day for a
week or fortnight, as may seem necessary, and on
the alternate days give a morsel of banana. In
the drinking water add six drop* of syrup of
rhubarb and as much Epsom salts as will cover a
sixpence for three consecutive days, and afte: this
give instead 20 drops of whisky, ten of lemon juice,

and six of glycerine every second day for a week.
CLOGGED FEET (Hopeful).—It is probably

nothing more than a dirty habit of the bird to
always have the feet clogged with filth from the
floor of the cage. Some birds arc much more
slovenly than others, and yours is doubtless one
of this type. It is sometimes caused by an
abnormal glairy and viscid nature of the droppings,
but if this was the cause in the case of your
bird, some of the others occupying the same cage
must have been troubled in the same way. Keep
the floor of this cage well strewn with clean,
dry sawdust for a time. Give a morsel of bread
and milk sprinkled with maw seed every second
day for a fortnight, and on the alternate days
a morsel of banana. Stop all other kinds of soft
food for the time being. In the water add a
crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small
pea, and ten drops of lemon juice for three or
four days. After this give instead four drops
each of tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba
and dilute sulphuric acid every second day for a
week or so. Wash the feet clean with warm
water, in which you have dissolved a little

boracic acid, twice or three times a week, and
after drying them, rub gentiy all over a little

spermaceti ointment, but do not leave any sur-

plus grease about them to attract the dirt.

ROLLER HEN INACTIVE (Aldridge).—You do not
say how old the hen is, and dt may he that the
inactivity at this season is merely the natural
result of having left her youth a little too far

behind. Try the following treatment for a fort-

night, and if not well in that time write again,

and I will advise you further if necessary. In

addition to the staple seed diet, give half a tea-

spoonful of crushed sponge cake with four drops
of sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion well

mixed in it, and sprinkled with maw seed every
second day. On the alternate days give a morsel

of banana and a pinch of a mixture of equal parts

hemp, niger, millet and teazle. In the drinking

water add as much Epsom salts as will cover a

sixpence, and ten drops of lemon- juice daily until

the droppings are quite free, but not watery. Then
stop it and give instead four drops each of tincture

of gentian, tincture of calumba, and aromatic sul-

phuric acid every second day for a fortnight.

CAKED VENTS (Will TiLi).—Separately cage the

birds so affected. Give plain canary seed only as

staple diet, and in addition give separately every

eecond dav half a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal

parts niger, millet, and tenzle. Once a week on the

alternating days give a morsel of bread and milk

sprinkled with" soft sugar, and on each of the re-

maining days give a small spray of watercress, if

available fit to use, or as a substitute a morsel of

sweet apple. In the drinking water give ae much
Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence and ten drops

of lemon juice every second day for a week, and

afterwards give instead four drops each of tincture

of gentian, tinct. of calumba, and dilute sulphuric

acid every second day for a fortnight. It will be

quite safe to offer the bath twice a week to all

birds ill a normal state of health. If any appear

unduly susceptible to chill after it, it nifty be with-

held from such specimens witli advantage.

EYELID HALF CLOSED (W. H.).—Catch the bird

and closely examine it to see if one or more of the

very minute feathers around the edge of the eyelid

are turned underneath and, if so, carefully return it

to its normal position. You may also bathe the eye-

once a day for a few days with a solution of boracic

acid then absorb the surplus moisture with a piece

of ooft linen, ami place a tiny scrap of spermaceti

ointment on the eye, and hold the bird for a few

moments whilst it melts, and help it to work its

way around the eyelid.

TEMPERATURE AND COLOUR FEEDING (Care-

taker).—(1) Any Canaries in a normal condition of

health which have been bred in a garden aviary,

even though not fully exposed to all conditions ol

weather, and now kept in a cold room indoors

may be quite safely trusted to withstand any

decroe of cold wc arc likely to fict in this clnnat©

as far south as London. Should wc get an excep-

tionally severe winter, a little extra heat forming

foods would be all that is really necessary to

ensure their well-being. You may safely take the

appearance of the birds as a guide. As long as

they appear bright and active there will be no

necessity whatever to increase temperature. But

it any considerable proportion of them should

appear to get miserable and lethargic during any

period of unusual severity, it would l>o as Well,

having the radiator available), to utilise it to main-

tain a temperature somewhere between forty and

forty-five degrees until the normal temperature re-
sumed this height. This amount of heat would l>e

ample under the circumstances. (2) No, it would
be quite useless giving colour food to birds nearly
through the moult. To do so would at best only
make the plumage patchy in colour, which is ft

greater drawback than a level colour of a pale
natural tint.

THREE IN ONE (J.W.).—(1) The principle of
mating buffs together is certainly very common in
the Crest fancy, much more so than it need ue,
or ought to be, as it is responsible for much of the
coarse rough plumage we get in that breed, as well
as the washed-out colour. Size is certainly not
lacking, but with it there is far too much coarse-
ness and untidiness of plumage. Good yellows arc
undoubtedly scarce, but the colour is very far from
being so rare as you suggest, and more use ought
to be made of it. If the pair of birds you refer to
are not both very far removed from yellow blood,
I see no reason why you should not mate them, but
1 certainly do not advise you to eliminate yellow
biood from your stock, or you will rue it in other
ways. Something more than more size and feather
is required to make a good specimen you know. (2)

Yes, there is a reason why yon should remove the
cock from the second lien when running him with
two hens. If not removed when the hen is begin-

ning to sit, the latter in many cases will bo found
to brook no separation afterwards, so that if you
wanted to return liiin to the first h n before tho
brood of the second was safely reared you cannot
rely always upon being able to do so. It is much
better to keep him caged alone during the intervals.

The extra attention he requires is certainly not
much. (3) You would find tin: chapters on the Cre6t

in Parts XII. and XIII. of "Our Canaries,” and
Parts IV. and V. contain the chapter on Exhibiting,

in which you would find information about preparing

birds. _
YOUNC WITH DIARRHOEA (Nor’ West).—Pos-

sibly you are a little too liberal wish the green food,

or give it of a too succulent nature, perhaps forced

in growth when the young are getting ready to

leave the nest. Or you may give too much at a

time, so that the youngsters are able to get nib-

bling at stale portions of it. If you attend well

to this matter, see that your hemp is quite sound

in tlie kernel, and. that your rape is a well-matured

sample of summer rape, I do not think you will find

any trouble witli the young leaving the nest with

diarrhoea. If you do, then a fO“w days boicrc they

are ready to leave the nest decrease the proportion

of bread in the egg food by one-half, and make up

the same hulk with crushed arrowroot biscuit. It

tho looseness develops very soon after they have

left the nest and they appear to sit sipping at -ho

drinking water most of the time, add lour drop3 01

dilute sulphuric acid to it to render it slightly acid

ami prevent them toying with it all the tune.

MATE FOR CINNAMON (D. G.).—You do not men-

tion the breed of (.lie bird, nor whether you have

any particular desire in the way of colour of young

produced The green cock from which this young

bird wa9 bred undoubtedly liad some cinnamon

blood in his veins, so that this cock mated with a

self cinnamon would in turn breed cinnamons, sc..

ami broken. It could, however, also be used to

improve the colour and depth of tone in yellows

of the green type. For the latter purpose mate it

with a clear yellow hen of good type, and close and

boxy in feather. This should produce some young

of excellent quality of plumage, and deep, rich tone,

and the ticked and clear young mated the follow-

ing season with other typical birds of the green

type will give a combination of type and quality

in a high degftee, which should make n distinct

advance in these qualities in your stock. No foe is

required for replies given in these columns. Always

pleased to help.
,

A NERVOUS SUBJECT (C. M. D.).—Possibly the

noise the bird makes is merely the outcome of its

nervousness, and of no material importance. Still,

you may give it half a teaspoonful of crushed

sponge cake with two drops of cod liver oil emul-

sion well mixed in it and sprinkled with maw
seed every second day for a fortnight, and on tho

alternate days during' the first week add six drops

of syrup of rhubarb and a crystal of sulphate of

soda the size of a small pea to the drinking water.

In tlie second week add to the water instead of

the above five drops each of tincture of lobelia,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre every
second day. You tan do nothing at all for the
nervous condition beyond treating it with the

greatest care and gentleness, and trying to gain

its confidence. Keep it where it will always see

someone about, but not where it will be subjected

to sudden movements or noises, and frequently offer

it isoml- tit-bit and devote a few minutes each
time to “talking" or “weoting” to -it until

you have so far gained its confidence that it shows
no fear at your presence, or when attending to
its wants. Once its reserve is overcome, such a
bird frequently becomes most tame and familiar,

but until the ice is broken they need very gentle

handling to avert a sudden demise from cheer
fright.
OVER-EATING (A.M.J., Cricklt-wood).—Glad to

know that most of the birds arc better. Continuo
the same method of feeding and limiting tlie supply
of the two that have not made so much progress as
the others, as advised in last reply. Continue it

until the birds seem to lie quite well. Also add to
tlie water of these birds six drops of eyrup of

rhubarb ami a crystal of sulphate of srda as large

a.s a small pea daily for three days, and after this

give instead a cry.rial of soda as above, ditto of

sulphate of iron half as big, and six drops of dilute

sulphuric acid every second day for a week. Then
stop all drugs and rely upon the system of feeding

to complete tlie cure. It would be beneficial to give

ail tlie other birds the soda ami rhubarb mixture
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M above (or two consecutive days now. If you only
gavo th« bird# pur© tasteless peppers, either with or
without a moderate proportion of Natal, it itoulrl

have nothing at all to do with the birds’ present
condition.
NOT PERCHING, ETC. (W. Stone).-(l) It is

probably only an idiosyncrasy of tho bird to try to
fid a cosy spot to crouch in out of the chilly, raw
atmosphere we ljave had this season. Quite a largo
number of birds eeem to have tho same way out of
an unpleasant situation tilts season. You may try
bathing its feet oneo in a warm solution of boracic
acid for a few minutes, then ctry, and gently rub on
a littlo carholised vaseline, but do not leave on any
surplus grease to attract tho dirt from tho cage
Boor. Also give a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled
with soft sugar, every second day for a week, and
on the alternate days add to the water six drops of
tincture of gentian and four of dilute sulphuric acid.
It would help the bird considerably if you could keep
it in a little warmer placo for a week or two, but
do not overdo the heat. (2) You cannot depend
upon more, than one pair breeding successfully in

the aviary you name. If you introduce more than
one pair they will he almost certain to make a hash
of things by interfering with each others arrange-
ments. A cock and two hens might possibly succeed
if you happened to get birds of just the right tem-
perament, but you cannot rely upon doing so. Tho
only other way by which you eoukl make it do for
more than ono hen is to place a partition across the
middle and divide it into two equal parts. Then
you could kijcp a hen in etch division and run one
cock with them alternately.
nAGES FROM BOXES (Cannabina).— (1) With a

littie ingenuity you can make quite decent cages
out of a variety of trade packing cases. The size
you names lfins. by 12ins. by 7ins., would do nicely
for stock cages to keep single birds or couples in,

but would not bo large enough for breeding. But
you must strictly avoid those with rough coarse
surface. The rough wood may not harm the birds,
but affords such harbour for red mites as to cause
endless trouble and work to Seep them free from
this pest. Smooth down any rough surfaces with
coarse sandpaper, if you cannot plane them smooth.
You would also be well advised to do the insides
with white sanitary distemper in preference to whit-
ing and paste, and the outsides with Brunswick
Black. The extra cost would he very small, and the
cfTect considerably better. You should also en-
deavour to make your fronts to fit the stock sizes
of punched bar fronts you see advertised. This is

easily done by regulating the width of the front
pieces you will put in over the turn-rail. I have
not seen any of tho fronts at the price you name, so
cannot say whether they are quite good or not. (2)

Some Rollers become corrupted in song much quicker
than others. I have oue myself at th present time,
which, a twelvemonth ago, was a highly-trained bird,

and a fine singer, and now sings a perfect Linnet
so«ag, some coarse Norwich jabber, and scarcely a
note of anything worthy of a Roller. On the other
band, I had one nine vears in constant company of

mixed birds, which deteriorated exceedingly little.

Try a staple of three parts canary to one part cole

for this bird. If it refuses that, give plain canary,
and offer a little scalded rape occasionally .

COLOUR OF CAGES (F. R. S.).—The colour of

the dressings of breeding and flight cages, both
inside and out, is a matter of individ&al fancy.

There is no “ correct ” or compulsory colour for

these cages, as there is for show cages. In small!

or badly-lit rooms, white for the insides is cer-

tainly the best, as affording the maximum of light

available, but in larger rooms and large cages a
light bluk'li-green, or a bluish-grey .looks more
cosy. Light autumn-green and electric-green are
very nice colours for the insides of cages. Outside
mahogany colour suits any colour inside. Your
cages will do very nicely as they arc, and there is

no real necessity to alter the colour at all. By
the way, your single breeders are very low. You
should have made them at least 14 ins. high.
LUXURIOUS FARE (F. C.).-Ncither linseed nor

hemp should form any material portion of the
regular dietary of Canaries: These seeds are not
necessarily injurious if used with discretion and
in limited quantities. A good mixture for occa-
sional use as a luxury is composed of two parts
each, by measure, hemp, liigcr and white millet,
one part each teazle, black rape, or cole and
broken groats, a quarter part each of maw an*
gold of pleasure, and just a slight sprinkling of
linseed and mustard seed.
SLEEPY NORWICH HEN (A. J. E.).—Frankly, I

should discard her as a breeding unit. You may
try what the following treatment will do for her.
In addition to the staple of plain canary seed give
a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled with soft
sugar every third day, and on the intervening
days give first half a teaspoonful of a mixture of
equal parts hemp, niger, millet and teazle, and
next a good-sized spray of watercress or a morsel
of banana. In the drinking .water add as much
Epsom salts as will lie on a sixpence, and ten
drops of lemon juice every second day for a week,
and after this give instead four drops each of
tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba, and- dilute
sulphuric acid every second day for another fort-
night or so. If not well in the course of a month
write again, and give more particulars about her
,
T
®,

,

GET THE BEST (Novice, E.R.H.).—You will
doubtless get out tho beet that is in him in songwhen he is in good sound health and quite free from
moulting, but you can only get the best in colour
by feeding him at the proper time, viz., when he is
about to commence moulting. About August youwui find full details of this process in our columns.
It is useless to attempt it now. As regards the loss
of feathers, I should suspect that, if the bird is
really free from exposure to draughts, the room
must get very chilly at night. Does the cage stand
near a window? If so, remove it further into the
room, and see that it is in a place where the tem-
perature will keep fairly equable at night.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES A.JSTD HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
REARING HYBRIDS (R. Downing).—I am pleased

to hear of your success in latching Canary-Bull-
hnch Hybrids. I presume you ar© giving some kind
of soft food for the old bird to rear them on but
you do not say what it is. Anyway the following
mixture answers the purpose, and many fine birds
have been reared on it. Boil a fresh egg for ten
minutes, and when cold break up as finely as pos-
sible, and add to it double the quantity of pow-
dered Osborne bi«cuit and best quality msec-tile food
making the whole crumbly moist. Many birds have
been reared on ordinary egg and biscuit, and one
brood I know of was brought up on insectile food
but, whatever is used, care should bo taken, to sec
that the old birds will feed on it, and. for this
reason it is a goedi plan to get them accustomed to
it bclore tho young arrive. Give- also ordinary .seeds,
including a little cracked hemp, and sunflower,

grouts, a n*l soaked seeds. Do not give aJi thewo
things at onco; giving them separately Induces the
lien to food. Sll© should also bo supplied with seed-
ing wiki food, shepherd's purse, ehickwecd, sow
thistle, etc., particularly any weeds that have green
fly on them. A cube of bread soaked iu hot iniik
can be offered occasionally for a change. Do not
discon tnme tho use of egg food too suddenly when
the young can feed tlwmoelves, or they will not
thrive. (2) I should think jout rearing 25 Mules
from ono cock Linnet almost a record.
BIRDS IN THE AVIARY (W. J. Delves).—The

time that you turned your birds into the aviary had
nothing to do with your non -success, although if

. 1 read your letter correctly your hens did not lay

!
all unfertile eggs, but you do not say what pro-
portion These unfertile eggs arc not at ail un-
common, particularly where the parents are of
different species. All those birds that are moulting
well 1 would advise you to leave where they are,
but if the others do not soon make a start you had
better catch them up and cage them indoors

;
the

change is almost certain to have the desired effect.
You should feed them rather generously. Supply the
birds in tho aviary with their usual food and a little
extra hemp, sunflower, and maw seed, also bundles
of seeding w-ild plants.
TAMING A CHAFFINCH (British Bird).—A cage

12ius. long, 7ins. wide, arid Dins, or loins, high,
would do nicely. It should have a rather deep front
bar to it, and the perches placed oil a level with
tins. You can fix a net top to it if you think it
desirable, but if the cage is built low this will hardly
be necessary. In the Nutshell booklet on the Chaf-
finch you will find an illustration of this cage, but
tho sizes given there are larger and suitable for a
stock cage, tho smaller size is very useful to keep a
w*ld hire! in for a time.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (Aviary).-The following

birds, all cocks, would suit you: Goldfinch, Bull-
finch, Greenfinch, Siskin, Linnet, Twite, Redpoll Yel-
low Bunting, and Cirl or Reed Bunting. These
would give you a nice variety of’-song, and look well,
as most of them are of good colour. Do not over-
crowd them ; six or eight would be quite enough,
the- birds keep cleaner and look much better when
they have plenty of room.
VARIEGATED MULE (Happy).-If yo-ur bird is

large enougli to exhibit he certainly should be colour-
fed. You should commence to give it at once, and
not wait until he begins- to drop his feathers. As
regards value, so much, depends upon hie size and
shape. They are useful birds in club shows, and at
the large exhibitions there is usually a class for
variegated specimens. I would advise you to moult
him o-ut. and see what he is like. These birds as a
rule- make- up a lot between the moults, so that you
should not be in a hurry to part witli him.
EXHIBITING BLACKBIRDS (J. McCorrisken,

jun-.)—Some judges would disqualify your Blackbird
with the light feathers, as they would consider it to
be a rare feathered specimen. Perhaps he will moult
out quite black this time. Ii the other bird has
not been deformed too long it is possible to cure it.

Get a small elastic band and fasten the hind: claw
back to the leg If you keep it like this for ar few
days ho will be able to grip the perch when- it is
released. A piece of court plaster, wetted andjbound
round the toe and leg. answers the -s-amo purpose.
The Thrush should have had a little colour-food before
he commenceu to moult, but- if you give the Black-
bird some now it will be in time, as it is the beak
and eye cere- that are- mostly improvedi, and this takes
place when the head- mouLts. Buy a pound of colour-
food and mix a little of it in the soft food, until

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Uoulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/6); Norman’s “ British Bird Manual ”

(2/3); or Part I
*

‘Hardball’’ (1/1), Part 2
“
Softbills

”

(1/1);
" Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3);

"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); "Secrets o

f

Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird
Fever" (7d.); "Colour-feeding " (3id.) ; or the "Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each); No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch,’’ No. 13
"Chaffinch," No. 15 "Greenfinch," No. 22 " Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 26 “ Tjarge Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them." No. 9 "Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,’’ No. 12 "How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “Cage
Birds,"- 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

they get used to it, when the strength can bo in-
creased. There would be no harm in giving the
Thrush -some as well, even if he lias dropped a few
feathers. Wasp grub* are -capital food for soft-bills
and certain, birds will kill the insects, but 1 have
never used them myself for captive birds. I like, them
best when, they aTe a long way off.
A MIXED AVIARY (Likan.ixture).—Your assort-

ment of birds is- so varied that they will consume al-
most all the seeds used for caged birds. I would
advise you to manage them in the following manner

:

one seed hopper to contain nothing but canary,
another with, a mixture of 3 parts teazle and 1 part
summer rape. A portion of sunflower seed to lie
given daily

; most of the birds will eat it, but it will
be given principally for the Hawfinch and Bullfinch.
Slake a mixture of hemp, niger, and maw, and- allow
half a spoonful to each bird 3 times a week. On
other days a -spoonful of wild seed mixture to each
bird. Millet should be- supplied for the benefit of the
foreign. Finches, and this should be given separately
if possible. The softbills will require feeding accord-
ing to tho species, but whatever mixture of birds
you have you must always feed for the especial bene-
fit, of the tend-ere-st subject, as you cannot expect
a delicate Warbler to thrive on food suitable for a
Blackbird, but the Blackbirds will keep lusty on the
Warbler’s diet. I think you would be more success-
ful if you only turned in the hardiest species.
FEEDING A CUCKOO (Cuckoo). -The Cuckoo is not

by any means a desirable cage bird, and, although
I have had several, I have never cared to keep them
for any length of time. They get dirty and untidy-
1-ooki.ng, no matter how clean one- keeps the cage.
You are fortunate in. getting your bird to feed him-
self ; this is as a rule the last tiling a young Cuckoo
thinks he ought to do. They are not particular as
regards food, and, like chicken, will eat almost any-
thing they can gulp down,, but if you intend to tov
and keep y-our bird for any length of time ho should
be fed on a good brand of insectile mixture; make it
crumblj moist with -scraped raw earTot or a little
new milk, and- occasionally eho-p up a little green-
food with it. Sometimes'; ou can add a -spoonful of
hard-boiled egg to his soft food. Also supply
beetles, caterpillars, mealworms, etc., and just a mor-
sel of shredded lean meat. Give bananas, rip© pears
or other soft fruit. Keep the cage floor covered
with sifted peat mosis or coarse sawdust, and clean
out daily. (2) I have never yet seen one at a show,
the difficulty is to keep the bird in good plumage.
It would be -shown with the "Any otheT species 'of
Soft-bills,” that is, birds for w-hi-cli there is no specials
class, '

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8.

AVIARY QUERIES (A. C. W. ).— (!) I nfiould
supply the following mixtures, viz., canary, white
and Indian millet in equal parts, also a combined
Bullfinch, Goldfinch, and Suskin mixture. (2) I

rather like a suspended wooden tray, say, 21 ins. long,
I2ins. wide, by 4in«. deep. Nall a fillet along tho
two inside ends If ins . from top, and on this rest
a board kins, wide, into which you out three or
four circular holes to receive either glass dishes or

:

glazed earthenware saucer#, which will rest upon
their rims. The tray catches husks and scattered
seed, and it both makes for tidiness arid prevents
waste. (3) In such an aviary it would be better not
to allow them access to open flight during the win-
ter; witli such as Bullies, Goldies, etc

,
mixed among

jour foreigners you would get no plant life at all
if you let them use it all the year Tound. As re-
gards values, demand exceeds supply at the present
tune of tlie- specks >ou enquire about, and you may
take it that you will be asked at least double what
they commanded before the war broke out. You
will have to watch our advert, page and secure them
as you are able, but unless you buy direct from an
outdoor aviary yc-u must not put tile foreign Finches
out of doors now, or if you do you must bring them
in in mid-October, and not put them out again till

.spr/n-g. Of course, most British iseedeaters can
I be put out now and left out, but queries regarding
these must be refered to our Mr. Norman.
SAMPLE OF SUMMER RAPE (L. Srnitb).-Very

few kinds- of -seed® are obtainable in such quality
as before the war broke out. Th© sample, sent is
uneven, some gTa pi s have th© appearance of being
old; it was, however, sweet and seemed fairly well
cleaned, but I could not form a definite opinion,
as -the -small envelop© had burst in- the post. I

thoroughly tested- the seeds by taste, and found
this reasonably satisfactory, and such as I -should
not hesitate to put into my aviary ; considering the
times, it is what I should call a fair sample. It
would be well now to sift all seed- before u-se, as
I have found many samples -of seed of all kinds and
from many sources less clean than during peace-

SEPARAT1NG A SERIES (Lallan).— (1) Budgeri-
gars, Saffron, Finche-s, two pairs Zebra Finches,
Lavender-headed, Lovebirds, White Java Sparrows,
Bullfinches, Virginian Nightingale. (2) Four pairs
Zebra Finches, o-ne pair each Saffron Finches,
Bronze-winged- Mannikins, White Java Sparrows,
Chaffinches. Redpolls, Green- Singing Finches, Cut-
throats, and St. Helena Seed-eater. In so separat-

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult rage’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners ”

(1/11); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (6d.);
Arthur's "Patrols lor Pleasure and Profit" (hi.);
"Aviaries. Birdrooms, and Cages ” (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding ”
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No. 16 “Avadavats,” No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars," No. 19 “The Pekin Robin," No. 20“ Waxbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C,

ing them I am assuming that tire prospective aviary
will be of a (Similar size to the existing Cfie. Of
course, for eerie# 1 it is no us© planting the aviary,
you’ll have to be content with ground herbage arid
tree branches. The aviary for series 2 should be
wild and natural, a tangte of undergrowth and-
bushes, in which evergreens should have a promin-
ent plaee, and a rambler Tose to climb up the
standards ; as regards- wild plants, bramble, honey-
suckle, dock, mallow, cow paisley, dandelion, thistle,

: and the other weeds usually used as greenfood should
all have a place.
PARROT IN POOR CONDITION (C M. P.).—It is

an Alexandrine. Prepare the following mixture:
One quart each giant canary, white millet, and beet
whit© oats; on© pint each hemp and sunflower seeds;

i half-pint, each shelled pea nuts and entail maize

;

well mix and keep a supply in the cage. Also- pro-
cure a packet of Parrot grit and. scatter a pinch
over sand-tray daily. Also -supply ripe fruit (any
kind it will eat according to season), and keep a
piece of cuttlebone hanging in the cage. It can also
have dry cruets, plain biscuit and plain cake. Put
one teaspoonful of Dinneford's Magnesia in- the
drinking-water daily, till the bowels have been well
moved; then only give it sufficiently often to keep
them moving quite freely, but not in a state of
chronic wate-ry-loo-seness. On the day® you are not
supplying th© laxative lightly colour tho drinking-
water with chemical food. Spray it twice weekly
with a tepid quassia solution, and it would be well
to treat tho cage as advised in our previous reply,

t Report progress a month hence.
SMALL AVIARY FOR BUDGERIGARS (E-sper

ance).—Your description, reads satisfactory; ray
only objection, is, that having a wood floor, it would
be more satisfactory if th© whole of the top was
covered in, or the general state of wetness will soon
spread over the whole floor. As regards the box,
you can either sow canary and millet, or keep it

planted with growing grass
;
whichever you have

it will be better to take- the box outside, well water
it, allow the water to drain, from the -soil, and- then
put it in th© aviary ; suclt procedure will keep
undue moisture from the structural part® of the
aviary. By lining back and- end-s with twiggy
branches I mean fastening such all round these
parts in a perpesdicular position

;
small screw-

eyes or -staples can be put in the back, etc., of
aviary, and the branches (pea -sticks) fastened to
these with a little binding wire. Us© three parts
each ©f canary and whit© millet to one each of

oats and paddy rice. B.v grit I mean grit (you can
buy it ifi packets) as distinct from gritty sand— it

consists of flint and shell, you are supposed to use
both, sand- as an- absorptive and the grit for them
to- pick up ; dry earth can be used instead of sand.
Hang the husks under the rc-o-f of both shelter and
flight with their openings toward® the light.

PARROT VOMITINff (E. S.).—If you can get this

bird to eat sufficient dry seed, fruit, crusts, bis-

cuit, etc., do not give any more sop ; at any rate,

only supply the latter in small quantities and, wean
it" from it entirely as -soon as possible. Read o-ur

reply to “C. M. P.,” in this issue,, and treat your

bird! on similar lines as to medicines and seed

mixture-, tho only exception being leave out the

maize from the mixture. The bird has got into

a bad condition, and- you will have to persevere with

the treatment-, a® it usually takes considerable

time to undo mischief of this kind. It is largely

correcting the trouble' by cleansing out impurities

and getting th© bird settled on a wholesome diet-

ary. It would, however, be well to get a box of

honey and.- borax from your chemist, and give it

a little daily, cither by spreading on a piece of

bread or anything similar it will eat, or from theend of a piece of stick, but only a clean stick orother utein-.il must be put Into th© mixture. Reportprogress again at the end of tho month but you
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m, j'k 'nctead. Each afternoon throw outany soft food that may be left, wash out vessel,and give a ©mail teaspoonful of a mixture of equal

parts hemp, niger, white millet, teazle, and broken
groats. Give a plantain stalk, or a few seed! heads
of shepherd s purse about every second day. In
the drinking water add 20 drops of Chemical Food
three times a week. Well dust the bare place# with
boracic acid, when moisture appears. Allow bird tobath© freely if it is fairly active afterwards
DIET FOR RINGNECKED PARRAKEET, ETC.

(Novice, T.8.).—Get one quart each of giant can-
ary seed, white millet and best white oats, also ono
pint each hemp and sunflower seed, and shelled
monkey nuts; well mix th© whole and keep supply
in cage. You can also supply pieces of stale bread,
biscuit, plain cake, ripe fruit, and green food
(flowering and seeding grass, groundsel, lettuce,
etc.). Grit (not sand), cuttlcbono and water must
be continually in the cage. Keep the bird at all
times out of draught, arid till it is established keep
it ip a fairly warm, even temperature. As regards
the Java Sparrows, white millet and canary will
suffice, but they are usually fond of crushed oats,
and I am of th© opinion that if you continue to offer
greenfood, such as lettuce, seeding and flowering
grass, seeding chickwced, etc., they will ultimately
tak© to it, and the sooner this occurs tho better
for the birds. Do not forget to supply grit and
gritty sand on cage tray ; keep a piece of cuttle-
bone hanging in the cage-, and give a daily bath.
BLUE-FRONT ILL (Mis® B.).—If you can induce

the bird to eat it, give a littie miik sop daily, pre-
pared so: half a dozen pieces- of sponge cake about
size of walnuts, half a teaspoonful of cod-liver oil
emulsion, one teaspoonful of condensed milk, and
sufficient boiling water to make a sloppy sop.’ Giv©
this till the bird recovers strength, then gradually
wean it from the -sop to th© ordinary diet. Pub
three drops of whisky in the drinking water daily,
and spread a little honey and borax on anything
suitable that th© bird will eat, while th© content®
of a smalt box last. Keep it warm, and bathe th©
affected eye with a tepid rose-water and zinc solu-
tion, dabbing the surrounding plumage dry with a
soft cloth afterwards. If there is any running at
the nostrils, bath© or spray these with dilute glyco-
tbymoline till th© trouble cease*. The main cause
of th© trouble has been th© difficulty of voiding the
egg. and during the exhaustion following she has
evidently caught a chill—a heavy strain on an aged
bird, but I think there is a good prospect of her
pulling through with careful nursing in really warm
quarters. In addition to what is stated above,
supply the normal dietary for th© bird to help itself
to as inclined. Report progress about fourteen
days hence; if th© bird should become suddenly
worse, writ© again at once.

POST IVEORTEIVIS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon (lead
cage birds for a fee of le. 6d. each bird; for reply
direct. 2s. 0d.; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; It is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and it
a fee is enclosed th© loss will be th© sender’s.
J. H. Askew—Septic fever, a highly infectious

and fatal disease.
W. H. Jones.—The bird was in a bad state of de-

composition on arrival, so it was impossible to
make a thorough examination.
A Derbyshire.—Disease of the liver. This organ

was abnormally large, and of a hard fibrous texture.
Th© disease had been maturing some time.

J. H. Anderson. — The bird examined died of
ptomaine poisoning due to impurities partaker! of
in the food. The bowels were in a state of inflam-
mation, and the lungs were affected with pneu-
monia. I could not detect anything wrong with
the seed.

GENERAL.
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR.

British Bird.—According to our information
the Goldfinch is protected all the year round in

the county of Glamorgan, but th© Bullfinch, Chaf-
finch, Greenfinch, Linnet and Redpoll are not in

th© schedule of protected birds in the Wild Birds
Act of 1880; neither are they mentioned in the
special order, dated 1909, which -sets forth certain
additions to th© 1880 Act to ap-ply to th© county
of Glamorgan. On the promontory known as Worms
Head, however, wild birds and their eggs appear
to bo protected during the whole of the year, and
in certain districts all bird® are protected on Sun-
days. Your local police authorities would inform
you exactly how the matter stands in your own
district. (2) It is not proposed to republish in book
form the articles you mention. We could send
you the back numbers containing them if these
are all still in print.

J. A. Scott.—It would be much too tall an order
to explain in our columns "The Law Regarding the
Wild Birds Protection Act,” a® you desire. We would
advise you to get the "Bird Dealers’ and Catchers')

Guide,” published at sixpence by Messrs. Trower and
Co.. Caledonian Road, London, N. This handy little

guide gives tho full -schedule of birds protected by
the Wild Birds Act of 1880. It endeavours to explain

th© meanings -of the various Acts on the subject, and
the variations as to different localities. Bcside-s this,

Messrs. Wvman and Sons, Fetter Lane, London, E.C.,

publish, at one penny each, pamphlets giving extra

“Statutory Rules and Orders,” made since 1880, and
applying to individual districts. The pamphlet re-

ferring to Survey, f.i., your own county, has addi-

tions to the 1880 Act which would tak© columns of

our journal to set forth fully.
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ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued from page 41.

WANTED
toy quantity of 1915 Canaries, including Borders,

Vork.'liiTf-., Norwicih, and iiolUrs ;
good prices

given
;

cash hy return of post, no waiting: 0.

Chapman, lligh'-st., Birmingham.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/• a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen; Goldfinch Mules,

lien,. 1/ each; cash or deposit with editor: Ruther-

ford, Uird Importer, Leytonotone. (341)

SALE or EXCHANGE.
Mainly British.

WILL give 13 Skylarks and little cash for pair clap

aets, or good Siskin: Marnoch, Ida, Melville-st.,

Lochgell) (409)

FINE Greater White-throat, well moated oil', 4 -;

Inc cock Linnet, 1/41; offers: W. Conic, 48, Ncw-

•iOwn, Itnunds, Wellinghoro. (410)

SALIC or exchange cock Itrown Linnet, singing, and
Goldie .Mule. 3/- pair; particulars: Plumtree, Nor-

tmmhy-rd., Crosby, Scunthorpe. (407)

KXTHA largo 1914 cock Goldfinch, grand blaze,

dean, house-moulted, 7/6; exchange flemish giants:

Chyle, Platelayers Arms, New liarnet. (410)

GOOD Linnet and Greenie cocks, lien Goldies and
Bullies, cock Cluillie, C.-M., full song, sell, exchange
anything; Gridin. Bretforton, Honeybourne, Wore.

(408)

Mainly Canaries.

IROLLERS, cocks, singing, 4/-; liens 2/-; exchange
anything useful: Jopson, Newton Heath, Manchester.

(409)

GRAND l’om. pug bitch, in kindle, 25/-; exchange
roung Yorkshires: Blackett, 2, Roole-st., New North-
:d., London. (409)

FOR sale, Norwich cock and lien, 12/-; exchange
anything; also 4 Bantam cocks, 5/-: Logan, Arthur-
st., Newton Stewart. (409)

YORKSHIRE cock Canary for sale, 0/6, or exchange
anything useful; Leighton, 82, Nichbls-square,. Hack-
ney-rd., London, N.E.
EXCHANGE pair Y'orkshires and pair Rollers, first-

class birds, for Toy Yorkshire Terrier; J. Kearney,
1, Athot-st., Liverpool. (407)
WANTED Roller cock, exchange four good hens,

Yorks and Norwich; sell cheap; particulars; \Y

.

Barrow, Low Wray, Ambleside. (407)
THREE Norwich, 1 Cresthred liens, 10/ lot; or ex-
change British Goldfinches or Linnets preferred:
Hewes, Brinsley Moor, Eastwood, Notts. (406)
PAIR Norwich .Canaries, 12/6; exchange pair field

glasses or cycle covers, 28in. by 1 jin. (wired); offers:
lames Simpson, Stirling Village, Boddam, Aberdeen-
shire. (408)
• IG huff 1914 Norwich cock, good stock bird, 12/6;

two buff Norwich liens, 7/6 the two, or exchange
dap nets or H.-M. Goldfinches: Smith, 24, Bilton-pL,
City-rd., Bradford. (405)
EXCHANGE cock Linnet, Yorkshire hen, millers,
(or Roller cock, full song; sell 8/6; little cash for
good songster; offers; Willis, 13, Lower Bailey-st.,
Wattstown, Glam. (406)
GOOD Norwich cock, 8/6; Yorkshire hen, 3/-; two
Roller hens, '7/-; exchange, Yorkshire cock -or Nor-
wich show cages, or offers: Place, 22, Rhodes-st.,
Wilson-st., Castleford. (405)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, Y'orkshires, Borders,
lnd Roller Canaries, sell reasonable, or exchange,
pure or crossbred poultry, geese, or ducks;. . _ Me
•^nd. Hamilton Place Castle-Douglas. (399) « ton" Heath. Manchester.ONE pair of show Crests, pair of Yorkshires, pair

— — —
Borders, 3 pairs show Norwich, pair Green Budge-
rigars, sell, cash £5,; exchange mack, top coat, suits,
loots, new pony harness; anything value £6 10s.:
Shinn, Red Burn-royv, Fencehouses, Durham. (407)
GREEN Crest hen, green Crest-bred cock, 15/-;
variegated Crest lien, 4/- ; three good Norwich hens,
l/- each; huff Norwich cock, can win, 15/-; yellow
Yorkshire cock, 6/-; buff hen, 4/-; yellow hen, 4/-;
on approval : Foster, 7, Chureh-terr., Helmington-
row. Crook. (398)
EXCEPTIONAL offer. Waverley Book Canaries and
British Birds, new, 16/-; Norwich travelling case
and 3 cages, 7/6; gent’s silver lever, capped and
I
ewe lied, good timekeeper, 10/6 ; two 1915 Norwich
dear yellows, 10/-; offers lot or separate; wanted
gent's gold albert, good; approval; particulars:
IVest, 17, Kimberley-st., Briercliffe, Burnley. (407)

WANTED Bull pup, give banjo-mandoline in case
and cash for right sort; pup first: Worsley, 11, Hope
st., Bradford, Manchester. (410)

SALE or exchange, lovely Pom. puppies, black
and white, sell cheap to good home: Meredith,
Tailor, Congleton, Cheshire. (402)

FDR sale, or. exchange, pure Whippet bitch, seven
months, 7/6, 141l>s. weight, 15ins. height; Mrs. Gil-

man, 31, Double-row, Kilwcnny. (408)

TWO hen Canaries, cock Goldfinch, miller, cock
Bullfinch, large, exchange cock Rollor, songster:

As tell, Hairdresser. Frame, Born. (405)

COCK Bullfinch, 5/-, 75 clean “Cage Birds," 10d.;

Charles l. shilling, 1/5; three old Roman coppers, 1/ :

Hubbard, North Kiiworth, ltugh.v. (408)

WANTED offers Canaries; exchange pair Scotch
blankets, or new silver lever watch, well 25/- each

:

Drummond, Hutchison-st.. Glasgow. (409)

PICCOLO, silver keys, ebony tube, new, cost £2;
sell, or exchange anything useful; Smith, 05, Cox-

st. West, Balsa 11 Heath, Birmingham. (408)

EXCHANGE, gent.'s medium size raincoat, nearly

new, for Mule or Roller in song: Cunningham,
Tobacconist, Mountain Ash, South Wales . (408)

4-PLATE hand camera, liokjs 12 plates, and ac-

cessories, exchange Mules, Canaries, fowls, or re-

cords, sell £1: 8T, Summerstown, Tooting. (407)

EXCHANGE 2 Aylesbury ducks, laying, also banjo,

for anything useful, or really good songster: Jack-

son, 8, Sheredan-rd., Highams Park. London, E. (410)

WILL exchange C.E.S.G., M.B.R., or Birchen

Bantams, Modenas, or red Jacobin Pigeons for

foreign Pinches or Canaries: Mrs. Gant, Heilhngly.

(405)

EXCHANGE pair good 1914 Ferrets, workers, for

Canaries, British, or anything useful; approval
willingly : Carpenter, Palmerston-road, Woaldstone.

(404)

WILL exchange, one pair of ladies' best boots, or

one dress length or suit length for 5 young Canaries,

as bred, or 5 old hens: Cummings, 4, Richmond-
terr., Leeds. (406)

NOTICE ! We want Birds, Parrots, Poultry,

Rabbits, Cavies, Gramophones, Records, anything in

exchange for cutlery or plate,; write: Smith Bros.,

49, Pear-st., Sheffield. (405)

EXCHANGE, ladies' and gent.'s umbrellas, solid

silver mounts, also ladies’ and gent.'s silver watches,

for cock Canaries, or anv Live stock; offers: Dobbs,
Manufacturer 866, Rochdale-rd., Manchester. (408)

CHINCHILLA Queen, highest pedigree, £3;
three gross twopenny packets Keelenzo, lor cleaning

paint, etc., sponges; two pounds quick-silver; ex-

change, offers: Chineheu, Park-st., E. Cowes. (406)

BOY’S suit, 10/-, suit boy W years ; 2 young geese,

10/-; gramophone, diisc, 35/-; incubator 100 40/-,

another, 25/-
;

wanted. Canaries, camera (j-plate),

or aquarium J. Coekburn, 4, Carson-road, Canning
Town, London, E. (404)

WHAT offers, in Seifert Roller cock Canaries or

Yorkshires for splendid pair of Ayrshire blanks,

very heavy value for 21/-, and a good linen table

cloth, value 6/6: Particulars, A. Anderson, 8, Byers-

rd„ Partiek, Glasgow. (407)

EXCHANGE pair of clap nets, 12 yds. long each

side, 6 ft. deep, poles, etc., complete, for cock-

Linnets and Redpolls to value 14/-; f-in. mesh: S.

Capper, 534., Manchester-rd., Hollinwood, Oldham.
1 1

(402)

WILL exchange two lOozs. distemper brushes,

genuine new, for young Yorkshire Canaries, cocks

or hens; what offers; cost 10/- each; also pair of

boots. 8’s, cost 12/6, new : Mrs. Robinson, 86,

Ethelred-st.. Lambeth Walk, S.E. (405)

SALE or exchange, pair gent.'s leggings, 10/6;

6L\-cliambeT revolver, 7/6 ; 2 cock Goldfinches, proved

mulers, offers wanted in young Canaries. Norwich

or Yorkshire, as- bred, approval: W. Kilty, 24.

Jubilee-terr., Annfield Plain, Durham. (407)

TO SPORTSMEN.—One of the gamest little Fox

Terrier bitches living, thoroughly broken ferrets,

go to ground, and will kill fox 2 years ;
no more

;

25/-, offers, exchange; a bargain at £5: Particulars

apply, 43, Hermitage-rd., Coalville, Leicestershire.
(404)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding,

cycle tyres, draperies, cutlery, etc., for live stock

of all descriptions, birds, monkeys, Parrots, dogs,

rabbits, fowls, etc.; hundreds of testimonials from

leadina fanciers: Jopson’e Exchange Stores, New-
(397)

PROMISING WirjfFox Terrier bitch, 5 months, ve'ry

Mainly Foreign.
LEMON crested Cockatoo, extra trame, splendid
iondition, talker, with cage, nearly new; rare bar-
za.in

;
3 Palmer’s, 352, Upper-st., Islington, N.

I Miscellaneous,
j

GENT’S cycle, exchange for gramophone or Norwich:
Moss, 3, Brydon-st., Ardwick, Manchester. (406)

SIX 1914 Roller hens for safe, good feeders, 8/6
ot ; cash: Walker, 6, Lambert-terr., Aberdare, Wales.

(410)
WHAT offers in birds for that grand book,
‘Canaries and Hybrids,” new: 80, Ordsall-lane, Sal-
ford. (466)
ONE dozen of l^rge new ditch nets, what offers In
>irils; yours first: Dennett, 8, Bruner-rd

, Waltham-
itow. (408)
EXCHANGE, strong field glasses for braes hanging
:age, sell 8,6; yours first: Harrison, 136, St. Paul’s-
Jt . Hull. (406)
EXCHANGE 2 gallons of White Enamel, value 38/-,

for Canaries; Frank Thomas, 39, Lcfroy-rd., Shcp-
aerds Bush. " (410)
EXCHANGE, smooth-coated red Terrier, good yard
iog, for British birds, sell 12 6: Car,-, 59, Haydon’s-
M. Wimbledon. (408)
SEVEN British show cages, good as new, 2/- each,
12.6 lot, or exchange laying pullets: Elides, Llan-
ho-., Llandudno. (407)
LARGE pair Norwich, exchange for good watch or
rramnnlinnc. value tl, or exhibition rabbits: Jones,
Vaynol, Harlech. (498)
GOOD I e . 1

1

Terrier dog, would exchange for two
zoo I young Norwich cocks, in song: E. P., 19.

tSurchcli-rd. Pcekhairi. (409)

compact, by Leeds Surprise, ex Moor Lane Gipsy;

full pedigree sent cost 30/- ten weeks old, exchange
British hardbills. Canaries, indoor aviaries, breeding

or box cages; approval both ways; yours first:

Whitford Ogury-st., Nantymoel. (408)

EXCELLENT pedigTee Bull bitch, maiden, cost £8

at 6 weeks old, sacrifice for £2; good bird
;
room

sectional, 8ft. 6ins. by Oft. 6ins., £2: 4 Canaries, 4

hand-reared British, 12/-; nearest easli offer for lot;

owner removing cause of sale; few Spilman s strain

Canaries for disposal: John, 3, Hermon-rd., LJaorau,

Maesteg, S.W.
, £l_. . J*

08 '

WILL give value > ,/Oots, shoes, clothing, bedding,

blankets, cycle tyres, cutlery, etc., or household

goods of every description, in exchange for Canaries,

British and Foreign Birds, Parrots, Monkeys, Pup-

pies, Persian Kittens, Doves, Bantams, Rabbits,

Cavies, or live stock of any description; stamp

reply : Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163, Princeas-

6t., Manchester. (495)

Cats,
SIAMESE Kittens, pedigreed, 1 female, few males,
good eyes and excellent points; photographs; Clark,
Taybank, Errol, Perthshire. (402)
PRIZE Breed Blue Persian cat (male), 3 months

old, exchange box, double breeding cages, or flight

;

offers anything useful: Mr. Kigcn, 57, Ttaeburn-pl..

Edinburgh. (407)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat."
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding. Exhibiting. Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from enr Nutshell
agents, or 2‘d,, post free, from CaOE BlltDS, 154,

Elect Street, London, E C.

Cycles.

CYCLES, tyres, cycle and motor cyclo accessories,

money saving, wholesale list free: G. Wyndhams,
Wholesale Supply, Birmingham. (377)

CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/-; model
De Luxe, B.S.A., 3 speed, 90/-; motor cycles, tyres,

accessories, cheapest prices; list, 200 illustrations,

free: Cvclehtrd. 120, Old-st., London.
GIVING up cycle business; large stock of second-
hand cycles, in good condition

;
perfect running

order and good appearance
:

guaranteed
; ladies'

27/6, Ih»s' 30/-, gents, from 15/-; useful exchange
entertained : 8, Mount Pleaar.unt, Old Bashford,
Notingharn. (410)

ARE you a cyclist? If so, it wii! pay you to read
Smart’s advertisement and then send for Smart's
wholesale catalogues : Smart’s Limited, Cycle Fac-
tory, Birmingham. (408)

COVERS! Guaranteed for twelve months, 5/6 each;
heavy roadster inner tubes 2/8 each ;

saddles 2/11;
spanners Id. each; pumps 9d. each; everything at
wholesale prices ; send for wholesale catalogue post
free: Smart's Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham.
LAMPS! 1/6; rat trap pedals, 1/5 pair; rubber

pedals, 1/10J pair; cycle chains, full length, 1/11;

ball-bearing free wheels, 1/10; bells 5Id. ; tail lamps,

1/9; shilling size repair outfits, 6d. ;
everything for

the cyclist at wholesale prices
;
our wholesale cata-

logue is sent you free on receipt of a postcard

:

Smart’s Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham. (408)

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 2/9; gents 3/6;
girls 2/6; boys 2/9; youths 3/-; ai! sizes; carriage
paid : Underwood, 36, Y'ork-st., Hulme, Manchester.

j

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected ferrets, worked last season,

5/6 ;
splendd ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4/6

;

excellent ones,, ready to work, 3/6; younger, 2/6; ten

days' approval, cash or deposit : Thos. Wannop.
Short-st., Carlisle.

Garden.

TWO powerul Bull Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each; bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything:
Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green.

(410)
COLLIE dog, 8 months, make watch or sheep dog;
black and tan bitch, fine haired, 1 year, in season;
10/- each : McLeod, Stonelaws, Prestonlrirk, Scot-
land. (403)
WIRE-HAIRED terrier hitch, for sale, or exchange

small Pom. bitch or anything useful; approval:
William France, 7, Glebeland place, Merthyr Tydvil,
S. Wales. (405)
BEAUTIFUL pedigree toy Black Pomeranian,

bitch, 11 months, lovely coat, £1, exchange Parrot
and Cage: Wright, Bromficld, Park-lane, Old Bas-
ford, Notts. (411)

GRAND Yorkshire Terrier hitch, 18 months old,
good eoat and tannings, sell £1. or exchange Can-
aries; Thomas Ridley, 84, Wooley-terr., ntafwCrook,
co. Durham. 0406)
CHAMPION pedigree Bull' pups, males 60/-, bitches
35/-; brood bitches, dirt cheap, exchange gent.'s

gold chain, ring, or households: Chapman, 8, Myrtle-
rd„ Walthamstow. (409)

SPLENDID smooth Fox Terrier dog and hitch
puppies, seven weeks, 1st prize litter class Newport
(open ail England) makg certain winners; sire big

winner; 21/- each; approval: Samuel Challinor,

Market Drayton. (405)

JOHN HUMPHREY'S, the premier show and stud
bulldog of the North, cost £45; fee till sold, £2 2s.;

quiet, clean, no vice
;
quarter of his value asked

;

must sell, or exchange motor cycle, typewriter, roll-

top desk ; send for photo, stud card and full par-

ticulars: Wood, 5, Pitt-st., Liverpool. (408)

WEST Highland White Terriers, 2 bitches, just

over one year old, first class pedigree, by Macgregor
Sands, small handsome appearance, correct points,

make excellent companions, or suitable for breed-

ing, sell at reasonable prices, or exchange : Dt.

Kerr, Bucks Asylum, Stone, Aylesbury. (410)

A HANDSOME pure bred pedigree Airedale bitch,

18 months, blue hack, rich golden tan quarters, fas-

hionably docked, long lean head, small clove drop
ears, she will water, carry, hunt, find, kill anything,

and one of the best guards living, spotlessly clean,

plenty of good dog sense, almost human, -nit poul-

try farm, 20/-; exchange strong chickens: James,

Stag and’ Pheasant Hotel, Poplar, Nottingham. (406)

••CARE of th; Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now
rendv. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,

rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published

frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
FANCY' mice, 6d. pair; wheel cages, 9d. each:

Stapleton's. Spa-rd ,
Bermondsey, (406)

PAIR taine Japanese mice, and cage, 1/-; pair tame
rats, 1/- : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

(408)

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet

recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives

full information upon their care ami management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2jd. post

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Flect-st., London,

E.C.

DEVON and Cornish ferns, many beautiful varie-

ties, 4i) good roots, carefully packed, free, 1/6:

Griffiths Hendra, Davidstown, Cornwall. (408)

PLANTS for tile amateurs' green house, cacti and

succulents, cuttings, 1/- per dozen
;

large plants,

1/- and 1/6 each; exchange good British: Wilkins,

18 Keith ave., Walton, Liverpool. (407)

1/-, SEED or dozen plants, wonderful Broccoli, 5

to 9 large heads for years; photo showing three

years’ crops ;
keep ducks or fowls id. week, save

id.; green food cutter, 2/6 free: William Crisp,

Fordham, Colchester. (360)

Cavies.
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, - Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2Jd., post free, from CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Inatvral history)
BIRD Stuffing, illustrated. V-; egg collectors'

guide, 1/-; larva ditto, 1/-; illustrated catalogue

entomological apparatus, l.-pidoptera. egg.-, stuffed

birds fro-e. : Messrs. Davis, Museum Wcrks, Dartford.
(409)

Pigeons.
FOR sale, 12 good homers,
Redstone, Haverigg, Miliom.

9d. each ;
approval

;

(397)

Household Furniture,
Utensil J, etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE o(

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;

Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seedi
and foo&a, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian
rd,. London.

Aquarium.
“AQUARIUM Management,” Id. ; minnow carp, 3/0

doz.
;
plants ami snails, 1/1 parcel; rats, 1/9 pair;

fish exchanged for birds and vice versa; anything
alive; fish globes, bird appliances, overstock bought

.

Fisheries, Mountvenion-rd., Liverpool. (408)
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums witn

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2jd. post free,

from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FR

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are nnrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, kt."
* by Boots’, Taylor's, Timothy White’sSold in boxes, 1/14.

Branches and all C;Jhernists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34. DALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
'Dogs for Exchange.

RETRIEVER hitch, year old, sell 20/-; exchange
birds to large owner; H. Bingham, Long Sutton,
Lines.

" N* (410)

GRAND Airedalo hitch, take 12/6; exchange any-

thing for a little hoy ; Lever, 64, Garforth-st., Chad-
derton, Oldham. (406)

SPLENDID Dachshund, for sale. £2, or exchange
Pomeranian: Merrington, Builder, 40, Besson-st.,

New Cross Gate. (409)

WELSH terrier dog pup, 10 weeks, grand colour,

8/6, or exchange : Tom Roberts, Queen’s Hotel, Cer-

rigydrindion, Corwen. (407)

HANDSOME white West Highland terrier bitch, 2

year, clean, healthy, house Trained, 15/-, or exchange:

Seedsman, 163, Prioccss-at., Manchester.- (405)

SPLENDID smooth-haired Fox Terrier hitch, three

years old, excellent pedigree, 12/C
;

bargain, ex-

change: Tebav 105, Bolton-rd,. Bradford. (406)

SALE, white Whippet bitch, 18 weeks, 25/-; or

exchange for pullets; approval both ways: Olose,

No. 2, St. Vincent-terr., Cockiield, Durham. (408)

15/- to £50, several Collie puppies and adult

bitches, all prize-bred, ready for new homes, health

and temper guaranteed: Western, Sandy, Beds.
(389)

PIGEONS, HOMING
Pigeon-keepers will find much

in two of our “Nutshell” Boot
which deal with these birde in

set the fancier on the high road
“Tile Homing Pigeon”; No. B.

post free 2jd. cacti from " Cage
Street. London, E.C.

& FANCY
helpful information
lets. Nos. 7 and 8,

manner which will

to fnicccss. No. 7, .

The Fancy Pigeon,”
Birds," 154, Fleet-

Rabbits.
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet lie 30.

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-

ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,

Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d„ from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cack Biuds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

Sport.

ANGLERS’ Secret; no oils, chemicals or drugs

used, 7d. ; J. Bird, Wisbech. (409)

Various.
WnAT'S THIS? Something to interest ladies and

gentlemen; full particulars for Id. stamp: Harris.

16 Portland-terrace, Mansfield, Notts. (402)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regenthird, 120, Old-st., London.

Waterfowl.

On offer, in very line pairs, American Billowing

Teals, Red-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Goose (Oh. jubata). and several other specimens:

W. C. Duvzend, Naturalist, Rotterdam, Holland.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Cari,, 1M, Fleet

Street, hy J. G Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet

Lane, London, E.C,
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YOUNG AND OLD IN NORWICH CANARIES.
UNFLIGHTED BUFF NORWICH.-Winner of 1st prize at

Leyton Show for Mr. C. W. Tuck, Walthamstow. %
BUFF NORWICH HEN.— 1st prize and Special at Reading

1914 Show. Owned by Mr- F. Dearlove. Henley.

|

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UN DISPLAYED,—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE "CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor oi

the bona-fides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates lor a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.
Tho Proprietor reserves the right to reluse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason lor so doing.
Advertisements must in all case* bear the bona-

fide name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted il addressed to a receiv-

ing oliice, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
anil not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 15-1, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

for' RULES SEE 1st ISSUE -IN EVERY MONTH.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

Especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
Iheir condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heal, fly.

APPLIANCES
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign binds, Canaries ; designs : L. Latham, King-
iton-by-Sea, Sussex. (308)
WANTED, 2 and 4 Kosy Karrier, also C Yorkshire
show cages : Bout-field, Midgham, Queen’s Park
Drive, Bournemouth. (415)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. C345)

COTTINGHAM’3 new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last
season who are again sending for supplies; large
sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid: Cottingham, 9,

j'i \ enl-st., Nottingham.
NOTICE.—The best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace-ishaped and other three-compartment
aviaries in the world; send two stamps for illus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle-Douglas. (399)

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- j-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

"M.C.W," CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

(324)

BIRDLIME.
The very best, Jib. tin 7d., jib. tin 1/-, lib. 1/10,
sample 2d,, box 3d.; all post paid; as used by all

leading catchers : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton,
Stalls. (419)

FOR BREEDING, STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME. ETC.

In fact, everything for the bird room; send for

catalogue, post free; established 50 years: Sandf-
iord, Bird Specialist, Preston.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 X 12 or 10, 3/6 DOZ.
14 x 12, 4/- doz. ; 15 by 12, 4y3 doz.

;
16 x 12, 4/0;

15 x 12, 5/3 doz.; 24 x 12, 7/- doz.; see price list

Tor baths, show cages, box cages, sprays, pottery,

etc. ; send postcard : Volunteer Wire Works, Corn-

bill pa<>sage. Longton, Staffs. (407)

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
also planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts,

cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired ; all best quality and as cheap as possible;

illustrated catalogue free; Pass. Hucknali, Notts.
M08)

EMBOSSED RINGS
and stamped in numbers, all aluminium, 12 4d , 25

7d., 60 1/-; cage labels and pedigree book, with all

I/- oncers: Sunderland Ring Co., 22, Haydock-st.,

Burnlev. (381)

BOARDS,CAGES,CAGE SETS
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, 9in.

2/9, lOill. 3/1, 25ft.; 7in. 4/-, 9in. 5/1. lOin. 5/0, 50ft.

;

b-;it hand planed boards, 7in. 4/8, Oin. 5/11, lOin. 6/8

60ft.: small box cage sets, 1/C each, 16/C dozen Nor-
wich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft.
;
stamp for list of

all appliances: Stanton, 33, Boothfleld, Win ton,

Patricrofti (882)

HUNDREDS FOR 9d.
Wymondham, August 16th, 1915.—Send 9d. tyn
Birdlime. I caught hundreds of bird# with the last

9d. tin. It is hire beat I ever used.—tt. Cunning-
ham.
Can you have better proof than bids?—W.R.

The original XXX Birdlime has imitators, but
no equal; try it; tins free, 2d., 4d., 9d. For cages;

aviaries, and every possible requisite for the bird-

room and aviary see my "Multum-in Parvo” illus-

trated catalogue: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

IMPROVED WIRE FRONTS
Made from beat quality tinned wire and punched
bars. Stock sizes, 12 x 12, 6d., 5/- dozen; 15 x 12,

7d., 6 /- dozen; 18 x 12, 9d., 8 /- dozen; 24 x 12, 1/-,

10/- dozen. Any particular size or shape made to
order. Best tinned wire, 6d. lb.; 71ba. 3/-: Punched
bars, 40in. long, 1/- dozen; 48in. long, 1/3 dozen.
Enamelled tin seed-boxes, with removable glass

fronts, Sin. 2/6, 2Jin. 2/9, 3in. 3/-, 4in. 3/6, 7Jin.

5/- per dozen; all metal seed mills, 1/6; egg and
bread mills, small 1/9, large 3/6; nickel sprayer and
rubber pipe, 2/-; nursery cages, 2 /6 ; r

bath cages,
1 /6 ; wood for cage-making, prices on application

;

illustrated catalogue free : Walsh, Bird Special-
ist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (410)

TRY G. HUNT
for joiner-mado breeding, show, and stock cages;
training cases, and all appliances for the bird-
rooim; best quality only; prices on application: 19
Tlie Crescent, Balby-rd., Doncaster. (417)

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike, good and reliable., will hold in
any weather, used by all the principal bird catchers

;

packed in lever'lid tins, Jib. 8d., jib. 1/1 ,
lib. 1 / 10 ,

post free. Double Trap Cages, 1/4 ; Trap and Call
Cages, combined, 1/4; Call Cages 9d. each; Lark,
Linnet, and Finch Cages, 1/- each. Dealers send
for special terms: Walsh, Bird Food Specialist,
Blackburn. Tel. 947. ( 409 )

BIRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready for opening of season.
Clap nets made from superfine netting, finch mesh.
3 yards long, 4/- pair 4 yards 5/-, 5 yards 6 /-,

6 yards 7/-, 7 yards 8/-, 8 yards 9/-, 9 yards 10/-.

10 yards, 11/- per pair, all are 5j feet deep, 4 feet
fly, full measurement guaranteed, and price in-

clude® all pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immedi-
ate use

;
loose thread netting, specially knitted

from 60 s/3 cord thread for bird netting, 7 feet
deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4d. yard, 12 feet
deep 5d. yard; specially strong netting for U6e on
rough ground, f mesh, 10ft deep, 5d. yard, all post
free

;
single trap cages with separate compart-

ment for call bird, 7d. each, 5/- doz.
;
patent self-

setting and self-acting trap cages, guaranteed to
reset immediately each bird is caught, 1/6 each;
and Id. tin drinkers, 9d, doz., three doz. 2/-, 5/- gross

post free; real Italian hemp pull lines, 60 yds. long,

guaranteed not to stretch or snarl, 1/6 each post
free; stave poles, flirt pegs, and everything re-

quired by catchers, always m stock
;
send stamp for

full printed list. Please note above prices will only
remain in force while present stock lasts.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

DURING THE WAR
Our Customer* may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age tor Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlings, etc. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7lbs.

1/9 post tree.

TROWERS IMPROVED CECTO
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener tor thoee who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., post paid 1/6 lb; 7lbs. 8/6, post paid.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EG&ISCO.
EGGACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION

AND BISCUIT FOOD
(or rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birda that partake ot egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 60 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All user*

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It

Is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 4d., 8d., 1/3,

2/6, 71b. bags 12/6. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine 2/6 lb., choice 3/6
lb.; Dried Flies, 2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae,
1/3 lb., 3lbs. 4/-; Golden Bird Grit, 3/- Cwt.,

1/9 j-ewt., II- j-ewt.; Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine

flint, 3/6 cwt.; fine Oyster Shell, 5/- cwt.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES.
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-
card; three tons sold every year; jib. tin
sample, 7d. ; jib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free;

|

singe trap cages, 1/3;; double ones, call cage in

centre 1/9 ;
established 50 years : J. Sandiford,

Bird Specialist,. Preston, Lancs. ~

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order. Cage wire,

Tibs., 2/6; Punched Bars, 1/- doz.;
Seed Mills, grinjl from rape to sun-
flower, 1/6, post paid 1/9. Egg Mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6. Nursery Cages, 1/6, 2/6, round or

square partition. Egg Drawers, 2/- doz. Canary
rings, flanged, 6d. doz., 4/- 100. •

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted

with white earthenware, 4in. 8tf., 4jin.

lOd., 5in. 1/-, 6in. 1/3. Norwich and York-

flUHIIItmnm Shire Show Cages, 2/- each. British, 2/3,

I UJmOT 2/6. See Illustrated Catalogue for all

Mllii. cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages,

»|ggaj§P Roller cages. Send postcard.—ENOCH
TAMS, Church Street, Longton, Staffs.

(406)

BIRD SEEDS-
Peck. Bushl. Cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary .. 4/6 17/6 34/-

Large Spanish Canary .. 4/3 16/6 32/-

Fine Spanish Canary .... 4/ 15/6 30/-

Spanish Canary 14/6 28/-

Turkish Canary ...... 3/6 13/6 26/-

Best Bold Hemp 1/9 6/6 16/-

Fine Hemp 1/6 5/6 15/-

Choice Summer Rape .. 4/6 17/6 29/-

Fine Summer Rape il- 15/6 25/-

Best While Millet 3/- 11/6 22/-

Indian Millet 12/- 22/-

Mixed Seed for Aviaries 9/6 19/6

Ditto Foreign F.... 3/- 11/6

Ditto Parrots ... 2/6 9/6 11/6

Wild Seed for Finches .. V- 7/6

Teazle 11/6

Niga or Inga 11/6
Sunflower, White 4/6 17/6

Sunflower, Black «/- 15/6

Extra Large Linseed 9/6

PARR northVworks BURSLEM
POTTERY, ^PPLIANCESfdrFANCIEHS.

v: -5.’
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I
FOODS.

MEALWORMS, all large, 6d., 1/-, 2/- boxes, post
paid; no waiting: Stapleton’®, Spa-rd., Bermondsey.

(418)
MEALWORMS, 500 1/2, 2/3 1,000, carriage paid:

Pierpoint, 47, Henshaw-st., Rodney-rd., Walworth.
(418)

FINE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-, po-st

paid: Trower and Co., 442, Caledonian-rd., London,
N.
WASP grub, splendid lot, 1/0 lb., post free; none

better obtainable: George Gibbons, 95, Peel-terr.,

Stafford. (419)

WASP Grubs, baked, 1/6 lb., 71bs. 10/-; ants’ eggs,

2/9 lb.: Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. Established
25 years. (416)
GRAND, large wasp grub, in cakes or loose, alive

or cured, 2 /- a lb., post paid large package 1 /-:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (401)

FINE English mealworms, 1/6 600, 31 - 1,000; ant
eggs, 3/-, choice 3/6 ;

dried (lice, 2/-, fine 2/3 ; silk-

worm pupa:, 1/3 lb., post paid; Trower, 442, Cale-

donian-rd., London, N.

The

Most Efficient

Substitute for

Egg and

Bread

Crumbs.

SPRATTS
Cod Liver Oil

Cage Bird
Food

Gives Stamina,

Produces Gloss of Feather,

Saves Trouble and Expense.

Prices : About 12-oz. tin, 9d. :

3i-lb. bag, 1/9 ; Mb. bag, 3/2.

post paid.

SPRATTS
RED

Colour Food
Produces a rich and deep colour.

1-lb. packets, 1/9, post paid ; also in

tins 8d., 1/3 and 2/10, post paid.

Sample Box: of Foods and Booh on

Cage Bird Culture, post free.

SPRATT S PATENT LIMITED,

24-25, Fenehurch Street, London, E

Maw, Gold Pleasure, Sesame 8d. lb.; Dandelion and
Mustard 4d. oz.

;
Cuttlefish, 6d., 1 /-, and 1/6 lb.;

Millet Sprays, bundle* 50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, 1/- cwt. extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free*
Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Silver and T. tt.

Trower, given free with all orders for 5/- and over.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,
London, fV.

• Telephone— 1320 North.

WASP cake grand lot, 1/-, 2/- boxes, post paid;

dried flies, 1/9, 2/- lb., 71b®. 8/-; ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.;

the best cuttlefish, 1 - lb.; Lark and Thrush food,

6d. lb. also in 3d., lid. boxes; Spanish canary No. 1.

34/- cwt., 141bs. 4/6; hemp, 14/9 cwt.; ingar, 24/-

cwt. ; linseed, 18/- cwt. : Enoch Tams, Chureh-st„

Longton, Staffs. (4G®>

LARGE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2/6, 7/6

lb Wasp grubs, wasp grubs, alive or cured, in

boxes, Sd„ 1/3, and 2/6 each; live white gentles,

1 000 9d., 2/6 lb.: ants-’ eggs, extra good quality, 4/-

lb ; dried flies, 2/6 lb.
;
crissel, 4d. lb. ;

millet sprays,

large bundles of 50, 2/6 bundle; Lark or Thrush

food, 6d. lb.; cuttlefish bone, 1 /- lb.; freshly

gathered mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon

;

dandelion seed, 4 ounces, 1/-, 3/6 lb. ; maw seed, 9d.

lb. ;
gold of pleasure, 6d. lb. ; Pecko, the best con-

ditioner known for all seedeaters, 2/- lb. ; condition

seed for Canaries, Cd. lb.; 71bs. 3/-; sunflower seed,

9d. quart, 2/9 gallon ; special mixed Parrot food, 6d.

quart, 1/10 gallon; illustrated catalogue free: Walsh,

Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. Tel, 947. (429)

TAYLOR’S “ MIGHTY ATOMS
”

THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
(Registered trade mark) will help your birds

through the moult as nothing else on earth will.

Contains no canary seed. The recipe of a celebrated

Crystal Pal'ace winner. 7d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-, delivered

free. Our “ Red Sunshine” Colour-food is the

highest quality pure tasteless cayenne as. imported,

and is not doctored with oil and sugar; lib. 1 /6 ,

5lbs. 7/-, 281b. original tins 30/-; delivered free.

Hot Natal, 1/6 lb. ;
best obtainable Mixed-

Canary Seed, an eye-opener, 6d. quart; Linnet Seed,-

&d. quart; Sunshine Lark Food, 5d. lb. Sample of

any isent for two stamps: Taylor’s Wholesale Seed

and Corn Merchants, North-rd., Pre-ston. Estab-

lished 1874.
' (A13)

EGGERTINE ! EGGERTINE J

!

which rears Canaries far better than any other

preparation known, is made- from new-laid English

eggs, and not useless dried yolk of egg, has also

many other valuable ingredients. It is not, there-

fore, a substitute, but a genuine egg food, 1/3 and

2/6 per tin, post free ; it can also lie all ready mixed

and made into a red or yellow feed ready for use

without any preparation by the user; same price.

Jfy Red Feeds at 1/10 per lb., 1/- jib., postage

extra, aro unsurpassable. The "Excelsior” Blend

is the finest Red Feed ever put on tho market; it

is: the. reddest colour produced prQiuraliJe, being a
correct mixture of hob- peppex and . 6wcef>; Rudd; .

Specialist, Norwich,

J
ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

is pure, tasteless pepper of the finest quality. The
best re-sults are obtained by using Errington’s XL
Red Feed ; 1/3 per lb., post free 1/7 ;

prizes offered

to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars

to: Wir.. Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four
Lane Ends, Bradford. (410)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2./-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cavenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue. Brixton, London.

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale cf
4

E. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

SANDIFoRD’S
|NOTED COLOR FEEDS!
AND EGG FOOD, Etc.

Best in the World.
The finest colour food in the world foil

colouring Canaries that deep rich rod-J

colour. In use by all leading exhibitor:! in]

tho world. For testimonials drop a post-

card Prices 2/- per lb., 21b. 3/6, 51b. 7/6, 1111).

17/-. Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 21b. 3/8, 51b. 8/3.

All carriage paid1

. Real Honey made Egg
Crumbs for rearing young and mixing with

colour focal for moulting out birds; in use by

all loading exhibitor®; 1/- lh„ Slbs. 2/3, 7lh-s

4 /-; carriage paid. Pure Egg Flake, 3/- lb*

•Jibs. 8/-, 71b. 18/-. Giant Spanish Canary Seed,

141b. 5/-, 56lb. 18/-, 1121b. 34/*. Samp-lcs past

free.

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King. PRESTON,

LANCS.
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List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR “NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE
Most popular handbooks on canaries,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &0., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you “In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2}d.

1.—The Goldfinch. 18.—Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20 Waxbills.
4.—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
8.—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 20.—The Green Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon.
8.—Fancy Pigeons.
9.—The Disinfection of

Cages, Birdrooms, &c.
10—The Roller Canary.
11.—The Bullfinch.
12.—How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
bits.

31.—Fishing in River,
Lake and Pond.

32.—Care of the Dog.

25.—The Smaller Insecti-
vorous British Birds.

26.—The Larger Insecti-

vorous British Birds.
2*.—Care of the Cat.
28—Profitable Pet Cavies

Birds.
13.—The Chaffinch.
14—Gouldian Finches.
15.—The Greenfinch.
16.—Avadavats,
17.—The Grey Parrot.

0F AGENTS WHO SELL “NUTSHELL"
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature of the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : *liird$, Foods

, Cages, and Bird-room Re-
quisites; t Bird-room requisites

, seeds, etc., but not
oyds; iBtrds, and seeds^and foods only; § Seeds and
r oods only. f Newsagents.
Alexandria.—*J. W. Bell, 1G4, Main Street.
Barnsley. *Mrs. A. Pori ill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath. G. Pooley, 31, St. James’ Parade.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.— W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.—fj. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, '8, Hendon Street.
Birmingham—tH. Morris, 11V Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—0. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn—*A Bawdon, 85, King Street ; *J. Walsh,
Pheartant Aviaries.

Blackpool— J. McKierman, 62, Raiks Road.
B aydon-on-Tyna— §Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton—‘John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds Rd. ; *S.
lorpy, James Street; tjj. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton—»H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol—tFincli and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley—*D. Greenwood, 1C, Standish Street: *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd
Chesterfield—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Chester-le-Street—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cow£S, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—tSam Young, Misterton, S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
DarNngton,—tJ. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 64, Manchester Road.
Derby— *G. Bousiield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury—Aspey's, Market Street.
Doncaster—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street
Dublin—fM. nonan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey—F. Coilingbourne and Co., 21
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J . Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Feiling-on-Tyne—J. Crosby and Son, High St.
Cateshead-on-Tyne.—§John Crosby and Sons, 48.
High Street.

Glasgow—'W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street; William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street: J. Ward, 178
Main Street, Shettleston

; W. Crawford 192, Salt-
market.

Gt. Harwood—IT A. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rdl
Greenwich—Pedler, 37, London St.
Grimsby—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. I n.-nltl, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins, 55, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, Citv Aviaries. Por-
ter Street; ’G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street

Ipswich—James Raj'mer, Dog’s Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne—fM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street-

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley.—tE. PhUIipson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames— JJ. and B. Marsh, Market PI
Kettering—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & Q5, Wellington

Street.
0

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger, 132. King St
Kirkcaldy—tW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa—tE. T. Bryant. 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh—»J. Cavanagh, S9, Firs Lane.
Leicester—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds—}B. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse LaneLeek—§T. Messham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane- *J W
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; JE. Roberts Bird
Market.

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown
Longton—«E. Tams, Church Street.
London—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch; 35’

Upper-st., Islington; G. H. Hooper, 216 Forest-rd
Walthamstow; tC. A. Luer, 87,.Sclater St, Wal-
worth rd„ S.E. : *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd.

; J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd.
; A E

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S V Mower
1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.

; A. Dossett, Ladbroke^
gv„ W.; 8. Silveridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C.; *Wm.
Whiteiey’s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv.

; 'A. W. Gama-e
Ltd.. Holhorn: J. Jeffrey. 209, York-rd., Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vausfhannrd., S E. •

§ lewis and Sons, 211. Garratt-lanei and 280, York-
rd.. Wandsworth : Johnson. 20. Cleveland-st W •

T. W. Parkyn, 52. East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E E
Wilson. 407B, West Green Rd., N. ; W and E
Rolfe, 101, Bridport-place, Hoxton

; C. Roebl, 400'
Edgwarc-rd.; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-
rd., Willesden Green; J. H Morris and Co., 570
and 642, Harrow-rd.; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd
Willesden Green.

Manchester—*A. G. Davies. 110 & 112, Tibet.; ’R.
Krcmner, 104, Tib-«t. ; W. Jackson, 12, Liw-«t.,
Holme; ITJolin Heywood, Ltd., Deansgatc ; ’Dut-
tons, 51 & 53, Tlb-st. ; *W. Smith, 98, Tib et.

Mansfield—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew's Ter-
race, Llttleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough. -P. Corr, 5, Suffield Street.
Middleton Junction— F. Buckley, 21, Gi imshaw lane.

Mlllom. -§W. T. JJ. Cartwright, 7, St. George's Ter.
Maoclesfield—C. Cross, 17, Derby St.

Nelson. tJohn England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newcaslle-on-Tyne—’J . Mackenzie, 59 and 61, JIigh

Friar Street ; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,

and 31, Nelson Street.
Newcastle, Staffs—’A. Griffiths, 23. Merriat Street.

Newport, Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham—*W. Cottingham, Peveril Street;

§Armitage Bros., Caetlcgate.
Oldham.— Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Henshaw Street.

Ossstt. P. Imeson, Bird Stores, Bank Street.

Openshaw.—F. Wncihbournfc, 401, Ashton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth— tR. Nixon. 4. Friary Gate, Exeter Street;
§W. H. E’ison, The Market.

Portsmouth—H. Munofleld, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston -*J. Sandiiford. Nortli Road; ’Matt. Hop-

kins, 11, Fyldo Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Store*.
Ripley—Turner and Roberts, Oxford 8treet.

Rochester—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield *J. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lewis,
Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.

Shettleston, Scotland.—§J. Ward, 178, Maln-ist.

Shildon.—C. Sinclaii, 26, Garbutt Street.

Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street.

St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives fFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent.—’J. Pitchford, 218, London Road.
Swansea.—tMaggs Bros.
Tunbridge Wells—Live Stock Co., 34, Monson Road.
Tunstall—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.

Wigan—T. Summers and Son, 63, Darlington Street.

Wallsend-on-Tyne *Wm. Cockburn, 106. High-st-., E.

Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool—D. Coombes, 63, Stockton-streeV.
Worthing *F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Ydrks J. H. Clawson, Alexandra Aviarice, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.

Agents wanted everywhere
; for terms write to the

Publisher, “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.
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WALSH’S
Champion Colour Foods
Fanciers please note, we are Direct Importers

and buy only the very best obtainable. Walsh’s
Pure Tasteless Pepper, the richest and best
coloured pepper imported. Walsh's Egg Bread,
with Colour; saves time and trouble. Walsh’s
Insectivorous Food, with Colour, for moulting
British and Foreign Softbilbs. All above, 1/6

lb., 31bs. 3/-, 141bs. 17/6. Hot Natal Pepper,
specially imported for cage birds, 2/6 lb., 3lbs.

7/-. Sulphate of Iron, 1/- lb. Special Biscuit
Meal for Canaries, etc., 6d. lb., 71bs. 3/-; pure
Yolk of Egg, 3/- per lb. Samples free.

WALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn
Tel. 947. (419)

BOOKS.
|

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased : W. and G. Foyle. 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

MEDICINES.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,’’ post free 2Jd-
from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d,
from our agents (list published frequently). 1

“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,’’
j

“Nutshell No. 6," an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

|

medicines to restore our pet« to health. This wi 1
:

6ave you much discouragement ;and money, and 1

costs only 2jd. post free—From “Cage Birds,” 154
Flcet-»t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list isi- i

quently published).

MAGNET BIRO MEDICINES
are carefully prepared by a practical expert with
life experience. They have proved themselves
worthy of imitation, but have no equal. Refuse
all substitutes. THE “MAGNET” ASTHMA
CURE—Specially prepared for cage birds suffer-
ing from colds, asthma, and wheCzing. THE
“MAGNET" INFLAMMATION CURE—Specially
prepared for cage birds suffering from inflamma-
tion of the bowels, and all derangements of the
stomach. Specially recommended for young
birds just weaning. THE "MAGNET" MOULT-
ING MIXTURE Specially prepared for cage
birds that are stuck and have a difficulty in per-
fectly moulting. THE "MAGNET” BIRD
TONIC.—Specially prepared for cage birds that
are showing signs of decay. It enriches the
blood and strengthens the whole system. A cer-
tain cure for soft moult, going light, and
general weakness. THE “MAGNET" DIAR-
RHOEA CURE.—Specially prepared for cage
birds. All 6d. per bottle, by post 7d. Manu-
factured only by J. WALSH, Practical Bird
Specialist, BLACKBURN. Tel. 947. Agents
wanted. Dealers apply for terms, (419)

AYEAU”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:

—

W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,
South Norwood, London.

Post-mortem examination and advice, by return
poet, 1/1. £0 years’ experience.

SIGN THE COUPON NOW
And obtain your copy of

the 1915 Edition of

CAGE BIRDS IHNIIJkL
This Issue has met with greater

success than ever before, and

THEY ARE SELLING OUT FAST.
Be advised, and send for a copy

NOW before it is too late.

Remember f

We had to Disappoint Many
Fanciers last year, as the entire edition was

sold out before they ordered their copies-

These are some of the Contents

:

THE BIRD-K EEPER'S YEAR.
A new feature, which will remind the fancier of essential details of management, the timely atten-

tion to which goes so far to ensure success in the hobby, and which gives valuable hints month by
month.

THE CANARY BREEDER'S OPPORTUNITY.
By Claude St. John. Telling of the bright future that is in store for Canary breeders, and showing
how to take advantage of the existing circumstances in order eventually to profit by the increased

demand which is certain to arise in the near future

HOW TO MAKE BIRD-BREEDING PAY.
By O. E. Brooks. Demonstrating that the hobby of bird-keeping may be made profitable as well as

pleasurable. Indicating the mistakes to avoid, and the proper methods to be pursued.

THE FASCINATION OF AN AVIARY OF FOREIGN BIRDS.
By W. Wallis. The delights of foreign bird-keeping are dealt with in this interesting and practical

contribution. The fittings of the Aviary, the kind of birds to keep, and their requirements in the wav
of food and accommodation are all described, and there is an illustration of an outdoor aviary whicTi

is at once inexpensive, roomy, and, adequate in every respect.

WITH THE WILD BIRDS,.DURING 1914.

By H. Norman. In this article out British bird expert writes in his well-known style on the birds

about which he is so well qualified to write, and all lovers of birds in their natural surroundings will

be interested in this feature.
HOW TO REDUCE THE FOOD BILL.

By Claude St. John. Useful hints that will help bird-keepers to economise in this time of temporary

stress ;
showing how the expense of feeding may be reduced without any detriment w’hatever to the

well-being of the birds.
A REVIEW OF THE 1914-15 SEASON.

.

How the birds have fared during the year in each section. All are dealt with —Norwich Plainheads,

Yorkshires Greens, Cinnamons. Rollers, Whites, Border Fancies. Crests, Lancashires and Lizards,

Scotch Fancies and Belgians, Dutch Frills, Hybrids and British Birds, Foreign Birds. v

A DIRECTORY OF JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS.
DIARY AND CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR WITH EGG-HATCHING TABLE.

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATIONS.
&C., &C., &C.

No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether novice or old hand,

there is information in this bird-keeper’s encyclopaedia of the greatest

use to you. Each article is written by an expert, and in their experi-

ences of failures and successes you will find the way to the top of the ladder.

Get your copy now, price 6d. from your News-

agent or local Nutshell Agent, or fill up the

Coupon at the foot, enclose 7d., and send direct to:

“ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,

1 and your copy will

be sent per return.

To the Publisher,

‘CAGE BIRDS,’ 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

Please send me

Annual, for which I enclose

Name
Address

. cop^s of “Cage Birds'
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FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS.
DITCHFIELD’SM Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied 1°

LONDON ZOO.
the' world s pncmBH cage b.r®

ditchfieldjs tonic drops
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BRITISH BIRDS.
|

Hardbills. *]

OqOl) rising, cock Linnet. S/6: Mina Kosey, Rose-

mary House, Eastbourne.
each, three XJ;
Longton, Stabs.

COCK Siskins, 3/0, 31; ‘^^^^cJ'faHd^Rambodde,
Bpeeial'ly selected, «/• G. sueue

(4U9)

Forres. . ... . ^.wted 276; bens 1/-;

BULLFINCHES, eocks 27-, aelenw ’

Markct-st.,

selected 1/6: Hayes, e/o Lloyds, oa,
(417)

*^rWO ^Canary-reared cook Linnets, .and onetouse

moulted cook Miller

flick, Exeter.

FOR »Me,

/"the b>t: C. Bartlett,^Ex-

i : Ciillman, Nelson, Kingslom) Canary reared Linnets, in JiaWoor

tviury, 10/-;. any oilers

Ml., Luton, bods.
n„iiftmhes been used' lor

Xng.^0^k
an
B
d
Ul“tinn«ts: Rudd,

Specialist, Norwich.

BROWN Lancashire

nicely, make good call

Linnet and cage, singing

bird, 37-: Joseph Cross.^b,

Beech-st., Padiham.
three for 17-, or 3/-

CAMB1UDGE cock Linnets, three ^ Cold-
per dozen; picked birds, 17 eaen

. (418 )

ham-lane, Cambridge.
Cambridge cocks, war-

L1NN 1ST8 1
Linnets ! Real Camoi ioge

Randall,
ranted, 37- dozen; hen Linnets, u

(418)

21. Bridge-st., Homerton.
Linnets, well on

LINNETS, warranted cock
^

Brown n
c5

* t

hard seed, 3/- dozen: Maislull, ao. o, e
(372)

Sncinton rd., Nottingham.
.

(Kj cach, three

gf 1— <ss
.... n with Crowle, Lines. > -

LINNETS, Linnets; Southdown birds are best

Dongsters in England, grand rich nut-brown cocks,

well on seed, six for 2/3 or 1/- doz.
;

hen# 1/-

dozen
;

sex and satisfaction guaranteed or money
returned, and carefully packed for any distance;

oa me address 23 years: Cl. Smith, Central Bird

Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (HO)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches ! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, band-

rearing, and ecxing, moulting and exhibiting, aro

all fully dealt with. 21d. post free, from: Cscii

limns, 164, Elect ot., London, EX'. (2d. from

agents; list published frequently.)

LINNETS! Linnets! Linnets I Warranted Kentish

cocks; not half hens; 4/- dozen, well on seed; any

quantity. I have a few grand selected cocks, caged

August 1st; six for 2/0; sample. 3 for 1/C; wanted

at once a few young Linnet Mules, as bred, or

cocks ;
good price given : Gladwin, 1, Summcrflcld-

st., Lee, Kent.
.
(41

*J)

LINNETS, 1 have the finest lot of young Linnets

in Leeds, taught under my prize-winner, see CaoE

Bmns, last 3 weeks, 1st prize one week, shared 1st

two weeks, 1/0, 2/- each
;
a gentleman bought three

Linnets from mo last season, sold them for .02; the

neatest contest Linnet cages in Leeds, 1/8, 1/6 each:

It. Dearlove, Expert, 13, Granvillc-place, Lineoln-rd.,

Newtown, Leeds. (3So)

SELECTED birds, all well on hard seed; warranted

English eoek Goldfinches, 27-, 3/for 57-; hens 1/-, 3

for 2/-; cock Brown Linnets, Oil., 3 for 2/-; Twites,

cooks or liens, 9d., 3 for 2/-; Redpolls, cocks or

hens, 0d„ 3 for 17-
;
cock Skylarks 9d., 3 for 2/-;

bright mixed aviary birds, 5/- dozen ;
catalogue

free on application: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-

burn. in®)
LINNETS! Linnet®! ! Linnets ! I

!—Own caught,

trained contest eingers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid hare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there i« a matter that

requires dealing with caution ;
thero is a very had

habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

No. 2, price 2.Jd. pcot free from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

GENTLEMEN, if you want a good singing Linnet

have one taught under iny undefeated champion
cup winner of England ;

they run their notes like

a good Roller and cost no more keeping than a

waster. I refused LT0 for my champion after he

won lsl^at Leeds. I have sold some of his pupils

at 10/-, *20/-, 30/-, and up to £5 10s. each; my
customers are delighted and are winning everywhere.

They make the proudest ever carried to a contest.

Prices only 1/-, 1/0, 2/-, 2/G, and: a few toppers 3/-

each I have also a few old champions for sale

at 20/- each. As an advertisement I am giving

every customer this week one singing Linnet free.

I want every fancier to hear my strain. Try my
Book of Secrets, 6d. post free. 1 have a nice lot

of extra giant cock Linnets to m/ike winners at

shows. 2/6 each; cock Siskins, 5/0; gem Redpolls,

2/6; giant Greenfinches, 2/-; all on approval; cash

or deposit. No agents; send at once to Fred Allen,

The Linnet Expert and Judge, 156, Potter-street

Aviaries, Hull. (419)

cochTlinnets well on seed.
Genuine cock Linnets, properly netted, sent ^ut
clean, and in perfect condition, 4/- doz., six 2/3,

three 1/3, hens 9d. doz.: Jackeon, Birdcatcher, Bard-

ney, Lincoln.

SKYLAflKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain (hem and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 24d poet lreo from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (liut frequently

published).
RARE Sof thills; true pairs: Blue-throated Warb-

lers, 60/-; odd cock, 20/- : Goldcrcot, 30/-; Tree-
creeper, 30/-; Nightingale, 20/-

;
Cornish Chough, 50/-

;

all twice cage-moulted, grand specimen®; al-so vari-

ous hand reared 1915 Softbills; particulars: Frost, 13,

Fairlawn-avenue, Chiswick, London. (417)

SOFTBILLS: the smaller opecies
;

full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by II. .1. Fnlljnrnes in " Nutohell No.
25,” which also deal# with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes tile collection of ants’ eggs, 2{(1. pool free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agent*
;

see list on another page.)
THE Song Thrush anu Blackbird.— Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the bent

poos i hie condition
;

together with directions for

handrearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in v Nutshell No. 4,’’ 2Jd. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

SOFT I! I I.L keepers, take expert advice before pro.

ceoding to buy and keep tlie larger specie* of Insec-

tivorous birds. Yon will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ail

vice is offered in “ Nutohell No. 26,’’ by II. J. Full-

jaincs. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

various styled of cages also receive full attention.

Can you breed Mealwo, .is? This booklet tells you
tiow. Post free, 2Jd. 1 -.in Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Loo., at our list of agents; call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

CHOICE ir^uXaVe^RedPoB.^^;tained : G

1 /- each; Bullfinch 1/6; — - -

Philipson, Mcorfield, Haltwlnstle.
Goldfinches,

WANTED, catchers to^send pnees

Park, E.
.— -

. cocv Brown Linnets, won
LINNETS, Bencher cock

Jaines B ray,

ri'iyVor’s' Yiud. S"^x
0fu^Srn

c0ck Linntto,

J'rlsIvESto “V.r
proval . \\ elsli, 42 ,

kcioi
> ^ 2 /.. few hens,

po

;
exchange good flight ea^ge:

.Bullfinches, Linnets, ^Bills.

vider. 24. Station-rd., Manor Tara,

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each, three 1/6; eoek

Larks, singing, flnger-taine, 1/-, 1/6, 2/6 each; green

Linnets, Redpolls, 6d. each, three 1/3; cages ikl.

each: 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (412)

BIRDCATCHERS! GRAND NEW INVENTION.
Practically indestructible, self-acting trap-net,

catches alive, uninjured, birds of every description,

Seedeaters, Softbills, Hawfinches. Goldf.nchfes. Jays,

by simply using the right bait (sec instructions),

fitted with 3-r-inch rust proof springs, best cord net-

ting, made on strong steel frame-work, far superior

to ordinary net-traps, will catch pounds worth valu-

able birds; price postpaid with printed baiting in-

formation, 2/4: Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (414)

Norwich.

Miscellaneous.
CATCHER'S, wanted, supply Goldfinishes, Bull-

finches, Linnets, Chaffinches, Redpolls, for prompt
cash; state prices; Dowse, 2, High-st., Gateshead.

(41 1)

COCKS per dozen. Linnets 4/-, Chaffinches 4/-,

Redpolls 2/6, Greenfinches 1/-, Linnets, Chaffinches,
Greenfinches, Redpolls, Robins. 1/- pair; 12 mixed
seed aviary birds, 1/-: Fenn and Son, Bowers-lane,
Isleham, Cainbs. '(415)

CIOO REWARD !

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS,
REDPOLLS, Sec.

We are patronised, and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace, judge and exhibitor,
so our reputation stands .second to none. We give
above reward if it can be proved we send out un-
healthy birds or hens for cocks. Editor of this
journal has seen scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British
birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t -send, out birds straight
from the field; all are well on seed,; guaranteed.
Real English 1915 cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each,
three 4/-, six 7/-, twelve 12/-; hens, 8d. and lOd.

;

extra picked, for muling, 2/6, 3/- each, three 5/-;

six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-; hens, lOd. and- Y/-.

Cock Redpolls, 6d. each, six 1/6, twelve 2/6. Lan-
cashire cock Linnets, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, rhree 4/8,

six 2/6, twelve, 4/-; cages- for any of the abov
from 9d., 1 /-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/-. Seed grinding mills

1/6. Sendi for 'catalogue of everything.
Established 50 years.

SANDIFORD, Bird Specialist and Judge, Preston,
Lancs.

canariesT]

,3 ,
warranted all cocks, 3/-

. ,
(416)

N
LI\NETS Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
1

,1 dozen' sex and satisfaction guaranteed;

P C.
'

before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hi^,

"s°( b

E

T'l 1 "

B

u liftnc

h

ee ,
mostly cocks, cock Goldfinch^

'> d-oz-en wire fronts, in wooden frames, »

exchange for pure-bred pullets: Wcstcott, Orchard-

'

\VA UR*ANTED ^ock Brown Uimets^ for show or

^ruimn'i'earthy marble-breasted eoek Linnets urn

I, 1)1, for song; OCX guaranteed: Sd. each, tnree
Lark

afo)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS.
I have, tii© finest stock of birds in Bradford bar

none. If you want class, send her© and get value

for money. Grand Greypat© cock Goldfinches, 2/-

each; a few specials for moulting out winners, 3/-

each
;
grand cock Bullfinches, 1/6; hens, 1/- each;

grand young cock Linnets; these will make, good

contest birds, 9d. each, 3 for 2/-; all guaranteed

healthy and on hard seed; approval; “Cage Birds”

deposit system: Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443,

Manebeister-road, Bradford. (419)

GOLQFiNGHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
Warranted cock Goldfinches, on hard seed, 1/6 each,

three 4/-, six 7/-; specially selected 2/-, three 5/-,

six 9/-; hens 1/-, three 2/6, six 4/-; young cock

Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, bens 1- each; warranted

cock Linnets 6d., three 1/3, six 2/3, 3/6 dozen;

specially selected larger cocks 1/-, throe 2/-, 4/0

dozen; hen Linnets 1/3 dozen.; cock Greenfinches

0d., three 1/-; round top call cages €d., three 1/3;

all on approval, as usual
;

caflh or deposit : Thomas
Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham,

Border Fancy.

BORDER cocks 3/6, hens 1/6, all colours; youn"
birds: Douglas, Bridge-st., Brechin. (414)

TWENTY cocks, cold-room bred, all colours, 4/6,

5/-, and 6/- each; approval: Irving, 50, Lawson-st.,
Carlisle. (413)

FOR sale, aviary and 10 Border Canaries, as bred,

£2 os. ;
apply after 7 p.m. : 106, Melborne-grove,

East Dulwich, Nr. Bristow. (414)

NOTICE—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken
;

approval

:

Me.Keand, Seabright, Gastle-Douglas. (399)

VERY handsome lot Borders for show, or other,
requirements, grand songsters, every bird gtigran-

te-ed, 7/C, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate,

Bcdfont. (395)

“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully iiow to manage these "wee gems” dur-

ing tlie breeding season, bow to keep them in health

and song, how to select ideal pairs, and tlie general

management 'of this popular variety; send at once

for a copy. 2)d. post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

W L, PAGE, Breeder and Exiiibitor of high-class

Norwich, lias a few grand birds to *pare; inquiries

solicited; state requirements.—30. Bedford Place,

Southampton. (381)

WANTED, young Norwich, any quantity, cash de-

posited
;

particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101, Brid-
port pi., lloxton.
GREEN Norwich cock, 3914, good ' stock bird and

songster, 9/-: S. Lavet), 16, Nursery-rd., Bishop’s

Stortford, Herts. v'410)

PRIZE Norwich, "cheap to clear, also Rollers; or

exchange motor cycle accessories, anything: Olle,

Linton crescent, Hastings. (414)

EIGHT 1914 and 1915 cocks 3/6 each; 5 liens, 1 /-

each; 2 Border cocks, 3/0 each; must sell: Thomson,

5, West Vi w-rd., bt. Albans. (418)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song,

prices low; easy payments arranged ;• approval : Me-

Kcand, Seabright, Castlc-Douglas.
TEN very large young Norwich coiks, yellows and

buffs, bred from winners, 5/- each, or 40/- the lot; ap-

proval: Welsh, 42, Keform-st., Stamford. (414)

GONE on munitions. Cnflighted yellow cock, 12/6;

2 year yellow cock, 10/-, on feed; bargains; llum-

•phries strain; approval!: Jcs.-op, 3. Dudley-st., York.

1015 genuine singing clear Norwich cocks, 4/6 jiud

5/-; hens 1/6, over moult; 1914 yellow cocks, 7/-;

singing hens 2/-; aid iri outdoor aviary: Holdstock,

2, Ivv-rd., Luion. Beds. (415)

FOR sale, grand lot, rich yellow and varie-gated

young Norwich cock Canaries, splendid songsters,

7/0, 8/6. 10/6; every bird guaranteed; hens, 2/6:

Harris, Tye Estate, Bcdfont. (395)

FOR sale, 2 pairs of Norwich Canaries, ]/C pair;

Crystal Palace aviary, 10/6 : Canary hanging cage,

2/6; 4-compartment cage, Oft. long, 10/-; 35/- the
lot, or will exchange anything useful: 8. Allen. 28,

Knox-rd, Wellingborough. (417)

SELL two pairs of good Norwich, all in good
health; one of the cocks second prize winner: sell

12/- : two cage-reared Linnets, 1914 mealy Redpoll,

laid eggs in cage, what offer; yours first: H. Lock,

Raync Lodge Cottage, Braintree, Essex. (414)

[Rollers <5 Singing Canaries
|

BREEDER 8 CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.Il.C.C.

Birds lor sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/6, and 7/-;

hens 2/-: G. Sutherland, Rambcddc, Forres. (409)

GOOD Rollers, 10/-
,

exchange Norwich or York-

shire: M-ingham, 1, Grimes-st., Norderi, Rochdale.

HANDSOME young Seifert cock Roller Canary, full

song, accept 4/6: Miss Jones, Harlech House, Abery-

stwyth. (410)

ROLLER cocks, singing (no choppers), 4/6; liens,

21; viil exchange: Jopson, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (416)

FOR sale, 6 breeders, complete, 3 cocks and 4

hens, Pv^Uers, sell £2: K. Whitworth, 9, Robcrt-st.,

Hop iccod, Heywood. (416)

YOUNG P-oller Canaries, bred from bigb cla/A songs-

ters, as bred 2/6 each: F. Doggett, 4, E. Row, Forge
Side, Blaenavon, Mon. (415)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Randalls, 1915 bred,

cocks 7/6, hens 3/C; approval: William Mitchell, 4,

Gillsburn-pl... Kilmarnock. (418)

BEAUTIFUL Roller cock Canary, Randall's strain,

grand songster, accept 8/6, worth double: Mrs. Jones,

7. George-st., Aberystwyth. (410)

GRAND selection of Roller Canaries; cocks, full

song, 4/6 each; hens, 2/-; sent any' distance : Seeds-

man. 163. Princesis-st., Manchester (417)

CLEARING; grand cock and 2 hens. Bird's In-

ternational strain, 35/- three; also 15 cages, 12/-:

Percy Taylor, 71, Thursby-rd.. Burnley. (418)

NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken;

approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castlc-Douglas (399)

VERY handsome lot of rich yellow and variegated

Roller cock Canaries, pure Randall's strain, from

7/6, 8/6, 10/6, and 1'5/-
; every bird guaranteed ; bene,

2/6': Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont. (895)

PURE Randall's, best blood in England: four 1914

cocks'. 15/-. 25/-; 1915 cocks', under tutoro, 7/6; -hens

2/0, club rung; owner enrolled for munitions: Hoyle.

19. Chapel-st., Ohorley, M.B.K.C.C. (415)

GRAND lot of Glucke Rollers, one of Dimmock
2nd prize winners, good schoolmaster ; 2 more
schoolmasters and 2 hens, the lot £2: overstock 'd:

Pearson, 3, Wcst-st., Quarry Bank, Staffs. (415)

Softbills.

Coni tore©: 394, Lillie-rd., Fulham. S.W.
1,1 ’

Linnets, this class of
VERY tzood quality -binging

eU: |

T ANCASHIRE cock brown Linnets, real bcautits,

3 9 6 3/-; Redpolls 6d. each, 3 1/-,

e nil selected by me and satisfaction guaran-

LTuMn Garstang-rd., Wcsham, nr. Preston.

pOLR young hen Canarie

(402)

good size, 1/3 each;

r . ired Bullfinch. 2/-, 'very tame; 3 Canary-

cocks 1/- each; 6 young Bull-

ed, lOd. each •
i d Greenfinch'

trapp'd birds, well on

Bird Fancier, Tatwcrth, Cj'iml.

snould read wlfat,

(417)

II. J.

line!

Cockrum, Bi

rdil# n !cs She,m‘‘"
: Nl.tsiiiii No. 13,”

(xt free i. 11s sou all you need know concerning

the suci c,*ful keeping of these Jurds.

IHi.DS 154, Fld-t-'t ., London

see li»t on another page).

From: Cagk
E.C. (2d. from agents,

RAVEN, in pcpfect condition, feed from hand,
very cheap: North, Shadwell, Leeds. (417)

NIGHTINGALE, cock, singing, nice tame bird, 35/-:

Mu grave, 16, Hanover-square, Sheffield. (415)

WHE ATEA R, cock, co-iour-fed, show form, 4/6;

Flycatcher, ditto, 4/-: Clarke, 82, High-st., Syden-
ham, London. (418)
LARKS, cock Larks, in nest feather, 6d. each,

six 2/0, dozen 4/6: Tom Wright, Fairc lough -row,
Tarlcton, Preston. ' (416)

WANTED offers Briti h birds for wasp grubs, -9d.

1,000; 19,030 5/-, from: David Mackwell, Hairdresser,
Lawkho.me-lane, Keighley. (418)
TWO band-reared Heath Thrushes, nearest the

Nightingale, real beauties, exchange Goldfinch Mule
or sell 0/-: Dyke, Woolvertoh, Bath. (414)

JACKDAW, 1914, hand-reared, tame, artful, amus-
ing pet, runs about loose, chatters, 3/6; bargain:
Stinner, 47, Bean-crcsccnt, Bedminster. (415)

WANTED, cocks, good specimens, Blackcap
Nightingale, Garden Warbler, also mealworms,
snails; no fancy prices: Simmonds, 31, Wilcox-rd.,
S.W. (419)

GENUINE hand reared Song Thrushes, fully deve-
lop. d, warranted cocks, commenced toning, perfect
health, plumage, tame, 5/-: Crisp, 35, Southmill-
rd., Bishops Stortford. (395)

Greens.
TYPICAL pair Yorkshire self Greens, 1014, proved

breeders, 15/- ;
room wanted for young stock

:

Hooper 142, Owen-st., Hereford. (419)

j~~Lancashires.
j

LARGE bull Coppy Lancashire cock, 1914 bird, bar-

gain, 14/-; ditto 1915, 8/6; ditto hen, 6/6; approval:

J. Day, Fornham-rd., Bury St. Edmunds. (419)

|
Crests and Crestbred^rj

LARGE young Crests and Crestbrcds, absolutely

healthy, Joyqg-Barnett strain, from £1 pair:. Rev.

O. Mullens, Oliedzoy, Bridgwater. (418)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood, good early

hatched, through rnoult; now's the time for good
young birds; approval: T. Billington, 82, Colborn-

st., Nottingham. (404)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Pago, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.— ADVT. MANAGER. fl CAGE BIRDS.”

14 DAYS TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion .strain that

we supplied the winners at tlie principal contests

for years, and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- each

on 14 days’ trial at our risk: mpeeial terms
;
send

10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks

and we will -send one of th-sc non-sueh Rollers on

14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any other

strain advertised and be your own judge. Belgian

Rollers, in full .song, 7/6. 8/0, and 10 6 each, all on

14 day®’ trial at our risk: Bairstow’s, Ormskirk rd.,

Freston. < 41 °)

ROLLER
CANARIES/

Season 1915-1916.

VOOGT’S STRAIN.
ROLLER COCKS.- A few old birds still on hand In

usual song. 7/6 each, 7 for 42/-; 70 Young Cocks,

first arrival, 6/- each, 7 for 35/-.

HENS. -l.OOO actually in stock, 2 for 3 /-, m wicker

cage; 14. in 7 cages, 18/-
;
these can bo sent in vari-

ous colours splashed, dark, or yellow,

Note.-Those who telegraph money receive birds

same day.

JOHN D. H AfVBLYN,
221, St. George’s Street, London,

• East.
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Six Months’ Approval
with all cock Canaries, Norwich, Yorkshires.
Particulars free. Cocks 5/-, S/6

, 6/9, 7/6, 8/6 ,
16/6;

Hens 2/-, 2/6, 3/8, 4/-; Pairs 7/6, 8 / 6 , 9/6, 10/6. Three
Rood pure bred Norwich or Yorkshire hens, s/ 6 .

Notice I Yon may see 1015 cocks advertised on full

song; it Is a silly lie, it l>ciiiR a physical im-
possibility. Denial challenged. Detailed illustrated
list of others free. Travelling cages for one bird,
3d 1

.; for two, 4d,

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Yorkshires-
BREEDERS' CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chat
leuge Cup, the Y.U. 30 guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View terr.. Sandy Lane. Brad
ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Thornton,
Bradford.

LONG, stylish 1915 Yorkshires, bred from winners,
6/- each; eooko on song; liali, 134, Branksome-rd..
Brixton Hill, S.W. (415)
WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash

deposited
;

particulars, stamp reply; Oliver, 101,
Bridport-pl., Hoxton.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or SQng,

prices low, easy payments arranged ; approval : Me-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
NOTICE; grand lot young Yorkshires, bred from
champion songsters

;
cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 ;

every bird
guaranteed ; hens, 2/6 : Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, best blood, good early
hatched, through moult

;
.nows the time for good

young birds
; approval : T. Billington, 32, Colhorn-

Bt., Nottingham. (404)
YELLOW Yorks, cock, guarantee! to win anywhere;

buff hen, the finest in. Britain, 15/- each
,
pair stock

Yorks., Shackleton's strain, 15/-; Holler cocks, in

full song, 3/9 and 5/- each; approval willingly; C.
Ross, St. Leonard-rd., Forreo, N.B. (417)
OWNER joined Army; forced sale; cocks: Y'cllow
Yorkshire, winner, several firsts, 15/- ; buff, 10/-

;

variegated, 10/-; others, 7/0 ; only want showing to
win ; hens, good type and quality. 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 ; 63
youngstero, as bred, 3/6 each; 100 single breeders,
1/-: Fromant, 240, Woolwich-rd., Charlton, S.E. (415)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1*. by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union)
;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting

; also bow to treat in both health and
disease: Cagf Biiids, 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Scotch Fancies,
j

SCOTCH Fancies, buff cock 10/-, buff hen 10/-
; good

birds: James Baliantyne, The Square, Melrose. (417 )

Various Canaries.
|

WANTED all breeds of Canaries; state prices:
Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (416)
MUST clear, 28 Yorkshires and Norwich, best offer,
half cock birds: E. B., 28, Solon New-rd., Ctapham.
HAVING tittle spare time, a house-moulted cock
Goldfinch, 2 hen Canaries, 7/-: Churchward, 121,
Fore-st., Saltash. (414)
CLEARING out; 25 young Canaries, as bred, eight
hens, cages, etc.

; what offers : Reedman, 266,
Glossop-rd., Sheffield.

(417 )
BUDGIES, 2/- and 2/6; hen Canaries, 1/9 each; all
bred in garden aviaries; giving up: John Flavell,
Woodgate Post Office, Quinton. (416)
GRAND opportunity; 2 young cocks, full song, 1
hen, with breeding cage, 12/- Cash: Burns, Royal
Hotel, Cieator Moor, Cumberland. (412 )

SPLENDID lot of Norwich, Yorkshire, and Bor-
ders, unflighted and adults, reasonable: Lafbury,
24, Station-rd., Manor Park, Essex. (414)
BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and

Roller cocks, 3/- each; cock and hen, 5/-; approva :

McKeand, 15, Qu-een-st., Castle-Douglas. (399)
FOR sale, 15 young Canaries., 5 cocks, 10 hens, all

healthy birds; what offers: L. Boniface, 1, Laundry
Cottages, ltectory-rd., Farnborough, Hants. (415)
G1LAND lot Yorkshires, Rollers, and Norwich,

splendid songsters, 7/6, 8/6 , 10/6; every bird guar-
anteed; hens, 2.6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.
ROLLERS, 8 hens, 1/6; 4 cocks, 3/6 (fine, 1915);
pair Canary-reared Greenfinches, 3/-; 2 cock Bull-
finches, 1 /0 , 2/6; lot, 30/-; offers separate : Rowsell,
Horncliffe, Berwiick-on-Tweed. (415)
200 1915 bred Norwich and Yorkshires, few 1914
for sale, own breeding, colour-fed, deliver after
moult if preferred ; show and stock birds ; reason-
able ; approval, deposit: Bluck, 3, Westboume-terr.,
Dove, Sussex. (416)

YELLOW C.-B. cock, 1914, buff, dark Crest hen,

1914, cost £6
,
from King, this year; yellow C.-B.

hen, 11 Norwich (old and young), 4 cages, 4ft. 6ins.

by lOins. by lOirs., loose fronts, sand trays, ena-
melled, price £5 the lot for immediate clearance:
Riddle, 31. Moormead-rd., East Twickenham. (414)

|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

1915 Linnet Mules, in song, 5/- and 7/6: Muscott,
Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod Wells. (419)
WHAT offers for pair of Bullfinches ; also Linnet
and Canary Mules?: Stone, Grove House, Stroud,
Glos. (412)
COCK Linnet Mules, 6/- each

;
cock Canaries, Nor-

wioh, 4/- each; hens 2/-: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-
st., Scarborough. (414)
BORDER hen, cock Goldie, H.M., proved mulers,

pair 6/-, exchange Roller or Linnet Mule, full song:
Grassby, Postman, Altrincham. (413)
EXHIBITION Goldie cock, hen Bulliie, bred two
nests hybrids, nesting again, 6ell £ 1

;
offers, ap-

proval: Lyons, Corbaily, Limerick. (418)
GOLDFINCH Mule, cage moulted, 10/6; cock Gold-

finch, hen Canary, 4/6; or exchange for chickens:
Harris, 18, Victoria-rd., Walthamstow'. (414)
NOTICE.--Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-
finches, Linnets, Bulfinches, Chaffinches, from
catchers: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd.,
London. (414)
DARK yellow goldie Mule, cock, make winner, 15/-;
on colour food; nest-mate to above, 4/-; approval;
cash or deposit : C. Harrison, Alrewas Mills, Ash-
bourne, Derbyshire. (415)
THREE lovely muling hen Canaries1

, including
mother of my Groyfmch-Canary Hybrid, all good
mothers and in p : ,ct health; bargain, 8/6 the
lot; carriage paid; Harry Kay, Portland-rd., Black-
pool. (413)

OOLDFINCTI-Canary Mutes, warranted cocks, 4/-

e«ch, handsome variegated, warranted cocks, 7/6,

8 /fl, 10/0 ,
12/- each ; one (It show, even market huff,

warranted cock, dark cap, even wings, tail, 20/ :

Rowley, Elaton, Credlton. (417)
1914 Goldfinch-Greenfinch hybrids, cocks, 15/-, 19/-;

hen, 8/-; green Singing Finch Canary hybrids, fine

songsters, through moult, 10/6 each; hen, 3/-;
young cock Greenfinch, 2/ ; Cinnamon hen Green-
finch. 10/6; cock Canary, variegated, 5/-; nil above
in thoroughly sound condition, from outdoor
aviaries : Mrs. Christie, Newton House, Elgin. (419)

fFOREIGN BIRDS.
A FEW fine pairs of Green Budgerigars, now hreod-

ing. in out door aviary, 7/6 per pair: Groves, Clifton,
Weymouth. (414)
YOUNG healthy aviary-bred Budgerigars, 3/6 pair;
one adult cock Budgerigar, 2/- ; Oiiffe, 18, Church
Green, Witney, Oxon. (417)
WILL give 6/- each for Cockaliels, Ringnecks,

Quakers, or any hardy Parrakeetes: G. B. Chap-
man, Uigh-st., Birmingham.
PRIZE- BRED Budgerigars, from outdoor aviary,

Greens 4/6 per pair; approval: John Struth, Forth-
view, Bonnybridge, Scotland. (414)
SEVERAL good pairs of aviary-bred Budgerigars,
perfect health and condition, full feather, 5/9 a
pair: Harris, Tye-estate, Bedfont. (416)

RED-CRESTED Cardinals, two hens, 10/6 each;
also few small foreign birds, cheap

;
all out-door

;

approval: Criddeford, Lapford, Devon. (414)

GENUINE talking Parrots, not so-called talkers

;

also finest Budgerigars in England
;

list and par-
ticulars free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
TOUCAN, show condition, very tame and playful,

sale, or exchange rare foreign birds: Goddard,
“Northcote,” Clarendon Park, Leicester. (419)
BIRDS that pay! Green Budgerigars, finest

obtainable, any quantity, 6/- per pair : The Aviaries,

59, Hammond-st., Parkinson-lane, Halifax. (417)
PAIR Cut-throats, hen Budgerigar, and White-
throat; sell 10/-, or exchange small foreigners:
Atkinson, 101, Richmond rd., Thornton Heath. (415)

WANTED to purchase, pair of breeding Cocka.
tlels ; two cock Canaries, 7/6 each, or exchange
foreign birds: Smith, City Clothing Co.,. High-
bridge. (414)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors,, finest possible, selected
breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut husk,
nests, 5/- dozen: jliss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (415)
SPLENDID Amazon Parrot, good plain talker,

whistler, etc., accept 50/-, great bargain ;
exchanges

considered : Mrs. Davies, 3, Clifford-st., Oxford-Td.,
Manchester. (416)

LARGE solid mahogany drawing-room aviary, cost
£5 new, containing 10 Waxbills, Avadavats, etc.,

60/- the lot; Larking’s Corn. Stores, 394, Lillie-rd.,

Fulham, S.W. (416)

UNDULATED grass Parrakeets, giant full feathered
breeding pairs, unrelated, beautiful specimens, 6/-

;

young from above, 4/6 pair; outdoor bred: Charles
Read, Bingley. (415)

A FEW pair young Cockatiels, 15/6 pair, also
young green Budgies, 5/- a pair; outdoor aviary-

bred Guarran, or would exchange other foreigners

:

H. Jones, Sudbrook, Chepstow, Mon. (414)

GENUINE talking Parrots, few first-class birds for

sale, ©elected specimens, finger tame, good plain

talkers and mimics ; prices on application ; approval

:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (419)

TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, Tiealthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,

large cage, 45/6: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port. (400)

BUDGERIGARS, Green, true pairs, 5/-; Californian

Quail, 25/- ; few nice selected Amazons, young and
healthy, 37/6 each; also a genuine talker, cheap;
wanted a good milking goat: Zoo, Handsworth, Bir-

mingham. (418)

A SPLENDID talking male Rock Parrot, 18 months'

old, will make extra good one, with strong cage,

only 25/-; also Blue-fronted Amazon, very plain

talker, 2 years’ old, £2 10s.
;
approval, c*sh, or de-

posit : Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (416)

PAIR young Redrump Parrakeets, 45/-, odd cock

20/-; pair adult Jacarinis, 15/-; odd cock Zebra,

4/-; all birds in out-door aviary and in finest con-

dition ; wanted hen Blue Budgerigar and hen Pea-

cock-Pheasant, or would 9ell cock : Pulsford, Paign-

ton. (416)

OUTDOOR aviaries only: Budgerigars, Greens, 6/-

pair; hens, 3/6; young, 5/-; yellows, 8/-; hens, 4/6;

husk nests, 9d. each ;
Masked Weavers, lull colour,

3/- each; Baya Weavere, 3/6; Blackheads, 3/6;
aviary-reared, cock Linnets, 2/6 each ;

cock Canaries,

6/6 and 7/6 each; ten, as bred, 25/-: Sapsford, Hug-
henden House, Teddington. (418)

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell ” booklet,

“ Avadavats," contains full information on the

management of these birds. You cannot do better
>

than have a copy by you. and we ©hall be pleased

to forward same upon receipt of 2(d. Write, The
Publisher, CAGE Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

VERY tame Mynahs, 20/- each; white Javas, show
plumage, 18/6 pair; lovely Sugar Bird, 30/-; Maz-
millians Parrot, show plumaged, 45/- ; very tame
spider Monkey, 35/-; pair golden Pheasants, full

colour, 25/-; tame talking white- Cockatoo, including

large cage, 35/-; G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birming-

ham.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14,” from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2(d. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

GREY (King) Talking Parrot, over 2 years in

England, age 3, thoroughly acclimatised, perfect

health and plumage ; brought direct from Niger to

deceased' owner by skipper; never in dealer’s hands;
large vocabulary ; to any genuine buyer, £6, includ-

ing cage; can be seen (after letter): Mellor, 106,

Sinclair-road, West Kensington, London. (417)

PAIRS; Melba Finches, 50/-; Sydney Waxbills, 40/-;

Manderin Starlings, 49/-; Diamond Doves, 30/-; Blue-
breasted Waxbills, 30/; Violet Tanagers, 30/- ;

Blue-
shouldered Tanagers, 30/-; Crowned Tanagers, 30/-;

Little Ruddy Finches (L. Brunnicepe), 25/-; Mellow-
rumped Serins, 12/6 ;

Pintailed Wh.vdahs, 12/6

;

Masked Doves, 12/6; Combassous, 10/-; Magpie Man-
nikins, 10/-; Bronzewing Mannikins, 10/-; Pink-
breasted Waxbills, 10/ ;

odd cocks: fine singing
Shama, 60/-; grand Yellow-backed Lory, 50/- Red-
capped Amazon, 35/- ;

tame, talking Sulphur-crested
Cockatoo, 25)-; Alpine Accentor, 12/6; Pekin Robin,
fine singer, 12/6; Sulphury Seedeater, 10/-; Red-
headed Finch, 10/-

:
Ribbon Fincfc, 5/- ;

Swainson’e
Sparrow, 5/-: Frost, 13, Fairlawn-avenue, Chiswick,
London, (117)

ClAftT BREED bUDCERICARS
Green and Y<*llow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinde; fired in our
outdoor aviary, the f erment aviary outdoor# in the
county; Green# 0/d pair, Yellow#* 7/d pair; cash or

ea**v payment, (394)

HOPES, CT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
On our 4 month#’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for caoh or easy payments; holder thou
Hand testimonial#, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Hopes, Gt. Hridge-st., West Bromwich, (394)

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-road, London. African Grey,
50/-; Amazon, 20/-; Quail Finches, 30/-; pair Budge-
rigars, 4/-; Yellows, 7/6; Wagtails, 1/6; Carolina
Ducks, 25/-; pair coloured' mice and rats, 1/- pair;
Dormice, 4/-; wasp grub, 2/6 lb.

;
gentles, 2/6 quart;

cuttlefish, ants’ eggs, flies, etc. ; Sword tail Fish.
6/- pair; eavies wanted: I)e Von and Co., 114,

Bethnal Green-road, London. Price lists. (410)

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In outdoor aviaries (all moulted and in perfect
condition) Ribbon Finches, Spice Birds, Bronze-
wings, cock Saffron Finches, Black-headed Nuns,
hen Whydahs, White and Grey Javas (show con-
dition), Black anil Fawn Bengalese, Napoleon
Weavers (full colour), Siberian Bullfinches (cocks
and hens), ccck Californian Quail (perfect plumage),
Senegal and Barbary Turtle Doves, Green and Yel-
low Budgerigars, tame Sulphur-crested Cockatoo,
young Yorkshire and Crested Canaries, cock Gold-
finch (1st Bridlington, 4th Bradford National, and
other prizes), pair Silver Pheasants, White Fantail
Pigeons, Golden Pheasant chicks, Greenfinches, Bull-
finches, etc. Poultry: Young Faverolles, Colum-
bian, White, and Partridge Wyandottes, Rhode
Islands. Wanted: English Goldfinches and small
Foreign Finches of all kinds; hen Californian Quail
or pairs. We, are open to purchase all kinds of
bright-plumaged British or Foreign birds for out-
door aviaries. We solicit enquiries for what we
have, and offers of what we have not: The Aviaries,
Coppice Drive, Harrogate.

TALKING PARROTS.
To those who have been disappointed in purchasing
a parrot we wish to offer a most unique collection
of genuine talking Parrots in Europe, including
African Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos,
Macaws, etc. At the present time we have in stock
over 500 splendid blue-fronted Amazons, personally
collected by our representative in Brazil, also a
very fine selection of African greys. We wish all
intending purchasers of parrots to communicate
with us, when we wifi immediately forward them
a full list of genuine talking parrots. The birds
we offer are exactly as described in price list, good
sound, healthy stock, at lowest possible prices.
We guarantee safe arrival of live stock, and des-
patch same day as order arrives. Telegraph Parra-
keet, Birmingham; ’phone, Central 689: Particulars,
G. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

TALKING PARROTS
alt descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given , that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. “Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full name® and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.
Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent
post free. Telegraphic address : “Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, taorecambe

ARRIVALS AT
Cross’s Menagerie,

t

1 MARVELLOUS TALKING
Grey Parrot, Crown Cranes, Sams Cranes, ' Swans.
Egyptian, Canadian, Chinese Geese, Call Ducks,
Peafowl, ’Silver . and Golden Pheasants, Piping
Crows, Grey Parrots, Blue-fronted, Vinaceous,
Double-fronted, Yellow-fronted, and Cutthroat
Amazons, Jardine’s Parrot, Senegal Parrots, Macaw6 ,

Cuban, All-green and Tovi Conures, Muller's Parrot,

Red-neck Lorrikeets, Bauer’s Parrakeet, Rosellas,

Pennants, Redrumps, Cockatiels, Peachfaces, Blue-
wings, Blossom-head and' Jew Parrakeets, Iled-vented

Parrot, Budgerigars, Sulphur Crest, Lesser Sulphur
Crest. Citron Crest, Leadbeater, Blood-stained, Blue-

eyed Coffins, and Salmon Crest Cockatoos, Barbary
Doves, White Doves, African Half-collared and
Vinaceous Doves, Zebra Doves, Cardinals, Cow Birds,

Weavers, Australian Yellow-rumped Finches; all in

spacious grounds : Otterspool, Liverpool.

[
VARIOUS BIRDS.

.PAIR Norwich, 8/ ;
good Yorkshire cock, 7/6; mul-

ing cock Goldfinch, hen Canary, 8 / ; exchange any-
thing UHcful Coll i no, Morchard Bishop, Devon. (417)
AUSTRALIAN Parrot and cage. 25/ ; ISct. gold

ring, 15/-; 11. M. Linnet, 3/-; pair Norwich, 9 •; Pali-
1915 Rollers and Yorks., exchange perambulator,
anything: Poore, 227a, Uttcxet' r-rd., Longton, .Stall.

(415)

|
WANTE D.

|

WANTED anything alive: Jopson, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (416)
WANTED, an adult Zebra Finch hen, cheap: Mis.
Webb, Emery Down, Millington-rd., Cambridge. (415)WANTED to purchase, stock of good large Norwich
for cash; must be good: 63, Itegent-st., Ecclcs, Sal
lord. - (4 K,,
WANTED weekly supply of all kinds of British

birds; etatc prices : Mrs. Ellett, 194, Kirkgate. Wake
field. (410WANTED for spot cash anything alive; bird, beast
or reptile: Royal Zoological Farm, Shooters Hill,
Kent. (no)WANTED 1915 Quails, Snipe, Teal, and rare wading
birds, also Greypates: Millar, Llanfrechfa Vicarage
Caerieon. (H'J)WANTED Red-breasted Cockatoo or Parrot pa"r-
tmulars and price to: Miss Jones, 7

, George-st
Aberystwyth.

( 4 jqjWANTED organ for training of Roller Canaries
Full particulars and price to: Held, 24, Farquhar
rd.. Wimbledon Park, (411)WANTED two young Magpies, must be healthy,
cheap and able to feed thernserves: Vicar, Shirley
Vicarage, Southampton. ’

( 413 )WANTED hen Goldfinch Mules; hen Canaries; give
1/3 each; any quantity: J. Flower, 15, Pollard-row,
Bethnal Green-rd., London. (409)WANTED, Canaries and Mules, either sex, state
lowest price for prompt cash: Robinson. 33, Besson-
st., New Cross, London, E.C. (416)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 59.

STfie Sfiows.

FINEST AMAZONS
Arrived by S.S. Avon, 435 finest Blue-fronted

Amazon Parrots that have arrived in- England for

some years, personally collected by our own repre-

sentative. Persons requiring a genuine Talking

Parrot should not fail to communicate with us im-

mediately, when we shall be pleased to send them
full particulars. Dealers also requiring Amazons
should send for our Price List. All birds were
thoroughly attended to on the voyage by our own
representative, and arrived in first-class condition.

Also some very fine Marmozet Monkeys.

G. B. CHAPMAN,
High Street, Birmingham.

BUDGERIGARS.
Finest adult selected Green Budgerigars, 5/S pair;

7 days’ approval at our own risk; G. CHAPMAN,
,
High Street. Birmingham.

OXFORD C.B.S.
Young bird show, July 15. Mr. F. C. Scott judged.

Nor. Cl.: 1, Lewin; 2, Gough; 3, vhc Wren. Mkd,
or Varieg. : 1, Lewin; 2, 3, Wren. A.O’.V.: 1, Gough.
Goldf. or Bullf. : 1, 2, Wren; 3, Gough. A.O. Brit. •

1, Wren. Mule or Hyb. (Old Birds) : 1 Gough. Can-
ary Hyb. (1915): 1, 2, 3, Wren. Selling: 1, Lewin;
2, 3, Lees.—A. F. Fifield.

CAMBUSLANG.
F.F. show, July 31, Mr. G. Smart judged. There

were three good classes, Norwich, Borders, and
Mules. Nor.: 1, 3, Shaw; 2, Crawford. Bord.: 1. 3,
Leighton

; 2, Brownlee. Mules : 1, Crawford
; 2,

Lindsay ; 3, Shaw. Mr. Smart’s awards were well
•received. During judging, meeting was held, Mr.
Crawford, chair. Agreed that we try to raise
some money for local Red Cross fund by sale of
birds. Next meeting, Aug. 28.—S. Lindsay, Sec.

SOUTH SHIELDS C.B.S.
Young bird show, July 31, the members staging

62 birds. Mr. Reid judged. Nor. Yell.: 1, 2, Tucker;
3, Priestley. Buff: 1, Priestley; 2, 3, Coppack.
Yorks. Yell.: 1, Baxter. Buff: 1, Baxter. Bord.
Yell.: 1, 3, Hirons; 2, Scott. Buff: 1, Hirons; 2,
Dixon; 3, Scott. Cinn. Yelk: 1, 2. Winter. Bhff:
1, Winter. Crest: 1, Winter. C.-B.: 1, 2, Winter.
Goldf.: 1, 3, Tucker; 2, Dixon. Linnet: 1. Pattison ;

2, Dixon; 3, Smith. Finch, A.O.V.: 1. Duke. Red-
poll: 1, Scott; 2, Smith. Mule: 1, 3, Tucker; 2,
Scott.—W. L. Smith, Hon. Sec.

CROYDON F.A.
Young stock show', St. Michael's Hall, Aug. II.

The cage bird section of the show was quite a
strong feature, and proved a great attraction. Mr.
H. Norman judged and gave complete satisfaction.

Nor. Yell.: 1, Paterson; 2, Soper; 3, vhc, he, c,

Halhead. Buff: 1, 2, Soper; 3, Paterson. Yorks.
Yell.: 1. he, c, Soper; 2, Last; 3, vhc, Bacon. Buff:
I, 2, Bacon

; 3, vhc, Soper. Bord. Yell. : 1, Bacon

;

2, 3^ Last ; vhc. Rev. Soames. Buff : 1, Bacon ; 2,

Last; 3, Rev. Soames. A.O.V.: 1, Bacon. Mule; I,

2, Everett ; 3, Bacon

LARKHALL C.B.A.
Young bird show, Aug. 7, in Y.M.C.A. Halls. In

spite of many members having had a bad season,

there was a fair entry. Mr. Wm. Clark judged
and gave general satisfaction. Mr. J. Cuthbertson
won spl. best Norwich; Mr. D. Marley best Bord.;
and Mr. J. Allan most points. Nor. Yell. (5) : 1,

spl, Cuthbertson; 2, Allan; 3, 5, Riindali; 4,

McGregor. Buff (7) : 1, Cuthbertson
; 2, Allan ; 3,

6, Rundall; 4, 5, McGregor. Bord., Yell. (6): 1, spl,

Marley; 2, Rundall
; 3, '4, Allan; 5, 6, Robertson.

Buff (II): 1, 3, 4, Marley; 2, Allan; 5, Robert ion;

6, Gibb. Mule or Hyb. (3) : 1, 3, Rundall ; 2, Melvin.
—T. J. McGregor, Sec.

TREDEGAR C.B.S.
N.F. show, Tredegar Arms, Aug. 14. Entries wer«

very poo'r in champion section, but novices came out
strong. Mr. D. Davies judged and gave general
satisfaction.
Champ.—Mkd. Yell. : 1, Powell. Cl. Buff: 1, Wat-

kins. Mkd. : 1, Powell ; 2, Watkins. Nov.—Cl.

Yell.: 1, he. Bennett; 2, Thomas; 3, Morgan; 4,

Harding ; vbc, Llewellyn. Mkd. : 1, Morgan ; 2,

Harding; 3, Llewellyn; 4, he, Harris; vhc, Griffiths;

c, Thomas. Cl. Buff : 1, Harding ; 2, Llewellyn
; 3,

c, Thomas; 4, Morgan; vhc, he, Bennett. Mkd.: 1,

4, Griffiths; 2, 3, Harris; vhc. Harding; he, c,

Thomas.—W. B. Watkins, Hon. Sec.

SOUTHPORT C.B.S.
Second N.F. show, July 25; Mr. J. W. Johnson,

Ornvskiirk, judged. Some very good young Norwich
were staged by Messrs. Sutton, Cookson, and White-

head, and Yorks, were rather of better qualify, those

shown by Messrs. Whitehead Linaker, Hurst, and

Nixon being of superior promise.

Yell. Nor.; 1, Whitehead; 2, 3. Sutton; vhc, Faw
cett; lie, Millburn ; c, Cookson. Buff Cl. - 1. Cookson;

2, Millburn; S, c, Sutton; vhc, lie, Johnson. Mkd
Buff- 1, 3 he, Hutt-on; 2, vhc. c, Fawcett. Yorks.

Yell • 1 c’ Whitehead; 2, he, Linaker; 3, vhc, Nixon

Buff Cl’.: 'l he, Whitehead; 2, 3. he, Hurst; vhc, c,

Linaker. Mkd. Buff: 1, vhc, Linaker; 2, c, Nixon;
5 Wrie.ht : he. Whitehead—T. Johnson
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SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure insertion in this column, a guaranty

that the show will he adperti-scd in ’’C.B.’’ to tile

extent of ut least 2bj must bo eont to our manager.

England.
Oct. C.— Idle C.B.S.— (C. A. House, Briardene, Idilc,

Brudford.) W.M.
Oct. 8 0.--Preston 0.8. - (0. Buck, 5, Nevctt St.)

Oct. 1213. Plymouth W.C.0.S.-(T. l’ope. 98. Km-

bankmont ltd.) _
Oct. 14.-Hanley C.B.S. (C. Bcckctt, 32, Hamilton-

rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J.R.

Oct. 15-10. Warrington C.B.S. (U. Warburton, 73,

Ellesmere ltd., Lower Walton, Warrington.)

U.W.B., U.L., .1.1). L.

Oct. 10. Coventry O.S. (A. Orecn, 205, Stoncy Stan-

ton ltd.)

Oct. 21.- Oxford C.B.S.— (C. F. Holliday, 58, George

St.) J.R.

Oct. 22-23. Liverpool 0.9.—(Metcalfe and Green, OS,

Brunswick Rd.) ,

Oct. 23. Burton-on Trent C.B.S.—(A. Wood, 10,

South Oak St.) J.R. „ .

Oct. 20-28. London and P.O.S. (H. L. Huggins, 130,

Myddieton ltd., Bowes Park, London.)

Oct. 27 28. Carlisle (Border City) 0 S.— (J. C. Bell,

23, Botcliergatc, Carlisle.)

Oct. 29-30 Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (F. Hayward,

21 Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).

L.D., J.B., R.B., J.D., 1I.J.C.

Oct. 30.— York C.B S.-(V. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.) ,

,

Nov. 3 4. Cheltenham C.B.S.— (A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terr.)

Nov. 4.— Blaenavon C.B.S.— (G. Broome,
St.)

Nov. 5 (i. - Sheffield O.S.— (15. C. Job, 19,

ltd., Wincobank, Sheffield.) J.lt., J.O.B.,

ll.W.B. „ ,
..

Nov. 0. Hartlepools C.B.S.— (J. W.
Rv<lal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,

Nov. 0 8.- Leicester Hand-In-Hand.—(A. Freestone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.T., H-J.L-

Nov. 9-J0. Bournemouth C.B.A— (U. W. Jones, 1»6,

Holdenhurst ltd.) H.N. .

NoV. 12 13 Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.— (0. Havver, 1,

Theresa St.) X.l)., J.M., H.W.B. „
Nov. 13.- Barnsley C.B.S.-(E. 'loulson, 102, Cope

St.)

Nov. 13. Chester C.B.S.— (L. Cavanagli, Berwyn,

Vicar's Cross, Chester.) ll.W.B.

Nov. 13. Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S.— (J. Spencer,

193, Palmerston Street, Bfrswick, Manchester.)

Nov. 19 20.—Halifax O.S.—(It. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Leo Mount, Halifax.) W.M., H.W.B.
Nov. 19-20 Haltwhistle C.B.S—(Win. Tallantyre,

South View.)
Nov. 27.— Coventry Codiva C.B.S—(F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon ltd.) H.W.B.
Dec. 1-2. City of Birmingham C.B.S— (J. H. Jcmee,

•211. Park Rd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.R.,

J.H.R.
Dec. 12. Southampton C.B.S— (W. I,. Page, 30,

Bedford Place, Southampton.) H.N.

Dec. 8 9- Watford C.B.S— (W. ltaekley, 9, Holywell

ltd.) F.E., H.N, A.S., H.J.W.
Dec. 10-11—Gateshead C.B.S—(W. Curry, 0, Rox-

burgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13.— Glasgow C.B.A— (W.

Hospital Stteet.) W.G., J.

C.K., A.W., M.C.
Nov. 20.—Cowdenbeath C.B.S— (A. Robertson, 56,

Arthur Place.)

Hutchison, 167,

M L., W. M'M.,

1916.

Jan.

A good attendance, writes Mr. S. Midgley,

Hon. See., is desired at the meeting of the

Bradford National Show Committee, to be
held Aug. 25, at the Cinderella Rooms, Lee
Street, Thornton Road, to consider the Lord
Mayor’s note re our next show.

Please note that we have altered the date

of our open show to Oct- 30, writes Mr. V. G.

“F. Zimmerman, hon. sec. York C.B.S. We
have secured the use of a large well-lighted

room, and a good, hard-working committee

has been appointed. Our prospects for the

open show are splendid.

Besides 3rd prize at the Welsh National,

tho wing-marked Linnet-Canary belonging to

Mr. G. Cawrance, o.f Coventry (not Lawrence,

as printed), and whose portrait appeared on

our front page last week, has won lsls at

Coventry and Oxford, 2nd at Leicester, .and

3rd at tho Horticultural Hall.

Those interested in the delightful hobby of

foreign bird-keeping and exhibiting should

write to the hon. sec. of tho Foreign Bird

Exhibitors’ League. Mr. Allen Silver, F.Z.S.,

The Laurels, 7, Bampton Road, Forest Hill,

London, S.E., for a copy of the rule book

of the society. This little pamphlet, which

has just been issued, contains the general

rules and the show rules of the society, a

list of the officials, and the names and ad-

dresses of ihembers.

OBITUARY.
MR. G. MACROBBIE, PART1CK.

Fanciers in Scotland, as well as Yorkshire

fanciers in England, writes Mr. J. F. Park,

Sec. Partick C’.B.C., will learn with deep

regret of the death of Mr. George Mac-
Robbie, of Partick, which occurred last week

at Scotstown, to which place the family had

recently removed in the hope that the fresh

country air might improve his health, for

he had been laid aside from business through

illness for over two years. Of an ever cheer-

ful and kindly disposition, even through his

long illness, he was pleased to have his

friends in the Fancy around him, and he

never lost his interest in the birds, although

he had disposed of his stock some time ago.

The Yorkshire Canary was his favourite, and

he was among the first to bring that variety

into prominence in Scotland. He was a suc-

cessful exhibitor for many years at all the

principal shows. Since his illness his presence

and help has been much missed by the mem-
bers of the Partick Club, as well as the

Y.C.C. of Scotland. He leaves a widow and

two daughters, and our sympathy goes out

to them in their _sad bereavement.

1—Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20.—Abertillery C.B.S—(H.

Granville St.)

Nov. 17—Llandudno (Welsh .N.
F.A.)—(G. E. Cra
Colwvn Bay.)

Nov. 17-18—Cardiff C.B.S— (E.

dock St.) J.H.P., J.H.R.

Ireland.
Nov. 24-25—Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland—

(W. C. Sholedice, 38, Haddington Rd.) W.M.
Dec. 3-4— Newtownards C.B.S— (W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

H. Mortimer, 4,

Counties F. and
“Rccklands,” Rhos,

Thomas, 48, Crad-

Gage Birds
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MR. WALTER CONNELL, BELFAST.

It is with the deepest regret, writes Mr. J.

Stewai't, that I have to inform the Fancy
through Cage Birds of the death, on Aug. 5,

of Mr. Walter Connell, of Belfast, for many
years the respected treasurer of the Belfast

Norwich, Crest, and Y.C.C. The Norwich
Plainhead was his particular fancy, and he
was fairly successful at all our local shows.

He won outright the Plainhead cup for best

hen (three wins), and also captured the gold

medal last year for best young cock. As a

club member he spared neither time nor

money to keep the club in a flourishing state.

He was also a good supporter of the various

shows around the town. He will be greatly

missed, and the deepest sympathy of the

Fancy is extended to his widow and family.

He was well known to many English fanciers,

being a native of Hull, to which town his

remains were removed for interment on Aug.

6, a large cortege following them to the boat.

A beautiful wreath was sent by the c-lub as

a mark of respect, and a vote of condolence
was passed to the widow and family in their

sad bereavement.

Twitterings.

Newcastle open show will be held on Oct.

23 in the Co-operative Hall, Benwell, writes

Mr. J. W. Reed, sec.

Islington and Wood Green Inter-elub Show
will be held at headquarters, Warlters Road,

Holloway, Aug. 21, ‘from 2 till 9. Mr. F.

Laccohee will judge the cage birds.

Owing to unforeseen circumstances, writes

Mr. J. Sneddon, Mr. Baxter, sec. of Cow-
denbeath C.B.S., has resigned, but we are

still to go on with our show, as Mr. Robert-

son, our late sec., has undertaken the work

of secretary. n

Madame Feist Madewell, in her lecture on

the Crossbill, reported in our issue of Aug.

14, expressed her wish to know where to get

fir cones for her bird, and Mr. W. C. Dicks,

of Newcastle Emlyn, has kindly offered to

send her a supply without charge.

The Nesting of the Hawfinch.
In “Nature Notes” in “The Scotsman,”

W.W.M. writes of a fledgling Hawfinch
which was found injured in a public road
near Jedburgh, % Roxburghshire, and says

:

‘‘So far as I am aware, there is no record
of the Hawfinch having previously nested in

Roxburghshire.” Cases have been recorded
of the breeding o.f the Hawfinch in the
neighbouring county of Dumfries, in East
Lothian, and East Fife, but we also think
there is no previous record for Roxburgh-
shire.”

The CucKoo and the Wagfail9.
“About June 10,” writes Mrs. Norman,

Steyning,. “we heard a Cuckoo on our lawn
at daybreak, very near the house, two morn-
ings in succession. A few days after wc
noticed two little Water Wagtails very busy
indeed, going in and out of a nest on the
house-side of an old arch covered with ivy,

and on looking in we found a young Cuckoo.
The fosterparents continued to feed it until

it grew a very fine bird, also very saucy.
About three weeks after it flew away, and
with it the Wagtails. The nest is still to
be seen."

Tea Free for Exhibitors.
Dr. Craig, the hon. treas. of the Sheffield

O.S., has offered to disburse the expenses of

a ham and egg tea for all exhibitors at the

nest feather show of the society.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings bf our front page

illustrations and of most other pictures ap-

pearing in our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be sent on application.

A Sixteen Years Old Greenfinch
Dead-

A correspondent to the “ Manchester City

News” tells of tho death on July 14 last of a

Greenfinch which had been kept in captivity

since the commencement of the Boer war
(in 1899).

How “Cage Birds” Helps.
In sending for a copy of House’s Canary

Manual, the Rev. C. it. Appleton writes:
“ May I take this opportunity of saying how
very helpful I find your grand paper, Cage
Birds. This is my first season as a Canary
fancier, and I have succeeded in breeding

eight young birds from one pair of Rollers,

which is fairly good for a novice, 1 think.

My success is due to the advice 1 have got

from reading Cage Birds ,arid I wish your

journal every success.”

Why the Blackbird is BlacK.
How the Blackbird came by his inky cloak

is accounted for by a classical legend. Hav-
ing learnt of the immense riches which lay

concealed in the depths of the earth he was on

his way to ask permission of the Prince of

Riches to bring some away with him. Passing

through a cave of gold he was tempted to

steal a beakful, when a demon appeared in

fire and smoke. The smoke enveloped the

bird, leaving an indelible stain, and on his

beak he still bears the trace of his ill-gotten

gain.
—“ Yorkshire Post.”

The Destructive Sparrow-
At a low estimate of two-thirds of a pint

of corn per annum for each bird, which is far

below that. given by several investigators,

says the London “ Standard,” we find that

100 Sparrows consume each year something

over a bushel of corn between them. A mil-

lion Sparrows—and there are many millions in

this country—consume therefore in the year

10,000 bushels of corn, and, taking wheat at

its present price of about 50s., this means that

every million Sparrows are wasting the

nation’s food at tne present time to the tune

of £3,125 per annum

!

Inspired by a Front Page Picture.
Mr. R. Downing, of Midctiesbro’, writes

as follows: “I noticed on the front page of

the May 29 issue of Cage Birds a picture

of two Hybrids bred by Mr. Parlett, and

entitled: Two Successful Hybrids. I was

induced by reading the inscription recording

their several wins to try to breed Canary-

fiullfinch Hybrids, and 1 am pleased to say

that I have been successfnl at the first

attempt. My birds were hatched on August

4 from a Yorkshire cock and a Bullfinch

hen, and seem to be healthy youngsters. I

might here state that we have
_

been par-

ticularly successful this year with Linnet

Mules. We have had 25 from one cock

Linnet.”
Hawfinches and Peas,
Gardeners are again complaining that their

peas are being stolen by the Hawfinch, but

they seldom manage to get in sight of the cul-

prit, says the “ Yorkshire Observer, tor of

all British perching birds the Hawfinch is

the most unobtrusive. At this time of th©

year a brood of Hawfinches, with theiT

parents, will take up a position in some

suburban area and make foraging forays in

the gardens soon after sunrise. It is no joke

to have these unbidden guests in a garden

among the growing peas. When the pea-pods

are well filled a Hawfinch can easily split

theni open with its powerful beak and extract

all the contents. They have been known to

split open scores, if not hundreds, of pods in

the course of a busy morning or two.

A Rare Visitor.
Large numbers of the rare Alpine Swilt

have been recently seen near the Kentish

coast-line. These birds may be readily picked

out from the common Swifts by their white

throats and stomachs, and bv the tact that

they are considerably larger. This Swift was

first noticed in Britain in 1829, when a speci-

men was shot off the coast of Ireland. Since

then a score or two of examples have been
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made known by observers in these islands, but

none, I believe, so far north as Scotland.
^

1 he

Alpine Swift nests freely in mountainous

parts of the Continent, and is well known in

Switzerland, Savoy, the Vosges, the Jura,

Burgundy, and other localities. In winter it

migrates to Africa, and Asia as far east as

India. On© wonders if these numbers of

Alpine Swifts—as many as a hundred have

been seen in Kent in one day recently- have

been driven from their usual continental

haunts by tho incessant firing of heavy guns !

—“Illustrated Sporting and Dramatic News. ’

Some Notable Additions
to Aviculture.

Rare Birds frem India and E. Africa.

A
LL those who know Mr. E. W. Harper

will be glad to hear that he is again

in London, and has once more brought

to England birds that arc new to the Lon-

don Zoo. Among those landed safely were:

Himalavun Red Sunbirds, l’urple Sunbirds,

Green Fruit Pigeons, Giant Barbet, Golden

Oriole, Lanceoiated Jay, Coral-billed Bulbul,

Himalayan Streaked Laughing Thrush, bel-

low-throated Sparrows, Finch-Larks. Pied

Bush-Chats, See-See Partridge, Himalayan

Green-backed Tit, Himalayan Black ami

White Tit. The species new to the London

Zoo were a, small brownish Babbler, not yet

identified. Green Iora, Rufous-baclced Shrike,

and a Rosy Minivet. He also brought some

Brown-headed Firefiaches from British Fast

.Africa-

The Iora, of which we believe there are

three species, is particularly interesting ;
.it

belongs to a group of birds in the Bulbul

Family. This species in colouration resem-

bles our Willow Wren, but in demeanour it

is not unlike birds of the Fruit-sucker type,

to which group it is scientifically related.

Those who know anything of “ E. II. A..’

who wrote that delightful little book, “ I he

Tribes on My Frontier,” will remember that

he refers to the Common Iora (A. tiphia) not

the Green species, in this way: “A little

bird, like a Tomtit, in black and yellow,

followed by its mate in green and yellow;

can be nothing else than the Iora.
’
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The Cinnamon Canary-
“ The Bird of Royal Blood.”

A Paper read at the meeting of the Western Counties O.S., Plymouth,
June 15th, by Mr. A. B> Brown, Plymouth.

(Concluded /rom page 30 )

I
T may occur that our Cinnamons are get-

ting dull in colour, so < ur thoughts
naturally £p to the beautiful orange

plumage of the Norwich Plainhead. It is no

use thinking about the Norwich cock for the

purpose of improving colour, as we know the

cross would simply mean breeding greens and

variegated birds, so we turn our attention to

the use of the Norwich hen.

The principle of breeding Cinnamons of

colour is the same as employed for breeding

Norwich of colour, with this difference :

whilst the Norwich breeder uses the green,

and gradually works towards the clear, the

Cinnamon breeder makes use of the clear

bright yellow of the Norwich, and works his

Cinnamon stock on to the yellow, to the

green, and so on to the bright coppery tint

of the Cinnamon show bird. With this

. cross, colour, size and type may be obtained

sufficient to last many years without further

trouble.

The Importance of the Male Bird.
The first care, in entering on experiments

of this kind, is with the Cinnamon cock to

be used. He must be a pure self Cinnamon,
bred from pure self Cinnamons which them-
selves were from self Cinnamons. Let him
be the brightest-coloured yellow you have
got, with a short beak, nice wide entrance,

big round head, full eye, full neck and chest,

and size well maintained.
.
I f 3'ou can get a

big bird with all these points so much the

better, but whatever may be at your service,

it is well to remember, no good use is served

by experiment without progress.

The next thing is the choice of a hen. If

the Cinnamon stock sports wlyte feathers,

the green hen is the best medium, as with
the green there is -less risk of the Cinnamon
progeny throwing light throats, thighs, or

vents, but there is not the same bright trans-

parency got by the use of the green as is

obtained by the brighter colour of the yel-

low. In any case, I should use the brightest

yellow hen possible, and as big in head pro-

perties as can be got, not forgetting size and
type ; she must also be short in wings and
tail. A two-year-old hen is the best, as a

Letter idea of the length in future stock is

formed from seeing the prospective parents
at their maturity, and a stronger strain more
likely to result from such birds.

It must be remembered that the future
stock depends on the judgment displayed,
and not only will colour be affected, but type
and size. Another great thing to remember
is that double-yellowing is bound to affect

the size of the head, making it appear narrow
in the slftill ; also it is liable to make the
progeny run small in the waist.

How lo Use the Young Hens.
From this cross some of the young may

be self Cinnamons of great purity of colour,

and these will all be hens, if the Norwich
hen was non-Cinnamon bred. It is the
young hens we want

;
choose only such as

. come up to the standard expected, and mate
them back to pure self Cinnamons which are
known to be pure Cinnamon bred for two
generations

; from this later cross, show birds
and stock birds of the finest quality will be
the result.

The- cocks from the first cross will be green
Cinnamons

;
they are not. of much use for

Cinnamon breeding, but are very useful to

the Norwich breeder whose stock is short of
colour and poor in quality, as it will be found
the Cinnamon green is full of both colour
and quality. The greens of the second Cin-
namon cross—if any—should not be disposed,

of before testing, as many of the brightest-
coloured greens carry 75 per cent, of Cinna-
mon blood, or more, and will breed excep-
tional coloured Cinnamons when paired back
to good Cinnamons.

Sometimes it is not a case of losing colour
which makes the necessity for an outside
cross, it may j)e weakness in head, neck, and
general loss in size and" type. Whatever the
cause, the remedy is always at hand—simply
the adopting of the aforementioned process,
substituting either buff cock for yellow cock,
or buff hen for yellow hen.

For loss in head property, use a huff Cin-
namon cock and yellow Norwich hen of the
desired proportions, or a yellow cock with
buff hen. I prefer pairing a buff cock to a
yellow variegated hen, and have used the
buff Cinnamon cock with a buff variegated
Norwich hen. In the latter case good- colour
was got, and perfect type with size.

Some extraordinary results, are obtained
from the breeding of Cinnamons, and many

lessons learnt thereby. In speaking of the
self-coloured Cinnamon cock we generally
accept it as meaning the pure-bred Cinnamon

;

this is not always (Tie case. I have bred Nor-
wich Cinnamon even-marks from a yellow self

Cinnamon cock and a buff heavily Cinnamon-
marked hen known to be bred from a buff
Cinnamon cock of great purity. The next
year I paired the same marked hen to another
self Cinnamon yellow cock, known to be puro
Cinnamon bred for two generations. The re-

sult was pleasing—five self Cinnamons, cocks
and hens, and one Cinnamon marked yellow
cock. From this it will be seen that insuffi-

cient Cinnamon blood was the cahse of the
disappointing results got from the first self

Cinnamon yellow cock.

Further Interesting Experiments.
In the case of another experiment with a

self Cinnamon yellow cock, I mated it with a
self green Cinnamon bred buff hen, known to
possess 75 per cent, of Cinnamon blood. Re-
sult, all high-coloured greens, yellow and buff

cocks, which must have had nearly the maxi-
mum amount of Cinnamon blo.od in them.
On the other hand, I got good results from a
foul Cinnamon bull green co.ck known to have
only 50 per cent, of Cinnamon blood in him.

I paired him to a self Cinnamon yellow hen
known to be pure-bred for three generations,
and from this pair I had one bright-coloured
self Cinnamon yellow cock, one self Cinnamon
yellow hen of exceptional quality, and one
foul yellow Cinnamon green hen, also of ex-
ceptional colour and quality. The second nest
was rather a surprise, three buff green hens,
and one buff green cock.
The next year I mated this foul buff Cinna-

mon green to another yellow hen of pure
Cinnamon breed. I only got one neRt from
this pair, and again the result was a mixture.

There were six young—one foul tailed Cinna-
mon buff cock, one eelf Cinnamon yellow hen,

two self green buff cocks, one self green buff

hen, and one self green yellow hen.

Results Explained.
Although the Cinnamon blood gives such

unexpected results, it is easier to understand
it when compared the opposite way to the

working of the Norwich. For instance, a

variegated or marked yellow Norwich cock
paired to a variegated or marked Norwich
ben will throw greens, variegated, heavily

marked, ticked, and clears, all depending on
how much green blood the parents have in

them. The same applies to the Cinnamon,
only, instead of the amount of dark or green

blood being responsible for the greens, and
fouls, or variegated Cinnamons, it is the
excess of rich, warm Norwich blood which
these birds possess, there not being a full per-

centage of the Cinnamon blood in the parents
to impregnate the young as Cinnamons. This
also explains why so many foul-feathered
Cinnamons are so rich in colour, and ako
why, rn the case of these foul Cinnamon cocks,

such poor results are got when they are paired
to Cinnamon hens possessing a low percentage
of Cinnamon blood.

I do not think the introduction of either
the Crest-bred or the Lancashire Plainhead
an improvement to the Cinnamon Norwich
type, but whatever variety is used to gain
size, it is certain the Norwich Plainhead is

the only bird possessing the necessary colour
and type ; and in that case, it is simply a

waste of time to use any other, especially as

there are many present-day Norwich hens
larger than either the Crest-bred or the Cin-
namon, and quite the equaLof the Lancashire,
and their superior in colour, which we must
make use of to dilute the dark blood of the
Cinnamon, lifting it up from its dullness to a

bright golden radiance, and making it a
creature of beauty to gladden the eye of the
judge when it is placed on the exhibition
bench, and even more so its breeder when he
sees the outcome of his own patient enterprise
marked “ First and special.”

The previous instalments of this instructive article, which has been described as the best paper on
the Cinnamon Canary ever written, appeared in our issues of July 17, July 31, and August 7.

S0ME REMINISCENCES
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By E. HURDLEY (Madeley).

I
started in the bird line as hundreds

of boys do, that is, by birds’ nesting
; and

I am sorry to say some of these rambles
used to take place when my parents thought
me at church or Sunday school. My pal,

who is now a captain in the merchant ser-

vice, was in a position to put up some good
spbrt ; his grandfather being a gamekeeper,
and our “ enemy,” it was as well to know
his whereabouts, as he usually carried a dog-
whip in his pocket, and it was not always
the dogs who received all the punishment
from this, for he invariably used it if he
found any boys on the sacred preserves.

The first exciting trip that I remember
was enjoyed one summer's evening about
-August

;
I believe it was after taking a

wasps’ nest to get the grubs for birds, etc.

I was standing under an old cherry tree

watching for other wasps to carry their

building material to their nests, this being
the way we used to trace them, when I

heard a noise as if a lot of mice were squeak-
ing. We hunted high and low, but could

not detect whence the noise came. In a
short time we were joined by some more of

our chums who had been having a look at

any birds or eggs that were to be found.

A Bag of 108 Bats.
The noise still continued, and at last one

decided to climb and explore the tree. He
had not far to climb before he came to a

hollow place in the tree
;
he pushed his hand

in the hole, and this wa§ no sooner done
than he shouted out, and withdrew his

hand with something hanging to his fingers,

which we found to be a bat. He tried again
and again, until we had all caps and hand-
kerchiefs full, not to say anything about
our pockets

;
and when we counted up ' we

had 108 bats in all. Eight of this number
escaped. The others we examined, and
showed to our friends, and then took them
to the side of the River Severn, where we
liberated them one by one.

My nex't adventure, of any note was the
finding a young Cuckoo.

,

This came about
while we were watching a pair of Pied Wag-
tails taking food, which I knew was for

young somewhere. I followed them by stages,

having to wait for the birds to go several

times in search of food before being able to

locate their home, which I found in a heap

THE TRAVELS OF
A TYNESIDER.

(Concluded from page 43).

of large stones on some waste land. Peeping
in through the small hole where the Wag-
tails had gone in and cut, I was surprised to
see a bird as large as a Pigeon gaping for
food

; it was rising up, and seemed to puff
itself out to almost twice its usual size. I

also noticed that the inside of its mouth was
very red. Of course, I was much surprised
with, my find, and came to the conclusion
that I was mistaken about the Wagtails
feeding this bird, as I did not then know
what it was. But while wondering, the old
birds returned again with food, and after

they were quite sure I was gone, they en-

tered through the same hole I had seen them
enter before

;
so that I was sure now that

they were feeding this bird. Of course I

had to lie down very flat on the ground
behind another heap of stones for some time
before the old birds would enter, as these

birds are very shy once they find you at

their nest.

My next course was to get the bird out.

This I could not manage, as I could rot even
get my hand through the hole by which the

Wagtails had entered
;
but I could see that

the young bird was fully fledged.

I decided that I would remove the stones

and have this bird at* any cost. Thi^ I did,

and took it to an old and respected bird fan-

cier, who told me to my great delight that

it was a Cuckoo. This was just what I

wanted, and I thought nobody had the prize

but me, being only a youngster, though I

had had many different sorts of young birds,

and had managed to rear many. I took it

home and put it in an old Parrot cage which
had been the home of many a nest of Star-

lings, Thrushes, etc.

When the Trouble Commenced.
My next trouble was in regard to feeding

tire Cuckoo. This I managed as best I could,

as nobody seemed to know how they should

be fed. Anyway, if I remember rightly,

somebody advised hard-boiled eggs and
boiled liver and meat chopped up. And this

he thrived on for many weeks, until my
father discovered him in a shed jjvhere I used

to hide all my stock from him. He made me
liberate the bird there and then, as he said

“It was not a bird for cage life.” Since

then I have found two on different occasions

—one in a Pied Wagtail’s nest and the.

D URING the fall came many birds on their

way to warmer lands, and a few stayed
with us. The foremost of those to stay

and feed among the oaks was that watchful
sentry for all birds, the Blue Jay (riot the
same as at home). Ever chatting and scold

ing, as he played with the acorns, his shrill

alarm sounded forth loud and clear as soon
as one came his way. He was a beauty,
modelled as if in planished steel ;

his coat

reflected the sunlight always.

The Dainty Blue Bird.
Then came the Bine Bird, my favourite.

He was a beauty, which a judge dare hardly
pass, in his splendid blue coat sparkling in

the sun. He was of the shape and style of a
stoutish Jaunty Border (perhaps this explains
the liking), and always in the pink. Lastly
came the “ Tow Hee ”

; he was of the Buliie
kind, a good big one (British), with the same
ruddy breast, and black head. He loved and
had many of a certain white berry which
grew in abundance, and he was not afraid ;

one could easily get within ten feet or so of
him. There were many of the Wren species,

and during the summer dainty Waxbills fre-

quented a pile of timber, there were dozens
of them in it. There was also a so-called

Canary, much like a Siskin, bred on the
estate.

Finishing work again, a short move to

Vancouver, and I was in a city again, and the
most I *saw of birds were roast wild Mallard
on the table, done to a turn by my better-half.

Out on the Gulf of Georgia I saw Duck of

the Buller Ball, Pin Tail, Teal, Widgeon, and
Mallard kinds, also thousands of Brent Geest
and a good many Snipe and a species of Watei
Hen.

Pineapple in Excelsis.
Then once more came orders “ Westward

Ho,” and we faced the mighty Pacific. Off

Cape Flattery he gave us a mighty shaking
which laid us low, but soon we were all on
deck and enjoying it. Honolulu, that “ Pearl
of the Pacific,” was called at, but only for
four hours ; we scarcely had time to swallow
an ice cream to cool our fevered throats, but
we made sure of some pineapple. You never
know what pineapple is until you have been
sick on ship’s food for over a week, then watch
the sunrise on deck between five and six, and
have a big slice of pineapple before you start,

let me warn you your sleeves must be over
your elbows, and you must have left etiquette

down below. When the juice runs down your
arms and off your chin end, you will say life

is worth living, and ever more will you wish
for a return trip from anywhere via Honolulu.
Here also th© natives were experts at swim-
ming and diving for silver, which we threw
over ;

of course the more the better they like

it.

Then it was over “the Line,” and the only
thing to do was to keep cool, a mighty job
that beat the most of us. We arrived at
Auckland at night, and in “ the .wee sma’
hoors ayont the twal ” my wife and I strolled
up the main street and we found it a beautiful
place. But the boat sailed early, so we saw
no more of it. Out on the Tasman Sea old
Neptune took his last toll of us, and sent a
rolling sea astern that gave some of us fits

and sent a “ Sea Pigeon ” aboard, tiled out
so much that it lauded on the rail, and a
seaman put his hand on it. We fed it, and it

rested all day, and as evening drew near it

flew away to renew its fight with Nature.
Landing in Sydney we saw many new and
strange things, but these will keep.

other in some nettles close to a White-
throat's (empty) nest, but whether this one
had been reared by Whitethroats I am unable
to say, and as I am speaking of 32 or 33
years ago. I had no readers of Cage Birds
to go to for information as to whether this
would be likely or not. Since then, how-
ever, I have read arguments as to the pos-
sibility of the Cuckoo’s laying its egg on the
ground and picking it up with its beak and
putting it in the nest of the birds which it

knows will bring up the young Cuckoo. This
I believe to be the case, as I am certain
that in the above-mentioned case it was im-
possible for the Cuckoo to have entered
through the hole that led to the Wagtail s

nest and lay the egg in the usual manner.
I often have a peep into a Wagtail's nest

now if I get a chance, to see if I can meet
with another Cuckoo, but I have not found
another. I saw a Pied Wagtail, however,
feeding one for many mornings this last

summer on the fence of the London and
N.W.R. by the side of the line when on my
way to work at 4 a.m. (a 6-mile walk before

6 o’clock on a summer morning makes one

glad to be alive, as then the birds are busy

singing, bulding, feeding +£eir young, etc.).

(So be continu if

I
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Correspondence.
Buff British Birds and Hybrid

Breeding.
fcjiH,—1 should be pleated if, for the bene-

fit of myself and others who are in doubt,

you would allow me a small space in which
to ask about a theory 1 have heard pro-

pounded on the breeding of Hybrids between
a British Bird and a lien Canary. In the

first place 1 have heard that it is not possi-

ble to breed a yellow Mule with a buff

British Bird mated to a yellow hen Canary.

On the other hand, another experienced fan-

cier informs me that by using a bull' British

cock 1 am following tne correct method for

obtaining size in the Hybrids. Which is the

correct theory? 1 may say that 1 have this

season been successful in breeding Canary

Mules from a bull British mated to a double

yellow Norwich hen, and my fancier iriends

,who have seen the young birds maintain that

they are unmistakably yellow. Would the

double yellow in the hen counteract the

buffing m the British Bird? 1 should bo

pleased if some of our experienced Mule

breeders could give us a lead.

Interested.

Precocious Youngsters.
Sir,—1 happened to lie at a Linnet singing

Contest at Leigh a fortnight ago, and saw

and heard a young Mule at nino weeks, be-

longing to Mr. Dick StatLam. It was in the

window, and was singing at a Linnet with

its wings down in vigour. I would like to

know it any breeder of Mules has ever ex-

perienced such a thing. I have never seen

anything like it in my life, though I have

been a birdy man for over twenty years,

mostly in Linnets and Mules. The owner s

brother, Mr. T. Statham, had the best Mule

I ever heard, and it lived to be fourteen

years old. It was mentioned in Cage Birds

when it died, and was known all over Lan-

cashire and Yorkshire. The young bird I

ixave mentioned can be seen and heard at any

time at the Globe Inn, where the Leigh

Linnet Club is held.

J. W. Jones.

Sir,—As promised, I now give my style

of breeding and feeding. I pair my birds

about the middle of March. I am not par-

ticular about keeping them separately, so

long as they do not fight. I give them a

small quantity of egg and bread mixed, and

three or four leaves of dandelion daily, and

leave them to it until I see them building.

Then I remove the dandelion altogether, and

do not use it any more throughout the

season. When the first egg is laid I remove

it and stop the egg food
; I take the first

three eggs away, and return them on the

fourth night. I take the cock away, give

him three days’ rest, and then put him with

another hen. * I take the ordinary seed away
from the hen and give her plain canary,

because my opinion is, the hen relishes her

food when she finishes sitting better than

when her ordinary food is left with her all

the time. I never touch her eggs till the

twelfth day, then I test them; any clears I

find I take away, and give her the good ones

back again. I offer the hen a lath, and if

she will not bathe, I give her eggs a soaking

for about, a minute in water that I can bear

my little finger in. I give her egg food, and her

ordinary seed, on the twelfth day. On the

thirteenth day I give her just the yolk of

egg ;
she will generally come off the nest,

and I take a glance, and if any young are

.out I leave her to it I do not interfere

with her any more. I keep the yolk of egg

going for three days, and I then begin to

add bread to it. At five days I begin to

give the green food, and keep it going all

the time. I give them duckweed and no
other, as I think it is the mildest of all

green foods. Some people say, don't give

green food till they are out of the nest, but

if you break them into the green food when
they are young they will not feel the effect

later. At ten days I give a quarter-spoonful

of crushed hemp
;

I think this helps to build

them up. When about eighteen days old the

young make a shape to leave the nest, and

I put the cock back with the hen, if I can

spare him. 1 do not put the young in a nur-

sery cage ;
I leave them in the cage for the

cock to feed, and until the hen has been

sitting ten days. Then I think they can

shift for themselves, and I put them into a

6ft. flight cage and give them egg food and
ordinary seed. As soon as I find any singing

I cage them off separately. I never crush any

seed except enough hemp to last them for

two days. I always use new-laid egg, and
bread. If I can get home-made bread, all

the better. My egg food is made at five

o’clock every morning, and contains one egg,

three or four times the amount of bread ; a

pinch of salt, one spoonful of fine sugar,

and a spoonful of maw seed ;
that does them

all day. What is left, over is thrown away
and fresh is made for the next day.

J. A. Shrives.

To Exterminate Lice in
Canaries.

Sir,—Following is a perfect cun* for grey-

lice on birds. Boil two handfuls of fresh

bay-leaves in a quart of water for two hours,

and when nearly cold add one pennyworth

of oil of lavender. Use lightly, and apply

to iin lerparts of bird’s plumage with a small

brush (avoiding the eyes). This kills the lice

instantly if properly done, also the nits. The
nest and cage should be dusted with pow-

dered camphor and sulphur (mixed), pre-

vious to returning the patient. If cage is

washed with the fluid on the outside, and

then dried, the vermin should be “ non-est.”
Fisher.

[The prize for the best letter on “ How to

Exterminate Lice in Canaries ” is.awarded to

Mr. 0. C. Smith, 73, Audley Street, Read-

ing, for his letter published in our issue of

July 24.

J

How to Breed Winning Hybrids.
Sir, r—In an otherwise sane article on the

Greenfinch, by “ II. B." in the “Scottish

Field,'’ the writer makes an !yna/.ing state-

ment. Notwithstanding the reporting irom

time to time of exceptions which go to prove

the rule, some of which, may I add, are not

so indubitably authenticated as to be without

suspicion of mistake, it has always been

understood that hybrids between distinctly

different species are infertile. Of course, we
know that hybrids between different kinds of

Ducks, of Pheasants, etc., are frequently fer-

tile, but when the parents are really of differ-

ent natural species, not varieties, fertile

hybrids, if they are ever produced at all, are

certainly very infrequent. Yet “ H.B.” in

the "article referred ~ to says:
—“Larks,

Thrushes, and Greenfinches on toast are part

of the regular menu of some foreign res-

taurants in London. A better use for Green-

finches is to pair them with degenerate Can-

aries, just as Goldfinches and Siskins are used

for pairing. The first result of the Green-

finch-Canary is, likely enough, unremunera-

tive and ugly Mules; but by pairing these

with other Canaries certain taints are said to

be removed, and the stamina improved.”

What do our enthusiastic hybrid breeders

say to the statement that the first-cross be-

tween a Greenfinch and a Canary is Hn un-

remunerative and ugly Mule? And what does

any hybrid breeder say to the allegation that

such Mules are paired again with Canaries

either for the removal of “ certain taints,”

the improving of the stamina, or for any other

purpose ?

Hybrid Breeder.

[We could, of course, fill our columns easily

if we were to note all the extraordinary ideas

about birds and bird-keeping which, appear in

the lay papers, but the above is such a fine

example that we think it worthy of record.

—

Ed. Cage Birds.]

“Tortured Prisoners.”

An Extraordinary Letter by the Hon. Sec.

of the National Equine Defence League.

Sir,—In the course of a letter which would

appear to have been sent broadcast to tin

press, for it has been published either in part

or as a whole in several London and provincial

papers, Mr. F. A. Cox makes some statements

which, though they expose his lack of know-

ledge of the subject about which he writes,

are°calculated to be taken at their face value

by those who aye equally uninformed. He
says :

‘•Thousands of innocent wild birds, practically

for six months in e.very year, are allowed by a
benign Legislature to be meanly trapped and
condemned, not only to an existence the negation

of every instinct of their nature, but positively

of deliberate and calculated cruelty. In the rural

districts around large towns it is almost im-

possible to go for a walk—especially on Sunday
mornings— without seeing ruffians furtively lurk-

ing behind and about hedges, engaged in the
Qrst steps of this tragedy Its final stag© also

may he seen as companions loosely and carelessly

dangle little oblong bundle, each 6 inches by 4,

cages containing a wild song bird. These birds
are often kept in perpetual darkness, in order
that they may trill the better at singing matches.
Consider, it is accepted and tolerated that an
inoffending bird whose song may delight us all

in our rambles, may be snared by any particular
person who chooses to inflict the wrong on both
it and ourselves, and, maybe, inured for the re-

mainder of its sacrificed existence in darkness

;

never to see a green field or the sunlight
indeed, never to see again, except the glare of a

OLD
CALABAR
BIRD SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT CO—LIVERPOOL, ENG.

ln#r-stiop bar and tho faces of the men who
regard it as a medium for providing them witli

extra drinks. . . These birds are never expected
nor allowed, to .sing except in the very congenial
purlieus of beer-shops How long is this infamy
to continue V I believe a rescript from the Home
Secretary would .stop it at once. J'hc law pro-
'hibits gambling in public-houses, and so .safe-
guards the interests of the unthinking human
fool. Cannot it be made to prohibit the immola-
tion of thousands of helpless, innocent, and de-
lightful songsters?”
One would think that such hysterics would

mislead no one, hut the mischief is that they
do mislead others who are no better informed
than those who disseminate them. In proof
of this we have only to refer to a further
letter by the celebrated novelist, Jerome K.
Jerome, written in support of the effusion of
Mr. Cox. Mr. Cox lias evidently been told

that in some districts what are called “sing-
ing contests ” are held i'll public houses.
Whether he knows, or does not know, that the
birds which sing at these contests are almost
invariably Linnets, in a very few cases Sky-
larks, occasionally Chaffinches, but never
Thrushes or any other British bird, lie classes

them all as “ birds ” in his letter, and Mr.
Jerome reads “ birds ” as meaning Skylarks
and Thrushes, for he says “ the thought of
brave little Thrushes condemned to beat out
their gallant hearts, to pour forth their song
of courage for the pleasure and profit of a
pack of ruffians maddens me.”

I hope you 'will allow me space to say that
the Linnets used by working men as singers

at these contests are cherished by their owners
as pet birds. They are kept at the highest
possible standard of health or they would
never sing as these Linnets sing. They live a
long and happy life in their cages, many of

them retaining all their vigour until they die

of sheer old age. A Skylark in a cage will

live for any period up to twenty-two years

—

from ten to twenty years being quite a com-
mon age—and the Thrush who, according to

Mr. Jerome, is engaged in beating out its

gallant heart, gets on so well at the avocation
that his life in a cage is anything from fifteen

to twenty years. These dry facts are surely a

sufficient answer to the allegation that birds
suffer when kept properly in captivity. As
for the classification of bird owners as “ packs
of ruffians,” this is on a par with the other
absurdities. The man who owns and cherishes

a singing Linnet, Chaffinch, or Skyiark is

generally a better man all ro.und than his fel-

low worker who has no such hobby. The pity

is that people who would never vciiture with-
out proper justification to take up a position

of authority upon any other subject hesitate

never a moment where bird-keeping is con-

cerned, and when one gives a lead others fol-

low like a flock of sheep.

Bird-Keeper.

Intelligence in Birds.

A Forgiving Starling.
Sir,—The following incident may not be

an argument, either for or against the in-

telligence versus instmet discussion which is

being
. so ably carried on in your columns,

but to those who study the habits of their

pets, it may be interesting. At the same
time I think that a kind captivity would
tend to increase any intelligence that a bird
had rather than deaden it.

In my small collection I have three iSoft-

bills, a Mexican Thrush, and two Starlings;

all cocks, caged separately, and as tame as

cats. They get a bath regularly outside their

cages only, not at the same time, as

“Jimmy” (the Thrush) holds strong views
on the subject of his own importance, and
allows no bird near his bath or his cage.

The Starlings get many a hard peck if they
(fare alight upon his cage front while flying

round after their bath. Ono of the Starlings

he specially objects to, and thereby hangs
the point of my story.

“Jimmy” loves his bath, but hates re-

turning to his cage. One day lately he
simply would not go into it of his own
accord, and got very hungry in consequence

as the day wore on. The food and water
vessels of all my cages are covered, and my
birds must go inside to get anything to eat

or drink, for they cannot steal anything from
their neighbours, as “ Jimmy ” found to his

disgust. Afternoon came, and “Jimmy” at

last humbled himself enough to sit on that

particular Starling’s cage, and say “ I’m
sorry,” at least I sflppose that’s what he

said. Apparently the Starling accepted the

apology for past bullying, as he went down
to his food tin, filled his beak, and by
stretching up from the top perch, and
“Jimmy” stretching down, the latter got

fed through t!»e wires! This was done
several times, to our delight and surprise.

Both birds being cocks, and in the moult,

one cannot credit a sexual instinct with this

unlooked for kindness, and it seemed to me
to be worth telling. In conclusion, 1 may
say the Starling got an extra supply of

juicy currants (the favourite tit bit of my
Softbills) as a reward, while “ Jimmy ’’ was
lgnomimously caught in a towel and “con-
fined to barracks.”

Dan McArthur.

The Foreign Bird Exhibits
in 1914.

By ALLEN SILVER. F.Z.S.

THE disturbed state of tho country pre-
vented exhibitions from coming up to
their usual excellence in many cases,

particularly in the foreign section, chiefly

because practically no consignments of note
! came into the dealers’ hands. Catalogues of

j

country shows do .not point to the fact that

I
anything of great rarity appeared in such
places. Watford seems to have been for-

tunate in getting very fair support, and
birds of pretty high quality, but the show
of the year was that held at the Horticul-

j

tural Hall in November.
Although for many reasons there were not

quite so many birds sent as the year before,

the entry was a large one, and the quality

and rarity as good. In fact, the first appear-
ance of Humming Birds on the show bench,
in the shape of two delightful species shown
by Mr. Alfred Ezra, F.Z.S., was- in itself a
feature sufficient to cause a sensation. The
Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League provided a
large classification again, so that birds be-

longing to many groups, both rare and
,
common, competed on pretty reasonable

! grounds.
Among the new species to appear were

birds such as Hahn’s Macaw, Short-tailed
Parrot, Brown-eared Conures, Aztec Conure,
Speckled Conure, Crimson-winged Whydah,
Japanese Hawfinch (E. personata), Red-
headed Bullfinches, Humming Birds (2)

(Garnet-throated Carib and Ricordj’s Hum-
mer), Greater Double collared Sunbird, Bul-

lock’s, Wagler’s, and Violaceous Hangnests,
Chinese Starlings, Blueheaded Tanager,
Blue and White Flycatchers, Black -gorgeted
Laughing Thrushes, Wedge-tailed Glossy
Starling, Tawny Thrush, and some interest-

ing Hybrids, such as those between Red-
eared and Red-vented Bulbul, Greenfinch and
Himalayan Siskin, Spicefinch and Bibfinch,

Magpie Mannikin, and Bengalee, and so

forth. The names of the owners and ex-

hibitors of these birds have already been
published in Cage Birds as winners of the

F.B.E.L. diplomas.
Among new exhibitors, Dr. L. Lovell-

Keays came to the fore with some very

excellent birds, put down in much better

order than is usually the case in first at-

tempts. Mr. W. Shore Baily exhibited

several interesting hybrids bred by himself,

and the usual well-known names of Miss

Clare, Misses Smyth, .Messrs. Frostick, Ezra,

Howe, Shipton, Buckingham, Rev. Raynor,

Thynne, Frost, Maxwell, Wade, the Hon. Mrs.

McLaren Morrison, Hon. Mrs. Bourke, Lady
Kathleen Pilkington, Miss Bousfield, Messrs.

Simpson, Row, Longden, Yealland, Madam
Feist Madewell, Dewhurst, etc., were con-

spicuous throughout the show. As far as

I remember I sent 57 entries myself.

Another feature of this exhibition was the

appearance of Mr. R. J. Watts as a judge.

He undertook the classes of birds belonging

to species commonly imported, and exhibitors

had the satisfaction of knowing that the

birds were judged by one who had inthnate

knowledge of the “donkey work attached

to the preparation and selection of birds of

the kind.

Allowing for the war, one could not

grumble at the quality and number of the

exhibits benched during the season, and

there is every reason to believe that there

is .a future in store for foreign bird exhibit-

ing. It will, I am afraid, never be possible

to get a really large show outside London,

because these birds cannot be subjected to

exactly the same treatment as Canaries and

well-steadied British seedeaters an,d Finch

Hybrids. l*et under conditions where birds

can be properly packed and railed, there is

not the risk attached to sending properly

steadied birds about that is generally be-

lieved. The fact that many fairly delicate

birds have been exhibited season after

season, is sufficient proof of this. In fact,

exhibitors’ birds that have been to several

shows during a season have often outlived

birds that have never been shifted at all.
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CJLUB &. SOCIETY NOTICES
ONB NOTICE ol any forthcoming 8octety meeting

inserted free. It must reach us not later than

Tuusday morning's post. Specially printed Club

Notice Postcards may bo had freo on application to

our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Aberdeen Amalgamated C.B S,—Aug. 20, Trades’
Hall, Belmont St., 8. Committee's recommenda-
tions for cloesIAcaitlon, etc., and election of judges.—
R. J. Robertson.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Aug. 25. Station Cafe,

8.30. Discussion on show; important.—C. Bailey.

Asliington and Hirst C.B.S.— Aug. 21, Miners'
Theatre, Asliington, 7.30. Special business. Subs.

—

C. l’\ Tapson.
Bonnyrigg C.B. S.—Aug. 28, Foresters’ Arms, 6.30.

General business.—J. Stirling.

Bradford National Show.- Aug. 25, Cinderella Club
Rooms, Lee St., Thornton Road, 8. To consider a
communication from the Lord Mayor. Uood attend-

ance desired.—S. Midgley.
Chopwell C.B.S.—Aug. 21, Club Hall, 6.30.—W. H.

Christer.
Cumnock C.B.S.— Aug. 28, Auchinleck Town Hall.

7. General business.— A. Wyper.
Ens’leigh C.B.S.— Aug 23. Boy Scouts’ Rooms, 8.

Schedule of open show and other bus.—J. Alderslade.

Ea,t Ardsley Aug. 21, Black Swan, 7.30. General

bus.—A. Walton. >.

Falkirk C.B.S.—Aug. 21, 80. Graham's Road, 8. Im-

portant business.— R. Rennie.
Grimsby O.S.— Aug. 26, Headquarters. 160, Free-

man St., S. Fourth N.F. show and table show of

British—J. T. Cottcrill.

Green Canary Association.—Aug. 26, Headquarters,
8. Mo^t important; allotting of patronage.—E. S.

Broadhent.
Huddersfield O.S Aug. 21, Headquarters, 7. Table

show for F.F. birds, in the afternoon; judge. Mr
H Cawtherav. Birds staged at 2.— A. Lawford.

Hetton-lc-Hole C.B.S.—Aug. 2T, Colliery Hotel,

6.30. Nomination of judge for annual show and

other important business.— Geo. Vvpond.
National Green Marked Y.C.C.— Aug. 21, Market

Tavern Bradford, 6.30. Competitions, prizes, etc.,

for 1015-16.—J. Chambers.
Newcastle East End C.B.S.— Aug. 25, Leighton s

School, Heaton Rd., 7.30. Classification for show,

show hail, etc. Subs. due.— .1. W. Coutts.

National British Bird and M.C.—Aug. 26, Head-
quarters. 8. Show busineW—E. Stephens.

North-West Glasgow C.B.C.—Aug. 31, Amalga-

mated Musicians' Hall, 44, NapicThill St., 8. Classi-

fication for annual show.—J. Houston.
Northern Yorks. C.C.-Aug. 26, Shield's Cafe, Big

Market. Newcastle-on Tvne. 8. Allot patronage; show-

date; table show, usual classes.— R. Tindale.

North Liverpool C.B.S.—Sept. 1. Headquarters. .9.

Question night and general discussion; autumn old

show classification .— E. S. Broadbent.
Oxhill Centra! Workmen’s Club and Inst., Ltd

—

Aug. 22. Club Room, 6.30. Business important.—

Wm .1. Patten.
.

Oldham C.B.S.-Aug. 24. Textile Dining Rooms, 8

Friends kindly note.—G. Mills.

Po-th and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.-Aug. 25, Porth

Hotel 7. Show business.—J. H. Bevan.

Queen’s Park. Glasgow, C.B.S—Ane. 25, Mane
Halls. 8. Very important.—E. Holliday.

Rericar C.B.S.—Aug. 25, Crown and Anchor, 7 30.

Priz-money to be paid for 2nd N.F. show, also

general business.—W. Boagey.
Southern Border F.C -Aug. 23. Headquarters, 8.

Allot specials and other important business— G.

^Ushaw Moor Workmen’s Club.—Aug. 22, 1, Start-

ing of clnh again.—A. Teasdale.
‘

Warrington C.B.S.—Aug. 26. Blue Bell Sale Rooms,

8. On vn show schedule.—H. Warburton.

West Stanley Garden Houses F.F. and C.B.S.

Aug. 22. Club 'Room, 7. Re co-partnership business.

—J. Armitage. „ .
- _ . .

West sten'ey C.B.S.-Aug. 21. Commercial Hoto .

6 30. Schedule, and other important business.—w.

Cresswell.

!

"Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at

advertisement rates, three words a penny.

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet contest. Woodman Inn, Horsefair, Aug.

14. 14 entered; for three good prizes; 4 minutes

time singing: 1, Beard. 54; 2, Pugh 50; 3, Scottesm,

24. Open sing. Aug. 15 ; 18 entered for three good

prizes - 3 minutes’ time -singing; 1, T. Jones, 20; 2,

Beard,
-

26; 3, Pugh, 25. -J. Beard, Assist. Sec.

KIPPAX.
Members’ ©rig, Aug. 14, Commercial Hotel, when

only a moderate entry was staged: 1, Collinson : 2,

Plows; 3, Cooper. Timekeepers, J. Ccoper. R. Col

linson : tappers, J. Wallis, A. Cooper. We have a
visit of friends on Aug. 21, from the Clare-nee Hotel
Linnet Club Le- ds. I am informed by Mr. Lipliam.

that about a ©core of the-m will

Club {Reports.
EASTLEIGH C.B.S.

Owing to the difficulty of getting all our members
together to discuss the schedule of our annual show,
proposed for Nov. 24, 25, I have lorwardcd a copy
of proiioscd schedule to all members for perusal,

and I hopo tills will meet with upproval. Members
wishing to propose any alteration in ©am© ami be-

ing unable to attend meeting, should send proposals

not later than Aug. 22, tor meeting on Aug. 23. It

is- hoped that all members available will attend this

meeting.—J- Alderslade, Sec.

LOCHGELLY C.B.S.
Meeting. Aug. 7. Delegates gavo report of Fife

League meeting. Schedule was gone over and classi-

fication received consideration. In Norwich we have
added two each, Green ami Cinnamon classes, and a
Yellowliammer class to British. We hope the fancy
will appreciate this step, and that some of the
ehampipns may be on view in theso particular sec-

tions. Membership (open) lias been extended to
Aug. 31. Those desirous of joining should do so

now.—R. Muir, Sec., Anderson’s Cottages, Station
Rd.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY
C.B.S.

General meeting, Porth Hotel, Aug. 11. Decided
to have a show in December, it was not decided
whether it lie radius or open ©how. 1 hope all mem-
bers will turn up at next meeting to draw up
classification, so as to avoid alteration afterwards.
1 appeal to members who do not attend any meet-
ings to muster up a little, as it does not give any
encouragement to those- who attend and do all the
work. Try next time.—J. H. Bevan, Sec.

SHEFFIELD COMBINED SHOW
COMMITTEE.

Meeting, held July 21, ami well represented by all

delegates; Mr. Jones presided. The classification was
verified by the various delegates. The team trophy to
be a rose bowl, to become the property of society
that win-s it. Rotherham Sou. promised 10s. towards
same. Will delegates come with rules for the trophy
competition next meeting. Specials were generously
promised, £1 2s. Gd. being quickly procured. Next
meeting. Sept. 1st. All delegates are earnestly re-

quested to attend as a great quantity of business
is on hand.—C. Tomlinson, Press Corres.

WALKLEY C.B.S.
Meeting, Headquarters, July 11, Mr. T. Ridal,

chair. The principal business was a lecture on
colour-feeding by Mr. T. Ridal, who thoroughly ex-

plained his method, also a method- by which the
colour-Tood could be made without eggs. A letter
was read from Sapper A. Simpson, one of our mem-
bers, who had been severely wounded at the Dar-
danelles, and it was decided that a whip-round be
taken and some cigarettes be sent him. Table show.
—Nov. Yell. Yorks.: 1, 3, Fretwell ; 2, Bagshaw.
Bud: 1. 2, Bagshaw; 3, Fretwell. Mk-d. ; 1, 3, Fret-

well; 2, Bagshaw. Nor! Yell.: 1. Everard; 2, 3.

Gears. Buff; 1. 2. 3, Gears-. Mkd.: 1, Goodison

;

2, 3, Everard.—C. Tomlinson, Sec.

NORTHERN YORKS C.C.
Meeting and table show, Aug. 11 ; Mr. CrawhaB

presided over a good attendance. Messrs . R. Stuu-
holme and Wm. Dinning were elected members. De-
cided to hold a members' show, as in previous year,

date, etc., to be decided at next meeting, Aug. 26.

The names of several prominent Yorkshire exhibi-

tors were -submitted to act as, judge, and see. was
instructed to write for term’s to those ©elected.

Table show award©: Champ., Cl.: 1. 2, Tindale; 3,

4, C-rawhall. Marks: 1, 2, Crawhall; 3, Tindale;

Nov. Cl. ; 1 3, vhc, he. Gregory ; 2, 4, Fullerton
;

c,

Leach Marks: 1 Havis ; 2, Gregory; 3, 4. Leach.

Mr. F. Johnson judged and gave every satisfaction.

—R. Tindale, Hon. Sec.

CODNOR PARK AND EASTWOOD
C.B.S.

Meeting, Aug. 14, Three Tuns, Eastwood, with a

splendid attendance, the business being election of

officers for the coming season and fixing date- for

open show. Decided to hold o-ur annual .open show
as usual on Nov. 20. Bu,sines© was got through in

fine style, and a ino-st enjoyable evening was ©pest.

The society is in a flourishing condition, with a

good number of members and a nice balance in hand.

The society is open to receive new members, the

sub being 2/6. Next meeting Sept. 11, at Three

Tun-s, Eastwood, at 7, when fanciers will receive a

hearty welcome. The president, Mr. J. Taylor, has

promised to provide another silver challenge cup to

replace the one won outright by Mr. J. Adnitt last

year.—Smith and Lees, Sec*.

GLASGOW AND WESTERN
COUNTIES CLUB.

Meetings, Headquarters, Aug. 7 and 14; Mr. Peter

Pettigrew presided over a good attendance. Mr.

Wm. Bro-wn, Cambuslang, was admitted a member.
Specials won at young bird- show were paid over to

winners present. Classification was gone into of

annual show, Jan. 22,, and many new classes were

added. Decided to have an all day ramble on Trades’

Holiday, Aug. 28 to Strathaven, train- leaving Cen-

NEWCASTLE.UPON.TYNE C.B.S.
General meeting, Aug. 5, Mr. W. K«pic chair.

Mr. M. Nattraes, Bishop Auckland, elected a mem-
ber. Decided to take Co-operative Hall, Bcnwcil,

for open show, Oct. 23. Classification : Norwich 7

classes, Yorkshires 7, Borders 8, Crests 4, Scotch

Fancy 2, Mules 3, British and Foreign 2. Decided
to apply for patronage of Northern Specialist

Societies. The. following gentlemen were nominated
as judges: Mosers. T. Robson, T. C Crawhall, Tom-
linson, and Nicholson (Stockton), C. Farrer and C.

Waters. Entrance fee 1/C per cage; members 1 /-.

Prize money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/C. Members please note

:

Subscriptions overdue. -J. W. Reed, See.

3n tRe Courts ,

Dealing in Stolen Birds.

At Brentford police court George Varney, animal
dealer, of Cainbridge-paradc, Twickenham, and two
school boys, of Morley-road, Twickenham, were
charged with being concerned in stealing and re-

ceiving, between 21st and 22nd July, three Canaries
and a Parrakcct, value £1 5/-, the property of Mr.
F. Brereton, of Moadowbank, Cambridge park,
Twickenham.
The evidence given was to the effect that nine

valuable birds had been stolen from the aviaries,

and that two of the Canaries were offered in Var-
neyis -shop window for sale. These were recognised

by Mr. Brereton’© gardener, J. Lanaway. who en-

tered the shop and enquired as to their price. Var-

ney asked 10/- for one of the Canaries. To a de

tective who was with Mr. Lanaway Varney said

he had bought three Canaries and a Parrakeet for

3s. 6d. from a lad.

The two lad-s admitted the theft, but Varney said

he did not know that the birds were stolen. Nothing

was known against V arney, but the chairman said

he was guilty, at any rate, of great carelessness,

because the facility for ©eRing thing© like this,

made the thefts more common. He would bo fined

20s. or fourteen, days. The boys were severely cau-

tioned by the chairman and bound over under the

Probation Act.
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visit K4ppax. The content will be for quality and
|
tral Station at 9.35 a.m. ;

meet at corner of Hope

time, so as to* give the Kippax fanciers an idea on and Gordon Streets at 9.20. It is expected that
time,

.

quality singing.—R. Plows, Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Savillc Green, York Road, open contest for quality

Linnet singing, Aug. 14 : 14 ©ana for three- prizes

:

1, T. Johnson; 2, Condliffe; 3, Ohippindale. Judges,
Jennings and Hardcaistle. Aug. 15. 19 sang for three

prizes ; 1, J. Parker; 2. Condliffe; 3, Chipnindale.

Judges, Hardicastle and- Nay-tor —Walter Naylor,

Hon. Sec.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Aug. 14,

Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lane ; 12 bird© faced the
judges, and some good singing was heard: 1, Ward;
2, Wigfield

; 3, Playforth. Judges, P. Bryan and T.

Summers. Also a spex'ial contest between H. Wig-
field and J. Hirst, Mr. W. Crowther adding a prize.

Wigfield won; judge, T. Summers. Aug. 15, 12 birds
entered: 1, Ward; 2. 3, G. Hirst; judges, C. Biss
and T. Summers.—W. Liprnan, Hon.- Sec.

Questions and
Answers.

doubts and difficulties
SOLVES BY SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten ) on one side of paper, and com
elude with either the correct name or a

.. pseudonym.
(2)—The proper name ami address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper,
and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.

(7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sir-pence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Postmortems).
(S)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source- will be

handed over in full to the “Referee’s ” Poor
Children’s Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

&r

and on two other days a similar quantity ol
crushed sponge cake sprinkled with maw, or a* m
change a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled with!
soft sugar. After the first fortnight give in the
water six drops of tincture of gentian, and four
of dilute sulphuric acid every ©econd day for a
fortnight. After this atop all drugs and go on
with the above method of feeding.
INSECTS (Pets).—If the insects are upon the

bird constantly they are probably grey lice, but
your description ©cents to apply better to red
mite©. The latter insect is ©hortCr, more round in

shape, and dark crimson, with a minute grey mark
on the back, and it lives in the crevices of tbo
cage, only going on the bird/ to feed at
night, as a rule. To get rid of red mite
you must thoroughly overhaul the cage and fit

tings, not overlooking the nail or hook on which
it hangs. Clean thoroughly, probing, if necessary,
any cracks or open joints with a pin on to a 'beet
of white paper, and immediately burn the debris,.

Then saturate the cage with turpentine, using a
small brush to work it into any small cracks, and
in an hour or so wash it well with a solution of

Jeyes’ or Sanitas—a teaspoonful of the fluid in

each hall pint of water, and finally rub it up afresh

when dry, and return the bird. Repeat the opera-

tion once a week for a month, and during the time
give bird -a bath twice a week, iri which you have
mixed a few drops of quassia essence. For grey

lice hand-washing is the quickest remedy, using a

teaspoonful of Creolin in each pint of the first and
second waters used in the process. If you cannot
manage this, offer tbo bird a bath as above every
second day for a month or so, and wash out the

cage in the same way as you would for dealing with

red mites once each week.
SINGING HEN, ETC. (Workman's Hobby).— (1)

Certainly it would be right to pair up a ©inging

hen if in good health and condition, as I suspect

she is, or she would not be singing. There is no
reason whatever why a singing hen should not breed

successfully. (2) Ye©, it would be quite possible for

clutches of eggs to be laid without the presence cf

a male bird. Elaborate seed mixtures arc better

reserved as luxuries for occasional use than given

as staple diet. A plainer staple diet is much better

for the birds, and also saves much waste. You
should get “ Canary Breeding for Beginners ” and
follow advice therein generally. Then you could

not go far wrong.
BREEDING QUERIES (C. A. B.).— (1) Judging

from jtiur letter, J am afraid you are inclined to

be just a little too inquisitive concerning the

bird’s domestic arrangements. Take this hint and

let them manage their own affairs as much as

possible, avoiding any interference that is not

absolutely unavoidable. Assuming the hen docs

not begin nesting again before the first brood, are

ready to be separated, you may remove the nest

pan a day or two after the young have left it

altogether, and give a clean pan, or the old one

thoroughly cleaned and with a new lining pnt in,

when she is Teady to start again. Should ©he

start again before they are quite out of the ne.-t

you may put in a second- pan to provide a site for

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners” (7 d.); House’s ‘‘Canary Manual" (1/2);

Battye's ‘‘Yorkshire Canaries ”
(1/H); House's ‘‘Nor-

wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston’s ‘‘Stock Book" (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever ’* (7d.); Norman's
“ Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3) ; llamsden’t
“Colour-feeding” (3\d .) ;

“Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 Id. each}:

No. 5 “The Pet Canary,” No. 6 " Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 “The Holler,” No. 23

“The Border Fancy," No. 24 “Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea

are post free, from “CagqgBirds,” 154. Fleet Street,

Loudon, E.C.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kind9 cf athletics, including Foot-
bail Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on ali

questions of Health. Diet, Ac., to all readers
EVERY. THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Free Specimen to
“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

qu/te a number will leave by the 5.55 a.m. train

to enable them to do some bird-watching previous

to the arrival of the second contingent. Business

being over Mr. Pettigrew submitted1 a large ©elec-

tion of wil'd plants and seeds, and briefly described

their uses and abuses, and many good- wrinkles

were gathered by the younger members on moulting

the various Finches. Next meeting, Sept. 4., at 7.

—

J. H. Adam, Hon. Sec.

SOUTHERN BOPDER F.C.
Meeting, Headquarters, July 26, Mr. H. Norman,

chair, and a fair number present. Decided to limit

the- number of patronage to six, and the voting

resulted as follow-s: Plymouth. Oct. 10-11; Chelten-

ham. Nov. 3 and 4; Chester. Nov. 13; Rcdhill, Nov.

24; L.C.B.A., Dec 10-13; Llanelly, Jan. 11. The
question of specials was left over to the August
m eting, arid, although we do no-t think i-t advis-

able to offer such a large list of special® as in

other years, o-ur list will compare favourably with

that of any other specialist club. The specials fund

is now open, and among those who have sub-

scribed are Messrs. Pratt, Madagaj). Humphries,
Last, Newiey, and Burton Bros. J shall he glad

to hear from any other member who wishes to

©end a special along. To save expense thsm will

be no manuals ift'.ted this year, so members should

watch this column closely for club happening®. I

have a few of last year’s manuals, and I shall be

pleased to send to any member requiring one. Mem-
bers should send in their subs: at once, or it will

be tod late- to compete for the specials offered. Next
meeting, Headquarters, Aug. 23.—Geo. Burton, Hon.
Sec.

CA1ARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

A SLUGGISH HEN (G. V. U.).—I am afraid the

bird is not kept uDder healthful conditions. See

that it is in a comfortable place, not necessarily

overheated, and free from direct cold draughts,
fume-s of burning lights in the evenings, or ex-

tremes of heat and cold. As staple diet give a

mixture of three parts canary to one part summer
rape, and in addition give -separately half a tea-

spoonful of crushed sponge cake, ©lightly dusted
with flowers of -sulphur, and then sprinkled with
maw seed every third day, and on the intervening
days give first a ©imilar quantity of a mixture of
equal parts hemp, millet, niger, teazle and broken
groats, and next a good-sized spray of watercress,
or a morsel of sweet fruit when greenstuff cannot
be obtained in a fit condition to use. In the
drinking water add ten drops of syrup of buckthorn
for three consecutive days, and after this give
instead 20 drops of chemical food every eeooud day
for a month or so. Continue* this treatment for a
month.
MATE FOR GREEN HEN (Novice).—It depend©

upon what you wish to breed for. If you want
Greens the most ©uitable mate would be a self-

green cock—a yellow-green if your hen is a buff,

and vice versa. If you mated her with a clear
buff you would probably get little else but ticked
and variegated young, and the result from a ticked
cock would be similar, except that the young
would show still more variegation, and you may
get some broken greens, or au occasional self.

Of course, in either case the bltd© should match
uaeh other in other respects-^-size, type, etc.

DOES NOT SING (Pit Laddie).—Your feeding is

certainly at fault, and th-e black mark above the
beak is very suggestive of the bird having to

breathe, -a dusty atmosphere in the kitchen. Keep
it in a bright and comfortable place, but not too

near a window, nor near or over a burning light

In the evenings. As staple diet give a mixture of

three- part© canary to one part summer rape. Give

a spray of watercre-sfl each day. In the_ water add

ten drops of lemon juice and as much Epsom salts

as-will cover a sixpence every third day. Limit it

strictly to this for a fortnight. Then give sepur-

the second nes-t. The preparations, for the secern!

nest are practically a repetition of those for the

first. (2) A staple of plain canary, with a pinch

of rape, separately, is quite sufficient whilst sitting.

You may give just a morsel of soft food once a

week, -though it is not absolutely essential. (3) If

the weather Is quite warm, or dry, it will be on
advantage to offer the bath daily after the ninth

or tenth day of incubation. If weather is damp
ondi cold, no harm will be done by withholding
it altogether. (4) Only the actual test will prove

whether it would make any difference to leave the

cock with the hen. permanently. Some hens will

rear the young best by themselves, and others

vice versa. (5) I should term the cample you sent

a substitute rather than an egg food, as I imagine

the proportion of egg in it is exceedingly small.

But as you saj\tfie -birds are very fond of it and
eat it freely, that is th-e main point, and 'I see no
reason why it should not suffice to rear young from

the nest perfectly. It certainly contains a fair

quantity of oatmeal, so I should- advise you to be

a trifle liberal with green food whilst the young
are being reared. (6) The fact that the hen- ©at

on tire first egg for an hour or two before you

removed it will not affect its hatching in the

least.

SOFT MOULT (Mrs. T. B. Cooper).—Make ycureelf

quite sure tiiat the bird is not exposed to direct

draughts, nor to extreme and rapid fluctuations of

heat and cold, -such a© might occur in the vicinity

of burning lights in the evening©. Then, every

second day, in addition to its staple seed diet give

half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion and four of sherry-

well mixed in it, and on the alternate days give a

similar quantity of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
niger, millet and broken groats, and a morsel cf

banana. Give also a few dandelion seed head©
daily. In the drinking water every second day, <ii-

solve a crystal of sulphate of iron the size of a

6plit pea and add six drops of dilute sulphuric acid

Should any undue constipation occur, add a pinch

of Epeom ©alts to the water on the days when you

omit the iron, until corrected, or give a little more
succulent green food. Continue this treatment until

OHS”
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper,

“FUR § FEATHE!
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

avuawj ™ v.».„ - 0„„. o _ Every Friday Id. Send Postcard lor Specimen.
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t short time after the feathera have ceased drop-

puiK
TOO LATE (E. H. M.>. Sorry the last advice

came too late to he of service for the bird originally

enquired about, hut hope it may he of some
benefit for tile new invalid, witli which you will do
no harm in trying it for two or three weeks. Then
write again and report result, repeating particulars,

and I will advise you further if necessary. Probably

your birds arc in a highly strung nervous condition,

and tile immediate cause of death in the last case

was due to nervous shock on being caught in the

hand. Therefore, you should deal as gently and
methodically as possible with your stock, in order

to gain their confidence and remove, any fear of

your presence.
AVIARY AND ROLLERS (Novice, Glasgow).- (1)

You give no idea which of your measurements refer

to the height of the cage. If it is 31ft. high, its

full capacity to commence is seven birds— five, hens
utid two cocks; if tire height is 4Jft., four hens
and ono cock would lie sulllcicnt. In either case .put

up seven or eight nesting sites, and do not place
one very much higher than the rest, or there
will he endless squabbles for the possession of it.

You would not, of course, put in the birds for

breeding, nor the nesting sites before next spring.

(H) Healthy, robust, young birds of the type you
mention would do very well to work on to gain
experience. But it is probably a mistake to regard
these birds as the pure strain of any one individual
breeder, or even trainer. (8) For the staple diet
give a mixture of two parts good sound canary to
one part summer rape. In addition, give separately
a pinch of mixed seeds as advised to "Amateur”
in this issue about every third duy, once, or twice
a week a little egg food, or bread and milk as a
substitute, and four or live times a week a spray
of any green salad that is in season. Oiler the
hath daily in summer and autumn, and twice a
week in mild weather during the winter. For fuller

details of feeding you should get our Nutshell
Booklet No. 10, on the Roller, and for guidance
during next season's breeding operations you would
do well to equip yourself witli "Canary Breeding
for Beginners," which our Manager would send you
for 7d., post free.

A GREAT TOPER (J. T.).—The excessive thirst
is merely an effect, not a cause, of the obstinate
diarrhoea. The following treatment should put her
quite right in the course of two or three weeks.
If not well in that time, please write, again and
repeat particulars, when I will advise you further.
Keep cage lloor and perches scrupulously clean,
and to assist towards this end it would bo best
to keep the lloor well strewn with clean pine saw-
dust for the time being. Give a staple diet of a
mixture of three parts canary to one part sweet
nutty summer rape. In addition, give separately
every second day a piece of bread and milk the
size, of a hazel nut well dusted with carbonate of
bismuth and sprinkled with maw seed, and on the
alternate days give half a teaspoonful of a mixture
of equal parts good sound hemp, niger, teazle, and
broken groats or crushed arrowroot biscuit. Give
no slicctnent greenstuif at present, but a few seed
beads of shepherd's purse or half-ripe plantain
stalks two or three, times a week will do no harm.
In the drinking water add for one day only six
drops of syrup of rhubarb and as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and after this give
instead five drops each of tincture of gentian, tinc-
ture. of opium, and dilute sulphuric acid for three
consecutive days, and every second day after until
the droppings become quite normal.
ALL IN A HEAP ($. W.).—It would have been

helpful had you described the symptoms a little
more fully, and mentioned the condition of the
droppings. The bird may simply be starting to
moult. Anyway, treat £<s follows for a fortnight,
and if not considerably Better, write again and give
all particulars of the symptoms. If bird has made
a good improvement in the time named, you may
go on with the same treatment for a week or two
longer. In addition to the staple, seed diet, give
every second day a piece of bread and milk the
size of a hazel nut with two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion on it and well sprinkled with maw seed,
and on the alternate days half a teaspoonful of
well-boiled summer rape. Four times a week you
may give, a half-ripe plantain stalk, or a few seed
heads of shepherd's purse. In the drinking water,
for three consecutive days, add as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and ten drops of
lemon juice, and after this four drops each of tinc-
ture of gentian, tincture of calumba, and aromatic
sulphuric acid every second day for a fortnight.
Bee that it is kept free from direct draughts, and
if it begins to shed feathers, keep it in a fairly
warm and equable temperature to hasten on the
moult.

IS IT POSSIBLE? (Inquirer).—I take your ques-
tion to mean simply is it possible for pure Mules
and pure Canaries to be bred from the same clutch
of eggs? If this is what you mean, then the
answer is that it is quite possible, but highly im-
probable, and in every such ease part of the ova
forming that clutch would have bW-n impregnated
bv a union of a prior mating with some other male.
If what you wish to know is whether it is possible
for one or more young- birds in a clutch fertilised
by a Finch to revert on the principle known as
atavism to a former mate of the hen, in such a
manner as to be pure Canaries, the answer is that
such a thing is not possible. None of the ova
impregnated by the Finch could produce pure
Canaries, however close the resemblance may be
externally.
CONTINUALLY MOULTING (0. H. ,T.).— (1) Keep

the bird on the warm side and throw a light
cover over its cage until it has done shedding
feathers, and when you notice new quills appearing
on the head, begin to add a crystal of sulphate of
iron to the water three times a week until the
plumage is quite full grown. This should check
the continual loss of feathers in future. (2) It
is not very likely that you will quite stop the
wheezing now until the end of the moult. Every
second day for a week give half a teaspoonful of
crushed sponge cake with four drops of sherry and
two of cod liver oil emulsion well mixed- in it and
sprinkled with maw seed, and on the alternate
days add to the drinking water five drops each of
ox.vrmd of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tincture of
lobelia and sweet spirit of nitre. Give this for a
week, then miss a week, and continue in this way
until the end of the moult. (3) Yes, the specimen
enclosed i» shepherd’s purse.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere
Head Offices: 00, Bartholomew Close, London, EC

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universe 1

, Carrier®. Established 1870.

A LONG SILENCE (A. 8. n.).^ Possibly the bird
needed only the stimulation of hearing another
eingcr for a oliort time at the end of its last moult

;

assuming it hue been in good health and condition
there is little cdso to account for its long silence,
lb will not sing now until this moult in quite finished,
but if you follow tide treatment he should begin
soon afterwards. If he does not, then try to get
him the company of a singer for a week or two to
encourage him to begin Give a mixture of IJiin:

parts canary to one part summer rape e.-ed as staple
diet. In addition give half a teaspoonful of egg-
food well eprinkled with maw seed twice a week;
on two other days give a similar quantity of a mix-
ture of equal parts hemp, niger, millet, teazle, gold
of pleasure, and broken groats. (Jive a email opray
of some, green salad, or seed beads of shepherd's
purse, or half ripe plantain stalk daily. When the
moult is nearly finished, which you will know by the
new quills appearing about the head, add a crystal
of sulphate of iron and oix drops of dilute sul-

phuric acid to the water twice a week until the
plumage is fully grown. After that add to the
water every third day for a fortnight ten drops each
of glycerine and lemon juice, and as much chlorate
of potaoh as will cover a sixpence.
STANDS WITH MOUTH OPEN (M. Dubury).—(I)

Sec that both the birds arc kept under bright and
healthful conditions, and free from direct cold
draughts. Then, for three consecutive day*, add to
the water of this bird with the squeaky voice six
drops of syrup of rhubarb and no much Epsom salts
a« will cover a -sixpence, and after this give instead
four drops each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha
wine, tincture of lobelia, and sweet .epirit of nitre
every second day for a fortnight. You may also
add to the diet every second day during the first
week a morsel of bread and milk with two drops of
cod liver oil emulsion on it. (2) ,I’m afraid this bird
is a weakling, and too much of a wreck to be more
than temporarily relieved. Give the rhubarb aperi-
ent advised for No. 1 every second day for a week.
Follow this up by giving the squills mixture two
days in every three for a week, and afterwards every
second day for another three weeks. Instead of the
bread and milk make a paste by mixing on a hot
plate a teaspoonful of pure honey, ditto of cod
liver oil emulsion,' as much chlorate of potash as
will cover a shilling, and the same quantity of pow-
dered grain of paradise. Add whilst mixing a suffi-
cient quantity of finely-powdered biscuit to make the
mass the consistency of soft cheese. When cold it
may be cut into cubes, one of which keep in the
wires of the cage for the bird to peck at when it
likes. It will benefit ttiis bird to add 20 drop doses
of chemical food to its drinking water three times
a week for a month after the moult is quite finished.
ANOTHER WHEEZER (E. M. T.).—See reply to

“ M. Dubury (2) ” in this issue, which will apply
to your case. See that the bird is kept under
healthful conditions and in a fairly equable tem-
perature and free from direct draughts, and treat
it as advised in that reply for a month, and if not
then well, please write again and I will advise you
further. You will not need to give the course of
chemical food after the end of the m'oult. Also you
must not expect too rapid progress from the wheezi-
ness whilst the bird is moulting.
SEEDS AND SEX (Amateur).— (1) The following

seed mixture, which you may make up yourself in
any quantity by adhering to these proportions, is
as good as any for occasional use as an extra. Two
parts each (by measure) hemp, niger, and white
millet, one part each teazle, black rape, or cole, and
broken groats, a half part of maw, and a quarter
part each of. gold of pleasure and linseed. The
latter item is optional, and is just as well left out
for a few weeks at a-time now and again. (2) Only
experience and close observation will enable you
to tell with any degree of certainty the sexes of the
young birds, for the differences are all comparative
and often slight. In a general way the cocko are
more bold and pushful, have a more defiant and
domineering mien, a richer colour on the wing butts,
rump, and at base of lower mandible, a bolder, or
what is sometimes termed a bolting, eye, the head
and neck are rather thicker and fuller, and there is
a more graceful sweep of outline from the abdomen
on to the under tail coverts, due to more fully
developed coverta. The voice and call is more clear
and liquid, and when any attempts are made at
singing the throat swells and palpitates perceptibly.
Most young cocks will begin to warble a little as
ooon as they are out of the neat, or even before .

they leave it they may he noticed trying to warble.
BREEDING MEALWORMS (J. Hughes).—Please

see, reply und-er "British Birds.”
BORDERS GETTING THIN (Borders).—(1) Judg-

ing from your successes hitherto, I am inclined
to think there is really nothing materially wrong
with the style of your birds, and that what you
take for wasting is merely a natural tightening up
of the plumage after the moult. I rather deebt
the wisdom of tailing the birds, or, indeed, of ar.y
interference. Still, if you want to give them
more waist, a month or so of the following feeding
should do it for you. For staple diet, give plain
canary seed only. Every second day give half a
teaspoonful of scalded rape seed and a morsel of
banana, and on the alternate days a piece of
bread the size of a walnut, soaked in cold milk,
drained, four drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it,
and sprinkled with soft sugar, and half » tea-
spoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp, broken
groats and chopped sunflower seed. Give a si ray
of watercress sufficiently often to prevent the
birds becoming constipated. The quantities named
are what you should give each bird that is to be
treated. The sample of seed you sent is a very
useful mixture for occasional use, but such
elaborate mixtures are not to be commended for a
regular staple diet. . (2) If the tail feathers were
pulled, it would be six weeks before they were
full grown again, though they would be showing
well through in half that time.

BRITISH BIRBS,
MULES AHD HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
STOCKING AN AVIARY (H. A. Tutt).—You pro

pose to put far too many birds in your 4-ft. aviary.
They -might do -in it for a time if they wero all of
one sex, but to expect any success in breeding Is
quit ‘out of th question. If you seriously want to
rear Mules in it you had better turn in one cock
bird with your three hens. In that case I would
advise you' to use the Goldie. The Bull'ina are not
certain breeders, -and a Linnet would probably mate
with one hen and no more, although to this rule
there are exceptions. (2) Vour stock mixture will
be made up to suit the birds you decide to have

:

if you select the Goldie, he will require something
different to what you would give a Linnet. I -shall
be pleased to assist you when you have selected
your stock.

question has been answered »o many times in these
columns that I must ask you to kindly look up back
numbers-, or send for Nutshell Booklet No. 20 price
2}d. post free, in which you will find full instruc-
tions.

FINCHES DYINC IN AVIARY (Temul).-I fear
your method of feeding is to blame. I do not
think the fact of the birds nibbling the twigs had
anything to do with their death, although I notice
you do not say what tire tree is. Wild birds, as a
rule, will not eat injurious vegetation, they are not
quite »o reckless as Canaries. The great mistake you
make is in folding all your birds on the same seed ;

a Goldfinch, for instance, will -starve on the diet
that will fatten a Greenfinch. I would advise you
to get tile Nutshell Booklets on the- different birdw
you intend keeping; they give you full information
as^ to management. If you buy any more you had
liette-r Keep them in cages for a time, ami if any
of them look a bit thick give a little Epsom salts in
the water, and a spoonful of soaked seeds The
sample of seed you sent is not a suitable mixture;
it contains too much rape; a Greenfinch might doon it, but I fear your Goldie bad a bad time.
CANARIES OR MULES (F. C.).-You failed to sendyom address, which is contrary to rules, perhaps

you will let us have it on a post card. I have read
your letter carefully, and I am inclined to think
yon have- been fortunate enough to breed a coupleof light Mules, although I have known of casctssimilar to yours, and have personally experiencedon
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154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

laid. I would rather lay long odds on their eating
them than hatching® them, but stili. such curiouw
things happen with birds that I would by no means
discourage anyone who -intends trying for hitherto
unknown crosses ;- they would certainly create a sen-
sation if bred and exhibited. Your aviary should
be a large one, and the birds put in it at once. I do
not think ,it would make much difference which way
you mattd/them, although I t-hould feel inclined to
have a hen Jay, if you have a choice, as she would
find a nesting -site far easier than a Magpie would
FEEDING LINNET MULE (Lintre).-The questions

you ask you would find answered much more fully
in “Secrets of Hybrid Breeding,” post free is. 2d.,
than I am able to do in these columns. A good
stock mixture would be 3 parte canary, 2 parts
teazle, 1 part ra]ie, 1 part linseed-; also make up
another mixture of gold of pleasure, niger, and -maw
and give a spoonful twice- a week, and just a little
cracked hemp and sunflower; occasionally 6-up-ply
seeding wild plants, grates seed, sow thistle, dande-
lion, plantain, etc. Keep in a box cage about 16
inches long, and let him bathe frequently. He
should have colour food at once if you want him
to moult out a good colour. " How to Moult British
Birds," 2..}d. post free, would help you considerably
for although it deals with British' birds, the same
methods would be useful in moulting out Hybrids;
but if you colour feed you would have to keep the
bird -indoors, (2) You will find the best natural
food for Improving .the colour of the Bullfinch is
the -privet berry. This can lie gathered in- bunches
a» soon as ripe, and may be kept some time In
water or damp sand, and a spray given daily. The
berries you mention are more -suitable for the larger
©oftbllls.

rOP,EICr3Y BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AMAZON WITH SWOLLEN FOOT (Grieve).—Un-
lees the bird i# a tame one, and will let you handle
jt, I am afraid you cannot give it much relief. The
leg should be bathed with water as hot as you can
bear your hand in without acute discomfort; dry
with a soft cloth and then paint with proof whisky—
so treat it several times a week, daily would be
better, but the demeanour of the bird must be the
governing factor a« to this. It will also be well to
keep its bowcla prop dy regulated; the bowels
should move freely, bub mu#t not be allowed to
jremairi watery -loose. To this end give one tea-
spoonful of Dinncford’s Magnesia in the drinking
water a# often as may be required. Also give daily
one third of a teaspoonfu^ of cod liver oil emulsion,
cither on boiled maize, crust of bread, biscuit, 01
plain cake, whichever the bird most favours. The
bird would #be better with a seed mixture of hemp,
oats, wheat, dari, sunflower and shelled peanut#;
equal quantities of each by measure*—the whole to
be well mixed. It can also have ripe fruit, other
nuts, bread, biscuit, plain cake, and green-food.
Cutfclebone. grit-, also a piece- of a branch (for it to
exercise its mandibles upon), should be continually
in the cage. After the bathing of the leg and foot
has been going forward for a time, if there appears
any sign of pu-s under the skin, it must be carefully
lanced and the pus exuded by gentle pressure and
the part thoroughly cleansed with warm water,
dried, and lightly anointed with borne ic ointment.
Report progress in about a month with full detail*.

CAPE SPARROW-CANARY CROSS (G. and R.).—
While there is nothing as to manner of feeding, etc.,
in the two species to interfere with their successful
crossing, yet wheli one consider# the general charac-
teristics and demeanour of the respective specie#,
ouch success strikes one a# Improbable, yet not Im-
possible; and, if such success has been attained, a
description of the coloration of the hybrids after
the moult would be of great interest. So far a# I
know there is no record of such a cross having been
successfully effected in Great Britain or elsewhere.
Many readers of “ CB.” will be interested in read-
in8 the details of your success, and may I sug-
gest that not only should a description of the main
features of the plumage of the male parent be given,
but the variety of the Canary be stated also. Such
precaution would prevent error in the description of
any cros-s, as popular and vernacular names are

Mould consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners'*
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often a most unsafe guide, and the term “ Spar-
row, ’ etc., is often very loosely uaed* The Cape
Canary has frequently been crossed with the Canary
(domestic var.), and- with several other species of
Scnnuo, too. v

AMAZON PARROTS SNEEZING (Lincoln Imp) —
Spray the nostrils well with a dilute tepid solution
ot glyco-thymoline daily till the running ceases;
operate gently so as not to unduly alarm them

;
it

will do no harm if a little of the solution is swal-
lowed. For three consecutive days put one teaspoon-
ful of fluid magneoia in the drinking water, then only
give it as required to keep the bowels moving quite
freely but not watery-loose. Give a little honey and
borax' daily, spread, this on a piece of bread, biscuit,
or plain cake, whichever the bird takes most readily,
and in the .same mam** give a little cod liver oil
emuloion till the bird# are built up and established.
Also get a packet of Parrot grit,” and give a pinch
of this daily, only a #mall pinch at first (you can
put it on top oi the seed), increasing the quantity
as they become accustomed to it. Cuttlebone should
be continually hanging in the cage, and they should
aLoo have a piece of a stout branch to exercise their
mandibles upon. Report progress a month hence.
BREEDING CALIFORNIAN QUAIL (G. R. A.).—

Broadly speaking, Californian Quail chicks are not
much more difficult to rear than ordinary chicks,
but in their early stages should have a plentiful sup-
ply of live injects (live ants' egg#, gentles, etc.),
but they soon begin to pick up small seeds. The
general method 1# to put them under Bantams or
Silkies, #o as to get as many reared in the coureo
of the season as possible

; a eingle hen ha« produced
over eighty eggs in a single reason in my aviary,
but she only incubated one clutch of twenty-one eggs.
Of theee seventeen hatched out, sixteen of which
reached maturity, that is, to moult into adult plum-
age, when t parted with the whole family. In the
above instance I did not coop them up at all ; they
had the run of a naturally planted aviary (30ft. by
30ft.), and were left entirely to the care of their
mother. As regards food, iasectile mixture and ants'
eggs and gentle# w-ere supplied for the first week,
and they never looked back—when about ten day#
old they began to pick up seed and grew as rapidly
as ordinary chick#. Ample green-food was growing
in the aviary, but where such is hot the case it
mu#t be supplied freely, such as. tufts of gras# pulled
up by the root, chiekweed, and any non-poisonous
weed, minced lettuce, and spring onions, according
to the #eason. Some give custard, a hard-boiled
yolk of egg (finely minced) but I have never used
either, and I have successfully bred several species,
including the small species a# well as the moro
robust Californian, etc. Personally, l take no in-
terest in rearing them by incubator or foster-
parents, and always leave my Quail to breed in a
natural way, and most specie# do so readily, though
my experience is that underv these conditions they
only bring up one brood annuaJIy, usually refusing
to sit on the first clutch, rear the second, and fail
to iranibate either the third or fourth clutche#.
BAD PARENTS (E. >impson).—Some pair# of

Cockatiels are very prolific, nearly all are quite
ready to go to nest, but many pairs arc bad parents
and act much as your pair are doing. The only
thing to do is to change till .you got a breeding
pair, and then #tick to them as long a# they con-
tinue productive. It i# probable that the near re-

lationship of your pair is largely responsible for the
trouble. I certainly suggest your exchanging one
of the birds, it dbes not matter which, but I should
keep the younger of the two—whatever the cau#e of
the trouble, #uch a course should improve matters
and enable you to get some results. Sometimes by
watching advert#, you can secure a good breeding
pair, and if you are able to do eo perhaps it would
be your best course. If your aviary i# roomy they
would agree all right with your present P£ir, and
probably stimulate (educate) the latter in parental
duties. With two breeding pairs you would be in a
position to #upply unrelated pairs of young when
di#po#ing of surplus stock, and thus greatly enhance
your chances of getting rid of them.
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WANTED, lnrgc Norwich or Yorkshire Canaries,

also Carrots ami other foreigners ; best trade, prices

:

17, lYinbroke-rd. ,
Walthamstow. .0-105)

WANTED, address of makers of cull cages, Linnet

cages, for retail; send price* dozens: Henson, 71,

Shoepwnsh, Mansfield, Wood house. lilt)

WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshiro Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-

tin. 91. Cowcaddensst.. Ulasgow. (241)

WANTED, surplus Cnuaric*. also British, for

prompt cash, cheap: Andrew Dawson, Dennlstown

Bird Mart. 089, Duke-st.. Glasgow. <4«>)

WANTED, tyre, 28 x It, cxchango show Goldie,

m la bird, also cycle frame wanted, boots, men s

10's, or ladies' 5’s : Cook, Pcmbrldge. (4 H)

WANTED every variety of Canaries, talking lai-

rots also (Iters of purebred puppies; cheap for

cash’: Harris, Tye Estate. Bedlont.

WANTED, all varieties Canaries and British ana

Foreign birds., must bo cheap, cash sent with order:

Me Ken ml. Scabright, Castle-Douglas. Vtm
WANTED Canaries, any breed, cock or liens, 101

cash or exchange gramophones (hornless) with

records : Seale, 27, Tatton-st., Salford. (419)

WANTED useful exchange for grand lot of Bor-

der Fancies, bred from winners, will sell very cheap

to clear: Short. 329, High-st., Cheltenham. (41a)

WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins; state lowest price:

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
(400)

WANTED, Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Can-

aries half-grown chickens, young rabbits; suite

lowest price cash : Brain, Merchant, Aston, Birm-

ingham. „ u-t
WANTED, Canaries, British and Foreign birds,

Tarrots, Monkeys, Dogs, Puppies, Rabbits, Pigeons,

Cavies; purchase or exchange: Barlow’s Aviaries,

Greenwich. \
4
i°/

PARROT wanted, must be first-class talker Afri-

can Grey preferred, give full particulars and lowest

cash price : Humphries, Hawker’s-st., Cornbrook.

Manchester. . , ,

WANTED, gent.’s light roadster cycle ;
would ex-

change workingman’s cycle, in good order, and 2

pairs breeding Budgerigars: Pratt, Market-st., Long

Sutton, Lines. Jv
WANTED for prompt cash all kinds of healthy

Canaries and Mules, also Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-

finches: send lowest price to: A. Leitch, East End

Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (399)

WANTED Parrakcets, Budgerigars, or Cockatoos in

oxenaneo for grand-toned f violin, bow, case com-

plete, one pair new Hector haircutting machines ; or

sell 20/- lot: Walker, 7/8, Forest Town, Mansfield.

WANTED
any quantity of 1915 Canaries,* including: Borders,

Yorkshires., Norwich, and Rollers
;

good.

1 prices

given; cash by return of pos<t,. no waiting: G.

Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen ;
Goldfinch Muleo,

hens, 1/- each ;
cash or deposit with Editor : Ruther-

ford, Bird Importer, Leytonotone. (341)

SALE or EXCHANGE.

LEMON created Cockatoo, extra tramc, splendid

condition, talker, with cage, nearly new; rare bar-

gain; 30/-: Palmy's, 352, Uppc-r-st
,
Islington, N.

LESSER Lemon crested Cockatoo and cage, My«
several wordu plainly, sell 39/- ; or cxchango Can-

aries or half-plate camera; approval: Irons, 39,

Church st., St. Albans. (414)

PAIR White-headed Mannikins, perfect condition,

5/6; Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, splendid whistler,

talker, sings, cries, good mimic, big handsome
bird, 50/- including cage, worth £1 ;

Mongoose,
tame little animal, 20 /-; ditto, very large, rare

species. 30 long, silver colour, long coat, perfectly

tame to handle, child plays with both, 45/-. worth
£5 would cxchango Canaries, songsters : Clarke. 82,

High-st., Sydenham. <418)

Miscellaneous.

DUTCH doe, with six young, month old, 7/6 ;
or

exchange: W. Inman, New-st., Pateley Bridge. (417)

GENT'S silver watch, good timekeeper, 10/0 cash;

exchange 12/6 ;
approval : Brooks, 157, De Bouvior-

rd., London. (416)

HEN, 9 chickens, 6 weeks, wanted lOin. discs, or

double breeding cages : Porter, 8 ,
Dcvonshire-st.,

Worksop, Notts. (415)

WHAT offers in. young cock Canaries for pure Per-

sian male kitten (tabby), value 12/6: S. Smith, 10,

Waterloo-st .,
Hove.

.

(415)

"OUR Canaries,” exchange for "Aviaries and

Aviary Life," and small Foreign offers : 6 ,
Uams-rd.,

Saltley, Birmingham. (415)

EXCHANGE glazier’s diamond, souiyl condition, for

2 cocks and 4 hens, Yorkshires: C. Upton, 4, Wil-

low-st., Coby, Reading. (413)

THREE Lancs, show cages and case, 8/6 ;
eix new

6/- novels, 10/-; exchange Canaries; offers: Tylke,

Hairdresser, Nantymoel • (416)

THREE-DOMED aviary for sale, 6 / ;
or exchange

double breeder or a good cock -Siskin : Soutar, Fet-

terangus, Aberdeenshire .
(415)

TWO Silver Wyandottes, one Game, cockerels,

April hatched, 12/- lot; exchange sheets: Collins;,

Morchard Bishop, Devon. (417)

CLUMBER Spaniel dog pup, eight months, 12/6 ;
or

exchange birds, ducklings, or offers: 71, Old Mill-

lane, Mansfield. Woodhouee. • (414)

SILVER-MOUNTED calabash pipe, nearly new, cost

7;e; exchange for good cock Goldfinch or Bullfinch:

Pickles, Hairdresser, Skipton. (417)

BIRD-CATCHING outfit, complete, 15/-; or ex-

change for Canaries or fishing tackle : Middleton,

96, Northgate-st, Canterbury. (416)

GENT’S bicycle, good running order, 25/-
;
exchange

Canaries, aviary bred preferred,: Byford, 47, Corn-

wal'lis-st.. Stoke, Staffordshire. (417)

PURE-BRED White Polish Bantam cock, Entwis-
tle’s, 5/-, gift, hen killed; offers, exchange anything:
Holt, Thorne Cottage, Bacup. (413)

GRAND Scotch cur, bitch, 7 months, or exchange
2 pairs Green Budgerigars, sell 10/-: Marsh, Hollings-

st., Cottingley, Bingley, York.s (414)

EXCHANGE pair heavy Scotch woollen blankets,

value 25/-, lady’s silver watch. 12/-, for Canaries:
Dawson. 6S9, Dukc-st., Glasgow. (418)

SPLENDID pair field glasses, sling case, 15/-; ex-

change birds, nets, cages, anything
;
approval : Rob-

inson, 77, Harboro Park, Rushden. (419)

WANTED, pair pedigree Fox Terrier puppic* ;
ex

change cock, 4 hens, buff Pekin banturns : Steel,

Jubilee Bakery, Hadden ha in, Cambridgeshire. (416)

NOTICE, wo want all kinds of birds, Parrots,

Poultry, Bantams, Rabbits, Cavies, gramophone
records, appliances, cameras, anything in ex-

change lor cutlery and plate, etc.
;

write Bmith
Bros., 49, Pear-st., Sheffield. (418)

WILL give value in boots, shoes, clothing, bedding,

cutlery, cycle tyre©, or household goods of any de-

scription in exchange for bird©, animals, or reptiles

of any description; reliable dealings only; stamp
reply : Manager, Live Stock Exchange, 163, Princess,

at., Manchester, (417)

SITUATIONS.

Mainly British.

EXCHANGE, show cages, 2 British show cages

and ease and 2 Norwich show cages and case, new,

for best ’offer in cocks. Siskins, or rifle; approval:

Ley 17, Waungocb, Nantynraek (415)

EXCHANGE, exhibition hand-reared cock Jay, 4

monjths old, making good talker, sell 4/6, with cage

6 /- ; hand-reared cock Blackbird, singing, &ell //o,

with cage 4 /-: Riley, 766, Forost-rd., Walthamstow.

Mainly Canaries.
|

PEDIGREE Yorkshire dog pup, 14 weeks, 20/-; ex-

change Canaries: Tabor, 7, Currie-rd., Northampton.
SELL or exchange Roller cock, Dinging, 4/6; lien,

2/-; or 6/- per pair: Jopson, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (416)

GRAND fawn Pug bitch, in kindle, 25/- ;
exchange

young Yorkshires : Blackett, 2, Poole-et., New North-

rd., London. (409)

EXCHANGE Norwich or Borders, young or old, for

British or Mules or Hybrids: Robinson, 57, Lodge-at.,

Mile© Platting. (417)

EXCHANGE pair good buff Norwich and h.m. cock

Siskin for fishing rod and tackle: J. Metcalfe, Win-
©ton, Darlington. (415)

PAIR Seifert Rollers, breeding cage, 3ft. by 18in.,

fittings, 10/- ;
exchange Gladstone leather bag : 50,

Cookson-st., Blackpool. (411)

EXCHANGE 2 cock, 6 hen Canaries for young
ducks, pullets, or good incubator: Jackson, Bar-
terrace, Whitworth, Rochdale. fil8)
GRAND pair© Canaries, 25; ; or exchange gent’s

22in. cycle. Parrots, gramophone, or chickens:
Grout, 64, Hughenden-rd., Norwich. (410)

APPROVAL, deposit; largo Norwich cock, 1914,

grand songster, 7/6; exchange good h.m. Goldfinch:
Knight, 22, Kobert-st., Rushden. Northants. (414)

FOR sale or exchange two pairs of class Borders
ana three hens, cheap to clear; or exchange good
British birds: Thomson; 39, Prinlaws, Leslie, Fife-

shire. (415)

GOOD Black Pomeranian bitch, due in season, first-

class pedigree, sell 50/-; or exchange Norwich or
Crests; offers: Hardman, 39, Wilkineon-st., Nelson,
Lancs. " (415)
WHAT offers in Border show cages for eight prize-
bred Borders, as bred, six weeks old ; genuine, ap-
proval- Richards, 29, Blanche-st., Wiiliamstown,
Rhondda. (416)
“ IRISH Challenge Bowl ’’ Yorkshires, half price ;

exchange exhibition Siskins, Finches; mutual ap-
proval

;
stamp particulars : Fisher, Bridge-st.,

Londonderry. (418)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders,
and Roller Canaries, sell reasonable, or exchange,
pure or crossbred poultry, geese, or ducks: Mc-
Keand, Hamilton Place, Castle-Douglae. (399)

ksbires or Siefert
me, solder, meek

te quantity

;

ope View,
(418)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements I

not relating to birdkeeping. The following
|

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
|

Cats; Cavies; Clothing ; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice

;

1

Musical Instruments; Natural History; i

Photography ;
Pigeons ; Pigs ; Poultry ; Rab-

bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

AGENTS wanted to sell good Id line; good profit;

send 3 penny stamps for samples and full par-

ticulars: Harris, 16, Portlaud-terr., Mansfield, Notts.

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trowel’s bird e-teds

and foods, good commwsion: Trowcr, 412, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
JAPANESE, Telescope, Fantail, and Comet Gold-

fish; Chinese, Moor, Telescope, Goldfish; largest con-

signment imported ; over 600 in stock ;
Temperature

Fish, many specie's, plants, snails, weeds, etc. ;
list

free; catalogue of aquaria and vivaria, Id.: L. Cura
and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-rd.,. London.
AQUARIUMS, all about slocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will he found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2£d. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Cats.
HANDSOME Black Persian kittens, pure-bred,

highest pedigree; sire, “King Popinjay,” blue Per-

sian, and grandsire, Champion Sir Archie II., great

grandsire, Champion Sir Archie of Arrandaie ;
kit-

tens will breed blue Persians : H., 65, Redciiffe-rd.,

South Kensington, London. (418)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”

A hignly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully witii the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

WANTED offers Canaries
;
exchange pair Scotch

blankets, or new silver lever watch, sell 25/- eacli

:

Drummond, Hutchison-st., Glasgow. (409)
PAIR Belgian rabbits, six months, splendid shape,

colour, 6/- each ;
exchange Budgerigars or Cocka-

tiels: Tom Hall, Hallcroft, Shepohed. (414)
LUCAS cycle lamp, ne.w, 10;- ; -exchange 1914 Gold-
finch-Canary Mule, for catching, Finch note, essen-
tial: Roberts, 96, Vale-st., Denbigh. (412)
CASE containing three Yorkshire show cages, 5/6;
also breeding cages; or exchange aviary netting:
Benson, Autumn-st., Fenton-rd., Halifax. (414)
BEAUTIFUL young blue Old English sheep bitch,
broken to cattle and sheep, sell 25/-, or exchange
anything: Motley, Grocer, Pateley Bridge. (415)

EXCHANGE 54 "Cage Birds,” 6 "F.W.’s,” for hen
Bullfinch or Goldfinch; Border hen, for cock
Greenie : Souter, Fetterangus, Aberdeenshire.
GOOD three-compartment breeder/ ISin., loose

fronts, removable partings, 6 /-; exchange good 1914
Roller cock : Sykes, Ealand, Orowle, Doncaster. (419)
EXCHANGE, Sandow’s 12/6 spring dunibells, value

7/C, for young Yorkshire cock Canary, or two hens:
Wright, 23, Thomson st., Ardwick, Manchester. (416)

YOUTH'S overcoat, good condition, 12/6; 2 pairs
serge trousers, 5/- pair; Army riding breeches, nearly
new, 8/6 ; exchange: 33, Chfden-rd.j Clapton, N.E.

(419)

EXCHANGE Canaries, Hybrids, and British Birds'
book, excellent condition, for talking Parrot or
Canaries: Warcup, 11, Harrow-terr., Harrow-st.,
Hull.

LACHENAL chromatic concertina for .sale, also
breeding flight, stock, and show cages; wanted, good
air-gun: W. Kay, 25, Bk. Doris-grove, Burmantofts,
Leedo. (416)
EXCHANGE two hen Canaries, one hen Goldfinch,

single breeding cage, for eight fronts, loin, long by
12in. high, or ©ell 7/6: C. Savill, 25, Lea-rd., Waltham
Cross. (416)
EXCHANGE high-class Schoolmaster, incessant

songster, and three hens same strain, for anything
useful, bicycle preferred : 31, Lower-st., Stephen-st.,
Wigan. (417)
EXCHANGE B.S.A. air-rifle, post 62/-, also Collie
puppy, and gent’s cycle, for painter’s brushes, paint,
varnish, anything useful : Drew, Decorator, Peny-
darren, Merthyr. (416)
EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding, cycle

tyres, ’hearthrugs, or anything required for live stock
of all descriptions, birds. Parrots, monkeys, etc.

:

Jopeon's Exchange Stores, Newton Heath, Manches-
ter. . (416)
THREE double breeders, in rack, oil stove (cost
'

-), corner clamp, mitre, plane, and shooting
rd ; vacuum flask; J-plate camera) 12 sheaths;

a." camera; for Norwich: Walker, Abbev-st.,
FIisle. (413)

SALE, or exchange, SO Hobbies’ and Handicraft
Weeklies, and 300 fretwork designs, 34 of therp
specials, wanted

.
British seed-eater* or anything use-

ful; ’offerS
;

1

fours' '''first:’ 27, Stephciis'on-st., Dean
Bank, Ferryhill. (415)

Cycles.
CYCLES, tyres, cycle and motor cycle accessories,

money saving, wholesale list free: G. Wyndhams,
Wholesale Supply, Birmingham. (377)

CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/-; model

De Luxe, B.S.A., 3-speed, 90/-; motor cycles, tyres,

accessories, cheapest prices; list, 200 illustrations,

free: Cvelebird, 120, Old-st., London.
ARE you a cyclist? If so, it will pay you to read

Smart’s advertisement and then send for Smart's

wholesale catalogues: Smart’s Limited, Cycle Fac-

tory, Birmingham. (408)

COVERS ! Guaranteed for twelve months, 5/6 each ;

heavy roadster inner tubes 2/8 each; saddles 2/11 ;

spanners Id. each; pumps 9d. each; everything at

wholesale prices ;
send for wholesale catalogue post

free,: Smart’s Limited. Cycle Factory, Birmingham.
LAMPS! 1/0; rat-trap pedals, 1/5 pair; rubber

pedals, 1/101 pair; cycle chains, full length, 1/ 11 ;

-ball-bearing free wheels, 1/10; bells 5£d.
;
tail lamps,

1/9; shilling size repair outfits, 5d. ;
everything for

tho cyclist at wholesale prices; our wholesale cata-

logue is sent you free, on receipt of a postcard

:

Smart’s Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham. (408)

Dress.

UNDEP.WOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled, and heeled, ladies 3/S gents 3/9;

girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage:

paid: Underwood, 30, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

GRAND working Ferrets, 3/-: Hayter, Naturalist,

Southampton. (, j
SIX dark, clean, healthy Ferrets, parents worked

weekly, 2/6 each 13/- the lot: Green 40, Spencer-

rd., Rushden. I*-1 ®?

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,

5/6; splendid ferrets, good, workers, guaranteed, 4/6;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger ones,

2/6; ten days’ approval; cash or deposit: Wannop,

Short-st., Carlisle. (41 ')

|

Household

Shouid WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FRI

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled lor all Lauies’ Ailments, »£e. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, <$c.

Sold in boxes, 1/1*. bv Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White’s

Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Lid. Chemists, 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

Dogs for Sale.
xa. 45O II 1 Dogs tor Exchange.

WANTED Fox Terrier puppies, alio Toy breed
dogs and puppies : Manager, Princess Kennels, 163,
Princess-st., Manchester. (4U1)
SPANIEL dog, liver, 3 months, good water dog,

12/6, exchange lor Canaries: Goldsmith, Rolls
Bridge, Gillingham, Dorset. (417)
VERY charming Griffon pmppics, finest champion

Belgian strains; from 2 guineas: Mrs. Johnstone,
Burr’s Wood, Grooinbridgc. (413)
BLACK Retriever, good mouth, 3 months, good
guard, affectionate, sell 15/-, or useful exchange: 20,
Bracton-rd., 8 . Bermondsey. (4 Hi)

WANTED to purchase, ml kinds pure bred Dogs,
also litters of pure and cross-bred puppies, for
prompt cash: Stephens, Yicwsley. (4i5)
ROUGH Fox-Terrier, 10 months, excellent pedigree,

sell £2 ;
exchange young Norwich to value, or offers,

yours first: Bond, Lamphey, Pembrokeshire. (415)
TWO game Bull- Airedale dog puppicc, 7 weeks,

7/0 each; bitch, 6 / 6 ; parents tackle anything: Jack-
son, Confectioner, Grecn-st., Bethnal Green. (418)
GRAND liver and 'ghite Pointer puppies, 7 weeks

old, 1 dog and 2 bitches, 12/6 cacti, bargain : Davies,
American Villa, Llandcbic, Carmarthenshire. (419)
WOLF Sabi© Pom. dog, 22 months, good heavy

coat and pedigree ; sell 50/- ; exchange Crests or
Rollers, Yorkshires : Bradley, I’rospect-st., Alfretori.
ROUGH-haired Fox Terrier bitch, two years, 10/-;
exchange Yorkshire show cages or pullets: A.
Taylor, Huddersficld-rd., Skelrnantliorpe, Hudders-
field. ( 417)
LARGE handsome Newfoundland St. Bernard croos-
bred puppies, make massive guards and companions,
age 2 months; dogs 15/-, bitches 10/-: Stephens,
Yiewsicy. (415)
BLACK Pomeranian Dog, 12 months old, immense

coat, grand condition ; bargain, 25/-, or exchange
best offer : George Tunnicliffc, Bank House, Silsden
Via., Keighley. (415)
CHAMPION pedigree Bull pups, males 60/-, bitches
35/-; brood bitches, dirt cheap, exchange gent.’s
gold chain, ring, or households: Chapman, 8

,
Myrtle-

rd., Walthamstow. (409)
PEDIGREE smooth Fox Terrier dog, white cars,

ticked black, can win, 30/-; even marked wire bitch,
kill rats, 20/-; exchange Canaries, Parrot, anything
useful: Hodges, Saffron-rd., High Wycombe. f rts)

TWO highly pedigree-bred golden sable and white’
Collie puppies, 10 weeks old, immense coats, frills,

brushes, well carried ears and brushes, white col-
lars, clean, healthy, lovely specimens, winners, dog
20/-, bitch 15/- ; approval ; printed pedigree on ap-
plication : R. Marshall, Hagworthingham House,
Sp’Jsby, Lincolnshire. (419)
“CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog wall find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2£d. post free, from : “Cage Birds,”
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

ALUMINIUM NAME TABLETS.
beautifully finished, with black letters, for dog
collars, keys, etc., 7d., post free: Sunderland, 22.
Haydock-st., Burnley. (416)

Mice.
MICE, Rats, }/- pair, carriage paid: Hutchinson,

48, Hammerton-st., Pudsey, Leeds. (414)
PAIR tame Japanese Mice and cage, 1/-; pair tame
Rate, 1/-

:

Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled " Pet Mice,” which give3

full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2£d. post
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

Rabbits.
RABBITS, English, two good tortoise does, foul
months, 3/- each : 25, Eveswell-st., Newport, Mon.
"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2£d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AKD MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1 /-, post free 1/tf, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., T ondon. E.C.

Sport.

WANTED Dogs and Pups; give cash or exchange:

George Holt, Dunstable, Beds. (425)

GRAND winning wire Fox Terrier dog, 35/-: also

bitch pup, 15/-, or exchange: W. Fox, Howgffl-st.,

Whitehaven. (41 J)

FOR sale, Japanese male puppies, £», or part ex-

change ; sired by prize winner : Rogers, The Knoll,

Bonn, Cambidge. (411)

PEKINESE and Japanese puppies, males, cheap,

good pedigrees, healthy : Particulars, 15, Chester-

lield-rd., Blackpool. . ... v 1 '

FOR sale or exchange, smooth Fox-Terner bitches,

full pedigree, three months old, 7/6 each : Davies.

4. Clarke-et., Trcorchy, W16)

ANGLER’S secret; no oils, chemicals, or drugs
nsed

; 7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (416)
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-inotructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and bow to
catch them ; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, book-
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., ete. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2;d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C',

Various.
GRAMOPHONE, 24 guinea hornless model, inlaid

cabinet, on wheels, Louis design, height 6ft. 9in.,

powerful motor, grand selection of records, £5 12/6;
approval : 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde Park, London.

(418)
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new lOin.

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1.000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regentbird, 120, Oid-st., London.

Waterfowl.

On offer, in veTy fine pairs, American Bluewing
Teals, Red-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Geese (Ch. jubata), and several oilier specimens:

\Y C, Duyzeud, Naturalist, Rotterdam, Holland.
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For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can't Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL.
By H. NORMAN.

DON’T WORRY
YOUR NEIGHROUR

You will find everything you want to know about your
hobby in one or other of

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS
They comprise expert advice on everything
appertaining to the keeping, feeding,
breeding and general management of
Canaries,Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for the one most suited

to your requirements. It,

• will pay you.

A SEASONABLE BOOK.

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbills. Deals in the
tullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. Softbilh. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for
Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete,
bound in doth
2s post free
2sm 3d.,

parts 1s.
}

post free

Is. Id.

The Stock Book,
Makes Bird Breeding Easy.

Cage Birds ” Breeding Room Register and
Bird Keepers Account Book .

Compiled

(Copyright.)

by C. E. WESTON.
Is framed on novel lines and contains many entirely new departures,

absolutely indispensable to everyone interested in the hobby.
This Breeding Room Register and Bird Keeper's Account Book offers in a

handy form a means of keeping

—

The complete pedigree and desc ription of every bird in one’s room.

A full record of the season’s breeding experiences.

An account of every young bird reared and how it was disposed of.

A register of one’s doings at the shows (the most complete and useful

yet devised).

A cash account for the year.

A profit and loss account of the season’s proceedings, and a balance-

sheet showing how much one has invested in the hobby.

A series of Registers will thus furnish a concise record of the career of a

fancier as a breeder and an exhibitor from year to year, or over any number

of years.

MANY USEFUL EMERGENCY AND OTHER HINTS WILL ALSO BE
FOUND IN ITS PAGES.

Price 6d. from any Newsagent.
Or 7d. Post Free from “Gage Birds” Office,

154, Fleet Street, London.

VALUABLE BOOKS
FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS

"PARROTS FOR PLEASURE ti PROFIT.”
By C, P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1915 breed-

ing: sea* on a record

in every way by purchasing

a copy. of

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
HOULTON an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hiritor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

Complete Bound in Cloth 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that threat bird artist,

MR. H. NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHE NS IVE.

First of all are considered at great length th«
question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. All the
various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed ; nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houlton’s special cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial,

are enum rat d. Evg and other soft food* and
their feeding values dealt with. The selection of the
stock is debated at length The hens which breed
light and dark exhibition mu!ei described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gone into. Egg binding and its treatment.
The food supply. Care of the y< ung hybrids. AH
these topics are treated with that expe* lenceand
skill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’s standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than Sixjeen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shews the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and

general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, and the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with.

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS."
By WE8LEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post freo.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding
and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” oy c. p. Arthur, a«. Po.t
Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign

It tells you all you need know.

F. CARL, PubPaher, 154, FLEET STREET,
Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F. Caiu., l«, Fleet Street, by J. Q. BAMKOHD and Co.. Ltd. Fleet Lane, London. K.O,

LOND
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A VANISHING BRITISH BIRD.
The Cornish Chough is year by year becoming scarcer in the county of England which gives it its name. In the
South-west of Ireland, where at one time it was frequently to be seen, it is also getting more and more rare,
this being mainly due to the avidity with which its eggs are sought by collectors. Forty-four clutches of eggs,
numbering nearly 200, have been offered at a single auction sale, all stated to have been taken in county Kerry.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT OHARGES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, even if sent in

different names, are reckoned together, and, after
tho first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than
the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlincs, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.

The Proprietor reserves tho right to refuse any
advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owir; the number ol announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
tho advertiser.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

“CAGE BIRDS

SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-lides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
send to this ollicc tho amount of the purchase (our
deposit lee included), and at the same time he
should communicate with the seller stating what itr

is lie requires sent on approval. We acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to botli parties. In all cases
the depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly
and distinctly.

2.-UN D OF TUANSACTION.—The deposit is re-
tained hy us until ,ve hear from both parties that
the transaction has been completed. If a sale lias

been effected, we baud the amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return tiie

amount to the depositor. The transaction must be
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
bold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION The fee is Cd.
for eaeli £ 1 , or fraction of £ 1 , uud it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT POINTS—The depositor must
decide with)? forty-eight hours of the receipt of
the goods whether he will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must he advised) is agreed upon hy both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If
tiie goods are uot returned within the eaid forty-
eight hours, we reserve tiie right to send tiie deposit
to the seller after tiie expiration of that period.
And should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of tiie receipt of his goods hack again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

he returned to the depositor.

6—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a
transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction

of hotli depositor and seller, hotli parties must at

once return tiie deposit receipts us a guarantee of

its completion. Tiie depositor must at tiie same
time instruct us to pay over tho deposit to the
teller.

0—GOODS ALREADY SOLD— If the goods are
sold before our deposit roto reaches tiie seller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve tiie right to return the

deposit to the sender after tho expiration of three

dayn.
7—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In case no sale bo

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
-f-ili transaction, provided another deposit fee he
paid.

8—GOODS IN TRANSIT—Goods in transit are at

the seller s risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tiie journey must he home hy tiie seller. But
goods not approved of mu t he properly packed and
returned ov the same means as were used in sending

til) same.
0—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE—Tiie payment of

carriage must he a matter for arrangement between
die vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
in the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

Is F.-blc for the carriage of the goods, and if tiie

goods are sent on approval and returned, eaeli party

pays tiie carriage one way.

10—DISPUTES—Ip case oi a dispute, the de-

cision ol the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION— If the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not toe notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage Incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly healthy.

APPLIANCES
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries; designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex, (398)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)
FIVE double and two single breeding cages, 40,

38, 34, and 18 inches long, also glasses, nests, etc.

;

the lot £1 : E. Dyson, 25, Wyndham-rd., Salisbury.
(424)

LARGE three-compartment Crystal Palace aviary,
all brass, very handsome, fit for palace; cost £3
10s., accept 30/-; bargain: D. Coombes, Stockton-
st., West Hartlepool. (424)
TWO beautiful sectional aviaries, bird-houses, and

flights, each 0 ft. square, complete with pipes, £12,

or best offer: Mies Jackson, Well Cottage, Scotton,
near Knares-borough, Yorkshire. (420)
COTTINGHAM’S new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites

; used by scores of breeders last

reason who are again sending for supplies; large
sample, 3d., 1 /- lb., post paid: Cottingham, 9,
1’everil-st., Nottingham.
NOTICE—The best and cheapest brass and clear
wire Palace-shaped and other three-compartment
xviaries in the world ; send two stamps for illus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle-Douglas. (399)

IDEAL RINGS—AH embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- i-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haiey Hill, Halifax.

" M G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Hare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
10 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

(324)

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

also plane.d boards for cage-making, wire fronts,
sage rack’s, travelling cases and everything re-

quired ; all best quality and as cheap as possible

;

illustrated catalogue free: Pass, HucknaU, Notts.
1408)

THE BEST
My original XXX Birdlime has imitators, but no
equal; try it; tins free, 2d., 4d., 9d., 1/-; for cages,

aviaries, and every possible requisite for the bird-

room and aviary see my “ Multum-in-Parvo ” illus-

trated catalogue': Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike, good and reliable, will hold in

any weather, used by all the principal bird catchers

;

packed in lever lid tins, Jib. 8d., ilb. 1/1, lib. 1/10,

post free. Double Trap Cages, 1/4 ; Trap and Call

Cages, combined, 1/4; Call Cages 9d. each; Lark,

Linnet, and Finch Cages, 1/- each. Dealers send
for special terms: Walsh, Bird Food Specialist,

Blackburn. Tel. 947. (409)

PARR NORTH R? WORKS BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCES^FANCIEKs;
NEST PANS, DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS, <|

FOUNTAINS, BATHS, NEST EGGS,
AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES & PATTERNS.

, SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

BIRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready. Clap nets made
from superfine netting, i-ineh mesh, 3 yards
long, 41- pair, 4 yards 5/-, 5 yards 6/-,

0 yards 7/-, 7 yards 8/-, 8 yards 9/-, 9 yards 10/-,
10 yards 11 /- per pair, all are 5) feet deep, 4 feet
fly, full measurement guaranteed, and price in-
cludes all pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immedi-
ate use

; loose thread netting, specially knitted
from 60 s/3 cord thread for bird netting, 7 feet
deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4d. yard. 12 feet
deep 5d. yard; specially strong netting for use on
rough ground, f mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all post
free; Id. tin drinkers, 9d. doz., three doz.
2/-, 5/- gross ; zinc drinkers, everlasting wear,
1/- doz., 3 doz. 2/6, 7/- gross, poet free; real Italian
hemp pull lines, 60 yde. long, guaranteed not to
stretch or snarl, 1/6 each, post free; stave poles,
flirt pegs, and everything required by catchers, al-

ways in stock
; send stamp for full printed list.

Please note above prices will only remain in force
while present stock lasts.

W. CORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

FOODSTj
MEALWORMS, 500 1/2 , 2/3 1,000, carriage paid:

Pierpoint, 47, Henshaw-st., Rodney-rd., Walworth.
(418)

WASP-CAKE, 1/4 lb., two lbvs. 2/6, post paid:
Webber, Womvell, Highweek, Newton. Abbot, Devon.

(425)
FINE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-, post
paid: Trower and Co., 442, Caledonian-rd., London,
N.
WASP cakes, 1/6 lb., post free, 4 lbs. 4/6, post

free ; all good stuff : George Gibbons, 95, Peel-terrace,
Stafford. (428)
WASP Grubs, baked, 1/6 !b., 71bs. 10/-; ants’ eggs,

2/9 lb.: Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. Established
25 years. (416)
HARDHEADS, well seeded, COO 1/-; thistle. 400 1/-,

post free: H. Lawrence, Beard’s-terr., ColneTd.,
Coggeshall, Essex. (422)
GRAND, large wasp grub, in cakes or loose, alive

or cured, 2 /- a lb., post paid large package 1 /-:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (401)
FINE English mealworms, 1/6 500, 3/- 1,000; ant
eggs, 3/-, choice 3/6; dried flies, 2/-, fine 2/3; silk-

worm pupae, 1/3 lb., post paid : Trower, 442, Cale-
donian-rd., London, N.

TAYLOR’S “ MIGHTY ATOMS
”

THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
(Registered trade mark) will help your birds
through the moult as nothing else on earth will.

Contains no canary seed. The recipe of a celebrated
Crystal Palace winner. 7d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-, delivered
free. Our “ Red Sunshine” Colour-food is the
highest quality pure tasteless cayenne as imported,
and is not doctored witli oil and sugar; lib. 1/6 ,

51bs. 7/-, 281b. original tins 30/- ; delivered free.

Hot Natal, 1/6 lb.; best obtainable Mixed
Canary Seed, an eye-opener, 6d. quart; Linnet Seed,’
6d. quart ; Sunshine Lark Food, 5d. lb. Sample of
any isent for two stamps: Taylor’s Wholesale Seed
and Corn Merchants, North-rd., Preston. Estab-
lished 1874. (413)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. Ilb. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;
51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.

7 lbs. 14 lbs. 112 lbs.

2/6 4/6 331-

2/3 4/3 31/-

1/6 2/6 18/-

31- 5/6 42/-

2/3 4/3 30/-

. 1/9 31- 21/-

2/6 4/6 32/-

. 1/9 3/- 21/-

5/6 10/6 30/-

- V- 3/6 24/-

WALSH’S
Reliable Seeds & Foods

SPECIALLY CLEANED SEED.

Giant Spanish Canary 2/6

Bold Spanish Canary 2/3

Dutch Hemp Seed — 1/6

Special Sweet Rape ....

Choice Summer Rape 2/3

Bold Linseed
Italian White Millet 2/6

Genuine Indian Millet 1/9

Mixed Sunflower Seed 5/6

Special Mixed Seed 2/'

WALSH S PURE TASTELESS PEPPER.
Specially imported for cage birds; the richest

and best coloured pepper obtainable, f/6 lb., 3
lbs. 4/-, 14 lbs. 17/6. Hot Natal Cayenne, 2/6 lb.,

3 lbs. 7/-.

WALSH’S READY MIXED FOODS.
Walsh's Celebrated Egg Bread, with or without

colour, 1/6 lb., 3 lbs. 4/-. Walsh's Insectivorous
Food, with or without colour, 1/6 lb., 3 lbs. 4/-.

Walsh's Biscuit Meal, with Egg Flake for Can-
aries, 6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-. Large English Meal-
worms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2/6, 7/6 lb. Live White Gen-
tles, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb. ; ants’ eggs, extra good
quality, 4/- lb. Dried Flies, 2/6 lb. Crissel, 4d.
lb. Millet Sprays, large bundles of 50, 2/6 bundle.
Lark or Thrush Food, 6d. lb. Cuttlefish Bone,
1/- lb. Freshly-gathered Mixed Wild Seed, 6d.
quart, 1/9 gallon. Dandelion Seed, 4 ounces 1/-,

3/6 lb. Pecko, the best conditioner known for all

seedeaters, 2/- lb.

MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES
are carefully prepared by a practical expert with
life experience. They have proved themselves
worthy of imitation, but have no equal. Refuse
all substitutes. THE “MAGNET” ASTHMA
CURE—Specially prepared for cage birds suffer-
ing from colds, asthma, and wheezing. THE
“MAGNET” INFLAMMATION CURE— Specially
prepared for cage birds suffering from inflamma-
tion of the bowels and all derangements of the
stomach. Specially recommended for young
birds just weaning. THE “MAGNET” MOULT-
ING MIXTURE Specially prepared for cage
birds that are stuck and have a difficulty in per-

fectly moulting. THE “MAGNET” BIRD
TONIC—Specially prepared for cage birds that
are showing signs of decay. It enriches the
blood and strengthens the whole system. A cer-

tain cure for soft moult, going light, and
general weakness. THE “MAGNET” DIAR-
RHOEA CURE Specially prepared for cage
birds.AU 6d. per bottle, by post 7d.

SAMPLES FREE.
See our Illustrated Catalogue of everything re-

quired in the Fancy free on application.

WALSH. Bird Food Specialist, Direct Importer
of Seed and Foods, BLACKBURN. Tel. 947.

’ (427)

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

is pure, tasteless pepper of the finest quality. The
best results are obtained by using Errington's XL
Red Feed; 1/3 per lb., post free 1/7; prizes offered

to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars

to: Win. Errington, Tho Reliable Seedsman, Four
Lane Ends, Bradford. (410)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received wo

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser— AUVT. MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS.”

—

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape Cure
6d., I /-, 2/-, 4f- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for " Blackerite ”

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . , 6d. & 1 /- botts.

Chemical Food , . 6d., I /- & 2 /- botts.
Condition Pills . . . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrhoea Fowder .. 6d. & I /• tins
Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & 1 / tins

Eye Lotion 1 /- botts.
Feather Disease Cure

6d., 1 /• & 5/- botts
Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & I /- tins
Poultry Liniment .. .. I /- botts.
Poultry Soap . .

’ 6d. tablets
(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)

Roup Paste . . . . 6d. & I /• tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins
Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /- tins
“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., I/- and 2/6 botts.
Red Mite Killer

In 6d., !./• and 2/6 botts.
" Pennakura ”

(for destroying
external parasites and pre- '

venting feather-eating in
cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.

" Quinella*’ (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and 1 /• boxes
Parrot Tonic. . .. In 6d. botts!

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value
J / and upwards.

If you »re in doubt as to the Right Remedy to
administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

BOOKS.
|

BOUND volume “ Our Canaries,” by Claud St.
John, illustrated, new; cost 21/-, sell 10

,
6 : G. Row-

bottom, Kirton in Lindsey. (425)
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased : W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

MEDICINES.
“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,"

" Nutshell No. G,” an account of the troubles which!
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will

gave you much discouragement ,and money, and
costs only 2jd. post free.—From “Cago Birds,” 154,

Fl«et-“t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

“AVEAII"
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:

—

W, Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, hy return

post. 1/1. 39 years’ experience.

1
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.
j

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, sn-

beatable for song; sox guaranteed; 8d. each, three

for l/C; “ Gypscy ” Linnet cages, 8 <l. each: Larking'*

Corn Storen! 394’, Lillie rd.. Fulham, R.W. (416)

GOOD singing cock Linne t, 2/6: Miss Koeey, Rose-

mary House, Eastbourne. 0426)
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List of Agents for Gage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR “NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you “In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BV POST 2Jd.

t.—The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20 Waxbllls.
4.—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquarium.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
6.—The Canary. , Twite.

Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.
How to Cure Them. 24 The Gregn Canaries.

I.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-
8 .
—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

9.—The Disinfection of 26.

—

The Larger Insecti-
Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.

10.

—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
II.—TTie Bullfinch. „ 28.—Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.—How to Moult British 29 Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
13.—The Chaffinch. tits.
14—Gouldian Finches. 31.—Fishing In River,
15.—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
37.—'The Grey Parrot.
FORL'ST OF AGENTS WHO SELL “NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature of the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained: 'Birds, Foods, Cages, and bird-room Re-
quisites', t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds; + Itirds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only. f Newsagents.
Alexandria.—*J. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—’Mrs. A. Pori ill, 8, Doncaster Road.
““]*•—G. Pooler, 31, St. James’ Parade.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon— W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast—fj. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham—til. Morris, 112, Cairo Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn— *A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.—J. McKierman, €2. Raiks Road.
B aydon-on-Tyne.-§WaIter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton—’John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds ltd.; *S.
Torpy, James Street; §J. Iirrington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street ; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFinch and Godwin, Redeliff Wire Works.
Bromley—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Gl-uman Gate.
Chester-le-Street—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cros3—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 103, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—tSam Young, Misterton, S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.

; *G. E. Mor-
gan, 83, Victoria Street.

Darf.-ngton.—tj. Reynold®. 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54,*, Manchester Road.
Derby.-*G. Bouofield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Ha-11.

Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.—TSI. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood. -L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1 , Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tyne—J. Croebv and Son, High St
Gateshead-on-Tyne—§John Crosby and Sons, 48.
High Street.

Glasgow—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street; William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,
Main Street, Shettleston

; W. Crawford 192, Salt-
market.

Gt. Harwood—TA. Bentley, 13 and 15. Blackburn-rd.
GreenwicH—Pedler, 37, London St
Grimsby—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley,—15. S. Instill, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull—tTom Perkins. 55, Wincomloe; *F Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street

Ipswich—James Raymer, Dog’e Head Street.
darrow-on-Tyne—TM. Henderson, 06, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley.—tn. Phijlipeon, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames— 5 J. and B. Marsh, Market PI.
Kettering.—’A. J. Underwood, 24 & 05, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger, 132, King St
Kirkcaldy—JW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—fE. T. Bryant. 17, Regent Grove.'
Leigh.—»J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds.—’B. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse LaneLeek—§T. Measham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool

—

*G. Frankliam, 45, Walton Lane- *J W
Metcalfe, GS, Brunswick Rd.; JE. Roberts Bird
Market.

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.
London—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch; 35”

Upper-st., Islington; G. H. Hooper, 216. Forest -rd
Walthamstow; JC. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St, Wal-
worth-rd.. S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd. ; J. Manning, 111 , Waterloo-rd

; A E
Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath

; *S. V. Mower
1. Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett. Ladbroke-
gv.. W.; S. Silveridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C. : *Wm.
Whiteley’s. Ltd., Westbourne-gv.

; *A. W. Carnage
Ltd., Holborn : J. Jeffrey, 209, York-rd., Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vaughan-id., S.E.

;

§Lew is and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280. York-
rd. Wandsworth; Johnson. 20, Clcvoland-et., W. ;

T- W- Parkyn 52. East-st„ Walworth,; Simpson
and Co., 13<

t High-st., Camden Town, K.W. • E E
Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N. ; W and E
Rolfe, 101, Brid port-place, Hoxton ; C. Roehl. 400'
Edgware-rd.

; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-
rd Willesden Green; J. H. Morris find Co., 570
and 642, Ilarrow-rd.

; Miss Tomkins, 11
, High-rd ,

Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd , Ful-
ham, S.W.

Manchester—’A. G. Davies, 110 & 112, Tlb-st.; *R.
Kremncr, 104, Tili-st.

; W. Jackson, 12, Liver st.,

Ilulme; ITJolin Heywood, Ltd., Deansgate ; ’Dut-
tons, Cl & 63. Ttb-st.

;
*W. Smith, 98, Tlb-st.

Mansfield. -J. W. Mattlicws, 30, St. Andrew’s Teri
rncc, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough— P. Corr, 5, SufReld Street.
Middleton Junction.—F. Buckley, 21, Grinudiaw-lano.
Mlllom—§W. T. JJ. Cartw right, 7, St. George’s Ter.
Macclesfield.—C. Cross, 17, Derby St.
Nelson.—tJolm England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newoastlo-on-Tyne—*J. Mackenzie. 59 and 61. nigh
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,
and 31, Nelson Street.

Newcastle, Staffs *A. Griffiths, 23, Mcrriat Street.
Newport, Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham *W. Cotlingham, Pevcril Street;

§ Aimitage Bros., Caotlegate.
Oldham. Geo. T. Robinson. 12, Henshaw Street.
Ossett.—P. Imeoon, Bird Stores, Bunk Street.
Openshaw.—F. Wnohbournfe, 401, Ashton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth.— til. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;
§W. H. Eicon, The Market.

Portsmouth—H. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston—*,I. Sandiford, North Road; ’Matt. Hop-

kins, 11. Fylde Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield »J. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lewla, 66,

Owlcr Lane. Pitsmoor.
Shettleston, Scotland.— §J. Ward, 178, Main et.

Shildon.—C. Sinelait, 26, Garbutt Street.
Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street.

St. Helens—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives TFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent—*J. Pitchford, 218, London Boad.
Swansea -tMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co., 34, Monson Road.
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 63. Darlington Street.
Wallsend-on-Tyne—*Wm. Cockburn, 106. High-$t., E.
Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.

; J. Goodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool—D. Coombes. 63, Stockton-strcet.
Worthing *F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks—J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere

;
for terms write to the

Publisher, "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

BULLFINCHES, hens, 9d., If-, cocks 1/-, 1/6: E.
Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staff6. (427)

WANTED, Hawfinch (cock); must be large and
outstanding bird: Richards, 10, Wa.ldeck-rd., Dart-
ford. (428)

COCK Siskins, 4/6, 3/9 and 3/-; 2 specially selected

7/6; liens 1/6 each: G. Sutherland, Rambodde, Tor-
res, N.B. (426)
TWO hand-reared, young hen Bullfinches, price
2/6 each, one cock 2/-: Enoch Tams, Church-st.,
Longton, Staffs. (427)

COCK Linnets, red breasted and brown, six 1/9,
dozen 3/- ; guaranteed satisfaction : Horace Coote,
96, North-st., Luton. (427)
LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall, No. 5, Camden-st.,
Sneinton-rd., Nottingham. (372)
1914 COCK Goldie, grand blaze, 1915 Greypate, al-

lot, or exchange anything: Roberts, Queen’s Hotel,
Cerrig-y-Druidion, Corwen. (426)

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cock birds, 2/6
doz., large selected birds 3/- doz. ; hens 1/- doz.

:

Randall, 21, Bridgc-st., Homerton. (427)
FEW hand-reared brSwn Linnets, well on seed,

cocks, 2/6, hens 1/-, or exchange for good hen Can-
aries: Gibson, Station, Bedwas, Mon. (422)
LINNETS, young Br.ancher cock Brown Linnet®, well
on hard seed, 3/- doz., plenty in stock: James Bray,
3, Taylor's Y’ard, Sussex^st., Nottingham. (414)

LARGE white-legged cock Goldfinch, pure notes,
splendid bird for catcher; bargain, 5/-: Bingham, 1,

Alexandra-terrace* Long Sutton, Wisbech. (423)

BARGAIN. Cocks, Yellowhammer, Chaffinch, Lin-
net, with show cages, and 3-ply carrying cage, 10/6

lot: Rebertson, 4, Hosefield-rd., Aberdeen. (426)
SIX selected Linnet cocks for song, muling, etc.,

3/- lot ; three selected Yellow Hammer cocks, 2/-

lot : H. Welsh, Coonstall-buildings, Stamford. (426)
NOTE.—Four dozen handsome cock Linnets (guaran-

teed), well on seed, caught July, 3/6 dozen, i6 hens
1/6, free : Hudspeth, 32, Upper Eldon-st., Notts. (425)
COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, dozen 12/-;

Larks, Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls, 6d., dozen 2/6; young
Mules, Canaries, 2/-, 2/6: Irwin's Aviaries, Lurgan.

(418)
TWELVE young Goldfinches, cocks and hens, as

caught., an exchange for a young Crest-bred hen

;

no cross breeds: T. Morris, 13, Church-st., Athlone.
(427)

PER dozen cocks : Goldfinches 12/-, Linnets 4/-,

Chaffinches 4 /-, Redpolls 3/-; hens cheap df wanted;
weekly supply: Fenn, West-row, Mildenhall, Suffolk.
WARRANTED cock brown Linnets, on full song,

for show or contest, 1/- each, three 2/6; sent any
distance : Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.

(424)
TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets
and ’Finches mad on song; 1/- large package: Man-
ager, Seed Warehouse, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.

(424)
CATCH thousands; new double compartment trap
cage, with two Finches, trained call birds, only
2/3; earn cost in hour : Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores,
Hartford. (427)
SALE, lady’s cycle, with new tyres, and cock

Thrush, good singer, little moulting, with cage;
42/6 lot; exchange canaries: T. Carr, 28, Major-st.,
Darlington. (425)
TRUE pair Crimson-ringed Whydahs, true pair
Brown-capped Fire-Finches; imported from Africa
two months ago: E, W. Harper, 6, Ashburnham-
rd., Bedford. (428)
LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 31- dozen ; sex and satisfaction guaranteed

;

P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. (418)
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted all cocks, 3/- doz.;

hens. Linnets, 9d. doz. ; all orders receive prompt
attention : Renshaw, 12,, Martha-terrace, Goodhead-
st., Nottingham. (425)
CHOICE 1915 Greenfinches, Linnets,, Chaffinches,
Redpolls, 1/- each; Bullies 1/6: exchange flight cage,
clap nets, or .good British show cages: Philipson,
Moorfield, Haltwhistle. (424)
MUST sell, extra large H.M. cock Goldfinch, ac-

cept 5/6, two (1914) cock Bullfinches, large birds,
2/6 each, healthy young cock Bullfinches, 1/- each:
F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terr., Kenilworth. (424)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, well on hard seed, no
fresh caught or hens sent for : cocks 3/- dozen,
hens 1/-; satisfaction guaranteed.—Cooke, 4, Wool-
pack-eourt, Woolpack-lane, Nottingham. (424)
LOOK! Look 1 big Yorkshire cock brown Linnets,
3/6 dozen, 2/- half; dealers supplied; money re-
turned if not satisfied

;
boxed Linnet in full song,

6/6: Fredk. Ellerington, 4, Tindall-lane, Beverley.

PERFORMING Redpoll*, complete with cage and
fittings, 2/6 caoh : Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (427)
NOTICE, dealers and fanciers; large quantity of
cock Linnets for sale, sex warranted, well on seed,
2/6 dozen; approval, not satisfied money returned;
trade supplied: Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dun
stable. (427)
LANCASHIRE cock Brown Linnets, real stormera,

Rd. each, 3 1/9, 6 3/-; Redpolls fid. each, 3 I/-, 6 1/9;
all carefully packed, and satisfaction guaranteed

:

Gardner, Garstang-rd., Wcsbain, near Preston, Lan-
cashire. ,'427

)

WEEKLY supply warranted cock Linnets, 3/6 doz.;
I can supply any dealer with one to 50 dozen a
week, and no rubbish sent out, or hens for cock:
Croasman, Bird Specialist, Mill Aviaries, 9, Hamp-
ton-st., Northampton. ,’427)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- dozen; Redpolls 2/-

dozen, Chaffinches 4/- dozen, Greenfinches 1/- dozen;
Linnets, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaffinches, 1/- pr.

;

12 mixed aviary seed birds, 1/-: Fenn and Hon,
Bowers.lane, Islcham, Cambs. (424)

LOVERS of Chaffinches snould read what H. J.

Fulljames Gays about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Biiids, 154, Flect-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
LINNETS. Linnets, grand Southdown birds, best
songsters in England, nutbrown brown cocks, well
on seed. 6 for 2/-, or 3/6 a dozen, hens 1/- a doz;
satisfaction assured ; all birds are carefully packed
for any distance: C. A. Paine, Bird Stores, 54, Char-
lotte-st.. .Portsmouth. (428)
GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, aro
all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-et., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents : list published frequently.)
GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions a« to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy poet free upon receipt of 2£d.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-et., Londou,
E.C.
LINNETS, Linnets; Southdown birds are the best

in England for show,, song or muling; 58 orders sent
out first week of advert. ; over 80 dozen birds all

given satisfaction; grand rich nutbrown cocks,
Norwich type; six 2/3, or 4/- dozen; hens, If- doz.;
plenty in stock

; well on seed, and carefully packed
for any distance; same address 23 years: G. Smith,
Central Bird Stores, Chariotte-st., Portsmouth. (425)
COOK Siskins 2/6 each, three 6/-; selected 3/6
eadh, specials 5/-; cock Bullfinches 2/6 and 3/6,
hen9 1/6 and 2/6; giant yellow cock Greenfinch 2/6;
monster highly coloured cock Chaffinch 2/6; extra
large, perfectly marked cock Linnet 3/-; ditto cock
Twite 3/-; ditto Redpoll aviary Finches 3/- and
6/- dozen; send for list: Ross, Bird Specialist,
Forres., N.B. (427)
GENTLEMEN, if you want a good singer, have

one taught under my undefeated champion of Eng-
land, the finest strain ever beard, they make the
proudest and best carried to a contest, they will
sing anywhere at anytime, price 1/-, 1/6, 2/-, a few
with extra loud voices, 2/6; contest cages 1/- eaoh.
I have refused £10 for my champion, a Warrington
gentleman bought two for £11. A York fancier
bought two for 5/- and sold one for 50/-; a Cum-
berland fancier bought 6 for £5 and sold cue to
Preston at £6. I know the kind of birds So do good,
so send at once. I have also a nice lot to make
good show birds, good size, well pencilled, 2/-, 2/6
each; monster Greenfinch 2/-; gem of a Twite 5/6;
giant hen Bramblefinch 5/6; .ock Goldfinch, n.ule

|

breeder, 5/6; nest of 3 mules from same, 10/6 Kt,
mother 2/-; also a nice lot of cock Go.dfinches, on
song, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each; book of secrets, 6d., po6t
free; cock Siskins. 5/6; state wants please; all on
approval: Fred Allen, British Bird Champion,
l’orter-st., Aviaries, Hull. (427)

S4CYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimen*, In song,
for shows and contest singing, Barn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3

"
tell*

you. 2jd. poet free from Cage Birds. 154, Fleet-
et., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frcqucntl"
published).
SOFTBlLLS : the smaller species; full Informatioi
upon their proper feeding and management In cap
t'vjty, is given by H. J. Fulljames in " Nutshell No
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 21, 0 .

poet free
from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-«t., London, E.C. (2d
from agents; see list on another page.)
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full direction?

how to keep these favourite songsters In the beet
possible condition; together with directions for
hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “ Nutehell No 4 ,” 21 d. post
free from Cage Birds, 154. Flect-st., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
SOFTISILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger specie® of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble In
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad
vice is offered in “ Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-
lames. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2jd. from Cage Birds, 154. Flcet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.

M iscellaneous.
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; warranted cocks, 47-

dozen, any quantity
; no waiting

; warranted vourig
cocks. Skylarks, 6/- dozen, hens 1/6 dozen; l' have
a few special cock Linnets, caged 1st August,
breaking into song, 6 for 2/6; large and good mark-
ings; will make good show birds; sample 3 for 1/0:
Gladwin, 1 , Summerfield-st., Lee. (427 ;EXHIBITORS ! Grand cock Nightingale, 8/6 • White-
throat, 2/6; pair Whinchats, 3/6; young cock pied
Wagtails, 2/- each, hens 1/6; yellow Wagtail cock,
2/6, ben 1/6; grand cock Robin, 2/6; young cock
Robin, 1/16; cock Blackbird, 1/-; cock Thrush, 1/0,
hen 1/-; cock Linnets 6d. each, 4-1- dozen; Green-
finches, 6d. pair; Yellow buntings, 1/6 pair; large
hen Hawfinch, 3/-; 12 large adult cock Green Budge-
nigars, 2/6 each

; young singing Norwich cock
Canaries, 5/- each, hens 2/6; approval, deposit: A.
J. Underwood, The Aviaries, 24, WelMngton-st.,
Kettering. J4C4

)

BRAIN, ASTON, BIRMINGHAM.
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each, three 1/6 ; sing-
ing If-; cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-, singing 2/6;
cocks, Larks, singing, finger tame, 1/-, 1/6, 2/6

;

few dozen 31- doz. ; Redpolls, Green Linnets, 6d.
each ; cocks, Canaries, 5/-, singing; others 4/6 pair:
288, Lichfield-rd„ Aston, Birmingham. (426)

WALSH’S BRITISH BIRDS
Selected specimens, well on hard seed, sex guaran-
teed

; English cock Goldfinches, 2/- each, 3 for 5/-

;

hens 1/- each, 3 for 2/6; cock Brown Linents, 9d.
each, 3 for 2/-; cock Twites If-, hens 6d. ; lesser
Redpolls, cocks or hens, 6d. each, 3 for 1/-; selec-
ted cock Skylarks, 9d. each, 3 for 2/-; bright mixed
aviary birds, 6 for 3/-, 5/- dozen: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (427 )

LINNETS, CHAFFINCHES, WELL ON SEED.
Genuine cock Linnets, projicrly netted, sent out
clean and perfect, 4/- dozen, six 2/3, three 1/3;
two-year-old cocks for contests, 1/-,. three 2/6

;

handsome cock Chaffinches, beauties, 6d., three 1/3;
cock Greenfinches, hen Linnets, hen Chaffinches,
mixed, 1/3 dozen ; straight dealing ; no hen tricks

:

Jackson, Birdcatcher, Bardnev. Lincoln. (423)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS.
I have the finest stock of birds in Bradford bar
none. If you want class, send here and get value
for money. Grand Greypate cock Goldfinches, 2/-

each
; a few specials for moulting Out winners, 3/-

each; grand cock Bullfinches, 1/6; hens, 1/- each;
grand young cock Linnets

; these will make good
contest birds, 9d. each, 3 for 2/- ; all guaranteed
healthy and on hard seed; approval; “Cage Birds”
deposit system: Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443,

Manchester-road, Bradford. (419)

I HAVE ON HAND
a grand stock of warranted Worcestershire cock
Linnets, 6d., three 1/3, six 2/3, 3/6 "dozen

; specially
selected larger cock Linnets, to moult for showing,
1 three 2/-, 5/- dozen-; few very steady cock
Linnets, singing nicely, would make good contest
birds, 1/6, 2/- each

;
warranted Worcestershire cock

Goldfinches, 1/6, three 4/-, sax 7/-; specially selected
to moult for showing, 2/-, 2/6, three 5/-, six 9/-;

hen Goldfinches 1/-, three 2/3, six 4/-; cock Green-
finches 6d., three 1/-; specially selected for show-
ing 1/-, three 2/-; all on approval as usual; cash
or deposit: Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-
rd., Birmingham.

COLDFINGHES LINNETS REDPOLLS
1915 English cock Goldfinch, 1/6; three 4/-, six 7/-;

l%rge selected, for showing, muling, 2/-, 2/6, three
46, six 8/-; hens 9d.„ three 1/6, 5/- dozen; cock
Linnets 8d,, three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/- dozen; Redpolls
Gd., six 1/6, 2/6 dozen; best birdlime, 7d. Jib., 1/- Jib.,

1/8 lb., postage free: Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist,

38, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. (423)

Softbills.
|

BEAUTIFUL young hand-reared singing cock Sky-
lark, very loud, 1/6; approval: George Holt, Dun-
stable, Beds. (423)

VERY large fine upstanding cock Lark, on beauti-
ful song, 2/-; another good one 1/6; approval will-

ingly: Fred Allen, 156, iPorter-st., Hull. (427)

WANTED, cage moulted garden warbler cock,

good songster, and cage moulted Redstart cock

;

reasonable : Wells, College Green, Bristol. (423)

IMPORTANT announcement; those requiring a
genuine singing cock Skylark on approval, cheap,
send me your address; I will send by return: Mrs.

Dutton, Dunstable. (423)

|
Border Fancy.

|

BORDERS; cocks 3/6, 4/-; bens 1/6; matched pairs
5/-; all colours; Greenfinch 1/6: Douglas, 4S, BrrJge-st,
Brechin. (426)
TWENTY cocks, cold-room bred, all colours, 4/0,

5/-, and 6/- each; approval: Irving, 50, Lawson-st.,
Carlisle. (413)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken
;

approval

:

McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
VERY handsome lot Borders for show, or other

requirements, grand songsters, every bird guaran-
teed, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate,
Bedfont. (395)
"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).

explains fully now to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, bow to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety ; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, from “Cage Birds," 154,
Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Lizards.
LIZARDS, cup winning strain; cocks from 10/-,
hens 6/- : Beedham, 34a, Oldham-rd., Failsworth,
Manchester. (425)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

LARGE young Crests - and Crest-breds, absolutely
healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, from £1 pair: Rev.
G. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (424 )

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood, good carlv
hatched, through moult; now’s the time for good
young birds; approval: T. Billington, 32, C'olborn-
st., Nottingham. (404)

Norwich.
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

SEVERAL healthy cocks and hens cheap : S.

Parkyn, IS, Southampton-st., Fitzroy-sq., W. (424)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or 6ong.
prices low ; easy payments arranged ;

approval : Mc-
Keand. Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

VERY large deep-fed yellow 1913 Norwich cock,

cost 65/-, accept 8/6; two other 1914 cocks, 6'- each;
full song, worth treble: Hawke, 26, Pretoria-rd .

Leytonetone. (427)

EXHIBITION var. buff Norwich cock, two 2nds,
only times shown, nicely on colour food, price 35/-,

or exchange for 1915 Bullie Hybrid cock: Welsh, Re-
form-st., Stamford, (427)
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Canaries ! Canaries !

!

Genuine, best, cheapcet procurable. Easiest ot

easy payments by joining my

ORIGINAL BIRD CLUB.
Distance no object. Detailed price list (and full

particulars where required) Free.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

FOll salo grand lot rich yellow and variegated

young Norwich cock Canaries, splendid songsters,

7/(1, 8/0, 10/0; every bird guaranteed; hens, 2/0

:

Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont. (395)

GENUINE bargain, 2 pairs of Norwich,, 40/-; one

bird worth the money
;
or would exchange Kodak

pocket camera and developing tank : It. Churchill,

12, W'lliain-st., Sittingbournc, Kent. (423)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, good stock birds, buff, yellow

cocks, 10/-, 15/-; bull, yellow bens, 4/-, 0 / -
; on feed;

worth double; also 12 double-breeders, rack, show
cages, cheap to clear: Harris, 27, Hinton-fit

;
,

Burnley. (425)

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
BREEDER'S CARD

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall's), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds lor sale, THE llnest strain in England.
Winner 1st and 6ilvcr cup Inter. Show, 1013. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, 3/0, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9, hens 2/-: Ross,

Canary Breeder, Forres, N.ll. (427)

HOLLER cocks (no choppers), 4/(1, liens 2/-, pairs

C/- : Jopson, Newton Heath, Manchester. (420)

ROLLER cocks in full song, 3/9, 4/9, and 5/9; hens
&/• : G. Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres, N.B. (420)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Randalls, 1015 bred,
cooks 7/6, bens 3/6; approval: William Mitchell, 4,

Gillsburn-pl,, Kilmarnock. (418)

HANDSOME lot of rich yellow and variegated Sei-

fert cock Rollers, full song, 4,6 each: Mies Jones,
Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (427)

UIEALTHY Roller adult hen Canary, rung with
single breeding cage, 3/6 complete, cheap : Baglin,

19, Chostcr-st., Wolverhampton. (423)

ROLLERS, 5 cocks, 2 hens, healthy, 1915 birds,

cocks, 7/6, hens 3/-, or £2 the lot; Lascelles,

Itoborough Valley-rd., Streatham. (423)

GRAND selection of Roller Canaries, cocks, full

song, 4/6 each, hens 2/-; 9ent any distance: Seeds-
man, 163, ITincess-st. ,

Manchester. (424)

HANDSOME high-class Seifert Roller cock Canary,
real schoolmaster, saerilko 8/6, worth treble : Miss
Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (427)

YOUNG Rollers, about 30 as bred, in outdoor
aviai/v, from good parents ; kshciap

; Budgerigars
wanted : Dabbs, Coleshill, Birmingham. (426)
NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken ;

approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
WANTED Roller shutter cages (dozen), standard

size, complete, good order; also Rosy Karrier, hold
tour: J. Tomlinson, Shoemaker, 66, Fool-st., Wigan.

(424)
FREE delivery, beautiful Seifert liens, 3/-; untried,
mad to nest, most valuable strain: Miss Jackson,
Well Cottage, Scotton, near Knaresborough, York-
shire. (420)
GRAND Roller cock Canary. 1915 bird, now sing-

ing freely day and gaslight, free from harsh rotes.,

in perfect health and feather, accept 10/6: Daven-
port, 16. Hay Mills, Birmingham. (429)

VERY handsome lot oL rich yellow and variegated
Roller cock Canaries, pure Randall's -strain, from
7/6, 8/6, 10/6, and IS/- ; every bird guaranteed ; hens,

2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont. (3951

ROLLER Canaries, the very best 1914 cocks, all

through moult and 9inging, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6;
1915 cocks, singing, grand, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 each, hens
1/6; approval, cash, or deposit: Day, The Aviaries,

Porter-st., Hull. (423)

ROLLER bird organ, Queck's latest, in good con-
dition, 30/-, cost three guineas; also one double
flight cage, 4ft. x 2ft. 8in., one single flight, 4ft.

x 1ft. 8in., to clear cheap: R. Roberts, Poplar House,
Maderia-hill, Wrexham. (424)

14 DAYS TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
w© supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years, and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- each
on 14 days’ trial at our risk: special terms; ?end
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and we will send one of these non-such Rollers on
14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any other
strain advertised and be your own judge. Belgian
Rollers, in full song. 7/0, S/6, and 10 6 each, all on
14 days’ trial at our risk : Bairstow’s, Ormskirk-rd..
Preston. (419)

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.

VOGGT S STRAIN.
REDUCTION IN PRICES

HENS, 2 for 3/-, in wicker cage; 14 in 7 wicker
cages for 16/-. Please understand these cages are
worth 2Jd- each, conoequentlv you are only paying
]/- each for splendid Roller hens.

YOUNG ROLLER COCKS ARRIVING.
Splendid birds, juet commencing to eing, only 6/-

each
;

7 for 35/-, in 7 cages. About 20 last year’s
birds, in usual strong song, 7/6 each.

TEtiMS.—Cash with order only. Cheques sent
will be cleared before sending birds ; this is impera-

JOHN D. HAfVSLYN.
221, ST. GEORGE’S STREET. LONDON. EAST.

YorRshires-

WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited

;
particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101,

liridport-pL, lloxton.
NOTICE.— Grand lot Yorkshires for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged; approval: Mc-
Kcaml, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

COMPULSORY: Yorkshire hems, from 2/-; cooks,

5/-; flight, breeders, single cage, aviary, cheap:
Bowes, 7, Maxilla-gardens, Nothing Hill. (422)

NOTICE; grand lot young Yorkshires, bred from

champion songsters ;
cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 ;

every bird

guaranteed; hens, 2/0: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.

HAVING enlisted, must dispose 5 Yorkshire: hens,

1 cock, 2 breeding, 5 shopg cages, 1 case ;
lot £2 15/-

;

exchange jewellery; one hen worth money: 3, Bal-

our-rd., Southall. (427)

SIXTY Yorkshires for disposal, prices from 2/C to

£1 each
;

will exchange for anything photographic,
jewellery, motor-cycle ;

particulars : Beaumont,
Netheroyde, Ripponden. (42)

YORKSHIRES, cup, medal, and prize-winners, near-

ing through moultj Nortli and South Country cross,

real fine birds; prices very reasonable: Craven,
Yelverton-tcrr., Plymouth. (421)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/11, h.v II. W. Ilattye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing witli the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cagk Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various Canaries.

GRAND opportunity; 2 young cocks, full song, 1

hen, with breeding cage, 12/- cash: Burns, Royal
Hotel, Cleator .Moor, Cumberland. (412)

SPLENDID lot of Yorkshire or Norwich Canaries,

cocks, full song, 5/- and 6/- each, hens 2/6: Seeds-

man, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (424)

PAIR breeding canaries, with nest three young,

1.5/-; another pair clears, with breeding cage, 10/-:

Hellier, 62, Bramshott-rd., Southsea. \ (425)

GREAT sacrifice, two buffs, one yellow, 1914, Nor-

wich cocks, all (ringing, 5/C each; also 1915 cock,

5/-; yellow lien, 2/6; pair Rollers, cock dub rung,

full song, 8/6; also pair with young cock, 6 weeks,

10/-: Hawkes, 26 Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (427)

BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire. Border, and

Roller cocks, 3/- each
;
cock and hen, 5/-; approval

McKeand, 15, Queen-st., Castle-Douglas. (399)

GRAND lot Yorkshires, Rollers, and Norwich,

splendid songsters, 7/C, 8/C, 10/C; every bird guar-

anteed ; hen<$, 2€: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.

MASSIVE buff Norwich cock, typical bird, accept

10/-, another good stock buff cock, 7/6; buff York-

shire cock, good length, grand stock birds, 8/6; six

Norwich hens, 2/6 each; six Yorkshire hens, 2/6

each: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terr., Kenilworth. (428)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

1915 Goldfinch Mules, in song, 5/-, 6/- and 7/- each_:

Bourne, 8, Brecon-terr., Rosehill-st., Cheltenham. (427)

MULE breeders several 1915 sib-bred hens, clear, 2/-,

2/0, 3/-; cock Linnet, 2/6: Lawn, Rising Sun-terr.,

Norwich. (425)

GENUINE Sibs., 1914 birds, cocks 5/-, hens 3/6;

largo buff Norwicti hen, 4/-; approval, deposit:

Nile, Fowey, Cornwall. (422)

NOTICE.—Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-

finches, Linnets, Bulfinches, Chaffinches, from
catchers: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd.,

London. (414)

HANDSOME even-marked buff Goldfinch-Canary

Mule, warranted cock, fit show, 20/-; light

variegated, warranted cocks, 8/0, 10/6 each; dark
cocks warranted, 4/- each; 8 dark hens; offer© cash:

Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (424)

THREE large Canary hens, all paired to Linnet
this year, 2/6 each; 2 Linnet hen Mules, 2/- each;
Primus oil-stove, silent burner, as new cost 10/;, ex-

change for good 1914 cock Goldfinch, must be large,

good blaze; cash or deposit: Bradshaw, 152, Clouilc.v

ley-rd., Barr,©bury. (424)

1914 Goldfinch-Greenfinch hybrids, cocks, 13/-, 10/-

;

hen, 31 -
;

green Singing Finch-Canary hybrids, fine

songsters, through moult, 10/6 each
;

hen. 3/-

;

young cock Greenfinch, 2j-
;
Cinnamon hen Green-

finch, 10/6; ccck Canary, variegated, 5/-;, all above
in thoroughly sound condition, from outdoor
aviaries: Mrs. Christie, Newton House, Elgin. (410)

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Chal enge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South Vicw-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad
ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Thornton,
Bradford.

fFOREIGN BIRDS.
[

BUDGERIGARS, 4/6 pair, older, 5/6; cash offers

for 50 : F. Hill, Southwold. (425)

PAIR a\iary bred Cockateels, perfect condition,

12/6: Monk, Northst., Halstead. (427)

SPLENDID lot cf yellow Budgerigars, 6/0 pair ,or

offers, can he seen at: Moore, 65, Bridgerd., Lei-

cester. ’ (422)

ONE if net the best talking Le Vaillant’s Parrots

living
;

particulars and price from Broxup, 24,

Hulrne-st., Burnley. (424)
j

PRIZE-BRED Budgerigars, from outdoor aviary.

Greens 4/6 per pair; approval: John Struth, Forth-

view, Bonnybridge, Scotland. (414)

SEVERAL good pairs of aviary-bred Budgerigars,

perfect health hud condition, full feather, 5/9 a

pair: Harris, Tye-estatc, Bcdfcnt. (416)

CHAMPION Amazon Parrot, large, cage; splendid

talker, whistles, says about 30 words; £2, bargain:
Wright, Bromfiekl, Park-lane, Old Basford. (428)

BIRDS that pay! Green Budgerigars, finest

obtainable, any quantity, 6/- pe r pair : The Aviaries,

59, Hammond -st., ’Parkinson-lane, Halifax. (417)

EXCELLENT talking Amazon Parrot, nice pin-

mage; accept 35/-, with cage; exchange anything:
Mrs. Davi i \ 3, Clifford-st., Oxford-rd., Manchester.
BEAUTIFUL tricolour Tanager, exchange Foreign
seedoaters; Pintail Whydah, 10 / G. full colour, or
exchange : Steed, Tobacconist, Sudbury, Suffolk.
BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, selected
breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut husk
nests, 5/- dozen: Miss A. Rosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne. (426)

COCKS, Rcella, Zebras, Green Cardinals; pairs.

Rcdnitnps, Amherst Pheasants ; want liens, Hooded
Parrakeet and Plainheads : Miss Clare, 194, Coonrhe
Lane, Wimbledon. (424)

COCK White Java Sparrow, 6/-: cock Saffron
Finch, 4/6; pair Blackhead Nuns. 4/0; pure White
ben Dove, 1/0; exchange Budgerigars: D. Coornbcs,
Stockton-st., West Hartlepool. (424)

WANTED, adult cock Blue Budgerigar; adult
cock, pure Yellow Budgerigar; adult cock Black-
cheeked lovebird: please state price: E. Prentis,

20, Norton Folgate, London, N.E. 425)

SPLENDID Talking Amazon Parrot, excellent
talker, whistler and mimic, talk of the neighbour-
hood; accept 50/- with cage; exchanges considered:
Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (424)

SIGN THE COUPON NOW
And obtain your copy of

the 1915 Edition of

UKHK1NUL
This issue has met with greater

success than ever before, and

THEY ARE SELLING OUT FAST.
Be advised, and send for a copy

NOW before it is tco late.

Remember
j

We had to Disappoint Many
Fanciers last year, as the entire edition was

sold out before they ordered their copies.

These are some of the Contents

:

THE BIRD-KEEPER’S YEAR.
A new feature, which will remind the fancier of essential details of management, the timely atten-
tion to which goes so far to ensure success in the hobby, and which gives valuable hints month by
month.

THE CANARY BREEDER’S OPPORTUNITY.
By Claude St. John. Telling of the bright future that is in store for Canary breeders, and showing
how to take advantage of the existing circumstances in order eventually to profit by the increased
demand which is certain to arise in the near future

HOW TO MAKE BIRD-BREEDING PAY.
By 0. E. Brooks. Demonstrating that the hobby of bird-keeping may he made profitable as well as
pleasurable. Indicating the mistakes to avoid, and the proper methods to be pursued.

THE FASCINATION OF AN AVIARY OF FOREIGN BIRDS.
By W. Wallis. The delights of foreign bird-keeping are dealt with in this interesting and practical

contribution. The fittings of the Aviary, the kind of birds to keep, and their requirements in the wav
of food and accommodation are all described, and there is an illustration of an outdoor aviary whicil

is at once inexpensive, roomy, and adequate in every respect.

WITH THE WILD BIRDS DURING 1914.

By H. Norman. In this article our British bird expert writes in his well-known style on the birds

about which he is so well qualified to write, and all lovers of birds in their natural surroundings will

he interested in this feature.
HOW TO REDUCE THE FOOD BILL.

By Claude St. John. Useful hints that will help bird-keepers to economise in this time of temporary

stress; showing iiow the expense of feeding may bo reduced without any detriment whatever to the

well-being of the birds.
A REVIEW OF THE 1914-15 SEASON.

How the birds have fared during the year in each section. All are dealt with :—Norw ich Plainheads,

Yorkshires, Greens, Ciifhamons. Rollers, Whites, Border Fancies, Crests, Lancashire? and Lizards,

Seotel) Fancies and Belgians, Dutch Frills, Hybrids and British Birds, Foreign Birds.

A DIRECTORY OF JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS.
DIARY AND CALENDAR FOR THE YEAR WITH EGG-HATCHING TABLE,

ALPHABETICAL LIST OF CAGE BIRD ASSOCIATIONS.
Ac., Ac., Ac.

No matter what variety of birds you keep, whether novice or old hand,

there is in!ormatlon in this bird-keeper’s encyclopaedia of the greatest

use to you. Each article is written by an expert, and in their experi-

ences of failures and successes you will find the way to the top of the ladder.

Get your copy now, price 6d. from your News-

agent or local Nutshell Agent. or fill up the

Coupon at the foot,
enclose 7d., and send direct to:

“ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.,

and your copy will

be sent per return.

To the Publisher,

‘CAGE BIRDS,’ 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

Please send me </°pJes
Gage Birds

Annual, fer which I enclose......

Name
Address

DOTTED

LINES.
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GENUINE talking l’arrots, few first class birds for
Mile, we lee tail specimens, linger tame, good plain
talkers and mimics; prliees on application; upprovul

:

Walsh, lilrd Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. iff. (419)
TALKING lilac fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, linger tame,
Ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
large cage, 45/0: Miss I'nrrv. 266, Dudley Port. (100)
AMAZON Parrot, good plain talker, £2 10 s.; an-

other flue young Amcj.on. just commenced talking,
£2; ali-o a splendid talking Hock Parrot with cage,
25/-; approval, cash, or deposit: Day, The Aviaries,
Port er-ot. , Hull. (423)
THOSE who have bought or those who are about

to buy a Urey Parrot, should get " Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2Jd. post free, but the tips it gi\es arc
priceless; from: CAOK Bums, 154, Kleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from n gents, a list oi whom is published
frequently.)
1>'0 It sale, Posey Cockatoo and cage, real lady's

pet, guaranteed talking, finger tanio, go outside
on your shoulder; sacrifice 15/-; alto young Indian
Green Parrot and cage, 15/-; splendid feather; ,1.

Ingram, 54, Uoulton-st., Hull. (423)
AVADAV.-VTS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “ Nutshell ” booklet,
“ Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you, and we shall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2Jd. Write, The
Publisher, CAGE BiltDS, 154, Kleet-st., London, 12. C.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Couldiun Finch, which, however, Is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and tho variety kept successfully, lint you must
follow' tire hint** given in " Nutshell No. 14,” from
Cage Birds, 154, Kleet-st., London, E.C., post free
for 2|(1. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THOUGH thsy can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some verv helpful in-
formation on this variety will be fonnd'in ” Nutshell
•No. IP.” the author of which is Wesley T. Pago.
FZ.S. (Jet it at once. 24d. post free from Cage
Birds, 154, Flcet-ot., London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents* (list published frequently).
ALL Bull, handsome colour, in outdoor aviary two

years, ciiinron crowned Bishop, the best in England,
12 :6

; another 10/6 ; Yellow half-masked Weaver,
8 /6 : Napoleon Weaver, 8/6 ; pair Paradi.-c Whydahs,
cock lias tail 12 inches long, 1226; pair Saffron
Finches, 10/C ; 3 cock Zebra Finches, 4/- each

; pair
blaekheaded Nuns, 4/6; hen Spicebird, 2,6: Clarke,
82. High-st., Sydenham.

(427 )WAXBILLS (tlolden-breasted, Orange cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena).' Than tliio interesting quar-
tette. which can lie purchased at from ‘_/6 to 7/6
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners
They can be successfully kept, too. with little
difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S.. in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2jd.
post free from Cage Birds, 154. Flect-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agenta and get it for 2d.
(list frequently published).
TRUE pairs; Melba Finches, 45/-: Mandarin

Starlings, rare, 40/-; Sydney Waybills, 35/-; Diamond
Doves, breeders, 30/-; Bluethroated Waxbills, 30/-;
Yellow -rumped Serins, 12 6 : Pintail Whydahs, 12 / 6 :

Masked Doves, 12/6; Magpie Mannikine, 10/-;
Bronzewing Mannikins, 10/-; Combassous, 10/-; Pink-
breasted Waxbills, 10/-; odd chcks, Alpine Accentor,
12/6: rare Yellow-collared Paradise Whydnh, 12 /.O'
Sulphury Scedeaters, 1 -0 /- : Redheaded Finch, 10
Ribbon Finch, 5/-; Swainson’s Sparrow, 5 /-; also six
healthy young Peachfaced Lovebirds, sex not
guaranteed, 35/- each, or £9 the lot : Frost 13,
Fairlawn-aven., Chiswick, London. ^493 )

India
red f

00/#

;

Maea
40/6

;

ra re,

rare,

.Grey
J<y)m

JOHN D. HAMLYN
n Purple Sun Birds, 00/- each; cock African
ared Love, 15/6; Leadliettcr Cockatoo, talking,
Red Blue Macaw, talking, 80/(1; Blue Yellow
w, talking, 80/6; Orange flanked Parrakeet,
Green hilled Toucan, 40/6; Himalayan Tit,

25/6; pair Bloodrumps, 45/6
;
hen King Parrot,

80/6 ; hen Golden Oriole, 25/6; six talking
Parrots, from £5 upwards: Red ltosella, 30/-:
Hnmiyn, 221, St. George ’s-st., London Docks.

(428)

[DOVES.
SIX pairs 'lovely white Doves, 3/6 pair: Rogers,

Cedars, Uushmere rd., Ipswich. (4*28)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Gr'een and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kind**; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellow© 7/6 pair; cash or
caov payment*

( 304 )

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
On our 4 months' trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty

;
for cash or easy payments ; holder thou'-

eand testimonials, bear
names and addresses

Hopes. Gt. B ridgc-st.. West Bromwich. (394)

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London. Amazon Parrot,
25,-: Talking Macaw. £6; Quail Finches, 30/- pair;
Peach-faced Lovebirds, £4 pair; Blue-breasted Wax-
bills, 30/'- pair; Budgerigars, 4/- pair: yellows, 7/0;
young Canaries, 2/- each, 18/- doZ. : Tits, 2'- pair;
Wagtails, 1/6; Hawfinches, 6/-; White Doves, 5/-;
Seagulls, 6/- pair; Dormice, 3/- pair; Wasp cake,
2/6 lb.; gentles, 2/6 quart; ants' eggs, flies, millet
seed and sprays, cuttlefish, etc.; see price lists.

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In outdoor aviaries (all moulfed and in perfect
condition). Ribbon Finches, Spice Birds, Bronze-
wings, cook Saffron Finches, Black-headed Nuns
lien Whydahs, White and Grey Javas (show com
dition). Black and Fawn Bengalese, Napoleon
Weavers (full colour), Siberian Bullfinches (cocks
and hens), ccck Californian Quail (nerfeet plumage)
Senegal anil Barbary Turtle Doves, Green and Yel-
low Budgerigars, tame Sulphur-crested Cockatoo,
young Yorkshire and Crested Canaries, eoek Gold
linch (1st Bridlington, 4th Bradford National and
other prizes), pair Silver Pheasants, White Fantail
Figeons, Golden Pheasant chicks. Greenfinches Bull-
finches etc. Poultry: Young Faveroifcs, Colum-
bian, White, and Partridge Wyandottes Rhode
Islands. Wanted: English Goldfinches and small
Foreign Finches of all kinds; hen Californian Quail
or pau-s. We are open to purchase all kinds of
bright-pliimaged British or Foreign birds for out-
door aviaries. We solicit enquiries for what we
have, and offers of what we have not: The Aviaries
Coppice Drive, Harrogate.

TALKING PARROTS^
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, onmonth s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it
treo of charge. Talking warranty given that if
Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this although some advertise similar terms anddon t carry them out; so be careful. Write atonce for my price list and free large book. “Parrot
Prattle. Contains hundreds of testimonials (morethan any other dealer), full name-s and addresses
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries'
1 ress opinions and many interesting facts- sent
post free. _ Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, More-cambe. Telephone No. 40 Morecambe

(340 )Parrot Aviaries. Morecambe

|
VARIOUS BIRDS.

TWO Yorkshire lieu, two brown Linnets, excellent,
to,-, for lot, good breeders; Jones, 72, liethesda.
Aimweb.

( 427 )TWO Norwich and one Yorkshire hen, 1914, and
several good youngsters, must clear, 2/- each: Mean
156, Downham-rd., N.

(494;)PAIR of Greenfinches, canary reared, twice cage
moulted, pair of Norwich Canaries, 12/-: Uoye, 15,
Denmaru-at., Darlington. (423)
1 WO pairs Bullfinches, 3 pairs Canaries, large

flight cage; will make six breeders; cost 30/-; ex-
change anything useful, good gramophone: Norton,
Winslow, Bucks.

^493)SELL cocks:- 1 Crest, 2 Norwich, 1 Roller, 1 Linnet-
Canary, 1 double and 2 single breeders, 2 bens

;

offers dogs or gramophone : Higgins, 0
, Newtori-st.,

Hu line, Manchester.
(426 )TWO large Buff Norwich cocks, 2 large Buff Nor-

wich hens, 1 yellow lien, 2 Greenfinch cocks, 1 Bull-
finch1 hen

;
all good birds; for sale cheap: Fairling,

8
, Me Iv 1 ! It--place, Edinburgh. (424)BREEDER'S stock for sale

; Canaries, Norwich, 8
cocks, 12 hens, 3 cock Goldfinch moles, 4 hens, 3
cock Goldfinches, millers, hen Bullie

;
no exchange •

P.C not answered: Hetherington, Alderton, Chip-
penham

(423)
I'OL sale, one joiner-made combined breeding and

flight cage, 16ft. long, in three parts,, i.e., one 6ft.
by 3ft.. two 5ft. by 2ft., with ten divisions, wire
nnd wood slides, an-d extending sand drawers

; ma-
hogany stained and white enamel throughout- with
all appliances; equal to new; also 14 hens, Canaries
Mules, and Rollers, 10 Canaries and Mules as bred

;’

owner giving up; satisfactory reason to purchaser

;

no reasonable offer refused: Apply, W. J. Diffey,
Garland-rd., Poole. (424)
BARGAIN of Norwich, Borders, and Yorks, the

following are; 2 variegated N. cocks; 1 yellow B.
cock: 1 Yorkshire hen; 1 buff B. lien: l' Sib. hen
and Go'die, father of 6 Mules; 3 voifng Canaries,
sex unknown; 1 yellow B. hen; I Linnet Mule, sex
unknown; 1 yellow Yorkshire hen; l buff B hen:
1 yellow B. cock ; 1 green B. cc-ek ; 1 Sib. hen

; 1

buff B. hen : 1 yellow N. cock : 1 variegated N
took ; 1 huff B. hen; the lot for £f. or nearest offer-
Keir, Canary Breeder, Billhead, Portkncchie, N.13.

WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also
Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins; state lowest price:
Frank Spurks, Bird Dealer, 200, Ovcrgalc, Dundee.

WANTED: Two young (1915) Greater Black-hacked
Gulls, also known as. Cobs

;
alive; perfect condition;

I. I*., 104, Belmont st.. Chalk Farm, London, N.W.
(42$)WANTED, large or small quantity of Goldfinches,

bullfinches, ami largo lien Canaries, state price

:

lliomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saitlcy-id
,
Binning

nnm.
( 42?)WANTED, a weekly supply Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

fan nets, lairks, etc., off catchers only- best prices
I’ivcn : Osborne, Naturalist, Dudlcy-rd' Wolverhamp-
ton.

(427)

WANTED,
j

ANYTHING alive bought : Jopson, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

(.426)
anything alive for cash: Mrs. Ellett,

104, kirkgate, Wakefield. _ (425)WANTED hand-reared Wood Pigeon, tame good
plumage: Cowley, Kilsby, Rugby.

(493 )WANTED, good big healthy Norwich; state lowest
Harcourl-drlve, Glasgow. (427)\VAI\1ED to purchase, stock of good large Norwich

for cash
;
must be good: 63, Regent-st., Eccles, Sal-

lord.
(419)WANTED, weekly supply of large Scotch Linnets:

Write, R. McGowan, 31, Graham-st., Govan, Glas-
(426)WANTED for spot casii anything alive; bird, beast

Kent
61^181 1!oyal Zoc>logical Farm, Shooters Hill,

WANTED, Blackcap Warbler (cock), no rubbish?
state price to: W. Clark. 10, Kidd-st., WoolwichLondon.

(498)
THISTLE seed wanted, a few lbs. of hand-picked;
send price wanted : Enocli Tams, Church-at., Lon"-
ton, Stsvfts.

(4V)WANTED, Amazon or other Parrot, young, stampalbum and stamps, exchange Budgerigars: F. Hill,
•SOUtnWOHl. • (Art ~ \

WANTED, good Parrot or Cockatoo, anv kindpuce and particulars to; Mrs. Jone.- 7 Ge6 r*(*-»t
Aberystwyth. ’

v

'
(4 *7

’)

CATCHERS wanted, to -supply Linnets, Larks, Gold-
Bullfinches, weekly: E. Tams, Chureh-st.,l on"ton, otjfls. '

(4*7)WANTED Canaries or Mules, will exchange gcnt MMlver watch or rifle; approval: Tillman, Wood Endkern pe tori, Beds. ,
4,JyWANTED good, steady. 1915, hand-reared lien Jav

or cock Magpie- particulars and lowest price to:I— &) dn-ey-st., Brighton. 1494 *

i-e,
Canaries, best prices given for all

in!i k'bu-
C
i
inar

«r.
a
P-d, foreign birds: .Mrs. Ellett,

10 '• Kjrkgate, Wakefield. < 4
.* -

,

YVANIED, Canaries and Mules, either sex- state
lowest pnee for prompt cash: Robinson, 33

, Bes.-cm-
st" New Cro.-ss, London, S.E.

( 42 ‘>)WAN LED, birds, dogs, Parrots, monkeys guinea
ings. ral^its, pigeons, etc; purchase or 'exchange:Barlow s Aviaries, Greenwich. f 4 -'

7 iYVANITERc cocks. Goldfinches, on seed; stuffed
birds, anything useful; for 4 stone of ripe plums:
Oflcrs to Lo-’igbottorn, Wisbech. (4951
WANTI/f), large Norwich am! Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tm. Gowcaddens-st.. Glasgow. (241 >

}*TS?
PeatI,roat or Clieveral, 1014 ccck

Goldfinch, also large cock Gtcypate: Geo. Itadler
-1, Iiigersoll-rd., Shepherd's Busli.

( 4
''0 )WANTED, surplus Canaries, also British, tar

prompt cash, cheap : Andrew Dawson, Dennistown
Bird Mart, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (466)WANTED, every variety of Canaries, talking Par-
rots. also litters of pure-bred puppies; aheap for
cash : Harris. Tie Estate. Bed font. (395 )WANTED, all varieties Canari s and British and
Foreign birds., must be cheap, cash sent with order:
M.-kcand, Scahright, Castlc-Douglas.

( 399 )WANTED, all kinds of. Canaries, good, healthy,
strong birds; state price and breed to: Tlios. MoCrv-
stal. 16, Loifglands-rd., Govan, Glasgow.

( 426 )WANTED, young Yorkshire and Norwich Mules,
any quantity, cash deposited; particulars, stamp
reply: Oliver, 101 . Bridport-pl.. Hoxton N.
WANTED, weekly supply of Linnets. 'Larks, Gold-

finches, Bullfinches, and all other British hie
state prices: Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wake-
field

(425)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 71 .

Hinging Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

PONTEFRACT,
Open Linnet contest, Woodman Inn, Horsefair,

for 3 prizes, 4 minutes’ time singing, Aug. 21 : 1,

7 ingham, 42; 2, Jones, 37; 3, T. Parnell, 31 . Open
smg Aug. 22, for 3 prizes, 3 minutes’ time singirfg

:

1. Watkiss, 76; 2, Wingham, 43; 3 , Jones, 40 —J.
Beard, Asst, Sec.
Cross Keys Hotel, Halfpenny Lane, open Linnet

contest Au,g. 1-5, for 3 prizes: 1, Plows; 2, B.
Nelson; 3, Blackshear. Open sing Aug. 21: 1, 2, 1L
Nelson; 3, Blackshear. Open sing Aug. 22: 1, 3,
W. Nelson

; 2, B. Nelson. There have been some
of the best birds from all round the district, and
we are hoping to see them all give us another visit.—Aif. Bull, Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saviile Green, York Road, quality Linnet singing,
Aug. 21: 16 birds sang for 3 prizes: 1, Condliffe;
2, G. Hirst; 3, shared by J. Parker and G. Hirst.
Judges, Naylor and Clegg. Aug 22: 19 sang for 3
prizes: 1, Biaiiej

; 2, Condliffe ; 3, shared by Cliip-
p-indale and J. Parker. Judges, Hardeastle and
Naylor.—W. Naylor, Hon. Sec.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel, Skinner Lane, Aug. 22: 15 of the best birds
in Leeds faced the judges before a crowded house,
and some very good singing was heard: 1, Hirst;
2, 3, shared Wigfield and Wa-rd. Judges, Messrs.
A. Binner and Bryan. Special contest same dav
with two of our best birds, Mr. W. Crowtber gave
a special prize: Mr. G. Hirst's bird sang Mr. T.
Summer’s bird, and won. Judge, Mr. A. Binner.

—

W. Lipman, Hon. Sec.

KIPPAX.
Linnet- contest Aug. 21, Commercial Hotel. About

a score of the members of the Clarence Hotel
Linnet Club, Leeds, paid us a visit and brought
their birds_ to s-ing, and we had a contest both for
time and quality, Leeds and Kippax members get-
ting prizes lit each contest. The Clarence Club
had with them some of the best judges in the
Broad Acres for quality, also their genial host,
Mr. Crowther, of the Clarence Hotel. The Presi-
dent of the Clarence Linnet Club has promised to
give a medal with a bird in centre when the
Kippax Linnet Club pay their visit to the Clarence
Club. A general meeting will- be held at Kippax
CIuli Aug. 28 to make arrangements and fix date
to visit the Clarence Club, but as the majority of
(he birds are moulting we may wait a week or
two in order to take some good birds with us, as
the Kippax members will want some of their best
Linnets for the contests. Time singing : 1. Plows

;

2, Ward, Leeds; 3. Potter, Kippax. Mesrs. Plows,
Potter, anti Cooper Wallis attended to the time
singing section. Quality: 1. Ward, Leeds; 2. Wig-
field, Leeds; 3, Collins-on, kippax. Messrs. Somers
and C. Bess judged for quality.—R. Plows, See.

CLUB Ac SOCIETY NOTICES
w

Club (Reports.
FIFE C.B.L.

Meeting, Masonic Arms, Copdenbeath, Aug. 2k
Mr. R. T. Campbell, ctyair. Agreed to make nine
a full class at League show, and to leave over till

next meeting the working of show. After business
was over Mr. Grewar, whom Cowdenbeath were
fortunate to secure, was present to answer any
questions in regard to the Canary. Many questions
were asked and answered with knowledge and ex-
perience. A hearty vote of thanks to Mr. Grewa

r

and the chairman ended the meeting. Next meeting,
Coaltown, of Wem.yss, Sept. 11, at 5.—Joe Sneddon,
Sec.

NORTHERN NORWICH P.C.
Meeting Aug. 21. Mr. J. W. Law-son, chair. Cor-

tespondence read from societies applying for patron-
age, and the following were granted same: New-
castle Oct. 23, Carlisle Oct. 27 and 28 , Blaydon
Nov. 12 and 13, Haltwhistle Nov. )9 and 26, Gates-
head Dee. 10 and 11, also to Sunderland if patron-
age is applied for above five shows only. Specials
for 1915— Points trophy, to be won twice in Suc-
cession or three times in all from this season

;

silver spoon champion, ditto novice, at each show

:

special value 2ls. for novice (most points) to be
won outright -in one season; three highest birds
to count for champion specials and two for novice.
Once again I appeal to Norwich fanciers who live
in our radius to join us. Is. nomination and 2s. Cd.
sub. Full particulars on application to 55, Colston
Stre.'t, Benwell, Newcastle.— It. VY. Laidlow, Sec.

PLYMOUTH W.C.O.S.
Meeting Aug. 17, Oddfellows’ Hall, Morle.v Street,

Mr. French chair. Decided that we have our open
show Oct. 12 and 13, with almost the same classifi-

cation as in former years, and to pay prize money
on the sliding scale. Entrance fee 1-6 per cage,
members 1 /-. Mr. Cheney guaranteed a Linnet
class and Mr. A. B. Brown offered to give a cup
lor competition with Cinn. birds purchased before
the show. Mr. French presented Mr. Hutchings
with the novice silver cuip, which becomes his
property, as he lias won it three years in succes-
sion. Mr. C. Reed tendered his resignation as
asst, see., which was duly accepted. A vote of
thanks was accorded to Mr. Reed for his past
services. Decided to leave the appointment of
as^t. sec. to next meeting, when it is hoped ttiat
all members will be present, as there is some more
very important business.—YV. Luscombe.

Abersychan C.B.8.—Aug. 28, Queen Hotel
r. Couch. *

Accrington C.B. 8,-Sept. 2
, Crown Hotel 7 30Competition for the birds that an- furth.-ht throughthe iivj-ult. Fanciers invited. D. Harwood

k

Blaydon C.B.S. 8 ,-pt. 1
, Coop. Library, >30 Tofurther consider schedule for annual 'show and0 t

nu
r '"'fori ant business*. Subs. due. Geo HauerCheater c b.S - Aug. 31, at Mr. T. Jornk lw

<• r» st., 8
, in place of Headquarter , show bn imass; important. -L. CavunaglV

6 On,?, ?!
rmi"Sham C.B.8 .- Sept. 1 . Crow,, Hotel,

“Vhn i
H. Jones.

Chorfay C.B.S.—Sept. 1 , Shepherd :, Hall 7 30Important business _J j| Welch ’
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,
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,

C - B S— Se|it. 4
, Campbell's Hotel tGenera! sliow business.-A. Robertson.

fi,
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y P f/
8—a “8 - 28, Norrnanton Hotel, 7 Elec

memb <?rS
’
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Dubmire Workmen’s Club C.B.S.-Au" 28 Dub
G.‘

r

T.
U
/vnn

R'n
'

a C,Ul'- C '30 ' U'J,t -

kv*. K'ifrir a -i &2,V-rStormont .

an ‘1 0t"W bu,,neM ,or

Fife and Kinross Norwich P.H.C Sept, 4Masome Arms, Cowdenbeath, 7. Alloting patron-age and general business.— D. H. McGowan
Guisborough Priory C.B S.-Aug. 28 Wear'sRoom, 7.30.- A. W . Knaggs

’ " CJr3

Highgate, Hampstead C.B.

s

—Owing to so many
,ntetinS f°r AUS ' 20

""'
:

Nartlepools C.B.S.-Sept. 1
. St. George's, s this-

Thornton
and arra""€niients for annual show.-J. W.

HaW
l

r.

,

?%°'Wn“Sc
.

pt ' 2VTrafal ?ar I"". King Cross.

-A. Sutcliffe
0 a mCCtinS all<J Impromptu night.

Idle C.B.A.-Sept. 1 , Springfield Hotel. 8 . Openshow business.—T. Elsegood.
1

Larkhall C.B. A.—Sept. 4. Y'.M.C \ Hall 7 I>ro-

IoTanm?*
t
f
n
fh

B
'g

°f

i

claSfi,kat^. and fixing' sLe*1' /closing date lor young b--r,J concompetition, 2nd Oct.; new members invited.—T j'
McGregor.

Hot??
d
°ri

a
?
d

1

Coun,i
l

es A C.B.-Sept. 4. VictoriaHotel. Charterhouse Street. E.C., 8 . . Lecture onNorwich Plamhead. Visitors will receive a heartvwelcome.—W. Gilbert •
nearly

Llanelly C.BS.-Se'pt. 4. Members' show andarrangement of classes, etc.—D. IJ. Davies.
Lochgslly C.B.S.—Ang. 28, Blir"h Arms r, y.

Schedule; special and memliership.—U Muir

Hotef
e
-
d
o x

and
-

Dl
'

8 ' B-F-A—Sept. 1, Rauwavnovel, ,.v0. \crvi important business. — \V Hoymes. *

w,r
t

!!

anl R<,"e
;-

c B--Mernbers please note there,

son
1,0 n0 mec*m= lelc* for August.—J. W. Thom-

Middlesex O.S.-Sept. 2 . St. John's Schools 8General business.— R. Cambers
Newcastle-on-Tyne C.B.S -Sept. 2. Shield's Cafe.

. 5® “larket, (.30. Open show business; election ofjudges; important.—J. W. Reed
Northern British, Mu!; and F.B.C.—Aug. 28,

Shi-eld s C afe
. Bigg Market, 8 . Allot patronage/ Subs,

due.— YV. Curry.
Northern Border F.C.C Sept. 1, Pillar's Cafe

Pink Lane. Newcastle-on-Tyne, 7.30. General busk
nc<>s. Subs, are overdue.—C. Farrer.
Old Shifden Workmen’s Club C.B.S Dee. 4. oneday show; federated chows please notice no- as not

to clash.—J. Ainsworth.
Opensbaw Gorton C.B.S.-Sept. 8

, Club Room. Al-hambra Theatre. Higher Openshaw 8.30 Annual
show, judge, etc.—A. YV. Newton

Provincial Roller C.C.-Aug. 2S. The Old Boar's
Head Hotel. Manchester. 6 . Show business; alsoyoung birds’ points competition.— A. Pcrcival
Queensbury C.B.S.-Sept. 2

, Granbv Hotel 7 30
Important.—W. .Tagger.
Rochdale Good Intunt C.B.S.— Sopt. 1 . Temper-

anec Club- Toad Lane, 8.30. Annual show- business— J. Coupe.
Rotherham C.B.S.-Aug 28. Mail Coach Inn 7

Business important.—J. E. Taylor.
Reading C BS.—.Sept. 1 . Paimer Hall. S. Y'crv

imnortant show business.—O, C. Smith
Runcorn B.B.A—Sept. 2, Headquarters, Old CceoaLoom. 7.30. Special business.—E Rone
Redhill C.B.S.-Sept. 1 . YVatkin's Hotel, 9 . Elco-

tion of a sec., as I am resigning. It is to be hoped
that tiie members will attend and appoint someone
they can support.—G. .Martin.

St. Quintin Park F. and F.S.—Sept. 2. The In-
stitute, Portobollo Road, S. Canary judging com-
petit'-on.—A. S. Tarrant.
Sundzrland C.B.A.— Aug. 28. Station Street Cafe.

7.30. To decide definitely about open show anv
otlier Imsiness.—J. Peacock.
South Meor C.B.S.—Aug. 28. South Moor Hotel.

6 .>T. Confirmation of schedule for annual show-,
etc,. intending members please attend —Geo
F. Bates.
Skefmanthorpe C.B. A.—Sept. 7 Libera! Club «.

Arraneements for open show (Y'orks. Union) Oct °—\Y
T

. Everett.
Shipley O.S—Sept. 1. Victoria Hotel. 7. Import-

ant- open show arrangements.—T one and Craven
Southampton C.B.S—Sent. 1 . Waterloo Hotel. 730 .

Lecture on the Yorkshire Canary, hv Mr. G. Gamble—YV. T,. Page.
Sheffield C.B.S.— Sent. 2 . YVentworth Cafe. 8 . Pre-

paring birds for exhibition, by Mr. YV. Bingham.
-A. Hobson.
Stockport and Hazel Crov” P.F.A—Ang 31.

Trinity House. Shaw Heath, 8
. Report re silver

cun, show date, etc.— YV. Stafford.
Rh"ffie.ld O.S—Ana. 31. Rose and Crown Hotel, 8 .

AH England show business.

—

G. C. Job.
South Moor Social Club.— Aug. 29. Club Poom.

6.3d. Steward and report from Consctk—G Ran-.
Sacristnn P.P.R. and C B.S.— Aug. 29. Mr. H.

Abbot's Tea Rooms. 5-3(1. Confirmation of schedules
and other business : intending meml>ers please at-
tend.—Dodd and Wilfrid.

Windhill C.B.S.-Sept. 4. Blue Bell Hotel. 6 30.
Date for last members’ .show and other business.

—

J. Tavlor.
Wallasev C.B.S.

—

S«nt. 2. Headquarters, 8 . Sche-
dule for old show.—Wm. Mallinson.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Radges, Judges' Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
YVigan Cage Bird Society ss.ys : "Dear Sir.—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and Cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples aid prices—The Manager
Printing Dept., “Cage Birds, ' 154, Fleet Street Lor-
don, E.C.
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SHOW DATES FIXED.
To RocuTC insertion in this column, a guarantee

that tho show will ho ail pur Used i«n “U.B. to tlw

extent of at least 2«V- must he 6ent to our manage .

England.
Oct. <1.- IcMe CBS.— (U A. House, Briurdcne, ld.e,

Bradford.) W.M. .. Gf .

Oct. 8-9. -Preston O.S. (U. Buck, 5,

Oct. 12-13.- Plymouth W.C.O.S.-(T. 1‘ope. 08, Lm-

bankment ltd.) „ .

Oct. U Hanley C.B.S.-(C. Beckett, 32, llamilton-

rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J.it.

Oct. 15-10. Warrington C.B.S. (H. War'burton, <3,

Ellesmere ltd., Lower Walton, Warrington.)

H.W.B., G.L., J.D.L. „,„ n
Oct. U). Coventry O.S. -(A. Green, 20a. Money Stan-

tou ltd.) ,
~

Oct. 21.- Oxford C.B.S.— (C. F. Holliday, 58, George

St.) J.lt. .. , „ „„
Oct. 22 25.- Liverpool O.S.— (Metcalfe and Green, C8,

Brunswick ltd.)
,

Oct. 23. Burton-on Trent C.B.S,— (A. Wood, 10,

South Oak St.) J.lt.
. ,„n

Oct. 20-28. London and P.O.S.- (II. L. Huggins, 130,

Myddlcton ltd., Bowes Park, London.)

Oct. 27-28.- Carlisle (Border City) OS.— (J. G. wen,

23. Botehcrgttte, Carlisle.) ,

Oct. 29-80.— Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (1‘ - Haywaid,

21 Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).

Li). J.B., It. IL, J.D., U.J.C.

Oct, 30.—York C.B.S.—(V. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.)

Nov. 3-1. Cheltenham C.B.S.— (A. S. Treasure, H.

Kotunda Terr.) c , ,.

Nov A Blaenavon C.B.S.-(G. Broome, 82, King

Nov. 5 (^Sheffield O.S.-cL. C. Job, 10. Vauxball

lid., Wineobank, Sheffield.) J.lt., J.O.u.,

Nov. 0 Hartlepools C.B.S.— (J. W. Thornton, 43 ,

ltydal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W..M.,

Nov. o J

V
^Leicester Hand-In-Hand.—(A..Freestone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.I.. H- J -g-

Nov. 9 10. Bournemouth C.B.A.— tG. W. Jones, loG,

lloldenburst ltd.) H.N. „ .

Nov. 12-13. Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.—(G. Havvtr, ,

Theresa St.) T.l)., J.M., H.W.B. „

Nov. 13.- Barnsley C.B.S—fE. 'loulson, 102, Cope

Nov. 13 -Chester C.B.S. -(L. Cavanagh, "Berwyn,”

Vicar’s Cross, Chester.) H.W.B.

Nov. 13.- Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S.—(J. Spencer,

193 ,
Palmerston Street, Beswiek, MancnesLer.;

Nov. 19-20.- Halifax O.S.— (11. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M.. H.W.B.

Nov. 10 20.— Haltwhistle C.B.S—(Wm. lallantyre,

South View.) ..

Nov. 27.— Coventry Godiva C.B.S.— (F. A. Green, o4,

Caludon ltd.) H.W.B. _

Dec. 1-2- City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. n. Jonee,

211, Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J-K-.

J.H.lt. _ „n
Dec. 1 -2.—Southampton C.B.S.—(W. L. Page, 30,

Bedford Place! Southampton.) H.N.

Dee. 8-9- Watford C.B.S.-(W. Itackley, 9, Holywell

ltd.) F.E., II. N.. A.S., H.J.W.

Dec. 10-11.—Gateshead C.B.S.—(W. Curry, 6, Rox-

burgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13.—Glasgow C.B.A.— (W. Hutchison 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. ML., \Y. MM.,
C.M., A.W., M.C.

Nov. 20.—Cowdenbeath C.B.S.— (A. Robertson, ot>,

Arthur Place.)

Jan 1.— Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20 .— Abertillery C.B.S.— (H. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.) „ , . „ ,

Nov 17 —Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and

F.A.).— (G. E. Cragg, “Itoeklands,” Rhos,

Colwyn Bay.) .

Nov 17-18—Cardiff C.B.S— (E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.H.P., J.II.R.

Ireland;
Nov. 24-25.— Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland —

(W. C. Sholcdiee. 3S. Haddington Rd.) W.M.

Dec. 3-4.— Newtownards C.B.S.— (W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

Gage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guarantee.! Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Telegrams—•'Aoieuiture, London." Tel. .Vo. 5229

llvlborn.

The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles
,
sketches, or

photographs. I'rocided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be* made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he docs not in any case livid

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday

if insertion in the next issue is desired.

{Twitterings.
We have decided to Lave a one-day show

on Dec. 4, writes Mr. J. Ainsworth, Sec.,

Old Shildon Workmen’s Club C'.B.C... Secs,

of Federated shows kindly note, so as not to

clash. ,

The Committee of the Glasgow and Dis.

C.B.A. have been successful ill obtaining the

Albert Halls. 285. Bath-st., for their Annual
Show. Nov. 12 and 13, writes Mr. W. Hutchi-

son, Hon. Sec. Being an old church, it is

high and lit from the roof, and will make an

ideal hall.

Sergt. J. H. Harrison. R.A.M.C., stationed

at Woodcotes Park Convalescent Camp,
Epsom, will be very glad to meet any fanciers

in or round Epsom where he can have a

friendly chat on birdy matters. He also

extends a welcome to anyone wishing to visit

him at the camp.

The Garston B.B.A. members and friends

will take a ramble on Aug. 29; meet at Mr.
Jones’s, 35, Church Road, Garston, at 2,

writes Mr. It. T. Lonsdale, Hon. Sec.
;

fan-

ciers of Liverpool will find it worth while

to join.

Will customers please note that for the

remainder of this season the Post Office

authorities collect parcels of Ramsden’s Pure
Peppers on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday
mornings only, at 11.15. Delays on lail are

frequent. Customers should therefore make
allowance and sen I their orders a lew days

before the pepper is actually needed.— .1. W.
Jtamsden, 11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton,

London, S.W.—(Advt.)
The C'oaltown of Weniyss C.B.S., writes

Mr. Alec Storrar, - secretary, intends run-

ning a show on Dec. 4th i i aid of the

Weniyss Soldiers’ Comforts Fund. The
judges will he: Borders and Yorks., Mr. R.

T. Campbell
;
Norwich, British and Foreign,

Mr. G. Arnott. The show will be confined

to Fife, and it is hoped that the Fife fan-

ciers will make it a success. All trophies of

the society are to be competed for.

la our issue of July 24th date, we had
the pleasure of announcing that Dr. Lovell

Keays had achieved a success in being the

first aviculturist to breed Bearded Tits, and

in the August issue of “ Bird Notes,” the

journal of the Foreign Bird Club, the Dr.

giyes a full and most interesting account of

his experiences with these charming birds.

The Marquis of Tavistock continues his

articles “ My Little Owls ” and “ Cranes,

etc., in Captivity.” Mr. G. E. Low gives

notes on the Cape Zosterops and Jackson’s

Whydahs, and among the other articles are

“ Breeding of the Black Seed-finch,” by Mr.

W. Shore-Baily, and “ The Breeding of the

Masked Dove,” by Mr. H. Bright.

OBITUARY.
It is with regret, writes Mr. J. A. T.

Woodall, press correspondent Sheffield O.S.,

that I have to announce the death of the

eldest daughter of Mr. Geo. Fletcher, one

of our most prominent members. The deepest

sympathy is expressed by all the members
of the S.O.S. in the great trouble that has

overtaken Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher, and trust

that they will have strength given to over-

come. so great a blow.

Mr. Walsh, Pheasant Aviaries, Blackburn,

has forwarded us samples of his tasteless

and hot pepper, egg bread with colour, and

insectivorous food with colour. In a letter

accompanying these, Mr. Walsh says : We
are the Girect importers of the best quality

peppeis, and are in with some of the best

growers in Spain. We can therefore offer

our customers first-class value. Our egg

bread and insectivorous food are ;
gain in

great demand. Samples will be sent free to

any of your readers, as per our advert in

Cage Birds. ” The samples seem to bear

out all that is said of them
;
the peppers are

of good colour and rich in oil, the sprinkling

of maw seed which is added to the egg

bread is just what is wanted, and the in-

sectivorous fool contains a liberal proportion

of "dried Mies.” Readers should send for

the free samples and inspect them, for them-

selves.

The Morals of Rheas
In the correspondence columns of our Aug.

7 issue there appeared a letter from Mr.

Dan McArthur refering to the Rheas and

Emus in the Scottish Zoo, and in the August

issue of " Bird Notes” the Marquis of Tavis-

tock writes:—
The Common Rhea (Rhea americana) is

even better known in this country than

the Emu, and when adult' is perfectly

hardy. The cock bird alone sits and takes

charge of the young, the hen being in-

different to her offspring, and at times

even inclined to molest them.
Rheas are both polygamous and polyan-

drous, four or five hens accompanying a

cock for some days, laying him a nest of

eggs, and when he begins to sit transferr-

ing their allegiance to some other admirer.

In spite of the extreme laxity of her

morals the female Rhea shows quite a

lively interest in the display which her

mate performs for her benefit, wherein she

differs from most hen birds who appear
excessively bored by the efforts made to

arouse their interest and admiration.

A Moth as a Hurmin? bird.
The " BL.vkburn Weekly Telegraph ”

nrints without comment the following letter

from a reader (Great Harwood) :
“ I noticed

a rare bird on the 23rd July in my garden.

I have a lot of violas, and, seeing something
strange flitting from flower to flower, I went
closer to have a good look. 1 am certain

it was a humming-bird. I called in a neigh-

bour and his wife, and they had never seen

i anything like it before. It did not alight

once while 1 saw it, but stabbed flower after

flower with its long, thin bill, all the time

its wings going like an electric fan. 1 have

looked for it many times since, but in vain.”

Twenty.lwo, Not Out.
F. H. M. writes to the Darlington

“ Northern Echo ” that he has a Canary
twenty-two years old and still singing.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing in our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture
will be sent on application.

Birds in the Firing Line.
In an extremely interesting article on

“ Birds in Flanders,” in the Avicultural
Magazine, Dr. Bernard E. Potter says :

—

“Greenfinches and Yellowhanimers are very
common and sing all day. Willow Wrens
are heard in all the high trees of the woods,
no bird's note was more welcome this spring
with its gentle cadence. I have seen many
Pied Wagtails, only one Ray’s. Of the Tits

the Great Tit is much iu evidence, but none
of the others. Wrens are very numerous
and sometimes seem to predominate as

singers. So vociferous a song from so small

a bird always seems extraordinary. Usually
they sing at the end of a house-roof and
their profile with the well-cocked tail is most
comical. While shells were falling with regu-
larity, yet I could not help noticing a Wren
in this typical pose on an estaminet at

Potijze.”

Can Albinos be Bred Scientifically?
Mr. W. Bush, of Newport, stated in an

interview with a representative of the Cardiff
“Western Mail,” that he had bred white
Blackbirds, Jays, Ring-doves, Sparrows, Jack-
daws. Starlings, Magpies, Linnets and Robins.

“ Mendel,” he said, “ did not apparently
experiment with birds. Mice and plants were
his subjects. I have verified his system in

the case of birds. I have been specially suc-

cessful in the case jjf Ring-doves, which breed
freely. The process, roughly speaking, is

this : A white freak bird is put to mate with
one of normal colour—brown or black. The
product are birds that Mendel would speak
of .as ‘F 1.’ To casual appearances they are

all true to the normal type. But there is a
trace of the albino in the blood of probably
all of them. If you follow the experiment a

stage further you get what Mendel calls

j

' F 2.’ and out of a hatch of, say, four, you

j

will find that there are three apparently
normal and one quite white bird. But of the
three apparently normal one only is a common

J

bird. And if you could determine which one

|

that was, exclude him and follow up your ex-

j

periments with the others, you are pretty

j

certain to get white birds. But you cannot
determine which is the commoner, and so you

j

must go on till you get a white .stock. It is

j

a most interesting study. But neither Mendel
I
nor anyone else has told us where the first

i white Blackbird, or Sparrow, or Jay came
from, or how he came to be so abnormal.”

How Advertising Pays
“ The advert, we have in CAGE BIRDS is

bringing us continued orders.”

—

PETS SUPPLY
CO. (Harrogate).
”

I always get a good many replies to my
advertisements in CAGE BIRDS and meet with
Ihe best cf customers.”—A. DRAPER (Hal-

stead).
” Please thank ai! enquirers tfier Parrot, and

say the bird is sold, as the applications were so

numerous I could net reply fo all by post.”

—

D. COOMBES (West Hartlepool).
“

I had so many replies to my adverb under

t e heading tf Foreign in CAGE BIRDS if July

16
,
that is was impossible far me to answer all.

I take this opportunity cf thanking you fir your
splendid publication.”

—

W. F. MONK (Hal-

stead).
“ Now the season is drawing to a close we may

state that our sales of rings advertised in CAGE
BIRDS have exceeded our expectations by
thousands considering so many are now serving

their country in thi; great war.”

—

THE SUN-
DE I AND RING CO.
“ Kindly allow me fo thank the many appli-

cants. fir the Canaries I advertised in CAGE
BIRDS. I am unable to answer them all, onl

/

one cf them enclosed stamp f:r reply. I made
an exchange (and both cf us quite satiifiid) on

Saturday iLernoon.”—W. HEPWOOD (Al-

bi ighton).

‘‘I beg to thank ail those who answered my
advt. cf birds fir sale owing to enlistment.

Most cf my birds were sold within a week. I

regrel to stale that I have been rejected by the

Army doctor, so i shall continue in (he Fancy,

but with only a very small stock. CAGE BIRDS
is a good advertising medium, and deserves every

success.”—H. TEAT (Ancaster).
” Would 'on be so good as to make it known

through CAGE BIRDS that I have sold the

Canaries I advertised last week. I sold them
on Saturday in good tir. e, which speaks well for

CAGE BIRDS. I thank all the readers who
i
have written to me about them, but I cannot

i possibly reply to ail, as there were so many, and

|

I am still receiving applications.”—G. LUDRON
I (Stockton on-Tccuj.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

J. C. BARNES, 113, Northfield Hoad, Walkley, Shef-
field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life experi-
ence; terms moderate: 14, Cumberland-rd., Lidget
Green, Bradford.

J. W. BRUCE, Coidstream. Judge of all varieties
of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWGILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GEO. qARDNER, ll, llaverstock Hoad, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Hoad, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries arid cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Term*
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Uatftcld Hoad, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich) terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge of

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 68, Bruns-
wick Hoad, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.
W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, .Manningbam, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries ami Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, I ue Eyrie, Salisbury 2 ''"2, Cm si).d ton,

Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds.
J. PATTERSON, Ciiiniside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. rl. PAYNE, 17, Nortligate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Cmswortli, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. - Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton l-oll,

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries, lliitisli and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-live Years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Ifclicy Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. ajid Lu.
Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, llueknail lluthwaite,

Notts. Judge of ail varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Plainheads. Life experience. Terms pioderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. licclcshill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14. Frizington HcL. Flizingtnn, Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Hoad, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms

moderate.

The Toll of Nature.
After stating that the Hawfinch has steadily

increased in numbers for several decades, the

“ Y orkshire Observer ” goes on to. say :
“ The

exceptional case of the Hawfinches makes one

wonder that the number of birds should, as a

rule, remain so nearly stationary year after

year. The past season has been most favour-

able for nesting, and undoubtedly the bird

population at the present moment is very

much higher than in April. But we are not

justified in assuming that next April there

will be any exceptional number of birds in our

woodlands and hedgerows. A tremendous

number of young Song Thrushes, for instance,

must have come into the world this summer,

but we shall probably be disappointed if we

expect crowds of Song Thrushes to greet the

springtime next year. Nature is ruthless.

There are many hardships to face before next

spring. A rigid winter eliminates the old and

feeble of those which stay amongst us

throughout the year
;
and in the case of the

migrants there aro two perilous over sea jour-

neys. The records from lighthouses give an

idea of the sacrifice of life which these jour-

neys entail. Altogether the wastage is huge,

and to do no more than maintain present num-

bers each pair of birds must hatch out three

or four times their own number each year.

Perhaps the case of a pair of Dippers—less

plentiful birds at all times than Song

Thrushes—better illustrates this tendency for

numbers to remain stationary. A pair, not

the same pair, of course, have occupied a cer-

tain ledge of rock so long as the oldest person

in their district can remember. In twenty

years’ time a few store Dippers must have

left that nest, cosily hidden behind a water-

fall, and must have dashed through the foam

into the world at large. But there is no

reason to suppose that there are more Dippers

on that stream or upon neighbouring streams

than there were twenty years ago. It is a

rare accident indeed to find a nest of the biid

in a fresh situation.
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The Revival of the Evenly=
Marked Yorkshire.

By Oscar E. Brooks.

A
S a keen admirer of the evenly-marked

Yorkshire, I often wonder why it is

that this beautiful variety has been

permitted during recent years to lapse into

a state bordering on obscurity. 1 am pre-

pared to admit that two weighty arguments
are often quoted in disparagement of even-

marks, namely, that they prove a strong

temptation to the “ faker ” and that they

are difficult to breed to anything like a

standard of perfection.-. Having admitted as

much, however, 1 fail to understand why
this should tell against its popularity.

Regarding the latter, I must canuidly con-

fess 1 think it should be an argument in

favour of, rather than against the variety.

We have most of us experienced the truth

of the old saying that there is no royal road

to success, and that things not difficult to

obtain are not worth having. The genuine

fancier looks upon difficulty as the fascina-

tion of his hobby, and not a stumbling-

block, for all difficulties are intended to be
overcome.

To Get “Even Marks.”
From personal experience, I am certain

that the chief cause of failure in breeding

Another type of marking that perplexes
the breeder in no slight degree is the splash
about the thigh or under part of the tail.

It is, however, practically impossible entirely
to avoid the occasional reappearance of these
objectionable markings, as the considerable
amount of green blood has a strong tendency
to come to the surface at most unexpected
times.

Keep to One Sort.
In mi own breeding experiments I have

confined myself to the Green marks, and
have hardly touched upon the Cinnamon,
although I am fully aware that good Cinna-
mon even.marks are procurable quite as
much as the Greens.. Whether one decides
to specialise in Green or Cinnamon is of
course purely a matter of individual taste,
but I strongly advocate breeders confining
themselves to one or the other, as when
both are bred in the same room, one is

liable to affect the purity of the shade of the
other.

„In building up a strain of evenly-marked
Yorkshires I would advise the breeder to
get into communication with an individual
who makes even-marks his speciality, and

for even-marks is not laying a proper foun- consequently, possesses a thoroughly estab
' r Jished strain. If he is a reliable breeder of

good repute, the novice can safely place him-
self in his hands, as it were, after having

dation at the commencement. .Many in-

dividuals lacking in practical experience have
an erroneous idea that all one has to do in

order to produce these much desired mark-
ings is to pair two birds together, each bear-

ing an outward resemblance to the ideal. I

would not like to say that well-marked
progeny cannot be had in this manner, but
I am positive that in nine cases out of ten

perfectly even-marked youngsters do not
result.

It is absolutely essential, if one wishes to

ultimately be successful, to “line breed.”
Here I must pause, for I am inclined to

believe that a large percentage of amateur
Canary breeders have but a hazy notion of

what lipe breeding really is.

To pair closely related birds indiscrimi-

nately together is not line breeding, but in-

breeding of the most injurious type. On the
ether hand, to systematically pair mother to

son, daughter to father, or grandfather to

granddaughter (provided the birds themselves
be suitably matched) can be productive of ex-

cellent results', especially where the produc-
tion or retention of certain markings is the
object in view.
As I havi previously stated, it is quite

useless, ' and in fact sometimes harmful, to

be guided in mating solely by the external

appearances. One must have a perfect know-
ledge of the individual pedigree of his stock,

and this can only be properly carried out
by line breeding on scientific principles. In
this connection I would recommend the reader
to procure a copy, unless he has already
done so, of the breeding room register com-
piled by Mr. G.- E. Weston. I have found
from personal experience that if the particu-
lars are entered in this register as directed,

it atlords a very helpful means of ascertain-

ing the exact 1 information one needs when
embarking on systematic breeding.

Tire Even-mark Standard.
For the benefit of those imperfectly

acquainted with the standard for even-

marks, I quots the following:—“An evenly-

marked bird must be four pointed (i.e. both
eyes, and both wings), or six pointed (i.e.

both eyes, both wings, and both sides .of

tail).” I would also, remind the breeder that
in judging, out of the hundred marks any
number up to twenty-five are allowed for

eye markings, the number depending largely

upon the neatness and regularity ol outline,

and for distinction.

Now it is generally admitted that good
eye markings are much harder to obtain
than wing marks, although neither are easy.

In my own opinion I tnmk this is largely

due to the fact that neck and head ticks

are more apt to crop up when one is centre-

ing his attention upon the eye markings. I

presume, too, that it is also because while
we are chiefly concerned in the wing or tail

markings we frequently use birds that are
entirely deficient in marks on the head, face,

or neck, with the result that ticks on these
parts are not much in evidence. The
moment, however, we turn our attention
towards perfecting the eye-markings, and,
for the purpose, introduce birds thus marked
into our ‘breeding stock, the old trouble
begins to assert itself once again, and the
annoying splashes of green .colour about the
head and neck are continually revived in
each successive brood,

explained what birds are required, and may
feel assured that he will be honourably dealt

witji.

If I may depart from the subject for a
moment, ] would like to add, that in all

branches of Canary breeding quite as much
(.ns in that which chiefly concerns us, this

advice holds good, for if the inexperienced

\%ere only to place themselves without re-

serve in the hands of breeders of much ex-

perience they would invariably start on the

absorbing study of bird breeding with much
more suitable stock than when they have
relied merely upon their own limited know-
ledge, and obstinately refused any proffered

advice from those well able to give it.

A Modest Start Sufficient.
But to return to our subject. For the

average individual, not blest with too much
available space, two pairs of stock birds are

sufficient to make a start with, provided they
are unrelated, that is to say, not closely

related, and from a recognised strain of even-
marks. If possible, however, it would be
better ani cheaper too, in the long run, to

invest in three pairs. Each pair should be
kept quite distinct, and a knowledge of the
individual pedigrees obtained at the time of

their purchase.
For the first season or two one cannot

reasonably expect to accomplish more than
to lay a foundation for the future strain, but
the more scientifically the pairing is carried

out at the start, the sooner is the breeder
likely to see some definite reward for his

pains.

In the first place, it is highly important
that the stock be typical as regards size

and shape, for it will be readily understood
that to breed birds possessing good technical
markings but lacking in general type of the
variety to which they belong, is only a waste
of time and labour.

(To be continued.)

^The Breeding oMhe Roller Canary

A paper by Mr. G. A. Harper, Bilston, leid to the members of the
City of Birmingham C.B.S.

HAVE no doubt that the old hands have
their own way of breeding, and I say
to them, if they have a good proved
system, stick to it, for everyone has

a way, and every way does, but some better

tian others. You will generally find that
it is the persevering ones that succeed, and
1 strongly advise anyone not to go in for

Canary breeding if they cannot look after

their birds properly, unless they have a

better half to do it for them, or someone
else who will, or in nine cases out of ten

it will be certain failure. Even those of us

who give the birds every attention • have
mishaps sometimes.

Variety in Food Necessary.
Birds in their wild state have no end of

things to choose from, therefore the more
variety of wholesome foodstuffs we can give

our own, the better will they repay us. I

remember reading once of someone who
reared a few Canaries on seed alone, but I

am sadly afraid he would not get many
prize winners out of them, as 1 think it

next to impossible to rear strong healthy

birds unless they have soft food of some
kind or other.

Before we commence breeding operations

we have to purchase some birds, and the

question occurs, where shall we get them?
\V ell, perhaps I may be pardoned for offer-

ing a little advice, as I nave had ather a

wide experience, and I have had to pay for

it, too. I once had a beautiful orange-

coloured Canary in reply to. an advertisement
for a good singing Canary. He was to sing

by daylight or gaslight, or any other light,

but, although I kept him nearly six months,
I never heard him sing at all, and this is

only one case out of several I could mention.
Now if we want really good birds we have
only to look down show reports to find what
we want, or there are plenty of reliable

breeders who would be only too pleased to

supply us with what we require if we give

them the chance.

When to Buy Stock Eirds.

The next item is the best time to purchase.
Well, I should say November to February—

-

not later, as it is always best to have the
birds a month or twTo before you want to

pair them up to get them thoroughly ac-

customed to your mode of feeding and their

new surroundings. Having the birds, you
want to know which is the best and whether
to breed in cages or aviaries. My ideal

place is a room, or part of same partitioned

off with half-inch mesh wire netting, one
over a living room preferred, as ' it is

generally warmer than the others
;

a few
branches fixed here and there

;
windows

facing east and west if possible, and one

cock to three or four hens, according to his
age and constitution.

Fifty Young from One Cock.
I have reared 50 in one season off one

cock and four hens in this way, and found
the youngsters were nearly always stronger
than those reared in cages, while one feeding
does for the lot. I have reared nearly all
my birds in this manner for the last 20
years, and have never had a bad season. The
lowest number reared has been 50. and
several times I have had to stop breeding
operations before the breeding season was
over for fear of overcrowding, as my space
is limited.

This season I have had to alter my breed-
ing room for domestic reasons, but shall
stick to my plan of one cock with several
hens. I have made three large flights, 7ft.

long, 2ft. 6in. deep, and 2ft. high, one above
the other, so have more accommodation, yet
taking up less room, and I advise anyone
short of space to try this plan. If they
have plenty, then give my original idea the
preference, as it is far less trouble and more
natural. The more we imitate Nature, the
better we shall succeed.

A Useful Contrivance.
For seed I use self- filling hoppers, they

hold anything from six to ten lbs., with a
partition down—canary seed one side, rape
the other. Yk)u do not get so much wasted
by keeping separate instead of mixing the
seeds, and then I have a shallow box hang-
ing under the hopper, same size, to catch
husks or seeds if the birds scatter it, some
hens being very mischievous in this way. If

the birds do throw it out, you can then
sieve that caught in the bottom box, and,
after blowing away the husks, put the seed
back in the hopper. I also have another one
filled with groats and hemp until the time
the young are batched, then I crush the
hemp in a mill.

I use Jones’s hygienic glass fountains for

water, and prefer them to any other. Being
in two pieces, they can easily be kept clean.

I also use a shallow dish for bath, with
about one inch of water in, which they have
fresh every day, summer or winter

;
they

enjoy it very much, and it helps to keep
them in good health, while, in my opinion,
it is a preventive of sweating.

I use charpie, moss, and fine hay as nest-

ing material, and baskets and terra-cotta

nests to build in, but they nearly always
prefer the baskets, and I do not dislike

them myself, as you are sure of the young
ones getting plenty of ventilation, and if

given a good dressing with paraffin you will

not be much troubled with insect pests.

(To be continued.)

Some East Coast Birds,

By J. FEW (Wigan).
(Concluded from Page 3],)

I
N a field of newlymown hay an animated
scene in bird life, which is always of
interest, is observed. It is a mixed lot ol

insectivorous birds, with a sprinkling of seed-
eaters—which latter are partially insectivor-
ous too, particularly when rearing young
I he flock consists of Missel and Song
I '‘rushes, Skylarks, Meadow Pipits, Yellow
and i led Wagtails, Greenfinches, and Honso
Sparrows; and, on the wing, a number of
Swallows and House Martins hawking to and
fro.

°

It is well to remember that Finches, includ-
ing Canaries, relish a meal of small insects.
In gathering groundsel, chickweed, and shep-
herd s-purse, especially the last-named, I al-
ways made a point of securing what insects

i.

C0U <^ aS ^ ^ourul that some of my birds
showed a partiality for these, and would
search for them before beginning to consume
the seeds.

A Fault which Mars a Song.
The mellow notes of the Whitethroat now

gxeet the ear ; some of its phrases are very
like those of the Blackcap and Garden Warb-
ler. It, however, invariably mars its best
efforts by introducing some rather harsh
notes. A Redpoll passes in very undulated
flight, chanting its familiar ditty, and feed-
ing on chickweed by the roadside are some
Linnets in nuptial dress. One perched on
the hedge is rendering its sweet and varied
song. There is something beautifully wild
about the Linnet’s song, with which I always
associate the gorse-covered common and hill-
side where I listened to avian choruses by
flocks of these Finches.
A very locally distributed bird, the Corn

Bunting, is plentiful in this district. .On
every hand the bird is singing. Its song,
which is not of much consequence, commences
with “ tuk, tuk, tuk,” and is continued till
late in the season when most birds are silent,
except the other members of the family
Emberizinse to which it belongs. Yonder a
Greenfinch tells of its ecstasy by pouring
forth the drawn-out note-“tway,” and then
by its fantastical aerial display.
Now I listen to the song of the Yellow

Bunting or Yellowhammer, which syllablised
is, “ che, che, che, eti, errrrr, oomm.”. Its
song is most appreciated in August and Sep-
tember, though it is sometimes described as
monotonous.

The simplest notes have charms
“lor me : I even love the Yellowhammer’s

song.
“ When earliest birds begin to budge, his

note,
“ Simple, reiterated, oft is heard
“In leafless briar or half-grown hedgerow

tree

;

“ Nor is he silent until autumn’s leaves
“ Fall fluttering round his head of golden

hue.”

—Grahame.
Turning into a by-lane, a young Song

Thrush is observed squatted in the roadway.
It has left the nest prematurely, its pinions
not being sufficiently developed for flight.
Fearing it might get run down by a vehicle,
I transferred the little helpless thing, which
looked exquisitely sweet in its first “ spick
and span ” suit, from the danger zone to the
adjacent field. After passing through the
village of Bempton, the evening being far
advanced, birds were flitting hither and
thither to their roosting quarters, though
Blackbirds, Song Thrushes, Corn Buntings,
and Robins were singing here and there till I
arrived back at Bridlington.

Effects of the War.
What effect has the war had on bird life?

Probably no birds have suffered so much as;

the East Coast Seagulls, for the withdrawal
of the trawlers from the Dogger Bank has
meant that thousands of these birds are
starving. In the past they have practically-
existed on the offal cast back into the sea by
the fishermen. This source of supply having
failed, huge flocks have flown inland, and
are scouring the ploughed fields for any
dainty morsels in the shape of worms, slugs,
and other tit-bits. It’s an ill wind that blows-
nobody any good, and I am confident the
farmers have been pleased to see the birds,

on the fields, knowing full well they do a
great deal to rid the soil of noxious insect,

pests. Quite recently a costly monument was
erected in Salt Lake City to commemorate
the Gulls which saved the crops of the first

Mormon settlers by devouring the grass-
hoppers by which they were being devas-
tated.

In conclusion, -I may say that during the
winter months our shores have been invaded
by an abnormally large number of Wild Duck
from the Continent. A keen East Coast
sportsman states he has never seen so many
during any winter of the last forty years.
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Correspondence.
Breeding Bullfinches in

Captivity.
Sir,—This year 1 built a rustic aviary on

duo side of uii elm tree covered with ivy, and

with other branches, including a hawthorn

tree, poking through the wire-netting. I

nailed rough cork bark to tho trunk of the

elm and have had two neats, the first with five,

eggs and four birds, and the last four eggs

and one lovely young cock bird. This pair of

birds, with my Canary- Linnet Mules, aro ad-

vertised in this week’s issue.

J. E. Stone.

The Affairs of the Rossendale
C.B.S.

Sir,—I notice in Cage Birds, Aug. 14th,

a report of a meeting of the Rossendale

C.B.S., at which I see they decided to re-

name the Society tho Bacup Roller Canary

Club. I am sorry to see this, as it has ever

been an uphill fight to get a society for

Canary fanciers together. I wonder what

the fancy members of the society have to

say in the matter, as I consider it a very

high handed proceeding to alter the .name,

and I presume objects, of this society, to

suit the interests of a part of the members.

Jn the first place I think they have no

power to alter the name unless at the general

meeting, and only then after each member
has been written, and the object of the

meeting has been explained. The only part

I can see which redounds to the credit of

the Roller portion, is in coming out in the

open, instead of using the society for the

advancement of their particular variety. We
have stood by whilst they have run two open

shows, giving specials, etc., out of the funds

of the society, whilst the members who kept

the show varieties must have a members’

show, and at the last show rely on specials

given by themselves, or from people who
sympathised with them. If the open shows

had been a failure, the loss would have been

shared by the whole of the society. Another

point which I would like explained is the

reason for making the name Bacup, when
s*the society comprises members from other

parts of the district; it was intended to

cover the Rossendale Valley. I would like

to know what the other Yorkshire, Norwich,

etc., fanciers have to say in the matter. I

for one object to any change in the name,

unless at a general meeting. Sorry I had
not seen the report that there would be a

meeting, or I should certainly have been

present, and objected to any such change. I

had intended not to exhibit at the next

show if' there had been one, but I was quite

willing to give what help I could to make the

show a success.

John Rukin.

Exterminating Lice on Birds.
Sir,—“Interested” has unwittingly put

p wrong interpretation to my letter on this

subject. He will find I did not say that

the life history of these creatures was of

no importance generally. On the contrary

it is of the utmost importance—in its proper

place, which is, or was, hardly the case in

this correspondence. Neither do I say or

think the subject is necessarily beyond the

average fancier intellectually, but I do say

it is eminently out of place ill his hands.

Only those who know the hours of close

watching with the aid of a lens that may be

necessary to verify one simple fact can fully

appreciate this assertion. But any thinking

person must appreciate the difficulties in the

way of studying life histories of creatures

which it is practically impossible to observe

continuously in situ, but which must be

removed from their natural surroundings and
watched closely w ith the aid of a lens. Even
then one may fall into error: Take, for

instance, the plant louse, or aphis. One
observer of them, having seen eggs de-

posited. from which young were hatched,

might declare this was the method of repro-

duction ; another, studying the same species

under similar conditions, witnesses the pro-

duction of living young, and is equally con-

vinced that this is the method of propaga-

tion, and each would dispute the facts ob-

served by the other. Yet more prolonged

and patient watching would show that both

were right, and that the species was in

reality both oviparous viviparous. Hence my
using the term “obscure” in this connection.

Though not perhaps very obscure in the

sense that nothing is known about them they
are very much so in other respects. I can
only repeat now that the true lice possess a

biting, or gnawing, mouth, and differ in

feeding habits from the blood-sucking mites

as much as, say, a gnat from a common
house fly.

Observer.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
Sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially

when hena are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

Blaenavon and its Show.
Sir,—It is of no interest to the Fancy to

know what Mr. Vaughan was taught a moun-

tain was ; or to know the height of Blaenavon

and Pontypool above sea level. Pontypool

and Blaenavon arc both in the same valley,

and both are among the mountains
;

in fact,

I think the majority of towns in Wales and

Monmouthshire are among mountains. But
the statement that Blaenavon was six miles

higher up on the mountains was calculated to

give exhibitors the impression that Blaenavon

was in somo outlandish place and a difficult

place to send their exhibits to. Our society

is a new society with nearly 30 members, and

we wish to run our open show successfully

so that is the reason why I corrected the state-

ment.
George Broome.

[This correspondence must now cease.

Editor.]

Tortured Prisoners.
Sir,—I was pleased to see that the letter

sent to the lay press by Mr. F. A. Cox has

brought forth a trenchant reply by “ Bird-

Keeper ” in the columns of Cage Birds. The
last paragraph of “ Bird-Keeper’s ” letter

sums up the matter admirably. There is no

doubt that there is a section of people who
look upon bird-keeping as a crime, and any-

thing is good enough as a peg upon which to

hang their attacks. This latest tirade is

ostensibly against singing contests, but it is

really directed against bird-keeping as a

whole. I hope some abler pen than mine will

take up the defence of the working-man who
keeps a ‘

> ring Linnet as a pet, and who
exploits . sihging powers of his pet in

harmless competition against the birds be-

longing to other men in his own social station.

It may or may not be that there are drunkards

among Linnet fanciers, as among any other

section of the community, and it may be also

that there are “ruffians” among those who
earn an honest addition to their scanty wages

by the catching and selling of a few birds to

provide these working-men with their contest

singers. I notice that Mr. Cox in his letter

refers to the “ruffians” who catch the birds,

while Mr. Jerome stigmatises as a “ pack of

ruffians ” those who buy the birds from the
“ ruffians ” who catcli them, and who use

them in a form of sport which, to sav the

least, is no more worthy of indiscriminate

attack than any form of sport indulged in

by the monetary superiors of the workmen
who find a means of relaxation in listening to

the singing of their pet birds and a justifi-

able pride in the possession of one which is

a bit better than the majority. The rich

man loves a fleet greyhound or a fast race-

horse. Why should not the poor man love an

exceptionally talented Linnet ? If he has to

use a club-room in a public-house for his

sport, is he any the worse for that than the

coursing nobleman who can run his grey-

hounds on the plains of Altcar, or the mil-

lionaire who' can exploit his racers at Ascot?

If the birds are improperly kept and impro-

perly treated, by all means let us, take steps

to alter the circumstances, but violent and

unwarranted abuse o.f bird-keepers in general

is not a proper means to this end.
Justice.

most fully demonstrating the fact that they
have been to public-houses. Whether the birds

are Linnets, Skylarks, Chaffinches, or Thrushes
does not matter

;
they are wild birds, confined

in cages in which they can hardly turn round,
and condemned to perpetual darkness. I

have myself seen such little cages containing

birds tied up in black cloths suspended over

the front doors of houses during the whole of

a sunny afternoon. I have myself seen one
of these “ bettor men all round than their

fellow workers who have no such hobby,”
coming from one of these matches so blunder-
ingly drunk that he twice dropped the cage

in front of me.
“ Bird-Keeper ” may be, and doubtless is,

most proficient in his profession, but in the
ethics of the case he is as mentally blind as,

I believe, are many of these poor birds physi-

cally. I would ask you, in all fairness, to

be allowed to put the case in all its aspects.

First, from the social point of view, what
conceivable right has any individual man to

abstract from The lanes and fields for hjs own
personal uses and gain the birds whose sing-

ing will give pleasure to the whole com
munity? The act can be defended, certainly,

on the identical' grounds which would justify

me in abstracting the sunlight and fresh air,

if possible. Secondly, we are to understand

from “ Bird -Keeper ” that as these birds in

their cramped and darkened captivity are

“cherished by their owners as pets,” they
not only rather enjoy it, but are to be con-

gratulated upon having the experience of
leading a happier existence than their free

fellows? Strange! One not having “ Bird-

Keeper’s ” wisdom would hardly have de-

duced the fact from an observation of caged
birds. Thirdly, the one justification for the

practice of caging birds at all is, and only
can be, that man s cunning enables it to re

done
;
the superior cunning of man over l.’.s

fellow man, and over the beast, is responsiole

for all tho cruelty there is in this world.

Fourthly, we are to understand that the keep-

ing of birds in cages makes men “better ”
;

we are to picture the surge of finer feelings

which rushes through the minds of these men
when they capture the innocent songster who
evinces such an ignorant instinct for liberty.

I am to be pitied in that the appearances of

the many men I have met who are engaged

in this philanthropic work anything but bears

out “ Bird-Keeper’s ” dictum; and further, is

it not remarkable that this source of inspira-

tion never became apparent to such well-

known nature writers us Richard Jefferies,

Frank Buckland, and dozens of others?

In a word, “ Bird-Keeper ” has no more
right, socially, ’morally, or individually, to

deprive one of my birds of its liberty than I

have to capture and confine one of his little

children, if he is blessed with any; and what-

ever argument he may adduce in support of

his own action I will adduce in support of

mine.
Francis A. Cox.

Sir,— If you were engaged and had been

engaged for as many years as I have in

attacking forms of cruelty to animals, you
would realise that you might almost keep by

you a stereotyped letter in reply to those

dealing with the letters you send to the Press

on the subject. For the letters contravening

your assertions are nearly always anonymous
—strangely so, considering the arrogant tone

in which they are written. Your plain facts

will always be characterised as “ hysterics ”
;

the fact that your opponents have not seen a

thing will be* tendered as an assured proof

that you, who have, did not
;

and, most

assuredly, such letters, whilst denying the

cruelty in the first part, will palliate it in the

last—will prove that- the animals concerned

really rather enjoy the cruelty complained of.

“ Bird-Keeper’s” letter is on these well-worn

lines.
“ Bird-Keeper ” says I have “ evidently

been told that in some district what are called

singing contests are held in public-houses ”,

I have seen the men coming away from the

public-houses with the birds under their arms
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its relative the Redstart of our woods and coppices, which will then be leaving us for the winter. In
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Intelligence in Birds.

Sir.—This discussion is becoming interest-

ing, but, if it is to reach any useful conclu-

sion, it would be well to keep it as far as

possible to the one point—instinct v. reason-

ing—and this should not be difficult seeing

that my Critics seem to have no more to say

on the .question of morality in birds. I note

that mv definition of instinct does not com-

mend itself to Mr. Coe, and he is good enough

to explain to us what is wrong with my de-

finition, but I must? confess myself unequal

to the task of unravelling his meaning from

his words. In any case, an argument about

words is simply a waste of time, so it will be

sufficient for my purpose to point out that,

whether or not the dictionaries are right in

defining instinct as a “tendency, ’ the young

of any species may inherit more than a ten-

dency. “ The human bov ” (to quote Eden

Philipotts) inherits a strong tendency to

swim, but. if thrown into deep water, he will

drown. The duckling, on the other hand, not

only inherits a tendency, but, at its very first

attempt, will swim as well as any old duck;

it appears, therefore, to . have inherited not

only the tendency, but the actual proficiency

and experience of its ancestors in the art of

swimming.
Turning then from that part of Mr. Coe’s

letter, which is perhaps a little vague to that

which is nuite definite, we come to a state-

ment which is most arresting and most re-

markable. He accepts the facts of the

Thrush story, hut. apparently with the object

of belittling the achievement of this clever

Thrush, lie tells ns that “ bees would have

done the same under similar circumstances.

In order to show how remarkable this state-

ment is, it will he necessary to briefly restate

the problem that the Thrush had to solve.

The Thrush, as your -readers will recollect,

misse’d the train owing to an alteration in the

time-table. It was seen to return to the plat-

form and to be greatly excited on finding that

the train had left. The railway officials (to

whom all bird-lovers are certainly much in-

debted) at once wired to the other terminus

that the Thrush had missed the train, and

that its arrival should be looked for
;
when

the train arrived, the Thrush was on its nest.

Now, consider that the Thrush had first to

think the matter over somewhat in this way.

“Where is my nest?” “On the train.

“Where is the train?” “Travelling away,

from me down the line.” “ Can I catch the

train?” “Yes.” It then had to catch the

train, which necessitated not only an accurate

sense of direction, hut a big muscular effort.

In estimating the latter we have no exact

data, hut apparently the train had about 10

minutes’ start, and, assuming that (being an

Irish train) it did not average more than 20

miles per hour, and that the Thrush could

fly 30 miles per hour, by a simple calculation

we find that the Thrush would have to fly no

less than 10 miles before it overtook the train,

or, in other words, 20 minutes hard flying.

Now, let us set what bees can do in the way

of finding their house and home, if the latter

1
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be removed. Every beo-manual tells the be-

ginner that, if he wishes to move a hive from
one end of his garden to the other, he must
not move the hive more than a few yards at
a time, or the bees will fail to find it', and, re-

turning to the place where the hive was, will

there perish miserably. No two scientists

probably have done more to “ write np ” in a
popular way the cleverness of insects than the
veteran French entomologist, M. Henri Fabro,
and the late Sir John Lubbock, yet Fabre
(experimenting with Mason-bees) found that
only about a third of the bees he released

found their way home, though the maximum
distance was only rather more thun two miles.

Lubbock’s experiments led him to the conclu-
sion that “ there is no sufficient evidence
among insects of anything which can justly

be called a sense of direction.” Professor
Romanes’ experiments were even more con-
vincing. Taking some bees from a hive situ-

ated only a few hundred yards from the sea-

shore, with lawns between the sea and the
hive and flower-gardens on each side, he
found that of the first lot of bees liberated
at sea, none returned

; of the second, liberated
on the seashore, none returned, and that actu-
ally, when liberated on the lawns only 200
yards from the hive, not one returned.

Such, then, is the intelligence and sense of
direction of bees; yet Mr. Coe asserts that
they would have found their home on the
moving train as easily as the Thrush did.

Now, there are two tests that we may always
ask our critics to submit to ;

one is that they
are sure of their facts, and the other that
they are not arguing for the mere sake of
argument. I am entitled therefore to ask
Mr. Coe to prove his very remarkable state-

ment by actual experiment, more especially as
the experiment could be so easily made (by
driving a stock of bees into a skep, sending
the hive on by train, and releasing the bees
when the train had received a start of ten
minutes). As he would no doubt like to in-

vest something on the event to cover the cost
of the experiment, he can send any sum he
would like to stake to the Editor, and I will

cover it by a similar amount. If he thinks
that there would be any difficulty in making
the experiment on a railway, I shall be per-
fectly satisfied if the hive is conveyed for,

say, a dozen miles in a straight line on a
motor-car at a speed of 20 miles per hour
with ten minutes start-

Of course, Mr. Coe may make the condi-
tions of the proposed test as similar as possible
to those which the Thrush had to grapple
with. He can choose a road in a locality

well-known to the bees, and he can educate
his bees to follow a motor car, in which case
they will have a great advantage over the
Thrush, which, on the very first occasion that
the carriage was put in motion, found itself

whisked away to the very end of t.he line.

What I want is a fair and square test of the
comparative efficiency of the intelligence of
birds and the instinct of insects.

We cannot allow him to evade the test by
saying that bees have never yet selected a
moving train as a domicile, or any similar
quibble under the heading of “similar cir-

cumstances.” What he has to show is, that
Lubbock and Romanes were wrong in con-
cluding that insects had no sense of direction

;

also that bees would have had sufficient in-

telligence to guess where the train was at the
moment; and, lastly, that they would have
had sufficient perseverance to follow the train
for ten miles, in which connection it may be
interesting to mention that the experiments of
modern apiarists have shown that the hive-bee
never ventures to wajider further than three
miles from the hive. If he cannot show this,

he will stand convicted of having wasted our
time by addressing us on a subject with
regard to which he has still much to learn.
When instinct and reason walk hand in

hand, it is difficult to compare them, but
when they are opposed it is often possible to
note which is the most useful as a means to
an end. Mr. Coe tells us that instinct is a
“higher psychometric force,” and here again
he successfully conceals his meaning under a
very long word : I thought we were talking
about mentality in birds, not about psy-
chology. An insect, acting by instinct, often
seems to do very clever things, and it gets
along all right as long as it has only to deal
with the same problems that its ancestors had
to deal with, but, when it has to face new
conditions it generally shows itself to be al-
most a perfect fool. For instance, M. Fabre
found that a Mason-bee, when a small hole
was made in the side of a cell, continued to
pour honey into the latter, and finally sealed
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oyer the empty cell
; it never thought of plug-

ging the hole. Similarly a species of Sphex,
which preys on a Grasshopper, and drags the
latter to its nest by its antenna;, when the
Grasshopper’s antennas were cut off, left its

proy in despair because it was not wise
onough to seize the Grasshopper by a leg.

Birds, on the other hand, seem to be able to
throw instinct overboard at any moment, and
to adapt themselves to now conditions by pure
reasoning. For instance, wo all know how the
excreta of young birds are collected and car-
ried away by the parents, and this seems, to
be solely a matter of instinct

; but it was re-
cently noted (in the “Field”) that some
young Wrens, hatched in a small box with a
contracted entrance, themselves collected the
excreta and passed the latter out through the
entrance to the parents who then carried them
away. Another and more remarkable in-
stance, which I think may not have been pub-
lished before, was mentioned to me recently.
It is a matter of history that a number of
Australian White-eyes ( Zosterops

)

migrated
to New Zealand—a wonderful flight, for so
tiny a bird, of 1,200 miles across open sea.
Now, th© White-eye builds an open, cup-
shaped nest; but these colonists which landed
in a strange country at first built nests of the
Weaver type, entered by a hanging tube, but
afterwards reverted to the cup-shape. It
seems an almost irresistible conclusion that,
finding themselves in a strange country, and
not knowing what new dangers their nests
might be exposed to from snakes, lizards,
etc., they took special precautions which were
subsequently found to be unnecessary. Con-
sider also the many clever ways in which
birds exploit and take advantage of insects
by their superior intelligence

; the habit of
some species of birds o.f building their nests
close to hornets’ nests in South Africa (re-
cently mentioned in Cage Birds) is also very
common in S. America, and excellent protec-
tion is thus obtained gratis. We may also
instance the little Honev-guide, which cannot
extract the honey-comb from the hollow tree
itself, but is clever enough to lead the natives
to the spot, well knowing that it will receive
some comb as a reward. In these various
ways we see that the intelligence of birds
easily triumphs over the instinct of insects.
We are much indebted to Messrs. Lott ind

Mac McArthur for their very interesting con-
tributions. The death of the Grey Panot
from grief is by no means a unique occur-
rence, and supports my contention that birds
are three parts mind. Incidentally, did any
reader ever personally know a member of jur
own species really die from grief ? One can-
not help admiring the genuineness of birds;
when they grieve, they do really grieve

; when
they do not grieve they do not pretend to
grieve.

W. E. Teschemaker.

tTfie Sfiows.
LIVERPOOL B.B.A.

N.F Show, Oldham Hall, Aug. 12. Mr. J. Abbott
(chair) and a fair attendance. 3? birds staged.
Mr. W. Young judged and gave every satisfaction.
A vote of thanks to him was passed. Yorks Cl
or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Thomas; 2, Rothwell; 3, Garrood;
vhc, he, and c„ Greatrex. Bull: 1, Thomas; 2 and
be, Garrood

; 3, Greatrex
;

vhc, Rothwell. Vargtd
Yell.: 1, Rothwell; 2 and vhc, Greatrex; 3, Garrood!
Buftb 1 and 3, Greatrex; 2,*Tfoomasi. Gr. : I 2 3,
vhc and he, Garrood; c,, Rothwell. Nor.: 1,’ 2, 3
vhc, Phillips. Goldf. : 1, W. Jones; 2, Robertshaw;
3, Hunt. Bramble or Chaffinch: 1, 2, vhc, he and
c, Robertshaw; 3, Phillips,—T. R. Jones, Sec.LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
Annual Y.B. show, July 17, headquarters, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse Street. Entries were a few
more than last year, although several members are
away serving their country. Messrs. Harrison,’
Durham, and M. A. Bell had the room nicely
arranged. Mr. G. Gardner judged. Champ. Nor.
Yell. (3): 1, 2, H. Bell; 3, Gilbert. Buff (3): 1 2,
Bell; 3, Gilbert. Mkd. (2): both BeJl. Yorks., Cl.
or Tkd., yell. (3), ditto buff (3): all Gilbert. Nov.
Nor. Cl. or Tkd. yell. (5): 1, 3, he, Davey

; 2, M.
A. Bell; vhc, Cullers. Buff (3): 1, Harrison. Mkd.
Yell. (4): 1, Harrison; 2, M. A. Bell; 3, Cullers.
Buff -9): 1, 2 spls, M. A. Bell; 2, Cullers; vhc
Harrison; he, Davey. Yorks Cl, or Tkd. Yell, (4):
1,. 3, vhc, Durham; 2, Stubbs. Buff (3): 1 3
Stubbs; 2, Durham. Mkd. Yell. (2): 1, Durham.
Buff (2): 1, Harrison. Goldf. (2): l

1

, sp, H. Bell
2, M. A. Bell. Linnet (1): Harrison. A.O.V. (i)’:

Mrs. Harrison.—W. Gilbert, Hon. Sec.

LLANRWST.
am Annual Show, the \ ale of Conway Agrici

tural Society, Aug. 19. The President is Mr.
A. Char. ton,, Vice-President Mr. B. H. Pullan a
treas. Mr. E. Jones-Owen. Mr. J. R. Chambe
made a very capable sec.; he was ably assist
by Mr, A. M. Jones, and t*he management was vc
satisfactory. The show was well patronised, e
tries were fairly good. Goldfinches were a \vai
lot, and a few good young Yorks, were shown
nice condition, Norwich contained some wcll-knoi
winners. Spit. Best Bird, Challenge Cup, present
by Mr. A. M. Williams, went to Mr. W.
Williams’ Buff Nor. Silver Cup presented bV V
T. F. Roberts for. Best Goldf., E. Jones; Hvd<
Special, P.C. Roberts, a York si.

; bound volume 1

Editor of “ Cage Birds ” for best Canary, W
Wiliams, Nor. Mr. T. H. Stretch judged.

G): 1 and 2, two sip, W. H. Williams, Winn
cl. buff good type, grand head and- neck, hot co
exquisite feather

; 2, welt, known four-pointed in t
best clothes, our choice; 3, res, and vhc, A. 1

Williams, splashed yell., good size and col., ni
feather. YORKS. OLD CK. 09); i and 2 J £
Williams, cl. yell, leading, good length and po

nice feather and cond, ; 2, ehee-k mkd. yell., shapely,
on good legs, not quite the length

;
3 and res, he, A.

M. Williams, neck mkd. ye.ll,, lengthy and stylish,
only one feather in tail; vhc, P.C. Roberts, grand
huff, might have been higher. HEN (4): 1, 2, 3,
ami he, A. M. Williams, wing tkd. yell., leading,
upstanding, nicely modelled, 2 el. huff, stylish, on
good legs, nicely tapered, moulting, 3 head mkd.
buff, good qual. and feather' minus tail. YORKS.
1913 (8): 1 and res, vhc, A. M. Williams leader,
cl. yell., good length, and pose, very shapely, pro-
mising ; 2, Jas. Williams, ej. yell., nice length, well
tapered, in nice form

; 3, Wilson, ol. yell., shapely
and stylishi, good wings and tail, best of pos.
MULE or HYB. (C): 1, 2. arid 3, res, A. M. Wil-
liams

;
1 dk. Goldf. mule, huff, good size and cond.,

2 good Siskin mule, nice qua)., siiowing parentage
well; 3, light Goldf. mule, nice size, full of qual.,
so.mc thought should have been first. GOLDF. (10):
1 and sp, E. Jones) nice length, good blaze, well
defined hare, rather light all- through

; 2 and 3.
W. H. Williams, 2 medium size, blocky type, good
tan, blaze and markings, 3 capital size and shape,
good width of skull, rich, expansive blaze, well
known; res. ami vhc, Roberts: v-he and he, J. O.
Williams. A.O. BRIT. (3): 1, Pritchard, good sized
Bullf., good cap, rich col.; 2, A. M. Williams,
BuUf., not much to choose

; 3, Roberts, well pen-
cilled Linnet, in good form, we liked. A.O.V. (3):
1, W. G. Jones, Green Budgerigar; 2, Davies, pair
of yellows; 3, Harrison, well-known Alexandrine
Parrakeet, good, some liked for 1st place.
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CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

SEED SAMPLE (Dan).—The seed sent is not sunmer rape, which is what is generally implied by thterm German rape,” but is known as winter rap<and in reality is probably charlock, or wild mu.
tard. It will undoubtedly Increase the tendency t
looseness in your birds. For use in combination wit
canary 6eed as staple diet get a sample c
genuine* summer rape, which is of a mild and nutt
flavour when a little is chewed in the mouth, an
you w'Jl doubtless soon find the looseness disai
pear. Every second day for a week or so give ha

4

a teaspoonful of the summer rape that has bee
boiled, and on the alternate days a small teaspoor
ful of a mixture of equal parts hemp, teazle an
crushed arrowroot biscuit. This should set mattei
right, but, if it does not, give instead of the boTu?
rape a morsel of bread and milk which has bee
well spnnWed with carbonate of bismuth, and ad
to the drinking water for one day. only as muc
Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence anil ten drop
of lemon juice, and after this give four drops eae
of tincture of gentian, tincture of opium and dilut
sulphuric acid for a day or two.
PUPILS' PERFORMANCE (Roller).—AltHough th

young cocks may not have heard any other son
but that of the schoolmaster, it is not possible t
guarantee that they will all have a song quite sim
lar to his, but in a general way the tutor’s son
will form the ba-si-s of the young birds’ performance:
The amount of divergence Spends to some exten
upon the breeding of the bird©, the young from
highly-trained ©train of songsters under a sehoo
master with a different type of song being th
most liable to intersperse notes or tours oft thei
own bat, which may either be inherited, or merel
variations of -some of the tours which the tutc
sings. But on the whole these are exceptional case-:
and the rule will be that the young will develop

which bears- a, strong "family resemblance
to that of the tutor under which they are- trainee
You do not say whether or not the tutor is out c
song in consequence of being in moult. If this i

so, it is rather unfortunate, as the young co-min
nicely forward in 'song would benefit very considei
ably by his tuition just now. If he is out of son
.your best plan will be to keep your cars open, an
if any of the young appear to be going seriousl
wrong cover their cages rather clo-selv to keep thei
quiet until the tutor takes up his work again.
INSECT PESTS (R. M.).—As you intend re-paini

ing the- cages, deal with them a-s follows to clea
out the red mites. Remove all dirt from inside
and outsides as thoroughly as possible, and rak
out any open joints or cracks or holes in the wooe
with a pin if necessary, especially whore- any whit
powdery dust appears, on to a sheet of paper, an
at -once burn the debris. Dissolve an ounce of can'
phor in half a pint of methylated spirit, and pain
the- cage all over with this inside and out, using
small paint brush to woTk it into the joints. Alloi
cage to stand to d-ry for one clear day, then repea
the painting; allow a similar interval and repea
the painting a third time. Then when dTy pain
or distemper thei insides and repaint andi varnis
outside. Be careful to go through all your stoc
of cages at the same time, do not neglect doing &i

the appliances, and any staging, racks, or even the
nail© on which the cages have hung, as thoroughly
as the cages themselves. To clear out the lice
catch the bird* and dust very freely with Keat-
ing powder, working It well into the base of the
plumage with a small wad of wool, or blow it in
with a small bellows, then roll bird in a small hand-
kerchief, leaving only the beak free for breathing,
and lay in an empty cage Tor a quarter of an hour,
then release each patient, and after it has shaken
and preened itself return it to its own cage. Re-
float this treatment twice at interval* of a week.
Sec that the cage in which the btrd-s shake out the
powder is cleaned afterwards. Give the hath every
third day, and add to each pint of the water used
in it a teavipoonful of sulphuretted potash each
time for the next month. (Aside: Ma.vbe a little
can do cologne will be appreciated whilst sulphur-
etted baths are in evidence).
SWOLLEN VENT (Cyrnro).—It would have been

a great help had you mentioned the condition of
the dropping*. Do not interfere with the swelling,
but try the foil-owing treatment for two or three
weeks, and if it has not disappeared in that time,
please write again, and repeat particulars, and I
will advise you further. In addition to the staple
of plain canary give every second day a piece of
bread and milk the size of a hazel nut. well
sprinkled with maw -seed, and on the alternate days
give half a tcaspoonfu! of a mixture of equal parts
hemp, niger, teazle, white millet and chopped sun-
flower eeeds. Give a morsel of banana three times
a week instead of green food. In the water every
second day for a week add as much Epsom salts
as will cover a sixpence and ten drops of lemon
juice, and in the next week give instead four drops
each of tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba
and aromatic sulphuric acid, every second dav.
VALUE OF BIRO (B. G.).-Sorry. but it is not

possible to -satisfactorily place any value upon a bird
without seeing it. Quite as much, or maybe even
more, depends upon the size and shape of the bird
as upon the fact of it* lying ticked, however at-

tractive the tick may be. But you do not even say
where the tick is placed, or the size of it. As you
say you intend exhibiting it. I would advise you to
do so at some established open show where one of
our staff is judging, and then you could send a
sealed request for a valuation of the bird to the
secretary to be handed to the judge after judging
had taken place, and in this wav you might have
an expert valuation of the bird, which would be
infinitely more useful than any that was given
without an examination of the bird. Not lying
colour fed will tell against it more or less according
to the keenness of the competition, unless you
show it in a class for non-fed, or natural colour
birds.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s " Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners” (7d.); House’s "Canary Manual’’ 0/2);
Baltyc’s “Yorkshire Canaries” (I/]}); House's "Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); Weston’s “Stock Book” (7d.);
Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever" (7<L); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); llamsden't
"Colour-feeding" (3|d.) : "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds

”

(1/2); or the "Nutshell" booklets (21, d. each):
No. 5 "The Pel Canary," No. 6 ” Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 ” The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Boiler." No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,” No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotca
are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

WATERY EYE (E. Horne).—See that the perches
in the cage are not so unduly rough and ragged as
to irritate the eye when the bird robs its head
about them, and keep them as clean as possible.
Get a pennyworth of camomile flowers from a
chemist, place six or eight in a breakfast cup, fill

up with boiling water, cover, and allow to infuse
beside the fire for an hour. Then strain off the
clear liquid, add small teaspoonful of boracic acid,
and 20 drops of tincture of opium. Catch the bird
and bathe the eye for a few minutes with a little

of this concoction every evening until the eye has
recovered its normal condition. Use a little fresh
fluid, and a fresh wad of wool each time, and burn
that which has been used at once.
SIZE OF SHOW CAGE (F. \V„ Vancouver).—The

standard Yorkshire show cage is open wire all

round, with arched top. The outside measurements
are Sins, long, GJins. wide, llin*. high at the ends
(eaves) and 14ins. to centre of arch.
YORKSHIRE AND ROLLER (First Seasonite).—

(1) The Roller has evidently not been in breeding
condition, assuming, of course, that it is an un-
doubted cock. It is not very unusual lor a cock
to ceaee singing when placed with a hen, and not
resume until again separated. It is quite too
late now to give any treatment with the object
of bringing them into condition to I egm breeding,
as either of the birds may drop into nou-t any
day now, even if they have not already «’on c so.
Neither do I think it would he any use mating
the cock with the Goldfinch hen, though you might
try it if you are particularly anxious to do so,
and if the hen is ready to start nesting at once.
You would, of course, need to have a lien Canary
nesting at the same time to which, if necessary,
and it would probably be so, you could transfer
t-he eggs to. be hatched and reared. (2) The toes
are probably a little tender and sore, which is not
at all unusual at this season whilst the moult is
in progress. Bathe the foot for a few minutes
each day for a week or so in a solution of wych
hazel—a teaspoonful of the extract in a saucerful
of warm water. After bathing, dry carefully, and
gently anoint with a little boracic ointment, but
do not leave on any surplus grease to collect sand
and dirt. See t-hat the perches are of a proper
size for the bird, and made of nice soft pine wood.
(3) I cannot be quite sure of the variety of this
bird from your description, but judging from the
dark legs I think it is most' likely a green ticked
or uneven marked, or, rather, what would be
termed in most other breeds a green variegated.
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if not tills, it is a grocn-cinnamon cross. If you

had mentioned the colour of the parents I might

have been more <lcllnitc. To remedy the crouching

as Ur an possible, nee that it lias plenty of head

room in the cage, strictly avoid placing the hands

upon the top of the cage when doing anything about

it and give all groin food and ouch dainties in

u ’small rack llxcil sufficiently high up on the cage

front above the end of a perch that the bird

has to stand bold upright to reach It. You

might also II x a pleco of loaf sugar (Irmly In the

wires in this position. This, nud always handling

the cage when necessary around the bottom part,

and now and again gently scratching across the

bottom, will eventually greatly improve tho bird

" does NOT SING (W.I).). -Novl that the bird is

again recovering from tho moult tho following

treatment for a week or two should suffice to bring

it into song in a natural manner. Continue your

present staple dietary, and give half a teaspoonful

of the mixed packet seed twice <a week, separately

from the rest. livery second day for a fortnight,

and twice a week afterwards, give half a teaspoon-

rul of crushed sponge cake with two drops of cod

liver oil emulsion and two drops ol sherry mixed In

it, and sprinkled with maw scod. Ill tho water,

every second day for a week, add four drops each

of tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba, and

aromatic sulphuric ucid. After this give instead,

every second day for a fortnight, 20 drops of

whisky, ten of lemon juice, and as much chlorate

of potash as will cover a sixpence. If he does not

sliow tigns of coming into song at the end of this

treatment your best course would be to let him

hear a free singing cock for a week or two if

possible, which might incite him to emulation. As

regards Die strained toe treat it the same as ad-

vised to "First iSeasonlte (»)” in this issue, except

that you may omit the anointing.

VARIED (l)erfla 11.).— (1) Yes, you can improve

yiiii dietary by omitting so large a proportion of

Inga, and also the hemp from the staple mixture.

Give a staple of three parts canary to one part

Hummer rape only. Give all other seeds separately

as occasional treats rather turn as a material por-

tion of the staple diet. Twice a week give a small

teaspoonful of the following seed mixture, which

you may keep ready mixed. Two parts each of

hemp and white millet; one part each of black

.rape or cole and niger, and a half part each of

maw, teazle, and gold of pleasure. • In very cold

weather, in winter, you may add one part broken
groats, and a quarter part each of linseed and

chopped sunflower seeds. A small teaspoonful of

egg food or some substitute once or twice a week,

and a morsel of green food daily, for which you

may substitute a morsel of sweet fruit twice a
week iu winter when green food is not available will

complete a good and efficient dietary. (2) Treat
the hen with swollen vent as advised to " Cymro ”

in this issue, for a fortnight, and if not better in

that time, please write again, and repeat particu-

lars, and I will advise you further. (3) The only

effect likely to be produced on a cock by removing
him out of a cold room into a kitchen, presumably
a warmer place, in November, would be a stimu-
lating one, and probably bring him into breeding
condition earlier than is desirable. This, of course,

is assuming that the bird would not be exposed to

cold draughts, fumes of burning lights in the even-

ings, nor rapid extremes of temperature in the

kitchen. The effects of these unhealthy conditions
are too manifold to speculate as to which the
bird may first, fall a victim. Then if you wished
to return him to the cold room you could not do
to until the weather became mild in spring without
running a risk of throwing the bird into an ab-
normal moult.
LISTLESS NORWICH HENS (D.W.).—Give a

staple diet of plain canary seed only. Give separ-
ately every third day for a fortnight half a tea-

spoonful of scalded summer rape seed, and on the
intervening days give first a morsel of banana, or

a spray of watercress if the latter is available, and
next half a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts
niger, millet, teazle, and broken groats. Keep cage
strewn with clean gritty sand, and you may also

stick a cube of hard common salt in the wires for

them to peck at for a time. See that they are not
exposed to cold draughts. In the water add six

drops of sy rup of rhubarb and a crystal of sulphate
of soda the size of a small pea every second day for

a week, and in ttie next week give instead 20 drops
of Chemical Food every second day.
HEN NOT MOULTING (W.A.).—It is quite too

late now to think of forcing a hen into a moult

and to expect her to breed after ebe is through

with it. The best thing I can advise you in the

circumstances is to turn her into a flight for a few

weeks, when she will probably have an early autumn
moult. This, of course, would entail the loos of

her services this season, but that would be more
of an advantage than otherwise if she io a young
ben, as »he would be in all the better trim for good
work next season. At the same time, if she is in

sound, robust health, and active, and shows any
desire to nest, there is no reason why you should
not let her take the chance of bringing up a brood
this season. I suppose there is no probability that
the hen moulted early last autumn, as many birds

did, in which ease a moult would not be due until

after this breeding season.
HIGH CONDITION (Nemo).-Thcre is nothing at

all to feel concerned about in the birds being in

somewhat high condition in the circumstances in

which they are kept. Indeed, it is only what you
might expect, and is by no means a bad sign. In

addition to your present staple, give the cocks the
mixed seed once a week only, and on the other
occasion give instead a similar quantity of sum-
mer rape. Stop giving the bens mixed seed alto-

gether, and give instead the same quantity of niger,

which is the same as inga. Stop the apple and
give instead a spray of watercress three times a
week. Add ten drops of syrup of buckthorn to

the water for three consecutive days, and repeat
this once in each week if they still come forward
iri condition. This is all that will be necessary for

you to do.
UNFERTILE EGGS (J. Upton).— (1) It would not

be possible to give any satisfactory reason for the
rifertility of your birds without much more de-
finite particulars as to tho method of your manage-
ment, age of birds, etc. If the unfertility only
attaches to the cock you commenced with five years
ago. and of whose age you are doubtful, I should
be inclined to think he was past his useful career
as a stock bird. You ought to have tested this
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point by mating tho lion that had the clutch of un-

fertile eggs with him last season, with another cock

that was in good condition and filling eggs satisfac-

torily. Then, If the lien had a clutch of fertile

eggs with the other cock, it would have gone to
show that the cock wan in all probability the faulty

partner. Considering liiis age now and the cireum-
stances, I should advise you not to trust him again,

but got a young and vigorous cock In good song to
breed with In tho coming season. (2) Perhaps you
did not persevere enough with the feeding of tho
young you were hand-rearing last season, which
caused them to die at a month old. When they
reach this age young birds are often difficult to
continue feeding. Or it might have been due in

some way to keeping them over hot water. Keep-
ing tho nest near a dry heat will help consider-
ably in hand-rearing, but not over hot water if it

means subjecting them to any moisture or steam.
Of one thing you may rest assured, it was not duo
to the absence of samll grit in their food.
BARE OF FEATHERS (C.U.S.).—I am not quite

sure whether tho bird is really a Canary or some
other species. Try the following treatment for a
month, and if not greatly improved, write again,
and describe the bird as fully as you can. Keep
fairly warm, and not too near the window', in

which situation tho temperature must necessarily
fluctuate very much. In addition to staple diet
give a morsel of bread and milk slightly dusted
with flour of sulphur and then sprinkled with
soft sugar every third day, and on the inter-
vening days give first a little sweet fruit, banana
for preference, and next a spray of watercress
or some other green salad, but be careful to see
that it is quite free from frost. Add a sprinkling
of white millet to the staple seed diet. In th%
water give ten drops of lemon juice and as much
chlorate of potash as will cover a sixpence every
second day for a fortnight, then miss a week, and
resume and give it for another fortnight. Allow
it to bathe freely, but see that it is not exposed
to chill until quite dry. Y'ou may slightly anoint
the bare areas where feathers have fallen from with
sulphur ointment or Lanocyllin twice a week for
the first fortnight.
HEAVY BREATHING (A. E. L.).—I am afraid

this bird is too far gone to be more than tem-
porarily relieved, or otherwise you must have
omitted the most important step in the previous
treatment, which lies in the removal of the excit-
ing causes of the condition as far as possible.
Unless the latter step is taken treatment is of
Very little use at all. Attend well to this point
now ; keep the bird fairly w.arrn

; and give half
a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with four
drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion
mixed in it every third day for a month or so,
and add to the water five drops each of oxymel of
squils, ipecacuanha wine, tincture of lobeiia and
tincture of tolu every second day, during the same
period.
ABOUT RINGS (Doubtful).—What you have bet#

told about the consequence of putting rings on
Canaries is—well, “ tommy rot.’’ There is abso-
lutely no cruelty attached to them whatever, and
if they did collect filth the blame for that could
only rightly be attached to the owner, and not
the ring, because the rings woud only collect filth
in cages that were in a disreputable condition. I

As regards them causing death the risk is almost
negligible. You would find the subject fully dealt
with in Part VIII. of “ Our Canaries,” also the
method of putting them on illustrated.
EFFECT OF PAINT (Novice, R.F.G.).-If allowed

to set and drv hard before the cages are used for
keeping birds in, there can be no harmful effect of
painting cage fronts with aluminium paint

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
STOCKING AN AVIARY (A. Harrison).-Your

aviary would not hold more than four pairs of birds
comfortably. It is a great mistake to overcrowd. I
would advise the following pairs: Goldfinch, Bull-
finch, Linnet, and Redpoll, or Twite. A pair of
Siskins would look rather better as regards colour
than either the Redpolls or Twites, but I do not
think it wise to include them in a small aviary with
the Goldfinches, as they are such greedy birds that
they invariably eat up all the food intended for
the Goldies. With this collection you will have a
couple of pairs of birds of good colour and get some
amount of song from the Goldfinches and Linnets.
Your staple food would consist of the following
mixture: Canary 3 parts, teazle 2 parts, and sum-
mer rape 1 part. You could make up another mix-

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should cousult Houlton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7/C); Norman's “British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Burt I “Uardbills” (1/1), Part 2 "So/tbills"

(1/1); “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3);
“Seeds, foods, and Wild Plants” (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarke's “Septic or Bird
Pever ’• (7d.); “Colour-feeding ” (3jd.); or the “Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each); No. 1

“ Goldfinch ,"

No. 2, " Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch ,” No. 13

“Chaffinch," No. 15 “Greenfinch," No. 22 ‘’Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 " Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 2G " Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
" Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,’’ No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “Cage
Birds," 154, fleet Street, London, B.C.

ture of hemp, teazle, and maw, and give a spoonful
per bird three times a week, and on other days a
spoonful of wild seed mixture which you can now
purchase in packet form from most corn merchants.
Sunflower seed should be given daily. All these
birds will five outside during the winter months.
You must be careful to prevent the mice con-
taminating the seed, and see that during frosty
weather the water vessel is free from ice.

SHOW CAGE FOR THRUSH (Samej).—I quite
agree with you that for evening shows a 2ft. cage
is somewhat cumbersome. Make one 20ins. long,

16 high, and 10 from back to front, with two fairly

stout perches; paint tho inside- a pale blue grey,

almost white. A cage like this will do capitally
for evening shows, but it is not large enough for

exhibition over a longer period, and as he is only
in it for an hour or two you need not trouble
about food and water, or you may just have one
hole in the front for a water tin. (2) Your best

method of capture is to have a trap cage near the

aviary, put a Redpoll or Siskin in the compartment
made expressly for the call-bird, and bait the trap
with a spray of elder or privet berries. Your ques-

tion as to the kinds of foreigners to keep has boon

forwarded to Mr. I’agc, and his reply will appear
under the heading of “Foreign Queries." Kindly
note that queries upon separate subjects should be
written on separate sheets of paper.
LINNET WITH INJURY (W. Gibbon).-I am

afraid you can do no more for your Linnet than
you arc now doing. The bird will recover and pos-

sibly show little signs of the injury. I know of an
exhibition hybrid that had a similar accident, and
Is <,till being shown. Anyway, even if he does not
carry himself sufficiently well to exhibit I have no
doubt that lie will be able to pair. Keep him per-

fectly quiet, and if you feel you are unable to set

the limb properly leave it alone and trust to nature.

Birds make some wonderful recoveries from acci-

dents.
FAILURE WITH COLDFINCH (J. Mee«).-Thc

question of unfertile eggs is one of the problems of

bird-keeping that none of us can quite understand.
An instance came under my notice this season,

where two pairs of birds were unfertile; my sugges-

tion to change over the cock birds proved success

fill. All the birds were apparently perfectly healthy

and they were the only two pairs in the room with
ail unfertile eggs the first round. If your Finch is

healthy, and a suitable bird for Mule breeding, I

would not part with him, but pair him another year

to a different lien. Of course it is possible that

had you paired him with several liens this season

lie would not have tired ; it seems to require very

little with birds to upset reproduction. An indif-

ferent moult is a common cause, and it is quite an
ordinary occurrence for a bird to tic unfertile one
year and breed the next. (2) I have noticed ttie

peculiar action you mention in the Hedgesparrow,
but can offer no explanation. In other bird-s and
animals there are equally strange proceedings at

pairing time.
BIRDS IN AN AVIARY (First Seasoffite) .—The

number of birds you mention is quite enough for

your aviary, and I should feel inclined to remove
a couple of ttie Bullies. You do not say the sex of

these ;
anyway, leave in a lien, if you have one

;

nfore than one would cause trouble when nesting.

(2) The Goldfinch you have just purchased would

breed next season, and would lie quite suitable for

Mule breeding with a hen Canary. Of course it is

too late to think of doing anything this season

The majority of bird.s are now' in the moult, and

at this time should have just a little extra good

food.
THE W AX WING (E. P. Maltby).—The Waxwing

does not breed in this country, and I have never

heard of it doing so in an aviary. These b irds are

winter visitors to Great Britain, coming from

Northern Europe. Their nesting period is during

our summer, but the nest has seldom been found

;

it is difficult to locate in the vast pine forests of

the North.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE. F.Z.S.

YOUNG AMAZON PARROT MOULTING (Seddon).

—The first moult in this country is frequently a

protracted one, and unless you see the bird' pulling

and nibbling its feathers you may assume the loss

of feathers as normal. The chemical food is quite

in order. The main thing to keep in view is to

keep it free from draught, yet it must have light

and air, and to keep its bowels well regulated. The

bowels should move quite freely W'tbuit being

watery loose. Give one teaspoonful of fluid mag-

nesia in the drinking water as often as may be

required to maintain this " happy medium. You
are correct as to your method of spraying, but use

tepid -water and occasionally put a little quassia

essence in it as a precaution against parasites. 1

do not recommend mealworms or any other kind of

animal food for caged Parrots. Diet: Seed mixture,

boiled maize, ripe fruit, nuts, plain biscuits, stale

crusts plain cake and green food. Cuttlebone and

parrot grit should be regularly supplied, and »

thickish piece of the branch of a tree kept in the

cage for the bird to exercise its mandibles upon.

As regards boiled maize, many Amazons like a little,

but if your bird is not accustomed to it, and it is

eating heartily of the other items of the diet, I

should not introduce it. As to perches, your best

plan will be to put three in the cage, pieces of

natural branches with the bark on, of, say, jin., 1 in ,

.

and Hin. diameter respectively. Place the thickest

in the bird’s- favourite sleeping place. Once

established, Amazons are hardy birds, and if kept

out of draught, wholesomely fed. and not allowed

to become constipated, are usually very long-lived

birds.

RE MOCKING BIRD (Mocking Bird).—The
common or American Mocking Bird ( Mimas poly-

qlottus) is about the size of the Song Thrush, but

it has a long bill, legs, and tail, and in contour it

resembles a Wagtail. The upper parts are ashen-

brown with dark centres to most of the feathers;

the chin is white, the remainder of the under-parts

are white .slightly suffused with brown, the breast

is tinted with ash-colour; the lobes are dusky and

there is an almost white eye streak above the eye.

The wings arc very dark brown, crossed with two
white stripes formed by the white tips of the

greater and the median coverts. The tail is black-

ish with white outer feathers and tips of the same
colour. The bill, legs, and feet are black. The
sexual difference was given in the reply you refer

to. There are several species of Mbcking Birds,

and I do not think your bird is referable to either,

but is some species of Spectacled (Mocking) Thrush,

probably the Chinese. The true Mocking Bird does

well oil insects of all kinds, both in the imago,

larval, and pupal stages; also ripe fruit, being

especially fond of grapes and insectile mixture (soft

food). The best food and water vessel is one

that is fixed to a small door and comes out, with

the door, to the latter is fixed a small wire grid

which closes up the door opening while food Is

being replenished.

FOREIGNERS TO RUN WITH FINCHES
(Samej).—'There is no reason why you should not

put them iri in pairs. Grey and Green Singing

Finches for song, Napoleon and Taha Weavers

j

(cocks only) for rich colour, and Avadavats, Gold-

breasted and Orange-cheeked Waybills and Zebra
Finches. These would make a pleasing variety, and
all are hardy species, but you will not find them
easy to obtain at tho present lime. If you add a

mixture of white and Indian millet in equal parts

and hang up a millet spray or two ut times, it

will suffice, as any other seeds they fancy for

variety they will pick out of the British Finch

mixture. Feeding and flowering grass is the green

food most favoured by Foreign species. In the

winter, framo lettuce and ri|K\ apple may be given.

Most Finches fancy a mealworm or small spider

occasionally, and they arc the better for them.

SEED SHELLING (Proctor).—I believe, one of the

large seed merchants who regularly advertise with

us supply shelled millet, and another firm sell a
small machine for the purpose at a low price. I

never give shelled seeds myself, but if I wanted
any in a hurry I should spread out some millet
on paper on a smooth table and pass a roller over
it, using sufficient pressure to crack the shell

(husk) and then blow these away. Only the Nutshell
"Budgerigars” is from my pen; it is 2jd. post free
from our manager. Neither soaked nor shelled
seeds are necessary, as their parents feed them till

they arc able to crack seed for themselves. You can
supply broken biscuit and .stale crusts if you choose,
but many individuals will not touch these.
PARROT OR PARRAKEET? (Anxious) —Your

description of colour, etc., indicates your bird to
be the Roseate (Rose-breasted) Cockatoo. The
majority only utter an occasional word; some not
even this. A few become, really talented, and
others vary between this and the non-talking stage.

If yours is really a tame bird, persevere with it.

Give it a name and address it by this whenever
you give it a tit-bit, and whenever you come in

contact with it say something to it; for instance,
if you call it Joey, say such things as " Pretty
Joey,” "Good morning,” “Hullo,” and the like.

When it responds to any of these things, then you
start on something more ambitious It’s all a
matter of quietness and patience. Sec that nothing
occurs in its vicinity to alarm it. I should have a
place in your living-room, where there will always
bo someone with it.

WILL THEY MATE? (First Seasonite).—It is all

a matter of the time your individual birds will take
to settle down, but if they do not breed this

season, having had them for so short a time, you
wilt have no cause for dissatisfaction. When in

breeding condition tho cere round the nostrils of

the male is bright blue
;
that of the female varies

from dark cream-colour to ruddy brown m different

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s “Foreign Birds for Beginners"
(I/lj); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (Gd.);

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure anil Profit" (Id.);

“Aviaries. Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3): “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding" (3jd.); or the
"Nutshell” booklets (2 jd. each); N ". G “Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Th; Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 " Gouldian Finches

No. 1G "di-adai-als,” No. 17 "The Grey Parrot,'' No.

18 "Budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin llobin," No. 20

“ITaxbilis.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

individuals. While you can get it, supply as much
seeding and flowering grass as they will cat. There
should be four husks put up for them, and if you
supply canary and white millet seed, in equal parts,

give them a miilet spray twice, a week and do not

omit cuttlebone and grit. When in breeding con-

dition they should go to nest, but whether it will

be this season or next it is impossible to say. A.

tablespoonful of crushed oats may be given once

a week and without limit when they are feeding

young.
IS IT LARCE ENOUGH? (T.H.R S.S.).—Yes, you

could keep two pairs in such a cage. But a husk

in each corner near the top of cage, witli the husk

openings facing the light. As regards the kitchen

recess, providing it gets plenty of light and is not

hot and stuffy, it will do well enough for the
birds ; but if the temperature is subject to sudden
fluctuations between the periods you are cooking
and when you are not, then no birds will oo well

in such a position. Such conditions would set up
abnormal moults and other ills. Budgerigars need
a light and airv position, and a reasonably even
temperature without draught. If not subjected to
draught they do perfectly well in an unheated room
all the year round. Better get our Nutshell
"Budgerigars,” 2Jd. post free from our manager.
You will not then be in any doubt as to procedure.

POST 2VTORTE3VIS.
Mr. O. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Rond, Har-

row Middlesex, will cxam'ne and rcpoit upon dead
cage birds for a fee of le. Gd. each bird ;

for reply

direct. 2s. Cd.; analysis 21s. Subjects tor post
mortem examination must lx- sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the foe, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post: It Is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this naper will be thrown away, and If

a fee is enclosed the ioss will be the sender’s.

Blue Pigeon.—Parrot, female; cause of death, in-

flammation of the bowels, following impaction.

Rex Cliff.—Canary succumbed to pneumonia, both
lungs being affected.

Miss Louisa Joliffee.—Scotch Fancy was very thin

and anaemic, brought about by septioarrma.

Mr. John Allison —Bird succumbed to pneumonia.

GENERAL.
Answered bv THE EDITOR.

A. Kegan Recipes for making birdlime have

appeared from time to time in our columns, but

they are generally accompanied by the obvious

statement, that when only a small quantity is re-

quired it is better to buy it than to undertake the

very messy task of making it.

THE POULTRY
WORLD. . .

The up-to-date. efficlen

poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra-

ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In-
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

Every Friday, Id.

Advertisement Forms A specimen copy from

“POULTRY1 WORLD,”
l 154, Fleet St., London, E.C, am



August 28, 1915. CAGE BIRD??'

WANTED, Linnet.*, Goldfinches, Bullfinches1

, Can-
aries, half-grown chickens, young' rabbits; <tkuto
lowest price cusl) : Brain, Merchant, Aston, Birm-
ingham. (.389)

WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also British birds,
Parrots, Guinea 1’igs, anything, for rcr-ulo

;
.state

lowest price, to: Mr. C. A. Paine, 54, Charlotte-
t., Portsmouth, (42*)

WANTED for prompt cash all kinds of healthy
Canaries and Males, uteo Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-
finches; send lowest prices to: A, Leltch, East End
Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (390)
WANTED Purrakeets, Budgerigars, or Cockatoos in

exenaneo for grand-toned i violin, bow, ease com-
plete, one pair new Hector haircutting mac hines ; or
sell 20/- lot: Walker, 7/8, Forest Town, Manofield.
WANTED, Goldfinch hen, cock and hen Bullfinch,

cock and hen Chaffinch, house-moulted, adult birds;
aviary, about 4ft. long

;
cheap ; altogether or separ-

ate; deposit system: Stuart, 14, Shepherd's llnsh
Green, W. (421

)

WANTED, good Norwich, Yorkshires, Crests, Crest-
breds, Hollers, and Borders for cash ; large or small
quantities, and good prices for good stulf; full
particulars to: J. Taylor, SO, Aircville-rd.

(
Frizing-

hall, Bradford. (420)

71

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good largo young birds, will give 5/- to C /- couple,

any quantity; ateo Norwich, Mules; particulars,
price; bankers, London County and Westminster;
phono 3S17 Daiston

;
stamp reply ; OEver and Co.,

101, Bridport-ph, Hoxton.
(423 )

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mules,
hens, 1/- eaeh

; cash or deposit with Editor : ltuther.
ford. Bird Importer, Leytonotone. (341)

(SALE or EXCHANGE.

|
Mainly British.

|

LOOK 1 will exchange some young Goldfinches for
young Canaries or Yorkshire show cage: G. Cawley,
South Mead-lane, Henstridge. (422)
GRAND Lesser Whitethroat, well meated off, 6/-;
three cock Yellow Buntings, 3/6; what offers: W.
Conie, Newtown, llaunds, Wellingboro’. (427)
GRAND cock Goldfinch (songster), accept 6/-, ex-
change Flemiish-Belgian rabbits, youngsters, ap-
proval both ways: Allison, Aslacton, Longstratton,
Norfolk. (423)TWO pretty Goldfinch Mules, believed cCfck and
ben, 5/- pair; Norwich cock, C. 0 ; six hen Canaries,
lor 7/6; exchange British or Foreign: D. Coombes,
Stockton-st., West Hartlepool.

(424 )EXCHANGE, exhibition hand Irearedi cock Jay,
making fine talker, sell 4/0, with cage 6/-; hand-
reared cock Blackbird, singing, 2/6; with cage, 4/-;
both 4 months old: Mr. Riley, 76, FOrest-rd., Walt-
hamstow.

(423 )

Mainly Canaries.
|

FOR sale, cock Canary, 3 hens, cock Goldfinch,
lot 14s., G£ offers; Geo. Dent, Howes Yard, Cock-
field, Durham. (424)
SALE or exchange, 13 hen Canaries, for poultry,
anything useful; approval; Mr. Woodroffe, 26, Lee-
rd., Cadoxton, Barry. (427)TWO Roller hens, one Norwich hen. exchange Rol-
ler cock, or offers: T. Partridge, No. 57, High-st
Quarry Bank, Staffs,

(423 )SALE, or exchange, one Norwich cock, 2 hens, 10/6 ;wautod Bantams
; approval : Woodbouse, 21 Mill-

gate, Newark, Notts. ’
(423 )PAIR Seifert Rollers, breeding cage, 3ft. by 18in.,

fittings, 10/- ; exchange Gladstone leather bag : 50,
Cookson-st., Blackpool. (411)
1915 ROLLER cocks, 4/0, hens 2/-, pair 6/-; ex-

change Yorkshires, Goldfinches to value: Jopson,
Newton Heath, Manchester. (426)
EXCHANGE, pair of Yorkshires, cock nearlv seven

inches., for trained Roller cock, or green Budgerigars

:

Hussey, Kington, Hereford. (428)
LADIES' gold watch, perfect order, value 27s. 6d.,

near new, best offer cock 6inging Canaries: Wilson,
108. Halliwell Lane, Manchester. (425)WILL give one pair of Yorkshires for 1914 Gold-
finch-Canary Mule, for catching. Finch notes:
Grceves, Willow Walk, Spalding. (425)BORDERS and Rollers, sell cheap, or exchange

;

wanted, gent.’s gold chain, good bike, anything
32s > High-st., Cheltenham. (415)EXCHANGE, two grand Norwich cocks, full song,

lor good camera aqd accessories, or sell £ 1
, genuine

offer: C. A., 19, Verbena-gardens, Hammersmith, W.
(425)^9TICE—Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders

and Roller Canaries, sell reasonable or exchange’
puro or crossbred poultry, geese, or ducks: Me-’
Keand, Hamilton Place, Castle-Douglas. (399 )EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires or Siefert
Rollers for scrap brass, copper, zinc, solder, block
tin, old gold, old false teeth, etc; state quantity
all birds on approval : E. A. Dean, 28. Hope View.
Carr-lane, Shipley, Yorkshire. (418)

EXCHANGE, gallon of White enamel value 19/-,
for Canaries: Frank Thomas, 30, Lefroy-rd., Shep-
herd's Bush. ’

(424 )PAIR of scales, suit confectioner, greengrocer, etc.;
sell 10/-, or exchange: 340, Oldham rd., Newton
Heath, Manchester. (420)hair clippers, 3 lengths 2/C; another. 1 length,
2/0 ; ruzor hone, 2/0; offer exchange: Clark, 82,
klng-st., Peterhead. (420)FOUR Yorkshire hens, bred 32 young this season,
exchange anything : E. Davis, 60, Troughton-st.,
Edge-hill, Liverpool.

( 432)EXCHANGE, a double push chair, new, for Can-
aries or sell, 15/-, bargain: Windsor, 22, John
Camphell-rd., Hackney. (426)
EXCHANGE aviary, insectivorous, 8 ft. long, oft.

wide, 8ft. high, for gent’s, bike, or sell, £4 : 121 ,

Cannock-rd., Chadsmore.
(423 )TWO large doe rabbits, 5/-; II.M. Goldfinch, 5/-;

three 4d. pieces, silver compass, .silver medal, 3/6, ex-
change: Hutton, Hclbeach. (428 )EXCHANGE too dozen of large new ditch nets;
what offers in birds

; yours first; offers “Dennett,
8, Bruner-rd., Walthamstow. (423 )SPLENDID 12ft. trout rod, wheel, line, in case, coat
25/-, little used; exchange Singing Roller: O'Con-
nell, Philipstown, King’s Co. (427>
PAIR Belgian rabbits, six months, splendid shape,

colour, 0/- each; exchange Budgerigars or Cocka-
riels : Tom Halt, Hallcroft, Shepriied. (414)
EXCHANGE, gent.’s cycle cape, never worn, for 2
Yorkshire hens, guaranteed good feeders; no rub-
bish : Platt, 2, Athletic-st., Burnley. (422)
GOOD mandoline, by Michele JIarano, and case, ail

in good condition, for pure seif Cinnamon cock

:

PereivaJ Dunham, Photographer, Jersey. ( 420 )EXCHANGE, 3 hens, bred Mules, one sings like
cock; 2 hen Goldfinch Mutes, healthy, .sell 6/6: H.
Lomas, 18. Tin.tern-st., Hanlev, Stoke-on-Trent. (425)
PAIR field-glasses, 2/-; twelve- metal watches,
want little repairing, 0/0; exchange- fishing tackle,
or Canaries : Middleton, 90, Northgate, Canterbury.

(425)
EXCHANGE, Columbia gramophone, new in case,

20in. brass horn, records, and cash, for double 12-
bore breech-loader: Thomson, 106, Malefant-st., Car-
diff.

' (425)EXCHANGE book, new, cost 25/- on Canaries and
Hybrids; many coloured plates, for good Rollers or
Yorks.: J. McWalter, 114, Kidston-st., S.S., Glas-
gow.

(423)
IV ANTED, eight-day clock, or oak coal box; ex-
change exhibition Norwich Canaries

; no rubbish
wanted or offered: Buckle, 31, Gordon-rd., Kingston-
on-Thames.

(426)THREE beautiful toy Pom puppies, two bitches,
one- dog, 13 weeks old, weights 17, 18 and 20 ounces

;

sell lot cheap, or exchange Parrot or other birds;
Steel, 80, Grdsall-lane, Salford. (426)
NOTICE: We- want all kinds of birds. Parrots,

poultry, rabbits, gramophonee, records, cameras,
anything, in exchange for cutlery and plate; write:
Smith Bros., 49, Pear-st., Sheffield. (426)

|
SITUATIONS.

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird «cdsand foods, good commi«slon: TYower, 442, CaledonianM., London.

FOR sale, a gold-fish aquarium, holds 12 gallons
price 10/0; or exchange something useful i lL CroadNewmarket-st., Ledbury.

’

425 )
ornamental aquarium, offer .Norwich

riw'i .

ex< **lerit breeder, value 5/- and cash

:
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'na r<i . , Leyton, London. (424)
' <v|escorH!

' Fantail, and. Comet Gold-

ie,, , .f8®’ Telescope, Goldfish; largest cou-sigmnent imported
; over mo in stock ; Temperature

J imi, many specie*, plants, snails, weeds, etc. : listfree; catalogue of aquaria and vivaria, id.: L Cura
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T'lerkonweil-rd., London.
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11 stock,n8 aquariums wltn
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y ,lstl - and much helpful advice

“ feeding and management of the occupants,
will ho found in Nutshell No. 21,” 2jd. post free,
fioni Cage Birds,” 154 , Fiect-st., London, R.C. (2dfrom agents, a hot of whom is published frequently).

Cavies.
C£v‘*s « Champion Elegance strain,

ctearil^ on?
‘ h Gavles h-ig, and youngsters;

HonevmaH B, 1+ew
an
K
6 Cana

S«
s

> anything useful:
Butcher, Barrow, Furness. (428)CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
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h
e
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0r
Hm.

llnea 1
n
g5)V is now rei“i T- Beals fullywith the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing Feed

It!’
^‘hh't-ng Management, Distaaesf 'Varies,

or S’d f
d” f,'?m a'ri of our Nutshell agents.

Street 'London. E.C.
CACE BmDS’ 154 ’ Fleet

Cats 8

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
Is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business-
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice-
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various. ^

LOVELY silver tabby Persian female kitten,champion bred, beautiful markings, lovely eyes,
healthy, house trained, nominal price to good home

;

.

r
,

’ Mont-le- Grand, Exeter. (420)SELF blue Persian female kitten, father silver-
grey tabby, mother smoke blue ( 1st prize winner) •

exchange Pekinese Pom dog pup; offers cock Can-
aries /songsters), large Flemish Giant rabbits:
Weaire, Snodiand, Kent.

(49^)JUST Out ! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Reamig, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2Jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London. E.C.

Cycles.

|
Mainly Foreign.

[

lov?1y GrMn Amazon Parrot, make
splendid talker, for outdoor aviary and fittings •

Vernon, 64, Furlong-lane. Bure-lem.
(425 )EXCHANGE, cock Cockatiel and nearly new Par-

rakeet cage, for a good Roller cock and two hens -

also stuffed Brown Owl, in case, for a Roller cock
or anything useful : Margereson, 20, Caroline-st

,Park-lane, Leeds. zjgA
ONE pair Budgerigars, pair of Weavers, one rare
African Finch, name unknown, two Roller cocksone Norwich hen, H.M. cock Bramble, all in grand
feather, cash offer for lot, or exchange talking

Slmth
, &<>• 1, Coopers-place, Crowther-st.,

oanorci.
(426)

f Miscellaneous.
|

LAYING pullets, or chicks, given in exchange for
0
7.,v

r
?
an

,

ey: Barlow’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (427)SIX single breeders, 9/- lot; two Yorkshire, one
Norwich show cage, 3/- lot; Freeman. 24, Horne-st
Halifax.

(493
1

Fox-terrier dog, smooth, 17/0; exchange
gobd Muie or Canaries: Bowen, 2, Brookland -terr
Llandilo. (aoov
PAIR Dunlop tyres, 26- x 1}, nearly new, 7/-, or

Baylwa&r.
U

-
ppt'r

-
Brooks-mews, Gloincester-teir.,

•026)’

aQd gent.’s silver-mounted^ VmbreP.

as , for cock Canaries; alsopanted litter of puppies, any breed; offers: Dobbs>mmm“rer
'

,

8C6
. Eochdale-rd., Manchester. (425)

<?!?'
T ' s

'

A*3
'01

®,’ ,
1914 model. Imperial, medium

“Plumed handle-bars, roller brakes-, mud-guards, all accessories, sell 40/-, or exchange; nolivestock ; V. Stoppard, Sleetmoor, Alfreton. (424)

roiii?
Y

,ir!^
rg

?5
handsome, pure-bred, smooth-haired

oH-’Ih
d g ’ 18 mont,ls

. impossible, to get better,

Hnvl,
Person or property, 20/-; exchange cycle

offers . 43, Hermitage, Coalville, Leicestershire.

SELL, or exchange for Rollers, Dalmatian bitch!3 marked; acetylene generator (four-light),
suitable fc-r lighting aviary or small house, £1 ,cost £2 10/-: Neale, 22, Church-s-t., West Bromwich!

(4°5)WHAT offers for Fox-terrier, bitch, evenly markedhead and tail, 14 months; also 8 vols. of Cassells’
Electrical Engineering (value 30/-); approval; yours
hrst: Sparrow, 3a, Monro-terr., West Hampstead.

FOR sale, cheap, or exchange, Quaker Parrakeet!
very tame, with cage; large quantity stuffed birds,
ready lor easing; few Natural History curios, good
oil stove, gramophone and records: Bottomiey, Boot-maker, Keighley. "

(4^)SALE or exchange. Game Bantams, cockerel, twoGame liens, and one Silver hen, 12/-, or exchange
Belgian- does and 0 lien Bullfinches, young birdsbeen caught since 12th August; 1/3 each; offers’yourse first: George Barmouth, Flint Hill, Di.pton co!Durnam.

^ (422 )EXCHANGE household goods, boots, Shirts, blan-
ke-ts bedding cycle tyres, draperies, etc., for livostock of all descriptions, birds, poultry. Parrots

'«*«; Prompt and honest dealings!
Jop-son s Exchange Stores, Newton Heath, Manches-

CAGEMAKERS, Etc.—Owing to decorator killed
in action have one gallon blue, ono gallon- «reenenamel, cost 16/- per gallon, sell S/C gallon f one
gallon, varnish, cost 30/-, accept 12/0 ; also champion
p®f‘®'ree miniature blue Pomeranian bitch, Otlbs.,born 1912, excellent breeder, 00 /- ; exchange Cocka-
tco, Canaries, Iarrot; offers: Reynolds, 23, Main-
r
?iV„? James, Northampton.

(493 )WILL give value ip boots, shoes, clothing
drapery, blankets, bedding, curtains dress and cos-tume lengths, cutlery, cycle tyres-, furniture, etc.,or household goods of any description, in exchange
r?KK-7

anarlie
i’/

British and foreign, birds. Bantams,
rabbits cavies, doves. Parrots, monkeys, or live-
stock of any description; reliable dealings only;
thousands of unsolicited testimonials; stamp reply!
Manager, Livestock . Exchange 163, Prince-ss-st.,
Manchester.

( 494 ).LOT, or part exchange, for Canaries, or anything;
indoor aviary, new condition, three-ply wood on
inch framework, |in. mesh wire, enamelled inside,
blue-, outside black, fittings complete, size 3ft.
by 3ft. by 1ft. 6in., very attractive, well worth £ 1

;also pair Green Budgerigars, one Chaffinch, two
Linnets, one bred Mules,* pair 1915 early cock
Larks and cages; l$in. by gin. by Sin. wind-boards
at end, massivo steel fender, flat top, 4 ft. long,
lireirons and stool to match; excellent condition;
call or write: Plowman, 2

. Chaucej-'-.st./ Ardwick,
Manchester* ^

^422 >
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w
;

guaranteed, from 55/-; modelDe Luxe, B.S.A., 3-speed, 90/-; motor cycles tyres,
accessories cheapest prices; list, 200 illustrations,
tree: Cyclebird, 120, Old-st., London.
ARE you a cyclist? If so, it will pay you to read
Smart s advertisement and then send for Smart's
wholeMle catalogues: Smart’s Limited, Cycle Fac-
*ory, Birmingham.

(408)COVERS 1 Guaranteed for twelve months, 5/0 each ;heavy roadster inner tubes 2/8 each; saddles 2/11 -

spanners Id. each; pumps 9d. each; everything at
wholesale prices; send for wholesale catalogue post
4
i
C
TiinA

n
,

art,
,
s

,

Llmifced- Cycle Factory, Birmingham.^ tlr
,

aP Pedal*, 1/5 pair; rubber
pedals, 1/10* pair; cycle chains, full length, 1 /11

-

ball-bearine' free wheels, 1/10; bells old.; tail lamps!
1/9; shilling size repair outfits, 5d. ; everything for
the cyclist at wholesale prices; our wholesale cata-
logue is sent you free on receipt of a postcard:
Smart s Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham. (408)

ROOM wanted; good bred Irish Terrier bitrii aff.eDonate 15 months, 8/-; exchange: M.nk 58 '«o„t
"

grove, Walthamstow. ’ 0 * "
J

Japa,w so *Panlcl, 30/-, or exchange, "to

Belgian Z*Burr’s Wood, Groomhridge.
John,,tone

LOVELY orange sable male, also pale orange male9 months o.'d, beautiful coats, cheap Klli !/Upper Richmond rd
, Putney

V
'u‘n\TWO powerful Bull Airedale .Jog puppiesweeks. 7/0 ea/.-l, ; hitch. 5/0; bred p

'

B
«,

1?«V Tobacconi* t * Greenwich. (i'ri

doe, si??...
10 pu

,
rtha*c' al ‘ of pure breddogs, ai..o litters of pure and crossbred puppies lor

«“•>: Stephen*, West Drayton.
P “

w^,?,PJ
r
u
h 1,:r

,
rM;r Jog. IS month,-!, price 35/ . orwould exchange for two good young cr^k Canarii-iand one hen: K. 1>„ 19

. Bureholl-rd
, Ockham

bbm
U

h,#Sfi
lilingt

H
n ^ ,lippct P”P», 9 weeks, lun 'af

,

b
p

'.'° BJPPd; ",ak,-‘ champion rabbiters, 5/0 each •

free. Wilsher, Lunns-gardens, Cotwick-rd., Notting-

a!w.,
K
v?

F
;,n

e
L
PCti

?
n of ^alU,y yo,,nS d0«s an<1 pnppteiSs? no fancy prices; exchanges made:

chewier!
’ nccss Kcnntlfi

. 163, Rrincess-st., Man-

old
A D

Moa°?
er
L?ilt

niii,i
,,

Yorkshire Terrier. 18 monthiOKI, clean, healthy, house trained
; 25/ to good

Chester.*
1 r*' DavicS

' 3
* <*«<"*-*' Oxford-rd® C

i

lov<^y P.uPPi«s . Pomeranian and Pekingese!
porfect ,l<;alth “nd condition, 5/- each

Nottingham!™
6 ’ 8 ’ M°Unt Pleasarit

' Old Basford.,

fa
S
wi!

jE
',m,'T

SiV
f

p,lrebrc<1 English mastiff dog!

in^ nnfmil
ped,5r®«* nr exchange good breed lay-

lane.Tadfo^T g‘a9SeS: Ward
- **’ Sti^'

Ga'den-sZ VZ'^ *'• ^ ^ :

SPLENDID liver-coloured Spaniel bitch, 21 years

o^’efehan!!
63

/^
amJ

.

ears an<1 can hunt; sell, il 10/-,o. exchange Canaries: Thomas ludley, 84 Woolev-
t^/- near Crook, Co. Durham. ’ utLBEAUTIFUL Black and Tan Cur bitch 2 years

sheen °15
/

COral,anlo
.

n and guard . used to cattle^ andsneep, lo/-, or exchange anything: Motley PoultryFarm, B azefieid, Patcley Bridge.

Toy hifr ,

6
’ 4fi

;’

s

cash
-’ ,‘

hab
,«
rari <l Yorkshire- Terrier

4
,

lbs - weight (registered), <’ Dueiicos ofBirmingham, or exchange Noryyich or f're^rCanaries, talking Parrot, or anythin" : S. Bilton
1

” Care"
6*/^' Bankhead, Feneehouscs, Durham!

ready Ive?v Inn v
g

,

«<>• 32, is now
I

09e who keeps a dog will find tiiis

hons1n^°
0k et — great use ' U treats on feedin”

rearin'" ’»2S“8’ dls
.
eases, varieties, medicine?!reann ol washing, grooming, etc. Price from -inv

freem'entiv^ or
,

a
a
d
entS

'

t*
i'
St °f w|l0m are published

from: ' ,cage Eirds’”

[ Mice.
tame Japanese mice and cage, 1 /-- nair t-imArats, 1 /-: Kosey, Rosemary £usl!

ch/JSli
’ ^ you have any as neta^voushould not be without our excellent little^booklet

fnn
en

i

t

. L PUb ,shed
’ entit,ed “ Pet Mice,’’ which°gives

full information upon their care and managementand is invaluable as a reference* nriro okT n/, ..

Dee. Write, The Pul^^^V^SSS:

j
Dress.

sh^
DER1i

'!
00D

1

S
,

ch -'*mPiou box calf boots andstioes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-; gents 3/9-
2
i? It

b°yS y°uths 3^6; aW siz«s; carriage
paid: Underwood, 30, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

J

Ferrets.

GRAND working Ferrets, 3/-: Hayter, Naturalist,
Southampton. (417)
SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked !a-st season,

5/0: splendid ferrets, good workers, guaranteed,
4/0; excellent ones, ready to work, 3/C; younger,
2/6; ten days’ approval; cash or deposit: Thos.
Wannop, Short-,s-t., Carlisle. (423)

[Sport.
|

ufi^
G

7A
E S

T tJ
10

,

m’

,s' chemicals, or drugsUfied, 7d. . J. Bird, Wisbcoh.
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishmi inRiver Lake and Pond.” All who take an InterestIn fishing should not miss this highty-inetructive

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

catch
e
them.

t
t

1

h
eir ha

!

)it
?
and baunte, and how to

won. ^
h
„ ’ J

h
S

aD8[er s
.

outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutehell agents, or 2^d. po*t
free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleetet., London. E.C.

Various.

Household ..Furn ‘‘u?«.
Utensil-j, etc.

Should WRITE T0-DAT
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS 2nd Ffu.t qhihtlc oi

BLANCHARD S PILLSIhey a»^ unrivalled for all Ladies* Ailments, Ac. and speedily
afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferingThey supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocilia, Bitter Apple, Ac.S°y n
m boxes X/li. by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White's

i rffSi,11 Chemists, or post free, same price, from
LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34-. OALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel Dogs for Sale.Axciuiei 0ogs for Exchange

BEAUTIFUL pedigree toy Yorkshire, 4 months, 10/-:
Wright, Branifield, Park-lane, Old B aslord. (427)
POMERANIAN, II weeks, typical Black, champion
pedigree, charmingly pretty, 2 guineas; pullets or
Talking Parrot: Geary, 25, Birchii elite, Handswortli.

(424)
POM. dog, black and white, 2 years, 15/-; or
exchange anything useful : W. Pearce, Buscot, near
Lechlade, Glos. (424)
ABERDEEN bitch and litter of six, four dogs, two

bitches, £5 ; or will exchange; what offers ; Davison,
Haddenham, Bucks, (425)

s-PLATE wide angle camera lens, fitted to instan-taneous roller blind, shutter, with ball and tube
complete, accept 15/-; cost treble; Hawket, °0 Pre-
tona-rd., Leytons-tone. ’(4°8)
VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, hibelbd

Stradivari

u

3 Cremona, 1721, good case and bow,
£10 outfit; sacrifice 22/6; approval willingly: Mrs.
Tyler, 18, Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. 1494 ,

GRAMOPHONE, 24 guinea hornless model inlaid
cabinet, on wheels, Louis design, height 6ft sin
powerful motor, grand selection of records £5 iv/e”.
approval: 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde Park ’London

’

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-;’ new joindouble records, 8/4 dozen, tw-o samples 1/9- 1,090
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free :

Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.
TYPEWRITERS, must sacrifice through war erte’s
perfect order and condition, Fay-Slioles; absolutely
new, £4 10/-; Remington, £3 3/-; Daugherty (visible),
£3, all complete with baseboards and covers andworth treble: Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leyton-
stone.

(428)ABSOLUTELY, the smallest Monkey alive (denial
challenged), perfectly tame, most amusing pet for
ka«y or child, two years old, weight two ounces,
hea-lthy, acclimatized,, etc.; price 35/-; exchanges
considered: Manager, Princess Menageries, 10.3
Princess-st., Manchester.

(4
«4 j

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods, 5/6 each- roach
rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies, 9d. dozen; gut sub-
stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every des-
cription

; wholesale catalogue, one stamp
;

saves
pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-
mingham.

(424 )

Waterfowl.

On offer, in veTy fino pairs, American BIuewin;i
Teaks, Red-shouldered Teals, Australian v
Gee-so (Ch. jubata), and several other >

W. C. Duyzcnd, Naturalist, Rotterdam,
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DON’T WORRY
YOUR NEIGHROUR

You will find everything; you want to know about your
hobby in one or other of

tfoVs-
Jf) 'c* •(//'• i
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CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS
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For- a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can't Beat

THE

\Vo -V

oN.^

c^V

»»?*»%

V*

They comprise expert advice on everything;
appertaining; to the keeping;, feeding;,

breeding; and general management of
Canaries,M ules and Hybrids, British

\ and Foreign Birds. Send atonj

)*#/,

*rL f'>
.
>0

'S‘(0» /'V
% Jt

N'?^s

«*•

at once for the one most suited

to your requirements. It

will pay you.
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M A SEASONABLE B00K.\^

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL
By H. NORMAN.

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbiiis. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. Softbills. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for
Hand- rearing. Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete

,

bound in doth
2s„, post free
2s. 3dap in

parts Is.,

post free

IS. 1dm f >,

The Stock Book.
Makes Bird Breeding Easy.

“Cage Birds ” Breeding Room Register and
Bird Keeper’s Account Book.

(Copyright.)

Compiled by G. E. WESTON.
Is framed on novel lines and contains many entirely new departures. Is

absolutely indispensable to everyone interested in the hobby.
This Breeding Room Register and Bird Keeper’s Account Book offers in a

handy form a means of keeping—
The complete pedigree and desc ription of every bird in one’s room.

A full record of the season’s breeding experiences.

An account of every young bird reared and how it was disposed of.

A register of one’s doings at the shows (the most complete and useful

yet devised)

.

A cash account for the year.

A profit and low account of the season’s proceedings, and a balance-

sheet showing how much one has invested in the hobby.

A series of Registers will thns furnish a concise record of the career of a

fancier as a breeder and an exhibitor from year to year, or over any number

of years.

MANY USEFUL EMERGENCY AND OTHER HINTS WILL ALSO BE
FOUND IN ITS PAGES.

Price 6d. from any Newsagent.
Or 7d. Post Free from “ Cage Birds” Office,

154, Fleet Street, London.

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDER8

make your 1915 breed-

ing season a record

in every way by purchasing

a copylof

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great wort is written by CHARLES
HOULTON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hibitor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

> c&£°-

O/'o*% °°b>, •

‘°

4>r VA

%
' VALUABLE BOOKS

FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS
“PARROTS FOR PLEASURE & PROFIT.”

By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,
feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, and the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with,

FOR

Complete Bound in Cloth, 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artlwt,

MR. H. NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all ar^ considered at great length the
question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. All the
various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed ; nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Hotslton’s special cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. AQ the foods, natural and artificial,

are enumerated. Egg and other soft foods and
their feeding values dealt with.The selection of the
stock is debated at length. The hens which breod
light and dark exhibition mules described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gone into. Egg binding and its treatment.

* The food supply. Care of the young hybrids. AH
these topics are treated with that experience smd
skill only an expert of Mr, Houlton’s standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than 6ixteen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
16 A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and

general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.”
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post free.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding

and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

“ BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” B, c. p. Arthur, ea. Po.t i>...

Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping,
It tells you all you need know.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154. FLEET STREET, LONDON, EC.
Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. P. Cakl, 164, fleet Street, by J. 0. II a v mono an. Co. Ltd., Fleet Lane, London. E.C.

/
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“CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD," September 4th, 191b gyp SPECIAL

WILD SEEDS FOR PET BIRDS IN SEPTEMBERJf

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADINC JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries. Hybrids, British* Fdreicn Cages,Wild Birds

ouiimii lotion i, al
C/C per annum
post free.

Foreign—
9/- per annum

Telegrams—Aviculture, London.

Telephone—Holbom 5229.

Registered at the G.P.O.

Yol, XXYIII. No. 712 For week ending September 4th, 1915. Price Id. ^

YELLOW AND BUFF IN YORKSHIRES.

The bird on the left of

our picture is the fine

Clear Yellow which has

won for its owner, Mr
—.

*

W. Everett, Huddersfield;

1st prize at Reading

Show, 1st at Kirkburton

and 2nd at Abertillery.

The Variegated Bird is

owned by Mr. A. F.

Scudder, Marylebone,

London, and won 3rd

prize in the Unflighted

Buff Class at Watford

Show.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E,C.
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ADVERT ISEMENT OH ARGES,
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name a nd address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. Two or fiiore Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, oven if BCHt in

diflorcnt names, aro recHoned together, and, alter

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will he charged at less than
ilia minimum prico, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/C, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. 'Kates fora

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
IIECI REMITTANCE WILL MOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must Ira sent as tar as possiblo.

All moneys should ho made payable to F. CARL.

Tlio Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any
Advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lur a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
Inin name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will lie Inserted it addressed to a receiv-
ing olliae, or similar ptaco of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected ill any way with the Cage Bird
Trade arc inserted at the rate ot id- per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Cd.

Advertisements cluse Tuesdays lirst post in each
week, and should he sent to the advertisement
Malinger, CACE BIRDS, til. Elect Street. London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

“ cage elites

SYSTEM.

REPEATING advertisements.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
Ilia previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

Wc tie no, rdipouiibU loc ilia state- 1

meats null u atlveptiiom inti, nor ol
tue Inmii-iile*- oi either buyer,! or sellers

In all tr.ui-aetioiu tin adoption of our
Dupont

,
ystem i-hgul l be hunted upon

RULES.

1. PBOCF D l! I| E. - The intending pim.hu or should
icml In tins office iho iumimit of Clio purchase (our
depo.i'. Ice iui'hul.u), and it the same time iie

should communicate with tile seller stating what it

Is lie re-quhew sent on ; pproval. Uu acknowledge
receipt ot the deposit to both parties. In all eases
the depositor should give Ins name ami address, and
also that, ot the unilur, and npisi write same clearly

and distinctly.

2. I'.N D Oil' TRANSACTION. 'the deposit is re-
1 Mined by us until .>c hear from both parties that
the trull,ruction lias been completed, if a sale lias

been elicited, we hand the amount deposited to the
seller, if a sale lias not hocn effected, wc return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must he
conducted by the parlies themselves. We merely
hold the deposit.

a—A>|0UNT Of COMM ISSION.—The fee is Cd-
for each Jtl, or fraction of II, and it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

no Klee mat no nas reuimeu the goods, ii
ehe goods are not returned within the aaid forty-
eight liotirs, we reserve t lie right to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period.
And should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of Ips goods back again, the trans-

action will lie treated as rmbd", and tlic deposit will

be returned to t tiu depositor.
a. A SATISF .UJTUiiV l*U liCll ASB.—When a

transiielion lias been completed to the satisfaction

of both dipo-.llor amt seilrr, liotli parties Hunt at

miry rclurn the deposit leeeipls as a guaiiiutee of

its conduction. Thu depositor must at llic same
time likAruct us to pay over tlio deposit to the
seller.

0 . ROODS ALISHA DY £01.1).- If tlio goods are

wold before our deposit rote reaches the teller, or

if for any oilier reason he declines to do business,

lie must lit once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, wu reserve the right to return U>«

deposit to the sender alter the i xpiration of three

days*.

7 . -Fit LSI I TRANSACTION’.- In case no tale r.j

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

i transaction, provided another deposit fee b'c

paid.

H ._roods IV TRANSIT .—Goods in transit are at

tlio seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tlio journey muwt lie home by the seller. Hut
goods not approved of mu t be properly packed and
returned oy the same menus as were used in sending

tin same.
0.—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must lie a matter for arrangement between
die vendrr and depositor \\'e do nos undertake to

settle disputes affecting ipiestious of earrings. But
In the absence of other arrangements tlio purchaser

la 1, ble for the cat-wage oi the goods, any! If tlio

goods are sent on approval and returned, eaeh party

nays tlio carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until, the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for 6afety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
II Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a weeli or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal, hy.

APPLIANCES
CLAP nets, 3fift., complete, lines, polos, hooks,

15/-; offers: Ouse ley, -Stoke Canon. (432)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign binds, Canaries; designs: L. Latham, King-
ston -by'-,Sea, Sussex. (398)
THREE double breeding eages, 3ft. 8 by 15 by 11,

titled complete, <>/'- each : A. Holmes, -Beulan-rcL,
East Kirkby, Notts. (434)
MARVELLOUS for inducing birds to sing, Roller
Water-bubble Flutes, p.o. 1/2 per set: Herbage,
U, Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (433)
BIRD pottery, avi-ary fountains, egg drawers,

-baths; wholesale price 1st free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Lougtou, Staffordshire. (34a)
l DAVE a few dozen of black japanned bird cage

fronts oi all sizes; I am prepared t-o accept the low-
price of 2jd. per ft. till they are sold : Pimm,
Jcknield l’ort-rd., Birmingham.
TWO beautiful sectional aviaries, bird-hoyses, and

flights, each (j ft. sfptare, complete with pipes, .t'12,

or best oiler: Alias Jackson, Well Cottage, Scottoii,
near Knaresborougli, York.-hire. - (420)
COTT1NGH AM'S new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites

;
used by scores of breeders last

(season who are again sending for supplies; large
sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid: Cottingham, 9,
Piie.il-st., Nottingham.
NOTICE.—The jje.sk and cheapest brass and clear
wire Palace-shaped ami other three-compartment
aviaries in the 'world; send two stamps for illus-
trated price list; established 40 years: AleKeand,
Cage Manufacturer, Castle-Douglas. (390)
HANDSOME brass-mounted square Parrot’s cage,

27in. high, 19in. wide, cost 27/0 six months ago, ac-
cept 7/0; nearly new Canary hanging singing cage,
cost 11,11, 2/-; new rifle, beauty, cost 22,0, 8/0; great
bargains: Wilsher, 51, Lumi.s-gardens, Colwick-rd.,
Notts. (435)
EXHIBITOR S’ show cages, all strictly Club pattern,

best quality and finish, Norwich. Yorkshire, and
Border Fancy, 2/3 eaeh, three for 0 -, six for 12/-;
,-liding front Finch show cages, beauties, 3/- each;
carrying cases, for two cages, 4/-, three cages 5/- ;

any size made: Alartin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
(437)

SPECIAL offer.—Large new dose-wired, three-com-
partment Crystal Palace drawing-room aviary, fitted
sand trays, seed hoppeys, movable partitions, re-
volving perches, fancy glass panels, -size 4ft. long,
4ft. high. ISins. wide, price 50/-, carriage paid: photo
and particulars sent; aviaries and cages of every
description; state requirements: Martin, Cage Alanu-
facturer, Castle-Douglas,

( 437 )DOUBLE breeders 30x10x9, fitted complete, 5,'-
;
box

cages, loose fronts, 14x7x11), 2,3; club show cages,
Norwich, Yorkshire, Border.' British, 1/S eaeh, three
4/0; cases for two, 3/0, four 5/-; large trap cages,
1/0 and 2/-; best bird lime, 9d. Mb.; oval spring
net traps, 0d., three 1/0; Palace aviaries,’ 30x30x12,
10/0; beauties; bird catcher's nets from' 3/-; send
for list: C. Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (434)

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 21- J-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“ M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. S/fi; haif-ewt. 2/8; carriage paid
60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bcarsden, Gla>gow.

' (324)

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

In fact, everything for the bird room 7 send for
catalogue, post tree; established 50 years: Sandi-
ford. Bird Specialist, Preston.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 x 12 x 10, 3/6 DOZ.
14 x 12, 4 - doz.

; 15 by 12, 4/,3 doz.
;

10 x 12, 4 0;
19 x 12, 5/3 doz.; 24 x 12,, 7/- doz.; sey price list
for baths, show cages, box cages, sprays, pottery,
etc. ; send postcard : Volunteer Wire Works, Corn-
hill-passage, Longton, Staffs. (434)

BIRD LIME
The very best, Jib. tin 7d., 41b. tin, 1/-, lib. tin

1/10; sample, 3d.; all post paid; a® used by all
leading catchers; single trap cages, 9d. ; with call
cage, 1,3; net traps, 1/- eacli : Enoch Tams, Church-
st., Longton, Staff's.

( 439)

WaHsEVs HoScifast Birdlime
is always alike, good and reliable, will bold in any
weather, used by all the principal bird catchers,
packed in lever lid tins, £lb. 8d., £lb. 1/2, lib. 1/10;
all post free; dealers send lor special terms: Walsh,
Bi rd Food Specialist

, Blackburn. Tel. 947. * (430)

Boards, Gages, Cage Sets
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, 9in
2:9, 10m. S I, 25ft.; Tin. 4/-, 9in. 5/1, loin. 5/9, 50ft.;
best hand-planed boards, 7in. 4/8, Bin. 5/11, lOin. C/S,
oOft. ; small box cage sets, 10 each, 10/0 dozen;
Norwich or Yorkshire show eages, 2 0 each, 3 for 7/- •

oval perching, 1/4 5Uft... 2, 8 100ft. ; stamp for list of
all appliances: Stanton, 33, Bcothfield, Winton,
Pa tn croft. (430)

AN IMPORTANT FAGT^
The best is the cheapest. XXX Birdlime lias
imitators, but no ecjual

; try it; tins free, 2d., Id.,
9d>, 1/-; for cages, aviaries, and- every possible re
qmsite for the bird-room and aviary, see my "Mul-
tum-in-Parvo” illustrated catalogue: Rudd
Specialist, Xorwieh.

BIRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready. Clap nets made
from ouperfine netting, finch mesh, 3 yards
long, 4/- pair, 4 yank a/-, 5 yards «/-,
0 yards 7/-, 7 yards 8/-, 8 yards 9/-, 9' yards 10'-
1° yards 11/- per pair, all arc 5* feet deep, 4 feet
ny full measurement guaranteed, and price in-
eludes- all pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immedi-
ate use; loose thread netting, specially knitted
from 00 s/3 cord thread for bird netting, 7 feet
deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4<J. yard,' 12 feet
deep 5d. yard

; _

specially strong netting for use on
rough giusted. mesh. 10ft. d ep, 5d. yard, all post
lree;_ Id. tin drinkers, r-d. doz., three doz.
'2/-, 5/- gross; zinc drinkers, everlasting wear,
1/- doz., 3 doz. 2/0, 7/- gross, pcH free; real Italian
hemp pull lines, <;o ydv>. long, guaranteed not to
stretch or snarl, 1/0 each, post free; stave poles,
flirt peso, and everything required by catchers, al-
ways in stock; send stamp for full printed list.
1 lease note above prices will only remain in force
while present stock loots.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
»lso planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts',
tag® racks, travelling cases and everything re-
quired; all best quality and as cheap us possible;
illustrated catalogue free: Pass, Ilucknall. Notts,

GAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/C doz.; 15 by 12, 5/6 doz.;
18 by 12, 7/- doz.; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.;
qdd sizes made to order. Cage wire,
711)®., 2/6 ; I’ll itched l/ars, 1 /- dy*. ;

Seed Mills, grind from rape to sun-
flower, 1/0, post paid 1/9. Egg Mills

,
3/6. Nursery Cages, 1/G, 2/6, round or

partition. Egg Drawers, 2/- doz. Canary
anged, Cd. doz., 4/• 100.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted
v. if h_ white earthenware, Tin. 10d., (Jin.
1/-, /fin. 1/3, Bin. 1/6. Norwich and York-
shire Show Cages, 2/- each. British, 2/3,
2/6.‘ Hoe Illustrated Catalogue for all
cage fittings, breeding cages, hog cages,
Roller i-ages. Send postcard. ENOCH
TAMS Church St., Longton, Staffs. (432)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES.
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials ; for proof, drop a post-
card ; three tons sold every year

; Jib. tin

sample. 7d. ; Jib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free:
single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage iff

centre. 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist.. Preston. Lancs.

SPRATTS
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape Ct re
6d., I /-, 2/-, 4 /• & 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackerite "

•>d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & 1 /- botts.

Chemical Food , ,6d., I /• & 2/- botts.
Condition Pills .. .. 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diakrhcea J owdek . . 6(1. <Sc I /• tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & I /- tins

Eye Lotion . . . . , . I /• botts.

Feather Disease Cure
6d., I/- & 5/- botts

T.nsect Powder 3d., 6d. & I /- tins

Poultry Liniment . . . . I /- botts.

Poultry Soap • • 6d. tablets

(box O tablets, 3 /)
Roup Paste . . 6d. & I /- tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & I /* jins
“ Canaradynf.," for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., 1/- and 2/6 botts.

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., 1 / and 2/6 botts.

" Pexnakura ’’ (for destroying
external parasites and pre-

venting feather-eating in
cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.

" Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and 1 /- boxes
Parrot Tonic . . . . In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value
I /• and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

|
FOODS.

FINE English mealworms, 500 1/C, 1,000 3/-, post
paid: Trowel- ami Co., 442, Calciionian-rd., London,
N.
WASP grubs, 1/- lb.; 7Ibs. C/C; 141lv>. 14/-; 2Slbs.

25/-: Torpy, The. Fanciers' Provider, Bradford. (433)
WANTED a few lbs. of thistle seed: Enoch Tarns,

Church-st., Longton, stall's.
( 432 )

WASP cakes, I 0 lb., post free, 4 lbs. 4 6, post
free; all good stuff: George Gibbons, 9.5, I’cel-terrace.
Stafford. (428)
MEALWORMS, all large, Cd-, 1/-, 2/- box, post
paid : Stapleton*, Spa-rd., Bermondsey ; and 123,
Kast-st., Walworth. (432)

HAP.U.HEADS, CC0 1-; plantain, thistle, dock, 400
1/-; past free: H. Lawrence, Beard s-terr., Colne
rd., Coggcshall, Essex. (430)
TO bird-keepers and fishermen. Grand wasp

cakes, 1 - lb., or 71b. for C, -; satisfaction guaran-
teed : G. Crawford, 25, Grafton-st., Heaton Norris,
Stockport. . (435)
FINEST mixed wild seeds obtainable, invaluable
for moulting British and Mules; used by myseU
and other exhibitors, 71b. ]/-; sample stamp: Hep-
wood. (Brighton, Wolverhampton. (43j\
GRAND, large wasp grub, in cakes or loose, alive

or cured, 2, - a lb., post paid large package 1,-:
Edwin North, 413, Mauehcstcr-rd., Bradford. (401)
FINE English mealworms, 1/0 500, 3/- 1,000; ant

eggs, 3/-, choice 3,0; dried llice, 2/-, fins 2/3; silk-

worm pupa?, 1/3 lh., post paid: Trower, 442, Culc-
doninn-rd.. London. N
1 1 F A LWOK MS, grand lot, C/C lb.; special, post

paid. Cd., 9d., 1/- boxes; wasp cake, extra fine, 1 -,

2 /- boxes, pot paid: dried fli.-s, 2 - lh. : ants' earns,
3/- II).: cuttlefish, J/- lb.; Spanish No. 1 "lipid, 31 -

cwt. ; 1411)./. 4.0; hotop, -1-1.0 cwt.; in gar, 24/- cwt.;
linseed. 18'- cwt.; Lark and Thrush food, Cd. lb.,

7 1b s . 3/-: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Stall's.

WALSH’S
Reliable Seeds & Foods

SPECIALLY CLEANED SEED.
7 lbs. 14 lbs. 112 lbs.

You like

Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale ct

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camfr^rweli

Giant Spanish Canary .... 2/6 4/6 33/-

Bold Spanish Canary ... 2/3 4/3 31 /-

Dutch Hemp Seed 24d. lb. 14lbs. 2/6
Special Sweet Rape 6d lb. 7lbs. 3/-

Choice Summer Rape 4}d. lb. 7lbs. 2/6

Bold Linseed 3d. lb. 7lbs. 1/6
Italian White Millet 4d. lb. 7lbs. 2 /-

Genuine Indian Millet 3d. lb. 7lbs. vs
Mixed Sunflower Seed 9d. lb. Jibs. 5 /-

Special Mixed Seed 3d. lb. 7lbs. 1/6

Cole Seed 4d. lb. 7lbs. 2/6

Safflower Seed 4d. lb. 7lbs. 2/3
Maw Seed 9d. lb. 71bs. 5 /-

Gold of Pleasure 60* lb. 7lbs. 3/3
Condition Seed 6d. lb. 71bs. 3/-

WALSH'S CHAMPION COLOUR FOODS.
Pure Tasteless Pepper, the best and Richest

Coloured Pepper Imported, 1/6 lb., 31b*. 4/-, 14lbs

17/6.

Hot Natal Cayenne, 2/6 lb., 3lbs. 7/-.

Walsh’s Celebrated Egg Bread, with or with-

out Colour, 1/6 lb., 3!bs. 4/-.

Walsh’s Insectivorous Food, with or without
Colour, 1/6 lb., 3lbs. AJr.

Pure Sulphate ct Iron. 1/- lb. Special Biscuit

Meal, with Egg Flake, for Canaries, 6d. lb.,

7lbs. 3/-.

RELIABLE FOODS, SUPERIOR QUALITY.
Large English Mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,900 3/-.

Live White GentLs, sweet and denii, 9d. 1,000,

2/0 lb. Ants’ Eggs, 4/- lb. Dried Flies, 2/6 lb

Pure Yolk of Egg, 3/- Id.; t'rissel. 4«L lb.; Lark
or Thru»h Food, Gd. lb.; Cuttlefish Bone, 1/- lb.;

Pet ftvtion Bird Grit, 14lbs. 1/-, 5/6 cwt.

FRESHLY GATHERED NEW WILD SEEDS.
Mixed Wild Seed, 6d. quart; Teazlg Seed, 6d.

quart; Charlock Seed. Cd. lb.; .Maple Seed, 6d.

quart; Dandelion seed. 4/- lb.; Marigold Seed,

3/6 lb.; Lettuce Seed, 21- lb.; Sesame Seed.

1/6 lb.; Clover Seed, 1/6 lb.; Turnip Seed, 1"6

lb -

Walsh's Pecko, the best Conditioner known for

all British Seedcaters, 2/- lb.

WALSH’S MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES
are carefully prepared by a Practical Expert,

witli life experience. They have proved them-
selves worthy of imitations, but have no equals.

Refuse all substitutes.
Magnet Asthma Cure, for Colds, Asthma, and

Wheezing.
Magnet Inflammation Cure.

Magnet Moulting Mixture ensures a quick and

perfect moult.
Magnet Diarrhoea Curo.
Magnet Bird Tonic, a certain cure for soft

moult, going light-, and general weakness.
All 7d. per bottie, post (roo.

Illustrated Catalogue of even thing required

in tiie Fancy, post free, on application.

WALSH, Bird Food Specialist, BLACKBURN.
Tel. 947. (43fl)

• LIVE BIRD ’ LABELS
24 3d, 50 Gd, IOO lOd.

POST FREE FROM " CAGE BinDS," 164, FLEET
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“DELAY.
There is di-liiy on nit railways Just now, ow-

mg to the moving of troop* and supplies. Goods
which wore delivered within 5 or 3 days now
t o he 7 to in.

There is only one Remedy lfon't run short.

Order a supply to day of

W. A. RUDD & CO ’S
SPECIAL GIANT SPANISH CANARY SEED.
4f6 Pock, 17/0 Bushel (carriage paid 18/6).

No. 2 SPANISH, Good Bold Clean Seed
15/6 por Buslicl (carriage paid, 16 0).

RUDD'S SPECIAL GOLDFINCH MIXTURE.
With Thistle, Dandelion, Corn Flower, etc.

7lbs. 2/6 (poet paid 3 /-).

RUDD'S PERFECT LARK & THRUSH FOOD.
Containing Meat, Flies, Ants' Eggs, Etc.

No Harley Meal, Maize Meal or other Rubbish.
7lbs. 2/6 (post paid 3/-).

The Food vour birds will thrive on.

PURE EGG AND BISCUIT FOOD.
50 per cent. Yolk of Egg. 2/- lb. (post paid, 2/3).

RUDD’S CELEBRATED INSECTIVOROUS FOOD
For all valuable Softhilis. 1/6 lb (1/9 post paid).

Write for Full List of all Seeds.
Only and Full address—

W. A. RUDD & CO.,
180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C

MSS)

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

Is pure, tasteless pepper of the finest quality. The
best results are obtained by using Erringtonks Xl>
Red Feed ;

1 8 per lb., post free 1/7 ;
prizes offered

to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars
to: Wn:. Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four
Lane Ends, Bradford. (410)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 31b. Canister, 5/-;
51b, , 7/6. Original tins (22lbs.), 30/- each.
Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London,

DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912.

TROWERS WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.
The wonder of the age for Larhs, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, days, Magpies, SJarlings, etc. Sold by
«,

C

00 Com and Bird Dealers,' 4d. lb., 2tbs. 8d., 7 lbs.

1/9 post free.

TROWER'S IMPROVED CECTO
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbitls, and
all small insectivorous birds, British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., post paid 1/6 lb; 7ibs. 8/6 ,

post paid.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWER'S EGBISGO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
torm, Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It
is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shop:. In tins, 4d., 8d., 1/3,
2/6, 71b. bags 12/6. Special quotations for quantities.
Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine 2/6 lb., choice 3/6
lb.; Dried Flies, 2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae,
1/3 lb., 3lbs. 4/-; Golden Bird Grit, 3/- Cwt.,
1/9 i-ewt., 1 /. 5-cwt. ; Plain Sand, 2 /- cwt.

;

tine
flint, S/6 cwt.

;
line Oyster Shell, 6 /• cwt.

BIRD SEEDS,
Peck. Bushl. Cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary .. 4/6 17/6 34/-
Large Spanish Canary .. 4/3 16/6 32/-

Fine Spanish Canary .... 4/ 15/6 30/-

Spanish Canary 14/6 28/-
Turkish Canary 3/6 13/6 26/-
Best Bcld Helnp 1/9 6/6 16/.
Fine Hemp 1/6 5/6 15/-

Choice Summer Rape 4/6 17/6 29/-
Fine Summer Rape 4/- 15/tf 25/-

Best White Millet 3/- 11/6 22 /-

Indian Millet 3/6 12 /- 22/.

Mixed Seed for Aviaries 9/6 19/6
Ditto Foreign F.... 3 /• 11/6
Ditto Parrots ... 2/6 9/6 11/6

Wild Seed for Finches .. V- 7/6
Teazle r. 3/- 11/6
Niga or Inga 3/- 11/6
Sunflower, White 4/6 17/6

Sunflower, Black 4/- 15/6
Extra Large Linseed ..... 2/6 9/6

Maw, Gold Pleasure, Sesame 8d. lb.; Dandelion and
Mustard 4d. oz. ; Cuttlefish, 6d., 1 /-, and 1/6 lb.;

Millet Sprays, bundle* 50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, 1/- cwt. extra.

A LARGE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free,
Bird-keeper’s Cuide, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trower, given free with all orders for 5/- and over.

TROWER & CO.,
WhoCssale Sees! Merchants and

Food Specialists,
436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,

London, ft.

Telephone— 1320 North.

TAYLOR’S “ MIGHTY ATOMS
’’

THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
( Hcpl>lt‘ro(i tradr mark) will help jOlir birds
through tli«* moult as nothing pIm* on garth will.

Contain.' no cimnn sml. Tin* recipe of n celebrated
Cr.vstnl Palace winner. 7d. lb.. 7 lbs. :y

,
d HVered

Tree. Our " Red Sunshine’ ’ Colour- food is the
highest quality pure tasteless cayenne as imported,
ami i> not doctored with oil and sugar; 11b. 1 /ft,

511>s. 7/-, L’fllh. original tin- SO’-; delivered free.

Hot Natal, 1/0 lb.; best obtainable Mixed
Canary Seed, an eye-opener, fld. quart; Linnet Seed,
(kl. quart; Sunshine Lark Food, 5d. lb. Sample of
anV iscnt for two stamps'; Ta> Ior's Wholesale Seed
and Corn Merchants, North rd., Preston. Estab-
lished 1874. (413)

BOOKS.
| .

BOOKS on birds, poultry, nlso on every coneciv
able subject, second hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free,

State wants. Books sent, on approval. Books pnr
chased: \Y. and U. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd
London.

|
MEDICINES.

|

AVEA8J J?

This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.ZS., Q.M.C, Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet, i/i. 50 years’ experience.

FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS.
DITCHFIELD’S
Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied to the

LONDON ZOO.
THE WORLD'S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCHFI ELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,
Not Singing, Going Light,. Feather-plucking, and
Inflammation of the Bowels. The ideal Tonic

for birds during the Moulting Season, and for

young birds just getting on hard seed. DITCH-*
FIELD'S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC for Bronchitis,

Wheezing, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-

equalled for all chest and lung affections.,

DITCHFIELDS FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu-

tional Weakness and Debility. A wdnderl'ul

pick-me-up for Weak ar.d Delicate Birds. All

sold in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order

will convince you of the wonderful results ob-

tained from these medicines. Mrs. Warren \ er-

non, Lamancha, writes: “I have reared many
young birds through having your Tonic Drops at

hand.” A. Ezra, London: “I find your Tonic

Drops excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbeach: ‘‘Your

Revivo is invaluable.” W. Kiesel. London:

"Your Special Lung Tonic is excellent." Special

ofier : Two 7d. bottles for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles

for 1/9, all post free, from:
FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird Specialist, Oldham.

(430)-

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

Hardbills.
j

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beatable for song; sex guaranteed; Sd. each, three

for 1/0; “ Gypsey ” Linnet cages, Sd. each: Larking’s

Corn Storee, 394, Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W. (410)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 2/-, bens 1/3; well on seed:

Tom White, Chacewater, Cornwall. (437)

LOVELY piping cock Bullfinch, finger tame, only

4/0; approval: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (434)

TO exhibitors, good non-fed Greeniinch. tip-top Corn
Hunting, winner; particulars: Bruce (see Borders).
H.-M. Siberian Goldie, good bird, 8/-; or ex-

change Roller cock, or oticr* . May, 40, Clarcnce-

eres., Sidcup. (435)

EARLY 1915 Canary-reared Linnets, moulted and
in full song; suit catcher, 1/C each: Ernest Whitely,
Crowle, Lines. (437)

THREE young oagq^eared Bullfinches, guaranteed
clean and healthy, sex not known, 1/0 each: .1.

Goodchild, Clare. (437)

MOOR cock Brown Linnets, 4/- doz., gems: 3 for

1/6; dealers supplied: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-

st., Scarborough. (434)

CONTEST singing Linnet, incessant songster, 2/6:

if sold, money returned: 340, Oldham-rd., Newton
Heath. Manchester. (4:.6)

HAWFINCH cock, fine young bird, caged two
months, 4/- : E. Price, The Gardens, Lower Soughton,
Northop, Flintshire. (433)

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks, 2.0 dozen:
large picked birds.. 3 - dozen; lien 5 , 1 -

: Randall. 21,

Bridge-st., Homerton. (436)

COCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, six 1/9,

dozen 3 -; satisiaction guaranteed.—Horace Cootc,

90, North-st., Luton. (437)

GOLDFINCHES, Hampshire Down caught, well on
seed, 1/6, 2 -; hens, 9d. ; Greypates : H. Munt, 19.

Sussex-st., Winchester. (434)

SPLENDID singing cock Linnet and cage. 13 and
1/0, others 4/6 dozen: Haywood, 3, Noville-grove.

Meadows, Nottingham. ' (434)

LINNETS, large healthy birds, guaranteed cocks,

1 - each: no waiting, plenty in stock: Tugby, 19.

Carlton-st., Scunthorpe. (435)

LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- doz it: Marshall, No. 5, Camden-st.,
Sneinton-rd.. Nottingham. - (372)

WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets, on full song,
for exhibition or contest, 1 - each, three 2/0: Seeds-
man, 163, Prineess-st., Manchester. (432)
LINNETS, Linnets, vigorous young cock-, with nut
brown backs ami red breasts. 3 - dozen: L. Vlay,

353, Buntings-lane; Carlton-hill. Notts. (436)

1' IRDCATCHERS send your Goldfinche s Linnets,
Bullfinches to be stuffed for decoys: particulars,

prices, stamp: Gent, Mill-terr., Beetles. (432)

List of Agents for Gage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &c

,
EVER

PUBLISHED.
Each one telle you "In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).
PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2jd.

I.— The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.
2-—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20 Waxbills.
4. -The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aqiiaripm.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
6.—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Green Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-
8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
9.—The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insecti-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
II.—The Bullfinch. 28.—Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.—How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
13

—

The Chaffinch. tits.
14

—

Gouldian Finches. 31.—Fishing in River,
15.—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16.—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17—The Grey Parrot.

op agents who sell "nutshell”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the natiue of the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : *Birds, Foods, Cages

, and bird-rocm lie-
ff)iisites; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
buds; IBirds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
roods only 3[ Newsagents. -

Alexandria.- *J. \V. Bell, 104, Main Street.
Barnsley.-‘Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath. G. Pooley, 31, St. James' Parade.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.— W. V. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast—fj. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding. 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham—tH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Brshop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bor.dgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.— *A. Ilawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. McKierman. 02. Raiks P.oad.
Blaydon-on-Tyne.— §Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—Mohn Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 550. Leeds Rd.: *S.
lorpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton.—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20

. Gardner Street.
Bristol.— tFitich and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley—»W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley—*D. Greenwood, 10 , Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton—PedleT, 262, Woolwich lid
Chesterfield,—*W. Marriott, 25, Glum an Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark. High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson. 193. Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street. East Cowes. I

Crewkerne.—tSam Y'oung, Mistcrton. S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O. ; *G. E. Mor-

gan. 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.— t J. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester P.oad.
Derby.— »G. Bouslicld, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. Jenson, Chemist. Hackwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.—ATM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood. -L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and C'o., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

•Edinburgh.—*J. Kean. No. 1 , FoUntainbrtdge.
Felling-on-Tync—J. Cronhv and Son, High St
Gateshead-on-Tync—§John Crosby and Sons, 48,
High Street.

Glasgow—nv. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street: J. Ward, 178,
Main Street, Shettleston

;
W, Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Ct. Harwood— 11 A. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, Loridon St.
Grimsby.—F. Tearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Inmill, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins. 55. Wincomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson aid Son. i7. Craven Street.

Ipswich)—James Raymer, Dog’s Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne.—1TM. Henderson, 00, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, .Ormonde Street.
Keighley.— tE. Phijlipson, 41, Market Flnee.
Kingston-on-Thames.— $J. and B. Marsh, Market PI
Kettering.— * A. J. Underwood, 24 & Go, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock T. Rodger. 132. King St.
Kirkcaldy.—JW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August. 07. Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—111. T. Bryant. 17. Regent Grove.
Leigh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89. Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw. 236, Bclgrave Gate.
Leeds.—JB. Smith and Son. 87, Woodhousc Lane.
Leek.—§T. Meseham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—*0. FiahKham, 45, Walton Lane: *J. W.
Metcalfe, 08, Brunswick ltd.; JE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower nail, Hightown.
Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.
London.—*C. Palmer, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch: 352,
Upper-st., Islington; G. H. Hooper, 210. Forest-rd.,
Walthamstow; fC. A. Luer,- S7, Sclatcr St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. : *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
(ireen-rd. ; J. Manning. Ill, Waterloo-rd. ; A. E.
Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Cnnib. Heath

;
*8. 1'. Mower,

1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett. I.adbroke-
gv„ W.; S. Silveridge, 0 , Aldgnto, E.C. : ’Win.
White-ley's, Ltd., Westhourne-gv. ; ’A. W. Carnage,
Ltd.. Holhoin: J. Jeffrey. 209. ynrk-rd.. Batter-
sea; §Edwar'ds, Ltd., 100. Vaughan-rd., S.E. ;

$ Lewis and Sons, 211, Garrntt-lanc, and 2s0. York
rd., Wandsworth; Johnson. 20. Cleveland st.. W.;
T. W. Parkyn, 52, East-st., Walworth: Simpson
and C'o., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.
Wilson, 4071!. West Green Rd., N. : W. and E.

Rolfe, 101, Bridport-placc, Hoxton ; C. Roehl. 400,

Edgwarc-rd.; C. A. ltond and Co.. 217. Higli-

rd.. Willesden Green; J. H. Morris and C'o., 570

and 042, Harrow-rd.: Miss Tomkins, 11. ltigh-rd.,

Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd., Ful-

ham, S.W.

Manclieitcr. * A. f; Daih-.s, no A II.-, libit ‘R.
Kremncr, 104, Tib of

; \V. Jackoon, '

12 Liu-v M.,
Ilulme

; *.101111 Heywood. Ltd., Deanugiite
; *Dut-

ton.", 51 tc 63, Tibet.; *W. Siritth, 98, Tibet.
Mansfield. J. W. Mufthewa, 30, S.t Andrew'- Ter-

race, Liltlewoilh, and 7, Queen Street
Middlesbrough, p. Cm r, 5, Sujlleld Street.
Middleton Junction. F. Iliieklei , 21. Grlmahaw lane
Miilom. W. T. |J. Car tw right, 7, SI. George> J r
Macclesfield. C. Crons, 17, Derby St.
Nelson. (John England. 102, Scotland Road.
Ncwcastle-on-Tync.— M . Ma< Kenzic, 59 and 01

, High
Friar Street; T. ParklnMn, 07, High Friar Street,
ami si. Nelison Street.

Newcastle, Staffs. ‘A Griffiths, 23, Merrlaf Street.
Newport, Mon T. W. Mitchell, 12, T'pton Road
Nottingham. *\V. (of t Ingham, Pcveril Street
(Armitage Bros., Caotlegate.

Oldham. Geo. T. Robinson. 12, IDnahaw Street.
Ossstt. P. Imceon, Bird Store". Bank Street.
Openshaw. F. Waolihourne, 401, Ashton Old P.oad
Oxford. —C. F. Ilollidav, 58, George Street.
Plymouth, fit. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street-

§ W . H. K'e*on, The Market.
Portsmouth. II. Mnnefleld. 115, Fawcett Road.
Preston.— *J. Sandiford. North P.oad; ‘Matt. Hop

kin.", 11. Fyhle Street.
Rawtenstall. \\ . Bacon. Bird and Reed Stores,
Ripley.—Turner and Robert-, Oxford Street.
Rochester. T. Biirgcns. Com Merchant.
Sheffield.—’.!. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lcwio, 56
Mwler Lane. Pitsmoor.

Shettleston, Scotland.— §.!. Ward, 178, Mainot.
Shildon.—C. Siln-lai:. 20,'Garhutt Street.
Stamford — A. W. Ludlow. 39, Iiroad Street.
St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co.. 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives. •'Frank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent.—*J I’itehford, 218, London Boad.
Swansea. 1 Maggo Bros.
Tunbridge Wells. Live Stock Co.. 31, Monxon Road
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5. Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 03. Darlington Sveet.
Wallsend-on-Tyne—*Wni. Cockbtirn, 100. High-st.. F..

Watford.—J. Wonibv.cll, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar
Uet-st;

West Hartlepool. I). Coombcs. 03, Stocktcn street.
Worthing.—

’

I . Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.— §E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks.— J. If Can-eon. Alexandra Aviaries, 4

Alexandra Street, Goole, York?.
Agents wanted everywhere

; for terms write to thz
Publisher, “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

CATCH thousands, new double trap cage, including
two Finches, trained call-birds, only 2/3; earn cost
in hour: Mr. Copp. Wardrobe Stores, Hartford. (430)
WELSH cock Goldfinches, 2/

-

; hens 9d ; well on
seed; few cock Linnet Mules, singing, 5/-, 7/6:
Muscott, Mount Pleasant. Llandrindod Wells. (437)
SELECTED 1915 cock Goldfinches, 2 0 each; one
good full coloured. 4 /-; six dozen in stock; ap-
proval; deposit C.B. : Jones, 18, Gadly-rd., Aber-
dare. f43.1i

TRY my special Singing Mixture, drives Linnets,
Finches, etc., mad on song, 1,1- large package:
Manager, Seed Warehouse, 103, J’riticcss-st., Man-
chester. (432)
LINNETS. Waranted cock Brown Linnets, well
on hard seed, 9d. each. 3 for 2/-; satisfaction
guaranteed: Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-st., Whittlefiehl.
Burnley.

( 432 )

LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
seed, 3 - dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed:
P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,
Nottinghamshire. (418)
DOWNHEARTED! Are you low spirited? If so.

try my wonderful recipe; sure cure for low spirits
and nervousness, 7d., post free: Caldwell, 74, St.
James’-st., Penzance. (434)
TO fanciers and dealers! Large quantity of cock
Linnets for sale; all warranted cocks, well on seed,
2/0 doz. ; approval ; if not satisfied money returned:
Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (434)
VERY good quality singing Linnets; this class .at-

birds make th- best singers ever carried to a con-
test, 1/-, I/O each: Linnet cages, j/3 each: W.
Johnson, Bird Expert, 55. George-st., Leeds. (433)
BARGAIN! Dealers and fanciers! Large quan

tity of cock Linnets for sale, sex warranted, well
on seed, 2/6 doz.; approval: not satisfied money
returned ; trade supplied : Dickson, Upper Union-
ist., Dunstable. (434)

A FEW grand Worcestershire cock Linnets, trained
under my champion, will make stormer.s, Sd. each,
three for 16; a few -specially, selected, II- each;
Greenfinch cocks, Gd. each, three for a 1 /-: Bedford.
131, Gooch-st., Birmingham. (437)
WARRANTED Kentish cock Linnets, 4 1- dozen:

any quantity; warranted cock Skylark, 4/- dozen;
hen Linnets, Larks, 1:6 dozen. I have a few dozen
young Linnets, caged 1st August, six for 2/C;
sample three for 1/G : Gladwin, 1, Suiximerfieid-st., ,

Lee, Kent (437)
LARGE cock Linnet*, 3/6 doz.: Redpolls, 2 '0 doz ;

20 mixed seedeaters, 1 G; 12 brighter mixed, 1/-;
pairs for aviary. Goldfinches 2/6, Greenfinches.
Chaffinches, Linnets, Redpolls. 1 - pair; well on
fcod: J. Fcnn, Bird Specialist, WcstclflT- Villas.
Isleham, Cambs. (432)
LINNETS. Linnets, grand Southdown birds, best

songsters in England, nut brown brown cocks, well
on seed, 6 for 2/-. or 3/6 a dozen, hens 1. - a doz;
satisfaction aesured : all birds are carefully packed
for any distance: C. A. Paine, Bird Stores, 54, Char-
Iotte-st., Portsmouth. (423)
COCK Brown Linnets. 3- dozen: Chaffinches. 4 -

dozen; ltedpoles, 2 - dozen; Greenfinches, 1 - dozen;
Linnets. Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Rcdpoles, 1 -

pair; Goldfinches and Bullfinches, 2/6 pair; 12 mixed
aviary birds, 1.'--. Femi and Son, Bowen-lane, Isle-

ham, Cambs. (433)
H.-M. cocks, 2 Linnets, 3/6 each; A.-B. Linnet
Mule, singing, a'-; Greenfinch, 2 -; Chaffinch. 2/6;
Goldfinch hen, 2,0; Yellow-hammers, 51-

; S Roller
hens, tip-top strain, Glucke, cocks. 7/6 upwards:
will exchange for good' British Bullfinches and
Goldfinches, or Siskins; yours first: Dixon, Rose-
berry-aven.. Morecamhc. (433)

HELLO 1 Hollo- who’s your birdy friend.—Lanca-
shire cock brown Linnets, real stormers for show or
contest singing, no fancy price. Sd. each, three 1 '9.

six 3/-; a trial order will convince the keenest fan-

cier. I am receiving repeat orders by every post;
Gardner, The Li nrio tries. Garstang-rd., Wesham.
near Preston. Lancashire. (437)

NOTICE.—Wanted any quantity of Goldfinches,
will give 15- dozer, cock.-: 0- dozen lions; also

Bullfinches. Linnets, Ucdi-.U-. Chaffinches, and
British birds of all kinds; cash or deposit system:
Powers and Russell. Largest Importer and Exporter
of British Birds in England, 10, Granby-place, Beth-

nal Green, London. (436)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but

they need great care. ” The Greenfinch ” Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions ae to the treat

ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to

send vou a copy poet free upon receipt of 25 <i.

Write Publisher, Caoe Birds, 154, Fleet et., London,

E.C.
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COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/0, 2/-, dozen 12/-;

I,arks, Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls, Od., dozen 2/d; young
Mules, Canaries, 2/-, 2/d: Irwin's Aviaries, Lurgan.

LINNETS, Linnets; warranted all cocks, 3/- doz.;

liens, fid. doz.
;

all orders receive prompt attention :

Renshaw, 12, Martha-tert., Ooodhead-st,, Notting-

li am. (433)

LOOK, gentlemen! My two Linnets sung first

mil second at the annual singing at Regent Hotel,

Hull; birds taught under them, three lor 2/-, 3/0

dozen, 2/- half: EUcrington, 4, Gindall-lane,

Beverley.
LINNETS, Linnets; Southdown birds are the best

In England for show, song or muling ; 58 orders sent

out first week of advert.
;
over 80 dozen birds all

givrn satisfaction; grand rich nulbrown cocks,

Norwich type; .six 2/3, or 4/- dozen; hens, !/• doz.:

phnty in stock; well on seed, and carefully packed

Tor any distance; same address 23 years: II. Smith,

Central Bird Stores, Churlotte-st., Portsmouth. (425)

EXHIBITORS! Cock Siskin, selected for excep-

tional size, colour and markings, 5/-; cock Bullfinch,

liiunciiM) size and moulting out gorgeous colour, 4/6;

ditto ben, 2/-; extra large, well pencilled cock Linnet,

8/C; ditto cock Twite, 3/C; monster yellow cock

Greenfinch, 2/0; ordinary cock Bullfinches, 2/- each

three 5 /-; hens, 1/3: C. Boss, Aviaries, Forres, N il.

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1." Feeding, hand-

rearing, and oexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: Cagh
B ums, 154, Fleet-ot., London, E.C. (2d. from

agents; list published frequently.)

EXHIBITORS, private bird buyers, 30 years a

catcher; first time ol advertising; Linnets: I have

selected from the first nest this season a few mon-
ster specimens', beautifully pencilled, splendid

whites, big bold Norwich bucks, can win with a

house moult, 2 /- each; several selected for muling,

1 /- each, three for 2/ 0 ;
week’s approval willingly ;

cash or deposit; dealers; 500 healthy cocks 4/- doz.:

Fearhv, Bird Catcher, 19, Murray-rd., Bedminster.

CONTEST singing Linnets, taught under my unde-

feated champion of England, will sing anywhere at

any time, the proudest birds ever carried' to a con-

test, same as supplied to all the prize-winners, only

1 /-, I/O, 2/- each, and a few extra loud-voiced birds,

2/0, SI- each ;
also a few suitable for time singing or

catching, 2/-, 2/0 each; contest cages, fid., 1 /-, 1/0

each
;
Norwich type cock Linnets, well pencilled

giant's, ready for the bench, 2/0, 3/0 each ;
moflsteY

cock Greenfinch, 2/-; cock Chaffinch, a gem. 2/0; cock

Goldfinch, sing anywhere, mule breeders, 5/0; and a

nice lot of cock Goldies at 2/-, 2/6, 3/6 each ;
hook

of secrets, 0d., post free; all on approval; cash or

deposit. Mr. McIntosh, 17, Paton St., Fillicoultry,

writes:— "Birds safe; they are good, value. Readers

need not be in a fix for good birds, when there is

such a straight dealer as you.” Hundreds of testi-

monials; send at once to; Fred Allen, The Linnet.

Expert, 156, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (437)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS.
I have the finest stock of birds in Bradford bar

none. If you want class, send here and 1 get value

for money. Grand Greypate cock Goldfinches, 2/-

eacli ; a few specials for moulting out winners, 3/-

eaeh; grand cock Bullfinches, 1/6; hens, 1/- each;

grand young cock Linnets; these will make good

contest birds, 9d. each, 3 for 2/-; all guaranteed

healthy and on hard seed; approval; "Cage Birds”

deposit system: Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443,

Manchester-road, Bradford. (419)

BIRDCATCHER’S GRAND NEW INVENTION
Practically indestructible self-acting trapnet,

Batches alive uninjured birds of every description,

Scedeaters, Softbilis, Goldfinches, Jays, Thrushes.,

etc., by simply using the right baits (see instruc-

tions); fitted with 3)-in. rustproof springs, best

cord netting ;
made on a strong steel framework

;

far superior to ordinary net trap*; will catch

pounds worth of valuable birds; price post paid

with—printed baiting instructions, 2/4 each, two

1/0: Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (434)

SOLDFINCHES LINNETS REDPOLLS
1915 English cock Goldfinches 1/6, three 4/-, six

7/-; large selected for showing, muling, 2 /-, 2 / 6 ,

three 4/6, six 8 /-; hens, 9d.„ three 1/6, 5/- doz.;

cock Linnets, 8d., three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/- doz.; Red-

polls, 6d., six 1/6, 2/6 doz.; best birdlime, 7d. Jib.,

1 /- £lb., 1/S lb ^postage free; Matt Hopkins, Bird

Specialist, 38, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. Est.

1895 <«s>

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, Etc.

We are patronised., and have been for 40 years, by
every leading Crystal Palace judge and exhibitor, so

our reputation stands 2nd to none. Editor of this

journal has seen scores of original testimonials for

birds we have supplied, which have bred hundreds
of winning Mules. So if you intend buying British

birds, buy from us, who have hundreds each week
to pick from. We don’t send out birds straight

from the field; all are well on seed; guaranteed.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

I/-, six 7/-; picked birds for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,

three 5/-, six 8/0. Cock Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6

each • hens, 1/-, '1/3 each. Lancashire cock Lin-

nets,’ Sd., 10d., 1/-, three 1/6, six 2/-, dozen 4/-.

Redpolls, 6d„ 9d. each, six 2/-, dozen 3/-. Cages

for any of above, 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/- each.

Send for catalogue of everything. Established 50

years.

CAUmcnon Bird Specialist and Judge,
OANUIrUnU, PRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 440.

Softbilis.
|

TAME young Jackdaw, 2/6: Miss Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. (433)

SPECIAL select singing cock Skylark, very loud,

1 / 6 ;
also hand-ro*ired young cock, 1 /-; approval:

George Holt, Dunstable. (431)

RARITIES: Pied Wheatear, 5/-; Robin, white
wings and tail, 7/-; good condition, tame; Staines,

Ravenscroft-rd., Beckenham. Kent. (432)

GRAND young upstanding cock Skylarks, 1/-

each, make grand songsters; cages, 1 /-; approval:
North, 443, Mancbester-rd., Bradford. (433)

FINGER-TAME cock Lark, on nice song, a gem, 2 /•
;

another good one. just through moult, 1 /
6 ; approval

willingly: Fred Allen, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (437)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
on approval cheap send me your address, will

send to you by return : Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
LOVELY pair hand-reared Nightingale-Thrushes,
cock make champion songster. 5/-; tame Jackdaw,
beginning to talk, 4/-: Mills, Market-pi. , Downham.
Norfolk. (431)

GRAND exhibition cocks, with -how cages; Dipper,

12/0; Blackbird, 10/-; Spotted Flycatcher, 7/0; wasp
grub packages, 1 : David Mackwell, Hairdresser,

Lawkbolme, Keighley. (430)

GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 3/-; guaran-
teed thoroughly tamed, healthy, commenced sing

;

band-reared specimens from 5]: Crisp, 35, South-
hurst id., Bishops Stortford. (430)
THREE pair rare Blue-throated Warblers, 50/-; odd

cock, 20/-; cock Coldcre.st, 30/-; Treccreeper, 30/-;
Nightingale, 20/-; Cornish Chough, 50/-; all twice
cage-moulted, winning specimens; also various hand-
reared 1016 softbilis : 1'artieulars, Frost, 13, Fair-

lawn -avc., Chiowick, London. (432)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 2Jd. post free from Caoe BIRDS, 154, Fleet-
st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
SOFTBIL.LS: the smaller wpecies

;
full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by II. ,1. FuHjames in “Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2iQ. puflc free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (.2d.

from agento; see list on another page.)

Miscellaneous.
|

GUARANTEED COCKS
Linnets, Od. each, three 1/3; Larks, singing, finger
tame, 1 /-, 1/0, 2/6 each; wanted British birds:
Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd1

., Aston, Birmingham. (436)

TRIAL WANTED
Warranted cock brown Linnets, 8 d. each, three 1/0;

specially selected, l /- each; real Worcestershire cock
Goldfinches, properly netted and in good condition,
1/0 each, three 4/-,. six 7/-; specially selected large
cocks, in song, 2/- and 2/6 each

;
Larks, finger tame,

commencing to sing, 1/-, 1/0, and 2/- each ; Redpolls,
Od. each; Greenfinches, 6d., three 1/-; single trap-
cages, 8d., 1/-; doubles, 1/3 each; Goldfinch cages,
8d. each; all on approval; cash or "Cage Birds”
deposit system.
OSBORNE, Naturalist, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton.

MACE, NATURALIST
Waranted cock Linnets, Od. each, 3 for 1/3, 6 for

2/0, 4/- dozen ; warranted cock Goldfinches, 1/0, 2/-

eaeh, 10/- dozen; hens 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d.; Red-
polls, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, 6d. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

CANARIES.
Border Fancy.

|

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or
song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
MoKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
VERY handsome lot Borders for show, or other

requirements, grand songsters, every bird guaran-
teed, 7/6, 8 /6 , 10/6; hens, 2/0: Harris, Tye Estate,
Bedfont'. (395)
BREEDER’S .stock, Border Fancies, bargains;

write particulars; offers entertained; gramophone,
signet ring, et/c. : Hal), Touchwood, Stanley-rd.,
Cambridge. (433)

TO exhibitors, model yellow hen, 2 clear buffs, and
3 foul buffs; nest feather, clinkers; particulars,
stamp: 4110, Sgt. J. W. Bruce (of Coldstreams), In.

of Musketry, 2/4th (Batt.) 2/5th K.O.S.B., Hounds
Point, South Queensferry, N.B.
" THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully now to manage these "wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Cinnamons.
|

GIVING up; no time; 80 Canaries, Cinnamons,
Cinnamon-marked, clear and green marked Norwich,
also six Yorkshires and four Crests, on colour
food ; can be seen any time, £18 the lot

;
also show

and breeding cages for sale, cheap to clear:
Howarth, Grocer, 3, Rydal-rd., Blackburn, Lan-
cashire. (437)

Greens.
|

FINE lot of Yorkshire Greens, bred from Walker’s
(of Sheffield), success at local shows; breeding,
training, show and flight cages and requisites for
sale : E. F. Palmer, 7, Cardiff-st., Attercliffe
Common, Sheffield.

(433)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

MASSIVE feathery Crests, Crestbreds; Barnett’s
strain; pairs, 15/- to 30/-, or sell single; approval:
Hatton. Fleet, Belper. (437)
CRESTED Crestbred Norwich, nice birds, cocks
and hens, extraordinarily cheap to clear • Gar-
diner, 10, Withipoli, Ipswich.

(433)LARGE young Crests and Crestbreds, absolutely
healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, from £1 pair: Rev.
G. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (432)VERY large heavily marked Crestbred cock, plenty
of feather, grand stock bird, 6 / 6 ; Barnett’s: E.
Price, The Gardens, Lower Soughton, Northop, Flint-
shire.

( 433)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood, good early
hatched, through moult; now’s the time for good
young birds; approval: T. Biliington, 32, Colborn-
st., Nottingham. (404)

Norwich .

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Xorthfield-rd.', Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

SEVERAL cocks and hens, healthy, cheap : S.

Parkyn, 18, Southampton-st., Fitzroy-sq., W. (437)

MASSIVE cobby cocks, 7/6, ft/C: hens, 4/-, 4/6;
pairs, 10 / 6 , 12/6; approval willingly: Hatton, The
Fleet, Belper. (437)

CLEAR Yellow Norwich cock, clear buff hen, and
jcllow-green lien, 10/-; offers: lluckle, 31, London-
rd., Kingston-on-Thames. ',(436)

1915 Norwich Cinnamons, broken in colour, to
clear, cock 5/-, hen 3/-; approval: J. Day, Forn-
ham-rd.,' Bury St. Edmunds. (436)
TWO yellow cocks arid three hens, all prize win-

ners, cheap; correspondence invited: Private Smith,
Coronation Villa, West Mersea, (431)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or eong,
prices low

;
easy payments arranged

;
approval : Mc-

Keand Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
HANDSOME Norwich cocks, grand songsters, 4/-,

4/6; hens, 2/-, 2/6; pairs, 6 /-„ 6 / 6 ;
approval

:

Hatton, Curzon Aviaries, Belper. (437)
U<15 Norwich cock*, full song, 4/6; hens, 1/6;

1914 cocks, 6 /-; in outdoor aviary; offers foreign:
Holdstock, Ivydenc, Ivy-rd., Luton, Beds. (432)
LARGE well shaped 1914 clear buff Norwich hen,
took second prize, excellent head, Suitable stock or
exhibition 8 / 6 : Hubbard, North Kiiworth, Rugby.
FOR sale, grand lot rich yellow and variegated
young Norwich cock Canaries, splendid songsters,
7/0, 8/6 10/6; every bird guaranteed; hens, 2,6:
Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont- (395)
NOTICE.—Wanted, good Norwich and Yorkshire

hen Canaries, will give 15/- to 24/- dozen. for good
birds, and also any quantity of ben Mules will give
12/- dozen to 18/- dozen for good birds ; cash or
deposit: Power and Russell, Bethnal Green, Lon-
don. (430)

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
j

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9; hens, 1/6, 2/-;
approval: C. Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (434)
FOR sale, feiv good cocks, good songsters, from 5/-,

splendid value; room wanted: S. Sewell, Southwold.
(432)

ROLLER cocks, splendid songsters, 4J- each, two
for 7/6, a bargain: G. Sutherland, Rambcdde, Forres.
WANTED, Rollers, for raTe old violin and ease,
with two bows: Faulkner, 53, SilK-st.

,
Salford, Man-

chester. (436)
BJjST quality rape for Roller fanciers, note prices,

4/6 stone, 32.6 cwt., .samples sent : Ives, 85, Legsby-
ave., Grimsby. (435)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Randalls, 1915 bred,
cocks 7/6, hens 3/6; approval: William Mitchell, 4,

Gillsburn-p!., Kilmarnock. (418)

HANDSOME lot of rich yellow and variegated Sei-
fert cock Rollers, full song, 4/0 each: Miss Jones,
Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (427

/

Splendid Opportunity
For a practical man : Old-established Bird and Seed

Business to be Sold; proprietor deceased.—Apply,
Manager, Eccles Aviary, Blackpool,

ROLLER cocks, 4/6; hens, 2/-; pairs, 6/-; or four
pairs, £1; if sold out. money returned; 340, Oldham-
rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. (430)
HANDSOlffi high-class Seifert Roller cock Canary,

real schoolmaster, sacrifice. 8 /6 ,
worth treble : Miss

Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (427)
GRAND lot Of young Roller Canaries, cocks, full

song, 4/6 and 5/6; hens, 2/-; sent any distance:
Seedsman, 103, Princess-st., Manchester. (432)
WANTED, high-class (1914) Roller, good songster,
one suitable for training, few young; offer 7/6
cash : Kenyon, 322, Woodliouse-lane, Wigan. (433)

TWO splendid 1914 rung pure Randall’s Roller
cocks, full song, 12/6 each; real schoolmasters: G.
Bukin, 8 , Fairfield-aven., Fairfield Park, Bath. (433)
NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken

;

approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/6 and 5

J-
each

;

guaranteed healthy, fit to win in any singing com-
petition : C. Ross, St. Leonard’s-rd., Forres, N.B.
SPLENDID Roller , cock Canary, full song, with
handsome cage, accept 15/- lot; exchange toy dog:
Mrs. Davies, 3, Clifford-st. Oxford-rd., Manchester.
FREE delivery, beautiful Seifert liens, 3J -

;
untried,

mad to nest, most valuable strain: Miiss Jackson.
Well Cottage, Scotton, near Knaresborough, York-
shire. (420)
VERY handsome lot of rich yellow and variegated

Roller cock Canaries, pure Randall’s strain, from
7/6, 8 /6 , 10/6, and 15/-; every bird guaranteed; hens,
2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont. (395)

ROLLER Canaries (Voogt’s strain), in splendid
song, from 12/6 each: call any time and hear
birds sing, and select for yourself : F. Kirby, The
Victoria, 40, Buckingham Palace-rd., London, S.W.
BRITISH bred Roller*, from Seifert strain, the
very best, .singing day and gaslight, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6
each; few 1915 cocks, schoolmasters, 7/6, 8 / 6 , 10/6
each; hens, 1 / 6 ;

approval; cash or deposit: Day, 77,

Porter-st., Hull. (434)

14 DAYS TRIAL—OUR RISK
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that
we supplied the winners at the principal contests
for years, and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- each
on 14 days’ trial at our risk; special term*; send
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and we will send one of these non-such Rollers on
14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any other
strain advertised and be your own judge. Belgian

Rollers, in full song, 7/C, 8 /6 ,
and 10/6 e/ach, all on

14 day*’ trial at our risk: Bairstow’s, Ormskirk-rd.,

Preston. (419)

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.

VOOGT S STRAIN.
REDUCTION IN PRICES.

HENS, 2 for 3/-, in wicker cage; 14 in 7 wicker

cages for 16/-. Please understand these cages are

wortli 2jd. each, consequently you are only paying
]/- each for splendid Roller hens.

YOUNC ROLLER COCKS ARRIVING.
Splendid birds, -juot commencing to wing, only 6/-

each
;

7 for 35/-, in 7 cages. About 20 last year's

birds, in usual .strong song, 7/6 each.

TEJ’.MS.—Cash with order only..

JOHN D. HAMLYN,
221, ST. GEORGE’S STREET LONDON, EAST.

PAY WHEN YOU LIKE
WHAT YOU LIKE
HOW YOU LIKE

BY JOINING MY ORIGINAL

Distance no object. Detailed price list (and full
particulars where required) Free.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

YorKshires-
BRESUfcRS’ CARDS.

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C’.C. 20 guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of tiio best tli© world has produced: Thornton,
Bradford.

LONG, slim Yorkshire '•cocks, 7/0; typical hens,
4/0; pairs, 11/-; approval willingly: Hatton, The
Fleet, Belper. '

(437;
WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited

; particulars, stamp reply : Oliver, 101,
Bridport-pl., Hoxton.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshire* for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged ; approval : Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)
NINE young Yorks, as bred, 1 Norwich hen, 1914,
mainly clears, moulting, on colour food, accept 25/-;
Geo. Tinnion, Elm Park, Tow Law, Durham.

(434 )
NOTICE; grand lot young Yorkshires, bred from
champion '.songsters

; cocks, 7/0, 8/6, 10/0 ; every bird
guaranteed; liens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.
YORKSHIRE Canaries (ten) for sale, nice young

hc-althy birds; accept reasonable price for quick
sale : Atkinson, 29, Park-cre*., Church End, Finch-
ley. N. (438)
ONE yellow cock, variegated yellow lien, for sale,

10/-; exchange three Yorkshire tshow cages and case
to value, your* first: Hubbard, 52, Penygraig-rd,
Penygraig. (430)
WANTED, any quantity of good Yorkshire ben
Canaries, wili give 15/- to 24.1- dozen for good birds,
also good hen Goldfinch Mules and Linnet Mules,
will give 12/- to 18/- dozen

; cash or deposit : Power
and Russell, 10, Granby-piace, Bethnal Green. Lon-
don, E. (436)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/11, by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting

; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cacs Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

[ Various Canaries,
j

FIVE hen Canaries, 1914, 2 yellows, 2 buffs, I
green, 7/- lot; approval: Dawson, 14, Oxford-st.,
Carnforth.

(432)
SIX healthy hens, 2/6 each; Greenfinch Mule
grand songster, 7/6; 43 coloured pldtes Cage Bird*;
offers; 134, Branksome-rd., Bristol! (434)
BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and

Roller cocks, 3J- each; cock and hen, 5/-; approve I:

McKeand, 15, Queen-st., Castle-Douglas. (399)
GRAND lot Yorkshires, Roller*, and Norwich,

splendid songsters, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; every bird guar-
anteed; hens, 2/6: Harris, Tye Estate, Bedfont.

1
MULES—HYBRIDS.

|

SPLENDID glazier's diamond, new condition, for
cock Linnet Mule: 53, Siik-st., Salford, Manchester.
TWO pair sib Canaries, light Mule strain, 1914

birds, bred light Mules, 24/-; giving up: Ouseley,
Stoke Canon.

( 4152)
A 1914 Goldfinch Mule, pure. Finch notes, used to

catching, sing anywhere, £1: Jones, Epworth, Ffyn-
non Groew', Mostyn. (434)
GENUINE Sibs., 1914 birds, cocks 5/-, hens 3/6;

large buff Norwich hen, 4/-; approval, deposit:
Nile, Fowey, Cornwall. (422)
LINNET mule cock, H.-M. Builie cock. 2 Linnet
cocks, ail good condition, 7/6 let: H. Welsh,
Cornstall-buiidings, Stamford.

(432 )

NOTICE.—Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-
finches, Linnets, Buiflnchesj, Chaffinches, from
catchers: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd.,
London.

(414)
COCK Goldfinch Mules, suit catcher; Greenfinch,
Canary reared; cock Bullfinch; exchange. Gold-
finches preferred : James, Fairmile, Stoke Prior,
Leominster. (436)
HANDSOME variegated Goldfinch-Canary Mules*

warranted cocks, 7/6. 8/6, 10/- each; one 4-polnted
month old, 40/-, fit for show; dark cocks, 4/- each;
Rowley, Elston, Crediton. ‘

(435)
NEST of three Goldie Mules, one half light, 6/-;
sib mothers, 5/-; Goldie fathers, 4/-; lot 12/6; fine
cock Greenie proved niuler 3/- ; two hen Bullies,
both laid eggs with cock Canaries this season, 2/-
each ; cock Bullfinch, grand call-bird, with trap
cage. 3/6: E. Price, The Gardens, Lower Soughton,
Northop, Flintshire. (433)
1914 Goldfinch-Greenfinch hybrids, cocks, 15/-, 10/-

;

hen, 3/-
;

green Singing Finch-Canary hybrids, fine
songsters, through moult, 10/6 each; hen. 3/-;
young caek Greenfinch, 2/- ! Cinnamon hen Green-
finch, 10/0; cock Canary, variegated, 5/-; all above
in thoroughly sound condition, from outdoor
aviaries’. Mrs. Christie, Newton House, Elgin. (419)

["foreign BIRDS?]
THREE Budgerigars, finger tame, charming pets,

5/0 each: Tatchell, Bournemouth, (431)
FOR disposal, a very line Amazon Parrot ami
cage, cheap to good home; particulars of Taylor.
Draper. Bideford. (432)
CALIFORNIAN Quail; 1915 bred, 15/- pair: liens

10/C; wanted hen Gouldian Finches: I)r. Keays,
East Hoathly, Sussex. (437)
WILL give 6/- each for Cockaticls. Ringnecks,

Quakers, or any hardy Parrakeets: G. 11. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham.
A BEAUTIFUL pair ot pure-bred- white Java

Doves, in perfect- condition, nesting, 4/6: Sugar,
North End, Wethcrby. (429)
PRIZE-BRED Budgerigars, from outdoor aviary.

Greens 4/(1 per pair; approval: John Strutli, Forth-
view. Bonnybrldgu... Scotland. (414)

PARROTS; linger., tame. HI no and Red Macaw,
White Cockatoo, ftovoly talker: A. Keegan, 35,

Upper Ormond Qn.1v. Dublin. (430)



Neptembf.R 4 , l!)la. CAGE BTPDS a
SEVERAL good pairs of aviary bred Budgerigar.-,
perfect lien Itli anil condition, full feather, 6/9 a
pair: Harris, Tie-estate, lledfont. (till)

PAIR Cockatiels, reared dozens of youngsters, is 6;
Budgerigars, s o pair; I’eaeoek, is/-; Angora Inuk,
oil: "Zoo," llnndswortli, Birmingham. (till!/

SPLENDID Talking Amazon Parrot, very tame,
intelligent bird, accept no • with cage: Mrs. Davies,
0. t'llnord-.->t., All Saints, Manchester. — (43M)

BIRDS that pay! Green Budgerigars, 0/-; Yellows.
?/• per pair; llncst obtainable: The Aviaries, 60,

llammoTMl-it., Parkinson-lane, Halifax. (4.13)

PARROTS, two rare, acclimatised, tamu Amazons,
talking Spanish and English, whistlers, square cages,
particulars: Mrs. Gilbert, Sliadoxhumt, Kent. (43-')

TWO cock Why dabs, magnificent full plumage;
pair green .singing Pinches; all outdoor aviary;
what offers: Write 141, South G'roxted-riL, Dulwich,
S.E. (435)
BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, selected

breeding pairs, 6/-; Yellows, S-; cokernut husk
nests, 5 - dozen: Miss Rose), Rosemary House.
Eastbourne. (43,3)

GENUINE talking Parrots, few drst cias? birds lor
sale, selected specimens, linger tame, good plain
talkers and mimics; prices on application: approval:
Walsh. Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (419)
TALKING Itlue-frontcd Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, linger tame,
ideal pet, yvill follow you round house like a dog,
large cage, 45/(1: Miss Garry, SC6, Dudley Port. (400)

. LOVELY Rose-breasted Australian Grey Parrot,
talks, finger tame, large cage, 45 - cash; oilers
in exchange invited, lady’s cycle or double barrelled
breech loadei*: Harris, 31, Orehard-st., Weston-
super-Mare. (434)
GRAND Rose) Cockatoo and cage, real lady's pel ;

you can take it all over on your fingers and is talk-
ing; sacrifice 15/-: also young Indian Green Parrot
and cage, 15'-, or part exchange Canaries or Mules:
G. Ingram, 54, Goulton-st., Hull. (4.32)

Ol’TDOOR aviary cocks, full colour; Combas.ou,
10, -; Napolcan Weaver, 10 -

; Blackhearted Manni-
kin. 4,'-; Thrush, 2,6; Greenfinch, 2 -: pairs.

Weavers 5/-, Blackbirds 4,6; cock Linnet, hen
Canary, have bred, 5/-; exchange Cockatiels,
Zebras. Waybills: Charles Read, Bingley. (434)

THOSE who have bought or thooe who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2|d. post free, hut the tips it gives are
priceless; from: Cage Bikes, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published
frequently.)
AFRICAN Talking Grey Parrot, £3 10.-: another

fine young Grey, commenced talking, £2 10/-; both
in

_
splendid health and feather; also Talking

Aifmzons, 35 -, and a splendid Talking Rock Parrot,
witii strong cage, only 25 • : approval ; cash or
deposit : John l)ay. The Aviaries. Portcr st., Hull.
OCTDOOR aviaries. — Unrelated Budgerigars,
Greens 6/- pair, hens 3,0, young 5 - ; Yellows 8/-,

hens 4 6; husk nests, 9d. each; Masked Baya and
Biackheaded Weavers, full colour, 3 0, each : aviary
reared cock Linnet. 2/fi; cock Canaries. 6,6 and
7 6 each; ten as bred, 25,-: Sap-ford, Hughendcn
House, Teddington. (433)
THERE is no mare lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can he overcome,
and the variety kept successfully, lint you must
follow the hints given in " Nutshell No. 14,” from
Cage Biuds, 154, Fleet-st.. London, K.C., post free
for 2jd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THOUGH they can often he purchased for - the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helofiii in-

formation on this variety will he found in “Nutshell
No. 19," the author of which' is Wesley T. Pago.
F. Z.8. Get it at once. 2fd. po-t free- from Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-et., London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).
VERY tame Mynahs, 20. - each; White Javas, shew

plumage, 18/6 pair; lovely Sugar Bird, 30/-; Maz-
iailliaus Parrot, show plumage, 45 -

; very tame
Spider Monkey, 35/-; pair Golden Pheasants, full

colour. 25. -; tame talking White Cockatoo, Including
large cage, 35/-: G. B. Chapman. High-st., Birming-
ham.
WAX BILLS (Golden-hrcasted, Orange cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette. which can be purchased at from ‘-/0 to 7/6
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners
They can be successfully kept. too. with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given hy
Wesley t. Page, F.Z.S., in “ Nutshell No. "0," 2}d.
post free from Cage Bikes, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.
(list, frequently published).
GENUINE clearance sale; acclimatised birds, per-

fect condition; pair Diamond Sparrows, £2 2 . : 1

hen Indigo, £1; cocks, Alario, 10 G; Yellow-cheeked
Waybill, 4/-: St. Helena, 5/- ; hen Ycllow-rumped
Finch, 2 cock .Goldfinches, 1 Siberian cock Black- 1

o :d. white head, 2 South American Finches, rare,
tl each; 1 ditto, black am! yellow Hawfinch, tame,
harmless smallest birds, sings, very handsome.
£4 4«. ; two cock Crimson-wings, perfect, been to-
gether unheated aviary two winters,, one tame and
a breeder, £12: Hon. M. Hawke, Wighill Park, Tad-
caster.

till L pains, Melba Finches, 45 -
; Mandarin Star-

I

lings, rare. 40/-; Sydney Waybills, 35 -: Diamond
Doves, breeders, 30/-; Violet Tanagcrs, SO'-: Blue- I

breast 'd Waxbills, 80/-; Ycllow-rumped Serins 12 6 :
!

Fintail Whydahs, 12,u
; Bronze-winged Mannikins, 7 6;

jMagpie Mannikins, 7 6; Comha sous. 7/6: Pink--’
breasted Waxbills, 10/-; Cape-masked Doves', ]2/6: edd
cocks. Crowned Tanager, 15 -; Alpine Accentor. 12 6:
rare Yellow -collared Paradi se Wlivdah, 12 6; Sul
phury Scedeaters, 10 -; Redheaded Finch, 10/-; Rib-
l-'.n Finch, 5 -

; Swainson’s Sparrow. 5 -: also fine
singing Shama, 00/- ; grand Yellow-backed I.orv, 40 -

;

Green-cheeked Amazon, 30'-; tame talking Sulphur-
erected Cockatoo,, 25. - ; six healthy young Peach-
faced Lovebirds, sex not guaranteed, 35/- each; £9
the lot: Frost, 13, Fairlaw n-avc., Chiswick, London.

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds': bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/0 pair, Yellows 7 6 pair; cash or
er.riy payment. . ( 394 )

I

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., V/EST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
Du our 4 months’ trial system. Our : i - k . Talking
warranty; for each or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

names and addresses
Ifopes, Gt. Bridgc-st., West Bromwich. (394)

REAL AFRICAN GREY PARROTS
Acclimatised Silver gre,\ Parrots, young, on hard
food, commencinM to talk, f>0 /- each; also Ulue-
fronled Amu/.on Parrot, :i0/- : Bnoeh Power, S'J-91,
Sclator-J.t., Shoreditch, Loudon.

JOHN D. HAMLYN
Indian Purple Sun Birds. In reply to many en-
quiries, these birds will not he sold less than 60
each, being worth considerably more. Hen King
Australian I'ariot, Ml/o; cock Bloodrump. 20/(1 ;

Orange flanked Parrakcet, 40. (i; Half-moon Parra-
kept, 15,6; hen Golden Oriole, 25/6; Red-blue
Macaw, 80/6; Blue-yellow Macaw, talking, 80/6;
-splendid Grey Parrot, £5; hen Ited Hosolla, 3(i/(i;

John Hamlen, 221, St. GeorgeVst., London Docks.
Bast

DE VON & CO.
111. Bethnal Green-rd., London. Paradoxuro Civet
Cat, 30/-; Wood Pigeons, 4 - each: male Rock Par-
rot, two toes .missing, 1.5/-

; Wild Turtle Doves
wanted; hen Blackcaps, 1/6 each; Thrush, 3/6;
Amazon Parrot, 25 -; Talking Macaw, £0; Quail
Finches, 30/- pair; Pouch-faced Lovebirds, £4 pair;
Blue-breasted Waybills, 30,'- pair; Budgerigars, 4 /

pair; Yellows, 7/6; young Canaries. 2'- each, 13/-
doz. ; Tits, 2/• pair; Wagtails, 1,6; Hawfinches, 6 /-,
White Doves, 5/-; Seagulls, 6/- pair; Dormice, 3 /-

pair; Wasp cake, 1/6 lb.; gentles, 2 6 quart; ants'
eggs, flies, millet seed and sprays, cuttlefish, etc.;
see price lists.

PETS SUPPLY CO.
I)i outdoor aviaries; all mpulted and in perfect
condition. Ribbon Finches, Spice Birds, cock Saffron
Finches, Black-headed Nuns, lien Wlivdah. White
and Grey Javas (show condition), Weavers, Singing
Finches, Avadavats, Zebra Finches, Siberian Bull-
finches (cocks and liens), cock Californian Quail
(perfect plumage), also several pairs of fully.
grown young ones. Senega] and Barbary Turtle
Doves, Green and Yellow Budgerigars, tame Sul-
phur-crested Cockatoo, young Yorkshire, Crested
and Border Canaries, cock Goldfinch (1st Bridling-
ton. 4th Bradford National, and other prizes), pair
Silver Pheasants, White Fantail Pigeons, Golden
Pheasant chicks. Greenfinches, Bullfinches, etc.
Poultry : Young Favetolles, Columbian, White and
Partridge Wyandottes, Rhode Islands. Wanted

:

English Goldfinches and small Foreign Finches of
all kinds. We are open to purchase all kinds of
bright-phimaged British or Foreign birds for out-
door aviaries. We solicit enquiries for what we
have, and offers of what we have not: The Aviaries,
Coppice Drive. Harrogate.

EXTRAORDINARY
talking

GREY PARROT
Double-fronted Amazon, £5; tame brilliant talking
Blue-fronted Amazon, £3

; young Blue-front
Amazon, 25/- ; typical Silver-grey Red-tail Parrot,
make finest talkers, 50;-; another, finger-tame and
talking, 12 months in England, £ 5 . pairs—Cocka-
tiels, 17/-; ltosellas, 60/-; All-green Comires, 50;-;
Cuban Conures, 70,-; Peach-face Love. 80/-; Pen-
nants, £5; Senegal Parrots, £5. Each—Blue Macaw
70/-, Red Macaw .70/-, Nandy Conure, 30,-; Jew
Parrakcet 36 ; cock Blossom-head l’arrakeet, 3 ,5 / ;

and following varieties; Muellers Parrot, Cutthroat
Parrot, Yellow -fronted Amazon, Yinaceous Amazon,
Hauers Parrakcet, Jardines Parrot, Blue-beaded
Pionus Parrot, Molucca Cockatoo, Coffins Cockatoo,
Ducorps Cockatoo, Blood-stained Cockatoo, Bare-
eye Cockatoo, Western Slenderbill Cockatoo, Citron-
crest Cockatoo, Leadbeater Cockatoos, Lesser and
Greater Sulphur-crest Cockatoos, Cardinals, Cow-
birds, Weavers, Yellow rump Mannikins, Zebra
Doves, Rufous-backed Doves, African Half-collared
Doves, Yinaceous Turtle Doves, White Doves, Bar-
hary Doves, Wood Pigeons, Golden and Silver
Pheasants, Peafowl, Crown Cranes, Sams Cranes,
Coreopsis Geese, Canada Geese, Egyptian Geese,
Chinese Geese, Call Ducks, Swans, etc. Above all
on the magnificently laid-out grounds terraces
gardens and lakes of Otterepcol Park; in almost
every case acclimatised, in exhibition condition and
plumage, anti have never been in shops or un-
healthy surroundings: Cross Menagerie, Otterspcol
Liverpool.

TALKING PARROTS
To tho.-e who have been disappointed in purchasing
a Parrot, v.e wish to. offer a most unique collection
of genuine talking Parrots in Europe, including
African Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos/
Macaws, etc. At the present time we have in stock
over 500 splendid Blue-fronted Amazons, personally
collected by our representative in Brazil also a
very fine selection of African Greys. We 'wish all
intending purchasers of Parrots 'to communicate
with us, when we will immediately forward them a
lull list of genuine talking Parrots. Tiie birds
we offer are exactly as described in price list, good
sound, healthy stock, at lowest possible prices. We
guarantee, safe arrival of live stock, and despatch
same day as order arrives. Telegraph : Parrakcet.
Birmingham; 'phone. Central 689; particular- • G
Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

TALKING PARROTS
ail descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom cn
month's trial system at my risk, which 1 originated,
and means if it should die. during trial 1 replace it
free, of charge. Talking warranty given that if
Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I'exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise eiini’ar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large hook. "Parrot
Prattle." Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries!
Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, SVIoreeambe

[ dovesTI
SPECIALLY SELECTED

Budgerigars, also guaranteed tame and acclimat
talking Parrots, can be seen or sent on appro
ilist free: Itudd, Specialist, Norwich.

PAIR lovely White Java Doves, 2/6; offers:
Turner, la, Albert-rd., Oswestry. (432)
LOVELY lien Ringdove, never mated, 16; younger
Doves, 1/-; reduction if fetched: B., 8

, Grange-id..
Canonbury, N. (435 )

[
VARIOUS BIRDS.

FDR sale, beautiful songster and mate, in double
breeding cage, complete, 15/. lot; Kirton, Wc-twoid
Windsor. Maidenhead. (428)GOOD birds, large clear buff Norwich cock, 7

,
6 ,

•I'l'lr Canary-reared Linnets, 2
,
6 : Proudfoot, 18

Chureh-rd., Lowestoft.
(433}PAIR of Yorkshire pure bred muling hens, Gold-

flneh Mule, cock Brown Linnet, four compartment
breeding eigo; what cash offers: l-aae Maddbon,
Ware. North Tyne. (43.5,
COCKS, yellow Border 7 6, huff 5/-, II.M. Chaf-
finch 2 6, Goldfinch 3/0, Linnet 1/6, 2,6 (muler);
Lens, Border, Roller, 1 (I, 2-, 2,0 G. Stride 41 ,

Oswahl-rd., St. Albans. '14321

EXHIBITOR'S) cock N/ightingale, tip-top speci-
men, clean moulted, lit for keenest competition,
tl; hand-reared cock Brown Linnet, 1 Win
Leeson, Montague-st., Rtishden.

(439 )

j
WANTED.

[

W AN! I.D, anything alive: Jopson, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

(4S6>WAN 1 ED, live stock of any description
: Princes*

Menageries, Princecs-st.. Manchester.
(432 )RING NECKED Parrakcet hen wanted; state age

and price: Lawrejson, Ballincar, Sligo. (436)WANTED, hand-reared Woodpigeon. good plum-
age and steady : Cowley, Kilshy, Rugby.

( 435 )W AN 1 ED, adult hen Cockatiel
; particulars and

price to Taylor, 13 , llishopgate-st., Leeds. (430 )
anything alive; cash or deposit with

Editor: M rs. Aliitt, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (431)W AN 1 El), talking Parrot, cheap for cash; Amazon
preferred: Kerch. 20, Eastville-rd., Bedford. (428)WANTED, quantity young Canaries; state lowest
price to S. Smith, Waterloo Aviaries, Waterloo-
st., Hove.

(434 )WANTED, good Parrot or Cockatoo, anv kind,
price and particulars to: Mrs". Jones, 7, George -t
Aberystwyth. "(427)
RAVEN-HOODED Crow or Common Crow, must he

healthy, tame, and cheap : \ war, Shirley Vicarage,
Southampton. *•

(4391
WANTED, H.-M, cock Bullie, will exchange varie-
gated Yorkshire hen: P. Smith, Upper Wanborough,
Swindon, Wilts. (4H3)
1 01! cash, Canaries, British, regular from eatcliers,
cages; state lowest prices: Exchange Co. 355 ,

Londcn-rd., Sheffield.
‘

’

(397 )W ANTED. Norwich and Yorkshire- Canaries and
Mules, for cash; approval: Roslier, 345

, Barking-
rd., East Ham, Essex. (433)
W ANTED, any quantity of common young rabbits,
cheap for resale: Manager, Princess Babbitries Bid!
Prineesei-st., Manchester. ’(132)
WANTED, Canaries and Mules, either sex: state
lowest price for prompt cash: Robinson, 33, Besson-
st.. New Cross, London, S.E. (422)
WANTED,, large or small quantity of Goldfinches,

Bujlfinebes, Linnets and Larks; state juices: Mrs.
A llitti, 104. Kirkgate, Wakefield.

( 431 )WHAT offers 'in Canaries, cock Mules; exchange
tweed suit length, 25 -, or prize homers; approval:
Heron. Burnside, Castle Douglas. (435 )WANTED, large Norwich and Y'orkshire Canaries,
also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin, 9 J. Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241)
WANTED, lflin. and 12in. records; 'exchange

Canaries, foreign show cages, travelling cases:
Bell, 21, Beaufoy-rcL. Tottenham. (432)W ANTED. Amazon Parrot and cage, good talker,
etc.; must be on deposit system-; cheap: George
Scott, Ruthven, Horton, Colnbrcok. (433 )

WANTED, all varieties Canaries and British and
Foreign birds, must be cheap, cash sent with order:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. ( 399 )

WANTED, every variety of Canaries, talking Par-
rots, also litters of pure-bred puppies; cheap for
cash: Harris, Tye Estate, lledfont. (395)
WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, also

foreign birds and talking Parrots : state prices

:

Mrs. Aliitt, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (431 1

WANTED, cock Goldfinch Mules,- best price given;
deposit “Cage Birds,” Rhondda Valley preferred:
Curley, 7, Wocdchester-st., Paddington. (430)
WANTED, pairs Greyheaded. Blue-wing Love

Birds. Ring-neck Parakeets or Quaker, for cash :

F. Child. Braemar, Downs-rd., Luton, Beds. (4^3)
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins: -state lowest price:
Frank Sparks. Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED, any quantity of hen Canaries, stating

price and breed; cheap for ca-.li: Edward Bruce,
124, Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester. • (433)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 83.

Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.—Sept. 0. Red Lion Hotel,
8. General business.—J. Fiftdiford.
Scottish National C.B.S.—Sept. 11, 142, High-st.,

|

Edinburgh. 7.45. Adjourned general meeting; bnsi- 1

ness most important.—J. 11. Meilcle. I

St. Janies the Less; Bethnal Green Men’s Cltib—
Sept. (i. 8.15. Urgent and important business re

forthcoming shows.—'T. G. Bransl'ord.

S.E. London F. & F.A.—Sept, (j, North Camber-
xve.l Const. tilth mil club, 432, Old Kent rd., 8. General
me.-t'/ig, and schedule lor Oct. show. Fanciers and
ladies cordially invited.— li. Jackson.

S. Shields.—Sept. 4, Cyprus, 7. Open classes at
Dee. chow.—W. L. Smith.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.— Sept. 9. Wharf Hotel, 8.

Extempore night.—G. Mitchell.
Wallsend Mid Tyne Assn— Sept. S. Station Hotel,

7. Drawing up iselu'.iule for annual sll-ow, and other
very important show business. Subs. now overdue.
—G. Greenweil.
West Stanley Empire F.F. & C.B.S.— Kept 5, Club

Room, 7. Important busincos. R. Hutchins:)).
Wit)’ey C.B.S.— 8:,pt. 4, Horse and Groom, 7.

Monthly business,—W. Chapman.
Waltin, Evorton C.B.S.—Kept- 3. Headquarters,

S.SO. Schedule for old show and allotting specials.—
W. C. Robinson.
Walkden Roller Society. —Sept. 7, Stock’s Hotel,

7.30. Important ohnw business.— E‘. Ilibbert
Walklcy C.B.S.—Sept. 9, Wcstmorland-st. Mission

Hall. 8. Ten-minute papers by novices. Arrange-
ments for hack-end show. Please bring ticket money
N.F. chow— C. Tomlinson.
West of Scotland.—Sept. 4. Nelson Temp. Hotel.

7.30. New members still being enrolled. — W.
Hutchison.

Wigan C.B.S. —Sept. 4. Legs of Mail Hotel, 7. Busi-
ness important.—E. Bull.

Windhill C.B.S.—Sept. 4, Blue Bell Hotel, 6.30.

Members' show business, etc. Subs, due.—J. Taylor.

CLUB dt SOCIETY NOTICES
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society inn- tin*
inserted free. It tnn-t reach un not later than
lueaday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may l«: had free 0/1 application to
our Manager, beereturlea nhould always use them.

Attercliffe C B S. Sept. 9. Horse and Jockey
Hotel, Notes on British Bird*, bv Mr. Dai
low, and preliminary arrangement* for uumial
show . - L. Jolu .-ion

Ashton-under Lyne O S —Kept. 7, P.S.A, Rooms,
Albion St., ». Annual show busioc.., etc. J. White
head.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.— Kept. 7, St.

j
lioma-'.- Old Schoolroom, entrance, ('Impel St., 1 .

Lecture by Mr. A. L. Thorpe. Election of Show
Committee.— J. Spencer.
Altrincham Open C.B.S -fjept. 8, Station Cafe.

8.30. Address on Iron "Tonics,” Mr. W. Daw, and
g“H. bus.—C. Bailey.
Burnhope C.B.S.—Sept 4, Coll fnn. 6.30. Schedule

for annual show, and other inijxrrtaiit bus., sulm.
<lue J. W. Robson.

Beamish C.B.S.—Sept. 4, Bird Inn, 6.30. Annualshow busmens
; intending member, please attend.— J. If. Elliot.

Bowling B.F.A.—Sept. 6, Napoleon Hotel, 7 .30 .

Irrg’iorf, ,• it biminess
; tub-, due - J. Nieholl.

Bootle C'B-S.—-S-ept. 7^ St. Andrew’* J’arocliial
Hall. 8 Schedule for annual show etc —A I

Huyton.
Burton-on-Trent C.B.S.—Sept. 7, New Inn, 8. Openshow business.—A. Wood.
Bacup Roller Canary Club.-Sept. 7.. Ifeadquar-

I
ter*. Swan Hotel, Bacup. Schedule and other im-
portant husinc.-*. II f.rtv welcome to all intend-
ing members.—Geo. Johnsi(p
Bradford East O.S.-Rept. 7.. Park Chapel School

iooni.w, $. Arrangements lor rnemoers’ show a):d other
important husin. ss.

—

J

.

Fpencer.
Chappington (Scotland Gate) C.B.S Sept. 4

S<
Sl?l Club

> (' ?A ' Im r,ol'tant business— H. Seeiy
Cl.theroe C.B.S.-Sept. 6, Bennett’s Tea Rooms, 8.Election ot Judge—J. Southwcrth.
Crystal Palace & Penge C.B.S-Sept. 8. Alexandra

Hnn bv A
I

Jf
e
’.r
Pr
v
ato MtrWe, 8. Washing e.xhibi

tion by Mr. II Norn n i ; fanciers heartily invited;new members wanted—W. D Fryett
'

Clapham C. 8. A.-Sept. 7, Clock liouse. C’lapham

Hose
d ’ S'" '’

8

' Ann»al show business—T. J.

Codnor Park & Eastwood C.B.S— Sept 11 Three

and
S

Lees*
St" °°d ' 0l,wi c,how' ^ine*V-Jimth

C'-aghead F.F. and C.B.S.-Sept. 5, Social Club
nevf*

1

n

®t,tut*’ <1
.

30 - Election of sec. and officers for
!*,?.* v, annual show, and other business—J Htlnot— (Please note that notices should be sent
in duplicate it it is wished that they be insertedboth in. Cage Bums and “Poultry* World”.—Ed.).
Doncaster C.B.S—Sept 11 , Dru.U’s Arms, Bentley.

7 Members show and other important bus) mss—
G. Hunt. '

Dulwich & Peckham C.B.S Sept. 7 Reindeer
Hotel, Rye Lane, 7.30. Question night; ,ail fanciersgiven hearty welcome— D Reeks
East Ardsley C.B.S—Sept. 4, Black Swan, 7. Gen.

buoiness.—A. Walton.
East Ham F.S.—Sept. 16. headquarters, g. Ar-

nnrfnnl

6

" Av ^ 'V,

1"" 8 St
.

CCk SllOW
’ ^ t( '-

J meet im-portant.— \\ . A. Harwood.
Edinburgh North-Eastern O.S.—Sept 6 Recent

It's Sp'aic'
,n°Unt

’ 8 * Ver> i,nP0I tant businc^—

Eccleshill C.B.S.-Sept. 4, Fountain Inn, C.S0 Busi-ness very urgent— S. W ilcock.
fe

i

c -.B -L"-s '-’Ilt - H. Coaltown of Wemvss, 5.Show business'.—J. Sneddon

Pm7rt

?i,
CJ

;

8'"Se!lt ' Clu,rcl ‘ Nouse, Churchlioad, s. Show business, etc.—\\ . Dawson.
_

Guissley, Veadon C.B.A—Sept. 4, -JhgeTft Hotel
'• 1 Ijsses t°r old bird shows, amibulges—W. Rose’
Huddersfield O.S—Sept. 4, White Hart Hotel, lidiscussion on moulting to be opened bv Mr nTownend.—A. Lawford.

‘

Halifax O.S—-Sept. 4, Plummet Line Hotel. 7.30.Mem lie iv: meet
( g. and continuation of Mr F

invited -H
6

Cffe

C»" re °" Markcd “^dlng; fanciers

Hull C.B.S.—Sept. 6, Oddfellows' Hall 7 30 To

fSmnar-jtz
0" Sh°"

; lecture b-V »rr. Chapman—W .

Leeds C.B.S.-Sept. 4. Lockhart's, Briggate, next
( 0

,°r
to Nope Bros., 7.30. Lecture on preparing for

exhibition by Mr. II. J. Chittenden.— E. Norton.

,a!
td
-v,

R°ll,tr C C— Se|,t ' *' J-cckh,art's, 5.5. Brig-
gxitei, /.o0 . Important show husine?©. H.
-
Le

;‘h O.S—Sept 11, Liberal Club Hall, Hope Street
7. Show business—G. W*. Brown.
.—?'p0

,

01 B B
'.
A '~7 Sc:i’ t - 9. oidlmm Hall, S. Schedule

Mr. R.

White
exhibi-

Coffce

lor old show, r.f d lecture on Wild Seeds bvBarker.—T, It. Jones.
Leicester Hand in-Hand C.B.S.— Sent. 7Swan, 8. Open show busincos ai.’J wasliin»tion.— A. Freestone

Ta^rn
aSt

-
e

^
C - B

i
S'~fept

\-
4 ' Market Halllave in. (.,>0. Business import,* nt.—H HovleLoanhead C.B.S-Sept. 11 . Masons’ Arms 7 Se -

bimi'imss-W
10 '

'b.
8

Smart.
01"" ver, ‘ in,porta

’

nt '^ow
Leyton C.B.A— Sept. 6, Headquarters, S Discus

Y°V°'V ™mer
'

feeiiii ‘S ' °1H'nod b -
v -Mr - Ovenden—

Manchester & Northern Counties O.S—Sent 6Deansgate Hotel. 8. October show Imsineso; vervimportant—F. Wilkinson. '

Manningham C.B.S—Sept 4 Alowliriv *rmc a
Special meeting—F. Darwent

' Arms> 8 '

Yl!Ttton
y / Headquarters, Shoulder of

Sm-id ’ t i T?-
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'.
,s ' ,ler

,
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North Manchester C.B.S—Sept. 7. BalmoralHotel, Rochdale lid., 8. Nov. show business; newmembers invited—A. Colley.
Oxford C.B.S

—

Sept. 6, 58. George -st., S. Impor-
t'(it open show business.— \ p Fifield
Perth City and County C.B.S—Sept.' 6. Ukllaw's

Rooms, Leonard-st., S. Club show classification—

j

L. Smith.
Pudsey & Stanningley C.B.S—Sepf. 5, Fleece Hot-1Stinmnglcy. 7.30. Ordinary. R. Kell.
Pontypool C.B.S— s pt. il, Headquarters, 7 Spe-

cial business—H. H. Vaughan.
Queen’s Pk. C.B.S.—Kept. 9. Emmanuel Hall, Har-

row-rd., S. British Table Show and Judging Compe-
tition, medal given; l)>al judge, Air. J. Dewhurat.
Mill members kindly pay their subs.? W. .1 . Rat-

Radciiffe C.B.S.-Sept. 7, Wareing's Dining Rooms,
8. — (i. Lord.
South London Col. & F.A—Sept. 9, Headquarters

8. Snow and general meeting; important b—Geo. Burton*
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SHOW BATES FIXED.
To secure insertion iu tills column, a guarantee

iliat the show will he ndpertised in "C.B." to tile

extent ol at least 2.V- must be sent to our manager.

England.
Oct. 0— Idle C.B.8.—(C. A. House, Urlardcne, Idle,

Bradford) W.SI.
l)et. 8 9.— Preston O.S (G. Buck, 5, Ncvett St.)

Oct. 12 13.- Plymouth W.C.O.S.-tT. l’ope. 98. Em-

bankment ltd.)

Oct. 14.— Hanloy C.B S.-(C. Beckett, 32, Hamilton-

rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) -l it-

Oct. 15-16. Warrington C.B.S. (H. Wai burton, 73,

Bllcsmero ltd., I.ower Walton, Warrington.)

U.W.B., QX., J.U.L.
Oct. io.~Coventry O.S. -(A. Green, 205, Stoney Stan-

ton ltd.) . _
Oct. 21. Oxford C.B.S.— (0. F. Holliday, 08, ticorgo

St.) J.lt.
, _ „ „a

Oct. 22 23. - Liverpool O.S.—(Mctcallc and Green, us,

Brunswick ltd.)
.

Oct. 23. Burton-on Trent C.B.S.— (A. Wood, 10,

South Oak St.) J.lt. . „ . v ,
ft

Oct. 2(1 28. London and P.O.S. (II. B. Huggins, 130,

Myddleton ltd., Bowes Park, London.)

Oct. 27-28.- Carlisle (Border City) 0 S.~ (.1. G. Bell,

23 Botchergatc, Carlisle.) „ _
Out. SO- SMB Manchester and N.C.O.S.—(I1 . Hayward,

21 Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).

B. L)., J.lt.. It. IB, J.D., U.J.C.

Oct. 30.—York CBS. (V. O. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.
) . .

,

Nov. 3-4.—Cheltenham C.B.S.— (A. S. treasure, 14,

llotumla Terr.) ...

Nov. 4.— Blaenavon C.B.S.-((i. Broome, 82, King

Nov. S O.

1

- Sheffield O.S.— (13. C. Job, 19, Vauxliall

JM., Wincobank, Shelllcld.)

Il.VV.B. •
i , 0

Nov. 0 .
— Hartlepools C.B.S.-(J. W. Thornton, 43,

Itydal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,

W.N.
Nov. 0 8.- Leicester Hand-in-Hand.—(A. Freestone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.T., U.J.C, _

Nov. 9 - 10 .
-Bournemouth C.B.A.— (0. W. Jones, loo,

Holdenhurst ltd.) U.N. .

Nov. 12-13.- Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.— (G. Havter, l,

Theresa St.) T.D., J.M., H.W.B.
Nov. 13.— Barnsley C.B.S.— (E. Toulson, 102, tope

St.)
,

Nov. 13.- Chester C.B.S— (L. Cavanagl), Berwyn,

Vicar's Cross, Chester.) H.W.B.
Nov. IS.—Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S— (J. Spencer,

193, Palmerston Street, Beswick, Manchester.)

Nov. 19-29.— Halifax O.S— (II. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M.. H.W.B.
Nov. 19 -20.— Haltwhistle C.B.S—(Wm. Tallantyre,

South View.)
Nov. 27.

—

Coventry Codiva C.B.S.—(F. A. Green, o4,

C&ludon ltd.) H.W.B.
Dec. 1-2.— City of Birmingham C.B.S— (J. H. Jonee,

211, Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J-lt.,

Dee. 1-2.—Southampton C.B.S—(W. L. Page, 30,

Bedford Place, Southampton.) H.N.
Dec. 8-9— Watford C.B.S— (W. Kaekley, 9, Holywell

ltd.) F.E., H.N. A.S., 1I.J.W.

Dec. 10-11—Gateshead C.B.S.—(W. Curry, 6, Rox-

burgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13.—Glasgow C.B.A— (W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. M'L., W. M'M.,

C.M., A.W., M.C.
Nov. 20—Cowdenbeath C.B.S—(A. Robertson, 56,

Arthur Place.)

1916.

Jan, 1.

—

Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20 . Abertillery C.B.S—(H. H. Mortimer, 4,

GranvillertSt.)

Nov 17.—Llandudno - (Welsh N. Counties F. and
F.A.).—(G. E. Cragg, "Rocklands,” Rhos,

Colwyn Bay.)

Nov. 17-18—Cardiff C.B.S—(E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.H.P., J.H.R.

1916.

Jan 11—Llanelly C.B.S.—(D. H. Daviee, 24, Col-

lege Hill.)

Ireland.
Nov. 24-25—Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland—

(W. C. Sholedice. 38, Haddington Rd.) W.M.
Dec. 3-4— Newtownards C.B.S—(W. Montgomery, 62,

Church ‘Street).
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{Twitterings.
We have appointed Mr. Wm. Mundell, of

Bradford, to judge our show on Dec. 4, writes

Mr. J. Ainsworth, sec. Old Shildon Work-
mens’ Club C.B.C.
We hear Mr. R. A. Newley, of Stockwell,

has received a rather large order for cages

from Durban, S. Africa. In times like these

it is cheering to hear of a colonial fancier

having the grit to send to the old country

for cages.

Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S. are still

going strong, writes Mr. W. D. Fryett, sec.

Thanks to the kind assistance of their trea-

surer, Air. Hutton, they have been able to

secure two more five-guinea i tips for com-

petition. For further particulars apply to

tin- see. Roe Chib Notice.

Owing to business pressure I have been
reluctantly compelled to resign the secretary-

ship of the Glasgow, Queen’s Park and Dist.

C.B. 8., writes Air. E. Holliday. Air. A. K.
Hunter, 142, Aitkenhead Road, Glasgow, has
been elected as sec., and all communications
should be addressed accordingly.

It is with regrot, writes Air. E. Norton,
hon. sec. Leeds C.B.S., 1 learn of the unfor-
tunate accident that has befallen Mr. H. J.

Alennard, the popular chairman of our
society. He fell from a ladder on Thursday
last and broke His thigh. Members and
friends, 1 am sure, will wish him a speedy
recovery.

Our Front Page Draw ings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing iu our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture
will be sent on application.

The Value of Our Query Columns.
I have great pleasure in reporting, writes

Mr. E. J. Alorgan, that I treated my Grey
Parrot, which was suffering from indigestion,

as per Air. Wesley T. Page’s advice of some
weeks ago, with the, result that it has had a
complete cure. Afany thanks for your kind
and valuable attention.

The Goldfinch’s Exquisite Flight.
As exquisite and almost as airy as that of

the thistledown itself is the autumn flight of

the Goldfinches in their chase of it. By the
end of August their latest nestlings are active

on the wing, and old and young set forth to-

gether in pursuit of the kernels in the thistle-

down. Glades where Goldfinches are rare in

the spring grow alert with their musical calls,

which to many ears are sweeter than their set

song ; and above the pastures brown in Sep-
tember the sunlight strikes through the gold

splashes in their outspread wings, as it does
through the barred feathers of the Hoopoe in

the hot south. There seem never so many
Goldfinches as in September, partly because
all their young are still with them, but more
because of their restless and omnipresent ways.
All the countryside is their post-road, says a
writer in “The Times,” and their halts are

the thorny beds of thistles foaming into silken

effervescence under the September sun. Their
own downy nests of May are defaced now, ex-

plored by curious spiders and trodden by the
woodmouse rambling in the boughs. On the
north winds of autumn the thistledown leads
them to the south, and the winter must die,

for spring to be bom again, before that gay
and tender call-note will question in the gar-

den limes.

The Bird-Keepers’ Roll of Honour.

P
ERHAPS no section of the community has responded more generously

to the country’s call throughout the great struggle which has been
raging for more than a year than those Englishmen who are generally

known as “ bird fanciers.” Aviculturists of high degree, middle-class bird
keepers, and working men, all have left their ordinary avocations to give of
their best for their country’s sake, many, alas, never to return. It has been
suggested that we institute, with the help of our readers, a Roll of Honour
of Bird Lovers- Foremost among those who could help us in this direction
are the secretaries of bird societies throughout the kingdom, and if these
secretaries will furnish us with the names -of those of their members ‘who
are serving with the Colours we shall be glad to combine them into a list

as a permanent record. If they give up their lives in their patriotism the
fact will, of course, become known to the various secretaries, and a line to
us will ensure a record being made of the sad occurrence, while if they are
sent back among our wounded heroes that fact also could be noted" and
forwarded to us. What we ask secretaries to do therefore is: (1) Send us
at once the names of any members serving with the Colours

; (2) furnish us
with news of the death of or injury to any member: (3) send us the names
of any members invalided and discharged; and (4), when the war is over,
send the names of such members as have been through its horrors and
returned unharmed to resume their hobby of bird-keeping with its peaceful
delights.

A Fine Record.
Air. A. Harper (not G. A. Harper, as

printed), the report of whose lecture on the

Roller Canary was commenced in our last

issue, writes : ‘‘I have reared 66 out of 72 -

hatched this season, so 1 think my method
worth giving a trial.”

How Pedigree Tells.
Alany thanks for publishing the lovely

drawing of my unflighted buff cock on the

front page of your valuable Cage Birds. He
was only shown once, and then carried off

the novice trophy for your humble, which wag
the second time I have won it. His father

and a cousin both took firsts in the same show,
and a brother a second prize, so I did pretty

well with my four birds. I am glad to be
able to say that I bred both the parents and
grandparents of him. 1 have only this one
bird left, now, not being able to look after

them, as I am serving in the Territorials, but
shall, of course, take up breeding again when
this horrible time is over. Again thanking
von and wishing you every success.

—

Chas.
W. Tuck.

Wedding Bells.
The well-known cage-maker, Air. R. A.

Newley, of Stockwell, was married on July

31 to Aliss G. E. Edney, at St. Andrew’s
Church, Stockwell. The vicar, the Rev.

Hook Longsden, assisted by the Rev. Hicks,

performed the ceremony. A numerous com-
pany of friends and relatives of the happy
couple were present, and afterwards attended

a reception and wedding breakfast at Airs.

Edney’s. Both Air. Newley and his bride

are very popular in the district, and received

a goodly number of costly and useful presents

from their large circle of friends. Among
those who sent, and were present at the cere-

mony, were Airs. Edney, Messrs. L. Edney,

W. G. Edney, P. S. Edney, H. Edney, W.
Edney, H. Brigden, Ah', and Airs. Powell,

Aliss G. Edwards, .J. Thomas, Air. and Airs.

Baker, Messrs. T. Mansell, G. Murrell,

Alesdames Powell, Ruddick, Trewin, Petty,

Coney, Deacon, Jacobs, Airs, and Aliss Coney,

the Aliases Edney, Rogers, Ruddick, and
Light. We are sure all readers of Cage
Birds, and fanciers who know Mr. Newley
personally, will wish the couple every happi-

ness.

ABNORMALLY-COLOURED
BIRDS.

Ntw Quarters Wanted for Newport’s
Fine Collection.

The changes which have taken place at
Newport Technical Institute, says “ The
Western Alail,” Cardiff, now involve the dis-
position of one of the most unique of natural
history collections in existence. For a long
time Air. W. Bush has had the use at the
institute of a large aviary, in which he has
carried out wonderful experiments. He has
had probably the finest collection of white
freak birds in the kingdom. For thirty years
he has kept up a scientific study of Alendel’s
system of heredity, and has proved its

accui-acy by interesting and long-continued
experiments. His collection of white
Thrushes contains probably the only ones of
the sort in the world. He has Linnets and
Sparrows in the intermediary stages between
normal and white.
The new principal of the institute, Dr. Hol-

land, finds that the room occupied by the
aviary will be needed for other purposes, and
has asked Air. Bush to remove the birds. To
find a suitable home for so wonderful and
valuable a collection is not by any means an
easy thing. Air. Bush is anxious that the
birds should, if possible, remain in Newport,
but he is very much concerned for the con-
tinuation of the study and experiments. To
place them in the aviary which has been
erected in Belle Vue Park would be to give
them over to exhibition purposes only. There
are very few people who. can devote the atten-

tion and scientific cares to a matter of this

kind like Mr. Bush. Perhaps, however, a
home may be found for the birds in South
Wales.

"leaso take my Mealworm advert, out of

CfV v. BIRDS. I have had orders from all over
the country, over 50 in one week.”—H. JONES
(Brighton).
“ I had so many replies to my Iasi advert,

in CACE BIRDS that I could not reply (o come.
Kindly thank those who offered exchanger.
The cages, elc., went to a fancier in Denny, just
five miles from here.”—X. R. WALLACE
(Falkirk).

THE EXHIBITION
YELLOWHAMMER.

Its Feeding-, Colour Feeding and
Show Points.

By MRS. LILIAN E. T. DALTON.

H
AVING been, invited by the Editor to

contribute an article on the Yellow-
hammer—by the way, my favourite

British bird—I will first of all deal with the
points required in an ideal exhibition speci-

men.
I do not think the ’Hammer is seen at

his best until he is eighteen months or two
years old, as I find some of them improve
beyond all recognition. I have one at the
present time, a last year’s bird and a buff,

which is now of extraordinary size and the
largest chested bird I have seen. This bird,

when first caged, was so heavily marked that
it was nearly impossible to distinguish any

.
yellow between his V marks, his crown being
heavily splashed with brown like his back.

To see him now, one would never credit the
improvement which has taken place.

J always endeavour to obtain the largest

birds I can, as 1 find a good big one always
beats a good little one. As is the case with
the majority of our British Birds, we have
at least two different shapes, one the Yorkie,
the other following the Norwich type. It is

the latter shape I prefer, for when standing
and looking at you in. his show cage, he
looks very majestic indeed.

Tne Points of a Show Bird.
The points, therefore, required for a show

bird are size, abundance of yellow, with a
most distinct V, and a ‘‘.topper” must be
quite clear in between, and must have
prominent eye and cheek markings, for very

often at the show's we see a real good bird

put back because he is minus of these

markings.
Aly method of colour feeding is as follows :

To each bird I give one teaspoonful of taste-

less pepper and one teaspoonful of Spratt’s

Cage Bird Cod Liver Oil Food mixed weli

together to two teaspoonfuls of best Spanish

plain canary seed. This is slightly moistened

with sweet oil, and allowed to stand over-

night. The seed by the morning will be

well saturated, and this necessitates the

birds taking some of the colour food. In a

few obstinate cases I take the seed vessel

away in the evening at 7 o’clock and put

it back in the morning at nine. The birds

then are certain to partake of the prepared

food
;
they will not starve. Start the colour

feeding in June, and do not drop off until

the end of September, when I promise you

the little extra labour connected with this

matter will be well worth jour trouble if

tlhe bird or birds you are feeding are

possessed of any show points at all.

' How to Feed YeUowhammers.
Aly ’Hammers’ principal stock food is the

best plain Spanish canary seed. By way of a

change, I throw in a few oats and screen-

ings, which they pick at with delight.

Through the winter months, I give them a

finger tray of a good brand of insectivorous

food three times a week. Their chief live

food is one mealworm morning and after-

noon, occasionally a spider, also a few ear-

wigs, which are a splendid pick-me-up'.

Further, to keep the Yellowhammer in

perfect health and condition, his bath should

be hung on from early morning until mid-
1 day, for I have seen a few of mine bath

three times a day, and this has always told

me they must be'healthy. In buying a bath,

1 advise you to get one large enough for a

Thrush, when your pets will let you know

if they like the water or not.

In conclusion, let me ask the British sec-

tion of bird-keepers to show during this

coming season whatever ’Hammers they think

are worth the show cage, and help to fill the

classes when the various societies are good

enough to provide a class specially for the

bird which I consider our most handsome

Britisher, the Yellowhammer.

SHOWS.
advertisements.

SCALE o! CHARGES, which must ho fully PREPAID.

i-incli 2/-, ^ -inch 3/-, 1 inch 6

-

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our

"Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at Fs,

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will be mado tor a Series of hot less
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WILD FOODS FOR SEED-

EATING BIRDS.

j~n
By ^

1CHAS. PRIOR

(Ropley).

? J

The useful greenfoods, etc., available during
September are herein described. Previous articles

ippeared in our issues of April 10 and the first

weeks of the following months, and we have, we are

ileased to say, been able to arrange with the

Author to contribute a continuation in the first

ssue of each month.

the

S
EPTEMBER arrives laden with a prodi-

gal assortment of wild foods—varied,

and of proved worth. The whole gamut
of August weed? continues a career now
|gvown riotous, more heavily stocked with

well-matured seed this month than ever.

The later heads of knapweed are filled to

bursting with plump ripe seed. Charlock is

jwell-nlgh dead ripe, and will barely endure

'handling without breakage of the pods and

consequent loss of the seed. Soon, in fact,

ithe state of ripeness is so advanced that

I transporting the branches of seed pods intact

‘becomes impossible. It is then time to write

it off the list.

.Linnets are the birds chiefly concerned with

; charlock seeds, and they thoroughly enjoy

them and benefit by eating them so long as

(they are able to extract them from the intact

pods. But when the seed-pod breaks through

ripeness, and the seeds are released by that

agency, they remain uneaten where they fall.

Hence harvested charlock seed has no value

either in seed mixtures or in the “ tit bits
”

side pad, the birds consumption of it then

being either negligible or quite nil.

The seeds are produced in clusters at

tips of the branches, in size and formation

something like those of ribwort—the narrow
leafed plantain. Of different colour though,
for persicaria flowering and seeding tips are
normally a bright pink, though occasional

specimens are pale mauve, and here and there
an example crops up of a dirty white colour.

The seeds, which may easily be rubbed out
of their panicle between finger and thumb,
are flat and round—or nearly so—and shiny
black in colour. The circumference is about
equal to that of winter rape, or perhaps a
little more, the shape being flat, however, as

noted above, and not spherical.

Fond of Persicaria Seed.
Chaffinches and Bramblings, Greenfinches

and Bullfinches are very fond of it, and for

these four species it is particularly valuable,

close behind them coming Linnets, Redpolls, _

and Twites. If opportunity offers (and this they have been widely credited with,

particular weed usually grows abundantly
where it grows at all), it is well to gather a

surplus of well-ripened stock for use later

on.

Teazel is not notable for rapid develop-

ment, and it is likewise somewhat tardy in

ripening its seed. Many heads, however, will

ripen off during September, and the seed of

wild teazel ripened thus naturally is much to

be preferred to the, average sample handled

in trade. It would, in fact, he a boon to the

bird-keeper if teazel seed could be grown and

harvested in this country as a commercial

proposition solely for bird-feeding, especially

having regard to the fact that until recently

the hulk of our supplies has been imported

from enemy countries. Bird -keepers who
have a little spare land might profitably try

the experiment of growing their own, for the

value of teazel seed as a component part of

all-the-year-round seed mixtures for all the

Finches is now generally recognised.

Some Supplementary Items.

Willowherb, or wild cotton-weed, which

Redpolls are specially fond of, knot grass,

and various other late seeding grasses, may
be mentioned as supplementary items that are

not without value, but of secondary import-

ance in September’s flowing tide. Black-

berries may be gathered in clusters as they

grow, ripe, half ripe, and green, and given

to Bullfinches. They have not, however, by

themselves, the infallible colouring properties

Dock, sorrel, and stinging nettle, which are

now conspicuous on stretches of waste land

and neglected areas, will be passed under

review next month—with other things.

SOME REMINISCENCES
OF AN OLD FANCIER.

A Universal Tit-Bit.

Bindweed or combine, which may now be

likened in feeding value and general accept-

< ability to chiekweed in May, is carryiiig its

heaviest freight of well-matured seed, and it

should be made use of with every freedom for

all the seed-eaters. Even chiekweed, ground

-

ij sel, and shepherd’s-purse, aye, and dandelion

I

seed-heads, too, take on a new lease of life,

and although of less account now than in the

spring, are not quite without value. Milk-

|

thistle is still available and still valuable.

I The well-protected Scotch thistles, too, are

yet in evidence, and, as was observed earlier

in these notes, should this month be gathered

for storing as well as for present use. Most
of the earlier heads will have opened before

(

now, and the seeds taken wing. In many
cases this has happened before the seeds have
reached maturity owing to the attacks of

maggots on the thistle heads. The seeds in

such heads are obviously not worth saving.

But the later heads are seldom maggot' in-

fested as are the earlier ones, probably be-

I
cause the insect whose egg produces the mag-
got has fulfilled its destiny and perished be-

fore they bloom—and they are generally

tightly packed with plump seed of the best

maturing qualities. All of this improves the

chances of successful storage, and marks out

j

September as the best month for storing.

How to Harvest Thistle Seed.
The process of gathering these heads has

already been described. The preliminary to

successful storage is the thorough drying of
1 the heads without allowing them to “ blow,”
which, if it occurs, means losing the seeds.

The place chosen for this drying process must
;
be dry and fairly airy, but sunshine, and in

fact even strong light, must not be admitted.
! A well ventilated shed with wooden floor, an

attic in which the light can be subdued, an
airy cellar, or any such premises are suit-

1 able.

The heads should be spread out thinly on

;

the floor, or they may be laid in shallow
wooden boxes, and so left until all moisture
has evaporated. This is quite likely to take

i a couple of weeks, possibly longer
;

it depends

;

upon prevailing atmospheric conditions.

When they are perfectly dry, they may be
1 shovelled up with a small iron shovel, and

shot into a hessian bag or sack. Tying the

|

mouth of the sack, and placing 'it handy for

I use finishes the job. If the heads are not

j

perfectly dry when stored they will become
t mouldy and musty, and unfit for nee. If

j

they are exposed for only a few moments to
sunshine, either during or after the drying
business, the heads will open and the seeds

1 sail away clinging to their parachutes of

J

down. That is why the sack’s mouth is

j

better kept tied.

Persicaria is a weed of the autumn, which
A is well worthy the bird-keeper’s notice. It

ij
is a weed that flourishes wherever there-

is

|
moisture in the sub-soil, and usually on heavy
land. In a general way the plant resembles

ij
the common garden fuchsia. There is the

l same branching habit of growth, the same
I! distinctive coloration of the stalk— a rich

dark maroon—and the same oblong, pointed,
rather veinous leaf. But there is "no fuchsia
like flower.

M Y next experiment was with a Jay which
did not live long. This my father got

for me from a nest. The Jay was the

only wild bird he ever encouraged me to

keep. I managed to rear this one on hard-

boiled eggs, bits of meat and liver chopped

up fine, with bread crumbs mixed. The bird

was a fine one. It soon began to take notice

of people talking to it, and it was not long

before we fancied it could talk. This sur-

mise proved correct, as one morning just

after the Christmas holidays (if my memory
serves me right) my father, who rose early,

went into the kitchen where the Jay was
kept, and was greeted with a “ good morn-

ing.” This startled the old chap, who
dropped the candle and began to feel for the

poker, thinking somebody was in the kitchen.

The bird was not suspected for some time

until it used to repeat the “ good morning ”

and other words. But misfortune overtook

this bird
;

it had some throat complaint or

the other, and there was no Cage Birds

at that time to write to for advice, which

might have saved it, and it died, much to

my regret.

A Talented Jay.
About four years ago a friend of mine

reared one of these birds from the nest, and

a splendid talker it proved to be
;

it used to

hang inside a porch, the entrance to an old-

fashioned country cottage, and hearing the

conversation between my friend’s wife and
people, who were callers at the cottage, it

learned to imitate some of these people very

well. It could also imitate the children talk-

ing, and also their crying. It used to sur-

prise many a visitor if he were left alone for

a few minutes and did not know the bird

was there.

This bird, I believe, was fed on scraps from

the table, meat chopped up fine, hard-boiled

eggs, etc. I may mention that the owner
was a bird lover of the old school, although,

like myself, not possessed with any more
means than he knew what to do with. 1

have seen him with some splendid Mules
and Hybrids, and he had at one time the

largest and smartest Goldfinch that I ever

Saw, and I have seen and caught a good

few. This Goldfinch he told me he trapped

in an orchard, where it was feeding young
in a pear tree. He also took the young and

reared same ; in fact he told me that the

old bird fed the young .after being caged up.

The Mule’s Untimely End.
I myself bought- from him a young

Mule, of which the Goldfinch was the father;

and he was as fine a Mule as ever I saw.

This bird came to a rather untimely end

;

it was killed one night by what I thought

was a mouse. I tried for months to catch

this chap, but with no success. Yet I could

see traces of him every morning. At last I

had almost given up the chase, but after

altering the positions “of my birds so that

he could not get at them, I thought I would
try another sort of trap. 1 did—one of the

penny break-back type, baited with cheese,

bacon and seeds of all kinds. But I had no
j

luck though I could still see traces. At

I caught an ordinary house-mouse, and
the trap having a strong spring had caused
some blood to get on to the wood-work.

Not a House Mouse,
I put the trap on one side, thinking' I had

caught the rodent at last
;
but next evening,

on picking up the trap, which had not been
re-set, I saw marks which showed that some-
thing had been feeding on the blood. I set

the trap there and then, and next morning I

had a mouse the like of which I had never
seen before. It was rather larger than the

ordinary house mouse; it had a short tail,

was squirrel-coloured on back and white on
the chest and belly. A day or two after this

while in my garden, I noticed a mouse
hole underneath an apple tree, and on
getting the spade and removing some soil I

began to see part of a nest and some heads
bobbing up and down. I found that the

nest contained four young ones, and one old

mouse of the same kind. As the young ones
could run well, I had a sharp minute’s
work, but I managed to kill them all,

though I lost the old one. I left the dead
young on the garden path, thinking this

would encourage the cats (of which there are

plenty about here) to be on the alert, and
perhaps catch the other old one

;
but while

I have seen the eats go and look at them,
not one of the mice was taken away. The
other old one we saw many times after run-

ning about the garden. I thought this

strange with so many cats about, as I know
to my sorrow that a room door need not be

left open long before these monsters are

soon hanging on one’s birdcages.

After a run of some months I had occasion

to set a spring break-back in the coal-cellar

for a mouse I had seen, and almost the same
thing happened that was the case before

—

the mouse caught left some blood on the

trap, which the next day was set again and

baited with seed. But the blood was not

cleaned off
;

and to my surprise I caught

the old mouse which had been lost in the

garden, at least I believe so, as I have never

seen or heard of one about since.

I may add that the Mule that was killed

bv this mouse was hanging on a papered

wall about five feet from the floor and was

bitten right through the breast ;
the wires

of the cage were also smeared with blood. I

have mentioned this to many friends and

bird-lovers, but I think the nearest the

mark were some fanciers I was speaking to

at Norwich, who called it a mouse-hunter or

mouse-eater, an animal which seems to work

in the same manner after mice as the ferret

does after rats and rabbits.

From Chimney Pot to Bird-Room.
My next venture was in regard to a couple

of jackdaws, which were taken from the

chimneypot of a castle on a nobleman s

estate/ I did not get these out, but two

apprentice boys managed this, and fed them

for about two days. Saturday came, and as

we all went home at week-ends they decided

to leave the birds in an old cement cask

until the following Monday, when we re-

By E. HURDLEY (Madeley).

(Coni nued from page 55.)

last

turned at about noon. I would not, how<
ever, hear of this, as I knew what it meant
—the birds would be dead. So I put the

Daws in my basket and took them home;
and as luck would have it, when I arrived

there an elder sister (who was enjoying a

holiday) was there, and I knew that if they
were to be reared by patience and good
feeding, they were “ landed.” My sister

set about the task of feeding in earnest, and
as the birds proved good feeders, all went
well. They were given hits of meat, cheese,

hempseed, in fact, almost anything that

came to hand
;
and they grew into lemark-

ably fine birds.

“Jack,” the Hen Jackdaw.
They were a pair. The cock was always

prying about in the fowls’ run, and got a

blow from one of the cock fowls, which
ended his career. But the hen turned out

to be a beauty, and was admired by many
people. She delighted in getting in water,

and when any of the family went to fetch

water from the hydrant (which was some
distance away) she would follow them, either

by flying after them, or by running on the

road with them, shouting the while. And
the moment they had filled their pail she

would jump in and bathe and swim about

the top. She would repeat this several

times in the day. She was a great favourite

also with the children from the school close

by ; these children used to watch her tricks

and also bring lier tit bits, which she would
take from their hands, taking great care,

however, to see that they did not handle
her. She would often run after them, and
peck at their legs. One person only did she

allow to handle her, and that was my
mother, with whom she was a great

favourite. When the old lady went to

town (which was about a mile away) “Jack,”
as she was called, was cure to go, sometimes
flying in front, and at other times flying

from house to house; but always keeping
watch and always ready to return with her

mistress. She would also go about half a

mile to the house of a brother of mine,
perch on the window-sill for a few moments,
and then fly home again. She had tollowed

the old lady there several times, and so kept

up the habit, and when the old lady did not

want her to follow lest some mischievous

boy should throw a stone and perhaps kill

the bird, she used, to put her umbrella up ;

and even this sometimes failed, as when she

thought all was right she would perhaps
find “ Jack ” on some wall, tree, fence, or

house close by, evidently persisting in going

the whole journey.

“Jack’s” roosting place was in a box
hung to the wall outside with a good perch
and always plenty of coarse sand in the

bottom
;
but never under any circumstances

could she be induced to go to bed before

being fed with a piece of cheese and some
hempseeds. These she would go to the
house door for, and if they had Jin-gotten

her she would keep shouting '‘Jack’’ and
“Alice” as plainly as possible, and has been
known to fly on the latch of the door and
keep pecking at it to attract the attention

of those inside.

Snap Shots From
Sheffield.

A series of short papers by the members of the
Sheffield C.B.S., and read in a competition at the
meeting of the society held June 4.

(Continued from page 31'.

Diet and Breeding.

I

T is a mistake to limit the diet of birds dur-
ing winter months. They must have suffi-

cient nourishment to keep them from get-
ting “down in the dumps” through sudden
changes of temperature. Changes of seed—not
mixed, but a pinch of first one and then an-
other—with apple, etc., should keep them fit.

Birds that are forced into condition are res-

ponsible for clear eggs. Egg food they may
have just previous to pairing up

; but do not
overdo it. If you are sure of the cock birds,

leave them with the hens while sitting. Two
feeders are better than one. and if by chance
the hen refuses to do her duty, the cock bird
may take to it with a good will.

It will do a hen good if you give a dose of
sulphate of soda (or Epsom salts) in the drin-

ker when the young are about three days oid,

or before, as the hen gets “out of order” dur-

ing sitting, and this is the cause of a lot of

trouble. The nest should be changed as soon
as necessary, as it keeps the youngsters clean

and comfortable. The old birds while feeding
young should have a good supply of hemp and
whatever green-food you use. Great care is

necessary with young birds when they leave

the nest. Milksop sprinkled with “Quinella”
(Spratt’s Patent, Ltd.) should be given occa-

sionally. Pick out your best birds, feed them
well and show them to their best advantage,
and vou will be repaid for your trouble, if not

financially, at least bv congratulations from
brother fanciers.

—“VULCAN.”
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Correspondence.
Gateshead Fanciers Please Note
Snt,—As we have not had any meetings of

llio Gateshead C.B.S. timing the past four

mouths owing to so many of our members
being engaged on munition work, and there-

fore unable to attend meetings, it has been
decided to call a special meeting, and as the

notice may not be read by all concerned if

inserted in your Club and Society Notices
column, 1 beg that you will allow me the pub-
licity of your Correspondence columns to

state that this meeting will he held on Sep-
|

teinber 11, at 7.30, at Lockhart’s Cafe, High
Street, Gateshead. Important show business
and other items will lie considered at this

meeting, and 1 earnestly hope members will

try to attend. A hearty welcome is extended
to fanciers in the district who would like to

join our society, the annual subscription to

which is only 2s. 6d., with an entrance fee of

Is. I shall ho pleased to furnish any further
particulars upon application.

6, Roxburgh Place, W. Curry, Sec.

Newcastle.

An Appeal for a Tyneside
Fancier.

Slit,

—

I am writing an appeal to which
Tyneside fanciers will, 1 hope, respond with
generosity. It is on behalf of Mr. James
Shepherd, one of the founders, and for some
time chairman of the Newcastle C.B.S. and
the Northern Yorkshire C.C. In conse-
quence of the war, Mr. Shepherd was thrown
out of employment

;
then he got work at some

military lints, but bad to spend most of 'his

wages in rent and travelling expenses, and so

was unable to save. Now he has caught
scarlet fever, and that means six or eight
weeks at least without an income, except 10s.

from the Insurance Committee, of which 7s.

goes for rent. May I ask those Tyneside
fanciers who, like myself, owe so much to

Mr. Shepherd for kindly sympathy and ad-
vice when they were beginners, to come for-

ward and assist their old friend? Air. Tin-
dale. 6, Cill Street, Bemvell

; Mr. Coutts, 122*
Brinkburn Street, Byker ; or myself, at 121,
St. George’s Terrace, Jesmond, will be
pleased to receive and forward any donation,
however small, to help oi.r friend over his
present troubles.

T. C. Crawiiall.

The Birds of Kamptee.
Sir,—1 have received Cage Birds from a

reader at Deal (Kent), and it came as a
pleasant surprise. I handed it round the com-
pany. as there are several Ashford fanciers
among us. Referring to my letter in your
issue dated July 3 (“ Where the sun does the

s—hen’s, -work ”), two of the birds hatched off,

and shortly after were running about feeding.
I am sorry to tell you they only lived about
four or five days. I don’t think the Sergeant
could have fed them correctly.

I must thank Mr. Page for information re-

garding the feeding of Indian Mynahs. At
present there are dozens of these birds leaving
their nests; we have several caged, and they
soon settle down, the old birds feeding them
through the cage bars. Indian green Parrots
and Parrakeets are very numerous here, pass-
ing over the bungalows in large flocks, some
pitching down like a flock of pigeons to feed
on the berries growing on trees around the
barracks.

Blue Jays are very plentiful
;

they are
much brighter in colour than the English
Jay. I think if some of the fanciers in

England saw these birds they would long to
possess them. The Golden Oriole is a glorious
sight when seen on the wing, with its deep
black and orange plumage; these also are
very plentiful. The prettiest birds here are a

kind of Bird of Paradise, about the size -of

a Wood-pigeon. One is a pale blue, with two
long drooping tail feathers of the same pale
blue colour. The head and neck are very
dark blue, with plenty of sheen. Another
bird (I do not know if this is the male of

the same species) is a verv dark blue, its

call iA very similar to that of a pheasant, and
it 'has the same long drooping tail feathers.
There are two birds here that are expert
thieves, the Kite and Indian Rook, or Jack-
daw. If you happen to pass from one bunga-
low to the next with a plate or dish with
any food on same which is not covered over,
you will soon lose your dinner. I have had
this happen twice with the company's butter.
The Jackdaw is very sly. and watches your
movements like a cat watching a mouse. As

|

roon as vour back is turned, into the door
or window he comes, and off he goes with a

niece of routie or any food that happens to

be in his sight. He is far more crafty than
our old Magpie and Jackdaw at home

;
two

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially
when hen# are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

men went short of their loaves this morning
through these birds. Some of us have mon-
keys as pets; we have one in our company.
This afternoon I gave him a biscuit, and 1

had hardly turned my back before there were
six or seven Jackdaws trying their hardest
to steal it from him, but I think they had
their master for once. We have plenty of

pets amongst us. One is a young panther;
another company has a fine Indian black buck,
he is very tame and runs loose, feeding out
of our hands, and he is very fond of boxing
and butting if you tease him. I have just

had a Blue-head or Lavender beaded Parra -

keet given mo by one of the boys
;

it is qqjte

a youngster, the colour just breaking through
the head and neck. NVe are able to get plenty
of bananas and monkey nuts, also insects for

the birds. There are hundreds of Swallows
or Martins flying round the bungalows now,
ar.d their nests are crowded round the eaves
and beams under the verandahs. It is quite

a different nest to that of our Swallow at

home. It consists of a woolly grey moss, or

flick from blankets, or any woolly stuff they
can find, mixed with cocoanut fibre and
feathers. The birds often fall to the ground
inside the bungalows during the evening, when
the light is bad, and we keep them prisoners

until the morning, and set them free when
it is light, otherwise they dash themselves
about so.

Snakes are very plentiful here, Cobra,
Python, and I?oek snakes. There is also an-

other reptile like a small crocodile, but its

skin is like a big lizard’s. The natives call

them Gothars. We have several of their

skins, which will make fine cigar and cigar-

ette cases. T nearly forgot to tell you that

the Cuckoo has been heard several times dur-

ing April, May. and June, but I think I have
already said too much. Wishing Cage Birds
and its readers the best wf luck during the
coming show season, and hoping to have an-

other start as soon as the war is over,

G. W. Moy.
Kamptee, India.

Greenfinch-Siskin Hybrids.

Is this a Record?

Sir,—I have now on the sticks hybrids
bred between a cock Greenfinch and a hen
Siskin, and the following is a simple account
of how I bred and reared them. My room
is 12 feet by 8 feet, and the cage they were
bred in is 3ft. 3ins. long, lft. 6ins. deep,
a«d 9ins. from back to front. I paired the
birds up about tlie first week in June, placed
a little nesting material in for them, and
found they were both eager to build their
nest. I put the nest pan in with a good
thick lining gummed inside, but the Green-
finch was not content until he had picked
and rove it all out. I placed another nest
in, the same as the first, but with the same
result, so I then decided to try with some
bran in the nest pan, and this I found worked
out all right, as they could not get it out so

well. On July 11 I got the first egg, and one
on each of the following three mornings, I

placed them under a hen Canary, fearing the
finches would spike them, or would not rear
them if they were fertile. At ten. days 1

tested the eggs and found them clear. For
a few days afterwards the hen Siskin sat

with her head under her wings, fretting, I

believe', for taking her eggs away, but soon
got friends again with Air. Greenie. On July
22 she laid again, and on the following two
mornings, so I decided to let her sit on her own
eggs. I made her a nest of cow hair, placed
the three eggs in, and found her to be a
good sitter. It was amusing to see the Green-
finch edge up and pull a tuft of hair from
the nest, but the hen would not be content
until she had replaced it in the nest. On
the ninth or tenth day I tested the eggs, and
found them fertile, though one had a slight

dint in. either through a spike from the cock
bird . or from the hen’s claw. On August 6
two birds were hatched out, and one was
dead in the shell. I watched to see what
the Greenie would do, but found when the
hen came off he was very busy feeding them.
AIv method of feeding is very plain. During
the time of incubation I iust fed on ordinary
finch mixture. On the day I expected them
to hatch out I gave the yolk of egg and
crushed hemp seed. After they were three
days old I gave abundance of seeding chick-

OLD
CALABAR
BIRO SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT CO-LIVERPOOL, ENG.

weed, also crushed sunflower. For a change
1 gave occasionally a little ground monkey
nut. These youngsters were on the sticks
at thirteen days old, which proves them to
be strong birds. They are showing plenty of
colour, and are a good size, being as big as
life Siskin up to this date. Have they been
hied in a small cage similar to mir.e, and
bred in tbe same way, namely, from a cock
Greenfinch and a hen Siskin? Wishing Cage
Birds every success.

E. Gray.
West Hartlepool

[Mr. Wesley T. Page's book, “Species which
have reared young and Hybrids which have
been bred in captivity in Great Britain,”
records the cross between the cock Siskin and
the hen Greenfinch, and this is, of course, by
no means an uzteommon one. Perhaps some
readers may know of Hybrids bred the reverse
way.—Editor, Cage Birds.]

Bradford Cinderella Show
Suspended.

Sir,—

I

am sorry to have to inform you that
although the committee of the Bradford
National C.B.A. have spent much time and
labour in making arrangements for this year's
Cinderella Show, which has been for the past
few yifars held for the benefit of a deserving
charity, yet they have reluctantly decided to
abandon the idea of holding a show for this
year. At their last meeting they had before
them a communication from the Lord Afayor
suggesting that it would not he desirable at
the present juncture to hold such an exhibi-
tion, and after serious consideration it was
decided to fall in with the Lord Alayor’s
wishes and abandon the show. We hope,
when the country becomes more settled, to
continue this charitable venture, which has
been so successful in the past, and we hope
that we may count on a resumption of the
support of the leading gentry of the district
and of fanciers in general.
The committee desire to thank most

heartily the gentlemen who had kindly offered
to officiate as judges, and also the various
specialists clubs which had granted their
patronagf We hope that the giving ur> of
our show for this year has not seriously in-

convenienced the judges and societies con-
cerned, and we assure them that the Bradford
fanciers regret very keenly the step which
they have so reluctantly been compelled to
take.

S. AIidgley, Hon. Sec.

Breeding Bullfinches in
Captivity.

Sir,—Noticing in the correspondence col-

umns of Cage Birds letters referring to the
breeding of Bullfinches in captivity, I have
decided to tell you my experiences. Early in

April my Bullies showed distinct signs of pair-

ing, and had begun to hunt about for build-
ing materials, etc., so I had hopes of great
things. However, one day I noticed that the
cock was looking most unwell, and on further
examination I found that the middle toe of
one foot had been broken, probably by a cat.

This, of course, rendered him quite lame, and
his interest in domestic pursuits vanished. His
.leg soon healed, however, and he, got more
" perky,” although the toe had to come off.

leaving only a stump. They both began to
collect nesting materials again, and I once
more got hopeful, but as I could fee no nest
appearing I had a good look through the
bushes and discovered that the hen had laid
an egg on the top of a travelling cage which
I had placed in the bushes for them to build
in. There was no sign of a nest, so I took
away the egg and looked about for something
to give them a nest in. Luckily I found an
old Hedge Sparrow’s nest in the garden, so I

put it on top of the cage where I found the
egg (laid on June 10), but when I went to get
the egg to put into it I found some one cf the
birds had dropped it on the floor and
“ cracked ” it.

The hen laid four eggs in the nest, and com-
menced to sit on June 20. but during the fol-

lowing week a pair of Goldies also decided to

start housekeeping, and nothing would please
them but Airs. Bullie’s nest, from which she
was frequently driven. Also a cock Yellow-
hammer took a great fancy to her, and wooed
her most strenuously every time she left the
nest, and in the scuffles which ensued she got
rather badly pecked about the face and head.
Needless to say Mr. Yellowhammer and Mr.
and Airs. Goldie were removed to safer quar-
ters.

The Sunday following (4th July) there were
three tiny red babies in the nest, and these
young ones grew rapidly

;
the fourth egg did

not hatch. On July 21 the youngsters left the
nest and hopped about the bushes, being fed

both parents on anything, bar egg food, which
they would not touch. Soon the hen showed
signs of wanting to nest again, and conse-

quently neglected her young, two of which
were content to sit and wait to be fed, but
the other was more energetic and followed bis

father about, ever ready to receive a mouthful.
On Saturday, July 31, I saw that the two

youngsters were in a very bad way, and so
I took them out and fed them by hand, but
one was too far gone, and died on Aug. 4.

T he other was doing very well, but one day
his cage door was left open and he got out
into the kitchen and was not found till some
hours after, by which time he had eaten dust
arid other things, and he died on the follow-
ing day. Needless to say 1 praised the person
for leaving the door open. The remaining
youngster can now feed itself and is a fine
bird, and I am waiting for it to moult to see
whether it is a cock or a hen.
The aviary in which they were bred is not

very large; it is roughly L-shaped, the arms
being 7ft. long'and 4ft. wide. The structure
is 6ft. high all over, and there are bushes of
box about 3ft. high and lft. thick along the
front, the back of the aviary being the wall
of the house. There were 15 British birds in

with the Bullies, including a Robin and a
Hawfinch, also an old male Cockatiel who is

put out during the summer for his health,
which is much improved, thanks to your ad-
vice. The young Bullies were fed on meal-
worms and their beetles, green reeds of vari-

ous plants, and ordinary hard seed, also the
soft food supplied to the Robin, but egg-food
would not be touched bv the old birds under
any circumstances. I did not allow the hen
to nest again, as I thought it rather late, and
I am glad I did not, for she is now in the
middle , of the moult, which seems to have
come early this year, my hen Redpoll being
well through it by the end of July. The
Robin was also rather early. I wish Cage
Birds every success.

J. E. Knight.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sir,—Personally, I see no use in prolonging

a discussion with anyone who can read intelli-

gence in a bird which dies of grief at having
lost a mate. Such imaginings are akin to the
fond parent who can make the English lan-

guage out of the gurgle of a three months' old
baby. The genus Homo is supposed to he
the most intelligent of all animals, but if a
human were to die of grief, he would be
written down a fool, and a fool—an unknow-
ing one—is the least intelligent of humans.
Reverting to the morality of birds, does Air.

T. consider the hen Flycatcher, which left

her five young ones to starve to death, an
exemplification of morality? The thieving
Alagpie, Jay or Jackdaw, the carnivorous
Eagles and Hawks, the habitually lazy
Cuckoo, the spiteful Robin which will beat
to death even his own brother if he intrudes
on his territory—are not their actions on a
par with the land-snatching, lust, and murder
which is taking place on the Continent at the
present time? Air. Teschemaker is an emi-
nent ornithologist, of that there is no doubt,
although we may not always agree with him-;

but if his knowledge of bees is confined to

Sir John Lubbock and At. Fabre, he should
seek other authorities, as the quotations he
gave us last week betray a woeful ignorance
of bees on someone’s part.

T. Johnson.

Sir,—I much regret that Air. Teschemaker
has spoilt a clever letter by introducing into

this debate an element of personality which
the circumstances do not warrant. I refer

particularly, but by no means exclusively, to

the sneer which accompanied his statement
that I spoke of instinct as a “ higher psycho
metric force.” As a mat£fr of fact. I used
no such phrase, but when I referred to a
“ higher psychologic phenomenon ” I used a
perfectly legitimate and relevant expression.

1 am aware that 1 brushed aside his Thrush
story with scant ceremony, and also that T

stretched my imagination somewhat to say
that bees would have done finite the same,
but when T say that I regard the hypothesis
Air. Teschemaker bases on this tale, and par-

ticularly the elaboration of it which you print
in Cage Birds of August 28. as positively
ludicrous, I think I can well claim some
measure of benevolence for the indulgent way
I handled it. I might perhaps ask what be-

came of the cock Thrush, and if. as appears
certain, he was left behind, then whv n Fly-
catcher who loses her mate ‘ knows ” she

\—
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"cannot” bring up her young, while tho

1
Thrush actually abandons her mate, appar-
ently knowing that she can dispense with his

services. Yet, although their actions are

diametrically opposed, both these birds are

said to have an almost cabalistic foresight

and intelligence. The real reason why 1 have
taken none of Mr. Teschemaker’s tales seri-

ously is that I regard the anecdotal line of

argument as both unfair and futile. My
opponent apparently imagines that he can fire

any anecdote he likes at me, and if I fail

(with the aid of such data as he himself

chooses to give me) to upset the hypothesis

he founds upon it, then his case is estab-

lished. And even should I succeed, as I did

in the tale of tho Flycatcher, it merely means
another tale the following week. This is a

one-sided line of argument, indeed, which will

not do for me. What are his tales worth as

actual evidence? At the best they are only

anecdotes ofi exceptional happenings, and have
no relation to the continuous and characteris-

tic conduct of birds generally. In fact, I

might almost argue that if the only evidence

of the existence of reasoning intelligence in

birds lies in their abnormal doings under ex-

ceptional circumstances, then the very fact

that the majority of birds act normally should

prove that they at any rate are not gifted

with a reasoning intelligence. I should not,

of course, like to adopt such an argument,
but the mere mention of it shows the futility

of the line Mr. Teschemaker adopts.

For my part I have produced evidence that

nesting and brooding are purely instinctive.

I have also advanced proof that migration

has nothing to do with voluntary action, and
here Mr. Teschemaker is silent. Although I

have raised several points indicating the

domination of instinct in the psychologic con-

stitution of birds, the foregoing is all I have
so far produced in the shape of actual proof.

It is little enough, I admit; still, it is some-
thing in such a subject as this, which is

mainly a matter of conjecture and opinion.

Anyhow. I invite proofs for the other side

of the case. Let us have evidence, based on
the ordinary and normal doings or natural

requirements of all birds, which indicates the

existence, the probability of the existence, or

even the natural necessity for the existence,

of a reasoning intelligence in those small

passerine birds to which your excellent journal

is devoted. If this be forthcoming, well and
good, otherwise I shall relinquish my part in

a discussion which has, I am afraid, lost

much of its early promise. A. R. Coe.

“ Tortured Prisoners.”
Sir,—Noticing that in what purports to be

a reply to my letter in Cage Birds of Aug.

21, Mr. F. A. Cox refers to what he calls his

“ plain facts,” I have re-read his original let-

ter in search thereof. He says in that letter

that thousands of wild birds are condemned
by their owners to “ deliberate and calculated

cruelty.” Is this one of his plain facts? If

so, will he give us details of just a few of

the thousands of cases of deliberate and calcu-

lated cruelty. Another statement by Mr. Cox
is that “ these birds are often kept in per-

petual darkness in order that they may trill

the better at singing matches.” Is this an-

other “ plain fact” ? If so, can he prove it?

The classification into “ruffians” of all who
may choose to catch a Linnet, and the state-

ment that owners of contest Linnets regard
their birds as “a medium for providing them
with extra drinks,” are not “ plain facts”;
they are exaggerated and unwarranted abuse.

In his letter in Cage Birds, Aug. 28, Mr.
Cox says that we who have not seen the things

mentioned take it as an assurance that he who
has has not, and then all the details he gives

us are that he has seen men coming away
from public houses. Well; what of it? The
last paragraph in the letter signed “Justice,”

in your issue of the same date is sufficient

answer to this. He says it does not matter
whether the birds are Linnets, Skylarks, Chaf-
finches, or Thrushes. We who know more
about it know that it matters a great deal.

Firstly, a Linnet or a Chaffinch will thrive in

a small cage, while a Skylark or a Thrush will

die. (I am not defending the use of small
cages for Linnets or Chaffinches, but simply
stating a “plain fact.”) Secondly, to write
about the caging of Linnets in terms so vague
as to mislead others into the belief that
“Thrushes are condemned to beat out their
gallant hearts, to pour forth their song of
courage, for the pleasure and profit of a pack
of ruffians,” displays either a lack of know-
ledge or a wilful desire to mislead.
Mr. Cox in his second letter says he has
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himself seen birds confined in little cages, in

which they can hardly turn round, and the
cages tied up in black cloths and suspended
over the front doors of houses during tho
whole of a sunny afternoon. Taking this as
really a “ plain fact,” if he will say where
such examples of improper bird-keeping are
to be *een by others, I think it will not be
long before some reader of Cage Birds will

see that matters are altered. Among the men
whom Mr. Cox has seen coming from public-
houses he has seen one (mark the “one”) so
drunk that he twice dropped the cage. This
as a “plain fact” is a deplorable circum-
stance, but has Mr. Cox never seen a drunken
man other than a bird-fancier? Is it fair to
brand a community for the fault of one of
its members ?

I will * not quarrel with Mr. Cox for bis
estimate of my mental blindness, but I would
ask him to be more definite as to the physical
blindness which he says he “believes” to exist
in singing Linnets. He makes more than one
reference to blindness and darkened captivity,
and he doubtless has some “ plain facts ” on
which to base his belief. The rest of his
letter consists only of expressions of opinion,
and Mr. Cox is entitled to his own, as am I

to mine. I will, however, undertake to modify
the opinions even of one so convinced as is Mr.
Cox, if he will give me tlm opportunity of
meeting him during the forthcoming show sea-
son at any exhibition of Canaries, British
birds, and Foreign birds in London or the
provinces. Bird-Keei>er.

Sir,—

I

n reference to Mr. F. A. Cox’s letter
in this week’s Cage Birds, I should like to
ask him if he has had any experience in the
keeping and management of British wild
birds. If he has not, I think he should try
the experiment, and take proper notes as to
the improvement that can be made in their
conditions of health and appearance by proper
care and attention. If he has not the time
to devote to them, I am sure fanciers would
be pleased to show him their birds if he would
care to visit them, and then, I think, lie

would alter his opinions about bird-keeping.
B. Hughes.

(Several letters held over.)

(Hub Sieports.
QUEEN’S PARK (Glasgow) C.B.S.
Meeting, Marie Stuart Hall, Crosshill, Aug.' 25, Mr.

R. Heggie presiding. Several items re annual .show
were settled. The president read a letter from
secretary intimating his retirement. Mr. A. R.
Hunter agreed to take up the duties of secretary,
Mr. A. Steel being appointed as assistant. Member
elected : Mr. E. Steel, Pollokshields. Next meeting.
Sept. 20.—Ed. Holliday, Sec,

NEWCASTLE (East End) C.B.S.
Meeting, Aug. 25, Leighton School, Heaton Road;

Mr. Hutchinson, chair. Mr. R. Havis, Blaydon, wa«
elected a member. Classification, 70 classes, arranged
for annual show:—Nor. 12 (4 nov.), Crests 9 (2 nov.),
Cinn. 5 (1 nov.), Yorks. 8 (2 nov.), Bord. 14 (2
nov.), Liz. 2, Scots Fancy 3, Mules 2, Gift 1, Brit.

9, For. 2, Sell. 3. Rules for show were drawn up
and sec. instructed to get a suitable hall.—J. W.
Coutts, Sec.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting, Aug. 28, Mr. W. Cresswell, chair. Messrs.

F. Brown and E. Marsh, South Moor, and G. Foster,
East Castle, were elected members. Decided that
schedule of 43 classes for annual show be adopted,
and that the winners of the Border Claeses be
judged for best bird and runner-up. Donations and
specials are coming in remarkably well, and every-
thing points to our show being ae big a success as
last year. We would like to see as many members
as possible attend our next meeting. Sept. 25, when
we shall get all show business settled. Sube. are
now due.—G. F. Bates, Sec.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Meeting, August. 19, Maskell’s Hotel. Unani-

mously agreed that M. G. W. Slocombe be elected
a life member, also that all members of the society
who are serving with the colours be exempt from
paying contributions. Letters read from Mr. E.
J. Banks, re holding a member’s show in October.
Sec. was instructed to write to Mrs. D. Longden
conveying the sympathy of the members in her
recent sad loss of her husband. Sec. was instructed
to call a summoned meeting in October to discuss
the holding of an open show. Owing to members
joining the army we want those who do not usually
attend the meetings to attend and take their share
in the work as the few who were present at the
meeting decline to go on unless they are supported
by the whole society. Now, members, rally up
at the next meeting, our motto should be : “Shows
as usual.’’ Members elected: Messrs. Radford,
Metcalfe, Wheeler, Emerson, and Price.—E. Thomas,
Sec.

NATIONALGREEN-MARKED Y-C.C
Meeting, August 21. Owing to unavoidable ab-

sence of the President, Mr. W. A. Cowgill, the chair
was taken by Mr. H. J. Chittenden. Members
elected: Messrs. E. Butterfield, H. Ramsbottom,
J. W. Salt, and J. Mothersdale. The following is

the list of prizes for show season, 1915-16. Cham-
pion section : 1st, N.G.M. 10 gns. trophy and 20s.

medal; 2nd, W. A. Cowgill, 5 gns. trophy and 12s.

medal ; 3rd, Edwd. Clegg, 3 gns. trophy and 8s.

medal; 4tl>, special, value 10,6, by Mr. P -Mason;
oth, special, value 7,0, by Mr. J. Chippendale.
Amateur section : 1st, gold medal, value 21s.,

by Mr. E-. Hattersley 2nd, special, value 15s.,

by Mr. L. C. Casey; 3rd, special, value 10s. 6d., by
Mr. J. Bailey. Junior Novice section: 1st prize,
value 20s.; 2nd, value 15s.; 3rd, value 10s.; all

presented by the Club. Cash specials as last year.
Mr. J. W. Ramsden's special for most points gained
by a novice or an amateur at Patronage shows.
Mr. 'John Firth was elected on the committee. As
the Club’s year-book is ready for the press, intend-
ing members should send in their names at once
for inclusion in same.—J. Chambers, Hon. Sec.

CASTLEFORO LINNET CLUB.
Annual general meeting, Aug. 21, with a good at-

tendance. Officials for coming season elected:—
Chair, W. Nelson; treas., Mrs. Parker; sec., W.
Dobson; assist, sec., B. Milner; committee; W.
Caddy, W. Watkins, J. Williams, J. Roper, J.

Brindley, J. Wuinwright, and A. Longfleld. The cup
was presented to Mr. J. Williams for tho highest
score of the year, 148 seconds out of 4 minutes ; ho
also won tho highest break with the same bird,

doing 59 seconds in one break. He is to be congratu
latcd with having a bird to win the cup and two
gold medals in one sing. S. Morley won gold medal
for best average with 761 points, the highest ever
guined. On Sept. 1 there will he an open sing, first

pair of birds in the window at 3. After the sing

thero will be- a general meeting for the alteration

of rules, and we hope all members and intending
members will turn up. Open sing Aug. 28, 12 birds:

1, Watkiss; 2, 3, W. Nelson.—W. Dobson, Sec.

OPEN NORWICH P.C.
Meeting, Market Tavern, Bradford, August 28.

Mr. W. A. Cowgill chair. Correspondence read
from societies applying for patronage, and the fol-

lowing were granted same City of Bradford, Oct.

16; Carlisle, Oct. 27 and 28; Sheffield. O.S., Nov.
5 and 6; Blaydon, Nov. 12 and 13; Halifax, Nov.

*19 and 20; London C.B.A., Dec. 10, 11, and 13. Wc
are still wanting four more to make the number
up, so will societies who would like our patronage,
and who are holding an open show on any other
date not previously mentioned above please apply
at one© so that I can have them printed in our
year-hook. Once more I appeal to Norwich fanciers
to join us, sub. 2s. 6d. a year. We are giving Mr.
E. Hattersley’s cup for most points in amateur
section, all birds to count, to be held only for one
year, and also a gold, medal, valued at one guinea,
£1 Is. along with it ; and also two other specials
besides for amateurs as follows: 15s., 2nd, 10s. 3rd.
Novices as follows: 1st 10s., 2nd silver medal with
enamel centre, 3rd 2s. 6d. special. So will amateurs
and novices rally round us and join at once. Full
particulars on application to 16, Back Manor St.,

. Eccleshill, Bradford.—S. Wilcock, Sec.

BORDER FANCY C.C.
Meeting of the patronage committee, Aug. 28,

142, High-st., Edinburgh
;
Mr. G. W. Brown, presi-

dent, in the chair, and every member of Council
present. The chairman referred to the great loss

the club had sustained during the year through
the death of Mr. Thos. Arnot, Hawick, and moved
that the sec. be instructed to insert same in

minutes, which was unanimously agreed to. The
new classification, by which Variegateds, Greens,-
and Cinnamons would be better catered for, was
considered, and the following classification agreed
upon :—4 clear or ticked, 1 each even marked,
yell., varieg. cock, buff ditto, yellow or buff varieg.

hen, yellow or buff Green cock, ditto hen, yellow

or buff Cinnamon cock, ditto lien. The committee
thought it would be advisable to grant medals to
three open shows in Scotland and three in England,
on condition that they adopt this new classifica-

tion, both to encourage members and to do our best
for the few open shows that we have this year.

Sec. was instructed to write to the sees, of the

shows selected. Where three medals are competed
for they will be for clear or varieg.. Green or Cin-

namons, and novices. A number of applications

were considered, and those whose classification did

not meet the approval of committee were to be
asked to rectify same a* early a» possible.—W. B.

Smart, Sec.

fTfie Shows.
HUDDERSFIELD O.S.

Last F.F. Show, Aug. 21, Headquarters, only 22

birds were staged, all Yorks. Mr. H. Cawtheray,
Huddersfield, judged. Cl. Yell. Yorks. (6); 1, 2,

Atkinson; 3, Wood; vhe, F. Sykes; he, c, Armstead.
Bull (3): 1, 2, F. Sykes; 3, Townend. Mkd. Yell.

(6): 1, 2, 3, F. Sykes; vhc, Shinn; he, Buttle and
Coupland; c, Armistead. Buff (7): 1, Skinn; 2, 3,

Wood ;
vhc, he, Buttle and Coupland ; c, F. Sykes.

—A. Lawford, Sec.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at

advertisement rates, three words a penny.

KIPPAX.
Members’ sing. Commercial Hotel, Aug. 28, for

three prizes: 1, Plows; 2, Collinson ; 3, Collinson;

largest break. Plows, 30; timekeepers, O. Potter,

R. Plows; tappers, J. Wallis, W. I'erkin . We are

continuing our contests for a few more weeks, and
trust members will attend.—R. Plows, Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Cross Keys Hotel. Halfpenny-lane, open Linnet

contest, Aug. 28: 1, 2, 3, Nelson. Open sing, Aug.

29; 1, Plows; 2, 3, W. Nelson.—A. Bull, Sec.
" Open Linnet contest, Woodman Inn, Horsefair,

Aug. 28; 13 entered for 3 prizes, and some very

good singing was done for four minutes’ time
singing. Mr. T. Jones carrying off all three prizes

and doing the grand score of 102 for first place.

Open sing, Aug. 29, three minutes time ; 19 birds

:

1, Watkiss ; 2, 3, Blackshear. We had a few mem-
bers from the Castleford Linnet Club, and some good
birds they have got too. We had another good
day of singing. Mr. Watkins doing a score of 100

for first in three minutes. We hope they will pay
us another visit.—J. Beard, Assist. Sec.

LEEDS.
Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane, Leeds, open match,

quality and time singing, Sept. 4 ;
three special

prizes.—(Advt.)
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Rd., open contest for quality

Linnet singing, Aug. 29, 19 birds sang for three
prizes: 1, Johnson; 2, Howarth

; 3, Wood. Judges,
Hardeastle and Naylor.—W. Naylor. Hon. Sec.

Open contest, Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lane, 16 of

the best birds in Leeds sang for three prizes, and
I feme very good singing was heard before 1 a crowded
i house, with friends from other clubs: 1, J. Parker;

2, W. Condliffe, a. Leeds Roller fancier who 7ias be-

come a member of our club, and we all wish him the

best of luck in his new fancy; 3, H. Wigfield. Messrs.

A. Bryan and T. Butterfield judged. Aug. 29, i5

birds entered: 1, Parker; 2, Wigfield; 3, Hirst.

Messrs. A. Bryan and T. Butterfield judges.—W.
Lipman, Hon, See,

Questions and
Answers.

doubts and difficulties
SOLVED BT SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten ) on one side of paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper naine and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in
orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any iueek, up to the
first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week,

(7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's” Poor
Children’s Fund (London).

(9)—AIl queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

GROWTH ON BEAK (Troubled).—Has the bird
started to moult? If not, its trouble is probably
connected with its failure to do so, in which case
it would be advisable to give it a vapour bath
as a first step, to induce it to make a start. To do
this place the bird in a small open wire cage,
stand it on a table, and arrange it so that you can
cover all over with a small blanket or shawl, leav-
ing an inch or two of space ail round it. Then
place a small mug of nearly boiling water near
the cage, and place under the cover. After 15 or
20 minutes remove the mug, but leave the cover
over the cage for another half hour or so. Then
return the bird to its cage, and keep it rather on
the warm side, and a light cover over the cage to
avoid any chill or draught. Then go on with the
following treatment:—Add to the water 20 drops
of Fluid Magnesia daily until the bowels move
freely, but not too much so. After that two days

. in every three for a week, and every second day
for another week afterwards, give instead 20 drops
of whisky, five of syrup of saffron, and as much
chlorate of potash as will cover a sixpence. In

addition to the usual seed diet give a morsel of
bread and milk with two drops of cod liver 51
emulsion on it, and well sprinkled with maw seed,
every second day, and a half-ripe, plantain stalk
or some green salad daily. Just moisten the swel-
lings over the beak with sulphur ointment, and
then dust well with dry boracic acid twice a week
for a month if necessary; probably they may dis-

appear in less time than that. If the bird is

already moulting naturally, you need not give the
vapour bath, but give the rest of the treatment,
and if the bird is not considerably better in a
fortnight or so, please write again, and repeat
particulars, and I will advise you further.

EATS ONLY RAPE (G. R. Mason).—If the bird

keeps apparent’^ in good health and condition,

there is really nothing to worry about, because it

eats nothing but rape. You have doubtless- a very-

good sample of summer rape, or it would not per-

haps be so partial to it, and there is no harm at
all in good sound rape. Many roller fanciers would
be only too glad for their birds to subsist almost
entirely on it. See that you get a good sound and
sweet canary seed, ar.d then nearly fill the seed-

box with this each day, place a small teaspoonful
of rape on top. and just stir it slightly into the
top layer of canarv. If you do this systematically

for a time the bird will doubtless gradually ac-

quire a taste for the canary seed. Give half a
teaspoonful of the mixed seed separately twiee

a week, and once a week a morsel of bread and
milk, or a small teaspoonfnl of any good substi-

tute for egg-food. Give a small spray of green

food each day. Restlessness in a young bird is not
necessarily a sign that anything is wrong with its

health, but rather the reverse.

ABOUT HENS (Yorkshire Hens).—(1) There is

no reason why the young hens bred last season,

and which have not nested this year, should not

breed quite successfully next season, provided they

are in good robust health and active condition.

You do not say anything about their nesting per-

formances this season, so I cannot form any
opinion as to the probable cause, but I see no
reason whv you should not give them" another

chance with the above conditions. (2) I take it

this question means at what age does a hen

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR § FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to thes«e eubjecU.
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Offices : idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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gome useless ns n sloik bird. It' this i- eo, tho

answer G that no Uetlultc age can lie mumd, be-

cause individuals vary Immensely in tin- re- peet.

t.»me liens rapidly ln.se tlieir reproductive powers

utter the second or third -iisoii, whilst i.thers

will make very serviceable stock .mis for eight or

nine \ ears, and there are exceptional case, which

have hied well longer than this. Hut. as a rule,

one ina \ expert a diminution id power- altr. tie

fsmrth «• earon. so Unit only lien- of euamtlonaly

.rood pedigree, or those which consistently pro-

dure wiling with some ontsl .Hiding lealure, and

still isliow signs of healthy vigour, need he kept

EFFECT OF PLUCKING (C. P. \\ .). It Is ex

trcmch 'doubtful whether the feathers that were

i»l iiikoil will be pipultcd again in t he m ult that

i about lo commence, therefore as the |ihiekiiig

irriii's to have been very extensive. I should ad-

vi,e x ou not to colour- Iced the bird this time,

but keep it fur non led classes if you wish to

exhibit 11. Von would certainly got a patchy

mottled appearance If you colour-fed it ill pn-.nt

"in breed INC (Ulnlrhill). You omit two ImporE

nit d tails in ' our fpicry which rathei limits the

"f,„ H :v[ anv rep v ;
the colour of the parent*

Of tim- . w.ui.g, and the Dree nestlon. in any

case the mating \ou suggest i» elos r than should

be unless there is soul • df Unite object In view, a«

he chanees of a considerable loss of n/e are very

great. It would, however, be better to intorcro s

the parents with the voting than to erot- the youn.

only among themseiv,.- Thus yotb will see ewxt .^
s

little .sbe ill the progeny. If the old (Oik is a

reflow,' mate him with young t
p'n'V

iiut if a buff mate him with , ’ol
^,fL’

e
t
?°U“

1

*
t

I

er 0f

Tho clear bul? voum; cock mate with till

liU mother and also with the lightly mark-ed)cHw#

voting hen. it this bird is not used w, h the oM

i oek The clear \ctlow young cock mate w ,tli tne

remaining old lien', which, again, is the Mat-dr of >t*

mother I should not advise you to .inter-breed

witli anv of the progeny of these matings again,

esneeinlb if the birds are Norwich. or any other

breed w here size and substance are a consideration.

CANARY QUERISTS

should consult St. Johns "Canary Breeding lor Be-

ginners'' (7 d.); Houses •• Canary Manual
_

0/2).

Battue's " Yorkshire Canaries" (l/li)> Houses *'or-

wich Canaries" (l'l): Weston's “Stock book ('«•))

I)r. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Ferer ' (<d.)
;

^oriunu »

".‘triiiries, llircl-rooms. and Cages' (2/3) ;
Hamsden t

"Colour feeding" (8(d.) :
"Seeds and foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2): or the “Nutshell" booklets (-id. each).

No. 5 "The I'et Canary." No. C “ Ailing Hirds am,

tlow to Cure Them." No. I)
“ The Disinfection of

Cages. Hinl-rooms. etc.," No. 10 "The Roller,

The Harder fancy,'' No. 24 “ Green Canaries. All

thoroughly practical and instructive. I rice* qu

are post free, from “Cage birds,'' 104. I Ice

l

s.rcet

,

London , E.C.

BIRDS IN BEDROOM (Robertson).—I am afraid

it can lie onlv the outcome of absolute ignorance to

assert, that it is necessarily unhealthy to sleep in

the same room as Canaries are kept in, provided, of

course that the hobby is kept within reasonable

limits.' It the room is of fair size, hygienic, and

properly ventilated, so as to make it a healthy

domicile for human beings, the latter would take

not tb • slightest barm from the presence of a tew

birds comfortably accommodated in a corner, set

apart for them. Oil the other hand, if the room

were in anv wav unhygienic or inefficiently ventilated,

the laid effect 'of these conditions would be seen in

and felt pc’ .the birds much sooner than by the

human occnpafrt^ they being far more susceptible

to these adverse conditions than humans. There

are more than a few people who have no other con-

venience for housing their pets, who do as you sug-

gest doing and .-o long as they attend with scrupu-

lous care to the sanitary conditions, I do not think

they will ever be a "penny the worse in health

tor' it. But if either suffered l am sure the Birds

would be the first victims.

CANARY WITH COLD (E. Altfrey).—Keep the

bird in a fairly warm place where the temperature

i- equable keep a light cover over the cage, and

withhold the hath until all symptoms ot cold have

disappeared. Every second day lor a fortnight, in

addition to the usual seed diet, give half a tea-

spoonful of crushed spouse cake with four drops of

sherrx and two of cod liver oil emulsion mixed in

it ()n the alternate days add to the drinking water

four drops each cf oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha

wine, and sweet spirit of nitre. It net quite well at

the end of a fortnight cr so. write again, and re-

peat particulars, and X will advise you further.

LOSS OF SONG (Wellington).— It is not at all un-

usual for a cock to cease singing for the time being

when mated with a hen. whether the mating is suc-

cessful or otherwise does not atiect the matter in

the least, and it cannot ho termed a complaint in

any sense of the term It is rather an idiosyncrasy,

harmless enough, of tb.° individual, and such cocks

often recommence singing as scon as taken away
from the hen, or. at least, as scon as the moult u
quite finished, as they are not always separated

until the. breeding season is over, and the moult is

about to begin. But your query rather suggests

that the birds have oniv iu-t lately ceae-ed singing,

and if that is the ease, the stoppage is probably

due to the approach of the moult, as it is quite

the rule fur cocks after their first season to cease

singing during the moulting , -ason. It is only the

few exceptions that go to prove the rule that sing

through the moult. Therefore, I do not think you

need worry at all about them not singing just now.

Keep them rather on the warm side as soon as

thev drop into moult, see that they are not ex-

posed to cold draughts or chills, and give a morsel

of bread and milk sprinkled with soft sugar, or a

little egg-food as a substitute, three times a week,

and aim at getting them through a quick and com-

plete moult. At the end of it you may add to the

water 20 drops of whisky, ten of lemon juice, and a

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote ehenpest rates for shipping, ptc„ or

Live Stock to any part of (be world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Clom, London, E.C

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universe' Carriere. Estabilzhwl 1879.

drop of pure honey about the size of a small pea,
Hire" times a week for a week or two.
BALD HEAD (II. G.).—The red mites may, Of

course, be an Indirect cause of file loss of feather*,
hut are in no s n -e a direct one. Thoroughly over-
haul the cage and see that the mites arc extermin-
ated as far as possible, a« you will have iset-n ad-
li ed in detail In these replies quite recently. Allow
bird to Imthe as freely a- it likes, provided it doe*
not -how .signs of chill afterwards. Then treat as

follows for a month Or six w: el,.,. and the bird
fliould come through the moult, if not quite in fault-

I * , plumage, as nearly so as you can expect to get

it again In addition to the staple seed diet, give

twice a week a small teaepoonful of a mixture of

equal parts hemp, niger, white millet, teazle,

chopped sunflower seeds, and broken groats. Every
third day give also a morsel of bread ajid milk the

size of a haz-l nut dusted with flour of sulphur,

and then sprinkled with soft .sugar, and on the day

following this add to the drinking water ten drops

of lemon juice amt as much chlorate of potash as

will cover a sixpence. If new quills appear about

the neck at the end of a month you may cease

giving the sulphur and potash, etc., in the water,

and add to the water Instead 20 drop* of Chemical

Rood every second day during the last fortnight of

the course of treatment. Glad you found previous

advice useful.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND 22YBRI33S

Answered by H. NORMAN.

TREATMENT OF CREYPATES (A. Mack).—

I

have no doubt your Greypates are in the moult;

probably you are not well up in birdy matters, so

you may not detect it, and, if as you say they are

wild, anv loose feathers would soon be fanned out

of the cage. The seeds you are giving them are,

rather too stimulating for general use. You had.

better make up the following mixture: Teazle 4

parts, canary 3 parts, hemp 2 parts, summer rape

-j- part, and give them this as stock food. Also

mix 3 parts niger to 1 of maw, and give a little

every other day. Crack some, sunflower seeds anil

give daily. If you can procure a good brand of

wild seed mixture, they could have a spoonful of

it occasionally. This you would find particularly

useful during the winter months, but just now
you should be giving them a liberal supply of wild

food, which you can collect for yourself, especially

thistles. These are in their prime now, and if you
iak-o a trip to the Helds and waste, places with

a decent sized bag, you can get enough in an hour
or so to last some time. The seed heads should

be, laid out in the suii to thoroughly dry before

storing. In addition to these you can get sow
thistle, hard heads, plantains, etc. Failing a good
supply of these, give the birds a little seed that
has been kept damp for a few days until It com-
mences to germinate. Keep them in a fair sized

cage. Get them as steady as you can, and let

them bathe frequently. Do not spray them unless

you are obliged to, as it is much better for them
to bathe naturally. If they are cock birds they
will commence to sing as soon as they are through
the moult. Do not leave off their present seed too
suddenly. Break them from it carefully.

TROUBLE WITH LINNETS (Robt. Melvin).—
Personally, I have never had any troub.le in moult-
ing Linnets, either in cage or aviary, and I am
rathqr surprised that you should fail with these
and succeed with ail the other Finches. I think
you would have been wise to have sent one of the
dead birds to Mr. Yates for post-mortem examina-
tion : it would probably have given you the clue
you want as to the proper treatment. If your
Linnets are with other birds it is just possible you
are feeding rather heavily, and Linnets cannot
stand rich food. If this is the case, I would
advise you to try a change of diet, and feed as
follows: Canary 3 parts, teazle. 2 parts, -summer
rape and charlock I part each, and supply them
liberally with wild food, and if you think you
would like to give them something in the way
of soft food, let it be soaked seed. A pinch of
salt occasionally at the bottom of the cage aids
digestion. I fear I cannot advise you further with-
out knowing more of your 'treatment.

STOCKING AVIARY (T. S. F.).—I gather from
your sketch of aviary and notes that you want one
of your compartments for breeding, and the other
for singing birds and birds of plumage. Taking
No. 1 aviary first, you could turn in there from
4 to 6 Canary hens, and two cock Canaries, or, if

you preferred to breed Mules, a couple of stout
Goldfinches, or even one Goldie and a Linnet or
Greenfinch. Do not overcrowd this breeding aviary.
You will probably do better with 4 healthy hens
than G, although in aviary breeding one generally
has to remove a hen or two as the season goes on.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult lloulton’s great work, "Cage-Bird
Hybrids’' (7 / 0) : Norman's "British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Cart 1

“HardbUls” (1/1), Part 2 "Soft bills"

(1/1) ; "Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);
"Seeds, foods, and Wild Plants” (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding "

(1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird
ferer

''
(id.); "Colour-feeding ” (31d.); or the "Nut-

shell ” booklets (2jd. each); No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2. “ Linnet, " No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song
Thrush and blackbird." No. 11 “ bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch," No. 22 “ Siskin,
Redpoll, and Twite," No. 23 “ Small Insectivorous
birds." No. 2G " Barge Insectivorous birds," No. G
" Ailing birds and llow to Cure Them." No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from " Cage
Birds," 154, fleet Street, London, E.C.

I notice on the drawing of No. 2 aviary you say
"How many Goldfinches and Bullfinches ?" Half-a-
dozen birds would he sulficient for this aviary. If

you have all cocks, you can please yourself as to
your mixture, but if you include both sexes, you
had better have one pair of Bullfinches and a cook
Goldfinch with two liens. Hen Bullfinches do not
as a Tide agree very well together. Get these
hirds as soon as you can and turn thin in before
the winter. (2) The seed you sent is called Per-
siearia. It is useful in wild seed mixtures. The
grains are very hard when ripe, and consequently
birds only take it sparingly.

FEEDING YOUNG BLACKBIRD CS

.

V Charles).
—The sample of food you sent is all right for the
purpose it is Intended, but I would advise yon to
feed your bird on something more nourishing.
Blackbirds are scarcely so robust as most people

think, and I fear there are many badly fed. You
had better procure a lb. of inseetile food, as used
for Warblers, urul feed him on this, mixing It with,
shaped carrot or damping it with a spoonful of
fresh milk You will get far mote song out of your
bird with generous treatment. Dissolve as much
Glaiilur's salts as will cover a sixpence in two
tablespoonsful of water, and give him for one day
only, repeating the <Iom- three days later. I think
you would do better to keep him inside for a time
ami partly cover the cage with a thin cloth; this
will assist him to shed his feathers, and help you
in getting him steady. You should speak to iilrn
quietly when you go near the cage, and a good
time to do this is directly after he has bad his
bath. Birds .soon get to know their attendants,
and the Blackbird, as a rule, is not a very difficult
subject to manage Do not forget to give him all
the insects you can gather, also plenty of fruit,
liie wild Blackbirds are living on it just now;
apple* and pears arc, their favourites.

would accommodate 4 pairs of birds, but it is not
large enough for them to nest in. If you are
desirous to breed in it you would do far better to
give it up to one pair only; your chances of suc-
cess would then be much better. Anyway, if vou
would be content to have them for pleasure, only,
the three pairs you mention ami one other would
do nicely. Linnets would suit you; they are not
quarrelsome nor greedy. (2) You are not obliged
to have all cock birds; properly assorted pairs
agiee well and, to iny mind, are far more interest-
ing than single birds. If you decide to have all
males, your selection could include one or two
Buntings, These agree, as a rule, very well with
I- inches and are content if they get plenty ofcanary seed, and it’ you have these in an aviary
It is as well to keep a vessel full of this seed for

,

I

j

1 ' ^ good staple food for a mixed aviarywould be: Canary seed 3 parts, teazle 2 parts, rape
- parts. Also little sunflower daily, and every
other day a spoonful per bird of wild seed mixture,

Ir'n V°i"
can ptirc-hi.sc in packet form from mostcorn dealers. See that it. is wild seed—not simply
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i ,'vay as °.ne tioes with ordinary cagesA smaU bath cage with bath fitted to it can bepurchased at any bird dealer's.
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POREIGNT BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. RAGE, F.Z.S.

BUDGERIGAR® NOT FEATHERING (Tickle).

-

Budgerigars that have been inbred for severagenerations, that have been allowed to exhausthemselves by too continuous breeding, and bird

vouno th
e
nf

grtirl

f

old
,,
and exhatisteu, often tliroi

v ?an = that do not leather properly. Tour birds mau timateiy feather all right, as they are strong amotheiwrse fit. Keep them by themselves iii a room
, 'Efi
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,
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.

naljle them to be active. Give theiia little scalded biscuit daily, lightly spreading iwiJi cod liver oil emulsion and dusting it with sul
P
;',
Ur

‘f
tlK‘> l/refer it better so, you can make

.sop of the biscuit, using, of course, the emulsion am
sulphur as above. While it lasts supply seeding am
flowering grass ad Jib., also grit, and keep cuttle
bone continually in the cage; otherwise the ordiu
ary dietary will .suffice. I advise, however, ktepin
a millet spray hanging from the top of the cage
as picking out the seeds will supply them witl
healthy exercise. Apart from this there is nothin
else to do but wait on nature to right matters. I
the birds keep strong and continue to do well
undoubtedly the feather* will ultimately be pro
duced Do the other hand it is possible that in
herent weakness may develop, and that they may le«
some of the few feathers they now posses® - in sucl
case the best thing is to have them painlessly de
ftroyed. If the parents of these bring ctf anbthe
brood similarly deficient in plumage, then I shouli
not permit them to breed again, at any rate, not fo
some considerable time.

LEMON-CRESTED COCKATOO NESTING
(N.H.W .).—

1

do not think the Lemon-Crest has been
bred in captivity in the British Isles; at anv rate,
my mem-cry does not recall any such instance. But
it was bred at liberty in, the grounds of NorthreppV
Hall. There is, of course, quite an -element of risk
in removing the fowl's egg, all must depend upon
the demeanour of the birds; if wu can- remove it
unobtrusively it would be better tc do so, but 1
should advise having a Warmed dummy egg similar to
one of their own to put in It* place; of course, if
the lien’s egg hatches out the chick will have to
be removed at all risks. Two to three eggs are
usually laid. As regards diet, keep up the ordinary
menu

; supply also broken biscuits, ripe fruit, grecn-
iood, nuts, dry boiled, potato, carrot and stale
crust* of bread. While feeding young they may he
given mealworms, and any large smooth caterpillars
obtainable; wood-boring larva; would be very accept-
able, especially large ones. If another egg is laid
I should risk the removal of the fowl’s egg, if you
can get access to the nest w’itkout causing a dis-
turbance or driving off the incubating bird. It i« a
most interesting event, and I hope- you will com-
municate the result to the Editor in due course. I

had better, perhups, arid that these birds develop
slowly, and that the young are Likely to remain in
the nest nearly three months, or more.

GREEN PARROT WITH DIARRHEA OT. F ).— You do not mention the kind of Parrot it is, which
makes it rather difficult to be as definite as one
would like as to it* diet. It should not have soft-
food, anil po.-.sibl.v this lies at the root of the
trouble ; however, you had better give a little soft-
food till the diarrhoea yields; prepare it so: into a
teacup put one teaspooiiful cornflour, ditto of con-
densed milk, and half a teaspoonl'nl of cod liver oil

emulsion, beat into a .paste, then fill the cup barely
half (say, one-third) full of boiling water, and
again tir well: while still hot pour this over either
stale bread, plain biscuits, or sponge cake. Give
this daily till the dlarrhcea yields, and when this
occurs write again at once, it will be well also to
lightly colour the drinking water with chemical
foods Give the following seed mixture: one quart
each (best only) white out* and giant cumin seed,
and one pint each sunflower seed, wheat, dgrl, hemp,
and shelled pea-nuts, well mix and keep tupply iu

cage. Also supply ripe fruit, piece dry biscuit,
sponge cake. Keep cuttlebone and Parrot grit con-
tinually in the cage, also u piece of a thick branch
for it to exercise its mandibles upon. As the bird
has been in bail health for'soine weeks- you cannot
look lor rapid amendment, but links s too far gone
tlu-re should sco-n be a slight improvement at auj-
rafce.

TANAGERS AND SUGARBIRDS (Bingley).—

I

should need a whole puge to properly answer your
queries. A good inseetile mixture (soft-food), ripe
fruit, milk-sop , and a few live insects. In an out-
door aviary you had better -supply all the above and
leave the birds to help themselves. It is most diffi-

cult to lay down any rule as to what species of
'J’anagcrs will agree together, much depends on the
size -of the aviary and the extent of its cover; it Is

best, however, to choose species which are dissimi-
lar in colour when they are to occupy the same
aviary. Yes, they can be kept in cages during the
winter, keeping a watchful oversight that they do
not become over-fat. Tanagers so far have been
shy breeders in captivity, but the Scarlet, Blue,
and Black have all reared young in captivity. I have
kept Violet, Blue, Black, Maroon and Scarlet Tana-
gers together in a large garden aviary. Their tong
i-s of varying merit, the Violet is a good songster. I

must know size of aviary before I can express any
opinion as to bow many pairs it will accommodate

;

it would be better to put other softhills with them

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's " foreign Birds for Beginners”
(1/1J); Arthur's ''Budgerigars and Coclcutiels" (Cd.);
Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);
“Aviaries, Birdrooms, und Cages" (2/8); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants " (1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Pcver ” (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3jd.); or the
"Nutshell'' booklets (2 [d. each); Ho. G " Ailing Birds
and llow to Cure Them," No. !»

" The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ GoulJutn finches,"
No. IG "Avadavats," No. 17 "The Greg Parrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars," A'o. 19 “The Pekin Robin,'' No. 20
"Vfaxbills." AH thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free front “ Cage Birds,"
134, fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

than giv# the aviary entirely up to the Tanagridae.
I can only say that the male Violet Tanager is rich
violet-black above, with the crown of the head and
under-parts rich cadmium yellow

;
the hen is princi-

pally olive green, greyer and lighter on the ur.-dcr-

parts. Sugarbirds do well on a syrup sop of Mellin’s
food, Horliek’s malted milk, and honey, mixed with
boiling water Tlieir song does not amount to a
great deal, but some cl them have a cheery, pleas-
ing little lay. They will do in the same aviary with
Tanagers, but you must be careful what you mix to-

gether. I should suggest two pairs only, say, either
Blue, and Yellow -winged, or Blue^and l’urple Sugar-
birds. Other parts of query s-ame a* Tanagers.
They will do well in, the winter caged ami in the
temperature of an ordinary living room, but must
rot be subjected to draught*. Sugarbirds have not
yet been bred in captivity, though in several
aviaries -success has been all but obtained. The
foreign Starlings make better aviary birds than
cage bird®; as- regards the latter condition they are
about ou a par with our English bird. If there were
a shelter attached to your aviary they would live

out cf doors ail the year round. Malabar Starlings

have reared young in my aviary this season. One
pair coukl be kept with the Tanagers, etc. Your
aviaries (should be far more workable if a shelter

shed, say, Oft. square, w ere attached to each ;
the

shelter should be span-roofed, and can b-e quite

open to the aviary; the walls should have “a hedge"
of twiggy branches fixed all round them. The
F.uphonia TanageT*. cf which the Violet is one, and
the Chlorophonia Tanager, of which the Necklace/Ns

a representative, are different species. Once esta-

blished, however, and treated as you suggest, most
species of Tanagers and Sugarbirds should prove

fairly long-livers, but vou are almost sure to get

annoying losses in getting your collection together,

unless you procure acclimatised birds, and even

then a removal from one locality to another is al-

ways attended with a certain amount of risk.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and repmt upon dead
cage birds for a fee of la. (id. each bird; for reply

direct. 2s. Gil.: analysis 21s. Subjects for post

I mortoin examination must he sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dead’ bird. Send by letter-post; It is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post.. Any bodies sent to

the office of this naper will be thrown away, and it

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender's.

GENERAL,
Answered bv THE EDITOR.

H. R Conron.—The reed heads you send are those

of the common ragwort (Scnecio Jacoboea). This

seed forms a capital addition to the diet of Linnets,

Redpolls, and Goldfinches, but would not he in

itself sufficient as a stock foed.
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Septum hi it 4, 1915, CAGE BIRDS 8-5

\V ANTIC It. good healthy Norwich, Yorkshires mid
liorders, also all kinds of British birds; prompt
cash; approval ; Value, 0, Stlrllng-st., City Glasgow.

(4881

WANTED, Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, fan
arics, half grown chickens, young rabbits; stuto

lowest price cash: Bruin, Merchant, Aston, lliriu-

inghain. (SMI)

WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; hen

fanarios, 1 each; large ones, 1/3; any ipiantity :

.1 flower, 15, Pollard Kow, Bethnal Urcen-rd.,

London. (487)

WANTED, large or small quantity of Goldfinches,

Itnlltinehes. and large hen Canaries, slate price:

Thomas* Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Bir-

mingham, (437)

WANTED, box-moulted Linnet or Gohlllnch, in

lull song; exchange lady's excellent -silver watch;
no postcards answered : Occupier, 23, Alfred-st.,

Shrewsbury. , (437)

WANTED. 11)15 Canaries, fairs, Cockatiels, Larks,

Linnet®, (.'old'flmhes, Greenfinches, young rabbits,

prompt ca.-h ; banker's references: Hope, 45, Great
Bridge, Tipton. (435)

WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also British birds.

Parrots, Guinea Pigs, anything, for resale; state

lowest price, to : Mr. C. A. Paine, 54, Charlotte-

st., Portsmouth.
,

(428)

WANTED. Canaries, British and Foreign birds.

Dogs, Puppies, Monkeys, Ptfrrots, Rabbits Pigeons,

Cavies; purchase, or exchange laying pullets: Bar-

low'.* Aviaries, Greenwich. (436)

WANTED for prompt cash all kinds of healthy
Canaries and Mules, also Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-

tlnches; send lowest price to: A. Leiteli, East End
Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (390)

WANTED, cobby even nurked Fox Terriers, Irish,

Welsh, Scotch, West Highlanders, Poms, York-
shires, Schipperkes, PtVmgese, also litters <jf

puppies (no bitches): ,1. Baker, Commission Agent,

20, Princess-st., Ardwlck, Manchester. (431)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good large young birds, will give 5/- to 6/- couple,

any quantity; also Norwich, Mules
;

particulars,

price; bankers, London County and Westminster;
'phono 3317 Dalston ; stamp reply: Oliver and Co.,

101, Bridport-pl., Hoxton, (423)

WANTED
2,000 Norwich and Yorkshires, also Goldfinch Mules
and Bullfinches, Siskins, etc., will give best market
price obtainable; stamped envelope for reply: Enoch
Power, Bird Specialist, 89-91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch.
London, E. (432)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen

;
Goldfinch Mulee,

liens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone. (341)

WANTED
any quantity of 1915 Canaries, including Borders,
Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; good prices
given; cash by return of post; no waiting: G. Chap-
man, High-st., Birmingham.

[SALE or EXCHANGE.
Mainly British,

j

EXCHANGE a large Green Norwich cock, value
10/6, for cock Siskins; approval: Ley, 17, Waungoch,
Nantymoel, Glam. . (435)

YELLOW variegated Norwich cock, variegated Red-
poll Mule, cock; exchange cock Siskins; sell, 9/-:

Stewart Allan, Coattown, Wemyss, Fife. (435)

GOOD cock Goldfinch Mule, and good Yorkshire
lien, exchange good gramophone and records ;

yours
first: G. Cawley, Soutlmiead-lane, Henstridge. (431)

COCKS, 2 Brown Linnets, 2 Chaffinches 2 Bramble-
finches, 2 Greenfinches, in aviary since February

;

exchange other birds: Higgins, 9, Newton-st., Hulme,
Manchester. (433)

SELL, or exchange for anything useful, house-
moulted brown Linnet, two Linnet cages, two box
cages, one hanging cage, all in new condition; ap-

proval: West, 27, New Row, Oakenshaw, Willington,

Durham. (431)

EXCHANGE, exhibition hand-lreared cock Jay,

making fine talker, sell 4/0, with cage 6/-; hand-
reared cock Blackbird, singing, 2/6; with cage. 4/-;

both 4 months old: Mr. Riley, 766, Forest-rd., Walt-
hamstow. (423)

WHAT offers; pairs Bullfinches, Siskins, Goldies,

Chivffioehes, Yellowhammers or Rollers, aviary, for

telescope, leather case, extends 2ft, piccolo : both
perfect; approval; yours first: H. Foster, The Lilacs,

Darlaston, St.
,

Staffs. Letters only. (431)

EXCHANGE-, hand-reared cock Thrush, and cage, 2
years old; cock Blackbird and cage; cock Greenfinch,
moulted, two years; hen Norwich, pair has bred
good Mules

;
and five pairs of good Canaries ; for

gramophone and records, or Whippet dog ; must do
12) : Ward, 12, Coatlleld-lane, Leith, Scotland. (436)

Mainly Canaries. [

'NINETEEN Yorkshire Canaries; sell or exchange;
xvhat offers- Uttlcy, Caldene-aven., Mytholmroyd,
Yorks. (434)
SALE, or exchange, 5 Canaries, 2 cocks, 3 hens (no

dogs): Mrs. C. Wright, Junr.. Horseheath-nL, Lin-
ton, Cambs. (429)
EXCHANGE, 5 hen Canaries, for 3 cock Goldfinches,
on hard seed; Goldies first: T. Lister, Bee.cholm,
Leven, Fife. (430)
EXCHANGE 8 1915 Canaries for 2 pairs aviary,

hied adult Green Budgerigars: Holdstoek, Dydene,
Ivy-rd., Luton, Beds. (432)
WILL exchange 2 pairs Norwich and 1 pair York-

shires for gent.ls cycle, or sell 10/0 pair: Noakes,
Hylands, Hailsham, Sussex. (431)
EIGHT hens, one cock 1914 Borders, 20/- lot; ex-
change Yorkshires, flight, oilers : Childers, 114,
Wocdpecker-rd., New Cross. (431)
EXCHANGE, two cocks, four hens. Yorkshires; 4-

compartment, two double breeders, for cycle, sell

49/-: Malone, 113, High-st., Jarrow. (432)

EXCHANGE a high class Yorkshire cock, value
10/6, for young Bullfinch and Greenfinch hens to
value; approval both ways: Ley, 17, Waungoch,
Nantymoel, Glam. (435 )

FIVE Black Minorca hens, 1914 hred, unrelated
cockerel, 1915, 30/-, qr exchange for good pair York-
shires; approval; yours first; no rubbish wanted;
stamp reply : Hubbard, 52, Penygraig-rd., Peny-
eraig. (430)

|
Miscellaneous.

|

EXCHANGE box of Joiner's tools for Canaries: for

particulars of content* apply Wilson, 6, Kcmpton
rd., New Ferry. (434)

Hilt sale, Silver-Grey Yorkshire hitch, in which

by toy Yorkshire, 30/-: Allsopp, Queeii's-rU., Car-

croft, Dot)(Ulster. (432)

WANTED, Canaries, for cash, or exchange Scotch

blanket*, full size, value 25/-: Andrew Dawson, 689,

l)iike-st.. Glasgow. (485)

i
PLATE shutter camera, tripod, ad uecc-sories,

35 , or exchange’ for good gramophone : Booth, 3,

Crow Nest, Burnley. * 481

)

WHITE hob Ferret and coloured Ferret, splendid

workers; exchange 2 cock Canaries: Morris, 84.

Catheripe-st., Hereford. (435)

EXCHANGE smooth Fox Terrier dog for Parrot,

Norwich Canaries, or 22-bore rifle: J. l-ux, 1,

Churcb-st., Workington. (430)

LOOK! Beautiful toned five-string banjo and ease:

exchange anything useful : Glover, -I, Broadgiv -n-

rd., Oid Swan, Liverpool. (435)

9ft. LIGHT rod, quantity tackle, 7/C; exchange lor

rabbits, fowls or Canaries; flute, 2/0: Middleton,

96, Norttigate, Canterbury. (484)

THREE 9in. brass gas brackets, new, also gas ring,

exchange Canaries, fowls:' Golding, Decorator, 19,

Brunswick Close, Cleikenwell. (436)

J. PLATE Magazine Camera (Mascot), perfect, three

razors
;

exchange pair Budgerigars, songster or

records : 43, Bristol-rd., Coventry. (485)

EXCHANGE pair prize-bred Belgian Hares for O.K.

S Bantam*, or good pullets; particulars; Carter, 45,

Kaxtbrook-rd., Waltham Abbey, Essex. (431)

OFFERS wanted for 3 pairs Rollers, 3 Norwich

hens 3 Roller hens, 1 cock Goldfinch, 1 cock Bull-

finch’: West, Brltannia-st., Aylesbury. (434)

EXCHANGE Whiteley Exerciser, Hercules strength,

good condition, for young Yorkshires: F. Smith,

Crow Hail Farm, Felling, Co. Durham. (432)

CHILD'S chair, high, low and rocking combined,

15 /. ;
exchange Canaries, Rollers preferred : Parker,

09 Millbank-st.,»Northam, Southampton. ,(431)

EXCHANGE strawberries and other plants for

present planting, tor Canaries or British: offers

wanted: Collins, Morehard Bishop, D:von. (435)

H 1RMSWORTH Self Educator, new, full series (49),

cost 28/7 exchange Parrot, talker: no rubbish: Hib-

hert, Hibbert-st., South Reddish, Stockport. (430)

EXCHANGE best quality ladies’ and gent.'s silver-

mounted umbrellas for cock Canaries: offers: Dobbs,

8«6, Rochdale-rd., Umbrella Manufacturer, Man-
chester.

, T .

FOR sale, two pairs of Borders, one cock Linnet,

lot 25/-; exchange, for I'onii, poultry house, or

bicycle, anything: Edwards, 159, High-st., Street,

Somerset. (431)

GENT.’S cycle, good order, sell 30/-; Bethreena

folding car, cost £2 10/-, sell £1; wanted, disc

records, anything : Poore, 227a, TJttoxeter-rd., Lorig-

ton. Staffs. (435)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

LEADFOtL, 14 by llin. sheets, pine form length

9ft., quantity enamel, window letters ;
approval ; ex-

change Canaries; offers: Broxup, Hairdresser, Colne-

rd., Burnley. (433)

THREE hand-reared Sparow Hawks, perfectly clean

and healthy, three months old, 5./- each, splendid

specimens i'or stuffing or pets : C. Pont, Sudbrook,

Ancas^er,- Lines. (435)

TWO Fox Terrier pups, dog and hitch, 8 weeks; ex-

change for Talking Parrot, cock Goldfinch songster,

H.-M., -or lOin. records: Hawkes, 278, High-st..

Manor Park, London. (433)

EXCHANGE Partridge net, 80 yards by 0), black,

for H.-M. cock Goldfinch, Siberian preferred; sell

10/-; approval both ways: J. Mallatratt, 11, Birk-

land-st., Mansfield, Notts. (435)

HANGING sign, 3ft. 4in. x 2ft. 5in„ with ironwork,

cost £2 10/-; 15/-; exchange cock Rollers, British

cocks, or offers ; letters please ; stamp ;
sketch sent

:

Chadwick, Tool Dealer, Wrexham. (435)

GENT.’S overcoat, fit man 5ft. 9ins„ almost new,

accept 15/-, cost 45/-; splendid rifle, perfect condi-

tion, 10/6, cost 35/-; exchange livestock: Seeds-

man, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (434)

GRAND stud Dutch and English rabbits; self black,

white, and cream cavies; winners or breeding stock;

cheap'; list ; exchange Canaries ; offers : Reynolds,

23 Main-rd., St. James, Northampton. (434)

ROLLERS, 6 pairs, 10/- pair; young Sparrow Hawk,
5/-; garden rilte, 7/6, wants cleaning; good gramo-

phone, 30/-, sound large horn, 20 double records,

half price; wanted, Parakeets: Pereival, 46, Buigess-

st., Grimsby. (432)

NO.TJCE! We want Linnets, Larks, Canaries,

Pouiiry, Parrots, Rabbits, Bantams, anything, gramo-
phone records, cameras, etc., in exchange for

cutlery and plate, etc. : Write, Smith Bros., 49, Pear-

st., Sheffield. (434)

SUITS, boots, overcoats, macks, costume",
blankets, sheets, curtains, cutlery, tools, electro-

plate, exchanged for Canaries, British, cages, house
dogs : stamp, quick reply : Exchange Co., 355, London-
rd., Sheffield. (397)

EXCHANGE, high-class Yorkshire®, Seifert Rollers,

Amazon Parrot, or crossbred pullets, for scrap brass’,

copper, zinc, solder, block tin, or anything useable/

state.’ quantity; all birds on approval: E. A. Dean,
28, 'Hope View, Can-lane, Sliipley, Yorkshire. (432)

EXCHANGE, household goods, hoots, suits, under-

clothes. cycle tyres, suits, draperies, or anything re-

quired for livestock of all descriptions; birds, poul-

try, Parrots, monkeys, dogs. etc.
;
prompt and honest

dealings: Jopson’s Exchange Stores, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (436)

GRAMOPHONE and half dozen Min. double-sided

records, ten lOin. single-sided and 2 dozen 6in. single-

sided ;
exchange singing Canaries or fowls ; also Lion

Zither-Harp and 3 upw rabbit nets, nine yards each :

exchange singing birds or fowls; yours first: 44,

William-st., Swansea. (431)

|
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trowel’s bird seeds
and food*, good commission: 'Pro we r, 442, Caiedonian-
rd„ Loudon.

[
Aquarium.

(JOLDFISH, Japanese Fantufl and Telescope fi-h

S\vor<l-tnil llsli, Minnow, Dace, Itoa cl i, plant.-', snails

etc.; price liiit* : Do Von and Co,, 1J4, HHhnai
Drecn rd., London. c

J A P AN FSF, Telescope, Fttiitail, and Comet Gold-
fish

;
Chinese, Moor, Telescope. Goldfish ; hir^cst con-

nianrnent imported
;
over <)(J0 in htock

;
Temperatnro

Fish, many specie#, plants, snails, weeds, etc.; li.-t

free; catalogue of aquaria and vivaria, Id.: L. Cura
and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-rd., London.
.UJUAIUCJJUS, all about stocking aquv.minis witn

plants, rocKery and fish, and much helpful advice

on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will he found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2|d. post free,

from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet st., London, ll.C. (2d.

from agents, u liot of whom m published frequently)

Cavies.
CAV Y-Kcepers Note! Nutshell 28, "Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),’’ is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing*, Breeding, Mating, Hearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of onr Nutshell agents,
or 2)d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Cats.
BEAUTIFUL orange male kitten, enormous coat,

champion pedigree, 25/- : Rokele* Hall, Watton.
Norfolk. (434)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “Tlie Care of the Cat,.”

A liignly interesting and instructive little booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, cr 21d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

|~~Cycles.

CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/- : model
De Luxe, B.S.A., 3-speed, 90/-; motor cycles, tyres,

accessories, cheapest prices; list, 200 illustrations,

free: Cvclebird, 120, 01d-st„ London.
ARE you a cyclist? If so, it will pay you to read

Smart’s advertisement and then send for Smart’s

wholesale catalogues: .Smart's Limited, Cycle Fac-

tory, Birmingham. (408)

COVERS! Guaranteed for twelve months, 5/6 c-acli

;

heavy roadster inner tubes 2/8 each; saddles 2/11;

spanners Id. each; pumps 9d. each; everything at

wholesale prices ;
send for wholesale catalogue post

free: Smart’s Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham.
LAMPS! 1/6; rat trap pedals, 1/5 pair; rubber

pedals, l/10i pair; cycle chains, full length,, 1/11;

ball-bearing free wheels, 1/10; hells 5|d. ;
tail lamps,

1/9; shilling size repair outfits, 5d. ; everything for

tlie cyclist at wholesale prices; our wholesale cata-

logue is sent you free on receipt of a postcard

:

Smart's Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham. (408)

Dress.
i

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-

;
gents 3/9

;

girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage

paid: Underwood, 36, York-st„ Hulme, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

GRAND working Ferrets, 3/-: Hayfcer, Naturalist,

Southampton. (417)

THREE clean healthy ferrets, white, 5 months.

9/6: Alien, Albrighton, Wolverhampton. (435)

SPECIALLY selected ferrets, worked last season,

5/C; splendid ferrets, good workers, guaranteed, 4 6;

excellent once, ready to work, S/9 -younger, 2,6;

14 days’ approval; cash or deposit: Thos. \\ annon.

Short-st., Carlisle.

Household Furnl,ure*

Utensil*, .etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE ef

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FRI

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suf^iu«.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocliia, Hitter Apple, <*c.

Sold in boxes, l'li. by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTIN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, OAISTON LANE, LONDON

Wpnnpl Dogs for SaleiVennei Does for ExclDogs for Exchange.

BLACK and Tan Pekingese dog, suitable pet for

children, £3: Miss Simpson, Wrottesley, Wolver-
hampton. (437)

PEDIGREE Bull puppy bitch, light brindle, nice

companion, accept reasonable offer: Warner, 93,

Brockley-rd., Brockley. (436)

TWO handsome Chocolate Pomeranians; sire,

Darnall Chocolate K eg; 12 weeks: Storton, 11,

Derby-st., King's Cross. (437)

LOVELY orange sable male-, also pale orange male.,

9 months old, beautiful coats, cheap: Ellis, 52,

Upper Kichmond-rd , Putney. (427)

TOM bitch, chocolate, 2 years, 21/-, or exchange
affectionate good house dog George King, 47,

Mornington-rd.. Leytonstone. (434)

FOR sale, wire-haired Fox Terrier bitch, 10/-;

approval or deposit : exchange anything useful :

Hotchin. North Hykeham, Lincoln. (437)

WANTED, Toy Dogs, young puppies, -,tc.. all

varieties', cheap for re-sate : Manager, Princess

Kennels, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (432)

GIVING up; handsome Airedale bitch, pedigree

contains four champions, healthy, sacrifice 20/-; .v
nroval • Corbett, Midland Station, Wath-on-Dearne.

(432)

TWO game Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/6 each, bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything alive:

Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st ,
Bethnal Green.

(436)

WANTED all varieties purebred dogs, large and
small, also puppies, cheap for rash, or exchange
high-dans Canaries: McKeaml, Seabrlglit, Castle
Douglas.

(48

1

)

BEAUTIFUL all-black Porn dog, winner 3rd prize,
18 months, £2 15s. ; or exchange lady's long gold
guard or gent.’s; stamp reply: Wheeldon, 21, Alpini-
st., West Heedloy. 1433)
FOR rah 1

,
good black and white Cor ker Spaniel

hit'll, 4 months, best working parents, price if, or
exchange 1915 cock Goldfinches: Apply, 11. Hey-
den, South Gate, Redruth. (431)
PEDIGREE Irish Terrier bitch, 18 month- old,
good killer anil splendid’ guard, pedigree sent with
dog, price 20/ , or exchange for Canaries or Mules:
J. Ingram, 54, Gouplton at., Hull. (432)
SPLENDID smooth fox terrier dvg and hitch

puppy, from l-t prize litter, by my Royal winner,
make certain winners; 21 - each; approval: Mr.
Sam 11 I Challinor, Market Drayton. (431)
LARGE Brlndlc-Mastiff (dog), 8 weeks, big honed,
good pedigree, make monster, pick litter, -ell £3 3s.

:

approval anywhere; exchange bird : Hczcklah
Wagstaff, Victoria-.-/t., Seiston, Notts. (434)
BEAUTIFUL Whippet pup, by Ch. Shirley fiuiistar

ex Taffina, winner every time shown, tz, or ex-
change Roller cocks in song or anything useful:
Bryn Jones, Mynyddbach, Bandore, .Swansea. (432)
SMOOTH Fox Terrier puppies, two dogs 35- each,

bitch £1: parents registered; exchange either for
large 1915 Norwich or Yorkshire Caharioo for ex-
hibition; particulars; approval: Francis, 98.
Augusta-st., Poplar, London, E. (431)
HANDSOME fox terrier dog, 10 months, strong,

quiet, healthy, and good condition, 15/-, or ex-
change for small young whippet, black or fawn.
I will give part in exchange for a good one.- R.
Marsden, East Vic-w, Settle, Yorks. (47(0
WEST HIGHLAND White Terrier, registered, 2
years old; sire, Kernai

;
darn. Kepstorm Sheen; pure

white, black nose, perfect type, even mouth, short
back, house trained and absolutely game, sell

£3 3/-, or exchange foreign Birds : H. Kirman, Iron-
monger, Scunthorpe. *

(436)
“ CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
164, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
FANCY mice, 6d., 9d. pair: Stapletons’, Spa-rd.,

Bermondsey. (432)
FAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1 ,-; pair
tame rats, 1 /- : Miss Rose) , Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (433)
MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives

full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference

:
price 21d. post

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

Rabbits.
BLACK Lop buck, winner, 10/-; exchange birds

or cylinder records: Turner, la. Albert-rd„
Oswestry. (432)
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30.

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd , post free, from Cace BinDS, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to tlie proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with tlie bous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1/-, post free 1/1), from “Cage Birds," 151, Fleet-

st., T ondon. E.C.

Sport.

ANGLER'S secret, no oil*, chemicals or drugs
used, 7d. : J. Bird, Wisbech. (434)
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-iuotructive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them ; tlie angler's outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
tree from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various.
PRINTING press, metal type, accessories, 10/6,

bargain ; write for particulars to W. Webster, 291,

Normanton-rd., Derby. (437)

GRAMOPHONE, 24 guinea hornless model, inlaid

cabinet, on wheels, Louis design, height Cft. 9in.,

powerful motor, grand selection of records, £5 12/6;

approval: 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde Park, London.
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,090

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods. 5/0 each; roach

rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies, 9d. dozen; gut sub-

stitute in endless variety : rods, tackle, every des-

cription ;
wholesale catalogue, one stamp: raves

pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-

mingham. ('-M

Waterfowl

On offer in very fine pairs, American Bluewing

Teal® Bed-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned

Geese (Ch. jubata), and several other specimens:
IV r< in,worn) Naturalist. Rotterdam, Holland.
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Canaries,M ules and Hybrids, British
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to your requirements. It
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MULE am
HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1915 breed*

ing season a record

in every way by purchasing

,

a copy of

Thj Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbitis. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bulltinches.and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. Softbiils. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for
Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete,
bound in doth
2s., post tree
2s. 3d.,

parts ls.j

post free
Is. Id.

The Stock Book,
Makes Bird Breeding Easy.

€tCage Birds ” Breeding Room Register and
Bird Keeper’s Account Book .

Compiled

(Copyright.)

by G. E. WESTON.
IsIs framed on novel lines and contains many entirely new departures,

absolutely indispensable to everyone interested in the hobby.
This Breeding Boom Register and Bird Keeper’s Account* Book offers in a

handy form a means of keeping

—

The complete pedigree and description of every bird in one’s room.
A full record of the season’s breeding experiences.
An account of every young bird reared and how it was disposed of.

A register of one’s doings at the shows (the most complete and useful

yet devised)

.

A cash account for the year.

A profit and loss account of the season’s proceedings, and a balance-
sheet showing how much one has invested in the hobby.

A series of Registers will thus furnish a concise record of the career of a
fancier as a breeder and an exhibitor from year to year, or over any number
of years.

MANY USEFUL EMERGENCY AND OTHER HINTS WILL ALSO BE
FOlND IN ITS PAGES.

Price 6d. from any Newsagent.
Or 7d. Post Free from “Gage Birds” Office,

154, Fleet Street, London.

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
HOUI/TON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hibitor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. W eston and C. A. House.

VALUABLE BOOKS
FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS

Complete Bound in Cloth. 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artist.

MR. H. NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all are considered at great length the
question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. AH the
various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed ; nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houlton’s special cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. AH the foods, natural and artificial,
are enumerated. Egg and other soft foods and
their feeding values dealt with.The selection of the
stock is debated at length The hens which breed
light and dark exhibition mules described. Tho
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gone into. Egg binding and its treatment.
The food supply. Care of the young hybrids. All
these topics are treated with that experience and
skill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’s standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than Sixteen Coloured and
Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and
general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE 6’ PROFIT.”
By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,
feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, and the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.”
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1 /, po8t freo.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding
and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” By c. p. Arthur, 6d. post fro*.
Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.

It tells yon all you need kuowr
.

F. CARL, Publisher, IS 4, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.G
Printed for the Proprietor. Mr, F, Carl, 16>, Fleet Street, by J, G, Hammond and Co.. Ltd, Fleet Lane, London. E.C,
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The fine Yellow Cock at the top

of the picture has won for his

owner and breeder, Sergeant A.
W. Bacon, Redhill, 1st and

Specials at South London First

Feather Show, Redhill F. F.

Show, and South London Annual

Show; also 1st and Cup at Redhill

Annual Show, and 2nd prize and

Diploma at the Horticultural Hall.

The bird on the right is the Yellow

Cock which won 1st prize in the

class at the Horticultural Hall in

which Mr. Bacon’s bird took

second. This splendid specimen

is owned by Mr. A. Campbell, of

Biggar, and has only been shown

on the one occasion.

The other bird in our group is

the Yellow Hen, 2nd prize at the

Welsh National Show for Mr. F.

J. Allen, Swansea.

AMONG THE WINNING “WEE GEMS.”

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED,—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the buua-iidts of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit bystem should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must Do sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
Tho Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any lima, without assigning
any reason lor so doing.
Advertisements must in all eases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will he inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of calf.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade are inserted at tho rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements dose Tuesdays first post in each
week, ami should be sent to the advertisement
manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

SEE DEPOSIT RULES LAST WEEK.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock (or a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heai.tiy.

APPLIANCES
FOR sale, three British show cages, as new, 2/6

:

MacDonald, 25, St. Peter-st., Dundee. (444)

TWO double breeding cages, 6/- ;
two single cages,

I/.; flight cage, 5/-; or exchange: Ellis, 42, Eastown,
Bridgwater. (439)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and
Foreign birds, Canaries; designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Soa, Sussex. (398)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Stalfordshire. (345)

LARGE indoor two-compartment aviary, 8/6 ; on©
cock, two hen Bullfinches, cage-moulted, 6/- : C.

Jdoare, 54, Rochester-rd., Kentish Town, London.
(438)

1 HAVE a few dozen of black japanned bird cage
fronts ot all sizes; 1 am prepared to accept the low
price of 201. per ft. till they are sold : Pimm,
Icknield Port-rd., Birmingham. (432)

COTTINGHAM'3 new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last

eeason who are again sending for supplies; large
sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid: Cottingbam, 9,

pi vet i 1-st., Nottingham.
NOTICE.—Tho best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace-shaped and other three-compartment
aviaries iu the world

;
send two stamps for illus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,
Cage manufacturer, Castie-Douglas. (399)

EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly Club pattern,
best quality and finish, Norwich, Yorkshire, and
Border Fancy, 2/3 each, three for 6/-, six for 12/-;

sliding front Finch show cages, beauties, 3J- each;
carrying cases, for two cages, 4/-, three cages 6/-;

any size made: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castie-
Douglas. (437)
SPECIAL offer.—Large new close-wired, three-com-
partment Crystal Palace drawing-room aviary, fitted

sand trays, seed hoppers, movable partitions, re-

volving perches, fancy glass panels, size 4ft. long,

4ft. high, 18ins. wide, price 50/-, carriage paid ; photo
and particulars sent; aviaries and cages of every
description; state requirements: Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castie-Douglas. (437)
DOUBLE breeders 36x16x9, fitted complete, 5/- ;

box
cages, loose fronts, 14x7x111,* 2/3 ; club show cages,
Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, British. 1/8 each, three

4/6; cases for two, 3/6, four 5/-; large trap cages,

1/6 and 2/-; best bird lime, 9d. |lb. ;
oygl spring

net traps, 9d., three 1/6; Palace aviaries, 36x30x12,

10/6; beauties; bird catcher's nets from 3/-; send
for list : Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (434)

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- (-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“ M.G.W,” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
RaTe quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
U miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

(324)

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
also planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts,
cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible;
illustrated catalogue free: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

In fact, everything for the bird room; send for

catalogue, post free
; established 50 years : Sandi

lord. Bird Specialist, Preston.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 x 12 X 10, 3/6 DOZ.
14 x 12, 4/- doz.

; 15 by 12, 4/,3 do/..; 10 x 12, 4/6;
15 x 12, 5/3 doz.; 24 x 12,, 7/- doz.; see price list

for baths, show cages, box cages, sprays, pottery,
etc.

; scud postcard : Volunteer Wire Works, Corn-
hill-passuge, Lougton, Staffs. (434)

BIRD LIME
The very best, ilb. tin 7.d., jib. tin, 1/-, lib. tin

1/10; sample, 3d.: all post paid
;
aw used by all

leading catchers; single trap cages, 9d. ;
with call

cage, 1/3; net traps, 1/- each: Enoch Tams, Churcjb-

st., Longton, Stalls. (432)

PUNCH BAR CAGE FRONTS
Owing Ut the vast increase of wire and solder wo
have had to increase our prices us follows to save
using inferior wire: 12 x J2 or 10, 4d., 3/6 doz.; .14

x 12, -lid., 4/- doz.; 16 x 12, 6d., 4/6 doz.; 18 x 12,

5(d., 5/- do/..; 20 X 12, 7d., 6/9 do/..; 24 X 12 or

14, 8d., 0/9 do/,.; special price for dealers; send for

printed list, post free; odd sizes -lid. per foot: J.

Ashmore, 19, London at., Smethwick, Birmingham,
late of lieatll-st. (446)

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
is always alike good and reliuble, will hold in any
weather ; used by ail the principal bird catchers,
packed in level lid tins, ilb. 8d., Jib. 1/1, lib. 1/10,

post free; double trap cages, 1/4; trap and, eall-

rago combined, 1/4; call cages, 9d.; Linnet and
Lark gages, 1/-; Finch cages, 1/3; denial's «end for

wholesale list; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blaclujurn.
Tel. U-igt (447)

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

Boards, planed both sides and edges', 7in. 2/3, 9in.

2/9. lOin. 8/1, 25ft.; 7in. 4/-, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.;

best hand-planed boards, 7in. 4/8, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 6/6,
50ft.

;
small box cage sets, 1/6 each, 16/6 dozen

;

Norwich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft.; stamp for list of

all appliances: Stanton. 33, Boothfleld, Winton,
Patricroft. (436)

AN IMPORTANT FACT
The bast is the cheapest. XXX Birdlime has
imitators, but no equal; try it; tins free, 2d., 4d.,

9d., 1/-; for cages, aviaries, and) every possible re-

quisite for the bird-room and aviary, see my “Mul-
tum-in-Parvo” illustrated catalogue: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.,-

BIRDCATCHERS
get your appliances ready. Clap nets made
from superfine netting, f-inch mesh, 3 yards
long, 4/- pair, 4 yards 5/-, 5 yards 6/-,

6 yards 7/-; 7 yards 8/-, 8 yards 9/-, 9 yards 10/-,

10 yards 11/- per pair, all are 5j feet deep, 4 feet
fly. full measurement guaranteed, ' and price in-

cludes all pegs, poles, and lines, ready for immedi-
ate use; loose thread netting, specially knitted
from 60 s/3 cord thread for bird netting, 7 feet

deep 3d. yard, ditto 9 feet deep 4d. yard, 12 feet

deep 5d. yard; specially strong netting for use on
rough ground,

‘i
mesh, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, all post

free
;

Id. tin drinkers, 9d. doz., three doz.

2/-, 5/- gross
;

zinc drinkers, everlasting wear,

1/- doz., 3 doz. 2/6, 7/- gross, post free; real Italian

hemp pull lines, 60 yds. long, guaranteed not to
stretch or snarl, 1/6 each, post free; stave poles,

flirt peg©, and everything required by catchers, al-

ways in etock; send stamp for full printed list.

Please note above prices will only remain in force

while present stock laots.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

CAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order. Cage wire,

71bs., 2/6; funched Bars, 1/- doz.;
Seed Mills, grind from rape to sun-
flower, 1/6, post paid 1/9. Egg Mills,

1/6, 2/6, 3/6. Nursery Cages, 1/6, 2/6, round or

square partition. Egg Drawers, 2/- doz. Canary
rings, flanged, 6d. doz., 4/- 100.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted

B
with white earthenware, 4in. lOd ,

4(in.

1 /-, 5in. 1 / 3 ,
6in. 1 / 6 . Norwich and York-

shire Show Cages, 2/- each. British, 2/3,

2/6. See Illustrated Catalogue for all

cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages,

P,oller cages. Send postcard.—ENOCH
TAMS, Church St., Longton, Staffs. (432)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES-
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials ; for proof, drop a post-

card; three tons sold every year; Jib. tin

sample. 7d.; Jib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free;

single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage m
centre, 1/9; established 50 years; J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist. Preston, Lancs.

|
FOODS.]

FINE English mealworms, 500 2/6, 1,000 3/-, post
paid: Trower and Co., 442. Caledonian-rd., London,
N.
HARDHEADS, 600 1/-, any wild seeds', larks bund-
les 1/-, post free: Lawrence, Beards-terr., Colne-
rd., Coggcshall, Essex. (442)
GRAND large wasp grub, alive or cured, all food,
no short weight, 1/6 lb., post paid: Edwin North,
443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (143)
MEALWORMS, Mealworms, no waiting, 6d., 1/-, 2/-,

8/- boxes; carriage paid: Stapleton's, Spa-rd., Ber-
mondsey; and 123, East-st., Walworth. (441)
WASP grubs. 1/- lb.; 71bs. 6/6; 141hs. 14/-; 28Ibs.

25/-: Torpy, Tli© Fanciers’ Provider, Bradford. (433)
WANTED a few lbs. of thistle seed: Enoch Tams,

Chiirch-st., Longton, Staffs. (432)
FINK English mealworms, 1/6 500, 8/- 1,000; ant

eggs, 3/-, choice 8/6; dried flic©, 2/-, fine 2/3; silk-

worm pupae, 1/8 lb-, post paid: Trower, 442, Cale-
donian-rd.. London, N,

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape Cure
6d., I/-, 2/-, 4 /' Si 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackerite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure , . . . 6d, Si I /- bolts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., 1 / & 2 /< bolts.

Condition Pills , . . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrhoea I owdi-:r . . 6d. 6c 1 /- tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & 1 /- tins

Eye Lotion . . . . . . 1 /« botts.

Feather Disease Cure
6d., I/- & «/< botts

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & I /r tins

Poultry Liniment . . . , I / botts.

Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /•)

Roup Paste . . . . 6d. & I /• tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d, boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills .. 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & I/- tins
“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., I /- and 2/6 botts.

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., 1 /- and 2 /6 botts.

" Pennakura" (for destroying
external parasites and pre-
venting feather-eating in

cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.
" Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-

flammation of Stomach
In 3d., 6 d. and I /- boxes

Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

I /- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25. Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

MEALWORMS, grand lot, 6/6 l
:
b.; special, post

paid, 6d., 9d., 1/- boxes; wasp cake, extra fine, 1/-,

2/- boxes, post paid
;

dried flies, 2/- lb. ; ants’ eggs,

3/- lb.; cuttlefish, 1/- lb.; Spanish No. 1 bold, 34/--

cwt. ; 141bfi. 4/6; hemp, 14/9 cwt.; ingar, 24/- cwt.;

linseed, 18/- cwt.
;
Lark and Thrush food, 6d. lb.,

71bs. 3/- : Enoch Tams, Church-fit., Longton, Staffs.

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

is pure, tasteless pepper of the finest quality. The
best results are obtaiued by using Errington's XL
Red Feed; 1/3 per lb., post free 1/7; prizes offgred

to users; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars

to : Wit Erringtorw The Reliable Seedsman, Four
Lane Ends, Bradford. (410)

TAYLOR’S “ MIGHTY ATOMS
”

THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
(Registered trade mark) will help your birds

through the moult as nothing else on earth will.

Contains no canary seed. The recipe of a celebrated

Crystal Palace winner. 7d. lb., 7 Jbs. 3/-, delivered

free. Our “ Red Sunshine,” Colour-food is the
highest quality pure tasteless cayenne as imported,

and is not doctored with oil and sugar; 11b. 1/6,

51bs. 7/-, 281b. original tins 30/- ; delivered free.

Hot Natal, 1/6 lb. ;
best obtainable Mixed

Canary Seed, an eye-opener, 6d. quart; Linnet Seed,

6d. quart; Sunshine Lark Food, 5d. lb. Sample of

any 'sent for two stamps: Taylor’s Wholesale Seed
and Corn Merchants, North-rd., Preston. Estab-
lished 1874. (413)

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cage Birds. Marvellous
Colour. Ilb. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister, 5/-;

51b., 7/0. Original tins (221bs.), 30 /- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb. All carriage paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenuo, Brixton, London.

“BELAY.
There is delay on all railways just now, ow-

ing to the moving of troops and supplies. Goods
which were delivered within 2 or 3 days now
take 7 to 10.

There is only one Remedy—Don’t run short.

Order a supply to-day of

¥/. A. RUDD & CO.’S
SPECIAL GIAUT SPANISH CANARY SEED.
4/6 Peok, 17/C Bushel (carriage paid 18/6).

No. 2 SPANISH, Good Bold Glean Seed,

15/6 per Bushel (carriage paid, 16/0).

RUDD’S SPECIAL GOLDFINCH MIXTURE.
With Thistle, Dandelion, Corn Flower, etc.

7!bs. 2/6 (post paid 3/-).

RUDD’S PERFECT LARK & THRUSH FOOD.
Containing Meat, Flies, Ants’ Eggs, Etc.

No Barley Meal, Maize Meal or other Rubbish.
7lbs. 2/6 (post paid 3/-).

The Food your birds will thrive on.
. PURE EGG AND BISCUIT FOOD.
50 per cent. Yolk of Egg, 2/- lb. (post paid, 2/3).

RUDD’S CELEBRATED INSECTIVOROUS FOOD
For all valuable Softbills, 1/6 lb (1/9 post paid).

Write for Full List of ati Seeds.
Only and Full address—

W. A, HUDD & CO.,
180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

1438)

WALSH’S
Reliable Seeds & Foods

SPECIALLY CLEANED SEED,
7 lbs. 14 lbs, 112 lbs.

Giant Spanish Canary .... 2/6 4/6 33/-

Bold Spanish Canary ... 2/3 4/3 31/-

Dutch Hemp Scud 2*d. Ib. <4ibe. 2/6
Special Sweet Rape 6d Ib. 7 lbs. 3/-

Choice Summer Rape 4jd. Ib. 7lbs. 2/6

Bold Linseed 3d. Ib. 7 lbs. 1/6
Italian White Millet .... Ib. 7lbs, 2/-

Genuine Indian Millet 3d. Ib. 7lbs. 1/6
Mixed Sunflower Seed 9d. Ib. 7!bS. 5/-

Special Mixed Seed Ib. 7lbs. 1/6

Cole Seed 4d. lb. 7lbs. 2/6

Safflower Seed 4d. Ib. 7lbs. 2/3

Maw Seed 9d. Ib. 7lbs. 5/-

Gold of Pleasure 6d. Ib. 7lb8. 3/3

Condition Seed 6d. Ib. 7lbS. 3/-

WALSH’S CHAMPION COLOUR FOODS.
Pure Tasteless Pepper, the best and Richest

Coloured Pepper Imported, 1/6 lb;, 3lbs. 4/-, 14lbs

17/6.

Hot Natal Cayenne, 2/6 lb., 3lbs. 7/-.

Walsh’s Celebrated Egg Bread, with or with-

out Colour, 1/6 ib., 3lbs. 4/-.

Walsh’s Insectivorous Food, with or without
Colour, 1/6 lb., 3lbs. 4/-.

Pure Sulphate of Iron, 1/- Ib. Special Biscuit

Meal, with Egg Flake, for Canaries, 6d. Ib.,

7lbs. 3I-.
RELIABLE FOODS, SUPERIOR QUALITY.

Large English Mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-.

Live White Gentlefi, sweet and clean, 9d. 1,000,

2/0 Ib. Ants’ Eggs, 4/- Ib. Dried Flies, 2/6 Ib.

Pare Yolk of Egg, 3/- In.; Crissel, 4d. Ib. ;
Lark

or Thrush Food, 6d. Ib.
;
Cuttlefish Bone, 1/- Ib.

;

Perfection Bird Grit, 14lbs. 1/-, 5/6 cwt.

FRESHLY GATHERED NEW WILD SEEDS.
Mixed Wild Seed, 6d. quart; Teazle Seed, '6d.

quart; Charlock Seed, 6d. lb.; Maple Seed, 6d.

quart; Dandelion Seed, 4/- Ib.; Marigold Seed,

3/6 lb. ; Lettuce Seed, 2/- Ib.; Sesame Seed,

1/6 Ib. ; Clover Seed, 1/6 Ib. ;
Turnip Seed, 17®

Ib.

Walsh's Pecko, the best Conditioner known for

all British Seedeaters, 2/- lb.

WALSH’S MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES
are carefully prepared- by a Practical Expert,

with life experience. They have proved them-
selves worthy of imitations, but have no equals.

Refuse all substitutes.
Magnet Asthma Cure, for Colds, Asthma, and

Wheezing.
Magnet Inflammation Cura.

Magnet Moulting Mixture ensures a quick and
perfect moult.
Magnet Diarrhoea Cure.

Magnet Bird Tonic, a certain cure for soft

moult, going light, and general .weakness.

All 7d. per bottle, post free.
.

Illustrated Catalogue of everything required

in the Fancy, post free, on application.

WALSH, Bird Food Specialist, BLACKBURN.
Tel. 947. (436)

BOOKS.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd.,

Loudon. •

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER hat need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in "Nutshell No. 0,’’ post free 2Jd„
from Cage Bums, 154, Fleat-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Tjiein,”
•< Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pet© lo health. Tills will

gave you much discouragement land money, and

costs only 2Jd. post free.—From "Cngo Birds,” 154,

Floeta*t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quently published).

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krokodyno added to drinking

water cures affections of the breathing ami digestive

organs, and is un excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.8., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.

Post mortem examination and udvice, by return
i/i r.n vp«ra* pxnorienco.
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FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS.
DITCH FIELD’S
Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied to the

LONDON ZOO.
THE WORLD'S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCIIFIELD'S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,
Not Sin«ing, Going Light, Feather-plucking, qnd
Inflammation of the licwols. Tito Ideal Tonic
for birds during the Moulting Season, and for

young birds Just getting on hard seed. DITCH-
FIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC for Bronchitis,
Wheezing, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-

equalled for nil chest and lung affections.

DITCHFIELD'S FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu-
tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for Weak and Delicate Birds. All

sold in 7d., 1/1, and 2/ • bottles. A trail order
will convilnce you of the wonderful results ob-
tained from those medicines. Miss M. Bass,
Tunbridge Wells: "Your Tonic Drops is wonder
ful stuff. ” J. Smith, Plum,stead: “ I have found
your Tonic- Drops invaluable during the moulting
season.” T. Price: “I cannot speak too highly
of your Tonic Drops for rearing young birds.”
B. Hutton, Holbeach :

“ Your Revivo is invalu-

able.” W. Kiesel, London: "Your Special Lung
Tonic is excellent.” SPECIAL OFFER:—Two 7d.
Bottles for 1/-, three for 1/6, or two 1/1 Botllcs
for 1/9, three for 2/6; all post free, from:—
FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird Specialist, Oldham.

AGENTS WHO SELL OUR MEDICINES:
Aberdare— R. D. Jones, IS, Gadlys Road.
Birmingham—G. B. Chapman, 23. High Street.
Birmingham—W. Pimm. 229, Icknield Port Road.
Bootle.—J. Harrison, 116, Itinirose Road.
Burnley.— D. Greenwood. 16, Standish Street.
Clayton-lc-Moor.—J. Oroston, S2, Burnley Road.
Crewe.—G. E. Morgan, S3, Victoria Street.
Dublin.—M. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Haltwliistle.—R. Lightfoot, Westgate.
Hemsworth—S. Kejndriek, 1, Centre Street.
Hereford.—SI. A. Daviee, 4, Widernarsh Street.
Hull.—G. Gilson & Son, 177, Hclderness Road.
Leicester.—A. Steel, 52, Farnham Street.
London.—C. Palmer and Sons, 66-8, 70. and 85,

Sclater Street: 352, Upper St.. Islington, N.
London—A. W. Gama go, Ltd., Holborn, -E.C.
Liverpool.—E. Roberts, 4-8-10, Market Street.
Manchester.—Walter Smith, OS, Tib Street.
Newcastle on-Tyne —A. E. Parkinson, NelscSn St.
Newport, Mon—W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Oldham.—G. T. Robinson, 12, Hen-shaw Street.
Plymouth—H. Craven, 8, Yelverton Ter., North

Road.
Preston.—E. Wilson, 21, Fylde Road.
Radcliffe—Traffcrd and Pearson, Church Street
Rotherham—Misa S. J. Wall, 74, Effingham St.
South Shields—W. Girven, 3, Station Road.
South Shields.— S. Moses, 248-250. John Clay St.
Todmorden.—S. H. Jefferys,, 73, Patmos.
Wigan—T. Summers and Soto, 63, Darlington St
Or direct from FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird

(Agents (444)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

[ Hardbills.~|
STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beatable for song; eex guaranteed; 8d. each, three
for 1/6; “Gypsey” Linnet cages, 8d. each: Larkina’s
Corn Storee, 394, Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W. (416 )PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and
fittings, 2/6 each; two, 4/- ; Ross, Aviaries, Forres
N.B..

(442)
BRAMBLEFINCH, Chaffinch, Twite, Lark, steadied
show birds, 2/6 each: Knight, 46, Spencer-rd., Kentish
Town.

(44 f)
EARLY’ 1915 Canary-reared Linnets, moulted and

in full song; suit catcher, 1/6 each: Ernest Whitelv
Crowle, Lines.

(43^-j

MOOR cock brown Linnets. 3/6 dozen; gems, three
for 1/c, dealers supplied: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-
st., Scarborough.

(443 )COCK Linnets, red-breastod and brown, six l/'i
dozen 3/- ; satisfaction guaranteed: Horace Coote!
06, Nortli-st., Luton.

(4A7 \

SELECTED, 1915 cock Goldfinches, 2/6 each- a
few colouring well, 3/-; approval: R. D. Jones
18, Gadi,vs-rd., Aberdare. (445)TWO 1915 Goldfinches 2/6, 4/- each-, or exchange
cock Canary, songster: Roberts, Queen’s Hotel
Cerrigydrundine, Corwen.

(447 )LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall No, 5, Camdcn-^t
Sneinton-rd., Nottingham.

(37o\EXCHANGE cocks, Linnet, Bullfinch, and Chaffinch
moulted, for young cock Goldfinches; sell 2/6 each •

65, Letitia-st'., Middlcsbro.
(444 ;COCK Linnets, 3/- doz., picked birds, Chaffinches,

3/',. Redpolls 2/6, mixed birds 1/-; William Fenn
Beck-row, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

(442)ONE dozen Welsh Gr-eypatee, some coming into
colour, 14/- to quick buyer: Jones, Epwortb, Ffvn-
nongrow, Mostyn, North Wales. ,44.,,

GOLDFINCHES, three Greypates, two voung Bull-
finches, hardened off; look like cocks; lot 6/6: W.
Evans, Co-op. House, Llandiioes. (441)LINNETS, large healthy birds, through moult, 11-

each> three 2/6; approval, deposit “C.BV: Timbv
19, Carlton-st., Scunthorpe, Lines. (446)LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cock Linnets hi6
doz., large picked birds 3/- doz., hens 1/- doz :

Randall, 21, Bridge-st., Homerton.
(442 )SPLENDID selected singing cock Linnet and new

fT
aS®i 1/3, three for 2/-, 4/- dozen: Haywood. 3 ,

Neville-grove, Meadows, Nottingham. '
(446)

LINNETS, Linnets, vigorous young cocks, with nut
brown backs and red breasts, 3/- dozen: L. Clav
353, Buntmcsdane, Carlton-hill, Notts. (43/nBIRDCATCHERS, send your Goldfinches, Linnets,
Rod-polls, to be stuffed for decoys; particulars
prices, stamp: Gent-., Mill-terr., Becclcs. (442)COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches,. 1/6, 2/-, dozen 12 /-

•

Larks, Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls, Gd., dozen 2/6; young
Mules, Canaries, 2/-, 2/6: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan

r,I
n
^rIL

re
?
Uiri

,

ns a Genuine singing cock Linnet,
’

,

cl",ap - send me Jour address
; willsend to you by return: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.

IVAltRANTED cock brown Linnets, on full song

a
r

a
0ntest ’ J /- each, three 2/6; sent anydistance: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manciiester.

wamnZd
T
co?i-

Gre>'Pates i large healthy

w™ °o
ld

S
nc

Sa
S

, }
/C and 2/’ each; hens,three 2,-. Win, Cook, 66, Kit; mer-rd., Ipswich.

(4.114

LINNETS, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Redpolls, 1 /-
pair; Goldfinches, 2/6 pair; 12 mixed aviary birds,
!/; exchange; Fcnn and Son, Bowers lane, Islcham,
Cnmbs.

^
(443 ,

LINNETS, warranted cock, brown Linnets, well
on bard seed, Oil. each, 9 for 2/-; satisfaction guar-
anteed: Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-et., Whitlleficld,
Burnley.

(442 )LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
?ccd

>
*/’ <lozen

; sex and satisfaction gin-tranteoil

;

e-v- before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,
Nottinghamshire,.

(413 )CLEAN moulted, selected Linnet cocks, nut brown
backs, good whites, 8d. each, 6 3/-; rich Yellow
Hammer cocks, 1 /- each, 3 for 2/C: II. Welsh, Corn-
stall-buildings, Stamford.

(444 )
I in my special singing mixture, drives Linnets and

Finches mad oil song, 1 /- large package; as supplied
a
l! -

he leading fanciers; Manager, Seed Stores,
163, Prineess-st., Manchester

(446 )PER dozen cocke. Goldfinches, 15/-, pair 2/-; red-
breast Linnets, 3/6; few grand cocks for exhibition,
good black shoulders and plumage, 2/0 each: J.

wilde»hail, Suffolk. (441)WARRANTED, cock Linnets 3s., picked 3/6 dozen,
hen Linnets 1/- dozen; cock Chaffinches 3/6 dozen;
20 mixed aviary birds 1/6; selected dozen 1/-:

c ’ f enn - The Pitt, Islcham, Cambs. (442)

KVa
good quality singing Linnets; this class ofmros mace tUe best singers ever carried to a con-

lest, 1 /., 1/6 each: Linnet cages, 1/3 each- VV

twttpc
B ‘ r(' Expe/t

’ 66 > George-st., Leeds. (433)r
»
S

’,
T!ltei: Cock Twites, 9d. ; hens, 6d. ; Red-

01
)

Redpolls, cocks 0d„ hens 4d. ; specially se-
l§£, 7

kirds
/or .exhibition, 2/6 each; approval:

n
1

/.
Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 047 . (447)DAliGAIrs

, fanciers and dealers, large quantity
of cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 2/6 dozen -

approval
; if not satisfied money returned

; trade
supplied: Dixon 1

, Old ]\
Tew Inn, Dunstable, Beds.

(442)WANTED, the following exhibition specimens: Gold-
finch, Greenfinch, c.m. or f.m., also a f.m. Bullfinch;
good price paid for first-class birds; approval

; letters
only J. Wright, Enndale, Ashgrove-avenue, West
Hartlepool.

(440)

f
0CL brown linnets, for show or

contest, 8d. each, three 1/9 ,
six 3/-; Redpolls, 6d.

each, three 1/-, six 1/9 ; new caught birds, Linnets,
0 / 6 - KeQpolls, 2/6 dozen; satisfaction guaranteed:

r,8ar Preston, Lancashire. (446)EXHIBITORS, large British cock Bullfinch, win-
ner of many first prizes, none better, 15/-, with
his specially made new cage, 20 /-, cash or deposit, or
exchange for two singing/ Goldie Mules; particulars.

v™Ve*?y Street
’ 80 - Ordsall-lane, Salford. (442)LOOK look, look, Linnets, Linnets, Linnets; Ihave the finest stock of Linnets in the South,™

,
cocka

.
fell on seed, 3/6 dozen

; dealers
supplied

; bird nets and call birds of all descrip-

Vfvp
C
$P

8’ Hatton
' 3I > Richmond-st., Brighton.

JNE.SI, three Canary-reared cock brown ' Linnets
-r^ll-V 1

''i
eacl1

’ 2 ' 6 tllree
; cock Goldfinch!

1/6, two extra large cock Goldfinches, well but-

o?
n
mnii™

Ce
o/r

nd
;!
tea 'iy

’ i ust r'ght tor exhibition,

. f/f
eael

l : ca ged 1st August, well on seed?Gooden, Abbey-rd., Bourne, Lines. (446)

,Wi?
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5P
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'“7o
Wa

'!4
t!XrI any fl llantity of Goldfinches,

ft!.™

^

l2, ’ dozen cocks; 6/- dozen hens; also
Bullfinehes Linnets, Redpolls, Chaffinches, and
British birds of all kinds.; cash or deposit system •

‘ow'.-rs and Russell, Largest Importer and Exporter
of British Birds m England, 10, Granby-place, Beth-
nal Green, London.

(436 )OWING to removal, must sell. Goldfinch, stout
bird, good blaze, 3/6; Linnet, large bold bird, 2'-:
Redpoll, winner two lets. 2/6; Greenie, big bird
good yellows, 2 /-

; Lancashire-Norwich buff hen Cam
ary, 5/-; no reasonable offer refused: Fowler, 29
Hampden-st., Bishophill, York.

(442)WARRANTED cock Linnets, 4'- dozen, 13 to dozen;
a few dozen caged August 1st, (it for showing
sample three for 1/6, six for 2/6; a few hand-
some. cock Chaffinches, will moult out winners, pic-k
of dozens, 1/6 each

;
young cock Bullfinches, will

moult out show birus, 2/6 each: Herbert Gladwin
I, SuminerfiekEst.,, Lee. (447 )EXHIBITORS! Cock Siskin, selected for excep-
tional size, colour and markings, 5/-; cock Bullfinch,
immense size and moulting out gorgeous colour, 4 / 6 ;

ditto hen, 2/- ; extra large, well-pencilled cock Linnet,’
3/6; ditto cock Twite, 3/6; monster yellow cock
Greenfinch, 2 / 6-7 ordinary cock Bullfinches, 2 /- each
three 5/-; hens, 1/3: Rees, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.
GOLDFINCHES ! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British
buds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.’.’ Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: Cage
Birds, 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents : list published frequently.)
EXHIBITORS, private bird buyers, 30 vears a

catcher; first time of advertising'; Linnets:' I have
selected from the first nest this season a few mon-
ster specimens, beautifully pencilled, splendid
whites, big bold Norwich birds, can win with a
house moult, 2/- each : several selected for muling,
1/- each, three for 2;G; week’s approval willingly;
cash or deposit; dealers; 500 healthy cocks 4/- doz'. :

Fearb.v, Bird Catcher, 19, Murray-rd., Bedmin-ster.
LINNETS! Linnetol! Linnets!!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real storiners. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution

;
there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.
No. 2, price 27d. post free from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street. London, E.C.
GENTLEMEN, I have the finest strain of singing

Linnets in Englrl.id, taught under mv undefeated
champion cup winner of England; they make the
proudest, gamest and best noted birds ever carried
t-o a contest

; try one, only 1/- and 1/6, and a few
extra good on.ca 2/- and 2/6 ; also a few good loud-
voietd birds, suit catchers, 2/- each. I have
also a very good tame prize-winner, 5/C. Giant
Norwich type cock Linnets, well pencilled, good
colour, ready for the bench and can win, 2/6 and
3/- each. Cock Siskin 6/6-; Chaffinch, gem, 2/6- cook
Goldies, 2/-, 2/6 , 3/6, 5/6 each; cock Greenfinch, a
good one, 2/-. All on approval, cash or deposit.
State wants please. Correspondence a pleasure
Fred Allen, British Bird Champion, 156, Porter-st
Aviaries, Hull.

( 447 )

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS
I have the finest- stock of birds in Bradford bar
none; if you want class send here and get value
for money; grand. Greypate cock Goldfinches 21-
each; a few specials for moulting out winners, 3 /-;
hen Goldfinches, 1 /- each; grand cock Bullfinches’
2/- each; hens, 1 /- real Giant Scotch, born Lin-
nets, 9d. eaeh, 3 for 2/-,. 6 for 3/6, 12 for 6 /-,
ono or two that will moult winners, 1/6 , 2/- each, all
guaranteed healthy,, and on seed, sex guaranteed

;

approval; ‘Cage Birds” deposit system: Edwin
N0MI1 , Bird Specialist, 443, 'Manchester- rd.. Brad,
ford. (443 )

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

"NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THEMOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each ono tells you "In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).
PRICE 2d. EACH; BY -POST 2Jd.

1 —The Goldfinch. 18 .— Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3

—

The Skylark, 20 Waxbills.4—The Song Thrush and 21,-The Aquaripm.
,

Blackbird. 22—Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary. Twite.

Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.
How to Cure Them. 24.—The Gregn Canaries.

(—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-
8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
9.—The Disinfection of 20.—The Larger Insccti-

C
?£

es
’ Birdro°ms, &c. vorous British Birds.

19—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.

, 0—

I

hs Bu,lfinch. 28.—Profitable Pet Cavics.
12,-How to Moult British 29—Fancy apd Pet Mice.

„ Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
13—The Chaffinch. tits.—$®u,d 'an Finches. 31—Fishing in River,
15—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
IR-Avadavats. 32,-Care of the Dog.’T—The Grey Parrot.

AGENTS WHO SELL “NUTSHELL”HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-
BOOKS OF OURS:—ay tonsuiting these symbols the nature of the

,

egr/ied on by these agents can be ascer-

aVitifJ. . ?»
d
i’

1‘ 00ds ' Cage*, and Bird-room Re-
quisnes. t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not
?, j : lUiras, and seeds and foods only; 6 Seeds and
foods only

If Newsagents.
ry

‘ ?' H - Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
5' e *a”dna”,‘J - w. Bell, 104, Main Street.Barnsley.-»MrS . A. Porriil, 8. Doncaster Road.

Bsti'e'u
31, St - Jamos' Parade,

caiiey— Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.

^dwas
’ Mon—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.

J ’ Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.

o'!!
ke
i"^

ad -
— J- T- Harding, 8, Henson Street.

BirmingJiam.—fH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
B'Shop Auckland—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.—*A Bawdon, 85, King Street ; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Biackpool.-J. MeKierman, 62, Raiks Road.B aydon-on-Tyne.—^Walter Wileon, Ltd., Church St.Blytli—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton—*ffohn Gostling, 158, Bradshaw gate.
Bradford—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds ltd.; *S.
Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20r Gardner Street.

Bristol—tFinch and Godwin, Redeliff Wire Works.Bromley—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square,
Burnley—*D. Greenwood, 16, Staodieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Chariton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd
Chesterfield—*W. Marriott, 25, Glum-an Gate.
Chester-le-Street—A. Clark. High Front Street.
Clay Cross—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree
Cowes, I.W—W. White, Pari; Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne—tSam Young, Misterton, S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O. ; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darfington—tJ. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.~*G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckuork St.
Dewsbury—Aspey's, Market Street.
Doncaster—J. Green, 27, Miibank Street
Dublin—KM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey—F. C'ollingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tyne.—J. Crosby and Son, High St
Gateshead-on-Tyne—§John Crosby and Sons, 48.
High Street.

Glasgow—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street: WiUiam
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,
Main Street, Shettleston ; W. Crawford 192, Salt-
market.

Gt. Harwood—fA. Bentley, 13 and 15, Btackburn-rd.
Greenwich—Pedler, 37, London St.
Grimsby—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Infiull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull—{Tom Perkins. 55. Wineomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son. 17, Craven Street

Ipswich—.Tamea Ravmer, Dog's Head Street
Jarrow-on-Tyne—fM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street-

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley—fE. Phi.llipaon, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames— §J. and B. Marsh, Market PI
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger, 132, Kin? St.
Kirlicaldy.—{W. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa—tE. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh—"J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester—A. Shaw, 236. Belgrave Gate.
Leeds—{B. Smith and Son. 87, Woodhouse Lane.
Leek—§T. Meaaham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—*G. Frankham. 45, Walton Lane; *J. W
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; {E. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—*15. Tams, Church Street.
London—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch

; 35°

Upper-st-., Islington
; G. H. Itooper, 216, Forest-rd

,

Walthamstow
; {C. A. Luer, 87, Sctater St , Wal-

worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd. ; J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd.

;
A. E

Worth, 4, BiShops-rd'., Camb. ‘Heath
; *S. V. Mower

1, Wardon-rd,, Fulham, S.W.
; A. Dos-sett, Ladbroke-

gv., \V.; S. Silveridge, 6. Aldgate, E.C.; *Wm.
Wlriteley’s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv.

; *A. W. damage.
Ltd., Holborn: J. Jeffrey, 209, VoYk-rd., Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., ioe, Vaughan-rd., S.E..;

. (fEcwio and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280, Yorlc-
rd., Wandsworth; Johnson, 20, Cleveland-et., W.

;

T. W. Parkyn. 52, East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.
Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N. ; W. and E.
Rolfe, 101, Bridport-place, Hoxton

; C. Roehl, 400,
Edgware-rd,; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, Higli-
rd., Willeaden Green; J. H. Morris and Co., 570
and 642, Harrow rd. ; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,
Willesdi-n Green; J, Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd", Ful-
ham S.W,

’

; *R.
•r «t.,

*I)ut-

Tc-r-

lane.

Ter.

nigh
.root,

Manchester.- *A. O. Davie*, no tr, 112 Tib si
Kremncr, 104, Tib*t.

; W. Jaeknon, ’

12, Li-
HuJme ; TJotin Hoywood, Ltd, Dennsgate

-

tons, 61 h 63, Til. st.
; *w. Smith, 98

, Tib sf,

Mansfield. -J, w. Matthew*, 30, St Andrew’
L't tieworth, and 7, Queen Street

Middlesbrough, p, Corr, 5, Sufflcld Street
Middleton Junction. F, Buckley, 21, GrimMia

.

Millom. 5W, T. Jl. Cartwright, 7, St. George’
Macclesfield. -C. Croes, 17, D rby St.
Nel3on f ,loh ri England, 102 Scotland Road
Newcastlo-on-Tyna.- *J. Mackenzie, 69 and 61.

Sriar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar f
And 31, Nf !«on Street.

Newcastle, Staffs—*A. Griffiths, 23, Mcrrlat Street.
Newport, Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham—»w. Cottingham, Pevcrlt Street;

(jArmitago Bros., Caotlegate.
Oldham.—Geo. T. ItoWnson, 12, Henshaw Street.
Ossstt. p. I racoon, Bird Stores, Bank Street,
Open9haw.—F. Wawlihonrne, 401, Ashton Old Rdad.
Oxford. —C. F. Holliday, 58, Ocor^o Street.
P y ^’,

ou
.
,
.
h”;+R - Nixon

- L Friary Gate, Exeter Street;§w, ft. F/*on, The Market
Portsmouth— II. Mansfield, 112

, Fawcett Road,

i-’
'’77*1; Sandiford, North Road; ‘Matt, nop-

ki II, Fy-ldo Street.
Rawte. .stall,—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores
Ripley—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester— §T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield.—*J. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lewi*, 56,
Owlcr 7/nne, Pitsmoor.

Shatttoston, Scotland— §J. Ward, 178, Sfain *t.
Shildon.—C. Sinclair, 26, Garbutt Street
Stamford—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street
St. Helens—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives.—fFrank Lake, Tregenna Place
Stoke-on-Trent—*J. Pitchford, 218, London Road.
Swansea—tMaggo Bro.».
Tunbridge Wells—Live Stock Co.. 34, Monson Road.
Timstall.—W. \\afc.son, 5, Parndise .Street.Wigan—T. Summers and Son. 63, Darlington Sveet.
Wallsend-on-Tyne—*Wm. Cockburn, 106. High-st.. E.
Watford—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar
ket-st.

West Hartlepool—D. Coombcs, C3, Stockton-street,
Worthing—*F. Moore, South Farm Road
Wrexham—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks—J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,
Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere

; for terms write to the
Publisher, “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St , London, E.C.

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETC.
Real Worcestershire cock Goldfinches, all on hard

seed, 1/6 eaeh, three 4/-; specially selected, larger
cocks, 2-1- and 2/6; cock Bullies, like paint, 1/6 and
2/-; hens, 9d., 1/-; warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each,
three 1 /6 ; selected, on song, 1 /-; Redpolls, 6d., 9tl.
each; Goldfinch cage^ 8d. ; trap-cages, singles, 8d.,
1/-; double, 1/3; soldered top call-cages, Gd.; large
round tops, 1/-; ail on approval; cash or deposit:
Geo. Osborne, Naturalist, Dudley-rd., VVolverhamp-
ton.

(447 )

GOi DFINGHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
1914, English cock Goldfinch, 1/6, three 4/-, six
7/-; large selected for muling, showing, 2/-, 2/6,
three 4/6, six 8 /-, hens 9d., three 1/6, 5/- dozen;
cock Linnets. 8d., three 1/6, six 2/6, 4s. doz.; Red-
polls Gd., six 1/6, 2/6 doz.; best birdlime Jib.
7d., Jib. 1/-, 1/8 lb.; postage free: Matt. Hopkins.
Bird Specialist, 38, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire.
Est. 1895. (442)

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS,
r

REDPOLLS
Warranted- large Worcestershire cock Goldfinches,

in perfect health and feather, I/O each, three 4/-.
six 7/-, 12 /- dozen; specially selected larger Gold-
finches, for exhibition or Mule breeding, stead v. 2/-
three 5/-, six 0/-, IT/- dozen; I have 30 more ‘extra
large cocks, picked from scores of dozens in song,
2/6, 3/- each; will moult out sure winners; hem
Goldfinches, 1/-, three 2/6 ,

7/- dozen; warranted Wor-
cestershire cock Linnets, with nntbrown wings and
redbreasted, 8d., three- 1/6 , six 2 /6 , 4/- dozen ; speci-
ally selected larger cocks, 1 /-, three 2 /-, six 3 /6 , 5,'G
dozen; few extra large for showing or contest sing-
ing, 1 / 6 , 2/- each ; two-year-old cock Linnets, in song,
1/6, 2/-, 2/6. each; hen Linnets, 4d. each. 1/6 dozen;
Kedpolls, 6d., three 1/3, 3/6 dozen

; specially se-
lected, 1 /-, three 2/-; cock Greenfinches, 6d., three
1 /-; exhibition -specimens, 1/- each; travelling boxes,
3d. and 6d. each, all on approval as usual

;
cash or

deposit: Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltlev-
rd., Birmingham.

(447 )

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, Etc.
Real English cook Goldfinches, 1 /6 , 2 1- each, three
if-, six 7/-; picked birds for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,
three 5/-. six 8 /6 ; cock Bmlffnehes, 176, 2/-, 2/6 each

;

liens, 1/, 1/3 each; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., I 0d.,
]/-. three 1/G, six 2/6, dozen 4/-; Redpolls, 6d., 9d.
each, six 1/9, dozen 2/6. Cages for any of above, 9d„
1/-, 1/3, 1/6 ,

and if- each. Send for catalogue o

t

everything. Established 50 years.

Q&linf ElTiiRr!) Bird Specialist and Judge,OarlSJIrUfoU, PRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 440.

j
Softbills

|

EXHIBITION Waxwing, big winner, £2: Missel
Thrush, sacrifice, 10/-: Saywell, 1, St. Ann's Cottages,
Nottingham. (440)FEW loud singing, clean moulted, cock Skylarks,
splendid shop attractions, 3/6 each: Seedsman, 163,
Princess-st., Manchester. (446 j

SPECIAL select singing cock Skylark, very loud,
1 / 6 ; also hand-reared young cock Skylark, 1 /-;
approval : George Holt, Dunstable.

(444 )

EXHIBITORS, over moult, fit to show, Nightin-
gale, 15/-; adult Wheatear, if-; young cock, 3/-:
J. Fcnn, Weet Row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (441)
GRAND singing cock Skylark, real stormer, per-

fectly steady and tame, with cage 3/-. without 2/6

:

346, Oldham-rd . Newton Heath, Manchester. (44G)
THOSE requiring a genuine sing: rig cock Skylark
on approval cheap send me your" address, will
send to .you by return : Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable,
LARGE finger tame cock Lark, on beautiful song,

clean through moult, a gem, 2/- ; another good one,
nearly through moult, 1/6 ;

approval willingly : Fred
Allen, 156, Portllr-st., Hull. (447)
GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 3/-; guaran-

teed thoroughly tamed, healthy, commenced sing;
hand-reared specimens from 5.-: Crisp, 35, South-
hurst-rd., Bishops Stortford.

(436 )

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells
you. 2$d. poet free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-
st„ London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
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larac as a Thrush, grand songster, lit to show ami

win 1/(1; also another cook .Skylark, grand songst .

mmh smaller, been In my lesion .me.
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Mi's^^llarrlngton, Dalmenej Cot-

1,1
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Thrush ami Blackbird. Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the beat,

noosihlo condition; together with directions to& rearing the young ..and the selection of show

birds, will be found in Nutwhtll No. 4, -ad. I

free from CAGB Uihbi. 154, Fleet-st., London, LX.

id. from agents (list published trequently).

COCK Qoldcrest, 30/- ;
Treecrceper, 30/- ,

Blue-

throat 25/- - Nightingale, 20/-; Cornish Chough, j0/ ,

SrfwiM eagemionKed, e. dour-fed winning spec.;

mens; also lino Recdwarbler, la/-, *”«). "/ .

Blackcap, 10/-; Redstart, 10/-; .Sandpiper, 10/-,

Lesser VVhitcthroat, 10/-; Willow Wren, 7/0; Spotted

Flycatcher, 7/0; Garden Warbler, 7/0; Llirike, 7/0,

Whltethroat, 5/- : Frost, 13, Fairlawn-ave., Chiswick,

RXIimilTORSl Extra fine paid Wliinchats 3/6;

jock Robin, a gem, 2/0 ;
pair Shrikes, 3/0, grand

Dair l’ied Wagtails, cock 2/-, hen 1/0, White

throat, 2/0; cock Blackbird, 1/-; hen, 9d.; cock

Song Thrush, 1/0; hen, 1 /-; cock Linnets;
Od. each,

I/- dozen; hen. 3d.; Greenfinches, 0d. pair, cock

Chaffinches, Od. each, hen 3d. ;
cock OoUllincnes 1/9

each; hens, Od. ; 0 cock Budgerigars, 2/0 each

,

singing Norwich cock Canaries, 5/-, 6/-, 7/0, i»l

each; liens, 2/0, 3/0, 5/- each; all approval .cash or

deposit : A. J. Undorwood. The Aviaries, .4, Well

lngton-st., Kettering. ;

PAY WHEN YOU LIKE

WHAT YOU LIKE

LOW YOU LIKE
BY JOINING M If ORIGINAL

Cii-UB.
Distance no object. Detailed price list (and full

particulars where required) Free

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

CLEAR Yellow Norwich cock, clear buff hen, and

yellow-green hen, 10/-; offers: Heckle, 31, Gordon

rd.. Kingston-on-Thames. .
(436)

LADY MURIEL DIGBY lias few Plainhead Norwich

cocks and hens, also cock Mules, splendid songsters:

Chalmington, Dorchester, Dorset. (440)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song,

prices low; easy payments arranged; approval: Mc-

Koand Seabright, Castlc-Douglas. ( Jt>0)

WANTED, good large Norwich l’lainheads for cash,

in small or large quantities ; state price and particu-

lars: J. Taylor, 3U, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Brad-

ford (440)

COMPULSORY sale, prize Norwich, Morton cup

winner, 25/-; brother to above, 1-5/-; 1 of Maekley s

strain, grand head and neck, 12/0; another grand

bird, 10/-; seven grand hens, 3/- each; must clear:

Gardner, 07, Stephen's-rd., Preston, Lancs. (447)

NOTICE.— Wanted, good Norwich and Yorkshire

hen Canaries, will give 15/- to 24/- dozen for good

birds and also any quantity of lien Mules will give

12/- dozen to 18/- dozen for good birds; cash or

deposit: Power and Russell, Bethnal Green, Lon-

don. (430)

NORV/ICH Canaries, 1/H, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on

" Forming a stud,” and “ How to Produce the

Ideal.” are worth the cost of the whole book many

times over: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.

|
Miscellaneous. |

FINE cook chattering Magpie, 5/-; also 1915 hand-

reared, iiiiger-tam© cock Reed Bunting, 41 -

:

Primrose-hill, Raunds, Wellingboro . (44G)

GUARANTEED COCKS
Linnets, Od. each, three 1/3; Larks, singing, finger

tame, 1/-, 1/6, 2/0 each; wanted British birds:

Brain, 2S8, Lichfield-rd'., Aston, Birmingham. (430)

MACE NATURALIST
Waranted cock Linnets, 6d. each, 3 for 1/3,. 6 for

2/0, 41- dozen ;
warranted cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-

each, 10/- dozen ;
hens 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d. ;

Red-

Dolls Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, 6d. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

CANARIES.

Border Fancy. ]

SEVERAL cocks and hens, prize-bred; cocks from

!/-; hens, 2/0 to 5/-: Mcjury. Church-st., Kilbarchan.

BORDERS; cocks, 3/0, 4/-; hens, 1/6; all colours;

natch pair, 5/0: David Douglas, 48, Bridge-st„

Brechin. I446 )

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song prices low, easy payments taken; approval:

MoKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas.
.

(399)

NOTICE.—Grand; lot of Green Border Fancies, for

show or stock; prices reasonable; taken approval;

stamp reply : Mrs. David Sturrocli, 1, Lawrence-st.,

Dundee. .
(44? )

OVERSTOCKED, willing to sacrifice 30 pairs of

our young birds to make room ; all bred from win-

ners, and in the best of health, very reasonable

;

a chance in a lifetime; approval: Write for par-

ticulars, Crabb and Finlayson, 120, Montrose-st.,

Brechin. (440)

••THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).

explains fully iiow to manage these "wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, liow to .select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; send at once

for a copy, 2jd. post free, from "Cage Bird-s, la4,

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any ci our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

Rollers & Singing Canaries
|

|
Crests and CrestbredsTj

LARGE, young Crests and Crest-breds, absolutely

healthy, Joycc-Barnett strain, from £1 pair: Rev.

O. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (442)

BUFF Crested hen, £5 parents, £5; green Crested

hen, 50/-; Crest-bred cock, 50/-; others, same breed,

from 10/-; cages cheap: Mills, 125, Albert-rd., Wei -

lingliorough. (440)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood, good early

hatched, through moult; now’s the time for good

young birds; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-

st., Nottingham. - (404)

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.

Birds lor sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, singing, 4/0 and 5/6: Jopson, New-

ton Heath, Manchester, (440)

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, 5/3, 7/9; hens, 1/6, 2

approval : Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B. (4o4)

BEST quality rape for Roller fanciers, note prices,

4/0 stone, 32/6 cwt., samples sent: Ives, 85, Legsby-

ave., Grimsby.
, „ (““)

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,

full song, accept 4/6 each: Miss Jones, Harlech

House, Aberystwyth. (446)

FOUR Seifert Roller hens, 1/6 each; or exchange

for 1914 Roller cock; yours first: Chapman, Long-

fteld-terrace, Wakefield. (iin >

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Randalls, 1915 bred,

cocks 7/6, bens 3/6; approval: William Mitchell, 4,

Gillsburn-pl., Kilmarnock. (4i»)

ROLLER shutter cages, dozen wanted, standard

6ize. complete; good order: J. Tomlinson, Shoe-

•maker, 06, Pool-st., Wigan. (442)

WANTED, half-dozen young cocks, must be rung,

also some travelling cages; particulars, etc., to.

Thwaite.s, 63, Pontefract-lane, Leeds. (440)

NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken;

approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

1915 ENGLISH-BRED Roller cocks, 8/0; hens, 3/-

each; pairs, 10/6; ail cocks guaranteed on song, car

riage paid: Shrives, 5, Sydney-buildmgs, L. Tran-

mere, Birkenhead. J (
440)

GRAND young Roller cock. 5/-; good three-com-

partment breeder, 6/-; double breeder, 3/0 ;
single

breeder, 1/6; exchange chickens: G. Sykes,

Crowle, Doncaster. ex’ J

>

GRAND selection of young Rollers, clean moulted;

cocks, on full song, 4/6 and 5/6 each; hens, 2/- ;
sent

any distance: Manager. Princess Aviaries, 103, Pnn-

eess-st., Manchester.
, ,

WANTED, high-class 1914 Roller Schoolmaster, ex-

change pure Welsh Terrier, dog, rough haired (1-

months) house trained, bird first, confidential : H.

Phillips, 57, Merthyr-rd., Pontypridd. (442)

OWNER on active service wishes to sell 22 Gluck

Rollers, Randall’s strain, bred from winners; best

cash offer for lot; B.R.C.C. rung: Nicholls, Claremont

Villa, Dawson-rd., Kingston-on-Thames. (440)

SIX young cocks, bred from 30/- parent* singing

day arid gaslight, fijne straight young birds, 3/0 each,

two for 0/0 ;
eight hens at I/O each: J. Stanley,

148, Mary-st., Balsall Heath, Birmingham. (447)

BRITISH bred Rollers, Seifert strain, nothing

better; 1914 cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12/0; 1915 cocks,

3/6, 4/6, 5/6: hens, 1/6, 2/- each; approval; cash

or 'deposit : Day, Aviaries, Porter-st., Hu'l. (445)

ROLLER Canaries (Voogt’s strain), in .
splendid

son« from 12/0 each: call any time and hear

birds sing, and select for yourself: F. Kirby, The

Victoria. 40, Buckingham I’alace-rd., London, S.W.

I llWE a grand lot of young Roller cocks, in full

song,” singing their long trills and water bubble notes,

every bird guaranteed, 5/0 each; few, make school-

masters, 7/6 each: Bird Shop, Gooch-st., Birming-

ham. (44<!)

SIGN THE COUPON NOW
And obtain your copy o!

the 1915 Edition o!

CUE BIRDS UIII1L
This issue has met with greater

success than ever before, and

THEY ARE SELLING OUT FAST.
Be advised, and s.end for a copy

NOW before it is tco late.

Remember !

We had to Disappoint Many
Fanciers last year, as the entire edition was

sold out before they ordered their copies.
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Norwich^
[

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties ;
reason-

able ;
approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield. .. .. , ,

W L PAGE, Breeder and Exhibitor of High-class

Norwich, has a few birds to spare; inquiries

solicited; state requirements; stamp: 30, Bedtord-

pl., Southampton. -
(441J

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, reasonable prices: Ty rr®] ’>

8, Pilkington-rd., Peckham. (441)

YELLOW and buff cocks, 6/-, 7/0, 10/-; hens, 2/6,

3/0, 5/-: Harris, 50, Undine-st., Tooting. (430)

1914 variegated Norwich cock, large bird, 4/0; ww
double: Whittaker. 30. Ash rd.. Luton. (441)

YELLOW-Green Norwich hen, bred from two yel-

low-greens, medium size, bargain, 10/0: Kew, 8,

Queen-st., Margate.
;

44°)

MASSIVE cobby cocks, from 7/6; hens, 4/-; call or

Write: Woods, 20, Silton-st., Moston, Manchester.

Exchanges entertained. (446)

HANDSOME large buff Norwich cock, grand stock

bird, and songster, 1914; 8/6; approval: Geo. Isher-

wood, 3, Alyn st., Mold. (441)

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.

VOOGT’S STRAIN.
REDUCTION IN PRICES.

HENS, 2 for 3/-, in wicker cage; 14 in 7 wicker

cages for 16/-. Please understand these cages are

worth 2|d. each, consequently you are only paying

1/- each for splendid Roller hens.

YOUNG ROLLER COCKS ARRIVING.
Solendid birds, juet commencing to eing, only 6/-

each ;
7 for 35/-, in 7 cages. About 20 last year s

birds[ in usual strong song, 7/6 each.

TE,I1MS.—Cash with order only.

JOHN D. H&MLYN,
221, ST. GEORGE’S STREET, LONDON, EAST.

No matter what variety of birds you keep, ^het
^
ef

^reaTeft'
there is information in this bird-keeper’s encyclopaedia cf the greatest

use to you. Each article is written by an expert, and in \beit expet

ences of failures and successes you will find the way to the top of the ladder.

Use our Notepaper.

Get your copy now,
price fid, from your News^

agent or local Nutshell Agent or fill up the

Coupon at the foot, enclose 7d., and send direct to

:

44 CAGE BIRDS/' 154 ,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.,

and your copy will

be sent per return.
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14 DAYS TRIAL-OUR RISK
Pseston Contest Rollers, same champion istniin tlmt
wo supplied the winners ut the principal contest*
for years and have received thousands of testi-
monials. These wonderful songsters only la - caeh
on M days’ trial at our risk

; special terms; semi
10/- deposit to us and promise balance in two weeks
and we will send one of these mui-sm li Rollers on
It days' 'trial at our risk. Try one against any other
strain advertised and be your own judge. Belgian
Rollers, in full song, 7/0. 8.0, and 10 0 each, all on
It days’ trial at our risk: Ilairstow’s, Ormskirk-rd.,
Preston. (tl9)

Yorkshires-
|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South Vlcw-tcrr.. Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best tile world has produced : Thornton,

^Bradford.

SPLENDID pair- Of Yorkshires, cock from 3rd
Local Show, sell 10/0: E. Taylor, 10b, Station-st.,
Boston. (443;
WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101,
Bridport-pl., lloxton.
TEN Yorkshires, hens, 8 are 19i4 and 5 are 1913,

good birds, 35/-; pairs lroui 15/- to 30/-: Fewster,
Middlestown, Nr. Wakefield. (445)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged; approval: Me-
Keand, Seabriglit, Castle-Douglas. (399)
TWELVE pairs of Yorks., <i/- a pair; approval,
cash

;
prize-bred, 1915 ;

must sell, signed on for war
service: Batten. Rosevean-rd., Penzance. . (440)
GRAND yellow Yorks, cock, winner 1st, special,

15/6; bulf hen, winner, 6,-; cards sent; approval,
deposit: Davies, Ferndaie, Craven Arms. (441)
EXCEPTIONAL opportunity of procuring whining

Yorkshires, 10 fine birds, £3, or exchange, lot or
separate: Barber, Westgate, Southwell, Notts.
WANTED lor export, large or small quantities of
good Yorkshires for cash; state price and particu-
lars: J. Taylor, 30, Aireville-rd., Frizingliall, Brad-
ford. f440)
EXHIBITION Yorkshire cock and hen, can win un-

flighted class; sell or exchange exhibition British,
catching outfit, or offers: F. Stothard, 81, Beacons,
field-st., Darlington. (445)
FIXE typical buff Yorkshire cock, Shackleton’s

strain, two years old, cost £2, sell 15/-: ticked buff
hen, same strain, can win anywhere, 10/-; approval
willingly: C. Ross, St. Leonards-rd., Forres, N.B.
WANTED, any quantity of good Yorkshire lien
Canaries, will give 15/- to 24/- dozen for good birds,
also good hen Goldfinch Mules and Linnet Mules,
will give 12/- to 18/- dozen; cash or deposit: Power
and Russell, 10, Granby-place, Bethnal Green, Lon-
don, E. (436)
YORKSHIRE stud (14), grand quality (breed 4-S

pointed)
; bargains ; 4 grand cocks, marked. 1 green,

10/- each; 9 hens, buff, yell., green, marked," 5/-, 6/6
each; 4 breeding, 8/-; 3 show cages, 5/-; nests, oups,
drawers, accessories

;
nearest offer lot

;
entertain ex

change gent.’s gold watch: Reid, Harmony, Dona
ghadee. (439)
ABSOLUTE clearance, actual winner.'. 3 yellow
York, cocks, 4 huff, all "ins., hens, 4 yellow, 3
huff, no bird over 12/-; 5 Border hens 10/-; 6 double
breeders S/6 each complete ; dome aviary 7/6: 14
York show 1/1 each; case hold 3 3/-; do. hold 4
3/; 6 box cages, beauties, 3/9 each: Turner, Con-
fectioner, Peascod-st. Windsor. (445)

Various Canaries.
TWO cocks, 4 hens, 7/6 pair, or 17/- lot; breeding

cagea 2/6 : Brandon, 18, Little John-st., Nottingham.
FIVE hen Canaries (four used for breeding thi3

year, one young), 5/- the lot: Bristow, Clarence
Villa, Crediton. (411)
GRAND lot of Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries;

cocks, full song, 4/6 and 5/6; hens, 2/6: Seedsman,
163, Princess-st., Manchester. (446)
BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and

Roller cocks, 3/- each; cock and hen, 5/-; approv
McKeand, 15, Queen-st., Castle Douglas. (399)
FOR -sale

;
good stock of Norwich Canaries, also

Crests and Oestbreds; seen any time; i rices on ap-
plication : A. Walker, Bradenham, Thetford. (445)
I HAVE a large stock of Rollers and Norwich Can-

aries; cocks 5/6 upwards, hens 2/- upwards; or ex-
change toy dogs, puppies, or good gun: Syd. Mother-
sole, 20, Humberstone-rd., Leicester. (440)

|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

)

TWO cock Linnet Mules, 7/6 each, pair of 10
yards clap-nets, complete, 9/-: Lewis, 55, Letitia-st.,
Middlesbro. (4444
NOTICE.—Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-

finches, Linnets, Bulfinches, Chaffinches,’ from
catchers: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., New North-rd
London. (444)TWO grand young cock Greenie-Buliic Hybrids,
bred from same parents and my last year's Leicester
winner

; best; cash offer accepted : Welsh, Reform-
st., Stamford.

(445)SEVERAL young Sib. -bred cock Canaries, otters
from 7/6; young Goldfinch cocks, Mules, from c /-

hen Mules, 1/3; O. Gouldson, Harbour-view St'
Biideaux, Plymouth. (447.
HANDSOME huff four-pointed Goldfinch Canary
Mule, warranted cock, fit for show, 40/-; buff light
variegated cock, warranted, 20/-. good bird - others
warranted cocks, variegated, 6/-, 7/6 8/6 10/-
each; dozen hens, offers, cash: Rowley, Elston
Crediton.

(440 j

FOREIGN BIRDS.
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Goalie 30/-: II. Phair, Alresford, Hants. (445)
bAljE, adult pair Kingnecks, outdoor aviary, perfect
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cLbc^m, Oxford.
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1441)

PARROTS, linger tame, Blue and Itcd Macaw,
White Cockatoo, lovely talker: A. Keegan, 35,
Upper Onflow! Quay, Dublin. (-1:1))

BIRDS that pay! Green Budgerigars, 6/-; Yellov.s.
7 /- per pair; finest obtainable: The ; Aviaries. 69,
Hammond st., I’arkinton-lane, Halifax. ( 133 )

FOR sale, Pintail Whydah, 10 /

-

;
Chestnut In e. ,-ted

Finch, 10/-, one nail off, twice moulted, oiit-idc
aviary: Hiiekinghain, Butcher, Watford.
WANTED, adult hen Coekatict, pairs Black
Cheekotlf and Blue iwing Love birds: Hawkins,
Belvedere, Streetly-lanc, Hutton Coldfield. (444;
AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, and
mimic, accept 60/- with cage; great sacrific, . M;„.‘
Davies, 3, Clllford-st., Oxford rd., Manchester. (444;
GREY and Red Parrot and cage, very tame. 1,

)’8u, come out on linger, exchange Canarn. . . Males,
offer: Tonison, 111, High-rd., Willesden Green. (4P,j
PARROT, West African Grey, fluent talker, thor-
oughly acclimatised, hardy, healthy, peivonally
taught; £12, with cage: Forster, Costumer,
Faversham. (441)
TRUE puir Crimson-ringed Whydah*,, true |; ,ir

Brown-cappod Fire-Finches; imported from Africa
two months ago: E. W. Harper, 6, Ashburnham-
rd.. Bedford. (426)
TAME Mock Petz's Comire, 20/-, very friendly with
ben I, involuted Parrakeet, 10/- ;

25/- the two
;

Pin-
tail Whydah, full colour, 8/6; Steed, Tobacconi t,

Sudbury, Suffolk. (441

1

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 6/-
pair

;
selected breeding pairs 6/-; yellows 8/-;

cocoanut husk nests 5s. doz. : Miss Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbodrne.

. • (442)

PAIR outdoor aviary Alexandrine Parrakeuts,
bred by Shore Bailey this summer, 35/-, or near
oiler ; exchange smail Foreigners, wild animals

:

Miller, Broomhouse, Glasgow. (446)
TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-
tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
large cage, 45/6: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port; (106)
WANTED, in good condition for cash, from out-

door aviary preferred: hens, lted-hcaded Finch,
Diamond Finch, White Java Sparrow; pair
Gouldians: E. R. Phillips, Blackrock, Co. Dublin.
PAIR Par,rot Finches, peach faced Lovebirds,

Amherst Pheasant*, cock Rosella, Redrum,ps. Zebras,
Green, and Scarlet Cardinals, Gold-fronted Fruit
Slicker: Miss Clarge, 194, Coombe-lane, Wimbledon.
HANDSOME Blue-fronted Amazon, talks, wiihtfes,

sings, no better living, tame, thoroughly acclimatised,
accept 70/-, including cage, honestly worth £5 ;

ap-
proval: Miss Jones, Harlech "House, Aberystwyth.
PARROTS, Parrots.—I have a fine lot of African
Grey Parrots, acclimatised, ages 2 to 5 years, tirsi-

i^ass talkers and mimics, special list of Parrots on
application: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel.
947. (447)
It A RE Blue-cheeked Lorikeet

,
7 Hamatodes, perfect

£5; cock Barraband's Parrakeet, £7; three Cattle
Egrets, cock, two hens, £10; cock Swinhoe pheasant,
30.'-; Sand Grouse, 15/-: Y'ealland, Binstead, Isle of
Wight. (446)
WILL give 6/- each for any quantity of Cockatiels,
Indian Green Parrakeets, or any hardy Parrakeets:
G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. ’Phone
689 Central. Telegrams “ Parrakeet.”
FOR sale, cheap, extra tame Quaker Parrakeet,

with cage; gramophone and records
;
large quantity

stuffed birds, ready for casing; good oil stove; large
square Parrot cage; must clear: Bottomley, Boot-
maker, Keighley. (445)
TRUE pair Scaly-headed Finches, £3, perfect; also
pairs adult Cuban Finches, £1; Spice Birds, 5/-;
cock Madagascar Weavers, full colour, 7/- each;
wanted, Long-tailed Grassfinches, or Parrot Finches;
Campbell, 48, Roekliffe-rd., Bath. (441)
BRAZILIAN Hangnest, 40/-; Crimson-throated Why-

dah, very rare, 50/-
;
Grenadier Weaver, 10/- • Blood-

stained Finch, 10/- pair; Grey Singing Finches, 5/-:

Saywell, 1, St. Alin’s Cottages, Nottingham. Foreign
show' cages for sale; exchange good gramophone and
records. (440)
PAIR Jackson’s Whydahs, perfect condition

;
cock,

full colour, £4 10s.; Bullock’s Hangnest, perfect,
]ust moulted, 30/- ;

Wedge-tailed Glossy Starling,
30/- ; cock Grey-necked Serin, 6/6 ; all from outdoor
aviary; would exchange for small, hardy, acclima-
tised insectivorous or seed-eaters: George Low, 14,

Royal Terrace East, Kingstown. (440)
AFRICAN Talking Grey Parrot, red tail, 507-;
another extra good one. '£3 10/-; Amazon, good
plain talkler, 4-' > -

; Rock Parrot, say good few
words, 25/-: a few young Rock Parrots. 106 each,
in good health and feather; guaranteed tame.
Talking Sulphur Crested Cockatoo, a child can
handle him, only 30/-; also pair aviary-moulted
Ring-necked Parrakeets, 20/-, or 10/- each; and the
best Talking Grey living, guaranteed to say over
400 words, sing 12 songs, whistle tunes, etc., lowest
price £20, have refused £16 in Hull; exchanges
entertained: Day, The lAviaries, Porter-st.. null.
TRUE pairs:— S. African Amethystine Kunhirds,

£7 10/- ; Melba Finches, 45/- : Mandarin Starlings,
40/-; Sydney YVaxbiils, 35/-; Violet Ta na re* 30/-;
Blue-breasted Waxbills, 30/-; Ycllow-rumprd Serins,
12/6; Pink-breasted Waxbills, If)'-, Bronze winged
Mannikins 7/6: Magpie Mannikins, 7/6: Corhbas-
SOU3, 7 6; odd cocks: fine Singing Shama. 60/-;
Crowned Tanager, 15/-; Alpine Accentor, 10/-; Sul-
phury Seedeater, 10 -

; Redheaded Finch. 10 '-; Rib-
bon Finch, 5/-; Swair.son’s Sparrow, 5/-; also grand
Yellow-backed Lory, 40/- ; tame Sulphur-crested
Cockatoo, 25/-; six healthy young Peach faced- Love-
birds, sex not guaranteed, 33/- each, £9 the lot:
Frost, 13, Fairlawn-ave., Chiswick, London. (441)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellowa 7/6 pair; casli or
eaey payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

PETS SUPPLY CO.
In outdoor aviaries; all moulted and in perfect
condition. Ribbon Finches, Spice Birds, cock Saffron
Finches, Black-headed Nuns, lien Whydah, White
and Grey Javas (show condition), Weavers, Singing
Finches, Avadavats, Zebra Finches, Siberian Bull-
finches (cocks and hens), cock Californian Quail
(perfect plumage), also several pairs of fuliy-
grown young ones, Senegal and Barbary Turtle
Doves, Green and Yellow Budgerigars, tame Sul-
phur-crested Gockatoo, young Y’orkshire, Crested
and Border Canari -s, cock Goldfinch (1st Bridling-
ton, 4th Bradford National, and other prizes), pair
Silver Pheasants, White Fantail Pigeons; Golden
Pheasant chicks, Greenfinches, Bullfinches,’ etc.
Poultry: Young Faverolles, Columbian, White and
Partridge Wyandottes, Rhode Islands. Wanted:
English Goldfinches and small Foreign Finches of
all kinds. We are open to purchase all kinds of
bright-plumaged British or Foreign birds for out-
door aviaries. We solicit enquiries for what we
•have, and offers of what we have not: The Aviaries,
Coppice Drive, Harrogate.

TO EXHIBITORS
Three pair* only left out of eight pairs offered,
acclimatised in outdoor open flighted garden aviaries
with free access t » pond and shrubbery and trten, as
near wild state it possible; inspection invited; no
backyard sheds; blue breasted Waxbills, in peifect
show form, magnificent colour and size, 35/- and 40/-
pair

; Goiden-back'd Weaver, perfect, 25/-; imii'niil-
eent (own bred) Ribbon Finches, nerting, 10/.; Nut.
I‘[( " I, inches, true show pair, rare • ize and marking,
10/(1; Bishops, etc.; Green Budgerigars, «/-

;
Yellows,

8/0; largest and freest breeding strain in England,
and most successful on show bench, wins Include 1st
1 a lace 1014, 2 lsts and 2 cups York 1914, etc., etc.:
Collingbourne and Co., Poston Lodge, Christchurch.
iu

, Last Sheen. (420)

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
On our 4 months' trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Hopes, O t. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

BUuGERIGARs”
Finest select Green Budgerigars, on 7 days’ ap-

proval at our risk, 5/6 pair; odd hens, 6/- each;
Yellows, in magnificent plumage, ready to nest
immediately, price 7/6 pair; odd hens, 3/9: G BChapman, High-st., Birmingham.

» DE VOfo! & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

Cape Blackheads, 10/- each; Serein Pinches, 10 /
- •

Sulphury Seedeaters, 10/- each; St. Helena Wax-
bills, 15/- pair; Redstarts, 8/- pair; Jackdaw, 3/-;
tame mice and rats, 1/- pair guinea pigs, all
colours, 2/- pair

; Paradoxure Civet Cat, 30/-; Wood
Pigeons, 4/- each; Wild Turtle Doves wanted

;
Thrush

3/6; Talking Macaw, £G
; Quail Finches, 30/- pair;

Peach-faced Lovebirds, .£4 pair; Blue-breasted Wax-
bills, 30/- pair; Budgerigars, 4/- pair; Yellows 7/C*

J*®* l)air >* Wagtails, 1/C; Hawfinches, 6/-;
White Doves, 5/-; Dormice, 3/- pair; Wasp cake, 1/6
lb., gentles, 2/0 quart; Silts’ eggs, flies, millet seed
and sprays, cuttlefish, etc.; see price list*.

6tub {Report,oo 0

JOHN D. HAMLYN
Talking Bine, Buff Macaw, on .stand, exceptional

fine bird, £8 lot;. Blue-headed Parrakeet, 30/6;
pair Iiosellas, 60/6; two cock Blocdrumps, 50/6;
pair Orange-flanked Parrakeets, 80/6; Half-moon
Parrakeet, 15/6; one genuine pair Indian Purple
Sun Birds, first arrival this year, 60/6 each; hen
King Australian Parrot, 80/6; hen Indian Rock
Parrot, 29/6; four West African Triangular Spotted
Pigeons for SO/6

;
lien Golden Oriole, 25/6; Salles

Amazon, 30/6 ; hen Blackwinged Peafowl, very rare,
40/6; adult Budgerigars, 5/6 pair; ten pairs for
45/6; Orange Hangnest, cock, very fine, 25/6; young
Red and Blue Macaw, 60/-; telephone, 0341 Avenue:
John Hamlyn, 221, St. George’s-st., London Docks.

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in pur-

chasing a Parrot we wish to offer the finest selec-
tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including African
Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos, Macaws,
etc. We wish all intending purchasers of Parrots
to place themselves in communication with us,
when we will immediately forward them a full list
of genuine Talking Parrots. The birds we offer are
exaotly as described on price list; good, sound,
healthy stock at lowest market prices. We guar-
antee safe arrival of all stock, and despatch same
day as order arrives: G. B. Chapman High-st.,
Birmingham. ’Phone, Central 689. Telegram,
“ Parrakeet.”

WANTED BY “CROSS,”
OTTERSPOOL. LIVERPOOL
Surplus supplies acclimatised specimens of all
kinds, Cockatoos, Parrots, Parrakeets, Lories, Cock-
ateils, Budgerigars, Finches, Saffron Finches, Javas
Pennants, Weavers, Scarlet Birds, Waxbills, Tou-
cans, Storks, Herons, pet monkeys, in fact, small
birds or animals of any kinds; price no object;
offers receive every consideration.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it
free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.
Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Moreeambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Moreeambe

VARIOUS BIRDS.
PAIR prize-bred Yorkshires, long birds, 7/- ; Border,
1/6 ;

two cock Linnets, 1/3 each ; lot 10/-
;
sound bar

gain: Grassby. Postman, Altrincham. (440)
OUTDOOR aviary, Budgerigars, pairs 4/6 ; cock
Greenfinch, 1/9 ; Chaffinches, finest obtainable, 1/-
pair: Midgley’s Aviaries, Micklethwaite, Binglev,
Yorks. (441)
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Goldfinch and Linnet, with
Canaries, bred mules, 10/-

;
five 1915 Yorkshire Can-

aries. as hred, 10/-; genuine: Swain, 6, Wenlock-
st.. Luton. (441)
LOOK, Gentlemen: my two birds sung 1st and 2nd

at Regent Hotel, Hull, at annual singing; birds,
taught under thorn, three 2/-, 4/- dozen : Ellerington
Tindall-lane, Beverley. (445)
MUST sell; 1I.M cook Goldfinch. 5/-; H.M. cock

Sieki.n, 5/-; cock Siskin Mule, 6/-; Roller hen, varied
gated, 2/-; muling hen, 2/-; large buff Norwich cock,
5/6: Stakco, Sydney-terrace, Lancaster. (442)
CLEAR yellow Norwich cook and huff hen. 8/-, very
large t kcl

.
yell, cock and huff hen, 11/6: muling cock

Goldfinch and large Norwich hen, 8/-: bargains;
wanted, good large trout red and reel: Police-const.
Ryan, Templehon.se, Ballymote, Sligo. (446)

1
WANTED,

j

WANTED anything alive: Jopson, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (446)
WANTED, pair of Cockatiels, for outdoor aviary:
All Saints’ Rectory, Hastings. (442)

GLASGOW & W. COUNTIES CLUB
Meeting, September 4, Mr. Peter Pettigrew

presided over a good attendance. Classification olannual show was confirmed at 61 classes. Mr ,| j|Adam will give a paper on "General Management ol
i ana ries, at next meeting, Oct. 2, at 7 — J liaJam, Hon. See.

LEEDS ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Sept. 4, Lockhart's; Mr. Walton, chair

® ,' e,,.v poor attendance. We have engaged
Inriity Church Schools for our annual show, Nov.
i if

a
. it’

behove* all members to put their
shoulder to the wheel and try and make the kSow
a succots, as we arc going to more expense thanever before; for a show the rooms are ideal. I
s-iouhl be pleased to hear from any outside member
or friend who would care to give a special so as to

Sec
C UP aS e°°d a 6tliedule as possible.— H. Best,

BATHGATE C.B.S.
Meeting and F.F. show, September 4; over 26

birds were staged. Nor.: I, 2, 3, Strachan. Mules
*'erc a strong class; three Greenfinch.

Bullfinch, and one Linnet-Bullie being among the
collection : 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, Mcla an ; 5, 7, Strachan.
UardbfM : 1, 2, Strachan. The president, Mr. R.
Bald, judged, and gave everybody satisfaction
Agreed to hold another tabic show, Oct. 16. classes
to be fixed at next meeting, Sept. 18. This brought
a very successful meetiug to a close.—A. Kicol
Sec •

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.G.B.
Meeting, Sept. 4, Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse

Street, E.C., Mr. I*’. Harrison presided over a fair
attendance of members, and one visitor, to hear
Mr. Hodder lecture on the Norwich Plainbead. Mr.
Dodder, however, was unable to be present, and in
his absence the members passed a verv pleasant
evening in some interesting questions and answers.
Mr. II. Bell will open a discussion on colour-feed-
ing at noxt meeting. Sept. 18. Visitors will receive
a hearty welcome.—

^W. Gilbert, Hon. See.

SOUTHMCOR SOCIAL CLUB.
Meeting, Aug. 20, Mr. Taylor, chair, and a big

attendance. Decided to go on with stewards for
annual show, Nov. 6 and 7. The deputation report
from Consett was very satisfactory, the Chairman
and Secretary also gave a very satisfactory report
from the managing hoard; they are going to give
the usual donation of £5, which is a good lift to
a society. Decided that Chairman and Sec. get
paid their expenses for deputation to Consett, and
the meeting closed after a oleasant evening had
been spent.—George Lane, Sec.

. NORTHERN YORKSHIRE C.C.
Meeting and table c-liow Held Aug. 26, Mr. Craw-

hail presided. Decided to hold our members’ show
Dec. 4 m the room adjoining the King Edward
Hotel kindly lent by Mr. J. B. Bell. The follow-
ing shows were granted the club’s patrona«e- New-
castle, Oct.

_
23; Carlisle, Oct. 27 and 28 (champion

section only); Hartiepool, Nov. 6; Biaydon Nov 72
and 13; Ilaltwhistle, Nov. 19 and 20

'; Whitehaven
(date not fixed). Table show awards: Nov. CL:
1, 4, Havis; 2, 3, Studholme; vhc, Gregory,* he, c.
Leach. Mr. Wm. Mather judged to the satisfaction
ot everyone.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 1, Mr. W. G. Fellows, chair. Mr

W. -Sargant was elected a member. Mr. G. Gamble
had come from Winchester to give his lecture on
the Yorkshire Canary, but owing to the heavy rain
the attendance was limited, and Mr. Gamble kindly
consented to postpone his lecture until next meet-
ing (Oct. 5, at 7.30). In order not to disappoint
those present Mr. Gamble gave solne seasonable and
useful hints which were much appreciated. He
dealt with causes and cures of diarrhoea, etc. in
young -birds, and laid stress on the need of at onc-o
isolating any ailing bird and cleaning out the
cage immediately to prevent spread of disease.
Binds should be selected and classed for stock, ex-
hibition, and sale after the moult, never before
as many a bird winning in F.F. shows takes a wron"
turning and dashes the fancier’s hopes, while inanv
a little thought of one takes the right turn and
moults out a winner. Mr. Gamble gave his system
of colour-feeding, and pointed out the need to
thoroughly clean out cages before moult, that birds
might not soil their new plumage. Care was
needed in seeing that show cages were clean the
best of birds shown dirty in a dirty cage bein"
heavily handicapped. A hearty vote of thanks tS
the lecturer closed the meeting.—G. J Slade -Vast
Sec,

BORDER^ CITV (Carlisle) O.S.
Quarterly general meeting. Headquarters Sent.

1, before a moderate attendance. Schedule forOpen Show, Oct. 27 and 28, was finally gone through
and the show should prove one of the most attrac-
t/vo in the North. The classification is Lord 18Nor. 14, York 41, Hyb. 5, lirit. 11, Foreign 4 ' Gift
1, and the show will lie held under the patronage

ver e N.B.F.C.C., E. and W.B.F.C.C.,
Y.C.C., O. and W. Y.C.C . O.N.P.f. N.N.1ML. etc.,
etc. For -the six sections, as before stated, wehave secured six silver cups for most points in each
section and we have also two solid silver cuns formost points throughout the show and best bird
in the show. The members’ silver cup is awarded
this year for the best Norwich Canary shown bva

P,
me s

^
ver '/UPS in all).

' With sucha schedule before the fanciers, our show should
prove second to none this season as the railway
facilities are the best in the country. London.
7 hours; Glasgow, Manchester. Liverpool, Sheffield
Leeds, etc., 3j hours; Newcastle, 2 hours. All onthrough mail trains. All birds in fact, no matterwhat distance, if not delivered on same night as
•!hf!

w finishes will be at their destination on thefollowing morning. See. was instructed to make
arrangements with the Manchester Society to haveany birds sent on to their show by train leavin'-
Carhsie at 4 22 p m so that they have time tSsettle down for that show- also. Prize money as
usual, MS., 5s., 3s., 2s.; the judges are Mr. Robson.London; Mr. T. McCredie, Dumfries; and Mr W
Nicholson Stockton-on-Tees. The gift class b’rds
will all be sold for some deserving charity, so tx-
hi tutors wLlf be doing good to come national cau3j
lf

i ^
!l ®v

.
forward an odd cage (show cage not in-

clud-ed in the sale). All profit from selling classes
will also be added. \II our members^ ure wry
enthusiastic, and so we expect fanciers to rally
round an make the shew the success the social r aenterprise deserves.— To.n C. Bell, Hon. Sec.

(Club Reports continued on page
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Oct,

Oft.

tkt.

Oct.

Oft.

Oft.

Oct. 23

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Dec.

Dee.

SHOW DATES FIXED. •

To secure Insertion in tills column, a guarantee

that tlie show will lie udpertlscd U) C.B. to in«

extent of at least 25/- must he sent to our manager.

England.
Oet. C.— Idle C B S.— (C. A. House, Briardene, Idle,

Bradford.) W.M. ,, ,

8-9.

—

Preston O.S. (0. Buck, 5, Nevett St)

)2 13.- Plymouth W.C.O.S.-C'f. 1’ope. 88. Km-

bankinent ltd.)
, „„

14 .— Hanley C.B S.-(C Beckett, 32, Hamilton-

rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J it-

15 . 10 ,
Warrington C.B.S. (II. Warburton, 73,

Ellesmere ltd., Lower Walton, Warrington.)

Oct. M.
11

Coventry O.S. (A. Green, 205. Stouey Stan-

21.-^Oxford C.B.S.— (C. F. Holliday, 58, Ocorgo

iSt.) J.It. , _ nn

22 23. Liverpool O.S.— (Metcalfe and Green, 68,

Brunswick ltd.)
. ,,, ,

23. Burton-on Trent C.B.S.— (A. Wood, 10,

South Oak St.) J.It. . ...n
20 28. London and P.O.S. (H. L. Huggins, 1J0,

Myddlcton ltd., Bowes Park, London.)

27-28.- Carlisle (Border City) 0 S.— (J. C. ucii,

23. Botcliergate, Carlisle.) _ TI

29 30. Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (I1
.
Uaywaid,

21 Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).

L.D., J.B., It. B., J.D., U.J.C.

30.—York C BS.— (V. G. F. 2 immdrman, 7,

Portland Street.) _ _ . .

34. -Cheltenham C.B.S.-(A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terr.) vnnvhaii
5 li.—Sheffield O.S.

—

(E. C. Job, 'P*
Va

.
u

,,
,

ltd., Wincobank, Sheffield). W.M., J.It., J.C.B.,

H.W.B., J.It.

0 — Hnrtlepools C.B.S.— (J. W. Thornton,
M

’

ltydal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,

0 - 8 ,—^Leicester Hand-In-Hand. (A. Freeetone,

to Clarendon Street.) »
n.J-u

Nov. 9- 10.’* Bournemouth C.B.A.— CG. W. Jones, lo ,

Holdenhurst ltd.) H.N.
liavver 1,

Nov. 12-13. Blaydon-on Tyne C B.S.-(G. Havver,

Theresa St,) T.D., J.M., HW.B.
Nov. 13.- Barnsley C.B.S.-(li. loulson, 102, Lope

St ) »»

Nov. 13.— Chester C.B.S.-(L. Cavanagli, “Berwyn,

Viear’s Cross, Chester.) H.W.B.

is — Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S.— (J.

193, Palmerston Street, Beswick, Manchester.)

17 .
— Reading C.B.S.—(O. C. Smith, 73>, Audley

Nov. 19-20.— Halifax O.S.—(H. Clegg, 15, Melrose
-
St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax.) W.M., H.W.B.

Nov. 19 -20.— Haltwhistle C.B.S.— (Win. Tallantyre,

South View.) __

Nov. 25.— Blaenavon C.B.S.-(G. Broome, 82, King

Nov. 27.— Coventry Codiva C.B.S.—(F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon Rd.) H.W.B.
, , Tr T .

1-2.— City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. H. Jonee,

211, Park Rd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.K.,

1-2.—Southampton C.B.S.—(W. L. Page, 30,

Bedford Plaee, Southampton.) H.N.

Dec. 8 9.— Watford C.B.S.— (W. ltackley, 9, Holywell

Rd.) F.E.. H.N., A.S., H.J.W.

Dec. 10 - 11 .—Gateshead C.B.S.—(W. Curry, 6, Rox-

burgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12-13.—Glasgow C.B.A— (W. Hutchison 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. ML., W. MM.,
C.M-, A.W., M.C.

Nov. 20.—Cowdenbeath C.B.S.—(A. Robertson, 56,

Arthur Place.)

jan 1 . Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20.— Abertiliery C.B.S.—(H. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.) „ ,

Nov 17 —Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and

F.A.).—(G. E. Cragg, “Rocklands,” Rhos,

Colwyn Bay.) _ ,

Nov 17-18.—Cardiff C.B.S—(E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.H.P., J .H R.

Jam' 11 .—Llanelly C.B.S.—(D. H. Daviee, 24, Col-

lege Hill.)

Ireland.
Nov. 24-25.—Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland.

—

(W. C. Sholedice. 38, Haddington Rd.) W.M.

Dec. 3-4.—Newtownards C.B.S.-(W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

Gage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Telegrams—

“

Aviculture , London.” Tel. No. 5229

Holborn.

The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

luitable contributions, whether, articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday

if insertion in the next issue is desired.

{Twitterings.

Mr. J. R. Meikle, hon. sec. Scottish

National C.B.S., has removed from Brougham
Street to 15, Angle Park Terrace, Edinburgh.

We have fixed our Old Bird Show and Open
Linnet class for Nov. 27 (Mr. A. Hirst, of

Accrington, will judge), writes Mr. R. Charle-

son, secretary Leigh C.B.S.
Mr. Geo. Broome, hon. sec., writes that

the Blaenavon C.B.S. has been compelled to

alter the date of its open show fiom Nov. 4

to Nov. 25, so as to engage Mr. Robson to

judge, and he hopes this will meet with the

approval of intending exhibitors, as it will

not clash with any other show for a Tfeason-

Mr. Jas. Fyfe, hon. sec. Forfar C.B.S.,

writes that no shows will be held in Forfar

this year, as all the halls are in military

occupation.
The Glasgow and Western Counties Club

has engaged the following judges for its an-

nual show, Jan. 22, 1916, writes Mr J. H.
Adam, hon. sec. Canaries, G. Arnott (Sin-

clairtown) and G. Hislop (Stirling)
;

British

and Mules, J. S. Fyfe (Forfar).

We hear from Mr. F. Turner, hon. sec.

Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club, that at

each club contest held in the future there

will be two special prizes given for the best

plumaged birds, irrespective of their singing

abilities.

At the next monthly meeting of the Lon-

don and Provincial O.S. on Sept. 16, at 8,

at the Raglan Hotel, St. Martin’s-le-Gra.nd,

Aldersgate ‘Street, E.C. ,
Mr. Geo. Mortlock

is giving a lecture on British Birds, writes

Mr. H. L. Huggins, hon. sec. All interested

will receive a hearty welcome.
Societies desiring the patronage of the Nor-

wich Plainhead Club should kindly make ap-

plication at once, as the committee me^ts on

Saturday next, Sept. 18, writes F. Cunliffe,

19, Lark Street, Burnley, see. The committee
have withdrawn all restrictions regarding

classifications, judges, and number of cup

shows, so please hurry up.

It has been decided that all competitions

of the Southern Yorkshire C.C. should stand

this year, writes Mr. J. W. Rennie, Junction

Hotel, Andover, Hants., hon. sec. Societies

desirous of the club’s patronage should make
application as early as possible, with dates of

show and judges, and stating if they are will-

ing to have novice support as well as cham-

pion.

We have appointed the following judges for

our open show at the Co-operative 1 fall, Ben-

well, writes Mr. J. W. Reed, sec., Newcastle-

on-Tyne C.B.S., 218. Ladykirk Road, New-
castle : Messrs. T. C. Crawhall, T. B. Tom-
linson, T. Robson, and C. Waters. I hope to

have schedules ready in about a fortnight,

and shall be glad if fanciers who do not re-

ceive one will apply for same and watch for

advts. in Cage Biuds.

“British Birds” for September, Messrs.

Witherby and Co., High Holborn, one shil-

ling monthly, opens with “ Notes on the

Breeding-habits of “the Asiatic Golden

Plover,” by Miss M. D. Haviland, with illus-

trations from photographs by the authoress.

Mr. C. W. Colthrup contributes photographs

and notes on the nests of Redshanks, and the

rest of the number is made up of the usual

interesting notes on wild birds.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to tho
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

The Bird-Keepers’ Boll of Honour.
The City and Suburban A.C.B. to the

Front.
Sir,—At this moment your Editorial note

this week has come as a fitting commentary
upon the magnificent patriotic spirit prevail-

ing in the Cage Bird Fancy, and I hasten

to assure you of my whole-hearted approval

of your idea to institute a ROLL OF
HONOUR. It is with especial pride that I

send you the subjoined names of members of

the City and Suburban A.C.B., who have
responded to their Nation’s call:—Miss G.

Shepherd (Red Cross Nurse), and Messrs.

A. Beavington, A. Fleet, A. J. Marley, 0.

Rolls, A. Thomas, A. Bryden, H. R. Lowe,
W. Piggins, J. Taylor, and E. Bush.

V. Wynn, hon. sec.

Sir,—For our society, Blaenavon C.B.S.,

there are two—Horace Durham, in the

Ambulance Co., and James C. Daniel, in

the Royal Naval Division.

G. Broome, hon. sec.

Sir,—The Southampton C.B.S. has only

one at present—Mr. F. Snowden, 18, St.

Mark’s Terrace, Southampton. Several mem-
bers of the society are working for the

Government in other ways.
W. L. Page, hon. sec.

Sir.—Our society, East Ardsley C.B.S., has

one of its members with the colours, so I am
sending you his name and regiment—James
Hayward, King’s Own Yorkshire Light

Infantry. Our members are very pleased

with your idea of a Roll of Honour for Bird-

keepers. ' Albert Walton, sec.

[We hope that the hon. secs, of '•all

societies with members serving with the

colours will let us have particulars, in order

that this Roll of Honour may be a complete

record of bird-lovers who have responded to

the call of their country. Readers who are

themselves serving, or who have friends at

the front, should also furnish us with their

names so that they may be included. Some
leaders who are members of Cage Bird

Societies have already sent in their own
names, but we are reserving those for the

present, so that they may be included in

the records which we shall in due course re-

ceive from the respective honorary secre-

taries. For a long time it has been a feature

of society meetings that resolutions have
been passed to the effect that members at

the front should be exempt from subscrip-

tions during the term of their service. There
must therefore be many societies whose sec-

retaries have yet to forward names.

—

Editor.]

J. C. BARNES, ,113, Nortlifield Road, Walkley, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life expert,

ence; terms moderate: 14, Cumberland-rd., Lidgefj

Green, Bradford.
J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Jddge of all varieties

of cage birds’; Border and British Bird specialist*

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWGILL, 115, Washington Street, Girling-

ton Bradford. Judge of ail varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GEO. CARDNER, 11, llaverstock Road, London.
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having

retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage

birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Term*
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester,

judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate. ,
C. A. HOUSE, Briardenc, Idle, Bradford. Judge oi

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, 68, Bruns-

wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. MUNDELL, C, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-

ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Road, Caisnafton,

Surrey. All varieties of Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds. ..

J. PATTERSON, Chirnside., Judge of Cage Birds ’, ail

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge. ,

J. A. PAYNE, 17, Nortligate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emsworth, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pelton reu,

Co. Durham. A.V., SpL, Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, btalis.

Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street. Bodmin. Judge oi

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Ginn, and Liz.

Long practical • experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Uucknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Piainheads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn, Ecclesnill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington ltd.. Fnzington Cumber-

land. Judge of Mules, Brit., For. Specialist, Brit..

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. ierm*

moderate.

Who Sent This ?

Among the replies to onr last advt. in

Cage Birds, writes Mr. Moore, Lambeth
Aviaries, Gladstone Street, St. George’s

Road, London, S.E., was a letter from a Mr.

Stockley for a pair of Norwich. A P.O. was
enclosed, but no address was given. We
trust he will write again, as we do not want
him to think it was our mistake. The post-

mark on the envelope was Newcastle.

Cup for Cinnamons at Plymouth.
A silver cup is promised by Mr. A. B.

Brown, to be competed for at the Plymouth
and Western Counties O.S. open show, Oct.

12 and 13, writes Mr. W. Luscombe, assist.

-

sec. This cup is for Cinnamon Norwich, and

is to be won by a young bird either bred or

purchased by exhibitor. Here is a chance

for Cinn. fanciers to send their birds west,

as purchasers are about. Mr. Craven has

guaranteed a Greegfinch class.

The Dartford Warbler in
Staffordshire.

In Mr. J. R. B. Masefield’s yearly report

on the Zoology of Staffordshire, it is noted

that a Dartford Warbler was seen on March
22, near Rugeley, by the Rev. J. O. Couss-

maker. Witherby ’s “Hand-list of British

Birds ” says there is “ Some evidence that

a pair bred at Cannock Chase about 1870,”

so that this would appear to be the only

appearance of the species in Staffordshire

during the past forty-five years.

The CucKoo as a Bird of Prey.

In “British Birds” for September Mr.

C. E. Milburn gives an account of the killing

by a Cuckoo of three nestling Meadow Pipits.

He says ;
“ About a foot away- from the nest

two nestlings were laid upon a flat piece of

slag, their necks broken, and blood oozing

from their heads and bodies as if they had

been battered upon the piece of slag. An-

other young one, evidently the last to be

tackled before my intervention, had dropped

into a crevice close to the nest and was just

alive. This was replaced into the nest, and

I had to leave the place. On returning to

the scene of this little tragedy two days
later this nestling also lay dead upon the
same piece of slag as the other two, so it

seems that the Cuckoo must have returned
and finished her work after I left.”

In the September issue of the Avicultural
Magazine, the organ of the Avicultural
Society, an interesting reprint is commenced
of a paper giving the results of the Feeding
of Humming Birds in Nature, and read be-

fore the American Ornithologists’ Union.
During a period extending over seven years

small phials filled with syrup were placed

inside artificial flowers, and the birds re-

sorted freely to these in preference to the

natural flowers growing in the vicinity.

Among the other articles are :
“ The Great

Crested Touraco,” by Leslie M. Seth Smith ;

“ Breakfast Guests,” by K. Curry
;

“ Red
Rosellas at Liberty,” by the Marquis of

Tavistock ;
“ Diamond Doves,” by Miss

Alderson ; etc. Dr. E. Hopkinson continues

his useful list, “ English Names for the Par-

rots,” and the usual notes and correspond-

ence complete a good issue.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID.

4 -inch 2/-, | -inch 3/-, 1 inch 6/-

Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our

“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at fi«

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will be made for a Series oi not IciA

than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous o£ "guaranteeing” a Show

ihould apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS. 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE
Idle (Yorks.) Co-operative Hall, Oct. 6. Judge,

W. Mundell. 43 classes: Yorks. 15 (6 Nov., 3 Gr.),

Bord. 6 (3 Green), Nor. 10 (4 Nov.), A.O.V. Can. or

Mule 3, Brit. 6, Sell 3. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 3/-. 2/-.

Fee. 1/6. Ent. close Sept. 27, to C. A. House,

Briardene, Idle, Bradford.

“ When Riy birds are over their moult I shall

be advertising through CAGE BIRDS again, for

I never fail to sell well.”—MRS. MARY S.

SOAMES (Bromley).

“ Our last advert in CAGE BIRDS brought

300 replies ; we have just fln.shed executing

the orders.”—LAMBETH AVIARIES (London,

-

S.E.).

“ | should like to thank all the applicants

for the Norwich Cocks I advertised in CAGE
BIRDS, but It would be impossible to answer

them all separately.”—G. W. WELSH (Stam-

ford).

_ n/iuPFl IV Great Red Cross Charity
LOvnUtLiLI Show, October 9th, Drill

Space, Lochgeliy. See schedule issuing soon.

Positively one of the best. All others eclipsed.-—

R. Muir, A nderson’s Cottages, Station Rd., Lochgeliy

ACCRINGTON G.B.S.
Open Show of Norwich Piainheads; 9 classes -will

be held at Crown Hotel, Oct. 22nd and 2Srd.-D.

Harwood, Hon. Sec., 39, Craven Street^ Accringtcfi.n ell Vl WOW ) * ’ I -*

PLYMOUTH
SHOW,

Oct. 12th & 13th, 1915
Enquiries Solicited.

THOS. POPE, Hon. Sec.,

98, Embankment Wd„ Plymouth^

IDLE
Oct. 6th.
Judge, Mr. W. Mundell.

FIVE GOOD POINTS.

1 —Norwich, Borders and British; unusual classifi-

cation for this district. „ .

2.—Ten classes for Yorkshire and Norwich Novices.

3 —Mid-week Show no birds on rail at week-end.

4.—One day show, all birds sent home sumo night.

E,_Two-guinea cup for most points.

Entries close Sept. 27th.
c A HOUSE, Show Sec., Briardene, Idle, Yorks.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Radges, Judges’ Books,

cheapest and best. Read wliftt the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society ss.vs : Dear Sir,-Clad to

sav our members are simply delighted with tho

posters ami prize cards. They say (hey are the best

and cheapest they have oner had. Yours, etc.. K,

Bill''- ®end for samples aid prices -The Manager,

Printing Dept., "Cage Birds, • 154, Float Stroot, Lon-

don, E.C.
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MY OUTDOOR BIRD=ROOM : l

Its Construction and Its Fittings {

By

A. E. Moule

M Y sole object in this article is to give

my experience and observations, in a

clear and terse manner, to enlighten

those who are about to embark upon the en-

tertaining and delightful pastime of bird-

keeping in an outdoor room, and I trust that

my article will be found useful to leaders of

Cage Biiids. Readers must first remember
that if a thing is worth doing, it is worth
doing well. Whatever you do, if done well,

you look upon with pride.

As will be seen from the illustration of the
exterior of my outside bird-room, its con-

struction is quite simple, and yet the building
is pleasing to the eye, and at the same time
adapted to the requirements of its feathered
occupants. My bird-room faces in a southerly
direction, which is considered the best posi-

tion by experts, as it gets the advantage of
the morning sun, which is very essential.

Dimensions and Construction.

The roof of the building rises from the
back to the front, thus providing to the best
advantage both light and ventilation. It is

13ft. in length, 6ft. 6in. from back to front,
6ft. high at the back, and 7ft. in the front.
It is, as will be seen, built upon a stone
foundation 2ft. 6in. high, so that ventilation
is ample, and the place is nice and dry. There
is nothing very complicated as regards the
way in which it is put together, as it is made
in sections, and any fancier with a little

knowledge of joinery, and a certain amount of
patience, would find little difficulty in con-
structing his own aviary after the same
fashion.

The ribs of the entire building, or stays
as some call them, are all 3in. by 2in. I ad-
vise them to'be of red deal, as this wood is,

as a rule, nice and straight in the grain, and
lasts much longer than spruce. The match-
boarding outside is red deal, one inch thick
when finished. The Tibs are placed edgewise
to the boarding, and a lining of f-in. match-
boarding is fixed inside, therefore there is a
space of three inches between the two boards.
I have this space filled with both sawdust and
shavings, as I find that sawdust' alone tends
to draw the damp, but the shavings mixed
with it tend to keep it aerated and dry ; the
complete walls, therefore, are nearly five
inches thick.

The roof is of corrugated iron, lined inside
with f-in. match-boards, the cavity between
being filled up with sawdust and- shavings, as
are the walls. The floor is of ordinary floor-
ing hoards one inch thick. . The window is
3ft. 6im high and 2ft. 4in. wide, with the top
part opening outwards and upwards, thus pre-
venting the rain beating in when it is open.

The Lobby and its Uses,
The lobby or outer compartment not only

prevents direct draught through the door, but
also prevents birds which may have got out of
their cages by accident from escaping when-
the door is opened for entering the room.
The main supports of this lobby, it being con-
structed separately from the bird-i'oom, are
two beams, nine inches by three, running
underneath the floor of the bird-room and
bedded into a nine-inch wall at the back,
therefore it is very substantial; the sides of
the lobby are screwed to the front of the
building.

The size of the lobby, 5ft. by 4ft. 6in.,
gives one ample space in which to move
about; it is 6ft. 6in. high at the back, and
5ft. 9in. in the front, and the walls, are made
of one-inch matching and lined as usual.
There is a seat facing the door, and this, I
find, is a handy place to keep a travelling case
or two underneath.
The lobby window opens outwards so as not

to be in the way inside when open
; there are

a couple of steps leading up to the entrance.
I may say that there is a glass-panelled door
leading into the bird-room. I have Veronese
glass in the windows and doors

; this prevents
the birds being frightened by any passing
object, besides giving a nice effect, as well
as being just as cheap as ordinary glass at
the present time.

It will be noticed, that I have built the
lobby roof lower than the main roof; the
object of this is to leave room for a fanlight
over the inner door to act as a ventilator dur-
ing the summer months, and to provide addi-
tional light. I have the outside painted choco-
late colour, which is very serviceable, and the
windows are picked out white. I would ad-
vise anyone to use the best paint, as it is
cheapest in the end.

I found the ventilation to be a very delicate
matter to deal with, as a perfect system is
absolutely necessary, and I must admit here
that I had a lot of trouble before I got it to

5
anything like perfection. The chief nuisance
was sweating, which I believe is a trouble
with a good many fanciers. Another diffi-
culty was how to avoid excessive heat in
summer and intense cold in winter.

After writing to several persons on the sub-
ject, and being advised what to do by one
and another, I came to the conclusion that I
should cut my place all to pieces, so I was
determined to remedy the evil myself, which
I am pleased to say I accomplished.

I placed a ventilator in the centre of the
floor at the back, that is, underneath my
cages, size 18 inches by 6 inches* with a
shutter attached, so as to regulate the inlet of
air. From this ventilator I have underneath
the floor a pipe leading to the outside, by this
means avoiding a direct air current. At the
outlets of this I have two circular ventila-
tors—that is, of course, one at each end—at
the highest points—-they work on the same
idea as those on the railway carriages. As

will be seen by the picture, these aTe shielded
on the outside to protect them from rain and
wind.

To Make Ventilation Perfect.
To provide against a very hot day, I have

an extra ventilator eight inches square in the
far end of the room, at a very low point, and
working on the same principle. Then I have
the fanlight which opens outwards, and with
the complete system 1 can avoid either exces-
sive heat or cold, and practically obviate sweat-
ing, excepting now and then a trifle on the
window and door. By the above system of
ventilation the air is drawn from the birds
and not towards them, as I have seen in a
good many instances, and which is a great
mistake, as it is injurious to the birds.
As regards heating, after bitter experience,

I do not advise heating apparatus of any de-
scription whatever, either indoors or outside.
My advice is to have nothing at all to do
with it; let your birds be cold-room bred,
they will be far more heathy and robust. You
will have less trouble with them, and they
will stand more illness if attacked. Besides
this, artificial heating involves unnecessary
expense and tro.uble, and also anxiety and
worry.
As regards the fitting up of a bird-room.

We will first deal with the decoration. The
most suitable colour, in my opinion, is a pea-
green, not too light

; this is for the sides, the

ceiling to be painted white, the whole to have
about three coats, and all finished off with a
good coat of varnish. Then you can wash or
lightly scrub it when it is dirty. The floor Ut
be covered with lino, and I prefer this to bo
plain, for then there is no pattern to wear
olf

;
have everything compact and comfort-

able while you are about it.

The Rack for the Cages.
The next item of great importance is the

rack for the cages. '1 here are many different
ideas and opinions as to which is the best and
most efficient. Of course, every fancier haa
his or her own particular idea, but in my
humble opinion you cannot beat a wooden
rack

,
of course providing that it is well made

and every joint glued so as not to give a har-
bour for the pest of the Fancy.
My own rack is made of 2in. by lin. batten-

ing, the rails being let into uprights at each
end, and with additional uprights let into the
rails at every two cages apart. Providing the
wood is nicely finished off, and polished black,
a rack of this description looks well. The
bottom rails are about 16 inches from the
ground, and are supported by turned pillars.
I place the rails sufficiently far apart verti-
cally to give the cages a little play in order to
be able to pull them put without noise and
without exertion.

(To be continued).

jCJThe Breeding oUhe Holler Canary^
A paper by Mr. A. Harper, Bilston, read to the members of the

City of Birmingham C.B.S.
(Concluded from page 67.]

F OR frames ’to fix baskets or pans in I have
boxes about four or six inches square,
with a hole cut in centre, a little smaller

than the basket, so that it fits tight. A bit of
wire is fixed on back to hang it up with,
and I like the brackets so arranged that you
can just reach them nicely. Then you can
tidy up your room, etc., at any time, with-
out disturbing the sitting hens. Some hens
are very peculiar; they leave the nest as
soon as anyone enters their breeding place,
and will not go on again until you have
gone, so I always try to arrange matters
so that the -birds have a secluded place to
build in if possible. You may depend on
having far better results if they are where
they cannot see you, rather than having to
build where they are often disturbed. I find
the brackets very useful—they keep the
young from falling out of their nest, and
catch the droppings, thus keeping the walls
clean, also cages where latter are used.
To get the birds into breeding condition, I

give them a bit of egg food once a week all

through the winter, and occasionally maw,
niger, linseed, and hemp in their turns.
When I pair up I give the egg food about
three times a week, and the foods I have
just mentioned every other day in separate
vessels. When the birds have been together
a week I. generally have a few with eggs,
and as these appear I take them away and
substitute dummies till the fourth is laid,
then I return them. By so doing you get

the young ones hatched out more even and
stand a better chance of getting them
reared, for if one is hatched out two or three
days before the others, he would have nearly
all the food, and the little ones would be
neglected.

When the Young Ones Arrive.
In 14 days, if eggs are good (sometimes

13), there are generally some young ones,
then I or the wife give egg food fresh twice
a day, also milk sop, also young dandelion
leaves and seeds, not forgetting English
rape seedlings, which latter I find the birds
are very fond of, and I consider it equal
to watercress, while you know it is fresh if

you grow it yourself, so there is no risk,
and it is safe to use all the season, although
as the weather gets hotter I give lettuce for
a change, also seedy chiekweed, plantain,
shepherd’s purse, milk thistle, etc. Nothing
seems to come amiss, and they always seem
to enjoy it.

When the young are six days old I usually
ring them, but if very strong, at five days,
while if they appear to have been neglected
I wait until several days older, so one must
be guided by circumstances. I keep a sharp
look-out for a few days after I have rung
them, as some hens will throw them out,
but if the rings are darkened with blacking
or some such substance, they generally leave
them alone. I think myself it is their
brightness that attracts the hens, but by
using white nesting material thev are not

nearly so conspicuous and not so likely to,
be interfered with.

I always try to have a look night and morn-
ing to see that no young ones are thrown
out of nest, and if they are being fed all
right. If so, I leave them alone, otherwise
I generally moisten a little egg food in my
mouth and give them a bit with a little
stick nicely rounded at point. I have saved
lots of youngsters in this way, but I always
try to look when the hen is off, as some will
forsake them if you interfere with them too
much, so I never hand-feed, except as a last
resource.

At a month old I usually cage off in flight
cages and give them as much egg food as
they will eat, also crushed hemp and milk
sop, which latter I find they like very much
if given fresh. I have saved many young
ones with milk sop when everything else
has failed, and it is very few that will not
eat it if made in my way.
At six weeks old I gradually reduce the

quantity of egg, also milk sop, but I give a
little of each right through the moult, and
if I have any looking a bit seedy I give
crushed hemp as well, having first ad-
ministered one drop of warm castor oil direct
in their mouth.
At seven weeks old I put them into my

largest flight right away from the breeding
room, and put the best tutors I have to
spare with them, and let them stop until
they have moulted off. Then I cage them
off separately in their singing cages till they
have their full song. In bringing my little
paper to a conclusion, I sincerely hope that
whether ydu try my plan^or any other, if
any of you, old or new members, find anything
I have read to you this evening of any bene-
fit to you in the future, I shall be amply
repaid.

Experience Up to Date.
Mr. Harper, since writing the paper, has

slightly modified his breeding arrangements,
and now uses the flights described in hia
lecture as breeding pens, a movable parti-
tion being placed in the centre, and a hen
in each compartment. As these compart-
ments roughly are about, 3ft. 6in. x 2ft. 6in.
x 2ft., the hens have reaily an aviary each,
and he now goes in for pedigree breeding’
The cock is only left in the cage until the
hen commences to sit, and then is removed
downstairs.
The nestpans have given way to the

baskets, while the nest brackets are capital.
Ihe sujes are about lin. deep, back and
front same depth, but a half-inch rail only,
leaving half an inch space to scrape drop-
pings through, and with a little sand on the
bottom they can be kept in splendid condi-
tion. Mr. Harper always keeps a few cocks
from early nests and also from last nests
as tutors, by so doing he can depend upon
the latter teaching the young their song
while the early-hatched cocks are moulting,
and these are then ready as tutors when
the late-hatched ones drop into moult, al-
though in several instances when the late-
hatched birds have been used very little for
breeding, he has found them miss the moult
altogether.

His egg food is one hard-boiled egg to
two teaspoonfuls of bread crumbs, made
from home-made bread, dried in the oven
and crushed with a rolling pin. For milk
sop he uses one teaspoonful of condensed
milk to a third of a teacupful of boiling
water, and after stirring he adds a sufficient
quantity of bread to soak up the milk, the
bread being dried as for the egg food, but
not crushed, only broken into pieces about
the size of a Barcelona nut
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Correspondence.
The Patronage of the Crested

Canary Club.
gat,—May 1 ask tlio Hon. Sec. of the

Crested Canary Club, through your columns,

if tho patronage of the Club is to be given

to any shows this year. I understand that

the Secretary of the Western Counties O.S.,

Plymouth, has written twice, but lias had

no reply. Plymouth Show is due on Oct. 12

and 13, and the Crested Fanciers in tho

West would like to see tho good muster of

our favourites that usually occurs at the old-

established fixture.
J. Bavaoe.

Greenfinch-Siskin Hybrids.
Sib,,—I noticed in this week’s Cage Birds a

letter from Mr. Cray describing how he bred

Hybrids from a Greenfinch cock and Siskin

hen, and asking if they have been bred in

the same way before. I have one in my
possession at the present time, bred by that

old fancier, Wm. Ramsay, of Kirriemuir.

There were two of them in the nest, bred in

a cage and reared by their own parents in

the same mariner as Mr. Gray’s birds, they

do not show much colour the first year, but

sifter the second moult they show plenty of

yellow in flights and tail. In size they are

a little larger than the Siskin. 1 wish Gage

Birds every success.
James Fyfe.

The Scottish National Show.
SiR ,
—Wo beg to advise the members of

the Scottish National C.B.S. that the ad-

journed general meeting will be held on Sept.

11, at 142, High Street, Edinburgh, at 7.45

p.m. The important question as to whether

our show will be held this year as usual will

be brought up for consideration, and we would

impress upon every member to be present,

if at all possible, to express his views on

the matter. Should i't be agreed to proceed

with the exhibition, notice will be given,

with permission of the Editor, in Cage Birds

of the following week, for the information

of the general body of fanciers. Appoint-

ments will also be made of the Executive and

Committee officials, and other business will

be transacted. Specialist clubs who usually

grant their patronage to the Scottish National

are asked to keep date open pending our

decision.
J. R. Meikle, Sec.

In Case of Short Entries.
SIR)_Now that the show season is close

npon us it occurs to me that it would be

interesting to have some opinions from fan-

ciers in your valuable paper as to which is

the best method for shows to adopt to cover

themselves in ease of short entiles. Every-

one will admit that some limit must be adop-

ted by shows, and the usual methods are

—

(1) Cancelling of classes
; (2) half prize money ;

(3) graduated prize money. In Plymouth we
have usually followed the first idea, and from

personal experience I know how galling it is

to a secretary to return entries. For our

show of Oct' 12 and 13 this year we are

graduating our prize money, so that classes

well filled will get seven prizes, and the

smaller numbers will not be cancelled, but

will have prize money in accordance with the

numbers entered. I should very much like

to have the opinion of readers of Cage Birds

on this matter.
Thos. Pope, Hon. Sec.

Breeding Rollers in an Aviary,
Sir,—I was very much interested in Mr.

Harper’s article on breeding Rollers in an

aviary, and I intend giving bis method a

trial next season, but I should just like a

little information on two points. Say, four

hens and one cock are in the aviary, and in

due course one hen hatches out her clutch

of eggs, and the other three are not due to

hatch for seven days. When I put the egg-

food in the aviary, naturally all the sitting

hens as well will eat up the egg-food. Will

this not have a tendency to make the hens

desert their nests through getting too good

a food? Secondly, suppose the Roller cock

is a well-trained bird, Tree from harsh . ess

or bad notes. Will the young cocks bred

from him, if left to their own free will, with-

out caging off, copy his song fairly accu-

rately, or will they develop into common
singing birds with the usual choppy and
harsh notes, such as are heard in other varie-

ties of songsters ? Of course, I should nut

think of keeping any other variety within

hearing of the Rollers. If Mr. Harper would
give me this information I should be much
obliged.

W. HAINSWORTH.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sir,—The discussion re “ Intelligence in

Birds” is most interesting. I have a TovL

Parrakeet which is more out of his cage

than in it. He hates to be left alone, and

either screeches till someone fetches him or

comes out to find them. My mother was ill

for some months, and her bedroom is next

to the room in which his cage was. He
always, when lonely, Hew off his cage and

trotted in to her. Last night I was dressing

in my room, which is up two short flights

which have a turn in the middle. I heard
“ Sammy ” calling, and went to my door to

see. Imagine my surprise to see him hopping

up each step, turn the corner, and come on

up the stairs. For about six stairs there

is an overhanging ceiling, as it is the top

of the house, and, the skylight being very

high up, this portion of the staircase was

in darkness, so he stopped at the dark stairs,

“talked” a lot, then began to scramble up
one by one till he reached the top and safety 1

Wo have only been in this house two years,

but he knows every part as well as we do.

He has been up to my room on my shoulder

before, but not very often ;
surely this is

intelligence and not instinct.

(Miss) D. E. Pithie.

Sir,—I agree with your correspondents

that this discussion has run its course, and

nothing remains but to add a few valedic-

tory remarks. Our friend Mr. Johnson re-

appears upon the scene, and this time with

a skilful argument ;
namely that, if humans

—the most intelligent of all animals—do not

die of grief, therefore dying of grief cannot

be a sign of intelligence. I admit the

soundness of the argument, but the explana-

tion seems to be that, although the poets

and novelists of all ages and all nations have

declared that civilised man can and does die

of grief, yet as a matter of fact he cannot

do so. This is the more curious because

uncivilised man and the so-called lower

animals can and do die from this cause, and

frequently in a few hours’ time. It appears

to be one of the qualities that we have lost,

or perhaps I should say, bartered away for

this civilisation which is held up to us as

the great glory of the 20th century, but

which we now and again see revealed in its

true light—as for instance in this ghastly

war, the greatest crime in the history of the

world.
Mr. Johnson tries to pay me a little com-

pliment, for which I must' thank him, but I

can truthfully say that I can conceive no

more dismal fate for an aviculturist than to

have to end his days as an “ eminent

ornithologist.” For one thing, one would no

longer be able to exchange experiences with

one’s fellow learners, and, for another, I

hope that the time is not far distant when
aviculture will be looked upon as a higher

and more humane branch of science than

shooting birds and stuffing them with tow,

which in too many cases seems to be the

beginning and the end of ornithology.

But, if Mr. Johnson has improved as a

controversialist, Mr. Coe has so completely

gone to pieces that it would not be kind to

criticise his letter in detail. Nevertheless, if

I did not reply to his metre definite state-

ments, I suppose I should be thought to

admit them. The charge of introducing

personalities surprises me, tor I thought that

this little discussion had been quite free from

that blemish. I have been consistently bom-
barded with long words to which I am ex-

pected to reply, and, when I complain that

I -cannot understand them in the context in

which they have been used, I am told that

this is a personality. I can assure him that

I have no personal interest in this discus-

sion whatever, and, if he has been a constant

reader of Cage Birds I am sure that he

will do me the justice to admit that, when-

ever I have taken part in a controversy it

has been with the object of assisting

aviculture.

Mr. Coe seems to have become so en-

tangled in the coils of his various argu-

ments that he seems to have forgotten that

he told us not long since that he believed

that my facts were correct ; he now tells

us that they are only “ tales,” and that he
has never “ taken them seriously.” I think

he will find, however, that they all have a
solid basis of actual fact. It is interesting
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to note that Mr. Coe was within a few
inches of discovering what 1 believe to be the

real solution of the problem which we have
beep discussing, for he complains that I

have only related abnormal occurrences, and
suggests (for he has not quite sufficient con-

fidence to adopt the argument) that, if birds

act intelligently in abnormal circumstances,

then in abnormal circumstances they act un-

intelligently. This I believe to be the clue

to the whole matter. In normal circum-

stances they act by instinct : it is quicker,

and saves the trouble of thinking. When
the circumstances are abnormal, they think
and reason. Now he'will understand why I

gave him so many abnormal occurrences ; I

had to prove reasoning. He will also under-
stand why 1 did not claim reasoning for ^he
hen Flycatcher

; the circumstances were
normal. I wish Mr. Goe well; he has done
his best for what seems to me to Kb a weak
case.

W. E. Teschkmaker.

The Exhibition Yellowhammer.
Sir,—Re the article, written by Mrs. L. E.

T. Dalton in Cage Birds of Sept. 4, I should
like to ask if, in the first place, the writer is

the same person as W. II. Dalton. I find

on looking at my catalogue of the London
C.B.A. show, held at the Horticultural Hall,

1914, W. H. Dalton exhibited two Yellow
Buntings in a Yellow Bunting class, and
neither of them were placed in ithe money.
The same exhibitor exhibited at Leicester.

Nov. 6, 1914, and did not get a card with
his Bunting, in an A.Y. Finch or Bunting
class, although a Yellow Bunting was in the

cards, and the same bird was placed before

it at the Horticultural Hall. 1 did not see

Mrs. Dalton’s name figuring amongst the

winners at Bathgate Show, and there was a
class provided for Y. Buntings there.

On Cage Birds’ front page, July 31, a
Yellow Bunting is depicted. It is called a

lady’s champion. Why? Is it because it has
two lsts and three 2nds to its credit? 1

should like to ask what constitutes a cham-
pion. I consider a champion Yellow Bunting
is a bird that defies all comers. How n ; ny
times did this bird go out to win rill thase

prizes? I take it in two seasons, because it

is credited with 2nd Horticultural Hall, and
it was cardless there in 1914. How it can

be called a champion to win two lsts and
three 2nds in two seasons I don’t know.

I. should like very much to see classes pro-

vided" for Yellow Buntings at our large -AIL

England show’s, but you cannot expect so-

cieties to put classes on that do not fill, nor

exhibitors to send their birds to shows where
the classes only half fill and get half prize

money. At the Horticultural Hall there were
12 in the class; at Watford, 5; at Llanelly, 6;

at Scottish National, 10. I feel sure if Mrs.

Dalton wants a class provided for Yellow

Buntings (her special favourites), the socie-

ties would be only too pleased to provide one.

If someone would guarantee the. class against

loss, and if full prize money was guaranteed,

exhibitors would send and the class would
fill. Mrs. Dalton tells us openly that she

has one at the present time with extraordinary

size and the largest chested bird that she

has seen. If this bird has all the other quali-

fications, a most distinct V. and prominent

eye and cheek markings, and abundance of

yellow’, I am afraid she will make all other

exhibitors of the Yellow Bunting quake with

fear, and instead of sending their birds to a

show, keep them at home or let them have

their liberty, because they know it will be

useless to send them against such a cham-

pion. I shall look forward to seeing this

bird on the show bench, because I feel it

w’ill do my eyesight good to see such a bird.

As a sporting offer by one who is desirous

of seeing classes provided for A ellow Bunt-

ings, I will give two five shilling specials, to

be competed for at two shows in South Wales

(the show must be judged by a specialist

British bird judge, not a Canary or an all-

round judge), on condition that she will do

the same at two shows in England under the

same conditions. I will also make another

sporting offer that I w’ill name two exhibitors

in the" Midlands who will put down four

Yellows that will beat her Buff, however good

she thinks it is. The largest Yellow is smaller

than the largest Buff, I admit, but no Buff

is ever so deep in any of its colours as a

Yellow. The Yellow of a Buff is pale, the

black head and cheek markings are duller,

neither is the breast, flank, under tail covers,

nor the back colour so good as on a good

Yellow. Another week I will take exceptions

to her method of moulting, etc.

Herbert J. Chick.

[As Mr. Chick has desired us to publish

the above letter in full, we print it as re-

ceived, although perhaps some of the expres-

sions might have been presented differently.

The illustration to which Mr. Chick refers was
of two birds, one of which was a Linnet which

had won three first prizes and two seconds,

and the picture was entitled “ A Lady’s

Champion British Birds.” Tho wording to

the picture was our own.—Ed. Cage Birds.!

“ Tortured Prisoners.”
Sir,—The letter of Mr. F. A. Cox is surely

much like the sterotyped letter to which he
refers. He should go to a bird show and see

some of these “tortured prisoners”; cer-

tainly no wild bird can approach them in

plumage. Yes, a man is better for having a

pot bird to tend and care for; it certainly

w’ill cause bis “ finer feelings to surge through
his mind.” Mr. Co.x should not judge too

much by outward appearances. Birds could

not live in perpetual darkness as he infers.

My Linnets, kept in an outdoor aviary, sing

all through the winter. Would they do so if

they had their liberty? If he captures and
confines someone’s child, he will find out for

himself what moral, social, or individual

right he has to do so. Iiet him try his bland-

ishments first on the child’s father, and, if

unsuccessful, on the judge, and in the result

he would be a sadder but wiser man.
Edwin Wilcox.

Sir,

—

I am most interested in this subject,

as at one time it worried me. From my
earliest childhood I have been fond of natural

history, reading all I could, and keeping and
watching any living thing I was able to get,

from snails upwards, but as I grew older and

heard ideas of it being wrong1 to keep animals

in captivity I gave it up, until a few years

ago, when I read an article by Sir Ray Lan-

kester in the “Daily Telegraph,” w’hich

pointed out that the life that appears to us

to he so happy and so free is in reality a

hard struggle to obtain food and to escape

from enemies in the air and on the ground,

and that the number of birds in nature re-

mains nearly stationary, although many of

them rear three broods in a season. Nature

is cruel, and without mercy; the slightest

ill-health or disablement is often the end.

Keeping and caring for a bird in a cage gives

it many more years of life, and not unhappy

life, for it would not live long if it were un-

happy. It is not uncommon for a bird that

has been given its liberty to return of its own
will to its cage or aviary.

Alice M. Cook.

Sir.—While to some extent agreeing with

Mr. Cox. I am of opinion that he spoils his

picture by laying oil the crude colours too

thickly. His logic also leaves very much to

be desired. The fact that he has seen men
coining out of public houses with something

under their arms which looked like a cage

mav prove that they have been in a public

house. It may even be taken as circum-

stantial evidence that they have had a drink

;

in fact, we may allow Mr. Cox to draw tho

conclusion that a singing contest has been

taking place in some room in or attached to

the house. But he lias no right to deduce

from the circumstance that bird keeping is

cruel, that .bird keepers and bird catchers are

necessailv brutes, and that everybody con-

nected with the hobby is no better than he

or she ought to be.

He has seen a man drop a cage ; therefore

no man should have either bird or cage. I

have seen a mother drop her baby, and she

certainly had had too much intoxicating

liquor. Shall I therefore advocate that all

women shall be prevented from keeping

babies? Or shall I ask that the woman who
dropped the baby shall be prevented from

having that which precludes her from doing

her duty to her baby? Mr. Cox seems to

advocate the first alternative.

In arguing from the social point ,Mr. Cox

gets even further into the mud than he was

in the mire. “ What conceivable right,” asks

Mr. Cox, “ has any individual man to abstract

from the lanes and fields, for his own per-

sonal uses and gain, the birds whose singing

will give pleasure to the whole community?

“What conceivable right” has Mr. Cox to

pluck the wild flowers which grow in the

hedgerows? “ What conceivable right has

the farmer to shoot the rabbit for his own

use and profit? What right has ho to shoot

“my” sparrows? Arguing from Mr. Cox’s

standpoint, I have just as much right to

shoot his child.

“The cunning of man over the beasts is

responsible for all the cruelty in the world.”

I
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The horso is probably a better animal
through being domesticated. Shall wo pre-
vent Mr. Cox from Utilising the strength
of his horso? Perhaps Mr. Cox will argue
that the horse is a domestic animal. But it

had to be caught and tamed at ono time.
Even now it has to bo “ broken.” In a
word. Mr. Cox has no more right, socially,
morally, or individually, to build a high
wall round his grounds, and prevent mo
seeing “ my ” rabbits, than I have to keep
one of “his” Linnets in a cage. You see
where we are getting, don’t you, Mr. Cox?

I havo just noticed the little paragraph in

Twitterings, “Twenty-two, Not Out.” The
brute! To keep >a bird in a cage for twenty-
two years, and then write and brag about
it. Of course he will say it was a Canary,
and domesticated, but that does not excuse
him. Then last week in Cage Birds was
“ A sixteen-year-old Greenfinch.” Shame !

A wild bird this time

!

There is no doubt room Tor improvement
in the way some people keep birds, just as
there is room for improvement in the way
some people keep and treat their horses or
their children. Let Mr. Cox go to one or
two singing contests (they are not often in
the taproom). Let him go to a few shows,
and then, if he has satisfied himself that
things 'can be improved, let him give us
the benefit of his advice. I will do my best
to help him. But do not, Mr. Cox, as you
value your self-esteem, condemn the whole
for the sins or ignorance of the very few.

Ernest H. Fulcher.
Chairman, Manchester and. N.C.O.S.

Sir,—It is very evident that Mr. Cox has
never kept birds, or he would not wish to
deprive others of the happiness and comfort
of their caged pets. They live longer in cap-
tivity than if they were free, being defended
against their natural enemies, and not ex-
posed to intense cold or intense heat. Most
people guard their birds most carefully, feed
them well, and keep them clean, and study
to give them their natural food. Birds wiil
not sing if they are not happy. I have kept
birds for years, reared many, and given many
away to cottagers who appreciate their song
and tend them well. In the sad days of this
dreadful war, what should we do without our
birds to cheer us ? I have some (mine are
chiefly British birds) in a room in the house,
and some in an outdoor aviary. They often
prefer to be in their cages in the house.
Lately a Yellowhammer came constantly on
top of the aviary attracted by one inside. It
came day after day, and so evidently wanted
to come in that it was caught and put in the
aviary. Here it was very happy, and later
was put in a cage, where it was equally con-
tented. Birds often try to get into my aviary.
Their intelligence is great. I call all mine by
name, and they answer. They utterly differ
in character and ways

; some are very comical—one of mine does a self-taught dance.
Richard Jefferies was a Nature-lover, his
essays were beautiful and never to be for-
gotten. Frank Buckland kept monkeys—poor
little restless animals ,• surely this is worse
than bird-keeping. I would advise Mr. Cox
to visit some of our fanciers and see how well
kept and happy are these “prisoners.”

A Lady Bird-keeper and a Bird Lover.

Sir,—

M

i
1
. Francis A. Cox has a kind heart,

no doubt, and would not harm any living
creature—not even a cockroach or a fly—and
he deprecates the keeping of birds as a hobby
in cage or aviary ! Our ancient crony, Bech-
stein, on the contrary, wrote most lovingly
on the pleasure to be derived from bird -keep-
ing, and has left us written counsel for the
care and management of birds so kept, which
many a foolish person will read and treasure
when Mr. Cox is forgotten. People who live
among wild birds have no need to keep them
confined to hear their music ; but how about
those who rarely have the opportunity to see
and hear them, though still having an ardent
desire to do so ? What were the singing birds
created for ? Was it to waste their sweetness
on the desert air and gladden the hearing of a
privileged few only? I have not heard the
song of a Linnet in its natural state for years
and I love the song of this bird. Who, living
north of Doncaster, or in Ireland, has a
chance to hear the sweet wild notes of
Philomel in his chosen haunt in the grove
during his brief season song in a wild state ?

If I could keep, and induce a bird of this
kind to sing for seven or eight months in the
year, as many bird-keepers can do, I should
think I had done a very clever and commend-
able thing, and one of which old father Bech-
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stein would have cordially approved. There
is a heavy toll of cruelty in the world of
which the caged Canary, Linnet, or Parrot
knows or feels nothing, where suitable care
and attention is bestowed upon it. I have
kept Linnets in cages—suitable roomy cages—
and the birds have sung merrily for nine or
ten months out of the twelve, and if anyone
should suggest that the sweet little songsters
were unhappy I should not bclievo it. They
will not sing when ill or unhappy. At the
present time I have one of the Warblers in
a ca^e which he will not came out of though
its door is wide open for hours nearly every
day! Would Francis A. Cox drive him out?
I shall not.

J. Wadsworth. *

Might I ask Mr. Cox and others why
they always make a butt of the bird catcher?
I would also ask what benefit could bird- !

catchers derive by being cruel to birds that
they catch. Injured or poor specimens would
be unsaleable and of no use to them. Has
Mr. Cox ever had a quiet chat or been out
to see birds caught by these so-called “ruf-
fians”? If not, I should like to ask him to
avail himself of the opportunity with some
of them, and I think he would find they are
far from ruffians, but, taken as a whole, an
intelligent and interesting class of men. In
any walk of life you will find a few black
sheep

; why condemn the whole for the few ?

I know many who go out catching, and,
when they bring them home, the birds’ com-
fort and well-being are studied before their
own. Now take the purchaser. He spends
time, money, and attention in studying their
requirements, to bring them to the highest
pitch of perfection, and to prolong their lives
as long as possible. If Mr. Cox would attend
some of our large shows he would there find
a grand object lesson from the Mules and
Hybrids shown, bred from some of the “Tor-
tured. Prisoners.” In conclusion, I ask Mr.
Cox and others to give the bird catcher a
rest, and to go in for higher game. They
will find a far greater number of “ruffians”
and cases of cruelty in shooting, hunting, and
trapping than in bird-keeping.

F. J. W. S.

[We have had to delete a large part of this
letter, as the writer had gone far outside of
the subject under discussion. Some other
letters are entirely held over for a similar
reason.—Ed. Cage Birds.]

Sir,—With reference to the letter from
“ Bird Keeper ’

’ in your issue of Sept. 4,
I repeat that it is significant that although
we who work to prevent cruelty to all living
beings, men included, invariably do so in
the open, our opponents as invariably oppose
us anonymously. They have, therefore, no
reason to complain if we and all open-
minded people doubt the sincerity of their
action under the suspicion that it is

prompted by trade interest.. It is “a plain
fact ” that thousands of wild birds are con-
demned by their jailors to “deliberate and
calculated cruelty.” The behaviour of such
birds when they are trapped and as they are
kept confined in bird shops and the haunts
of bird traders in the East End of London—
if it does not demonstrate that the birds
suffer, and suffer unjustifiably, what does it

demonstrate? I knew, of course, that “the
poor man” would crop up; I said so in my
original letter to the Press. He always does.
No matter what abuse you attack, you will
always find it must not be abolished on
account of hurting the feelings or pocket of
the poor man. 1 can only write as I have
seen, and my experience is pretty wide and
of some years’ duration, and if I wanted to
have my revenge on “Bird Keeper,” “Jus-
tice,” and “ B. Hughes,” I would compel
them to introduce into their family circles
the simple minded souls whom I have seen
engaged in caged birds traffic.

1 cannot congratulate “Bird Keeper” on
his logic. He asks, with reference to my
“ plain fact,” that I have seen a drunken
man twice drop a darkened-caged bird—“has
Mr. Cox never seen a drunken man other
than a bird fancier? ” Ergo, because men
get drunk, it is right to keep wild birds in
darkened captivity. In replying to my para-
graph referring to the physical blindness
which I believe to exist, “Bird Kpeper”
expresses bis doubt as to the blinding of
these birds. It is almost inconceivable to
me that he can be really unaware of the fact
that this is of more than frequent occur-
rence. Has he really ever been in Bethnal
Green, and has he never heard a common
expression—“has it been through it”? For
what reason did a man who was convicted
some two or three years ago train his hand
and eye for the very delicate operation of
severing the- optic nerves of birds? For one
or two birds?
My position -is a perfectly simple one. If

I knew that there were men who would cap-
ture you. Sir, “Bird Keeper,” “Justice,”
and “ Mr. Hughes,” and confine them in a
packing case for the rest of their lives in

order that they might recite—never mind
|

how carefully their captors tended and fed
them—I should call the men who did this a
“pack of ruffians,” and should do all iri my
power to suppress a system which admitted
of tho outrage. Lastly, and I am encour-
aged by your courtesy to ask you to insert
this item, if I wanted grounds for attacking
tho spirit which animates Birdkeepers, 1

should find it on the front page of your cur-
rent issue. “A vanishing British Bird”—
the Chough. The Chough, which was once
so common that it was immortalised in glees,

has been exterminated in England, is simi-
larly being exterminated in Wales, and very
shortly the last specimens will have vanished
from the South-West of Ireland. The same
tale is told of the Bustard, and the Great
Auk. And the people who are doing this

are “Bird Lovers” !

Francis A. Cox.

Countryiffambles
GARSTON B.B.A.

Members and friends held their 2nd ramble of the
season, Aug. 29, when a good muster turned out
to enjoy a good walk, and spiendidi weather fav-
oured them. Leaving Garston we made along the
main road to Speke, and were then conducted by
that able fancier, Mr. W. Leadbetter, who works on
the estate, through the many by-ways and stile
roads to Oglet woods, through which we traversed
andi had plenty to see, wild birds being in abund-
ance. Leaving the woods we were taken across
the fields and around the well known nursery of
Messrs. Turner, which seemed to be the happy hunt-
ing ground for every known species of wild bird in
their neighbourhood. Going on beyond the nur-
sery we finally came on the shore, when all British
bird lovers started to gather their harvest of wild
Seeds, etc., for their favourites at home, and some
very interesting bundles were soon niado up,
especially by the town dwellers, who do not get a
chance like this every day. Making our way along
the shore we eventually reached Mr. Leadbetter's
house, where we were entertained to a real good
tea, to which every one did justice, after such a
walk. After tea there was a good trade done in
a neighbour's garden with bunching flowers and,
everyone laden with a bunch of flowers and a larger
bunch of wild food, we happily wended our way
home through the daTkness, all acclaiming it a
huge success, and one which augured well for the
future of the society.—A. T. Lonsdale, Hon. Sec.

CLUB REPORTS.
(Continued from page 89.)

SCOTTISH ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Aug. 18, Liberal Club, Saltcoats, Mr.

Anderson chair. Decided to hold Members’ Show
in Saltcoats, Dec. 18. Two classes; young birds, and
birds any age. Sec. was instructed to call meeting
for Sept. 22.—J. Macdonald, Sec.

EDINBURGH NOR. AND M.B.S.
Meeting, 142, High Street, Sept. 2. Balance-

sheet of F.F. Show was submitted which showed
a creditable balance for division in prize-money.
Classification of British and Foreign sections
was drawn up for Annual Show, with alterations
and additions inserted. Classification forms for
Annual Show will be on hand for next meeting,
Oct. 7.—J. Stormont, Sec.

AGG .INGTON C.B.3.
Very interesting meeting, Sept. 2; the business

was very important. Decided to hold an open
show for Norwich, as last year, on Oct. 2ji and 23.

jA competition was held for the bird that was most
through the moult; the competition was very keen,
and the special was won by D. Harwood. The
special, an electro plate cruet, was kindly pre-
sented by Mr. S. Cams, of Blackborough, and was
much admired. At next meeting there will be a
competition of the hottest-fed birds, and I hope
members will all turn up.—D. Harwood, Sec.

BLAENAVON C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 2, Crown Hotel, Mr. C. Broom,

chair. See. was instructed to write to Mr. J.

Robson to judge the Open Show. Also decided
to postpone the Open Show until Nov. 25. Mem-
bers were selected to wait upon absent members,
to get them to attend the next monthly meeting
held on Oct. 7. Now members rally up at our
next meeting and show that you mean business.
The audit of the F.F. Show shows a profit to the
funds of over £4, which was very pleasing to the
members present. Members elected : Messrs. W.
May, T. Percy, W. Godfrey, and G. Morgan.—Geo.
Broome, Hon. Sec.

READING C.B.S.
Meeting, Palmer Hall, Sept. 1, before a grand

attendance. Decided to have six foreign classes
at' open show, providing the Foreign Exhibitors’
League granted their patronage. Sec. reported the
death of their youngest member. Miss Philcox,
Woking, and said that although it was as far
back as March, this was the first opportunity he
had had of informing members. It was thought
that Sec. should flieert same in Cage Bird-s. It
was to be regretted that through conduct detri-
mental to the society a member had to be asked
to resign. New members elected: Mrs. Grindle,
Mrs. Smith, Messrs. Sbilcott, Upton, Silk (Alder- I

shot), Towndrawe, and Hatch.—0. C. Smith, Sec.

SHEFFIELD C.B.:.,.
Meeting, Sept. 2, Mr. Jones presiding. The fea-

ture of the evening was Mr. Bingham’s paper on
preparing birds for exhibition. He dealt with the
subject in a very able manner, and gave the mem-
bers good ground to work on. He stated that
birds must be kept in good condition not by soft
food but hard seed, and above all be steady Un-
steadiness got many a bird misplaced. During
the meeting some breeding results were obtained

;

the moot successful being: Pickering, 75; Water,
70; Furniss, 50; Drabble, 43: Bingham, 40; Goodi-
son, 37; Austin, 34; Jones, 32; Messrs. Woolhouse,
31; Howarth, 27; Hemmings, 22; Bagshaw, 21;
Dunford, 20. Mr. J. G. Cowley has been- very
seriously ill since Bank Holiday and the Secre-
tary was asked to convey to him tho sympathy
of tho meeting and to wish him a speedy recovery.
Next meeting Oct. 8. Note change. Paid show
(Query Pair Show, Editor, " C-B.”).—E. Sisson,
Assist. Sec.

W. STANLEY EMPIRE F. & F.S.
Meeting, Sept. 5, J. Arrnin presiding over a pool

turn up of members. Decided not to have any
catalogues this year. Will members try and gel
as many specials as possible and attend next meet-
ing, Oct. 3, as tlie stewards will he elected for tin
show.—K. Hutchinson, Sec.

LEIGH C.B.S.
Second N.F. Table Show, Aug. 19; tome promising

youngsters faced the judges. Mr. E. Clare Nor
and li. Taylor, Yorks., and (he other two claimed
Jointly ; their awards giving every satisfaction.
Nor.: 1 , vhc, he, Dawson; 2, c, Collier; S, Ordish.
Yorks. : I, vhe, Ashton

; 2, Spihy
; 3, he, c, Walkden.

A;°
Y-

: 1. Walkden. Mules: 1 , 2, 3, Cann.—R.
Charleson, Sec.

NORTHERN BORDER C.C.
Meeting Sept. 4, Pillar’s Cafe, I'ink-lanc, New-

castie-on-ryne, Mr. A. Affleck chair. The pros-
pects or the coming show reason were discussed.Up to tho present the club’s patronage has been
granted to the following shows: Newcastle, Blay-
don, Haltwhistle arid Carfisle. We still require two
to make up tho allotted number. Applications will
be consj/lered as they come to hand.—C. Farrer.
Hon. See.

SUNDERLAND C.B.A.
Meeting headquarters, Aug. 28, Mr. f arrer pre-

siding over a good attendance. Decided to hold aMembers Show (instead of an Open Show) on Dec.
27. Messrs. Swan and Waters, together with the
Sec., were asked to arrange about a suitable hall.
Classification and judges were discussed, but- eventu-
ally decided that same stand over to next meet-mg on Sept. 11. Mr. Machin won special at our
Judging Competition, he coming nearest to the
judge s awards; and Mr. Swan won special for
most popular bird on the members’ nomination, with
a yellow Crest-bred.—J. Peacock, Hon. Sec.

NEWCASTLE=UPGN-TYNE C.B.S,
General meeting. Sept. 2, Shield’s Cafe, Bigg Mar-

ket, Mr. R. Tindale, chair. Announced that the
following socialist societies had granted their
patronage to our open show, Oct. 23, in Co-opera-
tive Hall, Adelaide Terrace, Benwell, Newcastle.
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For., Mr. C. Waters. I wish to make a specialappeal to fanciers re our open show. We havebeen unable to get our usual hall this year owing
to it being a Military hospital, and, the other balls
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f-Pcnny Lane, open Linnet
contest, Sept. 4 , 4 minutes time singing for 3
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i 2 ’ R - Flows. Wen sing!
Sept. 5, 3 minutes time sing for 3 prizes, l BNelson

; 2, Longfield
; 3, R. Plows. Members werevery pleased to see some old friends from around

the district to give us a visit, and we l-<pe to seethem again.—Alf. Bull, Sec.
1

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A.. Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York-rd., open contest for quality
Linnet singing. Sept. 5; 15 birds sang for 3 prizes.

V W. Sissons; 2, Chippindale; 3, Richardson.
Judges, Crane and Naylor.—W. Naylor, Hon. Sec.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clar-

ence Hotel, Skinner-lane, Sept. 4; 18 birds san"
before a crowded house, and some good singing was
heard. Mr. W. Crowther added the best prize
ever known, l, Parker; 2, Wigfield : 3, shared
S.ssons^ and Conliff. Sept. 5, 15 sang for 3 prizes.
1, Wigfield; 2, Parker; 3, Ward. Judges, C. Biss T
Butterfield, A. Binner.—W. Lipman, Hon. Sec.’

enthusiastic company of Linnet fanciers
assembled at the Plasterers’ Arms. Skinner-lane and
appreciated the new methods of the Club in givin"
two special prizes for the best plumaged birds at
each match. Sept. 4, 14 Linnets entered : the sing-
ing was of a tame nature, birds only getting
nicely through the moult. Quality: 1 , A. Lorrimaki

:

2, 3, shared, Lorrinian and Turner. Judges, Messrs.
Adams and Speight. Plumage: 1, Bo.vd; 2, Wright.
Judges, Messrs. Hutchinson Bros., Pudsey.’ Sept* 5.
16 entered. 1 , A. Lorriman

; 2, Turner; 3, Temple.
Judges, Messrs. Madden and Adams. Plumage • 1
2, Deariove. Judges, Hutchinson Bros., Pudsey —F
Turner, Sec.

The only paper dealing solely with Show and
Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature,

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

‘FUR « FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send .Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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Inserted free. It must reach us not later than

Tuesday morning's |>ost. Specially printed Muo
Notice Postcards may ho had free on application to

aur Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Allreton C.B.S.—Sept. 11, lied Lion. 0. Important

show business.—0. lleardall. .

Abertillcry C.B.8.—Sept. 11, Prlneo of Wales

Dotel, 6.30. Open show business — II H. Mortimer

Annlield Plain C.B.S. Hept. 11, Mr. llanagan s

C.ao. Important. W. Thompson.
Barry F. & F S.-Scpt. 11, headquarters. Com

niittoe, 7; general H. Discussion, etc., ro members

show for Nov. 20.- H. P. Thomas
Blaydon C.B.S. -Sopt. IS, Coop. Library. 7.80

Receive proof of schedule and other important bus!

ue&H.—Geo. Huvver. _ . Q
Bolton Roller C 8.-Sept. 14, Joiners Arms, 8.—

J. KiihIiuw. „

Bradford West C B A.—Sept. 11. Shoulder of

Mutton, 7. Important business. -F.

Coventry Codlva C.B.S.—Sept. 13, Sydenham

Palace, 8.30. Open show business and outing.—

1

Cardiff C.B.S.—Sept. 1C, Maskcll's Ilotel, 8. To

decide if wo are to go on with arrangements for

unuual open show.—E. Thomas.
Coventry O.S.—Sept. 15, Sydenham Palace, 8.30.

Schedule for open show.—A. Green.

City and Suburban A.C.B.—Sept. 13, 8. Competi-

tion on the best ton minutes' lecture; rosult by

bgllot.. Three medals presented. Interested visitors

warmly welcomed.—V. Wynn.
Chtster-le Street C.B.S. - Sept. 11, Dun Cow Hotel,

6. Annual show schedule, and rules. R-
. ,

Cinnamon Marked Y.C.G.—Sept. 1L Market

Tavern. Bradford, 7. Owing to Bradford Cinderella

show being cancelled, we are one competition show

short of the required number; and any other

business.—It. (lurnett.
. ,

City of Bradford O.S.—Sept. 11, Flying Dutchman,

6 30. Election of steward for members' show. Sept.

25 and other important business.—W. Uelliwell.

Clydebank C.B.C.—Sept. 10, 81, Kilbowie Road,

7.45. To arrange lor open classes at annual show.—

Wm. Kane. _ _ . , _ „
Darlington C.B.S.—Sept. 15, George Hotel, 7. Very

Important business-.—F. Stothard.
„

East Ham F.S Sept. 16, Earl of Wakefield, 8.

Final arrangements for young stock show ;
most

important.—W. A. Harwood.
Falkirk, Grangemouth and Bannockburn C.B.s.

—

Sept. 18, 80, Graham Road, 7.30. Classification and

judges for annual show.—R. Rennie.

Garston B.B.A.—Sept. 15, ltechabite Rooms, corner

of Seddon Road and St. Mary's Road, 8. Important

business re old show, Dec. 4. Members please note

change of rooms.— It. T. Lonsdale.

Gt. Horton Good Intent O S —Sept. 11, Grange
Congregational School, All Saints' Road, Dirkhill,

7.30. Lecture: "Exhibiting the Yorkshire Canary,”

by Mr. G. 8nead.—A. Firth.

Creat Horton O.S.— Sept. 11. Station Hotel, 7.30.

General meeting.

—

A. W. Hartley.

Hartlepocls C.B.S.—Sejit, 15, St. George's, 8. Final

arrangements for open show ;
other urgent business.

—J. W. Thornton.
Hanloy C.B.S.—Sept. 15, 28, Mayer Street, 8. Open

show business ; a hearty welcome to all fanciers

;

new members wanted.—C. lleckett,

Houghton lo Spring C.B.S.—Sept. 11, Queen's Head
Tavern, 7. Annual show busincos, nomination of

judges—R. H. Dixon.
Leigh C.B.S.—Sept, 15, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Im-

portant open discussion.—K. Charleson.

Llanelly C.B.S.—Sept. 18, Greyhound Hotel, 8.

Re local show, Oct. 30; important business to be
discussed.—D. H. Davies.

London C.B.A —Sept. 14, Red Lion, York Street,

St. James, 8. Cencral business. —A. W allirtgton.

London and Provincial O.S.—Sept. 16, Raglan
Hotel, Aitlersgato Street, E.C., 8. Lecture on British

Birds by Mr. Geo. Mortlocb ; friends and fanciers

heartily welcome.—H. L. Huggins.

Metropolitan C.B.A.—Sept. 16, Kelvedon Hall,

Walham Orefin, 8. Very important business and
arangements for annual show.—H. F. Bowring.

Nottingham and Notts O.S.—Sept. 14, Mechanics'
Institute, 8.30. Business very important.—J. G.
Iloyce.
Oldham C.B.S Sept. 14, Textile Dining Room3, 8.

Meeting of very great importance.—G. Mills,

Swansea C.B.A.—Sept. 11, headquarters, 7.30.

Business in regard to open show.—D. Rees.

Sacriston P.P.R. and C.B.S.—Sept. 11, Mr. H.
Abbot's Tea Rooms, Front St., 7.30. Taking new
members-; subs., and other important business; all

subs, must bo paid before the middle of Oct.
;

in-

tending members p-Ieas-e attend.—Dodd and Wilfred.

Sunderland C.B.A,—Sept. 11, Station Street Cafe,
7.30. Members' show, classification, nomination of
judges, hall for show, and any other business. Prize

money for N.F. shows will be paid out.—J. Peacock.

Tong C.B.S.—Sept. 14, Hand and Shuttle Inn, 7.30.

Open show business.—W. Walker.

Wanstead F. & F.S.—iSept. 10, Cambridge Park
Hall, Cambridge Park, Wanstead, 3rd annual young
stock show, all sections, open at 6. Faneiers in-

vited. Mr. W. Dalton is down to judge cage birds.

—H. S. Lofthouse.

West Stanley Victoria r.F. and C B.S—Sept. 12,

Club Room, 7. Business important.—R. Hutchinson.

York C.B.S.—Sept. 13, All Saints’ School Room, 8.

Lecture by Mr. U. Shaney on Wild Seeds and Berries.

Members please let me have special prizes.— V. G. F.

Zimmerman

Questions und

tMnswers. .

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED ilV SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(i)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(0)—The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.

(7)— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds

,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “ Referee's” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

"Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

CANAIIY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

ABOUT CRESTS (E. P. M.).— (1) If you cannot
treat yourself to the complete work, “ Our
Canaries," wherein you would find all you need
know about- all varieties, in addition to the Crested
variety, you should certainly try to get the separate
parts, XII. and XIII., which treat fully of the

Crest and Crestbred. 02) If care is taken to stock

an outdoor aviary with Canaries- which have been

bred and reared under normal conditions of tem-
perature these birds are quite capable of with-

standing the weather all through the winter, par-

ticularly if you live in a mild locality, or the aviary

is plaoed in a cosy, sheltered position.

MISS F,. D.. and G. B —Replied to by post.

REFUSING CANARY SEED (G. R. M.).— Fill the

seed hoppers each day with good sound canary

seed, and place half a teaspoonful of ra-pe in a

heap on top of it, and do not give- any more rape

until the evening, when you may give another half

teaspoonful per bird in the egg drawer if the birds

appear not to have eaten any canary and are very

ravenous. After a week or so, by which time they

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part, of the world, and arrange

for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere

Head Offices: DO. Bartholomew Close. London. E.C

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universe' Carrier*. Established 1878.

will doubtless have commenced to consume a little

canary, begin to miss a night, giving the' second
supply of rape every second or third time, and
gradually \withddaw Jit, and) give only -the one
supply in the morning until the birds eat a fair

proportion of canary. If you follow these tactics

I do not anticipate that you will find any real

difficulty to get them to eat canary freely.

SEPTIC FEVER (G. A. B.).—Assuming that your
other birds are kept in the same room, and near
the place occupied by the one that died, it is

rather peculiar that no others should have been
affected. It will, however, be the wisest course to
treat the cage and all its appurtenances as in-

fected articles, and to thoroughly disinfect them
before introducing any other birds. Simple Wash-
ing will not suffice -if the diagnosis is correct. Only
thorough overhauling and -scrubbing with a strong
solution of any carbolic fluid, such as Jeyes', will

be of any use. The perches- and all small appli-

ances can be much more thoroughly disinfected
by well boiling, or the former may be burnt and
replaced with new ones. The next best plan
would be to place the cage bodily -in a large box
or packing case, which could be sealed and ren-

dered practically air-tight, put ill a stone on which
you can stand a small tin containing a few glowing
embers. When this is all arranged and ready for

scaling, place on the embers a few pieces, an
ounce or so, of sulphur, and close and seal for a
few hours. There is really nothing wrong with
your system of feeding, so if your foodstuffs are

all sound and sweet, and you keep the cages, and
especially the water vessels, in a good sanitary

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7 d.); House’s “Canary Manual" (1/2);
Uattye’s “Yorkshire Canaries" (1/H); House’s “Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Tl'cs ton's “Stock Book" (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever " (7d.); Norman's
“ Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cagesi” (2/3); Ramsden’t
"Colour-feeding ” (3 l,d .) ;

“Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell " booklets (2LI. each):
No. 5 “The Pet Canary," No. 0 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 “The Roller," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,” No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quoieu

are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154. Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

condition I do not think you need worry about
this loss if nothing else happens. The theory of

feeding you name will not, I fear, carry the weight
of practice.

ALL ABOUT NORWICH (A Very Young Fancier).

—It would he quite impossible to give all the
details about the breed in the space available in

this column; it wouLd really occupy many columns
of space to go properly into the subject. There-
fore, I cannot advise you better than to get a
copy of House's “ Norwich Canaries,” which our
Manager will send you for 1/1, post free, and which
will not only give you full information on all the
points you enquire about, but also tell you all

you need know about the formation of a stud of
your own. For fuller details on alt -points you
would find “ Our Canaries " of great assistance,

or Parts XIV. and XV. lor the text, and Parts
II., III., and XIII. for coloured plates, if you
cannot get the whole work.
A NERVOUS HEN (A. J., Cricklewood) Give the

hen a staple diet of plain canary seed only, with
just a pinch of summer rape on top of it twice a
week. Once a week give a piece of bread and milk
the size of a hazel nut, with two drops of cod
liver oil emulsion on it, and sprinkled with maw
seed. On each of the remaining days give a
morsel of some green salad. Every second day for

a week add to the drinking water as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence and ten drops of

lemon juice, and after this give instead 20 drops

of chemical food every second day for a fortnight.

Possibly the sluggishness may he partly due to

the moult impending. Keep her fairly warm and
free from cold direct draughts, and if at the close
of the above course of treatment she appears fairly

active 1 do not suppose she will need any special
form of treatment during the moulting period.
COLOUR FOOD SAMPLES (Olavis). No. 1 con-

tains rather more oil than 1 caro for myself in

ordinary “feeds,” and has quite sufficient hot
Natal for anything; more than I care to use, in

fact. With four ounces of soft brown sugar
thoroughly Incorporated in each pound of this

sample it would do for the highest form of feeding,

such as high-fed Norwich or Lizards. No. 2 is

about the right degree of oiliness, and is also quite
warm enough for all ordinary purposes. No more
Natal is’ needed, and with the same proportion of
sugar as No. 1 it will answer admirably for all

ordinary feeding. No. 3 has not enough colour to

he worth troubling with when you can get No. 2,

which is all you really need.
MOULT AND CONDITION (Andrew McDonald).

-

(1) The best and safest thing to hurry on the moult
is to keep the bird in a fairly warm and equable
temperature when It lias made a fair start in

shedding its feathers; keep a light cover over the

Cage
;
and every third day during the first month

g.ivo half a teaspoonful- of egg food or crushed
sponge cake slightly dusted with Hour of sulphur

and maw seed. On the day following, each time,

add to the drinking water 20 drops of whisky,
five of syrup of saffron, and as much chlorate of

potas-h as will cover a sixpence. Each morning
during spells of mild weather remove cover from
cage for an hour or so, and hang on a bath during

this interval.' (2) To get bird that is soft into

condition give every second day for a week, in

addition to the staple sded diet, a morsel of bread

and milk the size of a hazel nut slightly dusted I

with hot Natal and then sprinkled with soft sugar,
|

and on the alternate days give half a teaspoonful

of a mixture of equal part hemp, niger, white

millet, teazle, and broken groats, with just a

sprinkling of mustard seed added to the bulk, and
In the water give also on these days 20 drops of
chemical food.
A TRIO (S. J. C.).— (1) For a week or fortnight,

as may seem necessary, before the date of the

show or shows at which you intend exhibiting

them, treat the birds that are a bit soft the same
as advised to “ Andrew McDonald (2) " in this

issue. (2) Sorry, but this is- a matter on which you
must exercise your own judgment and discretion.

The morality of your advisers cannot he of the

highest order, as the principle involved i- bad. and

if this kind of preparation were ever detected by
any judge worthy the position would bring vou
the unenviable D. card—and justly. (3) The hen
is clearly suffering from cataract in the one eve,

and, as a rule, it is simply a matter of time hefore

the other becomes affected in a similar manner.

There is no remedy whatever for the complaint,

and birds affected in this way should not, he used

for breeding under any circumstances.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES iLNB HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
LINNET DOING BADLY (Berkacre).—You tell me

the kinds of seeds you a-re giving your bird, but
you say nothing about green food or wild seeds.

At this time of the year these are essential to

good health. Wild seeds can now be collected upon
every piece of waste land and by the road side,

and all captive birds should have a liberal supply.

If your bird w-ill eat a little soft food, such as

hard-boiled egg and biscuit, or bread and milk,

give him a little made fresh daily, and just dust

it with powdered bismuth. Give him this for a few
days, and t-hen try him with just one drop of pure

cod liver o-il mixed y.-ith it, and increase this to

two or three drops. Your seed should consist of

the following:—Canary 3 parts, teazle 2 parts, rape,

charlock and linseed 1 part each; this he should

always have before him. A-bo one day give a little

sound hemp, just lightly cracked, another a pinch,

of gold o-f pleasure niger and maw, and any wild

seeds you can collect. If you are quite unable to

get any. give a little fresh green food, and soak

some rape and teazle and give a spoonful every

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult Houlton’s great work. “ Cage-Bird

Hybrids (-7/6) ;
Norman's "British Bird Manual "

(2/3); or Part 1
“Handbills" (1/1), Part 2 “Sof (bills'’

(1/1);
“ Aviaries ,

llird-rooms, and Cages

”

(2/3);

“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's “Septic or Bird

Fever" (7d.) ;
“Colour-feeding ” (3Jd.); or the “Nut-

shell" booklets (2^d. each), No. 1
“ Goldfinch ,"

No. 2, “Linnet," No. 3 “Skylark." No. 4, “Song
Thrush and Blackbird," ATo. 11 " Bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch ,” No. 15 “Greenfinch." No. 22. “ Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds,” No. 26 “Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

"Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9
“

Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “How to

Moult British Birds . ” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

other day. If he has not commenced to moult,

place his cage iu a comfortable position free from
draughts and partly cover the front with a thin

cloth ; this should start him. You should get our

Nutshell booklets, one on the Linnet and one,

“ How to Moult British Birds,” post free 2|d.

each. These will assist you in your management.
AVIARY MATTERS (Novice).—Our rule is that

readers -seeking advice should send their name and
address. This you have omitted to do; perhaps you

will kindly send same on a post-card. Your aviary

would hoid a dozen birds, and a good stock mix-

ture for your selection would be Canary 3 parts,

tfeazle 1 part, rape 1 part, linseed l part. In addi-

tion to this sunflower see-ds should be supplied

daily for the benefit of the Bullfinch principally,

although the Greenfinch will probably get the
greater share. A spoonful per bird of mixed seeds

three times a week would be beneficial; this should
consist of hemp, niger, gold of pleasure, and maw.
As it is the Bullfinch that you iiave to consider

mostly, I would therefore advise you to get our
booklet on that bird, and supply the different

foods recommended as near as you can. They
would not in any way injure the rest of the inmates
of the aviary.
HEATING A BUILDING (F.cuepfl).—Your brick

building seems to m-e to be a very suitable one
to keep your birds in, and should he quite warm
enough during the winter months, providing you

make it cosy- and free from draughts. I would
advise you to block up one of the doors entirely,

cither by nailing matchboards over the door frame
or by a thick canvas screen. The top of the build-

ing should have a ceiling put across it.. This

could be done by nailing matchboards to the inside

rafters, of course leaving the window free. This
would add a lot to the warmth and prevent the
birds feeling the sudden changes of temperature.
You could also fasten a curtain across the re-

maining doorway. With these improvements you
should need no artificial heat, as all the birds you
mention will stand the cold providing the place 13

not damp. My own bird-room is a wooden build-
ing standing by itself, in which there are a good
many highly bred Canaries all the winter, and I

do not tiling my lotstie® aro higher than my fancier
friends who have properly heated rooms. The best
form of heat is undoubtedly a few hot-water
pipes, heated by gas, the burner and boiler being
fixed outside, hut even with this I would advise
its use only in severe frosty weather or during
Ihick fogs, or a long spell of wet weather, and
then only for an hour or so to keep the place
dry.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

TANACERS & SUGAR BIRDS (Bingley) (A Cor-
rection).—In this reply last week I am made to
say: “The Euphonia Tan age ns, of which the Violet

io one, and the Chlorophonia Tanagers, of which the
Necklace is a *repTesentative, are different species.”
The word “different” should read "delicate.”
A FEATHER PULLER (II. Pillvertaft).-Rut one

teaspocinful of Dinncford’s Magnesia in the drinking
water daily so long as the voidings are not watery-
loose

;
when the latter oocurs cease giving the mag-

nesia and put half a teaepoonful of chemical food in

the drinking water daily. Also spray it twice weekly
with a tepid quassia solution, but keep it carefully
out of the reach of cold winds and draught till dry.
I cannot help you further—you should have included
details of feeding and general treatment with your
query, and when you supply these details I will try

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners”
(1/14) ; Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (Cd.);

Arthur's “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);
“
Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); “Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ”
(1/2); Dr. Clarice's “ Septic

or Bird Fever

"

(7d.) “Colour-feeding "
(3Jd.) ; or the

“Nutshell ” booklets (2 Jd. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. 16 “Avadavats," No. 17 “The Grey Parrot," No.
18

“ Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,’’ No. 20
“ Wa.rbil/8." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet Street, iMndon, E.C.

and assist you. How long has it had this habit?
Feather plucking is almost incurable once a bird has
become confirmed in the vice, but it is no use giving
u-p hope, as even if an entire cure is not effected,

the trouble may be mitigated; the chief annoyance
with this trouble being the relapse® that occur when
you tMnk the bird is cured. However, send me the
information asked for, and I will see what can be
done. In the meantime treat as above.
YOUNG COCKATEELS BALD (E. F.).—Usually

young Coekateels are well feathered when they
leave the nest; some parents aTe given to plucking
their young a little while in the nest, and I ex-
pect. this is the case with yours, but now they are
outside it is probable they will leave the young
alone, 'except to feed them, and in that case the
plumage will soon grow. Occasionally birds con-
stitutionally weak will be ill feathered, hut if this

is not serious nature mostly makes good in the end
and the bare parts are duly covered. If they will

eat the following it will help the young birds:—
Take a stale piece of household bread and put it

in a small dish, breaking the bread into pieces

about the size of cob-nuts, put a drop of cod liver

oil emulsion on each piece, pour over half a tea-

spoonful of chemical food, then as much boiling

water as the bread will absorb, and supply to the
birds when cool. If they will take this it will help

to build them up. Supply green food, also grow-
ing cereals- in the car if any are obtainable. Keep
cuttlebone in the aviary. As regards the seed

menu, in addition to a mixture of canary and white
millet seed in equal part®, keep a small tin of

crushed oats continually in the aviary. If your
birds are not properly feathered in tfie course of a
few weeks you had better write again, fully de-

scribing their condition. I can then tell you
whether they are of any use or not. hut I expect by
the end of the month the heads will be covered by
feathers.

GENERAL.
Answered b v THE EDITOR.

J. Beard —We wrote you on Aug. 30, to the

Woodman Inn, in reply to your letter. Will you

please enquire there, and also let us have your full

address and the proper name of your club. If our

reply has been- mislaid we will let you have a copy
upon hearing from you.

J. Slater In Herefordshire the taking of wild

bird 3 named in the -schedule of the Act of 1880 is

prohibited between Feb. 14 and Aug. 16, and 1Y 1

Middlesex between Jan. 31 and Sep. 1. In both

counties there are addition® to the 1880 Act which

it would he impracticable to print here in full. Messrs.

Wyman and Sons, Fetter Lane, E.C., will send you

the local orders for any county (price one pen(nv

each, and postage), or you could probably get the

same at your local bookseller's. Many birds are pro-

tected throughout the year in both of the counties

named.

'the 'poultry*
WORLD. . .

The up-to-date, efficien
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra-
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In-
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.
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WANTED, any quantity of young rabbit*, also tamo
mice: Mm. Eliott, 101, Kirkgatc, Wakefield. (442)
DOZEN lion Mule* for solo, oilers uaoh. no reason

able oiler refused: Rowley Elston, Croditon. (444)
WANTED, anything alive, for rush, or deposit witli

Editor: Mrs. Eliott, 104, Kirkgate, Wukafleld. (442)
WANTED for export, 1,000 heu Canaries, cheap,

offers: Davies, 3, Clliford-st., All Sain to, Manchester.
(444)

W ANTED, Roller bird organ, Q (leek’s ; cash, de-
posit: llorniman, iijidlo Path, Eust Boldon, Co. Diir-
ham.

( 444 )

WANTED, small quantities clean feathers and bird
skins for fancy work: Alexander, Hoikingshnm, War-
minster.

(445 )WANTED a pair of Canaries; exchange rolled gold
lever watch, sell 21/-: Drummond, 15, Untcbesou-st.,
Glasgow. (440)
WANTED, weekly supply of alj kinds of British

birds; state prices to: Mr3 . Eilett, 104, Kirkgatc,
Wakefield.

< 4-12 >

WANTED, Goldfinches. from catcher; will give 12/-
doz. cocks, hens G/- doz. : Randall, 21, Bridge ot.,
Ilomcrton. (4-15)
WANTED, reliable dealer to take few jioz. British
weekly, mostly Linnets: Welsh, Reform-st., Stam-
ford, Lines.

(-445 )WANTED, Canaries’ and Mule birda, all classes;
state class and price to: W. Powick, Eastiield Cot
tage, Dewsbury.

, ( 444 )WANTED, good healthy Canaries, state your price
and breed to: Thos. McCrystal, 10

, Langlands-rd.,
Covan, Glasgow. (4^2)FOR cash, Canaries, British, regular from catchers,
cages; state lowest prices: Exchange Co., 355,
London -rd., Sheffield.

(397 )WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, and
Mules, for cash; approval: Bosher, 345, Burking-
rd., East Ham, Essex. . (433 )WANTED, good singing Canary, also \ icely marked
Siokin; Bullfinch, Parrot and dog: Forbes Stirling,
107, Parson-st., Glasgow. (442)
WANTED, all kinds of Canaries, also Goldies, Bul-

lies, Linnets and Larks; state prices: Mrs. Eilett,
104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (442)
WANTED birds, animals, beasts, and reptiles, v.ild
or tame : Head-Keeper, Princess Menageries, 103,
Pnneess-st., Manchester.

(443 )WANTED, Birds, Dogs, Puppies, Mice, Monkeys
Parrots, Rabbits, etc.

; purchase or exchange : Bar
tow’s Aviartes, Greenwich.

( 447 )WANTED, Canaries and Mules, either sex; state
lowest pnee for prompt (pish : Robinson, 33

, Besson-
st., New Cross, London, S.E. (422)WANTED, large Canaries for re-sale; small or
large quantities; state lowest prices: Chalmers, 33-a,
Stevenson-st., Chiton, Glasgow.

(445)WANTED, singing cock Canary, exchange good
smooth Fox Terrier puppy, or sell 7/0; yours first:
Morris, 8 , The Mall, Kensington. (446)WANTED, large cock Goldfinches, and cage; ex-
change expensive glazier’s diamond, little used

:

Elliott, 19, Pinewood,-rd., Swansea.
( 445)WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin, 05 . Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241)WANTED, all varieties Canaries and British and
Foreign bird®, must be cheap, cash sent with order:
MeKeand, Seabright, Castie-Douglas.

(393 )WANTED, singing Canaries or DJuIes; exchange pair
Budgerigars or gent’s silver watch; approval: Till-
man, Wood EDd, Kempston, Bedford. (445 )WANTED, cock Goldfinch Mules, best price given;
deposit “Cage Birds," Rhondda Valley preferred:
Curley. 7, Woodchester-st., Paddington. (430)WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and Gold-
finches, either sex; state lowest price: Merrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (442)
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Redpoles,

Chaffinches. Siskins, Linnets, in fact all British
Hard and Softbills : Palmer, 352, Upper-st., Islington,
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins; 6tate lowest price

-

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate. Dundee.
WANTED, any quantit-y of hen Canaries, stating

price and breed; cheap for cash: Edward Bruce,
124. Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester. (433 )WANTED, British Hardbills, any variety, must be
good : exchange four last year’s Rhode Island hens,
or sell; particulars: Colville, Earlseat Mines, Thorn
ton.

(44c)
WANTED, for cash, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

Siskins, Larks, Mules (cocks) for resale
; offers to

:

North, Bird specialist, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford. . 1443 )
BORDERS, Rollers, Crests, Norwich and Yorkshires
wanted in large or small lots for cash

; good prices
paid: J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghal], Brad-
ford. (440)WANTED Toy Pomeranian or other small breed in
exchange for four Roller cock Canaries, or sell £2;
yours first: Dixon, 83, Wellfield-rd., Preston, Lanca-
shire. (440)
WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, 1 /- each; hen

Canaries, 1 /- each; large ones, 1/3; any quantity-
J. - Flower, 15, Pollard Row, Bethnal Green-rd.,
London

.
(4*37)

WANTED, all kinds of healthy Canaries an-J Mules,
also all kinds of British ; approval ; send lowest
prices: W. Jack, Cagemaker, 6 . Stirling st. (City),
Glasgow. -

(444 )WANTED, 1915 Canaries, pairs, Cockatiels, Larks,
Linnets, Goldfinches, Greenfinches, young rabbits,
prompt cash ; banker’s references : Hope, 45, Great
Bridge, Tipton.

(435 )

CANARIES, Britishers, Foreigners, pet stock, gold-
fish. aquariums, globes, anything alive, for cash,
clothes, sports gcodo, cycles, furniture: Williams.
Mt. Vernon-rd., Liverpool. (442)
WANTED, Goldfinch Mule and cage, pure wil-,1 note,

suitable for catcher: exchange steel Railing rod,
case with hooks and flies, also reel and line : Elliott]
19, Pinewood-rd.. Swansea (445 )WANTED, weekly supply of Goldfinches, Bullfinches.
FedinoUs, Larks, etc., off catchers only

; also young
rabbits, cavies, ferrets, etc. ; best price given

:

Osborne, Dudle-y-rd., Wolverhampton. (446)WANTED for prompt cash ail kinds of healthy
Canaries and Mules, also Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-
finches; send lowest price to: A. Leitch, East End
Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (399)

WAITED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- u dozen;
common or small, 15/ a dozen: (, ddflneh Mules,
hens, 1/. each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruthor.
ford, Bird Importer, Leylonetone. (341)

WANTED
Wanted, any quantity of 1915 Canaries, including

Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich unci Rollers; good
prices given. We respectfully request all bird
tancicrs to communicate with us, as wo are 'open
to buy all surplus stock, and open to take any
quantity. Cash by return of post ; no waiting.
Bankers, Barclays, London; Parrs, Birmingham : 1

G. II. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. Phone
Central G39. Telegrams “ Purrakoet."

[sale or EXCHANGE.

{
Mainly British.

}

WANTED pair Rud;> rigars; give In exchange dozen
Larks, started singing, or sell 5/-: Marnach, IGa, Mel-
vdlc-st., Locligelly. (440)
TO exhibitors and Mule breeders; three giant cock
brown Linnets, pencilled to perfection, steady as
rocks, fi ece singers, 6/- each

; exchange Norwich
liens : Seedsman, 163. Princess-st., Manchester. (446)
EXCHANGE three cock Larks and beautiful cage,

also one single breeder in good order for two
Goldies, or two young Roller hens; mutual appro-
val: Cassidy, 3)0, Kennedy-st., Townhead, Glasgow.

ET iraly Canaries.
j

TWO clear hen Canaries, bred JIules this season,
exchange rabbits, iowis : Brooke, 19, Birabeck-rd ,

S. Ealing.
(441 )CORONATION harp, cost 42/-, for two pairs Nor-

wich or six hens or cock Goldies: Alderson, 31,
Charlotte-st., Redcar.

(446 ;TWO Roller cocks, 1915; one Norwich cock, 1014,
15/- lot; or offers in Mules: Windsor, 22, John
Campbell -rd., Hackney. 1.4-12)
GRAMAPHONE horn basket (large size) sell 10/6',

exchange Roller cock, or offers: Beedleston, 12, Prirn-
rose-terr., Shrewsbury. - (444)
VARIES. Norwich cock, 1915, for 10/6, or h.m. show

Goldfinch or Sul lie
; size essential: Knight, 46,

bpencer-rd., Kentish Town. (441 )EXCHANGE three lien Canaries for Goldfinches or
cock Canary, sell 7/6: T. Pearcey, 36, St. Margarets,
grove, Twickenham, Middlesex. (439 )HANDSOME clock and Rudd’s new seed blower;
exchange guaranteed 1915 Roller cock; no cards-
Gremyll,” North-avenue, Ealing. (440)
HIO-l-CLA&S Fox Terrier dog, fit for show -or stud,
champion pedigree; sell £3; exchange Canaries or
Foreign birds: 36, Waloot-st., Bath. ( 447 )NORWICH Canaries, good birds; exchange young
Irish or Fox Terrier dog, must be clean, or 1915
poultry : Harris, 50, Undine-st., Tooting. (439)PRIZE-BRED Crest and PlainJiead Canaries, cages
and utensils, £3; also complete angling outfit, 30/-;
exchange for Sicilian Buttercup pullets: 145, Clif-
to-n-rd., Rugby.

(449 )TWO pairs Yorkshire®, two pairs Norwich, two
pairs exhibition fliers, two pairs Bantams; exchange
good gramophone, polyphone, or Hawfinch. Hingleys
Central, Quarry Bank, Staffs.

( 446 )SIX new Norwich show cages, club size, 9/-; one
gross mixed drinkers, 5/6 ; 72 penny tins polishing
paste, 31-

; glazier’s diamond, not wheel, real dia-
mond, 8/6 - exchange Canaries or cock Goldfinches:
Smith, 27, Swete-st., Piaistow, London. (445 )

j
Ma inly Foreign.

[

WILL exchange a Parrot and cage for a dozen
Goldfinches, cocks; yours first: 89, Weardaie-st
Spenn.vmoor, co. Durham.

(44 !)GRAND pair Budgerigars, green cock, yellow non,
breeder’s pair Weavers; what offers, cash or British:
Bmitb, 1

, Cooper'6-p!., Crowther-st., Suffolk. (442)

Miscellaneous,
j

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good large young birds, will give 5 /- to 61- couple,any quantity; alao Norwich, Mule®; particulars,

price; bankers, London County and Westminster;
P’,on®

-

3317 Dalfiton
: stamp reply: Oliver and Co.,

101 , Bridport-pl., Hoxton.
(423 )

WANTED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest and Created bred all
k-irde of Mules, Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches
and other Handbills, for export trade; prompt cash,
or deposit; state price; also pure bred dog puppies
or all kinds: Howard acd Sons, Bird Judges and
os n

C
Ju

S8
, ^ ve 8tock Dealers

. 1. Sclater-st„ and
«a’Ji T»

na
l
Green-rd., London; also 77, Pitt-fit., Nor-wich. Best buyers in the country. Est. 53 years.

HAND tattooing outfit, complete, 7/C, exchange
birds; offers: Gardner, Blue-et., Boston. (442)
EIGHT grand Yorkshire Canaries, exchange Pom.

pups*: Hayter, .Naturalist, Southampton. (444)
CRYSTAL Palace aviary, sell 12/6, worth double, or
what offers : Blake, 30, Welyli)igton-rd., Weakfstone.
EXCHANGE, gent’s excellent silver lever watch

for Canaries: Denton, 10, Denbigh-terr., Bayswater,
London.

(444 )
v - -;T offers in young cock Canaries for handsome

aquarium, value 2 guineas : S'. Smith, 10, Waterloo-
et.. Hove.

(444 )

G‘04j'D wire-haired Fox-Terrier, dog, 3 months old,
price 7/6, or exchange birds: Houghton, 47, Elliott-
st., Tyldes’.ey.

( 444 )

DOUBLE trap cage, 2/-; single trap cage 1/3 ; spring
net trap 1/-; exchange anything

;
offers: C 11 veil, Iluck-

ington, Sleaford.
( 444 )EXCHANGE silver lever watch and chain, in first-

class order, for Mules, or offers; breeders : Griffith,
Twtfil, Holyhead. (441)
WANTED, Canaries, for cai.ji, o, exchange Scotch

blankets, full size, value 25/-: And’-ew Dawson, 6S9,
Duke-st., Glasgow.

(435 )

LOOK, 8-day clock in perfect or. er, what oilers
in Goldfinches or Rollers: W Gibbous, 87. Glengall-
rd., Peckham, S.E. (444)
EXCHANGE new pair of ladies’ shoes, saxes, for
Yorkshire hen, standard length or ever: 66 , Trough-
ton-st., Liverpool.

(444 ;

GAS fire, as new, sell 25/-: exchange hoots, material,
anything useful : Joe Hill, 1, Gisborne-row, Bugs-
worth, Derbyshire.

(440 )

POMERANIANS, jet black, male and female, six
months, 15/- each; exchange cock Canaries : 20

, Brae-
ton-rd., S. Bermondsey.

( 44<;>WILL exchange first clasa Yorkshires, good typical
birds, for good albert up to £0 ; offers: Fewste-r,
Middlestown, Wakefield. (445)
MANDOLINE, zither harp, cost 50/-, sell 20/-, ex-
change two Roller codks, or offers : Beedleston, 12,
Primrose-terr., Shrewsbury.

(444 )

COMPANION lathe, fretsaw, perfect cr/ndition
; Can-

aries, fancy pigeons, to value, £1; cost over £3: R.
Lawton. FRming-st., Barnsley. (446)
SALE, exchange pen Black-fed Modern Game

Bantams, cock 2 hens, 10 /-, exchange Budgerigars:
Tom Hall, Halleroft, Shepshed. (444 )

SPLENDID glazier's diamond, exchange trained
Roller and cage, or Goldfinch Mule, pure wild note:
Elliott, 19, Pihewood-rd,. Swansea. (445)

HANDSOME large Parrot cage, 29 x 18ln., mahogany
bottom, nearly new, cost 85/ ,

sell 10/ ; exchange
foreigners: Smith, Booteriee, Blngley. (441)
LADY'S number cycle, 00/-, splendid condltld 1

;
pair

Kent’s fishing boots, size 9, newly <*o!ed, 9/6; cx
change, particulars : I!. Hutton, Holbeaeli. (ti7 )EXCHANGE smooth Fox Terrier bitch, 2 jearvt
old. broken to ferret, 1

, for Canari or sell £ 1 : W.
Bleed, Willett House, Btcknoller, Taunton, ( 44.,)

QUANTITY fishing tackle, 1/1); "gate net, 5/-; large
pure lish net, 1/9; (lute 3/6 ; exchange ruljiit® ,,r
Canaries: Middleton, 96. Northgate, Canterbury. ( 445 )PHONOGRAPH records, two dozen, songs, bands,
etc., for Canaries, British, hoots, double breeds;

Eistillionger, Ketton, Rutland. (440,’
I WELVJC hens, 4 cocks, Canaries, 9 Yorkshire

show cages, 10 Norwich show cages; sale or ex-
change; what offers: Lacey: 1, Stanhope-Td., Deal.
EXCHANGE 4 pairs high -.

1

l:i -. 1 Norwich for shoe-
maker s cutting press, shoe furnishings, or offers to
value, £4: AJIardyee, 99, RosemOjint-pl., Aberdeen.
RABBIT net, 60 yards, plenty purse, cost 17/6, sell

, 2/6 , or exchange siirn yellow Yorkshire cock Canary :

*• _ ,

• Waite, 30, ParksidC, Oullingworth, Bradford.
GENT’S fashionable overcoat by Beatty Broe
Manchester, cost 63/-, sell 15/- or offers H M. Lin-
nets, Mules, or other birds: Steel, SO, Ordsall-lanc,
Salford.

(4404
FIVE-compartment cage, 5/-; two double, 2 / 6 , 3 / 6

-

eight single breeders, 2 / 2 ,
If,/- lot; loose fronts,

,'!'a *’er P°ts given: Woodhouse, Afiline-rd.,
Sheffield.

( 444 *

FOUR Yorkshire cocks, £1 10s.; pen winning cavies,
» 4 -plftte camera, cost £1 15s., new condition; ex-

change any for Forbign birds: Beaumont, Nethe-
ro.vdc, Ripponden.

(449 )SPLENDID four-wheel trap \vith rubber tyres,
almost new, value £8, 10s. ; what offers or exchange
to value; apply: Powell, 12a, Green-lane, Heaton
Norris, Stockport.

(442 )CYCLE for sale, nearly new, cheap for cash, or
exchange for good Canaries, no rubbish

;
particu-

lars, stamp: H.,N«1, Kichardaon’6-row, Sunnyside,Tow -Saw, Durham.
(444)FOR sale or exchange, white Fox Terrier, tenia, e,marked even on head, 12 weeks, very sha-p, from

good parents, 10/-: J. W. Flavell, Bartley Green,
Quinton, near Birmingham. (4411PAIR clap-nets, 4ft. 2,1, also single net Gin, 12
nne9

» poles, etc,, 2 good II.M. Goldfinches, 1 young
cock Mule, braced hen Goidunch, ail usod to catr i-

mg, £1: Compton, Preston, Yeovil. (4U)W'ANTLD, offers in birds, any description for a
good Whippet dog, well trained, 2 years’ old; also
6 well-bred Fox-Terriers, pups, 2 months old

;
state

oners: Leigh, 37, Everton-terr., Liverpool. (444 )NOTICE, we want Parrots, Canaries, Linnets,
r inches. Poultry Rabbits, gram a phones, records,
anything in exchange for cutlery and plate, etc.

;

write.: Smith, Bros. 49, Pear-st., Sheffield. (444 )VERY large noble looking first cross Bull-Aired'ale,
16 months extra keen guard, person or property,
25,-: Exchange smaller breed Pom. or Yorkshire

43 > Hermitage-rd., Coalville, Leicestershire.
SUiiS, boot®, overcoats, mack®, costume®,
blankets, sheets, curtains, cutlery, tools electro-
plate, exchanged for Canaries, British, cages, house
dogs ; stamp, quick reply : Exchange Co., 355

,
Londo-n-

rd., Sheffield.
(397

*

FOUR young Canaries, 5/-; Gordon gun 5/-; J-plate
camera, 5/: printing and developing outfit, 2/-; i-plate
changing bag, 6/- ; three double breeding cages, 2/6
each; or exchar^e for Opiate double dark slide:
Loyne, Wainfleet St. Mary, Lines. (440)SALE or exchange two Game llantam hens and one
Oliver Spangle hen and cockerel; Belgian doe rab-
bits wanted, and a large Parrot cage, strong brass
rims, flower bottom; what offers; yours first: George

Flint Hm ’ D >Pton ,
Co. Durham. (440)EXCHANGE, high-class Yorkshires-, Seifert Rollers,

Amazon Parrot, or crossbred pullets, for scrap brass’,
copper, zinc, solder, block tin, or anything useable;
state Quantity; all birds on approval: E. A. Dean
28, Hope View, Carr-Iane, Shipley, Yorkshire. (432)EXCHANGE, now is the time to buy umbrellas
for the coming winter, but why buy when I can ex-
eiiiange ladies’ and gent . ’3 silver-mounted um-
brellas, best quality only obtainable i'n highest class
shops; will exchange for cock Canaries; offers:
Dobbs, Umbrella Manufacturer, 866 , Rochdale-rd
Manchester..

(441 )EXCHANGE household goods, boots, cycle tyres,
cutlery, underclothes, suits, dress and costume
lengths, draperies, or anything required for live
stock of all descriptions, birds, poultry. Parrots,
monkeys, rabbits, pups, etc.

; prompt^ honest and re-
Hable dealings: Jopson’s Exchange Stores, Newton
Heath, Manchester.

(443 )WILL givo value in boots, suits, overcoats, cloth-
ing, bedding, blankets, curtains, cycle tyres, jewel-
lery, furniture, cutlery, etc., or household goods of
every description in exchange for Canaries, Parrots,
monkeys, squirrels, Toy dogs, puppies, Persian kit-
tens, Fancy pigeons, poultry. Bantams, young rab-
bits, cavies, or live stock of any variety; reliable
dealings only

; thousands of unsolicited testimonials

;

stamp reply: Manager, Live Stock Exchange, 163,
Princess-st., Manchester. (4-16)

NOW you can get tubes for 2/8 each, but only
from Smarts, when you combine quality with the
price. In throe months’ time they will be unob-
tainable at this price. Therefore buy now; but buy
from Smart k and get quality as woll as whole-
sale prices. Send for wholesale catalogue, post
free : Smart’s, Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham.

j

Dress.
UNDI'.li.. G

. -:|, 1 (, (I box calf boot* and
„!S!

8
V>«.

cw
.

y ,o:"J i’'" 1 '^ics 8/-; gent* 3/9;g".» 2/9; bey* 3/-. youtli 3,0; all Uzes; carriage
1111 1 " ./-I.., t„ Hulun-, Manchester.

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selc ted ferrets, worked last, season,
5/«: splendid ferrets, good «o lnr euuranteed 4 /6 ;

excellent ones, ready t<> work, 3,«.
,

younger. 2/0 ;

fourteen days’ approval; cash or deposit: Thos-
Wannop, Sliort-st.. Carlisle. (446/

Household furnl,u:’e f

U Icosil j, elc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. slams for
VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMCI1IAL3 and Ff... .™rui ul

BLANGHARD'S FILLS
Tiiey are unrivalled /or all hn-mv Aflmcuta, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, anil never fail to alleviate all KafferinvThey Bitpersede Pennyroyal. Pii Cochia, Hitter Apple, Acbold in bo nch

,

1/1i by Boo)*’, Taylor's, Timothy White's
. « K

«
ai

l

f a 1 Chemist*, or post free, name price, from
LEoUE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34, 0A1ST0N LANE, LONDOfl

FC n: ip- 3 L>®cs for Sale.
(or Exchange

PRIZE ruby female, 18 months, 6J lbs., over dis-
temper, 8 guineas: Toovey, Thame. (428)GRAND- litter of Whippet Lurcher puppies, 1

weeks old, 7/6 each: R E Jones, Postman, Cerrigy-
druidine, Corwen.

(44-31

graiwi Airedale dog puppy, 3 months; sire,
Clt. Oorang, ew Authority’s Double, i£l: Fred
Hague, 31, Ormskirk-rd., Wigan. (44J)TWO game Bull-Airedale dog puppies, 7 weeks, 7/9
eacli

;
bitich, 5/6; parents tackle anything alive: Jack-

s?,^ Confe<;tioner
’ Lreen-st., Betiinal Green. (-147)

(HOCOLATL Toy Poms., bitch anu dog, 4 months;
Ch. Haughty Prince pedigree; grand coats, healthy',
f
lr.

each : Fo-vle > Platelayers’ Arms, New Barnet. (440)SPLENDID pedigree wire Fox Terrier bitch, black
tanned head, white oody, house trained, 10,~, or ex-
change: Wright, Brornlieid, Park-lane, Old Basford.
BLACK pug bitches, ]1 weeks, perfect coats, double

twists, square large heads, glorious eyes, excellent
pedigree, 2 guineas: Richmond, Millbrook, Dover-
court. (440)
HIGH-CLASS bred Irish Terrier bitch, by the noted
Snire Bindly Paddy, ex Graisby Vixen, "lC months,
for two good Yorkshire cock Canaries: Ben Pit-chard,
Amlwch.

( 4
<

7 )RICH, golden sable pedigree Pekingese bitch, black
mask, and her two pedigree puppies, all their points
are -perfect, absolute bargains, can win: Davis.
Methwold, Norfolk. (445 )

GENUINE sable Pomeranian bitch, with splendid
pedigree, none better, bred in England, 35/-, or
would consider useful exchange: Wantling, 11a,
Mount Pleasant-, STaekstead, near Manchester. (447 )

Mice.
FAN-CY mice, over 1,000 in stock, Cd. pair, cages

4d.: Stapleton’s, Spa-rd., Bermondsey. (441 )PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; pair
tame fancy rats 1/-: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne.

(442)

Pigeons
3even Hlgh Fl>ing Tipplers, grand strain,

JN.t.U. rung, sacrifice, 10/- the tot. Dean, 61, For-
ster-st., Burslem, Staffs

(442)

j

Sport.

ANGLERS’ Secret; no oils, chemicals, or drugs used:
7d.: J. Bird, Wisbech.

( 445 )

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s lord seeds
und foods, good commission : Trower, 442, Caledoniars-
rd . London.

Aquarium.
GOLDFISH, Japanese Fantail and Telescope fish

Sword-tail fish, Minnow, Dace, Roach, plants, snails,
etc.; price iis'ts : De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal
Grecn-rd.. London. c
MIR 1-0RCA RP 4d., comet-fa-h 1/6, snails plants 1/1,
“Aquarium Management” Id., Canaries, -petstoek
exchanged for fish, and vice versa, retiring traders
stocks bought:—Fisheries, Mountvernon-rd., Liver-
pool. (425)

Cycles.
CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/-; model
De Luxe, B.S.A., 3-speed, 90/-; motor cycles, tyres,
accessories, cheapest prices; list, 200 illustrations,
free: Cyclebird, 12,0, Old-st., London.
ADVANCES will have to be made because prices

of raw materials and wages are going up. Our
advice—buy now—buy at wholesale prices fro^-n
Smart’s. Wholesale catalogue sent post free:
Smart's Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham. (444)
WHOLESALE prices at Smarts. Covers 3 /0 ;

tubes, 2/8; pumps, 9d.
; pedals, 1/5 pair; saddles,

2/ 11 ; perhaps you want something we have not
mentioned. Then send a postcard and get our
wholesale illustrated catalogue by return, free. Our
only address : Smart's, Limited, Cycle Factory,
Birmingham. (444)

Various.
AVIARY, new condition, and Fox Terrier pup bitch

for sale, 30/-: 30, Arcadia, Silverter-st., Boro’, S.E.
COCKERELS, pure White Leghorns, for sale. 19lo"

3/6 each; also crossbreds, 2/6: J. Stephen, Bellevue
Jedburgh.

(439)FOR sale, B.S.A. air rifle, D model, very powerful,
condition as new, cost 50/-

; genuine bargain, 40 '-

-’

also violin, labelled 1876, bow, case, very fine tone
30/-: Mayo, 16, Oak-st., Wolverhampton. ( 441 )GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,
double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1 / 9 ; 1,000
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free-
Regentbird, 120 Old-st., London.
DIRECT from factory; gentlemen’s or ladies’ um-

brellas, silver-mounted, 5/6 each; Canaries, do"s,
poultry boots supplied, 1/- weekly; thousands orders
satisfuctorfy executed

; stamp : Lambeth Aviaries, 35,
Gladstone-st., Southwark, London. (440)ZEPPELINS!—Don’t worry about these, but bo
British and keep smiling; send 2d. for huge book
containing hundreds of funny jokes, games, puzzles,
conjuring illusion*, etc, (over 500 illustrations) ;causes roars of laughter and hours of amusement.—F. Young, Misterton, Somerset. (No connection
with any other firm whatever.)

( 441 )

WANTED, 5,000 ANQLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods 5/6 each- roach
rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies, 9d. dozen; gut sub-
stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every des-
cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp ; saves
pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-
mingham.

(494 )

Waterfowl.
On offer, in very fine pairs, American Bluewin*

Teaks, Red-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Ge»eiSO ' ( h. jubata). and several other epecimenfl;
W. G. Duyzend. Naturalist Rotterdam, Holland
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DON’T WORRY
YOUR NEIGHBOUR

You will find everything1 you want to know about your
hobby in ono or other of

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS

6/%.

* fi a/. o,\ <?4

For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can't Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL.
By H. NORMAN.

They comprise expert advice on everything
appertaining to the keeping, feeding,
breeding and general management of
Canaries.Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for the one most suited

to your requirements. It

will pay you.
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MULE and

HYBRID BREEDER8

A SEASONABLE B00K?\ %̂

Ths Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbiils. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bull linches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part 11. Softhills. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for
Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete

,

hound in doth
2s,, post free
2s, 3d., in

parts Is.,

p®si free
Is. id.

The Stock Book,
Makes Bird Breeding Easy.

«Cage Birds'* Breeding Room Register and
Bird Keeper’s Account Book.

Compiled

(Copyright.)

by G. E. WESTON.
IsIs framed on novel lines and contains many entirely new departures,

absolutely indispensable to everyone interested in the hobby.
This Breeding Room Register and Bird Keeper’s Account Book offers in a

handy form a means of keeping

—

The complete pedigree and description of every bird in one’s room.
A full record of the season’s breeding experiences.
An account of every young bird reared and how it was disposed of.

A register of one’s doings at the shows (the most complete and useful

yet devised).

A cash account for the year.

A profit and loss acoount of the season’s proceedings, and a balance-
sheet showing how much one has invested in the hobby.

A series of Registers will thus furnish a ooncise record of the career of a
fancier as a breeder and an exhibitor from year to year, or over any number
of years.

MANY USEFUL EMERGENCY AND OTHER HINTS WILL ALSO BE
FOUND IN ITS PAGES.

Price 6d. from any Newsagent.
Or 7d. Post Free from “Cage Birds” Office,

154, Fleet Street, London.

make your 1915 breed-

ing season a record

in every way by purchasing

a copy of

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
BOULTON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hibitor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

Complete Bound in Cloth. 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artist,

MR. ti. NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all are considered at great length the
question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. All the
various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed ; nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houlton’s special cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial,
are enumerated. Egg and other soft foods and
their feeding values dealt with. The selection of the
stock is debated at length The hens which breed
light and dark exhibition mules described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gone into. Egg binding and its treatment.
The food supply. Care of the young hybrids. All
these topics are treated with that experience and
•kill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’s standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than Sixteen Coloured and
6ixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and
general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID

VALUABLE BOOKS
FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS
PARROTS FOR PLEASURE £? PROFIT.”

By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,
feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, and the treatment ot newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with.

0

BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

*8 .

.

t»

NP

A®

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.”
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S. 1/1 post free.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding
and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” ey c. p. ARTHUR. Gel. post Yrco.
Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.

<b°

F. CARL, Publisher,

It tells you all you need know.

IS 4, FLEET STREET,
Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Cart., 154, Fleet Street, by J. 0. Hahmond and Co., Ltd., Fleet Lane. London. E.C.

LONDON, E.O.
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and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries.Hybrids, British*. Foreign Cages.Wild Birds

Telegrams—aviculture, London.

Telephone—Hoibom 5229. y Vol. XXYIII. No. 714 For* week ending September 18th, 1915 .
Price Id. ^

Registered at the G.P.O.

ouoscripuon Kate:
6/6 per annum
post tree.

Foreign—
9 /• per annum >

“CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD," September 18th, 1915
j££ ^

VIEWS ON CANARY BREEDING.":?.":!

GOLDFINCH.
1st Prize Royal Cornwall Show, Camborne,
for Messrs, Stephens and Gaved, Plymouth.

BULLFINCH.
Winner of 1st Prize at Hayle Show, owned

by Mr. J. Polkinghorne, Hayle.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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EPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS'*

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
tlie bohu-lides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates fora

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

lida name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will he inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate ot Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays lirst post in each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES, SEE ISSUE SEPT. 4.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal, by.

APPLIANCES
NORWICH show cages and cases, 2 single, 2/-

Baeh; 2 double, 3/• each: Butcher, Lastover, Bridg-
water, SOU). (453)

WANTED, a few Scots Fancy show cages; must
ye in good condition ; Lafbury, 24, Station-rd.,

Manor Bark, E. (453)

CRYSTAL Palace aviary, 30x11x36; also oblong
aviary, 36x18x30, 5/- each : A. Parker, 16, Victoria-

st., Abergavenny. (457)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, lor British and
Foreign birds, Canaries ; designs : L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex. (308)

BIRD aviaries, indoor and outdoor, largest selec-

tion, best value; stamp for catalogue: Young,
Appliance Maker, Mesterton, Somerset. (451)

WHEN -song required; water bubble flutes, P.O.

1/2 set; a marvellous accompaniment for piano:
Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. (452)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

NORWICH, British and Foreign show cages, also

travelling eases, hold one to six cages, cheap to
clear.—Museott, Mount Pleasant, Llandrindod
Wells. (457)

I HAVE a few dozen of black japanned bird cage
fronts of all sizes; 1 am prepared to accept the low
price of 2(d. per ft. till they are sold : Pimm,
leknield Port-rd., Birmingham. (432)

COTTINGHAM'S "new nesting material, medicated,
prevents red mites; used by scores of breeders last

season who are again sending for supplies; large
sample, 3d., 1/- lb., post paid:* Cottingham, 9,

Fever i 1-st., Nottingham.
GRAND nearly new Box Cages, joiner-made,
American white wood, fitted complete, egg drawer,
drinker, enamelled seed hopper to match, loose wire
fronts, size 13(in. x 17(in. x 12in., 20/- lot; giving
up Fancy: Green (see Lancashire.?). (459)
NOTICE.—The best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace-shaped and other three-compartment
aviaries in the world; send two stamps for illus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,
Cage • Manufacturer, Castle-Douglns. (399)

EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly Club pattern,
best quality and finish, Norwich, Yorkshire, and
Border Fancy, 2/3 each, three for G/-, six for 12/-;

sliding front Finch show cages, beauties, 3/- each

;

carrying cases, for two cages, 4/-, three cages 5/-;

any size made: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. ' (437)

SPECIAL offer.—Large new close-wired, three-com-

partment Crystal Palace drawing-room aviary, fitted

sand trays, seed hoppers, movable partitions, re-

volving perches, fancy glass panels, size '4ft. long,

4ft. high, 18ins. wide, price 50/-, carriage paid
;
photo

and particulars sent; aviaries and cages of every

description; state requirements: Martin, Cage Manu-
facturer, Castle-Douglas. (437)

BIRD-CATCHERS' nets, Oft. 3/-, 12ft. 4/-, 18ft. 5/-;

complete with all fittings, all Cft. deep
;

birdlime,

9d. s-lb. ;
oval net traps, Dd. ; large trap cages, 1/-

;

double breeders, 30 x 1C x 9, fitted complete, 5/-

;

box cages, 14 x 7 x 11}, 2/3, three C/- ;
club show

cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and British, 1/8

each, three 4/C; Palace aviaries, 36 x 30 x 12. 10/6;

send for lists: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B.

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

also planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts,
cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible;
illustrated catalogue tree: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

ONE large cage can be made into 4 flights or 20
compartments, 3 flight cages can be made into 12
compartments, 8 single breeders, 12 N.P.C. show
cages, 2 show cases to hold 4 cages, 2 show casco
to hold 2 cages, rack 'to hold the above 8 single
breeders, with drawers at bottom, all the above
in good condition; hoppers and glasses, for above,
neats, etc. ; all to dispose of cheap; € 1 , or nearest
oiler; inspection invited: Rt. Johnson, Longton,
Preston. ' (453)

IDEAL RINGS.— Ail embossed number*, 6(1. per
dozen, 21- (-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

"MG.it," CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cut. 3/S; half-ewt. 2/3; carriage paid
50 miles: Menzics Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

(324)

BIRD LIME
The very best, (lb. tin 7d., Jib. tin, 1/-, lib. tin

1/10: sample, 3d.; all post paid
; a*, used by all

leading catchers ; single trap cages, 9d.; with call
cage, 1/3; net traps, 1/- each: Enoch Tams, Chureh-
st., Longton, Stuffs. (432)

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

Iii fact, everything for the bird room; send for
catalogue, post free; established 50 years: Sandi-
ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 X 12 x loj 3/6 DQZ.
14 x 12, 4/- doz.

;
15 by 12, 4/,3 doz.

;
16 x 12, 4/6;

18 x 12, 5/3 doz.; 24 x 12„ 7/- doz.; sec price list

for baths, show cages, box cages, sprays, pottery,
etc.

; send postcard : Volunteer Wire Works, Corn-
hill-passage, Longton, Stall's. (434)

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Send for new price list.

Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, Oin.

2/9, I0in. 3/1, 25ft.; 7in. 4J-, 9m. 5/1, loin. 5/9, 50ft. ;

best hand-planed boards, 7in. 4. 8, 9in. 5/11, 10in. 0/8,
50ft.; small box cage sets, 1,6 each, 16/6 dozen;
Norwich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for. 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/0 100ft. ; stamp for list of
all appliances: Stanton, 33, Bootlifield, Winton,
Patricroft. (436)

EVER TRIED SALT
for catching birds? You might just as well, as
some of the- rubbish offered as catching appliances.
Every article I sell is guaranteed to be exactly as
represented, and is sent on approval at my risk on
the distinct understanding that unless they give
perfect satisfaction in every detail, the whole of
your money is promptly returned. Clap Nets, made
from from COS/ 3-cord superfine thread, Jin. mesh,
specially knitted for bird netting, 3 yards long, 6(ft.

deep, 4ft. fly, 4/6 pair; 4 yards, 5/6; 5 yards, 6/0;
6 yards, 7/0; 7 yards, 8/6; 8 yards, 9/0; 9 yards,
10/6, 10 yards, 11/6 per pair. All Clap Nets consist
of two net9 to the pair, each net guaranteed
of full measurement as above, and are fitted com-
plete with all poles, pegs, hemp lines, ready for
immediate use. Loose thread netting, as used in
above nets, 7ft. deep, Jin. mesh, 3d. yard

;
ditto,

Oft. deep, 4d. yard; ditto, 5d. yard; specially strong
netting, jin. mesh, for sparrow nets or use on rougli
ground, 10ft. deep, od. yard, post free. Bird Brace
Swivels, three 3d., twelve Od., post free. Italian
hemp pull lines, specially spun without sniyl or
stretch, 1/8 post free. The original Japanese Bird-
lime, guaranteed strongest lime made, stands all
weathers, Jib. 7d„ (lb. 1/-, lib. 1/8, sample 4d. ; all
post free. Penny tin drinkers, 9d. dozen, three doz.
2/-, 5/- gross

; zinc ditto, 1/- dozen, three dozen 2/6,
7/- gross; flirt pegs or lines, Od. each, post free;
stave poles, 4ft. long, 1/- set; ditto jointed centres,
4(ft. to 7ft. long, 2/0 set. Seed mills, latest design,
1/S each, post free. Kindly note: All above are
actually in stock and immediate dispatch is guaran-
teed.
W. Gore, Practical Netmaker, Gcoch-st., Birmingham

‘‘Belfast, Ireland.—I find your lime far superior to
any I have ever used. I caught over three hun-
dred with one tin.— H. L. to W. Rudd.” XXX
Birdlime has imitators, but no equal; try it; tins
free, 2d., 4d.. 9d., 1/-, 1/3; for cages, aviaries, etc.,
see "Multum-in-Parvo" catalogue: Rudd, Specialist,
Norwich. (449)

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

IS by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order.
Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,
fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d
, 4(in. 1/-, oin. 1/3, Oin. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/-

cach. British, 2/3, 2/6. See Illustrated
Catalogue for all cage fittings, breeding
cages, box cages. Roller cages. Send
postcard.

—

ENOCH TAMS, Church Street,
Longton, Staffs. (432)

Bird Lime Jo Tubes.
Stronghold New Process Birdlime.
Saves time, trouble, and temper.
Economical in use and unaffected by
the weather: 6d., 1/- and 2/- per
tube. Sample. 4d., post free.

—

Ytilson, Scotland’s Largest Naturalist,
Argyle Street, Glasgow.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES-
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-
card;. three tons -sold every year; Jib. tin
sample. 7d. ; (lb. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free;,
single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call ca
centre, 1/0; established 50 years: J. SandifordJ
Bird Specialist,. Preston. Lancs.

. UNTAINS, BATHS, NEST ECCS, \

AQUARIUM 'ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES & PATTERNS
‘ SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

BUSINESS AS USUAL.

Bird Catchers’ Nets
These are the clap nets

which arc noted throughout
the world as the best value

;

they work faster, easier, Iqst
longer than any others, have„ collapsible poles for folding
up, for 1/3 set ; extra best
thread, best colour, best
everything, 9ft. by 4ft., each
net complete, 4/0 paid: 12ft.

by -lft., 6/-; 15ft. by 4ft., 7/-; 18ft. by 4ft., 8/-; 21ft.
by -lit., 9/-; -24ft. by 4ft., 10/-; 30ft. by Oft., 24/-;
40 sizes

; jointed poles, 1/3 extra. Best Birdlime,
hold anything, any weather, box 4d., Jib. 8d„ (lb.
1/3, 111). 2/-, post free. .Spring Net Traps, Bird
Braces, Brace Pole, Lines, Improved Traps, Sparrow
Rabbit, Partridge, Rat, and all vermin traps, and'

books cn trapping, snaring. This
is an improved Self-acting Net-
trap, can be also worked with a
line. Will take one to a. dozen at
a time. Folds up. No wood work

;

for small or large birds. Tre-
mendous sale last season. Price,
large, 3/6, smaller 2/6, carriage
paid. See large 92-page illus-

. , . „ .

trated book
;
stamp for postage,

ihe Art of Netmakmg, 7d. Hints on Bird-catching,
7u. tips on catching with -Birdlime, 4d. All conv-

iree^-YOUNG, Practical Net and Trap
Manufacturer, Miste/ton, Somerset. (45])

— for —

Reliable Dealings.
Improved Wire Fronts, made of punched bars and
tinned wire, strong and neat, the following sizes
always in stock: 12 x 12 and 14 x 10, 6d. each, 51-
dozen

J 15 x 12 and 10 x 10, at 7cf. each, 6/- dozen

;

18 x 12, 9d. each, 8/- dozen ; 24 x 12, 1/- each, 10/-
dozen. Any particular size or shape made to order
Price on application. Best quality punched bars,
any mesh, 48in, length, 1/3 dozen; best tinned
cage wire, cut in straight lengths, 6d. lb., 71bs. 3/-:
best Solder, 1/3 lb.

WOOD FOR CAGE-MAKING.
Grand lot of red pine, well -seasoned, Jin. and j
thick, any width cut; kindly state wanted; price
quoted on application. Best quality 3-ply boards,
3-10 thick, size 48 x 36, price 2/- each. Pine Perches,
all 4ft. long, (in. square, lOd. dozen; lin. round,
1/3 dozen

; jin. oval, 1/3 dozen
; jin. square, 1/3 doz.

METAL CAGE FURNITURE. .

Enamelled Tin Seedboxes, with loose sliding glass
fronts, size 2in., 2/3, 2(in., 2/9; 3in., 3/-; 4in„ 3/6;
7(ln. 5/- dozen. Enamelled- Tin Baths, 6d., 9d., 1 /-,

1/6, and 2/- each. Metal Bath Cages, 1/6 each’
Metal Seedho-ppers: 2 holes, 1/-, 3 holes, 1/6. Tin
Drinkers, 9d. dozen. Zinc Drinkers, 1/6 dozen Tin
Egg Drawers, 9d. dozen. Tin P'inger Drawers, 9d.
dozen. Tin Bird Sprayers,, 3d. Tin Egg Sieves, 6d.
Wood Seed Sieves, 1/-.

EGG, BREAD AND SEED MILLS.
Egg and Bread Mills, small, 1/9; large improved-
pattern, 3/6. All-metal Seed Mills, 1/6 each.
Walsh’s Latest Improved Bird Sprayer. Nickel-
silver Sprayer, with strong rubber pipe to fit in
any bottle, price 2/-, post free.

WALSH’S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
is always alike—good and reliable. Will hold in
any weather. Packed in lever-lid tins, Jib 8d.,
Jib. 1/1, lib. 1/10. Post free.

TRAP CAGES, CALL CAGES, &C.
Double Trap Cages, 1/4; Trap and Call Cages com-
bined, 1/4. Birdcatchers’ Carrying Boxes, with
Store Cage, complete, 3/- each; Call Cages, 9d.
each. Redpoll Cages, 9d.

; Linnet Cages, 1/-; Lark
Cages, 1 /-; Finch Cages, 1/6. Illustrated Catalogue
free on application. For Seeds, Foods, etc., see last

week’s advert, in "Cage Birds."

J. WALSH, Bird Specialist,

BLACKBURN.
Tel.: 947.

|
foodsT]

WANTED a few lbs. of thistle seed: Enoch Tams,
Church-st., Longton, Stalls. (43”)
SINGS’ -mixture (British birds), large package 1 /-:

Jopiion, Newton Heath, Manchester. *(455)
LARGE Scotch hard-heads, well dried, 500 1/- post

free: Marnock, 16a, Melville-st., Loehgelly. (456)WASP grubs, 1/- lb.; 71bs. 6/6; 14lbs. 14/-; 281bs.
2o/- : Torpy, The Fanciers’ Provider, Bradford. (433)MEALWORMS, Mealworms, grand lot; no wait-
mg; I/-, 2/-, 3/- boxes, post paid: Stapletons Bros.,
17. Spa-rd., Bermondsey (451)HARDHEADS, Plantains, Thistles, 1/-; Plantains
Sheppards, and other special titbits, make Linnets
singing mad, I/-: Haywood, 3, Neville-grove Meadow
Nottingham.

(MEALWORMS, grand lot, 6/0 lb.;, special, post'
paid, Od., 9d., 1/- boxes; wasp cake, extra line 1/-,
2/- boxes, pcs* paid; dried flies, SJ- lb.; ants’.eggs,
3/- lb. ; cuttlefish, 11- lb. ; Spanish No. 1 bold, 34/-
cwt.

; 141hs. 4/0; hemp, 14/9 cwt. ; ingar, 24/- cwt.;
linseed, 18/- cwt.;. Lark and Thrush food, Od. lb.,
71bs. 3/-: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs.

ERRINGYON’S
XL RED FEED

is pure, tasteless pepper of tile finest quality. The
best results arc obtained by using Errington’s XL
Red Feed; 1/3 per lb., post free 1/7; prizes offered
to users; send Id. stamp for sample- and particulars
to: Wm. Errington, The Reliable Seedsman, Four
Cane Ends, Bradford. (410),

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape Cure
6d., 1/-, 2/-, 4/- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackerite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & I /- botts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., I /- & 2 /- botts.
Condition Pills . . . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrhoea J owder . . 6d. & 1 /- tins
Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & I /• tins

Eye Lotion . . . . . . If. botts.
Feather Disease Cure

6d., I/- & 5/- botts
Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & 1 /- tins
Poultry Liniment . . . . 1 /• botts.
Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)
Roup Paste . . . . 6d. & I /- tins.
Roup Pills ,. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. -tins
Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /- tins
“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., 1/- and 2/6 botts.
Red Mite Killer

In 6d., If- and 2/6 botts.
" Pennakura " (for destroying

external parasites and pre-
venting feather-eating in
cage birds) .. .. In 3d. botts.

" Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and 1 /- boxes
Parrot Tonic., .. In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value
1 / and upwards.

If you *re in doubt as to the Right Remedy to
administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

TAYLOR’S “ MIGHTY ATOMS
”

THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
(Registered trade mirk) will help your birds
through the moult as nothing else on earth will.
Contains no canary seed. The reoipe of a celebrated
Crystal Palace winner. 7d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-, delivered
free. Our “ Red Sunshine,” Colour food is the
highest quality pure tasteless cayenne as imported,
and is not doctored with oil and sugar; lib. 1/6,
51 bs. 7/-, 281b. original tins 30/-

; delivered free.
Hot Natal, 1/6 lb.

; best obtainable Mixed
Canary Seed, an eye-opener, 6d. quart ; Linnet Seed.
6d. quart; Sunshine Lark Food, 5d. lb. Sample of
any sent for two stamps : Taylor’s Wholesale Seed
and Corn Merchants, North-rd., Preston. Estab-
lished 1874. (413)

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
for Colour Feeding Cago Birds. Marvellous
Colour. 11b. Canister, 2 /•; 31b. Canister 5/-;
51b., 7/6. Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each,
binest Hot Cayenne, 3/- II>. All .carriage paid.

J. W. HAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue. Bruton, London.

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED COLOR FEEDSi

Best in the World.
The finest colour food 1 in the world fori
colouring Canaries that deep rich red!
colour, in use by all leading exhibitors in]
the world. For testimonials drop a post
card. Prices, 2/- lb., 211, 3/6, 511, 7/6, 141b.

17/-. Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 21b. 3/8, 51b. 8/3 .

\

All carriage paid.

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King, PRESTON,

|
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Now is the Time for Cage Bird

Breeders to Secure a Bargain
A cage bird breeder who means to breed Prize Birds, and who relies upon haphazard knowledge, or on the slew

and costly knowledge gained by his own experience, is like a man who sets out to dig a pit without first getting

hold of the proper tool.

You can no more breed winning Birds without expert study and specialist knowledge on bird breeding than you
can dig a pit without a spade.

Life is too short to depend on experience. In breeding you must avail yourself of the tabulated knowledge of the

expert breeders in the past.

The book that will help you to produce winning birds is “ CANARIES, HYBRIDS AND BRITISH BIRDS." And
so great is our confidence that it CAN help you, that we are willing to let you use and read it for a week FREE OF CHARGE
and take our chance of your buying it after that. But as there are only a few copies of this grand book for Cage Bird Breeders

now unsold, you must send in the FREE APPROVAL FORM at the bottom of this page without delay if you want to take

advantage of this straightforward FREE EXAMINATION OFFER. This is

The Only Breeding Guide You Need.

CANARIES, HYBRIDS,
AND BRITISH BIRDS

Written by well-known Fenders in every Department«

Complete in One Compact Volume, with ReliabIe"Coloured Plates.

Supplied with a Magnificent Anatomical Model of a Canary.

SENT ON APPROVAL

FOR ft WEEK’S FREE EXAMINATION! AT HOME

YOU NEED NOT SPEND A PENNY
to find out what the greatest fanciers can teach you about

—

EARLY INBREEDING.
EVIDENCE FROM HERVIEUX.
HERVIEUX’S LIST.
INHERITANCE OF EYE AND COLOUR.
EGG VARIATION.
EXHIBITION.
INDISCRIMINATE BREEDING.
LEG DIFFERENCES.
BRITISH BIRDS.
HYBRIDS.
THE BREEDING ROOM.
TEMPERATURE.
VENTILATION.
METHODS OF HEATING AN OUTSIDE
BIRDHOUSE.

BIRD ROOMS.
THE BEST CAGE.
BREEDING CAGES.

HOW TO WIRE A CAGE.
SLIDING DOORS.
THRUSHES AND THRUSH-LIKE BIRDS.
EGG STRUCTURE AND HISTORY.
A FANCIFUL THEORY.
PAIRING.
MATING.
SITTING.
HATCHING.
DELAY IN HATCHING.
FEEDING.
LAYING.
SHOWS.
SHOW BIRDS.
EXHIBITING.
DRESSING.
WASHING.
CLASSIFICATION. STANDARDS.
THE “ DOMESTIC SPARROW ” THEORY.

THE COLOUR PROBLEM.
FEEDING FOR COLOUR.
CINNAMON INHERITANCE.
SPORTING & ALBINISM.
ALBIN’S LIST OF VARIETIES.
MENDELIAN INHERITANCE.
QUARRELSOME MALES.
REFRACTORY FEMALES.
AGE DISTINCTION BY WING FEATHERS
DEVELOPMENT OF THE CANARY, ETC.,
COLOUR IDENTITY.
TOOLS FOR CAGE MAKING.
INSECT PESTS & REMEDIES.
EGG FOODS.
•WATER SUPPLY.
INDOOR AVIARIES.
GARDEN AVIARIES.
OUTDOOR AVIARIES.

And a thousand other matters that will interest you as a Breeder.

OUR BUYERS WRITE TO PRAISE IT 5
—

The

One Book that

SHOWS YOU
HOW

to Breed Winners

is almost

SOLD OUT.

Get a copy now

for Free approval

and find out if

it will help you,

without spending

a penny.

Mr. H. Hancock, Burslem :

—

“ I think the book
money.”

a great help and well- worth the
Mr. Lanyon, Clydsch, Rhondda Valley

“ I have no hesitation in recommending it to breeders as
essential. Without doubt the most complete work of its kind.”

OUR “LAST CHARGE” FREE EXAMINATION FORM.
POST
this

TO-DAY.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., Ltd., 7 6 8, Old Bailey, London, EC
Dear Sirs,— Please forward to m: “Canaries and Bitish Birds/’ with model of Canary, for Eight Days’ Free

Aporoval. If, after examination , I decide to keep the work, I will remit to you, eight days after its receipt by me, /s.,
and, commencing 30 days later, e'ght further monthly payments of 3s. If I do not wish to retain the work, I will
retu-n it wi'h the model on the eighth day after 1 receive it.

F.-r cash within eight days the price is 23s. 6d.
N.B .—Orders from abroad will not be sent on approval nor oa these terms. They must be accompanied by Money

Orders for 27s. 6d.

Name

N B —We pay carriage both ways, if after a
week’s use you decide not to order the
book-

Occu;ation-

Address-
cry tors
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DURING THE WAR
Our Customers may rely on us continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Frco

delivery London district by own vans.

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace
Show, 1912,

TROWER'S WONDERFUL S0FTBIL0.
The wonder ot tho ago tor Larks Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlings, eto. Sold by

1,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb.. 2lbs. 8d., ribs.

1/9 post tree.

TROWER'S IMPROVED CECTO
stands unbeaten In pries and quality ;

with or with-

out tiKR (lako. Ail cjyc*0|)cner for thoso who have

never used a good lood. Unequalled lor Nightin-

gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and

all small insectivorous birds, British and Forolgn,

1/3 lb., post paid l/G lb; 7lbs. 8/6, post paid.

TIIV THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
lor rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake ol egg and biscuit in any
lorm. Contains 60 per cent, egg and is the only

lood worthy ol the name.
Hesemblos nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with It.

Do not contuse It with any other preparation. It

Is preparod only by us, and can bo obtained ol all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins, 4d., 8d., 1/3,

2/6, 71b. bags 12/6. Special quotations lor’ quantities.

Post Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine 2/6 lb., choice 3/6

lb.; Dried Flies, 2/-, 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupae,
n Bird Grit, 3/- Cvvt.,

lin Sand 2/- cwt. fine

Shell, 5/-

EEDSn
cwt.

Peck. Busiil. Cwt.
.... 4/6 17/6 34/-

4/3 16/6 32/-

4/ 15/6 30/-

.... 3/9 14/6 28/-

... 3/6 13/6 26/-

.... 1/9 6/6 16/-

.. 1/6 5/6 15/-

.... 4/6 17/6 29/-

.... 4/- 15/6 25/-

3 /• 11/6 22/-

12/- 22/-

9/6 19/6

r.... 3 /• 11/6

... 2/6 9/6 11/6

2)- 7/G
11/8
11/6
17/6

.... 4/- 15/6

9/6

Fine Hemp
Choice Summer Rape
Fine Summer Rape ....

Best White Millet

Indian Millet

Mixed Seed lor Aviari
Ditto Forei]

Ditto Parro
Wild Seed for Finches 2/-

Teazle 3/-

Niga or Inga 3/-

Sunflower, White d/<

Sunflower, Black 4/-

Extra Large Linseed 2/6

Maw, Gold Pleasure, Sesame 8d. lb.; Dandelion and

Mustard 4d. oz.; Cuttlefish, 6d., 1/-, and 1/6 lb.;

Millet Sprays, bundle* 50, 1/6, 1/9, 2/-.

Carriage paid to any Country Station in England
and Wales, 1/. cwt. extra.

A LARCE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINGS.

Price List and Samples Free.
Bird-keeper’s Guide, by Allen Sliver and T. R.

Trowcr, given free with all orders for 5/- and over.

TROWER & CO.,
Wholesale Seed Merchants and

Bird Food Specialists

,

436, 438, 442, Caledonian Road,
London, N.

Telephone— 1320 North.

|
BOOKS.

ON sale, "Our Canaries” and 100 "Cage Birds,”

10/-: J. Bowyer, 9, Chestc-rfieid-st., Oldham. (454)

ROOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in "Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,
irom Cage Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

“AVEAU
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Postmortem examination and advice, by return

poet. 1/1. 59 years’ experience.

L
BRITISH BIRDS.

Hardbills.
j

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beatable for song; sex guaranteed; Sd. each, three
for ]/«; “ Gjpsey ” Linnet cages, 8d. each: Larking’s
Corn Stores. 394, Lillierd., Fulham, S.W. (416)

B1CRVIH Linnets, three for 2/-; approval: E. Wil-

son, 10, Market-square, Bervie. (455)

REDPOLLS, 2/C doz., 3 for 1/-; 6d. each: Linnets
in song, 1/- each: Enocli Tams, Church-st., Longton,
Stulls (4561

REDPOLLS, Gd. each, 2/- doz.; specially selected

lor show, 2/- each: J. I’itchford, London-rd., Stokc-
oii Trent.
COCK Linnets, picked birds, 3/- dozen; Redpolls,

it--. Cliallinchcs, *3/0 ;
one dozen well mixed seed

birds, 1 /-: W. Fcnn, Beck-row, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

(463)

FEW big bouncing cock Linnets, picked from
hundreds, clean moulted, 1/- each : Welsh, Reform-
st., Stamford. (454)

GENUINE Welsh Goldfinches, large selected cooks,

2/ ,
3/-; liens, 9d. : Museott, Mount Pleasant, Llan-

drindod Wells. (407)

TWO large hand-reared cock Greypateo, well on
hard seed, accept 3/- each : Harry Taylor, West-
bury Leigh, Wilts. (452)

FOR sale, two box-moulted Linnets, call birds,

suit catcher: Heaps, Grocer, 72, Ribbleton-lane,
Preston, Lancashire. (457)

COCK Linnets, red breasted and brown, six 1/9,

dozen 3/- ;> guaranteed satisfaction: Horace Coote,
96. North-st., Litton (456)

MOOR cock Drown Linnets. 4/- dozen; gems 3 for

1/6; satisfaction guaranteed: P. C’awood, 25, Bri-
tanriia-st., Scarborough. (455)

LINNET'S, warranted cock Iirown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/ dozen: Marshall-, No. 5, Cuinden-st.,

Sneinton-ril., Nottingham. (372)

LINNET, just finished moult, suit catcher, in full

song, 4/-; bargain; full w’eek’s approval: E. Tams,
Cliurcli-st.. Longton, Staffs. (456)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 4/- dozen; cock Urey-
pates, 12/-; liens, 6 /-; Bullfinches same price : Dyer,

30, Albion-st., Cheltenham. (451)

TWENTY Linnets, specially picked, well pen-

cilled, from aviary, 4 3/-; make winners; deposit:
Swain. 6, Wenlock-st., Luton. (453)

COCK Siskins, healthy, good size, excellent colour,

hi- each: big hens, 2 / 0 ;
satisfaction guaranteed'

G. Sutherland. Rambodde, Forres. (455)

SOUTHDOWN cock Linnets, 1/-; young Goldfinches,

2/-; Itedbrcasted Bullfinches, moulting, for show,
•I

.
Tu 1 1- 1 1, Sun-st . Brighton. (452)

SPLENDID selected singing cock Linnet and new
cage, 1/S, three for 2/-, six 3/-: Haywood. 3,

Neville-grove, Meadows, Nottingham. (454)

LINNETS, Linnets, vigorous young cocks, with nut
hrown backs and red breasts, 3/- dozen: L. Clay,

353, Buntings-lanq, Carl ton hill
,
Notts. (436)

TWO massive hand-reared cock Linnets, superb
colour, markings, quality notes, 2/- and 1/C each:
Gainlord, 54, Belvedore-rft., Burnley. (453)

LINNETS, Linnets. Warranted Cambridge cocks,

2/6 dozen; large picked birds, 3/- dozen; hens 1 /-

dozen: Randall, 21, Bridge-st., Homcrton. (457)

COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, dozen 12/-;

Larks, Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls, (id., dozen 2/6: young
Mules, Canaries, 2/-, 2/6: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan.

LINNETS. Warranted cock Brown Linnets, picked
birds, 9d. each, 3 for 2/- ;

sent on approval any-

where : Birtwistle,, 35, Argyle-st., Whittlefield, Burn-
ley. (455)

WANTED, weekly supply of good large Goldfinches,

Bullfinches and Siskins, top price for good large

birds : Thos. McCrystal, 16, Langlands-rd., Govan,
Glasgow. • (451)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Linnet,

or show specimen/ on approval, cheap, send me your
address; will send to you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;
P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire.. (418)

WARRANTED cock Linnet*, 6d. each, hard on
seed, 4/- doz.; a few on song, 1/- each; bird and
cage, 2/-; satisfaction guaranteed: W. Jones,, 29,

English-st., Hull. (454)

SELECTED cocks. Jays, 7/-; Magpies, 7/-; tame
Bullfinches, 3/-; singing Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls, 9d.

;

Goldfinches, 2/C; others cheap: Naturalist, 298,

Lille-rd,, Fulham. Not a shop. (456)

RED-BREASTED cock brown Linnets, show or

contest, 8d. each, 3 1/9, c6 3/-; satisfaction guaran-
teed, caged since August: Gardner, Garstang-rd.,
Wisham, nr. Preston, Lancashire. (456)

BULLFINCHES, large young hens. 1/-; selected,

l/G; cocks, 1/6; selected 2/-, 2/6; all birds well on
seed before sent out; numerous testimonials: Oliver

Barson, 10, Thomas-st., Leicester. (453)

WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets, on full song,

for show or contest, as supplied to all the lead-

ing fanciers, 1/- each, three 2/6; sent any distance:
Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (451)

VERY good quality singing Linnets; this class of

birds make t%3 best singers ever carried to a con-

test, 1/-, 1/6 each : Linnet cages, 1/3 each : W.
Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, George-st., Leeds. (433)

BARGAIN, fanciers and dealers, large quantity
of cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 2/6 dozen

;

approval
;

if not satisfied money returned ; trade
supplied: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable, Beds.

(442)

WELL worth moulting, selected from hundreds;
Redbreasted cock Linnet, singing, clean, healthy.

8d. each, 6 3/-; cock Yellowhammers, 1/- each, 3

2/6 : H. Welsh, Cornstall-buildings, Stamford, Lines.

(451)

LINNETS, Linnets. Selected cock Brown Linnets,

lOd. each, 3 for 2/-; cock Twites, 9d., hens Cd.

;

cock -Redpolls, 6d., hens 4d.
;

cock Greenfinches,

Cd. ;
hens 4d.; bird list on application: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. (457)

GOLDFINCHES. Warranted cocks, 1/6 each, three

4/-; selected, larger cocks, 2/-, 2/6 each; hens 9d.,

three 2/-; Linnets, clean moulted cocks, fit to show,
1/6, 21- each: Turner, 14, Rose Cottage, Hubert-rid.,

Selly Oak, Worcestershire. (456)
LOOK, Look. Look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets!

I have the finest stock of Linnets in the South

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 dozen; dealers
supplied ;

bird nets of all description : Christ.

Hatton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (451)

CATCH thousands, new double-compartment trap
cages, including. 2 trained call birds, 2/3 each, two
for 4/-. Gentleman writes: "Marvellous value;
caught birds value 10/- in 2 hours.” Send Postal
Orders to Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (45(1)

LOVERS of Chaffinches snould read what H. J.

Fulljamcs says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2Jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., 'London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
LINNETS, Linnets, grand Southdown birds, best
songsters in England, nutbrown brown cocks, well
on seed, 6 for 2/-, cr 3/6 dozen; hens 1/- a doz.;
satisfaction assured

;
all birds are carefully packed

for any distance: C. A. Paine, Bird Stores, 54,

Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (456)
FIVE .special exhibition Goldies, 4/6 each; 11

grand young cocks, 2/6 each
; reared cock Bull-

finches, 2/- each; ditto hens, 1/6 each; Redpolls,
can win, 1/- each: special big cock Linnets, 9d.
each;, grand picked cocks, 5/- doz.: W. Brown,
lghtficld, Whitchurch, Salop. (453)

LINNETS, Linnets; Southdown birds are the best
In England for show, song or muling; grand Nut
brown and Rcdbvcasted cocks, large birds, well on
seed, six for 2/3, or 4/- dozen: hens, 1/- dozen:
three splendid cock Goldfinches, in soiig, 3/- each;
three for 5/-; warranted; all birds carefully packed
for any distance; same address 23 years: (I. Smith,
Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth.

(435)

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you "In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2Jd.
1—The Goldfinch. 18.— Budger.gars.
2.—The Linnet. » 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20 Waxbills.
4.—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary. Twite.
6.— Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Gresn Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-
8.— Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
9.— The Disinfection ot 26.—The Larger Insecti- .

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10—The Roller Canary. 27.— Care of the Cat.
11.—The Bullfinch. 28.— Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.— How to Moult British 29.— Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rah-
!3.—The Chaffinch. tits.
14— Gouldian Finches. 31.—Fishing in River,
16.—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16.— Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17—The Grey. Parrot.
FOR LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
®// consulting these symbols the naive o/ the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained: *Bird$, foods, Cages, and ltird-rocm lie-
guisites ; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds

; J Birds , and seeds and foods only
; § Seeds and

foods only - Newsagents.
Abertillery— H. II. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. W. Hell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—’Mrs, A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath.—G. Pooley, 31, St. James' Parade.
Batley— *S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.— W. Y. Jefferies. Church St.
Belfast.— 1TJ. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham.— tlf. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74. Newgate Street.

Blackburn— *A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. McKierman, 62. Raiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne.— § Walter Wilson, Ltd., Cliureh St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—‘John (Jostling, 158, Bradshaw gate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Lecd« Rd. ;

*S.
Torpy, James Street; §J. Erringtou, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—IFinch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Stamlieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25. Gluman Gate.
Chester-ie-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowee.
Crewkerne.—tSam Young, Misterton. S.O.
Crewe.—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; »C. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.— tj. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.— ‘G. Bouefield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.—NM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tyne.—J. Crosby and Son, High St.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.—§Jolm Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.
Glasgow.—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Shettleston ;
W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood— II A. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Insull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins. 55, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,

Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; 'O. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich.—James Raymer, Dog’s Head Street.

Jarrow-on-Tyne.—3fM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;
T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley.— +E. Phillipson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.— JJ. and li. Marsh, Market PI.

Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132, King St.

Kirkcaldy.—JW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth J. August, 07. Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—^E. T. Bryant. 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leed9.—JB. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse Lane-
Leek.—§T. Measham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane: *J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; IE. Roberta, Bird
Market.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hail, Hightown.
Longton.—*K. Tams, Church Street.

London.—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch ; 352,

Upper-st., Islington; G. If. Hooper, 216, Foreat-rd.,

Walthamstow; IC. A. Luer, 87. Selater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Grecn-rd. ; J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd.

; A. E.

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Mower,
1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett. Ladhroke-
gv., W.; S. Silveridge, 6, Aldgatc, U.C.: ’Win.
Whiteley’s. Ltd., Weslhourne-gv. ; *A. W. damage,
Ltd., Holliovn: J. Jeffrey. 209. York-rd., Batter-

eea; §Edwards, Ltd., i00, Vaughan-mth, S.E.

;

§ Lew in and Sons, 211, Garrattlane, and 280, York-

rd., Wandsworth: Johnson, 20. Cleveland «t,., W.

;

T. W. Parkyn, 52. East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; U. E.

Wilson, 40711. West Green Rd., N. ; W. and E.

ltolfe, 101, Bridport-plaee, Iloxton : C. Roehl, 400,

Edgwarc-rd.; C. A. Bond and Go., 217, High-
rd., Willeedcn Green; J. II. Morris and Co., 570

and 642, Ilarrow rd. ;
Miss Tomkins. 11, High-rd.,

Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd., Ful-

ham, S.W. w

Manchester.—*A. G. Davie*, 110 & 112, Tibst.; *R.
Kremner, 104, Tib-et.

; W. Jackson, 12, Liver ot.,

Hulme; fjohri lleywood, Ltd., Deansgate; ‘Dut-
tons, 51 & 53, Tib-»t.

; »W. Smith, 98, Tib st.

Mansfield.—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew’s Ter-
race. Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough.— P. C’orr, 5, Suflield Street.
Middleton Junction.— F. Buckley, 21, Crimsliaw-lane.
Millom.— § W. T. Jl. Cartwright, 7, St. George’s Ter.
Macclesfield.—C. "Crows, 17, Derby St.
Nelson. -tJolin England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—*J. Mackenzie, 59 and Cl. High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,
and 31, Nelson Street.

Newcastle, Stalls *A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.
Newport, Mon.—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham.—*W. Cottlnghain, l’everil Street;
§Armitage Bros., Castlegate.

Oldham.— Geo. T. Robinson, 12, llcnshaw Street.
Ossett. P. Imenon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.
Openshaw.—F. Wnelibournc, 401, Asliton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth.- til. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;

(;W. II. E'.won, The Market.
Portsmouth.—H. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston.—*.!. Sandiford, North Road; *Matt. Hop-

kins, 11. Fyldo Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield *J. Mace, Blonk Street; §J. Lewis, 56,

Owler Lane, Pitsmoorv
Shettleston, Scotland.— §.!. Ward, 178, Malnfit.
Shildon.—C. Sinclair, 20, Garbutt Street.
Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow. 89, Broad Street.
St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co,. 130, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives.- ITFnink Lake, Trt gehna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent.— ‘J. PitehforO, 218, London Road.
Swansea.—IMaggo Tiros..

Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, Monson Road.
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 03. Darlington S’.reet.

Wallssnd-on-Tyne *Wm. Cockbnrn, IOC. High-st.. E.

Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodail, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool.—D. Coombes, 63, Stocktcn-.strcet.

Worthing.—*!'’. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7. Charles Street.

Yorks.— J. H. Cawson. Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.

Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to the

Publisher, "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

EXHIBITORS
;
the following specimens are selected

from hundreds for outstanding size, colours, and
markings; cock Siskins, 5/-; liens, 2/-; cock Bull-

finches. 4/6 ;
liens, 2/- ; cock Linnet (Scpteli), 3/6

;

cock Twite, 3/6: cock Greenfinch, 2/6; cock Chaf-

finch. 2/6 : cock Redpoll, 2/6 ;
anproval : Ross,

Aviaries, Forres, N.B.

EXHIBITORS, private bird buyers, 30 years a

catcher; first time of advertising; Linnets: I have
selected from the first nest this season a few mon-
ster specimens, beautifully pencilled, splendid

whites, big bold Norwich birds, can win with a

house moult, 2/- each; several selected for muling,

1/- each, three for 2/0; week’s approval willingly:

cash or deposit; dealers: 509 healthy cocks 4/- doz.:

Fearby, Bird Catcher, 19, Murray-rd., Bedminster.

LINNETS'. Linnets!! Linnets 1 ! !—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid hare
,
to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers,, there is a matter that

requires dealing with caution ;
there is a very had

habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell" at once.

No. 2, price 2 J cl
.
poet free from Cage Biuds, 154,

Fleet Street. London, E.C.

FANCIERS, please note, if you want a good
British, try me ; there is not a man in England
knows a bird better than me, cither for singing or

exhibition. Try merit' I fail to please you it costs

you nothing, as all my birds are sent on seven days’

approval for cash, or deposit with the Editor. I

have a nice lot of Linnets, all being specially

trained for- contest or singing at home, same strain

my champion, only 2/-, 2/6; and a few extra

gems, good all-round birds, 3/6 each. 1 have also

some with extra loud voices, suit catchers, 1/6, 2/-

each :
youngsters, same strain as above. 1/- each;.

Norwich type cock Linnets, ready for the bench,

splendid colour, well pencilled, steady, and clean

through moult, 2/6 each; and one, a stormcr, 3/6;

one of the best Redpolls under wires, win anywhere,

2/6; giant Greenfinch, 2/-; cock Chaffinch, gem, 2/6;

cock Goldfinches. 2/-, 2/6, 3/-; ami a few with good

faces, etc., 4/0, 5/0 each. Try my Book of Secrets,

6d„ post free : state wants please ; hundreds of

testimonials: Fred Allen. British Bird Champion,

156, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. (457)

GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNET. COCKS

9d each, three for 2/-, six for 3/-, 5/- a dozen

;

selected, that will moult out, certain winners, 2/6

each; graml Welsh cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 3/- each:

hens, 1/-, three for 2/6 ; all guaranteed healthy and
on hard seed and genuine cocks ; approval, cash or

deposit Editor: Edwin North, 443, Manchestcr-rd.,

Bradford. (456)

GOLDFINCHES LINNETS REDPOLLS
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three 4/-, six

7/-: large, .‘elected lor showing, muling, 2/-, 2/6,

three 4/6, fix 8/-; lions, 9d., three 2/-, six 3/6;
Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d., three 1/6, six 2/6,

4/- dozen: Redpolls, Gd., six 1/6. 2/6 dozen: best

bird-lime, Til. Jib.. 1/- Jib.. 1/8 lb.: postage free:

Matt .Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 38, Fyldc-st., Pres-

ton., Lancashire. Est. 1S85.
_

(454)

goldfinchesTbullies, LINNETS, Etc.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

il- six 7/- ;
picked birds for milling, 2/6, 3/- each,

three 5/-, six 8 6; cock Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each;

liens. 1/, 1/3 each; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8*1
. . lOd.,

1 /. three 1/0, six 2/6, dozen 4/-; Redpolls. Gd., 9d.

each six 1/9, dozen 2/6. Gages for any of above. Oil.,

1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 2/- each. Send for catalogue of

everything. Established 50 years.

O A IImenon Bird Specialist and Judge,
SANDIrUnil, preston, lancs. tci. 410 .

Softbills.

NEST of five strong beautiful young Skylarks. S

cocks certain, 3/0 the lot: Gale, 117, WcsUst..
Dunstable. (458)

JAYS, line birds, hand-reared, soon talk. 3/- each.

5 /- pair; carefully packed: Gamekeeper, Hamstcad
Common, Newbury. (458)

WANTED, good F.M. cocks, Nightingale, Blackcap.

Garden Warbler, Robin, etc.; mealworms ; II. Sun-

mouds, 31, Wilcox-rd.. B.W. (455)
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LOUDEST cock Skylark ever hoard, been raged 12

months, 1 /0 :
rIko hand-reared young cock, 1/-;

approval : George Holt, Dunstable, (454)

SKYLARKS, warranted cock Skylarks, young
runners, 3s. dozen, sis 2/-; satisfaction guaran-
teed : Tom Wright, Falrclough-row, Tarleton, Pres-

ton. (458)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cook Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me \our
address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
I.ANt’ ASH I UK Larks, Larks; wanranted cock Larks;

large h-althy young birds, a: dozen, tour dozen
Hi--; .-e\ guaranteed: William Wright, I’Aleton,
near Preston. (453)

GIANT finger tame cock Lark, on nice song, cle.'n
through moult-, 2/-; also ft nice few of young nes?
birds on low song, II- and 1/6 each; approval wil-

tingly : Fred Allen. ISC, Porter-st., Hull. (457

)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full directions
bow to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
potuible condition; together with directions tor
hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “Nutshell No. 4,” 25 d. post
free from Cack limns, 154, Flcet-st., London. EC.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).

COCK Gol-dcrcst, 30/-; Treecreeper, Si) -: Blue-
throat, 23/-; Nightingale, 20/-; Cornish Chough, 50/-;
all twice cage-moulted, colour-fed, winning speci-
mens; also tine Retdwnrbler, 13/-; Wren, 10/-;
Blackcap. 10/-; Redstart, 10/-; Sandpiper. 10 -

;

lesser Whitethroat, 10 '-; Willow Wren, 7 6; Spotted
Flycatcher, 7/0; Garden Warbler, 7 0 ; Shrike, 7/(1;

Whitethroat, 5/-: Frost, 13, Fairlawn-ave., Chiswick,
London. (441)
.'INHIBITORS! Grand cock Pied Wagtail. 2/-;

lien, 1/0; cock Yellow Wagtail, 2/6: Whitethroat,
2/0: Willow Warbler, 2/0: -Shrike, 2 -: cock Robin,
a gem, 2/0: Starling, 1,-; cock Blackbirds, 1/-;
cock Song Thrush. 1/0; cock Goldfinches, 1/9 each;
liens, 9d. each ; cock Linnets, Gd. each ; hens, 3d.

;

Greenfinches, 6d. pair; Chaffinches, 1/- pair; Yellow-
Bunting, 1/6 pair; 6 large cock Green Bud-
gerigars, 2 6 each: largo hen Silver Pheasant, 12/0;
fr-om outdoor aviaries; approval: deposit: A. ,T.

Underwood, The Aviaries, 24, Wellington-st., Ket-
tering. (454)

M iscellaneous.
GOLDFINCHES, 2 - pair; Linnets, Greenfinches.

Chaffinches, Redpolls, Robins, 1/- pair: 12 mixed
aviary seed birds, 1 /-; large selected Goldfinches,
2/- each: exchange Mules: Fenn and Son, Bowen-
lane, Isteham, Cambs. (454)
SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/0 dozen; Redpolls, 2/6
dozen; 12 bright mixed iseedeaters. 1/-; pairs for
avi;vy. Goldfinches 2/0, Chaffinches, Greenfinches,
Redpolls, Linnets, V- pair; well on food; tame
Wood Pigeon. 2/6: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist, West-
cliff-viilas. Isleham, Cambs. (452)

Goldfinches, Linnets, Larks
Cock Linnets, 8d. each, three 1/6; cock Goldfinches.

1/C, 2/- each: cock Larks, 8d., three 1/0; wanted.
British bird’s. Canaries, Goldfinches; Brain, 208,
Liclifield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (450)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets. 8d. each, 3 for 1/6, 0 for
2/6. 51- dozen; warranted cock Goldfinches, .1/6, 2/-

each, 10/- dozen; hens 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d. ; Red-
polls, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, 6d. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

CANARIES.
|

}
Border Fancy.

YELLOW cinnamon cocks from 8/0; hens, 3/0: also
clears and marks : exchange high-class Norwich :

Pearce, 2B1, Cathedral-rd.. Cardiff. (451)
NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken
;

approval

:

McKeand, Seahright. Castle-Douglas. (399)
BORDERS. 1915 hens, 3 clear butt, 2 buff varieg.,
good colour, 10/-, exchange three new Border show-
cases, club 'pattern; approval: Rea, 1, Hill-rd.,
Arbroath. (456)
FIVE pairs Borders, clears, and marks, Craig's
strain; exchange for violin, must be good, or sell
30/-; yours first: Mr. "B. Smith, 6. Muir Park-st..
Franent, East Lothian. (450>
''THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).

explains fully how to manage these "wee gems" dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep thorn in health
and song, how to select- ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2jd. post free, from "Cage Birds,” 154.
Fleet-it., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. fLists published frequently.)

Lizards.
TWO pairs grand Lizards, 10/6 pair; good stock

birds; approval: James Sutcliffe, No. 5, California.

Tud'inorden. (450)

|
Lancashires. j

INSPECTOR F. J. Green, winner Cage Bird
Championship £3 last Crystal Palace Show, and hun-
dreds of cups, medals, etc., has finally decided to
retire from Fancy, offers champion bred Lanca-
-shires ; none reserved: birds ready October; most
reasonable prices to clear; state wants; also show,
breeding, and other cages: London-rd., South Lowes,
toft. (456)

London Fancy.

SEVERAL pairs, .properly matched, and odd hens,

good birds, cheap for quick sale : Kilby, Ealing

Common. ’ (452)

j Crests and Crestbreds.
j

GRAND pair of stock Crests, 50/-;. clear Crested
cock, 25/-; green Crestbred cock, 21/-: P. Small, 67,

Wcste-rn-rd., Brighton. (456)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood in England; 35

years breeder of the best; grand birds for sale,

several can win in good company; approval; T.
Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (453)

Special Very Special
A grand lot of extra early hatched Norwich, largo, good type, and practically through moult. These
are quite out of the common, but still big value, at following prices Cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-.

Hens, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6. Pairs, matched to produce host results, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-
;

approval

;

cages 3d. As this is an opportunity to get some of the best blood in the Fancy, and yet you are

not charged "fancy” prices, this chance should not be missed of getting early and genuine stock.

R C Hjj p lyi r> p p l possess these birds in the Flesh, and not merely a Paper lot. Ilcneo“ “ * they cun lie sent at once, and no waiting.
For all others, see detailed Current Price List, which includes pure bred bens from 1/9 each.

w. RUDD, Bird Specialist, NORWICH.

|
Norwich. ~]

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

W. L. PACE, Breeder and Exhibitor of Iligh-class

Norwich, lias a few birds to spare; inquiries

solicited; state requirements; stamp: 30, Bedford-

jd,, Southampton. (441)

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, reasonable prices: Tyrrell,

3, I’ilkington-rd., Peckham. (442)

PAIR Norwich, fine large yellow cock and var.

hen, bargain, 8/6: Pope, 30, Victoria-st., Chatteris,

Cambs. (451)

ONE good Buff Norwich cock, 10/-: another 15/-;

2 Buff liens, 5/- each; approval: Butcher, Eastover,
Bridgwater, Som. (453)

COMPULSORY sale. All hens sold; all cocks re-

duced 2/6 each ; see last week's advert ; must sell

:

Gardner, Preston. (457)

SEVERAL healthy pure Norwich, 1914 hens, yellow
and buff variegated, 3s. Od., 4s. 6d. each : Cassey,

28, Castle-rd., Salisbury. (451)

TWO 1915 Norwich cocks, over moult, one green,

one splashed, 9/6 each: Lavell, 16, Nursery-rd.,

Bishops Stortford, Herts. (452)

NORWICH, guaranteed cocks, 6/6; my own breed-

ing, 1915 ; cash returned if not satisfied ; King, 12,

Carisbrooke-rd., Walthamstow. (453)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song,
prices low; easy payments arranged; approval; Mc-
Keand. Seabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

MASSIVE 1914 pedigree buff Norwich hen, took
2nd prize, suitable stock or exhibition, 8/6

;

Hubbard. North Kilworth, Rugby. .
* - (453)

COMPULSORY sale, 50 O.F. Norwich, magnificent
birds, any price

;
joiner-made aviary, Oft. x 5ft.,

cheap: Harnsworth, Nevett-st., Preston. (450)

BUFF cook, wing marked, _clear yellow cock, and
buff lien, bred 1914, on food. 18;-, or 6/- each

;

cash or deposit : Cuffin, 59, Crafton-st., Leicester.

GRAND lot of young Norwich cock Canaries, in

full song, 7/6, 10/6, 1)2/6, and 15/- ; every bird guaran-
teed : Harris, 55. Beak-st., Regent-st., London, W.
A VERY fine lot of Norwich Canaries, this year's

outdoor bred, perfectly clean and absolutely

healthy, cocks 7/0, hens 3/-: Seal, Basingstoke,

SUPERLATIVE VALUE
in Canaries, six months' approval with all cocks;
easiest of easy payments. Note, cheapest and best

in the world for the genuine article; list free: W.
Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

BEST quality rape for Roller fanciers, note prices,

4/6 stone, 32/6 cwt„ samples sent: Ives, 85, Legsby-
avc., Grimsby, (435)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, pure Randalls, 1915 bred,

cocks 7/6, hens 3/6; approval: William Mitchell, 4,

Gillsburn-p!., Kilmarnock. (418)

WANTED, two Roller cocks; exchange two pairs

cycling.stockings, cost 13/-, silver matchbox: Morris,

6,, Prebcnd-row, Darlington. (455)

WANTED good Roller cock, exchange three 1914

Norwich hens, two flights: Kendrick, Coachman,
Monument Hill, Weybridge. (452)

GENTLEMEN, I have a few good Roller cocks,
singing, clean moulted, at 5/6 each ; bargains : 340,

Oklham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. 0455)

NOTICE.—Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken

;

approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle-Douglas (399)

HANDSOME lot of Roller cock Canaries, in full

song, from 7/0, 19/6, 12/6, and 15/-; every bird
guaranteed: Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-st., Lon-
don, W. (455)

GRAND lot of Rollers, pure Randall's strain,

cocks 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, every bird guaranteed; liens

1/9, or good exchange: H. Allman, 5, Brackenbury-
rd., Preston. (456)

GRAND selection of Roller Canaries ; cocks, full

song, 4/6 and 5/6 each; hens 2/-; safely packed for

any distance : Manager, Princess Aviaries, Princess-

st., Manchester. (451)
ROLLER Canaries (Voogt’s strain), in splenrfid

song, from 12/6 each; call any time and hear
birds sing, and select for yourself ; F. Kirby, The
Victoria, 40, Buckingham PaJace-rd., London, S.W.
GRAND Roller cock Canary, 1915 bird, now in full

song day and gaslight, has long waterbubble runs,,

sweet silvery trills, bell, harp and gong notes, etc. ;

aecept 19/-: Davenport, Hay Mills, Birmingham.
BRITISH bred Rollers, best strain in England,

cocks, now singing grand, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6; few extra
forward birds, 7/6 each; hens 1/S, 2/- each; ap-
proval; cash or deposit: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull.
BARGAIN. 7 pairs Rollers, Randall’s strain, 5
odd hens, cages, breeding cages, Crystal Palace
aviary, bird-room, utensils; exchange piano, sewing
machine: 29, St. Stephens-avetme, Shepherds Bush.
I FIND I have two young cocks left from my 30/-

parents ; have sold the old birds ; these are singing,
day and gaslight, still the same price, 3/6 each,
or 6/6 for the two : J. Stanley, 148, Mary-st., Bal-
sall Heath, Birmingham. (456)

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.
CANARIES, Norwich. Yorkshire cross, variegated

and cinnamon marked, strong birds, prolific

breeders, 6/- pair: W. Evans, Co-op. House,
Llanidloes. (451)

YELLOW Norwich cock, buff ben. cost 45/-, sell

25/-; young cock and hen from above, from 8/6;

10 cocks, mostly orange-yellow, 10 champion hens,

£4 ; Thomas, T24, Cradley, Staffs. (547)

CLEARING out; have on approval; must sell all;

colour fed Norwich, some 1915 birds now ready for

show, at 15/- pair, or sell dot cheap ; can be seen

any time: Blythe, Park-avenue, Mansfield, Wood-
house. Notts. (453)

GRAND red-hot coloured buff Norwich cock, 1915,

bred first-round youngster, good bead and neck,

large bird, likely winner, through the moult and

full song, only 10/6 ;
approval; cash or deposit

Editor : Edwin' North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd.,

Bradford. (456)

WANTED, offers in high class .Norwich (Greens

preferred), must be large and typical
;

give in ex-

change young wire Fox Terrier stud dog, registered,

fit to win; war price 70/-; cost 15 gns. ; take rack

and double breeders as part exchange : A. Bridg-

water, Warwick. * - (452)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1|, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
" Forming a stud,” and " How to Produce the

Ideal,” arc worth the cost of the whole book many
times over; Cage Bii;ds. 154, Fleet-st.. London.

E. W. ALLSOPP, having experienced a capital

season, both in number reared and unusual excel-

lence, invites enquiries for the surplus birds, several

now being clean moulted. Remember, with face

value, is offered robust health, stamina, virility,

years cf Plainhead experience, and a reputation

for reliability, all necessary to ensure success:

Write now, 40, Beda-rd., Cardiff. (448)

CHAMPION Norwich. Giving up owing to war

work. Clear buff cock, winner numerous lsts, 1st

and spl. best Norwich, L.P.O.S. ,£3; large var.

yellow, won, unflighted, 25/-; very large buff cock,

yell, tien, Joe Thomas’s strain, cost £5, 60/-; large

pair Crests, even marked strain, cost £5, 60/-;

yell. var. cock, 1914, silver cup and rnedal winner,

25/-; four good typical bens, prize-winners, 10/-

eacli ; 8 unflighted. beauties, 24 double breeders,

40 x 11 x 10, 4 single breeders, 18 x 16 x 11, 14

Norwich show cages, 3 Crestcages, witli racks and
all appliances, 90/- ;

all practically new and iust

repainted: bargain for beginners: Smith, 45, Iflrk-

beck-grove, Acton, W. (451)

|

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
|

BREEDER'S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall's), 151,

South Avenue, Soutbend-on-Sea. Member B.U.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9; hens,

2/- : Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres, N.B.

TWO dozen second-hand all-wire training cages for

sale, 1/6 each; Best, 5, Alma-place, Beckett-st.,

Leeds. (454)

VOOGT’S STRAIN.
REDUCTION IN PRICES.

HENS, 2 for 3/-, in wicker cage; 14 in 7 wicker
cages for 16/-. Please understand these cages are
worth 2|d. each, consequently you are only paying
1/- each for splendid Roller hens.

YOUNG ROLLER COCKS ARRIVING.
Splendid birds, just commencing to sing, only 6 /-

each
;

7 for 35/-, in 7 cages. About 20 last year’s
birds, in usual otrong song, 7/6 each.

TE.ttMS.—Cash with order onlv.

JOHN D. HAMLYN,
221, ST, GEORGE'S STREET, LONDON, EAST.

Yorkshires-
j

BREEDERS' CARDS.
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C'.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 16, South View-tcrr.. Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class
Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

,

L. DYKES, the present-day Champion, breeder and
exhibitor of high class Yorkshires; some grand
birds ready for the early shows; reasonable;
kindly state w ants

;
satisfaction assured : Reliable

Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods, Bradford.
(455)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Thornton,
Bradford.

SIX Yorkshire cocks and nine Y'orkshire hens, 12/6
a pair; also cages for sale: A. Walker, 60, Peel-
st„ Crewe. (454)
WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited

; particulars, , stamp reply: Oliver, 101,
Bridport-pl., Hoxton.
NOTICE.—Grand lot Yorkshires for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged; approval: Mc-
Keand, Seabright, Castle-'Douglas. (399)

EXCEPTIONALLY large 1914 Yorkshire, 8/6;
another, SI -

; 1915 cocks, 5/- ; hens from 1/- : Harold
Orr, 179, Whitefield-rd., Liverpool, E. (430)

PRIZE bred Yorkshires, cocks 7/6 each upwards,
hens 5/- upwards; approval, deposit; John Radley,
259. King-st., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (455)

PRIZE bred Y'orkshire Canaries,, hens 3/- each, 2

Yellow, cocks 10/-, 7/6 each: G. Jackson, Brook-
land-terrace, New Y'ork, Northumberland. (451)

HIGH class Yorkshires, cheap to clear, cocks 10/6,

standard length, good show or stock birds ; ap-
proval: Butcher, Eastover, Bridgwater, Som. (453)

1915 YELLOW cock Canary, fully through moult,
and a good bird. £1; Yellow hen, same way bred,

price 12/6; also Wright's illustrated Book on Poul-

try, good as new, price £1: Wright, 2, St. truke’s-

terrace, Darlington. (452)

MAGNIFICENT red-hot coloured Yorkshire cock,

1915, first round youngster, over moult and in full

song, parents cost pounds, a real bargain, only 8/6

;

approval, cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North,

Breeder. 443. Manchester-rd., Bradford, (456)

TWENTY Yorkshire cocks and bens for sale, bred
from winners of prizes whenever shown last year;
should prefer to sell to members of a C.B.S. or to
good homes requiring a pet; mostly show- speci-
mens ; full particulars if stamp enclosed, or seen
any time by arrangement: Brown, Inglcnook, King's-
rd,, Richmond, Surrey. (450)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1J, by II. W. linttyu

(Past President of the Y’orkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire anil

Its sub varieties. Contain* complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and nuccesslul
exhibiting; also bow to treat in both health and
disease: Cack Bmps, 154, Flcet-st, London, E.C.

d. TAYLOR.
Few Yorkshires and Norwich now ready, colour fed
and natural colour; send for illustrated price list,

I>ost free; all on 7 days’ approval: Old address,
36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. (452)

HERE—READY.
Grand lot of Yorkshires, including show birds, ready
to be sent out at a minute’s notice. Never better
value, hence certain to give satisfaction. Cocks,
6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-, upwards. Hi'ns 2/6, 3/6, 5/-

Pairs 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-. Cages for one, 3d.,

two, 4d. Do Pot confuse these with much of the
mongrel birds called Yorkshires, nor the low
priced so-called cocks on song that are hens.

Besides, I advertise what I possess.—-W. RUDD,
The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Various Canaries.

GRAND lot of Yorks, and Norwich Canaries; cocks

6/6, hens 2/6; 14 days’ approval: Newby, 93, l’res-

ton-st., Fleetwood. ,U52)

GIVING up Fancy; pair 1914 Canaries and eight

young, as bred, including two cinnamons, 25/- lot

:

Green, Bee., Lancashire. (456)

TWO Yorkshire Roller cocks, 1915, Cl- each; good
Norwich, 8/6 a pair; wanted fowls: Woodhouse. 21.

Mjllgate, Newark, Notts. (451)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 107.

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Alfreton C.B.S Sept. 18, Red Lion Hotel, 6.30.

Special meeting to allot specials at open show, and
other important business.—J. Beardall.

Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.—Sept. 21. St.

Thomas’ Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street,

8. Open show business; lecture by Rev. C. E. Gane.

—J. Spencer.
Ashington C.B.S.—Sept. 18, Miners’ Theatre, Ash-

ington, 7.30. -Special business; oubs.—C. F. Tapson.
Bradford West C-B.A Sept. 18, Forster Square,

2.30. Ramble to Morton (tram to Saltaire) ; fanciers

invited. -F. P. Terry.
Bonnyrigg C.B.S—Sept. 25, Foresters’ Arms. 7.

General business.—J. Stirling.

Burnho-pe C.B.S.—Sept. 19, Fell Houses, 10.30.

Schedule for annual show; other important business;

meet at the Secretary's house.—J. W. Robson.
Barrington and Choppington C.B.S—Sept. 18, Social

Club. 7. General business.—H. Seely.

Bramley O.S Sept. 18, Carnival Rooms, 8. Show
business; most important.—F. Page.
Birkenhead Canary F.A.—-Sept. 21. Ablett’s Cafe.

8. Drawing up of schedule for old show and election

of new sec.—G. Morton.
Clapham C.B.A Sept. 21, 8. Special meeting, an-

nual show business.—T. J. Hose.
Cliarlotteville F. and U.S. Soc.—Sept. 22. St. Luke’a

Institute, Addison Road. Breeders’ young stock
show ;

birds staged by 6. The Society will give a
cup for most points and medal for runner-up pro
viding there are not less than 60 entries in the
monthly shows from Sept., 1915, to June, 1916.—x

C. H. Pope.
Edinburgh C.B.S.—Sept. 21 Cairns’ Memorial Hall.

Gorgie Road, 8. Report of F.F. show, and arrange-
ments for annual ehow.—J. C. Charlton.
East Ardsley—Sept. 18, Black Swan, 7. General

business.—A. Walton.
Fife and Kinross N.P.C.—Sept. 25, Masonic Arms,

Cowdenbeath, 7. General business, —D. H. McGowan.
G.E. Ry. F.A.—Sept. 21, Mechanics’ Institute,

Stratford. Young Stock show; open 5.30.—W. E.
Rogers.
(Please note that announcements must be sent in

duplicate if it is wished that they appear both in

"The Poultry World” and Cage Birds.—Ed.]
Huddersfield O.S—Next meeting postponed from

Sept. 18- to 20, at 7.30. Open show business and
distribution of Yorkshire Union handbooks.—A. Law-
ford.

Ilkeston C.B.S—Sept. IS, Erewash Hotel, Station
Road 7. Class making.—Geo. Siddown.
Larkhalt C.B.A.—Sept. 13, Y.M.C.A. Hall, 7. Fix

entry money, and other show business
;
see Club Re-

ports ; new members invited.—T. J. McGregor.
Leicester Hand in-Hand C.B.S.—Sept. 21, -White

Swan. 8. Classes for night shows.—A. Freestone.
Manchester Fanciers C.S.C.—Sept. 18, 32, Victoria

St.. City, 8. Autumn social to be arranged.—R. J.

Metcalfe.
North Manchester C.B.S Sept. 21. Balmoral Hotel.

Rochdale Road, 8. Classification and show business
for November show.—A. Colley.

Oxhill Central W. Social Club and Inst.— Sept. 19

Club-room, 6.30. Very important business.—Wm. J.

Platten.
Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.—Sept. 22, Forth

Hotel, 7. Show business.

—

J. H. Bevan.
Plymouth W.C.O.S.—Sopt. 21, Oddfellows' Hall,

Morle.v Street, 8. Important business in connection
w-ith open show and proposition of Crest Cup.

—

W,
Luoeombe.
Queensbury C.B.S.—Sept. 25, Granby Hotel. Mem'

bers’ show
; judge, Mr. J. Bailey. Birds staged at 3—W. dagger.

Scottish British Bird and M.C.—Sept. 18, 142, Rig!
Street, Edinburgh, 4.30. Business important.—

J

Allan.
Stanley Carden House F.F. and C.B.S.—Sept. 19

7. Catalogue and schedule.—J. Armitage.
Windhill C.B.S. —Sept. 25, Blue Bell Hotel, 2.3C

Members’ show; judge, Mr. J. Dawson (Gt. Horton)
entries Friday night, 6.30 to 9, at headquartens.-
J. Taylor.
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The exhibition season opens with Idle Show
on Oct. 6. The show will be under the ex-
pertenced management of Mr. C. A. House.
Fanciers should write for .schedules

; see advt.
The annual show of the Croydon and Dist.

F.A. will be held on Nov. 10, writes Mr. F.
15. Roberts, sec. Nine new members were
elected at last meeting; we shall be pleased
to welcome more.
On behalf of our club, I thank you for

mentioning in Twitterings our new enterprise
re prizes for plumage, writes Mr. F. Turner,
stc., Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club. It

has proved a decided success. We hope
shortly to be affiliated to the Leeds C.B.S.

Messrs. Smith and Lees write that Codnor
Park and Eastwood C.B.S. is holding its

annual open show Nov. 20. Mr. J. Aclnitt,
South Normanton, will judge. The secs,
will send schedules to all last year’s
exhibitors when they are printed.
The Burnley and Dist. C.B.S. has removed

to new premises, 75, Lindsay Street, where
we shall shortly have a reunion of old and
new members, writes Mr. J. Moorhouse, see.,

102, Nairne Street, Burnley. Fanciers wish-
ing to become members kindly send p.c.
Owing to the difficulty in obtaining a Ball

for our annual show, write's Mr. J. Alders-
lade, Eastleigh C.B.S., 64, Desborough Road,
Eastleigh, Hants, we have had to alter
the date from Nov. 24 and 25 to Nov. 17
and 18. We have secured the Council
Chambers for those dates. This is a splendid
hall, well lighted, and heated to perfection.
Mr. W. R. Miles, Chichestfer, will judge.
Schedules will be ready in due course, and
fanciers are invited to write for same to the
Hon. Sec.

How Pedigree Tells.
Sergt. A„ W. Bacon writes, in reference to

his Green Border Canary, the portrait of
which was on our front page last week: “His
father did equally well. I have also shown
four of his youngsters this year, and have
won 1st, special, and 2nd at Redhill, and
two lsts at Croydon in mixed classes. I re-
ceive my Cage Birds every Friday morning,
and if I have been on night duty I remain
up till it arrives and take it to bed with me.
I have always found its contents most in-

teresting and instructive.”

Retirement of a Celebrated
Lancashire Fancier.

I expect you will be rather surprised to
hear-, writes Mr. F. J. Green, the well-

-*

known Lancashire Canary enthusiast, that I
have fully made up my mind to clear quite
out of cage-bird keeping. It has been a bit
of a struggle to make up my mind to give up
my birds after thirty years of breeding and
exhibiting. But, as you know, my occupation
keeps me moving from one part of the coun-
try to another, and I feel I really must give
them up, much as I love my old fancy, the
Lancashire.

As now there is a possibility of further
discussion on this beautiful Britisher recently
described in Cage Birds by Mrs. Dalton,
writes Mr. R. Muir, hon. sec. Lochgelly
C.B.S., might I take the opportunity of re-

minding fanciers that we are staging a class

for Yellowhammers at Lochgelly Red Cross
Show, Oct. 9. Those who happen to possess
a good one will be made exceptionally wel-

OBITUARY.
MR. G, V. MOWER (Fulham).

I regret to have to tell you of the death
of one of our enthusiastic members, Mr. G.
V. Mower, who passed away on Sept. 11,
after a painful illness. He is one we shall
sadly miss, writes Mr. Garrod. His funeral
takes place on Sept. 16.

MR. G. DUNCAN (Perth).

It is with deepest regret, writes Mr. J. L.
Smith, Sec. City and County of Perth
C.B.S., that I have to announce the death,
from wounds, of the eldest son of Mr. Geo.
Duncan, one of our most prominent members.
The deepest sympathy is expressed by all

our members in the great trouble that has
overtaken Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Duncan.

It is with great sorrow and regret that I

have to report the death of our Chairman’s
father (Mr. Atkinson, of Thackley) on Sept.

6, after a long illness, at the age of sixty-six,

writes Mr. J. Taylor, Sec., Windhill C.B.S.
Although not a. fancier himself, he took a
great interest in birds. Members of Windhill
C.B.S. will deeply sympathise with our chair-
man and family in their sad loss. Also the
members will deeply regret to hear of the
loss sustained by Mr, Wm. Dawson, of Tong
Park, Baildon, by having his son killed by
a motor-car last week. All fanciers and
friends in this district will sympathise with
Mr. Daw^pn and family in their sad bereave-
ment.

It is with feelings of deepest regret, writes
Mr. R. Johnson, that I have to inform you
of the sad blow sustained by one of our
members, Mr. Wm. Tomlinson, late of Chop-
well C.B.S., and treasurer of Derwent Valley
C.B.S., in the loss of his wife at the early
age of twenty-nine. The Derwent Valley
C.B.S. will sadly miss her, . as Mrs. Tom-
linson was one of our greatest workers, and
always ready to undertake any work, great
or small. The Derwent Valley C.B..S. mem-
bers purchased a globe, suitably inscribed.

The remains of Mrs. Tomlinson were in-

terred on Sept. 11, at St. John’s. Chopwell,
there being a large concourse of mourners.
The following represented the D.V.G.B.S.—
Messrs. Jos. Lindsey, Wm. Marsh, Wm.
Curry, G. Barkess, G. W. Barkess, E.

Jameson, R. Johnson, and G. W. Charlton.

Our greatest sympathy goes to Mr. Tomlin-
son in his sad bereavement.

The Bird'Keepers’ Roll of Honour.

The members of the Bradford West C.B.A.
will ramble to Morton to-day, Sept. 18. JVpet
•R Forster Square Tram Terminus at 2.30.
Fanciers are invited to join.

I have taken over the duties of secretary
to the Leyton C.B.A., in place of Mr. G.
King, who has left the district, writes Mr.
T. Collinge, 29, Balmoral Road, Leyton, N.E.
All communications should be addressed to
me in future.

Mr. T. Crutcher having enlisted, I have
taken over the duties of Hon. Sec. of the
Plumstead C.B.S., writes Mr. Geo. H.
MaeAUan, 23, Speranza Street, Plumstead.
Will all members please note change.. All
correspondence must now be addressed
accordingly.

We intend holding a show at Whitehaven
on Dec. 18, writes Mr. Jas. Stewart, Hon.
Sec. Eleven classes for Yorkshires, 4 Borders,
and 2 Linnets; prize-money 10s., 5s.. 2s. 6d.
for Is. 6d. entry fee, and not, as last year,
on the sliding scale. We have got the
patronage of the Cumberland and Westmor-
land Y.C.C.,- also the Northern Yorkshire
C-C. patronage. Secretaries please note, and
avoid clashing.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, which must he fully PREPAID.

J-inch 2/-, ^-iuch'3/-, 1 inch 6,«

Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
"Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at Is.

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will he made for a Series of not less
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeinr” a Show
6hou!d apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS. 151, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

SKELMANTHORPE, C.B.A.
lltli Annual Show, under patronage Yorkshire
Union and Yorkshire C.C., October 2nd 1515, in

Working Men’s Club. Entries close September 28th
Judge, R. Haliduy, Es<;. Schedules.—W. Everett,
Sec., Bagden Hall, Huddersfield.

FANCIERS.—Do you realise
that LOCHGELLY’S

Great Red Cross Show takes place in the Drill

Hall on October 9th. Prize money, 1st 10/-, 2nd 5/-,

3rd 2/6. Don’t forget to procure a schedule. This
season we eclipse all past attempts at providing
something attractive. Look for the money ;

also
specials and trophies unlimited. 97 classes;
specialist judges. Schedules now ready. Apply im-

mediately to

—

R. Muir, Andersons Cottages, 123,

Station Road. Lcchgclly.

HARRINGTON
20th Annual Show, Friday and Sat., October 15 and
16, in the Cairo Street Schools. Judges: Messrs.
H. W. Battyc, G. Large, and J. D. Leigh. Schedules
from: H. Warburton, 73, Ellesmere Dead, Lower
Walton, Warrington.

HflNLEr™

SHOW BATES FIXED.
To secure insertion in this column, a guarantee

that the show will he ndpertised hi "CM!.” to tile

ixtent of at least 207- must lie cent to our manager.

England.
Oct. 0.— Idlo C.B.S.—(C. A. House, Brlardene, Idle,

Bradford.) W.M.
Oct. 8 9.—Preston O.S.— (G. Buck, 5, Ncvett St.)

Oct. J2 13. Plymouth W.C.O.S.— (T. 1’ope, 98, Em-
bankment ltd.)

Oct. 14.- Hanley C.B S.-(C. Beckett, 32, Hnmllton-
rd., Birkenhead, Hanley.) J.lt.

Oct. Ifi-IG. Warrington C.B.S. (II. Warburton, 73.

Ellesmere ltd.. Lower Walton, Warrington.)
1IVV.B., G.L., J.D.L.

Oet. 10. Coventry O.S. (A. Green, 205, Stoncy Stan-

ton ltd.)

Oct. 21. Oxford C.B.S.— (U. F. Holliday, 58, Gcorgo
St.) J.lt.

Oct. 22-23.- Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, C8,

Brunswick ltd.)

Oct. 23. Burton-or Trent C.B.S.— (A. Wood, 10,

South Oak St.) J.R.
Oct. 20 28. London and P.O.S. (H. L. Huggins, 130,

Middleton ltd.. Bowes Park, London.)
Oct. 27-28.- Carlisle (Border City) O S.-(J. C. Bell,

23. Botehergate, Carlisle.)
Oct. 29 30. Manchester and N.C.O.S.—(F. Hayward,

21, Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).
L.l)., J.B., It. 11., J.D., U.J.C.

Oct. 30.— York C.B.S.—(V. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.)
Nov. 31. Cheltenham C.B.S.—(A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terr.)
Nov. 5 0. Sheffield O.S.— (13. C. Job, 19, Vauxhall

lid., Wineohank, Sheffield). W.M., J.R., J.C.B.,

H.W.B., J.B.
Nov. 0.— Hartlepools C.B.S.— (J. W. Thornton, 43,

RydaP St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,
W.N.

Nov. 0 8.- Leicester Haud-ln-Hand.—(A. Freestone,

79. Clarendon Street.) J.T., ll.J.C.

Nov. 9 10. Bournemouth C.B.A.— (G. W. Jones, 150,

lloldenhurst ltd.) ll.N.
Nov. 12 13.— Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.—(G. Havver, 1,

Theresa St.) T.D., J.M., H.W.B.
Nov. 13 Barnsley C.B.S.— (13. Toulson, 102, Cope

St.)
Nov. 13.— Chester C.B.S.— (L, Cavanagh, "Berwyn,”

Vicar's Cross, Chester.) H.W.B.
Nov. 13.—Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S.— (J. Spencer,

193, Palmerston Street, Berwick, Manchester.)
Nov. 17.— Reading C.B.S.— (O. C. Smith, 73, Audley

St.) H.N.
Nov. 19 20.— Halifax O.S.— (If. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax ) W.M., H.W.B.
Nov. 19 20.— Halt whistle C.B.S (Wm. Tallantyre,

South View.) W.M.’M., T.D., J.M.
Nov. 25.— Blaenavon C.B.S (G. Broome, 82, King

St.)

Nov. 27.— Coventry Godiva C.B.S.—(F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon ltd.) H.W.B.
Dec. 1-2.— City of Birmingham C.B.S (J. H. Jones,

211. Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.R.,
J.H.R.

Dec. 1-2.— Southampton C.B.S.—(W. L. Page, 30,
Bedford Place, Southampton.) H.N.

Dec. 8 9.— Watford C.B.S.— (W. Rackley, 9, Holywell
ltd.) F.13., H.N., A.S., H.J.W.

Dec. 10 11.—Gateshead C.B.S.—(W. Curry, 6, Rox-
burgh Place, Newcastle).

Scotland.
Nov. 12- 13.— Glasgow C.B.A.—(W. Hutchison, 107,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. M'L., W. M’M.,
C.M., A.W., M.C.

Nov. 20.— Cowdenbeath C.B.S.—(A. Robertson, 56,
Arthur. Place.)

1916.

Jan. 1.— Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.—(J. Watson, 16,
Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20.

—

Abertillery C.B.S.—(H. H. Mortimer, 4,
Granville St.)

Nov 17.

—

Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and
F.A.).—(G. 13. Cragg, "Rocklands,” Rhos,
Colvvyn Bay.)

Nov. 17-13.

—

Cardiff C.B.S— (E. Thomas, 48, Crad-
dock St.) J.H.P., J.H.R.

1916.

Jan. 11.— Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. H. Davies, 24, Col-
lege Hill.)

Ireland.
Nov. 24-23 — Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland.

—

(W. C. Sholediee, 38, Haddington Rd.) W.M.
Dec. 3-4.— Newtownards C.B.S.— (W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

Cage Birds
and Bird World.

\ Guarantee.! Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices : 154, Fleet Street, London, e.C.
Telegrams—"Aviculture, London.” Tel. No. 5229

llolborn.
The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or
photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,
sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every
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tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

^Twitterings.
Mr. J. Chambers, Burley Hill, Leeds, will

judge our annual show, December 4, 1915,
writes Mr. G. Lord, sec. Radcliffe and Dist!
C.B.S.
Wo have engaged Mr. J. Trengove, of

Rishton, to judge our open show on Oct. 22
and 23, writes Air. L. Harwood, sec. -Accring-
ton C.B.S.
Mr. G. Buck, sec., writes that the open

show of the Preston O.S. will positively be
held on the dates fixed, Oct. 8-9. The judge
will be Mr. Alf. Wellings, and schedules will
be ready Sept. 20. The show will be under
the patronage of the N.P.C., the O.N.P.S.,
and the Green Canary Association.

Pontypool C.B.S.
Sir,—We have one member serving with

the Colours : Private Geo. Welch, 4th Batt.
R.G.A.

A. H. Vaughan, Hon. Sec.
Sir,—One of our members has enlisted

—

Pte. Thos. Miller, 14th Co., Coldstream Gds.
P. . Grkenall, Hon. Sec.

Wigan and Dist. Roller Club.
Sir,—Our Society has one member with

the Colours in France—Hy. Nicholson, East
Yorkshires.

R. Johnson. Sec
Derwent Valley C.B.S.
Sir,—The following -members of the

Crystal Palace Dist. and Penge C.B.S. are
serving their country with the colours :

—

Messrs. Baker, Dyer and Rogers. Five
members are on munition work.

W. D. Fryett, Hon. Sec.
Sir,—Our society, Windhill C.B.S., has

two members enlisted, H. Spencer, 1/6 West
Yorks, and S. Hall, Northumberland Fusil-
iers, and these are both in the firing line

;

also most of our other members are on Govern-
ment work.

J. Taylor, Sec.
“ We Are Seven.”

Sir,—Following is a list of the members
of the Leeds C.B.S. serving with the colours:
Messrs. A. G. Rhodes, H. Clapham, E. Hat-
tersley, W. Hornby, G. 1’. Jackson, F. R.
Lundy, G. E. McCreight.

E. Norton, Hon. See.
Nine from Pontefract Linnet Club.

Sir,— I am sending you the names of mem-
bers of the Pontefract and Dis. Linnet Club
who have responded to their nation’s call

;

all are serving in the K.O.Y.L.I. Our mem-
bers think it a very good idea to have a Roll
of Honour for the lovers of birds : Messrs.
W. Proctor, P. Wilson, J. T. Smith, J. Mar-
tin, T. Merrick, J. Hinchcliff, B. Dickinson,
A. Basford, T. Pilkington.

J. Beard. Aaist. Sec.

Sir,—The following is a list of the Kippax
Linnet Club who age serving their King and
country :—Cpl. J. Liversidge, Pioneers,
Ripon

; J. Lath, R.A.M.C., Beekill Hospital;
A. Tomlin, R.E.A., in France; A. Lath,
K.O.Y.L.I., and E. Howden, K.O.Y.L.I., in

camp at Beverley. We therefore have live

members with tile colours out of a possible
14. Not so bad for “Ruffians,” is it?

R. Plows, sec.

Huddersfield O.S.
Sir,—We have five members from the Hud-

dersfield O.S. now serving with the colours:
Messrs. R. Rhodes, W. Charlesworth, both
in the Royal Field Artillery ; A. Morris,
Mechanical Transport; A. Sharp and J. W.
Moore, Duke of Wellington Territorial
Forces,

A. Lawford, Sec.

City and County of Perth C.B.S.
Sir,—The following is a list of members

who are serving with the Colours:—
J. R. Fuilarton, Black Watch

; J. Dott,
Army Service Corps

;
G. C. Gordon, Gordon

Highlanders; W. Blyth, National Reserve;
W. Bruce, National Reserve

;
R. Christie,

Black Watch; D. Hallory, Army Service
Corps; D. D. M’Laren, Army Service Corps;
T. Gillan, Royal Engineers.

J. L. Smith, Sec.

Eastleigh C.B.S.
Sir,—Please will you add the following

names to your Roll of Honour :—T. W. Lees,
Army Service Corps, served at Mons, Ypres,
and several other engagements, and returned
with five shrapnel wounds, souvenirs, as he
called them. He was in a very sad condi-
tion when he arrived home, but he has now
returned to the field again. Mr. C. Thorn-
back, serving on one of H.M. liners, and Mr.
M. Molony, Army Service Corps. Nearly
half of our members are engaged in railway
work under Government at present.

J. Ai.dehsladb.
(Some lists unavoidably held over.)

Great Open Show, October 14th, at Angel Hotel.
See schedule, issuing soon, positively one of the
best; all others eclipsed; and Mr. J. Robson, of
London, will judge.— C. Beckett, Sec., 32, Hamilton
Road, Bircheshead, Hanley.

Remember
PLYMOUTH

October1 12th and 13th.
THOS. fOPE, Hen. See., 9P, Embankment Rd

Oct. 6th.
Judge, Mr. W. Mundcll.
FIVE GOOD POINTS.

L—Norwich, Borders and British; unusual clce.;ifl-

cation for this district..

2.—Ten classes for Yorkshire and Norwich Novices.
3.— Mid-week Show, no birds on rail at week-end.
4.—One day show, all birds sent home same night.
5.—Two guinea cup for most points.

Entries close Sept. 27th.
C. A. HOUSE. Show Sec., Briardenc, idle, Yorks.

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Radges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and beet. Head what the secretary of
Wigan Capo Bird Society s«.ys: "Dear Sir,- Glad (o
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. Ttey say they are the best
and cheapest they havo eivr had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball." Send for samples at, d prices, The Manager.
Printing Dept., "Cage Birds, ' 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don. E.C.
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MY VIEWS ON CANARY
BREEDING.

T
HE breeding1 and rearing of cage birds is

so harmless and interesting and amus-

ing that the number of persons who in-

dulge iu it creates no surprise; indeed, those

who have been induced to participate in the

hobby wonder how it could be otherwise.

Persons who have a little spare time on their

hands could not employ it to better purpose
than in the breeding of Canaries; still many
employ such momeifts to purposes not half so

pleasant, or so innocent; for birds possess all

the qualities that can soothe the heart or cheer
the Fancy. Their bright colours, shapely
forms, active manners, and sweet music, with
the docility of their habits, have rendered
them universal favourites. The practice of
keeping cage birds is of high antiquity. Fre-
quent references thereto occur in Oriental
legends, notably in the “Arabian Mights,’’
and it is recorded that Alexander the Great
kept a Parrakeet.

Home, Sweet Home.
Some people have an idea that to confine

birds in cages is cruel, and that no one who
had truly the love of liberty at heart would
be guilty of such an offence. But it is easy
to see that this scruple cannot apply to Can-
aries, or any completely domesticated bird,

and instead of its being cruel to keep our
Canaries in cages, it would be much more so

to turn them into the open air, for in meeting
with liberty they would also meet with death.

Those who keep them must often have ob-

served that the birds never show the least

uneasiness on account of their confinement,
but, on the contrary, evince great fear when
set at liberty and are unhappy till they are

safely lodged in their cages again. “Home,
Sweet Home,’’ seems to be their favourite
song. The cage is their palace

;
there they

love and labour, sing their song, and build
their nests.

To produce and to watch the production of

some of the 'varieties of this beautiful bird

is an interesting study, and a source of en-

joyment to both old and young. The Fancy
has made such rapid strides during the past
few years, and the number of varieties which
are now in existence is so great, that the-

beginner hardly knows at first which variety

to start with. Should the reader entertain
serious thoughts of joining the already large

family of fanciers, he cannot do better than
attend one of the principal shows, and I am
sure he will be smitten with one or more of
the varieties and launch out in tue Fancy as

quite an enthusiast.

When Commencing Canary Breeding.
Having made up your mind, go to a breeder

and exhibitor of the particular variety you
wish to keep, and get him to sell you a good
pair of birds matched for breeding. Do not
think the cheapest birds will answer your
requirements best, for it is better to pay a
fair price, and get something good, as tfien

you can make a proper start, and if success
does not attend your efforts it will not be
so hard to apply the necessary improvement
as it would be if you started with cheaper
ones.

Obtain all the information you can relat-

ing to the strain of the birds you purchase,
and if the stock is good, breeding may be
safely attempted with reasonable nope that
all will turn out well and possibly far beyond
expectation. Much depends on the skill,

judgment, knowledge, and taste of a fancier

of Canaries. If he will exercise a little

patience and practice, the amateur or novice
may produce any variety, not only to his own
delight, but to the enVy of others.

Supposing you intend to keep your birds in

a room provided for the purpose, great care
must be taken to see it is kept clean and weil-

ventilated. Keep the cages on light racks,
with a pin underneath each corner of the
cages to keep them from resting ‘fiat on the
jack. This allows- a current of air to pass
under the cages and prevents a lodgment for

Ted mite. The pins used may be ordinary
drawing-pins.
Ventilation plays a very important part in

the bird-room. But it must not allow of any
draughts. In summer the tops of your win-
dows may have a wire-netting frame placed
in them in order that your birds may get all

the. air possible. Another plan is to place
a strip, of board 6 inches wide under the bot-

tom sash, this will allow a current of air to

pass upwards into the room between the two
sashes. Or a grating let into the Hue of
the chimney is effective, and can be so ar-

ranged that a slide may allow of your open-
ing or shutting out the air. Do not block
the fireplace, as this is an excellent means for

foul air to be carried off.

Clean water is essential for drinking and
bathing purposes, and must be given fresh
every day, or twice a day in the summer
months. The best drinkers to use are the
white china pottery ones with no crevices,
made so that you can thoroughly cleaq them
out by wiping your thumb around them. They
should be scalded out each week. ,

The Canary’s Menu.
As a staple diet the best Spanish Canary

seed should be used, with a little German
rape seed every other day, and mixed seed
occasionally. It should, however, be borne
in mind that over-feeding is as bad for birds
as for their masters, and as many die from
too much food as from too little.

In the summer I use for green food—water-
cress, groundsel, chickweed, etc. Great care
should be taken that the green food is quite
fresh. Watercress should be gathered from
a good, clean running stream, and groundsel
from an old rubble bank or any poor soil

on which it will grow.
Sand or grit should always be placed in the

cages, also a piece of cuttlefish. These items
possess beneficial properties for the birds’
digestion, and keep them in splendid feather.
They also assist in the formation of the egg-
shells, and px-event the laying of shell-less

eggs. An old piece of mortar is a splendid
thing for the birds to peck at.

When, the breeding season is on, egg food
must be given, quite fresh, as often as pos-
sible. In feeding young ones the yolk only
should be given for three. days; afterwards
the whole of the egg should be rubbed through
a fine sieve and mixed with sweet biscuits or
bread crumb-;—if the latter a little castor
sugar should be added. The drawers con-
taining egg-food must be kept scrupulously
clean.

O
BAN, which was my base of operations,

is very quiet thte year. Instead of the

usual trim white-sailed, bunting-clad

yachts which used to stud the bay, one sees

a grim-looking armed yacht and a patrol

boat. Not a single brown-sailed fishing

smack is to be seen, only a business-looking

trawler. A few fisher-girls, lair of hair,

grey-eyed, and sun-tanned, from some more

Northern village, with their everlasting

knitting, add a touch of older days to the

scene. They are here for the herring gut-

ting.

Happily on the West Coast one lives with-

out fear of a Zeppelin raid, though a stray

enemy submarine might sneak along the

Sound of Mull. It was extremely interesting

to note the eagerness with which the folks in

the “ Back of Beyond ” glens looked for the

latest “War News” from one, and I gladly

took a morning paper with me on my tramps

when I found how much it was appreciated.

Where “Cage Birds” is Late.

Of course fanciers are not numerous, save

in the larger towns. I introduced the one

and only Cage Biuds to several who had

never heard of it. It was awful having to

wait till Monday for my copy, by the way.

The time in transit makes showing impos-

sible, save at a few towns, and freight is

very expensive. One hears the cry " Feed

on canary seed only” raised now and then,

and one fancier I met had solved the prob-

lem by giving none! With seed at 63 d. per

lb. by the time it reached him -I don’t blame

him. Luckily he had all sorts and condi-

tions of wild food at his door, and could

laugh at inflated war prices.

The difficulty in writing these notes is to

keep to the birds, and leave the scenery

alone! But a Scotsman will surely be par-

doned if he digresses now and then to de-

scribe some of the glamour of “ Caledonia

Stern and Wild.” The lure of the Highlands

is strong to a townsman, and it has been my
good fortune fo'i seven years now to spend

a few weeks among “ the brown heath and

shaggy wood.” This year, in seeking “new
fields and pastures green” in Argyleshire, I

managed to combine “ mountain, moor and

loch” with the sea. I had no field-glasses

with me, and so missed identifying several

birds which kept at a respectful distance,

and these rambling notes are not to be taken

as a list, of all the birds in Argyleshire,

The aspect of your bird-room will play a

great part in success or otherwise. It is pre-

ferable to have the room, if possible, facing

due south, if not, get as near south as you
can. You want the sup in your rooms, but

not too direct on to your cages, as the. birds

when sitting feel the heat very much, and
if there is excessive sun you may see the

youngsters with their heads and half their

bodies stretched over the nest boxes, gasping

for breath. Good light is essential, especi-

ally where your breeders are placed, so that

the old birds feeding young ones may get

the first and last rays. The temperature

should be kept as even as possible without

heat, ' unless un.der exceptional circumstances

in the winter.

The Ideal Norwich.
Now for a few words respecting the variety

you intend to breed. I fancy I hear you
say that the Norwich Plainhead is your ideal.

That being so, I will endeavour to 'give my
impressions on this beautiful variety. There
are three essentials necessary : Type, qu&lity,

and colour. The ideal specimen should be a

large, bold bird, standing well across the
perch ; length not to exceed 6j inches from tip

of beak to end of tail. It should be smart in

action and steady, and show no signs of fear.

The eye should be bold and bright; the beak
clear in colour, short and thick. The head
should be large, with a broad skull, showing a

good round sweep from tip of beak to back
of head. The neck should be short and thick,

running into the body with a graceful, deep
sweep of the chest, giving that chubby or

Bullfinch type we often hear of. The body
should be pear-shaped, running, away wedge-
shape underneath the legs to tail ; the should-

ers should be wide, and the back well-filled

and nicely rounded at sides. The wings
should be short with the tip of the flights

meeting feather to feather V shape, but should

not overlap. The legs should not be too

short, as this gives a bird a squatty appear-

ance, nor too long or it will appear stilty,

but they should be of medium length. The
colour should be rich and level throughout

and the bird should possess dense feather of

short and silky texture.

(To be continued).

remember. I trust, however, that they will

be of interest to fanciers, especially “ ayont
the sea.”
The Seagulls are plentiful enough, both

well inland and on the shores. There are
two kinds—the Common and the Herring
Gujls. They are as noisy as they are vora-
cious, and are by no means fastidious in

their tastes. They seem to have their

regular chimney-cans, nooks and crannies,

and an intrusion is warmly and loudly re-

sented. “ No aliens need apply ” is their

motto, apparently ! They hate solitude, and
if one of the habitues is missing at night-

time the others kick up an awful shindy,
until, after repeated calls, he is seen hover-
ing around. After a long discussion—about
the evils of late hours. I suppose—they set-

tle down for the night.

A Noisy Breakfast Time.
The arrival of a trawler in the early morn-

ing is the signal for another commotion.
Screamingly they escort the ship into the
harbour, then squat all over her, waiting for

a chance to beg, borrow, or steal a fish. The
crew usually throw any broken fish over-

board and then there’s “wigs on the green”
(ocean), and the bird that is lucky enough
to get the fish has to swallow it entire or

have it torn from it by a score of hungry
Gulls. They follow the excursion steamers
regularly too, and dive gracefully down for

any tit-bits that are thrown out. They seem
just to momentarily sit on the water in a
manner that their appearance hardly credits.

The Raven breeds regularly in the Western
Highlands, but I only came across one speci-

men
;
at Duart Point, on the Island of Mull.

A typical bird ’midst the silent grandeur of

“the grim, gaunt hills, streaked with
granite grey.” Crows, of course, are every-

where, and there are several colonies of

Jackdaws, especially on the Gallanach Cliffs.

Though the most of the cliffs are of what
geologists term the “plum-pudding” variety,

the Gallanach Cliffs are of the columnal
variety similar to the famous Staffa rocks at

Iona. At the now deserted old stone pier

at Barr-nam-boc, on the island of Kerrera, I

stopped to watch the Gulls and the plain-

tively screaming Terns (or Sea Swallows)

while I refreshed the inner man. This pier

used to be a busy ferry, and the only route

to Mull, in the pre-steamboat days.

The Wheatear preceded us on many of our

A Few Words on
Red Mites.

By CLAUDE ST- JOHN.

B
EING chiefly based on practical experi-
ments which have riot yet ended, I can
only regard this contribution as notes

by the way which may have some little in-
terest for those concerned in the extermina-
tion of the pest. There is, of course, no
finality whatever about the results obtained,
up to the present, and I shall leave readers to
make their own deductions; but, simple as
the matter seems on the face of it, there are
pitfalls that may easily lead to error, and
consequently it is unwise to jump to any con-
clusion.

Fifteen years ago I made a series of experi-
ments with red mites, with the object of test-
ing their vitality and powers of survival
under adverse conditions, which, I may re-
mark in passing, produced results diametric-
ally opposed to any theory or "opinion ever
published, so far as I could discover, up to
that time, and when I read a suggestion in the
recent correspondence o.n the extermination of
lice that a knowledge of the length of time
required for the ova, or “ nits,” to hatch
would be useful, I turned up my notes to see
if this point was included. But, unfortu-
nately, I had preserved no notes respecting
the actual period of incubation. Hence these
new experiments.
My paraphernalia consisted simply of two

tiny clear glass tubes in which photographic
tabloids are sold. These tubes, closely stop-
pered with waxed corks, are practically air-

tight, and one can imagine that the conditions
of life within them, without the slightest
visible means of subsistence, are not very
enviable from our point of view, even in these
times of war economy. 1 obtained several
full-grown mites, and enclosed two in one
tube, which had been thoroughly cleaned and
dried, on August 5.

To prevent confusion we will follow this
colony first. A tiny strip of dark paper was
enclosed with them to assist observation.
Several ova were deposited the same night,
and others during the period up to August 8 ,

when the mites were removed. The first

young to hatch came out shortly after noon on
the 8th. At the first examination, on the
morning of August 9, five young were out, and

I

at night the last of a distinctive group of ova
deposited on the night of August 7 was out.
One ovum, which I actually saw deposited at
4 p.m. on August 6 was hatched at the first

examination on the morning of August 9.

The period of incubation is therefore a
matter of hours, probably about thirty hours.
But considering the exceptionally wet and
cool weather prevailing during the time, it is

quite possible that the ova may hatch more
quickly during hot, sultry weather, and it

may not be far wrong to say the period of
incubation is probably from 24 to 30 hours.
The question of feeding a colony of these

creatures is a problem I have not attempted
to solve, but it occurred to me to try the effect

of introducing a freshly-plucked quill of a
sprouting feather. This I did when the mites
were several days old and exceedingly active,
but although closely watched at frequent in-

tervals the quill seemed to be totally ignored.
Indeed it appeared to be of just as little

interest to the mites, even when running over
it, as the strip of paper.

(To be continued.)

walks, fluttering up to the dry-stone dyke,
watching us for a second, then off again

;

another reconnoitre, and so on, until we are
out of the danger-zone. He is an attractive
little fellow if not much of a fancier’s bird.
The Chaffinch is perhaps the most plentiful

of all the hardbills. Always brightly clad
(with a nest as pretty as himself) our coun-
tryside would indeed be strange without his
cheerful "presence.

The Starling is also seen in great numbers.
It is strange to think that this bird is met
with in tremendous numbers all over the
country now, yet it was quite scarce less

than fifty years ago. I was amused to watch
some bathing in the rain-rhones on the house-

tops outside “my attic near the sky.” How
these birds enjoy a bath ! Though there was
great competition between them and the

Gulls for certain cosy chinmey-cans, there

was no ill-feeling.

The Starling is my favourite native soft-

bill (probably because he was the first bird

I ever kept, and “ first loves are sweetest.”)

and I am never without one. I have two
just now at home, aged four and six years.

Their lively chatter, unequal but joyous whis-

tle, and their sociability, endear them to

many, while their glossy spangled coat—

-

“ green, purple, brown and black, with

specks between ”—entitles them to be placed

among our native beauties.

(To be continued.)

P WITH FEATHERED FRIENDS

IN ARGYLESHIRE.
mcarthur
(Edinburgh).
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Keeping the Shows Going.
bni,— It was with very great pleasure that

I notice,! a reference in Cage Birds to Ply-
mouth W.C.O.S. show. We in Cornwall
always look forward to Plymouth show to
give us some idea of what an exhibition bird
should be, and a chance to see some real
champions. I also see in Cagk Birds that
tile Southern Yorkshire Club is moving. Is
tin 1 Southern Norwich Club dead? No sign
of life yet

;
it appears to me that it is a

specialist club’s duty to make an attempt to
keep the Fancy flourishing by supporting
shows. Plymouth W.C.O.S., in holding an
open show this year, will, I am sure, set a
good example which many other Southern
societies may follow.

J. P. Andrew.

Patriotic Show at Barrow.
Sir,—A t the meeting of the Barrow C.B.A.

on Sept. 7, A. Hudson presiding, it was
decided to hold our annual show, Nov. 27.
for one of the noblest objects that any
society could support, namely, in help of the
widows of our heroes who have died at the
front ; 90 per cent, of the proceeds will go
to. the Mayoress’s fund for the above object.
When we remember the noble way in which
the local people supported our last nest
feather show, and enabled us to hand over
£15 to the Patriotic fund of our Mayor, we
nre looking forward to a record show in
every respect. We have the good fortune to
obtain some good working members who are
just novices, and many older members as
helpers, and we have engaged Mr. AVellings,
of Prescot to judge. Those desirows of
becoming members kindly communicate with

D. McFarlane, Hon. Sec.
26, Lord Robert Street.

Walney, Barrow-in-Furness.

Breeding Rollers in an Aviary,
SiR, In reply to your correspondent, Mr.

Hainsworth (re Rollers breeding in aviary),
it is one of the greatest drawbacks to breed-
ing in an aviary that the sitting hens will
cat a. certain amount of the egg food put in
for those which have young ones, but, natur-
ally, they do not leave their nests so often
as those feeding young, so do not eat as
much, and, having plenty of exercise, they
do not seem to take any ill effects from same.
Re his other query, as to training young
cocks, he will find it answered in the con-
cluding portion of my article. I should
advise him to get the best cock possible, and
hens of the same strain, but not very nearly
related. Take the young out of thp aviary
as soon as they can do for themselves, cage
off in largest cages or flights he has at dis-
posal, and let them hear only their tutor.
When moulted, cage off singly in Roller cages,
remove out of hearing of the others all young
that bring any notes he does not like, as a
bad bird will sometimes spoil the whole lot.
I may say I won 1st in B.R.C.C. Novice
Points Competition, 3rd in Champion ditto,
with Rollers bred and trained under the above
conditions, which speaks for itself.

A. Harper.

In Case of Short Entries.
Sir,—I can mention more than one society

with only a handful of working men fanciers
who are able to have a good show and pay
expenses, and produce a profit. Neither have
they a very large hall, but large enough for
their entries. They engage two specialist
judges for about 30 classes; they have a
good entry and a good gate ; they allow the
sec. so much per year, and so much for loss
of time on the show week. If you go to the
show on the second day you can have your
prize-money and specials. Now some societies
Dave the largest hall in the town, and ex-
hibits only enough to half fill the hall. They
have to pay the secretary about £10 for
iiis services, and the consequence is their
money is eaten up by too much expense.

I have seen a schedule to-day where the
judge has 47 classes, of all varieties. Is that
a fair day’s work? I say it is too much
No judge should ever be expected to judge
so many classes. I am thinking that* some
of those classes will be judged in the twilight
..r gaslight

; -and no doubt they will be the
British bird classes. How can that society
expect British bird exhibitors to send entries’
At the largest show in London last ve'ar one
cf the judges was still hard at it late in the
afternoon. Can the judge then do justice to
t ne birds

. He has to get through them the
best he can.
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hr a* Possible putdown a good classification, and have sufficient
judges to do justice to the exhibits. Tryand get members interested in certain
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varieties to guarantee whole or part of the
prize money against loss, and give full prize-
money in all classes, then, with judges who
fully understand the varieties they nave to
judge, ] feel sure the classes will fill.

Does Mr. Pope and his society expect to
get exhibitors living a long distance from
Plymouth to send their exhibits on tht
chance of winning first prize, and the prize-
money not pay entrance fees and railway
carriage? Exhibitors do not generally send
birds to a show just for the benefit of the
society and for other fanciers to have a look
at their birds. No—birds cost money, and
exhibitors want to get a little back for their
outlay, and time and trouble. Mr. Pope
wants tlie opinion of readers of Cage Birds,
and says that The Plymouth Society are
graduating the prize-money. If they have
decided on what they intend doing, why ask
advice? Should there be six entries at Is.

6d. in a class, and three prizes are given,
4s., 3s., Is., that allows Is. for the society.
The exhibitor has to pay Is. 6d. entrance
lee, and perhaps Is. 6d. or 2s. carriage, so
there will not be much for all the time and
trouble of getting the bird ready for the
show’. If entries were sent from fhe Mid-
lands the birds would have to leave early on
Monday morning to arrive in the evening,
be on show Tuesday and Wednesday, and
arrive home about Thursday evening. It
would not pay carriage fare to take and fetch
them from the rtation. Treat it as a busi-
ness, give the best classification, secure the.

best judges, give full prize-money, and leave
it to the exhibitors to send their entries

—

and they will, if you adopt the above.
Herbert J. Chick.

The Exhibition Yellowhammer.
Sir,—Surely Mrs. L. E. T. Dalton will

tender an ample apology to Mr. Herbert J.
Chick for trampling on his pet corn by
pretending to know something about Britisn
Birds. This is a subject upon which Mr.
Herbert J. Chick appears to claim a
monopoly, vide a letter of his published in
Cage Birds some time ago, wherein, if I
remember rightly, he criticised and con-
demned most, if not all, of our present day
judges, and then unblushingly announced
that he, Mr. Herbert J. Chick, was coming
out as a British Bird judge. He even wrote
letters to secretaries ot societies begging for
judging appointments, but apparently met
with little success. If Herbert J. Chick will
look up the shows of 1914 season where a
Yellowhammer class was provided, I think
he will find that Mrs. L. E. T. Dalton
proved herself a good sport by guaranteeing
at least one Yellowhammer class; I cannot
remember Mr. Herbert J. Chick ever doing
anything similar. H. J. C. suggests that if

Mrs. Dalton exhibits that large-sized, full-
chested Yellowhammer of hers, all other
YTellowhammer fanciers will keep their birds
at home. Evidently his opinion of British
Bird exhibitors is on a par with his opinion
of British Bird judges. As I am not out
seeking judging engagements, I will just
sign myself

Yellow Yite.

from whom I claimed it at the last Swansea
show. With reference to the Bathgate show,
where I entered two Yellow Buntings I
regret to say my show case did not set
through until 3.30 in the afternoon, too late
for judging. I think Mr. Chick might have
instituted further inquiries before writing to
the press.

My reason for quoting the Buff, which is
not necessarily an exhibition bird, was to
explain what an improvement takes place
after a moult, for the most simple reader will
understand that what is required is a yellow
YellQwha mnier, as the name implies. If

,
,

’

s s0 Jleen on filling tne classes,why has he not written before on the sub-
ject instead of leaving it to me? . A fewweeks prior to the last Bathgate show 1
appealed

, thiough the columns of Cage
Birds, respecting this matter, with the grati-
fying result there were, I believe, sixteen*
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ls something new as far asthe Yellow Bunting ls concerned. This

thewinner
lmmense1^ a,id 1 congratulated

Lilian E. T. Dalton.

I ,

note
)
vith satisfaction the interestthat is being taken m the short article sub-scubed by Mrs Dal top on the Yellowhammer.

lur. t hick, if I may remark, comes a little
stronger in his criticism on the subject
than there is necessity for, inasmuch as the
article was invited by the Editor, and did not" a challenge I may say. We have
heard Mrs. Dalton s appeal for the Yellow-hammer on more than one occasion, and it
behoves us who are really interested, even
although we may have some friends who canshow tour yeUows to beat on.c buff, to backup the Yebowhammer as a bird worthy of a
c ass ot its own species on the show bench,
f ne point by Mr. Chick which seems to meout ot place, is that wherein he states “a;r-
other week I will take exception to hermethod of moulting, etc.” Now, Mr. Chick,
don t, be tyrannical, give us your own method!
and don t peck holes in another body’s. If
it doesn’t suit you, take it for what it’s
worth. That is the method which we novices
in that particular section have to follow.

lake young Hawfinches : When first caught,
they have been feeding on peas, etc. You
gradually get them off the soft, natural foodon to mixed hard seed, and numbers die in
doing so. Should you be fortunate enough
c them on to the mixed seed, and you
start them on peas, etc., when the season
comes round again, you will find you will
have the same trouble over again—they will
leave the mixed seed for the natural wild
seed, and perchanqe will not again touch the
mixed seed. Their head is soon under their
wing, and do what you will, you cannot save
them. I here is a disease they get that I
cannot fathom, and I have spoken to several'
who have had them die of the same com-
plaint. Water begins to run from their eves,
the eyes swell up and gradually close (‘the
bwd keeps rubbing them on the perches)
while the skin of the neck seems to stick
to the throat and they are soon gone. I
have lost several field moulted, but not one
cage moulted. [ have tried several things,
but they have been no good.

r £h£
uld ¥r’ C llrioc be

j
udging at theB UB. A. show, I should like birds that are

entered to be marked in the catalogue
whether they have been moulted in cages on
natural wild seed or ordinary mixed seed as
we know it. The birds could be markedW .o. or ‘ M.S. ’ I should be willino- to
give a special to the 'best bird exhibited that
has been fed and moulted in a cage cn mixed
seed, if some other fancier will give one for
the best bird moulted in cage on natural
wild seed, birds to be judged for condition
and colour only. It will be interesting to
know whether a bird can be moulted on its
natural wild seed l etter than on the ordinary
dry mixed seed, as we know it.

Herbert J. CniCK.

Sir,—It was with great interest that I
read Mr. Chick’s letter relating to my short
article on this subject, which he has found it
fitting to condemn. I am pleased, however,
Ttmt my humble effort has had the effect of
eliciting a reply from such an expert on the
Yellowhammer as Mr. Chick, a gentleman
who is not only able to teach us the fine
art of preparing an exhibition specimen, but
is also in such an affluent position to offer
such substantial inducements in cash as two
five shilling specials
lam quite content to leave my case in the

hands of the readers of Cage Birds, who will
no doubt understand that whatever I have
stated, was with the sole object of inducing
others to come to the front. I naturally con-
cluded that when my bird won these prizes
that my method of feeding, etc., was worth
consideration, whilst the remarks of the
Editor will satisfactorily explain most of the
other points.

Dealing with the Horticultural Hall show
of 1914 ; I should like to inform Mr. Chick
that my birds were not on the bench. Never-
theless the bird illustrated took second prize
there. It was then owned by a gentleman
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Scot.

Moulting Exhibition British
Birds on Wild Seeds.

oir., I have read the splendid articles
written by that well-known exhibitor, Mr.
C- Inor that have appeared in Cage Birds
dur'nS ¥ e

r
last few months. It makes me

wish that I lived in the country, or that Ihad the time to visit the fields and lanes to
co.leet the valuable seeds he says are so
beneficial to British Birds during the moult-
ing season. I then wonder to myself howmany of the hundreds of British Birds ex-
hibited up and down the country, and
especially those that have won premier
honours, have been fed and moulted on these
wild seeds I should like to know how it
is that exhibitors can, and do, improve on
the held moulted specimens with the
ordinary seed mixture. I know many
exhibitors, including myself, who have
moulted some of the very best specimens
that have ever been seen on the show bench
and have never used any of the. wild seeds
that have been recommended. I remember,
years ago, articles appeared recommending
this wild seed, and that wild seed to moult
birds a good colour, etc., until it' became a
byeword amongst fanciers, “My word, your
Linnet looks well, did you moult it on shep-
herd s purse? ” I have spoken to men who

j
d°wn some of the finest Linnets

and Goldfinches that have ever been staged
and they have never used these wild seeds.’
I should like some of the British exhibitors
who have specialised on Linnets and Gold-
finches and Bullfinches—men who have taken
premier honours all over the country— to say
whether they have moulted their champions
oil wild seed, or on the ordinary mixed seed
as we know it.

I know dozens ot bird catchers who have
every opportunity of collecting wild seed
never trouble to do it. Yet tney can and

j

do moult Linnets and Goldfinches as well as
any one (many a champion has been moulted
in their hop cages). They> with the ordinary
seed, bring their birds into the best of con-
d ition

; they can moult them early and get
them into full song by the time the catching
season commences, when the majority of
birds have not really started to moult. I
have asked them many times why they don’t
collect wild seed for their Linnets and Gold-
finches. They say that when they first catch
them, they are on the soft wild seed, and
they take some getting on to, tln^hard, dry
seed that is going to be their staple food

;many die during the process, from inflamma-
tion, or red swelling, as they call it; there-
fore it stands to reason that after you have
got them on to hard seed, and got them
thoroughly accustomed to it, to put them
back on to the wild soft seed again, you
have a harder task to get them on to the
hard seed again, and most of them die.

“Tortured Prisoners.
Sir, Mr. Oox as a logician is really too

tunny. He reads into my letter ap ergo that
because men get drunk it is right to keep

wild birds in darkened captivity.” I think
that no others of your readers have come to
the conclusion that this was my argument,
but to meet Mr. Cox on logical grounds would
be so easy as to afford no sport, so we will
get back to his “ plain facts.” I notice that
lie has jettisoned all of these except one,
and he now says “it is a plain fact, that
thousands of wild birds are condemned by
their jailors to deliberate and calculated
cruelty. It is not for bird keepers to prove
a negative, so I will simply sav that during
an experience of more than thirty vears I
have been a “jailor” of wild birds," and I
certainly have not subjected them to “ delibe-
rate and calculated cruelty.” On the con-
trary, my birds have shown by their demean-
our at home that their lives have been, happy,
and they have shown by their condition on
scores of show-benches that their treatment
has been such that no wild bird of their
species could compare with them in perfection
of plumage. I suppose even Mr. Cox does not
need to be told that horses, of which he pre-
sumably knows more than he does about birds,
and animals of every k.-.id display the first
signal of distress in. their coats. In any case,
I can tell him that if a bird is badly treated
it is in bad plumage, and here I wifi suggest
an “ergo ’ to him : If a bird is in plumage
better in captivity than in nature, ergo, that
bird is not being subjected to “ deliberate
and calculated cruelty.” This seems to me to
be pretty fair logic, and I must leave it to
Mr. Cox either to throw over his last remain-
ing “ plain fact,” or to substantiate it with
something more to the point than a rambling
statement about birds in bird shops. Bird-
dealers are not bird “ jailors.” They only
sell the birds to the jailors.

A grievance of Mr. Cox is that “although
we (himself and other professional humani-
tarians) who work to prevent cruelty to all
living beings, men included, invariably do so
in the open, our opponents as invariably op-
pose us anonymously,.” and goes on to invent
liis own “ergo” - that the anonymity is

•prompted by trade interest. The signing of
his name by Mr. Cox, is a trade interest. It

is his business to keep his name before the
public. The anonymity of private individuals
is a matter between themselves and the Editor

I
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of tho pApcr in whicli the letters fippcfii
,
mid

the suggestion that letters which do not pub-

licly bear tho name and address of their

senders are written in “trade intcrcio is a

reflection upon the Editor.

The statement of Mr. Cox that the wilful

blinding of birds for contest singing is of

more than frequent occurrence ” exposes his

woeful ignorance of the subject of which he

has been writing. Has Mr. Cox never heard

of the Royal Society for tho -Prevention of

Cruelty to Animals? If not I may tell him

that such a society exists, and that its inspec-

tors are ever on the look out for cases of

cruelty by bird-dealers. Its own monthly

journal discloses the infinitesimal proportion

which convictions of cruelty to birds bear to

conviction for other kinds of cruelty. I be-

lieve in the whole of its existence it has a

record of one conviction for the brutal prac-

tice -which Mr. Cox says is of more than fre-

quent occurrence. This conviction dates

back considerably longer than the “two or

three years ’’ mentioned by Mr. Cox, and was.

I believe, obtained upon the deliberate pro-

curation of one of its inspectors. This man
caused it to be known that tha bird he wished

to purchase would be of no use to him unless

it were blinded, and managed to unearth a

beast who was prepared to undertake the task.

Then he laid information and obtained a

conviction which has ever since been held up

as proving that the horrible practice is fre-

quently occurring. The accusation is a wicked

lie, which has been accepted as truth by

Mr. Cox for the purpose of bolstering up an

all-round attack on bird-keeping, and that is

a plain fact and plain English.

As a matter of fact, the value of the whole

of Mr. Cox’s statements is equal to the value

of his latest of all, in which he says that

the people who are responsible for the diminu-

tion of the Cornish Chough are “Bird Lovers,”

i.e., bird-keepers. I think it was made plain

in the inscription to the picture to which Mr.

Cox refers that the diminution is due to the

rapacity of egg collectors. How many Cornish

Choughs does he think were ever kept in

captivity by bird-lovers in any one season?

In. my own long experience I have kept one

only, and that one I had for more than ten

years. I do not know of any cage bird

keeper who has contributed to the scarcity of

Bustards, and I fancy that it must be a

“ printer’s error,” which makes Mr. Cox say

that the same tale (diminishing numbers) is

told of the Great Auk. Surely Mr. Cox
knows that the Great Auk is already extinct,

and that it was not the keeping of Great Auks
in, cages that contributed to the extinction.

Bird Keeper.

Club {Reports

.

Sin,:—With reference to the recent portrait

of the Chough on the front page of Cage
Birds, and the remarks made by a Mr. Cox

this week in the correspondence column that

the Chough is getting extinct, 1 am glad to

state that such is not the case here in Wales,

at any rate. It is still plentiful on the Pem-
broke and Cardigan coasts. I cannot follow

Mr. Cox when he accuses bird lovers of ex-

terminating the species he alludes to. Oh

!

no, Mr. Editor. It is not the “ Ruffian ”

i either, but the class of man that lives on

the fat of the land. Not so very long ago

one of these “ gentlemen ” staying at the sea-

side here openly boasted at dinner what large

sums of monev he had refused for his unique

collection of rare British birds’ eggs, among
which were those of the Chough. This is the

class of man who is to blame. I may further

ask Mr. Cox whom he has to thank over the

affair he alludes to at Bethnal Green two or

three years ago. Was it not through a bird

lover and fancier that this man was brought

to justice? I am sure that true bird lovers

and fanciers cannot tolerate such acts as Mr.

Cox refers to. D. J. Thomas.

Mr, F. A. Cox is so confident

in the statement that birds are kept

in perpetual darkness and their sight destroyed

by any set of ruffians, why does he not set

to work and bring the offenders to justice?

I for one would be pleased to do all I pos-

sibly could to assist him. If he hears anyone

use the “ common expression ” (has it been

put through it?) why not take the necessary-

steps to have him or them put through it, as

they deserve. I have always been, and I am
yet, under the impression that to get birds

to sing at a contest they must be in tip-top

condition, and have a sight of each other be-

fore they are put in their positions (blind

birds can’t see)'. B. Hughes.

(Several Letters held over.)
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GLASGOW (North-West) C.B.C.
Meeting Amalgamated Musicians’ Hall, Aug. 31,

Mr. Gibb presiding over a good attendance. Classi-

fication arranged for annual show, Nov. 20. New
member admitted, J. Leslie. The meeting closed

with a vote of thanks to chairman.—J. Houston,

Sec.

PLUMSTEAD AND WOOLWICH.
Meeting Sept, ft, at headquarters, Trinity Schools.

Mr. Newnham chair. Secretary instructed to rend

honour list to Cauc Birds. Decided to carry out

annual show Nov., date to fix. New see. appointed,

Audit of accounts, etc., and1 report next meeting.

Geo. H. Maclcllan, lion. Sec.

LARKHALL C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 4, Y.M.C.A. Hall, Mr. Randall,

chair. Decided to have an extended classification,

with prize-money on the sliding scale, at our annual

show, Oct. SO. There will he 44 classes -Nor., 10;

Bord., 11; Crest or C.B., 1; Com. Canary, 2; Yorks.,

2; A.O.V., 1; Sell., 3; Mules, 2; Brit., 10; For., 1;

Gilt, 1.—T J McGregor, Sec

SHETTLESTON C.B.C.
Meeting, Good Templars' Hall, Sept. 11, Mr. E.

Taylor chair, supported by a good turn-out of

members. Classification for annual show was fixed

as follows.: Crests 2, Nor. 12, Bord. 0, Yorks. 10,

Scotch Fancy 4, Nov. 1, Brit. 12, For. 1, and Gift

class. Mr A. Wallace was proposed for member-
ship.—S. F. Wood, Sec.

CLAPHAM G.B A.
Meeting held Sept. 7. Mr. R. Pearce was

nominated for membership. The date of the annual

show was fixed for Oct. 14, at Strathblane Hall,

Clapham Junction, and See. was given instruc-

tions regarding the appointment of /judges. The
schedule for last year was again adopted, but a

few new classes were added. It was resolved to

adjourn the meeting until Tuesday, Sept. 21.—

A. R. Coe.

CRYSTAL PALACE AND PENCE.
Meeting, Sept. 8, Alexandra Hotel, Penge, Mr.

Foxen chair. A large attendance was there to see a
most interesting exhibition of washing given by that
well-known exponent of the art, Air. H. Norman.
Members went away much the wiser, especially

the novice. A hearty vote of thanks to the lec-

turer was given, who responded with a neat little

speech.—W. D. Fryett, Hon. Sec.

NEW CROSS C.B.S.
Meeting, headquarters. Sept. 2

;
Mr. A. W. Culham,

chair, and a fair number present. Decided to hold
the annual show on Nov. 4, Mr. J. Robson judge, and
Sec. was instructed to see to printing, etc., as soon
as possible. We shall be glad to hear from members
wishing to give a special, and hope they will keep
up the reputation this society has for the number
of special competed for at the annual shows. A
judging competition will be held Oct 7; members
please bring one or more birds.—Burton Bros., Hon.
Secs.

LOANHEAD C.B.S.
Meeting Mason's Arms, Sept. 11, Mr. R. H.

Douglas chair. Selection of medals was first con-

sidered, and it was agreed to ask jeweller to get

birds on medals if winners desired same, after

which a gold medal was selected and secretary

instructed to order four of the same. See. brought
up a motion by the President that this year’s door
drawings go to local relief fund, and it was unani-
mously agreed to let every penny go to local fund.

Sec. was instructed to engage Mason’s Hall tor

Oct. 9. Stewards were appointed for each section.

Meeting closed with a vote of thanks' to chairman.
—W. H. Smart, See.

LEYTON C.B, A.
Meeting, Sept. 6, Mr. Bartlett chair, and a very

good muster to hear Mr. Ovenden lecture on colour

feeding. The breeding experiences of the lecturer

go back some forty years, so that all he had to

say was naturally very interesting. Breeding and
feeding for colour was fully gone into, and a

number of questions were asked and answered. A
very hearty vote of thanks was accorded to Mr.
Ovenden at the close of the lecture. Memners
please note that no further communications should
be addressed to Mr. King, who has gone up North
or. war service. Mr. T. Collinge has been elected

Secretary in his place.

—

A. W. Farmer, Hon. Assist.

WALLSEND (Mid-Tyne) C.B.A.
General meeting Sept. 8, Station Hotel, Mr. L.

Simpson chair, before a grand attendance. Balance
sheet for N.F. Show was read, and gave every
satisfaction. Schedule for annual show was drawn
up. 60 classes, 11 Nor., 4 Crest and C.B., 4 Cinn.
Nor., 7 Yorks., 15 Bord., 2 Liz., 2 Sell., 12 Mules
and Brit. Twenty birds will be given by members
to be put up for sale the day of show, and pro-

ceeds to the Red Cross fund. We have been given
the B.F.C.C. patronage, so any Border fancier can
become a member at next meeting; all fanciers

invited to join, Is. nom. fee and 2s. Cd. sub. Next
meeting Oct. 13, electing prize money for show.

All our members are enthusiastic fanciers, so we
expect to make our show a success. New members,
Mr. Seal, Tynemouth; Mr. Gilroy, Byker

;
Mr. An-

derson, AVallsend; Mr. Lawson, Gosforth; Mr.
Wilson, Heaton.—G. Greenwell, Sec.

SOUTHERN BORDER F.C.
Meeting, headquarters, Sept. 23, a fair number

present; Mr. Norman, chair. Final arrangements
were made for the Club’s patronage, which has been
given to the following shows, viz., Plymouth, Oct.

Ill and 11-, judge. Air. Robson; Cheltenham, Nov. 3
and 4, judge, Mr. Payne; Chester, Nov. 13, judge.

Air. Battye; Redhill, Nov. 24, judge, Air. Norman;
London C.B.A. , Dec. 10, 11, and 13, judge, Air. Rob-
son; Llanelly, Jan. 11, 1916. The special list is as

follows S.B.F.C., cup, Newley cup, diploma for

best bird at each show, 2/6 most points gained by a
novice, 2/C best 4th prize bird each show, 5/- most
points in Greens and Cinnamons during tile season,

two highest birds at each show to count; 5/- for

champion, and 5/- for nov'ce for most points during
season; two cruets, one champions, and one novices,

for most points during season, gained with birds out
of the money. ATr. H. C. Humphries also offers a

2/6 special at Redhill, and L.C.B.A., for best bird

wearing a closed ring. It is hoped that members
will support these shows as liberally as possible,

as societies who run their eliows as usual deserve
all the support the Fancy can give them. Will
members please note that subs, are due, and as

they must he paid before members are eligible to
compete for specials, I hope those who have not yet

paid will let me hear from them at once.— Geo. Bur
ton. Hon. Sec,

CITY AND COUNTY OF PERTH.
Meeting, Laidlaw's Rooms, Leonard St., Sept. 6

;

Mr I). Brown, provident, in tlie chair. Bcc. rcu<l all

correspondence. Classes for Club «how were iixed.

Sec. Wiis asked to write a letter of Hympathy to

Mr. and Mrs. Duncan in the «ad loss of their boii

at the Front, also to compile a Boll of Honour of

members at the Front. The meeting closed with a

vote of thanks to the chairman.— J. S. Smith, Sec.

STRATFORD & E. LONDON F.S.
Evening Show, headquarters, Sept. 8. Judge, Air.

I). 8. For.se. Canary: 8pl., 1, 2, 3, Bayliss; r, vhc,

Reed. Grcenf. : 1, 2, Rev. Soamcs ; 3, vhc, Reed; r,

Bayliss. Redpoll, etc.: 1, vhc, Rev. Bournes; 2, 3,

Bayliss; r, he, Reed. A.O. Brit.: Spl., 1. 3, r, vhc,

Bayliss; 2, Rov. Soamcs ; he, c. Reed. For.: 1. 2,

3, r Reed. General meeting Sept. 22, at Eagle, at 8.

Judges for Y.B. and Annual Shows.—A. Waxey, Hon.

Sec.

ALFRETON C.B.S.
Aleeting, Sept. 11. A very good number turned

up. Air. J. Adnitt chair. Decided to hold our

annual open show Oct. 29-30. Judge, Mr J. C.

Barnes (Sheffield). Classes were all made and a

lot cf other business got through, but owing to

tho restrictions of the time, the fixing ol specials

and several other important items had to be left

over, and we decided to have a special meeting on

Sept. IS, when all members are requested to be

present.—G. Beardall, See.

PONTYPOOL C.B.S.
Meeting, Sent. 11. We decided not to hold an

open show this year, but will hold a members’

show Nov. 27. New members elected: Mr. J. H.

Watkins and Air. J. Lewis, both being chosen on

the committee; also Mr E. Sweet. Air. R. Smith

was elected assistant treas., Air I.oveday vice-chair,

and Air. B. Lapping assist, sec. Mr. J. Lovell is

our president. One of our members has joined tho

Colours, Pte. George Welsh, 54685, R.G.A., 4tl>

Batt., C Co., now at Great Yarmouth. AVe are

still expecting a few more members to join our

society, and I would like to have their names and
addresses for nomination at next meeting, or,

better still, would welcome, their presence.—n. H.
Vaughan, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 4, at headquarters, Mr. J.

Chambers chair. Air. W. Hall, our worthy Pres.,

kindly promised two guineas to be disposed of as

the members thought best, and seeing that we
have such an excellent list of specials for this

season, it was unanimously voted to tho funds of

the society. Sec. was instructed to write Air. Hall

of this decision, also to thank him for his

generosity. Afessrs. Hunt and Air. Fryer were
elected members. ATr. Chittenden gave a lecture on
"Preparing for Exhibition,” which he did in his

very able manner, answering all questions put to
him to everyone's satisfaction. A hearty vote of

thanks was accorded Mr. Chittenden, to which he
suitably responded, thus bringing an interesting

meeting to a close.—E. Norton, Hon. Sec.

STOKE-ON-TRENT C.B.A.
Meeting, Sept. 6, with a fair attendance. As

we are not holding an open show this year, it was
suggested that the annual subs, might be reduced
but this was left over for further consideration.
With a view to maintaining the interest of the
members in the Fancy, several suggestions were
made, which, if carried out, cannot fail to be
beneficial. A table show will be held at next meet-
ing, Oct. 4. Classes are: Yell. Nor., buff ditto.

Goldf. and Linnet. There will be a judging com-
petition. All members are requested to bring a
few birds; no need to wash. AVe are hoping to
hold two good club shows later on. Mr. E. Tams,
cf Longton, was recently elected a member. The
Norwich members are getting up a medal competi-
tion for the best birds bred this season. We hear
that Mr. Glover has a very fine youngster coming
on which will take a lot of stopping, and we hope
it will come up to expectations.—J. Pitcliford, Sec.

Questions and
Answers,
doubts and difficulties
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)— All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten) on one side of payer, and con-
clude with either the correct name or a
pseudonym.

(2)— The proper name and address in full oj querist
must always be written on a separate sheet 0/
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended lor different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in
orders for books, instruction* re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(3)— The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the lef t-hand corner of the query.

(0)— Queries received during any week, up to the
first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week.

(7)—// an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must stale grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(0)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cago Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E C.
Postcards are not admissible.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Open f#ng on September 4, George and Dragon,

Bridge Street. 12 birds entered for three prizes
given by Airs. Parker: 1, W. Nelson; 2, Watkiss;
3, Longfield. Sept. 11, 37 members and friends
turned up to hear 11 birds sing for three prizes,

but some very poor time was done. 1, W. Nelson;
2. Longfield

; 3, Smith Alembers and all Linnet
singers please note that all our sings are open up
to and including Oct. 30. Look out for special
sing, when a copper kettle will be given.—W.
Dobson, Sec.

Please do not write on both sides of the paper.—
Ed.

PONTEFRACT.
Pontefract Linnet Singing Club. Open contest,

Woodman Inn, Horsefair, Sept. 11, for 3 prizes.

4min. time singing; 22 entered; 1. 2, Watkiss; 3.

Jones. Open sing, Sept. 12, for 3min. time singing;

17 entered for 3 prizes: 1, 3, AVatkiss; 2, Pugh.—
J. Beard. Assist. Sec.

Cross Keys Hotel, Halfpenny Lane, open Linnet

contest, Sept. 11 :
4 minutes time singing for three

prizes. 1, 3, B. Nelson; 2, Plows. Only a small

number of birds turned up owing to the birds

being in the moult. Sept. 2, open contest for three

prizes \vhen we had fanciers from other parts of

th- district, and had an enjoyable afternoon. 1, 2,

B. Nelson; 3, W. Nelson,.—B. Nelson, Chairman.

LEEDS.
Leed-s Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road. Open contest lor quality

Linnet singing. Sept. 11. 14 birds sang J-^ee
Drizes. 1, W. Sissons; 2, Richardson; 3, Stanne.v.

Judges, Lacy, Naylor. Sept. 12, 10 sang for three

prizes. 1, 3, Battery; 2, Chippmdale. Judges,

Hardcastle and Topping.—W. Nay.or, Hon. Sec.

Leeds Quality Singing Club. Contests at head-

quarters, Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane. Sept.

11 quality; 18 competed. 1, 2, Lornman , 3, F.

Turner. Judges, Adams and Speight lhimage.

1, Boyd; 2, Booth. Judge, A. Kendall. Sept. 12.

Quality 22 birds: 1, Jim Chippmdale, with Tiny,

his last year’s champion, which is nicely throu h

the moult; 2. Lorriman; 3, J. Wright J'^ses. B.

Dearlove and Ridyard. Plumage: 1, J. Wright. A
Karnshaw. Judge, B. Dearlove. Air. Dearlove

offered a very tempting price for the winner, which

was not accreted.—F. Turner, Sec,

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.
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D (Birdy) — (!) The partiality of the bird
tor a diet of summer rape solely is probably only atemporary aberration of appetite due to its moult-
ing, which will pass away in due course. Meantime
you need have no' fear at all that it will not thrive
on the rape Offer it. a morsel of bread and milk
sprinkled with solt sugar about every third day foi
a time, and on the intervening days give first a
pinch of maw seed, and next a morsel of some
green salad or sweet fruit. Add to the drinking
water tor one day only a pinch of Epsom salts and
ten drops of lemon juice, and after this give six
drops of tincture of gentian and four of dilute sul-
phuric acid every second day for a week. (2) The
sample of rape enclosed is a first-rate quality of
summer rape, and quite suitable for the bird in
question, or. indeed, any class of Canary. (3) After
this lapse of time it wiil be best to leave the broken
leg severely alone. By the time this reply reaches
you, assuming the bird to be still living, Nature
will have began her own repair of the mischief, and
any interference will only inflict needless torture on
the bird. These cases require immediate treatment
to be of any real service. Please note that British
bird queries should be written on a separate paper
as they have to go to a different expert. I reply
this time, as the case is urgent.
EFFECT OF GAS (B. Blackburn) If I am right

in assuming that the gas fire is provided with a
flue to carry off the fumes and products of combus-
tion, and the room is efficiently ventilated, ami you
also take care to keep the bird at a reasonable
distance from the fire where the warmth is fairlv
equable, I do not anticipate any harm whatever

•befalling the bird, either in general health or song
from the presence of the fire. The main pcint is to
avoid too close proximity, where the heat is liable
to extreme and rapid fluctuations, and at the same
time not expose the bird to cold direct draughts
from doors or windows. Exposure to the fumes
would, of course, be harmful, but this is merely a
question of a properly' ventilated room, and having
the lire provided with a flue.

AILING NORWICH HEN (F. B. R.).—Possibly the
commencement of the moult is partly accountable
for the symptoms. Make yourself sure that she is

not exposed to cold draughts, rapid or extreme
changes of temperature, or fumes of burning lights

in the evenings, and then treat as follows, for two
or three weeks. In addition to the staple seed
diet give a morrfl of bread and milk lightly sprinkled
with soft sugar every third day for a fortnight, and
on the intervening days give first a pinch of maw
seed, and next a morsel cf some kind of green
salad. In the drinking water add six drops cf syrup
of rhubarb and a crystal of sulphate cf soda the
size of a small pea, for three consecutive days, and
after this give instead four drops each of oxymel
of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tincture of lobelia, arid

sweet spirits of nitre, every second day for a week
or fortnight, as may seem necessary.

uPIGEONSf?

The only paper dealing solely with Show and
Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

ik

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavv Paper.

FUR & FEATHER
5!

The onlv Paper devoted to These subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard lor Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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A YORKSHIRE SONCLESS (E.
there i.s mo remedy for a real cock
> ears old which ha* never sung a
having all encouragement in the

B.).—I'm afraid
two and a half
note in spite of
way of example

from u.ssdriul ion with good singers. Ah you nay,
then* is no douht about his sex. I take it that ‘it

has been proved by successful mating, otherwise I

khouid be rather sceptical about it, in spite of ex-
ternal appearances. When the moult is quite
finished this season, you cannot expect it to begin
to sing before that tune, remove him to a room
where no other bird is kept, but where people will
be often moving about, every third day for a month,
Mid add to the drinking water -0 drops of whisky,
ten of lemon juice, amt a** much chlorate of potash

I
• 1

' 1
' ixpenco. ii tin produce no effect

f fear he is an incorrigible non singer, for whom there
is little, if any, chance of reformation.

A FATAL CLICKING (E. II. M ).- Thanks for your
report. Sony that the treatment was not success-
ful, bill probably tin* birds had their passports to
the birdie.s’ better land before it was commenced.
I assume that you took the necessary steps to re-
move the birds from the exciting causes of the
f rn 11 1>1 • before commencing treatment, which is al-
w n.V& the first and most important part of any treat-
ment for body ailments. Certainly, if any others
fall ill I shall ho most happy to assist you in any
way ii you write at once, giving full particulars.

TWO COCKS (S. M.). First of all see that both
birds arc kept in a bright and healthful place, well
ventilated, but free from direct cold draughts or
sudden extremes of temperature, and do not expose
them to the fume-, of burning lights in the evenings,
nor hang them high up near the ceiling. The tem-
perature need not be very high, but should be fairly
equable. Give this bird a staple diet of a mixture
of three parts canary to one part summer rape.
Twice a week give a small tcaspoomful of a mixture
of equal parts hemp, niger, wilute millet, teazle,
broken groats and maw seed. Every second day for

CANARY QUERISTS
tlionhl consult St. John's " Canary Breeding lor Be-
(juntos" (7 c/. ) ; House's "Canary Manual

"

(1/2);
Hall yv's "Yorkshire Canaries "

( 1 / 1 $); House's "Nor-

th

l

B

Hal
wich Canaries ”

( 1 / 1 ); Weston's' "Stock ltook" (7d .)

;

//'• Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever" (7d.); Norman's
^Aviaries, llud rooms, ami Cages" (2/3); llamsden's
Colour feeding" (3 $</.);

“
Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds (l •_’)
; or the " Nutshell" booklets (2\d. each) :

Ac 5 "The Bel Canary" No. (5 "Ailing Birds andHow to Cure Them," No. 9 "The Disinfection of
C'ajes, Bud rooms, etc ," No. 10 '"The Boiler No. 23
* rhc Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quo tea
arc post free, from "Cage Birds," 154. Fleet Street
Condon, F.C.

a week give a morsel of bread and milk the size of
a hazel nut, lightly dusted with flowers of sulphur
and then sprinkled with soft sugar, and on the alter-
nute (lays add to the drinking water as much chlor-
ate ot potash as will cover a sixpence, and ten strops
ot lemon juice, then miss a week, and repeat the
week s treatment, and repeat it again the third
tune, keep a light cover over the cage until the

um-
size

fountain* at which more than one bird can drink at
once are best, as these arrangements go far to
prevent quarrelling. Unless the nesting sites are
arranged around the cage, with a door or slide
making each one quite easily accessible, it is best
v lien breeding in ttiis manner to leave the egg* in
th* nests ns laid to take their chance, but when
each nest is readily accessible, as suggested, the
same method of removing them as laid and return-
ing them on the evening of the third day may be
followed with the same advantage as in cage breed-
ing. To go into full details concerning the con-
struction of aviary and all the appurtenances would
lake up far more space than can fie spared in this
column, and you would find it much more helpful to
get a copy of “Aviaries., Ifiril-rooins and Cages,w
g d post free from our Manager, for instructions in
cage-making, and “ Canary Breeding for Beginners ”

7d. post free, for full details about all appliances
and their uses.

AN ASSORTMENT (John Morrison).— (1) It is not
unusual for bird* to keep rather slack in feather
until the moult is quite finished. Keep the bird in
a fairly comfortable temperature but free from
cold draughts or extremes of temperature. Add to
the water for three consecutive days as much Upsom
•salts as will cover a sixpence and ten drops of
lemon juice, and after this give instead a crystal
of sulphate of iron the size of a large hemp seed
in the water every third day for a fortnight. (2)
Keep this* bird also in a comfortable temperature
until well. Give the aperient the same as No l

for throe days, and after this give four drops each
ot oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tincture of
lobelia and sweet spirit of nitre every second day
for a fortnight, (3) I should treat ' a bird that
caught :t cold by first of all removing" the causes
as far as possible, putting the bird in a fairly com-
fortable and equable temperature, and giving some
such medicine as advised for No. 2 for a week
or so.

.

Much, however, depend* on circumstances.
But this treatment would do good in a vo,ry great
proportion of cases. (4) If you do not mind destroy-
ing the varnish on the cages, there is nothing better
than a solution of camphor in methylated spirit—an
ounce to the half pint—to touch up your cages
now and again to keep red mites at bay. If the
varnish js a consideration, however, use instead
strong essence of quassia, fir tree oil, turpentine,
or paraffin to touch the joints, ends of perches,
joints of doors, etc., once or twice a week.

bird seems to have changed the whole of its plui
age Then add a crystal of sulphate of iron the sl-
ot a large hemp seed, and six drops of dilute sul-
phuric acid to the waiter every second day for two
or three weeks to tighten up the plumage. (2) Feed
this bird the same as No. 1, except that you give
it every second day a morsel of bread and milk with
2 dryps of cod liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled
with soft sugar, and on the alternate days add to
the water five drops each of oxymel of squills, ipe-
cacuanha wine and sweet spirit of nitre. Continue
this for a week or fortnight, as may seen necessary
by the condition of the bird.

PERCHES ALL DAY (A.C.P.).—It is rather early
yet to expect the bird to recommence singing after
the moult. If it has made a complete moult it
will probably resume its song within the next month
or so. although you must not overlook the fact that
an individual now and again turns up which will
not resume singing before the following spring. See
that the bird is kept in a fairly equable and mild
temperature, free from cold draughts, or fumes of
burning lights in the evenings. Do not hang it high
ip near t lie ceiling, nor where it will be exposed to
sudden extremes of heat and cold. In addition to
the staple diet of seeds give every second day for
:i fortnight half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge
rake with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion and
lour of sherry well mixed in it and sprinkled with
maw seed, and on the alternate days add to the
drinking water 20 drops of chemical' food. At the
end of a fortnight discontinue these extras for a
week, and then resume them, and give for another
fortnight. Give a morsel of some green salad every
second or third day.

NORWICH DYING (C. Camp).—Constipation was
undoubtedly the indirect cause of the death of the
Norwich cock. In addition to the staple of plain
canary seed give every third day half a teaspoonful
of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, white
millet, teazle and chopped sunflower seeds, and twice
a week give a morsel of bread and milk the size of
a hazel nut sprinkled with soft sugar. Give a small
spray of watercress daily for the next fortnight or
so. and then every second or third day. In the
drinking wmter lor three consecutive days add six
drops of syrup of rhubarb and as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and then every second
day for the remainder of a week, and during the
second week give instead four drops each of tincture
or gentian, tincture of calumba and dilute sulphuric
acid every second day.

BUILDING AND STOCKING AVIARY (Tiny
Ireland).—The aviary you propose building is really
nothing more than a large cage. Twelve or thirteen
birds the size of a Norwich Canary will stock it to
its fullest limits, and for breeding this number
should fie reduced by at least two-thirds, or. say,
one cock and three hens. For this number you
should put in six nesting sites, and be careful not
to place one materially higher up towards the roof
Uian the rest, or there will he incessant quarrels
for its possession., Self-supplying seed boxes, with
separate compartments for canary and rape, and
all other extras given ns required in a separate
vessel in the same way as egg food. When a
number of birds arc kept together self-supplying

BRITISH BIRBS,
mules and hybrids

Answered by H. NORMAN.
MULE BREEDING IN AVIARY (Caret Cross).-

Goldmich and Linnet Mules can be bred in your
aviary, as both the Finches are good breeders in
captivity. I would advise you to procure half a
dozen good healthy Norwich Canaries, yellows if pos-
sible, as yellow Mules are always morevaluable than
buffs, but even with these you are sure to prodnee
a certain number of the latter. If you are only
breeding your birds for song purposes, then you
need not be quite so particular in getting yellow
liens, as there is always a big demand for them, and
consequently the prices are higher than for buffs,
vvhiie the supply is never so large. If. on the
other hand, your ambition is to produce somethin"
choice that will be fit for exhibition, your hens must
be large and of good quality of feather, as it i.s im-
possible to breed high-class hybrids from poor stock.
For producing dark birds you will require hens
rather heavily marked or green, and, if you like
one or even two could be extra big buffs. If you
prefer a sporting chance of getting light birds, then
use clear hens, bred from clears, if possible,
As regards the Finches, you will require a couple of
big Goldies and a Linnet; it is no use putting in
more than one Linnet, as they only waste their

give a small teaspoonful of chemical food in water
that has been previou.,ly boiled

; he cap have this
every other day. Give him a spoonful of soaked
seeds occasionally, or seeds that have commenced to
germinate. Thoroughly examine your seeds and £ce
that they are of best quality

;
it may be that one

of them has been badly harvested and is the cause
of the trouble. Why did not vou send me a sample
with more particulars about treatment? \Vhat about
wild food? IIo should be almost living on it just
now.

BIRDS FOR LARCE CACE (A. C. P.).-It appeal's
to me that you have quite enough birds in your
urge cage already. I do not -say that it would' not
hold more, anil you could possibly keep double the
number in it for a time, but they would require very
careful management and your rick of illness would
be much greater than with the smaller number,

TROUBLE WITH GREENFINCH (W. T. Manning).—-flic Greenfinch is naturally a big feeder, ana I
daresay if you examine your bird you will find he is
much too fat. You say you are feeding him on
mixed seeds, but this may mean anything. You had
Jar I letter have sent me a sample. Anyway, discon-
tinue its use (the mixed seed), ard make the fol-
lowing mixture yourself, using the best and cleanest
seeds you can procure:—Canary 2 parts, rape and
teazle 1 part each. Give no other seeds just now,
excepting wild seeds, which you can gather now
almost anywhere, also privet berries, mountain ash,
and berries of the hawthorn, also a little soft fruit,
such as ripe pear and apple, if he will oat it, also
offer him one. or two mealworms daily. Put him in
the largest cage you have, writh the perches wide
apart, so that he lias to use his wrings to get from
one to the other, and let him bathe freely. Dis-
solve in his drinking water as much glauber salts
as Will cover a threepennypiece, and add to it three
drops ol syrup of rhubarb, give him this now, and
repeat a week later. I would advise you to get our
Nutshell booklet on the Greenfinch, it will assist
you in your management, especially as you are an
exhibitor.

WINTERING BRITISH BIRDS (Bird Lover)'.—All
the British Finches are quite hardy, and one has
no difficulty in keeping them out in the open during
the winter months, providing one takes ordinary
precautions. The aviary should be sheltered as
much as possible from rough winds, and the roof
should overhang, to keep the inside as dry as pos-
sible. The food should be placed. 'veil out of reach
of mice, as these are generally very troublesome dur-
ing the winter. The water should be so situated
that it is easily replenished from the outside, and
during frosty, weather this should he seen to every
two hours, slightly warmed water being used.

has got over the hardships of the vovage to this

onfsnJ* i*
,S t0 l

il
e l,irds lK>neiit to have a spelloutside when weather conditions are favourable.

There is no need to cover it up at night if it is’
in a position t.iat is free from draught; at any rate
***? ?“*? U ‘ e fi

,

id« of the cage that should ha
covei ed, the top being left open for proper ventila-
tion. It can have any kind of ripe fruit it will eat
also nuts and plain cake, biscuits, stale cruats. dry
imti ,

potato
- and raw carrot. Water, grit andouttlcbono must be continually in the cage, also a

t ick piece of a branch for it to exorcise its mandibles upon. A good seed mixture is as follows —One quart each oats, sunflower seed, and hemp; onepint each giant canary, white milllet, dari, maizewheat and shelled monkey-nuts, well mix and keepm a d list-tight tin in a dry plate; you can mixany quantity in the above proportions. Do not givotea coffee, or milk .sops, table scraps, or animal
food of any kind whatever.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
thould consult Page', “Foreign Birds for Beginner
a

s H'idgcngars and Cockatiels" (Gd.):Arthurs Parrots for Pleasure and Profit'’ Oil.)'
Aviaries, Bird rooms, and Cages" (2/3)' “Seeds'

foods and Wild Plants “
(1/2); Dr. Clarlies “ Seplii

*?,veJ (,
7d ) “Colour-feeding "

(3'd.); or the
Nutshell booklets (2Jd. each); No. C “Ailing Birdsand How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection ot

X?°
e
’i "B'd-roonis, etc.," No. 14 “ Oouldian Finches,"

,u°:.L
6 d 'virfar«t»,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot," No.

..in ,.p
eri9ars,“ No. Ill “The Pekin flobin," No. 20

Waybills. • All thoroughly practical and instructive.

f.
r
!
ce

t, 9«°ted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult
Hybrids" (7 / 6)

Houllon's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Norman's “ British Bird Manual

(2/3); or Part I “Ilardbills

"

(1/1), Part 2
“
So/tbills

"

(1/1); “Aviaries. Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's “Septic or' Bird
Fever "

(7d.); “Colour-feeding ’’
(3Jd.); or the “Nut-

shell" booklets (2Jd. each); No. I “Goldfinch"
No. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13“
Chaffinch No. 15 “Greenfinch," No. 22 “Siskin

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 2% “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No G
“Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shtopfug, P tc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, anil arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Bead Offices: 90. Bartholomew Close, London, E.C

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Gai i-ta\ Carrier*. Established 1*79.

tame fussing about after each other instead of at-
tending to the Canaries. Procure ail your birds as
early as possible, and let them fly together occa-
sionally during the winter.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (G. E. S.).-AI1 the British
Finches are hardy, hut I scarcely think you mean
that; I fancy by the tone of your letter' that you
want to know which are the easiest to keep. If'so,
you will find the Greenfinch heads this list, and the
others in the following order, though, individuals
differ, a sujrposedly bender specimen frequently out-
living a more robust one :—Redpoll, Linnet, Twite,
biskin, Bullfinch, Goldfinch. (2) The autumn is cer-
tainly the best time to secure your birds, when there
is always (he possibility of getting young ones that
quickly settle down to caged life. (3) If your cages
are the size you mention 1 would advise you to stock
each with a single pair of birds; you will do far
better, and your chances of success will be much
greater than if you attempt to keep three pairs in
the two cages combined. (4) As regards the hens
to use, Norwich are preferred to Yorkshires, hut on
this matter you had better read
Cross." (5) Y'our query re Budge
been written on a separate sheet of paper for. our
Foreign-bird expert. 1 would advise vou either to
consult him or procure our Nutshell booklet on the
Budgerigar, which will tell you all about their breed-
ing in captivity, etc.

C0LDF1NCH ILL (Finch. Brighton).—Your Goldie water, grit and cutllebone, supplemented by stall
requires a little special attention at once, or you I

crusts, plain cake, biscuits, nuts in variety, ri

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.
A FEATHER PULLER (Blunt).— If you have

bought this Bird on approval I should return it to
the vendor at once ; there are several causes for
this, trouble, of which improper feeding Is the m/rst
frequent. But, whatever the cause, once a bird
acquires this pernicious habit an entire cure is sel-
dom effected. As regards wholesome dietary you
had better get our Nutshell, “The Grey Parrot,”
2Jd. post free, from our manager; you will get
fuller details therein than can be given here. If
you do not return the bird, for the next two months
keep the bowels rather loose (but the voldings must
not remain watery loose) by putting one teaspoon-
ful of Dinneford's magnesia in the drinking water
as often as may be required, and on the days you
are not giving the magnesia put half a teaspoonful
of chemical food in the water. The main dietary
can cover seed mixture, ripe fruit and a few nuts.
Parrot grit, cuttlebone, and a thick piece of a
branch of a tree should be continuously supplied.
Such extras as plain cake, biscuits, dry'boilod po-
tato, raw carrot, and stale crusts may be given.. Do
not, however, give tea, coffee, or milk sops, nor any
kind of animal food whatever. In such cases im-
provement is only gradual, and there are frequent
relapses, necessitating one beginning over again, but
if these become less frequent and pronounced as
time passes, then you may take hope. Pronounced
feather-pickers and eaters often live for veafs in a
state of Bemi-. or almost complete, nudity.

BUDGERIGARS NOT BREEDING (Budge) —Thev
have barely had time to settle down vet

; they never
setUe down so quickly in a cage as' in the 'aviary,
and owing to the mishap to the cock during the
winter, and your not procuring another till July, the
conditions are practically the same this year as' last.
However, as yon have them in a cage and. of course
indoors, there is plenty of time yet for them to go
to nest this year. So long as it lasts keep up the
supply of seeding and flowering grass, when tills
fails give a little sweet apple an(l lettuce, but cut
away the fleshy centre stem <S the latter before
supplying to the bird. As regards the other por-
tion- of their dietary, canary, white millet, millet
spray, and a few white oats will suffice to Iccep them
fit. Of, course it is understood that the other" essen-
tials: cuttlebone, water, and grit, are continuously
supplied. It is principally lack of room for flight
exercise that retard* settling down to nesting in a
cage, and a few hours out or the cage two or
three times a week will greatly help in keeping
the birds fit. There are many problems that liin-e
round the question why they do not go to nest.
There are the idiosyncrasies of individual pairs,
and some are what may he termed breeding pairs,
and some are not: after all, it’s only a matter of
patience : exercise this, and ultimate success will
accrue. Get our Nutshell. “Budgerigars,” 2jd., post
free, from our Manager, it should help you.

GREY PARROT RUNNING AT NOSTRIL (Mrs.
Miller).— Of course one is handicapped considerably
with a vicious bird which cannot be handled. Use
a tepid dilute solution of glyco-thvmoline and spray
the nostril with this twice a day till the running

d Jen V to “D ue ,
re

?
s£s

:
< o not wet the plumage more than you can

ri"-irs 'shcnl.l hive
lu',n ' 11111 wll > d <> no harm if the bird swallows
11 .little of the solution. Keep the bowels moving
quite freely, just short of being watery-loose: you
can secure this bv putting one teaspoonful of Ditine,
ford's magnesia in the drinking water (the bird's
condition must regulate the frequency of the dose).
The diet 'Should consist of seed mixture, ripe fruit.

will probably lose him during the coming moult
Keep him without water for a couple of. hours, and
then dissolve as much glauber salts as will coyer
a sixpence in two tahlcspoon.sful of water, and when
nearly cold give it to him to drink, let him have it
for about three hours, then take it away. Give a
cube of stale bread soaked in hot milk daily, with a
little powdered bismuth dusted on it. If lie cats
tin* freely he can. have lus usual seeds at the same
time; if not, withdraw them for a ccrtplc of hours
daily. When he lias bad this treatment for a week

boiled potato and raw carrot. It is a good practice
lo keep a thick piece of a branch in the cage for it
to exercise its mandibles upon. If you have not
got it. our “Grey Parrot" Nutshell, 2Jd.. post free
from our manager, would help you in general man
agement. There is nothing much wrong with the
bird at present, and it should he quite normal
again in about a month; if not, write again.
DIET FOR CALAH (M. Wright) —Galah is the

vernacular name for the Roseate (Rose breasted)
Cockatoo. It i3 a hardy and' robust specie*, one© It

GENERAL,
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR.

R. Newbury—We think there Is no other way
than soldering of fixing the wires of cage-fronts,
that is, of course, unless you are prepared to put
them into a galvanising bath after making them.
You might bind them* into position by means of
flexible wire, as is done with Farrot cages, and the
other forms of all wire cages, but we presume that
this is not w hat you mean.

Harvest.—The leaves and berries you send are
those of the white lieani tree (Pyrus aria). The
berries form a yery useful food for wild birds, and
we believe the shrub is cultivated in.Francc especially
to encourage the presence of insectivorous birds,
which are as fond of its berries as are the Fieldfares
and Thrushes of our own mountain ash berries. The
fruit, when dried ami reduced lo a powder, lias been
used for making bread; when fermented it is used
in the making of a kind of beer, and a very powerful
spirit is also distilled from the berries.

fl'HE POULTRY*
WORLD. . .

The up-to-date. efficient
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra-
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In-
valuable fcfr the beginner

and the amateur.

Every Friday, Id.
Advertisement Forms A- specimen copy from

"POULTRY WORLD,"
154, Fleet St.. London, E.C. .

PULLING ITS TAIL FEATHERS (Mrs. A. S.).—
I am not clear whether you mean boiled or dry
maize; at any rate, any bird’s food must be varied,
if you have been giving it boiled maize, continue
this, but also supply the following seed mixture:
One quart each canary seed, white millet, and best
white oats, one pint each hemp, sunflower seed, dari,
maize, and shelled monkey nuts—well mix and keep
a supply in the cage. As a young bird, I think it
will outgrow the habit of biting its tail feathers,
but you should put in as large a piece of a thick
branch as the cage will allow, and renew it as re-
quired; it will not only keep the bird occupied climb-
ing about it, but will supply natural mandible exer-
cise as well. Keep cuttlebone and Parrot grit con-
tmually in the cage, but if you have not been giving
the latter, supply it cautiously, a pinch at a time,
at first till the bird becomes accustomed to it. As
you have the Nutshell, you will find therein such
wholesome items of food as may be given as extras
and to vary the normal dietary.* Your treatment as
to bathing and putting it outdoors is correct, but a
bath will not be needed so frequently during the
winter months, and you must take precautions
against a chill while the plumage is damp. At
present it will be sufficient if you put one teaspoon-

of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the drinking water
sufficiently often to keep the bowels moving quite
freely, but not often enough to cause the voiding to
remain watery loose. Continue to supply ripe fruit
and the chemical food.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr. O. Yates. M.R.C.V.3., 1, College Road Bar-

row. Middlesex, will examine ami report upon oead
cage bird* for a fee of Is. Gd. each bird ; for reply
direct. 2s. Gd.: analysis. 21s. Subjects for postmortem cxanflhat.ion must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and anyaccompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; It is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if
a fee is enclosed the loss will bo the sender’s.
W.J., A.B.E.R.—The two birds died of ptomaine

poisoning, the bowels were acutely inflamed, and
both lungs affected with pneumonia.

Miss Beach.—Verminous enteritis and inflamma-
tion of the bowels from the presence of worms.

Mrs. F. Barwick.—Dropsy accruing from disease
of the liver of long origin.
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' TUN Canaries, three compartrimi V breeding «ugc,

touble breeding euge. Urge flight cage; cash oilers .

Hates. Blockkw, Worcester.

BARGAIN, grand Norwich. Yorkshire. Border, ami

Roller cocks, a/ each; cock and hen, 5 /•
;
approval:

McKeand, 15. Quoeli >t.. Castle Bouglae. <••«’>

SPLENDID lot ef Yorkshire or Norwich Canaries,

socks, full song, 4/(i and 5/0 each; hens 2/3; safely

Peeked for any distance; Seedsman, 103, Princess-

t., Manchester. (’, /

I.'OK sale. Crested Norwich cock Canary, year. old.

good rearer, 11)/- • crossed Yorkshire, Norwich, and

Roller cooks, 7,0 ami 10/- each; Holler hens, k/-

ach, er IS/- dozen ;
wanted good schoolmaster and

pair of umoloured rich bull young Cinnamon Nor-

wich: Head Attendant, Coton hill, Stafford. (448)

WANTED, olfers in cash for 3 Yorkshire cocks, <>

Yorkshire hens, 2 Yorkshire, bred 1015, 2 Norwich

icoeks, l hen. Norwich, 18 single, breeding cages, I

t|jght eager, I Yorkshires’ show cages, 7 batlis, egg

mill, nest pans, .racks, hoppers, drinks, egg drawer.

and syringe, etc. ; W. Kaye, 3, lvy-st.,

Moor, Huddersfield.

CAGE BIRDS 107

Crosland
(455)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
TB RES dark cock Goldfinch Mules, 4/- each; three

hens, 1/- each: Alfred Spicer, 392, Chesham, Bucks.

GOLDFINCH Mule cock, full song, 2 years, 10/-;

exchange Goldfinches ; li. Humble, Kirbymoorside.

HEN Canary and her four Goldfinch Mules, 12,6

lot; approval, deposit: George Gibbons, 95, 1’ eel-

terrace, Stafford. dM)
COCK Goldfinch Mules, 7/- each; cock Linnet Mules,

1 5/- ;
approval, cash or deposit : G. Harries, Steam

" Bakery, Goodwick. (4>2)

SALE, light variegated cock Goldfinch Mule, 191:»,

will make a nice bird; offers, cash: Carter, Hair-

dresser, Rhymney, Mon, (4a0)

HOUSE moulted Goldfinch cock and Norwich hen,

bred 9 young, one clear one ; 12/6 ;
bargain : Stan.i-

Jand, Collin,eham, Newark. (452)

NOTICE.—Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-

finches, Linnets, Bulfinchcst, Chaffinches, from

catchers: Blackett, 2, Boole-st., New Nortli-rd.,

London. (4144

H ANDSOME 4-pointed Goldfinch Canary Mule, war-

ranted cock, fit show, £2; Buff 6-pointed Mule, Si's.

' hen, mother of Mule, 25/-
;
Yellow Sib. hen and her

I » variegated Mules, 25/- ; Rowley, Elston, Creditou.
I/. , v4ol)

VARIEOWTED Redpoll-Canary, variegated Green-

finch-Canary, dark Redpoll, two dark Greenfinch-

Canaries, all cocks; pair Norwich, pair Yorkshires;

lot for cood hybrids: Hingley, Central, Quarry

Bank, Staffs.
( <

45C >

Tdoves.
PAIR of young White Java Doves for sale, price

3/0; Wateombe, Thornton Le Dale, Yorks. (456)

BEAUTIFUL pair of pure bred White Java Doves,

in show condition, 4/6 the pair: Sagar, North End,

Wetherby. (449)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
BEAUTIFUL pair Melba Finches, fit for show, 60/-

;

outdoors since May: Miss Mary Boyd, Webbey,
Bideford. (450)

PAIR red-faced Love Birds, acclimatised, 12 months,

£1 ;
also British birds, cheap ; Dyer, 30, Albion-st.,

Cheltenham. (451)

CALIFORNIAN Quail, young birds of this season

reared - in aviary, 5/- each; S. AmpliJet, Birming-

ham-rd., Walsall. (444)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, mimic,
accept 45/-, with cage; Mrs. Davies, 3, Clifford-st.,

Ail Saints,. Manchester. (454)

THREE pairs aviary breed Budgerigars, 4 Yellow,

2 Green, 1 young Green, the lot 22/-: F. Jones, 97,

Halil-green, Bradley, Bileton. (452)

PARROTS. Anger tame, Blue and Red Macaw,
White Cockatoo, lovely talker: A. Keegan, 3>,

Upper Ormond Quay, Dublin. (430)

VERY fine Amazon Parrot, beautiful plumage, very

good talker, thoroughly acclimatised, £5 with cage:

P. B., 37, Salisbury-rd., Harrow. (454)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot for sale,, grand talker,

niimic, and whistler, 5 years old; £4, with cage:

85, Corporatkm-rd., Workington. (453)

EXCELLENT talking Amazon Parrot, good whistler

and mimic; accept 50/-, with cage; bargain: Seeds-

man, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (461)

BARGAIN. African grey, good talker, whistler,

and mimic, and cage: third at Newark Show; £5
or offers: Staniland, CoUingham, Newark. (452)

WILL give 0/- each for any quantity of Cockatiels,

Indian Green Parakeets. Quakers, or any hardy

Parrakeet: Chapman, High fit., Birmingham. -
BIRDS that pay! Green Budgerigars, 6/-; Yellows.

7/- per pair; finest obtainable: The Aviaries, 59,

Hammond-st., Parkinson-lane, Halifax. (433)

BEAUTIFUL acclimatised African Grey Parrot,

good talker, whistles, mimics; four years-; square
cage; particulars: Mrs. Gilbert, Shadoxburst, Kent.

(453)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, selected

breeding pairs, 6/-; Yellows. 8/-; cokernut husk
nests, 5/- dozen; Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (451)

KING Amazon Parrot, splendid talker, with cage,

55/- lot; cage cost 25/-; w-ould exchange for foreign

birds or siDging Canaries; Vernum, 298, Lillie-rel.,

Fulhaip. • (456) •

WANTED,' African Grey Parrot and cage; give

cash and valuable new set of furs, long stole and
pillow muff, cost £4 4s. : Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,

Dunstable.
TRUE pair Crimson-ringed Whydahs, true pair

Brown-capped Fire-Finches
;

imported from Africa

two months ago: E. W. Harper, 6, Asbburnliain-

rd.. Bedford, (428)

FIVE pairs Bronze-wing Doves, 40/-: Diamond
Doves, 30/-

;
Necklace- Doves, 15/- ; pair fled Crested

Pochards, 30/-: Wm. Shore Baily, Boyles House,
Westbury, Wilts. (454)

CHAMPION Amazon Parrot, splendid talker, ac-

climatised, healthy, hardy, very tame, says many
words ;

large cage ;
45/-: W right, Bromfield, Park-

lane, Old Basford. (451)

GREEN Cardinal, male bird, 45/-; Sugar Bird, 30/-;

on© Troupial, on full soBg, 30/-; the three above
birds are in absolute- show plumage: G. B. Chap-
man, High-st., Birmingham.
PARROT, African Grey, seven years old, plumage

perfect, exceptional talker and mimic; £8 10s.; part
exchange winning strain Puller Canaries: Harper,
Victoria-cottage, Dagmar-terrace, Muswcll Hill. (452)

TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-
tised, healthy,, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,

large' cage, 45/6: Miss Carry, -266,. Dudley Tort. (400)

2SI- ONLY. LAST PAIR.
EIGHT pairs of Blue Breasted Waxhills, offered

recently ; 7 pairs sold at 50/-, 45/-, 40/-,' 35
.

-
; the

last pair 1o dear 26 -, worth honestly 45 -; |n-rb ct

health and show form, flying outdoors aviary;

chance of a lifetime ;
Golden Backed Weaver ad-

vertised .-old; pair Ribbons, show specimen*. 10/6

;

Nutmegs ditto, 10/6; Green Budgerigars, 6/6; Yel-

lows, 8/0; largest winning strain extant, 1st Pair e
",

1914, two lsts, two cups York, 1014, etc. :
cham-

pion York. Terrier, full pedigree, bargain, 50/-;-Sfirc

winner: Collinghourne and Co., Live Stock Special-

ists, Boston Lodge, CLristeiiurch-rd., East Sheen.

BLUE fronted Amazon Parrot and cage, guaran-

teed talker, it laughs, cries, whistles, and mimics

anything; splendid plumage; only £3, .or part ex-

change Canaries, Mules, or foreign birds; J- iu-

graiy. 54, Goulton-st., Hull.
,

(451)

GREY Parrots, acclimatised, specimens, finger-

tame, good plain talkers and mimics, perfectly

trained- birds, prices £6 10s., £7 -10s., £8 10s., and

£10 each'; cages from 20/-; 14 days’ approval:

Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (457)

MAGNIFICENT Blue-fronted Amazon, acclima-

tised and can say over 40 different words ;
whistles

and imitates anything, with large round cage; a

bargain, 55/-; 14 days’ trial, deposit with Editor:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford, (456)

THOSE who have bought or thoea who are about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get " Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2!d. post free, but the tip* it gives are

priceless : from : Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,

K.C. (2d. from agente, a list of whom is published

frequently.)
FROM outdoor unheated aviary, one pair of Zebra

Finches, also two cocks, two Lavender Finches, be-

lieved a pair; all the birds in perfect health and
condition, and thoroughly acclimatised ; will cell

separately: what offers’;: Miss 15., The Glade, Dil-

ton-hill Surbiton. (448)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept succeesfully. But you must
follow the hint© given in “ Nutshell No. 14," from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2jd. From agents (see list, frequently pub-

lished).

SPECIALLY selected Australian birds for sale ;

B-ichenos, Ringed, Mask, Diamonds, Plumheads, Red
and Black Goulds, and one pair of Fire-tail Finches

;

following Parrakeets : hen Pennants, hen Bullan
Bullan, cock and hen Kings; cecks, Barrabands,
Crimson Wings. Golden Shoulder (hooded variety),

and Red Vented Blue Bonnet: wanted, Seth Smith’s
bcok on Parrakeets: R. Cotton, 9, Birkendale-rd.,

Sheffield. (453)

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helnful in-

formation on this variety will be found in " Nutshell

No 19,’’ the author of which is Wesley T. Page-,

F.Z.S. Get it at once. 24d. post free from Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-et.. London, E.C. 2d. from our

agent© (list published frequently).
AFRICAN Silver Grey Parrot, red tail, 10 months

in England, talking, whistling, mimic, make extra

good one, splendid health and feather, only £3 10s. ;

Blue-fronted Amazon, genuine talker, mimic, tame,
splendid plumage, -40/-; very fine double fronted

Amazon, extra fine talker, sings, laughs, cries, imi-

tate cats, dogs, poultry, etc., £3; grand bare eyed
Cockatoo, talking, nice pet for lady or little girl,

can handle him as you please, 30/- ;
Sulphur Crested

Cockatoo, tame,, 25/- ;
young Rock Parrots, 10/6

each
;

one good talker, with cage, 25/- ;
one Nor-

wegian cock Thrush, lovely songster, 10/6: Day,

The Aviaries. Porter-st., Hull. - (451)

COCKS: Green Cardinal, Waylers and Violaceous

Hangnests, Red Rosellas, Bluebonnet, Yellow-winged

Sugarbird, Red-headed-Cutthroat Hybrid, St. Helena
Waybill. Striated Mannikin, Longtailed Glossy

Starling. Hens: Pileated Bunting, Queren Whydahs,
Pennant Parrakeet, Stanley Parrakeet. Pairs: Senegal

Parrots, Yellow-winged Sugarbirds. Red-hacked
Shrikes, Russ Weavers, Grey Javas, Grey Waxhills.

Chestnut-breasted, Longtailed and Rufous-tailed

Ora-ssfinches. Wanted, in good condition, feet per-

fect, Pope Cardinal, pair Red-crested ditto. Yellow-

billed hen, Green ditto. Fawn and White Bengalee,

Indian or African Silverbills, hen Pekin Robin :

Silver. 7 Bampton-rd.. Forest Hill, S.E. (455)

TRUE ’ pairs:—S. African Amethystine Sunbirds,

£7 10/- r Melba Finches, 45/-: Mandarin Starlings,

40/-; Sydney Waxhills. 35/-; Violet Tanagers. 30/-;

Blue-breasted Waxhills, 30/-; Yellow-rumpc-d Serins,

12 /6 ;
Pink-breasted Waxhills, 10/-, Bronzes winged

Mannikins', 7/6; Magpie Mannikins, 7/6; Comhas-
sous, 7 6; odd cocks: fine Singing Sliama, 60/-;

Crowned Tanager, 15/-; Alpine Accentor, 10/-; Sul-

phury Seedeatcr, 10/-; Redheaded Finch, 10/-; Rib-

bon Finch. 5/-- Swainson’e Sparrow, 5/-: also grand

Yellow-backed’ Lory, 40/-; tame Sulphur-creste-d

Cockatoo, 25/-; six healthy young Peach-faced Love-

birds, sex not guaranteed, 35/- each, £9 the lot:

Frost, 13, Fairlawn-ave., Chiswick, London. (441)

Finest
gerlgan
liens, :

BUDGER8GARS
elected gold medal strained Green

mi 7 days’ approval at our risk, 5/6

> 11 1 of
order
dying

Bud
pair

;

;aehT Yellows, In magnificent condition,

very large 'birds, 7/0 pair; liens, 3; 9 each. At the

prevent lime we have in took over «/» «*•

ally line Budgerigars, tlic.-e birds are all living in

a very cold room ant] giiiuttblc lor turiiin;

door# immediately. 'Vo despatch KUinc ‘lay a

arrive#: guarantee safe arrival, and any bird

within 7 days replaced free of charge: O. Chapman.

Jllgh-fit.. Birmingham. Phone—Central 6. J. lclc-

grams -Parrakeet.

TALKING PARROTS'
To those who have been disappointed in pur

chasing a Parrot wo wish to offer the finest iclcc-

tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including Aim an

Greys, Amazon©, Indian Rocks, Cockatoo*, Macaws,

etc. We wish all intending purchasers of 1 arrets

to place themielves in communication with us,

when we will immediately forward them a lull list

of genuine Talking Parrots. The birds we offer are

exactly ns described on price list; good, sound,

healthy /stock at lowest market prices. Wo guar-

antee safe arrival of all stock, And despatch same

day as order arrives: G. B. Chapman, Highs...

Birmingham. ’Phone, .Central 689. iclegiam,

“Parrakeet.”

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on

'month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Farrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do

this, although some advertise similar terms and

don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at

once, for my price list and free large book. "Parrot

Prattle ” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more

than any ether dealer), full names and addresses,

proving all best Parrots come from these' aviaries.

Press ’opinions and many interesting facts ;
sent

post free. Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, Mcre-

eambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morccambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, EVforeeamfoe

WANTED, weekly supply of Goldfinches, Bull
finches, Chaffinches, and Siskins: State price- le

Grade, Bird Deux r, Wisliaw, Scotland. (455)

WANTED,' any quantity of Br:ti;h and foreign
bird ; best price given; also litters of puppies:
Harris. 55. Beak-st., Itegeiit-it., London, W. (155)

MuleWANTED for cash, Canari
finches, either sex; state lowest prim:
Bird Dealer 40. Bi -on d., New Cm.

s

WANTED all kinds <f healthy
Goldies, Bullies, and filski.is; state ..

Frank Spark :, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgo
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfineliu, Li
or ir.all quantities weekly, of catcher*:
Osborn.:, Naturalist, Dial 1/ y-rd.. Wop.

WANTED, any Quantity of Goldf/nciie’
hen Canaries and Mules; state pri
Hughes, Bird Merchant,

id Cold-
niriglon,

(442)

e. Dundee,
ks, in large

t h. LejV iV

( 450 )

Bullfinches,
. : Thomas

\VARIOUS BIRDS.

Salt!cy-rd., Birmingham.
(1 50)

WANTED, anything alive for prompt cash;
hankers. Union Bank of Manchester; cash or de-
posit: Regent Aviaries, Oja, Regent-bridge, Salford.

(451)

WANTED, Larks. Linnets, lSullfinrbe Canaries,
Goldfinches, Redpolls, young rabbits, liaii/ g;'.;wn

chickens, fowls: Bedford, Bird Shop, Goccfw ! .

,

Birmingham. (456)
WANTED Canaries; exchange three 6 yard dress

lengths; fawn, brown and mixture; ail wool; pet-
tern f-ent; birds first: J. Ellis, 6, Chun
Ravensthorpe, Yorks. (452)
WANTED for prompt cash all hinds of healthy

Canaries and Mulco, also Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-
finches; send ioweot price to: A Leitcii, East End
Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgatc, Glasgow. (399)
WANTED all kinds cf healthy Canaries, also

Goldfinches, Bullfinches. Siskins, Linnets, and all

sorts of British birds for prompt' cash; approval:
Vance, 6, Stirling-st. (City), Glasgow. (453

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good large young birds, will give 5/- to 6/- couple,

any quantity; a’«o Norwich, Mules
;

particulars,
price; hankers, London County and Westminster;
'phone 3317 DaUiton ;

stamp reply; Oliver and Co.,
101, Bridport-pL, Hoxton. (423)

WANTED Canaries, Linnets, Parrots, Goldfinches,
Puppies, Rabbits, etc.; good prices paid; particulars,
price. Bankers: London County and Westminster
Bank, Ltd, Stamp reply to: STIRLINGS Live
Stock Stores, Surrey Street, Croydon.

PAIR of Borders, pair oi Norwich, Goldfinch* Mule

and, green Norwich hen, 15/6: Uuckle, 31, Gorden-rd.

Kingston-on-Thames.
.

(456)

FROM outdoor aviary, 4 hen Canaries, o cock

Canaries, cock Cutthroat, Grey Java, White Java,

2 hen Weavers, cock Weaver, full colour, Speckled

Finch, 50/- to clear; giving up aviary: Gordon Frost.

West Wratting, Cambridge. (452)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS

Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded

more gold cups than any other kind©: bred in our

outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the

county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or

easy payment. <394 >

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking

warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-

sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

J. PITCHFOKD
Offers following, all acclimatised, from outdoor
aviaries, show condition : 1 pair each White Javas,
Grey Javas, Red Avadavats, Spice Birds, Bronze
Wings, Blackhead Mannakins, 5 Bengalese Fiifches,

1 cock Madagascar Weave/ in colour, cock Cut-
throat, Green singing Fiifch, Rufieauda Finch, Orange
Cheek Waxbill, Napoleon Weaver, Red Headed
Finch, hen Zebra Finch, hen Pintail Whydah: Ad-
dress, 218, London-rd., Stoke-on-Trent.

DE VON & CO.
Cock Hawfinch, 4/6 ;, Dovc-s, 3/6 pair

;
_Goldfish, tele-

scope fantail Swordfish, etc.; see price lists
;
tame

mice and rats, I/- pair; guinea pigs, all colours,

2/- pair; Wood Pigeons, 4/- each; Wild Turtle
Doves wanted; Thrush, 3/6; talking Macaw, £6;
Quail Finches, 30/- pair; Peach-faced Lovebirds, £4
pair; Blue-breasted Waxhills, 30/- pair; Budgerigars,

4 1- pair; Yellows, 7/0; Tits, 2/- pair; Wagtails, 1/0;

Dormice, 2/6 pair ;
gentles, 2/0 quart ; ants’ eggs,

flies, millet seed and sprays, cuttlefish, etc. : 114,

,
Bethnal Greej-rd.. London.

WANTED.
[

ANYTHING alive; good price given for Parrots:

Jopson, Newton Heath, Manchester. (455)

WANTED all breeds of Canaries; state prices;

Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (456)

WANTED all kinds of British birds; state prices:

Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (4o6)

HOLLER organ wanuJ, offers with full particu-

lars to: Carter, 43 Albert-rd., S. Norwood, S.E. (456)

WANTED to purchase all kinds surplus stocks ol

Canaries, cheap for cash : Stephens, West Drayton.
(452

WANTED, young cock Canaries (songsters): State

prices to Gracie, Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland.
(455)

WANTED, Birds, Dogs, Monkeys, Parrots, Rabbits,

etc; purchase or exchange: Barlow’s Aviaries, Green-

wich. (457)

WANTED, Parrots, also litters of puppies, Persian

kittens, etc.: Davies, 3, Clifiord-st., Oxford-rd., Man-
chester. (454)

WANTED a pair of Canaries
;
exchange rolled gold

lever watch, sell 21/-: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson : t.,

Glasgow. .
(446)

WANTED, large wicker cage suitable for Magpie,

must be plain and strong: Itoyle, Lympsham Manor,
Somerset. (456)

WANTED few Owls, also Magpies, must be reason-

able, or exchange goed banjo: Hayward, Chiirch-

st., Chard. *(452)

WANTED, Canaries and Mule birds, all classes;

state class aml price to: W. Powick, Eastfield Cot-

tage, Dewsbury. (444)

WANTED, someone to ma^e cage fronts for a

flight, exchange good Borders: T. Young, East Sleek-

hurn. Bcdlington. (456)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, and
Mules, for cash; approval; Bosher, 345, Barking-

rd., East Ham, Essex. (433)

WANTED all kinds of healthy British birds for

cash; state variety and prices to: E.dwin North, 443,

Manchester-rd., Bradford. (456)

WANTED, Canaries a.ndi British, oil varieties;

state price for cash ; Muir, City Bird and Cage Mart
176, Saitmarket, Glasgow. (456)

WANTED, any quantity of good typical Norwich,
healthy birds only, state lowest price; Scott, 22,

Harcourt Drive, Glasgow. (456)

WANTED, for export, any quantity of hen Canar-
ies and hen Mules, cheap; offers: Davies, 3, Clifford-

st-., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (45*1)

WANTED, in perfect condition, pair Red-crested,

Grey Cardinals, price, age, and if caged: Harbcrd,
Norton Park, Cockermouth. (450),

WANTED, Canaries and Mules', either sex: state

lowest price for prompt cash : Robinson, 33, Besson-

st.. New Cross, London, S.E. (422)

WANTED, large Canaries for re-sale; small or

large quantities ;
state lowest prices : Chalmers, 33a.

Stevensem-st., Calton, Glasgow. (445)

WANTED large pair clap nets, exchange mitre

machine; take 44 mould; sell 12/C: Williams,

Queen's Head, Newcastle, Staffs. (454)

WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-

tin, 9), Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241)

LANDRAILS wanted, would exchange April

hatched Block Wyandotte*, prize strain, or sell:

Miller, Rectory, Soutbwick, Sussex. (4afi)

WANTED, all varieties Canari-. s and British and

Foreign birds*, 'must he cheap, cash sent with order:
‘ McKeand, Seahright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

WANTED anything alive; birds, animals, beasts,

reptiles, etc. : Head Keeper, Princess Menageries,

161 and 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (451)

WANTED, large healthy young Canaries, exchange

Pomeranian, Pekingese, or 48-key English concertina,

42/-: 17, Pembroke-rd'., Walthamstow. 1455)

WANTED, dogs, puppies, Canaries, British birds,

rabbits Parrots, pigeons, cavies, bantams, etc.

;

state full particulars: Arthur Wicks, Norwich.

WAITED, ANY QUANTITY
1915 Norwich, Yorkshire, and P.oTler Canaries, also
Goldfinch and Linnet Mules. Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Siskins, Linnets, efc.

; best prices given per return
po.*t : SaiKlifords, Bird Specialist, Preston,

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mulct*,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

WANTED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest- and Crested bred, all

kiinde of Mules, Linnets, Goldfinch's, Bullfinches,
and other Hardbills, tor export trade; prompt cash,
or deposit; state price; also pure bred dog puppies
of all kinds; Howard and Sons, Bird Judges and
High-class Live Stock Dealers, 1, Scfater-st., and
28. Bethnal Grecn-rd., London

; also 77, Pitt-et-, Nor-
wich. Best buyers in tjie country. Est. 53 years.

WANTED
Wanted, any quantity of 1915 Canaries, including

Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich and Rollers; good
prices given. We respectfully request all bird
fanciers to communicate with us, as we are open
to buy all surplus ^stock, and open to take any
quantity. Cash by return of post

;
no waiting.

Bankers, Barclays, London; Parrs, Birmingham;
G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. ’Bbone
Central 689. Telegrams “ Parrakeet.”

[sale or EXCHANGE.

Mainly British.

WE. buy, sell, or exchange any live stock, British
or foreign: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull, (451)
EXCHANGE dozen cock Linnets, hard on seed, foi

roller cock; sell 4/-: W. Jones, 29, English-st., Hull.

TWO cock Goldie Mules, exchange 2 bitch Ferrets,
year old ones; sell 12/-: Colburn, 53, Roundhay-rd.,
Leeds. • (455)

EXCHANGE black silk kingfisher net, 9yds. by
4ft., for H.M. Goldfinch, or sell 8,-; approval both
ways,, bird first: J. Mallatrott, 11, Birkland-st.,
Mansfield. (454)

TWO cock Goldfinches, proved Mule breeders, 1

cock Linnet, 3 breeding cages, water pots, seed
boxes, etc., cheap

;
stamp for reply : A. Crowe,

Stables,. 161, Willesden-lane, N.W. (452)-

Mainly Canaries.

HIGH class Crested* pairs, sell 30/- pair, or ex-
change good gramophone: Jeffrey, 209, York-rd.,
Battersea, London. (454)

EXCHANGE, cock and two hens. Yorkshires. 1915

bred, for gramophone and records: Bereeford, 27,

Ycrk-st., Leek, Staffs.. (449)

YELLOW Yorkshire ccck, 2 Buff hens, value 25/-;
exchange exhibition code Goldfinch: Tansey, 57,

Reid-st., Springburn, Glasgow. (457)

EXCHANGE pair 1914 Rollers for Norwich songs-
ter, also Yorkshire ccck for Norwich, yours first

:

Goodman, Edgar-rd., Yiewsley. (454)

EXCHANGE two good Canaries for good Goldfinch
Mule, must have ’Finch note, yours first: Mr. G.
Cowley, South Mead-lane, Henstridge. 0153)

EXCHANGE Buff cock. Butt hen, Norwich, also

brass hanging cage, for Goldfinches, or offers: A.

Rowland, Newtown, Dunton, Biggleswade, Beds.
(452)

-BUFF cock, winner 3rd Gardener, 2nd Robson, also

Yellow hen, H.C., 35/-, or exchange songsters

;

approval: Bartlett, Lawn Cottage, Milford-on-Se.i.

Hants. (454)

MUST sell two pairs Shacklcton’s Yorkshires, two
pairs Hodder’s Norwich, 4 breeding cages, 10/0 pair

with cage; offers household goods: Haytock. Flor-

ence-st. , Rochdale. (457)

EXCHANGE pair prize bred Lizards for dozen
fresh caught cock Goldies, prize bred Yorkshire

cock for. 8 cock ..Bellies; yours first: Gregory, 129,

Seaside. Eastbourne- {451!
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1014 ROLLER cock, Norwich, two Yorkshire cocks,
one double, two single breeders; cash hirers, or

exchange for puppies: Smith, No. 1, Coopei 's-piace,

Crowther-st., Salford. (451)

SEVERAL pairs of Yorkshires and Yorkshire and
Roller cross and hens; exchange outer covers or

walking stick, gun, or useful: Jennings, No. 24,

Doleyfelinst., Caerphilly, Glam. (454)

TO exhibitors, Three 1015 Norwich cocks, clear

Yellow, 15/-; clear Huff, 15/-; heavily marked Yel-

low, 12/C; hot fed and ready lor immediate exhi-

bition; approval; would ex-change light- Mule or

Hybrid: J. \V. Johnson, Wigan rd., Ormskirk. (454)

(
Mainly Foreign.

]

GRAND pair budgerigars, green cock, yellow hen,

broedor's pair Weaver 1
*; what offer*, cash or British:

Smith, 1, Cooper's pi., Crouther st., Salford. (442)

|
Miscellaneous.

|

CRYSTAL Palace aviary, .-oil 12,10, worth double. or

what offer.-*: Ulake, BO. Wellington rd., Wouldstone.

TWO IiOIO Holler cocks, 7/6 each; 1011 lien, 3/-;

night cage, 36 x 15: Booth, 3, Crow Nest, Burnley.

PURE bred Hamoye-de dog, exchange high class

Holler eoek, or .sell 1 5/-: Newby. 93, lTeutOil-st.,

Fleetwood,
EIGHT double-sided disc records, sell i/0; ex-

change birds or oilers; Simpkln, 2-1, Algarve-rd.,

Bnrl.sllekl, S.W.
,

(*»!)

LADIES' gold keyloss watch, good time-keeper,

27/0, or part exchange; Chapman, 137, Whitflcld-

bt., London, W. t‘151)

li\Cll ANGE for Goldfinches or Canaries, Fox
Terrier, smooth dog, sell, 20/-; Fox, 1, Church,

st., Workington ('*'72)

PRINTING press; complete, good, 10/-; bird

catch r’s net 3/-. or exchange birds; Vcrnum, 203,

Lillie rd., Fulham. (150)

TWO March hatched pullets, 5/0; 4 racing homers,

8/-; exchange birds; oilers; C’ripps, 05, Sherc-rd.,

Deptford, London. (454)

SIX new 8-oz. paint brushes, pure bristles, 4/- each;
exchange cock Canaries, poultry: Foyle, Platelayers'

Arms, New Barnet. (456)

EXCHANGE loud gramophone, 0 selections, for

field glasses or Norwich; sell 15/-; otters: M a Ionic,

113, High-st., Jarrow. (455)

EXCHANGE, surplus Canaries, for ladies’ cycle,

air gun, cycle cape, camera tripod, fountain pen:
it, Ncvett-st., Preston. (450)

WllAT oilers in pullets for two pairs Canaries,

one cock, two hen Bullies, hand reared : A. Lloyd,

Denne Hark, llorsham. (451)

ONE of tho best Bull bitches living, excellent

pedigree, .to
; useful exchange : Carter, 200, Monta-

gu-rd., Upper Edmonton. (451)

WANTED, oilers in Canaries or cock Mules; ex-

change tweed suit length, 25/-; approval: Heron,
Burnside, Castle Douglas. (455)

CENT'S Cycle, Stunner-Archer 3-speed gear, good
condition, 40/-, or exchange; otters: Jackson, lq,

Bembridge-place, Heading. (451)

WILL exchange sea rod, reel, for singing cock
and hen Canary ; approval ; Clement, 4, Bond-st.,
Monkwcarmouth, Sunderland. (454)
EXCHANGE 4-compartment cage lor three York-
shire hens, or anything useful; sell, til-; yours first;

121 , Cannook-rd., Chadsmore. (452)

EXCHANGE 12 disc records, nearly new, for two
pairs of Budgerigars; good birds: Haynes, Welling-

ton-st. Potteries, Castleford. (453)

WHAT otters for two 1014 'Black ltosecomb pullets

and pen (3) Old English Spangle Game Bantams

:

Mason, Bakewell-st., Coalville. (454)

TOPCOAT, lit gentleman 5ft. Cin., nearly i.<-w, 20/-;
exchange Canaries, Goldfinches, otters . Davison,
Crow’s Nest, Haddenham, Bucks. (454)

EDISON Gem Phono., 2 homo, 50 records, all

perfect, 26/-, or useful exchange; pedigree dog
wanted : 63, Bracton-rd., Rothcrhithe. (456)
WANTED, 12-bore cartridges; exchange one gallon

pure white enamel, or otters in Canaries or British

:

Sheppard, 30, New-buiidings,, Frome. (454)

GIRL’S bicycle, 45/-; gent.’s, 21/-; another, 35/-;

racer, 35 - : exchange gramophone, incubator, or
poultry : Morgan, Shakespeare-st., Cardiff. (455)
EXCHANGE gent.’s cycle, 30/-; Australian Parrot,

25/-, or Canaries, for anything; wanted, overcoat:
Poore, 227a, Uttoxetcr-rd., Longton, Staffs. (452)

TWENTY electric-light globes; 2 dozen good 10-in

records ; wanted, Rollers, Goldfinches, or cages

:

W. Gibbons, 87, Glengall-rd., Pcckham, S.E. (454)

ONE hundred coins, 3/6; pair opera glasses, 3/6,
5/C; zig-zag puzzle, 2/0; exchange rabbits or Can-
aries : Middleton, 96, Northgate, Canterbury. (453)

EXCHANGE 20 records, mostly Zonophones, for
wire-haired Fox Terrie.r dog; would give more for
good dog : Holmes, 13, Henrietta-st., Blackburn. (456)
USEFUL exchange, china tea service, nicely de-

corated. 40 pieces
;

high clas Canaries or British
birds: Procter, 78,. Market-st., Fenton, Staffs. (454)
HIMALAYAN'S, doe, 4/6; 2 cock Bullies, 4/-; climb-

ing roses, 1/3 each; exchange either for Linnets or
pock Mules : Collins, Morchard Bishop, Devon. (453)
1915 long distance racers, well bred, hens 2'- each

;

pedigrees missing
; Fed. rung ; exchange Hardbills

:

Gouidson, Harbour View', St. Budo, Devonport. (453)
CHAMPION Dutch and English Rabbits, also Red

Dutch Cavies, winners, cheap
;

or exchange for
cycle or Canaries; Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (452)
EXCHANGE high-class Siefert Rollers, also cross-

bred pullets, for scrap brass, copper, zinc, block tin,
etc. : E. A. Dean, 28, Hope View, Carr Lane, Shipley,
Yorks. (453)
FOR sale or exchange, tortoise English doe, good

colour, price 7 /6, or exchange for two Rhode Island
Reds; approval: G. Dobson, 2, Farfoulsyke, Loftus,
Cleveland. ’

(452)
EXCHANGE good .breed Irish Terrier bitch, heavy

ill whelp, splendid guard, for Norwich cocks’ in full
song; vours first: F. Deavail, Confeetio.ier, F»an-
bury, Oxon.- (453)
WANTED, offers. Canaries, exchange oilk velvet

jacket and vest, new, chest 40, cost £4 its.; also
Scotch blankets, value 25/-: Drummond, 15, Hutcbe-
son-st., Glasgow. ('153)

WANTED otters in rabbits or poultry, give in ex-
change high-class pair Yorkshires, cock winner,
17/6 pair, or Norwich cocks, 1915 bred: A. Bridg-
water, Warwick. (452)
BARRED Rocks, pure strain, ccck, hen, 12/6; ex-

change wire-haired dog; also White Wyandotte
cockerel, exchange pair Budgerigars; offers:
Criddeford, Lapford. (452;
BEAUTIFUL cur bitch, fat and bonny, used to
:attlc, splendid companion and yard dog, 16/-- or
exchange anything: Bcecroft, Poultry Farm, Blaze-
5(1(1, l’atclcy Bridge.

(455)
\1 ILL exchange one pair of lady’s shoes or ono

Ires.-, length or suit length, any colour, for 5 young
bred, or 5 old bens: Cummings, 4,

Liehmoad -tarr.. Leeds. (454)

SILVER-PLATED b flat cornet, cost £4; accept £2;
also Piccolo, in uso, nearly now, 15/-; all in perfect
order; exchange Canaries or Mules: J. Slieard, 2,
Saekville-st., Ravcnsthorffe, Yorks. (452)
WHAT offers, cash or exchange, for 2 pairs Canar-

ies, 2 pairs Budgerigars, 2 pairs Chaffinches (twice
house moulted), and 2 Mules, hens: T. Lister,
Hucchholin, Levon, Fife. No cards. (455)
WHIPPET pup for sale, or exchange for Canaries

<> something useful; sire, Champion Shirley Kiiii-

star ; dam, Tafftna; winner every time out; Bryn
Jones, Mynydbaeh, Luridorc, Swansea. (455)
FOR male, gent.’s cycle, in good order, Eadie
Coaster, practically new tyres; exchange for
guaranteed healthy Talking Parrot and cage : John
Park, II, High Northgate, Darlington. (451)
HAND-REARED cock Blackbird, 4/6; approval;

<|Ualillty of breeders and appliances; sale or ex-
change; wanted, usbing rod and tackle; letters:
Wainford, Postman, lJengoo, Hertford. (452)
MUST clear! Four large singing Yorkshires, 7/6;

S hens, 2/6; 1915; double-breeder, used orice, 6/-i
sell or exchange mack., umbrella or razors; offers:
Bernard, Summcrlcaze, Budo, Cornwall. (452)
SHEET rubber, lift. gin. by ‘lit. Gin. by J thick,
weight 1211)3., suitable for carriage mat or motdr;
take a big stout 1915 Norwich hen in exchange

:

offers: Brown, 22, Alma rd., Weymouth. (459)
NOTICE! We want all kinds of birds, parrots,
poultry, rabbit.", gramophones, records, cameras,
anything, in exchange for cutlery and plate, etc.:
Write, Smith Bros., 49, Pear-st., Sheffield. (454)
EXCHANGE 5 pairs good Rollers, 3 Norwich hens,

1 cock Goldfinch, l cock Bullfinch, 1 show basket,
3 show cages, for fretwork tools, mandoline, or
offers; sell, 50/-: West, Britannia-st., Aylesbury,
Bucks. (454)
PAIR Yorkshire Canaries, 15/-; Yorkshire hen, 2/6;

Scotch Terrier puppy, six weeks old 10/-; exchange
any above for Budgerigars, Parrakeet, British or
Foreign Finches : Geo. llopw'ood, 47, Chester-rd.,
Audlcy, Staffs. (453)
EXCHANGE, gont.’s English lever, jewelled and

capped, good timekeeper, for Roller cock ; no rub-
bish offered, none wanted; approval both ways;
bird first; cell 27/6: Burke’s Restaurant, 24, P.ol-

ton-rd., Blackburn. (449)
WHAT offers in good Rollers, cock Canaries, for

splendid heavy Ayrshire blankets, value 21/-; linen
table-cloth, value 6/6; or solid silver double sovereign
ease; wanted, young cock Jay; mutual approval:
Anderson, 8, Byres-rd

,
Particle, Glasgow. (453)

GRAMOPHONE; 10 double records, perfect condi-
tion, SO/-; also 2 pairs blue trousers, new, 15/-, cost
30/-; suit tali man; exchange above and little casli

for gOcd Cycle; anything useful; approval: Edward
Lovell, 31, Upper Portland-st., Aston, Birmingham.
BARGAIN to anyone; lady’s free-wheel eyrie, in

good running order, with new outer covers, also new
inner tubes, will exchange for Canaries, cr accept
£2; approval anywhere if all expenses paid and
deposit cash with the Editor of this book : H. Cox,
Ox, Hope-st., Birmingham. (453)

36 CANARIES. Yorkshire and Norwich, nearly ail

young ones, 8 double breeding cages, 4 flight cages,
13 single cages, 9 Y'orkshire show cages, 8 Norwich
show cages, 4 cases, 18 baths, 30 nest pans, anjj

all utensils, £10 10s.
;
.inspection invited; approval:

Cattoji, Meltham, Huddersfield. (455)

BLACK-RED Bantam cock and Partridge hen. Old
English Game Duckwing Bantam cock, and Bantam
hen. Old English Game, five cross-bred Bantams,
bred from Sebrights, 1915 early hatched, 3 pullets,

2 cockerels; what offers in young Mules or young
Canaries, approval both ways; George Smith,
Fruiterer, Flackwcll Heath, Bucks. (451)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, underclothes,
draperies, bedding, cutlery, fire-irons, cycle tyres,

and anything required for livestock of ail descrip-
tions ; birds, monkeys, parrots, Persian cats, pups,
poultry, goats, etc.

;
most reliable exchange in the

Fancy; thousands of testimonials from leading

fanciers and club secretaries: Jopson’s Exchange
Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester. (455)

WILL give value in boots, shoes, clothing, blankets,

bedding, drapery, cycle tyres, cutlery, jewellery,

etc., or household goods of every description

required in exchange for birds, dogs, puppies, Persian

kitten, common poultry. Bantams, Doves, Squirrels,

Parrots, Monkeys, or live stock of any description

;

reliable dealing* only
;
thousands of unsolicited testi-

monials from all parts; stamp reply: Manager, Live-

stock Exchange, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. Estab-
lished 1884,

/
(456)

WE ARE THE PEOPLE

WHOLESALE prices at Smarts. Covers, 3/6;
tubes, 2/8; pumps, 9d. ; pedals, 1/5 pair

; saddles,
2/11; perhaps you want something we have not
mentioned. Then send a postcard and get our
wholesale illustrated catalogue by return, free. Our
only address : Smart's, Limited, Cycle Factory,
Birmingham.

( 444 )NOW you can get tubes for 2/8 each, but only
from Smarts, when you combine quality with the
price. In three months’ time they will be unob-
tainable at this price. Therefore buy now; but buy
from Smart’s and get quality as well as whole-
sale prices. Send for wholesale catalogue, post
free: Smart’s, Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham.

|

Cavies.
CAV Y-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, "Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs)," is now ready. Deals fully
witli the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2Jd., post free, from CAGE Birds, 154, Fleet
Street. London, E.C.

27, “The Care of the Cat.”
instructive little booklet,

lousing. Breeding. Mating,
ng. Management. Diseases,
:e 2d., from » ur Nutshell
e, from Cage Birds, 154,

Cats,
J

JHST Out 1 Nutshell No
A highly interesting and
dealing fully witli the 1

Rearing, Feeding, Exhibit
Varieties, etc., etc. Pri
agents, or 2!d., post fri

Fleet Street, London. E.C

box calf boots and
d, ladies 3/-; gents 3/9;
3/6; all sizes; carriage
st., lltilme, Manchester,

Dress.

U N DE ItWOOD 'S cham pion
shoes, newly soled and heck
girls 2/9 ;

boys 3/-, youths
paid : Underwood, 36, York-

1 Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,

5/6 ; splendid Ferrets, good workers guaranteed, 4/6

;

excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger 2/C; 14

days’ approval: cash or deposit: Thos. Wannop,
Short Street, Carlisle. (454)

Household U^nTu^e'c.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They Bupersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1/li. by Boots', Taylor's, Timothy White's
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34. DAtSTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel Dogs for Sale.IXC11UC1 Dogs lor Exchange.

SALE or exchange, Y'orkshire pedigree bitch, grand
coat, 4j lbs. weight: L. Moors, Spring Bank, Scholar
Green. (453)
LOOK here, dark brimlle Bull and Snap bitch, 30/-,

exchange useful : J. Malbon, West End, Pinxton,
near Alfreton. (449)
BLACK Cocker Spaniel, also Lemon Sable Horn.,
both 7 months

;
sell or exchange prize Yorkshires

:

Graham, Ballybrack. (454)
DOG collars, brass studs, name and address on,

1/7; name plates only, 7d.
; post free: Young, Net-

maker, Mfsterton, Somerset. (451)

who can give you value for value; in exchange for

Canaries. British and foreign birds, cages, etc., we
offer overcoats, suits, macks.,, costumes, boots,

blankets, sheets, curtains, carpets, cutlery, tools,

electro-plate, everything new and up to date ; state

wants and offers : complete or surplus stocks of

Canaries bought for cash: The Exchange Co., 355,

London-rd., Sheffield, the oldest medium of exchange
in Britain.

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
Is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography ; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
|

COUNTRY agents wanted J or Trower's bird seeds
and food*, good commission: Tioiver, 442, Caiedonian-
rd.. London.
SELL Tams' packet bird seeds. See special whole-

sale price I i-'>t for cage fronts, box cages bottoms,
tin ware, sprays, etc.

; send .post card : Enoch
Tams, Chureh-st., Longton, Staffs. (456)

W ANTED to purchase, all kinds pure bred dogs,
also litters of puppies, pure and cross bred, cheap
for cash: Stephens, West Drayton. (452)

IRISH Terrier bitch, three months old, correct
type, make a winner, full pedigree ; 21/-, or ex-
change: Best, 585, Bearwood-rd., Smethwick. (452)
TWO game Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven
weeks, 7/6 each; bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything
alive: Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal
Green. (456)
WANTED large typical Bull Terrier dog, brindlc

or white
; exchange lockstitch hand sewing machine,

good working condition; Proprietor Stores, 36, Gor-
don-rd., Dartford. (456)
SPLENDID selection of dogs and puppies; iso
fancy prices; dogs and puppies always wanted:
prompt cash

;
stamp reply : Kennelman, Princess

Kennels, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (451)

FAST, clever Bedlington Whippet dog, rough coat,
12 months, can down a rabbit on its own run, re-
trieves, sensible animal; 10/-; exchange strong
chickens : Wiisher, Lunns-gardens, Colwick-rd., Notts,

(453)
MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adults cheap; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures, no better than I

can offer for a mere trilie.

•'CARE of the Dog," Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a. list of whom are published
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet-st., London, EX’,

Cycles.
BARGAIN, Kerry Motor Cycle, 2( H.P., perfect

running order, ready ride away, first P.O. £6 10s.
gets it; owner joined army: Apply, Bownes, Barns,
Richards Castle, Ludlow. (457)
CYCLES, new, guaranteed, from 55/-; model
De Luxe, B.S.A., 3 speed, 00/- ; motor cycles, tyres,
accessories, cheapest prices ;

list, 200 illustrations,
free; Cyclebird, J20, Old-st., London.
ADVANCES will have to be -made because prices

of raw materials and wages are going up. Our
advice—buy now—buy at wholesale prices from
Smart’s. Wholesale catalogue font post free:
Smart’s Limited. Cycle Factory, Birmingham. (444 )

Mice.
MICE, Mice, .Mice; plenty in stock, 6d. pair:

Stapleton's, Spa-rd., Bermondsey.
( 451 )

PAIR tame Japanese Mice’ and cage, 1/-; pair
fancy tame Rats, 1 /-: Miss Kosey, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne.

(453)

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not lie without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled "Pet Mice," which gives
full information upon their care and management
•and is invaluable as a reference; price 2 Jd. post
free. Write. The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

(natural history.|
iURDSTUFFING, Illustrated, new edition, 1/-;

J I lustra ted catalogue artificial eyes, tools, natural*
H r(V

l ,l * s *t'CS, free: Messrs. Davis, Museum Works,
Dartford.

(455)

.

ie Cropper fancy. I
Hacks and Blues, also
ters for sale, 10/- a
irds.—Trapnell, Pigeon

(453)

Pigeons.
GRAND chance to start t

have a few pair of my noted
a pair of White Pigmy Pol
pair, or exchange for cage- b
Judge, Weston-Super-Mare.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of o:;r "Nutshell" Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8.
winch deal with these bird** in a manner which will
set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,
"The Homing Pigeon"; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon."
post free 2}d. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

|

Rabbits.
"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 80,

Just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practica'

guide to tiie proper management of Rabbits, Cavies!
and Mice. The iuforination given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, aud deals with the hous-
ing. feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular oets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Prico
1/-, post free l/tj. from “Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C.

|

Sport.

ANGLER'S Secret; no oils, chemicals, or drugs
used, 7d.: J. Bird, Wisbech. (457)
NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss tiiis highly-inetructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, tiicir habits and haunts, and how to
catch them ; the angler's outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents. or_2jd. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

j

Various.
COMIC postcards, screamingly funny, 25 7d., 59

1/-, 144 2/-; coloured, marvellous raluc, 50 views
1/-: ldealu Publishing Co., Cfevedon. (454)
PHOTO postcards, made Irom any photograph.

1/6 dozen
;

cabinets, enlargements ; lowest prices';

catalogues free: Birks ami Co. (D.B.), Glenbank-
pla.ee, Belfast. - (459)
GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, power-

ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
ammunition, 1/3, two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1/4; all

post free: Young, Netmaker, Mistcrton, Somerset.

AVIARY, new condition, and Fox Terrier pup bitch
for sale, 30/-: 30, Arcadia, Siiverter-st., Boro’, S I!.

COCKERELS, pure White Leghorns, for sale, 1915,

3/6 each; also crossbreds, 2/6; J. Stephen, Bellevue,

Jedburgh. (439)

LARGE strong Parrot cage, cost 25/-; also about
51bs. sunflower seed, 7/- lot; 20 double-sided lOin.

Records, Columbia-Rena, Zonophoiic, etc., equal
new, in album, 15/- lot Crompton, 6, Spruce-st.,

Rochdale. (452)

RAT traps, automatic, catch itself, self-acting,

2/6; for mice, 1/3 ;
one to twenty without atten-

tion; bait 7d. tin; recipe with trap; carriage paid;
nets, etc.; 92 page catalogue, 2d. :Young, Netmaker,
Mistcrton, Somerset.
50 COMIC, patriotic, and sentimental songs, 750

riddles, conundrums, lour stump speeches, 30 curd
and conjuring tricks, 50 jokes, 21 humorous recita-

tions, 150 witty toasts, etc., etc., ; tot 8d. ; ldealu

Publishing Co., Cievedon. (454)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

llegentbird, 120, Old-st., London.
PIANOLA Rolls, as new, 61 note, 24 at 3/- per

roll
;

wire-hair Terrier hitch, 10/-
;

2 dogs, cross

Pom.-Manchester, 8 weeks, 15/- each; pair Cavies.

smooth, 4/- pair; 1914 cock Linnet Mule, full song,

12/6; handsome Persian Tom, orange, very large

30/-; wante-i Budgies, Parrakeet: Percival, 46,

Burgess-st., Grimsby. (451^

ZEPPELINS !—Don’t worry about these, but bo
Britisli and keep smiling; send 2d. for huge book
containing hundreds of funny jokes,- games, puzzles,

conjuring illusions, etc. (over 500 illustrations);

causes roars of laughter and hours of amusement.
—F. Y'oiing. Misterton, Somerset. (No connection
with any other firm whatever.) (441)

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods, 5/6 each; roach

rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies. 9d dozen; gut sub-

stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every des-

cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp; saves

pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-

mingham. (424)

Waterfowl.

On offer, in very fino pairs, American Binewing
Teals, Red-shouldered Teals, Australian Mailed
Geese (Ch. jubata), and several other specimens:
W. C. Duyzcnd, Naturalist Rotterdam, Holland.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. CARL, 154, Fleet

Street, by J. G Hammond and Co., Ltd., Fleet
Lane. London. E.C.
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Dieted tJ!!,!
Lancashire h*ve become famous as exhibitors of the Norwich Canary, and our artist has here de-
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l
ty Both birds were exhibited at the 1914 Crystal Palace Show by Mr.

cham nlnnllk *

*
.
lgan

J f.
nd each w°n first Prize in its class, the variegated buff winning CAGE BIRDS £3ampionship prize and diploma, and the eye, neck, and wing marked yellow the 10s. champion prize and diploma.
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PKEPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—<$d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, i» words

6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Wo are not responsible lor the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor o

the bomt-iides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ol oui

Deposit bystem should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise*1

incuts is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-

RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as far as P“8Slbie -

All moneys should bo made payable to r. OAMl..

Tho Proprietor reserves tho right to refuse any

ndvertisemunt, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dored lor a sorics, at any time, without assigning

any reason lor so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona

lido name and address ol the advertiser, and no aa-

vertisenicnt will be inserted il addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bira

Trade are inserted at the rate of id. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d. .

Advertisements dose Tuesdays Urst post in eacn

week, mid should he sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151, Fleet Street, London,

i'ernis lor Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES, SEE ISSUE SEPT. 4.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

ispecially loreign birds, be Kept isolated from

established stock lor a week or ten days, until by

Iheir condition they establish the tact that they are

thoroughly heal. by.

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS?
Invisible sell acting trap-net, catch without ruff

line a feather 1/9 - post free 2/-; for other trap

Laees etc send (or Illustrated trap list. Try. this

XXX Birdiime, 2d.. id., 9d„ 1/-: Rudd, ftpec.al.st

Norwich. __
Boards Cages, Cage Sets

SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, mn

2/9 loin. 8/1. »»».; / in. iU Wn 5/1, Win. 5/9 50ft ,

bi . t hand planed boards, / in. 4/8, WU, 10 .’

-oft,. • .small box eago acts, 1/0 each, l«/6 uo/.ui

,

Norwich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/0 each, 3 for </-

,

ova perching. 1/4 541ft., ‘2/0 100ft. I
stamp for llet of

all appliances : Stanton. 33. Boothfield. TV inton

Fatricroft.
.

' ' '

EVER TRIED SALT
for catching birds? You might just as well, as

some of the rubbish offered as catching appliances.

Every article 1 sell is guaranteed to be exactly as

represented, and is sent on approval at my risk on

Uio distinct understanding that unless they give

perfect satisfaction in every detail, the whole of

vour money is promptly returned. Clap Nets, made

from from 008/ 3-cord superfine thread, tin. mesh,

specially knitted for bird netting, 3 yards long, 5Jtt.

deep, 41t. fly, 4/0 pair; 4 yards, 5/0; 5 yards, 0/0,

0 yards, 7/0; 7 yards, 8/6; 8 yards, 9/0 ; 9 yards

10/0, 10 yards, 11/0 per pair. All Clap Nets consist

of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed

of full measurement as above, and .are fitted com-

plete with all poles,, pegs, hemp lines, ready for

immediate use. Loose thread netting, as used in

above nets, 71't. deep, Jin. mesh, 3d. yard ;
ditto.

Oft. deep, 4d. yard; ditto, 5d. yard; specially strong

netting, jin. mesh, for sparrow nets or use on rough

ground, 10ft. deep, 5d. yard, post free. Bird Brace

Swivels, three 3d., twelve 6d., post free. Italian

hemp pull lines, specially spun without snarl or

stretch, 1/8 post free. The original Japanese Bird-

lime. guaranteed strongest lime made, stands all

weathers, Jib. 7d., Jib. 1/-, lib. 1/8, sample 4d. ;
all

post free. Benny tin drinkers, 9d. dozen, three doz.

2/-, 5/- gross; zinc ditto, 1/- dozen, three dozen 2/0,

7/- gross; llirt pegs or lines, Cd. each, post free;

stave poles, 4ft. long, 1/- set; ditto jointed centres,

4 / ft. to 7ft. long, 2/0 set. Seed mills, latest design,

1/8 each, post free. Kindly note: All above are

actually in stock and immediate dispatch is guaran-

W. Gore, Practical Netmaker, Gooch-st., Birmingham

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 doz. ;

15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,

fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d., -Him 1/-, 5in. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 21-

each. British, 2/3, 2/6. See Illustrated

Catalogue for all cage fittings, breeding

cages, box cages. Roller cages. Send

postcard —ENOCH TAMS, Church Street,

Longton, Staffs. (432)

APPLIANCES
BEST Cheshire birdlime, Jib. tin 7d., Jlb. tin 1/-,

lib. tin 1/8, post free: Kremnpr, 194, lib-st., Man-

C

0UT1)00R aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries; designs: L. Latham, Kmg-

ston-by-Sea, Sussex.

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawer-,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry lams. Manu-

facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (34a)

DOUBLE breeders and flight cages, good condition,

made by Ormerod, also quantity of Tot im-

mediate disposal: Annadale, Bamford-ixL, Didsburj.

I HAVE a few dozen of black japanned bird cage

fronts of all sizes; 1 am prepared to accept the low

price of 21 d. per ft. till they are sold: Pimm,

Jcknield Port-rd., Birmingham. WV
NOTICE —The best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace-shaped and other three-compartment

aviaries in the world ;
send two stamps tor Jllus-

trated price list; established 40 years: McKeand,

Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.
,

EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly CIud pattern,

best quality and finish, Norwich, Yorkshire, and

Border Fancy, 2/3 each, three lor 6/-, six for 12/-,

sliding front Finch show cages, beauties, 3/- each ,

carrying cases, for two cages, 4/-, three cages 0/-,

any size made: Martin, Cage Manulacturer, Castle-

Douslas 'v**' .
)

SPECIAL offer.—Large new close-wired, three-coin-

partment Crystal Palace drawing-room aviary, fitted

sand trays, seed hoppers, movable partitions, re-

volving perches, fancy glass panels, size 4ft. long,

4ft. high, ISins. wide, price 50/-, carriage paid ,
photo

and particulars sent; aviaries and cages °* ®xery

description; state requirements : Martin, Cage Manu-

facturer, Castle-Douglas.

Bird Lime in Tubes.
Stronghold New Process Birdlime.

Saves time, trouble, and temper.

Economical in use and- unaffected by

the weather ;
6d., 1/- and 2/- per

tube. Sample, 4d., post free.

Wilson, Scotland’s Largest Naturalist,

Argyle Street, Glasgow.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES’
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have

thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-

card; three tons sold every year; Jib. tin

sample. 7d.; Jib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free^

single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage m
centre, 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,

Bird Specialist. Preston, Lancs. _____

PARR NORTH^t? WORKS BlIRSUEM
POTTERY APPL!ANCES™FANGIEftS.

NEST PANS, DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS,"

FOUNTAINS. BATHS, NEST EGGS,
aquarium Ornaments. 60 sizes & patterns

. . SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

also planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts,

cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible

;

i lustrated catalogue free: Pass, Hucknall, Notta.

IDEAL RINGS.—All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 2/- J-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

[
FOODS,

j

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape C£re
6d., I/-, 2/-, 4/- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackerite ’*

9d., 2/6 & 10/6

Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & 1 /- botts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., 1 /- & 2 /- botts.

Condition Pills .. •• 2d. boxes

Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes

Diarrhcea I owder . . 6d. & 1 /• tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses .. 6d. & 1 / tins

Eye Lotion . . . . • • I /* bolts.

Feather Disease Cure
6d., 1 / & S /- botts

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & 1 /* tins

Poultry Liniment . . • • I /• botts.

Poultry Soap . • 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /*)

Roup Paste . . • • 6d. & I /* tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes

Roup Powder .. 3d. & 6d. boxes

Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & 'Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills .. 2d. boxes

Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1/- tins

" Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., 1 / and 2/6 botts

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., 1 /- and 2 /6 botts.

" Pennakura ” (for destroying

external parasites and pre-

venting feather-eating in

cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.

‘‘ Quinella " (Regd.) for In-

flammation of Stomach
' In 3d., 6d. and 1 /- boxes

Parrot Tonic.. .. 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

1 /- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E,C.

ERRINGTON’S
XL RED FEED

Is pure, tasteless pepper of tho finest quality. Tb©
best results arc obtained by usidk Errington’s XL
Red Feed; 1/3 'per lb., post free 1/7; prizes offered

to users ; send Id. stamp for sample and particulars

to: Win. Errintfton, The Reliable .Seedsman, Four

Lano Ends, Bradford. (410)

TAYLOR’S MIGHTY ATOMS
THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
The best condition mixture for birds of every

variety They act like a charm in taming newly-

caught wild birds. They help any bird through the

moult as nothing on earth will. 7*J. Ib.,*dba. 3/-, de-

livered free. Our “Red Sunshine,” pure tasteless

eayenne defies- comparison as a brilliant red colour'd.

Guarantee of purity given with each parcel sent

out. lib. 1/6, 51b*.. 7/-, 251bs., original tins 30/-.

delivered free. Hot Natal, same price. It will PiY

you to write us for prices of any variety of seed.

Samples sent for two stamps: Taylor s Wholesale

Seed and Corn Merchants, Northrd., Preston. (464)

SANDIFORD’S
NOTED Colour Food
Best in the world for colouring Cage Birds that

deep rich red colour. In use by all leading ex-

hibitors. Prices, 2/- lb., 2 lbs. 3/6, 5 lbs. 7/6,

14 lbs. 17/-. Hot Natal, 2/• lb., 2 lbs. 3/8, o lbs.

8/3. AH carriage paid.

SANDIFORD, Colour Food King, PRESTON.

You like

HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberweil

" M G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.

tare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/8; carriage paid

9 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow

BIRD LIME

The very best. Jib. tin 7d., Jib. tin, 1/-, lib- tin

1/10: sample, 3d.; all post paid; a® used by all

leading catchers; single trap cages, 9d. ;
with call

cage, 1/8; net traps, 1/- each: Enoch Tams, Cburch-

st., Longton, Staffs. -

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES,-

UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

In fact, everything for the bird room; send for

catalogue, post free; established 50 years: band i-

ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

CACE FRONTS, 12 X 12 x 10, 3/6 DOZ.

14 x 12, 4/- doz.; 15 by 12, 4/,3 doz.; 10 x 12. 4/6:

38 x 12, 5/3 doz.; 24 x 12„ 7/- doz.; see price lust

for baths, show cages, box cages, sprays pottery,

etc.; send postcard: Volunteer Who Works. Corn-

hilhpassage, Longton, St '11s. (434)

WILD seeds, hardhead, thistles, plantain, dock,

etc., II- bundle; exchange: Westrope, Agent, Bump-
stead, Haverhill. (4GG

)

MEALWORMS, mealworms, mealworms, large Eng-

lish mealworms, 1/-, 2/-, 3/- boxes; no waiting;

post paid: Stapletons, Spa-rd., Bermondsey. (463)

MEALWORMS, grand lot, 6/9 lb.; special, post

paid, 1/-, 2/- boxes; wasp cake, 1/- boxes; dried

flies, 2/- lb.
;
ants’ eggs, 2/9 lb. ;

Spanish No. 1, 30/-

cwt., 14 lbs. 3/9; No. 2, 26/6 cwt., 14 lbs. 3/4; hemp,
14 lbs. 2/-; niger, 14 lbs. 3/-; linseed, 14 lbs. 2/6:

Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (466)

MEALWORMS are scarce, wasp grubs are cheap,

and a good substitute ; the season is over, and I

am offering them in 6d., ]/- and 21- packages, free.

Buy now while obtainable, and store for winter

use. Have you noticed that year after year I

have wasp grubs wdien no other dealer can supply

;

reason—the largest stores'. Canary seed, 26/- cwt.

;

hemp, 15/-; white millet, 22/-; niger, 22/-; sun-

flower, 60/-; linseed, 17/6; bird sand, 4/-: Torpy,

Naturalist, Bradford. (402)

RAMSDEN’S PURE
TASTELESS PEPPER
For Colour Feeding Cago Birds. Marvellous

Colour. 11b. Canister, 2/-; 31b. Canister. 5/-;

Bib., 7/6 Original tins (221bs.), 30/- each.

Finest Hot Cayenne, 3/- lb- All carriago paid.

J. W. RAMSDEN,
11, Josephine Avenue. Brixton, London.

BRITISH BIRD EXHIBITORS
should use Cottingham's Pick-’um-up forgetting

their birds into exhibition condition. Pick- um-

up” has rivals, but no equals for contest singin,,,

there i« nothing like it; sample, 2d., 1/4 per lb-,

21bs 2/6, 71b. 7/-, post paid: Cottingham, Practical

Bird Expert, Peveril-st., Nottingham.

Genuine
Spanish Ganary Seed
Fanciers, please note. We are direct Importers of

Spanish Canary Seed, and can offer you the very

best qualities at the lowest possiide pnees.^^

Special Giant Spanish Canary Seed 4/9 17/6 34/-

Giant Spanish Canary Seed 4/6 16/6 3«/-

Boid Spanish Canary Seed 4/- 15/6 30/-

Finest Dutch Hemp Seed ....- 2/9 9/6 18/-

WALSH’S CHAMPION COLOUR FOODS.
Being Direct Importers, We purchase only the very

best obtainable.
. , . , . .

Pure Tasteless Pepper, the richest and best col-

oured Pepper imported, 1/6 lb., 3 lbs. 4/-, 14 lbs. 17/6.

Hot Natal Pepper, specially imported lor cage

birds, 2/6 lb., 3 lbs. 7/-.
, ...

Walsh’s Celebrated Egg Bread, with or without

colour, 1/6 lb., 3 lbs. 4/-. ...

Walsh’s Insectivorous Food, with or without

colour, 1/6 lb., 3 lbs. 4/*.

Pure Sulphate of Iron, 1/. lb.

Special Biscuit Meal, with Egg Flake, 6d. lb-,

7 lbs. 3/-.'
,

..

Pure Yolk of Egg, finely ground, 3/- lb.

WALSH’S RELIABLE FOODS.
Large English Mealworms, 500 5/6, 1,000 31; 101- lb.

Live White Gentles, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb.

Ants* Eggs, good quality, 3/6 lb.

Dried Flies, 2/6 lb.

Crissel, 4d. lb.

Lark or Thrush Food, 6d. lb.

Cuttlefish Bone, 1/- lb.

FRESHLY-GATHERED WILD SEEDS.
Charlock, Teazel, and Mixed Wild Seeds, all 6d.

quart, 1/9 gallon, 3/- peck.

Dandelion Seed, 4 ozs. 1/-, 3/6 lb.

Lettuce Seed, 4 ozs. 7d., 1/6 lb.. ... .

pecko, the best conditioner known for all British

seed-eaters, 2/- lb. „ ..

Condition Seed for Canaries, 6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/-.

THE MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES.
Are carefully prepared by a practical expert with

life experience. They have proved themselves

worthy of imitation, but have no equals. Reluse all

imitations and substitutes. '

.

Magnet Asthma Cure, for colds, asthma, and

Magnet Inflammation Cure, for inflammation of

the bowels and all derangements of tlio stomach.

Magnet Moulting Mixture, ensures a quick and

perfect moult.
. ,, ,

-

Magnet Bird Tonic, enriches tho blood and

strengthens the whole system, a certain cure for

soft moult, going light, and general weakness.

Magnet Diarrhoea Cure.

All 7d. per bottle, post free.

For Cages and Appliances see last week s adver-

tisement. For everything connected with tho Fancy

see our Illustrated Catalogue, post free on applica-

WALSH,
Bird Food Spooialistj BLACKBURN.
Telephone 9-17.

,

["books.
I

LOOK • Spolir’s Violin School, 3s. 6d. ;
Hans-sitt

Violin School, 2s. Cd.; Violin Technics. Joachims.

Is. 9d. ;
Loder’s Violin Tutor, Is. 6d.; all new,

D concert flute, in case, lls.-Pearson, 71, Kirk

Street, Ancoats, Manchester.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices ;
new 2a

per cent discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.

1
MEDICINES.

|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical Dints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free "Jd..

from Cage Birds, '154, Flect-st., London, E.C. 2c.

from our agents (list published frequently).

NOT SINGING.
DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS are without doubt

the most wonderful medicine ever introduced for

getting birds into song. They are an absolute cure

for Soft Moult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going

Li»ht, Feather Plucking, and inflammation of the

Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds during the

moulting season. DITCHFIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG
TONIC for bronchitis, wheezing, and ^hoarseness.

Absolutely unequalled for ail chest and lung affec-

tions. DITCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Con-

stitutional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful

pick-me-up for weak and delicate birds. All sold in

7d., i/l, and 2/- bottles. A trial order will convince

you of the wonderful results obtained from these

medicines. SPECIAL OFFER.—Two 7d. bottles for

1/-, three fbr 1/4, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three

for 2/6. All post free from—

FRINK DITCHFIELO. s»«c,5ust, OLDHAM.

i iAVEAU ft

This preparation of Krekod.vne added to drinking

water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—

w Vale, F.Z.S., 0-M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.

Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet. 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbiils.

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beatable for song; eex guaranteed; 8d. each, three

for 1/0 ;

“ Gypsey ” Linnet cages, 8d. each : Larking *

Corn Stores, 394, Ldlie-rd.. Fulham, 8.W. («<»

WANTED, weekly supply of British birds: Bur-

ton. Dealer. Radcliff, Lancashire.
,
(IW

FINE tame Jackdaw, very steady, this year a bird,

only 2/-. worth double: Atkins, Hill st., Rounds. (4641

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/9 dozen. 13 to dozen ;

well on reed: W. Morley, 23, Bcxhill rd., Eas^ourrie,

SlKSd.
;

.J, i,
| l

' *



September 25, 1015. CAGE BIRDS Til

OOCK birds. Linnet, Lurk,* 1/-: Goldfinch, Bull
llneh, I/-: Mies Roney, Rosemary House, East-
bourne (.Ml)
WANTED, the address of a reliable and lionent

birdcatcl^er : Apply, Jopson, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (465)
REDPOLLS, 6d. each, 2/- doz. ; sjioclally selected

for show, 2/- each: J. l’itchford, London-ill., Stoke-
on-Trent .

REDPOLLS, very fine lot, 2/- doz.; pick of G#l;
3 very flue ones, I/- each: Enoch Tams, Church-
at., Longton. (466)
SELECTED 1915 cock Goldfinches, 9 for 8/-, or 2/8
each

; one good full coloured, 5/- : Jones, 18, Gudlys-
rd.„ Aberdare. . 4

(402)
GOLDFINCHES, warranted cocks, 1/0 each, three
*hl specially selected, 2/- and 2/C: C. W. Silk.
Kmsworth. Hants. (482)
GRAND Welsh Goldie, good blaze, 6/C; Linnet, 5/-;
Redpoll, 5/-: Tom Roberts, Queen's Hotel, Cerrig-
y-druidion, Corwen. (484)
COCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, six 1/9,
dozen 3/- ; satisfaction guaranteed : Horace Coote,
98, North-st., Luton.

( 4418 )MAGNIFICENT coek Linnets, splendid singers,
only a few left. 1/6. 2/- each: Baxandali and Platts,
Baxandall-st., Bradford. (482)
LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnets, well on
hard seed, 3/- dozen: Marshall, No. 5, Camden-st.,
bneinton rd., Nottingham. (372)MIXED wild seeds, for Linnets and Finches,

o
3 ' Half-cwt., on rail; exchange: Turner, 4,

Southgate, Sleaford, Lines. (482)REDPOLL cock, Greenfinch Linnet liens, twice
cm., and nested; another hen Greenfinch, Canary™*«d . lot 8/8 : Scott, Liphook. (464)LINNETS, Linnets, vigorous young cocks, with nutbrown backs and red breasts, 3/- dozen: L. Clay,

oAr^llntlnss
'lanc ’ Carlton-hill, Notts. (436)LOCK Linnets, picked birds, 3/- dozen; Redpolls,

Greenfinches, 1/6; mixed birds, well mixed, II-

:

W'lj'om Jfnn. Beck-row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (464)COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, dozen 12/-:
Larksp Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls, Gd., dozen 2/6: young“!es: Canaries, 2/-, 2/6; Irwin's Aviaries, Lurgan

GOLDFINCHES, Uidlflnehes, Linnets, Larks; good
cock Goldfinches, 2/6, SI- each; Bullfinches, 2/6 pair;
Linnets, 3/- dozen; Larks, SI- dozen; Larks, on full
song, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- ouch; warranted as stated: William
Smith, 42, Bcck-st., Carlton, Nottingham. Postcards
before birds.
LOOK, gentlemen, m.v two birds sang 1st, 2nd at
Regent, Hull; birds taught under them three for

’ i. j
d°rcn - 2/0 half

; exchange, dozen clean
moulted birds, for common Mule Finch or Linnet,
sing, approval both ways: Frederick Ellerington,
TiudalMano, Beverley. (402)
JkoyiiRS of Chaffinches should read what II. J.
* ulljaincs eaye about them. "Nutshell No. 13," 2Jd.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Biiids, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
®ee list on another page).
MONSTER Welsh cock Linnets, special picked

cocks, well laced, grand whites, and outstanding
size, I/- each

; cocks, well on seed and clean, and
guaranteed, 4/- dozen; Redpolls, perfect specimen,

n 1 ,0
*

1
.“ cock Goldfinches, 1/9 each; reared cock

Bullfinches. 2/- each: W. Brown, Ightfield, Whit-
church, Salop.

(4^2 )
4 4 ^

^

supply 20 dozen cock Linnets weekly; all
redbreasted, sent out at 4s. dozen ; cock Larks,
3/6 dozen; Redpolls, 3/- dozen; Goldfinches, 3/6
pair; Greenfinches, Redpolls, Chaffinches, 1/- pair;
Larks, Linnets, singing, 1/- each

; cock Larks, 3/6
dozen : W . Darby, 41a, Spon-lane, West Bromwich

(461)

cages, the be3t to keep British birds in, 13in.

*i
n
f*

hlKh, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue
of 1.4 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

’ "; ar
.
r
?
nte<l cock brown Linnets, picked

birds. 9d. each, three for 2/-; sent on approval any-where: Birtwistle, 35, Argyje-st., Whittlefield, Burn-

1 Hnnet
'..
T/6; Yellowhammer hen,*' 6/s

’ 6 -' :

.
Chaffinch, 5/-; sure winners:

shire
tS° ’ Cowan sbuiId|ngs, Avonbridge, Stirling

(466)APPROVAL. cash or deposit, splendid selected sing-
I"? v r

Ck ''‘th cage, 1/6, 1/9; others, six

oLt/
6 ' Haywood, 3 > Neville-grove Meadows, Not-tingham ’

GENUINE cock Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6; beautifulplumage, guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthycommenced sing: Crisp, 35. Southmill-rd.. Bishops
otortford. *

(463 )THGSE requiring a genuine singing coek Linnet,
or show' specimen, on approval, cheap, send me vour

Dunstalie
WUt Send 10 50u by return : Mr-S - Hutton,

LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
Btr’ki u?

1
!’ and satisfaction guaranteed;

P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,
Nottinghamshire,.

(418)

«»y^
R
i5
A
j
TfcI) cock Linnet3. fid- each; hard on

*?*“•
o,

d0ZT ;

,.

a / (
'w on son S. 1/- each; bird andcage, 2/-; satisfaction guaranteed; W. Jones, 29,

Lnglish-st., Hull. /«;,

1/6 : selected, 2/-, 2/0; hens,
II- , selected, 1/6; ail birds well on seed before sentout; numerous testimonials: Oliver Barson, 10,Thomas-st., Letpester. V468 I

,JT,
A^AST

,!'' !>
. .

cook brown linnets, show or con.-^. 8d each three 1/9, six 3/-; satisfaction guaran
the old address: Gardner, Garstang-rd.,

Preston, Lancashire.
(465 )

fmi°«f
TE

|

R A e|towbammer, cock, good yellow head!“ colour, 2/6 ; others, 1/- each, three 2/6; red-breasted Lmaet cocks, for muling, 8d., six for 3/-:H. Welsh, CornstallAiuildmgs, Stamford. (461)

Linncts
OU
r4^‘c

a s
.'
nging mixtlire

’ invaluable forLinnets, r.nches, $tc., recommended by all the

w^frM
S fanc

'7,s' Ji :
kvrge package: Manager, Seed

'oOLDFuIrPTFST
Prin

f
es
f st" Manchester. (464)GOLDFINCHES, cocks in colour, 2s. 6d., 3s. ; hens

A' frJ%:'
UDI

lAs ’ m
.

®°ng- V- each; Redpolls
6d., Greenfinches 6d. ; mixed doz. for aviary 3 /- •

E
pftrir ^

ai
??

’ Ckurck--91-, Longton, Staffs. "(466)LOCK Siskins, healthy, good size, excellent colour,
5/- each

, big hens, 2/6 ; satisfaction guaranteed •

also for sale selected Scotch cock Linnet, first P o’G
r

Sutherland. Rambodde, Forres. (465)BARGAIN, fanciers and dealers, large quantityof cock Linnets for sale, well on seed, 2/6 dozen -

approval
; if not .satisfied money returned

; tradesupplied : Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable, Beds.
WARRANTED, fierce singing cock brown Linnets

for show or contest, as supplied to all the leading
fanciers, 1/- each : three 2/6 ; .safely packed for any

.f
cedsman

’ «3. Princess-Gt., Manchester.CAJCH thousands, new double-compartment trap-
cages, including two trained call-birds. Linnets or
Finches, only 2/3 ; send postal orders and be con-
vinced; purchasers delighted: Copp Stores, Dart-
f°rd

- (465)-
H.M. British cocks, 1 Bullfinch, 1 TeHowhammct-

hens: 1 Greenfinch, 1 Canary, large birds; exchange
for good H.M. Goldfinch or Siskin, would sell for
6/6 the lot; a genuine bargain: Shaw, Meigle-st„
Galashiels.

(460)

Aviaries.

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds,
v

but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch " Nut-
slieli booklet gives full directions a® to the treat-
ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2Id.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet at., London,

LfNNETS; I have a few good young Linnets for
each, or three for 2/6; wtell on seed andwater, all used to the contest cages and trained
fhammons; took at "Cage Birds' " singing

notes Pontefract; I have won over 50 firsts, 40
a"d

,.

over 40 ^irds
; satisfaction guaranteed

;

TaXit&ac°t henS: J - BCard
' 2S ’ I,e"P°r^t

3 )

-

River,
Lake and Pond.

32.—Care of the Dog.

1/6. 2/- each: Turner, 14, Rose Cottage, Hubcrt-rd
Selly Oak, Worcestershire.

(456)BARGAIN ,- Linnet fanciers, tw-o handsome clean
moulted, red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, splendid
songsters fit to show, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; ap-
proval

;
if not satisfied, money returned: Dickson

Upper Umon-st., Dunstable. f463 )LOOK ! Look ! Look ! Linnets I Linnets 1 Linnets

!

I have the finest stock of Linnets in the South;
•warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 dozen; dealers
supplied

;
aH kinds of bird nets in stock: ChrisHumr3

i:
Richmorid-st., Brighton. (465)LINNETS. I have some of the finest singing Lin-

nets in Yorkshire; I bar none for singing young
branchers. trained under my strain, II- i/6 o/, •

and fe
.

w ,? ad on 60n <?- xvith plenty of changes, 2/fi!

r ^h
.rV

T - In«ram ’ 54, Gonlston-st., Hull. (463)
“ n,c

! ‘? fc of Linn ets- all being speciallyteamed for contest, only 2/- and 2/6- a few for

weR
b
nen/!ii»!i

lg
o«

rd3>
,
Nor

r
ft

:
ich type, good colour,well pencilled, 2/6 each; Linnet cages, 1/3 each •

W. Johnson. Bird Expert. 55. George-st.. Leeds
'

(461 )

. ° T r. ..
» hiunrig

; gr;inu IN ut'brown and Redbreasted cocks, large birds well on
SIX

,

fa
I-J r3’AT 4 / - dozen; he^, l’/- dozen"three splendid coclc Goldfinchesi, in song, 3 /- each*three for 5/-; warranted; all birds carefully packed

f
any ; a^dress 23 years : G. SmithCentral Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth.

'

EXHIBITORS, private bird buyers, 30 years^a
catcher; first time of advertising; Linnets; I have
selected from the first nest this season a few rhon-
ster specimens, beautifully pencilled, splendid
whites, big bold Norwich birds, can win with ahouse moult, 2/- eacli ; several selected for muling,
1/- each, three for 2/6; week’s approval willingly;
cash or deposit; dealers; 500 healthy cocks 4/- doz.:F®ar

.
bv

:
^drd Catcher, 19, Murray-rd., BedminstcrGOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “ Nutshell No. I." Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

^Lf
c
Ul, -V

.
deaI‘ with ' p08t ,ree. from: Cage

Birds, l»4, FIeet-«t., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents ; list published frequently.)
EXHIBITION and hybrid breeders, dark Creen-

finch Mule, monster, great winner, 25/-; Redpoll
Greenfinch hybrid, la/-; parents, 12/6; cock Green
finch, 5/-; Chaffinch, 5/-; hens: two Greenfinches,
?'-• ‘w Brambles, 3/-; Goldfinch, . 2/- ; Norwich

5 /-

,

all house moulted, large assortment
breeding, show cages, British ami Foreign

hardbills, and softbills ; approval ; exchange ; no
"j ls0n

' Bighfield, Workington. (461)LINNETS. Linnet®!! Linnets!!!—Own caught,
trained contest eingers, real stormers. A great
secret ts laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
stormers. Linnet fanciers, there ie a matter that
requires dealing with caution

; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that " Linnet Nutshell " at once.

r-,°' .“V p rice 2 ;'d. post free from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street. London. E.C.
LOOK here, not brag and bounce, but quality formoney ; cock Linnets, the best songsters in Eng'land

trained under my cup winner, over 100 prizes won
with him, and he has never been beaten

; specially
trained cock Linnets for contest singing, make cham-
pions, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; also a few momster Norwich
type cock Linnets, for show, 2/6, 3/6 each; contest
cages, 1/o; cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 3/-; exhibition
specimens, 4/- each ; cock Bullfinches, hen Bullfinches
any other British required; approval, cash or de-’
posit: John Day, Bird Specialist and Judge, 77
Porter-6t., Hull.

(4C1 )IT costs you nothing to try one of my birds • I

“P/f All out on 7 days’ approval for cash'or deposit
with editor, uf you are not satisfied you have only
to say so and back comes your money or another
bird, as you wish ; I have advertised for years in
Cage Birds, and have thousands- of testimonials; I
have a grand lot of Linnets, s-inging dav and gas-'
light, all being taught under my Champion of Eng-
land, 2/- and 2/6 each, and a few extra good quality
birds at 3/6 each ; also a few real Bulldog breed,
with extra loud voices, suit catchers, 2/-, 2/6, and
a nice lot coming out splendid at 1/- and 1/6;
Linnet cages, 9d., 1/-, 1/6 each ; I am also selling
a few of my prize winners, 2 years old, and have
won all before them. 10/6. 15/6, 20- each; exhibitors,

"i
ant N°rwich type cock Linnets, well pen-

*-cnfedv steady as rock, can wm anywhere, 2/6 each,
and one, the best F.M. under wires, 3/6; gem of
a Redpoll, 2/6, worth 20/-; <giant cock Chaffinch,
a beauty, 2/6; monster cock Greenfinch, 2/-; cock
Sisklns, 5/6; giant cock Goldfinches, in full song.

2/6, 3/- each, and a few showing good deep
blazes, grand colour, 3/6, 4/6 each ; cock Hawfinches
can win, 8/6, 10/6, and one 15/6; my book of secrets
fid. post free; send at- once and state wa'nts, please:
Fred Allen, British Bird Champion, 156, Porter-st
Aviaries, Hull.

GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNETS
Grand cocks, excelling in size, colour, and markines
sure winners 1/C, 2/6 each; a few that will make
grand contest birds,

(

and now in song, r/_ 3 for
2/6 ; all guaranteed on hard seed; approval as’ usual’
Edwin North, 443

, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (467)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, UHNETsTltC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 21- each, three
4/-, six 71-

;

picked birds for muling, 2/6, S /-’ each,
three 5/-, six 8 /6 ; cock Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, 2 -C each •

hens. I/, 1/3 each
;
Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d , lOd

1/-. three 1 /6 , six 2/6 . dozen 4/-; Redpolls 6d., 9d
each, six 1/9, dozen 2/6. Cages for any of above, 9d„
1/-, 1/3. 1/6, and 2/- each. Send for catalogue of
everything. Established SO years.

SANMFflltn Bird Specialist and Judge,onnuirunu, PREST0Nj LA ncs. m 440 .

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series
And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.
OUR “NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THEMOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,

AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
“UULISHED.
Each one tells you “In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).
PRICE 2d. EACH; BT POST 2$d.

4’—The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.*—™e Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.4—The Skylark. 20 Waxbills.
“~TTie Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22—Siskin, Redpoll and5—The Canary. Twite.
O.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23,—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Green Canaries
l'~Tn# Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti.
». Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insect!-
. *'2§®s ' B'rdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary. 27—Care of the Cat.

Tho Bullfinch. 28—Profitable Pet Cavies.
‘Z’~How to Moult British 29—Fancy and Pet Mice.

«* 30—Profitable Pet Rah-
13—The Chaffinch. tits.
12—5*«“ldian Finches. 31 Fishing In—The Greenfinch,
16—Avadavats
'J,’~The Grey Parrot.

HAMninTiSr AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL"HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-
BOOKS OF OURS:—

i V consulting these symbols the nature o/ the

tn.AA
8 f™ on b'J these agents can be ascer-

nniiiti
*°°ds, tages, and liird-room Re-

h

>

-
f ,j'rd TC0m requisites, seeds, etc., but not

and seeds and foods only
; § Seeds androods only- f Newsagents.

^Vnnar?7-?r 1Iortiincr. 4, Granville Street.

Barn«?»
d
w

" ’ Bel1
'

1G4 ’ Main Street.
A - Porril1

’ 8 - Doncaster Road.
31, st - Parade.

r»hI^L u Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
!*?"?* ”°" -W ’ V Jefferies, Church St.

.Donaldoon, 21, Gresham Street.

BbimS,d7 iir
T

;
Hardiu g’ 8. Henecn Street.Birmingham.—fH. Mocna, 112, Cape Hill.

Auckland.—G. m. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
o.i

&haw ' 74 ' Newgate Street.
*A - Bawdon, 85, King Street; «J. Walsh,

•Pheasant Aviaries.
Blackpool.—J. McKierman, 62, Raiks Road.B avdon-on-Tyne - § Wal ter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.

Si."

—

AIUson
’ Market Place.

S
0
il°.

n'1,Jo.hn 0ostl ‘ng, 158, »Bradshangate.
Bradford—J. w. l’arbotton, 556, Leedo Rd.; »S.

End»
J ’ damea ^reet; §J. Errington, Four Lane

Britton—*H. t. Gibb, Bond Street ; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol—tFinch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.Bromley—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standiah Street; *W.
Davy, 23. Church Street.

Cardiff—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton—Pedier, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Chester-le-Street—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.Colne—A. Wilkinson. 193, Cotton Tree
Cowes, l.w—W. White, Park Street, East Cowea.
Crewkerne.—tSam Young, Misterton, S.O

•Dut-

Ter-

Manchester—»A. G. Davlea. 110 & 112
, Tib-st, : *R

Kremner, 104, Tib-«t. ; W. Jackaon, 12, Livcrat.,
Iiulme; TJohn Hcywood, Ltd., Deansgatc

"

tona, 61 & 53, Tlb-at.
; *W. Strath. 98, Tib at.

Mansfield—J. w. Matthewa, 30, St Andrew '>

race, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street
Middlesbrough, -p. Corr, 6, Suffleld Street
Middleton Junction,—F. Buckley, 21, Grimahaw lane.Mlllom.—§W. T Jt. Cartwright, 7, 81, George '« Ter.
Macclesfield—C. Croes, 17, Derbv St.
Nelson— IJolin England, 102. Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne— *j. MacKenzie. 09 and 61 , High
friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67. High Friar Street,
and 31. Nel«on Street.

Newcastle Staffs—»A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12, TJpton Road
Nottingham—*w. Cottingham, Peveril Street;
sAruutage Bros., Caetlegate.Oldham—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Hcnaliaw Street,ussett—p. Irneoon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.

„Pf"8”aw’—D Wasthbournfc, 401. Ashton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.

.,t/ K Nlxon
’ 4

’ friary Gate. Exeter Street;§W. If. Lieon, The Market.
Portsmouth—H. Manofield. 112, Fawcett Road.Preston—*J Sandiford. North Road; ‘Matt. Hop-

kina, ll, Fyldo Street.
Rawtenstall—W. Bacon. Bird and Seed Stores.Ripley—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street
Rochester—§T. Burgee. Corn Merchant.
Sheffield—»j. Mace, Exchange Street; !J. Lewis, 56.Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.
Shettleston, Scotland—§J. Ward, 178, Main fct.
Snildon. C. Sinciaiv, 26, Garbutt Street.
Stamford—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street,
st. Helens—-Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road,
st. Ives.—TFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stokekm-Trent—*1. Pitchford. 218, London Road.
Swansea—tMagga Bros.

THU?.'!??
8

,^
el's

,: :
Live stoc *'' Co.. 34, Monson Road.

Tunslall—M . W atson, 6, Paradise Street.
W'gan.— T. Summers and Son, 63, Darlington Street.
wallsend-on-Tyne—*Wm. Cockbnrn, 106 . High-st.. E
watford. ,r. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodali, Mar
ket*st.

West Hartlepool—D. Coombes, 63. Stockton-street.Worthing—*F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham. §E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks—J H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,
Alexandra Street, Goole, i'orks.
Agents wanted everywhere

; for terms write to the
Publisher, "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

Crewe—Mayor, Chemist,, Hightown, P.O. - «g. E. Mor-
gan, 83, Victoria Street.

Darhngton.—fj. Reynold®, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, IManche^ter Road.
De£b!,

~*G ’ Bou«tteld, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market
nail.

Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.Dewsbury—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street
Dublin—fM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey—F. Collingboume and Co., 21,Avenue Gardens.
Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1 , Fountainbridge.
Feliing-on-Tyne.—J. Crosby and Son, High St.
Cateshead-on-Tyne.—§John Crosby and Sons, 48
High Street.

Glasgow—‘VV. Wilson, 247, A rgyle Street; William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward 178
Main Street, Shettleston

;
W. Crawford 192,’ Salt-

market. s
CL Harwood—TA. Bentley, 13 and 15. Blackburn-rd
Greenwich—Pedier, 37, London St
Grimsby—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Imnill, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—ITom Perkins, 55, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries Por-
ter Street; *G. Gileon and Son, 17, Craven Street

Ipswich—James Rayrner, Dog’s Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne—fM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley.—tE. Pliijlipson, 41, Market Place
K ingston-on-Thames.— JJ . and B. Marsh, Market PI
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 A 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger, 132, King St
Kirkcaldy—JW . It. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa—IfE. T. Bryant. 17, Regent Grove

'

Leigh—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate
Leeds—tB. Smith and Son. 87, Woodhousc Lane
Leek—§T. Measharn, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool—*G. Frankham. 45, Walton Lane - *J W
Metcalfe, GS, Brunswick Rd.; IE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown
Longton—*E. Tame, Church Street.
London—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch; 35«
Upper-st., Islington

; G. H. H<#iper, 216, Forest-rd
Walthamstow; JC. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St., Wai-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd.

; J. Manning, 111
, Waterloo-rd.

; A E
Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath

;
*8 V Mower

1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W. ; A. Doseett, Ladbroke^
gv„ W.; S. Silveridge, G, Aldgate, E.C. ; *Wm
Whiteley’s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv.

; *A. W. Carnage
Ltd., Holborn ; J. Jeffrey, 209. York-rd., Batter-
pea; §Ed’wards, Ltd., 106, Vaughan-rd., fl E •

fjLewis and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane. and 280, York-
rd., Wandsworth ; Johnson, 20. Clevcland-st

, W -

T. W. Parkyn, 52, East-st„ Walworth,; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W. ; E. E
Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N. ; W. and E.
Rolfe, 101, Bridport-place, Hoxton; C. Roehl, 400
Edgware-rd.; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-
rd., Willesden Green

; J. H. Morris and Co.. 670
and 642, Harrow-rd.; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,
Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394. Lillie Rd Ful-
ham, 8.W.

I Softbills.
|

(XJCK Waxwing wanted; must be good specimen:state lowest price: Crawford, 202, Saracen-st., Glas-
(460)

fih™°,fJ
0Ud

f-
Slngi

c
n

,

g co
£
k ^hvlarks, make splendidshop attraction^, 5/- each, with cage; Seedsman 163^cess-st.. Manchester. >464)EXHIBITION cook Waxwing, just finishing moult,

» or exchanpe Hardbills or Foreign ; Pirrie. Park
place, Ianwood-by-Paisley.

(4^WANTED two hen Nightingales, hand-reared orautumn birds preferred; must be faultless condi
tion; offers to: O. Puck, Darenth Lodge, Chingford.

(462)SKYLARKS, warranted cock Skylarks, voung run-
ners, 2/6 dozen, six I/G; satisfaction guaranteed-

T?T>^
Vr,ght ’ Fairclt>ugh-row, Tarleton. Preston.

LARKS, Larks; warranted cock Larks, large,
healthy young birds, 2/6 dozen ; large or small lots •

sex guaranteed: William Wright, Tarleton, nea^
Preston.

(460JMAGNIFICENT singing cock Thrush and cock
Blackbird, charms the whole neighbourhood, 3/6
each, 6/- the two; approval: Gale, 117, West-st.,
Dunstable.

(461)THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skvlark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me vour
address, will send you by return : Mrs. Dutton.
Dunstable.
LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12
months, 1/6; also hand-reared young cock, 1/- •

approval anywhere; hear and see what you are'
buying: George Holt, Dunstable. (463)SKYLARKS; 29 clean moulted voung cocks, just
commenced to sing, 1/6 each, worth treble; ap-
proval; inspection invited: Walls, 5, Dartmouth
rd., Bournbrook, Worcestershire. (4fi7)SHOW specimen cock Song Thrush, hand-reared,
house-moulted, an exceptional bird in full plumage,
early March hatched, accept 7/6 ; worth double —

A. Gray, Fern Villa, Yiewsley, Middlesex.
LARKS. Larks-; English cocks. 2/6 per dozen. 1/6
the half-dozen, or 6d. each extra selected, fit for
show; all birds carefully selected before sending
note, no deception: R. Coulton, Gorse-lane, Tarle
ton, near Preston, Lancashire. (461)
TO Skylark fanciers and exhibitors; two hand-
some very large hand-reared cock Skylarks, elean
moulted, splendid songsters, sure winners, bargain
1/6 each. 2/6 the two; approval; if not satisfied
money returned: Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dun
stable.

(463)SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3" tells
you. 2Jd. poet free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (liet frequently
published). ’

GIANT finger tame cock Lark, on nice song, (clean
through moult, 2/-

; others, singing low, if- and
1/6 ; 1914 hand reared cock Blackbird, with while
feathers, a loud songster. 7/6; another one hand
reared. 3/6: approval willingly: Fred Allen 156
Porter-st., Hull.
1 HAVE a magnificent cock Skvlark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster,' fit to show and
win. 1/6 ; also another cock .Skylark

,
grand songster,

much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared. 1/6, or 2/6 the two

:

approval willingly : Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot
tage, Dunstable.
EXHIBITORS; grand cock Pied Wagtail, 2/-- hen

1/6; cock Wliinchat, 2/6; hen. 1/6; Blue Tits, 1/
each ; Great Tit, 1/6 ; Meadow Pipit. 2/- ; cock
Robin, a gem. 2/6; cock Song Thrush. 1/6; hen, 1/-

•

cock Blackbird, l/- ; lien, 9d.
; Starling, 1/-; cock

Linnets, 6d.
; hen, 3d.; Greenfinches, 6d. pair; Chaf-

finches, 1/- pair; Yellow Buntings, 1/6 pair; cock
Bullfinch. 1/0 ; hen, 1/-: from outdoor aviaries; ap-
proval, deposit: A. J. Underwood, The Aviaries. 24.
Wellington-sfc., Kettering. (4GC)
SOFT BILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger speciee of Insec
ti vorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “ Nutshell No. 2G,” by H. J. Full-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moet varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive fuJl attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2id. from Cage Birds. 154. Fleet
st., London, E.O. Look at our liet of agents ; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.
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Miscellaneous. [

FEW cock Wlicatcars, over moult, 3/ • «ach; cock

Linnets, 3/ dozen; Greenfinches, 1/ dozen: T. l'cnn,

West row, Mlldenhall, Suffolk. Mtti)

COCK Nightingale anil cage, 21/-
;

five cock Brain-

bleflnchos, !/«’> each; alt cage moulted: single

breeders, 1/9; double, 3/ : W. Watson, Station Cot-

tage, Ashley, Cheshire. (

SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/C dozen; Redpolls, ’/-

dozen; 12 bright mixed seedcaters, 1/ ;
pairs lor

aviary. Goldfinches 2/C, Chaffinches, Greenfinches,

Redpolls. Linnets, I/- pnir ;
well on food ,

tamo

Wood 1’igeon, 2/C: J. Fcnn, Bird Specialist, West-

ell fl villas, Islcham, Cambs, (ic..i

SUPERLATIVE
such

Goldfinches, Linnets,
Cock Linnets, Sd. each, three 1/C; eoi

I/O, 2/- each ;
cock Larks, Md., three

British birds, Canaries, Goldfinches

Llchflcld-rd., Aston, Birmingham.

Larks
•k Goldfinches.
1/0; wanted.
Bruin, 288,

(1301

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each, 3 for 1/C. 0 for

if/C, 6/ dozen
;
warranted cock Goldfinches, I/O, '-/-

each, !<>/- dozen
;

lions Od. ;
cock Larks, . ;

Red-

polls, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, <3d: each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS, ETC.

Real Worcestershire cock Linnets, grand size and

colour, 8(1.. three 1/0; selected specially for sing-

ing, 1 1 ;
lor exhibition, I/O and 2/- each ;

cock

Goldies, specials, 2/-, 2/6 each; large upstanding

cock Larks, over moult, commencing to sing, I/-,

I/O- netted top cages to suit them, 9d. each; Red-

polls, ml., threes I/O; Goldfinch and Linnet cages,

sd
;

soldered top call cages, oi : travelling cages,

Sd.— Osborne, Dudley rd., Wolverhampton. (466)

CANARIEST]

Border Fancy. |

NOTICE.—Grand lot Border Fancies for show or

song, prices low, easy payments taken; approval:
McKcaml, Scabright, Castle Douglas. (399)

11GIII CLASH stock and show Borders for sale,

cheap, or exchange anything, camera, gramophone,
etc.: P. H., 19, llelvedere-rd., Upper Norwood. (-10-1)

NOTICE, grand lot of Green Border Fancies, for

show or stock; prices reasonable; taken approval;
stamp reply : Mrs. David Sturrock, 1, Lawrenee-st.,

Dundee. (400)

VERY handsome lot Border Fancies, yellows and
variegated, young cocks, grand songsters, 7/0, 8/6,

10/0 and 15/-; liens, 2/3; every bird guaranteed:
Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-st., London, W. (463)

OVERSTOCKED, willing to sacrifice 30 pairs of

our young birds to make room : all bred from win-

ners,’ and in the best of health, very reasonable;
a chance in a lifetime: approval: Write for par-

ticulars, Crabb and Finlayson, 120, Montrose-st.,
Brechin. (457)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety ; send at once
for a copy, 2jd. poet free, rrom "Cage Birds," 154,

Fleetest., London, E.C., or from any ol our Nutshell

.gents. (Lists published frequently.)

VALUE!
A grand lot of birds now ready to send out

;

value, is unobtainable elsewhere. Wastrels,

birds called anything but what they really are (and

often liens sold for cocks) yon can obtain. I know,

;il lower prices, but which, as a matter of fact, arc

usually dear at any price. I cordially invite you to

send for any of the following on approval. Your

money is cheerfully returned in full if entire satis-

faction not given. Amongst them arc birds of

grand quality, including some beautiful liens.

Cocks, 6/6, 7/0, 8/0, 10/0, 15/-; Hens, 2/6, 3/0, 5/-.

Pairs, 7/0, 8/0, 10/0, 15/-, 20/ . Three Hens, either

variety, 6/0. Cages for one, 3d., two 4d. I adver-

tiso what I possessc.- RUDD, Specialist, Norwich.

F. J. LACOOHEE) breeder and exhibitor of high-

(class Norwich, have .a few well-bred imtligliled

moulted cocks, from 10/0. hens from 7/C ; -state

wants; 92, St. George-st., Norwich. (400)

A FEW real good Norwich to part with, excep-

tional size, in variegated; also clears; prices reason-

aide; after 5 p.m. by appointment : Street, 09, 1 ark-

rd., Crouch End, N. (Sec Mules.) (102)

WANTED typical class Norwich lions, yellow, ex-

change National Encyclopedia, 12 volumes, bound,

as new; cost over .to ;
suit any gentleman's library;

birds first: Goodall, Aberlour, llalilfshire. <400)

To Norwieti and Yorkshire fanciers.— I have some

of the .best in each variety to dispose of on

approval at strictly moderate prices ;
write or

call and pick for yourself: Taylor, Nortliam-rd.,

llidcford. (480)

GRAND colour fed Norwich lovely Bun cock, make
winner, only 12 /0 ;

grand, cocks for song or brood-

ing, 5/0 each upwards, hens 3/0 upwards; approval;

cash or deposit editor; state wants: Edwin North,

Breeder, 413, Manchcster-rd., Bradford. 0467)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1), by C. A. lie-use. lei $

the fancier all that he needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
" Forming a stud," and " How to Produce the

Ideal." are worth the cost of the whole book many
timed over: Cage Birds. 154, Fleet-st., London.

E. W. ALLSOPP, having experienced a capital

season, both in number reared and unusual excel-

lence, invites enquiries for the surplus birds, several

now being clean moulted. Remember, with face

value, is ottered robust health, stamina, virility,

i years of Plainhead experience, and a reputation
I for reliability, all necessary to ensure success:

Write now, 40, Beda rd., Cardiff. (448).

THREE pair of grand Norwich, with fourteen

youngsters, as bred; three dark Goldie Mules,

as bred; 1915 birds; twelve single breeding cages,

24 by 18 by 12in. wide, fitted complete, with

nursery cage, £6 the lot, or would separate if not

sold together. There are some real good birds in

these, possessing size and quality, and are a bar-

gain
;

all perfectly healthy ; almost, clean moulted

;

full particulars; stamp: Moss, 23, Laneaster-rd.,

H itcliin.

BEST VALUE
ever offered at these prices, grand Norwich cocks,

5/-, 7/6, 10/- each, some lit to win: D. Coombcs,

Stockton-et., West Hartlepool.

ROLLER
CANARIES.

Season 1915-1916.

VOOGT’S STRAIN.
REDUCTION IN PRICES.

There will be, very few Canaries arriving this

season. According to advices received, breeding

stocks are almost- exhausted.
ROLLER COCKS, No. I., 7/6 each ; 7, in 7 cages,

42/-. These are arriving in soft mellow song.
ROLLER COCKS, No. III., 6/- each; 7, in 7 cages,

35/-. Just commencing song. Strong, serviceable

birds.

HENS, 2 for 3/-, in wicker cage; 14 in 7 wicker
cages for 16/-. Please understand these cages are

worth 2)d. each, consequently you are only paying
]/- each for splendid Roller bgns.
TEtlMS.—Cash with order only.

JOHN D. HATVILYN,
221, ST. GEORGE'S STREET, LONDON, EAST.

YorKshires- J

1
Lizards. 1

TWO Gold cocks, 3 Silver hens, 2 young. Gold.

Silver all good birds; Hamer's strain; what offers

for 7?: Hopkins, 35, Chiltern-st., Aylesbury. (462)

Crests and Crestbreds.
|

LARGE young Crests and Crcst-breds, absolutely

Healthy, j’oycc- Barnett strain, (rom AT pair—Rev.
G Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (403)

IF you are looking for Crests or Crested-bredfi,

combining quality and reasonable prices, see my
list, or state requirements; lludd, Specialist, Nor-

wich.
,

(404)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood in England; 35

years breeder of the best; grand birds for sale,

several can win in good company ;
approval : T.

Billington. 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (453)

YELLOW Crest-bred ecek and Crested lien, £1;

pair of extra fine Crested birds, 25/- ;
all 1914,

worth double; exceptional opportunity for a be-

ginner; real bargain; Thos. Steele, Witney, near

Oxford.

(465)

Rollers & Singing Canaries

)

NOW READY:
Exhibition and stoeli birds in

high-class typical Yorkshires
and Norwich. Colour-fed and
natural colour, and all cold-

rooms bred. Read this testi-

monial, from 35, Blackstone
Road, Chorley, Aug., 1915:

—

" Pleased to inform you that
the pair of Yorkshires pur-

chased from you in January
have bred me some winners.
One of the young birds 1 ex-

hibited at Chorley Show and
won 1st and spl. prize, end

j praised by tho judge.”—P. Harrison to
J. Taylor. Send for my illustrated price list post
free. All birds on seven days’ approval at my risk.

Old address—J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizing-
hall, Bradford. '

|

Norwich. ~j

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
i. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able • approval
;

inspection cordially invited ;
in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

W. L. PAGE, Breeder and Exhibitor of High-class

Norwich, lias a few birds to spare ;
inqnirie-s

solicited : state requirements ;
stamp : 30, Bcdford-

j)L, Southampton. *
(441)

A FEW good pairs of 1914 Norwich for sale; also

Cinnamons; room wanted: Croxon, Crown Dairy,

Lowestoft. (401)

NOTICE.—Grand lot Norwich for show or song,

prices low; easy payments arranged; approval : 11c-

Kcand Scabright, Castle- Douglas. (299)

TWENTY healthy Norwich Canaries, as bred; cash

offers wanted; seen by appointment: Fox, Cleveland

House, Fairgrcen, Mitcham, Surrey. (404)

WHAT otters for 30 Norwich Canaries, 1915 bred,

Thomas’s strain; good percentage cocks; D. Kuc-

croft, 1, Beamish-st., West Stanley, Durham. (403)

BARGAIN; massive 1914 buff lien, winner 1st only

time exhibited, lovely quality, 15/6; approval;

deposit : Carrier, 32, Northumberland-st., Norwich.
(403)

HEALTHY 1915 buff Norwich cocks, singing, cold

room, colour fed, 5/(1, 0/0 each; good hens from

2/-; approval; deposit; Dickens, 34, Vernon-st.,

Northampton. (401)

GRAND lot of young Norwich cock Canaries,

splendid fongsters, 7/0, 8/0. 10/0, If./-; hens, 2/3;

every bird guaranteed ;
Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regcnt-

tt .
London W. (403)

BREEDER S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Gluckc Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.It.C.C.

Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver eup Inter. Show, 1913. (18101

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist.' All birds bred

from prize winning specimens of high rank ;
full

particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. (100)

WANTED, weekly supply of Rollers: Burton, Dealer,

Radclitf, Lancashire.
ROLLER cock, 2nd year, .7/6, grand bird, reared

3b this year . Greenwood, Coleshill, near Birming-

ham.’ (4450)

BEST quality rape for Roller fanciers, note prices,

5/- stone, 35/- CWt., samples sent: Ives, 85, Legsby-

avc., Grimsby.
,

' (435)

SPLENDID young cocks, singing nicely, 5/- each;

bred from Randall s direct: 310, Oldham rd., Newton

Heath, Manchester. (l^0 )

FREE delivery, beautiful untried Seifert hens, mad
to nest, 3/- : Miss Jackson, Well Cottage, Seottqn,

near Knaresborough, Yorkshire. (402)

THREE good Roller cocks, 4 hens, young, 28/-,

for sale; exchange boards, wire, pullets; 42, Glad-

stone Park-gardens, Cricklewood. (402)

NOTICE.— Grand high-class Rollers, day and gas-

light songsters, reasonable easy payments taken

;

awroval : McKeand, Scabright, Castle-Doll glas . (399)

ROLLER Canaries, best strain procurable, 09 years

fancier, 11 hens and 6 cocks, moulting line; moving;

what for lot : Blakemore, Market Hall, Worcester.

BARGAINS 7 1915 Roller cocks, 0/- each; 7

Roller hens, ’ 2 / - each; book, “Our Canai-ies,’ cost

21/-, 10/-: H. Cocken, 29, Rosamond-st., Walsall.

SIX training cages for sale, also four box cages,

10xl2xG, tited complete; Tams make; as new; offers

lot
;
exchange : G. Chantrey, 24, Kthel-st., North-

ampton. ' „ (400)

VERY handsome lot Roller cocks, In full song,

7/6, 8/6, 10/0 and 15/-; bens, 2/3; every bird

guaranteed : Harris, 6a, Beak-st., Regelit-st.,

London, W. (403)

GRAND selection of Roller Canaries, cocks, full

song, 4/0 and 5/6 each; hens, 2/- each; sent any

distance : Manager, Princess Aviaries, 103, Prineess-

st., Manchester. (404)

YOUNG Roller cocks, Randall’s strain, 3/6, 4/0,

5/0, 6,0, 7/0 to 15/-; hens, 1/6, 2/-; also few show
Norwich and Yorkshires fit for the bench, lrom

20/- pair: J. Ingtain, 54, Goulton-st., Hull. (403)

BRITISH bred Rollers, best strains in England,

cocks, singing grand, 4/0, 5/0, 0/6, 7,0; liens, 1/0,

"/- each ; 5 cock Linnets, reared under Rollers, Can-

aries, run like Hollers, 2/6 eacli ;
approval; cash or

deposit: Day, The Aviaries', Portcr-s t., Hull. (401)

I^TdaYS’ trial—our risk
Preston Contest Rollers, same champion strain that

wc supplied the winners at the principal contests

for years, and have received thousands of testi-

monials. These wonderful songsters only 15/- eacli

on 14 days’ trial at our risk; special terms; send

Id/- deposit to ns and promise balance in two weeks

and we will send one of these nqn-such Rollers on

14 days’ trial at our risk. Try one against any other

strain advertised and be your own judge. Belgian

Rollers, in full song, 7/(1, 8/6, and 10/0 each, all on

14 days’ trial at our risk: Bairstoiv's, Ormskirk-nl.,

Preston. (459)

uaecucio' CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist) winners

thousands of prizes leading shows; many cham-
pionship Crystal Palace, including championship last

Palace show; not being able to exhibit owing to

i bless can suply wonderful good exhibition and
stud birds; reasonable; approval: Lungton Lodge,
Scotton, Knarcsborough, ) orks. (401)

BAILEY, winner ouuigni Y.C.C. 20-gnhiea Clia.

leiige Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South View -ten.. Saudy Lane, Brad-

ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, .34, Crawford Street, Bradford,

breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are

stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day Champion, breeder and
exhibitor of high class Yorkshires; some grand
birds ready for the early shows; reasonable;

kindly state wants; satisfaction assured: Reliable

Aviaries, 10, Shann-st., Bolton Woods, Bradlord.
v'455)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders; Exhibitors, and Exporters

of tho best the world has produced : Thornton
Bradlord.

J. TAYLOR, 30, Airevillc-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford,

breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-

shires and Norwich
;
show and stock specimens

now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual

seven days approval.

COCKS, singing, 5/-'; Crested Norwich cock, sing-

ing, 7/0: Standard Aviaries, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (405)

WAixTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, easli

deposited
;

particulars, stamp repi) ; Oliver, 101,

Bndport-pL, lloxton.

FOUR pairs typical upstanding York©., 14,6 pair;

or exchange lot or separate; yours first: Barber,

West-gate, Southwell, Notts. (459)

HIGH-CLASS yellow cock, winner let special, 15/-;

buff hen, winner, 8/-; cards sent; approval; deposit

:

Davies, Ferndale, Craven Arms. (401)

NOTICf!.—Grand lot Yorkshire© for show or song,

prices low, easy payments arranged; approval: Mc-
Keand, Scabright, Castle-Douglas. (399)

THIRTEEN Yorkshires for sale, 9 young, as bred;

just through moult; offers for the lot; or useful

exchange; Hy. Jelley, 37, Penmaeisglas, Penygraig,

Glam. (402)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, winning strain, cocks

from 7,0 upwards, liens 5/- upwards; approval, de-

posit: John Radley, 259, King-st., Skelmanthorpc,

Huddersfield. (4oO)

FOR sale, 9 pairs of higli-cbxss Yorkshire Canaries,

18 single breeding cages, utensils, etc. ;
approval, de-

posit: Fred Hobson, Elm-st., Skelmanthorpe, near

Huddersfield.
,

(-404)/

GRAND lot, high-class Yorkshire cock Canaries,

splendid songsters, 7/0, 8/6, 10/6 and 15/-; her®, 2/3;

every bird guaranteed : Harris, 55, Beak-st., ltegent-

St., London, W.
,

(463)

T. C. CRAWHALL can spare a few exhibition birds,

some ((lean moulted, have bred over 100 ;
a perfectly

level lot; no wasters; stock birds most reasonable :

121, St. George's-tcrr., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (401)

MAGNIFICENT red hot coloured Yorkshire eoek,

1915, first round youngster, over moult, and in full

song, parents cost pounds, a real bargain, only 8,6;

approval ;
cash or deposit editor : Edwin North,

Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd.. Bradford. (407)

GRAND uiiflighted Yellow Yorkshire hen, standard

length, grand colour, as straight as a rush, can

win, and ready for early shows, only 30/-; can win

cost easily; approval; cash or deposit editor: Edwin

North, Breeder, 443, Manchestcr-rd., Bradford. (467)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/lj. by II. W. Uatt.ve

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and

its sub varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and enecessfui

exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and

disease: Cagb Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, It.

SPLENDID selection of Yorkshires and Norwich
Canaries, cocks, full song, 0/-, 0/- each; liens, 2/6;
safely packed for any distance: Manager, Princess
Aviaries, 103, Vrtnccss-st., .Manchester. (464)

WIIAT offers, no reasonable offer refused, must
sell; 1 sell green Crest-bred Norwich cock; 1 eelf-

green Crest-bred Norwich hen; 1 bull Crested hen; 1

null Yorkshire hen; 1 yellow Yorkshire cock; 1

British Roller hen, club rung; 3 Breeding cages; 1

Swiss aviary, and all sundries: Twist, 74, Central-
rd., Blackpool. (458)

MULES—HYBRIDS.
LINNET-Goldlinch, millers, Linnet Mule, 2 Norwich
liens, exchange Flemish ; Bethany, couth-avenue,
Southend. (403)

EXHIBITORS, two large cock Coldie-Bullie Hy-
brids, £3 15/-; almost white ben Chaffinch, 7/-; ex-

change two hen Canaries: Lyons, Corbally, Limerick.
(405)

WANTED 1914 cock Goldfinch Mule, exchange
lady’s excellent solid silver watch; only letters

answered: Occupier, 23, Alfrcd-st., Shrewsbury
(400)

EXHIBITION cock Linnet, large bird, conk Yellow
Bunting, 2 Roller liens', lot 7/0; exchange cock Gold-
finch Mule: E. Bugby, Thcrpe-st., Ratinds, North-
ants. . (467)

NOTICE.—Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-
finches, Linnets, Bulfinches, Chaffinches, from
catchers: Blackett, 2, I’oole-st., New North-rd.,
London. (414)

SPLENDID Norwich hens for stock or muling,
clear®, yellow or buff, 4/0 and 3 also a clinking
Linnet-Mule cock, yellow variegated, 15/-; see
Norwich : Street, 09. Park-rd., Crouch End, N. (162)

HANDSOME variegate” Goldfinch-Canary Mules,
warranted cocks. 0/- each ; one nearly even marked,
15/-; very light genuine Sib. hens, bred Light Mules,
20/- each ; few cocks cheap : Rowley Elston, Credi-

ton. (401)

Various Canaries.

FOR sale, five good singing birds: 22, Montrcal-rd.,

Streatham Hill. (4x)

COCK Canaries, grand whistlers, from 4/0 upwards.

H. Brown, Lundin Links, Fifeshire. ( 4.;9)

GIVING up; splendid 1914 Roller and Yorkshire

hens. 3/- each: Kitehing, 7, Hawthornc-pl., New

Wortley, Leeds.
THREE line 1911 cock Goldfinch Mules, over moult,

on song, 7/0 each; bargain: Swains, Pork Butcher,

Bishops Stortford. ( ,)

FOR sale, stock of Norwich Crests and Crest

breds; sell separate, or the lot nearest £10: Walker,

Bradenham, Thetford. (401)

BARGAIN, grand Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, and

Roller cocks, °3/- each; cock and hen, 5/-
,
approval:

McKeand, 15, Quecn-st ., Castle Douglas. U£0
TEN* Canaries as bred, and 3 liens, In Crystal

l’alaec aviary; cash otter; inspection preferred.

Ellis 112 Canbury Park-nl., Kingston, Surrey. (4t.3j

FIVE hens, 1914, good feeders, 1/3 each; 3 double

breeders, 2/-; 2 single breeders, 1/3 : 2 flight cages,

1 /- each; several accessories, 1/6; lot, la/-: xouug.

40, l’alacc- gardens, Enfield.
*,

’8 '

GRAND lot young Norwich, Yorkshire, Rollers,

and Border Canaries, cocks in full song, 7/6, 8/6

10/6 and 15/-; every bird guaranteed: Harris, 55

Beak-st.. Rcgcnt-st., London, W. (403)

TALKING Parrot and cage. 21/-. or exchange:
Seedsman, 103, Princess-st., Manchester.
WILL give full coloured coca Napoleon Weaver for
good adult hen Ccckatiel, or sell 10/-: Charles
Read, Bingley. (405)

TWO 1915 ltingncek Parrakeets, bred in outside
aviary, one 1914, 12/6 each : Elliott, Burnt Tree,
Tipton, Staffs. (402)

PARROT, West African Grey, 2 years old. talks
fluently, hardy, acclimatised, £7 10/-: Miss Foster,

Forhes-rd., Faversham. (464)

WANTED, Parrot, Grey or Amazon, exchange Can-
aries and cages, or pullets, approval : Powick, East-

field Cottage, Dewsbury. 4401)

WANTED, on three days’ approval, a really good
tame Parrot, that spoaksuplainly : Beard, 33, Royal
Arcades, Weston-super-Mare. (405)

PARROTS, finger tame. Blue and Red Macaw,
White Cockatoo, lovely talker: A. Keegan, 35,

Upper Ormond Quay, Dublin. (430)

CALIFORNIAN Onail, young birds of this sea-

son, reared in aviary, mostly bens, 5/- each: An

-

phlet, Birmingham Road, Walsall. (461)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, mimic,

accept 45/-, with cage, exchanges considered : Davies,

3, Clifford-st., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (464)

BIRDS that pay! Budgerigars, Greens 6/-, Yellows

7/- per pair.—The Aviaries, 50, Hammond-st.. Parkin-

son-lane, Halifax. Inspection invited. (460)

BEAUTIFUL acclimatised Indian Parrot, brought
over privately jisoon talk; 35/-; good cage included:

Marshall, 08, Manvers-st., Nottingham. (463)

GRAND pair of Green Budgerigars, adults, fit

for show .and one pair of Yellows, bred 1915, 8/-

the lot: F. Brooks, 1, Queen-st., Bath. (463)

WILL give 6/- each for any quantity, of Coekatiels,

Indian Green Parakeets, Quakers, or any hardy

P.irrakeet : Chapman, High-fit., Birmingham.

FOR sale, indoor aviary anil pair Yellow Bud-

gerigars, one linger* tame, also Half-Moon Parra-

keet, 22/0 lot; bargain; H., 58, Station- rd., Barnes.

S.W. (432)

THREE pairs Budgerigar®, 12/-; exchange Gold-

finches, Bullfinches, or pair Coekatiels, breeders ;
or

offers- Midgley’s Aviaries, Mieklethwaite, Bingley,

Yorks.
,

(463)

LOVKLY Amazon Parrot ami - rape ^
* excell-ent

talker, * etc., flnper-tame, very affectionate
;
£2 7 /•

;

genuine bargain: G. Scott, Horton Nursery, '-<5ln-

brook. •

W ANTED, Grey Parrot and cage, must be fairi

tame and a talker; a swearer not objected to : no

fancy prices please: D. It. Mackay, Adlington, Mac-

clesfield. . . ^
. }

WANTED, African Grey Parrot and cage; give

easli and valuable now set of furs, long stole and

pillow muff, cost £4 4s. :
Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,

Dunstable.
BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/ pair,

selected breeding pairs, 0/-; yellows, 8/ ; eokeimit

husks, 5/- dozen; Miss Rose), Rosemary House.

Eastbourne. , , ,

THREE pairs Budgerigars, aviary bred, 4

yellow, 2 green, 1 young green
;

few busks, od.

each; sell lot. cheap: F. Jones, 97, Hall Green *1.

Bradley. Bilston. „ ,

l'1* 1

;
1 ’

GREEN Cardinal, male bird, 45/-; Sugar Bird, 30,-:

one Troupial, on full song, 30/-; the three above

birds nre in absolute show plumage; (I. B. Chap-

man. lligli-st., Birmingham
FAWN and White Bengalese, gems, 15/- pair,

cocks. 7/- ;
true pair Red- faced Lovebirds. o(J/ ,

Soalv-erowned Finches, true pair, 13/4.: Gaitovvay.

Fcriivillc. Fortes Green, Finchley. <44iq
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FINGER-TAME Green Budgerigar, hen, npcaks a
few words, 10/6 ; Yellow Budgerigars (1910), 7/6 a
pair; cock Bronzcwing Mannikin, acclimatised, 3 6 :

Turner, Trcmadoc, Newton Abbot. (I6 J)
TALKING Indian King Rock l’arrot and cage,

sell £2. or exchange stock of selected British, or
good hybrids or light mules; oilers considered;
approval; Percy Watson, Codnor, Derbyshire (461)
TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, ueeliin.i

tiled, healthy, and hardy condition, linger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
taego cage, 15/6: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port. (400)

IIO.SK who have bought or thooe who arc about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"
it only costs 2 }d. post free, but the tips it gives are
priceless; from: Caok Illitps, 154, Fleet-st., London,
L.C. (2d. from agento, a list of whom Is published
frequently.)
TALKING Parrots of every description: African
Greys, Amazons, Macaws, Cockatoos, Itoeks, etc.;
talking warranty given that if Parrots do not talk
to your satisfaction within six or twelve months, l
willingly exchange them without extra charge; send
to a reliable mans John Day, The Aviaries, Porter-
at., Hull.
avadavats: Avadavats are very charming little

lords, but they need care. The "Nutshell" booklet,
Avadavats, ’ contains full information on the

management of those birds. You cannot do better
tbun liave a copy by you, and we ohnll be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2id. Write. The
r I!mDS - 154 • Flcot-st., London. E.C.
UNfcST breeding strain of Budgerigars in England-

outdoor aviaries. Greens 6/- pair, liens d/C, yellows
s/- bens 1 , 6 ; Zebra Finches, wonderful breeders
12/- pair; Weavers, Baga, Blackheads, and Halt-masked cocks, 4/- each; cocoanut husks, od. each
f°c!

J Canaries.
: liens 2 /6 ; all own breed-

l

xucDe>Sf-° r<1, H u= llenilRn House. Teddington. (461)'SE
,,'

s m°re lovely seed-eater than the
5?P l,l " r Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
ddlicult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

fnllrnwi,

J

a
>

rle
J
y kept successfully. But you must

n
th * ,llIlts Given in “Nutshell No. 14 ." from

fA
G 'D

?;
lo4> Flect-st., London, E.C., post freo

lished").
Fr°‘" agents (see liit; frequently ' pub-

can often be purchased for the

tTnGf,,i;,
f ^°'' n ' r

V.
kln Nightingales are very

w2.i
Plumage, have a fine song, and make

ileal cage or aviary birds. Some very heioful in-formatmn on this variety will be found in “Nutshell
5?; „

19 ’ flic author of which is Wesley T. Pago,

Bmos n ‘t,
St

,
°"ce

V
2R post free from CagkBIRDS, lot. Fleet -et., London, E.C. 2d. from our

V-’j* published frequently).

Ri.,,, i i
0N .specimens; grand pair Cordon*%*'-'*’
*P.

e
,

clai Carlisle, 3rd, special L.C.B.A.,

,

k Klbbon Finch, 4th L.C.B.A., 7/6 pairBib Finches, 10/-; champion cock Melba Finch win
*pec,

?
ls

’ W-i grand pair Budgeri'

BWK Yellow rumped Finches, 2.'»/•; pair Glossy
Hay fronted Cow Birds, 80/*; l pair Jordons Acccn
tor.s 3o/«; I pair Wlukj-cheeked Finch Larks, 80/
ited 'billed Weavers, 7/G pair:

CROSS, 0TTEB5P00L, LIVERPOOL

PAIRS. Barred shouldered Doves, £5; Ruddv-
backed, Blue-beaded Aldabran Turtle Doves 30 /--
Vinaeeous Turtle Doves, 20 /-; Half-collared .Senegal
i urtle Doves, 20/-; Zebra Doves, 20/-; Stock Doves
•>a/-; White Doves. 7/6; Barbary Doves. 0 /-; Cali
format! Quails, 25/-; one only, Wood Pigeon T’-6 -

one Triangular Spotted Pigeon, 25/-
: pair Golden'

I Peasants, Silver Pheasants, Peafowl, all exhibition
plumage and colour, GO/- pair:

WANTED, Canaries and British,,
—- •'••v.—., an varieties

:

fp;
04 for cash; Muir, City Bird and Cage Mart

170. Saltmarkct, Glasgow,
WANTED, Canaries and Mules, eitlmr sex- stalllowest price for prompt cash : Robinson, 33

,
II, son

fit., New (’ro.

tc
son-

(422)

CROSS, 0TTERSP00L, LIVERPOOL

BUDGERIGARS, Rosellas. Cockatleis, Pennants ai
seen breeding on this estate. Budgerigars, (inest
most brilliant in existence; Green 8/6 , Yellow 12/0
pair; Rosellas, 70/. pair; Cockaticls, 21 /
Pennants, £6 a pair.

pair

;

CROSS, OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL

SILVEIt-GREA' Parrot, with red tail, selected bird
oil/-; talking Grey Parrot, charming tame pet. ac'
chmatised, £6 ; also another, 2 years in England,

10s.; talking Yellow-front Amazon Parrot,
wonderful mimic, whistles, and laughs:

CROSS, OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL

prico £
price £5

COCK Blossoin-head Parrakeet, :

keet, 25/-; llingneck, 15/-; pair fin
fronted: Till 7A ' •

gars, 7/6 ; monster hen Budgerigar, ‘’beautv
°
5 /-‘-

F ^Ho\[p
r Jofi wanted, good microscope; exchange:

WAXB.LLO
Th

?r?
a

,

S
;
St

“,
Wellingborough. («C)

Grev
(Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

tel-te
a.M'.Hcl

t
na) - riUm this interesting quar-

a Di’ir ,

h
r
purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

Tlicv ^nn i

arC> fe
"! more charming foreigners

i ir
y

,5
an be successfully kept,. too, with "littledifficulty if you will follow the hints <*iven bvWesiey T. Page F.Z.S., in “ Nutshell N^. 20," 2(d

E C
6

Gall »
r
?
m CAG® liniI)S

- 154, Fleet-st.. London.'L C Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d
(
ii
st frequently published).

dy5Ki:

,

B1
.
ue Book Thrush, 30/-; Virginian Car-

ster T
^“lerlcan Kobm, breeder and fine song-

breeders /?
alr
k ^ange-headed Ground Thrushes,

W - rare i Finches, prolific breeders,

and laid 6ft/* P^
h
?
U
i
d
«
ed

,

Froupial.s, have nested
r,ni. - i

d
’„f/:'

J

Pa,n
5.
e

:
i

-
Quap - 50/-

; Harlequin Quail,

/-; Biue

Ahno‘t
a

a!l

I!

Uw.se1
S

' /'T r̂ ?d tw0 broods’, £10.Almost all these birds have wintered out and areguaranteed perfect. Exchange entertained’; wanted
Peach-faced Lovebirds.—Dr.’

(467)

30/-; Jew Parra-
. ; ,

• r- /
finger-tame Golden-

fronted lui larrakeets, 70/-; pair finger-tame
Canary-wing Parrakeets, 70/-; Blue-beaded Pionus
larrots, Cut-throat, Double-front, Vinaeeous, and
\ ellow-front Amazons, Jardines Parrot, Leadbeater
Goflins, Slcnderbill, Bare-e.ved, Bloodstained-, Atroa-
crested, Salmon-crested Cockaticls, Red Macaws and
Blue and Yellow Macaws, Australian Piping Crows
Bauers Parrakeet, Mantled Rosella, Muellers Par^
rot, leach-face Lovebirds, Cuban Conures, Nandav
Conures, etc. Ask for requirements

:

CROSS, OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL

PAIR Crown Cranes, charming, tame, feed fromhand, of exquisite colours, and perform a unique
£2°, •

°J}
e Glai't Sarus Crane, in exquisite

colour, £ la : these Cranes are established, accU-
matised, living on the lawn for 12 months Pairs-

Sv,’
:
-
E ®-vptian «eese. -35/-; Canadian

Geese, 4a/-
; Cereopsis Geese. £ 12

; White Call Ducks,

olien laket upon Jds ‘ estate":

1' 8 ’ 20'"’ °n

CROSS, OTTERSPOOL, LIVERPOOL

’
piackh^adefi Sibias, 70/-* Rin^ Ouzels ^0/ *

:oTdon
J

h^,
)tte

,

d I,0VCS
’ Biuebreasted c&A

OccuuLl ^ih,„ P,L
r<

;:

lr"' 1 30/-; Hue pair

Fruitsuekers and
Amsler, Eton.

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awardedmore gold cups than any other kinde

; bTed Tn ouroutdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
’)
ll..2

ree
P s 6/0 P alr - Yellowa 7/6 pair; cash oreaoy payment.

(394)
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH,
TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDQ
warrant/ •

tri*‘ Our rUt
Kl

1?,||?n?
oand

a
tEt,m

0
oniafsfb

0
ear

CilSy PaymCnts; lwlder tboa '

NAMES AND ADDRESSES
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom onmonth s trial system at my risk, which I originated
and means if it should die during trial 1 replace it
free of charge Talking warranty given that ifParrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 1

°
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms anddon t carry them out; so he careful. Write- at
once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
1 rattle.' Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses
proving all best Parrots coine from these aviaries!
Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address : “Aviaries, More-
cambe. Telephone No. 40 Morecambe.

(340 )

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

(394)

DE VON & CO.
£3°nMr

R
'v

I

u
4DED Taaa "ers > c5 /- P»ir ; Archbishopspau

«

. \
eIlou w»ng bugar Birds, 35/. each • Blue

^r-/?
ar

#
*?/" ’ ^oves

» 3/6 pair; Goldfish’ tele-scope fantail Swordfish, etc.; see price lists- f .-, mo

paire Turtle
Pair: Z?™ •» oolours.Tpan, Turtle Doves wanted; Thrush, 3/6 - T-iIkiV.

• S0/ - pai^ pe’achSLovemras, £3 pair. Budgerigars, 6 /. pair- Yellows

LARGE yellow cinnamon marked Norw-ich hen 4 /.

pair
; Canary-reared Linnets, 2/0: Proudfoot, 18,

Ghurch-rd., Lowestoft. (gyoj
COCKS. Green finch, Linnet, lien Chaffinch, 5 /-

three; Bullfinch cock, 4/C; pair 1915 Norwich, 8 /6
-

Green Budgerigars, cock and two hens, monsters,
show condition, 5/- each; 12/6 three-: Low, 48, Loan-
head-terr , Aberdeen. <-4^)A BARGAIN, having to clear, due for the Front
in tew weeks: 10 grand songsters, real Roller cocks
direct from Fould's and Randall's strain, 6 /-, 7 /Tj’
8 6 . 10/- each; six grand Norwich cocks, Vardy.'s,
Iron s, Thomas’s strain, 7,6, 10/- each : six liens
4/-, 5;-, 6/-: eight Yorkshire cocks, Dyke’s, Bailev’s’
Shackleton’s .strain, 7,V. 8/-, 10/- each; 10 liens,

'

4 /.-!

5'-; all these caged birds singing; six cock Gold-
finches, 2/6 , 3/-, 4/-; 4 cock Linnets, 1/6, 2/- each - 2
Goldfinch-Canary Mules, cocks singing, 8/6 each; any
on approval; all grand birds: Corpl. Saunders, Army
Service- Corps, care Mrs. Ward, The Bank, Low-
Village, Shireha-mpton, JBristol. (404)

BUDGERIGARS
rincst selected gold medal strained Green Bud-

hcnl l/ Tc4-
a
vmaPPr0VaI at 0Ur risk 5/6 pair;

verv’laree hb-dl ' magn,fcent condition.
'HI

lar
f
e b,rcis

. 7/9 Pair; hens, 3'9 each. At the

alD fiLTn,i'
te

-
liave stock over 560 exception-ally fine Budgeiigars

; these birds are ail livin'* ina very cold room and suitable for turnin'* oul ofdoor, mimediately . We despatch same day°as order
• 5 g

,

uarantee safe arrival, and an\ bird dviii"

HiMiV d
n'

S rep ace(1 frPC charge
: G. Chapman

8
Hi 0 b st.^ Birmingham. Phone^Cential r,ao m..i„
grams— Parrakeet.

Tclc-

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in pur-chasing a larrot we wish to offer the finest selec-tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including AfricanGreys .Amazon's, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos. °Macaws

to
C

'

nlaie "h’
‘ “ lnte

!
Idln« purchasers of ParrotsaCG themselves in communication with u-when we will immediately forward them a full IKt

JxZw'Z
T
H

k
'"n

1>

,

arrots - The bird« we offer areexactly as described on price list; good sound

antie
h
Lf

t°Ck at
,

I°w«s t market prices. W© guar^

« inf™' ° f al ‘ stoc
l
£ ’ and despatch sameday as order arrives: G. B. Cbapmun Hiah-st

“ ParrakeeL’’
Thone* Central 669.

'
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|
WANTED.

|

WANTED all kinds of Canaries; state prices to
Mrs. Eilett, 104, Kirkgatc, Wakefield. (461)WANTED Roller in song, give Rough-hair Fox
Terrier: Tattersall, Bare, Morecambe. (459)WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:
L. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (40G)WANTED all kinds of British from catchers; state
prices to Mrs. Eliett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield ( 4G 1 )ROLLER organ wanted, offers with full particu-
lars to: Carter, 43 Albert-rd., S. Norwood, S.E. (456)WANTED weekly. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets,
Canaries: J. Tyrrell, 3, Richmond-row, Liverpool.

WANTED, livestock of anv description: Manager
Princess Menageries, 163,- Princess-st., Manchester.

WANTED any quantity of good, big, health v Nor
J

wich; state lowest price: Scott, 22, Harcourt ’Drive
Glasgow.
WANTED a pair of Canaries; exchange rolled gold

lever watch, sell 8 )/-: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson-st.
Glasgow.

(440)WANTED cold-room bred songster Canaries; state
prices, etc., to H. H. . Mortimer, 4, Granville-st
Abertillery.
WANTED, offers Canaries, exchange Ayrshire Scotch
blankets, new, sell 27/6: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson-
st., Glasgow.

(46-1)WILL buy for cash any quantity hen Goldfinch
Mules hen Canaries, l/- each: ilelyar, 56. I’atmos
rd., North Brixton,

[

• J'dbdon, S.E.
W1MI.D, Border Fancies, also surplus stocks of

Giinanes, cheap for cash: Dawson, Dcnnislown Bird
Mart, 689, Duke-st.. Glasgow. fi65 tWANTED all kinds of birds; state price and par-
ticulars; will deposit cash: Jones, The Aviaries
21, Caerleon-rd., Newport. Mon (p;*,WANTED Grey talking Parrot, also Foreign birds,
In exchange for Peacocks, Pheasant), or Cockatoo;
Addey, 35, Upper Union-st., Hull.
WANTED good eatchcr for the season; good prices

given; write particulars to F. Stowe, Bird Experl
Cornwell, Chipping -Norton, Oxon.WAN l El), large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,
also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin. »t. Cowcaddcns-st., Gla6gow. (2411WANTKD pair Norwich or Roller Canaries, cock.
Rood songster, exchange bra# lamp, complete, cost
J‘J/6 : Bond, 36, Foxliill-rd., Reading. (460)WANTED, all varieties Canariie' and British ami
I'orejgn birds., must be cheap, cash sent with order-
McKeand, fjeabright, Castle Douglas.

(399 )W ANTED Canaries in exchange for full 40 parts
Harmsworth Encyclopaedia, excellent condition- T
Salt, 50, Boundary-fd., Gt. Yarmouth. (J6 l)WANTED any quantity of hen Canaries, stating
price and breed; cheap for cash: Edward Bruce 124
Blacktriars rd., Salford, Manchester.

(433 )WANTED weekly supply- of Goldfinches, Bull-
finches, Chaffinches, and Siskins : State prices to
Gracie, Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland. (455)WANTED; for export, Norwich, York-shires, Bor-
ders. Cinnamons, and Crests; state your price; W.
Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (461)WANTED, Scotch Linnets, Greenfinches, Bullfinches,
etc.; good prices for good stock: Wilson, Scotland's
Largest Naturalist, Argyle-st., Glasgow. (465,W ANTED any quantity of Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
and hen Canaries, etc. ; state price : Thomas Hughes.
Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birmingham. (465)W ANTED Canaries, Foreigners, give good overcoat,
40 chest, plated pistol, grandfather clock, or fell

:

Westrope, Agent, Bumpstead, Haverhill. (466 )WANTED -

for cash. Canaries, Mules and Gold-
finches, cither sex; state lowest price: Mcrrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st.. New Cross Gate. (442)
WANTED, anything alive for prompt cash

;

bankers. Union Bank of Manchester; cash or de-
posit: Regent Aviaries, 6Ja, Regent-bridge, Salford.
WANTED, dogs, puppies,

' Canaries. British birds,
rabbits, Parrots, pigeons, eavies, bantams, etc.;
state full particulars: Arthur Wicks, Norwich.
WANTED, Border Fancies, Norwich. Yorkshires
and any variety of live stock: state prices: Wilson
Scotland’s Largest Naturalist, Argyle-st., Glasgow!WANTED Canaries and Mules, either sex. state
lowest price for prompt cash: Barlow's High-class
Seed Stores, 2, Upper Moss-lane, Hulme, Manchester.
•WANTED hen Goldfinch .Mules, give 1'- each, also
hen Canaries, J/- each small ones, 1/3 large ones: J.
Flower, 15, Pollard-row, Bethnal Green, London.

(402)
WANTED, 1915 Canaries, pairs' Coekatiets, any
kinds British birds, young rabbits, poultry ; bankers’
reference; prompt cash: Hope, 45, Great Bridge,
TiPton. (465)WANTED, price lists of bird glasses- and pottery,
zinc drinkers, bird sand in ton Tots, for re-sale-
Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443,. Manehester-rd

!

Bradford. (ggjjWANTED good typical Norwich and Yorkshire
Canaries; must be healthy; approval; send lowest
price to VV. Jack, Cage Maker, 0, Stirling-st.

, City.
Glasgow.

( 4 fl3 )WANTED. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, for
prompt cash; straightforward dealings only; price
and particulars to: D. Coombes, Stoekton-st., West
Hartlepool.

(40 ,3 )WANTED, cock Canaries on song; exchange best
quality gold and silver-mounted umbrellas ; offers :

Hobbs, Umbrella Manufacturer, 806, Rochdale-rd
Manchester.

(402 )ANYTHING alive; Jopson, Newton Heath. Man-
chester; for export, 1,000 hen Canaries, good price-
for large healthy birds : Jopson, New ton Heath,
Manchester. (4453 )WEEKLY supplies of Goldfinches, Linnets, Bull-
finches, etc.; also Canaries any variety; Parrots,
Dogs, Puppies, cheap for cash: Harris, 55. Beak-st..
Regent-st., London, W. f4 C3 )WANTED Canaries, exchange good old violin, per-
fect condition, £ 2 ; also threequarter, 35 /-; both
in. first-class condition ; birds first: J. Ellis, 0

,
Chiireh-

st., Raven,sthorpe, Yorks. (464)
WANTED, any* kind of British birds for resale, for

cash, or exchange high class Yorkshires or Norwich
winning strain : no rubbish offered or wanted : Offers
to Edwin North, Breeder, 413, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford.

( 4G7 )WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also
Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins; -state lowest price;
Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200. Ovcrgatc, Dundee.
WANTED for prompt cash all kinds of healthy

Canaries and Mules, also Linnets, Goldfinches, Bull-
finches; send lowest price to: A. Leitch, East End
Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate, Glasgow. (399)
WANTED reliable bird catchers to supply weekly
to the end of the season. Linnets, Chaffinches, Gold-
finches, Bullfinches. Siskins, Larks, Yellow-hammers,
Thrushes, Blackbirds, in fact, all kinds of British
birds; will pay the best market price obtainable;
write for terms to Enoch Power, Bird Specialist,
89-91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

Singing Contests.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the
nature of advertisements must he paid for at
advertisement rates

t three words a penny.

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet contest. Woodman fnn, Borsefair

bopt. 18
; 20 entered for 3 good prizes, 4 minutes'

"lie singing, and some nice singing was done.
1, Beard; 2. Jones; 3, shared Blackshear and
vv Ingham. Open sing Sept. 19

, 22 entered for 3
prizes, 3 minutes’ time singing. We had a few-
fresh faces to sec us: Mr. Plows, Kippax Linnet
Ylub, two or three member from Castleford Club,
and Mr. ScotUon, from Fcatherstone

; they havean *ot ft orno very nice hinis. I. Beard: 2,* Wine-ham; 3, Jones.-J. Beard. Assist. See.

LEEDS.
Qnahtv singing for Linnets will begin again Sept,

in’
a

,,

Sk
.'u
nnCrS

^,
rrr,s T'bp birds have got oicclvthrough the moult, and we shall be having somo

good singing again at the old bird house.—

C

Clayton, Mon. Sec.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A.. Albion Hotel,

baville Creep. York-rd. Open content for Quality
Linnet singing. sSept. 18; 12 birds sane for 3
prizes: 12. Buttery; 3 , Si.ssons. Judges. Lacy and
Naylor. Sept,. 19: 18 sang for 3 prizes. 1 3
Buttery; 2, Chippendale. Judges, Hardcastle and
Naylor.—\V. Naylor. Hon. Sec.
Lewis Quality Linnet Singing Club contests!.

Plasterers Arms, Skinncr-lane, Sept. 18 : 1 . 2. Lorri-
rnan : 3 Wright. 18 competed. Judges, Pat Madden
and N. Solomon. Plumage: 1 , Dearlove : 2. J. Wright.
Judge, T. Walker. Sept. 19: I. j. Chippendale; 2,
N. Temple; 3, Lorriman

; 4, C. Boyd. 22 competed.
Plumage: 1. Rennie; 2, Dearlove. Judges for
quality singing. N. Soloman and P. Madden

;
plum-

age. R. Rudyard.—Fred Turner, See.
Open contest Sept. 11 , Clarence Hotel, for quality

Linnet singing: 18 entered, and some good singing
was heard. Many of the Kippax Linnet fanciers
were present. 1 , T. Chippendale: 2, G. Hirst; 3.
C'ondcliff. Judges, Marchell, Summers, and Brian’
Sept. .12, 16 birds entered. Host Mr W Crowthcr
added a prize. I and 2, H. Wigfield: 3 , Condcliff.
Judges,- S Butterfield and T. Summers. Sept. 16.
17 birds sang for 3 prizes, and some grand tingin'*
was heard. 1. J. Parker: 2. T. Chippendale; 3

"

Condcliff. Judges. S. Butterfield. A. Brian andW Wallis, from Kippax. We had a little harmony
after the contest, and spent a pleasant evening.
Sept. 19, 24 birds sang for 4 prizes. 1 . Farrar; 2,
Condcliff: 3, 4 shared Berry and Wigfield. Judges!
T Summer, A. Bryan, and A. Larance.—W. Lipmun!
Hon. See. (Ivindly let us have vour address.—
Editor.)

Club {Reports.

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good large young birds, will give 5/ - to G/- couple,

any quantity; aloo Norwich, Mules; particulars,
price; bankers, London County and Westminster;
phone 3317 Da Iston ; stamp reply: Oliver and Co.,
101, Bridport-pl., Hoxton. ‘

(423 )

WANTED Canaries, Linnets, Parrots. Goldfinches,
Puppies, Rabbits, etc.; good prices paid; particulars
price. Bankers: London County and Westminster
Bank, Ltd. Stamp reply to; STIRLINGS Live
Stock Stores, Surrey Street, Croydon.

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
1915 Norwich, Yorkshire, and Roller Canaries, also
Goldfinch and Linnet Mules. Goldfinches., Bullfinches.
Siskins, Linnets, etc.

; best pj-iees given per return
post; San-difords, Bird Specialist, I’reston.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or voung, 18/- a dozen ;

common or small, 15/- a dozen
; Goldfinch Muleo,

hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Rutlier.
ford, Bird Importer, Leytoustone.

( 341 )

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 119.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 9. Decided to adhere to our usual

show date, third Saturday in Nov. (Nov. 20). Classi-
fication and judges are to be arranged at next
meeting, Oct. 14, and I trust as many members
as possible will attend. We made two more new
members.—E. Johnson, Sec.

CLYDEBANK C.B.C.
Meeting Sept. 10, Mr. Sheridan presiding. In

regard to our annual show, Nov. 27, it was agreed
to have the same classes as last vear, and' also
ten classes open to members of clubs'in Dumbarton-
shire. Brizes 10s., 5s.. 2s. Cd. Fee Is. Cd. Classes:'
NOT. unflighted, 4; Bord. unflighted, 4; Brit, 2.—
Win. Kane, Sec.

CHESTER C.B.S.
Meeting Aug. 31. Business had to be curtailed

owing to members’ non-attendance. It is to be
hoped that all members will make a special effort
to attend meeting Tit Boot Inn, Sept. 28, at 7.45
prompt, as we have to vacate premises at 9. Busi-
ness: Final arrangements for open show. Will
members kindly 'let- me have subscriptions, a,nd not
leave same until show, as they are much overdue?—L. Cavanagb, Hon. Sec.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, Crown Hotel, Station St..

Sept. 1 , Mr. Broadhurst chair, and a very good
gathering. New members elected, Messrs. O,
Parker, W. Parker, R. Parker, and Baugh; nomina-
ted, Messrs. Robinson, Savigar, and Roatb. De-
cided to hold members’ show Nov. 6 at above
address. A good classification has been arranged.
Judges, Yorks., Mr. W G. Andrews, West Brom-
wich; remainder, Mr. W. Weaver, Wolverhampton.
We want this to be a record show, and hope that
alL members who can, will 'send us about C entries.
Yorks, were very poor at our N.F. show; don't
let this be said at this show. There will be>

selling classes in Norwich and Yorks. Fanciers
who wish to jqin us will be able to exhibit at
this show providing ,w:e receive their names befora
Oct. C; only half year's sub. to be paid, 2s. De-
cided to ask the patronage of the following clubs
at our open show: Northern Norwich Plainhead.
Liverpool Green (Y’orks.), and Midland Yorks. Will
all members who can, be present next meeting.
Oet. 6 at 8 , to arrange for Open and Roller Shows?
•—A. C. Shirley. Assist. Sec.

NORWICH PLAINHEAD CLUB.
Meeting at Preston. Sept. 11. Mr. T. H. Dent chair.

A long discussion took place in regard to the Club
patronage and special. The committee tender their
best tbanks to societies that applied for the patron-
age. and to the gentlemen who have kindly promised
us specials. The following societies have been
granted our patronage- for their open shows : Prenton,
Accrington, Carlisle, Sheffield. Ardwick and Man-
chester, and Halifax. The following specials will be
competed for at these shows. A member must
show at at least three shows held under our patron-
age before he can win one of the Club’s specials.
Champ. Section: Most points trophy, value £3, pre-
sented by Mr. J. Thomas; 2nd most points. £2; 3rd,
£1; 4th, 15s.; 2s. Od. special at each show for most
points with birds out of the money. Amateur sec-
tion: 1st most points trophy, value £ 2 , presented
by Mr. J. Thomas; 2nd. £1; 3rd. 13s.; 2s. Cd. most
points with birds out of the money. Mr. T. Johnson
and Mr. W. Spencer will give 5s. each to the amateur
member gaining most points with birds out of the
money at the Club's six shows. Electro-silver teapot
presented by Messrs. J. Trengove and Son for most
points gained by h.c. and c. birds in either champion
or amateur section at cup shows. A member gaining
a first prize at any cup show not to count points
gained by h.c. and c. birds at such shows.—F. Oun*
(iff, Sec.

(Club Reports continued on page 117.}
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\ Guarantee J Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly
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Telearama— “slvicuUure, London. lei- u

Ilolborn.

The Editor it always glud l<> reeeicc and consider

iniluble contributions, whether articles slirtrltrs, tii

photographs. Prodded an addressed envelope,

rullicintUu stumped, accompanies same, rent/

effort mill be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, bul he does not in any case ho.d

himself responsible lor their safety.

All matter intended lor publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side o/ paper only, unit must

reach mi not later thou the first post on Tuesday

1/ insertion in the next issue is desired.

Wo have engaged Messrs. J. W. Metcalfe

and (’. Jloulton as judges for our open show
on Nov. 13, writes Mr. J. Spencer, hon. sec.

'Ardwick and Manchester C.B.S.

Our Front Pace Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will bo sent on application.

We are holding our annual show as usual

this year in tho Friendly Society's Hall,

Nov. 20, and Mr. J. C. Barnes (Sheffield)

will judge, writes Mr. W. Lidgett, hon. sec.

Newark C.B.S., Helmside, Erdington, Bir-

mingham.
“Flease (hark the 2 persons who answered

my advt. H cannot afford to answer them all.

Who says there is no sale for birds during war
times ? \VM. MAIN8WORTH (Preston).

twitterings.
We

pool)

open
At

nr that

judging

Mr. J. w. "Metcalfe iLiver-

Ardwick and Manchester

show on Nov. 13.

a special meeting held Sept. lo. writes

Mr. .). Jackson, hon. sec. Cockermouth F.S.,

it was decided to hold our annual show oil

the usual date, Nov. 10. Other secs, please

note, to avoid clashing.

The Accrington and Hist. C.B.S. has ob-

tained tho patronage of the O.N.P.C. and the

N.l'.CJ. for its annual show on Oct. 22 and

23, writes Mr. W. (Tawshaw, Crown Hotel,

Accrington. Schedules are now ready.

Will secretaries of Midland shows who are

willing to accept our patronage for 1915,

kindly apply immediately to enable me to

call* an allotment meeting, writes Mr. W.
Wells, lion. sec. and treas. Midland Counties

Our open show, under Yorks. Union of

C.B.S. Rules, writes Mr. A. Sutcliffe, sec.

Halifax C.B.S.. will be held in the King’s

Cross Liberal Club on Jan. 8, 1916;" instead

of Jan. 22. Intending exhibitors please make

note of the change.

Mr. It. (tore writes:—“I should be pleased

if you will kindly inform readers of Cage

Birds that 1 have disposed of my bird

business, and have no further connection

with it, hut am still carrying on my ap-

pliance manufacturing business at 131, Gooch

Street, Birmingham, as usual.

Mr. H. L. Huggins, hon. sec., writes that

the 29th annual autumn opeu show of the

London and Provincial 0.8. will be held

Oct. 28 and 29 at the Lambeth Baths. Six

silver challenge cups" and a large number of

special prizes will be up for competition.

At first we decided to have a two days’

show, writes Mr. W. Curry, sec. Gateshead

C.B.S., but at our last meeting it was de-

cided to only run a one day show, Dec. 11.

The judges will be Messrs. F. Laidlow. New-
castle. J. Stewart, Whitehavert, J. Nicholson,

Haltwhistle, and J. Maddison, Newcastle.

The Bird-Keepers’ Roll of Honour.

OBITUARY.
MR. CANN, LEIGH.

It is.with deep regret, writes Mr .R. Charle-

son, sec., that I undertake the sad duty on

behalf of the members of the Leigh C.B.S.

of reporting the loss sustained by one of our

members, Mr. A. Cann, in the death of his

father. I am requested to express to Mr.

Cann and family the general sorrow and sin-

cere sympathy we all feel for them in their

bereavement, and we trust that time will

heal the terrible wound they have sustained.

It is with great sorrow and regret, writes

Mr. D. McFarlane, hon. sec. Barrow C.B.A.,

that I have to report the sad bereavement
that has befallen our President, Mr. A. Hud-
son. and his wife, in the sudden death of

their little daughter, aged 6 years. It appears

all the more tragic when Hve think she was
'

r.t school on the Tuesday and died cn the

Friday. The members of the Barrow C.B.A.
deeply sympathise with our President and
his wife in this their great loss.

I III — III 1 1 II

I am pleased to let you know, writes Mr.
E. Thomas, Sec. Cardiff C.B.S., that we in-

tend to hold our open show, also that we
have secured tfie Carlton Banqueting Hall.

We are increasing our classification, and trust

exhibitors will rally to our aid. as we are

running the show in aid of the fund for

prisoners of war in Germany.
At a meeting of Pathhead Cage Birds So-

ciety held Sept. 14, writes Mr. J. Thomson,
sec., it was agreed to hold our show as usual

this year, confined to Fife. The date was
fixed for Nov. 27. Last year we paid 10s.

1st, 5s. 2nd, 2s. 6d. 3rd, but sorry to say

we showed a small deficit. We hope this

year to work it up to a success.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE.
Warring ton (Lam> ).—Cairo St. Schools,, Oct. 15-

16. Jude II. W. Battye, .1. D. Leigh, G. Large.

50 classes; : Yorks., C onen. 6 nov.; Nor.
,

6 open,

f. nov.
;

1lord., 10; A.O.V., 1; Mules, 3; Brit., 8;

Set , 3 :
< lift, 1. 1’fixes, 10/- , 5/-, 3/-, 2/-. Fee, 1/6.

Er • «k*rc Oct. 6 to If. W arburton, 73, Ellesmere
it. 1 Lowi •r Walton . Warrington.

Aberdeen Amalgamated C.B.S.
Sir,—

T

he following members of the Aber-
deen Amalgamated C.B.S. are serving their

King: Peter Auld, John Lyon, A. R. Mor-
rison, and Sam Steele. Several of our mem-
bers also are serving the Government in

other ways.
" R. J. Rohertsox, Hon. Sec.

Plumstead and Woolwich C.B.S.
Sir,

—

The following members of our society

are serving with the colours:—Staff Sergt.

W. iMoore (A.S.C.), Staff Sergt. T. Crutcher
(R.F.A.), Corpl. J. Shires (R.F.A.J, Driver
W. S. Wood (R.F.A.), Pte. W. It. Bennett
(R.F.A.), Trumpeter Howard (lt.F.A.).

G. H. Maclellax, Hon. Sec.

Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A. ; A Fine
Roll of Eleven.

Sir,—I am instructed to send you a list of

our members who are now serving tbe colours,

also to report further, as in your conditions
in the Roll of Honour:—F. Thornhill, J.

Richards, E. Wotherspoon, J. Hampson, W.
Stewart, S. Greaves, R. W. Masheder, T.

Hiorison, 11. Wolstencroft, W. Latimer, P.

Redfern.
J. Spencer, Hon. Sec.

Shettleston C.B.C.
Sir,— I have much pleasure in sending

you on the names of members of Shettleston

and Dis. C.B.C. who have answered their

nation’s call:—Messrs. A. Graham, D-
Mains, W. Young, W._ Thompson, T. Jack-

son, and R. McKenzie. Mr. T. Jackson is

now in Germany, having been taken prisoner

at the famous retreat from Mons; the mem-
bers present at our last meeting' subscribed

towards comforting him in his weary wait,

and hoped that he would soon he with us

again.

S. F. Wood, Sec.

Reading C.B.S.
Sir,

—

I regret being a little late with our

Roll of Honour, but our radius being Twenty
miles, members are somewhat scattered. This

is a full list as far as I can ascertain :•

—

P. Chalker, Bombardier (R.F.A.); S. Kerry,

Sergt. (Royal Berks Yeomanry), lecently

wounded in Dardanelles; G. Pounsett,

(A.S.C.); C. May, Emergency Stretcher

Bearer Unit (on Active Service) ; T. Emmer-
son and H. Cook (regiment not known), both

Henley members. We have also one regular

soldier in Sergt. A. Thomas, who is engaged

in the remount department.
0. C. Smith, Sec.

Leyton C.B.A.
Members of the Leyton C.B.A. who are on

war service are as follows :—Mr. G. King,

chemist in a munitions woiks
;
Mr. W. Black-

man, Essex Reg-. . at present in training, Mr.

G Tuck, sewing in Territorials; Mr. S. A.

Gnfhn, serving in Territorials in France; Mr
W. Marsh, naval reservist, called lip on out-

break of war, was on the “Aboukir,” wh:,i

she was torpedoed, managed to reach the
“ Hogue,” and had just had a rub down, and

was in the act of drinking something hot,

when she also was struck, and he had to take

to the water once more. After floating on

a piece of wreckage for about four hours was
rescued by a destroyer. At pi'ijpent he is at

Chatham, and gets a few hours leave occa-

sionally, just long enough' to pop home and

see his wife and the birds.
,

•

A. W. Farmer, Hon. Assist. Sec.

From New Cross and South London.
Sir,—I have pleasure in forwarding a list

of fanciers serving with the Forces for

Cage Birds Roll of Honour, and congratu-

late you upon the idea. All these fanciers

are members of both the New Cross C.B.S.

and the South London Col. and F.A., and,

with the exception of Sergt. Joplin, have all

joined since the commencement of the war.

I shall be pleased to forward any further

particulars that may come to hand.

Rifleman F. W. Barton, Queen’s West-

minster Rifles. Serving in France (second

time).

Private P. Cooper, A.S.C., Motor Trans-

port. Serving in France.

Private J. Fuller, Army Vet. Corps.

Serving in France.
j

Sergt. .J. H. Joplin, 20th County of .Lon-

don. Depot Sergeaiff.

Private C. Preece, 20th County of London.

Serving in France.
Gunner C. Young, 4th Howitzer Brigade.

Geo. Burton, Hon. Sec.

Coventry Godiva C.B.S.
Sir,—Our ex-secretary, H. Saunders, is the

first of our society to join the colours. He
is with the Motor Transport A.S.C.

F. A. Green, Hon. Sec.

Cardiff C.B.S.
Sir,—The following members of the Cardiff

C.B.S. have joined the Colours:—Mr. Merry,
Transport Section

;
Mr. Charles, Engineers

;

Mr. Gooding, invalided out of the Yeomanry;
Mr. J. Dugmore and Mr. Palmer, 5th Welsh;
and Mr. W. J. Lewis, Transport Section.

Mr. B. Harriss and Mr. H. Townsend have
gone away on munitions work.

E. Thomas, sec.

Elgin CB.A.
Sir,— 1The following members of our Asso-

ciation are with the colours:—Sgt. J. Cooney
and Ptc. W. Gordon (6th Seaforth High-
landers), Sapper J. MacBean (Royal En-

gineers). There are quite a number of fan-

ciers from this district, who, though not

members of any association, are at present

or were serving their country. A' local fan-

cier, Pte. D. C'atto (6th Seaforth High-

landers), was killed in action in .June last.

1 trust you may have above names included

in your proposed Roll of Honour.
A. W. Douglas, Sec.

[We hope that all readers who have know-

ledge of any bird-keepers serving their coun-

try will send names to us. It is our object

to make this Bird-keepers’ Roll of Honour
as complete as possible, and our only reason

for commencing with societies has been that,

this seemed to be, as it has proved, an effec-

tive method of getting from the^ very begin-

ning a representative list. We know,
_

of

course, that Cage Birds reaches the firing

line regularly1

,
and our readers who get their

weekly copy sent out to them at the front

or in the hospitals should also send us their

names if they find that they have not

already been included. An alphabetical list

is being compiled as the names come :n, and

we shall ultimately publish this as a perma-

nent record.

—

Editor, Cage Birds.]

SKELMANTHORPE, C.B.A.
Iltli Annual Show, under patronage Yorkshire
Union and Yorkshire C.C., October 2nd, 1915, itt

Working Men’s Club. Entries close September 28th.

Judge, 'll. llaliday, Esq. Schedules.— W. Everett,

Sec., Bagden J-iall, Huddersfield.™ LGHGELLY & IS. C.B. SHOW
Always been a success? Because you have the

birds, while we provide the rewards. 97 Classes

are scheduled—a choice 'to please the most fastidi-

ous. Judges : J. Stenhouse, Kelly; J. McLellan,
Renfrew; It. Uarnbie, Whitburn; Ed. Barrow, Glas-

gow
; Messrs. Dewar and Watson, Edinburgh. Do

your bit for the Red Cross by writing now for a
schedule, if the postman has not called by this

time— R. MUIR, Anderson's Cottages, Station Road,
l-ochgelly.

HANLEY
Open Show Oot. 14th, at Angel Hotel. Good classi-

fication, and birds sent away same night. Mr. J.

Robson judge.—C. BECKETT, 22, Hamilton Road,
Biroliesiiead, Hanlev. __

1AIRIH0TQ1
20th Annual Show, Friday and Sat., October 15 and
16, in tho Cairo Street Schools. Judges: Messrs.

11. W. Battye, G. Large, and J. D. Leigh, fcchedulr-s

from: H. Warburtcn, 73, Ellesmere I'Sad, Lower
Walton, Warrington.

CLAPHAM
SHOW

OOT. 14, 1915.

Same conditions as last season. Schedules on

application to

—

T. J. HOSE, Hon. Sec., 5 Wells

Crescent, Cartiberwell, S.E

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID

| -inch 2/-, | -inch 3/-, 1 inch 6/-

G B S.
Open
Showmwmm

Thursday, Oaf. 21st

.

Judge: J. Robson, Esq.
Amateur Classes each section. »

Schedules from—C. F. HOLLIDAY, 58, George
Street, Oxford.

PLYMOUTH
PRIZE MONEY

1 entry.—1st 1/6.

2 entries.—1st 2/- ; 2nd 1/-.

3 „ —1st 3/-; 2nd 1/6.

4 „ —1st 4/-; 2nd 1/6; 3rd 1/-.-

5 „ —1st 5/- ;
2nd 2/- ;

3rd 1J-.

6 „ —1st 61-

;

2nd 2/6; 3rd 1/6.

7 „ —1st 7/- ; 2nd 3/- ;
3rd 2/-.

8 „ —1st 10/-; 2nd 5/-; 3rd 3/-.

14 „ —1st 10/-; 2nd 5/-; 3rd 3/-; 4th 2/6.

20 ,, —1st 10/-• 2nd a/-; 3rd 3/-; 4th 2/6; 5th 2/-;

6th 1/6; 7th 1/-.

Oct. 12th and 13th. Entries begin to close Oct. 2nd.

—THOS. POPE, Hon. Sec., 98, Embankment Road.

Except
“Dates

to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our

Fixed” Column, which are charged at fs.

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show

Bhou’.d applv for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

ABERTILLERY
Cage Bird Society. The Great One-day Welsh Show,

on Wednesday, October 20th, 1915. Judge, J. H.

Roe, Esq. 41 Classes for Cage Birds. We have
secured the Gymnasium Hall again, which is one

of
v the finest hails in Wales* Schedules now ready

from—H. H. MORTIMER, Hon. Sec., 4, Granville

Street, Abertillery.

IDLE

PRESTON
ANNUAL OPEN SHOW

OGT. 8th and 9th.
under patronage of Norwich Plainhead Club, Open
Norwich Plainhead Club, and Green Canary Asso-

ciation (Norwich Section).
Best Hail in Lancashire.
Splendid Classification.

Popular Judge: Mr. ALF. WELLINGS.
Prize-money, 22/- per class.

ROLL UP WITH YOUR
ENTRIES.

Schedules now ready from the secretary

—

G. BUC K, 5, Nevett Street, Presto n.

OOT.
6th.

Judge, Mr. W. SVSUNDELL,

FIVE GOOD POINTS.
Norwich, Borders and British; unusual classification for this district.

1.—Norwich, Borders

2.—Ten classes tor^ Yorkshire and Norwich Novices.

3.—Mid-week Show, no birds on rail at wckk-end.

4.—One-day show; all birds sent home same night.

5._Two-guinea cup for most points.

ONE EXTRA GOOD
ONLY SHO^.rTHW.STR.CT ^.STIt'aVeD ^»y™SSUSOR

We are out to help the Fancy, and ask it to help us. If entries warrant it, Mr

will assist Mr. Mundell.

POINT.
ii

thoand that is, Idle f?

M. Broadley

Entries close September 27th.

C. A. HOUSE. Show Sec., Briardene, Idle, Yorks.
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On Keeping and Exhibiting
British Birds.

By

G. MORTLOCK
fStoko

O
UR Secretary, Mr. Huggins, has re-

quested me to give you a paper on
British Birds and Mule breeding. Now

this is a tall order for one evening; it is also

a task to try to tell you (or most of you)
something you do not already know about
this particular branch of the Fancy. 1 am
sure there are a number of members present
who are better versed and could do greater
justice to this subject than I, therefore 1

will endeavour simply to enlighten those who
are not so advanced. 1 also wish to say that
1 do not intend to deal with Mule breeding
to-night, but will, if it is your wish, give
you at some future time my experience. Jf,

however, there are any questions I tan
answer later on that may help any of you,
you who may be trying your luck this season,
I shall be pleased to do so.

No Success without Condition.

t

I do not wish to convey to you that my
treatment of the various British I have kept
is the best, but I will try. to explain to you
the maimer in which I treat my birds, and
I am sure that any of you who have seen my
birds on the. show bench will admit that in
condition they iairly compare with ethers.
Here let me say that in showing birds, con-
dition goes a long way towards success. I
have noticed many times that birds which
have been low clown in the awards would
have stood higher if more care had been
taken with them.
Then again there are some fanciers who do

not take enough trouble in getting their birds
used to the show cage, and this is a very
important thing, for when the birds come
before the judge they do- not show themselves
off to the best advantage, and when you see
them some hours later, when they have be-
come more used to the cage and the sur-
roundings, you blame the poor judge. I
have had the privilege and honour of assist-
ing. some of our most eminent judges at
various shows, including our National Show
at the Crystal Palace, and I can assure you
that they would have liked to judge some
of the birds agaiii the second day, but of
course they have to take the birds as they
first see them. If you think that yon ought
to have stood higher in the awards, get
hold of the judge and ask him where your
bird fails, and most of our judges will be
pleased to tell you ; at least this is my ex-
perience I am pleased to say. Do not run
about saying bad things of the judge, for it

shows had sportsmanship.

Get Steadiness from the Beginning.
Now I will tell you the way I select and

treat my stock. For years I caught all my
.British myself, and have all my tackle at
iiome now, but as there is so much restric-
tion in most counties v\ ith regard to catch-
ing 1 have not chanced it for three or four
years. In selecting fresh caught birds I have
always gone for size and steadiness. If vou
are lucky enough to get in touch with a
catcher, and will pay him a bit extra for the
pick of his pack, you have a greater chance
than by selecting one out of a shop window,
although I have picked up some good speci-
mens in this way.

In selecting likely Goldfinches for show,
always go for size and distinct markings. I
like to have a dozen good greys and moult
them out. as I find they are more easily
steadied, but don’t get them too young or
you will lose them. I remember buying some
very young greys in the early part of July
some years ago from an old catcher, more
out of pity for the birds than the benefit
of the catcher, as I could see they were what
we call “ Yelpers.” I took them home and
put them in a store cage with an old cock
that. I had used as a brace bird, and as soon
as I put him in with them they chased him
all over the cage to be fed. 'Well the old
chap adopted them and rammed hemp and
egg food down their necks, and saved the
three. Two were cocks, and turned out two
of the smartest Goldies I ever had.

Feeding Freshly-caught Birds.
In feeding fresh-caught Goldfinches. I

always give a mixture of hemp (crushed at
first), flax, niger, teazle, and a little canary.
As they get .accustomed to the cage life 1

reduce the hemp and niger. Some are easier
to wean off the hemp and niger than others,
but of course you must watch and see their
likes and dislikes. I always put them in a
good-sized cage with water inside at first so
that they can have a dip if they fanev it.

and as soon as they start bathing I reckon
they are likely to live. I also put an old
bird in with them, as he makes them fed
more at home.

Linnets are treated somewhat similarly,

but I give them less hemp, and when they
ale steadied down I drop the niger and
hemp, and feed on German and English
rape, ilax and canary. Bullfinches 1 feed on
canary seed and German rape. Give them a
little hemp and sunflower seed, but not too
much, if you do they will get very fat and
Jumpy. Then you must look well to their
leet, or you will find that they will get
clogged up, and lese their toes. The Chaffinch
and Bramblefinch I feed on a mixture of
canary, summer and English rape, a little
unseed, and a few hemp and cracked sun-
flower seeds. These birds are very fond of
mealworms and also ants’ eggs, also blow-
flies and small beetles are very acceptable.
Give. them some occasionally, as they tend
to keep them m good health and plumage.

Proper Keening, Proper Condition.
I have brought a Chaffinch with me this

evening to show you what proper feeding and
clean mess, combined with kindness, will do
foi this bird. I bought it- from a poor ladsome time ago; it was in one of the small

B W)°
age

f

and
*

in a ve*y fllthy condition.
It had a few stumps of feathers in the tailand its general appearance- showed what alough time it had had. Proper feeding andcomfort in a larger cage made such a differ-ence when he went into moult that if the

h1m
C0U

TT
d r

T’ T h
T-’

,le wouId not knowurn He also has his run in the gardenwithout making any attempt to fly away.Of course the wife or one of my sons keepswatch to keep the stray cats from taking

him off. My Fox-terrier had him in his
mouth one day, but lie does not seem- any
the worse for it. It is very nice to see him
catching the various small insects, which
seem very tasty to him.
The- Greenfinch is another very kind bird.

1 usually feed him on Canary seed, summer
and English rape, with a fair supply of sun-
flower and a little hemp. These birds arc
very easy to hand-rear, and with patience
can be got very tame. They are also very
ready millers, but ’they want watching.
then there are the various Buntings.

These I feed principally on canary seed, with
a little hemp and cracked sunflower, also
ants’ eggs and mealworms, flies, beetles, etc.
These birds I find are not so easy to steady
as others, but with care you can soon get
them to take a mealworm front your finders.

An Interesting Trio.
The Redpoll, Siskin, and Twite are also

very interesting birds, while the Redpoll and
biskin are very easily tamed. You must not
Jet either of them have too much hemp, or
{hey will put on fat in an alarming manner,
and spoil themselves for show or breeding.
I give the Redpoll canary seed only, with a
little flax, rape and hemp in a separate pan,
and to the Siskin I give canary, teazle, flax,
niger, maw, and a little hemp in a separate
pan. The more liberty these birds can have
the better they keep themselves. The Twite
I feed as I do the Linnet.
With regard to softbills, I have not kept

any since I was a boy, and the only food
we gave them then was Crushed hemp and
soaked bread, with any kind of small cater-
pillar and insect we could find. But the
hardest time was the winter. We had never
heard of dried ants’ eggs or flies, or even
gentles or mealworms. I believe it is possi-
ble to get gentles all the year round from
some of the dealers, and it is possible to keep
the most delicate softbills always in perfect
condition.

(To be- continued.)

Some Reminiscences of
An Old Fancier.
By E. HURDLEY (Madeley).

(Concluded from page 79.)

TT_ Near Squeak That Time.

B L they could never induce her to enter
tlie house. although she was evidently
in the habit of visiting somebody else’s.’

tor up in the troughing under the caveswhere she used to pretend to build a
.es

, "ere found brooches, hairpins, safety-
pins, and other little nicknacks. Inquirieswere made, but nobody ever came forward
to

. claim any of the things, and nobody
seemed to miss anything. But on one occa-
sion somebody must have “caught her nap-
ping. When darkness came on “Jack”had not returned from her tour, and en-

've !'e n,ade all directions, butnobody had seen her. Boys began lo hear
of the Joss and everybody was sorry about
-Jack. No tidings could be found. After

MY OUTDOOR BIRD-ROOM :

Its Construction and Its Fittings
(Continued from f>age"9l.)

By

A. E. Moule

(Abertiliery).

I
F you have the luck to be possessed of a

little skill and ingenuity, you only re-
quire patience, perseverance, and a iittle

practice to enable you to become your own
cage-maker. It is a somewhat tedious occu-
pation, to be sure, particularly so, I should
imagine, to those who are not fanciers them-
selves, but with a genuine love for birds, and
more especially if you have what most fanciers

l
“ bird fever.” it 1 S fLRf,nm cVi i rt tr \\ ^

*call “bird fever/’ it is astonishin
things you can accomplish.

If you resolve to try and make your own
cages, I should advise you to make them in
the following manner, that will be the same
as my own, and I have found them to be abso-
lutely ideal. The best wood will be American
pine, a quarter of an inch thick. Be careful
that it is well seasoned, plane it nicelv, and
well sandpaper it on both sides. For the
backs I find that the three-ply wood from
tea chests, to be had from the grocer's, suits
admirably. It is light, strong, and durable,
and, providing you well sandpaper it, you
will find it has a nice surface as well.

Single and Double Breeders.
Every fancier has a different view as re-

gards the size of cages. In the course of my
own experience I have found that some birds
breed with’ better results in single breeders,
while others, those that are as a rule spiteful
or quarrelsome, require double breeders. So
I myself have adopted both single and double
breeders. I recommend the single cages to
be ISins. long, 16ins. high, and llins. deep,
fitted with two perches

; the middle rail to
be 2ins. wide and -{in. thick, the top rail
lin. wide. Some prefer r.ot to have this top
rail, because it may harbour red mite, but
I always have a top rail, for it puts a finish
to the cage, and, providing that it is well
glued, it does not harbour red mite. Leave
a space one inch wide for a tray or slide at
the bottom. I have two different types of
trays myself, some entirely loose and some
fixed to the front piece. I advise them to be
entirely loose, without any kind of border
attached whatever, the tray itself to be made
of three-ply wood and enamelled.

This size of cage will give you space for a
12in. wire front. X prefer the fronts to have
three bars, the doors to be 5ins. wide, so as
to give easy access to the nest pan, and
enable one to get this in or out without
tilting. I do not advise anyone to make the
cage fronts himself, for they may be got
cheaply by sending to a firm of wire manu-
facturers for them.
The double breeders I have are 30ins. long,

16ins. high, and llins.' deep, fitted with two
perches, placed on the ends of

f
the. door,’ not

in the m die, My object here is if the

perches are placed in the centre of the doorthe occupants of the cage cannot avoid mres-

pan
UP Whatever food is placed in the egg

Two Cages in One.
I have the fronts of these cages in two

sections, so that a partition may be plac’dbetween them to convert a doiible breeder
into two single cages when required. Inorder to keep the slide in position you will
require a bottom cross bar 3ins. wide in the
centre of cage, also one at the top' lin.
vide, but do not have a groove in these bars,
or it will serve as a lodging place for dirt as
well as for red mite; simply keep the parti-
tion m place with a piece of wire placed
through the top and bottom bar bent over
so as to form a letter U.
Make the slides of three-ply wood. I mv-

selt have two sets of these, one set blank,
and in the others I have a wired space at
the bottom 4ms. by 2ins. for the birds to
finish off their young; it also prevents pluck-
mg. i-ou will have to place two perches on
either side of the partition, but put them
sufficiently low that their tails will not come

.m contact with the wires through which they
are fed. By this above method you will
avoid the plucking, which is especially annoy-
ing ll you have your eye on a good youngster.

In my own estimation you cannot do better
than stain and varnish the outside of your
cages black, with a light colour for the inside.
The colour I have adapted suits admirably,
that is, eau-de-nil, a French colour something
after a light green, but, of course, every
fancier has bis own particular choice as to
the colour.

I advise the use of enamel for various
reasons. I have done my own cages now
about five or six times, and it dries with a
hard, smooth surface, can be easily cleaned
with hot water or. scrubbed, and looks well
afterwards. When I am putting my cages
together I glue every joint, and any space
which may be left is filled up when enamel-
ling.

An Enamelling Tip.
There is one thing I detest to see, and it

may be noticed in a good many rooms; that
is the enamel or paint running all down the
cages in long streams. This eyesore is easily
remedied in the following njanner. First give
the surface of the cages a good rubbing with,
sandpaper, and do about three cages at once.
Let each side or back, as the case may be,
lie on a level surface until set, and you will
find by the time you have done the third
one the first will be ready again, and so on,
and in the end v i will have a nice smooth

-flat surface. continued.)

- - wc iuunu. auer
the street lamps were lighted, and every-
body

^

had given up' the hope of seeing
Ja..i again, my mother, who was mourn”

l0SS
-

to
-
a neife'hbour, exclaimed.

Whatever is this coming hopping down
the road? ’ She did not have long to wait
for an answer, for presently “Jack” man-
aged to get on a low wall close beside her
and shouted “Jack.” She had been knocked
about, but soon became all right a»ain. 'Thev
oo not know to this day where

5

she had
been.

Now somewhere about this time “ Jack ”
made a change of sleeping quarters, for my
brother, who kept a few flying Homers
which always had their liberty, had a hole
in the loft left open for them. This “Jack”
had found out, and *at night would he found
a
v

V6ry t0p perch in the !oft
>
above a!1

the Pigeons
; and she was alwavs first out

in the morning and would fly up in the air
with the Pigeons and circle round. She
would sometimes get up to a much greater
height than the Pigeons.

((

About this time we began to fear that
Jack was getting uneasy. We had been

told that nobody was able to keep a “ Jack-
daw ” that had had its liberty for more than
two seasons, and this proved only too true,
as she disappeared one morning/

,

a fd
,

since
then we have never seen her, although the
old lady had good faith that “Jack ” would
return. I may add that the time of b«r
departure was spring, and the breesJ.ag
season, of course. This bird, although a hen,
could say three words distinctly—-“ Jock,”
“Alice” and “Alf.”
My next venture was with young W'ood

Pigeons. They were reared under Homing
Pigeons, and were brought up by them until
they could fly well. But when they were
let out they made for the trees instead of
the houses, and were soon lost sight of. I
thought they might have settled down, but
they seemed to prefer the open air to con-
finement, so I soon gave up experiments with
these. I have also known wild Doves to act
in a similar manner.
Another little find I had was a couple of

Nightjars just hatched. These I found in
a rocky part of a wood. If I had a chance,
even now, to have a look round, I could find
my way to the spot where I found these. I
remember that there was no nest, and the
eggs had been laid on moss in between some
rocks. The young were hatched here, as
I found the shells of the eggs close to the
young birds ; the shells were white, or
nearly so, and about the size of Pigeons’
eggs. The young were like two bits of fur

;

in fact, they put me in mind of ends cut
from a cat’s tail. When I approached the
old bird, who was sitting on the young, she
let me get very close to her before leaving
.the young, and then acted in the same man-
ner as the Partridge usually does when dis-

turbed from her young

—

flying and flapping
about, as though her wings were hurt, and
clinging to the rocks until I could nearly
catch hold of her, but not quite. After she
had led me on for some time I lost sight of
her altogether. I returned, had another
look at the young, picked them up. and
found out all I could about them. I put
my prize down again on the moss, as there
was no nest, and returned again next day
with one of my confidential pals to pass his
opinion on them

; but we were unable to
find them, although I could have found the
place where I left them to an inch. We
tried the ground over and over again, but
I could not produce the curios I had taken
my friend to see. As to the old bird, as
far as I can remember she was about the
size of the Cuckoo, but I should say a shade
lighter in colour

;
she was very nicely

spangled, a shade lighter, and also. I believe
(but this I won’t be so sure about) the beak
was the same shape as a Parrot’s.
These stories I have written are absolutely

true as far as my memory serves me, and
the incidents referred to have come under
my own observation.
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Correspondence.
A Reminder to Chopwell

Members.
8m,—At the last two meetings of the Chop

well C.ILS. only three members turned up

at each meeting, so that no business whatever

has been got through this season. If the

members desire the Society to continue they

had better try and turn up at the next meet-

ing on Sept. 25, at 6.30, in the Club Hall.

Subs, are now due. Any person desiring to

become a member can have particulars on

application.

W. H. Chribtek, sec.

22, Mersey Street, Chopwell.

A Combined Show at
Nottingham.

Sin,

—

I bog to inform you that the Com-
mittee of the Nottingham and Notts. O.S.

have been compelled to abandon holding the

annual open show fixed for Nov. 13 and 15,

in oonsequence of the Mechanics’ Hall being

occupied by Government authorities. In

place of this we hope to bo able to arrange

for a combined Nottingham Societies’ Mem-
bers. show for Saturday, Nov. 13. it a suit-

able room can be found. 1 am asking the

other local societies to send delegates to a

meeting, when the whole thing eaiC'be dis-

cussed and arrangements made, and we trust

that all members will give us their whole-

hearted support to make it a thorough

success, and be able to give the bird-lovers

of Nottingham something worth looking at,

and worthy of local fanciers.

J. G. Royce.

In Case of Short Entries.
Sir,—

M

r. Chick, in his reply to my letter,

seems to infer that if shows are properly

managed there will be no need pf any safe-

guard as to shortage of entries. I have been
secretary of Plymouth for ten years, and
although wo have had on several occasions

an average of 14 per class, I find that even
then it is necessary to protect the Society

against short entries in some way or other.

,We have always given good prize money, and
our graduated scale this year is more gener-

ous than most scales, as a reference to your
advertisement columns will show, but the

point I wished to discuss was whether it is

better to pay prize -money in this way, and
keep all classes, or to cancel those insuffi-

ciently filled. In Plymouth we have tried

all ways to get increased entries, viz., (1)

paid prize money first day of show, (2) given

25s. for Is. 6d. entry fee, and in our Jubilee

Show we allowed all classes to stand, but

our entry, although perhaps quite as good

as most shows, never increased as we ex-

pected. It is a- remarkable fact, but if you
pick up any catalogue you will find that 75

per cent, of exhibits are from exhibitors

within 50 miles of the show; the prize money
and the reputation of the show seems to weigh
less with exhibitors than the length of the

railway journey. In 1913 I took the trouble

to find out and advertise the train service

to 15 of the principal- towns in the Midlands
and North, showing how birds could get to

Plymouth in one day, as our railway service

is exceptionally good. We guaranteed prize

money on first day, and gave 25s. prize money
per class. The result was that we had three

exhibitors, showing 12 birds, from the dis-

tricts mentioned.
Mr. Chick has exhibited at Plymouth in

the oast, and he must know we have never

paid.half prize money, so that his strictures

do not apply to us. but I am still of opinion

that a graduated prize scale for all classes

under 8 entries is better than cancelling ;
of

course, 8 and over would get full money.
Thos. PorE.

Sir.—Mr. Pope has raised a question

which has agitated the Fancy for as many
years as I can remember, but its solution is

not yet. that is, a solution agreeable to all.

Mr. Pope says at Plymouth they have
usually adopted the first solution he gives

—

Cancelling of classes. This I consider the

fairest all round. A class that does not fill

well is a loss to the society, and there is not

muck credit to an exhibitor in winning in

such a class. Half prize-money classes are

unsatisfactory to both exhibitors and
societies, often the latter lose money on
them, exhibits are without the chalice of

winning the cost of entry fee and carriage,

and the honour of a win in a halfcrown
money class is nothing for an exhibitor to

crow about.
In graduated prize-money is safety, so far

as the society is concerned, but to the
exhibitor it is a speculation, and to those of

a sporting turn of mind it adds increased
excitement and increased expectation if

nothing else. Its great recommendation is

its all round fairness. If exhibitors support

the show well, they reap the benefit; if they

don’t, then -the society is saved from loss;

but there is the drawback of a win in a

small class, and 1st at Plymouth counts. It did

even thirty-four years ago when I first won
(irst prize at Plymouth, and it does to-day.

I hope the graduated scheme will work well

at Plymouth, not only for the sake of the

W.C.6.S., and the exhibitors, but also for

the sake of the judges, of whom the oldest

and dearest friend I have is one.

At idle we are adopting the “cancelling

of classes,” which I think is the better plan

,

as by its adoption the birds are kept at

home in comfort, and the society’s money is

saved. In cancelling, wc shall exercise dis-

cretion, and not knock out say an tide! poor

class in a section which on the whole is

good. We shall act as sportsmen. If a
whole section is poorly supported then all

the section will go. The half-prize money
system is often abused, members are urged
to cancel entries, and thus bring the classes

down to half-prize-money to save the society.

This is not playing the game, and we at Idle

have decided not to lay ourselves open to

that charge. I trust, however, that all our

classes will fill
;
we have issued a classifica-

tion uncommon in this district, and hope
our experiment will succeed.

C. A. House.

The Lesser Whitethroat and
Nightingale in Devon.

8m.—“A great increase in summer
migrants to Torbay has been particularly

marked within recent years. The Lesser

Whitethroat and Nightingale, both hitherto

unknown in these parts, are not infrequently

met with, and particularly The former,” says

Jas. W. Lund in “ The Manchester City

News.”
Is it not the fact that the Lesser White-

throat nests fairly regularly in Devonshire,

and that the western boundary of the range

of the Nightingale is generally understood

to be the ltiver Dart, a trifle west of Torbay?
Perhaps some Devonshire reader will kindly

tell us whether the Lesser Whitethroat and
the Nightingale were “hitherto unknown”
about Torbay.

Philomel.

Idle Show.
A Disclaimer, and an Appeal.

Sir,—

A

rumour which has become widely
spread, and which is likely to do Idle Show
considerable harm, is touring the West Rid-
ing. It is said that Idle Show is being run
by me in 'opposition to the Yorkshire Union,
and with a view to injure the Union shows.
The reason given is the unfortunate Halifax
incident of two years since. The statement
is absolutely false

;
such an idea has never

entered my mind. I have no wish to injure

any Union show, or the Yorkshire Union
itself. Quite the reverse. Two years ago I

stood for a principle, and fought for it. That
incident is, so far as I am concerned, closed.

Proof that Idle Show is not being run in

opposition to the Yorkshire Union is seen

in the fact that it is a mid-week show, and
that our schedule gives acknowledgement to

the rules of the Yorkshire Union, which it

certainly would not do if I was' antagonistic

to the Union.
Idle Show is the outcome of a conversa-

tion between Mr. J. Chippindale and myself.

None of the shows in the district are being
held on the usual lines. Idle Show has been
conceived and is being carried forward in a
desire to help the local Fancy in this time
of stress. Air. Chippindale and myself are

joint guarantors, and I am acting as show
manager. There will be no half prize money
classes, as those which do not fill will be

cancelled.

The schedule which we have sent out is

an unusual one for this district, and I hope
that exhibitors of Norwich, Borders, and
British particularly will assist me in my
effort to show the West Riding fanciers that

these sections will support, shows in York-
shire if they are given the opportunity, even
in war time.

Owing to the unique character of our classi-

fication only oue judge, Mr. W. Mundell, has
been announced, because our members, my-
self excepted, have not faith in the filling of

OLD
CALABAR
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the Norwich, Borders, etc. I have faith. I

believe these classes and the British too

will fill, and if they do Mr. Malt. Broadley
will assist in placing the cards. I hope, the
entry will be such that both Mr. Mundell
and Mr. Broadley will have a stiff morning’s
work. Mr. Broadley will take all Novice,
A.O.V., and Selling, if needed.

I hope the result of our effort will be suc-

cessful. Idle is the only show in the district

offering stated prize money this season. On
this ground I ask for support, and I would
particularly appeal to the Novices and British

bird lovers.

C. A. House.

Birds in Bedrooms.
Sir,—We in Coventry barely find time

now even to read Cage Birds, but I did

happen to note in one of your replies to a

correspondent what an opportunity was lost

of a fine lesson in eugenics. It was a para-

graph concerning the keeping of birds in

one’s bedroom. I thought, Sir, the time

had surely gone by when people closed their

windows because of the terrible (?) effect of

breathing night air. I have about 20 birds

of all kinds in rny bedroom, but I so contrive

that the air we breathe when asleep is at

least as pure and fresh as in the day, and

your correspondent should certainly not keep

his birds in his bedroom under any other

condition
;

it is very unhealthy—for the birds.

S. Abel.

Red Cross Show at Lochgelly.
Sin,—Would you kindly allow me to draw

the attention of fanciers to Lochgelly show,

to be held on Oct. 9 in aid of the Red Cross

Society. Our classification is of the best

:

97 classes, prizes 10s., 5s., and 2s. 6d., for

Is. 6d. entry, including a special in every

class. We are also holding a championship
class, with £1 for the best bird in the show

;

10s. 2nd; 5s. 3rd; 2s. 6d. 4th; the best bird

in each section to compete, free. There are

also seven trophies, and a list of 120 open
specials, including nearly £15 in cash. We
are running the show for the Fancy, as all

piofits accruing from it are to be handed over

to the Red Cross, and I would ask fanciers

to help us in our efforts to do a little for a

good and worthy cause. If any fancier who
has not received" a schedule will kindly drop
a postcard to Mr. R. Muir, sec., Station

Road, or to me, at 7, Park View, Lochgelly,

we will send one by return. Do it now.
W. Or icwar, Treas.

Herbert J. Chick on Himself
and Some Otners

Sir,—In answer to “Yellow Yite ” and
“Scot,” I thought there would be someone
write and not be man enough to sign his

name. Why hide behind a nom-de-plume?
Mrs. Dalton has not trod on my pet corn

in any way. I do not claim a monopoly, but

I do sav tnis, that what I know about exhibi-

tion British Birds has been from practical

experience, selecting from the store cage,

moulting and exhibiting, and is not book
knowledge. How many ot the so-called Biitish

Bird experts have done that? Why is it that

I have won so many prizes and sold hundreds
pf winners and practically every bird selected

by myself? Most of the older exhibitors

know whether I know anything about British

Birds. Some of them have told me they

have envied some of my birds many times.

Perhaps “Yellow Yite” has had to play-

second fiddle to me when I was in the thick

of exhibiting.

I have been out of the Fancy for six years,

so some of the younger fanciers do not know
what I have done on the show bench. I had
a perfect right to condemn some of the so-

called British bird judges. I did not condemn
them as men ; it was their ability as judges.

I had a perfect right to announce that I was
coming out as a British Bird judge (and could

do it without blushing). Some judges adver-

tise in the Fancy Press every week. I should

think it is the ambition of a British Bird

exhibitor to some day come out as a judge,

that is, if lie has the ability. I was also

within my bounds to write to a few societies

and tell them that I was coining out as a

judge, without (as “Yellow Yite” says) beg-

ging for engagements. I could have judged

a number of shows, but I was unable to leave

my business on Saturdays, and I could have
judged several, but my fee was too much for

some of the North of England societies, the

railway fare being heavy.
At one society my name was brought for-

ward and the secretary was asked to write me
to see if I could judge their show, it being on

a Saturday, and to know my fee, but before

'the next meeting a British Bird judge from

London wrote to the secretary saving that as

he would be coming down to report the show,

he would bewillingto judge, it being the only

show in the provinces that he would judge.

They thought all the London exhibitors would

follow him, but they were mistaken. I don’t

think there were any from London. Every

man is worthy of his hire, and if I am en-

gaged to judge a show 1 want a fair pay for

a fair day’s work.

Re guaranteeing classes. I have guaranteed
dozens in my time. I have not put it through
the Fancy Press or “Yellow Yite” mignt
have seen it. I don’t know whether “Yellow
Yite” is a British Bird exhibitor or not (I

expect he keeps birds, as he takes in Cage
Birds), but just to let the Fancy know that
I am going to exhibit a team of my own
selecting and moulting, all of them caught
during the open season, 1914 to 1915, and
just to see if “ Yellow Yite” is an exhibitor

of any standing, and if he is a sport, I will

show ten to twenty specimens (seed-eaters)

at two all-England shows, under two different

British Bird judges, for £10, against any
number that he will like to put down. Or
I will show the above team (or part of them)
against his, and if he wins more prizes than
I do he can take my lot. But the birds that

he exhibits must be birds that he has moulted
himself. What is more, “Yellow l'itc” can
come and see my specimens as soon as they
have finished their moult, and judge for him-
self if it is an idle boast. I will let him see

that if he treads on my corns I can letaliate

and he will find that I am as good as him at

anything. When he has won so many prizes

and brought out so many champions that

have gone right through the show season

(and some of them two seasons) and never

been beaten, the same as I have, I expect he

will think that he knows an exhibition British

Bird when he sees one.

The Yellow Bunting is a bird worthy of a

class to itself, and the only way to get

societies to have it is for those who are inter-

ested to guarantee a class at their next show.

Now “Scot,” J take it you are interested in

the bird, so I shall look forward to you
guaranteeing a class to help to make it

popular.
H. J. Chick.

The Exhibition Yellowhammer.
Sir,—I think if Mr. Chick were to send

some of his experiences regarding the birds

he has kept and exhibited, for publication

in Cage Birds, he would be doing some good

for his fellow fanciers, and I am sure as

regards judging appointments a great deal of

good for himself. In reply to his attack on

Plymouth, I have exhibited at the W.C.O.S.

show for the past seven years, and I must
say the treatment has always been the same

;

birds back in good time, in good condition,

and prize-money first post on the second day

of show. Now Air. Chick you were rather

free with your money last week, let us see

if you are as good a fancier as you would

have us believe. I am willing to guarantee

three-fourths of the British and Mule classes

at Plymouth if you will guarantee the re-

maining fourth.
" Buck up fanciers, support

one of the best-conducted shows in the King-

dom.
J. J. Rees.

“Tortured Prisoners.”
Sir.—

Y

T
ou are evidently not of the fierce

and bloodthirsty species of Editor of whom
we all have a wholesome sort of dread, else

your patience would have been Jong since

exhausted by the effusions from the pen of

F. A. Cox. Mr. Cox uses strong and intem-

perate language in dealing with the poor

man’s hobby. How does he know that that

weather-protected cage which dropped con-

tained a bird at all? More likely the bird

which belonged to it (or its price) was inside

the drunken man lie makes such capital of

;

but it gave Air. Cox something by which to

gain a little extra notoriety and have his

axe sharpened at the same time. He seems

to be being effectively dealt with by a num-
ber of bird-lovers who. I .am sure, don’t

waste their time writing in defence of

“ drunken ruffians.” As a final touch of

inconsistency, Mr. Cox refers to the vanish-

ing Chough, and looks for no further proof

than the existence of the bird lover. Can
he tell why Robins don’t swarm the bushes?
Well, these lovely little creatures murder
each other. Or why the Skylarks don’t dim
the sunlight of the summer morning and

deaden other sounds by their glorious song?

Because the cherished Starlings gobble up
both eggs and the young of the Lark.

B. Retd.
(Several Letters held over.)
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WEST OF SCOTLAND O.S.
Meeting, Sept. 4, Jtetoon Tciupcrancu Hotel, M.

W. Wood presiding over a good attendance. The
members were treated to a paper on the Canary,
by Mr. K. lieggie. His paper dealt ably wit Ji all

the variouo .stages: Stock, breeding, moulting, and
staging. A vote oi thunks to Mr. lieggie termi-
nated the meeting.

—

\V. Hutchison, See.

SUNDERLAND C.B.A.
Meeting, Sept, lit Mr. hntr presiding over good

attendance. A deputation (Messrs. Swan, Waters and
See.) with power to engage a suitable ball for
Members' Show on Dee. 27 , having fixed up lor
tfie Miners’ Hal! for that date, this meeting con-
firmed same. Classification lor Members’ Show wins
nmde : Nor

, 5: Crests, 5; Cinn., 1; Bor. I . 3; Yorks.,
;*

;
Liz., 4; Brit. 5; Jlnle, For. (single or pairs).

Judges, Messrs. Johnston (Wallsem!) and J. Clark
( Sunderland). Members will he allowed to put
price on any bird exhibited. Fee, C<1. per cage. Ad-
musslou, 3d.— J. Peacock.

LEITH O.S.
First meeting of this Society, Liberal Club, High

Street, Sept. 11, Pres., Mr. Lumsden. chair. The
meeting endorsed the notion the President and Scc-
ictary had taken with regard to the public .subscrip-
tions, owing to the poor •support the collector had
received. It was agreed to get the usual postern,
catalogues ar.’J prize cards for show to be held Nov.
13, in Junction Bond Church Hail. Also agreed to
have a Gift Claes as formerly, andi several members
promised birds for same. As the next meeting is

the last before show it is hoped there will be a
large turnout of members.— George W. Brown, Sec.

FIFE C.B.L.
Meeting held in Coaltown of Wemyrs, Sept. 1.

before a very poor attendance of delegates. Mr!
R. Campbell- chair. Replies were read from the
Fife and Kinross IMainliead Club, and the B.F.C.C.
A* there were no delegates present from Buckhaven,
where the league show was to be held, the few
delegates present thought it advisable to abandon
the show. Meantime Sec, was instructed to write

Paterson, Methil, asking him to cancel hall..
Mr.
After meeting Mr. Storrar read a paper on Ail-
ments oi Cage Birds, which was verv interesting.
A vote of thanks to Mr. Storrar and the Chair-
man ended Uie meeting. Next meeting in Dun-
term line, Oct. 2, when a full turn out of delegates
are expected to be present.—Joe Sneddon, See

GATESHEAD C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. U. Chairman, Mr. Alf. Holden

presided over a good, attendance. Classes for our
Annual Show were decided : Nor., 8 ;

Crests 4

;

Yorks., 7; Bord., 9: Scotch Fancy, 2; A.O.V.’ 1-
Sell., 3; Mules 3; Brit., 9; For., 3; "total, 49 Judges’
***»? E- Laidlow, J. Stewart, J.- Nicholson and J
Maddison. A discussion arose whether it would be
advisable to have a two - days’ show, and it was
decided just to have a one day, Dec. 31. Prizes:
10 -, 5/-, 2/6; fee, non-members, 1/C, members 1/-
Also decided to get the same hall as last year,
Koehc-ster .st. Sunday School. Members elected : Rev.
C. R. Appleton. Mr. Frost, Mr. T. Stevens, Gates-
head; Mr. W. Smailes. Acklington. Subs, are now
dim Next meeting. Get. 11 , in Lockhart’s Cafe,
Higji-st. Not having a radius, fanciers from far
and near can join us, and 1 will he pleased to
send further particulars to anyone who oends for
same. Entrance fee. 1 /-; annual sub., 2/6.—W. Curry
Sec., 6. Roxburgh-pL, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

*

WEST BROMWICH C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 7, with an excellent attendance to

discuss the business, re Open Show. After mem-
bers had put before them the financial state of
the society, which was considered inadequate for
holding an Open Show, owing to the high charge
required for a suitable hall, it was decided to
again hold, an inter-club show inviting the follow-
lng societies:—Birmingham City, South Birmingham,
Walsall, ami Wolverhampton. It is hoped that
members of these societies will rally round us
on Nov. 20, which j9 the date of show. Mr. J. H.
Roe judges, and schedules will he sent to all mem-
bers in due course. To facilitate, the business of
solely was decided to alter day of meeting to
a Saturday. This, we hope will meet member*'
wishes, and we trust to .see again a good muster
at tfie meeting. Any one wishing to become a
member should apply to See. at 1, Haves-st.,
West Bromwich, who will gladly give any informa-
tion required. Those joining, now will be in time
to compete for the valuable shield provided by
society for members,. novice, and champions compet-me in their own sections.—W. G. Andrews, Hon.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Meeting. Sept. 17. After a long discussion it was

unanimously agreed that wo hold our open show on
Nov. 17 and 18, the show to be run in aid of the
Prisoners of War in Germany Fund. In regard to
the Hall, Mr. E. J. Banks has been aide to secure
the Carlton Banqueting Hall for the show, also a
*•> 10s. challenge cup for the best bird bred 1915 .Mr. FlankVI also kindly offered to let the Societyhave the use of the staging an-.l bunting, the pro-perty cf the. Welsh National Society. We have in-™

,

the
.
classification, and are giving 15 Norwich,Torks.. 8 Bord,. and 11 British classes, also selling
c
!?„

sse
,
s - •'secretary was instructed towrite to the Crest and Cinnamon Clubs to see if

elates
0

ThJe‘'n
“•* l° ad<l Crest aml Cinnamon

:
T
r

l
?
e following members promised to help tothe Khow Fund: Messrs. Alf. Sliellam ,tl

-

LONDON C.B.A.
General meeting Sept. 14, Red Lion, York-si.,

St- Jam**. Aftt:r general busimvv* had been trans-
acted. a <Jificu8sion was opened by Mr. Wuteham on
" If (anary ecotl failed, on what would you fo<rl
your birds? ’’ This proved a most interesting sub-
ject. the members present, of which there was a
uood muster, piviiitf their idea of what would be
a good substitute. The majority pimp'd their faith
to groats. Among those taking part in the discussion
were Messrs. Wntcham, Dewhurst. Robson, Trower,
Pretty and Offoni. A vote to the chair ended a
very instructive and interesting meeting —A.
Wallington.

NORTHERN BRITISH M. & F.B.C.
The following societies have been granted our

patronage: Newcastle, HInydon, Haltwhistle, Hartle-
pool, and Gateshead. The following specials will be
competed for : Silver cup, Mule or Hybrids; silver
cup. British; silver cup, Foreign; medal to each
section. Three highest birds only to count in each
section for cups: all points* to count for medals in

cacli .section. I apeal to all fanci irs to join.
Membership is open to Northumberland, Durham,
Cumberland and Westmorland. Annual sub

,
2/0.

Next meeting, Oct. 2, Shield’s Cate, Bigg Market,
Newcastle, to decide what Table Shows to hold.
Subs now due.— \V Curry, Set*.

BLAVDON.ON-TYNE C.B.S.
Special meeting "bold Sept. 18 last, with a good

turn-out of members. Announced that for annual
show, Nov. 12 and 13. wc had received thet following

"Mr ’lice: Northern Crest Club. Northern
Bi’iti-ti Bird, Mule and F.B.C.. Northern Y.C.C.. Open
Norwich P.H.C., Bolder F.C.C., ard Northern Border
F.C. Derided to give ttio following classification;
Norwich. 15 classes ; Crests and C.B., 9; York-*., 16;
Bord., 18: •Cinn.. Nor. type. 1; Liz., 2; sell. 4;
Mules, 2; Brit., 7; Fo.r., 1. Wo hope that fanciers,
especially in tho North, will give u>s their support,
a« we think we deserve same witli our classification.
Messrs. N. Pemberton and J. Wardlc were elected
members.— Geo. Havvcr. Hon. Sec.

SHETTLESTQN"CARNTYNE C.B.S
Meeting Sept 18, Houston’s Cafe. A splendid

turn out of members gave the Chairman, Mr.
Kendne, every enefturagement to carry out what
we hope will be a great success—the Annual Show-
tins bemg our first. The proceeds win be handed
over to a local institution, after expenses are
deducted. Judge-s. were appointed, and the fol-
lowing classes approved of — Young Birds: Nor o-
Scotch Fancies,, 2; Cr. and C.B., 1

; Bord., 8; Yorks
2. Old Birds: Fancies, 4; Cr. and C.B., 2; Nor 6 :

Bord. „8 ;
Yorks., 2. Nov. ; Nor., 2; Bord. 2 • A o’
Brit, 8; For., ,1 ;

Sell, and Gift, 1. NewCan., 1.

members elected : Mr. J. Shepherd (Uddingstcn), and Rooms, Kirkgate. opposite Corporation Buildings^ VMr. D. McCaskill (Bcllsmll). Proposed: Mr. R. Mr. ^ " • • - -
J -

Gray an 1 Mr. M. McLeod. A heartv vole of arvMcLeod. A hearty vote of thanks
very enthusiastic meeting.—J.
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open for further donations'Will those mem hers who were unable to be at tlio

a great succew-. Now, members, let me have all

cHert ™ m contributions by the. next meeting,or post onto mo as soon as possible. Agreed that^ et,ton > Banks, Davies, Ball, and H (-
..mith act as a sub-committee. The Rev C

'

FNomas was elected a member.—E. Thomas, See'

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deab with all kinds cf athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weigh! Lifting, FencingRunning, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kdn pfSwimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on allquestions of Health. Diet, Ac. (o all readersevery THURSDAY, Id. §o(,l Everywhere
'
C
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day

’ or send or Vf o Specimen to“’Health and Strength,” Windsor House Kin»s-
way, London.
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to Chair closed
Irvine, Sec.

LONDON AND COUNTY A.C.Q.
•Meeting, Sept. 18, Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse-

st. E.C., Mr. F. Harrison presided. The Chairman
called on Mr. H. Bell fev a few words on Colour-
feeding, and he entertained the members lor about
one hour with a paper as follows

:

I have been asked to say a few words about colour-
feeding, but I

.
am not going to try to improve on

Mr. Hazel’s lecture on colour-feeding which we heard
here a few Weeks back, as that was one of the best
lectures on colour-feeding I ever heard. I was once
much against colour-feeding, for F like to see a bird
brought out a good colour naturally. Where there
v/as one who used to colopr-feed in years gone by
20 did not.

It is about 15 years ago, as near as X can tell,
when cold or tasteless colour-feed came out. Before-
then birds that had colour-feed were called cayenne-
fed birds. I have never been in favour of the hot
pepper, and never will be, for I can bring a bird
out a good colour on the -cold colour. As I said
before. I was once against colour-feeding, and 1
went on a few years without it, but I found out
that I might as well give up showing as* try to
win with a bird that was not colour-fed against
one that had been colour-fed.
If you make up your mind to colour-feed it js no

use. half doing it; when you start to colour-feed it
must be done regularly. Some people arc colour-
feejling weeks and weeks before I start, and then
get sick of it before the birds are properly through
the moult. F think that leaving it off too soon is
as bad as not starting . soon enough In fact I
think that birds which are intended for continuous
showing ought to have a little colour-feed alt through
the winter. When you have been feeding a bird up
on eggs and colour-feed, if you take it oil you will
soon see the bird go back again, and not look so
well.

You will have to breed for colour, as all the
colour-feed in the world will not bring a bird out a
good colour if you do not breed for it. I have over
50 birds, and they all get the same kind of colour-
feed. Some of them are coming out a nice colour
ami some you cannot tell whether they have had
any or not. .Keep all your best colon re 1 birds for
yourself, unless you have a tempting offer for them,

I

and if you are able to buy a fresh bird to improve
your stock try and. get a good yellow variegated
bird, as that will bring you colour and quality of
feather, and will improve your stock for years if
you have luck with it, but a good yellow variegated
bird takes some finding.

I will tell you liow I mix my colour-feed, but I
don t want you .to alter from the way you are
feeding, now that the birds are half through the
moult. If you do. you will have them patchy, and
that will spoil them. I get one. egg, a piece of
stale bread, a few biscuits or stale cakes which
they make at home (if I can get bold of them) and
grind them in the egg mill, and then add two tca-
spoonsful of sugar, a little maw seed, and about
three teaspoonsful of colour-feed. Then I put all
through the egg mill about two or three times; the
more you inix it the better colour you get. The
ingredients named make an ordinary basin nearly
full, enough to give over 50 birds a littie each.

1 ®hou!d just like to say a few words about the
bird fancy in general. 1 think when the war is over
there will be a better prospect for the fancy than
ever, as there will be plenty of work, and people
will be able to buy birds better than before the war.
It is the duty of all fanciers who are not able to
cr list to keep tho fancy going as well as they pos-
sibly can for the .rake of those who are at the
war, and F think every bird society ought to open
a subscription list so that they can start a member
with a pair of good birds when he returns from
the war.
A big discussion followed, and questions were

asked which Mr. Bell suitably answered, and a hearty
vote of thanks was giv<m to Mr. Bell. Specials for
the autumn were promised by Messrs. Durham. Dyer,
Cullers and Gilbert, and a .pleasant evening was
brought to a close.—W. Gilbert, lion. Sec.

CLUB AMD SOCIETY NOTICES.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming .Society iiiccii>i„
Inserted free. It mu t reach us not later than
Fuefiiiy morning's post. .Specially printed (.lull
Notice Postcards mu) ho had Iren on application lo
our Manager. Secretaries hIiuuIi! always use them

Burnley C.B.S. - Sept. 25, 75, Lindsay St„ 7. Grand
concert for past aim present members and tlu-irinemls l-aiieiei-s wishing to join the society shouldapply to J. Moorhead, lug, Niurne St., Burnley
Bulwell F.A Sept. 25, Red l ion Hotel, 8. Balance

BlieeL or >ouii!' stork and (Jj.scu.-Hioii on winter
show. L. Melior.
Blaydon C.B.S. -Oct. 2, Co-op. Library, 7.30. Final

arrangements lor annual show, etc. Member* whohave not paid subs, kindly do so G Huvver
Bradford East O.S. - Sept. 25, Park Chapel School

rooms, 2.30. Members’ slio-.v
:
judge, Mr. L. Dykes

(Bolton Woods), Entiles, Friday night, a to 9, at
Headquarters.- J. Speixer.
Bradford National.-Sept 20, Cinderella ClubRooms, 1 iiornton Road, 8. Balance sheet and wind-

ing up for the present season. -S. Midgley
Codnor Park and Ea:<wood C.B.S. -Oct.’ 2, Three

I ees*’

l>as *' vvoot1
' 7 - show business.— Smith and

Chopwelf C.B.S.-Scpt. 25, Club Hall, 0.30. - W IF
Christie.

iHat
y a

!^
s

IV
Ut

,'!;
ba,’ A.C.B—Sept. 27. Church In

stiUite, 0°, Paddington St., W., 8. .Judging com-
pevtion in Norwich Plainlicads

; final judge, Mr J.
Jl odder; three medals and special prize for" most
entries.— V. Wynn.

Bradford O.S.-Sept. 25. Flying Dutchman,
-.3(1 Members show; judge, Mr. I>. Mason.—W.
HeJIiwell.
Chester C.B S.-Sept. *28, 7.4.3, Root Inn. Final

arrangements for open show : subs, •overdue —

L

Cavanagh. •
'

Coventry Godiva C.B.s.-Sept. 27, Sydenham
Fa lace, 8.30. Open show business and table show,
Yorks., Greens, ditto 1915, Nor. bull, ditto 1915 —F
A. Green.

Coventry O.S—Sept. 29, Sydenham, 8.30. Open
show, etc.— A. Green.
Derby C.B.S—Sept. 25, Nornianton Hotel, 7 Ann

show arrangements and paying up for same—F W
Jordan.
East Ham F.S.—Sept. 30, Harmonic Hall, Plashet

Grove, East flam 7th annual young stock show •

members are earnestly requested to send plenty of
entries, and to enter early.—W. Harwood, Hon See

Falkirk Good Intent C.B.A.—Sept. 25, 80, Graham's
Itoad, 7.30, Advisability of appointing another,
judge, Mr. John McLay has consented to judge the
whole show, but we may require another one.—

W

Clarkson.
F‘*e Dunfermline, in I.L.P.

-frporation Buildings. 5.
Campbell will lecture on the Border Fancy Can-

ary.— Joe Sneddon, Sec.
Grimsby O.S.—Sept. 30, Slatter’s Rooms. 160. Free-

st., 8. Arrangements for show.— J. T. Cotterill.

Clasgow and W.
gram St., 7. !/«•<

7.30.

show' *

Judge, Mr.

to

Counties* Club -Get. 2, J22, In*
ture on general management ot

Canarie*, by Mr. J. If. Adam. -J. ]| Adam
Clasgow and W. of Scotland. Sent. 28 Ma onlo

Halls loo, Went Regent St., 8 Final arrangements
annual bow

; important. A. K. Chalmers
Cinsbro’ Priory C.B S.-Sept. 25, Wear s Rooms.

Report of Federation meeting re proposed
also washing exhibition by one or two of

the older hands, A. Knaggn.
Hanley C.BS. -Sept. 29, 28. Mayer .Street, 8.Open show tigsincss and new members.— 6 Beckett
Halifax C.B. S.-Sept. 25. King Cross Band Room.'

i n t members' wjnter show, staged 2.30. A
chicken will be given for most points.
!• red Self, Great Horton.— A. Sutcliffe

Islington F.A. -Sept. 25, Headquarters, Warltcrs
load, Holloway

. 25t.h young stock show, 2 till 9.banners invited.— W. A. Bibb
Larkhall C.B. A.— Oet. 2. Y.U.C.A. Hall. 7. Show

bn.

,

mess
; closing date for new members wishing

compete lor young hiid cup.— T. J McGregor.
Leigh C.B.S. Sept. 29. Railway Hofei, 7.45. Table

show, A

.

V Canary, natural col., fee 3d.; judge. Mr
J. Hamer R. Charlr son.
Midland Roller C.C.-Sept. 80, Seven Stars. John

Lane, Wolverhampton, 8. Most important business
re forthcoming show.—

,

I. W. Thomson
National British Bird and M.C —Sept. 30

‘'Feathers.” Gt. Chapel Street, Westminster, S W
’

8. Important business.— E. Stephens
Newcastle East End C.B.S.-Sept. 29. Hall’s CafeHeaton Road, 7.30. General show business J. w

LOlltt^.

Northern B.M.F.B.C.-Ort. 2, Shield's Cafe, Bigg
Market, 8. Subs. due.

—

\V. Curry.
Oldham C B.S.— Sept. 2,8. Textile Dining Rooms, 8.

Business of back-end show.—G. MjJN
Prov.ncia 1 Roller C.C.-Sept. 25. Old Boar’s Head

Hotel. Manchester, C. Show and points’ competition
—A. Pereival.

Queen’s Park (Glasgow) C B S—Sept. 29 . Mario
Stewart Hall, 8. Tickets and hills for annual show
and other important business.— A. K. Hunter
South Moor Social Club F. & F. C.B.S Sept °6.

Clnli Room, 6.30. Important business in connection
with annual show. Nov. 6 and 7th.— G I.ane

c
Moor C B-S— Sept. 25. South Moor Hotel.

6.30. Stewards, etc., for annual show, and other
business. Subs, are overdue.—G F. Bates
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A. — Sept. 28,

Trinity House, Shaw Heath, 8. Show room
; judge

and alteration of date.—W Stafford
Sunderland C.B A. -Sept. 25. Station St. Cafe, 7.30.

Members show business.—J. Teaeock.
Tong C.B.S—Sept. 25. members’ sliow, birds

staged at 3: judge, Mr. W. A. Cowgill; also special
meeting same dav- business important.—W Walker
Warrington C.B.S.-Scpt. 30, Blue Bell Sale Rooms,'

8. Show business
; important.— H. Warhurton

Wmdhill C.B.S.—Sept. 25. Blue Bell Hotel 2 30
Members’ show; judge. Mr. J. Dawson (Gt. Horton).
Entries, Friday, 6.30 to 9. at headquarters, or hv
nost to sec.'s address; union books now ready.—

J

Taylor.

Questions and
Answers.
DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIESSOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES, SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.CAWARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDK ST. JOHN.

,
BEETROOT BEATEN (Rex).—No, beetroot cannot

he relied upon to colour feed birds up to the
present day standard of colour feeding, but it
would be a useful adjunct to assist the natural
colour of so-called non-fed varieties, such as Borders.
It rs one of the things used in the old days before
Fiepper feedinge was discovered, but was quite super-
seded when the modern methods came into use.
Neither is hot pepper feeding by any means essen-
tial, or oven advisable, in these days, as the cold
tasteless jieppbr, as the substance was unfortu-
nately named, will do pll that is really necessary.
Even for the very highest form of colour feeding
only a small .proportion of hot pepper need be.
used, mixed in with the cold. As your birds take
tho tasteless well you need have no fear of the
result, provided only you get a sample with plenty
of colour in it. But in any case, as your birds
will probably have made some headway with the
moult it would not be quite judicious this season
to make any material change in your colour food.
®EST FOR SONG (p. G. M.).—For singing pur-

poses only you cannot get anything to heat the
pure Roller, especially when properly trained under
a good tutor. The runner-up would be a first-
cross with either the Border Fancy, Yorkshire, or
Norwich, preferably in the order named. The part
of your query referring to British birds has been
copied out and forwarded to Mr. Norman. Please
see his columns for reply, and note that all queries
relating to different sections should be written on
separate sheets of paper, as they have to go to
different persons for reply.
A POSER (Van Oppen).—Honestly, I cannot tell

you how much per pair you would have to give
to a noted breeder for stock birds in order to
enable you to sell their progeny to wholesale
dealers at the price you name. Ft should be
obvious that wholesale dealers can only buy and
sell according to the face value of the birds, and
inherent qualities, or pedigree, must necessarily
weigh little or nothing with them. Then, skilled
management and mating of stock would naturally
bear a far greater influence upon the value- of
the young you bred than the mere price you ‘gave
for the parents. If you study our advt. columns
during the season yon will find that the price you
name is quito as high as many dealers sell the
birds themselves, and I have very- serious doubts
whether they would give this amount for all one’s
surplus to anyone but a noted breeder whose stock
was sought after. A much better plan would he
for you to get a pair or two of good stock birds
of a well-bred strain, and by careful breeding and
occasional exhibiting for a few years gradually work
up a reputation for y-our birds, and meantime
dispose of the surplus as far as- possible locally
and through private advertisemept, such as our
prepaid columns alford. This, I think, is the only
chance you have of getting the average price you
name for alf the birds you breed, at least, until
your birds have made a name for themselves. The
best time to sell would, at the beginning, he soon
after the moult, hut when you had acquired some
experience in picking out the birds you did not
want for stock at an earlier period,, a first selec-

tion should be made .before the moult commences.

and thereby avoid the ordinary risks and expenso
of moulting them. I do not advise you to attempt
colour feeding in the nest. As regards starting
wuth yellow cocks and buff bens, or vice versa, you
should certainly start and go on with both,’ amt
keep the colours crossed as far as possible; e.".
mate a yellow cock bred from a huff cock and *a
} el low hen to a buff hen bred from a yellow cock
and a huff hen. and vice versa. . t

BIRD-ROOM HINTS (T. K. F.).—There is no reason
at all why you should not fit up cages on both
the walls, A and B. They seem to be very well
suited for the purpose, and the fact that tho
birds will be always seeing each other wilt not
hinder them breeding in the least degree when
the proper season arrives. Fit up the cages on
racks, by all means, and as you appear to he
starting from zero I strongly advise you to have
all cages similar in size and shape, and to stand
separately on the rack, so that if the necessity
arose during the breeding season anv cage could
be removed from the rack for overhauling and
disinfection, and be immediately replaced bv a
spare cage without the change being noticeable.
Start the first tier of cages 18ins. from the floor,
which, with cages 16in9. fiigh, will enable you to
make four tiers, the bottom one being, if desired,
made up of large flight cages for keeping stock
in winter, or young during the period of growth
EXTERMINATING RED MITES (H. A.).-Had

you named the size and construction of your
aviary I might have been of more use to you. If
its polish or varnish is a consideration the follow-
ing will be about the most suitable method for
you, and with persistent effort for a few weeks
should enable you to get rid of the pest Keep
a small quantity, say a teacnpful, of paraffin handy
in a wide-mouthed 1Kittle well corked, and dissolve
in it a penny cube- of camphor. Then with a small
water-colour brush dipped in this fluid go over
every joint, crack, and corner of the cage inside
and out twice a week, and at the same time remove
the perches, keeping an eye on the ends where
they rest on the cross-bars for any stray insects,
well scrape them, and dip the ends in. the fluid
before returning them to the cage. Do not forget
the joints of the doors, and brush the fluid well
into any open joint, crack, or vacant wire or nail
hole. When the latter are quite freed from the
pest they should be well plugged with soft putty,
which can be coloured to match the colour of tfie

cage. It is quite useless dusting the birds for this
trouble, tf/ough it would do no harm to add a few
drops of essence of quassia to the bath twice a
week for a time, but do not pin your faith to this.

Persistent effort with the fluid for some time is

about the only method that will in such eircjim-
stances enable you to win through.
A GAPER (-H. H. R.).—It is just nossihle that

the gaping may he merelv the effect of overfeeding,
but it is frequently the outcome of bronchial
trouble. Its silence just now is of no moment, as

PIGEOISS
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.
Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

dfa
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FUR § FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these enbjeoU.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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this may be tho natural result of the moult

approaching, if it lias not already begun. 8cc that

It is not exposed to cold draughts, or sudden

extremes of heat and cold, and do not expose it

to Die fumes of burning lights in the evenings,

nor hang it high up near tho celling. Continue

your present, feeding, except that you .should give

the paste only twice a week, and give a little

green food daily. in the drinking water every

second day for a week add six drops of syrup of

rhubarb and as much Epsom salts as wil cove

a sixpence, and after tins give Instead ve drops

each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tine

ture of lobelia, and sweet spirit of nitre eve y

aecond day for a fortnight.

WASTINC SEED (It W. P.). Altl'?u£
h
t
?®
“are

only one of your hens wastes the seed in the man

ner indicated, you should take the Precaution to

chew a little ti> see if there Is any indication of

Mistiness, and if there Is, the best rc'ncdy is

change it for a sample that is sweet and sound If

your present sample Is above suyp'e on treat as

follows for a fortnight or so. For staple givein m
taro of three parts canary to one part summer rape^

Give separately each day during the first week, and

every second day during the second xvecU
,,,

©f bread the size of a large Imzel nut SQftlked m
cold milk, drained, and sprinkled with soft sugar.

Twieo each week give a small teaspoonful of a mix-

ture of equal parts llomp, niger, white millet teazle

and maw seed, and a little green salad daily.
,

Add

to the drinking water six drops of syrup of rhubarb

and a crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary 11 reeding tor Be-

Dinners" (7d.); House's “Canary Manual'

Ualtyc’s “ Yorkshire Canaries
’’

(1/lJ); llo.use's “hor-

ivich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's "Slock liooh (id.),

Or. Clarke’s "Septic or Hint Fever” (7d.); Norman's

"Aviaries, Hint.rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Hamsden ,

"Colour fee,Hug” (3Jd.) ;
"Seeds and Foods tor Cage

Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2jd. each):

No 5 "The Pet Canary,” No. C “ Ailing Birds ami

/low to Cure Them," No. 0 " The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Holler," No. 23

•• The Border Fancy," No. 24 " Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and Instructive. Prices quotea

ure post (ree, from "Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

pea every second day for a week, and after this

give instead four drops each of tincture of gentian,

tincture of calumba and aromatic sulphuric acid

everv second day for a week.
CREST ITEMS (Embryo).—(1) Beyond the neces-

sary grooming of the crest to make it appear at its

best in shape, droop, and radiation, the method of

getting Crests into show form does not differ

materially from that of any other variety. Possibly

you are a little premature in trying to improve the

crest, as there may still be " pen ” feathers that

are not fully developed, which are preventing the

proper droop of others that are full grown, in which

case the misplaced feathers will in all probability

fall into their proper place when the crest is quite

fully developed all through. Until this stage is

reached I advise you not to attempt to improve it

by soaking or heating the feathers in any way, but
limit your attentions to gently brushing the crest

for a few minutes daily with a small camel-hair

brush, working from the centre to the tips and in

the direction iti which you wish tho feathers to lie

in order to give the best radiation possible, and
being careful to avoid too much pressure on the

base of the quills at the centre of crest, which is

npt to exaggerate any tendency to a bare centre.

When all the quills are fully developed and dried,

if there are still any stray ones sticking up in the
centre, moisten them with lukewarm water, then
get a folded bit of old silk over the tip of the fore-

finger, warm it at the fire, and gentfy stroke down
the feathers one at a time into the position they
should lie, keeping the silk warm, and brushing gin-

gerly and judiciously until the feathers are dry.

Repeat this every day or two until the desired effect

is attained, or. if this should fail, borrow one of

the “ better-half’s ” knitting needles, and after

elightly moistening the feather warm the tip of the
needle in a clean fire—tolerably warm, but not hot

—

place it against the under surface of tho feather
and gently stroke the feather down over it with the
thumb until dry. This needs careful manipulation
to avoid extracting the feather. (2) The markings
on tho feathers you mention are due to slight imper-
fections in the web or quill of the feather, the cause
of which is as yet very obscure. They are of very
little moment, as they disappear in a short time,
and in any case are quite unnotipeabie after the
flrst wash. (3) The specks on the tips of the new
quills do not necessarily indicate a delicate constitu-
tion. It is more often due to a slight temporary
check in the moult, which may arise from a sudden
drop in the normal temperature, or even from an
unusually profuse cold bath when the bird is rather
bare of feathers, and not, perhaps, in the best con-
dition. The condition is not infrequently the origin
of the controversial “ square feathers.” A warm,
equable, and slightly moist temperature during the
period of feather growth should quite prevent the
condition.
AILING NORWICH (H. G.).—(1) The bird will

not sing whilst moulting, and apart from the moult
I do not think there is much wrong with him. Make
yourself quite sure that it is not exposed to cold
draughts; do not hang too near the yvindow where
tho temperature must vary considerably, but keep
it. in as cosy and bright a position as you can, and
throw a light cover over the cage at night whilst
it is moulting. Alter the staple diet to three parts
canary to one part summer rape, and stop the
linseed altogether. Once a week, in addition to the
eag food, give a morsel of bread and milk sprinkled
with soft, sugar. In the water add, for three con-
secutive days, six drops of syrup of rhubarb and
as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence, and
after this give five drops each of oxjfmel of squills
and sweet spirit of nitre for three or four days. (2)
The trouble is not infectious. If it really arose from
being with the hen, it would merely be owing to its

being exposed to the same conditions as the hen.
C3) From six to eight xvould be sufficient to winter
in the flight cage. One perch at each end midxvay
between top and bottom, and another at each end
resting on the front piece, would be better than two
only, as it would help to prevent quarrels.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C*

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
Universe.' Carriers. Established 1870-

HEAD AND TOE (Scottie).—(!) As you say the

toe is quite normal, and only the “ nail " part de-

formed, I would advise you to nip off the nail with

a sharp pair of nail scissors to about an eighth of

an inch from where the toe joins it. This will prob-

ably cause it to bleed a little, so have ft bottle of

Friar's Balsam handy and apply a drop on the end

of a mutch stick to check it. Slight bleeding will

he of little moment, and the advantage to the bird

yvill quite warrant the operation. (2) It is not

always that these bald heads are amenable to treat-

ment, but tile following for the next few weeks
should do all that can be done. Give a staple seed

diet of three parts canary to one part summer rape.

In addition, give separately half a teuspoonful of a

mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet,

teazle, linseed and broken groats twice a week.

Every third day give a morsel of bread and milk

lightly dusted with flowers of sulphur, and then

dusted with maw seed, and on each of the remaining

days a morsel of any green salad that is going. On
ttie day following that on which you give the bread

and milk, each tiino add to the drinking water us

much chlorate of potash as will cover a sixpence

and ten drops of lemon juice. Treat thus for a

fortnight, then miss a week, and then resume and
treat again for a fortnight, and continue thus for a
couple of months.
KEEPING THIN (A. P.).—(1) You should have no

difficulty in adding to the substance of your birds

after the moult is quite finished and the plumage
tightened up. Give a 'staple diet of three parts

good sound canary to one part summer rape, and in

addition give separately every third day a piece

of bread and milk with two drops of cod liver oil

•emulsion on it and sprinkled with soft sugar, and

on the intervening days give first half a teaspoon-

ful of boiled rape, and next a small teaspoonful of a

mixture o( equal parts hemp, niger, teazle and
broken groats, or, failing the latter, chopped sun-

flower seeds. (2) Do you mean that the one bird

is only deficient in colour, or is it not easting its

feathers properly If the former, it is possible that

this bird is a buff, and lienee seems so much paler

than the others. Even if it is a yellow, you must
remember that ail birds are not equally susceptible

to the effects of colour food, and this is doubtless

one that is non-susceptibie. As the other birds are

coming out well, it cannot be the fault of the treat-

ment altogether. On the whole, I think you had

better let well alone. If the bird is not dropping its

feathers properly, place it in a little warmer tem-

perature and. add 20 drops of whisky and five of

syrup of saffron to the water for a lew days. (3)

The seeds sent were accidentally lost in opening

your letter. Please note that any sample sent

should be securely wrapped in a separate paper or

stout little envelope that will withstand the vicissi-

tudes of postal transit. If the seed is canary with

the husk removed, and the bird referred to in No. 2

is the culprit, separate it, keep it in a cosy place,

and treat it as advised to “ R. W. P." in this issue.

CRACKLING BREATH (Dereham).— (1) I am
afraid the bird is really in a chronic state of bron-

chitis, and can only be temporarily relieved. I

cannot advise you to attempt to breed with him
again, as his progeny will certainly be strongly pre-

disposed to the trouble. To ameliorate his condi-

tion now, you had better keep him in the warm
room for the time being, and give a little soft food

every third day until the moult is quite finished,

varying it with egg food, bread and milk sprinkled

with soft sugar, or crushed sponge cake writh two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion mixed in it and
sprinkled with maw seed. On the intervening days
give first a pinch of mixed sped and a spray of green

food, and next a morsel of banana. In the water
add every second day for a fortnight four drops
each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tinc-

ture of lobelia, and sweet spirit of nitre, then miss

a week, and repeat it for another fortnight. (2)

Treat this hen the same as No. 1, but do not breed

with these two birds by any means. To do so

would simply be asking for trouble. (3) There is

no objection to the hen going into the aviary with

the other hen, but the cock should not be caged
with the hens at all until spring, and only then if

wanted to breed. (4) The gold of pleasure and
sesame are most useful seeds for the purpose ad-

vised, and you should have no difficulty in getting

them from any good seedsman who stocks bird

seeds. Practically all tho large advertisers of seeds

in our prepaid columns stock them.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BEST BIRDS FOR SONG (E. G. Miles).—You do

not say in your letter if you prefer seed-eating

birds or softbills. If the former, the Linnet is the

most popular, is not difficult to keep, and has a

.pleasing song. The Goldfinch «a perhaps the next,

is of gayer plumage, has a lively, cheerful song,

but is scarcely so easy to manage as the former,

although some of them live many years as singing

pets. Of tho Softbills. tho Skylark and Thrush
stand first; the song of these birds is no doubt well

known to you. To keep them in health they re-

quire fresh soft food daily, and a certain amount
of insect food. Whichever you choose, I would
advise you to get our little booklet on the bird ;it

will give you full instructions about feeding and
general management.
LARK MOULTING BADLY (G. Lowe).—I fear you

have not been careful enough in the management
of your Skylark, and it is just possible he has been
in a draught or allowed to hang in an unusually
exposed position. Your best treatment now will be
either to place him in an extra large cage, where
he can take plenty of exercise, or put his cage in

a cosy corner and partly cover it up with a thin
cloth; this will make him fret, and possibly start
him again in the moult. At tho same time feed
him rather better than usual, give him some good
insectile mixture, adding a little hard-boiled egg,- and
be liberal with mealworms or any insects you can
collect. Keep his cage perfectly clean, and about
twice a week run him into a spare one and gently
spray him with tepid water. Do not attempt to
make him quite wet just use the spray lightly.

AILING LINNET MULE (A. W. Elliott).—You do
not tell me how you are feeding your bird, but by
the symptoms you describe vour treatment is not
what it should be. .lust now is a most critical time
with all birds, as there is a great strain on them
producing a new set of feathers, and you do not
say If yours has commenced to moult or not. You
had better give him the following aperient: Dis-

solve as much Glauber salts in two tahk-spoon&fui
of water as will cover a three-penny pieco. and
mix with it four drops of syrup of rhubarb. Give
this for one day only, and then miss a couple of
days, and repeat. Give a little bread and milk daily,

6lighty moistened with sugar, and twice a week
a spoonful of hard-boiled egg and biscuit. Let his

eeod be three parts canary, one each of teazle and
BummeT rape, and offer a spoonful of Finch mixture
twice a week. Let him bathe daily on fin© days,

and l>e careful to keep him out of draughts.
KEEPING A MAGPIE.— I am sorry about your

Magpie, as you appear to have fed him fairly

well since you have had him. I am afraid he is

now suffering from acute indigestion and bowel
trouble; probably he is weakened through the method
in which lie was hand-reared. I much prefer a more
nutritious and less strong food than he had. In

keeping these birds in captivity an aperient occa-
sionally is very necessary, ami you do not appear
to have given him one, so you had better let him
have tliis at once. Dissolve in three tablespoonsful
of water as much salts as will cover a shilling, and
give him for one day only

;
then offer him daily

a little stale bread soaked in hot milk, and well
dusted with bismuth. As regards the position of tlie

cage It would certainly be better if placed outside,
but with care and attention to cleanliness there
Is no reason why you should not keep him as you
do now. I have kept these birds under all condi-
tions and had very little trouble with them.
GOLDFINCH MULE NOT SINCINC (Berwyn).—

After having had inflammation of the bowels and
then tho moult, you can scarcely expect your bird

to sing for some time; in fact I shall be surprised
If he does much in that way until the end of the
year. You appear to bo feeding him correctly, ex-

cepting that I would advise a little soft food or

soaked seed about twice a woek, and a small
spoonful of chemical food in the drinking water
every other day, ladling the water first, or it will

not mix ; a daily bath would n!«o assist him.
GROWTH ON WING (S. Potter).— I do not care

much for your 6arnple of seeds that you send me. It

lias -too much niger, and not enough rape. You
had better make up the following mixture yourself

:

i

Sound canary throe parts, teazle two parts, rape
and linseed one part each; this as a 6taple food.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult Boulton's great work, "Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7/C); Norman’s “ British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Part 1 "Ilardbilts" (1/1), Part 2

“
Softbills

"

(1/1); ‘‘ Aviaries, Bird-rooms ; and Cages” (2/3);
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “ Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarice's "Septic or Bird

Fever '• (7d.); “Colour-feeding" (3^.); or the "Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each); No. 1 "Goldfinch,"
No. 2, "Linnet,” No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13

"Chaffinch,” No. 15 "Greenfinch,” No. 22 "Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivoroux

Birds," No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. C

"Ailing Birds and now to Cure Them.” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Uirdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ flow to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

i and then use your gold of pleasure, niger and maw
as a tit-bit to be given, say, two or three times

a woek. Ao regards the growth on the wing, this

is probably a cyst, and requires a surgical opera-

tion to remove it. If you know a medical man or
I chemist who would do it for you, it would be far

better than attempting it yourself. It is this

that makes your bird so bad tempered ; no doubt
it is somewhat painful.

BIRDS FOR LARGE CACE (Bird Lover).—Your
aviary is really no larger than plenty of Canary-
keepers’ breeding-cages, so you 6ec you cannot ex-

pect to keep many birds in it. Four or five cock

British would be quite sufficient, and if you attempt
to breed you must give it up to one pair only.

Greenfinches would be the most likely of the British

Finches to nest in it, as these do fairly well almost
anywhere. Of course, they are the commonest of

I our Finches, and if you would like to make the trial

with something more choice there is no reason why
you should not make an attempt with a pair of

Goldfinches
;

if these bred with you you would be
well repaid for your trouble.

MIGRANTS FOR AVIARY (Rusticus).—In an
aviary the size you mention it would be possible to
keep any of the Softbill migrants, and with these
you stand- a much better chance of keeping your
shrubs intact than with the Finches, which invari-

ably destroy all living plants, even in quite large
aviaries. The following birds have been kept in

an aviary all the year round here in Surrey, and the
climatic conditions with you would be much the
same, and I gather from your letter that your aviary
is rath-r more covered in. The list is: Nightin-
gales, Blackcaps, Whitethroats, Whcatears, several
foreign birds, including Gouldian Finches, and all

the British Finches. In your place I would make an
attempt with the four first on the list. Skylarks
have also bred here, but although particularly inter-
esting from an avicultural point of view, they are
not very remunerative, as they require plenty of
insects, and can be bought cheaply. I am rather
interested in your account of the Bullfinches breed-
ing with you as these birds are not generally very
successful when in captivity. If you decide to try
with the Softbills mentioned above you should secure
them as early as posoible, and turn them out while
the weather is fine.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

PLANT CUTTERS NOT REQUIRED (Itusticus).
—Finches (Weavers and Serins, also Red-crested
Cardinals, Siskins, and Serins generally) are all

very destructive to plant-life, but if the numbers
are not too great, and the living green is plentiful,
they should not do much more than useful prun-
ing. In a garden aviary, 30 x 30 x 15 feet high,
I have about 40 various Finches, and about 20 or
more softbills, the latter ranging from a Thrush
to a Tanager and Sugarbird. I have rather a
prejudice against lilac for an aviary, and prefer
such plants as hazel, common broad leaved laurel,

elder, Portugal laurel, evergreen and golden privet,
retinosporas, atieubas, and rambler roses, clerqa-

tis, hops, nasturtiums, canary creepers, etc., to
cover the internal standards. With such flowering
plants as michaelmas daisies, perennial sunflowers,
bedding pelargoniums, marigolds, cornflowers, etc.,

a most attactive effect can be gained, as well as

adequate cover for the birds Tile question of

covering cost is a difficult matter; the results of

the various seasons vary, and some pairs may
breed and others not. If you want the aviary to
be as near self-supporting ns possible it is of no
use buying cheap, common birds. Gouldian Finches,

if you have luck witli them, should pay. Among
tlie softbills you could have Gold-fronted Fruit-

suckers, ' one pair of Thrushes (such as Orange-
headed Ground Thrushes, or some showy species of

Rock Thrush). Black, Blue, Maroon and Archbishop

Tanagers could be included, al60 White-eyes, Sugar-
birds, Redstarts, Flycatchers, (not easy to get now).
A pair of Diamond Doves ought to more than pay
their keep, so also should a pair of Australian-
crested Doves. Small birds should be domiciled in

the aviary first, and then the large ones intro-

duced as opportunity offers. I have never found
hardbills or softbills to take any hurt from par-

taking of each other’s food. If still in doubt on
any point repeat query to that extent.
BUDGERIGARS IN OUTDOOR AVIARY (E. K.).

-Your aviary should provide accommodation for
fifteen birds all told. Twiggy branches are the
best for perches, and you must put up at least

half a dozen husks; fix these as far apart as pos-
sible, but the openings, of the husks must face the
light. You will not have rnfleh luck unless you
have your shelter ("covered-in room”) well lighted.
Such hardy species as Budgerigars can be allowed to
go in or out at will all the year round, but during
very severe spells or long continued cold wet
weather, it would be well to shut them in at
night. If you were to fasten roofing felt over
the north and east sides ok flight during the winter
months it would make the birds more comfortable.

It can easily be fastened on with a little binding

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners”

(1/1J); Arthur's " Budgerigars and Cockaticls" (G<f.);

Arthur's “Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);

"Aviaries, Bird rooms, and Cages” (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3Jd.); or the

"Nutshell” booklets (2 jd. each); No. G “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 10 ”Avadavats," No. IT "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 “Budgerigars,” No. 19 “The Pekin Robin,” No. 20
" Waxbills." AH thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, Loudon, E.C.

wire, and be as easily removed in the Spring. For
breeding purposes you should only put in three

pairs, and confine your breeding 6tock to that
number, as even then during the breeding season
your aviary will at times be overstocked. Your
best plan will be to dispose of tlie young as they
are able to fend for themselves. The pair you have
now can be put out at* once, as also can others if

you procure them from outdoor aviaries ;
buy each

pair from a different source. Your adult pairs

should be rung, so as to be able to distinguish

them from their progeny, if you keep any of the

latter past the moult. Do not deedrate your post

with virgin cork
;

get some ordinary bark from a
timber yard, or collect from field or hedgerow if

you have such in your vicinity.

GREY PARROT AND GRIT (E. M.).—I should

not force the Parrot to eat grit, it is natural to

them to take It when they need it, and it will

do so if the supply be constant. Keep the bird's

bowels moving very freely for the next two months;

at the same time tlie voidings should not be allowed

to remain watery-loose ;
give one teaspoonful of

fluid magnesia in the drinking-water, as often as

mav be required to secure this. Roughly the diet

of a Parrot should be confined to seed mixture,

ripe fruit, and a few nute
;
such extras as dry

boiled potato, raw carrot, stale crusts, biscuits,

and piain cake may be offered to vary the diet,

but do not give tea, coffee, or milk slops, or any

kind of animal food whatever. Keep gnt cuttle-

bone, and a thick piece of a branch (the latter lor

mandible exercise-) continually in the cage. If you

think the bird needs a tonic at any time put half

a teaspoonful of Chemical Food in the drinking

water for a time. While the bowels must not be

abnormally loose at any time, the least semblance

of constipation must he rectified at once. Our

“Grey Parrot” Nutshell, 2Jd„ from our Manager,

would help you as to general treatment.

GENERAL.
Answered bv TITE EDITOR.

A. Lodge.—Thanks for cuttings, which we hope to

be able to utilise.

W. V. Beckett.—We have adopted the proceeding

suggested by your initials. Your second letter,

over the initials “ W. R. B„" has accompanied the

first What do' you think would happen to the

eyes of birds which were sprayed with a solution or

camphor in petrol and paraffin?

POST MORTEMS,
Mr. 0. Yates, M.R.C.V.8., 1, College Road. liar-

JW Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead

age birds for a fee of is. C(l. each bird; for reply

irect 2s. C<!.; analysis 21s. Subjects for post

lortcm examination must be sent packed In a box

irect to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any

ccornpanving letter being kept from contact with

lie dead' bird. Send by letter-post; It is cheaper

nd nuickor than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

he office of this naper will be thrown away, and If

fee is enclosed tho loss will be tho senders.

H j Williams.—Bird died of pneumonia and in-

animation of bowels, caused by poison taken with

lie food; not mineral poisons, but those developed

s the result of warm weather.

Puzzled.—Fatty degeneration of Hie liver brought,

bout bv some error in feeding. Give piain canary

s li staple article of diet, with once or twice

eekly a pinch of rape only. Avoid egg-food, any-
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FANCIERS
wishing to dispose of their surplus stock of Canaries
should communicate immediately and state the
number of birds they have for disposal. Wo are
wanting any quantity of males, also pairs, including
the following breeds: Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich
and Rollers, also (ioldllnch Mules; the very best
prices are paid; no swindling^ wo are cash buyers
of any quantity : 0. B. Chapman, High-st., Birming-
ham.

WANTED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest and Crested bred, all
ktnvle oJ Mules, Linnets, Goldfinch?*, .Bullfinches,
ami other Hardbills, lor export trade; prompt cash,
or deposit; state price; also pure bred dot; puppies
of all kinds; Howard am! Sons, Bird Judges ami
High-class Livo Stock Dealers, 1 , Sclater-st., and
28. Bethnal Grecn-rd.. London

; also 77, Pitt-et., Nor-
wich. Best buyers in the country. Est. 63 yeurs.

Wanted, 5,000 Pairs Canaries
WANTED for export 5,000 pairs of Canaries,
Norwich, colour-fed, natural colour; also Yorkshires,
Cinnamons, Crests, Lizards, any, quantity, Goldfinch
and Linnet Mules, fair price given and your cash
is as isafe as the Bank of England. My bankers
are Berkly's, Norwich, and London County Bank, in
London. We are the largest dealers in tho world,
also successful exhibitors and breeders in England

;

winners of over 5,000 money prizes and 5(10 special
specials. Established 40 years : Howards, 77, Pitt-st
Norwich.

(463)

WANTED.—EVERY VARIETY

CANARIES AND MULES.
I am now requiring Norwich, Yorkshires, Crests
and Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Rollers, Cinnamons,
Mules, and all other varieties. Prompt cash pay-
ments. Best prices given. Will deposit cash with
Editor. Send full particulars and stamp for reply.

H. GLEDHILL,
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD. (444)

[sale or EXCHANGE.

{
Mainly British.

|

DOZEN Linnets, hard on seed, for Roller cock, or
Bell cheap : W. Jones, 29, English-st., Hull. (463)
EXCHANGE clear Norwich hen for good hen Bull-

finch ; also Norwich coek for cock Siskin : 31, Gor-
don-rd., Kingston-on-Thames. (465)
EXCHANGE large cock Bullfinch and Chaffinch,
moulted ; offers, cock Linnets preferred ; sell, 2/6
eacli : 55, Letitia-st., Mildlesbro. (462)

Mainly Canaries,
{

SALE or exchange, Queck’s Roller Organ, 12 Roller
cocks: 1, Ashton-rd., Blackpool. (463)
EXCHANGE for cycle, 1 Norwich cock, "2 buff, 2

green hens, double breeder, sell 25/-; Malone, 121 ,

High-st., Jarrow. (465)
WANTED rare Foreign stamps and good pair of

field glasses; exchange Yorkshire Canaries: Thomp-
son, 159, l5each-st., Deal. (466)
PAIR yellow and pair of Green Adult Budgerigars,

perfect condition, 13s. Gd., or offers; Bugby, Thorpc-
s>t., Raunds, Wellingboro. (467)
T|VO young Norwich cocks, prize-bred (good

quality), 10s. each, or exchange household furniture:
105, Willow-lane, Lancaster. (463)
POULTRY. Wanted pullets in exchange for good
Canaries and mahogany ‘Crystal Palace Aviary

:

Eecles, Linden House, Brigg.
(459 )EXCHANGE Yellow cock and Variegated hen,

Yorks., for lengthy, slim, Tone Green Yorks, cock:
Bishop, Relieving Officer, Blaine. (465)
THREE Norwich bens, Crestbred hen, 2 Crested,

1915, sex unknown, sell 12/-; exchange anything:
Gardiner, 10, Withipoll, Ipswich. (463)
YELLOW Norwich cock, 4th Glasgow, exchange ex-

hibition Mule, book Canaries, Hybrids, and British;
offers : Wilson, 46, Content-st., Ayr. (465)
EXCHANGE 1915 Norwich cock for proved muling

cock Goldfinch; approval both ways, or sell 7/6:
Lovell, Nursery-rd., Bishops Stortford. (461)
MUST sell, few young Border cocks, 4/6 each, or
3 with stoek cage, 13/6 ; double breeder, 2/6

:

Richards, Baker, Williamstown, Rhondda. (464)
EXCHANGE a pair of clear Borders and a few com-
mon' hens for Border Fancy show cages: John
Lambie, Victoria-st., Gorebridge, Midlothian. (460)TWO unflighted yellow Yorks, cocks, 12/- each; two
bulf hens, 7/6 each

; exchange gramophone
; approval

both ways: Jebson, Commonend, Skelmanthorpe. (465 )GOOD Yorkshire cock, winner. 15/-; exchange
Rollers; two Norwich hens, routers, 5/6; exchange
British: Dainty, 115, Stambermill, Stourbridge. (462)EXCHANGE 4 cock Canaries, 2 Norwich, 2 Rollers,
for fowls; dozen fresh-canght Goldfinches, cocks or
gramophone: Windsor, 22, John Caropbell-rd., Hack-
ney-

(464)EXCHANGE high-class Seifert Rollers, also cross-
bred pullets, for scrap brass, copper, block tin, etc •

E A. Dean, 28, Hopb View, Carr Lane, Shipley,
xorks^

(463)GIViNG up; 4 high-class Border hens, prize
strain, 1 large Norwich hen, lot 15/-; exchange
small Softbills, mealworms, revolver, anything use-
ful: 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W.

(4611)PAm good large prize-bred 1914 Yorkshires, clear
buff cock, yellow marked hen, 10/-; clear buff 1915Norwich cock, 5/-; exchange watch or joiner’s tools:
Dell, 40, Co-op. -terrace, Newsham, Northumberland.

^EXCHANGE 1915 Yorkshire cock, long drawn, over
g°od quality, for two 1915 quarter-bred Belgian-
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approval both ways: E.Saxon, i7, Oxford-rd., Smethwick.
(461 )

WHAT offor9 in cash or birds for two new tennis
nets, 40ft. by 8ft. each : Steele, 80, Ordsull lane, Sal-
*<>"•. (460)EXCHANGE hemp rabbit net, 96,vds., new condition,
hand mode, for British, or sell: Bull. 43, Milton rd.,
Wcldstone.

(463 )EXCHANGE pair new hand-made clap nets, 6yd.-.
by lit., for hirds, or sell: Curpcnter, Palmerston-rd

.

,

Wealdstono. (4c«)
WILL give case and stuffed coco and white Sparrow

fo- two good Goldfinches: Btssctt, 83, High-st.,
Fraserburgh.

(493 )
A FEW Borders, 'cages and utensils (sec appliances),

for sale or suitable exchange: Annadale, Bamford-
rd., Didsbiiry. (465)
EXCHANGE, 3 Border show cages, almost new, for

4 Cinnamon Border hens, or sell: Alex. Rea, 27, St.
Mnry-st., Arbroath. (499)
CLAP-NETS. 18ft. by 4ft., Young's, exchange Siskin,

etc., British, or Norwich show cages; oifers : Wilson,
46, Content-st., Ayr. • (465)LIVER and white Cocker Spaniel hitch, in whelp
to good dog, 20/- ; or exchange

; approval : Jones, 18,
Gadlys-rd., Aberdarc. (4G9)
EXCHANGE, Persian male cat, for two pairs of

Canaries, sell £1 ;
very alfectionatc, clean : Dawson,

689, Duke-fit., Glasgow.
(465 )

12/6, cricket bat and leg guards; 6/6, 100 military
buttons

; exchange rabbits or Canaries : Middleton,
96, Nortligate, Canterbury.

(463 )WANTED small gramophone or phonograph cheap,
or exchange Budgerigars, Canaries: Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

(461 )TWO all-wire Breeding Cages, 26 x 10; also two
small box cages; what offers? cash preferred: T.
Wallace, 62, Mary-st., Fktkirk, (462)
GENT.’S new luminous dial wristlet watch, sell
£1: lady's silver wristlet watch, sell 15/-, or Canaries.
Walker, 271, Biisland-drive, Maryhill. (466)
OFFERS in Canaries, exchange lady’s silver watch,

sell 12/-; also gent.’s silver albert, fully 4oz., sell
22/-: Dawson, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (465)EXCHANGE good lady’s or gent.’s umbrella for
a large clap net, complete: Dobbs, Umbrella Manu-
facturer, 866, Rochdale-rd., Manchester. (462)
DOG pup. Whippet cross, rough, 10/-; Flemish
Giant doe, Stevens' strain, 10/-; Lucas Silver King
lamp, 6/6 ; exchange : B. Hutton, Holbeach. (465)
DRYING cage, large, perfect condition (Wilson’s),

6/-; 3 common hen Canaries, 4/-; cash or exchange
British: Wright, 14, Rosevale-st., Partick. (465)EXCHANGE good Whippet bitch, 15 months, weight
llilb., 18in. high, for 2 Roller cocks, or cock Mules

;

sell, 13/-: W. Jones, 29, English-st., Hull. ( 433 )BRADBURY boot patching machine, 75/- ; chemist's
stock

.
bottles,, jars, carboys, etc. ; exchange large

Canaries: 17, Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (466)
SAMPLE wristlet watch, lady or gent.’s 15/-; ap-

proval; exchange cock Mules, Canaries, Goldfinches,
etc. : Traveller, 25, Glendish-rd., Tottenham. (460)
PAIR large handsome ornaments, under large glass
shades, also a handsome centre-piece, sell 21/-, or
exchange birds: Steele, 80, Ordsall-lane, Salford.

(460)
EXCHANGE Hobbies A1 Treadle Fretsaw machine,
good as new, for good pair of Norwich Canaries for
breeding: A. Henwood, Fern Villa, Baldock, Herts.

(465)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats ; Cavies

; Clothing ; Cycles
; DFess

;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

|
SITUATIONS.

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trower’s bird weeds
and feod-H, good coumiifisloii : grower, 442. Caledonian
rd.. I.ondni.
WANTED, experienced man, able to make bird-
room appliances; also youth, quick soldercr; good
wages to competent bands; strictly confidential: R.
Krenincr, 104, Tih-st., Manchester.
SELL Tarns’ packet bird seeds. See special whole-

sale price Hot for cage fronts, box cages bottoms,
tin ware, sprays, etc. ; semi post car'd : Enoch
Tams, Chureh-st., Longton, Staffs. (456)

Aquarium.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plante, rockery and fish, nnd much r.e.pful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
Will he found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2jdt post free,
from "Cage Birds,” 154

, Fleet-st., London, 1!.C. (2d.
from agents, a li«t of whom m published frequently).

Cycles.
ADVANCES will have to be made because prices

of raw materials and wages are going up. Our
advice—buy now—buy at wholesale prices from
Smart’s. Wholesale catalogue sent post free
Smart’s Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham (444 )WHOLESALE prices at Smarts. Covers 3/C-
tubes, 2/8; pumps, 9d.

; pedals, 1/5 pair; saddles!
2 / 11 ; perhaps you want something we have not
mentioned. Then send a postcard and get our
wholesale illustrated catalogue by return, free. Our
only address: Smart's, Limited, Cycle Factory
Birmingham.

( 444 )NOW you can get tubes for 2/8 each, but only
from Smarts, when yon combine quality with the
price. In three months’ time they will be unob-
tainable at this price. Therefore buy now; but buy
from Smart’s and get quality as well as whole-
sale prices. Send for wholesale catalogue, post
free: Smart’s, Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham.

Cavies.
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2 -.d. post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Cats.
JUST Out I Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A hignly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing. Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2|d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

GOOD puppies, by Blosxomfield Krlegsherr, ex
Daphne, by WallensUfin. ex Dinje, 4 months; use-
ful exchange considered.—Beauchamp Lawn, Lea.
mington Spa.

(493 )MOST affectionate dark Ilrindle Aberdeen Terrier
bitch, 20 months, erect cars, long punishing head,
25/ , honestly worth £5; exchange pullets : Glide-
well, Harefield, Middlesex. (461)

I’ OR sale. Spaniel bitch, liver and white, 18 months
old, splendid companion and yard dog, 15/-; ex-
change pullets or offers: J. Forshaw, 4 , Tlirelfalls
lane, Marshslde. Southport. ( 462 )CROSS Airedale Irish bitch, 10 months, used to
ferrets, good hunter, retrieve .tender to hand

;
quiet

with children, poultry, 12/6 : Williams, Mount
ricasant, Hirwaln, Aberdarc (4C2)SPLENDID even marked light Ilrindle Bull Mastiff
Gog, 18 months, valued by a leading vet. at seven
guineas; too large for owner; price £2 10s. Holland,w illestlen Junction. (463)

,

W
il

<: <log
> 6 months, by Tolland

Bristles, by Champ. Greenbank Selection; even-marked head spot on thigh, make a winner, £2 2s..

ewreill
J,awtll

?rn
’ Road, Altrincham. (462)

SL LEN DID selection of dogs and puppies, alwavs
on hand, no fancy prices; dogs and puppies pur-
chased for cash ; exchanges made: Kenneltnan, Pnn-

J
63 ’ Erincess-st., Manchester. (464)MINIATURE 1’Oms., lovely hitch, 5 Ibs. weight 40/

-

lovely puppy, 4 months, very small, a gem, only
wants seemg, 50/-; both £4; puppy worth double:

'/?• Valley-rd., Liversedge, Yorkshire.HANDSOMEST Fox Terrier female in the Mid-
lands, white body, even marked head, 18 month*
clever at vermin

; sits up; full-printed pedigree, 12/0
to kmd home : Wilsher, Lunns Gardens, Colwick-rd
Nottingham.

(400)
AIRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adulte cheap; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-most running into throe figures, no better than Ican ofler for a mere trifle.
“CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, Is now

ready Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from nnv
or our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2fd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
lo4, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and ea^e, )/-• Mies
Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. '

<491
')

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled " Pet Mice.” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 21 d post
Dee. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,

Rabbits.

| Miscellaneous.
|

MUSICAL BOX, plays 6 tunes, 10/-; exchange
birds: Dorman, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham.

(469 )EXCHANGE 3 dozen white glazed bricks for cock
Goldie Mule: Jones, Duliryn-place, Blaine. (465 )

FVE new single breeders, 21x14x8*, walnut stained
inside,, loose fronts, drawers; exchange Canaries os-
good watch: Hassali, Werrington-rd., Bucknall,
Staffs.

(463)SEVERAL pair young Norwich, light, good birds,
from my cup winners, 15/- pair; or exchange any-
thing useful; Lambert, 12% Northumberland-st.,
Norwich.

(49^EXCHANGE rolled gold hunter, good time-keeper
for good bred young Roller cock (schoolmaster);
ofiersj particulars; Plumtree, Normanby-rd., Crosby,
Scunthorpe.

(494
!

EXCHANGE gent.’s “Rudge Whitworth cycle, good
running order, for good black or brown biteb. about
12 months; seen any time: Hodson 42, Northcote-
rd., Clapham Junction. '

(493)NOTICE, we want Linnets, Finchefi, Canaries, Tar-
rots', poultry, rabbits, gramophones, records,
cameras, anything in exchange for cutlery and plate-
Write, Smith Bros., 49, Pear-st„ Sheffield. (464)
FIVE guinea gramophone, nearly pew, and 12

double sided records, latest tunes and songs, a bar-
gain at £3 19s.

;
or exchange

; hirds for re-sale

:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (467)
3*-H.P. motor cycle, going order, wants new car-
buretter, £3 10s. ; incubator (00-egg), £1 ; 2 pairs
Yorkshire Canaries, 2 breeding cages, £ 1 ; cash or
offers : Hoggatt. Granny House, Bell Busk, Leeds.

(459)
SELL, a grand pair of Norwich, buff variegated

cock, clear yellow hen, for 15/-; or exchange rab-
bits, young Flemish, Belgian Hares, English or Dutch
adults: Bailes, South View, Colliery-row, Fence
Houses, Durham.

(465)ONE pair Yorkshires, 10/-; 2 cocks, one hen Green
Borders, winners,, 20/-; Border show cage and case,
5/-; 2 Rudd’s double breeders, complete, cost 20/-;
exchange for cutlery, jewellery, gramophone, or any-
thing : Wilkinson, 10, Rliyswg-rd., Aberearn, Mon.

(461)
HIS Master’s Voice tone arm, goose neck and elbow,

beautifully plated, 15/-; plain spun brass horn and
elbow, 9/-; Pathe sound box and 7 good records,
12 /-; all in splendid condition and cost double;
accept part exchange young cock Goldfinches : B.,
13b, Warton-st., Lytham.

(464 )

EXCHANGE, household goods, boots, clothing,
draperies, cutlery, cycle tyres, or anything required,
for live stock of all descriptions, birds, poultry, Par-
rots, rabbits, puppies, monkeys, goats, etc., prompt
honest and reliable dealings : Jopson’s Exchange
Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester. (465)
WILL give value in hoots, clothing, bedding, blan-

kets, cycle tyres, cutlery, drapery, etc., or house-
hold goods of any description required, in exchange
for British and Foreign livestock of any variety,
birds, dogs, puppies,, ooultry, rabbits, doves, Ban-
tams, monkeys. Parrots, etc.; reliable dealings only

;

highly recommended; stamp reply: Manager, Live-
stock Exchange, Princess-sfc., Manchester. (464)

THE OLD FIRM
Boots, blankets, suits, overcoats, macks, butlery,

tools; exchange for Canaries’*' 'Exchange Co., 355 ,

London-rd.. Sheffield, 1

• • 10 n (461)
ferlliSUtflT hr
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Dress.
l

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-; gents 3 /9 ;

girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Ilulme, Manchester.

j

Ferrets.

THREE white Ferrets, champion workers, sell 11/-,
or offers : Sammons, Havelock-rd., Wealdstone. (463)

SPECIALLY selected ferretfi, worked last season,
5/6; splendid ferrets, good workers, guaranteed,
4/6; excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger,
2/6 ; fourteen days’ approval ; cash or deposit

:

Thos. Wannop, Shortest., Carlisle. (464)

“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No 30
Just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keen-'mg including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating. Bearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell -

agents, or 2£d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154.
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practica*

guide to the proper management of Rabbits. Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in ttus handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-mg, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular oets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
1 /-, post free 1/1$, from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C.

1
Household Furn“u * e-

Utensilw. etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FF.

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments, Arc. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocilia, Bitter Apple, &c.

Sold in boxes, 1/li, by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Branches ami all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE HARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, OALSTON LANE. LONDON

Kennel -Dogs for Sale.ncilllcl Dogs for Exchange.

CHOCOLATE Pom. bitch, exchange for Parrot and
cage, or sell £2: Hy. Ed. Rutter, 19, Spencer-st.,
Goole. '

(459 )

LOOK here ! Greyhound and snap bitch, good killer,

30/-; useful exchange: J. Malbon, West End, Pinx-
ton, nr. Alfreton.

(459 )

DOG collars, brass studs, name and address on,
1/7; name plates only, 7d.

;
post free: Young, Net-

maker, Misterton, Somerset.
(451 )

SALE, Black Pomeranian bitch, grand coat, £ 1
;

exchange Canaries; birds first: Frost, 26, Avenue-
rd., Wellingboro’, Northants. (4G3 )

COLLIE bitch, broken to cattle, splendid companion
and yard dog, 15/-; exchange Canaries: Hughes,
Queen-Camel, Sully, Penarth, South Wales. (414)
BLACK Pomeranian stud dog, 4j tbs. (reg.), per-

fect health and coat, but gono grey, 42/-; exchange
Canaries

; approval : Miles, Baker, Chichester. (465)
WANTED, Pomeranian bitch, must be good and

on approval in exchange for high-class Norwich
Csi’aries : Lambert, 122, Northumberland-st., Norwich.

(469)
SALE, nice young dog. Bull-Airedafo crossed, 5

months Old, clean and heafthy, will make' demon
•guard, 8/6; bargain: W. Brooks, Fishpool, Mansfield,
Notts.

_
(46 ))

VERY intelligent evenly-marked smooth Fox Ter-
rier bitch, splendid guard, house trained, quiet with
poultry, 10/- : Miss Hoare, Chymes, Broadwater,
Worthing, *

(493 )

jSport.
|

sec
,

r€^» oils, chemicals, or drugs
used, /d. : J. Bird

a Wisbech. (400)

Various.
PHOTO postcards, made from any photograph,

dozen 1/6; cabinets, enlargements; lowest prices -

catalogues free: Birks and Co. (D.B.)., Glenbank-
ph, Belfast.

(450 )GENUINE performing Redpoll and cage, draws
motor-car for seed, hoists water from well com-
plete with fittings, 4/-: Naylor, 44, Arkwright-rd..
Preston.
VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow, £10
outfit, sacrifice 22/C; approval willingly: Mrs. Tyler,
18 , Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge.

( 4GI)GRAND sport; powerful pocket catapults, power-
ful for rabbits, rats, pigeons, etc., with 50 rounds
ammunition, 1/3, two 2/3; 500 ammunition, 1 / 4 ; all

Netmaker, Misterton, Somerset.
GRAMOPHONE, 24-guinea hornless model, inlaid

cabinet on wheels, Louis design, height 3ft. 9 in ;
powerful motor, grand selection of records
£5 12s. 6d.

; approval: 58, Cambridge-st., Hyde
Park, London.

( 49j-\

RAT traps, automatic, catch itself, self-acting,
2/6; for mice, 1/3; one- to twenty without atten-
tion; bait 7d. tin; recipe with trap; carriage paid-
nets, etc.; 92 page catalogue, fd. :Young, Netmaker!
Misterton, Somerset.
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new )0in.
double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,090
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:
Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods. 5/G each: roach
rods, pjke rods, 2/9; trout flies, 9d. dozen; gut sub-
stitute in endless variety

; rods, tackle, every des-
cription ; wholesale catalogue, one stamp ; saves
pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-
mingham. (424)

Waterfowl.

On offer, in very fins pairs, American Bluewing
Teals, Red-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Geese (Ch. jubata). and several other specimens:
W. C. Duyzend, Naturalist, Rotterdam, Holland
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For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can't Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL
By H. NORMAN.

DON’T WORRY
YOUR NEIGHROUR

You will find everything: you want to know about your
hobby in one or other of

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS
•

They comprise expert advice on everything

appertaining to the keeping, feeding,

breeding and genera) management of
Canaries.Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for the one most suited

to your requirements. It

will pay you.

DEliY IS DANGEROUS
Sign the Coupon NOW

And obtain your copy of the 1915 Edition of

111IIIBSE

! I (

Tftc Most Thorough and Practical
W'or/c on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbills. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bultlinches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. Soitbith. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for

Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete,
hound in doth
2s,, post free
2s , 3dm, in

parts Is,,

post free
Is, Id,

This

fast

It is the only year book of the Fancy. It has been truly des-

cribed as an

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
BIRD Y M A T T* IS 1R.

,

And there is, not any bird-keeper who could fail to be interested

and benefited by its perusal. Something for everybody is oh every

one of its pages ;
it tells you how to save money in many ways

on your seed and food bill
;
how to conduct your operations on a

profitable bas's
;
how to regulate your work in the bird-room

month by month; howto construct and stock a fascinating av ary
;

and numberless other things of supreme importance to all bird-

keepers.

Edition has met with such success, and is setBmg so

that one day’s delay may mean' you cannot get owe-

To the Publisher,

‘CAGE BIRDS/ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Please send me c°p[

es
of “ Cage Birds

Annual, for which I enclose

•••.. Name

Address

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1915 breed-

ing season a record

every way by purchasing

a copy of

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
roUETON an authoi ity with a reputation

extending over 25 years’ as a leading; Ex-
hit itor, a lid a leading Expert and Judge.

Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

VALUABLE BOOKS
FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS

Ctmplele Bcurd in Cloth. 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated ly that ;.rcat bird artist,

MR. ti- NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all ere considered at great length tho

question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. Alllho

various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely

detailed : nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves Mr. Houlion’s special cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial,

are enum-rat d. Egg and other soft foods and
their feeding values dealt with.The selection of the

stock is debated at length The hens which breed m
light and dark exhibition mules described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gene into. Egg binding and its tr-atment.

The food supply. Care of the ycung hybrids. All

these topics are treated with that experience and
skill only an expert of Mr. Hculton’s standing

could tring to such a task.

There ere r.6 less (han Sixteen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in Ihis work. EACH PLATE

IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL

HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

tho correct shape, (he present day type and

general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

“PARROTS FOR PLEASURE & PROFIT."
Ey C, P, ARTHUR. 7«J, post free.

comprehensive handbook. Deal-s fully with (he keeping,

feeding and general treatment of the Grej', the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, ri d llie treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with.

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.’
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post free.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature oti the keeping, feeding

and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

“ BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” ay c. p. Arthur, eu. po»t free

Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.

It tells j'ou all you need know.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154. FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.
Printed for the Proprietor. Mr. F. Carl. 154. Fleet Street, by i. Q. Hammond and Co.. Ltd.. Fleet L;ino. London. E.C.
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FEATURE

THIS WEEK.
B

FAVOURITE BRITISH BIRDS.
The bird at the top of our picture is the fine Marsh Tit which won 3rd prize at the Horticultural

all Show for Miss J. A. E. Smyth. The Blackcap Warbler was exhibited at the same show by
Mr. O. J. Stone, of Sydenham, and won 4th prize in its class.

I
F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.



nvFWTISEM ENT OHARGES.
• , rw Hilfncnnv for each word over eighteen.

important note- 1-^".OTtSTS
coming Irom tho «amo advertl!« i

1E

J'

e
u alter

different names, aro reckoned togetner,
> ^ d

the In si Eighteen words, aro charge * »• »*» 7M.

a penny. No single adverb* r

|CM than
companieil by others, will bo charg

tfiu minimum price, viz. ,
‘Sixpence.

Headlines or* Footlincs, 1/-, t/6 2 ^ e‘ accorun,,

' to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

scries on application .

*ADVBR r.SEMEN rs unaccompaniedMBY

-

con.

IIECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must ha sent ao tar
“p c/nu?**'

All moneys should ho made payable to F. la

Tho Proprietor reserves the
^advertisement ’or-

advertisement, or to canoel any
“^"‘rTssigning

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning

any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all caios hear the bona-

fide name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad

vertisemont will he inserted if addressed to a reveiv

ing olfico, or similar place of call*

Small prepaid advertisements of a genera'

ami not connected in any way with the Cage Bud

Trade are inserted at tho rate ot jd. per word

throughout. Minimum 12 words 6 d.

Advertisements dose Tuesdays first post In each

week, and should lm sent to tho al.
el
^London

1

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, 1-Iect Street, London.

Terms lor Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by

tho advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS"

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor ot

the bom-lides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption ot our

Deposit bystem should be insisted upon
RULES.

1 —PROCEDURE!.,--The intending purchaser should

send to this olllco the amount of the purchase (oui

deposit feo included), and at the same time he

should communicate with the seller stating what it

is lie required scut on approval. We acknowledge

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and

also that of the veudor, and must write same elcaily

uud distinctly.

2 —END Of TRANSACTION’.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until «e hear from both parties that

the transaction has been completed. If a sale has

been effected, we hand the amount deposited to the

seller If a sale has not been effected, we return tho

amount to the depositor. Tho transaction must be

conducted by tho parties themselves. We merely

hold the "deposit.

•i -AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—Tho fee Is Cd.

for each ill, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent

at, same time as the deposit.

4 -IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must

decide* within forty-eight hours of tiie receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,

unless that is, some other period of approval (ol

which’ we must be advised) is agreed upon by both

The depositor must at the same time notity

It of the fact that he has returned the goods. If

.roods are not returned within the said forty-

el,. lit hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit

to the. seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, aud the deposit will

Ue
5 !?i““MTMFACTORY ‘‘PURCHASE.—When a

transaction bus been completed to tUe satisfact)on

of both depositor aud seller, both parties must at

once retmm tile deposit receipts as a ‘ «

Its completion. The depositor must at tUo; same

time Suet us to pay over tho deposit to the

6C
i
ler

V'nnn<? ALREADY SOLD.—If the goods are

told before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or

fr for an v other reason he declines to do business,

deposit. to^the’ sender
8

after

t

the Expiration of three

freSH TRANSACTION.— In case no sale bo

rfTnrted a deposit is available for purposes of u

.vsh ti’aMiictlou, provided another deposit feo be

Pa
i-G00D3 IN TRANSll.—Goods in transit are at

£2&B& 8"««5*8 v’v“»«TT
sfifctesi skmuwls
U

n ^PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

s«ffL**ASSr a

cision of the Editor is Anal

ORDER A BUSHEL TO-DAY

RUDD’S SPANISH CANARY SEED
There is delay on most Railways just now, owing

to the war and shortage of labour. The onty

remedy is to order early. Don’t let your stock

run too low. We have some exceptionally

GOOD SPANISH CANARY SEED,
at 4 /- peek, 15/6 bushel, carriage paid 16,6.

No. 1 GIANT SPANISH SEED.
4/6 peck, 17/6 bushel, carr. paid 18/6. Bags free.

Summer Rape, 4/S peck; fine English Rape, 5/-

neck; sweet, sound Hemp, 2/6 peck; Giant Lin-

seed, 3/6 peck; Teazle, Niger, etc.

Write for List and Samples.

The Finest Lark, Thrush, and Blackbird Food on

the Market.

RUDD’S CELEBRATED LARK FOOD.
7lbS. 2/6, Post Paid 3/-.

RUDD'S GOLDFINCH MIXTURE.
' 7lbs. 2,6, Post Paid 3/-.

RUDD’S LtNNET MIXTURE.
7lbs. 2/6, Post Paid 3/-.

These are the Foods to keep your birds in good

trim and song.

Only address—

w. a; RUDD & CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, ELC.

IMPORTANT.
ccwn THE FULL COMMISSION.-H the full com-

ISSSSOSSSSS
hUw to

1

REMIT -Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposit Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

HARDHEADS, 600 1/- 1 -*n.v

1/-; post free:. Lawrence, Beard s-terr.. come ru,

(;

4uRDs
al

giant
C
Spanisli 4/0 stone, bold Spanish 4/-

Bird a°wl Seed Dealer, 2, Bramall-lane, and 655.

Abbeydale-rd., Sheffield.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.

It is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from

established etock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the tact that they are

thoroughly Heal.fiy.

APPLIANCES
BIRD-HOUSES, outdoor aviaries, fowl-houses, send

for list: Ross, Poultry Appliance Works, I ones,

^OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for
-

U
K?nc-

i’oreigu birds. Canaries; designs; L. Latham, lung^

t

AvA
>

RY
a
'(Sa

X
l- Palace), good condition, only

wmnts seeing,
’

SO/-, or. open for offer : Berry. «.

J)agniui-rd., Baltiam. . .«
GOOD bird house for sale 10ft. l . d;
wide, 7ft. high, £i 3/-, cheap: Neighbour, ^12,

'fou\V

N

orwich show cages, good as new, and ease,

bargain, 7/-; ono new egg null, cost 3/6, accept 1,9.

Baker Waterloo-rd., Ipswich . V
WINNOWING machines for separating husks, du ,

etc., from uneaten seed greatly reduces seed bill.

' BIRD
g

’ pottery ‘^fouuUlns^egg drawers,

baths? wholesale price list free : Henry Tan., Manu-

faeturer, Wamn-sfc., Longton, Staftordsuire.

THIRTY gross of various sizes spring perch

K froS, Uoito,,. A. B»dolI>l«.t,

''NOTICE the best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace shapes and other aviaries and cages

; n tbfc trade: send 2 stamps for illustrated lists,

established 40* years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer,

'new hand’kiiittcd pair of clap ntts made ol

fine thread, properly dyed, seared all
{

™nnd,

lOvds long, 8ft wide, stalls with brats luriuie.,

,,,.,,6 hemp pull line, all complete, price lo/-.

G Rabv! 5 Park-pi., Highgate Park, Birmingham.

SIX Yorkshire slio-.v cages, 8/-; twelve

British show cages, 1.6 each; new condition, mostly

Newlev- also breeding cages, stock cages, flights

fronts eg- mills, etc. ;
total clearance ;

war prices

,

seen by Appointment: Kam:den, 11, Jotcplnneave.,

B
ExinBlTORS?*sliow cages, all strictly Club pattern,

helV quality am finish, Norwich, Yorkshire and

Border Fanev. 2,3 each, three for 6/-, six for 12/-,

sHdin- front Finch show cages, beauties, 3.- each,

earning cases, for two cages, !/-, three cages 5 -,

any size made: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, tastle-

Douglas.
. r.ff T err cin., polished

as “id
*

,
poiished ti,ree-p’l/ sliding

‘XvJdlntW^

• SPECIM* offer.—Large new close-'wired, three com
(

Vi* lace drawing-room aviar>, fitted

s25d
n

' travs seed hoppers, movable partitions, re-

Mai tin. >!..»

rvi'i'N) sss bJtzstiZ:&&&*1

*in & eed troughs aud fountains,

, rres. N U. <4,1>

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

also planed boards for cage-making, we fronts,

(-a-7o racks, travelling cases and every thine ie^

qutred ;
all best quality and as cheap

,

as
f
l0sj*ie ’

illustrated catalogue free: Pass, HucKiiall, Notts .

IDEAL RINGS.—All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 21- 4-grdss.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

^ M4G.W." CAGE BIRD SANDS.

Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt.,2/3 ;
carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.^

CAGE FRONTS,
12 bv 12 4/6 doz. ;

15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

,

13 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.;

odd sizes made to order.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,

fitted with white earthenware, 4m.

lOd ,
4Jin. 1/-, .5in. 1/3. 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Ca 0es, 2/-

each British, 2/3, 2/6. See Illustrated

Catalogue for all cage fittings,breeding

cines box cages. Roller cages. Send

postcard.—ENOCH TAMS, Church Street

Longton, Staffs.

BIRD LIME
The very best, Jib. tin 7d., Jib; tin, 1 /-, lib. tin

1/10- sample, 3d.; all post paid; as used by al

leading catchers; single trap cages, 9d.; with call

cagj f/3* net trips, 1/- each: Enoch Tams, Church-

st., Longton, Stall's.

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS?

Norwich. ___
Wnkh’s Holdfast Birdlime
Always alike good and

)

[«
li

^„
1

s

e
’ ul

weather, packed m lever lid tms, Db.
Aching box

llh. 1
/
10 ;

birdcaW «* ^tor
« |y<!

. doubie trap-

ca"e
b
s,

ne
i/4 ;

3/
tr

:

ap and* ean-cage. combined, 1/6 ;
call

cages, D<l- ;
Linnet cages, 1/3

, filers" for 'quantities:

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
SEND FOR NEW PR,CE

J-

IS ’

0/3 nin

Boards, planed both sides and edf
f ioin 5 /9 ,

601't.;

2/9, lOin. -3/1. 25ft ;
‘ 4

'-Vn
4

‘

8 9in 5/ 11 .
lOin. 6/ 8 ,

best hand-planed Ixiardv, nn. .
. yq/e dozen;

50ft.; small box cage sets 1/6
each, 9 for 7/-

;

Norwich
-
Y0I

’Vfi
I

so

i

G

C
100ft

.

^stamp for list of

oval perching, )/4> oOtt., -/ Boothfield, Wmton,
all appliances; Stanton, 33, Bootnnem,

(43G)

Patricroft. ‘
,

—

EVER TRIED SALT
for catching birds? ^u

e “'f
1

^It^/appulnccl
some of

, if^'ialanteed /o he exactly as
Every aitiUe I sell 8 approval at my risk on
represented, and is sens un 1

, they giv6
the distinct understanding that unless tne^r b

perfect satisfaction in every a,
.':.^

nP
N
-

’

„iade
your money is promptly returned. Clap Nets, mace

from from 00S/ 3-cord superfine thread, .m- mes >

lortyardi, lV« P^ Pa/r. All Clap

immediate use. Loose thread netting, as u.e^ .n

above nets 7ft. deep, Jin. mesh, 3d. ).a™>

9ft deep 4d. yard; ditto, 3d. yard; specially strong

netting, *.in. mesh, for sparrow nets or use on rou h

ground, 10ft. deep. 5d. yard, post free. Bud Hi

swivels three 8d., twelve «!., post free, “aba'1

hemp pull lines, specially spun without snarl 01

stretch, 1/8 post, free. The, original d>P an
.

c
n
s®,?

J,r
.
<

]j

lime guaranteed strongest lime made, stands all

weathers lb. 7d„ ilb. 1/-, 11b. 1/8, sample 4d. ; all

iv,, ]iv tin drinkers. 9d. dozen, tlirec doz.

tl,rcc dozea2;r”

7

*'

cross- flirt pegs or ’lines, (id. each, post free;

. A e»
1 /. t;(»t • flitto jointed centres,

4 ?t°to ft’ ong 2/C set Se’ed miUs, latest design,

1m eaSb post free. Kindly note: All above are

actually instock aud immediate dispatch is guaran-

vv. 'core, practical Netmaker, Cooch-st., Birmingham

PARR NORThTi.S WORKS BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCES f»« FANCIERS,

NEST PANS, DRAWERS. RABBIT TROUGHS.'

' FOUNTAINS. BATHS. NEST ECCS.

AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS. 60 SIZES & PATTERNS

.
- SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

PITCHFORQ’S
New Registered Seed

Box.
Nothing like it. Nothing to

equal it. Possesses numer-
ous advantages over any

other pattern.
_
Improved

shape ;
enables birds to eat

Reg No. 649.694 all contents without re-

r.lcni-.liin® : lias perforated bottom to prevent dust

accumulating; special arrangements to prevent birds

scattering leed out; made with round corners;

easiest to clean ;
wire hangers cannot come oft ,

the

most useful and economical heed Box ever m
vented. Trices, 2in. oxide,

,
2/6 doz.; 25^ 3/-^,

o;n 3 /a doz.: 4 in., a/- doz.; un, 6 /- doz, sample,,

post paid 4d. The King Nickel Pump Spray, the

latest out, all metal, no more burst rubbers, only 2/-

eacli, postage 2d. Cage Fronts made by
_

pnartwal

workmen, 12 X 10 x 12, 6d. each, 5/. doz U X L,

5/6 doz.; 16 X 12, 6 /- doz. -

,
18 x 12, 6/6 dozv .0 X L,

7/- doz.; any size made to order; best value 'll
the

trade. Norwich Club Show Cages, 2/- eacn; Yoik-

Qiii.-e Union Show Cages, 2/3, six tor 12/-. Tit. U

ford's improved Linnet or Pinch Singing Cages, de-

tachable tinned wire top, enamelled and decorated

metal bottom, fitted with sand-tray, seed-box, sand

or tit-bit drawer, and fountains, size 91 x 9 x •>*. */*

2L.n- 10’. X 9 x 0 2/9; if fitted with seed-boxes

fflstead of drawers, 3d.’ each less. Latest British

"fow Cages 2/3, 2/6, 2/9, 3/3 each. For Non-

snlash Baths, Fountains, Bird Pottery, etc., semi

for illustrated price list. Bin! Foods *J-peciaWtv.

- J. PlTCHFORD, Fanciers’ Provider, London R«

.

Stoke-on-Trent.

‘‘SINGING Mad” is how a noted breeder writes ns

of his Canaries after “ xtaiic
TAYLOR’S MIGRTY ATOMS

THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
viriet’TVeT^
caught wild ^birds'. They

..

1

|

elP..,anL b
,‘

b
rd

“bs “/!

deHvered** frce.^o'm-
4
’Htcd

a
Wn«Wne’^pure tasteless

^an/c^nMe^n^Xrth-ri:^ Preston^
giURIfflZx THE WAR

"poss'i ble
*"0

p'ri c*eI .

t0

delivery London district by own van6 .

Silver Medal Awarded Crystal Palace

Show, 1912,

TROWER S WONDERFUL SOFTBILO.

The wonder o« the age for Larks,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starlings, e c. ol

4,COO Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 21ns.

out egg flake. An eye-opener for those wm nave

never used a good food, ^ed
W axbillsf and

gales. Blackbirds, Robins, w as‘a
.',

,

?l Foreign,
III small insectivorous birds, Brltwb

^

and Foreign.

1/3 lb., post paid 1/6 lb; Dbs. 8 /6 ,
post P ’

HER
TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER

FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO. cooACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAtviPIszH EGG
AND BISCUIT FOOD

for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybr.de, and

all birds that partake of
J
8B and biscuit in any

form. Contains 66 per cent, egg and is the only

^Resembles nothing else on the market. All user*

dt
Do

h
not confuse it with any other preparation. It

is prepared only by us, and can be obtained ot all

corn dealers and bird shope. In tins 4d., 8d., 1/ ,

2/6 71b. bags 12/6. Special quotations for quantities,

p-ost Free. Ants’ Eggs, fine 2/6 lb., choice 3/6

Ih- Dried Flies 21; 2/3 lb.; Silkworm Pupa:,

1/3 Ib llbs ^s Golden Bird Grit. 3/- Cwt..

1/9 i-cwt. I/*' rCwt.; Plain Sand, 2/- cwt.; fine

flint,

a
3/6 cwt.; fine

b|
V
rq^^EEDS

^
Peck. Bushl. Cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary 4/6 17/6 34/-

Large Spanish Canary *lf « »

Fino Spanish Canary 4/ 15/6
_

Spanish Canary - 3 9 „ g 26 -

Turkish Canary J/“
j 6 16 /.

Choice Summer Rape
25

,

Fine Summer Rape “u ‘

22/.
Best While Millet V- ”

f JJ .

Indian Millet I

g
',

fi 19y8
Mixed Seed for Aviaries ...... 2/6

Ditto Foreign F.... 3/- ” »
11;6

Ditto Parrots ... 2/6 9,8

Wild Seed for Finches V-
11

'

/6
Teazle 3 /. 11/8
Niga or »nga '

/6 17/6
Sunflower, White

15;8
Sunflower, Black 1

|
FOODS.

WANT15D, a few lbs. thistle seed, clean, good pHee

oTvrn- Waine. 127, Southampton-st., b.lv. L4,’-D

GOOD t turtle eeed, 4/- lb., post free ;
rtamp for

sample: Saxton, 30, The Lightning, Comshro. (4.3)

34LBS. fine', teazle seed, wliat offers,

Yorkshire fehow edges: Gardner, a, 1 riors W ood-Urr,

V'tttGK Scotch hardheads, just a few /'i®?!?®'
1
'}
16

left,. 500 )/-, post paid: Marnock, 1«, Mt-lvillmst.,

'mfvLWOTIMS. grand lot, 6/9 lb.; special, post

paid, if-, 2/- boxes; wasp cake, l/- boxes -dried

nip, 21- lh ’ ants’ eggs, 2/9 lb. ;
Spanish No. 1, 30/-

cwt.’. 14 lb..’ 3“; Nof 2, 20/6 cwt., 14 lbs -V^ hemp,

14 lbs. 2/-; niger, 14 lbs 3/- ;
lmseetl, 14 lbs

’,7/,pi
Enoch Tams. Ohurch-st., Longton, Staffs. ( 4o>)

Sunflower, Black ’

9/6

» w««
A LARCE ASSORTMENT OF AVIARY FITTINCS.

Price List and Samples Free
Prl

‘J.®
“*. Guido, by Allen Silver and T. R.

Trowcu them free with all orderafor 5M.ndmei.

trower & CO.,
"h°d?z'°rZ%

J
sT,zti:lZ‘‘"

d

438, 442, Caledonian Road,
\ London. N.

Telephone—1320 North.
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Haphazard Methods

are Wasteful

Methods.

Be done

with

Study
this book

’ere you waste
any more time and

Get the one Breeding Book that teaches

you how to be Scientifically Sure.

The Only Breeding Guide You Need.

CANARIES, HYBRIDS,
AND BRITISH BIRDS

Written by well-known Fanciers in every Department,

Complete in One Compact Volume, with Reliable Coloured Plates.
Supplied with a Magnificent Anatomical Model of a Canary.

WE SEND IT ON APPROVAL
FOR 5 DAYS' FREE APPROVAL IN YOUR OWN HOME

money on your birds ?tP£“
ard

!i

nct!l0ds ’ whic, ‘ ar.°'°\lIy f
,

oo!isb in ordinary times, are positively criminal in War lime Many a man wishes

Expert Advice on
EVIDENCE FROM HERV1EUX,
EARLY INBREEDING,
VARIATION,

INHERITANCE OF EYE &
COLOUR,

INDISCRIMINATE BREEDING,
FANCIFUL THEORIES,
PAIRING,

MATING : SITTING,

THE COLOUR PROBLEM,
FEEDING FOR COLOUR,
MENDELIAN INHERITANCE,
ALBIN’S LIST,

BREEDING HYBRIDS,
CROSSES NE’ER ACHIEVED,
ETC., ETC.,

The Thing is to Learn from the Experts.
And here is a book, written by experts in every department of profitable cage-bird keeping which vou may read

A » SSSS^
y
«^^3S.

t

Si

<

S2ri^k.
t ,he a° think it win hdp

and when these are disposed of it will be impossible to get “ CANARIES, HYBRIDS & BRITISH BIRDS ” ’

under any circumstances whatsoever. omvo

©UR BUYERS WRITE T© PRAISE
N.B.—These two letters are to hand this week !

MR. JAMES BALL, Atherstone, Warwick, writes :

—

. ,

“ The book is all you claim ; it has put me on the right track already. I think the coloured

subject*

1

”
6 SimP 7 grand

' 8nd thC * Hybrid ’ SCCti0n is ful1 of strong 'information on that

MR. S. C. JOHNSTON, Kilcronagh, Ireland, writes
“ This is the most instructive book on the breeding and management of Cage

Birds I have ever read ; it is entitled to all that the publishers claim for it. Iam sure such a valuable book will be welcomed by every bird fancier ”

Only
few

Copies
of this time and money,
saving Book on Breeding

Left to Sell

THis is tHe FREE
APPROVAL FORM

That will bring this Sound Breeding Guide to

your door for Free Examination.

Send it back on the fifth day if you decide not to

order it.

*

Mote the very convenient terms of pay-

ment if you wish to keep the book.

THE TRUEST ECONOMY
•

is to know how to avoid waste and
haphazard methods in breedinga

THIS BOOK SHOWS YOU HOW.

N.B.—You must send off this
Form at once if you wish
to avoid disappointment.

To the WAVERLEY BOOK Co.. Ltd.,

7, 8 & 9, Old Bailey, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

—

Please' forward to me “ Canaries and
British Birds,” with anatomical model of a canary, on
Four Days’ Free Approval. If, after examination,
I decide to retain the work, I will remit to you, five days
after its receipt by me, Is., and, commencing 30 days later,

eight further monthly payments of 3S* If I do not wish to
retain the work I will return it and the model on the
fifth day after its receipt by me.

For cash within five days the price Is 23S* 6d.

Namel

Occupation_

Ad’dress
C.B.2.1915.
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SPRATT’S
remedies for

I Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

uns

IDELLCUS FOR “BIOTKI-
& , 0/6

Bumble Foot and Scaly Leo ^
loSSSftPfg* v^V.4sS£
Condition Pills • •

Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. Foxes

/ tins
Diarrhoea owdkr . • 6d. iV

DiSINT CTANT FOR POULTRY

AND li USES .. M. * y-JS
Eye Lotion • • '

Feather Disease^ Cobb
& s/. botts

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. &
J

/* ^
Poultry Liniment . . •

• J /\Jblcts
Poultry Soap ••

0 tablelSl 3/-)

T. ftd & 1 /• tins.
Roup Pasie .. ••

gj. boxes
Roui> Pills .. *«•* /(l -

, b es
Roup Powder • • 3d. H 6d boxes

Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. &. Is .Mms
Tonic Condition Pills .. 2d- boxes

Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1
/- tins

“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma

and Wheezy ^ aad 2/6 botts.

Red Mite Killer^
j ^ ^ 2/(

. botts

“ Pennakura ” (for destroying

external parasites and pre-

venting feather-eating in

cage birds) . . • • In 3d.

“ Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-

flammation of Stomach
In 3d., 6d. and 1 /- boxes

Parrot Tonic.. ^ 6d - botts '

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

1 /- and upwards.

If you .re in doubt .8 to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD.. 24-25. Fenchurch

Street, London. LA-

MEALWORMS arc scarce. Vasp firttbe «re cheap,

and a good substitute; the season ^ >

i nfliy° now"
""

bde"
1

obtainable. and store for whiter

reason the largest storey gwyiw, gg
hem') IS/-; white millet, --/ , m*®r > *'/ ’

Tfrr . v
lio",;. CO/- ;

linseed, 17,0; bird sand,

Naturalist, Bradford* _________ . ..

You like

HYPE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

botts

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

)

BOOKS.
|

rooks on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv

able subject, second-hand, at Half prices; new 2u

per cent! discount. Catalogue No. 8,0 post free.

State wants. Rooks sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Lro.ss-rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
|

.
10/- lb.

GENUINE SPANISH

CANARY SEED.
Fanciers, please note. We are dir^t lmporters of

knanish Canary Seed, and can offer you the \e y

best qualities at the lowest possible prices.^

Special Giant Spanish Canary Seed 5/- 17/6 34/-

Clant Spanish Canary Seed « « " *

Bold Spanish Canary Seed «/• 15 & »/

Finest Dutch Hemp Seed .......

WALSH’S CHAMPION COLOUR FOODS.

Being Direct Importers, w'e purchase only the ve.y

'
'

pure 'Taste’leas Pepper, the richest an
^

oured Pepper imported, 1/6 lb.. 3
( £or

'

”ge
Hot Natal Pepper, specially imported lor c g

'M
Wa.s

2

h's' Celebrated ‘Egg Bread, with or without

tilwiffi Food, with or without

colour, 1/6 lb., 3 lbs. 4/-.

Pure Sulphate of Iron, 1/- lb. . . , h
Special Biscuit Meal, with Egg Hake, ed. lb.,

‘ Pure
3

Yolk of Egg, finely ground, 3/- lb.

WALSH'S RELIABLE FOODS.

Larne English Mealworms, 500 5/6, 1.000 3/

Live White Gentles, 1,000 9d., 2/6 !b.

Ants’ Eggs, good quality, 3/6 lb.

Dried Flies, 2/6 lb.

Crissel, 4d. lb.

Lark or Thrush Food, 6d. lb.

Cuttlefish Bone, 1/- lb.

FRESHLY GATHERED WILD SEEDS.

Charlock, Teazel, and Mixed Wild Seeds, all 6d.

quart, 1/9 gallon, 3/- peck

Dandelion Seed, 4 ozs. 1/-, 3/6 lb.

Lettuce Seed, 4 ozs. 7d., 1/6 lb.

Pecko, tho best conditioner known for all British

seed-eaters, V- lb.
. , ... ,,

Condition Seed for Canaries, 6d. lb., / lbs. 3/-.

THE MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES.
* re carefully prepared by a practical expert with

life experience. They have proved themselves

worthy of imitation, but have no equals. Refuse all

"'Magnet
1

Asthma Cure, for colds, asthma, and

Magnet Inflammation Cure, for inflammation of

the bowels and all derangements of the stomach.

Magnet Moulting Mixture, ensures a quick and

''

Magnet* Bird Tonic, enriches the blood and

strengthens the whole system, a certain cure lor

toft moult, going light, and general weakness.

Magnet Diarrhoea Cure.

All 7d. per bottle, post free.

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage. aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9, post fiee _ a d.,

from Gaud Rians, 154, Flocl-st., London, L.C. 2c.

from our agents (list published frequently).

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking

water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

nrcatis and is an excellent tome, 1 /-• Address.

W
8

vale, F.Z S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

’ South Norwood, London.

Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet. 1/1. 59 years’ experience,

|
BRITISH BIRDS.~j

GENUINE Scotch rock Linnets, healthy, well pen-

,. jib'd, and unt.eatahle for size, 3/6 each
;
cock Red-

poll, tiptop bird, 2/C : G. Sutherland, Kamhodde,

COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches. 1A ?/•’, hens. -1/-;

Skylarks Linnets, sd., 1/- ;
Mules, Tailarm-, 7/0,

voimgster' a/d; bantams, 1/6: Irwin’s Aviarms,.

'gfNUINE cock Goldfinches, 2/C, 8/6: beautiful

Htf! °h -fig
address; will send to yeujiy return. M». Dutton,

'linnets Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed'd'- doz.cn; sex and satisfaction guaranteed,

PA’. ’before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

A i"ll ANTEI)
C

cock Linnets, 6d. each, hard ^on

cage t'l
'

: Satisfaction "gua“antcii: W. * Joncs/’.'D,

^BllLLFINCHES, cocks 1/0, .‘elected 2/-, 2/6. hens

)/- selected 1/0; nil birds well on seed before sent

out ;
numerous testimonials: Oliver Ban-on, 10.

V’YHinlTOlts! cock and hen Brambleflnch, lien

Chaffinch ,
colour fed grand specimens, read, exhi-

hition; stamp particulars: Sergeant ,

C’ockerton, Darlington. .

NOTICE, champion quality .contest tinging Lmnet,

winner over 100 pnz.es, price
Ymt,lr 03 Hay

won over 50 prizes, price ‘A/-: A. Butler, -3, Ml
mount-st., Newtown, Leeds.

, timii

EXHIBITORS! Selected specimens, cocks, Bul-

Hnch 4/6- Chaffinch, 2/C; Greenfinch, 2/6, wite,

3/6; Linnet, 3/6; Redpoll, 2/C; all outstanding birds

'sELBCTElV' for

1

show', muling or singing. Linnets

Greenfinches, Redpolls, Larks 1/- each; fine birds

for aviary, T- pair: one monster Corn Bunting, 3 0.

W Oninns Rushall-St., Wali&all. J

LINNETS Linnets, Linnets.—Birds sent in good

Sft.fe.rta
court, Woolpack-lane, Nottingham.

\W ARRANT KD cock brown Linnets, show or con

tost 8d each three 1/0, six 3/-; satisfaction gua .t

S’ thfolJ address: Gardner, G.arstang-rd.,

wKs auwaJSsstUi. .oTO,n»s

YOU cannot beat Worcestershire cock Linnets for

all trained under my champion, 8d. each,

three for 1/9; a few specially selected stormere,

I/- each; cock Greenfinches, enormous birds, Cri.

each; few specially selected Redpolls, Cd. and Od.

each; best bird lime in England, samples, .A. ami

•Id., post free; Ledfoid, Bird Shop, Gooch-st., Bir-

ALL in my possesion over year, orn-ks, outeide

aviary, two Redpolls, one muler. 2/- pair, Linnet

muler, 2 '6: two Greenfinches, miners, 3/- pair',.
* wjte,

2 -; hen’s, two Goldfinches, 3/6 pair; Mskin, 1/0, two

Chafflm-hes, nested, 2/0 pair; Canary, muler, l/«>

house-moulted cocks, Bullfinch, -L '
Linnet niuh-r,

i u

o

years hciie, Canaries, tnulers, 3/- two, coca

Rediieadc’d ' Finch, white wings, 3/C; J., 40, Uaven-

l,

i
! \lllli ITO KS

rJ
‘ private bird buyers,. 30 years a

ea’ h r ft St time of advertising; Linnets: I have

Selected from th? first nest this season a few mon-

St

r
r

, "'Tehl Nofwth
Ul

Krde!
e
can

C
w’in ’''wit’h 'a

LINNETS! Linnets! Southdown birds im^soiblej

to get better for champions, one oi nfl™

»

order will convince you
;

largo rc*l-l.irc-^U d cock

well pencillcvl Norwich type, six foi W «r

<j,oz
1

i,cu» 1/- doz. ;
three splendui cock GoUI

f

' i/- t-uch, three for 5/-; warranted »ex and

satisfaction guaranteed or money return^1 ;

a.ldrcss 23 years: G. Smith, Central Li.d Stores,

CharlottC’St., Portsmouth. 'Viw.
I in NETS' You must not go to the man with the

most, brag, for the best birds: coifie to'Hull, if I

fail to -how tho best team of birds in Hull 1 P»l

vour train fare to any part of England.
.

Cook

Linnets trained under my champion cup winners,

now ready for any contest 2,6, 3/6, 4/6 including

new contest cage! for any other British required,

otatc wants please ;
approval, cash, or deposit

.

John Dav, Rir<l Specialist Hid Judge, The Aviaries,

rortcr-sF, Hull.

Hardbills.
j

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beataMe fo/ son g ;
oex guaranteed ;

8d eact, three

for 1/6; “Gypsey ’ Linnet cages, 8d. each. Larking s

Corn Storeo, 394, Lillie-rd., Pnlham, S.W. («6>

REAL Scotch cock Linnets, large, 1/3. Naturalist,

2
DOZEN%icked

F“ts, hard on eecd, for Roller

cock or sell cheap: W. Jones, 29, Irnglisb-st., Hulk

COCK birds, Linnet, Lark, 1/-; Goldfinch, Bull-

finch, 2/-: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

COCK Hawfinch, cage moulted, good colour; feed

from hand? 0/ “’Naturalist, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham

n-C&CCS. lll’CHKling' l«.0 rim-uca,
V

1
, v.«-.

only 2 li: send postal order, be convinced; purchasers

delighted ; Mr. Ccpp, Stores, Hartford,
4J

)

<4Pf KNDJD Binging cock bro^n Linnets, »

January/ late property of contest singer, V- and i/fl

each ;
bird guaranteed singing day or gaslight . 34 u

Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester.
_ h

GOLDFINCHES, cocks m coloui, 2s. 0d.. 3^, h«ns

9d 6/- iloz. ;
Linnets, in fong, 1/- each ,

Redpolls

Greenfinches cd.-; mixed doz, for aviary , Sb-

C
Iinn1rVa,mmrl and 'dealers large

nuanldv of red-breasted cock Linnets for sale, well

on se.-iL 2/C dozen ;
approval ; not sut^Hed ni°ne> r_^-

tm-ned- Dickson, Upper Umon-st., Dunstable. )

LINNETS, warranted cock Brown Linnet, •

each 3 for 2 /-; Redpolls, 8d. each, 3 for 1/9. all

picked birds; every -^f
“VTe.d

g
%!'unkv A4T0)

:!
; e ,l„ « Arcvle-st’. Whittlefield, Burnley.

'SIS' iSfs:

2/6: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. 1 • 94^

EXHIBITION Linnet, good one feady

a?r$w?;y-Bh, s

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION

HARRY ALLEN, ORIGINAL LINNET KING

Gentlemen, there is no getting away from it. I

have the finest strain in England. Now all you other

advertisers gather round and listen: come ami hear

my champion, which won cup and ehainpionslnp rd

England, and over 40 house-moulted birde, which

have w on over 1,000 prizes amongst them. I am the

man who knows what you want so send to me. Mr.

H-irrv Allen and myself won 2,000 prizes at a l the

kading dubs Read Nutshell ^^28 and see my

version of the Linnet song. I am not an auvt.

copier, who puts anything just to get your cash. I

ehould lust like to see these advt. copiers try to

judge. I have a grand lot of ficree singing c a

i innptB < lean through moult, singing da> anu gas

ligi.f
i’n(] bein <r taught under my wonderful cham-

monV'EC .ortc each; also a few near y through

moult, running tlieir notes like Rollers, E , »/ •

H?M
W
emCrBramblefincli, winner, 7/6; K-M^JwAe,

o c
be
3
a
/

Uty
and

6
a

: tw^hwfn'rii^w^ur and ’good

t, ’ „ ,-jfi each- cock Hawfinches, 9/6, 10/6,

12/6.
’ 15% :

cock
^
Siskins,

J/6.
716 each ;

finches, grand,
^n

’

en%
C

book>
’

od., post free; cock

Blackbird, with white

fmger-tame cock Lark, lovely P
a . lt on seven

men, give ine a trial My mr«9
t _ pfc.aM stateW 't

it «a
W
linnets selected for show, 3/6 each, 3 men. give me a trial. state

i-
p^rd> Bird specialist ’

London
’

I

Stoke-on-Trent. cneclmen 2/6; fine
BRAMBLEFINCH

,

c~k
’ e^k'Scii, bred

cock Bullfinch, 4/6
Pednoll 1 ;

ail aviaiy-

London-rd., Stoke-on-Trent-
c6ted cock Gold-

x AM now bookjng orders, tor^elec ^rom hand, 6/-: ^Naturalist, ^, /or Ambition, 3/- «ch; *»•***£
PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and Linnets, 2/- each ;

orders sen ou^m
Cambridge,

o/« each, two 4/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, „™deraon .
Plough Inn, LemDRton, turn, i

WALSH,
Bird Fofid Specialist, BLACKBURN •

Telephone 947.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing lo the number o announcements received we

- - nnot guarantee to repeat advertise,.. .
"'s unless the

Page, and Column are sta\e“ hy the

7T. MANAGER. “CAGE BIRDS.'

fittings, 2/6* each, two 4/-: iioss. Aviaries, Forres.

"LINNETS, large picked birds, 1/- each, three 2m

;

approval, deposit “C.B. ; iugby, 19, Carlton^.,

’’TWO house moulted cock Goldfinches, sell 10/-,

what offers in Rollers; yours first: Win. Seaward,

1

REDPOLLS, very fine lot, 2/- doz. ;
pick of 500;

3 very fine ones, 1/- each : Enoch Tams, Lhurch^-

S

EXTR
n
\

t

b'rge Welsh cock Goldfinch, frdm outdoor

aviary, accept 3/6: Miss Jones, Harlech House,

'selected

'

cock Goldfinches, o for C/-, or 2/6 each;

a tew extra good, 4/- and a/-: Jones, 18, Gadly^

r

MINFD
d
wihi seeds for Linnets and Finches, 2/9

half cwt. on rail; exchange: Turner, 4, Southgate,

S
Tv/o

rd
gomi

n
c

3

oelt Goldfinches, tl.ree liens, sex war-

rfnted.T \oU V. Jenner, Btetern-rd.. Haywnrd.

'f’OTK Linnets picked birds, 3/- dozen; Redpolls,

2^
0C

welPn,ived seed birds, 1/-: W. Fenn. Beck Row

M
EPcl

h
1fi.ne

U

ts

0lk
rcd breasted and brown, six 1/9,

do^, 3/ ;
sati’sfaction guaranteed: Horace Coote,

^LINnIeTS,
1
warranted cockllrownLinneU well on

hard seed, 3/- dozen; Marshall, No. a, Camden s .,

MASSIVE NorthWntey hand-reared cock Linnets;

quMity notes perfect health and feather, 1,6: Gain-

ford 54, Belvedere-rd., Burnley.

WARRANT E 1> cock brow n Linnets-,
for eliow or

contest, line songsters E- each three 2,6. h

i/'g Princess-st., Manchester. ... I

LINNETS, Linnets, vigorous young cocks, w.tli nut

brown backs and red breasts, 3/- dozen. L. Uay,

353 Buntings-lanc, Carlton-lnU, Notts. V ^
NOTICE. -Warranted cocks. Linnets Cd. each,

1 3 C e", 12 3/-; cock Goldfinches, 1/6. 2/-: Brain,

isa’ 1 hiifield-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (4,,

^NGING cock brown Linnet, very steady and

snVendid hop cage, bargain. 2/-; worth double

SsvSSKMit® « S3

¥SsS

IJC-lT’orter-st.

1

A\ laries, Hull. U76)

|

SoftbiilsT

ni„„'„h Inn Fe'n-Ditton, Cambridge,
Henderson, rlougn inn,

„ M79)M 1

:"- >'

0
ot

-

ctSS p-M ready for Rowing MWy

,

nr11

v
d
ery°^e^y? will accept 7/6. worth double:

Goldfinches, 2/- pair; Linnets,
^

Keupoiis.
Bird

Islehanh Cambs. (478)

’

[ f[ y v I! a nice lot oi Linnets, all bemg spccialb

msmm:m
birds, 3/3 each, 2/- the t,w° appro

Dun .stahle.

fie) money returned; Dixon, OW New mu,
(477)

LINNETS !
Linnets '

,

So
!!j'

1Vhrown'
1

and red-breasted
songsters in l;.ng and; dozen; liens,

cocks, well on seed, -i- * ». ,.m i 1 i r<l s packed
1/. a dozen ;

satisfaction assured, f
carefully for any H.stnnc e

j^tl*
• <475)

store-? :A, Charlotte-St., Loit.mouui.
.

i h AVI’ the finest stock of British m the North

S^ro«wf» Noi’thI it' Mancliestcr-rd., Ura.L

'noTTCK.—

W

anted any

Sfi.

^

2
L;™K jedpolK

British birds of all kinds,'casn o,
llKi Exporter

srwffat ss. a'a.w-»
finch's..,/- tacii,

cjolclio. win members or
ful coloured P.-M. coi.a oouue,

srvevu
local, 5/-; picked cock

3/6

each ;
^off^'approval

8 W • F^. Lloyd James, Lui.tley

Court, Pembridgc, Herefordshire.

NINE good steady cock Sky larks, accept 1/- ea< h •

«a»= »‘»a»
xvmhtw Shellficld-rd. Marshside. Southport. (4,1)

M AGPIE ’foi sale, just starting to talk, price 7/6:

Reynold’s Aviary,’ 125, Highgate-rd.. B.rmmgham.

B»kbw. «*>.

dark lien, bred lrom white parents, oj .
‘ ^

Wighill. Tadcaster.
. oxtra flnc r j C l.

NICE .CACk 8 st
’

in gS 2J.) mivcnscroft-
coloureU adult ditto, -.6. Staines, -

, (472)
r<l. .

Beekenliam, Kent.
.

j n!> gj each;

Walsh. Specialist, Blackburn.

™mai'e
h^d y ^

^saBartkPsas sarsv. s»*sYORKSHIRE coca '

T. Broad-
satisfaction Buarantce.l.^from^l

/^^.^ Hu]> (475)

bent, C, Cliatsworth-aven.,
skylark, twice housc-

(471)

THOSE requiring a .g^»e

ZnTJ'ytn return^ Mrs. Dutton.

aSroviil ;
Viear

•«

win. i iv. — — -----
b possession since

much smaller, been m « 1

. nm the two;

w®5gly

"

m™. UarVliiuton. U.lmcncy Cot-

tage, Dunstable.



October 9 1015 . CAGE BIRDS
t'EYLARKS, warranted cock Skylarks. voung run-

2/6 dozen, six 1.6 ; dati.-lurtion c'mirantvvd

,

m> « it i tins : Tom Wright, Fuli-rlougli-row, Tarleton,
Bear Preston. Lancashire. (lit)
CRAM) upstanding York-liirc caught cork hark,

singing, only 1 /6 ; new cage, 1 / cxtni
;
grand young

tank Blackbird, only ti/- ; singing nicely; approval:
I 'l'iin North, +13, Manchcstevrd., Bradford. { 475

)

U OODLAR hs the king of songsters, warranted
lock Woodlarks, 2/G; lions, J '6 each; selected cock
lords, nicely on song, 6 -

; special W oodlark cages,
•</ : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn, Tel. PIT.

I. ARKS. Larks; English cork', 2 6 pc- dozen! l/(i

Hie half dozen, or tkl. each; extra .selected, lit
tor show ; all birds carefully selected before send-
ing; note, no deception : it. Ooulton, (lorse-lane,
Tarleton, near Preston, Lancashire. (471)
'ID skylark fanciers and exhibitors, two handsome
very large upstanding real Dunstghie-breil cock
skylarks, splendid songsters, cage moulted, sure
winner-. 1/(1 each. 2/6 the two; approval, if not
Satisfied money returned; Dickson, Upper Union,
Dunstable, Beds.

( 477 /

SOFTBILLS: the smaller opccics ; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
t

(

v,it v . is given l>\ H l-’ulljamcs in “Mu toliel i No. •

*T>." wliicli also deals with hand-rearing, and do-
scrdics tlie collection of ants’ egg', 2in. pout free,
from; CAGE limns. 1.74, Fleet t.. London, L.C. (2d.
from agentyt ; sec list on another page.)
EXHIBITORS! Extra fine gre} Wagtail .7/6, cock
yellow Wagtail 2/6, hen 1/6, grand cock pied Wag-
tail 2/-, hen 1'-, hen Whinohat 1,6, cook Robin
a gein. 2/6; Blue Tits 1/- each : cock Blackbirds
1 -, hens Pd.; cock song Thrush 1/C, lien 1/-;
rock Goldfinches 1 9. hens 9d. ; Linnets Pd. pair;
Redpolls Pd. pair; Greenfinches cd. pair; Chaffinches
1'- pair ; Yellow-buntings 16 pair; cock Bullfinches
1 6. liens 1 '; cock Tree Sparrows 6d. each; Star-
ling 1/-; all from outdoor aviaries; approval, de-
•poMt: A. *J. Underwood, Bird Specialist, 24, Welling-
ton-st., Kettering.

( 470)

) Miscellaneous,
j

LINNETS Linnets; warranted cocks. 2 0 doz •

•Midairs Br-t’
3/ ‘ d

,?
ZL,I: cock Larks, 1 - doz.;L,!,

,. ,v
"L Bridge sc.. Homerton.

( 471 )L.XHIBiroRS, a few gocwl British, some winners

haM si
i,n

w
: al ''°

f
f

.

c
,

w high-class York.-hires
: Stot-

Beaconsfieid-st., Darlington. (4751
( OLK brown Linnets,sS/- dozen; Redpolls, 2 - doz •

greenfinches, ]/-; Skylarks, 3/- dozen; Goldfinches;
>-irp selected cock-. 2 '- each; Redpolls.

Linnets, Yellow hammers, Chaffinches, Greenfinches,

-/J'nr ,'vT'm aviary seed birds, 1/-; George
Isleham, C’ambs. (474)

..'Lf 1
' svll lot cheap, or separate; handsome tame

Russian Owl, prettily marked; hand-reared SparrowHawk; hand-reared 1914 cock Thrush, grand son",
sfcer, with cages for each; Nutmeg Finch, two grand
singing cock Goldfinch Mules, two Roller cooks
grand songsters, particulars, etc.: W Smith xo l’
CooperVplace, Crowther-st., Salford. ’

(473 )WALSH for reliable dealings: red-breasted cock

Yom can Read a HI you like
And all flic claims Hint may bo made In- main profile but I nosse 1 , . , ... .

,wait until «!,.-> arc purchased on some oilier name through advert i.-cnent Here
,av<

\
to

llial mu 4 In- seen to be properly appreciated All of icn 11 ,
.

tf In low 1 - ,-ii<-|i value
•‘Kuiry Talcs" or fancy pricer tor mpT All arc aohl for

\

v |
V “J without any

include Norwich. Yorkshire, Border f'ockr 5/6, 6 / 6 , 7/6, 8/6 10/6 15 /. 20 / . S, °
0
n
.,
U'e

, e P^l
;|b wliicli

Bairs matched to produce best results, 7/6 8 /6 , 10/6, I C I / G/ tll,
1
'.

, I /
2/6

,'.
3/6

’
" /C

- 5/6
’

«'«•

good liens of any above varieties, 5/6 iJiuJt;
* » »s-v NlPbi • «v»«nvu vui 1 lilt

W. RUDD, Bird Specialist, NORWICH,
II 1 ASs Crests, host blood in Hnglund

; 35
N i! ' r o( the test ; grand bird i for • &l<

,

several can win in good company; .approval: T.
Millington, 32, Colhorn-st., Nottingham. (453 )

Greens.
|

NORWICH greens, yellows and buffs, from 10 /-
cadi; approval

; no single yellow hens: Jenkins, 82
Church-lit., AVidnes.

<47jj

j
Norwich.

. -7 wx<*tni|;3, iru-uii’a^teu COCK
hrov.-n Linnets lOd. each, three for 2/-; Englisli cock
Goldfinclies, 2 /-, lien 1 /-. six for 3 '-, 5 /- dozen-
English cock Bullfinches, 2/6, hens, 16; ccck Twites’,

;

- ; liens, 0 (1 . ; Greenfinches, cocks or hens, 6d •

Redpolls, cocks or hens, Cd.; Skvlarks, cocks ]/-
hens 6d. : Woodlarks, cocks 2/6, 'liens 1/6: Walsh!
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel 947 .' (476)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. eaeh, 3 for 1/6 . 6 for
2/6, 5j- dozen; warranted ccck Goldfinches, 1/C «/-
03

O
1

’
3!;'- <l°zcn ; hens 9d.; cock Larks, 9,1. ; Red-

po.ls. Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, Cd. each.
EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

*

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

• well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand .specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordial!*' invited; in-
quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northiicld-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

W. L. PAGE, Breeder and Exhibitor of High-class
Norwich, lias a few birds to spare; inquiries
solicited; state requirements; stamp: 30, Bedford-
pl., Southampton. (441)

GRAND young Norwich cocks, singing, with cage
6/6 each; approval: Catton, Melthaiu, “Huddersfield!TWO buff hens, Norwich, 1914, C.F., 10'- each or
exchange songsters: l’yeock 95, Upper' North’-st.,
l’oplar.

( 470 )A FEW good pairs of 1914 Norwich for sale; also
Cinnamons; room wanted; Croxou, Crown Dairy
Lowestoft.

(4el)
CLEAN, healthy, typical young Norwich colour-

fed cooks and hens, 10/- each: John Delgetv, 10,
Kiver-st., Brechin, Forfarshire.

"
‘
(476)NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for show or son"many w-inners; prices low; state wants; appro-

vai: McKeand, Scahright, Castle Douglas. (470)LADY MURIEL D1UBY has few good phtinhead

| canariesT]

I Border Fancy.

Parted-'

-

)el
rmu

)

n
r
0

,

rfie
f
r ll

,

ens ’ W1
.

4 - 3/- each: Win.
Gnoli-rd., Godre-r-graig. Ofa \HIGHCLAJS Borders, cheapest and manv of best

TVMCH n
1

,
free: Budd, Specialist, Norwich.

I

I

PR Ah Borders, clears and cinnarnohs, few nice
ffirvls. ready; approval: Hi slop, m, Bakcr-st., Stir

-of Border fancy for sale, 7'- pair^orollci for the lot: Neighbour, 12
, Artliur-rd.. Hollo-

NOTItE, grand lot Border fancies for show^orfoug, many winners; prices low: state wants- so
RnR )I'R 8

K ‘ an
u'

Swbnght, Castle Douglas ’’470)

• ™ Sdu£r g* T'
“u

EXCHANGE. 6 pairs of Borders and a pair ofNorvv icn, ( raig s and Bennett’s strain of Borderslor a double-barrel gun, must he good- approvalboth ways; or sell £3 10/-: George F]m-khai-t t
vrtv

,
f'

, j’ Tranent, East Lothian.
(467 )A ERA handsome lot Border Fancies, vellows and

ToTfnrV y°'T
cocks

’ grand songste'rs 7/6, S/e!•o 6 .tnd 1 ,
1 /-, liens, 2/o‘ everv hied ffiifirqntomi •

B
f
ak‘?-t ’’ Bcgeiit-st., London, \V. (462).HR Border kaiicy Canary" (Nutshell No eai

t0 "K”.la»c ,h(,sa “ tt'ce gems” dur-.n, the breeding season, how to keep them in healthand song, how I o .select ideal pairs, and the generalmanagement of this popular variety; eend at oncefer a copy, 2Jd. ,mot free, from "Cage Birds ,’’154
r!eet-$fc., London, K.C., or from any cf our Nufcsheliagents (Lists ]>ui)Iished frequently.)

| Lancashires.
j

Lancashire buff coppy cock- i° a- .in hen r - .

half-breed fine buff plainhead rock, not true breed’

i:dmund's
PPr0Va = J ‘ Day

’ Forni>am-rd., Bury- st!
'

(47G)

F Crests and Crestbreds.
|rSi 0r

i
teW'breilj , combining quality andW °r State rffiu*rements

:

y°un* Crests and Cresfc-breds, from £1 nair

kai^rThedzoy^B^dlS “eaUh
-
v : Rev

.-.
«•

stock,

(475)

, i , ,
. x iiitAiixcu win, i) - :

1 marked hen, 2 /0 ; 1 pure yellow hen, 3 /-: this
year's birds: Miss Meekiin, AVitham Lodge, Es^exGRAND lot of young Norwich cock Canaries
splendid songsters, 7/0, 8 /6 . 10/6, 15/-- liens 2 /3

-’

every bird guaranteed: Harris, 55, Beak’-st., lt’egent-
st., London, \V. (463)HAA'E you .c-ncoutUged success by booking ii
single or pair of stock or show from the small

the Wg reputation? If not, write now:
AUsopp, 40, jBeda-rd., Cardiff. (^ 74 )FOR sale, two pairs of Norwich, bred 1015

; also
I.ewers book on Canaries, Mules and Hybrids cost
25/-, slightly soiled; accept £1 2/- the lot, or
nearest otter: A. Winearls, Burnham Market, Nor-
folk. -

WINNING, variegated buff Norwich hen. third
Scottish National, beaten by two yellows 50 /.
show- condition; also three unflighted clear butt
hens 20/- each; approral : Barnes, Factory-row.
AVhalley, Nr. Blackburn. (471)NOTICE.—Wanted, good Norwich and Yorkshire
lien Canaries, wilt give 15/- to 24/- dozen for good
birds and also any quantity of hen Mules will give
12 /- dozen to 18/- dpzen lor good birds; cash or
deposit: l’ower and Russell, Bethnal Green, Lon-
don.

(436)
1915 Norwich fed clear yellow cock, 12/6 : another

gem, 15/-; ticked buff lien, 12/6; variegated lieu
10/6 ; variegated hen very cobby, good colour and
substance (a Norwich picture), 20/-, fit for good
company; above are bred from stud that has won
hundreds of prizes; rare chan-ce for improving stock;
approval: Hird, Macduff. <4751
NORWICH Canaries, 1/1}, by C. A. House. Tells
the fancier all that he needa to ftnow to enable
him to become successful 'as a breeder and exhibi-
tor of t lie Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
"Forming a stud," and "How- to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book many
times over: Cage Bums, 154, Fleet-st., London.
FOR immediate showing, monster clear yeillow
Norwich Plainhead cock, 35/-; clear huff cock-
very massive, 30/-; clear yellow' hrn, 36/-; buff hen’
25/- ; these are nicely through moult, colourfed large
bold heads, deep chests, nicely carried wings, shortm feather, beautiful texture. 1615 bred, win any
.show, the very best : George Cubley, Lutton Cowts,
Long button.

. (4 7G J
E. BAKER offers high-class colour-fed 1914 Nor-

wich. own breeding; cocks, grand yellow, good head
neck, and colour, winner 3rd Ipswich, 17/6; large,
massive, marked, deep yellow', size, substance and’
type, ball of fire, £1 15s. ; monster, marked buff
winner, rare depth and quality, rare stock bird!
£1 7s. Cd. Hens: Deep yellow cinnamon-marked
enormous substance, short, typical, winner 1 st "nd
Ipswich, seldom obtained, £1 5s.: clear buff, short,
stout, daughter to rose bowl winner, 12/6 - buff cin-namon Norwich, lovely quality, good head’and typeU6 : others fo-r stock or show; state wants: Baker
AVatcrloo-rd., Ipswich.

( 47 l>

NOTICE, grand lot, day and gaslight Aon-tcrs

Dough,-
“,,provaI: McKeand, Seabright, Castle
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.SPLEN1,,D ' healthy Boiler cocks, singing, mri
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GRAND selection of young Roller Canaries, eod:sfuff song, 4/6 and 5/6 each; hens, -2/-; sent^ any
l,ri"-SS Aviari-’ J(«’
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S I!oll

?
r Ca,,aries for lsale, bred 1915,B.R.C.C. rung; cock.' 10/-, liens 5/-; approval withpleasure: Mrs. F. Meinertzhagen, 32/ Elsham-rdKensington. London, AV.

'

HIGHT/LASS Rollers, only a few left cock‘d
•splendid songsters. 3/6, 4/i 5/6, extra g^onei

WJ' Bens. 1/fi; approval, cash, or deposit :*
Aviaries. Porter-at., Hull. n-o

i

ENGLISH bred Rollers, 1915 birds- cocks 8/6

orm-
3

a,l Iflrd
^ C°cks ™tecdL

on Vuliong, all birds carnage paid* .1 A Khriiwc r
S
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H
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later on: mi * Lowr aish
ufu(4/ j;

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, wliicli must be fully PREPAID.
Pinch 2/-, £-inclt 3/-, 1 inch 6-

*° "Cuaranteed" Shows appearing m ourDates Fixed Column, which are charged at
... Ber *ncb and pro rata.A reduction will be made lor a Series o! not lesslhan Nine Weeks.

Becrctariwj desirous of “guaranteeim'” a
*

Y

^or puaraiitco form to our MunairerCAGE BIRDS 154. FLEET STBEBt! LONDQM ;

tiAHLlSLt. ?,
or

,

der Ci,y 08 The

“VTUe
i’

Wcdn?9-»V
C
and Thureday! 0%2

!’, V ,*' 3 ' nine silver cups. Popular

Carlisle
Scl ‘c,l " les-Johf' B. Bell, 23, Botchergate,

ABERTILLERY
Cage p,,rd Society. The Great One-da v Welsh Sliowon Wednesday, October 20 th, 1915 . Judge j h’1‘Oe, Lsq. 41 Classes for Cage Birds \\>
secured tiie Gymnasium Hall again which 15 or,eof the finest halls in Wales. Schedules now rc-id

v

S,V,,C°"TIM"' H“- •*«
C B S.
Open
Show

T Scotch Fancies.
|

NOTICE, grand lot Scotch fancy, manv winners

br£1ft
nts > approval: McKeand, Sea-orignt, Castle Douglas.

(470)SCOTCH fancies for sale, stock and young birds,cheap; leaving district
; state wants: Buchan, ]<),

.7rX
r<>n

^
ena<le 'terr" Portobelio, Midlothian. (471)lrtNL, large good quality, yellow foul lien, 30/-.good buff cock to match, 40/-; clean moulted and inthe pink; approval

; particulars; Lawson, Public
Park, Biggar.

(4cq)

1 Yorkshires-
j

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist: winners
thousands of prizes leading shows

; many cham-
pionship Crystal Palace, including championship last
Palace show; not being able to exhibit owing to
illness can supply wonderful good exhibition and
stud birds; reasonable; approval: Langton Lodge,
Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorks.

(4si)BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 46, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class
Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day Champion, breeder and
exhibitor of high class Yorkshires

; some grand
birds ready for the early shows; reasonable;
kindly state wants; satisfaction assured: Reliable
Aviaries, 16, Shann-st., Bolton Woods, Bradford.

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of tlio best the world has produced; Thornton,
Bradford.

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aircvillc-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford,
breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-
shires and Norwich; show and stock ispccimens
now- ready; illustrated price list post free; usual
seven days approval.

CHAMPION NORWICH PLAINHEADS.
now ready the best and cheapest on offer in this
district, stock birds, show birds, songsters cockslrom 6/0; hens from 4'-; state requirements ;’ termscash or deposit: Edwin North, Breeder, 443 , Man-
chester-ru., Bradford.

(A~->)

Rollers (5 Singing Canaries
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R-°Ilcr s P.ec>alist. All birds Bredlrom prize winning specimens of high rank; full
particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. (160)

ROLLER coek 9 , in son£ 3/9. 4/9, 5/9; hens 2/--
Ross. ^Aviaries. Forres. N.B, '

44 y 4 v

YORKSHIRE cock Canaries 8,46, 10/6, P-'C’ S
HGKhes. 71, Grosvenor-rd., Pimlico, London. ’

(472)YORKSHIRE cocks, singing, witli cage, 6/6 each
approval: Charles- Catton, Meltharn, Huddersfield.

’

SELL, good Yorkshires, 15/- a pair, or exchange
for pullets-. Blacks preferred; offers: Dowson, Church-
st., Coxhoe.

(475 )THE whole of my Yorkshires for sale cheap 30,
no room, prize bred' Hall, 10

, Horsford-rd , Brix-
ton Hill. Stamp. /470FOR sale 100 Y’orkshire Cannnee, cocks 7/6 hens
3/- spienditi songsters' Draper, 47

, Palmcnston-st.,
Battersea Park-rd.

(470 )WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101 ,Bndport-pi., Hoxton.
TWO 1915 YOrks. cocks, yellow and variegated, sell

12/-. or exchange, Goldfinch anu Siskin cocks; offers:
IveUL Bannial Flat, AVIiitby. (469)FOURTEEN unftighfced buff Y'orks. cocks, clean
moulted, colour-fed, can win members’ shows, from
8 /6 : AAOod, Saddler, Cleeklieaton. (470)
NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires for show or soil"many winners: prices low; state wants; approval
McKeand. Seabright, Castle Douglas.

(470 )SEVERAL clean moulted, 1915 Yorkshires, both
sexes, fit to win in good company, from 10 /- each •

Gardner. 5, Priors Wood-terr., Taunton. (472)SALE, Yorkshire cock Canary, singing, lovely plum-
age, 8/6 ; would exchange for good Roller; vours
first: Carter, Hairdresser, Rhymnev, Mon. ‘(475 )

OXFORD
Thursday, Oct. 21st.

Judge: J. Kobson, Esq.

c- i it Amateur Classes each section.

St“oxford°
m~C ‘ F ’ H0LLIDAY

’ 58 ’ Ceor^

HANLEY
Great Open Show, Oct. 14, at Angel Hotel. 4 <l

findon p„r ?e
.
P,,rd> - Jt“ i §e, J. Robson, Esq.'.London. Entries close Monday, Oct. 11 . Schedule*

B^heshead, 'tlanley.'
EeCheM

' 32
’ Hamil,otl Roa '‘’

BURTON
ON TRENT

Open Show, Oct. 23rd, at Victoria Hall. Mr. J Rob-
son, judge. Good classification. No cancelling andno amalgamation. Schedules from—A. Wood 11
South Oak Street, Burton-on-Trent.

LIVERPOOL
OCT. 22nd & 23rd.

Judges : Messrs. Mundell, Cowgill, Vardy, Dixon, and
Houlton. Schedules to previous exhibitors, other*
kindly apply this ye^r.—Metcalfe and Green, Sec*.,
68

, Brunswick Rd. ’

CLAPHA
uiu

A
v
nu

n.
sh?w’„,

0c ?- 1i> «15, at Strathblaina
Hall. Ye Plough, Clapnam Junction Open to all
fanciers who will bring their exhibits to the showand take them away after. Judges: Norwich and
Yorkshire Canaries. Mr. P. Rorke; A.O. Canaries
and Hybrids., Mr. W. H. Vale.; 'British and Foreign.
Mr. H J. Fulljames.-Hon. Sec., T. J. Hose, S.
Wells Crescent, Camberwell, S.E.

L. & P. 0TS7S
Lambeth Baths, Kennington Road, S.E., Wed. and
Thurs., Oct. 27 and 28. Judges, Messrs. T. Heath, H.

•J* Watte* and J. Hodder. C3 classes:
six Silver Cups, two Trophies, and dozens of cash
Specials. Schedules ready shortly.— H. L. Huggins,
Hon Sec., 130, Myddletoti Road, Bowes Park, Lon-
don, N.

COVENTRY
ORNITHOLOGICAL SOCIETY

CAST.1 OCT. 16th 5
0
“*

sr„“
Judges: J. Trengrove, Esq., Canaries;
W. H. Raven, Esq., British and Foreign.

Five Good Points to Remember.-—
I-—That this Society has held an open show for

39 years and lias always come up smiling
2.—That this is the oldest Society in the Midlands
3 —That we are running the Show for the Wounded

Soldiers’ Fund.
4.—That last year we handed over the sum of

£1 11 s. 6d. to the local relief fund.
5.—That this year we hope with the help of your

entries to hand over a much larger sum.
Schedules:—A. GREEN, Sec., 205, Stoney Stanton

Road, Coventry.
ENTRIES CLOSE TUES., OCT. 12th.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 131 ,

THE EIGHTEENTH ANNUAL SHOW OF THE

SCOTCH FANCY
NATIONAL DERBY
will be held on Saturday, 9th Oct., 5n the Grand
National Halls, Main St., Golbals, Glasgow, 8.S,
All the Scotch Fancy men who wish to see the cream
of the (season’s breeding will be there. The who!*
of the stock of Scotch Fancy Canaries belonging to
the late Mr. George Fulton. Partick. will be sold b;
auction at the ohow.—Arthur M, Baird, Sec, 2J
Ncilston Road, Paisley.

6how advts. continued on next pag
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twitterings.

South Shields C.B.S. will hold its annual

Blow oil Dec. 4, writes Mr. W. J. Smith,

hon. sec. Mr. H. W. Batty e will judge.

Please Intimate in Cage Birds that my

address is now “ Stepps, Glasgow instead

of 27, McLennan Street, Mount Morula,

writes Mr. Robt. Heggie. Show secretaries

might take note. .

Mr. J. Jackson, lion, see., Cockei mouth

F S writes that the. show of the society will

bo held on Nov. 27, not on Nov. 10, as

stated in a Twittering last week. M ill other

BCt's. kindly noto?

The postponed lecture by Mr. t*. i«aniDie,

of Winchester, on the Yorkshire Canary,

will bo given on Oct. 5, at /.^O, at the

Waterloo Temperance Hotel, Southampton.

Owing to the very poor attendance on Sept.

1 writes Mr. W. L. Page, lion. sec. South-

ampton C.B.S., wo were obliged to postpone

lecture. Non-members will be made welcome.

Mr J. G. Torbott writes that thcro will

be 10 classes at Muirliirk show, Nov. 33.

Variegated cooks and liens will have separate

classes. Mr. 1). Hamilton will judge. _

Wo have received the patronage oi the

following specialist clubs, writes Mr. W
;

Tallantyre, hon. sec., Haltwhistle C.B.S. .

Northern Norwich ]>.(!., Northern Yorks,

r U Northern British Mule and KB.C.,

Northern Border F.C., and also three medal*

from the Border Fancy (J.C.

Our Front Page Drawings-
Tlio original drawings ol our fiont page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing on our pages, may be purchased by

readers for framing. Terms lor any pictuie

will be sent on application.

The Exhibits tor Clapham Show.
1 should be greatly obliged if you would

kindly notify that our show is only ‘ open

to those fanciers who will bring their ex-

hibits to the show and take them away

utter ” as 1 have had a great many enquiries

lor schedules from country exhibitors, writes

Mr. T. J. H-ose, Hon. Sec., Clapham L.L. A.

The judges will be; Norwich and Yorks, Mr.

p jforke; A.O. Canaries and Hybrids, Mr.

\V. II. Vale; British and Foreign, Mr. II.

J. Fulljames.

Birds with a Fine Record.
.

] cannot speak too highly of the drawing

of my birds which appeared on the trout

page, of Cage Birds last week, writes Mr.

J. McAndrew. It does your artist, Mr.

Norman, great credit. Before the wins at

iho Crystal Palace, the buff cock stood 1st

and special at Longton, 1st Warrington, and

1st and special Wigan, while the yellow had

won 1st and special Longton, 1st, special,

and Cage Birds Diploma at Warrington, 1st

and special Wigan, and several 2nd and 3rd

prizes. The Crystal Palace show was my

first attempt among the champions. lhe

Buff was claimed at the Palace lor Li is.

Mr. J. Walsh, Blackburn, sends us three

samples of Spanish Canary seed which ho ex-

pects to arrive from Spain per the s.s. Uscar

AH the samples are clean, sound, and full,

and appear of excellent quality. Mr. Walsh

says ho will be very pleased to send samples,

as per his udvt., to any reader of Cage

1 shall he glad if you would kindly an-

October 2, 1915.

Mr. Arthur Howard, of J. Howard and

iSons, Norwich and London, Bird Dealers and

Shippers, will be at the secretary b office

throughout the continuation of Idle show, and

w ill he prepared to treat with breeders ot

Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries who have

surplus stock lor sale. . .

Mr. J. Pitchford, Stoke-on-Trent, has fui-

warded for inspection one of his registered
li Rotcirlps Kn.v ncr 1.1)0-

u W0Ula
f

K
En«ineSs“i se^ftoxes’as' advertised. Besides Having the

nounce that owing to pressure of business l •, !x
o£ a perforated bottom and front,MM [O >™f 5T“3gSISWTmSV especially MU to P™-

of the South London Col. and 1 .A., vnt .
.

. t of seed, as the bent wire con-

Mr. Geo. Burton. My successor « Mi. J.
|

venting *
it ;

’ os,ible lor a bird to

Lnckliain, 447, Old Kent Load, B K to whom
j

lhc geed when feeding. The prices

fssrtss: &•*."%?*** u. i« . «*««* -
supported me in the past, and hope they will article
SUl) JUlbCU 111^ in p/i i

I
-- r -

continue lo give tlieir best support to -Mr.

Luckham in the future.

The Printer TaKes a Hand.

We fancy the Twittering of Mi Hains-

The Patronage of the
Cinnamon=marKed i C-.l/.

Following is a corrected list of competitive

shows, writes Mr. R. Garnett, sec. Mem-

bers please note dates as they are not, coi-

We fancy tlie i wittering r~~ !"”«nVYe»r Book Oct. 9, Shipley;

2i£ forVwas made to^Tat hTcould
j

get.^ ^Nov. HV

people^°who
^
replied ' to bis advertisement,

j

Huddersffel^ Nov

Mr Hainsworth wrote eighty-two, not two,
|

WindhiH, ucc aa,
. Halifax .

These

rendering it as it appeal ea.

SHOWS
Continued from page 125 .

••THE
DAY .

1

The Bird-Keepers’ Boll of Honour.

Halifax O.S.

g1R —tVe have one member serving wiln

the colours—W. Woodhead, 2nd Fourth WT est

Riding. _ cHarry Clegg, Sec.

Hemsworth C.B.S.
.

gIB . —The following members have joined

the colours; A. Graham, R.F.A. ;
W. Brown

K.O.Y.L.I. ;
H. Kendrick, Sherwood

Foresters; I. W.-GiUings, K.O.Y.L.I.
Jas. Hall, Sec.

Colinton and Currie Parishes O.S.

Sin —Your idea of getting up a Roll of

Honour is splendid. The members of our

society are greatly pleased with their own

list, and we are paying all the subscrip-

tions of our fighting members, and are keep-

ing them as members. In fact, members

who are unable to enlist are looking after

the birds of those who have enlisted, and

they hope by this means to give them a

good start in the Fancy if they are spared

to come back safely. We have a total mem-

bership of thirty-one, and ten have enlisted :

Sergt. -Major J. Dewar, 4th Royal Scots

(King's Prizeman), home from the Dar-

danelles with sunstroke ;
Pte. Hugh Dickson,

Seaforth Highlanders; Pte. James Johnstone,

5th Royal Scots, wounded at the Dardanelles,

but back in the trenches ;
Pte. W m. Dowme,

A.S.C. in France ;
Pte. Robt. Davidson, 1st

Batt.
’ Gordon Highlanders, wounded at

Hooge, but has recovered, and is back in the

trenches; Pte. Andrew Davidson, bth lioyal

Scots, Dardanelles; Pte. Jas. Ferguson ,
9th

Royal Scots; Pte. Jas. I. Yellowlees,

R.A.M.C., in France; Pte. Arthur Morrison,

Sapper, Royal Engineers, in Fiance; Pte.

Peter Rigby, A.S.C.
Jas. Napier, Sec.

Halifax C.B.S.

Sir—The following are the members ot our

Society who have enlisted since the war

he trail'. I wish you would add them to your

worthy Roll of Honour: Pte. F. P. Sunder-

land, 2nd West Yorkshires; Pte. Arthui

Crabtree, 3rd/4th West Ridings; Pte. G.

H. Fletcher, R.A.M.C- ;
also Vice-President

Pte Albert Brooks, 3rd West Ridings. The

best wishes of all our members are extended

to them for a safe and early return to the

society.
^ Sutcliffe, Sec.

Mr. Wm. Adams, ex-sec. Rochdale Good

Intent C.B.S., has enlisted m the A.S.C.M.l.

as a smith, and is at present stationed at

Grove Park Gamp, Lee. His official address

is Private' Wm. Adams, 117491 E Company

No. 2 Section. A.S.C.M.T., Grove Park

Camp, Lee, S.E.

DRILL HALL, LOCHGELLY

srwst ”i& tt
inonev 10/-. 5/-, 2/6. Entry fee, 1/6 pci pel.. Ail

profits’ goto Red Cross Society, St*ttish Branch.

r. Muir, Sec., Anderson’s Cottages, Station Rd.,

Lochgetly. ——js/i*

uTrf or BHaufORO
0.8. (under Sorl.mre

K"';.- So,£ cornel

$SSvBU °o.“u«
K
«n»w 'SSSSZ. y

SlS'Kto. United KinSd«n).

^ntrie^poaitively riose Oct. R
Prize-money on the

Entrance fee 1/6 each

116, Mill Lane, Bradford.

c.

B.

S.YORK
Seventh Open Show, Saturday, Oct. 30th. Judge,

MrA c. Barnes, Sheffield. Classes

:

V orkshires, 4 Novice, 8 British, 2 Foreign, a Selhng.

Prize-money guaranteed: lot, 10/-, -nd, 5 /- > « »

2,6, for 1/6 entrance fee. Entries cloae Oct. 25t ,

1915. Write at once for a schedule to-V. G. F.

Zimrnermann, 7, Portland Street, Yorks.

TiELP NEEDED!

IDLE
OCT. 6th.

ONLY 70 ENTRIES.

WILL ACCEPT ALL^POSTED TOMORROW,

C. A. House, Briardene, Idle, Bradford.

DON’T LAG-ENTER AT ONC E AT

PLYMOUTH
08T. 12 and 13.

ENTRIES CLOSE SAT.
OCTOBER 2nd.

Judges: C. A. House, Esq., and J. Robson, Esq.

Patronage of S.B.F.C. and S.V.C-C.

Schedules now ready;—

THOS. POPE, Hon. Sec , 98, Embankment Rd.

YorKshire Union New Hand=booK.

We have received the year-book of the

Yorkshire Union of C.B. Societies. The

annual is produced in the well-got-up sty e

which is now so well known. It contains
— ’ ' ' 1 T Butler, and

the names33S rf'ihS cSSb'ind delegates

to the Union, the general lilies, the show

rules, list of societies affiliated to tlie Union

with dates of their shows, names of judges,

and copies of the schedules, particulars of the

competitions promoted by the Yorkshire C.G..

with list of Patronage Shows, the coin peti-

tions of the National Green-marked f-GV,

and much other useful information. Tbe

Secretary’s address is 10, Y ictoria Street,

Clayton, Bradford.

I have sent schedules to all who exhibited

at our show last year, writes Mr. H. War-

burton, hon. sec. Warrington C.P.b., M,

Ellesmere Road, Lower Walton, Warrington.

Anyone overlooked please drop a line. Would
T „

exhibitors let me have entries earlier, as we
p01-traits of the President, Mr. J. Bui

have had to close two days earlier than the Secretary, Mr. S. Midgley, the

usual, owing to our printer being short-
| and addresses of the officials and <

handed.
Support Idle Show. . »

The officials of Idle show earnestly ask toi

entries. Surely Exhibitors will see that this

appeal does not go unheeded. Only <0 entries

to date is the dismal total ;
and this for a

fixture got up solely to benefit cage-bird lan-

triers in these unpropitious times. It is a

mid-week show (Oct. 6) has a very popular

fudge in Mr. W. Mar.dell, and good prize-

money. while the classification tor Norwich,

Yorkshires, Borders, Mules and British Buds

is really excellent. Tlie show manager .s

that long-experienced and popular fancier

and iudge, Mr. C. A. House (address-

“ Briardene,” Idle. Bradford), so that every-

thin" possible will be done tor both birds

and their owners. He will accept all entries

posted up to Saturday (Oct. 2), so send them

along, fanciers.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE.

Llandudno (Welsh Northern Counties F. ami P.AM
—Hippodrome, Criug j don, Uandirino, No . .

1 t Ambrose. 1- classes: Nor. * orK s .

turd t i nT 1 ,
Mule or llyb. 1 . Brit. 2 . k«>».

< , [it
i Tor. 1, Sell. 1. Prizes, U-, a/-- Vo.

lose Nov. 6, to G. 13. Gragg, Itockr

Colwyn B» v

PRESTON
ANNUAL OPEN SHOW

OCT. 8th and 9th.
s-srwau*^ngsri®«
oiation (Norwich Section).

l
Best Hall in Lancashire.

Splendid Classification.

Popular Judge: Mr. ALF. WELLINGS.
Prize-money, 22/- per c ase.

ROLL UP WITH YOUR
ENTRIES.

WARRINGTON
20th AHNil&L SHOW,

FRIDAY &SATURDAY
OCTOBER 1 5 and 1 6.

Held in th6

Cairo St. Schools.
judges: .

Messrs. H. W. Battye, G. Large, and J. D. Leigh.

Entries Close Friday,

8th October.
Schedules from:-H. Warburton, 73, Ellesmere Rd.,

Lower Walton, Warrington^ —

HffRtlCULTURALHALL
L« »NDON.

GREAT INTERNATIONAL CAG E BIRD SHOW^ll^s:

Dec. IOth, llth & 13th, I8lb.

UNDER ENTIRELY NEW MM6EMENT
. _ Art Pmnint Payment Guaranteed.

Dates :

—

OBZTUikK.Y.

Mr. H. CHEW, LEEDS.

It is with sincere regret that, we learn,

writes Mr. E. Norton, bon. sec. Leeds

CBS., of the death of Mr. Herbert Chew

on Sept. 20, in his thirty-fourth year, after

a very long illness, at the Leeds General

Infirmary. Eldest son of Mr. Alt’. Chew of

the late firm of Messrs. Chew and Stokoe,

Mr. Herbert Chew was a prominent member

of our society, and- I am sure all members

and friends will sympathise with Ins widow

and pareiiiA in their sad bereave.nent.

Liberal Prize Money "LP*J^irS^re^tweh'Haokriey, N

Canary Section :-Hon. Secretary, Mr. A» J- Wat
c ^ streatham High Road, S.W.

Hrilish Sex:tJon

:

— Hon. Secretary, wt
cii wfir 7 Bampton Road, Forest Kill.

Foreign Section Hon. .Secretary Mr. Allen Korn us from the.so source.

Exhibitor# in each_8WUon
7 ,

Bamplon Road, Forest IUU, S.E.
^

or from the

Exhibitors ‘"

sl
^^"JA,Ven Silver, F.Z.S., 7, Bamplon Road, Fonis, ... .

ill Exhibitors bear these Dates in Mind
Stall Holders 5 fewTlSlS^thYlttowManMer.

P
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WILD FOODS FOR SEED-

EATING BIRDS

By

CHAS. PRIOR
(Ropley).

'P
I

Li
Tho following article, which treats of the wild i A i, ^

foods available for pet-birds during October, Is the
!

.'.
1 " ltU V/CtoDei neic, havin'*' exploited

concluding instalment of tho helpful series which
has been running in our columns monthly since
April. The first article was published In our issue
dated April 10, arid the intervening ones have
appeared in the first issue ot each month.

W HEN the page headed September is

torn from tho calendar, the flood

time of autumn weed foods is

stayed. Swiftly follows the inevitable ebb.
October finds the knapweeds emptied

of their seeds, the rapes and charlo

wild weed foods, from tho humble, creep-
ing (duckweed to the stately giant beech,,
my pen runs dry. Winter approaches; his
bleath already strikes us chill; perhaps
that is what is drying up my ink. What
sustenance wild I' inch os find in winter,
who can say? Tho scarcity of food is palp-
able. \ou seo them visit many gaunt and
withered relics of the autumn. Dead
thistles, yarrow, nettles, heather, spurreyrapes and charlock .

* > ..r
spent and dead. The thistles have taken gr®ss >

, the stubble weeds, and
wing, shepherd’s purse and duckweed have
run their second course, and milk thistle

is done at last. Groundsel still makes
growth, and will continue to do so until
frost appears. Combine and persicaria
linger yet, partially depleted of their i . ,•

leaves, and. like teazle, fast shedding their I

enunciate the same unthinking doctrine.

seed, but still worth getting. These are all
” ,c,1 ° ,r """ 1

that are left of September’s bounty.

so on. A\ hat do they find?

A Mistaken Notion.

Soaked and sodden seeds you will be told
offhand by the—in this particular matter

—

unobservant bird-catcher. “ Experts

A Food Problem.
Sorrel and docks have long been brown

and ripe, dotting the country-side with
harsh unloveliness, but their seeds are in
no hurry to fall. Nor will they be so till

visited by frost. Then is the time to get
them for the Bullfinch. So with nettles;
late in the year, when they are dry and
withered, Bullfinches pull these to pieces,
find something, and chew it up. Whether
what they find is seed, or the larvae of
some insect I cannot sa]'.

Blackberries, too—late ones which never
mature, and which cling to their thorny
stems long into the winter—are better
for the Bullfinch-' fed in clusters, dry and
shrivelled, than singly, ripe and juicy.
Possibly again because of the presence of
some Snseen larvae, or it may be (as is,

I think, the case with dock seeds) that
there is some alteration in their chemical
composition wrought by frost. Whatever
the reason, these three food# in combina-
tion have excellent effect in levelling and
“toning up” the breast colour—a point
much coveted in Bullfinches. They also
do yeoman service in bridging the gap
that divides fresh-caught specimens from
those domesticated.

Other food stuffs are furnished in Oc-
tober by the trees and bushes. Privet
berries, for instance, aro changing rapidly
from green to black, and these black privet
berries bring to the Bullie’s back its pro-
per colour—a sort of silvery grey-blue.
Greenfinches, too, are fond of them, and
Chaffinches and Bramblefinches are often
inclined to eat a few. They remain on
the bushes right through the winter, and
well into the spring, and are, in fact, im-
proving all the time.

The Hawfinch’s Monopoly.
Haws, the familiar rod berries of the

hawthorn, which also stand the winter,
provide a keenly relished luxury for the
Hawfinch. No other seedeater can make
use of these berries, but tho Hawfinch
has a workmanlike knack of stripping off
the fleshy outer covering and cracking the
hard “stone’’ it encloses in order to get
eventually at the tiny kernel, which lie
eats; and he alone amongst the Finches
is able to obtain food and tnjoyment at
the expense of hawberries.
Beechmast, the brown, hard-skinned,

three-cornered kernel of the beechnut, is
a good winter food for Bramblefinches,
Chaffinches and Hawfinches. A little per-
severance may be needed until the birds
“discover ’ it, and it is necessary to crush
it well beforehand. The fruit of' tho beech
ti ee is a sort of hard rough pod, enclosing
three or four sections of kernel, which fit
together after the fashion of the quarters
of an orange. When, in October, maturity
and ripeness aro attained, the pods open
and release the imprisoned kernels which
then fall to the ground. In years of abun-
dant yield it is easy to scrape together
and carry aw5y a supply sufficient for
months, hut the task should be undertaken
in good time, or the bird-keeper may be
forestalled by squirrels, doves, wild
pigeons, Jays, and other candidates.

But rarely indeed will your most diligent
piobing discover, in the winter, any trace
of seed in these plant skeletons. That the
chance of finding some dormant form of
insect food attracts the birds is far more
likely. Not, of course, the lively squirming
hordes of spring and summer, but scantier
measure of inanimate larval and ehrysalide
forms of insect life; invisible to us, but

well-known to the birds by long-developed
and hereditary instinct.

There aro many problems connected
with the feeding of “seed-eating ” birds
which yet await solution. How best to pro-
vide the proper ratio of nitrogenous (pro-
teid) element in their dietary, in a form
which shall be acceptable, digestible, and
assimilable, is the dominant one. Thought-
ful avieulturists have long recognised this
fact. Nature solves the problem by pro-
viding insects, and those insects which the
Finches use as food conform to the. throe
essentials—acceptability, digestibility, and
assimilability.

Matters for "Reflection.
Keepers of birds are not sufficiently en-

terprising. 'They cling too long and too
exclusively to old ideas. Egg-food, the
ancient liard-worked slave, is of some use,
but no one will claim infallibility for it.

Milk, in some form or other, may have im-
mense potentialities. AY ild foods, many of
which are highly nitrogenous, undoubtedly
do help; aye, more, they approximate more
nearly to what is wanted than anything
yet tried. These are things to take into
account when you are invited to believe
that canary seed, excellent food though it

be, is the Alpha and Omega of a bird’s re-
quirements.^ These are matters for reflec-
tion when you are told, in connection with
“ordinary seed” feeding, that “ many die
during the process from inflammation or
red swelling,” an admission which may
surely be translated into the death sen-
tence of the “ordinary seed” system.

^Liverpool’s Own Zoo^
Jac.

A Visit to the Zoological Gardens at Otterspool Park,
Hy T. JOHNSON (Southport).

I

T was the writer’s very great pleasure
to avail himself of a spare afternoon
to pay a visit to the estate of Mr.

Cross, the eminent zoologist and avicul-
turist, at Otterspool, near Liverpool.

Otterspool is a place beloved of the
archaeological students, as it bears many
visible and legendary connections with the
remote ages

; and it is through the enter-
prise and foresight of Mr. Cross that these
grand old grounds and house are open to
the public at a really nominal charge.
There is an old ruined chalet that would

delight the eyes of a sensational novelist;
part of the original Otters’ Pool which
gave the estate its name, and which was
so called because of the quantity of otters
which used to sport in its pellucid waters,
and live on the salmon and AVild Duck
whiph inhabited the Mersey in the days
before bricks and mortar had defaced the
fair country-side; and—but if the reader
is really inclined to the study of the ar-
chaic, lie could not do better than pay the
place a visit and secure the pamphlet which
gives the history of the estate from the
days of King John.

Rus in Urbe.
However, Otterspool itself is one of those

few places which have escaped the land-
scape-destroying hand of the builder, and
as one walks down the valley amidst the
giant oaks and beeches, and every now and
then meets wild animals grazing and roam-
ing at will amongst the falling autumn
leaves, with not a sound except the screech-
ing of the Parrots and the monkeys, one
could imagine oneself a second Columbus
discovering some unexplored country thou-
sands of miles away from civilization.

A:et, two and ya-half miles across the
commerce-laden waters of the Mersey is
Birkenhead, where a. great shipbuilding
firm is building things which bring back
abruptly to one’s mind these stressful days
of modernity, and a twopenny car from
the entrance to the estate puts one down
right in the heart of the busy thorough-
fares of Liverpool.
The estate is twenty-five miles in extent,

but is so laid out with due regard to its
natural outlines that in traversing the
grounds one would think it to be quite
forty. As we passed through the gates
and entered tho drive we were struck by
the natural beauty of the scene. The drive
is almost a mile in length, and is of a wind-

alnjost every step as to whether one is

within a few yards of the end. To give an
adequate description of the beauties of
the estate is far beyond the powers of an
ordinary ornithological scribe, however,
so I will describe the scene as it appeared
to me without any elaborate details.
Something fresh seems to meet the eye

at every point. The drive was originally
the bed of a stream, but from some fitful
caprice of nature it dried up and was made
into a drive by the original founder of the
house. On each side is solid rock varying
m height at different points from a few
feet to a hundred feet, forming what the
Yankees call a “ canon.” AYild ferns are
growing from the fissures in the rocks, and
giant ivy-twined forest trees of almost all

shapes and sizes shed their autumn leaves
at one’s feet. Great rhododendron bushes
and dense undergrowth provide shelter and
a happy hunting ground for the many and
varied wild birds which find it a paradise.

Some of the Inmates.
Mr. Rogers, the genial manager of the

estate, who escorted us round the grounds
as an assurance that we shouldn’t be bit-
ten by a snake or attacked by a rhinoceros,
first called our attention to an aviary
containing various kinds of Swans, and
Canadian, Australian, Cereopsis, Chinese
and Egyptian Geese; a cosmopolitan col-
lection, but seeming to agree very well to-
gether

;
they were wired off in the original

bed of the otters’ pool, which fills up twice
each day with the tide. Further on we
saw a fine collection of Crowned Cranes and
Sarus Cranes, a- very beautiful pen of rare
birds in grand plumage, sitting up as
straight as if each had swallowed a poker.

AVe walked along the valley, and made
the acquaintance of a llama and her young,
while further on was a zebra and a buf-
falo, all at liberty in the valley. AVe con-
fess to a feeling as of a lamb entering a
butcher’s shop as we approached "the
buffalo, but Mr. Rogers brought some of
his sophistries to, bear on him, and all was
well. As a female buffalo loomed in sight
at the moment, the thought entered our
head that the poor chap was married,
which perhaps accounted for his docility.

AVe now approached a peri of fine AVater-
fowl, included among which we noticed
Mandarins, Carolinas, YVidgeon, Call
Ducks and East Indian Ducks. Then a
little further on was a cage containing,

iI-T ’
.

nine runner on was a cage containing
ing nature, which leaves one in doubt at three very fine conditioned AVbite-backed

Australian Piping Crows, a great rarity,
Mr. Rogers assured us.
An aviary next attracted our attention

containing a beautiful collection of Doves,
amongst which we noticed the Bare-shoul-
dered Dove, Aldebran Red-shouldered
Dove, Zebra Dove, Half-collared Senegal
Dove, Vinaceous Turtle Dove, White and
Ring Doves, and a pair of Stock Doves
taken from a nest in the grounds, also
some Gold and Silver Pheasants.
Tho next aviary was a well-appointed

one, and contained what we might call tho
objet d ai t ’ of the collection—a grand

collection of Yellow and Green Budge-
rigars. They were boused in a comfortable
aviary without artificial heat* and were the
healthiest and the cleanest-looking lot of
birds it has ever been our good fortune to
see. The aviary was started during the
winter with six pairs, and now—well, they
were uncountable. There seemed myriads
of them. The Green and the Yellow had,
in a lew eases, interbred, but the young
fioin this pairing were invariably Green;
and, in course of conversation, we elicited
from Mr. Rogers that he attributed his
success in breeding to a special busk,
which he regards as a sine qua non to
successful Budgerigar breeding.

Three Broods in One Nest.
During the season there had been one

very peculiar occurrence. Three hens had
laid together in one husk at different
periods, with the result that there were
three different broods in one husk at the
same time, all of different ages, and all
successfully reared. Mr. Rogers has
selected a few pairs of Green and Yellow
birds, and intends gqing in for breeding
Blues next year, and if results are a fit
reward for the enthusiasm manifested,
there need be no question of his nice css.
A few Californian Quail were noticed aiso
in this aviary.

Round the corner the staff were building
a new aviary, and, in answer to our ques”
lion about the potential inmates, we were
told that it was being built specially for
a collection of Pennants, Rosellas, and
Cockatiels.

In one of the greenhouses attached was
a very fine collection of Cockatoos and
Paiiots, tlie Cockatoos numbering amongst
them the Moluccan, Salmon Crest, Great
and Lesser Sulphur Crest, Citron Crest,
Blood-stained, Bare-eyed, Coffin’s, Du-
mp’s, AVestern and Southern Slendeir-
bills, Leadbetter’s, and others. Amon°i
the Parrots were the Cut-throat Parrot”
Yellow-fronted, the only Vinaceous Parrot
known, Muller’s, the ubiquitous African
Grey

,
Pionus Parrot, Jardine’s, the rare

Ranre’s Parrot, and some others.
There were many Comires in the collec-

tion, and amongst them we noticed were
the Canary-winged Conure, Nanday
Comire, the Cuban, and several with
which we were unacquainted. Here was a
great and varied collection of Parrakeets
and Rosellas, but the palm went to a verv
beautiful Hybrid between the Mealy
Rosella and Redrump. It was in fine
plumage, of a gorgeous colouration, which
could only be described by an artist, so I
will ask the curious to see the bird for
themselves.
A cage of the very rare AVhite-cheeked

Finch Lark next attracted our attention,
and also some Yellow-rumped Mannikins,
also rare, but which breed freely in cap-
tivity in the Gardens. There were also
the Jerdon’s Accentor, AVeavers in many
varieties, and Macaws by the dozen.

Cross by Name; not by Nature.!
A brief view of the wild animals, and we

were finished with the live stock; but
mention might be made of one or two.
monkeys, very rare, in which Mr. Cross
takes a pride. One is the Cross's Monkey,
so-called because Mr. Cross was the dis-
coverer of the species; another is the
Nigger Monkey, covered with wool, with
a perfectly negroid expression of coun-
tenance. Both are captivating pets and
absolutely without vice; they may be
handled at will by a child.

AVe might mention, by the way, that
many of the Parrots and Cockatoos were
talking, and although the people visiting
them daily are a cosmopolitan crowd; jvo
didn’t notice that the birds bad picket!
up any words that were not exactly cir-

cumspect, or any which were using what
the old lady called “unseen langwidge.”
All the same, we were rather glad
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escape from tho Parrot house, for while

wo wore there they wore making; as much

row as a packed meeting at election time.

'II,ev must have taken umbrage at our

good looks; or was it feeding time.

Jn the office we were shown a part or

the dailv correspondence, and one com-

mission •especially struck us as peculiai.

it was an order for a Russian hear, a

snake, and a pair of Lovebirds. Surely a

queer mixture. We wondered if they were

to be .sent all in one box.

A review of this description would bo in-

complete without an appreciation of the

services to aviculture of the owner of this

wonderful collection. As sure as wo can

tell almost any hire! by its chirp, so can

we tell what a man is from his conversa-

tion, and as wo talked with Mi*. Cross wc

woro assured of his real love of all things

living. We were struck by the manifest

enthusiasm of him as lift talked about his

wonderful collection and their little

peculiarities, their tricks, and their

absurdities. He is known the world over

to be in the forefront among zoologists and

avieulturists, and a true lover of pets and

animals of all descriptions, and pages

could be filled in an attempt to express an

adequate appreciation of his services to

aviculture.

The public in the, immediate district of

Liverpool have much to thank him for in

this latest enterprise of his, and they, as

well as people and fanciers farther afield,

will do well to pay the estate a visit. The

Liverpool cars run past the gates, while

the Croat Central Railway has a station

right in the centre, of the park. Teas' and

other refreshments at moderate prices aie

provided for parties, and these are

especially invited.

Correspondence.
Extra Classes for British Birds

—.The Committee of the Leicester

Hand-in Hand C.B.S. have decided to give

three extra classes for British Birds at the

annual show Nov. 6-8, viz., Greenfinch,

iollow Bunting (cock or hen) and Bramble-

finch or Chaffinch. A friend interested in

the Yellow Bunting, Bramblefinch, and

Chaffinch offers 5s. special for the best bird

ia each of the latter two classes. Fanciers

are earnestly requested to support the Com-

mittee's decision, so that the classes may be

repeated at future shows.
A. Freestone.

Proposed Border Fancy Show
in Edinburgh.

Sir,—

T

he committee instructed me at the

patronage meeting of the Border Fancy C.C.

that in the event of the Scottish N ational

show not being held our members should be

postcarded to get their opinion of running a

club show, open to all comers, on the Scottish

National dates, that is the last day of

December and the first of January, 191o.

(Before this ’appears in print I hope to have

every member of the Club supplied with

postcards, as 1 hear that the Scottish

National show will not be held owing to all

the large halls in Edinburgh being in military

occupation, and I trust that they will be re-

turned as early as possible, and not later

than Oct, 9, so that necessary arrangements

can be made. I may say that during the

whole time of the National this section has

been one of the best paying, on an average

rio'lit through, and I for one think the mem-

bers would be quite, safe to run a show at

New Year’s time, as it is arranged that the

general meeting is to be held in Edinburgh

on New Year’s Day.
W. B. Smart, Sec.

Herbert J. Chick on Himself
and Some Others.

Sir,—

I

take it that in the third paragraph

of his last letter Mr. Chick is making refer-

ence to myself and to Nottingham show. His

grievance seems to be that I was elected as

judee ill preference to himself
; ^

further, lie

insinuates that I got- the appointment be-

cause I was going to report the show, and

that I did the work for less than “fair pay

for a fair day’s work.” My inclination is to

tell Mr. Chick to mind his own business, but

I well know that he is by temperament quite

unable to do any such thing. I realise,*too,

that lie has no doubt told the same old story

to scores of other fanciers. I should like to

say, therefore, that there is not an atom of

truth in his insinuations.
_

I have never

touted any society for a judging engagement

(Mr. Chick is welcome to the monopoly of

that kind of thing), and I have never

officiated as a judge without being well paid

for my work.
As a matter of fact I dislike judging (un-

like Mr. Chick) and have for a number of

vears inserted a paragraph in Cage Birds

that I was unable to accept engagements, and

i. have turned down scores of offers. The
particular Nottingham fixture to which Mr.

Chick refers would have been turned down,

too, but for the fact that I have a special

regard for many of the society’s officials and

members, some of whom are old friends and
lent me a helping hand many years ago when
1 was badly in need of it, consequently when
I was asked whether I could judge the show

in the event of being elected, I replied that

I should be pleased to do so. Why the com-

mittee should elect m3 in the face of Mr.

Chick, I really can't imagine. Anyway, they

possibly gained nothing (as Mr. Chick seems

anxious to make dear) for the entry was only

moderate. If it delights Mr. Chick to think

that I was the cause of the moderate entry,

then I am the last to wish to deny him this

little pleasure. At the same time,, it is a

fact that more capable judges than myself

have met with even worse support at Not-

tingham. Why, puzzles me, for no show

better merits success than Nottingham,

always well managed and liberal with its

prize-money and specials.

With regard to reporting, if I have been

doing this it has never made the slightest

difference to my judging fee. I have been

down to see my Nottingham friends on

several occasions and never written a line of

the show report. Further, for a long time

now the shows I have reported each season

can be counted on the fingers of one hand.

Now, Mr. Chick, tell readers the exact

amount of the fee I was paid for judging at

Nottingham and the amount you yourself

offered to judge for, then they can see how

much “sting” there really is in your in-

sinuations—and also, how little truth !'

G. E. Weston.

No Show at Elgin this Year.
Sir,—Would you kindly mention in your

valuable paper, Cage Birds, that after care-

ful consideration of all circumstances, our

Committee have decided not to run an open

show this year. I am sure many fanciers in

the North 'of Scotland will be sorry to hear

of this, as I Believe ours was the only show

held in the district last year. However, we

can only hope for a speedy termination of

this awful war, when things will be back to

normal, and shows be held as in the past.

A. W. Douglas, Sec.

A Taming Secret Wanted.
Sir,—I am anxious to know the secret of

thoroughly taming Canaries, so that they will

perch on one’s finger and make themselves

generally familiar, losing all sense of tear .

I have succeeded in getting a bird to take

hemp-seed from me, but 11 thus far and no

further” seems to be his dictum. A friend

of mine, travelling by tube, once saw a man
on the platform with a Canary perched on

his coat collar, and each time he “shoo’d”

the bird off, it would return to his out-

stretched hand and run up the arm back to

the coat collar ; and all this on a railway

station. What is the secret? Perhaps some

of your readers can say.
F. Dean.

In Appreciation of the Late
D.A.S. Longden.

SiR_It has been suggested by a few

friends of the late Mr. D. A. S. Longden,

Swansea, that the present would be an oppor-

tune time to appreciate, in some form or

another, his untiring efforts on behalf of the

Fancy generally, and Wales in particular. A
long ' illness necessarily means considerable

expense, and it has been decided to open a

subscription list for the benefit of his widow

and children, towards which a donation of

£2 2s. has been promised by Mr. W. F.

Lloyd James. Subscriptions, which, with

your permission, will be acknowledged

through Cage Birds, should be forwarded to

the undersigned.
S. J. Nicholas

195, Kensington Crescent, Swansea.

The Exhibition Yellowhammer.
Sir,—I was surprised at the animosity

shown by Mr. Herbert J. Chick in reply to

Mrs. Dalton’s article on the Yellowhammer.
Has he, Mr. 'Chick, a past grievance? If feo,

the medium of a fancy paper is a poor way
of settling it. Or does he think it time his

name was pushed before the Cage Bird fancy

again? Judging by some illustrations of

British birds, in a hook I have before me,

with Mr. Chick’s name appended, 1 should

take him to be an exhibitor of the first water,

and not one who would try to belittle a

person’s article because it did not fall in with

his idea of things. Also, why should he try

to open a discussion on wild seeds versus

mixed seeds, if not for the above mentioned

reason? Even the merest novice knows that

Nature’s food, as provided in the fields, will

beat anything in the way of prepared mixed

seed. No, Mr. Chick, give us fair criticism

in reasonable terms, but at least be polite to

the ladies, for they are all too few in the

fancy. Sheffield.

Kir,—Mrs. Dalton, writing in your issue

of Sept. 18, is not quite right when she says

that sixteen entries is something new

regards Yellow Bunting classes. I find that

ns recently as 1913 there were twenty entries

at the Crystal Talace and twenty-one at the

Scottish National. On looking up old show

catalogues and reports I see these classes

were usually well filled in the past. Neither

is she quite consistent in the samo lettei

when she writes: “I naturally concluded

that when my bird won these prizes that

my method of feeding, etc., was worth con-

sideration ”
;
and later, on stating that she

claimed this bird at Swansea show. To the

one who had all the trouble of moulting and

colour-feeding the bird, most of the credit

should be given. In discussing the points

of the exhibition Yellowhammer we want

more than “size, abundance of yellow, with

a most distinct V, and prominent eye and

cheek markings.” Do not thigh and back

markings ;
breast and body colour, with pure-

ness and depth of yellow oil the throat, with

freeness from black flecks on the same,

absence of “gaiters” on the legs, combined

with perfect steadiness, count for some-

thing'' The Yellowhammer, being a late

breeder, is a late moulter, though a quick

one when once he starts; therefore I cannot
line vvucu ,

—
, . T

see the object of starting colour food in June.

Has Mrs. Dalton only a “few obstinate

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially

when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do thia just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

OLD
CALABAR
BIRO SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKET8 EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT CO.-LI VERPOOL, ENG.

cases of these birds refusing colour food? I

am informed that Yellowhammers are most

difficult to get on to it. I cannot write from

experience, as I always show my birds in

their natural colour, and I have time and

time again proved that if you have good

natural colour, combined with the points

mentioned above, your bird will win in the

best of company. Artificial colour is in many

cases a blind, and the British-cum-Canary

all-round judge sometimes falls into the trap.

Let us therefore leave “digital excrescences,’

wagers, and personalities alone, and discuss

with all friendliness that most beautiful of

British Birds, the exhibition Yellowhammer.
W. F. Lloyd James.

Sir,

—

If Mrs. Dalton’s birds were not on

the bench at the Horticultural Hall, then

the two that were entered in Mr. W. H.

Dalton’s name must be different birds, and

they must be two different exhibitors. I

credit myself that I am able to prepare an

exhibition specimen with any exhibitor, al-

though I don’t say fov one moment but that

there are other exhibitors quite as capable

as myself, and I give them credit for it. No
fancier ever put a Yellow Bunting down

better than the late Tom Ride, of Leicester,

and I could mention others. No exhibitor

ever beat me for condition and staging ;
if

they- beat me it was with a better specimen.

All credit to them. It was an incentive to

me to try and get a better one than the one

that beat me. Mrs. Dalton says thift when

her birds won these prizes she naturally con-

cluded that her method of feeding, etc., was

worth consideration. The bird that, was de-

picted on Cage Birds’ front page won the

prize at the Horticultural Hall for another

exhibitor, from whom she bought it, so the

credit of moulting it and getting it up into

condition belongs to Mr. Jones. If Mrs.

Dalton will get some fresh caught birds anil

moult them, put them on the bench and

defy all comers, I shall then know that she

knows how to moult and feed them to per-

fection. Anyone with a deep pocket can buy

winners and exhibit them and win with them.

Mrs Dalton says that the Yellow Bunting

should he “ yellow ” because its name denotes

it I say that practically the only yellow

that should be on an ideal specimen is the

head and neck, with the distinct black \

mark on the head and the distinct black cheek

marks. With reference to Bathgate Show, I

tender my apology to Mrs. Dalton. I had

no catalogue of the show, and I saw no

mention in the Fancy papers of her birds

ariving lat6. I sympathise with her th&t lier

birds had not a run for their money.
Herbert J. Chick.

The Lesser Whitethroat and
Nightingale in Devon.

Sir,—When I was a lad living at St.

Mary Church, Torquay, wc had the Night-
ingale nesting there. 1 well remember
staying out very late one night to hear the

’Gale (one had been heard singing in a spin-

ney up Warberry Road, off St. Mary Church
’Road). There were dozens of people up
there to hear it the night that I went. Re
the Lesser Whitethroat, I have found several

nests of them when 1 was a lad at school. 1

have a friend living seven miles out of Tor-

quay' who catches a few every season.

Herbert J. Chick.

Specials at Loctogeiiy Show.
Sir,—We received notification of the

patronage of the Y.C.C. of Scotland loo late

for publication in our schedule, and I should

be obliged if you will allow me to say that

under this patronage the following cups will

be in competition at our show : Silver Chal-

lenge Rose Bowl for most points at

patron-age shows. Three nominated birds in

young bird classes to compete
;

entries must
be marked Y.C.C. Bowl, and ring numbers
given. Cup by Mr. Heggie : Points with 4

highest birds at patronage shows in 1915-16

season, birds need not be nominated ;
1st

prize 7 points, and downwards to 7th. prize

1 point. Novice Rose Bowl for most points

throughout' the season by novices in un-

flighted classes ;
3 highest birds to count.

Entries must be marked “Novice” on entry

form, and ring numbers given. A list of

other specials has been sent to all members.
R. Muir, Sec.

In Case of Short Entries
Sir,—I was extremely pleased to read Mr.

C. A. House’s letter and agree with his re-

marks about half prize-money, but I think

the cancelling method has its drawbacks,

even from an exhibitor’s point of view, I

well remember in my earlier days in the

Fancy having a showable specimen of a
Cinnamon, and as I always like to send two

birds for safety on the railway, 1 usually

entered a Norwich that had a possible chance

of a vhc, but little of winning a money
prize. Very often I found the Cinnamon
class cancelled, with the result That I sent

nothing. Again, a fancier often enters birds

in accordance with the size of his cage

cases, and if one or two classes are can-

celled he often keeps others home » rather

than send insufficiently filled cases. For

these reasons I still think that a graduated

prize-money that gives reasonable return for

an ordinary entry, and extra money where

classes are ex^ra iarge, as Plymouth is doing,

iS the best way to run a show. I must thank

both Mr. House and Mr. Rees for their

good opinion of Plymouth show, and may tell

the latter gentlemen that two of our mem-

bers are guaranteeing a Linnet and a Green-

finch class for our show this year.

Thos. Pope.

Sir.

—

In answer to J. J. Rees, I may sav

that I have written many articles on Select-

ing Moulting and Exhibiting British Birds.

I have also lectured on British Birds before

the members of Manchester and N.C.O.&.,

Nottingham, Sheffield, Leicester, and other

societies on several occasions. I have always

been ready to give advice to young fanciers.

Perhaps when I have a little more time I

may he able to write one or two articles. 1

did not wish to attack the Plymouth Society

in any way, I have known many of tho

members for a number of years, and they are

all real good fanciers. They always carry

the show on in a proper way.. Birds are

looked after and returned by proper trains,

and prize-money is paid promptly. I was

taking exception to the graduating, scale of

prize-money. Personally 1 don t tlunk it is

desirable, but they are going to try it, so

we shall see the result; I trust it will be.

better than I anticipate. Re guaranteeing

classes, I have promised several already. 1

think you will find one or two British Bird

fanciers in the Plymouth Society who will

help you to guarantee all the classes. 1

trust the Plymouth fanciers will have a good

and profitable show. Herbert J. CniCK.

(Several Letters hell! over.)
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CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTIC S.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society inert,m*
Inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Post-curds may ho had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always uso them.

Abcrtlllcry C.B.S.-Oet. C. Prince of Wales Hotel,
C.30. Special meeting.- 11. H. Mortimer.

Accrington C.B.S.-Oet. 7. Crown Hotel, 7.30.
Open show business and competition, for hottest fed
bird — 1). Harwood.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.-Oet. »!. Station Cafe: 8.

lieu. bus. and lecture on "Inbreeding," by .\lr. Selio-
Ucld.—C. Hailey.
Ashton-under-Lyne O.S.-Oct. 5, P S. A. Rooms, Al-

bion St., s. Final table show; paper on "The York-
shire Canary," hy Wm. Green.— ,t. Whitehead.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.—Oet. a, St.

Thomas's Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel St., 8.
Washing demonstration by Mr. Sam Cook; open show
busmens; show committee, Oet. 12.— 1. Spencer
Bacup Roller C.C. -Oct. 5, Swan Hotel, liaeup.

Important business re forthcoming show, etc.—Uco.
Johnson.—(Time not stated. -lid).

Bradford East O.S.-iJct. a. Park Chapel School-
rooms, 8. General business; the supper arranged for
the above date is postponed until Oct. 19 (on ac-
count of local Fair).—J. Spencer.
Beamish C.e.S.-Oct. I. Hird Inn, 0.30. Stewards

for annual show and other business. Show on Oct.
23.— J. H. Elliot.

Bolton Woods C.B.S—Oct. 2, Victoria Hotel. 2.30.
Members' show; birds staged 2.30; judge, Air. F.
Self ; entries, Friday night from 7.30 to 9. — H.
Bryant.

Bootle C.B.S. —Oct. 5, Headquarters, 8. Competi-
tion for hottest colour-fed birds; 2 classes, yellow
and bull'; Judge, Air. T. Evans. Fanciers invited.

—

A. E. Hnyton.
Biaenavcn C.B.S.—Oct. 7, Crown Hotel, 0.30.

Arrangements for open show and other important
business.—G. Broome.
Burtonon-Trent C.B.S —Oct. 5, New Inn,, 8. Open

show business.— A. Wood.
Cowdenbeath C.B.S.-Oet. 2. Raith Arms Inn, 0.

General show business.— A. Robertson.
Choppington (Scotland Gate) C.B.S—Oct. 2, Social

Club, 7. Important business.— H. Seelv.
Chorley C.B.S.—Oet. 0. Shepherd's Hall, 7.30. Very-

important show and other opecial business.—J. H.
Welch.
City of Birmingham C.B.S.-Oet. 0, Crown Hotel,

Hdl St., 8. Open and Roller show business; also
final arrangements for members' show and other im*
portant business.— J. H. Jones.
Clitheroe C.B S. -Oet. 5, Bennett's Tea Rooms,

8. Washing exhibition.—J. Southworth.
Dulwich and Peckham C.B.S— Oct. 5, Reindeer

Hotel, Rye Lane, S.E., 7.30. Washing competition.—
D. Reeks.

Eastleigh C.B.S.—Oct. 4, Headquarters, S. Arrange-
ments lor annual show

;
officers to be selected, and

other special business.—J. Alderslade.
East Ardsley C.B.S.- Oct. 2, Black Swan, 7. Elec-

tion of stewards and other show business.—A. Wal-
ton.
Edinburgh Western O.S.-Oct. 7, Riego Street Hall.

Show and other business. Admission, cards can now
be hail. Members arc asked to attend this meeting
specially. It has been arranged to hold the show in
Buccieueh Parish Hails, owing to the military
taking over Grindlav Street Hall. The committee
hope to receive tile same patronage as of old.—C.
Grant.
Edinburgh Norwich and Mule Breeders’ Society

Oct. 7, 142, High 3trcet, 6.15. Arrangements for
annual show.— J. Stormont.
Edinburgh North Eastern O.S.—Oct. 4, Regeut

Hall, Abheymount, 8. Final arrangements for annual
show and other business.— R. S. Spence.
Gateshead C.B.S.-Oet. 9, Lockhart's, High Street,

Gateshead, 8 p.m. Show business. Subs. due.—W.
Curry.

Guiseley, Yeadon C.B.S.-Oet. 2, Regent Hotel, 7.

Show business and other important matters.—AV.
Rose.
Haltwhietle C.B.S—Oct. 2, Mechanics' Hall, 8.

To arrange classes and general business in connec-
tion with open show.—Wm. I’allantyre.

Ho.-rtsey, Wood Green C.B.S Oet. 5, The Nightin-
gale Hotel, High Road, Wood Green, 8.30.« Table
show; judge. Mr H. Norman.—P. Brocks.

Huddersfield O.S—Oct. 4, Headquarters, 7.30.
Monthly table show lor moulted birds, 8 Yorks,
classes qnd 4 Norwich. Judge, Air. AV. Gledliill.

—

A. Law ford
Halifax O S.—Oet. 2, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Meeting and washing exhibition. Open show busi-
ness. AVashing to commence 7.30 prompt.—H. Clegg.
Houghton-le-Spring C B.S —Oet. 2. Queen's Head

Lnn. 7.30. Selection of judges and classes for annual
show.--(Xotioo not signed.— Ed.).

Idle C.B.S—Oct. 3, Co-operative Hall, 7.30. Mem-
bers please attend to unpack birds for open show.

—

T. Elsegood.
Ilkeston C.B.S.—Oct. 2. Royal Oak, Cotmanhay

Road. 7. Class making and other important busi-
ness.— G. Skidown.
London and Counties’ A.C.B.—Oet. 2. Victoria

Hotel. Charterhouse Street, E.C., 8. Autumn show
business— AV. Gilbert.
Leicester C.B.S.—Oct. «. Hare and Pheasant, 8.

Nor. Buff cock (unfiightert).— .1. Hardhatt'e.
Leicester Hanri-in-Hcnd C.n S —Oct. 5, White Swan,

8. Imnortant, business —A. Freestone.
Leeds RoHer C.C.— Oet. 2, Lockhart’s, 55, Brig-

gate, 7.30. Very important business in respect to
annua! show.—H. Best.
Leeds C.B.S}.—Oet. 2. Lockhart’s, next door to

Hope Bros.. Briggate, 7 SO. Table show of unflighted
Canaries and British; Judge, Air. J. Chambers.— E.
Norton.
Loanhead C.B.S.—Oct. 2. Masons’ Arms, 7. Arrange-

ments for show, draw specials : members' entries
must be forward: cups returned.—AV. B Smart.

Lei'h O.S. Oet. 9. Liberal Club, Hope Street. 7.

Schedules given out: final arrangements for show.
—G. AV. Brown.
Laisterdvke BF.A.-Oct. 6, Railway Hotel. 7.43.

Steward for members’ show ; open show business

;

workers wanted for same; also members' show Oct.
9. Judge. AV Morement. Bradford. Entries. Friday
night, or first, post Saturday morning.—AV. H. Symes.

Llanelly C.B.S. -Oet. 9. Headquarters, 7.43. Show
business and fixing of prize-money; subs, due on
this date.—D. H. Davies.

Lancaster C.B.S.—Oet. 2, Market null Coffee
Javern. /.3fl. Show bnsim-.s.— H. Hoyle.
Middleton C.B.S. -Oet. • 4, Old Boar's Head. 8.

Meeting re hack-end show. If members don’t turn
up «e shall havo to close for the present.-J.
Hulton.
Manchester and Northern Counties’ O.S Oct." 4

Dcunsgatc Hotel, 8. October show business, etc.— I’’
\\ ilkiiMon.
Manmngham C.B.S.—Ovt. 2, Mowbray Arms, 11.30.

Arrangements for open and members’ shows; mem-
bers please note change of time.-F. Darwent
Middlesex O.S.-Oct, 7, St. John's Schools, 8.

Special business.—R. Cambers.
Morley C. B.S. -Oct. 3. Headquarters, 8. Final busi-

ness for 1st old bird show.— J. AV. Mitchell
Macclesfield C.B.S.—Oct. 7. Davbrook Street School

7.43. Show business, etc.— H. Hall.
Northern Border F.C.C. Oct. 0. Pillar's Cafe, Pink

l ane, Newcastle-on-Tyne, S3 General business C.
rarrer.

Every Street, 8.
Nelson Colne C.B.S.—Oet. 3. IF

Show business, etc.—D. Watts.
New Cross C.B.S.-Oet. 7. Salisbury Hotel. Clock

rower, Lewisham, 7.45. Judging competition. Final
judge, Mr. (J. F. Crawford. Members please bring
a few birds and compete for specials.—Burton Bros.
North Manchester C B.S.—Oct. 5, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road. 8. .Awarding specials lor Nov. show.
New members invited.—A. Colley.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.-Oet. 13, Club Room.

Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Annual
show business, important.—A. AV. Newton.
Pontypool C.B.S.—Oct. 9, Headquarters, C.30.

Special business m connection with show. Members
kindly notice time of meeting.—H. H. Vaughan
Perth City and County C.B S—Oct. 4, Laidlaw’s

Rooms, Leonard Street, 8.—J. L. Smith.
Portobello C.B.S—Oct. 4, in Masonic Hall. Tower

Street. 8. Arrangements for show and other im-
portune business.—J. H. Buchan.
Pudsey and Stanningley C.B.S Oet. 4, Fleece

Hotel, Stanningley, 7.30. Arrangements for Oct.
show.— It. Kell.
Queensbury C.B.S—Oct. 7, Granby Hotel, 7. Open

show business— AV. .Tagger.
Runcorn B.B.A.—Oct. 7, Headquarters, Old Cocoa

Room. 7.30. Arrange classes for old show.—E. Rone.
Rochdale Good Intent C.B.S—Oct. 0, Temperance

Club, Toad Lane, 8. Annual show—J. Coupe.
Reading C.B.S—Oct. 6, Palmer Hall, 8. Classifi-

cation for open show, selecting stewards • also
washing exhibition.—O. C. Smith.

Radcliffe C.B.S.

—

Oet. 5, AVareing’s Dining Rooms,

WINDHILL C.B.S.
Members’ Show, Sept. 28, Blue Bell Hotel. Entries

were below previous years, as mo*t of our members,
bad very few through tho moult. Points up to
date Champ. ; P. Mason, 28; If. Fretwell, 25; G.
Broadley, 23; It. Garnett, 21; K. AVilman, 14; E AV
Goodwin, 11. Nov.: B. Baxter, Wl; AV. Bloomfield!
25; J. W. Ellis, 8; J. Lukin, 7; W. Green, 7; T.
Famish, fi. Awards; Cl. or Tk. Yell.: f. Mason.
Buff ; 1, Mason; 2, 3, Fretwell; 4, Wilrnan. Drift.
Yell.: 1, Mason; 2. Fretwell; 3, Broadlev ; Buff 1

,

AVilman; 2. Fretwell; 3, Broadley. Duff, fieri: 1 , 3,
Broadley; 2, 4, Garnett. Yell. Hen: I Broadlev.
Buff: 1, Mason; 2. Broadley. Green ,Alkd. Yell!;
1, Mason; 2, Garnet. Green Mkd. Hen: 1, Mason.
Sell.; 1, 2. Broadley. Nov., Yell. €k. : 1. Baxter.
Buff; 1, Baxter. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen; I, Famish;
2, Baxter. Buff: 1. Baxter. Unll. Yolk: I. Famish

;

2. Bloomfield. Buff: i. Furnish; 2, Bloomfield. Green
Mkd. Ck. ; 1, Baxter. Hen: 1

,
Bloomfield.—J.

Taylor, Sec.

CITY OF BRADFORD O.S.
Third members’ show of tire season Sept. 23. .Mr.

P. Mason judged the 74 birds shown, and gave every
satisfaction. Open, Yorks. Ck. (4): ), Ilorsfield

;

2, 3, Helliwell ; 4, Symes. A.O.V. Ck. (31; 1, Hors-
field; 2, 3, Hunter. Urifliglr. (3): 1, Symes; 2,
Horsfield; 3, Helliwell. Yell. Hen (84; 1 , 3, 4, e,

' Symes
: 2, Helliwell; vhc, he, Horsfield Buff (7):

1, Helliwell
; 2, c., Hunter

; 3, 4, Horsfield
;
vhc, he.

Symes. Nov. Ck. (4); 1 , Simonett; 2, 4, Bolton and
Rnrrn; 3. Rhodes. A.O.V. Ck. (4): 1, Rhodes; 2,
McEwen; 4, Bolton and Lunn. Unflig. ((>) : l, he.
Bolton and Lunn ; 2, 3, Wood

; 4, McEwen
;

vhc.
Bovver. Yell. Hpn (4); 1, AVood; 2, Rhodes; 3, Bol-

I
ton and Lunn; 4, Copland. Bull' (13): 1 Bolton
and Lunn

; 2, c. Bower ; 3, Simonett ; 4, Rhodes ;
vhc

lie, Copland. Nor. Yell. Ck. (5): 1 , Kaberry; 2, 3,

j

4. Piowright; vhc, Airton. Bufr (6): 1 , 4, lie, Plow-
I right; 2, Kaberry; 3, Airton; vhc, Simonett. Hen
,
(7): -1, Simonett; 2, 3, Kaberry; 4, vhc, Airton;
he, c, Plowright.—AV. Helliwell, Sec.

BRADFORD EAST O.S.
First old bird show, Park Chapel Schoolrooms,

Sent. 25; 08 birds staged. Mr. L. Dykes (Bolton
Woods) judged, and gave entire satisfaction.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS.: 1, Walker; 2.

Farrer; 3, Midgley. BUFF: 1, Walker; 2, Midgley

;

3, Bousfield. UNFLIG. YELL. YORKS.: 1 , 4.
Walker; 2, Taylor; 3, Northrop; vhc, Cruise; lie,
Farrar; c, Rushworth. BUFF: 1, Walker; 2, Lay-

s' %Tee meeting and ^other business.— Snr^^RE^ ^jor^^TaVrar’
South-East London F. & FA -Oct. 4. North Can,-

approach the
staging for annual show,

favoured with the posters,
'as instructed to v. rite to

iope I

meeting, is

connection with

EDINBURGH C-B.S.
Meeting Cairn’s Memorial Hall, Gorgic road, 21st

Mr. Wm. Thomson chair, and a fair turn-out
P'cscnt See. gavo report of F.F. show held in
•lii'v, winch showed a balance of 8s. 3d. to the good.
Agreed to hold a table show at October meeting
Classes ; Nor. 4, Crest or C.B. J, Bord. 3. ycol-tiFancy 2 A.O.V. Can. 1. Mule or Hib. 1. See. to
find judge for same. Agreed to
Western O.S. for use of
Leith Printing Co. were

|

prize cards, etc. See.

I

Lbdkeiti 1 tor estimate for catalogue,, and io
'

fi “vIn
* to he hop', I

t lire will be a good turn out at next
r.licre n important business in
annual show.- J. C. Charlton, See.

xr ,
BARROW C.B. a.

Meeting, Sept. 22. Air. G. Large presiding acal good meeting was held arid a great amount of

1'hn r
’ wa

?
gone through Decided to abandonthe tea and concert for the presentation of ->and medals owing to tl.e great amount of work in

!ke i'

r
,
Ul<: b

?
ck 'cn

i

1
.
show - The presentation willtake j,lace next meeting night at the dub bon <-

Gardner s Restaurant, :-o let us have a real goodturn out of members. The largest schedule r-v< rgiven by the Society was drawn up. Fifty cine -

Yorks., 12; Bord., 10; Nor., 15; Scotch Fnndc,
Miilo or Hybrid 2; Brit., 5; Soil.. 2; Gift 1 ;

A.O V
1. AVitli a schedule like this at.il/- per class there
should be a good turn out for the “ widow’s ...how'”
at Barrow. Plans are being formed to make this a
record, and members are all in good spirits for -t
real success ; all should rally round and help to
push up to the final: D. M. Farlane, Bon. See.

ns. Front Street, Sacriston, 7. Electing of ?’ . « neeiwright
; 3, 4, Spencer. BUFF: 1, Wheei-

ard.s and taking subs. Members please note tTfat
n£ht; 2, Hargreaves. EVEN, ETC.: 1, Wroe

; 2, 4,

ial subs, must be paid by the middle of Oct.— Hargreaves
; Wheelwright. SELL.: 1, Laycoek.-

I and AVilfred. ’»• Spencer, Sec.

Ciub Reports.

Sheffield C.B.S.—Oct. 8, AVentworth Cafe. 8. Table UNFLIG. YELL. : 1, Hargreaves; 2, Wroe;
show: members note meeting is on Friday this .

»v lleelwr>Bht. BUFF: 1, Hargreaves; 2, AVheel-
month.—A. Hobson. w.ight. EVEN, ETC.: 1, Hargreaves; 2, AVheol-
Sacriston P.P.R. & C.B.S.—Oet. 9, Abbot’s Tea Op TKD. YELL. HEN: l, Hargreaves;

Rooms. Front Street, Sacriston, 7. Electing of ^ 1 3, 4, Spencer. BUFF: I, AYlieel-

stew;
annual
Dodd and AVilfred.
Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A,

—

Oct. 4. Red Lion Hotel.
7.30. Table show : Nor., Yorks.. Goldf.. Linnet, Red-
poll. Mr. J. Davis, judge. Special Best in each
class.—J. Pitchford.
SowerHv Bridge C.B.S—Oct. 7, Wharf Hotel. 8.—G. Mitchell.
So Shields.—Oct. 2, Cyprus, 7. Schedule, etc.

—

AV. L. Smith.
Spen Valley C.B.S.—Oet. 4. Commercial Hotel.

Cleckheaton, 7.45. Distribution of Union handbooks
and ixliow business.—S. B. Grayshon,
Skelmanfhorpe C.B,A—Oct. 5. Liberal Cfub. 8.

Arrangements for members’ old bird shows and other
business.—W! Everett.

Wfndhill C.B.S.—No meeting on Oct. 2nd.—J.
Taylor.
Wolverhampton C.B.S.—Oct. 7. Duke of York, Prin-

cess Street, 7 45. Important business re open show
subs, due.—Wm. Harrison.
West of Scotland O.S.—Oet. 2. Nelson Temp. Hotel,

7.30. Washing exhibition and novice competition.
—AV'm. Hutchison.
West Stanley C.B.S Oet. 2. Commercial Hotel.

0.30. Special meeting to settle whether we have
to carry the carry the show on dr not this year.—
Wm. Cresswell.
Walkden Roller Society.—Oct 5, Stock’s Hotel,

7.30. Important business.—E. Hihbert.
Wimbledon C.B.S.—Oct. 4. 6. The Broadway. 8.

Annual show business: judging competition: York-
shires and British. Six entries in each class or
prize withheld.— G. Griffiths.

West Stanley Empire F.F. and C.B.S.—Oct. 3, Club
Room, 7. Election of stewards for annual show,
Nov. 20. 21, and other important business.—R.
Hutchinson.
Wigan C.B.S.—Oct. 2, Legs of Man Hotel. 7. Im-

portant; arranging schedule and old show business.
-Ed. Ball.

Singing Contests.

S'fie Sflows.

HEALTH & ‘TrfENOTH
Deal, with all kinds of athletics, includin'- Foof .

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Cymnastics of all kind,

8

Swim-n.ng, &c., &c. Gives free advice on allque.tmns of Health. Diet, &c. to all readersEVERY THURSDAY, id. Sold Everywhere'
.pj* ccpy

.

or send or Fr- e Specimen to“Health and Strength,’* Windsor House. Kin-s-
way, London.

QUEENSBURY C.B.S.
Members' show, Granby Hotel, Sept. 25; 45 birds

were judged by Mr. J. Bailey, of Allertori. Clr. or
Tkd. Yeli. Ck.: 1, 2, 3, Sharpe; 4, Williams; vlic.

Ambler. Buff: 1, Sharpe; 2, Farrar; 3, Womersley;
4, Hoyle; vhc, Blagbrough. Mkd. Yell. Ck.: 1, AVil-

liam-s; 2, Hoyle: 3, Allatt. Bull: 1, 3, Hoyle; 2,

Sharpe. Clr. or Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1, Haggis; 2, Sug-
den : 3, Ambler. Bull : 1, Sharpe; 2, Haggis; 3, vhc,
c, Sugden ; 4, Allatt; he, Farrar. Mkd. Yell. Hen:
1, 3. Sharpe: 2, A. and A. Jowett; 4. Ambler. Buff:
1 , Sharpe. Unflig. Ck.: 1, vhc, Rolfe; 2, Sharpe; 3,

Farrar ; 4, Allatt.— AV. Jagger, Sec.

TONG C.B.S.
Members’ show Sept. 25, Hand and Shuttle Inn,

Dudley Hill. 73 birds were judged by Mr. AV. A.
Cowgiil, Bradford. CHAMP—CLASS 1 (5): 3, 3,

01»dhill ; 2, Atkinson and Firth; 4, Hodgson, sen.

CLASS 2 (8): 1, Hodgson, sen.; 2, Casey; 3, Pad-
gett; 4, Gledhill. CLASS 3 ft!) : 1. Jowett and
Robertshaw

; 2, Hodgson, sen.; 3, Gledhill ; 4. Atkin-
son and Firth. CLASS 4: 1

, Casey. CLASS «: 1,

Casey. CLASS 7 (3): 1, Hodgson, sen.; 2, 3, Casey.
CLASS 8 (4) : 1, Hodgson, sen. ; 2, Gledhill

; 3. Hodg-
son, jun.; 4, Padgett. CLASS 9 (9): 1, Hodgson,
sen.; 2, 3, Casey; 4, Nichoil. NOV.—CLASS 30 (3):
3, Parker

; 2, Dockerill ; 3, Naylor. CLASS 11 (8)

:

.3, Robinson; 2, Raper; 3, Parker; 4, AVardman.
CLASS 32 (6): 1, 3, Dockerill; 2, 4, Raper. CLASS
13- 3, 2, Crabtree. CLASS 14: J, 2, Crabtree.
CLASS 15 (5) ; 1. Crabtree

; 2, Dockerill ; 3, Parker

;

4. Naylor. CLASS 1C: 1, Naylor; 2, Holt Bros.
CLASS 17 (5): 1, Raper; 2, Robinson; 3. Parker; 4 ,

Holt Bros. CLASS 18 13): 1, 3, Wardman
; 2,

Robinson.— W, AYalker. See.

PROVINCIAL ROLLER C.C.
Meeting held at headquarters, Sept. 25, Mr. AVare-mg m chair, and a good attendance of members.

Passed that all Rollers to be eligible to compete at
P.K.C.C. shows must be British rung

; also that all
alien enemies names be struck off P.R.C.C. list ofmembers.—W. Johnson, Assist-Sec.

ABERSYCHAN C.B.S.
Meeting Sept. 27, Queen Hotel. Owing to the

lack of the members it was decided not to have
an Open Show this season. The extra rate ofpostage would mean double expense also.—\V T
Couch, Sec.

SCOTTISH ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Sept. 22, Mr. T. M. Arnott chair.

Agreed to change date of Members’ show from
Dec. 18 to Nov. 1.3 to suit Mr. Tomlinson, who J.s
to judge same. Next meeting Oct. 13. Agreed to
hold Open Show m Saltcoats in January, date to
be fixed later.—J. Macdonald, Sec

BURNLEY C.BS.
Re union and concert. Sept. 25, Mr. J. Hayliursfc

presiding, the Agean Glee Party entertained a full
assembly splendidly. .Members and fanciers that did
not attend missed a real treat. AVe shall shortly

a lecture by a popular fancier and judge.
Will fanciers wishing to join our society send in
their names to J. Moorhou.se, 102, Nairne St..
Burnley. -

’

WIGAN ROLLER CLUB.
Meeting Sept. 11. Legs of Man Hotel. .Ur. Smith

presided over a very good attendance. Mr.
Wctherby and Mr. Dickenson were elected members.
Definitely decided to hold our open contest Dec. 17,
18. Messrs. Massey and Kilshaw will judge, and we
earnestly appeal for the support of ail Roller fan-
ciers to make our first venture a success.—

P

Greenall, Sec.

WEST STANLEY (Victoria).
Meeting, Sept. 12, Mr. J. Armitage presiding. AVe

had a good turn-up of members. Decided that we
have no catalogues and that we accept Spratts’ offer
for prize-cards. It was passed that we make the
first entry 7d. and additional entries fid. AVill mem-
bers get as many specials as possible and attend
next meeting when the stewards will be elected for
the annual show, Dec. 4, 5.— R. Hutchinson, Sec.BURNLEY O.S.
Meetings held Sept. 9, 10, 22, at Star Inn, Church-

st.. Mr. Hargreaves chair. The business under dis-
cussion has been the amalgamation of the C.B.S.
and B.O.S., but it was decided that we go on as
at present, and that we try to build up our
society, as we have made good progress in tho
past. We. shall be pleased to see a few more
novices roll up and enter the society. Next meet-
ing Oct. 6. Ail members are requested to attend.—T. Chadwick, Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Aleeting, Headquarter*. Sept. 8, Chairman AVilhnot

presiding before a moderate attendance. Resolved
after a lengthy discussion that the young stock stiow
take the form of a tabic show, as the majority
of the members have not had the time at their
disposal to devote to the lards which ttiey require,
and the results of the N.F. shows have proved that
most of the members have had a poor season. Classi-
fication same as N.F. shows, entrance fee 8d. Judge,
Mr. J. Burke. Entries close Nov. meeting night;
show. Nov. 14, at Marlboro’ Hotel.— G. AAr . Bayliss,
Assist. Sec.

Announcement> of forthcoming contests in the
nature of advertisements must he paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

PONTEFRACT.
Gpou Linnet contest Woodman Inn, Horsefalr,

birds entered, four minutes’ time sfng-

^5’ f.
m* very good singing was done. 1 ,Beard, 2, 3, Pugh. Open sing Sept. 20; we had agood muster and some lovely singing was heard for

three minutes time singing. 1 -3 w. Nelson- 2.
vV ingham.—J. Beard, Assist. -Sec.

CASTLEFORD.
18; 11 birds entered - 1

*>

40
a
™|

S

’-n

8 ’ '2
V
2 ’ B ' N

,

c,*°n ’ 73 - Sept. 25: Bctwemj40 and oO members and friends fumed up to hear
“6 h*rds sing for 3 good prizes given hy Mrs Parker

v«ry
,

good time was done. The winners7€
n
e:

,}'
Nel '<’n ' 133 ; 2 . Watkiss, 80; 3, Morley, 73.Don t forget the last Sat. in October. We are

?!
v

‘.
ng a

.

nt* a copper kettle. Entrance fid. per

H w'm.M l!i

JS la
?
t open s ' n " for 3 months, and

| t would please the donors very much to see all the
best birds in Aorkshire compete.—Walter Dobson,
oec.— ( Advt.)

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel.

Savdie Green, \ork-road. Open contest for quality
Linnet singing Sept. 2fi ; 12 birds sang. 1 Haves - 2

3 - Bell. Judges, Madden and Smith.’
Sept, afi, 16 -sang. 1, Buttery: 2, Sissons; 3 shared
Sissons and AVood. Judges, Madden and Crane.

-

AV. Naylor. Hon. Sec.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing. Sept 25Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lane; 22 birds entered, and

1,ear<3: 1 •
,"ul 2 shared- Binnsand ConclifT: 3 , Bum*

; 4, Conciiff. Judges. Messrs
A. Bryan, 1. Summers, T. Butter-field. Sent. 26
18 entered for three prizes: 1. T. Chippendale: 2.Parker; 3, AVarram Judges, Messrs. T. Summers
and C. Coop-’r.—W. Lipman. Hon. See.
Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club contests. Plas-

terers Arms, Skinner-lane. Sept. 25; )7 birds com-
peted and some very clean quality sincing was
heard. 3, C Lorriman

; 2, 3, Turner. Judges. Alf.
Lorriman and R. Ridyard. Sept. 26. 22 entered. 1st
and 2nd shared J. Cliippindaie and Turner; 3rd.
Lorriman; 4th. Thompson. Judges, Alf. Lorriman.
N. Soloman. and Ridyard.
A committee meeting was held same evening.

Present: G. Lorriman. Alf. Lorriman. AVright. Dear-
love, Turner Chadwick. We propose to start count-
ing marks for the gold medals for championship
natch at Whitsuntide from Oct. 3 contest. Mem-
bers please note, and let ns all come together as we
did last year. Twenty-eight attendances entitlemembers to box benefits of the club. We were
pleased to see Jack Cliippindaie amongst us again
—I*. Turner, See.

Sfn tfie Courts.
A bird dealer named Womack was charged atMiddlesbrough on Aug. 27, with having in hispossession nine Redpolls and four Thrushes in con-

travention of an order in Council affecting ’Middles-
Grougli, and with causing tlioin unnecessary suffer-

l'i

lg
'

r>
E ' Bfiurist-on prosecuted on behalf of

the n.S.P C A. He said that the Society's inspee-
tor found the birds in a shockingly neglected con-
dition. Womack pleaded not guilty, and said that
the cages wore clean, but admitted that the birdshad not had any clean water between the AVcdnes-
<lay ami Saturday. Ffe was ordered to pay co.'tson the first charge, and was fined 30s. in the second.

The only paper dealing sofely with Show and
Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

rife

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

FUR i FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard fur Specimen.

Offices : Idle. Bradford, Yor p ~
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DOUBTS AND DirPICUtTMS
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(1)
ink

-All questions must be elect) ly nihten
1

- - one aide pi I'uper, und ton

uumc or c
the correct

(or typewritten)
elude until either

V
rue ’proper name anti address in lull oj Tucrtat

must always be written on « separate sheet 0/

paper, and enclosed with the qua y.

-Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets 0/ paper.
_ _

-Queries must not include or be included in

orders far books, instructions re advertisements,

or ara/ other mutter for publication.

-lhe aepartment to which the queries refer must

(if eluted 011 the left-hand corner 0] the query.

Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, wilt be answered

the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.
17)—1 / an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-

pany tiny query relating to sickness 01 birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and' addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Postmortems).
(3)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must stale grounds for doing sc

clearly and fully, and enclose a Ice of sixpence

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “Referee's” Poor

Children's Fund (London).

-AH queries must he addressed to the Editor,

“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet. Street, London, li.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

(9)

CA1VAEY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

C. W. and Miss F. E. H.—Replied to by post.

LARGE SCALES (Mux).—It is quite natural for

birds to have large and coansa scales on the legs

mid feet when they are getting old. Coarse scales

ire indeed a fair sign of age. though some birds

jet, them much earlier than others. You cannot

remove them entirely, but when they appear so

soarse as to lie troublesome to the bird you can

mprove matters by welt soaking the legs in toler

ibly warm water—not too hot to be borne with

tomfort—in a teacupful of which you have dis-

lOlveil & piece of common washing soda the size

if a small pea. After bathing for, say, ten min-

ites, trv one of the scales by gently pressing

against the lower edge with a blunt match stick,

11 iid if it lifts and comes away readily remove it

aird repeat the process with ttie others one at

time. Be careful to use no force, and by no means
cause any bleeding. If the scale will not come
away easily, soak the leg a little longer, and try

again, and if it is obstinate after several attempts,

dry the legs, smear on a little boracic ointment
and return the bird to its cage, and try again

two or three days later. Do not in any case re-

move a scale that has not a .fairly well-developed

new one beneath it.

PERSISTENT RED MITES (E. C.).—The proba-

bility is that your failuro to eradicate red mite is

due to your either overlooking to deal wth the nail,

hook, or whatever it is, where the cage hangs,

in the same thorough way you deal with the cage
itself ; or, perhaps you do not deal with the cage
properly when you change the bird from one to
the other. It is utterly useless merely to change
the cage once 'a week with the idea of getting rid

of the pest. Assuming your cages are ordinary
Binging cages which you could re-stain and varnish

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's " Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7d.); House's "Canary Manual " (1/2);
Battye'e "Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/1)); House's "Nor-
teich Canaries ’’

(1/1); IFestou’s "Stock Booh" (7d.)‘,

Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever’’ (7d.); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); liamsden’»
“Colour-feeding ’• (3)d.)

;
"Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds " (l fit; or the
“Nutshell" booklets (2Id. each):

A’o. 5 "The Pet Canary," No. G “ Ailing Birds and
Koto to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection 0/
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 "The Boiler," No. 23
“ The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quo tea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," XG4. Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

with little trouble, I advise you to proceed as fol-

lows, and am quite sure it will prove, successful.
Dissolve an ounce of camphor in half an ounce of
methylated spirit, and each week when you put
the bird in a fresh cage well clean the debris from
the vacated one, carefully probing any open joints
or cracks with a pin if necessary to remove, as
much as possible of the pest

, and burn at once;
then paint the cage thoroughly all over, inside and
out, with the spirit, using a small paint-brush,
and working the fluid well into all cracks and
joints. Scrape the perches clean, brush over with
the fluid, then bake them in a hot oven a few
minutes. Treat the place where the cage has hung
with the fluid in the same way, killing any mites
that may be seen about the wall. Three days
later give the cage another dressing with the fluid,

and again at the end of the week, just before re-

turning ttie bird to it, which you may do as soon
aa it m dry. When changing the cage, give the
wall, etc., another dressng. Now treat the cage
freshly vacated in the same way during the next
week, and for a couple of months persevere with
I his treatment of both cages as they become vacant.
By that time you will be rid of the pest root and
branch .and may then redecorate the cages, and
give them only ordinary attention. Allow the bird
to bathe freely, give a morsel of bread and milk
twice a week for a month, and add a pinch of

Epsom salts to tho water for two or three days.

I lie bare patch under the wing 1* probably quite

natural AH Canaries have 11 bare patch there.

TO DISTINGUISH SEX (0. W. Temple).-(1) I'm

afraid you have not examined our bird books
carefully not to have found this information

in them. In ‘“Canary Breeding lor Beginners,” for

instance, it is dealt with fully, and ulso illustrated

on pages 29 to 31, and it is also dealt with in

some other of our handbooks. The differences are

very slight, and comparative, so that it needs close

tob.-ci vation ami experience to distinguish them
with certainty, and even the most experienced arc

not infallible. Compared with the hen the cock

holder and more jaunty tri carriage, has a larger

and more bolting eye, stouter neck, richer colour

on the throat, butts of wings, and at base of back

;

the. under tail coverts are fuller, giving a more
graceful curve of outline from the abdomen to the
under surface of tail; and the appearance alto-

gether is more pushful and defiant. The voice is

more liquid ami mellow, and when be sings tlio

throat swells and palpitates very perceptibly as
the notes are produced. The song is the most
reliable point for tho novice to be guided by. (2)

There is no way of distinguishing the age of a
I)' rd to a year or two after the liret two seasons,
but you can Jorm nomc judgment whether a bird

is old or very ancient by ttie scales on the legs and
feet. A young bird has the legs and feet quite
smooth, the scales small, and fitting quite close

to the surface, and the claws short and fine, with
almost needle-like pointo. Aa it gels older the

scales, increase in size and coarseness, and the

lower'-edgc.s grow up from the shank In a more or

less unsightly manner, while the claws grow
thicker ami longer, and occasionally require nip-

ping off, .so that they are quite blunt in an old bird.

SEED SAMPLES (Seeds). (1) Call it “ German
rape " if one likes, but this hot mustard)’ stuff is

certainly not summer rape, and the latter is what
you require for use as a portion of the -staple diet.

The sample is probably charlock, or wild mustard,

and being clean anil a good quality would do very

well as an item in a seed mixture, but for general-

use try to get a sample cf summer rape, which is

miki and nutty in flavour when a little is chewed
in tlie mouth. (2) Considering the time, ttie can-
ary seed is a very good sample, and the quality

is very good, but it is certainly rather dusty. This,
however, should be easily remedied by sifting ^t.

At this time we must be a little tolerant of slight

imperfections, anil thank our good fortune that
things are still as bright as they are with us.

HAND REARING YOUNG (Mrs. Forrest).—It is

much too late to think of continuing breeding oper-

ations this season, as the moulting season is now
getting well advanced. You can get an appliance
called a “ fill-up” feeder for hand-feeding young
birds, which you may see advertised in our columns
during the breeding season. With this you would
simply reduce the ordinary egg-food to the con-
sistency of thick cream by the addition of a little

water or milk, water for preference, during warm
weather, to avoid the possibility of the milk be-

ing used in a sour condition, place it in the feeder
and feed to the youngsters about every two hours
from dawn to dusk. For an hour or two each day
mix in the food a little finely minced greenstuff,

but see that it ia minced finely enough to prevent
it choking the nozzle of the feeder. If no feeder
is used you would adopt the same method, but
make the food to the consistency of a soft paste,
so that you could give it in morsels from the end
of a tiny -spatula-shaped stick.

WHAT IS RED MITE? (Mrs. E. C. Phillips).—
Your request to know exactly what red mite really

is and how it originates seta me thinking whether
the bird really has red mite, as you say. Red mite
is a tiny insect that ie parasitic on birds, but does
not live upon their bodies permanently. It is noc-
turnal in its hablits, hides away in cracks, crevices,

etc... in or near the cage by day, visits the bird by
night, and feeds by sucking the blood from its body
in the same way as the female gnat -will do with
humans if it gets a chance. It is an Acarus, and
its scientific cognomen is—sorry to inflict it upon
you—Dermanyssus avium. That i.s what it is; it

originates, of course, by procreation. It is quite
easy for a cage to become infested by hanging
near another that is infested, or by using in one
that was not so perches or any appliances from an
infested cage. It is the cage that requires looking
after to eradicate this pest, and not the bird. For
different methods of dealing >,ith it see replies to
“E.C.” in this issue and “ H.A.” in last (issue.
YOUNG DYING (Disappointed) Your feeding

iseems to have been somewhat faulty, in keeping
the young too exclusively on soft food over too
long a period. As you" say you have “Canary
Breeding for Beginners,” which you have found
very useful, yon should certainly have avoided
this error. Read and digest Chapter 13, especially
the latter part, and Chapter 15, and you will doubt-
less dseover your mistake and be better prepared
to avoid it next season. As you have no more
young now, and it is quite too late to think of
allowing the parents to nest again this season, it
is useless repeating here at present what you will
on careful study find given in much more detail in
the book you have than could possibly be given in
©pace available at the present time in this column.

J. O’Reilly.—Replied to by post.
VARIED (G. C. ).—(]) It is rather a delicate

matter to select any particular strain of Rollers as
having the most changes in their song. I should
imagine this distinction is more properly applied to
individuals rather than strains. But taken as a
whole, I fancy the so-called Seifert or St. Andreas-
berg, would give you most satisfaction. I should
say there is nothing to choose between these
strains, though individuals of either might excel
the other. The Glucke is a term applied to a
strain which excels more or less in singing Glucke
rolls, and is no indication whatever that the
birds possess a great number of changes. (2)
8orry, b it cannot lay my hands on address.
Possibly Editor may do so. (3) The canary seed is
small, but bright, clean and sweet, and of good
quality. The rape is a kind of bird rape—the
exact species I do not know—but is quite good,
and mild, so I see no objection to its use if you
have any difficulty in getting a good sample of
summer rape, which is barely half the size of tbs
grains of the samples you sent.

could live in it quite comfortably during the Winter.

If you wished to give them a little more protection,

you could fix a temporary shutter or screen over

half of the front during very severe or stormy
weather. (1) As regards your birds, I think you
would do well to try for Mules, with just a pair or

so as a sporting venture lor Hybrids. Your col-

lection could be the iollow ing :—4 ben Canaries, 1

hen Bullfinch, 1 lien Greenfinch, 2 cock Goldfinches,

1 Linnet, 1 Siskin. With these you would be almost

certain to breed Mules, and if tlie Bullfinch or

Grecnie went to neot, and tlie eggs proved fertile,

the young ones, if reared, would be interesting and
valuable. (2) As regards foods you would require to

feed them pretty liberally, watching the Goldfinches

to see how they fared, as they would be the most
likely to feel any neglect ,of their proper diet, tour

stock mixture would lie four parts good canary seed,

two parts teazle,' and one part summer rape ;
then

tf you can procure a good brand of wild seed mix-

ture you could use Ibis every otlter day, giving a

spoonful to each bird, and on other days a little

hemp, maw and niger. A handful of good sound

sunflower seeds every day would not hurt them. lor

further particulars on_ feeding you hadJrettcr^ pro-

cure our British Bird Manual, or the Nutshell book-

lets on the Goldfinch and Bullfinch. The birds would

not require nests or boxes to sleep in during the

winter If you place plenty of perches in cosy cor-

ners, high lip near the roof, they will use them 111

preference to any other quarters.

CONCERNING A BLACKBIRD AND LINNET (X.

V. Charles).—I am glad to hear my PMvious advice

lias been useful. As regards your Blackbird I lancy

Ills fondness for tlie new food causes him to eat

rather heavily, so I would advise you to offer just

now plenty of ripe fruit, or even a little decayed

apple' or pear ;
failing these, give him an Aperient

occasionally. Your cage should be large enough for

him to take a fair amount of exercise, which as J oil

mav imagine has much to do with a bird s general

Health. An occasional romp in a good roomy cage

does a world of good. A big packin; case with

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult Uoulton's great work " Cage-Bird

Hybrids" (7/0); Norman's "British Bird Manual
_.

(2/3); or Part 1 Handbills
”

(1/1), Part 2 Softbills

a/1): “ Aviaries ,
Bird-rooms, and Cages (2/3),

“ Seedsf Foods, and Wild Plants’ (1/2); Seciets of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarice s Septic or Bnd^

Fever" (id.); ‘‘Colour-feeding (3)d.); or the.. Nut-

shell" booklets (2)d. each ); Wo. ,1
" Goldfinch ”

No. 2,
“ Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark No. 4, Song

Thrush and Blackbird,’’ No. 11 Bullfinch, V?} -

13

" Chaffinch ” No. 15 “ Greenpuch, No. 2„ Siskin,

redvoU and Twite," No. 25 " Small Insectivorous

Birds" No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Bird., No. 6

“Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them, No.J' Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.. No. 12 How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and

instructive. Prices quoted arc post free Irom Cage

Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C,

wire netting front to it answers admirably. A bird

can soon be taught to run from one cage to the

other. (2) You need not trouble about your I-iunet

failing to appreciate hemp ; as a rule birds are

rather too fond of it. Try him with a little shewed

Hut see that it is genuine wild seed that has been

properfy harvested." If you have occasion to write

v'aiu you had better send me a small sample. Hen

Ire frequently used in hybrid production.

sunflower. The wild 'seed mixture U quite aH right,

but see tl

properly I

again you _

BnTttrf is nT reason why' yours should not mate

next season either let her fly ‘with her selected part-

Slr, w let her see him occasionally during the win-

ter months. „ , ^
TREATMENT OF AN OWL (A. D., Pont)'poop.

Ut-'XiAfTt

given its liberty ''laktcbe
fe

"‘ie
[,®e difflculty in

[eeT,ing

n
t'hemTu

S

pplfed "with suitable food is greatly

against their popularity.

TROUBLE with CHOUGH (C.P.O.).-MyTR0U
th,t lir(]s with overgrown or deformed

^e'\rr

to
liS' toe

J^UW Meiox crumbly

tlth the addition of some best quality insectile^ 'feed’MTS
"*£*$*,$*d^ng ineo^orlted^with

r^I
a
w«uM

P al advise /ou to try him with a

little ccd liver oil, but do it gently ;
nnx just a

drop or two with a miejood.^and H^he t**
fm .

tittle flesh on bim.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for 6hlppfng, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
lor care In transit. Reliable agents everywhere.

Ucad Offices: 90, Bartholomew Clooe, London, E.O.

VAN OPPEN A CO., LTD.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
AVIARY FOR BREEDING (A. Harrison).-You?

aviary appears to be built on quite a good principle,

and yon weald find that any of the British birds

gradually increase the quantity,

orove his health and put a titt. - — ,,

Continue* to supply,, him with scraps from the

For fome reason or other tne

the parts green and red. Neither am I aware of

any English name. It is usually left to travellers,

natives and bird-keepers to supply these, as Latin
only is used in scientific nomenclature. The first

opportunity I get I will make a search of records,

and if I can discover anything further will insert
a note.
FOOD FOR CUTTHROAT (Cuttliroat).-There is

only one Cutthroat, but there is a local race which
is slightly larger, but save for the slightly increased
size it is a facsimile of tin* ordinary species, making
allowance for the variation common to every
species. Y'our bird is a cock ; tlie lien has no red

band nor dark patch on the breast, and is also a
little greyer in colour. White millet nnd canary
seed in equal parts will meet the simple needs of

this bird, together with greenfood (while it is in

season nothing is superior to seeding and flowering

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners”.

(1/1)); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Cockatiels

"

(Gd.):

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure nnd Profit" (7d.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods arid Wild Plants "

(1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding

"
(Bid.); or the

“Nutshell" booklets (2 )d. each); No. G " Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,’’ No. 14 “ Gouldiaii Finches,"

No. 10
“Aeadacats ,’’ No. 17 "The. Grey Parrot," No.

18 "Budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin Bobhi," No. 20

"Waxbilis." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

grass)
;
of course, the other essentials, grit, cuttle-

bone, and water, must be regularly supplied. 1

take it your bird is in a cage, and a millet spray

once a week will give it exercise, and also be a
wholesome change. While not really necessary, a

teaspoonful of preserved ants’ eggs will also be
appreciated, and tend to its general W’ell-bcing.

BUDGERIGAR WITH WARTY GROWTHS (Regu-

lar Reader, G. K.).—The trouble is not what you
think, but at the same time I do not care to guess.

It is one of those cases where an examination is

necessary for a complete diagnosis. With a bird of

sucli small value it would be best, I consider, to

painlessly destroy and have a post-mortem made.

If you wish to try a cure, isolate it at once and

keep its bowels moving quite freely (not abnorm-

ally loose) by an occasional dose of fluid magnesia

(one tea-spoonful) in ttie drinking water as re-

quired. Diet; canary, white millet, and spray mil-

let; greenfood, and a little milk-sop. It may not

eat the latter at first—about a tablcspoonful daily

will be sufficient. This can be made with either

sponge cake or stale bread, condensed milk, and
boiling water

;
when stirred, add ten drops of cod

liver oil emulsion and stir again—the sop must not

be really sloppy. If there should be any excision

from the growths, then these must be cleansed with

warm water anil the plumage dried with a soft

cloth, afterwards anoint any sore lightly with

zinc ointment.
A FEATHER PULLER (R. Pulvercraft).—A bird

that has had this habit for five years is a fairly

hopeless case/: still, with patient perseverance _an

improvement, if not a cure, may be effected. You
must continue the treatment given in our previous

reply. Diet: seed mixture, ripe fruit, nuts, and

sucli extras as stale crusts, plain cake, biscuits,

little dry -boiled potato, and raw carrot. Keep a

piece of cuttlebone in tlie cage as well as continuing

to supply the mortar rubbish; also keep the water

in the cage continually, and supply a thickish piece

of a branch for the bird to exercise its mandibles

upon. If it sill eat it, moisten a dry crust with

sweetened hot water, ami then lightly dust it. with

flowers of sulphur; supply this daily. Do not give

any tea, ootftc or milk sops, table scraps, or any

kind of animal food whatever. Bp careful to ktop

the bowels moving freely, ami you can give a little

chemical food occasionally in the drinking water.

Also once or twice a week a small piece of plain

cake ligbtlv spread with cod liver oil emulsion, it

is a case, apart from the general treatment given

in this and previous reply, which must be left to

time and nature. ... ,,

AVIARY OUTSIDE WINDOW (P. X. I.).—I really

consider you have sufficient to stock your aviary,

especially' when breeding commences, for, even with

getting rid of the young so soon ns they are able

to fend for themselves, your accommodation will bo

overstocked while the young are being reared.

Stiii, as you want a bit of colour variety, get a

cock iled-crested Cardinal and a pair of Grey Java

Sp Afiws. These will do on tlie Budgerigar menu,

if wid a little ripe fruit, a few sunflower seeds,

and an occasional mealworm for tlie Cardinal. It

will not hurt tlie other birds if. they help them-

solves to these extras. You seo it is not only the

birds you have to allow for in your space, but there

ought' to bo two husks for each pair of birds,

making eight in all, which will considerably lessen

the space of your aviary. Use only twiggy branches

for perches.
,

GREEN AVADAVAT (E, P. M.).—You should get

our Nutshell “ Avadavats," 2)d. post free from our

manager ;
it will give you all details re treating this

charming Waxliill. The colouration is: upper parts

olive-green, with the rump and upper tail -coverts

golden-green ; tail black ;
beneath it is bright yel-

low, duller on tlie abdomen, with tlie sides of tlie

body white, transversely barred witli black: beak

dull scarlet ;
legs dusky flesh-pink. The lien is

similar, lint she is slightly duller in colour, and a

wee bit smaller than tlie male.

SSugh ^ifleT-f from this crossing ol tne oeaa

more than any other bird I know of when in C P-S You cannot do better than Attend to his

general health and occasionally trim the beak.

foreign birds.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

A RARE AMAZON (D.S.).-I cannot at the

moment give you any more information- re Chrysotis

chloronota than the Brit. Mgs Cat. of

is a reasonable assumption, that your bird, if c

recti v named, was a first, importation; but «» l

so closely resembles C. festiva it may bave ap

neared and passed unnoticed as the Festive Amazon.

Unless more direct evidence of appearance can be

found, however, your bird must be awarded the

palm of being first arrival, the distinction between

tho two species ts certainly a notable one, but

capable of being overlooked sometimes in the living

bird by the uninitiated—the lower back and rump

of C. Eestiva are bright red, in 0. eliloroiiota these

parts are green ; but you must note the compiler ol

the B M.C. confesses to not understand the single

skin lie had to stndj, as the only other ekiu had
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Yorkshires,
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Now Ready,

JOE THOMASl Exporter,
Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.

Established over 33 years.

Yorkshires, from first rate strain, iu pairs~orhens 3
; 0 to 7/6, oo<*k< €/«« to 10/6 each • ai>-
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J-I, St. George s-terr., Nexvcastle-on-Tyne. (461)GRAND upstanding 1015 bred Yorks, cock, in full

«/ A' ."i
11* «ran '.

1 mahogany stained cage,

v«**i
r
2
>’ * 1° s,x days’ approval: Edwin
Breeder, let, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (175)NOW ready and finished moulting, Yorkshire Can-

aries, ior exhibition or stock, colour-fed ami natural
colour: pairs Iff/- upwards; single birds proportion-
ate; inspection invited; state wants; Thomas. .5,
Barkham-rd., Wokingham. (47C)
WANTED, any quantity of good Yorkshire lien

Canaries, will give 15/- to 24/- dozen for good birds,
also good lien Goldfinch Mules and Linnet Mules,
will give 12/- to 3.8/- dozen; casli or-depo.sit: Power
and Russell, 10, Granhy-place, Bethnal Green, Lon-
don, h. (43G)AM disposing of nearly all my grand stock of York-
shires owing to being ~,ent to Ireland with my regi-
ment ; unflighted, bred from my winners and stock
birds; clears and marks; cocks, 10/-, 15/-, 20/-;
liens, 4/6 to 12/6; also last year's birds at same
prices; every bird colour fed and in, the best of

gwtll: W ‘ J ' 1!SS>ns, 75, Everington-st., Fulham,

l HU EE lino 101 f cock Goldfinch Mules, over moult,
on song, 7/n each, bargain : Swains, Pork Butcher,
Bishops Stortford. (4G.T)
NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules,

for show or song; prices low; state wants; appro-

'll
: Scabrigbt', Custlo Douglas. («7ff)

H)R sale, largo Green Parrot, very plain talker,
but swears a little, with cage B2 10/-, or part
exchange song birds: Mrs. Day, 77, Portcr-at., Hull.

NOTICE.—Wanted, weekly supply Mules, Gold-
finches, Linnets, Uulll nclies. Chaffinches, from
catchers: Blackett, 2, Poole-st., Now North-rd.,
London.
NEST, 3 Goldie Canary mules, 6 weeks old,

one 6 pointed, ono wing marked, tail marked, dark
cap, ouo dark, take 30/- to clear: Rowley, Elston.
Crediton.

(474)HANDSOME, variegated Goldfinch Canary mule,
warraiitcd cock, 6/-, can spare few hens, guaranteed

Knl^tditonr*
10/ '* 1S/ -> -0/ - UpWaids:

Hybrid Cock, grand .size
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01 Y°rk-st., Layertliorpe, York. (472)•VER Y fine house-moulted Linnet, father ten Mules

’
,

pge house-moulted Goldfinch, father 9 Mules
wa1,’.- i ,

SOOd songsters and feed young; two
n»nr» ! \
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thl ' rs of 3/' J house-moulted

hes.viv-
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: - Redpolls, 1 hand-reared, a
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Luinets

- one house-moulted
, , t

“^d-moulted, in hop cages, singing 7/6 • f>

^ooWo .breeders, l single, large flight and aeces-

i«n ’f’JS.
KO°d

4
condition, accept 3S/- lot to clear:B- 136, Warton-st., Lytliam. (409)

ItfUUNG HENS
Buy now and Save money, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6; cage 3d •

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

foreign BIRDsTI

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
flow ready, ill songsters, stock birds, show birds,
cocks from 5/6, hens from 3/-; state wants and I
will try to please you ; terms, cash or deposit Editor;
dealers supplied: Edwin North, Breeder, 4-13, Man-
cliester-rd., Bradford. (47S)

1
Various Canaries.*^"]

NORWICH or Yorkshire cocks, 5/6 each, hens 2/0
to clear; approval; useful exchange: Woodhouse,
21, Mitigate, Newark, Notts. (471)
SPLENDID Roller cocks, 5 /-, 7/6, Iff/- each; big
Norwich variegated cock, 10;-; English lever watch,
25/- ; approval: Abbott, 119, Grange Hill-rd., Weil
Hal). (473)
BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire, Borders,
and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-. cock and hen 5/-,
travelling case 3d. ;. approval : McKeand, 15, Queen-
st., Castle Douglas. (470)
GRAND lot young Norwich, Yorkshire, Rollers,
and Border Canaries, cocks in full song. 7/6. fi/0,

10/6 and 35/-; every bird guaranteed: Harris, 55,
Beak-st., Regcnt-st., London, W. (463)
SPLENDID selection of Roller, Yorkshire, Norwich,
and Border Canaries, cooks on full song, 4 6 and
5.6 each ; hens, 2/- and 2/6 : safely packed for any
distance: Manager, Princess Aviaries, 163, Princcss-
st., Manchester. (475)
GRAND green Crested cock, 1915, 10/-; two
Crested liens, 1934, good breeders, 4/- cadi; few
good Norwich cocks, 7/6, 8/0, 10/0 each; few Nor-
wich hens 3/-, 4/-, 5 /- each; approval, cash, or
deposit : A. J. Underwood, 24, Wellington st., Ket-
tering.

__ (472)

NOW READY:
Exhibition and stock birds in
high-class typical Yorkshires
and Norwich. Colour-fed and
natural colour, and all cold-
rooms bred. Read this testi-
monial, from 35, Blackstone
Road, Chorlcy, Aug., 1915:—
" Pleased to inform you that
the pair of Yorkshires pur-
chased from you in January
have bred me some winners.
One of the young birds I ex-
hibited at Chorlcy Show and— won 1st and rpl. prize, end

was highly praised by the judge.”—P. Harrison to
J. Taylor. Send for my illustrated price list post
free. -All birds on seven days’ approval at my risk.
Old address—J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizine-
hall, Bradford. b

| MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

FOR sale, variegated cock Goldfinch Mules. «/- c u-h •S i
dcp0sit : *'• Edwards, Kensington Houi^

'474)
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Green Parrot,* over first moult
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3a> UPPer Ormond Quay,

rock Pintail Whydall, full plumage, from

Ubans
‘‘ i>

’ approvai: Ushe,'> Durham House, St.

FOR sale, Yellow-crested Cockatoo, talking, tame!

iTnnL nmi
lnclu<ied: Russell, is, Ashbrook-rd„Upper Holloway. / 47l {BUDGERIGARS 3/6, breeders 4/6 pair, outdoors:

rnn «mth
Ta

mng Parrofc
- Galah °r Cockatoo: F.

Hill, Southwold.
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aviary moulted, -full plumage,

Bnteher Watford.
e'hCade(1 NU" he ‘,: Gaokingham

PARROT and cage, excellent talker and whistlerS mme
saS.

afleCti0,late ’ 9el1 £3: Wm ’ Sea-

PARROT, West African Grey, 2 years old talks

Forhe 'r I

1 ‘ar
r
y ’ a?Iimatteed, £1 10/-: Miss Foster,

rorpe-^rd., Faversham.
WANTED, small machine for cleaning and separat-

ing husks from seed: Hawkins, Belvedere, Streetlv-
lane, Sutton Coldfield.

(471)
^'V ^UUD, Parrot, Grey or Amazon, exchange Can-

oma rtll
ca ®e *’ or pullets, approval: Powick, East-

field Cottage, Dewsbury.
WANTED, talking Parrot and cage; give gent ’s

2?n
tb
pni?J%

ah
n’

24sl^x7r. ' a R>0 40/-’: Hindmarch
-60, RolLs-rd., Bermondsey. (4"nl
AFiilCAN -Silverbiik, genuine pair, good con'di-

Rene’diSfii
wfbhng all <lay; 7/-: Wadsworth, 82,

Benedict-ist., Bootle, Liverpool. (472)AMAZON Panot, excellent talker, wliistler, and
mimic, accept 4a/-, with cage: Mrs. Davies, 3, Clif-
iord-st., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (475)CALIFORNIAN Quail, young birds of this sea-
s
.
on

-
/fared in aviary, mostly liens, 5/- each:A>otwett’, Birmingham Road, Walsall. (-46T)_B1RD.S that pay ! Budgerigars, Creens 6/-, Yellows

'/- per pair.—The Aviaries, 59, Hammond-st., Parkin-
Dahfax. Inspection invited. (460)M ILL give 6/- each for any quantity of Cockatiels,

Indian Green Parakeets, Quakers, or any hardy
Parrakeet : Chapman, High-tit., Birmingham.
WANTED, African Grey Parrot and cage • «ive
cash and valuable new set of furs, long stole and
pillow muff, cost £4 4s.: Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,
Dunstable.
BULLOCK’S Hangnest, show plumage, 30/-; Wedge-

tailed Glossy Starling, coming through moult, 30/-;
outdoor aviary: George Low, 14, Koval Terrace, E
Kingstown. '

(4/2)BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5 - pair
selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut
husks, 5/- dozen: Miss Itoscy, Rosemary House,
Eastbourne.

(474)PAIR Californian Quail, laid 26 eggs this year,
perfect condition, 15/-; Budgerigars, outdoor bred
5/- pair; young, 1/6 each; yellow, 6/- pair: Stone,
Cumnor, Sydenham.
BEAUTIFUL Red and Grey Talking Parrot, interest-

ing, companionable bird, sacrifice 25/-; includin'' ex-
cellent cage; kind home essential: Mrs. Jones', 7,
George-st., Aberystwyth. (476)
AFRICAN Grey Parrots, few acclimatised specimens,

finger-tame, perfect talkers and mimics, prices from
£5; approval; Parrot list free: Walsh, Bird Speci-
alist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (476)
TRUE pair Rosellas, fine condition, three winters

in outdoor aviary, id; Yellow Budgerigars, 6/-;
Green, outdoor bred, 5/- pair; young, 1/6 each :

Stone. Cumnor, Sydenham. (469)
TWENTY-SIX grand large green cock Budgeri-

gars, 2/0 each, two for 4/6, true pairs 5/6; ap-
proval, cash, or deposit: A. J. Underwood, Bird
Specialist, 24, Wellington-st., Kettering. (47(j)
BUDGERIGARS, 6/- pair; Yellows, 8/- pair; Cooka-

tiel cocks, 10/- each; Atlas Weavers, full colour, 10/-;
Raya, Blackhead, and Half-masked cocks, 4/- each:
Sapsford, Hughendcn House, Tcddington. '

(473)
TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
large cage, 45/0: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port. (400)
ACCLIMATISED Got' /incites, in outdoor aviarv,
Siberian, 8/6; English, 5/6; Alario Canary Mule,
singing, 7/6; hen, 2/-: lien Indigo, £1 ; cock Sky-
lark, 5/-; all in aviary 2 years; Hawke, Wighill, Tad-
caster. (473)FOR sale, pairs: Javas (Grej), Saffron Finches.
Red-hilled Weavers, Bib Finches (outdoor hatched).
Cutthroats (cocks); pair Red-headed Finches, cock
Red-crested Cardinal; Rossclare, Caniord Cliffs,
Bournemouth. (467)

VALUABLE Blue fronted Amazon, on stand excep-
tionally tame, plain talker, laughs, cri' -, mimic-

;

privately imported, 5 years old; approval on r< e<-lpt
of cash, or deposit with Editor, ,t'3 : William Dodd,
Jurir,. Ktaiford-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (171)
KOSELLA Pariakceu, 40/- each

; Pennant’s Parra-
keels, glorious full colour, adult plumagcd birds,
ufl/ cik Ii ; King Parrakeet, last one left, eight sold
to one customer Inst season, CIO; Cardinal Eolc-etu*
lien, i’6 ; Double-fronted Amazon, t4 in/-; Ceram
Lory, very scarce, 76/-; Yucatan Jay, very rare,
L i 5/-; White Blackbird, £5 ;

Chinese Dhyal Bird,
50/-; Waxwing, 60/ : Nightingale, 45/-; Long-tailed
Tit, 25/-; Jenny Wren, 25/-; Chinese Siskin lieu,
T2/6; Pectoral Finch, 20/-; Ribbon Finch, 3/6;
"Birds that live 011 Ner,tic’s Milk,” illustrated maga-
zine article, 2d.: John Frostiek, Hampton House,
303, Higli-rd., Streatbnm Common, 8.W. (176)
AFRICAN Grey Parrots, on liard corn, in good

feather, 50/- each; one a nplendid talker, 14 10’-;
grainl young Amazons, saying few words, 35/- each

;

a grand lot talking freely, 40/-, 50/-, and 60'- each

;

large White Cockatoo, tame and talking, a child can
handle, hen, 30/-, witli cage; also a fine Galah Parrot,
go anywhere on your shoulder without flying, show
plumage, with strong cage, only 25/-; and one of
tlie plainest talking Rock Parrots ever heard, as
plain as any Grey, good whistler and mimic, In
splendid health and feather, with good cage, 40/-

;

if not as stated money returned iu full ; if there are
any ladies or gentlemen wanting something extra
special in talking, Amazons or .African Greys, they
can be seen and heard any time at: Day’s Aviaries,
Porter-st„ Hull. (473)

S.S. ARAGUA
185 of the finest Bine-fronted Amazons, also 40 verv

fine all green Conures, 20/- pair; 50 verv fine Cactus
or Golden-breasted Conures, 25/- pair; two or three
large stocks due shortly. Telegrams: "Parrakeet.”
’Phone—689 Central : G. Chapman, Direct Importer,
Birmingham.

BUDGERBGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Crecn Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 5/6 pair;
hens, 3/- each

; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 500 exception-
ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in
a very cold room and suitable lor turning out of
doors immediately. Wo despatch same day as order
arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham. ’Phone—Central 689. Tele-
grams—Parrakeet. «

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in pur-

chasing a Parrot wc wish to offer the finest selec-
tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including African
Greys, Amazon®, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos, Macaws,
etc. We wish all intending purchasers of Parrots
to place themselves in communication with 11s,

when we will immediately forward them a full list
of genuine Talking Parrots. The birds we offer are
exactly as described on price list; good, .sound,
hc-althy stock at lowest market prices. We guar-
antee safe arrival of all stock, and despatch same
day as order arrives: G. B. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham. ’Photic, Central 6S9. Telegram,
" Parrakeet.”

DE VON & CO.
Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroo®, very interesting,
wont bite, easily feed, 10/- each; Senegal Pinches,
Indian Starlings, Foreign Doves, Parakeets, etc., to
arrive this week; Eulars, 10/- each; Scarlet Weavers,
10/- each; Tit Larks, 1/- eacli ; Grey Wag-
tails, 4,6 each; Blackbirds, 2/- pair; Copper-
headed Tanagers, 65/- pair; Archbishops,
£3 pair; Yellow-wing Sugar Birds, 35/- each; Blue
Sugar Bird, 30,-; Doves, 3/6 pair; Goldfish, tele-

scope fantail Swordfish, etc.; see price lists; tame
mice and rats, 1/- pair; guinea pigs, all colours, 2/-

pair; Turtle Doves wanted; Thrush, 3/6; Talking
Macaw, £0: Quail Finches, 30/- pair; Peach-faced
Lovebirds, £3 pair; Budgerigars, 6/- pair; Yellows,
7/6; Tits, 2/- pair; Wagtails, 1/6; Dormice, 2/6 pair;
gentles, 2/6 quart ; ants’ eggs, flies, millet seed and
sprays, cuttlefish, etc. : 114, Bethnal Green-road,
London.

talking Carrots
all descriptions, cheapest and best iu kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. “Parrot.
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addre-sses,

proving ail best Parrots conic from these aviaries.
Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent
post-free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Moreeambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Moreeambe

W AN I ED a pair of Canaries
; exchange rolled eol jlexer watch, -ell 21/-: Drummond, 15, Hutch' on f

Glasgow. (,,,:
WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British tor

£S*t
•' *tjatc P^cs : Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate,

Wakefield. (4""iWANTED, offers Canaries, exchange Ayrshire Scotch
1
blankets, new, sell 2//0: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson-

‘Jlai,kow.

I

WANTED Crest, and Crcstbred hens, 20/- dozen;
deposit—w th Editor: Terrell, 8, Granville rd., ( hiidi
Hill, London. (17>>WANTED young or- old Norwich and Yorkshire
S"’ I,cr <l°zen: Terrell, 8, Granvillc-rd., Childs
Hill, London. (47*1
WA.N1ED’ British birds’ eggs, side blown clutclic.4only, also cabinet; particulars to: Bums, 21, Hart-

«t., .Southport. ’
,

.

Wanted for re-sale, all kinds surplus Canu,;e.iam Mule-; send lowest price to A. Leitcli, 520,Gullowgatc, Glasgow.
<47 -/.

WANTED, Canaries and British, ail varieties;
lor cash

: Muir, City Bird and Cage MartL6, Saltmarket, Glasgow. (4-e;WANTED Canaries and Mules, colour-fed pre-

•'f n!
:Jtat

.

e Vce prompt cash: Eohiison,
i}>, 13e.sson-8t., New Cross. (470)OWLS (several) required; please state price and
full particulars to: E. W. Boston, Fernwood Grange,New Oseofct, Warwickshire. (ur,\
GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, Goldfinches: wanted,
any quantity; aLso hen Canaries; .state price* R
Cox, 92, Hopc-st., Birmingham. (47i)WAN1LD, all kinds of birds; staOj price anti
pai titulars

; will send cash: Jones, ’Jhe Aviaries,

[ VARIOUS BIRDS,"
"HENS, two variegated* Goldfinch Mules, also Roller
hen

; what offers for lot : Miss Bushby, Heenc Croft,
Worthing, Sussc-x. (473)
NORWICH hen, cock Linnet, sell 4/- pair: Roller

cock, rung, 9/-; house-rnoulted cock Yellowham-
mer. 2 /•; green Linnet, caged 12 months, 2/-: Mrs.
G. Welle, Tol'twood, East Derehain. (471)

|
WANTED:

[

WANTED, singing cock Canaries: Miss Itoscy,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (471)

WANTED Canaries. also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (466)
WANTED, any kind of livestock; send price and

particulars to. B. Onions, Rushall-et., Walsall. (471)
WANTED, British birds; state quantity and low-

est car-h rricc : H. Jinks, 2, Bramall-lane, .Sheffield.

1474)

WANTED all varieties Canaries and Mules, cheap,
cash sJnt with order: McKeand, .Scabrigbt, Castle
Douglas. (470)

WANTED hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each, also
hen Canaries, 1/- each small ones, 1/3 large ones: .1.

Flower, 15, Pollard-row. Bethnal Green, London.
(462)

21, Caerleon-rd., Newport, Mon. (4704WANTED, four Seifert Rollers, good songsters, two
yellow, one green Budgerigars; state price; Hy.
Bingham, bong Sutton, Wisbech. (471)WANTED, Talking Parrot, email Cockatoo, stamp
alburn and stamps: exchange Budgerigars from out-
door aviary : F. Hill, Southxvokl. (470WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,
also foreign birds and speaking Parrots : Mrs. Mar-
tin, 9,. Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241)-WANTED any quantity of lien Canaries, stating
price and breed; cheap for cash: Edward Bruce 124
Biackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester. (433)
WANTED, offers in Canaries, exchange pair Ayr-

T,
anl;ets

> vaIuo 25 /'> reversible travelling rug
12/6 : Dawson, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (4744WANTED, birds, animals, beasts, and reptiles
of every description: Manager, Princess Menageries.
w,av.Jr.F' Princess-st., Manchester. (175)WANTED, Goldfinches, Linnet mules, also British

lrom catchers, straightforward dealings: .Miss Davis.
141, King s-rd., Camden Town, N.W. (4704WANTED, weekly supply of Goldfinches, Bull-
finches, Chaffinches, and Siskins: State prices to
Grace, Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland. (455)
\\ AN TED, for export, Norwich, Yorkshires, Bor-

ders, Cinnamons, and Crests; state your price: W.
Powdck, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (461)COCK Linnet Mules, 1915 bred. Linnet note; house-
moulted Linnet, clean moulted: Wickham, Boat-

a
JV.

1
:!

Calf, Rainham-rd., Chatham. (473)WANTED. Canaries, Dogs, Puppies, Mice,
Pigeons, Birds, Parrots, Monkeys, Rabbits; purchase

Barlow ’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (476)WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and Gold-
finches, either sex; state lowest price: Merrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (442)WANTED, anything alive for prompt cash;
bankers, Union Bank of Manchester; cash or de-
posit: Regent Aviaries, Regent-bridge, Salford
WANTED, any quantity of Canaries, Mules, etc.,

either sex, old or young, cheap for exportation : Mrs.
3, Clifford-st., All Saints, Manchester. (475)WANTED, dogs, puppies. Canaries, British birds,

rabbits. Parrots, pigeons, cavies, bantams, etc.:
state full particulars: Arthur Wicks, Norwich.
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins
; state lowest price

:

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer* 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches Linnets, Larks,

Redpolls, Budgerigars, Rabbits weekly: established
20 years: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Brom-
wich.

, (,t70 )WANTED, hen Canaries, cock Goldfinches and
common young rabbits for prompt cash; state
lowest price, etc. : Regent Aviaries, Ordsall-iane.
Salford.

(4734WANTED, for prompt cash, weekly supply of
Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Hawfinches, and
Jays: Thos. McCrystal, 16, Langlands-rd., Covad,
Glasgow.

(476)WANTED, large or small quantity of Goldfinches.
Bullfinches, etc.: also hen Canaries; state price s|iot
cash : Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd.,
Birmingham. (475)
WANTED, Canaries, all kinds, cocks and largo
hens; also young rabbits, tame mice; for cash, or
exchange British

; Bedford, Bird Shop, Gooch-st..
Birmingham. (,475)
WEEKLY supplies of Goldfinches, Linnets. Bull-

finches, etc.; also Canaries anv variety; Parrots,
Dogs, Puppies, cheap for cask: Harris. 55, Beak-st,.
llegent-st., London, W. (463)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good large young birds, will give 5/- to 6/- couple,

any quantity; akso Norwich, Mules; particulars,
price; bankers, London County and Westminster;
’phono 3317 Dalston

;
stamp reply: Oliver and Co.,

101, Bridport-pl., Hoxton. (423)

WANTED Canaries, Linnets, Parrots. Coldfinches,
Puppies, Rabbits, etc.; good'prices paid; particulars,
price. Bankers: London County and Westminster
Bank, Ltd. Stamp reply to: STIRLINGS Live
Stock Stores, Surrey Street, Croydon.

WANTED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest and Crested bred, all
kinds of Mules, Linnets, Goldfinches, BuBfinches,
and other Harduills, tor export trade; prompt cash,
or deposit; state price; also pure bred dog puppies
of all kinds: Howard and Sons, Bird Judges and
High-class Live Stock Dealers, 1, Sclater-st., and
28, Bethnal Green-rd., London; also 77. Pitt-st., Nor-
wich. Best buyers in the country. Est. 03 years.

Wanted, 5,000 Pairs Caiaiias
Wanted for export, 5,000 pairs of Canaries, Nor-
wich, colour-fed, natural fed, also Yorkshires, cinna-
mons, Crests, Lizards, any quantity, Goldfineh and
Linnet mules, fair price given, and your cash is as
safe a9 the Bank of England; my hankers arc Bar-
clay’s, Norwich, and 1 London, County, and Westmin-
ster, Shoreditch Branch, London. We are tha
largest dealers in the world, also successful exhibi-
tors and breeders in England ; winners of over 5,000
money prizes and 500 special specials. Established
53 years: Howard, 77, I’itt-st., Norwich, and Sclater-

st., Bethnal Green, London- (472)
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WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- u dozen ;

common or Hindi, 1 .'»/• u dozen: (Joldflncli MuU*«,

hens, 1 each ; cadi or deposit with Editor.: IvUther-

iord, Bird Importer Lcytoitetone.

FANCIERS
wi-hing to dispose of their surpiui stock of CniiftriPS

ntiould eomimnticiito immediately and state the

number of birds I hey have lor disposal. We r.rc

v. aid in” arn quantity of males, also pairs, including

tin. following (needs: llorders, Yorkshires, Norwich

and Hollers, also Cloldflndt Males; the very l>est

prices are paid; no swindling; we are cash buyer*

of any c|iianl it s : (i. It. Chapman, Jfigh-st., Binning-

hurn.

WANTED.—EVERY VARIETY

CANARIES AND MULES.
4 am now requiring Norwich, Yorkshires, Crests,

and Cresthreds, Border Fancies, Rollers, Cinnamons,
Mules, and all other varieties. Prompt cash pay-

ments. Best prices given. Will deposit cash with

Editor. Send full particulars and stamp for reply.

H. (RLEDHILL.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD. (404)

[SALE or EXCHANGE.

j
Mainly British.

EXCHANGE some good innling Goldfinches and
Canaries lor a good Goldltneh Mole or a two-barrel

cun; yours first: G. Cawley, South Mead-lane,

Henstridge. (409)

|
Mainly Canaries.

|

SALE or exchange, Queck’s Roller Organ, 12 Roller

cocks: 1. Ashton-rd., Blackpool. (403)

SALE, exchanger 4 pair Yorkshire Canaries : Archie

Dryer. No. 9, Sagar-terr., Barnoldswiek. (474)

EXCHANGE. Canaries, for hoy's bike, must be in

good condition; no cards: Medealf, Salt Hill, Slough.

EXCHANGE 2 Roller hens, one B4, for Goldfinch;

yours first; Wright, 9. Old-rd., Armitage, near

Rugt’iey. 0^3)
•EXCHANGE lady's cycle, splendid condition, for

Roller*, or sell 35/-: H. Hoyle, 1, Autumn-terr.,

Burlev, Leeds. (470)

C.OOl) Crests and Norwich fur sale, or exchange
loo(1 Rollers; oifers; C. C. Biaekbourn, 8, Gran-
vilk-tcrr., Darlington. (472)

WHAT otters in Canaries, any variety, for suit

length, good tweed, or sell 25/-: McKeand, Sea-

bright, ( Uotlc .Douglas. (470)

EXCHANGE good pair long slim Yorkshires, over
moult, for good trained Roller cock; yours first:

Hi s < y. Kington, Herefordshire. (475)

SIN high-class Roller hens, healthy. 2/- each;
alters lot: aho cock for sale; approval: Kent, 44,

Doly-felin-.-t., Caerphilly, Glam. (473)

EXCHANGE Yellow cock and Variegated hen,

Yorks., for length, slim, foul Green Yorks, cock:
Bishop, Relieving Officer, Blaina. (405)

EXCHANGE pair Border Fancies for Norwich or

British show cage, or sell 7/C; Crawford, 04, Town-
head-st., Old Cumnock, Ayrshire. (47C)

EXCHANGE a few good Norwich for Yorkshire

show cages and ease; good bargain: Joseph Govier,

South Hiendley, Barnsley, Yorks. (47T)

TWO big Norwich hens, one buff cock and two
Border hens, sel or exchange anything useful : R.

Gilliland, How Mill, near Carlisle. (470)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers, 1915 bred, cock* 8/0. hens
7'-, exchange came for grama-phono: C. Harvey,
SO. Crown-s’t'., Highfield, Southampton. (472)

SPLENDID young Norwich cock, also Goldfinch

Mule. 6 • each, singing nicely: H. E. Farncll, »,

Great Hales-st., Market Drayton, Salop. (474)

EXCHANGE pair Rollers, good birds, cock rung,

1914 birds, tor lady's wristlet watch or Siskins;

yours first; H. Lock, Ravne Lodge, Braintree, Essex.
(474)

NORWICH-YORKSHIRE, two hens, from outside
aviary, 2 - each, or exchange for young cock or

brief bag; yours first; 204, Tamworth-rd., Newcastle-
on-Tyne. (471)

EXCHANGE, 1915 yellow cock, buff hen. Borders,
email, prize bred, good quality, for good 1914 yellow
Norwich cock, or sell 12/6: Taylor 33, Prospect-terr.,
Aberdeen. (471 >

EXCHANGE pair of Rollers, Dr. Read's strain. B4
rung, for a pair of decent Norwich ; yours first

;

ee l 12 6: Hinchliffe, 1, Robinhood-yd., Horbury-rd.,
Wakefield. (472)
SALE or exchange, clear cock, crest end of beak,
green hen. large lal4 birds, good breeders, through
moult, \alue 30/-: wanted clear Schoolmaster Roi-
ter : Yalden, St. Nicholas Rectory, Guildford. (471)

BARGAIN, mitre machine, 0/-; 22 double records,

»/•; exchange fancy pigeons; yours first: 1!. Lawton,
Fli ming-st., Barnsley. (472)

HILL'S violin, 3 size, ease, bow, tutor, 35/-; ex-

change cornet or outdoor Budgerigars: White, 15,

Headstone rd., Harrow. ( 4449

y

WII AT Oilers for six young Border cocks arid slock

cage, exchange anything useful: Richards, Baker,
Williamstown, Rhondda. (473)

ViOI.IN, how, case, high-class, value X'2 10/-; qimn-

tity music, mandoline, 15,-; exchange; otters invited:

65, Kwart-nl., Nottingham. (476)

GRAND pair of gr< mi Budgerigars, adults, fit for

show, linger tame, 7/6, or exchange Goldfinches:

La veil, Ruskington, Sleaford. (174)

EXCHANGE Canaries for a gent's rainproof .coat

or macintosh, or anything useful: Brooks, 157, De
Bouvior-rd., Dalston, London. (472)

3-GUINEA Zonophonc, lb double records, sell 25/-;

pent’s cycle, sell 25/-; oifers part birds: Poore, 227a,

Uttoxeter rd., Longton, Staffs. (471)

VIGORS horse action saddle, 50/-; handsome Pekin-

ese hitch 0.3/-; dog 50/-; exchange large Canaries:

17, Pembroke rd., Walthamstow. (471)

EXCHANGE 12 climbing roses, 12 flowering shrubs,

for British Catiurlea, or mules; offers anything:
Colli ins. Morehard Bishop, Devon. (473)

CYCLE tyre, secondhand, 28 x lj, exchange Linnet;
acetylene lamp, suit motor cycle, exchange Goldie

Mule; offers: Criddeford, Lapford. (471)

EXCHANGE three Yorkshire cocks and hen, one
Norwich, one Roller lieu; what offer in poultry : W.
Williams, 66. Charlcvst., Tredegar. (472)

EXCHANGE monster lop doc, in kindle large Flemish
buck, for birds, or sell; approval willingly: Car-
penter, Palmeroton-rd., Wcaidstone. (474)

AIREDALE Terrier bitch, 11 months, black back,
tan quarters, good watch dog, exchange birds, any-
thing: Grifll/th, Twtfil, Holyhead. (473)

GOOD gent.’s bike, in perfect running order; ex-

change good breech gun, or anything useful to 50/-

or C2 cash: E. Panther, Irthlingboro. (472)

CHOCOLATE Pomeranian puppies, 7 weeks, 12/0

each; exchange unflighted Canaries or oilers: Wil-

liams, King-st. Post Office, Kettering. (471)

EXCHANGE few pairs of Racing Homers, all

stages from York, for poultry, or sell 5/- pair:
Sammons, 57, Uaveiock-rd., Wcaidstone. (474)

8AN I)OW dumb-bells, pair Indian clubs, new, cost

15/6, sell 14/-, exchange F.M. cock Siskins: Moir,

School Wyiul, Bervic, Kincardineshire. (475)

EXCHANGE, 111), good thistle seed for cock Gold-
finch. large yellow Norwich hen, or air-gun: T.

Russell, 81, Back Brae, Kilsyth, Scotland. (475)

GENT.’S cycle, good condition, easy running, sell

30/-, or exchange for Canaries or Foreign birds:

Robinson, 10, Dartmouth-rd., Hendon, N.W. (469)

EXCHANGE, for birds, anything; excellent dog,

broken, gun, ferrets, retriever, grand house-dog;
splendid nose: James, Fairmile, Leominster. (470)

SIX compartment breeding cage, two double, two
single, fix Norwich show cages, and ea9e cheap:
Foster, 7, Chureh-terr., Helmington-row, Crook. (473)

WHAT offers in show homers for pair Yorkshires

and double breeder, or anything useful: cock worth

12/-; yours first: Watson, 52, Asli-st., Blackburn.

|
Mainly Foreign.

|

EXCHANGE pair Parrakeets for Roller rock and
2 hens; sell 12/-: Marsh, Cottinglev, near Bingley.

(474)
EXCHANGE two pairs Green Budgerigars for two
good Yorkshire cocks: Browne, 4, Victoria-rd., Ted-
dington, Middlesex. (470)
WILL exchange Green Amazon Parrot, 6 years old,
splendid talker and whistler, etc., for good bicycle:
Turnbull, Montgomery. (470)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavics; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel: Mice:
Musical Instruments; Natural History:
Photography ; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

uwrimiawiJMWiir&gteateia

j
Miscellaneous.

|

EXCHANGE 3 dozen white glazed bricks for cock
Goldie -Mule: Jones, Dulfryn-plaee, Blaina. (465)
12-BORE converted gun, exchange Primus Stove,
Budgerigars, good dog; offers: Criddeford, Lap-
ford. (471)
EXCHANGE or sell new melodian, 24 keys and 7

Yorkshire hen Canaries: Kvcritt, 61, Koyal-rd., Cus-
tom House (473)
EXCHANGE three Yorkshire show cages for one

gpoil British Goldfinch: R. Leightiy, Chevington
Drift, Acklington. (474)
EXCHANGE for a good Roller cock, singing, a

good plated fish knife, sell for 7/6. Cine, Hit Hyde
Park rd., Soutbsca. " (470)

EXCHANGE high-class Pile Bantams for Can-
aries, or British birds, or good Fox-terrier, or cell

20/-: Davies, 79, Ogwy-st., Nantymoel, Glamorgan.
EXCHANGE black and tan and Fox Terrier bitch,

11 months, good house and yard dog, for pair of
young Yorkshires : Horton, 30, Dixon-st., Colne,
Lane. " (472)

LIGHT 4-wheeled Hawker’s Trolley, £9 10s.;

baker's, draper's, butcher's covered trap, AO 10s.;

guaranteed; photos; exchange useful offers: Cypher,
Bedwas. (470)

SINGLE- Barrel pigeon gun, 12-bote, 15/-; one pair
of Pheasants, 10/-; 5 hen Canaries, 8/-; also some
British birds, cheap: Hooton, 34, Old Park-lane,

Southport, (467)

FOUR Randall’s Rollers (1915 rung), just com-
mencing song, 7/6 each; exchange, offers considered

for wristlet or lever watch
;
genuine : 5, AVatc-r Heys-

terr., Wigan. (473)

WHAT offers in Canaries for Gem Phono, 20 good
selections, all perfect; sell 22/6; also mandoline-
banjo in case, slightly damaged, sell 7/6: 63, Brac-

ton-rd., Rotherhithe. (471)

EXCHANGE, No. 1 folding pocket kodak, i-plate,

stand camera, 3 double slides, enlarger, dishes and
lamp, for African Grey Parrot, talker: E. Kodkin,

27, Welhy-place, Sheffield. .(460)

EXCHANGE good colour-fed Yorkshires and ap-

pliances for a secondhand typewriter, good : standard

make; particulars no application: E. S. Ward, 150,

Bridge End-rd., Grantham. (472)

COMBINED Fretsaw- and Lathe, good as new. sell

£1; exchange singing Canaries, Rollers preferred;

also dozen disc records; exchange Canaries: Ruseoe,

5. Plough-rd., Wellington, Salop. (470)

TOBACCO scales, cost 25/-, sell 12/0 ; opera glasses,

0'6; also smart little cross Fug dog, 10 0; exchange
pullets, ducks, or Norwich: .Tellings, "Brookside,"

Woodgreen, Wednesbury, Staffs. (475)

BREEDING ipen Black Orpingtons, pure Bell’s,

including 4th Palace, hen £8; cock alone worth
the money; exchange Canaries; mutual approval:

A. George, 368, Hitchin-rd., Lnton, Beds. (471)

TWELVE Carnations, layers. Linkman, Melton
Prior, Sam Weller, Agnes Sorrell, Mrs. W. CL Rey-
nolds, W. H. Parton : exchange good cock Goldfinch

:

Wilson, 188, Tomkinson-rd., Stockingford. (470)

NOTICE, w e w ant Linnets, Finches, Canaries," Par-

rots, poultry, rabbits, gramophones, records,

cameras, anything for cash, or exchange cutlery or

plate, etc.: Write, Smith Bros., 49, Pear st., Shef-

field. (475)

AIREDALE Terrier bitch pup, seven weeks, pedi-

gree given; sire’s fee, 21/-.: make good dog, brother

sold three guineas; pric- 20/-; will exchange Can-

aries to value; approval: Mills, 96, Junction-rd.,

Northampton. (475)

LURCHER bitch in whelp, served Aug. 26, broken
all round, exchange Canaries or Budgerigars, value
20': no rubbish wanted, or offered: approval if

carriage paid : W. Shcpley, Thoruciiffe Yale, Holling-

wortli, Cheshire. (474)

SEVEN volumes Business Encyclopedia and Legal
Adviser, bound in red leather, cost 4 guineas, 'new,

will exchange, foi timepieco and pair of Marley
horses: G. E. Howe. 65. Candon Cottages, lies

borough, Nr. Market Harborough. (473)

THREE Goldfinch-Canary Mules, as bred, two dark,
one variegated, also smooth Fox Terrier, two years,
even marked, good rat, rabbiter and house-dog,
quiet with children, will exchange; offers or sell,

25/-: W. J. Morgan, 6, Station-id , Pantyflynnon.
BICYCLE. 24iii. frame, good running order, worth
AM, for clear or ticked young Yorkshires of good
quality; offers: Inncs, 50, Sword-st., Glasgow. (476)

GENT.'S cycle, 26 frame, new tyres, tubes, etc.,

50/-; exchange Canaries: Barton, 108, Milton-st.,

Southport. (470)

WANTED offers for tori Yorkshire and Norwich
Canaries, 18 single breeding cages, 3 flight, 4 York-
shire show cages, 7 baths, egg mill, syringe, seed
hoppers, egg drawers, drinkers, nest pans, and all

utensils
;
part casli : Kaye, 3, Ivy-st., Crosland Moor,

Huddersfield. (470)

GENTS cycle 26in. frame, Sturmey- Archer 3-speed
gear, back-pedalling brake, front rim brake, 28in.

wheels, plated rims, tyres and tubes by Clermont
Ferrand, in perfect running order, and a bargain at

50/-; offers, exchange, wanted concertina: C. Jack-
son, 15, Beinbridge-place, Reading. _ (473)

EXCHANGE, household goods, boots, underclothes,
draperies, cutlery, cycle tyres, oj- anything required,
for livestock of all descriptions, birds, dogs, cats,

Parrots, monkeys, rabbits, etc. ; reliable and honest
dealings. I guarantee to give each customer tFvis-

faction ;
hundreds of testimonials: Jopson’s Exchange

Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester. 1175)

WILT, give value in boots, shoes, clothing, bedding,
blankets, cutlery, jewellery, cycle tyrcs r musical
instruments, drapery, furniture, etc., or household
goods of any description required in exchange for

Canaries, Britisli and Foreign birds, Parrots, mon-
keys, dogs, cats, puppies, common poultry, bantams,
rabbits, cavies, doves, etc., or livestock of any
description; prompt and reliable dealings ; thousands
of unsolicited testimonials from all parts: foreign

and colonial transactions invited; stamp reply:

Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163, Princess-st.

.

Manchester. Established 1884. (475;

OVERCOATS
FINE stylish overcoats, all sizes, thick heavy ma-

terial, exchange for six young cock Canaries; also

boots, suits, macks, costumes, raincoats, ladies' or

gent.'s cutlery, tools. #„c. ;
everything for home in

exchange for British, Canaries, cages, etc: Exchange

Co., 355, London-rd., Sheffield. Eistab. 191)0.

COUNTRY agents wanted lor Trover's bird seeds

and foods, good commission : i'rOwer, 442, Caledonian-

rd. London.
SELL Tams’ packet bird eeeds. See special whole-

sale price list for cage fronts, box cages, bottoms,

tin ware, sprays, etc. ;
send post card : Enoch

Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (456)

|~ Cycles.

ADVANCES will have to be made because prices

of raw materials and wages are going up. Our
advice—buy now—buy at wholesale prices from
Smart’s. Wholesale catalogue sent po. t free:

Smart’s Limited, Cycle. Factory, Birmingham. (444 1

WHOLESALE ; at Smarts. Covers. 3 6;

tubes, 2/8; pumps Sd ;
pedals, 1/5 pair; saddles,

2/11; perhaps you . ant something we Lave not
mentioned. Then scud a postcard and get our
wholesale illustrated catalogue by return, free. Our
only address: Smart’s, Limited, Cycle Factory,

Birmingham. (444)

NOW you can get tubes for 2/8 each, but only

from Smarts, v-licn you combine quality with the

price. In three months’ time they will be unob-
tainable at this price. Therefore buy now

;
but buy

from Smart's and get quality, as well as whole-

sale prices. Send for wholesale catalogue, post

free : Smart's, Limited, Cycle Factory, Birmingham.

Dress. J
UNDERWOODS champion box calf boots and

shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies ?/-
;
gents .

3,'9;

girks 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes ; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

- ' ' " j''" '

Garden.
PINKS, -strong cuttings, no rubbish, l.' per 100;

dark purple violas, lic-altby cuttings, 1.- per 100 ’

Gibbs. Kilkenny. (468)

Ferrets.

THIRTY young white ferrets for sale, ready for

work, 3/-: Gee, Halton. Tring. (46S)

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,

5/C- splendid Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed,

4/6; excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6: younger,

2/6; 14 days aproval ;
casli or deposit : Thos.

Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (470)

Household Diansllu, etc.

PEACH'S Beautiful Curtains, finest grades, €/-, 7/6,

10/-, 14/6 per pair; imperial liem curtains, from 7/*;

easement fabrics, muslins, linens; winter list now
ready: maker’s prices; send to-day: S. Peach and

Sons, 150, The Looms, Nottingham.

& Should WRITE TO-DAY
» /S® I 18 IS®'' enclosing 1 d. staaK lor

BrnffQ SsBfS' 0 BkSitd? VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE el

BLANCHAROS FILLS
They arc unrivalled for all I n> ics' Ailments, *c. »iv. opcedily

aft<ml rpHff, and never fail to Alleviate nH atifferiiift.

Thev KUTTfrscde Pennvtoyal, Pit C’orliia, L.iticr Apple. Ac.
8ol«l in boxen. 1/1$, by Horns', Taylor's, Timothy White's

Kmnche.H and all Chemists, or pov: free, name price, from

LESLIE MARTIN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DAI STOAT LANE, LONDON

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

FOR. sale, two exquisitely beautiful young ruby
bitches: Bulmer, Crescent Parade, ltipon. (176)

GRAND Collie dog, good guard, quiet with chil-

dren, 12/6: or exchange auytbiug; B. Onions,

Rusiiall-at., Walsall. (471)

8AI.R, Black Pomeranian dog, 16 months old, very
affectionate, good house dog, 30 -, exchange song
birds: Mrs. Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (472)
NELSON, grand Airedale dog, 6} montl\6, good

pedigree, sell 25/-, or exchange good gramophone:
Boam, Soulhnormanton, near Alfreton. C472)TWO game Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/6 each: bitch, 5/6; make demon guards and rat-
ters: Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (476)
GOOD bred wire-hair Fox-terrier dog. 9 months,
wonderful ratter, good guard, used to children, 7 / 6 ;

approval : Dowsett, Butcher, Long ITuckby (472'

FOUR Bedlington Whippet pups, 9 weeks, full Of
bine, make champion rabbiters, 5 6 each, free:
WiLlier, 51, Lunris-gardons, Colwick-rd., Notts. (474)
RK1) Irish Terrier, female, 4 months, perfect health,

condition, splendid guard already, 8 6, or exchange
cock Canary: Morris, 8, The Mali, Kensington. (474)
AT stud. Tommy, a splendid young reit dog, i7

ircntlis old, grand head and l>onc t Filin’s strain,

fee 30'-: M. S. Fanshawe, 1C, Ctieyne-gardens, Chel-
sea . (4711

HIGH-CLAM Brown Pekingese bitch. 12 months,
sire “Suriney of Earlsferry,” darn ’'Pekin Mick,"
.i'3 10/-, offers; 108, Lminanuel-st., Preston, Lan-
cashire. (471)

PEDIGREE Fox Terrier hiteli and Tier Three pups,
14 days old, will sell for ,tl, or exchange, for laying
pullets: Edward Smith, 70, Pool Close, Paxton, near
Alfreton. ~ (473)

ALL white Bull Terrier bitch. 13 months, also her
bitch imp, 2 months old, exchange both for cage
birds or anything useful; yours first: Griffiths, 7,

Gurden-?t., Swansea. (473)

SCOTCH Terrier bitch, house trained, quiet and
very affectionate with children, dead game, and will

kill anything, accept 17.6, or exchange birds: L.

Bosworth, 6. Dohson-st
,
Cobridge, fetoke-on-Trent.

MASSIVE rich black and tan Airedale bitch. 12

months, used to poultry, reliable with children,

splendid guard, down intruder: sell, 12.6; exchange
Useful

;
letters only: Goodman, Abbey-rd., Bourne,

Lines. (476)

MASSIVE little lionlike f?t. Bernard-Retrievcrs,

seven weeks, dogs 15 - each, bitclies 10 -
;
parents

unapproachable guards, trustworthy, devoted, in-

telligent companions: Cubs, 5, Midsummer-avenue,
Hounslow. (470)

MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers liigh-class pedi-

gree’ Pekingese puppies and adults cheap; I have
teen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures, no better than I

can offer for a mere trifle.

WHAT otters for new book on tire Dog. as new,

cost 35/-; sale, grand young Airedale dog, 6 months,
hv Whitebirk Commander, a winning bitch. -;

also beautiful all-black Pom dog, II months, 4ib.,

30 -: S. Beard, 2. Brightest., Blackburn. (478)

HANDSOME pure prize-bred golden sable and white
Collie puppies, 10 weeks old, splendid ooats, frills

and brushes, clean, healthy, lovely specimens, lady's

perfect pets, extended pedigree, male 20/-. female
15'-; approval: Frank Marshall and t?on, Hagworth-

iiigham Farm, Rpilsby. Lincolnshire.
•• RARE of tha Dog,’’ Nutshell No. 52, is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,

rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d from any

of our Nutshell agents, a list of wfimn are old ' t-od

frequently, or 21d. post free, from: "Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet-: t.. London, E.C.

Mice.
SPLENDID large dormice, 2 - pair, nice voting ones

1 6 nair: Alfred" Spicer, 392, Cbesharn, Bucks. (472)

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, -K-; dormice

2/6 pair: Miss Rosev, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

Rabbits.
RABBITS or cavics. splendid lot. prize tired, 2’-

per pair to clear: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (475)

WANTED, live silver rabbits, young, or breeders,

not prize, must be silvers, healthy, cheap: Vicar.

'Shirley Vicarage, Southampton. (471)

"Profitable l’et Rabbits,” Nntsliell booklet No. 30.

Just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-

ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,

Mating. Rearing. Exhibiting, Management. Diseases.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 2jd.. post free, from C.ice Burns, 154,

Fleet Street. E.C.

|

Sport.

ANGLER’S secret, no oils, chemical

need, 7d.: J. Bird, Wisbech.
drugs
(4711

Various.
GENT.'S cycle. Royal Prince, good order, 20/-:

Emson. 53, Higli-st., North Finchley. (474)

PHOTO postcards made from any photograph,

dozen 1/6; cabinets, enlargements; lowest prices;

catalogues tree: Birks and to.- (D.B.)., Gicnhank-

pl„ Belfast. f4i9>

GRAMOPHONE. 24 guinea hornless model, inlaid

cabinet on wheels, l^mis design, height 3ft. 9ir.

;

powerful motor, grand selection of records.

15 I2s. 6d.; approval : 53, Cauibridge-st., Hyde
Park, London. (467)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1.000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free;

Kcgentbird, 130, Old st., London.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenlieart trout rods, 6 6 each; roaeli

rods, pike rods. 2/9; trout ities. 9d dozen; gut sob*

stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every ilex,

cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp. <:»ve»

pounds: Midland Rod Company (C). Erdington, Bir-

mingham.

Waterfowl.
On offer, in verv tins pairs, American Bluewing

Teals, Ited-shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Geese (Cii. jtifiaCa), and several oilier «pecfmcoat

W. C. l)uy send, Naturalist Rotterdam, Holland.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Cam. L‘4, Fleet

Street, by J. G Hammond and Co.. Ltd., Flee*

Laue, London. E.C.
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FAVOURITE
CANARY
HYBRIDS.

The Goldfinch and the

Greenfinch are the most
frequently used of all our

British Finches in the

production of Canary
Hybrids (or “Mules” as

they are popularly called).

Birds of either of these

crosses are remarkable
for their beauty of plum-

age and their sweet song.

They make charming
pe's, their needs are very

simple, and they live to a

good old age. Their ex-

ceeding popularity among
bird-keepers is, therefore,

easily to be understood.

Dark Goldfinch-Canary, 3rd Prize

at the Welsh National Show for

Messrs. Conkie & Louden, of

Ayr.

Dark Greenfinch-Canary, owned by

Messrs. Whitney & Son, Sale ;
also

3rd Prize in its class at the Welsh

National.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, L.C.
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advertisement oharges.
<W. lor the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.
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October 9, 1915.

IMPORTANT NOTE. Two or more Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, even it sent In
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llio first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-
companied Ijy otliers, will he charged at less than
the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.
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to size.
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series on application.
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NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
I *3 dclvisahle that all newly-purchased hirrta

especially foreign birds, be kept Rotated from.stablished stock for a week or ten days, until by

Ihorougk.y ;°eau!
e

y

y e *UM,S" tho fac * ‘" 8 ‘ ‘hey are

LAKGL incloor aviary, few Canaries, utensils cheap-
1

1'rn,s
1^I

,T
ld '> 0ld tvent-rd. Station. (/8S )BLkiJ.lHILSLS, outdoor aviaries, fowl-houses, send

Ilbt: koss
?

Poultry Appliance Works, Forres,

A\LYh> (Crystal Palace), splendid condition, only

Lidhain^
1116’ COSt ,i4: J3errl'> cl» Uagnanid*

.//t
”' } Jargf <l°uble breeding cages, 10/- /four

Bridgwater.'
° “ fc ****' S'" ^over,

FOI' II XonTich show cages and case, 7 - • two ditto
<nd case, 3,6

;
good as new : Wood, 72, Southgate-

>t
;
, Cloucester. 8

,
4£g*XORW ICH show cages, breeders’ appliances, very

.heap to clear; lull, particulars sent: 20, St. Peters-
st„ Haekney-rd.

(478)AVIARY, Crystal Palace, good condition, a bar-
gain, 10/-; approval: E. Ellis, Canbury Park-rd .

Kingston, Surrey.
(48j)FOR sale, very cheap, nearly new, Border Fancy

show cages and cases; Apply, F. Hawkins, 146, Salt-
well-rd., Gateshead.

(4S2 )OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and
.orcign birds Canaries; designs: L. Latham, King-
iton-by-Sea, Sussex.

(398)SIX Yorkshire show cages, with cases, and 12 cage
fronts 14 X 12, and four 20 x 12, 12/-: J. James
Hi. Bute-st., Treherbert, Glam.

( 4
$o\

WHEN song required, Roller flutes, P.O. 1/2 set-Oso beautiful accompaniment for piano: Herbage’
J, Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow, (4S3)WINNOWING machines for separating husks,m,sR etc. r°m b.id seed, greatly reduces seed hill:

DiDr!"'
Mount Pleasant, Southwold. (484)BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free; Henry Tams, Manu-
\imPAj’

" arren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)A1L1AL seed boxes, perforated bottom, witli extra
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EXHIBIiORS show cages, all strictly Club patten?best quality and finish, Norwich, Yorkshire andBorder Fancy 2,3 each, three for G.- six for Aludmg front Finch show cages, beauties 3 '- pack-carrying cases, for two cages, 4/-, three’ ca-es 5/-
•’

Douglas!
made: Mart‘"' Casc Manufacture r,"castle-

tia rtmird
7
/ >?,?/!;

I"6
”f
w '.:Iose‘" ired - three-com-

Ia<:C d ' aw»ig room aviary, fitted.^hoppers, movable partitions, rc-vohing perches, fancy glass panels, size 4ft. long,
4ft-. high lions, wide, price 50/-, carriage paid - photoand particulars sent; aviaries and cages of everysacmaf-*' »»

— _ I Ho/;

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
also planed boards for cage-making, wire frontscage racks, travelling cases and every thine m'
quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible^
ill ustrated catalogue free: Pass, Hiickmil), Notts!

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen. 2/- (gross.

ajM nRAKF. 31. Ha lev Hill. Halifax,

We are not responsible for the state-
meiits mails in lulvertisements, nor of
the voiu-iUles of either buyers or sellers
iu all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit bystem should be insisted upon

RULES.

E-jmOCEDURK.-The intending purchaser shouldoml to tills ollice .lie amount of the purchase (our
,0

? i

lee ,,K '.llld,-'dh wud at the same time he
sliould eonimiimeate with tho seller stating wliat it
I.s lie require,* hunt on approval. Wo acknowledge
eccipl ot the deposit to both parties, in all cases

I fiu ..i-positor snould give his name and address, and

ail'd distinctly
10 ' CUll °''’ “!,d musl’ clearly

1.— END Ot I RANSACTION.—The deposit is re-tained by us until ,vc iiear from both parties thattlm ti ausaction lias been coniplcied. If a sale liasbeen cllectcd, we hand llio amount deposited l<> theseller. 1 1 A sale lias not been cllectcd, we return tlmamount to the depositor. The transaction must beeo idueted by the parties themselves. Wo merely
hold Llio deposit.

u)

3.—AMOUNT OF COMM ISSION.-The fee is cd
loi each 11, or liaction ol 11, and it must be sentat baiiu; time as the deposit.

4.— IAll’Ol, 1 AN T POINTS.—Tlie depositor mustdecide within lorty-ciglit Iiours of the receiid 4
the goods whether lie will keep or return t lie sameunless, that is, some other period of approval Tofwlneli wo must be advised) is agreed upon by bothparties, f ile depositor must at the same time iiottfvus ol the tact that lie lias returned the goods ifific goods are not returned within the eaid fortyeight Iiours, we reserve the right to scud tlm il™S (
to the seller after the expiration of that , ,

’ bAnd should the seller fail within three days to notifyus of the receipt ol Ins goods back again, the tran«-

BIRDCATCHERS nets 9ft. 3/-, p>f t 4/- r S ft W
o ' etM'8

- r'l
]l

h
nes

,V
p ;̂

’ complete!oral not liapo 1 /-, host birdlime Tib 7d -Mh i /

otatc *r
r
/
°

’

J?

1°uble br®edci '

s 36 x 16 x fl, fitted com-plete 5/-; box cages, M x 7 x n i 2/3
’

^.neh eagos Wn. c c doe.; Palace ar’iaries! w'i
• Ai a JO/ 0 , Club SllOW cn <T P4; \nrwifh Vnai-sh’
Border, 1/8 each, three 4/If Britteh!/?' tl%et'6 •

travelling cases for two 3/6, three 4/C fou? V/boards planed both sides, 7in., 2/3, 9in
’

2/9 ]4n’

Forres
r teild Wci^ Worto!
^ (487)

“ M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDSRare quality, cwt. 3/S; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage naidJ° m,les; Gnt Works, Bearsdeu, Giafgow
° (3'24)

FOR BREEDING STOCK BOX CAGFS

safes Eazfss?* -

action will be treated as ended, and the dei.osit will
be returned to the depositor.
fi.-A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction has been conipieteU to tlie satislaction
ol both depositor am) seller, both parties must at
once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of
iLs completion. The depositor must at tlm same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the
seller.

6— GOODS ALREADY SOLD.-If tlie goods are
wold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, oi
if for any oilier reason be declines to do business
lie must at once return tlie deposit note to ns l aip
ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return tlm
deposit to the sender after the expiration of three
dayo.

7. FRESH TRANSACTION - In ease no file h»
effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
fresh transaction, provided Mother deposit fee be
paid. •

8. GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at
tlie seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained
on tlie journey must lie borne by tlie seller. But
goods, not approved of mu t be properly packed and
returned oy tlie eamo means as were used in scndiii"
tlie same.

if- PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of
carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
Hie vendor arid depositor. We do not undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
in the absence of other arrangements tlie purchaser
l.s F blc for tlie carriage ot the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de

cisiou of the Editor is final.

SPRATT’S
remedies for

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.-lf the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not be notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.— Under no circumstances will
Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders mu3 t be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

CAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz.; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.;
odd sizes made to order.
Tam’s Latest Nori-Splash Bath,
fitted with white earthenware, 4in
lOd

, 4Jin. 1/-, 5in. 1/3, flin. 1/6.

S
Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/-
oaeh, two for 3/9, 6 for 11/-, 21/- doz •

zinc drinkers, 1/3 doz.; black tin, 1/-
vloz.; covered tope, 1/6 doz.; British
Bhow cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9; three-ply wood
travelling cases, to hold two cages, 4/6;
3 cages, 5/6; 4 cages, 6/6; bird sprays,

lubher pipe and ball and nickel «pray, 2/., post paid-
the King nickel pump spray, in one piece, no rubber
to burst, 2/-, poet paid. See illustrated catalogue
for all cage fittings, breeding cages, box ca"es

St^V'tongt^'sta
0^ etC-EN0CH TAMS

- C"

Blackerite Gape Cure
I/-. 2/-, -f /- & 6/. tins.

Lellows for “ Blackerite ”

-r>
' 9d., 2/6 & .10/6Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg

Cure . . . . 6d. & 1 /. botts.
Chemical Food . . 6d., I /. & 2 /- botts.
Condition Pills . . . . 2d. boxes
< od Fiver Oil Capsules . . 3 d. boxes
Diarrhoea J owder . . 6d. & I /. tins
Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & I /. tins

Eye Lotion . . . . . . ,./J botts.
Feather Disease Cure

T
Gd., I/- & 5 /- botts

Insect Powder 3 d., 6d. & 1 /. tins
Poultry Liniment .. .. l /- botts.
Poultry Soap .. 6d. tablets

_ (box (3 tablets, 3 /-)Roup Paste .. .. 6d. & I /- tins'
Roup Pills .. Id., 2 d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3 d. & 6d. boxes
;

curfy Leg Ointment 6 d. Sc fs. tins
Ionic Condition Pills . . 2 d. boxes
Ionic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /. tins
‘ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing -

In 3 d., 6d., I/- and 2/6 botts.Red Mite Killer
I _ In 6d., 1/- and 2/6 botts.

Cennakura ” (!or destroying
external parasites and "pre-
venting feather-eating in

„ ;
age birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.

I

Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3 d., 6d. and I /- boxes
Parrot Tonic., In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value
1/- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to
administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATF.NT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London* E.C.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10

tv
e

D, %'V£n-%
do
x
z™ ;

— (484)

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets

3/3, 9in

Norwich ory0Xhi?eiho%g^ sfe each’l ft”!

_!____ (436)

THE BEST
OU cannot posabiy have better than “best”; this

'imoui 6 free from sally evauirpr'itpri

BRITISH BIRD EXHIBITORS
should use (Nottingham's Pick-’um-up for getting
the^r birds into exhibition condition. “Pick-’um”
up has rivals, but no equals for contest singing:

J!
erc uotlnng like it; sample, 2d., 1,4 per lb..

to- j P0?t paid: Cottingham, Practical
Bird Expert, Peverikst., Nottingham. (4C3)

Magnet Feather Gloss
I reduces that brilliant Gloss and Finish so much
post.

e

V3.
y a" exbibitors - Pyicl 1A bottleTby

I WALSH, Bird Specialist. Blackburn. Tel. 947.

birdlime. trap cage*!Not rubbish like treacle - -best in
thousands testimonials*;’

tar p oof^dZ i’' tit

centre
tr

i

a
/^

CagM r
/

l

3

S
d °Uble °'' eS

’

J ’ Sandiford,

WALSH’S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
My

31

'weYther^ pIck^i ,

reIiab
!
e - "'ill hold in

lib! 1/1, lib 1/10
k U ' n levcr lld tins

< ’<"> 8d.,

nr „i.
biRDCatchers- appliances.Double Trap Lag.>s, 1/4; Trap and Call Oa<re

“-FiS
JWALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn, Tel 947.

j
FOODS. 1

MALWOBIS » „ , , plBt ,„M

mv stork Tm-
5
’- l;'> V~' alld ^ Packages, free -

; mea,w^l
tjon

n^r EKS ’ n
.

at,lral food, berries any destrip-

svssjsx&sx fci b3SMEALWORMS, Mealworm’s. Ail large, I/- 2/- ’
3/

^

eatai-s). iq abundance^ larg” taindte I /S ; *carrfa"e
Tyt* Mount

sta!iir

U
rond

a
M -

Span ‘Sh 4
'
C

?
tone

- bold Spanish 4/-

SS^RVSSS: *• '"3
MEALW ORMS

; largest stock in England no wait-ng or disappointment
; 6 9 lb.; .special post paid1/ , -/-boxes; dried flies, 2/. lb.; ants’ eggs 3/ lb •

Spanish canary, extra bold, 14 lbs! 4/ ; % u mV
i.«

h
T-

P
: P 2/-; linseed, 14 'lbs s*? J^a?!

11 -
" hi «

^ ,rus^ food, Cd. lb.; crissel, 4d

?st’ Kli b’y; 1

f0r other foods see price
i. t. Lnocli lams, Church-rd., Longton, Staffs. (4S4)

GEfflUmE SPANISH
GMN&RY. SEED

Fanciers pieaise note: We are direct importers
and sole agents lor one ol' the Largest Seed
Growers in Spain, and can offer tlie best Seeds
obtainable at the most reasonable prices.

,, _ „ 141hs. 2Slbs. lltilbs.
No. 1 Sp. Giant Spanish Canary 5/- 9/- 32/6
No. 2 Giant Spanish Canaty 4/6 8/- 30 /-

No. 3 Bold Spanish Canary 4/- 7/6 28/6
Samples Free.

To Secretaries and Dealers: Special quotations
for quantities on application.
WALSH, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn.

Tel 947. (4S7)

SANDIFORD’S
FAMOUS Colour Food.
Best in the world for colouring Cage Birds that
deep rich red colour. In use bv all leading ex-
hibitors. Prices, 2/- lb., 2 lbs. 3/6, 5 lbs. 7/6,
14 lbs. 17/-. Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 2 lbs. 3/8, 5 lbs.
8/3. All carriage paid.
We have two tons positively in stock for

immediate delivery.

SAND1F0RD, Co'our Food King, PRESTON.

of *his ‘canaries
3

After a°course
<

of
- bre*'er wHte» 1,8

TAYLOR’S MIGHTY ATOMSTHE FANCIER’S PRIDE
The best condition mixture for birds of everyThey act like a charm in taming newl/cau„ht wjid birds. They help any bird throughthe moult as nothing on earth will; 7d. lb. 71b;*, 3/.
delivered free. Our "Red. Sunshine" pure tasteless
i

defl«a comparison as a luilliant red eolourer.

out - u >'unty- given with each parcel sent

I I
A n b *- ' 25,b - (original tins) 30/-,

delivered free. Hot Natal slim, price. It will payyou to write 11s for prices of any variety of seed'
samples sent for two stamps: Taylor’s, Wholesale
Seed and Corn Merchants, North-rd , Preston (464)

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!
Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

|
BOOKS.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G: Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd..
Loudon.
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1
MEDICINES.

|

SANDIFORD’S
NEW CURE - ALL

Tho unrivalled remedy for curing Colds, Wheezing.

Asthma, and all ailments in cage lords. No bird

room should bo without this new remedy. 1 roved

beyond doubt to be tho only successful medicine

ever invented for all cage birds, large or small.

In use bv all leading Judges and exhibitors. 1 rice

6d. anvl 1 /- per bottle. l’ost free.

FEATHER BEAUTIFIER
A soap specially manufactured for washing your

birds ready for the show bench, also cleansing and

beautifying birds' feathers. In use by all leading

exhibitors. Price 4d. per box, 3 /• per dozen. Post

free.
,

SANDIFORD, 8phc.5ust, PRESTON, LANCS.

NOT SINGING.
DITCHFI ELD’S TONIC DROPS are without doubt

the most wonderful medicine ever introduced for

getting birds' into song. They are an absolute cure

for Soft Moult, Slow Moult.. Not Singing, i.oing

Light. Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the

Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds during the

moulting season. DITCHFIELD'S SPECIAL LUNG
TONIC for bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness.

Absolutely unequalled for all chest and lung affec-

tions. DiTCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Con
stitutional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful

pick-me-up for weak and delicate birds. All sold in

7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order will convince

von of the wonderful results obtained from these

medicines. SPECIAL OFFER.—Two 7d. bottles for

1/., three for 1/6, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three

for 2/6. All post free from—

specialist, OLDHAM.
(487)

FRANK DITCHFiELO,
B,RD

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking

water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-, Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet, 1/1. CO years’ experience.

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

|
Hardbills.

|

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beatable for song ;
sex guaranteed ; Sd. each, three

for 1/6; “ Gvpsey ” Linnet cages, 8d. each; Larking s

Corn Storee. 394", Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W. (416)

WIREANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 dozen; 13 to a

dozen: W. Morley, 23, Bexhill-rd., Eastbourne. (482)

PERFORMING Redpolls, complete with cage and

fittings, .2 6 each, two 4/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres,

N.B. (487)

GRAND ringing cock, thorn Linnet, contest train-

ed, 2 -: 346, Oldham-rd.. Newton Heath, Man-

chester. (486)

COCK birds. Linnets, Larks, 1/-; Goldfinches, Bull-

finches, 2,-. Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, East-

bourne - (482)

MOOR cock brown Linnets, 4/6 dozen; gems, 3 for

1/6; no waiting: P. Cawood, 25, Britajinia-st., Scar-

borough. (484)

FEW extra large Scotch Linnets, well marked, 2/6

and 3/6: Thos. McCrystal, 16, Langlauds-rd., Govan f

GlftSftOV* (485)

SELECTED 1913 cock GoldHwehw*, * tor «/-, or 2/6

one; a few extra colour, 5/-: Jones, 18, Gadlys-rd.,

Aberdare. (488)

SELECTED cock (guaranteed) Goldfinches, 2/- each,

tlfree 5/-: Patrick Graham, St. Patrick's-terr., Baltina,

co. Mayo. , ,
(*77

)
COCK Linnets, picked birds, 2/6 dozen ;

mixed

birds, well mixed, 1/-: W. Fenn, Beck-row,- Milden-

ba.ll, Suffolk. (485)

.MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finches, 2/9

i-cwt„ on rail; exchange: Turner, 4
,

Southgate,

Sleaford, Lines. (482)

TO exhibitors: Cock Siberian Bullfinch, in

splendid plumage, bargain, 5/-: Milton, 5, Bank-
pi., Kilmarnock. (480)

LINNETS, lovely rose Redbreasted cocks, 3 6 doz.,

2/- half; hens lii dozen: Bert Coote, 16
,
Windmilj-

st., Luton, Beds. (467)

TWO exhibition Bramblefinches, colour fed, 7/0 and
5/- each, 10- the two; worth double: Dix, Yeo
Vale, Barnstaple. (186)

EXTRA large Welsh cock Goldfinches from outdoor

aviary, accept 3 6 each: Miss Jones, Harlech House,

Aberystwyth, Wales. (487)

HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, in full song, suit

catcher, full week’s approval:, Enoch Tams, Cluirch-

st„ Longtou, Staffs. (484)

COCK Linnets, Redbreasted and Brown, six 1,9;

dozen 3/-; guaranteed satisfaction: Horace Coote,

96, North-st., Luton. (488)

FIVE young Goldfinches, not in full colour, but

nice birds, 7
'6; or exchange Canaries: Griffiths, 8,

Gadlvs-rd., Aberdare. (488)

LOOK ! Big Yorkshire cock. Brown Linnets, 4 -

dozen, 2/- half, three 1/8: Fred Eilerington. 4,

Tindall-lane, Beverley. (486)

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks, 2'6 doz
;

large picked birds, 3 - doz.
;
hens, 1 • doz. : Randall,

64, High-st., Homerton. (488)

TWO hand-reared cock Greypates, perfect health,

on hard seed, guaranteed, 3 - each: Harry Taylor,

Westbur.v, Leigh, Wilts. (482)

EXHIBITION Bullie for sale, house-moulted, fine

condition, 20/*; also good cock Bullies, 2/-; bens 1/-:

Woods, Sinnington, Yorkshire. (483)

CHAMPIONS. Yellow hammer, 2nd Welsh National,

£1; cock Siskin, fed, £1; Cornbunting hen, 30/-:

Bancroft, Gorse-lane, Swansea. (484)

SINGING n#xture, invaluable for Linnets and
Finches, 1/- large package: Manager, Seed Ware-
house, 103, l’rineess-st., Manchester. (486)

GRAND singing cock brown Linnets, caged months,
1/. each. 3 for 2/6; sent any distance: Standard
Aviaries, Newton Heath, Manchester. (486)

EXHIBITION 1915 Hawfinch, 7/0; Welsh Goldie,

3 6; cock Bullfinch, 5/- ;
good size: Robert Roberts,

Pentrc llclia, Bonlnewydd, Carnarvon. (4*0

EXHIBITORS. Greenfinches, selected for size unu

colour, 1/- each, or exchange good Bullies and Sis-

kins: Dixon, Rosehcrry nv., Morecumbe. (481)

NOTICE.—Warranted cocks, Linnets, Gil eneh, 3

1/3 fi 2/-, 12 8/-; cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-: Brain,

288! Llchfleld-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (477)

WARRANTED cocks. Linnets, 3/- dozen; Redpolls,

2/0; Larks. 2/fl dozen; 12 mixed seed birds, 1/- doz.:

E. Fenn, Hives Drove, Isleham, Camhs. (482)

SPLENDID Linnets, guaranteed cocks, 3 0 dozen,

on bard seed, plenty ir. stock, no waiting: Hum-

phries, Central Supply Stores, Eastbourne.
,, ,,

EXHIBITION; .grand H.M. Yellow Bunting, Bull-

finch, and Chaffinch; sell or exchange good cock

Hawfinch: R. Gray, 66, Hey-ter,, Darlington, i486)

EXCHANGE Yorkshire lien for dozen cock Linnets

or Yorkshire cock for 6 Goldfinches; approval.

Iludden, 62, Chiswick Common -nl., Chiswick. (48j)

APPROVAL, cash or deposit it. Note, I will send

good sound cock Linnet, first 1 /-, three for _/-: Hay-

wood, 8? Nevillegrove Meadows, Nottingham. (474)

BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in, 1Jin.

long. llin. high, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue

of 124 sizes ;
trade supplied : Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

(46o)

THREE loud cock Linnets, 2 Brown, one Red,

would suit catchers for call birds; 1/- each; ap-

proval) Miss King, 63, Kingsbury-tcr., Dunstable.

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 6d. each; hard on

seed 4/- dozen ; a few giant cock Goldfinches, make

good mulers, 3 6 each: W. Jones, 29, .Enghsh-st ,

Hull. (484)

COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-; liens, 1/-;

Skylarks, Linnets, Sd., 1/-; Mules, Canaries, 6/6, 7/6;

youngsters, 2/6; bantams, 1/6: Irwins Avia^ries,

^GENUINE cock Goldfinches, 2/0, 3/6: beautiful

plumage, guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy,

commenced sing: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd. ,
Bishops

Stort ford. now
LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets. Birds sent in good

condition, sex guaranteed, cocks 4/- dozen, hens 1/6,

approval: Cook, 4, Woolpack Court, Woolpack-lane,

Nottingham.
WARRANTED all Redbreasted cock Linnets, 3/-

dozen, liens If- dozen; cock Greenfinches 1/- dozen

;

12 mixed birds, 1/-: Gotobed Fenn, The Pitt, Isle-

ham,. Cambs. „ii
LINNETS Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed

;

P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. , ,

' 4184

BULLFINCHES, cocks, 2/-: selected, 2/6, 3/-; hens

1/6; selected, 2/-; all birds well on seed before

sent out; numerous testimonials; Oliver, Barson, 10,

Thomas-st., Leicester. (485 >

BROWN Linnets. Linnets, warranted cocks, all

red-breasted, hard on seed, plenty in stock, dealers

supplied, 3/- dozen, 2/- half dozen; C. Hasker, j,

Arclier-terr., Plymouth. (483)

C ATCH thousands. New double-compartment trap

cages, including two large Finches, trained
^
call

birds,’ only 2/3; purchasers delighted: Mr. Copp,

Stores, DartfOrd, Kent. (f?8)
LINNETS, Linnets. If you are afraid of sending

cash I will send you cock Linnet first; 1/-, three

for 2/-: Haywood, 3, Nevillegrove Meadows, Not-

tingham. Est. 45 years. ,i
48P

THOSE requiring a- genuine singmg cock Goldfinch,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,

send me your address ; will send to you by return

.

Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable.
SPECIALLY’ selected cocks, each bird guaranteed

healthy, good size, colour and markings; Siskin, 5/6;

Bullfinch, 4/6: Linnet, 3/6; Redpoll, 2/6 : G. Suther-

land, Rambodde, Forres. (486)

LINNETS, Linnets. Large red-breasted cock brown

Linnets, well on seed, 2/6 dozen ;
old caught selected

cocks, 31- dozen; P.C. before birds: Marshall, 5,

Camden-st., Sneinton, Nottingham. (484)

SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants, ideal birds for

muling or exhibition, 2/6 each, 3 for 6/-; giant

•Scotch Redpolls, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6; approval:

Walsh, Bird Specialist. Blackburn. (487)

WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets, 9d. each. 3 for

2/-: Redpolls, 8d. each, 3 for 1/9; all picked birds;

satisfaction guaranteed: exchange cages: Birtwistle.

35, Argyle-st., Whittlefield, Burnley. (486)

-CAN supply dealer with cock Linnets, 4/- dozen,

hens 16; cock Chaffinches 4/6, hens 1/6; Green-

finches 1 6 dozen ; no rubbish sent throughout sea-

son : Rathbone, 29, Housemarket, Northampton. (488)

WARRANTED cock Brown Linnets for show or

contest, fierce songsters, as supplied to all the lead-

ing fanciers, 1/- each, three 2/6; safely packed for

any distance : Seedsman, 163, Princoss-st., Man-

chester. 44864

SELECTED Goldie cocks, full adult plumage, 2/-

eacli; Greypate cocks, 10; clean moulted red-

breasted Linnet cocks, three 2/-; big bold Yellow-

hammer, cocks 1/-, three 2/6: H. Welsh, Cornstall

Buildings, Stamford. (483)

EXHIBITORS. Tiptop C.-M. Goldfinch, showing

large, wide, expansive blaze, extra tan, will make
topper, 25/-; topping Linnet, 5/-; large H.-Yt. Bull-

finch. 7/6- approval, cash: Tom Roberts, Queen’s

Hotel. Cerrigyoriridion, Corwen. (485)

TO Linnet fanciers ; two splendid very large Red-

breasted cock Linnets, champion songsters, make
good contest birds, sure winners, 1/3 each, 2/- the

two ;
approval ;

money returned not satisfied : Dick-

son, Upper Manor-st., Dunstable. (187)

I AM now booking orders for selected cock Gold-

finches, for exhibition, 5/- each; also selected

Linnets, 2/- each; orders sent out in rotation: James

Henderson, Plough Inn, Fen-Ditton, Cambridge,

late of Campbell Buildings, London. (472)

CLEARING out stock; two Norwich, two York-

shire hens. Bullfinch cock and hen. Siskin hen. cock

Twite Miller, 2 cock Chaffinches: all house moulted;

also 5 selected cock Twites, F.M.
;

the lot, 27/-:

w. Harper, Glennan, Fort William. (488)

LOOK I Look! Look! Here w'e are again; the old

firm, now started for the season ; shall he pleased

to serve old and new customers; warranted cock

Linnets, 3/C dozen, 5 dozen 15,’-; lien Linnets,
^

1/6

dozen: John Boxall, 5, Lavender-st., Brighton, t.480)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,

"rand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the^wo- approval : if not satis-

tie) money returned: Dixon, Old Ne\i Inn, Dunstable.
(4/ 1

)

EXHIBITORS, specially selected specimens for

keenest competition, cock Bullie 4/0, hen Bullie 2/6,

cock Siskin 6/6, hen 3/-, cock Linnet (Scotch) 3/6,

cock Twite 3 '6, cock Chaffinch 2/6, cock Greenfinch

2/c, cock Redpoll 2/6: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.
(487)

LOOK ' Look ! Look I Linnets ! Linnets I Linnets !

I have the finest stock of Linnets in the South;

warranted cocks, 3/6 dozen ; well on seed : dealers

supplied ; bird nets of all descriptions, always in

stock: Chris. Hatton, 31, Kichmond-st.. Brighton.
(483)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

FullJaineH suya about them. “Nutshell No. 13, 2yl.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the euccespful keeping of these birds. From: LACK

BlltDS, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

eco list on another page).

1 HAVE a nice lot of Linnets, all specially trained

for contest, only 2/- and 2/0; a few for the bench,

big birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pencilled,

2/0 each; beautiful Goldfinches, right for muling or

for sliow, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each ;
Linnet eages, 1/3 cadi

:

W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, George at., Leeds.
(483)

LINNETS! Linnets! Southdown birds are the best,

songsters in England; nut-brown and red breasted

cocks, well on seed, six for 2/-, or 3/0 a dozen; bens,

1/- a dozen; satisfaction assured; all birds packed

carefully for any distance: C. A. Paine, J he

Stores, 54, Cliarlotte-st., Portsmouth.
,

FIV10 tip-top exhibition Goldfinches, 5/(1 each; 11

grand c*'ks, 2/0 each; few big monster Welsh Lin-

nets, well pencilled, 1/0 each; big picked cocks
,
9d.

each; 2 Redpolls, can win, 2/- each; picked Red-

polls, od. each
;
cock Bullfinches, well capped and

barred, specials,’ 3/0 each; few No. 1 liens, 1/6 each:

W. Brown, Ightfleld,’ Whitchurch, Salop. (484)

NOTICE.— Wanted any quantity of Goldfinches,

will give 12/- dozen cocks; 6J- dozen liens; also

Bullfinches, Linnets, Redpolls, Chaffinches, «nd

Britisli Girds of all kinds ;
casli or deposit system

:

Power and Russell, Largest Importer and Exporter

of British Birds in England, 10, Granby-plaee, Bet fi-

nal Green, London. .

443b)

GOLDFINCHES. I have a few of the rioted Worces-

tershire cock birds, cannot be beat for size and

markings, at 1/9 each ;
pair in colour, 2/- and 2,6;

few exhibition birds at 3/- and 3/6;. big Worcester-

shire Linnets, in song, 9d. and 1/- each; few male

winners, 1/6 and 2/- eacti
;
enormous Greenfinches,

6d. and 1/- each; Redpolls, 6d. and 9d. each: Bed-

ford, 131, Gooeh-st., Birmingham. .
44
®'J

LINNETS ! Linnets ! Southdown birds, impossible

to get better for champions, one small or any trial

order will convince you ;
large red-breasted cocks,

well pencilled Norwich type, six lor 2/3, or 4 -

doz., hens 1/- doz.; three splendid cock Gold-

finches 2/- each, three for 5/-; warranted sex and

satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned ;
same

address 23 years: G. Smith, Central Bird Stores,

Cliarlotte-st., Portsmouth. „
44,(11

IF you want to win write to me for dark Brown

Linnets, with plenty of markings. 8d. each, 3 1/9,

6 3/-; extra picked, 1/- each; Redpolls with red

heads and black bibs, gems, Gd. each, 3 173, 6 _/- ;

new caught birds, on seed, cock Brown Linnets, 4 -

doz • Redpolls, 2/6 doz.; dealers supplied: The old

firm, Gardner, Wesham, near Preston, Lancashire.

EXHIBITORS, private bird buyers, 30 years a

catcher ; first time oi advertising; Linnets: I have

selected from the first nest this reason a few mon-

ster specimens, beautifully pencilled, sP1
.

e"dl“

whites big bold Norwich birds, can win with a

house moult, 2/- each : several selected for muling,

I/- each, three for 2/6; week's approval willingly

.

cash or deposit; dealers; 500 healthy cocks 4/- doz. .

Fearbv, Bird Catcher, 19, Murray-rd Bedmmster.

LINNETS. Have the finest class of Linnets on

the market for show or contest singing, 1/6, -/6, 3/t>.

4/6 ;
contest cages, 1/3 each ;

my Linnets are the

pick of thousands. I catch my own so I can give

honest value for money; others 6d. each, or 8,6

-dozen. I have been a catcher over 2a years, And

if I do not knowr a bird now, it’s time I gave up.

My Linnets are trained under birds that can sing,

not dead ones in glass cases: Ingram & Sons, Bird

Catchers, 54, Gaulton-st., Hull. .... 448
,

I HAYE the largest stock of British in England,

all well on hard seed: Worcestershire eock Gold-

finches', 1/6, three for 4/-, a 12
'' and

large cocks for muling or exhibition, 2,-, J/b, ana

3/- each; cock Brown Linnets, now over moult, sing-

ing nicely, 9d„ three. 1/9; larger cocks selected for

muling or contest singing, 1/-, 1.6, and 2/ eacn.

large upstanding cock Skylarks, singing rue
.

. ,

and 2/- each; Redpolls, a nice lot, 6d. each
;

3

1’3 ‘iix for 2/-: selected for exhibition, 16 and

each : travelling cages 3d. extra : Geo. Osborne

Naturalist, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton W
rOttPOR VL T. SAUNDERS has for sale the 10

lowing; must part, going on active service ; six

real Roller cooks, trained under schoolmasters

Messrs Towld’s gold medal strain, also Randall s

strain, 7/-, 8/-, 10/. each : six lovely cock GolddnL
f

ht
;;

singing, sure Mule breeders. 2/6 3/-, 4/v each ,
tour

grand singing cock Linnets,
york-

Mr^wU' The'Bank, ShirXipton,

Bristol. -—

-
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GOLDFINCHES, BULLIES, LINNETS, ETct
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

4/ ,
six 7/-; picked birds for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,

three !>/-, six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-. 2/6 each;

hens, If- 1/3 each; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8<1.,

Uhl., 1/-, three I/O, six 2/6, dozen 4 /•; Redpolls, 6d.,

9 ( 1 . each, six 1/9, dozen 3/-; cages for any of them,

9d , 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, and 'if- each. Send for catalogue

of everything. Established 50 years.

CAUnirnon Bird Specialist arid Judge,
OHNUirunu, preston, lancs. tu. no.

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
It costs you nothing to try any of my birds, 1

send all out on seven days’ approval, for cash

or deposit with Editor. I have advertised for

years in “ Cage Birds,” and have thousands of

testimonials. Beware of spurious imitations. Now
all you advt. copiers gather round and listen

!

It is acknowledged by all that 1 thoroughly under-

stand every class of Linnet singing; read Nutshell

aeries No. 2. Mr. Harry Allen, The Original Lin-

net King, and myself have won hundreds of prizes

at Leeds, Newtown, Morley, Bradford, Hudders-
field, Butley, Blackburn, etc., etc. Pay me a

visit and hear these champions, everybody wel-

come. I have a grand lot of singing cock Lin-

nets, day and gaslight, being taught under rny

champion cup winner of England (which 1 refused

£10 for), they are running and turning the right

way; prices 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 each; also a few

good loud voiced birds, suitable for time singing,

or kitchen songsters, 2/-, 2/0 each, and a nice lot.

of tame youngsters coming out grand, 1/- and 1/6

each; Linnets specially trained r catching, 2/-,

2/6, cages 9d., 1/-, 1/0 each, H.M. quality song-

sters mad proud, birds that have wfon hundreds

of -prizes for us, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/- each;

notes described to purchasers; Redpoll, good call

bird, 1/-; Chaffinch, splendid catcher, 1/6; Nor-

wich type eock Linnet, well pencilled, grand
colour, steady as a rock, ready to win, 3/6, and
one of the best F.M. under wires, 3/6; gem of

a Redpoll, 2/6; monster cock Greenfinch, 2/-;

eock Chaffinch, a beauty, 2/6; fine large, upstand-

ing cock Lark, a gem, on song, 2/-, other gems
]/-, 1/C; hand-reared cock Blackbird, with white

feathers, on song, 5/6; cock Goldfinches, on song,

2/-, 2/6, 3/-, and a grand lot, showing wonder-

ful colour, splendid faces, nicely buttoned, make
stormers, 4/6, 5/6 each. My book of secrets on
how to make Linnets sing mad, 0d., or Harry

Allen’s book 6d., post free. Send at once. State

want9 please. Only honest dealing done here.

Follow the crowd to—Fred Allen, British Bird

Champion, 156, Portcr-st., Aviaries, Hull. (488)

(
Softbills.

RIRDCATCHERS, GRAND NEW INVENTION

Self artin" trapnet, that will catch any species

desired, by simply using th e T'ghfc bait ; made ore

*tromr steel framework principle, fitted wun a 2 ui.

rustproof springs, invisible coloured netting, cannot

-et oSt of working order; parcel post paid, 2 4,

with printed instructions on baitmg for HardbiUs,

sinfihi Is Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Jays, Hawnncnes,

etc. Don’t confuse this invention
^i^gso'n'^Bardnev’

only requires seeing to convince; Jackson, Bardney.

Lincoln.

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, REDPOLLS

Real English 1915 warranted cock Goldfinches, 1/6,

2/- each three 4/-; large speeialiy ®elecbed

showing muling, 2/6, 3/-. three 5,-. six 8,6, liens

1/ three 2/-, Six 3/6, 6/- dozen; Lancashire cock

linnets sd three 1/6, six 2/0, 41- dozen; specially

selected’ for showing. 1/-, 1/6 each: Redpolls, six 1/0,

2/6 dozen; selected for showing, 1/-, three 2/6 ; best

birdlime 7(1 i lb'.. 1/- I lb.. 1/8 lb.: postage free;

Matt Hopkins. Bird Specialist. 38, Fylde-st., Preston

Lancashire. Est. 1895. -
4 a '

HULL’S LEADING SPECIALIST & JUDGE
Not an advert, copycr but a breeder, exhibitor and

judge of 30 years’ experience. What I cannot tell

about birds is not worth knowing. I need no ear-

trumpet to tell when a Linnet is singing t,ood son,,.

All honest dealings done with me. I have the best

team of anv advertiser in Hull. Cock Linnets on

tierce song, "taught under my undefeated champion

cup winner, 2/6. 3/6, 4/6 each; also a grand lot

cage-moulted birds, can win in keen company, 10/6,

1-N6 eacti. To advertise these wonderful songsters

I am giving free a new contest cage, value -

;

cage-moulted Bramblefinch, giant, can win, 3,6;

Norwegian eock Thrush, show plumage, lovely

songster 10/6; anv other British required; also

Can,1ries, Yorkshires, Norwich, Borders, Rollers,

from 7/6 to 60/- a pair; largest and best stock in

Hull; all on approval. Note; I advertise from no

place of call, but have one address only: The

Aviaries, Porter- st„ Hull. (4«o)

TAME hand-reared cock Skylark, 1/-: .Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (ffi-O

WANTED Redstart eock, must be cage-moulted,
reasonable: Wells, College Green, Bristol. (482)
COCK Thrushes, 4/- half-dozen ; selected, 1/3 each

;

W. Wright, 04, Shellfield-rd.’, Marshside, Southport.
COCK Skylark, singing its pure wild notes, 1/-, or
the two for 1/6; Bedford, 131, Cooeh-st., Birming-
ham. (4S7)

COCK Blackcap, cage-moulted, perfect condition,
grand singer, 21/-; Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. (487)
HAND-REARED eock and hen Missel Thrushes, big

birds, 7/6 or offers; particulars; “P,“ 36, Lodge-rd.,
Hockley, Birmingham. (481)

COCK Blackbirds song. Thrushes, 6/- dozen; cash
with order: other birds supplied, dealers preferred:
Nash, Kinkby, Stafford. (489)

LARKS, Larks; cock Larks, large, healthy, young
birds, 2/6 dozen: sex .guaranteed: William Wright,
Tarleton, near Preston, Lanes. (485)

GRAND upstanding singing cock Skylark, with
cage, real stormer, sell lot 2/6 or exchange: Jop-
son, Newton Heath, Manchester. (486)

FEW loud singing cock Skylarks, day and gas-

light songsters, 2/- each : sent any distance : Seeds--

man, 163. Princess-st., Manchester. (4801/

GENUINE hand-reared cock Thrush, 7/6; Blackbird,

5/-; warranted finger-tame, healthy, singing : Crisp.

35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stortford. (476)

SKYLARKS. Warranted cock Skylarks, 2 '6 doz.;

satisfaction guaranteed; no waiting: Tom Wright,
Fairclougli-row, Tarleton, nr. Preston, Lanes. (481)

YORKSHIRE cock Larks from catcher, fine birds,

satisfaction guaranteed, from 1 each : T. Broad-
bent. 6. Chatsworth-aven., AVelbeck-st., Hull. (475)

LARKS! I supply best cock Larks, only 2/S
per doz; satisfaction guaranteed, and honest deal-

ing: Thomas Abram, Chapel-lane, Banks. Nr, South-

port. (471)

WOODLARKS, kind of songsters, warranted cocks.

2/6. three 7 -
;
coming on song,. 3/-; bens, if-; satis-

faction as last season: Squire. 2, Diamond-rd.,
Exeter. (483)

LARGE hand-reared Owls and Hawks, splendid

plumage, 5/- each: carefully packed: all Jays
sold; thank applicants; Brown, Hamstead Common,
Newbury. (481)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark

,
or siiow specimen on approval, cheap, send me your

address, will send you by return : Mrs. Dutton,

Dunstable.
LOUDEST eock Skylark ever beard, been caged 12

months, 1/6: also band-reared young cock, 1/-: ap-

proval; hear and see what you are buying: George

Holt, Dunstable. (486)

WOODLARKS! Woodlarks! Tile king of songsters.

Cocks 2/6, bens 1/6 each : selected cooks, nicely on

song, 5/- each: special Woodlark -ages, complete,

5/-: approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist,, Blackburn.

LARKS, Larks. English cocks. 2/6 per dozen, 1.6

the half-dozen, or 6d. each; extra selected, fit for

siiow, all birds carefully selected before sending.

Note: No deception: /R. Coulton, Gorse-lane, Tarle-

ton, nr. Preston, Lancashire. (481)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. “ Nutshell No._ 3 tells

you. 2Jd. poet free from CAGE Bip.ds. 154, Fleet-

st„ London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).
BARGAIN, Skylark, fanciers and exhibitors: two

handsome very ‘ large upstanding incessant singing

cock Skylarks, measure 14 inches from tip to tip.

cage moulted, sure winners: sacrifice 1 6 each. 2 6

the two: approval, not satisfied money returned:

Dixon. Old New Inn ,
Dunstable. (488)

EXHIBITORS, grand cock pied AVagtail 2/-, hen

I/.; cock Robin, a gem, 2/6; Blue-Tits, 2'- pair.

Great Tits ° 6 oair. Goldfinches 2 6, Bullfinches

•->'6 Greenfinches (id.. Chaffinch 1 -, Yellow Buntings

1 16, Redpolls 9d., Budgerigars 5/6, all per pair;

grand cock song Thrush 1/6, cock Blackbird L ;.

Starling 1/-: extra good co’ek Cockatiel. 7,0; cock

Bud"erigar 2/6; all from outdoor aviaries ;
appro-

val,
0
deposit; A. J. Underwood, The Aviaries. 24,

Wellington 8t„ Kettering.
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WHAT / HONESTLY BELIEVE
to be by far the Jlnest collection of Norwich Plain heads for sale in England, both in quantity and
quality, for among.it them are birds full of colour, quality ot feather, and correct type. Birds that
can win, and that, properly matched, are certain to produce winners. To those wanting Hens that
later oil will cost four limes the money (that is, if procurable at all), 1 advise to have one or more
on approval at once. They are not a "scratch lot,” bought up here and there by advertisements in

mine or other names, and then offered as so-culled strains. These birds can be seen, or particulars
given. The prices of above are: Cocks, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-. Hens, 5/-, 10/-, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Pairs
correctly matched to produce best results by me personally, 15/- to 70/-. Other good, honest Norwich
at following prices: Cocks, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-. Mens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6. Pairs matched,
to produce best results, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/ ; approval. Cages, to hold one bird, 3d., to
hold 2 birds, 4d. Thrco good Hens of any above varieties, or mixed Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, or
Holler, 5/6 the three; real bargain. These prices will not last long. For all other*, see detailed Current
Price List. W. RUDD, BIRD SPECIALIST, NORWICH.

SAVE THAT BRITISHER
Wonderful discovery lor ailing and fresh caught
British birds; gets them on to hard seed and mini-

mises casualties; try 9d. bottle, post free: M.
Burrin, 102, Abbey-st., Bermondsey, London. (487)

Miscellaneous.
HAVE lor disposal, Linnets, Larks, Goldies, picked

from hundreds; Broxup, 27, Stock-st., Burnley. (480)
EXHIBITORS; compelled to give up stock of ail

winning British birds; stamp reply: Conkie and
Loudon, 86, King-st., Ayr. (484)

OOOK Nightingale and cage, 25/-; cock Bramble-
tlnehos, 1/0 each; all cage moulted; single breeders,
1/6; double, 8/-: W. Watson, Station-cottages, Ash-
ley, Cheshire, (484)

COCK Brown Linnets, 2/6 dozen ; Skylarks, 2/6;
Redpolls, 2/- dozen; Greenllnehes, 1/- dozen; Yellow
Buntings, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Redpolls, Lin-
nets, 1/- pair; Goldfinches, 2/t> pair; large selected
cocks, 2/- each; exchange Mules: Fenn and Son,
Bowers-lane, Isleham, Cambs. (482)
LINNETS, Liniiets, Red-breasted cock brown Lin-

net.*, 9d. each, 8 for 1/9, 5/- doz.; Redpolls, cocks or
hens, 6d. each, 3 for )/-, 3/- dozen; cock Twites,
1/-; hens 6d.; Greenfinches, cocks or hens, 6d. each,
3 for 1/ ; Skylarks, cocks 1/-, hens 0d.; Woodlarks,
cocks 2/6, hens 6d.; mixed aviary birds, G/- dozen:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (487)
RElbBI(EASTEl> Linnets, 3/6 dozen; cock Larks,

4/- dozen
; no waiting

; specially selected cocks for
show, muling, or singing; Linnets, Larks, Redpolls,
Greenfinches, Chaffinches, 1/- each ; few specials, 2/6
each; Hue birds for aviaries, 1/- pair; satisfaction
guaranteed: If. Onions, Rushall-st., Walsall. (481)
SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/- dozen; Redpolls, 2/6
dozen; 20 mixed Skylarks, 1/6; 12 brighter mixed,
1/-; pairs for aviary, Goldfinches, 2/6; Chaffinches,
Greenfinches, Linnets, Redpolls, Larks, 1/- pair;
selected cocks for show, 1/- ; Goldfinches, 3/- each

;

well on food : ,T. Fcnn, Bird Specialist, Westcliff-
villas, Isleham, Camb. (485)

I CAN supply 20 dozen of Red-breasted cock Lin-
nets, 4/- per dozen, weekly

; I have a fine stock
of cook Larks at 4/- dozen ; Redpolls,. 4/- dozen

;

Greenfinches, picked, 1/- each ; Chaffinches, picked
show use, 1/- each

; Linnets, singing full, ]•/- each,
or 3 for 2/6; wanted. Redpolls and Goldfin.chcs :

Wm. Darby, 41a, Spon-lane Aviaries, West Brom-
wich. (484)
LINNETS, Linnets, warranted Cambridge cocks,

selected birds, 8d. ; cock Chaffinches, 8d. each
; cock

Larks, .8(1. : Goldfinches, warranted cocks, 2/6; hens
9(1.; mixed hens, 1/- doz.; wholesale trade supplied;
cock Linnets, 3/6 per doz. ; cock Chaffinches, 4/6

;

Larko, 4/6; all birds sent in good condition; satis-
faction guaranteed : Mr. C. C. Church, 216, Forest-
rd., Walthamstow, Essex. - (484)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warrauted cock Linnets, 8d. each, 3 for 1/6, G for

2/6, 51- dozen; warranted cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-

each, 16/- dozen; hens 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d.; Red-
polls, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, Gd. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

canaries7|

Border Fancy.
TYPICAL Borders, clears and cinnamons, few nice

birds, ready; approval: Hislop, 114, Baker-st., Stir-
ling. (47!)TEN pairs of good Borders, 8/- pair; healthy, in
(old room; some splendid singing young cocks, 5/-
each : Moscrop, Longtown, Cumberland. (482)
NOTICE, grand lot Border fancies for show or
song, many -winners; prices low; state wants: up
proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. '

470;TWELVE Borders, gems, bred from last year’s
winners, from 5/-, some can win; approval: J.
Garbutt, 25, Regent-rd., Buxton-rd., Stockport. (486)TWO dear buff cocks, 1915, 6/6 each; 1 ditto yel-
low cock, 1915, 5/6; cold room, splendid condition

-

approval; cash or deposit; letters only: Walker,
24. Londonderry-rd., Stockton-on-Tees.

(48
->)

VERY handsome lot Border Fancies, yellows and
variegated, young cocks, grand songsters, 7/6, 8/6,
10/6 and 15/-; hens, 2/3; every bird guaranteed:
Harris, o.>, Beak-st., Regent-st., London, W. (463)

I
Crests and Crestbreds.

j

CRESTED and Crestbred cocks from 15/- each
good Norwich pairs from 25/- a pair: Small 67’
Western-rd., Brighton. ’(485)
CRESTS or Crested-breds, combining quality and

reasonable prices, .sec my list, or state requirements •

Rudd Specialist, Norwich.
(464 )LARGE young Crests and Crestbreds, absolutely !

healthy, from £1 pair; Joyee-Barnett strain: Rev.
G. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater, (481)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood in England; 35
years breeder _of the best; grand birds for sale,
several can win in good company

; approval : T.
Biilington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (453)

WANTED Norwich cock Canaries; Miss Iloscy,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne, (482)
NORWICH cocks 4/9, 5/9, 7/9, 10/-, hens 2/9,

3/9, 4/9: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (487)
FOR sale Norwich Canaries, cocks 0/- to 7/6; liens

2/6: Brown, 23, Havelock-st., Wcllingboro’. (482)
FEW grand, massive buff and yellow cocks: Gir-

ling, Confectioner, 22, Brensuin-st., Norwich. (489)
TEN Norwich cocks,, hens, youngsters, sacrifice,

30/-; deposit only: Broxup, 27, Stock-st., Burnley.
(489)

LAST pair. Large C.F. yellow cock and buff hen,
first P.O. 9/-, worth 15/-; Hainsworth, Nevett-st.
Preston. (481)
A FEW good pairs of 1914 Norwich for sale; also
Cinnamons

;
room wanted : Croxon, Crown Dairy,

Lowestoft.
_ (461)

HEALTHY Norwich cocks, 7/6, 8/6; hens, 3/-, 4/-;
satisfaction guaranteed: Wells, Breeder, Cooper's
Corner, East Dereham. (486)
A. FLEET, breeder and exhibitor of high class

Norwich, has few grand specimens to spare: 16
,

King's-rd., Upton Park. (482)
GRAND lot Norwich Canaries for sale from 10/-

pair, or exchange gent’s cycle on approval : Hunt,
18, Swinegate, Grantham. (482)
EIGHT pairs large Buff Norwich, clears and
marked; Roberts’ strain, 8/6 pair or offer lot:
Wheeler, Griffins Wood, Epping. (481)
1915 smart Yellow (C.F.) cock and two hens to
match, 12/-; satisfaction guaranteed: Mawson,
Charles-st., Swinton, Rotherham. (486)
BREEDER of Norwich has a few good birds for
sale; view by appointment; approval, deposit:
Bluck, 3, Westbourne-terr., Move. (482)
PRIZE bred Norwich cocks, from 7/6; lien*, 3/6
upwards; colour fed; approval, deposit: H. Burchell,
2, Iligh-rd., Chadwell Heath,. Essex. (485)
WANTED, for export, largo quantity colour-fed
Norwich and Yorkshires; state lowest price, parti-
culars; approval; to: Hanford, Derby.
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for show or song,
many winners ; prices low ; state wants ; appro-
val : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)

AMATEURS; twenty Norwich from 5/-; some real
good birds for quick sale

; approval ; deposit : J.
Garbutt, 25, Regent-rd., Buxton-rd., Stockport. (486)
GRAN D lot of young Norwich cock Canaries,
splendid songsters, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-; hens, 2/3;
every bird guaranteed : Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-
st., London, W. (463)

CLEAN, healthy, colour-fed Norwich, cocks, yellow
ticked, 15/-; ditto, 12/6; yellow, 10/-; hens, yellow
variegated, 10/6; yellow cinnamon, 10/6; approval:
John Morrison, Glaes, Huntly. (480)
MONSTER 1912 buff cock, winner two lsts, 12/6;
medium size buff cock, 7/6; buff and yellow hen,
5/- each

; prize winners ; cards sent : Davies, Fern-
dale, Craven Arms, Shropshire. (481)

GIVING up the fancy; 30 high class Norwich, 11

double breeders, in splendid condition, 4/6 each
;

20

N.P.C. show cages, new, 1/3 each; state wants;
stamp: Cole, 10, Levington-rd., Ipswich. (483)

PALACE and: Scottish National strain ; a few good
cold-room birds for sale ; every bird in best of
health; cocks from 10/-; hens from 8/-; pairs
matched; state wants: Slieard, Spring Bank, Wigan.
MR. C. W. SILK has a fine clear buff Norwich

cock ready for immediate show bench, magnificent
size, lovely colour and quality and nice head, can
win, 50/-; approval with pleasure: Glenrcsa, Ems-
worth. (487)

1914 CLEAR Buff cock, 'parents cost £3 10s., from
Baker (Cowes), brother winner, good breeder, 15/6;
1915 Buff cocks, very promising. 15/6 ; large, healthy,
outdoor birds, finished colour: Wood, 160, Hill-lane,

Southampton. • (483)

NOTICE.—Wanted, good Norwich and Yorkshire
lien Canaries, will give 15/- to 24/- dozen for good
birds, and also any quantity ol hen Mules will give

12/- dozen to 18/- dpzen for good birds; cash or
deposit: Power and Russell, BethnaT Green, Lon-
don. (436)

FOR. sale, thirty prize bred colour-fed Norwich,
mostly 1915 bred, including some good stock birds;
Yellow and Buff cocks, 6,6, 7/0, 10/-; some good
Buff hens, 3/6 each ; two cock Goldfinch Mules, 6/6
each; all through moult; approval, cash: Peek,

Ashman’s Hall-gardens, Beccles. . (484)

HAVE the finest room for Norwich in England,
winner of upwards of 1,000 prizes in keenest com-
petition, some grand show and stock specimens for

sale
;

all birds on approval ; note the name and
change of address of the greatest Norwich special-

ist: Judge Silk
; 27, St. Michael’s-rd., Aldershot.

NORWICH Canaries, 1/H, by C. A. House. Tells

the fancier all that he needs to Know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
“ Forming a stud,” and “ How to Produce the
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book many
time* over: Cage Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., London.

A. MATTOCK, through removal, must dispose of
few good birds

;
foul tail unflighted buff cook, cl.

yellow hen, 14, 20'-; clear yellow cock, variegated
buff hen, unflighted, 20/- ; variegated unflighted yel-

low cock, clear buff lien, 15/-; clear yellow cock, buff

hen, 12/6; nnfligbted buff cock, yellow lien, 12/6.

These are all good birds, cold-room, non-fed ; de-
posit, approval: Mile End, Colchester. (478)

Rollers & Singing Canaries

|
Norwich.

|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
d. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist, i

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens t.o spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited- in-
quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfleld-rd., Walk- I

Icy. Sheffield.
|

J. HODDER, Breeder of Norwich, winner of cham-
i

plonships; typical birds now ready; reasonable;
approval; stamp reply: 6, Banner-st., St. Luke’s,
London. E.C.

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE. Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full

particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. (160)

ROLLER coc.k in full SOilg 3/9, 4/9, a/9, 7/9, hens
1/9: Rons, Aviaries. Forres, N.B. (487)

FOR sale, about 40 young Rollers, good, as bred,
room wanted : Worrall, Coventry-st., Stourbridge,
Wore. (483)

NOTICE, grand lot, day and gaslight songsters,
prices" low

;
approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. (470)

ROLLERS. Three pairs, 7/ pair; 6 hens, 2/- each;
offers lot: Simmons, 15, Hilton grove, West Kirby,
Cheshire. /

482 )BEST quality rape for Roller fancier*, note prices
j/- stone; 35/- cwt., samples sent: Ives, 85, Legsby-
ave., Grimsby.

(435 %

17-POINTS Manchester (4673) (B 4 ) 17/6, two liens
(b 4 ) 4/- each approval: G. Grimsdrtch, 58, Church-
»t,, Dukinficld.

(485)ROLLER cocks, clean moulted, and binging well,

il'
cach; Standard Aviaries, Ncwtori

Heath, Manchester.
(486)

A FEW 1915 Roller cocks, sinking, organ trained,

S'-'ii
1 « strain, 7/6, 8/6, 9/6, 10/0 each: Rushworth,

228. radiharn-rd., liurnley.
(484 )'1 EN very fine British-bred Rollers, in fine feather

and song, 6/- each; worth double: T. Green, 22, St.
Michael -st., West Bromwich. (481)FREE delivery, beautiful untried Seifert hens mad
to nest, 3/- : Miss Jackson, Well Cottage, Scotton,
near Kuaresborough, Yorkshire.

( 4 <;->i

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4/6 each: Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth, Wales.

(487 )ROLLER Canaries, sweet songsters, only 5 '9 eachIndudmg ornamental glass-panelled parlour cage:’
Mr. Copp, Stores, Hartford, Kent. C 4 H8 )

a
J!ol,er

,

s
- best strain, 1915 cocks,

4/6, 5/0, 6 /6 ; hens, 1/6 each; approval, cash or
deposit : Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull.

(483 )HIGH-CLASS Glucke Rollers, 1915 rung, cocks, from
7,0, hens 3/-; approval; pairs selected: Earnshaw,
Breeder, a].. Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs. (486)CHAMPION, Rollers, pure Randall's, B.R.C.C rung
schoolmasters from 15/-; hens from 3/6; approval’

: Havy, Snelston Gardens, Ashbourne. (480)BRAND selection of Roller Canaries; cocks, full
song, 4/6 and 5/6 each; hens., 2/-; sent any dis-
tance: Princess Aviaries, 163, , I’rincess-st., Man-
chester.

(4SC)VERY handsome lot Roller cocks, in full song
1 /6 , 8/6 , 10/6 and 15/-; liens, 2/3; every bird’
guaranteed : Harris, 65, Beak-st., Regent-st .

London, W. b
(4(;3jGRAND lot of Rollers, pure Randall’s strain,

cocks 8/G, 10/6, 12/6, every bird guaranteed
; liens,

1/9, or good exchange: H. Allman, 5, Brackenbury-
rd„ Preston. (476)
HIGH-CLASS Roller Canaries for sale, bred 1915
B.R.C.C. rung, cocks 10/-, hen 5/-; all. birds sent
on approval

; easy payments arranged to suit pur-
chasers: Mrs. Meinertzhagen, 32, Elshain rd Ken-
sington, W.

/483)

Scotch Fancies,
j

NOTICE, grand lot Scotch fancy, many winners,
prices low; state wants; approval: McKeand, Sea-
bright, Castle Douglas.

(470 )

Yorkshires-
1

BREEDERS* CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist; winners
thousands of prizes leading shows

;
many cham-

pionship Crystal Palace, including championship last
Palace show ; not being able to exhibit owing to
illness can supply wonderful good exhibition and
stud birds; reasonable; approval; Langton Ledge,
Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorks. (461)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-gnlnea Chal-
lenge Cup. the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View -ten’., Sandy Lane. Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class
Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day Champion, breeder and
exhibitor of high class Yorkshires; -some grand
birds ready for the early shows; reasonable;
kindly state wants; satisfaction assured : Reliable
Aviaries, 16, Sbann-st., Bolton Woods, Bradford.

\45a)
OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Thornton,
Bradford.

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford,
breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-
shires and Norwich ; show and stock specimens
now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual
seven days approval.

YORKSHIRES, cocks 4/9, 5/9, 7/9, 10/-, hens 2/9,
3/9, 4/9: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. • (487)
FOUR good bred Yorkshire cocks, in song, all 1915

birds, 5/- each: ’A. Bland, 11, Empire-st., Mansfield,
Notts. (483)
YOUNG cocks, in song, seen any time, what

offers?: G., 10, Albion-grove, Stoke Newington, Lon-
don, N. (487)
THE whole of my Yorkshire* for sale cheap, 30,
no room, prize bred* Hall, 10, Honsford-rd., Brix-
ton Hill. Stamp. (470)
FOR sale, Yorkshire Canaries, cock?, 7/6, lie'ns,

3/-. splendid songsters! Draper, 47, Palmenston-st.,
Battersea Park-rd. (470)
HIGH-CLASS Yorks for sale. 8/- per pair, upwards;

approval, deposit: Cawthra & Crowther, Station-rd.,
Liversedge, Yorks. (482)
WANTED, young Yorkshires, any quantity, cash
deposited; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101,
Bridport-pL, Hoxton.
TEN pairs of large Yorkshires for sale ; no reason-
able price refused : Walters, Bannerman Cottages,
Bentley-rd., Carcroft, Doncaster. (483)
SEVERAL grand 1915 buff and yellow Yorkshires,

v,finning istr:»in ; cock's 8/6, liens 3/-; approval:
Grainge, Rainhall-rd., Barnoldswick. (481)

value in Yorkshire cocks at
6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-
each. Very smart lengthy hens
at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6
each. Pairs matched, to breed
winners, at 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/,,

20/- per pair. All cocks on
song, and 200 to select from
in clears, ticked, green marked
and cinnamon marked. Colour
fed and natural colour. Exhibi-
tion cocks sud hens at 10/-,

_ 12/6, 15/-, 20/- upwards that
can soon win their cost. State wants. Aleo large
stock of Norwich and Crest*. Illustrated price- list

post free. Travelling cage 3d. extra. Seven days'
approval.— J- TAYLOR, 36, Aircville Road, Frizing-

hsll, Bradford,

Champion

Yorkshires,

Norwich,etc.

Now Ready,

£§~ K-SS £2 JS 28yoir own, selection. If unable to do so, send a I’ d
I am^n-enn^

JHustrated Catalogue, and remember,

Kincdi m m, 7 i

t0 £
.

Cnd birds 10 ar‘> addrm, in th«

JOE THOMAS Exporter,
Bn<*

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.

Established over 35 years.

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshire cocks, 7/6 upwards- hens
>/- upwards; approval, deposit: Beaumont, King-
vLrr,,f,

l",ant,1
°P?’ nr - Huddersfield. (488)NO I ICE, grand lot Yorkshires for show or tonemany winners; prices low; state waste

; approval-’

7-
<

r!\
P
vT, ’ ?

ca,J,'‘Sht. Castle Douglas.
( 470 )

da? or
Yorkshire cocks, clean moulted, singing

Aviarhe
easl'ght bargains, 7/- each: Standard

i
wk°n Heath, Manchester.

( 4£G)

snu?
C
V

jI:S can SUPP'> 3°u with good York-sliues from //6 pair; write stating wants: J F

f'iwm°p
t
tnn P“ ortl1

’ nr ' Huddersfield. (489)
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'

i
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n
R ‘ f,ED yo,”ng Healthy exhibition Yorkshires;cocks 10/- pairs 12/6; at home Saturdays, Sundays-

w/nu-c,777;,.?'
h,,, '''dal<J - r(J -’ Streatham. (484)

sin??
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,orn first' rate ‘train, in pairs or

r r£y
!

"
'V

6 to ,/6 ’ cocks C
'

/ - to 10
z

'

6 cadi
;
ap-

proval, anywhere: J. B. Lenton, Market Deeping.
^WINNING Yorkshires, grand yellow cock, winner,

f. ;

1

’ 5;, he'V good length, 4/- ; buff-marked

rd”’ Preston**
‘en °th ’ ^

'

: W ' Gardner, 67, Stephens-

P
lot

V
hi8*>-cla.s.s Yorkshire cock Canaries^

splendid songsters, 1 / 6 , 8 , 6 , 10/6 and 15/-; hen* 2 < 3
:

every bird guaranteed : Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-
st., London, W. -

’ 77™
JYOUNG Yorkshire cocks, 5/6 to 8,6; hen*, 3/- to

or i, ;
b?”s* 5/:- 1 6 / 6 ; ^14 prize strain; cashor deposit with Editor : Hind, 2, Queen’s-rd. Lin-thorpe, Middlesbro.

(48&\YORKSHIRES; 30 grand lengthy birds, colour-fed,
mostly unfiighted, clearing out, no time to attend

;

genuine bargains
; fit for showing : H 11 ‘>93

Brockley-rd., London, S.E. (4s2)

\ HONEST BARGAINS
Wlfll T (r-n v.4 ..... JWith which I want you to
make a comparison with any-
others offered at similar
prices, by having on approval.

Cocks, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6,
15/-, 20/-. Pairs, matched fof-
breeding, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6. 9/6,
10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Hens,
2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 6/6, 8/6; three
for 6/6. Pairs, matched for
breeding, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 9/6, 10/6,
17/5, 15/-, 20/- upwards.
Travelling cages, 3d. extra
one bird, two birds 4d.
Detailed List Free.

w. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH

1914 and 1915 Yorkshire cocks for song and breed-
ing, no rubbish, 6/6 to 16/ G; two 1914- bens, green
and heavily variegated, 3,6 each : F. M. Beales,
136, Essex-rd., Islington, N. ' (485)
IORKSHIRES, cup, medal and prize winners, buffs,

ready for the tyench, real fine birds, prices very rea-
sonable, North and South country cross: Craven,
Yelverton Terrace. Plymouth. (468)
T. C. CRAWI1ALL can spare a few exhibition birds,
some clean moulted, have bred over 106; a perfectly
level lot, no wasters; stock birds most rea*onab!e r
121 , St. George’s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (461)
EXHIBITORS.—Not being able to follow the shows

this time I have some of the best exhibition and
stock bird* in the Fancy from 10/- upwards; ap-
proval, deposit: T. McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liver-
sedi»e. Yorkshire. (482)
YORKSHIRES, winning strain, uneven marked,

1915 buff cock, 15/-; buff ticked hen 7/6, few cocks
7/6 upwards, hens 5/- upwards; large stock birds
from 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; approval, deposit: John Rad-
ley, 259, King-st., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield.

(486)
WANTED, any quantity of good Yorkshire hen
Canaries, will give 15/- to 24/- dozen for good birds,
also good lien Goldfinch Mules and Linnet Mules,
will give 12/- to 18/- dozen; cash or deposit: Power
and RtTssell, 10, Granhy-place, Bethnal Green, Lon-
don, E. (43G)

SIZE AND QUALITY
30 unfiighted and one year birds, with size and
quality, representing a combination of the best
blood in the fancy, including actual winners for
rale, from 10/- upwards; approval willingly: R.
Gardner, Triors Wood-terr., Taunton

Various Canaries.
FOR sale 25/- worth joiner's tools, almost new,
10$ lot : Taylor, Dunbtair, Carniuirs st., Caniclon,
Falkirk. (487).
BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire. Bordcis,
and Roller Canaries, cocks 3, -. cock and hen 5/-,

travelling case .'Id.; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen- -

it., Castle Douglas. (470)
GRAND lot young Norwich, Yorkshire, Rollers,
and Border Canaries, cocks in full song. 7,6. 8/6.

10/6 and 15/-; every bird guaranteed: Harris. 65.
Beak-st.. Regent-st., London, W. (463)
SPLENDID selection of Norwich. Yorkshire, and
Roller cock Canaries, cocks, full song, 4 6 and 5 6
each, hen* 2/- and 2/6 each

;
safely packed for any

distance: Manager, Princess Aviaries, 163, Prince-*-
st., Manchester. (486)

IF YOU HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED
with some of the so-called songsters, so freely ad-
vertised recently, send for my price list : Rudd,
Specialist. Norwich,
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TO BE CLEARED
81 Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries, colour fed, a

number of them tit to show at once: Windsor, !-.

Thq Crofts, Nuntwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
Wells Cooper'S-

(4S0)

each; ap-
Islington,

(482)
Goldfinch
95, Peel-

(483)

LINNET cock, Norwich hen,

corner. East Derehani.
TWO line clear yellow muting hens, 5/

proval : Dev, 5, C'arlelon ten ., Halton-ril.,

Loudon, N.
SMART Yellow hen and her nest 4

Mules, in weeks old, 15/- lot: Gibbons

ter., Stafford. ,,

THREE line 1911 cock Goldfinch Mules, over moult,

on song, 7/0 each, bargain: Swains, Pork Butcher,

Bishops Stortford. M®")
MULING hens, buy now and save money, 2/-, 2/ 0,

3 cage Bd. lor one, Id. for two or more: Rudd,

Specialist. Norwich.
THREE light mules. 4 feeding hens, 30-, exchange

for postcard camera, or 28 x 1J tyres- Hart, Photo-

grapher, Ellesinere-Port. (488)

COCK Goldfinch, hen Canary, hred Mules, 7/-; cock

Linngt, Norwich hen, 4 6; exchange Mules: Collins,

Morchard Bishop. Devon. (482)

COCK Goldie Mules, 7. G ; extra large birds; or ex-

change gent.’s gold chain entertained: Green. 2)1.

Mounteastlc-rd., Leicester. (484)

MULING pair. Goldfinch, Canary, 7 6; cock Males

from above, O'- each; approval; cash or deposit:

Haines, Steam Bakery, Goodwick. (486)

NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules,

for show or song; prices low; state wants; appro-

val : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)

LIGHT Buff cock Goldfinch Mule, marked head,

wings, winner, 35/-: large fed cock Greenfinch Mule,

winner, 10/-; approval: Moorman, Carisbrooke, l.W.
(485)

DARK Goldfinch Mule, winner of 3 first and 2

second prizes, sell 20 -, or exchange foreign: Geo.

Worthington. 11, Devonshire-rd., Chorley, Lanca-

shire (winner of Chorley Dist." Cup). (484)

HANDSOME variegated Goldfinch Canary Mule,

warranted cock, 6--: nest 3, 7 weeks old, one 6-

pointed, one marked wings and tail, dark cap, one

dark, take 30 - to clear ; few home bred light Mules,

10/-, 15/-, 20/- upwards: Rowley, Elston, Crediton.

BLUE-FRONTED Amazon, guaranteed talker,

laughs, cries, whistles, mimics, in splendid plumage,

£H, or part exchange Canaries or Mules: also an

Australian Parrot, talks and whistles, real lady »

pet, finger-tame, sacrifice 30/- : Ingram, 54, Gou I ton -

st.. Hull.
.

<48,,)

ZEBRA Pinches, two adult hens, 10/- each; cocks,

6/-; exhibitor's Crimsonthroated Whydah, vcyy rare,

in colour, £2 10 Grenadier Weaver, 10/-: Blood-

stained Finch, to/-; exchange others. Gonldian

Finches preferred: Ilugltcs, Central, Ammanford,
Carmarthenshire. ”7
PAIRS: Cutthroats, Avadavats, Orange-checks, Nut-

meg Finches; cocks,: Nun, Bronzewing, Greenfinch.

Weaver; hen Bengalese; 7 voung Green Budgerigars

and 10 young Canaries, not sexed ;
all healthy; in

outdoor aviary ;
oilers wanted, giving up : Y\ ortny

,

Northenden-rd. l'.O.. Sale. (is))

THOSE who have bought or those_ who arc about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. li.

it only costs 2.'d. post free, but the tips it gives are

priceless: from: Caqe Bums, 154, lleet-st., London,

E.C. (2d. from agent**, a list of whom is published

frequently.)

S.S. ARAGUA
1S5 of the finest Biue-fronted Amazons, also 40 very

fine all green Conures, 20 - pair; 50 very fine Cactus

or Golden-breasted Conuros, 25/- pair; two or three

large stocks due shortly. Telegrams: Parrakeet.

'Phone—GSS Central: G. Chapman, Direct Importer,

Birmingham.

.

Hawk-Headed PARROT
OR CAIOUE, "CAICA MELANOCEPH ALA,” FIN-

GER TAME AND EXHIBITION PLUMACE,

PROBABLY THE ONLY ONE IMPORTED FOR 25

YEARS.

CROSS MENAGERIE, Otterspool. LIVERPOOL

[ VARIOUS BIRDS.

“PETS” SUPPLY CO.
The following are from outdoor aviaries, and in

perfect condition:—White and Grey Javas, Red-

billed Weavers, cock Saffron Finches, Cutthroats-,

Blackheaded Nuns, Spice Birds, hen Whydah, Budge-

rigars, Cockatids, Californian Quail, Silver Pheas-

ants (full plumage). Peafowl, aviary moulted hen

Siberian Bullfinches, Crested, Border, and Yorkshire

Canaries, Turtle, White, Ring, and Senegal Doves;

poultry of various kinds; send for full list; oilers

of surplus stocks invited: Coppice-drive, Harrogate.

YOUNG Goldfinch Mules, also Canaries: Otway,

125, New Parl;-rd., Brixton, London. (483)

1915 PRIZE bred Yorkshire cock, 12/6; splendid

1914 cock Goldfinch, 4/6; both splendid condition:

L. Copcstake, “ Florodora,” 40, Eingwood-rd., East-

bourne. ,
(484)

ONE Goldfinch Mule .cock, 6/6; one pair of Norwich

Canaries, 8/6: one hen Bullfinch, twice house moulted,

2,'-
: For particulars write, E. Spencer, Railway Cot-

tage, Moor Top, Ackwortb. (433)

CANARIES for sale, 5 coeks, 14 hens, 5 young

cocks 11 as hatched, 2 cock Linnets, 1 Siberian

cock Goldie, 1 cock Bullie, 1 heri Goldie, twice

h.m„ Millies, bird house, and 20 cages; cash offer for

the lot: seen any time: Andrews, 18, Malyon’s-rd.,

Lewisham. (48C)

WANTED, addresses, prices, from bird catchers,
cage-makers, utensils, etc., also talking Parrots,
he*t prices paid

;
prompt cash : Broxup, 27, Btock-

st., Burnley. e (489)

WANTED for cash, good Norwich and Yorkshires,
in small or large quantities, colour-fed or natural;
good prices paid: J. Taylor, 36, AireviHerd.,

Frizingliall, Bradford. (482)

WEEKLY supplies of Goldfinches, Linnets. Bull-

finches, etc.; also Canaries any variety; Parrots,
Dogs, Puppies, cheap for cash: Harris, 55, Bcak-st.,

Regerit-st., London. W. (463)

WANTED for prompt cash good Norwich and York
shire Canaries, In large or small lots, good prices

given; approval; send your price to: Varicc. 6.

8tirling-st,. City, Glasgow. (481)

TO CATCHERS. Wanted, Goldfinches, Linnets, big

or small catches; state price for cash; Fox Terrier

bitch for sale, or exchange birds; warranted a good
ratter; approval: Davies, 7, 'i’inman’s-row, Brynam-
man, Carm. (484)

WANTED Goldfinches, give 14'- dozen: cooks,

hens. 6/- dozen; also Bullfinches. Linnets, Redpolls.

Chaffinches, Goldfinches, and Linnet Mules, cocks
5/. each, hens 1/-: Miss Davis, 141. King’s-rd .

Camden Town, N.W. Straightforward dealings each
wav. (482)

DOVES.
DOVES; pairs Diamond. 30/-; five pairs for £7;

Necklace, 13, - ; Senegal, 3/6 each: Miss Aldersou,

Park House, Worksop. (483)

FOREIGN BIRDS.]
AMAZON Parrot and cage, excellent talker, finger-

tame, 35 -: Usher, Barkstone, Grantham. (483)

PARROT, most lovely bird, talks, whistles, never

swears, price moderate: Mr. Copp, Stores, Dartford,

Kent. (488)

DOVES, Ringneck and White: wanted, Blue-top

Finches also: A. Keegan, 35, Upper Ormond Quay,
Dublin. (4'0)

FOR sale, two pairs of Zebra Finches, or exchange

for Firefinches or anv small Foreigners: Mrs. Gant.

Hellingly. „
(478)

COCK Lavender-headed Madagascar Love Bird, in

splendid plumage; price 5/-: Neilson, 5, Bank-pi.,

Kilmarnock. (486)

PARROT, West African Grey, 2 years old, talks

fluently, hardy, acclimatised, £7 10/-: Miss Foster,

Forbes-rd., Faversbam. (404)

YOUNG 1915 Indian Rir.gneck Parakeet, outside

aviary, quite hardy, 12'0: Elliott, The Beeches,

Burnt Tree, Tipton, Staffs. (481)

AVIARY-BRED Budgerigars; five adult pairs, 5/-

each; cocks, 2/6; hens 3/6; one Yellow cock, 3/6:

E. Haggle, Boarshill, Oxford. (481)

pair, adult Green Budgerigars, 5/-; pair adult

White Java Sparrows, 15 -
;

outdoor aviary: C.

Church. Grocer, Sudbury, Suffolk. (483)

THREE pairs Budgerigars, adults, healthy, splen-

did condition, sell 14/- lot, or exchange British: H.

Kirman, Ironmonger,, Scunthorpe. (483)

BIRDS that pay! Budgerigars, Greens 6/-, Yellows

7/- per pair.—The Aviaries, 59, Hammond-st„ Parkin-

son-lane, Halifax. Inspection invited. (460)

.

ONE pair Chilo Widgeon, one pair Bahama Pin-

tail ducks, in fine condition: Curtis, North Hill

Aviaries, Oundle, Northamptonshire. (189)

PARROT, excellent talker, whistler and mimic,
accept 30/-, with cage; exchange other livestock:

Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (486)

WILL give 6 - each for any quantity of Cockatiels,

Indian Green Parakeets, Quakers, or any hardy
Parrakeet: Chapman, Uigh-st., Birmingham.
SPLENDID talking young- Amazon Parrot, can say

about 12 words, very tame, will make champion.
£2: Wright, Bromfield, Park-lane, Old Basford. (186)

SIXTEEN young Budgies, outdoor bred, moulting,

Yellows and Greens, healthy; what offers, cash;
stamp reply : Wade, 53, Carr Hill, Balby. Doncaster.

LARGE White Cockatoo, 85/-; Rock Parrot, 25/-;

cock Orange Waxbills, Cutthroats, 5-
; all healthy;

Budgerigars wanted: Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford.
(484)

A WONDERFUL talking Rock Parrot, talks,

laughs, cry. mimic dog, cats, whistle as plain as

any Grey, with cage, 40 - : Day, The Aviaries, l’orter-

6t„ Hull. (483)

WANTED, African Grey Parrot and cage; give

cash and valuable new set of furs, long stole and
pillow muff, cost £4 4s.: Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,

Dunstable.
COCK' Zebra Finches. 5'6 each ; cock Crimson
Crested Cardinal, 6 6: wanted, cock Saffron Finch,

cock Y'e/low Budgerigar: Greves, Rodney House,
Bournemouth. (486)

MAGNIFICENT pair Blackheaded Gouldians,

thoroughly acclimatized, bred twice in cage this

season, perfect, 50 - or nearest offer: Longlands. 60.

East-st., Chichester. (484)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/- pair;

.selected breeding pairs, 6/-; Y'ellows. 8/-; coeoanut
husk nests, Od. each, 5/- dozen: Miss Itosc.v, Rose-

mary House, Eastbourne. (482)

TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
large cage, 45/6: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port.. (400)

PARROTS, the largest stock ever seen in Hull,

Including Greys, Amazons, Rocks, Cockatoos,
Macaws, etc.; many finger tame; grand talkers
.amongst thorn; from 20/- upwards; stamp reply:
John Dav. The Aviaries, Porler-st., Hull. (493)

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days' approval at our risk, 5/6 pair

;

hens, 3/- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,

very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the

present time we have in stock over oOO exceptio -

ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable lor turning out oi

doors immediately. We despatch same da} as order

arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dym0

within 7 days replaced free of charge; G. Chapman,

High-st.. Birmingham. 'Phone—Central 680. Tele-

grams—Parrakeet.

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in pur-

chasing a Parrot we wish to offer the finest selec-

tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including Alrican

Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos, Macaws,

etc We wish all intending purchasers of Parrots

to place themselves in communication with us,

when we will immediately forward them a full list

of genuine Talking Parrots. The birds we offer are

exactly as described on price list; good, sound,

healthy stock at lowest market prices. \Y e guar-

antee safe arrival of all stock, and despatch -same

dav as order arrives: G. B. Chapman Htgh-st.,

Birmingham. ’Phone, Central 689. Telegram,

“ Parrakeet.”

^coT
Whydahs 10 - pair: Bronzewings, Cutthroats, sing-

ing Finches,' Steelfinches, 10- pair; Bishop, half

colour, 7/- eacTT; oTTc of colour, 10 - pair ; Diamond

Doves, 30/- pair; triangular spotted Pigeons, 35,-

pair; Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroos, very inter-

esting, won't bite, easily feed, JO - each Eulars.

10 - each- Tit Larks, 1- each; Grey Wagtails, 4/6

each- Blackbirds, 2'- pair; Copper-headed Tanagers,

65/- pair; Archbishops, £3 pair; Yellow-wing. Sugar

Birds 35 - each; Blue Sugar Bird, 30 - ;
Doves, 3 6

pair: ’Goldfish, telescope fantai'l Swordfish, etc.; see

price lists; tame mice and rats, 1> pair; Thrush,

3'6- Talking Macaw. £6: Quail Finches, SO,- pair;

Peach-faced Lovebirds, £3 pair; Budgerigars o
;
-

Yellows, 7/6; Tits, 2/- pair; Wagtails, 1,0

|
WANTED.

\

WANTED, anything alive: Jopson, Newton Heath,

Manchester.
WANTED singing cock Canaries: Miss Kosey,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (482)

WANTED, British birds: state quantity and few-

est cash price: H. Jinks, 2, Bramall-lane, Sheffield.

(474)

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds;

state prices: Mrs. EUett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield.

Canaries, songsters.

WANTED CANARIES
every variety, in large or small quantities, also

Parrots, Foreign and British birds, poultry, etc,

:

best prices given for good healthy birds
;
send full

particulars; Bairstow Bros,, Ormskirk-rd., Preston.

cock

(483)

state

DE VON &

Dormice, 2/6 pair; gentles, 2/6 quart; ants’ eggs,

flies, millet seed and sprays, cuttlefish, etc.. 1 ,

Bethnal Green-rd.', London.

MARVELLOUS TALKING GREY PARROT

No bird existing attains the perfection in talking,

mimicking or whistling, has the same understanding

or good company aj the Grey Parrot ,
other Par-

rots chatter, shriek or talk, in a manner; none

have the social equality, the sympathetic com-

panionship, the affectionate personality or trust,

as the Grey Parrot. Do not be satisfied with

something else, insist upon an African Grey with

a red tail. On offer, a grey talking Parrot, saying

the following, and many other funny sayings: ‘'Elsie,

Elsie come here, Mother’s very pretty pet. Get

ready for school girls. Come to Polly, Come on.

Hello, Hello; What’s the time mother, Good

morning. Good night, Pretty old Poll, Scratch me.

Kiss Polly-, Drink for Polly, Put Tolly out. Chick,

chick, chick. Shut up. Bow-wow, Get out,” whistles

part of a tune, barks, imitates children, fowls,

etc "Hello. Frank, Rats, You rat, Polly Polly

Pops, Ta-ta, whistles sailors’ hornpipe right

through. Hello Joe,, Are you there, Alick come here,

Hello are you there, Come on Alick, Come here

mother. Let Polly get out, Give poor Polly a kiss,

Now then Alick, Shut up, scratch, Give Polly a

bath." Established over a century.

Cross, Menagerie, Otterspool, Liverpool

PARROTSTALKING
all descriptions, cheapest and -best in kingdom, cn

month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at

once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,

proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent

post free. Telegraphic address : “Aviaries, More-
cainbe.” Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (310)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

WANTED, youn„
price to: Grade, Bird Dealer, Wisliaw, Scotland.

(487)

WANTED, Canaries and mules, cheap for cash;

apply: Adams, 80, Cumberland-st., East, Glasgow.
(487)

RAVEN wanted. large, tame Raven for pal, good

plumage: Thos. Baines, St. Paul’s-rd., Rock Ferry.

WANTED, address where I can buy thistle seed:

Mrs. Hopkins, 5, Portland-rd., Edgbaston, Birming-

ham. (477 )

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Redpolls, and

Linnets: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st„ West Brom-

wich. (481)

NOTICE! Will give 14/- per doz. Goldfinches, 6,-

per doz. hens: Day, 23, Oakland Park-av., High-rd.,

Ilford. (4W
WANTED all varieties Canaries and Mules, cheap,

cash sent with order: McKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. (47W
WANTED Yorkshire Canaries, good quality, state

lowest price; also Foreigners: Mites, House Fur-

nisher, Aldershot. (485)

WANTED, a few cock Canaries, on song, state

lowest price for cash: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson-

®t., City, Glasgow. t 48-1 )

WANTED, any quantity of Canaries and Mules,

either sex, young or old; Davies*, 3, Clifford-st., Ox-

ford-rd., Manchester. (48
")

WANTED for re-sale, all kinds surplus Canaries

and Mules ;
send lowest price to A. - Leitch, 520,

Gallowgate, Glasgow. (4'5)

WANTED Linnet Mules, 1915 bred, also a good

H.-M. Linnet: Wickham, "Boatswain and Call,”

Rainham-rd., Chatham. (483)

WANTED, Norwich, colour-fed and naturals, Crests

and Mules, best price, cash by return: Roberts, 39,

Gloucester-st., Norwich. (431/

WANTED two good working Ferrets, exchange

Yorkshires; approval: Beaumont, King-st., Skelman-

thorpe, nr. Huddersfield. .
(488 )

WANTED, Canaries and British, all varieties;

state price for cash: Muir, City Bird and Cage Mart

176, Saltmarket, Glasgow. (456)

WANTED, Canaries and Mules, colour-fed pre-

ferred; state price for prompt cash: Robinson,

33, Besson-st., New Cross. (476)

BULLFINCHES and Goldfinches at 2/- pair: money

sent off 5s soon as birds received: Napier House,

The Leas, Westcliff, Essex. (482)

WANTED, Canaries, British birds, dogs, Parrots,

monkeys, cavies, rabbits; purchase or exchange:

Barlow's Aviaries, Greenwich. (487)

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries, must be healthy,

also British birds; state lowest price to; Grade,

Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland. (487)

WANTED, all kinds of birds, state price and par-

circulars, will deposit cash: E, Jones, The Aviaries,

21, Caerleon-rd., Newport, Mon. (439)

WANTED, large Norwich and Y'orkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-

tin, 9). Cow eaddens-st.. Glasgow. (-41)

WANTED; exhibition Goldfinch, Greenfinch, Linnet,

Redpoll. Twite, Siskin: no rubbish wanted: Smith,

84, Third-gv., Queen's Park, London. (483)

WANTED anv quantity of tien Canaries, stating

price and breed; cheap for cash: Edward Bruce, 124,

Blackfriars rd., Salford. Manchester. (433)

WYNTED, offers in Canaries, exchange pair Ayr-

shire blankets, value 25/-,. reversible travelling vug

12/6: Dawson, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (4/4)

WANTED, Mules, Goldfinches, Canaries, Bull-

finches, Siskins, either sex ; write, stating prices

:

Helyar. 55, Patmos-rd.. North Brixton. (48S)

WANTED, birds, animals, beasts, or reptiles, of

every description: lleadkecper. Princess Manageries,

161 and 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (486)

WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and Gold-

finches, cither sex: state lowest price: Herrington,

Bird Dealer 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (-142)

WANTED,’ dogs, puppies, Canaries, British birds,

rabbits. Parrots, pigeons, cavies, bantams, etc.;

state full particulars: Arthur Wicks, Norwich.

WANTED hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each, also

hen Canaries, 1/- each small ones, 1 '3 large ones: J.

Flower, 15, Pollard -row, Bethnal Green, London.

WANTED for cash, Amazon or African Gref Par-

rot’ also Cockatoo: send price and particulars:

Miss Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth, Wales

WANTED, young Roller, or Yorkshire cock, will

exchange unflighted Y'orkshire hens to value, 1915

hatched: off ere: Ketley, 99, Wayman-st., Sunderland.

WANTED for prompt cash, weekly supply of

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Hawfinches, and

Jays: Thos. McCrystal, 10, Langlands-rd., Govan.

^WANTED, anv quantity of Goldfinches and Bull-

finches, etc., also large hen Canaries; state price:

Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Bir-

mingham. Y48 ')

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good large young birds, will give 5/- to 0/- couple,

any quantity; also Norwich. Mules; particulars,

price; bankers, London County and Westminster;
’phone 3317 Dalston ;

stamp reply : Oliver and Co.,

101, Bridport-pl., Hoxton. (423)

WANTED Canaries, Linnets, Parrots, Goldfinches,
Puppies, Rabbits, etc.; good prices paid; particulars,
price. Bankers: London County and Westminster
Bank, Ltd. Stamp reply to: STIRLING'S Live
Stock Stores, Surrey Street, Croydon.

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
1915 Norwich, Y’orkshire, and Roller Canaries, also
Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Siskins. Linnets, etc.; best prices given per return
post: Sandifords, Bird Specialist, Preston.

WANTED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest and Crested bred, all

kinde of Mules. Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

and other Hardbills, for export trade; prompt cash,
or deposit: state price; also pure hred dog puppies
of all kinds: Howard and Sons, Bird Judges and
High-class Live Stock Dealers, 1, Sclater-st., and
28, Bethnal Green-rd., London ; also 77, Pitt-st., Nor-
wich. Best buyers in the country. Est. 53 years.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Y'orkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen:
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mulee,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor; Ruther.
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

FANCIERS
wishing to dispose of their surplus stock of Canaries
should communicate immediately and state the
number of birds they have for disposal. Wo are

wanting any quantity of males, also pairs, including

the following breeds: Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich
and Rollers, also Goldfinch Mules; the very best,

prices are paid ; no swindling ; we are cash buyers
of any quantity : G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birming-

ham.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
ANY QUANTITY, ANY VARIETY OF

CANARIES AND MULES.
I am now requiring Norwich, Yorkshires, Crests,

and Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Rollers, Cinnamons,
Mules, and all other varieties. Prompt cash pay-
ments. Best prices given. Will deposit cash with

Editor. Send full particulars and stamp for reply.

H. GLEDHILL.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD. (isj)

[sale or EXCHANGE.
|
Mainly British.

FRED ALLEN will exchange high-class British

for Canaries, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (488)

EXCHANGE dozen picked Linnets, hard on seed,

for Roller cock, or sell cheap: W. Jones, 29, English-,

st.. Hull. (482)

HOUSE-moulted cock Chaffinch and hen Greenfinch,

2 Norwich hens, sell or exchange: YV. Clark, 58,

Foundry-rd.. Malmesbury, Wilts. (485)

EXCHANGE 1915 hand-reared cock Thrush, war-
ranted, for cock Canary; Young, Tamworth-rd.,
Ashby-de-la-Zouch, Leicestershire. (181)

LARGE breeding box of mealworms, exchange or

offers; letters only: Joseph Boltomley, 42, Beech-
st., Fishergate Hill, Preston, Lancs. (486)

EXCHANGE, hand-reared cock Chaffinch, war-

ranted, and good pair of clap-nets, for two heavy
does, in kindle : Hutson,. 4, Tow n End, Writtle

Essex. (4S0)

YORKSHIRES, 2 buff cocks, yellow hen (Ream’s
direct), winners ;

three show cages and case, 50/-

;

offers, bedding, wearing, household: Riley, 30, Bruns-

wick-terr., Stackstead. (481)

FOR sale or exchange, a beautiful Linnet-Goldfinch

Hybrid, cock bird, through moult, lovely songster,

breed this year; wliat offers?: Smith, PuiOping

Station, Whittleford, Nuneaton. (482)

Mainly Canaries,
j

EXCHANGE, 3 good hen Canaries for cock Gold-

finch, H.M. : J. Barker, Peak Dale, via Stockport.

Tdvertisemerts
Continued on page 147.
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Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of adeertisements must be paid for at

adocrtis-'mcnt rules, three wolds a penny.

PONTEFRACT.
( )|m'ii l.imiet coni r .1 , Woodman Inn, Ilorsefair. Del.

2. Is lords ciilcrcd for I minutes' time sliming:

I. U.ajil; 3. Wlugliam-. Open sing, Out. :i, 22

hints entered; ;i minutes' time singing: L, llcurd ;

'2, I’ugli , 3, W. Nelson. .1. Heard, Assist. Sec.

BARNSLEY.
Harm-lev l.ark and lannct Club, Commercial Inn,

New St. ; sing for I.mints, (let. 2: a mins, time,

just to keep all ol' ns together. The winner did

Miy well for the time of tear: 1, Jones, :i min. (I

sec.; 2, Dodd, 28; ,'i, Williams, la. There is plenty

of room for members to join for time .singing, en-

trance, I,
, and 2d. weekly. Copper kettles and

medals, ami special prizes given. .1. Hardman, See.

LEEDS.
Open contest for ipialit.v Linnet singing, Aug. 2.

Clarence Hotel, ISkinner Halle. 20 birds competed,
and some grand ringing was heard: I, 2, shared,
Lipimin and W iglleld

;
:>, I, I'.inns, Judges, T. Sum

mers, C. Cooper, and T. Butterfield. Aug. ;i, It)

bird-. sang: 1, Parker; 2, Chippendale
;
'3, shared,

Lipmaii and 1*1 a j forth. Judges, A. Lawrence, 'J

.

.Summers, and C. Miss. \V. Lipinan, Hon. Sec.

Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A,, Albion Hotel,
Neville tlreen, Vorly Itoail, open contest for quality'

Linnet singing, Oct. 2
,

12 birds sang; 1, Buttery; 2,

3, \V. Sissons. Judges, Naylor and Topping, (let. 3,

lb sang: l. Buttery; 2, Sissons; 3, Wood. Judges,
Naylor ami Topping. Open content for Holler Can-
aries, Oct. Id. first pair staged at 7.—W. Naylor,
Hon. See. (Please forward your address.

—

Ed.)
Quality singing. Old Bird House, Skinner's Arms,

Buslingthorpc. We opened our season, Sept. 2(1,

with hue successes. - Birds competed, and we had
friends from outside districts. 1, 2, Minns; 3, Black-
Burn. (let. 2, 2‘J competed for J prizes, the singing
again Beautiful : 1. -I, Minns ; 2, Green

; 3, Jarman.
Judges, C. Clayton and J. Tondinsoi).—C. Clayton.

Meeds (vitality Linnet Singing Club contests, Plas-

terers' Arms, Skinner Lane, Oct. 2. IS Linnets con-
tested, and some very line singing was heard: 1,

J. Chippindale; 2, C. Lorrinuin
; 3, Lawrence. Judges,

A. Lorrimail and P. Madden. Very important eon-

lost, Oct. 3. A party of fanciers from Hull and
York, travelling by motor, came to see their old

friend, Mr. I!. Deariove, late of Hull. 20 birds en-

tered; amongst them was Mr. Dearlove's old cham-
pion ami cup winner at Hull, 1911: 1, 3, ,1. Chip-
pindale ; 2, 4, Deariove. A special consolation
prize was given by our new president, Mr. T. Green-
wood to \V. Booth a.s 5th prize. Judges, Madden,
Lorrimau, and Soloman. Mr. Deariove is still open
to singing any Linnet in Hull on quality £Ohg.—F.
Turner, Sec.

Gtuh {Reports.

SOUTH MOOR (Social Club).
Meeting, Sept. 26th, in Club Room, Mr. Taylor,

chair, and a Dig turn up of members. Decided that
sec. and chairman see about- timber for our show,
Nov. Gill and 7th. Letter was read front G. Teas-
dale, who is serving his country in France, and the
members decided to send a parcel of cigarettes and
other luxuries.—Geo. Lane, Sec.

CODNOR PK. AND EASTWOOD.
Meeting, Oct. 2, Three Tuns Inn, Eastwood. Mr.

L. Parson, chair, with a splendid attendance. The
business in hand was arrangements for annual open
show. A very nice lot of specials were promised,
and although it has been rather a poor breeding
season .with some of our members, everything
promises for a splendid .show. Four new members
were made and we are expecting a good meeting at

our next, Oct. Hi. at 7, at Three Tuns, Eastwood.—
Smith and Lees, Sees.

W. STANLEY (Empire) F.F., &c.
Meeting, Oct. 3. R. Peart, chair, and a good turn

up of members. We got through a lot of business
for the annual show. Stewards for cage birds

elected ; W. Gowland, G. Lane, At. Hall, H. Rox-
brougli. Decided to accept Mr. Knott’s offer of

Christmas cake for the show ; we were also offered

by Mr. W. Brown a Belgian hare for a guessing
competition of the live weight, and Mr. J. Master-
man kindly gave a rabbit for the runner up. Sche-
dules will be ready by Oct. 9. Members phase call

or send for one. Entries close for pigeons, Nov. 6,

other varieties, Nov. 14.—R. Hutchinson, See.

GLASGOW AND WEST COUNTiES
Meeting 3 Oct., headquarters, 122, Ingram Street.

Mr. P. Pettigrew presided over an excellent attend-
ance. Many items in connection with annual show
were gone through, and everything augurs well for

a successful exhibition. New members elected: J.

Barrie (Kirkintilloch), II. Fox, D. Cohen, and H.
Henderson (Glasgow). The latter we are pleased
to see taking up the feathers again. Business being
over, the Chairman called up Mr. Adam to read his

paper, which was an exhaustive treatise on Breed-
ing, Moulting, and Colour Feeding, and was thor-
oughly appreciated by the members, who indulged

in a friendly discussion on many of the points raised.

Next meeting 6 Nov.,. 122, Ingram Street, at 7.

—

J, II. Adam, Hon. Sec.

QUEEN’S PARK (Glasgow) C.B.S.
Meeting, Maria Stewart Hall, Crossbill, Sept. 29,

Mr. Heggie chair, and one of the largest-attended
meetings for some time past. New member admitted:
Mr. .1. Black, 12, Anderson-st., K.P. The club
having received the patronage of the Y.C.C for
annual show, 9 open classes for Yorkshires were
classified. The patronage of the S.P.C. was also
applied for, but we were unsuccessful. Without it,

however, we decided to run 8 open classes. (Fan-
ciers please note.) Mr. Byrcn promised to give gold
medal for best bird in hall. Mr. Heggie gold
medal for best young bird, and Mr. Jeffrey gold
medal for 2nd best young bird. Mr. R. B. Cairns
a handsome special for most points. The above
specials for confirmed events only. An appeal from
the chair for birds for the gift class met with a
liberal response. Mr. R. B, Cairns promised to-
pive a washing exhibition at next meeting, and it

is hoped that the young members of the club will
take advantage of this and turn out strong. Vote
of thanks to chair brought the' meeting to a close.
—A, K, Hunter, Sec,

VALE OF LEVEN C.B-S.
Special meeting, Sep. 21. Decided to hold annual

show in Dalnionach Hall, Monhill, Nov. 2(1. Judges:
( anaries, except Yorks., Mr. Mcl.ay, Kirkintilloch;
Yorks, and lint., Mr. C. Campbell, Glasgow.— J.

Hannah, See.

LEIGH C.B.S.
Very successful table show for natural colour

Canaries, Sept. 29. It was very gratifying to see

that a fair number turned up, representing three
varieties. Mr. J. Hamer judged and gave, every
satisfaction. l, Walkden (Bord.)

; 2, Charles
(Yorks.); 3, Spily (Yorks.); vhc. Collier; he, e.

Oldish (Nor.). I!. ChrirlesOn, See.

BEAMISH C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct, 2, Bird Inn, High Hold, Mr. S.

Elliott, chair, with a fair turn up of members.
Stewards elected for show: W. Gowland, J. Stanger,
R. Coates, and A. Young, with Mr. S. Elliot show
manager. Decided that one young he nominated
for ,special for best young bird bred by a member,
current year. Next meeting, (let. 16, a week befoie

show, and we would like to see a good, turn up of

members, as our show is the ilrst in the district.—

J. U. Elliot, See.

CHOPWELL C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept. 25, Mr. M. Simpson presiding be-

fore a moderate attendance. Decided to hold
numbers' show Nov. 20, and to ask Mr. W. Curry
and Mr. W. Tomlinson, our late Sec., to judge.
Eighteen clashes provided: Norwich 3, Yorks. 2,

Bond. 3, Mules 1, Brit. 7, and For. 2. ;
fee Is.

per cage
;

prizes 6s., 4s., 2s., full prize money on
six' entries. Hoping we will be able to hold a

good show and no give our judges- plenty of work.
Next meting will he a week earlier, Oct. 16". Will
all members picas® try and attend.—W. H. Chester,
Sec.

NEWCASTLE-ON TYNE (East End)
Meeting, Sept. 29, Halls’ Cafe, Ilcnton-road, Mr.

Barker, chair. See. announced that lie had booked
the Assembly Rooms, Byker Bridge End, for annual
•-how, Nov. 20 and 27, the same hall as last year.
Resolved to add a natural colour clas9 each, for
Norwich and Yorks., thus bringing our classifica-

tion up to 72" classes. Now if members will only
do their bit and collect at leant one special I have
no doubt we shall have as successful -a show as last
year. 1 shall be pleased to have a return of name
at next meeting, Oct, 27. Schedules will be ready
in two or three weeks.—J. W. Coutts.

HALIFAX O.S.
Meeting and washing exhibition, a splendid turn

tip of members present. Mr. F. Burdekin showed
the novices how lie washed his birds, and. Mr. S.

Rolfe gave the champions lessons. While the birds
were drying the classification for the annual open
show, Nov. 19 and 20, was. confirmed -as follows:
Open, 6 Yorks., 2 Green Yorks., 6 Nor., 6 Brit.,

2 Sell. Open Novice (£5 of- limit) : C Yorks., 1

Green Yorks., 4 Nor. Prizes, 10/-, 6J-, 4

2

J-, with
1 t> entry. Resolved to give half of the gate, in-

cluding ticket money, to- the relief of the "Local
Comforts Fund lor Men on Active Service.’’ Men
in uniform to be admitted free.—H. Clegg, Sec.

SCOTTISH CRESTED G.C.
Meeting in Glasgow, Sept. 25, Mr. John Noble (Kil-

marnock) presiding. Correspondence and apologies
for absence were read from Messrs. Adamson (Kil-

marnock), McNaughton (Larbert), and Whit-ton
(Brouglity Ferry). Applications for patronage, etc.,

were considered, and 'the following granted: Glas-
gow, Cowdenbeath. A short discussion took place
on the advisability of holding a club show this
season, and it was ultimately decided to instruct
sec. to make arrangements (if at all possi'a'e), for
holding a show at some suitable date and venue.
Members elected: Messrs. R. S. Spence (Edinburgh),
T. Martin (Upliall), Forsyth, Service, and Duns
(Berwickshire), T. MeVicar (Holytown). Vote of
thanks to chair terminated meeting. I appeal to
Crest fanciers for their support of club at this
time, and shall be pleased to receive subs, of un-
paid members.—J. Young, Hon. Sec.

RICHMOND (Surrey) C.B.S.
Meeting, St. John’s Hall, Sept. 27, Mr. W. Phipps

‘chair, and a. good attendance. It was arranged
to hold an evening show on Nov, 8, at 6.30, with
classes as last annual show, with the addition o'f

three classes for Borders, and six classes for mem-
bers who have never won two firsts at any club
show. Sec. was instructed to cancel or .amalga-
mate any clasoes failing sftc entries; fee €d. first cage
and 4d. per cage after; entries close Nov. 3. Cata-
logue 3d. which includes entry to show. Stewards
elected: Messrs. Harris, Snow-, J. Phipps, W. Phipps,
and Parmiter. Sec. wa» instructed to write to
several gentlemen with regard to specials, and he
would .be pleased to hear from members who can
get a Special or two for the show. No matter how
small, any special would be acceptable. Next-
meeting Oct. 25, when w-e are to have a " Question
night.’’ Members- please keep their eye on Cage
Birds Notice column for notice of meeting, ,as no
postcards will be sent.—Geo. Birch, Hon. Sec.

LANCASHIRE AND LIZARD F.A.
Meeting in Manchester, Oct. 2. We had a very-

fair turn-up of members, great pleasure beiilg shown
in getting our President amongst us. Patronage lias
been given to Manchester and N.C.O.S. and London
OB.A. for Lancashires and Lizards. Decided to
give patronage to Cardiff under certain conditions.
Tiie members had all been balloted in regard to a
scheme for all members of L. and L.F.A. gaining
prizes at patronage shows to be paid full prize
money from a fund collected from our members for
that purpose, and it was decided not to proceed
with same, as under present conditions it was net
considered feasible. Sec. was instructed to write
each member not present proposing a scheme,
which will be given a trial at Manchester show, and
if successful will be repeated at other shows. I
am sorry that Messrs. Ollerenshaw, sen., and G.
Naylor, both Lizard fanciers, have decided for the
present to sever their membership. It is to be
hoped it will not be long before we see then/.again
Mr. Sam Howard was elected a member. This
shahid give a bit of a lift, amongst the novice
Lizard -members. Members not having any enamel
can have same sent on by applying to me for
same. Large tins 10d., small tins 5d. each. It was
discussed that we have two or three shows in
connection with shows in the district, and secretary
was advised to write the secs, of the shows con-
cerned. Plenty of room for new members. Subs.,
59. yearly.— J. Rukin, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH MOOR C.B.S.
Meeting, Sept.. 25, Mr. W. Cresswdl, chair. Mr.

R. Whitfield, was elected a member. Stewards and
doorkeepers were chosen for animal show Oct. so.
It was decided tonka-ye another meeting on Oct. 16,

-G, F. Bates, bZc*

LEEDS ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Lockhart's, Briggate, Oct. 2, Mr. Walton

chair, and a good attendance. A splendid schedule
was drawn up for our annual show, and as we
have engaged the best room in Leeds for the pur-
pose and judges of the standing of Messrs. G.
" arcing, J. Lyons, and J. Tomlinson, we are look-
ing forward to a record entry. Decided unanimously
that we accept no alien enemy’s entries on any
pretext whatever. This, I think,' is a decision that
nobody can disagree with. .Members 'kindly let me
have specials as early as possible. H. Best, Sec.

HOUGHTON- LE-SPRING C.B.S.
Spirisl meeting, Queen's Head, to finally select

the judge for our annual show at the above inn,
Nov. 27. Mr. Hy. Seely, Choppington Colliery, was
elected. There was a poor attendance of members
present for such ari important meeting, but 1 hope
that they will turn up better at our next meeting
to settle the classes. Any member not being squared
up by Oct. 9 is not eligible to show, so, members,
rally up at next meeting, usual date, and get the
show satisfactorily arranged to suit all.—R, H.
Dixon, See.

MIDLAND ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Headquarters, Seven Stars, John’s-lane,

Wolverhamptfin. Mr. Willows, chair, and a lair
attendance. New member elected, Mr. Kceley,
Smethwick. Letters were read from Mr. Fisher and
Mr. Lester, both being unable to officiate as judges,
through pressure of business; after discussion Mr.
Willow; i and Mr. Jacquemin were unanimously voted
to judge at our next .show, Nov. 4 and 5. All
clarsen will stand as last year. Meetings will be
arranged to take place each fortnight until further
notice, commencing at 7.&.—J. W. Thomson, Hon.
Sec.

GITV AND SUBURBAN A.G.B.
Meeting was held Sept. 27, Church Institute, Pad-

dington street
; Mr. Curtis, chair, and live member^

present. Correspondence was dealt with, and .Mr.
S. Richards was elected a member. A judging com-
petition in Norwich Piainheads was held, 35 birds
being staged in two classes: yellow 16, and buff 19 .

Members were evidently anxious to get tiie opinion
of that well-known Norwich fancier, Mr. J. Uodder,
who acted as final judge. After the awards had
(teen given Mr. -I. Dodder fully explained ids reasons
lor so placing the birds, and from the lew questions
asked, his final decisions were no doubt satisfactory
to the various owners. A very hearty vote of thanks
was unanimously accorded Mr. Uodder for his kind-
ness in attending. A silver-mounted pipe for mem-
ber making most entries was p'rcscnted to Mr. W.
Knight. At next meeting, Oct. 11, there will be a
cage-making demonstration by our esteemed chair-
man, Mr. A. W. Curtis.— F. Th) line, A.sst. Hon. Sec.

FOREIGN BIRD EXHIBITORS’
LEAGUE.

The executive of the League met on Sept. 20, and
decided to hold this. year's club show at the Horti-
cultural Hall, on Dec. 10, 11, and 13. About 33
classes, including selling, have been provided, and,
unless unforseen circumstances prevent, the judges
will he a.s follows Parrots, Mr. Chas. Cooper; Seed-
eaters, Air. R. J. Watts; Insectivorous and Fruit-
eaters, Mr. S, W. Townsend. A good list.cf- specials
in addition to tiie prize-money of 30/- per class
have been provided, and at this show four Club
cups, to be won outright at tiie end of the season
for most points in each section will lie in competition.
Points for the Fruit and Nectar Feeding Cup will

only count at such shows where a. class is provided
for birds of the kind. Cheltenham, Sheffield O.S.,

and Reading show's have also been granted these
cups, which are for competition as follows Most
points in Parrots throughput the season, ditto for
Seedeaters, ditto for insectivorous and Fruit-eating
birds, and ditto for Fruit and Nectar Feeding birds

(which comprise only Sugar and Sun-birils, Humming
Birds, Flowerpeckers, and Spider Hunters). The
Club’s diploma for the first appearance on the -show

bench of a bird is also offered at all the fixtures

mentioned, and at the Horticultural Hall Mr.
Rosslyn Mannering, has generously offered a

guinea special for the rarest Foreign Hybrid, to be
awarded irrespective of tiie bird’s merit as a com-
petitor in its class.—A. Silver, Hon. Sec.

The Revival of the Evenly-

Marked Yorkshire.

By OSCAR E. BROOKS.

(Concluded from page 67)

I
T is not customary to pair two perfectly
marked birds together, for the reason
that this process generally tends to over-

do the markings, and more often than other-

wise the progeny are for the most part heavily

variegated. A cock having tolerably good
eye markings should be mated with a hen
possessing good tail and wing markings, or

vice versa. In the ordinary way, however,
it will be found much the better plan to rely

on the male bird for the improvement of

markings. This being a somewhat disputed

point, I offer no argument, but merely sup-

port my opinion with knowledge derived
from actual, experience.

Now a word of warning. From the very
beginning weed out from the stock all birds

having splashes of green markings on. top of

the head. “Why?” I hear someone ask.

For this reason, ticks on the head are of a

most inherited nature. They run through
generations, and still persist in returning,

and once they become properly established in

a strain they are most difficult to breed out.

Some folks have an idga, that birds bred
for even-marks should not be colour-fed. but

with this I disagree. To my . mind nothing

looks finer than a six pointed yellow Yaik-
sliire cock that has been judiciously fed for

colour, so that the body feathers have
assumed that beautiful orange hue so aptly

described as a
11

ball of fire,” and, moreover,

I do not' think that the intensity' of the,

markings themselves is injured by colour-

SHOW DATES FIXEXS.
,

I® sceme insertion in this column, a guarantee
that the show will be adpertised in "C.B." to tKa
extent of at least 25/- mu-L be sent to our manager.

,
England.

Oct. 8-9.—Preston O.S.-(G. Buck, 5, Nevett St.)
Oct. 12 13.—Plymouth (V. C. O.S (X. Pope, 96, Em-

bankment lid.) C.A.H., ,1.11,

Oct. 14.— Hanley C.B.S.— (G. Beckett, 32, Uamilton-
r <1

. , Birkenhead, llanley.) J .it.
Oct. 15-16. Warrington C.B.S.— (H. Warburton, 73,

Ellesmere lid., Lower Walton, Warrington.)
H.W.B., G.L., J.D.L.

Oct. 10.- Coventry O.S. (A. Green, 205, Stoncy Stan-
ton Rd.) J.T. .H.lt.

Oct. 21.— Oxford C.B.S,— (C. t\ Holliday, 58, George
St.) J.R.

Oct. 22 23. Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe and Green, 68,

Brunswick Rd.) W.M., W.A.G., W.V., J.D.,

O.H.
Oct. 23.— Burton-on- Trent C.B.S.—(A. Wood, 10,

South Uak St.) .1.11.

Oct. 26 28. London and P.O.S.— (II. L. Huggins, 130,

Middleton Rd., Bowes Park, London.)
Oct. 27-28.— Carlisle (Herder City) O S.— (J. C. Bell,

23, Botchergatc, Carlisle.)
Oct. 29-30.- Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (F. Hayward,

21, MarlBoro Av., Manley Park, Manchester).
L.D., J.B., 11. IS., J.D., H.J.C.

Oct. 30 - York C B S. (Y. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.) J.C.B.
Nov. 3 4. Cheltenham ti.B.s.—(A. S. Treasure, 14,

Rotunda Terr.)
Nov. 5 6.- Sheffield O.S.—(E. C. Job, 19, Vauxhall

Rd., Wim-obani;, Sheffield). W.M., J.R., J.C.B.,

H.W.B., J IS.

Nov. 6. — Hartlcpools C.B.S.— (J. \V. Thornton, 43,

Rydal St., W. Hartlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,
W .>'.

Nov. C 6.« Leicester Hand-in-Hand.— ( A. Freestone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.T., H.J.C.
Nov. 9 lu. - Bournemouth C.B. A— (G. W. Jones, 156,

Hoklenhurst Rd.) H.N.
Nov. 12-l.j.— Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.— (G. Ilaucr, 1,

Theresa St.) T.D., J.M., ll.W.U.
Nov. 13.— Barnsley C.B.S (E. Toulson, 102, Cope

St.)

Nov. 13. Chester C.B.S.— (L. Cavanagh, "Berwyn,”
Vicar’s Cross, Chester.) H.W.H.

Nov. 13.—Ardwick & Manchester C.B.S.— (J. Spencer,

193, Palmerston Street, Be.-.wick, Manchester.)
J.W.M., e.B.

Nov. 17/— Reading C.B.S.— (O. C. Smith, 73, Audley
St.) H.N.

Nov. 19 20.— Halifax O.S.— (H. Clegg, 15, Melrose St„
Lee Mount, Halifax ) W'.M., H.W.B.

Nov. 19-20. 1— Haltwhistlc C.B.S (Win. Tallantyre,
South View.) W.AI.’AL, T.D., J.M.

Nov. 25.— Blaenavon C.6.S.—(G. Broome, $2, King
St.)

Nov. 27.— Coventry Codiva C.B.S —(F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon ltd.) H.W.B.
Dec. 1-2. City of Birmingham C.B.S (J. H. Jonce,

211, Park Rd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.lt.,

J .H R.
Dec. 1 2.—Southampton C.B.S (W. L. Page, 30,

Bedford Place, Southampton.) H.N.
Dec. 8-9.— Watford C.B.S.-(W. Hackley, 9, Holywell

Rd.) F.E., H.N., A.S., II.J.W.
Dec. 11. Gateshead C.B.S (W. Cnrrv, 6, Roxburgh

Place, Newcastle). F.L., J.S.‘, J.N., J..M.

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13.— Glasgow C.B. A.—(W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. ML., VV. M AI.,

C.Al., AAV., M.C.
Nov. 20.— Cowdenbeath C.B.S.— (A. Robertson, 56,

Arthur Place.)
1916.

Jan. 1.— Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

ioung St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 20.— Abcrtillery C.B.S.—lH. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.) J.H.R.
Nov 17.—Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and

F.A.).—(G. E. -Cragg, "ltocklaiids,” Rhos,
Colwyn Bay.)

Nov. 17-18.—Cardiff C.B.S.— (E. Thomas, 48, Crad-
dock St.) J.H.P., J.H.R.

1916.

Jan. 11.— Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. H. Davie.', 24, Col-
lege Hill.)

Ireland.
Nov. 24-25 — Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland.

—

(W. C. Sholedice, 38, Haddington Rd.) W'.M.
Nov. 26-27.— Belfast, Ulster O.A.—(X. f, . Smyth, 9,

University St., Belfast.)
Dec. 3-4 — Newtownards C.B.S.— (W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

feeding, provided it is properly carried out
with the aid of the right materials. That is

quite another subject,' however, so I do not
piopose to deal with it here.

Before 1 conclude my article, which has
been written with the express desire to offer

a plea for the restitution of this beautiful
variety, I would like to sum up briefly the
several points in its favour, and 1 think ihe
reader will then agree that they by far out-
class any that may be advanced to the con-
trary.

To begin with, although I admit every
man has his own ideas, and rightly so, yet
I venture to say that there are very few
who do not consider the typical even-marked
Yorkshire o'ne of, if not the hand-
somest of Canaries. Secondly, we have the
gieat amount of interest and fascination
afforded by the difficulties one 1 as to meet in

breeding, and what is more, as they are hard
to breed, and consequently, good i lies few
and far between, they are. rendered all the
more valuable, and the honour of breeding
them the greater.

Last, but not least, while every nest can-
not lie expected to contain a perfect tech-

nically marked specimen, vet if the strain is

a good one, and the art of pairing thorough-

ly mastered, they will all be well marked,
and. what is of infinitely more consequence,
will be capable of handing down their good
qualities to the offspring of which they
themselves llifiy be destined to l.ioco ie 1

1

1 q
parents,
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fTfie SHows.
LEEDS C.B.S.

Meeting. Oct. 2, Lockhart’s. Briggatc. Mr. w.

J\. Wilson, chair. Messrs. Li. Yclland. li.

K Middleton, kindly volunteered to act as stiwaro.

At the November show, and Messrs, C. fO'cr.

W. Sanderson. and W. A. Wilson, an door
;

Kecp. r*.

The 'rest, of the evening was taken up with a

interesting talile show, judged b.v Mr. J. lluimbtie,

^r V

V,^!
re
("

:

‘fWelland ; 3. 3. Norton: 4

Senior; vhc. Sanderson. Buff CM): 1. Firtli. .-

Simms ; 3, Walker: I. Sanderson: yhe. he. A « Hand

.

c. Norton. Veil.. Nor. (7): 1. Livingstone, vim.

Johnson; Fryer; I. Lamb: he e, Yel. d B i tr

( i*')
: t, 4. Fryer : 2, Livingstone : 3, vht. he, Lam .

i Volhind \ o v (2): 1, 2, Yclland. Linnet, Etc.

(8): 1. Hunt : 2. 4. he. Owen : 8. vhc. c. MKidleton.

(ioh If or Bullf. (3): 1. Middleton: -

'

Owen. A .0. Brit. Hardhill <.8> '• ' IT 1 u t. -

4. vhc, Middleton: e, Owen. Most ponds, '*

k|..i.. York* Yclland. 10: Norton. -S. Nor. liyci.

10; Livingstone, 13. Brit.. Hunt. 1«; Middleton. 1«.

—K. Norton. Hon. Sec.

laisterdyke, bowling and
TONG COMBINATION.

2nd competition show. Oct. 2. Hand and ShutUe

Inn, Dudley Hill: S7 birds staged; Mr. ' tow

gill judged and gave satisfaction to CosO.

1: Gledhill. 2; Atkinson, Firth, - and 4. tl.i.s

2: Gledhill. 1: Casey. 2: Duckworth, 3; Ca-e>. 1-

Class 3: Atkinson and Mirth. 1; Swaine. 2 . Robin-

son. 3: Hodgson. 4. Class 4: Oasev 1: .swaine -

Gledhill. 3; Atkinson and I irth, 4 *c| ass c>. L-J- ej

.

f- Hudson. 2: Atkinson and Firth, 3. Padgett. 4.

Class r>- Gledhill 1: Padgett. 2; Atkinson and loth.

3: Duckworth. 4. Cla s 7: Duckworth. l

j

Robinson.

o ( lass S: Gledhill. 1: Duckworth, -. Hudson. J, 4.

vnvu'FS —Class 10: H. Parker, 1: Hodgson. -.

Class 11:' H. Parker. 1: Hodgson, 2; Wood and

Mirfieid, 3: Heed and Son, 4. Class 4-- ll« a nl

Son 1 S. vhc: Wood and Mirfieid. 2: Holt Bros.. 4.

Class 13: Roper. 1: Holt Bros.. 2: Wood and Mir-

field 3- H Parker, 4. Class 14: heed and Son, 1. •

Holt Bros.. 2 : H. Parker. 4 Class U: Wood and

Mirfieid. I. 2. he: Roper. Holt Bros. 4 (las.. If-

Crabtree. L 4 ; Wood and MiriieM, \
Crabtree' 1: Roper. 2. CtttolO: H. Paiker 1 :

Crab-

tree ° 4- Wood and Miruclo, 1 oinU to date ior

medal” : Casey 40. Pow nal 8. Hutson 24 Nyme a 5.

Gledhill 27. Hodgsftu - (sen.) 5. m ' e
"

£|
it T Parker 8. Atkinson and Firth 20, noner

Reed and Son 31. H. Hodgson 13. H. Parker 2,.

Wooil and Mirfieid 26. G. Hodgson •>, Swaine 11.

Crabtree 9. Duckworth 10. Holt

cup: Casev 49. -Reed and Ron 31. Gledlull
^

. vvow

M H. K^-Atkln.

Novice"' Green*' Marked
’

'points'?' Wood and ^iTieW 29.

F. Roner 10. Crabtree 5. Holt Bros. 4.-J. B. Hud-

son, Sec. SKELMANTHORPE.
The Skelmanthorpe O.B.A. held its eleven h

Sa were pr^Xi. hut unfortunately 11 bed to

lR, cancelled, and entries in the remaining 1C cla-s

lotalled onlv 175i but equality W to toe

1 nflyird of previous shows. The t^rongest cwis»t»

were the unflighted claves, 40

m:.
rwsr-. « *.

aTia^-ss;.7? rB
winner was A. Taylor's cl. buff, a bird of correct

type ail’d quality, and shown in best of condition.

The President, Mr. J. Helliwell, is a real fancier,

arui the society is very fortunate to have such an

able sec as W. Everett, who, although only youn*.

as a fancier, is'quite able to control the working ot

, „ . w A ahlv assisted bv P. Hirst, and tiie

show stewards, Milton. Peel, and 'Percy Taylor. The

society possesses about the best lot of working mem-

Trs over seen, mostly all of them took part m
unpacking, repacking, and sending away of the ex-

hibits The prize money was paid out to all win

iiers who attended. The gate was very poor. The

judge. Mr. R. Halliday, Shipley, gave general satis-

ta
CH°\MP., CL. OR INV1S. TKD. YELL YORKS. (7):

1 Dr Craig, ci„ rare length, rich level col., wings

•Old tail earr. perfect, stands well up on good legs,

Jovcly qual .
shown in best cond. ;

2 Hirst, plenty

of k-m'tb, good head, wings, and tail, well placed,

sound col. ; 3, 4, Bennett, beautiful qual., rich col..

nice type and qual.. rather less; 4,' very stylish,

grand shape, neat wing and tail, will improve ; vhc.

Helliwell; lie, Sharpe. BUFF (5): 1, P- Hirst, grand

leimtlt well filled neck, best of wing earr, rich

level col., beautiful feather, pos. correct, fine cond.,

wins- 2, Dr. Craig, rare length and style, lovely

qual.. neat wing earr., pipe tail ; 3, Bennett, feti-

thc.1 like wax. very stylish, only beaten in length,

4. Sharpe ;
vhc, A. Hirst. TKD. YELL (a): 1,

Hall eye tkd.. grand length, very slim and stylish,

nicely feathered, hot col., wings and tail perfect,

beautiful cond.; 2, Dr. Craig, neck tkd., wondertul

lcn"th nice shape and style, rather strong ; 3.

Dyson, grand size, neat wings and tail lovely shape

will improve; 4, Bennett; vhc, Helliwell. BC l l-

((j)’ 1. Dykes, wing tkd, plenty of length, grand

shaped head, wings, and tail well placed, stands on

best of legs, sounq col, shown well; 2, Hodg oi.

rare length and type, level col, stands well' up,

good 2nd ; 3, Everett, neck tkd, wery stylish, rare

wilier earr , rather slack : 4, A. Radley ;
vhc, Bui-

nett' be. Beauntont. YELL. YORKS. HEN (12):

1 Allen Radlev, cl, plenty of length, grand bead,

win"s and tail, correct, rich, sound col, beautiful

qual At pos, gdhi ; 2, 3. P. Hirst, tkd. mkd, good

shape and style, very stylish; 3, tkd. head, luce

head wing, and tail, lovely qual, beaten in length;

4 I)r Craig, wonderful length, grand shape, rather

stout; vhc," Dibh; lie. Dykes; e, Sharpe. BUFF
(15)- l, Dr. Craig, rare length, teeming with qual,

rich col, grand head, full neck, wing, and tail well

earr, best of legs, wins; 2, 1’. Hirst, wing tkd,

grand shape and style, rare wing earr, will im-

prove; 3. Priestley, plenty of length, neat wings,

rather loose in feather; 4, Hutchinson, wing tkd,

very stylish, nice qual, stands up well ;
vhc, Hodg-

son; he, Sharpe; c, Dykes. UNI-LIG. YELL.
YORKS. (11): 1. sp. Dyson, cl, wonderful length,

grand head, level col, wings and tail well placed,

full of nerve, A1 pos, fine cond, gem, wins cup;

2. Bennett, grand shape and style, hot. col, A1

qual.. loses in length: 3, Hartley, very slim and

stylish, rich col, lovely feather; 4, Hinns, vnr,

rare type, neat wing earr, pipe tail; vhc, Hartley;

he. -Walker; e, Dibh. BUFF (HR: 1. Jelwon, cl,

good length, nice round head, wings and tail per

feet, leather like wux,, stands correct on good legs,

rich col, A 1 cond. ; 2, Hartley, el, plenty of length,

rare shape and style, will improve; 3, Everett, mkd.

head and wings, beautiful qual, neat wings and tail,

Shade less; 4, Walker, grand type, wings and tull ,

well earr, bound col, stands w ell ; vhc, Binns

:

he. A lieu Radley; e, Bennett. YORKS. HEN (19):

1, Walker, yell, mkd, plenty of length, rich col,

grand shaped head on good shoulders, wings well i

earr, very tightly feathered, stands correct, well

staged; 2, I*. Hirst, wing tkd, yell, rare shape and

style, beautiful qual, rather pale; 8, Hutchinson,

yell, neck tkd, slim and stylish, lovely leather,

A1 pos.; 4, I)r. Craig, cl. huff, feathered like glass,

correct shape and style, shade less; vhc, Helliwell;
I

he. Hartley ; c, Allen Radley. SELL. (6) : 1, Beau-

mont ; 2, Hutchinson; 3. Wadsworth; 4, Hirst; vhc,

Fisher. HENS (5): 1, Everett; 2. Allen Radley;

©, Arthur1 Radley; 4. Lodge; vhc, J. Radley.

NOVICE, CL. Oli TKD. BUFF YORKS. (G) : 1,

Cliff, cl, rare length, grand head, well filled neck,

wings and tail perfect, rich, sound col, full of

nerve, in best cond. ; 2, S. Morley, cl, very long

and stylish, neat wings and tail, will improve; 3,

H. Lodge, thigh tkd, grand Mi ape, rather strong

wings and tail, well can-.; 4. W. Lodge, el, rare

length and style; vhc, Fisher ; iic, Morley and Hill.

EVEN, ETC,' HEN (U) : 1, Syrnes, buff mkd. head

and neck, grand length, leathered like glass, rich

col, nice sound head, wings and tail well earr,

line cond, wins: 2, C'arncross, yell, mkd, very s'.im

and stylish, hot col, grand wings and tail; ;i, 4,

1“ Taylor, var. buif. grand shape and qual, beaten

in length only; 4, buff, rare type; vhc, Raynor;

he, Fisher. CL. OR TKD. -BUFF HEN (5): 1, A.

Taylor, cl, plenty of length, nice head, wings and

tail, lovely qual, level col, A1 poe, host of cond,

wins; 2, (J. H. Fisher, el, good length and shape,

nice qual, rich col.: 3, Carncross, cl, correct type,

wings well earr, not quite ready; 4, J. Bower; vhc,

8. Morley. UN-FUG. YELL. YORKS. (14): 1, Morley

and Hill, cl, standard length, very hot col, grand

head, wings and tail well placed, lovely qual, stands

up well. Hue cond.; 2, S.vmes, cl, rare length and
style, nice qual, rather ehort of bloom; 3, Senior,

c-inn, wing tkd, grand type, rich col, neat wings

and tail, will do better; 4, G. E. Bower, tkd. neck,

very slim and stylish, lovely qual, stands well; vhc,

J. Bower; he, Famish; c, Humlyn. BUFF (IB):

1, sp, A. Taylor, el, standard length, feathered

like glass, found col, nice round head, full neck,

wings and tail well earr, A1 pos, gem, cup win-

ner: 2. Morley ami Hill, el, nice shape and style,

rich col, rather less; 3, Astley, eye tkd, grand
qual, nicely moulded, full of nerve; 4. J. Bower,
plenty of length, good head, wings and tail, will

improve; vhc, Clift'; ho. Sykes; c, Broadley. UX-
FLIG. HEN (22>:-l, G. H. Fisher, yell, mkd, grand
length, lovely feather, nice shaped head, wings and
tail well braced, stands correct, staged, well; 2.

W. Lodge, butt tkd, nice length, rare shape and
style, close up; 3, G. E. Bower, huff, rare type,
very stylish, not tight, will improve; 4, Senior, cl.

yell, grand shape neat wing earr, A1 pos, shade
less; vhc, -Syrnes; he, Broadley; c, Sykes.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PltEPA I D

^ -inch 2/-, ^-incli 3/-, 1 inch 6,-

Exoept to “Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our

“Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at fs.

per inch and pro rata

A reduction will bo made tor a Se-ies of not lest

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of "guaranteeing” a Show

should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

PLYMOUTH
OCT. 12 and 13.

HUTSUK ENTRIES
ACCEPT FIRST POST
sonoar, oct. ioih.

50 CLASSES. ONLY 100 ENTRIES.
Help us to Hold the Line.

THOS. POPE, Hon. Sec, 98, Embankment Rd.

OOlt’T FORGET

HANLEY

DON’T FORGET THAT

OXFORD
C.B.S. arc holding their show ACA1N this year

THURSDAY, OCT. 21.
Judge: J. Robson, Esq.

Good classification. Many spcciale

Excellent train service from all partB.

All birds sent off same night.

.Schedules from C. F. Holliday. 58, Ceorge Street

Oxford

BURTON
ON-TRENT

OPEN SHOW.

OCT. 23rd.
at Victoria Hall.

Mr. J. Robson, Judge.

Good classification. No cancelling and no amal-

gamation. Schedulc6 from

A. Wood, 10, South Oak Street, Burton-onTrent.

OPEN
SHOW

Annual Open Show.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

OCT. 14th,
ANGEL HOTEL,

Popular Judge, Mr. J. Robson, London.

Roll up with your entries.

Anyone not receiving a ocUeiiule please apply,

C. Beckett, 32, HarrlJten Rd, Bircheshead, Hanley .

IN AID OF

J. C. BARNES, 113, Northfield Road, YValkley, Shef-

field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life experi-

ence; terms moderate: 14, Cumberland-rd, Lidget
Green, Bradford.

J. W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of all varieties

of cage birds; Bonier and British Bird specialist.

Terms moderate.
W. A. COWCILL, 115. Washington Street. Cirling-

ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GEO. GARDNER, II, Haverstock Road, London,
N.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen's Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

d. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds ;

specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briurdene, Idle. Bradford. Judge of

Canaries and other Cage Birds.
J. W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries. 98, Bruns-

wick Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,

Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.
W. MUNDELL, C, Carlisle Place, Manningham, Brad-

ford. Judge Of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, l’ne Eyrie, Salisbury lloed, CaisnaUon,
Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist

Hybrids and British Birds. _

J. PATTERSON, Cliiinside, Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. H. PAYNE, 17, Northgate Street, Gloucester,

Judge of Canaries, British ami Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries. EmsworUi, Hants. Judge

of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pslton l-oll.

Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.

HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton. Staffs.

Judge of Canaries British and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.

W. VARDY, Tiie Aviaries. Hucknall Huthwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich l’lainlieads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J.-WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn, Eccleslull, nr.

Bradford, Judge of Cage Birds, ail varieties

C. WILSON, 14, Frizington lid.. Frizington. Cumber,

land. Judge of- Mules, Brit.. For. Specialist. Brit.,

Slides. Life experience; terms moderate.

W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvelior Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Term;

moderate.

COVENTRY
Ornithological Society Wounded Soldiers’ Fund.

S9th Annual Open Show. Saturday, Oct. 16th, at the

Sydenham Palace, Ford Street. No cancelling, no
amalgamation of classes. Classification: 1, Norwich

cl. yell.; 2, buff; (Birds with dark underflue or tick

not showing should be exhibited in above classes.)

3, ticked or uneven yell.; 4. ditto huff; 5, cl., ticked

or uneven yell, or butt lien ; 6, unliighted, cl., tkd. or

uneven yell. ; 7. ditto buff ; 8, unflighted, cl., tkd. or

uneven yell, or buff hen
;

9. cl., tkd., or uneven yell,

or huff nat. cot. : 10. cl., tkd. or uneven cock, price

not to exceed 30/-; 11, yell, or buff c-k., unfliglited,

SO/-; 1-2, yell, or buff ban, any age. 30/-; 13, Crest.

14, C.B.: 15, Greet or C.B., 1915; 16, Cinn., Self or

Foul;, 17, Yorks, cl., tkd., or uneven yell, or buff

cock; 18, ditto hen; 19, ditto cock, 1915; 20, A.O.V.

Can. ; 21, light Canary Hybrid ; 22. dark ; 23. Hybrid

between two British or Canary-Bullfinch ; 24, Goldf.

or Bullf. (Brit.); 25, Greenfinch or Linnet; 26,

Siskin, Redpoll .or Twite; 27, A.O.S. seed-eater' not

larger than and including the Hawfinch ; 28, In-

sectivorous not larger than and including the Lark:

29, A.O. Brit, or migratory (Hawke, Owls, and

Ravens excluded): 30, Foreign, A.V., single or pair,

smaller than and including the Cacdinal: 31, A.O.V.

;

32, A.V. pairs, 21/-; S3, single, 12/6. Judges:

J. Trengove, Esq., Canaries: W. H. Raven, Esq.,

British and Foreign. Entries close Tuesday, Oct.

12th. Please enter from advert. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-,

2/6. Entrance fee 1/6 per cage to— A. Green, Sec.,

205, Stoney Stanton Rd., Coventry.

L. & P. 0. s.
Lambeth Baths, Kennington Road, S.E. Wed. and
Thurs.. Oct. 27th and 28th. Four Popular judges.

Splendid classification. Libera! prize money paid

as usual to all winners attsmiing show on tiie

second day ; all others within ten days. Twenty-
three Novice Classes. Schedules ready now. H. L.

Huggins, Hon. Sec., 130. Myddleton Road, Bowes
Park, London, N.

ALFRETON
2nd Annual Open Show, at the Red Lion Hotel.

Alfreton, on Friday and Saturday, Oct. 29th and
30th. Judge. ,T. C. Barin-s. Esq. 36 open classes;

prize money 8/-, 4/-, 2/ . All prize money guaranteed
in full. Entries close Tuesday, Oct. 26th. Schedules

now ready from

—

C. Beardall, Secretary, Main Rd.,

Shirland, Nr. Alfreton.

MANCHESTER
and N.C.O S. OCT. 29th & 30th.

Judges, Messrs. Barras, Dykes, Beswick, Dixon and
Chick.

Schedules to previous exhibitors; others please

apply for same. Specials in every section. Novice

Border classes.

F. Hayward, 21, Marlborough Ave., Manley Park,
Manchester.

ABERTILLERY
Cage Bird Society. Tiie Great One-da.v Welsh Show,

on Wednesday, October 20th, 1915. Judge, J. H.

Roe. Esq. 41 Classes for Cage Birds. We have

secured the Gymnasium Hall again, which is one

of the finest Dalis in Wales. Schedules now ready

from-H. H MORTIMER, Hon. Sec., 4, Granville

Street, Abertillery.

YORK!
Seventh Open Show. Saturday, Oct. 30th. Judge,

Mr. J. C. Barnes, Sheffield. Classes: 9 Norwich,

Yorkshires, 4 Novice, 8 British, 2 Foreign, 3 Selling.

Prize-money guaranteed: 1st. 10/-
;

2nd, 5/-; 3rd,

2,6, for 1/S entrance fee. Entries close Oct. 25th,

1915. Write at Once for a schedule to—V. C. F.

Zimmermamii 7, Portland Street, Yorks.

HARTLEPOOLS
llth Annual Show. Nov. 6th, St. Georges Hall; 4

prizes; 1/- entry fee; 47 open classes; specials and

extra specials. Entries close Oct. 30th. Judges.

Messrs. Battye, Mundell and Nicholson. Schedules

J. w. Thornton, 43, Rydal Street, West Hartlepool.

Street, Abertillery.
j

— _ ~ m m MP—

NEWCASTLeCAR LISLE
V m«. _ 1. 21 rvP

Open Show. October 23rd; 45 classes. Schedules,

J. W. Reed, 218, Ladykirk Rd., Newcastle-upon-Tyne .

UflDTUlUDTniieiilBC C 0011 Intent Ornithological
Nunl nSItir I UIldnlnL anj Fancy Stock Society’s

Annual Show, Oct. 27. Judge, C. A. House, Esq.

Schedules ready. Entries close October 20.—Messrs.

Woodman and Barrett, Secretaries, 18, William-st.,

Northampton

(Border City Show). The Mid week Show of the

Northern Counties. Best train service to all parts

of England and Scotland. Classification: llords. 18.

Nor 14, Yorks. 11. A.O.V. 1, Hyb. 5, Brit. 11, For.

4. Prize money 10/-, 5/-, 31; 2/-. Popular judges.

Nine silver ciip-s. Patronage of all the leading

Northern Specialist Clubs.—Schedules. John C. Bell,

23, Botchergate, Carlisle.

LIVERPOOL
Oct 22 and 23. Lancashire's premier chow ; at St. Martin s Hall. Scotland Road.

.

'

1

Good prize money paid dav of show. Rare specials. Quick dispatch of exhibits. Entries close Oct. 17th.

-i-w
is run bv exhibitors. Schedules to previous exhibitors : others kindly apply to Metcalf and

116 '
‘ Green, Secs., 68, Brunswick Rd.

CHELTENHAM
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 3 &4.
Judges: Messrs. J. Robson and J. H. Payne
Fanciers don’t forget the old fixture. 13

open classes for Crests, 11 Norwich. 8 York-

shire. 9 Borders. 7 British, 3 Hybrids,

Foreign. All profits to go to the T.ed Cross

Society. Now, fanciers, please give us a

Bumper. Entries close Oct. 27. Show Man-
ager

—

W. Pour.sett, 5, Whitecross Square
Cheltenham.
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Uolborn.
The Editor Is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

plivtogruphs. Provided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible, for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only

,
and must

reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

twitterings.
Wo are holding our annual show on Nov.

20, writes Mr. A. J. Notley, sec., Jletton-

le-Hole C.B., etc., S.

The Cumnock C.B.S. has been obliged to
alter its show date from 27 Nov. to 11 Dec.,
writes Mr. Alex. Wyper, Market Place,
Auchinleck. Will the Scotch fancy men of
Ayr and Kilmarnock take note that we have
opened our show to 'these districts for Scots
fancy? The membership fee is 2s. 6d., and
information will he gladly given by the sec.

Mr. John McLay, Kirkintilloch, has kindly
consented to judge the Plainhead Crest and
C.B. sections, and Mr. G. Brown, Leith,
Borders, British, and Foreign at the annual
show of the Falkirk Good Intent C.B. A.,
pyrites Mr. W. Clarkson, Sec., on Dec. 11.

Intending members please come forward to
our next meeting Oct. 30 in Temporary Hall,
Graham’s Road, at 7.30.

Schedules of Liverpool Show have been
posted to all previous exhibitors. Anybody
who has not received one please apply at
once, write Messrs. Metcalfe and Green, Hon.
Secs., 68, Brunswick Road, Liverpool.
As 1 am about to call a meeting of the

Welsh C.B.C., writes Mr. A. E. Brown, Hon.
Sec., 66, Clare Street, Merthyr Tydfil, I shall
be glad to receive members’ subscriptions and
applications for new members; sub., 3s. per
annum. Will all societies wishing to obtain
our patronage please make "application to mo
not later than Thursday, Oct. 14.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-
pealing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture
will be sent on application.

Plymouth Wants Entries.
As will be seen from the show advertisement

on page 139, the entries for Plymouth Show
are not what they should, be. Possibly ex-
hibitors are dilatory in sending in, for only
100 entries were sent in 50 classes when we
heard from the hon sec., Mr. Pope. Entries
will be accepted up till first post on Sunday,
and exhibitors should support this the first

important show in the south.

A Neat Cuttlefish Holder.
Mr. E. Ooxon, Burnopfield, kindly sends

us a piece of cuttlefish bone pierced with a
piece of wire which projects about an inch
on each side, and accompanies the* same with
the following note :

—“ B(t;inig a reader of
Cage Birds for many years, and knowing
the trouble to keep the bone from falling out,

I send you a piece of cuttlefish with the wire
in. I put it inside the cage above perch, and
catch the wire into cage front at each side,

it is an absolute fixture
; I have had some

pieces in for months.”

We hear that the collection of foreign birds
at the London Zoological Gardens has been
enriched by the addition of no less than
eleven examples of the rare Wilson’s Bird of
Paradise. The bird is a native of the two
Papuan islands, Waigiou and Batanta, and
is remarkable for the almost entire absence
of feathers on the crown, the bare places
being a Ireautiful blue in colour. The two
elongated tail feathers cross each other, and
Chen curve outwards in a circle. The birds
were brought to this country by the well-
known collector, Mr. E. A. Pratt.

The Ariful Sparrow.
The "Referee” tells a story of a Sparrow

that perched on a table laid for lea in
Ranelagh Gardens, and concludes as follows:
“Now, one dish contained buns,, and one of
those delicacies was near the edge of the
dish. For this the little bird made. He put
his breast against it, pushed it on to the
table, and so, with a series of \igorous
shoves, on to the ground, where his friends
and relations proceeded to help themselves,
he coming down and joining in the feast,

which he had so kindly and ingeniously fur-

nished. If I were a bird I should certainly
take up my residence at Ranelagh.”

Birds and the Crops.
“ Smallholder,” writing to the “ Agricul-

tural Gazette,” says that he is quite sure
that birds rob him of from £15 to £30
worth of produce every year, and the editor,

in an article bearing on the subject, remarks
that, “taking the whole of the United King-
dom, it would be perfectly safe to put the
amount (of damage to crops by birds) at

between £15,000,000 and £20,000,000 per
annum. It is quite certain that some con-

certed action by the fanners is needed, not
only for their own protection, but for the
national good.”

The Bird-Keepers’ Roll of Honour.
Leeds C.B.S.

Sir.—We have yet another member who
has joined H.M.’s Forces, J. W. Bushby hav-
ing joined the Garrison Artillery.

E. Norton, Hon. Sec.

Burton on-Trent C.B.S.
Sir,—The following members of the above

society are serving with the Colours :

—

Messrs. E. Oldham, J. N. Oldham, A.
Crouch, W. iSpringall, W. Hi Freeman.

A. Wood, Sec.

Ashington and Hirst C.B.S. ,

Sir,—The following are members of our
club who are serving with the Colours:—
J. Locke, Northumberland Fusiliers (killed

in action) ; J. Anderson, Northumberland
Fusiliers (in training) ; D. Reavley,
R.A.M.C.

;
T. Mansel, regiment not known.

The following are other fanciers who are

serving with the Colours from Ashington,
but were not members of our club when
war bi'oke out:—G. Watson, Northumber-
land Fusiliers ; F. Barron, Tyneside Scot-

tish
;

Ed. Floyd, R.A.M.C. ; J. Holmes,
Northumberland Fusiliers; A. Carr, Tyne-
side Scottish. Our members congratulate
you on the idea of a Bird Fanciers’ Roll of

Honour, as it will always keep before us
the names of fanciers who have responded
to their country’s call.

C. F. Yapson, Sec.

Queen’s Park (Kensington) C.B.S.
Sir,—It is with great pleasure I acquaint

you of the following members of our Society
who have answered the country’s call, and
shall be glad to see these added to your great
Roll of Honour :—Messrs. S. C. Bonniwell,
W. N. Smith, F. Deacon, H. R. Lowe, and
C. C. Hills. It i§ hoped, all will have a safe

and speedy return, and to those of our mem-
bers who are working long hours on munition
work and unable to attend our meetings and
shows, we extend our wishes for an early

return, and promise them a hearty reception.

H. J. Ratcliffe, Assist. Sec.

Mr. “George” (J. G.) Ramsden, the only
son of Mr. J. W. Ranisden, the well-known
Crystal Palace show manager, is a G,unner
in the Royal Field Artillery.

Mr. Osborn Wellings, the son of Mr. Alf.

Wellings, the well-known cage-bird judge,

is serving with the colours. He joined the

18th Lancashire Fusiliers on Jan. 18.

We have, in addition to the above, re-

ceived the following names of fanciers who
have enlisted :

—

Private G. G. Grant, Inverness, 1st

Lovat’s Scouts, Mediterranean Force.
Private Peter Grant, Inverness, 4th

Cameron Highlanders, British Expeditionary
Force.

"In August, Go He Must.”
“ Inquirer ” writes to the “ Devon and

Exeter Gazette”:—“On Sept. 12, at 3 p.m.,

a Cuckoo was heard distinctly four times at

Dawlish in the road turning off -from the

Exeter Road towards Elmgrove. I shall be
interested to know if this is quite unusual.

There was no doubt of the fact.”

A Tit=Bit for Nottingham Fanciers.
At the next meeting of the Nottingham and

Notts O.S., Oct. 12, at the Mechanics’ In-

stitute, writes Mr. J. G. Royce, hon. sec., we
shall have an open night to which .all fan-

ciers are cordially invited. We are having

a visit from Mr. H. J. Chick, who will give

us a talk upon “ Herbert J. Chick, on himself,

and some others.” This should be a very in-

teresting subject, and we hope to have a
full meeting.

Linnet in a Swimming Race.
The Chaplain of one of His Majesty’s ships,

presumably on active service, for the jiame
of the ship is withheld, Isays in a letter to
“ Country Life ” :

“ We had some water
sports this afternoon and one event is, I

think, almost unique. The men lined up in

the water for one race, and just before the

start the white hat of one of the seamen
was handed to him and on it sat a Linnet,
perfectly free and not fastened to the hat in

any way. The owner put on the hat and
swam the race in it, coming in third. The
bird seemed perfectly unconcerned and
pecked at his fingers in a friendly way at
tiie finish of the race.”

Bad for the Hoopoe.
A Hoopoe has killed itself by flying against

a moving train between Thirsk Junction and
Sessay, near Islebeck. It is in nice plumage,
and has a very fine crest. The bird is now
being set up by a local taxidermist.

Clapham’s Prospects Good-
If the entries come in as well as. the ap-

plication for schedules have done, writes Mr.
T. J. Hope, Hon. Sec., Clapham C.B. A., we
should have a good show. Unfortunately we
have been unable to obtain so many promises
of specials as usual, but, of course, this is

owing to so many of our fancier friends being
otherwise engaged.
Don’t Forget Newcastle Show.

I beg to make an appeal to fanciers to sup-
port our open show on Oct. 23, in the Co-
operative Hall, Benwell, writes Mr. J. W.
Reed, hon. sec., Newcastle-on-Tyne C.B.S.
We are only having a one-day show this year,
not two days as in past years. We have
been unable to get our usual hall owing to
it being used as a military hospital, and none
of the other large halls being available we
decided to try and keep the interest in the
Fancy going by taking the Co-operative Hall,
Benwell. The

^
Elswick Road cars pass the

door, so that visitors to the town can easily

get to the show. The hall is near the
Elswiek Road terminus. I have sent sche-
dules out to hundreds of fanciers, and will

gladly forward one to any who may have
been overlooked, if they will kindly apply as
in our advertisement. Entries close Oct. 18.

The Chiffchaff’s Farewell Song.
This week the Chitfchaff—after being silent

for many weeks—has lesumed its song. But
it is not the powerful outburst we Dear in

April and May
;

it seems only a weak imita-

tion of the song we love to hear in spring,

and it is hard to recognise it as a Chitfchaff

at all. It is a sign that autumn is upon

|

us, that soon the delicate little songster will

be wending its way to Africa to spend the

j

winter there; and the silent woods will be
the poorer for its absence. With what
pleasure we shall weeome it back next spring

--a sure and certain sign that the winter is

over and the upward flow of the sap has
begun. Just now tl ere is a touch of

melancholy in the plaintive attempt at a
song bird-lovers know so well.

— ‘‘ Belfast

Northern Whig.”

The Chough on an Irish Isle.
Describing in “Country Life” a visit to

the island of Rathlin in the autumn of 1913,
Miss Maud D. Haviland writes: "The Raven,
Peregrine, and Chough still breed in Rathlin,

and almost any evening small parties of the
latter species could be seen playing together
along the face of the cliffs. Reared upon
these storm-swept crags, what the Chough
does not know about wind currents and “ air

pockets ” is not worth knowing. It is a line

tiling to see a score of these birds chuck
themselves—no other word describes their

action—over a sheer precipice four hundred
feet high, fall headlong down towards the

sea, then, checking their giddy parachute in

mid-air, soar up to the brink again to repeat

the performance. The grace and freedom of

their flight is not excelled by that of any
other bird. Long may this beautiful and
much persecuted species find a stronghold in

the ‘Fortress of Ireland.’”

The Affairs of the Crested C.C.
At the invitation of Mr. Thos. Heath, a

few members of the Crested C.C., met on

Sept. 29, at 2, York Street, St. James’s, Lon-

don, to consider the present condition of its

affairs, an.d to decide upon the taking of such

steps as might be found desirable. There

were present Mr. J. Robson, chair, and
Messrs. Broad, Clarke, Crabb, Heath, Shep-

herd, Warrington, and Watcham. Mr. Heath
reported that he had received no answer to

any of several letters sent to the Hon. Sec.

In his last letter he had invited the hon.

sec. to attend the meeting, and had requested

him to bring or send the books of the club.

He had received no reply, and the books had
not been sent. The books had not been

audited since December 1913. After letters

from several prominent provincial members
had been read, it was proposed that a deputa-

tion wait on the hon. sec., but it was ulti-

mately agreed that Mr. Clark© be asked to

interview the. hon. sec., and this Mr. Clarke

promised to do forthwith. It was decided

to call an extraordinary meeting of the club

for Wednesday, Oct. 13, at 2, York Street.

Mr. Heath kindly promised to undertake pro

tom. the duties of hon. secretary, and his

offer was • enthusiastically received. A vote
of thanks to the chair and to Mr. Heath for

the trouble he had taken closed the meeting.

Migratory Greenfinches.
The arrival in April of migrant Green-

finches in large numbers has more than once
been referred to in this column. During
recent weeks we have been observing the
return migration, and vast numbers of birds
have gathered together for departure in
willow beds and other places. In one spot
many Tree Sparrows were with the Green-
finches, and the piping of Bullfinches was
heard near at hand. On another occasion
the willow beds rang with the twittering
cries of Redpolls. In fact, many quiet places
with suitable cover are alive with varied
feathered creatures these early autumn days.—J. J. C. in the “Manchester Evening
News.”
Parrot Returns via the Chimney.
An extraordinary story is told by

“ W. W. H.” in “ The Scotsman.” A Parrot
belonging to the writer escaped from its

cage, soared high in the air until ho became
n tiny speck, and ultimately spent the night
on the mast of a ship in a harbour a mile
a,way. The writer says that three days after-

wards “ On entering the dining-room, we
found the Parrot cold and stiff, soot-covered,
and bedraggled. He had fallen down the
chimney, and had only had sufficient strength
left, to drag himself through the fender on to

the soft, woojly rug, where he had died. The
house is situated in a thickly populated part
of the town, and the bird had never been
outside before, so surely this revealed a great

homing instinct.”

The Value of Advertising.
I was pleased’ to see the picture of my

Marsh Tit on the front page of Cage Birds
this week

;
it was the only time I exhibited

the bird, as I sold him soon after. My sister

had one of these birds in an outside aviary in

our garden for 2^ years, where it lived quite

happily with a mixed collection of British

and Foreign birds. It may interest you to

know that although your paper only came
out yesterday I have already sold the 17 birds

I advertised, many at 9 yesterday 'morning,

and have had to return postal orders for

birds already sold.—J. A. E. Smyth, Catford.
“ From my sixpenny advert, in CAGE

BIRDS ( have had about 40 replies. I could

not write to all of them, so should be very pleased

if you would kindly thank them through your

paper. I always get good results to adverts, in

CAGE BIRDS.”—J. A. ROBT«NSON (Rus’nden).

" It says something for your paper—CAGE
BIRDS— that I had letters from a!! over the

place in reply to my advt., and it cost me money
for stamps to send several P.O.’s back. I

think people might send stamped envelopes when
they are answering advts. I wish you every

success with your paper.”—F. BROOKS (Bath).

“ Owing to receiving so many replies to my
advt. in CAGE BIRDS of September 11th, I

could not write and thank all. I had letters

from all over England, Scotland and Wales, and

I tope you will oblgj by th n’tini Ml tnitirers.”

H. FOWLER (Y ork.)

“ Please find room in your highly-esteemed

paper, CAGE BIRDS, to oxpress my thanks to

the many inquirers re my recent adverts. I

received 42 replies, and found the task of

answering them quite beyond the time at my
disposal. Circumstances have compelled me
to relinquish the interesting hobby, but my
earnest hope is that it is only for a brief period.”

—A. G. LEWIS (Kettering).

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES,
Accrington (Lancs.).—Crown Hotel, Oct. 1-2-23.

Judge, J. Trengove. Norwich only. 6 open classes,

3 amat. Prizes, 10/-', €/-, 4/-, 2/-, if 8 entries. Fee

1/6. Ent. dose Oct. 18 to i>. Harwood, 39, Craven
Street.
Oxford C.B.S.—Cowley Rend Schoolroom, Oct. 21.

Judge, J. Robson. 34 classes: Nor 10, Yorks 6. Dutch
Frills 1. A.O.V. 1, Mules 3, Brit. 8 (1 amat.). For.

2, Sell. 3. Prizes, 10/-, 0/-, 2/C. Fee 1/6. Ent. dose
Oct. 14 to C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.

Coventry O.S. (Warwickshire).—Sydenham Palace,

Ford Street, Oct. 16. Judges, J. ffi engove, VV. H.
Raven. 33 classes: Nor. 12, Crests 3, Cinn. 1,

Yorks 4, Mules 3, Brit. 6, For. 2, Sell. 2. Prizes,

10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee 1/C. Ent. close Oct. 12 to A.

Green, 205, Stoney Stanton Road.
Alfreton (Derby).— Reel Lion Hotel, Oct. 29-30.

Judge, J. C. Barnes. 20 classes: Nor. 11 (S liov.),

Yorks 12 (3 nov.). Crest 2, Sell. 4. Prizes, 8/-, 4/-,

2/-. Fee 1/0. Ent. close Oct. 26 to G. Beardall,

Main Road, Shirland, nr. Alfreton.

Clapham (Surrey).—Strathblaine Hall. Clapham
Junction. Oct. 14. Judges, P. Itorke, VV. If. Yale,

II. J. Fulljames. 57 classes. Nor. 8 (4 nov.), V orks

16 (8 nov.), Bord 9 (4 nov.). Crest 1, Sell. 2. Mules

3, Brit. II. For. 7. Prizes on sliding scale. Fee
oi. first entry, 1 - after. Ent. .close Oct. 8. iast

post, to T. J. Hose, 5, Wells Crescent, Camberwell,

S.E.
Liverpool O.S.— St. Martin’s Hall. Scotland Rond,

Oct. 22-23. Judges, VV. Mumldl, VV. A. Cowgill, VV.

Vainly, J. Dixon. 64 classes: Vorks 22 (4 green, 6

nov. or amat.), Nor. 16 (4 green, 6 nov. or amat.),

Bord. 9 (4 green), Sell. 4, Mules 3, Brit. 8. For. 1,

Gift 1. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 3 2/-. Fee 16. Ent.

dose Oct. 16 or first post. Oct. 17 to Metcalfe and
Green, 68, Brunswick rd.. Liverpool.
Newcastle C.B.S. (Northumh.).- Co operative Hall,

Benwell, Oct. 23. Judges. T. O. Crawhall, T. ft.

Tomlinson, T. Robson, C. Waters. 15 dosses: Nor.

7, Crest 4, Yorks 7, Scotch Fancy 2, Bord. 0. A.O.V.
1, Sell. 2 Mules 3, Brit. 8, For. 2. Prizes 10/- 5/-

2/6. Fee I/O. Ent. dose Oct,. 18 )o J. VV. Reed, 218 ,

Ladykirk Itoad. Benwell Grove. Newcastle on Tyne.
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WHAT OF THE 1915

SHOW SEASON ?

AT tlic beginning of another show sea-

son, the second during the war, wo

have Communicated with some of those

whoso opinions should be of interest to

bird-keepers, and we have pleasure in pub-

lishing sonio of the answers already re-

ceived Others have yet to come to hand,

and we shall again revert to the subject.

It will be noted with pleasure that the

opinions generally are on the bright side,

and there can at least be no doubt that the

outlook is immensely more favourable than

was the case a year since. The vitality oi

our hobby under the stress of the past

twelve months has been nothing short of

astonishing, especially considering the

great percentage of bird-lovers who have,

in responding so bravely to the call of then

country, had to relinquish bird-keeping for

a time, and we may look to the future with

justifiable confidence.

A Good Time Coming.

The trade in birds appears to have been

adversely affected through the difficulties

of importation. There is, however, a blight

side even to this. The importation ot

foreign Canaries is now restricted to the

comparatively small number which come

from friendly countries, and the value ot

English-bred Canaries must rise consider-

ably as a consequence. This will be all to

the advantage of those who have stuck to

their guns, so,to speak, and no difficulty

whatever should be experienced in dispos-

ing of surplus stock at remunerative prices.

Meetings and Shows Galore.

That the various societies throughout the

country are still very much alive will be

apparent from a glance at our Club

Notices ” columns. The announcements of

meetings to come were never more fie-

quent, and the majority of these announce-

ments last week and this refer to arrange-

ments for forthcoming shows. A charity

show is announced to bo held at Glasgow to

fill the New Year void caused by the ab-

sence of the Scottish National from the sea-

son’s fixtures, and London also will have

its great show at the Horticultural Hall.

It is aptly pointed out by one of our

esteemed correspondents, Mr. J. W. Met-

calfe, that societies which held shows under

the adverse circumstances of last season had

no reason to regret their spirited action,

and we join in his belief that when

a review of the forthcoming season comes

to be written it will be found that the 1915

shows have done even better.

could be debated ill the same month at

different societies’ meetings, and a summary

of the views of all of them might bo sent by

the secretary of—shall we say, •' League of

Cage Bird Secretaries to Cage Birds for

publication once a month. Again, it nngli

help in a better distribution of varieties of

birds. For instance, Plymouth has J jam-

heads, as everyone knows, but what about

Lizards, Lancashires, and other varieties.' It

is similar with other bird centres. It might

also help in giving accurate knowledge ot

best trains to send on birds to shows, each

society doing its best for any society holding

its annual show. Should this idea find favour

with members of the Fancy I shall be

pleased later on to further elaborate the

matter.
Thos. Pope.

A Note from Bradford.

Personally I think any society with a good

schedule will get good support. 1 come to

this conclusion from the number of applica-

tions I have liad already for birds that can

win at open shows. 1 may also add that

Saturday’s post brought me several applica-

tions for schedules of our open shows though

advert, of same only appeared m the iuiday s

issue of Cage Birds. .

I should like to point out to fanciers at

large that it will be to their credit to sup-

port any society holding an open show lor

the simple reason that societies which in the

past have relied greatly on the generous sup-

port of local gentry can scarcely expect the

same liberality till times become more settled.

W. Hklliwell.

Views from Liverpool.

T
HE show season has opened this week

in most parts of the country; whether

it will be with a flourish ol song oi

otherwise, Cage Birds will tell us next

week. Twelve months ago shows were can-

celled by the score, the Cage Bird Fancy not

being the only section to be pessimists, iho-e

societies that stuck to their guns reaped- a

rich harvest for their pluck In many in-

stances societies were robbed oi the only

halls in their respective towns fit fox a show,

hence they had to cancel. 0n
..,

lo
®“I

ng

through many papers connected with other

hobbies, I find the Cage Bird Fancy is ta

ahead in holding open shows this year, and

this speaks volumes for the grit of the work-

ing man. I am of opinion that the shows

this year will be far in advance of last year,

and when each secretary has got- his house in

proper order lie will have a good balance

show his auditors.

A Gentle Hint.

Those societies that have ia balance iin

hand are practically in duty bound to ran

a show; the motto “Business as Usual is

now “ Business better than ever. There is

plenty of money about, and we have all had

a fair share of it. If all societies will look

at their classification from a business point

of view, and only put on classes that have

filled in the past, they won’t go far wrong.

Unfortunately some varieties seem never to

pay, and are only put on because some oi

the exhibitors are decent sorts. Now is the

time to ask these gents to guarantee then-

sections, and a little coaxing will do it, just

a little Teddy Grey touch.

the birds off
;

they love a flutter now and

again, and good birds are never kept at

home.

Enter Early.

The only worry, and it is a worry, to the

Secretary is the printing of catalogues. Com-

positors cannot be got, our printer tells us,

and we must give him the copy two days

earlier this year, or we get no catalogues

until Sunday. Now this can be obviated by

exhibitors themselves, if they will send then-

entries early. They know how mqny they

are going to enter, an! it is easy to get a

P.0, on Saturday and post light away, this

will give the societies a chance to get the

copy away by Monday morning. Late entries

are a nuisance at the best of times ;
they

ought to be returned this year. A point

wherein the societies can help the exhibitor

is by commencing to pack up early, and have

all railway birds away before 6 p.m. Local

birds which are always a great attraction,

should be left until last. , In conclusion,

societies need have no fear of running an

"open show, because exhibitors will be tailing

over one another to enter birds. There seems

nothing much on, except “a bit of trouble

over the water.”
J. W. Metcalfe.

Support the Shows.
The most important part of the show is

the prize-money, and in my experience 1

have found that quite 80 per cent, oi ex-

hibitors never think how much money they

are going to pick up. As long as they can get

in the cards, that suits them. Very few make

money out of showing; in fact, very iew

take up a hobby thinking it is going to pay,

so I think societies can with confidence bring

their, prize-money down a bit. Fancieis like

to get rid of their surplus at a decent figure,

and if the shows are not supported, the

birds will not be wanted. No doubt one

excuse will be the transit of birds to and

from shows. The train service, that is the

passenger service, has altered very little from

the old times. My society (Liverpool OS.)

has had to handle in the past birds from lie"

land and the Isle of Man at the docks, and

exhibits from all corners of England, Scot-

land, and Wales. We had no trouble last

year’ and we are assured by the Associated

Railwavs in Liverpool that live stock will

be received and dispatched as before. 1 Ins

applies all over the country; it is only the

goods traffic that is congested, so exmbitors

need not be afraid to send their best speci-

mens. Another excuse may be—why run a

show while all the young fellows are at the

Front and will take no interest? Against

this, just think over the friends you have

who are exhibitors, and you will find the

majority are past the recruiting stage. They

are not all on munition work, and if they

were, time would be found at night to pack

What Plymouth’s Secretary Thinks.

I am afraid it is somewhat a difficult mat-

ter to gauge the prospects of the coming show

season. The wholesale abandonment of shows

of last year is bound to make itself felt, and

I am stroligly of the opinion that all societies

who are holding shows this year are helping

to keep the Fancy together, and that, even

should this year’s shows result in a slight

loss nothing but ultimate good can accrue,

and nothing but holding the shows wilt save

the hobby from going further back. We are

now getting in our entries for Plymouth,

and, allowing for the well-known procrastina-

tion of bird fanciers, there are evidences oi

a fair show, but I am afraid we shan t reach

3ome of our previous years figures, neither

do we expect to. I can say this, however :

Whatever the financial result may be, the

Fancy in Plymouth and District is already

showing more go and enthusiasm. Many
fanciers who keep varieties which need coloui

feeding have dropped this necessary adjunct

to success on the show bench, thinking that

shows would be scarce, and the game not

worth the candle. Perhaps 11011-fed classes

would meet the cas^.?
,

There is one disturbing fact m the boutli

of England, that is, the apathy of the

S.N P C. and the C.C.G. If a specialist club

is worth anything it should be up and doing

now and give a lead to the exhibitors, but

with the exception of the S.B.F.C., who are

certainly alive, and, to a limited extent, the

S.Y.C.C., we hear nothing about these clubs.

A Suggestion for the Common Good.

\s a member of the Committee of the late

lamented Cage Bird Union, I am somewhat

loth to suggest any governing body for the

Cao-e Bird Fancy, but I feel strongly that

if "the secretaries of the different societies,

including the specialist clubs, could be

banded together somehow, the Fancy would

greatly benefit as a whole. Vexed questions

Traders Busy.

We are fairly busy at the present time,

although the National Crisis has -brown

many difficulties in our way. Our two ship-

ments of Tasteless Pepper from Spam have

been delayed some weeks in arriving, but

we are pleased to state we have been able to

keep our customers going from the stocks

we hold. We are very much hampered by

the railway companies not heing able to

deliver and despatch seeds in consequence o

preference having to be given to Government

requirements, but on the whole our customeis

are assisting us by realising the position.

Many of my bird catchers have joined the

Colours, and we are not receiving many

birds, particularly Goldfinches. Four of my

cage makers have joined the Colours, but

we are pleased to state we have been able

to keep orders going from stock. The prices

of materials, such as metal, wire, solder,

wood, etc., have very much advanced, but

we are putting all our specialities in as low

as we possibly can, and I am doing my

utmost to meet the wishes of many of my

old and esteemed customers.
J . W ALSH.

What Mr. Ramsden Thinks.

I have been so fully occupied in business

that 1 have had very little time to devote to

ihe Fancy, but from what I have seen and

heard in my travels, I believe there is a

general feeling amongst traders and sub-

scribers not to support shows during the

War. Certainly there will be no shows at

the Crystal Palace during the continuance ol

the War. At the same time, there are plenty

of fanciers who are above military age, and

it is up to these men, and the wives of men

in service, to carry on the Fancy until we

have peace, and return to normal conditions

^Societies that can see their way clear to

hold shows ought to be supported by every

fancier able to make an entry, no matter

whether prize-money is fixed, graduated, oi

on the sliding scale. It surprises me to see

correspondence over a few coppers ol prize-

monev Surely if the Fancy is worth carry-

ing on in these times, the grumblers should

stop grumbling, and do ihen^ bit clieerful y.

iibly a long wait for a boat to England. A
man may have to wait from two to three

weeks for a homeward-bound steamer, and

this of course adds to the expense. Freight

dues are high, travelling expensive, and even

the bird in itself has advanced in price, so

That for Senegal birds, which in normal times

could be sold from 2s. to 5s. a pair, -as

should have to ask from 5s. to 20s.
>
and even

then the journey would not pay us as we l

as when the birds were cheaper. The one

reason for this is that it is very little use

bringing over the more expensive birds which

were the class of stock to make a trip pay.

Cheaper kinds of birds suit the small coun-

try dealers best, as they are pretty inexpen-

sive and easy to keep, but within the last

twelve months many of the small

have given up business because of the added

cost of the birds which should be the cheaper

kl

Goldfish, also, we find very difficult to

import. These mostly came from the South

of Italy, and in ordinary tunes they are sent

overland through Switzerland, where we have

an agent at Chiasso to change the water and

then forward the fish direct to London. Now

that the overland route is stopped they have

to be brought most of the way by sea, and

whereas a year ago we could sell small gold-

fish at 4s. to 6s. per 100, we have now to

charge from 20s. to 25s. for the same qualify.

Eighteen months ago our output ot goldhsh

amounted to about 14,000 per week now

even if we could get sufficient, we could r.ot

sell more than five or six hundred.

Another very saleable article in pre-War-

time was mealworms. The trade in thes

was a German industry. These people bred

them by the ton and entirely cornered the

market
Y
for them. There are not enough

bred in England and Holland to supplyJ™
than a very small portion ot the Lng 1

^
market, and here is a fine opening for an

industrious Englishman to commence He

should, however, be prepared to go lw -

oughlv into the matter and make up bis

mind ^to work for a while without maKing

much profit.
De Von & ^

Foreign Trade Somewhat Hampered.

We find the importation of Foreign

birds a difficult matter just at present, and

the sale rather restricted. Of course, many

of our best fanciers are with the Colours,

and have therefore laid aside their hobby loi

the present, and as some good exhibitors are

also fighting for their country, the sale ol

rare birds is not very flourishing just now.

We believe that many of the cheaper birds

could be sold, but for the difficulty ol getting

them to this country, this making even the

well-known kinds, those which are cheap in

normal times, very expensive for the present.

Take for example Senegal Finches, these

in ordinary times we could get from the

West Coast of Africa and have them shipped

to an agent in Bordeaux or St.Nazaire, who

would see to their cleaning, food and water,

give them a rest, and then send them over-

land to Dieppe, and across the Channel to

England, the whole of the -journey taking

about six days. Now the overland route is

stopped, and the only way to procure this

class of bird is to send someone personally for

them, and in this case the journey by sea

would take eleven days each way ;
besides

this there would be a stop of about eight or

ten days in French West Africa, and piob-

HOW MANY EGGS
IN A

SKYLARK’S NEST?
By JOHN CRAIG (Beith).

T
HIS is not a conundrum, but I see there

is still some doubt as to the number of

eo-gs laid by the Skylark in each clutch,

for a lady says :
“ I have been making some

inquiries of the young man who brought me

the little Skylarks last year, and others who

work in the farm fields, and I find that fi\e

eo-gs is the usual number for a Skylark, some-

times six, but often only three or four young

out of them,” so I will endeavour to throw

some light on the subject.

As a matter of fact, some farmers do not

know the difference between Skylarks eggs

and those of the Meadow Pipit. The Meadow

Pipit lays fewer threes, more fours, more

fives, and more sixes'to the clutch than the

Skylark. I will prove beyond a doubt that

with the Skylark three and four are the usual

clutches, and not five.

Mr. Robert Kennedy, Beith, who is a

present-day bird watcher, has seen in the last

twelve years eighty-one Skylarks’ nests, forty-

four with three eggs, thirty-three with tour

eggs, and four with five eggs.

My own experience is practically the same.

This extends over fifty-five years, and I am

still in the field. I could produce more proof

if it was needed, but I think the above should

convince the most sceptical that three and

four are the most common clutches ;
in iact,

the evidence is overwhelming.

I am aware that clutches of six are some-

times reported, but one of the sixes referred

to was said to be two clutches. I have seen

a Blackbird’s nest with ten eggs, but it was

proved that two females had laid in the same

nest, and I have also seen a Corncrake s nest

with nineteen eggs, but it was noticed that

two eegs were laid in the same day, so tneie

can be no doubt that two females had laid in

the same nest. , ,

With further reference to the clutches ot

the Skylark, a certain writer believes that

most of the threes are imperfect clutches—at

any rate, he said so ;
but I am inclined to

think he was trying to get out of the difficulty,

as he had committed himself on the point be-

fore, and the evidence was so strong that he

got uncomfortably cornered. He will find it

an impossible task to prove that most of the

threes are imperfect clutches. No wondei

that some books are unreliable for reference

It is fifty-one or fifty-two years since I

found the first Skylark’s nest with five eggs.

(.Continued on next baHet
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] will give an instance to show I took a keen

interest in the subject even' in those days.

.When 1 was u boy 1 used to work beside some
men who were in the habit of going out for

a smoke. W hen the men returned alter one

of these occasions they told me they had
found a Lark’s nest with live young ones, and

I said 1 would soon find if. I then went out

and looked about to see where the men had

been resting, and 1 came across a place where

the glass was pressed down. I lay down on

the same spot, and in a few minutes a Sky-

lark appeared with food in its bill, and I soon

found the nest. When 1 returned and told

the men 1 had found the nest they would not

believe rne till 1 told them where it was.

That is more than fifty years ago, and
since then I have seen several Skylarks nests

with five. I have seen two Skylarks' nests

on the roadside, one in a young plantation,

and two under a whin-hush, and this year I

found a nest witli three eggs, entirely sur-

rounded by gorse or whins, and one with three

young ones on an almost perpendicular hill-

side. When a Skylark is soaring and singing

1 cun (ell whether the bird is ascending or

descending without looking at it by the differ-

ent stylo of the song, and 1 have often timed
this species when beginning to soar and sing

till alighting. I timed one which sang for

forty-two minutes. I have also heard several

singing for thirty minutes, and many from
only five to fifteen minutes.

Some writers maintain that the Skylark

docs not perch upon a hedge. I have often

Why Not Hybrids at South
Kensington ?

Sib,

—

I noticed that there are a number of

elufi’ed Canaries, some old winners, at the

South Kensington Museum. There are, of

course, also interesting cases of Albinos, but

j, did not see any Hybrids. Would it not

be a valuable addition to the collection if the

owners of good specimen Hybrids, who are

so unlucky as to lose them, were to forward

the bodies to the museum? I have not in-

quired, but 1 imagine they would be gladly

accepted.

A. H. Scott.

Who is Right?
Sir,—A correspondent to “ The Times,”

writing on the ravages of birds, says: “It
is a pity, especially in war time, to see this

great destruction of human food which a com-
paratively infinitesimal sum of money and a

little organisation by the Board of Agricul-

ture would prevent. I do not think the

County Councils can do what is needful with-

out the support of the Board of Agriculture.

It is true that County Councils can with-

draw' protection from some kinds of birds,

but the relief which that step affords has been
proved to be practically nil.”

I fancy that the principal argument of the

supporters of bird protection has been that

without the protection of the Wild Birds Acts
and their extension by, local councils, birds

would soon become extinct through the greed

of bird-catchers. Surely there seems to be
come contradiction here?

Lorgnette.

A Message from the Dardanelles
Sir.—Owing to the numerous letters which

tny wife is receiving at my home address for

birds, etc., I hope you will let me say that
I cannot oblige at present, as I am doing my
bit in the Dardanelles. I disposed of my
live stock last August, except a, few for stock,

but if I get through this -war I hope to start

business again and give satisfaction and
quality to my customers as I have done in

the past. Up to the present I have had a
rough time, but keep on smiling and looking
forward to having a happy time amongst my
feathered friends. I have often thought of

the pleasures one derives from his pets whilst

I was hid in my dug-out, listening to the

Linnets singing amidst the booming of the

artillery and the shrapnel. I have found
Linnets, Larks. Magpies, and also one snake
about a yard long, all killed by stray bullets

and shrapnel. Bird life is quite plentiful on
the Peninsula, and I am sorry that I cannot
have troll w hen we are out of the trenches,

so as to have a look into the trees and hedge-
rows, but we are not allowed to leave our
rest camps on account of shell fire and stray

bullets from the firing line. Several chaps in

my battalion have managed to secure Black-

birds from the nest, and are rearing them on

milk and eggs, and wholemeal biscuits. I

saw a French artillery gunner with a bird

resembling the Indian Mynah following him
about quite tame and docile, but, owing to

liis lack of English, I could not get to know
how he became possessed of it. Flies during
the day and insects at night cause us a lot

of w-orry. Swallows are very plentiful, and
there are flocks of Carrion Crows and odd
.Vultures comine over our lines regularly, also

seen it perched upon a hedge, but it prefers

to perch upon clipped or cut hedges, often

upon a whin-hush, and sometimes upon young
trees, hut it seldom perches upon a tree of any
great height. I saw one perched upon a tree

about fifteen feet high, and one upon a tree

about twenty feet high, arid I have seen

several perched upon the ridging of a house
when their young ones have been in a cage

hung on the side of a wall for the old birds to

rear.

There has been much discussion also about
the number of eggs laid to the clutch by the

Yellow Bunting. In the last twelve years

Mr. Kennedy has seen sixty Yellowhammeis’
nests, twenty-seven wi{,h three eggs, thirty-

two with four eggs, and one with five eggs ;

and my own experience is practically the

same.
The first Yellow Buntings’ nest I found

with five eggs was in 1897, one in 1900, and
another in 1903; and Mr. Kennedy found one
in 1906, three years between each of the

dutches. Since then I have not seen or heard
of a Yellowhammer’s nest with five.

It was stated that birds laid more eggs to

the clutch thirty years ago than they do now,
but that theory, like many others, will not

hold water. I can go back more than fifty

years, and the Skylark and Yellow Bunting
laid the same number of eggs to the clutch

then as now. In the last twelve years Mr.
Kennedy has seen 13,554 eggs altogether. Of
course, these include the eggs of many differ-

ent species.

Barbary Doves. I hope to send you a full

description of the bird life here later on, as
we advance further up, when we shall be
able to have a ramble round and take notes.

1 should very much like to know of any other
Cage Birds readers who are at present out
here. I expect I shall be leaving hospital and
going back soon to have another go at the
Turks. This makes my third time of being
wounded; two bullets in the shoulder, and
one in the fingers, and at present I am just

getting over an attack of dysentery. If you
have any old copies of Cage Birds I shall

be very pleased to distribute them. I wish
you and Cage Birds every success.

Ptk. J. H. Cawson,
Royal Marines,

Mediterranean Expeditionary Force.
[A parcel of Cage Birds has been forwarded

to Pte. Cawson, with our best wishes for his

safe return.

—

Ed.]

Ringed Linnet Caught.
Sir,—I have caught a Linnet at Pilling,

near Garstang, Lancs, with a ring on its

leg, outside Witherby, High Holborn, London,
inside Z720. Will you report same and oblige,

Edward Robinson.

Moulting British Birds on Wild
Seeds.

Sir,—I also have read with considerable
interest the splendid articles by Mr. Chas.
Prior that have appeared in your valuable
paper, Cage Birds, during the last few
months, and I note Mr. Chick’s letter re-

ferring thereto. As a fancier of some twenty
.years’ standing, a few words from me on the
above subject may be of some interest to
young fanciers.

Reading Mr. Chick’s letter, one would
naturally come to the conclusion that Mr.
Prior had advocated moulting British birds
entirely on wild seeds, but unless I missed
an article, he has never made this statement

;

in fact, I can hardly realise that a fancier

of his experience would do so. What I under-
stand Mr. Prior’s articles to convey is that
the addition of these wild foods to the diet

of Brifish birds is beneficial to them at all

times, and especially during the moult. This,
of course, is an undoubted fact.

That you can moult some birds a good
colour on ordinary mixed seed I do not
doubt, yet this does not prove that had these
birds been given a plentiful supply of wild
seeds their colour would not have been en-
hanced. I do not doubt Mr. Chick’s state-

ment. that a bird moulted entirely on wild
seed, and then thrown back on ordinary seed,
would develop the red lump, and probably
the hump as well

; indeed, the fancier who
had an ordinary stock of British birds, and
the time and patience to collect enough wild
seeds sufficient to moult his stock on them

OLD
CALABAR
BIRD SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT C0.--LI VERPOOL, END.

solely, would deserve better returns for his
labour.

I have moulted some of the best Linnets,
Redpolls, Bullies, and Gr.eenies that have
appeared on the show bench, and I can assure
fanciers that my birds have bad during the
moult as much wild food as 1 could give
them, and I have with few exceptions found
no trouble in^ keeping them in vigorous health.
As I write ! have by me a flight in the
middle of which is a large bundle of seeding
dock, and the Linnets and Redpolls are
busily engaged in extracting the seeds, to
their evident pleasure, and, I may add, are
coining out a. grand colour. A pan contain-
ing the ordinary seed mixture is supplied,
and to this they also do justice.
Let us take, for instance, the Bullfinch and

Greenfinch. It is seldom you find a cage
moulted specimen as bright and pure in
colour as you do a F.M. one. How do you
account lor this? Alter careful considera-
tion, the only conclusion I can come to is
that it is caused by the lack of the seeds
they would be able to obtain in a wild state,
and in a gre^t measure to the lack of open
air. Some fanciers may take exception to
the latter remark re open air, but after ex-
perimenting with birds moulted in their own
cages in the open air day and night (of course
protected from rain), I have found that my
birds thus moulted were much better in colour
than those indoors. The only objection to
this method is that the birds get rather un-
steady, and require a few weeks indoors
before you can exhibit them.
Regaining Mr. Chick’s statement that many

catchers moult Linnets and Goldies as well
as any one on hard seed in their hop cages,
I cannot entirely agree with him. That many
a champion has been found moulted in a
catcher’s hop cage I will readily admit, but
Mr. Chick does not tell us how this is. Any-
one who has had any experience with catchers
generally has a look at the catchers’ call

birds., for the simple reason that most, if not
all. of them, when handling the birds in

taking them out of their carrying case, feel

a bird that is larger than the ordinary ones,
and in nine cases out of ten they give him
a cage to himself, and if he is what they term
a “pretty” bird they keep him, and, being
larger and .more vigorous, he comes on to
call quicker, and is taken out along with the
other call birds’ and given a little tit bit now
and again. Hence the reason that so many
good ones are picked up in hop cages.
That some of these birds, owing to size,

or some other point, may beat some better
cared for specimens, I am not going to argue,
but I do say that if a fancier gets hold of

one of these birds and moults it the following
year he can improve it beyond, all recogni-
tion. Is this not so, Mr. CHick? Another
thing Mr. Chick does not tell us is that, in

addition to their ordinary seed, many fanciers

colour feed their British birds (Linnets, Red-
polls, etc.), yet I very much doubt if they
can even by this method turn a Linnet or

Toll out a better colour than with wild seeds.

Regarding the Hawfinch, I have never found
any trouble caused through giving them green
peas. True, I only gave them two or three

pods each per day as a treat, along with any
other wild food I had by me, in addition to

their ordinary seeds, and for several years I

successfully exhibited them.
The greatest drawback to a town dweller

is to find the time in which to go out to the
country and collect the wild seeds. I happen
to be one of the fortunate ones that live

in the country, and can gather the wild seeds,

berries, etc., almost at my door, and at

threshing time it has often struck me that

if fanciers were to get into touch with a

fanner in their district he would be pleased

to give them a sack full of wild seeds, suffi-

cient to last them twelve months. Get rid

of it he must, or it will increase a hundred-
fold, and the usual method a careful farmer
employs is to burn it.

To be a successful exhibitor you must get

colour into your birds, either by artificial

feeding or natural feeding. If the former
method is used, my experience has been that

the birds do not survive as long or look any
better than when fed for colour with wild
seeds. With colour food in many instances
you have trouble to get the birds to eat it,

many having to he forced into it. whereas
all this difficulty is avoided with wild seeds.

Linnets, as Mr. Chick says, are liable to

get red swelling, but I have found they are

not so liable to develop this if they are allowed
plenty of flight. It is only reasonable to

infer that a bird taken from the open, cooped
up in a little cage, and put on hard seed

(probably being caught at a time when wild

food i3 difficult to get), overfeeds himself, and
in such a case inflammation quickly sets in

and proves fatal. A few drops of buckthorn
in the water twice a week I find very bene-

ficial in these cases if taken in time.

S. J. Nicholas.

Use our Notepaper.

Correspondence.

Late Nest of Swallows.
oir, On a visit to the schoolmaster at

Frowell, Notts., on Oct. 1, I was surprised
to see ,Swallows feeding young in the nest
over the, bedroom window. 1 thought you
might find this interesting for Cage Birds,
as I think this is very late.

J. H. Murray, Ilkeston.

An Open Show in Glasgow.
In Lieu of the Scottish National.

Sat.—An open Cage Bird Show will be
held in Glasgow on Dec. 31 andMan. 1 next.
Ihe show is to be run solely for the Red
Cross Society's Funds, and it is hoped that
such a deserving object will be a great
success. f his step has been taken owing to
the. Scottish National having to postpone
their show this year, because of a suitable
hall not being available. Fuller particulars
in Cage Birds later.

, Robt. Heguie.

On Taming Canaries.
In reply to F. Dean’s letter in this

weeks Cage Birds, I should like to say that,
so far as I know, there is no secret in taming
Cana-ies if you begin to feed them before
they have their eves open, or very soon after.
I have tamed a good manv, and I find the
pleasure they give quite repays one for the
trouble. Mine are perfectly tame, sharing
the breakfast table, and even going into the
garden with me. If I would, let them they
would simply live on my Moulder. They
will sit on my work when I am busy sewing,
and amuse themselves with the cotton. One
I reared I had many years, which shows
hand-rearing does not curtail their lives.

A. F.

The Exhibition Yellow Bunting.— Sin,—In reply to “Sheffield,” if he is a
member of either of the Sheffield societies I
would come over any meeting night and have
a debate with him on any exhibition British
bird or birds lie likes to mention, and I will
leave it to the members to give a decision
whether I showed animosity to Mrs. Dalton’s
article without cause. Sheffield can invite all

the novices in and around Sheffield to come,
and we will see what Sheffield and all the
merest novices know about moulting British
birds for exhibition on Nature’s _ food. I

should be delighted for Sheffield to give a
special invitation to all the lady fanciers in
Sheffield to come to the meeting, and I will
do my best to be polite and to treat them
as ladies. H. J. Chick.

The Chough in the Isle of Man.
Sir,—Mr. Cox, in'his letter to Cage Birds,

speaks of the vanishing Chough in England,
Wales, and Ireland, and says that the last
specimen will soon be exterminated by the
bird lovers. Now, I know little about birds
in those countries, but I do know something
about the Isle of Man and its bird life.

Fifty years ago the Chough was almost as
plentiful around our rocky sea coast and on
our mountains as the Jackdaw is to-day, and
as little thought about. The Raven, too, was
everywhere to be met with, as was also
the Carrion Crow.
At the time of which I write the greater

portion of the mountains were common lands,

i.e., the public were allowed free pasture.
Smallholders or crofters were plentiful, and
every person who could afford kept sheep.
Live stock did not get the same care and
attention as they do to-day. Sheep scab,

foot rot, grubs, and other diseases were almost
allowed to take their own course—it was a
case of the survival of the fittest. The con-
sequences were that everywhere you went
on the mountains you would see dead sheep,,

and they were left to rot where they fell,

becoming one seething mass of maggots.
These maggots found their way to a piece of

ground suitable for them to hibernate and
pass the winter. On the mountains one would
see patches of grass of a greener shade, de-

noting that something had died near about
the place during the summer months. Now,
sir, these little green patches on the moun-
tains were the Choughs’ winter food supply.

(Continued on next page.)
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The more plentiful, the better for the Chough,

ilo is not a carrion bird, but without carrion

he cannot exist. ,

hive stock keeping i» the Isle of Man has

undergone a wonderful change in my own

time. About forty years ago the Manx

Government bought the common lands trm,

the Commissioners of Woods and Forests, and

hi them to large sheep farmers. After this

came the appointment of inspectors to look

after all live stock, and each year the laws

of the island have become more stringent with

regard to reporting and suppressing disease

in animals. As far as possible, every animal

that dies has to be buried, a serious blow to

the Chough. Forty years ago the bird was

known as the Keg, and 1 don t believe that

it or its eggs were interfered with by any

person. From this date they began to tall

'off in numbers, and 18 to 20 years ago were

almost as scarce as they are to-day.

The Raven, too. has become rare ;
you may

walk all day and hear the croak of one Raven

onlv As for the Carrion Crow, he has dis-

appeared altogether. Now. sir in my opinion

the bird lovers have nothing to do with the

disappearance of the Chough, but the altered

conditions of things on the island have been

the sole cause. I might state that the sum-

mer food of the Chough is ants eggs, on

which he also feeds his young.
.

Then, again, take the Goldfinch in the

Isle of Man. Cn to about 15 or 16 wars ago

the Isle of Man was a paradise f°r the Gold-

finch. No person troubled to cut thistles,

docks, or anv other weed. In May and June

’ in almost every orchard you would see the

Goldfinch housekeeping. In August .and

September it was a beautiful sight to see them

in a field of thistles, flitting from thistle to

thistle with their yellow wing-bars glinting

in the sun. All that has changed. You

might now walk all dav long without seeing

a. Goldfinch. The insular Legislature passed

the “ Noxious Weeds Act,” which compels all

land holders to cut down all noxious weeds

before the 1st day of August of each year.

These few facts are, to my mind, conclusive

evidence that the disappearance of the

Chough is due to the altered condition of

things, and not, as Mr. Cox would have us

believe, the “Bird Lovers.’
D

’ John Gale, Ramsey.

Hamilton’s Open Show
Deserves Success.

Sra The fanciers of Hamilton and dis-

trict from their show last year handed over

lo «hl “ovo.t IPnno* Mo«.l) the ,»m «

thirtv-fobr pounds in aid of t e

Relief Funds. The same fanciers have de-

cided to have another open show on Satur-

day Dec. 11. when the whole proceeds will

go
y
to the funds of the “Red Cross and

"Local Relief.” Take a note of the date

brother fanciers, and make a resohition that

as far as you aie concerned • the effoit will

not lack for support. Help the brave lads

fighting our battle at the Front, and add

to the comforts of their dear ones left at

Walter S. Wilson, Hon. Sec.

Herbert J. Chick on Himself

and Some Others.

possibly it was Mr. lloyce). I believe, in

fact, that ho actually lias seen one or other

of these gentlemen. Hence, probably, his

reason for dropping the above items like hot

potatoes, and attacking me on other personal

grounds. I do nbt care one straw lor Mr.

Chick’s opinion of myself or my ability as a

judge. 1 can at any rate say this : That

as long as 1 remain interested in the cage-

bird hobby 1 shall not put myself forward as

a heaven-sent genius, neither shall I descend

to pulling to pieces other fanciers and sling-

ing mud at other judges. I have always

found exhibitors (with perhaps or^- or two

melancholy exceptions) true sportsmen in

every sense of the word. And that is all 1

have to say to Mr. Chick.
G. E. Weston.

fear to their detriment. Colour-feeding is

at host a trick, a dodge, and very artilieial

at that. I plead for a bird on the show

bench as lit and as perfect as human care

and skill can make it. But in the name of

common sense let us have a bird that is

natural, and not touched up by art, remem-

bering the motto at the Haymarket Theatre ,

—“ Summa ars est celare artein
(.

,

highest art is to conceal art). therefore,

don't let us change our wild birds, either

Foreign or English, into painted avian

Jezebels.

On the Ethics of Colour feeding.

Sir,—With the advent of another show

season may I be allowed to make a few

remarks on the question of colour-feeding

1 am told that in certain 'Canary classes

colour-feeding is a sine-qua-non it one wants

to “be in the money!” As 1 am not very

much interested in Canaries, I don t much

mind. The Canary is purely, an artificial

production, so let the Canary fanciers pile

up Relion oil Ossa, and produce any colour

they like. But I do feel concerned about

our Foreign bivds, of which I am the very

happy possessor of quite a few. 1 shall

never forget the first time I saw, with the

eye of a bird-lover, the common Red-

collared Lorikeet, and to a less extent the

ever popular and charming Pekin Night-

ingale or Robin. I felt the Creator had

indeed thought out something wonderful.

But when in after years I went to a show

and saw Lorikeets and Pekin Nightingales

quite unlike mine, I could not help asking

myself “Is it light?” ,,

I quite agree that both birds would ap-

pear to some, if hot to many, enhanced, but

to my mind that is not the question. lo

me it seems that we should endeavour to

show wild birds as they are, ana as their

Creator intended them to be, and not as

i we would have them to be. I can see no

I
broad difference between colour-feeding and

touching up with some dye. One is apphe

internally, and the other externally, for "e

read of “ iron to fix the colour.” This is

an expression obviously borrowed from dye-

ing. Apart from everything else, I ooubt it

it is good for the bird. It must affect the

liver and kidneys, if nothing else, and, 1

SlMPLICJSSIMt’S.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sjr —The enclosed newspaper cutting,

headed “Feathered Surgeons,” may interest

some of your readers, especially when we

are having such an instructive discussion,

through the correspondence columns, on

“Intelligence in Birds.”

“Snipe and Woodcock have often been

taken with a mass of feathers on one of

the legs. This mass, when examined, lias

always been found to cover a broken bone.

The feathers have been carefully and neatly

twisted round the part where the limb was

fractured in such a way as to prove that

they had been put on intentionally as a

bandage or splint ;
and the repairs have

been made quite as skillfully as it perform- .

ed by a qualified surgeon. A well-known

naturalist actually watched a woodcock,
j

through his glasses, drag a broken leg to

the margin of a stream. There the bird took

some clay, and, after working it into a

paste with its beak, smeared it round the

leg in layer after layer, adding a number

of downy feathers which it plucked iiom

its own back and breast. When the °Pe™'

tion was finished the bird stood still toi

more' than an hour, no doubt to give ll > <:

plaster time to set Wounds on other

parts of the body have also been found

plastered i„ ft.

Gazette.

would, without our intervention, answer tho

appeal, and rush with tumult from the house

to find the enemy when they heard the pai

ticular note of alarm. One day my sister was

walking in the garden when she heard a

Blackbird telling her that danger was near.

She followed the call till the bird showed her

a cat sound asleep on the roof oi an out-

house. When this momentarily harmless loo

was dislodged the eall continued, and tin-

bird led my sister for some distance to a

plantation, where another cat was foot'd

sound asleep, also among the hushes. I Ins

cat being disposed of, the bird was qm f-

content. We were immensely flattered to lind

that our small friends realised and appealed

to our power and willingness to help them.

They were absolutely wild birds, not pen-

sioners.” _
One Interested.

Sir,—

A

s bearing on the question of intel-

ligence in birds, the following story communi-

cated to the “Spectator by L. Baifour-

Melville may be interesting. The writer says .

“There was a time when our suburban gar-

den was much infested by cats-to the great

disgust of the birds. W hen we heaicl the

well-known cry of expostulation fiom the

Blackbirds, we and the dogs used to run to

the rescue and chase away the intruders, bo

often this happened that at last the dog.

SIRj_y[ r : Tesehemaker is continually mak-

ing assertions without adding proof or evi-

dence in support, i didn't say that humans

never died of grief ;
in fact, I don t know

whether they do or not. What I did say

was that if humans were to die of grief they

would be written down as of low intelligence

or non compos mentis. And now Mr.

assures us that a human cannot die of griei.

Win he give us his authority for the state-

ment, and tell us how the dictum was arrived

at’
i looked forward to reading his letter tins

i week, thinking it might contain some sub-

1

stantiotion of his wild quotations from Lub-

bock and Fabre, but the ground he has taken

up must be untenable, as he vouchsafes no

further reference. A long letter of generali-

ties may look well on paper, and may p easo

the superficial reader, but it doesn t blind tho

observant follower of a controversy.

Miss Pithie’s letter proves birds to life pos-

sessed of just that amount of intelligence

which everyone admits them to have. Her

Parrakeet’s performance is really only an

every-day occurrence with Parrots. Many of

them manifest too much intelligence to die

of grief How does a bird find its nest be-

cause it knows just where it is A wild bird

knows its wav about its own little splieie of

activity just as well, or even better. Their

actions are not haphazard, but Mi. T. wishes

to prove that birds can think and reason, an!

that they know the difference between right

and wrong. That we are not going to believe

—at least not without better evidence than

he adduces. J^ S0N '

On Keeping and Exhibiting

British Birds.

By

G. MORTLOCK
(Stoke NewingtOD).

Sir,—In answer to Mr. Weston. I might

tell him I am not given up to telling un-

truths ;
what I stated was quite true, as iai

as I am concerned. I did not ask io~ the

Information, one of the members called
.
on

me and told me what was said, and I expect

his word is as good as Mr. Weston s. 1 did

not ask how much Mr. Weston got for judg-

ing Nottingham show, nor did I want to

k
"\h\ Weston says “his inclination is to

tell Mr Chick to mind his own business, but

I well know that he is by temperament quite

unable to do any such thing.” The tune is

quite vivid in my mind when Mr. Weston

could not tell the truth, nor could lie mind

hi? own business. Perhaps since lie has

learned to do both. I well remember the

Leicester Ideal show managed by Mi.

Weston, and he managed it so well that it

was the last. 1 fail to see how a man could

i„dae a show of British Birds or anything

else” for that matter, if he dislikes judging

Is it because he is conscious that he has not

got the ability to judge, and comes in or

severe criticism, and is handled rathei

roughly by exhibitors who attend the show

that he. has judged?
Herrert J. Chick.

rWe have allowed Mr. Chick a deal more

latitude of expression seeing that bis re-

marks concern a member of our staff, than

would' otherwise have been the case, and

with Mr. Weston’s reply, given below, per-

sonalities must cease.—Editor.]

Pear Sir,—Mr. Chick made an entirely un-

provoked attack upon me, and is now

obviously very angry because I dared to le-

sent his remarks. He can easily learn

whether the insinuations made by himself

are based upon truth. He lives m Notting-

ham, and has. only to call upon the secretary

of the show in question, Mr. Wilkinson (or

A lecture given before the
P^"Cial °^

laf HEN I have any birds Hkelj-to be
j

ness of the

W useful for show cage^
j can

;

salts, put them away wrapped up in a dark,

good-sized Cc-o
,

t fiat you warm cupboard in the kitchen, or a box in

hang a bath, and lie 0 sj)ow ! SOme warm corner ;
add a bit of saffron to

will never get */bwd m •

‘
do not the water, and give them a good spray until

condition unless it bathes bon
^ that,

:

you see they are dropping feathers. I have

take very readily to the “a fch, *
-

1 found one of the small cages best tor this, as

case I keep their water
hfe hii^d has then no difficulty in finding his

ing for three or four days, and
to seed and water. Before your birds go into

tftfar^4'r»>K" ihat tkdr “ i8 *“j ”“ks -
!>*/ J° Sh

b,e
Ut^toh

b
on‘ the ’.id” and

|

' Should they be Colour-led?

d'in° their head’ in If you get one like this Some fanciers agree with a bit of colour

ymi must use the spray’ for bath they must food for British; I don't I believe it is

_r ! Koffor mnnlti KritlSIl J

have.
Flights Best for Moulting.

I haveNow in moulting birds. - .

them in the dark, and in the open, in small

ca<?es and in large flights, and oi tile lot 1

favour the large flight. « you do not over-

crowd them,- they come out hardei and com

:
LUUU ICl ijnwoii J

A ^

.

(better to moult British Birds in the open

. I with a good supply of various wild seed and

moulted! the all essential bath. I remember talking
Uie ail ewcnuai Mcmn. - * -

,
-r-, l

w

with a gentleman at one oi the Crystal 1 alace

shows with reference to colour food tor

British, and his opinion was that if colour-

fed birds were allowed to compete and win,

crowd them,- they comesout a"d ^on|e I ^ ghould also compete and win,

he finishes softer in
|

the only difference being that one had the
. I

1 l‘le
. ?

lru
In I the onlv” difference being that* one had the

moulted in the dark, as he finishes
i odour inside and the other out, and 1 might

plumage and has to be harden _d off site ^ that this gentleman was the owner

-wards.
,

.
. , . t y,?, In

1

of a first prize bird.

There is another important thnlg
7]

j

\„0ther important point to study

ins ** «*? *52iJ£ of ft. bum Those of j

is the

getting your birds into condition. Wm
Those of you who

you fanciers who live in Lond n
g ^ beginners should go to some of the shows

in the country when there are .plenty o W
, d ^ how gome of the winning birds are

seeds about, don t forget to bun a.
I shown Take notice of perches, their size,

it as you can home and thresh, it out. If I

j

art . If four bird has been

am out seed gathering I take » ,d

'used to a certain jump, see that your show

the seed wants harvesting I lay it n
••

j

.l-e same or train your buds to the

and then thresh it out You would be ^ ^rVof the show cage, for the bird will

prised how much your birds '' ’

ln /f nveido ^ “how himself* much better when he has con-

fer this little extra trouble, out
fidence in his jump. Then again, some birds

the wild- seed diet, or when your stock nin.
|

v ire w , ashing for shows, but if they

out you will find that you will have .

j
| in.ve "fairlv large cages where they can use

to get your birds back on the
' their wings and bathe, in my opinion wash-

Then again, don t be afraid ot a hit ot gree
unnecessary. Do not over-show joui

stuff ill season, in the J.*f ol bit' bM.° hS» ft. knocking ftyui m
very much appreciated >y

> ^ railway journeys takes a lot out of them.

British. .
. . Different judges prefer different stylos of

1 mentioned a short time ago abou '110
'

d ^;rds Years ago we used to think the bes

ing birds. No doubt some of y° The .eason
' kind ‘of Goldfinch for showing was the long

r,‘l*Sy”tt#* W,.k. type, tot *>•%— »»

the thicker and larger bird, so much so that

in some cases one would think they should be

wrong classed. I have in my catching days

taken a good few out of the nets, but have

never taken any so large as I have seen win;

possibly I was not lucky enough to find the

spot where the large ones were feednig.

I would like to say that I think the fan-

cier who selects and moults out his birds

and shows them successfully is deserving ot

greater credit than the fancier with the long

purse who buys them already fit for show

without the trouble and risk of moulting, but

at the same time the latter class of fancier is

very useful, for there are plenty of work-

ing men who may be lucky enough to get

a first-class specimen, and to whom a pound

or two through the sale may be very accept-

ab
!

e

do not know if any of you have ever

tried hand-rearing British. In my eai y,

country days I have hand-reared most ot our

hardbills very successfully, and a good tew

softhills, but the great difficulty with the

softbills was finding them proper food to-

day with the number ot foon specialists who

pack food for softbills, there is no trouble

to keep them for years in the best of health.

Hand-reared birds I find take kinder to cage

life than young which are hatched out under

Canaries. I have had British thus reared

just, as wild as fresh-caught birds, and in

manv cases just as liard to steady.

In
y
my opening remarks I said it was more

to the novice I wished to speak, and I must

say that he has a much greater advantage

when starting than I had. To day we liav

a paper whereby the beginner can gain know-

ledJe so that ‘in a very short time lie may

compete with and whack some of the oldest

but years ago men had to work it out for

themselves, and anyone who did know a

thin » or two kept it to himself. The true

fancier is the one who tries to enlighten, his

fellows.

*» tjrss rsusrs
S„*c.“bsus .V-
sal our members are simply delighted with tho

costers and prize cards. They say they are the best

ned cheapest they have enr had.-Yours, etc., E.

Rill ” Send tor samples aid prices.—The Manager,

Printing Dept., “Cage Birds/ 154, F.Se«
Street. Lorn

don, E.C.
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P WITH FEATHERED FRIENDS

(9 IN ARQYLESHIRE.

By DAN
mcarthur
(Edinburgh).

Contd. from p. 103

9
ei

m i

-
|

P
T EARLY hidden by fnr/.e bushes, and diffi-

{ cult to get a look at—their movements

wero so rapid—wero the Stonechats.

The Blue Tit, familiar to all, is seen regu-

larly flitting about the fir trees. He is a

cheeky “ hustling wee body,” and everyone

has a* soft side for him, I think. The Wren
—" the little brown bird ” of our youth, artd

“the Robin’s wife” of many an old tale—is

also often in evidence. His little upright tail

spots him at once. His song is delightful,

land, considering he is one of our tiniest

native birds, very loud indeed. The colour

of the Greenfinch harmonises so well with the

foliage that one missed him often. Less

cheerful than the Chaffinch, he is clumsier

built, and looks like a Mule often. Tramp-

ing from the summit of Kerrera to the ruins

of Gylen Castle, an Owl was disturbed out

of his sleep, and dashed past us, blinking in

the sun, from under an old moss-covered

peep-hole in the ancient walls.

Hedge Sparrows and Common Linnets
Scarce.

The Corn Bunting was seen several times,

also his prettier relative, the Yellowhammer.

This is a bird that is not always appreciated as

he should he, for he is one of our handsomest

hardbills. His habits are almost as hurried

us his song, and he takes some steadying for

show purposes, but a good one is well worth

keeping. The Linnet didn’t seem to be too

plentiful, though, with hay cutting going on
nearly everywhere, there was no lack of

stubble to attract him. The Hedge Sparrow

—the Robin’s first cousin—was common
enough. He is really a Warbler surely?

Of Song Thrushes there was no lack, and
though silent just now their beauty makes
the Mavis always welcome. Their sombre
friend the Blackbird was also everywhere,

and his indignant alarm note was heard

regularly as we approached, as with an

angry flap of his tail he hurriedly made his

exit." The Wagtails were seen now and then

among the streams inland. These sprite-

like birds show the value of their protective

colouring when flitting about the banks. It

is delightful to watch their dainty manner of

picking their way among the chuckie-stones,

and to see how quickly they come and go

after their food.

Like the poor, the Robin is always with

us, and no bird is more welcome. His song

is one of the few that gladden winter time.

There seems to be an unwritten law every-

where—a mixture of affection, sentiment and
superstition—for his special protection, and I

believe he knows it. I spotted one nest sim-

ply made in a corner of a wire-netting fence

on the road over the hills to Connell Ferry
from Glencruiten. It is perhaps a selfish

motive that makes our smallest birds the

least afraid of man.
When the mist lifted off the mountains at

Glencoe, a Skylark was heard trilling high
up in the loneliness. Though he soars high

to sing, his rest is always on the ground.

The weather never seems to affect him (or

the Robin) much, and for nearly ten months
of the year he gives us of his best in song.

In May and June one. hears him at his best

I think. A splendid cage bird, he brightens
many a home in the crowded tenements of

our great cities. The Missel Thrush is not
too common. One I came across, perched on
the top of an ancient hill-fort of our fore-

fathers—monarch of all he surveyed—was a
real beauty and well worthy of the name
“ the storm cock.”
Leaving the main road lined with stately

larch (all lichen-streaked), silver bii'ch, cop-

per beech, with fir and pine trees in between,
a green path leads you through long dark
plantations (with tops so close the sun barely

shines) to a wooded hill. The soft note of

the “ Cushie Doo,” as we Scots call it, or
Wood Pigeon, is heard. A herd of Highland
cattle, with shaggy hides and great curved
horns, gaze at you with big, sad eyes. Count-
less rabbits scurry away at the sound of

your footsteps on the dry bracken and the

crumply heather, their little white tails be-

traying them. It is amusing to see some of

the little ones tumble all over the place in

their hurry to escape, while others sit up-
right in curiosity and munch contentedly.

A Strange Combination of Pets.

On the banks of a tumbling little burn an
occasional glimpse of the Dipper (or Water
Craw) is had. To watch him dart down and
dive from some moss-covered stone and listen

to his pleasant song, with the Swallows
(which are still warbling a little) shooting,
skimming and curving overhead wiles a quiet
hour away.
The old crofter I met near Loch Feochan

bad an unusual trio of birds. A Green

Plover, a Robin, and a Jackdaw! They had
all been injured when be caught them, but
like ‘‘the broken soldier” in Goldsmith’s
beautiful poem, “ Sweet Auburn,” they “ re-
mained to stay ” and their captivity was a
pleasant one. They got a bath in rain-
water, and a shovelful of rubbish out of the
leaf heap in the garden (full of “ wee
ereepin’ beasties ”) daily to pick over. I
might say that the rain here is not the
sooty kind one gets in commerce-laden
towns.

The birds I did not se? were the Goldfinch,
Bullfinch, Siskin, Redpoll, Whitethroat, and
Ring Ouzel. One must go further North to
see the first three, and though the others
breed in the shire (to the best of my know-
ledge) I never came across any.
On my road to the Pass of Glencoe from

Ballachulish Pier, I came across several of
our representative Game birds, including the
Red Grouse (a purely British species by the
way), the Capercaillie, in handsome garb
(nearly extinct less than half a century ago,
but now well distributed), and the common
Pheasant. This tramp of eighteen miles was
a “ gey dreich ” one. It rained all the time,
and

, though it was soft mild rain, a wind-
ing path between the huge towering hills

was inches deep with rich, red Highland mud
of a gluey consistency. The water was run-
ning too fiercely to venture to ford the river
in order to get into the Inn, and as a
good lady near by refused to sell me any-
thing to eat, though her table was covered
with newly-baked scones (may her next lot

burn!), I had to tramp back to the village

again. Even then I had to fill up a form
before I could be served.

Seeing a little girl with a big milk pitcher
nearly as big as herself, trying to open a
gate and hug some “brown wriggling thing”
at the same time, I went over to help her,
and found it was a wild rabbit. She had
taken it out of a snare, and was going to
keep it instead of her “Teddy.” Kind-
hearted little girl, I fear your Bunny would
end up in the stew-pot—in these hard times.
On several of the fresh water lochs there

were Moorhens. Coots. Wild Duck and plain-

live Plovers to be seen, and an occasional

water-rat, who quickly took cover in the

reeds and peered cautiously at you, his little

nose nervously trembling. The ditches on
many of the roads near the towns are being
energetically scoured for Sphagnum Moss for

use in our military hospitals, by Boy Scouts,

Girl Guides, and others who wish to do some-
thing for our wounded heroes. One meets
few people on these tramps this year. The
war has called many away, and the motor-
hike has weakened the ranks of the tramper
I fear. One ignores the law of trespass

altogether in Scotland, of course, and soon
becomes efficient in surmounting barbed wire
fences, mossy dykes, rippling brooks and
sea-swept crags.

August is, of course, a fairly silent month
with the birds. That never-failing songster

the Robin is still heard, however, and his

clear treble greets you everywhere. His
migrations later seem to be only local. The
Lark and the Wren are also August song-

sters.

One’s nerves get a sudden shock now and
then when nearing a cottage door, as three

or four dogs are sure to rush out and greet

you with staccato barks. They are sure to

be collies (of no pedigree save utility) or

West Highland Terriers (shaggy, white and
bandy-legged), and if your looks pass n uster

they will eagerly leap all round you with
joyous noise. There were miles of grand
wild food on the common ground here in the

thickest profusion. A regular forest of giant

Scotch and milk thistles, tall rats-tails,

various hardheads, and seedling grasses of

all kinds. I gathered enough to do me till

next summer, and my few hardbills are

working overtime to get through it. A nand-
ful of such foods provides not only natural

food for caged birds, and reduces the ex-

penses, but also exercise which is important,

as the road to the seed tin is too easy some-
times.

The path has many beauties besides these
“ utilitarians,” and with bluebells, noppies,

towering foxgloves flanking you on either

side, the glorious scent off the hawthorn
hedges, the vivid crimson of the ash and
rowan berries, clusters of wild raspberries

(just at their best) and clumps of hazel nuts

(not yet ready alas!), the drone of myriads
of tiny insects, and the hum of the bee. with
gorgeously clad butterflies flitting round you
and the trill of the Lark high in the sky,

one carries away a beautiful memory to

brighten dull winter days

!

f
Exhibiting the Yorkshire Canary,

j

Lecture given before the members of the Great Horton Good Intent O.S.,

ft by Mr. G. Snead, on September llth.

AM put down on the syllabus for a lec-

ture on “Exhibiting the Yorkshire
* Canary,” but as colour has something
to do with showing, I think I will start with
colour feeding, and then it will follow on
from my lecture of April 10; published in

Cage Birds of April 24 and May 8. 1 left

off then where we had .got the young birds

on hard seed. When the young birds are
from eight to ten weeks old I add just a
little colour to the egg-food to get them used
to it for about a fortnight. Then I get it

stronger and stronger till I have it at full

strength, and then stop using the egg-food
for mixing the colour. .

A Colour Food Recipe.
I make a loaf from six eggs, 4oz. of sugar,

4oz. of mutton fat (rendered down), loz. of

baking powder, and l^lbs. flour. Mix eggs,

sugar and fat together, then the flour and
baking powder, then mix all together and
bake in a slow oven. This I grind up as

wanted. To make the colour food I take a
teaspoonful of colour, tablespoonful of the
powdered loaf, tablespoonful of white bread-
crumbs, teaspoonful of sugar, tablespoonful of

water, mix all together, and let it stand
awhile

;
then 1 put it through the mill. I

give them a tea.spoonful of this in the egg
glass each day.
The young birds eat this readily without

having to take the -seed off. I think this

food does the birds good, will help them
through the moult, and build them up, The
moult is a very serious time, it really is a
fever, and if you see any of them going at

all wrong stop the colour food and give a
milk sop. Next day, egg' food

;
next day,

just the yolk of egg
;
and by then they are

generally all right, and you can gradually

many a good bird has been upset and even
killed through being disturbed when in the
moult. Never move a bird from one side of
the room to the other at this time, especially

old birds.

To Induce the Moult.
If you have a bird that is not dropping

into the moult at the proper time, put it into

a cage with one that has dropped, or even
in a cage in which one has been moulted,
for I personally believe it is infectious. If

that does not set it off, get threepennyworth
of saffron, scald it, and when cold bottle the
infusion, then it will be ready for use when
required. Just make the drinking-water a
pale yellow with this each day till the moult
starts, and then occasionally for a few days
longer. Do not run the birds out while they
are right in the moult, but wait till the tail

is at full length and properly set.

Begin to stop the colour-food a little when
you see it has only the head to do, but even
when the head seems to be finished you should
give colour food occasionally for a week or

two longer to make sure. At the time you
begin to stop the colour food give a tea-

spoonful of linseed once a week, this helps
to put a gloss on them. To harden off, put
a tablespoonful of sulphate of iron in a
bucket of water, and fill the drinking glasses

up with this. It is one of the finest things
known for hardening, not only Canaries, hut
any kind of bird, and it also helps to set

the colour.

When you have got them through the
moult the training begins. Do this by
degrees, hang the show cage on for a few
days, then run them into the show cage and
put them straight down on the work-table

add colour till you get them on to the full ! Do your work, and then put them hack in
strength again. If the old ones do not eat

the colour food, take the seed away, and
they will eat it : if not the first day they
will the next, and then you can put the seed
back, and you will rarely have any more
trouble.

Do not disturb the birds more than is

absolutely necessary during the moult, for

their stock cages. Next day run them out
again, do a hit of your work, then pick
them up, put them back on the table again,

and gradually handle them more and moro
til! they are quite steady.

To keep them in show condition I give

them the egg food the same as when feeding

for breeding. The making of this was

described in my last lecture. When you send
birds to show, sec that the show cages are
perfectly clean, plenty of seed in cage-
bottom, and in the seed trough; the perches
clean, and right side up, tickets tied on right
end of cage, water-tin in case, and he sure
to see that your birds get to the show in
good time. I like mine to be there the night
before, so that they can be unpacked and get
used to the room, and have time in the
morning to dip their heads in the water-tin
and be dry again before the judge comes to
look at them.
When I get them home from the show I

leave them in the case all night, take, them
into the bird-room on the following morning,
and add a drop of whisky to the drinking-
water—a teaspoonful to a cup of water.
Various questions were asked, amongst

them being the following :—Do you give the
bath while going through the moult?—I do
not give the old" birds a bath till they are
through, but I give it to the young birds
when they are about three-parts through.
Do you believe in milksop?—Yes; I think

there is nothing finer, especially in the
moulting time. A milk sop is good at any
t ime, even when the birds are quite well

;

it gives them a good clean out, and keeps
them in good condition. Milk sop for sick
birds I have already dealt with.
Do you mix anything with the colour feed

other than as you buy it?—I mix 51bs. taste-

less with ^-ll>. hot Natal.
Do you cover cage up during the moult?—

•

No
;

if the sun gets on them I run a curtain
along the front of the cages about a yard
from them, and well above them, so that the
birds do not get the full force of the sun.

Is colour feed better new or a year old?—
I do not think there is any difference, pro-

viding you have kept it in an air-tight tin.

After this, the talk became general, and
various experiences were expressed by mem-
bers present, even to Canaries as homers.
The meeting closed with a vote of thanks
to Mr. Snead for his most able lecture.

A. Firth, Sec.

A Few Words on
Red Mites.

By CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

(Continued from f>age 103.)'

A FTER a time the number of mites gradu-
ally decreased, and on Aug. 15, after

watching for some time and not seeing

one on the move, the tube was laid aside, and
not examined again until August 18, when it

was opened and the strip of paper withdrawn:
Three mites were then discovered running
about in the tube as full of energy as ever,

and the tube was again closed, without even,
the strip of papet for further observation.

On August 25, the latest observation, these
three mites were gaily running races round,
the tube. The colour of the mites has not
varied since hatching, not less than 15 days
ago, and is of a whitish-grev. In size they
are rather smaller now than when hatched.
“ And no wonder !” did the reader exclaim
Verily, it is a problem how and upon what
they have lived thus far. and still appear to
be “ going strong,” like Johnny Walker.
The experiment with the second tube was

intended to throw some light on the value of
quassia baths. A small teaspoonful of finely

chopped quassia chips was well macerated in

about a fluid ounce of water, thus making a
solution considerably stronger than any
quassia bath would be used in actual practice.

The tube was filled with this solution, and
after standing for a time the solution was
poured out and the tube laid aside to dry
without any rinsing or wiping. Thus, when
quite dry a microscopical trace of quassia

would exist all over the inside of the tube.

Five mites of various sizes were introduced,

and sealed up on August 13, no strip of paper
or anything of any description being enclosed

with them.
On the morning of August 14 a number of

ova were found to have been deposited. On
August 15 the first young were hatched. The
period of incubation in this case seems to

have been a trifle shorter, and as the weather
was becoming rather warmer and more settled

it adds some colour to the theory that in hot

weather it mav be reduced to as little as 24

hours. The adult mites have been left un-

disturbed, and ova, which hatched out in due

course, continued to be deposited for several

days, and there are now quite a little crowd
of immensely active mites, whose peregrina-

tions are extremely energetic at night, hv
' which they show a fidelity to their nocturnal

habits even in these uncongenial surround-

ings. At the time of writing, August 25, the

activity of both old and young is quite un-

abated, but, as in the other case, the young
have slightly decreased in size, and I lie adults

have lost much of their former full blooded

and plump appearance.
(To be continued.)
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ft-GREAT AUTUMN SHOW FOR LONDON
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TL . , r n <r<* Bird Association, the National British Bird and Mule

Club," nd the*Fo«fen Bird Exhibitor,’ League stick to their Gun,.

0NOON i, not to b, & SSSTlJf
Cage-bird Show this season, >...

rea(jers 0 [ Cage Birds, and 1 ask them to

withstanding the conditions pie < g> nd u resu]t8 of their handiwork to this

and despite the fad
^

that a|dg«tupg “g ^h.bition and to
,
ersuade everyone they

•years show had to be "si < g , nnna ] can to come and see them.chow naa to uc *> ,

three societies concerned, the joint annua

show of the London C.B.A., the But

Bird and Mule Club, and the Foreign Bud

Exhibitors’ League will be held as usual at

«rS»krtb*l Hall, .'Vaatannater and

we are sure that all bird-keepers will have

seen with great satisfaction the adveitise

ment to that effect which appeared in ou

la

We
iS

n
U
eed not go into details at present,

especially as many of these are given m
the letters which we have pleasure in pub-

lishing below, but we would ui all si»ceii y

point out that it is the individual duty oi

every owner of an exhibition bird, whether

it be a Canary. Hybrid, British Bird or

Foreisn bird, to acknowledge the public

spirit** of the three societies by supporting

the venture with every possible entry. An

w ,formation appertaining to thes show wi

be published in our columns as received

and exhibitors should be on the look out

for this from week to .week.

Sib -In spite of the fact that we have

been and are passing through serious times,

1 think it is the duty of fanciers who aie

not prevented by circumstances from taking

active part in warfare, to maintain as ia

as is possible the status of their hobby ;
not

only because such a recreation helps to re-

lieve the strain, which is more or less in-

cumbent upon all of us, but because live-

stock of any kind requires something in the

shape cf a good show to maintain its

intrinsic value Because of this a number

of London fanciers have given up considei

able time, accompanied naturally by ex-

pense,-' in order that at least one good open

exhibition should be held in London during

^That such an exhibition cannot reasonably

be expected to produce a monetary profit is

more or less a foregone conclusion. On the

other hand, if the interest in our bobby is

allowed to abate it is quite possible that

those who keep or have bred birds will no

find them of much value, and those who may

depend directly or indirectly upon the hobby

commercially, i.e., providers of live stock may

suffer more than they have already done.

Therefore an arrangement has been made by

which the usual International Exhibition oi

Cage Birds will take place at the Horticul-

tural Hall, Vincent Square Westminstei

(see advt.) on Dec. 10th, 11th, and 13th,

1915
Thi« exhibition will be conducted upon

entirely new lines, viz. the Canary section

will be managed solely by the London Gag

Bird Association; the British and Hybrid

sections by the National British Bud and

Mule Club; and the Foreign section by the

Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League. the re-

spective hon. secretaries will each have his

section solely under his personal control.

Each section will have its own staff oi

judges; stewards, and helpers, and the hon

sec will conduct all matters connected

therewith. All other matters will be under

the control of a show manager. This posi-

tion has been allotted to me, and I hope,

all being well, to bring about such arrange-

ments that no shortcomings are likely to

occur, and I feel sure that the body of

helpers who are giving their services to

make this show a success will so act that

there will be no reasonable cause tor com-

plaint. If exhibitors and advertisers sup-

port the venture as far as lies in then-

power, I think I can state that they will

in no way, regret it, because arrangements

have been made that in event of illness oi

any other matter preventing an official from

carrying out his duties, someone has been

provided to fill the breach. All pnzes and

sale money will be paid out within tom-teen

davs. and exhibitors who may sell birds, it

visiting the show, will be able to claim the

purchase money between stated hours.

Whilst expressing my indebtedness to all

those who have assisted and are assisting

can to come and see them.
Allen Silver, r .A. o.

Sir —W ith your "kind permission may I

point out to everyone interested in foreign

birds that their help is required to make a

success of the exhibition which is to take

place on Dec. 10, 11, and 13. Enthusiasts

have made it possible to provide an exten-

sive classification for Foreign birds, and the

League which is taking the section

under its wing will endeavour to do eveiy-

thing possible to meet the requirements of

intending exhibitors. May I ask all foreign

bird keepers, who may not be Pre
^
ente

? ^
other circumstances • to respond by doing

one or all of several things, v«.: bhow as

many birds as they can. ^duce feilow

bird keepers to do the same. Visit the

show. Special prizes will be welcomed, and

will help largely to encourage interest. H

these be sent now they can be included in

the schedule. This year Lovebirds wil! have

a class to themselves, and Conures, Small-

billed Parrakeets, and Cockatiels will com

pete together, this change having been

made possible through the kiiid e P

Messrs. Maxwell and Frost, The extensive

classification provided gives keepers of afi

kinds of Foreign birds a chance to win, and

the respective merits of the birds competing

should this, season be accurately judge

from an exhibition point of vww becaus

the judges chosen (see Club Repoit) have

had long and successful careers as e*bib

tors of the respective groups -of birds them-

selves. Two good shows have been held

under the League’s organisation, and even

in these times let us hope that we may ge

together even a better show.
6 Allen Silver, F.Z.b.

THE CHAFFINCH.
The specimen from which our drawing was made won l8t„ Priff

at

the Scottish National Show for Messrs. Nicholson and Son, btockton-

on-Tees.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing

Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet, &c.. to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.

Get a copy to.day, or send or Frte Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

Sir—

A

s will be seen from your adver-

tisement columns, the Great CageBudb ow

at the Horticultural Hall wdl be held on

Dec 10 11, and 13, and on behalf of the

London Cage Bird Association I.ask your

permission to appeal specially to Canary

exhibitors to support their own s®?tl0"
n^t

they should, considering the risk the joint

societies are undertaking in again ventol-

ing on a great open show. Last yeai a

great deficit had to be covered, so it is up

to them to take their own share in ensuring

that that deficit is negatived this year.

It is a particularly anxious time for me

personally, as this will be my first open

show since my election as sec. ot the London

CB A the society which is controlling the

Canary section, but with the willing help

of my esteemed friend and co-worker, Mr.

P. Johnston, and other officials of the

society, who are much better known to the

exhibiting world, every assistance will be

o-iven Mr. Allen Silver in his capacity of

show manager to assure the success ot the

venture. , , . , „
The old maxim “Many can help one,

surely applies here, and as there will again

be no Palace show this year, Canary

exhibitors should grasp the opportunity and

help to make the exhibition the greatest

bird show ever seen, and at the same time

take their share of the generous fruits which

will be offered. The patronage ot. all the

.Canary specialist societies has been ob-

tained. classification will be libeial, the

will be too amalgamation of classes, and no

class with more than nine entries will ^ be

cancelled. . .

I also appeal to fanciers all over the

country to make the utmost endeavour to

pay the show a personal visit Any old

official in the show world wiU tell you to

what an extent a good “gate’ contributes

towards success, and certainly no moie

delightful hall could be desired for such an

exhibition, or as a place m which old

friends and former opponents may foie

gather, and at the same time foim new

acquaintances. In conclusion I may state

that the gentlemen forming the sub-

committee ot the joint societies are not the

men to brook any delay in bunging the

financial affairs of the exhibition to a speedy

close, so there is no opening for scruples

on that scale. „
Arthur J. Watcham, Hon. Sec.,

L.C.B.A.

“LIVE BIRD ” LABELS
24 3d, 50 8d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET
STREET. LONDON.

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.

ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting

inserted free. It must reach us not later than

Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed CIud

Notice Postcards may be had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Ashiisgton C.B.S.—Oct. 9, Miners’ Hall, Asliington,

6. To reconsider classification tor annual show

;

notice of motion given; subs.—C. F. Tapson.

Alfreton C.B.S.—Oct. 9, Red Lion Hotel, 6. Im-

portant show business.—G. Beardall.

Attercliffe C.B.S Oct. 14, Horse and Jockey .

Hotel, 7.30. Classification, judges, etc., for annual l

show.—E. Johnson. ^
Bradford City O.S.—Oct. 9, Flying Dutchman, 0-30.

Final arrangements for open show.—W. Helliwell.

Bishop Auckland.—Oct. 17, Y.M.C.A. Hall, 7.

Special meeting k show business.—Wm. Orowther.

(1’lease forward your address.—Ed.)

Blaydon C.B.S Oct, 16, Co-op. Library, /.30. Draw

specials for annual show and other important busi-

ness.—G. Havver.
,

Barry F. and F.S.—Oct. 9, Headquarters, commit-

tee 7. general 8. Final arrangements for members

show.—H. P. Thomas. „ ,, . .

Bradford West C B.A.-Oct. 9, Shoulder of Mut-

ton, 7. Open show business—F. P. Terry.

Burnley C.B.S.—Oct. 10, 75. Lindsay Street, Burn-

lev, 7. Lecture by a popular judge and fancier. A

members’ -show is fixed for Nov. 0. Fanciers wis i-

ihg to join should apply to James Moorhouse, 10-,

^
*601ton* Roller C.S™-Ocl. 12, Joiners’ Arms, 8. Show

b<
City

S

and' Suburban A.C.B.-Oct. 11, Church In-

stitute, CO, Paddington- St Marylebone, W 8

Cage-making demonstration, by Mr. A. W . Curtis.

Visitors heartily welcomed.—V. Wynn.
Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S.-Oct. 13, Alex

andra Hotel, Penge, private entrance, 8 Show busi-

ness ;
members are asked to attend to settle all

bl^S

nt^'Ld”va
F
L
>
:B.S.-Oct. 11, Sydenham Palace.

,30. Open show business; very important.—1> . a.

^Crested Canary Club.—An extraordinary m®®tI"8!
in accordance with Rule S. will be belt at the Red

Lion ° York St., Piccadilly, on W ednesday, Oct.

13, at 7.30 .sharp. All members should kindly attend.

Business very important.—T. Heath.
Three

Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Oct 16. Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. Important business —Smith and

L
Crewc OS Oct. 12, Burton Hotel, 8. General

bU
Dar1i^n- C.B^-V-t. (date not givem-E<L),

George Hotel. 7.15. Contributions: ® f
ssificatmn .for

unflighted show. Business re schedules.—F. Stot

’’“Doncaster C.B.S.-Oct. 9, Hlack Bull 7 Fiiml

arrangement for inter-club and members shows. G.

H
Dunfermline C.B.S.-Oct. 12 19. Holland J

Final show business. Note change of date. h.

C
TaSt

e
Ham C.B.S.-Oct. 14, Town Hall, 8. Washing

C

°Fa rnwortti

_
C
?

- B.S?—-Oct . 13, Church House, Church

Road, 7.30. Show business.—XV. Dawson.

_

Gt. Horton O.S.-Oct. 9 Station Hotel Specul

meeting to arrange for old *how -A W HarMey.

nt Horton Good Intent O.S.— Oet. 9. (.ran^e i on

gregational Srlimil, All Saints’ Road DirkhilL 5Ien -

bers’ show: birds staged 2.30. Judge, Mi . b. wu

C

°Halifax
!

O.S.-Ort: ^ Plummet Line Hotel, Mem-

bers’ show; birds staged at 3. Jmae, - •

C1S»"oTS George's, 8. Show

b
^h%:B:S^(^t

0
'lt

0
Raihvay Hotel 7.13.«
1C. V.M.C.A. Hall 7. Show

business; schedules and entry forms to hand.

J
Lond

G
on

80
anc. Counties’ A C B.-Oct. 1C .

Victoria

given by W. Gilbert. Please brirg some birds.-W.

dially invited.—T. P^. Jones.

Midland Roller C.C.-Oct. 14, Seven Stars, John's

Lane, Wolverhampton, 7.30. Important business -

schedule; allocating of specials.—J. N. Thomson.
Middlesbro’ and Tees-Side C.B.S.—Adjourned meet,

ing for Oct. 16 rescinded, a«s rooms for Fed. show at

Princess Alice Hotel arc suitable and accepted.—T.

C. Deans. ... . ,

Nottingham and Notts. O.S.—Oct. 12, Mechanics

Institute, 8.30. Talk by Mr. H. Chick. Subject: Her

bert J. Chick on himcell and some others—J. G.

R<
01dham C.B.S Oct. 12, Textile Dining Rooms, 8.

Members and friends invited ;
business of show

,

important.—G. Mills.
. „

Provincial Roller C.C.— A special meeting, Oct. 9.

Headquarters, 6. Special business.—W. Johnson.—

—(Kindly forward your address.—Ed.)

.viumstead Aid Woolwich C.B.S.-Oct. 14, Trinity

Sc'r.cAfv. RAf'-sford Street, Woolwich. 8. Audit, re-

port: *,ow business; lecture on “Yorkshires, by

Mr. Martin. Subs, needed to carry on. Fanciers

invited.—G. IT. Maclellan.
,
„ .

Provincial Roller C.C.—Oct. 9, Old Boar 6 Head

Hotel. C. Special meeting, show and other business.

Shipley *045 Oct. 8, Central Schools, 7. Open

snow arrangements for Oct. 9.—tag and

Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.-Oct. 9 Wharf Hotel. First

winter show, birds staged 7. Judge, Air. W. Spen

cer. Hebden Bridge.—G. Mitchell.

Springburn, Possil Park, C.B.C.—Oct. Li,

H
South London Col. and F.A.—Oct. 14, Headquarters,

7.45. Show and. general meetmg.-G Burton

S E London F. and F.A

—

Oct. 9, N. Lamnerweu

Constitutional Club, 432. Old ^ent Road Show all

sections. 2 till 9. Admission 3. Cage birds judge,

Mr. G. Gardner.—R. Jackson. -

Swansea C.B.S.-Oct. 9. Headquarters, 7.30. Dis

mission on open • show.—D. P. Toes

Tong C.B.S.—Oct. 12. Hand and Shuttle Inn, 7 -jO.

Open show business.—W. Walker.

Vale of Leven.—Oct. 19. Village School, Alexan

riri-i ft Show husiii6&s.— J. Hannah.

Walkley C.B.S.-Oct, 13, Westmorland Street Mu?-

sion Hall
V

8. Table show: novices only: nomination

of officers. Fanciers invited.—C. Tomlinson

Wibsey C.B.S.-Oct. 9. Horse and Groom «. Dr. t

old show of the season. Judge. Mr. k Ca^p
-

Bowling. Please give us a good entrj.—W. Lhap

m
Wallsend Mid Tyne Assn -Oct. 13, Station Hotel,

7 Important show business and awarding prize

money. Schedules ready .-G. Grcenwelh

Wost Stanley Victoria F.F. and C.B.S. uct. i .

Club Room C 30. Election of stewards for annual

Show Dec 4 5 and Mr. Sanderson’s appeal re slrow-

h
b
g°'

V

non-n,embers’ stock last show.-R - Hntc ..nson

Walton. Everton C.B.S.-Oct 13. Headquarters,

8.30. Final arrangements for show—W. C. Kotn

S0
Wigen Roller Club.-Oct. 9, Legs of Man Hotel,

1.30. Club and show ,Dusin^.-P. Greenall.

Vrrk CBS—Oct" 1 1 !
Headquarters. 9. To ap-

point Rewards and make arrangement for open

show—V. G. S. Zimmermann,

UK BIRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Houlton. Price 7s. 6d.

“CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

iimmmm 99

The only paper dealing solely with Show and
Fancy Pigfeons.

Coloured Plate9 a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

“FUR ( FEATHER
The onlv Paper devoted to these subjects.

Every Friday id. Send Postcard for Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks
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Questions and
Answers.
DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)— All questions must be clearly written in ink

( or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude With either the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(2)
— The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate, sheet of

paper , and enclosed with the query.

(&)—Queries intended for different specialists must
be tori (ten on separate sheets of paper.

(4 )
—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books , instructions re advertisements,

or any other mutter for publication.

(3)
—flic department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(Q)—Queries received during any week
,
up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week.

(7;—// an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, u postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany buy query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in cither case,

bead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(5)—All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's ” Poor
Children's Fund (London ).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor*
“Cugt' Birds,” 154, Fleet Street

,
London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

NOT YET singing (W. Morris).—It is rather
early yet lor birds toe resume singing after the
moult. Some birds have, of course, got over the
moult and are singing again now, but these are
rather in the way of being a little exceptional than
jtherwise. Between these and the latest beginners,
about the end of January, there is a very wide
margin, which gives your bird plenty of time to
think the matter over. He will resume more
quickly if you keep him caged alone in a moderate-
sized cage. Place him in a bright cosy position,
where the temperature is fairly equable, but see
that it is quite free from cold direct draughts, and
do not allow it to hang near or over burning lights
in tke evenings. Give a staple diet of a mixture
of three parts canary to one part summer rape. In
addition, give separately twice a week half a tea-
spoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger,
white millet, teazle, and maw. For the next fort-
night give also every second day a atorsei of bread
and milk the size of a hazel nut, with two drops
of cod liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with ,

soft sugar. Give a morsel of some green salad
!

daily. For two days add to the drinking water six
drops of syrup of rhubarb and a crystal of sulphate
of soda the size of a small pea, and after this
give instead four drops each of tincture of gentian,
tincture of calumba, and dilute sulphuric acid every
second day for a week.
A TRIO (A. C. W., Dalston).—(1) When 6liort of

accommodation it is quite feasible to keep a group
composed of British cocks and Canary bens together
in a flight. Neither cocks nor lieus will take any
harm from the association, and in cases where one
is going to try for Mules with the birds the follow-
ing season, it is rather an advantage, as it
accustoms the birds to each other and makes the

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’. “Canary Breeding lor Be-
ginners’' (7c/. ) ; House's “Canary Manual ” (1/2);
Uut lye's “Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/11); House's “Nor-
wich Canaries" ( 1 / 1 ); Weston's “Stock Book ” (Id.);
Hr. L larke's “Septic or Bird Fever'' (id.); Norman's
Aviaries. Bird rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Ramsden’s
Colour-feeding’’ (3)<L); “Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds .(1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2Id. each):
No. 5 The l'et Canary," No. 0 “ Ailing Birds andHow to Cure Them,” No. 9 “The Disinfection of
Fages, Bud-rooms, etc.,'' No. 10 “The Roller," No. 23
the Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quoteu
are post free, from "Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet Street,
Lonaon, E.C,

road to successful mating easier. (2) The cocks
vull sing more or less when kept under these con-
ditions, but you will not get the best in song out
of them. For the latter purpose you must cage
them up singly; that is, the cocks. The hens will
in any case be all the better for having the run of
a large flight through the winter. (3) Yes. mixed
cocks in flights will sing more or less, but the
same remarks apply here as to No. 2.

C. M.—Replied to by post. „
,s

,

,T
,

G
,

APES? <w - H.).—I should greatly doubt
the bird being affected with this scourge of the
poultry yard unless there were really some badly
affected poultry close at hand, and ‘even in that
case a caged bird should not become affected with-
out some careless management. Do not get probing
its throat any more. It is far more likely that it
is- troubled with some bronchial trouble. Treat the
bird for this in the way that has been already ad
vised by post, and if there is not a great improve-
ment in about a month, please write again, repeat
particulars, and do not forget to say whether there

- a
.

r® really any gape-stricken poultry about the
vicinity. Meantime, as an additional precaution,
boil all water before use, keep foodi and water
vessels scrupulously clean, and do not give any
green food gathered from ground to which suspected
poultry have access.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Slock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.c!

VAN QPPEN & CO.. LTD.

SHELLING SEED (U.S.A.).-It Is duo tp diges-
tive trouble. If you could keep these birds in a
comfortable temperuturc for a time it would help
them considerably to pull round, but do not over-
heat them. Give a staple of three parts eanary to
one part summer rape, (live separately every second
day a morsel of bread eoaked in cold milk, drained,
and sprinkled with soft sugar, and on the alternate
days half a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts
hemp, millet, teazle, niger, and maw, and a morsel
of banana. Stick a eubo of hard common salt in

the wires for a time for tl|cm to peek at when they
like. In the water add six drope of syrup of rhubarb
and a crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a
small pea every second d^y for a week. After this
give instead six drops each of tincture of gentian
and dilute sulphuric acid every second day for a
fortnight. If not well in a month, write again,
and I will advise you further.

BLOOD PERCENTAGE (.), A.W.).— (1) It is quite
possible for a bird with 02) per cent, of cinnamon
blood to be quite heavily variegated with cinnamon
colour, or even with less than that percentage.
Still, in the. particular case in which you say 1 gave
02) as tlie percentage of cinnamon blood in my last

reply, 1 think you must have stated the ease rather
differently this time, as it appears that youngster
would have 70 per cent, instead of 62). Thus, the
young from a lien with 50 per cent, of cinnamon
blood mated witli a 100 per cent, cock would have
75 per cent, cinnamon blood. The young from this

mating, and birds with 100 per cent, green blood,

would have 02.) per cent, green and 37) per cent,

cinnamon. From the heavy marked cinnamon cock
and tlie clear lien with 100 per cent, green blood
you would probably get variegated cinnamons and
greens, more or less heavily marked, and in this

case all tlio cinnamon marked birds would bo hens.

In the other case, the hen with 75 per cent, green

blood, mated with a cock with 100 per cent, cinna-

mon blood, would produce young with 37) per cent,

green ami 62) per cent, cinnamon blood. (2) I know
of no book dealing fully with blood percentages, ex-

cept in a general way. The subject is dealt with in

Part. XI. of “Our Canaries,” by the late Mr. J.

North, who is probably the greatest authority we
have had on this particular matter, and you could

not do better than try to get that number.

INSECTS, AND NOT SINGING (G. L.).—The
cause of the bird's condition is undoubtedly the

insects, witli which .it must be badly infested. The
first step towards treatment must bo to exterminate

these pests. Allow it to bathe freely, and add a few
drops of quassia essence to the bath three times a

week for « week or two, In addition to the staple

diet give half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake

with four drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil

emulsion well mixed in it every second day for two
or three weeks, and on tlie alternate days give a
similar quantity of a mixture'of equal parts hemp,
niger, millet, teazle, and broken grouts. Four

times a week give a spray of some green salad, or

sweet fruit when the former is not available. In

the drinking water add a crystal of sulphate of

soda the size of a small pea and ten drops of

lemon juice every second day for a week, and every

third day in the next week.

POWDERY PLUMAGE (A.S.P.).—It seems much
more likely that the bird's condition is due to its

being run down by the moult than that it is the

effect of red mites. At the same time, you would

be well advised to keep a sharp eye on the cage

to prevent any increase in the pest. Touch the

ends of tlie perches and any spot that seems a

likely harbour for them with the fluid already ad-

vised twice each week, until some weeks after all

trace of tlie pest has disappeared. For the rest,

keep the bird in a fairly warm place, that is, quite

free from direct cold draughts, and treat as ad-

vised in my. reply sent you by post.

NOT MOULTING (H. R.)—First of all give the
hen a vapour bath, as you may have seen described
in these columns on many occasions. Then remove
the bird to a rather warmer room, not necessarily

overheating it. Keep a light cover over the cage.

Add to the drinking water every second day 20
drops of whisky, five of syrup of saffron, »nd as
much chlorate of potash as will cover a threepenny-
piece, and on tire alternate days give a piece of

bread and milk the size of a large hazel nut dusted
with flowers of sulphur and then sprinkled with
soft sugar. Continue this treatment for a fort-

night, and then if the bird has not commenced to
drop feathers, remove it back to the colder rcom,
and stop giving the sulphur, and be careful to see
that the bird is not exposed to direct draughts.
This latter move should set the moult going in good
earnest, and when it has made a good start you
may take -the bird back to the milder room to
finish. In case it has commenced to shed its

feathers freely by the end of the fortnight after
the first move, allow it to remain until it has shed
all its feathers and is tightened up again in
plumage.-

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by II. NORMAN.
A ROOM AS AN AVIARY (A. M. Cook)—Your

room could be used very nicely for birds. You had
better fasten up the fireplace to prevent accidents,
and it would be necessary to ventilate the room in
some way

; you could partly open the window, of
course covering the opening witli wire, and if .the
wind and rain found its way in, you would then
ventilate by the doorway. For this purpose you
would need a wire door to use on such occasions in
place of the usual one. This wire door eoulf) be
hung by hinges on tlie door post so as to work in
an opposite direction to the proper door, so when
one was open the other could be shut. There is

no reason why you should not make use of the small
window in your sitting-room, although I am afraid
you would find it rather draughty at time. (2) If
the ash tree and shrubs are in tubs or large flower
pots, they could easily be moved about, or even
taken outside when the room was being cleaned. (3)
As regards birds, I w-ould suggest the following:
Six hen Canaries, two lien Goldfinches, one hen Bull-
finch and one hen Greenfinch, three cock Canaries,
two cock Goldfinches, one cock Greenfinch, and one
cock Linnet. With this collection you would breed
some Canaries, and possibly one or two of the
British hens would nest, and there would he just a
sporttDg chance of Hybrids. (4) With' all Canary
hens and British cock birds you would be almost
certain to breed a fair number of Mules, but I think
you would find the mixed collection more interest-
ing. (5) You can let them fly all together during
the winter; they will not nest too early in the
spring, unless you force them with stimulating- food.
(6) As regards food, when you have decided .upon
the birds you will keep, send me the list, and I will
advise you further.

A BLACK MULE (E. Panther).—You omittid to
send your address, which is contrary to our rules;
kindly semi it on a postcard. In my time I have
seen about three specimens of Mules that have
moulted out black, or nearly so, and all these have
been Goldfinch-Canary crosses, so that yours is not
an isolated case, although somewhat rare. As for
tlio value of it, I do not think you would obtain
more than for an ordinary specimen, unless some-
one particularly wanted it for a collection of rare-
feathered Hybrids.
FINCHES AND SOFTBILLS IN AVIARY (T.J.J.).

—The following method of feeding would answer
your purpose. Stock mixture: Canary three parts,
teazle two parts, summer rape one part. Make
another mixture of niger, maw, and gold of pleasure,
and give a spoonful per bird three days a week, and
on other days a spoonful of wild seed mixture.
Offer a little hemp daily just for the benefit of the
Goldies, and a good handful of sound sunflowers.
Do not give them both at the same time, but let
them have one in the morning and the other later
on in the day. (2) As regards tlie Nightingale, if

he will persist in roosting outside, you should place
some good thick evergreens for him; these can be
in tubs or pots, and placed in anv particular spot
ho favours. If you are afraid of the cats, 1 think
your safest plan would be to shut him in with the
others. It will not make any difference to his sing-
ing. Choosing any particular spots to roost in is
simply a habit with birds, and even wTien at liberty
they will quickly take to another if disturbed.
Nightingales do not confine their singing to tho
hours of darkness, many of them sing equally as
well in the daytime, but unless one is well ac-
quainted with their music it is not noticed among
tlie chorus of bird voices.
QUAIL AND LANDRAILS (Thomas).— I am not

quite sure if the above is your name, and we are
quite unable to decipher your address; perhaps you
will kindly give us another opportunity by sending
it to us on a postcard. I am sorry I am unable to
assist you in distinguishing the sexes of your Quails
in their nest feathers. I would not trouble to
separate them during the winter unless they fight,
which the cocks will probably do at the turn of the
year. A fairly good insectile food would do for
them as a staple diet, together with eanary millet,
and hemp, but not too much of the latter, ’as it is
rather fattening. (2) I see no reason why the

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult lloulton's great work, "Cage-Bird
Hybrids ” (7/6); Norman’s “ British Bird Manual

”

(2/3); or Part 1 “Uardbills” (1/1), Part 2 “Softbills"
(1/1); “ Aviaries

, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); "Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's “ Septic or Bird
Fever '•

(7d.) ;
“ Colour-feeding ”

(3)d.); or the “Nut-
shell" booklets (2-id. each) ; No. 1 “ Goldfinch ,’’

No. 2, “Linnet," No. 3 “Skylark," No. 4, “Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch ,” No. 13
"Chaffinch," No. 15 “Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 ” Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis.
infection of Cages, Birdroorns, etc.,’’ No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C,

Quails and ’Rails should not agree together, al-

though both of them are particularly pugnacious
among themselves. Do not let the introduction be
too sudden, let them be in a position to see each
other for a day or two first. The nest of the Land-
rail is rather difficult to find, because it is generally
placed in the tail meadow grass, and farmers do
not care about this being trodden down; but you
may obtain a clutch next summer by advertising,
I have never heard of them being hatched in the
manner you suggest, but I see no reason why a
Bantam hen should not manage it. They would
require egg-food and live ants’ eggs or insects of
some kind, anyway for the first few days, and later
ordinary soft food and various seeds
BLACKBIRD WITH BROKEN BEAK (Tamej).—

You need not worry over your Blackbird having
broken his beak; such accidents frequently occur
with birds. The beak and nails of birds, like the
claw and hoofs of animals, are constantly growing
to replace the portions worn away by daily use. Ir
the bird can feed, you had better not touch it
LINNET WITH INJURY (YVm. Gibbon).-I am

pleased to hear your bird is recovering, and I thank
you for your letter ; it is so seldom one hears the
results of the treatment recommended. The posi-
tion of the feet is quite what I would expect, as
this invariably follows an ordinary fracture, lie will
no doubt improve on this somewhat as the limb
strengthens.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BUDGERIGARS IN OUTSIDE CAGE (Bird Lover).
—While there is certainly a risk in so small a cage, I

success is.. to be attained under such conditions. If I

the cage gets a fair amount of what sun is going,
|

and is in a position where it is sheltered from
driving wind and rain, you would have a good
prospect of success. But, both for summer and
winter use you must arrange some kind of roof
extension which will keep the interior dry. If tlie

floor of the cage get3 every now and again saturated
with rain, it will remain more or less in a state of
dampness, and the birds cannot then thrive. Why
not fix along the whole front a wood and glass
shutter, hinged at tlie top and fitted with holders
,to keep it raised with sufficient fall to throw off
rain and keep it from driving inside? It could he
ke|B. closed during the worst days of winter, and
partially so during summer nights, when it would
prevent cats scaring the birds at night. Of course,
you would close it at dusk each day during the
winter. If you do not understand clearly what I

mean, send me a stamped addressed envelope, per
the Editor, and 1 will s.end you a rough diagram.
Hope you’ll have luck.
YOUNG BUDGERIGARS WEAK (C. H. C.).—It is

impossible to give you a useful answer (guessing
is not profitable) apart from the post-mortem
examination, and I suggest your sending the next
body to our Mr. Yates, as per rules. As regards
your main question, it is not possible to lay down
any general rule, as environment, condition of
parent birds, and tlie forwardness or otherwise of
the young, are all governing factors. Fix up other
husks at each end of the aviary, say not more
than 2ft. from the ground, and stick some twiggy
branches into the ground, so arranging them that
the young which are unable to fly can easily climb
thereto. Supply canary, white millet and white
oats, greenfood, grit: and cuttlebone. You had

better continue the soaked bread till the second lot
of young are fending for themselves. Prepare it
so: Lightly spread one side of the bread with cod
liver oil emulsion, very lightly sprinkle with castor
sugar (to make it tasty), and then pour over it as
much boiling water as the bread will absorb. When
cool supply to the birds. For the next two months
put one teaspoonfui of Dinneford’s Magnesia into
tlie drinking water every fourtli day, and on the
intermediate days half a teaspoonful of syrup of
phosphates. Keep up a continuous supply of cuttle-
bone and grit. Of course, food vessels must be
placed so that the young which are unable to fly
can easily get at them, or a mixed dish should be
so placed for them. Then, if the old birds cease
feeding they will probably soon help themselves;
they are old enough to do so. Apart from the
above treatment, leave them to take their own

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Cage's "Foreign Birds lor Beginners",

(1m); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Cockaliels” (Gd.);
Arthur's “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (Id.);
‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever' 1

(7d ) “Colour feeding ” (3)J.); or the
"Nutshell" booklets (2 >d. cacti); No. C " Ailing Birds
and Ilow lo Cure Them,*' No. 9 “Tlie Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. 16 “Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Greg Parrot," No.
18 “Budgerigars,” No. HI “The Pekin Robin,’' No. 20
“Waybills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet Street, l.oudon, E.C.

course. I should leave them to bring off the second
brood if they will, as if these should also prove
weaklings it will settle the point and prove that
your pair are no good for stock purposes.
GOULDIAN FINCHES, &c. (Rustieus).—I think

our Nutshell “Gouldian Finches,” 2)d. post free
from our manager, would help you. The experience
of aviculturists varies considerably with these birds.
Some keep them out-of-doors all the year round witli
impunity; others have a difficulty in getting them
to live at all. Locality and character of the sub-
soil largely govern tlie results I opine. It is not
so much the temperature as damp raw cold periods
that work mischief. I consider that either in a
northern or southern damp locality the aviary
should be so constructed that the birds are under
control (as per my last reply)

; the shelter shed be
sufficiently roomy to bouse them if necessary for
a week or more at a time, and the birds driven in
every night between October and April inclusive,
and also kept in during periods of driving snow or
rain. On genial days they can be let into tlie
flights, say, between 10.30 a.m. and 3,30 p.m. Of
course, it is a convenience to have a radiator of
some kind in the shelter, hut one of the most suc-
cessful keepers of tlie Gouldian Finch does not on
the average have his radiator going more than
half-a-dozen times during the winter period. While
they are successful wintered out on drv sandy
soils, it is a great advantage to be able to shut
them up during damp periods. This species are not
easy to establish arid there are usually manv losses
l*fore you succeed in getting a breeding stock.
Other contents noted. Note by Editor: A very full
list of societies which cater for Canaries and British
birds is published in Cage Birds Anxuai, for 1915,
which our manager would send you post free for
seven stamps.

POST MORTEMS,
Mr. G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon oead
cage birds for a fee of la. Od. each bird; for reply
direct, 2s. «d.; analysis. 21s. Subjects lor post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, this and any
accompanying letter being kept Trom contact with
tlie dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if
a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender’s.

H. E. Steel.—Death from same cause as the first.
Tile intestine* in this cause were the principal seat
of the lesions. You must not expect th«
to die out just yet, as you have only recently
adopted preventive measures.

Mrs. L. B. Y—The whole contents of the phar-
macopoeia would not have cured your Goldfinch, nor
any other bird similarly affected. A new pair of
lungs wjts what it really required. Purulent pleurisv,
with destruction of more than half the- lung sub-
stance, was causing tlie symptoms of illness. It is

really wonderful the bird lived so long.
J. Oliver, Liverpool.—Splenic apoplexv was the

cause of death.
J. E. Knight—Bullfinch died of enteritis following

disease of the liver, viz., cirrhosis or hardening ami
enlargement of this organ, having its origin in some
irritant poison taken at some time. Food having
become sour or fermented would be sufficient to
cause the trouble. It is non-contagious, and is not,
likely to give you any trouble amongst your other
birds. Sl

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy tlie Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.
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THHUK pairs exhibition Norwich for Rramophone

anil records) or sell CO. ", lM.lllips. 0, IT.or-st .
Port

‘."'M, \ \ ( ; E one pair Norwich ami "lie pair Borders

fir Rod dog. or offers: Win* Jolll*. Irelnmla-sq..

1

1*1 N<: I'll V Yorkshire cock, exchange holler on

fill rolffig song ;
jours llrst: llach, 159. 1'arnluun-

r

n,KAKlN(V’
T

i?i*. Gooil Crests. Cresthreds, and

Yorkshires to i,lear, cheap: 1' osier. Albion av., Old

Shlldon. Durham
,, PI1VEXCHANGE anything : live Randall Rojlcr Inn.,

B.R.C.C. rung, or sell 15/-; Harper, Whitton-. t.,

l)arla--ton. Stalls

E
M

arhu-ton. Mans. . ' ,
•

i:\fll\NGK. Border cock Canary, prize Strain, li

..avis how cage, or sell (I/-: Seaulh.r, lii. 1 tvh-

llcld st„ Kilmarnock. . , ' ..-/

WHAT offers in Canaries, any variety, for . u t

length good tweed, or sell Ha. - : McKeand, Sea

blight, C in-tie Douglas. V’ '

EXCHANGE mv Norwich hen Canaries for Brit i

.

l.irds cock Goldfinches for preference : Blajlovk, «>>.

ThonVton-st., Darlington. ...... ^
.

SELL or exchange banjo-mandoline, 1- < , •’'l 1

lidd'e. ;
painter's blow lamp, 2/0: Graham, -I.

Sutherland st„ Gateshead.
. ,

l

j
I* \

i

k li)lo Seifert Rollers, Norwich hen. </•. tx

change cock Greypate Tor yellow cock Siskin: tome,

Newtown. Itaunds, YVeltinghoro'. (
.

EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires or Rollers lot

scrap brass,' copper, block tin, etc.: !.. A. Dean, m,

Hope Yiew, Carr-lano, Slnplcy, Yorks.
_

( 'I8. >

EXCHANGE 2 yellows, 1 bull, plain Norwich hell.-,

large, for 2 cock Goldfinches, or White Leghorn pul-

lets: Stewart, 14, South Lnud-st., Buckie. ( 4™1

(SKKBN Norwich cook, full -sonic, 9/-; exchange

191*1 cook Goldfinch, good blaze, for nailing cock

Linnet: l.avcll. Xur.-ory nl„ Bishops Storllord (483)

THREE foul cinnamon Norwich liens, 591), lot

good Norwich variegated yellow hen, give little
^

cash

for good one: Parkinson, So, Hodder-st., Accmifetom

EXCHANGE tliree Canary songsters for pail' good

evcle wheels, tvres. inner tubes, 26in. x lpn.,

yours llrst : Neal, 123, Cameron-rd., Normanton,

Iltil&Y

EXCHANGE good pair N.F. Norwich, with shoyv

cage for proved muling Finches or anything use-

ful; sell 15,-: Hasten, 2456, \\ indham-rd., Bourne-

' FOR sale or exchange Canaries, Crest and Crest-

bred, Norwich, for pullets. White Orpingtons,

Houdans, Anconas, or anything useful: Dean,
,

24.

Chester-tcrrace, Brighton.

EXCHANGE two Yorkshire cock show birds lor

two yellow Norwich unllighted hens, show birds, or

sell 25/- each ;
approval: yours first: Brotherton,

118. Doneaster-rd ,
Rotherham. <4»b)

EXCHANGE 4 high-class Yorkshire lien Canaries,

double breeding cage, and new exhibition fowl ham-

per for best offer in pure-bred pullets; approval.

Hollis, 5, Queen’s-av., Ilkeston.

EXCHANGE 3 liens, 2 Norwich, 1 Yorkshire-N orwich

crossed, muled this season, for young cock Gold-

finches or offers; approval: E. Carroll, 18, Robert-st.,

Oldham-rd . Faitsworth, Manchester (4S1 -

Bt'FF Norwich epek, variegated hen (Wilsons),

foul buff cinnamon cock, Border cock. Yorkshire

hen, double breeder, 30 -
;
exchange anything, gramo-

phone; offers : Martyn Leigh, 37, Queens Gardens,

Brighton.
COOSHA, lovely Black Pom. bitch, 3 years, by

"Phray the Nigger," served by chocolate dog Sept.

1st, excellent pedigyee, accept £3 cash, or exchange

winning Norwich or Cinnamons to value, or gent s

gold albert or watch; particulars: YYest, 17, Kim-

berley-st., Briercliffe, Burnley. (481)

EXCELLENT winning pair Yorkshires, 12/6: two

fine long yellow hens, 1st prize winners, 17/6; 5

good Border liens, 10/- lot; 6 splendid double

breeders, complete, 3/0 each; exchange any for

early batched laying pullets, yours first; stamp

particulars: Turner, Confectioner, Peascod-st.,

Windsor. (4S3)

Mainly Foreign.
]

WILL exchange Budgerigars for cock and hen Bull-

finch, or Roller lien Canary: Mrs. Gant, Willow

Hvrst Hellingly. ,

EXCHANGE 3 pair yellow Budgerigars xor Canaries,

Norwich, Yorkshire, or Goldfinches: approval, sojl

IS ti; Canaries first: T. Lister, Beech Holm, Level),

File.
(467)

EXCHANGE Rose-breasted Cockatoos, 40 outdoor-

bred Budgerigars, new set goat harness, hand-

sewn, for other birds, fowls, goslings; inspection

invited: Higgs, YVaterloo-st., Tipton. (48o)

BUDGERIGARS, pair Green Adults, breeders 7/6;

young Amazon Parrot and cage, should make good

talker 25/-, finger tame; offers, wild Redpolls,

Goldies, Linnets, cocks only : Allison, Hairdresser,

Blyth, Northumberland. (486)

COCK Paradise YVhydah, Mannikin, YVeaver, one

unknown Foreigner, two Linnets, Chaffinch, cocks;

Greenfinch Mule; exchange _ for cock Goldies and

lien Bullies; offers of British: Lawrence, 141, C'oiffs-

don-rd., Caterham, Surrey. (484)

Miscellaneous.

EXCHANGE lady’s cycle, good condition, for Nor-

wich, or sell 25/-: Botterill, 5, Uurney-st., Walworth,

S.E. ( 4sfi J

EXCHANGE brand new boots, ladies’ or gents’, for

male dogs or puppies: Manager, Furniture Stores,

Totton. (483 >

EXCHANGE for Canaries, or offers, smooth Fox

Terrier bitch, young, good house dog: King, 1, Ivy-

av., Bath. „ x <
482 >

EXCHANGE new hand-made flue net, Cft. square,

for birds, or sell 7,0: Carpenter, Palmerston-rd.,

Weald-stone. <iS4)

EXCHANGE ' plate band camera and accessories

for Britisli or Canaries; offers: Neave, St. John’s,

Hampton Hill. . .
^4Su 7

EXCHANGE for a good Roller cock, singing, a

good plated fish knife, sell for 7/0; Clue, 140 Hyde

Park-rd., Southsea. (4 ‘ 0 '

EXCHANGE crosscut saw, 1 band saw, by good

makers, for Goldfinches or Linnets: Ball, 43, Mil-

ton-rd., YVealdstone. (484 )

BEAUTIFUL very large Billy Goat, exchange any-

thing, or sell 20/-: Beecroft, Poultry Farm. Blaze-

field. Pateley Bridge, (4S9 )

DOZEN children’s soft rubber balls, perfect, cost

4 -, exchange two lien Canaries: Jonas, 26, Laiidor-

rd. • Slockwell, London. (481)

YVHAT offers? Good Norwich hen, 8 wire cage

fronts, 100 “Cage Birds,” 12 coloured plates: 21,

Seheit-rd., Forest Gate. (482)

AIREDALE puppies, dogs 10/6, hitches 7 0; or

exchange livestock or good Lark net: 71, Sheep-

wash. Mansfield, Woodhouse. (462)

NATURAL rood for Bullfinches, etc.; large Murk

privet berries. 7/ per 100 bimchis: 71. Sheepwash.

Mansffchl, Worn I house, Notts. ’

MINIATURE Collie* sable and merle, 5 input li ,

p» (i. or exchange birds; anything uselul: /o*»lii

20. Bractofi-rd., s. Bermondsey. (' J

WILL dean and repair watches, docks, return

them oari'tagc paid; accept birds m payment :

Gardiner. 10, Witliipoll, Ipswich.
.

D* 8*)

1 EXCHANGE 7 show cages, Brilidi 4, Norwich -L

for good fishing rod and reel or tackle: r. I

1 Park ten'., Polmont, Stirlingshire. I 1 *''

FIVE Yorkshire show cages, detachable tops, per

fectly new, 6/6; exchange: offers: Jackson. G
Graiivillc-av.. Long Eaton, Derby -lure (4h

-/

I! X ( I! A N ll 10 , Cavy, prize winner, Iona el ehilui en,

for ceck Canary, or Foreign birds, yours first:

soil, 10, llartmoiith.nl., Hendon, N VI.
, , ,,,

HALE or exchange medical coil, in :ph-iidid ton-

ditlon. with battery. 12/6; postcard camera pre-

l'erred : Bilsborough, Pufilfns, Rochdale. '

ENGLISH concertina, 42, : musical box, 25/ ;
live

double breeders, 25/- ;
exchange Canaries (big

breeds): 17. Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (4 hs)

HX I’ll INGE toj) coat, never been worn, fit man

5ft -vim, for good Whippet or Canaries, sell 2a/-

;

vours first: 121, Cannock-rd., Chadsmore. (4sn
' EXCHANGE phonograph, large brass and small

horns, 50 records, for 8-day chime clod- or good

cycle Snell, Rae Barn. Brixharn, Devon. (482)

\Y ANTED, exchange gramophone and 34 records,

cost 8 guineas, l'or high-class Norwich or Y or.-shires:

Reynolds. Newham Farm, Hitliney, H elston. (4801

SPLENDID pair While silky Bantams, 14)14, worth

;-,/. exchange Budgerigars, young preferred: Elder-

kin,’ C, Coneygree-rd., Stangrcuml, I’ctcrboro
.

^

(48a)

EXCHANGE. No. 3 Brownie Kodak camera,, /-plate,

cost 35*-.’ in good condition, for Budgerigars or Can-

aries: Koskie, 71, Hainincrsley-st., Hanley, -Stahs^^

WANTED good miniature lille in exchange for lair

clap ’nets, lliyds. long, everything conqi etc ; mutua.

approval John Kavaiiagll, jum, Ferris, t'«.*wd.

EXCHANGE aviary, 17ft. x Oft. x :>lt. and 2a

Canaries, for motor cycle or auto-wheel, or sell

best offer: Bolton, 5. Elmgrove-rd., \\ eybridge.^^

GENT'S silver watch, good timekeeper, exchange

cycle gas lamp, good leather football case, exchange

cock Goldfinch: J. Sin,cuds, Uigli-st. North, Dm.-

$tnbl6. ^ y /

NOTICE, we want birds, Parrots, poultry, rabbits,

gramaphones, cameras, anything in exchange )oi

cutlery and plate; write: Smith Bros., 49, l e;ir-9t.,

chpiiipkl 1.4-30;

GENTS' new rainproof coats, 35/-; ladies' new

rainproofs, 27/6; surplus Canarieswan-ed tor

blankets, boots, suits: Walker, 2/1, Bisland-drsve,

PAIR of scales, perfect condition, as new, suit

provision dealer, complete with weights, bargain,

10/C; exchange: Davies, 3, Clifford-st., All Saints

AIunctiBstcr. x‘4 t5 /)

*
For* sale, rack and 20 breeding cages, 18ins. square,

also Bradbury's cobbler's sewing machine tor ste in

exchange for live stock: H. YYhyatt, ul, Monmouth-

S

p.AIR long-l'aced ^Black Beards, 1013, cock md
Palace, cost 70/-, Lappin direct; exchange Toy

puppy; anything useful; oilers: Allred Lauttcr

Kirbymoorside.
,

, ,

YVILL exchange one dress length or suit K.Mth,

any colour, for 5 young Canaries as bred, or a old

hens or 3 pairs of Bullfinches: Cummings, 4, Lich-

TaLE^ot’ exchange purc-bred Spangled Bantams,

4 hens, 1 cock, also 2 White Orpington cocks this

year’s; whippets or anything uselul; jouis first.

Young, 61. Althorp-rd., Luton. (4“ri

EXCHANGE ladies’ and gents’ best quality „old

and silver-mounted umbrellas lor cock Canaries or

Budgerigars; offers: Dobbs Umbrella •Manulaetuier,

sr.fi Rochdale-rd., Manchester.

ONE cream Pom. bitch, with excellent ped'gree,

also two Pom. pups, one cream, one black, with

a
’

little white, will exchange, for Canane •, or

British: E. Culling, 77, BarJow-st., 1 reston. (480)

YY’HIPPET dog, from best of racing parents,
^

yea” quiet with chjhlren. sell 15/-, or exchange

good ’Goldie Mule, fcoldfluch note.or OoWjea: to

moult: Burrows, Aldersgate Chemical Works, -°uth^

EXCHANGE for gent’s bicycle, or. offers

Yorkshire cock, 2 hens, 3 variegated hens,, double

cages 2 single, all utensils, a v°L “ Our Canaries,

cost 2-2/-; Stamp: P. Fox, 29, YV.cklow-st,, Middles-

^EXCHANGE pair of 9yd. clapnets, small mesh,

with poles and all fittings, for a C.F. cock Yo k-

shire or Norwich, in full song, or a pure Roller

cock: Kelland, 9, Edward-st„ Ystrad Jljnach.^nr.

^TYVICE house-moulted eock Thrush, splendid

sonester large cage, for cock .Canary ;
several big

hens for miffing. 2/6, 3/-; large Crest-bred cock,

good bird, 10/- ;
approval : Lawn, Rising Sun-terr.,

YVHAT offers for gent's new Rolled Gold Hunter,

15/- :

*5 new leather dbg muzzles 2/- lot ;
new

nickle-plated harness bit. 2,6; YV right s new bool-

on Poultrv, coloured plates included, cost .//*>,

price 15/-:* The Cottage, Pool Crookes, Pool, wa
T ppils ' «

VIOLIN and bow. £3; 12 volumes "History oi

England" £2; good camera, dishes, plate washer,

one big ’print- washer, £1 10s.: would exchange for

ducks, cock Siskins, cage, and Canaries, or what

offers?: Fletcher, Rock House Studios, Shiny-row

Durham. v°“'
FOR sale cheap, large quantity of stuffed birds,

read for casing, 4C0 birds egge, large square 1 ar-

got's cage, nearly new, good oil stove, nearly new

rifle, two gramaphones, and large quantity oi ic-

eords; wanted good field glasses and stereoscopic

slides: Bottomley, Bootmaker, Keighley. Wi)
EXCHANGE household goods, boots, beddin.,

underclothes, suits, overcoats, cutlery, jewellery,

cycle tyres, or anything required lor livestock oi

all -descriptions, birds, -dogs, rabbits, foul?, goats,

Parrots, monkeys, etc.; prompt and honest dealings;

hundreds of unsolicited testimonials: Jopson’s Ex-

change Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester. (466)

GRAND light-weight brindle Bull bitch, 18 months,

by Hevwood Marquis, sire of three champions and

i,more winners than any living bulldog, ex bitch bv

i
Admiration, proved breeder, £4 10s.: also cham-

pion pedigree hull terriers cheap ;
exchange Grey

Parrot, high-class Canaries, offers: Reynolds 3,

Mam-rd., St. James, Northampton. (481)

gem Air Rifle, kill at 20 yards, 8/6, cost 10/-: bat

folding net, 2/6, cost 5/6; three lien Goldfinch

Mules, 1/- each ;
two cock Goldfinch Mules, ^ell

trained, pure Finch notes, 7/6 each ;
pair rgzors

(“Expedite’*’), in plush case*, no use owner. lot

to clear; heavy silver watch, capped, jewelled, re-

• gently cleaned, 12/C, bargain: J. YYhiteley, Boston-

rd„ Holbeacii. ‘4831

FOR sale or exchange a real good all white bull

terrier -log, 18 months old, well grown, in the

pink of condition, with no I anil s, good guard

either inside or out, house trained and fond of

children, good mannered, at Urn same tune hold,

his own, for Canaries, British or Foreign birds, or

anything useful; price 30 -, approval if expenses

be' paid: Sctii Mortimer, Commercial st., Bailey

WILL give value In boots, anils, overcoat.", rain-

coats, mackintoshes, ladies’ coats, sets of furs,

underclothing, bedding, blanket/ curtain", cutlery,

jewellery, furniture, etc. or liouselio.d goods ol

every description ill exchange for Canaries, common
poultry, dogs, puppies, young rabbit/-, c.mc mon-

keys Parrots, or live,lock oi t verj do'criplion
.

prompt and reliable •dealings only ;
clamp reply

:

Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163, Princess st., Man-

chester. t488)

OVERCOATS
FINE /stylish overcoats, all mzos, thick heavy ina-

terial, exchange for six young cock Canaries; afso

boots, suits, macks, costumes, raincoats, ladies' or

gent.'s <-ifflery, tools, etc.; everything for home in

exchange for British, Canaries, cages, etc: Exchange

Co., 355, Londow-rd., Sheffield. 1.,-tab. 19111).

SITUATIONS.
COU'NTKY agents wauled 7 or Troxver’s bird weds
mid fcodvM, good conmii^siou : l iower, 442, Caledoniait*

rd.. London.
SELL Tarns’ packet bird seeds. S-ce special wbole-

sale price li*»t for fronts, box rages, bottoms,

tin ware, sprays, etc.; send post card: Enoch

Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staff'. (45(f)

Aquarium.
PAIRS, Catfish, 10. 0: Rainbowearp, S.'C: Miriorcarp,

1 - • “Aouarium Management.’’ Id.; White Rats, fid.;
*

i i /< _ J • / < i i . : . 1 . ...... 1 . . . . . . 1 . ,x t <»

wanted. Canaries, Goldfish, cash,

'Fisheries," Mouirtvernori-rd, Liverpool.
exchange

:

(474)

Cycles.
REAL bargain :- good workman's cycle (Campion),

24iu., guaranteed perfect running order, free wheel,

brakes, splendid tyres, tubes, pump, bell, etc.

;

sacrifice 21/-: Gent, 16, Princess-st., Nottingham.
(483)

•
SMALL Black Pom., mated to toy Chocolate, 30/ ;

Back dog pup, 6 months, 25/-: 56,. BcacoosficldTcr..

Northampton. (484)

SPLENDID pedigree toy Pomeranian, chocolate, £2
Ids.: exchange talking Parrot and cage: George

grotl. Horton Nuracry, Colnbrook. 1484 )

GOOD Bedlington bitch. 3 months, 10/-; 3 good

Rollers, Bird', drain, B.ll.C. rung, 7/- each:

YVorrell, Churcb- t., Annfleld Plain. (,466)

TWO game Bull- Airedale do’-' puppies, seven weeks.

7 ,<i ea/'h bitch 5 6
; make demon guard- or ratters:

.1 tel. -on. Confer! loner. Green -t., Bethnal Green. (467)

SPLENDID Pomeranian dog, 16 months, excellent

hon-e guaid, fond of efiildren, intelligent companion.

Ill-: WiiHil, Brand PI. Park-lane, Old Basford, -46h)

BRACK Pcui.. 1 11.1 dog, 10 months, well bred, would

accept so/-, or exchange for Roller cocks ;
approval

willingly: James Reid, 10, East Bank, Glenlioig.

Scotland (489)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshire Terrier Fitch. II month*,
due in use, champion .M' iny Misrut, pedigree,^price

20/-, or exchange Canaries: James Cannon, 17, St.

John-st., Stirling. y*8
")

NOW ready for disposal, 8 handsome Great Dane

(Jog puppies', sire the well-known Buffer of Batter-

sea
’

1

fine specimens; 60/- each; approval: 33, Prairie-

st.. Lavender Hill. (482)

THREE fine w<l. -grown Greyhound Airedale pup-

pies, Greyhound shape, bred for sport, guard, or

companions, healthy, only G. - each; bargains: Gent,

16 . Princesa-st., Nottingham. (483)

SPLENDID selection of young dogs and puppies

always on hand, no laney prices; dogs and puppies

purchased; cash or exchange: Manager, Pnneeos

Kennels 163, Princcss-st., Manchester. -486)

GOLDEN Brindle Bulldog, C0II>„ massive head,

long flat skull, good underjaw, rose cars, double-

er’abk tail, champion pedigree, £3; cheap, £10;

exchange: Barnard. 15. Back-lane. Barkin'-'. (48')

FOR sale, black Newfoundland bitch, by eliain-

pion Fearless Foundation, 4 years old, sweet tem-

pered ideal companion, and proved breeder of

winners: Miss I). Murphy, Gulphay Cottage, Upon.

MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, oilers high-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adulte cheap; I have

seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures, no belter than l

can offer for a mere trifle *
.

"CARE Of the Dog.” Nutshell No. 3., is now

readv. Every one who keeps a nog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats °"

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,

rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d, from any

of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published

frequently, or 2)d. post free, from: Cage Lirds,

154, Fleet-st., London, E C.

Cats.

Mice.

EXCEPTIONAL chance to obtain Blue Persian kit-

tens at giving away prices; these kittens are of the

highest breeding, having seven champions in pedi-

gree, sound in colour and correct, in all points, born

May 17th; particulars' from: Mrs. Brooke, Sunny-

hurst, Silverdale, Lancs. (4/B)

—

™

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage. 1 -: Dormice,

2/6 pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

MICE ' Alice ! Mice! If you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little bookie,

recently published, entitled “Pet Mice, which gives

lull information upon their care and management

and is invaluable as a reference: price 2 -
= d. pcs.

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Flect-st., London,

E.C.
’

Dress.

UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and

shoes newly soled and heeled, ladies- 3/-; gents 3 9

;

"iris 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage

paid : Underwood, 36, Y'ork*st., llutme, Manchester.

Pigeons.

Ferrets.

FORTY’ working Ferrets., mostly v\ lute, from V
eaeh ;

carriage paid: Smith, u3a, St. Osw ald-st., ()hl

S
^PECIALLY°!elected Ferrets, worked last season.

5 /0 - splendid Ferrets, good workers, guaranteed,

4 6 ;
excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger,

2/6: fourteen days approval; cash or deposit. Tbos.

Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle.

THREE pairs Fantails, SI- pair, 8/- lot: Broxup,

27. Stock-st., Burnley.
,

(4M ' 1

BEAUTIFUL pair white Carriers, related to my

Dairy winners, 20/-; nice pair 1914 dun Carriers. 10/-.

tall prize-bred black pied cock, good breeder. '. 6 ,

stylish 1914 dun lien, 6 / 6 ;
approval: George Wilson.

Sliillington, Hitchin. f4® 1 '

Rabbits.

TWO Dutch does, 2/6 each, or exchange: W. In-

man, Yew-st., Pateley Bridge. • (483)

Garden.
FINE ripe blackberries or sloes; 2|d. lb. ;

any

quantity: Grant, Uley, Dursley. ''

PINKS, strong cuttings, no rubbish, 1/- pe. 100.

dark purple violas, healthy cuttings, 1/- per •

Gibbs, Kilkenny.

Household Furniture,
Utensili. etc.

PEACH'S Loom Offers.—Down' quilts,
_

10/6, Wan-

Vets (5 11 per pair; Cardinal curtains, //C; curtains

and materials, table linens, etc., benefit by loom

prices; write now for free book : b. Peach and Sons,

150, The Looms, Nottingham.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id.stamo for

_ VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and Fh^

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments. Ac. flnd speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocliia, Hitter *PP«e

Sold ‘in boxes, 11*. by lioots’, Taylor’s, Timothy JN
bite 9

Branches »n<! all Chemists, or prat
J22

e
'.

f™™
LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34-, OALSTON LANt, LONDOfl

Sport.

ANGLER’S secret; no oils, chemicals or drugs used.

7d.: J. Bird, WTsbech. (482)

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing in

River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest

in fishing should not mis9 this highly-inetriictive

brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how tc

catch them; the angler's outfit, ground baits, book

baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2*d. post

tree from "Cage Birds.” 154, Flect-st., London. E.C.

Kennel Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

NICE young Nanny, C months, sacrifice S/6 : Broxup.

27, Sto-ck-st., Buruiey. J 4®? 4

GOLF balls repainted equal to new, Silverkin =.,

D4 imp 1-09, Chaf.lengers, etc., 10/^ doz. ;
approval

willingly: Phimiaber, Golt House, Forres, VB. (487)

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow, £1(1

outfit, sacrifice 28/- ;
approval willingly : Mrs. Tyler.

18, Bockingham-rd., Uxbridge. .;
4®?{

fiP wiopHONE, 24-guinea hornless model, inlaid

cabinet on wheels, Louis design, height 3ft. 9m. ;

powerful motor, grand selection of records

£5 12s. 6d, ;
approval: ;>8 .

Cambridce-st... Hyrlt

1>

G RA Yim’HON E3, w-holesale, from .15/-; new join

double records, 8/4 dozen, turn samples 1/9, 1,000

needles, 1 / 3 ;
carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.

BULL Mastiff puppies, Brindle, excellent pedigree,

sacrifice from 15/6: Stafford. Twyford, Derby. < 4-84

>

SMART Black Pomeranians, very small, lovely

coats, £2 each: Johnson, 30. First-av., Mortlakc. (48j)

COLLIE bitch puppy, sable, make big winner,

cheap: Miss May Bebbington, Haslmgton, near

^CIUAMPION Dedicrec Irish Terrier bitch, C months,

exchange pullets, or sell £2: Hoyton, 4/, Camberwell

'dachshund pups for sale, £1 l9' ®a
^,! a

*jt'

cellcnt pedigree parents: Madlen, M, The lad.

all Black Pug dog, 18 months old. cham-

pion house dog and companion, price 30/- or ex-

change birds or poultry: Bairstows, Oimskukrd.,

Preston.

WANTEdT 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout- rod?. o/0 each, roach

rods pike rods. 2/9; trout flies. 9d. dozen; gut sub-

stitute in endless variety: rods, tackle, every dcs-

cription wholesale catalogue, one stamp; raves

pounds : Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-

mingham.
~

Waterfowl,
j

On offer in very fine pairs, American U 'l™ "’j;

Tp'il 4; Red-shouldered Teals, Australian .lancd

iuhata) and several other specimens:

w. C. DuAzend Naturalist Rotterdam. Holland.
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DON’T WORRY
YOUR NEIGHBOUR

You will find everything you want to know about your
hobby in one or other of

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS

A.

^p- °t(f i <?/•

For a
Complete
Knowledge of
British Birds
You Can’t Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL
By H. NORMAN.

They comprise expert advice on everything
appertaining to the keeping, feeding,
breeding and general management of
Canaries,Mules and Hybrids, British
and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for the one most suited

to your requirements. It

will pay you.

/pyKs
4*^ a.

DELAY IS DANGEROUS
Sign the Coupon NOW

%>

%

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDER8

make your 1915 breed-

ing seat on a record

in every way by purchasing

a copy of

And obtain your copy of the 1915 Edition of

TAs Most Thorough and Practical

p hf*i °a
Br>

.

tish Birds ever Produced.
Published m two parts and complete bound
in doth. Part I. Hardbiiis. Deals in the

D
ulest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches
Bulllinches, and all other varieties of Finches’

rfr* ,

IL
I

S
?
f
,

tbnh
;

With Blackbirds
1 htushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the

drds
comnion y *<eP* sPe^ies of insectivorous

1 his work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for
Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
he most popular of our British Birds. Each

h*'h;ti
S

f

deaU Wi
(

t!

n
se Parately- its nesting

Kth’-r
tL
”-«

are f
H
lly

?xP|ained, and these,
together with a description of its general
haractenst.es, will enable the novice to easily

identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
*nd white illustrations by the author.

Price complete,
hound in doth
2s*, post tree

3d., in

parts 1s.
}

post free
Is. Id.

cribed a^an
"'7 ^ b°°k °f the FanCy‘ II haS been truly des'

encyclopaedia ofbirdy matter.
A” d
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ther
®.
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n
.

ot
.

ar*y bird-keeper who could fall to be Interested

n
S" "?f‘ted
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by
.
\
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usal - Something for everybody Is on every
1 S Pj^CS j

s
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y
,

ou bow to save money in many ways

nrnfi r^hl
a"d

k°
d bl11

’ b°W t0 conduct your operations on a

rnnnth K
baS '! : b0W *° regulate your work In the bird-roommonth by month; how to construct and stock a fascinating avary;

keepers
tnber CSS °ther thmgS ° f supreme importance to all bird-

This Edition has met with such success, srd is rellfrg ro

CASE BIRD HYBRIDS.
is great work is written by CHARLESnot ETON, an authority with a reputation

extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
,l ' l!lor ;

and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. Hous^

delay may mean you cannot get one

To the Publisher,

CAGE BIRDS/ 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Please send me ^ of «Cage Birds

1

Annual, for which I enclose

Name

Address

r o/v.

w
' y '?// %n -

f

N '

'ey
* oA%

VALUABLE BOOKS

Complete Bound in Cloth. 7/6 carriage paid.
Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artist,

MR. H NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all are considered at great length thequestion of cages and aviariesfor hybrids. All thevarious methods of housing are thoroughly andcarefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed

; nests and nesting material have achapter to themselves. Mr. Houlton’s special cagefor hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial,are enum rat-d Egg and other soft foods snd
the.r feedrng values desit with. The selection of the

ft k,
k ”

j
ebat

r
d *‘

L !f
ns,h The hens which breed

light and cark exhibition mules described Theproper breeding procedure for Dark GoldfinchMules g_ne into. Egg binding and its treatment.
I he food supply. Care of the ytung hybrids. Allthese topics are treated with that experience andskid only an expert of Mr, Houllon’s standing

could tring to such a task.

There are no less Ihan Sixteen Coloured and
Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,
the correct shape, (he present day type and
general characteristics cf a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS
PARROTS FOR PLEASURE £/ PROFIT

By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d. post frc<J

•KisSpSaiSSS3!imported specimens is fully dealt with.

JI?v
r
t
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;L,®
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r
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ds F0r BECiNNERS -'

Contains indispensable information of an entirely unrlimi « »

’ ’ P
?f

t^
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",aMseu,“t
?
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BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS ”
Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interefungand ,

* AR™UR‘ “ P° 9t

It tells you all you need know.

mostmterestingand profitable side of foreign bird-ke;eping.

F. CARL, Publisher, 15 4. FLEP.t STREET
Printed for the Prnnrif*tr»y m, i?

_ 1inted for tUc Proprietor. Ur. F. Caul, lif ifet by J. G. Hammond and Co.. Ltd.. Fleet Lano. LodUod. E.C.

LONDON, E.C.
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and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
Devoted to Canaries.Hybrids. BRITISH* Foreign CaCE&WiLD BiRDS

Telegrams—a vicultuke, i.ouuon.

Telephone—Ilolborn 5220.

Registered at the G.I’.O.

ouuaci ipuoi) uat
6/C per annum
post tree.

Foreign—
0/- per annum

Fop week ending October 16th, 1915.
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w CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD,” October 16th, 1916

Show Season's Successful Start.
THIS
ISSUE

TYPICAL YORKSHIRES.
Clear Yorkshire Cock, winner of 2nd prize at the Welsh

National Show for Mr. and Mrs. Weekes, Cardiff.

Unflighted Buff Yorkshire Cock, 1st prize at the Welsh

National Show. Owned by Mrs. Holliday, Shirley.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UNDISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE "CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
Wo are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bom-jides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must Da sent as tar as possible.
All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.

Tlia Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar plac9 of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements eiose Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
al«o planed boards for cago-maklng, wIto fronts,

cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible;

illustrated catalogue free : Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

IDEAL RINGS.—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- 4-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

" M.C.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 8/0; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
GO miles: Mcnzies Grit Works, Uearsden, Glasgow.

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC

in fact, everything for the bird room
;

send for

catalogue, post free; established 60 years: Sandi-
ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

BIRDLIME
The very best, Jib. tin 7d., Jib. tin, 1/-; lib. tin

1/10; sample, 3d.; all post paid; as used by all

leading catchers; single trap cages, 9d. ; with call

cage, 1/3; net traps, 1/- each: Enoch Tams, Church-
st., Longton, Staffs. (493)

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10

3/6 dozen; 14 by 12, 4/- dozen; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen;
10 by 12, 4/6 dozen

; 18 by 12, 6/3 dozen
;

24 x 12,

7/- dozen. Norwich and Yorkshire show cages, 20/-

dozen; tin bottom, all wire top Linnet cages, seed-

box, fountain, complete, 17/- dozen, with seed
drawer, 20/- dozen

;
see price list for non-splash

baths, sprays, etc.: Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill
Passage, Longton, Staffs. (484)

THE BEST
You cannot possibly have better than “best”; this

is a brief fact, free from silly exaggerated
“twaddle”

;
invisible, self-acting trap-net, catch with-

out r-ufTlirfg a feather; post free, for small birds,

1/6 and 2/-
;

large birds, 2/7 ;
for other trap-cages,

etc., send for illustrated trap list;- try this, XXX
Birdlime, 2d., 4d., 9d., 1/-: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
SEND FOR NEW PRICE LIST.

Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, 9in.

2/9, will. 3/1, 25ft.; Tin. 4/-, 9in. 5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.;

best liand-plaued boards. Tin. 4/8, 9in. 6/11, lOin. C/8,

50ft.; small box cage sets, 1/6 each, 16/6 dozen;
Norwich or Yorkshire show cages, 2/6 each, 3 for 7/-;

oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/0 100ft. ;
stamp for list of

all appliances : Stanton, 33, Boothfield, Winton,
Patricroft. (436)

THIftJK THIS OVER

PRIVET berries, large and ripe, 1/-; large package,
postage paid: Lovell, 456, ttitchin Road, Luton.

(493)
260 THISTLEHEADS li/-, 500 Hardheads 1/-, mixed
bundles 1 / ,

post free: Mayes, 73, Ebenezerot., Lang-
ley Mill.

(501)
BRITISHERS' natural food, well dried hardheads,

600 1/-, post free: Marnoch, 16a, Melville-st., Loch-
gel !y, N.B. (498)
FINE liver gentles, cqnal mealworms, no dirt, 1/4

lb., 9d. Jib. free: Staines, 219, Ravenscroft-road,
Beckenham, Kent. (492)
ANT eggs, special, 3/- lb.; dried flies, 2/- lb.; dried
egg yolk, 2/6 lb.: L. Cura & Sons, Vine-st., Clerken-
well-rd., London, E.C.
Mealworms, .000 1/3 , 1,000 2/3, pint 4 /9 ; dried

flics, 2/ lb. ; carriage paid : Pierpoint, 47, Hcnshaw-
st., Walworth, London. (481)
WASPS, grubs, 6d., 1/-, 2/-, and 4/- packages, free;
my stock diminishing rapidly; mealworms wanted:
Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. (482)
SEEDS, giant Spanish 4/0 stone, hold Spani li 4/-

stonc, good plain canary need 3/6 stone, mixed seed
3/6 stone, maw seed 8d. lb., wild 4d. lb: Jinks,
Bird and Seed Dealer, 2, Brainall lanc, and 655,
Abbeydule-rd., Sheffield. (474)

MEALWORMS; largest stock in England, no wait-
ing or disappointment; 6/9 lb.; special post paid
1/-, 2/- boxes

;
dried flies, 2/- lb. ; a-nts’ eggs, 3/- lb.

;

Spanish canary, extra bold, 14 ibs. 4/-; No. 2, 14 lbs.

3/4 ;
hemp, 14 lbs. 2/-; linseed, 14 lbs. 2/6'; In,gat,

14 lbs. 3/-; Lark, Thrush food, Cd. lb.; crissel, 4d.
lb.; cuttlefish, 1/- lb.; for other foods see price
list: Enoch Tams, Church-rd., Longton, Staffs. (4S4)

PURE EGG FLAKE
Genuine yolk of eggs, 3/- lb., 31bs. 8/-; postago
extra: Sandiford’s, Bird Specialist, Preston.

“SINGING Mad” is how a noted breeder writes us
of his Canaries after a course of

TAYLOR’S MiGHTY ATOMS
THE FANCIER’S PRIDE
The best condition mixture for birds of every
variety. They act like a charm in taming newly-
caught wild birds. They help any bird through
the moult as nothing on earth will; 7d. lb., 71bs. 3/-,

delivered free. Our “Red Sunshine” pure tasteless
cayenne defies comparison as a brilliant red colourer.

Guarantee of purity given with each parcel sent
out; lib. 1/6, 51bs, 7/-, 251b.- (original tins) 30/-,

delivered free. Hot Natal same price. It will pay
you to write us for prices of any variety of seed.

Samples sent for two stamps: Taylor’s, Wholesale
Seed and Corn Merchants, North-rd., Preston. (464)

FOR RULES 8EE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS,
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they aro
thoroughly healthy.

APPLIANCES
1

SIX Norwich show cages and case, 10/-: A. Weston,
37, Thanet-rd., Erith, Kent. " (498)
PRACTICALLY new Crystal Palace aviary, 12/6;
bargain : J. Goodchild, Ashly, Clare, Suffolk. (493)
BIRD-HOUSES, outdoor aviaries, fowl-houses, send
for list; Ross, Xouitry Appliance Works, Forres,
N.B. (442)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds. Canaries; designs: L. Latham, King-
6ton-by-Se_a, Sussex. (398)
SPLENDIDLY designed 4-compartment outdoor

aviary, 7ft. 6in. by 2ft. by 4ft. high; full particulars:
62, Jervis-st., Hebburn. (498)
THIRTY Gross spring perches, also tools for making
same; write for particulars: Santos, 33, Lime-grove,
Shepherd's Bush, London. (498)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths ; wholesale price list free : Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

CHEAP cages; 2 large Softbill stock cages 3/6 each;
3 Finch stock cages, 2/6 each ; lot 10/6 ;

in perfect
condition; nearly new: Morris, 429, Richmond-rd.,
Ilford. • (500)
THREE Norwich show cages, with travelling case,
for one, 4J- ; Border show cage and ease, 2/6,

perfect, equal new: Pcnnal, Totteridge, High Wy-
combe, Bucks. ' (491)
WELL-made cages for sale, loin, x 13in. x 7in., 2/-

each; single breeding cages, 20in. x 16in. x lOin.,

3/- each ; loose fronts, enamelled blue inside and
black outside: Shea, 229, Caledonian-rd., London, N.

(498)

CASE 4 Norwich show cages, 10/-; ditto 3 cages,

7/0; ditto 4 Belgian; few Yorkshire, nursery and
baths, with appliances: Exchange sewing machine;
offers: Y'oung, Secretary, Frome. (489)
AVIARY for sale, bargain, good condition

;

mahogany frame ; 3 divisions, centre dome, 33in.

high, length 32in., width 14in., 15/-; after 7 o’clock:

G., 3, Massie-rd., Graham-rd., Dalston. (490)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace shapes and other aviaries and cages

in the trade; send 2 stamps for illustrated lists;

Established 40 years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer,

Castle Douglas. (470)

EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly Club pattern,

best quality and finish, Norwich, Yorkshire, and
Border Fancy, 2/3 each, three for 6/-, six for 12/-;

sliding front Finch show cages, beauties, 3/- each;
carrying cases, for two cages, 4/-, three cages 5/-;

any size made: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. (437)

SPECIAL offer.—Large new close-wired, three-com-

partment Crystal Palace drawing-room aviary, fitted

sand trays, seed hoppers, .movable partitions, re-

volving perches, fancy glass panels, size 4ft. long,

4ft. high, ISins. wide, price 50/-, carriage paid; photo
and particulars sent; aviaries and cages of every

description ;
state requirements : Martin, Cage Manu-

facturer, Castle-Douglas. (437)

BIRDCATCDERS’ Nets, Oft. 3/6, 12ft. 4/6, 18ft. 5/6,

all 6ft. deep, poles, irons, pull lines, and pegs; sent

complete; jin. netting, 7ft. deep, 3d. yard; 9fb.

deep 4d. yard; post free; best birdlime, Jib. 7d.,

41b. 1/-; lib. 1/8, post free; Oval net traps, large

size, 1/-, three 2/6; double breeders, 36 x 16 x 9,

5/6; box cages, 16 x 11J x 7, 2/3, three 6/-; loose

front and sand trays, etc. ;
Norwich, Yorkshire,

Border show cages, 1/10 each, three 5/-; British 2/3;

travelling cases for two, 4/-, three 5/-, four 6/-;

Palace aviaries, beauties, 36 x 30 x 12, 12/6; planed

boards, 7in. 2/3. Oin. 2/9, 12in.
; 4/- per 25ft.; send

tm list: Rosa. Cage Works. Forres. N.B. (498)

So confident am I in the superiority of my goods

over any others on the market, that I invite all in-

tending purchasers to have anything on approval,

and if they find it is not exactly as described or

in any way not satisfactory they are at liberty to

smash it up or destroy it in. any way they like, and
I will refund every penny of their money without
question or comment. Clap nets, made from 60s

3-ply superfiqe thread 1 netting, finch mesh, 3 yards

long, 54ft. deep, 4ft. fly, 5/- pair; ditto, 4 yards 6/-,

6 yards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-, 7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-,

9 yards 11/-, 10 yards 12/- per pair. All clap nets

consist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed
to be exact measurement as above, and all are

fitted complete with all pegs, poles and pull lines,

ready for immediate setting. Loose thread- netting

knitted specially for bird catching, as used in above
nets, 7ft. deep 3Jd. yard, ditto, 9ft. deep, 4Jd. yard,

ditto, 12ft. deep, 5Jd. yard, post free. Real Italian

hemp pull lines, specially spun -withou snarl, and
strong ae boat lines, 68 yards long, 1/9 post free.

Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed to hold any
bird that flies, stands all weathers, and specially

good in fog or drizzle, 7d. Jib., 1/- jib., 1/8 lb., sample
4d., all post free. Bird brace swive!.s, three 3d.,

twelve 6d., post free. Flirt pegs and- lines, 6d. each,
post free. Double flirt pegs, 9d. each, post free.

Penny tin drinkers, 9d. dozen, three dozen 2/-, 5/-

gross. Zinc drinkers, same size, 1/- dozen, three
dozen 2/6, 7/- gross. Kindly note, all the leading
professional, birdcatchers purchase their appliances
from me, so follow their lead and patronise the
man who really knows what is required for successful
bird-catching.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES.
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-
card; three tons sold every year; Jib. tin
sample, 7d. ; fib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free;
single trap cages, 1/3 ;

double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist. Preston. Lancs.

CAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes imde to order.
Tam’s Ltrcest Non-Splash Bath,
fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d., 4Jin. 1/-, Oin. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/-

each, two for 3/9, 6 for 11/-, 21/- doz.;

zinc drinkers, 1/3 doz.; black tin, 1 /-

doz.; covered tops, 1/6 doz.; British

show cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9 ;
three-ply wood

travelling cases, to hold two cages, 4/6;

3 cages, 5/6; 4 cages, 6/6; bird sprays,

rubber pipe and ball and nickel spray, 2/-, post paid:

;

the King nickel pump spray, in one piece, no rubber
to burst, 2/-, post paid. See illustrated catalogue
for all cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages,
Roller cages, seed boxes, etc.—ENOCH TAMS, Church
Street, Longton, Staffs.

0 .
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HH0N8 THE WAR
our1 customers may rely on our continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free delivery

by own van London district. Carriage paid to any

country station in England and Wales 1/- cwt. extra.

OUR GIANT SPANISH
Is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

Approx, wght.
Peck Bshl. per bshl cwt

Giant Spanish Canary ...4/6 17/6 58ibs. 34/-

Lar^e ditto 4/3 16/6 68!bS. 32/-

Fine ditto 4/- 15/6 58 IDS. 30/-

Good ditto 3/9 14/6 58lbs. 28/-

Best Morocco ditto .. ....3/6 13/6 58lbs. 26/-

Best Bold Hemp 2/- 7/6 42!bS. 19/-

Best White Millet .... ....3/3 12/6 52lbS. 27/-

Best Indian Millet ... 3/6 13/6 56!bS. 26/-

Summer Rape 4/6 17/6 52lbS. 36/-

Extra Bold Linseed 3/- 11/6 62lbs. 25/-

Teazle 3/6 13/6 28lbs. 54/-

Niger Seed 3/- 11/6 48lbs. 45/-

Sunflower, Black, Striped 4/6 17/6 28!bS. 60/-

Mixed Seed for Aviaries.. .2/6 9/6 53ibs. 20/-

Ditto, Foreign Finches 3/- 11/6 5Slbs. 23/-

Ditto, Parrots 3/- 11/6 40lbs. 33/-

Ditto, Canaries 3/6 13/6 57lbs. 27/-

Ditto, British Finch • 3/- 11 16 58lbs. 23/-

TRY OUR V/ILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.

No value in the world like it. 2/6 peck, lllbs., or
3/- 141bs. 1 peck post free 3/6. Quotations given
for, and special mixtures can be mixed according

to fanciers’ own requirements.

OUR FINCH TIT-BITS, 1/- IB., our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT IS PERFECTION.
1/- j-ewt,, 1/9 J-cwt., 3/- cwt.

Maw 9d., Sesame 1

8d., Dandelion 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.;
Thistle 4d. oz., 5/- lb. ;

Cornflower, 4d. oz., 5/- lb.;
Cuttlefish, 6d. and 9d. bag, large 1/6 lb. Millet

Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

Ants’ Eggs, 2/6; choice, 3/6; Dried Flies, 2/- and 2/3
lb. ; Silkworm Pup®, ground or whole, 1/3 lb., post

free. Meat Meal, 3d.
; Biscuit Meal, 3d. lb.

MOULTING CONDITION TONIC AND SINGING
MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure is the talk of the Fancy. 3d., 6d.,

1/-. Post free.

Our Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
Is run down. 3d., 6d., 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener. 3d., 6d.,

1/-. Post free.

Price List and Samples Free.

trower & co.,
Seed Merchants and Bird Food

Specialists,

442, Caledonian Road,

82, Roman Road,
King’s Cross,

LONDON,
MEALWORMS, Mealworms, 1/-, 2/-, 3/- boxes; post 'Phone: 1320 North. Opposite Caledonian Rd.

paid : Stapletons, Spa Road. Bermondsey. (493) Tube Station.

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Roup Paste
Roup Pills
Roup Powder.

Blacicerite Gape re
6d., 1/-, 2/-, 4 /- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackerite "

9 d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & 1 /• botts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., 1 / & 2 /- botts.
Condition Pills . . . , 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules .. 3d. boxes
Liarriicea 1 owder .. 6d. & 1 /- tins
Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses ... 6d. & I /- tins

Eye Lotion . . . . . . 1 /. bolts.
Feather Disease Cure

6d„ 1/- & 5/- botts
Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & I /- tins
Poultry -Liniment . . . . I /- botts.
Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /•)

6d. & 1 /- tins.

Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
. . 3d. & 6d. boxes

Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins
Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /• tins
“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., 1 /• and 2 /6 botts.
Red Mite Killer

In 6d., 1*/- and 2 /6 botts.
Ff.nnmkura " (for destroying
external parasites and pre-
venting feather-eating in
cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.

" Quinella " (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and I /- boxe
Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. botts

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

1 /- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advite is obtainable gratis (rom

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24=25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

BRITISH BIRD EXHIBITORS
should use Cottingham's Pick-’um-up for getting
their birds into exhibition condition. “Pick-’um-
up” has rivals, but no equals for contest singing;
there is nothing like it; sample, 2d., 1/4 per lb.,

21b®. 2/6, 71b. 7/-, post paid: Cottingham, Practical

Bird Expert, Peveril-st. , Nottingham. (463)

GENUINE SPANISH
CANARY SEED.

Fanciers, please note. We are direct Importers
of Spanish Canary Seed, and can offer you the
very best qualities at the lowest possible prices.

\ I4'bs 281b. rx2tbs.

Spl. Giant Spanish Canary Seed 5/- 9/- 32/6

Giant Spanish Canary Seed 4/6 8/- 30/-

Finest Dutch Hemp Seed 2/9 9/6 18/-

SpeciaJ quotations for larger quantities.

WALSHS CHAMPION COLOUR FOODS.
Being Direct Importers, wo purchase only the

very best obtainable.
Pure Tasteless Pepper, the richest and best

coloured Pepper imported, 1/6 lb., 31bs. 4 /-, I41bs.

17/6.

Hot Natal Pepper, specially imported for cage
birds, 2/6 lb., 31bs. 7/-.

Walsh’s Celebrated Egg Bread, with or with-

out colour, 1/6 lb., 31b.s. 4/-.

Walsh’s Insectivorous Food, with or without
colour, 1/6 lb., 31bs. 4/-.

Pure Sulphate of Iron, 1/- ib.

Special Biscuit Meal, with Egg Flake, 6d. lb.

71bs. 3/-.

Pure Yolk of Egg, finely ground, 3 /• lb.

WALSH'S RELIABLE FOODS.
Large English Mealworms, 500 5/6, 1,000 3/-,

10/- lb.

Live White Gentles, 1,000 9d„ 2/6 Ib.

Ants’ Eggs, good quality, 3/6 lb.

Dried Flies, 2/6 lb. Crissel, 4d. lb.

Lark or Thrush Food. Cd. Ib.

Cuttlefish Bone, 1/- lb.

FRESHLY-GATHERED WILD SEEDS.
Charlock, Teazel, and Mixed Wild Seeds, all

6d. quart, 1/9 gallon, 3/- peck.
Dandelion Seed, 4ozs. 1/-, 3/6 lb.

Lettuco Seed, 4ozs. 7d., 1/6 lb.

Pecko, the best conditioner known for all

Britisli seed-eaters, 2/- lb.

Condition Seed for Canaries, 6d. Ib., 71bs. 3/-.

THE MAGNET BIRD MEDICINES.
Are carefully prepared by a practical expert with
life experience. They have proved themselves
worthy of imitation, but have no equals. Refuse
all imitations and substitutes.
Magnet Asthma Cure, for colds, asthma, and

wheezing.
Magnet Inflammation Cure for inflammation of

the bowels and all derangements of the stomach.
Magnet Moulting Mixture, ensures a quick and

perfect moult.
Magnet Bird Tonic, enriches the blood and

strengthens the whole system, a certain cure for

soft moult, going light, ami general weakness.
Magnet Diarrhoea Cure.

All 7d. per bottle, post free.

Magnet Feather Gloss. Produces that brilliant

gloss and finish, .1/3 hottio.
Magnet Bird Soap, 7Jd. box. Post tree.WALSH,

Bird Food Speolalist, BLACKBURN.
Telephone 047. ( 500)
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ORDER A BUSHEL TO-DAY

RUDD’S SPANISH CANARY SEED
Thero Is delay on most Railway# just now owing
to the war and shortage ot labour. The only

remedy Is to order early. Don’t let your stock

run too low. We have soma exceptionally

GOOD SPANISH CANARY SEED,
at 4/- peck, 15/6 bushel, carriage paid 16/6.

No. 1 GIANT SPANISH SEED.
4/6 pock. 17/G bushel, carr. paid 18/6. Bags frao.

Summer Rape, 4/8 puck; lino English Rape, 6/-

peck
;
sweet, sound Hemp, 2/6 peck; Giant Lin-

seed, 3/6 peck; Teazle, Niger, etc.

Writo for List and Samples.

The Fino6t Lark, Thrush, and Blackbird Food on

the Market.
RUDD'S CELEBRATED I.ARK FOOD.

7lbs. 2/0, Post Paid 3/-.

RUDD'S COLDFINCH MIXTURE.
7lbs. 2/6, Post Paid 3/-.

RUDD'S LINNET MIXTURE.
7lbs. 2/6, Post Paid 3/-.

These are the Foods to keep your birds in. good

trim and song.

Only address—

W. A. RUDD & CO.,

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C
(501)

["BRITISH BIRDS.
[

Hardbills.
}

SANQIFORD’S
FAMOUS Colour Food.
Best in the world lor colouring Cage Birds that

deep rich red colour, lu use by all leading ex-

hibitors. Trices, 2/- lb., 2 lbs. 3/6, 5 lbs. 7/6,

14 lbs. 17/-. Hot Natal, 2/- lb., 2 lbs. 3/8, 5 lbs.

8/3. All carriage paid.

We have two tons positively in stock for

immediate delivery.

SANDIFORD, Co our Ford King, PRESTON.

You like

.HYDE'S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

["books.]
“OUR Canaries." 1 have a copy of this splendid

work that is practically as new, costing 22/-, that

I will take 10/- lor: Skilton, 166, Tufnell Park-rd.,

London, N.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at hall prices ; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121. Charing Cross-rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
EVERY BIRBKEEPER has need of practical hints

Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.T

from C.iGE BlliDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

Irom our agents (list published frequently).

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“ Nutshell No. 6,” an account of tire troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list cf

medicines to restore our pets to health. This will

save you much discouragement iand money, and
cost® only 2jd. post flee.—From "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-“t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents Gist fre-

quently published).

a AVEAU ff

10T SINGING.
DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS are without doubt
the most wonderful medicine ever introduced for

getting birds into song. They are an absolute cure
for Soft- Moult. Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going
Light. Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the
Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds during the
moulting season. DITCHFIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG
TONIC for bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness.
Absolutely unequalled for all chest and lung affec-

tions. DiTCHFIELD'S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Con
stitutional Weakness arid Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for weak and delicate birds. All sold in

2d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order will convince
you of the wonderful results obtained from these
medicines. SPECIAL OFFER.—Two 7d. bottles for

1 /., three for 1/6, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three
for 2/6. All post free from—

'

FRANK DSTCHFIELD, speSXst, OLDHAM.
(487)

This preparation of Kxekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

post. 1 /1 . jo years’ emergence.

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-

beatable for song :
**ex guaranteed; 8d. cacti, three

for 1/6; “ G.vpsoy ” Linnet cages, 8d. each: Lurking’s

Corn Stored. 894, Lillie id., Fulham, S.W. (416)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 a dozen, 13 to a

dozen: W. Morlcy, 23, ilexhill-rd., Eastbourne. (490)

LINNET cock, Norwich hen, 6/-; house-moulted
Goldfinch, 4/-: Weils, Cooper's-corner, E. Dereham.

(495)

COCK Linnets, picked birds, 3/- dozen; mixed birds

1/-, well mixed: W. Fenn, Beck Row, Miidenhall,

Suffolk. (492)

BULLFINCHES, good 1915 cock Bullies, 2/-, ec-lectc’d

2/6, lien Mule 1/0; approval: l’iney, 'The Green,
Crediton. (492)

FEW extra large Scotch Linnets, well marked, 2/6
and ,3/0: '1 bos. McCrystal, 10 ,

Langlands-rd., Govan,
Glasgow. (485)

COCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, six 1/9, dozen
S/- ;

satisfaction guaranteed’. Horace Coate, 90, North-
st., Luton. (500)

LINNETS, lovely rose red-breasted cocks, 3/0 doz.,

2/- half; hens 1/6 dozen: Bert Cootc, 16, Windmill-et.,
Luton, Beds. (499)

REAL handsome cock Bullfinch, with white feathers
in tail and wings, 10/6: Jim Elvin, Carlton Villa,

East Dereham. (492)

EXTRA good' cock Goldfinches. 2/6 and 3/6 each,
hens 1/-: Cutforth, Hairdresser, 20, Melton-rd., Oak-
ham, Rutland. (495)
GIANT cock Brown Linnets, show or song, 2/-

each ; not fresh caught: Standard Aviaries, Newton
Heath, Manchester. (499)
THREE dark Greenfinch Mules, 6 /C each, singing,
outdoor aviary bred: Hargreaves, 09, St. Hubert’s-
rd„ Great Harwood. (497)
SELECTED warranted cock Goldfinches, some lull

coloured birds, 2/6 each: E. Passant, Powis Anns,
Pool Quay, Welshpool. (492) ,

GOLDFINCHES, young cocks, 2/6 each, three for
6 /-; three hens, 2/6; cash or deposit: W. Evans,
Co-op. House, Llanidloes. (491)
SELECTED Linnet cocks, three 2/-, rich Yellow
Bunting cocks, 1/6 ; Goldie cocks, 1/6 : H. Welsh, Corn-
Stall Buildings, Stamford. (495 )

LARGE coei; Skylark, good shop attraction, 9d.

;

also cock Linnet, 9d.
;
approval anywhere : Miss King,

03, Kingsbury-lane, Dunstable. (500)
COCK birds. Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, 1 /-; Gold-

finch, Bullfinch, 21-

;

hens, 1/-: Miss Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. (496)
CHAMPION cock Hawfinch and show cage, ready

for bench, 40/-; approval; deposit: Morrison, John-
stone North, Renfrewshire. (498)
SIX large Welsh oock Linnets, from outdoor aviary,

ideal birds for muling ; accept 1/6 each : Miss Jones,
Harlech House, Aberystwyth.

(499 )

WILL buy Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, all kinds
British birds, cither sex; write stating prices: Helyar,
55, Patfnos-rd., North Brixton. (499 )

BULLFINCH cock, 4/6; hen 2/6 ; cock Redpoll, 2/0;
cock Linnet, Scotch, 3/6 ; satisfaction guaranteed :

G. Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres. (498)
PAIR of Hawfinches, house moulted, in show con-

dition, 8/6 , on a deposit system : Mr. Hunwicke, 49,
Northgate-st., Colchester, Essex. (403)
REDPOLLS, 2/- doz.; one, pick of 500, I/-, fit to
show ; also Two Lesser Mealy Redpolls, 1 /- each

:

Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton.
(493 )WARRANTED cock Linnets, 4/6 doz.; selected,

1/-, 1/0, 2/6, 3/6; cock Linnet Mules, 7/6 each: G.
E. Morgan, 83, Victoria-si., Crewe. (496)
NOTICE.—Warranted cocks, Linnets, Cd each, 3

1/3, 6 2/-, 12 3/-; cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-: Brain,
288, LicMeld-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (477)
EXHIBITORS note.—I have ready for showing.
Goldfinch and Linnet, tip-top birds: Price from:
Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (493)
EXHIBITION ; .grand H.M. Yellow Bunting, Bull-

finch, and Chaffinch; sell or exchange good cock
Hawfinch: R, Gray, 6

, Otley-ter., Darlington. (486)
REDPOLLS, grand lot, 2/- dozen; specially selected

1/- each, three for 2/-; Linnets, 4/- dozen: Pitch-
ford, Bird Specialist, London-rd., Stoke-on-Trent.
BOX cages, the best tp keep British birds in, 13in.

long, llin. high, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue
of 124 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

(466)
HOUSE-moulted Linnet, in full song, suit catcher,
miller or singer, price 4/- ; bargain

;
full week’s ap-

proval : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs.

(493)
EXHIBITORS; once H.M. cock Linnet, 7/6; two

F.H., 2/6 each : all good size, -type, colour, markings

;

approval: Gardener, 2S, Alexandra Drive, Liverpool.

(493)
COCK Linnets. 6 d. and 1/-; a few on song, 2 / 6 ;

suit catcher; cock Coldfinches, 2/-; a few giant,
fit for muling, 8/6 : W. Jones, 29, Englisb-st.. Hull.

(498)
LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks, 2/6 doz.

;

large picked birds, 3/- doz.; cock Goldfinches, 1/6

each, three for 4/-: Randall, 64, High-st., Homer-
ton. (490)

TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets
and Finches mad on song, 1/- large package : Man-
ager, Seed Warehouse, 163, Princess-st., Manches-
ter. (498)

MIXED wild seeds for Linnets and Finchna, 2/9

half-ewt., on rail ; wanted, house moulted Linnet,
on song, for cash : Turner 4, Southgate, Sleaford,

Lines. (492)

COCK Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, 21-

:

hens, 1'-;

Skylarks, Linnets, 8d., 1/-; Mules, Canaries, 6 /6 , 7/6

;

youngsters. 2/0; bantams, 1/0: Irwin’s Aviaries,

Lnrgan. (475)

LINNETS, Linnets
;
pick from dozens : some caged

weeks a.go, 1/-, 1/6 each; others three for 2/-: Hay-
wood, 3, Neviile-grove Meadows, Nottingham. Est.

45 years 1

. (497)

GENUINE cock Coldfinches, 2/6, 3/6; beautiful

plumage, guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy,

commenced sing: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops
Stortford. (463)

CATCH thousands ;
double-compartment trap cages,

including two large Finches, trained call birds, only

2/6 complete; send postal order, be convinced: Copp,
Stores, Dartford. (500)

OOCK Linnets, Larks, Redpolls; Linnets 3/6 dozen,

Larks 3/- dozen, Redpolls 2/6 ;
all well on 6eed and

guaranteed cocks: William Smith, 42, Beek-st., Carl-

ton, Nottingham. (499)

LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
6eed, 3/- dozen ; sex and satisfaction guaranteed

;

P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. (418)

WESTMORLAND cock Bullfinches for exhibition,

h/- each; cock Goldfinches, clinkers, 6/6 ;
field-

moulted sock Linnets, perfect, 5/- ; one house-

moulted., steady as a rock, contest bird, 8/6: Robin-
son, Bird Specialist, Windermere. (497)

THE

HANDY
FOR

peiiiif & pits,

FSlOilS ZAM-BUK IN > NEW FORM.

B
IRD-FANCIERS, Poultry-Farmers and all

lovers of the feathered tribes have long felt

the want of a reliable “ first-aid ” with which

to treat the wounds and irritating skin affections

that are likely to befall their stock and pets any day.

Many people have used the well-known Zam-buk, as

sold for human use, in the aviary and poultry-run, with most

successful results, but they have often wished that the unique

soothing and healing qualities of Zam-Buk could be embodied

in a preparation specially devised for use in the Aviary.

' They will, therefore, be pleased to learn that their wish

is now realised. Zam-Buk has been adapted for Avian and
Veterinary purposes, and the success of the proprietors in

modifying their formula to suit the delicately textured skins

of poultry and cage-birds, etc., without in any way impairing

the medicinal qualities of Zam-Buk will be greatly appreciated

by all lovers of our feathered friends.

For Cramp in young birds, applications of Veterinary

Zam-Buk will be found exceptionally beneficial. In cases

of Scaly or

White Comb, Scaly Leg,
Canker, and Baldness, regular dressings with Zam-Buk and

clean surroundings will speedily produce a welcome improve-

ment.

Before being bound up, the fractured parts of broken

wings and legs should always be dressed with Veterinary

Zam-Buk to prevent the bruised and damaged tissues taking

bad ways,.

It is the stitch in time that saves nine, and all lovers of

Cage-birds will find it good policy to keep a tin or two of

Veterinary Zam-Buk by them. It is the Fanciers’ ever-

handy “ Vet.”

To distinguish it front the Zam-Buk for human
use, Veterinary Zam-Buk is reddish in colour and is

sold in RED TINS enclosed in a red-printed package.

The prices are the popular i/i|- for ordinary size or 2/9

for a large box containing nearly four times the small

Obtainable of all Chemists and medicine dealers,size.

or direct from The Zam-Buk Laboratories, Leeds.
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LINN UTS, Linnets, Ijruict®
;

birds sent in good
condition, sex guaranteed; cricks 4,/- dozen, hens 1/0;
cash or deposit : Cook, 4, Woolpaek-ct., Wooipack
ianc, Nottingham. (497)

GIANT cock Brown Linnets, specially selected, for

exhibition, muling, and, contest singlne, l/- each

;

three 2/C; sent any distance: Seedsman, 103, Prln-

ccss-st., Manchester. (498)

GOLDFINCHES, young cocks 2/0 each; cock Brown
Linnets 9d., three 2/-; Redpolls 4>d.; picked birds,

witb-ifaction guaranteed: Birtwiwtlr*. 35, Argylcsst.,

WhittleHeld, Burnley. (000)

BULLFINCHES, cockfl 2/ „ selected 2/0, 3/-; hens
I/O, selected 2/- ; all birds well on seed before sent
out; numerous testimonials: Oliver Barson, 10,

1'homois-st.i Leicester. (402)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
semi me your address ; will send to you by return

:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
SPLENDID house-moulted Linnet and house moulted.
Goldfinch with respect: vo Norwich hens, both kern
breeders nnd songsters; accept 14/- the lot:"B,”
13*1, Wartonsit., Lytbam. (497)

SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants, 2/0 each, three
for 0/-; Scotch Redpolls, 1/-, three for 2/G; ideal

birds for muling or exhibition; approval; Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (600)

WARRANTED North Country cook Linnets, ‘4/- a
doz., or 2/0 a half doz , will exchange cock Linnets
for cock Larka: l’leaso send to Mr. Rodger llall, 52,

Clty-rd., Newcajstlo-on-Tyne. (402)
A.8 I am removing, must clear out the following:

2 Brambles, l Cliaflinch, 1 Corn Bunting; all clean
moulted, ready to show, and lit to win, 80/ the
lot : Raine, Judge, Cathea-rt. (493)
WEEKLY supply warranted cock Linnets, 3/0 doz.

;

1 can supply any dealer with large or small quanti-
ties regularly every week : Crossman, Mill Aviaries,
#, Hampton-st., Northampton. (500)
BROWN Linnets, Linnets; warranted cocks, all

red breasted, hard on seed, plenty in .stock, dealers
supplied, 3/- dozen, 2/. half-dozen: C. Hoskins, 5,
Archer-terriaee, Plymouth, Devon. (495)
LINNETS, Linnets. Large red-breasted cock brown
Linnets, well on seed, 2/0 dozen; old caught selected
cocks/ 3/- dozen; P.C. before birds: Marshall, 5,
Camden-st., Snelnton, Nottingham. (484 )WANT of time to give proper attention; must
dispose

; Bramblefinch, 'splendid spangle. Chaffinch,
grand whites, Reed Bunting, 5/0 each, three 15/-:
M-aopherson, St. Albans-av., Halifax. (490)
EXHIBITORS. One tip-top F.-M. Goldie, 13/0; 2
C M. Goldies, 8/- both; 1 tip-top Redpoll, 7/6; 1
Linnet, grand markings, 0/-: Tom Roberts, Queen’s
Hotel, Cerrigydruklion, Corwen, Wales. (490)
EXHIBITORS, extra large Chaffinch, 7/0; yellow

cock Siskin, cap and bib, 6/-: Mealy Redpoll, 3/6:
extra large huff Goldie Mule. 7/6; all house-moulted;
offers for lot: Hislop. 114, Bakcr-st„ Stirling. (497)
TWICE II. M. cock Ycllowhammer, ditto hen Brown

Linnet, ditto hen Greenfinch, ditto hen Redpoll;
exchange good II. M. cock Goldfinch, call bird:
Latimer, Ileathercroft, Gorslas, nr. Llandebie. (404)

l AM now booking orders for selected cock Gold-
finches. for exhibition, :•/- each , a ted selected
Linnets, 2/- each; orders sent out in rotation: James
Henderson, Plough Inn, Fen-Ditton, Cambridge,
late of Campbell Buildings, London. (47?)
BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,
grand songsters, make splendid show or contest
birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-
fied money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.

EXHIBITORS, specially selected specimens for
keenest competition, cock Bullie 4/0. hen Bullie 2/6,
cock Siskin 6/6, hen 3/-, cock Linnet (Scotch) 3/6,
cock Twite 3/6, cock Chaffinch 2/0, cock Greenfinch
2/6, cock Redpoll 2/0; Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B.

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H.^j!
Full-ames says about them. "Nutshell No. 13,” 2£d.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Bikds. 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
LINNETS! Linnets I Southdown birds are the best
songsters in England; nut-brown and red-breasted
cocks, well on seed, six for 2/-, or 3/0 a dozen

; hens,
1/- a dozen; satisfaction assured ; all birds packed
carefully for any distance: C. A. Paine, The Bird
Stores, 54, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (475)
EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy m.onster cock

Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splendid deep
square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bars and but-
tons, can win, 5/- ; few monsters, cocks, selected for
muling. 3/6; week’s approval willingly; cash or de-
posit: Skinner, Bird-catcher, Murray-rJ., Bristol. (500)
LOOK ! Look ! Look ! Here we are again ! Now

started for the season. Shall be pleased -to serve
old and new customers. Warranted cock Linnets,
3/. dozen, 5 dozen 13/-; hen Linnets 1/6 dozen; hand-
some cock Greenfinches, like paint, 1/6 dozen

; dealers
supplied ; John Boxall, 6, Lavender-st., Brighton.

(493)
I HAVE a nice lot of Linnets, all specially trained

for contests only 2/- and 2/0; a few for the bench,
big birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pencilled,
»-/€ each; beautiful Goldfinches, right for muling or
for show, 2/-, 2/6, si- each; Linnet cages, 1/3 each:W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, George-st., Leeds.

GOLDFINCHES, cocks, picked birds, full colour
win small shows, 3/6, 5/-; hens, 1/-; Linnets, caged
few weeks, singing well, 1/- each; Redpolls., 6d.
each, 2/- doz.

; Greenfinches, 6d. each
; one lar°e

yellow, 1/-; mixed dozen hardbills, including Gold-
finch, Linnets, etc., 3/9; Enoch Tams, Church-st ,Longton, Staffs.

( 493 )LINNETS. I have the finest strain of Linnets in
Yorkshire for contest singing and for the show
bench, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6; contest cages, 1/3 each-
few extra loud, fit for catchers, 2/6 , 3/6 ; also a
hand-reared Thrush and cage, the talk of the neigh-
bourhood. 15/-; Clean through moult: I. Ingram,
64, Goulton-st., Hull.

(497 )GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in " Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2$d. post free, from: Cage
Binds, 154, Fleet-ot., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published frequently.)
DO not be misled bv advertisements; try my

birds on approval; contests were won all parts of
the country last week by my Skylarks; the loudest
cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12 months,
1 /6 : also hand-reared young cock, 1/- ; also red
cock Linnet, Cd

,
would suit for call bird; these

birds can be matched to sring anything in this
county : George Holt, Dunstable. (497 )GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-
ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to
oeml you a copy poet, free upon receipt ol 25 d.
Write I’ublislier, Cage Binds, 154, Fleet et., London,
K.CL

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches 2/-, hens 1/-; cock Bull-
finches 2/0 , hens 1/6 ;

red-breasted cock Linnets, 1/-;

cock Twites 1 /-, hens 0’J. ; Greenfinches, cocks or
liens, 6d.

;
Redpolls, cocks, or liens, 6d.

;
cock Sky-

larks 1/-, hens (kl. ; cock Woodlarks 2/6, hens I/O;
mixed aviary birds 5/- dozen: Walsh, Bird Specialist,
Blackburn. (500)
LINNETS! Linnets! Southdown birds, impossible

to get better for champions, one small or any trial
order will convince you

;
largo red-breasted cocks,

well pe-ncillioJ Norwich type, eix for 2/3, or 4/-
doz., hens 1 /- doz.; three splendid cock Gold-
finches 2/- each, three for 5/-; warranted sex and
satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned; samo
address 23 years: G. Smith, Central Bird Stores,
Charlotte st., Portsmouth. (470)
LINNETS, Linnets. Southdown birds are the best
songsters in England. Grand red-breasted cocks, clean
moulted, rich nut-brown backs, well pencilled, best
ever caged, six for 2/3, or 4/- dozen; hen», 1/- dozen;
also three handsome cock Goldfinches, 2/- each, three
for 5/- ; sex and satisfaction guaranteed

;
same ad-

dress 23 years: 0. Smith, Central Bird Stores, Char-
lotte-st., Portsmouth.

( 499 )

EXHIBITORS, private bird buyers, 30 years a
catcher; first time ol advertising; Linnets: I have
selected from the first nest this season a few mon-
ster specimens, beautifully pencilled, splendid
whites, big bold Norwich bird®, can win with a
house moult, 2 /- eaeli

; several selected for muling,
1 /- each, three for 2/ 6 ;

week’s approval willingly;
cash or deposit; dealers: 500 healthy cocks 4/- doz.'.
Fearby, Bird Catcher, 19, Murray-rd., lfedminster.
EXHIBITION real Worcestershire! cock Goldfinches,

ail well on hard seed before sent out, 1 /0 , three 4 /3,

oix 7/0, 14/- dozen; extra large cocks, specially selec-
ted, 2/-, 2/0 ar,\l 3/- each ; Linnets., the best in Eng-
land, now over moult, 9d., three 2/-; selected, for
moulting out winners, 1/6 and 2/- each; Redpolls, a
nice lot, Od. each, three 1/3, 3/- dozen; Skylarks,
singing nicely, 1/0 and 2/- each; travelling cages 3d.
extra; Geo. Osborne, 537, Dudley-rd., Wolverhamp-
ton- (500)
LINNETS! Linnets! ! Linnets!!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution

; there is a very had
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome.

.

Get that " Linnet Nutshell ’’ at once.
No. 2, price 21(1. post free from Cage Binds, 154,
Fleet Street, London. E.C.
SPLENDID lot genuine Worcestershire cock Gold-

finches, been caught month, and well on hard seed,
1/6 each ; few picked, very large cocks, 2/- each, three
extra special clean moulted cocks, full colour and
euperb show condition, 3/- each, 7/6 the three; hen
Goldfinches, 1/- each

;
fine lot of cock Brown Linnets,

separately caged eix weeks and thoroughly on seed,
1/' each, three 2/- ; few, in good song, specially
picked for contest singing, 1/6 each, three 3/6 ; few
show specimens, 2/- each; handsome cock Green-
finches, (id. each, three 1 /-; very large exhibition
yellows, 1 /- each

; travelling cages 3d. for three birds
extra; 3.11 birds warranted 6ound and healthy, and
sex guaranteed : cash returned if not as advertised

;

strongest bird lime obtainable, samples 3d. and 4d.’
post free; champion Redpolls. 6d. and- 1 /- each: Bed-
ford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham.

(499 )

GOLDFINCHES, SISKINS
English cock Goldfinches, clean moulted, rich col-
oured specimens, well on seed, 1/9 each, three 51-
picked birds with deep square blaze and rich tannings’
for exhibition, 3/-, 3/6 each

;
cock Siskins 2/6, 3/-

eaeh 4/- pair; terms, cash, or deposit with Editor:
Welsh, Reform-st,, Stamford.

(495 )

GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNETS
Gentlemen, I have the finest stock of British in the
North of England. Grand cock Linnets, on seed, Sd.
each, three for i/9; grand cocks, caged off and in
tun song, 1 /- each, three for 2/6 ; one special large
bird, grand pencilling and good whites, certain win-
ner field-moulted class, 2/6 ; grand cock Goldfinch,

one full-coloured large bird, grand blaze, can
win, 4/- ; Goldfinch hens, 1/-, three for 2/6 ; cock and
hen Greenfinch, 1/- a pair; Chaffinches, 1 /- a pair-
Redpolls, 1/- a pair; cook Skylarks, Sd. each, three
lor 1/9; grand steady bird, singing nicely, 1/-; cages
1/- each; four days’ approval, cash or deposit

: Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford.

( 500 )

GOLDFINCHES, GOLDFINCHES.
Real English 1915 Goldfinches; cocks, 1/6 21- 14 /-
dozen

;
picked specimens, 2/6, 3/-, 5/- each ; hens,

7/- dozen; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6; hens, ]/-, 1/6-

,?a

ran
n
d

,

L‘"ne*S ’ six 2/6, 41- dozen; Redpolls
6d., 9d., 3/- dozen; Skylarks, 8d., 1/-, 4/- dozen; thesedon t need any bounce

; you pay for those adverts.

;

all approval; 20 years’ advertiser; show specimens
cheap : Broxup, 27, Stock-st., Burnley. (500)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the very best quality, specially picked for

!^ tlns
,,
OU^7inn

?
rs - GrawI English cock Gold-

finches, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- and 7/6 each
; selected cock

Linnets and Redpolls, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; catalogue
post free: Sandilord’s, Bird Specialist, Preston.

GOLDFINCHES LJNNETS
etc.; real 1915 English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, three
4/-, S4X large selected 2/-, three 5/-, six's/6-
a few large, specially selected for showing ormuling, 2/6, 3/- each; hens, 1 /-, three 2/-, six 3/6;Lancashire cock Linnet, 9d., three 1/6, six 2/6 4 0

, ?
z -

'}
specially -selected, for showing or muling,

1/-, 1,6, 2/- each; best bird.lime. 7d. Jib. 1/- Mb
l'
8

L-V, ,

pos
i
tag

?.
free : Matt - Hopkins, Bird Specialist,

38, rylae-st., Preston, Lancashire. Est. ]!895. (496)

HULL’S LEADING SPECIALIST & JUDGE
20 years an advertiser in “Cage Birds,” and have
thousands of testimonials from England, Ireland,
Scotland, and Wales, which are open for inspec-
tion any time. Please give me a trial order,
you will not regret it. I send all birds on
7 days’ approval, cash or deposit. Cock Lin-
nets, sing day and gaslight, taught under iny
champion cup winner, acknowledged the best in
Hull to-da.v, running like high-eiass Rollers, 2/6, 3/6,
4/6, 5/6 each ; also a grand lot on fierce song, right
lor time singing or catching, 2/-, 3/- each; and a
lew cage-moulted birds that can win, 10/6, 12/C;
contest cages included. Also the following exhibi-
tion specimens: monster hen Bramblefinch, 3/6; cock
Chaffinch, 2/6; cock Y'ellow Greenfinch, a giant,
2/6; Norwegian cock Thrush, show plumage, lovely
songster, only 10/6, worth double; cage-moulted
cock Goldfinch, can win, ]0/C; see Foreign birds:
Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., HulL (495)

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, REDPOLLS, ETC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three
4/-, six 7/-; picked birds for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,
three 5/-, six 8/0; Lancashire cock Linnets, 3d.,
Bhl., 1/-, three 1/6, six 2/6, dozen 4/-; Redpolls, Od.
9d. each, six 1/9, dozen 3/-; cages for any of them,
9d., l/-, 1 /3, ]/o and 2/- each. Send for catalogue of
everything. Established 50 years.

SAIiniFARIl B 'rd Specialist and Judge,onnuirunu, preston, lancs. tci. 440 .

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
HARRY ALLEN, THE ORIGINAL LINNET KING.
Gentlemen, I have the finest stock in the North.

Over 2,000 birds in stock. If you want winners,
now is the time. All guaranteed as described.
Moreover, 1 send them all out on 7 days’ approval
for cash or deposit with Editor. Mr. Harry Allen
and myself have won hundreds of prizes. Everybody
welcome to come and hear these champion prize-
winners; also my champion cup winner; X10 re-
fused for him. My birds advertise themselves.
Gentlemen, look] X have a grand lot of splendid

i

•singing Lumets being taught under my undefeated'
champion. These make the best and proudest l

COntft; sillging day and gaslight/
^/i>, .i/o, 4/0, o/O each, and a grand lot of youngsters!
coming out grand, 1/-, 1/6. 2 /- each ; cock Linnets,'
with extra loud voices, specially trained for catch-
ing 2/ each, and a few good kitchen songsters, 1/6
each. I have also a real good all-round Linnet, on
giand, song, good size and sure muler, 2/6; singing
cages 9d., 1 /-, 1/0, 2/- each. Giant Norwich typecock Linnets, steady as rocks, well pencilled, winanywhere same class as my winners at Newcastle,
Gateshead, .Stockton, Hull, Peterboro’, etc., only 2/6and 3/- each Show cages 1/6 each. The finest

o
0
/

<:'Y seen, grand giant cocks, on
song, _/-, 2/6, 3/- each, and a nice lot for exhibition,
with good deep square-cut blaze, nicely tanned,
geins, ready to win, 3/6, 4/6, 5/0 each, and one,
the best I ever have seen, 10/6; a nice lot of hens,
better colour than some cocks, ed., 1/-, 1/6 each •

H.M. cock Bramble, winner, 7/6; good marked Y’ei-
low Bunting, 2/6; monster yellow cock Greenfinch,
21-

;

splendid cock Chaffinch, a gein, 2/6; one of
the best Lesser Redpolls, in a cage, win anywhere,
2/6; finger-tame .cock Lark, on nice song, 2/-; other
good ones, 1/-, 1/6 each; H.M. cock Linnets, sing
anywhere, quality prize-winners-, birds that have
won all before them, 10/G, 12/6, 15/6, 20/- each;
notes described to purchasers. Please read what'
others say: -Mr. Brown, Anchor Inn, South Bank.

—

"Sir, received bird; I am highly satisfied; will send
again.” Mr. Cordwell, 7, Francis-st., Lincoln Sir,
birds quite satisfactory

;
will send again shortly.”

Mr. Rigg, 5, Wilson-st., Ilrotton.— Sir, I am highly
satisfied with birds; please send, etc.” Air. Cowell.
20, Top-st., Hemsworth.—"Sir, I am delighted with
birds; please send me a Goldie, etc.” I have hun-
dreds of testimonials. Please give me a trial and
you will always be a customer. No waiting; or send
your cash to the Editor and your order to me.
Honourable dealings is the reason of my success;
see Parrot advt. : Fred Allen, British Bird Cham-
pion, 156, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

Softbills.
|

TAME hand-reared cock Skylark, 1/-: Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (496)
WANTED, healthy cock Tree Pipit ; Hedley Speed,

12, Victoria Park, Bangor, Wales.
(490 )COCK Thrushes, 4/- half-dozen; selected 1/3 each •

William Wright, 54, Shellfield-rd., Marshaide, South-
port.

(497)THREE very fine Sparrow Hawks, caged several
weeks, 7/6 each

;
two Owls, 5/6 each : Haywapd,

Church-st., Chard
( 494 )PAIR long-faced black beards, cock 3rd Palace, 1913,

cost 70/-, Lappm, exchange birds, offers ; Alfred
Rutter, Kirbymdbrside.

(500 )

COCK Blackbirds song. Thrushes, €/- dozen; cash
with order ; other birds supplied, dealers preferred

:

Nash, Kirkby, Sleaford.
(489 )

EXHIBITION cock thrush-, C.M., and. cage for
sale, 12/6; or exchange Canaries, approval: Gall,
9, Columbia-st., Darlington.

(496)LARKS, Larks, cock Larks; large healthy upstand-
ing birds, 2/6 doz. sex guaranteed: William Wright,
Tarleton, Near Preston, Lancs. (496)
WANTED, Sedgo Warbler Bluethroat, Redstart,
Willow Warbler; cocks and cage moulted; reason-
able: Wells, College Green, Bristol. (493)
GENUINE cock Thrushes, 3/6, Blackbirds 3/-, guar-

anteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, singing: Crisp.
35, Southm-i-ll-rd., Bishops Stortford. ( 506 )GENUINE hand-reared cock Thrush, 7/6; Blackbird
5/-; warranted finger-tame, healthy, singing: Crisp’
35 , Southmill-rd., Bishops Stortford. (476)SKYLARKS, warranted cock Skylarks, 2/6 doz.; six
1/6; satisfaction guaranteed: Tom Wright Fair-
clough Row, Tarleton, Near Preston, Lancs (496)LARKS! I supply best cock Larks, only 2/«
per doz

;
satisfaction guaranteed, and honest deal-

ing : Thomas Abram, Cbapel-lane, Banks, Nr. Sonth-
port.

(47 j)WOODLARKS, kind of songsters, warranted cocks
2/6, three 7/-; coming on song. 3/-; hens, 1/-; satis-
faction as last season: Squire* 2

, Diamond-rd
Exeter.

(4 83 )THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return; Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
LARGE selected cock Skylarks, on full loud song,
day and gaslight songsters, 1/0 each, three 4/-;
sent any distance: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st.,
Manchester. (498)
EXHIBITION cock Blackbird, twice house-moulted,

7/6; Spotted- Flycatcher, with show cage, 8 /6 ;

Dipper, 10/-: Chas. Mackwell, Hairdresser, Brudford-
rd., Keighley.

(499 )FOR sale, very rare and beautiful Albino, pure
white Skylark, pink eyes, bred 1915, nnd cage-
moulted; perfect condition and steady, price £6 :

S. Lindsay, Avon Rath, Birtley, Durham. (491)
WOODLARKS, Woodlarks, the king of songsters;
warranted cocks, 2/6 ;

hens, 1/6 each
; selected cocks,

coming nicely on song, 5/- each ; special Woodlark
cages, complete, -5/-

; approval: Walsh, Bird Speci-
alist, Blackburn. (500)
LARKS, Larks, English cocks, 2/C per dozen; 1/6

the half-dozen, or 6d. each; extra selected, fit for
show, all birds carefully selected before sending,
note no deception : R. Coulton, Corse Lane, Tarleton
Near Preston, Lancs. (496)

LINCOLNSHIRE Skylarks. Can supply 20 dozen
weekly. Large, genuine, clean-moulted cocks, 2/6
dozen, six I/O, picked birds; no better obtainable-
liens, 1/3 dozen: Jackson, Bird Catcher, Bardnev,
Lincoln. Exchange singing Canaries. (49i)SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3 " tells
you. 25 d. poet free from Cage Uiuds, 154, FJcet-
st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).

ox 1 *

TO Skylark fanciers and exhibitors; two handsome,
very large upstanding cage moulted- real Dunstable
cock Sky.arks, champion oongsters in or out of doois;
splendid show specimens, merillce 1/6 each, 2/6 the
two; approval, not satisfied money returned : Dick-
son, Upper Unicm-st., Dunstable. (497)THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions
bow to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
poesiblo condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing tlio young and the selection of show
birds, will bo found in " Nutchell No 4 ,” 2|d. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.,' London, E.C.
2 d. from agents (list published frequently).

I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as
large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/0; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically band-reared, 1/6, or 2/C the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species

;
full Information

upon their proper feeding ami management in cap-
tivity, is given by II. J. Fnlljamcs in " Nutnhell No.
25,’ which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2 $d. pool free,
from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (.2d.
frorr^ agent®; see list on another page.)
SOFTBIIX keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in ‘‘ Nutshell No. 26,” by II. J. Fiill-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various style® of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you-
how. Post free, 2Jd. from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our li«t of agents; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
advertiser. ADVT. MANAGER. "CAGE BIRDS."

NOVICES, support Liverpool Show, the cracks are
elsewhere.; send your entries, we will classify.
COCK Linnets and Larks, 3/6 dozen; Redpolls, 3/-

dozen; exchange; offers: Cutler, 25, High-st., Wal-
sall. (496)
TWO hand-reared Magpies, 5/- each; exhibition
Bramblefinch, twice moulted, 7/6: Jaycott, 23, Rigg-
st., Crewe.
VERY fine cock Fieldfare, 10/-, or exchange hen;

hens, Goldfinch, Blackbird and Lark, 2/- each • all
in outdoor aviary : Baily, Boyers Houce, Westbury,
Wilts.

(493)SHOW birds; Albino Thrush hand reared £3 3/-;
nest of 4 Siskin Mules, 2 jonque, 2 mealies, 10/-

;

healthy pair of Hawfinches, 7/6 approval
; exchange

Norwich Canaries fit to .show : Hakes, Wood-lane,
Sta.penhill, Ilurton-on-Trent. (495)DARK Brown Linnets, champions, Norwich type
cocka Sd. each, three 1,9, six 3/-; extra picked 1/-
eaeh; Redpoll®, with red heads and black bibs, Cd.
each, three 1;3, six 2/-; the old address: Gardner,
Garstang-rd.. Wesham, nr. Preston, Lancashire. (500)COCK Brown Linnets 2/6 dozen, Redpolls 2/- dozen

;

Skylarks, 2/6 dozen; Linnet®, Redpolls, Greenfinches!
Chaffinches, Ycllowhammere, 1 /. pair; Goldfinches
2/6 pair; large selected cocks, 2/- each; 12 mixed'
aviary seed birds, 1/-; exchange Mulca: George Fenn,
East End, Isleham, Cambs. (494)
GOLDFINCHES, Linnet®, Larks; warranted ccek

Goldfinches, 2/- and 2/6 each, three for 5/6. six for
11/-; red-breasted cock Linnets, three for 1 /3 ,

4/.
dozen

; quality cook Larks, great size, 3/6 dozen ; hen
Goldfinches, three for 2/6, 1 /- each; J. Whiteley,
Catcher, Boston-rd.. Holbeach.

( 44*/)SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/- dozen; Redpolls, 2/6
dozen; 20 mixed Seedeaters, 16; 12 brighter mixed
1/-; pairs for aviary. Goldfinches, 2/0 ; Chaffinches,
Greenfinches, Linnets, Redpolls, Larks, l- pair-
selected cocks for show, 1 /-; Goldfinches, 3/- each •

well on food: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist, Westcliff-
villas, Isleham, Camb. (485)GRAND cock Pied Wagtail, 2/-, hen 1 /-; cock
Robin, 2/6; pair Blue Tits, 2/-; pair Great Tits, 2/C -

Blackbird®, 2/-: Thruohe®, 2/6; Goldfinches 2/0, 3/-

-

Linnet®, 9d. ; Redpolls, 9d.; Greenfinches, Od. ; Yel-
low Buntings. 1/6 ;

Green Budgerigars, 5/0 ; all per
pair; from outdoor aviaries; approval cash or deposit-
A. .1 . Underwood Bird Specialist, 24, Wellington-st
Kettering.

( 494 )

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each, 3 for 1/6 . 6 for
2/6, 5]- dozen; warranted cock Goldfinches, 1 /6 , 2/-

eacb, 16/- dozen; hens 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d.; Red-
polls, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, all cocks, Cd. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

[canaries.

I
Border Fancy.

WANTED a large quantity of Borders: Barnes
Aviaries, Merthyr.
MANCHESTER show has amateur Border classes,

send- for schedule ; see Siiow advertisement.
NOVICES, support Liverpool Show, the cracks are

elsewhere
; send your entries, we will classify.

TYPICAL Borders, clears and cinnamons, few nice
birds ready; approval; Hislop, 114, Baker-st., Stlr-
iing.

( 497 )SPLENDID young healthy Border cocks, on ®ong,
yellow, buff, variegated, 5/-, 6/-; all guaranteed:
John Morrison, Glass, Huntly. (499)
ROBERT LAMBIE, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire,

lias 40 Borders for sale. Greens, Cinnamons, and
marked-, cheap to clear; approval: stamp. (498)
NOTICE, grand lot Border fancies for show or

song, many winners; prices low; stale Wants ; ap-
proval: McKeand, Seabrlght, Castle Douglas ’479)
REALLY handsome, well-bred pair 1915 Borders,

clear yellow cock, in full song, bull lien, 8 /6 ; ap-
proval: Pennal, Totterklgo, High Wycombe, Bucks.

(491)
BORDERS, yellow cock, variegated buff hen. 7/6:

yellow green cock, clear buff lien, 8 /6 ;
three young

hens, 2/6 each; all 1915 bred: D. Rea, 1, Hill-road,
Arbroath. (498)
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This should ba satisfactorily answered by the unsolicited opinions below, and note, they are ALL
October, 1915. They arg simply a few given as ex amples out of a huge bundle received this month

of October, 1915, up to present date, 11th. Originals can be seen bearing official post marks.

Ware, Herts.
Dear Sir,—(Received bird quite safe. Very

Blaengarn, nr. Bridgend, Glam.
Dear Sir,—There Is at present a lot of talk

down here about where to get their birds for
breeding from. I am glad to say that most say
that you are the best, and I have been recom-
mended to you.—Walter H. Carpenter.

65, St. Edmund's Road, Torquay.
Dear Sir,—Received bird all right. Shall bo

pleasod to give you further orders in the near
future.—Yours, etc., Frank Crocker.

Shoreham, St. Michaels, Tenterden.
Oct. 8 , 1915.

Sir,— Bird arrived safely. Very satisfactory.

—

S. Banks.

pleased with it.—W. F. Clems.
Gt. Berkhamstcd.

Sir,—Received bird quite safe and am well

satisfied with it.—S. Sparks.
Bow, London.

Sir,—Received birds on Friday. Very pleased
with the cock you sent me.—Yours truly,

C. F. Gullcper.
ShUlingstone.

Dear Sir,— I have received birds quite safe and
I am pleased with them. Thanking you for same.
—N. Legg.

Following prices and qualities are not to be equalled elsewhere in Great Britain. Norwich Plainheads.
Birds that can win, and that, properly matched, are certain to produce winners. To those wanting Hens
that later on will cost four times the money (that is, if procurable at all), I advise to have one or more
on approval at onco. They are not a "scratch lot, " bought up here and there by advertisements in

mine or other names, under all sorts of pretexts, and then offered as so-called strains. These birds
can be seen, or particulars given. The prices of above are: Exhibition Cocks, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 00/-.

Hens, 6I-, 10/-, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Pairs correctly matched to produce best results by me personally,
15/- to 70/-. Otheg good, honest Norwich at following prices: Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 6/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-.

Hens, 2/6, 3/6, 0/6, 5/6, 6/6. Pairs matched to produce best results, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-.

YORKSHIRES same prices as above Norwich. T he value of these must really be seen to be fully
appreciated. Approval. Cages, to hold one bird, 3d., to hold 2 birds, Id. Three Hens of any above
varieties, or mixed Norwich, Yorkshire, Border, or Roller, 5/6 the three; real bargain. These prices

will not last long. For all others, see detailed Cur rent Price List.

W. RUDD, BIRD SPECIALIST, NORWICH,

CHAMPION Borders for sale, have splendid as-

sortment ready for show bench ; see report Idle

;

from 5/- to so/-; stamp: George Bcnnet, Bow-
inont Villa, Kelso. (499)

VERY handsome lot Border Fancies, yellows and
variegated, young cocks, grand songsters, 7/0, 8/0,

10/0 and 15/-; hens. 2/3; every bird guaranteed:

Harris, 55, Beak-st., Rcgent-st., London, W. (403)

VERY handsome lot of Border Fancy Canaries,

yellows and bulls, also cinnamons, cinnamon-marks,
and greens; in pink of condition; approval; cash or

deposit: Furness, 218, Chestnut-st., Hirst, Northum-
berland. (499)

BORDERS, green cock, cinnamon-marked hen, ex-

change for good British or Foreigners, cell 7/0;

PekSn Bantams, winners, Blacks and Whites, fnom

6/- each; or useful exchange: Robb, Hairdresser,

Crossgates, Fifeshirc. (498)

“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully bow to manage these "wee gems" dur

ing the breeding season, bow to keep them in health

and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety: send nt once

for a copy. 2!d. post free. Trom "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-id,., London. E.C.. or from any cf our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published frequently.)

|
Crests and Crestbreds. |

FOUR Crested cocks, two yellows, with light crests,

8/6 each: T. Pennock, 14, Trafalgar-st. West, Scaar-

boro’. (407)

WANTED, good heavily crested young hen, ex-

change cock value £1 1/-: Bush, Keynsham House,

Kevnsham. (499)

LARGE young Crests and Crestbreds, absolutely

healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, from £1 pair: Rev. G.

Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (496)

TWO with green crests, one wing marked, and the

other marked on the back, 1915 birds, 6 /- each :

T. Pennock, 14, Trafalgar-st. West. Scarboro’. (497)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood in England; 35

years breeder of the best; grand birds for sale,

several can win in good company; approval: T.

Billiiigton, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (453)

NOTICE. -F. W. Barnett has decided to dispose

of his entire stock of Crests and Crest breds, also

about 200 breeding, m-oulting, show cages, packing

baskets, etc., the majority will be ready to send

out early in November: Address, Greenway House,

Fakenham, Norfolk.

Cinnamons.
1914 Buff, cock and Yellow hen, 85/-, also several

single birds for disposal: Flatt, 6 ,
Bramford-lane,

Ipswich. (494)

f Belgians.

EELGIANS, yellow and buff cocks, also buff hens,
reasonable; will exchange pair for good young yellow
Scotch Fancy hen, mutual approval ; stamp : Dix,
,Yeo Vale, Barnstaple. (496)

Norwich. ~]

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

II. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Nortbfleld-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

il, HODDER, Breeder of Norwich, winner of cham-
pionships; typical birds now ready; reasonable;
approval ;

stamp reply : 6 , Banner-st., St. Luke’s,

London, E.C.

WANTED a large quantity of Norwich.—Barnes,
Aviaries, Merthyr. (495)

NORWICH cocks, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9; hens 2/9, 3/9: Ross,
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (498)

EIGHT Norwich hens, unflighted, 1914 birds, lti/-

or offer: Vores,

-

6 , Doria-rd., Parsons Green. (491)

NOVICES, support Liverpool Show, the cracks are
elsewhere

;
send your entries, we will classify.

FOR sale, ten Norwich Canaries, good cock birds.

On song: M. Yallop, 20G, Slation-rd.., March, Cambs.
(49S)

A FEW good pairs of 1914 Norwich for sale ; also
Cinnamons ; room wanted : Croxon, Crown Dairy,

Lowestoft. (461)

NORWICH, clearing out several lots; cock and two
hens, 15/-, very cheap; Crook, Seibourne-st., Witton,
Blackburn. (500)
GOOD amateur stock, six buff hens, short; thick 6 et

birds from 7/6; half value: J. Garbutt, 25, Regent-
rd., Stockport. (494)
HANDSOME buff cock, prize bred, good breeder
and singer, 7 / 6 : Geo. Lsherwood, 14, Charles-st.,
Bromfield, Mold. (497)
NOTICE, grand Norwich for show, many winners,

prices low for quick 6ale:Bond, 87, Uxbridge-St.,
Burton-on-Trent. (493)

CLEAR yellow 1914 hen, buff cock, 1015, good
type, £1 pair : W. H. Chiverton, 11, Cavendish-pl.,
Newport. I.O.W. - (490)
GOOD Norwich 1915 c.f., cocks, 6 /6 ; hens, 4/6;

letters only : F. C. Knight, 46, Spencer Road, Ken-
tish Town, London. (493)

NORWICH greens, yellows and buffs, from 10/-
each; approval; no single yellow hens: Jenkins, 82,
Church-st., Widnes. (471)
HEALTHY Norwich cocks, 7/6, 8 /6 ; hens, 3/-, 4/-;

satisfaction guaranteed : Wells, Breeder, Cooper’s-
corner, E. Dereham. (495)
GOOD Norwich cocks, 5/6 each-; hens, 2/6, 7/6

pair to clear; approval exchange :Woodhouse, 21,

Mitigate Newark, Notts. (493)
HEALTHY singing cock Canaries, yellows 5/-, buffs

4/6, pairs 5/6 ; approval : Fox, Cleveland House,
Fairgreen, Mitcham, Surrey. (491)
NORWICH, 20 pairs, for sale, or exchange for good
Rollers, all 1915 birds; grand size; F. Owen, 66

,

Wolverhampton-rd., Cannock. (498)
MASSIVE unflighted Buff cock and 1914 Yellow
hen, grand quality, 15/- pair; bargain: Williams,
21, Margaret’s-green. Ipswich. (494)
PRIZE bred Norwich cocks, 6 / 6 ,

hens 3/6, pairs 10 /-

upwards; approval, deposit : Mitchell, 724, Oldham
Road, Failsworth, Manchester. (493)
GOOD PAIR 1914 Norwich, buff cock, yellow hen,

10/6; two good Border Fancy hens, 2/6 each: John
Smith, St. Leonard-st., Lanark. (496)
GOOD Norwich Canaries, clear and variegated;

cocks, good singers, from 5/-; hens from 3/6: Miss
Pratt, 5, The Quadrant, Exeter. (491)
ON approval; unftighted Norwich, now ready for
showing, good heads, rare quality; John Daieety,
10 , River-st., Brechin, Forfarshire. (490 )

HEALTHY 1916 Norwich Canaries for sale, good
songsters, 5/-, 6/-; cold room; approval, cash: Hardi-
nian, Railway-terr., Brockenhurst. (496)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich for sale, singles or pairs,
cheap; stamp, particulars: James McNeSfiie, 13,

Markct-st., Maxwelltown, Dumfries. (498)
FIVE pairs good birds, 1914-15, clear yellows and

buffs, two var. buff hens, 7/6 pair; offers lot: Fish,
Waveney House, Aldeburgh, Suffolk. (500)
HAVE few good Norwich, exhibition, stock or
song ; also about twenty pairs good merchants

;

stamp : Woollard, Sprowston, Norwich. (495)
J. and J. HOPKINS have several grand birds for

6ale, fit for immediate show; inspection invited:

9, Crompton-avenue, Breightmet, Bolton. (494)
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for show or song,
many winners

; prices low
;

state wants ; appro-
val : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)

THREE cocks and two hens, Norwich Canaries for
sale, 15/- or exchange Chickens :W. Smitherman, 8 ,

Johns Terrace, Cuxton Rca-d, fit rood, Kent. (496)

NORWICH, from my winners. Buff cocks, 10/-

;

hens, 5/6 upwards; approval; exchange trousers,
boots (eights) : Burgess, Eastover, Bridgwater. (496)

NORWICH cock and hen, with double breeding
cage, all complete, njsts and bath, 10 /- ; bargain ;

approval : Charles Catton, Meltham, Huddersfield.
(498)

F. J. LACCOHEE has for sale prize-bred Norwich
of good size, type and quality, from 10/6 ;

no rubbish
sent out; approval: 92, St. George-st., Norwich.

(497)
VARIEGATED yellow cock, winner six prizes, 10/-;
variegated yellow hen, winner three prizes, 5/-,

colour-fed 1

: Horne, 39, Barneole Read, G.llingham,
Kent. (493)

CLEAN, healthy Norwich colour-fed and natural
colour cocks, 6/6 and 10/6; hens 3/6 and 5/-; ap-
proval: Sawbridge, 78, Caxton-st., Market Har-
borough. (497)

GRAND lot of young Norwich cock Canaries,
splendid songsters, 7/6, 8 /6 , 10/6, 15/

- ^ hens, 2/3;
every bird guaranteed ; Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-
st„ London, W. (463)

SPECIAL 1914 ticked yellow hen, grand quality,

10 /6 ;
var. yel. cook, 10 /- var. buff cock, 8 / 6 ;

approval, deposit : Garner, Breeder and Exhibitor,

32, Northumberland-st., Norwich. (490)

NORWICH, large yellow cock, large buff hen, good
heads, necks, and chests; winner 1 st pair class, 20/-;
medium buff hen, 6 /-; all clears, good- birds;

approval anywhere : Coward, Tanyard, Shaftesbury.
(494)

W. PRIESTLEY his come real good unflighted
Norwich for sale, from my winners at the Scottish
National, Sunderland, Gateshead, also at Preston

;

this week as I am removing : from 5/- upwards : 222,

Charles-st., lioldon Colliery, co. Durham. (498)

ALEX. G. FORREST, Solicitor, Perth, has a few
Plainheads for disposal, several! related to his un-

flighted yellow, 3rd Lochgelly, all bred from the
best, and including two really good year old clear

yellow hens and two clear buff hens, at 30/- each.
(496)

THREE large typical Norwich Canaries, 1914, one
clear yellow cock, one variegated hen, one Cin-

namon marked; all through moult and cock sing-

ing with three good singing cages, 10/6 the lot:

Owner enlisted: Wil-hcr, 61, Lunns Gardens,

Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (494)

EXCEPTIONALLY large, high-bred pair 1914 Nor-

wich, cock deep yellow, unfed, wings and bead
marked, from even marked strain, handsome clear

buff hen, both perfect heads, superior stock birds,

25/-; cock alone worth more; approval: Fennal,

Totteridge, High Wycombe, Bucks. (491)

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1}, by C. A. Hc-use. Tells

the fancier all that he neede to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of tho Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
“ Forming a stud," and " How to Produce the

Ideal." are worth the cost of the whole book many
times over: Cage Birds. 154, Fleet-st.. London.
FOR disposal, a prize-winning stock of 38 high-

class Norwich, comprising cocks and hens, yellows

and buffs, ticked and variegated, also a grand pair

of Cinnamon Norwich, yellow cock and buff hen;
they are all good birds, judiciously bred, with large

round heads, free from brows, thick necks, short
flights, and wonderful silky feather, colour-fed and
in the pink of condition; these birds being correctly

mated they are teeming with rich colour; prices

reasonable: Taylor, Draper, Bideford. (492)

THOMAS JOHNSON, SOUTHPORT
Four massive buff cocks, small price, high quality;
approval; 12/6 each; good stock birds: 111, Hey-
sham-rd., Southport. (496)

|

Rollers & Singing Canaries
|

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.ll.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1 st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (18101

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full

particulars free : Heathlield. Sussex. (160)

WANTED a large quantity of Rollers: Barnes,
Aviaries, Merthyr. (495)
ROLLER cocks, on song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9; hens,

2/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (498)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton, 10/0, 8/6 ,

7/6; hens 3/6, 2/0; approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. (405)
NOTICE, grand lot, day and gaslight songsters,
prices low; approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (470)
1915 ROLLER cocks, just on song, 5/6 each; hens

2/-: F. Burden, 58, Hafl-st., Blakenhall, Wolver-
hampton.

(497)
ROLLER cocks, clean moulted, singing well, 5/-,

6/-; hens, 2/6: Standard Aviaries, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (499)
17-POINTS Manchester (4673) (B4) 17/6, two hens

(B4) 4/- each approval; G. Grimsditch, 58, Church-
st., Dukinfield. (485)
BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4/6 each: Miss Jones, Harlech
House, Aberystwyth. (499)
WHAT cash otters for three roller hens and six
young ones, to clear, believed 4 cocks: J. P. Stamp,
Ch<urch-St., Whitby. (494)
SALE, my high-class Roller stock birds, 1914 (Wil-
lows strain), cocks 8 /6 ,

hens 3/-: Jinks, 43, Wal-
sall-St., Wednes'bury. (493)
THREE good Roller cocks (Bird’s strain), BRCR15,

7/- each; about pound mealworm; offers; approval:
Worrell, Church-st., Annfield Plain. (498)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke Rollers, 1915 rung, cocks from

7/6, hens 3/- ;
approval

;
pairs selected : Earnshaw,

Breeder, 51, Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs. (466)
TWO 1915 Roller cocks, full song; four hens, ex-
change gent.’s rainproof overcoat, or offers: A.
Draper. 55, North-st., Halstead, Essex.
VERY handsome lot Roller cocks, In full song,

7/6, 8/C, 10/6 and 15/-; hens, 2/3; every bird
guaranteed : Harris, 65, Beak-st., Regent-st.,
London. W. (463)
SPLENDID selection of Roller Canaries, cocks, full

song, 4/6 and 5/6 each ; hens, 2/- each
;

safely
packed for any distance: Seedsman, 163, Princess-
st., Manchester. (498)
ONE green- glucke cock and 1 yellow Seifert Rol-

ler cock, both healthy and full song, off winners,
1914 bred, 7/G each; offers: Taylor, 37, Belvoir-st.,
Spott-and-, Rochdale. (494)

FOR sale, four 1914 Gluck hens, B.R.C.C., 2/- each;
also a nice lot of 1915 hens, the same strain, 3/
each, rung P.R.C.C.: R. Roberts, Poplar House,
Madeira-hill, Wrexham. (497)
ROLLERS, Rollers, lovely songsters, own breeding;
cook and two hens, 10 / 6 ;

young hens 2/6 each-; per-

fect health and condition; approval: O. Beach,
Mon-now-St., Monmouth. (493)

BRITISH bred Rollers from the best strains, 1915,

cocks. 4/6, 5/6, 6 /6 ; a few extra specials for teach-
ing young, 8/6 , 10/6 each ; hens, 1/6 ,, 2/- each

;
ap-

proval
; cash or deposit: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull.

ONE 1915 Roller cock, singing, Randall’s strain,

7/6,; 2 unrelated hens, 4,

'

6 ; 2 single breeding cages,
new last year, with all fittings for breeding, 5/-

;

first 14/- gets them: Bushworth, 228, Padiham-rd.,
Burley. (497)

E. STANTON, Cycle Stores, Aloester, member of

B.R.C.C., has a few young prize bred 1 Rollers for

sale; prices from 10/6 and' 12/6 each; a pair 12/6

and 15/-; particulars, testimonials; cash or deposit;
also two 04 Roller Schoolmasters, one £1, other
16/- (495)

IF YOU HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED
with some of the so-called songsters, so freely ad-

vertised recently, send for my price list: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

ROLLER
CANARIES.
VOOGT’S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Roller Hens.—14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-;

2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent safely packed.
Roller Cocks.—Commencing to sing well, strong,

hardy, serviceable songsters, 7/6 each, 7 for 42/-;

each honestly wbrth 10/6. There will be a con-
siderable shortage of birds this season. All those
sending cash will receive their birds without any
delay. Telephone: 6341- Avenue. Telegrams:
Hamlyn, London Docks.

221, St. George’s Street, London, East.

j
Scotch Fancier,

j

NOTICE, grand lot Scotch fancy, many winners,

prices low; state wants; approval: McKeand, Sea-

bright, Castle Douglas. (470)

Yorkshires-
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist; winner*
thousands of prizes leading shows; many cham-
pionship Crystal Palace, including championship last

Palace show; not being able to exhibit owing to
illness can supply wonderful good exhibition arid

stud birds; reasonable; approval: Langtou Ledge,
Seotton, Knaresborough, Yorks. (401)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.t’.C. 20 guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 80-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View terr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class
Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (sec show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench.
Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds
to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;
satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 16, Shanri-
st., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

J. TAYLOR, 36, • Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford,
breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-
shires and Norwich

;
show and stock specimens

now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual
seven days approval.

WANTED a large quantity of Yorkshires : Barnes,
Aviaries, Merthyr. (495)
YORKSHIRES, cocks 4/9. 5/9, 7/9, 10/9, hens 2/9,

3/9, 4/9 : Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (498)
CANARIES, five good singing birds, Yorkshires;
no dealers: 22, Montrell-rd., Streatham Hill. (501)
NOVICES, support Liverpool Show-, the cracks are

elsew'here
; send your entries, we will classify.

YORKSHIRE cocks, full song, 7/-; hens, 2/6; sent
any distance: Standard Aviaries, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

(499 )GRAND pair Yorkshires (Dykes), 1914, clear Buff
cock. Yellow hen, cold room : Spurr, 15, Abbot-
st., Lincoln.

v
'4<j2)

7-INCH cocks, winners, 7/6; stvlish hens, 5/-; bred
from winners; only a few left: 10, Hors-ford-rd.,
Brixton Hill.

(496 )GIVING up fancy; splendid Yorkshires, 8/- pair;
also two Norwich hens, 2/- each: Taylor, 10b, Sta-
tion-st., Boston.

. (495)YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from
51-

;

hens from 3/-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arbore-
tum-rd., Worcester.

(490 )FOR sale, Yorkshire Canaries, cocks, 7/0, hens,
3/-. splendid songsters! Draper, 47, Palmeroton-st.,
Battersea Park-rd.

(470 )YOUNG Yorkshire cocks, on song, selling cheap;
cold room bred: G., 10, Albion-grove, Stoke New-
ington, London, N.

(492)EVERY bird bred from winners
; grand Yorkshire

cocks from 6/-; hens from 4/-; approval: Mitchell.
Stock's Bank, Mirfieid. (500)
FOR sale, colour-fed Yorkshires, prioe from 10/4
pair upwards; approval: Tattersall, East-st., Far-
ington, near Preston. (491 )

FINE bargain, exhibition Yorkshires, five pairs,
pure-bred, suit beginner; first £3 secures: Oates, 47,
Carwood-terr., Sheffield.

( 197 )

DEEP-FED unflighted YeMow cock, 12/6 ; Buff
ditto, 10/6; ready to put down; bargains: Flatt,
5, Bramford-lane, Ipswich. (494 )

FINEST Yorkshires in West London, colour-fed,
show or stock, moderate prices; typical birds; 44,
A.vlmer-rd., Shepherd’s Bush. (495)
BUFF York, cock, Shackleton’s strain, cost £2,

sell 15/-; 1914 bred; approval willingly; C. Ross,
St. Leonard’s-rd., Forres, N.B. (498)
NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires for show or song,
many winners; prices low; state wants; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. . (470)
FANCIERS! I can supply you with good York-

shires from 7/6 pair; write stating wants: J. E.
Beaumont, Hepworth, nr. Huddersfield. (499)
COLOUR-FED young healthy exhibition Yorkshires;
cocks 10/-. pairs 12/6; at home Saturdays, Sundays:
Breeder. 222, Ribblesdale-rd., Streatham. (484)
YORKSHIRES, from first rate strain, in pairs or

singly, hens 3/6 to 7/6, eocks 6 /- to 10/6 each
;

ap-
proval, anywhere: J. B. Lenton, Market Deeping.
YORKSHIRE eock and hen, with double breeding

cage, all complete, nests and bath, 10/-; bargain;
approval: Charles Catton, Meltham., Huddersfield.

0498]
GRAND lot, high-class Yorkshire cock Canaries,

splendid songsters, 7/6, 8 / 6 , 10/6 and 15/-; hens, 2/3;
every bird guaranteed : Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-
st., London, W. (4G3)
TYPICAL Yorkshires, 4 Yellow cocks, splendid
type and colour, 8/6 each; 2 Buffs, the right stamp,
10/6 each; all 1915 birds: Dobson, 31, Runswick-
terr., Bradford. (495)
L. GIBSON, Wood-st-, Skelmanthorpe, has 50 York-

shires, cocks 7/G upwards, hens 5/- upwards, includ-
ing unflighted buff, winner at Skelmanthorpe, 3rd
Shipley.; state wants. _ (498!
CLEAR yell. Yorks cock 1912 and marked buff hen

1913, both show specimens, with tw'o show cages and
ease, accept £4; bargain: Auton Bros., 5, St.

Thomas’s-rd., Spalding, (496)
Y’ORKSHIRES, cup, medal and prize winners, buffs,
ready for the bench, real fine birds, prices very rea-
sonable, North and South country cross: Craven,
Y’elverton Terrace, Plymouth. (468)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for sale, 8/6 to 14/6 per
pair; few single cocks and hens cheap; also

,
few

1915 Goldfinch Mules, on song, from 5/-: Trevor,
84, Buhver-rd., Silver-st.. Edmonton. (496)

T. C. CRAWHALL can spare a few exhibition birds,

some clean moulted, have bred over 100 ;
a perfectly

level lot, no wasters; stock birds most reasonable:
121, St. George’s-terr., New’eastle-on-Tyne. (461)

HIGH-CLASS exhibition Yorkshires, cocks from
_
8/G,

hens il- upwards; seen Saturday afternoons' or
Sunday mornings; or write stating wants: H. F.

Bowring, 67, Everington-st., Fulham, S.W. (492)

M. S. RUNCHMAN, Marlow House, Bourne End,
Bucks., has for sale a few high-class 1915 York-
shires, from his City and Suburban winners; low

prices To immediate purchasers, as room is wanted.
(490)

THROUGH business pressure, must sell some of

m.v Yorkshires, yellows, buffs, clears, variegated,

cocks 10/6. hens 5/6; colour-fed, ready for exhibi-

tion; state wants: Wright, 16, All Saints’-st., Stam-
ford. (496)

ENLISTED cause of sale, 20 Yorkshires, winners

and stock pairs, would sell for reasonable offer, or

from 10/- each and upwards; state wants; no

dealers: Sales, 25, Ncwcastle-st., Mansfield, Wood-
house.
ABOUT 30 well bred 1915 Yorkshires now ready,

Clears, Green, Green-marked,, songsters from 5/6;

pairs matched for breeding, from 7/6 upwards;

absolute satisfaction guaranteed; approval; inspec-

tion invited; Smith, 9, Ward-st., Skipton,. Yorks.
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Champion

Yorkshires,

Norwich,etc.

Now iieaciy,
including some real good specimens, both tor etock
find show purposes. I invite you to come and make
your own selection. If unable to do so, send a P.C.
for my Frc# Illustrated Catalogue, and remember,
I am prepared to iftend birds to any addrefw in the
Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at my risk. Satisfac-
tion absolutely guaranteed.

JOE THOMAS Exporter,
Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.

Established over 35 vicars.

I91fi YORKSHIRE cock, 2nd prize in class of 16,
Crystal l’alaeo and Pengo, 16/6; 3rd, 12/6 ; bred
from 1st prize winners Clapbam show; splendid
condition : Humphries. Central Supply Stores. Sea-
side, Eastbourne.

(494 )
EXHIBITORS,—Not being able to follow the shows

this time I have some of the best exhibition and
stock birds in tho Fancy from 10/- upwards; ap-
proval, deposit: T. McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liver-
sedge, Yorkshire. (482)
CONN TANSKY can spare several exceptionally
good stock cocks, combining size with quality, also
few matched pairs of Cinnamon-Marks; reasonable;
inquiries solicited

; approval willingly : 57, Reid-st.,
Sprlngburn, Glasgow. (492)
YORKSHIRES, winning strain; 1914 yellow tick,

15/-; yelow ticked hen, 10/6 ;
clear buff, 12/6; few

cocks, .7/6 upwards
:
hens, 51 - upwards

; large stock
birds, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; approval, deposit: Beaumont,
King st., Skelmanthorpe, near Huddersfield. (499)
F. STUDD, compelled to give up through ill-health;

Yorkshire specialist; winner hundreds prizes in
Yorkshire Union shows, cups, medals, too ntynerous
to mention; over 80 birds and hundred cages for
sale; all show and stock birds for sale: 499, Idle-rd.,
Bolton, Uradford.

(493 )
YORKSHIRES, winning strain; unflighted uneven
marked buff cock, 15/-, 1914; yellow hen, 20/-; un-
flighted yellow cock, 15/-; 1914 buff hen, 20/-; matched
pairs, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- ; large stocK birds from 20/-
to 30/-; approval, deposit: John Radley, 259, King-
st., Skelmanthorpe. Huddersfield. (500)
EXHIBITORS. C. W. Everett, member of the

L.P.O.S., wishes to dispose of all his noted winning
Yorkshires, all bred from that noted winning strain,
L. Dykes, also the parents; shall be showing at
Lambeth Baths this month if not sold

;
can be

seen any time: C. W. Everett, 118, West Green-
rd., S. Tottenham.
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/li, by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cage Bums, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

ATKINSON AND FltyH
Wo have now ready’ some choice Yorkshires, either
for stock or exhibition

;
no frivolous prices ; cinn.

mks. our speciality
; see \

T
orks. Union show reports:

463, Rooley-lane, Bradford.

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- pair; any quantity;
money deposited

; bankers. County and Westmin-
ster; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Bridport-
plaee, Hoxton.

BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire, Borders,
and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-. cock ami hen 6/-,
travelling case 3d. ; approval : McKeand, 15, Queen-
st., Castle Douglas. (470)
GRAND lot young Norwich, Yorkshire, Rollers,
and Border Canaries, cocks in full song, 7/6, 8/6.
10/6 and 15/-; every bird guaranteed: Harris, 55,
Beak-st., Regent-st., London, YV. (463 )

1915 VARIEGATED buff ben, good type and
quality, 8/-; clear buff cock, splendid colour, 7/6;
another buff hen, 1914 bred, 4/-; all cold-room arid
in grand condition: Angus, Gardcn-st., Macduff.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

GENUINE offer; pair Sibs., 4 and 6-pointed mufing
blood; particulars; Locke, 41, Sandown rd., Bris-
lington, Bristol.

(491 )
SIXTEEN-pointed, 7 variegated, 6 dark Goldie
Canary Mules, sex unknown

; offers cash lot : Rowley,
Elston, Croditon.

(494)THREE fine 1914 cock Goldfinch Mules, over moult,
on song, 7/6 each, bargain ; Swains, Pork Butcher,
Bishops Stortford. (463)

NEWCASTLE
Open show, October 23, 9 a.m. to 8.30 p.rn. 45
classes. Co-operative Hall, Bcnwell, near Elswick
Road Tram Terminus. Judges: T. C. Crawhall
W. B. Tomlinson, T. Robson, and C. Waters.
Entries close Monday, October 18 No cancelling.
No amalgamation.—Sec., J. W. Reed, 218, Ladykirk
Road, Newcastle on-Tyne.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 163.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID

|-incli 2/-, J-incli 3/«, 1 inch 6/«

Except to “Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at fs.

per inch and pro rata.
A reduction will be mado lor a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show

should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
• CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
PROPERLY matched pairs, cocks in loud song,
nearly all 1915 birds, colour-fed to perfection, at
S/6 , 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- a pair upwards; single birds
proportionate* Norwich Plainlieads same prices; six
flays’ approval: cash or deposit; dealers supplied-
state wants: Edwin North, Breeder, 443 , Manches-
ter-rd., Bradford.

(500 )

EXTRA GOOD
value in Yorkshire cooks at
6/-, 7/-, 8/6 , 10/6, 12/6, 15/.
each. VeTy smart lengthy hens
at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6
each. Pairs matched to breed
winners, at 8/6, 10 / 6 , 12/6 , 15/-,
20/. per pair. All cocks on
eong, and 200 to select from
in clears, ticked, green marked
and cinnamon marked. Colour
fed and natural colour. Exhibi-
tion cocks ped hens at 10 /-,
12/6, 15/-, 20/- upwards that

can soon win their cost. State wants. Aleo large
stock of Norwich and Crests. Illustrated price list
post free. Travelling cage 3d. extra. Seven days’
approval.— J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizine-
hall, Bradford. °

|
Various Canaries.

|

AVIARY, 3ffc., with &. cocks, 5 hens, and 3 young
canaries, the lot, £3: Butler, 46, Salisbury-rd., High
Barnet.

(495)
EIGHT Yorkshire hens, 2 Norwich hens, one fit, to
show; sell one, lot, or separate: R. Pinnell, War-
minster. (494)
FINE cock Canaries, 7/6; large cage, 6 young, 14/-,

this year’s; aviary, 20/-: Candy, 9, Raleigb-terraee,
Exmouth.

(489 )BORDERS and Norwich cocks, 5/-; Scotch Fancy
cocks, 7/C ; all grand whistlers: IL Brown, Lundin
Links, Eifeshire.

(492 )NORWICH cocke 7/6, 8/6, 9/6, Norwich-Rollers,
5 6. C/-, 7/.; hens, 1/6, 2/-: Dixon, 33, Uusliden
Road, Lcvcnhulme. (495)
LARGE selection of lovely singing Canaries, cocks,

4 6, 5/6, 6/6, and 7/6 each; hens, 1/6, 2/-, and 3/-
each: Mrs. Davies, 3, Clifiord-st., Oxford-rd., Man-
chester. (498)
LARGE Y’cllow Green cock, moulted, good stock,

7/-
. Yellow Green marked cock, lovely colour, 6/6;

both worth double; 12/- two: Mills, 34, Sutton-rd.,
VatUsqy, “‘•hi)

ABERTILLERY
Cage Bird Society. The great one-day Welsh Show
on Wednesday, October 20, 19157 Judge, J. H. Roe,
Esq. Classification: Entrance fee, 1/6. Members 1/-.

Nor.—Class 1, cl. or tkd., yell, ck; 2, ditto buff; 3,
mkd. or lightly var. cock; 4 ,

heavily var. or foul
green cock (this class to mean more dark than
light); 5, yell, hen; 6, buff hen; 7, unflig. cock; 8,
ditto hen ; 9, nov. cock ; 10, ditto hen ; 11, ditto
unflig. Yorks.—Class 12, el. or tkd. yell, cock; 13,
ditto buff; 14, mkd. or lightly var. cock; 15, heavily
var. or foul green or cinn. cock (this class to mean
more dark than light); 16, yell, hen; 17, ditto buff;
18, unflig. cock

; 19, ditto hen ; 20, nov. yell, or buff
cock ; 21, ditto hen ; 22, ditto unflig. Bord.—Class
23, yell, cock; 24, buff; 25, hen; 26, nov., cock or
hen; 27, A.O.V. Cam; 28, Canary Mule, light; 20,
ditto dark; 30, A.V. Hyb., between 2 British birds,
cock or hen; 31, Goldf. ; 32, Bullf. ; 33, Linnet; 34,
Greenf., Chaff., or Bramblef. ; 36, Siskin, Redpoll or
Twite; 36, A.O.V. Hardbill; 37, Softbill; 38, Selling,
single or pair, £2; 39, ditto, £1; 40, ditto, single,
10s. ; 41, Foreign. In classes or 9 or over, 1st
10s,, 2nd 5s. , 3rd 2s. 6d.; 8 or under on sliding scale
as follows: 1st prize 50 per cent., 2nd 25, 3rd 12) of
the total entries in each class. Full prize- cards
will be awarded. No cancelling or amalgamation of
classes. Prize money will be paid in four days.
Will exhibitors who have not had a schedule enter
from “Cage Birds’’? I will accept entries up till
Monday, Oct. 18, first post.—H. H. Mortimer, Hon.
Sec., 4, Granville Street, Abertillery.

ACCRINGTON
Cage Bird Society Open Show of Norwich (only), at
Crown Hotel, Oct. 22-23, N.P.O. and O N. P.C.
patronage. Judge, Mr. J. Trengove (Rishton). Prize
money, 22/. per class. Entries close Oct. 18.—D.
Harwood, Hon. Sec., 39, Craven Street, Accrington.

HARTLEPOQLS

YORK
Seventh Open Show, Saturday, Oct. 30th. Judge,
Mr. J. C. Barnes, Sheffield. Classes: 9 Norwich, 9
Yorkshires, 4 Novice, 8 British, 2 Foreign, 3 Selling.
Prize-money guaranteed: 1st, 10 /-; 2nd, 5/-; 3rd,
2/6, for 1/6 entrance fee. Entries close Oot. 25th,
1915. Write at once for a schedule to

—

V. C. F.
Zimmermann, 7, Portland Street, Yorks .

BURTON
@$!-TilEI$T

OPEN SHOW.

OCT. 23rd.
at Victoria Hall.

Mr. J. Robson, Judge.

Good classification. No cancelling and no amal-
gamation. Schedules from

A. Wood, 10, South Oak Street, Burton-on-Trent.

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Annual Show, Oct. 27. Printing error: To be 8
entries in a class or only half prize money. Judge.
C. A. House, Esq. Schedules ready. Entries close
October 20 .

—

Messrs. Woodman and Barrett, Secs.,
18, Wiiliam-st., Northampton.

LFRETO
2nd Annual Open Show, at the Red Lion Hotel,
Alfreton, on iViday and-^ Saturday, Oct. 23th and
30th. Judge, J. C. Barnes, Esq. 36 open classes

;

prize money 8/-, 4/-, 2/-. All prize money guaranteed
in full. Entries close Tuesday, Oct. 26th. Schedules
now ready from—G. Beardall, Secretary, Main Rd.,

Shirland, Nr. Alfreton.

OXFORD
WANTS MORE ENTRIES.
Will accept till Monday.

Amateurs, don’t forget us.
C. F. Holliday, 68 , George Street, Oxford.

THE PREMIER SHOW OF THE BORDER
COUNTIES.

CARLISLE
OCTOBER 27 ( 21.

Points to Remember.
1.—Mid-week show at finest railway centre in

Great Britain. 2.—Grand all-round classification

-

Bords. 13, Nor. 14, Y’orks 11
,

A.O.V. 1, Hyb. 5,
Brit. 11 , For. 4, Gift 1. 3.—8 silver cups for open
competition, and only one for members (9 in all)
4.—Prize money, 10/-, 5/-; 3/-, 2/-. Entry fee 1/6."

5.—Patronage of li.F.CC., N.B.F.C.C., E. and
W.B.F.C.C., O.N.P.C., N.P.C., N.N.P.C., Y.C.C.,
N.Y.C.C

, C. and W.Y.C.C. 6.—Popular judges:
.1. Robson (London), W. Niehplson (Stockton), T.
McCredie (Dumfries)* 7.— Don’t forget the- gift
class. All birds to he sold for some deserving
charity. Entries cl03e Saturday, October 23rd,—John C . Bell, Sec ., 23, Botchergate, Carlisle.

U ICESTES
Hand-in-Hand C.B.S., Open Show, Nov. 6 and 8.

Splendid classification. ' Schedules.—A. Freestone,
79, Clarendon Street, Leicester. (493)

11th Annual Show, Nov. 6th, St. George’s Hall; 4
prizes

; 1/- entry fee
;

47 open classes ; specials and
extra specials. Entries close Oct. 30th. Judges,
Messrs, Battye, Mundell and Nicholson. Schedules,
J. W. Thornton, 43, Rydal Street, West Hartlepool.

11GIE1IEI
N C O S. Oct, 29 & 30,

90 Open Classes. Specialist judges. Prize money,
10/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-. Entry fee 1/6. Special prizes in
every section. Entries close Oct. 23. Schedules
sent out; any overlooked please apply to

—

F.
Hayward, 21, Marlboro’ Avenue, Manley Park, Man-
Chester.

KIKKIHTILLIGI
and District Show, Saturday, November 6. Twelve
open classes. Specialist judges. 50 district, 12 open,
classes. Specialist judges. Entries received morn-
ing of show; schedules from—Jas. Dick, Glasgow
Bridge, Kirkintilloch.

LLANDUDNO
November 17. Sth Annual Show of the Welsh
Northern Counties F. and F. Association. Confined
to North Wales. 12 classes cage birds. 14 Specials.
Prizes: 6/-, 3/-, 1/6. Fee 1/-. Judge: Mr. T. J.
Ambrose. Entries close November 6. Schedules
from G. E. Gragg, Rocklands, Rhos, Colwyn Bay.

Open Show
DEC. Sind-ABERAMAN

28 Classes. Schedules ready. Classes for natural
colour birds.—Apply, Sec., W. R. Powell, 215, Cardiff
Road, Aberaman. (496)

LIVERPOOL
OCTOBER 22 and 23, in St. Martin’s Hall, Scotland Road. The premier exhibition for Novices,
Amateurs, and Champions. All well catered for. Prize money day of show. No waiting. We have a
big bank balance. Useful specials. Specialist judges. Send your entries to-day. We will classify.
Closing day, October 17 positively.—Metcalfe and Green. Secs., 68, Brunswick Road.

EL & P.O.S.
Lambeth Public Baths, Kennington Road, S.E., Wednesday and Thursday, October 27 and 28.

Liberal prize money. Splendid Classification. Eighty special prizes. Four popular judges. Patronage
of S.Y.C.O. Champion and Novice. The Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League. Entries close next Monday,
October 18. Write at once for schedule to

—

H. L. Huggins, 130, Myddleton Rd., Bowes Pk., London, N.

OPEN
show

OPEN SHOW.

OCT 30.^^^HWQLVERHAIRPTOfa
C»18TER SHEFFIELD O.S.
GRAND OPEN SHOW

Under the patronage of 8.B.F.C. and G.C.A., Nor.
and York. Sections.

NOV. 13th.
Judge, Mr. H. W. Battye.

47 Classes. Numerous Specials, including 2 Cups
to be won outright. Prize money, 10 entries, 10/-,
5/-, 3/-, 2/-; 20 entries, 12/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; 30 entries,
14/-, 7/-, 4/-, 3/-, 2/-. Quick direct train service
to all parts. Entries close Nov. 6. Schedules now
ready from L. Cavanagh, "Berwyn,’' Vicar’s Cross,
Chester.

November 6th St 6th.
The Greatest and Most Valuable Attraction Ever Offered.
LOCAL EXHIBITORS.—Reserve your entries for this show.
10/-, 6/-, and 2/6 for 1st, 2nd, and 8rd most entries from a 16-mile radius of Sheffield.

Given by Messrs. Craig, Fletcher, and Walsh. Donors not competing.
Support the Patriotic Society which gave over to Guineas to relieving Funds last year.

Judges: W. Mundell, J. Robson, J. C. Barnes, H. W. Battye, and J. Beswiek.
Sec next week's announcement.

Schedules will be sent to all previous exhibitors and members of specialist clubs; others apply.

—

0. Job, Wlnawaawk, Sheffield.

CHELTENHAM
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY,

NOVEMBER 3 &
Judges: Messrs. J. Robson and J. H. Payne.
Fanciers don't forget the old fixture. 15

open classes for Crests. 11 Norwich, 8 York-
shire, 9 Borders, 7 British, 3 Hybrids, 6
Foreign. All profits to go to tho Kcd Cross
Society. Now, fanciers, please give nn a
Bumper. Entries closs Oct. 27. Show Man-
ager

—

W. Pounsett, 5, Whitocrose Square,
Cheltenham.
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Lake and Pond.
82.—Care of the Dog.

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.
OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE

MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tolls you "In a Nutshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2Jd.

I

—

The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3—The Skylark. 20. —Waxbiils.
4

—

Tiio Song Thrush and 21.—Tho Aquaripin.
Blackbird. fl. -Siskin, Redpoll and

6.—The Canary. Twite.
0.—Ailing Cago Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Green Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-

8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

9—The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insecti-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.

10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
II

—

The Bullfinch. 28.—Profitable Pot Cavies.
12.—How to Moult Britisli 59.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Ptt Rab-
13.—The Chaffinch. tits.
14—Gouidian Finches. 31 .—Fishing in River,
15.—The Greenfinch.
16.— Avadavats.
17.—Tho Grey Parrot.
Fon LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
Bi/ consulting these symbols the nature 0/ the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : *Birds, Foods, Vages, and Uird-rocm lie-

quisites
: t/iird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not

birds; f Birds, and seeds and foods ofily ; § Seeds and
Foods only ![ Newsagents.
Abertillery—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—‘Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Hoad.
Bath.— (;. Po.ole.v, 31, St. James' Parade.
Batley— *S. Mortimer, 39. Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.-\v. Y. Jefferies. Church St.
Belfast.—fj. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, S, Henson Street.
Birmingham.— tH. Morris, 112, Cape llill.

Bishop Auckland—U. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.— *A . Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsli,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool. —.1 . McKierman, 62. Raiks P,oad.
Blayclon-on-Tync.—§Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.— Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—‘John (Jostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds lid.; *S.

l’orpy, James Street; §J. Ellington, Four Lane
Ends. ,
Brighton.—*11. T. Cibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFinch and Godwin, Redeliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*\V. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Staudish Street; *W.
Davy, 23. Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Kd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Giuman Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Pail; Street, East Cowee.
Crcwkerns.—tSam Young, Misterton, SO.
Crewe Mayor, Chemist, Higlitown, P.O. ; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—+J. Reynold!?, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.— *G. Bousiield, 70, Pear Tree lid. and Market

Hall.
Darwon.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspev’g, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.—1TM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J. Kean. No. 1, Fountninbridge.
Fell:ng-on-Tyne.—J. Croeby and Son, High St.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.—§Jobn Crosby and Sons, 48,
High Street.

Clasgow.—*W. Wilson. 247, Argyle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Sbcttleston ; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-
market.

Gt. Harwood—H A. Bentley. 13 and 15, lliackhurn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Insuil, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—Tom Perkins. 55, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson aid Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich.—James Raymer, Dog's Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne.—YAI. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighiey.—tE. Phi! Upson, 41. Afarket Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.— $J. and B. Marsh, Market PI.
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger, 132, King St.
Kirkcaldy JW. 11. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth

—

J. August. G7, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—f E. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 23G, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds JB. Smitli and Son, 87, Woodhouse Lane.
Leek.—5T. Meosham, 23, Market Street.
Liverpool.—*G. Frankham. 45, Walton Lane: *J. W.

Metcalfe, CS, Brunswick Rd.; IE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Higlitown.
Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.
London.—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch : 352,
. Upper-st., Islington: G. H. Hooper, 216, Forest rd.,
Walthamstow; JC. A. Luer, 87, Sclat.er St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. Do Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Crecn-rd. ;

J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd.
; A. E

Worth. 4, Bishops-rd.. Camb. ncatli
; *S. V. Mower

1, Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett, Ladbroke-
gv.. W.; S. Silycridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C. : *Wm.
Whiteley’s, Ltd., Westhourne-gv.

; *A. W. Carnage,
Ltd., Holbein; J. Jeffrey, 209, York-rd., Batter-
isea; §Ed wards, Ltd., 10C, Vaughan-rd., S.E.

;

(jLcwio and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280. York-
rd.. Wandsworth ; Johnson. 20. Cleveland et., W. •

T. W. Parkyn. 52, East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E
Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N. ; W. and e!
Rolfe, 101, Bridport-place, Hoxton

; C. Roehl, 400
Edgwarc-rd.; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-
rd.. Willceden Green; J. n. Morris and Co., 670
and C42, Harrow-rd. ; Miss Tomkins. 11

,
nigh-rd.,

Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd Ful-
ham, 8.W.

Manchester. ‘A. G. Davies, 110 A 112, Till st. : *U.
Krcmucr, 104. Till -st. ; W. Jackson, 12, Liver st.,

1 1

u

line ; T-Iolin lie; wood, Ltd., Dennsgatc; ‘Dut-
tons, 61 A 63, Tlb-st. ; ‘W. Smitli, 9s, Tib-at.

Mansfield.- J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew's Ter
run’, Llltlewoi'tli, ami 7. (/men Street.

Middlesbrough. P. Coir, 5, Sufflcld Street.
Middleton Junction. K. Buckley, 21. (irlmahaw-iane.
Mlllom.— § W. T. JJ. Cartw right, 7, St.' George’s Ter.

Maccleslield C. Cross, 17, Derby St.

Nelson. -tJolin England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newcasllc-on-Tyno.—*J. AlncKenzIe. 69 and 01. High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 07, High Friar Street,

and 31, Nelson Street.
Newcastle, Stalls *A. Griffiths, 23, Alcrrlnt Street.
Newport, Mon.—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham.—*W. Cottlngham, Peveril Street;

§ Armitage Bros., Caetlegute.
Oldham.—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Henshaw Street.

Cssett. P. I imvion, Bird Stores, Bank Street.
Openshaw.—F. Washbournt, 401, Asliton Old Road.
Oxford.—(’. F. Holliday, 58. George Street.
Plymouth.— til. Nixon. 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;
?W. ll M oon, The Market.

Portsmouth.— II. Manefleld, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston— *.T. Sandilord, North Road; ‘Matt. Hop-

kins, 11. Fyhlo Street.
Rawtonstall.—W. Iiaeon. Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.

Rochester.—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield. -‘J. Mace, Exchange Street; !J. Lewis, 56,

Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.
Shettleston, Scotland.— §.T. Ward, 178, Main-fit.

Shiidon.—C. Sinclair, 20, Garbutt Street.
Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street.

St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives.—TFrank Lake, Trugenna Plaee.
Stoke-on-Trent.— *,T. Pitchford, 218, London Road.
Swansea.—+ Ain gge Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, ATonson Road.
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 03. Darlington Fveet.
Wallssnd-on-Tyne *VVm, Cockburn, 106 . High-st.. E.

Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodall, Alar-

ket-st.

V/est Hartlepool.—D. Coombes. (13, Stockton-street.
Worthing.—*F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7. Charles Street.

Yorks.— J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agen:s wanted everywhere; for terms write to the

Publisher, "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at

advertisement rales, three words a penny.

SPENNYMOOR.
Linnet show, Oct. 23, at Hughes, Butcher's Arms.

Merrington Lane, Spennymoor. Three prizes will be
given. Entries 3d. Birds meet at 1.30.—Fairless,

Sec. (Advt.)

CASTLEFOR SO.

Open sing Oct. 2, George and Dragon; 20 birds
sang. I

1

, 2, 3, W. Nelson. Oct. 9, 31 birds entered,

for three good prizes given by Mrs. Parker. 1,

Williams; 2, Watkiss; 3, Pugh. Oct. 10,. 17 birds

sang. 1, Longfi-eld ; 2, Watkiss; 3, Williams. Will
those interested please note open sings every week
until end o'f season.—W. Dobson, Sec.

WSGAN.
Wigan Linnet Club, Bay Horse Hotel, Whelley,

Wigan. There will be a Linnet singing contest
(time and quality) at above hotel. Oct. 23, when
the proprietor, Mr. Sam Fishwick, will give £1 to

be sung for. Entrance Is. each bird. First birds
staged at 2 p.m. Entries taken to last bird.—A.
Leyland, Sec. (Advt.)

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet contest. Woodman Inn, Horsefair,

Oct. 9 ;
17 birds entered for 4 minutes’ time sing-

ing, 5 seconds to count a break, and some good
singing was done. 1, 2, Beard. 140, 93; 3, Jones, 73.

Open sing Oet. 10 : 12 entered for 3 prizes and 3

minutes' time singing. J, 3, Beard ; 2, Wingham.
There will be a general meeting Oct. 17, for elec-

tion of officers and fdr the forthcoming season.

Members and intending members kindly attend.—
J. Beard, Assist. See.

LEEDS.
Quality singing for Linnets, Old Bird House.

Skinners’ Arms, Busiingthorpe : 19 birds- competed
for three good prizes. 1, Blackburn; 2, J. Green;
3, Jarman. Judges, C. Clayton, J. Sellars.—C. Clay-

ton. Hon. Sec.
Quality Linnet singing. Classrnaker's Arms, Oct-.

9. 19 birds: 1. Lacey; 2, Walls; 3, Butler. Oct.

10; 1. Howartli ; 2, 3, shared Ba'nfield and Hurst; 4,

Lacey. Oct. 17, open Canary sing.— E. Stansfield,

Sec.

Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road. Open contest for quality

Linnet singing, Oct. 9; 14 birds sang for 3 prizes.

1, 3, Sissons ; 2, Hayes. Judges, Wood and Naylor.

Oct. 10, 17 birds sang for 3 pri:»;s. 1, Buttery;

2, Sissons; 3, Wood. Judges, Crane and Naylor.

Canary contest Oct. 10; 1G birds sang for 3 prizes.

1, S. Johneon : 2, Condiiffe; 3, shared by Stead
and Cbippindafe. Judges. Crane, Naylor, and Grant.
—Walter Naylor. Hon. Sec.

Open contest for quality Linnet singing. Clarence
Hotel, Skinner Lane. 20 birds sang for four prizes,

and sou>e grand singing was heard: 1, 3. Binnsg 2,

A. Allen, from Kippax ; 4, Nevins. Judges: S.

Butterfield, H. Playforth; and C. Cooper. We had
a. special contest between T. Chippendale and A.

Binns. T. Chippendale won: judge, II. Wlgfield

Oct. 10, 20 of the best birds in Leeds sang fer four
prizes: 1, Binns ; 2, Edwards; 3, 4, shared Parker
and Warren. Judges, C. Cooper, T. Summers, and
W. Lipman.—W. Lipman, Hon. Sec.

Ciub {Reports.

BISHOP AUCKLAND C.B.S.
Meeting. Oct. 9, in Y.JI.C.A., a good number

present, j. Button chair. Decided to hold second
annual show on Jan. 1, Mr. Growlher, Seymour St..

Bishop Auckland, to act as show sec. It is to be
hoped that no other local societies will clash against
the above date.—W. C.

CITY & COUNTY OF PERTH C.B.S
Meeting Laidlaw's Rooms, Leonard Street, Oct.

4, Mr. D. Brown, President, in the chair. Secretary
was instructed to write Mr. A. Oarrioch for prize

cards for the club show. All specials to be in

by next meeting and then drawn. Meeting closed
w-itli vote of thanks to the chair.—J. L. Smith,
fino.

PONTYPOOL C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, Oet. 0, Mr. W. Arnphlet

chair. Decided definitely to hold a memherh' .show
on lost Saturday fn Nov., tie’ Vttb. Mr. .f. R.
Houghton, of Gloucester, was appointed judge.
New members enrolled: Mr. H. Johnson, Mr. O
Simons, Mr. J. Smith, and Mr. W. Lewis, the last

named joining after the meeting doted.- II. il.

Vaughan, Hon. Sec.

BOOTLE C.B.S.
Meeting Oct. 5, Mr. T. Critchley chair, and a

good attendance A competition was held for the
hottest colour-fed bird. Mr. T. Plunkett judged,
and gave satisfaction. Yell.: 1, llayton, 2. L'lgie;

3. Knight; vhc, Wilson: he, Worrall. Buff; 1.

Wiisdh: 2, Knight: 3, Huy ton ; vhc, I'lgie; lie,

Brown.; c, Worrall. Next meeting, washing exhibi-

tion 1) v well-known fancier.—A. K. llayton, See.

V/EST STANLEY C.B.S.
Meeting, Oet. 2, Mr. G. F. Bate?v chair, and a

moderate turn up of members. Decided to adopt
schedule, as drawn up, and to postpone our annual
show till New Year’s Day, a we cannot get a

suitable Saturday before then. Now if there arc

any new members wishing to join we will we glad to
welcome them, as this is an old C.B.S. and In a

good centre. Next meeting, Nov. 6. Annual sub.,

4s., and Is. entrance.—AV. Crcsswe'.l. Sec.

READING C.BS.
Meeting. Palmer Hall, Oet. 6, before the largest

number of members present this year. Sec. stated
that the Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League had
granted their patronage for forthcoming show, and
it was decided to also have two Border classes. Ee-
fore meeting started Mr. llrooker kindly gave a
washing exhibition, which was much appreciated,

especially by new members. Three new members
were elected: Mrs. Elms, Messrs. Hunt and Hunch-
man.—O. C. Smitli, Sec.

FIFE CAGE BIRD LEAGUE.
Meeting held in Dunfermline, Oct. 2, Mr. Camp-

bell, chair. Agreed to grant Cowdenbeath the

patronage of Fife C.B.L. Secs, of each society in

the League were instructed to hand in all names
of members who had paid to League sec. on or be-

fore Sat., Oct. 9. Agreed to leave business of

League s|iow ever till next meeting, in Gothenburg
Hall, Dinbeath, Oet. 30, at 6. Mr. Campbell read

a paper on the Border Fancy’. A vote of thanks

to Mr. Campbell ended the meeting.—J. Sneddon, Sec.

LEYTON G.B.A.
Meeting. Oct. 4, Parish Hall, Church Road; about

20 members present, five of whom took part in a

washing competition. Two cash prizes were
awarded. Mr. Ovenden won 1st and Mr. Taylor

2nd. Mr. Bartlett judged, and afterwards gave a

practical demonstration of bird washing, accom-
panying the same with an explanation of each
part of the process. TT7i« was much appreciated,

especially by new members, some of whom had
never seen a bird washed before. Before the close

of the meeting every member present premised a

special for the annual show, Nov. 6. but we want
more.—A. W. Farmer. Hon. Assist. See.

PORT GLASGOW AND GOUROCK.
Meeting. Oct. 6, Shepherd's Hall, Cathcart Street.

Mr. Dan Molioy presided over an excellent attend-

ance. New member admitted, which brings the
total number of new members enrolled up to date
to twenty. Decided to hold annual club show, Jan.

5, in Boilermakers' nail, Cathcart Street, Greenock.
Mr. Geo. Smart was appointed to judge Canaries,

and Mr. P. Pettigrew British. Decided to have
another cup, to be won by the best young Canary
bred by a member. From reports to hand every-
thing points to a splendid show. Admission tickets
will he forward by next meeting, Nov. 5, when it is

hoped there will be a large attendance. Stewards
will be fixed and other show business. Annual
subs, now due.—J. McG. Doolev. Sec.

SHEFFIELD C.B.S.
Meeting Oct. 8, Mr. Jones chair. The table

shows are proving a good attraction, the second
resulting as follows:—Yorks.—Yell.: 1, 3, Jones;
2. vhc. Gregory; 4, lie, c, Pickering. Buff: 1, 2, c,

Pickering; 3, 4, Jones; vhc, he, Gregory. Nor.

—

1, 2, 3, vhc, Hemmings ; 4, he, c. J. and L. Wool-
house. Nov. Yorks,—Yell.: 1, 3, 4, Fretwell ; 2,

vhc, Bagshaw; he, Goodison
;

c, Sanderson. Buff:
1, 2, lie, Bagshaw: 3, c, Fretwell; 4, vhc, Williams.
Nor.: 1, c, Sisson; 2, 3, Gears; 4, Curley; vhc,
Goodison; he, Gill. Judges, Messrs. Tow and Bing-
ham. Questions cropped up with regard to the
amalgamated show. It is hoped that members will

support the event. Nominations for officials for
1916 were received. Next meeting washing exhibi-

tion. Members please bring birds.—E. Sisson,

Assist. See.

WOLVERHAMPTON C.B.S.
Meeting, Oet. 7, headquarters, the Duke of York.

Air. J. Gibbons presided over a splendid attendance,
an attendance which makes one think that the
open show is coming along, at which we hope all

fanciers in tje Midlands will give their hearty sup-

port. AH members and fanciers will join in wish-

ing a speedy recovery to our worthy chairman, Air.

F. J. Weaver, as the loss of his experience in show
matters will be sadly felt. AVe have decided to
again advertise in Cage Birds. The secretary had
flic schedules of the coming open show. These
will lie posted on to every fancier in the Midlands,

and should anyone be forgotten he may get one

by communicating with the sec. Two new members
were elected, and should any ottier fancier in the
district be desirous cf becoming a member we
should be pleased to give him all information. A
grand lot of specials were given for the show, and
members not at the meeting may add to the list

by noting the sec. Next meeting, Oct. 21. when we
hope all members will be present.— J. Gibbons.

ARDWSGK AND MANCHESTER.
General meeting, Oct. 5, St. Thomas's Schools,

Air. A. E. Thorpe presided over a fair attendance,

to see Air. Sam Cook give a washing demonstration,

lie washed two bird-s, giving a little instruction

as he vent along, and using for his purpose a soft

shaving brush and Pears’ soap. He contended that

birds improved with a wash, but heavily feathered

birds required washing a few days before the show,

as it very much altered the -shape of a bird, and
this would allow time to get the shape back again.

Birds should he washed quickly, commencing at the

tail and under body, and finishing off at the head.

Keep the soap away from the eyes as much as

possible
;

use plenty of water in the rinsing, and

see you get all the soap out cf the feathers. When
wiping the birds he used silk handkerchiefs, and
when the birds arc dry he puts them in a breeding

cage to allow them room for exercise and to preen

themselves. If they would not bathe the next day

he sprayed them. A vote of thanks was given Air.

Cook for his kindness in coming to Ardwick and

giving us such an instructive and interesting time.

The amateur washing competition will be post-

poned to Nov. 2, next meeting; confirmation of

Special prizes. If any members have got any will

they let me know at once.—J. Spencer. Hon. Sec.

NORTH-WEST GLASGOW C.B.C
Meeting Amalgamated Musician:-' Hall, 44, Napier-

shall Street, 28 Sept, Mr. Gibb [(residing over a
good attendance. The winners ot the points apl.
over all the monthly shows arc u- follow : Champ
sec.: A. Crawford, 4 n points; W. Loan, 42. Novi •

:

J. Horn, tin, 13 points; G. Munson, 10 . The re-

mainder of the meeting was devoted to (he busi-
ness of the annual (how, Nov. 30. in Masonic Hall,
Great Western Road. A vote of thanks lo the
Chairman brought a harmonious mecling lo a
close. -I*. Houetin, Sec.

BIRKENHEAD C.F A.
Meeting, Mr. AbltU's Cafe Room, Sept. 21. Ow-

,r, K to tlir* chairman being avvav, Mr. CreaLrex
elected chairman. Letter read" from Mr Mortoa
1 wo new members proposed, one being the late
see., A. h. Lloyd. Mr. Lloyd was appointed bqc.
pro tem., to Kct things in order for our annual
show. Discussion for the evening: our annual
draw, arid classes for the show. We are open to
receive new members on Oct. 1.0, and thi will en-
title them to ehow at our Club for half sub. Sec
would like old members to forward their subs as
our show is very near.—A. E. Lloyd.

NEWCASTLE UPON-TYNE C.B.S
General meeting, Oct. 7. Mr. W. Espie, chair. Mr.

R. Glendiririing, Annlleld Plain, elected a member.
Final arrangements made for open show. Oct. 23. in
Co-operative Hail, Benwell. ' Will members please
advertise the show as much as possible and try
and make it a success; remember it is the duty of
every member to do,what he can for the benefit’ not
only of the society, but for the interest of the
Fancy as a whole, in these troublesome times Will
all members who can possibly do so, be at the FS-
operative Hall on the Friday night to give us assist-
ance.—J. W. Reed, Sec.

ALTRINCHAM (Open) C.F.A.
Aleeting, Oct. C. Station Cafe, Afr. T. Harrison,

chair. Taking into account that some members
are engaged in war work, there was a good num-
ber present to hear Air J. R. Schofield's (Fails-
worth) lecture on "In-breeding,” which was ex-
tremely interesting, and was much appreciated. He
dealt very fully with the Yorks., Norwich, and Lan-
cashire varieties, and ft was very evident by the
able manner in which he dealt with it. that he
has given a great amount of patient study to this
subject. Bi* remarks produced a good discussion,
at the close he was accorded the best thanks of
the meeting. Next meet, Oct. 20; washing demon-
stration and competition.—C. Bailey, Hon. Sec.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
Meeting, Oet. 5, Air. W. G. Fellows, chair. Re-

commendations of committee were considered, and
it was unanimously decided to be impossible to
hold an open show under existing conditions. Re-
solved to hold a members' show on Dec. 1. Alr.'Nor-
man judge. 37 classes arranged, and members pre-
sent promised a goodly list of specials, which with
the six challenge cups, should ensure a good entry.
Air. G. Gamble gave liis lecture on the Yorkshire
Canary. He told how that 22 years ago his wife
suggested his getting a pair of Canaries, and after
looking at pictures of the various varieties thev
decided that the Yorkshire was the best of the
bunch, an opinion which he still holds. He had
brought a collection of coloured plates to point
his remarks, and went well into his subject in a
manner that interested and instructed all present.
He laid stress on the fact that the Yorkie was a
bird of position, and position counted for more than
the points laid down in the scale, taking as it does
the eve of the judge at once. Birds should he
trained to show cages amt to being looked at and
cages handled, but should not he too tame or will
not show themselves to advantage. A hearty vote
of thanks to the lecturer closed the meeting.— G.
J. Slade.

BARROW C.B,A.
Areeting. Gardner's Restaurant, Oct. C, AH.

R. Shaekley presiding. There was a good
turn out of members, and a very interest-
ing meeting was gone through. It’ was full
of wonderful ideas for the making of the back-
end show a success, and with members such as we
have at Barrow, the society will scon he on a very
strong foundation. One of the main features of
the meeting wrns the presentation of cups and
medals, which was most ably managed by Afr. R.
Willison, our oldest member, and one of the keenest
it is pas-sible to find. It was quite an inspiration
to all who heard him encouraging the members who
had been successful in winning the cups and medals
He is a keen lover of bis national bird, the Scotch
Fancy, with which he has won many honours. Ho has
been in the Fancy for over 50 years, and is as
keen to-day as ever. In handing to Air. Hodgson
the challenge cup and gold medal, our worthy old
member encouraged him to go on even through dis-
appointments am! hard luck, and in a few words
Air. Hodgson replied. In handing to Air. R. Shark-
ley the Border cup and gold medal, he made refer-
ence to the very hard luck lie had had for the
last three years, being the runner up on each occa-
sion ; he was glad to sec he had persevered, and
had at last been successful. Our sec. is to give a
short address entitled “Why am I a bird-lover?” at
the next meeting, Oct. 23. so try and turn up in

good number.—D. AIcFarlane, Hon. Sec.

WIMBLEDON.
Aleeting, at headquarters, 6, The Broadway, Afr.

W. G. Heath, chair. The attendance was not so
good as usual. Sec. read a letter from Afr. G. B
Baiiev (a member of the committee), who is now
with the Forces in France, saying he dkl not ex-
pect to be able to attend the meetings again for
some time, but wished ail the members a success-
ful show season. A lengthy letter was also read
from the Sec. of Hastings and St. Leonards C.B.S..
asking whether Wimbledon would he prepared to
join a League of Cage Bird Societies in Sussex.
Surrey, Kent, Hants, and London South of the
Thames. It was thought that the scheme ought
to be considered by a fuller meeting, and the dis-

cussion on the letter was therefore deferred till

next month. A judging competition for Yorks, and
British followed. There were two classes, a silver

fipoon being provided for best in each. Mr. H.
Norman acted as filial judge, his awards were:
Yorks. (18) : 1, Ramsey, rattling good yell., should
do well on the show bench in the coming season;
2, 3, Heath; vhc, Whiting; lie, c, Airs. Farley.
Brit. (10): 1. Simnionds; 2, Birch: 3, vhc, he, c,

Hobden. Eleven members took part in the judging
competition, the points gained being:—Birch. 6:

Farley and Ramsey. 4 each; Whiting, 3; Airs. Hob
den, 1 : the remaining competitors did not score.

The principal business of the evening should have
been the drafting of the schedule for the annual
show, hut a® the attendance was so small, it was
left to the committee to arrange, subject to tho
approval of the Nov. meeting. A vote of thanks
to the judge brought an interesting meeting to a
close.—G. Griffith*. Hon. Sen.
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CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICIS.

ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It must, reach us not later than
Tuesday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Oct. 20, Station Cafe, 8

prompt. Washing demonstration and competition,
Mr. W. Robinson C. Bailey.
Abersychan C.B.S.— Oct. 23, Queen’s Hotel, 6.30.

-W. T: Couch.
Ardwick, Manchester C.B.A.—Oct. 10, St. Thomas

Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street, 8. Open
«how business. Amateur washing competition post-
poned to Nov. 2.—J. Spencer.
Aberdeen Amalgamated C.B.S.—Oct, 22, Trades

Ifnll, Belmont Street, 8. Replies from judges, print-
ing of catalogue, and other important show busi-
ness. New members cordially invited. -R. J. Robert-
son.
Bramley O.S.—Oct. 1(5, Carnival Rooms, 2.15. En-

tries for show and other important business. V.
Page.
Bacup Roller C C.—Oct. 19, Swan Hotel, Bacup,

7.30. Special meeting of all members; arranging for
show, etc.—Geo. Johnson.
Birkenhead C.F.A.—Oct. 19, Ablett's Cafe Room,

Market Street. Election of chairman and final ar-

rangements for show. New members can bo enrolled
at this meeting for half subs. Draw tickets are
out and going very strong. -A. K. Lloyd.

Burnley C.B.S.—Oct. 1(1, 75, Lindsay Street, 7.

Table show for hottest fed bird
; 2 classes, 1 cock,

2 hen. -J. Moorhouse.
Bradford East O.S.—Oct. 19, Park Chapel School-

room, 8. Taking entries for members’ show and
supper. Members’ show Wed., Oct. 29; judge, Mr. P.
Mason (Windliill). Birds staged 7.15.— J. Spencer.
Burnhope C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Black Horse Inn, Jaw

Blades. Table show. Air. and Mrs. Gamie will give
three cash specials for most points. Classification :

Nor. 2, Yorks. 2, Border 2, A.O.V. Brit. 3, Mule or
llyb. Birds staged 5 30; judge, Mr. W. Elliot.—J.
W. Robson, Sec.
Bonnyrigg C.B.S,—Oct. 23, Foresters Arms, 7. Final

arrangements for show
; members must book entries

at this meeting.—J. Stirling.

Beamish C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Bird Inn, 0.30. Final
meeting and annual show business. Please bring a
good entry. Subs, due.—J. II. Elliot.
Craghead Social Club F.F. and C.B.S.—Oct. 17,

Club Room, 7. Fix show date ; other important
business.—M. Archer.

Charlottoville F. and U.S.—Oct. 27, St. Luke’s In-
stitute, Addison Road,. Show birds staged by 6.
Society gives special for best in show, 0 classes.
Air. Shepard judge.—C. H. Pope.
Chopwell C.B.S.—Oet. 10, Workmen’s Club Hall,

6.30. Members’ show business, etc.—W. B. Christer.
Cardiff C.B.S.-Oct. 21, MaskcU’s Cafe, 8. To com-

plete arrangements for our great charity show

;

members are earnestly requested to attend.—E.
Thomas.
Chester le-Street C.B.S.—Oct. 16, Dun Cow Hotel,

8. Printing and final arrangements for annual show.—R. Ward.
Clydebank C.B.C.—Oet. 21, 81, Kilbowie Road, 7.45.

Arrangements for annual show.—Wm. Kane.
Denton C.B.S—Oct. 19, Silver Springs, 8. Show

business.—A. Wright.
Elgin C.B.A.—Oet. 18, Gordon’s Temperance Hotel,

8. Members’ table show; Norwich Plainhead cock,
Linnet and Twite. Entry 6d. per bird.—A. W.
Douglas.
Edinburgh C.B.S.—Oct. 19, Cairns Memorial Hall,

Gorgie Road, 8 . Important business for annual
show. Classification forms to hand. Table show of
Canaries and Mules: 4 Norwich, 1 Crest, 3 Border
2 Scotch Fancy, 1 A.O.V. Can., 1 Hyb. or Mule.
Entry fee 2d. per bird.—J. Charlton.
East Ardsley C.B.S—Oct. 16, Black Swan. Third

members show, staged at 3; judge, Mr. P. Jowett.
—A. Walton.

East Ham F.S.—Oct. 21. Open meeting. Distribn-
tion of prize money and specials won at young stock
show. Visitors heartily welcome. Members having
unsold tickets of young stock show please return
same.—W. A. Harwood.
Ct. Horton O.S.—Oct. 16, Station Hotel, 3 Mem-

bers’ show
;

judge, Mr. D. Sutcliffe, of Wibsey.—
A. W. Hartley.
Carston B.B.A Oct. 20, Rechabite nail, Seddon

Road, 8. Show business. Members please report
sale of show tickets and number of point* they have
gained towards season’s specials.— It. T. Lonsdale.

Hetton-le-Hole C B.S.—Oct. 10, Colliery Hotel, 6.30.

Have we to alter Itulo 4? and other important busi-
ness. Please attend and settle this rule.—G. Vipond.

Huddersfield O.S.—Oct. 18, headquarters,
Lecture by Mr. W. A. Cowgill on “ Preparing for
Exhibition.” All are welcome.— A. Lawford.

Ilkeston C.B.A—Oct. 10, Commercial Hotel,
Awsworth Road, 7. Show business.— G. Siddown.
London and Provincial O.S.—Oct. 21, Raglan Hotel,

Aldersgate Street, E.C., 8. Judging competition.
Members please bring, some birds. Mr. T. Heath
final judge, Fanciers and friends welcome.—H. L.
Huggins,
Leicester C.B.S.—Oet. 20, Hare and Pheasant

Hotel, 8. Nor. yell, cock (nnflighted), open and
novice A.V. Can. cock (selling class).—J. Hardbattle.

Leicester Hand in-Hand C.B.S Oct. 19, White
Swan, 8. Schedules ready.—A. Freestone.
Llanelly C.B.S.—Oct. 10, Greyhound Hotel, 8. Ar-

rangements for local show Oct. 30.—D. H. Davies.
Manchester and N. Counties O.S Oct. 18, Deans-

gate Hotel, 8. -Schedules, etc., for Oct. show, and
general business.—F. Wilkinson.
Metropolitan C.B.A.—Oct. 21, Kelvedon Hail, Wal-

ham Green, 8. Annual show business, and other
very important business, which concerns every mem-
ber.— LI. F. Bowing.
Middleton C.B S.—Oct. 18, Old Boar’s Head, 8.

Special meeting to consider advisability of haying
show first Saturday in Dec. If members don’t turn
up, will cancel, so please attend.—J. Hulton.
Manningham C.B.S.—-Oct. 16 , Mowbray Arms, 6.

Members’ show; judge, Mr. IS. Grange; also a special
meeting to make final arrangements for open show.—
F. Darwent.
North Manchester C.B.S.—Oet. 19, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8. Final business for Nov. show.
New members invited.—A. Colley.
Open Norwich Plainhead Club (Bradford City

Show).—Oct. 10, 5.30. New members to make, and
special business re Preston show.— S. Wilcock.
Queensbury C.B.S.—Oct. 21, Granby Hotel, 7.30.

Open show business.—W. Jagger.
Queensbury C B.S.—Oct. 16, Granby Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show; birds staged at 3; judge, Mr. J. A
Taylor.—W. Jagger.
Rotherham C.B.S.—Oct. 16, Mail Coach, Westgate,

Rotherham, 7. Preparing for the shows.—W. Wjl-
shaw.
South Moor C.B.S.—Oct. 16, South Moor Hotel, 5.

Specials, special business for Border fanciers, and
other important business.—G. F. Bates
South Shields—Oct. 16, Cyprus, 7. To consider

guaranteed classes.—R. L. Smith.
Swansea C.B.A.—Oct. 16, headquarters, 7.30. Ar-

rangements for open show
; make a special effort to

attend. Prompt D. P. Rees.
St. dames-the-Less, Bethnal Green—Oct. 18 , Men’s

Club, St. James Road, 8.30. Advertising of annual
show, specials for annual, and other business. Lec-
ture and exhibition on “ Cage Birds,” by Mr F II
Marhoff. Balance-sheet for young stock show

|ticket-money outstanding. Visitors invited.—Thos.
G. Bransford.
Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.-Oct. 18, Red Lion Hotel, 8.

special meeting to arrange for members’ show.—

J

Pitchford

-
Tc>

r,gn
c ^-S—°<-t. 16, Hand and Shuttle Inn, Dud-y „

Members’ show; birds staged 3. Judge,
Mr. H. Sutcliffe, Windhill.—W. Walker.

7™ a,
e?
en

P
oller Society—Oct. 19, Stock’s Hotel,

7.30. Show business.—E. Hibbert.
West Stanley Garden Houses Club.—Oet. 17, 7.Report from the printers.—J. Armitago.

Cage Birds
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s always glad to receive and consider

tunable contributions, whether articles, sketches
,
or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope
,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same , every
effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he does jiot in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
1/ insertion in the next issue is desired.

{Twitterings.

Mr. “George” Ramsden referred to in our
last week’s Roll of Honour is the younger
of Mr. J. W. Ramsden's two sons, not the
only son, as stated.

I have had up to the present over eighty
applications for schedules from our two
adverts, writes Mr. H. L. Huggins, Hon.
Sec. London and P.O.S., and if entries only
come in as I expect, we ought to have a
record show.
The inter-club Challenge Cup shows of the

Doncaster C.B.S. and the Hemsworth
C.B.S. are arranged for Oct. 30 at Don-
caster, judge Mr. W. A. Cowgill, and at
Hemsworth Nov. 27, judge Mr. W. Brother-
ton.

The Metropolitan C.B.A. has some good
news for its members, writes Mr. H. F.
Bowring, hon. sec., and it is to be hoped
that they will all attend the next meeting,
Oct. 21, at 8 sharp. The club has been hard
hit by the war, but is not dead yet. The
annual show will take Diace for certain on
Nov. 27.

l(

Will Mr. S. Abel, the writer of a letter,
Birds in Bedrooms;,” which appeared in

our issue of Sept. 25, please let us have his
address? We have a letter for him.
The Sheffield O.S. have arranged to have

all birds exhibited at their All-England show
Nov. 5 and 6, to be packed and despatched
by the Sunday night mail trains, unless it
be otherwise wished.

„ 1 a§ain been appointed sec. for the
Redhill C.B.S., writes Mr. A. W. Bacon, 14,
Charman Rd., Redhill, and ask members to
give me their best support. Meeting nights
first Wed. each month, Watkin’s Hotel.
Mr. G. Havver, hon. sec., writes that at

the show of the Biaydon C.B.S., Nov. 12-13,
there will be over 50 classes. Schedules will
be ready shortly, and will be forwarded on
application to Mr. Havver at 1, Theresa St
Blaydon-on-Tyne.

Dir. Edgar S. Broadbent having joined His
Majesty’s Forces, writes Mr. J. W. Met-
calfe

%
members of the North Liverpool

C.B.S. should please send all communications
to the chairman, Mr. H. Holden, 10
St. Mary’s Lane, Walton.

October 27-28 are the correct dates for the
annual autumn show of the London and Pro-
vincial O.S., writes Mr. H. L. Huggins, hon.
sec. I have bad over thirty applications for
schedules from our first advert, in last week’s
issue of Cage Birds.
Our open show will take place on the

advertised date, Nov. 20, writes Mr. A
Robertson, sec. Cowdenbeath C.B.S. The
proceeds will go to the benefit of Fife’s Own,
1/7 Black Watch, who are serving in France*
and we hope to have a large entry, as it is
ior a good cause.
At a meeting of the Edinburgh Orni-

thological Open Association, writes Mr. R.
Lile, sec., it was unanimously agreed that;,
as there will be no Scottish National in Edin-
burgh this year, the annual show of the
Edinburgh Open Society be held in Bucdeuch
Parish Hall on Saturday, Jan. 1. We hope
this will meet with the approval and support

! of the Scotch Fancy breeders.

I am removing from Cathcart to Fir Tree
House, Currock Rd., Carlisle, and I am
reluctantly compelled to reduce my stock of
British, and cancel my judging engagements
for this season, writes Mr. R. V. Raine. All
correspondence to be addressed to my new
address after Oct. 30.

Will secretaries of societies and others who
are interested in the Green Canary Associa-
tion please note that our sec., Mr. E. S.

Broadbent, has joined His Majesty’s Forces,
writes Mr. J. W. Metcalfe, chairman. All
business relative -to the Association should be
addressed to Mr. T. R. Jones (assist, sec.),

25, Emerald St., Dingle, Liverpool.
It was an agreeable surprise, write Messrs.

Whitney and Son, to find the Greenfinch
Mule on the front page of Cage Birds. The
picture is a credit to Mr. Norman. Credit is

also due to the breeder, Mr. Finnis, of Edin-
burgh, also to Mr. Brinskill who persuaded
us to buy it. We sold the bird shortly after
the Welsh National to that well-known fan-
cier, Mr. E. G. Lamb, and hope it will do
him some good. We think it was the 2nd
best yellow on the show bench last season.
When it was not 1st it always was 3rd, a
bufl splitting Mr. Parlett’s crack and ours.
Why not societies do as Sale does, and give
classes for yellows and buffs separately?

Yorkshire Union of C.B.S.
Will members please note the following

additions to the Yorkshire Union Handbook,
writes Mr. S. Midgley, hon. sec. “ N ”

denotes novice. Bradford East : G. Large,
The Aviar.es, 75, Dalton Road. Barrow-in-
Furness. N., H. Wilman, 87, Round St.,
West Bowling, Bradford. Huddersfield: N.,
C. Bray, Bradford Road, Huddersfield. Lais-
terdyke: T. Elsegood, 72, Mount Street,
Eccleshill, Bradford ; Ditto, N., A. Firth, 10,
Kitchener Mdunt, Harehills Lane, Leeds.
Spen Valley: N., B. A. Clarke, Church St.,

Heckmondwike, W. H. Hamlyn, and W. R.
Smith, members of Bradford West and Ship-
ley respectively, should have been marked N.
in Handbook. Mr. H. J. Chittenden’s address
is 53, Carlisle Street, Manningham.

OBITUARY.
WELL-KNOWN BIRD LOVER'S SAD LOSS.
The many /friends of (that well-known

Metropolitan bird-lover, Mr. G. E. Weston,
will be grieved to learn of the great sorrow
that has befallen him and his wife. Their
only daughter, a dear little child of just over
four summers, had the misfortune to meet
with a terrible accident on Oct. 6th, from
the shock of which she survived only a few
hours. To add to the distress of the parents,
neither were at home at the time of the sad
happening. The funeral of the loved little

one was marked by a beautiful display of

flowers sent, by sympathetic friends. Our
readers will join us, the proprietor and staff

of Cage Birds, in deeply commiserating with
Mr. and Mrs. Weston in their heart-breaking
bereavement.

I am sorry to inform you of the death of

Mrs. J. McLean, beloved wife of Mr. J.

McLean, better known amongst the fanciers

of this district as “ Old John,” writes Mr.
J. Nicholson, Bathgate. Mrs. McLean, who
passed away this morning, Oct. 11, had
always been a great help to her husband in

other ways than in the fulfillment of her
domestic duties. She had the full care of a
great stock of valuable specimens, and the
result of this season’s breeding was crowned
with phenomenal success. Mrs. McLean had
reared this season nine Goldfinch Mules, four
Linnet Mules, four Siskin Mules, three
Greenie Mules, four cock Greenie-Bullies, and
three Canaries. The sympathy of the mem-
bers goes out to Mr. McLean and family in

their sad bereavement.

Would You Like Half-a-Crown ?

W
E are going to be generous. It isn’t
much in these times, but your ex-
periences may help other bird-keepers.

We offer four half-crowns, one each for ex-

periences with Canaries, Mules, British
Birds, and Foreign Birds. Send us a short
account, not to exceed 400 words, of any-
thing interesting. It may be a little story of
some happening, some useful and timely ad-

vice, some practical instructions as to the
keeping of birds, whether in regard to hous-
ing or feeding, or anything which may occur
to you as likely to be of advantage to your
fellow-readers of Cage Birds. The only
stipulation is that your effort be accom-
panied by the coupon which will be found
on this page, and two other coupons cut
from copies of the same date. The spare
copies will be useful for friends who may
not yet be readers of Cage Birds. Envelopes
should be endorsed “Competition,” should
be addressed “ The Editor, Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet St., London, E.C.,’’ and should reach us
not later than Tuesday morning, Oct. 19.

The Editor’s decision as to the best contri-

butions will be final.

The Starlings in the country around Souchez
are now imitating exactly the sound of the
bullets which are whistling all around them.
Owing to all our large halls being in mili-

tary occupation, writes Mr. S. Denny Hunt,
hon. sec. Kings Lynn F. and F.S., we have
decided to hold our annual members’ show in
three separate sections. The cage bird sec-
tion will have its show on Nov. 17, at our
committee and monthly show-room

In “ British Birds ” for October, Mr. H.
W. Robinson records the recovery near Lan-
caster in September of this year of a House
Marten, which he had marked at midsummer
1912. The bird was retaken within a few
hundred yards of the place of its original
marking, and was re marked and liberated.

In the September issue of “Bird Notes,”
the journal of the Foreign Bird Club, Mr.
Shore-Baily records details of his successful
breeding of the Red-collared Whydah, and
gives some photographs of the nest and eggs.
1 he Marquis of Tavistock continues his story
of “My Little Owls.” Miss E. F. Chawner
contributes an account of the nesting of Jar-
dine s Pigmy Owl. Other articles are :

“ Visits to Members’ Aviaries,” by Mr. Wes-
ley T. Page; “ Birds of the Jhelum District,”
by Mr. H. Whistler; and “The Bittern and
Spoonbill,” by Mr. F. Dawson-Smith.
Don’t Forget Oxford.
We will accept entries up to Monday, Oct.

18, writes Mr. C. F. Holliday, hon. sec.
Oxford C.B.S., 58, George Street, Oxford.
Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-
pearing on our pages, rnay be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture
will be sent on application.
Send To=day to Liverpool.
Will exhibitors kindly send their entries at

once to Liverpool show (see advt.}? This
will be helping the printers and our staff,
write Messrs. Metcalfe and Green, hon. secs.
Really !

In the course of a paragraph headed “ The
Future of the. Finch Family,’ 5 a writer in
the “Manchester Dispatch” says: “The
increase in Linnets from the humble Redpoll
to the yellow-barred Goldfinch, has frequently
been commented upon.”
Charity Show at D?al.
The whole of the profits for the show of

the Deal and Walmer F.A., Nov. 3-4 (see
Review of Schedule) will go to the purchase
of comforts for the wounded in the local
military hospitals. Mr. W. H. Thompson,
hon. sec., writes that there are several hun-
dred wounded soldiers in the town,

and the War.
Following our policy of asking traders for

their views on the effect of the war upon
the Bird Fancy, we have requested a num-
ber of secretaries of Cage Bird Societies to
favour us with certain particulars concern-
ing their own organisations, and how they
have fared during the last twelve momentous
months. A large number have kindly re-

sponded, and we are glad to note how very
optimistic in tone their communications are.

These letters from secretaries contain much
that is of the greatest interest to bird-

keepers, and make good and heartening read-
ing. In fact, the bright spirit in which fan-

ciers are looking to the future is evident in

almost every one of the letters. We purpose
publishing a selection next week, therefore all

bird-lovers should make sure of obtaining a
copy of the next issue of Cage Birds.

A NEW KIND OF “ FIRST-AID.”

Novelty for Lovers of Dumb Animals.

Quite an interesting novelty has made its

appearance, being a “ first-aid ” ointment de-

vised especially for the cuts, sprains and skin

diseases of our dumb friends. It is really

Zam-Buk with all its well-known healing pro-

perties in a different or stronger form adapted
for horses, dogs, sheep, cattle and pets.

Veterinary Zam-Buk, as it is called, is red-

dish in colour, and is sold in red packets as

distinguished from the green, packets of the
ordinary Zam-B'uk. It is a little cheaper than
the household preparation, not being affected

-by the new war tax on patent medicines. It

is a healing, soothing, and antiseptic prepara-
tion which has evoked unstinted praise from
farmers, stock -keepers, fanciers, and lovers

of pets. General Botha’s famous charger was
cured by this of some obstinate sores which
veterinary surgeons had treated for some time
in vain. Zam-Buk provides for the first time
an ideal and handy “vet.”
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The Yorkshire Canary.
ITS SHOW POINTS, AND HOW TO BREED FOR THEM.

In this lecture, given before the members of the Southampton C.B.S.,

Mr. G. Gamble gives the result of more than twenty years’ experience
with “ The Bird of Length and Position.” All the points necessary in

a show bird of the highest class are described, and valuable hints are

given as to the selection of pairs for breeding exhibition specimens.

With regard to the shape of a Yorkshire

MORE than twenty years ago my wife one

day suggested that I ought to take up

some hobby. This came to me quite

as a surprise, and after talking the matter

over to some length it was agreed tiiat I

could not do better than have a nice pair of

Canaries—something to look at you know.

Now although 1 had had many birds as a

boy, I had very little idea ol the • proper

treatment of them, or of their relative values,

so I thought the best thing to do would be

to get a book that would enlighten me.

An Embarrassment ot Riches.

I saw advertised a book on Canary Breed-

ing for Amateurs, so I sent for that book,

and was surprised to find that there were no

less than ten different varieties of Canaries.

Here was a stumbling block ! Which sort

should 1 get? Luckily the plates depicting

the various breeds were here, and after

looking them over a number of times the

wife ar.d I came to the conclusion that the

Yorkshire was by far the best of the lor.

That is why I first went in for Yorkshires,

and the opinion I formed then is still held

by me. There is, to my mind, in the whole
of Canarydom no bird to equal in appearance

a good Yorkshire.
What are the essential qualities of a typical

Yorkshire? Firstly, it is a bird of position,

and the standard tells us the attitude must
be erect, with fearless carriage, head, neck,

back and tail in a straight line, and for a
perfect specimen in these particulars 20

points are given.

The head should be small and round, skull

narrow, neck moderately long and straight,

shoulders narrow, rounded and well filled,

back long, straight and well filled, wings
long and evenly carried. Breast round and
smooth—the body long and gradually taper-

ing to a neat waist, legs long without being

stilty, thighs well clothed with short silky

feathers ;
tail short, straight and closely

folded. For all these qualities a total of

35 points are given.

Next comes size: Length 6-Jin., with corre-

sponding symmetrical proportions, and for

tnis 10 points are allotted. 4th : Feather
short, close, tight, compact body feather,

and close carriage of wings and tail. Points

given, 20. 5th : Condition : Health and
cleanliness and sound feather, 10 points.

Lastly Colour : Pure body colour, beak and
feet clear. Points, 5. Making a total of

100 points.

Study the Scale of Points.
These particulars are the generally recog-

nised scale of points supposed to be used in

judging. I say “supposed” because I think

1 should not be far wrong if I said that the

standard is more or less ignored by judges.

I firmly believe that in the majority of cases

the best bird wins, not on points, but on

general appearance as viewed in competition

with others. For all that, the breeder must,

if he desires to make a success of his hobby,

take most careful consideration of every

point.

Dealing with position first, I believe it

inherits from the Belgian the quality of up-

rightness, and that is the reason breeders

have recourse to the Belgian to try to im-

prove their own strain of bird in respect of

position. Personally, I think that, unless a

man starts very young, he had better keep

to Yorkshires alone, and not try experiments,

because it takes three or four years at the

least to breed out the undesirable points

which are bound to be introduced by the

admixture of foreign blood.

The thin necks and the tiny heads are not

desired, and even with an established strain

these blemishes will sometimes show them-
selves. Not only that, but rough feathering

at the breast is most likely to occur, and as

there are now so many breeders of the York-
shire there is plenty of opportunity of ob-

taining bii'ds with splendid position should

one want a change of blood or an assistant

to improve one’s birds in this particular. One
should take great care to pair only those good
in position. There are many birds bred that

fail in this quality, so much so as to make
them useless for either breeding or exhibi

tion purposes.

The Importance of Position.
I dealt with position first because I ven

ture to think, although not placed first on
the standard, it is the point that strikes the
onlooker the moment he glances at a row
of birds on exhibition, and first impressions
stick longest.

the head naturally comes into line first, and
although it is designated “small” in the
standard, it is not intended to be Tnything
like so small as that on a Belgian or Scots

Fancy. It should be small in comparison
with a Norwich, still, although the head
must not be large, it should at least be large

enough to strike one as being proportionate

to the size of the body, and a fairly decent-

sized head, if of good shape, looks much more
striking than one that is the least bit unduly
small. The head measurement of one of the

finest looking “Ideal” Yorkshires, drawn to

standard length, measures exactly one inch

from point of beak to back of head, whereas
I have seen another ideal in which the head
measures g of an inch, and looks like a pea,

ridiculously small.

For some years I kept this small head
business so much in my mind that I almost

made a fool of it, until I began to see my
birds’ heads were too small, and then I had
to look for a big-headed bird or two to make
up for my stupidness. Even now, should I

breed a bird with a good bold head, so long

as it is well rounded off, and the bird other-

wise good, I should stick to it for breeding

purposes, and expect to do some good with it.

The neck now demands a little attention

;

many otherwise good birds take a back seat

because of the neck being a trifle thin. We
do not want a bull neck, but one nicely filled

in, so that there appears just the slightest

curve from the back of the head to the

shoulders. Many of our finest Yorkshires

appeal-
a, little thin when stretched to their

qtmost, and this fault is not so much thought

,of by our Northern fanciers as those down
South. Still it is a point that requires con-

sideration in pairing, otherwise one may be

liable to breed thin necks and thereby intro-

duce a feature not at all desirable.

Keep in the Middle of the Road.
“The shoulder should be narrow.” So

says the standard. Here again our Northern
friends digress, for they are fond of a bit of

shoulder, as it gives a nice wedge shape to

the bird. But one must be very careful,

otherwise wide instead of narrow shoulders

become the order of the day, and if too wide

they make the bird look out of proportion

and unwieldy. So beware of too much
shoulder, keep in the middle track.

“ The back must be long, straight and

well filled.” This speaks for itself. We do

not want birds showing a furrow down the

middle of the back, though this is sometimes

shown, especially in wide-shouldered birds,

and is a blemish. The wings must be long

and nicely tapering to a point, meeting at

the tips, but not overlapping one another,

“scissors winged,” as it is called. Some of

our very best birds at times cross their y/ings

—but it is the ones that habitually do so

that are useless for showing, and inadvisable

to keep for breeding. The wings of a nicely

drawn, that is, a long-bodied bird, should

reach down to opposite the perch when the

bird stands in an upright position.

The breast ought to be beautifully rounded

off, and smooth, showing no sign of a break

in the chest, or frill at the neck
;
this again

sometimes appears in our very best birds,

but with care it can to a very great extent

be bred out. The body should be long, and

taper to a neat waist. This is a very notice-

able feature of a good bird, and especially

so if the bird has the bit of shoulder we

spoke of before, and which gives it that

wedge shape which so delights the eye of

many Yorkshire fanciers.

(•panuijiioa aq oj;)

^HOW TO PRODUCE A STUD

J OF WINNING NORWICH. 3
A lecture given by Mr. W. A. Wilson, before the members

of the Leeds C.B.S.

I

N giving a lecture on breeding and rearing

I am travelling over well-worn ground,

and the great difficulty is to ggve some-

thing new and interesting at the same time, so

I have decided to say a few words on how to

produce a stud of winning Norwich Plain-

heads, as I consider this popular variety is

the best for the novice to take up, for they

are hardy, good breeders, and feeders.

My advice is, buy ’ the very best your

pocket will allow, for it is far better to have

two or three really good stock pairs than

twenty pairs of nondescripts. Do not on

any account get stock from several different

breeders to commence with, but purchase

two cocks and four hens—yellow cock and

two buff hens, and a buff cock and two yel-

low hens although, of course, you can, if

you choose, start even on a more modest scale

than that. My reason for advocating one cock

and two hens is not as a saving, but to allow

you to obtain a much better specimen than

you would be able to do if you used one

cock to each hen. Go to a fancier who
breeds his own winners, and if he is a

genuine fancier, and .you are prepared to

give from £2 to £3 per pair, he will sell

you stock that will treed something worth

looking at.

Pedigree, Plus Selection.
Many of the big winners on the show

bench to-day have sprung from, such pairs

as I am now quoting, and on rare occasions

from inferior pairs, the parents of which
have been really good, and the points which

are so much required have been fixed by
systematic in-breeding. I am firmly convinced

that pedigree breeding, with selection at the

same time, is the surest way to breed exhibi-

tion specimens.

To illustrate my meaning, I should say

you have a fifty per Cfnt. better chance of

breeding a winner if you pair two- show birds

together than if you pair together two stock

birds. I know I am on debatable ground

now, being aware that good birds have been

bred and good studs produced by various

methods but my programme every year is

best cock to best hen, and so on, of course,

providing I am not getting them too near.

I do not hesitate to pair father to daughter,
or mother to son, but progeny from these

pairs should be kept apart for two genera-

tions. By constant inbreeding you can fix

I bad points, I might say easier than good

ones, so you should discard all with bad
faults, along with any weakly birds. After

the weeding-out process leave yourself only

the very best, and by so doing you will be

avoiding many pitfalls.

Much ink has been spilt by noted fanciers

on how to improve the winning Norwich of

to-day. Many columns have been filled in

Cage Birds, and the novice should have

profited by a study of the different views,

many of which have come from leading

judges. Personally, I think the winning

Norwich have improved by leaps and bounds

during the eight years I have been in the

Fancy, notably the yellows, which have been

considerably in advance of the buffs, a sure

sign ^ that breeders are getting wise to the

fact that no good purpose can be achieved

by excessive double buffing. Neither do I

think it is necessary to introduce the Crest-

bred for size, or the Cinnamon for colour.

If your stock is losing size, introduce into

your room the biggest and most typical yel-

low cock you can procure, letting cost be a

secondary consideration. Colour can be kept

up by retaining the heavily variegated.

When to Make a Start.

I should advise the beginner to purchase

stock in December. Place the hens in a roomy

flight till wanted for breeding, and keep the

cocks singly in stock cages, giving them

special attention as to diet. I use as staple

food best white Spanish canary seed, giving

about three times a week a mixture of equal

parts hemp, maw, gold of -pleasure, inga,

and summer rape. At the beginning of

February I start with egg food, giving this

twice a week till March. Then they require

it more often, say, every other day.

If your birds have been kept clean, and

fed as advise'd, by the middle of March the

cocks will be singing lustily, and the hens

will be flapping their wings, a sure sign

they are coming into breeding condition. Now
is the time when much care should be

exercised. Do not he tempted to pair earlier

than March 21, and not till a week later if

the weather be cold and wet. Many hens

are lost every year by fanciers pairing up
too early, being unable to survive the cold

nights in their weakened condition just

previous to laying.

Prior to pairing up, everything in the bird-

room should be subjected to a thorough

cleansing, cages scrubbed out, racks and all

utensils overhauled, floor scrubbed, and ail

made tidy. It will not then be necessary
to disturb the birds when they arc nesting.

Let me impress it upon you tnat cleanliness

is the most important factor in bird breed-
ing, and to combine this with proper atten-

tion, good feeding, and regularity, is the
only way to success.

When pairs have been together eight or
nine days you must keep an eye on the hens,

and if any look thick and are constantly
going in and out of the nestpan, seeming to

be suffering extreme prostration, take them
out and hold them over a jug of hot water,
afterwards oiling the vent with olive oil.

This procedure will give instant relief.
(To be continued.)

A Few Words on
Red Mites.

By CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

(Continued from f>age 3 44.)

THE notable point about it, assuming that
a few drops of quassia in a bird’s bath
are inimical to the pest, is that these

nites have bred, and the young mites hatched
and lived, or perhaps existed would be amor*
lived, or perhaps existed would be a more
appropriate term, so long in, as it were, an
atmosphere permeated with quassia all around
and under-foot.

Finally, I will give just one item from my
experiments of years ago which will give some
idea of the vitality of these creatures. If
any reader feels disposed to bestow a biscuit
—well, I shall not mind at all, if it is a blank
big one. It may find some useful end in

these times of universal contributions for the
comfort of our poor exiled compatriots in an
enemy land. But the facilities for verifying
the experiments are so abundant that it in-

spires confidence in presenting it.

Here is the cold fact. In October twelve
mites were placed in a small tin box with a
glass top, as nearly air-tight as such a re-

ceptacle could be, without the slightest trace
of anything in the way of food, shelter, or
“ mitey ” comforts, and kept in a room of
normal temperature, without fires. Although
thtere was much cold, damp, and frosty
weather, the mites continued quite well aud
active until the end of the following January.
The last two survivors died respectively on
February 12 and 13, after 18 weeks and 2
days’ confinement in their uncongenial and
uncompromising surroundings. These are
facts to make one ponder before discoursing
too dogmatically about exterminating the
pest in a jiffy with a pinch of snuff.

Since this article was written the two prin-
cipal experiments recorded have been com-
pleted, and the sequel may be of interest.

.

No. 1 tube, containing only young mites, and
no quassia taint.—To continue the record of
this tube after August 25, when three mites
were still running about quite lively ; on
August 27 and "29 only one mite was to be
found alive; and on August 30 this one was
not to be seen.

On August 31 several careful examinations
and tapping of tube failed to discover one
alive. Similar conditions prevailing on Sept.
1, I concluded the last survivor had died be-
tween the examinations on August 29 and
30, twenty-one days after the first young
were hatched. During the latter part of the
experiment weather was more dry and settled,

but still cool for the season, and quite chilly

at night.

No. 2 tube, containing both adult and
young mites, and tainted with strong quassia
solution.—On August 27 four of the adults
were found dead—two full grown and two
half grown. The remaining half grown adult
was fairly active, and all the v<)ung appeared
to be living, and were quite active. On
August 29 the last adult was found dead,
and several dead bodies of young were seen
At this time a spell of wet, chilly weather
prevailed. All surviving young appeared
ouite active. On August 31 the number of

dead bodies of young had very perceptibly
increased, and only two mites were seen alive.

On September 1 onlv one was to be found
alive, and that rather sluggish.

On September 2 careful examination and
tapping of tube failed to discover one alive.

Again on September 3 several careful exam-
inations and agitation and tanning of tube
failed to discover one alive, and it was there-

fore assumed that the last survivor died be-

tween the examinations on September 1 and
2, seventeen days after the first young were
hatched, and the experiment closed. This
experiment being run concurrently with the

above, the weather conditions were identical.

It is a noteworthy fact that these young,
though they did not increase in size, but
rather the reverse, survived, and were most
active, more than a fortnight after hatching,

without the slightest visible means of sub-

sistence, shelter, or comfort other than the

quassia-tainted but clean glass inner surfac*

of the tube in which they were confined*
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T
he letter by “ SimplicissimuB,” which

appeared in Cagis Bibos of Oct. 9, was

of considerable interest, and I purpose

here to discuss certain items relating thereto.

On page 71 of Newton’s “Dictionary of

Birds” (1896 issue), under tho heading of

“ Canary-Bird,” the following paragraph ap-

pears which at tho present time a Canary

expert would consider to be not without its

sense of humour :
—“ Of late the ingenuity of

‘ the fancy,’ which might sewn to have ex-

hausted itself iu the production of top knots,

feathered feet, and so forth, has brought

about a still further change from the original

type. It has been found that by a particular

treatment, in which the mixing of large quan-

ties of cayenne pepper with the food plays

an important part, the ordinary ‘ canary yel-

low ’ may be intensified so as to verge upon

a more or less brilliant flame colour, l.irds

which have successfully undergone this forc-

ing process, and aro hence called ‘ hot Can-

aries,’ command a very high price, for a large

proportion die under the discipline, though

it is said that they soon become exceedingly

fond of the exciting condiment.

Experiments with Pale Pepper.

This may have been partially true in the

days when only pungent pepper was used, and

upon that point I cannot give arty statistics.

I do, however, know that when 1 was a boy,

and had a large number of young Canaries, I

used to purloin pepper from the pantry, and

although I used it sufficiently strong to make

the egg-food “chokingly” hot, the buds

were in no way harmed by it, while, owing to

the fact that it was just pale cruet pepper, it

hardly affected their colour at all.

The sweet, tasteless pepper used by fanciers

at the present day is merely the ground

tomato-like fruit of a species of capsicum,

and is quite free from any irritant whatso-

ever. The colouring matter contained in this

fruit, as we know, has a distinct influence on

the plumage of the subject that partakes of

it. Beyond this, one can say nothing, for no

proper experimental work on equally consti-

tuted batches of birds, fed and unfed, has

ever been carried out. It is, however, pretty

evident that their bodily health or prolificacy

is not in any way damaged.
I am quite with “ Simplicissimus ” in Ins

'desire for natural beauty, and I find to bring

this about colour-food is in certain cases quite

essential. On the other hand, when one has

to judge European Siskins and Greenfinches,

overfed, it is not so pleasing a task as the

selection of rich-coloured unfed birds.

A common Siskin is not altogether an

edifying object when it resembles a Hooded
Siskin in tone of colour. Neither is a Green-

finch improved when it exhibits bronzy cinna-

mon .plumage. With many species of normally

fed British birds, if they are forward in con-

dition, and have been selected for richness

of colouring, it is quite possible at the present

day to score over “ fed ” birds.

Where Colour Feeding is Overdone.

A bird cannot win sim.ply because it is

colour- fed, and it should be remembered tliat

if rich colour is an object it is quite necessary

for a bird to possess good colour naturally,

otherwise the artificial feeding wjll not have

the desired effect. In the selection of birds

in a mixed class (i.e., fed and unfed), I be-

lieve it is usually the custom among expert

judges to sum up their respective merits quite

outside the question of them having been

fed; a sort of “looking through” the

glamour, so to. speak. The point, however,

which principally attracted my notice in the

letter of “ Simplissimus ” was that with re-

gard to Pekin Robins or Hill Tits. When
these birds are moulted in a cage or aviary

they never (at least I have not yet seen one)

attain the brilliancy of colouring that one gets

in a really fine old wild male.

Very few people compare the colour of

their brilliantly coloured caged birds with

that of adult specimens, alive or dead, which

inay have been caught or shot in their full

nristine beauty, and although, when moulted,

such caged specimens may appear to their

owners very beautiful, they are often quite

“washed out” as compared with the wild

bird.

To illustrate this point, I may mention that

the Pekin Robin is a great favourite with me,

and that I am seldom without one or more.

When batches arrive I usually look out for

good-coloured males. Last year I noticed an
1

exceptionally fine bird among a lot. This

bird I purchased, and caged up, and a few

days after a bird-keeper happened to bo in

my room and I called bis atttention to it. He
at once remarked : “Yes; but that bird, has

been colour-fed !” I think he was inclined to

doubt my word, when I told him that it had

only been in London a short time, and had

never been moulted in captivity. He said,

“ But mine are not like that.” To which I

replied, “ Quite so; but if they are naturally

good-coloured males you can make them so.”

I moulted that bird on colour-food, and by

the time his natural tones were up, his new
plumage was a facsimile of his original dress.

Had I not fed him he would have resembled

my friend’s birds which were not naturally

coloured, but had departed from their original

brilliancy.

Proper and Improper Uses.
I find that Virginian Cardinals, Pekin

Robins, Hooded Siskins, Orange-toned Hang-

nesdts, and certain red, brown, and yellow

birds can be kept up to natural concert pitch

by the judicious use of tasteless pepper. I

should be very sorry to inflict discomfort on

any bird, and, to put on one side sentiment, I

could not afford to risk the lives of costly

birds. It may therefore be accepted that the

use of colour-food would not be recommended

by me if I thought it harmful. If, however,

it is used to that extent in which a yellow

bird is made orange, or the subject becomes

absolutely unrecognizable as a proper repre-

sentative of its species, then I see no. object

in employing it.

In respect of its being “ unnatural,” I can-

not see that as a food it is more so than, for

instance, a mealworm, a form of live food

which is not found in ditches, or bananas

which are eaten readily by birds that probably

have never met with them before.

The oldest Brambling I ever met with was

fed for at least three months out of nine on

colour-food, and I have a Virginian Cardinal

that lias partaken of it every day for at least

a year, and I believe be is the only one alive

out of the batch which came over. Others

I have seen moulted in outdoor aviaries

were simply a pale washy flower-pot red in

colour, and no more like the real thing than

moulted Rosy Starlings are like adult wild

birds. I think the only really good -coloured

moulted bird of this species which I have

scon for years is in Dr. L. Lovell Kea.y’s

aviary, and that bird is an exception to the

rule.

Sweet Pepper in Bread Sauce.
Pepper, however, will not restore the lost

beauty of the Linnet, Redpoll, Crossbill,

Sepoy Finch, or Rosy Pastor, but has proved

effective fn the case of a Cock of the Rock.

The pink flushes and certain forms of red in

birds are of very unstable origin, and it would

be a day of joy for all of us if some “ subtle

philtre ” arose in our midst, the use of which
would restore the natural beauties of the birds

just mentioned. These tasteless peppers, be-

sides possessing nourishment and colouring

matter, are also rich in flavour, and if the

brand is prepared and imported under cleanly

conditions one may use it in bread sauce

where flavour is desired without biting

pugency. Birds eat naturally, and are quite

capable of digesting mustard and charlock,

cultivated or wild, and also many other things

which we might think to be a source of dan-

ger.

Whilst feeling indebted to “ Simplieissi-

mus ” for bringing up this discussion (and

I’m sure he’ll believe me when I tell him that

I am not fishing for a cheap drink at the

expense of vendors of patent colour-feeds), I

hope he will forgive me if I say that his plea

for a bird as fit and perfect as human care

and skill can make it is fully granted, and

that I only look upon birds as “painted
Jezebels” when they are overdone.

Herbert J. Chick on Himself
and Some Others.

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Chick, I thank him
for his offer to come to Sheffield, and when
times are more settled, and we can attend

meetings regularly, I may remind him of his

offer. This is certainly better than having
arguments through the Press, as all parties

seem to end up by slanging one another,

instead of sticking to the points in question,

and this affords no benefit to any of the par-

ties concerned. I for one am pleased to see

that Mrs. Dalton’s article has borne fruit,

as notice Mr. Nicholas’ letter re moulting
British Birds; and his pertinent questions, if

answered by Mr. Chick, may be of advan-
tage to both novice and champion. Although
1 have no personal feeling in this matter, I

still think that Mr. Chick expressed his

views on Mrs. Dalton a little stronger than
would have met the case.

Sheffield.

Correspondence.
An Appeal from Abertillery.
Sin,—Will exhibitors kindly note that up

to time of writing I have only received a

few entries. Anyone who has not a schedule

can enter from the advert, in this week’s

Cage Birds. I will accept entries up till first

post on Monday, and I appeal to all fanciers

to help us to make this show a success. We
paid all prize-money out in four days last

year, and we shall do so again this year. Mr.

J. H. Roe is judge, and exhibitors can for-

ward their best exhibits, as the stewards are

all experienced fanciers.

H. H. Mortimer, Hon. Sec.

Is the Southern Norwich P-C.
to Live or Die ?

Sir,—I was wondering if the secretary, or

some member of the committee, of the

Southern Norwich Plainhead Club, would let

the members of the club know, through Cage
Birds, if it still exists. Nothing has been

"heard of the club as to whether it is dead

or alive, since it went to rest about a year

ago—that is, as far as I can hear. When
the club was formed it was to encourage

fanciers to breed and exhibit the Norwich
Plainhead Canary, and myself and others

think this is the time for the club to wake
up and help keep the Fancy together. Now,
fellow members, what do you all think about

it? Is it to be a live club or a dead one?
A Member.

The Autuipn Show of the
London and Provincial O.S.
SIK _Will jou allow me to give your

readers the following particulars of the

London and Provincial O.S. 29th annual

autumn show, which, as will be seen from

your advertisement columns, is being held

at Lambeth Public Baths, Kennington Road.

S.E., Oct. 27 and 28. The hall is very con-

veniently situated, being only three minutes

walk from Westminster Bridge Road Tube
Station, ten minutes’ walk from Waterloo

Station (L. and S.W.R.), and there is a

sj } indid service of ’buses and trams from all

pV'ts of London passing the doors. Com-
petition is open to all. Prize-money will be

paid over to all winners who attend the

show on the second day, all others within

ten days. Special arrangements have been

made with the various railway companies for

the speedy delivery of all exhibits, and their

quick dispatch for the return journey. The
Southern Yorkshire C.C. have granted their

patronage in both champion and novice

classes, also the Foreign Bird Exhibitors

League. All exhibits will be carefully

watered and fed, Messrs. James Carter and

Co. are supplying the seeds and foods. In

spite of the troubled times we are passing

through. I feel sure that fanciers throughout

the country will support us with their entries,

as we are offering them over eighty special

prizes. Our judges are all well known and

respected gentlemen in the Cage Bird Fancy.

H. L. Hdqoin 3, Hon. Sec.

Vibration and Hatching
Results.

Evidence from the Firing Line,

Sir,—Having been a reader of Cage Birds
for many years, and a breeder of Canaries,

I have often seen it said that vibration was
one of the causes for dead chicks in the
shell, but after being out here for the last

six months and seeing birds hatch young-
sters within twenty yards from batteries

throwing projectiles of from 18 pounds to

48 pounds, it seems that the vibration theory
is not right. Under one of our guns a fowl

hatched II chicks out of 14, three being dead
in the shell, and another case happened
where the lien was about 10 yards from the

gun. Of course no one knew they were
there till the empty shells showed their

appearance. I hope this note from a South
Shields reader, No. 1849, Br. J. W. Ander-
son, 14th New H.B., R.G.A., B.E.F., will

enlighten those who are still keeping up the

hobby.
J. W. A.

Gift Class for the Red Cross
Society at the Border City

(Carlisle) O.S. Show.
Sir,—At our show on Oct. 27-28, we are

providing a Gift Class, no entry fee or prize-

money, the birds to be sold (cage not in-

cluded) for the benefit of the local Red Cross

Society. Any other profit derived from the

show will be added. Can I appeal to the

Fancy to support this class? Wo cannot all

be at the Front, but every little help to the

needy and wounded is always appreciated.

Exhibitors often put in the case an empty
cage to fill up. Don’t send it empty this

time, please. Most of us have generally a

spare bird which we would not miss, but

the proceeds from its sale will do good to

and be welcomed by some of our gallant

men John’ C. Bell, Hon. Sec.

Will Exhibitors Stand the
Sliding Scale?

Clapham’s Disastrous Experience.

Sir,—The entries for Clapham show have

turned out disastrously. Norwich champion,

4 classes, 17 entries
;

Yorks. , 8, 33 ;
Border,

5, 0; Norwich, novice, 4, 17; Yorks, 8, 36;

Borders 4, 7 ;
Crest or C.B., 1, 3; Selling,

2, 5 ;
Hybrid, 3, 18 ;

British, 10, 36 ;
Foreign,

7, 16; total entries, 188. The Hybrid sec-

tion is the only one up to the average. Last

season we had over 420 entries, with practi-

cally the same classification, from 75

exhibitors, against 188 from 46 this season.

These figures seem to point out that either

there are not sufficient fanciers remaining in

London to make a show a success, or they

wonT stand the “ sliding* scale ” payment.

Or there is some other reason I have not

found out yet. T. J. Hose, Hon. Sec.

"Sir,—I quite agree with “ Sheffield,” and
so do others I have spoken to, that Mr.
Chick’s letter concerning Mrs. Dalton was
much too sharp, and not really called for at

all. From what he has since written, I

think what he wanted was the chance to

boost himself up sky high, which he is so

fond of doing. I am sure Mrs. Dalton has

always done her best to help on the Yellow-

hammer, and the. keeping of other British

iBirds, but it is attacks like those of Mr.
Chick which send good people out of the

Fancy. What has Mr. Chick done to help

us, at Nottingham V I can’t remember any-

one who has done more to upset fanciers by
the way he has always had of crowing about
himself and running down others in a loud-

voiced and unpleasant way, both at meetings

and shows. Many local fanciers will bear me
out in this. Sympathy with others Seems to

be unknown to his nature. Live and let live,

and help one another, should be the aims of

all who go in for our hobby; we want kind-

liness and fellow feeling, not nothing but

criticism and abuse, Mr. Chick. I might

ask him what his wonderful birds were doing

last season. How many got nothing at all,

how many got “codding cards,” and how
many prizes? I don t think they did any-

thing to crow about. Was it the rotten

judges again? Or was Mr. Chick just help-

ing the shows by entering with his usual

“ generosity ”
? „

Hyson Green.

Sir.—I have not put myself out of the

way to see Mr. Royce. Mr. Royce called on

me last Sunday evening to see if I would

go to their meeting. Practically nothing

was said about the letters that had been

appearing in Cage Birds. I had written

my reply to Mr. Weston before Mr. Royce

called. If I answer the latter part of Mr.

Weston’s letter the Editor would not publish

it because it would be rather strong.

Herbert J. Chick.

[This matter is now closed. We think our

readers who perused Mr. Chick s last letter

wiU a°ree that he has nothing to complain

about re the publication of “strong ’ matter.

Further, we allowed Mr. Chick to open the

attack, and we have given him the oppor-

tunity of having the last word.

—

-Editor.)

“ Tortured Prisoners.”

glR; I have been interested and at times

amused with the correspondence which has

arisen over Mr. Cox and the wickedness ( 0

of bird keeping. Onlookers frequently notice

errors which are not- so apparent to those in

the thick of a heated discussion, there have

probably been several already in connection

with this present argument which one might

ignore but, a bird lover myself, I feel 1

cannot pass over Mr. Cox s latest “faux pas

accusing “ Bird Lovers” of being the cause

of The extermination of the Bustard, Great

Auk and shortly the Chough, and so on.

I fancy the Great Auk in particular must

have been a very unpleasant cage bird and,

besides this, when, and if, it was a common

cage bird I fancy Mr. Cox himself was not

there to inform, the aviculturists of their

wickedness
!
(hence the reason of its extinction

we must presume).

Mr. Cox has evidently got a little beyond

his depth, and is now confusing the bird-

keeper with the egg collector and the taxider-

mist maniac, the former is a bird lover the

two latter are (to the mind of all true bird

lovers) exactly the opposite kind ot naturalist

1 quite agree with Mr. Cox on several o

his points, and have myself before now bought

a, bird I did not want, solely because I saw

it in a tiny, dirty cage, and looking very

miserable, and I wished to give it a happier

existence. But such cases are exceptions

which will be found in every trade and hobby,

and are, therefore, ho reason for the making

of such sweeping assertions as we ha\e late v

been treated to.

I do not know where Mr. Cox lives, but if

he cares (of courso he won’t) to come end Ree

my birds, he will find that I. as one of those
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“ruffianly” bird lovers, instead of “exter-

minating” the various species I obtain, am
increasing them so fast that I have to con-

tually exchange or give away bred birds to

keep my cages and aviaries from becoming
overcrowded. What does lie think of this,

or does he disbelieve it ? I may say 1 have
n.ot a Canary on the place-, in case he thinks

I bred only the common and. none of tho

rarer species. I am not an exception either,

but just one of the real “Bird Lovers,” (not

Bird Ruffians !) A. C. D. Campbell.

48, Rock 1 i.e ltoad, Bath.
Member of The Avicultural Society.

Sir,—M r. Cox complains that his opponents

are invariably anonymous ; but in tho same
issue of Cage Biuiis I see four signed letters.

I hope he will notice that fact. Now, Mr.
Editor, every honest man must admit that the

freshly caught bird does not welcome cap-

tivity
;
whether this captivity is justifiable or

not, is a question for each man’s conscience,

but do let his decision be the outcome of

practical experience. Mr. Cox is up against

thousands of practical fanciers who are really

not the heartless wretches he paints them, hut
genuine bird lovers. He makes a big mis-

take in comparing a caged bird to a man in

a packing case. Birds have little intelligence

or memory, and what they have is of an

order quite incomparable with man’s highly

developed and sensitive- nervous system. He
would be nearer the mark if he compared the

caged bird to the inmate of an asylum, but
even that would vastly flatter the bird. Mr.
Cox must know well that the genuine fancier

does not blind his birds, neither does he keep
them in those miserable little back cages. He
i3 justified in condemning these practices

where they exist, but it is quite

unfair to include all bird keepers

in the same category
;
then, again, to blame

us for the rarity of the Chough, the Bustard,

and the Great Auk, is manifestly absurd—
they are not cage birds at all—how many ot

them has Mr. Cox seen in a cage?
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, would it not be

possible for you, through the various societies,

to abolish the beastly little back cage—let no
bird be kept in less than one cubic foot or

so, except for travelling and show purposes.

If Mr. Oox knows of any blinding process

going on, why does he not investigate and
prosecute? He would have our whole sup-

port in so doing.

Mr. Cox is perfectly welcome to my name
and address—I am totally unconnected with
the trade—but for publication purposes I

prefer to remain. Interested.
(Unless Mr. Cox chooses to Teply, this correspond-

ence must now cease.— Editor Cage Birds.)

Southampton and the Railway
Service.

Sir,—Pleased as I was to -read Mr. Met-
calfe’s cheerful letter, I hope he will forgive

me if in justice to the Southampton C.B.S.
I venture to criticise one of his statements.
He says “We are assured by the Associated
Railways of Liverpool that live stock will be
received and dispatched as before. This
applies all over the country,” etc. This is

not true of Southampton. The Defence of the
Realm Act may not allow me to go into

details, but I may say that the railway
officials will give no guarantee, and knowing
what We do, we do not feel justified in asking
people to risk their birds. The hall question
touches us as well. The possibility of finan-

cial loss, which is the only thing that some
jaeople seem - to think causes the cancelling
of open shows, we would be open £o risk, if

other things were O.K. I am induced to
write this as some parts of the country seem
not to realise the position 'of others, and
think because they are not greatly affected
by the war, other places must be the same,
and so keep urging them to be sportsmen.

G. J. Slade,
Asst. Sec. Southampton C.B.S.

Has the LX.B.A. Been “Collar-
ing” Dates?

Watford’s Secretary Likens them to the
Kaiser

!

Sir,—I regret to announce that the Wat-
ford and DIst. C.B.S. has decided to abandon
this year’s open show solely on account of
the L.C.B.A. having practically annexed our
dates, which were made in the early part
<?f the year, and duly notified in Cage Birds
fixture list. For many weeks we were the
only show advertised in the South; then,
just when we had got all arrangements com-
pleted, along comes “Kaiser L.C.B.A.” and
collars our dates. If this is not the best way
of killing the Fancy, then I' would like to
know a better. However, we have decided to
hold a members’ show on the same dates, so
.that the few entries that would have gone
to the Horticultural Hall will be kept at
Watford. I don’t suppose that the H.H.
Show will collapse because of this, but in
these times every entry helps, and in the
past we have liberally patronised it.

J. Goodall, Sec. pro tern.

Ringed Linnet Identified.
Sir,—The Linnet reported in Cage Birds

of Oct. 9 was ringed by one of my corre-

'spondents at St. Annes-on-Sea, Lancashire,

as a nestling on Juno 2nd, 1915.

I must explain that many of the readers of

my magazine are ringing all kinds of birds in

this country. Every ring has a different num-
ber, and all details of date, place, and so on
are carefully kept, so that whenever one of

these birds turns up, and tho occurrence is

reported, we hope to learn a fact regarding

tho history of the bird. In time we hope by
this means to obtain more exact knowledge
of tho movements and migrations of birds,

whether they return to nest at the place of

their birth, and so on.

Should you hear of any more birds with
rings, I should be extremely obliged if you
would let me have full particulars, as you
have kindly done in this case.

H. F. Wither by.

The Ethics of Colour-feeding.

A Generous Offer from One Who Objects
Sir,—I wish to support what your corre-

spondent has already written. Colour-

feeding is not natural, it must be harmful
to the birds, which in many cases have to

be forced to eat it. If colour-led birds are

allowed to win, stained birds should be
allowed to win. What good is an exhibition

of colour-fed British Birds to our young
natural history students? What excuse can
anyone have in colour-feeding the Siskin?

Yet many a time perfect specimens have to

stand down on account of these fashionable

dyed exhibits.

I will give eight gentlemen’s hand-sewn
English leather purses to the eight best

birds. Siskins only, at the Liverpool show,
Oct. 22, class 58, colour-fed specimens

barred. I will have the purses made at

once and forwarded to the show secretaries

before the show, as an anonymous gift from
one of your old and regular readers.

Lancaster.

Hen British Birds in Cock
Classes.

Are the Ladies Allowed an Unfair
Advantage?

Sir,—

W

e have had a rare good controversy

at Plymouth show over a hen Greenfinch

which was shown amongst the cocks, and
was given second prize, although there was
a special class for hen Britishers provided.

Many held that this lien should have been

thrown out of competition as being in the

wrong class, and said that in their view it

was unfair to give some hens the chance of

competing in two classes, whereas other hens

and
1

all the cocks had only one class open

to them. I must say that I myself think

there is a good deal in this point of view.

Others, however, thought that if a schedule

did not specially state that the classes were

for cock birds only, anyone could put a hen

in them, and deserved a run for their money
because of their pluck in doing so, as, of

course, it has' to be a real good hen to stand

any chance amongst cocks. Others said it

could be done in Canary classes, so why not

in British? One fancier I spoke with said

that even at the Crystal Palace show it had
always been -possible to enter hens in any of

the classes for Britishers, and that of recent

years the words “cock or hen” had been

added to each class, notwithstanding that

special hen classes were, also provided. If

this is so, then the action of the judge at

Plymouth seems to have been quite correct.

Still, it is funny that all fanciers do not

know the ruling on this point. Does it

apply to all shows? Cornishman.
[We -have looked up the schedule ot the

last Crystal Palace show, and find that the

words “ cock or hen” do not appear therein,

as mentioned by our correspondent, though

we have an idea that hens are allowed in

all the British classes.

—

Editor.]

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Abertillery C.B.S. (Mon.).—Gymnasium Hall.

Judge, J. H. Roe. 41 classes: Nor. 11 (3 nov.),

Yorks 11 (3 nov.), Bord. 4 (1 nov.), A.O.V. 1, Mules

3, Brit. 7, For. 1, Sell. 3. Prizes. 10/-, 5/-, 2/C if

a entries; 8 or less, sliding scale. Fee, 1/6. Ent.

close first post Oct 18 to—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Gran-
ville Street.
Chester C.B.S.—Temperance Hall, George Street,

Nov. 13. Judge, H. W. Battye. 47 classes: Nor.

14 (4 gr., 4 nov.), Yorks 14 (4 gr., 4 nov.), Bord 9

(3 nov.), A.O.V. 1, Sell. 1. Mule I, Brit. 6, Gilt 1.

Prizes according to entries. Fee 1/6. Ent. close

Nov. 6 or first post Nov. 7 to—L. Cavanagl),

“Berwyn,” Vicar’s Cross, Chester.
Deal, Wafmer F.A. (Kent).—Nelson Hail. Nelson

Street, Nov. 3-4. Judge, F. G. Gibbs. 16 classes:

Nor. 5. Yorks 5. Mule, Gift, Sell., Brit., For., A.O.V.
Can., 1 each. Open to 20 miles’ radius. Prizes on
sliding scale. Fee Is. 6d. Ent. close Oct. 29 to
\V. H. Thompson, 189, Beach Street, Heal.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
„ 24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.

POST FREE FROM “ CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET
STREET, LONDON.

SUCCESS AT PLYMOUTH.
A FINE SHOW, FINELY MANAGED.

A well-arranged and comprehensive classification
was put forth by tho old established Western Conn
tics Ornithological Society for its fifty-sixth show,
held in the Corn Exchange, Plymouth, Oct. 12 and
13. To meet tho circumstances prevailing at the
moment, no stated prize money was ai itounccil,
but a generous sliding scale, which in alf classes
gave back the whole of tho entry fees, and hi the
majority of cases more than the entry fees, was
adopted. Th© sliding scale arrangement lias been
tried on many occasions and has often been found
wanting, but the men of the West are evidently
good sports. They accepted the novel conditions
in the right spirit, and gave the society right
loyal' support. True, we did not see some of tho
mammoth classes of thirty and over which we
have seen in the past, but a good average entry
was received.
Yorkshires were not so numerous as usual, but

the quality was there, amongst the pick being
the exhibits of Messrs. Eliis, Boundy, Woodley,
Craven, Giver, Fulford, Bousfield, and Osborne, all

of which were very typical and of lovely feather
and style. The bird of the section was Sir. Craven’s
tkd. yell cock, which was a gem indeed, and one
that could give some of the Northern cracks a
ggod run for tho money..

The Hoi-Bed of the Norwich Fancy.
Norwich naturally were the feature of the show.

They always are, and where can you find better
Norwich than those of the Three Towns? The
strains are old-established, and as one by one the
old hands drop out, young ones take their place,

and thus does the supremacy of Plymouth, as a

centre of Norwich 'breeding, keep its continuity un-
- impaired. We have known Plymouth and the
W.C.O.S. for thirty-five years. It was strong in

Norwich when we first knew it, and it is as strong
to-day. Owing to an unfortunate incident, Messrs.
Gill and Pethick’s noted stud was .unrepresented,
and a serious attack of illness about a week before
the show\depleted Mr. Spillman’s equally famous
stock. These two circumstances made a difference

in the entry, but did nob affect the quality, which
was, as ever, at top notch. Yellows were a splen-

did lot, and the bird that beats Mr. Spillman’s will

be a good one indeed. Tho same gentleman won
the Norwich cup with a yellow hen, which all

declared to be the best ever setln. Before the
general specials were judged for she went a bit soft,

and this lost her tho Astor cup for the best bird

in the show bred and shown by a member. Mr.
Codings also had a grand team out and secured a

goodly share of the spoil with some birds of rare

type and quality. Messrs. Houghton and Tristem
staged some gems, and the latter gentleman's
non-flighted yellow took our eye immensely. With
luck it should be a stormer next year.

Premier Special to a Crested Hea.
Crests were splendid, each of the classes contain-

ing birds of great merit, whilst the numbers were
good, especially in tho youngsters, no less than
fourteen facing the judge. Mr. Coath’s hen, which
won the special for best bird in the show, and also

Hyde’s special, is indeed a beauty. She is full of

quality. Miss Onslow’s brace of youngsters will

certainly be heard of again. Mr. Bale led the way
in Crest and C.-B. cocks with two giants, both of

which were wonderfully feathered. Messrs. Evins

Bros, held a strong hand in 1915 C.-B.’s and yellows.

They won, and won well, but their team as a whole
was hardly fit. It will do better yet.

Cinnamons were not great numerically, but they

were of good quality. The best of the bunch was
undoubtedly Mr. Medlin’s buff, which is of good

type and size, very true in colour, and of grand

feather. It is only a few years since that the

first Borders made their appearance in the West,

but they have evidently caught on, and on this

occasion made a very nice display, birds of nice

graceful appearance and good .feather Deing well in

evidence. We particularly” admired Mr. Last’s team,
and congratulate him on winning the special for

the best with a most charming buff hen. What
a contrast they presented to the old-fashioned

English Canaries that used a generation ago to be

so strong a feature of the shows in this district.

Should Hens Win in Cock Classes?
Mules were a nice collection, but it is possible

that in a week or two some of the awards may
be reversed, as condition told its tale. Britishers

were above the average for Plymouth, both in

numbers and quality. Goldfinches and Bullfinches

were not strong, but the Linnets were good,

whilst the Twites, Siskins, and Redpolls were ex-

ceptionally so. In the Greenfinches Mr. House
placed a hen second, which caused some comment
amongst those interested, as they contended hens
should not compete against cocks when a hen class

was provided for hen seed eaters, but Mr. House
said, according to schedule the hen was able to

compete, because the class was for Greenfinches,

and no sex was mentioned. The winner in the
insectivorous class was one of the best Thrushes
we have seen for a long time, and it was staged
in perfect condition. Notable exhibits were those

of Mrs. Dalton and. Messrs. Rees, Deeble, Hol-
borrow, Corner, FofS, Collins, and Stephens and
Gaved.
Plymouth management is traditional, and in say-

ing it was as good as ever, we are only uttering
a truism. Mr. Pope has l^png experience to help
him in his secretarial duties, and his energy, no
less than Ills urbanity, has much to do with the
success which is scored by the good old Western
Counties year after year. He had a good assistant
in Mr. Luseombe, whilst Mr. Dyer, a past assistant
secretary, Mr. Cheney, a past secretary, and Mr.
Mitch, all gave him great help in the clerical work.
The stewards, headed by Mr. French (chairman)
and Mr. Snell (vice-chairman) carried out their

duties m most excellent style. Others who deserve
the thanks of exhibitors in this respect are Messrs.
H. Craven, J. E. Rowe, C. Large, A. B. Brown,
J. Wills, F. A. D. Wills, J. Woodldy, S. Gill (a past
chairman), J. Hambley, E. S. Trigg, and W. Spill-

man, other members of the committee being Messrs.
Garland, Pridham, Deakin, Small, Mofiitt, and
Pugh—a goodly team for Skipper French to drive.

Mr. C. A. House’s Classes.
YORKS., YELL., CLR. or TKD. (12): 1, Ellis,

very long tapering bird, fine head and neck, rare
wings and tail, beautifully feathered, sound_level
eo!., in nice form ; 2, Boundy, hardly so fine in

head, grand shoulders, wings, and tail, rare back,

stands well up on his legs, full of style and nerve;

3, Ellis,' clinking good bird, plenty of length, rare

legs, wings, and tail, splendid feather; 4, Dobbs,

much warmer in col,, grandly feathered fight

jirtti/ a. on biioii^ ; z, nc, \vo< w p

shape, plenty of leg and knows liow to uso it,

rare wings and tail, not so lit; 3, Hubbard, very
sweet grizzled neck, lovely bead, wings, and tail,

not quite so long, rare feather and col. ; 4 , Olvcr.
very smart top end, lovely back and wings, good
legs, hardly so finely tapered; vhc, Cravin; c, Oates.
YELL.. MKD., ETC. (7): 1, Craven, long raking
bird, grand shape and style, beautifully feathered
right through, rare bead and shoulders; 2, Olvcr,
grand headed, neck tkd.. rare back and flights,

good legs, hardly so firm in waist; 3, W. 8. Ryder,
beautiful wing rnkd., grand feather and style, good
feather; 4, W. Woodley, heavily rnkd.. capital

feather and style, nice tail, good wings and tail;

he. Batten; c, Sinall? BUFF (5): 1. Fulford, eye
and wing rnkd., beautiful feather and col., grand
head, back, wings, and tail, full of nerve and
style, very neat; 2, Craven, heavily rnkd., grand
shape and' style, stands well up; 3, Boundy, good,
racy, nervy, wing rnkd.; 4

,
Mellows. NON-FLIGHT

YELL. (9): 1, Ellis, grand type, length, and style,

tapers well, rare legs, capital finish right through;

2, Fulford, grand length and shape, capital feather,

very nervy and stylish, hardly so tight in front;

3, Clift, rattling good heavily rnkd., rare shape
and style, nicely feathered, needed a tubbing ; 4,

Bale, nice stylish, well feathered, wing rnkd.; vhc,

Reynolds; he, Craven; c, Batten. BUFF (6): 1,

Bousfieid, takes S.Y.C.C. spl.. very neat and sweet,

grand col. and feather, lovely wing and tail carr.,

in good trim
;

2, Osborne, capital length and shape,

splendid legs, wings, and tail, not quite so steady

;

3, Wakeley, capital col. and qua!., grand wings

and tail, good legs
; 4, Bale, grand feather and

col., nice head and back; vhc, W. S. Ryder; he.

Craven. HENS, YELL. (12): I, Osborne, varieg.

cinn., grand shape and style, wings and tail well

braced, capital pair of legs, real good stamp; 2,

Olver, cl., hardly so slim, grand wings and tail,

good shoulders and back, stands well up; 3, Bale,

grand bodied, cl., hardly so neat in bead, and

paler in col., lovely feather and style; 4, Tredant,

head, eye, and wing rnkd.. grand feather and style,

needs just a bit more length; vhc, Craven; he,

Wakeley; c, Clift. BUFF (7): 1, Dobbs, check rnkd.,

a beauty, lovely feather, grand head, wings, and

tail, verv smart and stylish, nicely finished; 2,

Wakeley, rather longer in body, plenty of leg, paler

in col., and not quite so far through moult; 3, vhc,

spl. best hen S.Y.C.C., Clift, very neat in shape

and feather, nice style, hardly so much length;

4, Fulford; he, Hambley; c, W. 8. Ryder. BORD
YELL., CLR. OR TKD. (10): 1, Madagan, very sweet

and neat, feathered like a Java, grand head, splen-

did wing and tail carr. ; 2, he, G. H. Pratt, rare

shape and style, plenty of go, hardjy so silky in

feather • 3, Jenkins, beautifully feathered, rare

carr.; 4, c, A. J. Pratt, bonnie bird for shape

and feather; vhc, Hodges and Woods. BUFF (10):

1 4, G. H. Pratt, very neat and compact, lovely

head, wings, and tail, full of style and qual.; 4,

spl. best 4th, grand type and feather, not so steady;

2 Madagan, hardly so slim as 1st, but all there

in feather and style, grand wings and tail; 3,

Elston, very shapely and stylish, nice: head, wlnSS-

and tail, vhc, Pliilpot: he A. J. Pratt; c. Burton

Bros. HEN, CLR. OR TKD., YELL (7): 1, 2, G.

H. Pratt, wonderful feathering and st yle, sweet

head grand wing and tail carr., a little gem, l,

hardly so slim, but the same lonely feather, wings

and tail; 3, Jenkins, grand type and style, nice

feather: 4, A. J. Pratt; vhc, Madagan: he Burton

Bros.; c, Hodges and Woods. BUFF (7). 1, G. H.

Pratt, beauty, very neat head, grand wings and

tail, rare feather, full of style; 2, A. J. F™«,
rather better carriage and type, but hardly so ' fia®

in feather, a toss up which won: 3, Madagan, grand

body arid style, lovely qual. : 4 Burton Bros , needs

time; vhc. Pliilpott; he, Bobbett;

VARIEG (7): 1, Elston, eye and wing rnkd. butt,

very typical and stylish, neat head, wings, and

tail good and will improve still : 2. Ford vane?

veil' ’very neat and smart right through, grand

nuai’ and style; 3, Hodges and Woods, eye and

wing rnkd. buff grand shape and f

p
e
r

a
.^
h
t

er ;

c

4
' cHy don'

^FEN OH C?NN.
:

(7

h
):' WJfand Woods! one

of tlfe sweetest buff cinns. we have seen for some

time ' grand col., feather, and style ; 2, 4, Bacon,

buff
’ green lovely eo!., grandly feathered ri„bt

through full of style; 4th, very typical yen. green;

3 , B. Pope, nice yell, cinn., shapely and stylisa •

Rnhhett- he Elston; c, Pearce. NOV. _YLLU (»)-

1 Last ’wing rnkd
1

., a trifle too bulky in body but

superb feather, neat head, well braced wings and

tail ; 2, Wall, smart racy cl., rare shape and carrv,

lovely wings and tail, hardly so silky., 3, vhc, Huit-

chinson, very sweet cl., grand shape and
J’

Chown, shapely stylish cl-
;
he.

and
BUFF (9): 1, 4, Last, very neat head, wings, and

tail "rand feather, full of style, in grand form ;
4tl

grand
5

shape and feather, splendid shoulders, well

braced wings and tail, not sef steady ; 2, Hewett. very

typical and stylish, nice qual., not quite ready ; 3,

vhc, Hutchinson, grandly featliered. rare winf and

tail - he, B. Pope; c, Chown. HEN (8) . 1 ,
spl. Dess

Bord., Last, magnificent buff. *.ry I
l
eat

|

iea
f

<L an<

shoulders, grandly carried wings and tail, full
_

o

qua!.; 2, c, Hutchinson, very smart and stylish, rare

shape, lovely wings and tail, not quite s° sll
^y

feather; 3, lie, Humphries, neat, stylish, well mad®

yell., hardly ready; 4, Chown. nice shape and leat',e
^’

also needs time, grand style; vhc, Thomas. A.O.V.

(31: 1, 2, Minty, very smart stylish yell, coppy, good

length and subs., nice spread; 2nd, stout, well made,

heavily feathered buff Lancashire Plainhead o. Mr-

Unwin MULES, LIGHT, CAN. (8): 1, Hambley.

very nicely balanced six-point buff, Brand shape and

feather, nice size, well shown ; 2, 3, c, Collins, charm-

ing cl. buff, wonderfully feathered, full of qual
;
3rd.

rich col veil. 4-pt., grand shape and feather tail

not, quite down ; 4, Middleton, lightly rnkd. L'n. Can..

rare shape and feather; vhc, Green lie. Symons

Bros.; absent. No. 5, Middleton. DARK (9) 1.

Stephens and Gaved. Greenie-Can. yell., wonderful

col and feather, in the pink of condition; -, 'tills.

Redpoll-Can., lovely col., marks and feather; 3, 4.

vhc. Collins, large, shapely, good feathered, rich col.

buff Greenie-Can. ;
4tli. very nicely rnkd. Siskin-tan ,

he, Emerson and Winstohe; c. Cockburn ;
absent.

No. 6, Middleton. A.O.V. (4): 1. 2. 3. Collins, mag-

nificent team, Goldie-Redpoll, Goldie-Greeme, and

Goldie Bullie, all full of col. and qual., grandly

mkd., and shown in rare form; 4. Ford. Greeme-

Bullie, not ready. GOLDF. OP. BULLF. (9) ' L c,

Stephens and Gaved. fine, large, deep cut blare,

grand bars and buttons, the most advar. n
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feather ; 2, Ilolborrow, richer In chestnut, but not so

deep in blase, and hardly so (It; 3, Barge grandly

shaped Bullic, grand back and bars;

brighter in col., and larger, but not so cobby ,
vhc.

Hambley; he, Martin. LINNET (U)j *•

4

* *le®8
;

bold shapely bird, grandly mkd., nice col. and

feather; 4th, very neatly mkd., capital col., not so

large, nor so steady; 2, Decide, very rich col., beau-

tiiullv mkd.; 3, Ilolborrow, line big bird, good col.,

bit light in throat; vhc, Lugg ;
he, Davis and

Gregory ; c, barge. ORliENF. (7): 1, Ilolborrow,

slashing lonnue, rare size, shape and feather, lovely

wings and tali ; 2, Corner, beautiful lien, rare shape,

col and feather, some thought should not have been

In this class ; 3, ltowe and Richards, grand shaped

mealy, nice col. and feather; 4, vhc, Large; he, Lugg.

SISKIN HTC. (10): 1, Ford, very handsome Lesser

Redpoll,’ beautiful col., feather, and marking, in the

pink; 2, 8, vhc, Mrs. Dalton, very rich col. lwite,

grandly mkd., rare feather and style ;
3rd, most

lovely Siskin, beautiful lin ing uml col., neat cap and

hih, in grand form; 4, he, Green, good .shapely Ideal)

Itednoll grandly mkd., nice feather; c, Ilollllday.

AOS SEED EATERS (10): 1, Ilolborrow, not one

of the largest, but one of the best coloured and

feathered Chafllnehes one could wish to see, well

mkd. - 2, 4, Collins, very fine Hawfinch, grand col.,

bib, and bars, and large, rich coloured, well mkd.

Bramble, not quite ready or would have won; 3,

Poole, large, shapely Ilawflnch, hardly bo bright in

col. us 2nd; vhc, ltowe and Richards; lie, c, Large.

1NSECTIV. (G) : 1, Howe and Richards, charming

Thrush, wonderfully mooned, rare feather and col.

;

2, 3, vhc, Stephens and Caved, large rich coloured

Chough, grand legs, has lost the tip of his licak;

3rd, rich coloured, well feathered Waxwing,
bars; 4, Burrows, nicely mkd. Redstart. HEN SEED-
EATER (10): 1, 2, Bancroft, Corn Bunting and Sis-

kin, two most lovely birds, grandly mkd., rare col.

and feather ; 3, 4. Lugg, very handsome Bramble and

llawtliich, lovely feather, beautifully mkd; vhc, Col-

lins; he, Pearce; c, Rowe and Richards. SELL.,

‘’Os (6) : 1, Andrews; 2, Symons Bros.; 3, Brown; 4,

Pope; vhc, Mollitt; he. Sinale. 15s. (13); 1, Beck;

2, Boundy
; 3, Parsons; 4, Smith; vhc, Bousficld; he,

Symons Bros. ; 7, Brown. 10s. (7) : 1, Symons Bros.

;

2, Rowe ; 8, Pope • 4. Andrews ; vhc, Wilton ; he,

Smith ; e, French. ' FOR., LARGE (1) : 1, Bawden,
large, rich coloured, well feathered Red and Blue
Macaw. SMALL (1); 1, Wilton, grandly mkd., rich

coloured Napoleon Weaver.

Mr. J. Robson's Classes.
NOR., CL., ETC., YELL. (14): 1, Spillman, good

cobby build, grand bead, rare back mid chest, lovely

col., not too hot, beautiful feather; 2, Codings,

equal to 1st in every respect except width of chest,

mid carries more col.; 3, Stubbs Bros., very fine

shape, not quite so bold in head or shape, grand

feather ; 4, Redwood, similar size and shape, nice

feather, down a bit in col.; vhc, Andrews; he,

Jolliffe ; c. Howard. BUFF (15): 1, Houghton, a

gem, smart, thick-set, grand wings and tall, good
bold head, hardly fined down yet; 2, Stubbs Bros.,

same build, but hardly so stout, and not quite

so hot, grand head, no brow; 3, Tristem, very

nice shape and size, bit paler in col. and not so
far through moult; 4, lie, Noyce, good size and
shape, good qual. and col.; vhc, Spillman; c, An-
drews. YELL. TKD., ETC. (10): 1, Spillman, very

line saddle tkd., short and cobby, bold chest and
head, feathered like wax; 2, Redwood, wing tkd.,

beautiful shape, but not so stout in build, fine

qual. and col.; 3. Smith, head tkd., lovely col.,

grand feather, does not get across the perch so
well

; 4, Tristem, lightly mkd., teeming with qual.,

not quite so much subs.; vhc. Brown; he. Pope;
c, Howard. BUFF (17) : 1, Collings, grizzle capped,
a blaze of col., beautifully moulded, coat 'like satin;

2, c, Spillman, heck tkd., equally good type, similar

size, failsu a trifle in col, close run ; 3, Howard, neck
tkd., shade richer col., fine massive shape, bit open
on front, takes Sandiford’s special; 4, Wills,

lightly tkd.. larger, fine sliape and subs., not quite
ready

;
vhc. Houghton

;
he, Tristem. NON-FLIGHT

YELL. (11): 1, Trtstem, cl., grand size, shape, subs,
and qual.. beautiful silky feather, a grand young-
ster; 2. 4, Collings, close op. his heels, hardly so
much subs., otherwise quite as good; 4tli lightly

tkd,, gem for qual. and col., but a trifle horned on
head ; 3, Spillman, tkd. neck, equally good type
and qual.; vhc, Redwood; he, Rowley; c, Stubbs
Bros. BUFF (18): 1, Symons Bros., cl., rare
size and subs, right through, lovely shape and
feather, rich col., well shown

; 2, Noyce, lightly tkd,
quite equal in shape, size, eol. and feather, but
unsteady; 3, Redwood, cl., right shape, close, com-
pact leather; 4, vhc, Collings, cl., just as good,
similar size and shape, not quite finished in head,
full of qual.; he. Cole; c, Andrews. NON-FLIGHT
HEN (1G) : 1, and Norwich cup, Spillman, saddle
mkd. yell., lovely shape, fine bold head and chest,
very rich col., beautiful qual., a gem ; 2, 3, Col-
lings, cl. buff, sweetly moulded, not quite so mas-
sive. very typical, brimful of quill. ; 3rd cl. yell.,

just' as shapely, but on smaller lines, lovely col. and
feather; 4, Houghton, equally good cl. buff, smart
and thick, lovely feather, not ready on cheeks

;

vhc, Thomas; he, Williams; c, Jolliffe; wrong class.

No. 10, Cole. HEN, YELL (9): 1, Tristem, el.,

wonderful size combined with grand type and
feather, rich cot., lovely carr., very smart; 2, Wills,
cl., similar shape, but not so stout, lovely feather,
hardly so much sheen; 3, Spillman, wing tkd., splen-
did shape, sweet head, good chest, rare carr., not
lined down yet; 4, Noyce, wing tkd., grand col. and
feather; vhc, he, Andrews; c, Howard. BUFF (14):
1, Collings, cl., bright rich col., medium size, lovely
shape, beautiful feather, grand head, wings, and
tail, full of qual.; 2, Houghton, cl., just as shapely
but a trifle larger, hardly so active, rare col. and
feather; 3, Stubbs Bros., eye tkd., grand bod.v and
shape, lovely col. and qual., a beauty; 4, Spillman,
close and compact in feather, loses a bit in head

;

vhc. Page; he. Garland; c, Davies. NON-FED (7):
1, Collings, cl. buff, fine size and shape, lovely silky
compact feather; 2, Pope, lightly mkd., not quite
so fit, gem for qual. and type ; 3. 4, he, c, Smale,
cl. huff, rare stamp; 4th, cl. buff, neat and shapely;
vhc, Stephens and Garved. CRESTS, CK. (8) : 1,

Bale, heavily varieg., large massive bird, well
radiated, densely feathered crest, not quite ready,
but a stormer; 2, \V. S. Ryder, heavy, varieg., very
large, well-drooped crest, hardly so dense, grand
body and feather; S, Evins Bros., heavy varieg.,
well-radiated crest, centre all in pipe; 4,

Symons Bros., almost cl. body, just tkd.
in neck, hardly so massive in body, well-
radiated crest; vhc. Parsons; he Hutchings; c, Rowe.
HEN (7): 1, Coath, spl. best bird in show and Hyde’s
spl., wing mkd., wonderful hen for size of body,
density and Ica'finess of crest, rare qual. right

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially
•when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

through; 2, Evins Bros., heavy varieg., grand radiat-

ing crest, centre a bit In pipe, rare body and
feather; 3, Bale, grey, massive dense headpiece,

loyely droop, hardly so much spread; 4, J. Ryder,

green; vhc, Miss Onslow; he, W. 8. Ryder; c,

Richards. C.B. CK. (7): l, Bale, very massive skull,

great front, tremendou* turn back, stout, well

feathered body, a gem ; 2, Symons Bros., heavy
varieg., densely feathered skull, but not quite so

massive; 3, W. 8. Ryder, foul green, grand feather

and shape; 4, Miss Onslow, green; viie, Hutchings;
he, Williams; c, Richards. C.B. HEN (3): 1, W. 8.

Ryder, heavy varieg., grand size of body, heaps of

feather, broad, massive, well domed and browed
skull, a gem; 2, Bale, heavy varieg., massive body,
plenty of feather; 3, Rev. G. W. Joyce. CREST,
1915 (14) ; 1, 3, Miss Onslow, wing mkd., very large

body, great size of crest, very dense and well radi-

ated, nicely finished all through ; 3rd, heavy varieg.,

largo bold body,- larger crest than 1st or 2nd, but
does not lie so compactly ; 2, 4, Evins Bros., heavy
varieg., equally massive in body and crest, hardly
so forward in moult; 4th, varieg., massive body,

plenty of feather, crest of good size and shape

;

vhc, Bale; he, Rev. G. W. Joyce; c, W. 8. Ryder,
w.c. ; No. 4, Rarsons. C.B., 1915 (8) : 1, 2, Evins
Bros., green, looks like a hen, rare shaped skull,

carrying a wealth of long, broad, dense feather, well

browed, a gem
;
2nd, green, close up, hardly so mas-

sive in front, grand rise, plenty of feather, two
beauties; 3, he. Bale, heavy varieg., finely made
body, plenty of feather; 4, c, Rev. G. W. Joyce,
varieg., well feathered, but feather hardly so wide;
vhc, W. S. Ryder. YELL. CREST OR C.B. (5): 1,

2, Evins Bros., varieg. C.B., grand size and shape,
head equal to many buffs, very dense feather.

Preston O.S. held its annual show on October 8

and 9 in the Maudland Institute, and we have
pleasure in announcing that the first venture in

Lancashire was an undoubted success. The room is

an admirable one, lofty and spacious, with plenty

of top light. There would have been no difficulty

in staging from 1,500 to 2,000 birds. The classifica-

tion was mainly,devoted to Norwich, and about 300

birds faced the judge, Mr. A. Wellings.

This was the initial venture of the N.P.C. and
the O.N.P.C., and the cream of the Norwich from
Lancashire and Yorkshire were on view. Entries

were good, but the absence of the half-day excur-

sion rates undoubtedly had some deterrent effect

from a gate monfty view point. We noticed friends

from a long distance, however. Mr. Joe Thomas
from Halifax, looking as pleased as a maid in a

hatshop; Mr. Brown all the way from Bridlington, a

ten hours’ journey
;
Mr. Evans from Doncaster, and

a gentleman from Carlisle, whose name we missed.

We also noticed many old and new friends in

Messrs. Sam Cook, A. Hirst, W. Crawshaw, W.
Spencer, E. Sutton, W. Whitehead, W. N. Turner,

T. Barton, J. Critchley, J. W. Johnson, J. Hisketh,

L. Granger, J. Lingard, and many whose faces were

familiar, but who are either too modest or too shy

to make themselves known.

Mr. Crawshaw had a great day out—quite a pic-

nic, in fact ; he won no fewer than five Tsts—nearly

a record we should think at a N.P.C. show. Other
exhibitors staged good teams. The judging was
pretty consistent, the awards seemed to be well

received, but some of the birds which were not
fined down will probably be higher up later on. The

I unflighted classes were not as strong as usual,

yellows particularly, but some good birds were in

the buffs, and there will probably be some shuffling

in this lot later. Hens were great.

Novices didn’t turn up in the usual numbers for

this district; still, there were a few good classes.

The society is the first which has had the courage
to put on an unflighted hen class for novices, and
they turned up with a nice class of 18. Unflighted
hen classes are but of recent origin, but they have
come to 6tay, and societies would perhaps do well

to separate the colours; it would pay. Some com-
ments were made about sawdust in the bottom of

one exhibitor’s cages, and we litre asked to mention
this by the officials. Perhaps this little hint will

have the desired effect.

The officials all worked hard to make the show
a success. Mr. Tom Dent, at the head of affairs,

,

always appears to lend stability to anything he
touches, and it is a sufficient guarantee of the
show's success when we say his face wore even a
broader smile than usual. Mr. H. F. Marsh was
the show manager, and we think the society
couldn’t do better. Mr. G. Buck was an efficient

secretary, and was ably assisted by the Brothers
Leeming’, to whose organising abilities much of the
success was due. Other helpers were: J. Nickson,
F. Issott, W. Bramley, W. H. Cottam, and D.
Metcalf. All the distance bird* were in the hands
of the railway by 5 o’clock, and if any were late

in arriving home, no blame can be attached to the
society.

NOR., CL. YELL. CK. (12): 1, vhc, Crawshaw, the
Houghton cock leading, beauty, lovely head and
neck, nice short wings and tail, exquisite feather
and type, lovely sheen, easy win

; 2, Fielding, larger,

massive head, good thick neck, nice type, hotter
in col., beaten qual.; 3, Kaberry, neat head, col.

and feather, trifle slimmer in body
; 4, Cook, lovely

head, nice col., grand silky feather, secondaries kept
him down; he, Thorpe; c, D. Metcalf. BUFF (15):
1, Crawshaw, monster, great head, neck and shape,
grand wings and tail, looks like last year’s winning
unfliglited : 2. Fielding, massive, grand feather and
sheen, trifle browy; 3, Sutton, slightly paler, rare
feather, ’’good in head, shape, etc., nice deep chest

;

4, Thomas, neat in head and neck, nice type and
qual.; vhc. Hirst; he, Norman; c, Marsh. VAR.
YELL. (8): 1, Crawshaw, the famous varieg., look-
ing better than ever, very hot in col., grand feather
and type ; 2, Cook, larger, great head and shape,
beaten finish; 3, Turner, heavily var., good head,
not quite the same qual.; 4, Marsh; vlic, Hirst;
he, Hargreaves; c, Nickson. BUFF (12): 1, 3,

Crawshaw, the two famous variegateds, chest mkd.
leading, great head, col. and feather; 2, Thomas,
massive bird, great head and shape, beautiful silky

feather, just beaten finish and style; 4, Hirst, grand
shape and head points, unfortunately pale in col.;

vhc. Marsh; lie. Cook; c, Kaberry. YELL. IIEN
(D) : 1, 4, Smith, mother and daughter, daughter
leading for first time, 4th one of the best hens
living, must be getting on ; 2, Fielding, neat head
and qual. of feather, beaten shape; 3, Hirst, cl.,

rare col., nice carr., won’t face the music; vhc,
Bleasc and Son; lie, Norman; c, Cottam. BUFF
(17): strong class: 1, Bicase and Son, big hen,

well browed ; 2nd, varieg. D.C., hardly so massive In

body, shapely, well radiated crest, bit open in centre

at present; 3, Rev. G. W. Joyce, varieg. D.C. ; 4,

W. 8. Ryder, varieg. D.C. ;
w.c., No. 6, J. Ryder.

C1NN. YELL. (4): 1, Medlin, large, massive bird,

grand shape, wealth of col., lovely feather, shape
and style; 2, Pope, grand size and shape, nice qual. ;

3, 4. Smale. HUFF (C) ; 1, Medlin, very massive,

good shaped bird, close neat feather, a blaze of

col.. In grand form ; 2, Pope, rare size und shape,
capital style, just beaten a little in col.; 3, Brown,
larger, excellent shape, hardly so sound on thighs;

4, Collins; vhc, Craven; he, Smale.

Members’ Classes.
This section at Plymouth is generally equal to

many open shows both in numbers and quality, and
although the entries were hardly so numerous as
usual there was no falling off in the quality, as is

shown by the fact that the Astor Cup, and the
reserve i'or it, were botli found in the members’
classes. Mr. Hutchings took the former with a
grand varieg. Crest, and Mr. Woodley the latter
with a marked buff Yorkshire hen that is a real gem.
The judges took the same classes as in the open,
and the principal winners were as follows: Messrs.
Nicholls, Craven, Olver, Woodley, Mellows, Snell,

Lnscombe, Stacey (Yorks.) (Mr. Woodley won the
Yorks. Cup with tho hen before-mentioned), Collings,
Spillman, Howard, Pope, Redwood, Brown, Deakin,
Ongh, Mitch, Sleep, Moflltt (Nor.), Coath, Bale,
Rowe, Richards, Hutchings, J. Ryder (Crests), Col-
lins, Brown (Cinn.), Hutchings, Collings,, Snell
Craven (Pairs and Fours), Hambley, Collins, .Wills
(Mules), Hambley, Wills, Large, Lugg, Smale, Rowe

I (British), Wills, Hutchings (Foreign).

grizzle cap, rare head, neck and type, grand corn!.;

2, Thomas, very sweet cl., bonny type, lovely head,
deep chest, short body, wings and tail, we pre-
ferred; 3, Cook, cl., massive lien, well-known face,
nice col., bit rough to-day ; 4, Turner, another cl.,

rare size and col., nice type; vhc, Sutton; he,
Kaberry; c, Thorpe. UNFLIG. YELL. (9): 1, 4,

Stubbs Bros., wing mkd. leads, beautiful head, neck
and ool., 4th grizzle neck, hot col., nice qual., neat
head, beaten wings; 2, Kaberry, cl., head and neck
all right, beaten cot. and finish ; 3, McAndrew, wing
and eye mark, large size, good col. ; vhc, Lingard

;

he, Crawshaw ; c, Yates. BUFF (19) : 1, Marsh,
grizzle cap, big bouncing bird, nice qual., could do
with more col., wills Stanley cup for best members’
bir'dl; 2, c. Hirst, cl., nice deep chest, rare head
and neck, nice quql. ; 3. Lingard, grizzle cap, triflo

nervous ; 4, Blease and Son, heav. rnltd., grand body,
rare feather, not quite the head; vhc. Fielding; lie,

Cook. UNFLIG. HENS (19): 1, 2, Crawshaw, buff

leading, beauty for type and qual. feather, short
body and deep chest, head doesn't widen out, else

a good one, 2nd eye tick yell., nice quai. and type,
little to choose; 3, Cook, cl. buff, larger, better in

head, deep, broad chest, better col., one of the
right stamp; 4, Turner, yell., paler in col., best
head in class, nice short deep body; vhc, Huggins;
he, Wilson; c, Y'ates. NAT. COL. (8): 1, Biease
and Sen, big cl. buff, great size, could do with more
breadth; 2, Raynes, var., again a big one, similar

type; 3, Norman, var., good head, shape and qual.;

4, Fildes, grizzle cap, not, quite so massive, but neat;
vhc, Ball; he, Cottam, We liked No. 2 (Yates) im-

mensely. NOV. YELL. CK (9): 1, Brown, massive
cl., grand heiyl and neck, fine qual., could hold his

own in the “upper circles’’; 2, Cook, cl., nice qual.

and col., trifle slim; 3, Bennett, good head and
neck, might have gone up; 4, Shorrock

;
vhc, Tose;

he, Buck
;

c, Lambert. BUFF (23) : 1, Tose, heavy
mark, rare type, body and cond. ; 2, Wharton, bigger
var., better in head and neck, beaten cond. ; 3,

Stuttard, var., nice qual., trifle too slim in body

;

4, Spencer, rare size, neat bead and quai., gels
feather down on one side; vhc, Priestley; he, .Brown ;

c, Stratford. YEL. HEN (9): 1, Davis, big headed
ben, nice body and type, trifle weak in neck ; 2,

Evans, not quite so big, but might fiave won, heavy
mark ; 3, he, Wharton, head and wing mark, rare
deep body, nice qual.

;
4, Spencer, beautiful cinna-

mon mark, and a really nice exhibit, quite a change;
vhc, Brown; c, Stratford. BUFF (9): 1, Evans,
wing and tail mark, neat head, nice silky feather,
rare deep chest, wins well; 2, Spencer, nice qual.

of feather, rather too lively
; 3, Oldham, nice shaped

cl., very symmetrical, well across perch; 4, vlic,

Rushton, cl., bigger in body, neat head and neck;
he, Rhodes; c, Johnson. UNFLIG. YELL. (8): 1,

Brown, sweet exhibit, rare silky feather, nice shape;
2, Tose, wee bit smaller, nice short tail ; 3, Brown,
nice head and neck, rare type, trifle smaller; 4,

Smalley, var. yell., good type and qual. of feather;
vhc, Mitchell ; he, Wharton ; c, Lambert. BUFF
(17): 1, vhc, Chilton, big cl., rare body and qual.;

2, Ordish, big var., nice qual. feather, trifle thick
at root of tail ; 3, Rushton, var., big-headed bird,

nice feather and short body; 4, c, Evans, cl., rare
6ize and bead, deep chest, good col.

;
he, Bennett.

UNFLIG. HEN (IS): 1, Stuttard, yell, grizzle cap,
nice short body, bib wild ; 2, Brown, buff, grizzle

cap, rare size and qual.; 3, Rushton, yell., grizzle

cap, sweet exhibit; 4, Priestley, green cap mi* k,

lovely type, very good in head and neck, Norwich
properties, all one could desire, some thought best
in class; vhc, Fiides; he, Johnson; c, Jeffries. SELF
OR FOUL YELL. (S) : 1, Walker, massive big headed
cock, grand cot, true Nor, type; 2, Ball, better col.

if anything, nicer ticking, but slimmer in body; 3,

Thornton, foul tail, rare head and col.; 4, Pugh,
foul throat, nice col. and type ; vhc, Handley

; lie,

c, Lom-ix. BUFF (9) : 1, 3, Hundley, self, grand col.,

type and feather; 3rd foul tail, nice shape and size,

beaten col. ; 2, vlic, Walker, foul tail, rare deep
body and c?».; 4, Barker, best shape in class, might
have gone up, foul tail; he, Pugh; c, Thornton.
SELF OR FOUL YELL. HEN (7): 1, Bull, rare

head and col., rather light under breast; 2, lie,’

Pugh, trifle smaller, but neat in body
; 3, Walker,

self, rare shape and type, we preferred ; 4, Handley,
foul, good col. and qual., beaten shape; vhc, Hand-
ley; c Thornton. BUFF (14): 1, Mitchell, nice

Nor. properties, rare deep chest; 2, McAndrew,
bigger, better head and neck, looked better to-day;

3, Ball, foul, nice body shape; 4, Thornton, self,

rare shape and col.; vhc, Wallwork; lie, Raynes; c,

Barker. BRIT. ( AM\ LG .) : 1, Marsh, nice Goldie,
good broad face and square blaze, good tanning

; 2,

Evans, Bullie, nice col. all through, not one of
the biggest; 3, 4. Spearritt,, Goldie, not the face
of the former, nice col.; 4tli Redpoll, grand nutty
col., well mkd.; vlic, Alexander; lie, Lambert; c,

Wilkins. SELL. (9) : 1, Brow n ; 2, Johnson ; 3. he,

Whitehead; 4, Lambert; vhc.^Johnson; c. Marsh.

IDLE.
Notwithstanding great efforts to obtain a full

entry Idle had to cancel more than hall the classes
scheduled for its show in the Co-operative Hall on
Oct. G. One class only hud one entry, and several
only two. Greens, both Yorkshires and Borders,
had to go, and all the Norwich, both Softbill

Britishers, and several others, including two open
Yorkshires. Right in the heart of the Yorkshire
breeding district only live out of twelve classes filled

to pay prize money, and two had to be cancelled.
The fates seemed to fight against the, show, for after

a month of most beautiful weather the morning
opened dull and heavy, with a Scotch mist, and
this prevailed, interfering with judging and the
attendance, which was moderate. As a result of

the show the guarantors (Messrs. Chippendale and
House) will drop several pounds each. Poor encour-
agement for helping the Fancy in the present time
of stress.

Yorkshires were a good quality lot and took some
sorting. Messrs. Burdekin Bros, and L. Dykes shared
the leading positions in the open classes with birds
of rare type, and in this respect we must say Mr.
Mundell’s awards were most consistent. The big

ones certainly did not have all the plums by any
means. We were pleased to see a Midland
enthusiast running well in amongst the Yorkshire-
men, Mr. llymas, of Mansfield, who staged a very
nice buff. Mr. Hymas was at the show and claimed
at catalogue price Mr. Busfleld's lovely little buff

hen which won in the biggest class of the show.
Novice Y'orks. were as a lot even better than til©

champions. Mr. Baxter’s yellow pleased us greatly;

it is indeed most tpyical and of rare quality. Mr.
Toulson, who touched tho top in two classes hud
his winning buff claimed at £5 10s., and it is a
bird that should do its new owner, Mr. Joe Thomas,
a lot of good. This, and Mr. Baxter's second in

the same class, were very fine specimens of what
a Yorkshire should be. Mr. .Busficld wtaged several

birds of high merit, and is a desirable acquisition

to the ranks of local breeders. Borders were a
very nice collection, hut Mr. G. Bcnnet took nearly

all the spoils with a spanking lot of birds. Mr.

Shackley led in yellows with a lovely feathered

exhibit. Dr. Wilson's splendid team of Hybrids and
Britishers easily won for him the cup for most
points in the show. His Grccnfinch-Chaffinch
Hybrid and his Crossbill were the cynosure of all

eyes. With such exhibitors as l>r. Wilson, Messrs.

Oldham, Fairhurst, Wright and Marel’.o showing
it need not be said that the quality of the British

rpetion was of the highest, and several others also

staged some gems. The show right through was
a quality one. it only wanted more exhibits to be
a first ranker. Staged’ at a nice height, in a large,

well-lighted hall, the birds showed to advantage,

and all the details of management were well looked

after by the Committee, amongst whom Messrs. F.

Studd, J. Chippindale, T. Elsegood, L. Pearson,

L. C. Lloyd, C. Renton, A. Price, T. Wood, B.

Baxter J S. Whittaker, W. H. Thomas and J.

Pitts, all attended well to the exhibits.

Mr. House had the arrangements well in hand, and
Mr. Mundell got through his work in good style.

YORKS., YELL. (9): 1, Burdekin Bros., long, slim,

whippety bird, grand legs, plenty, of nerve, neat

head and shoulders, capital wings and tail, good
col.; 2, 3, Dykes, both a bit finer in qual. of

feather, but. hardly so fit about the head, 2 has

grand wings and tail, but 3 is not tightened up
yet, both "very stylish and nervy, and possessing

plenty of length; 4, Lingard; vhc. Chipjiindale ; he,

Wilcock; c, Hymas. BUFF (15): 1. Dykes, very

fine head, neck and shoulders, splendid wings and
tail, nice silky feather, very nervy and stylish ; 2,

Hymas, more col., very neat head, capital wings, tail

not quite down, will improve; 3, Hartley, fine head
and neck, good shoulders, wing© and tail, great

length, plenty of swagger; 4, Laycock ; vhc, Burdekin
Bros.; he, Woodward; c, Price. -HENS, YELL. (13):

1, Dykes, sweet, wing tkd,, wonderful length and
fineness of body, grand head and shoulders, nice level

back, rare wings and tail, full of style ; 2, Stables,

tkd. head,, hardly so long, nice qual. and col.,

hardly so long, very nervy and stylish, will im-

prove yet; 3, Wood, very fine long drawn bird,

stands well up on leg, beautiful wings and tail,

lovely feather, rare style arid nerve; 4, Farrar; vhc.

Price; he, Burdekin Bros.; c, Laycock. BUFF (16):

1, Buredkin Bros., very sweet headed cl.. lovely

neck, shoulders and back, well braced wings and
tail, beautiful silky feather, rich col., stands well;

2, Laycock, long stylish tkd. wing, hardly so rich

in col., capital wings and tail,, rare legs, and plenty

of nerve; 3, 4. Stables, very smart full of qual.,

rare nerve and style, grand head and shoulders,

neatly carried wings and tail ; 4, another little

beauty,, hardly so long, lovely feather, bit flat

in col.'; vhc, Dykes; lie, Chippindale; c, Shaw.
NOV., YELL. (15): 1, Baxter, a gem, very fine head,

neck and shoulders, rare wings and tail, stands well

on leg, tapers well; 2, Marsh, rich even col., lovely

feather, grand wings and tail, slim and racy, grand

legs, shows like a soldier; 3, Symes, liardly so

long, but very finely drawn, beautiful feather, wince,

and tail, full of nerve and style; 4. Vcitch, splendid

qual., good head and shoulders; vhc. Sparks; he.

Firth; c. Sharp and Hibbitt. BUFF (11): 1, Toal-

son, very fine head, lovely neck and shoulders, grand

wings and tail, beautiful col. and qual., full of

nerve and style, nicely finished; 2, .Baxter, grand

silky feather, rare wings, and tail, capital legs,

stands well up, nice col., hardly so fit on head; 3,

Firth, capital length and style, lovely carriage of

wings and tail, feathered like a Java, stands well,

bit paler col.; 4. Cantrill, capital length and shape;

vim Towler and Hargreaves; he, Thomas; c, Studd.

TKD. YELL. (11): 1. Fretwell, very long finely drawn
neck tkd., rare wings and tail, stands well up on

a good pair of kgs, lovely even col., grand silky

feather: 2, Austin, eye, wing and neck mkd., full

of qual. and style, sweet head, rare neck and

shoulders grandly balanced wings and tail, we liked

well; 3, Williams, heavily mkd., carries more col.,

very fine and close in feather, grand wings and

tail', full of nerve and style; 4, Botham, wing tkd.,

grand head and shoulders, rare feather, hardly io

long; vhc Smith; lie. Busficld; c, Scott. BUFF
(12) • 1 Studd, head, neck and wing mkd., beautiful

silky feather, grand length, rare pair of legs,

splendid wings and tail, stands like a soldier ; 2,

Fretwell, neck tkd., grand length and style, well

braced wings and tail, grand legs, plenty of nerve,

shows well; 3, Scott, wing tkd., capital length, stands

on good legs, very showy and nervy, not so com-

pact in feather; 4, Busficld, mkd. head, neck and

wings grand length and style, well tapered; vhc.

Firth; he, Jowltt; C, Austin. HENS, YELL. (14);

1 Toulson, lovely head, neck and shoulders, grandly

braced wings arid tail, fine silky feather, stands

well and up, plenty of nerve; 2, Firth, head and

neck mkd. rare length, very finely drawn and

tapered, splendid legs; 0, Vcitch, sweet cl., very

fine in feather, lovely head, neck and shoulders,

grand feather, rare stylo and nerve; 4, Bimfiold,

heavily inkd.. fine head, shoulders, wings and tall.
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full of norvo and etyle; vhc, JlagRis ; be, Self; c,

Northrop. BUFF (2«): 1, c, Busfleld, real model,

ono of the neatest and cleanest liens possible,

feathered like a Java, lovely head, shoulders, wings

and tall, quickly claimed; 2, Oliver, rather longer,

line head and neck, rare pair of legs, capital tail,

full of nerve ami style, hardly so lit; 3, brotherton,
more on the lines of the winner, hut hardly so

slim, wonderful feather, plenty of nerve and style

;

4, Greaves, eyo and wing mkd. cinn., grand feather,

very shapely and stylish; vhc, Mrs. Lloyd; he,

Austin. BORDERS, YELL. (11): 1, Sliackley, bonnie
little ck., full of qual., rare head, lovely wings and
tail, nice level col., very line silky feather; 2, 3,

Bennet, neck tkd., rather slimmer, sweet head,
well balanced wings and tail, hardly so lit ; 3,

spanking clr., rare head, shoulder*, wings and tail,

ful of qual., plenty of style, in grand form; 4,

Madagan, very bright col., full of nerve; vhc,

Mukley
;

he, Garbutt; c, Yelland. BUFF (11): 1, 2,

Bennett, bold and stylish, wonderful feather, grand
head, shoulders, wings and tail, very fine feather

;

2, not quite so stout in build, equally fine in

feather, lovely head, back, wings and tail, hardly so

steady on pe^'h ; 3, Moore and Son, sweet little

fellow, grand qual. of feather, neat wings and tail,

just a bit soiled; 4, Elston, very smart, lovely

feather and style, hardly so fit
;

vhc, Tranter ; he,

lliggin ; c, Garbutt. HEN (14): 1, 2, vhc', Bennet,
magnificent huff, feathered like wax, sweet head,
grandly balanced wings and tail, a gem ; 2, almost
a counterpart of the winner, hardly so evel on
back perhaps, two charming hens, close together

;

3, he, Bates, eye and wing mkd yell., grand style,

very shapely, well balanced wings and neat tail; 4,

Espie, sweet little Imff, full of qual., grand ©tvle

and shape; c, Shackley. A.O.V. CAN. OR MULE,
YELL. (11): 1, 3, vhc. he, Dr. Wilson, 1st ChafTinch-
Greenic, big bold bird, wonderful feather and col.,

tight a* a Java, a handsome exhibit : 3, Can.-Bullie,
very rich col., capital shape and size, good head,
hardly so well finished; 2. Oldham, five-pointed yell.,

Annual show Oct. 9, in Drill Hall, an ideal hall for

such a grand display. We were pleased to see ©uch
a grand turnout of visitors. Some well-known
fanciers from Glasgow in the West to Aberdeen in

the North were present, and one and all thoroughly
enjoyed themselves. The entries taken over all were
slightly down from previous show, but under the
circumstances were very gratifying. The show was
held under the Red Cross, and we sincerely hope a

large surplus will be available for this grand cause.

A large number of the exhibits were heavily in the
moult, and the winners to-day will most likely take
a peg down when the others are fully moulted, more
especially in the Scotch Fancy section. This section
was fairly well filled, and contained some grand
birds, the runner-up for the best bird in the show
being a nice exhibit &hown by Mr. Stewart. Borders
were exceptionally well filled and contained some
very nice and typical birds in forward condition.
Yorkshires are fairly istrong' in Fife, and were well
up to the standard of former years both in number
and quality. Crests, etc., were fairly well up and
contained some grand birds, but not yet showing
their best owing to the moult. Norwich were
exceptionally strong and contained aome typical
birds, and in fine bloom. The wing carriage is im-
proving, but yet there is room for more improve-
ment. Nothing looks so bad as a good bird with
wings crossed at the ends. Mules and British were
fairly well filled and contained a few well-known
champions and others qualifying for same. This
section appeared the most popular in the show.
The officials one and all worked with a will to
achieve success. The following are the office bearers :

Mr. M. Smith, Vice-Chair; Mr. McLeod, Sec.; Mr.
K. Muir, Assist. Sec., and Treas., Mr. W. Grewar;
Committee, Messrs. Muir, Smith, Grewar, Kirk,
McLeod, McQueen, Strachan, Adamson, Henderson,
Raith, Melville, Stewart, Thomson, McGregor,
Smellie and Sneddon. The secretaryship is in cap-
able hands, and the Society is fortunate in having
one who has fallen into his work so well. Judges
were : Messrs. Stenhouse, Lambie, McLennan, Whit-
ton, Barron, Dewar and Watson, who gave entire
satisfaction, and grumbling was conspicuous by it®

absence. Mr. Dewar took even numbers and Mr.
Watson odd in British and Mule section.

SCOTCH FANCY, CL. OR FOUL YELL. CK. (7);

1, Gray, cl., grand size, weill set up shoulders,
decided drive ; 2, Stewart, not so thick through, but
grand style and action, easy worker; 3, Cowan, nice
size, rare length of side, takes position well, not
so rich in col.

; 4, spl.. Cook ; 5, Laing. HEN (8) : 1,

Fotheringham, well up in size, rare reach, grand top
end, still deep in moult: 2, Stewart, stylish action,
nice reach, will greatly improve and turn the tables
later when completed moult; 3, Simpson, nice size,
rare thickness through, fine style, spoiled through
soiled tail; 4, spl., Arthur: 5, Cowan ; 6. Gray.
BUFF (6) : 1, 4, spl., Stewart ; 1st grand size, nice
shoulders, takes pos. well, win* easily

; 2. Fothering-
ham. nice length, rather slim built, but fine action;
3, Simpson, nice size, well set up bodv. fine drive ;

5. McGregor; 6, Arthur. HEN (4): 1, Simpson, rare
size, prominent head and sholders, full of nerves,
wins

; 2, Cowan, little to choose for style, fails in
thickness: 3, Cook, nice size and breadth of shoulders,
a little stiff in action; 4, spl., Sinclair. PIEBALD
OR GREEN (3) : 1. Simpson, very taking foul green,
rare size, nice width across, stylish action; 2.

McGregor, foul, nice length of side, good stvle and
action, takes pos. well, will improve: 3, Stewart,
Piebald, nice size and style, wants working up. HEN
(3) : 1, Cook, nice size, well set up body, decided
action, grand head and shoulders, easy style

; 2,

Stewart, Piebald, thicker through, nice length of rib
and easy action; 3, Cowan, Piebald, nice style and
action. BUFF (5): Stewart, Piebald, nice size,
wants a little fining in at . neck, otherwise a good
one; 2, Allan, nice size, carries head well, rather
soiled in tail, which takes away appearance ; 3,

Grey. Piebald, nice length, good drive, tailed soiled;
4, spl., Simpson, might have gone- up one; 5, Laing.
HEN (C) : 1, Simpson, nice sized green, grand style,
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very nice col., lovely silky feather, plenty of size,

fine Bhowy bird; 4, Shaw, large shupcly yell. chin.

Can., ful of col. and qual; c, Dibb. BUFF (9): 1,

4, vhc, c, Dr. Wilson, 1st magnificent Bullle-Llnnct,

rare size and shajic, grand col. and feather
; 4,

big bouncing Goldf.-Bullie, grandly mkd., full of

col., very neatly feathered; 2, Inman, varieg. Goldf.-

Can., plenty of size, grandly feathered, good size

and shape, nico face; 3, vhc, Andrews, smashing
Urecnf.-Cun., wonderfully compact in feather, sound
even col., one of tho largest we have seen. LINNET
OR TWITE (l(i): 1, Wright, large hold chested Linnet
grandly mkd., nice co!., beautifully feathered, very
smart and strong; 2, 3, Oldham, very deep rich

col. Twite, grand silky feather, beautifully mkd.,
very steady, well shown

; 3, rich nutty brown Linnet,

grand silky feather, not so large as winner, hut
rare col.; 4, Fairhurst, smart racy little Twite,
lovely col. and marking; vhc,

,
Dr. Wilson; he,

Muse: c, Falding. REDPOLL OR SISKIN (14) • 1,

Marello, big bold Siskin, grand glossy cap, beauti-

fully mkd., capital col., very compact silky feather;

2, Fading, yery fine large mealy Redpoll, grandly

mkd., very showy and stylish; 3, vhc, Wright, rich

col. Lesser Redpoll, very fine silky feather, grand
style; 4, Dr. Wilson, another large shapely Mealy
Redpoll, grand marking and feather; he, Andrews;
c, Inman. A.6. H ARDB1LL (19): 1, 3, Dr. Wilson,

magnificent Crossbill, rare size, capita! head, lovely

col. and feather; 3,' large bouncing rich coloured

Bramble, grandly mkd., lovely feather: 2, c. Fair-

hurst, large, well mkd. Hawfinch, capital bib and
bars, lovely col. and feather, nice shape; 4, Smur-

thwaite, rich col., well spangled Bramble, plenty of

size, shows well
;
vhc. Macpherson ;

he, Bailis and

Robson. SELL.. 21/- (15): 1, Jowitt ; 2, Lingard

;

3, Veitch ; 4, Mattinson ;
vhc, Farrar ;

he, Lunn

;

c. Fielding. 12/6 (10): 1. Price: 2, vhc. Farrar; 13,

Marsh; 4, Shaw; lie, Chippindale; c, Glusby. 10/6

(9) : 1, Chippindale : 2. Mattinson ; 3, Dixon
; 4,

Lunn; vhc, Marsh; he, Farrar; c, Glusby.

nice width across, a little loose in feather
; 2, Laing,

Piebald, nice length, carries head and tail well,

gets into action readily ; 3, Stewart, nice size, fine

thickness through, rather slow in action, but a
nice style when set agoing; 4, spl., Cowan; 5, Cook;
6, Gray. SELL. (6) : 1, Cook

; 2, and 6, McGregor

;

3, Allan; 4, spl., Gibson; 5, Weir. BORD., CL. OR
TKD. YELL. CK. (19): 1, Voy, nice size, rich col.,

very, stylish, carries wings well ; 2, Bennet, very
typical, grand back and tail in rare order; 3, Don,
nice type, rare bold head, well piped tail; 4, spL,
Sprott; a, Nicolson; 6, Sloan. HEN (21): 1, Bennet,
perfect model, needs no comment ; 2, Craig, presses
hard, fails only through not being so forward

; 13,

Nicolson, nice size, feather like wax, fails in head
if anything; 4. spl., Patterson; 5, 6, Anderson.
BUFF (21): 1, Coventry, grand size, rare cond.,
very typical all over, a credit to a novice ; 2,

Robertson, nice size, feather like wax, nice back
and front; 3, 5, Purves, not much between them,
nice size, rich in col.; 4, spl. Gentleman; 5,

Rintoul. HEN (21) : 1, Rintoul, perfect model,
rare style, feathers close fitting, well piped tail

;

2, Bennet, presses hard, little to choose; 3,

Coventry, nice size, rich in col., silkly feather, in-

clined to be frilled in front at times; 4, spl., Aitchi-
son

; 5, Patterson; 6, Peters. VAR. YELL. (14): 1,

Patterson, very taking, eyes, neck and one wing
mkd., rich and close fitting feather, rare wing
carr. ; 2, Nicolson, cinn. mkd. eyes and wings, nice
jaunty carr., well filled in back and neck, good
head ; 3, Bennet, some thought might have gone
up, very stylish throughout, one eye and one wing
mkd.; 4, spl., Sibbald

; 5, Lya.Il; 6, Aitchison. HEN
(9) : 1, Aitchison, rare type and qual., cheeks and
one wing mkd., very rich col., jaunty style, well
piped tail ; 2, Nicolson, neck and wings mkd., well
filled in body, nice fitting wing® and tail; 3,
Coventry, nice size, well tapered body, cinn. var.,
rather open and flat in tail ; 4. spl., Dick ; 5, Thom-
son ; 6, Baxter. BUFF (11): 1, Rintoul, nice size,

well tapered body, rare bold head, nice tail and
wing carr., eyes and wings mkd. : 2, Bennet, nice
type and qual., foul wings, well filled in neck and
back, presses hard; 3, Spence, eyes and wings mkd.,
fails in qual. only, bold head and well piped tail

;

4, spl., Lum&den ; 5, Duncan
; 6, McRae. HEN (13)

:

1. Bennet, mkd. both eyes, grand size, well shaped
throughout, very silky feather; 2, Rintoul, mkd.
eyes and very nice size, well drawn body, stylish
wing carr. ; 3, Cummings, eyes and neck mkd., fails
slightly in cob, otherwise a good one : 4, spl.,

Nicolson ; 5, Ileslop
; 6, Spence. EVEN MKD. (18)

:

1, Nicolson, we took to be a var., nice size, well up
in col., stylish carr.; 2, Crabbe and Finlayson,
wings and eyes mkd., nice type, rich col., bold
head and front

; 3, Rintoul, same markings, fails

slightly in head, otherwise a good one; 4, spl.,

Robertson; 5, Welsh; 6, Weir. GREEN (11): 1,
Whitelaw, nice size, rich in feather, well mkd.
throughout; 2, Lambie, nice size and markings,
rather inclined to be too light under : 3, Lumsden,
nice size, better eol. through, could have gone up
one; 4, spl., Bennet; 5, Thomson; 6, Sturrock.
HEN (7): 1, Lumsden, perfect gem in col. and mark-
ings, wins well; 2, Forrest, nice size, rich col.,

distinct markings; 3, Cameron, rich col., good
style, fail* a little in boldness of head : 4, spl.,

Lambie; 5, Bennet; 6, Dodds. CINN. CK. (10):
1, 6, Bennet, nice size, rich ground col., well
mkd. ; 2. Houston, very shapely throughout, rich
and well mkd., fails in carr. at times: 3, Forrest,
nice type and qual., rare filled in head and neck,
better carr.; 4, spl., Whitelaw; 5, Lyall. HEN
(10) : 1. Marshall, nice size, rich col., distinct mark-
ings ; 2, Duncan, nice length, rare head- and neck,
nicely mkd., not so bold in front: 3, Heslop, nice
size, well shaped back, rare hold head : 4, spl.,

Houston; 5, Lambic: 6, Buglass, we thought could
have gone up. SELL.. CK. 7/6 (8): 1, 3, Bennett;
2, Anderson; 4, spl., .Baxter: 5, Crahb and Finlay-
son: 6, aatterson. HEN 16) : 1, 2. Bennet; 3,
Patterson: 4. spl., Anderson: 5. McRae; 6, Baxter.
YORK., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (7) : 1. 2, Heggie,
beauties, exceptionally rich in col. and close in
feather; 6, no name, nice length, very erect carr.,
pale in col. and faulty wing carr. : 4, spl., no
name; 5, Clayton; 6. Pinnock. HEN (8): 1. 3,
Heggie, 1st grand size, rare length of side, close
feather and rich col.; 3, wing mkd., nice style, close
wings and tail, very erect carr. : 2, 6. Park, 2nd
nice length of side, rather pale in eol., otherwise
good: 4, spl., Thomson; 5, Gray. BUFf (12): 1. 2,
Heggie, Tare models, need no comment, a credit;
3, Thomson, nice size, rather open on chest and flat

in tail; 4, spl.. Mclnnes; 5, Park; 6, Clayton. HEN
(9) : 1, 2, 3. Heggie. 1st grand size, great length,
slightly grizzled cheek, in rare fettle; 2, rare length,

rather deep in moult, will improve; 3, nice length,
not so shapely, rather racy; 4, spl., 6, Clayton,
6, Pinnock. VAR. (6): 1, Park, yell., grand length,
Very erect carr., soiled in plumage; 2, Kinncar,
buff var., nico length of side, rich col., spoilt
through soiled tall; 3, 4. spl., Heggie; 5, Clayton;
6, Wilkinson. H&N (6): 1, 5, HeggTe, very «weet
yell, var., grand head and neck, wins; 2, Clayton,
huff var., nice type and shape throughout, fails

slightly in eol.; 3, Low, sweet and taking yell,

cinn. var., will improve when finished; 4, spl., Shell.

YELL. CK., 1915 (11): 1, 3, Heggie, 1st huff, grand
type and qual., nice erect carr., shows well; 3, rich

buff, rare qui^l. of feather, fails in size
; 2, Bruce

and Gunnings, nice size and qual. of feather, presses
hard; 4, spl., Mclnnes; 5, McQueen; 6, Thomson.
BUFF (14) : 1, Heggie, rare tyjx;, nice style, rich
col., close fitting wings and tail

; 2, Klnnear, nice
size, slightly grizzled head, not much to choose;
3, Gray, rich buff, nice qual. throughout, fail®

slightly in size; 4, spl., Steel; 5, Low; 6, Ross. HEN
(15) : 1, Bruce and Gunnings, whistling nicely

; 2,

3, Heggie, 2nd very sweet yell., wants filling in

a bit; 3, nice length, close in feather; 4, spl.,

Erskine
; 5, McQueen; 6, Low. SELL. (3); 1, 2,

McQueen; 3, Enskine. HEN (3): 1, 2, McQueen;
3, Heggie. DK. CREST CK. (6): 1, Taylor, grand
sized huff var.., dark crest, well centred, with nice
wide feather; 2, 3, McGavin, 2nd huff var., rare
shape, well radiated crest, slightly broken one side;

3, not so thick in body; 4, spl., McGregor; 5, Howie.
HEN (9): 1, Taylor, foul green, nice hold head,
well centred crest, good width of feather; 2, 3.

McLaren, var., nice shapely body, well radiated
crest, slightly open one side

; 3, Green, rare and
shapely crest, loose in feather; 4, spl., Brown; 5,
McGregOT; 6, McIntosh. CL. OR GRIZZLE (3): 1,

Low, var., very shapely grizzled crest, well centred
and carried

; 2, Peel, el. body, shapely grizzled crest,
nicely formed and well feathered body; 3, Binnie,
same colour, etc., not so bold in head and a little

short in feather. C.-B. CK. (6) : 1, 3, McLaren,
buff var., grand body, bold head, grand entrance
and well lashed

; 3, var., not so bold in head and
entrance, nor so long in feather; 2, McIntosh, cl.,

dark head, nicely browed, rather flat in entrance;
4, spl., IBrow, could have gone up one; 5, Melville;

6, llruce and Gunning. HEN (7) : 1, Lindsay, var.,
grand bold head, of rare width, nicely browed; 2,

McIntosh, var., very shapely body, slightly narrow
in entrance, but well lashed ; 3, 5, Summers, 3rd
var., nice body and well feathered, fails in width
of skull and width of feather; 4, spl., Howie; 6,

McGregor. UNFLIGHTED CREST CK. (5): 1,

McLaren, var. D.C. of nice formation and well
centred, will improve

; 2, McIntosh, buff, grizzle
crest, nice formation, great width of feather and
nieely radiated; 3, Wood, var D.C., not so large
in shape; 4, spl., Low; 5, McGregor. HEN (3): 1,

Melville, buff D.C., nicely radiated, but slightly
open yet at back

; 2, Hutton and Wood, green,
good crest and, nice width feather, rather loose in
body feather ; 3, Bishop, might improve. C.B. (4)

:

1, Taylor, very sweet foul green, nice size, rare
bold head, nice entrance and well browqd; 2, 3,

Melville, 2nd same col., rather narrow entrance,
but nieely browed; 3, not so large in body, but
bolder ' entrance and well covered; 4, spl.,

McGregor. HEN (5) ; 1, Melville, foul green, good
size, rare' width of skull and nice length of feather

;

2, McLean, buff var., nice wide skull and well
feathered, of nice width; 3, McGregor;' 4, spl.,

Summers; 5, Bishop. SELL., 20/- (6): 1, Lindsay;
2, Low; 3, MeGregor; 4, spl., McGregor; 5, Sharp.
C.B., 15/- (6); 1, Simpson; 2, Low; 3, Taylor; 4,

spl., McGregor; 5, Peel, 6, Sharp. NOR.: CL. OR
TKD. YELL. CK. (12) : 1, Martin, grand thick set
body, rare qual. of feather, nice wing carr. ; 2,

Marshall, not so thick, but grand bold head and
neck, rich and silky in feather; 3, Lister, slightly
grizzled head, well rounded body, rare set neck,
very shapely throughout; 4, spl., Grewar; 5 Thom-
son; 6, Moffat. HEN (5): 1, Harris, grand size,

rare bold chest, well rounded back, short wings
and tail ; 2, Martin, much of the same stamp, rare
rich feather, slightly flat in head

; 3, Foot, we
thought might have gone up one, rare type and
qual., very rich eol., nice bold head and front; 4,

spl., Grewar; 5, Marshall. BUFF (13): 1, McCue,
nice thick set up body, rare bold head and neck,
well rounded; 2, Harris, nice type, rare qua], of
feather, close fitting wings and tail ; 3, Marshall,
nice type, rare deep chest, still moulting, will
greatly improve; 4, spl., Nelson; 5, Landsburgh

; 6,

McLeod. HEN (9): 1, Strachan, grand size, well
rounded back, nice front, well frosted throughout

;

2, Grewar, well up in size, close fitting wings, rare
stylish carr., bold head; 3, Martin, little to choose,
fails only in tightness of feather; 4, spl, McLeod;
5, Lister; 6, Smith. YELL. VAR. (4): 1, 4, spl.,

Grewar, perfect type, rich and close fitting feather,
rare bold head and shapely

; 2, Smellie, nice size,

well drawn body, grand wing carr., short in tail; 3,

Millar, rather thin in body, but close fitting in

feather, of nice qua!. HEN (6) : 1, Smith, grand
type, rare depth of chest, rich silky feather and
close fitting ; 2, Grewar, runs winner close, not
finished moult; 3, Muir, nice size-, well filled in

back and neck, good head, carries wings well ; 4,

spl., Weir and Hutton; 5, Stewart; 6, Mathieson.
BUFF (If): 1. no name, nice size, bold chest and
head, with silky feather, inclined to be restive

; 2,

Dick, close up in size, rare subs., nice short tail

and flight; 3, Martin, nice thick set body, rare
qual. throughout, fails slightly in size; 4, spl.,

Mitchell; 5, Murray; 6, Ross and Duncan. UN-
FLIG. YELL. (17): 1, 4, spl., Mitchell, cl., grizzled

neck, rare type of body, nice head and neck, faulty
wing carr. at times; 2, Adamson,, var., exception-
ally, rich col., silky and close in feather, some
thought should have won ; 3, Forrest, very sweet
cl., all there for col. and qual.; 5, Harris; 6,

Dalgety. HEN (21) : 1, Martin, very sweet yell.,

rare type throughout; 2, Nelson, rare type, nice

bold head and front, rich and .silky in feather,

will tighten up ; 3, Lister, nice size and qual. ; 4,

spl., Marshall; 5, Lawson; 6. Mitchell. BUFF
(23); 1, Murray, var., nice shapely body, great
subs., nice tail, rather faulty wing carr.; 2. Law-
son, rich col. buff, not so thick set, but better
wing carr. ; 3, Nelson, couid have gone up one,

thicker set, slightly browed at times: 4, spl.,

Gardiner; 5, Hislop; 6, Dalgety. HEN (29): 1, 2.

Mitchell, perfect pair, need no comment; 3, McLeod,
nice short set body, rare qual. of feather, good
wing carr.: 4. spl., Strachan; 5, Nelson; 6, Law-
son. NON-FED (11) ; 1, McLeod, very sweet yell.,

rich in feather, well set up. body, slightly browy at

times; 2, Smith, sweet buff var., rare type and
qua!.; 3, Langan, very taking yell, rich silky

feather, rather flat and open in tail; 4, spl.. Martin,

might have gone up one; 5, 6, Grewar. HEN (10}

:

1, 2, Grewar, very typical buff var., and cl. yell.,

with foul wing, in rare order ; 3, Hutton and
Wood, grand sized buff, rich in col., rather loose

in feather, will tighten when finished moult; 4,

spl.. Gray; 5, no name; 6, Gardiner. GREEN (7):

1, 2, Grewar. 1st grand size, richly mkd., slightly

broken in col. under bill; 2, not so large, well

coloured and mkd., good wing carr.; 3, Skinner, nice
size, not’ so distinct In markings, hut rare typo
throughout; 4, spl., Sneddon; 5, Stewart; 6, Moffat.
HEN (0): 1, Langan, very sweet huff green, nice
size and well mkd., hold head; 2, Muir, rare thick
set body, slightly richer in eol., hut not so distinct
markings; 3, Ross, fails in size, hut well up In col.

arid rnkgs.
; 4, Grewar; 5, Sneddon; C, Smith.

CINN. (2): 1, 2, Wilson, 1st huff, nice size, fairly
rich col. and well mkd.; 2, smaller In size and
not so rich in col. HEN (1): 1, Wilson, grand
sized huff, good col. and nicely mkd. SELL., 20/-

(4) : ], Gibson; 2, Ross and Duncan; 3, Herd; 4,

spl., Murray. HEN (4): 1, Thomson; 2, Forrest;
3, Dalgety; 4, Herd. CINN. CAN. (4); 1, Nicol,
very sweet broken green, In nice order; 2, 3, 4,

MeGregor, huff var. and yell var., both in nice
rich col. and cond. GIFT CLASS, NOT MARKED
IN SLIP: DK. GOLDF. MULE (9): I, Nicol, grand
size, well fed, steady and well put down; 2, Wood,
fails in size, but good col., coarser in feather; 3,
Roy, nice size, rather pale in col., steady and well
put down; 4, spl., McQuiston; 5, Adam; 0, William.
LINNET (8): J, McQuiston, nice size, not yet up
in bloom, very steady and well staged; 2, Adamson,
grand size, rare type, but unsteady and a little
coarse in feather, wants toning down; 3, McLean,
rich col., but unsteady; 4, Kennoway; 5, John-
ston; 6, Roy. GREENF. (8): 1. Roy, grand size
and well fed. steady and well put down

; 2, Adam-
son, larger size, rare tone of col., a little unsteady,
will greatly improve; 3, Duncan, sweet exhibit,
little pale in col., steady and well put down : 4,

spl., Nicol; 5, McQuiston; 6, Grewar. A.O.V. (11):
1, Roy, well known Siskin, grand size, steady and
coming in grand bloom ; 2, Spittal, Twite, nice
size, good col. and well mkd., well put down ; 3,

McLean, Siskin, nicely fed. rich col., on the thin
side; 4, spl, McQuiston; 5. Muir; 6, Bisset. CLEAR,
ETC. (7): 1, Heggie, well known cl. Greenie Mule,
looking better than ever, in rare bloom and well
put down; 2, Tole, very sweet Redpoll-Bullf.. nice
size, slightly pale in col., taking exhibit; 3, Camp-
bell, Linnet-Bullf., nice size, steady and well put
down, a little pale in col.; 4, ©pi., Mellon; 5, 6,

Williams, jnr. VAR. (6): I. Heggie, var. Greenie,
nice size buff, rich col., faultless condition ; 2,

McQuiston, grand length, rich col., steady and well
shown, will improve and fill up; 3, Duncan, on
the small side, but in grand order and well pub
down ; 4, Fyfe; 5, McGillivray. HEN (9): 1,

McQuiston, var. yellow Goldie, nice size, rich col.,

in grand fettle; 2, Naismitli. buff, nice size, a
little pale in col., steady and well put down ; 3,

Melvin, very taking Redpoll-Greenf., in grand order,
showing the cross nicely: 4, spl., McGillivray; 5,

Nicol; 6, Williams. SELL. (5): 1, Campbell: 2,

Barrie; 3, Muir; 4, sp., Adam; 5, Storrar. BULLF.
(5) : 1, Sykes, grand size, rich back and chest, grand
wing bars and steady ; 2, Dale, not so thick set,

but grand col., steady and well staged; 3. McQuis-
ton, not so thick set, fails if anything slightly in
col. only; 4, spl., no name; 5, Grcig. HEN (2): 1,

McQuiston, grand size, dense cap, rare wing bars, in
grand order; 2, Sykes, nice size, not so rich in
eol.. but in fine bloom. GREENF., NON-FED (7):

1. Campbell, grand size, rich grassy green, steady,
showing plenty of yell, in wings and tail ; 2, Calder,
nice size, slightly paler in col., nice wings and
tail, little flat in head ; 3, Marnock, nice size, a
little dark in col., steady and well put down;
4. spl.. Sykes; 5, McGillivTay ; 6, Gentleman.
BRAMBLE OF CHAFF. (13): 1, 2, marvellous pair
for size, col., markings, etc., steady and well ©hown

;

3, Grewar, Chaffie, not a large one. but nice col.

and steady: 4. spl., Adam; 5, McGillivray; 6, Gallo-
way. LINNET (18) : 1, Gribben, grand size, rich

coloured back, well mkd. front, steady and well
staged ; 2, Greig, nice size, fails slightly in col.,

steady and fn good trim; 3, Johnston, nice size,

rich hack and front, but rather open chest; 4. spl.,

Strachan; 5, Wason; 6, Combe. SISKIN (14): 1,

Courachon, grand size, rich coloured breast, dense
cap, well defined bib; 2, McGavin. rich coloured
breast, rare dense cap, nice wing bars, faint bib

:

3, Sykes, nice size, rare wing bars and cap. faint
bib, very steady; 4, spl.. Storrar; 5. Dalgethv; 6,

Sharp. MEALY REDPOLL OR TWITE (6): 1,

Nicolson. Twite, grand size, rich chest and well
mkd., steady and well put down; 2, Russell. Mealy,
grand size, rich tone of col., nicely cut bib, in
grand fettle; 3, Sykes, Twite, grand size, not up
in col. yet, well mkd. and nicely staged ; 4, spl.,

McQuiston; 5, Oalder; 6, Anderson. LESSER RED-
POLL : Strong class, could have made 2 lots of
winners (20) : 1, Connachan, grand size, richly
tanned chest, good head and nicely cut bib; 2,

McQniston, presses hard, only fails in breast col.

;

3, 6, Lambie, 3rd nice size, not so distinct lacing,
hut well put down; 4, spl., Wason; 5, Campbell.
LARGE SOFTBILL (3): 1, Sykes, well known
Chough, looking better than ever, a picture ; 2,

Storrar. Waxwing, nice size, a little pale in col.,

and not up in waxings, very steady ; 3, Stoddart.
Ring Ouzel, nice size, well cut crescent, steady
and well shown. YELLOWHAMMER (6): 1, 5. 6,

Raith, 1st well known winner, rich col. and mark-
ings, and well staged: 2, Muir, nice size, rich in
col., not so distinctly marked : 3. Strachan, nice
size, rich yellow, but rather cloudy markings: 4,

McColm. A.O. HARDBILL (4); 1. Sykes. Hawfinch,
grand size, well mid., nice cut bib, steady and well

put down : 2. Ritcbie, good Hawfinch, nice size, not
so rich in eol., but well shown: 3, McColm, Haw-
finch, not yet up in bloom, should improve. HEN
04): 1, Duncan, very sweet and nicety mkd. Song
Thrush, steady and well staged: 2. McQuiston.
Bramble, grand size, rich coloured front and
grandly spangled back and head; 3. McColm. Corn
Bunting, nice size and markings, very steady: 4,

spl.. Anderson: 5, Sykes: 6. no name. SELL. (7):

1, Ritchie: 2. Lister: 3. Anderson; 4. spl.. 6. Adam-
son ; 5, Strachan. SMALL FOR. (11) : 1 2, 5, 6.

Arnott, 1st. well known Sugar-Bird, a picture. In

faultless order, the same remarks can refer to 2,

a. Tanager; 3. Lawrie, well known Whydah. in fault-

less order and carries his full tail; 4, spl., Adam,
Rufous-backed Weaver.
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DOUBTS AND DIFriCULTIBS
SOLVED UY SPECIAIiISTS

(l)-All questions must he clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, ana con-

clude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym. . .

IV)—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper , and enclosed with the query.

(3) -Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left hand corner of the query.

(0) Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the issuo bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.

(7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-

pany any query relating to sickness of birds

,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in cither case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).

(8)— All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “Referee' s'
* Poor

Children's Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“Cago Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible

.

CiLMAB.1T QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

PERSISTENT DIARRHEA (Crest).—Stop tlie

bread and milk, and give instead twice a week a

small tcaspoonfut of a mixture of equal parts

crushed arrowroot biscuit, broken groats, and hemp
seed. On two other days add to the drinking water,

instead of the opium mixture, half a teaspoonful

of the ordinary chalk mixture sold by all chemists.

When giving this, well shake the drinker several

time a day to tnix up the chalk, which quickiy settles

at the bottom. On other days do not fill the
drinker quite lull, so that it will not be so con-

venient for the bird to reach the water towards

the end of the day, and on most of these d.ays, when
you are not giving the chalk mixture, you may add
twelve drops of dilute sulphuric acid to the water
to make it less attractive to the bird's palate. You
may give a ""half ripe plantain stalk, or a few seed

heads of shepherd’s purse twice a week, but do not
give succulent green foods. The trouble will pass

oil at tho end of the moult.
DEFICIENT TAILS (Border Fancy).—The pro-

bability is that the missing feathers have had the
quills broken off short close to, or even within, the
skin, and in that easo no amount of plucking of

the remaining feathers will be of any material use

to bring forth those that are missing. In fact,

plucking those feathers is both useless and in-

excusable in any case. Catch the bird and turn
over tiie covert feathers, and carefully examine the
real tail—analogous to the “parson’s nose” in

poultry, and see if you can see any trace of the
quills of the missing feathers. If so, carefully ex-

tract them one at a time, taking out four one day,
and the remaining three a few days later. The full

tail will then be reproduced immediately. If you
cannot see any trace of the missing feathers, they
are probably broken off within the skin and will

not be reproduced until next moulting season, when
the quills are thrown off in the natural course. You
may try anointing the skin where the quills should
be sparingly once a week for six weeks with vaseline.

If this does not have the desired effect, there is

nothing more to be done but wait patiently until

the next moult.
ABOUT ROLLERS (E. G. Miles).—(1) It is not

true that Rollers only retain their song two years.
The length of time they do so is very much a
matter of management and general treatment.
There is no reason at all why a Roller should not
retain its singing powers just as long as any other
variety of Canary kept under the same conditions.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (7d.); House's “ Canary Manual ”

(1/2);
lialtye's "Yorkshire Canaries

”'
(1/1}); House’s "Nor-

wich Canaries" (1/1); IVrsfoii’s "Slock Book" (7d.);
Dr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird fever" (7d.) ;

Norman’s
"Aviaries , Bird-rooms, and Cages

"

(2/3); Uamsden’t
"Colour-feeding

"

(3jd.); “Seeds and foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 \d. each):
No. 5 "The Bet Canary," No. C “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Itird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 ‘‘The Holler," No. 23
" The Border fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quotea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 104. Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

Individuals vary, as is only to be expected, but I

have had them, and have Mown many others, too,
which sang finely well on into the teens of years.
On the ether hand, you will find many that de-
teriorate in 6cng after the third or fourth season,
though they may still remain excellent songsters of
an inferior quality of song. (2) The many different
names given to Rollers do not represent different
varieties. In some cases they indicate strains or
types of song, and in many more they are merely
meaningless trade terms. If you get a bird free
from harsh and distinctly faulty notes, it does not
matter a jot what name it is called. (3) Sorry, but
it is impossible to give names in this column. There
is more than enough strife in this old world already,
and we should be adding to it. (4) For ordinary

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for 6lilppfng, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: BO, Bartholomew Cloee, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.

singing Rollers, a staple of a mixture of two parts

canary to one part summer rape is best, and for

tile rest the usual tit-bits frequently mentioned in

these replies. For full detailed particulars get a
copy of the Nutshell booklet, No. 10, on “The
Roller.’’ (5) To get’ the best quality of song you
must cage birds separately. An outdoor aviary is

not suited to high-class singers
Mrs. D. W.—Replied to bv post.
SEEDS AND MITES (Samples).— (1) No. 1 Is

what Is generally known as Cole. It is quite mild,

and at a pinch may partly take the place of rape
oven for good class Canaries. The chief objection
to its sole substitution is that it is apt to cause
undue looseness In the bowels. No. 2 is a mixture
of bird rapes, the hulk of which seems to be summer
rape of fair quality. Neither of i-hese samples is

really bad, though they leave much to be desired.

Mixed together in equal proportions, they would
make a very tolerable substitute for really good
summer rape in these times. (2) No, I cannot toll

you tiie lowest temperature at which red mites can
exist, as 1 have made no experiments in that direc-

tion, but they most certainly eun exist at ItO deg.
above zero. Read tiie conclusion of the notes now
appearing on this subject.
YOUNG WASTING (Mel.).—Your feeding, coupled

witli the "no water’’ -system, which is little short
of cruelty, is doubtless tiie cause of your losses.

Treat as follows for the future, after caging the
youngsters alone: Give an unlimited supply of good
sound canary seed, and place on top of it a pinch
of summer rape each morning. Give separately each
morning a tieaped teaspoonful of egg food, or any
substitute you may be using, to each group of four
birds. In tiie afternoon throw out any remnants

|

of soft food, cleanse the vessel, and give the same
quantity us in the morning of a mixture of equal
parts cracked hemp, maw, and either broken groats
or crushed arrowroot biscuit, and add just a sprink-
ling of niger to tiie bulk. After a time begin to
gradually reduce the quantity of soft food, and
occasionally replace it with a similar quantity gif

scalded rape. By the time the birds are seven
weeks old you should have brought down the soft
food to a supply every second day, and continue
this until the moult. Bo not give succulent green-
stuif until they are well on the canary seed, hut a
few half-ripe plantain stalks may he given. Give
fresh pure water from the time the yomig are
caged alone each day, and see that the drinkers are
kept sweet and clean, and you need fear no danger
from this source. You should have no trouble in

keeping them under these conditions.
NOT MOULTING (M.E.N.S.).—See reply to

“H.R." in last issue, and treat your bird the same
for a month or so, i.e., start from the beginning
and give it the full course of treatment. If this
does not have the desired effect, let Nature take
her own course, and do not worry. The bird is not
bound to die next spring if it does not moult now,
though it may moult then, and be thereby thrown
late before it can be used for breeding, which is

the only detriment that would be certain to happen.
CAGING ROLLERS SEPARATELY (H. Anion).—

(1) It will be to the advantage of the birds to
allow them to occupy the large flight together until
they are through the moult, and are beginning to
show signs of coming into song. Then you should
certainly cage the cocks separately. If separated
as soon as -the moult is finished, the effect will be
to induce them to commence sihging sooner than
they otherwise would. It is not necessary to darken
the cages of birds that are not being colour-fed, such
as Rollers, except in 6uch exceptional cases as when
the birds get stuck in moult, or are moulting badly.
The object in such cases is to ensure freedom from
draughts, and keep the birds warm and cosy. (2)
If you get two self green birds, a buff-green and a
yellow-green, to mate together, you will have no
difficulty in breeding practically all green youngsters.
A self green and a heavily variegated will also give
you a large percentage of self greens, but rather
more broken greens and heavily variegated young.
(3) Within reasonable limits oatmeal is a very
wholesome and harmless tit-bit, but any over-
indulgence is apt to set up intestinal troubles, as
well as making the birds inordinately fat.

BRITISH BIRDS,
3YEUI.ES AM HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
FINCH WITH DIRTY FEET (F. H. Pink).-There

is a considerable difference in birds with regard to
keeping their feet clean ; some clean them daily,
others never appear to trouble. The latter birds
require watching, and I have found a frequent use
of the bath very beneficial. I would also advise
you to use sawdust for covering the floor of tiie

cage. Get pine sawdust if you can, cut rather
coarse, and mix a little gritty sand with it. This
prevents it being knocked out of the cage by the
bird if he is a bit unsteady.
BREEDINC MULES FROM BRITISH HENS

(W. G. S.).—Mules have been "bred from Canary
cocks and British hens, and the young have not
shown any material difference from those bred in

the usual manner, and I fear you will be disap-
pointed if you anticipate getting clears. It will

be very interesting to breed them the way you sug-
gest, but your chances of success are not so rosy
as they would) be if you used Canary hens. If

you have your choice of cock birds for the purpose,
I would advise you to use a Cinnamon or one With
plenty of Cinnamon blood, as there would then be
a possibility of getting a mule or two of that colour,

which would make them much more valuable. As
regards your selection of birds, I would suggest
that you have a Bullfinch hen in place of tiie Green-
finch or Linnet, as young bred from this cross
would be quite choice Hybrids.
FINCH NOT MOULTING (G. P. O.).—I am sorry

you do not mention how you are treating your
birds, this information would have assisted me in

advising you ; anyway, I can only presume that
your feeding is not what it should be, so the first

thing you had better do is to give him an aperient
of salts; dissolve as much as will cover a. sixpence

in two tablespoonsful of his drinking water, for

one day, and then miss a day and repeat. Feed as

follows': Canary three parts, teazle two parts, rape

and linseed one part each, aiso give a little cracked

hemp three times a week. If you can procure a

packet of genuine wild seed mixture, he could have
a spoonful on the days you are not giving tiie

hemp. Hang his cage in a comfortable tempera-
ture, and cover it over with a thin cloth, this will

probably cause him to drop a few feathers very
shortly. I would advise you to send for ourliooklet

on the Linnet, also “How to Moult British Birds,”

post free, 2)d. each, from our publisher, or 2d. From
vour local newsagent.
FINCHES FOR AN AVIARY (Ortsue).-Your

aviary would accommodate about twenty birds, if

you did not intend to breed with them, but I fancy

you would have more pleasure from a smaller num-
ber. If you had pairs of the following, they would
make quite an interesting collection : Goldfinch,
Bullfinch, Siskin, Linnet, Redpoll, Twite, Yellow
Bunting, and Cirl Bunting. From these you would
get a pood deal of birdy music, and several of
them are quite gay in plumage. Your stock seed
mixture would consist of canary parts, teazle 2
parts, rape 1 part. It would also be as well to
have an extra pot of canary seed in a corner of
tiie aviary for tiie benefit of the Buntings, as these
cat scarcely anything else. In addition to the stock
mixture, you should supply a little hemp daily,

also sunflower, and a spoonful per bird of good
wild seed mixture, or, failing this, make the fol-

lowing: equal parts of niger, maw, gold of pleasure,

thistle, and dandelion. You would, of course, give

any wild seeds you could collect when in season.
HENS NOT NESTING (Bullfinch).—As a rule Bull-

finch hens nest and lay pretty freely, but of course
exceptions occur, and you appear to have been un-

fortunate. The fact of your having tiie larger

hen so late in tiie season might account for her
had behaviour. 1 should therefore feel inclined

to give her another chance, and to procure one
fresh one

;
your doing so might save another dis-

appointing season: it is time wasted when one
goes through all the year with notiiing done, al-

though this frequently happens with Hybrid
breeders; the cult is a fascinating lottery, with no
end of blanks . (2) I am afraid you cannot rely

upon getting Foreign Finches this -season. An ad-

ccrtisement in our “ Wanted ” column might help

you.
SKYLARK SCREAMING (Sligo).-I am afraid

I cannot assist yen; try keeping ins cage in a
darkened corner, or partly shade it with a thin

cloth. Perhaps ho is an unusually excitable bird.

TROUBLE IN THE AVIARY (Troubled).— I am
sorry to hear of your losses. I should be inclined

to attribute your trouble to the presence of the

Bantams. I am always rather chary about advising

aviaries to be erected anywhere near poultry. Slight

illnesses which have no effect upon them might be

quite sufficient to clear ofl a collection of birds,

I would advise you to thoroughly fumigate the
building. Place in tiie centre a few hot coals in an

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult Boulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids ’’ (7/G); Norman's "British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Bart 1

“Hardbills” (1/1), Bart 2 “Softbills’’

(1/1); "Aviaties, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);

"Seeds, foods, and Wild Biants’’ (1/2); “Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarice's "Septic or Bird

fever ” ( 7 d . ) ;
"Colour-feeding ”

(3Jd.); or the "Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each); No. 1

“ Goldfinch ,"

No. 2, "Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song
Thrush and Blackbird,” No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch , ” No. 22 “ Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds," No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. C

“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 " How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Brices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

-Id pail and put on them a good handful of lump
ulphur, cover up the open parts of the flight with
loth or stout paper, so as to retain the fumes
aside. leave it like this for a day or two; remove
.11 the perches and burn them, and replace the floor,

E an earth one, with quite fresh material. After

his I think you could safely re-stock. As regards
our losses, 1 have found that eye trouble in birds

s easily spread : the habit of rubbing the face on
he perch is no doubt the reason. Among my ,own

lirds I isolate such cases at once, no matter how
light the ailment.
TREATMENT OF BULLFINCHES (L. D.).—Until
received your letter I was under the impression

hat our Nutshell booklet on the Bullfinch was an

ilmost ideal publication on that bird. Your com-

ilaint is that it gives too much detail respecting

he food. I will try to put the matter a little

nore simply. The food- can be divided into two
>arts, one hard dry seed that can be procured at

he seedsman, the oth?r wild seeds and green food,

vhich one can collect. To keep a bird in health

ie should have a combination of the two, the wild

ood fairly liberally during the summer and autumn
nonths. Many of the seeds collected in this manner

ire soft and easily digested. This method of feed-

n" should never be entirely discontinued, even dur-

ng the winter, when there is none to collect, the

)irds should bo offered fruit and occasionally

;oaked seeds. As regards the exact quantities of

;ach, 1 fear I cannot assist you, as so much de-

fends upon how “individual birds thrive in confine-

nent, some keep fat and healthy on food that is

;carccly more than packing, while others need a
?

air amount- of fat forming seed<s. If your bird is

loing well on your present treatment by nil means

:ontinue it. I presume you are giving him the

stock mixture advised. Kindly read once more the

-hapter on “Food when adult.” the first part dea -

ng with seeds is for general treatment, then fol-

ows a description of green foods, wild secd-s and

merries, which are really additions to his stock of

;eeds; you cannot do wrong if you give these when

n season. For instance, juijt now privet berries

merries are at their best; offer a spray daily. They

-an be gathered in bunches and kept for some tame

bv placing the stalks in damp sand, or out in the

warden ,
in a situation protected from birds. I

cannot follow you as regards the batli, for a bird

lo bathe is as necessary to health as it is lor a

human being. Let them have it daily, excepting on

verv wet damp days; give it early in the morning,

so that both bird and cage are quite dry at roost-

offers js your only opportunity under present condi-
tions. If this fails, advertise in tiie Continental
Fancy press for them when tiie war is over, or
instruct some Continental dealer to try and obtain
a pair for you. They arc not as robust as the
green and yellow varieties, and the general ex-
perience appears to bo that they must be bred in

a subdued light, and not be subjected to strong
sunlight at all. They iiavc always been very costly,
and I expect in theso war times, if you get any
replies, will he even more so.

BRAZILIAN GREEN PARROT AILING (H D. J.).
—Do not give tea, coffee, or milk sops, table scraps,
or any kind of animal food whatever. Give boiled
maize daily while the trouble lasts, and allow,
while the maize is hot, five drops of tasteless castor
oil to soak into it. Give Ibis till th*- bowels
have been properly cleansed. When this lias

occurred put ten drops, daily, of cod-liver oil emul-
sion on the maize similarly The bowels should be
kept moving freely, but no undue looseness must be
allowed at any time; tills can be secured by giving
a dose of castor oil whenever necessary. Give a
little honey and borax daily till it swallows freely
again, either from the end of a stick,* or spread

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Cage's " foreign Birds for Beginner*"

(1/1J); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (lid.);

Arthur’s “ Burrots for Clcasure and Broflt ” (7<!.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); “Seeds,
Foods and Wild Blants "

(1/2); Dr. Clarke's “ Septic
or Bird fever” (7d.) “ Colour-feeding ’’ (3Jd.); or the
“Nutshell" booklets (2 Id. each ) ;

JVo. C ” Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian finches,"
No. 10 “Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Grey l’arrot," No.
18 “Budgerigars,'' No. 19 “The Bekin llobin," No. 20
" IVaxbilts." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Brices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, fleet Street, London, E.C.

lightly on a piece of bread, biscuit, or plain cake.

Only a clean stick should be put into the box of

mixture. Confine its dietary to seed mixture, boiled

maize, and such extras as ripe fruit, nuts, pieces

of stale bread, biscuit, or plain cake. Get a packet
of l'arrot grit and give it a pinch daily. A thicklsh

piece of a branch will supply healthy mandible exer-

cise. Do not under any circumstances give any

more tea; if it hankers after it colour a little

warm sweetened water with chemical food, and this

will meet its need without having any harmful
effects. Treat so for a couple of weeks, and then

report progress, but if there should be further

adverse .symptoms, write again at once.

BUDGERIGAR LAME (Mrs. Cole).—It is im-

possible to give a definite cause. Tiie swelling may
be a mere sprain, dislocation, or an abscess in the

process of formation, or there may be a jplinter of

some kind run into the foot, or even a piece of

cotton got tightly wound round the foot. With the

information at my command I can only say foment
the swelling with hot water, using the water as hot

as you can bear your hand in without real dis-

comfort; dry with soft cloth, and pairrt with tinc-

ture of iodine so long as the skin is unbroken. If

it should develop into an abscess, as soon as this

appears fully ripe, lance it with a sharp needle and
exude the pus by gentle pressure. CVmnso with

hot water and anoint with antiseptic ointment.

Whenever the voidings appear at ail stiff, give two
drops of tasteless castor oil direct to the beak. The
bowels should move freely without undue looseness.

I should put a little chemical food in the drinking

water for a time, and if you can induce the birds

to eat it, lightly spread either a piece of bread,

biscuit or plain cake (either will do) with ced liver

oil emulsion. Supply this daily. Shall be pleased

to hear how tiie bird progresses. If unfavourable
symptoms should develop, write again at once.

GENERAL.
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR.

44. G. Tanner.—The bird is an immature hen
Stouecbat.

J. Leach.—Aspinall’s or any other good enamel
may be used. Such enamels are quite harmless to

the" birds, always providing they are allowed to

set hard before the birds are introduced. You will

find useful bints on tiie subject in the article en-

titled “My Outdoor Bird-Room," in our issue of

Sept. 25.

G. T.—There would be no danger in using the

mahogany stain mentioned. Please see also answer
to J. Leach.

POST 3YIORTE3YIS,
Mr. O. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and repoit upon (lead

cage birds for a fee of la. (id. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. (id.: analysis. 21s. Subjects lor post

mortem examination must bo sent packed in a box
direct (o Mr. Yates, with tiie fee. this and any
accompanying letter Doing kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper
and ntiickcr than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

Die office of thi3 paper will be thrown away, and If

a fee is enclosed the loss will he the sender’s.

M. H. Sutton One-sided paralysis, originating

from an injury to the licod at some period, affecting

the central nervous system on the side opposite

to the paralysed parts.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BUDGERIGARS (D.I.P.).—(1) Damp is bad for all

birds, but unless this is very excessive beat should

not be necessary. If the greenhouse is heated and

a small grating be inserted in tiie back wall, that

should suffice. The main tiling is, if the atmos-

phere of the aviary Is npt too dump the Budgeri-

gars will he better without artificial heat than with

it, though slightly warmed air from tiie greenhouse

through a grating would he beneficial. (2) The

custom generally is to only take tiie busks down
annually for cleansing and to have hanging in tiie

aviary at least twice ns many husks as there are

pairs of birds; then, if n hen fancies a fresh husk

there is one at her disposal. It also largely pre-

vents quarrelling over special husks. (S) It is

always riskv having an odd adult bird in t lie aviary.

Jt all depends on the size of your aviary winch you

do. If you have plenty of room procure another

hen- if not, remove tire bachelor cock. I should

put a couple of barrels in as a nest receptacle.

BLUE BUDGERIGARS (Interested).—These have

always been very scarce and I very much doubt

vour being able to procure any. An advert, inviting

f
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OOCK Goldfinch Mules, 7/6; singing cook Gold-

Bnches, 2/3; Bullfinch cocks, 2/0; 8, Brecon-tcrr.

Rosclilll-st., Cheltenham. (498)

DARK Goldfinch Mule, buff Yorkshire, sex uncer-

tain, 7/0 two; exchange British; oilers: 1'enrce,

04. Coleraun-rd., Camberwell, London. (408)

NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules,

for show or song; prices low; state wants; appro-

val : McKcand, Seabright,. Castlo Douglas. (470)

HANDSOME light variegated Mule's, warranted cock

10/-; 2 dark cocks, 4/- each; Sib. hens bred light

Mules, 10/-, 15/-, 20/- each: Rowley, Elston.

HANDSOME variegated Goldfinch Canary Mule,

warranted cock, 6/-; nest 3, 7 weeks old, one 0-

poiuted, one marked wings and tail, dark cap, one

dark, take SO, - to clear; few hen bred light Mules,

10 /- . 15/-, 20/- upwards; Rowley, Elston, Crediton.

M17ST dispose of the following: Goldfinch and

Greenfinch, bred fivo Hybrids this season; large

Greenfinch ami Siberian Bullfinch, laid two fertile

eggs; five Greenfinch Mules, 3 yellows, 2 buffs, fit

to win; two exhibition and muling Greenfinch cocks;

Linnet cock, muler; -soine grand Norwich liens for

muling; approval; bargains: McKay, 84, Castle-st.,

Forfar. (491)

LOVELY light variegated cock Goldie Mule, grand

size and 1 colour; price 15/-; mother of above a

a yellow Sib. bred hen, 1914, one of my best, blind

in one eye; price 10 , 6 ; a monster dark butt cock
Goldie Mule, will win; price 15/- also two grand
Grey pates, fine size and markings, will moult out
tip-toppers; price, 15/- or 8/0 each; approval with
pleasure : Andrews, Weston, Olney, Bucks. (493)

DOVES.
DOVES for sale, Australian Bronze-wing Dove,

three White Java Doves: Mrs. Paget Steavenson,
Hurworth, Darlington. (489)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
WANTED to purchase, talking Parrots, any kind,

for prompt cash : Stephens, West Prayton. (499)
PAIR of Cutthroats and odd Bengalese, 7/6 the

three : J. Goodcluld, Ashen, Clare, Suffolk. (493)
ROSL-Breasted Parrot and cage, very tame, will

perch on shoulder, 15/-: James Hirst, 36, Nelson-rd.,
Bkley. (496)
GENUINE pairs-; Silverbills, Avadavats, in colour
and song, 5/- pair; approval: Wadsworth, 82, Bene-
dict-st., Bootle. (493)
WANTED, African Grey or Macaw, state lowest

price and if approval, deposit: D. R. Mackay, Adling-
ton, Macclesfield. (500)
BUDGERIGARS. Outdoor aviary bred, 6/- pair;

cocks, 2/6; hens, 8/6; young, 5/- pair: Hay, 5, Wood-
lands-rd., Barnes. (490)
SEVERAL pairs Cockatiels and Java Doves for

sale, all bred ul outdoor aviary : E. Buchanan
Scott, Hamildean,”pswich.

(490 )

HOUSE moulted Red-headed 1 Finch, exhibition
specimen, 10/6; Grey Java Sparrow hen, a beauty,
3/6: Jaycott, 23, Rigg-st., Crewe. (494)
BIRDS that pay ! Budgerigars, Greens 6/-, Yellows

7/- per pair.—The Aviaries, 59, Eammond-st.. Parkin-
son-lane, Halifax. Inspection invited. (460)
MACAW, talking; Parrots, talking; Canaries,
Doves, Goldfinches, Larks, White Cockatoo: A. Kee-
gan,, 35, Upper Ormond Quay, Dublin. (498)
BLUE fronted Amazon Parrot; guaranteed talker,
can say anything, whistles and mimics anything
it hears : J. Ingram, 54, Gaulton-st., Hull. (497)
LOVELY Green Amazon Parrot, talks, whistles,
mimics, 45/-, exchange large typical Norwich ; ap-
proval : Harry Smith, Connah’s Quay, Chester. (500)
LARGE White Cockatoo, 35/-; Rock Parrot, 25/-;
cock Orange Waxbills, Cutthroats, 5/-; all healthy;
Budgerigars wanted: Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford.

(489)
ACCLIMATISED Violet Tanagers, pair, show con-

dition, 25/-; 6 hen Rollers, good strain, 20/-; ex-
change Zebras : Teschemaker, Ringmore, Teignmouth.
PAIR Ringneck Doves, good breeders, 3/6 ; cock
Nutmeg Finch, very tame, 5/6; exchange Bullfinches,
Goldfinches, or Foreign: Jackson, Joiner, Bingley.
PAIR Necklace Doves, 10/- pair; Zebra. Finches,

8/6; Hen Sikkim Siskin, 30/- or exchange cock;
Shore-Baily, Boyers House, Westbury, Wilts. (493)
AFRICAN Grey, property of soldier’® widow, good

talker, 80/- without cage; must be sold at once; no
approval; no exchange; Jones, Cranbourne-et.,
Brighton.

. ( 494 )WANTED, African Grey Parrot and cage- give
cash and valuable new set of furs, long stole and
pillow muff, cost £4 4s. : Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,
Dunstable.
PAIR Peach-faced Lovebirds, 18 months in aviary,
£4 10/- p-cock Diamond Finch, show specimen, 20/-;
wanted, hen Parrot Finch: W. R. Temple, Esq., Or-
monde, Datchet.

<499 )ZEBRA Finches, 8/- pair, hens 6/-, cocks 31'-

;

Diamond Doves, believed cock birds, 8/- each
; all

birds young, outdoor aviary bred : Campbell 48
Rockliffe-rd., Bath.

(493 jBUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/-
pair

; selected breeding pairs, 6/- ; yellows, 8/- ; coker-
nut husks, nests, 6d., 5/- dozen : Miss Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne.

( 49G)MARVELLOUS talking Indian Parrot, whistles,
mimic anything as plain as any grey, but swears
a little, 50/-; or exchange Canaries,' Mules, etc.;
Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull.

(495)TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-
tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a do",
large cage, 45/6: Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port. (400)
COCK Redrump Parrakeet, 15/-; Young Zebra Dove

15/-
:

pair Jaccarini Finches, 17/-; cock Peacock
Pheasant, birds in outdoor aviary and perfect con-
dition

; tame cock, grand Eclectus with cage, £ 3 :

Pulsford, Paignton.
(494)

COCKS: Barnard Rosella Redrumps, Green Car-
dinal, Zebras, Ruficaudas; pair Peach-faced; cock
Amherst Pheasant

;
will exchange, want Bourke,

Plainheads, Blossom-heads, hens-: Miss Clare, 194,
Coombe-lane, Wimbledon.

(497 vWANTED, African Grey Parrot and cage, must be
good talker, mimic, -whistler, etc., to be sent on 10
days’ approval; cash shall be deposited with Editor
of paper; 6tate price; write: W. J. Todd, Oddfellows-
st., Egrernont, Cumberland.

(495 )ENGLAND’S champion talking Parrot, 3 years old,
says Ta, ta, Polly; What’s the matter; How are
you

; Come on, shake hands
; Kiss Polly

; Puss, puss,
me’ow

; Give me a bit; What’s up there; No, boy;
Are you there, Albert; in fact, a column of words,
also mimics, sings, whistles, says prayers

; price £.10
or offer; also a grand lot young Rock Parrots, quiet,
tame, make good talkers; 7/6, 10/6, and one gem,
1516; Blue-fronted Amazons, chattering, 30 35/

;

and one talking nicely, 40/-; also grand' lot of Green
Budgerigar^, 3 6

, 4/- pair: Fred Allen, Porter-st.
Aviaries, HulL

CfRAND Lemon crested Cockatoo, perfect plumage,
finger-tame, can talk, prico 60/-, with largo square
cage, oftly £3 3s. cash; or exchange birds for re-

sale; tills is a bargain, and fully worth £5; ap-

proval: Edwin North, 448, Manchester id., Bradford.
FINE healthy Green Budgerigars, bred from un-

related parents in outdoor aviaries, 9 months old,

4/- pair; 1 pair Zebra Finches, 10/
- ;

odd birds:

oock Cutthroat, 3/-; Avadavat, 2/-; Goldbreast, 2/0;
Oraugeclieek, 1/6: E. Brown, Sherburn, E.R., Yorks.
LARGE African Weavers, black and gold, size of

Cardinals, in show plumage, most brilliant colour-
ings, 20/- each; lovely tame Troupial, in full, song,
25/-; Blue Sugar Bird, acclimatised, show plumage,
25/- ; one small tame Lesser Crested Cockatoo, 45/-

;

one Bare-eyed Cockatoo, 45/- ; Golden-breasted
Comires, 25/- pair; All-green Conurea, 25/- pair;
Golden-fronted Conurea, 35/- pair; very tame African
Monkeys, 35/-; pair Cockatiels, 17/6; small Venezuela
Amazona, finger-tamo, 35/- each: G. B. Chapman,
Parrot Aviaries, Birmingham., Telegrams: Parrakeet.
’Phone : Central 6S9.

HAVING purchased a gentleman’s aviary of accli-

matised Foreign birds, have the following for dis-

posal: Zebra Finch, 10/-; Cordon Bleus, 7/6 pair;
Golllcn-brsaated Waxbills-, 7/6 pair; Scarlet Tiger
Finches, 7/6 pair; Silverbills, 6/6 pair; Bengalese,
7/6 pair; -St. Helena Waxbills, 5/- pair; Orange-cheek
Waxbills, 5/- pair; Bronze-wing Mannikins, 5/- pair;

Black-headed Nuns, 4/- pair; 1 Steel Finch, 5/-; 1

Orange Bishop, 5/-; 1 Yellow Weaver, 5/-, X Green
Singing Finch, 5/-; 1 Grey Singing Finch, 7/6; in good
health, and the -majority in -s-how condition: William
Judd, 120, B-eigrave Gate, Leicester. (49-9)

PARROTS, largest stock ever seen in null, includ-
ing Greys, Amazons, Recks, Cockatoos, Macaws,
etc., many finger tame, grand talkers amongst
them, from 20/- upwards; one Indian King Parrot,
wonderful talker, whistler, mimic cats, dogs, etc.,
plain as any grey, but swears a little, 50/-, w'orth
£10 to those having no objections to swearing;
also five Indian Hill Mynahs, the talking kind, 40/-
each, one talking 60/- ;

one Norwegian cock Thrush,
show plumage, lovely songster, 10/6; also Cut-
throats, singing Finches, Steelfinches, Scarlet
Weavers, Silverbills, Manakins, etc.; all in outside
aviaries: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (495)

AUSTRALIAN Parrakeets, direct importation, 20

magnificent Pennants .and Rosellas, glorious full

adult colour, Pennants 50/-, Rosellas 40/- each ; Red-
rump, 45/-; Cockatiel, 10/C; King, show condition,
£10; talking Indian Ring-neck, tame, ladies’ pet, 50/-;

Peach-faccd Lovebirds, from outdoor aviary, accli-

matised, £4 10/- pair; Gre-en Budgerigars, 1st and
special Horticultural Hall, 30/- pair; Cardinal Eclec-
tus hen, £6 ; Do-uhle-fronted Amazon, £4 10/- ; Ceram
Lory, very scarce, 70/-; Yucatan Jay, very rare,

£5 5/-; Whit© Blackbird, £5; Chinese Dhyal Bird,

50/-; Nightingale, 45/-; Long-tailed Tit, 25/-; Jenny
Wren, 25/-; Chinese Siskin hen, 12/6; Pectoral Finch,
20/- ; Ribbon Finch, 3/6 ; Insectivorous birds’ food,
2/4 lb.; “Birds that live on Nestle-’s Milk,” illus-

trated magazine article 2d. : John Frostick, Hampton
House, 303, H,igh-rd., Streatham Common, S.W. (499)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold, cups than any other kinds ; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or
easy payment. (394)
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash of ^sy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st-., West Bromwich. (394)

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 5/6 pair;
hens, 3/- each ; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 500 exception-
ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable for turning out of
doors immediately. We despatch same day as order
arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham. 'Phone—Central 689. Tele-
grams—Parrakeet.

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in pur-

chasing a Parrot we wish to offer the finest selec-

tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including African
Greys, Amazon®, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos, Macaws,
etc. We wish all intending purchasers of Parrots
to place themselves in communication with us,

when we will immediately forward them a full list

of genuine Talking Parrots. The birds we offer are
exactly as described on price list; good, sound,
healthy stock at lowest market prices. We guar-
antee safe arrival of all stock, and despatch same
day as order arrives: G. B. Chapman, High-st.,

Birmingham. ’Phone, Central 689. Telegram,
“ Parrakeet.” .

DE VON & GO.
Wbydahs, 10/- pair ; Bronzewings, Cutthroats, sing-

ing Finches, Steelfinches, 16/- pair ;
Bishop, half

colour, 7/- each; out of colour, 10/- pair; Red-
crested Cardinal, 8/- ; triangular spotted Pigeons, 35/-

pair
;

Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroos, very inter-

esting, won’t bite, easily feed, JO/- each
;

Eulars,
10/- each; ’Tit Larks, 1/- each; Grey Wagtails, 4/6

each; Blackbirds, 1/-; Quaker Parrakeets, 8/-;

cock Canaries, 7/-; Copper-headed Tanager, 30/-;
Archbishops, £3 pair; Yellow-wing Sugar Birds, 35/-

each; Goldfish, telescope fantail Swordfish, etc.; see
price lists; tame mice and rats, 1/- pair; Thrush,
3/6; Talking Macaw, £6; Quail Finches, 30/- pair;
Peach-faced Lovebirds, £3 pair ; Budgerigars, C/-

pair; Yellow’s, 7/6; Tits, 2/- pair; Wagtails, 1/6;
Dormice, 2/6 pair; gentles, 2/6 quart; ants’ eggs,
flies, millet seed and sprays, cuttlefish, etc. : 114,

Bethnal Green-rd., London.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and . best in kingdom, on
month's trial system at my risw, which I originated,

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although come advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

VARIOUS BIRDS.
PAIR Cutthroats, aviary bred, 8/6; two hen Sis-

kins, hybrideifc, guaranteed, 3/- each; selected Lin-

nets, 1/3: Robert Irvine, Blairgowrie. (500)
ADULT true pair Ring Doves, (hie plumage, 2/6;

largo tame Wood Pigeon, 2/6; bargains: Wilsher,
61, Lunn’s Gardens, Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (491)
COCKS, 2 good Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 cacti; Welsh
Goldfinch, 3/-; grand long clear Yorkshire Ogdens,
10/-; approval; offers entertained: Rogers, Oswallt
House, Cacrwjs, Flintshire. (493)

AVIARY-bred Canaries, 5 yellow cocks, 6/6; 6 buff

bens, 2/- each ; £2 the lot
;

pair Cockatiels, 15/-

;

offers; exchange; gold, watch wanted: Swires, 34,

Sea View Parade, Morecambe. (494)
EIGHT good bred- Norwich, 40/-;. 4 Yorkshire

cocks, 20/-; 8 Norwich hens, 18/-; 2 ciocbred and
3 hen Mules, 5/6; 3 cock Mules, 2 very large, 16/-;

approval, deposit : Beal, Newsagent, Midsomcr Nor-
ton. (495)

CONTENTS of bird-room: 15 Crest, Crestbreds,
good bred, 4 Yorks., 6 Rollers, Goldfinch

;
4ft. zinc

flight, 4 double breeders, Crest, British show cages,
4 Yorks, show cages, in case; together or separate:
Chubb, Park C!osc-rd., Alton. (492)

MUST sell (removing), grand 1914 cock Linnet Mule
and window cage, 7/6 ; clear yellow Norwich cock,

1914, and window cage, 8/6; three compartment
dome-shaped all-wire cage (cost 17/6), 5/-; bargains
for someone: Mrs. Tyler, Craster.- (498)

[wanted,
j

WANTED, singing cock Canaries; Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (496)

WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, (Crawford-st., Bradford. (489)

WANTED, Canaries and mules, cheap for cash;
apply: Adams, 80, Cumberland-st., East, Glasgow.
WANTED all kinds of Canaries and British birds
for cash: Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield,
WANTED all varieties Canaries and Mules, cheap,
cash sent with order : McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas.

,
(470)

WANTED, cock Canaries, full song; cash, exchange
gent.’s underwear: Snow, 31, Kitchener-rd., East
Finchley. (494)

SISKINS, Bullfinches. Goldfinches, and wild rabbits

from catchers and keepers weekly: Broxup, 27,

Stock-st., Burnley. (500)

WANTED, a few cock Canaries, on song, state
lowest price for cash: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson-
st., City, Glasgow. (481)

WANTED for cash, Amazon or Grey Parrot; send
price and particulars : Miss Jones, Harlech House,
Aberystwyth, Wales. ’ (499)

WANTED Black Schipperke bitch, about a year,

over distemper, w ell trained ; approval ; Fowler,
Walton, Chesterfield. (499)

WANTED for Te-sale, all kinds surplus Canaries
and Mules; send lowest price to A. Leitch, 520,

Gallowgate, Glasgow. (475)

WANTED, Norwich, colour-fed and naturals, Crests
and Mules, best price, cash by return : Roberts, 39,

Gloucester-st., Norwich. ' (481)

WANTED large Norwich and Yorkshires, cock
Mules, any number; state lowest price: E. Peek, 27.

West-hill, Dartford, Kent. (501)

WANTED from catcher few Goldfinches and other
British weekly; state price: Birtwistle, 35, Argylc-
st., Whittlefield, Burnley. (500)

EXCHANGE, side-net, with poles, three cages, one
trap cage, 30 mole skins ; wanted, top-coat, any-
thing: Cook, Pembridge. (497)

WANTED Canaries, puppies, Parrots, monkeys,
birds, mice, poultry; purchase or exchange: Bar-
low’s Aviaries, Greenwich. (499)

WILL buy for cash any quantity Goldfinch Mules,
Canaries, either sex; must be cheap: Helyar, 55,

Patmos-rd., North Brixton. (499)

WANTED, young African Grey Parrot; must be
cheap: Price and particulars to Thompson, 28,

Erskine-rd„ South Shields. (496)

WANTED, birds, animals, beasts, or reptiles of
every description: Manager, Princess Emporium,
163, Princess-st., Manchester. (498)

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries (must be healthy),

also British birds : State lowest price to Gracie,

Bird Dealer, Wdshaw, Scotland. (498)

OFFERS in Canaries ;
exchange pair new Ayrshire

blankets, value 25/-; reversible travelling rug, 15/-;

Dawson, 689, Duke-st-., Glasgow. (492)

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshires, either sex,

also Goldfinch Mule®;, state price: Stapletons, Bird
Dealers, 123, East-st., Walworth. (493)

WANTED, large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin, 9). Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241)

WANTED any quantity of hen Canaries, stating

price and breed ; cheap for cash : Edward Bruce, 124,

Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester. (433)

WANTED, few good colour-fed Norwich and Nor-

wich cinnamons ; good price for good birds : T.

Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (495)

WANTED large hen Canaries, also tame mice,

young rabbits ;
highest cash price, or exchange

British: Bedford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham. (499)

WANTED, first-class large headed Yellow cock

Greenfinch, house moulted, guaranteed muler

:

Campbell, 137, North Frcderick-st., Glasgow. (497)

WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and Gold-

finches, either sex; state lowest price; Herrington,

Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (442)

WANTED, dogs, puppies, Canaries, British birds,

rabbits. Parrots, pigeons, cavies, bantams, etc.;

state full particulars: Arthur Wicks, Norwich.

WANTED hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each, also

hen Canaries, 1/- each small ones, 1/3 large ones: J.

Flower. 15, Pollard-row. Bethnal Green, London.
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins ; state lowest price

:

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED large selected British from catchers,

state lowest price singly or per dozen ; exchange
Canaries: Gentleman, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire.

WANTED weekly supply of Goldfinches, Bramble-
finches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, cash deposit

Editor: Dixon, Bird Dealer, Brown-st., Burnley.
(497)

WANTED, 1915 Canaries, pairs Cockatiels, any
kinds British birds, young rabbits, poultry ; bankers’
reference; prompt cash: Hope, 45, Great Bridge,

Tipton. _ (465)

WANTED, for prompt cash, weekly supply of

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Hawfinches, and
Jays: Tlios, MeCrystal, 16, Langlands-rd., Govan.
Glasgow. (476)

WEEKLY supplies of Goldfinches, Linnets, Bull-

finches, etc.
;

also Canaries any variety ; Parrots,

Dogs, Puppies, cheap for cash: Harris. 55, Beak-st.,

Regent-st., London, W. (463)

NORWICH, Yorkshires, and Rollers; 6/- per pair

for good birds; colour fed preferred ;
cheque imme-

diately birds arrive in good condition: Broadbent,

355, Lpndon-rd., Sheffield. 7493)

WANTED, for prompt cash, good Norwich and
Yorkshire Canaries

;
good price given for good

birds; nothing but healthy birds taken in: Send
lowest price to W. Jack, Cage-maker, 6, Stirling

st., City, Glasgow. (496)

WANTED Canaries, Slides, British and Foreign
birds, hedgehogs, squirrels, dormice. Parrots, mon-
keys, dogs, cats, rabbits; inspection invited; any-
thing bought, supplied, or exchanged: Royal Zoo-
logical Farm, Shooters Hill, Kent. (499)
WANTED immediately, for export order, 100 pairs

Norwich Plainheads, also self coloured Norwich Cin-
namons, must bo large, stout birds, colour-fed,
healthy, 10/- pair given; send particulars: Cyril
Cublcy,. Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton, Lines. (500)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/ a pair, any quan-

tity ; cash deposited; bankers, County and West-
minster,- particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Iirid-
port-place, Hoxton.

WANTED CANARIES
every variety, in large or small quantities, also
Parrots, Foreign and British birds, poultrv, etc.;
best prices given for good healthy birds; send full
particulars : Bairstow Bros., Crmskirk-rd., Preston.

WAITED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest and Crested bred, all
kinds of Mules, Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
and other Hardbills, tor export trade

; prompt cash,
or depcait; state price; also pure bred dog puppies
of all kinds: Howard and Sons, Bird Judges and
High-class Live Stock Dealers, 1 , Sclater-st„ and
28. Bethnal Green id., London

; also 77, Pitt-et., Nor-
wich. Best buyers in the country. Est. 63 years.

WANTED, HEN
-
canaries

Norwich or Yorkshire, old or voting, 18/- a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen; Goldfinch Mules,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonatcno. (341)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
1015 Norwich. Yorkshire, and Roller Canaries, also
Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Siskins. Linnets, etc.; best prices given per return
post: Sandifords, Bird Specialist, Preston.

WANTED, 5,000 ?m GAMES
Wanted, for export, 5,000 pairs of Canaries, Nor-
wicn, colour-fed, natural fed, also Yorkshires, cinna-
mons, Crests, Lizards, any quantity, Goldfinch and
Linnet mules; fair price given, and your cash is as
safe as the Bank of England; my bankers are Bar-
clay’s, Norwich, and London, County, and West-
minster, Shoreditch Branch, London. We are the
largest dealers in the world, also successful exhibi-
tors and breeders in England; winners of over 5,000
money prizes and 500 special specials; established
53 years: Howard, 77, Pitt-st., Norwich, and Sclater-
st.j Bethnal Green, London. (493)

FANCIERS
wishing to dispose of their surplus stock of Canaries
should communicate immediately and state the
number of birds they have for disposal. We are
wanting any quantity of males, also pairs, including
the. following breeds: Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich
and Rollers, also Goldfinch Mules; the very best
prices are paid; no swindling; we are cash buyers
of any quantity; G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birming-
ham.

WftITEO FSS EXPORT
ANY QUANTITY, ANY VARIETY OF

DAIRIES AND MULES.
Will give 7/- per pair for good colour-fed York-
shires or Norwich; 5/- each cock Goidie Mules; 4/.

cock Linnet Mutes. I also require Border Fancies,
Rollers, Crests, etc. Will deposit cash with Editor.
Send full particulars and stamp for reply.

H. 8LED If SILL.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD.
(494 )

(sale or EXCHANGE.

|

Mainly British.
|

EXCHANGE dozen picked Linnets for Roller cock
or Mule, or sell cheap: W. Jones, 29, English-st.,
Hull. (498)
EXCHANGE 1915 cock Linnet Mule for Muling
cock Goldfinch, on approval: Carr, 18, Vernon-rd.,
Chester. (492)
EXCHANGE two cock Goldfinches for cock Canary

or Mule, also hen Bullie for common hen Canary;
approval : Clements, 4, Jeynes-rd., Tewkesbury. (495)

SELECTED Redpolls, 6d.; Greenfinches, Od.; Chaf-
finches, 1/-; mixed aviary birds, 2/- doz., or ex-

change: A. Foley, 4, Picton-st., New Boultham,
Lincoln. (491)

FOR sale, or exchange for exhibition British birds,

pair of Cactus Conures and two pairs of Norwich
Greens, or sell Conures 25/-; Greens, 10/- per pair:

Alex. Storrar, Coaltown Wemyss, Fifeshire. (501)

ONE pair each of Goldfinches, Chaffinches, and
Greenfinches, also Bullfinch (hen), all aviary moulted,
and 2 hen Canaries, 15/- the lot,, or exchange for

folding camera: Wilkinson, 455, Liverpool-rd., Patri-

croft, Manchester. (499)

EXHIBITORS. The largest stock of Goldfinches

and Linnets in Staffordsldre to select from
;

Gold-

finches, 2/6, 3/6; one exceptionally good, ciean

moulted, ready for show, 5/- ;
Linnets ,4/- dozen,

one extra large, well pencilled, 2/-; Redpolls, Cd.

;

one selected for exhibition, 1/6; all approval before

paymenF: G. Perrins, 26, Lennox-rd., Longton,

Staffordshire. .’406)

|

Mainly Canaries,
j

EDISON Gem phonograph, 30 records, complete,

£1; exchange Canaries: 201, Chester-rd., Hulme,
Manchester. (491)

EXCHANGE pair 1915 Norwich for British show
cages and case: Offers to Wm. Potts, 59, Firthside-

st., Fraserburgh. (497)

WHAT offers in Canaries, any variety, for suit

length, good tweed, or sell 25/- ; McKeand, Sea-

bright, Castle Douglas. (470)

PEDIGREE Yorkshire dog pup, 5 months, over

distemper, 25/-; exchange Canaries: Tabor, i,

Currie-rd., Northampton. >.494!
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FOUR Border show cages and Kozy carrier; ex-
change young Border cocks; on approval; Pope
18. Key ford gardens, Frome. (196)

EXCHANGE pair Yorks. Canaries, 1913, for bright
cycle wheels, strong, 38 by 1}; spur* first: Geo.
Simpson, Crayke, nr. Easingwold. (195)

EXCHANGE cream l’om. mother, and pup. for

Rollers or Yorkshires
;

sa'le 25/. and 15/-, or oll'cr :

Jones, (i, Klin -st .
Kerndalc, Glam. (191)

EXCHANGE high-class Canaries for lady's gold
watch, Roller organ, field glasses, or cage fronts:

/Joe Thomas, Overend, Cradley, Staffs. (499)
VV11.L give good exchange in singing Canaries for

decent donkey harness or good overcoat: Standard
Aviaries, Newton Heath, Manchester. (499)
KIVU prize Borders, pair Yorkshires, exhibition

British; wanted, cycle, watch, anything useful;
Morrison, 7, Stone-lane, Millflcld, Pcterboro’. (193)
EXCHANGE Norwich and Yorkshire club show
winners for racing cycle, B.S.A. or Raleigh, 24in.
frame: It. Hatch, 33, Blaekstono-rd., Chorley. (495)
GRAND pair field glasses, leather case, with strap

lb/-; exchange 1915 Norwich hens, or fresh caught
British: Tucker, 64, Clarke-rd., Northampton. (494)
TWO pairs each Shncklcton'B Yorkshires, Border's
Norwich, and breeding cages, 10/6 pair

;
exchange

blankets or sheets: lluytock, Floronce-st., Rochdale.
Yours first. (496)
EXCHANGE 7-In. Yellow or Buff Yorkshire stock
cock for good pair Held glasses or exhibition Gold-
finches: sell 1. 1 ; approval: 400, Whitchail-rd., St
George's, Bristol, (497)
SALE or exchange, one pair Yorkshires, 6 young,

I cocks, 3 hens; wanted mitre cutter or something
useful, or 8/-; no rubbish; yours first: K. Scillitor,
Croft -cottages, Earls Colne, Essex. (496)
THREE Yorkshirc-Horder hens, 1915, bred from
grand parents, 2/- each; powerful air gun, 8/.; first-

class mandoline in case, 14/-; all real, genuine:
Brown, 118, V ill iers-rd

.

, Willesden Green. (495)
WIIL exchange two good Norwich cocks for 4

Yorkshire show cages, Union pattern, and case;
also prize bred Norwich oocks for sale, cheap:
Yelland, 72, Cross Flatts-pl., lloeston, Leeds. (497)
NORWICH. 6 large cocks, 7/6 each; 3 yellow, 1

buff, 1 buff cinnamon bens, 5/. each; pair adult
green Budgerigars, 5/6; wanted, offers for lot and
large cycle cape: HisCop, 114, Baker-st., Stirling.
HIGII-CLASS Yorkshires, no better blood obtain-
able; cocks from 15/-; hens from 10/- upwards; ex-
change for high-class Rollers, must be good; also
must be 1914 cocks and 1915 hens; approval both
ways; satisfaction guaranteed; E. Saxon, 27, Oxford-
rd.. Smethwick. (491)
SEVERAL winning Norwich, 1 Silver Lizard cock,

1914, winner; 2 Yorkshire hens, 12 mahogany-fronted
single breeders, in new rack. 3 double and 3 com-
partment breeders, 2 flights : book, “Canary Hybrids
and British,” new, cheap for o.nick ©ale; exchange
gold double curb albert: Waddicox, 5, Holby-St.,
Rochdale. (491)
PAIR high class Norwich Plainheads. buff .cock,
yellow hen, cost £5, from Barnes, Walkley, in
December last year, sell £3, or exchange good
cycle: also big yellow cock (Barnes), cost £3. sell

£2; three young cocks, 2 yellows and one buff,
from above. £1 each; 1 yellow hen, 10/-; buff hen,
10/-: exchange gold watch, albert, anything useful,
for house: offers invited for the lot or singly; all
birds colour fed and in good health

;
giving up

fancy: George Raeside, 48, Fullarton-st., Irvine,
Ayrshire, Scotland. (498)

Miscellaneous.
|

WHAT offers? Pair clap nets, night lark net, and
poles: Hatton, Gcorge-st., Brighton. (493)

WHAT offers? Bandolier, waist belt, gun, and
sword: Hatton, 38, Blake-st., Brighton. (493)

FISHING rod and reel, cost £3 10/-; what offers in

birds: C. Hay, 24, East-st., Chichester. (491)

EXCHANGE 6 net trails for 3 hens or 1 cock
Canary: Botterill, 5, Gurney-st., Walworth, S.E. (493)

BIRD-CATCHING outfit, cost 25/-; exchange fish-

ing tackle : Kirby, Dixon-s-square, Lutterworth. (500)

EXCHANGE, 4-volt 20-amps, accumulator; cock
Canary, or sell : 55, Holly wood-rd., South Kensing-
ton. (492)
EXCHANGE brand new boots, ladies' or gents', for
male dogs or puppies: Manager, Furniture Stores
Totton. (483)
SALE, 10/-, or exchange for birds, sable Pom.
bitch, grand coat: Apply, Glover, 3, Tresillian-st.,

Plymouth. (498)
BANJO (zither), with case, 25/-; cost £4 4s.; ex-
change pup, Pom., Yorkshire, etc. : 55, Gilmore-pl.,
Edinburgh. (498)
DALMATIAN male for sale 30/-, or exchange Can-

aries; approval; pedigree: Gale, 9, Columbia-st„
Darlington. (496)
•HUME & SMOLLETT'S History of England, 12
vols. : what offers, Canaries preferred : 34, Chinner-
rd„ Thame. (490)
LADIES', gent.'s, and children's boots, all sizes,

exchanged for Canaries : Exchange Co., 355, London-
rd., Sheffield. (493)

1,000 BIRDS and other live stock wanted in ex-
change for cutlery' and plate: Smith Bros., 49, Pear-
st., ‘Sheffield. (498)

EXCHANGE J-plate camera for Canaries, or sell

8/6; good as new; approval: Kendal, 11, Mary-p-it,
Blaydon-on-Tyne. . (498)

CORNET in case, 10/6; mandoline in case, 10/-;
concertina in case, 5/6; bargains: Bugg, Stone-
mason, Holbeach. (497)
PEDIGREE Pom., 13 months (cream); exchange

for cycle, sell £2: J. Fry, 11, Watercress-rd., St.

Worburghs, Bristol. (495)
EXCHANGE, buff Norwich cock, full song, for
Yorkshire show cages and case: Grant, 73, Saint
Mungo-st., Glasgow. (497)
EXCHANGE pair wood-rimmed cycle wheels for

double breeding cage or flight: 2, Cross-st., Ardwiclc-
le-Street, nr. Doncaster. (494)

NEW fishing rod and tackle. Goldfinch Mule, full

song, exchange Canaries or Greypates: Tetley, 134,

Washington-st., Bradford. (495)
BELGIAN hares, buck and doe, 5 months, bred

fropi winners, 21/-; exchange unflighted Canaries:
101. Princes-st., Kettering. (495)
EIGHT double-sided disc records, sell 12/-; ex-
change song Thrush or Canaries; or offers: Tutty,
No. 3, Squarey-st„ Tooting. (494)
BAGATELLE billiard table, value 30/-; what offers?
cycle, gramophone, records. Parrot: Underwood,
York-st., Hulme, Manchester. (491)
SELL or exchange a good Atlas Organette and
1? tunes for gold guard, or offers: J. Harrison, 3,
Alton-st., Ross, Herefordshire. (490)
FISH fryer, steel saucepan, Dutch oven, knife
machine; sell or exchange; wanted, eggs, poultry

;

A. Stanmore-viKas, Winchester. ' (495)
WHIPPET bit <:h

,
18 months, fast and clever, ex-

change talking Parrot. Canaries: Glover, 4, Broad-
green rd.. Old Swan, Liverpool. (498)
OFFERS wanted. Canaries or anything useful, for
Canary Book, published 25/-, absolutely new: Creese,
74, Boundary rd.. Walthamstow.

(499 )

BARGAIN; hand-reared singing oock Thrush, 2/6;
with cage, 4/-; exchange Canaries, Bantams: II.
Collingwood, Nafferton, Driffield. (492)
PAIR good Pigmy Pouters, nesting, cock pouts

well; exchange for Civstbrcd ben or Goldfinches:
Gardiner, 10

, Withipoll, ljiswiich.
(493)FIVE Black Leghorn hens (Simon Hunter's, June,

1914), IS/-; exchange Canaries, live stock: Cripps,
Co, Slierc-rd., Deptford, London. (497)
SET boxing gloves, 4/-, 7/6; aig-zag pnzzle, 2/-;

B-flat flute, 3/-; useful exchange or Canaries: Mid-
dleton. DO, Nortligate, Canterbury. (496)
BLACK Cocker pup, lemon sable Pom.: exchange
dither good Yorkshire Canaries, or others, sell
cheap: Graham, Ballybrack, Dublin. (500)
FIFTY panes of glass, CJ by 9J ; exchange

Canaries, Budgerigars: yours first: Ramsbottom,
Moorlleld-terr., Hollingworth, Cheshire. (493)

EXCHANGE camera, photographic goods, Dunlop
and Michclin tyres, for good Rollers or Norwich
cocks: Haimiworth, Nevett-st., Preston. (497)
EXCHANGE small collection Eoreign anil Colonial

stamps, lot 10/-; offers; exchange anything.—Lock-
wood, 3, Ryecroftst., Ossett, Yorkshire. (497 )EXCHANGE i plate Pilot camera and all acces-
sories for British birds, value 10/-: Samuel Larnbie,
East Main-st., Whitburn, Linlithgowshire. (492)
SIX Canaries, ©ell £1; exchange boots, fowls,

ducks, musical instruments
; approval: Joe Hill, No.

I , Gisborne-row, Bugsworth, Derbyshire. (496)
HAND sewing machine, as new, perfect stitch,

15/-; cost 50/-; exchange Mule, Goldfinches, or
Canaries: King, 421, Portobel/o-rd., London (492)
GENT'S overcoat, little worn, 9/6; also trousers,

5/-; pair Army riding breeches, neatly new, 6/-:

offers : Fred, S3, Clifdon-rd., Clapton, N.E. (498)
EXCHANGE 12 first class truc-lo-name dwarf roses

for pair good clap nets and fittings; sell 8/-: Par
ticulars, S. Nevaril, 56, M,viand, Colchester. (492)
WANTED, exchange gramophone and 34 records,

cost 8 guineas, for high-class Norwich or Yorkshires:
Reynolds, Newham Farm. Sithney, Hclston. (4891
EXCHANGE pair field-glasses and case, value 10/-
for good lengthy yellow Yorkshire cock: J. Getty
Fcrryquay-et., Coleraine, co. Derry, Ireland. (491)
STRONG, healthy, well bred ferrets, for 6ale, or
exchange poultry, gun, dog, or anything useful

;

offers invited: H. Teat, Ancaster, Grantham. (496)
EXCHANGE roses, flowering shrubs, herbaceous

plants, strawberries, etc., for Canaries, Mules, or
British; offers: Collins, Morchard Bishop, Devon.

(497)
EXCHANGE gent's cycle, perfect condition, back
pedalling brake, new cover, sell 25/-, or live stock to
value: 346, Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester.
EXCHANGE pair of Magpie Pigeons and pair of
Tumblers for pair of young Flemish Giant Rabbits;
approval : W. Cockley, 10

, Orsett-rd., Grays, Essex.
SIX Yorkshire show cages, with 2 cases, 6 Norwich
show cages with 2 cases, 18/6; bargain; approval:
Charles Catton, Meltfiam," Huddersfield, Yorkshire.
EXCHANGE two pairs White Fantails (father cost

30/-) for Buff and Yellow Norwich hen, good stuff;
approval both ways: Martin, 11, Clive-place, Penarth,
Glam. (493)
II.M. Goldfinch hen Canary, bred Mules, 10/-

;

Flemish Giant doe, pure bred, 10/-; rabbiting dog
pup, three months, 7/6; exchange: B. Hutton, Hol-
beach. (490)
EXCHANGE joiner-made clothes box, size 36in.
by 2Qin. by 18in., clean, sound, perfect, for large
cock Canary : Jlonas, 26, Landor-rd., Stockwell,
London. (492)
SALE or exchange, silver lever watch and heavy

silver chain for good Mules or breeders ; seil 30/-

;

approval both ways; stamp reply: Griffith, Twt.fil,

Holyhead. (498)
MAGIC lantern, cost 40/-, in good condition, with

100 slides
;
also 200 old English coins, exchange with

class Norwich; offers; Robinson, 308, Rectory-rd.,
Gateshead. (491)
EXCHANGE, gent.'s racing cycle, in perfect con-

dition, for gold watch or gramophone and records,
or sell 50/-; worth double: J. Waterfield, Halford-st.,
Smethwick. * (477)
WAVERLEY book, “ Canaries, Hybrids, and

British,” uncut, £1 ; exchange Yellow Norwich cock
or Cinnamon: Hammond, Albert Cottages, Hope-
walk, Ipswich. (494)

PUNCH-BAR wire front flight, 36 by 24, 4/6;
double breeder, 2/- ; 2 Border hens, 2/- each ; ex-
change anything useful : Richards, Baker, Williams-
town, Rhondda. (494)
WELSH harp to sell, 15/-; Yorkshire show cage and

case, 4/6 ;
three new acetylene bicycle lamps, good

order, exchange singing cock Canaries: Murray,
Jeweller, Dingwall. (491)
WANTED two cock Canaries or Mules, singing;
exchange six ivorine-handled knives, with nickel
silver forks to match, new; approval: Robinson, 3,

Thrampton-rd., Retford. (409)
EXCHANGE 100 moleskins, cured, dressed, for
three Crested hen Canaries, or a pair of. Belgians,
or a pair of Scotch Fancy; on approval; large birds:
Barkley, Ampleforth, Malton. (495)
EXCHANGE double muzzle-loading gun, 14 bore,

in good condition (wants rod), for pair clap nets,
large, and poles, or sell 10/-: Wickens, 14, St.
Paul’s-st., Rusthall, Tun. Wells. (495)
FOR sale or exchange. “Canaries, Hybrids, and

British Birds” book, cost 25/-, for a good pair 1915
Yorkshire Canaries, or nearest offer; yours first:

Bridger, 3, Alma-place, Ditton, Kent. (494)
EXCHANGE Collie-Retriever dog, 2i years, well

trained, value £5; sefl 50/-, or exchange Yorkshire
Canaries; particulars on application; offers, stamp

:

Thomas, 5, Barkham-rd., Wokingham. (495)
I WILL exchange 1 set of handsome silver hall-

marked carvers for a singing Canary, or sell 15/-,

or what offers?; no reasonable offer refused: G, A.
Darby, 41-a, Spon-lane, West Bromwch. (494)
PAIR new clap nets, 7 yards, complete, 10/-: H.M.

cock Bullfinch. Groypate Norwich Canary, lot 6/-;

Yorkshire Terrier bitch, four months, 10/-; exchange
anything: Robinson, 77, H,arboro-rd., Rushden. (493)
EXCHANGE English concertina, 31 keys, as new,

for birds, or sell 12/6 ; sell gramophone and 29
records, all in good condition, £4, or part exchange:
stamp for particulars: H. Lock, Rayne Lodge,
Braintree,- Essex. (496)
FOR sale cheap, or exchange, large quantity of
stuffed birds ready for casing, 400 birds’ eggs, good
oil stove, two gramophones (one hornless), and
large quantity of records: Bottomley, Bootmaker,
Keighley. (500)
ON sale, 9 single breeding cages and rack. £1.

nearly new
: also pair Norwich cock, stock and

show bird, £2 10s.: exchange anything useful, poul-
try preferred: neathcote. Owlett Hall, LitUcborough,
Rochdale. (493)
PAIR of Roller Canaries, rune, bred from good
stock; also pair of Green Budgerigars. pood
breeders; for Shore gun, telescope, or vellow Nor-
wich hen; approval: Amott, 61, Jordan-terr..
Methill, Fife. (492)

EXCHANGE lady'* cycle, 22in frame (Victor),
almost new condition, free wheel, front brake, Bow-
den brake, tyres, tubes as new, accessories

;
sacri-

fice 27/6; parting through illness; great bargain:
Miss May, 16, I’rincess-st., Nottingham. (494)
TWELVE double-sided records, gent.'s cloth water-
proof coat, set men’s iron lasts for making new
work or repair, also light! up apparatus with bracket,
would suit country cottage ; exchange Crested hens
or anything useful: It. McCulloch, 20, Irish-st.,
Dumfries. (496)
SIX double, six single breeding cages, loose fronts,
complete; six Yorkshire show cages, one egg mill;
one seed mill, one Yorkshire cock, four hens, 36/-

;

exchange cycle, engine, small labile, or engineer's
tools; offers: King, 22, Joseph-st., Shipley, Yorks.
TWO cock Yorkshire Canaries, 6/6 each; pair
Border fancies, 10/0; cock Goldfinch Mule, 8/-; cork
Alario Finch, full song, 8/6; African wild Canary,
6/6; very nice boy’s violin, 10/’-; exchange tea,
dinner, and toilet ware to value ; Thorpe, 209,
Castlc-boulcvnnl, Nottingham. (495)
EXCHANGE houschohl goods, boots, bedding,

clothing, cutlery, cycle tyres, or anything required
for livestock of all descriptions, birds, dogs, poul-
try, Parrots, monkeys, etc.; prompt ami honest
dealings; hundreds of unsolicited testimonials: .Top-
son's Exchange Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester.
WILL give value in boots, clothing, overcoats,

suits, bedding, blankets, drapery, cutlery, jewellery,
etc., or household goods of any description required
in exchange for canaries, parrots, monkeys, rabbits,
cavies, dogs, puppies, Persian kittens, poultry, etc.,
or live stock of any description

;
prompt and re-

liable dealings only; stamp reply: Maifager, Live-
stock Exchange, 163, Princcss-st., Manchester. (498)

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower's bird seeds
and foods, good commission: Trower, 442. Caledonian-
rd . London.
SELL Tams' packet bird 6eeds. See special whole-

sale price list for cage fronts, box cages, bottoms,
tin ware, sprays, etc.

; send post car’d : Enoch
Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (456)

Aquarium.
FOR sale, two Calico'Bass, 5 inches, £1 each; three
Sunflsh, 5 inches, 10/- each; seen by appointment:
Hall, 566, Alexandra Park-rd., N. (500)
GOLDFISH 3/- dozen, 20/- 100: minnows 6d. doz.,

2/6 100; telescope fantail fish, 2/6 each; sword fish,
<51

- pair; plants, snails, etc.; price lists: De Von
and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
GOLDFISH, rare and temperature fish, Japanese
and Chinese fantails, gudgeon, sticklebacks, weeds,
plants, snails, everything appertaining to the
aquaria; list free; catalogue of aquaria and vivaria.
Id. : L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st.,Clerkenwell-rd., Lon-
don, E.C. Fisheries: Carmiano, Piacenza, Italy.
Established over 50 years. Telegrams: Curdle. Lon-
don. Telephone: 4712 Holborn.

Cycles.
GENT’S cycle, in perfect running order, Sturmey-
Archer 3-speed, two Drakes, tyres, and tubes, in
good condition, 30/-; bargain: Cook, 4. Woolpack
Court, Woolpack-Iane, Nottingham. (497)

[
Dress. 1

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-; gents 3/9*
girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36 , York-st., Ilulme, Manchester.

GREAT Dane dog, 18 months, rare size, perfectly
marked, from the best strain in the country, £*2 .

C. Ross, St. Leonards-rd., Forres, N.B. *
(498)WANTED to purchaso all kinds pure bred dogs,

also litters of puppies, either pure or crossbred,
cheap for cash: Stephens, West Drayton. (499)TWO game Bull Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/6 each

; bitch, 5/6
;

parents tackle anything at
command: Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (499)
FOR sale, Greyhound Whippet, 13 months old, very

fast, quiet with children, anxious for work, 22in.
high, sell £ 1 : George Stephen, 29, Portessie, Buckie.
GRAND litter of thoroughbred Collie puppies, f
weeks old, like balls of wool, dogs 21/-, bitches
12/6: Mrs. Davies, 3, Clifford st., All Saints, Man-
Chester. (498)
CHOCOLATE Toy Pom dog, six months, grand coat;
healthy, good pedigree, 4*lb. parents, £3; exchange
poultry: Mayne, 41 Chataworth," Crcscenb-rd. New
Barnet, Herts.

(5^^WAR eacnticej Three champion pedigree wire fox
terrier bitch- puppies, 10/-, 15/- each, no approval;
seen evening or appointment: Letts, 2a, Lismore
Circus, Gospel Oak, N.W, '

(403 )BULL Terrier and Airedale cross pups, six weeks
old, make good guards and companions; dogs, 15/-;
bitches, 10/ ; exchange birds or anything useful;
J^[Jrs first: Griffiths, 7, Garden-st., Swansea. (499 )^MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-
grec Pekingese puppies and adults cheap; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-
most running into three figures, no better than I
can offer for a mere trifle.

SPLENDID selection of young healthy dogs and
puppies, always on hand, no fancy prices*, dogs,
puppies, etc., purchased for cash; 6bamp reply:
Manager, Princess Kennels, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. Open daily. Inspection invited. (498)
HANDSOME pure prize^bred golden sable and white

Collie puppies, 10 weeks old, splendid coats, frills,
and brushes, 'clean, healthy, perfect companions,
make winners, extended pedigree, male 20/-, female
15/6; approval: Frank Marshall and Son, Hagworth-
ingham Farm, Spilsby, Lincolnshire. (344)

Musical Instruments.
|

CRAMOPnONE records, any title, any make, by
ret/Urn post; hear the latest new “Defiance" un-
breakable record (double-sided), “The Battlecry ofFreedom"; sample record sent post paid for 1/-;
latest lists free: Douglas Malcolm. Record Expert,
58, South Island-place, London, S.W. (499)

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese Mice and cage, 1/-; Dormice.

2/6 pair; tame Japanese rats, 1/- pair; Miss Rosev
Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

Rosey,
(496)

[natural History^
TAXIDERMIST wanted work bird stuffing and cas-
ing, neatness, quickness, low- charges, pets care-
fully done: Fryett, Mill Terrace, Beetles. (4S4)

Pigeons.
BEAUTIFUL pair white carriers, related to myDa ' r>' w,"ner3 ' 2°/-; stylish black cock, dun hen

K’.r ':reriers
' I2/~

^
nic6 Pair 1914 duns, 10/6 pair;

1915 blacks, 8/-; stylish black hen, &/-: approval-
George Wilson, Shillington, Hitchin.

(499 )

Rabbits.

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected ferrets, worked last season,
6/6 ; splendid ferrets, good- workers, guaranteed,
4/6; excellent ones, ready to work, 3/6; younger,
3 /-

;

14 days’ approval ; cash or deposit; Thos.
Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (498)

Garden.
FINE ripe sloes, 3d. lb.; walnuts, 3/- peck; also

recipe: E. Bates, Stokenehurch, Bucks. (501)

Household uteKc.
I

PEACH'S Loom Offers.—Down quilts, 10/6, blan-
kets, 6/11 per pair; Cardinal curtains, 7/6- curtains
and materials, table linens, etc., benefit by loom
prices ; write now for free book ; S. Peach and Sons,
150, The Looms, Nottingham.

Should WRITE T0-DAT
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMOSIIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

Use our Notepaper.

LADIES
TESTIMOSIIALS and FF

BLANCHARD S PILLS
llaey are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ai)mentR,.A.’<\ and speedily

afford relief, ami never fail to alleviate ull Btifferin«
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Corhia, Bitter Apple Ac

bold in boxes, 1/li, by Boots’, Taylor's, Timothy White's
Braticlien and all Chemists, or post froo, name price from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Cheahsts, 34, OAISTON LANE, LONDON

Kennel- _Dogs for Sale,
Dogs lor Exchange.

WANTED Spaniels, close workers that retriove ten-
derly: Sclmes, Rcdbourn, Herts. (560)
FOR aalc, Jack Russell's fox terrier puppies, C

weeks old; dogs £1 is., bitches 10/6: Tyson, I,ad-
dingford 1

, Croft, Y’aiding.
(494 )RARE opportunity; pedigree Pomeranians, muff

specimen, from 5 guineas; puppies from 50/-: Algon,
Cambridge-rd., East Cowes. (493)
PEDIGREE Aberdeen female puppy, dark brindle,

15/-; exchange rabbits, fowls, Canaries: Bell, 1 J 9 ,

Arlington-rd., Camden Town, London. (501)
FOX Terrier, hold badger, excellent rabbiter, ratter,

retrieve, carry parcels for miles
; exchange birds,

anything: James, Fairmiie. Leominster. (501)

GRAND rich racy Belgians, three months. 3/6 each,
three months: Weston Freizeland, Wolverhampton.

LARGE selection Flemish Giants, Belgians, eftc!
for show or utility, cheap

; inspection invited : RovalZ
,??-,°"' L

'a larrn
- Shooters Hill, Kent. (4991ONE pair splendid Belgian Hares, unrelated rich

colour, fit to win and in pink ol condition
;
8 months.

5,/- each or 9/0 pair; satisfaction guaranteed: G.Adams, Westwick, Norwich. (495)

Various.
CHARMING pets; beautiful pair Partridge Silkies

I(v-J approval : George Wilson. Shillington, Hitchin
BRASS sundial and stone pedestal for «>le good
cation, cheap: W. V., 35, First-av„ Wa’ltham-

(494)
U.8.A. 22-bore rifle, kill at a hundred yards, 15'--

No. 1 bore, a beauty, sell 7/6: C. Ross, 8t. Leon:
ard's-rd., Forres, N.B. (;q8 ,

FOR sale, miniature rifle, 22, with wind gauge
orthoptic sight

;
30/- ; approval : W. H. Holmes 22

Hamilton-rd., Firth Park, Sheffield. ’(493)
GOLF balls repainted equal to new, Silvcrkings,
Dimplos. Challengers. etc.. 10/6 doz.

; approval
Willingly: Phimister, Golf House, Forres, N.B. (487)
OPOSSUM, tame and healthy, great pet, 25/-;
young, harmless 6nnkes 9d. each. 4/- dozen

-

De Von and Co.. 114, Bethnal Green Road, London
JERBOAS or Miniature Kangaroos, very interesting
little animals, won't bite, don't smell, easily fed”,
10/- each: De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Grccn-rd.,
London.
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 16/-; new loin
double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; l.ooo
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:
Regentbird, 120, Old st., London.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods, 6/6 each

; roach
rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies, 9d dozen; gut sub-
stitute in endless variety ; rods, tackle, cverv des-
cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp ;

‘ raves
pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-
mingham. (424)

Waterfowl.
On offer, in very fine pairs, American niuewing

Teals, Red shouldered Teals, Australian Maned
Goose (Cli. jubata), and several other specimen*!
W. C. Duyzend, Naturalist Rotterdam, Holland.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Carl, 154 Fleet
Street, by J. G Ham MO36 and Co. Ltd ' Fleet
Laue, London. E.C.
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SMALL AND LARGE IN BRITISH FINCHES.
The Lesser Redpoll is one of the smallest of our British Finches, while the formidable looking Hawfinch is the
largest. The Redpoll in our picture won fourth prize at the Horticultural Hall for Mr. J, J. Rees, Swransea, The
Hawfinch is the property of Mr. J. B. Caunt, of Beeston, Notts. It won first prize and special at Ha'ifax last year,

and third prize at the Horticultural Hall.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.- Two or more Advertisements
comm;; from tho some advertiser, even if sent In

dillcrent names, aro reckoned together, and, alter

tho first Eighteen words, aro charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will ho charged at less than
the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlincs, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must bo sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payablo to F. CARL.

The Proprietor reserves tho right to reluse any
advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a Buries, at any time, without assigning

any reason lor so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will bo inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ing office, or similar place ol call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected In any way with tho Cago Bird

Trado aro inserted at the rato ql id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Gd.

Advertisements cioso Tuesdays first post in each

week, and should bo sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154. Fleet Street, Loudon.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to tho number of announcements received wo

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

tlio previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

“ CAGE BIROS"

SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of

the bom-lides of either buyei‘3 or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—ritOCEDURE.— Tho intending purchaser should
send to this oilico the amount of tho purchase (our

deposit fee included), and ivt the same time he
should communicate with tho seller stating what it

Is ho requires sent ou approval. Wo acknowledge
receipt of tho deposit to both parties. In all cases

tho depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

Xaiued by us until we hear from both parties that
tho transaction has been completed, if a sale has
been ell'ceted, wo hand tho aimnmt deposited to the
seller. 'If a sale lias not been elfocted, we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must bo
conducted by tbo parties themselves. Wo merely
hold tiro deposit.

8.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.-The fee is 6d.

for each LI, or fraction of LI, uud it must bo sent
at samo time as the deposit.

4 .—IMPORTANT I’.OINTS.—The depositor rnuet

decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
tlie goods whether he will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which wo must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If

the goods arc not returned within the said forty-

eight hours, wc reserve the right to send the deposit

to the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the seller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to tho depositor.

6 .—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction has been completed to tho satisfaction

of botli depositor and seller, both parties must at

once return the deposit receipts a3 a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor imlst ut the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the

seller. •

6 .—GOODS ALRF.A'DY SOLD.— IT tho goods are

eold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, os
if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

he must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve tho right to return tho

deposit to tho sender after tho expiration of three

dnyo.
7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In case no sale bo

effected, a deposit is available for -purposes of a

fresh transaction, provided another deposit foe be
paid.

8 .—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Coods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tho Journey must bo borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t be property packed and
returned oy tbe samo means as were used in sending

tlie same.
9 . PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
tho vendar and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In tho absence of other arrangements tl;e purchaser

In liable for the carriage of the goods, and if tho
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.

19.—DISPUTES.—In case, of a dispute, the do-

cisiou of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until tlia

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS,
tt J3 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from

established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the fact that they are

thoroughly heafitiy.

BIRD-HOUSES, outdoor aviaries, fowl-houses, send

[or list: Ross, Poultry Appliance Works, Forres,

N.B. . .

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries : L. Latham, Kingston-by-

Sea, Sussex.
THREE British show cages and case, as new, 5/6;

bird-catching outfit, complete, If)/-: Flatt, 5, Brarn-

foril-lanes, Ipswich. }]>
WHEN song required, use Roller flutes, P.O. 1/2 set,

with instructions; marvellous results: Herbage, 9,

Cranbrook-rd, Walthamstow. W
A few good double breeding cages for sale and

16 cage fronts, 16 and 24; sell cheap, or exchange

Canaries: J. Richardmond, I’atelcy Bridge. (6)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-

facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (34o)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear

wire Palace chapes and other aviaries and cages

in the trade; send 2 stamps for illustrated lists,

established 46 years: McKcund, Cage Manufacturer-

Castle Douglas.
EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern; best quality and finish, as supplied to leading

exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/8

each 3 for 6 /-, six for 12/-; sliding front lunch

show cages, beauties, 3/- each; carrying cases for

2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/-; any size made; show cages

and cages of every description ; state requirements.

Note I have no connection with any firm here or

elsewhere : Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

^BIRDCATCHERS’ nets, 9ft. 3/G, 12ft. 4/6, 18ft. 5/6;

poles, pegs, and pull line, with every net; fin. mesh

loose netting, 7ft. deep, 34d. yard; 9ft. deep, 4jd.

vard; oval net traps, 1/-; large trap cages, 1/6 ;
call

cages, 8d. ;
bird braces, three for 3d. ;

best bird-lime,

Mb. 7d., I-lb. 1/-, 1 lb. 1/8 ,
post free; double

breeders, 36 x 16 x 9, fitted complete, 5/6; box cages,

loose fronts and sand trays, 14 x 111 x 7, 2/6 each,

three 6/6 ;
Palac© aviaries, 36 x 30 x 12, 12/6 ;

planed

boards, 7in. 2/3, 9in. 2/9, 12m. 4/- per 25ft. ;
send for

full illustrated list: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N B.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartments', loose wire
fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used ; none
better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything
required free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 x 10 or 12

3/6 doz. ; 14x12, 4/- doz. ; 16x12, 4/6 doz.
;
18x12, 5/3

doz.; 24x12, 7/- doz.; Yorkshire club show cages,

19/- doz.; all-wire top Linnet cages, with seed
drawers and fountains complete, 16/6 doz. ; non-
splash baths, 6 /-, 7/-, 8 /- doz.; reliable birdlime,

2d. box, 16/- gross, 3lb. tin 3/6; white pottery hat
drinkers, 8 /- gross; King nickel pump sprays, all

metal, 16/6 doz.; we supply the leading dealers:

Pioneer Cage Works, Commercial-st., Stoke-on-

Trent.

THE NEATEST CAGE FRONTS
12 x 12 or 10, 4d., 3/6 doz.; 14 x 12, 44d.,.4/- doz.;

16 X 12, 5d., 4/6 doz.; 18 x 12, 5M, 6/- doz.; 20 X

12, 6d., 5/6 doz. ; 24 x 12 or 14, 8d. each, 7/- doz.

Seed boxes from 1/6 doz ;
seed mills', 1/6 each

;

pierced bars, lOd. doz., 7/6 gross; tinned wire, 7 lbs.

2/6; Yorks, show cages, 1/9 ;
Norwich, 1/9; auto-

matic hoppers, 1/-; sprays,' ,4d. ;
tin fountains, 5/6

gross; grand all-metal box cages, 2/6 each: Pimm.
Icknield Port-rd., Birmingham. (11)

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
also planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts,

cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible;

illustrated catalogue free: Pass, HucknaLl, Notts.

IDEAL RINGS.—All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 2/- 4-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

*' M G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid

60 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

BIRDLIME
The very best, Jib. tin 7d., 41b. tin, 1 /-; lib. tin

1 / 10 ;
sample, 3d.; all post paid; as used by a

leading catchers; single trap cages, 9a. ;
with call

cage, 1/3; net traps, 1/- each: Enocfi Tams, Chiirch-

st., Longton, Staffs. I’93)

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10

3/6 dozen; 14 by 12, 4/- dozen; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen;

16 by 12, 4/6 dozen; 18 by 12, 6/3 dozen; 24 x 12,

7/- dozen. Norwich and Yorkshire show cages, 20/-

dozen; tin bottom, all wire top Linnet cages seed-

box, fountain, complete, 17/- dozen, with seed

drawer, 20/- dozen; see price list for nonsplash

baths, sprays, etc.: Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill

Passage. Longton, Staffs. ( <84 )

GAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 0/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/* doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,

fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d., 44in. II; 5in. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 21-

each, two for 3/9, 6 for 11/-, 21/- doz.

;

zinc drinkers, 1/3 doz.; black tin, 1/-

doz.
;

covered tops, 1/6 doz. ;
British

show cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9; three-ply wood
travelling cases, to hold two cages,

4/6; 3 cages, 6/6; 4 cages, 6/6; bird sprays,

rubber pipe and ball and nickel opTay, 2/-, post paid

;

the King nickel pump spray, in one piece, no rubber

to burst, 21; pest paid. See illustrated catalogue

for all cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages,

Roller cages, seed boxes, etc.

—

ENOCH TAMS, Church
Street, Longton, Staffs.

THE BEST
You cannot possibly have better than “ best ”

;
this

is a brief fact, free from silly exaggerated
“twaddle” ; invisible, self-acting trap-net, catch with--

out ruffling a feather; post free, for small birds,

1/6 and 2/- ; large birds, 2/7 ; for other trap-cages,

etc., send for illustrated trap list ;
try this, XXX

Birdlime, 2d., 4d., 6d., 1/-: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Boards for cage-making, planed both sides and

edges, 8in. 2/5, 9in. 2/9, lOin. 3/1, 2?ft.
;
8in. 4/5, 9in.

5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.; best hand-planed and sand

papered boards, 8in. 5/2, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 6/8 ,
50ft.

tin seed boxes, 1/9, 2/3, 2/9 dozen; egg drawers, 2d

each, 2/- dozen ;
seed mills-, 1/6 each f punched bars

1/2 dozen"'; cage wire, 6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/- ;
oval perch

ing, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft.; stamp for list all appli

ances: Stanton, 33, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

( 11)

THINK THIS OVER
So confident am I in the superiority of nay goods

over any others on the market, that I invite all In-

tending purchasers to have anything on approval,

and if they find it is not exactly as described or

in any way not satisfactory they are at liberty, to

smash it up or destroy it in any way, they like, and

I will refund every penny of their money without
question or comment. Clap nets, made from 60s

3-ply superfine thread netting, finch mesh, 3 yards

long, 64ft. deep, 4ft. fly, 5/- pair; ditto, 4 yards 6 /-,

5 yards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-, 7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-,

9 yards 11/-, 10 yards 12/- per pair. Ail clap nets

consist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed
to be exgct measurement as above, and all are

fitted complete witli all pegs, poles and pull lines,

ready for immediate setting. Loose thread netting

knitted specially for bird catching, as used in above
nets, 7ft. deep 3fd. yard, ditto, 9ft. deep, 44d. yard,

ditto, 12ft. deep, 64d. yard, post free. Real Italian

hemp pull lines, specially spun without snarl, and
strong as boat lines, OS yards long, 1/9 post free.

Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed to hold any
bird that flies, stands all weathcTS, and specially

good in fog or drizzle, 7d. fib., 1/- Jib., 1/8 lb., sample
4d., all post free. Bird brace swivels, three 3d.,

twelve 6d., post free. Flirt pegs and lines, 6d. each,
poet free. Double flirt pegs, 9d. each, post free.

Penny tin drinkers, 9d. dozen, three dozen 2/-, 5/-

gross. Zinc drinkers, same size, 1/- dozen, three
dozen 2/6, 7/- gross. Kindly note, all the leading
professional, birdcatchers purchase their appliances
from me, so follow their lead and patronise the
man who really knows what is required for successful
bird-catching.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

J. PiTGHFORD.
We lead; others follow. Use Pitch-
ford’s Non-Splash Bath, the original,

our own design ; 4in. square 9d., 44in.

10d., Sin. 1/-, 6f x 54, 1/3. Why pay
more for inferior imitation. The King
Nickel Pnmp Spray, no mbber to
burst, 21; post paid. Cage Frosts,
made by practical workmen, not boys.
12 x 9 or 10 or 12, 51- doz. ; 14 x 12, 5/F
doz.; 16 x 12, 6/- doz.; 18 X 12, 6/6

doz. ; 20 x 12, 7/- doz. Best value in the trade. Odd
sizes to order. Pitehford’s
New Registered Seed Box,
nothing like it; nothing to
equal it. Prevents waste of

seed, prevents dust accumu-
lating ;

easiest to clean

;

birds can eat all contents be-

fore replenishing ;
wire-

hangers cannot come off.

2in. wide, 2/6 doz. ;
24in., 31-

doz. ;
Sin., 3/6 doz. ; 4in., 4/-

doz.; 7in., 6/- doz.; sample,
4d. Improved all-metal

Linnet cages, best quality and Apish, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9

each. Yorkshire Union .show cages, 2/- each, 6 for

11 /-, 20/- doz. Norwich Club show cages, same
prices.* British show cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9. For Travel-

ling Cases, Fountains, Baths, Dried Foods, etc.,

send for illustrated price list. Special prices to the

trade—J. PITCHFORD, 218, London Road, Stoke-

•n-Trent.

Reg No, 649.694
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1
FOODS.

|

GOOD thistle ee>ed, 4/- lb.; post free; stamp for

sample : Saxton, 30, The Lightning, Conisbro. (9)

PRIVET berries, 100 large bunches post free 8d.

:

Samuel Young, Netmaker, Misterton, Somerset. (4)

WASP grubs, , 6d., 1/-, 2/- packages free; only
obtainable in England from Torpy, Naturalist,

Bradford. (7)

PRIVET berries (large and ripe), big package of

sprays, 9d. and 1/-, post free: Lovell, 46G, Uitcbln-

rd, Luton. (8)

MEALWORMS, selected, 600 1/3, 1,000 2/8; try

sample packet, 7d., postage paid : Miles, 23, Alston-

rd.. Tooting, S.W. (3)

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape Cure
6d., I/-, 2/-, 4/- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for " Blackerite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure .. 6d. & I/- botts.

Chemical Food . . od., I /• & 2 / botts.

Condition Pills . . . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrhoea ) ovvder . . 6d. & I /• tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & 1 /- tins

Eye Lotion . . . . . . I /- botts.

Feather Disease Cure
6d., I /• & 5/- botts

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & I / tins

Poultry Liniment . . . . 1 / botts.

Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)

Roup Paste . . . . 6d. & 1 / tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /> tins
“ Canaradyne," for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., I /• and 2/6 botts.

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., I/- and 2/6 botts.

" Pennakura " (for destroying
external parasites and pre-

venting feather-eating in

cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.
“ Quinella " (Regd.) for In-

flammation of Stomach'
In 3d., 6d. and l /- boxes

Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. bptts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

1 /- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to tbe Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable Rratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

MEALWORMS, best English, with keeping direc-,

tions, 2 1- 1,000; 6/6 lb.: Miss Ressey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (6)

ANT eggs, special, 3/- lb.; dried flies, 2/- lb.; dried

egg yolk, 2/6 lb.: L. Cura & Sons, Vine-st., Clerken-
well-rd., ftondon, E.C.
PRIVET berries Bullflhch’e grand natural food,

135 large ripe bunches 1 /-, post free: Mrs. Teat,
Ermine-terr., Ancastcr, Grantham. , (8)

GENTLES, 2/6 quart; ants’ egg3 ,
31- lb. ; dried

flies, 1/9 and Z/- lb.; cuttlefish, 8d. lb.; insec-

tivorous food, 6d., 1/- and 1/6 lb- ; price lists: De
Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
SEEDS, giant Spanish 4/6 stone, bold Spanish 4/-

atone, good plain canary seed 3/6 stone, mixed...seed

3/6 stone, rnaw seed Bd. lb., wiM 4d. lb: Jinks,

Bird and Seed Dealer, 2, Bramali-lane, and 655,

Abbeydale-rd., Sheffield. (474)

LARGE English mealworms, 500 1/6, 1„000 2/6, 8/#

lb. ;
fine white gentles, 1,000 9d., 2/6 lb. ; insecti-

vorous food, 1/6 lb. ; best ants’ eggs, 3/6 lb. ; dried

flies, 2/C lb.
;
yoik of egg, 3/- lb. ;

brissei, 4d. lb. ;

special biscuit meal, 6d. lb.
;

egg bread, 1/6 lb.

;

Lark or Thrush food, 6d. ib.—Walsh, Bird Specialist,

Blackburn. Tel. 947. (U)

MEALWORMS ;
largest stock in England, no wait-

ing or disappointment; 6/9 lb.; special post paid

]/-, 2/- boxes; dried flies, 2/- lb.; ants’ eggs, 3/- Ib.

;

Spanish canary, extra bold, 14 lbs. 4/-; No. 2, 14 lbs.

3/4; hemp, 14 Lbs. 2/-; linseed, 14 lbs. 2/6; Ingar,

14 lbs. 3/- ; Lark, Thrush food, 6d. lb.
;

crissel, 4d.

lb.; cuttlefish, 1 /- lb.; for other foods see price

list: Enoch Tams, Church-rd., Longton, Staffs. (4S4)

FRESHLY-GATHERED WILD SEEDS

Thistle seed, dandelion seed, and knapweed, all #

ozs. 1 /6 ,
6/- lb; plantain seed, lettuce seed, and

sesame seed, aid 4 ozs. 6d., 1/2 lb. ;
teazel seed and

mixed wild seed, 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon
;
Pecko, tbo

best conditioner known for British seed-eaters, 2/-

lb.—Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947. (II)

You like

HYDES
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale of

R, Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell

1
BOOKS.

|

BOOKS on bird4, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent, on npproval. Books pup-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd.,

London. '
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W. A. RUDD ft CO.’S

Bird Seed £r

Bird Foods.
Don’t run short. Order u supply to-duy. There

is delay just now on nil railways in consequence
of the war. The only remedy is to order early.

NEW CROP SPANISH CANARY SEED,
JUST ARRIVED.

Peck. Bushel.

Good Spanish 3/6 13/6

No. 1. Spanish «/• 15/6

Giant Spanish 4/6 17/6

Extra Giant Spanish 6/- 19/6

Fine Summer Rape 4/6 17/6

Giant Linseed, Teazle, Fine Sound Hemp, Niger,

White •Millet, Indian Millet,

Pleasure, Sunflower, Etc., Etc.
Maw, Golden

RUDD & CO’S SPECIALS.
7 lbs. Post paid.

Goldfinch Mixture 2/6 31-

Linnet Mixture 2/6 3/-

Special Wild Seeds 3/3 3/9
Bullfinch Mixture 2/6 3/-

Foreign Finch Mixture 2/6 31-

Golden Shell Sand, Sea Sand and Shell, Pitch
, Pine Sawdust, Cokernut Fibr6.

Write (or New List and Samples of any kind
of seed.

PLEASE NOTE.— All orders to value of 20/ and
over sent carriage paid to any station in England
or Wales.
No extra cost whatever, and all Bags and

Packing Free.

OUR ONLY ADDRESS IS-r

180
,
Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

[medicines.
EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

Upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2^d„
from Cage limits, 134, Fleet-st., London. E.C. 2d.
trom onr agents (list published frequently).

This preparation of Krekodync added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale.^F.ZS., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

FOIL ALL BIRD AILMENTS.I
DITCHFIELD’S
Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied to the

LONDON ZOO.
THE WORLD’S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCHFI ELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,
Not Singing, Going Light, Feather-plucking, qpd
Inflammation of the Bowels: The ideal Tonic
for birds during the Moulting Season. DITCH-
FIELD'S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC for Bronchitis,
Wheezing, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-
equalled for all chest and lung affections.

DITCHFI ELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu-
tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for Weak and Delicate Birds. All
sold in 7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order
.will convince you of the wonderful results ob-

tained from these medicines. Mrs. Warren Ver-
non, Lamancha, writes :

“ I have reared many
young birds through having your Tonic Drops at
Hand.” A. Ezra, London :

“ I find your Tonic
Drops excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbeaeh: “Your
Revivo is invaluable.” W. Kiesel, London:
“ Your Special Lung Tonic is excellent.” Special
offer : Two 7d. bottles for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles
for 1/9, .all post free, from :

FBANK DITCHFIELD, specialist.OLDHAM.
" fc-3GKaaS3B

|
BRITISH BlRDsTj

|
Hardbills.

|

STRONG healthy marble-breasted cock Linnets, un-
beatable for 6ong

;
sex guaranteed

; 8d. each, three
for 1/6; “ Gyp9ey ” Linnet cages, 8d. each: Larking’s
Corn Stores, 394, Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W. (416)
WANTED, Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Siskins: Royal

Zoological Farm, Shooter’s-hill, Kent. ( 9 )PERFORMING Redpoll, complete with cage and fit-

tings, 3/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (10)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 2/6 dozen, 113 to 'dozen :

W. Morley, 23, Bexhill-rd., Eastbourne. (C)
TWO dozen Goldfinches, on seed., some fit for ex-

hibition: Mitchell, Hosier, Tuxford,' Notts. ( 7 )

SELECTED cock Linnets, 1/- each, 3 for 2/- : Nicho-
las, Rockville Terrace, West Cross, near Swansea.
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Goldfinch, finger tame, 12/6:
F. Bent, Confectioner, 8, Classhouse-st., Notting-
ham.

(2)
COCK Linnets, red-breasted, strong healthy birds,

six 1/9, dozen 3/-: Horace Coote, 96, North-st.,
Luton.

(12)
DOCK Linnets, 3/- dozen ; picked birds, Redpolls, 2/-

;

mixed birds, 1/-: W. Fenn, Beck-row, Mildenhall.
Suffolk. (8)
COCK Bullfinches, field moulted, good size and
colour, 3/- each: W. Mitchell, Station-rd., Bridge
of Allan.

( 10)GRAND singing contest Linnet, 2/-; three others,
singing, 1/- each: 346, Oidham-rd., Newton Heath,
Manchester.

( 9 )MOOR cock brown Linnets, gems, 6d., each : dealers,
4/- dozen; no waiting: P. Cawood, 23, Britannia-st.,
Scarborough.

(5 )LINNETS wanted two to three dozen cocks
weekly; deposit "C.b. Urst lot: Fraser, 161, Cross-
Une, Salford.

( 1 »)

am-Buk

THE BEST FIRST-AID

THE AVIARY.

SPLENDID for Cramp,
Rheumatism, Scale,

Baldness, etc.

m HIS new preparation, having already

X been put through the several tests,

is fofind to fill admirably the require-

ments of an ideal first-aid for use in the

aviary.

Zam-Buk in its veterinary form is still

free from animfy. fats, and, as before, is

essentially vegetable in origin.

All Fanciers will find it good policy

to keep a supply of Veterinary Zam-B'uk
handy.

Birds, like human beings, suffer from
bronchial trouble. This can be cured by
melting a little Veterinary Zam-Buk,
diluting it with olive oil, and cleansing

the bird’s wind-pipe with the aid of a

small feather dipped in the mixture.

“ Veterinary Zam-Buk ” is sold

in a Bed package, to readily dis

tinguish it from the original

Household Zam-Buk w\ich is put

up in a Green package. Prices,

1/lg or 2/9, from The Zam-Buk
Laboratories, Leeds.

BUGG, Birdcntcher, Holbeaeh, Red-breasted Lin-
nets, well on seed4 3/6 dozen; no waiting; same ad-
dress 49 years. (5)
BULLFINCHES, cocks, 1/6 ; hens, for Hybrid breed-

ing, 1/- each : W. Woods, Pioneer Cottage, Sinning-
ton, Yorkshire. (8)
MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 5Glbs.

for 2/9, on rail; exchange: Turner, 4, Southgate,
Sleaford, Lines. (5)

SELECTED cock (guaranteed) Goldfinches, 2/- each,
three 5/-: Patrick Graham, St. Patrick’s-terr.,

Ballina, Co. Mayo. (12)
SIX large selected, full coloured cock Co'dies lor
show or muling, 3/C each': Rose, Tyneside Vilia,

Carterton, Clanfield. (6)

OAGE-inoulted cocks, Goldfinch, 4/-; Greenfinch,
2/-; brown Linnet, 4/-; Redpolls, 1/6: Wells, South
Greerr, East Dereham. (7)

THREE good aviary-moulted Redpolls, 2/6, or 1/-

eaoh ;
aquarium, etc., 4/- ;

exchange British, F oreign :

* Charles Read, Binglev. (8)

GOLDFINCHES, warranted selected cocks, 2/- and
2/6 each; hens, 9d. each, or 31- half dozen: C. W.
Silk, Emsworth. Hants. (4)

BULLFINCHES, house moulted, 4 grand cocks, 3/6
each, 2 hens 2/- each : Meaden, Gardener’s C-ottage,
Keyford House, Frome. (2)

GRAND big Kestrel Hawk, splendid plumage and
health, been caged month, 4/6: D. Coombcs, Stock-
ton-st.,- West Hartlepool. (9)

GRAND lot cock Linnets, Greenfinches: moulted
in outdoor aviary, 1/- 1/6 each: C. Walker, 91,

Wostoe-rd., South Shields. . (10)

PAIR of rough clap-nets, 30ft., complete; 4 cock
Linnets; 7/-; large double breeder, 3 cock Linnets, 3/-:

S. Huggips, Caistcr-on-Sea. (7)

SELECTED cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each;
hens, 1/- each: September caught: Smith, 44, St.

Leonard's-st., Peterborough. (7)

HEN Hawfinch, 4/-; cock Greenfinch. 1/6; cock

Chaffinch, 1/6: aviary moulted: Edmund Lamb, Thet-
ford-rd., New Malden, Surrey. (12)

WILL buy Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins. all kinds

British birds, either sex ; write stating prices : Hclyar,

65, Patmos-rd., North Brixton. (499)

SELECTED yellow Bunting cocks, three 2/C: Linnet
cocks, three 2/-; Redpolls, three 1/-: H. Welsh,
Cornstall Buildings. Stamford.

.

(S)

EXTRA large well-marked Scotch Linnets, sure
winners, 3/6 each; three 7/6: Thos. McCrystal, 16.

Langlands-rd., Govan, Glasgow. (9)

GOOD plumage, cock and lien Goldfinch ; cock and
Hen Bullfinch, sex warranted; 4/- lot: P. .Tenner,

Eastern-rd., Haywards Heath, Sussex. (8)

GOLDFINCHES, warranted cofcks, 2/- each; two
cocks, 3/6; colouring nicely; quantity hens, 7d.

each : offers : Lewis, Parkside, Oswestry. (8)

REDPOLLS, 2/- dozen; Lesser Mealy Redpolls, 1/-

each
;
mixed dozen British, including Goldfinch, 3/-:

Enoch Tams, Churcli-st„ Longton, Staffs. (12)

LINNET, house moulted, suit catcher, mule breeder,
or fierce singer; bargain, 3/6; full week’s approval:
Enoch Tams. Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (12)

COCK Linnets, 4 dozen, others moulting, 2/G each;
cock Goldfinch, full blaze, 3/6; wanted, Bullies,

Mules, Siskins: Tullett, 33, Sun-st., Brighton.
EXHIBITION Yellowh,ammer, 13/-; Bullie cock, 12/-;

Mealy Redpoll, 8/6; with show cages: Robertson,
Cowan's Buildings, Avonbridge, Stirlingshire. (8)

COCK Goldfinch, pair Chaffinches, pair Yellow
Buntings, pair Redpolls ; exchange cock Whydah,
pair Javas: Atkinson. Scarbro Hotel. Leeds. (3)

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREICN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you "In a Ndtshell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2id.

1.—The Coldfinch. 18.-*Budgorigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3—The Skylark. 20.— Waxbills.
4.—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Grepn Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insect!.
8.—Fancy Pigoons. vorous British Birds.
9.—The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insect!-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
11.—The Bullfinch. 28.— Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.— How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rah-
13.—The Chaffinch. fits.
14.—Gouldian Finches. 31 .—Fishing in River,
15.—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16.—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17*—The Grey Parrot.
FOR LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature of the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : *Birds, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room Re-
quisites; + Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not
birds; IBirds, and seeds and foods only

; § Seeds and
Foods only- Newsagents.
Abertillcry.—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. w. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—“Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath.—G. Pooley, 31, St. James' Parade.
Batley.—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.—VJ. Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J . T. Harding. 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham.—fH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bfindgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.—“A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. McKierman, 62. Raiks Road.
Btaydon-on-Tyne.— § Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton—"John Gostling, 158, Bradshaugate
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds It
Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Foi
Ends.
Brighton.—*H T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T.
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFinch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bremley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standieli Street; “W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Chariton—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Cliester-le-Street.—A. Clark, Higli Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Sroith, High Street.
Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—tSam .Young, Misterton, S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-

gan, S3, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—tj. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. nolden, 54. Manchester Road.
Derby.— *G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist. Duekwork St.

*, Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.—TM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and, Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 3, Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tync.—J. Crosby and Son, High St,

Gateshead-on-Tyne.—gJohn Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.
Glasgow.—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street; William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Shettieston ;
W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood *11' A . Bentley, 13 and 13, Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley E. S. Insull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—tTom Perkins. 55, Wincomlee ; *F. Allen,

Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son. 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich.—lames Raymer, Dog's Head Street.
Jarrow-oit-Tyne.—1TM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley.— ill. Phijlipson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.— SJ. and B. MarslI, Market PI.

Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger. 132, King St.

Kirkcaldy tW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, ‘Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.— If E. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove,
ielgh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds.—JB. Smith and Son. 87, W#)dhouse Lane.
Leek.— §T. MesSham, 23, Market Street,

Liverpool.— 'U. Frankharn, 45, Walton Lane; *J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; IE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—*E. Tams, Church Street.

London.—“C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch ; 332,

Uppcr-st.. Islington; G. H. Hooper, 216, Forest-rd.,
Walthamstow; tC. A. Lner, S7. Sclater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd.; J. Manning, 111, Watcrloo-rd. ; A. E.

Worth, 4, Bishopsnl., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Mower,
j Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.

;
A. Dcssett, Ladbroke-

gv„ W.; S. Silveridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C.; *Wm.
Whiteley’s, Ltd.. Westbourne-gv. ; *A. \V. Carnage,

Ltd., Hoiborn : J. Jeffrey. 209. Y
T
orlc-rd., Batter-

sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vaughnn-rd'., S.E.

;

§ Lev io and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280, York-

vd., Wandsworth; Johnson, 20, Cleveland-st., W.;
T. W. Parkyn, -52, East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, Higli-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.
Wilson. 40711. West Green Rd., N. ; W. and E.

Rolfe, 101, Bridport-place, Uoxton ; C. Rochl, 400,

Edgware-rd.; C. A. Pond and Co., 217, High-
rd., Willesdcn Green ;

J. H. Morris and Co., 570

and 642, Harrow-rd.; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,

Willesden Green; J* Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd., Ful-

ham, S.W.

Manchester. “A. O. Davies, 110 & 112, Tih-H.; *R.
Kreinner, 104, Tib-«t.

; W. Jackson, 12, Liver «t.,
Hulrne; T John Hey wood, Ltd,, Deanfgate; * Dut-
tons, 51 & 63, Tib-«t.

;
*W. Smith, 93, Tib et.

Mansfield.—J. W. Matthews, 30, St, Andrew's Ter-
rucc, Littleworth, arid 7, Queen Street

Middlesbrough. I*. Corr, 5, Sufllcld Street.
Middleton Junction.— I'. Buckley, 21, Orimsliaw lane.
Millom. -*W. T. JJ. Cartwright, 7, St. George's Ter,
Macclesfield.— C. Cross, 17, Derby St.
Nelson. tJolin England, 102. Scotland Road.
Newcautlc-on-Tyne.- M. Mackenzie, 59 and 61 , High

F’riar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,
and 31, Neteon Street.

Newcastle, Staffs,—• A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.
Newport, Mon. -T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Rond.
Nottingham.—*W. Cottingham, Peveril Street;

(SArmitage Bros., Caetlcgate.
Oldham. Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Hensliaw Street.
Ossett. P. Imeoon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.
Openshaw.—F. Waobbournt, 401, Asliton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 68, George Street.
Plymouth— III. Nixon, 4, F'rinry Gate, Exeter Street;
§W. if. E'eon, The Market.

Portsmouth.—H. Manoflcld. 112, Fawcett Ro'ad.
Preston.— *J. Sandiford, North Road; “Matt. Hop-

kins, 11, Fyldo Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield.—»J. Mace, Exchange Street; !J. Lewis, 56,
Owlcr Lane, Pitsmoor.

Shettieston, Scotland.— §J. Ward, 178, Main et.
Shildon.—C. Sinclair, 26, Garbutt Street.
Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street.
St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives.— IfFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent.—“J. Pitchford, 218, London Road.
Swansea.—IMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, Monson Road.
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 63, Darlington Street.
Wailsend-on-Tyne.—“Wm. Cockburn, 106. High-st.. E.
Watford.—J. Wombwcll, lligh-st.; J. Goodall. Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool.—D. Ceombe?. 63, Stockton street.
Worthing—*F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks—J. H. Cawson. Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere

; for term9 write to the
Publisher, “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St ,

London, E.C.

FINISHING first mpult; excellent cock and hen
Siskin, 6 Lesser Redpolls, 5/- each; 1914 nestings:
J. MacCallum, Ben Ncvis-terr., Fort William. (10)
REDPOLLS, grand lot, 2/- dozen; specially selected

1/- each, three for 2/- ; Linnets, 4/- dozen : Pitch-
lord, Bird Specialist, London-rd., Stoke-on-Trent.
BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in, 13in.

long, llin. high, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue

I

of 124 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, Ilucknall, Notts.
GOLDFINCH. 10/-; Mule, 10/-; Greenfinch, 5/-;
#mse-moulted, fit for showing; exchange: R. Bishop.
BSgecehcroft-terraee, Maybank-rd., South Woodford.

READY for showing, very fine Bullfinch, Twite,
Linnet, Greenfinch. Goldfinch, all house moulted;
price from : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton.
Staffs.

( 12)
COCK birds, selected, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls,

Greenfinches, 1/-; hens, 6J.; Goldfinches. Bullfinches,
2/- ; hens, 1/- : Miss Kosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne.

(5 )

FIVE high-class Roller hens, 10/-, 7/6 each ; also 6
high-class lOin. gramophone records, exchange for
special picked Goldfinches: Poxon, 9, Charlotte-st.,
Ilkeston. (8j
WARRANTED, cock Linnets, Od. each, 4/- dozen;
some giants, 1/- each; some singing hard, suit
catcher, 2/6; cage for sale, 1/3: W. Jones, 29, Eng-
lish-st., Hull. (7)
NOTICE, cocks. Goldfinches, 1/6. 2/- each: cocks.
Linnets, ]/-; Redpolls. 6d., 1/-: cocks. Green Linnets,
6d., 1/-: all singing: Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston,
Birmingham. (5)
SELECTED cocks for show : Goldfinch. 2/6 ; three

Linnets, 2/6 ;
three Redpolls, 1/6 ; three Greenfinches,

2/-: exchange rabbits, large: Fenn, West-row, Mil-
denhall, Suffolk. (11)
LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 3/- dozen ; sex and satisfaction guaranteed :

P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill.

Nottinghamshire, (418)
LINNETS, Linnets, guaranteed cocks, in the pinlt

of condition, selected for muling, 8d., 1/- each : ap-
proval anywhere: F. Stowe, Bird Expert, Cornwell.
Chipping Norton. (7)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- a dozen, 1/9 half;
a few good birds, caged since branchers. 1/- each;
approval, cash or deposit: C. Bunyan, 128. Castle-
st.. Luton, Beds. (7)

GOLDFINCHES, young cocks, 2/6 each; cock Brown
Linnets. 9d., three 2/-; Redpolls, 0d.: picked birds;
approval anywhere: Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-st..
Wiiittlefield, Burnley. (4)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing- cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or siiow specimen, on apprOvat. cheap,
send me your address : will send to you by return

:

Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable.
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Greenfinch, can win. 5/-;

field-moulted Redpoll, good bib and lacings: young
cock Goldfinch, full coloured, 2/- each: George Potter.

29. Broselev Wood. Salop. (91

SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants. 2'C each. 3

for 6/-: Scotch Redpolls, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6: ideal

birds for muling or exhibition; approval.—Walsh.
Bird Specialist. Blackburn. 01'
BROWN Linnets, warranted cocks. ail red-

breasted, hard on seed, plenty in stock : dealers

supplied, 3.'- dozen. 2/- half-dozen: C. Hoskin, 5.

Aroher-t,err.. Plymouth. Devon. (4)

LINNETS, Linnets. Large red-breasted cock brown
Linnets, well on s?ed. 2/6 dozen; old caught selected

cocks, 3/- dozen: P.C. before birds: Marshall. 5.

Oamden-ftt., Sneinton, Nottingham. (4S4)

LINNETS: Birds sent in good condition and
securely packed, a good sample always in stock:

cocks, 4'- dozen, liens 1/6; cash or deposit : Cook.

4. Woolpack Court. Woolpack-lane, Nottingham. (8)

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, dean moulted, well on

seed. 1/6 each, 3 .for 4 '-; few extra large birds, to

moult for exhibition, 3/-. 3/6 each; terms, cash or

denosit with Editor: Welsh Reformat., Stamford.

LANCASHIRE cod; Brown Linnets, for show or

contest. Oil. each, three 2,'-. six 3/6 ;
picked from

thousands: Redpolls, three for, 1/6; gems: the old

firm: Gardner. Garstang-rd., Wesliam. nr. Preston.

SIX cock Bullies, cock Black-headed Bunting, cock

Chaffinch, all cage moulted. 2/- each : field moulted

cock Ypllowhammers, 1/6 each: wanted, cock Black-

cap: Chas. Burrows, 20, Fayton-st., Stratford-on-

Avon. &)

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received w«

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

I advertiser. ADVT. MANAGER, "CAGE BIRDS."
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WARRANTED, cock Linnets, well on seed, plenty

iu stock, SI - dozen; few picked ones, V - each; nice

rock Goldfinch, 2.0; hen, 1/ ; wanted Hawfinches:

Humphries, Central Supply Stores, Seaside, East-

bourne. . , ,

C4JCK Goldfinches, llullllnehcs, 1/C. three -I/-, fix 7,0,

selected, 2/0, three, a;-, fix *•'«; Skylarks, Lln-

ncts. 8<l.. 1/ ,
three 1/0, six 2. 0; Redpolls 0d., dozen

2/«; best birdlime, fld., Sd., 1/ : Irwins Aviaries,

S'

1

"have the following picked British for moulting

jut, or for Held moulted classes; Goldfinches, 3/0,

W--’ Linnet, 2/n; Bullfinch, grand one, 5/-
;
greenfinch,

large yellow, 1/ . Enoch Tams, Churchat., Longton.

LEAVING home; must sell last two birds I have;

cock Linnet., beauty, can win, steady us a rock, 7/0

:

tame cock Bullfinch, a/0; both twice house-moulted,

in perfect feather; bargains: Blake, Lcdbury-rd.,

Ross-on- Wye. (")
SELECTED giant cock Brown Linnets, pencilled to

perfection, for exhibition, contest singing, or mul-

ing. fierce songsters, !/• each; three 2,0; safely

packed for any distance : Seedsman, 103, Princess-

st., Manchester. (9)

GRAND big epe® Linnets, pick of several eatehus,

thoroughly oti feed, no new caught birds sent out,

1 /- cacti; extra good birds for show or song, 1/0;

1 supply the winners: D. Coombes, Stockton -st..

West Hartlepool. <*->>

SELECTED cocks: Siskin, 0/0: Bullfinch, 4/0;

Scotch Linnet (extra special, 3,0; Redpoll, 2/8;
Challlnch, 2 0; each bird a typical specimen, care-

fully chosen and bound to please: G. Sutherland.

Itambodde, Torres. 1 10)

TOUR housemoulted cock Goldfinches, singing, 3,0

each; lot, 12/-; three ditto cock Linnets, singing,

2/0 each, O/O lot; approval; must clear, having to

go abroad soon: Pte. ltibchester, 49, Williilin-st.,

KoWharton, Taunton. .

COCK Linnet Mule, Linnet song, 0/-; cock Linnet

Muler, 2 Norwich lien Canaries, 1,0 each: Linnets,

Dd each: cock Bullfinch, 1/0; hen Bullfinch, 1/-;

cock Goldfinch, 5/-: Jas. Young, South

Church, Bishop Auckland. (10)

NOTICE; fanciers and dealers, large quantity of

red- breasted cock Linnets for sale, well on seed,

every bird warranted; cocks, 3/- dozen; approval;

uot satisfied, money returned; trade supplied: Dick-

lon. Upper Union-st., Dunstable. (11)

LOOK! look! look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets: I

nave tlio finest stock of Linnets in the south

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/- doz. ; dealers

•uppilied
; all kinds of British always iu stock: Chris

Hatton. 31, Richinond-st., Brighton.
_

(501)

GENTLEMEN, my two birds sung 1st and 2nd at

the big singing Hull; youngsters taught under them,

5d. each; Yorkshire cock Linnets, as big as Green-

finches. 4 dozen, 2/- half: three for 1/3: Fred
EUerington, 4, Tindall-lane, Beverley. (0)

BRITISH bred Rollers from best strain in Eng-
land, 1915 cocks, 4/6, 5/0, 6/0; few extra good ones.

bred from birds, costing £2 and £3 a pair, S/S, MUnaries: Wm. Smith, '39, Tib-st., Manchester.
10/0 each; >)U-’ns .

I/O, 2/-; approval; cash • or
deposit: Day, Aviaries, l’orter-st., Hull. r‘ Tut

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/-; hens, 3/-; Cock
Bullfinches, 2/6; liens, 1/0; Redbreasted cock Lin-

nets, I/-, 3 for 2/-; Redpolls, Oil., 3 for 1,3; cock

Woodlarks, 2/0; hens, 1/0; mixed aviary birds, 5/-

dozen : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (11)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two
splendid clt-au moulted red-breasted coc-k Linnets,

grand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1.3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-

liel money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
(477)

NINE special picked big Welsh cock Linnets, well

laced and true type, 2/0 each; 15 big cocks, 9d. each,

guaranteed tip-top Redpolls, 11- each ; big young

Welsh cock Goldfinches, 2,0 each; liens, 9d. ;
Bull-

finch cocks, 1,0: W. Brown, IghtCeld, Whitchurch,

Salop. (S)

FIVE grand exhibition Welsh cock Greypate Gol-

dies. selected from a large catch; they have big

heads, showing well for large bright square blazes,

richly tanned, etc., and each will make a champion;

price 0/- each : Raby, 5, Park-place, Higligate Park,

Birmingham.
,

(®i

NOTICE to exhibitors; large storming cock Tel-

lowhammer, almost perfection, aviary moulted, CQual

to field moulted, fit for Palace, price £1 Is.; offers

exchange large unflighted yellow Norwich cocks, or

Lancashire-Norwich cross: Bishop, 50, Endbourne-

rd., Aintree. (n >

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

'‘Nutshell No. 13,” 2£d.

GREENFINCHES aro very charming birds, but

they need great care. “ The Greenfinch " Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions a« to the treat-

ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to

send you a copy poet free upon receipt of 2Jd.

Write Publisher, G’ACfi Binus, 154, Fleet at., London,
EG.
C. PRIOR has for disposal a collection, smaller

than usual, hut never more, choice, of house-

moulted British seed-eaters ready for immediate
exhibition, comprising Goldfinches, Linnets, Twites,

l.c .-r Redpolls, Greenfinches, Brambleflnchea, and
Challlnchcs

;
most Tire of champion quality and fit

for any competition, whatever, a few are sure

winners at smaller shows; state wants, enclosing

stamp: Hill Farm, Itoplcy, Hafljj. (2)

LINNETS! Linnet*!! Linnets ! I !—Own caught.,

trained contest eingers, real jtonners. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britisher*, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there ia a matter that

requires dealing with caution ;
there is a very had

habit, which your pets may have, which must he

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

No. 2, price 2id. poet free from Cauis Binus, 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets, Larks, etc. I have a

large stock of Worcestershire cock Goldfinches, in

splendid condition, 1/0 each
;

few selected large

cocks, 2/6; clean moulted, full-coloured cocks, lor

exhibition, 3/- and 3/0; hens, 1/- each; grand lot of

cock Linnets, 'superb condition, well on seed, 9d.

and 1 1- each ; selected for singing or muling, 1/C

each ; Greenfinches, cocks (id., three ]/- ;
extra large

yellow cock lor exhibition, 1/- and I/O; RcdpolL, (id.,

three for 1/3, 3/0 dozen
;
upstanding cock Skylarks,

very steady, 1/- and 1/0 each; few Chaffinches, cocks,

8d., 1/- each; travelling cages, 3d. extra; postcard
before birds: Osborne, Naturalist, Dudley-rd., Wol-
verhampton. (10)

WORCESTERSHIRE cock Goldfinches, been caught
month and well on hard seed, 1/0 each

;
few picked,

very large, cocks, 2/- and 2/0 each ;
extra special

dean-moulted cocks, full colour and superb show
condition, 3/- each, 8/ for three; hen Goldfinches. 1 /-

each; fine lot of cock brown Linnets, separately

caged, six weeks, and thoroughly ou seed, 1/- each,

three for 2/- ;
few in song, specially picked lor con-

test singers, 1/0 each, three for 3/0 ;
cock Green-

finches, oil. each, three for 1/-
;
exhibition yellows,

1/- each; grand cock Chaffinches, 9d. each, three for

2/- ; two, make contest singers, 1/- each ; cock Red-
polls, fid. and 9d. each; travelling cages, 3d. extra;

all birds warranted sound and healthy, and sex

guaranteed : Bedford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham.
( 11 )

WM. SMITH
WARRANTED cock Goldfinches, 1/9, 2/6 each; hens,

1/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/3; cock Linnets,

J, each, 5/- dozen ;
guaranteed safe delivery ;

see

Fulljames save about them,
post free, tells you all you need know concerning

tlie successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Bmps, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

EXHIBITORS; specially selected Finches, for keen-

est competition; cock Siskin, 0/0; cock Bullfinch,

5/0: hen Bullfinch, 2/0; hen Siskin. 2/0: cock Red-

poll, 2/6 ; cock Greenfinch, 2/0 ;
cock Chaffinch, 2/6 ;

cock Linnet, Scotch, 3/0: cock Twite, 3/0; all gems:
Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (10)

LINNETS! Linnets! Southdown birds are the best
songsters in England: nut-brown and red-breasted
cocks, well on seed, six for 2/-. or 3;6 a dozen ; liens,

1 /- a rlozen; satisfaction assured; all birds packed
carefully for any distance: C. A. Paine, The Bird
Stores, 54, Charlottc-st., Portsmouth. (475)

I HAVE a nice lot of Linnets, all specially trained
for contest, only 2 - and 2,-6; a few for the bench,
big birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pencilled,

2 0 each; beautiful Goldfinches, right for muling or

for show, 2/-, 2/0, 3 - each ; Linnet cages, 1/3 each

:

W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, Geerge-st., Leeds.
(483)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in " Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and ecxing, moulting and exhibiting, are
al! fully dealt with. 2ld. post free, from: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-«t., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents: list published frequently.)
SELECTED .cock Linnets, 3/0 dozen

;
Redpolls. 2/0

dozen : 12 mixed seedeaters, 1. - : cocks, selected for
show : large Corn Bunting. 2.0: Goldfinch. 3 6; Green-
finch, Chaffinch, Yeilow Bunting, Reed Bunting, Red-
poll, Linnet, Lark, ]/- each Twite, 1/6: pairs for

aviary same price; well on food: J. Fenn, Bird
Specialist, Westciiff Villas, Isleham, Cambs. (7)

SI RDCATCHERS—GRAND NEW INVENTION
Self-acting round spring trap-net, that will cateli

alive, without breaking a feather, any kind of large
or small bird desired, by simply using the right
bait (see printed instructions), made on a practic-

ally indestructible -steel framework, fitted with 3lin.

rustproof springs, especially made netting, fold up
automatically; nothing like it elsewhere; best,

cheapest, most -satisfactory trap ever invented;

post paid, with instructions on baiting; 2/4 each:

Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. .
• (5)

GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNETS

Gentlemen, I have the finest stock of British in the

North of England. Grand cock Linnets, on seed, Sd.

each, three for 1/9; grand cock's, caged off and in

full song, 1/- each, three for 2/0; one special large

bird, grand pencilling and good whites, certain win-

ner field-moulted class, 2/6; grand cock Goldfinch,

21- one full-coloured large bird, grand blaze, can
w in, 4/-

;
Goldfinch hens, 1/-, three for 2/0 ;

cock and
hen Greenfinch, 1/- a pair; Chaffinches, )/- a pair;

Redpolls, 1/- a pair; cock Skylarks, £d. each, three

for 1/9 ;
grand steady bird, singing nicely, 1/- ;

cages,

1/- each; four days’ approval, cash or deposit

Editor: lidyvin North, Bird Specialist, 443, Slan-

chester-rd., Bradford. (500)

GOLDFINCHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
Etc., Real 1915 English cock Goldfinches,

1/C, three 4/-, six 7/0; large selected, 2/-,

three 5/-, six 8/0; a few specially se-

lected for showing, muling, 2/0, 3/- each ;
hens, 1/-,

three 2/-, six 3/0, «/- uezen; cock Bullfinch, 1/0, 2/-,

three 4/-, six 7/-; for hens, showing, 2/6, 3/-; hens,

1/-, 1/6, three 2/6; Lancashire cock Linnets, 9d.,

three 1/6, e-ix 2/6, 4/6 dozen : a few for showing or

muling, 1/-, 1/6, 2/- eacli ; best birdlime, 7d. ilb.,

1 /- fib.. 1/8 lb., postage free: Hopkins, Bird Speci-

alist, 38, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. Est. 1895.

(4)

GOLDFINCHES LINNETS GHAFFINCHES
Warranted large Worcestershire cock Goldfinches,

in perfect health, thoroughly on hard seed, 1/6, three

4/-, six 7/6; specially selected, in song, 2/-, three 5/6;

few clean-moulted, with deep square blaze, fit to

show at once, 3/-, 4/-, 5/- each; lien Goldfinches, J/-;

three 2/6> six 4/- ;
w arranted cock Linnets, all red-

breasted, 9d„ three 2/-, six 3/6; specially selected

for singing, showing, or Mule breeding, impossible to

get better, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each ;
warranted cock Larks,

cock ChaflimjJies, cock Greenfinches, and Redpolls,

6d. each, three 1/3, six 2/3; specially - selected for

showing, 1/-, three 2/6; travelling cages, 3d. and 0d.

each; all on approval is usual; cash or deposit:

Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-rd., Birm-
ingham.

HULL’S LEADING SPECIALIST TTuDGE
with the largest and best collection of birds in

Hull. If you have been disappointed in buying from

|

others, give me a trial order is all X ask, as it will

!
mean future dealings between us. Nothing hut
honest dealings done with me. All birds on sevenEXHIBITORS.—H.M. ehcX Snow Bunting, monster

10/-, 2nd in strong class; cock Yellow Bunting,
j

days’ -approval, cash or deposit. Cock Linnets, on
colour-fed, grand markings, 10, - ; cock Bramblefinch,

j

full song, trained under my champion of England,
colour fed. 7 6; good lacing, spangling; large F.M.

j

he has never been beaten, 2/6, 3/0, 4/6 each; also a
oik Bullfinch, grand colour, 5/0; large H.M. cock grand lot for time singing or catching, 3/0 each;

Goldfinch, good blaze, 10/- : all in show condition
;
ap-

proval, deposit: Cheeksfield, -Spencer-rd., Rushden.
(C)

LINNETS. Linnets. Southdown birds are the best
songsters in England. Grand red-breasted cocks, clean

Moulted, rich nut-brown backs, well pencilled, best

ever eaged. -six for 2/3, or 4/- dozen; liena, ]/- dozen;
also three handsome cock Goldfinches, 2/- each, three
for 5, : sex and satisfaction guaranteed ; same ad-

dress 23 years: G. Smith, Central Bird Stores, Char
«ottc-xt.. Portsmouth.

other good cocks, ]/- eacli, or 4/- dozen; cock Gold-
finches, 2/-, 3/- : and a few extra large, with square
cut blazes, richly tanned and buttoned, make sure
winners, 4/6, 5/0 each; “r; wblefinch, giant, can win
anywhere, 3/6; also monster yellow cOck Greenfinch,

2/6; cock Chaffinch, a gem, 2/C; and one of the
best cook Bullfinches ever seen. 7/6; exhibition cock
Thrush, ready for the bench, 10/- ; extra large Nor-
wich type cock Linnet, with every point that makes
a winner, 4/6; Hedge Warbler, cage moulted, 3/6:

(499) .
Day. The Aviaries* Porter st., Hull. (7)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
LARGEST STOCK IN THE NORTH.

Gentlemen, if you want good birds, I earnestly ask

y ou to give me a trial ; it costs you nothing, us 1

send all my birds out on seven days’ approval for
cash or deposit with Editor. I have thousands of
testimonials. Come and hear my undefeated cham-
pion cup winner of England and over 40 house-
moulted Linnets that have won all before, them in

Leeds, Newtown, Ilunslet, Hatley, Morley Hudders-
field, Bradford, etc., for Harry Allen, the original

Linnet king, and myself. It is acknowledged wo
have the finest strain in England. Visitors are de-

lighted. My birds are here to lie- seen and heard.
I don't tell you 1 have sold them when you cornc.
1 understand every class of Linnet singing iu

England. .State your requirements, please; quality,
time, short jabs, or birds that can do three score
in no time. Look, Linnets, singing day and gaslight,
being taught under our wonderful champions, will

sing anywhere, 2/6/ 3/6 each ; and a few really extra
good ones, 4/6 each. Also a nice lot of good loud-
voiced birds, right for time singing, 2/-, 2/6 each;
kitchen songsters, 1/0, 2/- each

;
and a nice lot of

youngsters, II- each. Linnets, trained for catching,
2/- and 3/- each. A little tip from me: Don’t have
birds that y ip ; they are no good as call birds. 1

have some of our prize-winners for sale, all house-
moulted, win anywhere and sing anywhere, 10/6, 12/C,

15/6, 20/- each
;
also the best Linnet Mule in England,

on Linnet song (quality), puts his notes together
grand, price 50/-, worth more for exhibition. Nor-
wich typo cock Linnets, well pencilled, grand colour,
steady as rocks and ready to win, real giants, 2/6,

3/-, 3/0 each. Finest lot of Goldies iu the North, not
smokey little rubbish cocks, all on song, 2/-, 2/6, 3/-

cacli
;
also a nice lot of real giants, with good deep

square cut blaze, nicely tauned, well buttoned, 4/6,

5/6, and one a stormer 7/6; also a nice muling
Goldie, 3/6; hen Peathroat Goldie, good colour, 3/0;
and a lot of hens, like cocks for colour, 9d., 1/-, 1/0
each

; monster cock Greenfinch, yellow, nice bird,
winner, 2/6; another, not so steady, 1/6; giant h.m.
Bramblefinch, 7/6; h.m. Twite, winner, 7/6; splendid
V-marked Yellow Bunting, 2/0; good large Corn
Bunting, a gem, but with damaged tail, 3/6; giant
cock Chaffinch, splendid colour, 2/6; gem of a Red-
poll, win anywhere, and quite ready, 3/-

;
cock Lark,

finger tame, on grand song, 2/-; another, splendid
attraction, 3/6; h.m. Blackbird, lovely songster, 7/6;
my hook of secrets, 6d., or Harry Allen’s book, (id.

post free. Send 1/- for a hag of my singing mixture.
Mr. Plows, secretary of Kippax Linnet Club, says:
“ I won 2nd and 3rd with using your mixture, and
could not win before.” Half a teaspoonful does
the trick. Good cock Canaries, full loud song, sing
anywhere, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each; large muling hens, 2/6,
3/6 each. State wants please; correspondence a
pleasure. No waiting, so send to the fountain head

:

Fred. Allen, The Linnet Expert, 156, Porter-st.
Aviaries, Hull. (12)

laoftbills.
|

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks, 2 6
each, 3 7/-: Rowley,. Elston, Crediton. (6)COCK Thrush, beautifully marked, 2/6: Nicholas,
RockviUc-terr., West Cross, near Swansea. (6)
COCK Thrushes, 4/- half dozen; rs-elected, 1,3
each: William Wright, 54, Shellfield-rO., Marsh-
side, Southport. (o)
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Skylark, day and gaslight

songster, 20/-: F. Bent, Confectioner, 8, Giasshouse-
st., Nottingham. («)
Two hand-reared Magpies, will make good mimics
and talkers, commenced chattering, 5/- each: Wood,
72, Southgate, Gloucester. (ll)
GENUINE cock Thrushes, 3/6, Blackbirds 3/-, guar-

anteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, singing: Crisp.
35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stortford. (500)
GENUINE hand-reared cock Thrush, 7/6; Blackbird,

5 /-; warranted finger-tame, healthy, singing: Crisp,
35, Soutlimiil-rd., Bishops Stortford. (470)
GRAND upstanding singing cock Skylark, feeds
from hand, splendid attraction, with cage, 4/- : 346,
Oldhain-rd., Newton Heath. Manchester. ’

( 9 )

LINCOLNSHIRE cock Skylarks, finest in England,
genuine selected, dean-moulted cocks, 2/6 dozen, six
1/6; hens, 1/3: Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (5)
EXHIBITION cock Nightingale, clean moulted, in
perfect condition, price £2 2s., including show cage:
F. Bent, Confectioner, 8, Glasshouse-st., Notting-
ham. ’(2 )

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
LOUDEST cock Skylarks ever lived, been- caged 12
months, 1/6; also hand-reared young cock, 1/-;
approval anywhere.; hear and see what you are buy-
ing; try one: George Holt, Dunstable. (4)
COCKS, Nightingale £1, Blackcap £1, Red.-tart
15/-: all housemoulted

; 2 lien Blackcaps, 5/- eacli;
healthy; approval; good birds; giving up Softbiils
temporary : English, 44, Peckham-rd., Camberwell,
London. (6)
WOODLARKS, Woodlarks, the kirig of songsters,
guaranteed c-ocks, 2/6; hens, 1/6 selected cocks,
coming nicely on song, 3,6 and 51- each; specially
made Woodlarks' cages, complete, 5/- : Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (11)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3“ tells

you. 2jd. pout free from Cage ISlltDS, 154, Fleet-
st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
GENUINE, hand-reared specimens, fit for show;

Nightingales, 20/-: Blackcap, 20/-: Whitetliroat. 5/-;

Flycatcher, 5/-; Pied Wagtail, 5/-; cock Blackbird,
5 /

- ;
three Larks, 5/- each ; cock Thrush, 5/-; most

of them twice cage-moulted; cash or deposit: J.

Lund. Burnham, Bucks. (6)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the bent

poosiblo condition; together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of- show
birds, will he found in “ Nutshell No. 4,” 2Jd. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,

much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-

ling, practically hand-reared, 1/0, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species^ full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in “Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 25 <1 . post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents; see list on another page.)

SOFfBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Ii.sec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pots in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “ Nutshell No. 26,” by 11. J. Full-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moat varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? Tills booklet tells yon
how. Post free, 2jd. from Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our lint of agents ; call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

M iscellaneous.

TO exhibitors; cock Nightingale, perfect condition,
10/-; cock Greenfinch, bred Mules, 1/-; Wm. Leeson.
Montague-st., Rushden. ( 11)

COCK Brown Linnets, 3/- dozen; Chaffinches, 4 ;

Skylark, 2/6; Redpolls, 2/-; Goldfinches, 2,0 pair;
large selected cocks, 2/- each; 12 mixed aviary seed
birds, 1/-: George Fenn, East End, lslebam, Cambs.

(7)
I HAVE got the finest lot of Britishers in Kent:

Bullfinches, Greenfinches, Goldfinches, Linnets,
Thrushes; all hand-reared, all rung; seen any time;
stamp reply : Sneliing, Westbournest., Sitfcingbourne,
Kent. (5)
CLEAN healthy birds from outdoor aviaries : Grand
cock Goldfinches, 1/9, 2/- each; hens, 9d. ; cock Bull-
finches, 1/6, 2;-; liens, ]/-; cock Chaffinches, 9d.,

1 /-; heq», 3d.; grand cock Yellow Buntings, 1/-,

1/6; heins-, 6d. ; cock Greenfinches, Od.; hens, 3d.;
cock Linnets, 0d.; hens, 3d.; Redpolls, 9d., 1 /-

pairs; grand cock Pied Wagtail, 2/-; hen, 1 /-;
cock Meadow Pippet, 2/-; cock Robin, 2/-; Blue Tits,
1/- each; Great Tit, 1/6; cock Blackbirds, 1/6; hens,
!)d.; cock Song Thrushes, 1/0; hens, 1/-; large Green
Budgerigars, 5/6 pair; approval; cash or deposi* :

A. J. Underwood, The Aviaries, 24, Wellington--^.,
Kettering. ’ (7)

GOLDFINCHES LINNETS LARKS
Warranted cock Goldfinches, 2/-; three, 5/6; six,

10/6; hens, three, 2/6; red-breasted cock Linnets and
fine cock Lark, three for 1/-; 3/6 dozen; satisfaction
guaranteed: J. Whitelcy, Catcher, Boston-rd., Hol-
beach. » (9)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each. 3 for 1/6. 6 for
2'6. 51- dozen; warranted cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6,

3/- each; hens, 9d.; cock Larks, 9d.
;
Redpolls, Chaf-

niiciies, Greenfinches, all cocks, Od. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

canariesT]

I
Border Fancy.

,
|
«

BEAUTIFUL yellow Border cock, in full song,
beauty, 3/6, or nearest offer: Turnbull, .Montgomery.

•(4)
T1PICAL Borders, clears and cinnamons, few nice
birds ready ; approval : iloslop, j.14, Baker-st.,
Sterling. _ ( 5)
TEN young liens, 2/C each, -or £1 the lot; six-case
and cages, as new, 16/-: G. Martin, Devon Cottage,
Redhill, Surrey.

(3 )

EXHIBITION Borders, at stock bird prices; grand
stock birds, bred from winners; list free: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.
BORDER cocks 4/-, hens 2/-; matched pairs, G

.

-

;

all colours; Goldfinches, 5,- each: David Douglas,
Bridge-st., Brechin. (10)
SMART cock birds from 7/0, pairs from 10,6; right

type, rare quality ; approval: Robson, 28, Camden-
grove, Pcckham, London. (11)
SHOW Borders for sale, good opportunity for

novices; seen, by arrangement: Richard Thomson, 20,
Afton-st., Langside, Glasgow. (11)
EXHIBITION yellow cock, winner 5 medals, 12/6;

bull cinnamon cock, winner 2 medals, 12/-: Gentle-
man, Avonbridge, Sterlingshire. (0;

FOR sale, few Borders, 6 Bolder show cages, rack,
3 flights, 6 breeding cages. Thomas Bagen, 15,

Mitclieil-st., Rutherglen, By Glasgow. (5)

GRAND lot of green Border Fancies for show or
stock; prices reasonable taken; approval; stamp
reply : D. Sturrcck, 1, Lawrence-st., Dundee. (19)

FEW good Borders, clears, cinnamon marked and
cinnamons; cheap to clear; sent on approval; state
wants : T. Young, East Sleckhurn, Bcdlington. (9)
TWO Border cocks, 8/0 and 7,6; one York, cock,

5/-; one Border hen, 3/--; one York, hen, 2.-6 ; all

prize bred: Round, 42a, New Cross-rd., London. (501)
NOTICE, grand lot Border fancies lor show or

song, many winners; prices low; state wants;, ap-
proval: McKcand, Seabright, Castls Douglas '470)

WANTED, Border Fancy Canaries, also Norwich
and Yorkshires, must he healthy; state lowest
prices to: Gracie, Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland.

( 10)
FOR sale cheap, giving up, grand lot of Borders,
yellows, buffis and greens; aho bird-room appliances;
state wants: B. Green, 4, Eden-grove, ByDcct,
Surrey. (5)

TYPICAL Borders, 14 well bred 1915 show or stock;
cold room reared: bargain, 50/- the lot; 3 liens, 191 s,

good feeders. 8/0: Naylor, 12, Beauehamp-rd., Upper
Norwood, S.E. (6)

TWO Borders, cinnamons, liens, yellow anil huff,

from my Warrington winner; exchange two clears,

three foul cocks, huffs, 6/6 each: P. Clare, 73,

Knutsford-rd., Warrington. (S>

SPLENDID lot of Border- Fancies, yellows ami
variegated; young cocks, 5/6, 6,-6, 8,6, 10 6 and 15 /

-

each; hens, 26; easy payment® taken: Kossell, 85.

Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (7)

IMPROVE colour; six high-class yellow marked
Border hens (unfliglitcd), if-, 5/-, 6/- each; ex-

change two for good clear huff Border cock : .1.

Garbutt, 25, Rcgent-rd., Stockport. (0)

FEW pairs grand Borders, lor disposal, all bred
from winners; pairs matched to breed winners, 12/6;

cold-room bred : inspection; stamp: F. Hutchinson.
5a, Bank Buildings, ClirUp-st., Poplar, E. (51

CHAMPIONS for rale, yellow foul cock, 2nd; huff

cock. 1st; buff foul cock, 2nd: 25/- each; sec last

week’s report ; other bargains from 5/-; pairs from
10/-- stamp; George flennet, Bowmont-villa, Kelso.

( 10 )

••THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).

explains fully how to manage thc.se "wee gems” dur-

ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health

and song, how lo .select ideal pairs, and the general

management of this popular variety; send at ones

for a copv, 2jil. pout free, from “Cage Uinta,” 154,

Fleet-st., London. E C., or from any cl our Nutshell

agents. (Lists published freancntly.)
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HEXllY BENNET, Border Fancy Aviaries, Kelso,

oilers select show Holders, from Ills noted strain ;

cocks, und liens, all colours, 5/ to 40/•
;

pairs, 10/-

to 40 ;
yellow lien, 1st, cup, medal, special host

Border. 40'-; yellow uneven cock, SrJ, 20/-
;

bull

uneven hen, 1st, .25/: all at Lochgclly Show; see

show report; stamp, approvut. (4)

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

CHKSTS, few champions for sale, cheap; Mrs.

Roberts, Stannnhey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (12)

E. BARRON; several Crested cocks and Crcstbred
liens for sale; good stock birds: 119, Montrosc st.,

Glasgow. (11)

HIGHEST class Crests and Crested breds, prices

moderate; state requirements, or list free: ltudd,

Specialist. Norwich.
LARGE young Crests and Crcst-hrcda, absolutely

healthy, Joyce-Bnrnett strain, from il pair : ltcv.

G. Mullens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (7)

YOUNG, clear body, dark Crested cock, one of the

best, will win in good company; £5; on approval:
T. Ilillington, 52, CoUlbarn st., Nottingham. (8)

GRAND Crests, 20/- to 40/- pairs; must sell owing
to war; any worth the jiriee singly; approval;
deposit : Calam, Baxtergatc, Whitby, Yorks. (10)

GOOD Crest and Crest-bred cocks, also matched
pairs, reasonable; bred from prize stock; approval:
Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Beckham, London. (11)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, best blood in England; 85

years breeder of the best
;

grand birds for sale,

several can win in good company ;
approval : T.

Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (453)

NOTICE.— F. W. Barnett has decided to dispose

of his entire stock of Crests and Crest breds, also

about 200 breeding, moulting, show cages, packing
baskets, etc., the majority will be ready to send
out early in November: Address, Greenway House,
Fakenham, Norfolk.

Cinnamons.
TO spare, self yellow hen, 1915. 7/C; ditto, 5/6: II.

W. Hooper, 142, St. Owen-st, Hereford. (12)
BUFF Cinnamon cock, 2nd Plymouth, 25/-; yellow

'hen, 10 6; or 30/- pair: Pope, 98, Embankmcnt-rd.,
Plymouth. . (4)
A. B. BROWN, 35. Mutley Plain, Plymouth, winner
of Cinnamon Cup 3 yeans in succession and A.O.V.
cup twice, has a 3rd prize buff cock and other
winners for sale; guaranteed owu bred stock;
stamped address envelope for reply. (3)

1

Belgians.

BELGIANS, several birds for sale, from m.v well-
known winners; approval; price reasonable: Horrill,
King Edward-st., Barnstaple. (6)

I
Greens.

NORWICH greens, yellow's, and buffs, from 10/-
each; approval; no single- yellow hens: Jenkins, 82,
Church-st, Widnes. (471)
NORWICH greens, 1915 buff hens, C/- each; cocks,

8/6 each, two 1914 yellow hens, 5/- each
;
from good

stock; approval, deposit: McNaughton, Weald, Col-
lege-rd., Harrow Weald. HO)

Lancashires.
F. J. GREEN, winner Cage Bird Championship £3
last Palace show, and hundreds cups, medal*, etc.,
retiring from Fancy, offers following champion bred
Lancashijes, very reasonable to clear: Massive
ticked buff coppy cock, 50/- ;

grand clear yellow
coppy cock, 25/-; clear buff Plainhead cock," 20/-;
clear yellow Plainhead hen, 15/-; ditto buff, 15/-;
yellow coppy hen, 15/-; ditto huff, 10/-; satisfaction
guaranteed; four new Lancashire show cages, and
case, 10/6; eleven good moulting cages, fitted com-
plete, 20/-; grand flight cage, 7ft., loose wire fronts,
cheap: 4, Gordon-terrace, London-rd., South Lowes-

( 11 )
toft.

London Fancy.
TWO good pairs; reasonable price to clear; odd
hens, 2/6, or as feeders: Filby, Ealing Common. (5)

Norwich. ~] v

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

U. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.

;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northiield-rd., Walk-
ley. Sheffield.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/. each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

N LEESE, breeder of Norwich, winner of Crystal
Palace diploma 'and silveT medal, Horticultural
Hall diploma, silver rose bowl, gold medals, etc.

;

a few good birds ready now ; approval: N. Leesc,
i30, Alexandra-rd., Normacot, Staffs.

Winners

STOCK
PRICES
Cocks or Hens

Colour Fed.

These birds can be seen, or particulars given

;

101/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Pairs correctly matched to pro-
duce best results by me personally, 15/- to 70/-.
Other good, honest Norwich at following prices

:

Cocks, 6/6. 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; Hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6.
Pairs matched to produce best results, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6,
12/6. The value of these must really be seen to be
fully .appreciated. Approval. Cages, to hold one
bird, 3d., to hold 2 birds, 4d. For all others, seo
detailed Current Price List.
W. RUDD, THE 8IRD SPECIALIST, NORWICH.

WANTED, cock Canaries in full song: Jones, 126,
Plaistow-rd., West Ham. (9)
TWO pair Noivvich, 1U/G pair; exchange good Crest
cock: Alex. Prentice, Newport, Wight. (11)
NORWICH, few good pairs at 10/-, also singles,

state wants: Dowson, 40, Cathedral Close, Norwich.
• ( 11 )NORWICH Canaries, cocks 7/6 each, two 14/-, four

25/'-, hens, 2/6, five 10/-: Bolton, 5, Elmgrovc-rd.,
Weybridge. (5)LARGE yellow and buff cocks, £1 each: vellow
and buff hens, 10,-: Strachan, 207, St. Andrews-rd.,
Poilok-shields. (1)
NOTICE, grand Norwich for show, man? winners,

prices low for quick sale :Bond, 87, Uxbridge-St.,
Burt-on-on-Trent. (493)
A GRAND lot of healthy Norwich cocks, 7/6, 8/6;

hens 3/-, 4 ; own breeding: A. Steward, Oulton,
Aylsham, Norfolk. - (501)HEALTHY Norwich Canaries for sale, variegated
corks and liens, good songsters: Y’ailop, 20C, Station-
rd., March, Cambs. (j) ’

NORWICH Plainheads, yellow cocks and buff hens,,
grand type, from 7/6 each; approval : Whyte, 5,
15eIIfield-st., Dundee. ' (io) j

YOUNG Norwich, short, thick, colour-fed cock, 7/6,
8/6; hens, 3/-, 4/-; all birds heathy: Wells, South
Green, 'East Dereham. (7)
LARGE colour yell. Norwich for show or stock;

state w ants ; on approval : Mrs. Roberts, Stannahev,
Newton Drive, Blackpool. (12)
E. BARRON, winner of Scottish Plainhead Club

gold and silver medals, has so/nc fine Norwich for
sale: 119, Montrose-st., Glasgow. (ll)
WILLIAM PHIPPS for splendid typical massive
Norwich; winner over 100 prizes, also cup; ap-
proval : 16, Millpiatt-aVi, Isleworth. (l)
1014 BUFF variegated lien, 10/6, clear buff, 7/6,
muling cock Goldfinch, 7/6; two cock muiC9, 7/-
caeh; offers lot: D. Betty, Goodvvick. (12)
N ATURAL or colour-fed Norwich ; cocks, 7/6 • hens,

2/-
: 10/- pair; or what offers for 25 pairs:’ Mark

Bennett, Broughton Astley, Leicester. (ll)
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for show or song,
many winners; prices low; state wants; appro-
val : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)NORWICH for sale, from my cup winner; hens
troni 5/-, cocks from 10/-; approval; deposit: W7
White, 33, Lower Bullar-st., Southampton. (5)FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs
from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robs0". 28. Camden-grove, l’eckham, London. (11
SPLENDID lot of young Norwich cocks, 5/6, 6/6,

8/6, 10/0, and 15/-' each; easy payments taken

:

Russell. 85,_ Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (7)
MRS. ECKERSLEY lias a few unflighted and year-

old birds of rare type and quality now ready ; write
early: 51, Franeis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (7)
F. J. LACCOHEE lias for sale prize-bred Norwich

of good size, type and quality, from 10/6 ; no rubbish
sent out; approval: 92, St. Georgc-st., Norwich.
FOUR unflighted, 2 1914, big, strong buff cocks,
well bred and make good stock birds, 12/6 and 15/-
each; worth double: Leigh, Horsemarket-st., War-
rington.

(S)SEVERAL first class Norwich Canaries for sale at
various prices, some colour fed, best of type and
quality : E. Colllins, 36, Somcrset-rd., Knowk*,
Bristol.

(3)
JAMES STARK, absolute Avinner of the Norwich
amateur challenge cup, typical birds for sale, < pecial
good yellow hens, approval, stamp: 110, Oak-st.,
Norwich.

( g)FOUR young Norwich hen Canaries, 1/9 each, 6/-
lot ; or exchange for Goldfinches, guaranteed cocks,
and cock Red-breasted Linnet: B., The Rest House,
Sidmouth. (g;
CHARLES BROWN, West End, Wolsingham, lias
grand lot of yellow and variegated unflighted cocks,
spipndid cocks and good stock birds; Iron’s strain;
from 7/6.

_ (8)
MAGNIFICENT buff cock, exquisite colour and
quality, acquisition to any bird-room for show or
stock, 1913 bred, 45/- only: S. X. Jones, Lydgates,
Lynton, Devon. (7)
CLEAN, healthy Norwich eolour-fed and natural
colour cocks, 5/- to 10/6; hens, 3/- to 7/0 (Thomas’s
strain); approval; lluccroft, Bcamiali-st., West
Stanley, Durham. (in)
NORWICH, not colour-fed any this year, will sell
cheap

; 5 yellow hens, 4/ -each, lot 16/- : from birds
direct from Hall and Haywood: Jennings, Ncwbold
Inn, Leamington Spa. (5;
W. E. PAYNE, 108, Godstone-rd., Whytcleafe,

Surrey, can now spare 50 Norwich 1915; also a few
1914; over moult; all colours; cocks from 5/-,
hens from 1/9; approval, deposit. (3)
A FEW good Norwich and Yorkshire cocks, 5/- and

7/- each,- two Yorkshire hens, 3/- each
; wanted, a

few large cock Goldfinches, cheap; yours first: Eng-
land, Hallett’s-gar., Huish, Yeovil. (7)
CLEAR yellow cock, 15/-; yellow tick hen, 15/-;
unflighted buff cock, 12/6: do. yellow marked lien,

7/6; clear unflighted buff hen, gem, 6/6; 3 feeders,
2/- each: Smedley, New Yillage, Rainworth. (4)
SOME nice Norwich buff liens, from 5/-; yellow
and buff cocks from 7/G ;

some related to winners at
Manchester, Ardwick, Preston, etc. : Chilton, 4,
Kenyon-st., Abbey Hey, Gorton, Manchester. (10)
TWO buff cocks, 8/6 each; -two yellow cocks, 10/6
each; two massive variegated cocks, 12/6 eacli ; all
C.-F. and unflighted liens, from 3/6; Thomas’s and
Barnes’s strain : Cox, 100, Bourne-st., Eastbourne.
GIVING up; high-class Norwich cocks, 2 buff,

2 yellow variegated. 1 green
; hens, 7 yellow and

variegated; from 9/- pair; 45/- lot; offers; no
exchange; approval; deposit: R. Crump, Pine
Apple. Widemarsh-st., Hereford. (7)
GIVING up, for sale, the following good birds:

large variegated buff cock, good head and size, un-
flighted, 12/6; ditto clear buff, 12/C; nice yellow cock,
10/-, unflighted; nice green hen, 7/6; variegated buff
hen, 6/-; also 4/6; Hollick, Castlc-rd., Salisbury. (6)
CHANCE for novices, clearing out stock : Buff'cock,
£1 ; buff cock, marked wing, 17/6; buff Jien, special,
12/0; variegated, father of these, 15/-; yellow
marked lien, 10/- ; approval w illingly, cash with
Editor; £3 6/- for lot; Bates, 84, Moscley-st..
Southehurch, Essex. (9)
FOR isalc, thirty- prize-bred colour-fed Norwich,
mostly 1915 bred, -including some good stock birds;
yellow and buff cocks, C/6, 7/6, 10/- : some good
buff hens, 3/6 each; two ceck Goldfinch Mules, 6/0
each ; all through moult

;
approval

; cash : Peck,
Ashman’s Hall-gardens, Bceeles. " (5)
F. DEARLOVE, 45, Northfield End, Henley-on-
Thames, Oxon. has decided to sell his winning stock
of Norwich ; this strain has- won hundreds of prizes
and cup outright at Reading; pairs from 15/- to
£4: comprising clear and marked yellows and buffs;
latest wins, 1st and 2nd and special at Reading Pair
Show; double breeders from 3/- to 5/-; flights 0/-
to 10/-; show cages and cases; would sell in one
lot; inspection invited; selling through illness. 1 31

Mr. C. W. 8ILK can spare a few of hi, champion
winning Norwich : (1) Clear yellow cock, 1914 bred,
good size, grand head, Abort wings and tail, lovely
colour and quality, £4; (2) tick yellow, a real grand
bird, equal to number one in all respects, £4 ; (3)

clear buff unflighted, a winner, nice size, good head
and neck, lovely wing carriage, and good quality
of feathers, £3; these three birds are as dcicrihcd,
and can soon win their cost; approval with pleasure:
Glenrosa, Krri.sworlh.

E. BAKER offers high-class coionr-fed NorwicTi

;

grand large 1914 yellow cock, rare size and colour,
good wings and tail, £1 15/-; another, not quite
so large, £1; massive 1914 buff cock, size, type arid

quality, rare stock bird, £1 10/-; another show
bird, £1; line 1914 yellow hen, good head, wings
and type, £1 5/-: large, stout, short 1914 buff hen.
15/-; typical 1915 yellow hen, good wings, head
and tail, 15/-; 1915 huff hen, good head, wings
and tail, bred from my Rose Bowl winner, 12/6;
several good 1915 buff cocks for stock or show,
price 15/- to £1 5/-; matched pairs, £1 to £3:
Baker, WatcrlOo-rd., Ipswich. (9)

HIGHEST CLASS NORWICH,
Limited number, bred from my winners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at anv time. Stamp for
reply. W. CRAWSHAW,

CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

SALE OF CHAMPION NORWICH
MOST EXCEPTIONAL OFFER

Owing to removal I am parting with the greater
part ol my well-known stud of champion Norwich

;

rare chance for anyone; 60 typical birds, show
birds amongst them, 30 breeding cages, 5 flight

cages, 15 show cages and cases ; the lot for £30

;

a bargain not to be missed : J. Hodder, 6, Banner-
et., St. Luke's Loudon, E.C.

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries
|

E REEDER'S CARD
HENRY NEVE. Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full

particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. (160)

ROLLER cocks, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9; hens, 2/-: Ross,
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (10)

FOUR Roller Canaries, cccks, good colour, 4/- each

;

Watson, Collingham, Notts. (7)

ROLLER cock, B.R.C.C. rung, 1915, full roiling song:
R. McNale, 6, North George-st., Dundee.
HIGH-CLASS Olucke, Randall and Walton, 10/6, 8/6,

7/6; hens 3/6, 2/6; approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,
Crewe. (495)
SEIFERT Rollers, 2 1914, 4 1915, over moult, good
feeding strain, 2/- each : Fiddler, 26, Thornton-sG,
Preston. , (6)

NOTICE, grand lot, day and gaslight songsters,
prices low, approval: McKcand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (470)
17-POINTS Manchester (4673) (B4) 17/6, two hens

(B4) 4/- each approval: G. Grimsditch, 58, Cliurch-
st., Dulrinfield. ' (485)

HIGH-CLASS Gluckc cock, B4, Turner’s strain,

good stock bird. 18/-; hens 4/-; Knowles, 19, Prin-
cess-st., Dukinfield. 02)

ONE 1915 Roller cock, singing, Randall’s strain,

singing cage and bark box, 9/6: Rushworth, 228.

Padiham-rd., Burnley. - (10)

BRITISH Rollers, Randall's pure strain; cocks
10/-, 15/-; approval; all 1915 rung: J. Leigh, 57,

Bold-st., Altrincham. (4)

GRAND lot Roller Canaries, day and gaslight
songsters, 6/0, 7/6, 8/6; hens, 2/-: Naylor's; 44,

Arkvvfight-rd., Preston. (4)

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4/6 each; Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth. (11)

SOME" very fine young Roller Canaries, in good con-
dition -and singing; British bred, 6/- each: T. Green,
22, .St. Miehael-st., West Bromwich. (11)

I CAN now supply British bred Rollers, cocks

6/6, liens 1/6; sex guaranteed; approval, deposit:
Police Constable Mathers, MythoLmroyd, Yorks. (2)

EXTRA speciiil fine lot of Roller cocks, 5/6, 6/6.

8/6, 10/6, and 15/- each ; hens,- 2/6; easy payments
taken: Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middlesex.

(7)

GRAND selection of Roller Canaries; cocks, full

song, 4/6 and 5/6; hens, 2/-; safely packed for any
distance: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.

(9)

TnREE Roller cocks, 1915, one variegated Crest-

bred cocl«r one variegated Crest cock (1914), large

birds, cold room : Blandl'ord, 122, Hayward-rd., Iled-

field, Bristol. (9)

GLUCKE Roller Canaries, (stock birds and
youngsters, Randall's strain : cocks 71- upwards. liens

from 2/6; or exchange poultry-house: Hoduett,
Kingswinford. (5)

BARGAIN, 3 splendid Roller liens. 5 single breeders,

1 double, all new last season. 1/6 each ;
24in. cage

front and travelling cages, 1/C; giving up fancy:

Harvey, Hairdresser, Weybridge, Surrey. (8)

E. STANTON, Cycle Stores, Alcester, member of

B.R.C.C.. has a few young prize bred Rollers for

sale; prices from 10/6 and' 12/6 each: a pair 12/6

and 15/-; particulars, testimonials; cash or deposit;

also two 01 Roller Schoolmasters, one £1, other

16/- («5)

TO ROLLER BREEDERS
I am open to buy any quantity Rollers, ^coeks or

hens, will give good price for good birds and will

deposit cash : send particulars: Gledhill, Fleet-lane,

Queensburv, Bradford. .(5)

ROLLER
CANARIES.
VOOGT'S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Roller Hens.—14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-;

2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent safely packed.

Roller Cocks.—Commencing to sing well, strong,

hardy, serviceable songsters, 7/6 each. 7 for 42/-;

each honestly worth 10/0. There will be a con-

siderable shortage of birds this season. All those

sending cash will receive their bird s without any

delay. Telephone: 63-11 Avenue. Telegrams:
Hamlyn, London Docks.

JOHN HAMLYN,
121, St. George's Street, London, East.

ChaRipion

Yorkshires,

Norwich,etc.
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Scotch Fancies.
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NOTICE, grand lot Scotch fancy, many winners

5/St£tSs; appro ' al: McK
‘

e“\*»;

[
Yorkshires-

j

BREEDERS' CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist; winners
thousands of prizes leading shows

;
many cham-

pionship Crystal J'alacc, including championship last
Palace show; not being able to exhibit owing to
dlness can supply wonderful good exhibition and
stud birds; reasonable; approval: Langton Ledge,
Scotton, Knarcsborough, Yorks. *

(461)
BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chai
ienge Cup, the \.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc. : 46, Soutli \ ievv-terr.. Send y Lane, Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE. 34, Crawford Street, Bradford
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class
Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

C. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench

; Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds
to breed them

;
prices reasonable ; state wants

;

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries : 16, Sliann-
st., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford
breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-
shires and Norwich

; show and stock specimens
now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual
seven days approval.

WANTED, cock Canaries, in lull song: Jones, 126,
Phmtow-rd., West Harn. (9)YORKSHIRE cocks, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9, and 10/6; hens,
3/6 and 4/6: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (10)FOUR young Yorkshire cocks, on song, 5/C each,
£1 the lot: G., 10, Albion-grove, Stoke Newington,
London, N. (10)
HIGH-CLASS unflighted Yorkshires, long, slim,

eolour-fed cocks, Cl-

;

hens, 4/-; own breeding: Barfe
Pateley Bridge.

(g>EXCHANGE, Canary' Siskin Mule, 3rd in large class
for Yorkshire cock; sell, 12/-; Taylor, 155, Old
r allow, Cannock. (5^
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, S/C to 14/6 per pair; feiv

single cocks and hens, cheap: Aviaries, 59, Ham-
mond-st., Halifax. (qj
YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from

51-

;

hens from 3J-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arbore-
tum-rd., Worcester. (qgoi
FOR, sale, Yorkshire Canaries, cocks, 7/6, liens,

3/\ splendid songsters: Draper, 47, Palmerston-st..
Battersea Park-rd. (470)
PAIR 1915 Yorkshire cross Canaries as bred, grand

s’fim birds, 5/-; bargain: Wells, 40, SiK>oner-rd..
Broomhill, Sheffield.

. (3)FOUR pairs of Yorkshires for sale, £2; what
offers in exhibition Girds'? ; Street, 5, Edward-st..
Hemsworth, Wakefield. (6)
A FEW good Yorkshires for sale; see reports

Shipley, Bradford; state wants: Luther. Jebson,
Wood-st., Skelmanthorpe. (6)
SMART young Yorkshire cocks, bred from my Clap-
ham .winners, T2./6 each: Humphries, Central Supplv
Stores. Seaside, Eastbourne. (5)
YORKSHIRES, from winning strain, from 8/6 per
pair; also single cocks and hems, reasonable; Sut-
cliffe, 40, Hammond-st., Halifax. (4)
FOR sale, lengthy buff and yellow Yorkshire cocks,

8/6; hens, 5/0 each; 1915; M. Cobiey, 69, High-lane,
Chorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. (10)
NOTICE, grand iot Yorkshires for show or song,
many winners; prices low; state wants; approval:
McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)
COLOUR-FED young healthy exhibition Yorkshires;
cocks 10/-, pairs 12/C; at home Saturdays, Sundays:
Breeder, 222. Rihiilesdale-rd., Streatham. (484)

YORKSHIRE cocks, 7/- and up; hens 2/6 and up:
or pairs from 9/C; all 1913 and cocks full song:
H. J., 16, SeUiiieourt-rd., .Tooting, S. W. (7)
MAGNIFICENT lot of young Yorkshire cocks, 5/6,

6/6, 8/6, 10/6, and 15/- each; easy payments taken:
Rossell; 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (7)

YORKSHIRES, even marked cock, two liens,

breeders, and two breeding cages, fitted, lot 12/6;

bargain : Every, Victuria-st., Staple-hill, Bristol. (9)

BEAUTIFUL Yorkshire Canaries, 1915, over moult
and in full song; cocks 7/6, hens 4/6; approval, de-
posit: W. Sprake, South Petherton, Somerset. (7)

YORKSHIRES, from first rate strain, in pairs or
singly, hens 3/6 to 7/6, cocks 6/- to 10/6 each ;

ap-

proval, anywhere: J. B. Lenton, Market Deeping.

YORKSHIRES, grand unflighted marked Buff cock,

12/6,.’ good stock Gird ; week's approval; own breed-
ing; no dealers.—Williams, 862, l’enistone-rd., Owler-
ton, Sheffield. (11)

YORKSHIRE cock, prize-winner nest feather show,
card sent, now colour-fed, absolute bargain, 10/-;

liens, same strain, 3/- and 4. -: Lovell, 7, Aibert-rd.,

Staple-lull, Bristol. (4)

HIGH-CLASS yellow hen. 17/6; worth 35/- ;
buff

cock, 20/-, easily worth 40 : model specimens, rare

bargains; approval, deposit: Davies, Ferndale,

Craven Arms, Shropshire. (1)

F. STUDD, compelled to give up through ill-health

;

Yorkshire specialist; winner hundreds prizes in

Yorkshire Union show's, cups, medals, too numerous
to mention; over 80 birds and hundred cages .

for

sale; ail show and stock birds for sale: 4D9, Idle rd..

Boltoi, Bradford. 4493)
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®gsvv,HOHEST BARGAINS
With wliicit I want yon to

I in alio a comparison with any
' others offered at similar

|
prices, by having on approval.

1

Cocks, C/C, 7/C, 8/0, 10/6,

15/-. 20/-. Pairs, matched tof

|t,reeding, 7/C, 8/0, 0/6

10/6, 12/6, 16/-, 20/-, 30/.. Hens,

2/0, 3/6, 1/6, 6/6, 8/6; three

lor 0/6. Travelling cages, 3d.

extra one bird, two birds 4d.

Detailed List Free.

W. RUDD, The Bird Speci-

alist, NORWICH

(.HAND upstanding birds, lovely quality, well bred

for stock or exhibition, at low prices; satisfaction

guaranteed; no rdbbish oil'ercd ;
state requirements:

Price, Thackley, Bradford. (6)

H. II VNNAl'OKD has some typical Yorkshires for

sale; some grund stock birds; all related to my
winners; low prices; inspection Invited; 65, St.

Quintln-nv.. North Kensington. (1)

YORKSHIRES. Cups, medal and prizewinners;

now ready for bench ;
good lengthy nights, neat

enriage; seo Plymouth report; prices reasonable:

Craven, Yelverton terr., Plymouth. (I)

H, HOLLIDAY can sparo few exhibition Yorkshires

:heap, also two big stock birds, 7 Inches long,

marked and clear buff, price 12/6 each; Rockliohn,

Vim cut avenue, Shirley, Southampton. (11)

T. C. CKAWUALL can spare a few exhibition birds,

sonic clean moulted, have bred over ICO ;
a perfectly

level lot, no wasters; stock birds most reasonable

:

121, St. George-'s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tync. (461)

A LIMITED number of high-class Yorkshires for

sale? all pedigree bred, singly or pairs, show or

stock; hens from 4/0; cocks from 7/6; pairs propor-

tionate: II. UaUtriek, Church-lane, Pudscy. (6)

BUFF cock, 2 years; hud cock, yell, cock, variegated
bud hen, unfed; exchange flrst-cross yellow Belgian

cock, un-fed; sell lot, £3 10/-; yours iirst: Scuddcr,

45, Ashland House, Paddington-st., Marylebone. (3)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,

birds, none better; cocks in full song, 6/0; sure win-

ners, 10/6; hens, 5/6 each; ten days’ approval: W.
Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (4)

CHAMPION high class YorkAires, cocks 7/C, hens
5/- upwards; matched pairs 12/6, 15/-, 20/-; large

stock birds from 20/- to SO/-; approval, deposit:

John Radley, 250, King-st., Skclmanthorpe, Hud-
dersfield. (ID
EXHIBITORS.—Npt being able to follow the shows

this time I have some of the best exhibition and

stock birds in the Fancy from 10/- upwards; ap-

proval, deposit: T. McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liver-

sedge, Yorkshire. (482)

YORKSHIRES; owing t<r business pressure I shall

unfortunately have to give up the hobby for the

present; all my Yorkshires for positive sale, includ-

ing and bred from my winners at L.C.B.A., Queen’s

Park, Cheltenham, etc.: Glanville, 300, Kensal-rd.,

W. (12)

SEVENTY high class Yorkshires for disposal,

Clears, Greens, Cinnamon, and Green marks; pair3

10/- to 40/-, cocks 7/-, hens 4/- upwards; approval;

wanted in exchange. Siskin, Brambleflnch, 6 Gold-

finch cocks, Chaffinch, Bullfinch, 2 Greenfinch bens,

large, for muling.—Tom Dunnett, Willowbank, Wick,

N.B. (ID
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1J, by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and

its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

exhibiting ; also how to treat in both health and

disease: Cage Bums. 154. Flect-st., London, E.C.

QUALITY Yorkshires; can spare few real high-

class birds, bred direct from our Crystal Palace
championship winners; magnificent pairs, 15/- to

60/-; wonderful length, shape, and style, feathered

like wax • clinking hens, full of style, all quality,

7/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; these are the Yorkshires

that do breed champions, and are the finest and
most reliable strain in the world; approval, cash or
deposit; satisfaction guaranteed: Messrs. Amblers,
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough.

c
(10)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either
for stock or exhibition; no frivolous prices; clnn.

inks, our sipcciality; see Yorks. Union show reports:
103, Rooley-lane, Bradford.

|
Various Canariea.

|

SALE, Yorkshire hen, fair length, and Roller, 10/-;

splendid breeders: Apply, T. McLaren, Fintona, Co.

Tyrone. (“)
AVIARY, 8ft., with a. cocks, 6 hens, and 3 young

canaries, the lot, £3: Butler, 46, Salisbury-rd., High

Barnet.
,

(496)

PAIR Canaries, outdoors all eummer, cock fine

singer, 7/6: Win. Shore Bally, Boyers House, West-

bury, Wilts.
,

(”'

CREST-liRED cock, 7/-; Crest-bred hen, 3/-; Nor-

wich yellow hen, 3/6; lot, 12/6: Proudfoot, 18, Church

Road, Lowestoft. (“)

FOR sale, two Roller cocks, one 1614, 8/-, 101a 5/-,

two young Norwich cocks, 5/- each: Holmes, 14,

Derhy-.sq., Preston. , .
('/

TWO Yorkshire and qno Roller nen Canaries, 2/-

each; offers, exchange British birds: Wright, 14,

Rosevale-st., Partiek. '
.

'

FOR sale, Yorkshire and Norwich, good strain,

cheap; cocks from 10/6, hens from 4/6: Speck,

London House, Llanelly. ... .

SIM,UNDID singing cock Canary, beautiful plum-

age, 7/6; packed free; approval; send P.O. : Il0UK“’

ton. Boat Inn, Northampton. (6)

THREE good Norwich liens, 1914; exchange young

cock ;
liights, breeding cages, cheap :,

Kendrick,

Coachman, Monument Hill, Weybridgc. (5)

VARIEGATED yellow cocks, 7/-, hens 3/-; York-

shires, liens 3/-; Norwich hen, pure, 6/-: All. Owen,

Canary Breeder, Ferry Bridge, Yorkshire. (5)

1 HAVE “out. house” reared 45 Norwich and

Seiferts- this year, over moult, like paint; cocks, 7/6;

hens, 3/6: Atkinson, Mansfleld-rd., Alfreton. (10)

BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire, Borders,

and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-. cock and hen 6/-,

travelling case 3d.; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen-

et., Castle Douglas. .
(GO)

IF YOU HAVE BEEN DISAPPOINTED

with some of the so-called songsters, so freely ad-

vertised recently, send for my price list; Rudd,

Specialist, Norwich. •

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

WM. SMITH
Warranted Yorkshire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6,
12/6 each; hens 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each; warranted
Norwich Canaries ; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 each

;

hens 8/-, 4/-, 4/6, 6/6 each; see British birds: Wm.
Smith, 39. Tib-st., Manchester.

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- pair; any quantity;
money deposited

;
bankers. County and Westmin-

ster; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Bridport-
plaee, Hoxton,

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
PROPERLY matched pairs, cocks in loud song,
nearly all 1915 birds, colour-fed to perfection, at
8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- a pair upwards; single birds
proportionate ; Norwich Plainheads same prices;- six
days' approval: cash or deposit; dealers supplied;
state wants: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manches-

GOLDFINCH Mules, 4 dozen cocks and four hens

:

E. Collins, 36, Somerset-rd., Knowle, Bristol. (3)

GOLDFINCH-CANARY Mule, in full song, splendid

bird, 12/6, or nearest offer: Turnbull, Montgomery.
THREE grand cock Goldfinch Mules, now singing,

6/- each; an(F one hen Mule, 1/-: Wm. Weaver,
Gwysaney, Mold.

.

(')

SIX-pointed, 7 variegated, 6 dark Goldie Canary

Mules, sex unknown; offers cash lot: Rowley,

Elston, Crediton. ' (464)

1914 cock Goldfinch Mule, 7/6; or exchange cock

Linnet Mule for catching purposes: James Barrett,

Stoke Works, Bromsgrove. (')

NOTICE, grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules,

for show or song; prices low; state wants; appro-

val • McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)

YELLOW variegated cock Goldfinch Mules, bred

from foreign Finch/ colour-fed, 7/6 each; also yellow

cock Canaries, genuine light-muling strain : Sander-

son, Harriston, Aspatria, Cumberland. (4)

HANDSOME light variegated Goldfinch-Canary

Mule, warranted cock, 10 /- ; few sib hens, bred

light mules, 10/-, 15/-, 20/-, 30./- each; can spare

few cecks; cheap: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (6)

FOR sale, winning light Goldfinch Mule, winner

of 20 honours and two specials for host in show;

the first 30/- has him; bred 1914, in Leytonstone;

approval; deposit with “Cage Birds”.: Griffith,

Twtftl, Holyhead, N. Wales. (9)

TWENTY this year’s Goldfinch-Canary Mujles,

dark and variegated; cocks, 6/6, 6/6, 7/6; hens,

1 /- each; 3 yellow hens, mothers of the above,

bred from double yellows, 5/- each; several other

young hens, bred from clears for muling, 3/6 each :

Gilbert, Hope Cottage, Hill-st., Coventry.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully PREPAID

^-incli 2/-, |-incli 3/«, 1 inch 6/-

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing In our
“Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at 6s.

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will be made for a Series ol not less

than Nino Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of "guaianteeinu" -a Show

•hould apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Open Show TO-DAY, October 23rd. 9 a.rn. to 8.80

p.m. Co-operative Hull, Bcnwell, near Elswick Road
Tram Terminus.

CARLISLE
Oct. 27 and 28. Have you ^nt your entries yet? ir

not you still have time. Entries taken up to first

post Monday, Oct. 25. Send along at onte; we will

classify.—JOHN C. BELL, 23, Botchergate, Carlisle.

AND
P.O.S.

Lambeth Public Baths, Kennington Road! S.E., Oct.

27 and 28. Owing to this show being the only Open

Show in London this season, entries will be accepted

up to Saturday next, first post.

—

H. L. HUGGINS,
Sec., 130, Myddleton Road, Bowks Park, London, N.

DON’T FORGET.

ALFRETO
FRIDAY and SATURDAY. OCT. 29 and 30.

THE EDINBURGH AND EDINBURGH WESTERN
Joint Show, Bucclcuch Parish Church Hall, Buc-
eieuch Street, Saturday, 30th October, 1915. Admis-
sion 6d.—A. WESTON, 36, Easter Road, and N.
GRANT, 40, Broughton Road, Joint Secretaries.

YORK C.

B.

S.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
1

ter-rd., Bradford. (500)

EXTRA GOOD
value in Yorkshire cocks at
6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/.
each. VeTy smart lengthy hens
at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6
each. Pairs matched to breed
winners, at 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/,
20/- per pair. All cocks on
eong.- and 200 to select from
in clears, ticked, green marked
and cinnamon marked. Colour
fed and natural colour. Exhibi-
tion cocks gnd hens at 10 /-,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- upwards that
can soon win their cost. State wants. Also large
stock of Norwich and Crests. Easy payments taken
for show birds, and birds sent off at once, on re-
ceiving first payment. State wants, and send for
particulars post free. Show birds at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-,
20/-, 25/-, 30/- each. Cocks or Hens. Over 100 win-
ners supplied last season. Illustrated price list
post free Travelling cage 3d. extra. Seven days’
approval. J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizine-
hall, Bradford.

TEN English bred Budgerigars, 1/9 each: New-
march, 344, Old-st., London. (10)

HANDSOME plain talking Parrot in, large square

ndw cage, 50/r; approval: Hayter, Naitumlist,

Southampton. ‘ (12)

AUSTRALIAN Parrot and cage for sale, very tame
bird, comes out of cage; 16/-: Kent, 20, Bailey-st.,

Wattstown, Glam. (5)

STRONG healthy outdoor Budgerigars, from large

flight aviary, 4/6 pair, 2 pairs 8/-: Halls, ClarQmont,
TJbrnard, Sudbury, Suffolk. (2)

VERY fine white barc-eyed Parrot, in grand condi-

tion and cage, 25/-, worth double: T. Green, 22, St.

Michael-st., West Bromwich. (11)

BIRDS that pay: Budgerigars, yellows 7/-, greens
6/- per pair: Aviaries, Hammond-st., Halifax. Ex-
change Canaries. See Yorkshires. (4)

MASKED and Longtailed Grass Finches, 1915, out-

door bred, 12/6 each; to private aviaries only:

Watts, Cromford, Rowsley-aven., Hendon. (6)

BUDGERIGARS, from outdoor unsheltered open
wire aviary, unrelated, 4/6 a pair; seen any time
by appointment: Bulcock, “ Riversdale,” Clitheroe.

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 6/- pair;

selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut
husk nests, 6d. (5/- dozen): Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (5)

PARROTS, beautiful talking Indian Rook, with
cage, 30/-; lovely Blue-Fronted1 Amazon, excellent

talker, tame, with cage, 45/-: Wright, Brorn field,

Park-lane, Old Basford. (11)

GENUINE talking Parrots, African Grey, £5; Blue-

fronted Amazon, 60/-; both thoroughly acclimatised,

jyred plain talkers, and mimics; approval.—Walsh,
Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (11)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot and cage for sale, talks,

whistles, comes out of cage, says anything that it

hears; 4 years old; £4 10/-; deposit; approval:
Kent, 20, Bailey-st., Wattstown, Glam. „ (5)

WANTED, genuine offer for cock blood-winged
Parrot, property of the late Robt. Earl ; several

years in outdoor aviary, in perfect health and grand
condition : H. Earl, Earsham House, Bungay. (7)

TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-

tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
large cage, 45/0: Miss Carry, 260, Dudley Port. (400)

HANDSOME Blue-Fronted Amazon Parrot, lady’s

perfect pet, talks, dances, "whistles, sings, accept
60/-; kind home essential; approval with pleasure:

Mre. Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. Wales. (11)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 179.

Judge: J. C. Barnes.

Entries close Tuesday, October 26th.

Schedules from—G. BEARDALL, Secretary,

Road, Shirland, nr. Alfreton.

Main

GLASGOW AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
N.M.B. and F. Bird Club. Twenty-sixth Annual

Club Show, Good Templars’ Hall, 122, Ingram Street,

October 30th. “ Come and see the Cream of the

Norwich Fancy.” Entries close October 26th—A. K,

CHALMERS, 199, Meadowpark Street, Dennistoun.

Seventh Open Show, Saturday, Oct. 30th. Judge,
Mr. J. C. Barnes, Sheffield. Classes: 9 Norwich, 9
Yorkshires, 4 Novice, 8 British, 2 Foreign, 3 Selling.

Prize-money guaranteed: 1st, 10/-; 2nd, 5/-; 3rd,

2/6, for 1/6 entrance fee. Entries close Oct. 25th,

1915. Write at once for a schedule to—V. C. F.

Zimmermann^J, Portland Street, Yorks.

Roller Fanciers,
,
Don’t Forget

THE MIDLAND ROLLER
CANARY CONTEST

takes place

NOVEM3EH 4<h and 51h.
Mr. Tomlinson and Mr. Willows Judges. Schedules

now ready.—J. W. THOMSON, 9, Gorsebrook Road,
Wolverhampton, Hon. Sec. e

•

Him [POOLS
nth Annual Show, Nov. 6th, St. George’s Hall; 4

prizes; 1/- entry fee; 47 open classes; specials and
extra specials. Entries close Oct. 30th. Judges,

Messrs. Battye, Mundell and Nicholson. Mr. T. E.

Pyman, Show Manager. 2 p.m. to 6 p.m. Schedules,

J. W. Thornton, 43, Rydal Street, W^st Hartlepool.

The Palace of the North.

and Dist. C.B.S. Open Show,

Sat., Oct. 30i
Good classification; good specials. 22/- per class

for 1/6 entry. Entries close Oct. 26th. Schedules

and particulars from

—

W. WALKER, Sec., No. 10,

Otidy Street, Tong Street, Dudley Hill, Bradford,

Yorks.

C.B.S. fifty-second Grand Annual Show will be held

in the City Hall, Brechin, Saturday, 6th Nov.

Splendid classification. Popular judges. Over 60

cash specials, cups and medals. Under the patron-

age of the S.N.P.C-. and the B.F.C.C. All surplus

money to be handed over to the Soldiers’ and

Sailors’ Relief Fund. Fanciers send your entries.

We deserve them. Schedules now ready.—JOHN
CRAB 3, 120, Montrose St reet, Brechin.

CAMBUSLAN6
C.B.A. Annual Show of Cage Birds in Free Gard-

ners’ Hall,

SATURDAY, NOV, 6.
S. LINDSAY Sec., 23, Church Street, Cambuslang.

LEICESTER
Hand-in-Hand C.B.S., Open Show, Nov. 6 and 8.

Splendid classification. Schedules.—A. Freestone,

79, Clarendon Street, Leicester. (493)

S R.C.O.S.MANCHESTER
33rd Annual Open Show, OCTOBER 29 A 30.

The Oldest and Best Managed Show in Lancashire.

—F. HAYWARD, 21, Marlboro’ Avenue, Manley Park, Manchester.

VOLIEUMIPTOI
OPEN SHOW,

OCT 30.

Class omitted (owing to a printer’s error in schedules) : Yorkshire Old Hen Class.

Schedules apply—Wm. Harrison, 45, Partington btreet.

CHELTENHAM
Wednesday and Thursday, November 3 and 4. Judges: Messrs. J. Robson and J. H. Payne.

Fanciers don’t forget the old fixture. 15 open classes for Crests, 11 Norwich, 8 Yorkshire, 9 Porders.

7 British 3 Hvbrids 6 Foreign All profits to go to the Red Cross Society. Now, fanciers, please give

Is a Bump?r
y

Entries ctaff Oct. 27? Show Manager-W . Pounsett, 8, Wh.teoross Sq., Cheltenham.^

SHEFFIELD J. S.
NOVEMBER 5*h and 6th.

-r.,.-r I.ITCDC run CHAMPION AND NOVICE.

most points Yorkshires. NOVICE VOjtKSK'RES^ton^
R0stT BOWL best' unfllghted

Novice Norwich, pair of silver salts, most points;
cash, I
two classes; also special best vhc,

Yorkshire. NORWICH, silver teapot

iso specials, best vim. he, and c. BRITISH tantalus value to/- ,
mesv

Wzsrjsst’jegiv: saa%™»w«*. m «.w
and Walsh not competing. Schedules aDd all particulars from

and
razors

5 /-, and 2/6

Fletcher

C. JOB, W incobank, Sheffield.

LOCAL EXHIBITORS, 10/-,
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LARKHALL C.B.A. Truth Annual Confined Show,

held In Y.M.C.A. Hulls, I,arkhall. on 30th Oct. Open
10 a.ni.

;
close 7 p.m. Admission (id. ; during Judg-

ing 1/-.—THOS. J. McGREGOR, Secretary, Sarah
vlllo Crescent. -BEDFORD
Nov. 11th. Judge. II. Norman. All England.

Entries dose Nov. 6th.—A. SIMONS, 96, Coventry
Road, Bedford.

The greatest show In the North.

BLUDM - 01 - TINE
11th Open Show,

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 12th and 13th, 1915,

In St. Cuthbert's Church Hall. Classification: Nor-

wich 11, Yorkshires 11, Crests 9, Border Fancy 19,

cinnamon 1. Lizards 1, Mules 2, Selling Classes 4,

British 7, Foreign 1, Hyde's 1 ; and under tho

patronages of tho N.C.C., N.Y.C.C., B.F.C.C.,

N.B.F.C.C., O.C.A., O.N.P.C., N.B.M. and F.B.C.,

N.N.r.C. Specialist judges: II. W. Battjre, Hud-
dersfield : T. Dixon, Bedlington; J. Maddison, New-
castle. Entries close Nov. 6, 1915. For schedules

apply—G. HAVVER, 1, Theresa Street, Blaydon-on-
Tync.

LLANDUDNO
November 17. 8th Annual Show of the Welsh
Northern Counties F. and F. Association.' Confined
to North Wales. 12 classes cage birds. 14 Specials.

Prizes: C/-, 8/-, 1/6. Fee 1/-. Judge: Mr. T. J.

Ambrose. Entries close November 6. Schedules
from G, E. Cragg, Rochlands, Rhos, Colwyn Bay.

(t 1 „ iV Ct o w
and Dist. C.B.A. Croat Open Show, Nov. 12 and 13,

Albert Halls, Bath Street. Grand classification.

Apply for schedules to—W. HUTCHISON, Sec., 167,

Hospital Street, Glasgow.

SiftMBt SEP US B SLP Annual Open' Show
mwm b »» Son D% win be held Nov. 13th.
Border Fancy, Canary, and two British Bird classes.

D. Hamilton (Hamilton) adjudicates. Border Fancy
medal, also Border Fancy novice medal. Entries
close Tuesday, Nov. 9th, from—JAS. G. TORRETT,
Sec., Smallburn, Muirkirk.

ARDWICK
»nd Manchester District C.B.A. Open Show, N.P.C,-

patronage,

NOVEMBER 13th m
Good classification. Prize-money, 10/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-.

Entry fee, 1/6. Judges, .T. W. Metcalfe, C. Houlton.
Schedules from—J. SPENCER, 193, Palmerston
Street, Beswick, Manchester.

GRAND OPEN SHOW
Under the patronage of S.B.F.C. and G.C.A., Nor.

and York. Sections.

NOV. f 3th.
Judges, Mr. H. W. Battye and Mr. Jos. Guy.

47 Classes. Numerous Specials, including 2 Cups
to be won outright. Prize money, 10 entries, 10/-,

5/-, 3/-, 2/-; 20 entries, 12/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; 30 entries,

14/-, 7/-, 4/-, SI-, 2/-. Quick direct train service

to all parts. Entries close" Nov. 6. Schedules now-

ready from L. Cavanagh, “Berwyn," Vicar’s Cross,
Chester.

and District, Nov. 17th and 18th. Prizes, 6/-, 3/-,

1/6. Entry, 1/-. Entries close Nov. 11th. Schedules
—J. ALDERSLADE, 64, Desborough Road, Eastleigh.

HOTON-LE-HOLE Show, SATURDAY, Nov.
20th, 1915. Entries close Nov. 13th. Btm. judge, R.
Stainthcrpe; C.B.s, A. J. Notley

;
Pgns., J. Tubman.

Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entry fee, 1/6. Schedules
apply—Notley, 1, Miner St., Hetton Downs, Durham.

READIN G
C.B»S. Fourteenth Annual Open Show-, Palmer Hall,

Wednesday, November 17th, 1915.

Judge, H. Norman, Esq. The most central show in
the South (three railways). 25 Open classes: 5
Norwich, 5 Yorks., 2 Border, 1 A.O.V., 1 Goldfinch,
1 A.O.V. British, 1 Mule, 1 Hybrid, Selling £1,
Selling 12/6, 6 Foreign under patronage of F.B.E.L.
Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6, with 2/6 cash specials in all

classes; 10s. cash special most points in Foreign
classes. Entrance fee, 1/6 per cage. Entries close
Friday, Nov. 12th. Id. on every entry goes to Care
and Comfort Committee for the Wounded. “ Help
ns” to “Help the wounded.” Schedules from

—

O. C. SMITH, Hon. Sec., 73, Audley Street, Reading.

BLMWAVON
C.B. Society Open Show.NOVEm&ER 25, 1915

*

39 Classes. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entries, 1/0.
Judge: John Robson, London.

Schedules sent out. Anyone overlooked, apply—
GEO. BROOME, 82, King Street, Blaenavon.

ABERAMAN “£*£.
28 Classes. Schedules ready. ^Classes for natural
colour birds.—Apply, Sec., W. R. Powell, 215, Cardiff
Road, Aberaman. (496)

KETTERING
Great Open Show, Saturday, 11th Dec., 1915. 120
classes. Poultry, Pigeon, Cage Birds. Large classi-
fication for Cage Birds. All prize-money guaranteed.
Schedules—F. S-. BALL, 5, Buccleuch' Street, Ket-
tering.

’

•CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not luter than
Tuesday morning’s past. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may bo had Ireo on application to
our Manager. Secretmica aliould always use them.

Blaydon C.B.S.—Oct. 30, Coop. Library, 7.30.

Members please attend to redcivo flnul instruction
re show.—G. Uavvcr.

Bulwell F.A.—Oct. 28, Red Lion Hotel, 8. To
accept classification of winter show.

—

L. Mellor.
Bristol C.B.S.—Oct. 27, headquarters, City Arms

Hotel, 8. Final arrangements for annual show, etc.

—J. A. Withers.
Bingley O.S.—Oct. 30, Assembly Rooms, G. Mem-

bers’ show. Birds staged 2.45. Judge, IS. B. Den-
ton, Wimlhill.—F. Craven.
Bowling B.F.A.—Oft. 23, Napoleon Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show, staged at 3. Specials for clears and
green and cinn. marks. Subs, due.—J. Nicholl.
Chester C.B.S.—Oct. 26, Boot Inn, 7.45. Final

arrangements for open show, stewards, etc. Subs,
overdue.—L. Cavanagh.
Coventry Codiva C.B.S.—Oct. 25, Sydenham Palace,

5.30. Important open show business and final ar-

rangements for tho outing to Leicester on Nov. 6.—
F. A. Green.

City and Suburban A.C.B.—Oct. 25, Church Insti-

tute, 60, Paddifigton-st., Marylebono, W., 8. Judg-
ing competition in Yorkshires. Three medals and a
sealed packet. Final judge, Mr. J. Robson. In-

terested visitors heartily welcomed.—V. Wynn.
City of Bradford O.S.—Oct. 23, 2.30. Members’

show; judge, W. A. Cowgilfc—W. Hclliwell.

Eastleigh C.B.S.—Oct. 25, Scouts’ Room, S. Show
arrangements.—J. Alderslade.
East Stanley F. and F.C.B.S.—Oct. 24 ,

6.30. Print-
ing, consideration of the club’s donation.—J. Armi-
tage. .

Edinburgh North Eastern O.S.—Oct. 25, Regent
Hall, Abbeymount, 8. Final arrangements for show
and taking entries. All books must be clear at this
meeting.—R. S. Spence.

Fife C.B.L.—Oct. 30. Denbeath, Cothenburg, 6.

League show.—J. Sneddon.
Falkirk, Grangemouth, and Bannockburn Combined

C.B.S—Oct. 23, 80, Grahams Road, 7.30. Show busi-

ness, etc.—11. Rennie.
Guisborough Priory C.B.S.—Oct. 30, Wear’s Rooms.

Members please bring as many birds as possible.

We hope to have Mr. T. Hill, Thornaby, as judge—
A. W. ICnaggs.
Grimsby O.S—Oct. 28, headquarters, 160, Freeman

Street, 8. Wild Seed Competition and general busi-

ness. New members heartily invited.—J. T. Cot-
terill.

Haltwhistle C.B.S—Oct. 23, Mechanics’ Hall, 7.30.

To make arrangements for annual open show.—Wm.
Tallantyre.
Hebden Bridge C.B.F.A.—Oct. 26, Ye Otde Brig

Cafe, 8. Selection of judge and other matter.—A.
Roberts.
Llanelly C.B.S Oct. 23, 8. Final business re local

show to be held Oct. 30—D. H. Davies.
London and P.O.S.—Members are requested to i

attend at Lambeth Baths on Tuesday evening, Oct.

26, to assist in unpacking and staging the exhibits
for annual autumn show.—H. L. Huggins.
Maindee F.F. and C.B.S—Fair Oak Inn each
Thursday at 8. Show business.— .T. Hawksley.
North-West Glasgow C.B.C.—Oct. 26* Amalga-

mated Musicians Hall, 44, Napiersliall Street. Wash-
ing exhibition and annual show business. Schedules
will be given out.—P. Houston.
Ncwcastle-on-Tyne East End C.B.S Oct. 27,

Hall’s Cafe, Heaton Road, 7.30. Specials, show
business.—J. W. Coutts.
Newsham C.B.S.—Oct. 30, Willow Tree, 7.15.

Special meeting; last meeting before show.—Wm. C.
Gibb.
Northern British M. and F.C Oct. 30, Shield's

Cafe, 8. Table show, classes, etc. ; see report ol
meeting in this issue—W. Curry.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Oct. 27, Club Room,

Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Annual
show ; schedule, judge, advertising, etc. ;

important.
—A. W. Newton.
Oldham C.B.S.—Oct. 26. Textile Dining Rooms, 8.

Business of importance for the show—G. Mills.

Pydsey and Stanningley C.B.S.—Oct. 22, Fleece
Hotel, Stanningley, 7.30. Entries for members’ show
Oct. 23—Roy Kell.

Queen's Park (Glasgow) C.B.S—Oct. 27, Maria
Stewart, S. Schedules for annual show to be given
out. Hand-washing exhibition by Mr. R. B. Cairns.
—A. K. Hunter.
Sale C.B.S—Oct. 23, Springfield Hotel, 2.30. Mem-

bers’ show ; judge, Mr. P. Masou, Shipley—T. Else-
good.
Sunderland C.B.A—Oct. 23, Station Street Cafe,

7.30. Show business.—J. Peacock.
Spen Valley C.fe.S—Oct. 23, Commercial Hotel,

Clecklieaton. Table show; birds staged at 3. Judge,
Mr. H. W. Walsh, Halifax. Entries Friday night,
7.30 to 9, or first post Sat.—S. B. Grayshon.
South Moor Social.—Oct. 24, South Moor, 6.30.

Important business in connection with our show,
Nov. 6 and 7—0 Lane.
Sacriston P.P.R. and C.B.S—Oct. 23, Mrs. H.

Abbot's Tea Rooms, Front Street, 5,30. Taking
subs, and other important business. Annual subs,
must be paid at’ this meeting—Dodd and Wilfred.

Sheffield O.S—Oct. 21. headquarters, 8. Final ar-
rangements All-England Show, and other important
business

;
also arrangements members’ show—E. C.

Job.
Windhill C.B.S—Nov. 6. Bluo Bell Hotel, 6 30.

.Arrangements for open show, and other important
business.—J. Taylor.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three ivords a penny.

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet contest Woodman Inn, Horefair, Oct.

16; 16 birds entered for four minutes’ time singing.
1, Wingham; 2, 3, Beard. Open sing Oct. 17; 18
entered for three minutes' time singing. 1, 2, Beard

;

3, Pugh— J. Beard, Assist. Sec.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, Oct. 16, George and Dragon

Hotel: about 40 members and friends came to hear
42 birds sing for three good prizes. Owing to the
light being bad we only gave the birds three
minutes in the window, but there was some very
good singing: 1, W. Watkies; 2, 3, W. Nelson. Oct.
17, 20 birds sang for three prizes given by Mrs.
Parker: 1, 3, W. Nelson; 2, A. Longfield. Will all

members and friends please note that cheques
will be drawn not later than 2.50, and first pair up
at 3 p.m. on Oct. 30. We hope to see some good
birds from all the Linnet Clubs in Yorkshire— W.
Dobson, Seq* '

LEEDS.
Quality singing for Linnets, Old Bird House, Skin-

ners’ Arms, Biislingthorpc, Oct. 17 ;
19 birds com

peted. 1, 2, 3 shared by Mr. A. Birins and J. Green.
Judges, C. Clayton and J. Sellars. -C. Clayton, lion.
Sec.

Quality Linnet Binging, 01aR8im|kcrs' Arms, Oct.
16. 1, Hirst; 2, 3, Howarth

; 4, Lacy. Judges, Mar-
shall and Robinson. Oct. 17, 25 birds. 1, 2, shared
Murshall and Walls; 3, 4, shared Richardson and
Howarth. Judges, Biss, Lacey, Clegg. Oct. 24, open
Canary sing; wc should like to sec all Canary fan-
ciers make a good rally. -E. Stanstteld, Sec.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Savillo Green, York road. Open contest' for quality
Linnet singing Oct. 16, 14 birds sang. 1, Sissons;
2, Stanncy; 3, Stead; 4, consolation prize, K. Wood.
Judges, Hayes, Topping, and Naylor Oct. 17, 18
sang. 1, Buttery; 2, Sissons; 3, Wood: 4, consola-
tion prize, W. 8issons. .Judges, Hayes, Naylor, and
Topping. Roller contest Oct. 17, 14 birds sang. 1,

S. Johnson; 2, Condlifle; 3, shared by Wood and
Stead; 4. consolation prize, Condiiffe. Judges, Grant
and Naylor—W. Naylor, Hon. Sec.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel, Skinnerdane. Oct. 16, 22 of the best faced the
judges. Our worthy president, Mr. E. Ruswortli,
added a special prize to the winner. 1, 2, shared
A. Binns and T. Chippendale; 3, Potter; 4, shared
A. Binns and W. Lipman. Judges, T. Summers, C.
Biss, A. Dalton. T. Chippendale’s bird sang A.
Binns’.bird for the special prize, and Mr. A. Binns
won. Judged by T. Summer. Oct. 17, 18 sang. 1,

T. Chippendale; 2, H. Wigfleld; 3 ,
Wharam. Judges,

Messrs. P. Maddan, S. Butterfield, W. Lipman—W.
Lipman, Hon. Sec.
Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club, Plasterers’

Arms, Skinner-lane, Oct. 9, 16 birds 1, 2. J. Chip-
pindale; 3, F. Turner. Judges, P. Madden and A.
Lorriman. Oct. 10, 22 Linnets competed. 1, 3, J.
CSlippindale

; 2, Dearlovc; 4, T. Chadwick. Judges,
1’. Madden, Lorriman, and Soloman. Oct. 16, 12 Lin-
nets. 1, C. Lorriman; 2, Turner; 3. Walker. Oct. 17,
23 Linnets. 1, J. Chippindale ; 2, 3, Dearlovc; 4, Chad-
wick. Judges for both contests, Lorriman, Soloman,
andC. Boyd. Mr. Dearloye brought u wild-caught
White Linnet, which interested us very much. It is
supposed to be the cleanest Linnet seen in Leeds,
most of them being splashed marked. The landlord,
Mr. Kendall, bought it—F. Turner, Sec.

Qiub {Reports.

CRYSTAL PALACE AND PENGE.
Meeting, held Oct. 13, at Alexandra Hotel, Penge.

Owing to the absence of chairman, Mr. Foxen, Mr.
Last took the chair. Schedule for annual show was
discussed, and all business was got through and
settled. Date of show, Nov. 10. Judge, Mr. H.
Norman. Specials, 3 silver cups, eto., with 36
classes. Members were asked to try and beat last
year—W. D. Fryett.

MIDLAND ROLLER C.C.
Meeting headquarters, Seven Stars, St. Jolin-street,

Wolverhampton, with a. good attendance. Mr. Wil-
lowy chair. Considering the numerous specials con-
tributed to special prize fund, the society has been
able to present one of the finest schedules for Roller
fanciers ia the kingdom. I hope to have them by,
the 21st. Judges: Messrs. Tomlinson, Wellows,
Jaequemin. See advert, in this week’s issue—J. W.
Thomson, Hon. Sec.

BEAMISH C.B.S.
Meeting held Bird Inn. Mr. S. Eliiot chair, with a

good turn up of members ; some we had not seen since
last show. We are having Is. subscription for best
young bird 1915, also for second best, each member
to nominate one bird. Also special for best bird
throughout the show, and we are hoping to have a
good show to try to keep the Fancy alive. Mr. S.

Lindsay, of Butiey, was made a member—J. H.
Elliot, Sec.

CODNOR PK. & EASTWOOD C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. Hi, Three Tuns, Eastwood; Mr. L.

Parsons, chair; and a splendid attendance. One of
our old- members, Mr. J. Smedley, who has left the
district, was again made a member. A committee
was formed to purchase the specials for
annual open show, and these will be on view at

next meeting. Schedules now ready and may be ob-

tained from the secs., Mr. A. Smith, Lynn Croft,

Eastwood, and Mr. G. Lees, Thompson Street, Lang-

ley Mill.—Smith and Lees.

OPEN NORWICH P.C.
• Special meeting Oct. 16, Flying Dutchman Hotel,

Mr. W. A. Wilson chair, and a good attendance. We
made a few more new members. The main item on
the programme was in connection with Preston show,

when some amateurs showed in the open champion
section, and some in the amateur section. The two
highest competitors made equal points, and now start

off level. Will all amateurs alter now bear in mind
that'they have to show in open champion section, and
that ail tlmir points will count for amatejir specials,

etc.—Sam Wilcock, Sec.

CHOPWELL C.B.S.
Meeting Workmens' Club Hall, Oet. 16, Mr. W.

Marsh chair, over a good attendance. New members
elected: W. Carr, T. Dixon, and R. Campbell. De-

cided, through our show fixturfi falling on the same
date as Haltwhistle, to postpone it until Dec. 4. Mr.
W. Tomlinson and Mr. W. Curry have kindty con-

sented to judge. Moved that sec. write to all 1914

members who have not paid their subs., as we have
had rules drawn up and printed stating that all subs,

must bo paid up before last meeting before show;
members kindly take note of this. Agreed to put on

an additional 10s. selling class, making 19 classes in

all. From reparts to hand everything points to a

splendid show, so rally members, and intending mem-
bers, to our next meeting, Nov. 13—W. H. Christer,

See.

SHETTLESTON, CARNTYNE C.B.S
Meeting Houston’s. Cafe, Oct. 16. A splendid

gathering of members gave our worthy chairman,

Mr. Hendrie, the encouragement he well deserves.

Messrs. M. McLeod, H. Dtinnan, A. Drummand, R.

Watt, A. Sneddon were elected members. Owing to

the great progress and large membership of this very

flourishing club it was proposed to have an assistant-

secretary, but as everything in connection with our
annual show in Co-operative Hall, Shettleston, is

pretty well in hand, it was decided to let it lie over

till next meeting. Medals and specials galore are

promised and given, and it will not be the fault of

the committee if Saturday, Nov. 29, is not a red-

letter day here. The profits of the exhibition are to

bo handed over to the Shettleston and Tollcross

Nursing Association, one of the most deserving insti-

tutes in this district. A hearty vote of thanks to
our hard-working committee and chairman closed a
very enthusiastic meeting.—J. Irvine, Sec.

OLD SHILDON (Workmen’s Club).
Meeting, Oct. 16. Decided to have 28 classes: «

Nor., 4 York*., 4 Crests and C. B., 2 Bord., 4 Hell.,

4 Brit. Seedcaters, 1 Softbill, 1 Mule or Uyb.. 4 for
Federation novice. Entries, 1/--; prizes, 8/. 4/.
2/-. Sehedulcs will be sent out as early as we can
to all lost year’s exhibitors; any other:, phase
send for one—John Ainsworth, Sec.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 14, Mr. Havenhand. chair. Decided

to have the same classification as last year for

annual show. Air. G. Browning, Rotherham, was
elected judge. We made two more new member ,

one of whom, Mr. Hutching, is at present, at the
Front, and was represented by his father. I should
Imagine this is rather ari extraordinary occurrence. -

E. Johnson, Sec.

RUNCORN B.B.A.
Meeting headquarters, Mr. Whyte chair, before a

large attendance. Decided to have a member-.' Show-
Dec. 18, Mr. C. Houlton to judge, and the proceeds
to go to St. John’s Ambulance Association, which
is doing good work for wounded soldiers in the town
Two new members made -Messrs. Maddock and
Wardle. 30 classes were arranged, and a very fair
number of specials promised.—E. Rone, Sec.

NORTHERN BRITISH M. & F.B.C
Meeting, Oct. 2, Shield’s Cafe, Bigg Market, New-

castle. The chairman, Mr. Petteraon. presided over
a good attendance. Decided to hold table shows
a3 on previous years. Next meeting, Oct. 30, in

Shield’s Cafe, Bigg Market, at 8. Table show for
British birds, F.M., will be held in connection with
same. Classes: Linnet, Greenfinch, and A.O.V.
Judge to be selected at meeting. Fanciers invited
subs, are due. The following societies have been
granted our patronage cups and medals: New-
castle, Blaydon, Hartlepool, Haltwhistle, and Gates
head.—W. Curry, Sec.

NORTHERN BORDER F.C.C.
Meeting Oct. 6, Pillar’s Cafe, Pink Lane. New-

castle, Mr. W. Affleck chair. Members elected:
Messrs. S. Nicholson, G. Heslop, J. Cruddas. An
application for patronage fron* Gateshead was
granted. Correspondence was read from Mr. F. F.

Hawkins, Gateshead, stating that owing to pressnro
of business lie was being compelled to give up the
Fancy. This was reluctantly accepted, with the hope
that the lapse may only prove to be of a temporary
nature. Decided to have a table show nex£ meeting,
five classes each section. Mr. F. Render will judge
champion, and Mr. W. Affleck novice section—Chas.
Farrer, Hon. Sec.

NEW CROSS C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters. Oct. 7, Mr. H. C. Humphries

chair, supported by a good number of members. The
chief business of the evening was the dicussion re
tho annual show. The chairman read a letter he
had received from the acting sec., Mr. G. Burton,
notifying that he would not be a.blo to run the
annual show owing to pressure of Business. After a
lengthy discussion it was resolved that owihg to
the difficulty of securing a suitable room, and as so
many of the members were away, the show fixed for
Nov. 4 be abandoned, and that if possible we ar-
range a small memliers’ show later in the season.
A judging competition took place, the final judge
being Mr. G. F. Crawford, who kindly gave a few
remarks at the close. The winner <jf the spoon in
the competition was Sergt. J. H. Joplin, who placed
the first three birds accurately. Next meeting Nov.4—Burton Bros.

HALTWHISTLE.
Meeting, Mechanics’ Hall, Oct. 2, Mr. G. H. Bower-

bank presided over a large attendance. Letters
were read from sees, of the following specialist
clubs intimating that we had, been granted patron-
age of same: Northern Norwich. Northern Yorks.,
Northern British Mule and Foreign, Northern Bor-
der Fancy and Border Fancy Club, and after a
good discussion it was decided to have the follow-
ing classes at our open show, Nov. 59, 20: 15 Bord.
(3 Nov.), 8 Nor. (2 Nov.), 7 Yorks. (2 Nov.), 11
Brit., Mule and For., and 14 members' classes.
Fee, 1/6; members, 1/-; prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Mem-
bers’ classes, 6d. per cage and prize-money accord-
ing to entries. Members’ subs, to be paid by Nov.
1st, to entitle competition for members’ cup and
•specials. A vote of thanks to chairman brought
meeting to a close. Schedules will be ready in a
few days, and can be bad on application to— Win.
Tallantyre, Sec., South View, Haltwhistle.

BORDER FANCY C.C.
The local committee met in Edinburgh. Oct. 16,

to consider the result of postcards sent out to mem-
bers, and it was found that 200 were in favour of
a B.F.C. Club Show in Edinburgh, at New Yea-
time, while 20 voted against. It was arranged to
postcard every local member to meet at 142. High
St., Edinburgh, Oct. 21, for the purpose of forming
a working committee for show. Agreed to secure
Picardy Place Hall at once, and thereby secure a
good Hall. It was in this Hall that the first Scot-

tish National was held, when there was an entry

of fully 1,-200. Being on the main thoroughfare,

between Edinburgh and Leith, about five minutes’

walk from the Waverley Station, it is very easy to

get at, and if members give this venture their

whole-hearted support it will be one of the best

shows of the “Wee Gems" ever brought together,

and this is what it ought to be. Don’t be afraid

to send along a special, as we want something

worthy of the Club when making up schedule. Now.

brother fanciers, as this is the semi-jubilee of the

Club, rally round us and make this venture a huge

success’.

—

W. B. Smart, Sec.

MIDDLETON C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 4. Owing to only a few members

turning up it was not decided whether to bold our

annual show this season. I have called several meet-

ings and have only been able to raise five members
twice this year. We had 15 members on the books,

but the majority have given up this year, and now

we have only eight. Also, most of these have not

bred this season. We had- about 30s. for a rose

bowl to be competed for at a young bird show and

could not raise anv entries. We have also a

6-guinea challenge cup for competition in December,

to be won three times, not necessarily in succession.

Also we can raise a special for practically every

class Most of our members have resigned and sold

out, and others have gone av.-ay ; but a member,

Mr. J. Burke, who has had a good season, vil'

guarantee 20 entries; also Mr. A. Wagstaffe Iia:

had a goni season. The members who have given

up are mostly Norwich fanciers. Mr. J. Oldhanr

has bred Goldfinch Mules by a Lancashire hen. 1/

is useless calling meetings and notifying memben
if they will not turn up, and on Monday next w
shall decide on show, also fix classes, etc., fc

which there will be little competition for the prizjj

offered—Jas. Hulton, See.

(Club Reports continued on page 175.)
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SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure Insertion in this column, a guarantee

that tho show will he aiipcrtisid in "CD." to the

ex tent of ut least 2ij- must lie tent to our manager.

Out.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov

Nov.

Nov,

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov,

Nov,

Nov

Nov,

Treasure, 14,

ID, Vauxhall
J . It . ,

J.O.B.,

England.
22-23 Liverpool O.S.—(Metcalfe ami Crecn, 09,

llrunswieli ltd.) W.M., W.A.C., W.V., J.D.,

23.'
11

Burton-on Trent C.B.S.-(A. Wood, 10,

South Oalt St.) .1.11. , _ , .
27-28.- London and P.O.S. (II. I.. Huggins, I..I).

Middleton ltd.. Howes Park, London.)

27-28. Carlisle (Border City) 0 S.— (J. 6. lscll.

23. Uotchergatc, Carlisle.) .

20 «u. Manchester and N.C.O.S. (P. Hayward,

21 M ail Loro Av., Manley Park, Muiieheetcr).

L.D., .1.11., lt.lt., .I D., u.J.o.

SO. Vorh C BS. (V. H. P. Zimmerman, i,

Portland Street.) J.C.B.

3 4. Cheltenham C.B.S. (A. S.

Rotunda Terr.)

SO. Sheffield O.S. — (H. 0. Job,

ltd., Wincolnnk, Shellleld). W.M.,
II.W.B., J II.

0 Hartlepools C.B.S. - (.1. W. Thornton. 43,

Hydal St., W. Hartlepool.) 1I.W.IL, W.M.,

W.N.
OH. Leicester Hand-In-Hand. (A. Frccatonc,

79, Clarendon Street.) .I T., 11. J .0.

12 13 Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S. ((• Ilavver, 1,

TlierCsSa St.) T.U., J.M., U.W.B.
13 - Chester C.B.S. -(I,. Cavanugli, ‘llerwyn.

Vicar's Cross, Chester.) 11.W.1L, J.t>.

!). Ardwich & Manchester C.B.S.— (.1. Spencer,

193, Palmerston Street, Berwick, Manchester.)

C.H. . , „
17.- Reading C.B.S.—(0. C. Smith, i3, Audley

St.) 11. N.

19 20.— Halifax O.S. (If. Clegg, IS, Melrose St.,

I,eq Mount, Halifax ) W.M., II.NV.lt.

19 20. Haltwhistlo C.B.S— (Win. Tallantyre,

South View.) W.M.’M., T.D., J.M.

25. Blaenavon C.B.S.— (tl. Broome, 82. Ning

Nov. 27. Coventry Godiva C.B.S.— (F. A. Green, 54,

Calndon ltd.) U.W.B.
l)cc. 1-2. City on Birmingham C.B.S. (J. IT. donee,

211, Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.L.,

J.H.It.

Dec. 1-2.- Southampton C.B.S.—(W. T., 1 age, oO,

Bedford Place, Southampton,) H.N.
Dec. U.- Gateshead C.B.S (W. Curry, 0. Roxburgh

Place, Newcastle). F.L., J.S., J.N., J.M.

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13. Glasgow C.B.A.— (W. Hutchison; 107,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. M L., \V. M M.,

C.M., A.W., M.C.
Nov. 20.— Cowdenbeath C.B.S— (A. Robertson, 50,

Arthur Place.)
Dee. 11. Hamilton.—(W. S. Wilson, Glendyne, South

Park ltd.) D.B., It.M., W.S.C., J.G.

1916.

Ian. 1— Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 10,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Oct. 2(L— Abertillery C.B.S.—(H. H. Mortimer, 4,

Granville St.) J.H.It.

Nov 17 -Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and
F.A.).—.(G. E. Cragg, "Rccklands,” Rhos,
Colwyn ltay.)

Nov. 17-18.—Cardiff C.B.S.—(E. Thomas, 48, Crad-

dock St.) J.U.P., J.H.It
.

1916.

Jan. 11 .— Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. H. Daviee, 24, Col-

lege Hill.)

Ireland.
Nov. 24-25 — Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of .Ireland —

(W. C. Sholediee, 38. Haddington ltd.) W.M.
Nov. 20 27 — Belfast, Ulster O.A.—(T. fl. Smyth, 9,

. University St., Belfast.)

Dee. 3 4.— Newtownards C.B.S.— (W. Montgomery, 02,

Church Street).

Sage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
Mo,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 134, Fleet Street, London, EC.
Telegrams—"Aviculture, London.’’ Tel. No. 5229

Holborn.
Th9 Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.
All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

^Twitterings.

Mr. E. Holliday has removed from 76, Cop-
law Street, Govanhill, to 51, Bolton Drive,

Mount Florida, GlasgoV
The Kettering F.A. is holding its first

open show on Dec. 11. The schedule is re-

viewed in this issue, and further particulars

are given in an advertisement.

Mr. A. S. Treasure, hon. sOc., Chelten-

ham C.B.S., writes that the 5s. special in

each section includes British and hybrids;

this, by an oversight, was omitted from the

schedule.
In your report of Plymouth show, writes

Mr. H. Craven, you make no mention of my
winning the A. B. Brown cup for Cinnamons,

this having come to me in the first year of

its being out.

We have sent schedules out to all previous

exhibitors, writes Mr. J. W. Thornton, hon.

sec., Hartlepools C.B.S., 43, Rydal Street,

W. Hartlepool. Any one not having received

one, please apply.

Mr. J. G. Cook, chairman, Gainsboro’

Priory C.B.S., writes that his members will

bo pleased to welcome the fanciers of the

district, and from Redcar and .Middlesbrough,

at their table show on Oct. 30.,

We learn from Mr. E. C. Job, sec. Sheffield

O.S., that schedules have been sent out,

any one overlooked please apply E. C. Job,

Wineobanlc, Sheffield. The schedule is

claimed to be the most generous ever put

by a society before fanciers.

Yorkshire fanciers should note Tong and
Dist. C.B.Sf. annual show in our advert,

columns. This fixture is held under York-

shire Union Rules. Entries close on Tues-

day next, and those who have not received

a schedule should apply to the secretary.

We hear from Messrs. Metcalfe and Green,

Hon. Secs. Liverpool O.S., that although the

classification for Liverpool show was cut

down this year by 20 classes, 8C0 entries

hud been received Sa the 60 classes provided,

and that all sections are well represented.

Owing to reduced railway facilities only a

members’ one day will he held this year by

the Brighton and Hove C.B. A. on Dec. 8
,

writes Mr. W. . H. Gibb, hon. sec. Mr. C.

Gardner will judge; silver cups given by the

club will be competed for; best Mule or

Hybrid bred, and best British Bird shown.

In your valuable report of the Plymouth
show, writes Mr. R. Woods, Hodges and
Woods should read Hughes and Woods. Mr.

Hughes is a well-known North Wales judge

and exhibitor, and Lis many friends over

there will he glad to know that he is still

alive and has this season captured a valuable

silver cup offered by the Perth Society for

the best bird in show. My friend admits

that he is indebted for his knowledge and

success to the valuable hints which he has

had from good old Cage Birds.

The opening article in “ British Birds ” for

October (Messrs. Witherby, High Holborn,

one shilling monthly) is entitled “ Wait and

See” Photography, by "Miss E. L. Turner,

with some fine photographs by the author of

birds in freedom. Mr. E. B. Dunlop writes

on the incubation of wild birds, and Mr. J.

H. Gurney on “ Gannets Breeding on

Bressay.”- Among the usual “Notes” are

accounts of the appearance of the Western
Black-eared Wheatear in Sussex, and Eastern

Black-eared Wheatears in Sussex and York-
shire.

OBITUARY.
MR M. CRUST (Reigate).

I regret to inform you, writes Mr. A. W.
Bacon, hon. sec. Redhill C.B.S., that we
have lost from our midst a most kind and
valuable old judge and fancier, Mr. Martin
Crust. He passed away on Oct. 15, after

a short illness, and was interred at Reigate
Cemetery to-day, Oct. 19. I am sure that
all fanciers will join with us in our deepest

sympathy to the widow and family.

I am asked, writes Mr. -J. Waugh, hon.

sec. and treas., Springburn and Possil

Park C.B.C., to record that one of our mem-
bers, Mr. J. Macleod, has lost one son and
has had another wounded in the Dardanelles.

The sympathy of our members is offered to

Mr. J. Macleod and his xvife and family, with
hopes for a speedy recovery of the wounded
soldier.

I am sorry to say, writes Air. J. Rukin,
that Mr. Noah Stansfield, Denton, has Tost

his dear wife after a very short illness, Noah,
as his friends delight in calling him, has

lost- a true helpmate both in his home life

and with his birds, for she always took a
very lively and active interest in looking

after his feathered stock. I am sure his

many friends in the Fancy will extend to our

friend heartfelt sympathy to our friend and
children, a young girl, and a lad serving

abroad. Pray God in His great mercy help

him to beat his loss.

The Affairs of the Crested C.C.
An extraordinary meeting, called by the

Chairman, Mr. G. Ley, of Nottingham, in

accordance with Rule 8
,
was held Oct. 13, at

2, York Street, Piccadilly. Mr. George
Crabb was elected chairman, and said the

meeting had been called, as no reply to any
letters could be obtained from Mr. Tyson.
Mr. Ley had written, to him asking him to

hand over the books and effects belonging to

the Club, if he could not give the time to do

the work, and several show secretaries had
reported that they could not get any reply

from him. After letters were read from
several members regretting their inability to

attend the meeting, the chairman said that

it seemed that Mr. Tyson was unable to give

the time to attend to the Club’s affairs, and
it was carried unanimously that Mr. T.

Heath, 28, Kenilworth Court, Putney, should

be Hon. Sec. and Tr^psurer in his place. The
Hon. Sec. was instructed to write to Mr.
Tyson to this effect, and to request him to

hand over all the books and effects of the

Crested Canary Club within ten days.

It may interest many readers of Cage
Birds, writes Mr. J. Hawksley, hon. sec.,

Maindee F.F. and C.B.S., Fair Oak, New-
port, Mori., to know that an open show of

the society has been fixed for Dec. 4, and I

shall be pleased to forward schedules on
application.

It was an agreeable surprise, writes Mrs.
Holliday, to find on the front page of Cage
Birds my unflighted buff cock, winner at the

Welsh International. It was only out threo

times last year, at Bournemouth, South-
ampton and Cardiff, and it won each time.

After Cardiff I sold the bird to Mr. R. Pin-

nell, Warminster, and I hope he will have
a successful season with.it.

We have received the Year Book of the

National Creep-marked Y.C.C. This well-

got-up manual contains the standard and scale

of points for Green-marked Yorkshires, Rules
of the club, By-laws, list of club shows for

the season, and the specials which are in com-
petition, with conditions governing the same,

the balance-sheet for 1914-15, the list of offi-

cers, and the names and addresses of mem-
bers. The hon. see. and treasurer is Mr. .T.

Chambers, 22, St- Ann’s Mount, Burley Hill,

Leeds.

A Show for Southend.
We held a meeting on Oct. 13, write

Messrs. Deer and Cundy, hon. secs.
.
South-

end C.B.S., and decided to hold a show on
Nov. 24 and 25, open to the borough of

Southend only.

Our Front Page Drawings-
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be selit on application.

Still Money io the Fancy.
Since I sent the report of Preston show,

writes our representative, I hear that the

yellow unflighted of Messrs. Stubbs Bros.,

1st winner, was claimed at catalogue price,

ten guineas.

Grateful Thanks.
Mr,' /l. E. Weston desires us to thafik the

many “oird-lovers who sent kindly letters

of condolence to himself and wife on reading

last week of their sad bereavement. This

sympathy from fellow -fanciers has been

deeply appreciated, and has helped much $o

alleviate the bitterness o-f the blow.

The Chough in Ireland.
The Chough is by uo means as rare in

Ireland,, writes Mr. H. Williams, Dublin, as

some of your correspondents seem to imagine,

and is still to be found in large numbers
along the whoje Western seaboard and out-

lying islands wherever there are any rocky

headlands.

Fifty Years a Fancier.
The presentation of cups and medals won

by the members of the Barrow C.B. A., was
made at the last meeting by the oldest mem-
ber of the society. Mr. R.Willison, the well-

known Scotch Fancy»exhibitor. Mr. Willison

has been in the Fancy for more than half a

century.

Cancellation of the Horticultural
Hall Show for 1915.

Mr. Allen Silver, representing the joint

committees of the London C.B. A., National

British Bird and Mule Club, and the Foreign

Bird Exhibitors’ League, writes as follows :

“I regret having to announce that, owing to

Police Regulations restricting any use of light

after dusk, that this show will have to be

cancelled.”

Cock Blackcap Builds a Nest.
Many thanks for putting the portrait of

my Blackcap on the front page of Cage
Birds. I was very much pleased to see it,

writes Mr. O. J. Stone. It will interest you
to hear that this Blackcap cock built a nice

nest this year, and xvas often seen sitting

on it. The hen Garden Warbler who shared

the aviary with him appeared to take no
part in the proceedings.

Proposed League of
South Eastern Societies.

The latest proposal is for the formation of

r League of Cage Bird Societies for Surrey,

'Kent, Hants, and the county of London
south of the Thames. The suggestion eman-
ates from the Hastings and St. Leonard’s
C.B.S., and was considered at the last meet-
ing of the Wimbledon C.B.S., but, discussion

of the proposal was deferred until the next

meeting, as the attendance was smaller than
usual, and it was thought that the scheme
ought to he considered by a fuller meeting.

London Birds Under Zeppelin Fire.
A London fancier writes;—“I thought it

might interest your readers to know that we
escaped by a few yards only the Zeppelin

bombardment. I had the gas fittings shaken
down, and one window pierced by shrapnel..

The birds did not take a bit of notice until

the light went out all of a sudden. I was
in the bird-room preparing some soaked sun-

flower with the intention of crushing the

seed up, and the bottle was knocked out of

my hand, hut never broken. I consider it a

marvellous eacspa^’

The October issue of the Avicultural Maga-
zine, the journal of the Avicultural Society,

is full of articles of the most intense interest.

Dr. Lovell Kcays and Mr. Maurice Amslei
contribute two delightful breeding accounts,
the former of the Bearded Reedlings, which
have been mentioned several times in our
columns, and the latter of the Occipital Blue
Pie. Accounts by the Editor, Mr. H. D.
Astley, of the wonderful collection of Tana,
gers and other birds brought over by Mr.
Good fellow for Mr. E. J. Brook, and of the
arrival in France of thirty more Humming
Birds, will arouse envious thoughts in the
minds of many. Mr. H. Wormald tells -of

tho hand-rearing of Long-tailed - Tits, and
several other articles go to complete a fine

issue. The number is embellished by a won-
derful coloured drawing, by Mr. H. Good-
child, of a pair of .Mr. Astley’s Ruddy-headed
Geese, and contains besides, the Report of the
Council for 1914-15, and an index to Vol. 6 .

Hamilton’s “Red Cross”
Open Show.

Mr. W. S. Wilson, hon. sec., writes that
at the Hamilton show, * Dec. 11, Mr. D.
Black* Covan, will judge Scotch Fancies 18

classes); Mr. R. Martin Norwich (16); Mr.
W. S. Clark, Irvine, Borders (19); and Mr.
J. Coodfellow, Edinburgh, Hybrids and
British (19 classes)..

Not Too Old Fifty=six.
We hear that the well-known Coventry

exhibitor, Mr. Geo. Peters, chairman of the
Coventry O.S., lias given his services to the
country at the age of fifty-six. He has
enlisted in the R.A.M.C., and" has left

Coventry for his duties at the Herbert
Edward Hospital, Woolwich. Truly a -.splen-

did example, and one which bird-lovers will

be proud to quote for many a year after

tne war.

A Fine Show in London Next Week
We hear from (Mr. Huggins, hon. sec: of

the London and P.O.S., that over 400 entries

had been received up to Tuesday morning,
and they were coming in from all paits of

the country at the rate of 50 or 60 in each
post. Some entries come as far as from Inver-
ness, and Mr. Huggins says this shows the
value of advertising in Cage Birds. The
show is at the Lambeth Baths, and will be
open from 2 till 10 on Wednesday next, and
from 10 to 7.30 on Thursday.

Postal Orders Lost in a Fire-
Mr. S. Burns, Tyne Mount Lodge, Dal-

keith, who advertised privet berries in our
issue of Oct. 9, sends us the charred por-

tions of two postal-orders, accompanied by
the following note :

“ Please ask all the fan-

ciers who wrote for berries to drop me a

card with their name and address. My
writing-desk has been burnt in a fire, and all

the letters and postal-orders (about 40) have

been destroyed with it, hence my not send-

ing the berries. I am ’forwarding you all

that was left of the orders (two charred frag-

ments), and as I am just joining the Army it

is a bit of a loss to me.”

THE BIRD-KEEPERS* ROLL
OF HONOUR.

Bedford and Beds. United C.B.S.

Sir,—The following memberg have enlisted

:

M-r. J. Beanland, chairman
;

Messrs. H.

Crawford, H. Greenaway, Wright, Armitage,

H. Towler, E. Towler, T. H. Wheeler, R.

-Mobbs, C. Collins, E. Thompson, Tensome,

W. Gibbs.
A. Simmons, Hon. Sec.

Wimbledon C.B.S.

Sra,—Wo have two members who have

joined H.M. Forces : J. H. Bailey (A.S.C.),

now in France, and Corpl. S. W. Pain, 8th.

Batt. E.S.R. Mr. G. W. Baker, a Merton
fancier, who resigned his membership shortly

before the outbreak of war, is also with the

colours. G. Griffiths, Hon. Sec.

Greenock and Port Glasgow O.S.

Sir,—The following of our members are

serving the Colours : Messrs. M. Service, late

treas., Cordon Highlanders; C. Brvden, late

sec., Royal Engineers; J. McDonald, A. and

S. H ead quarters. They are all in France,

Mr. Bryden having been over a year at the

Front.
J. McG. Dooley, Sec.

Clydebank C.B.C.

Sir,—The .members of our club on active

service are : Private Wm. Greer, Scots

Greys, killed
;

Private A. Hay, wounded

;

Private Jas. McBride, A. and S.H. ;
Private

J. Grieve.
Wm. Kane, Sec.

Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.

Sir,—W e have one of our members serv-

ing xvith the colours—Pte. b . Priestley,

R.A.M.C. We should be very pleased if

you would add his name to your Roll of

Honour.
O. Mitchell, Sec.

(Many lists held over.)
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MY OUTDOOR B1RD=R00M :

Us Construction and Its Fittings
(Continual frotnpage 115 .)

1

By

A. E. Moule

(Abcrtillery)J

P ERSONALLY I advise the egg-shaped

Hat-sided glass drinkers, as they are so

easily cleaned out. In seed hoppers

I think the York pattern suits best all round,

being simple to make and easy to clean out.

I have made my own of hard wood, well

gluing all the joints ; they are also enamelled

inside and polished black outside ;
the glass

fronts are made to slide out for cleaning pur-

poses. The groove in which the glass slides

is made very simply with a wide set tenon

saw.
. I have a couple of white pot knobs on each

cage, and these set it off and put a finish

to the article. I have found it a great ad-

vantage to enamel the wire fronts the same
colour as the inside of cages ;

it prevents

them getting rusty and also gives a good
appearance to the cage.

Adaptable Flight Cages.
You will alsd want a couple of good flights.

I do not advise the use of one of a tremen-
dous size, at least not for birds kept for

exhibition purposes, as it has a tendency to

make them wild, which is a great drawback.
I prefer cages of about 5ft. long, 16ins. high,

and llins. deep. These flights can be divided
into smaller compartments by having the

fronts in sections so as to be able to put in

partitions when needed'.

In my opinion an ideal bird-room should
have all the breeders on one side, so -that the
birds cannot interfere with one another when
the breeding season commences, and the flight

cages should be at each end. Have every-
thing uniform ; all the hoppers underneath
each other, drinkers the same.

I have three double breeders in the centre
of each tier, with single ones at each end,

altogether 15 breeders, and six flights the
size that I mentioned. Each of the top
.flights at the ends of the room can be con-

verted into three single breeders by putting
in two slides

; therefore I could put up 21

pairs if I wished, and still have four 5ft.

flights. Each cage is numbered, so that
breeding records are easily kept. For egg
pans I prefer the three-inch round ones ;

they
are so very easy to clean.

You will -also require a small chest of

drawers for your seed and other articles
;
the

most convenient size of this, for the same
sized room as my own, would be 3ft. high by
2ft. wide, find 1ft. deep, with four drawers.
The top of the drawers should be covered
with some non-absorbent material. I will

give you a tip here. Go to the local house
furnisher and ask him if he has a broken
piece of marble, the top of a washstand, for

instance
:
you can cut it to the size you

require if you have an old sarv—do not spoil

a good one. Polish the drawers black, and
attach white knobs for the handles.

How to Make a Sink, \

The next necessary item is a sink or wash-
up. This is a great boon, and if you are
handy with the soldering iron you can make
one yourself. I managed it all right, and I

will try and describe the method.
Hirst get two pieces of well seasoned wood ;

mind that it is so, o*r else the job will be no
good ; size 18ins. by 12ins., and lin. thick.

These will form the two sides. Next, two
pieces ,18ins. by 9 ins. to form the front and
back top rail. Now you will want a piece

for the bottom of the sink, and a similar

piece for a shelf about two inches from the

floor. Also a piece 20ins. by 12ins. for the

top. Fasten this top piece to the back rail

with a couple of hinges, so as to open when
required, and when closed it will act as a
seat. Another piece, fastened with a pair of

hinges to the front rail at the bottom, will

form a handy cupboard for medicines, etc.

Y”our sink will now be 16ins. long, lOins.

wide, and 9ins. deep. Get a piece of zinc

the required size, i.e., 34ins. long and 28ins.

wide, cut to perfectly square angles, and
draw a line 9 inches from the outside all the
way round. Then cut out the four corner
angles 9 inches each wav, bend the four sides

up, and drop into place. Next solder the
zinc at the four corners, taking plenty of

time and doing the job neatly. Don’t get

your hair off doing it, as I did the first time,
or you may make a mess of the job.

Now make a hole in the centre of the bot-
tom of the sink for an vrntlet the size of a
halfpenny, and solder a short piece of zinc
pipe into this. When you have fixed your
sink in petition you must have a piece of

lead pipe (second-hand will do) leading from
the short pipe to the outside of your building.
Mind that you have this pipe big enough

for the small pipe to drop into it, and, of
course, you will have it going through the
bottom of the cupboard and through the

floor. Givo about four colts of white enamel
to the inside of the cupboard, being careful

to let each coat dry before adding the next,

and do this in the same manner as I described
in reference to the cages to prevent running.
Polish the outside woodwork black, upholster
the top with a piece of red leather, and you
will have a first-class sink and seat combined.
Now as regards artificial light. Where

you cannot have gas or electricity you will

liave to use a lamp. I have adopted the use
of gas, and I find it very handy, and in no
way detrimental to the birds as a i%le. When
I have the gas alight I open the fanlight,

and as I have the jet fixed between the door
and the window, and in the centre of the

room, I find that the fumes go directly out.

It is a matter of opinion as to what kind

of bath is best. I prefer the wire fronted

ones, 4ins. deep in front and 2ins. deep at

the back
;
these are 6ins. long. Enamel them

white inside, eau-de-nil outside. With about
one inch depth of water in these I do not

find the birds make a mess or splash. If you
have a number of birds you will require at

least a half dozen. I recommend the earthen-

ware white nest pans with white swansdqwn
linings.

There is at least one more necessary

item, and that is a waste box. Get a biscuit

box, make a cover out of three-ply wood, 1

S
HOULD your birds have the qualities

mentioned, you may rest assured you

possess the true Norwich type,

which all lovers of this beautiful variety are

striving to obtain.. Unless you have a very

long pocket you will hardly be able to start

with all your birds possessing all the ideal

qualities fit for exhibition purposes. In

consequence, care must be exercised in the

pairing of your birds to produce the best

results.

A question of importance often arises

:

Does like produce like? My own opinion

is, it does, and will surely prove itself pro-

viding you have sufficient knowledge of how
your birds are bred, and the peculiarities

of their parents ; if from long, short, or large

parents; coarse or fine in feather properties,

etc. Otherwise, I am afraid, if you should

turn out a winner or two it would be more
by chance than by judicious management. I

believe inbreeding may be attempted and

success assured, but only from such birds as

are healthy, full of vigour, and possessing

quality and size. One finds -that, however
careful he is in selecting and pairing the

birds, winners are not numerous ; but, by ex-

perience and by making sure your birds are

so matched that one possessing a fault is

mated to a partner in which this particular

fault is conspicuously absent, •you may breed

more good ones than bad.

Yellow to Buff, Buff to Yellow.

The cqrrect method of pairing is yellow to

buff, or vice versa. From double yellows

you get birds very harsh in feather, and
often oil, the small side. Some recomnnmd
double-buffing for the purposes of

.

getting

sizei. Care should be taken to see that the

birds are Suitable, or you will get rough,

coarse-feathered birds with frills, and a quan-
tity of feathers about the legs. Nothing
beats a good pair of show birds for breeding,

but if you have, sa.y, an extra large yellow
cock bird, good in colour, a bit on the long
side, not too good in feather, pair him to a
medium size buff hen with a large head, thick

neck, short wings, and tail, with feathers as

tight as the proverbial boxwood, and full

of quality. By thus balancing the good
points with the bad, your results should
mean an- improvement on your original stock.

The same argument applies to the buff and
yellow cross—what is lacking on the one
hand, must be made up for on the other.

Next, our attention is turned to the breed-
ing season, which should not be started until

you are sure your birds are in breeding con-
dition. This can be ascertained by the cock
birds being in full song and flying about the
cage on hearing the frantic shouting of the
hens, who constantly call and flap their wings,
and will often try to thrust Themselves

and put a border round inside. Paint the
box green, polish the top black, and write

the word “ Waste” on the front. Fix a
whito knob on the top, and you have a handy
article. Get some coloured plates from Cage
Birds arid frame them; they are always
worth framing. Hang them up, and they will

set the room off nicely. If you put blinds

to the windows to complete, you will find

that red ones are the best, and handy for

moulting, especially when you arc using

colour feed.

Some Useful Odds and Ends.
There are numerous other articles which

will be found handy in the bird-room, viz.,

a thermometer, a Goodman’s filup feeder, a

calendar, stock book, pedigree book, seed

scoops, brush, jugs, spray, etc.

Another item I find 1 have missed is a

spraying cage. If you spray the birds in

their show cages you make a mess. A good
idea is to have a box cage about 18ins. high

and 18ins. long, with the bottom made of

tin or zinc, and make a little hole in the

corner for the water to run out into a jug

or basin. After spraying the birds you can

return them to their respective cages without

any mess.
To complete the requirements of a bird-.

room you will also want a washing cage. I

may say here that I am making one at pre-

sent; that is to say, I have not yet got it

finished, but when complete I think I shall

have to see one to come anywhere near it.

The construction of it I will explain in the

near future.

In conclusion, I wish Cage Birds the suc-

cess it richly deserves. It is the backbone

of the fancy in every sense of the word.

Also I wish all readers of Cage Birds the

best of luck in their hobby.-

through the drinking holes to get in touch
with them. Personally I prefer one cock to

one hen, all through the season, as this keeps
him in vigour and makes more sure of a
successful moult.

If he behaves himself, allow him to remain
with the hen while the incubation and rear-

ing of the young takes place. By so doing,

the double feeding greatly assists the young-
sters, and you get stronger birds. Should
he disturb the hen while sitting, remove him
until the young are able to leave the nest

;

then run him in again. The food during
incubation should consist of plain canary
seed until the day the young are due to hatch.
Then give for three days the yolk of egg
only

; after this give the egg rubbed through
a sieve, mixed with crushed biscuits or bread-
crumbs. The bread should be at least two
days old

;
also crushed hemp seed, and a little

green food.

The Care of the Young.

When the young are about four weeks old

they should be able to do for themselves. Get
them on to hard seed gradually, or their

digestive organs will get upset, and often-

times set up inflammation which may prove
fatal. Now run them .into the flight until

they are ready to start moulting. The best

birds should then be selected, especially the
birds you think will be fit for the show bench,
and give them your best attention, caging
them separately, if you have the accommoda-
tion for doing so. In order to get the de-

sired colour into your birds they must, at this

period, be put on colour food.

Use only the best colour food you can pro-

cure, giving small quantities at the start and
gradually bring the quantities up to the full

strength. When your birds are through,

send them to one of the nearest shows, and
you will soon know how successful you have
been by the results. Don’t be discouraged

if at first you don’t succeed in being . in

the highest ranks, but endeavour to find

out where you fail, and this will assist you
in making sure of success another season.

If care is taken the' Canary is subject to

few diseases. Those that do arise may be
traced to carelessness and inattention. If

duly fed, and their cages are regularly

cleaned, and the birds are kept in

good air, they are seldom found in bad health.

Golds are the most general complaints. How
often we find birds hung up close to the

top of a window, with the sash down about
a foot, the draughts running through the

cage enough to turn a wind-mill, without any
consideration as to whether the air is cold

or damp. In this way many a fine bird has

taken a cold "which has proved incurable.

When birds are in good health they are lively,

and their feathers appear sleek and smooth.

I do not intend to enumerate the various
complaints, but advise anyone wanting infor-

mation respecting any disorders arising with
their birds to peruse the columns set apart
each week in Cage Birds, where all doubts
and difficulties are solved by specialists. As
time goes on you will find that by the prac-

tical knowledge and experience you have
gained you will be able to impart to others
that which you required on first embarking
in the" Fancy

;
experience is perhaps the be t

school

.

The Trouble of the
Sweating Hen.

By W. G. SMITHSON (Leeds).

AT the beginning of the season which hai
now come to a close many of us
started with hope and expectancy. In

some cases hopes may have been fulfilled,

while in others disappointment has been sent
to try us, along with the horrible war. Not
many will have done so well as hoped for.

To the unlucky ones I would say as feelingly
as possible, being in the same boat, that Jis-

appointment only proves our mettle, as does
the experience of the trenches the soldier on
the field.

The difficulty with some may have been
clear eggs, dead in shell, or accidents; and,
here and there, blunders for want of thought
or care. But with the “ old hand ” these
things are not the chief causes of disappoint-
ment. The great bugbears have been sweat-
ing hens, hens refusing to sit or feed, or going
wrong in one way or another
We who have been at the job a long time

can generally get plenty of young hatched
out. My own chief trouble has been with
Canary hens sweating the young at about a
week old, and when they begin to sweat then
they sit on them and give up feeding; in
fact, literally poison the poor little things by
the emanations from their own body. It is

not frequently the case that you have a hen
at the same stage to which to transfer them,
but if the young are from 10 to 14 days old
you have a chance of saving them by feeding
them yourself, and by taking the nest to bed
with you ! Covered with cotto.n wool, and
feeding in the early hours, you may maintain
the strength of the birds to overcome the
change from natural to. improvised feeding.
If younger than 10 or 12 days they are sel-

dom strong enough to get over the change, or
to keep themselves warm

; then put up the
obituary notice.

The sweating hen is certainly a sort of “ in-

stitution,” as she has troubled me. for years.
I have, however, just saved a nest of Lizards
by the advice of Cage Birds’ specialist, Mr,
Claude St. John, his chief remedy being sul-

phate of soda in the drinking water as soon
as one notices the hen’s breast feathers look-
ing wet and sticky, and the down on the
young birds sticky likewise.
But readers may say, “ Why sweating hens,

at all?” Ah, why? I have given much study
to this during this season, and am convinced
that I have hit upon the cause. Every
breeder of experience, knows what the effect

is, only too well.

We all know the hen swallows the excre-
tions of the young birds for about a week, or
as long as they are unable to cast it into the
cage or over the edge of the nest. This
upsets her internal organism, and she becomes
sick, feverish, and (like us having the “flue”)
she sweats, in consequence of the fetid matter
she has taken in.

Then I think I have also discovered that
giving her too much food during the first

few days after hatching may have a like ten-

dency to make her sick and overheated. But
I believe the sulphate of soda in the water,
together with soaked bread, with or without
milk, is a fine antidote, withdrawing the egg
food till she has eaten the bread. Of course,
if she refuses the bread and stops feeding
all is up— if the soda does not do the need-
ful

;
so in such cases the soda should be in-

creased to two pieces the size of a pea in-

stead of one.

I spoke of disappointments as to results ;
the

trier for Hybrids winks his eye on this score,

or keeps one eye shut. I have tried often
for various Hybrids, but without great suc-

cess (except in Canary Mules). All fanciers
know that beautiful Hybrids are produced,
for they can see them on the show bench, and
we are not much in the way of true fanciers

if we are wholly discouraged by our indi-

vidual want of success. This season I have
had Bnllie hens laying nest after nest, and
the cocks consummating for mo.nths and yet,

clear eggs resulting.

But when next season comes, the thing
will be to change the cocks

;
and whether

success ensues or not, the birds are dear to
the true fancier’s heart, and a joy to behold
and manage. So let us “stick to our last”
and hope for the success which will no doubt
one day crowij our -efforts.

k MY VIEWS ONCANARY
BREEDING. F. G. Snell f
(Continued from page 103).
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Correspondence.
Nine Young Mules—Eight Cocks.

fcjiR,—This season I have bred nine Mules

from a cock Goldfinch and hen Canary, and

eight of them are cocks. I think it very

good, and 1 'should be glad to know; if it is

a record. ,,

S. Sayers.

Is the Railway Difficulty
Over-rated ?

Manchester & N.C.O.S. Will Collect from
the Stations.

Sir,—1 noticed in Cage Birds a show sec-

retary reporting the good response in the

way of applications for schedules after a dis-

played advert, in your paper, and this

prompted me to count the applications for our

schedule. I have received from our first

advert. 112 applications; from this I con-

clude that the fanciers’ motto is still “ Busi-

ness as Usual.” The fact that 1 have had
applications from all parts of the country

makes me think that we shall not have much
difficulty with the railway companies’

delivery. At Manchester and N.C.O.S. show
we do not intend relying on the railway vans

delivering from th3 various stations, but, as

last year, we shall have our own vans going

round the stations collecting exhibits. 1

should like to point out to tne newer school

of exhibitors that our show has a reputation

of thirty-two years behind it, with a set of

officials who have proved themselves fully

capable of giving exhibits the best of atten-

tion, and the exhibitors satisfaction. We
make a point of not refusing late entries, but

this year our printers want the books a day
earlier, so we ask for entries to be posted as

early as possible.

F. Hayward, Hon. Sec.,

Manchester N.C.O.S.

Has the L.C.B.A. Been “Collar-
ing” Dates?

Sir,—On first reading the letter under the

title of “Has the L.C.B.A. been collaring

dates” in this morning’s issue of Cage
Birds, I was tempted to write a lengthy

reply, but on second consideration I have

decided that the suggestion' is too ridiculous,

lacking both knowledge and discretion of

thought. 1 will just venture one answer to

Mr. Goodall’s query, viz., “ A better way of

killing the Fancy is to write such letters as

his.”
Arthur J. Watcham,

Hon. Sec., L.C.B.A.

Sir,—With reference to the letter which

appeared in Cage Birds last week concern-

ing the supposed “ collaring ” of dates by

the L.C.B.A., may I point out that your

correspondent in his zeal has evidently over-

looked several points. ,

In the.first instance it is as well to remem-

ber that any society has a perfect right to

choose whatever dates it pleases, and that,

secondly, these dates were not chosen by the

L.C.B.A. at all, but by a joint committee

representing three societies.

The promoters of the scheme to hold one

good exhibition in London this year were

more or less compelled to take these dates to

suit their desired arrangements, and had the

matter of clashing cropped up, I am sure

everyone concerned would have done every-

thing possible to prevent injuring the exhibi-

tion of another society, and naturally would

Lave preferred their earlier and usual dates.

It is not always that a dozen or so men can

be found at times like these to undertake

the business of maintaining an important

exhibition at considerable private expense to

"tlicmselves.

Show arrangements of any kind would cer-

tainly have never been made at all this

season had these people not had the welfare

of the Fancy at heart, for it was evident

that the funds of each society piust have been

heavily expended in order that owners of

"'birds should have something to look forward

to which would maintain the value of their

stock. It must be left to the public to

judge how far such value would be influenced

by a win at the Horticultural Hall in com-

parison with one at an exhibition of some-

what lesser magnitude.

Want of good taste, I am afraid, has

driven out of the Fancy many more enthu-

siastic workers (who have helped with

exhibits, money, and time) than would have

been the case regarding the unavoidable

arrangements now under complaiilt, and I am

sure the support of such people sooner or

later must disappear if their well-intentioned

efforts are held up to insult. Everyone -likes

Mr Goodall as a fancier, and I can only

conclude that he has been carried away by

misplaced zeal, *

Cups at Plymouth Show.
Sir,—Cage Birds thia week creates a new

enthusiasm amongst fanciers by reason of

show rep&rts. Plymouth has received an
unusual amount of space, and a favourable

report, for which I personally thank jou (as

a member of its committeel but unofficially.

1 was rather disappointed tnere was no men-
tion made of the cup 1 won for best 1915

Cinnamon, bred by exhibitor, more so as on
a previous occasion (viz., the 1913 open

show) the same omission occurred. This year

the winner is a young buff, which 1 am told

is the best ever seen in the West, and of

which I am justly proud. '

A. B. Brown.
[We regret that our reporter omitted to

mention in his account of the show that Mr.
Brown won the cup referred to, and have
pleasure in recording the win as above.

—

Editor.]

A Correction and an
Appreciation.

Sir,—I note in your report of the Ply-

mouth .show that the vhc in the unflighted

hen class is credited to a Mr. Thomas. I

. won both 5th and 7th prizes in the un-

flighted Norwich iMainheads, and 1 am sure

you will readily correct an error. Your
paper is always so accurate in its reporting

that it is with some considerable diffidence

that I ask for the correcti op, but both the

catalogue and iny show cages verify my
statement. My birds are now almost through

the moult, and but for the fact that .1 cannot

this evening obtain a postal order, I should

have sent an advert. However, I will do so,

as past experience proves it is money well

spent; so next week I will post on to you.

(Rev.) C. B. Jolliffe.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sir,—Having kept a

#
great many feathered,

pets, and hand-reared many, including

Choughs, I have been interested in the corre-

spondence under the above heading appearing

in your columns of late.

Just how much or how little intelligence a

bird possesses I think would be more than

any man could possibly estimate
;

although

your correspondent, Mr. T. Johnson, seems

to have solved the problem—at least, to his

own satisfaction.

If you should take a walk along the

strand" say at Dollymount, or anywhere on

the Coast about Dublin here, where any
shooting takes place, you would find it almost

impossible to get within sixty yards or so of

the ’-Gulls and other sea birds to be found

there. This distance will be increased if you
carry a gun or a walking-stick. This, 1 sup-

pose, would be described as instinctive fear

of man
;

yet these very same Gulls in St.

Stephen’s Green Park, in the heart of the

City of Dublin, will almost eat out of a per-

son’s hand. Surely, it is intelligence, not

instinct, that teaches them to trust man in

one place and to fear him in another.

Owing to the stupid over-protection

afforded birds in these days, the -Gulls have

become a nuisance in this particular park,

where there is a fine collection of Water-

fowl, which are almost starved at times

through every scrap being devoured by the

Gulls. In the early summer months a great

many of the newly-hatched ducklings are

carried away by Gulls, the Lesser Blackback
being the principal offender.

I watched one of these one evening. It

was on the opposite . side of the pond, the
“ keep off the grass ” side, and the ducks

were mostly on the other side near me, being

fed by some members of the public. There
was a common Wild Duck there with a large

brood, and I noticed a couple of the young
ones go zigzagging out into the middle of

the lake as if chasing some insects on the

surface of the water.

When they had got a good distance away
from the old Duck, the Gull rose up in the

air and swooped down upon the nearest to

it, and as it did so the duckling dived under
the water, and the Gull almost disappeared

also before it rose again and flew off with

its victim. Now, I think this shows a little

intelligence on the part of the Gull and the

duckling. The latter, a non-diving species,

did not dive instinctively, but sought the

only refuge that reason could suggest. And
the Gull? It waited till the former was
some distance away from the old duck. Why?
Perhaps the fact that a pair of Chilian

Widgeon, in defence of their young, made
such an onslaught on one of these feathered

ruffians as to leave it more dead than alive

on the bank of this very saipe lake, will

suggest an answer.
The ducks in St. Stephen’s Green are so

tame that they actually take bread from the
children’s hands (and the Blackheaded Gulls

fly over the ducks, and pick them on the

ba^.k of the head till they drop it, if it is

a bigger piece than thev can bolt at once),

and yet amongst them are a uiimber of full-

winged birds that often fly away out to the
surrounding country. When observed out-
side, they are as wild as any wild-reared
birds, and as difficult to approach (otherwise
they would not return) and there can be no
doubt of their identity, as there are some
Hybrids amongst them between the Mallard
and Pintail. Is it instinct that makes them
wild in the evening and tame again in the
morning?
A similar thing may be noted at the

Phoenix Park on a winter’s day; there we
see Pochard and Tufted Duck (wild ones)

resting complacently on the artificial lake of

the Royal Zoological Gardens, separated
only by an iron railing and a narrow walk
from a noisy football-kicking crowd. Surely,

it is intelligent experience that teaches them
that this is a safe resting-place.

Personally, I believe that unless a bird can
add intelligence to instinct it stands a very
poor chance of surviving its first winter
even, flow much, I fail to see how we can

ever possibly know, as we do not all read the

same meaning into their actions. For instance,

Mr. J. in a previous controversy mentioned
that he had often seen a Sparrow chasing a

Pigeon. I kept Pigeons for years, and was
often puzzled by this performance, but it is

my experience that the Sparrow does not

actually “chase” the Pigeon, but rather flies,

as near as its jerky, undulating flight permits,

in a parallel line beneath it. This confuses

the Pigeon, and unless it amuses the Sparrow

I fail to see its object; it certainly has no
useful purpose in the Sparrow’s economy, as

I always understand instinctive actions

should have.
The Cuckoo, I should say, is another intel-

ligent bird, and I do not agree with your

correspondent that it is habitually lazy, in

that, I suppose, it lays—or rather deposits

its egg in . another bird’s nest. The fact is,

that owing to the preponderance of the male

Cuckoos, about seventy-five per cent, of the

total being males, I should say, the female

Cuckoo has no time to build a nest, or

incubate her eggs, owing to the attention of

the males, two or three of which are always

i;i attendance. To lay her egg and carry it

in her throat till she finds a suitable nest to

place it in (a Softbill’s due to hatch about

the same t ime) ,
requires, in'my way of think-

ing, a little intelligence, and is no task for an

habitually lazy bird, just after a flight from
Northern or Central Africa.

Although I cannot believe the stories of

the “Cuckoo as a bird of prey,” or “The
Thrush story,” I believe birds have a deal

of intelligence, considering their circum-

stances, comparing favourably with our own.
Hugh Williams.

Moulting British Birds on Wild

Seed.
Sir,—I have known Mr. S. J. Nicholas for

a number of years to be a very successful

exhibitor of British Birds, and I am pleased

to read his experiences on moulting these

birds on wild seeds. Mr. "Nicholas says it is

an undoubted fact that these wild foods

added to the ordinary diet are beneficial to

them, and especially during the moult. If

this is so, I only wish I lived in the country

to try it. But to really prove whether a

bird is moulted better with the addition of

wild seed, would be a hard thing to do,

because some exhibitors have put down some
of the very best specimens that have ever

been seen, without the use of wild seed or

colour-food. You must have colour there to

start with. If you start with a huff bird,

no wild seed or "colour-food will make it as

good a colour as a yellow or jonque bird. Take
the Greater Redpoll for example : No wild

seed or colour-food would make a buff or

mealy as good a colour as a Jonque Lesser

Redpoll. If Lintiets and Redpolls can come

out a grand colour on the wild seeds that

Mr. Nicholas gives them, how is it he says

\^,u seldom find a Bullie or Greenie moult

as bright and pure in colour as a field-

moulted one? Why is it? We are told the

different seeds the Bullie and Greenie live

on from the time they leave the nest until

they are clean moulted. Those seeds are to

be got.

Mr. Nicholas says he has found his birds

have moulted a better colour out of doors

than in
;

that is his experience. Some
exhibitors have had to be content to moult

their birds in a room, and yet they have

been able to put down champions. I have

moulted a Bramble this year; it is one of

the best coloured birds .I have seen, a real

jonque (without colour-food), 'everything

there, colour, spangling, etc., except size. I

cannot follow Mr. Nicholas, when he says

that “the catcher feels a bird that is larger

than the ordinary ones, being larger and

more vigorous.” Because it is larger, it

does not say it would be more vigorous. 1

have seen plenty of small Linnets far more
fierce than the "larger ones, and the same
with Goldfinches. Mr. Nicholas says he has

moulted “ some of the best Bullies and

Greenies that have ever appeared on the show

bench..’’ Did Mr. Nicholas moult them on
wild seed? Were they a better colour
moulted than they were when fresh caught"?
Does Mr. Nicholas know whether he could
moult a Yellow Corn and Reed Bunting a
far better colour without the aid of colour-
food, but on wild seeds, and improve them
beyond all recognition?

Herbert J. Chick.

Hen British Birds in Cock
Classes.

Sir,—Please allow me to say a few word*
in defence of my Greenfinch hen, which was
2nd at Plymouth show ;

• it seems to have
caused a little comment through being in a
class some say was for cocks. The schedule
1 received and entered from said “ Class 71,
Greenfinch ”

; no sex was stated, so how it

can be a class for cock birds only I fail to

see. I see in Classes 69 and 75 it states

“cocks,” and if 71 had been for cocks it

would have said so. Class 75 is a class for

any variety hen (seed-eating), but there is

a special class for Greenfinches, so I can’t

see where there is anything to grumble over.

The advantage the bird had was there were
two classes for her, and she could have been
thrown out of either as they wanted. She
is a hen Greenfinch, and has therefore no
right in a Greenfinch class when a class for

hen seed-eaters is provided._ Being a Green-
finch, the same could have been said if she

had been in the other class ; there was a
class for Greenfinches, so she has no right

here. I will leave the readers to form their

own opinion which was right and hope, Mr.
Editor, you will give yours, and settle it at

once, whether I am entitled to prize-money

;

if not, I will return it at once. This is my
first show venture, and I don’t want any
shadow over my head. I should like to take

the opportunity of thanking the manager of

birds at Plymouth show tor his treatment

to my Linnet. When it arrived at the show
it was very ill, and it was not staged, but is

now getting on fine
; I hope to be able to

show it shortly.

T. Corner.
[We have no hesitation in saying that^ Mr.

Corner is quite entitled to the prize. There

is no definite ruling which governs the case

(or, at any rate, we have never heard of it)

fiom any specialist or other club, therefore

the question of eligibility is a matter for the

judge to decide, in accordance with the word-

ing of the schedule.

—

Editor.]

Is the Southern Norwich P.C.
to Live or Die ?

Sir,—In reply to “A Member” as to

whether the S.N.P.C. still exists, I beg to

inform him that last year (I believe it was

at the L.P.O.S. show) a few of the Com-
mittee met and decided that our patronage

should be given to the L.C.BSM and go to

“rest” till the war was over. vPersonaHy

speaking, I think it is far better to “rest”

at present rather than land the Club in debt

by what can only be a miserable attempt to

carry on.

The Club is at the present time on the

right side of the balance sheet, with no

liabilities whatever, despite the fact that

practically no subscriptions have been paid

this year" Surely “ A Member ” and those

that "think with him cannot expect the

S.N.P.C. to live if this is the way it is sup-

ported, and I do not only refer to this year,

but 1913 and 1914 as well. Some more know-

ledge for “ A Member.” At the last annual

general meeting held at the Crystal Palace

the secretary tendered his resignation, which

was not accepted, and rather than see the

Club go to the winds, he offered to hold the

post for. twelve months. That was nearly

two years ago, so practically speaking the

club has no secretary, or committee for that

matter, as the rule says they retire annually.

As long as the £10" 10s. trophy remains in

competition, the club must live, even though

it is suspended till brighter times. If it is

desired by the majority of the members that

the club shall live and carry on, as “ A
Member” and others wish. I would point

out that a new secretary will have tc be

found, and ho must be supported a good deal

better than Mr. Matthos has ever been. Let

me assure “A Member’ that I am as

equally anxious for the Club’s welfare, and

always ready to assist, hut when the general

body" of members support the secretary and

committee by withholding their subscriptions,

and forget their entries at the patronage

shows, I think every credit must ho given

Mr. Matthes for keeping the Club where it

is today. So if “Member” wants a live

club and not a dead one, let him pay up

and sigh his name to his next letter; the

members will think more of him.
Geo. F. Crawford.

[Kindly write on one side of the paper

when matter is intended for publication.

—

Editor.] *
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The Southern Norwich P.H.C.
An Invitation to Members.

Sir,—I' have received an intimation from
Mr. Matthes, the Hon. Sec. of the S.N.P.C.,
that it is impossible to -give patronage to any
shows. Five members only having paid their

subscriptions (which will not cover the

printer’s bill), he does not feel inclined to

incur any liabilities. I have invited Mr.
Matthes, and now invite all members of the

S.N.P.C., to attend a meeting on Wednes-
day, Oct. 27, at the L. and P.O.S. show,

Lambeth Baths, at 8 sharp, to consider the

situation and future of the Club.

J. W. Ramsden
(
late Chairman, of Committee).

Will Exhibitors Stand the

Sliding Scale?

Clapham’s Disastrous Experience.
Sir,—Will Mr. Hose,, the Secretary, answer

the following questions so that your readers

may learn why his society’s open show was
such a failure, as he admits it to have been.

(1) Was the Norwich classification up to date,

or as extensive as that for Yorkshires (2)

Was the judge known as an all-round expert?

(3) Was a popular judge asked to judge for

half feet (4) Was any effort made by the

society to assist fanciers in getting their

exhibit's to and from the show? (5) Did the

catalogues contain either the classification of

the exhibits or the- awards ; or were they

plain pieces of paper, and offered for sale at

sixpence? (6) If the society was not out for

gain, but to help the Fancy, in what manner
was help offered?

Londoner.

Sir,—May I suggest to Mr. Hose that the

reason of “ Clapham’s Disastrous Experi-

ence,” is probably the lack of initiative on

the part of the Clapham Society? If country

societies like Plymouth, Cheltenham, Preston,

Chester, etc., can hold open shows, why not

London clubs like Clapham and Wimbledon?
Many exhibitors who showed at Clapham last

year made up their minds they would not go

to the trouble of taking and fetching their

birds another year. In my own case it took

just on three hours to get to Clapham and

home, again, to say nothing of the trouble,

and I shall not do so again. I sent a case

of birds to Plymouth by rail without any
bother, and they arrived back in perfect con-

dition, and I intend sending to Cheltenham,
Chester, and several other open shows, but
never again to a half-hearted, half-spirited-

show like Clapham. Again, when we went
to fetch our birds at a little after eight

o’clock on the day of the show, hoping to

have a look round before taking them away,
it was, to say the least of it, a little disap-

pointing to find practically two-thirds of the

OLD
CALABAR
BIRD SEEDS AND PARROT FOOD

IN PACKETS EVERYWHERE.
OLD CALABAR BISCUIT CO.—LI VERPOOL, ENG.

exhibits removed. No Clapham ;
next year

go for a bold policy, arid help to keep things

going, and you will be supported. I may
say that all the birds I exhibited at Clapham
this year were in the cards, so this is not the

wail of a disappointed
Exhibitor,

Sir,—I noticed a .letter in Cage Birds
from the Sec. of the Clapham Show, re-

specting the entries which came up so badly.

I think myself that the reason for it was
not the paying of prize-money on the sliding

scale. I am thinking the chief reason was
making the exhibitors deliver and fetch the

birds to and from the show. Why the

Clapham Society should Ynake that rule I

cannot understand ;
there are many fanciers

in London and elsewhere who would have
been pleased to have sent their birds to the

show by rail, etc., but who were unable to

take them personally. I would have sent six

entries in Norwich myself, as I have done
before, but had to keep them at home, being
unable to take them. If an exhibitor cares

to trust his or her birds on the rail in such
troublesome times as we are witnessing,
surely the Clapham Society could hams
managed to see the birds were collected from
off the rail, and if ftiey had done so, I feel

sure short entries would not have been the
cry. It looks to me as if Clapham have only
themselves to blame.

An Old Clapham Exhibitor.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Hartlepools C.B.S.— (Durham).— St. George's Hall,
Park Road, W. Hartlepool, Nov. 6. Judges: H. W.
Battye, W. Mundell, \V. Nicholson. 47 open classes:
Yorks. J1 (4 Nov.), Nor. 9 (3 Nov.), Bord 8 (3 Nov.),
A.O.V. 1, Sell 3, Mules 2, Brit. 10, For. 3. Prizes,
8/-, 4/-, 2/-, 1/-. Fee, 1/-. Ent. close Oct. 30, to J.
W. Thornton, 43, Rydal St., W. Hartlepool.

Leicester Hand in-Hand C.B.S.—White Swan Hotel,
Market Place, Nov. 6-8. Judges: J. Trengove, H.
J. Chicle. 34 open classes: Nbr. 12, Yorks. 3, A.O.V.
I, Amat. or Nov. Nor. 4, Mules 3„ Brit. 8, Sell 3.

Prizes, 10/-, 5/-. 2/6. Fee, 1/6. Entries close Oct. 30,

to A. Freestone, 79, Clarendon St.

Carlisle Border City O.S. (Cumberland).—King’s
Hall, Globe Lane, Oct. 27-28. Judges: J. Robson, T.
McCredie, W. Nicholson. 64 classes: Bord. 18 (2
Nov., 1 Sell), Nor. 11 (1 Nov., 1 Sell), Yorks. 11 (1
Nov., 1 Sell), Mules 5, Brit. 11 (1 Nov.), For. 4,

Gift 1. Prizes, . 10/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-. Fee, 1/6. Entries
close Oct. 23, to J. C. Bell, 23, Botchergate.
Kettering F.A. (Northanfs).—Victoria Hall, Dec.

11. Judge, W. Vardy. 13 cl. : Nor. 7, Yorks. 2,

A.O.V. 1, Brit. 2, Mule 1. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6.

Fee, 1/6. Ent. cl. Dec. 4, to F. S. Ball, 5, Buc-
cleuch-st.
Tong C.B.S. (Yorks.).—Council Schools, Dudley

Hill, Bradford, Oct. 30. Judge, H, Sutcliffe. 16
open Yorks. (3 sell.'), 10 Nov. Yorks., for members
of Yorks. Union, 2 Nov. Nor., ditto. Prizes, 10/-,

6/-, 4/1, 2/-, i4 la entries. Sliding scale if less than
15. Fee, 1/6. Ent. cl. Oct. 26, to W. Walker, 10,

Oddy-st., Tong-st., Dudley Hill, Bradford.
Bedford and Beds. United C.B.s. Town Hall,

Bedford, Nov. 11. Judge, H. Nonnan. Open classes,

6 Nor. (1 sell.); open to Bedfordshire, 20 classes

(all novice) : Nor. 5, Nat. Col. 1, Nov. 3, Sell. 3,

Mule 1, Brit. 4, For. 1, Juniors 1. Prizes, 1S^,

5/-, 2/0; Open 6/-, 3/-, 1/6 confined. Fee, 1/-. Ent.
cl. Nov. 6, to A. Simons, 96, Coventry-rd., Bedford.
Murkirk.—Drill, Hall, Nov. 13. Judge, D. Hamil-

ton. 12 open cl. : Bord. 10 (1 sell.), Brit. 2.

Prizes, 8/-, 4/-, 2/-. Fee, 1/6. Ent. cl. Nov. 1, to
'J. G. Torbett, Smaliburn, Muirkirk.

Sheffield O.S. (Yorks.).—Cutlers’ Hall, No. 5, 6.

Judges, W. Mundell, J. C. Barnes, H. W. Battye,
J. Robson, J. Beswiick. 100 classes : Yorks, 29 (8

nov.), Bord. 12, Nor. 20 (7 nov.). Crests 8 (2 nov.),

A.O.V. 1, Sell. 5, Brit. 13, Hjli. 6, For. 6, Gift 1.

Prize*; For. 12/-. 8/-, 4/-, 2/-; rernr. 10/-, 6/-, 4/-,

2/-. Fee, 1/6- Ent. cl; Nov. to E. C. Job. Winco-
bank, Sheffield..

CLUB REPORTS.
(Continued from page 171.)

PAISLEY O.A.
Annual general meeting Oct. 15. Office bearers

elected. Decided to hold a one day show of cage
birds, all varieties, Jan. 1, 1916. Other societies

please note wc are holding to our old date, but with
Sunday being Jan. 2 we are restricting show to one
day.— .1. Sinclair.

WALL3END (Mid Tyne) C.B.A.
Meeting held in Stut-ion Hotel, Oct. 13. Mr. L.

Simpson presided over a record attendance, an
attendance which makes one think that the annual
show is near, at which we hope all members will

give their support to make the show a success.
New members elected: Mr. Dixon, South Shields;
Mr. Kindness, Byker; Mr. Maddison, Gateshead.
Our worthy President, Colonel E. it. Pinkney, is in
France, and also we have three members away,
alto Sergt. 1). Newdon, Willing-ton Quay; l'te. 11.

Whittaker, North Shields; and L'te. Craig, Byker.
We all wish 'them a safe- return. Two of our
members havo bad a sad loss of all their birds
through septic fever. Show business was gone into,
and wc decided to give 5s. towards each class in

addition to entry fees being divided. Show manager
and stewards were elected, and from reports to
hand everything points to a splendid show.— G.
Greenwell, Sec.

CITY AMD SUBURBAN A C.B.
Meeting, Church Institute, 60, Paddington St-.,

Oct. 11; Mr. A. W. Curtis, chair, and 24 members
present (there were 32 at our last meeting, and not
five as stated, Mr. Printer). Letters wore read from
Mrs. Parry, Messrs. R. L. Crisp, F. Knight, H.
Lowe, Mrs. Barker, A. Armstrong, and Cage Bikds.
The result of the Norwich Plainhead judging com-
petition was:—], F. J. Martin, 30 points; 2, A.
Head, 29; and 3, W. Large and W. Ratcliffs, 26
points. The medals not being yet to hand it was
decided t^» present them at the next meeting. Spl.

prizes for the forthcoming annual &how were given
by Mrs. Barker, Mrs. Parry, Messrs. F. Knight, A.
W. Curtis, J. Taylor, F. Day, E. C. Offord, B. Elliot,

Jr. Wingate, and J. Overman.
A cage-making demonstration was given by Mr.

A. W. Curtis. His opening remarks were to the
effect that his mode of cage-making would take
the simplest form possible, so that the merest tyro
could grasp every essential feature^ in its building
up, and when finished he would present the cage to

the member guessing the correct or nearest num-
ber of nails, including screws, that would be used
in its making. Voting papers were then handed
round and duly collected. The following tools were
necessary for the task: A 12in. tenon saw, a 7oz.

hammer, with long thin head, two bradawls, pair

cutting pliers, screwdriver, Jin. wood chisel, 2ft.

rule, 6in. square, iron smoothing plane, a 20in, by
lOin. shooting board, and a carpenter's pencii.

The cage he proposed to make was a single

breeder, 18Jin., by 15iir. high, lOJins. deep, and |in.

thickness. Placed upon the table were five pieces
of yellow pine wood, a piece of three-ply board, and
several long strips, all planed and smoothed both
sides. His first step was to measure off on a
strip of wood the correct lengths of boards for
the top,- bottom, and sides, allowed jin. to over-
hang the top and bottom boards on three sides,

and fin. for the fixing of the sides. This completed,
he set about to measure off the boards, using a
square and pencil, and afterwards sawing the
lengths off, finishing the square edges with the
plane on the shooting board.
Then came the first useful hint, whereby the plac-

ing together of the four boards could be accom-
plished with mathematical accuracy. Fixing a

strip of wood by two half-driven nails to both ends
sf the top and bottom boards Jin. from the end
where marked, he explained that this was to rest

the two side pieces against until the process of

nailing was completed, so that it would be impos-
sible to be fixed out of truth, afterwards taking
them (the strips) away - altogether.
The next operation was to place the side pieces

against the temporary strips, and draw a line on
the opposite side for the purpose of piercing nail

holes with an awl, so as to appear on the reverse

side as a guide to accurate nailing. This finished,

Mr. Curtis proceeded to place the four pieces to-

gether, keeping all the back parts flush, nailing

them with ljin. panel pins, and inserting a lin.

screw at every corner for extra strength. Finding

that everything was quite accurate, he then pro-

ceeded to nail on the three-ply wood back, after

squaring up all the edges, with jin. panel pins this

time. Following thi3 came the front rail, which
consisted of a 3in. piece of wood sawn right through
at about 2in. width, and which when planed down
made the rail for fixing to the cage 2in., and the

piece to go in front of the sand-try about fin. The
rail was fixed jin. from the bottom by means of

a screw and a nail at each end.

Then came the rounding of the four front cor-

ners of the cage, executed by a chisel with a knock
of the hand, finishing them and all the square edges

with a piece of No. 1 glass paper fixed to a 2in.

square of wood.
The sand-tray was next to receive attention.

Here he cut the board about jin. smaller^ as he
considered that space necessary between that and
tho back. Taking four strips of Jin. wood he
nailed them to the extreme edge of the four sides,

turning it over, and clinching the nails, turning

them in the direction of the grain, and finally

.nailing on the jin. strip in front, with a brass screw

button in the centre.

The wire cage-front, consisting of a middle slid-

ing door with one cross-bar lain, by 12in., with

two projections top and bottom for fixing, and an
inch circular feeding bole at either end, the product

of our member, Mr. Palmer, of Sclater St., was
next fixed in place, requiring accurate measure-

ments to pierce the holes, 'and when in position it

gave a space of a jin. on three - sides, making it

extremely easy to detach.
The last work,, and one that Mr. Curtis considered

important, was the perches. These two were jin.

square, with the two top edges rounded oft with

the plane, and afterwards by drawing his saw side-

ways along the top he gave the roughness so much
sought after. Fixing them, 8in. apart, by means of

a panel pin driven in, end upside down, to the back

of the cage, opposite the centre cross bar, with a
slight saw cut and the side edge of the bradawl at

the other end to fit the front wire, finished the de-

mohstration.
The cage was then handed round for inspection,

and' questions asked, whilst the scrutineer was
busy with the voting papers. Mr. Hannaford was

declared the winner, guessing 86 nails, the actual

numner used being 64. The demonstration was a

brilliant success, Mr. Curtis’s skill in the dexterous

use of the various tools being highly enjoyed and

appreciated. A hearty vote of thanks was after-

wards accorded to Mr. Curtis, who suitably re-

plied.—Victor Wynn, Hon. Sec,

fTfie Sflows .

LOCHGELLY.
The following are the winners of the cups, etc.,

at Lochgeliy Show, Oct. 9:— Wilson and Wililridgo
Gup, McLaren, for Crests and dark Mules; Patou
arid Hugh Cups, best bird In show, and champion-
ship LI Kjiecial, Taylor; Bain’s io c bowl lor beet
Scotch Fancy and 2nd championship, 10/-, Stewart;
Clark Cup, best Yorks., Haggle

; Bain's trophy, cake
basket, lor beat member’s Brit., Raith. for the third
successive year, and now outright; D.C.I. Cup, mo.-r,
points by a member, Grcwar; Bain’s Gold Medallion,
Xicggic, 2nd year; 1 Levy Cup, best unfig. Nor. (mem-
ber’s), Murray. Section specials roost points, 10/-
eaeli : Scotch Fancy, Stewart; JJord., II. Ucrirn-t
Crests and G.B., McLaren; Yorks., Heggie

; Nor.’,
Grewar; Mules, McQuiston; Brit., Sykes. 3rd cham-
pionship, Arnott; 4th, Heggie.— It. Muir, Sec.

BRIGHTON AND HOVE C.B.A.
Monthly show, Headquarters, Oct. 13. Clcee on

4o birds were staged, some tine Yorkshires being
tin- best exhibits. Air. W. Sway Murid judged.
Champ. Can. (12): 1, 2, Gibb: 3, Parsons; vhc,

Pearson; lie, Absoiori
; c. Mrs. Gibb. Nov. (9): 1,

he. Firth; 2, 3, c, Williams; vhc, Pardons. Mule
or Hyb. (5): 1, spl, 2, vhc, be, Smith; Williams.
Brit. (7): 1, 2, 3, c, James; vhc, he, Gibb. For. (5):
1, 2, 3, Miss Mantel! ; vile, tic, Gibb. Spl by Afr. H.
James, best Brit, or Mule, donor r;ot competing, S.
Smith.— Will. H. Gibb, Hon, Sec.

QUEENSBURY C.B.S.
Members’ show Granby Hotel, Oct. 16; 47 birds were

judged by Mr. J. A. Taylor, Bradford. Cl. or Tick.
Yell. Ck. : 1, Ambler; 2, vhc, he, Sharpe; 3, Farrar;
4, Sugden. Buff: 1, c, Allatt; 2, Farrar; 3. vhc,
Hoyle; 4, Gregson; he, Sharpe. Mkd. Yell. Ck. : 1,
Sugden; 2, Myers. Cl. or Tick. Yell. Hen: 1, 3, Sug-
den ;

’2, Litmb; 4, vhc, Allatt- he, Hoyle. Buff’: 1,

Sharpe; 2, Lurch; 3, he, Sugden; 4, Allatt; vhc,
•Towett; c, Gregson. Mkd. Yell. Hen: 1. Sharpe; 2, 4,
Sugden; 3, Lumb. Buff: 1

, Lumb; 2, Allatt: 3, Rolfe;
4, Sugden; vhc, Farrar. Unflig. Ck.: 1, Farrar; 2,
Ambler; 3, Rolfe; 4, Hoyle.—W. Jagger, Sec.

HORNSEY, WOOD GREEN C.B.S,
Table show, headquarters, Oct. 5. Considering

the early season, entries were very good, 33 birds
being staged; the attendance was excellent, several
strangers being noticeable— (glad to see our old
friend, “G. OZ,” put in an appearance)—and the
enthusiasm shown speaks well for our coming annual
show. After judging Air. H. Norman gave us a
few words on the birds; several questions wers
asked and answered, and a very pleasant evening
came to a close.
Champ. Nor. CP.: 1, 2,. Titchner. Hen: 1, 2,

Griffin. Nov. Ck.: 1, Cobdcn
; 2, Miss Smith. Hen:

1, Cobden. Amat. Yorks. Ck. : 1 , 2, 3, vhc, he, c,

Huggins. Hen: 1, 2, 3, vhc, he, c, Huggins. Hen;
1, vhc, Billington ; 2, 3, he, Everett. Ck. : 1. 2.

3, Everett; vhc, Miss Smith; he, c, Webber. Goldf.

;

1, Harris. Hyb. : 1, Miss Smith.—P. Brooks, Hon.
Sec.

GREAT HORTON O.S.
Members’ show, Station Hotel, Oct. 16; 84 birds

were staged. Air. D. Sutcliffe, of Wibsey, judged,
and gave satisfaction. CHAAIPION CLASSES.—1:

1, Hartley; 2, Lingard
; 3, Ormonroyd

; 4, Hudson.
2: J, Hartley; 2, 4, Ormonroyd; 3, Hudson. 3: 1,

2, Hartley; 3, Lin-gard ; 4, Alidgley. 4: 1, Midgley

;

2, Ormonroyd; 3, he, F. Self; 4, c, Hartley; vhc.
Lister. 6: 1, Lister. 7: 1, 4, F. Self; 2, 3, vhc.
Hartley. 8 : 1, F. Self ; 2, 4, Hartley ; 3, Ormon-
royd. 9: 1, Hartley; 2, F. Self; 3, Hudson. 10:

1, 2, Hartley; 3, Midgley. 11: 1, Coombs. 12: 1,

Coombs. NOVICE CLASSES.—13: 1, 2, Sharpe andi

Sons; 3, J. Sharpleton.; 4, Coombs; vhc, E. Self;

he. Firth. 14: 1. E. Self; 2, Firth; 3, Oliver; 4,

Shackleton. 15: 1, Sutcliffe; 2. Hanson; 3, Oliver.

16: 1, Hanson; 2, 3, 4, vhc, Collins Bros.; 17: 1, 2,

3, Shackleton; IS, 1, Firth; 2, Coombs. 19: 1,

Shackleton; 2, Firth; 3, E. Self; 4, Oliver. 20:

1, Hanson; 2, vhc, E. Self; 3, 4, Sutcliffe. 21: 1,

Sharpe and Son ; 2, he, E. Self ; 3, Hanson
;

4, Sut-

cliffe; vhc, Oliver. 22: 1, 4, vhc, c, Collins Bros.;

2, E. Self; 3, Oliver; he, Shackleton.—A. W. Hart-
ley, Sec.

KEIGHLEY C.B.S.
Show Oct. 16, Black Horse Hotel ;

113 birds faced

the judge, Afr. F. Armstrong, of Halifax, whoso
awards "were received with satisfaction. Open, Cl. or
Tkd. Yell. Yorks. Ck.: 1, vhc. Smith; 2, Aliddleton;

3, Fawcett; he. Town; c, Judson. Buff: 1, Moore;
2, 'Bower; 3, Fawcett; vhc. Town; he, Judson; c,

Burnett. Even, etc., Ck. : 1, spl., vhc, Aliddleton;

2, Booth ; 8, Smith ; he, Fawcett ; e, Burnett, Cl.

or Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1, Fawcett; 2, Smith; 3. Nelmes;
vhc, Aliddleton; he, Ascough; c, Slater. Buff: 1, 2,

Smith; 3, Aliddleton; vhc, Ascough; he. Booth; c,

Mitchell. Even, etc., Hen : 1. vhc, Aliddleton ; 2,

Smith ; 3. Greenwood
;
he. Booth

;
c, Slater. A.O.V.

Yorks. Ck. : 1, Aliddleton; 2, Greenwood: 3. he, Nay-
lor ; vhc, Burnett

; c, Bower. Hen : 1. Middleton ; 2,

Fawcett; 3, Aloore ; vhc, Naylor; he, Judson; c,

Scaife. Nov., Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Yorks. Ck.: 1, Pot-
terton

; 2, W. Smith ; 3, Earl"; vhc, Fowler. Buff

:

1, Godwin; 2, Clough; 3, W- Smith; yhc, Boit
; he,

Farrar; c, Clough. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1, Clough;
2, Totterton ; 3, W. Smith. Buff: 1, Potterton ; 2,

Earl; 3, Clough; vhc, Farrar; he, J. Smith. A.Q.V.
Yorks. Ck. : 1, Boit; 2, Farrar; 3, J. Smith. Hen:
1, Godwin; 2, 3, Farrar; vhc, J. Smith.—C. W. Town,

HALIFAX O.S.
Members’ show, Nov. 9, Plummet Line Hotel.

97 bird-s (all cocks) were staged, for the judge. Afr.

E. Clegg, of Dewsbury, who gave every satisfaction.
Special winners:— Champion: Burdekin Bros., 12
points; 2, J'. Riley, 9. Novice: J. L. Thornton, 14
points-

; 2, a tic, W. Horsman and H. Ambler, 12
each.
Yorks. Champ.. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (4): 1, Burde-

kin Bros. ; 2, Helliwell ; 3, Dunn ; vhc, Speak. Buff
(2) : 1. Burdekin Bros. ; 2, Helliwell. Mkd. (7) : 1,

Burdekin Bros. ; 2, he. Speak ; 3, Xloyd ; vhc, Cor-

ney; c, Dunn. Greens: 1, 2, 3. Riley; vhc, Lloyd.

Nov.— Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (8): 1, Ambler; 2, Hors-

mann; 3, Wild; vhc, Sladdin and Baldwin; he,

Thornton-; c, Horsman. Buff (18): 1, Thornton; 2,

Senior; 3, Rushworth: vhc, Horsman; he. New-
combe ; c. Ambler. Alkd. (13): 1, Thornton; 2,

Ambler : 3, vhc, Horsman ;
he, c. Briggs. Greens

#16): 1, lie, HoTsman; 2, vhc, Sladdin and Baldwin;

3, Briggs ; c, Scruton and Harris. Nor. Champ.
Yell.: 1, Ball. Buff (6): 1, he, Clegg; 2, c, Corney;

3, vhc, Ball. Mkd.: 1. Lloyd. Nov.—Yell. (3): 1,

2,
Rolfe; 3, Smith. Buff : 1, Rolfe ; 2, Smith. Mkd.:

1 Rolfe. Brit. Finch (4) : 1, vhc, Alacpherson : 2,

Benn; 3, Helliwell. A.O.V. Brit.: 1, Benn ; 2. Mac-

pherson. Sell. (5): 1, Helliwell; 2, vhc, WhithM#,

3, Clegg y he, Horsman.-H. Clegg, Sec.
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WINTERTON F.S.
Show held Oet. 7, Cross Keys club room. Yorks:

1, 3, Smith; 2, Stainton. Nor.: 1. 2, Stainton ; 3,

Bedford. Yorks. 1915: 1, 8, Smith; 2, Stainton.

Nor., 1915: 1, 2, 3, Stainton. Cup and gpl. won by
Stainton with a very nice young tkd. Nor.

MANNINGHAM C.B.S.
Members’ show, Oct. 10, Club-room, Mowbray

Arms Hotel, Lily St.; ten members made 48 entries.

Judge, Mr. E. Orange, Saltaire.

Cl. or Tkd. Yorks. Ck. : 1, vhc, Lurin ; 2, Orange;

8, Moore; 4, he, Terry; c, Drukc. Huff: 7, Lunn
;

8, 3, vhc, Terry; 4, Orange; he, Hellas. Cl. or

Tkd. Yell. Yorks, lien: 1, best in show, Moore: 2,

(iraham; 3, Bunn; 4, Terry; vhc, Varley; he, Drake;
c, Clayton. Hull: 1, Moore; 2, Drake; 8, Graham;
», Orange; vhc, Lunn; lie, Terry; e, Hellas, liven

or Uneven Yorks. Ck. : 1, Hellas; 2, Grange; 3,

Moore; 4, Lunn; vhc, Varley; he, Drake. Hen: 1,

Terry; 2, Lunn; 3, Hellas; 4, Grange; vhe, Graham;
be, Clayton.

HUDDERSFIELD.
Monthly table show, Oet. 4, Headquarters ;

Mr.

W. Gledhill judged. 48 birds were staged.

Yorks., Yell. Ck. (2): 1, Cox; 2, F. Sykes. Buff

(4): l, Smithies ; 2, Cox; 8, Hicks; vhc, Buttle and
Coupland. Yell, lien (8): 1. F. Sykes; 2, Hicks;

8, Townend. Buff (4): 1, Buttle and Coupland; 2,

Atkinson; 8, Townend ; vhe, Hicks. L'ntlig. Ck.

(12): 1, A. Hadley; 2, Townend; 3. Astlcy ;
vhc, he,

F. Sykes ; c, Smithies. Hen (10): 1, Smithies; 2,

F. Sykes ; 3, Whitehead; vhe. Buttle and Coupland;

lie, Atkinson ; c, Astley. tin. Mkd. Ck. (5): 1, 3,

vhc, Wood; 2, Smithies; lie. Buttle and Coupland.

Hen (7): 1. vhc, lie, Wood; 2, Buttle and Coupland;

3. Smithies; c, F. Sykes. Nor. Hen (1): 1, Atkin-

son.—A. Law ford, Sec.

BOLTON WOODS CB.S.
Members' show, Oct. 2, Victoria Hotel, with an

entry of 47. Mr. F. Self judged and gave satis-

faction to all. Special best in show was won by Mr.

L. Dvkes.
Champ. Yell. Ck. (8): 1. 3, c, Dykes; 2, 4. Bloom-

field; vhc, Goodwin; he, Boo-cock. Buff (4); 1, sp.,

2, 3, Dykes; 4, Goodwin. Yell. Den (4): 1, 2, Dykes;

3, Bloomfield; 4. Boocock. Bull (3): 1, 2, Dykes,*

3. Boocock. Nov. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Ck. (5): j,

Oldrieve; 2. Close; 3, Fretwell; 4. vhc, Myers. Bun
«',)• l, 4, Fretwell ; 2. Close; 3, Oldrieve; vhc. he,

M vers. Cl. or Tkd. Yel. Hen 0): 1, 2, Fretwell;

3. 4, Goult; vhc, Aired; he, Oldrieve; c, Myers. Bun

(C): 1, Oldrieve: 2, vhc, Goult: 3, Close ; 4, Fret-

well ; lie, Pullan. Mkd. Ck. (3): 1. Fretwell; 2,

Close: 3, Pullan. Hen (1): 1, Aired.—H. Bryant,

Hon. Sec.

LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.
First Old Show of the season Oct. 9. Railway

Hotel ;
06 birds staged. Mr. W. Morement judged,

and gave every satisfaction. Champ.—Class 1 c®) :

1, sp." 3, Syrnes; 2, Swaine; 4, Chippindale. Class

2'
((>)

• 1 Symes ; 2, 4, S\va.ine ; 3, Stebbings. Class

3. void.' Class 4 (8): 1. 2, 4, Syrnes; 3, Swaine.

Class 5 (6): 1. sp, 3, Chippindale; 2, Swaine; 4,

Hodgson. Class 0 (4): 1. 3, 4, Syrnes; 2, eiuppin-

dale. Novice.—Class 11 (0): 1, sp, 4, -Pownall; 2, 3,

Reed and Son. Class 12 (0) : 1„ 4, Firth
; 2, Reed

and Son; 3, Bower. Class 13 (8): 1. 2, 4, PownaH;

3, Emmett and Hudson. Class 14 (7): 1, 2, o,

Reed and S-on; 4, Bower. Class 15 (5): 1, sp, 2,

Bower: 3, Firth; 4, Pownall. Class 16 \3): 1,

Firth; 2, Bancroft. Points to date, medal ana

cup respectively ; Syrnes, 49, 58 ;
Chippindale, 40,

54; Swaine, 3G, 43: Stebbiiv^, 34. 37; Reed and

Son, 44, 54 ;
Pownall, 30, 42.-W. H. Symes, Hon.

GREAT HORTON (Good Intent)
O.S.

Members' show Oct. 9. 69 birds staged. Mr. S.

Wilcock, Eccleshill, judged, and gave every satis-

faction. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Yorks. Ck. (4): 1, "tut"

aker; 2, Wheelwright; 3, Self; 4, Schofield. Bull

f8); 1 Oldfield; 2, Warburton; 3, Ackroyd; 4, Firth;

vhc! Self- lie, Bartte; c, Schofield. Mkd. Ck. : X

and 2, Firth. Hen (6): 1, Warburton; 2, 3, and

he. Firth; 4, Seif; vhe, Holden. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.

Hen (7); 1 and he, Warburton; 2 and 3, Ackroyd;

4 Wheelwright";" vhe, Bartle; c. Firth. Buff (8):

1 Firth: 2, Oldfield; 3, Wheelwright; 4,, Ar. Whit-

aker; vhc. Ackroyd; he, Holden; c, I, Widdop.

Unfligd. Yorks.' Ck. (8): 1 and he. Firth; 2 and 4,

Holden; 3, Wheelwright; vhc, Ackroyd ;
c, L.

Widdop. Hen (9): H, Firth; 2 and c, L. Widdop; 3,

Self- 4 Warburton; vhc,. Bartle; he, Ildlden. Nor.

(8) :

'

1. 4, vhc, and he, Kaberry ; 3 and be, P.

Jowett. Hen (7): 1 and 2, J. W. Kaberry; 3,

Schofield; 4. Shackleton; vhc and c, Jowett. Brit.:

1 and 2, Jowett. Most points for the days show:

A Firth 26- G. H. Warburton, 23; J. W. Kaberry,

20; C. "Ackroyd, 19; W. T. Wheelwright, 17. Points

to count for cup up to date : A. Firth 61 ;
u.

Ackrbvd. 41; J. W. Kaberry, 40; D. Bartle, 37

G H * Warburton, 33; H. Schofield-, 31: F. Oldfield,

19: A. Holden, 17; W. T. Wheelwright 17 ;
L.

widdop. 15; P. Jowett, 14; Ar. Whitaker, 11; Alf.

Whitaker, 8 ;
J. E. Shackleton, 4.—A. Firth, Sec.

SCOTCH FANCY (National Derby)
Annual show. Grand National Hail, Main Street,

Goobals, Glasgow, Oct. 9. The hall is one of finest

one could wish for, having plenty of light and free

from dauglits. The secretarial duties were again

in the capable hands of Mr. A. YE Baird. Nothing

appeared a trouble to him, and he was at the call

of anv and all who desired information or other

matter. He was supported by a good President

(Mr H. D. Brown), and an equally energetic Vice-

President (Mr. H. Fleming). Mr. H. Morrison won
cup for best bird with an outstanding buff cock,

the runner-up being Mr. H. McLennan, with a rare

good buff pied hen. The stock of Scotch Fancy

Canaries, the property of the late Mr. Geo. Fulton,

Fartick, a highly respected member of this Associa-

tion, were sold bv auction at the show, and we

trust the bidding ‘was good. The show was quite

a success entries coming up well and competition

being keen throughout. Messrs. W. Thornton and

J. Watson judged, and seemed to give general

satisfaction. The gate was good, members turning

up i:i strong force.

YELL. CK , CL OR FOUL (18): 1, Morrison,

grand length of side, well set down on legs, nice

top end and thickness, lovely corn!.; 2. Gray, great

size and subs, nice head and neck; 3, Robertson,
scarcely weight of winners, but a good one; 4,

Dalgliesli 5, Jackson; 6, Fleming; vhc, Muir; he.

Main; c, Fulton. PIED OR Git. (10): 1, Brown,
nice length of side, lovely (tvle, full Cl qual.. wins;

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
"kite. Kills all iusccts. Harmless to everything else.

2, Allan, line size, nice top end, well placed on leg;

8
,

Dargliesh, another good one, nice action
; 4,

Stewart; 6, McLauchlan; 6, Livingston; vhc,

Phillips. BUFF CK., CL. OR FOUL (J8): 1, cup,
best bird, Morrison, great size, fine thickness, rare
top end, grandly set on legs,; wins; 2, Gray, another
good one, fine length of side, nicely made down ; 3,

Young, junr., lino head and neck, nice action; 5,

Fleming; 6, Muir; vhc, Allan; he, Swanson; c,

McClure. PIED OR OR. (20): 1, McLcllan, promin-
ent top, snaky head ami neck, fine droop and style

;

2, Jackson, line size and length of side, good thick-
ness; 3. Dalglicsh, fair size, fine head and neck,
good action; 4, Campbell; 6, Menziea ; 6, Wilson; 7,

Gray; 8, Morrison; 9, Watson. YELL. HEN, CL.
OR FOUL (16): I, spl, Morrison, great length of
side, grand size and thickness, nicely placed on
legs; 2, Brown and David, good body, nice size and
action, well into perch; 3, 4, Gray, good ones, 3rd
nice nervy bird; C, Muir; 6, Strathearn ; 7,

McLennan; 8, Jackson; 9, Livingston PIED OR GR.
(27) : l, McClure, fine size, grand thickness, fine

made body, nice position, wins
; 2, Livingston, sweet

bird, line size, determined droop and action ; 3,

Swanson, rare thickness and top end, quickly
claimed at catalogue price; 4, Main; 5, Wilson; 6,
Menziee

; 7, Higgins ; 8. McLennan ; 9, Burnside.
BUFF HEN, CL. OR FOUL (28): 1, McLellan, good
size and thickness, well placed on leg, fine worker;
2, Dalgliesh, fine length of side, nice head, well into
perch ; 3, Brown, fair size, grand action, lovely head
and neck; 4, Watson; 6, Allardice; 6,; Muir; 7,
Gray; 8, McClure; 9, Orr. PIED OIt GR. (23) : 1,
(runner-up to Derby bird), McLellan, great length
of side ami thickness, fine top end, determined
drive, line head and neck; 2, 3, Higgins, good size,
nicely placed on legs; 4, 7, Jackson; 5, Burnside;
6, Jackson; 8, Brown and David;, 8, Livingston.

CLAPHAM.
The Clapham C.B.A. held its eighth annual show

in the Strathblaine Hail, Oct. 14. Entries numbered
about two hundred, Norwich and Yorkshire being
both well represented by some capital specimens.
Special for best bird went to a grand buff Yorks,
exhibited by Mr. A. J. Clarke, Mr. Fairman’s yellow
running him pretty closely. Spl. lor best novice
Norwich was picked up by Mr. W. H. Gardner, of
Peckham, with a nice typical bird. The birds were
neatly arranged in the Hall, and the attendance was
fairly good. The show committee comprised the
following well-known fanciers: Messrs. Allen, Coe,
Cooper, Greenland, Maxwell, Phillips, Silverthorne,
Vale, Warley, Yeoynan, and Madame Feist-Madewell.
Mr. Whittome acted as sec. and carried out the
duties in capital style. Messrs. Rorke, Vale, and
Fulljames judged.
NOR. CL. CK. (7) : 1, 3, Hutton, beauties, leader

a grand typical bird of good subs., short wings and
legs, and AI qual. ; 3, we liked better than the 2nd
winner, beautifully proportioned, grand type, with a
good head, shade pale in col.; 2, vhc, c, Teasdale,
head tkd., good size, shade long in wings, very hot
col.

; 4, Cole, scarcely so bold in head and neck,
nice qual. HEN : 1, Hutton, charming yellow, grand
type and style, neat wings, capital qual.; 2, Leach,
thick-set bird, quite fat enough, beautiful wing carr.,

neat head ; 3, Teasdale, nice type and style, hot
col., will improve. MKD. (2): X, Cole, grand yellow,
nice size, good head aDd neck, bold front, Al cond.

;

2, Teasdale; massive mkd. butt. UNFLIG. (5): 1, 2,

Hutton, lovely wing mkd. yell., grand type and
style, nicely proportioned, brimful of qual., 2nd shade
longer, but capital size, nice head and wing, real

qual.; 3, vhc, Leach, small buif, Af qual. and cond.;

4, Teasdale. YORKS. YELL. CK. (5) : I, Fairman,
well-known winner, scarcely lit yet, grand length of
side, nice shoulders; 2, Buckingham, nice bird, still

a bit rough, good shoulders and nice length of leg;

3, 4, Clarke, beauties, rare type and style, capital,

length; vhc, Mrs. Gill. BUFF (8): 1, Clarke, neat
head, full shoulders, rare wings, beautifully drawn,
lovely qual.; 2, vhc, Fairman, smart and typical,

good pos. and style, neat wings, beaten size; 3, 4,

Buckingham, leader lovely type and style, beauti-

fully drawn, neat wings and tail, fails a bit in head

;

he, King. YELL. HEN (3) : 1, Fairman, lovely type,

neat head and neck, beautifully drawn, grand wings

;

2, Buckingham, scarcely so large, but quite the

type and good all through ; 3, Clark, grand size,

fine length of wing, neat head, not finished yet.

BUFF (5) : 1, Fairman, neat, yet good size, nice

shoulders and back, Af wings, fine qual.; 2, Whit-
tome, am old winner, looking bonny, lovely type,

needs a tubbing to be at her best; 3, he, Clarke,

shade smaller, but grand type, very stylish. Mkd.
(5) : 1, Clarke, grand, wing mkd., wonderful length, Af
wings, well up on legs, capital cond.; 2, Whittome,
wing and eye tkd., fine length, nicely proportioned
and drawn, well up on legs, At qual.

; 3, Bucking-
ham, lovely head and wing mkd., we liked immensely,
rare type and style, grand length of side, Al pos.

;

4, Fairman ; vhc, Heath. YELL. UNFLIG. (4) : 1,

2, Clarke, beautifully proportioned and balanced,
neat heqd and neck, capital shoulders, sound col.

and qual., 2nd scarcely finished yet, quite the type;

3, Heath, charming yell., very stylish and typical

;

4, Mrs. Gill. BUFF (4) : 1, 3, Clarke, two good
ones, leader lovely type and pos., nice head and
wings, just a suspicion of frill, but grand qual., 3rd
varieg. buff, grand length, good back and wings,
will improve; 2, Heath, neat and stylish, yet good
size, good head and wings, perfect qual.; vhc, Whit-
tome; 5, Kin". MKD. (2): 1, King, fine bold varieg.,

grand length, rare shoulders and wings, sound
qual. ; 2, Mrs. Gill, shade low on leg, but good
length, capital wings. NOV. NOR. CK. (2): X,

Greenland, typical, not over large, but rare qual.;

2, Gedge, we liked equally as well, real Nor. type
and rather better in head and neck, sound qual.

HEN (5) : 1, 4, Bonniwell, bold cheek mkd. yell.,

capital subs., nice head, good wings and tail ; 2,

Kerr, very fine buff, grand bold head and neck,

good wings, Af qual. ; 3, Gedge, good front, capital

head and wings, nice depth, must have pressed

;

vhc, Lowe. MKD. (3): 1, Gedge, wing and cheek
mkd yell., bold, full body, and good head, not the
best of wings, but capital type; 2, Gardner, varieg.

buff, must have pressed hard, quite typical, grand
size arid style, good wings; 3, Kerr. UNFLIG. (7):

1, 4, Gardner, fine bold buff, rare subs., good head
and wings, grand depth, shade feathery, Al qual.,

4 scarcely so typical, but excels in qual. of feather;

2, Gedge, neat yell., good type, capital w ing carr.

;

3, Kerr, good headed buff, scarcely the depth of

some, hut Al qual.; vhc, Hamilton; c, Greenland.
YORKS. YELL. CK. (6): 1, Neighbour, very smart,
good head and shoulders, nice lengthy neat waist,

capital qual.; 2, Woolley, very smart" and stylish,

grand pos., neat head, good legs; 3, Yeoman, capital

type and length, wee hit weak in head, but Al
quality; 4. Brown; vhc, Last; he, .Nason. BUFF
(7): 1, 'Neighbour, good length, capital pos., neat
bead, well braced wings, sound col.; 2, Bonniwell,
rare style and pos.,. capital type, close up; 3, Last,

typical, good length, scarcely so good in Jiead,

sound qual.; 4, Yeoman, typical and smart; vhc,

Taylor; lie, Allen. HEN (3): 1. Hawkins, very
smart lady, nicely balanced and drawn, good head
ar.d shoulders, Al qual.; 2, Taylor, good length,

wen up on leg, neat tall; S, Lowe. BUFF’ (3): 1,

Neighbour, shade small, neat head, good shoulders
and wings, Al qual.; 2, YVoollcy, nice type and style,

capital qual.; 3, Hawkins. MKI>. (6): 1, Brown,
capital varieg., good size, beautifully drawn and
cut away, neat bead and wings, Al qual.; 2, An-
drews, fine length, good bead, inclined to drop tail

n bit, capital wings ; 3, Stevens, smart and stylish,

nice length of wing; 4, Lowe; vhc, Alien; he, Nason.
UNFLIG. (6): 1, Hannaford, wonderful length and
pos., well up on leg, good head, back, and wings,
sound qual.; 2, Woolley, nice size, well drawn, neat
waist and legs, good wings; 3, Hawkins, .very fine

neck marked, bit pale in col, but grand type and
style, Al qual.; 4, Andrews; vhc, Yeoman; lie,

Stevens. BUFF (6): 1, Last, fine size, but a shade
stout in body, good length of wffng, neat head,
sound qual.; 2, Neighbour, rare length, good wings,

nicely braced, fails' a hit in col., sound qual.; 3,

Hawkins, neat and typical, good wings; 4, Stevens;
vhc, he. Yeoman. BOKD. CK. (3); 1, 2. Patton,
smart ones, typical and jaunty, good wings, nice

qual.; 3, Hutchinson. HEN (2): 1, Patton; 2,

Hutchinson, we preferred, typical and smart, nice

free movement, grand qual. MKD. (1): 1, Hutchin-
son, smart and stylish. UNFLIG. (1): Patton.

DARK CAN. MULE (8): 1, fie, Lamb, grand
Coldie-Can., nice size and shape, sound rich col., Al
qual.

; 2, -Shipton, good buff Goldie, nice eize end
col., scarcely fit yet; we preferred 3, Taylor, grand

Linnet-Can., rare size and style, grand shape, Al
qual.; 4, c, Cooper; vhc, Snow. BRIT. IIYB. (7):

1, 2, 3, Lamb, not described in catalogue, but wc
heard it was entered- as a Greenfinch-Siskin, neat

bird, In gru-nd condition, a much diseurted- exhibit,

said to have won at the Horticultural flail in a
foreign -hybrid class; 2, lovely- Goldf. -Bullf., grand
size and- shape, nice rich col., good dense markings;

3, emaxt Goldi. -Siskin- real good: bird, Fare qual.;

4, NichoHs, another lovely Goldie Bullic, rare size

and eihape, grand col. ; vhc. Cooper; he, Taylor.

GOLDF. (4); 1, 4, Cooper, nice 11. M., mot yet quite

Up in blaze; 2, Tapper F.M., better blaze, rather

unsteady
; 3, Offord-. LINNET (3): 1, Cooper, well

mkd., bit open in breast ; 2, 3, Francis 3rd best

breast col. and- markings but smaller. SISKIN,
ETC. (6) : 1, Offord, nice Siskin, with a bib would
be a real good one; 2, 3, 4, Francis, -good Lesser

Redpoll, and well mkd. Siskin, rather on the small

aide; vhc, Vale; he, Knight. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE
(8): 1, spl., 3rd beet Brit., spl. best IIardbill,

Francis, beautifully coloured Chaffinch, will be even
better later; 2, Francis, fine Bramble, good cols, and
markings; 3, Offord; 4, Vale; vhc, he, Knight; c,

Pearce. GKEENF. (3): 1, 3, Francis, two nice ones;

2, Cooper, perhaps lucky to beat the 3rd; which
looked to be better on the bench in the
afternoon. BULLF. (3): 1, Francis; 2, Cooper; 3,

Tapper; the latter winner of 3rd at Horticultural
Hall, but here had to stand down as being in the
judge’s opinion not a typical Britisher. HAW-
FINCH 2: Both Francis. IjiELLOWHAMMER (1)

:

'Shipton. A.O.S. HARDBILL (2): 1, Madame Made-
well, w ell-known Crossbill “ Charlie” looking well

;

2, Pearce. INSECTIV., -SMALL (5): 1, vhc, ep. best
Brit., Vale,- perfect Blackcap, lovely order

; 2, spl.

2nd best Brit., Maxwell, beautiful Nightingale, a
feather wrong in one wing perhaps lost him
premier place; 3, Knight, very nice Robin, large
and weLl coloured. PARROTS (3) : All Maxwell,
a beautiful team. BUDGERIGARS (1): Shipton,
nice pair. AVADAVATS, ETC. (4): 1, Maxwell; 2,
Shipton; 3, 4, Madam Madewell. A.O. WAXBILLS,
ETC. (2): Both Maxwell. BUNTINGS, ETC. (4):
1, Maxwell, perfect Jackson's Whydoh

; 2, Shipton,
Grenadier Weaver, in full col ; 3, 4, Madame Made-
well, nice pair Paradise Whydahs and spotless White
Javas. DOVES, ETC. (3): 1. 2, Madame Made-well,
Masked Doves, a bit soft, and nice white pair; 3.
no name, We regret that our reporter's notes on
the Crest and Light Mule classes have been mislaid.

COVENTRY.
Coventry O.S. held its 39th annual open show at

Headquarters, the Sydenham Palace, Lower Ford'
Street, Oct. 16. The room is a fine one for a show-,
being lofty, well lighted, and free from draught,
the society held the show a little earlier than in
previous years. This, however, did not affect the
entry; in fact, entries were a little over last year
in number. An unfortunate occurrence happened
with respect to Messrs. Wilson’s, Jeffreys’, and Mrs.
Dalton's birds, all coming from a long distance. The
earliest of them did not turn up till .4.30 in the
afternoon, the others at 5. The classes were kept
open, and the judge waited until one o'clock.
Otherwise, everything went off well. The president,
Mr. G. Peters, having joined the R.A.M.O., had
left Coventry, and was not able to be pretent. A
fair number of sales took place in the limit classes.
The management was in the hands of the following,
most of whom are well-known exhibitors: Vice-
presidents, T. Gilbert and A. J. Smith; treas., J.
Corrall; auditors, G. Turrell, H. Mann; show
stewards, H. Butler, H. Bell, G. Lawrence, W.
Rowley, H. Spann, H. Thompson, T. Judd; lion, sec.,
A. Green-. Judges, Mr. J. T. Trengove, Canaries;
Mr. YV. H. Raven, the remainder, their awards
giving general satisfaction.
NOR. CL. YELL. (7): 1, Stubbs Bros., grand col.,

good qual., nice wing carr., rather long; 2, Bott,
more typical, good head, neck, and wings, fails in

col. only to winner; 3, Gough and Loach, good
type, nice qual., eveu col., must have pressed hard;
vhc, Hulse; he, Day; c, Turrell. BUFF (11): 1,

Stubbs Bros., very typical, good head and neck,
nicely carried wings, rich even col. ; 2, Shirley, good
head and neck, neat wings, hardly so typical

; 3,

Judd, good type, nice even col., good wing carr.,
hardly ready, will improve; vhc, Wright; he, Bc~f
c, Finches. TKD. Y'ELL. (5) : 1, Stubbs Bros., mkd.
back, beautiful rich col., good type, hardly ready;
2, Day, cap and wing mkd., good col., nice wings,
in better cond-.; 3, Bell, good type, nice even cot.;

vhc, Gilbert; lie, Hathaway. BUFF (11): 1, Hath-
away, varieg., dark tail, grand type, nice even col.,

good wings; 2, Gilbert, eye and wing inkd., lovely

col. and qual.; 3, Collier, eye and wing mkd., grand
col., a trifle heavy; vhc, Shirley; he, Ingland; c,

Judd. HEN (20): 1, Wood, cl. buff, grand type
and qual.. neat wings and tail; 2, linstock, cl. yell.,

lovely col. and qual., neat wings and tail; 3, Stubbs
Bros., tkd. buff, good type, nice qual. and cond.;
vhc, Shirley; lie, Hulse; c, Muddiiuan, junr. UN-
KLIG YELL. (10): 1, spl, Turner, wing mkd., teem-
ing with col., good head and neck, nice even wings,

a grand youngster; 2, Stubbs Bros., tkd. hack of

head, good type, nice even col., crosses wings at

times; 3, Gilbert, varieg., nice type, good qual.,

fails, col. ; vhc, Nolan; lie, Wright; c, Growdridge
B(JFF (15): 1, Judd, grand col. and qual.. nice

type, good head ; 2, Turrell, large, flue head and
neck, good subs., fails col. to winner; 3, lliflse, teem-
ing with col., good wings and tail, a little browy;
vhc, Lee ; lie. Nolan ; c, Gough and Loach. lT N-

FLIG. HEN (13): 1, Turner, lovely type, extra line

head and neck, neat' wings and tail, a gem; 2.

Hathaway, very neat, better in, col., loses in head
and type to winner; 3, Gough and Loach, nice type

and dual.: vhc, Stubbs Bros.; lie, Finches; c,

Johnson. NAT. COL. (5): 1, Judd, veil, varieg. head
and wings, good qual., rice type; 2, Goosev, cl. veil.,
good qual. and condi, not so stout; 3, Rowfev, yell.,
tkd. wing, nice type and feather- vhc, Spann; he.
Bates. NOR. CK., 30/- (15): 1, Cox; 2, Thompson;
3, Swain; vli-c, Muddiman; lie, YVoodrongh

; c,
Ncwitt. UNFLIG., 30;- (15): 1, vhc, Thompson;
2, c, Swain; 3, Finches; he, Collier. HEN, 30/- (15):
1, e, Rucker ; 2, Freestone

; 3, Hathaway ; vhc.
Cooper- lie, Roberts; c, Mitchel. CREST (S) : 1,

2, Smith, large Green, grund drooping most, nice
veiny feather, 2nd nearly Green, very similar, but
hardly so massive; 3, Gilbert, wing mkd. D.-C-,
very neat. C.-B. (3): 1, Smith, grand cl., good size
and subs., good width #f skull, well lashed; 2,
Barker, large Green, nice dome-shaped skull, well
lashed; 3, Gilbert, varieg., nice cushioned head,
hardly ready. CREST or C.-B., L915 (2): 1, Smith,
wing mkd. D.-C., large, neat, well drooping crest,
well eliow n ; 2, Rowley, rather on the small side.
CINN. (2): 1, Spann, good col., nicely laced; 2, Roy-
croft, pied, good type. YORKS. CK. (11): 1. Dykes,
eye and wing mkd. yell., grand size, neat body,
stands well ; 2, Hymas, grand col., nice pos., neat
wings; 3, Cowley, good length, nice neat wings
and tail, fails col.; vhc, Greenhouse; he. Green; c,

Richards. HEN (9) : 1, Dykes, buff, lovely cel. and
qual., nice neat ivings and tail, grand cond. ; 2, 3,

Hyrnas, two very neat yellows, good col., nice wings
and tail, the latter a red hot 'un ; vhc, Spann ; he,

Miss Bonyer; c, Clarke. UNFLIG. (10): 1, Amos,
yell., grand col., rare length, nicely drawn, neat
wings and tail

; 2, Dykes, yell., grand qual., lovely

cond., neat wings, fails col.; 3. Clarke, buff, lovely

qual., good length, nice meat wings, splendid cond.,

vhc, he, Cowley; c, Richards. A.O.W CAN. (5): 1,

2, 3, Gilbert, two well-known Cinn. Crests, in fine

cond., followed by yellow Green Nor.; vhc, he.

Green. MULES, LIGHT (G) : 1, 3, Gilbert, both
lightly mkd, on wing, grand col. and cond., leather

like boxwood; 2, Lawrance,. cl., fails col. to win-

ners. DARK (10): 1, Gilbert, Greenf .-Can., grand

col. and cond.; 2, Peters, Redpoll-Can., well mkd,
very steady, nice cond.; 3, vhc. he, Lawrance, Goldf.

-

Can., good size, fails col.; c, Coates. HYB. (7):

1, 2, Gilbert, Greenf.-Bullf., fine specimen, very

steady, good col., in nice cond., wins special best

bird in show, followed by Bramble-Chaffinch, shows

parentage well; 3, Lawrance, Canary-Buliie, nice

col., small. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (1): 1, Poole,

Built., nice col., lovely cap, good cond.; 2, Woods,

Bullf nice feather, very steady; 3, Harvey, Cotdl.

GREENF. OR LINNET (4) : 1. llaby, the only bird

which put in appearance, nice Linnet. blbHl.x,

REDPOLL, OR TWITE (7): 1, Raby Siskin, nice

col. and cond., well mkd., *2, Coates, Siski it, better

col., fails cond.; 3, Pitchlord, Redpoll,

very steady. A.O.V. SMALL SbtD^LAlING •

1, Poole, Hawfinch, fine feather, very steady ; 2,

Bull, Hawfinch, hardly so rich as leader in col.;

3, Rowley, good col. Bramble; vhc. Lawrance. IV
8ECTIV., SMALL (7); 1, Burrows, lovely Redstart,

in the pink of cond.; 2, vhc, -Bent, Wrynwk, nice

exhibit, very steady; 3, Rowley, steady W heated. ,

in Al cond.; he, c, Coates. A.O.Y . (M : U C. G.

Tavlor, Cornish Chough, in fine cond. FOR. (

•

1, 2, Pitchford; 3, Coates; vhc, he. Bates SELL^

21/- (9): 1, Newitt; 2, Nelson; o, Packer -

(13)- 1 Bell; 2, Goosey; 3, Muddiman. GirT. 1,

Hewitt.’ EX. STOCK: 1, 2, Kent.

CITY OF BRADFORD.
35th annual show held in the Feversham Street

ouncil Schools, Oct. 16. .The entry of 3^ did- not

>me quite up to expectation, but still was the be.t

'
far this year. Quality was of the best and

-veral of tne winners will hold their own al.

irough the show season. The most notable fea-

jre was the large numoer of entries in the hen

asses, five classes having an average on-- «
a ong for so eariy in the season, me room is au

leal one for a snow, having plenty ol Oo0d light

I,d being free from draughts. The society
_

have

i Mr \) Heuiweli one of tne best secretaries, aim

e got through his work m a very businesslike

luiiuer. He was .
ably assisted by the nilow ng

awards : Messrs. Plowright, Bolton, YYoad, Airlon,

imouott, Bower, McEweu, Brown, Ludbrook, Cran-

•oss, WHO took an equal share ot all the work

Inch is connected with a show of this description

He prize money was paid out in the room to all

le prize winners who attended, rhe gale was

erv good, and this would help to make ill*: show

success. The packing and sending aw-ay ot the

riiiuits was got through without a hitch, and

le society must feel proud to have such a splendid

it of workers. The judge, -Air. A. Hirst, Accnng-

>n, got through his work in good time and seemed

> give general satisfaction.

CL YELL. YOKKb (11) : X, Dr. Craug. plenty of

iigth, sound level col., beautiful feather, nice

laped head, full neck, wings and tail perfect,

.ands correct, line coud. ; 2, vuc, Ogden Bros., very

,n „ and nicely tapered, wings and tail well braced,

ivelj qual., only beaten in col.; will improve; 3,

tobart, nice size, silky feather, full of nerve, stands

ell ; 4, Dykes, very stylish, correct shape, not quits

>ady ;
he, Atkinson and Firth; c, VYilmaii. BI FF

10): 1, Dr. Caig, beautiful shape and style, line

Iky feather, good head and neck, excels in wing

irr rich col., correct pos.; 2, Jebson, plenty of

,,y til, very tightly feathered, neat wing carr., pipe

ill, stands well up on best of legs, rather short

I bloom; 3, Sutcliffe and bon, rice qual. and col.;

A M. Craven, verv stylish, lull of nerve ; vhc,

olliwell
;

he, T. Bennett; c, Hartley. TKD. OR
MEYEN YELL. CK. (10): 1. Djkes, even mkd.,

ilendid length, rich col., nice round head, level

eck, wings and tail perfect, plenty of leg, shown

i best of cond.; 2. Dr. Craig, sweet eye tkd., cor-

'd length, line silky feather, well-fitting wings

ml tail," rather pale in ecl, will improve; 3. Mor-

SOn mkd. eyes and wings, hot col., beautiful

tape rather less; 4, Hall, e\e tkd., very stylish,

ively qual.; vhc, Casey; he. T. Bennett: c, YVil-

)ck BUEE (12): 1. Dykes, grand wing tkd., lovely

iape and style, feathered like glass, rich col., wings

ell placed, pipe tail, Al pos.; 2, ’1. Bennett, cinn.-

ikd, eves and wing, grand head, full neck, lovely

ual.. on best of legs, fine cond.. close up; 3, bliarp,

lid. eves and wings, very tightly feathered, sound

>1.
;

4', Mason, nice shape and style, neat wing

irr not quite ready: vile, Dibb; lie, Dr, CTaig;

Hartley. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (14) : 1. Atkinson,

grand shape and style, plenty of length, nice

ual., wings and tail perlect, lovely col., stands

>rrect, fine cond.; 2, Sutcliffe N Soil, mkd., eplcn-

id length, fine silky feather, sound col., correct

ing carr., not as good in head and neck, should

II up; 8, Chippendale, cl., nice Lngth and stile,

oli qual.; 1, 111 -on, cl., rare length and style,

-ry slim, not, quite ready; vhc. r. T. Bennett; he,

isey. BUFF 05): 1. liyson, slightly grizzled t-n

?ck! splendid length, beautiful qual.. wings, well

irried, pipe tail, stands like a guardsman, i ut

}W n in best, eond. : 2. Ogd n Bros., sweet wing tkd ,
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tall, rich lovcl col , A1 pos. ; 3. Hirst, wing tkd.,

lovely .-lutpo nod style, fine silky feather, paler;

4, Hartley, correct sliape anil style, lovely qua).,

rather unsteady ; vile, Towers; ho, Snead; e, Sealer.

YELL. HUN (10): 1, 4, lllrst, tkd. neck and wing,

rare length and style, line silky leather, wings and
tail perfect, capital linish throughout, staged well,

4th sweet tkd., lovely qual., very stylish, only heaten
in length; 2, Dykes, el., plenty of length, rare wing
carr., pipe tail, stands well up, rather short of

bloom, will improve; II, Priestley, el., very breedy,
nieo qnal.; vhc, Hutchinson; he, Dihh; c, Dr. Craig.

BUFF (10): 1, Hartley, tkd. on both cheeks, grand
size, feathered like glass, lovely slurped head, full

neck, wings and tail well placed, shown well; 2,

Dr. Craig, el., ruro length and type, fine silky

feather, stands in correct pos., rather on stout side,

will improve; 3, Mason, mkd head, lovely qua!.,

hardly as good pos.; 4, Helliwell, el., nice shape
uud style, stands well, not yet lit; vhc, Chittenden;
he, Chippendale; e, Sham. UNFUG. HUN (Hi): l,

' Dykes, sweet wing tkd. yell., grand length, very
slim and etylish, beautiful feather and col., neat
wing carr., pipe tail, stands well, gem; 2, Hirst,
el. buff, grand length, line boxy feather, very long
flights for a youngster, sound com!., beaten in pos.

;

3, Stobart, var. yell., very breedy, grand shape and
style, line leather; 4, Towers, even mkd. yell, lovely
shape and style, rare qual., not steady; vhc, Farrar;
he, Casey; c, Jnead. YELL NOR. CK. (10): 1, 2,

Crawshaw, grand head and back, lovely col., very
level, rare chest, line feather, well across perch,
in best cond., 2rid lovely head and breast, rich
sound col., rather less sub., should improve in
shape; 3, vhc. Waters, mkd. head and wing, not as
bold in head and shape and paler; 4, Wilson, tkd.,
grand shape, stands well on perch, not finished ; he,
Thomas; c, Ross. BUFF (10): 1, 4, Crawshaw,
grand head and chest, plenty of subs., mkd. eyes
and wing, beautifully moulded, hot in col., leather
like silk, 4th very hot col., lovely shaped head,
splendid size, fails in chest; 2, Thomas, mkd. wings,
very large and grand shape, gets well across, hut
not ready, will improve; 3, Kaberry, slightly
grizzled, tine massive shape, make good stock bird;
'he, Jefferies;- he. Waters; e, 'lose. UN FI,IG. CK.
(14): 1, Waters, eye tkd. yell.,, grand size, shape,
subs., fine qual., blaze of eo!„ lovely head and chest,
steady as a rock, line cond. ; 2, he, Crawshaw, tkd.

,
eye and head, nicely built, rare shaped bead, grand
back, silky cond., rich level col., close up; 3, T.
Bennett, tkd. buff, grand shape and style, not as
tight ; 4, Airton, yell, mkd., very hot col., less subs.,
grand shape; vhc, Kaberry ; c, Blow-right. HUN
(«): ), Airton, cl., grand size, fine qual., plenty cf
subs., sound level col., gets well on perch, best
cond.

; 2, Crawshaw, cl., rare shape and style, grand
bead and chest, rather less and short of bloom,
w ill come on ; 3, Kaberry, cl., nicely moulded, rich
col., less subs.; 4, Hartup

; vhc, Sykes; lie, Ross.
BUFF (9): 1, Kaberry, cl., lovely shape right
through, beautiful silky feather stands well on
perch, will win again; 2, 4, Thomas, el., massive,
grand sliape and feather, beautiful bead, full of
subs., rather pale in col

, 4th cl., grand sliape and
style, only beaten in size; 3, Crawshaw, tkd. head
and wing, rare feather, nice deep chest, good in
head and shape; vhc, he, Jefferies; c, Hartup
UNFLIG. HEN (10): 1, 2, vhc, Crawshaw, cl. yell,
beauty, lovely head and neck, nice back, rich level
col., stands well on perch, wins, 2nd wing tkd. buff,
grand head, fine silky feather, lovely body shape,
only beaten in cond., will improve; 3, Thomas, cl.
buff, very massive, grand head and chest, true Nor.
type for a stock hen ; 4, Wilcock ; lie, T. Bennett •

c, Wilson. SELL
, £1 (8): 1, Stulfard; 2, Sutcliffe

and Son; 3, B. Taylor; 4, Biowright; vbc, McEwen;
he, Bromham

; c, Ludbrook. 15s. (9) : 1, vhc, Hors-
field; 2, Stuttard; 3, Helliwell; 4, Ludbrook; he,
Craven; e, Towers. HEN, 12s. (;d. (10): 1, Hartley;
2, Robinson; 3, Horsfield ; 4, Sharp; vile, Symes;

-'lie, Wilcock; c, F. Taylor. NOV. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. YORKS (9): 1, Baxter, cl., wonderful length,
grand shaped head, hue silky feather, stands cor-
rect, neat wings and tail, full of nerve, fine cond.;
2, Fretwell, tkd. on neck, nice shape and style,
beautiful qual., rich level col., good wing carr., rare
length, not as steady; 3, Marsh, cl., very breedy,
fine feather, very stylish, shade less; 4, Mitchell,
el., very slim, neat wings and tail, not fit, will im-
prove; vhc, Ackroyd; lie, Symes; c. Craven. BUFF
(11): 1, Baxter, cl., beauty lovely feather and style,
nice length, grand wings and tail, sound col., shown
in best of cond., wins; 2, Craneross, cl.

, grand shape
and style, fine silky feather, stands correct, neat
wing carr., only beaten in length; 3, Cliff, cl., very
hot col., nice stylish bird, fine qual.; 4, he, Morley
and Hill, cl., lovely qual., rare sliape and type, shade
stout; vhc, Firth; c, Fretwell. A.O.V. YOKKS CK.
(11) : L Hainlyn, yell. mkd. head and. wing, wonder-
ful length, hot in col., grand head and neck, well-
filled back, wings and tail well placed, shown well;
2, 4, Taylor, yell, mkd., plenty of length, grand
shape, wings and tail well carried, rather short. of
bloom, will improve, 4th very breedy, plenty of
length; 3, Bennett, even mkd. buff, lovely qual.,
grand shape and style; vhc, McEwen: he, Wood- c’
Marsh. UNFUG. CK. (1C): 1, Morley and Hill,’ el’
yell., grand length, hot in col., feathered like glass,
neat head and wings, pipe tail, A1 pos., grand cond.;
2, S. Firth, cl. buff, close up, rare type and qual.,
nice round head, full neck, well-fitting wings and’
tail, shown well; 3, Marsh, cl. yell., very stylish
rich eel., not steady; 4, H. Firth, cl. buff, rare qual.’
neat wing carr.; vhc, Hamlvn ; he, Senior; c
Symes. YELL. YORKS HEN (17): 1, Bolton and
Lunn, wonderful feathering and style, sweet head,
good shoulders and wings, pipe tail, A1 pos., rich
eol., gem; 2, Woad, foul mkd., very long and slim,
feathered like wax, wings and tail perfect, stands
on best of legs, beaten in pos. ; 3, Symes, cl., very
stylish, nice qual., short of bloom ;'

4, Bloomfield,
cl., full of nerve, nice shape, good wing carr.- vhc
Haggis; he, Williams; c, A. Bennett. BUFF (17):
1, 2, Simonett, mkd. eyes and wing, grand length,
lovely qual., correct shape and type, rich col., Al
pos., rare wing carr., shown well, 2nd cl., lovely
qual., rare length and shape, on stout side, wing's
and tail well placed, stands well up; 3, Hanson,
var., very stylish, neat wings and tail; 4, Mitchell’,

HEALTH & STRENGTH
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ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencirn
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on al
Questions of Health, Diet, &c., to all readersevery THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Fr«e Specimen ti

"Health and Strength,” Windsor House Kin<ns-
way, London.

el., grand qual., rice shape and style; vhc, Haggis;
he, Craneross; e, Woad. C1NN. TKD. OK VAR.
HUN (9):): 1, Baker Bros., yell., grund col., feather
and size, wings and tail carr. perfect, stands on best
of legs, put down in fine style; 2, Rurey, even mkd.
Duff, fine boxy' leather, correct length, neut wTng
carr., pipe tail, Al pos., close up; 3, Firth, yell,

mkd., very slim and stylish, rather less; 4, Marsh,
nice length, rare sliape and style, not ready; vhc,
Fretwell; lie, uledhill; c, A. Firth. NOR.' (JK. (7):
1, 4, Spencer and Maiden, el. buff, beautiful lieuil

anil neck, nice round body and chest, sound col.,

grand wings and tall, ltli el. buff, hot col., grand
shape and type, not quite ready ; 2, vhc, Corney,
buff, mkd. on w ings, grand bead and neck ; sound
in col., stands well; 3, o, Baldwinson, eye tkd., yell.,

plenty of subs., hot in col., nice head and chest;
he, Simonett HEN (8); 1, c, Clough, cl. yell., grand
size, nice type and shape, rich col., rare wings and
tail, stands well across, siiowrt well; 2, Simonett,
var. buff, t rifle larger, extra qual., rare eol. and
feather, hardly as good on perch, wants more train-
ing; 3, Spencer and Maiden, tkd. buff, splendid
shape, teeming with qual., hardly as well built, will

improve; 4, vhc, Corney, el., grand shape and style,
on small side; he, Baldwinson.

HANLEY.
The Hanley C.B.8. held its ninth annual show at

the Angel Hotel, on Oct. 14. The room is a very
good one, well lighted, and free from draughts.
Entries were somewhat disappointing, nine classes
having to tie cancelled. Norwich had seven classes,
but only three stood, these containing 24 entries—
just enough for one decent class— hut several real

good birds were benched, which were a credit to
their owners. Yorks, were a littlfc more numerous,
and some excellent specimens were on view. In

the Mule section the noted light Can.-Bullie White
Rose put in an appearance and attracted much
attention. British were a nice lot, hut we should
have liked to see more of them. The committee
worked very hard to achieve success, and it was
certainly no fault of the Secretary that tiie enter-
prise was not better rewarded. Mr. C. Beckett
filled this important position with credit to himself
and to the society. Mr. J. Robson judged.
NOR. BUFF HEN (7): 1, Gough and Loach, bonny

cl., grand size and shape, rare head, fine bloom
and cond.; 2, Hathaway, head tkd., fine size, grand
shape and col., lovely feather; 3, Emery, el., very
shapely, well up in size, nice qual., well placed; 4,

Barrett and Hayes, var., good size, nice qnal. ; vhc.
Brotherhood ; lie. Bowers ; c, Barrett and Hayes.
UNFLIG. BUFF (11); 1, Blease and Son. el., grand
size and col., lovely qual., nice cond.; 2, Bowers,
var., fine size and shape, splendid feather, nice

sliape and carr., many preferred to win ; 3, Bovyer,
rare size, very siiapeiy, grand col.,' nice cond.; 4,

Hathaway, lovely type and qual., nice carr., not
so large as leaders, but one we liked ; vhc, Gough
and Loach ; he, Ridgway. HEN ; 1, Emery, sweet
cl. yell., Al qual., rare carr., well up in size, wins
well ; 2, 4, viie, Hathaway, grand team, grand var.

hull, wonder for size and shape, rare head, followed
by nice typical cl. yell., all in the best form ; 3,

Bowyer, nice neat buff, grand type, nice qual., rare
bloom; lie, c, Crawshaw. YORKS, YELL. (5): 1,

Everitt. a gem, fine length, lovely col. and qual.,

rare length and pos., nice back, good wing carr.,

easy win ; 2, Lane, very typical, nice length and
pos., loses in col. ; 3, Hirst, unffig., nice type, well

up on leg, grand feather and col., close up; 4,

Gibbons and Weeks, nice type, good stand, well

drawn; vhc, Lawton. BUFF (7): 1, Brice, well

up in .size, rare length, grand feather, rich

col., nice cond.; 2, Everett, very typical,

well drawn, good qual., nice pos., beaten
in length

; 3, Dykes, shapely, very stylish, grand
feather, good carr. and cond.; 4, Hirst, grizzled

back, good length, nice type and stand; vhc, Haw-
ley; he, Lawton; e, Lane. MKD. (7): 1, Lane,

mkd. eyes and wings, very lengthy, fine pos., grand
qual., good win ; 2, Brice, welj drawn, grand feather
and pos.; 3. Gibbons and Weeks, heavily mkd., fine

length, grand qual, rare stand, close up; 4, Walker,
mkd. head and wings, nice type, well drawn, good
qual. and cond. ; vhc, Hawley ; he. Dykes

;
c. Salt.

YELL. HEN (5): 1, Hirst, mkd. head, lovely type,
grand qual., fine carr. and pos.; 2, "Everett, rare

length, well drawn, grand qual., nice cai'r. and
cond. ; 3, Dykes, very typical lovely feather, nice

pos, rot the lengtn ; 4, Hall, nice shape, good
qual.; vhc. Lane. BljFF (6): 1, vhc, Pygott, cinn.-

mkd., sweet shape, grand qual., rare stand: 2.

Dykes, grizzled wing, very shapely, well drawn, nice
feather and pos.

; 3, Salt, mkd. eyes and wings, nice
type, grand feather, good qual.

; 4, Lawton, nice

shape, good qual. and cond.
; he, Lane. YELL.

UNFLIG. (10):. 1, Hemmings, very lengthy, grand
col. and qual., nice wing, carr , well up on leg; 2,

Hall, nice shape, well drawn, rare pos.; 3, North,
mkd. right wing, very typical, nice col. and qual.

;

4, Dykes, sweet shape, lovely feather and pos., one
we liked; vhc, Brice; he, Robinson; c, Hawley.
BUFF (13) : 1, Gibbons and Weeks, rare size and
shape, grand qual., nice col. and" cond. ; 2, Lane,
lovely type, nicely drawn, closely-fitting feather,
not so tight or might have won ; 3, Everett,
grizzled head, grand, length, fine pos., lovely feather,

not quite so slim ; 4, vhc, Cockerham, very typical,
nice col. and feather; he. Dykes; c, Lawton. HEN
(7) : 1, Hall, var. yell., nice type, good qnal. and
pos.; 2, Dykes, neat el. yell., very shapely, grand
qual., nicely drawn; 3, Brice, mkd. head and wings,
rare close feather, nice pos., not so slim

; 4, North,
nice cl. yell., good length, nice qual., a wash would
have improved her chance ; vhc. Lane ; he, Pritchard ;

c, Lawton. SELL: 1, Oldham, buff Nor.; 2, Robin-
son, yell. York*.

; 3, no name; 4, Hemmings; vhc,
Beckett; he, Dunn. LIGHT MULE: 1, Parlet’t, the
noted Canary-Bullie “White Rose,” not quite ready
yet; 2, 4, Evans, eyes and wing mkd. Goldie leading,
shows parentage very distinctly, in the pink of
condition, followed by a very fine var. Greenie,
must have pressed hard; 3, Wilson, fine var. Goldf.,
in lovely bloom; vhc, Beckett; he, Newman. DARK
(6) : 1, Wilson, grand Canary-Bullie, lovely size and
eol., not yet at his best; 2, 4, Tarlett, well-known
Greenie, carries his age well, not quite up after
the moult, 4th nice yell. Goldie, should take some
heating later; 3, Tonks, smart yell. Siskin, deserves
his place in a warm class; vhc, Dalton; he, Chad-
wick. GOLDF. (7) : 1, 3, Critchlow, leader well
up in size, fine blaze, will take some healing, 3rd
nice size and shape, hardly ready yet; 2, vhc, Tams,
nice blaze, rich body col., nice cond.; 4, Pygott,
very rich col., nice size and shape, fine bloom; lie,

Pleasanee. LINNET (14) : 1., Wilson, very fine

exhibit, rare size, shape and markings, not up in

eol. yet; 2, Hunt, nice size, rich col., well mkd.,
rather lively ; 3, Tams, nice size, shape and mark-
ings, beaten, in col. ; 4, Bates, very steady, good
size and shape, fine rich col., runs very close; vhe.
Hartley; he, Critchlow; c, Bowdridge. SISKIN,
E[TC. (12): 1. Bowdridge, very fine Mealy Redpoll,

rare size, fine cond. ; 2, Pygott. pretty Lesser Red-
poll, in the [link of cond.; 3, Hartley, smart Twite,
line size, shape and markings, should Improve yet;

4, Purlett, Hire Twite, not so tight; vhe, Tonks;
he, Chick. A O. HARDBILL (7): 1, 2, Chick, nice

Hawfinch, very steady, rich col., fine eoud. and
smart Bramble, very forward, well up in eol.; 3,

Lockett, grand Bullie, good size and eoh, would
look better in larger show cage; 4, Wilson, nice
Crossbill, in lovely cond.; vhe, lie, .<:, Bowdridge.
BOFTBILL: 1, Whitmore, nice Song Thrush. NOV.
NOR. YULI,. (7); 1, lie, Westwood, nice III,, rare

head, nice sliape, good qual. and cond.; 2, Dunn,
rare size and shape, grand head, good eol. and qual.;

3, Steele, nice type. Hire feather and cond.; 4. Lane,
mkd. head and wings, nice type and feather: vt .

Kvaris; e, Cooper. 11 1 IT' (13): 1, vhe, Cob lough,

llbe size arid shape, grand col., nice qual.; 2, buna,
good var., sare size, grand shape, nice back anil

wings, runs close; 3, Culwick, typical cl., nice shape,
good qual.; 4, Mollard, good Shape, well up in size;

lie, Lane; c, Oldham UNI-UG. (12): 1, 2, Glover,
very fine head and wing mkd. yell, leading, lovely

shape and feather, good col., wins well; 2nd smart
cl. buff, capital type, nice qual, good carr. and
cond.; 3, Cooper, nice yell, green, good size, ,-liape

and col; 4, Bowden, neat yell; vhc, Golelougll; c,

Cratehley. NOR. HEN (17): 1, Steele, grand shapely
ci. huff, lovely qual., in the pink; 2, Westwood,
head mkd. buff, grand type, fine size and sliape

; 3,

he, Bowden, nice typical cl.
; 4, Culwick, neat veil.;

c, Walker. YORKS YELL. (5): 1, Hyde’s sp.l.,

Beckett, fine length, rare qua!, and pos.; 2,

Bleasanee, very typical, good qual.; 3, Pritchard,
very smart, good length, nice qual.; 4, Myccck, nice
type, fails eol. BUFF (7): 1, Chadwick, nice el.,

good qual; 2, Beckett, smart var.; 3, Banks and
Hesketh, nice type, good col.; 4, Brown, jun., neat
cl.; vhc, Dale; he, Beckett; c, Newman. YORKS
HEN (7): 1, Brown, sen., head and wing mkd. yell.*,

very shapely, nice qual. and col.; 2, Banks and
Hesketh, buff, tkd. head, nice shape and qua!.; 3,

Chadwick, nice yell., very typical, well put down;
4, Hall, neat c). yell.; vhc, Duckers and Colclough ;

he, Brown, jun.; c, Beckett. UNFLIG. YELL, (5):

1, Duckers and Colclough, very smart, good pos..

nice feather; 2, Pritchard, shapely and stylish; 3,

r
Beckett, good type, fine cond. ; 4, Myccck, well

placed; vhc, Brown, sen. BUFF (7): 1, Brown,
jun., fine length, good pos.; 2, Mycoek, runs win-
ner close, nice shape and 'qual.; 3, Duckers and
Colclough, well drawn, nice carr. ; 4, Beckett, right
stamp, excellent qual. ; vhc, he, Beckett.
Members’ classes contained some very meritorious

exhibits, some of which would have held their own
in the open. NOR. YELL.: 1, 2, Oldham. BUFF:
1, Oldham. HENS: 3, Oldham; 2, Wild; 3, Bates.
UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, 2, Cooper BUFF: 1, Whitmore.
YORKS YELL.: 1, Lawton; 2, Beckett; 3, Robin-
son; 4, Banks & Heskett. BUFF; 1, Pygott; 2,

vhc, Lawton; 3, Robinson; 4, Brown, jun. UNFLIG.
YEL. : 1, 2, c, Fygott

; 3, Beckett
;
vhc, Dale ; he,

Robinson. BUFF: 1, Robinson; 2, Beckett; 3,

Duckers and Colclough: 4. Brown, sen.; vhc, Haw-
ley; he, c, Lawton. HENS: 1, 2, Pygott; 3, Law-
ton; 4, Brown, sen.; vhc. Brown, jun.; he, Beckett;
c Robinson. BRIT.: 1, 3, Chadwick; 2, c, Newman;
4, Bates; vhc, Pygott; he, Robinson. LINNEjT: 1,

Bates; 2, Pygott; 3, Newman.
WARRINGTON.

The Warrington C.B.S. held its twentieth Annual
Show on Oct. 13 and lb', in the Cairo-st. Schools.

The room is- admirably adaptable for a cage bird

show, being well lighted and entirely free from
draughts. The Society is also fortunate in having
the three-tier .system of staging, whereby the
maximum number of exhibits may be staged in

the minimum of room, having plenty of space for

the visitors. A splendid classification was pro-

vided for all sections, but some classes had to be
‘cancelled. All the Norwich champion classes had
to go, as had five of the novice classes, in addi-

tion to three novice Yorkshire classes. Several of

the British classes also went. One factor which
undoubtedly led to this wholesale cancelling was
the early entry-closing date, the Friday previous to

show. Fanciers are used to the practice of look-

ing over their stock on Sundays to see which birds

to show the week following; and it takes some-
thing to shift the average fancier from practices

to which he has become accustomed. But the
officials informed us they had no choice in the
matter owing to the demands of the printer, who
refused to entertain the order for catalogues except
on his own terms, because he was short-handed
owing to enlistment*. The Secretary had no
option but to return a great number of entries at

the beginning of the week, because of the printer's

demands, and tbe Society ask the indulgence of
disappointed fanciers, and beg their support in the
future when the European black cloud has passed
away.
Border Fancies turned up well, and were so even

in quality that, the judge put on a few wrinkle*
in endeavouring to sort out the best. We noticed

that Mr. Large selected those which conformed
most to the standard. He dislikes a chest on a
Border, and only in very rare instances did he
select a bird which looked too much like a minia-

ture Norwich, and then only when the bird out-

shone its opponents in every other point. They
were consistently good and representative of all

part* of the country and of Scotland. Many prizes

went to the North Country cracks, Messrs. Shackley,
Wilson, Nicholson, Nelson. Bennett, Higgin, Cold-
beck and Johnstone staging some beauties.

British and hybrids were a nice lot. There was
an exceptionally fine class of Linnets and of Lesser
Redpolls. Messrs. S. T. Oldham, Whitney, Roth-
well, Fairliurst and Clare led in these classes. The
management was extra. The Secretary, Mr. War-
burton, worked hard to make the show a success,

and he was ably assisted by the past secretary,

Mr. J. M. Nelson, who knows show work from
, A

to Z and back again. They were assisted by some
hard-working fanciers, who were not downhearted,
and who intend to come up smiling again next
year. The judges were H. W. Battye, Norwich and
York?.; Geo. Large, Borders; and J. D. Leigh,

British and Hybrids. The exhibits of Messrs,

l’arlett and Cooper arrived too late to be judged.

YORKS., YELL. CK. (8): 1, Hibbert,. long straight

bird, splash on breast, very slim in body, penny in

cheeks; 2, Knowles, el., hardly so slim, nice oval

head and grand qual. ; 3, Dykes, cl., not so massive,

neat head; 4, Henderson and Crosby, cl., grand body
and style, beaten head points; vhe, Hirst; he, c,

Helsby. BUFF (7): 1, Knowles, mkd. wing and
head, nice level back and rounded breast

; 2, Dykes,

neck mark, trifle bigger bird, extra fine (fual., bit

open on breast; 3, Woodward, cl., grand upstanding

bird, well drawn, equal to either; 4, he, Hibbert,

cl., very taking exhibit, not quite same po.si.; vhc,

Henderson and Ciosby. HEN, YELL. (C) : 1, Hen-
derson and Crosby, an unfliglited, neck mkd., very

straight, nice level back and rounded head ; 2,

Dykes, cheek tkd.. longer, hardly the style ; 3.

Knowles, cl., beauty for type, grand straight tail

and fine wing carr.; 4, flwindley Bros., el. again,
straight as a poker, grand head and full neck, hit
pale In eol.

; vhc. II ir»t
; lie, Helsby. BIJI-'F <r,i :

J, Henderson and Crosby, beautiful hen, lovely
head, full neek, level hack and hrea-t, well roumled;
2, Dykes, long and straight, lovely feather, !rifh>
stouter; 3, Hibbert, grand baek arid front, wings
crossed; 4, Knowles, nine lien, good pos. ami
feather : vhc, Swimlb-y Bros. YELL. UNFLIG. 19)

;

1, Henderson and Crosby, lovely bird, neat oval
•head, grand pos., straight hack and tail, a big
one; 2, Hibbert, neek tkd., very rich col., i,,ee

length, beaten style; 3, Dykes, eye tkd.. grand posi.
and style, beaten in legs; 4, Harrison, lengthy rinn.
mkd., grand straight legs, qual. of Hie first; vhc,
Bray; be, Knowles,; e, Helsby. BUFF' ffi) : 1,

Hibbert, el., tried, length, nice expression of face,
might be of gentler sex, grand qual.; 2, Wood-
ward, el. again, longer and on similar lines; 3,
Dykes, varieg., nice posh, lovely bead, tail and
v/ings, inclined to climb; 4, Bray, wing and bead
mkd., nice rounded breast, and feather of tbo
silkiest: vhc, Ireland; he, Knowles; c, Hielsby.
NOV., YELL. 17): J, Rothwell, cl., very long, sweet
bead, nice brca*t and qual. ; 2, VVaddington, bigger
still, grand legs, buck and tail; 3, Bird, medium
length, very sweet, upright pos., grand qual., wo
preferred; 4, Grice, wing mkd., nice eol. arid rare
legs; vhc, Sutcliffe; lie, Jones; <:, Shipley. 'YELL.
HEN (fi): 1, Jtotbwell, lovely cl., grand length anil
poti., sweet head; 2, Hird, cl., lovely frontal,
straight up and stands well; 3, Sutcliffe, rieat head
and full neck, nice posi., bit thick at waist; 4,
Aldridge, mkd. wing, medium length, nice back;
vhe, Waddington; be, Helsby. BUFF (7): ], Roth-
well, medium length, nice qual., level back and
nice front; 2, Waddington, longer, neat head, lull
neek, nice round breast, beaten wings-; 3, Bird,
eyes mark and wing, nice eol. and style, godtl
posi.; 4, Sutcliffe, smaller, nice qual., good stock
hen : vhc, Grice; he, Jones; c, Aldridge. NOR.
BUFF CK. (7): T, and vhc, Nickols, big cl., very
smart bird, good robust corn)., neat, head; 2, Wood-
fine, var., nice round body, big head, trifle penny;
13. Garbutt, massive var., nice qual. for a big one,
bit browy; 4, Bailey, again a varieg., good head,
neck and type, might have gone up; vhc, Weston.
BORI)., CL. OK TKD. (13): ), Shackley, very sweet
ei., lovely type, grand wing and tail; 2, Stafford,
lovely oval head, nice level colour, little to choose

;

3, vhc, Nelson, trifle smaller, similar type, lovely
head, bit bare round eyes; 4, Nicholson, bit larger,
nice rounded body and baek, lovely qual.; he, Wil-
son; c, Madagan. BUFF CL. OK TKD. (13); J, 2,

Wilson, two beautiful exhibits, grand qual. and
wing carr.; 3, Higgin, grand wing and tail carr.,

shines like burnished gold
; 4, Egerton, sweet head

and expression, like wax, nothing to choose in the
lour; vhc, Bennett; he, Madagan: c, Shackley.
YELL. HEN (7): 1, Wilson, lovely little body, not
too big. absolutely perfect

; 2, Bennett, very
•similar type, just beaten qual.; 3, Nicholson, very
taking exhibit, grand oval head, lovely sheen; 4,

Barnett, similar style, nice shape, restless; vhc,
Ecker.sley; be. Nelson; c, Greenwcll. BUFF (14):
I, Higgin, grand type and style, lovely oval head,
shines like “Cherry Blossom”; 2, N'e!*on, feather
like glass; 3, McLaughton, wing tkd., looks about
perfect; 4, Bennett, grand tail and wing carr,, little

to choose: vhe, Wilson; he. Egerton: c. Bennington.
VAR. YELL. CK. OR HEN (7): 1, Nicholson, cinn.
mkd., beauty for type, feather and col.

; 2, Nelson,
eye and wing mark, lovely oval head, nice body
shape; 3, Bennett, wing tkd. and grizzle neck, nice
style, beaten qnal.

; 4, Garbutt, wings mark, lovely
type, grand feather, looked better when taking
notes. BUFF (11): 1, Wilson, wings and eye mark,
grand feather, lovely head, nice wing carr. ; 2,

Nicholson, lovely profile, nice body type, wings
and eyes marl; ; 3, Bennington, four pointed, bigger,
nice type though ; 4, Egerton, wing and eyes mark,
grand type, lovely head, feathered to perfection

;

vhc, Garbutt ; he, Cavanagh
; e, Clare. GREEN

YELL. CK. (8): 1, c, Coldbeck, grand eol. ant.
style, slim type ; 2, Johnston, rather more chest
sweet oval head, nice wing and tail: 3, 4, Middleton,
heavier in ticking, not quite so good under breast:
vhe, Whitelaw; he, Hampson. BUFF (as a class
better even than the yellows): 1, 2, Johnston, two
grand exhibits for col. and type: 3, 4, he. Middle-
ton, again two full coloured birds, lovely type and
sheen; vhc, Whitelaw. CINN. COCK OR HEN (7):

1, 3, Clare, grand cinny. col.. lovely markings: 3,

rather smaller, perhaps more chest; 2, c. Middleton,
yell., nice sheen and style; 4. vhe, Whitelaw, buff,
nice profile, sweet type and col.; he, Hampson.
LINNET (13) : 1. Oldham, lovely wedge shape,
grand breast marks, nice broad head and beautifn'
nut col., wins; 2, Wright, trifle bigger, nice mark*
and shape, good head and expression, very steady,
beaten col.; 3, Stafford, very similar, but mark-
ings not quite so distinct, more upright in carr.:

4, Watt, good deep chested Nor. type, extra fine

in eol., head and hack marks good, better eol. than
2nd and .3rd; vhe, Barnett: he, Rothwell; o.

Roberts. BRAMBLE OR CH AFF. IS) : 1, Roth-
well, grand Chaffie, beautiful col. and feather, rare
size, steady; 2, F’airhurst, big Mealy Bramble, grand
back and flank marks, light round eyes: 3, Macpher-
son. better col., grand head and back marks, we
preferred; 4, Barnett, Chaffinch, not the size of
winner: vhc, Oldham; he, Roberts; c, Beswick.
REDPOLL (15): 1. Clare, nice size and col., grand
breast marks and bib; 2, Wright, almost equal
except in bib ; 3, Osborne, again a good one, not
quite the col. on breast; 4. Barnett, great size,

nice flank marks, good back and head: vhe,
Eckersley : lie, Shackley; c, Marcclls. MULE (12):

!
1. 2, 3, 01dhs.ni. big Greenie leading, grand col. and
shape; 2, a Siskin, Fare size and col., good deep
body: 3, Redpoll, good col., rather small and slim:

4, vhe. he, Whitney and Son, Goldie, big buff,

great size and shape; vhc, Linnet, good buff, and
great size, might have been in money: c. Rice.

SELL., £1: 1, Guy: 2, Radford; 3, Johnson: 4,

Bailey: vhe, Ireland; he, Knowles. 12/C: l. Mercer;
2, Knowles; 3. Bennett; 4, Guy; vhc, Bailey; he,

Bennett ;
c, Johnson.

“PIGEONS”
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Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.
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Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AND DIFFICUtTIBS
.SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

ll)-All questions must be clearly written In ink

tor typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym, , „ .

(2)—The proper name and address m full of Quertsl
.

must always be written on a separate sheet oj

paper t
and enclosed with the Query.

(S)~Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books

,

instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(L)—Tlie department to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(C) Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the issue bcariny date of Saturday in the

following week.

( 7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, (z postal o)der for sixpence must accom-

pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Postmortems).
(B)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the ^Referee's'* Poor

Children's Fund (London).

(9)—.4// queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street ,
London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOAN.

PROTRACTED MOULTING ^J. B., Belfast).—The
cause of such prolonged moulting is that you either

have the bird in a draughty position, or where the

temperature is violently fluctuating. Either ef

these exciting causes must be removed before you

can hope to cure the effects. See that the bird is

kept in a fairlv comfortable place, not necessarily

overheated, but quite free from direct cold draughts,

and as equable as you can manage it, and. do not

by any means allow it to hang near or over burning

lights in tho evenings. Having attended to these

points, give a staple diet of three parts canary to

»ne part summer rape. In addition give separately

every second day for tho next month a piece of

bread and milk the size of a hazel nut with two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled

with soft sugar. On the alternate days give half a
teaspoonf til of a mixture of equal parts hemp,
uiger, white milet, teazle, and broken groats. Give

a plantain stalk or a few seed heads of shepherd's-

purse daily. Add to tho drinking water 20 drops

of chemical food every second day during the same

time. Allow bird to bathe three times a week if it

will do so voluntarily, but do not spray it.

THE BEST THING (G. R. Mason).—Candidly, the

best tiling to do with a Canary only two years old

which is already in the advanced bronchial condi-

tion yours appears to be in, is to mercifully end its

career and its sufferings at the same time. It would

be folly to attempt to breed with it. You may
try the following treatment for a month or two,

but I much fear no really permanent cure can be

effected. Keep in a comfortable and equable place,

which need not be overheated, but must be quite

free from direct cold draughts. In addition to the

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding lor Be-

ginners" (7d.); House's "Canary Manual" (1/2);

Battye's “ Yorkshire Canaries” (1 / li) ;
House's "Nor-

wich Canaries

"

(1/1); Weston's "Stoclt Booh" (7d.);

Dr. Clarke's"Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Norman's

"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Ilamsden ’

i

“Colour-feeding” (Sid.)

;

“Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2); or the "Nutshell” booklets (2J<2. each):

No. 5 "The Fet Canary,” No. 6 “Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 " The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Roller," No. 23

The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive, Prices quotea

are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154. Fleet Street,

London , E.C.

6taple seed diet give every third day for a fortnight

a morsel of bread and milk with two drops of cod

liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with maw
seed, and on the intervening days give first a pinch

of a mixture of equal oarts hemp, niger, teazle,

white millet, and linseed, and rest ether a morsel

of banana or a spray of watercress, or some similar

green salad. In the drinking water for three con-

secutive days add six drops of syrup of rhubarb

and as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence,

and after this give instead five drops each of oxymel
of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tincture of lobelia, and
sweet spirit of nitre. At the end of a fortnight stop

all medicines and extra food items for a fortnight,

and then resume them and give a fortnight’s course
as before. Suspend them again for a fortnight, and
then resume, and continue thus until the bird has
had four fortnightly courses.

CRAVING FOR FOOD (G. B. S.).—A great crav-

ing for food is not necessarily a sign of disease ; it

may be indicative of nothing more serious than a
gross appetite. All birds do not consume a similar

amount of feed, even when of the same variety and
similar in size; one will grow inordinately fat upon
an amount of food which would literally mean a
starvation diet for another. If your birds nibble

and waste the seed, that is another matter, and
they are probably suffering from some digestive

derangements, which the following course of treat-

ment should remove. Give a staple of three parts
canary to one part summer rape. In addition give

separately every second day for a fortnight a morsel
of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut sprinkled'’

with soft sugar, and on the alternate days give half
a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp.

niger, white millet, and half theso proportions ol

maw and gold of pleasufe. Give a small spray of

watercress or some other green salad daily. A cube
of hard common salt stuck in the wires for them
to peck at when they like would also prove bene-

ficial. In tho drinking water every second day for

week add six drops of syrup of buckthorn and
as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence, nnd
every secqnd day for a fortnight afterwards give

instead five drops each of tincture of gentian, tinc-

ture of calumba, and aromatic sulphurio acid.

A SUITABLE MATE (Mule).— I take it that your
object is to try to work up a Sib. strain for light

Mule breeding from the hen that has thrown pied

Mules from Linnet this season. If this surmise is

correct, as tho bird does not appear to have been
inbred previously, 1 would strongly advise you to
mate her if possible next season with one of her

own sons, choosing for the purpose Jlrst of all the

strongest and largest bird available, and if ho also

has plenty of colour so much the better. You do
not mention the colour of the hen, but you may use

tlio cock I suggest irrespective of yellow or buff

colour, although if tho hen is a yellow it would be

an advantage to have a buff cock, so if you can
liavo choice of either colour in birds equally suitable

in all other respects then select the buff. Test all

the hens Irom this mating the following season, and
keep all that show any greater tendency to throw
light Mules for future breeding on tho above lines.

You would also do well to try the hen in question

next season with the same Linnet, after she has
had one or two nests of pure OaDaries.
ANOTHER LONG MOULT (It. McDonald).—See

reply to “ J. B., Belfast," in this issue and treat

your bird accordingly. It is not unlikely that your
bird is also troubled with red mite attacks, which
causes it to do so much scratching. Examine the
cage thoroughly to see if this is tho case, and if

so see they are exterminated as you may have seen

advised to “ E. C.” in our issue of Oct. 2. The
addition of twelve drops of fluid magnesia to the
drinking water every second day for a week will

do much to allay the irritation.

THE CINNAMON PUZZLE (Cinny).—I think there
can be no doubt that you either overlooked or did

not know how to look for the pink colour of the
eye in your birds, as the breeding of cinnamon-
marked young from a cinnamon hen from a clear

cock is sufficient proof that he had a certain per-

centage of cinnamon blood in his veins, and un-,

doubtedly had the pink eye had you looked for it

properly. The pink colour is not at all noticeable
in adult birds, in which it is often necessary to

hold the bird so that the light is refracted at a
certain angle before the pink hue is seen very
clearly. You should be quite able to produce cinna-

manmarked cocks from a clear pink-eyed cock
mated to a cinnamon-marked hen, or vice-versa, or
from two lightly cinnamon-marked birds. The only
essential is that you must have cinnamon blood,
more or less, in the cock as well as the hen. There
should be no difficulty at all in this, as the York-
shire of to-day is so permeated with cinnamon
blood that it is more of a difficulty to get a bird
quite free from any trace of it.

LUMPS ON WINGS (Dangle).—The substances
you describe are abnormal feather growths which
may be easily removed by putting on ligatures of
thread or silk. You will doubtless find that they
narrow off with a kind of neck next the skin.

Around this narrow part tie a piece of thread or
silk, drawing it fairly tight, and knot it securely,
cut off ends of thread close to knots, and leave the
rest to nature. In the course of a week or so you
wiji find the substances wither, and ultimately drop
off, leaving no ill effect behind. It would do no
harm to add twelve drops of fluid magnesia to the
water every seeohd day for a week. No other medi-
cal treatment is reallv necessary.
WHEEZE AND SNAFFLE (Trooper, Stretfdrd).—

See that the bird is not exposed to cold draughts,
which is probably the cause of its condition. Keep
in a fairly warm place, v.’here the temperature is

fairly equable, but do not hang it near or over
burning lights in the evenings. Then, in addition to
its staple seed diet, give a morsel of bread and milk
with three drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and
sprinkled with soft sugar every second day for a
fortnight, and on the alternate days add to the
drinking water five drops each of oxymel of squills,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre. The
cessation of song may very probably be due to the
moult commencing, in which case it will not resume
until the moult is finished.
A. STP.ICK.—Replied to by post.

you feel confident, do not take too much notice of

yonr Canary friend’s reinarke. Let a recognised
judge see it on the show bench. He will soon tell

you if it is genuine or not.

WHAT BIRD? (Dawdon).—By your description I

should say your bird is a hen Blackstart. These
birds arc winter visitors to these shores. They
nest on tho Continent, being quite common in the
Swiss valleys. It should lie fed pn a good brand
of Inscctilo food and insects.

MANAGEMENT OF LINNET (Determined).—I

can quite understand your feelings, and have every
sympathy for you, especially as you appear to be
giving your bird every attention. In looking over
your method of feeding, it seems to me that you
are giving rather too much rape and linseed, and
I think you will find the following mixture suit

your bird better: Canary S parts, teazle 2 parts,
rape, charlock, and linseed 1 part each. Continue
the wild seeds, and ubout 3 days a week give a
little lightly cracked hemp and a little gold of
pleasure. If he is dull, dissolve in 2 tahlespoonsful
of water as much Glauber salts as will cover a
threepenny piece, and add S drops of syrup of
rhubarb. Give him a pinch of common salt
occasionally on his sand. Respecting books, have
you had our Nutshell on the Linnet? If not, I

would advise, you to get It.

VARIOUS QUESTIONS (N. V. Charles).—I am
glad to hear your Blackbird is improving. It will,

of course, take, soine little time to get quite sound,
especially just now during the moulting period. If

you are fond of birds and have the room, why
not erect a small aviary in your garden and keep
a few of the hardy Finches in it? They wbuld do
there both winter and summer. You could then, if

you felt disposed, have both cocks and hens in it.

If you made a cage you could keep half-a-dozen
cocks in one about 3ft. long, hut you would not be
abte to breed in it. For this purpose you would
require separate cages for each pair. It is not
a good plan to 6tand a cage in the open window of
a room ; it is generally a draughty position, and
birds easily take cold.
BUILDING AVIARY (Boy).—Your plan appears

to be quite all right, but I would suggest that you
either enlarge the opening to the inside flight or
make it very light by means of a good-sized win-
dow, or you will find that many of the birds will

never return to the ihside place once they get in
the open. Vegetation, of any kind in an aviary is

sure to be pecked by the birds. Cannot you
manage to have some of the ivy over the roof to

cage continually, give It pieces of arrowroot
biscuit at intervals during the day, and lightly
colour ito drinking-water with chemical food during
the day. Also mix a teaspoonful of cornflour
stiffly with boiled milk, let it stand for a couple
of hours, and then supply to the bird. You must
see that the bowels should move qui^e freely, but
the excreta should not be watery loose. (2) A: Yes,
but they will not take any barm from partaking
of milk sop, soft food and fruit if these are sup-
plied for tbe other inmates of the aviary. B.

:

It is the cold, wet periods that cause the risk, and
I consider Melba Finches are better in the bird-

room during tbe winter period, unless your aviary
is so constructed that tho birds can be eaisdly

driven into the shelter daily at dusk and shut up
for the night, and also during very severe periods
in the day time. Of course, on all dry genial
days they could enjoy the flight, say, from 11 a.m.
(or earlier) to 3 p.m. However, unless* your shelter

is light enough and large enough to make good
quarters for your birds for possibly a week at a
stretch, you had better put half-hardy species In

the birdroom for the winter and leave the others
outside to follow their own bent. C. : Melbas have
made many good attempts to reproduce their kind
during recent years, but till this summer complete
success has not been attained. One young bird

BRITISH BIRRS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
A REDPOLL AND OTHERS (Anxious).—No matter

how good a bird may be, if he crosses his wings it

is sure to tell against him when on the show bench.
If he only crosses them occasionally, it would not
make much difference, as most birds are inclinedi

to do it at times. Perhaps in looking over his
points you have rather exaggerated the failing in
wing carriage; anyway, if he is good otherwise I
woultT advise you to give him a chance. (2) A pale
blue background would suit your bird admirably, or
a dark holly-green if be is not very rich in colour.
Perhaps you could paint a couple of pieces of card
or wood the two colours and fit them in the backs
of cages and see which suits the bird best. (3)

With most judges a good natural-coloured bird
stands an equal chance with a fed one. (4) The
same remark applies to this question. Size, condi-

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST.
should consult Boulton’s great work, " Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7 / G) ;

Norman's “ British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Part 1 “Hardbills” (1/1), Part 2 "So/ thills”
(1/1); ‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarice's “ Septic or Bird
Fever” (7d.); "Colour-feeding ”

(3}d.); or the "Nut-
shell” booklets (2}d. ear.hf; No. 1 "Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark,” No. 4, "Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13
“Chaffinch,” No. 15 "Greenfinch," No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite,”' No. “25 “Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.,” No. 12 “ now to
Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

take off the bareness of the building? (2) I would
advise you to have a cock Linnet or Siskin in place
of one ox the Greenfinches, then I see no reason
why you should not succeed, anyway, in gettiDg
Slqies, if not the rarer Hybrids.
BREEDING LINNET MULES (C. Cumberland).—

With your Linnet you should only attempt to pair
one hen Canary, as the Linnet does not, as a rule,

breed freely with more than one lien. If you can
get a good stout Norwich hen, yellow if possible,

you cannot do better, although they are frequently
bred from other varieties, Yorkshires, etc. Your
cage will do admirably. As soon as you get your
birds, let them fly together all the winter, so as
to be quite chummy in the spring.

TAMING A BULLFINCH (Mrs. Essor).—I have
reai} youi* letter witn great interest, and it is pleas-
ing to know you think well of our paper. I think
where you made a mistake in trying to tame your
bird was in handling it before it was really steady.
All birds dislike being handled, and the wilder they
are, the more they dislike It. If you place the
hemp seed on your hand I have no doubt he will

goon perch on the finger to get it, of course, com-
mencing by offering it between the fingers, which
perhaps you have already done. After a time he
would let you touch him, and so by easy stages
you may accomplish all you want. It takes some
time for birds to lose their natural nervousness and
to become quite trusting.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners".

(1/1}); Arthur’s “Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (6d.);

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);
" Aviaries, Bird rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants "

(1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour feeding ” (3}d.); or the

"Nutshell” booklets (2}d. each); No. 6 " Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"

No. 10 "Avadavals," No. 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.
18 “Budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," No. 20
“ Waxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

has been successfully reared and at the present

time is doing well. If you have busks, rush nests

and sundry boxes and small barrels about in your

shelter, the usual nesting material will suffice,

whether tbe choice of a site be in the shelter or

open flight.

GREY PARROT ILL (Mrs. Ruston).—Keep the

bird in your warmest room, and in tlie snuggiest,

but not stuffy corner. Give of the cold mixture

(ipecacuanha wine, oxymel of squills and glycerine

in equal parts), half a teaspoonful daily in the

drinking-water (the latter to consist of two table-

spoonfuls, few Parrots consume more or all of this

quantity) till tbe trouble yields; also bathe or

spray its nostrils with a dilute solution of glyco-

thymoline, and put a little honey and borax in the

mouth daily; you can easily administer the latter

from the end of a stick, which, placed by its beak,

is readily bitten and played with and the mixture

then taken, or it can be lightly spread on a dry

crust or piece of biscuit. Cease giving the milk

pudding, but give the bird daily 10 drops of cod

liver oil emulsion on a piece of sponge cake or

anything similar the bird will cat. You must keep

its bowels moving freely (there must not be a

state of continuous diarrhoea), if necessary, by

giving two or three drops of tasteless castor oil

on a piece of plain cake, etc. Treat as above for

a few weeks, and then report progress. You have,

however, -

let it get into quite a bad state before

asking advice.

BRITISH .MUSEUM CATALOGUE, ETC. (H.

Holden).—(1) There are over twenty vols. of the

B.M.C. (Birds), and the price varies from 17s. to

28s. per vol., according to size and also number of

coloured plates. (2) The Guide to the Zoological

Gardens is 6d. paper cover, cloth Is.; the list* of

animals, birds, etc., in the menagerie are published,

periodically and the price is usually 4s. 6d., the last

was published in 1S9C, I think, though small monthly

lists of additions are published. All are obtain-

able at the Society’s office, Regent'a Dark, London,

N.W., or any other information concerning them

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAOE, F.Z.S.

AILING PARROT (R.I.H.).—By all means give

the magnesia in the water daily it such be necessary
to keep the bowels moving freely ; but for one day,
in lieu of the cod liver oil emulsion, put five drops
of tasteless castor oil on the sponge cake and
repeat the dose a fortnight hence. In all other
respect' treat as already advised. Allow this bird
as r-'.o ripo fruit as it will eat, also pieces of
bi.-rii.t >t.,i --rusts. There is no need to give sun-

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for 6blppfng, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Cioee, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.

tion and shape are of more importance than colour. I
“‘W extent, as canary seed, oat*, hemp

WHICH HAS THE BEST SONG? (.fames a. I

an -' saiilower seeds will suffice. .As it is rather thin,

Oldham).—Of the two birds mentioned, the ’ihrusn [encourage it to eat heartily ; it can have ail kinds

is the most continuous singer, but his noies are not
nearly so mellow as the Blackbird's. Of the two,
the latter is my favourite. His song is scarcely
so cheerful as the Thrush’s, but it is much richer
and, to my mind, far more musical. Both these
birds have their masterful performers, and
occasionally one bears an exceptional good one,
whereas others are scarcely worth listening to, so
if you fail to get a good one the first time, give
fiim his liberty and try again.
RARE HYBRIDS (W. F. Holgate).—,The Yellow

Bunting-Canary has not yet been produced to the
satisfaction of bird experts, although from time
to time someone claims to have bred them. (2)
Yes, I have heard of more than one case of Mules
having bred, but not among themselves. It lias

been with a bird of the parent stock; that is, a
Canary Mule paired to a Canary.
CLEAR MULE (J. Parnell).—I am pleased to

hear of your success and hope you will do well with
your bird on the bench. Do not be disappointed
if he should not be as large as some of the others,
as Mules grow a great deal between the first and
second moult. Tbe shape of the beak should
assist you in identification—not the colour of it. If

of nuts, but Brazil nuts should be given very spar-

ingly. 1 again emphasise tbe need of keeping the
boweis moving freely, oven if you have to give

the laxative daily; the cod liver oil emulsion should
assist in strengthening the bird. Also as much as

your leisure permits entertain it and play with it

at intervals, as the activity will certainly be
good for it. Ago usually manifests itself by tho
legs becoming very scaly, and the scales being hard
and horny. Putting all your details together there

is evidently an improvement in the bird, and if

you persevere with tho treatment the tendency to

constipation should gradually pass, but you must
watch closely against it anil resort to the laxative

whenever it appears. All tho items of diet you
name are wholesome, and tho bird can^be allowed

to eat heartily of them all. If there’ should be

further advensc bowel trouble you had better write

again at once, giving as full details os you can.

His cage should be kept in a light and airy posi-

tion, but where it will be free from draught, and
the temperature of any living room will suffice.

Get a packet of Parrot grit and put a pinch on
the top of its eced daily.

SENEGAL PARROT AND MELBA FINCHES
(L.A.W.).—<1) Keep a piece of cuttlebone in it*

POST MORTEMS.
Mr G. Yates, M.R-C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon oeafi

cage birds for a fee of 1*. 6d. each bird ; for reply,

direct, 2s. €d.; analysis. 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must bo sent packed in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee, tins and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

tbe dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and (t

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender &

J. W. Walters.—Acute inflammation of the bowel*

brought about by irritant poison.

Novice.—Apoplexy of the lungs following conges-

tion. The bird was too plethoric, the liver ,was

enlarged and congested. Probably your diet Is too

liberal ; tlie sample enclosed was quite good. Feed

your birds more sparingly, and give a saline aperient

in the drinking water occasionally.

Maurice Metcalfe.—Death from exhaustion fol-

lowing inflammation of the bowels, brought about

by ptomaines or poisons generated in the food.

j. M. Knight.—Pneumonia, not -quite the same

condition as the Bullfinch succumbed to. In*

diseases are quite distinct, and not of serious im-

port to yout remaining birds.
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‘ir
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I YVANTBD to Roll, Amazon Parrot, extra jdaln

talker, whistles, slugs, laughs, shakes hands, dances,

£S, bird and cage; cage cost 30/-; approval if ex-

1 penses paid
;
money llrst : KcUo, Moor Top, Ack>

worth. (®)

THOSE who fiavo bought or thooe who are about

to buy n Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

I it only costs 2Jd, post free, but the tips it gives are

priceless ; from: Cagr BlilDS, 154, Flcct-st., London,

H.C, (2d. from agents, a list of whom Is published

frequently.) .

COCK Madagascar Lovebird, 7/6; cock Red
Avadavat, 3/6, perfect condition ami health ; also

I
few largo single cages; beautifully mado

;
stamp par-

1 ticulars: R. E . Simpson, 3, Christ Church-avenue,
Armlcy, Leeds. (12)

SPLENDID African Grey Parrot, two years old,

|
thoroughly acclimatised, excellent talkof, whistler,

j

mimic, finger tame, splendid condition, no better

!
Parrot living: sacrifice .t'7 109., with cage; exchanges
considered : Miss Joyce, 9, Rosamond-p)., O.xfnrd-

" rd.. Manchester. (10)

A V AD.WATS! Avadavats are very charming littlo

birds, but tin y need care. The " Nutshell ’’ booklet,
“ Avadavats," contains full information on the
management of theso birds. Yon cannot do better

than have a copy by yon, and we shall he pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2Jd. Write, The
Publisher, Cack Bmos, 151, Fleet-st., London, 15. C.

THERE Is no more lovely seed eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully, lint you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14." from
CAGE BiliDS, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 2|d. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

LARGEST and oldest breeder of foreign birds in

England, all outdoor aviaries: Budgerigars, 6/-
pair; Yellows, 7/C; Zebra Finches, 12/6; odd cock,
6/6; Cutthroat, 5/-: Cockatiel cocks, 8/6 each;
Masked and Redbill Weavers, 3/- each; Madagascar
cock, 7/6; Bengalese, 5/-; White Java, 10/-; Red
Avadavat/, 5/-; Rufus-headed Finch, cock, 8/6;
Goldcnbreasted Waybill, 5/6; Cardinal, 10/-; all

been two years in aviary; cock Canaries, 6/6 and
7/6 each; Goldfinch cock, bred Mules, 7/6; Linnet,
61-

:

Sapsford, Hughenden House, Stanley-rd., Ted-
dington. . (7)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very heloful in-

formation on tliis variety will be found in " Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from CAaE
Birds, 154, Flcet-et., London, E»C. 2d. from our
agenta (list published frequently).
WAX BILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming ‘ foreigners.
They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in "Nutshell No. 20,” 2|d.
post free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. Call at any of our agents *nd get it for 2d.

I

(list frequently published).
LARGE African Weavers, black and gold, size of

Cardinals, in show plumage, most brilliant colour-
ings, 20/- each; lovely tame Troupial, in full song,
25/-; Blue Sugar Bird, acclimatised, show plumage,
25/-; one small tame Lesser Crested Cockatoo, 45/-;
one Bare-eyedi Cockatoo, 45/-; Golden-breasted
Conures, 25/- pair; All-green Conures, 25/- pair;
Golden-fronted Conures, 35/- pair; very tame African
Monkeys, 35/-; pair Cockatiels, 17/6; small Venezuela
Amazona, finger-tame, 36/- each ; Senegal Pigeons,
40/- pair; White-fronted Amazons, 35/- each: G. B.
Chapman Parrot Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams:
Parrakeet. ’Phone: Central 689.
PARROTS, largest stock ever seen in Hull. African
Greys, 60/-, 60/-, 70/- each: Amazons, in splendid
liCalth and feather, acclimatised and talking, 50/-,
35/-, 40/- each; a few extra good talkers, 50/-,
60/- ; one finger tame, come in lady's hand and kiss,
grand plain talker, £3 10/-; fine young Rock Parrot,
says few words, make good one, 20/-; one splendid
Xevaillant Parrot, fine talker, tame, good leather,
60/-; Indian Rock Mynahs, 40/- each, one talking,
60/-; all in 6plendid health and feather; will send
any Parrot on 48 hours’ approval ; cash or deposit
with Editor : Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (7)
TALKING Parrota. She iBlue<TTont<_*d Amazon,

talks all day, “'Mother, kettle’s boiling,’’ “ Hello
Polly,” “ Ta Ta,” etc., etc., guaranteed, £5; an-
other good talker, 70/-, and a fine lot, which say
a word or two, and coming on fine, 35/-, 40/- each;
beautiful talking Grey Parrot, £5, and a nice large
White Cockatoo, lady’s pet, 45/-; splendid Rock
Parrots, really nice birds, 7s. 6d., 10s. 6d. each,
one very tame, a real pet, 15/6, and' one making
nice talker, whistles, etc., 25/-, also England's
champion talking Parrot, says over 100 words, guar-
anteed, £10; send stamp for list of awards; Green
Budgerigars. 3/6, 4/-, 4/6 fpair: Fred Allen, 156,
Porter-st., Aviaries, Hull.

(12)

GIANT BR'EED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair. Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or
easy payment.

. (394 )

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

DE VON & CO.
Fire Finches, 12/- pair; Waxbills, 10/- ;Whydahs,

full colour, long tails, 12/-; out colour, 6/-; Com-
bassous, 61- pair; Cutthroats, singing Finches, Steel
Finches, 10/- pair; Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroos,

- very interesting, won’t bite, easily fed, 10/- each;
EuJars, 10/- each; Tit Larks, 1/- each; Grey Wag-
tails, 4/6 each; Blackbirds, 1/-; cock Canaries', 7/-;
Oopper-keaded Tanager, 30/-; Archbishops, £3 pair;
Yellow-wing Sugar Birdt, 36/- each’; Goldfish, tele-
scopo fantail, etc. ; see price lists ; ThTush, 3 /6 ;

Talking Macaw, £6; Quail Finches, 80/- pair;
Peach-faced Lovebirds, £3 pair; Budgerigars 6/-
pair; Yellow, 7/6; Tits, 2/- pair; Wagtails,
1/6; Dormice, 2/6 pair; gentles, 2/6 quart; ants’
fggs, flies, millet seed and sprays, cuttlefish, etc. :

114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

AVIARY BIRDS
Pairs: Ribbon Finches 9/-, Bishops 8/6, Golden billed

Wcuvers 10/-, Redbilleil Weavers, 10/-, Bronze Manni-
kins 10/6, Paradise Whyduh.s, tail foot long, 12/6;
ComhasBous 10/-, Yellow-rump Mannikins 25/-,
Jerdon's Accentors 27/6, White-checked Lnrlt Finches
30/-, Glossy Bay fronted Cow Birds 25/-: Cross,
Otterspuol, Liverpool.

PARROTS
Real African Grey, red tail, finger-tame, chattering,
£3 10s.

;
another, l)Pst talker in England, 4 years

here; Unger-tame Blue-front Amazon, 36/-; Yellow-
front Amazon, 80/-; finger-tame Senegal Parrot,

27/0; talking Mexican Double-front, £5: also amongst
rarities, the only Hawk-headed Parrot, Short-tailed
Parrot, Little Amazon, Vinaceous Amazon, Mueller’s
Parrot, Jardine’s Parrot, and Cuban Amazon in
England: Cross, Otterspool, Liverpool.

DOVES, QUAIL, PHEASANTS
Pairs: Barbary Doves 5/-, White 7/0, Aldahra SO/-,

Half-collared Senegal 20/-, Vinaceous Turtle 20/-,

Californian Crested Quail 25/-, Silver Pheasants 50/-,

Golden Pheasants 50/-; all to be seen nesting here.
Odd bird;; :' Wild Pigeon 12/6, Triangular Spotted
Pigeon 25/-, Purple Galensile 35/-, Crown Cranes,
Sarus Cranes, Swans, Canadian, Chinese, Egyptian
and Cereopsis Geese. It is worthy of note that I

have no shop, and buyers may see all stock out-
doors breeding under most natural conditions, upon
natural lakes and terraces, on the Otterspool
Estate: Cross, Otterspool, Liverpool.

COCKATOOS, MACAWS, PABRAKEETS
Giant talking Moluccan Salmon-crest Cockatoo, £10,
exhibition bird ; Lemon-crest Cockatoo, tinger-tame,
20/-; untamed, 17/6; Leadbeater 55/-, Lesser Sulphur-
crest, finger-tame, charming pet, 25/-; worth double;
pet.Nosicus Cockatoo, talks, 45/-; Bare-eyed 35/-,

Blood-stained Cockatoo £10/ Goffin’s £10, Du Corps
£10, talking Macaw,, finger-tame, £4; Lear’s Macaw,
talks; talking Alexandrine; Bengal Parrakeets,
variously described by shopkeepers as Plain’s Par-
rots, Green Indian Parrots,, etc., 10/6 each ; also
a talker, 25/- ; Nanday Conure 3/-, Blossom-head cock
35/-, Cockatiels, either sex, 9/- ; Red-necked Lorri-
keet 60/-, Moustache Jew Parrakeet 25/-, finger-tame
Gold-fronted Tui Parrakeet 35/-; breeding pairs:
Cockatiels 20/-, Green Budgerigars 6/6, Yellow
Budgerigars 8/6, Pennants £5, Red-mantled Rosellas
70/-, Cuban Conures £5, All-green. Conures 25/-,

Canary-wing Conures 50/-, Peach-face Love Birds
60/-: Cross, Otterspool, Liverpool.

TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

D2A IVIES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in pur-

chasing a Parrot we wish to oiler the finest selec-
tion of genuine Parrots in Europe, including African
Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos, MaCaws,
etc. We wish all intending purchasers of Parrots
to placj! themselves -in communication with us,
when we will immediately forward them a full list
of genuine Talking Parrots. The birds we offer are
exactly as described on price list; good, sound,
healthy stock at lowest market prices. We guar-
antee safe arrival of all stock, and despatch same
day as order arrives: G. B. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham. ’Phone, Central 689. Telegram,
“ Parrakeet.”

S.S. “PROFESSOR”
Arrived by the above steamer last week : 120

grand Blue-fronted Amazons, in finest condition;
persons requiring a real good genuine Talking
Parrot should not fail to send for price List; all
Parrots imported direct; over 500 actually on view;
largest selection in Great Britain : G. Chapman,
Parrot Importer. Birmingham. Telegrams, Parra-
keet. ’Phone, 689 Central.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, winch I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it
free of charge. Talking warranty given that if
Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once, for my price list and free large book. “Parrot
PFattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.
Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

[
VARIOUS BIRDS.

TWO hens Canaries, 1 yellow, 1 variegated, 2 cock
Goldfinches, lot 6 /-: H. Jones, 10 , SmithfieJd-terr..
Llanidloes.

(4 )

. BARGAINS, room wanted, pair Canary-reared Lin-
nets, 2 Greypates, 3/6 lot: Proudfoot, 18, Church-
rd., Lowestoft.

(5 )FOR sale, Yorkshire and Norwich cocks, on song,
5/- and 6/- each

;
also dark Goldfinch Mules, 6 /-

each : Sayers, Seawby-rd., Brigg. (4)
SHOW cock Blackbird, hand-reared three times
h.m., fine condition, 10 /6 ;

approval. Splendid pair
Rosellas, outdoors; perfect, £4: Stone, Comnfcn,
Sydenham.

(11 )

TWO cock Goldfinch Canary Mules, 1 Yellow York-
shire cock, 1 Buff Variegated Norwich cock; 22/- the
lot; approval: J. Nelson, 5, Hard-bank, Howmill,
nr. Carlisle.

(3 )

1914 Crested cock Canary, singing, 6/-; hen Bud-
gerigar, 2/6 ; C.M. singing cock Linnet, drooping
wing, 1/-; white cock Fantail, 1/-; exchange pullets:
Perks, 72, Laneaster-rd., Dollis-hill, London. (8)
TRUE pair (1915) hand reared Blackbirds, conk
coming on song, accept 10/-; 2 cock Rollers, 7/6,

8/6; five hens, 12/-; cock Goldfinch, 5/-; approval,
deposit: McDonald, 16, Rosldn-st., Aberdeen. (2)

Use our Notepaper.

I
WANTED.

I

WANTED anything alive: J opson, Newton Heath,
Manchester. < 10)

WANTED, Canaries: Royal Zoological Farm,
Shouter’s-hill, 'Kent. (9)
WANTED, Bullfinches, from catcher: W. Johnson,

05, George-st., Leeds. (4)
WANTED, singing cook Canaries: Miss Ro.-ey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. (5)

WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (189)

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries and British birds;
state prices: Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield.

OJ)
NOTICE! Will give 14/- per doz. Goldfinches, (!/-

per doz. hens: Day, 23, Oaklands Fark-av., Hi-gh-

rd., Ilford. (501)

WANTED all varieties Canaries and Mules, cheap,
cash scut with order: MoKeand, Stabriglit, Castle
Douglas. (470)

WANTED, Canaries, colour fed, for cash, or good
exchange, records: Pereival, 46, Burgess-st., Great
Grimsby. (8)

WANTED Canaries, cheap for cash ;
or exchange

tweed suit length, 25/-; approval: Heron, Burnside,

Castle Douglas. (11)

WANTED, pair of Rollers in exchange for violin

and bow: W. H. Perkins, 62, Greenliill-rd., Win-
chester, Hants. (3)

WANTED, for cash, Hardhilts, any variety, winner
or must be fit to win

;
approval : J. Telford, Market-

place, Langflotm. (501)

WANTED, Yorkshire cock Canaries, in good song,

deposit “Cage Birds” any quantity: Fraser. 161,

Crosslane, Salford. (12)

WANTED, a few cock Canaries, Rollers, Borders,

Norwich, Yorkshires; offers: Enoch Tame, Churcb-
st., Longton, Staffs. (12)

WANTED, birds, poultry, dogs, parrots, monkeys,
rabbits, mice; purchase or exchange: Barlow’s
Aviaries, Greenwich. (10)

WANTED for re-sale, all kinds surplus Canama
and Mules; send lowest price to A- Leitch, 520,

Galjowgatei Glasgow. (475)

WANTED, pair clap nets ; must be in good con-

dition ;
write size and price complete : Tight, Mill-

gate, Aylsham, Norfolk. (1)

WILL buy for cash any
,

quantity Goldfinch Mules,

Canaries, either sex; must be cheap:, Helyar, 55,

Patmos-rd., North Brixton. 6499)

WANTED, Canaries or Mules, natural of colour-fed;

state price for prompt cash to Robinson, ,33, Besson-

et.. New Cross, London, 3.E. (5)

WANTED, dealers, etc., weekly supply Goldfinch

cocks 14/-, hens 6/-, Linnets 2/C dozen: Mr. Fisher,

125, West-rd., Shoeburyness. (5)

WANTED for prompt cash, Amazon or African

Grey Parrot, price and particulars: Mrs. Lewis,

11a, Princes3-st., Aberystwyth. (11)

W’ANTED all kinds of birds; state price and par-

ticulars ;
will deposit cash : E. Jones, The Aviaries,

21, Caerleon-rd., -'Newport, Mon. (11)

WANTED all kinds of Canaries, must be healthy;

also British birds; state lowest price to: Gracie,

Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland. (10)

WANTED, stock and call cages
;
exchange 12 good

true-to-name dwaTf roses, sell 8/-; what offers?: S.

Nevard, 56, Myland, Colchester. v'l)

OFFERS in Canaries; exchange pair new Ayrshire
blankets, value 25/-; reversible travelling rug, 15/-:

Dawson, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (492)

BRITISH birds, from catchers, also mealworms and
Budgerigars ; only terms, deposit, or cash on safe

arrival: Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. (7)

WANTED any quantity of hen Canaries, stating

price and breed ; cheap for cash : Edward Bruce, 124,

Blackfriarsrd., Salford. Manchester. (433)

ROLLERS, Borders, Yorkshires, ana Norwich, cocks

and hens, wanted, cheap ff>r prompt, cash : Rossell.

85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (7)

WANTED, Norwich, Yorkshires, Borders, Crests,

and Cinnamons, best price given for typical birds

:

W. Powick, Eastfielcl Cottage, Dew.sbury, (4)

WANTED, few good colour-fed Norwich and*Nor-

wich cinnamons ;
good price for good birds : T.

Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (495)

WANTED, Belgian Hare*, all ages, in exchange for

strawberry plants, or cash : H. S. Newson, St.

Margaret Garden, Beceles-rd., Lowestoft. (5)

BIRDS, animals, beasts, or reptiles of every de-

scription bought, sold, or exchanged : Princess

Menageries, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (.9)

WANTED, large hen Canaries,* any breed, also*

mulers, young rabbits, tame mice ; cash or exchange

British: Bedford, 131, Gooch-rd., Birmingham. (11)

WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also Goldfinches

and Mules, cheap for cash, or exchange cages:

Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (10)

WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and Gold-

finches, either sex; state lowest price: Mcrrington,

Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (442)

WANTED, best cash offer for two Border cocks

(1915), my price 6/- each; must sell; approval:
Walker, 24, Londonderry-rd., Stockton-on-Tees. (5)

WANTED, dogs, puppies,' Canaries, British birds,

rabbits, Parrots, pigeons, cavies, bantams, etc.;

state full particulars; Arthur Wicks, Norwich.

WANTED, Goldfinches, Linnets) Mules, will give

5/- cocks and 1/- hens; straightforward dealings:

Miss Davie, 141, King’s-rd., Camden Town, N.W. (9)

WANTED hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each, also

hen Canaries, 1/- each small ones, 1/3 large ones : J.

Flower. 15. Pollard row, Bethnal Green, London.
(4)

WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED weekly supply of Goldfinches, Bramble-

finches, Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, cash deposit

Editjr: Dixon, Bird Dealer, Brown-st., Burnley.
^ (497)

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Mules;
weekly money by return of post; established 20

years: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Bromwich.
(ID

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Haw-
finches, Jays; good prices paid for any of above;
write: Thos. McCrystal, 16, Lauglands-rd., Govan,

, Glasgow. (9)

COCK Goldfinch Mule, or British wanted, will give

Palace aviary, with wood and wire divisions, etc.,

nearly new, sell 10/-: Robinson, 35, Bridge End-rd.,

Grantham. (8)

WANTED any quantity of Canaries. British and
Foreign birds, dogs, puppies, etc. ;

cash or exchange

:

Manager, Live Stock Emporium, 163, Princess-st.,

Manchester. (9)

WANTED Canaries or Parrot; exchange gent’s

bike, in splendid condition, 60/-; silver Hunter
watch, 16/-; gold seal pendant, S/6; Andrews, 23,

West-st., Harrow. (10)

WANTED, quantity 1915 Yorkshire and Norwich
(7/- pair), also cock Goldfinches, 15/- doz.; no
rubbish; deposit with "Cage Birds”: Hoyton, 47,

Camberwell Ncw-r<L (4)

NORWICH, Yorkshires, and Rollers; 0/- per pair
for good bards, colour fed preferred; cheque imme-
diately birds arrive In good condition: Broadhent,
355, I/Ondori-rd., Sheffield. (493)

WANTED, cage birds, books, H.M. British; ex-
change powerful telescope in leather case, light
fishing rod; sell 0/6 each, post free: Eric Schroder,
39, Tavlstock-drive, Nottingham. (501)

ONE 1915 Roller cock, singing, Randall's strain,

7/C
;

two unrelated hens, 4/6 ;
two-compartment

breeding cages, new last year, all fittings for breed,
ing, 4/4; lot 12/6: Bushworth, 228, Padiham-rd

,

Burnley. (10)
WANTED for spot cash, Parrots, Goldfinches,

Siskins, Bullfinches, Common Rabbits, Puppies, hen
Canaries, or anything alive; deposit; cash: bankers.
Union ^lank of Manchester: Regent Aviaries, Ordtall-
lane, Regent Bridge, Salford. (3)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity
;

cash deposited ; bapkers, County and West-
minster; particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-
port-plaee, Iloxton.

WANTED
Norwich and Yorkshires, Crest and Crested fired, all
kinds of Mules. Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
and other ilardbills, tor export trad-:; prompt ca h,
or depcoit; state price; also pure fired dog puppies
of all kinds: Howard and Sons, Bird Judges and
lligh-class Live Stock Dealers, 1, kSelater-st., and
28, Bethnal Green-rd., London ; also 77, Pitt-et., Nor-
wich. Best buyers in the country. Est. 63 years.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mulro,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Lcytcnotone. (341)

Wanted S;QflO Fairs Canaries
Wanted, for export, 5,000 pairs of Canaries, Nor-
wich, colour-fed,, natural fed, also Yorkshires, .cinna-
mons, Crests,' Lizards, any quantity. Goldfinch and
Linnet mules ; fair price given, and your cash is as
safe as the Bank of England; my bankers are Bar-
clay’s, Norwich, and London, County, and West-
minster, Shoreditch Branch, London. We are the
largest dealers in the world, also successful exhibi-
tors and breeders in England ; winners of over 5,000
money prizes and 500 special specials; established
63 years: Howard, 77, Pitt-st., Norwich, and Sciater-
st., Bethnal Green, London. (493)

' FANCIERS
wishing to dispose of their surplus stock of Canaries
should communicate immediately and state the
number of birds they have for disposal. We are
wanting any quantity of males, also pairs, including
the following breeds: Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich
and Rollers, also Goldfinch Mules ; the very best
prices are paid; no swindling; we are cash buyers
of any quantity : G. B, Chapman, Higli-st., Birming-
ham.

;

WANTED FOR EXPORT
ANY QUANTITY, ANY VARIETY OF

CANARIES AND HOLES.
Will give 71- per pair for good colour-fed York-
shires or Norwich; 5/- each cock Goldie Mules; 4/-

cock Linnet Mules. I also require Border Fancies,
Rollers, Crests, etc. Will deposit cash with Editor.

Send full particulars and stamp for reply.

H. GtEOHILL.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD. (494)

[sale or EXCHANGE.
|
Mainly British.

|

FRED ALLEN will exchange high class British for

Canaries and Parrots or Parakeets: 156, Porter-st.,
Hull. (12)

WILL exchange cock brown Linnet Mule, 1915, lor
colour-fed Yorkshire cock: Greeves, 55, Atkinson-rd...

Fulwell, Sunderland. (2>

WHAT offers in British or Foreign, for pairs 1915

Lizard Canaries: Humphries, Central Supply Stores,

Seaside, Eastbourne. (5)

NICE cock Goldfinch, muling Norwich hen, two
grand Lesser Redpolls ; 5/6 lot ;

offers : W. Conie,

Newtown, Raunds, Weilingboro’. (9)

EXCHANGE, white-leg Goldfinch, muler. lovely

colour, for cock Canary, 7/-: Lucas, 115, Newport-
rd., Stantonbury, near YVolverton. (3)

WILL give six H.-M. cock Redpolls and cash for

cocks, 2 Goldfinches, 2 Bullfinches, 1 Siskin: Robin-

son, 35, Bridge End-rd., Grantham. (8)

EXCHANGE twice house-moulted Greenfinch and
hen Canary, bred Mules, for cock Goldfinches or

Greypates: Williamson, Mount Pleasant, Riddings.
(9)

ALL cage-moulted; cock Chaffinch, hen Bramble, pair

Chaffinches, pair Greenfinches, two cock Y’dlowham-
mers, 6/- cash, or deposit; offers exchange: Alex.

Prentice, Newport, Wight. (11)

EXCHANGE house-moulted cock Greenfinch and
hen Chaffinch, laid two lots of eggs, in cage, for

largo cock Goldies or Bullfinches, cocks and hens;
approval: E. Carroll, 18, Robert-st., Oldham-rd.,
Failsworth, Manchester. (9)

Mainly Canaries,
j

DOZEN Norwich feeding hens, 18/-; exchange two
good Crests: Alex. Prentice, Newport, Wight. (11)
EXCHANGE some good Norwich or Yorkshire

for Rollers, or sell from 12/6 to 39/- pair : Butcher,
Eastover, Bridgwater. (8)

WHAT offers in Canaries, any variety, for suit

length, good tweed, or sell 25/-: McKeand, Sea-
bright, Cattle Douglas. (470)

OFFERS, in young cock Canaries, in exchange for
Crested, Crest-bred, and Roller hens: Jackson, 36A,

Regency-st., Westminster. (2)

EXCHANGE clear Crested Lancashire coppy cock
for good Roller songster: Jackson, 8, Sheredan-rd.,

Highams Park, London, E. (10)

NEW hanging cage, cycle saddle, acetylene lamp,
exchange for P.olleT cock, Goldfinch Mule: Butter-

worth, 147, Moss-st., Rochdale. (7)

BORDERS, four smart bens, 8/-; exchange double
breeders ;

offers ; yours first : Childers, 114 Wood-
pecker-rd., New Cross. London. (9)

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 6/6 pair;
hens, 3/- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 600 exception-
ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in
a very cold room and suitable for turning out of
doors immediately. We despatch same day as order
arrives

; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham. ’Phone—Central 689. Tele-
grams—Parrakeet.
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EXCHANGE high-clas» Norwich and Yorkshire for

good Hollers; approval holh ways: James Water-

Held, 34, Halford st., Smethwick. (9)

LARGE butt Norwich liens, i lie clear, one marked,

£>/• each; approval; exchange lor exmbltlon British:

llrewer, .Saiulhiirst place, Bedford. <«;

EXCHANGE, i'i yedow cocks, 4 yellow hens, 4 hull

In n Border fancy, for cock Goldfinches or Norwich :

Lorraine, 77, Quecn-st., Dumfries. (>)

EXCHANGE, two Norwich cocks, singing, and two

Hollers, lor cock Goldfinches, Mules, or Anything

o set u I : Windsor, John Cainphell-rd., Hackney, (6)

GRAND iclf-gm-ii Yorkshire hell, self cinnamon

Norwich lien, for yellow Yorkshire cock, or sell 20/-;

jours Hist: llowarth, 6, Chappells Court, Rochdale.

EXCHANGE high-class SeiTert Hollers or puHctu

for scrap Blass, copper, block tin, etc.; state quan-

tity : E. A. Dean, 28, Hope view, Carr lane, Shipley,

Yorkshire. (®)

TWO yellow Norwich- Yorkshire cocks, 1 variegated

cock, 2 ficus, 1(1 - the lot; exchange pair good Hollers

or Indgerigar: : l.angton, 5, \\ hitchead-st., Tho
Chaise, Nottiiighani. (0)

Hlll'li* Norwich
,
cock, yellow hen, winners, 15/-;

yellow cock, 10/-; hurt cock, <1/ ;
yellow lien, 3 G ex-

change, offers; wanted catcher's outfit: Uainmgcott,
Church st., Tiverton,' Devon. (8)

TWO hurt, one yellow variegated cinnamon Y'ork

shire rock, good birds, 8/6 cacti; wanted, dog, good

pair Norwich or ltollors, songsters: 11. Goodwin,

Old Cottages, Dawdon, Heaham. (8)

EXCHANGE, mtfnster Crested hen, 1915. 1st and

spl. first leather show, feathers over end of beak, for

gent. 'a cycle, small Winchester rifle, or sell 50/-:

Abel. The Grove, Nccton, 'Swartham. (7)

EXCHANGE, very large yellow Norwich hen and

show cage, 2 dozen good' 10 ii eh records, also Pathe

sound box, for Hollers or Yorkshires: \\ Gibbons,

S7, Park place, Uuphain Park, t lapham, S.W. (2)

EXCHANGE, one yellow Yoiksbire cock, six York-

shire liens, all Mule breeders, for Norwich or fresh-

caught British ; sell 11; approval wilingly: Alfred

Porter, Windsor Grove, Groveliill, Beverley, \orks^

WANTED, birds, watch, or. anything useful: ex-

change pedigree Miniature Pom. hitch puppy, twelve

weeks, llh. weight, go in pint cup, beautiful

Christmas present, sell £1: 27, Dobb Brow, West-

boughton. near Bolton. W
EXCHANGE, genuine talking Parrot and cage, will

say almost anything, sell on account husband joined

Army, lowest price £2; have had it 5 years, would

take part Yorkshire codes, and cash: Mrs. AVoolford,

7, Farmcr-st., Notting Hill Gate, London. (7)

EXCHANGE, lotfg, slim, typical buff Yorkshire

nock, 11115 bred, beautiful quality, natural colour,

won 1st and special Heading show, value £3, for

first class yellow, colour-fed, 1014 Yorkshire cock;

vours first: Thomas, 5, Barkham-rd., Wokingham,
Berks. (8 >

EXCHANGE smooth Fox Terrier dog, ij months,

by Camp Warden-Blue Belle: can win; also wire

bitch pup, by Master Wm’boy-Melton President

bitch, for pure-bred Canaries; or iscll, dog 80/-,

pup 25/- ;
approval both ways : Marginson, 28,

Barbara-st., Bolton. (a)

SALE or exchange for high-class Yorkshires,

Norwich, Holler Canaries, prize-bred self C-avies,

black, red and white; also silver-grey doe-, second

Palace; two youngsters out of the above; and good

stud buck, two steel-grey Dutch bucks, one a

winner: G. .1. Charles, Wcllesbourne, Warwick* (8)

Mil. STUART has several excellent Yorkshire

Canaries for disposal (single or pairs); liens, hurt

from 3.6 (1 Crested 7/6); cocks, 1915, parents cost

£3, Clears 7/G, 9/0 (a little rough), variegated 10/6,

12 6, 15/6, excellent; 1914 cocks, clears, yellows,

buffs and marked, 1 Crested 10/6 (one red hot one),

8/0, 10/6, 12*>, 15/-, 17/6; also 1 Norwich cock

(large), 15/-; also for sale, pairs of Bullfinches, 12/G,

15/-; pair of Goldiinches, Mulers, cost 15/-, hen 4/6;

all twice house moulted; Budgerigars, 8/6 pair ;

Roller cocks, really singing, 10/6 to 17/6; cages,

6d. each ; state wants with stamp to 14, Shepherds
Bush Green, Loudon, W. (9)

Mainly Foreign,
f

EXCHANGE Parrot and cage for gramophone and
records : Johnstone, Buccleuch-terrace, Langholm.

( 10 )

TRUE pair Green Budgerigars, breeders
;
exchange

for Bantams or young rabbits; send otters: Allison,

Hairdresser, Blyth. Northumberland. (9)
SPLENDID talking Amazon Parrot, in lovely

feather, and tame, 50/-, or will exchange Canaries,
Mules, etc. : Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (7)

Miscellaneous.
|

MITRE cutting machine, 4-in.; what offers cash,

or exchange : -Raw lings, 5, Slierborue-st., Islington,

London. (9)

GOOD English buck and doe rabbits, exchange cock
Goldfinches or common BautamS: Gibson, Otham,
Maidstone. (8)

WHAT offers in Canaries (Norwich), for good brown
spaniel dog, valued 25/-: D. Thomson, Firth View,
H. Wenijvis.
LADIES, gent.’s, and children’s boots, all sizes,

exchanged for Canaries : Exchange Co., 355, London-
rd„ Sheffield. (493)

EXCHANGE, good melodeon, "The Dulcet.” for

young Yorkshire cock, or self 7/6: Daniel, 20, Ataun-

st., Blaenavon. (1)

TWO llueless gas stoves, suit bird room, and one

gas lire, nearly new ; what offers V: Leigh, 57., Bold-

st ,
Altrincham. (8)

MANDOLINE harp, value 15/-, exchange Canaries;

six good pigeons for quiet terret: T, A. McLaren,
Fintona, co. Tyrone. (501)

SELL Banjo-Mandoline, 15/-; Jap Fiddle. 2/6; ex-

change birds, camera, or cycle: Graham, 10, Suther-

land-st., Gateshead. - (7)

EXCHANGE five red Dutch cavies, value 10/-, for

young Flemish or Belgian buck : Flewker, 66,

AYilliam-st., Heywood. (4)

EXCHANGE, 3 Yorkshire show cages, case, egg-

mill. for Rollers, Zebras, Budgerigars: Smith, Hair-

dresser, Binglev, York. (501)

SI IT length, whipcord, 25/-; AVhippct bitch, 15/-;

banjo, 15, : or useful exchange : Glover, Broadgreen-

rd., Old Swan, Liverpool. (10)

SALK or exchange, good guard. Cur and Bull
Terrier. 18 months, 15/6; Canaries; Smith, 5,

Columbia st.. Darlington. (10)

EXCHANGE, cricket bat, worth 10/-, or music
stand, for good singing Canary: A. E. Matthews,
13. Kiqg-st., Abergavenny. (2)

PAIR lady’s glare kid lace boots, new, good
quality, size 3, 8 6; bargain; exchange anv thing:
Howland. Orl ndon, Essex. (7)

EXCHANGE pedigree Fox Terrier hitch for Parrot
or anything ii- ful

; p; (fierce sent; approval: Riddle,
Surrcy-st., Canton, Cardin (9)

EXCHANGE two all-wire double breeding cages for

Norwich hen or two Border hens, anything useful .

Wallace, Mary-st., Falkirk. (4)

EXCHANGE dozen new ditch nets, 3 hew pairs

clap nets; what offers birds, anything: Dennett,

8, ifruner-rd., Walthamstow. (6)

LARGE square Parrot cage, 26 x 17J, exchange Can-
aries, sell 14/6: Lucas, 115, Newport rd , Stauton-
bury, near Wolvcrton, Bucks, (3)

TWIN Rex motor cycle, accumulator driven, £6;
bargain; exchange considered; particulars stamp:
Kirby, Dixon’s-sq., Lutterworth. (4j

BARGAIN. "Our Canaries," that cost 22/-, in

good condition, sacrifice 10/- : G. Pinckney, 4, Gorles-

ton rd., iS. Tottenham, N.
CONY seal muff and fur, new; exchange lady’s

rainproof coat, or anything useful : It. Willoughby,
37u, Ncwhainpton-rd., Wolverhampton. (4)

BUFF Yorkshire cock, two yellow liens, two double
breeders, 20/ ;

exchange pupil, anything: Nutmun,
llasington lane, Hctton, S.O., Durham. (10)

ENGLISH concertina, 42/.; Pekinese bitch, Co/-

;

musical box, 25/-; exchange 'large healthy Canaries:
Particulars, 17, Pembrokc-rd., Walthamstow. (It)

EXCHANGE eight compartment Roller singing

cabinet for good Holler cock on song, or sell 10/-:

346, Oldham rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. (9)

TWO hen Canaries, one large yellow green inuler;

exchange two British show cage or pair of Bull-

finches: Marnaeh, 16a, Melville-st., I.ochgelly. (9)

EXCHANGE pair Held -glasses and case, value 10/-,

for good lengthy yelloV Yorkshire cock: J. Getty,
Ferryquay-st., Coleraine, eo. Derry, Ireland. (491)

WILL give pear, loganberry, rose trees, aspidistra

plants, or fishing tackle for Goldfinches, Canaries,

or poultry : 29, Lady Margaret-rd., Southall. (3)

CROWN Zitner-naip, recently cost 35/-, accept

£1 1/-; exchange Canaries, loreign birds, offers:

Reynolds, 23, Mum-rcL, St. James, Northampton. (4;

GENT'S overcoat, good condition, 12/6; also gent's

riding breeches, sligntly worn, 10/-; exchange Can-

aries, anything: Powell, 74, Canterbury-sb., Coven-
try'. (.ID

TWENTY-TWO golf balls, undamaged, cost over

i'2, for two typical cocks, Aorkshiie or Norwich,
also cock Siskin for cock Goldie: Murray, Burnside,
Dingwall. ,

(11)

NulTCE! Will exchange concertina, good con-

dition, for any kind of birds
;
or books in exchange

for Bantams, mice : Cbas. Hendry, near Church,
Burnham Market. (4)

WILL sell, or exchange, six splendid homers, 3/-

pair, or exchange jScobins, Pouters, Canaries, Gold-

linclieij, Bullfinches: F. Jupps, Milland Cottage, Wis-

ley, Ripley, Surrey. (501)

LADY'S U-ct'. gold watch, 30/-, in good order; new
alarum clock, Big Ben, 10/6; lady's new wristlet

silver watch, 10/6; Canaries wanted: Walker, 271,

Bilsland-drive, ltuchill, Glasgow. (9)

NOTICE; we want birds, Parrots, ihonkeys, poul-

try, rabbits, cameras, gramophoues, record's, any-

thmg in exchange for cutlery and plate, etc.; write:

Smith Bros., 49, Pear-st., Sheffield. - (10)

BLUE cheq. cock 1912, can win In pen, gay pied

lien, 1912, flown Rennes twice, sell 10/- pair
;
or ex-

change British Finches; wanted, cock Hawfinch:
Mitchell, 121, Prinlaws, Leslie, Fife. (10)

WILL exchange Crystal Palace aviary, solid

mahogany frame, complete, for four cock Canaries;
must be young birds, Norwich or Borders: A.
Pocock, 98, Brigstock-rd., Thornton Heath. (

7

)

WHITE Orpington cockerel, bred from I'y tic’s

highest quality cock and 263-egg hen, April hatched;
exchange for good Roller Canary, or anything use-

ful : Jones, 54, Moss-rd., Birkdale, Lancs. (4)

EXCHANGE 2-h.p. P.A.J.V. motor cycle engine,
only run about 200 miles, for five good bred Roller
cocks, this year's, must lie singing, or £2: Wm.
Parkinson, 72, Water-st., Earley, via Colne, Yorks.

( 10 )

TO EXHIBITORS : Lemon-Crested White Cockatoo,
Missel Thrush, young cock Grey Wagtail, Redpoll,
Greenfinch, Chaffinch

;
Draper’s orgauette, good con-

dition; cheap or exchange; Stanley Roper, 11, Pros-
peet-pl., Keighley. (4)

CASSELL’S illustrated “ Canaries and Cage Birds,"
by W. A. Black»ton, W. Swaysland and Aug. F.
Wiener, in 56 6d. parts, with coloured plates, good
condition

;
what offers in casn : J. Halliday, 38,

N'ew-st., Plymouth. _(6)

ABSOLUTELY one of the best Greyhound-Shepherd
dogs living, splendid killer, silent, no better guard
living, person or property, inside or out, 17/6; ex-
change .cycle, watch, offers: 43, Hermitagc-rd., Coal-
ville, Leicestershire. (4)

EXCHANGE two male Pom puppies, little white,
7 weeks old, 10/-; two Norwich show cages and
case, 6/6; cock Bramblefinch, 2/-; exchange gramo-
phone records, or anything useful : Place, 22, Rhodes-
st., Wilson-st., Castieford. (4)

SACRIFICE housemoulted Linnet, father 10 Mule*,
splendid singer, -used to catching

;
house-moulted

Goldfinch, father 12 mules ; two Norwich hens,
mothers of Mules ; double breeding cage, seed, etc.

;

lot. 13/- : M., 25, Rossal!-rd., Ansdcll, Lytham. (6)

WILL give value in boots, ciothing, overcoats, bed-
ding, blankets, etc., or household goods of any de-
scription required, in exchange for Canaries, Par-
rots, monkeys, common poultry, Bantams, rabbits,
dogs, puppies, etc., or live stock of any description

;

stamp reply: Manager, Live Stock Exchange, 163,

Prinoess-st., Manchester. . (9)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, blankets, bed-
ding, draperies, cutlery, cycle tyres, clothing, or any-
thing required, for live stock of all descriptions,
birds, dogs, Parrots, monkeys, etc.

; oldest medium
of exchange in the Fancy

;
recommended by thou-

sands, condemned by none
;
prompt and honest deal-

ings; established 1888; write: Jopson's Exchange
Stores, Newton Heath, Manchester. (10)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
Is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography

; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s Mrd w
and foods, good commission : 1 rower, 442, C'alcdoni
nl- London.
SELL Tams' pafket bird seeds. 8cc special win

j

sale price licit for cage fronts, box cages, bottoi

j

tin ware, sprays, etc.; send post car’ll: Em
j
Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. u

Aquarium.
|

DARK Goldfish, 6 to 8in. long, 2/- each: New-
manli, 344, Old st., London. (16)

GOLDFISH SI- dozen, 211/- 1(10 ; ininnows Cd. doz.,

2/6 160; telescope fantail fish, 2/6 each; plants,
snails, etc.; price lists: Dc Von and Co., 114, Beth-
nal Green rd., Loudon.
PAIRS : CaUhli, 16/6 ; Rainbow Carp, 8/6; Mirror

Carp, 1/-; "Aquarium Management," Id.; giant Rats,
1/6; wanted, Lancashire!, Huilffm lies. Goldfinches,
Goldfish : Fisheries, Mountvernon-rd.,' Liverpool. (5 1

AQUARIUMS. all about Slocking -quai nmu wnn
plant*, rockery and fish, mid much helpful advice
on Hie feeding mid management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21/' 2ld. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 151, Fleet-st., London, K.C. (2d.

from agents, a lint of whom i* published frequently).

GOLDFISH, rare and temperature Osh, Japanese
and Chinese fantails, gudgeon, sticklebacks, weeds,
plants, snails, everything appertaining to the
aquaria: list free; catalogue of aquaria and vivaria,

Id.: L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st.,Clerkenweli-rd., Lon-
don, E.C. Fisheries: Carmiano, Piacenza, Italy.

Established over 56 years. Telegrams: Curdle, Lon-
don. Telephone: 4712 Holborn.

|

BUSINESSES.
CORN, seed, bird, etc., business; must eell

;
joining

colours: 56, Tainworth-rd., Croydon. (16)

Cavies.
ABYSSINIAN Cavies, 6d. each; tortoiseshell boar,

5/-, for War Fund: Miss Dudinan, Pitney House,
Langport, Somerset. (501)
CAV Y-kecpers Note! Nutshell 28, “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs)," is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating. Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2jd., post free, from Cage Burns, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C. %_

Cats.
|

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A higfily interesting arid instructive little- booklet,

dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding. Exhibiting, Management-. Diseases,

Varieties, etc., etc. 1’iice 2d., from cur Nutshell

agents, or 2.jd., post free, from Cage Bums, 154,

•Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Dress.
j

UNDERWOODS champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-; gents 3/9;
girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage
paid : Underwood, 36. York-st., Hultne/ Mane lie.-, ter.

|

Ferrets.

LAST year’s Ferrets, warranted quiet to handle and
good workers; bucks 5/-, does 5/6; approval; send

H O. : satisfaction guaranteed : Houghton, Boat Inn,

Northampton. (6)

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,

5/6; splendid Ferrets, good workens., guaranteed,

4/6 ;
excellent ones, 4/-: fourteen days approval;

cash or deposit: Thos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle.

Garden.
CHOICE dessert apples, l^d.

sample lb. 6d. post free: E.

chant, Bridgwater.

aer lb., free packing;
Butcher, Fruit Mer-

(8)

|

Household u^Tu^c.
|

LADIES Should WRITE T0-DAT
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARD S PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Hitter Apple, &c.

Sold in boxes. 1/1L by Hoots', Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Hranches and all Chemists. or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN. Ltd. Chemists, 34. DAISTON LANE, LONDON

Dogs for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

WANTED, Spaniets, broken, that retrieve, and
good workers : Selmc-s, Kedbourn. Herts. (9)

WANTED, 1,009 Fox Terrier dogs and puppies:
Kcnnclman, 163, Priuces«-st., Manchester. (9)

CHAMPION pedigree Bulldog, 6fi/-; exchange Can-
aries: Royal Zoological Farm, Sllooter’s-hill, Kent.
ALL my dogs on approval; state requirements:

Fanciers’ Providers, 24, Station-rd., Manor Park,
Essex. (7)

THREE good single breeding cages; exchange pair

of good clap nets complete : George Cowley, South
Mead-lane, Hcnstridge. (7)

GOOD Terrier bitch, three montlis, sell 10/-, or
exchange two good ferrets : George Cowley, South
Mead-lane, Henstridge. ' (7)

TW<5 game Bull Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/6 each, bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything: Bar-
low, Tobacconist', Greenwich. (10)
PURE Welsh Terrier bitch, good condition. 2 years,

clean, healthy, 12/-; exchange offers; approval:
Jones, Queens, Ystalyfera, Glam. (S)

PEDIGREE Fox Terrier puppies, S months; grann-
sircs Champion Collarbone -of Notts, Broc-kley "Toff;
12/6, or useful exchange: Barnes, 109, Bath-rd.,
Kettering. (7)
SPLENDID silver-haired Yorkshire Terrier dog, 18
months, 15/-; ditto bitch, lu months, 7/6: ex-
change other livestock: Seedsman, 163, Piincess-
st., Manchester. (9)

BLUE 'Joy Pom. dog, six weeks, grand coat,
healthy, ideal day’s pet, Haughty Prince pedigree,
£3, exchange His Master’s Voice gramophone:
Fqvle. Platelayers. Victoria-rd., New . Barnet, IlerU.

Kennel

LOVELY litter of Yorkshire Pekinese puppies. •
weeks, parents 41b. aud 61b.; these puppies are
fascinating little mites, healthy, sweet little faces,
6/- each: Wisher, Lunns-aven., Colwick-rd., Not-
tingham. (8)
MASSIVE Retriever-Airedale bitch, black and tan,

14 months, excellent guard; hunt, kill, retrieve, land
and water; sell, 10/6; exchange birds, anything
useful : Collinson, Confectioner, South st., Bourne.
Lines. Letters only. (9j
sues, mutton, Liuustable. offers high-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adulte cheap ; I hav«
seen Pekingese* sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures,’ uo better than l
eau erter for a mere trifle.

“ If/eRE of th; Dog," Nutshell No. 32, Is now
ready. Every One who keeps a dog will find tills

little booklet, of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, glooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequency, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds/'
154, Fleet st., London, E.C.

j

Mice.
PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; dormice,

2/6 pair; tame Japanese rats, 1/-; Miss Kosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. (5)
COLOURED mice, If- pair; rats, 1/- pair; bushey-
tailed dormice, 2/6 pair; price lists: De Von and
Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
MICK! Mice! Mice! ii you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled "l'ct Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and. is invaluable as a reference; price 2jd. poet
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., Loudon,
E.C.

[natural history.
BIRD-STUFFING done cheaply, quickly; 300 stuffed

birds, my selection, 1/- each; quantity preserving
powder, 1/- box: Fryett, Meccles. ’

(5)
BIRD-STUFFING and Mounting illustrated, 1/2;

illustrated catalogue, naturalists’ perquisites, arti-
ficial eyes, books free: Messrs. Davis, Museum
Works, Dart ford. (7)

Pigeons.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of o.:r “Nutshell" Booklets, Noe. 7 and 6,
which deal with these birds in a manner which will
set the fancier «on the high road to 6uccess. No. 7,
"'file Homing Pigeon"; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon.”
post free 2jd. each from " Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.
HIGH-CLASS Flemish and Belgians, cheap, exchange
Canaries: Royal Zoological Farm, Shooter’s-hill,
Kent. (9)
“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. SU,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected witn profitable rabbit keep-
ing. including Housing. Ilnti-lics, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Hearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd , post free, from Cagb Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper nianagemc«ut of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, aud deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. l’ric*

1/-, post free 1/lj, from "Cage Birds," 154, Fieet-
st., London, E.C.

Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. "Fishfflg In
River, Lake and Tond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this hlgtily-inotructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse lisli, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them ; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2)d. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

|

Various.
BRASS sundial ’and -stone pedestal for sale, good

condition, cheap: ,W. V., 35, First -av., Waltham-
stow. (494)
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 15/-; new loin,
double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; l.oon
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free;
liegentbird, 120, Old-st., London.
GRAMOPHONE records, any title, any make, by
return post; iiear the latest ‘‘Favourite,” 1/6

(double-side), ‘‘Till the Boys Come lloine”; sample
record sent post free 1/6: latest lists free: Douglas
Malcolm, Record Expert, 08, South Island place,
London, S.W. (10)

PETS
Charming Marmoset, White-eared, 35/-; Brown-
eared, 70/-; pet Mona Monkey, 50/-; Jerboa or pet
Miniature Kangaroo, 12/6; Desert Mouse of Egypt.
7/6: Dormice, 5/- pair; Guinea Pigs and Rabbits:
Cross, Ottcrspool, Liverpool.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenhenrt trout rods. 6/C each; roach
rods, pike rods. 2/9; trout flies, Ud dozen; gut sub-
stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every rlc?.

cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp ;’
raves

pounds: Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-

mingham. (424)

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Cam.. 154, Fleet
Street, by J. G Hammond and Co., l.T» Fleet
Lane, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT OHARGES. DURING THE WAR
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

our customers may rely on our continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free delivery

by own van London district. Carriage paid to any

country station in England and Wales 1/. cwt. extra.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, even if sent In

different names, are reckoned together, and, after

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by others, will bo charged at less than
tlio minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlincs, 1/-, 1/8 2/-, 2/0, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates fora

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must bo sent as tar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.

The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any
advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason tor so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear tlio bona-
fiilo name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing olticc, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate ot id. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements dose Tuesdays first post in each
week, and diotild be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE GIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
fho advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS " I

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We nreuofc responsible for the state- -

ments undo in advertisements, nor of

j

the bona-!idcs of either buyers or sellers

! In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—Tho intending purdiascr should
jend to this olllcc the amount of tlio purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same time bo
should communicate with the seller stating what it

is lie requireo sent on approval. Wo acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all cases

the depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly

aud distinctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until we hear from both parties that
the transaction has been completed. If a sale bas
been elicited, we band the amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale lias not beou effected, we return tbe
amount to the depositor. The transaction must be
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
hold the dcpo&it.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.-The fee Is Cd.

for each IT, or fraction of £1, aud it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT 1’OINTS.—The depositor muet
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of

the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,
uuless, that is, some other period of approval (of

which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify

us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If

the good3 arc not returned within the eaid forty-

eight hours, we reserve tlio right to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period.

And should the eeller fail within three days to notify

us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

NOTICE TO SIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established slock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal.hy.

APPLIANCES
WANTED British show cages and case; exchange

Goldies and Linnets: Write, 27, Stock-st., Burnley.
(23)

BIRD Houses, 30/-
;
outdoor aviaries, any design,

send for list: U. Ross, Poultry Appliance Works,
Forres, N.B. (17)
BIRD flutes, 50 years maker to theatre orchestras;

Roller flutes, p.o. 1/2 set: Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-ni.,
Walthamstow. (20)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex. (398)

THIRTY gross spring perches, also tools for mak-
ing same; write for particulars; Santos, 33, Lime-
grove, Shepherd’s Bush, London, W.
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manu-
facturer, Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (345)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass and clear
wire Palace shapes and other aviaries and cages
in the trade; send 2 stamps for illustrated lists;

established 40 years: McKeaud, Cage Manufacturer,
Castle Douglas. (470)
FOR sale, 120 British birds’ eggs, 6/-

; 15 cage fronts,

4/6
: 1 Canary hanging cage. 3/6; Crystal Palace

aviary, 10/-; splendid Thrush cage, 3/6; 2 double
breeders, 3/6 each; single breeder. 1/6; or 32/- the
lot; or will exchange for Budgerigars; stamp, par-

ticulars: Mr. R. Allen, 28, Knox-rd., Wellingborough,
Northants. (20)
EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern ; best quality and finish, as supplied to leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3
each, 3 for 6/-, six for 12/-; sliding front. Finch
show cages, beauties, 3/- each; carrying cases for

2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/-; any size made; show cages
and cages of every description : state requirements.
Note : I have no connection with any firm here or
elsewhere : Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.

FOR CAGES OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.
also planed boards for cage-making, wire fronts,
cage racks, travelling cases and everything re-

quired; all best quality and as cheap as possible;
illustrated catalogue free: Pass, Hueknall, Notts.

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- i-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“ M G.W." CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
E0 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10

3 6 dozen; 14 by 12, 4/- dozen; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen;
16 by 12, 4/6 dozen; 18 by 12, 5/3 dozen; 24 x 12,

7/- dozen. Norwich and Yorkshire show cages, 20/-

dozen; tin bottom, all wire top Linnet cages, seed-

box, fountain, complete, 17/- dozen, with 6eed
drawer, 20/- dozen; see price list for non-splash
baths, sprays, etc.: Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill
Passage, Longton, Staffs. (484)

CAGE FRONTS, 12 x 10 or 12

*/6 doz. ; 14x12, a- doz. ; 16x12, 4/6 doz.; 18x12, 5/3
•loz.; 24x12, 7/- doz.; Yorkshire club show cage®,
i9 /• doz.; all-wire top Linnet cages, with seed
drawers and fountains complete, 16/6 doz.; non-
rplasb baths, 6/-, 7/-, 8/- doz.; reliable birdlime,
I’d. box, 16/- gross, 31b. tin 3/6; white pottery bat
drinkers, 8/- gross; King nickel pump sprays, all

metal, 16/0 doz.; we supply the leading dealers:
Pioneer Cage Works, Commercial-st., Stoke-on-
Trent.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartments', loose wire
fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used; none
better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything
required free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

THE NEATEST CAGE FRONTS
12 I 12 or 10. 4d., 3/6 doz.; 14 x 12, 4£d., 4/- doz.;
16 x 12, 6d., 4/6 doz.; 18 x 12, 5Jd„ 5/- doz.; 20 x
12, 6d., 6/6 doz.

;
24 x 12 or 14, 8d. each, 7/- doz.

Seed boxes from 1/6 doz ;
seed mills, 1/6 each

;

pierced bars, lOd. doz., 7/6 gross; tinned wire, 7 lbs.

2/6; Yorks, show cages, 1/9; Norwich, 1/9; auto-
matic hoppers, 1/- ; sprays, ’ 4d.

;
tin fountains, 5/6

gross; grand all-metal box cages, 2/6 each: Pimm,
Icknield Port-rd., Birmingham. (11)

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRf.P CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC

in fact, everything for the bird room
; send for

catalogue, post free ; established 50 years : Sandi-
ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

BREEDING CAGES, ETC.
If you want to be safe, secure now. Double, 5/-

and 6/6 each; fitted complete with every requisite;
both loose fronts.

THE LIME DF ALL BIRDLIMES
XXX birdlime, 2d„ 4d., 6d.; invisible, self-acting

trap-net, catch without ruffling a feather; post

free, for small birds, 1/6 and 2/- ; large birds, 2/7

;

for other trap-cages, etc., send for illustrated trap

list: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Boards for cage making, planed both sides and

edges, 8in. 2/5, 9in. 2/9, lOin. 3/1, 25ft. ;
8in. 4/5, 9in.

5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.; best hand-planed and sand-

papered boards, 8in. 5/2, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 6/8, 50ft.;

tin seed boxes, 1/9, 2/3, 2/9 dozen ;
egg drawers, 2d.

each, 2/- dozen
;
seed mills, 1/6 each

;
punched bars,

1/2 dozen; cage wire, 6d. lb., 7 lbs. 8/-; oval perch-

ing, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft. ; stamp for list all appli-

ances : Stanton, 33, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

( 11 )

THINK THIS OVER
So confident am I in the superiority of my goods

over any others on the market, that I invite all In-

tending purchasers to have anything on approval,

and if they find it is not exactly as described or

in any way not satisfactory they are at liberty to
smash it up or destroy it in any way they like, and
I will refund every penny of their money without
question or comment. Clap nets, made from 60s

3-ply superfine thread netting, finch mesh, 3 yards
long, 5jft. deep, 4ft. fly, 5/- pair; ditto, 4 yards 6/-,

5 yards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-, 7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-,

9 yards 11/-, 10 yards 12/- per pair. All clap nete
consist of two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed
to* be exact measurement as above, and all are

fitted complete with all pegs, poles and pull lines,

ready for immediate setting. Loose thread netting
knitted specially for bird catching, as used in above
nets, 7ft. deep 3jd. yard, ditto, Oft. deep, 41d. yard,

ditto, 12ft. deep, 5jd. yard, post free. Real Italian

hemp pull lines, specially spun without snarl, and
strong as boat lines, 08 yards long, 1/9 post free.

Genuine Japanese bird lime, guaranteed to hold any
bird that flies, elands all weathers, and specially

good in fog or drizzle, 7d. fib., 1/- fib., 1/8 lb., sample
4d., all post free. Bird brace swivels, three 3d.,

twelve 6d., post free. Flirt pegs and lines, Gd. each,
poet free. Double flirt pegs, 9d. each, post free.

Penny tin drinkers, 9d. dozen, three dozen 2/-, 6/-

j

gross. Zinc drinker®, same size, 1/- dozen, three
dozen 2/6, 7/- gross. Kindly note, all the leading
professional^ birdcatchers purchase their appliances

! from me, eo follow their lead and patronise the
I man who really knows what is required for successful

[

bird-catching.
1 W. GORE. COOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

action will be treated as ended, aud the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.

6.-A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction has been completed to tbe satisfaction

of botli depositor and seller, both parties must at

onco return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor must at the same
time inetruei us to pay over the deposit to the

seller.

6.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are

sold before our deposit rote reaches the teller, or

if for any other reason he declines to do business,

he must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve tbe right to return the

deposit to the sender after the expiration of three

days.
7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In ease no sale be

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a

fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee he

paid.
8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller’s risk, and any damage or loss sustained

on tlio journey muet be borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t bo properly packed and
returned oy the samo means as were used in sending

th9 same.
9.—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
the vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

ij li..ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.— Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

WALSH HOLDFAST BIRDLIME

Is always alike, good and reliable, will hold in

any weather; packed in lever-lid tins, ilb. 8d., Jib.

1/1, lib. 1/10; call cages, 9d. ;
Linnet cages, 1/3;

Lark cages, 1/3; Finch cages, 1/6; double trap
cages, 1/6; trap and call cages, 1/6; catchers’ boxes
and store cage combined, 3/6 ;

dealers, send for

trade_p rices: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (24)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES-
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-
card; three tons cold every year; jib. tin
sample. 7d. ; Jib. 1/-; lib. 1/8, all post free:
single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage HI
centre, 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist. Preston, Lancs.

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 do2. ; 15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order.
Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,
fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d., 4|in. 1/-, 5in. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/-

each, two lor 3/9, 6 for 11/-, 21/- doz.;
zinc drinkers, 1/3 doz. ; black tin, 1/-

doz. ; covered tops, 1/6 doz.
;

British
show cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9; three-ply wood
travelling cases, to hold two cages,

4/6; 3 cages, 6/6; 4 cages, 6/6; bird sprays,

rubber pipe and ball and nickel spray, 2/-, post paid

;

the King nickel pump spray, in one piece, no rubber
to burst, 2/-, post paid. See illustrated catalogue
for all cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages,

Roller cages, seed boxes, etc.—ENOCH TAMS, Church
Street, Longton, Staffs.

[foods.
PRIVET berries, 100 large bunches post free 8d. :

Samuel Young, Netmaker, Misterton, Somerset. (4)

PRIVET berries, extra large, 3d., Cd., 1/- a bundle,
post free: Askew, 24, Chelsham-rd., Clapham, S.W.

(15)
MEALWORM'S, English, with keeping directions,

2/- 1,000, 71- lb. : Mise Rosey, Rosemary House, East-
bourne. (19)

"CAGE BIRDS”
specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book bas over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help to, and a double check for judges, while
there is always a slip free to he sent to tbe printers

of the catalogue.
Prices:—1 Copy, 6d. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.

|

A sample page on application to "CACE BIRDS,"

184, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

OUR GIANT SPANISH
Is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

Approx, wght.
Peck Bshl. per bshl cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary ...4/6 17/6 58ibs. 34/-

Large ditto .4/3 16/6 58lbs. 32/-

Fine ditto 01- 15/6 58lbs. 30/-

Good ditto 3/9 14/6 58lbS. 28/-

Best Morocco ditto ... 3/6 13/6 58IUS. 26/-

Best Bold Hemp 2/- 7/6 42lbS. 19/-

Best White Millet ....3/3 12/6 52Ibs. 27/-

Best Indian Millet .... 3/6 13/6 56!bs. 26/-

Summer Rape 4/6 17/6 52lbs. 36/-

Extra Bold Linseed 31- 11/6 52lbs. 25/-

Teazle 3/6 13/6 28ibs. 54/-

Niger Seed 3/- 11/6 48lbs. 45/-

Sunflower, Black, Striped 4/6 17/6 281130 66 /-

Mixed Seed for Aviaries. . 2/6 9/6 531bs. 20 1
-

Ditto, Foreign Finches 3/- 11/6 58lbs. 23/-

Ditto, Parrots 3/- 11/6 40lbs. 33/-

Ditto, Canaries 3/6 13/6 571bo. 27/-

Ditto, British Finch .. 3/- 11/6 58lbs. 23/-

TRY OUR WILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.

No value in the world like it. 2/6 peck. 1 libs., or
3/- 14lbs. 1 peck post free 3/6. Quotations given
for, and special mixtures can be mixed according

to fanciers’ own requirements.

OUR FINCH TITBITS, 1/- 16., our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT IS PERFECTION.
1/- J-cwt., 1/9 j-ewt., 3/- cwt.

Maw 9d., Sesame 8d., Dandelion 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.;

Thistle 4d. oz., 5/- lb.; Cornflower, 4d. oz., 5/- lb.;

Cuttlefish, 6d. and 9d. bag, large 1/6 lb. Millet
Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

Ants’ Eggs, 2/6; choice, 3/6; Dried Flies, 2/- and 2/3
lb.; Silkworm Pupae, ground or whole, 1/3 lb., p06t

free. Meat Meal, 3d.; Biscuit Meal, 3d. lb.

MOULTING CONDITION TONIC AND SINGING
^ MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure is the talk of the Fancy. 3d., 6d.,

1/-. Post free.

Our Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
is run down. 3d., 6d., 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener. 3d., 6d.,

1/-. Post free.

Price List and Samples Free.

trower & co.,
Seed Merchants and Bird Food

Specialists,

442, Caledonian Road,

82, Roman Road,
King’s Cross,

LONDON,
’Phone: 1320 North. Opposite Caledonian Rd.

Tube Station.

WASP grubs, 6d., 1/-, 2/- packages free; only
obtainable in England from Torpy, Naturalist.
Bradford. _ (7)

PRIVET berries, 100 large and ripe bunche.s by
return po3t, 8d. : F. Groom, Gaddesden-pl., Hemel
Hempstead, Herts. (15)

ANT eggs, special, 3/- lb.; dried flies, 2/- lb. ; dried
egg yolk, 2/6 lb.: L. Cura & Sons, Vine-st., Clerken-
well-rd., London, E.C.
PRIVET berries. Bullfinches’ grand natural food,

135 large ripe bunches, 1/- post free: Mrs. Teat,
Ermine-terr., Ancaster, Grantham. (18)

MEALWORM'S, 2/6 1,000; gentles, 2/C quart; ants’

eggs, SI- lb.
;
dried flies, 1/9 and 2/- lb. ; cuttlefish,

8d. lb.; insectivorous food, Gd., 1/-, and 1/6 lb.;

price lists: De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd.,

London.
WELL dried hardheads for Britishers, 500 1/-, post

free: Marnoch, 16a, Melville-st., Lochgelly, N.B. (24)

HARDHEADS, 500 1/-; privet berries, large parcel,

postage paid, 1/-: Robert Irvine, 24, l’erth-st., Blair-

gowrie, Perthshire. (24)

DOUBLE-screened Mazagan Canary seed, 27/- cwt.,

3/6 stone
;

best Spanish, 4/6 stone, 83/- cw t.

;

cleaned Canary grit, 3/- cwt.; special mixed seed,

fanciers’ blend, without white seed, 4Jd. a lb., 4/0

stone; cleaned ants’ eggs, 8/- lb., 1/9 half; mixedi

bird seed, 3/6 stone: Edwin North, 443, Manchcs-
ter-rd., Bradford. (24)

MEALWORMS; largest stock in England, no wait-

ing or disappointment; 6 9 lb.; special post paid

1/-, 21- boxes ;
dried flics, 2/- lb. ; ants’ eggs, 3/- lb.

;

Spanish canary, extra bold, 14 lbs. 4/-; No. 2, 14 lbs.

3/4; hemp, 14 lbs. 2/-; linseed, 14 lbs. 2/6; lngar,

14 lbs. 3/-; Lark, Thrush food, 6d. lb.; crisscl, 4d.

lb.; cuttlefish, 1/- lb.; for other foods see price

list: Enoch Tams, Cburch-rd., Longton, Staffs. (484)

You like

HYDE’S
Bird Seeds!

Have you tried their

DOG & PUPPY
CAKES?

Wholesale ot

R. Hyde & Co., Ltd., Camberwell
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SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blacklrite Gape Cire
6d., 1/-, 2/-, 4/- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackekite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & I /- bolts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., I /- & 2 /- bolts.

Condition Pills . . . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrikea Powder . . 6d. & 1 /• tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & I /* tins

Eye Lotion . . . . . . 1 /- botts.

Feather Disease Cure
6d., I /- & 5 /- botts

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & I /- tins

Poultry Liniment . . . . 1 /- botts.

Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)

Roup Paste . . . . 6d. & 1 /- tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /• tins
" Canaradyne," for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., I /- and 2 /6 botts.

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., 1/- and 2/6 botts.

" Pennakura ” (for destroying
external parasites and pre-
venting leather-eating in

cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.
“ Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-

flammation of Stomach
In 3d., 6d. and I /- boxes

Parrot Tonic. . .. In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value
1/- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

|

SPRATT3 PATENT LTD' 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

HELLO* MAGGOTS
Live maggots, the masterpiece of all foods for
Canaries, birds, chicks, etc., used by all the lead-
ing fanciers; sample quart tin, 1J-, on rail: The
Maggotcrium, Longlee, Keighley.

GENUINE SPANISH CANARY SEED.
Fanciers, please note. We are direct Importers

of Spanish Canary Seed, and can offer you the
very best qualities at the lowest possible prices.

14 bs 281 b iic!bs.
Spl. Giant Spanish Canary Seed 6/- S/- 32/6
Bold Spanish Canary Seed 4/- 7/6 28/-
Giant Spanish Canary Seed 4/6 8/. 30/-
Finest Dutch Hemp Seed 3/3 6/6 24/-
Summer Rape Seed 4/- 7/6 28/-

Speeial quotations for larger quantities.
WALSHS CHAMPION COLOUR FOODS.

Being Direct Importers, we purchase only the
very best obtainable.
Pure Tasteless Pepper, the richest and best

coloured Pepper imported, 1/6 lb., Slbs. 4 /-, Hlbs.
17/6.

Hot Natal Pepper, specially imported for cage
birds, 2/6 lb., 31bs. 7/-.

Walsh's Celebrated Egg Bread, with or with-
out colour, 1/6 lb., 3!bs. 4/-.

Walsh’s insectivorous Food, with or without
colour, 1/6 lb., Slbs. 4/-.

Pure Sulphate of Iron, 1/- lb.

Special Biscuit Meal, with Egg Flake, 6d. Ib.
71bs. 3/-.

Pure Yolk of Egg, finely ground. 3/- Ib.
. WALSHS RELIABLE FOODS.

Large English Mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 2/9,
8/6 lb.

Live White Gentles, 3.000 9d., 2/6 lb.
Ants’ Eggs, good quality, 3/6 lb.

Dried Flies, 2/6 lb. Ciissel, 4d. lb.
Lark or Thrush Food. 6d. lb. .

| Cuttlefish Bone, 1/. lb.

FRESHLY-GATHERED WILD SEEDS.
Charlock, Teazel, ami Mixed Wild Seeds, all

6d. quart, 1/9 gallon.
Dandelion Seed, 4ozs. 1/-, 3/6 lb.

Lettuce Seed, 4ozs. 7d., 1/6 lb.

Thistle, 4ozs. 1/6, 5/- ib.

Knapweed, 4ozs. 1/6, 5/. lb.

Plantain, 4ozs. 7d., 1/6 lb.

Turnip, 4ozs. 7d., 1/6 Ib.

Pecko, the best conditioner known for all
British seed-eaters, 2/- lb.

Condition Seed for Canaries, 6d. lb.. Tibs. 3/-.
THE MAGNET B.1RD MEDICINES.

Arc carefully prepared by a practical expert with
life experience. They have proved themselves
worthy of imitation, hut. have no equals. Refuse
all imitations and substitutes.
Magnet Asthma Cure, for colds, asthma, and

wheezing.
Magnet Inflammalion Cure for inflammation of

the bowels and all derangements of the stomach.
Magnet Moulting Mixture, ensures a quick and

perfect moult.

;

Magnet Bird Tonic, enriches the blood and
strengthens the whole system, a certain cure for
soft moult, going light, and general weakness.
Magnet Diarrhoea Cure.
All 7d. per bottle, post free.
Magnet Feather Gloss. Produces that brilliant

gloss and finish, 1/3 bottle.
Magnet Bird Soap, 7Jd. box. Post free

Walsh, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn
Telephone 647.

(24)

REMOVAL NOTICE
Taylor’* of Colour Food and Mighty Atom* fame,
beg to give iiotdcp that owing to increasing demands
on space they have removed their Central Store*
to larger and more commodious premiaca at 20 .

Lancaster rd., Preston. Don't forget it, there i»
no colour food like Taylor'* Sunshine, no condition
eccd like “ Mighty Atoms.” Prices the same. Write
u» enclosing 2 Stamps for samples of any kind of
seeds.

SANDIFORD’S
FAMOUS Colour Food.

In use by all leading exhibitors. Prices:

—

lib. 2/-, 2lbs. 3/6, Slbs. 7/6, 14lbs. 17/.. Hot
Natal, 11b. 2/-, 2ibs. 3/8, Slbs. 8/3. All carriage
paid. SPANISH CANARY SEED.
Giant Spanish, 14lbs. 5/-, 56lbs. 17/6, 112lbs. 34/-.

Bold Spanish, Hlbs. 4/-, S6lbs. 15/6, 112lbs. 30/-.

PURE YOLK OF EGG
Genuine yolk of eggs, 3/- lb., 3lbs. 8/-, postage

extra.

New Cure All
For Colds, Asthma, Wheezing, and all ailments

in cage birds, 6d. and 1/- per bottle, post free.

FEATHER BEAUTIFIER.
A soap specially manufactured for beautifying

birds’ feathers. Makes birds ready for the show
bench. 4d. per box ; 3/• dozen, post free.

Catalogue of everything, post free.

SANDIFORD, Bird Specialist, Preston.

[ books.
CASSELL’S Canaries and Cage Birds, by Biackston,
Swaysland, and Wiener, well bound, in good con-
dition, TO/6 : Salter, Abergavenny. (20)WHAT offers, that grand volume called “Our
Canaries,” for disposal, as new, and cost 22/-;
will take 10.6 for same; no exchange: W. Brown,
44, Tredegar Square, Bow, E.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, sffbond-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased : W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,
London.

|
MEDICINES.

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2)d.,
from Cage Biuds. 154, Fiect-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“Nutshell No. 6 ,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will
save you much discouragement land money, and
costs only 2/d. post free.—From “Cage Birds,” 154,
Fleet~°t,, London, E.C. Or 2d. from, agents Gist fre-
quently published).

‘ ‘AVEAU

”

This preparation of Krekcdyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C, Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

post, 1/1. CO years’ experience.

FOR ALL BIRD AILMENTS.!
DITCHFIELD’S!
Famous Bird Medicines

as supplied to the

LONDON ZOO.
THE WORLD’S PREMIER CAGE BIRD

REMEDIES.
DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult.
Not Singing, Going Light, Feather-plucking, gnd
Inflammation of the Bowels. The ideal Tonic
for birds during the Moulting Season. OITCH-
FIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC for Bronchitis.
Wheezing, and Hoarseness. Absolutely un-
equalled ' for all chest and lung affections.
DITCHFI ELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO for Constitu-
tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for Weak and Delicate Birds. All

sold iri 7d., 1/1. and 2/- bottles. A trial order

will convince you of the wonderful reMilts ob-

tained from lliese medicines. Mrs. Warren Ver-

non, Lamancha, writes: “I have ream) many
young birds through having your Tonic. Drops at

Hand.” A. Ezra, London: "I find your Tome
Drops excellent." B. Hutton, Holbcach :

" Vour
Revive is invaluable.” W. Kiesel, London:
" Your Special Lung Tonic is excellent.

-
' Special

offer: Two 7d. bottles for 1/-, or two 1/1 bottles
for 1/9, all post free, from

FRANK OITGHFIELD,
BiRD

SPECIALIST, 6LDHA6*.!

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

Hardbills.

SHEFFIELD O.S., 11 classes; entries close Nov 1 ;

see show notice.
STRONG healthy marble-brea.-ted cock Linnets, un-
beatable for song; ei'x guaranteed; 8 d. each, three
for 1/6; “Gypsey” Linnet cages, 8d. each: Larking’*
Corn Stores). 394 . Lillie-rd., Fulham, S.W. (416)
COCK Goldfinches, caged weeks, 3,- each: .1. -Good-
child. Ashen, Clare, $fk. (•_>=)

COCK Linnets, red-breasted, strong, healthy birds,
six 1/9. dozen 3/-; Horace Coot'e, 96, Nortb-st.,
Luton. (05 )

MINED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, Willis,

for 2/9. on rail; exchange British: Turner, 4. South-
gate, Sleaford. (20)

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN., BIRDS, &c., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Eaoh one tells you “In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).
PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2/d.

1.—The Coldfinch. 18. — Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19. The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20 Waybills.
*•—The Song Thrush and 21. -The Aquarqim.

Biackbird. 22— Siskin, Redpoll and
6.—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Curo Them. 24.—The Crccn Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Inscctl-
8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
9.—Tho Disinfection of 26. -The Larger Insectl-

•'ages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary, 27.- Care of the Cat.”

—

The Bullfinch. 28. Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.—How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.— Profitable Pet Rab-"—The Chaffinch. tits.
14—Couldian Finches. 31,-Fishing In River,
!”• The Greenfinch, Lake and Pond.—Ava«fava*s. 32,-Caro of tho.Dog.17—The Grey Parrot,

u*^mi.
S
«T.S

F "GENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-
BOOKS OF OURS:—

By consulting these symbols the nature of the
easiness carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained: •Birds, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room lie-
guisites; fBird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
omaj; \Birds, and seeds amt foods only; $ Seeds and
Foods only- Newsagents.

Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.

S
e
/„
a^r,a-K J ’ w - Bell

> Main Street.
Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.

S®:!
1 ’ 31, st - James’ Parade,

tsatley— S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.

Donaldson, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Benson Street.
Birmingham—tH. Morris, 132, Cape Hill.

t
"ucManci—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;

John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.
Blackburn—*A. Bawdon, 85, King Street ; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool,— J. McKiorman, 62, Haiks Road.

2. ^on-

1
°”:Tyne.~§ Waiter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.

Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
BoUon.—-*J°hn Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbottou, 556, Leeds Rd.; *S.
lorpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
End®.
Brighton—*H. T. Cibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFinch and. Godwin, Redcliff Wire Work*.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton

—

P^dler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield—*W. Marriott, 25, (Human Gate.
Chester-le-Street.

—

A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne—tSam Young. Misterton, S.O.
Crewe—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O. ; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—tj. Reynolds, 305, Victoria Road.
Denton.

—

T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby—*G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall. ,

Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist, Dnckwork st.
Dewsbury

—

Aspev’s, Market Street. 1

Doncaster—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.
Dublin.

—

fM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey—F. Coilingbourue and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felting-on-Tyne—J. Crosby and Son, High St
Gateshcad-on-Tyne—§John Crosby and Sons, 48,
High Street.

Glasgow—*W. Wilson. 247, Argvle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street: J. Ward, 178,
Main Street, Shettleston

;
W. Crawf&rd. 192. Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood

—

fA. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich—Pcdler, 37, London St.
Grimsby.

—

F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.
Halifax—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley— E. S. Instill, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull

—

JTom Perkins. 55, Wineomiee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street: John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *0. Gilson and Son. 17, Craven Street,

Ipswich—James llaymer. Dog’s Head Street.
Jarrow-cn-Tyne— 11 \I. Henderson, 66, Waiter Street ;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley— 4E. Pliillipson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames— Ml. and It. Marsh, Market Pi
Kettering—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

K.lmarncck.- -T. Rodger, 132, King St.
Kirkcaldy. It. Gil.son, 58. St. Clair St
Landport, Portsmouth— J. August. 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa— 1 E. T. Bryant.. 17. Regent Grove.
Leigh. —’J. Cavaoagll, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.— A. Shaw. 286, Relgrnve Gate.
Leeds. -71! Smith and Son, 87, Woudhouse Lane.
Leek.

—

SI'. Mciwhnm, Market Street.
Liverpool—<G. Frankham, 45 , Walton Lane; 'J W

Metcalfe. 0.3, Binuev. R-k lid.; IE. Roberta. Bird
Market.

Liversedg*— Norman Haley. Lover flail, Hightown
Lenglen.-- *IS. Tams, Church Street.
London— *C. Painter, Sclaler st., Shoreditch: sr,2.

Lnj.er-st., Islington; G. II. Ilnoprr, 216. Forest id..
Walthamstow; 1C. A Luer, 87. St-later St., Wai-
worth-rd.. S.K. ; *D. Oe Von A Co., 114. Bethnal
(Ireen-ul.; .1. Manning. Ml, Water!cm-rd. ; A. E
Worth. 4 . Bishops- rd.. Can h Heath: *S. V. Mower
1 . VYa'dnn rd.. Fulham. S.W. ; A. Dossett. Ladbroke-
g V .. \V.; S. Silx e: idee. 6

, Airlgate, E.C. : *Wm.
Whito'ev's. Ltd., Westbourne-gv.

; *A. W. Carriage.
1 . 1 ) 1 .. llnil'.o n: J. Jrffrev. 209. Vork-rd., Batter-
cca ; 5 Ed wards. Ltd., 196. Vaughan-rd., S.E.;
tt/Cwi* 1 and Snort. 211. Garral t-iane. and 280

. York-
rd.. Wandsworth: Johnson, 20. Cleveland id;,, W.;
'J'. W. Parkyn. 52. East-si. . Walworth : Simpson
and Co., 137. High-st.. Camden Town, N.W.; K. E.
Wilson, 407B. West Green Rd.. N. ; W. and E.
Rolfs, 101, Biidpoit-pisre. Hoxton: C. Roclii, 400.
Edgware-rd. ; C. A. Bond arid Co., 217. High-
rd.. Wllieoden Green: .1. II Morris and Co., 570
and 642. IIarro\v-rd. ;

Miss Tomkins. 11
, High-rd.,

Wlllesdcn Green; J. Larl.ings. 334 , Lillie P.d., Ful-
ham. S.W-

SAVE
YOUR BIROS
B IRD lovers will appreciate Veterinary

Zarn-Buk for its compactness, it.:

reliability, and its unique, curative
power in many of those troublesome ail-
ments which are the worrk of a
fancier’s life. The great advantage
of Veterinary Zam-Buk is that it Is
always ready for use, and requires no
mixing. Directly a
sore or hurt is dis-

covered, Veterinary
Zam-Buk can be ap-
plied at once, and
quick recovery may
be expected.
For Cramp or

Rheumatism appli-

cations of Veterin-
ary Zam-Buk will

be found exception-
ally beneficial. In
cases of Scaly or
White Comb, Scaly Leg, Canker, and
Baldness, dressings with Zam-Buk
will speedily produce a welcome im-

provement. Before being bound up, the

fractured parts of broken wings and legs

should always be dressed with Veterin-

ary Zam-Buk to prevent the bruised and
damaged tissues taking bad ways.
Birds, like human beings, suffer from

bronchial trouble. This can be cured by
melting a little Veterinary Zam-Buk.
mixing it with olive oil, and

cleansing the bird’s wind-pipe with the

aid of a small feather dipped in the

mixture.

" Veterinary Zam-Buk” is sold in a ItF.D

package to readily distinguish it from the

original Household Zam-Buk which is put up
in a dreen package. Prices, 1/lJ or 2/9, from
Zam-Buk Laboratories, Leeds.

LINNETS, Nut-brown cock Linnets, well on seed,

If-,, 1/6, and 2/- each: R. and H., 156, Choricy-rd.,
Adiington, Lancs. (21)
EXHIBITION bouse-mouited Goldfinch, beautiful

blaze, 15/-; approval; 2 good cock Bullies, 3/-: \V.

Woods, Sinaington, Yorks. (22)

COCK JJnnets and Twites, Sd. each. 3 for 1/6; hen
Linnets, 3 for 6d.; all on seed; exchange Mules:
Rutter, Aviaries, Littleport. (17)

WILL buy Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, all kinds
British birds, either sex ; write stating prices: Hel.yar,

65. Patmos-rd., North Brixton. (499)

VERY fine targe cock Coldfinch, first class bird,

4/-; cock Goldfinch Mule. 8-; first P.O. gets them:
Tuilett. 33. Sun-st., Brighton. V22)
EXTRA large well-marked Scotch linnets, sum

winners. 3/6 each: three 7/6: Thos. McCrystal, 16 ,

Langlarids-rd.. Govan. Glasgow. (9)

Manchester—* A. G. Davies. 110 & 112, Tib-st. ;
*11.

Kremnor, 104, Tib-et. ; W. flaekson. 12, Liver st.,

Ilu'.tue; 1/Jolin Hcywood. Ltd., Di ausgate : ’Dut-
tons. 51 & 53, Tib-st.; »W. Smith. 98, Tib-st.

Mansfield.—J. \v\ Matthews. 30, St. Andrew's Ter-
race. LUtleworth, and ?, Queen Street,

Middlesbrough. -P. Uorr, 5. Suffleld Street.
Miduietan Junction.— F, Buckley, 21. Gtiiuahaw-lune.
Millom.— )W. T. Ji. Cartwright. 7. St.. George's Ter.
Macchsfield. C. Cross, 17, Derby St.
Nelson. — (John England. 102. Scotland P.pad.
Neweastle-on-Tyns.- *.l . Mackenzie. 59 and 61. High

Friar Street; T. Palkinson, 67, High Friar Street,
and 21. Neitmn Street.

Newcastle, Staffs *A Griffiths, 23. Merriat Street.
Newport, Mon—T. W, Mitchell. 12. Upton Road.
Nottingham.—*\V

.

Ccttingliam. Peveril Street;

$ Armitaee Bros.. Uae>t:egale.
Oldham— (bo. I'. Robinson. 12, Henohaw Street.
Ossett. P InKv'on. Bird Stores. Bank Street.
Openshaw. - F. Winsidiouriie, 401. A sliton Old Road.
Oxtord. — C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth. 1 R. Nixon. 4. Friary Gate. Exeter Street;
MV. 11 . Leon, The Market.

Portsmouth— H. Manoffeld. 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston—M. Sandiford. North Road; ’Matt. Hon-

kina, M, F.vide Street.
Rawtsnctall— \V Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—(T. Burgess. Corn Merchant.
Sheffield. *.1, Mace, Exchange Street; !J. Lewis, 36,

Owin' Lane. Pitsmoor.
Shettleston, Scotland.— §,T. Ward, ITS, Main st.

Shildon.—C. Sinclair, 26, Garbutt Street.
Stamford.— A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street.
St. Helens—Sherlock and Co.) 136 ,

Liverpool Road.
St. Ives -4fFrank Lake. 'lTegenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent—*J Pitch ford, 218, I,ondon Road.
Swansea 1 Magga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells—Live Stock Co.. 34. Monson Road.
Tunstall—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan—'I'. Summers and Son. C3. Darlington S’rcet.
Wallscnd-on-Tyne ’Win. Cockbnrn, 106. Iligh-st.. E.

Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.; .1. Goodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool— D. Coombes. 63, Storktcn-street.
Worthing—*F. Moore. Soulli Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.

Yorks J. H. Cawson. Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to the

Publisher, “Cage Birds." 154, Fleet St., London. E.C.
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GOLDFINCHES, Hampshire Down caught, two

cocks, three hens, 4/0 the lot, well on seed : H.

Munt, IB, Sussex-st., Winchester. (21)

SIX August caught Welch Goldfinches, picked

birds, 3,0 each; one house-moulted prize-winner,

16 / : Jujcott, 113, ltigg-st., Crewe. (18)

LARGE selected cock Brown Linnets for show or

contest, on full song, 1 each, three. 2/0:

uian, 303,. Princess-st., Manchester.

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 4/6 dor. ;
selected,

1/-, 1/0, 2/0, 3/0; cock Linnet Mules, 7/0 each: U.

E. Morgan, S3, Victoria-st., Crewe. (490)

LINNETS, Linnets.—Large, stout, strong, healthy

birds, J /- ear'll
;

4 days’ approval: Haywood, 3,

Neville grove Meadows, Nottingham. (77)

COCK Linnets, 3/0 dozen; picked birds,; Redpolls,

16/- dozen; one dozen, well-mixed birds, 1)-/ eoek : W.
Klin, Beck-row, .Mildcnhull, Suffolk. (17)

COCK Linnets, 4/- dozen, Od. each; some picked,

9d. and 1/ each; some singing, suit catcher, 2/6

each: W. Jones, 29, Engllsh-st., Hull, (18)

SPLENDID cock Goldfinch, 2/0; will give 2 cock

Goldfinches for cock Canary; approval; yours first:

Clements, 4, Jeynes-row, Tewkesbury. (18)

HANDSOME cage-moulted cock Goldfinch, in full

bloom, with show cage, can win, sell 17/0: Robin-

son, Hoot Maker, Winsford, Cheshire. (20)

REDPOLLS, 2/- doz.; Lesser Mealy Redpoll, 1/-I

ben Goldfinches, o- doz.; Greenfinches, 1/0 doz.:

linocli Tams, Church-st. ,
Longton, Staffs, (25)

REDPOLLS, grand lot, 2/- dozen; specially selected

1/- each, three Ior 2/-; Linnets, 4/. dozen: Pitch-

lord, bird Specialist, London-rd., Stoke-on-Trent.

BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in, 13in.

long. liin. high, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue

of 124 sizes; trade supplied: X’ass, Hucknall, Notts.

THREE hen Goldfinches, 3/6 three; two piping

cock Bullfinches, good blaze, 2/6 each ;
one hen, 1/-

;

all cage moulted; stamp; Tavener, Slierford, Taun-

ton. (21 )

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks, 2/6 doz.;

large picked birds, 3/- doz.; cock Goldfinches, 1/6
each, three for 4/-: Randall, 64, High-st., Uomcr-
ton. (25)

LARGE buff Siskin, house-moulted, jjood cap, bib,

lat club show, only time shown, 6/-'; approval, de-
posit: McNaughton, "Weald,” College-rd., Harrow
Weald. (20)

HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher. Miller, or
fierce singer, price 3.6; bargain; full week’s ap-
proval for cash : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton,
Staffs. (25)

COCK birds: Linnets, Larks, Redpolls, Green-
finches, 1/-; hens, Od. ; Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 2/-;

bens, 1/- : Miss ltosey, Rosemary House, East-

bourne. (16 )

TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets,

Finetjfs, etc., mad on song; 1/- large package:
Manager, Seed Warehouse, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (23)

NOTICE, cocks, Goldfinches, 16, 2/- each; cocivs,

Linnets, ]/-; Redpolls, Od., ]/- ; cooks. Green Linnets,

6ii,, 1/.; all singing: Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston,
Birmingham.

.

(8)

LOVELY young, hand-reared Goldfinch and Linnet
locks, very tame, perfect feather and condition,

6/6 pair; approval; cash or deposit: Davitt, Shaftes-

bury, Dorset. (16)

HOUSE-MOULTED exhibition cock Linnet, full

aong, 4 -; exhibition Lesser Redpoll, 2/-; exchange
exhibition cock Siskin or Twite : Stewart, Stanley-

terr., Morpeth. (23)

LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;

P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. (418)

IN outdoor aviary, cocks, 2 Bramblefinelies, 2 Chaf-

finches, 2 Greenfinches, 2 Brown Linnets, aviary

moulted, exchange oilier birds: Rhodes, 273, Stret-

ford-rd., Manchester. (21)

GOLDFINCHES, young cooks, 2/6 each ; cock brown
Linnets, 9d., three 2/-; Redpolls, 6d.; picked birds;

approval anywhere : Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-st.,

Wliittlefield, Burnley. (17)

THREE champion cook Bullies, grand type and
col., can win with little steadying, 5/- each; ditto,

hen, 2/6; lot 15/6; genuine bargain: Lott, Hay-
market-rd., Cambridge. (16)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,

send me your address; will send to you by return:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants, 2/6 each, 3

for 6;-; Scotch Redpolls, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6; ideal

birds for muling or exhibition; approval.—Walsh,

Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (11)

LARGE South Down cock Brown Linnets, 1/- each;

elected birds, singing, 2/- each; cock Redpolls, 6d.

each, 3 for 1/-, 2 6 per dozen: Tom Hurst, Bird

Specialist, Penny-st., Blackburn. 023)

EXCHANGE, good H.M. exhibition Linnet and

Bramble, for exhibition Goldfinch, Greenfinch, Bull-

finch, or Yellowhammer : J. Wright, 32, Ashgrove-

a v e . . Foggy Furze, West Hartlepool. (18)

DEALERS and fanciers, large quantity of red-

breasted cock Linnets for sale, sex guaranteed, well

on seed, 3/- doz.: approval; not satisfied monev
returned : Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (25)

WHAT offers? 3 2-year-old clean moulted call

bird Linnets, full song, also 2 clean moulted call

bird Goldfinches, full, song : sale, or exchange pul-

lets: Chris Hatton. 31, P.ichmond-st., Brighton. (17)

LANCASHIRE cock Brown Linnets, for show or

contest, 9d. each, three 2/-, six 3/6 ;
picked from

thousands; Redpolls, three for 1/6; gems; the old

firm : Gardner, Garstang-rd., Wesham, nr. Preston.

NOTICE, catch thousands alive, new double-com-

partment trap cage, including two splendid Finches,

trained call birds, only 2 6 complete
;

purchasers
delighted: Mr. Copp, Wardrobe Stores, Dartford. (24)

I HAVE the following picked British for moulting
out, or for field-moulted classes; Goldfinches, 3/6,

5/- ;
Linnet, 2/6 : Bullfinch, grand one, 5/-

;
Greenfinch,

large yellow, II-

:

Enoch Tains, Churcli-st., Longton.
( 12 )

MISS KING, 63, Kingshury-terr., Dunstable, ha9
two beautiful reel cock Linnets, also one brown, i /-

each ;
would suit catchers for call birds or bird

dealers for shop front' attractions, very loud, the
wild note : approval. (24)
SEVENTEEN young H.M. Welsh cock Goldfinches,
August caught (guaranteed), 3/- eacli

; three special
big Welsh Linnets. 1/6 each; picked cocks. 9d. each;
special Redpolls. 1/- : ordinary, 4d. each : W. Brown,
Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop. (21)’

WESTMORLAND cock Bullfinches, winners, 5/6;
monster cock Goldfinches, 5/C; one a knockout, 10/6,
worth double; cock Linnets, show specimens, 5/-;
house-moulted cock giant, deck- sweeper, 20/-: Robin-
son, Bird Specialist, Windermere. (17)
LINNETS, specially trained lor contest, 2/- ami

2/C; show birds, Norwich type, good colour, well
pencilled, 3/-; beautiful Goldfinches, right for mul-
ing or show, 2.6, 3 6 each; Linnet cages, y 3 each:
W- Johnson, Bird Expert, 55, George-st., Leeds.

(21 )

LOOK I look! look! Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the south;
warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 dozen: ail kinds
of British always in stock; dealers supplied: Chris
llutton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (17)

BARGAIN, Linnet fanciers, two handsome, largo

red breasted cock Linnets, for sale, grand songsters,

make splendid show or millers next season, I /3 each,
2/- the two; approval; money returned if not satis-

fied.— Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dunstable. (25)

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/-; bens, 1/-; cock
Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/6; Redbreastcd cock Lin-
nets, ]/-, 3 for 2/-; Redpolls, 6d., 3 for 1/3; cock
Woodlarks, 2/6; hens, 1 /6 ;

mixed aviary birds, 57-

dozen : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (11)

MR. STUART has for disposal 2 Goldies, both
Mulers, fit for show; cock 15/6, hen 4/6; 2 pairs

excellent Bullies, 12/6, 15/-; all 3 times H.M.; 1

Dark Goldie Mule, 10/6; 2 pairs Budgerigars (1

tame), 7/6 pair: 14, Shepherd’s Bush-green, W. (22)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two
splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,

grand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-

fied money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
(477)

NOTICE. Cock Finches, specially selected for size,

colour, and markings ;
.Siskin 6/0, Bullfinch 4/6,

H.M. Bramblefinch 1/6, Scotch Thorn Linnet 3/6,

Twite 3/6, Redpoll 2/6, Chaffinch 2/6; all outstand-

ing specimens: Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres, N.B.
(23)

LINNETS.—I have the finest Lincolnshire and
Yorkshire Linnets in Hull, trained under my cham-
pion songsters, over 80, singing hard, can be seen

any time, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6; and a few extra good
ones, 4/(1, 5/6; others, Od. each, 4/- dozen: Ingram,

54, Goulton-st., Hull. (20)

SELECTED Goldie cock, good broad skull, expan-

sive square blaze, Norwich type, 5/-; Yellow Bunt-

ing cocks; 1/- each; several with good broad yellow

heads, well on seed, 2/6 each
;
big bold Linnet cocks,

clean moulted, three 2/-: H. Welsh, Cornstall Build-

ings, Stamford, Lines. (H>)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what n. .1.

Fulljames eaye about them. "Nutshell No. 13,” 2jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

eee list on another page).
EXHIBITORS; specially selected Finches, for keen-

est competition; cock Siskin. 6/6; cock Bullfinch,

5/6; hen Bullfinch, 2/6; hen Siskin, 2/6; cock Red-

poll, 2/6; cock Greenfinch, 2/6; cock Chaffinch, 2/6;

cock Linnet, Scotch, 3/0: cock Twite, 3/6; all gems:
Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (10)

LINNETS! Linnets! Southdown birds are the best
songsters in England; nut-brown and red-breasted

cocks, well on seed, six for 2/-, or 3/6 a dozen; hens,

1/- a dozen
;
satisfaction assured

;
all birds packed

carefully for any distance: C. A. Paine, The Bird

Stores, 54, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (475)

EXHIBITORS: Clinking large dark Goldie Mule,
1915, large blaze, 26/-; two H.M. Goldies, large

blazes, extra tan, 26/- ;
two, one C.M., 6/- ;

two
Lesser Redpolls, grand bibs, 7/6 two; two Linnets,

grand markings, 10/- two; approval, cash: Tom
Roberts, Queen’s Hotel, Cerrig-y-druidion, Corwen.

EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monster
cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type bird9, splen-

did deep square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bars

and buttons, can win, 5/-; few monsters, cocks,

selected for muling, 3/6; week’s approval willingly;

cash or deposit: Skinner, Bird-catcher, Murray-rd.,
Bristol. (500)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 21d. post free, from: Cage
birds, 154, Fleet-«t., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents: list published frequently.)

SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen; Redpolls, 2/6

dozen ; 12 mixed seedeaters, 1/- ; cocks, selected for

show; large Corn Bunting, 2/6; Goldfinch, 3/6; Sis-

kin, 3,6; Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Yellow Bunting,

Reed Bunting, Redpoll, Linnet, Lark, 1/- each;
Twite, 1/6 ;

pairs for aviary same price ;
well on

food: J. Fenn, Bird Specialist, West/cliff Villas,

Isleham, Cambs. - (7)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but

they need great care. " The Greenfinch ’’ Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to

send you a copy poet free upon receipt of 2Jd.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-et., London,
E.C.
GRAND full-coloured cock Goldfinch, grand blaze,

good size and tanning, make winner, price 4/- ;
also

a very large house-moulted cock Goldfinch, suit

catcher, 4/6 ;
very large cock Linnet, grandly pen-

cilled, good whites, can win, only 2/6; also a

monster yellow cock Greenfinch, can win, only

2/-; four davs’ approval; cash or deposit Editor:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (24)

C. PRIOR has for disposal a collection, smaller

than usual, but never more choice, of bouse-

moulted British seed-eaters ready for immediate
exhibition, comprising Goldfinches, Linnets, Twites,

Lesser Redpolls, Greenfinches, Bramblefinches, and
Chaffinches ;

most are of champion quality and fit

for any competition whatever, a few are sure

winners at smaller shows
;

state wants, enclosing

stamp: Hill Farm, Ropley, Haflts. (2)

LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets ! !
!—Own caught,

trained contest eingers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid hare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that

requires dealing witii caution ;
there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

No. 2, price 2jd. poet free from Cage BIRDS, 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.
GOLDFINCHES, Worcestershire is noted for its

large pear tree Goldfinches. I have a quantity .in

stock at 1/6 each, three for 4/-, a few picked;

very large cocks, 2/- and 2/6 each, extra special,

clean moulted, superb show condition, 31- each. 7/6

for three; one grand exhibition bird, 5/-; hen Gold-
finches. II- each; fine lot of cock brown Linnets,
separately caged six weeks, and- thoroughly on
seed, 1/- each, three for 2/-, few in song, specially

picked for contest singing, 1/6 each, three for 3/6;
warranted cock Chaffinches, Greenfinches, and Red-
polls, 6d. each; few specially selected, 1/- each

;
grand

singing cock Larks, 9d. and 1/- each; travelling
cages 3d. extra; call birds, warranted sound and
healthy, and sex warranted: Bedford, 131, Gooch-st..
Birmingham. (24)

WM. SMITH
WARRANTED cock Goldfinches, 1/9, 2/6 each; hens,

]/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/3; cock Linnets,
1/- each, 5/- dozen

;
guaranteed safe delivery ; see

Canaries: Win. Smith, 39, Tib-st., Manchester.

BARGAIN TO BIRD FANCIERS.
Giving up the Fancy through business; the fol-

lowing are for disposal: Hawfinch, 25/-; Bullfinch,
20/- ; Bramblefinch, 1C/-

;
twice house-moulted, all

winning points; and also aviary containing Tree
Sparrow, Linnets, Goldfinch, Redpolls, etc. No rea-

sonable offer refused. Wires preference.

C. NICHOLS, 71, Clarendon-rd., Hr. Crumpsall,
MANCHESTER.

GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNETS
Gentlemen, I have the finest stock of British in the
North of England. Grand cock Linnets, on seed, Sd.

each, threo for 1/9; grand cocfis, caged off and in

full song, 1/- each, three for 2/6; one special large

bird, grand pencilling and good whites, certain win-
ner field-moulted class, 2/6 ;

grand cock Goldfinch,

2/-; one full coloured large bird, grand blaze, can
win, 4/-; Goldfinch hens, 1/-, three for 2/6; cock and
hen Greenfinch, 1/- a pair; Chaffinches, ]/- a pair;
Redpolls, 1/- a pair; cock Skylarks, 8d. each, three
for 1/9 ;

grand steady bird, singing nicely, ]/- ;
cages,

II- each ; four days’ approval, cash or deposit
Editor: Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (500)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the very be3t quality, specially picked for
moulting out winners. Grand English cock Gold-
finches, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, and 7/6 each ; selected cock
Linnets and Redpolls, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; catalogue
post free: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6,

three 4/-, six 7/C, dozen 14/-; selected, 2/-, 2/6,
three 5/-, six 8/0, dozen 16/-; Skylarks, Linnets,
8d., 1/-, three 1/6, six 2/6; Redpolls, 6d. each, six

2/6; best birdlime, 6d.. 8d., 1/-; cock Siskins, 2/6,

3/6: ii win’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (24)

GOLDFINCHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
etc., real English cock Goldfinch, 1/6, three 4/-, large
selected, 2/-, three 5/-, six 8/6; a few specially se-

lected for showing, muling, 2/6, 3/-, 4J- each; hens,
1/-, three 2;-, six 3/6, 6/- dozen; cock Bullfinches, 1/6,

2/-, three 4/-; hens, 1/-,. three 2/-; Lancashire cock
Linnets, 9d., three 1/C, six 2/6, 4/6 dozen; a few
specially selected for showing, milling, 1/-, 1/6, 2/-

eacii; best birdlime, 7d. jib., 1/- jib.; 1/8 lb.; post-

age free: Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 38, Fylde-

st., Preston, Lancashire. Est. 1885. (19)

|
Softbills.

j

HULL’S LEADING SPECIALIST & JUDGE
Send where you get value for money

;
I have a lot

of grand cock Linnets on full loud song, 2/6, 3/6,

4/6, right for muling or catching; other good rough
songsters, 1/-, 1/6 each. Note, the following are
tip-top exhibition specimens. Cock Bullfinch, 7/6;

Canary reared Yellow Bunting, 3/6; monster
cock Linnet, 4/6; yellow cock Siskin Mule,
6/6; cock Hawfinch, 20/-; Redpojl, 3/C; giant

Yellow cock Greenfinch, 2/6; a few extra special

Yellow cock Siskins, tip-top birds, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6

each; cock Chaffinch, a gem, 3/6; British cock Gold-

finches that can win, picked from hundreds, 4/6,

5/6, 6/6 each; cock Goldfinches for song or muling,

2/6, 3/6 ;
hens, 1/’- each ; also a grand tot Scan-

dinavian cock Goldfinches, first lot this season,

almost as large as- Siberians, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 each

;

cock Bullfinches, 2/6, 3/6; hens 2/- each; good cock

Linnets, 4/- a dozen; no waiting.; all on seven days’

approval; cash or deposit: Day, The Aviaries,

Porter-st., Hull. (18)

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, REDPOLLS, ETC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

4/-, six 7/-; picked birds for muling, 2/6, 3/- each,

three 5/-, six 8/6; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d.,

10d., 1/-, three 1/6, six 2/6, dozen 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.,

9d. each, six 1/9, dozen 3/-; cages for any of them,

9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6 and 2/- each. Send for catalogue

of everything. Established 50 years.

Bird Specialist and Judge,
SANDIFORD, Tel. 440.

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
Gentlemen, Harry Allen's original Linnet kings,

champions of my own, including England’s cham-

pion cup winner, make the best team of winners

ever got together; our wins are too numerous to

mention
;

every win has begn published in “ Cage
Birds,” therefore you are on the right track when
sending to me, moreover all my birds are on seven

days’ approval, longer if desired, for cash or de-

posit. Everybody welcome to come and hear my
birds. I don’t tell you X have sold them when
you come. My birds are here at the fountain

head, I have the finest lot of cock Linnets ever

heard, singing day and gas-light, and being taught

under our undefeated champions, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6
each. Now, these birds are the best for quality

contests, and same class- as supplied to all the lead-

ing Linnet singers. I have also a grand tot of

kitchen rongsters, 1/6, 2/- each, and a few to make
time singers, 2/-, 2/6 each. A grand lot of real good
call birds at 2/-, 3/- each, and a nice lot of young-

sters, singing lovely, 1/- each. House-moulted con-

test winners' have won all before them, mad proud,

10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/- each, notes described to pur-

chasers. Please note, I understand Linnets, and
will give £500 if I fail to give the correct song. I

have a good all round Linnet, good songster, giant,

and a sure muler, 3/6; Norwich type cock Linnets,

real bulldog breed, best in England, splendid colour,

well pencilled, giants, and steady as rocks, 2/6, 3/-

eaoh, one a stormer 3/6; cock Goldfinches, giants, on
full song, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each, and a nice lot with
extra deep square cut blaze, richly tanned, well

buttoned, grand shape, good heads, ready to win,

4/0, 5/6, and two stormers 7/6, 8/0 each, all as

steady as rocks; monster yellow cock Greenfinch,

beautiful plumage and shape, 2/0; cock Chaffinch,

a gem, 2/6; monster Redpoll, well laced, a winner
all over, 3/-; Corn Bunting, a beauty and steady,

3/6; good, large cock Yellow Bunting, ”2/-
; H.M.

Twite, win anywhere, 7/6; H.M. Bramblefinch, good
size and colour, win anywhere, 7/6; cock Larks,
linger tame, nice songsters, 1/-, 1/6, 2/- each; cock
Blackbird, splendid loud songster, 7/0; cock Gold-
finch, sure muler, 3/6 ;

muling lien- Canaries, 2/0,
3/- each; cock Canaries, full, loud song, day or

night, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 tael); cock Goldfinch mules,
giants. Goldfinch song, 7/6, 8/6, and one stormer
10/6. 4, Sutton-rd., Plymouth: Sir,—Linnet arrived
safe, he sings splendid, it is grand to hear him.—
A. C. Temlett. 3, Marple-st., Nottingham: Sir.—•

Well satisfied with birds, wish you success.—R.

Stainforth, Queen-st., Huddersfield: Sir,— 1 am
satisfied with bird, he is a good one.—E. 'Lockwood.
I have testimonials with every post. Try me. and
I guarantee you will not regret it. State wants
please. Correspondence a pleasure : Fred Allen, The
i.inne.t. Expert, 156, Porte: st. Aviaries, Hull*

SHEFFIELD O.S., 2 classes; entries close Nov. 1;
see show notice.
GRAND lot of cock Starlings for showing, 1/- each:
Hooton, 34, Old Park-lane, Southport. (19)
COCK Thrushes, 4/- half-dozen; selected, 1 '3 each;
well on food: William Wright, 54, Shell’field-rd.,
Marehsidc, Southport. (20 )

GENUINE cock Thrushes, 3/6, Blackbirds 3/-, guar-
anteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, singing: Crisp.
35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stortford. (500)
GENUINE hand-reared cock Thrush, 7/6; Blackbird,

5/-; warranted firiger-taine, healthy, tinging: Crisp,
35, Southmill-rd. , Bishops Stortford. (470)
COCK Skylarks, largest, finest birds in England,
genuine cooks 2/6 doz., six 1/6; show specimens 1/-,

three 2/0: Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (23)
EXHIBITORS, cock Grey Wagtail, can win, 8/-;
cock Blackbird, twice house-moulted, 5/-: Cbas.
Mackwcll, Hairdresser, llradford-rd., Keighley. (23)
LARGE selected cock Skylarks, on full loud song,
day and gaslight, splendid attractions, 1/6 each,
three 4/-: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester.
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark

or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return : Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, king of songsters, war-
ranted cocks, 2/6, three 7/-

;
specially picked, com-

ing on tong, 3/-; bens 1/-; approval: Squire, 2 ,

Diamond-rd., Exeter. (22)

TWO well-marked house-moulted Skylarks, intended
for exhibition at Horticultural Hall and Palace, 7/6
each; or with show cage, brass bands, £1: Lott,
97, Cheapside, London. (23)
WOODLARKS, Woodlarks, the kijjg of songsters,
guaranteed cocks, 2/6; hens, 1/6; selected cocks,
coming nicely on song, 3/6 and 5/- each; specially
made Woodlarks’ cages, complete, 5/-: Walsh, Bird
Sneeintist. Blackburn. , (11)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged
12 months, 1/6, alto hand-reared young cock ]/-,

the birds can be matched to sing any in Bedford-
shire; approval; hear and see what you are buying:
George Holt, Dunstable. (24)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3“ tells

you. 2id. poet free from CAGE lilliDS,. 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
TO Skylark fanciers, two handsome eage-moultcd
rock Skylarks, for sale, very large, would win any-
where, champion songsters, sing their pure wild
notes, measure over 14 inches from tip to tip ;

bar-
gain, 1/6 eacli 2/6 the two; approval, not satisfied
money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable. (25)
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the beat
pcosible condition

;
together with directions for

hand-rearing t lie young and the selection ol show
birds, will be found in “ Nutshell No. 4,” 2Jd. post
free from Cage Bmus, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared, 1,6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: til© smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by If. J. Fulljames in " Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2ja. post free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agents; see list oil another page.)
ALL fine large specimens, softbills for disposal

:

Wryneck, Nightingale, Blackcap, Garden Warbler,
Longtailed Tit, Marsh Tit, Golden-crested Wren,
cock birds, cage moulted, in perfect health and
condition

; also live insectivorous food, 1/10 per lb.

:

wasp grubs, properly preserved for winter use, 2/3
per lb., post free:"p. F. M. Galloway, “Durban,’’
Caversham, Reading. (17)

OWING to unforeseen circumstances I am reluc-

tantly compelled to dispose of all my insectivorous
birds. Nightingales, Grey, Pied, and Yellow Wag-
tails, Garden and Reed Warblers, Larger and Lesser
Whitethroats, Willow Warblers, Pied Flycatchers,
Redstarts, Wheatears, Tree Creepers, Gold Crest
Wrens, Blackbirds, Thrushes

;
particulars stamp: J.

Dewhurst, 52, North End-rd., West Kensington. (22)

Miscellaneous.
COCK Goldfinch and cock Meadow Pipit, outdoor
aviary, 3/6 two: “Alberta," Albtrt-rd., West Bridg-
ford. Nottingham. (20)

COCK Blackbirds and Song Thrushes, 6/- dozen

;

cash with order; wanted, flue net6 : Nash, Bird
Catcher, Kirkby, Sleaford. (20)

WANTED, several exhibition nardbills, fit for im-
mediate exhibition; exceptional specimens; fair, not
fancy price; on approval for cash: Hepwood, Al-

brighton, Wolverhampton. (21)

COCK Linnets &d. each, cock Piefinchcs 6d. each,

three for 1/3, 3/6 doz., hens 2/-, Larks, cocks, Sri.

each, three for 1/6: Reynold’s Aviary, 125, Highgate-
rd., Sparkhrook, Birmingham. (24)

FINE healthy birds, prppcrly netted, well on seed,

cocks, Chaffinches, Linnets,, Bramblefinches, Sky-

larke, large Yellow Greenfinches, three 1,6, six 2/6;

hens 2/- each; splendid mixed seed-catirg birds for

aviaries, .cooks and liens, 2/6 doz. : worth double

:

Jackson, Bird Catcher, Cardney, Lincoln. (23)

COCKS: Brown Linnets, 3/6 dozen; Skylarks, 2/-

dozen ; Redpolls, 2,'- dozen; Chaffinches, -I,- dozen:

Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches Redpolls, A el low-

hammers, Rcedhuntings, Tree Sparrows, 1. - pair:

Robins, Cornbuntings, Bluetits, Ox-eye Tits, 1/6

pair; selected cocks, 1/- each; Goldfinches. 2 6 pair;

large selected cocks, 2/- each : George Fcnn, East

End, Isleham, Cambs. (IS)

EXHIBITORS: Following select specimens.- Cocks

:

Bullie, 3/-; Linnet. 1/6; Leaser Redpoll, 16 : Green-

finch, 1/0: Ycliowbunting. 2/-
:

Pied Wagtail, 2’-;

Meadow Pipit, 2/-; Robin, 2 -; Blackbird, 2/6;

Starling, 2/-; also following selected liens: Goldie,

Bullie. Linnet, Greenfinch. Pied Wagtail. Yellow,

hunting, ]/- each: all in show condition; approval,

deposit: A. J. Underwood, Bird Specialist, 24, Wcl-

lington-st., Kettering. (***)

. BRITISH BUYERS, LOOK!
SPLENDID English 1915 cock Goldfinches, 1/6. 2/-,

14/- dozen; selected cocks, 3/ ,
4/-, 5/-; hens, 1/ , three

2/-; cock Bullfinches. 2/, 2/6; liens, l. . 1/6: champion

Linnets and Larks, 8d., three 1/6, six dozen 4/-;

Redpolls, 6d., 9d„ 3/- dozen. Few 1 brushes and

Blackbirds, 2/- each; mixed aviary birds, cocks ami

liens, including Goldfinch, 4/- dozen. Caleb \our

own: double compartment trap cage and Goldfinch

call bird, only 21- lot; 20 years’ advertiser: Droxup,

27. Stock st., Burnley. (2S)
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MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cool; Linnets, 8d. cacti, 3 for 1/8, 6 for
2f6, 6/- dozen ; warranted rock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6,

8/- each
; hens, Od. ; cock Larks, Od.

;
Redpolls, Chaf-

finches, Greenfinches, all cocks, Od. each.

EXCHANCE ST., SHEFFIELD.

|
canariesT]

I
Border Fancy.

SHEFFIELD O.S., 8 classes; entries close Nov. 1;
see show notice.
T1 1'IC'AL Borders, clears and cinnamons, few nice
birds ready; approval: boslop, 1.14, Buker-st.,
Sterling.

(5;TWO Border cocks, 1914 and IJ15. Robson's, clear
yellows, 10/-; British Goldfinch, lull, aviary bred;
bargain; lull song: Mrs. Sonnies, Lyncroift, Bromley
YtiU.NU Border cocka, singing, 6/0 each, liens 2/6-

approval if carriage paid: Askew, 10, Tomlinton-rd ’,

Ashton, Preston. (15)
EXHIBITORS, 2 Yellow Cinnamon hens, 2 Clear
Yellow cocks, 10:- each; can win: Dawson, CS9,
Dukc-st., Glasgow. (23)
EXHIBITION Borders, at stock bird prices; grand

stock birds, bred from winners; list free: ltudd,
Specialist, Norwich.
THOMAS McC ItEDIE, 23, Ferregles-st., Maxwell-

|
Lancashirca.

|

BUFF Lancashire cock, 20/-; Bull Lancashire Coppy
lien, 25/• ; very line birds

; John Garner's strain

:

Salter, Abergavenny. (20)

Lizards.
THREE cocks and 2 hens. Lizard Canaries, prize-

bred, sure winners. 1015 bred, corks in song, 8/0
a pair, or 21/- the lot; a bargain; six days’ ap-
proval; c.<i6h or deposit Editor: Edwin North,
Breeder, 4-13, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (24)

[
Norwich.

grove, l’eckham, London. (U)
CHOICE typical Borders, clears and marks, from

well-known strains, over stocked, must clear with-
out delay: Livingstone, see Norwich.
WANTED Border Fancy Canaries, also Norwich and

Yorkshires, must be healthy; state lowest pi ice to:
Grade, Bird Dealer, Wisliaw, Scotland. (23)
GRAND lot of Green Border Fancies for show or

stock
; price reasonable

; taken approval
;

stamp
reply : D. Sturrock, 1, Lawrence-st., Dundee. (23)
NOTICE, grand lot Border fancies for show or

6ong, many winners; prices low: state wants; ap
proval: McKeand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. '47.U
VERY smart 1915 Border cock, deep yellow, unfed,

nearly even marked, and full of quality; 8/C; ap-
proval: Pennal, Totteridge, High Wycombe, Bucks.
/FOR sale cheap, giving up, grand lot of Borders,
yellows, buffs and greens; also bird-room appliances;
state wants: B. Green, 4, Edcn-grove, Byfleet,
Surrey.

(5)
FOUNTAINS of colour, two yellow variegated Bor-

ders, cocks, can win, 9/-, 10 (1 ; also a few buff hens,
from 3/6; approval: J. Garbutt, 25, Eegent-st.,
Stockport. (18)
BORDERS, 1915 Canaries, as follows:—Cocks,

hens, variegated, greens, good quality, out-
door bred, reasonable to clear; guaranteed: Daw,
31, St. John’s-rd., East Ham, E. (14)
BORDERS. Cinnamons; have only 2 Yell, hens,

Buff cock. Buff hen to part- with, bred, from Yell,
hen, 1st, 2 medals, Avonbridge, same as Yell, cock
2nd Loehgelly ; don't hesitate : Kobt. Houston, 80,
1’ortland-pl., Hamilton. (23)
HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 10 youngsters, many fit to win, plenty
to select ‘from, in all colours, show on stock, at
war prices; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 239,
Low Waters, Hamilton.

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval ;
inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solieited; stamp: 113, Noj tiiheld-rd., Walk-
ley. SlielUcld.

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
of championships; good birds from 7/6 upwards;
approval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

N LEESE, breeder of Norwich, winner of Crystal
Palace diploma and silver medal, Horticultural
Hall diploma, silver rose bowl, gold medals, etc.;
a few good birds ready now; approval: N. Leese,
SO, Alexandra-rd., Normacot, Staffs.

[ Crests and Crestbreds.
j

SHEFFIELD O.S., 8 classes, 2 novice; entries close
Nov. 1; sec show notice.
CREST and Crestbreds, also cages, cheap: Shea,

229. Caledonian-rd., London, N. (23)
CRESTS, few champions for sale, cheap: Mrs.

Roberts, Stannaliey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (12)
GREENS, crest-bred cock, crested' hen, creat-hred

hen, sell or exchange clear crest-bred hen: Collins,
Keith.

(15)
CLEAR body dark crested hen, sister to my 1st,

spl. winner young bird show, price 7/6: Crawford,
Craigie Park-terr., Perth. (20)
WANTED, good, large, heavily crested young hen,

exchange created ccck, Poolc'a direct, value £1 : Bush,
Keynsham House, Keynsham. (16)
HIGHEST class Crests and Crested breds. Best

value in World to-day. State requirements, or list
free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
LARGE 1915 Variegated Green, Crest-bred hens,

absolutely healthy, Joyce-Barnett strain, 10/-: Rev.
G. Mullens, Ch-edzoy, Bridgwater. (22)GRAND Crests, 20/- to 40/- pairs; must sell owing
to war; any worth the price singly; approval;
deposit : Calam, Baxtergatc, Whitby, Yorks. (10)
GOOD Crest and Crestbred cocks, also matched

pairs, reasonable: bred from prize stock; approval:
Robson. 28. Camden-grove, Peekham, London. (11)
.7151 TAYLOR can spare Crests and Crestbreds
cheap, same blood as my cup winners at Loehgelly
and Newcastle, winners 10/- and upwards : Robson-st.,
Shildon. (22)
HIGII-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,
many winners sold ; some grand birds for sale,
reasonable: approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.,
Nottingham. (17)
THE father and three young, sex of young un-

known, three clear bodies, dark crests, the lot 10/-,
cash or deposit; approval: Taylor, St. Michael's,
Bridport, Dorset. (14)
FOR sale. 1914_ Yellow Crested cock, £3 ; few Crest-

breds, cocks, 1914 bred, also two 1915 Crestbred
cocks, 1915 Yellow Crested hen; approval: Geo.
Dobson, 103, James-st.„ Blaydon-on-Tyne. (23)

r Belgians.

FINE Buff Belgian cock, Palace strain, ”25/-
: Salter,

Abergavenny. (2Q)
BELGIANS, several birds for sale, from my well-
known winners; approval; price reasonable: Horrill,
King Edward-st., Barnstaple. (6)
BELGIANS. Two grand typical pairs, yellow cocks
and large buff hens ; also large buff cocks and
buff hens ; all bred 1915 from my well-known win-
ners ; no fancy prices; approval: Butts, 12, Lower
Maudlin-st., Barnstaple. (22)

/ Greens,
f

SHEFFIELD O.S., 12 classes, 4 each Yorkshires,
Norwich, and Borders; entries close Nov. 1; see show
notice.

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-
each; approval; no single yellow hens: Jenkins. 82
Ohurch-st., Widnes. (471)

SHEFFIELD O.S., 16 classes, 7 novice; entries close
Nov. 1; see show notice.
NORWICH cocks from 4/9; send for list: Ross,
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. , (23)
NORWICH, few good pairs, colour-fed, good type
and quality, 10/6 pair: 80, Dacy-rd., Liverpool. (17)
FOUR pairs good bred Norwich, also 4 odd hens,
£2 the lot; a bargain: E. .W., 221, Adamsrill-rd.,
Sydenham, S.E.
SEVEN Norwich, clear yellow and buff bens, 14/-

lot, or 2/6 each : Missenden, Holly House Lodge,
Chingford, Essex. (16)
A GRAND lot of healthy Norwich cocks, 7/6, 8/6

;

hens 3/-, 4/-; own breeding: A. Steward, Oulton,
Aylsham, Norfolk. (501)
FORTY pairs grand typical Norwich from 10/-. 12/6,

15/-, 25/- pair,- inspection any time: Dawson, 689,
Duke-st., Glasgow. (23)
LARGE winning 1915 Norwich, nicely fed, from 10/-

each
; worth double, must clear: lille, 3, Linton-

crescent, Hastings. (IS)
NORWICH non-flighted, 10 pairs at 7/6 per pair,
bred from winners: Di. Williams, 12, Rosevean-rd.,
Penzance, Cornwall. (20)
A FEW good Norwich for sale, approval; also 4

Yorkshire ishow cages and case: Wallwork, 19, Rail-
way View, Iirierfield. (21)
DOWSON, Postman, 40, Cathedral Close, Norwich,
has for disposal few good birds; cocks from 7/-, hens
from 4/-: state wants. (17)
-LARGE colour-fed' Norwich, for show or stock;
•state wants

; on approval : Mrs. Roberts/ Stannaliey,
Newton Drive, Blackpool. (12)
HIGH-CLASS show Norwich for sale, cocka 5/-

and 7/6, hens 3
'6 each; must clear: W. H. Gardner,

67. Stephen ’s-rd., Preston. (25)
TWO double cages, 10/-

:
two single, 5/- ; Norwich

hen, 2/6; Yorkshire cock, 6/-; 7/- the pair: Ellis,

42,
’ Eastover, Bridgwater. (18)

TIP-TOP Norwich, show and stock birds at low
prices for quick sale: TrevaUion, 76, Lower Gardens-
rd., Lordship-lane, Tottenham. (le)
STOUT cobby var. buff Norwich hen, half sister to
my two yellow cocks, 2nd Perth, price 12/6: Craw-
ford, Craigie Park-terr., Perth. (20)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich for sale, singles or pairs,

cheap; stamp particulars: James M’Neillie, 13,
Jtarket-st., Maxwelltown, Dumfries. (23)
PRIZE-BRED Norwich cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens

3/6, 4/6; colour fed; approval, deposit: H. Burchell,
2, High-rd., Chadwell Heath, Essex. (22)
WILLIAM PHIPPS for splendid typical massive
Norwich; winner over 100 prizes, also cup; ap-
proval: 10, Millplatt-av., Isleworth. (1)
GOOD singing Norwich^ cock Canary, 7/6; three

large hens. 3/- each, or exchange anything : Lowes,
76, Gillingbam-rd., Gillingham, Kent. (17)
FOUR outdoor bred 1915 Norwich Roller Jens, 3

variegated, 1 clear. 1/9 each: Penfold, 19, Monro
House, Long-lane, Southwark, London. (18)
CHA.MPION yellow marked- Norwich cock, big

head, short flights and tail, sell 10/6, bargain: G.
Oakley, Chcddleton, Nr. Leek, Staffs. (16)
NORWICH, big Buff cock, young Yellow hen,
Yellow cock. Buff Ijen, 20/- pair; good birdS, colour
feed; approval: 36, Clifton-rd., Southport. (21)
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for show or song,
many winners; prices low; state wants; appro-
val: McKeand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)
PRIZE bred Norwich, matched ipairs 15/-; single
birds cheap, approval

; exchange new trousers or
boots, eightc: Burgess, Eastover, Bridgwater. (18)
GOOD healthy hens, all colours, 3/6, 1914; or would
exchange several for typical cock or British Roller

;

approval : S. Large, 59, Sprules-rd., Brockley. (24)
FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10,6, pairs

from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Peekham, London. (11
FOR sale, splendid Green Norwich cock, best of

singers, day or gaslight, £1; also Roller School-
master’s: Franks, 55, Regent-st., Leamington. ,24)
FIFTY-SIX high class Norwich Canaries, aviary
bred, Clears and Variegated, 7/6 pair; terms for
dealers: W. Turner, The Ashelis, Quorn. Loughboro’.
PRIZE and prize-bred Norwich cooks and hens,

7/6 upwards; no better strain ’living; approval, de-
posit: Handley, Walsoken, Wisbech. 1915 bred. (22)
MR. EC’KERSLEY has a few unflighted and year-

old birds of rare type and quality now ready; write
early: 51, Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (7)
NORWICH Canaries, splendid songsters, cocks 7/6,
hens 3/0; Goldfinch Mules from 8/6; satisfaction
guaranteed : Wells, 102, Charlemont-rd., Etist Ham.

( 10 )

EXTRA large variegated buff hen, unflighted, grand
type and colour, great substance, 17/6, or ex-
change two singing cocks: Angus, Carden-st., Mac-
duff. (14)
LARGE buff cock, 7/-; 2 yellow, 2 buff, 1914 hens;

3 1915 yellow hens, 4/- each; good chubby birds;
approval: Pringle, 66, Buchanan-st., Stockton-on-
Tees. (20)
FLEET, breeder and exhibitor of high class Nor-
wich ; few to spare on Clear unflighted coeks ; will
exchange Clear Yellow for Buff: 16, King’s-rd., Upton
Park, (22)

Winners at

Stock Prices.
Cocks or Hens, Colour-Fed —
These birds can be seen, or
particulars given: 10/6, 15/,
20/-, 30/-. Pairs, correctly
matched to produce best
results by me personally, 15/-

Otlicr good, honest Norwich at following
Cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; Hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6,

5/6, 6/6. PailYj matched to produce best results, 8/6,

10/6, 12/6. The value of these must really be seen

to be fully appreciated. Approval. Cages, to bold

one bird, 3d.; to hold 2 birds, 4d. For all others,

see detailed Current Price List. Easy payments by
joining my Original Bird Club; distance no object.

W. RUDD, THE BIRD SPECIALIST, NORWICH.

NORWICH ;
large variegated yellow cock. Rood

head, neck and substance, £1 5/-; clear buff cock,

12/6; good hens; approval: Roberta, 43, Young-st.,

Derby. (17)

JAMES STARK, absolute winner of the Norwich
amateur challenge cup, typical birds for sale, special

good yellow hens, approval, stamp : 110, Oak-st.,

Norwich. (5)

SIX cocks, yellow and buff, from 8/-; six hens from
4/-; c.f. ; Mealy Redpoll cock and hen Twite, H.M.,
5/- pair: R. Nelson, 77, East Princes-st., Helens-
burgh, N.B. (19)

CLEAN, healthy Norwich colour-fed an 1 natural
colour cocks, 5/- to 10/6; herns., 3/- to 7/6 (Thomas’s
strain); approval: Ruecroft, Beamish-fit., West
Stanley, Durham. (10)

TWO Norwich hens, one Buff, one Cinnamon, sell

30/-; exchange good Yorkshire hen, unflighted, or

exhibition Goldfinch or Mule, on approval: 5, Ash-
worth-st., Hollenwood. (24)

YELLOW green cock, 2 buff cocks, 7/6 each; 2

yellow hens, 2 buff hens, 6/- each; related to win-

ners; approval anywhere; stamp reply; W. Spencer,

85, Athol-et., Burnley. (17)

YOUNG Norwich cock Canaries, over moult, full

song, 5/- to 7/6, hens 2/6; also variegated buff York-
shire cock, champion breeder, 7/6 : Brown, 23, Have-
lock-&t., Wellingborough. (19)

SEVERAL good Norwich, good size, type, quality,
cocks from 10/-, hens from 5/- upwards; fit for show,
colour fed; several pairs 8/6, 10/-; approval: Grout,
64, Hughenden-rd., Norwich. (22)

TYPICAL 1915 Norwich, 2 variegated buff cocks,

9/6 each; 2 variegated buff hens, 6/6 and 5/-; from
Hoddej-’.s hens; approval, deposit: McNaughton,
“Weald,” College-rd., Harrow Weald. (20)
SPLENDID Norwich cocks and hens, fed and non-

fed', for quick sale, from 7/6 to £3, limited number,
cash or -deposit

;
approval at your risk, room wanted :

D. H. Davies, 24, College-hill, Llanelly. (16)

NOTICE.—High-class Norwich for sale, yellow and
buff cocks, from 15/-; ditto hens, 10/6 upwards;
colour-fed; all specially picked birds; state wants:
Abel, The Grove, Necton, nr. Swaflham. (18)
NOTICE, for sale, twenty prize bred colour-fed
Norwich, 1915 bred ; some very good show and stock
birds, all clean moulted: cocks from 10/-, hens 5/-:

W. Fowler, Phoenix-fit., Sutton in-Ashfield. (19)
LARGE 1914 Clear Yellow cock. Variegated Buff
hen, 12/,. pair; Clear 1915 Buff cock. Yellow hen,

10/-; 2 Buff hens, 6/-; all colour fed; approval,
cash: Peck, Ashmans Hall-gardens, Beccles. (22)

R. SMILL1E has a few grand stock birds to part
with from winning strain (Grewar’s) yellows and
buffs, cocks and hens, 10/- upwards; approval,
stamp: Valley-view Cottages, Cowdenbeath. (12)

MONSTER Norwich buff cock, wonderful head and
chest, 30/-, a perfect show specimen, and some tip-

top yellow and buff cocks and hens, for show or
stock, at moderate prices: Taylor, Draper, Bideford.

(14)
WAR brings misfortune to many, fortune to

others. Had successful season
;

your opportunity
securing choice stock much below value; particu-
lare on application: R. H. Livingstone, 240, Main-
st., Rutherglen.
SPECIAL offer, must be cleared, variegated yellow

cock, 12/6; variegated buff, 20/-; ticked buff, 15/-;

clear buff, 10/6; unflighted variegated yellow, 12/6;
buff, 12/6; clear huff, 10/6; variegated yellow hen,

10/6; variegated buff hen, 12/6; another 7/6; all

Humphries strain: Robinson, Wednesfield, Carr-lane
Aeomb, York. (19)

THIS may interest you! Am clearing remaining
four pairs . Norwich which were intended for stock;
yellow varieg. hen, 15/-; 3 green liens, buff, 7/6, 10/6,

20/-
;
grand yellow cock, ticked head, 40/-

;
yellow-

cock off former, 25/- ; buff cock, unflighted, 20/-

;

two buff variegated cocks, £0/-, 25/-; a decided chanc e

if you want tile beet blood, cheap, approval, stamp

:

McKay, 84, Castle-fit., Forfar. (20)

E. BAKER offers grand Norwich, all from his win-
ning strain; splendid yellow cock, good type, size,

colour and head, £1 15/-; monster buff cock, deep-
chestcd bird, good quality, bred winners, £1 9/C; bis
brother, £1; rare yellow hen, large, stout, good
head, £1 5/-; typical buff hen, short and stout,
quality with size, daughter to my rose bowl winner,
16/-; pairs from £1: E. Baker, Waterloo-rd., Ips-
wich. (20)
CHAMPION Norwich, winner, holder Oxford chal-
lenge cups, silver cruet Reading, first special Leices-
ter, claimed £10 10/-; grand large wing ticked typi-
cal yellow cock, year old, rung, first, cup, Oxford,
first, special, Reading, 60/-; unflighted wing marked
buff cock, hear ticked, unflighted yellow cock, both
bred from above, first nest feather show, safe win-
ners, 25/- each; grand unflighted yellow cock, second
Oxford last week, topper, 40/- ;

large unflighted buff
cock, own brother, rare head, neck, winner first, vhc,
special last week, 30/-; one, shade smaller, all type,
can win amateur class, 12/6: sweet typical ticked
buff hen. winner two prizes, 15/-; large yellow hen,
full colour, 10/6; approval receipt cash: Lewin,
58, Marlborough-rd., Oxford. (20)
INIMITABLE bargains in champion Norwich Plain-
heads

; over sixty for sale, all 1915 bred, and com-
prise, among others, Clear Y'ellow cock, good tvpe,
quality, good head, chest, price 11/6; large Ticked
Yellow cock, can win, very promising, lovely head,
stout, grand feather, only £1; marked Yellow cock,
beauty, full of quality, price £1, giving him away

;

large bold Clear Buff, can win at good shows,
grand head, neck, chest, close feather, 21/- worth
£2 2s.; massive marked Buff cock, really grand
all round Norwich, price 15/6; marked Yellow hen,
10/6; Clear Yellow hen, 15/G; another 11/6; monster
marked Buff hen, large head, neck, chest, price

12/6; clinking Clear Buff hen, topper, no mistake
about it, price 15/-; champion Clear Buff cock, also

Clear Buff lien, can win champion classes, £2 2s.

each
;

above in grand condition, through moult

;

approval, cash or deposit; note, none better ob-
tainable anywhere ; numerous winners sold annually :

masters: Franks, 55, Regent-st.. Leamington. (24)

For exhibition
; a few grand Yellow and Buff cocks

and hens, from 12/-; typical in every reaped
; cash,

deposit: Girling, Confectioner, 22, Wcnsum-at. Nor-
'vl

/> (24)

ONE MINUTE, PLEASE! As evidence of the high-
cla v, stock in my possession, I beg to point out my
winnings, in open competition, for this vear alone—
WELSH NATIONAL. Two Ists, four 2ndB, one 3rd,
and four specials, with eight exhibits. PLYMOUTH
5th and 7th in unflighted class ami 6th with year

old yellow eock, with three exhibits. ABERTILLERY— 1st and 3rd in unflighted arid 2nd in over-
year class, with three exhibits. Ten unflighted birds
out of fourteen exhibit*. Possessing no special
show teams, ail the above arc my breeding stock,
arid birds tired from and closely related to these
will be for disposal in a week or so’s time. Prices
are extremely reasonable, and stamped enquiries
much appreciated.

REV. C B. JOLLIFFE,
CARISBROOK, 19, PONTCANNA ST, CARDIFF.

CHAMPION WINNING
NORWICH

C. W. Silk, Glenrosa, Emsworth
I have a grand lot of Norwich now ready, including
many noted winners; kindly state requirements:
all birds on approval willingly. (igj

|
Rollers <5 Singing CanatTes]

E REEDER'S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trairtef-, cele-
brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall's), 151
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.’
Birds for oalc, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full
particulars free: Heathfield, Sussex. (100)

ROLLER cock3 in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 6/9, 7/9;
hens, 2/-: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (23)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton. 10/0, 8/6,
7/6; hens 3/6, 2/6; approval: Lloyd, 140, Grestv-rd.,
Crewe. '(495)
ROLLER Schoolmaster and cage, 15/-; hens, 2/-;

cocks, 7/6: Smith, Hairdresser, Bedlington, Northmm
berland.
NOTICE, grand lot, day and gaslight songsters,
prices low; approval: McKeand, Seabright, Ca9tle
Douglas. ° (f70)

ro
7
;,

I>
?f
NTS Manchester (4673) (B4) 17/6. two hens

(B4) 4/- each approval: G. Grimsditch, 58, Churcli-
st., Dukinfield. /

4S -j

1{ollers
> Randall’s pure strain; cocks

15/-,’ approval; all 1915 rung: J. Leigh, 57.
Bold-st., Altrincham. /4 %

FEW good 1915 Rollers, 10/6 pair; cocks onlv 816
upwards; approval, deposit: Mrs. Bluck, 3 West-
bourne-terrace. Hove. j-jg,

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries
singing mcely; accept 4/6 each: Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth.
DEEP glucke Rollers, P.R.C.C. cock, from 7/6,hens 3,-; approval; few song cages, 1/3: EarnshaW,
Breeder, 51, Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs. ng)
1,1^1° o5

0ller
,

c0
!i

k:
f’

1915 ’ singing, 7/- each; three
lien., 2/6 each; take 18/6 lot, or exchange: Oliver,
8, Iscw-rd., Wrockwardine Wood, Salop. (21)
HIGH-CLASS Water Glucke schoolmasters, B4
rung 20/-, 22 points, 22/-; 4th and spl., 24/-- an-
proval : T. Hilson, 35, Botany-lane, Ashton-u’nder-
Lyne. (t)9)

SPLENDID singing cocks, Randall’s strain, 6-/6 •

hens 2/6 ; home all day ; local custom invited
; birds

sent any distance: Standard, Aviaries, Newton
Heath, Manchester. /o

4
x

HIGH-CLASS Roller hens for sale, bred 1915
B.R.C.S. rung, also a 1913 bred Chillcott hen,
B.K.L.C. rung

; price 5/- each
;

w ill send on ap-
proval with pleasure: Mrs. F. Meinertzhagen, 32
Elsham-rd., Kensington, London, W. (]g)
HIGH-CLASS Rollers from the best strains in
England, not common; Chaffer’s cocks, on grand
song, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 ; and a few Schoolmasters, 8'6
10/6 each; hens same strain.. 1/6, 2/- each; approval
cash or deposit: Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (IS)

TO ROLLER BREEDERS
I am open to buy any quantity Rollers, cocks or

hens, will give good price for good birds and will
deposit cash; send particulars: Gledhill, Fleet-lane
Queensbury, Bradford. (5)

IMPORTANT TO BREEDERS OF ROLLERS
Wanted, large and small quantities of Rollers,
trained and untrained; genuine business meant-
state quantity and price: Cundall, Tyson-st., Halb
fax. (17)

ROLLER
CANARIES.
VOOGT’S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Roller Hens.—14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-

j

2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent safely packed.
Roller Cocks.—Commencing to sing well, strong,

hardy, serviceable songsters, 7/6 each, 7 for 42/-

j

each honestly wbrth 10/6. There will be a con-
siderable shortage of birds this season. All thoss
sending cash will receive their birds without any
delay. Telephone: 6341 Avenue. Telegrams:
Hamlyn, London Docks.

JOSiN HAftfLYN,
221, St. George’s Street, London, East.

Scotch Fancier
{

NOTICE, grand lot Scotch fancy, many winners,

prices low
;
state wants ; approval : McKeand, Sea-

bright, Castle Douglas. i470)
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Yorhshires-
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BREEDERS’ CARDS.

;TiSRS AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist; winners

thousands of prizes leading shows; many chain-

ihoii.-hiii crystal I’alaee, including championship last

l'alaee show ;
not being able to exhibit owing to

illness can supply wonderful good exhibition anil

,tud birds; reasonable; approval: Langton Lodge,

Hcotton, Knarcsborongh, Yorks. (481)

/>ILEY. winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup the Y.U. 00 guinea Cliallcnge iyopby.

etc. : 40, South View terr.. Suudy Lane, Brad

RMEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,

breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are

stocked on tlio shortest notice.

dykes, the present-day champion (seo show
reports), breeder ami exhibitor of Clio finest York-

fdilrzs that have ever graced the show bench.

Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them; prices reasonable; statg wants;

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: In, Shann-

et. ,
Bolton Woods, Bradford. (490)

. TAYLOR, 30, Airevillc-rd., Frizingh all, Bradford,

breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high- class York-

shires and Norwich; show and stock specimens

now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual

seven days approval.

SHEFFIELD O.S., 29 classes, s novice; entries closo

fov. I
; see show notice.

YOU KNII IRKS for sale, cash or deposit: 18, St.

iark's-terr., Nichols Town, Southampton. (21)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, prize- bred, on song, cocks

/-, hens 3/-: Draper, -17, Palinerstoil-st., llattcrsea

'ark rd. ’ _ (18)

COLOUR FED Yorkshires; cocks C/-, liens 3/-, up-

vards; on approval: Tattersall, East-st., Farington,

‘reston, (I®)

VERY line Yorkshire^ ifor sale; hens 4/0; cocks

9/0 and 12/0; safely through moult: 13, Lancaster-

err., Merthyr. .
(21)

YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from
/-; hens from 3/-: Apply, l’ercy Lane, 1, Arbore-

um-rd., Worcester. (490)

ORKSH1KE cocks, some real toppers, 4/9, 5/9, 6/9,

/9, 10/C; liens from 2/9; send for list: Ross, Avi-

;ries, Forres, N.B. (23)

MY miflighted Yorkshire winners, Plymouth show,
-vitli liens matched, from 15/- pair: Luscombe, 9,

fohn-st., Plymouth. (15)

HIGH-CLASS colour-fed Yorkshires, show or stock

irds; cocks from 7/0; liens from 5/0: Sutcliffe, 40,

lammond-st., Halifax. (18)

REST in West London. Yorkshires, typical, col. -fed,

how or stock, reasonable on approval: 44, Aylmer-
oad, Shepherd’s Bush. (19)

SEVERAL young Yorkshire cocks going cheap, on
oug; what offers?: G., 10, Albion-grove,, Stoke
s'ewington, London, N. (23)

HIGH CLASS show Yorkshires for sale, cocks 5/-

uid 7/0, hens 3/6 each; must clear; AY. H. Gardner,
17, Stephen's-rd., Preston. (25)

GIVING up; pure Yorkshires, 15 cocks and lo

icns, 1915 birds; what offer single or lot: Jackson,

3, l>a.neroft-rd., Hale, Cheshire. (21)

YORKSHIRES from all the winning strains from
6 per pair; any quantity; inspection invited:

iviaries, 59, Hammond-st., Halifax. fl7)

PU RE-BRED Yorkshire cock Canary, 1915, deep
irange, grand shape, full song, 10/0: Mrs. Nock,
i.cmgdon Rectory, Wellington, Salop. (15)

NOTICE, grand lot A’orktbires for show or song,

nany winners; prices low; state wants; approval:
vlcKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)

AV1LL exchange one pair Norwich P.H., one pair

lorders, for British; mutual approval: A. Turnbull,
takbank-place, Winchburgh, Scotland. (23)

PAIR of A'orkshire Canaries, with double breeding
ago complete, nests, bath, 9/-; bargain; approval:
‘harles Catton, Meltham, Huddersfield. (22)

FOR sale, a few nice Yorkshires, same strain as
ny winners; cocks from 7/6; hens 5/- upwards:
tuteliinson, Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (21)
COLOUR-FED young healthy exhibition Yorkshires;
:ocks 10/-, pairs 12/6; at home Saturdays, Sundays:
Srccder, 222. Ribblesdale-rd., Streatham. (484)

YORKSHIRES, from first- rate strain, in pairs or
-ingly, hens 3/6 to 7/0, cocks 6/- to 10/0 each; ap-
proval, anywhere: J. B. Lenton, Market Deeping.
ELEVEN pairs high-class Yorkshires, 10/. pair;

latural colour; chiefly 1915 birds, or cash offers

or lot: Caretaker, .The Club, Marazion, Cornwall.
YORKSHIRES, grand unftighted marked Buff cock,

12/0, good stock bird; week's approval; own breed-
ing; no dealers.

—

.Williams, 802, Penistone-rd., Owler-
ton, Sheffield. (11)

CONN TANSEY can spare two clinking 7-J-in. stock
rocks, clear buff and variegated yellow, “B.L.”
iing, 1914, 30/- each; approval: 57, Reid-st., Spring-
purn, Glasgow. (20)

MR. STUART has for disposal several excellent
Yorkshire Canaries for showing, from £2, also good
stock birds, 10 0, 12 6, 15/-, 17/6, and £1: 14, Shep-
herds Bush-green, W. (22)

EXHIBITION 1914 Yellow Y
T
ork. cock, Crawhall’s

direct, cost £3; Buff 1914 hen. Dyke’s direct, cost

£1; accept £2 the pair; great bargain; approval:
Dicks. Newcastle, Emlyn. (19)

BARGAINS few pairs of higli-class Yorkshire,

splendid quality cocks, long-drawn, over 7in., 7/6

pair, worth treble; approval, deposit: E. Saxon,

27, Oxford-rd., Smethwick. (22)

LOOK at this lot of Yorkshires birds, the catch
o'f the season; from first-rate strains, in pairs or

single; hens 3/6 to 7/6; cocks 6/- to 10/6: Pace,

23, Albion-st., West Hartlepool. (19)

If. UANNAFORD has some typical Yorkshires for

sale ; some grand stock birds ; all related to my
winners ; low prices ; inspection invited : 65, St.

Quintin-av., North Kensington. (4)

T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,

bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

Ueorge’s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (14)

YORKSHIRES. Cups, medal and prize-winners;

now ready for bench
;

good lengthy flights, neat
cariagc; see Plymouth report; prices reasonable:
Craven, Yelverton-terr. , Plymouth. (4)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, good typical colour-fed
t ellow and buff cocks, 7/0, 10/-, 12/6; stylish hens
#/-, 6/-; inspection invited; approval: Whiting, .The
Lodge, Bishopsford, Mitcham, Surrey. (17)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted strain

;
cocks at 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, RO/- upwards

;

icns at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval:
S. Cheshire, 34, Crawford -st., Bradford. (17)

TOUR pairs grand Yorkshires, brimming over with
•Hour, in capital condition, perfect health, not
.mail stuff, 10/6 pair; some good hens 4/-; all un-

lighted; honest value: Brew in, Rayst.. Ueanor. (24)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,

birds, none better; cocks in full song, 6/C; sure win-

ners, 10 0 ; liens, 5/6 each; ten days’ approval: AV.

powick : aitfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (4)

Champion

Yorkshires,

Norwich,etc.

Now Ready,
including some real good specimens, both for atock
and show purposes. I invite you to come and make
your own selection. If unable to do so, scud a P.C.
for my Free Illustrated Catalogue, and remember,
l am prepared to send birds to any address in the
Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at my risk. Satisfac-
tion absolutely guaranteed.

JOE THOMAS. Exporter,
Ambler Thcfn, Halifax, Yorks.

Eetablishcd over 35 years.

EXCEPTIONALLY fine buff hens, 1914 and 1915,
perfect condition, 5/6 and 6/6 each; one fit for
exhibition, 8/6; satisfaction guaranteed, cash or
deposit; approval: Dair-st., Shaftesbury, Dorset.

(10
GRAND upstanding A’orkshire cocks, 1914 bred,

with liens to match, 15/- a pair, bred from winners;
also a few nice hens from 5/- upwards; approval:
A. Wearrnouth, Westcroft, Stanhope, Co. Durham.

( 18 )

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, cocks 7/6, hens 5/-, up-
wards; matched pairs, 12/0, 15/-, 20/-, large stock
cocks, from 15/- to 30/-; approval, deposit: John
Radley, 259, King-st., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Hudders-
field. , (22)
EXHIBITORS.—Npt being able to follow the shows

this time 1 have some of the best exhibition and
stock birds in the Fancy from 11)/- upwards; ap-
proval, deposit : T. McLoughlin, A’alley-rd., Liver-
sedge, A'orkshire. (482)

YOU E opportunity; marked buff cock, 1st Clap-
ham, £1 ;

clear yellow cock, 1st Penge, vhc Clap-
ham, 15-

; several others capable winning novico
classes, from 7/6; inspection invited: Last, 8, Bank
Buildings, Purley. (17)
SPECIAL purchase of Yorkshire Canaries; five

pairs Yorkshire, 12/6 pair; good value; 15 natural
colour Norwich and Yorkshires, good stamp, hens
3/6, cocks 6/- ; bred from own straiu : Windsor, 12,

The Crofts, Nanttvich. (20)
CLEARING out my valuable stock of Yorkshires
reasonable; pocks from 7/6 each; liene from 4/-

each; a few really excellent cocks, fit to win, from
£1, or exchange: Henry Kaye, 24, Moston-st., Red-
dish, Stockport, Lancashire. (21)
A RARE opportunity to obtain good Yorkshires at
half their value

;
cocks from 7/6 to 15/- ;

hens from
4/-; seven days' approval; satisfaction guaranteed
or money willingly returned

;
good birds are easy to

sell, so don't delay: Cooper, 20, Gordon-st., Scar-
borough. (23)

TO Exhibitors. Compulsory sale; 1914 wing ticked
yellow hen, well up on legs, very stylish, winner
every time out, £2 10s. ; miflighted yellow cock,
rare type afidi quality, winner 1st this season;
bargains; approval, deposit: Alexander Macwilliams,
0, Nottingham-st., Dublin. (IS)

THE following are fit for immediate exhibition

:

Buff cock 15/-, even wing marked' cock 15/-, un-
flighted yellow wing ticked hen 10/6; above are
extra good ; some slashing stock birds to breed
winners, £1 a pair ; Ambler’s strain ; approval

;

cash or deposit: Taylor, Northam-rd., Bideford. (14)

HIGHEST class Yorkshires for sale, same strain
as my winners (see reports), Skelmanthorpe, Han-
ley, City of Bradford, and Bradford West; can
spare a few pairs from 10/6 upwards, also a few
both exhibition and stock birds; no rubbish; state
wants; approval, deposit: Percy Hirst, Station-rd.,
Skelmanthorpe, nr. Huddersfield. (25)
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/H, by H. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Y’orkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C.

QUALITY’ Yorkshires; can spare few real high-

class birds, bred direct from our Crystal Palace
championship winners ; magnificent pairs, 15/- to
60/-; wonderful length, shape, and style, feathered
like wax; clinking hens, full of style, all quality,

7/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; these are the Yorkshires
that do breed champions, and are the finest and
most reliable strain in the world ; approval, cash or
deposit; satisfaction guaranteed: Messrs. Amblers,
Langton Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough. (10)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either
for stock or exhibition

;
no frivolous prices ; ctnu.

mks. our speciality; see Yorks. Union sho’w reports:
403, Rooley-lane, Bradford.

WM. SMITH
Warranted A’orkshire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/0,
12/6 each; hens 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each; warranted
Norwich Canaries ; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 each

;

hens 3/-, 4/-, 4/0, 5/6 each; see British birds: Wm.
Smith, 39. Tib-st., Manchester.

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- pair; any quantity;
money deposited

;
bankers, County ami Westmin-

ster; particulars, stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Bridport-
place, Hoxton.

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
I have some grand birds to dispose of, including
many winners, ail my own breeding, not picked up
anywhere from anybody’s surplus, ail colour fed to
perfection

;
grand cocks, in full song, and over

7 inches long, at 6/6, 7/6, HO/- upwards
;
grand racy

hens at 4/-, 5/6, 7/0 upwards; try one of my specially
matched pairs at HO/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- a pair upwards,
and compare them with others, and if mine are
not twige as good just send them back carr. for.

;

dealers supplied
;

6 days’ approval, cash or de-
posit editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-
rd., Bradford. (24)

NOW’S YOUR CHANCE!
Having bought a well-known fancier’s entire stock
of Yorkshire Canaries, show birds included, can
sell at the following prices: Cocks 7/0, 10/-, 12/6,

15/-, 20/- each; hens 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6, 10/-; pairs
matched for breeding 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-,

25/-, 30/-; Norwich, bred from my noted winning
strain at same prices as above; inspection invited:
AV. Johnson, 55, George-st., Leeds. (21)

EXTRA GOOD
value in Yorkshire cocks at
«/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-

eacli. Very smart lengthy hens
at 3/-, 41: 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6

each. Fairs matched to breed
winners, at 8/6 , 10/6, 12/6, is/-,

20/- per pair. All cocks on
eong, and 200 to select from
in clears, ticked, green marked
and cinnamon marked. Colour
fed and natural colour. Exhibi-
tion cocks opd hens at 10/-,

12/6, 15/ , 20/- upwards that
can soon win their cost. State wants. Also large

stock of Norwich and Crests. Easy payments taken
for show birds, and birds sent off at once, on re-

ceiving first payment. State wants, and send for

particulars post free. Show birds at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-,

20/-, 25/-, 30/- each. Cocks or Hens. Over 100 win-

ners supplied last season. Illustrated price list

post free. Travelling cage 3d. extra. Seven days’
approval.— J. TAYLOR, 36, Airevilla Road, Frizing-

hall, Bradford.

EXHIBITION light Greenflnch-Oanary Mule, dip-
loma winner, 40/-, exchange large yellow Norwich
cock, marked, unflighted preferred; J. AV. Johneon,
Wigan-rd., Ormskirk. (20)
FOUR parrs Chaffinch-Canaries, 3/- pair; two pairs
Goldfinch-Canaries, bred Mules, 10/- pair; Redpoll-
Canaries. 3/- pair; four hen Chaffinches, 2/-: Hooton,
34, Old Bark-lane, Southport. (19)
GRAND Goldie-Bullflnch Hybrid, ready for immedi-
ate exhibition ; in grand bloom, 50/-

;
also a real

good Greenfinch Mule, grand size, colour, cte., 20/-;
ditto, yellow, 15/-; also grand buff Norwich cock, can
win, 30/-; other cocks and liens at reasonable prices;
approval for cash, or "Cage Birdsi” deposit: P.
Jowett, 27, Derby-st., Great Horton, Bfd. (17)

DOVES.
TRUE pair of adult Ring Doves, perfect plums
age, .nesting, 2/6: Wilshor, I.unns-ave., Colwick-rd.,
Nottingham. (20)

fFOREIGN BIRDS. 1

YORKS.
SPLENDID LOT OF YORKS. NOW READY.

Properly matched pairs at 16/6, 12/6, and £1, on six

days’ approval. Cash or deposit. Cocks, 7/6, 8/6,

and 10/6; colour fed or natural. Hens, 3/6, 4/6, and
5/6. Illustrated List sent post free on application.

Telephone : 5014.

Taylor's naturalists, Ltd.,
3/7, THORNTON ROAD, BRADFORD.

QUALITY
Is the true test pf cheapness.
Two special Stocks, one entire

lot of known exhibitors. I

want you to make a compari-
son with any others offered at
similar and higher prices, by
having on approval.
Cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-,

20/-. Pairs, matched for
breeding, 8/6, 9/6, 10/6, 12/6,

15/- 20/-, 30/-. Hens, 3/; 3/6,

4/6, 6/6, 8/6; three good Hens,
7/6, worth double and treble

this figure. Travelling cages,
3d. extra one bird, two birds
4d. Detailed List Free. Easy
Payments.
W. RUDD, The Bird Speci-

alist, NORWICH

SHEFFIELD O.S., 6 classes; entries close Nov. 1;
see show notice.

’

TALKING Pairot and cage, ^bargain, 30/-; exchange
birds: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (23)
BUDGERIGARS; 10 outdoor bred for sale; what

offers : Silvester, 158, Victoria-rd., Aston, Birming-
ham. ( 18 )

SPLENDID talking Amazon Parrot, 50/-, or will
exchange Canaries, Alulcs, etc.: Day, The Aviaries,
Portcr-st,, Hull. (IS)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, 6/- pair;
cocks, 2/6; hena, 3/6; young, 5J- pair: Hay, 5, Wood
lands-rd., Barnes. (22)

COCK Java Sparrow (prize winner), 7/0; cock White
ditto, so; orb, 10/-; pair Zebra f inches, 10/6: Rev.
Raynor, Hazelcigh, MaUloti. (20)
WHITE Java Sparrows or Zebra Finches, exchange
Gem air gun; offers; birds first: Richards, 118,

Chornnest-rd.. Peekham, S.E. (19)
FINE pair of Australian Brush Bronz-e AVing Doves,

30/-; 2 Diamond Doves, 15/- each: B. Thornas set,
Ashmansworth, near Newbury. (24)

AMAZON Parrot excellent talker, whistler and
mimic; accept 45/-, with cage: Miss Joyce, 9, Rosa-
mond-pl., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (23)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 195 .

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

j
Various Canaries.

{

HENS, Crested, 4/-; Yorks. 3/-; Border 2/6; Roller
2/6: Medcalf, Salt Hill, Slough. (21)

HEN Canaries, 2/- each, 18/- doz.
;

young cocks
from 6/-; deposit: Dunham, Mount Pleasant, Clap-
ham, Beds. (24)

VARIEGATED yellow cocks, 7/-; hens, 3/-; York-
shire hens, 31-

:

Norwich hen, 5/-; pure: Owen, Can-
ary Breeder, Ferry Bridge. (18)

SPLENDID singing cock Canary, beautiful plum-
age, 7/C; packed free; approval; send P.O. : Rough-
ton, Boat Inn. Northampton. (6)

BIG yellow Norwich hen, 10/- : ditto yellow cock,

15/-; typical marked buff hen, 8/6; pair Borders and
breeding cage, 12/6: Atkinson, Market-place, Gnis-

borough. (25)

GRAND selection of lovely singing Canaries, cocks

full song, 4/6 and 5/6 each ; hens, 2/3 each ;
safely

packed for any distance: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st.,

Manchester. (23)

BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire, Bordeis,

and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-. cock and hen 5/-,

travelling case 3d.; approval; McKeand, 15, Queen-
et., Castle Douglas. - (470)

CANARIES, few high-class Yorkshires and Nor-
wich, on full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/- ;

hen, very
good, 2/6; one pair of Lizards, golden cock and
silver hen, 20/-: Ingram, 54, Goulton-st., Hull. (20)

ALL my winners for sale, comprising A'orks'liires,

Norwich, Borders; any fancier wishing to start with

high class birds at a low price, send stamp for

price and particulars to John Day, 77, Porter-st.,

Hull. UK)
A BARGAIN: 1 pair of A’orkshire Canaries, 1

pair of Norwich 1915 birds, 5 single breeding cages,

fittings, etc.; cocks singing: 25 1- the lot; room
wanted; &een any time: Mr. Robinson, 86, Etlielred-

st.. Lambeth Walk, S.E. («)
FOUR good Norwich cocks, 3 long slim A’orkshire

cocks, 2 Norwich hens, 2 A’orkshire hens, 43/-; must
sell; also that valuable book, -‘‘Canaries, British

and Hybrids.”, cost 23/6 lust lately; sell 17/-: Eng-

land, Hallett's Gardens, Huish, Yeovil. (18)

MULES-HYBRIDS. I

- i
..ii— ...i

SHEFFIELD O.S., 5 classes; entries close Nov. 1;

see show notice.

COCK Goldfinch Mule, Finch notes, 7/6: J. Good-

child, Ashen, Clare, Sfk. (25)

GOLDIE-GREENIE Hybrids, cock and ben; what
offers’: McKay, Castle-st., Forfar. (20)

CHOICE Muling hens, 3/-, 8/6, 4/6, 5/6 each; ap-

proval; cage 3d.: Rudd, <Speoiaiist, Norwich.

EXHIBITORS! Redpoll-Greenfinch Hybrid, cock,

numerous wins, 7/-; pair young Norwich, 5/6: Taylor,

42, De Freville-aven., Cambridge. (23)

COCK Greenfinch Mule, 6/-; cock Goldfinch lien

Canary bred Mules, 8/6; exchange anything useful:

Collins, Morchard, Bishop, Devon. (22)

YELLOW Greenfinch cock Mule, third at Lochgclly,

read report, £1 ; three big yellow Norwich hens, 10/-

lot; approval: Duncan, Citadel, Inverness. (23)

NOTICE, 'grand lot Goldfinch and Linnet Mules,

for show or song; prioes low; state wants; appro-

val : McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (470)

THREE cock Linnet Mules, 5/6 each ; one cock Gold-

finch Mule, 6/-; two hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/3 each

;

approval, deposit: A. Edwards, Kensington House,

Goodwick. (r*)
TWO yellow, one huff, large Lancashire Norwich

cross cocks, unfiiglited, 5/6 each; yellow Lancashire

cock, father above, 7/-; £T lot; house moulted ebek

Goldie, 4/6; few yellow Norwich hens, 4/-; approval:

Pringle, CC, Buchauan-st., fit ktou-on Tees. (20)

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully PREPAID.

J-incli 2/«, ^-incli 3/*, 1 incli 6 -

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our
“Date3 Fixed” Column, which are charged at Fs.

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not less
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing” a Show
should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.

CAGE BIRDS, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON.

CLASC0W AND WEST OF SCOTLAND
N.M.B. and F. Bird Club. Twenty-sixth Annual
Club Show, Good Templars’ Hall, 122, Ingram Street,

October 30th. “ Come and see the Cream of the
Norwich Fancy.” Entries close October 26th.—A. K.

CHALMERS, 199, Meadowpark Street, Dennistoun.

LARKHALL C.B.A. Tenth Annual Confined Show,
held in Y.M.C.A. Halls, Larkliall, on 30th Oct. Open
10 a.m.

;
close 7 p.m. Admission Gd. ; during judg-

ing 1/ —THOS. J. McGREGOR, Secretary, Sarah
ville Crescent,

Cleftenham
Can accept Entries up toOCTOBER 31st
More Entries Wanted I

.C.B.S. fifty-second Grand Annual Show will be held

in the City Hall, Brechin, Saturday, 6th Nov.
Splendid classification. Popular judges. Over 60

cash specials, cups and medals. Under the patron-
age of the S.N.V.C. and the B.F.C.C. All surplus

money to be handed over to the Soldiers’ and
Sailors’ Relief Fund. Fanciers send your entries.

We deserve them. Schedules now ready.—JOHN
CRABB, 120, Montrose Street, Brechin.

BEDFORD
Nov. 11th. Judge, H. Norman. All England.
Entries close Nov. 6th.—A. SIMONS, 96, Coventry
Road, Bedford.

HARTLEPOOLS
11th ANNUAL SHOW,

November 6th
St. George’s Hall. 4 prizes; 1/- entry free. 47 Open

Classes. Specials and extra Specials.

Entries close Qet. 30.
Judges: Messrs. Battye. Mundell and Nicholson.

Mr. T. E. Pyman, Show Manager. 2 p.m. to 6 p.m.
•ScliedulMSr

J. W. THORNTON, 43, RYDAL STREET,
WEST HARTLEPOOL.
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SHEFFIELD 0. S.
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TO-DAY IS THE DAY to send your entries to participate in this great and generous otter. Support
the Society that eaters for the Exhibitor and run by experienced Fanciers. 100 Classes. 100 Specials.

Under the patronage of tho following Specialist Clubs : Y.C.C. , C.M.Y.C.C., 0.0. A., U.F.C.C., O.N.P.C.,
N.P.C., N.B.1S. & M.C.. F.B.E.L. Judges: J. llobson. \V. Mundell, H. VV. Battye, ,1. C. Barnes A .1. Heswiek
Prize-money: Can. & Brit., 10/-, 6/-, 4/-, 2/-. For. only 12/-, 8/-, 4/-, 2/- Principal Specials: 21/- umbrella, or
cash, most points Yorkshires. NOVICE YORKSHIRES, four 10/- cash specials lor most points every
two classes : also special best vhc, he, and e. STERLING SILVER ROSE BOWL, best unflighted
Yorkshire. NORWICH, silver teapot most points; Novice Norwich, puir of silver salts, most points;
also specials, best vhc, he, and c. BRITISH, tantalus, value 60/-, most points. FOREIGN HARD-
BILLS, 20/-, 10/-, and 6/- cash for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd most points. FOREIGN SOFTBILLS, 5/-, 3/0, and
2/0, for 1st, 2nd, and 3rd most points. Cnsc of carvers most points throughout show; pair of razors
valuo 10/0 whose birds came (die GREATEST DISTANCE. LOCAL EXHIBITORS, 10/-, 6/-, and 2/0
for most entries staged in a 16-mile radius of Sheffield, THE DONORS, Dr. Craig and Messrs. Fletcher
ajid Walsh not competing. Schedules have been sent out, if not received, classification head of each
variety of Sale Columns. Send your entries, we will classify. TO-DAY IS THE DAY. We gave over
10 gns. to relief funds la st year,—E, C. JOB, Secretary, W Incobank, Sheffield.

LEICESTER ‘Hand-ManT
PRIZES - 10/-, 6/-, 2/6.

Judges; J. Trengove (Canaries), H. J. Chick (Hybrids and British). Grand Cash Specials. Entry
Fee, 1/6. No cancelling or amalgamation of classes. Prize-money guaranteed. Exhibitors who have

failed to got a Schedule, enter from here.
NORWICH—Class 1, Norwich Plainheads, natural colour Cock or Herb Class 2, Clear or Ticked

Yellow. Class 3, Ditto Buff. Class 4, Marked or Variegated Yellow. Class 5, Ditlo Buff. Class 6,

Clear or Ticked Yellow Unfliglited. Class 7, Ditto Bull. Class 8, Variegated Yellow or Buff Un-
flighted. Class 0, Green or Broken Green. Class 10, Clear, Ticked, or Variegated Yellow Hen. Class
11, Ditto Bufl Hen. Class 12, Unflighted Hen, Yellow or Bull. YORKSHIRES.—Class 13, Yorkshire
Clear, Ticked, or Unevenly Marked YT-llow. Class 14, Ditto Bufl'. Class 16, Clear, Ticked, or Unevenly
Marked Yellow or Buff, bred 1916. Class 16, A.O.V. Canary not previously mentioned. NOVICE.

—

Class 17, Norwich, any variety Y'ellow. Class 18, Ditto Butt. Class 19, .Unflighted Yellow or Buff.

Class 20, Any Variety Norwich Hen. HYBRIDS.— Class 21, Any Variety of Light Canary Hybrid.
Class 22. Any Variety of Dark Canary Hybrid. Class 23, Hybrid between two British Birds.
BRITISH.—Class 21, Goldfinch. Class 26, Bullfinch. Class 26, Linnet. Class 27, Greenfinch. Class
2S, Siskin, Redpoll, or Twite. Class 29, Yellow Bunting (Cook or Hen), 5/- special this class. Class
30, Chaffinch or Bramblefinch. 6j- special this class. Class 31, All Other Species of Finch or Bunting.
Class 32, Any Variety Pairs. Selling, 30/-. Class 33, Single or Pairs, Selling, 20/-. Class 34, Selling
Single, 12/6. Entries close Tuesday, Nov. 2 (first post) A. FREESTONE, 79, Clarendon Street,
Leicester.

CARDIFF “
In aid of the Prisoners of War in Germany; 63 Open Classes; Specials. 4 Silver Cups, Silver Challenge
Bowl for best unflighted in the show. Judges: J. H. Payne, Esq., J. H. Roe, Esq.—Apply for schedule—
E. Thomas, 48, Craddock Street, Cardiff.

London & Counties
A.C.B. are holding* their Annual Autumn Show
on Sat., Nov, 6th, at Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse
Street, E.C., the corner of the Meat Market,
Smithfield. Twopence Admission. Something for

nothing. The finest show the Society has had
for a long time. Judge, Mr. W. Shakespeare

—

-

W. Gilbert, 42, Cowcross St., London, E.C.

nttBiBtCMtfB thtf Annual Open Show
MVBVIB% B\ M will be held Nov. 13th.

Border Fancy, Canary, and two British Bird classes.

D. Hamilton (Hamilton) adjudicates. Border Fancy-
medal, also Border Fancy novice medal. Entries
close Tuesday, Nov. 9th, from—JAS. G. TORBETT,
Sec., Sniallburn, MuirkirR.

HEM COUNTf SHOW
GRAVESEND, Nov. 10 and 11. Poultry, Bantams,
Pigeons, Rabbits, and Cage Birds. 2/- entry free.

Prizes, 10/-, 6/-, 2/6, and 1/6. Schedules ready. En-
tries close Nov. 5th.—T. Johnson, 197, Old Road
West, Gravesend..

Or I - iV (jr ( ) W
and Dist. C.B.A. Great Open Show, Nov. 12 and 13,

Albert Halls, Bath Street. Grand classification.

Apply for schedules to — W. HUTCHISON, Sec., 167,

Hospital Street, Glasgow.

The greatest show in the North.

BLAYDON - ON - TYNE
llth Open Show,

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 12th and 13th, 1915,
in St. Cuthbert’s Church Hall. Classification : Nor-
wich 11, Yorkshires 11, Crests 9, Border Fancy 18,

Cinnamon 1, Lizards 1, Mules 2, Selling Classes 4,

British 7, Foreign 1, Hyde's 1: and under the
patronages of the N.C.C., N.Y.C.C., B.F.C.C.,
N.B.F.C.C., G.C.A., O.N.P.C., N.B.M. and F.B.C.,
N.N.P.C. Specialist judges: H. W. Battye, Hud-
dersfield; T. Dixon, Bedlington; J. Maddison, New-
castle. Entries close Nov. 6, 1915. For schedules
apply—G. HAVVER, 1, Theresa Street, Blaydon-on-
Tyne.

ARDWIOK
AND MANCHESTER DIST. C.B.A.

2nd Annual Open Show,

November 13th
(Patronage—N.P.C. and L. & L.F.A.)

St. Thomas’s Schools,

Ardwick Green.
Good Classification. Prize-money, 10/-, 5/-, 3/ , 2/-.

Untry Fee, 1/6.
Judges:—J. W. Metcalfe and C. Houlton.

Schedules ready, apply—
4 . SPENCER, 193, Palmerston Street, Beswick,

Manchester.

LLANDUDNO
November 17. 8th Annual Show of the Welsh
Northern Counties F. and F. Association. Confined
to North Wales. 12 classes cage birds. 14 Specials.
Prizes: 6/-, .3/-, 1/6. Fee 1/-. Judge: Mr. T. J.
Ambrose. Entries close November 6. Schedules
from G. E. Cragg, Rocklands, Rhos. Colwyn Bay.

• JYH ,C6 y.y - * „ >h

\

GRAND OPEN SHOW
Under the patronage of S.B.F.C. and G.C.A., Nor.

and York. Sections.

now, iath
Judges, Mr. H. W. Battye and Mr. Jos. Guy.

47 Classes. Numerous Specials, including 2 Cups
to be won outright. Prize money, 10 entries, 10/-*

5/-, 3/-, 2/-; 20 entries, 12/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; 30 entries,

14/-, J/-, 4/-, 3/-, 2/-. Exhibitors who desire to
tiave birds Held over till Monday can do so on
notifying Secretary, with entries. Quick direct
train service to all parts. Entries close Nov. 6.

Schedules new ready from—L. Cavanagh, “Berwyn,”
Vicar’s Cross, Chester.

READING
C.BkS. Fourteenth Annual Open Show, Palmer Hall,

Wednesday, November 17th, 1915.

Judge, H. Norman, Esq. The most central show in

the South (three railways). 25 Open classes: 5
Norwich. 5 Yorks., 2 Border, 1 A.O.V , 1 Goldfinch,
1 A.O.V. British, 1 Mule, 1 Hybrid, Selling £1,
Selling 12/6, 6 Foreign under patronage of F.B.E.L.
Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6, with 2/6 cash specials in all

classes; 10s. cash special most points in Foreign
classes. Entrance fee, 1/6 per cage. Entries close
Friday, Nov. 12th. Id. on every entry goes to Care
and Comfort Committee for the Wounded. “ Help
us ” to “ Help the wounded.” Schedules from

—

O. C. SMITH, Hon. Sec., 73, Audley Street, Reading.

REMEMBER

Haitwhistle
FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 19 & 20.

3 Specialist Judges. 41 Open Classes.
Schedules from:—
Wm. TALLANTYRE, South View, Haitwhistle.

COWDENBEATH
C.B.S.—Our Show has always been a success, and
we intend to beat all records this year, as all sur-
plus of show to go to the comforts of our soldiers
on active service. 95 Classes. Judges: J. D. C.
Hope, Ik Hamilton, W. Priest, J. Lindsay, A. Flem-
ing, J. Mason, J. Henderson. Show Date, NOV. 20.

—A. Robertson, 56, Arthur Place, Cowdenbeath.

Y.C. & C.B. SOCIETY,

IRELAND
Seventh Annual Show, 24th and 25th November, 1915.

Over GO Classes. Numerous specials. Judge: Mr, W.
Mundell, Bradford. Schedules from—W. C. Shole-
dice, 38, Haddington Road, Dublin.

COVENTRY
GODIVA Cage Bird Society, 9th Annual Open Show.
Nov. 27, to be held ajt Sydenham Palace, Coventry.
32 Classes. Now, Novices, Look Out! Full money
guaranteed in your classes. Schedules ready— F. A,

Green, 64, Calndon Road. Coventry*

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s pest. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may bo had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Ashington and Hirst C.B.S. —Oct. 30, Miners' JTall,

Ashington, 6.80. Important business. Final
arrangements for annual show. -C. F. Tapson.
Aahton-under-Lyne O.S.—Nov. 2, P.8.A. Rooms,

Albion Street, 8. Annual show business.- J. White-
head.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B A -Nov. 2, St.

Thomas Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street, 8.

Final arrangements for open show. Amateur and
novice washing competition; commerce 8.15.—J.
Spencer.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Nov. 3, Station Cafe, 8.

Address on British birds, Mr. H. Whitney. Also
notice re medal competition.—C. Bailey.

Bootle C.B S.—Nov. 2, St. Andrew's Parochial
Hall, 8. Washing exhibition by Mr. J. Abbott.
Members please bring birds; fanciers invited.

—

A. E. Huyton.
Bacup Roller C.C.—Nov. 2, Swan Hotel, Bacup,

7.30. Final arrangements for show, etc.—G. John-
son.

Bethnal Green St. James-the-Less —Nov. 1, Men’s
Club, St. James’s Road, N.E., 8.30. General meeting.
Schedules for the 3 miles radius show will be
ready.—T. G. Bransford.
Bowling B.F.A.—Nov. 1, Napoleon Hotel, 7.30.

General business. A hearty welcome given to all

fanciers.—J. Niclioll.

Border Fancy C.C.—Nov. 2, open show commit-
tee, 8, 142, High Street, Edinburgh. Replies lrorn
judges and further arrangements for show.—J.
Lumsdeti.

Bradford East O.S Nov. 2, Park Chapel School-
rooms, 8. General business, washing exhibition by
Mr. C. Cowgill. Hearty invitation to new and old
members.—J. Spencer.
Blaenavon C.B.S.—Nov. 4, Crown Hotel, 6.30. Final

arrangements for open show. Subs. due. New
members invited.—G. Broome.
Craghead Social Club F.F. & C.B.S.—Oct. 31, club

room, 7. . To select judges, etc.—M. Archer.
Coventry O.S,—Nov. 3, Sydenham, 8.30. Winding

up of open show; members please bring all ticket
money in.—A. Green.
Choppington (Scotland Gate).—Oct. 30, Social

Club, 7. General business.—H. Seely.

Cowdenbeath,—Nov. 6, Raith Arms Inn, 6. Final
arrangements for show.—A. Robertson.
Clapham C.B.A.—Nov. 2, 8. Payment of prize

money to members, etc.—T. J. Hose.
Chortsy C.B.S.—Nov. 3, Shepherd Hall. 7.30.

Arrangements for annual show, Dec. 4, and other
important business.—J. H. Welch.

East Ardsley C.B.S.—Oct. 30* Black Swan, 7.

Last show’s prize money and other business.—A.
Walton.

Eccleshill C.B.A.—Oct. 30, Fountain Inn, 2.30.

First old show, Oct. 30; judge, Mr. W. A. Cowgill,
Bradford,. -Entries taken same day, 2.30.— S. Wil-
eock.

Guisbro’ Priory C.B.S—Oct. 30, Wears Rooms,
Table show; birds staged at 2. During judging to
receive report of Fed. meeting ' and choose a hall
for New Year's Day Fed. sho'.v.—A. W. Kuaggs.-
Guiseley Yeadon C.B.S.—Oct. 30, Regent Hotel.

Members’ show. Entries Friday night or first post
Saturday morning. Birds staged at 2. Judge, J.
Lunn, Bradford.—W. Rose.

Halillax C.B.S.—Nov. 5, King Cross Band Room,
Halifax, 7.30. Members’ show of cock birds only.
Judge, Mr. R. E. HelltweU, Halifax.—A. Sutcliffe.
Halifax O.S —Oct. 30, Plummet Line Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show; birds staged' 3, and remain until 8.

Judge, Mr. A. Radley, Skelmanthorpe. All bens
except British.—H. Clegg.

Hornsey, Wood Green C.B.S —Nov. 2, The Nightin-
gale Hotel, High Road, Wood Green, 8.30. Table
show. All varieties except British. Judge, Mr.
G. Gardner.—P. Brooks.
Huddersfield O.S—Nov. 3, White Hart Hotel,

7.80. Monthly table show unflighted birds. Judges,
W. S. Skinn, Yorks; F. J. Sykes, Nor. Mr. Simms
will give a Lowe pipe for best bird, and Mr.
Jagger 2/6 for 2nd’ best.—A. Law ford.
Idle C.B.S—Nov. 3, Springfield Hotel, 8. Balance-

sheet on open show.—T. Elsegood.
Laisterdyke Bowling and Long Combination,—Nov.

6, Railway Hotel, 3. Last of the competition
shows. Judge, Mr. H. J. Chittenden. Entries
Friday night, 7.30 to 10, and Saturday up to 2.45.

—

J. E. Hudson.
Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Oct. 30, Wjhite

Swan, 7. Members’ entries taken.—A. Freestone.
Laisterdyke B.F.A Oct. 30, Railway Hotel, 2.80.

Second old feather members’ show. Judge, Mr.
H. Sutcliffe, Windhill. Nov. 3. 7.30, final arrange-
ments for open show.—W. H. Symes.

Middlesbro’ and Tees-side C B.S.—Nov. 13, Craven
Hotel, 6. Owing to Hartlepool show usual monthly
meeting postponed to week following. Arrange-
ments for table and Fed. shows, and other import-
ant business.—T. C. Deans.
Manningham C.B.S—Nov. 6, open show. Judge,

Mr. J. Greaves. Entries close Nov. 2.—F. Danvent.
Northern Border F.C.C.—Nov. 3, Pillars Cafe, Pink

Lane, Newcastle, 7.30. Table show'; 5 classes.
Judges, W. Affleck and F. Render; also other im-
portant business. Members are requested to stage
birds as early as possible.— C. Farrer.
Newcastle-upon-Tyne C.B.S —Nov. 4, Shield’s Cafe,

Bigg Market, 8. Receive money for tickets. Report
on open show.—J. W. Reed.
Nelson Colne C.B.S.—Nov. 2. 117, Every Street, 8.

Show business. Judge, etc.—D. Watts.
New Crosls C.B.S.—Nov. 4, headquarters, 8.

General meeting; questions and answers.—Burton
Bros.
North Manchester C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8. Schedules for November show.—
A. Colley.
Oldhani C.B.S—November 2, Textile Dining

Rooms, 8. Meeting for show. Entries will close
Nov. 9. Show on Nov. 13, at Textile Dining Rooms.
Judge, Mr. F. Wilkinson, Manchester.—G. Mills.
Fudsey and Stanningley C.B.S Nov. 11. Fleece

Hotel, Stanningley, 7.30. Ordinary.—R. Kell.
Pontypool C.B.S.—Nov. 6, headquarters, 7. Special

business in connection with show7
.—H. If. Vaughan.

Perth City and County C.B.S.—Nov. 1, Laidlaw’s
Rooms, Leonard Street, 8. Specials for club show
to be drawn, and final arrangements for sbow\

—

J. L. Smith.
Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.— General meet-

ing, Forth Hotel, Nov. 3. Show business.—J. H.
Bevan.

Provincial Roller C.C.—Oct. 30, Old Boar's Head
Hotel, Manchester, 6. Show and other business.—

I, A. PercivaL

Radcliffe C.B.8.—Nov. 2, Warelng’s Dining Rooms,
8. Show business.—G, Lord.
Runcorn B.B.A Nov. 4, headquarters. Old Cocoa

Room, 7.30. Table abow for liens. Judge, .1. Brad-
bury. E. Itone.
S.E. London F. & F.A.—Nov. 1, North Camberwell

Constitutional Club, 482, Old Kent Road, 8. General
meeting and election of judges for annual show.
Please return unsold tickets for October sbovr.
Tickets not returned by this meeting will be con-
sidered sold.— R. Jackson.

Sacriston P P.R. & C.B.S —Oct. 30. Mr?. II.

Abbot’s Tea Rooms, Front Street, Sacri-ton, 6 80 .

Election of a chairman and taking entries ’(or show.
Will all members try and get entries in by the
meeting, but must not be later than Nov. I. ~ J)odd
and Wilfred.

Sheffield O.S.—Nov. 2, headquarters, 8. Final
arrangements All England Show, also arrangements
members’ ebow.—G. C. Job.
Skelmanthorpe C.B.A.^Nov. 2, Liberal Club, 8.

Business important.—W. Everett.
Shipley O.8.—Nov. 3, Victoria Hotel, 7. Balance-

sheet for open show and important business. Long
arid Craven.

Sheffield C.B.S.—Nov. 4. Westworth Cafe, 8.
Washing exhibition and distribution of ballot papers.
—A. Hobson.
Southampton C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Waterloo Hole!,

8.30. Annual show business.—W. L. Page.
Walkden Roller Soo.-Nov. 2, Stocks Hotel, 7 30

Important business.—E. Hibbert.
Wallasey C.B.S.—Nov. 4, headquarters, 8. Ques-

tion box and final arrangement for cld tliow, Nov.
6.—Wm. Mallinson.
West Stanley Empire F.F. and C B.S.—Oet. 31.

club .room, 6.30. Important show business.— It.
Hutchinson.
Yorks and Lancs. B.B. & M.C.—Oct. 30. Market

Tavern, Godwin Street, Bradford, 7. Business im-
portant.—T. H. Inman.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid fur at
advertisement rales, three words a penny.

CASTLEFOaD.
Linnet contest Oet. 23; 41 birds entered, but

some very poor singing was heard. J, Pugh; 2 arc
3, Williams. Oct. 24, 27 entered, but again thf
birds seemed to be dead off singing. The winners wen
1, Brindley; 2, .W. Nelson; 3. Beard. Members an-
friends please note that ail entrance money ant
contributions are due on the first Saturday in Nov
We shall be giving another kettle soon,' so look
out in Cage Birds.—W. Dobson, Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality sing. Old Bird House, Skinners’ Arms

Bushngthorpe, Oct. 24; 19 birds competed. 1. Black
burn; 2, Binns

; 3, King. Judges, Messrs. C. Clayton
J. Sellars. Our usual' Saturday contests will star
again Saturday next, Oct. 3.0.—C. Clayton, Sec.
Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club, Oct. 21: bin

very classical singing was beard, 20 Linnets entered
J, Dearlove ; 2, J. Chippendale; 3, C. Lorrimaii
Judges, A. Lorriman, N. Solloman. 1 should lik>
fanciers to know that our club only sings quality
song, and not time and quality combined.— E. Turner,
See.

Quality Linnet singing. Glassmakers' Arms, Leeds,
Oct. 23. 16 birds: 1, Richardson; 2, G. Hirst; 3,
T. Hirst. Oet. 24, 28 birds: 1, Richardson; 2, G.
Hirst; 3, T. Hirst; 4, shared between Banfield ar.d
G. Hirst. Oct. 24, we bad our first Canary sing
before a good company, when some good' singing was
heard: I, Pratt; 2, Marshall; 3, shared, T. Hirst
and Butler. On Oct. 31 we again give another Can-
ary match, when we hope to see a good attend-
ance.—E. Stansfield, Sec.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion note!,

Saville Green, York Itoad. Open contest for quality
Linnet singing, Oct. 23; 14 birds sang: 1. 3. But-
tery; 2, Chippindaie; 4, consolation prize. Stead.
Judges, Naylor and Hayes. Oet. 24, IS birds sang:
1. 2, 3, W. Sissons: 4, consolation prize. E. Wood.
Judges, Jennings, Hayes, Naylor. Oct. 24. a Roller
contest, 14 birds sang: 1, S. Johnson; 2. Cond-
liffe; 3, Stjjmiey; 4, consolation prize. Condliffe.
Judges, Jennings, Sissons, and Naylor.—W. Naylor,
Hon. Sec.

Op-en contest quality Linnet singing, Clarence
Hotel, Skinners. Lane; 43 of the best birds in

Leeds and Kippax sang for C prizes and 2 special?,

and some grand singing was heard. A score of
the Kippax Linnet members paid us a return visit

and brought with them some grand birds, and
our judges were very pleased with the singing
(quality?. 1, A. Cooper, Kippax; 2, T. Chippendale,
Leeds; 3, A. Binns, Leeds. Judges, T. Madden.
T. Summers, and T. Butterfield. Time singing: !,

A. Cooper. Kippax: 2, F. Collinson, ICippax: 3. J.

Wallis, Kippax. Judges, I!. Plowes, M . Perkins,

and B. Nelson. Oc.t- 24. 16 birds sang. ’and some
good singing was heard. 1, T. Chippendale; 2. Wig-
field: 3. Wharam. Judges, P. Madden, C. Ward.

—

W. Lipman,. Ho.i. See.

Club {Reports .

LONDON C.B.A.
Meeting, Oct. 12, at 2, York-st., St. James's:

chairman. Mr. Dewhurst. After general business
had been transacted, a further discussion tool; place

on the feeding of insectivorous birds, in which rail

members present joined. A vote of thanks to., the
chair ended a very instructive meeting.— A. Wal-
lington.

STANLEY (Victoria) F.F. & C.B.S’
Meeting. Oct. 10; Mr. J. Lane, chair, and a good

turn-up of members. The following were elected

cage bird stewards for our annual show, Dec. 4, a;

R. Peart, W. Cowland, M. Hail, W. Kiltv. G. Lane.

.1. Armin moved that alt exhibits come in through

the hall door, and the stewards will stage. Entries

for pigeons close Nov. 21. all other varieties Nov.

2S. Moved that the timber be left in the hands

of Mr. T. Taylor.—R. Hutchinson, Sec.

SWANSEA C B.C.
Meeting Mansel Hotel. Mr. E. M. Evans pre

sided. Unanimously decided to carry our show on
this year, holding a one-day instead of the usual

two. on Nov. 25. Classification: 6 Nor., 5 Yorks.-,

10 Bord.. 5 Mules, 16 Brit. Selection of judges,

rules, etc., were left until next meeting, Oct. 80.

Will 'all members please advertise the show ami

make a special effort to attend, as time is getting

short?—A. Hitching, Sec.

(Club Reports continued on page 194.)
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SHOW DATES FIXES.
To secure insertion in this column, a guarantee

that the show will he ailpertiscd in ‘‘C.B.” to tile

latent of at least 20/- must be tent, to our manager.

Oct.

Oct.

Nov.

Nov.

Nov.

England.
29-30.- Manchester and N.C.O.S.— (F. ^Hayward,

21, Marlboro Av., Manley Park, Manchester!.

L.D., J.B., It. 11., J.D., 1I.J.C. .

SO.— York C BS. (V. G. F. Zimmerman, 7,

Portland Street.) J.C.B.
3-1. Cheltenham C.B.S.-(A. S. Treasure, 14,

Itotunda Terr.) ,, , „
5 li. Sheffield O.S. (E. 0. Job, 19, Vauxliall

ltd., Wineohank, Sheffield). W.M., J.R., J.U.H..

1I.VV.B., J.II.

<! Hartlcpools C.B.S. (J. W. Thornton, 43,

Itydul St., W. ilattlepool.) H.W.B., W.M.,

W.N. „
Nov. 0 8.- Leicester Hand-in-Hand.— (A. Irccetone,

79, Clarendon Street.) J.T., H.J.C,

Nov. 12-13. Blaydon-on Tyne C.B.S.— ((1. Uavver, 1,

Thereon St.) T.D., J.M., ll.W.B.

Nov. 13. Cheater C.B.S. (L. Cavanagh, “Berwyn,

Vicar's Cross, Cheater.) ll.W.B., J.C.

Nov. 13. Ardwlok & Manchester C.B.S. (J. Spencer,

193. Palmerston Street, Berwick, Manchester.)

J.W.M., C.H.
Nov. 17.— Reading C.B.S.‘-(0. C. Smith, 73, Audley

St.) II. N.

Nov. 19 20.— Halifax O.S. (II. Clegg, 13, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax ) W.M., ll.W.B.

Nov. 19 20. Haltwhistle C.B.S.— (Win. Tallantyrc,

South View.) W.M.’M., T.D., J.M.

Nov. 25.- Blaenavon C.B.S. -tU. Broome, 82, King

St.)

Nov. 27. Coventry Codiva C.B.S.— (F. A. Green, j4,

Caludon ltd.) ll.W.B.
Dec. 1-2, City ot Birmingham C.B.S.— (J. TI. Joneo,

211. Park ltd., Aston, Birmingham.) J.lt.,

J.II. It.

Dec. 1-2. Southampton C.B.S.— (W. L. Page, 30,

Beciiord Place, Southampton.) H.N.
Dee. 11 Gateshead C.B.S—(W. Curry, C, Roxburgh

Place, Newcastle). F.L., J.S., J.N., J.M.

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13.- Glasgow C.B.A (W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. M'L., W. M'M.,
C.M., A.W., M.C.

Nov. 20—Cowdenbeath C.B.S (A. Robertson, 50,

Arthur Place.)
Dec. 11.- Hamilton (W. S. Wilson, Glendyne, South

I’ark Rd.) D.B., lt.M., W.S.C., J.G.
1916.

Jau. 1.—Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young St., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Nov 17—Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and

F.A.).—(G. E. Gragg, “Rocklands,” Rhos,
Colwyn Bay.)

Nov. 17-18.—Cardiff C.B.S— (E. Thomas, 48, Crad-
dock St.) J.H.P., J.H.R.

Nov. 25—Swansea C.B.S—(A. Hitchings, 80,

Mysydd Rd., Landon, Glam.)
1916.

Jan. 11— Llanelly C.B.S— (D. H. Davies, 24, Col-

lege Hill.) -

Ireland.
Nov. 24 23— Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland—

(W. C. Slioledice, 38, Haddington Rd.) W.M.
Nov. 26-27— Belfast, Ulster O.A—(T. 3. Smyth, 9,

University St., Belfast.)

Dec. 3-4 .
— Newtownards C.B.S—(W. Montgomery, 62,

Church Street).

J
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Ths Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope
,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

twitterings.

in our report of Lochgelly show, the name
of the owner of 1st and 2nd in the Bramble-
finch or Chaffinch class was omitted. Both
birds belonged to Mr. Sykes.

We hear that a Cage Bird Society is being

formed for Aberdare (Glamorgan). Particulars

may be obtained from the hon. sec., Mr. W.
Walker, 6, Lambert Terrace, Aberdare.

All prize-money was paid by Oct. 20 in

connection with the Warrington and Dis.

C.B. Society show on Oct. 15-16, writes Mr.

H. WarbuHon, Hon. Sec.

The quarterly balance-sheet of the City

and Suburban A. C.B. is to hand. The
figures show a very satisfactory credit balance

of £26 11s 6d., £19 18s. 8d. of which has

been invested in the purchase of £20 W ar

I^oan Bonds, a patriotic and profitable

method of employing surplus cash.

Should any Roller Fanciers have forgotten

the Midland Roller contest at Wolverhamp-
ton, Nov. 4, 5, writes Mr. J. W. Thomson,
9, Gorsebrook-rd., Wolverhampton, a schedule
will be sent by return of post. Guaranteed
prize money, no cancelling of classes, and
there is the most generous schedule ever offer-

ed to Roller fanciers, <

As we were going to press we leceived

from the hon. sec. a message that

entries at Manchester show number 650. We
believe this a record for this season’s shows.

We hear that prize-money has been paid

in respect of Liverpool show. Any winner
who has not received payment should write

to the hon. secs., Messrs. Metcalfe and
Green.
The London a/id Counties A. C.B. is hold-

ing its autumn show Nov. 6 at Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse Street, E.C. Train,

’buses and trams within one minute’s walk ;

judge, Mr. W. Shakespeare; admission will

be twopence.
Intending exhibitors at Sheffield O.S. show

can with safety send their exhibits to Chel-

tenham, writes Mr. E. C. Job, hon. sec.

Sheffield O.S., as the secretary has arranged

to send all such exhibits off early on Thurs-

day to Sheffield.

Mr. H. IJibbert writes that the awards in

the unflighted yellow Yorkshire class at War-
rington should read 1 Henderson and Crosby,

2 Dykes, 3 Harrison, 4 Hibbert, not 1 Hen-

derson and Crosby, 2 Hibbert, 3 Dykes, 4

Harrison, as printed in our report.

Our annual members’ show is fixed for

Nov. 20, Mr. F. Gregory, of Sheffield, will

judge, writes Mr. J. W. Dean, sec., Womb-
well B.F.S. We are giving the proceeds to

the Wonibwell Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Families’

Association for providing comforts for those

on service.

Messrs. Greaves and Richards write as fol-

lows :
—“Kindly inform show secretaries and

all readers of your valuable journal that the

partnership of Messrs. Greaves and Richards,

breeders and exhibitors of Norwich Plain-

heads, has now ceased. All letters, etc.,

should now be forwarded to Mr. Henry

Greaves, 88, Richard Street, Mardy, Glam.”

OBITUARY.

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. C. J.

Olding, sec. Portsmouth and Southern Coun-

ties C.B.S., that we have to announce the

death of Mrs. Lockhart, the wife of our

worthy treasurer. Mrs. Lockhart will be

missed by all who knew her in connection

with our late shows.

The Liverpool Open Show Society, writes

Messrs. Metcalfe and Green, Secs., beg to

tender sincere thanks for eight leather purses

to hand as special prizes for non-ied Siskins

at Show, Oct. 22 and 23.

We have added 5 classes for British at our

show on Dec. 18, writes Mr. J. Stewart, hon.

sec. Whitehaven F.S., viz., Goldfinch, Lin-

net (h.m.), Linnet (f.m.), Siskin, Redpoll, or

Twite, and A.O.V. seedeater less than Haw-
finch.

.
. .

I am pleased to say, writes Mr. Rukin,

Hon. Sec., that the Lancashire and Lizard

F.A. have arranged to have Lancashire and

Lizard classes in connection with Ardwick

and Manchester C.B.S. show, Nov. 13, and

with Rochdale O.S. members’ show, Dec. 4.

Members kindly keep these dates open.

Mr. R. J. Pretty, chairman of the Watford

C.B.S., informs us that a special general

meeting of the society will be held on Wed-

nesday, Nov. 3, at 8.15, at the Kingham

Institute, St. Alban’s-road, to consider a pro-

position to rescind the resolution, passed at

the last meeting, cancelling the open show of

Oct. 8 and 9, as it is quite possible that ar-

rangements may be made to obviate the neces-

sity of giving up the show.

The many friends of Mr. John Swalwell, of

Oldham, the well-known Lancashire breeder

and exhibitor, writes Mr. John Rukin, will

be sorry to hear of his being seriously ill. I

have had a letter from his daughter, in

which she tells me he has gone through a

very painful operation. I am pleased to

hear that he is doing fairly well since his

operation, but is suffering very much pain.

His friends will join me in wishing him an

early and speedy recovery.

Kindly allow me to say, writes Mr. J. W.
Thornton, Hon. Sec. Haitlepools C.B.S.,

that we always collect, exhibits from the sta-

tion and take them there agaui after the

show. Last show we had all birds t the

station and all cleared away by eight o clock,

and we hope to do the same this year. We
will try to get the birds home soon, so let

us hope exhibitors will get their entries in

soon. I have had close on 100 applications

for schedules since the insertio.. of our

advert, in Cage Birds. We will take entries

till Monday’s first post.

Remarkable Hybrids.
Writing in reference to the portrait of his

Hawfinch which appeared on the front page of

our Oct. 23 issue, Mr. J. B. Caunt says “1

lay claim to its being the father of two Haw-
finch-Bullfinch Hybrids, which, unfortunately

for me, died in the nest at about five days

old.’*

Sharp Work Indeed.
Prize-money has been paid out to success-

ful exhibitors in connection with our open
show, Oct. 23, writes Mr. J. W. Read, sec.,

Newcastle C.B.S., in a letter dated the day
after the show.
Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-
pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be sent on application.

To itxhibiforp at Chester Show.
Mr. L. Cavanagh, hon. sec. Chester C.B.S.,

wishes us to make it known that exhibitors
may have their birds held over until the
Monday, if they will express their desire to

that effect on their entry forms.

An Open Show for “ Wee Gems.”
An open show for Border Fancies only

will be held in Edinburgh on Dec. 31 and
Jan. 1, the dates usually occupied by the

Scottish National show. Particulars are

given in our Club Reports column.

Non=fed Siskins at Liverpool.
As there were only two non-fed Siskins at

Liverpool Show, write Messrs. Metcaile and
Green, hon. secs., we shall be glad if the

donor of the eight purses will kindly advise us

what to do with the remaining six.

Canaries all the Year Round.
In Mr. J. Norman’S garden aviary at

Carshalton three fine young Canaries have
just been hatched. One of them is an excep-

tionally large bird, and the others are strong

and healthy. These have been reared with-

out the usual egg food, simply on seeds and
green food, or whatever the old birds could

find for their babies. The aviary is a large

one, the roof being all wire, consequently the

only shelter the birds have had has been

among the shrubs and ivy. With anything

like decent weather another brood, or per-

haps two, should be due before Christmas.

Southern Yorks C.C. Patronage.
It has been decided to give patronage this

year to the societies who have applied for

same, viz., -Champion, Plymouth, London and
P.O.S., Cheltenham, Cardiff; novice, Lon-

don and P.O.S, and Cardiff. The challenge

cup will not be competed for this season. The
trophy specials will be No. 1, £2 2s. ; No. 2,

£1 Is. ;
No. 3, 10s. 6d., and No. 4, 5s. The

late Mr. Easterling’s cup will be in competi-

tion, also Mr. W. G. Elsmore’s for unflighted

birds. Specials Nos. 7 and 8 in champion,

and Nos. 5 and 6 in novice will be deleted.

Subscriptions that were paid last year will

count for this year.
“ Please thank all who replied to my advert.

I reaily could not reply to them all.”—HY.
JELLEY (Penygraig).
“ Please thank all who wrote me re Linnet

and Linnet Mules advertised in your last issue.

There were tar too many fjr me to reply to all.”

F. J. WICKHAM (Chatham).

Four More Half-Crowns Going.

In our issue of Oct. 16 we offered a half-

crown each for experiences with Canaries,

Mules, British Birds, and Foreign Birds. We
scarcely know whether to say we are glad or

sorry to gather that half-crowns do not seem

to be greatly in demand in these times, for

the response was by no means equal to what
we expected. In piping times of peace similar

invitations to our readers have resulted in

the receipt by us of quite an embarrassing

number of replies, and we think many
readers must have overlooked the proposi-

tion.

For this reason, therefore, we once again

offer four half-crowns, one each for ex-

periences with Canaries, Mules,, British

Birds, and Foreign Birds. Send us a short

account, not to exceed 400 words, of any-

thing interesting. It may be a little story of

some happening, some useful and timely ad-

vice, some practical instructions as to the

keeping of birds, whether in regard to hous-

ing or feeding, or anything which may occur

to you as likely to be of advantage to your

fellow-readers of Cage Birds. The only

stipulation is that your effort be accom-

panied by the coupon which will be found

on this page, and two other coupons cut

from copies of the same date. The spare

copies will be useful for friends who may
not yet be readers of Cage Birds. Envelopes

should be endorsed “Competition,” should

be addressed “ The Editor, Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet St., London, E.C.,” and should reach

us not later than Tuesday morning, Nov. 2.

The Editor's decision as to the best contri-

butions will be final.

The winners of the four half-crowns- offered

in the first competition are as below, and

their winning efforts will be found on page

191 of this issue :

Canaries— J. Fenwick, 66, Rochdale Rd.,

Shaw.
Mules—J. Grimshaw, Westgate, Hale.

British—C. Burrows, 20, Payton St.,

Stratford-on-Avon.
Foreign—Miss Mayda Crawley, 11, Con-

naught Place, East Sheen, S.W.

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to the
following list of gentlemen willing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

J - c
;
BARNES, 113, Northfield Road, Walkley, Slicf-

lleld. Judge of ail varieties of cage birds. Long,
1 ;| * experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Hi ids ;
life experi-

ence; terms moderate: 14, Cumberland-rd., Lidget
Green, Bradford.

J. W. BRUCE, Coidstream. Jddge of all varieties
or cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist,
terms moderate.

w. A. COWGILL, 115. Washington Street, Girling-
ton Bradford. Judge of all varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

CEO. GARDNER, 31
, HavcrstocU Road, London,

N'.W. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.
G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester;
Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardeiie, idle, Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J. w. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, 68, Bruns-
wiel; Road, Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. MUNDELL, 6, Carlisle Place, Maiininghain, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury It""/!, Carshalton,
Surrey. All varieties cf Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTEnsON, Chirnside. Judge of Cage Birds; all

varieties. Wide, practical experience. Specialist

Border Fancy Judge.
J. H. PAYNE, 17. Northgate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Emswortli, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Pclton Foil,

Co. Durham. A.V., SpL, Nor. and Cr.
HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.

Judge of Canaries, Biitisli and Foreign Birds.

Twenty-five years’ Breeder ami Exhibitor.
S. T1CKELL, 22, llciiev Street, Bodmin. Judge of

all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.

Long practical experience. Terms moderate.
W. VARDY, The Aviaries, llueknall Uiitbwaite,

Notts. Judge of all varieties; specialist in Nor-

wich Plainlieads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain Inn. Ecelesliill, nr.

Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, all varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizington Rd.. Frizingtqn. Cumber-
land. Judge of Mules, llrit.. For. Specialist, Brit.,

Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.
W. YOUNG, 25, Grosvenor Road, New Brighton.

Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Term*
moderate.

THE BIRD-KEEPERS ROLL
OF HONOUR.

Fancier’s Two Sons with the
Colours.

E. W. Lott, eldest son of Mr. W. A. Lott,

joined the R.F.A. in July last, and H. C.

Lott, the second son, is a signaller in the

3rd Batt. of the Seaforth Highlanders.

City and Suburban A.C.B.
Sir,—Please add the name of our member,

Mr. A. Armstrong, to your Roll of Honour.
V. Wynn, Hon. Sec.

Glasgow, Springburn, Possii Park. C.B.S.

Sir,—One of our members, J. Anderson, is

serving with the colours.

J. Waugh, Sec. and Treas.

Blaydon C.B.S.
Sir,—The folloxving members have enlisted

—H. Harch, T. Ridley, J. W. Clark, and
Joseph Clark.

Geo. Havver, Hon. Sec.

Hornsey, Wood Green C.B.S.

Sir,—The following members are with the

colours : M. E. Croxvne, Legion of Frontiers-

men, attachd. A.S.C.; Mr. Hetherington,

R.E. ; H. J. Surridge, R.E. ;
A. L. Davies,

H.A.C. (killed in action).

P. Brooks, Hon. Sec.

Great Horton O.S.
Mr. H. B. Coombs (4202), Seaman Gun-

ner, Royal Fleet Reserve, 28 Mess, H.M.S.
“ Benbow ”

;
Mr. F. Pearce (24232), Head-

quarters Staff, 10th Irish Division, Mediter-

ranean Exped. Force.
A. W. Hartley, Sec.

Derwent Valley C.B.S.

Sir.

—

The following members of our society

have answered the country’s call

:

—Mr.

Thomas Bell, Blackball Mill
;
Mr. E. Carlill,

Shotley Bridge (in France) ;
and Mr. Wm.

H. Nicolson, High Westwood (killed in

action in France on Sept. 26).

P. Johnson, Sec.

London and Counties A.C.B.

Sir,—The following are the members of tho

London and Counties A. C.B. who have joined

H.M. Army since the war broke out :
—1.

Green, serving with the Norfolk Regt. ; W.
Miortloek, with the Queen Victoria Rifles,

‘.‘somewhere in France”; and T. \V. Ward,

who, when last heard of, was in Malta.

W. Gilbert, Hon. Sec.

(To be continued.)
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The Yorkshire Canary.
ITS SHOW POINTS, AND HOW TO BREED FOR THEM.

(Continued from page 1>7).

Ia this lecture, given before the members of the Southampton C.B.S.,
Mr. G. Gamble gives the result of more than twenty years’ experience
with “The Bird of Length and Position.” All the points necessary in
a show bird of the highest class are described, and valuable hinls are
given as to the selection of pairs for breeding exhibit.on specimens.

T
HE tail should be long and straight, and

its feathers so nicely packed as to

appear to be just two feathers side by
side, one overlapping the other, and if this

stands out firmly in line with the body you
have a tail in accordance with the standard.

All these little items go to make up what is

termed an ideal or typical Yorkshire. If such
a bird stands upon a pair of fairly long legs,

which are thin, show a nicely feathered thigh,
grip the perch close together, and are nearly
straight, and, further, if the length of the
bird is about 6| inches, the feather close-

fitting, of good quality, and everywhere dean
and in condition, you have an exhibition
specimen of no mean quality.

Should Colour Count ?
There is one particular which the standard

ignores, but which seems to me to be of very
great moment, and that is depth of colour.
I do not say it ought or ought not to count,
but I venture to think that after position, a
good colour is a very striking point, and often
decides what would otherwise be a very diffi-

cult matter. We know that the colour of a
Yorkshire scarcely ever compares with a
highly-fed Norwich (15 points), but I cer-

tainly think this point of beauty should be
given some credit.

I have tried to point out what we want in
a perfect Yorkshire, but how to obtain it is

far more difficult. The long and short of it

is, we must pair our birds in such a manner
as to counteract any bad points in one by the
same points being particularly good in the
other. If a bird is bad in position, but good
otherwise, select a partner especially promi-
nent in position

; should the head be too
small, pair with a large-headed bird; if flat,

give for a partner o.ne with a high forehead,
and so on.

1 spoke of some of the best birds being in-

clined to open chest, and perhaps frilled in
neck. This usually happens to sharp pointed-
breasted birds, and the remedy is to pair to
birds with a round full chest—too much chest
to look smart, but which is a necessity to
obviate open chests in the offspring. If one
bird has too much shoulder, or is too short in
body to please you, pair with one having these
characteristics entirely opposite.
The same with a short-legged or over long-

legged bird
;
pair with the opposite, although

oue seldom gets Yorkshires with too much leg.

They do come at times with legs that, when
standing upright,'show the knee as a Belgian
often does—that is, with the knee to the front
instead of to the back, and it looks ugly. We
certainly don’t want it. Everything resolves
on our selection of mates, always remembering
that faults are as difficult to breed out, or
more so, as good points are to fix.

Size and quality do not, as a rule, run to-

gether, and if you are able to pair two birds
of at least the standard length, 6| inches, you
are more likely to breed birds of correspond-
ing size. Hens as a rule do not come up to
that length, and so you necessarily have re-

course to a large, i.e., long cock to balance,
but whichever way you pair, always keep in
mind the fact that the progeny are apt to be
smaller than the parent birds, and that as
length plays so important r part we cannrt
for a moment afford to lose sight of it.

The Importance of Feather.
With feather, too, we know that some birds

.are short and others long; some are loose-

feathered, while others are so tight as to ap-
pear as though the feathers were fixed firmly
to their bodies, not a feather hanging loosely
or out of place, described by reporters of
shows as being “like boxwood.” This is the
description of feather we want, called by one
of our most prominent breeders “ hard ”

; like
the feathers clothing our Game Bantams.
Others say we require feather of a soft, silky
texture

;
but call it by what name you like,

we certainly do not want an over-abundance
of loose hanging body feather, but a cover-
ing fitting perfectly, every feather shilling.
While we require a short body feather, how-
ever, we want in the wings and tail feathers
as long as possible.

We have been told many times that a poor
specimen of a good strain is likely to do more
for. us than a good-looking bird of a poor
strain, and many people have cheerfully paid
good prices for a name, and a mongrel looking
pair, in the full belief that they would pro-
duce something good, as the former owner had
the best strain in the Fancy. There may be

some truth in the strain business, but I am
firmly convinced that unless you have face
'aluo as well you are to a very great extent
being taken in. Give me face value first, and
I am willing to chance the remainder.

Face Value an Asset.
If you carefully note the birds and their

piogeny, you will see many points of simi-
larity between parents and young, and that
leads me to the belief that in almost every
case you should go for face value first. Get
them from a prominent breeder, by all means,
and as cheaply as you can, but see that pur-
chased birds answer your requirements. If
j ou require a long bird to bring size don’t
be misled by buying one supposed to have
been bred from large parents, although itselt
a bit small; have a big bird or none at all.
iiy experience is that in almost all cases the
birds bred do not excel in length their
parents

; so be careful in this most vital point
always remembering that a good long one is
better than the best of short ones.

But, again, do not do as I did for some
tune alter starting, that is, continually pair
the largest cocks to the largest hens. If you
do, you will get size in abundance, but with
it coarseness, rough feather, and thick legs
ft you can manage to keep most of your birds
show size, with a few more lengthy birds you
will be on the right path.

I do not think I need say anything about
the care of birds during the breeding season,

but a few words referring to the training of a
Yorkshire may not be out o( place, especially
as the show season is only just commencing.

It is as well, I think, on making up our
minds which of our birds appear to us as
being worthy to grace the show bench, if we
put them in such a position as to see us, or
anyone coming to our rooms as -soon as they
enter. I mean in a prominent position, so
that they get used to persons looking at and
handling them, and it is as well also to give
them some training, such as running them
into a show cage and scratching the bottom
to make them fearless and used to handling.

The Show Cage at Home.
Leaving them in the show cage occasionally

for an hour or so is a good practice, and one
likely to get them steady, and to do away
with the nervousness so noticeable with some
birds. If you hang the show cage on the
front of your stock cage and let the birds
enter and leave at will, it gets them used to
it, and generally they will, with a little coax-
ing enter at your desire, and after a few times
they get steady and in many cases appear to
relish the idea of being talked to and made
much of.

A good plan to make the birds stretch them-
selves to full length is to put two or three in

show cages side by side, with cardboard be-
tween them sufficiently high up to make them
stretch in order to see their fellows on either
side. The position must be bred in the birds,
but training brings it out, and improves them
to a remarkable degree. Once you’ve got the
birds steady, a run in the show cage for a few
minutes daily will keep them so, remembering
that an over-trained bird sometimes gets too
tame, and will, for that reason, fail to show
off its good points.

We will naturally suppose that the birds
have been colour-fed, and are now finishing,

and that they have been receiving some lin-

seed, the great agent for making the feathers
glossy. This, together with much soft food,
will in many cases leave the birds over fat,
and perhaps a little loose in feather. If so,

nothing is better than the bath, a judicious

qL
HOW TO PRODUCE A STUD
OF WINNING NORWICH.

(Continued from page 157 '

A lecture given by Mr. W. A. Wilson before the members of the
Leeds C.B.S.

T HE first three eggs should be taken away,
and replaced on the evening of third

day. The young will then hatch about
the same time, and you will have a better

chance of getting them all reared than if

left to hatch out one after the other. Do
not remove the cock if he behaves himself

;

he will be useful to help the hen to rear her

brood, and to wean them if she is eager to

nest again.

For soft food I use eggs and bread, with
an unlimited supply of hemp seed, and give

green food in abundance—watercress for pre-

ference. Always take care to clean out the

food glasses before giving a fresh supply,

and remove greenfood which may be left

over. The last thing at night I put a good
supply in a jar of fresh water and place it

in a corner of the cage. This entices the hen
off the nest practically at daybreak.

Tbe Care or the Young.
When the young are about 21 days old

they will be ready to leave the nest ;
then

place them out of reach of the hen, or she

will surely pluck them to make a second

nest. A good plan is to put the young in a

Yorkshire show cage and hang this on the

front of breeding cage. Give them a supply

of egg food, and some you will find start

picking straight away. At a month old they
should be able to feed themselves ;

then give

a supply of soaked rape, and a few days
later plain canary seed ; but do not discard

the egg food.

Keep a sharp look-out for any that look

thick, and give a milk sop, for if neglected

at this stage acute inflammation of the
bowels will set in. Isolate any which show
the least signs of this disease, and treat ac-

cordingly. A good plan is to give a few
drops of gentian in the drinking water. This
acts as a tonic, and also prevents them
drinking too much. Do not give any green-

food to the young after they have left the

parents. At five weeks old place any which
show promise in separate cages, and start

training them to the show cage. From now
up to the moult is the proper time to break
them in, and by doing so you will save
yourself a lot of trouble and vexation. I'

contend that nothing looks worse than a
good bird untrained ; it is without doubt
badly handicapped when placed on the show
bench, besides being a source of trouble to

tbe judge.
It is not policy to take more than two

nests in one season, nothing is gained by
doing so except worry and interference with
the colour-feeding. As soon as the second
nest is completed, break the pairs up, and
place any Pens which show a desire for
another nest in the darkest corner of the
room and cover them up. A few days of
this treatment will have the desired effect.
Start colour-feeding the first nest birds at
from eight to nine weeks old, and in the
second nest at about ten weeks, giving it in
a mild form at first, and gradually adding
till when at about half-way you should be
giving a mixture of one egg, a good thick
slice of old bread, and four heaped-up tea-
spoonfuls of colour-food. I generally add
two ounces of hot pepper to one pound of
cold. When mixing colour-food, add two
teaspoonfuls of sugar, and a pinch of salt,
this makes it more palatable, and the birds
eat it more readily.

System Does It.

Yrou must be systematic in colour-feeding;
do not keep missing a day, or the colour will
come patchy. Neither will you get the
density of colour required on an exhibition
bird if it is neglected in the thick of the
moult. When the body feathers are moulted
it is beneficial to give the colour-food every
other day to ensure getting a level colour
throughout. When the moult is nearing
completion, give a crystal of sulphate of
iron, about the size of a split pea, in the
drinking-water every other day, it will both
act as a tonic and fasten the colour.

Previous to colour-feeding, I generally give
everything a scrub down as though I were
preparing for breeding operations. By doing
so you will get lid to a great extent of that
dreadful pest the red mite; otherwise, you
will be sure to breed them in abundance,
especially if you get a lot of. sun. Birds
require to be quiet at this season, and you
will be compensated for a little extra labour
by having your birds in more forward con-

dition.

By now .you will see the results of your
year’s work, and if you have been fortunate

to breed a winner or two, you will be look-

ing forward to the most interesting part

—

exhibiting. It behoves you therefore to get

them in good condition as early as possible.

I give birds which I intend showing mixed
seed three times per week, and colour-food

right through the season, also a supply of

hemp seed, this will put more chest on, and

amount of raw grated or boiled carrot two or
three times a week, and a gradual bringing
back to hard seed, and little or no colour-

food. We want the bird in the best condition
possible, fleshy, but not fat, and as hard as
possible, and only plain food will do. Canary
seed, German rape, occasionally carrot or
apple, plenty of baths on fine days, and your
bird, if -healthy, should soon be tight in

feather and fit for the show bench.
Then, if you have what you imagine would

look well on the bench, don’t keep it at home
;

send it out to try its luck, and if you go
yourself, take notice as to where it differs

from others, particularly if it takes a back
seat

;
you will then have had a lesson as to

how you ought to shape your future breeding
arrangements—I mean, where your bird/ or
birds fail to the winners, you can then mend
matters. Don’t put sand or sawdust in the
cage, or you may be said to be trying to catch
the prize by marking your cages

;
put canary

seed only.

Keep on Trying.
If you fail to win, don’t be downhearted,

but try again ; think where you fail, and do
your utmost to improve in that respect, and
then you will come up smiling ; it is only the
stickers that ever make a name even in

Canary breeding. Think of your own society
first, and don’t forget to support it when
opportunity comes.

Lastly, as the parson says, a word to those
who have birds in plenty. Now is the time
to choose your next year’s breeders, not in
March, remembering, as I said before, that,
firstly, we want position ; secondly, shape,
length of body, good wing and tail carriage,
well filled shoulders, nice round head, neck
long and straight, long legs, the best of
feather, and the longest birds we have. Mind,
no frills, no heavy beaks, if we can help it,

and lastly good health.
Don’t sell any decent-looking bird until you

have selected your intended breeders and
show birds. Keep in your room tbe plate of
a typical specimen

; it will be a guide in selec-
tion, and will if you study it help you im-
mensely.

give a bolder appearance, a necessity in a
winning Norwich. Put baths on regularly,
they are a good conditioner. I should
strongly advise the novice to join the Nor-
wich specialist club, he will then get m
touch with prominent exhibitors of his ovvu
variety, who will not be averse to giving
him sound advice if needed.

In View of the Show Season.
We will now presume it is show season,

and your birds are fit for the fray. Pause
here, Mr. Novice

; if you have been fortu-
nate to breed a winner do not enter it in a
£3 or even a £5 limit novice class, or sure
enough the dealer, the dealer-cum-exhibitov,
and the exhibitor with the deep pocket will

be bidding against one another who is to
secure your champion, to add lustre to their
names and to the remainder of the stock
which they have got, under similar condi-
tions. Mind you, I am speaking on good
grounds

;
your best plan is to get advice

from an experienced fancier as to the value
of your bird.

Providing you have had good luck you
will have something decent for pairing up
for next season, and in selecting pick out
all the yellow hens

;
do not let them go to

the dealers at any price. What you do not,

require for your own use, you will have no
difficulty in disposing of at a fair figure to
brother fanciers. You will have proof of

that the first time you try to purchase one.

Select your best yellow cocks and buff hens

;

I always try to pair up more of these than,

vice-versa, as I consider that a better per-

centage of yellows is got from the cross,

and also more typical birds, as the buff hens
are, taken all round, l§rger and better sub-
stance than the yellows. There is not the
least doubt that the hen is the mould, so
do not be tempted to part with your good
hens. I have always found the supply of good
buff cocks greater than the demand.
Now, as Rome was not made in a day,

neither will a strain of winning Norwich
Plainheads be made in a day, or a year, bid-

the fancier who uses his brains and whose
disappointments make him all the more keen
is bound to succeed in the end. It takes a
fancier about three years to know what to

expect from his pairing, and even then only

to a certain extent. Do not discard any
that are slightly on the under-side, but are

good in all other respects
;

these are birds

I should recommend to be run over for a
season, and in many instances that is all

that is required to make them into good

specimens. It is a bad plan to dispose of

all your surplus, as generally before the

season has been long under weigh you will

find one or two which are wasters, bad

feeders, barren, ’ or which have developed

some other fault. Among the birds on which

you have been pinning your faith some may
die from apparently no cause, and these are

only a few of the many obstacles which bar

the headway of the enthusiastic fancier.
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Correspondence.
Sixteen Young, Sixteen Cocks.

Sia,—In reply to Mr. Sayers in last week’s

issue, it may interost him to know that 1

bred six Siskin Mules in 1914, and four Gold-

linch Mules and six Canary reared Chaffinches

this season, and all of them proved to bo

cocks. I should he pleased to know if any-

one can equal this.

F. C. Nicholas.

“All in the Game.”
Bui,— I should be glad if you would state

iu your next issue of Cage Birds that owing

to the bungling of the railway officials at

Warrington Station, only one case of my
birds reached Liverpool show. I sent^ both

cases away front Hale at 6 o’clock on Thurs-

day night' by the same train, but one case of

six' arrived back home next morning, the day

of the sliow. Disappointing! Yes, but it’s

all in the game, anil there is some excuse for

even railway porters in the present crisis.

Wm. Middleton.

Sheffield O.S. All England Show

£150 in Prizes in 100 Classes.

Snt,—It having come to my knowledge

that there is a little misunderstanding

amongst exhibitors in connection with the

holding of Sheffield Open Show, I feel it

my duty to pen a few lines in the interest

of all. The country at large seems to^ be

under the impression that we in Sheffield

have no timo for anything but the making of

munitions and guns. This I am pleased to

say is satisfactory to the Minister of Muni-

tions, but at the same time we can manage

to work a show of the magnitude of the

Sheffield O.S. ;
which, Sir, is no little mat-

ter. The flourishing state of trade has

enabled us to place before exhibitors one of

the most generous schedules ever put before

the Fancy, representing £150 in prize-money

and specials and 100 classes. We have also

made arrangements with the railway com-

panies to ensure delivery of birds imme-

diately upon arrival. All trains will be met

by our own drays at all stations, not only

during the early evening, but all through

the night. Messrs. Fletcher 'and Woodall

have arranged to act as night stewards, and

any bird will be unpacked and staged imme-

diately on arrival. By this means they will

be nicely settled down, ready for judging.

Another arrangement which we think will be

to the benefit of the exhibitor is to pack all

birds on the Sunday afternoon and despatch

during the night mail trains on the Sunday

night; of course when otherwise asked for,

exhibitors’ wishes will be carried out.

A. T. Woodall,
Press Correspondent, Sheffield O.S.

I have always been able to take my own part

without any help from a croaker. I have

plenty of sympathy for anyone who is trying

to get to the top of the tree in the Fancy.

I have helped dozens of fanciers to select

their birds, washed their birds for them, told

them everything I know about British Birds,

never keeping any secrets up my sleeve, and

have always done everything I could for the

Fancy gonerally.

“H. G.” wants to know wliat my won-

derful birds were doing last season.” He
knows very well that I only took up the

Fancy again about 15 months ago. I never

had any intention of exhibiting again, or I

should not have sold the dozens of birds that

I have. I can show “ H. G.” my books and

letters to prove what I say is correct. The

few birds I exhibited last season were all

F.M., and had only been caught a few weeks.

“ H. G.” has never heard me use the slang

word “rotten” to any judge. What has

“ H. G.” done to improve the Fancy? Per-

haps it is a good thing “ H. G.” did not

sign his name to the latter, because it would

have carried no weight amongst the Fancy

generally. He is not known, except amongst

his own little circle.

Herbert J. Chick.

Mr. H J. Chick on Himself and
Some Others.

gin —“ Hvson Green” satv that I was to

eive a talk "to the members of the Notting-

ham and Notts. O.S. on Oct. 12, so had he

wanted an argument with me, he could nave

availed himself of the opportunity. I dealt

fully with the article written by Mrs. Dalton

on the Yellow Bunting, and no doubt if he

bad been there he would have learned some-

thing about the bird, or perhaps taught me

something' that 1 don’t know. 1 have no

need to “ boost myself up sky high. The

meal members know what I have done with

British Birds. If I am so bad as H. G.

ires to show, it is strange that the members

of the Nottingham and Notts. O.S. selected

m me to judge their show last year, and that

thev have asked me to give them talks on

Bniish Buds, and judge their table shows.

So “ H. 0.,” I can see it is only a little

lut’ of uettv jealousy, because I have taken

up British ‘Birds again. 1 have been out ot

ike Fancy for six years, so I have not been

the cause of bringing the Nottingham ana

Notts. O.S. to the low ebb of to-day ;
that s

one thing I have not done, I am pleased to

„:iy ! What I have done for the Fancy of

Nottingham is nothing to do with fanciers

outside° of Nottingham, so I will answer

“ H. G.” by saying that if lie will make it

convenient to come to the next meeting and

be prepared to back up the accusations that

lie lias made, and to bring all those fanciers

who he says can bear him out, I will be

there to defend myself, and will show that I

have done something for the Fancy of Not-

tingham. I have never been the cause of one

member leaving the Fancy, but I will be able

to prove, right up to the liilt, the reason so

many members left the Nottingham and

Notts. O.S. some eight years or so ago. 1

have never exhibited a borrowed bird, nor a

Gained bird. I have always endeavoured to

keep the Fancy clean, and when I see things

going on that are not straight, 1 am not

tc speak, nor shout, for that matter.

,Sir,

—

In reply to that mighty atom of the

Cage-bird world, Mr. H. J. Chick, I would

like to ask him if it is not time he told

readers something about Cage-birds and less

afcput himself. Now Mr. H. J. C., how can

you take so much credit to yourself for doing

under the most opportune circumstances what

a working man has to do under the most

adverse circumstances?

Take yourself, on the one hand a pros-

perous tradesman, always at home in a lovely

mid-county town, where the best specimens

are to be picked up on the market, able to

buy just what your birds want, and within

a short walk of the country. On the other

hand, take the working man, the backbone

of the Fancy ;
he lives, say, in a cold north-

country town, smoky and foggy, is at work

from light till dark, is not too well off, is

many miles from the country proper, and m
the show season only sees his birds by day-

light on Sunday. He does not write and tell

us he is going to put a team of birds on the

bench, expecting to take all the cakes, and

then grumble because he cannot get the halt-

pence at the other shows by judging.

Then a°-ain, Air. Chick, when a man living

in a lovely town like Nottingham, within a

short walk of the lanes and hedges where the

most delicate British Birds thrive writes to

Cage Birds and tells readers that he wishes

he lived in the country, don’t you think that

man ought to be in the Dardanelles? A goon

many readers think so, I can assure vou,^ but

perhaps in your own words, you take ex-

ception ” to their way of thinking. Now,

Air H. J. C., I have no axe to grind with

you, and I am sure other readers besides

your humble will be pleased to read any

articles you write, providing you really do

tell us something about cage birds. But tor

goodness sake, if you are unable to do that,

do not waste your time pulling to pieces the

articles of other correspondents that do.

Stephen Shep.win.

Palace when the secretary agreed to hold his

post for another year, so that was no fresh

news to me, and I consider when the secre-

tary’s and committee’s time had expired, a

meeting should have been called, and secre-

tary and committee appointed, instead of the

club being allowed to slide, as it has be?n

allowed to do. I really cannot see that there

is much credit due to anyone on the state

of the club at the present time. I may say

my subscription has been paid yearly, except

this year, and I am still willing to pay to a

live club. I am pleased to see an invitation

from Mr. Ilamsden to a meeting at the Lam-

beth Baths to consider the situation. As to

signing my name to my letters, I find very

often if one signs his name, someone soon

wants to know if your grandfather paid his

rent, or some other silly thing, and as it

rryikes no difference to the state of the club

at the present time whether I sign my name

or not, for the present I sign myself,
Member.

Has the L.C.B.A. Been “Collar-
mg” Dates?

Sir,—I was much astonished to read friend

Goodall’s ill-considered letter in your last

issue, and I have no doubt but that our show

manager will be able to deal with the matter

in such a way that will prove Mr. Goodall’s

statements to be false and misleading. As

I happened to have a conversation with some

of his committeemen at the Clapham show,

I will ask him if it not the fact that

the real reason of their having to abandon

the Watford show is on account of their hall

being commandeered by the military

authorities. ,

I thought it was generally known that the

L.C.B.A. was not solely responsible for the

proposed Horticultural Hall show, but that

the N.B.B. and M.C., together with the

F.B.E.L., were 'standing slioulder to shoulder,

sharing profit or loss together, notwithstand-

ing their loss of some £40 on their last year s

joint show, and willing once more to incur

a similar loss—solely in the interests of the

Fancy. Mr. Allen Silver will no doubt ex-

plain through Cage Birds that because of

the police restrictions it is now impossible to

go on with the arrangements, and unfortu-

nately we have to give up any idea of hold-

isg a show for this year. Nevertheless, i

consider the three united clubs are deserving

the thanks of all true fanciers throughout the

Kingdom for their public-spirited efforts, and

that another year, when we trust we will be

living in more peaceful times, they will show

their appreciation by sending us a bumping

entry. We promise them that they shall

have a show worthy of all their help.

John Frostick,

Hon. Show Sec., N.B.B. and M.C.

Is the Southern Norwich P.C.

to Live or Die ?
Sir,

—

My object in penning my letter to

Cage Birds was to try and find out if the

club was still in existence, and in that I

have been successful, thanks to Mr. Craw-

ford. 1 was pleased to hear the club is still

alive, but what an existence! Friend Craw-

ford says a few of the committee met and

decided to go to rest till the war was over.

The thing is, had that few the power to

decide such a question? If they had, why

were not the members acquainted with their

decision? Just fancy, a Norwich Plainhead

club, which usually boasts that the Norwich

Canary is the “John Bull” of the Canary

Fancy, when trouble comes, and things point

to a bad time for Canary breeders, shutting

up shop, “going to rest” until the war is

over, when we have the Southern Yorkshire

and ’the club of the Wee Border giving its

patronage to shows.

Why, it hardly bears thinking about, is

that the way to encourage the breeding and

exhibition of the Norwich Canary? Then Mr.

Crawford says the club is on the right side

of the balance, despite the fact that practi-

cally no subscriptions have been paid this

year. I am quite aware, perhaps just as

much as Mr. Crawford, that no club can

exist without subscriptions, but considering

the club did nothing much for its members

last season, it ought to be on the right side

financially, and if Mr. Crawford thinks mem-

bers are going to subscribe to a club that is

“ going to rest ” for years, he will be disap-

pointed. I was at the meeting at the Crystal

Sir —Messrs. Silver and Watcham seem to

have taken Mr. Goodall’s protest very^ badly

—surely the members of the Watford

C.B.S. have a right to express their opinion

against the appropriation of dates clashing

\°ith their show fixtures. Watford’s date

was fixed at a special meeting held on Feb.

3 last, for Dec. 8 and 9, the judges ap-

pointed, and the hall secured light away.

The shew and all particulars were announced

in Cage Birds of Feb. 13, and the show was

entered in the list of Show Dates Fixed. Two
halls were suggested, and the secretary was

instructed to secure the Corn Exchange ;
fail-

ing that, the Concert Hall of the Conserva

tive Club. As nothing definite could be

booked for the former, the other was secured

the following ' week.

Friend Silver’s letter seems very inexplica-

ble. As he had himself accepted the judging

of the British .Section at Watford, he must

have known that the dates of the two shows

clashed He will probably remember he

advised me to get Watford to alter their

dates to January. Further, he wrote to

another member saying he thought he would

have to cancel his engagement to judge, but

in neither, case did he mention the clashing

of dates.
* Knowing in what esteem he is

held by the members of Watford, if he had

written to the secretary when he found that

the clashing was unavoidable, the matter

would have been dealt with in a friendly

spirit, but, instead, he now charges our

secretary with want of taste and excess of

zeal. He seems for once to have forgotten

his usually tactful manner. I would also re-

mind him that we at Watford also give our

time and money to help on the I' ancy in our

district. Now another serious point crops

up which reflects discredit upon Watford

C B.S. Last Friday I called on a friend who

eery bluntly asked me the reason of Watford

abandoning their show. I replied, the clash-

ing of the dates. He said “ Be candid, what

is the real reason?” I repeated my former

answer, and he asked if it was not abandoned

in consequence of the Military authorities

taking the hall. This was a surprise to me,

and I denied it, and he said he was informed

that that was the cause.
_

I emphatically

deny that the 'Concert Hall is, or even likely

to be, taken by the Military authorities, and

whoever is responsible lor .this statement

must be in utter ignorance of the situation.

I made it my business to go over to Watford
on Saturday last, and I saw Mr. Goodall, and

also made enquiries which, prove the state-

ment is false. I have now arranged that a

special meeting is to be held on Nov. 3 to

rescind the resolution cancelling the open

show. As to Mr. Watcham’s letter, it speaks

for itself, lacking both tact and discretion,

but I would remind him that Watford C.B.S.

,

although of minor importance, pays prize-

money within a wegk of the show, the judges

with equal promptitude, and the balance-

sheet is presented one month after. Finally,

if our secretary’s remarks have offended these

worthy gentlemen, by his likening them to

“The Kaiser,” I express my apologies, as

such a similitude at this period is hurtful

to the feelings of any Englishman, but I can

assure them that no offence was meant, that

being, I am sure, one of the last thoughts

of our friend John Goodall.

R. J. Pretty,
Chairman, Watford C.B.S.

Why Was Clapham Show a
Failure ?

Sir,—With regard to the question raised

by myself re Clapham Entries, the answer

given by “ An Old Clapham Exhibitor that

we “ made the exhibitors deliver and fetch

the birds to and from the show” seems to .

fit the case, and this must be seriously con- l

sidered by our committee before another open

show is held. To “Londoner ’ I would say

that I shall be pleased to answer all his

queries, if he will sign his name, but having

in a plain way asked a question and received

an answer which appears to fit the case I 1

am satisfied, and do not intend to be drawn

into a controversy with an unknown

antagonist.
T. J. Hose, Hon. Sec.,

Clapham and Dis. C.B.A.

[Mr. E. J. Whittome, show sec., writes to

a similar effect.—Editor, Cage Birds.]

Moulting British Birds on Wild
Seeds,

Sir,—

I

notice Mr. Chick in his reply to

my letter says it would be very difficult to

prove whether a bird is moulted better with

the addition of wild seed. I cannot agree

with this, as I have proved more than once

that they can be, for I have purchased

Linnets and Redpolls moulted oil ordinary

seed, and the following season have moulted

them with the addition of wild seed, with

very gratifying results.' I quite agree with

Mix Chick ‘that no wild seed or colour-food

would ever make a Mealy Redpoll as good a

colour as a Lesser ’Poll. In the first place

a Mealy is a distinct species of the same

family, and its colour is a greyish-brown

with a silver sheen all over it, and a very

light breast, whereas the Lesser has a good

rich-coloured back, and in a good specimen

the throat, chest and flanks have also a rich

colour. To cite this as an example is very

poor argument against wild seed.

Why is it that you seldom see a C.reenie

or Bullie moult as bright and pure a colour

as a field-moulted one? I for one have for

years tried to discover this, and I must con-

fess that up to now I have failed. Naturalists

have told us what they know, yet I doubt it

any ordinary fancier would be able to give

his birds the variety of seeds they would get

in their wild state. Mr. Chick’s query would

equally well apply to the Linnet and Red-

poll. What is it that they eat in their wild,

state that gives the cocks that r.ch, rosy,

breast and poll? I have many times tried

to moult one with a red breast ud I recol-

lect once having a Mealy Poll that did come

out with a rosy breast and poll, but alas,

in a few weeks the red colour vanished.

Birds of all species in their wild state eat

a lot of larvae, and perhaps this may account

for it I notice Mr. Chick says he has

moulted a Bramble this year, a grand col-

oured one, without colour-food. He does not

tell us that he has not given it insectivorous

food, gentles, grubs, etc., all natural food to

the Bramble. Exceptions do not prove the

rule Mr. Chick, and most fanciers will tell

you ’that the largest birds are usually more

vigorous than smaller ones. Mv Greemes

and Bullies were moulted with wild seed

and I do not profess to be able to beat

nature, therefore I cannot say they were

better colour than when caught, and 1 can

conscientiously say that 1 have never ye

seen on the show bench a Greenfinch with

thft richness of colour of the jonques that L

saw in the net of a catcher many years ago,

from among which 1 was fortunate enough to

find the winner at the Scottish National.

Regarding the Yellow Bunting, some of the

very best have been fed on natural food, and

ha/c done a lot of winning. I never moulted

a Com or Reed Bunting, so cannot speak

from experience, still I see no reason why

an addition of natural food should not im-

prove either of these equally as much us

colour-food. . r . „
S. J. Nicholas,.
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{brandy as a fire
EXTINGUISHER.

A Tall Story of a Great Indian Hornbill.
m Y friend told me this funny story ofM his bird. ‘Some years ago, when 1

was jn India, 1 had a Hornbill who
vas very fond of having games of ball with

S

ue. One day I went out in the garden to

rave a game of ball with him. I had a

ighted cigar in my mouth, and when I was

rot looking at him for a moment the bird

matched my cigar away, and to my horror,

wallowed it! 1 rushed indoors to get some-

king to put it out, in my hurry not noticing

ij.vhat I laid my hands on, and ran back to

,he Hornbill and forced some brandy into

ts mouth. This caused a kind of volcano

’ nside the bird’s body, and it brought the

Idgar up.”
My friend is now living in London, but he

Still hears news of his bird, which is alive

ind well in India, and has games of ball

with a native servant who comes to play

with him every day. I believe the bira is

Aventy-one years old, as my friend obtained

it in August, 1894, when it was quite young.

It measures about 4 feet from the tip of its

beak to the tip of its tail, and if you touch

t it bites you 1

THE TREATMENT OF
YOUNG CANARIES.

versus Bread in Egg Food.
InnHIS is my fifth year of Canary breeding,

. and I am pleased to say that it has

[

been my best year. The first four

[years in the breeding season I fed on egg

i and bread, but this year I have fed on

Crawford’s Italian Wafers, and my birds

[have fed better than ever. In my opinion

biscuit is better than bread for egg food, for

jiny experience has been with bread that the

[hens pick all the egg out and leave the

[bread, and I think that is sometimes why
the hens pluck the young, because the food

,is too rich. With egg and biscuits they eat

i all the lot; it is a bit more expensive, but

|

what is that if the hens feed better? There

is not the same risk ol losing the young
when they are taken away from the hen.

I give the young egg and biscuits and
crushed hemp until they begin cracking seed
themselves. The bath I give as often as I

can, as 1 tiling it is a good thing for them,
but I always give it early iu the day. For
a tit-bit 1 give a little maw seed one day,
and on other days I give a little n’^er, or a
littlo crushed groats, a little linseed, and a
little millet. Once a week 1 give egg and
biscuit or carrot and biscuit.

In giving carrot I boil it until soft, and
then press it through the egg sieve as I

would egg. I may say I give about 20
biscuits, or one carrot to one egg. I only
give carrot when they are moulting, as I

think it puts a gloss on the feathers.

My idea of keeping birds is that you should
try to make them as happy as possible. Keep
plenty of good seed and plenty of sand in the
cage, look after them, and they will repay
you for your trouble. Out of 13 nests I have
bred 53 young, so I think that is not so bad.

For red mite I go over my cages once or

twice a week with paraffin, as it helps to

keep them down a lot. John Fenwick.

TIT-BITS FOR SOFT-
BILLS.

The Value of Live Food.

D
URING the summer months many a fan-

cier has been, tempted to try his hand
with small softbills, and has perhaps

been able to keep them up in condition until

winter set in, then to become wrecks. I will

try and make it clear how this disappoint-

ment can be avoided, and at the same time
try to win half-a-crown.

In the first place give up the idea of feed-

ing entirely on so-called “stock foods.” They
may, with the help of live food, keep the

birds going, but not in show condition. The
birds waste more than they eat.

For ’Gales, Redstarts, Wrynecks, and
similar birds, do as I do, and you will be
surprised how nice your birds will look and
always be ready to send out. I get lib. of

best ants’ eggs at a time (cost 3s.) and I

give them some of these dry every day as

a stock food. A pound lasts a long time,
and every one is eaten up, so in the long
run they are cheaper than “ insectivorous
foods.”

Centles I use in abundance; these cost me
nothing, for 1 got a piece of dry meat and
hang it up in an outhouse and place under
it a pail with a supply of meal in it for the
gentles to drop into and .clean themselves,
which they soon do. It is possible to get a
supply now to last through the winter.
Always take care they are dry and clean
before giving them to the birds. It is always
wise to have a supply of mealworms by you
in case of shortage, but these cost money.
My next is a splendid food, and to be had

all through the winter. I have a beetle
trap, which is placed in a bakehouse, and
catches thousands at a time, large and small.

These are tipped into ft paper bag, which is

placed in a bowl and boiling water poured
into the bag. The beetles are dead in an
instant, and are then drained through a
sieve and are soon dry and ready for use.

Some may be too large for your small birds

;

give these to the Blackbirds and Thrushes,
and so improve their condition. These cost

nothing unless you meet the baker out, and
even then it is likely he would thank you
for reducing his stock of beetles. As for

spiders, there is nothing to beat them. An
easy way to catch them is to go round your
garden walls and outbuildings at night with
a lamp and can; hosts will be found hanging
in their webs. A very easy and sure way of

cqlourjeeding is to mix the colour-food dry
with the ants’ eggs

;
begin with it soon

enough.

A 4 Pleasant Surprise

Still Waters Run Deep.

I
HAD kept Canaries for years, and had
. often thought I would some time try

my luck at Mule breeding, but some-
thing always- happened ; it was either too

much trouble to send for a cock Finch, or I

had no Canary hens to spare at the moment
for, as I thought then, second rate work.
The opportunity came when a friend men-

tioned he had bought a bird and cage from

a neighbour who was leaving the district

and asked me to call round and see it, as

he was sure something was amiss with

the bird, as it was so quiet, or he would

bring it to my place. This I agreed to, and

he brought it the next evening.

It was a finely-marked cock Linnet, in

splendid condition, but never, before nor

since, have I seen such an exceptionally tame
bird. You could push it about, or lift it

from the cage without a flutter. I have a

very large flight, well fitted up, and when
my friend saw this, he suggested leaving me
the Linnet for a few weeks, as he thought

the flight cage was just the thing, and might
put new life into his bird.

1 readily consented, and in exchange put

into my friend’s cage a smart colour-fed

yellow heff, which he could take back to

comfort his children for the temporary loss

of their pet.

I put the Linnet up with a hen which bad
been .“ resting ” that season, supplied them
with nesting materials, gave them my bles-

sing, and left them. I was rather disap-

pointed with the Linnet’s manner, for though
it was in tight feather, and appeared healthy,

it lacked the wildness or “ devil,” which a

good muler ought to have.
The hen Canary built a nest after about

ten days, and laid four eggs. I did not, as

is my custom, take the eggs away as laid,

and replace at the end of the third day, but
left them with her, being satisfied that they

would not be fertile, as tile Linnet had
shamefully neglected her, and I decided she

should sit them ;
it would keep her quiet for

a fortnight, and maybe a tone for the loss of

her cold-blooded and indifferent partner, as I

intended to return him the next day.

And now, to be brief, for the Editor's

stipulated 400 words are almost up.

The hen sat well, and at the end of the
twelfth day I was astounded to see half a

shell on the cage bottom. I immediately put

her on “ Class 1 ” treatment, and a few day*,

afterwards peeped into the nest and saw fouj

fluffy dark balls, which throve well, were oi

the perches at fifteen days, and turned oui

to be one hen and three cocks, the bonniesl

Linnet-Canary Mules ever hatched. But t<

this day I feel annoyed when I think hovi

their father’s misleading behaviour fooled me

GREAT SHOW AT LIVERPOOL.
I

The Liverpool O.S. has again proved to the Fancy
that it knows how to run an open show with the
certainty of a successful issue, both from a finan-

cial and a spectacular viewpoint. It is now eight

years since these fanciers pnt their beads together
and their hands in their pockets with the deter-

mination of running an open show for Liverpool,

and right from the incipient stages it was an
instant success. Now it is a national institution,

and this, the eighth show, can only be written down
as no less successful than its predecessors. To see

the names of the Liverpool fanciers on the outside

of a catalogue is to be assured that the show can

be nothing but successful. The men at the head,

in addition to being fanciers, are business men.
.They know how to advertise, and the value of it.

They know how to get the maximum of efficiency

from the minimum of labour. A glance in the
secretary’s room, with its order and its minutest
attention to detail, is an earnest of the enthusiasm,
the determination, manifested by the managers for

the welfare of the birds entrusted to their care.

If a bird is the least bit out of sorts it is brought
into the secretary’s room for quietness and treat-

ment. If an exhibitor has a grievance—a rare
occurrence—he can have it remedied in an instant.

If a fancier wants to catch a train for a long
distance, there is no bickering ; he is got off as
expeditiously as is possible. If one wants one’s

prize money, it is literally thrown at him. In fact,

Mr. Green’s voice is continually inviting fanciers to
accept money ; and if every exhibitor is not a
winner, it is not the fault of the committee-
blame the judges and the exchequer.
Mr. J. W. Metcalfe was in charge of the clerical

department, and it is scarcely necessary to 6ay
that everything is done by the shortest route to
success when he is at the head. There is no over-
lapping; there seems to be a place for everything,
and everything eeenis to be in its place. He is

courtesy and efficiency personified
;
has show work

at his finger tips, and nothing is a trouble to him.
He gives one the impression that to oblige anyone
is the height of his ambition. In fine, he is almost
Eastern in his politeness. Mr. Geo. Green is the
show manager, and one has .but to hear his robust
voice calling for stewards, and to see his geniality

—

not to say humour—when conversing with fan-
ciers, is to know that he is the born show manager.
He was ably assisted by the hardest-working set
of stewards it would be possible to get together.
Few can attain, none can surpass, thp Liverpool
men in efficiency.

This show is one of the few whei^e ladies are to
be seen capably attending to and packing exhibits.
Women are peculiarly adapted to the handling and
packing of exhibits; and if there is one thing that
gives a fancier more pleasure than to have a.

capable steward, it is that that steward should
be of tho gentler sex, and no less capable than
the mere male. It puts him in a good temper, even
if he has draws a blank financially Some of the
lady helpers were Mesdames J Walker, J. R. Jones,
F. Handley and Miss Bratherton. All railway
birds were packed and despatched by 5 o’clock.
The visitors were as numerous as cakes at a

juveniie tea-fight. Many fanciers from the country
I look forward to this event as their annual rendez-
vous, where they can talk over past failures and
future prospects. We noticed faces from afar,
including Messrs. Curphey, Gill, Boddara, Teare,
and Kelly, from the Isle of Man (please note, not
the Kelly) ; Messrs. Jones (two), and J. 0. Wil-
liams (Wales); Eppwood (Wolverhampton): Wag-
stallc (Barrow)

; Joe Thomas (Halifax)
; Turner,

Beswick, Cooper, Garbutt, and Oldham, from the
Manchester district; Helsby and Richards (Chester)-
also a big contingent from Southport in charge of

Mr. Tom Nixon ; a link with the past in the person
of Scarsbrick Taylor; and a crowd of fanciers from
various parts. We would like to mention that the
committee invited ail the wounded1 soldiers in the
town free, and they availed themselves of the
Opportunity on the Friday, and responded in good
numbers. A very kind thought of the society.

Sales were brisk, competition being so keen that
some cages were nearly covered with claim labels,
and the aggregate reached1 just on £50.
Norwich were rather above the average, being a

level lot without any exhibit outstanding. The
palm went to a novice exhibit, winner in the buff
hen class—a real beauty. In fact, the novices as
a whole were really fine, and it is pleasng to note
that many prizes went to Prescot, once a hotbed
of Norwich. Borders were down. We heard some
little grumbling at the classification, and we under-
stand that this is to be remedied another year.

The committee are always willing, nay, anxious, to
meet the wishes of fanciers. The judges were
Messrs. Cowgill and Munsdell, Yorkshires ; W
Vardy, Norwich; J. Dixon, Borders; and C. Houl-
ton, British and Foreign. ,The Kozy Karrier Co.
had a stall in the show and we were pleased to see
business very brisk.
Yorkshires were a fine lot; over 400 birds were

staged, and most of the classes filled well. The
Greens were, perhaps, not as good as we have
seen before at the great Liverpool show, but this
can be accounted for: the show was held very
early in the season, and the birds are not quite
ready. Messrs. Rogers, Richardson, Robinson,
Smith, Jones, J. W. Handley, staged some nice
birds, and we think that Mr. Jones’ unflighted
yellow is one of the beet ever benched ; with care
it should make a great name for itself. In the clear
or ticked Yorks., Dr. Craig, Messrs. Dykes, Thomas,
Hibbert, Harrison and Johnson were at the top
with some fine birds, but in this section also many
of the birds were not fit.

Hybrids had three classes this year, and con-
tained a few old champions. It is full early yet,
and some of the exhibits still were showing pen
feathers here and there. The best-conditioned
Hybrid of the day was undoubtedly the Chaffinch-
Greenfinch shown by Dr. Wilson— simply perfect.
British birds were well represented by a fine lot of
exhibits, and only the most forward in grand con-
dition could gain premier honours. A- good average
was maintained under the exceptional war circum-
stances, and the society is to be congratulated.
Mr. Brade’s exhibits were absent at judging time.
Only two of the specials for natural colour Siskins
could be awarded, and these both went to Mr.
Rimmer with a he and a cardless bird.

MR. W. MUDELL’S CLASSES.

YORKS. GR. YELL^ SELF or FOUL (16): 1, e,

Rogers, level col., nice wing carr., piped tail, well
up on leg; 2, Algie, shade strong, good wings and
tail, nice pair of legs, erect and steady, good sound
col.; 3, Richardson, nice type, slim, level col.,

well up on leg, fails a little in head ; 4, Smith,
good leg, long flights, crosses at times, level col.,

full of qual. ; ail four seifs; vlie, McDermott; lie,

Stewart. SELF or FOUL YELL. HEN (13): 1,

Robinson, mkd. wing and tail, boxy feather, great
round hea-J, good wing carr., w’ell on leg, A1 pos.,
very steady when handled; Roberts, self, neat
and perfect type and pos., rich level green, grand
wings and tail, on the small side; 3, Benson and
Young, wing and tail foul, nice qual. of feather,
good head, carries wings and tail well, well up on
leg; 4, Jones, wings and tail foul, very stylish,
fine qual. of feather, piped tail, a good stock hen

;

vhc, he, Smith ; c, McDermott. UNFLIG. YELL.
SELF or FOUL (14) : 1, Jones, self yell, a gem, good

head, nice wings and tail, well tip on leg, very
steady, one of the best coloured greens we have
seen for some time, should make a great name for

its owner if well looked after, we thought it the
best Yorks, green in the show; 2, J. W. Handley,
self, on the small side, lacking a bit in col., very
stylish, grand wings and tail, well up on leg, very
steady, neat tail ; 3, McDermott, self, neat round
head, stands well on good legf», nice wing carr. ; 4,

®aw&thorne, sejf, level col., neatly folded tail,

grand wings well braced to side, very stylish ; vhc,
Richardson; he, Steinart; c, Elkins. CL., TKD. or
MKD. YELL. (20): 1, Dykes, great length, good
head, long flights, well braced1 to side, and well cn
a good leg, rich level col. throughout; 2, Dr. Craig,
grizzled on wing, good long slim bird, neat round
head, grand wings and tail, full -of qual., good
length of leg ; 3, Hibbert, cheek and breast mkd.,
pale in col., full of qual., neat head, nicely balanced
wings, rare pos. ; 4, Henderson and Crosby, cap
mkd., open a little on front, rare length, grand
back, wings and tail, level col.

;
vhc, Benson and

Young; he, Steinart; c, Greatrix. YELL. HEN (10):

1, TeaTe, eye and wings mkd cinn , full of qual ,

nice tail, good wings, neat head, rich col., open a
little on breast, a hit unsteady ; 2, Richards, rich
level col , neat (head, pair of nice wings, well placed,
good front, rare pos. ; 3, he, Hibbert, pale col., full

of qual., good head1

, nl-ee wings, would do with a
little more Length

; 4, Dykes, rich col., open a little

on breast, good 1 wings and tail, neat head and
pos:; vhc, Dr Craig; c, Knowles UNFLIG YELL.
(14) : 1, 4, Johnson, on the stout side, grizzled on
flue, good1 head and 1 neck, long flight, rare length
and pos., bit long in feather, not quite ready

; 2, 3,

Harrison, cap, eye and wing mkd. cinn., boxy
feather, neat, head, nice wings and tail, on the
small side

; 3, cl. blaze of ool., nice wing carr

,

piped, tail, good! head, full of qual. ; 4, Johnson,
bisect tkd., .pale in col., close boxy feather, neat
wings and tail, well up on' leg, very steady ;

vhc,
Knowles; he, Benson and Young; c, Henderson and
Crosby. NOV. GR. SELF OR FOUR YELL: 1, c,

Evans; 2, Postlethwaite; 3,- Rawsthorne 4, Sladden
and Baldwin; vhc, Jordan; lie, Jones. DITTO HEN
(8): 1, Elkins; 2, 4, Browell; 3, J. W. Handley;
vhc, he, Evans; c, Roberts CL OR TKD. YELL.
(24): 1, Stott; 2. Howard; 3, Veal; 4, Radford;
vhc, Jones;, he, J. W. Handley; c, Green HEN
(15) : 1, Veal; 2, Ives; 3, Rothwell; 4, Brierley

;

vhc, Evans; he, Toulson ; c, Huyton UNFLIG.
YELL (19): 1, he. Radford; 2, Corbett

; 3, Toulson;
4, Algie; vhc, Waddington; he, GoMand. 'SELL,
PAIRS (18): 1. 4, Mathison

; 2, Sykes; 3, Long-
more: vhc, Guy; e, Walkden. HEN (21): 1, John-
son; 2, Brown; c, Mawdsley; 4, Ives; vhc, Dixon;
he, Mettineon

; c, Barnes

MR. COWGILL’S CLASSES.
GR., SELF OR FOUL BUFF (14>: 1, Richardson,

self, good head1

,
wings and tail, well on leg, rare

pos., bit stout; 2, Roberts, self, long flights, piped

ta.il, neat head, sound col. throughout, stands

well up on good leg; 3, McDermott., rich sound col.,

nice type and pos, long flights and tail, self;

4, Benson and Young, foul, boxy feather, neat, head,

vhc. Smith; he, Robinson; c, Jones. HEN (7): 1, 3,

Smith, 1st type, good' wings and tail, well up on
leg, wants a little more time; 3rd, self, bit short,

neat wings and tail, sound col.; 2, Robinson, sound
col., stout long flights and piped tail; 4, Richardson,

self, good head, wants more length; he, Jones; lie,

F. Handley; c, McDermott. UNFLIG. SELF OR
FOUL BUFF (14) : 1, 3, Smith, 1st self, on the strong

side, good head, long flights and tail, well up on

leg ; 3rd, self, very typical, good wing carr. ; 2,

McDermott, nice bird, self, good flights, sound col.

;

4 Robinson, self, typical, good leg, neat head, nice

tail; vhc F. Handley- he, Jones; c, Richardson.

CL., TKD., ETC., BUFF (8): 1, he, Thomas, 1st cl.,

very slim, nice boxy feather, grand wings, well

braced to side, good head, pos., Al; 2, Dykes, wing
tkd., stout, fine feather, well on leg, good head, nice

pair of wings fails a littlo in pos. ; 3, Knowles, cap
and wing mkd., on the small side, lovely feather
racy, neat wings and tail, good head; 4, Henderson
and Crosby, cl., very typical and racy, boxy feather
vhc, Woodward; he, Hirst. BUFF HENS (14): 3,

Thomas, stout, nice shape, good wings and tail, neat
head, pos., Al

; 2, Dr. Craig, boxy feather, rare
length, very slim, neat head, grand wings and tail

;

3, Richards, pale in col., very slim and typical
grand wings and tail; 4, Douglas, very stylish, full

of qual., tail, good head, well up on leg
; vhc. Dykes

;

he, Hirst; c, Brown. UNFLIG. BUFF CK. (14): 1,

Hibbert, a gem, feather like glass, pos. Al, wings
and tail perfect, would do with a little more length

:

2, H. Helsby, well on leg, grand wings and piped
tail, boxy feather, good bead; 2, Benson and Young,
cl., neat head, nice round crest, good wing carr., fine

pos.; 4, Johnson, cap mkd., boxy feather, rare pos.;
vhc, Hirst; he, Linaker

; c. Woodward. NOV., GR.,
SELF OR FOUL BUFF (12): 1, Sladdin and Baldwin;
2, Postlethwaite; 3, 4, Browne; vhc, he, Roberts; e,

Scott. HEN (11) : 1, 2, Browne
; 3, Scott ; 4, South-

wood; vhc, Huyton; he, Evans; c, Sewell. CL.,
TKD., ETC., BUFF (22): 1, Spilby

; 2, Gilbert; 3, 4.

Rothwell; vhc, Veal; he. Algie: c, Farrell. HEN
(23): 1, Ives; 2, Rothwell; 3, Mulliner; 4. Nixon;
vhc, Spiby; he, Farrell; c, Waddington. UNFLIG.
BUFF (18): 1, Waddington; 2, Toulson; 3, Veal; 4,

Huyton; vhc, Stott; he, no name; c, Stott. SELL.,
20s. (20): 1, Fielding; 2, Johnson; 3, Walker: 4, Guy;
vhc, Hales; he, Thornton; c, Carran. STOCK: 1, 3,

4, Sterling Seed Co.
; 2, Douglas.

MR. VARDY’S CLASSES.
GREEN SELF OR FOUL YELL. NOR. (14): 1. he,

Walker, foul tail, throat and thigh, wide head,
massive, good deep chest; 2, Handley, wide back
and chest, good head, self; 3, McAndrew, another
self, nice col. and ticking, fails in head to the
others; 4, Lowe, trifle smaller, grand qual., rare
type, beaten head points; vhc, Thornton; c, Bail.

BUFF (22) : 1, Barker, foul tail and throat, grand
body, crosses wings at times; 2, Handley, deep
chest, great 6ize, grand head, we preferred; 3,

Fields, foul throat' and tail, nice col. and qual..

rather fat; 4, Lowe, grand type and qual., rare
body and back

;
vhc, Baelie ; 4, Thornton ; e,

McAndrew. YELL. HEN (17): 1, McAndrew, self,

lovely hen, nice head and neck, grand col. and
qua!.; 2, Barker, light under tail, built on slimmer
lines, nice col. and expression; 3, Walker, for.! tail,

nice short deep body, just fails in head; 4, Thorn-
ton-, good deep chest and head, beaten neck: \hr.
Pugh; he, c, Handley. BUFF (18): 3, 2. Iran:,

lovely hens, leader self, grand qual. and type, rare

wide and deep chest; 3, McAndrew, self, smaller,

but lovely lien; 4, Blow, another self, nice type and
qual., not the col.; vhc, Thornton; he, Ball; c,

Bratherton. YELL. NOR. (15): 1, Granger, el.,

great head, rare wide entrance, lovely qual. and
type; 2, 3, Cook, var. leading, grand head and
shape, rich col. and qual. feather, 3rd cl. massive
bird, not quite so good in head as leaders: 4,

Twiddle, var., good wide head, broad chest, inclined

to crouch; vhc. Cooper; he, Turner; c, Lingard.

BUFF (20): 1, Mattinson, not too big, var., nice

wide head, round body and grand qual. ; 2, Cook,
another var., grand body shape, stands well, lovely

qual., high col., good head; 3, Fielding, cl., nice

col. and qual., crosses wings a bit; 4. lie, Jones
and Chester, paler in col., grand entrance, nice

type, varieg. ; vhc, .Turner; he, Tweddle. YELL.
HEN (8): 1, Fielding, big cl., rare col., lovely type

and qual., good head; 2, Jones and Chester, mark
face and neck, good short body and deep chest;

3, Tweddle, cl., nice col. and qual., beaten head

;

4, Mattinson, mkd'. head, great size, deep chest-;

vhc, Beswick; he. Turner; c, Huggins. BUFF (17):

1, Beswick, cl., great size and width of head, nice

deep body and lovely qual.; 2, Barker, neat cU
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grand qual., grand broad head; 3, vhc, Turner, big

cl., rare head, nice qual., trifle rough at, Chighs-4

4
, Cook, ruro col. and qual., nice deep chest; he,

fielding; c, Tearc. UNFLIU. YELL. (5); 1, Llugard,

cl., neat liead and type, nice col. and qual.; 2,

fielding, better col. still, good head, not quite so

symmetrical; 3. Urunger, mkd. eye and wing, grand

col. and qual.; 4, McAiidrew, var, bigger, nice type,

grand bead, rulher longer; vhc, tllxter. BUFF (»)

:

I, 3, fielding, grand deep-chested bird, grand col.

uml leather like silk, 3rd medium size, mkd. wluug,

spoiled by bad perches; 2, languid, nice grizzle cap,

rare size and qual. combined, good head and neck;

4, Cooper, cl., neat exhibit, grand qual.; vhc, llud-

son uml Mcfurlune ; lie, Wugstutl’e. NOV'. V ELL.
Civ. (11): I Circen, big cl., very deep chest, trifle

browy; d, J. ltushton, cl., better qual., we pre-

terreu
;

3, Var, monster, great head, grand deep
body, hairy in leather, grand stock bird; -I, Webber,
cl., smaller, rare head and col., fails tail

; vhc,

II. . ltushton; lie, Johnson; c, Curphey. BUfF (Id):

1, Nichols, mark eye, nice qual., col. und cond. ; 2,

he, 11. ltushton, d., bigger, grand head and qual.;

3, Smith, tkd. wing, nice qual., beaten head; 4,

Webber, mark neck, nice expression, deep chest;
vhc, Jones; c, (Jell. YELL. 11 E N (8): 1, S. Oreen,
cl., grand qual. and type, very neat head; 2, Smith,
bigger, grand head, omy beaten qual. ; 3, very neat
cl., good col and feather, not in condition; 4, Cook-
son, uhllig., grand head and shape, not quite so
big; vhc, Cook uml Sons; lie, J. ltushton; c, U.
Smith. BUff (12): 1, J. Green, monster, great
head, very wide entrance, bcautlul rise, short thick
neck, extra line qual., lovely shape, grand wings and
tail, a knockout, best hen in show ;

lucky if she
doesn't change hands; 2, Wilkins, unflighted cl.,

grand hen in grand company, not disgraced to be
beaten to-day ; 3, Webber, cl., very nice, trifle

browy; 4, he, H. ltushton, another cl., nice type
and qual.; vhc, Muudsley

; e, Dyson. UNFIJU.
YULI.. (20): 1, Hadley, big cl., grand head, deep
chest, fine qual., should do well

; 2, Smalley, var.,

very typical, one of the right sort; 3, S. Green,
eye tick, nice type, good head; 4, Nichols, cl., good
type, qual., etc., fails neck; vhc, Wilkins; he,
Nichols; c, Teese. BUff (25); 1, Ordish, var., great
size, tine qual. and type, runs hit narrow back or
head, claimed; 2, vhc, ll. ltushton, better head and
neck, very broad chest and back; 3, Cookson, mas-
sive cl., high col., deep chest, good head, nice
qual., claimed; 4, Shorrock, good head, nice col.

and qual., deep chest
;
he. Cook and Sons

; e, Hale.
MB. DIXON’S CLASSES.

BORD., SELF Oil FOUL YULI,. GREEN (IS): 1,

Greenwell, self, beauty, grand type, lovely qual.,
neat bead; 2, 3, Johnston, Northern cracks, two
little beauties, winner excelling in shape of head
and qual. ; 4, ltitchie, grand Greeny shade of col.,

typical*; vhc, Wbitelaw
;

he, Longmore; c, Walker.
BUff (16), all Selfs: 1, Middleton, almost perfect,
lovely col. and qual., neat oval bead ; 2, 4, John-
ston, two of the best, 4th we liked immensely; 3,
Wbitelaw, nothing to choose in the three

; vhc,
Affleck; he, Greenwell; c, Collier. YELL. GREEN
HEN (8), winners all Selfs: 1, 2, Collier, little gems,
shown in grand con., 1st getting home in head
points; 3, Affleck, slimmer type, grand qual.,
lively; 4, Middleton, grand type and qual, not far
oehind ; vhc. Collier; he, Affleck; c, Walker. BUFF
(13): 1, Montgomery, excelling in head and silki-
ness of feather; 2, Greenwell, very neat, put down
in perfect cond.

; 3, Johnston, one of his best,
glorious sheen ; 4, Parsons, grand col. and sheen,
only beaten head paints; vhc, Collier; he, Affleck;
c, Whitelow. CL. OR TKD. YELL. (5) : 1, Mada-
gan, cl., excelling in type and qual., neat head;
2, Moore, grizzle cap, an uncommon mkd., a Border,
grand exhibit; 3, Croft, cl., neat head and qual.,
nice lull neck; 4, Hesketh, cl., nice type and1 qual.,
grand col. ; vhc, Andrews. BUff (7) : 1, Hesketh,
cl., beautiful type, shines like .burnished copper;
2. Johnson, Ormskirk to the front in both cases,
congratulations; 3, Moore and Son, cl., nice shape
and style, beaten finish

; 4, vhc, Middleton. Y'ELL.
HEN (5): 1, Madagan, cl., a little beauty, we
could almost see our handsome face reflected from
her, she shone so much : 2, Parsons, var. not quite
tho col. very typical; 3, Egerton, cl., very handsome,
like paint'; 4, Pennington, another cl., little to
choose. BUFF (8) : 1, Madagan, beauty, cl., very
typical, in glorious cond.

; 2, Pennington, not the
col., lovely shape and meal; 3, Egerton, cl., shines
like a burnisher ; 4, Mulliner, great, very neat in
head, fqll neck; vhc, Roby; he, c, Ritchie. VAR.
(4): 1, Egerton, yell., mkd. eyes and wings, very
taking ways with him; 2, Pennington, buff, similar
markings, trifle too big, very proud cond.

; 3, Moore
and Son, yell., almost four-pointed, very shiny; 4,
Andrews, buff, perfect in feather, type and cond.

MR. MOULTON'S CLASSES.
LIGHT CAN. MULE (5) : 1, no name in catalogue,

Sue 6 pointed buff Gold!'. -Can., in very good feather,
good size, shape and markings, nice colour, etc.

;

2, Oldham, 5-pointed yell. Goldf.-Can., good colour,
nice markings and cond. ; 3, Johnson, 4-pointed buff
Goldf.-Can., nice cond.; 4, vhc, Phillips, var. Goldf-
Can. DARK (15), good class: 1, 3, Dr. Wilson,
notable yell. Can.-Bullf. and fine Linnet-Can., both
in grand order; 2, lie, Whitney and Son, very fine,
good shaped Greenf. -Can. leading, splendid feather
and cond.

; 4, Jones, large, good shaped Siskin-Can.,
good feather, markings and cond.; vhc, e, Oldham.
A.O.Y. il\B. (C): 1, 3, Dr. Wilson, perfect Chaff
Greenf. leading, and a perky little Redpoll-Coldf.
Ill nice feather; 2, Alexander, very fine Linnet-Bullf.
In splendid cond.; 4, Booth, nice Bramble-Chaff.;
vhc, Wellings, nice young Redpoll-Siskin, bred by
owners this year. BRIT. BIRDS.—UOLDF. (11):
1, Collier, most forward to-day in colour and cond.,
nice clean-cut blaze, good body tan, medium moons
and bars, nice size and shape

; 2, Mrs. Gray, very
large square-cut blaze, good body, mcons, and’ bars,
not quite up in ccl. yet, must soon improve; 3,
fairhurst, pretty Finch, will soon improve also; 4,
Jones, good body, nicely cut blaze; vhc, Cowen ; he,
Alexander; c, Wilkins. LINNET (13): 1, 3, Oldham,
very good pair, col., size, shape, marks and cond’
well up, 1st largest; 2, Rothwell, very large, good
ahape, nice markings, only beaten in col. a little;
4, Dr. Wilson, smaller, grandly marked and fine
condition; vhc, Phillips; he, Leicester; c, Jones.
GREENF. (5): 1, Fairhurst, “Northern Star’’;' 2,
Thistlethwaite, splendid col. and cond.; 3, Collier
large, nice feather; 4, Beswick. SISKIN, &c. (8)

:’

1. Oldham, grand .Twite, easy winner to-day ; 2,
Lloyd, good size and shape, Siskin; 3, Fairhurst,
nice Twite, smaller; 4, Leadbetter, smaller Siskin,
good col., dark cap rather; vhc, Todd; he, Ilimmer

'

c, Rohcrtshaw. REDPOLL (14), good class: 1,
Booth, very fine large mealy, in grand cond.

;
2,’

Abbott, very good Lesser, A1 all over; 3, Dr. Wil-

dcats of Birds, Toultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially
when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Hite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

son, fine cond. ; 4. Thistlethwaite, very smart cond.

;

vhc, Hill; he, Rohcrtshaw
; c, Walker. BRAMBLE,

ETC. (11): 1, Oldham, very neat Bramble all

through; 2, Rothwell, pretty Chaffinch; 3, Sterling
Seed Co., smaller Bramble, full of good points; 4,

Thistlethwaite, Chaffinch, thickset, full of col.;

vhc, Cappar; he, Curran; c, Fairhurst. A.O. HARD
(5): 1, Fairhurst, very line Hawfinch, in line cond.;
2, Johnson, Yell. Bunting, grand cond.; 3, Watts,
neat Bullf.

; 4, Dr. Wilson, Crossbill; vhc, Lead-
better. SOFTBILL (4): All A. and O. Wellings,
Blackbird, Whitethroat, Thrush, and Starling, all

equally good, well shown. GIFT (2): 1, a Norwich;
2, Wellings, a Whitethroat.

OXFORD.
Annual Open Show of the Oxford C.B.S., British

School Room, Oct. 21. The room was well adapted
lor the purpose, and t lie exhibits were nicely staged,
with plenty of room for visitors. Entries were
not quite so numerous as last year, but quality was
up to the standard, Norwich, as usual at Oxford,
being very hot, special mention being due to
Means. Stubbs Bros.’, tickod yellow, and Mr. Love-
groves unllighted bull hen, the latter will again
be beard of. Mr. J. Lees won special for best
member’s bird. Some good birds were shown in

Amateur Norwich, Mr. Mitchell’s unllighted yellow
being a real good bird and quickly claimed by a
Veil known breeder. Mr. 0. C. Smith took mem-
bers’ special lor best bird shown by an amateur
member. Yorks were also a nice lot, and the
judge had no easy task to award the cards. Dutch
Frills were very dainty, but not enough of them.
In the A.O.V. Canary Mr. Hayling exhibited a
crest of Mic first water. Mules and Hybrids were
(jw, but choice, Mr. Parlett’s famous "White
Rose ’’ and Greciiie-Canary being much admired; tile

former looked fit, but perhaps a tittle lighter. In
tile light class Mr. Gilbert's Goldfinch-Canary was
a gem. British were few in number, four classes
having to be cancelled, but all exhibits were really
fine, especially Mrs. Dalton's team. Foreign only
included Parrots, one class being cancelled, but all

were nice birds, and one especially marie its pre-
sence felt by a constant chatter. The Society is to
be congratulated upon having euch a secretary as
Mr. Holliday, a real good worker, obliging to the
extreme, and everything was in tip-top order. He
was ably assisted by Mr. A. Fifield and a hard work-
ing committee, and other members who all worked
with zeal to despatch birds, especially those that
were to be sent on to other shows. Mr. J. Rob-
son judged.
Nor., cl. or INVIS. TKD. YELL. U0) : l, Col-

lings, cl., bonny bird, plenty subs., nice wing carr.,
grand col., beautiful head, a little browy, but wins
well; 2, Miles, nice bird, but not the subs, of
winner, lovely head, wings a bit down, nice col.,
A1 qual. and cond.

; 3, Motley, nice cl., tine sire,
good head, but not quite through moult, other-
wiee could have changed with second; vhc, Gough
and Loach, ia bit long, good head, wings a bit
crossed, good col. ana cond. ; lie, Stubbs’ Bros.

;

c, Lewin. BUFF (13 J : 1, vlic, Stubbs’ Bros., 1st,
beautiful bird, typical, grand head, well filled neck,
lovely wing carr, grand even col.; vhc, nice feath-
ered bird, but fails in head to winner; 2, C. W.
Silk, very niee, chubby bird, little rough in feather,
wings little crossed, lovely col.; 3, Houghton, not
eubs. of winners, but typical, lovely wing carr.,
grand col., A1 cond.; he, Lees; c, irons. TKD.
OR UNEVEN. (8): 1, Stubbs’ Bros., tkd. yell, a
gem, massive, bold front, lovely head, well carried
wings, short tail, beautiful col., A1 cond.; 2, Hough-
ton, var. buff, chubby, nice front, well filled neck,
grand head, beautiful feather, and col., hard lines
to compete against winner

; 3, Ceilings, capped butt,
typical, but not so bold, beautiful qual. of feather.
At cond.

; vhc. Irons; be, Lewis; c, Miles. YELL.
HEN (6): l, fisher, var., nice front, rather small
in head, nicely carried wings, lovely col., grand
cond., wins easy; 2, Strout, ci., rather on long side,
nice qual. feather, loses in head; 3, Gossey, cl.,
bit too small, pale in col., wings rather crossed,
nice shaped head; vhc, Notley; he, Lycett

;
c, Har-

vey. BUFF (13), a hot class: 1, Coiiings, cl., grand
bird, plenty subs., grand qual. of feather, nice bold
front, beautiful head, wings perfect, beautiful col.,
grand cond.

; 2, he, Lees, had been claimed and
taken from show before report was made; 3, Mar-
tin, cl., nice compact bird, not quite so bold in
front as winner, little flat in head, nice col. and
cond.; vhc, Houghton, cl.; c, irons. UNFLIU.
YELL. (8) : 1, Stubbs Bros., tkd., rare subs., grand
head, close fitting feather, wing carr. perfect, lovely
col. and cond., wins well. ; 2, vhc, c, Lewis, cl., nice
chubby bird, well carried wings, good qual. feather,
a little fiat in head, grand cond.'; 3, Coiiings, not
the subs, of 1 and 2, nice head, well carried win rt s,
grand col. and cond. BUFF (14) : 1, 3, Lovegrove,
1st, cl., wonderful subs., large fine head and neck,
nice wings and tail, good col, grand cond., will
make up a topper, 3rd, not so big, perhaps a bit
lucky, we liked vhc better; 2, Houghton, r: .<> cl,
plenty subs., bold front, nice head, a iJubing.
would have improved it; vhc, he, Lev.n

; vhc,
nice bird, could have changed places with 3rd; e.
Fox. HEN, UNFLIU. (9): l, Lovegrove, massive
var. buff, bit heavy behind, nice bold front, a little
pinched in head front, grand col. and cond., will
make topper, much admired

; 2, Coiiings, cl. buff,
nice in all respects, but heaten by extra qual. of
winner; 3, Wren, head mkd., well made, good front,
nice wings, fails a little in head, good col. and cond.;
vhc, Lewin; he, Gough; c, Fox. AMAT., LIMIT
£2 (9): 1, F'ostcr, ci. buff, plenty subs., good lront,
well idled neck, nice head, good col.

; 2, Smith, cl.
yell., big bird, bit long, niee head, well carried wings,
good col. (claimed at catalogue price)

; 3, vhc,
Mitchell, eye and wing mkd. yell., not quite so bold!
good col. and qual:; be, Goosey; c, Sirnrns. UN-
FLIG. AMAT., LIMIT £2 (6) : 1, 2, Mitchell, 1st,
var yell., real good bird, good size, nice bold front
good head, nice wings, grand col. (claimed at cata-
logue price), 2nd, not quite the subs., niee head
good col.

; 3, vhc, Smith, el. buff, 1 it long, nice
front, well carried wings, nice head, grand col
wins member’s special for best amateur bird he.
Olrfle; c. Goosey. YORKS. YELL. (9): 1, Everett!
cl., plenty of length, sound, level col, beautiful
feather, nice shaped head, lull neck, wings and tail
perfect, stands correct, wins well; 2, Troke cl
nice bird, good length, nice feather, correct
wings, loses in col; a, he, Hawes, nice
shape and style, bit rough an leather, good col •

vhc Holliday. BUFF (13) : 1, Holliday, cl, nice
length and style, good head and shouklera, capital
qual, good col; 2, Barker, cl, not quite so straight'
lovely qual. feather, good head, nice wings, good
col.

; 3, Fulford, cl, capital type and length, wee
bit weak in head, but A1 qual.; vEc, Hawes- be
Smith. HEN (10) : 1, Everett, cl. yell, very smart’,
nicely balanced, grand col, well carried wing!*, nice
head, A1 qual; 2, Haw'cs, cl. yell., rare style and
pos., capital type, close up; 3, Holliday, cl. buff,
typical, good length, scarcely so good’ in head;

vhc, Fulford; he, Lane; c, Troke. UN'.'LIG., good
class, (13): 1, Barker, cl. yell., splendid length, rich
col., nice round head, level neck, nice wings and
tail, plenty of leg, shown in the pink

; 2, Fulford.
var. buff, nice shape and style, lovely feather, wcll-
fltting wings, rather pale col., will improve; 3, c,

Hawes, var. yell., hot col., nice shape, nice head,
stands correct, line cond.; vhc, Troke; he, Langley.
AMAT. LIMIT £2 (7): 1, Cox, cl. butt, splendid
length, good qual., wings well carried, good col,
nice head, A1 cond.; 2, lturborough, cl. yejl., good
length, nice wings, good col, not so good in bead
and neck; 3, Dunklcy, var. buff, nice length, very
tightly feathered, sound col; vhc, Oliffe; he, c,

Nason. UNFLlG. AMAT., LIMIT £2 (5): 1, 2,
Langley, 1st, cl. buff, good length, nice head, good
col., wings a little crossed, Af cond.; 2, cl. yell.,
not quite the length, nicely filed neck, sweet head,
not quite the col. or qual. of winner

; 3, Cox, var.
yell, nice pos., wings crossed spoils it, good col.
and cond.; vhc, Egerton; he, Dunkley. DUTCH
FRILLS («) : ], 3, Brooks, 1st, buff, good size,
plenty of feather, well carried wings, gorni cond., 3rd,
not quite so large, but Af qual.; 2, vlic, be, Fifield,
var. bull, nice sized bird, good col., A1 cond., must
have pressed winner hard. A.O.V. CAN. (14): 1,
Hayling, fine buff, dark crest., beautiful qual. of
feather, well carried wings, nice round crest, on a
grand shaped head, A1 cond., wins well; 2, he,
Gilbert, 2nd, good crest, not quite the shape and
subs, of winner, but otherwise equal; 3, Ireland,
even mkd. Nor., markings very neat, little on long
side, nice col., A1 cond.

; vhc, Martin
; c, Bapworth.

LIGHT CAN. HYB., except Can. Bull. (7): 1, Gil-
bert, very fine cl. Goldf.-Can., nice size, rich even
col., nice wings and tail, sweet head, A1 cond., wins
well; 2, Lamp, fine var. Goldf.-Can., in pink of cond.,
shows parentage well, a good second; 3, VVilrriot,
another nice var. Goldf.-Can., not quite so large,
but A1 qual.; vbc, Robinson; he. Green; c, Foley.
I)K. (8) : 1, Barlett, well known Grcenf.-Can., still
in pink, must be nearly tired of having 1st prize
card on cage; 2, Lamb, very nice Goldf.-Can., good
size, shows a nice blaze, nice qual. of feather, A1
cond.

; 3, Foley, very sweet Linnet-Can., markings
very nice, lovely col., beautiful wings and tail,
must hage pressed 2nd' hard; vhc, he. When; c,
Chisholm and Davison. A.O.V. HYB. (5): i, Bar-
lett, the famous “ White Rose,” seems a little
lighter, but in the pink

; 2, Hart, very nice Goidf.-
Bulll’., nice size and shape, showing nice Goldfinch
blaze, good col. and cond.; 3, Taylor, Linnet-Bullf.,
Very pretty, in the pink; vhc, he, Lamb. GOLDF.
(0) : 1, Gough, rather on small side, but nice square
blaze, rich col., wirgs nicely mooned, and showing
nice quantity of yeliow

; 2, he, e, Wren, 2nd, nice
bird, blaze not so good, nice shape and col, A1
cond.

; 3, Lardner, nice size, not quite the markings,
good cond. GREENF., ETC. (8): 1, 2, Chick, 1st,
Bramblef., good size, well up in spangle, nice’ and
steady, A1 cond.; 2, Chaffinch, good size, nice col-
oured breast, nice head, good qua], of feather, very
fit

; 3, W ilmot, nice Chaffinch, not quite so large, or
so good in col. ; vhc, Boole

;
he. Wren

; c, Barlett
LINNET, ETC. (12): 1, 2, c, Mrs. Dalton, 1st, very
line Linnet, very chubby, markings beautiful, nice
round head, lovely col., grand cond. ; 2, another nice
Linnet, not quite the size, marking, or col- 3,
'Bonks, nice shaped Siskin, rather wild, which some-
what spoilt it, nicely mkd. head, good qual. of
feather; vhc, Gibbons; he. Green. BRIT. HEN
(5) : 1, Lean and Son, very fine Thrush, beautifully
mkd., nice boid eye, beautiful qual. of feather. A]
cond.; 2, 3, Chick, 2nd, very nice Y’ellow-Bunting.
wed mkd. head, nice depth of col., gocrl qual. of
father, good cond.: 3rd, Hawfinch, verv nice bird,
silky feather, nice rich col., very tame; vhc, Gough;
he, Wren. FOR. LARGE (5) : 1, 2, Buckler, 1st, very
fine Amazon, plenty of col, good qual. of feather,
A1 cond., 2nd, very fine Grey, in grand cond.; 3, vhc,
c, Holliday, 3rd, another good Amazon, not quite
to rich in col., good cond. LIMIT BAIRS (7) : 1,
Dunkley, Nor.; 2, Wilmot, Nor.; 3, Smith, Nor
vhc, Dimmoek; lie, Wren; c, Hollidav. SELL 20s.!
1, Wren, nice var. yell. Nor.; 2, Lewin, pair Nor. •

3, Oliffe, pair Nor.; vhc, Dimmoek; he, Casey; c’
Wilmot. 12s. 6d. : 1, Lees

; 2. Martin; 3, Tay’or

’

vhc, Goosey
;

he. Holiday
; c, Fifield.

ABERTILLERY.
Third annual open show held at the Gymnasium

Hall Am Oct. 20. A generous classification was
provided, and we were pleased to see an entry of
over 400 birds, a decrease of only 8 on last year’s
total. The hall is an admirable one, well lighted
and free from draughts, the staging, which was
admirably arranged in two tiers, and covered all
round with bunting, making a very pleasing appear-
ance Of the management we cannot speak too
highly, everyone being most anxious to see that
everything possible was done for the welfare of
the exhibits. The following are the office bearers

:

Bres., H. Campion, Esq.; Chair., W. Cooper; Vice,
F. Selby; Treas., J. Pritchard; Asst. Sec., W.
Newell; Show Manager, J. Barfitt; Committee,
Messrs. Morton, Terrett, Ribbings, Russell. Hyde,
A. Barfitt, Broome, Edwards. Bhillips, .Salter. Lewis,
Or it 1 .

Moule, Blackmore, Richards, and Warr. The
Secretary, Mr. H. II. Mortimer, is a very ener-
getic and obliging official, and was well supported
on show day by Mr. J. W. Bibbings, who acted as
his assistant.
Norwich were a very level lot, some really good

birds being put down by Messrs. Davies, AIlsopp,
Selby, and Tedstone, and the Rev. JoUiffe. Yorks,
were a grand lot, and gave the judge an anxious
time in sorting out. The novice glasses in this
section contained a wonderful entry of 85 in three
classes. Borders were the best lot- we have seen
staged at this Society’s shows, and it is evident
the wee gems are winning their way into the
hearts of Monmouthshire fanciers. Mules ami
British were not up to the usual standard. What
has become of the Welsh British bird exhibitors?
Committees cannot be expected to provide classes
if they are not supported, and it behoves Welsh
fanciers to patronise their own show's, otherwise
we shall find Committees curtailing the classes.
We were sorry to hear that Messrs. Walker and
Jones’ Norwich Class 3, No. 9, arrived at the show-
dead. Mr. J. II. Roe judged.
NOR. CL OR TKD. YELL. CK. (11): 1, Davies,

nice model, good head and neck, nicely packed
flights, beautiful feather, perfect order; 2, Rev.
Joliffe, grand bird, splendid tone of col., correct
shape, nicely rounded head, good nock, hardly fined

down yet, should be beard of later; 3. Mortimer,
good col., plenty of subs., nicely moulded, hardly
as rich in col. as leaders; 4, Weeks, trifle pale in

col, rather loose when we saw it; hr, Tedstone

;

e, Morion. BUFF (8): 1. Davies, grizzle mkd. Buff,

wonderful subs., best of wings, a trifle heavy be-

hind, Ids only fault ; 2, Greaves, Cl. Buff, lovely

col. and mealing, nice cobby type, put down in

perfect order; 3, AIlsopp, Cl., lovely tone of col,
grand type, hardly ready yet; 4, Amplett, tkd.,

very shapely, loses subs, to leaders; vbc, Tedstone;
he, Hill

; c, Watkins. MKD., ETC. (0): 1, Tedstone.

Var. Buff, grand subs., good head and neck, nico
cobby shape, well cut away, finished all over with
a lovely meal

; 2, Broome, grand coloured wing
and eye, mkd. Yell., correct type, beautiful qual.
and cond. ; 3, AIlsopp, Var. Buff, nicely moulded,
showing pen feathers in head and neck yet; 4,
Morton, Var. Yell., very shapely, trifle weak in
entrance; vhc, Walker and Jones; he, Jones: c,
III tellings. HEAVILY VAR. (1): 1, Hill, Var. Buff,
very loose in feather when we saw him. YELL.HEN (8): 1, Addison, eye and wing mkd., a gem,
lovely col. and qual., nicely rounded head, good
neck, nice cobby type ; 2, Jones, correct type, sound
in head properties, feathered 1o perfection, close
U P; 3, 4, Broome, tkd. and grizzle mkd., both Lovelv
exhibits of much promise, but hardly ready yet;
vhc, Greaves; he, Hitehings; c, Davies. BUFE
(11): 1, 4, W. Davies, both CM., leader bird of ex-
ceptional subs., good head and neck, nicely packed
wings, beautiful col. and" mealing, latter shade
smaller but lovely type and qual., many thought
might have gone higher; 2, Tedstone, Cl., lovely
shape, nice size, wants time, hardly ready yet; 3,
Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, Var., beautiful qual., nice
shape and size, hardly as good in head points as
leaders; vhc, D. II. Davies; he, Broome; c, Hill.
UNtLIG. CK. (17): 1, Selby. Cl. Yell., wins epl. best
Nor., grand size, nicely rounded head, good neck
well moulded body, tip top col. and qual.; 2.
Greaves, CI. Buff, nice size., very shapely, well
bal. wings grand qual.. finished off with a lovely
meal; 3, he, AIlsopp, Cl. Buff, a close race, very
compact, neat heart and neck, nicely moulded body,
good subs., wants a little more time; 4, Addison,
CI Yell., lovely col., correct type, hardly subs,
of winner; vhc, Davies: c, Amplett. HEN (9): 1,
3, Rev. Jolliffe, leader beautifully moulded, grand
subs., good head points, A1 cond. and qual., latter
nice type, lovely qual, hardly subs, of winner; 2.
Broome, CL, another good one, very cobby, well
feathered, perhaps a shade smaller than winner;
4, Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, nice shape and style, loses
head points to leaders; vhc, Hitehings; be,

‘ Morton -

c, Addison. NOV. CK. v13) : 1, Waters, Cl. Yell.,
beautiful col and qual, nice cobbv shape, trifle
weak in head points

; 2, Vaughan, wing tkd. Buff,
very shapely, good subs., nicely mealed, put down
in A1 order, a trifle browy;, 3, Lilly, Cl, grand
col. and qual. good bold chest, well cut away
behind, neat head and neck, hardly fined down
yet. or might have hearted the class; 4, Bhelps,
lightly Var., beautiful col. and qual, hardly subs,
of leaders; vhc, Powell; be, Morton; c, no name.
HEN (9): 1. Phelps. Cl. Buff, neat exhibit, nicely
moulded, grand qual., well mealed, trifle pinched
in entrance; 2. Lewis, eye and wing mkd. Yell.,
good col, rather soft when we made notes; 8.
Davies. Cl. Y'ell., good size and shape, bit loose
in feather: vhc, Jenkins; he. Waters; c. Thomas.
I NFLIG. (1C): 1, 3, Selby, heavily Var. Yell., lead-
ing, grand col. and qual.. good subs., very shapely:
3, another Var.. nice size and shape, rather flat
headed; 2, Bhelps, grizzle, head mkd. Buff, nice
cobby shape, good feather and cond.; 4, Vaughan,
neck and wing mkd. Buff, very shapely, well mealed;
vhc. Jenkins; he. Eseott and James; c, Morton.
YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (10): 1, Pritchard.
Cl. grand length, neat head and neck; well filled
hack, good wings am! fail, plenty of nerve, nice
pos., hardly fined down yet : 2, Terrett, Cl., beau-
tiful col., nicely drawn, grand leg and nerve, hardly
size of leader; 3, Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, real geni,
lovely col. and cond,, neat head, good shoulders,
nice straight hack, stands well, many preferred to
winner; 4. Bale, another Cl, beautiful length, nice
head, well filled back, full of nerve, good pos.:
vhc, Barfitt: he, Dobbs; c„ Bevan. BUFF (9): 1,

vhc, -Newell. Cl. nice size, very shapely, good
shoulders, back and tail, well balanced wings, plenty
of leg and nerve; 2, Owen. Cl, grand length, neat
head and neck, nice leg, slightly frilled; 3, Pritchard,
Cl, hardly length of leaders, grand pos. and leg.

perfect wings and tail; 4, Russell, good length and
nerve, inclined to cross wings at times; he. James
and Wells: c. Barfitt. LIGHTLY VAR. CK. (11):

1, Mr. and Airs. Weeks, Buff, a beauty, tight as
a bottle, beautifully moulded, well up on leg,

plenty of nerve, grand pos.; 2, Bale, eye and wing
mkd. Yell., another good one, grand col. and qual,
neat, head, good back and tail, nice length of
w-ing. perfect pos., A1 order; 3, 4, Pritchard, both
Buffs, grand length, best of pos., good leg and
wing carriage: vhc, Evans; he. Watkins ; c, Russell.
HEAVILY VAR. (5): 1, Pritchard, Yell., lovely
col. and qual., nice type, good length, well up on
leg : 2, Barfitt, had gone soft ; 3, Hughes and Wood,
fowl green, lovely col. and qual, good shoulders,
nice length, plenty of nerve; 4, Russell, Yar. Buff,

nice type, good nerve, hardly length of leaders;

No. 5 wrong classed owing to being more light

than dark, a" grand exhibit, hard lines. HEN Y'ELL.
(8): 1, Owen, eye tkd., lovely col. and qual, beauti-
fully moulded, grand length, nice leg and pos. ; 2,

Air. and Mrs. Weeks, Cinn. mkd., beautiful •leather,

grand length, good wings and tail, full of nerve,
close up; 3, Newell, Cinn. mkd,, grand qual, hardly
as rich col as leaders, nicely modelled! good straight

back and tail, stands well: 4, Pritchard, Cl, lovely

type, neat head, good shoulders, nice pos. and
leg, hardly length of leaders; he, Harding; c,

Moule. BUFF. (10): 1. Bale, Cl., nice model, good
head, neck, and shoulders, nice straight back and
tail, well up on leg. stands well, nicely clothed,

beautiful meal: 2. Moule, good Cl, nicely fed

good length, neat head on good shoulders, straight

as a gas barrel, nice length of leg: 3, Pritchard,

n * stands well. go. at back, wings and tail, lovely

length, col, and cond. ; 4. Stewart, Var., neat

head and neck, nicely moulded, hardly length of

leaders; vhc. Air. and Airs. Weeks; he. Warr; c.

Parfitt. UNFLlG. CK. ,15): 1. Bale, Cl. Yell, grand
length and col, nice straight back, good wings
and tail, a trifle flat head, bis only fault

; 2, W. T.

Osborne, C’l. Buff, good length, col, and qual.,

nice pos, and nerve, but faulty in wing carr.; 3,

Greenslade, Cinn. mkd.. lovely exhibit-, neat bend
and neck, good straight back and tail, nicely

packed wings, good length and nerve, trifle frilled

on breast: 4. C. Osborne, Cl. Buff, nice type, hardly
length of leaders: vhc, Hiscox ; lie, Bevan; c,

Watkins. HEN (15): 1, Dobbs, tkd. Buff, good ccl.

ami qual, nice length and pos., weak in head,
many thought lucky to beat 2, Osborne, Cinn.

mkd. Yell., lovely qual, nice type, well up on leg,

good pos.
; 3. Greenslade, tkd. Buff, lovely type

and qual, nice straight back, well braced wings,

good pos. and nerve; 4. Griffiths, Cl. Buff, nice

length, hardly ready yet: vhc, James and Wells;
he, Owen; c, Warr. NOV. CK. (30): I, Thomas,
grizzle cap Yell, splendid type, qual, and col.,

neat head, neck, wings, and tail, well drawn, good
nerve; 2, Smith, cap and wing tkd. Yell., a gem,
good col. and qual, lovely length, nice straight

hack, good wings and fail, stands well on leg,

must have pressed: 3, Powell, Cl. Buff, another
good one,, neat head, good shoulders, nice straight

back, good nerve and pos.; ex, 3, 4, he, Eseott and
James, grizzle, mkd. Yell, loading nice length and
type, good wings, tail, and pos., hardly as tight
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In feat-licr as leadens, 4, Cl. Yell., lovey cel. and
qual., nice length of leg, trillo snrnler than leaders;

vhc, Morgan; c, Latham. II KN (17) : 1, spl. best
Nov., Warr, Cl. Yell., lovely length, col., and coiul.,

neat head, well filled hack, good wings and tail,

well up on leg; 2, Latham, eye and wing inkd.,

good length, nicely balanced wings and tail, could
do with a little rounder head ; 3, Maidrncnt, Cl.

ltulf, very shapely, good leg, nicely balanced wings,
hardly length of leaders; 4, Davies, Cl. Yell., nice

length, very nervy, rather loose in feather; vhc,

Morgan; lie, Watts; c, Harding. UNFLIG. (35),

wonderful class: 1, Osborne, Cl. Yell., lovely col.

and quad., neat head, well filled back, nicely fitting

wings and tail, good length and nerve; 2, Llewellyn,
'01. Buff, very shapely, plenty of length, well packed
wings, nice pos., tight, as a bottle; 3. Bennett, Cl.

Yell., good col. and qual., nice straight back, good
wings and tail, rather pinched in head; 4, Davies,

wing mkd. Yell., beautiful col. and corn!., good
length, nice leg. rather flat headed ; vhc, Black-

more:' he. Terrctt; c, Dallimore. BORD. YELL.
CK. (12): 1,. Madagan, Cl., a little gem. beautifully

modelled, feathered like wax. we hear the Plymouth
winner; 2, Broome, Cl., lovely col. and qua!., nicely

moulded, best of wings and tail, neat head and
neck, well put down; 8, he, Cooper, Cl., very jaunty

and shapely, hardly as good in cowl, as leaders;

4. Elaton. eye and wing mkd., very neat and
shapely, correct wings and tail, in At order; vhc, c,

Evans. 'THIEF (11): h, Elaton, Cl. Buff, feathered

like wax, well moulded, good head and neck, jaunty

earr. ; 2, 3, 4, Cooper, trio of gems, ail Clears,, of

correct type, in grand order; vhc, Hughes and
Woo*; he, Hubbard: c. Madagan. II I'.N ^(7) : 1, spl,

best Bor’d., Cooper, Cl. Yell., very neat and shapely,

feathered like wax, beautiful col. and corn!. ; 2,

Broome, Cl. Buff, lovely type and qua!., well packed
wings, good col. and qual.; 3, Hughes and Ward,
eye and wing mkd., lovely exhibit, best of shape,

neat head and neck, very jaunty earr., perfect

cond. ; 4. Ford, CL, lovely shape and qual.; vhc,

Macdonald: he, Evans; c, Messer. NOV. A.V. (7):

1. 3, Lapworth, Cl. Yell, and Cl. Buff, correct type,

put down in perfect order; 2, Edgington, Cl. Buff,

another good one, beautiful cond. and qua)., very

shapely and jaunty, must have pressed; 4, Watts,

wing mkd. Buff, good feather, nice type, A1 cond.

;

vhc, he, Messer; c, Evans. A.O.V. 00: 1, E. J.

NEWCASTLE.
A Crested Canary Claimed at £15

Tenth Annual Show of the Newcastle C.B.S., in

the Co-operative Hall, Oct. 23. Seeing that some

societies have had to abandon their show’s this year,

the Newcastle Society decided to run an open show

if it were possible to secure a hall. After long

search a hall was found, but being small the classi-

fication had to be curtailed. Being convinced, how-

ever, that even a small open show would do much
to keep the Fancy going, they cut down their classes

according to the space available.

It is highly gratifying to record that their efforts

have been appreciated by fanciers, as they received

a bumping entry, showing a higher average per class
j

than at any previous show they have held. Border

Fancies were the strongest section-, with over 5.0 per

class. Norwich made a good second with 19, and
some grand birds were staged in every section. The
Haggle Challenge Bowl for best young bird in show
was awarded to Hadley and Sons’ Crest: and the

Kate Haggie cup for best member’s bird (any age)

went to J. Maddison’s clear Goldfinch Mule.
Quite a few sales took place, the most notable

being Mr. Jim Taylor's winning Crest, claimed at

catalogue price, £15. It need scarcely be said that
the management was of the best, the officials being

men of experience and keen fanciers. Mr. Iteid, Sec.:

Mr. Tindale, Chairman
;

Air. Espie, Vice-Chair, and
a hard working Committee got through their work
in a thoroughly methodical manner, and there is

some warm work to do in a short space of time at

a one-day open show with such ail entry. It was
even warm for the visitors, there was such a crowd
of them during the afternoon and evening. The
judges were T. C. Crawhall, Nor. and Crests ; T. B.

Tomlinson, Yorks, and Sell.; T. Robson, Border and
Scotch Fancies; C. AVaters, Mules, British and
Foreign.
NOR. YELL. (10): 1, Harrison, saddle mkd., good

col., feather and subs., a bit long behind
; 2, Calla-

way, less size, hot col., cobby shape; 3, Stephenson,
fine all round, except rather poor col. ; 4, Holden

;

vhc, Glendinning; he. Armstrong; c, Mathewson.
BUFF (16) : 1, Holden, clr., grand size and type,
rare col. and qual. ; 2, Bilby, var., less size, but fine

type and qual.
; 3, Callaway, clr., plenty size and

subs., rather loose in feather; 4, Crass; vhc, Arm-
strong; he, Harrison; e, McGinn. HEN (23): 1,

McGinn, grand size, thick set. hot col., tight feather;

2.

Archbold and Lascellcs, shade smaller, but rare
shape, qual. and col.; 3, ho, Mathewson, good size

and shape, paler col.; 4. Bailes ; vhc, Moore; c, Arm-
strong. YELL., BRED 1015 (17): 1, Crass, good size,

type and qual., rich col. ; 2, Creswell. fine size and
eol., a bit more length - 3, Lawson, hot col., grand
shape, bit slack at thighs

; 4, Smith ; vhc, c, Glen-
dinning ; he, Moore. BUFF (17): 1, Holden, excellent
size, shape and qual.; 2, Smailes, less size, other-
wise good; 3, McKay, plenty size and subs., scarcely
ready; 4, Hav; vhc, Snowdon; lie, Coutts

; c, Crass.
NOV., NOR. CK. (29.): 1, 3. vlic, Bell, yell., rare good
size and shape, hot col., fine qual.; 3 not so much
size, but otherwise good; 2, Cresswell, massive cobby
buff; ex 3, he. Reed, buff, fine type. col. and qual.;
c, Gray. HEN (20) : 1, Mason and Sanderson, yell.,

good size, typical, fine qual.
;

2. Bell, large sized buff,
capital col. and feather; 3, Priestly, cap mkd. yell.,
of nice size and col.; vhc, Marshall; lie, Page; c,

HalK~s CREST fll) : I, 3. Jan. Taylor. 1 heavily var.,
large bird, with a large, dense, well-shaped crest,
claimed at catalogue price, £15. Good luck to the
plucky buyer. 3, another good bird, only beaten by
better ones ; 2, 4, Dobson, 2 lias a very large crest,
with more droop than the winner, which gives it a
narrower appearance

;
vhc, Tate ; he Radley and

Son; c, Dickenson Bros. C.B. (6): 1, 3, Radley and
Son, great size, abundance of feather; 2. 4, Dobson,
grand size and feather; vhc, Tate; lie, Jeffries.
CREST. 1915 (9) : 1 and bowl best young bird, Radley
and Son, large, dense, well-shaped crest : 2. Jas.
Taylor, just beaten in formation of crest; 3. Dicken-
son Bros., very promising; 4, Dobson; vhc, he, Airs.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, includin'* Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all
questions of Health, Diet, Ac., to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a cet.t r, or send or Ff*c Specimen to
"Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

Taylor; c, Jeffries. O.B., 1915 (8); 1, Jas. Taylor,
green, great size and length of feather; 2, Mrs.
Taylor, grand young green, with any amount of
feather; 3, Tate, little behind the others

;
4, vhc,

Dickenson Bros.; lie, Dobson; c, Gillespie. YORKS.,
YELL. (10): 1, Stewart, fine length, erect, grand col.
and qual. ; 2, Carlisle, plenty length, good feather
and col.; 3, Taylor, rare size, good pos. and feather;
4, Tindale; vhc, Pyman

;
lie, Crawhall; c, Heighten.

RUFF (15): 1, 2. Crawhall, grand pair for type and
qual.

; 3, vhc, e, Barker, 3 scarcely so slim as leaders;
4, Wcarmouth; he, Carlisle. HEN (14): 1, Tindale,
lengthy, upstanding yell., rare good type and finish

;

2, Crawhall, buff, grand shape and .qua), of feather;
3, Pyman, very stylish buff; 4, Carlisle; vhc. Arch-
bold and Lascellcs; lie, Stewart; c. Barker. YELL.,
1915 (13): 1, Leek, lengthy, good qual. of feather,
well up on leg; 2, Warren, smart and stylish, lino
length ; 3, Taylor, less size, but very typical

;
4,

Wcarmouth; vhc, Crawhall; lie, Stewart; e, Wilson.
BUFF (9): l, Carlisle, very shapely, well up on leg,

close boxy feather; 2, 3, Crawhall, slim ami typical,
grand feather and cond.; 4, Pyman; vhc, Taylor; he,
Johnson; c, Leek. NOV., CK. (29): l, 3, Nattrass,
buffs, grand length and qual., extra good feather; 2.

Cleveriey, rare length, good type and col.; 4, vhc,
Warren; he, Havis; c. Frost. HEN (16): 1, Leek,
long, upstanding buff, good shape and feather ; 2,
Willis, buff, nice type and qual.; 3, he, Leach, good
length and pos., capital feather and cond. ; 4,
Cleveriey; vhc, Studholm; c, Frost. A.O.V. CAN.
(3) : 1, 2, Alason and Sanderson, large yell, cin-
namons; 3, Spoor, large massive green. SELL., 15/-

(12); 1, Brown; 2, Holden; 3, Oattell ; 4, Hay; vhc,
Hucill : he, Collins; c, Page. 10/- (16): 1, Wilson;
2, Botham; 3, Wilson; 4, Furness; vhc, Hugill ; he,
Hcoper ; c, Bailes. SCOTCH FANCY CK.,
A.V. (3): 1, Chapman, cl. buff, grand size,
good shoulders and cirele, gets head well
dow n ; 2, Willison, var. buff, nice size and
good circle, hardly so well filled

; 3, Chapman,
var. yell., nice exhibit, position not so good. HEN
(2) : 1, 2, Chapman, cl. buff, nice head, good reach
urn! circle; 2nd, mrieg.. larger, well filled shoulders,
good depth of chest. BORD. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
CK. (17): 1, W. Hay, grand shape, fine qua!, und
eol., good wings andi tail

; 2, Purvis, sweet exhibit,
lovely taper; 3. Brown, tkd. on head, beautify!
feather, nicely carried wings and tail; 4, Nicholson,
nicely rounded, good back and wings, rather slimmer
in build; vhc, Watson; he, Johnson; c, Espie.
BUFF (15) : l, Espie, sweet shape, feather waxy,
nicely rounded wings and tail, «well carried ; 2,
Purves, good, again- nicely rounded- wings and tail,
neat, good qua), feather; 3, S. Wilson, grand type
and qual., close feather; 4, W. Hay, very neat, good
feather, slightly longer build; vhc, Beevor; he,
Nicholson; c, Chapman. CL. OR TKD. HEN (25):
I, ex. 4, Espie, 1st, cl. Duff, sw-eet shape, good back,
wings and tail, lovely feather; 4th, similar build,
wings not eo good ; 2, Smith and Son, sweet shape,
mkd., fine qual. feather'; 3, Purves, buff, grand type
and- qual., good back, wings, and tail

;
ex. 3, Mc-

Laughlin, mkd. one wing, lovely taper and grand
feather; 4, S. Wilson, sweet shape, nice head and
wings; vhc, W. Hay; he. Brown; c, Watson. VAR.
(26): 1 , 3, Nicholson, 1st, yell mkd. eyes, wings and
cheek, grand type and qua.!.. 3rd-, cinn. mkd. yell.,*

mkd. eyes and wings, will improve; 2, W. Eepie,
mkd. eyes and wings, not the size of 1st but sweet

;

4, Smith and Son, buff cinn. mkd., sweet shape and
qua].; vhc, Farrar; he, Dickinson Bros.; c. Brown.
GREEN OR CINN. CK., YELL. (17): 1, Forrest,
cinn., good type, excellent qual. and col. ; 2, W.
Affleck, green, nice type, good head and green col.
well defined- markings; 3, Espie, green, good col.
distinct markings, a bit longer than 2nd ; 4, c, John-
son, grand shape, good col. and qual; vhc, Lambie;
he, Blakey. BL ,„i'F (18): 1, Alontgomery, good one
all over, type and col. all there

; 2, Forrest, cinn.,
good shape, grand wings and tail; 3, Johnson, green,
rich col., nicely pencilled, larger than 1st; 4,
Nicholson, cinn., beautiful shape and qual.; vhe.
Render

;_
he, Espie; c, Chapman. GREEN OR CINN.

HEN (17): 1, W. Affleck, green, sweet shape, good
gr ound- colour, -nice condition

; 2, Farrar, nice
quality and colour, hardly the type of
1st; 3, Montgomery, -good taper, mice wings and
tail, not quite the eol. of 1st ; 4, Espie, good eol.
and qual., wanting a/

1

itt-l-e in front
;
vhc, Johnson

;

he, Montgomery; c, Chapman. BOP.D. CK. NOV.
(32) : 1, M. Forster, mkd. eyes and wings, grand
shape, lovely feather; 2, T. Davison, el. buff, good
head, nice feather, not quite the taper; 3, Holand,
cl. yell., nice shape, col., and qual., longer; 4,

Render, tkd. on head and back, waxy feather, nice
wings and tail; ex. 3, Sewell; ex. 4, G. Wilson; vhc,
Hcslop

; he, Nicholson; c, Jerden. HEN (27): 1 ,

4, N. Jerden; 2, ex. 3, T. Render; 3, A. Affleck; ex.
4, M. Forster; vhc, G. Wilson; he, T. Young

; c,

J. Cruddace. A really beautiful lot. all the winners
close together, -and the extra prizes well deserved.
HYB. CAN-BULLF. OR CL. A1ULE (7): 1,

3, and cup, Aladdison, both cl. Goldf. Alules,
much improved with an adult moult; 2, 4, Dr.
Wilson, good Goldf .-Siskin, shown in grand order;
vhc, he, Harkass; lie, Hearfield. LIGHT AfULE

:

1, 2, 3, Aladdison, Goldf., Greenf. and Linnet Alules,
all very lightly mkd.; 4, Bowerbank Bros.; vhc. Dr.
Wilson. DK. (7): 1, Dr. Wilson, buff Greenf., rare
size, very tight feather, in top cond.

; 2, Bower-
bank Bros., yell Goldf., good size and col., rather
slitn

; 3, vhc, Aston, 3 yell Greenf., good col. and
cond. ; 4, Aladdison

; he. Hooper. GOLDF. OR
BCLLF. (12): 1, Woods, Bullf., plenty size, good
shape, scarcely up in col.; 2, vhc, Almond, Goldf..
good size, big rich coloured blaze, good tan and
wings, too unsteady to do himself justice, which
probably kept him back

: 3, Bertram, F.AI. Bullie,
good size and shape, rich breast col., good wing bars,
in shining cond.; 4, Nicholson; lie, Hearfield; c,
ttearby. LINNET, F.AI. (13): 1, 2, Aladdison, 1
grand size, Nor. type, rich and level col., well mkd.
front, very steady

; 2, smaller, otherwise very similar;
3, Smailes, grand size, show’s himself well, rather
pale in col.; 4, Hetherington ; vhc, Sergt. Forster;
he, Bertram: c, Wright. H.A1. (12): 1, Aluse, good
size and shape, rich coloured breast, but not over-
done in markings; 2, 3. Wright, 2 sound col., well
mkd- front, needs a bit more polish : 3, very fine
qual. and markings, paler in col.; 4, Stewart: vhc,
McVay; he, Petterson

; c, Aston. GREENF. (4); 1,
Stewart, hot col., tight feathered yell., in top cond.;
2. Nicholson, non-fed, fine size, shape and cond. ; 3,
Coulthard, very good, beaten in size 4, Lambie.
SISKIN, ETC. (22) ; 1, Johnson, Siskin, nice size
and shipc, good eol. and mkgs., faint bib; 2, Nichol-
son, Lesser Redpoll, large and shapely, well tanned
breast, in grand order; 3, Montague, Twite, good size
and subs., dark col., decent mkgs; ex 3, vhc, J.
Johnson, 3 Alealy Redpoll, fine size, well mkd., good
cond.; ex 4, Stewart; he, Wright; c, Patterson.
CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE (23) : 1, Nicholson, Chaffinch,
rare size, shape and feather, well forward in col.

:

2, c, Sergt. Forster, very hot coloured Bramble, well
spangled, tip-top cond., just w’ants a little more
weight; 3, Dr. Wilson, Bramble, plenty size, cobby
shape, not the rich eol. of leader ; ex 3, ex 4,

Hooper, 3rd Chaffinch of good col. and cond.. beaten
size; 4, be, Bertram; vhc, Bailes. A.O. HARDBILL

(3) ; 1, Dr. Wilson, extra fine Meadow Bunting, In

forward cond.; 2, Wilcock, massive Hawfinch, lacks
the cond. of winner; 3, Gray, Hawfinch, bit unsteady.
SOFTHI LI, (8): 1, Wright, yell. Wagtail, fine size and
col., steady, well put down

; 2, c, .Montague, very fine
Chough

; 3, Hooper, large Waxwing, scarcely the cond.
of leaders; 4, Roper; vhc, Wright; he, Grey. FOR.,
LARGE: 1, Johnson, Ceram Lory. SA1ALL: 1, 4,
vhc, Almond, pair of Oroasllnches, in perfect feather
and cond; 2, Petterson, Whydah, in full plumage;
3, Johnson, really good Parson-finch.

BURTON-ON-TRENT.
Eighth annual show of the Burton-on-Trcnt C.B.B.,

Oct. 23, Victoria Hall,. High Street, a room well
adapted for holding an exhibition of cage birds,
being of good size, warm, and free from draughts,
and well in the centre of the town. Taking into
consideration the prevailing conditions, visitors
were fairly numerous, and the entry was a splendid
one, being quite up to previous shows, while the
quality was grand. The 11 classes of Norwich con-
tained some charming specimens for both type and
quality, and to this section went the coveted special
for best bird in show, a -very handsome bowl. This
was awarded to the Yellow bird exhibited by Air.
Elliott, a bird of grand shape and size. The York-
shire classes were grandly tilled, and made a very
pleasing display. One bird which stood clear away
was tho winning Yell. ck. The entry in the British
classes was just about what we have seen at Burton
for the last few years. Several old faces were
again to the front, getting additional honours to
their already long list of wins. The arrangements
again were capital, the exhibits being splendidly
staged, so that every bind could be seen at a
glance. A special word of praise is certainly due
to the excellent set of stewards. No society could
wish for a better lot, each one taking great interest
in his duties and sticking to it throughout the
day, and no stone was left -unturned. An early
start was made with judging, which was got through
in good time. Catalogues were on sale with awards
a very- few minutes- after the slips were handed
in. The Society has a splendid secretary in Mr.
A. Wood. Mr. Shirley won special for best non-
member’s bird, and Mr. Glover took Sandifords
Cup. Mr. J. Robson judged.
NOR. YELL. (7): 1, Gough and Loach, lovely

shape, splendid ool. and size, good broad head,
grand qual. aDd feather, in fine cond., wins in a
good class; 2,' Elliott, grand shape, size, and qual.,
nice body, very cobby,- nice tone of col., hardly
ready yet; 3, Ford, very nice size and shape, again
hardly fine yet, neat head, good neck, well carried
wings and tail, just wants another few days.; vhc.
Wood; he, Hathaway; c, Bond. BUFF (7): 1, Hatha-
way, very shapely and typical, well across the
perch, nice wide head, good neck, lovely col. and
qual., in lovely bloom

; 2, Shirley, good shape, size,

and qual., at time of taking notes was looking
very thick, nice head, good feather; 3, Garfield,
very pale co!., nice shape, well across perch, good
bead and neck, rare body, capital feather and
qual., splendid bloom; vhc, Judd; he, Wilcox; c,

Buxton. MKD. YELL. (6): 1, Emery, eye and wing
mkd., lovely col. antj. qual., nice body, very shapely,
rare wings and tail, good head, feather, and cond. ;

2, Wood, wing mkd., grand- shape, neat body and
head, well Riled in neck, grand col. and qual., close
up ; 3, vhc, he, Hathaway, very nice team, hot in

col., but just a wee bit on small side, all in fine

cond. BUFF (11) : 1, 2, vhc, Hathaway, beautiful
team, shown to the moment, leader head and neck
mkd., very hot col., grand shape, 2 Varieg., grand
shape, nice hot rare col. and cond., very close
up

; 3, Elliott, beautiful col. and shape, head and
wing mkd., champion size, grand feather and
bloom

;
c, Shirley. HVILY. VARIEG. OR GREEN

v‘4): 1, Bastock, Yell. Varieg., grand size and shape,
good neck, broad head, rare feather, well staged

;

2 Hathaway, Yell. Green, model for shape, nice

size, grand feather and cond., beautifully shown;
3. Elliott, Hevy. Varieg., grand col., rare shape,
neat bead, very close up, splendid feather

;
vhc,

Mason. YELL. HEN (7): 1. Bastock, CL, A1 feather
and shape, very good body, rare head and size,

nicely carried wings and tail, beautiful tone of

col., wing mkd.; 2, Harwood, nice shape, good head,
monster for size, bat hardly ready yet, will be
lovely col. and qua!.

; 3, Emery, good bodied 01.,

nice shape, smart appearance, good carriage, in

fine bloom ; vhc, Hawksley ; he, Hathaway ; c, Wil-
cox. BUFF (14), very good class : 1, Wood, nice

Cl., grand shape and bloom, good broad head, n-ice

body and size, splendid feather and qual., looking

just a bit down; 2, Gough and Loach, beautiful

cobby shape, lovely col. and qual., well across

perch, very, very close up, faultlessly shown ; 3,

Hathaway, well mkd., very typical shape, nice

body, rare size, grand col., nicely carried wings
and tail; vhc, Shirley, grand col. and shape; he,

Drakeley; c, Wilcox. UNFLIG. YELL. (14): 1, 2,

Elliott, head ticked, very hot col., good body and
shape, nice head and neck, in grand feather and
cond, 2 nice shape, good head, very fine feather,

lovelv col. and qual., close up; 3, vhc. Hathaway,
two very smart Clears, nice feather and style, very
good shape, capital size and qual. ; he, Emery

;

c, Gough and Loach. BUFF (13): 1, Judd, beau-
tiful Cl., cobby shape, nice broad, well ftlled-in

head, thick neck, rare feather and qual., splendid

bloom ; 2. Elliott, well modelled body, rare feather,

lovely col. and qua!., beautifully frosted, grand
size, close up; 3.. Draper, Varieg., smaller size, but
grand body and shape, nice neat head, capital

feather and bloom ;
vhc, Hulse ; he, Hathaway ; c,

Johnson. UNFLIG. HENS (22), grand class: 1,

Godley, Cl. Buff, lovely shape, size, and qual.,

well across perch, beautifully carried wings and
tail, nice, well filled-in head and neck, A1 cond.

;

2. Emery, Cl. Yell., lovely col. and qual., *ice

shape, good size and body, splendid front, grand
feather and eond.; 3, Hathaway. Varieg. Buff, smart
and typical, capital col. and qual.. spotlessly shown;
vhc, Draper; be, Garfield; c, Elliott. NAT. COL.
(4) : 1, Cox, Green, nice shape and size, good
feather, qua]., and bloom; 2, Bond, eye and wing
mkd. Buff, rare shape, lacks qual.; 3, Judd, Varieg.

Y’elL. on small side, nice shape, good feather;

vhc, Emery. £2 FAIRS (10): d, Alason, capital pair

Clears, easy win ; 2, Moores, good well matched
pair; 3, Judd, capital Green and Cl. Buff, rare

feather; vhc. Johnson: lie. Draper; e. Elliott.

NOV. YELL. CK. (16); 1, Westwood, lovely shapely

CL. very taking style and shape, nice size, good
head and neck, rare body, beautiful col., in rare

cond.; 2, Fessey, capital Cl. of lovely qual., but

much smaller in size, grand shape, goes about cage

lovely, hard to find fault with bar size; 3, Aluddi-

man, also CL, grand shape, nice body., qual. and

body, rare feather and eond.. well staged; vhc. Fox;

he, 'Steele: c, Twells. BUFF (16); 1, Leese, beauti-

ful hot col., clear, nicely frosted, grand shape and

size, nice body, lovely carried wings and tail, well

staged: 2, Hewitt. Cl. of grand qual., nice bead

and neck, splendid feather and bloom, nice wings

ami tail, good front; 3, Green, nk. and wing mkd.,
hot col., good body, caidtaJ shape, nice feather
ami eond ; vhc, Watts; he, Fessey; c, Westwood.
HENS (16): 1, Steele, nice Cl., not at all large,
but grand shape and qual., nice head and body,
grand feather and eond.. nidcmUdly staged ; 2, John-
son, CL, grand col. and Ujape, nice fcallier and
qua!., rare bead, well carried wings and tail, A1
cond.; 3, Hewitt, CL pale eol., grand «hai>e and
size, nice qual., stands well, in capital feather,
nicely staged; vhc, he, Westwood; c, Mtiddirnaii.
UNFLIG. YELL. (11): l, Bandiford’s sp., Glover,
very hot cob, nice body, good broad head, well
fitted on neck, lovely feather and qual . in grand
order

; 2, 3, Leese, two really lovely Clears, we
liked 3 very, very much, a bird ol grand shape
and col., faultlessly shown, good as any ; vhe.
Glover; c, Johnson. BUFF (18): J, Morrell, eye
and wing mkd., nice col. and body’, rare shapo
and COtid., lovely qual. and size, nice head and
neck, wins good class; 2, Fosse,v. eye and wing
ticked, grand shape and cond., nice col. and size,
grand qua!., in rare feather; 3. Bowden, wing
mkd., grand shape, nice feather, splendid qual. and
cond., close up; vhc, Herbert: he, Watts; c. Glover.
YORKS. YELL. CK. (8): 1, Hynes, one of the best
Cls. we have seen for many days, also faultlessly
staged, wings and tail carried perfectly, a model
all over, wins easily; 2. Sharpe and ilibbitt, CL
of good length and position, but not same style
or qual. of leader, rare wings and tail, well staged;
3, Gibbons and Wakes, very pale col., good length,
nice position, rare feather and qual., A1 shape and
style; vhc, Dykes, grand eye and wing mkd.. look-
ing very soft; he, Brewin

; c. Young. BUFF (10):

1, Dykes, lovely- CL, grand shape and position, neat
head, nice wings and tail, in splendid foal her and
bloom; 2, Price, grand CL. but much stronger in

build, nice style and position, rare feather and
qual., nicely on legs, A1 bloom; 3, Cowley, rare CL.
not so lengthy and paler in col., good shape and
style, well staged; vhc, I’ygott; he. Ramsden ; c.

Hymas. HENS (13): 1, Price, OL Yell., lovely style,

length, and position, nice neat head, well filled

in neck, very slim, rare form: 2, Dykes, CL Yel.l.

grand shape, style, and position, very slim anil

upstanding, close up, very fit; 3, Pass, CL Buff,

nice col. and shape, rather too strong in build,

grand feather and qua!., well staged; vbc, Ilyinas,

lovely CL Yell., badly staged; he. Hall; c, Cowley.
UNFLIG. YELL. (14): 1, Hemmings, very hot col.

CL, nice shape, good head and neck, rather too
wide in tail, good feather and qual

; 2, Dykes,
grand col. and shape, nice all over, in fact hard
to find fault with, must have pressed very hard

:

3, Hymas, lovely style and shape, nice col. and
qual., grand position, very close up; vhc, Hall:

he, Cowley; c, Hawkesley. BUFF (14): ), Pass, good
lengthy CL, rather strong in build, n-ice style and
shape, neat head and neck, in lovely feather anc
bloom ; 2, Dykes, good shapely, lengthy CL, grand
feather and cond., nice body, good upstanding posi-

tion, close up
; 3, Elkins, Varies., good shape, style

and length, nice col. and body, neat head, well

carried wings ; vhc, Ramsden ; he, Price ; c. Gib-

bons and Wakes. A.O.V. (7): 1, 2, vhc. Gilbert,

Crest, leading, in fine cond., grand headpiece, 2, 4,

pointed Buff Nor., in lovely feather, grand col.

and shape; 3, Wilcox, White Canary, nice col. and
shape, rare cond.; vhc, Wilson; c, Wilmot. GOLDF.
(6) : 1, Hayter, well known champion, looking as

well as ever, hard to find fault with, wins well

;

2, Canner, nice shape,, good blaze, nice buttons,

good col. and size, lacks finish to leader; 3, Tams,
good stamp, nice head ah-d blaze, good size, nice

col. and cond.; vhc, Raby; he, Pleasance ; c, Har-
wood. BULLF. (7): 1, Cannon, grand shape anc
size, lovely breast and top col., good cap, nici

feather and qual.; 2, Woods, another very similar,

grand shape and size, good bloom ; 3, vhc, Poole
nice col., size, and shape, close up; he, Bowridge;
c, Chick. LINNET (11): 1, Strafford, grand size

and shape, nicely pencilled, neat head, nice cobby
body; 2, Lygott, good col. and shape, nice cobby
body, well pencilled, in rare feather; 3, Tams,
very nice shape and size, good col. and feather,

close up; vhc, c, Bate; he, Osborne. GREENF.
(7) : 1, Hayter, grand shape and size, nice co!.,

rare feather and qua!., in splendid cond.; 2, he,

Poole, rare shape, good size, nice feather, qual.,

and bloom ; 3, Farlett, very good shape,, nice col.,

looking thick at time of taking notes: vhc. Smith;

c, Marello. SISKIN, ETC. (14): 1. Parlett, well-

known Twite, grand shape and size, in lovely

feather and bloom
; 2, Pitcbford, Redpoll, grand

feather and cond., good size, very stylish ; 3, c,

Bowdidge, Redpoll, good size, nice qual. and cond..

close up; vbc, Strafford; he. Smith. BRAMBLE
(12): 1, 2, Chick, Bramble leading, followed by very

smart Chaff., both in lovely feather : 3, vhc,

Smith. Chaff., grand shape and size, lovely feat he i

and bloom, close up indeed; he, Hawkes; e. Pitch-

ford. A.O. HARDBILL (8): 1, Bull, well-known
Hawfinch, looking better than ever, walk-over: 2,

vhc. Chick. Yellow Bunting, grand shape, good size,

capital feather; 3. Hayter, very taking Corn

Bunting, in lovelv cond., very good size: he, Poole;

c. Hawke. SOFTBILL (4): 1. Burrows, lovely Red-

start, in perfect feather and cond , nicely shaped,

good wing; 2, 3, Bent. Wryneck and Blackcap, both

in fine feather and bloom, very good specimens;

vhc, Hemmings. LIGHT HYB. (5): 1. 2, Gilbert, 5

nice light Canary Goldies, in beautiful feather: 3,

Mallatratt, nice Varieg., good feather. DARK (31:

1. Parlett, noted Greenie Can., grand shape anc
size, in lovely feather and bloom ; 2, Gilbert, Green

Can., nice size, col., and shape, lovely feather:

3, Mallatratt, Redpoll Can., good feather and
shape, nice cond. A.O.V. (3): 1, Parlett, well-

known ‘‘White Rose,” needs no comment: 2, 3,

Gibbert, Green Bullie, Chaff. Bramble, both in

grand order. FOR. (3); 1. lay well. Tricolor Tann-

ger, beautiful col. and feather ; 2. 3. Pitcbford.

Rufieauda. Finch and Red-headed Finch in grand

cond., CHAL. BOAVL CLASSES. YELL.: 1. 3,

Elliott: 2, he, c, Emery; 4, vhc, Hathaway. BUFF:
1 3, Elliott; h, he, Hathaway: 4, vhc. ch. Draper.

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbll, Cat and Cavy Paper.

‘FUR t FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks,
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CLUB REPORTS.
(Continued from page 187.)

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
General meeting, Forth Hotel, Oct. 20; chair, A.

Jl C. Legg. Decided to hold an opcm ehow on

Dec. 0, with prize-money on the eliding scale. Sec.

was in truded to writ* to different linns of printers

for quotation* re printing of schedules and cata-

logues, also judges. New memher proposed, W.
Jones. Wo shall be pleased to see members turn

up to give a hand' to make our show a success.— *T.

II, liuvun.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Meeting, headquarters, Marlboro’ Hotel, Oct. 13.

Final arrangements were made for young stock

show, Nov. KS. Decided to add a soiling class, fee

&!. per bird, to lie returned in prize money. Entries

close Nov. in, next meeting night. Birds staged

at 5 on day of show. Judge, Mr. J. Burke. Mem-
bers please made a special effort to make the show
a success, both by entries and attendance. 0. W.
Dayliss, Assist. Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Meeting Oct. 18 we were favoured with a lecture

by Mr. W, A. Cow-gill, of Bradford, on Preparing
for Exhibition ; it was a very instructive lecture

indeed. The lecturer dealt with the birds from
tiic iics-t to the benching. There were many ques-

tions put to the lecturer, which he answered in

very fine style, and a vote of thanks was accorded
to Mr. Cowgiil, to which he suitably responded.
New members elected. It. Cheetbain and W. Barker,
making a total of 68. We are holding an open
sliow this season on Nov. 20. Judge, Mr. E. Clegg,

Dewsbury.—A. Lawford, See.

LIVERPOOL B.B.A.
Meeting. Oldham Hull. Oct. 1-4; Mr. J. Abbott,

chair, and] a fair attendance. 18 classes for York-
shires were added to tile schedule for the amateur
section, and two classes for foul green hens in the

champion section. One cup and 2 medals were
offered and accepted. One new member was made.
The chief item for the evening was a lecture on
"Preparing Birds for Exhibition.""by Mr. F. Hand-
ley. It was late when the chairman called upon
the lecturer, lmt we thoroughly enjoyed the lec-

ture. uud Mr. Handley gave us many useful hints.

Many questions were asked and suitably answered.

A vote of thanks was unanimously carried, and Mr.

Handley suitably replied.—T. It. Jones, Sec.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B.S.
Meeting headquarters, Crown Hotel, Station-street,

Oct. 0. Mr. Hroadhurst chair, and about 40 members
present, the largest gathering we have bad for some
considerable time. New members elected: Messrs,

linbinson, Savigar, and Hoath ;
also nominated:

Messrs. Camm, Salmon, and Nash. Decided to .ac-

cept the patronage of the O.N.P.C., and to add
classes for the Liverpool G.C.A. (Norwich Section)
at our open show Dec. 1 and 2 ;

otherwise same
classification as last year. Decided^to bold our open
Holler show on Dee. 8 and 9. It is with regret we
accept the. resignation of our old sec., Mr. Jones,
who is forced to resign on account of illness. We
wish him a speedy recovery. Members please make
a special effort to be present at next meting, Nov.
3, at 8. to make final arrangements for open and
Roller shows.—A. C. Shirley, Sec.

BORDER FANCY C.C.

AN OPEN SHOW IN EDINBURGH.
A meeting of the local members of the Border

Fancy C.C. was held at 142, High St., Edinburgh,
Oct. 21, Mr. (i. W. Brown presiding. The chairman
explained that owing to the Scottish National Show
being cancelled, the committee, with the promised
support of a great majority of the members, had
decided to hold a purely Border Fancy open show in

Edinburgh, on Dec. 31 and Jan. l, and they had been
called together that night for the purpose of dis-

cussing matters in connection therewith, and fol-ra-

ing a show committee. After hearing the chair-

man’s report it was agreed to go on with the show,
all present agreeing to act on the committee, they
having powers to add to their numbers. In order

to relieve Mr. Smart, the club sec., who has little

time at liis disposal for work in connection with
an open show, Mr. J. Lumsden, 13, George-sq.,

Edinburgh, was unanimously elected to the post of

assist, sec. Agreed to fix the same classification

as at the Scottish National, with an additional

class for heavily variegated. Friz-e-money was fixed

at 10/-, C/-. 4/-, 2/-. Entry fee, 1/6. Agreed to fix

on a membership fee of 1/-, which will entitle ex-

hibitors to free admission to show and to compete
for all specials other than those confined to mem-
bers of B.F.G’.C. Fanciers wishing to compete for

B.F.C.C. specials should communicate with Mr. W.
B. Smart, 13. High-st., Loanhead, who will send

them all particulars of same. Agreed to secure

the services of three judges for show. A number
of the leading fanciers were nominated, and it is

hoped we will be able to secure three of the fore-

most gentlemen in the Fancy for this show, which
is expected to be the largest exhibition of the

"Wee Gems” ever seen. After some discussion re-

garding the prize list and catalogue, the meeting
was adjourned till Nov. 2, at 8, when the com-

mittee will be glad to welcome local members who
are willing to assist and who may have been un-

able to be present at last meeting. It is hoped
that all lovers of the popular Border will rally round
their Edinburgh brethren at this time, give them
support with specials and entries, anil so assist in

making the venture a success worthy of the Border
Fancy Club. I will be glad to hear from anyone

who may lie interested in our venture, and shall be

pleased to receive and acknowledge any special

prizes which fanciers may wish to give.— Jas. I.ums-

den. Asst. Sec., 13, George Square, Edinburgh.

(Some Shaw Reports unavoidably held oyer.)

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE.
Blaydon-on-Tyne C.B.S.—St. Cuthbert’s Church

Ha!!. Nov. 12-13. Judges: H. W. Battye, T. Dixon,
J. Maddison. 67 open" classes: Nor. 11 (2 Nov., 1

Nat. Col.), Crests 9 (2 Nov.), Yorks. 12 (3 Nov ),

Bord. Is (2 Nov.), Cinn. 1, Liz. 1, Scotch Fancy 1,

Sell. 4. Mules 2, Brit. 7, For. 1. Ent. close Nov.
6, to G. Havver, 1, Theresa St.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Uead CK5cc3 : 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C."

VAN OPPEN & CO-, LTD.

Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AND DIFFICUI.TXHS
SOLVED BT SPECIALISTS

FOR RULES SEE LAST WEEK S ISSUE.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOELN.

RENEWED MOULTING (N.P., Tottenham).-The
place to which you removed the bird was un-
doubtedly decidedly colder than that which he had
previously occupied, and possibly the incidence of
a cold spell of weaiher would intensify the con-
dition, and this would quite suffice to set the moult
in action again. Keep it now in a comfortable
place, not necessarily very warm, but see that it is

fairly equable and quite free from direct cold
draughts. Then in addition to its usual seed diet
give half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake in
which you have well mixed four drops of sherry and
two of cod liver oil emulsion, and sprinkle it with
maw seed every second day, and on the alternate
days add to the drinking water a crystal of sul-

phate of iron the size of a. split pea and six drops
dilute sulphuric acid. Continue this for a fortnight,
and if the feathers have not quite ceased dropping
by that time, substitute for the above medicine
four drops each of tincture of gentian, tincture of
steel, and’ dilute sulphuric acid, and give this every
second day for a week.
CLAW AND CREST (A. B. C.).— (1) No. a bird

which has lost a "toe-nail” would not be disquali-

fied on the show bench, but the defect, if noticed,
would tell against it, more or lees, according to the
keenness of the competition. I have known claws
lost in this way to be reproduced again after a few
months; possibly this may be the case with your
bird. (2) Colour and markings are of very second-
ary importance in a stock bird for breeding Crests
fit for show. Plenty of size and feather are much
more essential ; so, as the Crested cock is a yellow,

you should get a buff lien to match him in other
respects apart from colour. It will be of liUle

importance whether she is ticked, clear, or even
variegated, so long as she has plenty of head-gear
and feather of the right sort, and size and sub-

stance. A nice short beak, thick and stout at

btibe, giving a wide entrance, a broad skull, densely

furnished with long, wide feather, which reaches

to the tip of beak when turned over lorwards, and
showing a stop at the forehead, is the type to look

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners" (Id.); House's " Canary Manual" (1/2);
Baltye's "Yorkshire Canaries" (1 / li) ; House's "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's "Slock Book" (7d.);
Dr. Clarke's"Septic or Bird fever" (Id.); Norman's
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ’’

(2/3); Bamsden’s
"Colour feeding’’ (3Jd.); “Seeds and foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 lit. each):
No. 5 "The Bet Canary," No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 10 "The Holler," No. 23
“ The Border fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quotea
are post free, from "Cage Birds," 154. fleet Street,
London, E.C.

for, and you need not allow colour or markings to
weigh against these properties. But if you can
get the necessary points in a clear buff hen which
is bred from a dear-bodied, dark crested strain,
then you might give the preference to such a hen,
on the offchance of getting a clear-bodied, dark
crest or two in the progeny. Unfortunately, there
is in these days far too little attention paid to
markings in this magnificent breed.
VARIED (Waterval, Boven).— (1) Yes, a young

Roller coek that was not trained in song would
evolv.e a type of song similar to that of untrained,
common Canaries, with this difference, that if he
was bred off a well-trained stock of birds, his un-
tutored performances would show an inherited tend-
ency towards a rather better type of song than
that of one that was of wholly untutored stock.

(2) Hen Mules may sometimes be turned to ac-
count as "feeders,” or foster parents, for rearing
the young of other hen3 which fail from any cause
to bring up their own young. Apart from, this
their use in the breeding room is nil. (3) A
trained Roller which was kept in an aviary in com-
pany with, or in close association with, common
singing birds would certainly lose much of its classi-

cal song, and drift into a corrupt type of song
little better than that of a wholly untrained bird.

Individuals, of course, vary in their susceptibility to
corrupting influences, but sooner or later any
trained bird would deteriorate under such condi-
tions.

NERVOUSNESS (W. F. D.).—The behaviour of the
bird i« due to excessive nervousness. As it only
commenced to act in this way three months ago
you should consider whether you introduced a cat

or dog about that time, which may be the cause
of the display of terror when the cage is brought
down. If this surmise is correct, the exclusion of

the animal whilst the cage is being cleaned would
suffice to stop the attacks. If not correct, then
you must deal with it a« gently as possible, but at

the same time attend to it frequently, and en-

deavour to win its confidence, by frequent attention
and gentle treatment. It would be well to gradu-
ally bring its cage into more prominence for a
few minutes daily until it loses fear of being
brought down. Medicinal treatment is of no use in

such a case, but it may help matters to give a

staple diet of a mixture of three parts canary to
one part summer rape only, and give all other seeds
and foods as tit-bits separately, and generally on
the occasions when you bring its cage into promin-
ence for a minute or two You may also add to

its dTinking 20 drops of fluid magnesia every third

dav for two or three weeks.
DIET FOR NORWICH (C. Cartwright).—An ela-

borate mixture of seeds such as you mention is

certainly not the best, staple for any Canary, as it

allows of no material change in the diet it such is

needed for any purpose, besides which it is waste-

ful and not always wholesome, as the birds fre-

quently pick out tire particular seeds they like best

—not always the best for them—and scatter the

rest about the cage floor. If the birds are breeding

stock for next season, the best diet is the simplest

—plain canary seed only. But if they are songsters

they may have a staple of three parts canary to

one part summer rape mixed together.- Beyond this

give all other seeds and soft foods separately in

small quantities, and at intervals of a few days, as
you will have seen frequently detailed in these
replies. You would doubtless find our Nutshell
booklet. No. 5, on “The Canary,” which our Man-
ager would seDd you post free for 2(d., very useful.

MAKES SCRAPING NOISE (Roller). This bird

is undoubtedly more susceptible to cold than your
other birds, and ypu would do well to move it to
the cosiest part of your room, or take it for a
time into a slightly warmer room ; but do not
overdo it, and be careful to see that it is riot

exposed to direct draughts, nor to fumes of burning
lights in tlio evenings, livery second day for a
fortnight give half a tcaspooiiful of crushed sponge

cake with two drops of cod liver oil emulsion mixed
in it, and sprinkled with maw seed, and on the al-

ternate days add to the drinking water five drops

each of oxyrnel of squills, ipecacuanha wine and
sweet spirit of nitre. Tills should set matters

right. Do not trouble to look after mites in the

bird’s throat; so long as the cage is kept free

from this pest you need not worry at all about the

bird.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
HOW TO PAIR (L. Scott).- You can let your

birds fly all together during the winter months, and

then in the early spring separate them according

as you wish to mate them for breeding. If you

let tiic two lien Canaries, the cock Canary, and

Linnet fly in one aviary, the cock (.’unary w r

i!l lie

almost certain to pair with the two hens, so if you

have any desire to produce Mules you must place

the Linnet and odo of the Canaries in a separate

cage or aviary. For the present keep them os

they are, and procure one of our books on Hybrid

breeding. It will increase your knowledge of the

subject, so that you will know how to proceed in

the spring.

BIRDS DYING (Greeno).—I presume your birds

were freshly caught, and that you obtained them
direct from the dealer. If this is so your treat-

ment was not quite what it should have been. To
be successful with freshly caught birds requires a

little management on the part of owner. In the

'first place 1 presume you had no evidence as to

where the birds were caught, nor upon what food

they had been living ; therefore, you should have

supplied them witli a little soaked seeds, such as

teazle, rape, and canary, or, what would have
been still better, you should have placed a hand-

ful in a damp corner until it commenced1 to ger-

minate. In dealing with new purchases, it is al-

ways as well to give them an aperient when you

have had them a few days, because when tiiese

birds get well on to seed they generally put away
rather more than is good for them. Before you
get any more I would advise you to send to this

office for the Nutshell booklets on the Bullfinch

and Linnet. Follow out the treatment advised in

them, and I have no doubt you will be more suc-

cessful next time.

WINTERING FINCHES (W. H. Hurst).—Yes,
you could certainly keep the tw'o old birds all the
winter in your large flight, providing it is not ex-

posed to very rough weather, and that you could

give them just a little protection if we should
have an extraordinary severe spell. A piece of

tarpaulin or a couple of sacks thrown over them
just at that time would, be quite sufficient ; also

see that the top perch is in a sheltered position,

as this is the one usually selected by them to
roost on. (2) There is no reason why you should
not put your two Finches in also, but I would
strongly advise you to get them fairly steady first

or you will have a difficulty with them in tire

spring. They will probably be just as wild as

though fresh caught.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult Honlton's great work, "Cage-Bird
Hybrids ” (7/6); Norman's "British Bird Manual ”

(2/3); or Part 1
"Hardbills ’’ (1/1), Part 2

“
Softbills

"

(1/1); ‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3):

"Seeds, Poods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); "Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird

Pei'er" (7d.); "Colour-feeding" (Sid.); or the '‘Nut-

shell" booklets (2jd. each); No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2, "Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song
Thrush and Blackbird,'’ No. 11 “ Bullfinch,'' No. 13
" Chaffinch," No. 15 “ Greenfinch ,” No. 22 "Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds," No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ How to

Moult Briiish Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

SEXING FINCHES (F. L. Rymer).—Your birds

are certainly late in moulting, or their blaze 'would

lie sufficiently marked to assist you in sexing them.
Your best guides would be the following

;
,Tbe cock

has a more snaky head than the lieu, the beak

long and pointed- and somewhat thick at the base.

Open the bird's wings and examine the butts care-

fullv; if you notice any very black or greenish-

black feathers it is a good sign. Lift up the breast

feathers with the forefinger or a lead pencil. Here
a cock should have a decided tinge of yellow. A
good lien may have one of these points, but if you
have a bird with all of them you may be pretty

certain that it is a cock. The style and carriage

of the bird should also assist you.

TREATMENT OF STARLING (Starling).— As a

rule this bird is not a difficult subject to manage.
He will eat almost anything that any other Soft-

bill will, but if fed for any length of time on a

high-class diet he will starve rather than eat

meaner food. His stock food should be fairly plain

but nutritious, such as broken puppy biscuits,

soaked in hot water or gravy. For a change you
can give him a feed of soaked “Melos’’ or best

quality chicken meal, with a spoonful of meat meal
added. In addition (o this, lie should have scraps

from the table, such as boiled potato, suet pud-

ding, rice pudding, bread and milk, and occasionally

a little, lean meat. Give him a bone with a little

meat left on it; lie will amuse himself for quite

a long time. In addition to the above lie should
be supplied with whatever insects or grubs you
can obtain for biin. Have you our Nutshell No. 26

on feeding Softbills? ir not, I would advise you
to get it. The cock bird is not so boldly spangled
as the ben, and his plumage is darker and more
glossy, particularly in the spring. If you have a

suitable aviary, 1 see no reason why a pair should
not breed: they are, as a rule, very prolific. If

you Intend to have a try you should obtain a
mate for your bird as early as possible and let

them fly together all the wiDte.r.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.3.
* FEATHER PULLER (Greenway).—Bathe It

several times a week with a tepid quassia solution.
So long as the bowels are not watery loose, put
one tea^poonful of fluid magnesia into the drinking
water every fourth day, and on the intermediate
days just colour the water with chemical food.
Keep up a continuous supply of the seed mixture,
and wheu you give boiled rice or maiz.e lightly
dust same with flowers of sulphur. Also give ripe
fruit freely, and such extras as nuts, pieces of
stale bread, biscuits, plain cake. Once the habit
of feather pulling bocomce fixed it is seldom en-
tirely given up, and 1 have seen specimens almost
nude, yet healthy withal and good talkers. Per-
severe with the treatment, and even if a cure can-
not be effected, this annoying vice may be miti-
gated, but keep the hope of a euro in front of
you. A bird so afflicted, that is tame, etc., should
be kept where you can, more or less continually,
keep it interested and active—liberty outside its

cage, etc., all will help to keep its activities in

other directions and away from its plumage. Do
not give tea, coffee, or milk sops, table scraps, or
animal food of anv kind.
ZEBRA FINCHES IN A CAGE (F. E. N.).-To

say that this popular species will breed in a cage it

not correct, for many have been so bred, aDd to
say that they will breed as freely in a cage a*

they do in an aviary 13 equally incorrect; at the
same time, ones you have got a pair to settle down
to nesting, as you are giving them an ample dietary,

and they should have reared ; nevertheless, I do
not think Zebra Finches are quite happy in a
double breeder for nesting purposes ; they build

rather a bulky domed nest. If you give them an

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners"

(1/lj); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Coclcaticls" (Gd.);

Arthur’s "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);

“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); “Seeds,
foods and Wild Plants "

(1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Fever ” (7d.) "Colour-feeding

"
(3jd.) ;

or the

“Nutshell" booklets (2j<7. each); N". C “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian finches."

No. 10 "Avadaputn," No. V “ The Grey I'arrot," S".
18

“ Budgerigars ," No. 19 "The Pekin Itobin." No. 20

"Waxbills." Ail thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage Birds,"

134. Fleet Street, London. E.C.

>rdinary open box nest or pan they will roof it

ii. and in the ordinary breeder this is too close to
he bottom of the cage, and also too near the 'front.

Iccasionally a pair will turn up that will refuse

0 breed. If you make a cage, say, SOins. long.

Sins, deep, and 24ins. high, you should have a

;ood prospect of success. Fix a wire flowerpot

lasket up near the top of one back corner, and in

he other corner a small box about 9ins. square

,H ways, with a small hole (Ijins. dia.) near the

op of one side, this hole to face the light, scrceri-

ng both, receptacles with a heather spray, you

vill have done all you can to make success prob-

ible. I may say young are thrown cut of the nest

it times in the aviary. Grass and hay will suffice

or nesting material. Push a little hay in the wire

msket roughly, so as to indicate its purpose. Ben-

>aleee. because they are in a cage, should not

loutinually lay shell-less eggs, it's a case of vveak-

tess, but Bengalese are a domestic species called

nto being by the crossing of two nearly-related

pecies, in the far past, and are very irregular as

,0 nesting, incubating, etc., but they have been

ired in a cage, also successfully crossed with

itliers of the Mannikin group. You must keep

fie new arrivals warm, not too many in a cage

,

five them chilled water at first, soft water if pos-

able. Introduce the bath carefully, not allowing

hem to get too wet at first.
. .

BLUE-FRONTED AMAZON (R. IV. C.).—It is

iresumably a newly imported specimen: a fair

lumber have come to hand recently. A bird that

vas a talker will talk again just as soon as it

icttles down in its new home. Ke^P,

vhere it will eeo most of the household l fe with-

>ut being unduly scared, talk to it,, especially when

t is in restful mood, and it should soon prove

esponsive. Diet: Seed mixture ripe fruit nuts,

lieces of stale bread, biscuit and plain cake, with,

if course, grit, cuttlebone, and water. If the bird

las been accustomed to boiled maize continue t^

unniv it As vou have received it at ttie coni

neimement of the cold season, keep it fairly warm,

iut of draught, yet not in a stutty_corner.

GENERAL.
Answered bv THE EDITOR.

W Wells.—We are making investigations into

fie subject of your letter, and will deal with the

natter after these have been concluded.

POST WIORTERIS.
ijr n. Yates, M R.C.V.S.. 1, College Rond. Mar-

V ’Middlesex, will examine and fimit ur-mt **‘‘ :*'»

c® bii tie for a fee of Is. Oil- each bird; for reply

act *>, ed. :
analysis 21s. Subjects for post

irtein examination must be sent packed In a box

ect lo Mr. Yales, with the fee. this and any

ominiimng letter being kept from contact with

» dead ‘bird. Send by letter post; It is cheaper

j rmicker than parcel post. Any bodies MM 10

. effi-e ol this nan’r will b» thrown eway. amt if

fee is enclosed the loss will be the senders.

THE POULTRY

The up-to-date. efficient

poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra-
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articles by experts. In-
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BIRDS that pay: Budgerignrs, yellows 7/-, greens
6/- per pair: Aviaries, Hammond-st., Halifax. Ex-
change* Canaries. Bee Yorkshires. (4)

WANTED, pair each, Red Avadavats, Java Spar-
rows, in healthy condition, cheap for cash.— Coo.
Ward, 2111, Burrage-rd., Plumstcad, S.K. (20)

BUDGERIGARS, adults, from outdoor aviary, Yel.
lows, C/<5

;
six Yellows, hit rough feather, 10/6;

exchange boots: Crlddeford, Lapford, N. Devon. (22)

BUDGERIGARS, from outdoor unsheltered open
wire aviary, unrelated, 4/C a pair; wen any time
by appointment: Ituleock, " Riversdale," Clitheroe.

PAIR Diamond Finches, aviary-bred, from H. Hall,
winners, 45/- pair; Spice Finches, show condition.

7/0; ditto, Blackheaded Mannikins: J. Goodchild,
Clare, srk. (25)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, wonderful talker, tame,

reared by owner, guaranteed absolutely genuine,
hut no approval; jt?S 10/-: Miss Stewart, Lightlands,
Lamarch, Bures, Suffolk. (19)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possitile. 5/- pair;
(-elected breeding pairs C/-; yellows, S /

-

; cokernut
husk neats, 6d. each, 5/- dozen: Miss ltosey, Rose-
mary House Eastbourne. (19)

BEAUTIFUL Ring-neck- Indian Parrot, long tail,

beginning to talk, lionise moulted, show condition

;

sell for 35/-. or exchange for good Canaries: Mar-
shall, 98, Man.’ers-st., Nottingham. (19)

TWO African Grey Parrots, one age 2 years, £5 ;

one age 4 years, £7
;
both good plain talkers and

mimics ; finger tame and in perfect condition ; ap-
proval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (24)
TAME talking Amazon Parrots, not common
Cockatoos and Parrakeets; send stamp for leaflet,

‘The Parrot Trick Exposed.” Also 1 have choice
Budgerigars; list free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
MAGNIFICENT pairs of green Budgerigars,

largest in England, sure winners, price G/C a pair;

eix days’ approval; cash or deposit Editor; Edwin
North, Breeder, 442, Manchester-rd.. Bradford. (24)

TALKING Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, acclima-
tised, healthy, and hardy condition, finger tame,
ideal pet, will follow you round house like a dog,
large rage, 45/6 : Miss Carry, 266, Dudley Port. (400)

TJIOSK who have bought or1 those who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2jd. post free, but the tips it gives are
priceless; from: Cage Birds, 154 ,

Fleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published
frequently.)
VERY line adult breeding pair Cockateels, 17/6

;

odd cock Green Budgerigars, 9 months old, 2/-;

adults, 5/6 pair; all above bred in exposed outdoor
aviaries from unrelated parents: E. Brown, Sherburn,
E.R., Yorkshire. (23)
ALEXANDRINE Ring-necked Parrakeet, cock, out-
door aviary, acclimatised, 10/G; approval; two young
variegated Canaries, one young Greenfinch Mule

;

splendid condition; sex unknown; 7]- the three:
W. Hurd, Newport, Salop. (20)

LARGE clean healthy Green Budgerigars, 5/6 true
pairs, odd cooks 2/6 each, hens 3'/6 each; from out-
door aviaries; also extra large hen Silver Pheasant,
12/6: wanted, cock Silver Pheasant: A. J. Under-
wood, 24, Wellington-st., Kettering. (18)

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “Nutshell” booklet,
“ Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you, and we shall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2|d. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14,” from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free
for 2sd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

FOR sale: Zebra Finches 8/6 pair, hens 6/C; cock
Ruflcauda Finch, 25/-; pair Nightingales, 46/-; pair
Diamond Doves, 35/-, cock 15/-

;
three 1915 Long-

tailed Grass Finches, 50/-; F’antail Pigeons, 4/- pair;
hen Button Quail, 20/-, or would exchange for cock

;

all acclimatised and in outdoor aviary : Mrs. Bain-
bridge, Hazlewoc’J, Thorpe, Surrey. (19)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F. Z.S. Get it at once. 2£d. post free from Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st. ,* London, TS.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).
PEACOCKS, Pheasants, and Talking Parrots, best
and cheapest ever seen in Hull; call and inspect;
Talking African Greys, red tails, 70/-, 80/- each

;

Blue-fronted Amazons, talking, 40/-, 45/-, 50/-, .and
one can talk wonderful, 70/-; Indian Rock Parrots,
gems, 10/6, 15/6, and one whistles, says few words,
25/-; cages 4/6, 7/6, 10/6; Green Budgerigars 3/6,
4/-, 4/6 pair; Ring Doves 1/6 pair; Peacocks 40/-,
45/- pair; Golden, 'Silver, and various other kinds of
Pheasants, at very low prices. State wants, please:
Fred Allen, 150, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull, (25)W AXE ILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners
They can be successfully kept, too, with little
difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S. , in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2|d.
post free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.
(list frequently published).
PARROTS. Largest stock ever seen in Hull, Afri-
can Greys, 50/-, 60/-, 70/- each; Amazons, acclima-
tised, in splendid feather, guaranteed talking, 40/-,
50/-, 60/- each; one splendid Levaillant. Parrot, fine
talker, tame, in good feather, 50s. ; Rock Parrot,
say few words, 25/-; young Rocks, 15/- each; beware
of Parrakeets offered as Rocks at 7/6; 1 will take
any quantity at 10/- each

; Indian Rock Mynahs,
40/- each ; one talking, 60/-

;
will send any Parrot

on 48 hours’ approval; cash or deposit with editor;
don’t buy on any other terms; Day, The Aviaries,
Porter-st., Hull.

( 18 )

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county ; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/C pair; cash or
easy payment.

(394 )

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

FOREIGN FINCHES
LARGE African Weavers, black .and gold, the

size of Cardinals, in show plumage, brilliant colour-
ing, 20/- each; Golden-breasted Conures, 25/- pair;
All-green Conures, 21/- pair; Golden-fronted
Conures, 35/- pair; Cockatiels, 17/6 pair; White-
fronted Amazons, 35/- each; White Javas, 15/- pair;
Senegal Pigeons, 40/- pair; Californian Quails,
slightly defective feet, one male and two females,
12/6 the three; Lesser Crested Cockatoos, 45/- each •

White Cockatoos, 35/- each; taine talking Macaws’
80/- each : G, Chapman, HiKb Birmingham,

TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, hear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt, Bridge st.. West Bromwich. (394)

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days' approval at our risk, 5/6 pair;
heus, 3 /- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the
present time wo have in stock over 500 exception-
ally line Budgerigars, these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable lor turning out ol

doors immediately. We despatch same day as order
arrives; guarantee safe arrival, arid any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham. ’Phone— Central 689. Tele-

grams—Parrakeet.

DE VON & CO.
Quaker Parrot, 10/- ; Californian Quail, 18/- pair

;

Canary-wing Parrakeets, finger-tame, 20/- each ; Jack-
daw, 3/-

;
Snakes, (id.

;
Waxbills, 16/- ;

Combassous,
0/ pair; Cutthroats, Singing Finches, Steel Finches,

10/- pair; Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroos, very in-

teresting, won’t bite, easily fed, 10/- each; Grey Wag-
tails, 4/6 each

;
Blackbirds, 1/- ; cock Canaries, 7/-

;

Copper-headed Tanager, 30/-; Archbishops, £3 pair;

Yeltow-wing Sugar Birds, 35/- each; Goldfish, tele-

scope fantail, etc.; see price lists; Thrush, 2/6;

Talking Macaw, £'0; Quail Finches, 30/- pair; Peach-
faced Lovebirds, £3 pair ;

Budgerigars, 6/- pair ;
Yel-

low, 7/6; Tits, 2/- pair; Dormice, 2/6 pair; gentles,

2/6 quart; ants’ eggs, flies, millet seed and sprays,
cuttlefish, etc.; 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

TALKING PARROTS
To those who have been disappointed in purchasing
a Parrot we wish to offer the finest selection of
genuine Parrots in Europe, including African Greys,
Amazons, Indian Rocks, Cockatoos, Macaws, etc.
We wish all intending purchasers of Parrqts to
place themselves in communication with us, when
we will immediately forward a full list of genuine
talking Parrots. The birds we are offering are
exactly as described on price list in every detail

—

good, sound, healthy birds, at the lowest market
prices. We are the largest and only direct im-
porters in Great Britain. Since the 1st of August
we can produce bills of lading to show that we
have received over 800 Amazon Parrots. We have
our own representative out in Brazil, and he is

continually shipping us consignments of Parrots,
therefore persons requiring genuine talkers should
state their wants. We despatch all stock the same
day as order arrives; no tedious waiting; and we
guarantee safe arrival: G. B. Chapman, Parrot
Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams : "Parrakeet.”
'Phone: Central 689.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it
free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent
post free. Telegraphic address : “Aviaries, More-
eambe.” Telephone No. 40 Moreeambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Moreeambe

f VARIOUS BIRDS.
FOUR large Goldfinch Mules, cocks, 5/- each : also
Norwich cock Canaries, 7/6, 8/6: W. Abberley, Bay-
ston-hill, Shrewsbury. (20)
FOR sale, Yorkshire and Norwich cocks, on song,

5/- and 01- each; also dark Goldfinch Mules, 5/-

each: Sayers, Scawby-rd., Brigg. (4)
NORWICH cocks, 6/6 each ; hens, 31- ;

pair York-
shires, 10/G; nice cock Linnet Mule, 1914, 7/6; ap-
proval, exchange: Woodhcrase, 21, Millgate, Newark,
Notts. (18)

CHOICE selection of rare British and Foreign birds

for immediate- disposal ; stamp ror list
;
or can be

seen any time by arrangement: Sharpies, Wigan-rd.,.

Hindley, Wigan. (23)

LARGE yellow cinnamon ben, 7/6; clear buff ben,

5/-; green cock, 10/-; clear yellow ben, 5/-; Greenfinch
cock and hen Bullie, li.m., guaranteed to have had
eggs, 10/-: Smith, Hairdresser, Bedlington, North
End. (23)

PAIR White Javas, prize-winners, 14/-
;
cock Cut-

throat, 2/-; Redbilled Weaver, 2/6; Roller cocks,

0/-, 3 for 17/-; hens. 1/6; wanted exhibition York-
shires or miniature Pom. : Oann, 18, Brunswick-st.,

Leigh, Lanes. (18)

|
WANTED.

|

WANTED young healthy Orange Weaver hen

:

Jenkins, 14, Argyle-rd., West Ealing.’ (16)
WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price;

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (489)
WANTED Canaries; exchange 9ct. gold double

albert, 55/-: Andrews, 23, West-st., Harrow. (25)
JACKDAW wanted, must be healthy and hand-

reared: A. Prust, 123, Above Bar, Southampton. (16)
WANTED Cosy Carriers for Norwich, good condi-
tion: Chilton, 4, Kenyon-st., Girton, Manchester.

(13)
WANTED, large colour-fed Norwich; must he good

;

flood price; T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Notting-
ham. (17)
WANTED to purchase one or (wo pairs of Brown

Owls; state lowest price: Hayward, Church-st.,
Chard. (24)
WANTED all varieties Canaries and Mules, cheap,
cash sent with order: McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (470)

WANTED, Linnets, Larks, Bramblefinches, Yellow-
hammers, cocks; 3/6 dozen given: King, Capel-st.,
Dublin. (20)
WANTED a large quantity of all kinds of British
and Canaries; best prices paid: Barnes, Aviaries,
Merthyr. ( 15 )

WANTED cock Canaries, good songsters, cash or
exchange gent’s cycle: 31, Kitchener rd.. East
Finchlcv. (141

WANTED big typical Norwich; I givo 10/- pair up-
wards for good healthy birds: Scott, 22, Ilarcourt-
drlve, Glasgow. (23)
WANTED Canaries and Mules, both sexes, also
young rabbits, tame mice, etc.: Bedford, 131, Gooch-
st., Birmingham. (24)
WANTED, uny quantity of Canaries, either sex

;

.cheap for re sale: Joyce, 9, Rosamond place, Oxlord-
rd„ Manchester. (23)
WANTED hens. Cordon Bleu and Olive Finches,
from outdoor aviary preferred: Miss Webb, Milling
ton-rd., Cambridge. ( 21 )

WANTED Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch note, used
for catching; approval for ca-s.li: Ottery, 18, Alfred-
st., Swindon, Wilts.

_
(21)

WANTED black Pom. dog, must liavc good coat,
exchange Norwich, Crests, or Plainheads: Dawson,
Blyburcate, Beecles. (19;

WANTED small short-haired black house dog, also
singing Canary, good exchange: Harper, 300, Dudley-
rd„ Tividalc, Tipton. (21)
WANTED for re-sale, all kinds surplus Canar.cs
and Mules; send lowest price to A. Lcitch, 520,

Gallowgate, Glasgow. (475)

BRITISH birds, Budgerigars, mealworms, wild
seeds

;
terms, cash on delivery or deposit ; Torpv,

Naturalist, Bradford. (21)

WANTED good Roller cock, Randall’s preferred,

would exchange for fishing tackle, on approval: J.

Beil, Staveley, nr. Kendal. (10)

WILL buy for cash any quantity Goldfinch Mules,
Canaries, either sex; must be cheap: llelyar, 55,

Patmos-rd.. North Brixton. (499)

LARGE Siberian cock Goldfinch and good Siberian
hen Bullfinch, for hybrid breeding, for cash : Hybrid,
Sitchficld, Newport Pagnell. (15)

WANTED Canaries, Mules, cocks or liens; prompt
cash; also Budgerigars and British: Percival, 46,

Burgers-st., Great Grimsby. (21)

48/- DOZEN cash offered for large Canaries ;
hens,

18/- dozen; exchange concertina, musical box: 17,

Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (24)

WANTED all kinds of Canaries, must be healthy;
also British birds; state lowest price to: Gracie,
Bird Dealer, Wisliaw, Scotland. (23)
WANTED large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,
also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin, 9,j. Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. (241)
WANTED, yellow Norwich cock, exchange grand

large buff lien, good' all points, 7/6; also three cages,
one trap cage, 4/-: Cook, Pembridge. (20)
WANTED any quantity of hen Canaries, stating

price and breed ; cheap for cash : Edward Bruce, 124,
Blackfriars-rd., Salford, Manchester. (433)
WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards. Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons

;
state lowest price : W.

Fowiek, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, (22)
WANTED, weekly supply of Larks, Budgerigars,

Blackbirds, Thrushes; cash, deposit editor; also
Lark cages: Dixon, Brown-st., Burnley. (247’

WANTED weekly, from catchers, Linnets, Gold-
finches-, Bullfinches, Larks; send prices: Spark, Bird
Dealer, 229, Uxbridge-rd., West Ealing. (21)

WANTED, good gramophone and records, excha ge
two pairs high-class Norwich, value £4 10/-: A.

Holmes, Beaulah-rd., East Kirkby, Notts, (18)
WANTED good typical Norwich, must be good

;

exchange Blue-fronted Amazon talking Parrot;
Norwich first : Folland, Old Swan, Liverpool. (22)
WANTED gent’s cycle, anything useful; exchange
Norwich for show or stock, sundries, cages, e'e.

;

Knowles, 47, Acregate-lane, Preston, Lancashire. (25)
WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also Goldfinches
and Mules, cheap for cash, or exchange cages:
Martin. Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (10)
WANTED, reliable bird catcher, will take birds

all the year round, best prices given
;

please write
for terms: T. Jarvis, 36, Lambeth Walk, 6.E. (16)
WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and' Gold-

finches, either sex ; state lowest price : Merrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (442)
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also
Goldiej, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price;
Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED birds, doge, puppies, mice. Parrots, mon-
keys, rabbits: purchase or exchange laying pullets,
singing cock Canaries, etc : Barlow’s Aviaries, Green-
wich. (24)
WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Haw-

finches, Jays; good prices paid for any of above;
write: Thos. McCrystal, 16, Langlands-rd., Govan,
Glasgow. (9)
WANTED, good Parrot or Macaw, and cage, or
repeating rifle, in exchange for motor cycle, perfect
running order, £6: No. 6, Park-lane, Richards
Castle, Ludlow. (19)
WANTED, cock Canaries’, must be in good song,

clean and healthy, cold-room ; fair price given for
healthy stock, Yorkshires preferred: Fraser, 161,

Crossland, Salford. (25)

COCK Mules, Rollers, and quality singing Linnets,

exchange following to value, gent.’s bicycle, good
tyres, tubes, SO/-; gent.’s racer, 22in. frame, new
Dunlop tubes, 22/0; girl’s bicycle, suit girl 9, new
tyres, tubes, 42/-; Black Pom. bitch, due season,

20/-; offers to; Morgan, 33, City-rd., Cardiff. (19)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity ; cash deposited; bankers. County and West-
minster; particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-

port-place, Hoxton.

WANTED
from catchers, keepers, weekly, Siskins, Redpolls,

Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Parrots, and wild rabbits

;

top price and cash by return : Apply, 27, Stock-st..

Burnley. (23)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen : Goldfinch Mules,

hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-

ford, Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
1915 Norwich, Yorkshire, and Roller Canaries, also

Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, Goldfinches,. Bullfinches,

Siskins, Linnets, etc.; best prices given per return
post: Sar.difords, Bird Specialist, Preston.

HIGHER PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock

of Canaries should communicate immediately with
us and state tho number of birds they have to

dispose of. We are wanting large quantities of

males, also pairs, including the- following breeds:
Borders. Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; also

Goldfinch Mules. We are prepared to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along: G B.

Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. Telegrams

:

"Parrakeet,” Fhone: Central 689.

Use our Notepaper.

WANTED

F

Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires, 7/6 a pair;
Crests, 10/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Coldlinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/- each. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, 5/- each,

HOWARD SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

1, Sclater St., & 28, Bethnal Green Rd.,

London; also 77, Pitl Street, Norwich.
Best buyers in tho country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply. Estd. 53 years Bankers—London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co., Norwich.

WANTED.—GOOD fMim
CiNiRIES.

CHEAP FOR CASH.
Offers of Hens only no use.

WILLSON’S LIVE STOCK PRO-
VIDERS LTD.,

37, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
ANY QUANTITY, ANY VARIETY OF

CANARIES AND MULES.
Wifi give 7/- per pair for good colour-fed York-

shires or Norwich; 5/- each cock Goldie Mules; 4/-

cock Linnet Mules. 1 also require Border Fancies,

Rollers, Crests, etc. Will deposit cash with Editor.

Send full particulars and stamp for reply,

H. GlEDHILl.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD. (494)

[SALE or EXCHANGE"!

Mainly British,
j

EXCHANGE two large cock Linnet Mules for brace

and bits, or sell 15/-: K. Davidson, Baldastard, Largo.

Fife.
.

(25 >

WILL exchange first class British or talking Parrot

for Canaries, Mules, etc.: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-

st., Hull. (lg)

EXCHANGE 1915 cock Goldfinch Mule for 1915

Norwich hen; approval: S. L. Davies, Adpar, New-
castle Emlyn, Carm. dS)

COCK Bullfinch, 2 variegated Roller hens ;
exchange

variegated Norwich cock or offers: Buck, 4, Bea-

trice-rd., Richmond, Surrey. (21)

GREEN Parrot and cage, says 10 words and
whistles, sell 25/-, or exchange: 346, Oldham-rd.,

Newton Heath, Manchester. (24)

1915 Norwich cock Canary, good size and quality,

exchange for three house-moulted Brown Linnets,

or sell, 9/-: Robinson, Bootmaker, Winsford,

Cheshire. (20)

LINNETS, Linnets, Linnets; real Northumbrians;
19 good cocks, beauties, 1/- each ;

carriage paid on
six. Chaffinches, six cocks, faultless, 1 /-' eacli

:

ditto Bramblefinch cock. Winner 1st Blyth, 2nd
Backworth, now in good trim, lowest 15/-; offers

fancy Bantams; Allison, Hairdresser, Blyth, North-
umberland. (18)

|
Mainly Canaries,

j

EXCHANGE, singing cock Canary, for good watch,
yours first: Wm. Potts, 59, Firtliside-st., Fraser-
burgh. (19)

EXCHANGE good Norwich Canaries, fed, foa.

gent’s cycle; must be good; Elrick, 58, School-st-.,

Fraserburgh. (16)

WHISTLING cock Canaries, between Norwich ano
Borders; price 4/6 each; stamp reply: G. Hutton, Ivy
Lea, Larbert. . (23)

EXCHANGE, three good songsters, for Goldfinches
or Siskins, sell 12/6; Blandford, 122, Huyward-st.,
Redfield. Bristol. (IS)

ROLLER cocks, in 'full song, 5/6; hens 2/-; cold-

room or exchange: H. Lornas, 18, Tinterii-st., Han-
ley, Stoke-on-Trent. (21)

THREE Norwich, 3 Border hens, £1 lot, or ex-

change good yellow Norwich cock: Thomson, 6.

Glen-st.. Motherwell. (20)

WHAT offers in Canaries, any variety, for suit

length, good tweed, or sell 25/-: McKeand, Sca-

briglit, Castle Douglas. (470)

1914 Norwich cock, large healthy bird, exchange
good Roller on song or sell 10/-; stamp: Grassby,
Postman, Altrincham. (15)

EXCHANGE, large buff Norwich cock for muling
Goldfinches or other Britishers: James McQueen,
No. 31, Bog Lane, Arbroath. (20)

BUFF cock, buff hen, yellow hen, 10/- each; 3 hens,
4/- each; all high-class Norwich; exchange gfent.’s

overcoat,’ gold ring; offers: 7p Derby-st., Leigh, Lan-
cashire. (17)

EXCHANGE, 4 cocks, 8 hens, Yorkshires, with
double breeder, for good gent.’e cycle to value 50/-;

stamp, particulars; Dodd, Congreve-st., Pendleton,
Manchester. (17)

CAGE-moulted cock Skylark, grand songster, and

cage, 8/-; 2 Yorkshire show cages and case, exchange
Roller cocks. Mules; offers: Tutty, 81, Summer•?-

town. Tooting. ('")

EXCHANGE, Yorkshire cock, two hens, yellow

colour-fed, for good Whippet, Pom., fowls, any-

thing useful; seU 17/6; yours first; 121, Cannoek-rd.,

Chadmorc, Cannock. ( -0)

EXCHANGE for large yellow or buff 1914 Norwich

cock, pair size 8’s strong waterproof taeketed boots,

17/6 new ;
slightly used, sale 14/- ; Taylor, 33, Pros-

pect-terr.. Aberdeen. (16)

WANTED powerful cycle gas lamp, will exchange
variegated Yorkshire cock, or sell 10/-: P. Smith,

Upper Wanborougti, Swindon. (22)

GOOD quality Norwich, four hens and one cock.

1915, bred from winners; no rubbish; exchange 12

bore cartridges or anything useful; V. Mutton, 44,

Rectory-rd., Redditch. (24)

LANCASI1 IRKS, two pairs, £2: three Crcstbrcil

cocks, 10/- each; Borders, 7/6 pair; three Norwich
bens, 7/6; lovely Green Parrakeet, 15/-: exchange

Scotch Fancies or Cinnamons: A. March, Evesham.
(25)
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FOR exchange, 3 variegated Yorkshire cocks.

These are good birds (Hoskin'e strain); what offers

In Borders? Satisfaction guaranteed ;
approval:

Evans, 10, Ilrook-st., Penygruig. (22)

BIG winning White Polish Bantam cock, GO/-;

breeding liens, 5/- each ;
pair smooth White frizzles,

7/fl; exchange purebred Canaries, breeding cages;

Clifford Booth, Methlcy, Leeds. (20)

WANTHI), good Cinnamon marked Yorkshire cock.

In exchange for buff cock, two yellow liens, York-

shires. value 15/0; must be approval : Dunning, 44,

poplar st., llirst, Northumberland. (23)

TWO buff Norwich hens, 1 variegated cock, 3 show
cages in ease; what offers in Hollers; or sell, 35/-;

approval both ways; yours llrst: Geo. Bodger,

Buyovali, Union Road, West Lothian, Broxburn. (23)

|
Mainly Foreign.

ROSE-BREASTED Cockatoo and cage, 12/-; ex-

change 2 eock Canaries; 201, Chester-rd., Hulrne.

EXCHANGE pair Green Budgerigars for cock
Roller Canary, apply: L. A., 4, Norbury-av., Thorn-
ton Heath. (21)

INDIAN talking Rock Parrot and cage, soil 45/-,

or exchange toy dog, Pom. preferred ; offers con-

sidered of any live stock; approval: Percy Watson,
Codnor, Derbyshire. (22)

BELL or exchange for Foreign birds, 2 cocks and
1 hen Californian Quail at 10/- each, adult birds;
Zebra Finches at 10/C per pair; also a Crystal
Palace aviary, 4ft. long. 4ft. high, and 2ft. wide

;

take £1 10s. for same or near offer: M. Muston.
Osborne Villas, Newcastle. (19)

Miscellaneous.
|

SINGING cock Canaries, with single breeding cage,

B/-
;

approval: Cutton, Meltham, Huddersfield. (22)

WILL exchange concertina for Yorkshire cock and
Norwich hen: Bond, 11, Canal-terr., Camden Towm.
GOOD Singer's bool machine, 30)-, or exchange
any tiling : A. Fender, 22, Grimshaw Park, Black-

burn. (17)

FOR sale, or exchange, fine pair Borders, white

pedigree Pom.: Win. Parker, Gnoll-rd., Godrergraig,

Glam. 07)
EXCHANGE 12 climbing roses for 2 cock Canaries,

sell 12/-, or nearest offer: Collins, Morchard Bishop,

Devon. (22)

EXCHANGE for Norwich, good oil stove, suitable

for bird-room, new condition : F. Moss, 3, Brydon-

st., Ardwick. (29)

EXCHANGE seven G/- and four 2/- novels, new, good

authors, for good type Yorkshires: Newsagent, Mid-

somer Norton. (23)

EXCHANGE winning Norwich or bred from 'Vin-

ners, for laying pullets; approval: Handley, Wal-

6oken, Wisbech. (22)

EXCHANGE good camera and case, the case cost

12/-, for exhibition Norwich; birds first: Newsagents,
Midsomer Norton. (23)

EXCHANGE bitch Ferret, champion worker, for

birds or offers; approval anywhere: Ball, 43, Milton-

road, Wealdstone. (22)

GOOD Bedlington. bitch, 13 months, broken ferrets,

sell £1, or exchange good Hollers: Worrell, Church-

st., Annfleld Plain. (20)

YELLOW variegated Norwich hen, 5/-; pair lovely

Green Budgerigars, 7/U; offers, exchange: Clark.

Hairdresser, Peterhead. (IS)

WHAT offers in Norwich Canaries for two Bantam
hens ami grand male bird; approval: Caretaker.

Sailors’ Institute, Goole. (22)

EXCHANGE new brass cage. Canaries, or sun-

rifle, or sell : Dunham, Mount
Beds. (24)

nearly new double-sided' disc

sell; approval: Carpenter,
(22 )

buff Bantam hens,

dries for good air

Pleav-nt, Clapham,
EXCHANGE ten
records for birds,

Palmerstone-rd.. Wealdstone.
EXCHANGE two extra good

year old, for Goldfinches or Bullfinches: Mrs. Ella,

North Newbald, nr. Brough. (18)

EXCHANGE pair field glasses, in black leather

case; what offers in Canaries; Smith, Hairdresser.

Park rd., Binglev, Y'orkshire. • (21)

MOTOR cycle, tool case with tools, lib. thistle,

lib. knapweed, Jib. dandelion; what offers; any-
thing: Bateson, Trispin, Truro. (16)

BRASS hanging cage and Norwich cock, also small
accordion, nearly new, Foreign or otters: Rowland,
Newtown, Dunton, Biggleswade. (21)

MINIATURE Pom., lovely bitch, 5 lhs. weight,
for sale or exchange ;

value 50/- : T. McLoughlin,
Yaliley-rd., Liversidge, Yorkshire. (20)

FINE eock Bullfinch, in perfect show condition;
wants steadying, 2'0; Elizabeth sixpence, 150X lid •

Hubbard, North Kilworth, Rugby. (20}

i HAND camera and accessories, exchange good
pair clear yellows or buffs. Crests or Lancashires

:

Neave, St. John's, Hampton Hill. (19)

GLAZIERS’ diamond, new condition, value 15/-; ap-

proval ; exchange for Canaries, Mules, fowls, rabbits,

or offers: Biddle, 3, Percival-st., EX'. (23)

WINNING Bantams, winning cavies; sell or ex-

change for boy's bicycle, birds, gramophone, or
offers: Hastings, Offchurch, Leamington. (24)

TYPEWRITER, good condition (Densmore), uni
versal keyboard, 40/-; or 20/- cash and Canaries
to value: Gardiner, 10, Withipoll, Ipswich. (21)

EXCHANGE, single breedc-# 2 hen Canaries, cross
Cinnamon-Norwich, for ont 1915 Ancona pullet, or

sell 7 Savill, 25, Lca-rd., Waltham Cross. (17)

LARGE Parrot show-cage, new condition, cost 15/-,

accept. 10 - or exchange in new spring net traps:

Ward, 110, Yorkest., Mansfield Woodho use, Notts.
(16)

‘King of the Rink,” size 10,

aluminium wheels, exchange
Dunn, 122, Mid-st., Keith.

(12)

EXCHANGE few pairs Flemish youngsters, three
months, make imonsters, ‘for birds, revolver or
pistol: Clarence Villa, Palmerston-rd., Wealdstone.

(22 )

WELL-BRED wire-haired Fox Terrier, six months,
qualifications recommended, accept 15/-, or two
young Roller cocks: Thwaites, 03, Pontefract-lane,

Leeds. (21)

.SPLENDID pair gentleman's breeches, best quality

end make (new), 3-lin. waist, cost two guineas; ex-

change Canaries or British: Davies, 104, Clare-rd.,

Cardiff. (22)
EXCHANGE good punchbal! and set of boxing

gloves for good Roller cock and cage, or sell 15/-:
A. Tlibbins, 31, I’rospect-st., Horbury Junction, Nr.
Wakefield. (16)
EXCHANGE gent.'s cycle, nudge •Whitworth,

acetelyne and oil lamps, for Canaries or pullets:
Robinson, 126, Church-st., Old Whittington, Chester,
•eld, Derbyshire. (22)
MODEL Pekinese Pom. dog, 12 months, clean, in-

telligent, value 25/-; exchange for Yorkshire cocks,
genuine; yours first: llcCargow, 48, Hayburn-st.,
I’artick. GUfigOW. (19)

PAIR roller-skates,

almost new, cost 25/-,

Canaries or trout rod :

BARGAIN, nearly new gramophone and 63 double-
sided records. £4, or part exchange talking Parrot
and cage, or anything useful: G. Morris, 185, Dud-
ley Port, Tipton. (18)

WILL exchange 24 double and 10 single records, in

playing order, for high-class 1915 yellow Norwich
liens, large ami good feather: Reynolds, Newham
Farm, Sithncy, Helsten. (25)

SELL or exchange fern eases, Yorkshire and Nor-

wich Canary show cages and eases, and breeding
cages for poultry or appliances: Lees, 6, Ventnor rd.,

Heaton Moor, Stockport. (24)

EXCHANGE ‘‘Canaries, Hybrids, and British

Birds,” new condition, tor same publisher’s book on
"Gardening”; mutual approval: Marshall, 73,

Isandula-rd., Nottingham. (18)

GEM Phonograph, 40 records, 30/-; Graves Lever
Watch, 16, •; piccolo, 15/-; 2 cycle lamps, 7/6 the
two; exchange Rollers; offers: Nicholas, 3, Mar-
garct-st., Pentre, Rhondda. (17)

EXCHANGE, Norwich Canaries, for gent. 'a or
girl’s left-olf clothing, 6 8 years; anything useful;

9 double-sided loin, records, 5/6: Brooks, 157, De
ltovior-rd., Dalston, London. (19)

SALE or exchange, two Black Leghorn and one
Black Minorca cockerel, prize strain

;
wanted, Crest

or Norwich Canaries: Hiles, Woodbine Cottage,
Moorend Crescent, Cheltenham. (17)

TWO butt Norwich cocks, 10/6 each; one yellow

hen, 7/6; all exhibition bred and colour-fed, or ex-

change pullets’, or anything useful: F. Jackson,
Wood-lane, Bignall End, Staffs. (19)

THOUSAND birds wanted, also poultry. Bantams,
rabbits, cameras, gramophones, records, anything

;

cash, or exchange cutlery or plate, etc.: Write,

Smitii Bros., 49, Pear-st., Sheffield. (23)

FOR sale or exchange wire aviary, with
mahogany fronts, cost new £8, 60 inches long, 48

inches high, and 24 inches wide, would, entertain

fowls: Thomas, 63, Banbury-rd., Oxford. (18)

WILL exchange one pair of gent’s or lady's new
boots or one suit length or dress length, for four
young Canaries, or five old hens or six cock Bull-

finches': Cummings, 4, Richmond-terr., Leeds. (22)

BULL Terrier bitch, by Bloomsbury Cheeky, one
of the best brood bitches alive, been sired by big

winner, sell £5; or exchange Canaries: W. Gardner,
Garstang-rd., Wesham, nr. Preston, Lancashire. (25)

BOOTS, overcoats, macks., raincoats, suits, cos-

tumes. Sheffield cutlery, plate, tools, everything for

home given in exchange for Canaries, cages, British:

Exchange Co., S55, London-rd., Sheffield. Estab. 1900.

12 DOZEN egg-drawers, fit under sliding doors, 9d.

dozen : one dozen travelling cages, balance doors,

4 6
;
glazier's diamond, not wheel, real diamond, 7/6;

exchange Canaries: Smith, 27, Swete-st., Plaistow.

E. (19)

EXCHANGE, two Birchen hens and one cock, and
two great cockerels, Birchen Bantams, for a pair

of Scotch Fancies or a pair of Belgian Canaries, on
approval; Barkley., White House, Ampleforth, Mal-
ton. (19)

SPLENDID 13 month goat, in kid, new set brown
brass-mounted harness, cost 25/-; new cart, cost

63/-, lot £4; take part exchange; offers, approval;

cash only: 43, Hermitage-rd., Coalville, Leicester-

shire. 120)

GENT’S cycle, perfect condition, complete with
pump and "lamp, etc., sell 25/-, or exchange for
British or Foreign birds, or accept single or double
breeding cages : Robinson, 10, Dartmouth-rd., Hen-
don. N.W . f 17)

EXCHANGE Cameo folding camera, cost £3 17/6,
postcard size, hand or stand, telescope tripod, 4

slides and accessories, for good Norwich, quality
not quantity needed: Cobb, 7, Stile Common-rd.,
Huddersfield. (15)

PEDIGREE Bull bitch, maiden, value £10; will

accept £1 to clear
;
going on war work

;
two pairs

adult Green Budgerigars, one Yellow cock, 12/6 to
clear quickly; or 30/- the dog and birds; 7, Park-
terrace, Swindon. (25)
NINE carat gent's gold albert, stamped, and cairn-
gorm appendage, exchange double-l/in-el bregch-
Ioading gun; approval both ways; Welsh harp,
second-hand golf balls; exchange singing Canaries:
Murray, Jeweller, Dingwall. (1.3)

SPLENDID talking Amazon Parrot, in large round
cage, lovely feather, tame, 45/- ; also gramophone
and records, quantity bricklayer's and carpenter's
tools cheap

;
part cash ; useful exchange : Aston.

11. Park Lane, Ea-st Tipton. (22)
EXCHANGE, household goods, boots, clothing,,
bedding, cycle tyres, etc., for live stock of all

descriptions, birds, dogs, poultry, etc.; prompt
and honest dealings : Jopson's Exchange Stores,
Newton Heath,, Manchester. (24)
GREAT bargain, strong, well-built, portable bird-

room, fully equipped, including cages, racks, appli-
ances, and fittings, pedigree stock of 18 Canaries,
the whole lot £14, or sell in lots to suit purchasers

;

photo and full details by letter: Monday, Canter-
bury-rd., Sittingbourne. (17)
WILL give value in boots, overcoats, suits, clothing,
bedding, hlankets, drapery, cutlery, furniture, etc.,

or household goods of any description required, in

exchange for birds, dogs, puppies, Persian kittens,
common poultry. Bantams, rabbits, monkeys, Par-
rots, or live stock of every variety; prompt and
reliable dealings : stamp reply : Manager, Live Stock
Exchange, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (23)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography

; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; ami Various.

|
SITUATIONS.

COUNTRY ogenta wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and foodo, good commission: TTower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium. ~j

GOLDFISH 3/- dozen, 20/- 100; minnows 6d. doz.,
2/6 100; telescope fantail fish, 2/6 each; plants,
sriail3, etc.; price lists: De Von and Co., 114, Beth-
nal Green-rd., London.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2{d. post free,
from "Cage Birds," 154, Ficet-st., London, K.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom m published frequently)

GOLDFISH, rare and temperature fish, Japanese
and Chinese fantails, gudgeon, sticklebacks, weeds,
plants, snails, everything appertaining to the
aquaria; list free; catalogue of aquaria and vivaria,
Id.: L. Cura and Sons, Vinc-st.,CTerkeiiwell-rd., Lon-
don, E.C. Fisheries: Cariniano, Piacenza, Italy.
Established over 50 years. Telegrams: Curdle, Lon-
don. Telephone: 4712 Holborn.

Cavies.
CAVY- Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, ‘Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from an/rfjf our Nutshell agents,
or 2Jd., post free, from Cage BiriDS, 154, Fleet
Street. London, E.C.
PRIZE bred long silky haired Peruvian (Cavies),

self and other colours; appointment: 45, St. Peter’f-
sq., Hammersmith.

(24 )

Cats* 1
1—I 5

ANGORAS prize-bred Blue; appointment: 45, 8t.

Peter’s-sq., Hammersmith. (24)
PRIZE bred Self Cream Persian male kitten, 25/-;

bargain; appointment: 45, St. Pctcr’s-sq., Hammer-
smith. (24)

CHAMPION adult pair Blue Persians, Queen win-
ner two medals, £3, offers exchange: Howe, Her-
riott’s Lane, Wellingborough. (17)

PERSIAN kittens for sale, good pedigrees. Black
male and Smoke female, three months old, cobby,
strong kittens, 15/- each : Apply, L. A., 4,. Norbury-
av., Thornton Heath. (21)

JUST Out I Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2}d., post free, from C'AGi Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

|~Cycles.

GENT.'S cycle, in perfect running order, frame
24in., wheels 28 by 11, new chain, new tubes, tyres
in good condition

; a bargain, 30/- ;
also a lady’s,

almost new, in perfect order, 36/-: Jas. Cook, 4,

Wcolpack-Iane, Nottingham. (21)

Dress.

UNDERWOOD S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-; gents 3/9;
girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage
paid : Underwood, 36, York-st., Uulme, Manchester.

|

Ferrets.

LAST year’s Ferrets, warranted quiet to handle and
good workers; bucks 5/-, does 5/6; approval; send
P.O. ; satisfaction guaranteed : Roughton. Boat Inn,

Northampton. (6)

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,

line or loose, 6/-; splendid Ferrets, good workers
guaranteed, 5/- ;

excellent ones, 4/- : 14 days' ap-

proval; immediate dispatch; cash or deposit: Thos.

Wannop, Skort-st., Carlisle. (21)

Garden.
DEVON and Corni6h ferns, many beautiful varieties,

40 good roots, carefully packed, free, 1/6: Griffiths,

Hendra, Davidstoe, Cornail. (19)

Furniture,
Utensitj, etc.

PEACH’S Beautiful Curtains, finest grades, 6/-, 7/6,

10/-, 14/6 per pair; imperial hem curtains, from 7/-;

casement fabrics, muslins, linens; winter list now
ready; maker’s prices; send to-day: S. Peach anfi
Sons, 150, The Looms, Nottingham.

Household

i I IE? should WRITE to-day
h AGs) 111 it® enclosing Id. stamp for

S5SF i VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARD'S FILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cocilia, Hitter Apple, &c.

8old in boxes, 1/14, by Hoots’. Taylor's, Timothy White'*
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

Kpnnpl Dogs for Sale-•TkASEUltfl Dogs lor Exchange.

TOMS, small black bitch puppies, 9 weeks, 25/-: 55,

Beaeonsfleld Terrace, Northampton. (20)
FOUR Blue Bedlington bitch puppies, six weeks, 7/6
each : Smith, Hairdresser, Bedlington. (23)
POWERFUL White fighting Bull Terrier bitch, tour
months, 10/6 : Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. (24)
“MY Dogs" (on approval); send for list, stating
requirements: Lafbury, Station-rd., Manor Park, E.

(17)

FOR sale, lovely White Pom., male, erect ears,

large eyes, 15/-; T. Cleaves, Gcorge-st., Pontypool,
Mon. (22)

WANTED. Spaniels, Retrievers that retrieve ten-

derly; also Pointers, Setters; Selines, Rcdbourn,
Herts. (23)

GRAND wire-haired terrier bitch. 10 months; ex-

change cock Canaries or pigeons: C. Youngman,
Scarborough. (20)

GOOD bred Fox Terrier bitch, over distemper; 7/6,

or exchange British to value: M. Thornhill, 131,

Branch-rd., Burnley. (24)

PURE -bred Irish Terrier bitch, IS months, good
guard and ratter, 10/-, or exchange: Buckler, Some
Common, nr. Coventry. (22)

TWO game Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/6 each; bitch 5/6 ;

parents tackle anything alive:

Barlow, Tobacconist, Greenwich. 02-1)

BEAUTIFUL little Yorkshire terrier bitch puppy,
excellent pedigree; to good home, 15/-: Mrs. de
Base, St, Anne’s, High Wycombe, (IS)

FOR sale, good bred Fox Terrier bitch pup, eight
weeks old, good head and well marked, 15/-: L.
Theasby, Middleton-on-Wolds, Driffield. (13)
BRINDLE and white bull and bull terrier cross

bitch, good house or yard dog, 15-
; exchange birds

to £1 : Griffiths, 7, Garden-fit., Swansea. (17)
GOLDEN Brindle Bulldog, 601b., massive head,

long flat skull, good underjawj rose ears, double-
crank tail, champion pedigree, £3; cheap, £10:
exchange: Barnard, 15, Back-lane, Barking. (23)
POMERANIAN bitch pup, 6 months, sable and

white, 2(lb., 25/-; make splendid pet, also dog pup,
7 months, black, 3d/-; good pedigrees : Rekl, Rose
Villa. Tennyson-rd., Ashford, Middlesex. (19)
VERY smart and pretty Yorkshire Terrier dog,

champion pedigree, 8 months, 4(lb. weight, over
distemper, charming manners, ideal pet, £6 6/-

:

Mrs. de Pass, St. Anne’s, High Wycombe. (18)
MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-ctasa pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adults cheap; 1 have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into throe figures, no better than I
can offer for a mere trifle.

Mice.
PAIR, tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-: Dormice,

2/0 pair; tame Japanese rate, 1/- pair: Miss Roscy,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (19)
COLOURED mice. 1/- pair; rats, 1/- pair; tushey-
tailed dormice, 2/6 pair; price lists: De Von and
Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
MICE! Mice! Mice! It you have any as pets yon
should not lie without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled ” Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2Jd. poet
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

[natural history.
.

BIRD stuffing done cheaply, quickly; 300 stuffed
birds, my selection, 1/- each; quantity preserving
powder, 1/- box: Fry-ctt, Beccles. (19)

Pigeons.
FOR sale, 11 homing pigeons, cheap, or exchange

violin, or something useful: F. Friend, Church-hill,
Shepherdswell, Dover. (20)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

In two of our "Nutshell*” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8.

which deal with these birde in a manner which will

set ttie fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

“The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8. "The Fancy Pigeon,”
post free 2)d. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-
Street. Loudon, E.C.

Rabbits.
“Profitable Tet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 36.

just out. Au up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
ail subjects connected v.itn profitable rabbit keep-
ing. including Housing, Hutches, Feeding. Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2fd

. post free, from Cace Birds, 154,

Fleet StTeet. E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to tlie proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice- The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the bous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of tiiese popular nets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1 /-, post free 1/1), from "Cage Birds.” 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C.

j

Sport.
|

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 81, "Fishing In
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-in«tructive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and bow to
catch them; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2)d. post
Ircc from "Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.

|

Various.
BRASS sundial and stone pedestal for sale, good

condition, cheap: W. V., 35, First-av., Waltham-
stow. _ (494)

SALE. B.S.A. Air Rifle, Lincoln Jefferies patent,

50/- when new, will accept one guinea for quick
sale: Friend, 4, Duke^st., Leamington. (21)

NEW single barrel 12 bore gun, worth 50/-, London
proof barrel, 29/C; week’s trial; cash or deposit:
Young, Net-maker, Misterton, Somerset. (19)

l-’REE: Pocket rubber stamp of your name and
address, also particulars of money-making, space

time employment: The Uichford Works, Snow-hill.

London. (25)

HANDSOME Mack Russian sable hare motor wrap
and large pillow muff, two heads and tails, never

worn, cost 30/-, accept 15/-: Miss Jones, Harlech
House, Aberystwyth. (24)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24 '6 ; new loin,

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid: repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues tree;

Iiegentbird, 120, Old st., London.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods, 5/6 each; roach

rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies, 9d dozen; gut sub-

stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every des-

cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp; «-avc»

pounds : Midland Rod Company (C), Erdington, Bir-

mingham. (<24)

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. CARL, 154, Fleet

Street, by J 0 Hammond and Co., Ltd., F1oo»

Lane, London, E.C.
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CAGE BIRDS (November 6, 1915^

PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS
UN DISPLAYED,—6d. for the firs^t

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, i8 words

6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible lor the state-

ments nude iu advertisements, nor ot

the bona-lulu of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Doiosit. System should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates lor a

series on application.

FOR 40INER-MADB CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number ot compartmenu, loose we
fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used ; none

better made; illustrated catalogue, ot everything

required free. .1

E. E. PASS, HUCKNAU, NOTTS.

THE NEATEST CAGE FRONTS
12 x 12 or 10, 4d., 8/0 doz. ;

14 x 12, 4Jd., 4/- doz.;

1(1 x 12, 5d., 4/S. doz. ;
18 x 12, 5Jd., 5/• doz. ; 20 X

12, 6<1. 6/0 doz.; 24 x 12 or 14, 8d. each. 7/- doz.

Seed boxes from 1/6 doz ;
seed mills, 1/6 each

;

pierced bars, lOd. doz., 7/0 gross; tinned wire. 7 lbs.

2/6; Yorks, show cages, 1/9; Norwich, 1/9; auto-

matic hoppers, 1/-; sprays,' 4d. ;
tin fountains, 0/6

gross; grand ull-metal box cages, 2/6 each: Pimm*
lokniehl Port rd., Birmingham.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10

3/6 dozen; II by 12, 4/ dozen; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen;

16 by 12, 4/6 dozen ;
is by 12, 6/3 dozen ;

‘24 x 12,

71- dozen. Norwich and Yorkshire show cages, 20/.

dozen; (in bottom, all wire top Linnet cages, seed-

box, fountain, complete, 17/- dozen, with seed

drawer, 19/- dozen ;
.see price list for non-splash

baths, sprays, etc.: Volunteer Wire \torks, Cornhiil

Passage, Longton, Staffs. (484)

WALSH'S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
Is always alike, good and reliable, will bold in any

weather; packed in lever-lid tins, i lb. 9d., 5 lb. 1/3,

1 ;ib. 2/-; sample tin 3d.; all post paid; call cages,

0<|. : trap and call cages combined, 1/6; double trap

cages, 1/0; bird catchers’ boxes, 3/6: Walsh, Bird

Specialist, 11 lack burn. (38)

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED
KECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders most be sent as tar as P®8*'*5 ’ 0-

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.

The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

ndvcrtiscment, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor u series, at any time, without assigning

any reason tor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases hear the bona-

ride name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will bo inserted it addressed to a receiv-

ing oitice, or similar place of tall.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trado are inserted at the rate of jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Gd.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

week, ami should be sent to the advertisement

Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 164, Fleet Street, London.

Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from

established stock for a week or ten days, until by

their condition they cstablisil tire fact that they are

thoroughly tieabhy.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Boards for cage making, planed both sides and

edges, Sin. 2/5, 9in. 2/9, lOin. 3/1, 25ft. ; 8in. 4/5, 9in.

6/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft.; best hand-planed and sand-

papered boards, Sin. 5/2, 9in. 6/11, lOin. 6/8, 50ft.;

tin seed boxes, 1/9, 2/3, 2/9 dozen; egg drawers, 2d.

each, 2/- dozen
;
seed mills. 1/6 each

;
punched bars,

1/2 dozen ;
cage wire, 6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/- ; oval perch-

ing, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 100ft. ; stamp for list all appli-

ances: Stanton, 33, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft.

( 11 )

THE LIME OF ALL BIRDLIMES
XXX birdlime, 3d., 6d., 9d. ;

invisible, self-acting

trap-net, catch without Tuffling a, feather; post

free, for small bird®, 1/0 andi 2 /-; large birds, 2/7;

for other trap-cage®, etc., send for tnap ltet. For

aviaries, cages of every description, and requisites,

send for illustrated’ catalogue : Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

BlackeriTe C,ape Cure
6d„ I /-, 2/-, 4/- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for “ Blackekite “

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . , . 6d. & I /- bolts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., I /- & 2 /* botts.

Condition Pills .. .. 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrhoea 1 owder . . 6d. & I /- tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses .

. . 6d. & 1 /- tins

Eye Lotion .. .. .. 1 /- botts.

Feather Disease Cure
6d„ 1/- & 5/- botts

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & 1 /- tins

Poultry Liniment . . . . 1 /- botts.

Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)

Roup Paste .. .. 6d. & 1
/ tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes

Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes

Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes

Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 /* tins

“ Canaradyne," for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., 1/- and 2/6 botts.

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., I /- and 2 /6 botts.

" Pennakura ” (for destroying
external parasites and pre-

venting feather-eating in

cage birds) “
. . . In 3d. botts.

“ Quinella ” (Regd.) for In-

flammation of Stomach
In 3d., 6d. and I / boxes

Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. botts.

SELLING OUT?
No! But I have 10 single breeding cages and 3

large flight cages I can spare; also 3 pairs of York-

shires, £3 per pair. Can be seen any afternoon.

—

I

Clarke, G5, Ccpleston Road, Peckham.

'AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them, '4

“ Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our peta to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, and
costa only 25(1. post free.—From "’Cage Birds," 154,

Viect~“t., London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents 'list fre-

quently published).

NOT SINGING.
DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS are without doubt
the most wonderful medicine ever introduced for

getting birds into song. They are an absolute cure
for Soft Moult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going
Light. Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the
Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds during the
moulting season. DITCHFIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG
TONIC for bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness.
Absolutely unequalled for all chest and lung affec-

tion*. D iTCHI-T ELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Con-
stitutional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick me-up for weak and delicate birds. All sold in

7d., 1/1, and 2/- bottles. A trial order will convince
you of the wonderful results obtained from these
medicines. SPECIAL OFFER.—Two 7d. bottles for

1/-, three for 1/6, or two 1/1 bottles for 1/9, three
for 2/6. All post free from—

FRANK DITCHFIELD, SPESiS?,sT, OLDHAM.
' (487)

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

1 /• and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

|
BRITISH BIRDS,

j

Hardbills.

APPLIANCES
SIX Norwich show cages and case, as new, 10/-:

l latt, J, Brainford-Iaue, Ipswich. (51)

1UUD Houses, 30/-; outdoor aviaries, any design,

send for list: C. ltoss. Poultry Appliance Works,

Fotres N B. (17)

I’AlIi' Clapnets, poles, 4ft. ,
ail complete, netting

7yds. long, 8/6: Seobridge, 63, St. Andrew ’s-sU,

Northampton.
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, Eing-

ston-by-Bea, Sussex. (398)

for sale cheap, one-dome flight cage, one bieed-

ng, and one travelling cage, in good condition, M-
ot: 39, Sutherland-st., Pimlico, S.W. <.j>0

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawer-,

baths; wholesale price list free: Henry lams, Manu-

facturer, Warrcn-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (o4o)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest, brass and clear

wire Palace shaped and other aviaries, in the world

;

send 2 stamps for illustrated hat; established 40

years : MeKsand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas
(29)

CRYSTAL PALACE flight cage, 4ft. by 2ft., 3ft.

high, closed wired, blue enamelled, heavy, double

breeder, £1 lot; or exchange singing Mules, or

Canaries: F. B., 31. Collier-st., King's Cross', London
(36)

GRAND Linnet cages, 1/- each, 91- a dozen; box

C.O'OS L- cart), 9/- a dozen; trap cages, II- each,

9 '
°

a’ dozen ;
Yorkshire show cages, 1/9 each, 3 for

5 -; Norwich and British show cages; Nortlij 443,

Manchester-rd. Bradford. (38)

EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern; best quality and finish, as supplied to leading

exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3

each 3 lor 6/- six for 12/-; sliding front Finch

show’ cages, beauties, 3-/- each; carrying cases for

2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/-; any size made; show cages

and cages of eve y description : state requirements.

Note- i have no connection with any firm here or

elsewhere : Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

D
AVIARY and lie Ml els combined outdoor, 14ft. Cin.

x 6ft. 6in., comprising closed in roost with sliding

glass door, 3ft x 2ft. x 4ft. Cin. ; flight 8ft. x 2ft.

x 3ft. 6iri. ,
with sliding division, Toost, 3ft. x 2ft.

x 2ft • cage for Magpie, with zinc bottom, 3ft. x

2ft x 2ft., two kennels, 3ft. x 2ft. x 2ft. and two

runs, 4ft. x 2ft. x 2ft. This aviary is portable

including 14 canariei; price £7 15s.; for particulars

and photos; J. Palmer, 108, Stratford-rd., Spark-

brook. <36 >

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES-
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
•Lcusands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-

card ; three tons cold every year ; Jib. tin

sample, 8d. ; 51b. 1/2; lib. 1/10; all post free;

eingie trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage iff

centre, 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist. Preston, Lancs.

r,rm

R:-Nij RTH <R ? WORKS BURSLEM
pqrjEirt aprlian c es for fan ci ers,

NESf.PANS; DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS.
FOUNTAINS. BATHS.' NEST EGGS.

AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS/ 60 SIZES & PATTERNS
FI X.- . SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS. .

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.

;
15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/- doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/. doz.

;

odd sizes made to order.
Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,

fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d., 4tin. VI/-, Gin. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 21-

each, two for 3/9, 6 for 11/-, 21/- doz.

;

zinc drinkers, 1/3 doz.; black tin, 1 /•

doz.; British show cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9;

three-ply wood travelling cages/ to hold

two cages, 4/6; 3 cages, 5/6; 4 cagevs,

6/6; bird sprays, rubber pipe and ball and nickel

sprav, 2/-, poet paid. See illustrated catalogue for

all ‘cage fittings, breeding cages, box cages,

Roller cages, seed boxes, etc.—ENOCH TAMS, Church

Street, Longton, Staffs.

FOODS.
PRIVET berries, 100 large bunches post free Sd. :

Samuel Young, Netmaker, Misterton, Somerset. (4)

PRIVET berries, Bullfinch's grand natural food,

135 large ripe bunches, 1/- post free: Mrs 1

. Teat,

Ermine-terr., Ancaster, Grantham. (82)

ANT eggs, special 2/6, 3/- lb. ;
dried flies 1/9, 2/-

1b. ;
mealworms, 2/6 1,000; dried ^gg yolk, 2/6 lb.:

L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-rd., London,

E.C.
WHITE sunflower seed, guaranteed own growing

this year, good quality, 1/3 quart; pqst free;

samples, 3d. : W. Bennet, Rose Acre, Bearsted,

Kent. <M)
MEALWORMS, 2/6 1,000; cuttlefish, 9d. lb.: ants

eggs, 3/-; flies, 2/-; insectivorous food, Cd. lb.;

price lists ; De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd..

London.
FRESHLY gathered wild seeds, charlock, teazle,

weed, and mixed wild seed®, all 6d. quart, 1/9

gallon ;
thistle, dandelion, and knapweed, all 1,6

quarter, 5/’- lb. ;
sesame, Tettuce, clover, turnip, all

6d. quarter, 1/6 lb.; pecko, 2/- Hi.; condition seed,

6d. lb.: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

MEALWORMS,, Mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-, 8/-

1b. : fine white gentles, 1,000 1/-, 3/- lb.; ants’ eggs,

3/6 lb. ;
dried flies, 2/6 lb. ;

yolk of egg, 3/- lb. ; in-

sectivorous food, 1/6 lb.; egg bread. 1/6 lb., Gnssel,

6d. lb.: Lark and Thrush food. 6d. lb.; cuttlefish

bone, 1/- lb.: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

UOUBLE screened Mazagan Canary seed, 27/- cw'b.,

3/6 stone; bast Spanish, 4/6 stone, 33/- cat.;

cleaned Canary grit, 31- cwt. ;
special mixed seed,

fanciers’ blend, without white seed, 4id. a lb., 4,o

stone • cleaned* ants’ eggs, 3J- lb., 1/9 half: iriLxed

birdi seed, 3/6 stone: Edwin North, 443, Manches-

ter-rd., Bradford.

FOR reliable Goldfinches and Linnets see my list:,

Rudd, Specialist. Norwich.
BULLFINCHES, grand cocks, suit catcher, 1/6:

F. Stowe, Bird Expert, Cornwell, Chipping Norton.
(26)

HEALTHY red breasted cock Linnets, 9d. each,

three 1/9: W. Hartley, 5, €lcvelund-st., Colne.

Lane. (31)

COCK Linnets, Ted- breasted 1

,
strong, healthy birds,

six, 2/-; dozen, 3/6: Horace Coote, 96, N’orfh-st.,

Luton. (83)

LARGE Welsh cock Linnets, selected birds, 1 /-

each, three 2/0: Miss Jones, Harlech House, Abery-

stwyth. (88)

F.M. cock Linnets, selected for song or eodiibition,

1/-, 2/-; a beauty, 2/6: Degg, 77, Hamilton-rd.,

i Longton. (8D
MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 561bs.

for 2/9 on rail, exchange British: Turner, 4, South-

gate, Sleaford. (34)

COCK Bullfinches, house moulted, 4/0 each, one

really beauty, 0/-, cages 3d.: Mrs. White, Mickley,

ltipon, Yorkshire. (31)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 1/6, hens 1/-; one cock,

sure winner, 5/-: W. Woods, Pioneer Cottage, Din-

nington, Yorkshire. (32)

COCK Linnets, 4/- doz., picked birds for show
or muling, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6: Cooke, 4, Wool-

paek-ct., Nottingham. (31)

BULLFINCHES, four good cocks, 2/6 each, 2 liens

1/3 each; house-moulted: Meadcn, Gardener's Cott.,

Reyford House, Frome. (29)

A FEW good cock Goldfinches, 3/-, 4;-, tall colour;

cocks. Linnets 1/6, Redpoll 1/-, Uhaliinch 1/-: Jones,

IS, Gadlys-rd.. Aberdare. (34)

COCK Linnets, picked birds, 3/6 doz. ; Redpolls,

2/6; well mixed seed birds, 1/-: William Fenn, Beck-

row, Mildenhaii, Suffolk. (31)

IMPORTANT notice. 50 magnificent cock Finches,

make good Mulers, caged months, 1,6 each, six for

7,6: Copp Stores, Hartford. (38)

GRAND young Goldie cocks, clean moulted. 2/6;
Yeilowhammer cocks, 1/-; 1/6 each: H. Wcish,

Cornstall-buildings, Stamford. (34)

G. LARDN'ER, Osncy, Oxford, offers grand cage-

moulted cock Goldfinch, 3rd Oxford, open last

week, 12/6; cage card sent. (28)

WILL buy Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, all kinds
iritidi Kir-ria hpr spx • writft statimr unces : Holvar.

IDEAL RINGS.— lil! embossed numbers, 6d. per

doztn. 2/- 5-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

" M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; lialf-cwb. 2/3; carriage paid

50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

FOR BREEDING STOCK. BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRIP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

In fact, everything for the bird room; send for

catalogue, post free, established 50 years: Sandi-

ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

SHOW CAGES AND TRAVELLING CASES
For all varieties Standard Club cages in stock

;

anything special made to order; sco my free illus-

trated catalogue.
if. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

PITCHFOR0.
We lead; others follow. Use Pitch-

ford’s Non-Splash Bath, the original,

our own design ; 4in. square 9d., 4Jin.

10 c!., 5in. 1/-, 6-5 x 55, 1/3. Why pay
more for inferior imitation. The King
Nickel Pump Spray, no rubber to
burst, 21-, post paid. Cage Frouts,

made by practical, workmen, not boys.

12 x 9 or 10 or 12, 5/- doz.
;
14 x 12, 5/t>

doz.; 16 x 12, 6/- doz.; 18 x 12, 6/6
doz.

; 20 x 12, 7/ doz. Best value in the trade. Odd
sizes to order. Pitcliford’s

New Registered Seed Box,
nothing like it; nothing to
equal it. Prevents waste of

seed, prevents dust accumu-
lating; easiest to clean;
birds can eat all contents be-

fore replenishing ;
wire-

hangers cannot coine off.

2in. wide, 2/6 doz.; 25-in., 31-

doz. ;
3in., 3/6 doz.; 4in., 4/-

Vo 640004 doz.; 7in -* 6'* doz
!

sal“Ple*Re^..o. 640.5J4
od improved all-metal

Linnet cages, best quality and Apish, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9

each. Yorkshire Union show cages, 2/- each, 6 for

11 /- 20/- doz. Norwich Club show cages, same

prices. British show cages. 2/3, 2/6, 2/9. For Travel-

ling Cases, Fountains, Baths, Bird Foods, etc.,

send for illustrated price list. Special prices to (lie

trade.—J. PITCHFORD, 218, London Road, Stoke-

on-TrenL

1
BOOKS.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices ; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. S76 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
|

EVERV BIRDKEEPER has need of practical bints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to he found in "Nutshell No. 9,” post fre« 2Jd..

from CacE Birds, 154, Flect-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

This preparation of Krekodync added to drinking

water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.

Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

British birds, either sex; write stating prices: Hclvar,

65, Patmos-rd., North Brixfon. (499)

BUUG, Birdcatehcr, Holbeach, Redbreaatect

Linnets, well on seed, 3/6 doz.; specially selected,

three 2/-; same address 49 years. (35)

TWO splendid house-moulted' cock Linnets, good

size and colour, make good mulers, u/- each:

Morris, 129, Richmond-rd., Ilford. (29)

BULLFINCHES, cocks, full colour, 2/-; extra

large selected, brilliant colour, fit for thow, 3/6:

Tom White, C’hacewater, Cornwall. (31)

COCK birds, Linnet, Lark, Redpoll, Greenfinch, 1/x;

hens, 6d. ;
Goldfinches, cock 2/-, hen 1/-: Miss

Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (34)

LARGE, handsome cock Goldfinch, 4/-; cock Bull-

finch, white feathers in wings and tail, 5/-; eatls.

faction: 65, Nonvioh-st., E. Dereham. (34)

TWO bold' house-moultedi cock Linnet®, singing,

2/6 each 1

: exchange both for singing Canary; offers:

J Woollardi, The Links, Shrewsbury. (30)

CHAMPION bousc-moulted cock Goldfinch, 8/6;
also cork Linnet, 6/6: both bred mules tills soaeon

;

approval : Webb, 22, Vrederic-st., Luton. (32)

NICE large cock Goldfinches, good blaze, make
good birds for mule breeding and exhibiting;

genuine: Johnson, Bootmaker, Slieringham. (31)

COCK Linnets, 4/- doz., Ud. each; ionic picked, 9d,

and 1/-; some singing, suit catcher, 2/6: cage for

same, 1/-: W. Jones, 29, English-st.. Hull (33)

LINNETS, Linnets, rose red-breasted .cocks, 3/6

doz., 2/- half doz., few show specimens 1/- each:

Bert Coote, 16, Windmill-st., I.uton, Beds. (25)

BOX- cages, the best to keep British birds in, 13in.

long,, llin. high, 1/3; send Tor illustrated catalogue

of 124 sizes; trade supplied: Tass, Jlucknail, Notts,

FOR sale, exhibition liouse-moulted Bramhleflnch,

Yellow Bunting, Goldfinch ami Linnet; stamp par-

ticulars: S tot hard, Beacousfield-st., Darlington.. (37)

NOTICE; cock Goldfinches,' 1/6, 2/-; cock Linnets,

Sd each, three 1/6; Redpolls, Green Linnets, Od.

each: Brain, 288, Lichileld-rd., Aston, Birmingham.
(28)

GRAND Corn Bunting, house moulted, good con-

dition : offers Yorkshire or Norwich : approval ; sell,

30/-: William Finnigan, 2, Victoria-ten-., CUmbus-

iang. ^33)

THREE twice house-moulted, cock Goldflnclic®, flfi

for show or muling, 6/- each : three 0 \ 3 cock

Greypates, 3/6 each : Rose, Tymedale, Carterton,

Clanficld.

NOTICE New double trap cages, 2/C each, In-

cluding two large beautiful Finches, trained call

birds; purchasers delighted; try one: Copp Stores,

Dart-ford.

SFl FCTKD large singing cock Goldfinches, from

2 /-. hens, 3, 2/-. 'Selected cock Linnets, songsters,

3, 2/6; approval, deposit: Win. Cook, 06, Klteliener-

i rd-7 Ipswicli. ,
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Have you had your Copy of

HYBRD8 AND
BRITISH BIRDS

And the Anatomical Model of a Canary

FOR A WE USE
AT HOME

Without Charge or Obligation to Order the Book ?

Get it Now ! Only a limited number of Copies remain

!

Some of the

Coloured Plates.

CINNAMON CANARIES
(three lovely specimens in an
Aviary)

NORWICH CANARIES
(three specimens)

LANCASHIRE CANARIES
(two specimens)

,

YORKSHIRE CANARIES
(four specimens)

BRITISH FINCHES
(four specimens)

THRUSH, BLACKBIRD, &c
(three specimens)

BORDER FANCY
CANARIES

(four specimens)

LIZARD CANARIES
(three specimens)

WARBLERS
(four specimens)

WOODPECKER, BUNTING,
&c.

(four specimens)

LARK, WAGTAIL, PIPIT,
&c.

Thirtyefour Coloured

Plates in all.

This is the most complete, the most up-to-date, and the

most authoritative book on Canaries and British Birds ever

offered to the Fancier ; the man who owns it and follows the

advice given in “ Canaries, Hybrids, and British Birds/' never

needs any other guide.

Every section is written by an expert, and the book

includes much sound knowledge on the important subject of

Canary and Hybrid breeding that has never before been tabulated.

The grand Coloured Plates of every known breed, and the

pictures in the text will be found very helpful to the serious fancier.

Description is unnecessary- in view of our offer to readers

of this paper to send them the book for two weeks’ Free use.

(See Free approval form below.)

GET YOUR COPY and the MODEL at once.

H.B,—We pay Carriage both ways if you
decide not to keep the Book.

Send that Free Approval Form

There .are Chapters on

THE HISTORY OF THE CANARY
THE BREEDING-ROOM.
CAGES AND CAGE-MAKING
NESTS AND OTHER APPLIANCE:

INDOOR AVIARIES
OUTDOOR AVIARIES
THE EGG AND DEVELOPMENT OF

THE YOUNG BIRD

PAIRING AND SITTING

HATCHING AN REARING
PLUMAGE AND MOULTING
MOULTING ON COLOUR FOOD
EXHIBITING AND WASHING
SHOWS, JUDGING, ETC.

PEDIGREE OR LINE BREEDING
THE NORWICH CANARY
BREEDING THE NORWICH

CANARY
BREEDINC EVENLY MARKED
THE GREEN CANARY
THE CINNAMON, THE LIZ A P.2,

THE CRESTED BELGIAN. ELC

THE YORKSHIRE, LANCASHIRE
EC.

HYBRIDS
THRUSHES
WARBLERS, ETC.

TITS, WRENS, WAGTAILS, ETC

STARLINGS, CROWS
LARKS
WOODPECKERS
BREEDING BRITISH HYBRIDS
CANARY HYBRIDS
DISEASES OF CACE BIRDS

ETC., ETC.

Post the

FREI
To-Day.

It costs you nothing and it commits

you to nothing,

To the WAVEBLEY BOOK CO Ltd., 7,0 & 9, Old Bailee
London, E.G.

Dear Sirs,—Please forward to me “ Canaries and British Birds,” with AnatomicafModei, for Seven days’ Free Approval
,

If, after examination, I decide to retain the work, lavill remit to you, on the eighth day after its receipt by me. Is., and,com |

mencing 30 days later, eight further monthly payments of 3s. If I do not wish to retain tho work, I will return it with t hr ^

model on the eighth day. after I get it.

For cash on the eighth day the price is 23s. 6d.

Name .

Profession or Occupation.

Address..

C.B.3, 1915,
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LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

aced 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;

P.C.' before lilrds: Minders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. OlB)

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, well on seed,

IJH <loz. ;
selected old caught cocks, 3/- <loz. ;

eatia-

fnction guarantees! : Marshall, 3, Camdcnrat., Snein-

ton. Nr. Nottingham. ("'

SELECTED giunt cock Brown Linnets, Here*

songsters, for show or contest, 1/- each, three 2/0,

safely packed for any distance: Seedsman, 103,

PrincesB-st., Manchester.
, . , „ ,

THOSE requiring a gonulno singing cock Goldfinch,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,

send me your address; will send to you by return.

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. . . .

ALBINO Lesser Redpolls, great novelty, all black,

price 7/6, very lino, Hell moulted Linnet, for

moulting out or showing, price 7/6: Pitohford, Bird

Specialist, London- rd., Stokcou-Trent.

EXHIBITOR'S I Must clear
;
two cock Bram.'fl, one

moulted ;
also hen Bram.-Linnet Mule, once

moulted; all lit to win club shows, 35/-
;
cash; ap-

proval ; Conkio and Loudon, 86, King-wt., Ayr. (36)

LINNET'S, specially trained for contest, 2/- and

2/6; show birds, Norwich type, good colour, well

pencilled, 3/•; beautiful Goldfinches, right for mul-

ing or show, 2/6, 3'6 each; Linnet cages, 1/3 each;

W. Johnson, Bird Expert, 35, Georgost., Leeds.
^

MISS KING, 63, Kingisbury-tcr., Dunstable, has

two bcajitiful red cock Linnets, also one brown, very

loud, pure wild note, would cult catchers for. call

birds or birdl dealers for shop front utt fictions, 1 /-

each ;
npproval. ' ^

WESTMORLAND cock Bullfinches, 5/6; cock Gold-

finches, 5/0; extra special Goldie, 20/-; giant cock

Linnets, 5 /-; cock®, Greenfinch, Yeliowhammcr, 5/ -

;

all lit. for keenest competition, and toppers; Kobin-

son, Bird Si>ecialist, Windermere. (35)

LOOK! Look! Look! Linnets! Linnets! Linnets.

1 have the finest stock of Linnets in the South;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 3/6 doz.; dealers

supplied; all kinds of British always in stock::

Chris. Hatton, 31, llichmond-st., Brighton. (33)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,

grand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two- approval ;
if not satis-

IleJ money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstajjje^

NOTICE. Cock Finches, specially selected for size,

colour, and markings; Siskin 6/6, Bullfinch 4,6,

HM Brambleflnch 4/6, Scotch Thom Linnet 3/6,

Twite 3/6, Redpoll 2/6, Chaffinch 2/6; all outstand-

ing specimens : Sutherland, Rambodde, lorrcs, Njg-

EXHIBITORS! Specially selected specimens for

keenest competition: Cock Siskin, 6/6; Bullfinch,

5/6; Scotch Linnet, 3/6; Twite, 3/6 ;
Lesser Red-

poll 2/0; Greenfinch, 2/0; Chaffinch, -/0.

Patronised by all the leading exhibitors and judges:

Ross, Aviaric®, Forres, N.B. •

FROM outside aviary, cock Cutthroat, Blackhead

Nun and hen Weaver, 7/6 lot; Whydah, full colour,

10/-; Green singing Finch cock, 10/-; hen White-

throat Finch, 10/-; rare Red-billed Combassou, un-

identified, 20/-; extra large cock Bronzewing, 7/6:

lot 50/-: Coe, 10, Ro9cndale-rd., Dulwich, S.E. (32)

EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monger
cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splen-

did deep square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bars

and buttons, can win, 5/-J few monsters, cocks,

selected for muling, 3/6 ;
week’s approval willingly

;

cash or deposit: Skinner, Bird-catcher, Murray-rd ,

Bristol. ^(500

)

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulijamcs eaye about them. ‘'Nutshell No. 13, 2»d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage

Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E'.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

THE pick of my season'e catch, 5 tiptop Goldfinches,

?/- each; 9 grand Finches, 3/6 each; 6 cock Bull-

finches, can win, 5/- each; picked cocks, 2/-; 4 true

type hens, 2/- each; 5 storming Welsh Linnets,

well pencilled, 2/6 each
;

3 big yellow Greenfinch

cocks, 1/6 each: W. Brown, Ightfield, Whitchurch,

Salop. (All guaranteed). <33)

COLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2jd. post free, from: CAGE
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published frequently.)

1 HAVE a grand- stock red-breasted cock Linnets,

4/- doz., grand stock cock Chaffinches, 4/- doz; cock
Linnets and Chaffinches, singing full, 1/- each, or

three for 2/6, six for 4/6; Redpolls, Chaffinches,

Greenfinches, 1/- pair; I can supply any quantity up
till April; exchange any above for mules: W. Darby.
41a, Spon-]ane, Aviaries, West Bromwich. (33)

SELECTED cock Linnets, 4/- dozen
;
Redpolls, 2/6

dozen ; 12 mixed seedeaters, 1/-
; cocks, selected for

6how ; large Corn Bunting, 2/6; Goldfinch, 3/6; Sis-

kin, 3/6; Greenfinch, Chaffinch, Yellow Bunting,
Reed Bunting, Redpoll, Linnet, Lark, 1/- each;
Twite, 1/6; pairs for aviary same price; well on
focal; J. Fenn, Bird Specialist, AVesteliff Villas,

Isleham, Cambs. (7)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2£d.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet st., London,
EC.
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets !!!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing witli caution

;
there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that " Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

No. 2, price 2jd. post free from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

GOLDFINCHES. Linnets. What a sight to see the
flocks of Finches roaming over the teazle fields of

Worcestershire. I have a big supply from all the
noted co tellers, a’! on hard> seed', nt 1/6 each, three
for 4/-; a few picked, very largo cocks, 2/- ar.di

2/6 each; extra special clean-moulted birds, superb
show condition, 3/- each, 7/6 for three; two grand
birds, can win, selected from large catches, 5/-

each. Hen Goldfinches, 1/- each. Extra fine lot of

cock brown Linnets, separately caged wc-ek9, and' on
seed and song, 1/- each, three for 2/-; few, picked
for contest singers, 1/6 each; three for 3/6. Cock
Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Redpolls, Gd each

;

few, selected for size and colour, 1/- each. Cock
Larks, 9d. ami; 1/- cadi; two monsters, ringing, 1/6

each. Travelling cages, 3d. extra; over three birds

Gd. AM birds warranted sound1 and healthy, and
sex guaranteed: Bedford, 131, Gooch-st., Birming-
iui ((l

t

SPECIALLY ADAPTED for the NEEDS of

FANCIERS & BIRD LOVERS.

T
HIS new preparation, having already been put through

the several tests, is found to fill admirably the require-

ments of a first-aid for the Aviary.

Zam-Buk in its veterinary form is still free from animal
fats, and, as before, is essentially vegetable in origin.

Veterinary or “ Bed ” Zam-Buk is so soothing in its action,

that it can be used with the utmost safety and assurance

of the best healing results. For Cramp, Baldness, Scaliness,

Scurfy Leg, Feather Disease, Influenza and Bronchial
Trouble “ Vet ” Zam-Buk is invaluable. Directions with
each box.

•

To distinguish “ Vet.” Zam-Buh from the Zam-Buh sold

for human use
,
Vetcrinary Zam-Buh is reddish in Colour and is

sold in RED TINS enclosed in a red-printed package. The prices

are the popular l/lg for ordinary size or 2JQfor a large box con- «

tabling nearly four times the small size. Of all Chemists and
Medicine Vendors; or direct from The Zam-Buh Laboratories,

Leeds. '

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, REDPOLLS, ETC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/- each, three

4/-, six 7/-; picked birds for muling, 2/6, 31- each,

three 5/-, six 8/6; Lancashire cock Linnets, 8d.,

10d., 1/-, three 1/6, six 2/6, dozen 4/-; Redpolls, 6d.,

9d. each; cages, 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6 and 2/- each. Send
for catalogue of everything. Established 50 yeans.

CAUniCDDn Ril'd Specialist and Judge,
DftNUirUnU, PRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 440.

FRElT ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
LARGEST STOCK IN THE NORTH.

Gentlemen, I invite you to see the largest ahd
best stock in the North. I have hundreds of first-

class specimens. Please note, it costs you nothing
to try my birds ; I send all out on 7 days’ approval

for cash or deposit. Give me a trial please, and I

guarantee you will not regret it. X am patronised

by ail the leading fanciers and judges, also Miss
Vesta Tilley, Tom Leamore, Pat Raffartyi, Dr.

Bodie, Fred Ricaby, and other stars. Look, it is

acknowledged that Mr. Harry Allen and myself

have tlie finest strain of singing Linnets ever

heard; our wins are too numerous to mention. We
have for sale, England’s champion contesters, H.M.,

mad, proud, and will sing anywhere, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6,

20/- each; also a grand lot of quality singing Lin-

nets, taught under . my undefeated champion of

England (cup winner), at 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 each;

these birds are same class as supplied to all the

leading Linnet singers. I have a nice lot of

kitchen songsters, 1/6, 2/- each, and a few good

youngsters, V- each. Catching Linnets, specially

trained for call birds, 1/6, 2/- 2/G each ;
time singers,

2/-, 31- each; real giant peartree cock Goldfinches,

on full song, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6 each ;
extra giants, with

deep square cut blaze, richly tanned, grand shape,

4/6, 5/6, each, and two monsters, 7/6 and 10/0 each,

win anywhere, one of this class won 3rd prize at

York with damaged tail— hard luck. You will have

to go a long way to ®ee a better class of Goldies

than these I have. Also a few giant Goldies, sold

as Scandinavians, 3/-> 3/6 each. I will advertise the

Scandinavians as soon as they arrive, if ever they

do arrive during war; monster yellow Greenfinches,

1/-, 1/6, and one topper 2/6; h.m. Twite, win any-

where, 7/6; H.M. Bramblefincb, a good One, 7/6;

Corn Bunting, giant, 3/6; cock Chaffinch, aviary

moulted, ready to win, 3/- ;
Norwich type cock Lin-

nets, with dxtra rich brown, feather like silk, well

pencilled, good heads and giants, 2/6, 3/6 each. I

have sent winners all over the British Isles. Gem
of a Redpoll, beautifully laced, 2/6; cock. Larks,

straigiit as arrows, fit for any bench and on. grand

song. 1/-, 1/6; and one a topper, 2/-; cock Gold-

finch Mules, giants, on full Finch song, 7/6, 8/6,

and one storiner 10/6. I have sold my champion

Linnet Mule at 50/-, but I have now the best

Canary on Linnet song ever heard, he is marvel-

lous, write for particulars. Cock Canaries, Yorks.,

Norwich, Borders, on full vigorous song day and

gas light, 6/6, 7/6, 8/0, 10/6 each. I have also a

few winning Yorkshire cocks for disposal, at 12/0,

15/0 each, guaranteed honestly worth 40/- each;

good hens, 2/-, 2/0; muling hens, 3/-, 3/6 each; state

your requirements, please, I can supply any kind

of British for show or singing; all on approval.

Write at once, you will be delighted; no waiting;

Fred Alien, British Bird Champion, 150, Portcr-st.,

Aviaries, Hull.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6,

three 4/-, six 7/6, dozen 14/- j selected, 2/-, 2/6,

three 5/-, six 8/6, dozen 16/-; Skylarks, Linnets,

Sd., 1/-, three 1/6, six 2/6; Redpolls, 6d. each, dozen

2/0; best birdlime, 6d., 8d., 1/-; cock Siskins, 2/0,

3/6 ; Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (24)

WM. SMITH
WARRANTED cock Goldfinches, 1/9, 2/6 each ; hens,

1/-
:
cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/3; cock Linnets,

1/- each, 5/- dozen ;
guaranteed safe delivery ; see

Canaries: Wm. Smith, 39, Tib-st., Manchester.

GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNETS

Gentlemen, I have the finest stock of British in the
North of England. Grand cock Linnets, on seed, Sd.

each, three for 1/9; grand cocks, caged off and in

full song, 1/- each, three for 2/6 ;
one special large

bird, grand pencilling and good whites, certain win-

ner field-moulted class, 2/6 ; grand cock Goldfinch,

2/-; one full-coloured large bird, grand blaze, can
win, 4/- : Goldfinch hens, J/-, three for 2/6 ;

cock and
hen Greenfinch, 1/- a pair; Chaffinches, ]/• a pair;

Redpolls, 1/- a pair; cock Skylarks, Sd. each, three

for 1/9; grand steady bird, singing nicely, 1/-; cages,

1/- each; four days’ approval, cash or deposit

Editor: Edwin North, Bird Specialist, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (500)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the x-ery best quality, specially picked for

moulting out winners. Grand English cock Gold-
finches, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, and 7/6 each; selected cock
Linnets and Redpolls, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each: catalogue
poet free: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

HULL’S LEADING SPECIALIST & JUDGE
for high-class British. The following are first-class

show specimens: Large yellow cock Siskins, 10/-;

monster yellow cock Greenfinch, 3/0; cock Bullfinch,

6/6; cock Bramblefinch, giant, can win anywhere,
5/6;’ also extra large well pencilled cock Linnet, 4/6;

cock Redpoll, one of the biggest and best seen, 5/-

;

and a few cock Goldfinches, picked from hundreds,

they are top notchers, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 each ;
cock Gold-

finches, for song, 2/0, 3/0; liens, J/- each; cock

•Linnets, full song, a treat to hear, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6 each.

They are all C.M. birds, not fresh caught birds,

which I can supply at 4/- dozen; cook Thrush, lovely

songster, 7/0; 1/-, 2/- each, muling hen Canaries;

cocks, 1/6, 21- each ;
approval; cash or deposit:

Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. U7)

~~SoftbilIs.
|

TRI5ESPARROWS, Treesparrows, beautiful speci-

mens; I/- pair; Stowe. (Sec Hardbills.) (20)

VERY line Fieldfare, 10/-; lien Lark, laid in aviary,

2/-: Bailey, Boyers House, Wcstbury, Wilt®. (33)

KING ot Songsters, Woodlarks, 8 cocks, coming

on song, 6 hens, 20/- lot: Squire, 2, Diamond-rd.,

Exeter.
GRAND cock Larks, 3/- doz., can supply new and

old customers; E. Rowe, 24, Wcst-st., Chatteris,

Camba. (36)

COCK Thrushes, 4/- half doz., selected 1/3 each,
well on food: William Wright, 54, 8hcl!flckJ-rd.,
Marshsidc, Southport. (31)
GENUINE cock, song Thrushes and Blackbirds, 6/-

doz., cash with order ; healthy, singing : Nash, Bird
Catcher, Kirkby, Sleaford. (34)
COCK Skylarks, largest, finest birds in England 1

;

genuine cocks, 3/0 doz.; six, 2/-; show specimens,
1 /- : Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (37)
GENUINE cock Thrushes, 3/6, Blackbirds 3/-, guar-

anteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, singing: Crisp.
35, Soutlmvill-rd., Bishops Stortl'ord. (500)

GENUINE hand-reared cock Thrush, 7/6; Blackbird,
5/-; warranted finger-tame, healthy, singing: Crisp,
35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stortford. (4761
COCK Blackbirds and Thrushes, real beauties, Sd.

each, 3/6 half doz.; specially selected Thru9h, 1/6;
well on food ; Stowe. (See Ilardbills.) « (26)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return: Mrs. DuttOD,
Dunstable.
LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12
months, 1/6; also hand -reared' young cock, 1/-;
approval

;
hear andi see what you are buying

; these
can ire matched to sing'any in Bedfordshire: George
Holt, Dunstable. (38)

ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2/-, hens 1/-; cock
Bullfinches, 2/6, hens 1/6; cock Siskins, 2/6, hens 1/6;
rcd-brcastcd cock Linnets, 1/-; Redpolls arid Green-
finches, ed. ; cock Woodlarks, 2/6, hens 1/6 each;
bright mixed aviary birds, 6/- dozen: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (38)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows 4nd contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3" tells

you. 2Jd. poet free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
possible condition ; together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “ Nutshell No. 4,” 2jd. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).
I HAVE a magnificent cock Sky!ark

r

almost as
large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show aDd
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly; Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full Information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in “ Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2}a. poet- free,

from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agent®; see list on another page.)
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice oefore pro.

cecding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “‘Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Fuli-

james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
most varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2Jd. from Cage Birds, 154. Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list ol agents ; call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

M iscellaneous.

FOR good British try Fred Allen, the well-known
specialist, of Hull. (39)
EXHIBITION British birds: S. H. Mays, Kihgsciiffe.
Wansford, Northants, has the whole, of his show
birds and cages for sale, very cheap; approval;
particulars sent. (335
MULING cock Linnet, 7/6; two Larks, 2/-; one
hen Chaffinch, 2/6; one hen Linnet, 3/6; and six
splendid cock Greenfinches, 5/-; make winners; cash
or exchange offers, or sell separate: Marnock, 16a,

Melvile-st., Lochgeily, Fife. (37)
NOTICE, for disposal, 5 handsome, very largo
cage-moulted cock Skylarks, also 6 grandi red-
breasted cock Linnets, been caged two months, all

good' songsters, 1/6 each, 10/- the lot; exchange
hen Canaries, or anything useful; approval with
pleasure : Dickson, Upper Union-st., Dunstable. (30)

EXHIBITORS, cock Grey Shrike, perfect, 20/-.«

cock. Goldie Grecnie, 10/-; cock Brown Linnets, 3/0
doz; Redpolls 2/- doz.; Skylarks 2/- doz.; Chaf-
finches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Redpolls, Treespor-
rows, Yeliowhammers, Skylarks, 1/- pair; Bluetits.
Oxeyetits, Robins, Corn Buntings, 1/6 pair; Gold-
finches 2/6 pair; any above large selected cocks,
same price: George Fenn, East End, Isleham, Cambs.

(36)

SERGT.-MAJ. MARLEY
Desires to dispose of his entire stock of exhibi-
tion British, including his noted great Grey Shrike;
stamp for list: 85, Manor-rdc, Leyton. (35)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each, 3 for 1/0. 0 for

2/0, 5/- dozen ;
warranted cock Goldfinches, 2/-. 2/6,

3/- each ; hens, 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d. ; Redpolls, Chaf-
finches, Greenfinches, all cocks, 6d. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

CANARIES.
Border Fancy.

YOUNG Border cocks, singing, from 5,'-, hens 2/3:
H. Brown, Limdin Links, Fifeshire. (33 )TWELVE pairs of Border Fancies, 7 6 per pair,
or offer for lot: Elder, Butclaml, Balcrno,' Mul
Lothian.

( 34 )TYPICAL Borders, dears and cinnamons, few nico
birds ready; approval: Hcslop, 114

, Bakcr-st.,

|

Sterling.
( 5 )

1914 buff cinnamon Border hen. good bird, 3/C;
approval; cash or deposit: J. -Kelley, New Buildings,
Frome, S0111

. ( 31 )FEW choice birds, related) to winners, 8 '6, in.q
pair, worth' double; approval: Andrew Dawson,
080 , Duke-st., Glasgow. (38)
THOMAS McCIUCDlE, 23, Fcrrogles-st., Maxwcll-
town, oll'crs a few show Borders, winners, also stock
birds ; approval willingly. (23)

SMART cock birds from 7,6, pairs from 100; right
type, rare quality; approval: Robson, 28, Cninden-
grove, I’eckham, London. ( 11 )

MORE cocks now ready, grnrM feather ami song,
cold room, 5/- each, or useful exchange ; liens, 2/6

:

Moscrop, Longtowri, Cumberland. (37)
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H. C. HUMPHRIES offers 40 Borders, excellent

stock and show birds; cocks, 8/6 to 30/-; hens, 4/-

to 20/- r 41, Elsenore-rd., Foroot Hill. (31)

NOTICE, grand lot Border fancy, for show or
tong, cock* S/fl, 5/-, 7/0 each, matched pairs 6 / 6 ;

approval: McKuand, Seabrlght, Custlo Douglas. (29)

WANTED, Border Funcy Canaries, ulbo Norwich
W'd Yorkshires (must bo healthy); state lowest
price to Grade, Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland.

(30)

FOR 8 nlo cheap, giving up, grand lot of Borders,
yellows, buffo and greens; also bird-room appliances;

state wants! : B. Green, 4, Eden grovc, Byfleet,

Surrey. (5)

BORDERS, show anil stock birds, rendv; Carlisle

6how, four entries, three firsts ; state wants ;
prices

reasonable; approval; stamp: Craig, Higli-st.,

Brechin. (30)

BORDERS, healthy, vigorous, grand type and
quality, cocks from 6 /-, hen6 3/6; inspection in-

vited: Robertson, .31, Adela-avenue, West Barncs-
lanc. New Malden, Surrey. - (29)

BORDERS, even-marked buff hen, 3rd Carlisle; buff

variegated lien, almost even, 4th Carlisle: clear

and marked cocks from 6 ,'-: hens from 4/-: Robert-
son, 22, Southesk-terr., Brechin. (34)

SEE report London, Carlisle, etc. ; splendid lot lor

sale, from 7/6, all colours; see my exhibits at Chel-

tenham, Sheffield, Hartlepool*; stump: George
Bennet, Bowmont Villa, Kelso. (31)

IF you want good Borders, buy now
; see report

Carlisle, no fancy prices; cocka from 6 /-, hens
from 4/-, pairs from 9/-; approval: Crabb and
Finlayson, lifontrose-st., Brechin. (27)

TWO beautiful 1915 cocks, clear yellow, very sweet
songsters, over moult, trained by excellent bird, 6 /C
each, 2 12/6; cash with order: Miss Osman, Lyn-
wood, Windsor-rd., Abergavenny. (31)

BORDERS, 1915 Canaries, as follows:—Cocks,
hens, variegated, greens, good quality, out-
door bred, reasonable to clear; guaranteed: Daw,
81, St. John’s-rd., East Ilam, E. (14)

GRAND buff cinnamon Border cocks, 5th Ply-

mouth, 12,

'

6 ; 3rd Bristol, Swansea, commended
Palace, 15/-: Wilson’s strain; approval: Bobbett,
Lynch Aviaries, Walton, Bridgwater. (39)

FEW high-class Borders: 1 clear yellow’ cock, 15/6;
buff cock, 12 / 0 ; 2 splendid pairs yellow cocks, buff
hens, 15/6 pair; several buff cocks from 6 / 6 : Smith',

Springfield Cottage, Longford-rd., Bognor. (36)
HAVING decided to reduce my stock to lower

limits, owing to present abnormal conditions and
future possible contingencies, I consequently have
for disposal some excellent Borders : J. Vickers,
Wigton, Cumberland. (33)

HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 100 youngsters, many fit to win, plenty
to select tfrom, in all colours, .show on stock, at
war prices ; approval ; stamp : Dan Hamilton, 239,
Low Waters, Hamilton.
G. W. SAUNDERS is disposing of entire stock

of Borders, winners and others fit to win, forty
birds in all. cheap ;

there are some little clinkers
amongst them ; inspection invited any time ; on ap-
proval; stamp reply; Thursley Hall, Haslemere.
Surrey. (33)
“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully now to manage these “wee gems” dur-

ing the breedirg season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2ld. post free, Trom “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-st., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents (Lists published frequently.)

1
Crests and Crestbreds.

j

CREST and Crestbreds. also cages, cheap: Shea,
229, Caledonian-rd., London, N. • (23)

FEW champion Crests, also cages, for sale cheap:
Mrs, Roberts, Stannahey, Newton-drive, Blackpool.

GREEN variegated 1915 Crests and Crestbred hens,

12/6 and 10/-; Joyce-Barnett strain: Rev. G.
Mullens, Chezoy, Bridgwater. (31)

SIX Crest show cages, splendid condition, 8/6 lot

;

three dark crested hens, three Crestbred hens, 37/6
lot ; T. Ind, Cotham, Bristol. (34)

CHAMPION Crests ; two young Crested cocks, can
win in good company, £5 each

;
approval : T. Billing-

ton. 32. Colborn-st., Nottingham. (36)

HIGHEST class Crests and Crested-breds. Best
value in World to day. State requirements, or list

free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
GRAND Crests, 20/- to 40/- pairs; must sell owing

to war; any worth the price singly; approval;
deposit : Calam, Baxtergate, Whitby, Yorks. (10)

GOOD Crest and Crestbred cocks, also matched
pairs, reasonable; bred from prize stock; approval:
Robson, 28. Camden-grove, Peckham, London. (11)

JIM TAYLOR can spare Crests and Crestbreds
cheap, same blood as my cup winners at Lochgelly
and Newcastle, winners 10/- and upwards: Robson-st.,
Shildon. (22)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,

many winners sold ;
some grand birds for sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.,

Nottingham. (17)

WANTED, large yellotv Crestbred hen, well bred,

early 1915; exchange targe Crestbred cock and large
(Norwich cock; approval both ways: Usher, Durham
House, St. Albans. (39)

WANTED, high-class Crests andi Lancasbires, yel-

lows and buffs, sihow birds; exchange very fine adult
pair of Cockatiels, (-plate hand camera and acces-

sories; offers: Ncave, St. John’s, Hampton Hill. (37)

GRAND healthy young stock, bred from prize

strain; must sell owing to war work; single bird,

10/- to 30/-; pairs, 20/- to 40/-; approval; seen
week-ends: Worrell, Ravenswood, St. James's-rd.,
Sutton, Surrey. (35)

SURPLUS stock, cheap to clear, buff hen, dark
crest and wings, 17/6; clear buff crestbred hen, 10/6;
grizzle crested hen, 10 / 6 ; yellow crestbred cock,
dark wings, 10 /6 ; massive clear buff crestbred cock,
21 /-; all are good value for the money; what offers
for lot: William Stevens, 9, Colvile-st., Derby. (20)
LARGE 1915 buff dark crest cocks, grand type and

plenty, feather, good crest, 15/-; also large 1915
clear buff Crestbred cock, good substance, head,
and abundance of feather, 20 /-; large feathery
variegated ditto, grand turnover, 15/-; all sound
birds; approval: James Hill, Halebank, near Widnes.

(34)

j Cinnamons."
ONE pair good 1914 stock bird?, 32/6; also several
good single birds, for disposal ; Flatt, 5, Bramford-
tane, Ipswich.

(31
)'

MASSIVE 1914 buff cinnamon cock, grand head and
substance, 20/-; healthy; approval: James H-il,
Halebank, near Widnes. (S<)
OFlAMPION-bred Norwich Cinnamons; J. Bevan ’a
latest win, Champion Cup for best in Show; can
oflor several nioe’htads, cither for exhibition or stock ; i

state want* ; 8 , Grove- la.. Ipswich,.
(37 ) i

Champion Yorkshires and
Norwich, etc.

Grand lengthy Yorkshire cocks, in perfect condition and full song, 7/6, 8 /6
,

to/-, 12/8,
15/-, 20/- each. Smart, erect, racy hens, 4/-, 6/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/. each. Matched breed-
ing pairs, 10/8, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/- 30/- per pair. Smart, thick-set
cobby Norwich at same (prices as Yorkshires. Exhibition Norwich
and Yorkshires. I have some grand birds bred from my own
well-known winner*. both Norwich and Yorkshires, at the following price*:
Cocks or hono, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/ , 40/-, 50/-, to 100/-. These are ready
for benching, and capable of winning their cost in prize-money. Songsters in
hold free song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each; will suit anywhere. Highly Trained British

Rollers, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/'-, 25/-, 30/- each. I have also a grpml collection of Create, Crest-breds, Border
Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Muling hens, etc., etc. Travelling Cages 3d. extra in all cases.
Remember, I invite you to come and make yourown selection. If unable to do so, I will send birds

to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at my mole risk. I guarantee absolute satisfaction
to every customer. Send a P.C. for my free illustrated catalogue.

JOE THOMAS, * Exporter,
“nd

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks
ESTABLISHED OVER 35 YEARS

.

r
Belgians,

CHAMPION Belgians, grand birds, disposal, same
strain my championship winners last two Palace
shows, cheap; approval; G. 8 . Baker, George’s-rd.,
Barnstaple. (32)
BELGIANS. Two grand typical pairs, yellow cocks
and large buff hens; also large buff cocks and
buff hens ; all bred 1915 from my well-known win-
ners ; no fancy prices; approval: Butts, 12, Lower
Maudlin-st., Barnstaple. (22)

/ Greens,
f

YORKSHIRES, foul buff cock, 7/6; yellow self
hen, 10 / 6 , yellow self cock, 10/6: Hooper," 142, Owen-
st., Hereford.

(33)NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-
each; approval; no single ygllow hens: Jenkins, 82,
Church-st-., Widnes. (471)
1915 green Norwich cock, healthy condition, well
on song, accept 9/-; bargain: Lavell, 16, Nursery-
rd., Bishops Stortford.

(35 )

Lizards.
|

LIZARDS.-^Giving up the Fancy, all my birds on
sale, show, or stock, also all my cages, glasses,
seed-boxes, drawers, nest-pans, baths; inspection
invited: Mrs. John Dewsnap, 14, Princess-st., Gios-
sop. (32)

Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire spe-qialiflt.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-knowu strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp; 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley„-Shellield.

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
of championships; good birds from 7/6 upwards;
approval; stamp: 6 , Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
6t., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

N LEESE, breeder of Norwich, winner of Crystal
Palace diploma and silver medal, Horticultural
Hall diploma, silver rose bow’l, gold medals, etc.;
a few good birds ready now; approval: N. Leese,
60, Alexandra-rd., Normacot, Staffs.

A FEW Norwich, for sale, cheap, large birds, both
sexes; inspection invited: Henson, 357, Bradford-rd.,
Manchester. (31)
FLEET, breeder and exhibitor, of high-class
Norwich; few good specimens to spare: 16, Kings’-
rd., Upton Park. (32)
FORTY pairs grand typical Norwich from 10/-, 12/0,

15/-, 25/- pair; inspection any time: Dawson, 089,
Duke-st., Glasgow. (23)
NORWICH non-flighted, 10 pairs at 7/6 per pair,
bred from winners: Di. Williams, 12 , Rosevean-rd.,
Penzance, Cornwall. (20)
A PAIR large, clear, healthy Norwich, for sale,
cock in full song, 10/-: Aldridge, Fetcham Downs,
Leatherhead, Surrey. (28)
NORWICH, yellow and buff, both sex, from 7/C;

also Crests and Crestbred, 7/0: Robertson, 8 , St.
Matthew-st., Dundee. (37)
TWO pairs of Norwich, 10/6, 12/6 per pair; two
Roller hens, 5/-; or offer for lot: P. Small, 67,
Western-rd., Brighton. (39)
NORWICH cock, 1915, hen 1914, and breeding
cage complete; bargain, 10/6: Peters, 45, Belton-
rd., Forest Gate, Essex. (35)
D. DEVOY, high-class, typical, Norwich cocks,
10 /-, yellow and buff hens, 10 /- each, pairs 20 /-:

23, George-st., Stranraer. (25)
ONE pair Norwich and a few unflighted cocks for

sale, decent birds ; approval, deposit reasonable

:

Wilson, Baker, Banchory. (31)
FOUR -pairs large typical Norwich and 2 pairs
Yorks, £3 10/-; quick bargain; colour-fed: Flatt,
5, Brajuford-lane, Ipswich. (31)
THREE 1915 buff green Norwich cocks, 7/6 each

;

good sized birds; approval; McNaughton, Weald
College-rd., Harrow Weald, (36)
NOTICE, grand buff cocks, 1914, 15/-, £1; few un-
flighted cocks, 7/6, 10/-; approval; Bond, 87, Ux-
bridge-st., Burton-on-Trent. (28)
THREE hen Canaries, 1 yellow, 2 variegated, 1

Norwich oock in song, cheap lot, 11/-: P. Owen, 19,
Lower Bar. Newport, Salop. ( 37 )

EIGHT pairs large Norwich, buffs and marked, 8/6
pair, worth double; £3 lot to clear; Wheeler,
Griffin Wood, Epping, Essex. (37)
TICKED yellow Norwich cock, winner, 15/-, also

typical pair 15/-; approval, deposit: A. Armistead,
Daisyfield, Bury, Lancashire. (35 )

LADY MURIEL DIGBY has good Norwich cocks,
also light and dark cock mules, lovely songsters:
Chalmington, Dorchester, Dorset. (28)
CLEARING all my Norwich, colour-fed, typical

birds, cocks from 7/6, hens from 4/-; approval : Hep-
wood, Aibrighton, Wolverhampton. (32)
WILLIAM PHIPPS for splendid typical massive
Norwich; winner over 100 prizes, also cup; ap-
proval: 16 Millplatt-av., Islewort h.

. (1 )
PRIZE and prize-bred Norwich cocks and hens from

7/6; K)14 and 1915 bred; approval: Handley, Coach
Builder. Lynn-rd., Waisoken, Wisbech. (31/

PRIZE bred Norwich Canaries, few good pairs,
colour fed, from 10/6 pair; also single birds; cheap;
approval : Webb, 22, Frederic-st., Luton. (32)
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for song or show,
cocks 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs 6/-; appro-
val: McKoand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (29)

FOR sale, about 20 unflighted yellow and buff
cocks, also a few unflighted buff hens; approval,
stamps: F. Cunliffe, 19, Lark-st., Burnley. (33)

FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs
from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy

;
approval:

Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Pcckham, London. (11:
LARGE colour-fed Norwich, for show or stock ; state
wants; approval

; also breeding cages on sale: Mrs.
Roberts, Stannahey, Newton-drive, Blackpool. (38)
WINNING Norwich, bred from Plymouth winners,

including winning non-flighted, prices from 3/6 to
£2: Andrew, Whitemoor, St. Austell, Cornwall. (31)

NICE typical Norwich, 10 cocks and hens, yellow
and buffs; see “Cage Birds” report Oct. 23, Claphatn
Show: W. H. Gardner, 52, Maxtcd-rd., Peckham. (37)

MR. ECKERSLEY has a few unflighted and year-
old birds of rare type and quality now ready ; write
early: 51, Francis-rd„ Edgbaston, Birmingham. (7)
FIFTY-SIX high class Norwich Canaries, aviary
bred, 'Clears and Variegated, 7/6 pair; terms for
dealers: W. Turner, The Ashells, Quorn, Loughboro’.
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, good size, type, quality,
cocks from 10/-, hens from 51- upwards,- fit for show;
colour-fed; approval: Grout, 64, Hughenden-rd., Nor-
wich.’ (34)
YELLOW cock, two buff hens, shape, size, and
feather, grand, 17/6 fo clear, and what offers for
twice H.M. Goldfinch: Goldsmith, Gillingham,
Dorset. ' (27)
GRAND year old buff Norwich hen for eale, fit

for immediate show, 35/-; inspection invited ; J. and
J. Hopkins, 9, Crompton-avenue, Breightmet, Bolton,
Lancashire. (32 )

GIVING up, grand yellow cock, winner, 20/-; splen-
did buff, winner, 20/-; others from 7/6; write par-
ticulars; approval anywhere: Salter, 32, Grosvenor-
rd., Rugby. (31)
SEVERAL high-class birds for sale, good size and

type, from winning stock, no fancy prices ; 6tate
wants, reasonable approval: Kerr, Richmond-rd.,
New Barnet.
TWO exhibition Buff Norwich cocks, ready for ex-
hibition ; approval, £1 each

;
also yellow hen, can

'win (N-.F.) 15/-: Mr. Pedder, 149, North-nt.,
Luton, Beds. • (32)
GOOD yellow cock, 15/-; clear buff hen, 7/6;
marked ditto, 7/C; trio, 25/-; approval willingly,
"C.B.” deposit system : Daw, 53, Douglas-rd., Maid-
stone, Kent. - (34)
THREE cocks, 4 hens; also Yorkshires, 5 cocks,

5 hens, clean and healthy, 3/- each to take the lot

;

two double breeders, 2/- each: Rogers, Manor Cot-
tage, Brackley. (36)
CLEAN, healthy Norwich colour-fed and natural
colour cocks, 51- to 10/6; hens, 3/- to 7/6 (Thomas’s
strain); approval: lluecroft, Beamish-st., West
Stanley, Durham. (10)
GRAND size, colour, typical yellow and buff cocks,

8/6, 10/6, 15/-. 20/-, fit for any company; .also hens
from 5/-; cash, deposit: Girling, Confectioner, 22,

Neusum-st., Norwich. (37)
SPLENDID lot of young Norwich cocks, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, and 15/- each; hens 3/6 upwards; cash or easy
payments; stamp reply; Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd.,
Hounslow, Middlesex. (29)
NORWICH Plainhsads, large, healthy. 1915 bred,

colour-fed and natural, buffs and yellows; cocks
from 10/-, hens from 4/-: Lascelles, Roborougli,
Vallev-rd., Streatham. (SO)

BUFF Norwich cock, third Preston, fifth Accring-
ton only times exhibited

;
splendid stock birds,

45/-; also few 1914 and 1915 Norwich; approval:
Stuttard, 23, Perth-st., Accrington. (27)
GOOD Norwich for Sale, cocks and hens, yellows
and buffs, cocks, 6/- to 15/-; hens 3/- to 7/6,
MacAndrews’ strain; approval: R. Bailey, 222, War-
rington-rd., Glazebury. Nr. Manchester. (S3)
MR. ARTHUR WICKS, Norwich, offers reliable

first<lass Norwich Canaries, natural cocks, 6/6, 7/0,
8/6, 10/6; hens 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6; pairs well
matched 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; approval. (33)

HAVE you read report of L.P.O.S. Show? I have
a few to spare related to my winners, which 1 bre<i

myself; stamp reply; approval; see Border-: G. V
Saunders, Thursley Hall, Haslemere, Surrey. (;;:j

R. SMILLIE has a few grand stock birds to part
with from winning strain (Grewar's) yellows and
buffs, cocks and hens, 10/- upwards; approval,
stamp; Valley-view Cottages, Cowdenbeath. (12)

TWO extra large Buff Norwich cocke, prize winners,
for sale, £1 each, on approval; wanted two yellow
or ticked unflighted hens, suitable for show or op-
prova-l: J. S. Bateman, 12, Greavea-st., Todmorden.

(35)
INIMITABLE bargains -in champion Norwich Plain-
heads; over eixty for sale, all 1915 bred, and com-
prise, among others, Clear Yellow cock, good type,
quality, good head, chest, price 11/6; large Ticked
Yellow cock, can win, very promising, lovely head,
stout, grand feather, only £1; marked Yellow cock,
beauty, full of quality, price £1, giving him away;
largo bold Clear Buff, can win at good shows,
grand head, neck, chest, close feather, 21/- worth
£2 2s.; massive' marked Buff cock, really grand
all round Norwich, price 15/6; marked Yeliow hen,
10/6; Clear Yellow hen, 15/C; another 11/6; monster
marked Buff hen, 'large head, neck, chest, price
12/6; clinking Clear Buff hen, topper, no mistake
about it. price 15/-

;
champion Clear Buff cock, also

Clear Buff hen, can win champion classes, £2 2s.

each
;

above in grand condition, through moult

;

approval, cash or deposit; note, none better ob-
tainable anywhere ; numerous winners sold annually

:

George Cubley, Lutton Gowts, Long' Sutton, Lines.
(24)

JAMES STARK, absolute winner of the Norwich
Amateur Challenge Cup; offeri* yellow cock natural
colour, local prize winner; price 40/-; several nice
hens, from 10/45 ; atainp, 110

,
Oak-st., Norwich. (35 )

F. J., LACOOIIKK has for sale exhibition and slock
Norwich, of size, type, quality, from 10/6; no rubbish
(tent out; all birds sold guaranteed bred from good
winning stock

;
state wants; approval: #2, St. George-

st., Norwich. (got
CHAMPION Norwich for fcalo, all bred from
McAudrcws championship Palace winning strain,
some grand birds for sale; approval, cash or
deposit; stamped enquiries solicited: G. Johnson.
4,Shaw-st., VVUgarr. (23 )

F. W. LAIDLOW, winner of N.N.P.C. champion
points trophy, also young bird cup, has bufr cocks,
yellow and buff hens for eale, bred from winners

;

prices reasonable; approval, 6tarnp: 65, Colston-st..
Bcriwell, Newcastlc-on Tyne. (82)
GRAND unflighted yellow Norwich cock, good head
and neck, bred from massive stock, make winner,
only 12/6; with lovely buff hen to match, 5/0: a
bargain, 16/6 the pair to clear; 6 days’ approval,
cash or deposit editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 448,
Manehester-rd'., Bradford. (38)
ALEX. G. FORREST, Solicitor, Perth, can stiff

spare a few plainheads, including three huff corks,
all brothers of unflighted yellow 3rd Lochgelly,
26/- and 25/- each; also yellow cock, brother of un-
flighted yellow hen, 1st Carlisle last week, 30/-; also
two typical buff hens, 25/- and 30/-; enquiries
invited. (30)
E. BAKER’S high-clase Norwich, as follows: Craml

large yellow hen, rare head, good wings and tail,

£1 5/--

7

massive short stout buff hen, good wings,
short tail, 12 /6 ; another, 10/-, smaller; rich colour'd
buff cock, grand head, body, wings and type, 17/6,

mated with variegated yellow hen, £1 10/- pair: !-..

Baker, Waterloo-rd., Ipswich. (34)

Where They Are 2

As I hold the stock I offer, you can with the,utmost
confidence send for any of the follow ing on approval,
or come and inspect; one and ail you will find

reliable bargains. Cocks or hens, colour fed, these
birds can be seen or particulars given, 10/6, 15/-,

20/-, 30/-; pairs, correctly matched to produce best
results by me personally, 15/- to 70/- ; other good,
honest Norwich at following prices : cocks, 6/6 ,

7/6.

8/6 , 10/6; hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6 /6 ; pairs matched
to produce best results, 8/6 , 10/6, 12/6. Cages, to

hold one bird, 3d.; to hold 2 birds, 4d. ;
for ail

others sep detailed current price list; easy payments
by joining my original bird club; distance no object’

W. Rudd, the Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Rollers & Singing Canaries
|

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.H.C.C.
Birds for eale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner lew and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1310)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred

from prize winning specimens of high rank; tail

particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. 060)

ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9;

hens, 2/-; Ross, Aviaries, Forres N.B. (36)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton, 10/6, 8/6 ,

7/6; hens 3/6, 2/6; approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd.,

Crewe. (495)

1915 Rollers, cocks, 5/6, 6 /- each, just on song,
hens 2/-: F. Burden, 58, Hall-st., Blakenhall, Wol-
verhampton. (31)

BEST quality rape for Roller fancters. prices 5/-

pe.r stone, 35/- cwt., samples sent; Ives, 85. Legsby-
ave., Grimsby. (29)

ROLLERS, 1915 clear buffs, yellows and variegated

;

cocks from 7/6, hens from 3/-: Lascelles, Roborougli.
Valley-rd., Streatham. (36)

FOR sale, 1 cock and 5 hen Rollers, all B.R.C.C.
rung, will accept 25/- to clear: Portlock, 8 , Combe-
st., Cleethonpes, Lines. CIO)

NOTICE, grand lot Rollers, cocks 3/6, 5/-, 7/6
each; matched pairs, 5/6; approval; McKeand, Sea-
bright, Castle Douglas. (29)

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4®. 6d. each: Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth, Wales. (38)

DEER Glucke Rollers, contest strain, B.R.C.C.
rung, cocks from 15/-, hen6 3/6; sale or exchange:
J. Jones, 15, Princese-st., Bileton. (29)

DEEP glucke Rollers, P.R.C.C. cock, from 7/6,
hens 3 /-; approval; few song cages, 1/3: Earnshaw.
Breeder,- 51, Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs. (16)

GRAND selection of Roller Canaries, cocks on full

song. 4/6 and 5/6 each; hens, 21- each; safely packed
for any distance: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., .Man-
chester. (31)

EXTRA fine lot of Roller cocks, 8 /6 , 10/6, 12/6 and
15/- each, hens 2/6 upwards, cash or easy payments;
stamp reply: Rossell, So, Whitton-rd, Hounslow.

I Middlesex. (29)

I ROLLER, cocks, full song, 6 /-, 7/6; hens. 2/6;

|

few suitable schoolmasters, 10/6, 15/-: and one
specially good one, £1: Standard Aviaries, Newton
Heath, Manchester.
GRAND cocks, well on song, 6 /6 , 7/6 each; hens,

1/6. 2/6; fancy hanging cages, new, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/-,

T: 6 ; box cages, 2/6; exchange Yorks, Norwich, etc. :

Broailhent, 355, London-rd., Sheffield.

F STANTON, Cycle Stores, Alcester, member of

B.R.C.C., has a few young prize-bred Rollers for

sale
;
prices from 10/G and 12/6 each ; a pair 12/6 and

15/-; particulars, testimonials; cash or deposit. (27)

SCHOOLMASTERS for disposal, pure Randalls,
glucke and water glucke B.R.C.C. rung, perfect-

liealth; one at 25/-, and 3 at 30/- each; bargains;
one scored 22 points at Bolton Show: Howard Ryder,
Clothier, High-st., Stourbridge. ‘

(33 )

HIGH-OLASS British Rollers. From -the best
strains in England; cocks, on grand song, 5/0, 6 / 6 .

7/6; cocks, with extra deep tones, 8 / 6 , 10/6 each;
hens, sane strain, 2 /- each, or 18/- a dozen; ap-
proval, cash or deposit : Day, The Aviaries, 77.

Porter-st., Hull. (37)

TO ROLLER BREEDERS
I am open to buy any quantity Rollers, cocks or

hens, will give good price for good birds and will

deposit cash; send particulars: Gledhill, Fltct-lane,

Queensbury, Bradford. (5)

IMPORTANT TO BREEDERS OF FOLLERS

Wanted, large and email quantities of Rollers,

trained and untrained; genuine, business meant;
state quantity and price: CundaJl, Tyson-st., Hali-

fax. (17)
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J. SANDIFORD’S
BRITISH BRED ROLLERS

Foil l<ls’ championship strain, also others trained

under Randall’*; price 7/o, 8/o, 10/-, i2/*» W'»
100 trained, all guaranteed, and on apjproviil, ntna

2/- 2/0, and 3/0 each; best lot of Roller* in I.iig-

land ;
Roller box caffes 2/0 each, with »hutter*, 3/0

each. Established M) year*. Catalogue 'post fret.

Saudi ford, Cunary Breeder and Judge, Preston.

|

Scotch Fancies.
|

YELLOW Scotch Fancy cock, an extra good bird,

Ini It green Ken, 11 the pair: H. Brown, Lundin

Links, Fifeshire. GW
r

|
Yorkshires-

|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

MESSnS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist; winners

thousands ol prizes leading shows; many chain-

nionship Crystal l’aluce, Including championship last

Palace show; not being able to exhibit owing to

illness can supply wonderful good exhibition and

stud birds; reasonable; approval; Lnngton 1 "C

“

Seotton, Knarcsborough, Yorks.

flLEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 80-guinea Chaleiige Irophy,

etc., etc.: 40, South Vluw-tcrr., Samly Lane, Biau

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,

breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries aie

blocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see snow

reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York

-

Miiivs that have ever graced the show bench.

Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;-

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries; 16, ^hann-

st., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (48b)

j. TAYLOR, 30, Aircville-rd., Frizlnghall, Bradford,

breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-

shires and Norwich; show and stock specimens

now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual

seven days approval.

YORKSHIRE cocks, good singers, this year's birds :

22, MontreJl-rd., Streatluim. Hill, (39)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, prize-bred, on song, cocks

8/., hens 3/-: Draper, 47, Palmcrston-st., Battersea

J’ark-rd. (^9)

BEAUTIFUL Yorkshire cocks, in full Bong, e/C

xml 7/C: W. Sprake, Tarampu, South Potlierton,

Somerset. (?3)

HIOH-CLASS unflighted Yorkshires, long, Blim,

solonr-led cocks, 0.-; hens, 4;-; own breeding; Barfe,

t’atcley Bridge. (®)

1’K R y ellow, clear butt cocks, green and cin.

narked ‘hens, £« lot; Andrew, Whitemoor, St.

Austell, Cornwall. (31)

T'\v KNTY puirs slim Yorkshires, grand quality,

Irom 15/-, 20/-, 25/- pair; approval: Dawson, 689,

iluke-st.
1

. Glasgow. (35)

MAGNIFICENT yellow Yorks, cock and buff aen,

Ogden strain, 50/-; or exchange for Crests; Pitt,

Chemist, Barnstaple. (29)

FOR sale, Yorkshire cock Canaries, 7/-, 8/6 each;

travelling cage, 3d. : Sam Hughes, 71, Grosvenor-

rd„ Pimlico. London. .

(""

)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, show or stock birds;

cocks from 7/C, hens from 5/-: Robertshaw, 69,

Hammond-st., Halifax. (3>)

GRAND lot high-class Yorkshire cocks, splendid

songsters, 6/6 each; must clear : G. Toliey ,
High-

lands, Woldiingham, Surrey.
.
W

HIGH-CLASS yellow hen, winner first prize, ;s/6,

huff cock, winner first, special, 17/6, cards sent:

Davies, Ferndalc, Craven Arms. (29)

HIGH-CLASS colour-fed Yorksliires. show or sto.cl;

;

cocks from 7/6, hens 5/6; approval, deposit: Sut-

cliffe, 40, Hammond-st., Halifax. (3i)

EXTRA GOOD
value In Yorkshire cooks at

SI-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-

each. VeTy smart lengthy hens
at 3/ , 4/-, 5/ , 61; V; 8/6, 10/6

each. Pairs matched to breed

winners, at 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-,

20/- per pair. All cocks on
song, and 200 to select from
in clcara, ticked, green marked
and cinnamon marked. Colour

fed and natural colour. Exhibi-

tion cocks gpd hens at 10/-,

mill! I .HI I I I II
12/6, 16/> uPwartls that

can soon win their cost. State wants. Also large

stock of Norwich and Crests. Easy payments taken

for show birds, and birds sent off at once, on re-

ceiving first payment. State wants, and send lor

particulars post free. Show birds at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-,

20/-, 25/-, 30/- each. Cocks or Hens. Over 100 win-

ners supplied last season. Illustrated price list

post free. 'Travelling cage 3d. extra. Seven days

approval.- J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizing-

hali, Bradford,

FOR sale, lengthy buff and yellow Yorkshire -cocks,

>/-; hens, 6/- each; 1915; M. Cobley, 69, High-la.,

3!iorlton-cum-Hardy, Manchester. (3<)

CLEARING out; several good Yorkshires from

first-class strain; cheap; approval; state wants:

Brooks, 2, Devonshire-rd., Horsham. (33)

YORKSHIRES, fair good birds for sale, cocks.6/6,

hens 2/6; also Norwich, same price; bred 191o: Scott

Thompson, Clanton, Northumberland. (S6)

TO dealers. 20 pair of good large colour fed York-

shires, clean and healthy, £8 the lot: Edwin North,

Breeder, 443. Manchester-rd., Bradford. (38)

THREE exhibition Yorkshire cock9, three show

cages and case, 40;-, or sell separately; approval:

Hugh Clunae, Lethen-rd., Auldearn, N.B. (29)

NOTICE, grand Yorkshires, for show or stock;

prices low - state wants: approval; deposit: Arthur

Radley, 57,' Lidget-st.. Bindley, Huddersfield. (34)

CLEAR yellow cock, buff hen, 10/6; variegated

>ook, grand songster. 10/- : large clear buff Norwich

ion, 6.'-: Hoye, Bedford-rd.. Hitchin, Herts. (34)

NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires, for song or show,

iccks, 3 /-, 5/-, 7,6 each, matched pairs, 6/-; ap-

proval: McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (29)

YORKSHIRES, from first- rate strain, in pairs or

singly, hens 3/6 to 7/6, cocks 6/- to 10/6 each ; ap-

proval, anywhere: J. B. Lenton, Market Deeping.

YORKSHIRES, grand unflighted marked Buff cock,

12/6, good stock bird; week's approval; own breed-

ing; no dealers.—Williams, 862, l’enistone-rd., Owler-

ton, Sheffield. (H)

MU. STUART has for disposal several excellent

Yorkshire Canaries for showing, from £2, also good

stock birds, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17,6, and £1: 14, Shep-

herds Bush-green, W. (22)

EIGHTY classical Yorksliires for disposal, prices

very low ;
exchanges considered ;

wanted. Foreign,

gramophone, typewriter, anything : Beaumont,

Nctheroyde, Ripponden. (37)

EXHIBITION 1914 Yellow York, cock, Grawhali s

direct, cost £3; Buff 1914 lion, Dyke's direct, cost

il; accept £2 the pair; great bargain; approval:

Dicks. Newcastle, Emlyn. (W
EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour-fed, long typical

young birds; cocks, 10/-; hens, 5/-; home any even-

in'", all day Saturday, Sunday: Breeder, 222,

Uibblcsdalc-nl.. Streatham. (53)

YELLOW Yorkshire cock, six times shown; he got

4 lsts, 2 2nd s ;
liis last win was at Doncaster

l-.tcr-Lcague Show, Oct. 30, 1913; host offer: II.

Middleton, Hemsworth, Wakefield. '-«)

MAGNIFICENT lot of young Yorkshire coc»s, S/6,

to C, 12/6 anil 15/- each, heno 3/6 each, upwards;

taali or easy payments; stamp reply: Lossell, So,

iVlutton-rd , Hounslow, Middlesex.

I’RIZF. BRED Yorkshires, cooks from 7/6, hens a, -

inward*: matched pairs, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- ;
large stock

w>ks from n - to 30/-; Approval, deposit: John

Aa.dlcy, 259. King-st.. Skelmantliorpe, Hodder -field.

(38) i

T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,

bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George's U-rr., Newcastle-on-Tyuc. (14)

YORKSHIRES. Cups, medal and prize-winners;

now ready for bench ;
good lengthy flights, neat

cariage; seo Plymouth report; prices reasonable:

Craven, Yclvcrton-tcrr., Plymouth. (4)

PURE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one

of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-

teed; thirty only, 12/6 up.; cash or deposit: Nat-

trass, Itabyavenue, Bishop Auckland. (28)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted strain; cocks at 6/., 7/6, 8/6, TO/- upwards;
hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (17)

CHAMPION Yorksliires, for exhibition and stock,

birds, none better; cocks in full song," 6/6; sure win-

ners, 10/6; hens, 6/6 each; ten days' approval: W.
Powick. Eastffeld Cottage, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (4)

KING’S celebrated Yorkshires; splendid length,

type and quality; cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 upwards;

hens, 4/6, 5/6, 6/0, 10/6 upwards; approval; carnage

paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge, York-

shire. (36)

W. EVERETT, Bagden Hall, Huddersfield, can

spare a few champion Yorkshires, cocks or hens,

exhibition or stock birds, from 10/- upwards; see

reports Skelmanthorpe, Hanley, Oxford, York sbows;

Approval ; deposit. *
.

(3“)

GENTLEMEN! I have some of the best Linnets

in Yorkshire for show or contest, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6,

fit for the keenest competition ;
others, 6d. each, 4/-

dozen; will exchange British for Canaries or Mulcts

:

Ingram and Sons, Bird Catcher, 54, Goulton-st.,

Hull
CHAMPION Yorkshires, unflighted! yellow or buff

hens,
’

10/-, 12/6, 15/-; unflighted yellow or buff

cocte, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each
;
large stock birds.,

2o

t

wo 30 /- each ;
matched pains, to breed! win-

ners’ at 15/-. 20/-, 30/- upwards; approval, deposit

:

Beaumont, King-st., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Rudders-

field.

GRAND upstanding cinnamon marked buff cock,

good position,, and over 7 inches long, 1915 bred, a

grand stock bird, only 10/6 ;
with lovely unflighted

clear vellow hen to match, 6/-; a bargain, 16/6 the

pair; "e days’ approval; cash or deposit editor:

Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-Td., Bradford.

GRAND unflighted clear yellow Yorkshire cock,

good length and position, can win small shows, only

yo'6; lovely green marked buff hen to match on,

6'-- sure to breed winners from this pair; 15/- the

pair,' worth double ;
6 days’ approval, cash or deposit

editor: Edwin North,, Breeder, 443, Macherteprfl,

^YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1), by H. W. BaUye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing with th “
,^
orcS

^‘
r

®fj"n
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and

exhibiting; also how to treat in both heaith and

disease: Cags Birds. 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C.

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires. for sale: cocks from 7/6,

hens from 3/6, matched pairs 10/6; noted winner,

1st, special Bournemouth, 20/-; clear buff cock. lst,

special Southampton, 40/-; clear buff cock, winner

"Cage Birds”’ diploma, 35/- ;
clear yellow

I

s*"

Southampton, 20/-; buff ^n winner Weteh National,

40/-: many other winners for Bale, cards sen • •

Egerton, 252, Priory -rd., Southampton'. (35>

List of Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.
OUR •’ NUTSHELL ’• SERIES COMPRISES THE

MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, Ac., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tell* you "In $ Nutshell” everything you

want tq know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2Jd.

1.—The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin,
3.—The Skylark. 20— Waxbills.
4—The Song Thrush and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22 Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary, Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Green Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 26.—The Smaller Insecti-

8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

8—The Disinfection of 26.—Tha Larger tnsecti-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.

10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
11 The Bullfinch. 28 Profitable Pet Cavles.

12.—How to Moult British 29.—Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
13.—The Chaffinch. tits.
14—Couldian Finches. 31 .—Fishing in River,

15.—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16.—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17.—The Grey Parrot.
FOR LIST OF AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature o/ the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-

tained : *Birds
, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room Re-

quisites; tBird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not
birds; XBirds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only Y Newsagents.
Abertillery.—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- ‘J. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley—*Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Bath.—G. Pooley, 31, St. James’ Parade.
Batley

—

*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon -W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.

—

TfJ. Donaldson, 21, CreAbam Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Heneon Street.
Birmingham tH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.—*A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool,—J. McKierman, 62, Raiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne.—§WaJter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.

Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—"John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds Rd.; *S.

Torpy, James Street; §J. Erringtbn, Four Lane
Ends.

SUT6LIFFE AND SONS FOR VALUE
If you want to breed winners buy direct from th«
breeder; 6ame strain as our National winners; state
wants; approval

; stamp for reply: 1, Back Kitsoiv-
st., and 21, Valley-rd., Windhill, Shipley,- Y’orks.

Various Canaries.
ONE grand pair green Yorkshires, 12/6; buff Nor-
wich cock, 7/6; buff hen, 6/-: Vickers, 4, Worth--st.,
Wigan. (31)

SPLENDID singing cock Canary, beautiful plum-
age, 7/e ;

packed free; approval; send P.O. : Rough-
ton, Boat Inn, Northampton. (6)

THREE adult pairs singing and Roller Canaries,

7/6 pair, the lot 21/-; indoor aviary: Wm. Shore
Baily, Boyers House, Westbury. (32)

FEW Yorkshires and Norwich for sale, cocks 6/-

to 12/6, hens 2/6 to 5/-; winning.otrains : Pritchard,

71, Napier-rd., Blakcnhall, Wolverhampton. (36)

LARGE Norwich green cock, strong, healthy, 7/6;

two dark crested yellow liens (medium), best

feeders, 5/6 two: Mills, 34, Sutton-rd., YVallascy. (31)

BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Bord-

ers, and Roller Canneries, cock6, 3/-, cock and hen,

5/-, postage 3d.; approval: McKcand, 15, Queen-

st., Castlo Douglas. (29>

GRAND eclection of lovely singing Canaries; cocks,

on lull song, 4/6 and 5/6 each; hens, 2/-; safely

packed for any distance :' Manager, Princess Aviaries,

163, Prineees-st., Manchester. (37)-

LARGE solid brass drawing-room cage, ruby panels,

oak bottom, real ornament to any home; bargain,

9/-; three Norwich liens, one common, young Nor-

wich cock, 12/6 lot, or singly; leaving town.—P. Kin-

noch, 22, John-et., Perth. (28)

EXCEPTIONAL, twelve yellow cocks, bred tbis

season from winners, hot colour, variegated and

clears, one or two buffs, and matched pair, cold-room

bred, from 8/6 each; approval, deposit; 2nd and 4th

Abertillery last week; H. Vaughan, Wamfelln,
Pontypool. (28)

CANARIES, Yorkshire and Norwich, show birds,

also about 40 other varieties, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 to

20/-; some very good liens, 2/-, 2/6; also pair of

Lizards, golden cock and silver hen, 20/-, or nearest

offer, or exchange Goldfinches or Mules: Ingram,

54, Goulton-st., Hull. (3®)

ATKINSON AND FIRTH

We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either

lor stock or exhibition; no frivolous prjees; dim.

mks. our speciality; see Yorks. Union show reports:

403, Rooley-lane, Bradford.

WM. SMITH
Warranted Yorkshire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6.

12/6 each; hens 3/-, 4/-, 6/-, 7/6 «jch; warranted

Norwich Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 each

,

hens 3/-,. 4/-, 4/6, 5/6 each; see British birds: Wm.
Smith, 39, Tlb-st., Manchester.

R. HECCIE'S
Champion Yorkshires now ready for stock or exhi-

bition; prices to suit all; winner outright of Y.C.C.

Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1st at aB

leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish

National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports.

Stepps, near Glasgow. (
J& )

NOW’S YOUR CHANCE!
Having bought a well-known fancier’s entire 6toek

of Yorkshire Canaries, show birds included, can

sell at the following prices: Cocks 7/6, 10/-, 12/6,

15'-, 20/- each; hens 3/6, 4/6, 6/6, 7/6, 10/-; pairs

matched for breeding 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- ;
Norwich, bred from my noted winning

strain at same prices as above; inspection invited:

W. Johnson, 55, George-st., Leeds. (21)

A HARD FACT
QUYLITY is the true test of cheapness. I want

you to make a comparison of the following with

any others offered at similar aiidi biEtcr pnees by

having on approval. Cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-,

20/-; pairs, matched, tor bre^ng, 8/6 »/6 10 6.

'C 15 /-, 20/-, SO/-; hens, 3/-, 3/6, 4/6, 6/6, 8/0.

Travelling cages, 3d. extra one bind, two binds 4d.
8
llrt f«e. Easy payments: W. Rudd, The

Bird .Sneciaiist. Norwich.

SONGSTERS! SONGSTERS!
Reliable, not the low priced hens sold as cocks on
“full song.” I invite all the previously disap-

pointed to send for full list, or come and hear an<)

inspect ;
not a shopkeeper : Ru<ld, Specialist, Norwich.

IMIUW.

Brighton *H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFinch and Godwin, Redeliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Ohurch Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.

Charlton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.

Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.

Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowee.
Crewkerne.—ISam Young, Misterton, S.O.

Crewe.—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O.; *G. E. Mor-
gan, 83, Y/ictoria Street.

Darhngton.—+J. Reynold#, 105, Y/ictoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby,—*G. Bouefield, 70, Pear Tree ltd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork 8t.

Dewsbury.—Aspey's, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.

Dublin.—'TM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.

Eastwood,—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Oo., 21,

Avenue Gardens.
Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountaihbridge.
Feiling-on-Tyne.—J. Croeby and Son, High St.

Cateshead-on-Tyne.—§John Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.

Glasgow.—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street; WiUiam
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Sbettleston; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market. , , , ,

Gt. Harwood-— 1i A. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rd.

Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thom.
Hanley.—E. S. InsulT, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins. 65, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,

Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-

ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich—lames ltaymcr. Dog’s Head Street.

Jarrow-on-Tyne.—YM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley,—tE. Phijlipson, 41, Market Place.

Kingston-on-Thames—§J. and B. Marsh, Market PI.

Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington

Street.
Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132, King St,

Kirkcaldy—tW. R. Gibson, 68, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St.

Leamington Spa.—YE. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.

Leigh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.

Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.

Leeds—fB. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse Lane.

Leek—§T. Messham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane; *J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; JB. Roberts, Bird

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.

Longton—’E. Tama, Church Street.

London—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch ; 852,

Upper-st., Islington; G. H. Hooper, 216, Forcst-rd.,

Walthamstow; 1C. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St., Wal-
worth-rd , S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal

Green-rd. ;
J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd. ; A. E.

Worth 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Mower,

1 War’doli-rd., Fulham, S.W. ; A. Dosactt, Ladbrokc-

ov. W.; S. Silyeridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C.; ‘Win.

wiuteley’s, Ltd.," Westbourne-gv. ;
*A. W. Gamage,

Ltd ,
Holborn ; J. Jeffrey, 209. York-rd., Batter-

Bea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vaughan-mL, S.E.

;

6Lewis and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane, and 280, York-

rd Wandsworth: Johnson, 20, Clevelandst., W.

;

T W Parkyn 62, East-st., Walworth; Simpson

and Co.. 137. High-st., Camden Towm N.W.; E, E.

Wilson, 407B, West Gfeen Rd.. NT* W. and E.

Rolfe 101 Bridport-placc, Hoxton; C. Roehl, 400,

Edeware-r’d.; O. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-

rd Willesden Green ; J. H Morris and Co., 670

and 642 Harrow rd.; Miss Tomkins, 11, Higli-rd.,

|
MULES—HYBRIDS, |

WANTED, singing cock Mules ;
exchange high class

Yorkshires: Clegg, 120, Westgate, Dewsbury. (39)

SPLENDID Linnet Mule, Goldfinch notes, in full

song, suit catcher, 12/6 ;
bargain : Turnbull, Mont^

gornery. (33)

SIX 1915 cockerels, crowing, sell 12/6, or exchange

for 2 cock mules: Mrs. Wagstaff, Victoria-st., Sels-

ton, Notts. _ (88)

GOLDFINCH-Linnet-Canary Hybrid, also Redpoll

and Bramblefinch, cage-moulted; what offers: Gott,

Westwood, Leeds. (31)

FEW good cock Goldfinch Mules, 6/- each
;

pair

a.m. Chaffinches and show cage, 56/-: Lewis, 55, Leti-

tia-et., Middlesbro’. (34)

EXHIBITORS, dark Goldfinch mules, see L.P.O.S.

novice report; what offers, cash: Snow, 31, North

Worple Way, Mortlake. (39)

YELLOW Siskin Canary, 10/-; Magpie Mannikin, 6/-;

Blackfieaded Weaver, 4/-: Edmund Lamb, Thetford-

rd., New Malden, Surrey. (39)

COCK Goldfinch Mules, splendid songsters, 5/6 each;

yellow and buff Sib. bred hens, 2/6 and 3/6; approval,

deposit: Comben, Outfitter, Portland. (38)

EXHIBITORS. Two cock Goldfinch-Redpolls and 2

Goldfinch-Greenfinch, cock and hen, hybrids, bred

1914 and 1915: Williams, 18. E'lgin-st„. Kirkcaldy. (37)

GRAND muling Welsh cocks. Goldfinches, with

large hen Canary, 41- pair; approval, deposit: Jones.

Vine Cottage, Station-rd., Bagilit, Flintshire. (32)

COCKS, one grand dark Goldfinch Mule, 5/-; three

good Welsh Goldfinches, 2/6 each, 6/- the three; ap-

proval : Rogers, Oswallt House, Caerwys, Flintshire.

HTHI OTA, txa) i un*i u* | *«*»"•• — » — » o— ^ <i

Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 894, Lillie Rd., Ful- I

ham. S.W. *

Manchester.—*A. G. Daviea, 110 & 112, ’ J1,

Kremner, 104, Tib-et. ; W. Jackson, 12, Livers*.,

Hulrnc ; YJohn Heywood, Ltd.. Deansgate; *Dutr

tons, 51 & 53, Tib-st. ; *W. Smith, 98, Tlb-st.

Mansfield—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew s Ter-

race, Littlewortli, and 7, Queen Street

Middlesbrough—P. Corr, 5, Suffleld Street.

Middleton Junction—F. Buckley, 21, Grimshaw lane.

Miliom.—§W. T. H. Cartwright, 7, St. George o Ter.

Macclesfield C. Cross, 17, .Derby St.

Nelson.—tJohn England, 102. Scotland Road.

Newcastle-on-Tyne—»J. MacKenzie, 59 and 61, HIM
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Fnar Street,

and 31. Nelson Street.
. e . .

Newcastle, Staffs—*A. Griffiths, 23, Mcrriat Street.

Newport, Mon.-T. W. Mitchell. 12, Upton Road.
_

Nottingham «W. Cottingham, Pevenl btree*.

(Armitage Bros., Caetlegate.

Oldham—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Hensliaw Street.

Ossett—P. Imeoon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.

Openshaw—F. Waahbourne, 401, Atoton Old Road.

Oxford—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.

Plymouth.—tR. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Stieet.

6 W. H. B'.eon, The Market.
Portsmouth—H. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett Road

Preston—*J. Sandiford, North Road ;
Matt. Hop-

kins, 11, Fylde Street.

Rawtcnstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.

Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.

Rochester.— IjT. Burgess, Corn Merchant.

Sheffield *J. Mace, Exchange Street; .J. Lewis, fie.

Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.
Shettlcston, Scotland.— §.T. Ward, 178, Main -At.

Shildon—C. Sinclair, 26, Gal butt Street.

Stamford—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street

St. Helens—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.

St. Ives—YFrank Lake, Tregenua Place.

Stoke-on-Trent.—*J. Pitcliford, 218, London Road.

Swansea—IMagga liroa.

Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, Monson Road.

Tunstall—W. Watson. 6, Paradise Street.

Wigan. T. Summers and Son. 03. Darlington Street.

Wallsend-on-Tyn* *Wm. Cnckbnrn, 106. Hlgh-st.. E.

Watford. - J. Wombwcll, lligh-st.; J- Goodall, Mar-

West Hartlepool—D. Coomhc*. 63, Stockton street.

Worthing—*F. Moore, South Farm Road.

Wrexham.—(E. A. Hamlet, 7. ChaTles Street.

Yorks— J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviarlee, f,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorkk.

Agents wanted everywhere; tor terms write to tn«

Publisher, "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St., London, E.C,
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LARGE dark 1915 cock Goldftfieli Mule, Goldfinch,

our, 7/6, or exchange large yellow, 1915, Norwich
cock: Dolf, 40, Coopterr., N c walla m, Northurnlior-

land. (29)

LARGE pink-eyed Slh.-brcd liens, suro llRlit Mule
breeders, 6/0 each; cocks in (nil song, 7/0 each; ten
days' approval ; W: l’owick, liastfleld Cottage, Dews-
bury. » (33)

STRONG, healthy muling hen Canaries, yellows

3/6 each, bn It's 2/6, cold room; approval, deposit;
largo cock Greenfinch, bred mules, 2/6: A. .1.

.Underwood, 21, Wellington st., Kettering. (?8)

LINNET mule, 1914, vaTieg-atodl warranted all

Linnet, song, 12,41; handicap Linnets, for sale, all

4tt for rail, exchango for house-moulted Goldfinches
and young mules: Lee. 8, Laura rd., Tottenham. (29)

GENUINE Sihs., can spare three yellow cocks, one
bred light Mules with hen Goldfinch, 7/6 each: no
hens; large h.m. cock Greenfinch, ditto Mealy Red-
poll. well marked, 5/- each; approval: Hill, Jeweller.
Longtown. Cumberland. (35)

HYBRIDS and Mule Breeders.—Must dispose of the
following high-class Britishers (a. ill.), cocks: two
Goldfinches (millers), 9/-; two Bramblefinchcs (one
a gein), 5.-; Bullfinch, 3,6; two Linnets (grand
birds), 4s. 6d.. 3As. 16t. ; cash or deposit: llarpham,
Printer. Spilohy, Lines. (32)

B. ROBINSON, member N.B.B. and M.C., oilers

for sale, two Goldfinch Mules, 10/- each; Linnet
Mule, 10/- : two Greenfinch Mules, 7/0 each; Siskin,

2nd Oxford, beaten by best bird in show, with show
cage, 20/-; Bramblclinch, 2nd mixed class, Redditch,
and show cage, 12, 0 : hen Bramblettnch and show
cage, 12/0: hen Brambleftnch and show cage, good,

10/-; fine Jonque Greenfinch, 3rd Birmingham only

time shown, 15/-; two Goldfinches, big winners Welsh
shows, 15/-. 20/-; also Greypate, will make champion.

7/0; any of the above will be sent on approval if

carriage paid both ways; letters: Heathfield House,
.Webheath, Redditch. (34)

[dovesTI
BEAUTIFUL pair of Cream 'Turtle Ring Dovea,

nesting, adults, perfect plumage, unrelated, 2/6

;

.Wilsher, 51, Lunns-aven., Colwick-rd., Nottingham.
(31)

fFOREIGN BIRDS?]
INDIAN Rock Mynah, show plumage, 40/-: Day,

.77, Porter-st., Hull. (37)

FOR sale, four pairs Diamond Doves, 35/- a pair:

Mrs. Turner Turner, Abbey Spring, Beaulieu,
Hants. (28)
BUDGERIGARS from clean, well kept aviaries;

yellows, 7.-, green, 6/-: Robertshaw, 59, Harmnond-
*t., Halifax. (37)

BUDGERIGARS, cocks, 2 for 4/-; tame, from out-
side aviary; cock t'oekatiel, 8/6, aviary bred: F.
Hill, Southwold. (32)

GREEN Budgerigars, 1915, outdoor aviary bred, i/6

pair, strong and healthy : Kerr, Prestbury-court,
Prestburv, Glos. (38)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor aviary bred, 6/- pair;

cocks, 2/6; hens, 3/6; young, 5/- pair: Hay, 5, Wood-
lands-rd., Barnes. (22)

ONE pair green and one pair yellow Budgerigars,
fine birds, green 4/6, yellow 5/6 : Thompson, Children
Inspector, Uedhill, Surrey. (33)

BUDGERIGARS from outdoor aviary; yellows, 6 0

pair; few yellows, bit rough, 4/-; greens, 3/-:

Criddcford, Lapford, North DevAn. (29)

SALE, adult pair Itingnecks, splendid condition,

outside aviary, tiave bred, 25/- pair; overstocked:
Mrs. Bonnick, East Hoathly, Sussex. (28)
GREEN long-tailed Parrot, talks, champion whist-

ler, with indestructible cage, 35/- : exchange breed-
ing Budgerigars: 17, Pcmbroke-rd., Walthamstow. (39)

GREY and Red Parrot, with cage, very tame, walk
all round cage, great pet, sell 30/- or otters

;
seen

any time: Tomson, 111, High-rd., Willcsden Green.
(39)

SPLENDID Talking Amazon Parrot, talking,
guaranteed finger tame, £3 10,-, or will exchange
Canaries, Mules, etc. : Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st.,

Hull. (37)

PAIR Blue Mountain Lories, on seed, £4 41 -.;

green-billed Toucan, £2 10 /
- ; Gays Bunting, £2;

all show condition: Goddard, Nortlicote, Clarendon
Park, Leicester. • (26 )

SPLENDID Talking African Grey Parrot,
thoroughly acclimatized, accept £4, with cage; ex-

change Canaries, poultry, etc.: Seedsman, 163,

Princess-st., Manchester. (37)

AMAZON Parrot, good talker, 4 years old, £4 ;

also splendid talking Rock Parrot. £3 10s.; part
exchange: Miss Bedford, Wardrobe Shop, 34, Oakley-
st.. Waterloo’-rd., Lambeth. (38)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible. 51- pair;
selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; coker-
nut husk nests, 6<1. each, 51 - dozen : Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (34)
TWO fine Orange and Black Weavers, in full

colour, 1 Senegal ditto, one of colour: cocks, 2

pairs of Budgerigars, 1 odd cock, all outdoor aviary

:

Roberts, 96, High-st.. Aylesbury, Bucks. (32)

MAGNIFICENT pairs of green Budgerigars,
largest in England, sure winners, price C/C a pair;
six days’ approval: cash or deposit Editor: Edwin
North, Breeder. 443. Manchester-rd.. Bradford. (24)

BLUE-FRONTED Talking Amazon Parrot, says
several sentences, mimic, laugh, perfectly tame, will

leave the cage; make very interesting companion;
large cage: 50/-, or reasona-.le otter to kind home:
Fish Saloon, 266, Dudley Port. (37)

COCKS : Rosella, Green Cardinal, Zebras. Amherst
Pheasant: pair Peach-faced; want, hens, Plum and
Blossom heads; also other Parrakeets; dog, black
and tan Terrier, 3 months, ljlb. : cheap: Miss
Clare, 194, Coombe-tune. Wimbledon. f31)

WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakeets, cither
Quakers, Ring-necks, Cockatiels, or any hardy specie

;

will give 6- each for any number; also otter 14 -

each for Rosey Cockatoos: G. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham. Telegrams : Parrakeet. ’Phone,
Central 689.

THOSE who have bought or those who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17.”

it only costs 2}d. post free, but the tips it gives are
priceless: from: Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published
frequently.)
SMALL select stud of highest class red saddle fan-

tails (Gray's), and also of Archangels, including
Palace winners, exchange Parrakeets, Bourke’s, or
Bloodrumps, etc., or Black-cheeked Lovebirds, or,
in part, for yellow Budgerigars, or 6ell: Eastwood,
Westbury, Odiharn, Hants. (35)

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

6CALE of CHARGES, which mull be fully PREPAID

^-incli 2/-, £-inch 3/-, 1 inch 6/-

MU/RKiRK Annual Open Show
will bo held Nov. 13th.

Border Fancy, Canary, and two British Bird classes.
D. Hamilton (Hamilton) adjudicates. Border Fancy
medal, also Border Fancy novice medal. Entries
close Tuesday, Nov. 9th, from JAS. G. TORBETT,
Sec., Smallburn, Muirkirk.

The greatest show in the North.

SUYDON - 01 - TTNE
11th Open Show,

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 12th and 13th, 1915,

in St. Cuthbert'3 Church Hall. Classification: Nor-

wich 11, Yorkshires 11, Crests 9, Border Fancy 18,

Cinnamon 1, Lizards 1, Mules 2, Selling Classes 4,

British 7, Foreign 1, Hyde’s 1 ; and under the

patronages of the N.C.C., N.Y.C.C., B.F.C.C.,

N.B.F.C.C., G.C.A., O.N.P.C., N.B.M. and F.B.C.,

N.N.P.C. Specialist judges: H. W. Battye, Hud-

dersfield; T. Dixon, Bedlington; J. Maddison, New-

castle. Entries close Nov. 6, 1915. For schedules

apply—G. HAVVER, i, Theresa Street, Blaydon-on-

Tyne.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 211.

GLASGOW
and District

G.B.A. GREAT OPEN SHOW,

NOVEMBER 12 & 13,
Specialist judges. Entrance fee 2/-, Prize money 30/-

per class. Will exhibitors who have not a schedule,
enter from undemoted classification:—Nor., 1, Cl.
or Tkd. Yell. Ck. ; 2, ditto Buff; 3, Var. Yell. Ck.;
4, ditto Buff ; 5, Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen; 6, ditto Buff;
7, Var. Yell. Hen: 8, ditto Buff; 9, Non/F. Ck.

;

10, ditto Hen; 11, Unflig. Cl. or Tkd. Ck.; 12, ditto
Buff; 13, Unflig. Cl. or Tkd. Yell, hen; 14, ditto Buff;
15, Unflig. Var. C. ; 16, ditto Hen; 17, Nor. Ck.; 18,

ditto hen ; 19, 15/- Sell. Ck. ; 20, ditto Hen. Crests

:

21. Crest Ck. ; 22, ditto Hen : 23, C. Bred Ck. ; 24,

ditto Hen ; 25, £1 Sell. Cl. ; 26, Border Cl. or Tkd.
Yell. Ck.; 27, ditto Buff; 28, Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen;
29, ditto Buff ; 30, Even Mk. Ck. or Hen ; 31, Var.
Yell. Ck.: 32, ditto Buff; 33, Var. Hen; 34, Green or
Cinn. Yell.; 35, ditto Buff; 36, 10/- Sell. Cl.; 37,
Yorks. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Ck.; 38, ditto Buff; 39, Cl.
or Tkd. Yell. Hen; 40, ditto Buff: 41, Var. Ok.; 42,

ditto Hen; 43. Unflig. Yell. Ck. ; 44, ditto Buff; 45,
Unflig. Hen; 46, £1 Sell. Class; 47. Can. A.V. Mules:
48, Dr. Goldie; 49. Dk. Linn, or Greenie; 50, Can.
Mule, A.V. except Can. Bu'lie: 51, Light Mule, A.V.;
52, Bullf. Hyb., inch Can.-Bullf.; 53, A.V. Hyb. : 64,
10/- Sell. Class. British: 55, Goldie, H.M. : 56, ditto,
F.M. ; 57, Bullf. ; -58, Linnet, H.M. : 59, ditto, F.M. ;

60, Siskin: 61, Redpoll or Twite; 62, Lesser Redpoll;
63, Greenf., H.M.; 64, ditto F.M. ; 65. Chaff.; 66,
Bramblef. ; 67, Yellowliammer ; 68, A.V. Bunt, or
Finch: 69, Small Softbill

; 70, Large; 71, Bullf. Hen;
72, A.V. Seed-eat.. H.M. ; 73, 7/6 Sell. Cl.: 74, Foreign
Goldie; 75, Small Foreigner; 76, Large ditto. Entries
accepted till Monday, Nov. 8th, first post. Secy.,
Wm. Hutchison, 167, Hospital Street, Glasgow.

LEITH Grand Annual Show in

T^^Junction Road Church Halls,
Saturday, 13th Nov. Doors open at 1 p.m. Admis-
sion fourpence.— G. W. Brown, Secy., 8, Elm Place,
Leith.

C"|SJER
GRAND OPEN SHOW

Under the patronage of S.B.F.C. and G.C.A., Nor.
and York. Sections.

NOV. 13th
Judges, Mr. H. W. Battye and Mr. Jos. Guy.

47 Classes. Numerous Specials, including 2 Cups
to be won outright. Trize money, 10 entries, 10/-,

5/-, 3/-, 2/-; 20 entries, 12/-. 6/-, 3/-, 2/-; 30 entries,
14/-, 7/-, 4/-, 3/-, 2/-. Exhibitors who desire to
have birds held over till Monday can do so on
notifying Secretary, with entries. Quick direct
train service to all parts. Entries close Nov. 6.

Schedules new ready from— L. Cavanagh, "Berwyn,”
Vicar’s Cross, Chester.

ARGAT

E

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbit, and Cage Bird Show, Nov.
24th and 25th; open to all England. Judges: Messrs.
P. narrower (Pigeons); Geo. Gardner (Cage Birds).
Four cups, rose bowl, silver spoons, 8 silver medals,
and over 50 other specials. Entries close Pigeons,
Nov. 13th; all others Nov. 17th. Schedules now
ready. E. W. Horne, Ellington Avenue, Garlinge,
Westgate-on Sea.

HETTON LE HOLE Show’, Saturday"" Novi
23th, 1915. Entries close Nov. 13th. Btm. judge, R.
Stainthorpe; C.B.'s, A. J. Notley; Pgns., J. Tubman,
prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Eqtry fee, 1/6. Schedules
apply— Notley, 1, Minor St., Hetton Downs, Durham.

ARDWICK
And Manchester Dist. C.B.A. 2nd Annual Open Show,
November 13th Patronage N.P.C. and L. and f..F \

St. Thomas’s Schools, Ardwlck Green. Good clarification. Prize money 10/-, 6/-, 3/-, 2/ . Entry fee 1/6.

Judges: J. W. Metcalfe and C. Houlton. If not had a schedule, apply— J. Spencer, 193, Palmerston Street,
Beswick, Manchester. Entries close Nov. 8th.

CARD IFFmh &TatS
See Review of Schedule, this week’* “Cage Birde.”Silver Challenge Cup each eection; Challenge Bowl

for best Canary bred 1915; 10/6 most points in Mule Section
;

5/- for best Light Mule; 5/- for beet Dai I:

Mule. Judges: J. II. Payne, Esq., J. H. Roe, Esq. Entries close Nov. 10th. E. Thomas, 48, Craddock
Street, Cardiff.

~26th

ANNUAL
|U| OPEN SHOW.

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 19th and 20th
Judges: Mr. W. Mundell (Bradford), and Mr. H. W. Battye (Huddersfield).

22/- per CLASS. HO SLIDING SCALE.
33 classes, 1/6 entry. Schedules from Mr. H. Clegg, 15, Melrose Street, Lee Mount, Halifax. Show room.
Friendly and Trades' Hall, Halifax. Entries close November 16th (first post).

HALTWHISTLE
November 19th & 20th

Judges: Messrs. Wm. McMillan, Thos. Dixon, and J. Maddison. Under the patronage of the B.F.C.C.,

N.B.F.C., N.N.P.C., N.Y.C.C., and N.B.M.F.B.C. 15 Border Classes (3 Novice), 8 Norwich

(2 Novice), 7 Yorkshire (2 Novice), 7 British, 2 Mule and Hybrid, and 2 Foreign.

Entrance Fee, 1/6; Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, NOV. 15th.

Schedules from—Wm. TALLANTYRE, South View, Haltwhistle.

The Great Welsh Show

SWANSEA
Judges: Messrs. H. W. Battye and Chas. Houlton. Lancs, classes, 6 Norwich, 5 Yorkshire, 10 Borders,

5 Miles, 16 British. Specials galore, including 10/-cash best Bunting. Send for schedule if not already

received one. Secretaries, D. P. Rees and Alt. Hitchings, 80, Mysydd Road, Landore, Swansea.

NOVEMBER
25th

DARLINGTON A DISTRICT C.R.S.
Great Open Show, Nov. 27, Co-operative Hall,
Priestgate. Grand classification and specials.
Judges: Mr. W. A. Cowgill, Bradford; Mr. Mar-
wood, Eaglescliffe. Schedules—F. Stothard, 81,

Beaconsfield St., Darlington.

READING
C.B.S. Fourteenth Annual Open Show, Palmer Hall,

Wednesday, Nov. 17th, 1915.
Judge, H. Norman, Esq. The most central show in

the South (three railways). 25 Open classes : 5

Norwich. 5 Yorks., 2 Border, 1 A.O.V., 1 Goldfinch,

1 A.O.V. British, 1 Mule, 1 Hybrid, Selling £1,

Selling 12/6, 6 Foreign under patronage of F.B.E.L.

Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6, with 2/6 cash specials in all

classes; IQ/- lash special moot points in Foreign

classes. Entrance fee, 1/6 per cage. Entries close

Friday, Nov. 12th. Id. on every entry goes to Care

and Comfort Committee for the Wounded. ‘‘Help

us” to ‘‘Help the wounded.” Schedules from

—

O. C. Smith, Hon. Sec., 73, Audley Street, Reading.

COWDENBEATH
C. B. S.

Our Fourth Annual Open Show will take place in

Drill Hall, Stenhouse St., on

SATUBDAY, 20th NOV.
Prize :money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entry money, 1/6 each
bird. Also a Special lor every best bird out of

money. Wc have one of the most Central Stations

in Fifeshire, which will suit all exhibitors. We
have also good classification, 95 classes in all. We
are also giving all surplus of show to the comforts
of our soldiers on Active Service, hoping this will

meet the approval of the Fancy. Schedules from—
A. Robertson, 56, Arthur Place, Cowdenbeath,

KIDWBL L.Y, C ARM.
Open show Cage Birds at Town Hall, KMwellv,
Wednesday, Nov. 24th. Affiliated to the South Wales
and Monmouthshire Federation. Full prize money
guaranteed, and will be paid within 5 days of show.

Judge, S. ,T. Nicholas, Swansea. Entries close Nov.

291lr Schedules— C. Price, Hon. Sec., Velindre Cottage,
Kidwelly. ,

Blaenavon
C.B.S, Open Show, Thursday, Nov. 25th.

39 Classes, 8 Novice Classes. No cancelling, no
amalgamation. Judge' John Robson, London.

’Tho'cnlv open show to be held in Monmouthshire
this year. Now, Fanciers, help to keep the Fancy
alive. Write at once for schedule. George Broome,

82, King Street, Blaenavon.

CLYDEBANK
and Dis. C.B.C. 5th Annual Show will be held in

Lesser Town Hall, Clydebank, on Sat., Nov. 27.

Doors open at 1 p.m. Admission 4d. 10 open

classes: 4 Nor. 4 Bord., and 2 Brit. (Goldf. and
Lin.), for members of Dumbartonshire Clubs. Sche-

dules from-Wm 5,2, Second Avenue, Clyde-

hank.

DORCHESTER
and County of Dorset Fanciers’ Society. Membership
radius 30 miles from Dorchester. Fourtli Member*’
Annual Show on Dec. 2nd, 1915, at Dorchester. Entries
close Thursday, Nov. 18th. Thirteen classes for Cage
Birds. Prizes and specials. For Schedules.* etc.,

apply J. J. Thompkins, Hon. Sec., 18, Durngata St.,

Dorchester.

HUDDERSFIELD IX
Annual Open Show of Canaries will be held on
Saturday, November 20, in the St. Peter’s Street
Assembly Rooms, St, Peter’s Street, under the
patronage of the Yorkshire Union of C.B.S., the
Y.C.C., N.G.M.Y.C.C., and the C.M.Y.C.C. Judge,
Mr. E. Clegg, of Dewsbury. Entries close Tuesday,
November 16th. Schedules from—A. Lawford, Sec.,

14, Poplar Street, Birkby, Huddersfield.

DARTFORD
MOV. 23 and 24

12 Open Classes. Schedules ready.—Apply, H.
Winton, 198, Lowfield Street.COGKERMOUfk
10th Open Show, Nov. 27th. Judges, Mr. P J. Davies.

Miliom, Canaries; Mr. Geo. Wilson, Frizington, Brit-

ish and Foreign. Schedules, John Jackson, Hon. Sec.,

14, Crown St., Cockermouth, Entries close Nov. 18 th.

o.rc.uM
Looking for the 9th Annual Open Show of the
Coventry Godiva C.B.S., to be held at the Syden-

ham Palace, Coventry, on Nov. 27th. Finest room
in the kingdom; novices specially catered for. Full

prize-money guaranteecSPin novice classes. Judge,

H. W. Battye, Esq. Schedules from—F. A. Green,

54, Caludon Road, Coventry.

BRISTOL
December 1st & 2nd
Classification— See issue Nov. 20th.—G. T. H. Maggs

3 Trinity Street. Newtown, Bristol.
.

SALE & DISTRICT
Cage Bird Society. Open Show,

December 10th & 11th
Special classification for British. Get a schedule

from tha Show Manager, Wm. Middleton, 26, North-
i

-- — “—*• **-“•*
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suf/icientlg stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

^Twitterings,
Prize-money for Burton show has been paid

out, writes Mr. A. Wood; anyone overlooked
should apply to the sec.

Mr. D. Hamilton writes that he has bred

100 young birds, not 10 as stated in his

advertisement under Border Fancier last

week.
We hear that all claims, tradesmen’s

accounts and prize-cards in respect of Liver-

pool show have been posted. Anyone over-

looked should apply at once to the Secs.

Despite a heavy loss on our open show, all

prize-money and money specials weie paid
witlyn a week of show, writes Mr. J. A.
Lees, Hon. Treas.

t
Oxford C.B.S.

Mr. H. Best, hon. sec., Leeds Roller C.C.,

5, Alma Place, Beckett Street, Leeds, writes
that schedules for the open contest, Nov. 12,

13, are ready, and a copy will be sent on
application.

All birds were dispatched from Alfreton

by 8.30 p.m. on Saturday night, and all

prize-money was paid out on Nov. 2, writes

Mr. G. Beardall, Sec. Any exhibitor who
may have been overlooked please write.

I have sold my yellow Norwich hen, 1st

at Newcastle, to Mr. A. H. McLean, of Bon-
hill. Dunbartonshire, for £10, writes Mr. W.
McGinn. This is the third Norwich I have
sold for two figures, and I wish the purchaser
every success.

Owing to a printer’s error in our last

issue, the wrong name and address appeared
in the advertisement beginning “ Inimitable
Bargains” under Norwich heading. This
should have been G. Cubley, Button Gowts,
Long Sutton, Lines.

Barrow C.B.A. Committee, writes Mr. D.
MoFarlane, hon. sec., has sent out this week
over four hundred letters, each containing
five tickets to secs, all over England, with
the patriotic view of helping the widows and
orphans of our heroes who have given their

lives for King and country, and I hape secs,

who have received these will do their best
to help those in need. Everything is looking
well for a great success.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Kent County (Gravesend and Nortlifleet F.S.).—

Gat and Ball Rooms, Nov. 10-11, confined to Kent.
Judge: A. H. Terry. 22 classes: Nor. 5, York®. 5,
Sell 3, Mules 3, Brit. 6. Prizes, 7/6, 4/-, 2/-, 1/-;
fee, 1/6. Ent. close Nov. 5, to T. Johnson, 107, Old
ltd. West, Gravesend.
Cardiff (Glam.).—Carlton Hotel, Nov. 17-18.

Judges: J. H. Payne, J. H. Roe. 65 classes: Nor.
16 (5 Nov.), Yorks. 17 (6 Nov.), Bord. 7 (1 Nov.),
Sell 3, Mules 6, Brit. 12, For. 2, Stock 1, Gift 1.

Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee, 1/6. En.t. close Nov. 10,
to F.. Thomas, 48, Craddock St.
Halifax O.S. (Yorks.).—Friendly and Trades’ Hall,

St. James’s Rd., Nov. 19-20, under the patronage
of the N-P-C. and the O.N.P.C. Judges: W. Mun-
rtell, H. \V. Battye. 33 classes: Yorks. 15 (7 Nov.),
Nor 10 (4 Nov.), Brit. 6, Sell 2. Prizes, 10/-, 6/-,

if-, 2/-. Fee, 1/6. Entries close Nov. 16, to H.
Clegg, 15, Melrose St., Lee Mount, Halifax.
Margate F. & F.S. (.Kent).—Foresters’ Hall, Nov.

Z4-25. Judge, G. Gardner. 19 classes: Nor. 5, Yorks.
5, A.O.V. 1. Mules 1, Brit. 3, For. 2, Sell 2. Prizes,
10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee, 2/-. Ent. close Nov. 17, to E. W.
Home, 6, Ellington Avenue, Garlinge, Westgate-on-
Sea
Cockermouth (Cumberland).— Drill Hall, Nov. 27.

Judges: P. J. Davies, G. Wilson. 32 classes: Bord.
9 (1 Sell), Yorks. 7 (1 Nov.), Nor. 1, A.O.V. 1, Mule
J, Sell 2, Brit. 9, For. 2. Prizes and ent. fee not
stated. Ent. close Nov. 18, to J. Jackson, 14, Crown
St.

Glasgow C.B.A.—Albert Halls, Bath St., Nov. 12-

13. Judges: J. M'Lay, W. GreKar, W. M'Millan, C.

Martin, A. Watson, M. Craig. 76 classes: Nor. 20

(2 Nov., 2 Sell), Crests 5 (1 Sell), Bord 11 (1 Sell),

Yorks. 10 (1 Sell), A.O.V. 1, Mules 7 (1 Sell), Brit.

19 (1 Sell), For. 3. Prizes, 12/-, 8/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-.

Fee, 2/-. Ent, close Nov. 8, to W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital St., Glasgow.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A.—St. Thomas’s

School. Ardwick, Nov. 13. Judges: J. W. Metcalfe,

C. Houlton 40 open classes: Yorks. 10 (4 Nov.),

Nor. 11 (4 Nov.), Bord. 6. A.O.V. 1, Sell 2, Brit. 7,

Mules 2, For. 1. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 3/-, 2/-. Fee, 1/6.

Entries clo^e Nov. 8, to J. Spencer, 193, Palmerston
St.. Beswick, Manchester.

Eastleigh (Hants.).—Council Chambers, Leigh Rd.,

Nov. 17-18. Judge, W. R. Miles. 46 classes: Nor.
14 (7 Nov.), Yorks. 14 (7 Nov.). Crest J. Bord. or

Rollers 1, Greens 1, A.O.V. 1, Mules 2, For. 2, Brit.

7, Sell 2, Gift 1. Prizes. 6/-, 3/-, 1/6. Fee, ]/-. Ent.

close Nov. 11. to J. Alderslade, 64, Desborough Rd.
Chester.—Ternperansc Hall, George St., Nov. 13.

Judge, H. W. Battye. 47 classes: Nor. 14 (4 Gr., 4

Nov.), Yorks 14 (4 Gr., 4 Nov.), Bord. 9 (4 Nov.),

A.O.V. 1, Sell 1, Mulea 1, Brit. 6, Gift 1. Prizes

according to entries. Fee, 1/6. Ent. close 1st post

Nov 7, to L. Cavanagh, "Berwyn,” Vicar’® Cross,

Chester.

Tho Sheffield O.S. is getting so well known
that four entries have been received from
New South Wales for its show on Nov. 5-6.

Wo hear by wire, just as we are going to

press, that tho entry amounts to nearly 1,000.

We paid all prize-money out in four days,

writes Mr. H. FI. Mortimer, hon. sec. Aber-
tillery C.B.S. Many exhibitors who visited

the show were paid on the day of the show.

Kindly thank all exhibitors who entered at

our show for the support they gave us.

The winner of 2, vhc, and c, in the Un-
flighted Yellow Norwich class at Oxford show
was Mr. A. Lewin, not Lewis as reported,

and in Buff Green Border Hens at Liverpool

Mr. J. Johnston, not Montgomery, was 1st

and 3rd. At Burton show, 2nd in Goldfinch

class, and 1st in Bullfinches, should read

Camm, not Canner and Cannon, as printed.

Crest fanciers are requested to note, writes

Mr. W. Hutchison, hon. sec., that Glasgow
and Dist. C.B.A. is under the patronage of

S.C.C.C., and exhibitors competing for medal
must show in club cages with regulation

drinker attached. Entries to be marked
“S.C.C.C.” (omitted in schedules posted).

Owing to the Military having taken over

the village hall, writes Mr. J. Napier, hon.

sec. Colinton and Currie Parishes O.S., we
have been compelled at the last moment to

transfer our show of Saturday to the United
Free Church Hall, which is quite a good
hall for a show, it being well lighted.

BRIGHT PROSPECTS FOR
CANARY BREEDERS.

W E wonder if Canary breeders have grasped
the significance of the advertisements
which appeared in our issue of last

week asking for Canaries in any quantity for

export.

-

Tho war has told hardly upon many classes

of our countrymen, and there can be no

doubt that among those that have suffered

with the rest are bird-keepers in general.

There is no cloud without a silver lining, how-
ever, and Canary breeders will certainly have
justification for optimism. An opportunity

without precedent is now before them.
.

The
trade in German-bred Roller Canaries is at

an end for a long period, if not permanently,

notwithstanding the statement in a London
newspaper that the traffic is still being carried

on via Holland, and a boundless prospect is

opened up in connection with the supply of

English Canaries, Rollers or others, to the

United States. Wages in America are

reckoned by the dollar, and in ma,ny cases a

United States citizen, earning, as he does,

dollars to the English worker's shillings,

spends them with about the same degree of

respect for their value.

The American demand for English Canaries

has always been large, and it will now be

multiplied in its extent. If our breeders do

not rise to the occasion they wiP have only

themselves to blame. We think there is little

fear of such a contingency, and we are looking

forward with full confidence to a period of

prosperity for our English breeders who are

able to grasp the opportunity now being pre-

sented to them.

Since going to press with schedule, writes

Mr. J. Jackson, Sec. Cockermouth^ F.S., we

have appointed Mr. G. Wilson, F rizington,

to judge British and Foreign Birds. Schedules

will be sent to all last year’s exhibitors. We
have the patronage of B.F.C.C. and Cum-

berland and Westmorland Y.C.C.

The Sale C.B.S. will hold an open show

on Dec. 10 and 11, writes Mr. Horace Wid-

nes, asst. sec. Schedules will be sent to all

who exhibited last year, and full particulars

will be advertised in Cage Birds, as usual.

Northern societies who have not fixed date

should kindly take notice of dates, to avoid

clashing.

Mr. Jas. B. Clarke, whose articles on wild

seeds must have been of great value to many
of our readers, writes as follows :

—“I am at

present stationed at the Bridge of Earn, and as

I cannot get Cage Birds I should be greatly

obliged if any of your readers would kindly

send any of their old copies to me at 5,

Robertson Street, Dundee, or addressed Pte.

Jas. Clarke, No. 4246, Company A, 3.4 Black

Watch Royal Highlanders, Bridge of Earn.

There .are many fanciers in our battalion who

miss their Cage Birds.”
Special arrangements have been made for

collecting and delivering all exhibits arriving

by rail for Eastleigh show, writes Mr. J.

Alderslade, sec., 64, Desborough Road, East-

leigh, and they will be carted from and to

the station free. We trust that fanciers will

give us a bumping entry, as we are giving

30 per cent, of the gate for the wounded

soldiers arriving at this station. There are

at present over 600 here, and fresh arrivals

are coming every week, this being a large

receiving station. I shall bo pleased to for-

ward a schedule to any fancier who has not

received ope,

Schedoles for Halifax O.S. Show are being
sent out, anyone who has not received one
should apply at once to the sec., H. Clegg,

15, Melrose Street, Lee Mount, Halifax.

All birds arranged for direct transit from
Carlisle Show to Manchester Show were de-

livered in plenty of time for judging, writes

Mr. F. Hayward, hon. sec., but part of Mr.
Eairhurst’s team, which were not sent direct,

were delayed in transit, and were absent

from judging.
I have taken over the secretaryship of the

City,of Birmingham C.B.S., writes Mr. A. C.

Shirley, 155, Hobmoor Ropd, Small Heath,
Birmingham, and hope that fanciers will give

me a good start by sending a bumping entry

at our open show, Dec. 1 and 2. Our late

sec,, Mr. J. H. Jones, has been forced to

resign on account of illness.

The Coventry Godiva C.B.S., writes Mr.

A. Wright, Show Manager, has put on two

classes for novice Norwich for the show

Nov. 27, with full prize-money guaranteed

independent of entries. Novices should see

that the guarantors are not called upon, so

that we can give more classes another year.

Members have also decided against any slid-

ing scale, and, as we have specials in galore,

we are looking forward to a bumping entry.

THE D.C.M. FOR A MEMBER
OF “THE POULTRY WORLD’’

STAFF.

I

T is with great-pleasure and no little pride

that we learn that a late member of the

staff of our sister journal, The Poultry
World, has been awarded the Dis-

tinguished Conduct Medal for gallantry on

the field of battle. We refer to Sergeant

K. S. Bowron, who up to the outbreak of

war was indoor advertising manager of

“P.W.”
Sergeant (then Private) Bowron was called

to the colours on the fateful day in August

of last year when Great Britain’s ultimatum

to Germany expired. As a member of that

distinguished corps known as the London

Scottish, he has played his part nobly in the

stern work which has fallen to the lot of his i

regiment, passing unscathed through the his-

toric charge at Neuve Chapelle which so

stirred the pulse of the English-speaking race,

and winning his way to the rank of Sergeant.

Unfortunately, in the recent conflict which

brought him the medal coveted by all

soldiers, two dum-dum bullets found billets

in his shoulders, and Sergt. Bowron is at

the moment invalided at an Edinburgh hos-

pital, where our readers will be glad to know

he is making very satisfactory progress

towards recovery.

Enquiries made, as we go to Press, at the

Headquarters of the London Scottish, con-

firm the good tidings. The officials there are

naturally proud of the honour that has come

the way of Sergt. Bowron, and, through him,

to his regiment. We understand that the

distinction was earned by the cool and

capable manner in which he handled his

platoon while under heavy fire.

We are sorry to hear from Mr. J. Duncan,

Inverness, that his noted Thrush “ Highland

Queen ” had its long journey to the London
and P.O.S. show for nothing, as it was
delayed in transit and arrived too late for

competition. Mr. Duncan says “The bird

arrived home safely, and we are not down-
hearted yet.”

Mr. F. W. Jordan, hon. sec., Derby C.B.S.,

writes that the society is holding its 57th

annual members’ show on Nov. 13, at Norman-
ton Hotel, Derby. The schedule contains 54

classes, 28 for young birds, 18 old birds, and

8 Brit. Two cups and seven medals are for

competition. Mr. J. H. Roe is to judge, and

the committee expect a record in entries.

I have had a successful first year as a

Canary fancier, writes Mr. E. H. Simmons,

Oxford, and have derived great help from

Cage Birds every week, and also from
“ Canary Breeding for Beginners,” for which

many thanks. Next year I hope to try my
hand at exhibiting.

An Address Wanted.
Will the querist who sent us a query last

week over the nom de plume of “Jack Wat-
ford ” please send us his correct address? A
reply has been sent to the name and address

given, and has been returned endorsed “ not

known.”
Extra Specials at Cardiff.
Mr. Alf. Shellam is giving I Os. 6d. for most

points in the Mule and Hybrid section at

Cardiff Show, Nov. 17, 18, writes Mr. E.

Thomas, sec., also 5s. for the best Light Mule

and 5s. for the best Dark Mule. I received

these ’Specials too late to put in schedule.

Extension of Entries at Bradford.
It has been suggested to me, writes Mr. A.

Simons, lion. sec. Bedford and Beds. C.B.S.,

that it may be inconvenient for some to get

their entries to me by Saturday night, so I

am accepting entries up to mid-day post

Monday, Nov. 8. However, all who can get

them in by Saturday should kindly do so, as

it will be better for all concerned,.

THE BIRDKEEPERS’ ROLL
OF HONOUR.
Cage Birds League.

Mr. F. J. Harrison, local hon. sec. of Cage
Birds League for Scarborough, is a signaller

with the R.F.A.

Abertillery C.B.S.
Sir,—We have two members serving with

J,he colours—Mr. W. Bowyer and Mr. R.
Richards, both in the South Wales
Borderers.

H. N. Mortimer, Hon. Sec,

Colinton and Currie Parishes O.S.
Sir,—Please add the name of Joseph

McCrum to your long List of Honour. He
joined the Army Service Corps last week,

making the eleventh of our members to.

to enlist.

James Napier, Sec,

Lancaster C.B.S.
Sir,—It is with pleasure I acquaint you

of the following members of our society who
are serving. J. Bostoek, late sec., wounded
In France, now returned to Hythe

;
W. Wil-

son, lato chairman, J. Taylor, C. Radcliffe,

all in the Royal Lancasters. Another of our

members, Mr. Harrison, of Morecambe, has

a son serving in the Motor Transport Ser-

vice. We are holding our annual members’

show as usual, Nov. 26 and 27, and hope to

have a good time.

Choppington, Scotland Gate C.B.S.

Sir,—Three of my brothers are fighting

—

Private G. H. Seely, Northumberland

Fusiliers, British Expeditionary Force; John
Seely, and Thos. Seely, in the East Yorks.

Regt., Dardanelles. I am the only one at

home of the exhibitors who have for years

been showing as Seely Bros. Another of

our members-—Private W. J- Thompson,

Northumberland Fusiliers, has been to the

Dardanelles, and is now at home wounded.
H. Seely.

North Manchester C.B.S.

Sir,

—

The members of the above society

would be pleased to have their Roll of Honour

in your valuable paper, Cage Birds. Corpl.

F. Hall, 2nd Dragoon Guards; R. Evans,

King’s Own Scottish Borderers; F. Jackson,

South-East Lancashires ;
J. Mather, 3rd

Border Regiment; J. Cain, 8th Manchester,
A. Colley, Sec.

(To be continued.)

SCOTTISH RID CROSS SHOW.
—

.

IN LIEU OF THE SCOTTISH NATIONAL.

T HE cancelling the Scottish National for the

current year was a blow to the Fancy, not

only in Scotland, but also over the border, and,

as already published in your paper, -an Open Show

in Glasgow has been arranged to fill the vacancy.

At a meeting on Nov. 4, the following officials

were entrusted to carry out the work :—President

J. F. Park
;

vice-presidents, Messrs. John MeLay
and A. M-acleod ;

sec. and treas., R. Heggie, Stepps,

Nr Glasgow; assist, sec., W. Hutchinson,. 167, Hos-

pitalst., Glasgow, S.S. ; show manager, F. Taylor;

committee, Messrs. R. B. Gibb, A. Sloan, R.

Jeffrey, Arthur Hunter, D. F. Webster, P. Houston,

E Barron, J. Sinclair, M. Craig, R. Hamilton, A.

Chalmers, R. Martin, It. Watson, E. Taylor, Jas.

Crone T. Fraser, Geo. Smart, John Vulton, Wm.
-Steel, E. Steel, A. F. McLear, S. Woods, J. Pin-

nock, C. Martin, J. Sloan, Smith, McClymount, A.

Steel, etq. ;
-auditors^ Messrs. Peter Thorn and

John Young. _ .

The new Central Halls, 25, Bath-st., have been

secured, but not without difficulty. The man-

agers granted same at a much reduced cost owing

to the object being to Red Cross Fund. The
officials are very fortunate to have such a ball for

the occasion, it being well lit, both in day time and
night time, also free from draughts, and is the

most central of halls in the City for stations.

The patronage of the Lord Provost, Magistrates,

and Town Council of Glasgow, has been given,

and the Right Hon. the Countess of Glasgow is

to open the Show on Friday, 31st December.

The classification has been adjusted and runs

as follows, viz. Nor. 20, Crest 11, Border 13.

Yorks. 12, Mule 10, British 20, and Foreign, 7.

Novice and selling classes have been provided in

all sections. Mr. P. Arnott, of Allon, the well

known exhibitor of foreign birds, is to attend to

the wants of the foreign- section, and exhibitors

may therefore send their most valuable exhibits

without fear. Well known and competent judges

have been selected, and these will be made known
later in “ Cage Birds.”

Now, as this show is being run for one year

only, and entirely for tho Rod Cross Society, tho

object in view being that a bed or beds he insti-

tuted in some hospital in name of the Cage Bird

Fancy, it is to be hoped that all fanciers will

do their best to make the show one of the best

yet held*, and a little help from all will sec tho

object attained. It is to be hoped that if a

bed or beds bo secured that all fanciers’ names
will appear on the roll, and a little done by each
will secure this honour.
Tickets at Is. and 6d. each have now been issued,

and if any ono wishing to help in tho cause by-

disposing of a few of them will drop a postcard

to secretary and state the number required these

will be sent by return. Donations, or specials will

also ho welcomed from any one.

Schedules will be posted early in December tq

all exhibitors at the Glasgow and District Show.
Others wishing to patronise tho Show' pleaso send
a postcard at any time, and same will ho at-

tended to. This step has been taken owing to

printed matter being so expensive at present,

besides whic.lv lots of past exhibitors have joined

His Majesty’s forces, and others arc engaged iij

Government work. A postcard will do tall that A*

necessary, and it now lies with fanciers to mala*

this a show above all shows.—R. lleggie, Hon. Hcc,
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Correspondence.
Midland Roller Canary Contest.

The Nationality of One of the Judges.

Sin,—May I as a Briton protest against

the employment of a German judge? The
Club is evidently ashamed to publish his

name under your show advertisements, but

it is mentioned under Club Reports. If tho

members of the M.R.C.C. are worthy of tho

name of Britons they would not only debar

enemy alien judges, but all exhibitors with

the faintest trace of enemy alien blood in

their veins. If they are naturalised, so much
the worse.

W. Wells.

[Upon receipt of this letter we communi-

cated its purport to the hon. sec.' of tho

Midland Roller C.C., and his reply is printed

below.—

E

ditor, Cage Birds.]

Sir,—In reply to yours of 21st inst. re the

appointment of Mr. Jacquemin as a judge at

the forthcoming Roller Contest of the

M.R.C.C. As to the nationality of M.
Jacquemin, although born in Germany, his

parents and grandparents were French, and

this fact no doubt was the reason of our

authorities granting him exemption from

internment. He was denationalised by the

German Government twenty-three years ago,

because he would not return to Germany to

undergo the usual military training. It is

quite evident from the above facts our

authorities do not look upon him as an enemy

alien, so your correspondent has quite over-

stepped the mark.
Our reason for appointing, him to judge is

his undoubted capabilities ;
he has judged at

Roller contests held by every Roller Society

in England and Wales for several years, and

not only is he a very capable man, but also

very popular with exhibitors. Why his name

did not appear in the advert, of Cage Birds

I cannot say, as I am under the impression

it was sent on the copy for the same along

with others. In our Club report of a month

ago, which appeared in Cage Birds, he is

down to judge along with Mr. Willows, the

only two we at that time had fixed upon. I

may mention we have had very great diffi-

culty in getting judges, as the bulk of the

prominent fanciers cannot afford to give the

time from their business to go out judging.

We have tried for months to get judges out-

side our own society, and have only been

able to get one, viz., Mr. Tomlinson, so that

our own members- have had to come out to

save the show from being abandoned. You

can quite set your correspondent’s mind at

rest, as the authorities are quite satisfied as

to the nationality of the gentleman in ques-

tion, or ho would not have been at large.

J. w. Thomson, Hon. Sec. M.R.C.C.

Will the Fancy Stand the

Sliding Scale ?

gm.—Fanciers will stand the sliding scale

if worked properly. Most exhibitors want to

know what chance they have of paying ex-

penses, and most societies limit their liabili-

ties. They are willing to lose two or three

shillings on a class. Most societies limit the

entry to eight to carry full prize money,

though, if there are seven they would still be

getting a little over, but they lose a little on

five. I think in cases where the entry does

not exceed four, the society should add six-

pence to each entry, and pay on the sliding

scale. But one of the chief causes of short

entries is cancelling of classes. When a fan-

cier makes his entry, he makes it to suit his

case or cases, and nine times out of ten the

classes cancelled are those he thinks he has

a chance in. He has to send empty cages and

pay cost of carriage the same as if they were

full, and this disgusts him.

Take Hanley as an illustration. Seven

classes—four cancelled. I should have made

a few entries but for this clause. I know

four fanciers entered one each in Class 1. If

they had worked on the sliding system there

would have been something for visitors to. see,

without much cost to the society.

J. Bastock.

Moseley.

The Returning of Birds from
Shows.

Sir,—In this week’s issue of Cage Birds I

notice Mr. Wm. Middleton giving his

experience of railway bungling in regard to

sending his birds to Liverpool show
;
now I

would like to give a bit of my experience,

and leave it to your readers to judge who
bungled. I sent four birds to a show in the.

North of England, and took care to send

them by Caledonian Railway. My reason

for this is that the North British Railway

refused to deliver my birds, and it would

have meant a loss of time for me to leave

jwork and call for them. My experience of

shows is that birds at close of show are

despatched by same railway as they come.

Last Sunday I called at the Station for my
birds and was told they were not there. 1

at once thought the show officials had kept

them over till Monday, but imagine my
surprise on Monday when I got a wire from

railway office telling me to call for my birds.

I did so, and found two of them just dying,

and the other ones pretty soft. I don t

know hoW long they were on the journey, or

when they were sent off, but I think that if

stewards had sent them by the right road

there would have been no cause for com-

plaint. I don’t mention name of show, just

to see if other exhibitors have had some
experience,

D. Whitelaw.

Mr. H. J. Chick on Himself and
Some Others.

Sir,—I have known Mr. H. Chick for 14

or 15 years as a noted British bird exhibitor

and judge, and I am most surprised that any-

one should try to run Mr. Chick down. I

have shown birds on the same bench with

him, I have shown birds under his judging,

I have listened to his discourse or lecture on

birds in Nottingham, and have never heard

anyone speak disrespectfully of him, of his

lectures, or his judging, but have always heard

him highly spoken of as a good, honest,

straightforward British bird judge. When a

man can say openly what Mr. Chick has said,

that he has never shown a borrowed bird, or

a bird with stained plumage, there is not

much wrong with that man. It is often the

case that those who talk most have the least

room. For the sake of the fancy, let all dis-

putes drop ; try to do good and not harm.
R. Holmes.

Moulting British Birds on Wild
Seeds.

Sir,—Having read with interest the articles

in your valuable paper, Cage Birds, as to

the feeding of British Finches, I should like

to add a few words if it would be of help

to my fellow fanciers at this trying, and I

may add expensive time for the bird fancier.

Mr. S. J. Nicholas referred, in Cage Birds

of Oct. 9, to the value of wild seeds from the

thrashing machine. I have kept every

British Finch, from the Redpoll to the Haw-
finch, have bred Goldie-Bullies, alco Greenie-

Bullies, and have kept my Hybrid pairs in

vigorous health all the winter through en-

tirely on seed from the threshing machine,

with a few sunflower seed about twice weekly

as tit-bits. But the fancier must make sure

that he has a good sample before keeping his

birds entirely on this diet, and a walk round

the fields during the summer months will

give the fancier some idea which farmer to

visit when the threshing time comes. I have

also found the wild seeds very beneficial for

Canaries, giving them a handful in the flights

twice a week after the moult; they seemed
to take great delight in picking it over. My
experience with British Birds is that if fed

as near to their natural diet as possible they

keep in better health and plumage than when
fed on an artificial diet.

F. Groom.

Has the L.C.B.A. Been “Collar,
ing ” Dates ?

Sir,—If you will allow me, I should like to

reply to my friend Mr. Pretty’s letter which
appeared in last week’s issue, although I do
not know that the matter can be considered

of general interest. Naturally one would not
object to a reasonable protest, i.e., if these

dates had been purposely “filched” or the

protest ~1iad been couched in less offending

terms. The only reason that a reply was
made at all was to do away with such an
impression. It is quite pardonable ; in fact,

one admires the Watford folk for highly

valuing their fixture, but it is as well to

also remember that conditions unknown to

them influenced the unfortunate settlement of

the time.
" '

To be explicit, these dates were offered and
accepted in June, and it was not until after

this that I found that they were almost the

same as those chosen by Watford. It is

expecting a good deal for me to remember
above all other items in a busy year that I

should be judging at Watford a day or so

before that time. At a later date I cm tainly

did see Mr. Pretty somewhere, and under the

circumstances I did advise him that January
would be a better time, because I knew the

bigger show, if held, would damage the

smaller, and as January (the month in which

their last show was held) proved a pretty

successful time I thought that by doing this

both would have better chances of success.

Later, when I had been-.asked to act as show

manager, I also did state in the course of

correspondence with another esteemed Watfbrd

exhibitor that I might have to cancel my
engagement; but I wished in any case to avoid

doing so. Then when I had accepted the

position of show manager I had hardly in-

serted tho advertisement before I received

notification from the proprietors of tho Hor-
ticultural Hall concerning police regulations,

which I immediately could see would probably

cancel the show, and naturally under such
indecisive circumstances I made no forma)

resignation of the engagement. Had I done

so 1 should have been prepared to find them
an efficient substitute, or pay them the amount
of my fee.

I am quite willing to believe that Mr.
Goodall did not wish to offend, because I havo
never known him willingly so to do, and I

think Watford folk will believe me when I

say Jjiat I have always had the greatest respect

for their enthusiasm, a regard which I also

know is shared by many other London fan-

ciers. If they will only remove from their

minds the impression that the committee of

management wilfully rode over them I think

there is nothing more to be said, and I think

we all know each other well enough to believe

that this little correspondence contains neither

resentment nor bitterness.
Allen Silver.

Sir,—As Mr. Bunce and myself were the

only two committeemen who visited Clapham
show, I take it we were the two committee-

men our friend Frostick was alluding to. If

so, I should like to point out to him a little

mistake he has made in his letter. In the

course of our conversation I was asked what
we were going To do about our show, and I

said that as we could not fix our hall for

another date, and, as the military authorities

had commandeered all the halls in the town,

we were compelled to cancel our show, which
puts quite a different light on the matte'r. I

am sure we all agree that the three clubs

are deserving the thanks of all fanciers for

trying to keep the Fancy going, but I am
sure there is no small society that has done

more to keep things going than Watford. A
glance at the L. and iP.O.S. catalogue will

prove that 29 exhibits came from four mem-
bers of the Watford Society. I may say I

should not have written this letter, but as

committeemen we have been placed in an

awkward position. We trust that should our

show be held, our friend Frostick will send

us a good entry. W. Buckingham.

Why Was Clapham Show a
Failure ?

Sir,

—

It is a matter of small moment
whether my name is Smith or Brown, and it

certainly behoves Mr. Hose to answer the

questions I put to him. Should he fail, then

the Fancy will answer them at their next

venture. It is perfectly clear that what the

London and P.O.S. could do forward helping

the Fancy the Clapham people could have

done had they the well-being of the Fancy at

heart.
Londoner.

Sir,—Would “Londoner” please explain

what he meant by saying he paid sixpence

for “ a piece of paper ” ? He. has made a

mistake if he is referring to the catalogue.

I held the gate from the time the show

opened till it closed (or rather until the birds

began to be packed up), and only absented

myself a few minutes. I even had my tea

brought to me, so that the other members

of the show committee might not have to

leave what they were doing to take my
place ;

therefore I ask when and at what

time “ Londoner ” paid the sixpence for the

piece of paper. The catalogues were four-

pence, and I do not think sixpence was

demanded.
Perhaps “ Londoner ” was in a hurry to

see how he stood on the cards, and did not

stop to pick up his change, and I ani^ sorry

if there has been a mistake, but if “ Lon-

doner ” would kindly send his or her name

and address to our worthy sec., I am quite

sure he would be only too delighted to re-

fund the twopence ;
or if sent to me, I will

forward two penny stamps.

“Londoner” must please remember that I

am not a paid commissionaire, but a mem-
ber, not only of the Clapham Committee, but

also of the L. and P.O.S. Committee, and

should be pleased to rectify any error (if

there has been one made).
M. A. Feiss-Madewell.

The Standardising of Show
Cages.

gm _At a meeting of the Committee of

the Brighton and Hove C.B.A., held Sept.

8, the question was raised as to the varieties

of show cages, and the distinct pattern of

show cage used by certain fanciers different

to those in general use. After much discus-

sion it was agreed to write the National

British Bird and Mule Club Committee—the

British exhibitors being the worst offenders—

as to the adoption of a fixed pattern of cage

for the exhibition of British birds, etc., and

also to the Editor of Cage Birds, asking him

to kindly publish this letter in the corres-

pondence columns, inviting open discussion ut
to what means can be taken to standardiza
all show cages, say by the formation of a
central committee of authority to which any
club can be affiliated, they to have the power
to adopt standard patterns of show cages foi

different varieties of cage birds. In this alack'

season and scarcity of open shows, it seems
to be the time to move in this all importantl

question.
Will H. Gibb, Hon. Sec.

Henry James, Vice-Chairman.
Charles P. Pearson, Chairman.

Hard Lines for the City and
Suburban A.C.B.

Sir,—By an unworthy subterfuge the date
of our show, which was booked since last

February, has been taken from us. To avoid
clashing with two neighbourhing shows we
have now decided upon Wednesday and
Thursday, Nov. 24 and 25, at the Church
Institute. 60, Paddington Street, as usual,
and trust you will kindly make this known.

V. Wynn.

Novice Birds in Open Classes.

An Exhibitor’s Straightforward Apology.

Sir,—I wish through the medium qf your
valuable paper to apologise to the other ex-
hibitors in Classes 31 and 32 at the L. P.O.S.
show for having, by a stupid mistake, entered
my birds in these classes. I am no longer a
novice. I did not know of my error till I
received my catalogue, when I at once wired
to the Hon. Sec. to disqualify them.

(Miss) V. Onslow.-

Is the Southern Norwich P.C.
to Live or Die ?

Sir,—A meeting was held at the London
and P.O.S. show to consider the present posi-
tion of the club. After discussion it was
decided to serve a requisition on the chairman
(myself), calling for an extraordinary general
meeting, and notice was given that a resolu-
tion would be moved that the meeting should
reconstitute itself into the annual general
meeting for 1914. It was fully recognised that
the rules will have to be amended to meet
the altered times, and members desirous of
proposing an alteration of any rule or rules
should communicate with me without delay.
The business of the meeting will be to ap-

point officers to carry on the affairs of tha
club' till January, consider proposed altera-
tions of rules, and any other business that
members may bring before the meeting.
Notice of meeting and copy of agenda will

be sent to each, member by post.

J. W. Ramsden.
11, Josephine Avenue, Brixton, S.W.

The Scottish Plainhead Club
Show.

Sir,—Kindly allow me to announce that
the Club Show will be held at Cowdenbeath
on Nov. 20, Mr. Fleming, Musselburgh,
officiating. Eight classes, confined to rung
birds belonging to members of the S.P.O.,
have been provided, and the club’s gold
medals are placed to this section. There is

a very generous special list provided for the
members of the S.P.C., and the novice mem-
bers have quite a lot to themselves. The
Cowdenbeath executive are also providing
four open young bird classes, and for those
members of the S.P.C. who are competing
therein either with rung or unrung birds two
good specials have been awarded. It is up
to the members of the S.P.C. to support tho
show, as it is in the interest of a good cause.

Anyone who fails to receive a schedule should
apply to the secretary of the Cowdenbeath.
Society, whose address will be found among
the show advertisements in Cage Birds.
Now then S.P.C., all together.

E. Barron.)

A British Bird Fancier in
Khaki.

Sir,—Not having noticed my name on the

toll of Honour in your popular paper, Gagb
Iirds, which I continue to take, I should

ike to mention that I enlisted in my old;

orps, the King’s Own Yorkshire Light
nfantry, in which I am Battalion Sergt.

,-lajor. I have now been in it for four

aonths, and although I have had some very

tard work to get through, I have never been,

tappier since I donned the khaki. I would

iiention that I am at present on a few days’

eave, and am stationed as below. If anyr

Nottingham or Mansfield fanciers would lika

o correspond or visit me I should give them
, most cordial welcome. There must be

nany Nottingham fanciers who know me
veil, and I feel I should still like to keep in

,ouch with the Fancy and help fanciers in

reneral as much as I can. I have decided to

’ell all my stock.

Regimental Sergt. -Major,

K.O. Yorks L.I., Minden Barracks,

Clipstone, near Mansfield.

[Mr. Marley’s stock is advertised in oak

columns this week.—

E

ditor.!
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THE BULLDOG OF
BRITISH FINCHES.

By

J.B.CAUNT
(Beeston).

A well-known British bird exhibitor gives his idea ol a perfect exhibition
Hawfinch and how to obtain it.

and toes are of a warm bluish colour. The
hon Hawfinch in colour is of a much paler
shade all over and shows, as before stated,
three or four grey feathers in her wing
flights. The breast and under-parts are
of a very pale brown.
To get the Hawfinch steady, continual

handling should be the rule, and the con-
fidence of the bird should be obtained by
giving him a mealworm or two several times
a day.

The Proper Kind of Cage.
The stock cage I prefer for a Hawfinch

is about 14 inches long, 10 inches wide and
12 inches high. It should have a seed-hop-
per running along one end, and the wire
front should be fitted with a door, in order
that a bath may be given when necessary.
The judicious use of the bath is very neces-
sary to obtain that beautiful condition
upon which keen exhibitors set so much
value.

A good stock food for a Hawfinch is grey
and white sunflower, sound Dutch hemp,

clean and sweet, canary seed and linseed.
Berries of all sorts may be given as they
come into season, those of the mountain
ash and hawthorn being a good natural
oolonring agent. To colour feed a Haw-
finch artificially is, in my opinion, on a par
with colour feeding a Greenfinch

; the
natural and lovely colour of the bird is

altogether spoilt thereby.
Britlsb versus Foreign.

Some exhibitors have a fancy for Si-

berian Hawfinches, and these no doubt
have the advantage of size. I have im-
ported dozens of t]jeso directly, and find

that usually they have a greyish cast about
the feathers very similar to the Continen-
tal Goldfinch, and I think this tends to re-

duce that richness of colouring so very
ideal in an exhibition specimen.

In giving my opinion of an exhibition
bird I do not claim to have any monopoly
of the knowledge of what an exhibition
Hawfinch should be, and I would only
state that in expressing my opinion I am
giving the experience of one who is a Brit-

ish bird fancier for the love of the thing,

and one who takes a special pleasure in

rambling in the country and watching and
noting British birds in their natural state.

If any prospective keepers of the Haw-
finch profit by the reading of this short

article I shall feci amply repaid
;
anyway,

I shall have 'fhe satisfaction that I have
endeavoured to do my little bit for the
Fancy generally.

FINE SHOW AT MANCHESTER.

P
NOTHING in the long list of British

I birds has captured my fancy and in-

terest more than the “Bulldog” of British

Finches, the formidable and kingly Haw-
finch. If 1 remember correctly, my atten-

tion was first drawn to this bird by seeing

the beautiful specimen exhibited by Mr. R.

J. Howe, of Wellingborough. There and

then I mentally vowed to obtain one, and

one that would not only be a specimen, but,

if possible, one that would be a superior of

the grand bird which had first taken my
fancy.

1 may say that in those days there were

not many birds of this species which could

be compared ono with the other, but,

thought I, there are plenty flying, so I

must get a number, make a selection, moult

them, and gain experience in my endea-

vour to obtain all the necessary show points

combined in the one individual bird. It

is ray purpose here to endeavour to give to

the readers of Cage Binns my own idea of

a perfect Hawfinch and the way to obtain

it.

As a beginning, the would-be possessor

of an exhibition Hawfinch must train his

mind and eye and fix well in his head what

ho wants. If ho starts with a young bird

from tho nest, this must, bo a big one,

that is, with plenty of width across the

chest, a thick neck, head of a good size and

width, and showing a tinge of golden yel-

low in ground colouring. In a cock bird the

whole of the wing flights are black, while

in a hen the inner feathers of the flights

are grey, and this is the only deciding point

of difference in a young bird.

Now we will go straight to the adult

stage, and here I would say that a Haw-
finch is not in perfect show form, i.c., in

size, colour and distinction of markings,

until it is at least three years old.

The Points of a Good Bird.

Shape and carriage should be the first

points in making a selection. The bird

should have a nice, wcll-moukled body, well

filled-in back, and should stand on legs not

too short or too long, the tody ending in

a tail which is very short in comparison

with the tails of other Finches. The short,

thick neck must carry a massive skull

which, looking at the bird from the front,

must be as wide as possible. It must show

a good rise from the front to the back and

continue wide until it meets the nock.

Do not be persuaded that a bird with

a very big body, simply because it is a

monster, is necessarily a good one ;
if it

has a small, insignificant head and a thin

neck it would be more after the ideal of a

duck than a Hawfinch. I have seen birds

of this nature on the show bench, and have
heard remarks that they should have won
because of their size ;

but size is not the

only point necessary. It is size all over,

combined with proportion, that is wanted
on an ideal specimen.
Now as to colour and markings, I think

I cannot too strongly impress that each
individual marking must be as solid as pos-

sible in colour, the edge of each marking
or colour not being lighter than the whole.

The back of the bib must be very dense

and solid, and its shape must be like the
|

impression of one’s thumb, and it must
continue up the side of the beak right up
to the eve. The beak should be short and
thick, a long beak entirely spoils the ex-

pression of this noble bird.

The whole of tho head and cheeks must
be a rich solid chestnut in colour, such as

some Canary enthusiasts would describe as

“hot.” If the bird is particularly good in

this respect all the other colours on the

body will bo good also. The neck should

•be of a bluish grey, which should merge
into tho rich warm brown of the back.

The wing bar should be bold and well de-

fined, and greyish in colour, the tail coverts

ruddy brown, tail blackish brown tipped

with white. The chest of the bird should
be of a rich warm browrr colour^ showing
slightly a pinkish change, and merging in-

to a pure white at the abdomen. The feet

The Manchester and Northern Counties O.S. held
its 33rd Annual ishow in the Co-operative Hall,
Downing-slreet, Oct. 29 and 30, and, considering
the present undecided state of affairs, the show
can only be described ns a pronounced success.
Over 800 birds were on view, which, although .not

the number we are used to seeing at Manchester,
must, be considered satisfactory when we look at
the reduced classification and other factors.
The position of Cottonopolis on the map is all

on the side of success for the holding of a bird show.
The city is what might be termed the pivot of

the most important Railways in the Kingdom, and
in easy of access to any fancier, whether he re-

sides .in England', Wales, or 'Scotland. Then,
again, being so central*, the show generally gets its

full share of visitors—an essential factor on the
financial side. We noticed many fanciers from
both far and near, including a good sprinkling of

the gentler sex. We always think it augers well
for any hobby when we can get the ladies in-

terested!, for, after all we may say or do, it is the
hand which rocks the cradle that rules the dove-
cote.

Tiie room is well lighted from above, and is

spacious and lofty. The birds were staged on the
three-tier system, which is advantageous in regard
to space, hut lias its disadvantages when viewing
the birds. One lias to be a kind of a cross be-

tween. a Guardsman and a Goliath* when viewing
the top row, without taking down the cage—and
some fanciers object to handling them. Anyhow,
the show was voted a success on all side®. Many
were heard to speak in eulogistic terms of the
management. Birds were packed up in good time,

and everybody seemed to be so pleased with him-
self that we wondered if everyone had been* suc-

cessful*.

We hardly like to mention the officials for fear

we should not be able to do full justice to them.
Keenness it is which makes the fancier, and it

is no less keenness* which makes an ideal secretary.

Mr. Hayward is one of those gentlemen that has
keenness written all over him. He has tact and
capability—two essentials to the making of a good
secretary. Everybody knows the old war-horse, Mr.
Ruynes, the Assistant Show Manager. We hardly
like to say how long we have known -him in an
official capacity for the Manchester and N.C.O.S.,

and don't see how he ia to be replaced. He is one
of those unselfish fanciers who never begrudge an-
other's success, and comes up smiling every time;
and* his unselfishness is only equalled in capacity
by his efficiency and willingness to dlo the spade
work. Mrt 8. T. Oldham, so prominent just now
in Hybrid* and British circles, is the President;
while Mr. E. H. Fulcher is the genial Chairman.
They are supported very ably by a big committee
of workers.
Among the notabilities present we spotted Messrs.

Baker (Cowes), H after (Notts), P. Waring, A.
Hirst. Dixon (Wigton), 'Batman, Howe (Welling-
horo' ), Allison (Aberdeen), Yates (Chesterton), W.
A. Bla don, Sam Cook, W. N. Turner, J. Critchley,

|

,T. W. Johnson, Whitney, Middleton*, and many
1 others.

Norwich were the feature of the show. They
were not so numerous as usual here, no doubt

lowing to the N.P.C. patronage being given to Car-
lisle on the Thursday previous; but there were

: some real good birds benched by Messrs. Jones
and Chester, Sam Cook. W. N. Turner, A. G.
Smith, Stafford, Fielding, Green, and others. In Green
Norwich, Messrs. Walker, Thornton, Lowe, and
McAndrew were the chief winners.
British and Hybrids were fine. Mules especially

so. Mr. Heggie, from Scotland, sent down a team
of Hybrids, and captured everything possible with
them. How do the Scotsmen do at?
We anticipated perfection from the British judge

after the correspondence in the Press, but we
have to admit a certain amount of disagreement
with some of Mr. Chick's awards, notably in* the
Variegated Canary Hybrid Class and the Green-
finch Class. In the Hybrid Class he placed a Jonque
variegf and a buff yarieg. in* front of a perfect five-

pointed Jonque Goldie; while in the Greenfinch
Class lie placed a big buff first, n bird lacking in
symmetry, and* with a frilled neck. We agree
that size is essential in a British, but we think
it should not be made the predominating factor
at the expense of colour, shape, and quality, or
societies could save judges’ fees by borrowing a
pair of scales and weighing the exhibits. The
noted* clear Linnet Mule “Perfection’: had to stand

down : but he is not in, condition. His secondaries
are not folded up, and when in thorough condi-
tion we think he would* give the clear Greenfinch
of Mr. Heggie’s a good run. We had a talk with
Mr. Whitney, the secretary of Sale, andi we learned
that his society had decided to run an open show
on the dates vacated* by the L.C.B.A. Perhaps
fanciers will bear this in mind, and* look out
for the advert.

Sales were well* up, especially in the selling

olaieses, while the clear yell. Nor. of Messrs. Jones
and Chester changed hands at catalogue price.

The judges were: Lancs, and Liz), Mr. B, Clegg, in

place of Mr. Barras, absent through illness; Nor,,
J. Beswick; Bords., Mr. Dixon; Yorks., Mr. Dykes
and British, Mr. Chick.
Lancashtires, although Manchester fanciers have

always been the pioneers, did not come up to
previous standards. We seemed) to miss the giants
in the Yeltow Plainheadis, which were* the envy
of the Yorkshire breeders, who were on the look-

out for length. The Coppy seems to be taking
everybody’s fancy, to the detriment of the deep,
long-sided birds we used to see. There seems to

be too much of the Greet in th*e present-day Lan-
cashire ; if it is to be a Crest, let us have a Crest,
but there was once known such* a characteristic as
quality. Fanciers go with the times, but are we im-
proving this charming variety? We may be gut-

ting the depth*, but are we getting too much length

with it? Maybe the best were not on view owing
to the late moult, or maybe their owners aie on
War work, but there is no doubt new blood is re-

quired. If exhibitors cannot support shows on their
own midden, how can they expect outside shows
to put classes on? We may be hitting hard, but
the truth is better than a glorified report.

Lizards made a grand show, being very attrac-
tive to all visitors. We shall soon see new aspi-

rants in this variety. No doubt the energetic push
of the Sec. (Mr. J. Rukin) has had a lot to do
with the success of this variety lately. He must
have felt proud when* *he saw such specimens as were
on view*. Where does the magnificent “work” of

a Lizard end? Looking at the wonderful clear

cap, the perfect spangled* back, nnd* the choice

lacing at waist, there is no wonder the Lizard* Is

a captivating bird. Mr. F. Hamer had quite a
field day. It may not .be good for the Fancy
when, one man is picking up all the spoils, but
credit must be given where it is due. He who
brings the exhibit to perfection is justly, entitled

to the honours he has wort by careful study. Can-
not Novice Classes be introduced in Lizard circles

around Manchester? They have paid in other varie-

ties; it is at least worth* a trial

.

Yorkshires made a wonderful show. It is ft long
time since we isaw such classes at Manchester, and
we are sure Mr. Dykes was in his element in pick-

ing them out. Mr. R. Heggie (Glasgow) put down
a marvellous team, and picked up a few firsts.

Some of the birds were* a bit backward, but Messrs.

Bulmer, Darlington, Henderson, and Crosby, and
Potts staged* some bird's that will enhance their

reputation. We noted' many new names amongst
the champions, which speaks well for the future
of tile Yorkshire.
Amateur Yorks, came up w.ell in quality, but

down* in numbers; no doubt the late moult has
affected them. Some of these exhibits would have
given t lie champions* a good run, co true were they
to type. Size does not oe-em to be the maim fea-

ture in York'iea now—it is type* and quality first,

as it should be, but a good big one wants some
stopping.
Yorkshire Greens were about the poorest lot we

have seen out. There must be plenty of them at
Liverpool*, and good ones at that. Maybe there
was a local show at Liverpool. Surely the Green
men are not becoming home birds. There was a
time when Manchester could* bring out 120 in four
classes of Greens. Mr. McDermott took throe firsts

out of a possible four, the odd one going to Mr. Jones.
Th© “ wee gems ” always seem to came out on

top at this show; a specialist judge is engaged*,
and the Border men support him." The Greens took
prior place, and a rare sight they were. The
Tyneside men put down their usual teams, nnd
honours were equally divided. Jimmy Johnstone
taking the plums. Mr. Middleton, of Sale, staged
a wonder of a buff cock. Wo saw many fanciers
round this variety, and there should be plenty
of sales in, the near future. Quality was to the
fore in the Clears. It is a great pity we ennnot
seem to get thin characteristic in the Yorks, and

Norwich to the same extent ns In Borders. No
wonder many take up the wee gems; they are
very prolific, easily Wept, andi winners und 6tock
birds oan bo bought at a reasonable figure. Mr.
Nelson’s buff cock wns a spanker, and wiU he heard
of again. Mr. Madagan put his usual well-known
team out, and the exhibits of Messrs. Pennington
and Egerton were worthy of their place.
Cinnamon Norwich were much down in numbers,

but what were on show were a credit to their
owners. Wo thought Mr. Godley’s third yellow
was about the best wo have seen for some time;
it is not a "big ’un,” but for type and colour he will
hold his own anywhere. Mrs. Tweddle had her
usual winnings, while Messrs. Hartup and Smalley
kept up their reputation,.
LANCS. COPPY. CL. OR TKD. (8): 1, Jamison,

bulf grizzle coppy, monster, deep shoulders, long
sided, very leafy feather, clear win

; 2, 3, c, Mtton,
buff cl. coppy, massive shoulders, neat coppv, well
finished centre, fine cond., 3rd, yell., rare "length
of side, broad feather for a yell., very nice even
coppy

; 4, OoUingc, buff grizZlo coppy, not quite
so well finished, will improve; vbc, he, Rcdgard and
Stanfield. PLAINHEAD (5): 1, 3, he, Ridgard and
Stanfield, buff cl., rare size, abundance of feather,
broad skull, well Hashed, full of true Lancs, pro-
perties, 3rd -yell, cl., bit too racy for a Lancashire,
rare size and grand feather; no 2nd or 4th awarded;
vhc, Collinge; c, Fitton. BRED 1915 (4): 1, Col-
linge, buff Plainhead, abundance of leafy feather,
rare thickness at top, very long sided, in nice form

;

2 and 3 not awarded; 4 and he, Fitton, butt coppy,
well radiated from centre, quite covers beak, capital
feather and plenty of it; vhc, Rcdgard and Stan-
field. HENS (4): 1, Collinge. Plainhead, not a great
specimen, but excellent feather, fairly broad shoul-
ders, will improve

; 4 and he, Fitton, yell, coppy.
nice droop, long sided, thick top end, well balanced
wings j vhc, Jamison. LIZ. CL. CAP GOLD (5): 1

and vhc, Hamer, red hot, wealth of even spangling,
nicely laced to vent, dark legs and toes; 2 not,

awarded; 3 and c, Barnes, not so distinct in row-
ing, lighter legs thaji- winner, nice ground col.

;

he, Hampshire. SILVER (a): 1, Hamer, rare spang-
ling, teeming with work, nice size, full of qual,
well put down ; 2 not awarded

; 3, Hordern, very
near thing, only beaten lacing, perfect rows of
even spangle; vhc, Barnes; he, Hampshire; e, Mrs.
Burgess. BROKEN CAP GOLD (7): 1, Hamer, like

a ball of fire, rare .finish, feathered like a Java,
capital finish to each row of spangle; 2 and c,

Hampshire, spangling stands out well, only beaten
shape, nice legs and tees, put down in rare form

;

3, Hordern, almost a self, topper for work, full of
true Lizard properties, just a bit darker, in grand
col. ; 4, vhc, Barnes, wild, nice rows of even spangle
when steady; he, Rcdgard and Stanfield.. SILVER

.

(10): 1 and vhc, Hamer, like a silver cup for polish,

well mooned, spangle almost perfect,- in nice order,
frosting very pronounced; 2, Rukin, exceptionally
fine spangling, must have pressed hard ; 3, Teas-
dale, fails col. and work to above, even work
throughout, but small

; 4, Hampshire, not the best
of wings, otherwise shows nice even work, mores
very free ; he, Bosworth ; c, Barnes. HENS GOLD
A.V. (II): 1, Howard, a gem of the first water,

broken cap, a “hot un,” put down in rare trim;

2, Hampshire, larger spangling, fails in col. of legs

to winner, cl. cap, topper for qual. and style; 3,

Ridyard and Stanfield, spangle runs into ground
col. too much, or would be a good one; 4, Hordern,
very' smart, spangling neat and perfect, fails in

col"; vhc, Rukin; he, Bosworth; c, Teasdalc.

SILVER (9): 1, Ilamer, clear cap, wealth of spangle,

frosting perfect, nice dark legs and toes, well laced

to vent; 2. Rukin, clear cap, wild, darker than
1st, will do better when steady ; 3 and vhc, Barnes,

cl. cap, rare work,' well laced to vent, nice col.

throughout, wants a bit more time; 4, Hordern,
cl. cap, not so well finished in waist markings

;

he, Hampshire; c, Howard. YORKS. YELL (13!

:

1 and 4, Heggie, a “hot un," streets ahead, straight

as a rush, full of go, well filled in top, ou its

own, 4th rare pos., stands like a guardsman, neat
wings and tail ; 2 and he, Kearns, nice wedge shape,

but faulty* wings, capital qual., rare top cud lor

a yell.
; 3, Bulmer, grizzle neck, rare length, neat

head! .shows nice shoulder
,
vhc, Potts : c, Knowles.

BUFF (20): 1, Bulmer, cl., rare top end, boxy

feather, well up on pins, full of swank, pipe tad ;

2, Heggie, hotter, but not quite so stylish, showed
a bit of waist feather when taking notes; 3. Spiby,

not the length of winner, and wants a bit more

behind, excellent top end and good feather, sweet

bird; 4, Hegg&e, uneven mkd., rare length and

style, well up on leg, long sided : vhc, Norton ; he.

Wilkinson; c, Hibbert. HEN, YELL. (10): I and

4. Heggie, wing and beck mkd., flyer for style,

round as a pencil, red hot, a hen to be proud of,

4th a “red hot un." full of style, gives the others

a good run; 2, Wilkinson, grand wedge shape, nice

gloss, rare length behind, well balanced wings and

tail, in nice order; 3, Darlington, wing and eye

mkd., well up on leg; clear waist, round as a

gun barrel; vhc,, Knowles; he, Potts; c, Doolc>.

BUFF (14): 1, Darlington, wing and eye mkd., neat,

head, full neck, straight as an arrow, clear wm
to-day ; 2, Heggie, bigger but not so neat, but oi

wonderful hen lor the stud; n, Henderson and

Crosby, racy <and well fille<l in, straight back,

glorious wing carr.. grand pair of pins; 4, Brown,

well up on leg, clean at waist, full of swank, in

grand form; vhc, Rothwell ; he. Broughton: c.

Bulmer. CNFLIG. YEI.L, (13); 1. Henderson and

Crosby, a wonder for Yorks, properties, should

make" a name, straight as a rush and round as a

bottle, wins; 2, Knowles, slimmer, fails at throat

to winner, red hot, grand back and wing carr.;

3, Broughton, smalt hut smart, gets up well, clean

waist neat legs, which it uses: 4. Darlington, mkd.

wings' and head, very racy, plenty behind, round

head good shoulders ; vhc, Heggie: lie. Sharpies;

c, Norton. BUFF (13): 1', Potts, big. rare qual..

WUilK HD IKDft, US
, ..

,
...a-

Bulmer. bit hoop.v. otherwise grand bwi . wants

handling: vhc, Hibbert; e. Spencer. NORM It M.

Cl YELL (8): 1. oJnos and Chester, medium size,
V”- . . . . -t i i an,. I • •*

nice col.’ and qual., nice head, well filled .neck;

Fields, Mr. Banker Clegg's ideal, grand bird, il «

trifle more subs.: 3. o, Thorpe, nice type, eon and

istvlc. loses in qual.; 4. Hardman, rare head, ince

round back: vhc. Huggins; lie. Hownrlh 111 I* I*

(11) 1, Jones and Chester, nice shaped hcjid, grant!

texture of feoUitM’ : 2, Hirst, bigger, better col.,

equal in head, not quite the qual.; 3. Godky. nm

si\e head, henten wing and tail; 4. Fielding. ma.-sive

head deep body and well-rounded back, trifle

browy ;
vho, Sharpies; he, Wareing ; e, Turner.

TKD. OR VAR. BUFF (9): 1, Cook, grand var,

lovely round body, broad chest, short wings and

tail;" 2, Chilton, massive var., bid wide head, nice

qua!, and* shape: 3, ho, Turner, var., nice, louml-

bodied bird, good* tteodi and type, well-filled nook;

4. Mattinson, eye lick, bigger, round body, vn\
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mc-ttlcal ; vhc. Birat; c, Jones and Cheater. BEN,
YBI.L (11): 1, y!ic. Binltli, the noted var., giant

head, wide ami abort body, lovely qual.; 2. Jon»
urn) Chester, var, very good lien, nice head ; 3, I* lci‘1-

jni!, cl., hot qol, neat, not the head: 4, Bmybrook,

eyes and wing mark, grand qual, grand entrance;

he. Hirst; c, Bartup. BUFF (12): 1. Stafford,

massive hen, cl., bdg body, trifle long; 2, Hargreaves,

var., lovely iben, better cjual., equal in beau, well-

lUled' nock, prandi col., not the else, wo preferred

;

3, Hartup, dark bead 1 and wings, very neat, nice

type and qua!:, paler in col.; 4, Gxcwar, big, rare

head' and' body, almost green; \hc, Sharpies; be,

Cook; c. Thorpe. UNFLIG. TELL. (10): 1, be,

TuMK'T, well-known var., good wine needs no bu&li,

wins Ramsdens ; X Lee, very short-bodied cl., neat

head-; 3, Lingurd, rare col., good' bead, and well-

filled neck, not quite so deep in chest; 4. Hargreaves,

monster, great bead, grand qual., fat on chest

epoila his symmetry; vBc, Sharpies; c, Stafford.

BUFF (10): 3, Fielding, beauty, nice head, short

thick neck, and body well rounded, not a big one

;

2 , 4, Shilton, leader cl., nic^ bird*, beaten in

neck; 4th, var., paler in col., andi smaller ; 3,

A 11sop p, massive var., good shape and col., trifle

brow y, but managed to “push’' himself in ; vhc,

Cook, grand cl., Carlisle winner, extra good; lie,

Millward; c, Orewar. UNFLIG. HEN (9): 3, Turner

well-known neck mark, grand head and body,

trifle pale; 2, Cook, massive buff cl., big head, well-

filled 1 neck, grand qual. and col.; 3, Stafford, rare

qual., not the size or type; 4, Huggius, cinn. mark,

rare head, thick nock, extra qual.
; ^

vhc,

Thorpe; he. Fields; c, Mitchell. YORKS.
GREEN. TELL. (S) : 1, and he, Jones, self, not a

hig one, but neat, rare pencilling and col., gets

up well when handled; 2, Post-lewaite, self, but

stronger, rare cond.,. nice tone of col., markings

well defined, close up; 3 and 4, Rogers, self, looks

liko the Liverpool winner,, full of go, nice shade

of grass green col., slimmer than 2nd, 4th bit down,

but shows nice pencilling and col. when moved

;

vhc, Roberts: c, McDermott. BUFF (7): 3, Mc-

Dermott* seljf big strong exhibit, bit dark in col.,

nicely pencilled, gets up well; 2 and 4, Jones, sell,

very racy, neat bead, long sided, stands on good

legs, even shade of col, well put down, 4th sc It,

neat and full of go, nice col. and markings, well

carried wings ; 3, Hickson, fine, rare qual., nicely

pencilled on a grand ground col.; vhc, Roberts:

he Rogers; c, Post lewaifce. YELL. HEN (6): 3, Me-

De’rmott, self, a -big one, nice tone of col., even

wing carr., markings a bit blurred ; 2 and vhc,

Jones, fine, nice qual. and cond., well up on leg,

sweet expression, not a big one, but good; 8,

Hickson, s<^f, smart, a Yorkie throughout, good

wing and tail, fails in col. ; 4, Roberts^ self, smart

and neat, head and neck perfect, wings full or

col.
;

tic, Postlewaite. BUFF (a): ). McDermott,

fine tail, nice size, well up on deg, shows nice tone

of col. and pencilling; 2 not awarded ; 3 and c,

Hickson, self, grand pos. and col., wedge shape,

plenty of leg, which she uses; vhc, Rogers; he,

Roberts. NOR. YELL. (7): X, Walker, light throat

and underneath, rare massive bead, qual., and col.

;

o Me Andrew, self, grand head and type, only beaten

size; 3, c, Handley, self, grand- shape andi col., not

quite so well filled in neck; 4, vhc, Pugh, light

throat, nice col. and type; he, Raynes. BUFF (16)

.

X McAndrew, rare head, neck, body, and type

,

2
’ Bruce, self, very similar, only beateu size; 3,

l’ugh, rare depth, short body, beaten fluaL^ j4.

Handley, light throat, rare type and qual., grand

bead and neck, we preferred; vhc, Thornton; he,

Fields ; c, Hayward. YELL. HEN (9) : X, ThorntoD,

6elf, excelling in -Nor. properties, short and deep

,

2 McAndrew, light throat, not 60 typical ; 3, Bruce,

light threat and tail, hardly so deep in body; 4,

vhc Walker, foui tail, grand- body and type; ho,

Handley; c, Pugb. BUFF (9): X, 2, Lowe, nice

bens of good type an-d qual. ; 3, Hargreaves, light

throat and tail, hardly so deep; 4, McAndrew,

beauty, grand shape, qual., head, and neck, pro-

bably an unflighted, wo thought best in class; vhc,

Pugh ; be,Raynes ; c, Walker. BORD. Y'ELL. 12): X, 2,

Johnston, wonder for col., neat head, shows just a

nice shoulder, well balanced wings and tail, easy win;

2, similar type and col., not quite sO| jaunty, but a
good one; 3, Collier, bit weak at top, rare col. and

cond., moves well; 4, Affleck, 6weet head, nice

contour, grand tone of true green col.; vhc, he,

Middleton; c, Colbeck. BUFF (9): X, c. Middle-

ton, well moulded buff, full of col., nicely drawn,

stands at correct angle ; 2, 4, Johnston, similar build,

beautiful contour, very jaunty; 4, topper for col.

and markings, superior finish, faultless cond.; vhc,

Greenwell ;
he, "Whit-claw. YELL. HEN (10): 1,

Johnston, a marvel of a lady, a real wonderful col.,

rare type, about the best we have seen; 2, c,

Montgomery, another good one, not disgraced, full

of style, markings well defined; 3, vhc, c, Middle-

ton, sweet contour, grand col., not quite up to

winners, moves very freely ; 4, Affleck, charming

tone of col., boxy feather, takes her perches well.

BUFF (7): 1, Johnston, nice type and cond., full

of go. well braced wings and tail, clean cut, very

jaunty; 2, he, Montgomery, stylish, well pencilled,

lacing runs well down waist, neat head, fails col.

to winner; 3, c. Middleton, rare qual. and style,

correct angle, nicely carried wings' and tail ; 4,

Greenwell, smart, neat pencilling and col., bit

strong; vhc, Collier. CINN. (7): 1, c, Middleton,

yell., wonder for true cinn. col., shone like

burnished gold, easy win; 2, Colbeck, buff hen,

marvel for style, charming feather, well staged,

should win in a hen class; 3, Willaston, grand

coloured yell., bit strong, stands at nice angle,

sweet head and well cut away; 4, vhc, Clare, yell,

hen, daisy for type, full of swank, very jaunty,

well put dov/n ; he, Whitelaw. CL. OR-TKD. YELL.
(8) 1, Nelson, feathered like a Java, neat head
and neck, wings perfect, staged to perfextlon; 2,

Madagan, stronger, wonder for col., well braced

wings, full of go, marvel for qual., must have
preased hard; 3, Moore and Son, grizzle cap, rare

type and qual., neat bead and grand carr. ; 4,

Drinkwater. clean cut as a cameo, faultless feather,

grand head and wings, well staged; vhc, Garbutt;
he, Royle; c, Pennington. HEN (5) : 1, Madagan,
very taking lady, moves freely, charming feather,

clean cut avairy; 2, not awarded; 3, Garbutt, paler

fn col., but very natural, marble head, moves well,

just fails in qual. ; vhc, Drinkwatc- • he, Moore
and Son; c, Royle. CL. OR TKD. BUFF (9): 1.

sp!., Nelson, wonder for qual., rate col., neat bead
and just shows a bit of shoulder; 2, Egerton, nice

outlines, capital round head, well carried wing and
tail; 3, Madagan, in rare trim, full of swank, nice

feather and very compact; 4, J-IcLoughlin, nice
type and qual., neat wing and tail, bit unsteady;
he, "Willison; c. Moore and Son. HEN (11): 1,

Pennington, feathered like wax, marble head, nice
tone of col. for a ben, clean cut away: 2, 13, Nelson,
all there for qual., well braced wing and tail,

carried perfectly, only beaten head properties; S,

good typo and feather, moves very freely, good
outlines, put down in form ; 4, McLoughlin, bit
Stronger, sweet expression, very compact through
out; vhc, Madagan; he, Clare; c, Royle. UNEVEN

ETC. («): I, Egerton, almost even mkd. yell., charm-

ing exhibit, glorious type and qual., good win ; 2,

Pennington, huff, not so fur behind, rare feather

and cond., closely packed wings; 3, Leigh, var. jell.,

cloe-o feather, sweet expression, just fails wing
carr.; 4, vhc, Colbeck, var. yell., real good one,

hut marking against it, shown in capital trim

;

he, Royle. CINN. YELL. (6): 1, Smalley, massive
head, grand body, teeming with true cinn. col.,

wilt improve, but at present in bud feather ; 3 and
he, Mrs. Tweedle, good big -one, hut again poor

feather, plenty of good col., but might have given

way to; vhc and e, God ley, rare qual., a full 50

points for col., we thought quite an easy

win, an out and out "good un”; he, Mrs.

Tweedle, longer, rare col., might have been

further up, rare qual. for a “ big un.”

BUFF (6): 1, Hartup, rare bouncing exhibit, in

grand form, lair Norwich shape, shown to perfec-

tion ; 2, vhc, Mrs. Tweddlc, even richer in col.,

clcau cut away behind, well laced at waist ; 3, 4,

he, Codlcy, linger, but not quite qual., rich copper

col., 4, paler in col., nice silky feather, will im-

prove. HENS (5): 1, 3, vhc, Godlcy, yell, leading,

grand col., a rare lady, and she knows it, shows

remarkabl#sheen ; 3, buff, nice tone of col., cobby,

and moves well, rare head and neck for a cinnie ; 2,

Smalley, yell., not quite col. of winner, sweet carr.

of wings and tail, well put down
; 4, Hartup, red

hot, just pinched at top, grand wings and rich

copper col. SELL 30s.: 1, Wallwork ;
-

Rev. Gaul; 3, Millward; 4, Jones; vlic,

Field; lie, Martinson ; c, Sykes. 20/- (20); X, Watts;

2, Radford; 3, -Sykes; 4, Jones; vlic, Hartup; tic,

Knowles; c, Bowdten. X2/6: 1, Collin-ge; 2, Appleton;

3 Fielding; 4, Raynes; vhc, Smith; -lie, -Norton;

c! Martinson. C.L., ETC., HYB. (4): X, Heggie,

cJ. Greenf.-Ca-n, good- size and qual., pale col.,

4, Martin and- Archer, el. Linnet “Perfection, ’ not

in show condition, secondaries down; vhc, he, Hub-

bard. UXEV. CAN. 11YB. (6): X, Heggie, lightly

marked Grecnf.-C-an., nice col., size, and shape; 2,

Martin and Archer, var. Goldie, a Jonque, nice

cond. and size; 3, vhc, Oldham, rather heavy mark

-Gold-ie, big- bird- and good col. ; vlic, n grand five-

pointed Goldie, Tich col., and in beautiful condition;

4 Wilson, -heavy mkd. -buff, big -bird also; he.

Sharpies. DARK CAN. HYB. (11), 1, 2, Heggie,

Jonque Gr-eenie and Jonqu-e Gold-i-e, both perfect in

col., size, and shape. 3, vhc, Oldham, good-coloured

Siekin-Can., l-are size; 4, Martin- and Arches-

,
grand

Linnet-Can., good- size, shape, and- col. ; he, Dixon

;

c, Walsh. A.O. DARK (6): 1, 4, Whitney and^Son,

mass-iv

nice- type
named, t

he. Larder. ,, ,

Wilson, Canary-Bullie leading, well known very

hot col.; 3rd, Linnet-Bullie in nice cond-.; 2, Martin

and- Archer, Chaffincli-Gir-eenf.. noted bird- m beaut-i-

tiful cond.; 4, Brade, Urecnf.BuHf, nice size and

col.; vh-c, c, Hubbard; he. Booth. GOLDI--. OR
BULLF (13): 1, Wood®, Bullf, a beauty, grand

breast and back, nice bold head; 2, Hayter, grand;

Goldie, nice face, good breast col.
; 3, Martin and

Archer, Bul-lf., loses in boldness in head, and- ehape

to 1st’ 4 Brade, Gold-f., grand- bird, but hardly the

width of face of 2nd; vhc, Walk-den; he Davis; c,

Teasdaie. -LINNET (12), -grand class: 1, 2, Oldham,

beauties, -grand shape and- col., nice broad, bold

heads, mar-kings perfect; 3, Wilson, larger, rare

good tickings, hardly the col.; 4, Brade, similar
good' WUKiUgW, XUU'UIJ Wic vuo, »» 7 - ,

to 3rd, mass of ticks, rare boid-lopkmg, cone-shaped

bird; vhc, c, Holt; he, Davie. SISKIN, ETC. (20).

1. Oldham, Twite, grand markings, exquisite col.;

2, Haytor, -giant Mealy Redpoll, grand- col. and

cond. ; 3, Martin and Archer, Siskin, grand col. and

bib. nice head ; 4, Wh-ittick, Lesser Poll nice

marks and ool.; vhc, Barber; he, Booth; e, Daley.

A very interesting exhibit in this class w as marked

wrong class by the- judge. It was very much like

a Siskin, had a -dense black cap and bib, body,

colour, and actions of a Siskin, -but had. a black tail

A Siskin has a -yellow tail. Perhaps the exhibitor

will tell us how it was caught and where, and

any other particulars. GREENF. <*) : 1. Fletcher,

massive bird-, in good cond.; 2, Tama, better co.

and 'shape; 3, Teasdaie, little to choose; 4, Austin,

a bird- we -liked: vile, Hill; he. Holt; c, Leigh.

BRAMBLE OR CHAFF. (13): X, Oldham, WW*
Bramble, nice head and back markings, good col„

2, Rothwell, Chaffinch, nice size and shape; *,

Wilson, not the size of first Bramble, good- ool ,

4 Pitdhfoxd, Chaffie, good size and better col.

Hmn 2nd- vhc. Wa-l-sh; he. Barber; c. Dixon. A.o.

HARDBILL (5): 1. Fairhurst, big Hawfinch, nice

col. and bib ; 2, Johnson, the noted! Yell-owhammer,

grand chestnut -breast; 3, MarcUo, Yellow hammer,

clearer -head, nice v. and cheek marks, not tli-e col.

SOFTB1LL, -SMALL (6); 1, Gregory. -Gale m beau-

tiful cond-.; 2, 3, Sharpies, Tree Pipit and- Nuthatch,

two fine exhibits* 4 vhc, he, Colton, grand 1 Rohm,

&S in g^ sty-le. LARGE (4) ; l, «i to-
t.iful Thrush, a mass of markings, great size,

Sharpies, Missel, giant, in good oon-drt 3 Hubb-ard,

Hoopoe- 4, Colton, Thrush. FOR., SMALL (f). l.

Sharpies’, we missed: 2. 4, vhc, Hubbard, B^nop and

White Javas; 3. Colton, Orange-cheeked WaxLidle,

wc Shaw LARGE": 1, 4, Sharpies-, we missed ; 2,

be*"' Pitch-ford", Waxbill; 3, vhc, Hubbard, Parson-

fln

AMAi..
C,
YOR^K!°YELL. CK. (14) : X. Hallworth.

cl Ion" racy exhibit, well filled in top, perfect

wing carr. ; 2. Tansey, var. yell., red hot, nice pair

of legs, grand outlines, neat head and well filled

in neck; 3, J. Green, just droops tail a hit, grand

top end, full of go, well staged; 4, Whittle, very

racy shows just a small frill, wants time, will

improve; vhc, Bamford; vhc, Walkden ; c, Collier.

BUFF (11) : 1, Hitchen, varieg., topper for style

and cond., long sided, grand wing and pipe tail;

2 Hallworth, cl., well up in legs, capital back, racy

for a buff, round as a pencil; 3, vhc, J. Green,

full of go, but has a habit of crossing wings, other-

wise nice exhibit; 4, Housey, rare wedge ehape,

clean cut, well carried wings, erect and fearless; he,

Wilkinson; c. Bird. YELL., HEN (10) : 1, Tansey,

a gem, leads class well, long, well drawn, plenty

of leg, rare outlines, straight as a rush ; 2, Ald-

ridge, wing mark, bit square at shoulder, shows
touch of Belgian, rare stock hen, full of go; 3,

Hird, very racy, neat head and neck, balanced
wings and tail, showy hen; 4, Burke, very slim,

not quite the qual., ‘smart appearance ; vhc. Rad-
ford; he, Appleton; c, Taylor. BUFF (6); X,

Taylor, a wonder, good enough for the open, grand
character, shown to perfection, plenty of leg, which
she uses; 2, Hird, eye and wing mkd., topper for

qual., rare wedge shape, in good order; 3, Aldridge,
rare length, well braced wings, round as a bottle,

Very fearless; 4, Tansey, erect and bold, smart
appearance; vhc, McTurk; he. Collier. UNFLIG.
YELL. (15) : 1, Burke, rare pos., correct angle,
plenty of leg, wedge shape, in grand trim; 2,

Tansey, charming feather, silky appearance, grand
outlines, straight as a gun barrel, will improve;
3, c, Walkden, red hot, grand front, neat head
and neck for a yell., full of swank, nicelv staged;

4, Radford, paler In ool, rare feather and cond.,
well carried wings and tall; vhc, Pickup; he,

Gilbert. BUFF (6): X, Burke, grizzle wing, very
pale in col., long sided, wedge shape, grand top
cud, good back view; 2, Green, rare qual. and cond.,
erect and fearless, sbooty, perfect wing carr., good
exhibit; 3, Brown, var., einart, well up on leg,

clean waist, nice expression, correct angle; 4,

Gilbert, not a bJg one, but smart, full of swank,
well staged; vbc, I’ye; he, Aldridge; c, Hitchen.
NOV. YELL. (20): 1, Green, big cl., wide head,
grand qual. and type; 2, Bown, heavy mark,
good cot., massive, well-filled neck, penny in cheeks;
3, Bennett, big cl., rare head, neck, and qual.

; 4,

Lccee, cl., fine texture of feather; vhc, Collier;
he, ttatcliffc; c, Kush ton. BUFF (13): 1, Stuttard,
great size, wide -head, raro qua), and shape; 2,
Moreland-, neck mark, nice qual., Joses in size and
head- points; 3, Green, var., equal in shape, hardly
so chubby ; 4, Lee, cl., nice qua!., we preferred- vlic,

Bnrratt; he, Ratcliffe; c, Webber. UNFLIG. YELL.
(14): 1, Smalley, var., short or deep, grand- qual.;
2, Leese, rare type, neck an, head, beaten qual.;
3, Rev. Gaul, good- head, well -illled neck, also beaten
n little in qual

, 4, Green, eye mark, nice shape,
etc., not so -big; vh-c, Watts; he, Bown; c, Ridg-
way. BUFF (0) : 1 , Mairsfan-d, neck and wing
mark, qual. andi type all one could desire, good
chest, head, and neck ; 2, Collier, cap and tail
mark, bigger, not the qual. ; 3, Bowden, wing mark,
rare head and qual., wings inclined- to ©rose; 4,
Steele, heavy mark, nice- qual. and- expression

; vhc,
Rev. Gaul ; he, Johnson ; c, Webber. HENS, YELL.
(10) : 1, Leese, var., nice type and qual. ; 2, 3,
Watts, chest mark, lovely hen, not quite- the size,

but we "preferred-; 4, S. Green, rare qual., type, head,
etc., only beaten size; vhc, Ou-ndiff; he, Bowden;
c, Barratt: BUFF (14): 1, J. Green, well-known
Liverpool winner, best hen in show ; 2, Barratt,
var., excels in- head 1 and silkiness of feather; 3,
Steele, beautiful type, lovely qual, good 3rd

; 4,

War-burton-, rare -head-, qual., and- type, almost per-
fect : vh-c, h-c, Bennett; e, Maryland. HENS (22);
1, Stutta-r-d, -1, yell., grizzle cap, rare -type, deep
chest, niccly-fi-lledi back ; 2, c, Lee, cl. buff, similar
style, beaten in Read

; 3, Leese, cl. yell., massive,
rare head, neck, and body, beauty; 4, Callow, var.
buff, rare qual., nice type

;
vhc, he, Bennett.

BORD., YELL. (10): 1, 3. Stafford, cl., clean cut,
well braced wings, capital qual., marble head,
well staged

; 3, clear, nice type and qual., correct
angle, sweet head and nice contour; 2, Mrs. Higham,
even mkd., daisy for type, in faultless form, very
jaunty, runs winner very close ; 4, vhc. Tranter,
foul tail cinn., rare col. and cond., moves well,
neat round head

; he, Eckersley ; c, Pape. BUFF
(9) : 1, J. W. Johnson, smart exhibit, full of nerve,
well braced wings, capital trim ; 2, Tranter, var.,
beauty for type and qua!., would do justice in the
open, nice character; 3, vhe. J. Johnson, clear,
topper for style, all there for qual., moves very
well, quite a credit to owner; 4, Gill, cap mk.
yell., not quite the qua!., but grand type, well
carried wings, in good trim ; he, Pape ; c. Eckersley.
MEMBERS’ CLASSES.—AMAT. YORK., YELL
(5): 1, 3, Riley; 2, Drew; 4„ Tansey; vhc, Shaw.
BUFF (5): 1, Drew; 2, Burke; 3, McTurk; 4, Riley;
vhc, Shaw. 1915 YELL. (3): 1, Riley: 2, Drew;
3. McTurk. 1915 BUFF: 1, Tansey. YELL. HEN
(4) : 1, 4, Riley

; 3, Lane ; 2, Burke. BUFF HEN (7)

:

1, c, Riley; 2, Shaw; 3, McTurk; 4, Burke; vhe,
Tansey; he, Drew-. NOR. BUFF (3): 1, Dickinson;
2, 3, Lane. 1915 Y-ELL. (3): 1, Dickinson ; 2, 3,
Lane. 1915 BUFF. (3) : I, Dickinson ; 2, Rhodes

;

3, Bruce-. YELL. HEN: 1, Lane; 2, Buckleton; 3,
Bruce. BUFF HEN; 1, -Lane; 2, Rhodes; 3, Dick-
inson; 4, Buckleton. A.O.V. ; 1, 4, vhc, he, Mil-
lington; 2, 3, Lane. HYB., LIGHT: 1-, Bruce
DARK: 1, Green. GOLDIE OR BULLIE : 1, Green
LINNET: 1, Strafford. SISKIN, ETC.; 1, 2, Green
3, Bruce; 4, Strafford.

CARLISLE.
A GRAND SHOW OF NEARLY 800 BIRDS.

Favoured with a record entry, and a -collection
of the best birds of their respective varieties,
the seventh annual show of the Border City
Ornithological Society was held Oct. 27 and 28. The
Kings’ Hall, in which the show is held, is in every
respect well adapted for an exhibition of cage
birds, being well lighted from the roof, easy of
access, and roomy, all birds being nicely staged at
a convenient height for seeing, and well looked after
by an efficient committee of well-known, fanciers,
consisting of the following: Messrs. Jos. Robson,
R. Thomlinson, T. J, Robson, R. Macartney, Fred.
Befl, J. Robson, junr., T. Johnstone, H. C. PalfraF,
with Mr. G. Davidson, treas., Mr. G. Higgins,
chairman, and the ever obliging Mr. J. C.. Bell,
sec., to whom our thank® are due tor the courtesy
rendered, and the prompt manner in which all' re-

quests were met.
Borders (judged by Mr. Thos. McCreadie) led

the way, and as might be expected, here on the
Border, with a liberal classification, turned up well.

An average entry of 17 per class over the 16 classes
provided speaks well for their popularity, and also
demonstrates that when well catered for, an entry
satisfactory to the promoters generally results. The
winner of the Border C.C. medal was Mr. G. Ben-
net, with a ticked huff, a typical little beauty.
Norwich, handled by Mr. J. Robson, averaged just

under 12 per class-. The patronage of the W.P.C.
was given, and several of the leading exhibitors

of this variety were competing, and type and quality

were well represented. The winner of special best

bird wa® found in this section, an uneven yellow

cock, owned by Mr. W. Crawsbaw.
Yorkshires had the patronage of the Y.C.C.,

N.Y.C.C., and the C. and W.Y.C.U., and a fine

collection of representative specimens from most
of the leading exhibitors of the bird of position

graced the benches. This section was also judged

by Mr. J. Robson, and drew an entry of 124 in IX

classes, birds of wonderful type aud feather being

In every class.

The Hybrid section was really good, all the

choicest specimens of the respective blendings being

on view. A rarity appeared in this section, cata-

logued as “Song Thrush-Blackbird-, first time seen

on the show bench in England.’’ However, it failed

to score. If as- described, the bird appeared to us

to have inherited largely the Thrush characteristics,

being very similar in shape, colour, and markings.

British also were good, the winners well selected,

and put down in beautiful order, while Foreign

were a small but beautiful collection, the colours

and condition of the majority of the exhibits being

unsurpassable. This section, and the British, were

judged by Mr. J. Nicholson; Hybrids by Mr. J.

R
BORD. CL. OR IN VIS. TKD. YELL. CK. (22): 1

Crabb and Finlayson, fine type, rare qual., neat all

over; 2, Young, similar type, fine qual. and carr.;

3, Rintoul; 4, Sbacktev. both crand tvoe and oual..

•well shown; vbc, "Viloon; fee, Bprott; e, Broekic.
BUS (31): 1, Colderwood, fine qual., rare type ao4
order; 2, H. Benoct, close up, similar qual.; 3,
Navin, neatly made, good qual ; 4, J. B. Wilson,
fine type, well balanced; vbc, Craig; he, Brockle;
c, G. l’atcreon. BUFF CK. (31): 1, Craig, typical,
fine order, grand feather; 2, Morale, close up, beau-
tifully feathered; 3, 0. Uennct, fine ebape and qual.;

4, Nicholson, well put down, typical and good; vhc,

Eapic
;

he, Robertson; c. Broadfoot. HEN (29); l,

Craig, well tapered, fine qua)., neat and good; 2,

G. Bennet, fine model, close fitting coat, like silk;

3, J. 8. Wilson, well made, good shape and qual.;

4, Paterson, very taking exhibit; vbc, Rintoul;
he, Dunlop. EVEN MARK (7): J, Crabb and Fin
layson, buff, uneven wings, good eyes, nice type
and qual.; 2, vhc, he, Nicholson, yell, leading, nice
order, good marks ; 3, Robertson, fails fn wings,
nice type; 4, McVittie, buff, fair markings, good
type; c, Connocliie. UNEV. OR VAR. YELL. CK.
(15) ; 1, 4, NichoLson, Cinn, mark leading, good
qual. and shape, trifle large, latter nice markings,
good qual. and shape; 2, J. 8. Wilson, well mkd.,
fine shape, good feather and coL; 3, Patterson, 3-

pointed, good type, fine feather; vhc, Lawaon; he,

Bennet. HEN (11): 1, Nicholson, fine type, good
qual.; 2, Patterson, eyes and back of head mark,
nice qual. and type, neat; 3, Hyslop; 4, Geddcs,
both fine feather and good type; vhc, Dunlop; he,

Affleck; c, Crabb and Finlayson. BUFF OK. (10):

1, Rintoul, eyes and wings mkd., fine col. and
qual., rare shape; 2, J. W. Wilson, taking exhibit,

bonny feather; 3, c, Jones, close up; 4, Dockert.j,

neat bird; vhc, Nicholson; he, J. 8. Wilson. HEN'
(16) : 1, Craig, fine shape, silky feather; 2, Young,
neat and good ; 3, Calderwood, fine shape ar:d

cond.; 4, Robertson, nicely tapered, good qual.;

vhc, Espie; he. Gill; c, H. Bennet. TKD. (7): l,

G. Bennc-t, buff, tkd. neck, nice type and feather,

beautiful outline (medal winner); 2, Young, yell,

wing tkd, behind in head, sweet otherwise; 3,

Aitcbiuson, buff, beautiful type and feather; 4,

Sprott, yell, tkd. neck, nice bird; vhc, J. W. Mil
son; he, "Watson: c, Morgan. GREEN 01t CINN-
YKLL. OK. (21): 1, Espie, green, fine shape and

col, well burnished; 2, he, J. W. Wilson; 4, Affleck,

both Greens, nicely laced, good shape; 3, John
6tone, Cinn, fine shade, neat, shape; he, Reid; c.

Brown. BUFF (15): 1, Reid, fine shape and feather,

taking col.; 2, Smith, neatly drawn, good in

feather; 3, Nicholson, well put down, neat; 4, Ren-
der, close up; vhc. Fox; he, Oossar; c, Affleck.

YELL. HEN (15); 1, Law-ton aDd Son, green, fine

shade, nice markings; 2, Hcslop Bros, green, well

drawn, neat and in capital order; 3, J. W. Wilson.
Cinn, nice exhibit, fine shade; 4, Espie, green, good
shape, fine tone, nice feather; vhc. Affiled; :

he,

Farrer; c, Johnstone. BUFF (16): 1, Johnstone,-
neat shape, good feather, correct pose; 2, lie,

Hyslop Bros, very well feathered, neat shape ;
3.

Reid; 4, J. W. Wilson, two sweet birds, fjne shape:
he, Farrer; c, Espie. PAIRS (7): X, Watson, dears,
fine pos. and qual.; 2, Gill, uneven yell. ck. and d.
buff hen, well matched, fine qual.; 3, Jones, veil,

ck. and Cinn. mark hen; 4, T. Johnstone, dears;
vhc, Higgins; he, Morgan; c. Macartney. COCK.
NOV. (18): 1, Sprott, fine shape and qual, neat
and good; 2, Macartney, very sweet, in fine c-oi-d.

;

3, Sloan, neat, fine shape; 4, vhc, Cossar, very littl

behind, neat and well drawn; he, Seweil; c, Hesicp.
HEN (13): I, 2, Heslop, uneven buff and eye mark,
both in fine order, neatly tapered; 3, Sloan, d.
yell, good type, nice qua!.; 4, Lennox, Cinn. mark,
nice order, good qual. and- type; vhc, Cruddas; «.

Sewell; c. Macartney. SELL. (15): 1, G. Bennet;
2, Hume; 3, Gill; 4, -Robertson; vhc, Cubby: la,

Watson; c, Lawson and Son. NOR. GL. OR TKD.
YELL. GK. (9): 1, 3, Crawsbaw, both fine simp-,

and col, good in qual.; 2, Mitchell, grand ml.

and shape; 4, Bel!, fine 6hape, good order; vhe.

Young; he, Black; c, Wilson. HEN (16): 1, lav-
eon, fine head, good pos, 60und col.; 2, c. Craw-
ehaw, rare size and shape, good col.; 3, AHNon.
good shape and feather, fine head ; 4, Hirst, gco.l

bird, fine shape and size; vhc, Spencer; he. Your;;.

BUFF CK. (12): X, Paling, beautiful co’, lice

qual, rare shape ; 2, Stephenson, similar in pro-

perties, does not show so well; 3, Crawshav, ll.d;

on head, fine bouncing bird, rare shape; 4, Kim.
"grand ool, rare shape, just behind in size; vhe.

Lawson; he, Holden; c, Kaberry. HEN (9): I.

Lawson, fine shape and feather, good col, smooth
and well shown; 2, Jeffries, stouter than winner,

rare feather; 4, Cook, fine eol. and shape, rare hea I

and neck; vhd. Hector; he, Kaberry; c, J. S. Wil-

son. UftEV. Y'ELL. CK. (7): 1, Crawsbaw. sp. l-ort

in show, fine bouncing fellow, wonderful feather

and shape, rare head and chest; 2, 3, Cook. t>u-

flne birds, well up in Norwich properties, having
size, shape and qual,; 4, Davidson, good stamp:
vhc, Allison; 6, Calderwood; 7, Young. HEN <5 :

1, Lawson, wings, tail and eyes, fine shape and si/.,-,

good head and col,; 2, Hirst, heavily varieg, rare

shape, good feather and cond.; 3, Bleasc and Son,

4 mkd, good stamp, fine cond.; 4, Crawsbaw. gr-iz

head, capital shape and feather ; vhc, Bell : In-.

White; c, Renwick. BUFF CK. '(13): X. vlic. Craw
shaw, rare shape, well feathered, good stamp: _’.

Cook, close up, fine bead and good pos.; 3, Law
son, rare col. and feather; 4, Bell, good one: In-.

Allison HEN (8): 1, Stephenson, good type, rare

feather, good head; 2, Lowiey, good one, close up;

3, Jeffries; 4, Crawsbaw, very little betwixt then..

ohaw, topping birds, good col. and feather, fine

shape; 4, Aviton, nice shape, good head and ne>-k

;

he, Forrest; q, Mitchell. HEN: 1, Forrest, boir.

iag bird, good head, capital shape; 2, he, Crawsbaw.
another fine one, in grand order; 3, Allison, shape \

and well feathered; 4, vhc, Mitchell; c. Lawson.

BUFF OK. (15): 1, Cook, fine bouncing bird, good

col. and cond.; 2, Hirst, deep chest, good head an-i

neck; 3, Stephenson, fine shape and feather, we 1

balanced; 4, c, Tose, rare stamp; vhc. Gardiner: lie.

Blease and Son. HEN tf-4): I, 3, Orawsliaw, Ine

type and qual, good heads and chest, little betwixt

them; 2, Cook, not far behind winner; 4, hi-.

Mitchell, again a fine typical bird, well made:

vhe, no name; c, Gardiner. A.V. NOV. (10) : i. -’.

Spencer, fine birds, good older; 3, 4, J. B. Bell, good

heads and finish; vhe, Mitchell; he, no name: <.

White. SELL. (17): 1, Calderwood; 2, Lawson: ...

Renwick; 4, Davidson; 5, Renwick: 6. i. I-<" -

YORK-S. CL, ETC, YELL. CL. (9): 1, Heggie. fine

pos, grand col, neat bead, well drawn, never

wings; 2, Dykes, little paler in. col, fine pos.. i.-. v

well carried wings and -tall; 3, Dr. Craig, fin-* t.'- e

and pos, rare qual.; 4, Ogden Broe, anojier gc -
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one, well drawn and racy; vhc. Stewart; lie, Dcigh-
ion; c, Richardson. BUFF (14): 1, Ogden Bros.,
lino pos., well up,' rare feather; 2, Hartley; 3,
Craig, line pos. and feather, good carr.

;
vhc, he,

Richardson ; c, Deighton. VARIEG. YELL. CK.
(7): 1, Dykos, well known; 2, Craig, good pos., well
drawn, fine qual. ; 3, Morrison, rare qual., good in

all properties; 4, Hall, rare and stylish; vhc. Wear;
lie, Everett; c, Mason. VA1UKU. MIKE CK. (10):
l, 2, I>ykes, wonderful birds, good in all-round pro-
perties, having qual. and stamp; 3, Craig, very
close up; 4, Towers, lengthy, rcaehy and well
drawn; vhc, Ogden Bros.; he, Crawliall

; c, Pearson.
YELL. HEN (12): 1, Heggie, good col. and pos.,

racy and capital shower; 2, Craig, fine qual. and
pos., neat all round; 3, Morrison; 4, Ogden Bros.,
good qual., typical, very close up; vhc, Dibb; he,

Everett; c, iMacready. BUFF (12): 1, Crawhall,
Klim and well feathered, neat head and wings; 2,

Craig, line qual. and type, well braced ; 3, Towers,
rcaehy, in line order; 4, Mason, good po«., line

feather; vhc, Heggie; lie, Mucready ; c, Morrison.
UNFLIU. YELL. CK. (14): 1, Towers, line stamp,
well drawn, lengthy and nicely rounded; 2, Harri-
son, Cinn. mark, capital qual. and pos.; 3, Dykes;
i, Hartley, clears, good reach, straight and well
shown

;
vhc, Heggig

;
lie, Tweedic; c, Crawhall.

MUFF (11): 1, Towers, line typical specimen; 2,

Ogden Bros., close up
; 3, Hartley, rare stamp

wild qual., well drawn; 4, Crawhall, line qual. and
pos. ; vhe, Deighton ; he, Coutson

; e, Stewart. HEN
(11): 1, Dykes, hcauty for feather and type; 2,

Hutchinson, good qual., well drawn; 3, Towers,
shapely, in line order; 4, Craig; vhc, Heggie; lie,

Crawhall; c, Tweedic. NOV. (11): 1, Walkden,
stylish, good qual.

; 2, I’almer
; 3, 4, Smith, all nice

qual., well drawn and nicely staged; vhc, Barrie;
lie, c, Ferguson. SELL. (7): 1, Wells; 2, 3, c,

Dell; 4, Pearson; 5, Todd; 6, Wear. CL., ETC.,
HYB. OR MULE (13): 1, Heggie, el., Greenic, oft

described ; 2, Dr. Wilson, Urecnie-ChafT., another
well known, in line order; 3. 4, Maddison, both cl.

Gohlie-Can., in beautiful order; vhc, Melvin; he,

Johnstone ; 'c, Palfrey. BULLF. HYB., incl. CAN.-
BULLF. (8) : 1, 3, Graham, both Redpoll-Bullf.,

leader line type and feather, good col., parentage
well defined, latter not far behind ; 2, he, Wilson,
Oan.-Bullf., well known; 4, Heron, Uohlf.-Built

-

., line

bird, good col., shapely; vhc, Dale; c, Campbell. UN-
EVEN (11): 1, MeQuiston, varieg. Goldie, line face
and col., in rare order, good size; 2, Heggie,
Green!’., lino order and good shape; 3, 4, c, Maddi-
son, leader lightly mkd. Linnet; 4, Goldf., noth in

line order, capital feather; vhc, Dibb; he, Mc-
Vittie. A.O. HYB. (11): 1, McQuistcm,, dark yell.

Goldf., fine face, good size and col.
; 2, ltenwick,

Lonnie Siskin, fine shape, col. and markings; 3, 4,

Heggie, Greetif. and Goldf., capital specimens; vhc,
Bowerbank Bros.; lie, Wilson; c, Maercqdy. GOLDF.
(0): 1, Bell, nice size and shape, line, well cut
blaze, good markings; 2, 3, Almond, leader nice

shape, blaze nicely cut, rather pale col. yet, latter

finely made, but unsteady; 4, Brown, nice face, not
in tip-top order yet; vhe, Blakely; he, Raine; c,

Eairhurst. BULLF. (10) : 1, MeQuiston, fine eond.,

nice size, good, well defined cap, rich col.; 2, c,

Dale, not quite tlie col. of leader, shapely; 3, Sykes,

fine size, good colours, well defined
; 4, Conkie and

Loudon, close up; vhc, Barkass; he. Woods,
GREENF. (12): 1, Fairhurst, "Northern Star,’'

well placed ; 2, Calder, fair size, good shape and
col.; 3, Maepherson, nice size and shape; 4, Sykes;
vhc,' Raine; lie, Melvin; c, Davidson. CHAFF. OR
BRAMBLE (13): 1, 2, Sykes, Chaff, and Bramble
respectively, fine pair, good and well defined mark-
ings, rare size, and in fine order; 3, Wilson,

Bramble, in fair form, but deficient in tail ; 4, Mae-
pherson, Chaffinch, nice colours and steady; vhc,

Fairhurst
;

he, Renwick ; c, Foster. LINNET (11)

:

1, 2, McQuiston, fine col. and markings, rare sheen

and finish, latter slim ; 3, he, Woodhouse, stouter

bird than winners, lacks the polish; 4, Wright,
similar to 3rd ; he, Buchanan ; c, Johnson. SISKIN,
ETC. (15) : 1, Conkie and Loudon, Twite, fair size,

col., and marks, rare order; 2, McGavin, rich col:,

nice shape and size, faint bib; 3, Sykes, Twite, fine

size, good marks and cond. ; 4, Palfrey, Lesser Red-

poll. good col. and cond.; vhc, Calder; he. Dale;

c, McQuiston. A.O.V. (5): I, Sykes, Hawfinch, fine

shape and markings, nicely cut bib, very steady,
*> 4 McQuiston, Corn Bunting and Hawfinch, both

fine shapely birds; 3, Wilson, Meadow Bunting, fine

order, pleasing exhibit'; vlic, Erskine. HEN (7)

:

1, Conkie and Loudon, Corn Bunting, nice size

and cond., well mkd. ; 2, Montague, Thrush, steady

and nicely shown, fine col. and markings: 3, 4,

Forster, Bramble and Bullie, well shown; vhc, Mc-

Quiston; Lockhart; 7, Barkass. MACAWS, ETC.

(4): 1, Gardiner, Electus Parrot, fine cond.; 2,

Arnott, Black-faced Lovebirds, in lovely order; 3,

Slack Bloodrumps ; 4, Macready, Hanging Parra-

kcet. BUDGERIGARS, ETC. (4); All to Mrs. J.

Bell, nice exhibits, 3rd Greyheaded Lovebird, others

Budgies. AVADAVATS, ETC. (7): 1, 3, 4, Arnott,

Cordon Bleus, St. Heiena Waxbills, and Steel

Finch, in order named; 2, 7, Almond; 5, Christer;

C, Clark. A.O.S. (7); 1, 2, Arnott, Yellow-winged

Sugar-bird and Maroon Tanager, lovely colours and

cond.; 3, Davidson, Gouldian Finch, fine order

;

4, 5. Almond; G, Christer; 7, Campbell. GIFT (8):

1, Higgins ; 2, Pearson
; 3, Lawson ; 4, Watson ; 6,

Macartney ; 6, Robson ; 7,. Davidson.

YORK.
Seventh Annual Open Show of York C.B.S., held

Oct. SO. An entry of over 300 was obtained, the

officials considering this most satisfactory, under

•the existing circumstances. The Ebor Hall, in which

the exhibits were staged, is of a very suitable

description, well lighted, lofty, spacious, and cosy,

absolutely void of draughts, and beautifully deco-

rated. The staging of the specimens had been well

thought out, and those responsible for this neat
arrangement are worthy of being highly congra-
tulated. The President is Mr. A. Richardson, and
Chairman, Mr. B. Marshall, a brace of greatly-

esteemed officials. The Show Committee consisted

of Messrs. R. Marshall, A. Humphries, Robinson,
Carolin, Sissons, Campling, Jefferson, and King.

Most are well known and practical fanciers, and all

worked like Trojans for the welfare of the show.
Mr. V’. G. F. Zimmerman, the Sec., is most cour-
teous and energetic, and although quite a novice
as regards • secretarial work, frames like an old
Lands In V. G. F. Z. the Yorks C.B.S. possesses

one of the right kind to steer successfully the
Society and its shows.
Quality throughout was superb, comparing favour-

ably with the best, and beating many past shows
that have been held since Dick Turpin's noted ride
to this famous Cathedral city. Norwich were truly
-i splendid collection, type, colour, quality, and sub-
stance all being present. What gems to be sure
word the yell. mkd. neck cock, owned by Mr. W. A.

Nest3 of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regulai
sprinkled with KE ATTNO’S POWDER, especial
when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this Ji:

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy tho R
Mite. Kills all iDsects. Harmless to everything cl:

Wilson
; the mkd. buff cock, which is a topper, tho

property of Mr. D. Hunter; and the var. yell,
un flight’., that, with luck, should have a future,
put down by Mr. A. Humphries.

Yorks, found many admirers, and well they might,
undoubtedly a very tine and characteristic display
did tho “slun and lengthy ’uns” make. Eve-openers
were those of Messrs. Dr. W. Craig, L. Dykes, J.
Thomas, A. W. Hartley, and A. Price. Amongst
the novices fine exhibits were put down by Messrs.
F. E. Richardson and A. Cass.
British were voted a superb lot; certainly our

"national songsters" did themselves credit. The
rattling Goldie (Mr. W. Ilearfield), the finely-pen-
cilled Linnet (Mr. S. Wethcrefl), the richly-colourcd
and well-marked Twite (Mr. it. Parlctt), the de-
lightful Chaffinch (Mr. W. Woods), the mujestic and
magnificent Hawfinch (Mr. H. B. Shorney) were all
specimens far above the ordinary, and many envious
eyes were east on these bcuuUlui creatures. Foieign
gave a little tone, .and selling classes provided the
bargains. The show in every detail was managed
most excellently, and a good attendance of visitors
patronised the venture. Mr. J. C. Barnes (Sheffield)
judged), and his plaelngs were well received.
YELL. NOlt. (li): 1, Wilson, mkd. cock, bouncer,

marvellous qual. and col., lovely shape and carr.,
will do some winning, gem; 2, vhc, Humphries, mkd.
wing and head, capital shape and subs., A1 qual.,
and ablaze witb col., very close up; 3, Thomas,
mkd. head, nice feather and col., rare size, longer
in barrel, wings, and tail, yet most pleasing; he,
Brown; c, Livingstone. BUFF (12): 1, Hunter, mkd.
wings and eye, possessing superb feather, topper
for type, red hot co!., delightful carr., eye-
opener; 2, Thomas, mkd. wing, more subs., exqui-
site col., shapely bead, neck, and chest, bit slack
behind, requires a little more time to brace up;
3, Thomas, mkd. back, rare size and shape, A1
col. and leather, good carr., well worth its place;
vhc. Potter; be, Rarlett

;
c, Humphries. YELL.

HEN: Cancelled. BLVF (8): 1 , Wilson, thigh tkd.,
round as a ball, magnificent feather ansi ool., neatly
frosted, rare size, most charming; 2, Thomas, cl.,
lovely shape, leathered to perfection, capital col.,
clean cut, beaten in size only, beauty; 3 , Hum-
phries, mkd. wiug and head, richly fed, and delight-
fully clothed, sweet bead, expression, wee bit longer
in build; vhe, Robinson; be, Matthewson; c, Liv-
ingstone. UNFLIG. YELL. (12): 1 , Humphries,
lightly var., delightful symmetry, superb qual. and
col., line subs., jaunty carr., exceedingly promising;
2, Brown, massive ci., bold head and neck, broad
and deep front, superior leather and col., shade
long in body, neat oarr. of flights, -close up; 3,

Brown, cl., immense subs., nicely fed, silky tex-
ture of feather, sweet head character, good chest,
again wee bit long; vhc, Wright; he, Harland; c,
Hunter. BUFF (G) : 1 , Wilson, cl., ablaze with col.,
slashing qual., true typo and good size, clean cut
away, should be heard of again; 2, Tose, lightly
var., tight as wax, red hot, shapely, capital size
and carr., not far behind ; 3, Carolin, cl., -a bouncer,
good in shape and feather, nice col., bit sour in
bead, yet a choice exhibit

; Vhc, Brown
;
he, Hunter

;

c, Robinson. UNFLIG. HEN (15) : 1 , he, Thomas,
bewitching- cl. yell., well up in size, captivating
shape, delightfully gowned, with rich col.

; 2, Har-
land, charming var. yell., sweet shape, nice subs.,
lovely feather and col., graceful movemeut, gem ; 3 ,

Hunter, cl. buff, ©obby, cap. leather, nice col.
and mealing, -good shape and carr., worth her place;
vh-c, Humphries; c, Brown; No. «, W.C., a cock.
NOR., NOV. (15) : 1, Hennon, magnificent cl. bull,
lor sha-pe, size, col., and qual., all one could de-
sure, quite capable of winning in the upper circles;
2, Mrs. Stamp, yell., mkd. wings and eyes, full of
qual., teeming with col., nice outline, good size,
clean cut, very bonny

; 3, Varley, cl. buff, wonderful
subs., Al col., silky, but rather free iu feather,
still a good one, valuable for stock purposes

; vhc,
Conway Bros.; he, Carolin; c, Boddy. HEN (12):
1, Hennon, finely shaped cl. yell., superb feather
and col,, well u-p in size, carries -herself delight-
fully real charmer; 2, Hennon, lightly var. buff,
tight as wax, capital shape, rich undercol., not of
the biggest, but of the best; 3, Boddy, typical cl.
yell., rich in col. and eilky in texture, not the subs,
of winner, but a real good Nor., in the* pink; vhc,
Conway Bros.; he, Barviss; c, Lieut. B. Drew.
YORKS., YELL. CK. (10) ; l, l>r. Craig, cl., mar-
vellous length, very slim, as straight as a pencil, not,
a feather wrong, lovely col., clever legs, a knockout;
2, Simeson, mkd. neck and eye, full of style, stands
like a Guardsman, capital -length, best of backs,
flights, and tail, another real t-opper; 3, vhc, Marsh,
mkd). wing, red h-ot, superb col. ana- feather, sweet
expression of head, rare length, bit down or might
have won ; hard lines

; -he, V eitch
; c, Smith Bros.

BUFF ^14) : 1, Dr. Craig, cl., a .picture, smooth as
polished marble, true -pos., rare length, beautiful
back, perfect wing carr., pipe tail; 2, Hartley, mkd.
wing -and eyes, stands delightfully, rattling length,
capital feather, and col., clever legs, close up; 3,
vhc, Thomas, lovely cl., straight, good, length, tight
as a Java, nice back and .wing carr., neat and
etylish; he, Dykes’; c, Brice. YELL. HEN (12): 1,
Dykes, exquisite cl., slim and upstanding, perfect
feather, grand col., rare length, full of true charac-
ter ; 2, Dr. Craig, cinn. mkd. wings andi eyes, superb
feather and col., capital pos. and length,' nice back
and wings, neat tail, gein; 3, Brice, cl., fine length
and pos., Al feather and col., stands nicely, not
so sweet in head character os might be, yet good
3rd 1

; vhc, Watts: he, Campling. BUFF (i0>: 1 ,

Thomas, cl., delightful outline, well filled in, Yare-
Iength and qual., full of style, and on rare legs,
beauty; 2. Sutcliffe and- Son, -mkd. wings and eyes,
feathered to perfection, 6weet head expression, nice
length, capital back and wing carr., bit down or
might have won

; 3, Smith Bros., cl., straight, capi-
tal -length, Al feather, full of style, clever legs,
capable of beating more than beats her; vhc,
Dykes; !hc, Moffatt ; c, Simeson. UNFLIG. (9): 1 ,

Dykes, gem of a cl., slim and upstanding, very
lengthy and leggy, richly fed, best ot feather,
should make a name; 2, Watts, cl., -rare stand
and length, good col., nice head and neck, well filled
in back, capital wings and tail, scarcely qual. of
winner

; 3, 'Sutcliffe and Son, mkd. wing and eyes,
rod hot, superb qual., good- length, not quite so
upstanding, appeared nervous somewhat, more cage
practice required; vhc, Hutchinson; he, Smith
Bros.; c, Hartley. BUFF (12): 1, Hartley, grizzled
tail, tight as box, grand- type and length, well on
leg., read model, staged to the moment; 2, Dykes,
sweetlypnou bled cl., good' feather and col., lengthy
and leggy, in the pink, and pressed hard; 3, Sime-
son, mkd. head, capital qual. and col., good pos.
and length, well on leg, beaten a -little in style;
vho, -Sutcliffe and Son; he, Carlisle; c, Yelland.
UNFLIG. (11): 1, Brice, delightful cl. yell., rare
length and pos., -perfect wing carr., pipe tail, full
of nerve, gem; 2, Dykes, -richly-coloured cl. buff,
slim and lengthy, stands finely, possessing the char-
acteristic swagger, very close up; 3, Carlisle, cinn.
mkd. wiogs and head, exquisite qual. and col., good
length and pos., leggy and well shown; vhc, Sut-

cliffe and Son, he, Thomas; c, Hutchinson. NOV.
(10) : 1

, Richardson, smart and grandly -si tup-ed e).
yell., well clothed and richly fed, nice leg., full of
style, good one

; r, he, Linfqot. huff, grizzled tail,
most^promising, Al pos., rare back, wings, and tail,
clever legs, take care of him ; 8

,
Stirk, cl. yell.,

wonderful length, superior feather, might have
better head, lovely tapering body, neat back flights
and tail, worth its place; vhc, Cliff; c, Cross. HEN
(8 ) : 1 , Cass, cl. yell., smooth as glass, nice length
and j>os., well-filled back, neat carr. of flights and
tail; 2 , Cross, smart and stylish cl. buff, Al qual.
and col., good length and well on leg, pressed lor
1st; 3, Cliff, very neat cl. yell., slim, capital pos.,
g-ood qual. and col., well on leg, shade shorter;
vhc, Blackburn; he, Richardson; c, Linfoot.
GOLDF. (7): l, Hoarfleld. well up in size, grand qual.
col. and shape, wide, rich, and well-cut blaze, neat
bars and buttons, iu capital trim; 2 , Haigh, good
col. and feather, shai>ely, -rare size, bold and rich
in blaze, not quite so neatly cut underneath, capital
bars, and well buttoned, close up; 3, Allen, shapely,
nice subs., good in feather, not quite ready

;
vhc.

Dr. Wilson; he, Smedley; c, Fowler. LINNET (5 ):
1, Wctherell, rare shape and size, capital qual. and
polish, profusely and distinctly pencilled, in fine
fettle ; 2

, Burlett, better col., good shape, not the
size or polish, nice markings, will improve; S, Hunt,
capital col. and feather, nice shape and size, well
pencilled, wants steadying; vhc. Gray; he, Ander-
son. BULLF. ( 10) : 1

, Woods, wonderful size and
shape, smooth as wax, beautiful cap, lovely breast
co!., living picture; 2, Woods, again one of the
right stamp, equal to winner in every respect, pity
there were not two lsts; 8

,
Wilson, bigger still,

shapely, uice qual., neat cap, breast colouring not
quite so rich, still a beauty

; vhc, Dr. Wilson he
Wilkinson; c, Anderson. SISKIN, ETC. (10 ): 1

,’

Parlctt, magnificent Twite, rare size and shape, de-
lightful polish-, lovely col., beautifully mkd'., steady
as a top, real gem; 2, Hunt, Siskin, good size,
and shape, Al col., smooth, neat head character,
well mkd)., good 2nd; 3, Gray, Redpoll (b. ..i),
sweet shape, grand col. and qual., nicely mkd., well
shown; vhc, Todid; he, Haigh; c, J. Wilsdn.
GREENF., ETC. (11): 1 , Woods, Chaffinch, wonder-
ful size, best of shape, magnificent col. and qual.,
shows for all it is worth, topper; 2, c, Chick, Bram-
ble, rare size and shape, rich in col., smooth as
wax, grandly mkd., in perfect trim, pressed strenu
ously; 3, Haigh, lovely Greenf., good subs, and
feather, rich col., capital shape, worth its place-
vhc, Maepherson

; he, Forster. HEN ( 14 ) : 1 c,
Gaunt, grand Hawfinch, rare subs, and shape, capi-
tal col., well-cut bib, put down in fine style’ *>

Dr. Wilson, Bramble, well up in size, not a feather
misplaced, good in col. and markings, well shown •

3, Chick, Yellowhammer, lovely .col., nicely mkd.’,
good shape and size, in nice order; vhc Forster’
be P-arlett. A.O.V. (10): R Shorney, Hawfinch, mag-
nincent shape and siz-e, -delightful col. and qual
grand bib in rattling cond.; 2 , vhc, Medley, Black-
catp, an fine form, good in size and col,, lovely
head character, benched in up-to-date fashion; 3 ,

c, Chick, Y’ellowhammer, splendid shape and size

1

co ^*» sla9hing head points; he, Dr. Wilson'MULE OR HYB. (13), Good cLass: 1 , 2 , Barlett, the
notod V lute Rose,” needs little comment, a
unique specimen, and a study

; 2nd, yell. Greenf -

Can., the old warrior, looking as well, if not better
than ever, a wonderful bir-dj 3, Taylor, very choice
.Linnet-iiullje, rare size and shape, magnificent col
and qual.; vhc, lie, c, Dr.. Wilson. FOR. (lo) • 1Moods, topping Bullie, would be hard to locate a
liner specimen, tAl all through, found many ad-
mirers, 2 , Bulmer, Black-headed Gouldian, appeared
to feel the cold, bit down or would have won • 3

|

c, .Sissons, pair of good Budgies, in the junk 'oj
cond., and nicely staged; vhc, Zimmermann; he,
J-eflerson. SELL Ids. (8 ): 1

, 3, Robinson; 2 , Moffat;
Anderson; lie, Linfoot; c, Zimmermann; he

(10): 1, Matthewson; 2, Shorney; 3 , Moffat; vhc,
Sliaw

; lie, Simcsqn
; c, Rob.nson. 30m. (pn ; j 3Brown; 2

, Sutcliffe and Son; vhc, J. Wilson; heSimeson
; c, Zimmermann.

LONDON AND P.O.S.
A Fine Show of Over 600 Birds.

The Autumn Show of the L. and P.O.S. was held
at the Lambeth Baths on Get. 27 and 28. The building
is a grand one for a big show, well warmed and
lighted both by day and night. The birds were
arranged around the big bath, and in a tier down
the centre, and made quite an imposing display
file entry was a very fine one of over six hundred
birds, and made one of the best autumn shows the
Society has ever held. Birds were sent from all
parts and arrived well Up to time, excepting five
consignments, which unfortunately did not arrive
until midday, and were therefore too late for judg-
ing. Probably these were not dispatched very early
as other long distance ones were well up to time,
the Committee having made arrangements to clear
the receiving depots over night.
The Norwich section was a grand one and in-

cluded |ome very fine specimens, Mr. G. W.
Saunders, of Haslemere, securing the cup with a
lovely yellow of wonderful quality. Other exhibitors
were Messrs. Spillman,, from Devonshire; Rippon,
Chelmsford

; Miles, Chichester, Hodder and Martin,
London 7 and other well known lovers of the ehut>i>y
ones. The Novices staged some topi>ers, Mr. Head's
buff being much admired, as was also his winning
hen.
Yorkshires were a grand lot, some of the York-

shire men sending down some loveily specimens ; but
the Southern exhibitors did well, Mrs. Holliday
winning in clear Cuffs and Mr. Green in niarkud
birds. Mr. Ayres also staged a couple of winners.
Mr. Broad, of Borden, sent in some lovely Crests
and C.-B.s, winning in both classes, as did Miss
Onslow, of Bournemouth, in the Novice section. (A
letter from Miss Onslow referring to these is pub-
lished in our cornesjiondence columns.—Editor, Cage
Bikds.) The Hybrid, British and Foreign classes
were very well filled, although many birds arc not
yet fits and the collection was a good one. Mr.
Francis won the Members’ Cup with his well known
Linnet.
The management was all that one could desire,

Mr. Huggins, the new Show Manager, taking hoid
with both hands and keeping a tight grip of every-
thing all through. The society is fortunate in possess-
ing young blood to step into the breach at such a
time as the present. The worthy Chairman, Mr.
Crabb, lent valuable assistance, as did also Messrs.
R&msdcn. Day, Clarke, Fairman, Burt, Silver, and
Ilarrij, Madame Feist-Madewell and Mrs. Harris.
The Members’ Yorkshire Cup was won by Mr.

Dykes; Crest Cup, Mr. J. Broad; Hybrid Cup, Mr!
E. J. Lamb

;
Foreign bird up, W. Buckingham;

Abrahams’ Memorial Trophy, for rarest Foreign bird,
Allen Silver; trophy best Australasian bird, Mr.
Frostick.
The judges were: Messrs. Heath, Canaries, except

Novice Norwich ; Ramsden, Novice Norwich (in

place of Mr. Hodder who was indisposed); Norman,

Mules and British; and Watts, Foreign. There
was a capital attendance of visitors, and over £25
worth of birds was chtrmcd, the highest price being
£10 for a C.B. lien.

Mr. HEATH'S CLASSES.
NOR. CL. YELL. (II); 1 , Saunders, lovely bird

all round, beautifully moulded and balanced, full
head and cheeks, splendid wings, neat tail, sound
col., full qual.; 2, Martin, similar, hotter iu col.
although scarcely so fine ip feather, capital
Khoulders and back, neat wing*; 8, Hodder, big Isold
bird, grand head and cheeks, good front, neat wing
sound qual.

; vhc, Miles; he, Hutton
; c. Taylor.

BUFF (17); 1 , Spillman, neck tkd., wonderful type,
rare bold front, full bead and neck, grand short
wings, sound rich col. and qual.

; a real Norwich

;

2, Hodder, hit more massive, but scarcely so clean
cut deep chest, short wings, good head ‘and neck,
a bonny bird; 3, 4, Noyce, wonderful head, good
checks, a wee bit light in body, but full of qual.;
vhc, Laecohee; he, Saunders; c, Hutton. MKD. OR
VAR. (12): 1, Spillman, very fine back mkd., good
size, nice bold front, full head and neok, capital
wngs grand depth of col., very fit; 2, 3, Hodder,
big buff, rare subs, grand head and neck, good
back, closely packed wings, Al qual., rare stock
bird ; 3. check and wing mkd. yell., grand size,
full head and neck, bold front, grand wings, full
of qual.; vhc, Gridin; he, Cook; c, Cole. nEN
(21): 1

, 4, Martin, very smart lady, good size, bold
front, full head and neck, neat wings, Al qual. ; 2,
Saunders, good buff, rare subs., neat full bead, short
neck, grand wings, tighlly braced, wonderful qual.;
3, Spillman, very typical, beautifully balanced;
sound rich col., good back and wings, shows well,
full of qual.; vhc, Curtis; ihc, Cole; c, Miles.
UNFLIG. (23): 1. Saunder-, nice buff, neat bead and
neck, shade light in body, but lovely qual., gro -

wings, Al col.
; 3, Love-grove, similar, rare qual.,

clean cut. a shade light in build, grand col. ; 2,
Rippon. good yell., capital size, clean cut, shade long
on wings, but grand col. and qua!.

; 4, Scars, bonny
yell., rare sub., good full head and neck, rare chest,
capital wing, sound rich col., AJ qujl.

;
vhc, Martin;

he. Hutton; c, Spillman. Y’OKKS., CL. YELL. (12):
1, Dykes, grand length and style, good pos., neat
head, erand back and wings, well up on legs, lovely
qual.

; 2
, Fulford, another beauty, fine length, grand

I>08., good shoulders and back, capital wings, Al
qual., sound col.

; 3, Holliday, smart and upstand-
ing, lovely head and neck, rare length of wings,
well up on leg, just a suspicion of frill, but lovely
qual.; vhc, Clarke; he, Greenslade; c. Buckingham.
BUFF >12) : 1, Mrs. Holliday, beauty for length
and style, grand pos., neat, head, capital shoulders,
good length of wing, neat tail, rare qual. feather;
2 Clarke, fine length, clean cut,’ grand shoulders and
back, good wings, rich col.; 3, Fairman, shade
small, equally good on points, rather tighter packed,
full of qual., grand pos.; vhc, Fulford; he, Hall;
c, Buckingham. VARIEG. (13): 1, Green, head and
wing inkd. veil., fine length, lovely head and neck,
nice bit of shoulders, grand wings, well up on
legs and clean cut, hot col.

; 2, Ayres, head and
wing mkd., nat. col., good size, nice length of wing,
good pos. and style, Al qual.

; 3, Fulford, smart
S-pointed, stylish and typical, nicely braced wings,
sound col., well up on legs, Al qual.; vhc, Buck-
ingham; lie, Clarke; c, Hall. HEN (15): 1, Ayres,
fine bold cil,.

,
grand length and beautifully ’ cut

away, neat head and wings, nicely moulded, sound
ool. and qua!.; 2, 3. Fairman, scarcely so hot in
col., but lovely type and style, nice head and

I shoulders, good length of wing, capita! pos.; Al
qual; 3, good col., nice taper, good shoulders and
back, neat head, grand qua,!, feather; vhc, Green-
slade; he. Dykes; c, Wilcock. UNFLIG. (15): 1.

Ayres, fine length and style, neat head, grand
shoulders good pos., beautifully drawn, fine wings
and tail, sound col., a lovely yell.; 2, IVilcock, very
smart buff, fine length, stylish and typical, neat
head and shoulders, good back and wings, Al cond.;
3, Clark, grand bird tor length and style, good
head, neck and shoulders, fine length of wings, Al
qual. of feather; vhc, Mrs. Holliday: be, c, Last.
CREST (5): 1, 2, Broad, magnificent exhibit, plenty
of subs., grand crest of fine size, beautifully drooped
all round, well filled in at back and nice centre,
scarcely finished yet, but wins

; 2, good green,
fine size, capital head, nicely formed, -good droop,
well filled all round; 3, Bale, good grey, fine size,

neat, well formed crest, nicely raduited from a
good centre, lovely qual. feather

; vnc. Guy ; he.

Gale. C.B. (15) : 1, 2, Broad, nearly green, immense
size, wonderful head, very massive and well packed,
grandly domed and splendidly lashed; 2, ffhe varieg.,

good subs., grand head, lovely shapg, well domed
and packed, beautifully lashed, grand qual.; 3, vhc.

Bales, cl. fine size, good head, well lashed with
fine length of feather; he. Gale. BORD. YELL. (1C):

1, vhc. Bennet, rare type and style, jaunty carr.,

clean cut. lovely qua!, feather, very fit: 2, 3, Last,
shade larger and hotter col., hut not so sweetly
moulded, grand head, good wings and tail, and
sound qua!.; 3, wing mkd., very typical, clean cut,

jaunty style, good head, sound col. and neatly
feathered, will im-prove: he. Clay-don. BUFF (7):

1, 3. Last, lovely exhibit, grand shape, beautifully

balanced, nice boxy feather, nice head and wines,
splendid action, sound col : 3, rood one, not quite

so nicely filled in front, but clean cut and Jaunty,
grand wings, Al com!.; 2, vhc, Bermet, scarcely so

rich in col., but beautifully moulded, neat head,

wings tightly braced, lovely qual. ; be. Steel ; c, Clay-

ton. A.O.V. (11) : 1, Adams, grand yell. cinn. .very bold,

full fronted bird, grand subs., sound rich col.

throughout, fine ifettle ; 2, Wilson, scarcely the
substance, but grand col. and qual. ; 3, Steel, big

Isold Scotch Fancy, fine reach and shoulders, very
nervy. NOV.. YORKS. CL. YELL. (15) : 1. Neigh-
bour, smart upstanding bird, fine length, good
shoulders and back, neat head, nice length of wings,

rare qual.; 2, Colin Brown, grand length and style,

well up on leg, good wings, neat head and shoulders,

lovely qual. : 3, Huggins, shade smaller, but very
smart and typical, nice length of wing, good pos.,

capital col. and qual.; vhc, Knight; he, Hawick;
c, Johnston. BUFF (15): 1, Gilbert, neck tkd.,

good length, well cut away, good length of wing,

sound legs, raro qual.; 2, Huggins, good pos. and
style, well up on lops, vory clean cut, well braced

wings, Al qual.; 3,
‘ Bramwcll, sweet and typical,

scarcely so clean cut, good head and shoulders,

smart wings capital qual.; vhc, Littlcchild; lie,

Johnston ; c, Neighbour. VARIEG. (11): L Rat-

clitfe, wing and bead mkd. yell., smart, clean cut

bird, good head and shoulders, well filled back,

sound col., Al qual.; 2, Ramsey, head and wing

mkd., stylish and typical, well up on leg, grand
wings, Al col. and qual.; 3, Brown, varieg. buff,

grand size, rare length of wing. Al pos., neat head,

just a suspicion of frill, but Mill a good one; vhc,

Huggins; he. Andrews; c, Knight. HEN (14): 1,

Neighbour, lovely varieg., sweet type, clean cut

and smart, neat head, well braced wings. Al col.,

good pos.; 2, Frisby, fine bold cl., grand length,

good head, nice shoulders nnd back, capital wingn,

Al qual. ; 3, Stuart, varies., fine size and length,
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«mart and upstanding, nicely moulded throughout,

grand wings, neat tail, sound cond. ; vbc, Howick

;

he, Stevens; o, Llttlcchlld. UNFLIG11T. (12): 1,

Ratcliffe, lovely mkd. yell., sweet type, clean cut,

well up on leg, good head, neck and shoulders,

well braced wing, sound cond. ;
'2, Melbuish, big

bold bird, grand length, nice head, good shoulders

and back, capital length of wing, tine col.; :i,

Huggins, smart yell., scarcely at its best yet, but

capital typo and style, good pos., smart wings; vhc,

c, Neighbour; he, Stoten. NON-FED 06) : 1.

Stoten, good yell., nice type, neat head, well tilled

shoulders and back, capital wings, A1 qual. and

col.; 2, Miles, not quite so big, but very smart

and stylish, neat head, good shoulders and hack,

.mart wings; 3, vhc. Mason, neat one, good type,

nice head, capital shoulders and wings, A1 qual.

;

he. c, Lowe. NOV. CREST (5): 1, Mi.ss Onslow,

grand clear body D.C., tine sine, good bold crost,

well tilled and spread beautifully drooped, good

centre ; 2, Classe.v, rare size for a youngster, lovely

Grey Crest, well spread, nicely tilled, good droop

and centre, quickly claimed; 3, Ward, good varieg.,

neat crest, well tilled at back, good centre, nicely

diooped; vhc, Mrs. Pope; he, Uaigh. C.B. (a): 1, 2,

Miss Onslow, grand green, pun; size, good bold

head, well packed and domed, nicely lashed, grand

qual.; 2, lightly mkd. bird, with good broad skull,

well packed and lashed, grand qual. feather; 8,

Ward, big varieg., good head, well packed with

feather, nicely lashed and domed, rare qual.; vbe.

Small; he, Mrs. Pope. BOltO., YELL. (12): 1,

Kybert, smart bird, capital type, stylish and jaunty,

clean cut, neat wing carr., nice pos.; 2, Hutchinson,

beautifully moulded, neat head, well tilled back,

capital wings, sound cond.; 3, Onslow, lovely head

tkd., capital type, very stylish and smart, shade

small, but A1 qual.; vhc, Joplin; he, Potten ; c,

Humphries. BUFF (8): 1, Humphries, nice size,

very jaunty and free, eapital head, neat well fitting

wings, clean cut and grand qual.; 2, 3, Hutchinson,

beautifully moulded, good head, well filled back,

sound wings, grand cond.; 3, Joplin, beauty, lovely

type and style, good pos., neat head, smart wings,

A1 qual.; vhc, Onslow; he, Hewett. C1N. OR OK.

(5): 1, Hewett, lovely bull', very sound col., good

size, nicely pencilled, shapely and smart, grand

qual.; 2, Onslow, capital yell., typical and clean

cut, good back and wings, rich col. throughout, A1
qual.; 3, Daw, lovely buff, scarcely so rich in col.,

but grand qual., very shapely well packed

wings, richly laced; vhc, Fisher; he, Kybert.

Mr. RAMSDEN’S CLASSES.
NOV. NOR., CL YELL. (7): 1, vhc, Harris, grand

bold bird, lovely type and style, full front, good

bead and cheeks, well across the perch, lovely qual

;

2, Litflechild, very nice, fine size, good head with

chest clean cut, very hot col., sound cond.; 3, he, c,

Burt, neat, nice type, good head, capital front,

neatly cut away, sound qual. BUFF (12) : 1, Head,

good size, very typical and short, nicely moulded,

grand head, back and wings, full of qual.; 2, Rat-

clifie, similar, but scarcely the cond., nicely moulded,

good wings, full head and neck; 3, Dumbledon,

bonny, grand size, typical, stands' well, lovely back

and' wings; vhc, Gedge ;
be, Harris; c, Kerr.

VARIEG. (7): 1, Burt, bonny wing and head mkd.

yell., wonderful subs., big, bold head, good back,

sound, rich col., nice qual ; 2, Bailey, bold front.,

grand type, neat head, good back and wings, sound

col and qual.; 3, Deane, rather heavily mkd., fine

size and type, bold, full front, good’ head, very nch
col.; vhc, Trusett; he, Kerr; c, Bonniwell. HEN

' (18): 1, Head, lovely short buff, good size for a

lady, full head and neck, bold deep che9t, beautifully

cut away, quite a Norwich; 2, Burt, hig bird for

a hen, some doubted the- sex, bold front, grand

back and wings, hot col.
; 3, Paterson, lovely qual.

buff, good size and type, fully moulded and filled

in, clean cut to a good tail; 4, Gedge, another big

yell., wonderful subs., grand head, full front, sound
col.; vhc, Ratcliffe ;

he, Kerr; c, Bonniwell. UN-
FL1G. (14): 1, vhc, Bailey, grand yell., good size,

very shapely, good head, nice depth of chest, clean

cut, sound col.
; 2, Paterson, lovely buff, nice bold

bird, neat head, well filled neck, capital back and
wings, rich col.; 3, c, Ratcliffe, wing mkd. yell.,

shade longer, but grand qual. and col., neat head,

capital wings and tail ; he, Kerr.

Mr. NORMAN’S CLASSES.
HYBRIDS, LIGHT (8) : 1, 3, Page, beautiful'

Goldf.-Can. leading, nearly cl., fine size and shape,

good blaze, nice tone of breast col., A1 qual., sound

cond. ; 3, another nearly cl. Goldie, quite as good as

winner, though scarcely so forward, capital flush on
face, sound qual.

; 2, Perks, nice, lightly mkd.
Greenf. Can., nice size, very shapely, good rich wings,

capital cond.; vhc, c, Trusett; he, Ramsey. DARK
(10): 1, c, Lamb, capital Goldf.-Can., pure size, capi-

tal shape and style, densely mkd., good wings, full

of qual., very rich col.; 2, he, Andrews, grand Red-
poll-C'an., wonderful size for the cross, bold, good
style, nicely mkd., sound col., in fine cond. ; 3,

vhc, Taylor, bold Siskin-Can., nice size and shape,
good cap and wings, 'sound, rich col. throughout,
lovely qual. A.O.S. (8) : 1, 2, he, Lamb, well-known'
Chaffinch-Grecnie leading, fine size, very shapely,

grand depth of col., beautifully mkd.; 2nd, the
ClapTiam winner, shapely, good col. and cond.

; 3,

Andrews', lovely Redpoll-Greenf., nice size, good bold
bead, beautifully mkd., lovely cond. ;

vhc, Collins

;

c, Meek. GOLDF. (14) : 1, Burr, grand bold bird,

rare width of face, scarcely fit yet, but coming
well up in col., good deep chestnut and capital
wings; 2, Collins, hardly so wide in face, but a
good, all round bird, capital breast col. and wings,
should do well later; 3, c. Prior, neat head, rich

chestnut and capital wings, not fit yet; vhc, Mays;
he, Sirnmonds. BULLF. (9): 1, Beard, good size,

nicely polished cap, neat bib, well filled neck,
good depth of body, grand tone of col., A1 qual.;

2, Shipton, lovely hen, very shapely; sound, rich

col. throughout, good bold head, grand wings,
sound cond. ; 3, c, Mays, scarcely fit yet, good rich
col., big bold head, grand wings

;
vhc, Tapper.

LINNET (9) : 1, 2, vhc, Francis, grand size, richly
pencilled throughout, nicely proportioned, bold head,
sound col., in fine fettle

; 2, good one, but scarcely
so richly mkd., shapely, nice style, plenty of subs.,
good wings, sound cond. ; 3, Prior, not ready yet,
but a good one, very shapely, richly mkd. and good
col. ; he, Burr. SISKIN, ETC. (16) : 1, 3, Offord,
lovely Siskin leading, grand bold shape, neat head,
lovely rich col., well mkd. wings, and splendidly

laced, in the pink; 3, lovely Twite, not particularly

large, but very shapely, nicely proportioned, well

laced throughout, rich col. ; 2, 4 ,
Francis, grand

Leaser Redpoll, lino size, tight as wax, good tone of

col., capital bib and wings; 4, another good Siskin,

scarcely the body of winner, but grand cap and
bit), sound cond. ; vbc, Silver

;
he, Johnson ; c, Green.

GREEN F., ETC. (13); 1, Prior, magnificent Bramble,

perfect, wonderful size ami col., richly mkd., well

laced back, very fine corn!., a real beauty ; 2, 3,

vhc, Francis, good col. Chatltnuh, fine size, neat cap,

good wings, sound, rich breast, shapely and well

put down; 3, another grand Bramble, nearly the

sizo of winner, grand shape, good depth of col.,

scarcely so richly spangled, but a good' one; he,

Vale; c, Offord. A.O.V. (8): 1, 2, Francis, magni-

ficent Com Bunting, wonderful size, very shapely,

beautifully mkd. throughout, in very fine cond. ; 2,

very fine Hnwf., grand, shapely bib, good bold head,

capital wings, wee bit down in col., but A1 cond.;

3, Sirnmonds, sound Yellow Bunting, fine size and
type, neatly mkd,, rich col., nicely laced; vhc, Burr;
he, Pearce; c. Mays. BLACKBIRD, ETC. (18): 1,

Frostick, very fine Blackbird, shapely and good
style, grand depth of col., very steady, well shown

;

2, Lott, bonny Thrush, grand bold bird, with a

wealth of markings, good wings, nice bold style,

A1 cond.; 3, vhc, he, Sirnmonds, Blackbird, pure

big bird, scarcely the depth of col. of winner, but

a good one. 1NSECT1V. (17); 1, 3, Frostick, lovely

Dartford Warbler leading, a beauty for col. and
plumage, charming exhibit, well shown ; 3, lovely

Wren, real gem for size and cond., sound col., in

fine fettle; 2, Taylor, fine bold Chough, grand size

and jbape, good sound col., plenty of polish, in the

pink; 4, he, c, Puck, grand 'Gale, nice size and
shape, rich col., fine cond.

Mr. R. J. WATTS'S CLASSES.
LOVEBIRDS (11): 1, 3, Shipton, grand pair of

Yellow Budgerigars leading, beautifully matched,
grand col., very fine cond.

; 3, pair Green Budgeri-
gars, fine size, very richly coloured and spangled,

lovely cond.; 2, he, c, Silver, lovely pair Blue-

winged Lovebirds, grand col., in the pink of cond.;
vhc, Huggins. PARROTS (11) ; 1, vhc, c, Frostick,

grand hen Electus, magnificent bird, choice combina-
tion of colours, in wonderful condition ; 2, Lovell

Keays, lovely pair Red-faced Lovebirds, absolutely

faultless in plumage, beautifully matched, lovely

col.; 3, Wade, very fine Crimson-wing, good bold

bird, grand depth of col., fine fettle; he, Silver.

CORDON BLEUS, ETC. (15): 1, vhc, he, c. Silver,

pair Avadavats leading, very richly coloured, in

perfect cond.
; 2, 3, Buckingham, nice pair of Cor-

dons, well matched, pure depth of col., in pink of

cond. ; 3, lovely pair, Golden-breasted Waxbills, good
size, shapely, sound cond.

;
vhc, c, Lovell Keays.

JAVAS, ETC. (13) : 1, 2, (he 2) vhc, c, Silver, good
pair Tri-colour Mannikins, beautifully matched, grand
size, A1 cond.; 2nd, grand White Javas, tight as
wax

; 3, Buckingham, beautiful pair of Silverbills,

in the pink of cond. SEEDEATKRS (15) : 1, Buck-
ingham, lovely Queen W-bydah, good, sound col., in

perfect plumage; 2, 3, he, Lovell Keays, Black-
cheeked Waxbills, grand birds, beautifully mkd.,
lovely plumage; 3, beautiful Fire Finch, charming
bird, sweetly coloured, very fine cond.

;
vhc, he, e,

Silver, charming Ultramarine Finch, a very rare
exhibit. INSECTIV. (10) : 1, 3, Lovell Keays, charm-
ing Purple Sugar-bird, magnificently coloured plum-
age, grand cond. ; 3rd, Australian Zosterops, beauti-
ful pair, grand order; 2, Frostick, very fine Yucatan
Jay, with Jay like head, dark to shoulders, and
blueish back, in lovely cond.; vhc, he, Silver; c,

Wade. NOV. BULLF. GR GOLDF. (4): 1, vhc, c,

Madame Feist Madewell, lovely hen Bullf. leading,
grand size and shape, full bold head, sound col.

throughout, fine fettle; 2, 3, Carter, ck. Bullie, nice
size and shape, good rich breast col., capital wings,
A1 cond. ; 3, another good Bullie, scarcely so rich
in col. A.O.S. (6): 1, Madame 'Feist Madewell, very
fine Crossbill, nice size and col., fine cond.

; 2, Pettit,
good Corn Bunting, nicely mkd., fine cond. ; 3, he,
Deane, capital Chaffinch, sound, rich col., good
shape, fine fettle; vhc, Street. HYB. (7): 1, vhc, c,
Carter, lovely varieg. Goldie leading, nice size and
shape, good flush of col., sound cond.; 2, he. Snow,
fine dark Goldie, good, shapely bird, fine size, nice
col.; A1 cond.; 3, Haigh, lovely Goldie-Bullie, not
ready yet.

(Many Show Reports unavoidably held over.)

Leeds Quality Linnet Hinging Club.—Match, at

Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane, Oct. 31. Some
classical singing was heard, and appreciated by a

company of well known old fanciers. 16 birds

competed; I, J. Chippindalc ; 2, C. Loriman; 3,

Boh Dcarlove. Judges: N. Holloman, A. Loriman.

— F. Turner, Sec.

Leeds Linnet and Canary 'F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road. Open contest for quality

Linnet singing. Oct. 30; 14 birds sang: 1, Buttery;

2, 3, W. Sissons; 4, consolation prize, W. Siteons.

Judges, Hayes andi Topping. Oct. 31, 15 sang :

1, Buttery; 2, 3, W. Siseons; 4, consolation prize,

Chippendale. Judges, Naylor, Crane, and Hayes.
Roller contest, Oct. 31, 12 birds sang: I, Rogers;

2, Stoad; 3, 8. Johnson; 4, consolation prize, Steoo.

Judges, Grant and Naylor, Hon. Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet contest. Woodman Inn, Horsefair,

Oct. 24, 15 entered, 4 minutes’ time singing: 1, 2, 3,

Pugh. Open contest, Oct. 31, 22 entered, 3 min-

utes’ time singing; 1, Jones; 2, Pugh; 3, Black-

shear. Don't forget members and Intending mem-
bers it is our first Club Sing next Saturday, Nov.

6; look out for date of our copper kettle sing,

which will appear in "C.B.’’—S. Pugh, Sec

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all
questions of Health, Diet, &c„ to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Frte Specimen to
"Health and Strength," Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Open sing, Oct. 30 ; about 50 or 60 members and

friends entered 74 birds to sing for 5 very good
prizes. We had bird® from most of the leading
Linnet clubs in Yorkshire, thanks to the valuable
paper. Cage Birds, but the weather was bad, and
it grew dark before half of the birds were through,
so the singing was not up to the usual standard.
1, J. Wiliams; 2, Longfield

; 3, Scott; 4, W. Nelson ;

5, Liversidge and Plows shared. Next week will be
a members’ sing; anyone wishing to join may do
so. Open sings every week —W. Dobson.

KIPPAX.
Kippax Linnet Club members visited Clarence

Hotel Linnet Club, Leeds, Oct. 23, to sing with the
Clarence Club for two medals and six money prizes,

for time and quality. Five of the prizes went to
Kippax members. Quality: 1, Cooper; 2, Chippen-
dale ; 3, Binns. Time ; 1, Cooper ; 2, Collinson

; 3,

Wallis. Judges for quality: T. Summers, P. Mad-
den. Minute, man, S. Butterfield ;

Time-keepers ami
tappers for time, Messrs. J. Wallis, R. PIDws, W.
Perkin, W. Nelson. 43 birds entered and only three

minutes time was allowed each pair. General meet-
ing of Kippax Linnet Club, Nov. 6, at Headquarters.
—R. Plows-, See.

LEEDS.
Quality singing, Old Bird House, Skinners’ Arms,

Buslingtborpe, Oct. 30; 15 birds sang. 1, King; 2,

Hullen; 3, Green. Oct. 31; 19 sang lor 3 good
prizes. It was quite a delight for the judges and
friends to listen to such beautiful singing. 1,

Hullen; 2, Binns; 3„ Green. Judges, Messrs. C.

Clayton, J. Sellers.—C. Clayton.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel, Skinner Lane, Oct. 30; 16 birds sang.—1, H.
Wigfield; 2, T. Chippendale; 3, Wharam. Judges,

Messrs. P. Maddan and J. Hutchinson. Oct. 31;

18 birds, sang. 1, H. Wigfield; 2, W. Lipman
; 3,

shared, Wharam and T. Chippendale. Judges,, T.

Summers and P. Maddan.—W. Lipman, Hon. Sec.

Quality Cinnet singing, Glassmakers' Arms, Grey-

hound-place, York-rd., Oct. 30, 26 birds: 1, 2., G.

Hirst and Lacey shared
; 3, 4, G. Hirst land E.

Stansfield shared. Oct. 31, 26 birds:/l, Lacey; 2,

Howarth
; 3, 4, G. Hirst and T. Hirst shared.

Canary match, Oct. 31, was a great success, some
splendid singing was heard. 14 birds ; 1, Johnson

;

2, Pratt; 3. Gomersal.—E. Stansfield. Sec.

Club {Reports.
MIDLAND ^ROLLER C.C.

Meeting, Headquarters, "Seven Stars,” St. John-

st., Wolverhampton, Mr. Willows presiding over a

fair attendance. Correspondence was read, from

various intending exhibitors. One from Cace Birds

concerning one of our elected judges. A reply to

this I hope will be in Cage Birds this week’s insue.

Final arrangements were made for the show.—J. W

.

Thompson, Hon. Sec. _ _
STANLEY (Empire) F.F. & C-B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 31, Mr. R. Part chair, and a good

turn up of members, a lot of business was got

through. Specials turned up fairly well. Will all

members get as many specials as possible and bring

them next meeting, Nov. 14 V I will take Pigeon

entries at Club Room between 6 and 7 on Nov.

7. Please oblige by fetching the same at the

above time.—R. Hutchinson, Sec.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
General meeting, Port-h Hotel, Oct. 27. Chair, Mr.

Legg. Decided to accept Spratts’ offer re printing

of prize cards, and Percy Phillips' for schedule.

The sliding scale for open show to be: 1st 50 per

cent. 2nd 25 per cent., and 3rd VZ\ per cent.

Judges: T. L. Castree and E. J. Davies; birds to

be benched by 9.30 on morning of show. Mr. J.

Challenger was nominated show manager.—J. H.

Bevan, Sec. _ _LONDON AND P.O.S.
Meeting, Raglan Hotel, Aldersgiate-st., E.C., 21st

Oct., there was a good attendance, and a most

interesting evening was spent in a judging com-

petition for Yorkshires, Norwich, and British.
__

Mr.

T. Heath was fWial judge; Madame M. A. ceist-

Madewell won the silver medal presented by the

soe.ietv ; she was the only competitor who placed

the winning bird in each class correctly. Will all

members who had. tickets for the Autumn Show

kindly settle for the same at their very earliest

convenience.—H. L. Huggins, Hon. Sec.

WELSH CAGE BIRD CLUB.
Annual General Meeting, Ship and Bell, Merthyr,

Nov. 1, Mr. G. T. Jones, -presiding. Decided not

to alter rules, also not to alter the name of

the Club, but wherever our patronage is given it

will only apply to the Canary section unless we
obtain British bird members. At shows held under

our patronage, two club medals will be competed

for amongst our members, for most points with

three highest birds, one for champions, and one

for novices, no member to win more than one

throughout the season. The first show to receive

our patronage is Cardiff. Our rules, etc. do not

appear in the. schedules, as our meeting was held

too late. Members please note this, and remem-
ber that points count at Cardiff. Officers were

elected and cups and medals were presented to

last season’s winners. Will members in arrears

please send subs, without delay.—A. E. Brown,

Hon. Sec.

CARDIFF C.B.S.
Special meeting, Oct. 25, Mr. F. S. Wbetton pre-

sided over a good attendance. We were pleased

to 6ee a few of the old school at the meeting and

are grateful for their promises of help. Resolved

that Mr. E. J. Banks, Mr. P. Braile, and Mr. E. J.

Davies purchase the challenge bowl for the best

young Canary bred 1915. Unanimously agreed

that the bowl should be called the Carlton Chal-

lenge Bowl. Mr. Alf. Shellam promised 5s. for

the best light mule, also 5s. for the best dark

mule, also the 10s. 6d. specials for most points in

the Mule and Hybrid Section Open Competition

;

Messrs. Wiseman, Dare, Pearc, and the Rev. C. B.

Jolliffe and F. Howard volunteered to act as

judges’ stewards, and a number of the members
promised to act as packers, etc. Mr. A. Dare

volunteered to act as a night steward. Resolved

that we pay the night stewards; if any member
can come as a night steward please let me know,

we want three more. I appeal to members to

see to this part of the show work. If any mem-
ber has sold all tickets let me know, I will send

a few more on. It is up to the members to make
this charity show a huge success. This can only

be done by every member doing his share of the

work.—E. Thomas, Sec.

EDINBURGH C.B.S.
Meeting; Cairns Memorial Ball, Gorgie-rd., 19th

Oct., a good turn out present; Mr. G. Staines,

chair. Mr. Watson referred to the sad loss one

of our members, Mr. Win. Thomas, had sustained

by the death of bis wife, and it was unanimously

agreed that the Sec. write ia letter of sympathy
and condolence to Mr. Thomae and family. Reply

from Sec. of Edinburgh Western, re staging for

Annual Show, was considered, and it was agreed

that we get loan of staging, etc., at the price

mentioned in letter. Agreed to get catalogues

for Annual Show printed in Dalkeith, as per

quotation received from Mr. Aitken. A short dis-

cussion took place in connection with a Canary-

Bullie reared by one of our members, as to which

class he should show it in at the Annual Show.

Decided that the bird be. shown in the Hybrid

class. The following members were appointed to

buy specials for show : Messrs. Adams, Russell, Wat-

son, Stormont, and the Sec., the place of pur-

chase to be settled at next meeting. Prize win-

ners at Table Show, Mr. A. Thomson judge. Nor.

Yell: 1, 3, Staines; 2, 4, Hueter; 5, Morrison.

Buff; 1, 2, 4, Muir; 3, 5, Morrison. Crest or C.B.

:

1 2, Morrison. Yell., Bord. : 1, 2, 4, 5, Muir ; 3,

Brast. Buff: 1, 3, 4, 5, Brast; 2, Muir. A.O.V.

Can.; 1. Watson. Mule or Hyb. : 1, Staines; 2, 3,

Watson; 1, Adams. Mr. Thompson was accorded

a very hearty vote of thanks for the services ho

had rendered.—J. C. Charlton, Sec.

HIGHGATE & HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Meeting, Spencer Hall, Oct. 25, Air. R. T. Dann,

chair. The business of the evening was a washing

demonstration by Mr. W. Knight, arid the fact that

all birds washed took to the sticks without skulking

on the bottom of the cage proved the quality of

the entertainment. Mr. Knight received a hearty

vote of thanks from all present. At a committee

meeting preceding we arranged schedule for our

autumn fJiow, Nov. 19 and 20. .Judge, Mr. (1.

(jarduer. Three silver cups and a goodly number

of other specials to be competed for.— .J. Il)de, non
siee

PROVINCIAL ROLLER C.C.
Aleeting, Oct. 30, Old Boar’s Head, Manchester,

Mr. Wareing presiding over a largely attended meet-

ing. All were very pleased to see Mr. l’ercival

again in attendance. Four new members were

elected; patronage was given to the Wigan Boiler

Club; several money specials were given, also two

cups for young bird classes, The club will oner a

cup aS first special in four classes. Schedules for

open show are expected in about a fortnight. Judges

appointed: Messrs. Wareing (Bury), Massey and

Kilshaw (Bolton), and Lyons (Blackbury). 1 rust-

ing our annual show will prove as successful as the

last one—J. T. Smith, Sec. pro tern.

DARLINGTON AND DIST. C.B.S.
Meeting, Oct. 30, Mr. Cartwright, chair, and a

good number present. It having been decided to

join the N.Y. and S.D. Federation to further tho

interest of the cage bird fancy, and to avoid

clashing of dates, we regret it is too late to alter

our .schedules in accordance with Federation classes,

as they arc already printed, but we trust they will

give us all the support possible. We have a liberal

classification and fine list of specials, and beg to

call the attention of fanciers, especially tho.se in

the North, that this is an entirely new society,

and the only one in Darlington. We have a

membership of 31, and are all enthusiastic and
progressive fanciers. There seems to have been

some misunderstanding; schedules are now ready.

Judges, Mr. Cowgill, Hradford
;

Mr. Marwood,
Eagieselitfe.— F. S tot hard, See.

RICHMOND (Surrey) C.B.S.
Meeting St. John’s Hall, Richmond, Oct. 25 , Mr.

W. l’hipps chair, and a good attendance. Final

arrangements for annual show completed. It is to

take the form of an evening show, in the em-
broidery room, St. John's Hail, and a schedule of

35 classes was arranged. Special prizes were given

by Messrs. W. Rudd ami Co., Osborne and Young.
W. Phipps, and G. Birch. Two of our lady mem-
bers also gave specials, Miss Squires 3 half-crowns

and Mrs. Eagle 2s. 6d. Messrs. Sandiford and Son
presented the society with a. gold centre medal, to

be competed for by birds fed on their Royal Red
Feed. The show will open at 7 p.m., and admis-

sion will be by catalogue, price 3d. each. Mr. J.

Robson judge. Visitors are heartily welcomed, and
anyone wishing to become a member may do so

by applying to the assistant sec., Mr. l’armiter,

who will be at the desk as usual. I hope members
will give th.e club their fullest support—G. Birch,

Hon. Sec. _NEWGASTLE-ON-TYNE (East End)
Aleeting Oct. 27, at Mr. G. Armstrong’s, tobac-

conist, Shields-road (the military having suddenly

taken possession of our usual meeting place. Hall s

Cafe, and no word having been sent to me, we were

at a loss what to do until Air. Armstrong kindly

volunteered the use of his saloon, which we gladly

accepted). Aft*. AlaePartling chair. Two new rules

were drawn up for our show— (1) That there be no
cross entries allowed; one bird, one entry. (2) Ke-

lating to novices; a novice is one that has never

won a first prize in open competition, or three firsts

in open novice competition in connection with our

show. A novice is one who has not won a first in

open members’ classes, -or three firsts in novice

members’ classes; to take effect from this year.

With a handsome donation from Air. A. J. Baggie

it was decided that we buy a silver cup for host

young bird bred by a member, to be won twice in

succession, or three times in all. Resolved to hold

a special meeting at Mr. Armstrong’s Saloon,

Shields-road, Nov. 10, at 8. to allot the many specials

we have received. Members please note. Other
business having been got through, a hearty vote of

thanks to the chairman closed the meeting.—J. W.
Coutts.

CLUB AND SOCIETY K0TIC S.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Alfreton.—Nov. 13, Red Lion Hotel, 6 30. Fixing

date of supper and other important business; al-o

fixing of specials won at annual show.—G. Beardall.

Annfield Plain C.B.S—Nov. 6, Air. Hanagan's, 6.

To see if the show has to go on this year.—W.
Thompson.

Atterdiffe C.B.S.—Nov. 11, Horse and Jockey
Hotel, 7.30. Annual show business; final arrange-

ments. Will Air. W. Blunt kindly send me his

present address.—E. Johnson.
Brighton and Hove C.B.A.-Nov. 10, Headquarters.

8. Committee meeting; arrangements lor members’

show in December; cup competitions, etc.—Will. II.

Gibb.
, . „ „

Bolton Roller C.S Nov. 9, Joiners’ Arms, S. Open

show business.—J. Kilshaw.
Barry F. and F.S.—Nov. 13. Headquarters, com

mittee, 7.15, general, 8—H. P. Thomas.
Beamish C.B.S.-Nov. 6, Bird Inn, 7. Paying prize-

money; annual show; and other business.—I. it

^Bedford and Beds. United C.B.S.-Nov 8, 19. St

Mary, 8. Final arrangements annual show. — a

Sim0n
tciub Notices continued on next page.)

uPIGEONS
The only paper dealing 9olcly with Show ani

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

5 *

“FUR & FEATHER
The only Paper devoted to these ©ubjecta.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices

:

Idle, Bradford, Yorks,
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City and Suburban A. C.B. —Nov. 8, Church Institute

CO, Paddington St., W., 8. Washing exhibition anil

competition. .Judge, Mr. J. Oldaker.—V. Wynn.
Clydsbank C.B S. Nov. II, 18, Kilbowie ltd., 7.45.

Completing arrangement* for annual show.—Wm.
Kane.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Nov. 13, Three

Tuns, Eastwood, 7. To select specials for the open
chow. Smith a/nd Lees.
Coventry Codiva C.c.S. Nov. 8, Sydenham Palace,

8.30. Open allow business; very important. Subs,
diuo.- F. A. Green.

Crystal P—ace and Penge C.B.S. Nov. 10. Alexan-
dra Hotel, Penge private entrance, 4. Members’
annual show ;

all welcome. Admission by catalogue,
3d. each. Kindly send entries early. Entries close
Nov. fl. W. D. Fryctt.

City of Birmingham C.B S. Nov. 0, Crown Hotel,
Mill st., Members’ show, open at 4. Entries ac-

cepted up to f! o'clock day of how. -A. C. Shirley.
D nton C.B.S. Nov. 0, Silver Springs, 8. Subs.;

final arrangements for annual show; any other busi-

ness. Wright.
East Ham F.S. Nov. 18, Earl of Wakefield, 8.

General business re annual show, appointing
stewards, etc. Attendance essential. W. A. Har-
wood.
East Ham C.B.S. Nov. 11, Town Hall, 8. Annual

show business. F. Onslow.
Glasgow West of Saotlar.d. -Nov. <!. Nelson Temp.

Hotel, 7.30. Final show arrangements anil issue of
schedules. W. Hutchison.
Clasgow and Western Counties' Club. Nov. 6. 122,

Ingram st., 7. Club show business'.— J. H. Adams.
Guisclcy Yeadon C.B.8.—Nov. 6, llegent Hotel, 7.

Business important.— W. Itose.

Hackney, Stiike Newington F.A.—Nov. 8, Head-
quarters, Amethyst Club, 8.30. Ite annual show.
Entries close Nov. S. — Tt. W. Koril, junr.

Holytoivn, New Stevenston.—Nov. 11, MasoDic Hall,

7.80. Show business.— J. Lamb.
Halifax O.S.—Nov. 0, Plummet I.ine Hotel, 7.30.

Members,' meeting; annual open show arrangements;
schedules will lie ready.

—

H. Clegg.
Hougliton-le-Spring C.B.S.—Nov. (!, Queen's Head

Inn, 7.30. Classes for annual show and other im-
portant business.— It. IT. Dixon.
Huddersfield O.S.—Nov. 8., Headquarters, 7 SO. Open

show business ; important.—A. Law ford.
Keighley C.B.S. — Nov. 0, Black Horse Hotel, 7.30.

Stewards for ohow. C. \V. Town.
Liverpool B.B.A.—Nov. 11. Oldham Hall, 8. Novice

right show, all classes; British open; novice to
judge Canaries and Mr. Wilkins British. Local fan-

ciers cordially invited. T. It. Jones.
L-ecla Roller C.C. Nov. C, Lockhart's, Briggate,

7.30. Final arrangements for open show ; taking en-
tries. and appointing stewards.—H. Best.
Leyton C.B. A.—Nov. 0, Parish Hall, Church Hoad,

Orange Park Itoad. Annual members' show. Judge,
Mr. Hobson. Open to the public at 3.—A. W. Far-
mer.
Leeds C.B.S,—Nov. 6. St. Ceorge's Srlioolrooms nr.

Infirmary, St. Ceorge's St. Members’ show; birds
staged at 2.30; show opens 4.30. Judges, Messrs. S.

Wilccck and T. II. Inman.—E. Norton.
Larkhall C.B. A.—Nov. 13, Mr. Haggarty's. Charing

Cross, 7. Annual Social and distribution of prizes.—
T. J. McGregor.
Loanhead C.C.S. -Nov. 6, Masons’ Arms, 7. Balance

sheet and payment of prize-money ; election of office-

bearers.—W. B. Smart.
Llanrily C.B S.

—

Nov. G, Greyhound Hotel, 8. Prize-

money of local show to be paid at this meeting;
also to decide whether we carry on open show.— D.

n. Davies.
Lancaster C B S.—Nov. 6, Market Hall Coffee

Tavern. 7.30. Final arrangements for annual show,
— H. Hoyle.
Leigh C.B.S.—Nov. 10. Railway Hotel, 7.45. Sche-

dules and entry forms for old show, any other busi-

ness—R. Cbarleson.
Newcastle-on-Tyne East End C.B.S.—Nov. 10, Mr.

Armstrong's. Tobacconist. Shields Road, near Hea-
ton Road, 8. Special meeting to allot specials to
classes, and elect, stewards for show.—J. W. Coutts.
Nottingham and Notts. O.S.—Nov. 10, Mechanics'

Institute. 8.30. To receive entries for amalgamated
members’ show and make final show arrangements.—
J. G. Royce.
Northern Yorks. C.C.—Nov. 10. Shields Cafe. Big

Maiket, S. Table, show. 3 classes in each section.

Judge, Mr. F. Laidiow.— R. lindale.
Oldham C.B.S Nov. 0, Textile Dining Rooms. 8.

Schedules are now ready: entries close Nov. 9: show
to be held at Headquarters, Nov. 13. Judge, F. Wil-

kinson, Manchester.— G. Mills.

Openshaw Gortcn C.B.S.—Nov. 10, Alhambra Club

Room, Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30.

Annual show business; schedules ready, etc.—A. W.
Newton.
Queensbury C.3.S.—Nov. 6. Granby Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show
:
judge. Mr. L. C. Casey, Bradford. Birds

staged at 3.

—

W. dagger.
Queen's Park C.B.C.—Nov. G. Emanuel Hall, Har-

row Road. Annual show; admission 3d.. 2 to 9.

Sal- cf gift birds by auction at 8.30.—W. J. Rat-
clifTc.

South Mcor.—Nov. 6, Oxley’s Hotel. R.30. Annual
meeting; election of officers and payment of prize-

money.—G. F. Bates.
Sowcrby Bridge C.B.S.-Nov. 11. Wharf Hotel, 8.

—G. Mitchell.
South London Cclumbarian F. A.—General meeting:

discussion of annua! show and election of stewards
for same. Will all members attend —J. LucKham.—
(Date, time and place not stated.—Ed.)
Swansea C.B. A. —Nov. 6, Headquarters. 8. Selec-

tion of stewards for open show.

—

D. P. Rees.
Scuth Shields Nov. 1G, Cyprus, 7. Show business.

—W. L. Smith.
Sale C.B.S.—Nov. 10, Excelsior Club, Tatton Road,

8.39. Open show business: balancing of accounts;

intending members please attend.—H. Wbitnev.
Windhill C B.S Nov. G. Blue Bell Hotel. G.3G.

Final arrangements for open show, Dec. 4th. All

members requested to attend this important meet-

ing.

—

I. Taylor.
Wi'osey C.B.S.—Nov. G. Horse and Groom, 6. 2nd

old bird show. Judge, Mr. J. Horsfield.—W. Chap-
man
West Stanley Victoria F.F. and C.B.S.—Nov. 7.

Club Room. 1. Owing to South Moor Social Club
show I will have to have the. meetiDg at 1 o clock ;

please all attend.

—

R. Hutchinson.
Wigan C.B.S.—Nov. G. Legs of Man Hotel, 7. Final

arrangements for old show.

—

E. Bali.

York C.B.S.—Nov. 10, All Saints' S.-hoolroom. 1.

Members’ show- birds staged 6 30. Entries close

Nov. C.—V. G. P. Zimmerrftann.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for elilnpfttg, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrango
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.O.

VAN OPPEN & CO.. LTD.

Questions and
Answers,

DOUBTS AND DXFFICUZ.TXBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)—All question $ must be clearly written fn inf;

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-
clude with either the correct name ®r a
pseudonym.

(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist
must always be written on a separate sheet of
paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in
orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(5)—The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

((S)-Qucrics received during any week, up to the
first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
fallowing week.

(")—U an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,
or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's" Poor
Children's Fund (London).

1 ueries must be addressed to the Editor,
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

MATING BROTHER AND SISTER (W. D. W.) -
Hie chances are all in favour of material ham ac-
cruing to your stock from mating brothers and sis-
ters. it is tlie closest possible inbreeding, and
should never be attempted unless the conditions are
most exceptional, and the object in view renders it
unavoidable. Even then one must be prepared to
put up with a certain amount of physical degenera-
tion in the young from such stock. "When there is
no more important object than the making up a
pair of birds the practice is wholly reprehensible.WHENCE THESE TROUSERS? (A. C. S.).-You
omit to say whether the ragged feathering at the
thighs occurs only with the birds of the season or
are found on" both young and adults. »In the former
case there is a possibility that the raggedness is
due to a superabundance of feather, which would
not show itself in the nestling plumage, but now
the birds have moulted olf the body feathers it is
apparent. In the latter case, and to a certain ex-
tent in either case, the looseness will disappear more
or less, and, perhaps, entirely, as the birds tighten,
up in feather after moulting, which they will still
continue to do for a time. In addition to the
staple diet, give a small teaspoonful of a mixture
of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet, teazle,
linseed, and broken groats twice a week. In the
drinking water add 20 drops of whisky, six of tinc-
ture of gentian, and four of tincture of steel every
third day for a fortnight or so. Aiiow the birds to
bathe quite freely, every day if they will do so, for
a week or two. This should enable them to tighten
up all right.
DOCK SEED (W. D. W.).—If they will eat it, yon

may quite safely give dock seed to Canaries as a
wholesome change. My own experience is that they
do not at all care for it. though some British
Finches, and notably the Bullfinch, are extremely
fond of it.

METHODS COMPARED (Second Year).—Your
birds would certainly breed, and with a very fair
chance of doing well, flying loose in the wired off
portion of the room, but it is not possible to say
in any particular case whether the isystem of breed-
ing flying loose in this manner would be more suc-
cessful than the ordinary plan of keeping the birds
caged separately. In different hands, or even in

the same hands at different times, either system
might show better results than the other. In the
case of the aviary the work of attention i® reduced
to a minimum, but that is about all the advantage
that can be definitely said to be certain. With a
stock of good feeding hens you should be able to
show as good results from cage breeding and run-
ning one cock alternately with two hens as can be
got by aviary breeding. Taken altogether, I think
you should get the highest possible results by cag-

ing a hen separately In each of the six cages and
wording two cocks with them, and/ leayiHg the
other two hens and the one cock in the aviary. In
the latter case you should put up four or five nest-

ing sites, but if you leave all the birds loose in the
aviary put up at least twelve nesting places.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-
ginners'' (7d.); House's ” Canary Manual" (1/2);
linltye's “Yorkshire Canaries" (l/lj); House's "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); JFrston's “Slock Hook ” (7d.);
Hr. Clarice's “Septic or bird Fever'' (7d.); Norman's
" Aviaries

, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); llamsden's
“ Colour-feeding '•

(3 Id.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage
birds" (1/2): or the “Nutshell" booklets (2 \d. each)'.
No. 5 “The Pci Canary," No. C “Ailing birds ami
llow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, bird rooms, elc.“ No. ID “ The boiler," No. 23
"The border Fancy,’’ No. 24 “Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quoica
ere post free, from “Cage birds," 154. Fleet Street,
London, E.C.

FLYING FEATHERS (A. J. H.).-As> you seem
satisfied that the bird is not exposed to any cold
draughts, you should look carefully into the situa-
tion to see if it is subject to extreme or rapid
fluctuation®, either in response to changes of
weather or between dav and night temperature, and
see also that it is free from damp. Either of these
exciting causes must be removed as a preliminary
to treatment before you can hope for success. Give
a 6taple diet of a simple mixture of three parts
canary to one part summer rape. In addition, give
separately every third day half a teaspoonful of a
mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet,
teazle an/d broke* groats. On the intervening days
give first a morsel of green food, or of carrot^
boiled or raw. as a substitute, and next half a tea-

spoonful of crushed sponge cake with four drops of
sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion well mixed
in it and sprinkled with maw seed. In the drinking
water add ten drops of lemon juice and' a crystal
of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea every
second day for a week, and after this give instead
six drops of tincture of gentian and four of tinc-
ture of steel every second day until the feathers
cease dropping. The song is not likely to return
until the moulting is stopped, but should do so
soon afterwards. As regards spraying 1 certainly
do not advise you to do this. A better plan would
be to keep the lien in the same room for a time
in such a position that the cock could see her en-
joying the bath, .anil offer liiin the bath daily, and
remove the drinking water for an hour or so, and if

the example of the lien does not Induce him to
bathe voluntarily let him go unwashed.
MAKES NO SOUND ( Ayrman).—It is not at all

nnsual for the voice to be hoarse and somewhat In-
distinct when a bird is making its first attempts at
singing after the moulting season, but this should
gradually pass off and not increase. As it seems
to have increased with your bird you should look
carefully into its surroundings to see if it is ex-
posed to such exciting influences as damp, cold
direct draughts, or constant and extreme fluctuations
of temperature. In either case the. cause must be
removed as a first step towards treatment. Keep
it in a comfortable temperature, not necessarily
overheated, but quite off the chilly cold side, and
see that it is fairly equable. Do not allow- it to
hang over or very near burning lights In the even-
ings. In, addition to the usual seed diet give haTF
a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with four
drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion
mixed in it. and sprinkled with maw seed every
second day for a fortnight, and on. the alternate
days give a small spray of watercress. Also give
the following concoction in place of pure water to
drink" two days in every three during the fortnight.
Ptace a small teaspoonful of linseed in a teacup, add
a piece of Spanish liquorice the size of a small hazel
nut, and as much chlorate of potash as will cover
a shilling. Fill cup with boiling water, stir until

liquorice is dissolved, then cover and allow to stand
until cold. Then strain off the clear liquor, add a
teaspoonful of sweet spirit of nitre, and fill the
drinker with this instead of plain water. It should
come in full song soon after it is quite recovereil

from the effects of the moult and this trouble.

J. K.— Replied to by post.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS,

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BREEDING IN AVIARY (Aviary).—Many Hybrids

have been bred an aviaries with a mixed collection
of birds. Your selection would scarcely do as it

is, because you have an excess of cock birds, which
would cause considerable fighting. The usual plan
is to have more hens than cocks, and I would
therefore advise you to procure another hen or
take out the cock Greenfinch. If your object is

to produce .some mules, that is. crosses with
Canaries, you would do far better with half-a-dozen
hen ’ Canaries and about three oock British birds.

In mixed collections there is no certainty of parent-
age

; the most forward cock birds are usually the
ones the hens mate with. (2) Canary 3 parts,
teazle 2 parts, rape 1 part. Give a little mixed
seed or wild seed mixture three times a week, and

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult Boulton’s great work, “ Cage-bird
Hybrids ” (7 / 6) ;

Norman’s “ British bird Manual"
(2/3); or Part 1

“ Handbills

”

(1/1), Tart 2 “
Softbills

”

(1/1); “ Avia'rics, bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants ” (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding” (1/2); Clarice's “Septic or Bird
Fever ” (7d.) ;

" Colour-feeding ”
(Sid.) ;

or the "Nut-
shell ” booklets (2Jd. each) ; No. 1 “ Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “Linnet,'' No. 3 “Skylark," No. 4, “Song
Thrush and blackbird,” No. 11 “ bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch ," No. 15 “ Greenfinch ,” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing birds and llow to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ Hoio to

Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street,- London, E.C,

sunflower on other days. Watch the Goldfinch and
see that he gets his share, and if lie does not
thrive take him out and feed according to the
instructions given in our Nutshell Booklet No. 1.

THRUSH WITH FRAYED TAIL (J. Smith).—

I

suspect that the cause of your birds being in bad
condition is that you are keeping them in unsuit-
able cages, and that you omit to give them their

daily bath : it also looks as though you are not
feeding them quite correctly, but as you give me
no information upon this subject 1 am unable to
say precisely if it is so. The best advice I can
give you is to procure our little booklet on the
Thrush (Nutshell No. 4). It give® you full instruc-

tions upon feeding and keeping, and an illustration

of the most suitable cage. You will then be able
to judge for yourself if your housing and treatment
are correct. If you are in any trouble with them
afterward® I shall lie pleased to advise you.
LINNET MOULTING WHITE (E. Souierfield).—

Yours is quite an interesting case. I have known
this to occur before with certain British birds, and
it is, not an 'infrequent thing for a bird to have a
few white feathers, but if I understand your letter

correctly ^four bird is ail white. This not only

interesting, but makes him a likely exhibition bird

to show in the Albino or rare feathered class which
some socie ties provide

.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered bv WESLEY T. PAGE. F.Z.S.
DIET FOR DOVES, ETC. (F. S. B.).—If you add

canary and white millet to any ordinary Dove mix-
ture, it will suffice lor most species of foreign Doves.
The best method is to supply canary anil millet seed
in one hopper, and a mixture of wheat, hemp, small
maize, tares, and Jari, in another. They do best in

a roomy aviary, amid grass, trees and bushes', with
a roomy, weather-proof shelter attached Flint grit,

rock salt, and i?uttlebone must also be supplied. The
damp temperature of a greenhouse suits very few
species of birds, and I should not expect Doves to
thrive therein along with the plants; exclude the
plants and the house can he suitably adapted. Only
birds of marshy districts could thrive in the humid
atmosphere of the greenhouse; again, you would
have to contrive something to even tilings up at
night; if you can secure this, and the damp is not
excessive, the birds may do fairly well. A rough,
well-lighted shed, and a wired-in enclosure should
not be costly, and would give you good results. If

the shed be made roomy enough'the bird® could be
shut up therein during very bad weather.
CARDINALS (Mr®. A. F.).—Cardinals are certainly

not the most amiable of birds, but there is consider-
able individualism among them, and in the aviary,
providing they have plenty of space, they usually
interfere little with their fellow captive®. You,
however, do not state how or where you wish to
keep yours. In a small aviary, or within the limits
of a Crystal Palace cage I do not consider it ad-
visable to mix them with such small birds as Wax-
bills, and I certainly do not advise you' to make th®
attempt, as, even supposing they did not attack th®
small birds, there would be continual scares among
the latter, whenever the Cardinals indulged in active
exercise.
AILING GREY PARROT (E. H. Me A.).-Give It

the warmest position possible, and one where there
will not be a big drop in the temperature during
the night. A Parrot should not be given "anything"
to drink, as a Tule water only is all sufficient, though

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page’s "Foreign Birds for Beginners”
0/1}); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (6d.);
Arthur's “ Parrots for Pleasure anil Profit" (7d.);
"Aviaries, Birdrooms, and Cages" (2/3); “Serif*,
Foods and IVild Plants ”

(1/2); Dr. Clarke's “Septic
or Bird Fever" (Id.) "Colour-feeding ” (3}d.); or tk®
“Nutshell" booklets (2 \d. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 0 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,”
No. 16 “Avadavats," No. 17 "The Grey rarrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," No. 20
" Waybills." All thoroughly practical anipinstruclivc.
Prices quoted are post free from " Cage Birds,”
154. Fleet Street, T.ondon, E.C.

a tonic may be put into it at moulting time. Put
a little honey and borax into its mouth twice daily,
smear a little on the end of a stick ; if you tap its
beak witli the stick it will bite at it, and thus get
the mixture from off the end; only a clean stick
must be put in the mixture. Put into the drinking
water for one day one teaspoonful of Dinncford's
magnesia, and then repeat it every fourth day; on
the intervening days well colour the drinking water
with chemical food

;
do not give any other drink-

ables. It would be the better for fruit if you could
induce it to take any. As you are giving it boiled
rice, well mix half a teaspoonful of cod-liver oil

emulsion and a little sugar with the daily supply.
Do not give table scraps, soups, tea, or other messes.
Of course, while it is ill you must not make too radi-

cal a change. in the dietary, but as soon as there
is an improvement it would be well for you to bring
its dietary into conformity with that given in our
Grey Parrot Nutshell, 3d., post free, from our Man-
ager. Report progress about a fortnight hence.

GREY PARROT PICKING ITSELF (J. W. L.).—
Probably it is only the result of the moult which the
bird is assisting, and in consequence is a bit run
down. It is, however, best to make sure, and I

should spray it once a week with a tepid quassia
solution, but keep it strictly out of draught till

dry. Put one teaspoonful of fluid magnesia in the

drinking water every fourth day lor a month, and
on the intervening days lightly colour the drinking

water with chemical food. Also put a little honey

^

and borax into its mouth twice daily from the end
of a stick, but only a clean stick must be put into

the mixture; if it will so take it, you can lightly

spread it over a crust of bread, piece of biscuit or

cake. The diet of a Grey Parrot should be confined

to seed mixture, ripo fruit, nuts, grit, cuttlebone,

and water, with such extras as stale crusts, biscuit,

and plain cake. Do not give tea, coffee, or milk

sops, table scraps, or any kind of animal food what-

ever. Keep it where it will bo out of draugbt, yet

get light and air, and the temperature be fairly even.

Our Nutshell, "The Grey Parrot,” 3d., post free, from

our manager, would help you materially.

GENERAL.
Answered bv TIII5 EDITOR.

A Novice (E. W.).—Pollards is a term applied to

-an with a proportion of the flour still unsifted,

he commodity is known by various other terms,

hicli all mean the same tiling; namely, sharp®,

conds, thirds, middling®, boxings, etc.

A. B. C.—You would be entitled to show unfligbted

r.js in any class, unless, of course, the schedule

stinctlv states "old birds" ; the fact that there is

class for unflighted birds does not affect the

lestion, so there is nothing *o prevent your show-

a one bird in each of the classes. Hie same ap-

fes to the non-fed birds; if you choose to enter

natural-coloured bird to compete against, the

ilour-fed ones vou are at perfect liberty to do so.

id vou could also enter another in the non-feil

ass if vou thought proper. The point is. of course

„ rr>n-fpd bird seldom stands any chance against

POST MORTEMS.
Jr G Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

, Middlesex, will examine and report upon oea*

; birds for a fee of le. Cd. each bird; for reply

S ” oil. analysis. 21s. Subjects for pas*

rtem examination must be sent packed in a box

>ct lo Mr. Vate3, with the fee, tins and any

ompanying letter being kept from contact with

dead bird. Send by letter-post; It is cheaper

1 nuicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

efficn of this oap«r will be thrown away, and If

fee i® enclosed the loss will be the sender ®.

C. Williams.—Pneumonia as the tesult of a
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:< iucnt of those birds. You cannot do better

I,avis a copy b.v you. and we nhull bo pleased

ward same upon receipt of 21d. Write, The
her. Cagb Bums, 154. Flcct-st., London. L.C.

AVADAVATS! Avadnvnts are very eharrnlng little

birds, but they need earc. The "Nutshell booklet,

" Avadavats," contains full Inforniallon on the

management of these birds. You cannot do better

than h
to forw
I'ubliohr. . „ —
THERE Is no more lovely teedcater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however. Is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But jou must

follow the hints given in “ Nutshell’ No. 14,” from

CAGE Bikds, 154
,

Fleet-st., London, E.O., post free

for ‘-’Id. From agents isce list frequently pub-

lished). •

THOUGH they can often lie purchased for tho

modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very

beautiful in plumage, huve a lino song, and make
ideal cago or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell

No. 19,” tho author of which is Wesley T. Pago,

F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2id. post free from Cage
Bums, 15-1, Fleet «t.. London. E.C. 2d. from our

iigenta (list published frequently).
BUDGERIGARS, all unrelated, finest breeding

fctrain in England, greens 6/-, yellows 7/0 pair,

Zebraflnches, bred in my aviary, 12/
- pair; Silver-

bills, 0/-; Wa.xbills, C/- pair; odd birds as follows:

Largo Yellow Weavers, 8/-; Zebras, 5/-; Silve.rbills,

3/-; Avadavat, 4/-; Bengalese, 4/-; Redheaded
Finch. 9/-; Redbilled Weaver, 8/-; Cockatiel cocks,

8/- each; cock Canaries, C/6 and 7/6 each; all

birds in outdoor aviaries, ami lit to show: Saps-

ford, Hughenden House, Teddington. (29)

WAX BILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange cheeked.
Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-

tette, which cau be purchased at from 3/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners

They can be ‘successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
WesleV T. Page, F.Z.S.

,
in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2jd.

post i'ree from Cage Bikds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).
CHOICE Australian birds for sale, specially

selected in New South Wales for advertiser, com-
prising pair Blue Wing Parrakeets, pair Barra-
bands Parrakeets., also odd cocks, viz., Gclden
Shoulder (Hooded- variety). Kings, Barrabands,
Crimson Wing, and one hen Pennant; also Cherry
Finches, 32/- a pair; Black-headed hen Gouldian
and. Masked Graasfinch, 18/6 each; some of them
can be seen at Sheffield Show, Nov. 5th and 6th :

ft. Colton, 9, Birkendalc-rd., Sheffield. (27)

TALKING Parrots, on hard seed and water, all

on approval for cash or deposit-. Call and see the
largest, cheapest, and best lot of Parrots, Peacocks,
Pheasants, Doves, etc., ever seen in or near Hull.

Rock Parrots, very tame, 10/6, 15/6, 20, - each; also

two nice pets, talking and whistling, 25/-, 30/-
each. Blue-fronted Amazons, chattering and whis-
tling, making splendid) talkers, 35/-, 40/-, 45/- each;
also one Amazon, talks splendid 1

, 70/-. Another, says
about 40 wordi?, £5. Talking Greys, red tails, 60/-,

70/-, 80/- each. One, a good one, £5. Cages, 4/9,

5 6,. 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each. Write for list: Fred
Allen, 156, Porter-st., Hull. (39)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds ; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/C pair; cash or
easy payment. (394)
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTSOFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 5/6 pair;
hens, 3/- each

; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds!, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 500 exception-
ally fine Budgerigars

;
these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable for turning out of

doors immediately. Wc despatch same day as order
arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
Higb-st., Birmingham. ‘Phone—Central 689. Tele-
grams—Parrakeet.

DE VON & CO.
Another importation of Senegal birds just arrived.

We are the only importers of Senegal birds since

war was declared. See price lists. Crested Mynahs,
12/- each; Californion Quail, 18/- pair; Canary-,
wing Parrakeets, finger-tame. 20/- each; Jackdaw,
3/-; Cockatoo, 25/-; Waxbiils. 10/-; Combassous,
6;- pail' Cutthroats, Singing Finches, Steel Finches,

10/- pair; Jerboas or Miniature Kangaroos, very in-

teresting, won't bite, easily fed, 10/- each ; Grey Wag-
tails, 4'6 each

;
Blackbirds, 1/- ;

cock Canaries, 7/-

;

Copper-headed Tanager, 30/-; Archbishops, £3 pair;

Goldfish; telescope fantail, etc.; see price lists;

Thrush, 2/-; Talking Macaw1
, £6; Quail Finches, 30/-

pair; Peach-faced Lovebirds, £3 pair; Budgerigans,
6/- pair; Yellow, 7/6; Tits, 2/- pair; Dormice, 2/6
pair; gentles, 2/6 quatt; ants’ egga, flies, millet

seed Snd sprays, cuttle fish, etc. : 114, Bethnal
Grcen-rd., London.

[ VARIOUS BIRDS.
CANARIES, four hens, marked and clear, three

cock Linnets, sale, or part exchange African Grey
or Blue-fronted Parrot: Elliott, llolmleigh, Edward-
st., Nuneaton, (-8)

CLEARING out: Exhibition EM. Linnet, winning
Lesser Redpoll, breeder, clear yellow Yorkshire lien,

variegated yellow Norwich hen, Mules, 7/- lot; bar-

gain : Burrows, Alder.-cute Chemical Works, Southall.
' (34)

PAIR Zebras, 9/6; lien orange breast Waxhlll, 3/-;

cock Goldfinch, 7/6; pair Redpolls, 1/0; lien Gold-

finch mule, 1/6; all been in outdoor aviary 18

months; first P.O. for £1 1/- takes the lot: Nason.

159, Wyeliffc rd., Northampton. (29)

EXHIBITORS, genuine clearance, I have signed on
for the Army, must clear all iny birds, Yorks., Green
Borders, Lizards, and British, 180, many winners;
stamp reply ;

useful exchange considered : Bacon,
Hon. Sec., Charman-rd., Redhill. (39)

AUSTRALIAN Lemon-crested Cockatoo, finger-

tame, amt talk, cage and stand, £3 ;
also lien Bull-

finch, paired with Goldfinch, built two nests this

season ; what offers, March pullets preferred : John
Rose, 11, Friars-st., Sudbury, Suffolk. (28)

GRAND six-pointed buff Norw ich Mule ;
will ex-

change for large unflighted yellow Norwich or large
cock Hawfinch; also grand buff Norwich cock, ex-

change for large cock Yellowhammer or Bramble-
finch: Hunter, 9S Derby st., Ormskirk. (2S)

FOR sale, Goldfinch Mule, Goldfinch notes, will take
12/6, worth double

;
approval on deposit with

Editor; two pairs of Yorkshires for sale at 13/6 per
pair, or exchange one pair for pair of Rollers; want
no •-hoppers; yours first: W. Tudor, 7, Glanrafon-
terr., Trefaclian, Aberystwyth. (34

y

MUST clear at once, going to the. front: Two pair

beautiful Yorkshires, cocks and hens, Bailey and
Dykes’ strain, 12/- pair; 4 Roller cocks, trained
under Fould’s schoolmaster, 8/6, 10/-, 12/-; 2 Norwich
cocks, 8/0, 10/- ; 4 house-moulted cock Goldfinches,
singing, 3/6 each ; 3 house moulted cock. Linnets, 2/6

each; 2 cock Larks, caged months, 3/- each; all

guaranteed singing; must clear; first cash orders
et a bargain; approval: Pte. T. Ribchester, A. SO.,

WANTED large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,
also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin, 9J, Cowcuddcns-st., Glasgow. (241)
WANTED, yellow cinnamon hen, or Siberian hen

Bullfinch : exchange pair green Norwich, or Crested
hen : William on, Fairfield, Buxton. (32)

WANTED any quantity of lien Canaries, stating
price and breed

; cheap lor cash : Edward Bruce, 124,

Blackfriars rd., Salford, Manchester. (433/

WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards, Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons; state lowest price: W.
i’owick, Eastficld Cottage, Dewsbury. (22)
WANTED Norwich Canaries, cocks and hens, deep

colour, yellow, cinnamon, ami variegated, this year’s
birds: T. 11. Crumpton and Co., Walsall. (26;
WANTED, good large Norwich Piainheads, colour

fed and natural colour; will deposit with editor:
Edwin North. 443, Manchester rd., Bradford. (38)
WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also Goldfinches
and Mules, cheap for cash, or exchange cages:
Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (10)
ROLLERS, Yorkshires, Norwich, and Border Can-

aries, cocks and hens, cheap for prompt cash

:

Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (29)
WANTED for cash, good Siberian cock Bullfinch,

an<> large Siberian hen Bullfinch, for hybrid breed-
ing: Litchfield, 70, Loiulon-rd., Newport, Pagnell. (35)

WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also
Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:
Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire hen Canaries; give

18/- dozen; hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; any
quantity : Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, London.

(35)

WANTED, large Crestbred young hen; exchange
good Crested cock or hen, or would sell; come g< od
Crested birds : G. Ward, 117, Fotheringham-rd., En-
field. (31)

HEN Goldfinch Mule, pure Goldfinch note ;
also 3

singing cock Canaries, must be in full song, for

cash; size and colour no object; Cockrarn, Tat-
worth. Chard. (32)

WANTED, cock Canaries, must be in good song,

clean and healthy, cold-room ; fair price given for

healthy stock, Yorkshires preferred: Fraser, 161,

Cross-la. , Salford. (25)

EXCHANGE two clear Norwich hen», ' Bull-

finch and Redpoll, for cock Siskin; toll / 31,

Gordon-rd., KIngwton-on-Tli(iine«. (.*.-)

FOUR good coloured cock Goldfinches, 3 each,
exchange Hawfinch, large young hen Canarie- ; offer?:
Hutton, 118, Btahibermlll, Stourbridge. (29)
REDPOLLS, Greenfinches, 61I. ; Chaffinches, 1 / ; two
large show cages and case; exchange lor Siskins:
A. Foley, 4. Pieton : t., New Boultham, Lincoln. (28)
EXCHANGE cock Siskin, father, 10 mult , tv.ic:
H.M., and hen Canary for pair Budgerigar ., adults;
yours first, or sell 6 / 6 : Langton, 3, Whitohcad-ri.,
Tho Chase, Nottingham. (59)
NOVICES, c m. cock Yellow Bunting, ditto Brarn-

hleflncli, Both winners last season, both 7/0. to
clear; exchange mealworms, anything useful: Sun-
monds, 31, Wilcox-rd., 8.W. (39)
EXCHANGE H.-M. cock Brarnblcfincli. cock Chaf-

finch, also 175 “Hobbies” and fretwork di-i;i, ,

for cock Goldies, Linnets or Canaries; oil r :

Lawrence, 141, Coulsdon rd., Caterliarn. (31)
1915 COCK Redpoll-Canary, 1915 cock Linnet-Canary,
both splendid condition, for pair 1915 Norwich, yel-
low and buff, or sell 25/-; no rubbish; mutual ap-
proval: Burnham, 67, Totteiidge-rd., High Wycombe.

NIGHTINGALE, Redstart, Wagtail show cages. 2/6
each; 2 Border show cages, 1/- each; 2 Finch show
cages, I/- each; Yorkshire case, to hold 4 cages,
3/-; other coses for sale; stamp reply: Bou - f;r-:.f

,

Saddler, Briggate, Knareebro’. (3-)

49, William-st., Rowbarton, Taunton. (34)

“PETS” SUPPLY CO.
The following are from outdoor aviaries, and in
perfeet condition : White and Grey Javas, cock
Saffron Finches, Cut-throats, Blackheaded Nuns,
Spico Birds, hen Whydah. Budgerigars, Cockatiels,
Californian Quail, Silver Pheasants (full plumage).
Peafowl,; aviary moulted hen Siberian Bullfinches;
Crested, Border, and Yorkshire Canaries; Tmtle,
White, Ring, and Senegal Doves; poultry of various
kinds; send for full List; offers of surplus stock
invited: Coppice-drive, Harrogate.

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month's trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. “Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries
Press opinions and many interesting facts

; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: “Aviaries, More-
canibc.” Telephone No. 40 Morccambe. 1340 )

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

|
WANTED,

j

ANYTHING alive: Jopson, Newton Heath, Man-
chester.
HOLLERS wanted, for resale : 26, Higher Ormond-

©t., C.-on-M., Manchester.
WANTED, young healthy Orange Weaver hen:

Jenkins, 14, Argyle-rd., West Ealing. (36)

WANTED, Bullfinches: Edmonds and Edmonds,
Naturalists, Seaside-rd., Eastbourne. (34)

WANTED Canaries, British birds; state lowest
price cash : Brain, Aston, Birmingham. (28)

WANTED, Roller cock, B.R.O.C. rung, 1915, full

rolling song; R. McNab, 6, North George-st., Dundee.
WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (489)

WANTED, .large colour-fed Norwich; must be good
;

good price; T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Notting-
ham. (17)

WANTED, 2 hen Yorkshires or Norwich for 10

hen Goldfinches, or offers: Penfold, Chapel Hill,

Lewes. (13)

WANTED, Linnets, Larks, Bramblefinches, Yellow-
hammers, cocks; 3/6 dozen given: King, Capel-st.,

Dublin. (20)

WANTED, any quantity colour-fed Norwich, also

Yorkshires; cheap for cash: 20, Cattle Market,
Norwich. (33)

WANTED, all varieties Canaries, must be cheap;
cash sent with order ; McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (29)

WANTED a large quantity of all kinds of British

and Canaries; best prices paid: Barnes, Aviaries,

Merthyr. (15)

WANTED for cash, all breeds of Canaries and
foreign birds; state prices: Mrs. Eliott, 104, Kirk-

gate, Wakefield. (39)

WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, also other good
British ; state your price : Day, The Aviaries,

Porter-st., Hull. (37)

WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Linnets, etc.

;

state price: Thomas Hughes, Bird Merchant, Saltley-

rd., Birmingham. (39)

WANTED, Talking. Parrot, Amazon preferred, old

stamp album and stamps, exchange Budgerigars:
F. Hill, Southwold. (32)

WANTED. Yorkshire cock Canaries,, in good song;
deposit “Cage Birds,” any quantity: Fraser, 161,

Cross-lase, Salford.
WILL buy for cash any quantity hen Goldfinch

mules, hen Canaries, 1/- each: Helyar, 55, Patmos-
rd., North Brixton. (39)

WANTED, Canaries, do.gs, puppies. Parrots, mon-
keys, mice, rabbits, purchase or exchange: Barlows’

Aviaries, Greenwich. (38)

WANTED, a good Whippet bitch that retrieves;

fair price given: John Adamson, junr., 17, Irelands-

sq., Buekhaven, Fife. * (32)

WANTED, any quantity of Canaries, either sex,

cheap for exportation: Joyce, 9, Kosamond-pl., Ox-

ford-rd., Manchester. (37)

BRITISH birds, Budgerigars, mealworms, wild

seeds; terms, cash on delivery or deposit: Torpy,

Naturalist, Bradford. 021)

WANTED, all kinds of Canaries (must he healthy);

also British birds; state lowest price to Gracie,

Bird Dealer, Wishaw. (36)

OFFERS, three Roller cocks, 1915, not trained, two
hens, two cock Greenfinches, Canary bred: John
Spriggs, Potion, Beds. (28)

WANTED, good Talking Parrot and cage, or offers

;

exchange gent.’s cycle, value 50/-: Bayliss, 18,

Middle-st., Worcester. (37)

WANTED, Canaries and Mules, both sexes, for

cash or exchange British : Bedford, Bird Shop.

Gooch-st., Birmingham. (39)

WANTED, good Buff Yorkshire hen: exchange
Yorkshires, Norwich or Finches: E. Butcher, East-

over, Bridgwater, Som.
WANTED, large clean healthy Norwich and York-

shire Canaries; state price; approval: C. Clarke, 42,

Leopold-st., Birmingham. (33)

WANTED, bens, Cordon Bleu and Olive. Finch : for

sale, one cock Diamond Dove, 12. 0 : Miss Webb,
Millington-rd., Cambridge. (31)

WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each; nen

Canaries, 1/3 each : J. Flower, 15, Pollard-row,

Bethnal Grcen-rd., London. (34)

WHITE Java Sparrows, or Zebra Finches; exchange

gem air-gun
;

offers ;
birds first : Richards, 118,

Choumert-rd., Peekham, S.E.

WANTED, birds, animals, (beasts, or reptiles of

every description : Manager, Princess Menageries,

163, Princess-st., Manchester. (37)

WANTED, large Parrot show cage, new condition,

give size, all particulars: D. R. Maekay, Estate

Office. Adlington, Macclesfield. (39)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity; cash deposited; bankers. County and West-
minster; particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-

port-place, Hoxtou.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young. 18/- a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mulee,
hens. 1/- each ; cash or deposit with Editor : Ruther-
ford. Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

WANTED
500 COCK Goldfinch Mules must be in full song,

will give 5/- to 6/- each for good birds, also will

give 1/9 pair for Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Siskins, 4/-
doz. ; cock Chaffinches, 3/- doz.; cock Linnets, Yel-
lowhammers, 4/- doz.; cock Larks, 2/6 doz.; Red-
polls, Twites

;
prompt cash by return : Enoch Power,

Bird Specialist, 89-91, Sclater-st., Shoreditch, Lon-
don, E.

HIGHER PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries should communicate immediately with
us and state the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We are wanting large quantities of
males, also pairs, including the following breeds

:

Borders. Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; also
Goldfinch Mules. We are prepared to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along :

G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST., BIRMINGHAM,
Telegrams :

“ Parrakeet.” ’Phone : Central CS9.

|
Mainly Canaries,

WANTED.—GOOD DUALITY

CANiBIES.
CHEAP FOR CASH.

Offers of Hens only no use.

WILLSON’S LIVE STOCK PRO-
VIDERS LTD.,

37, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C.

WMMTEDE
Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires, 7/6 a pair;

Crests, 10/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/- each. Good Cock Linnet

Mutes, 5/- each.

HdWAEB &. SOWS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

1, Solater St.. & 28, Bethnal ereeii Rti-,

London; also 77, Pitt Street, Norwich.
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply. • Estd. 53 years. Bankers—London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co., Norwich.

EXCHANGE good Yorkshire Canaries for Roller-

:

Digger, 38J, Mott-st., Birmingham. (35 )

SEIFERT Roller cock, 12/6; exchange Goldfincnc-.
Pomeranian: Lea, 55, Waterloo-sq., Camberwell.
EXCHANGE pair Norwich Midgleys, not fed, for

top coat or suit; also give Goldie for Siskin: Cook.
Pembridge.

(33 )

GRAND young colour-fed buff Norwich cocks, >/,.

each, or useful exchange: Harris, 354, Berridge rd..
Nottingham. '

(29)
EXCHANGE pair of Norwich, colour-fed, value 20/-,

for 2 Roller cocks; or what offers: Sharpies, Walkci-
st., Clitheroe. ( 32 )

YOUNG hen Yorkshire, 6/6, for 2 hen Bullies: muss
be steady: E. Harper, 21, Hanover-rd., Kenxai
Rise, London. (32)
YOUNG cock Goldfinch Mile, 6/-; also cock Gold-

finch, 4/-

:

H. F,. Farnell, 4, Great Hales-st., Market:
Drayton, Salop. ('32)

EXCHANGE high-class Norwich for 1915 Roller
hens; approval both ways: J. Waterfield, 34, Hal-
ford-st., Smethwick. (36)

ALL my winning Borders for sale, or exchange for

1915 pullets ; what offers ; approval ; see Bon!-: -

:

Saunders, Haslemere, (.33)

EXCHANGE wire-haired Fox Terrier bitch for good
Norwich or anything useful, sell £1: Winstanley, 14.

School-st., Little Halton. (27)

YELLOW Norwich cock, buff cock, two huff hens

;

exchange good huff' cock; approval: James, 32.

JIargaret-terr., Abergwynfi. (32)

SIX Border lien Canaries and 6 cocks : exchange
pullets or British birds; yours first: Hugh Wilson.
Dairyman, Irvine, Ayrshire. (37)

EXCHANGE. High-class Yorkshires in exchange lor

good gramophone and records; yours first: C. Eger-

ton, 252, Priory-rd., Southampton. (35)

GRAND flying tipplers, 5/- pair; exchange Can-

aries, no rubbish offered or wanted: Smith, 4.

Pilkington-st., Thornes, Wakefield. (31)

CHRISTY’S patent cycle saddle. Panther acetylene

lamp; exchange for Canary, cock Goldfinch, otlers:

Butterw’orth, 147, Moss-st., Rochdale.
EXCHANGE winning Norwich cocks and lien?. 131-1

and 1915, for bolts, nails, cte. : Handley, Condi

Builder, Lvnn-rd., Walsoken, Wisbech. (31)

EXCHANGE pair 1915 good Norwich fed for cock

Goldfinches or birds to value, or sell 12.6; can

deposit; 133, King-st., Alfreton, Derbyshire.

EXCHANGE /pure Norwich Canaries lor two large

Goldfinches and Goldfinch mule, good blaze and

colour: C. Harradence, Cemetery, Wisbech. (29)

CHAMPION pedigree Fox-Terrier dog, evenly mark-

ed head, fit for ehow or stud, sell £3, exchange

Canaries, anything: Lanham, 36, Walcot, Bath. (39)

YELLOW Yorkshire cock, 1914, good bird, .
5/-

;

pair lady’s glace kid lace boots, three, good quality,

new. 8/6; exchange: Howland, Ockendon, Essex. (35)

ALL my Norwich and Rollers, also cages and ap-

pliances for sale or exchange, gold albert ;
inspec-

tion invited : Waddicor, 5, Holly-st., Rochdale. '29)

FOUR prize-bred liens, two Crests, two Crest-breds,

30/- ;
exchange for good large crested coppy cock, or

first cross: Linley, 10, Northolme, Gainsborough. (2.)

TWO yellow hens, one buff cock, sale, £1; ex-

change gramophone; approval both ways: Daniel

Radley, Elm-st-., Skelmanthorpe, near Huddersfield.
(31)

EXCHANGE two grand short stout buff Norwich

hens for large yellow Norwich- cock or yellow cinna-

mon hen, must be good: Baker, 22, aterloo-rd..

Ipswich. .
(34)

FOR sale, or will exchange, high-class Yorkshires,

stock or show birds ;
also first-class British, for

common Canaries, Mules, etc. : Day, 77, Porter;

8/. PER PAIR OFFERED.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
CANARIES AND MULES.

Will give 8/- per pair for large colour-fad Norwich,
also for Cinnamons and Rollers; 10/- per pair for

Crests; 5/- each cock Mules. I also require York-
shires, Borders, Lizards, Lancashires, etc. Will de-

posit cash with Editor. Send full particulars and
stamp for reply.

if. SLEOKILL.
FLEET LAME, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD.

SALE or EXCHANGE.

st.. Hull. (37)

EXCHANGE or sell for
.
a good pair Norwich or

Yorkshire Canaries, a grand Airedale bitch, cham-

pion bred, can win : Caddy, 61a, Panty Graig Wen.

Pontypridd.
SIX pair exhibition Norwich, breeding cages, eu-.;

best bipod in Fancy: 35/- pair; exchange anything

useful to trade, brushes, etc.: Phillips, Decorator,

Portishead. , „ . ,

HEALTHY’ 1914 and 1915 unfed Norwich, cold

room bred: cocks, 8/6, 10/6- hens, 3/-; approval;

exchange: J. Packwood, 15, Birmmgham-rd., Lrd-

ington. Birmingham. (32)

Mainly British.

FRED ALLEN will exchange high-class British for

Canaries, Mules, etc.: 156, Porter-st., Hull. (39)

WILL exchange three cage moulted cock Bullies,

one hen, for large yellow 1915 Norwich cock: H.

Pinnell, Warminster. (34)

EXCHANGE Canaries, four cocks and five hens

1915 bred, for young hen Bullfinches and cock Gold-

finches, other British, or sell: McLaren, 21, M.

James-rd., Forfar, N.B.
.

WILL exchange a good1 Yorkshire cock, 1914, and

excellent two-compartment cage, value £1 1 tor

good, -singing Schoolm after ; on approval: It. Gin.

No. 1. Baring-st.. Tow Law. Co. Durham.

SELL two P.oller hens, 1914 bred, 4/-; two cock

Bullfinches, one hen well on seed, sell 4J-. or ex-

change Yorkshire cock, yellow, on song, or offer

.

H. Lock, Itayne Lodge Cottage, Braintree, Essex.^

TWO buff, one yellow cocks, three yeHow hens,

pure Yorkshires, from winners, sell £o; one cock

worth money: will take in exchange pure bred teg-

PJiode Island
_
Red pullets to value .^F.

horn or .

Pell, Gib-lane, Skelmanthorpe.
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EXCHANGE the following high-class British O.M.
for Scots Fancy or Belgian, cock Goldie, 3 liens,

3 cock Linnets, cook Greonie, lien Chnffie, hen Bailie;
rubbish not offered’ or wanted; yours first: Gr.iftln,

l’olice, Bretforton, Honeylxzume, Worcs. (37)

EXCHANGE pair Yorkshires, value, 3(1/-, for wire-

haired Fox Terrier dog pup ; also 2 breeding cages,
complete, nearly new, and flight cage, suitable for

Yorkshire*; exchange pullets, Wyandotte* or Orping-
tons: Fenton, Itentor, Crescent-rd,, Shcpperton. (33)

|
Mainly Foreign.

SALE or exchange pair Budgerigars, 2 hen Cun-

arics for good bulf York cock: E. Twtttey, Bank-

st., Long Eaton. (32)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler and

mimic, accept 15/- with cage; would exchange Pom
or Pekingese puppies: Miss Joyce, 9, Kosainoird pi.,

Oxford-rd., Manchester. (37)

Miscellaneous.
|

WHAT oilers in birds, pair clap nets: Hatton, 38,

Blaker st., Brighton.
,

<35)

WHAT oilers In British for 2 pairs White Loves,

perfect plumage: Gray, Aubrey House, Eoss Islands,

York v”)
SELL, a gent.’s cycle, £1; exchange Canaries, or

pullets : Owen, Pottery House, Ferry Bridge, York-

tiblrc.

NINE guinea pigs, exchange for good 11.M. Gold-

Uni'll cock: (Jlasseiiv IS. Woodstock-rd., l-orest Gate,

Ksscx '

OVERCOAT, new condition 20/-, fancy vest 2/0,

oilers iu exchange: Amory, Field bide, Crowle, Dou-

C

E\ CHANGE good J violin and bow for Norwlcli or

anything uselul, sell 10/0: Malone, 113, High-st,,

J arrow. . ,
.

100 good cured moleskins, soil or exchange birds,

poultry, anything; oilers Invited; H. Teat, Ancaeter,

^WILL "exchange gent.'s bicycle, nearly new, for

good Canaries, or soil £2 10/-: fleet, 10, lung s-rd-,

*.1 mV: U 1C AN punch ball complete with swivel, almost

new, 10/0, exchange Seifert Roller, rung: 85, Lom-

bard <>t., Liverpool. 130)

SEVEN pullets, crossbred (June, 1915), 14/-; ex-

change birds, livestock, oilers: Cripps, 05, Sherc-rd.,

Deptford, London. I?8 '

EXCHANGE roses, choice flowering shrubs, lor

birds, any kind ;
sell, Od. to 2/6 each: Collins, Mor-

chard Bishop, Devon.
W11AT oilers in Canaries or British for pair of

winning Fantails, grand action: J. lteay, 81, btod-

dart-st., Tyne Docks. C20)

WILL exchange a gent's cycle for Canaries, grama-

phone or fowls, value 40/-; Windsor, 22, John

CampbeU-rd., Hackney.
WILL exchange Millar's Acetylene Lamp, 87a x

105, motor tube, each for good Yorkshire cock : 60,

Lowden-rd., Herno Hill. (25 I

CHOCOLATE Poin. dog, 4 months, lovely ears and

coat, like a ball of wool, 30/-; or exchange: Jones,

18, Gadlys-rd., Aberdare. .i
34 )

GENT'S cycle, new tubes, tyre, brake, re-enamelled,

Brooks' saddle, 50/-; exchange Norwich: J. barton.

108, Milton-st., Southport. (37)

FIELD glasses in case, 10/'-; or exchange records,

singing birds, anytiiing; yours iirst: Hurst, 19, Mon-

treal Buildings, Poplar, E. - (33)

EXCHANGE Crystal Palace aviary, mahogany, good

order, for lady's cycle, must lie good : Westwood, 59,

Henry-st., St. John’s Wood. (31)

24 hardy perennials for flower garden, all different,

exchange for pairs Norwich, Rollers, or Yorkshires:

Flood, East Hurling, Norfolk. (32)

EXCHANGE, ladies’ or gent.'s silver or gold-

mounted umbrellas, for two Roller cocks: Dobbs,

783, Rochdale-rd., Manchester. .
(31)

SIX Stirling silver-plated Apostle teaspoons, in box,

never used; exchange cock Canary, or British:

Bond, 36, Foxhill-rd., Reading. .(31)

MINIATURE Pom., lovely bitch. 5 lbs. weight,

for sale or exchange; value GO/-: T. McLoughUn,

Vatlev-rd., Liversidge, Yorkshire. v-0)

GRAND English doe, in kindle, 12/6, would ex-

change for British or Foreign birds: C. H- 1 ope.

Waverley, Charlotteville, Guildford. U9)

WIRE Fox-Terrier bitch, IS months 7/C, wire pup

5/6 exchange birds or stove to burn slack; offers.

71, Wepwash, Mansfield, Woodhouse. (38)

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks, 2/6 doz ,

picked1 birds, 3/- doz.; cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-

raoh : Randlall, 64, High-st., Hcmc-rton. (3i)

MINIATURE dynamo motor, shocking coil, battery

and small engine; exchange Rollers; or offers:

Beedleston, Primrose-terr., Shrewsbury. (361

TWO pair Borders, Goldfinch Mule, three green

Budgerigars; wanted, watch, anything useful: Mor-

rison, 7, Stone-lane, Midfield, Peterboro. (35)

WILL take 10s. 6d. for that volume ‘Our Can-

arias,” in good condition, and as new; have no fur-

ther use for same: D. K. S-, 136, Windsor-rd., Ilford 1

.

GENERAL fishing rod lines, reel, bait can, ex-

change good Norw-ich Canaries; approval: Wnson,

183, Tomkiitson-rd., Stockingford, Nuneaton. (32)

EXCHANGE plate glass fish tank, brand new,

joiner-made, cost 35/-, for 2 Roller cocks or offens:

340, Oldham-rd., Newton Heath Manchester.

SALE or exchange wire-haired Fox Terrier, hitch

puppy, three months, for two Roller cocks on song

:

E. Tonge, 20, Mcrodith-st., Gt. Lever, Bolton. (29)

EXCHANGE three 1914 Ferrets, excellent workers,

tor Whippet bitch pup, sell 18/-; pup first: Pea-

cock, 115, Wilson-st., Girvan, Ayrshire, Scotland. (33)

SALE or exchange Edison Gem phonograph and

60 records, 30/-; or anything useful; no live stock:

Bowyer, St. Mary’s-rd., Goldthorpe, Rotherham. (35)

EXCHANGE a good pair of field glasses, cost new
32/-, for a good Roller singing Canary, or sell, 15/-:

J Beard, 23, Newport-st., Tanshelf, Pontefract. (S3)

EXCHANGE good oak framed grandfather clock,

for Cinnamon prize-bred Yorkshire Canaries, or

offers: birds first: Nash, Queen-st., Lydncy, GIos.

SALE, exchange, Black Newfoundland bitch, high-

est pedigree; what offers, anything for home; par-

ticulars: Caunt, 2. Bowne-st., Sutton-Ashfield, Notts.

TWO beautiful 1914 Bantam pullets, one Spangled

Game, the other cross bred, 7/6; or exchange Can-

aries or anything: Motley, Grocer, Pateley Bridge.
(34)

THREE double breeding cages and three single,

enamelled white inside, black out; sell or exchange
for tools: E. Moorcroft, Mili-st., Wheelton, Chorley.

(36)

t-SIZE billiard table, portable, and accessories,

new, £3; or will exchange for a good Talking Grey
Tarrot: W. E. Mace, 29, Hutnbolt-rd., Fulham, S.W.

(35)

BIX 1914 Partridge Wyandotte pullets (Wharton’s
strain). sell 4/- each, or exchange four Roller cocks;
birds first: Beedleston, l’rmirose-tcrr., Shrewsbury.

136)

EVEN-MARKED wire-haired Fox Terrier, maiden
bitch, splendidly bred, £1; exchange Rollers,
aquarium, fishing tackle: Kirby, Dixon sq , Lutter-
worth. (35)
WHAT offers in Yorkshires for English concertina

in box by Lachcnai, London, value 25/-; no rubbish
wanted: E. Peters, 4, Church-walks, Westhoughton,
nr. Bolton. (27)
"AMATEUR Photographer," also " Photography,"
96 consecutive numbers, unsoiled, cost 24/-; ex-
change anything: Hayes, 1, Belvoir-st., Hucknall
Torkard, Notts. (34)
WANTED, offers in high-class Rollers for Blue
Pom dog, 4 months old, ideal pet, or sell 25/- ;

ap-
prov'd

;
yours first: Nicholas, 3, Margaret<-st.,

Pentrc, Rhondda. (34)
EXCHANGE pen of Modern Game Pile Bantams

for Cinnamon Yorkshire Canaries or square blazed
Goldfinches, cocks: J. Harding, 229, Two Mile-hill,
Klngswood, Bristol. (27)
EXCHANGE 150 mole skins, cured, for 3 Crested

lien Canaries, or a pair of Belgians, or a pair of
Hcotcli Fancies; on approval : Baikley, White Horse,
Ainplcforth, Mnlton. (36)
HAMM EULESS gun, single, 12 boro “Remington,”

kill at 70yds., 27/6; No. 2 Garden rifle, 10/-; violin

and bow, splendid tone, 12/6; exchange: B. Ilfltton,

Confectioner, Holbceob. (38)

WILL exchange a pair of nickel plated steel ice-

skates, cost 21/-, for an unflighted yellow Yorkshire
cock, or two hens; approval both ways: Williams,
31, Ashfleld-rd., Salisbury. (31)
.SIX cock Goldfinches, 2/- each; two cock Canaries,

5/- each; one cock Goldfinch Mule, 5/-; exchange
White Wyandotte pullets; approval: Chas. Pearce,
Crlnnls, Par Station, Cornwall. (32)
FOR disposal, book, “ Canaries, Hybrids and

British Birds’,” not soiled, cost 24/-, accept 15/- cash,
or exchange birds or cages, 20/-: Holley, 203,

Cobridge-rd., Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. (35)
CASH offers for 5 pairs and 1 cock Yorkshires, and
cinnamon Norwich hen and Brambletinch cock, 12
nest pans, 6 baths, 12 seed hoppers and drinkers:
Ward, 150, lSridgc-end-rd., Grantham. (35)
EXCHANGE gent.'s cycle, new tube, and foot
pump, value £1, for Canaries; also a four-compart-
ment breeding cnee, 6l't. long, almost new, for Bud-
gerigars: C. Goodman, Fireman, Dunstable. (34)

BOOTS, overcoats, macks, raincoat®, suits, cos-

tumes, etc., Sheffield cutlery, tools, electro-plate, all

new goods, exchange for
,
Canaries, cages, British,

etc.: Exchange Co., 355, London-rd., Sheffield.

FOR sale, cock Bullfinch, hand-reared, rung, fit

for show, or exchange three Norwich hens, or one
nock, yellows, sell 10s. fid.; yours first: Snelling,

Westbourne-st., Sittingbourne, Kent. 1915 birds.

EXCHANGE, two Birchen hens and one cock, and
two late cockerels, Birchen Bantams, for a pair

of Scotch Fancies or a pair of Belgian Canaries, on
approval: Barkley, White House, Ampleforth, Mal-
ton. (19)

TWO acetylene lamps, 4/- each; Yorkshire show
cage and case, 4/6; micrometer, nickel-plated steel

gauge, 7/6; Welsh harp, 12/- second-hand “golf balls;

exchange singing Canaries: .Murray, Jeweller Ding-

wall. (37)

NOTICE! We want birds, parrots, poultry, rabbits,

cavies, dogs, anything alive, or gramophones,
cameras, records, etc., in exchange for cutlery or

plate, etc.; write: Smith Bros., 49, Pear-st., Shef-

field. (3®)

SIXTY-THREE -fid. war books, 5/3; fifteen 7d.

books, “Canaries and Hybrids,” 6/-; 80 “Cage
Birds,” 2/6; or offers in Norwich show cages and
case, and show British, hardbflls preferred: Foulkes,

114, Cornwallis-st., Stoke-on-Trent. (34)

FOUR Sparrow Hawks, 5/- each; pair Yellow-

hammers, 2/- pair; Lemon-crested Cockatoo and
cage, £1; pair Blue Fantails, 3/-; exchange Black

Retriever bitch, flat coated, 7 months, 10/-, good

watch : Adshead, Bond-st., Dudley. (31)

EXCHANGE for Rollers, or sell, Butcher’s J-plate

Cameo folding camera, and all accessories, 45/-

;

Irish Terrier bitch, splendid ratter, 15/-; 281bs. lead,

colour paint, 8/-; 100 fretwoik designs: H. Baber,

74, Glenforthist.. East Greenwich, London. (32)

BARGAIN; having enlisted, must sacrifice follow-

ing: 3 double breeding cages, 3-ply mahogany, new,

4 muling hen Canaries, hen Bullfinch, 2 years, cock

and hen Linnet mules, all accessories, 20/- lot;

Primus oil stove, new, 6/6; cash only; Bradshaw, 28,

W allace-bldgs.. Caledonian-rd.
,

(S3)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding, cycle

tyres, clothing, or anything required for live stock

of all varieties, birds, dogs, parrots, monkeys, etc.

(especially Rollers) ;
prompt and honest dealings;

oldest medium of exchange in the Fancy ;
hundreds

of testimonials: Jopson's Exchange Stores, Newton
•Heath, Manchester.
FIVE pure bred Yorkshire cocks, from winners,

three yellow, two buff ;
twelve single breeding cages

;

60 /. lot; also Edison Gem phonograph, largo brass

horn, stand, and eighty records, all practically new,

60/- ;
also English lever watch, cost 50/-, nearly

new, take 20/-; exchange any for pure bred pullets,

or anything useful for home: G. Shaw, Gib-lane,

Skelmanthorpe. ("7)

CHILD'S basket chair, for front of cycle, with

carrier complete, 12/6; new outer tyre (Cabot), 6/6

bound volume of “Work,” 6/6; 560-page volume

on decoration, by Hasluck, with extra portfolio of

24 large coloured plates, 15/-; Spon’s Mechanics Own
Book, 700 pages, fully illustrated, 6/6; all new;

wanted, first-class pure Flemish buck, good healthy

birds, for outside aviary, or offers in kind: Frank

Thomas, Decorator, 55, High-st., Burnham, Somerset.

THE LEADING FIRM
Will grve value in boots, clothing, bedding,

blankets, draperv, cutlery, jewellery, furniture, etc.,

or household goods of any description required in

exchange for Canaries, British and Foreign birds,

dogs, puppies, Persian kittens, common poultry,

fancy pigeons, doves, rabbits, cavies, monkeys,

ferrets, parrots, etc., or live stock of any descrip-

tion ; prompt and reliable dealings only; stamp

reply: Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163, Princess-

st., Aianchester. (3‘)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
Is the rate charged for all advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cats; Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History:
Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rah
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

|
SITUATIONS.

Aquarium.
MEDIUM goldfish, 6/- doz., 30/- 100; goldfish 3/-

do/.., 20/- 100; minnows 6d. doz. 2/6 100; telescope
funtail fish, 2/- each; plants, snails, etc.; price
lists: Do Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., Lon-
don.
GOLDFISH, Japanese and Chinese Fantails, rare
temperature fish, gudgeon, sticklebacks, dog fish,
hittcrling, rockbaas, wood, plants, snails; list free;
catalogue of Aquaria and Vivaria, Id.: L. Cura and
Sons, Vine-st.. Clerkcnwell-rd., London, ft.C.
UjUAhlUMS, all about slocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2Jd. post free,
from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of wtiorn is published frequently).

Cavies.
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28,

4

Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs)/ 4

is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding. Mating. Hearing. Feed-
ing, exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2$d. post free, from Cage Bums, 154, Fleet
Street, London, li.C.

Cats. ^
KITTENS, fascinating pedigree blue Persians and

blue Russian, from 15/6; charming pets and presents:
Frank Stevens, Amercombe, l’ensford, Bristol, Som.

(38)
JUST Out I Nutshell No. 27. “The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2Jd., post free, from Cage Birps, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E C.

|

Dress.

UNDERWOOD S champion box calf boots and
shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-: gents 3/9;
girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage
paid: Underwood, 36. York-st., Hulme, Manchester.

Ferrets.

TWENTY-SIX white good working Ferrets, 2/6

each: Edward Jones, 35, Tamw'orth-rd., West
Croydon. (393)
LAST year's Ferrets, warranted quiet to handle and

good workers; bucks 5/-, does 5/6; approval: send
P.O. ; satisfaction guaranteed : Rouglitou. Boat Inn,

Northampton. (6)

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,
line or loose, 6/-; splendid Ferrets, good workers,
guaranteed, 5/-; excellent ones, 4/-; all on 14 days
approval; no waiting; immediate, despatch ; casb or

deposit : Thos. Wannop, Short-,st., Carlisle. (31)

Garden.
i

CHOICE dessert and cooking apples, lid. per lb.,
packing free: E. Butcher, Fruit Salesman, Eastover,
Brklgwater, Sam.
APPLES, finest selected dessert or Blenheim
Orange on 20!b. 5/6, 401b. 9/6; selected cooking,
201b. 4/3, 401b. 7/-; carriage paid England and
Wales, packages free; cash: Mrs. Walkley, Edge-
borough, Staplegrove, Taunton. (28).

|
Household

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trower's bird seeds
slid food*, good coinintasiou : Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd., London

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FFict oamrtt. oi

BLANCHARDS PILLS2 Ley are unrivalled for all Laoies' Ailments, ft c. and speedily
afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all snffcrinc

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia. Bitter Apple, &c.Sold in boxes, 114, by Boots*, Taylors, Timothy White's

. r«i
f
fr

1 che™wt8,.°r post free, same price, from
LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34. DALSTON LANE, LONDON

K<p Dogs for Saie.ncnnei Dogs Ior Exchange

FINE Yorkshire bitch. 5 months old, sell 15/-: C
Seivers, Bagthorpe, Jacksdale, Notts.

(32 )WANTED, smalt Yorkshire Terrier or Pom., adult
or puppy: Sharp, 54, Peei-rd., Wealdstone. (39)“MY Dogs” (on approval); send for list, stating
requirements : Lafbury, Station-rd., Manor Park, E.

GOLDEN Brindle, maiden Bull bitch, champion
pedigree, 60/-; bargain: Byford, 21, Chaucer-rd.,
Walthamstow. (29)
WANTED to purchase, all kinds purebred dogs,

also litters of puppies, pure and crossbred, for
easli : Stephens, Yiewsley. (al)
BROKEN Hair Fox Terrier bitch, 12 months, even
marked, 15/-; exchange; approval: Pruett, 6, Prud-
ham-st., St. Marks, Bristol. (33)GRAND tame Fox, six months old, quiet witli
children, 35/-; wanted laying pullets: J. Nunelly,
Thorpe-st., Raunds, Wcllingboro'.

(32 )TWO game Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven works,
7/6 each, bitch 6/6

;

'parents tackle anything alive:
Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green. (38)
BEAUTIFUL pedigree Black Pom (bitch), 0

montlis, healthy, good condition, £2, or offer (no
exchange): Mrs. Stowe, Cornwall, Chipping Norton.
GOOD Yorkshire Terrier bitch, 1 year old, 5 lbs.

weight, sell 15/-, or exchange Canaries : Thomas
Ridley, 6, Stanley Terrace, Near Crook, co. Dur-
ham.

(34 )

BEAUTIFUL black and tan bitch terrier, 2 years,
15/-, or exchange for fowls or ducks, or anything
useful: Alfred Turgoosc, 1, Clay Cliff terr., Gold-
thorpe Lear. Rotherham. (36)
POWERFULLY built Bull Mastiff puppies, make
huge protectors, 8 weeks, parents face a stick

;

dogs 10/-, hitches 7/(i; only want seeing: Wilsher,
51, Lunns-avc., Colwick-rd., Nottingham, (31)

EXCELLENT pedigree, smooth haired Fox Terrier
bitch, 2 years old, splendid ratter, quiet with child-
ren, 20s.- bargain, exchange Canaries or anything
useful: lebay, 105, Bolton-rd., Bradford. (3i)
HAND-SOME wire Fox Terrier bitch, evenly marked,

long black bead, spot at root of tail, nice cobby
bedy, 4 months, 17/6, or offers in exchange, Can-
aries. singing: Pharmacy, 82, Smith-st., Kirkdale,
Liverpool.

(34 )

MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-
gree Pekingese puppies and adults cheap ; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-
most running into three figures, no better than I
can oiler for a mere trifle.

” CARE of tha Dog.” Nutshell No. 32, Is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.

Pigeons.

“Profitable I’et Rabbits," Nutshell booklet No. 30,
just out. An up-to date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of onr Nutshell
agents, or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
:s thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these .popular nets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price
I/-, post free 1/lJ, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C.

Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. "Fishing In
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
in fishing should not niise this highly-inetruetive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their Habits and liaunta, and how to
catch them

; the angler's outfit, ground baita, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-ot . London, E.C.

Various.
RABBIT net, new, dyed red, working at 90 yards,

16/-: Jas. Cooke, 4, Woolpack-ct., Nottingham (“!'

BRASS sundial and stone pedestal for sale, good
condition, cheap: W. V., 35, First-av., Waltham-
stow. (494)
LOOK here: two sets of drawers, suit shopkeepms,

both small sets: J. Malbon, Wcstend, Pinxton, nr.
Alfrgton. (2S)
NEW single barrel 12 bore gun, worth 50/-, London
proof barrel, 29^6; week's trial; cash or deposit:
Young, Net-maker, Mister-ton, Somerset. (19)
FREE : Pocket rubber stamp of your name and

address, also particulars of money-making, space
time employment: The Richford Works, Snow-hill,
London. ' (25)
COCKS. Hawfinches. Jays, Magpies, Goldfinches,

Linnets, Golden hilled Weavers, Canaries. Redpolls,
Mules, Chaffinches, Larks, snakes, brass Parrot cage,
cheap ;

stamp, reply: Naturalist, 298, Lillic-rd.,

Fulham. (39)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24/6; new lOin.

double records, 8/4 dozen, two samples 1/9; l.OOn

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers illustrated catalogues free:
Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.
REGAL 1/6, Zonophonc 1/6, any make record by

return post; hear the latest “Favourite" 1/6
(doubleside) “Till the Boys Come Home," sample
record sent post free for 1/6; list free: Douglas
Malcolm, Record Expert, 68, South Island Place,
London, S.W. (37)

WANTED, 5,000 ANCLERS
Magnificent greenheart trout rods, 5/6 each; roich
rods, pike rods, 2/9; trout flies, fid dozen; gut sub-
stitute in endless variety; rods, tackle, every des-
cription; wholesale catalogue, one stamp; «nvc*
pounds: Midland Rod Company <C), Erdlngton, Bir-
mingbam. (424 )

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; dormice,
2/6 pair; Japanese rate, 1/- pair: Miss Kosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. "

(34)
MICE! Mice! Mice! if you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2$d. por,t

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
K.C.

[natural history]]
BIRDSTUFFING done cheaply by practical hands,

latest improvements, preserving powder, 1'- box:
Fryett arid Son. Taxidermists. Beccles, Suffolk. (29)
BiliDSTUFFlNG and mounting, iUusrtratfcd, 1/2;

catalogue, artificial eggs, books, naturalists' re-
quisites, free : Meesrs. Davies, Museum. Work, Dart-
ford. (35)

PiGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of oar "Nutshell" Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8,
which deal with these birds in a manner which will
6et the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,"
post free 2sd. each from ” Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-
Street, Loudon, E.C.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Carl, 154, Fleet
Street, by J. G. Hammond and Co.. Ltd Fleet
Lane. London. K.C.
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CJkGEEIRD FANCIER REC01HEHDED '“V.C.

A SUCCESSFUL

COMBINATION.
Two Hybrids between the Goldfinch and the Canary which scored in the Novice Section of the ficffilt

show of the London and Provincial O.S •

LIGHTLY VARIEGATED >' A really nice example which

was awarded first prize. Owned by Mr. L. Carter (Northwood).

SELF DARK : An equally good specimen of Its kind which

secured the second prize for Mr. F. J. Snow (Mortla'teY

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE. -Two or more Advertisements
coining Irom the earn# advertieer, even it sent In

different names, are reckoned together, and, alter

the first Eighteen words, aro charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, wilt be charged at less than
the minimum price, vie., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/C, according
to sice.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED OV COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL MOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must be sent as tar as possible.
All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves tile right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason tor so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address ol tho advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place ol call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way witii the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. . per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Gd.

Advertisements dose Tuesdays Urst post in eaeli

week, ami slioujd be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 15 i. fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-lides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1. - PROCEDURE.—Tho Intending purchaser lliould

.send to tlds olllco Lite amount of the purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same lime he
should coimnunic/to with the seller stating what it

is lie lcquirce sene on approval. We acknowledge
receipt of Die deposit to both parties. In all cases
Lhu depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the veudor, and must write same clearly

and distinctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

taini'd hy us until we hear from both parties that
the transaction lias been completed. If a sale has
been effected, we hand tho amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale lias not been elfocted, we return hie
amount to the depositor. Tho transaction must he
conducted hy the parties themselves. We merely
hold tho deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.-Tlie fee is Gd.

for each £1, or fraction of £1, and it must heTcut
at Same time as the deposit.

•1 .—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
the, goods whether he will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
'which we must he advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that he has returned the goods, if

the goods are not returned within the eaid forty-
eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit
to tho seller after the expiration of that period.
And should tho seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of his goods hack again, tl'.e trans-

action will he treated as ended, and the deposit will

he relumed to the depositor.
5.—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.-Wiien a

transaction has been Completed to the satisfaction

of both depositor and seller; botli parties must at
once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. The depositor must at tho same
time iuMruet us to pay over tho deposit to the
seller.

C.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD— If the goods are

sold before our deposit rote .reaches the seller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,

iic must at once return t lie deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return tlm

deposit to the sender after the expiration of three

da ye.

7.—FRIiSlI TRANSACTION.— In case no sale be

effected, a deposit Is available for purposes of a

fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee lie

paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at

the seller's risk, and any damage or lose sustained

on tho journey muet lie borne by the seller. Rut
goods not approved of must he properly packed arid

returned uy .the samo means as were used in sending

tli -3 same.
9.—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must he a matter for arrangement between
the vend >r and depositor. We do not undertake to

settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. Rut
In the absence of other -arrangements the purchaser

la li .hie for the carnage of the goods, and if the

goods are sent on approval and returned, each party

pays the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES,—In cast) ol a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is Anal,

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-

iflission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred

has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted

as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent

and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS,
it Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly lieal.hy.

APPLIANCES
___________ _____________

_

M__
BIRD Houses, 30/-; outdoor aviaries, any design,

send for list; C. Ross, Poultry Appliance Works,
Forres, X.B. (17)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and
Foreign birds. Canaries, designs : L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sen, Sussex. (398)

SINGLE and double ^ages, rustlers fronts, enamel-
led inside, 3/6 -and o flight- . cage a/-; Ellis, 42,

Eastover, Bridgwater. (51)

ROLLER flutes, a most useful appliance when song
required; P.O. 1/2 set; marvellous results ; Herbage,
9, Cranhrook-rd., Walthamstow.

,
(46)

WINNOWING machines for blowing husks, dust,

etc. from bird seed, greatly reduces seed bill:

Whiting. Mount-pleasant, Southwo-ld. (42)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest, brass and clear

wire Palace shaped and other aviaries, in the world ;

send 2 stamps for illustrated list; established 40

years: MeKcand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

(28)
LARGE spring trap cage, 1/4 each; specially de-

signed hy professional catcher to catch Goldies and
Bullies not to frighten them, with properly-trained

call bird Goldfinch.' 2/6. tire lot, a bargain; approval,
cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, 443, Man-
cliester-rd., Bradford. (52)
EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern : best quality and finish, as supplied to leading
exhibitors: Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3
each. 3 for «/-, si.^ for 12/-; sliding front Finch
.show cages, beauties; 3/- each; carrying cases for

2 cages 4/-, cages 5/-; any size made; show cages
and cages, of every description

;
state requirements.

Note: 1 have no connection with pny firm here or
elsewhere : Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.
BIRDf ATCHERS' nets Oft. 3 0, 12ft. 4/9, 18ft. 5/9,

all Oft. deep, poles, irons, pegs, pull line, complete,
fin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, id. yard, 9ft. deep 5d.
yard, post free; Holdall bird lime, Jib. 8d., Jib. 1/2,
lib 1.10, post, free; large trap cages 1/6, 2/-; call
cages 9d.

;
performing Redpolls with cage 3/-;

double breeders, beauties, 36 x 16 x 9, fitted com-
-plete, 6/-; best box cages, 14 x 11J x 7, loose
fronts, sand trays, 2.6 each;, three C/C; Palace
aviaries 36 x 30 x 12. 12. 6; bird sprays Cd. post
free; 5in. non-splash baths with wire frames 1/-:
host pottery drinkers with wires 1 C doz. : strictly
club pattern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire,
Border, all 2/- each, tw-o 3/9, six 11/-; British 2/3,
C. 6, 2/9; travelling cases for two 4 -, three 5/-,
four 6/-; oval net traps 1/-, three 2/6; send for
list: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (61)

IDEAL RINGS.—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- i-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“ M.G.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
60 miles: Mcnzies Grit Works, Bearsdeu, Glasgow.

SHOW CAGES AND TRAVELLING CASES
For all varieties Standard' Club cages in stock,;
anything fp, i-t I made to order; sec my free illus-

trated catalogue.

E. E. PASS. HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartments, loose wire
fronts, 3-pl,v backs, best materials only used; none
better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything
required free.

E. E PASS, HUCKNALL. NOTTS.

THE NEATEST CAGE FRONTS
12 x 12 or 10, 4d., 3/6 doz.; 14 x 12, 4)d., 4/- doz.;
16 x 12, 5d., 4/6 doz.; 18 X 12, 5fd., 5/- doz.; 20 X
12, 6d., 5/6 doz.

; 24 x 12 or 14, Sd. each, 7/- doz.
Seed boxes from 1/6 doz; seed mills, 1/6 each;
pierced bars, lOd. doz., 7/6 gross; tinned wire, 7 lbs.

2/6; Yorks, show cages, 1/9; Norwich, 1/9; auto-
matic hoppers, 1/- ; sprays, ' 4d. ; tin fountains, 5/6
gross; grand all-metal box cages, 2/6 each: Pimm,
leknield Port-rd., Birmingham. (11)

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, "or by 10

3/6 dozen; 14 by 12, 4/- dozen; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen:
16 by 12, 4/6 dozen

; 18 by 12, 5/3 dozen ; 24 x 12,

7/- dozen. Norwich and . Yorkshire show cages, 20/-
dozen

; tin bottom, all wire top Linnet cages, seed-
box, fountain, ccmiplete, 17/- dozen, with seed
drawer-, 19/- dozer" see price list for non-splash
baths, sprays, etc.; Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill
Passage, Longton,* Staffs. . (484)

WALSH’S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
Is always- alike, good and reliable, will hold in any
weather; packed in lever-lid tins, Jib. 9d., I lb. 1/3,
1 lb, 2/- - sample tin 3d, all post paid ; cal! cages,
9d. ; trap and call cages combined, 1/6; double trap
cages, 1/6; bird catchers’ boxes, 3/6: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

THE LIME OF ALL BIRDLIMES
XX .V birdlime, 2d., 4d., 6d., 9d. : invisible, self-acting
trap-net, catch without ruffling a feather; post
free, for small birds, 1/6 and 2/--; large birds, 2/7

;

for other trap-cages, etc., send for trap list. Fc-r

aviaries-, cages of every description, and 1 requisites,

send for illustrated catalogue: Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich

.

PUNCH-BAR CAGE FRONTS
Owing to the vast increase of wire and solder we
have had to increase our prices as follows to save
using inferior wire:—12 x 12 or 10, 4d„ 3/6 doz.; 14

X 12, 4jd., 4/- doz. ; 16 x 12, 5d., 4/6 doz.
;

18 x 12,

6*d., 5/- doz.
;
20 X 12, 7d., 6/9 doz. ; 24 x T2 or 14,

8d., 6/9 doz.: special price for dealers; for printed
yiist or quotations, stamp for reply: odd sizes 4Jd.

*per foot: J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham, late of. Heath-st. • (49)

THINK THIS OVER
So confident am 1 in the superiority of my goods
over any others on the market, that I invite -all

’intending purchasers to have anything on approval,

and if they find it is not exactly as described, or

in any way not satisfactory, they are at liberty to
smash it up or destroy it in any Way they like, and
1 wall refund every penny of their money without
question or comment. Clapnets - made from 60

3-ply superfine thread, netting finch mesh, 3 yards
long, 51ft. deep, 4ft. fly, 5./- pair; ditto' 4 yards 6/-,

5 yards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-, 7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-,

9 yards 11/-, 10 yards 12/- per pair, or any size

made to order. All clapnets consist of two nets to
the pair, each net guaranteed to be exact measure-
ment as above, and all are fitted complete with
all pegs, poles, and pull lines, ready for immediate
setting. Loose thread netting, knitted specially for
bird catching, as used in above nets, -7ft. deetf 4d.
yard, ditto 9ft. deep 5d. yard, dotto 12ft. deep Cd.
yard, post free. Spring net traps 1/3 and 1/6 post
free. Batfolding Sparrow nets, fitted on 15ft.

bamboo poles, 6/C pair, ditto on 17ft. poles 7/-,

ditto on 19ft. poles, 7/6 pair. Real Italian hemp
pull lines, specially spun without snarl, .and strong
as boat lines, 68 yards long, 2/- post free. Genuine
Japanese bird lime, guaranteed to hold any bird that
flics, stands all weathers, and specially good in fog
or drizzle, 9d. Jib., 1/2 Jib., 1/10 lb., sample 4d.,
all post free. Bird brace swivels, three 3d., twelve
6d. post free. Flirt Regs and lines Od. each, post
free; dbuble flirt pegs 9d. each, poet free. Kindly
note all the leading professional birjdcatchers pur-
chase their appliances frdm me, so follow their
lead and ’’pal ionise the man who really knows what
is required for successful birdcatcbing.

W. CORE. GOOCH STREET. BIRMINGHAM

CAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/6 doz. ;

15 by 12, 5/6 doz.

;

18 by 12, 7/• doz. ; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath,

fitted with white earthenware, 4in.

10d„ 4jin. 1/-, 5in. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

Norwich and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/-

each, two for 3/9, 6 for 10/-, 20/- doz.

British show' cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9. Zinc

drinkers, 1/3 doz.; tin 1/- doz. Three-

ply wood travelling eases, to hold 2

cages, 4/6, 3 cages- 5/6, 4 cages 6/6; bird

sprays, with rubber pipe and ball, 2/-, post paic^;

seed boxes, 2in. 2/- dozen, 2Jin. 2/6, Sin. 3 /• doz.

Send postcard for illustrated catalogue of Seed

Mills, Breeding Cages; Roller Cages, Box Cages,

and alf cage fittings. Trade supplied: ENOCH
TAMS, Church Street, LONGTON, STAFFS.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Boards for cage-making, planed both sides and

edges, 8in. 2/5, 9in. 2/9, loin. 3/1, 25ft.; 8in. 4/5, 9in.

5/1, lOin. 5/9, 50ft. ;
best hand-planed and sand-

papered boards, Sin. 5/2, 9in. 5/11, loin. 6/8, 50tt.

;

tin seed boxes, 1/9, 2/3, 2/9 dozen; egg drawers, 2d.

each. 2/- dozen
;
seed mills, 1/6 each

;
punched bars,

1/2 dozen ; cage wire, '6d. lb., 7 lbs. 3/- ;
oval perch-

ing, 1/4 56ft., 2/6 100ft.; stamp for list all appli-

ances : Stanton, 33, Boothfteld, Winton, Patricroft.

|
FQODS. ]

WARP grubs, -2/5 pound, 1/4 half, free; Only obtain-
able from Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. (45)
PRIVET berries. 100 large bunches post free 8d. :

Samuel Young, Netmakc-r, Misterton, Somerset. (4)

PRIVET berries, Bullfinches’ grand natural food

;

14o large ripe bunches, ]/-, post free : Mrs. Teat,
Ermine-terrace, Ancaster, Grantham, Lines. (47)

ANT eggs, special 2/6, 3/- lb. ; dried flics 1/9, 2/-
1b. ; mealworms, 2,6 1,000; dried egg yolk, 2,6 lb.:

L. Cura and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-rd., Loudon,
EX’.

MEALWORMS, 2/6 1,000; cuttlefish, fid. lb.: ants’
eggs, 3/-; flics. 2/-; insectivorous food, fid. lb.;

price lists: De Ion and Co., 1)4, Bethnal Grgen-rd..
London.
FRESHLY gathered wild seeds, charlock, teazle,

weed, and mixed wild seeds, all Cd. quart, l 9
gallon; thistle, dandelion, and knapweed, all 1/6

quarter, 5/- lb.: sesame, lettuce, clover, turnip, all

fid. quarter, 1/6 II).: peoko, 1?/- H>. : condition seed,

Cd. 11>.: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

MEALWORMS,, Mealworms, 5Q0 1/6, 1,000 3/-, 8/-

II).; fine white gentles, 1,000 1/-, 3/- lb,; ants’ eggs,

3/6 lb.; dried (lies, 2/6 lb. ;
yolk of egg, 3/- lb.; in-

sectivorous food, 1/6 II).; egg bread, 1/6 lb., Crisscl,

Cd. lb. Lark and Thrush food. fid. lb. ; cuttlefish

bone, 1 /- lb.: Walsh, B-ird Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

MEALWORMS, grand lot, 600 1/3, 1,000 2/6, lib.

7/-, post paid; ante’ eggs 3/- II); dried flies •>/- lb.;

cuttlefish 1/- lb.; Lark and Thrush food fid. lb;

Tams’"special tit-bit for keeping Lifinels in show and
singing condition 1/- lb., postage 5d. : finest bold

No. 1 Spanish 34/- cwt., 141bs. 4/3; No. 2, 1411)9.

3/9; hemp 141bs. 2/6; ingar 14!bs. 3/-; linsefd 1411)S.

2/6; wild rape 141bs-. 2/6; seed list post free: Enoch
Tams, Church-st., Longton. Staffs. (52)

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blacicerite Gape Cure
6d., I /-, 2/-, 4/- & 6/- tins.

Bellows for ’’ Dlackerite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and S^aly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & I /• bolts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., 1 /- & 2 /- botts.
Condition Pills . • . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules .. 3d. boxes
Diarriicea Powder .. 6d. & I /• tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses . . 6d. & 1 /- tins

Eye Lotion 1 /- bolts.
Feather Disease Cure

6d., I /- & 5/- botts
Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & 1 /- tins

Poultry Liniment .. .. I/- botts.

Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)

Roup Paste ... . . 6d. & 1 /- tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d.. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & I /• tins
“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing *

In 3d., 6d., I/- and 2/6 botts.

Red Mite Killer
In 6d., I/- and 2/6 botts.

“ Pennakura ” (for destroying
external parasites and pre-
venting feather-eating m
cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.

“ Quinella " (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and 1 /- boxes
Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

I /- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

I SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25. Fenchurch
Street, London, E,C.

HELLO! MAGGOTS
Live maggots, the masterpiece of all foods for

Canaries, birds; chicks, etc., used by all the lead-

ing fanciers; sample quart- tin, 1/-, on rail: The
Maggotorium, Longlee, Keighley.

[books. I

“OUR Canaries’’ for sale, as new, and cost 22/-;

will. take 10/C for same: X. Watson, "Clevedon,” 10.

St. Margaret’s-rd., Brockley, S.E.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices: new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent ori approval. Books pur-

chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.

1
MEDICINES.

|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints

upon the* prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found 'In “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd. t

from Cage Biuds. 154, Fleet-st., London. IS.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

•'AILING Cage Birds and Ho\v to Cure Them.”
"Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which

beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pets to health. This will

save you much discouragement (and money, and
costs only 2yd. post free.-—From “Cage Birds,” 154,

STeet-«t., 'London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents (list fre-

quent! v published).

NOT SINGING.
DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS are without doubt

the most wonderful medicine ever introduced for

getting birds into song. They are an absolute cure

for Soft Moult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going

Light Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the

Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds during the

moulting season. DITCHFIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG
TONIC for bronchitis, wheezing, and hoarseness.

Absolutely unequalled for all chest and lung aflcc-

tions. DITCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Con-

stitutional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful

pick-me-up for weak and delicate birds. R. W hit-

taker, Right on, writes: “The recovery after using

Ditchflehl’s Tonic Drops is nothing short of mar-

vellous. It is the finest remedy with which 1 have

come in contract.*- W. Kiesel, London: "Your

special lung tonic is excellent.” B. Hutton, Hol-

bcach : ‘‘Your Revivo is invaluable.”
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Owing to the inc reased rate- of postage and cost,

of packing, we are compelled to raise the price of.

all Bird Medicines as follows:—

1 Sample Bottle 8d.

2 .Sample Bottles V*
3 Sample Bottles 1/8

1 Treble-size Bottle 1/2

2 Treble-size Bottles 1/11

3 Treble-size Bottles 2/8

1 Special -size Bottle - 2/2

All post free fcom

FRANK DITCHFIELD, rpfc.Sust, OLDHANI.
(50)
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A Rare Chance for the Breeder who wants to Breed on
Sound Scientific Lines.

We offer to send the Standard Book on Cage Bird Breeding anjJ Keeping

CANARIES,
HYBRIDS & BRITISH BIRDS

IN CAGE AND AyiARY
Complete in One Compact Volume, with accurate Coloured Plates of every known Breed, and supplied with

An Anatomical Model of a Canary Invaluable to the Serious Breeder.

FREE OR APPROVAL
For a week's Free Examination at leisure in your own home.

Send for the Book To-Day. Refer to it for answers to the following questions. This is the knowledge you need.

WHAT DO YOU KffiOW ABOUT GAHARIES ?

DO YOU KNOW
How to distinguish the sex of young Birds before the

cocks begin t<j sing ? Also the colour distinctions in sex

—

and size and carriage differences ?

See HOW TO DISTINGUISH SEX, page 143.

»

That the Green Canary is the strangest as regards colour

antf has the greatest power of developing or depositing it ;

and that breeders have recourse to the green as a source from

which to derive fresh vigour and colour-producing power ?

See THE GREEN CANARY, page 245.

How to mate your birds so as to increase size and tighten up
feathers in breeding Norwich Canaries ? And what “ double

buffing ” means '*>

See BREEDING THE NORWICH CANARY, page 223.

How to treat quarrelsome Male Birds ? (page 85). How to

make a simple outdoor Aviary ? Or a lean-to Aviary ?

See THE OUTDOOR AVIARY, page 87.

How to make a wooden nest box ? Or a tin nest box ?

Or an earthenware nest ?

See NESTS AND OTHER APPLIANCES, page 64.

How to treat the Insect pest on birds or in cages ?

See THE INSECT PEST, page 62

Or to clear a bird-room of mice ? See MICE, page 42.

DO YOU KNOW
That it is just as advisable to feed the Cocks with egg-food

j

as to feed the Hens ? And how to arrange so that they shall
j

both be ready to pair at the same time ?

See PAIRING AND SITTING, page 101.
|

How to breed Hybrids from two British Birds ? And
j

what Cross has not yet been secured amongst British !

Hybrids ? How to feed Hydrids ?

See BREEDING OF HYBRIDS, page 367.
j

What towns are the centre of the Bird Market ?

See AN IMPORTANT INDUSTRY, page 4.

How to treat loss of voice in a Canary. Or accidents to

the joints ? How to know when your Canary’s digestive

organs are wrong ?

See DISEASES OF CAGE BIRDS, page 417.

How to rear a young Magpie by hand ? How to feed it ?

What points are essential to success at Shows for the Magpie?
The .Jackdaw ? The Wryneck ? and other British birds ?

See STARLINGS, CROWS, LARKS, WOODPECKERS,
Etc., page 410.

Do you know Albin’s list of varieties of Canaries, which was
made in 1759 ? And the evolution of the domesticated

species since then ?

See HISTORY OF THE CANARY, page 27.

DO YOU KNOW
The difference between the Yellow Bunting and the Cirl

Bunting. See THE FINCHES; pags 409.

What is meant exactly by a Yellow Bird : A Buff Green,

a Yellow Cinnamon, or a Buff Cinnamon—since these terms
are purely technical? See COLOUR TERMS, page 212.

The difference between male and female Snow Bunting
Birds ? Sei THE FINCHES, page <01.

How to pair your birds so as to have the combine’, essential

;

of good points in the two birds ?

See MATING SMALL BIRDS, page 326.

The scale of points for judging Scotch Fancies.

See JUDGING, page 323.

Why the London Fancy Canary is more of a Fancier's Bird
than an every-day production ? And how the erroneous

idea gained ground that this is a delicate bird?

See THE LONDON FANCY, page 311.

How to hold a bird for Washing and how to wash a bird

for exhibition ?

See EXHIBITING AND WASHING, page 183

The names of the nine (or more) articles of food that con-

stitute “ Colour Food ” for birds when moulting, all of which
do make the next coat richer and deeper ? And what, imparts
a gloss to the coat ?

See WHAT IS COLOUR FOOD, 15

Get the Book for Free

Examination and .Test it on the above Practical Questions.
This is the knowledge that means successful Bird Keeping .

“ It is all that the Publishers claim. "“ It has put me on the right track already.”

Mr. JAMES BHLL, Htherstone, Warwick, writes—

“The bcok Is all you claim; it has put me on the right

track already. I think ihe coloured plates are simply grand,

and) the ‘Hybrid’ section is full of strong infetmatien on
that subject.”

S. e. JOHNSTON, Kilcronagh, Ireland, writes—
“ This is the most instructive book on the breeding and

management of Cage Birds I have ever read ; it is entitled to

all that the publishers claim for it. I am sure such a valu-

able book will be welcomed by every bird fancier.”

Do not order on the strength of what other buyers say

Our Buyers Praise

it, but YOU may

test it for yourself.

Examine the book for yourself

N.B.
Our

straightforward
Offer of 'Free

examination for a
Week

proves this book to
be all we say it is.

SEND THIS FREE APPROVAL FORM NOW
To the WAVERLEY BOOK CO., Ltd., 7, 8 & 9, Old Bailey, London, E.C.

Dear Sirs,

—

Please forward to me “ CANARIES AND BRITISH BIRDS,” with Anatomical Model, for Seven Days’ Free

Approval. If, after examination, I decide to keep the work, I will remit to you eight days after its receipt by me. Is., and com-

mencing 30 days later, eight further monthly payments of 3s. If I do not wish to retain the work I will return it with thcMode!

on the eighth day after its receipt by me, marked ‘ Carriage Forward.”

For cash Within eight days the price is 23s. 6d. •

N.B.—Orders from abroad will not be sent on approval nor on shese terms. They must be accompanied by MoneyOrders

for 27s. 6d.

Name

Profession or Occupation ,* ,

Address
C.B.4.1915.

» *;» • » » » »-_• I I M iJ < i i:i • j r* irt •:» fcl I'J ti i i tr* ct n »:« o» t« r» «
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DURING THE WAR
our customers may rely on our continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free delivery

by own van London district. Carriage paid to any

country station in England and Wales 1/- cwt. extra.

OUR GIANT SPANISH
Is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

Approx, wglit.

Peck llshl. per bslil ew

Giant Spanish Canary 4/6 17/6 58lbs. 34

Lhi'Ku ditto 4/3 16/6 58lb8. 32

Fine ditto 4 /- 15/6 OHIbs. 30

Good ditto . . 3/9 14/0 b8lb3 28

Best Morocco ditto .3/0 13/0 bulbs. 26

Most Hold Hemp .,2/3 8/0 42lbs 26

Best White Millet . 3/3 12/6 b2lba. 27

Best Indian Millet . 3/6 13/6 S6lbs. 26

Summer Rape . 4/6 17,0 52lba. 36

l£xtru Bold Linseed . 3 /- 11/0 62lbs. 25

Teazle . .3/0 13/6 28lbs. 54

Niger Seed ..3/- 11/6 48lbs. 45

Sunllower, BlaLk, Striped 4/6 17/6 28lbs . 60

Mixed Seed lor Aviaries ..2/6 9/0 53lbs. 20

Ditto, Korean Finches 3/- 11/0 68(bs. 23

Ditto, Parrots 3/- 11/6 ' 40lbs. 33

Ditto, Canaries .3/6 13/6 57lbs. 27

Ditto, British Finely 3/- 11/6 58lbs. 23/-

TRY OUR WILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.

No value in the world like it. 2/6 peek, 1 libs , or

3/- I4lhs. 1 peck post ree 3/6. Quotations given

for, and special mixtures can he mixed according
to fanciers' ow n requirements.

OUR FINCH TIT-BITS, 1/- lit., our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT IS PERFECTION.
1/- i-cwt„ 1/9 J-cwt., 3/- cwt.

Maw 9d., Sesame 8d., Dandelion 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.;

Thistle 4d. oz., 5/- lb. ; Cornflower, 4d. oz., 5/- lb.

;

Cuttlefish, 6d. and 9d. hag, large 1/6 lb. Millet
Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

Ants’ Kggs, 2/6; choice, 3/6; Dried Flies, 2/- and 2/3
lb.; Silkworm Pupa*, ground or whole, 1/3 lb., post

free. Meat Meal, 3d.; Biscuit Meal, 3d. lb.

MOULTING CONDITION TONIC AND SINGING
MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure is the talk of the Fancy. 3d , Sd.,

1/-. Post free.

Our Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
is run down. 3d., 6d., 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener. 3d., 6d.,

1/-. Post free.

Price List and Samples Free.

trower & co.,
Seed Merchants end Bird Food

Specialists

,

J

King’s Cross,

LONDON,
’Phone: 1320 North. Opposite Caledonian ltd.

Tube Station.

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is air excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Postmortem examination and advice, by return

post, 1/1. 59 years' experience.

442, Caledonian Road,

82, Roman Road,

|
BRITISH BIRDST]

(
Hardbills.

|

FOR reliable Golfinches, Bullfinches, and Linnets,
See> my list; Kndd, Specialist, Norwich.
HANDSOME pair Cirt Buntings, 5/-; cock Gold-

finch Mule, 5 6: K. Older, 53, Davs-rd., Bristol. (48)

LARGE Welsh cock Linnets, selected birds 1/- each,
three 2,6: Miss Jones. Harlech House, Aberystwyth.

(52)

F.M. cock Linnets selected for song or exhibition.
Til-, 2,-; a topper 2/6: Degg, 77, Hamilton-rd., Long,
ton. (49)
COCK Linnets, clean, healthy birds, 3,6 dozen, six

2/ ;
cash or deposit: Kempson, 142, Farley-rd., Luton,

Beds. (50)
HOUSE-MOULTED cocks, 1 Bramblefinch, 4,6; »

Greenfinches, 1,6 each: Hardy, 134, High-st., March,
Cambs. (42)
WANTED, cock yellow Siskin, in exchange for pair

Green Budgerigars, or sell 5/-: Haig, 5, "oodlands-rd.,
Barnes. (44)
GOLDFINCHES, selected young Welsh cocks, 2 6,

3 for 6/-; 4 selected liens, 3.-: W. Evans, Coop
House, Llanidloes. (46)

MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 561bs.
for 2/9 on rail: exchange entertained: Turner, 4,

Southgate. Sleaford. 749)
H.M. cock and hen Chaffinch, 16 each; Green-

finch and lien Canary-bred mules, 4 - : Deane, 161 ,

Shardelocs-rd., Broekiey. (47)
COCK Linnets, picked birds, 3 6 dozen; Redpolls,

2,’C; well mixed seed birds, 1/-: W. Fenn, Beck
How, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (47)
LARGE selected Welsh cock Goldfinches, deep

•dazes, 2/6; approval, deposit: Jones, Vine Cottage,
Station-rd., Bagilt. Flintshire. (42)
EXCHANGE portable cage rack, 7ft. by 5ft.. for

good exhibition cock Bullfinch; no rubbish: Winter.
42. Thackeray-rd.. Southampton. (49)
CATCH thousands double compartment trap cages,
including two Finches, trained call birds, only 2/6
complete : Copp, Stores, DarUord. (Cl)

;anvBuk

I BOOH to Ftms

B
IRD Fanciers will appreciate

Veterinary or Red Zam-

Buk for its compactness,,

its reliability, and its unique

curative power in many of those

troublesome ailments which are

the bane of a breeder’s life.

\ Feather disease, scaliness,

scurfy legs, cramp, and rheu-

matism are best treated with

“ Red ” Zam-Buk, xvhich also

acts as a disinfectant and pre-

vents insect trouble.

The prices of “ Vet.” or Bed Zam-Buk
are 1 /I J, or 2/9. Of chemists, medi-
cine dealers

,
etc., or The Zam-Buk

Laboratories, Leeds.

WANTED Linnets, Bullfinches, Goldfinches, weekly
catches; please quote prices: Wood, Southgate
Aviaries, Southgate-st., Gloucester. (40)

SELECTED Yellowhammer cocks, 1/- each, several
with good broad yellow heads, 2/6 each: H. Welsh,
Cornstall, Buildings, Stamford, Lines. (51)

FULL-COLOURED hen Goldfinches,-.aviary moulted,
suit breeders, 1/3 each; satisfaction guaranteed: P,
Cawood, 25, Britanma-st., Scarborough. (49)

GREAT bargain, yellow cock and hen Siskin, 10/-;

three Lessers, 6/-; one, 3/6; all h.iii. : MacCallum,
Ben-Xevis-terraee, Fort William, Invernesshire. (50)

LINNETS, Larks, Redpolls, Greenfinches, from clean
outdoor aviaries, 1/- pair; Goldfinch cocks 2/-, hens
1 -: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (49)

HAND reared cock Goldfinch, feed from hand; Bull-
finches, Goldfinches very cheap: offers; exchange
anything; letters: James Fairinile, Leominster. (52)

BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in, 13in.

long, llin. high, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue
of 124 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, Hueknall, Notts.
NOTICE; cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-; cock Linnets,

Sd. -each, three 1/6 ;
Redpolls, Green Linnets, 6d.

each : Brain, 288, Lichfteld-rd., Aston, Birmingham'.
(26)

TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets,
Finches, etc., mad on song, ]/- large package; Mana-
ger, Seed Warehouse, 163, I’rincess-st,, Manchester.

(50)

LINNET, house moulted, suit catcher, Muier. or
fierce singer, price 3/6; bargain; full week's

.
ap-

proval for cash: Enoch Tams, Church-st., Lonaton.
GENUINE cock Goldfinches, 2,6, 36; beautiful
plumage, guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy,
commenced sing: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops
Stortford. . (49)
SELECTED to moult; three Goldfinches, 4/6 each;
two Linnets, 3/- each : two Greenfinches, 2/- each

;

one Siskin, h.m., breeder, 6/6 : Macready, Jeweller,
Stranraer. "

(46)
SELECTED large singing cock Goldfinches, from

2, -: liens, 3, 2.-. Selected cock Linnets, eongsters,
3, 2 6 : approval, deposit: Wm . Cook, 66 , Kitchener-
rd., Ipswich. (37)

LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
seed, 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;
P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hiil,
Nottinghamshire.. (41S)
COCK Linnets, fid. each; some picked, 9d. and 1/-

;

some caged tvvo months, singing hard, big birds, suit
muier or catcher, 2/6; cage for same, 1/-: W. Jones,
29, Engiish-st., Hull. (48)
LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, well on seed,

2, 6 doz.
;
selected old caught cocks, 3 - <loz. ; satis-

faction guaranteed: Marshall, 5, Camden-st., Snein-
ton, Nr. Nottingham. (29 )

WESTMORLAND cock Bullfinches 5/6, cock Gold-
finches 5 6

, winners; also H.M. cock Bramblefinch,
perfect, fit to win anywhere, 20/-: Robinson, Bird
Specialist, Windermere.

(49 )

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, 011 approval, cheap,
send me your address; will send to you by return:
Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen; Greenfinches,

1/- dozen; Redpolls, 2,6 dozen; 12 bright mixed
scedeaters, ]/-: , 1 . Fenn, Bird Specialist, West-
cliff Villa*, Islcham, Gambs, (47)VERY steady, field-moulted, perfect exhibition
specimens. Linnet, Chaffinch, and Redpoll cocks, 2/-
eacb, grand cock Goldie 5 -

; splendid square blaze:
Clarke, 74, High st., Sydenham. (40)

BIR.DCATCHER
;

spoil-sports cannot touch you:
no brace bird required; stuffed Grey Linnets, filled

on balanced springs to work, on Jlintwtiek, 2/6;
great success

: Inventor, Fryett, BeCcIcs. (47)

LINNETS! Linnets, in song, r cock, steady, grand
leather, pink of condition; cock Goldies in song,
'.!/-; real gems, selected cock Bullies 2/-; approval:
F. Stowe, Bird Expert, Cornwell, Chipping-Nofton.

(52)
LANCASHIRE cock Brown Linnets, real toppers,

well pencilled with dark brown backs, 1,- each, two
1/9, four 3/-, ready for field moulted classes: W.
Gardner, Garutang-rd., Wesham, Nr. I’rcston, Lan-
cashire. (40)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen, plenty in

stock : few picked ones, beauties, 1/- each
;
good cock

Goldfinch, 3/-; hens, 1/-; exchange for Siskins: Hum-
phries, Central Supply Stores, 129, Seaside, East-
bourne*. (48)
TWO selected cock Goldfinches, one good cock

•Siskin, 5/-, worth double; one H.M. cock Siskin,
one H.M. Goldfinch, 7/6 each; large Goldfinch Mule,
10,-; real bargains; approval: Ryan, Ballinacarrow,
Ballymote Sligo. (44)
EXHIBITION H.M. Bullie, champion, 12/6; F.M.
Bullie topper, 10/-; F.M. Welsh Goldies, toppers,
from 5/-, 12,6 each; F.M> Linnets, Redpoll;*-, 3/-, 5/-
each ; approval

; cash : Roberts, Queens Hotel,
Cerrigydruidion, Corwen. (47)
C. PRIOR offers the following choice housemoulted
exhibition specimens, now in the pink of condition

;

Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet, Twite, Bramblefinch,
Chaffinch, Greenfinch; state wants, enclosing stamp:
Hill Farm, Rop’ey, Hants. (44)
MRS. KING, 63, Kingsbury -terrace,. Dunstable, lias
two beautiful red cock Linnets, also one Brown,
would suit bird catchers for call birds, or bird
dealers for shop front-; attractions very loud; sing
their wild note; approval. (49)
EXHIBITION cock Siskin and Redpoll, 12/6; F.M.

cock. Siskin, 2 H.M. cock Chaffinches, 10,6; F.M.
cock Siskin, H.M. hen Siskin, H.M. cock Twite, H.M.
Linnet (miller), hen Bullfinch, 18/6: W. Harper,
Glennan House, Fort William. (52)
l.OOK ! l-ook 1 Look! Linnet! Linnets! Linnets!

) have the finest stock ol Linnets in the South

;

warranted cocks, well on seed, 4- doz.; dealers
supplied; all kinds of British' always in stock: Chris.
Hatton, 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (47)
LARGE champion exhibition C.M. Yellowhammer,
good eye and markings, in show condition, 10/-;
cock Siskin, CM., good cap, bib, lacings, 8/6;
another C.M. rtiulc breeder, 5/6: A. Ward, 5bk. 28,
Edward-ial., Balsall Heath, Birmingham. . (46)

LINNETS, specially trained for contest, 27- anil

2/6; show birds, Norwich type, good colour, well
pencilled, 37 -; beautiful Goldfinches', right for mul-
ing or show, 2,6, 3.0 each; Linnet cages, 1/3 each:
W. Johnson, Bird Expert. 55, George-st., Leeds.
NOTICE to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two
handsome clean moulted red breasted cock Linnets,
grand songsters, make splendid contest or chow birds,

1,3 each, 2 - the two': approval, money returned if

not satisfied: Dickson, Upper Union-at/, Dunstable.
BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, -two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,
grand songsters, make splendid show or contest
birds, 1.3 each, 2/- the two; approval: if not satis-

liel money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
BULLFINCHES caught same place as the first

and second Bullies at Leicester, see report
; cocks

2.-, hens 1/-: Goldfinches cock *2/-. hens 8d. : Yellow
Buntings, cocks 1,-: selected .specimens, 5/- each;
approval; deposit: Garrod, 37, Spencer-rd., Rushden.

(44)

GOLDFINCHES, the cream of all the catchers,
been on hard <-eed over a month, at 1/6 -each, 3 for

4,.-, a few at 2/- anil 2/6 each; a few picked very
large birds, can win anywhere, at 5/- each; hen
Goldfinches, 1/- each : H. Cox, 92, Hope-st., Bir-

mingham. (47)

LOVERS oi Chaffinches snould reail what H. J.

Fulljames saye about them. “Nutshell No. 13,’’ 2jd.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: CAGfi

Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

eee list on another page).
EXHIBITIONS specimens, selected from hundreds,
for exceptional size, colour, and markings, cocks,
Siskin 6,6, Bullfinch 5/6, Twite 3,6, Linnet 3/6,
Greenfinch 2/6, Redpoll 2/6, hen Bullie. a marvel,
win anywhere 3/6, ditto, hen Siskin 2/6; approval:
Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (51)

GRAND stock red-breasted cock Linnets, 4/- doz.,
picked for show, muling, some full song, ’/- each,

3 for 2/6. six for 4 6, seven shillings dozen given for
hen Goldfinches, 14 - cocks, 1 6 pair for Bullfinches

;

wanted,, a Finch Mule, Finch note: W. Darby, 41a,

Spon Lane, West Bromwich. (49)

LINNETS! Linnets! Grand Southdown Redbreasted
cocks, best in England, well pencilled* six for 2/9.

or 5/- dozen; hens, 1/- dozen; three handsome, full

coloured cock Goldfinches, 2 6 each, three for 6/-;

sex guaranteed: same address 23 years: G. Smith,
Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (4f.)

GRAND cock Linnets and Larks 8(1., 3 1,6, G 2,6;
four dozen mixed aviary birds, cocks and hens.. 3, -

doz.
;

double compartment trap and cock Linnet
caller, 1/9; few specials for show or milling cheap;
don’t pay any more and be fobbed: Broxup, *27,

Stock-st., Burnley.
EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monster

cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splen-
did deep square blazes, nicely tainted, splendid bars
and buttons, can win, 5/-; few monsters, cocks,
selected for muling, 3,6; week’s approval willingly;
rash or deposit: Skinner, Bird-catcher, Murray -rd.,

Bristol. * (500)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in “Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing, and «e.\ing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free, from: CAGf
Birds, 154. Fleet-«t., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents ; list published frequently.)

NOTICE. Grand stock cock Goldfinches,. 2/-, 2/6,

3/- each; cock Siskins, 2/-, 2,6; large, beautiful
coloured Bullfinches, cocks 2 6, 3/-, herns 1/- each;
Lesser Redpolls, 1/- each

; large cock brown Linnets,
1/-, 3 for 2,-, 5 - dozen; sex and safe delivery
guaranteed; sec Canaries: Steele, 80, Ord,sail-lane.
Salford, also 201, City-rd., Manchester. (45)
GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions a« to the treat-
ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to
send you a copy poet free upon receipt of 2Jd.
Write Publisher, Cxgii Birds, 154, Fleetet., London,
E.C.
LINNETS! Linnet*!! Linnets ! If—Own caught,

trained contest wingers, • real stonners. A great
secret is laid bare lo lovers of these popular
Britisher**, which will enable them to rear real
slormers. Linnet fanciers, there i« a matter that
requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.
No. 2, price 25d. po**t free from CAGE Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C,

EXHIBITION hardbills for first-class competition,
not local sliow’4 ; go .other description necessary.
Owing to removal, am reluctantly compelled to
reduce m.v stock; each bird has.-wxm and can win

s
any where to-day. See reports Leicester, Manchester,
Burton, Alfreton, etc. Corn Bunting, Palace, etc-,,

winner. 25/-; 2 Brambleftnehes, 1st and 2nd last
week, 15 - each; Yellowhammer, winner dozens of
prizes, -.£2

; Twite, none better on bench, LI; Chaf-
finch, extra good, i'l ; yellow Greenfinch Mule, A'l

;

Redpoll-Greenfinch hybrid, good colour and size,

7 6; Llnnet-Bullie cock, 2 stiff daws, a/*.; all in tip-

top show condition; approval willingly: dirt cheap;
must clear quickly : Havtcr, Queens-Ill., Beeston,
Notts. '

(45)

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets.—Why do the orders and
repeat order* come rolling in week lip week? Be-
cause the Worcestershire birds cannot be beaten for

size and markings. I have a large stock on hand,
all on hard teed at 1 . 6 each, three for 4 -; a few
picked very large cocks at 2 • and 2 0 each; extra
special clean-moulted birds, superb show condition,
3,- cadi/ 7 6 for three; few exhibition top notchcrs,
5 - each; hen Goldfinches l/- each; extra fine lot of

Brown Linnets, separatofy caged, weeks on hard
seed and song, J/- each, three for 2/-,; few picked
for contest singer*,, 1/6 each, three for 3 6; cock
Greenfinches,- Chaffinches, and Redpolls, 6d. each;
levs magnificently marked birds, 1 - each; monster
singing Larks, 9<L and 1 - each; travelling cages 3d.

extra, over three birds 6d.
;

all birds warranted
found and healthy, and sex guaranteed: Bedford,
Gore’s Shop, 131, Gooeh-st., Birmingham. (5f)

WM. SMITH
WARRANTED cock Goldfinches, 1/9, 2/6 each : hens,

1/-; cock Bullfinches, -2/6; liens, 1/3; cock Linnets,
]/- each, 5/- dozen; guaranteed sale delivery; see
Canaries: Win. Smith, 39, Tib st., Manchester.

GIANT COCK LINNETS
fierce singers, lor exhibition, muling, or contest sing-
ing, 1/- each, three 2/6; as supplied to all the lead-
ing fanciers: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st,, Manches-
ter. (50)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1,6, three

4/-, six 7/-: selected, 2/-, 2/6, three 5/-, six 8/6; hens,

L-. three 2/6, six 4/6; Larks, Linnets, sd., ]/-, three
1/6, six 2/6; Siskins, 2/6, 3/6: Redpolls, 4d„ six 1/6,

dozen 2/6; Lest birdlime, 0d., 9d., 1/-; Irwin's Avi-
aries, l.urgan. (51)

HULL’S LEADING SPECIALIST & JUDGE
Good value for your money that you get from me.
Try the following exhibition specimens, all on ap-
proval. cash or deposit; yellow cock Siskin, 10/6

;

cock Bullfinch, 7/6; monster yellow cock Greenfinch,
2/6; cock Redpoll, a gem, 2/6*

;
cock Chaffinch,

,
2,6

;

extra large Norwich type cock Linnet, a topper,
4/6; cock Bramblefinch, a grand one, 3/6: also a few
extra good cock Goldfinches, these are picked from
hundreds for their size and quality, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6
each

;
also over 80 cage-moulted white-legged cocks,

for show or muling, 10/6, 12/6 each; large yellow
Norwich or Yorkshire hens, for muling. 3/6, 4/6, 5,6
each; splendid exhibition cock Thrush, 7/6.; cock
M.vnali, can win in any Foreign class, 40/- ; cock
Linnets, for song or muling, )./-, 1/6 each, or 4,-; a
dozen; cock Larks, 1 /-, 1/6; some singing low, ,2/0;

cock Goldfinches; well on song. 2/6, 3/6, 4,6; liens.
1/- each. Note.— Scandinavian Goldies all sold; an-
other lot expected next ^eek. There is only one
ship bringing them: no other dealers have the chance-
of seeing them unless they buy from me. i also
have over 30 cage-moulted cock Linnets, just right
for catching or muling, and some extra good quality
singers amongst them, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6 each. There is

nothing in or near Hull can beat them if you pay
double.

DAY’S AVIARIES, PORTER STREET, HULL

FRED ALIEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
I INVITE YOU

To sed the largest collection of British in th©
North of England. Everyone welcome. It coats
you nothing. to try my birds. I send them all

out on seven days’ approval (longer if required) for
cash or deposit with Editor. My name Is a
household word, where British are kept. 1 have
sold thousands of birds. Gentlemen give me a
trial order, and 1 guarantee you will not" regret it.

Enter your show and send (or my bird9, you wiil

win. 1 have a grand lot of real pear tree cook
Goldfinches, beautiful colour, and on full song, 2,

-

2.6, 3 - each; milling cock Goldfinches, lull tone.
3/6, 4 • each. 1 have -some extra giants, with
extra deep square-cut blaze, broad heads, richly
tanned, w ell 0 buttoned, gems, 6/6, 6,6, 7,6, anil
two extra stormers, "bast F.M. in a cage, Hi, 6 each:
Giant Norwich type cook Linnet, well pencilled,
grand shape and colour, steady a* a rock. 2,6 each
and a gem of a Linnet, 3/6; splendid large Reed
Bunting, good bill, grand colour, very tame. 2 6;
other good ones showing splendid <olour 1,6, 2.

-

each; giant Yellow Bunting, well marked, good V
marked hea'd, steady 2/6; gem of a Redpoll, win
anywhere 2.6; monster yellow cock Greenfinch,
same as Mr. Lang’a winner, 2,6; beautiful aviary-
moulted Cock Chaffinch, a gem, ready to win. 3/6;
another good one. not quite so steady, hut a good
one, 2/6; beautiful cock Blackcap, winner, all over,
hundreds of prizes to his credit, 46 -

; giant cock
Bramblefinch, colour fed, 4,6; cock Blackbird, full

song, pecks out. of fingers, 7, 6. Now you Linnet
singers, if you have a good bird and lie won’t sing
when wanted, send J - for a bag of my secret
mixture, half a teaspoonfu! does the trick. It i*«

acknowledged by all that Harry Allen, the original
Linnet King and myself, have the finest strain ever
heard, our wins are too numerous to mention; wo
not only won lot .prize, hut took 1st

,
2nd, and 3rd

in all we competed. We have these champions
for sale, In /G, 15 '6, 26,- each, all mad proud, anil
oing anywhere. 1 have a grand lot of this year’s
Linnets, clean, through moult, and being taught
under my undefeated champion cup winners of
England, these make the best and gameot carried
to a contest, all 011 quality, 2,6, 3.6, 4 6. 5 0 cacti;
kitchen songsters 1 ,-, 16, 2 -; time singers, 2

, ,

2,6; Linnet cages Pd.. 1 -, 1 3, ] 0 each; qpek
Goldfinch mules Finch song, i-ing anywhere 7 6.

8.6, and two extra gems Hi 6, 12,6 each. 1 have
a good call bird Linnet 2 Redpoll call bird 1 ;
Chaffinch call bird, 1 ;

Goldfinch call bird, 1,6;
and a nice lot of hen Goldies, like cocks lor colour,

1 -, 1/3 each; cock Larks, finger tame and on song,
1 , 16, 2/- each; cock Canaries, Yorkshires, Nor-
wich, Borders, 6,6, 7 6 .8.6, 16 6. gun ranted full

song day and gas light, also a few Norwich and
Yorkshire cocks from the Inst strain in the country,
call will, 10/6, 15,. 6, 26 - each, liens 2,6, 3,6, 4 6
each ;

milling liens 3 - each; satisfaction guaranteed,
anil pH on approval; state requirements ‘please;
no waiting postcard before birds; travelling boxes
2d.: Fred Allen, Brit Mi Bird Champion, 156. l’ortcr

st., AVlarlef, Hull. (62)
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GIANT SCOTCH THORN LINNETS
Gentlemen, I linve the finest stork of British in tlio

North of England. Grand cork Linnets, on seed, S<l.

each, three fpr 1/0; grand doelhi, caged oil ami in

full Hongl 1/- each, three for 2/0 ; one special large
bird, grand pencilling und good whites, certain win-

ner field-moulted class, 2/6 ; grand cock Goldfinch,

2/-; one full coloured large bird, grand blaze, can
win, 4/-; Goldfinch hens, 1/-, three for g/0 ;

cock and
hen Greenfinch, 1/- a pair; t'hnfllnehes, ]/- a pair;

Redpolls, 1/ a pair; cock Skylarks, sd. each, three
for 1/9; grand steady bird, singing nicely, I/-; cages,
1/- each ; four days’ approval, cash or deposit
Editor; Edwin North, Bird Specialist. 4-Ri, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (500)

| Softbills.
|

MV winning Thrush and show cage 20/-; exchange
E-JE coe'k .lay: Lott. 97, Cheapside,. London.
BLACKCAP wanted, good songster, cock birds:
John Jonas, 36, Norfolkssq., Brighton, Sussex: (ID
SELECTED cock Thrushes, J

. 3 each, well on food •

WilUani Wright, 54, Shcllttcld-rd., Marsluaide, South-
PortT

,
(451

SALE, young cock Thrush, good singer, with cage,
S/C; exchange birds; offers: T. Can 28, Major-st.,
Darlington. ^0)GRAM) cock Larks, 3/- dozen; can supply new
and old customers : E. Rowe, 24, West -st.,
Chatteris, Cambs. (40)
RARE chance; pair aviary bred Bullfinches, 7/0;

odd hen, 3/0; cock Greater Whitethroat, 3/0: Green,
Breeder, Leicestershire. (48)
LARGE exhibition Chough, winner, 32/6, Goldie

Canary, 2nd Clapham, five months, 15/6; Bullfinch:
Sliipton, 71, Cloudesdale-rd., Balham. (42)-
EXHIBITORS.—Goldfinch first prize winner, two

first at Carlisle by Mr. Bell, for sale: Murray,
Meadowview, Kaglesfield, Hcclefechan. (52)
HOUSE.MOULTED Linnet aud Goldfinch, both just

ready to show; also Greenfinch 2nd Manchester;
price from: Enoch Tams, Church-st., J.ongton. (52)
KING of songsters, Devonshire Woodlarks

warranted cocks 2 0, three 7 /,- ; few coming on song,
fi/s hens, 1/-: Squire, 2, Diamond-rd., Exeter. (47)
SPECIALLY selected cock Larks, genuine, healthv

specimens, lovely songsters, 1/6 each : satisfaction
guaranteed: Sutherland, Rambodde Forres, N.B. (50)

\ F.RY large upstanding cock Lacks, guaranteed
from 2/- to 4/6 each; week’s approval anywhere;
cash or deposit: Asprnall, 162, Bolton-st., Chorley.

(52)
HAND-REARED singing cock Skylark, indoors or

out, day or gaslight, with cage, 4 6; or exchange
Roller cock: 346,. Oldham-rd., Newton Heath Man-
Chester.
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable. *

LOVELY cock Nightingale, 1915, and special
joiner-made stock cage, 2nd selling class Lam-
beth, warbling, 20./- : Perks, 72, Lancaster-rd., Dollis
Hill, London. ygg)
L'OUD’EST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12
months, 1/6; also hand-reared young cock, J -

; those
birds Can be matched to sing anv in this country;
approval; anywhere,: George Holt, Dunstable. (49)LINCOLNSHIRE Skylarks, large selected genuine
cocks, impossible to get better

; sent out clean and
in perfect condition; 3/6 dozen, six 2 three 13;
exhibition Specimens, 1/-: Jackson, Birdcatcher,
Bardncy, Lincoln. (45 ?

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain; them and keep them. “ Nutshell No. 3 " tells
you. 2jd. poet free from C'AGU limns, 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
ENGLISH cock Goldfinches, 2 /-, hens 1/- ; cock

Bullfinches, 2 6, hens 1,6: cock Siskins. 2/6, hens 1/6;
red-breasted cock Linnets, 1-; Redpolls and Green-
finches, Gd.

; cock Woodlarks. 2/6, hens 1/6 each;
bright mixed aviary birds, 6/- dozen: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. * (88)
JACKDAW 3/-, Blue Tits ]/- each. Great Tits 9d.,
Pippit 1-., Wagtail 1/6; Grey Wagtail 4 6, cock
Blackbird 1/6, Starling 1 /-, Thrush 2/-, Owl 3/-, cock
Canary 5 -, Doves 2 6 pair, White Java Doves 5/-,
Diamond Doves 30/- pair; price lists: De You &. Co..
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London. (46)
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird,—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in the best
possible condition

; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “ Nutshell No 4,” 2'd. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Flcetst., London. E.C.
2d., from agents (list published frequently).
I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalineney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljnmes in “ Nutshell No.
25," whiqh also deals witli hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants' eggs, 2 Ja. pool free,
from: Cagf. Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agents; see list on another page.)
SOFXBILL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in ‘‘ Nutshell No. 2G.” by H. J. Full,
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms’? This booklet tells you
bow. Post free, 2jd. from Cage Birds. 15f. Flcet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.

|
Miscellaneous.

GENTLEMEN, I have some of the finest Linnets in
Yorkshire for contest or show bench, can win in
the keenest competition, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6; others,
Gd. each, 4'- dozen; over 200 in stock; also finger-
tame Bramblefihch, extra good. 13 '6

; cock Siskins,
5/0, 6/6, 7/6 each; Thrush and cage in splendid
plumage, 12/6, through moult: Ingram and Sons,
Birdcatcbers, 54, Goulton-st., Hull. (44)

1
CANARIES.

1

|
Border Fancy.

BEST and cheapest Borders in Great Britain; list
free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
TYPICAL Borders, clears and cinnamons, few nice
birds ready; approval: Heslop, 111, Baker-st.,
Sterling. (r,)

BORDERS, cocks, 4/- , 4/0; liens, 1/6, 2/-; matched
pairs, 6/-; all colours: David Douglas, 48, Bridge-lit..
BrecMta. (51)TWO variegated yellow cocks, 4 /- each, four bun
hens 1/6 each; offers lot: Taylor, Bonington st.,
Darvel, Ayrshire. ’

(44)
N. L. CROFT, having enlisted, offers whole of his

stock, clears, greens, cinnamons; stamp reply: 38,
CeraetCry-rd., Crewe. (49)
SMART cock birds front 7 6, pairs from 10/6; right

type, rare quality; approval: Robson, 28, Camden-
grove, Peckham, London. (11)
VERY fine lot Border Canaries, in full song, 4/ ,

5/-, 6/6, 7/6, and 10/6 each ; hens, 2/6: Harris, 55,
Beak st., Regent-st„ London, W. (50)
IIIGH-CLA8S Borders, grand type and quality,

clear and marked, cooks from 6/-, hens linci 4/.;
approval: Irons, Park-place, Brechin. (50)
GRAND lot of Green Border Fancies for show or
stock; price reasonable taken; approval, stamp
reply: I). Sturrock, 1, Lawrence-st., Dundee. (52)
NOTICE, grand lot Border fancy, for show or

song, cocks 3 0, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs 5/6;
approval : McKeand, Sea brig lit, Castle Douglas. (29)
BORDERS. Great success at Brechin show, cup,
two medals (see report); now’s the time to apply
for wants; prices reasonable; approval; stamp:
Craig, High-st., Brechin. (50)
BORDERS, 1915 Canaries, as follows:—Cocks,

hens, variegated, greens, good quality, out-
door bred, reasonable to clear; guaranteed: Daw,
81, St. John’s-rd., East Ham, E. • (14)
GIVING up, the whole of my stock* of Borders

for disposal, iu one lot or separate, greens, cinna-
mons, marks, clears, comprising 5 adult cocks, 8
ditto hens, 15 young as bred; offers for lot: Siui-
monds, 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W. (51)
CHAMPION Borders; as I have little time for

showing, can supply a few toppers ; type and
quality perfect; see reports Warrington and Shef-
field: stock birds at war prices: J. S. Wilson, 118,
Harrington-rd., Workington. ,’49)

WINNERS, Ticked buff cock, medal, Carlisle, 40/-;
yellow uneven cock, 1st London. 30/-; ticked buff
cock, 2nd Idle, buff marked hen, 2nd Hartlepool,
20/- each: splendid lot yellow' and ticked cocks,
7

'6, 10 12 G : other colours, 7/6 upwards; stamp:
George Bennet, Bowmont Villa, Kelso. * (50)
"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully iiow to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing tile breeding season, bow to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, rrom "Cage Birds," 154,

Fleetst., London, E.C., or from any cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

GRAND healthy young stock, bred trorn prize
strain: must sell owing to war work; single bird,
10/- to 80/-; pairs, 20/- to 40/-; approval; seen
week-ends: Worrell, Kavenswood, St. James's-rd.,
Sutton, Surrey. (86)
VARIEGATED Dark Crest cock, good breeder,

green Crestbred hen, Barnett strain, 50/-; or ex-
change gold albert to value double one preferred;
approval both ways: W. Sykes, Jlc.vscmcr-terr.,

Stocksbrldgc, Sheffield. (44)

EVEN MARKED Dark ( rested cork, beautiful
crest, 1914. winner, 20/-; another, even-marked cook,
1915, good one, 18/6; variegated Crested cock, nice
crest, 1915, 12/6; evenmarked Crest lien, 1914, 8/0;
variegated Crested lien, 1915, good crest, 10/6; clear
Crestbred cock, 1915, wonderful head, 12/6; varie-

gated Crostbrcd cock, good bird, 1914, 10/6; large
birds: Maisey, Aldermaston, Berks. (46)
VARIEGATED C.B. unflighted lien. 13/-; green

C.B. hen. 12*6; capped wingiriarked C.B. lien. 15/-;
variegated C.B. cock miftightcd, 12/6; grey Crested
hen. 12 6; grey Crested unffighted hen, 12/6; wing-
marked buff cock, dark Crest, 20/6; grey Crested
lieu, unffighted, 17/6; clear buff, half coppy Crest-
bred, 20/6; lightly variegated C.B. cock, unffighted,
15, >; green Crestbred Cock, unflighted, 17/0; un-
flighted wing marked double Crest cock, 10/0; small
grey Crest hen. 6/-; green Crestbred cock, 20/6;
ditto C.B. hen, (i, -

: H. K. Steel, Arundel House,
Cheltenham. (44)

|
Cinnamons.

ALL my cinnamons for sale, cheap, in one lot, or
pairs: L. Roberts, Ironmonger, 56, Johnston-st.,
Blackburn. (49)
CHAMPION -bred Norwich Cinnamons; J. Bcvan's
latest win, Champion Cup for beat in Show: can
offer several nice birds, either for exhibition or stock

;

state wants : 8. Grove-!a., Ipswich. (37)

CINNAMONS FOR SALE
Have for disposal a few well matched Cinnamons
from 35/-, of good quality and typical birds, and
bred from one of the finest strains of cinnamons in
England; now is your chance; state your wants; ap-
proval; also Norwich: Alb. Bentley, 17, St. Cecilia-
st., Great Harwood. (40)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, 8d. each, 3 for 1/6, 6 for
2/0. 5/- dozen ; warranted cock Goldfinches. 2/-, 2/0,
?/- each; hen3, 9d. ; cock Larks, 9d. ; Redpolls,- Chaf-
finches, Greenfinches, all cocks, od. each.

EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

j
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

FEW champion Crests, also rages, for sale cheap:
Mrs. Roberts, Stannatoev, Newton-drive, Blackpool.
CREST and Crestbred cocks for sale, or exchange

for good young green hens : J. Gillespie, 19, AUer-
gate, Durham. . (46)
THOMAS LANE, 87, Victoria-st., Barnstaple, otters

1915 large Crested cocks, good bodies, heavy feather,
singing, 10/- each. (44)

BARGAIN ; for sale cheap, Dark Crested buff cock,
with show cage, can win, 20/-: Young, Haltou Post
Office, Tring, Herts. (47)
MRS. THOS. TAYLOR'S champion strain, a few
good birds for sale; approval, stamp reply: 68,

Edward-st,, Gateshead. (50)
YELLOW Crested cock, variegated green Crested
hen, 1915, 15/- each, Joyce-Barnett strain : Rev. G.
Mullens, C'hedzoy, Bridgwater. (50)
COCKS, 1914 dark crested yellow 15/-, 1914 varie-
gated yellow C'.B. 12/6, 1915 Lizard 5/6: Smithson,
"Sunnyinede,” Crossgates, Leeds. (53)'

CHAMPION Crests; two young Crested rocks, can
win in good company, £5 each; approval: T. Billing-
ton. 32, Colborn-st.,, Nottingham. (36)

HIGHEST class Crests and Crested-breds. Best
value in World to-day. State requirements, or list

free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
GREEN Crestbred cock, Joyce-Barnett strain, good
stock, sell 20/-; exchange two Crestbred hens:
Shepherd, 16, Hil! Top, Hcdhesford. (44)
LARGE healthy 1911 variegated C.B. cock, well

feathered, good head, 12/6; approval: Miss Hacker.
Beechcourt, St. Helens Park-rd., Hastings. (42)

GRAND Crests, 20/- to 40 - pairs: must sell owing
to war; any worth the price singly; approval;
deposit : Calam, Baxtergate, Whitby, Yorks. (10)

GOOD Crest and Crestbred cocks, also matched
pairs, reasonable; bred from prize stock; approval:
Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Peckham, London. (11)

CRESTS and Crestbred at war prices; only 12 to
spare; from 7/6 each; pairs from 20/-; approval;
stamp reply: J. E. Rowe, 10, Lipson-aven., Plymouth.

(17 )

THREE Crested hens, green, fit for show, 50 - each;
several other Crests and Crestbrcds ;• reasonable ap-
proval; deposit: II. Mais, 63, Northumberland-st.,
Nottingham. (44)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,

many winners sold ; some grand birds lor sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Biliington, 32, Colborn-st.,
Nottingham. (17)

GIVING up Fancy, must sell: Year old clear Crest-

bred cock, 30/-; unflighted variegated Crestbred
cock, 20 -

;
wing marked dark Crest cock, 15 -

; green
Crest hen, 8/6: Potter, Walker-st., Hull. (48)

CHAMPION Crests and Crestbreds, cocks 20/- and
25/- each, bens 10 - to 20.'-; grand clear buff Crest
hen. 10/-; see British birds: Steele, 80, Ordsall-

lane, Salford, also 201, City-rd., Manchester. (45)

CRESTS and C.B. for sale; C.B. cock 4:2, Crested
hen to 10/-, Crested hen £5; will exchange tins

one for young C.B. lien to value; no rubbish; yours
first : James Herechell, 17, Lyon-st., Dundee. (45)

CREST cock, Crestbred cock, Crest hen, clear buff,

light crests, and variegated Crest hen, dark crest
Norwich, healthy stock, 15/- each, or nearest offer-:

deposit, approval: Hanley, Diiblin-st., Longford.
.
(51

)

TWO 1915 Crestbred cocks, £3 each
;
one 1915 Crest-

bred hen, £4 : another, 1915, 50/- : also 1914 clear
Crestbred cock, 2nd at Cheltenham, £7 10s.; ap-
proval: Geo. Dobson, 103, James-sl., playdon-on-
T.vne. (50)

EVINS BROTHERS offers champion yellow Crested
cock, big winner, 90/- ; monster Crestbred cock,
topping show bird, 60 -; a few others at reasonable
prices: sec report Cheltenham Show: 259, High-st.,
Exeter. (4S)

Belgians.
BELGIANS, two good pairs, also some odd cocks
and hens, from prize wining strain; approval:
Bennett, Little Hcjton, Sticklepath, Barnstaple. (44)

CHAMPION Belgians, grand birds, disposal, same
strain my championship winners last two Palace
shows, cheap; approval: G. S. Baker, George’s-rd.,
Barnstaple. (32)
BELGIANS, extra quality yeHow and buff cocks;

also 1st cross hens, 1915 bred, from Barnstaple, and
Palace winners; reasonable; approval; particulars,
stamp: Dix, Yeo Vale, Barnstaple. (49)

I Greens, f

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-
eaeh; approval; no single ygjiow liens: Jenkins, 82.
Church-st., Widoes. (471)
1915 green Norwich cock, healthy condition, well

011 song, accept 9 - : bargain: Lavell, 16, Nursery-
rd., Bishops Stortford. (35)
FORTY Yorkshires, yellows and buffs,, seifs, fouls,

real good birds: state wants; reasonable prices;
some winners: Holmes, 2, Kenmare-rd., Wavertree.

(48)
NORWICH cinnamon green cock, green hen, bred
13 youngsters. 10 6 pair; young green Norwich cocks,
also bulls and yellows, 6/6 and 7/6: cold room bred:
Rogers, 18, Gloster-st.. Aberdare, South Wales. (48)

|
Lancashires.

|

LAST three pairs. F. J. Green, retiring from
fancy, lias grand massive buff coptpy cock, extra
large yellow Plainhead hen. both good show birds,
£5 pair, 110 better blood living: very large eiear
buff Plainhead cock, yellow coppy hen, 46/- pair

:

clear yellow’’ coppy cock, buff Plainhead licit. 35/-;
ye)lew Plain fiead hen, 12/0 to clear; satisfaction
guaranteed: Gordon-terr., London-rd., South Lowes-
toft. * 152)

Lizards.
FOR good Lizards see my list: Rudd.. Specialist.
Norwich. ,

Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

J. C. 8ARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northficid-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

J. HODDER, breeder of higll-class, Norwich, winner
of championships; good birds from 7/0 upwards;
approval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-

st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs

from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

N LEESE, breeder of Norwich, winner of Crystal

Palace diploma and silver medal. Horticultural
Hall diploma, silver rose bowl, gold medals, etc.

;

a few good birds ready now ; approval : N. Leese,

30, Aiexandra-rd., Normacot, Staffs.

FOR sale, 8 Norwich liens, to clear 10/'-: Cores, 6.

Doria-rd., Parson’s Green. . (40)

WANTED, large Norwich, fair price given for

good stock : l'owick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (40)

SHEARING, breeder and exhibitor, has a few for

disposal, grand type and quality; approval: 14, Bell-

rd.. Norwich. (48)

MARKED buff hens, very chubby, good heads and
necks, 5/- each; exchange songsters: Barrett, 8,

llorneo-st., Walsall. (47)

HEALTHV liens 3/0, 1914, exchange several tor

British Roller cocks, or Norwich : S. Large, 59,

Sprules-rd., Broekicy. (53)

D. DEVOY, higlCctass, typical, Norwich cocks,

10/-, yellow and huff hens, 10/- each, pairs 20/-:

23, George-st., Stranraer, (25)

A WARNINC. BEWARE!
We desire to warn bird fanciers, one and all (bat
Me tiave no representatives authorised to buy birds
for no in any part of the Kingdom, that, we have
no connection with anyone whatever trading from
any other addresses except 1 S< later at., London, and
77, I’itt-st., Norwich, neither do we lay claim to
any relationship whatever with people trading at
other addresses, we therefore advise fanciers il they
ohould want to trade witli us, to write direct to
the foregoing addresses, and they will find that
a principal of the firm will deal with them in a
highly satisfactory ami honourable manner: J.
Howard ami Sons, Norwich and London.

NORWICH for sale;' 2 large buff cocks, good
quality, 15/- each; inspection invited: Henson, 357.
Bradlord-rd., Manchester. (45)
TWO yellows, 2 cinnamon yellows, hens, 0 - each;

buff cock 10 -
;

all unffighted; approval: F. Bowyer,
96, Junction-rd., Leek, Staffs. (47)
NORWICH, well bred, yellow and buff, good size,

type and quality, from 15/-: Holliday, 51, lfolton-
drive, Mount Florida, Glasgow. (44)
STEPHEN TWEDDLK, Wiinbcrlcy-st., Blackburn,
breeder and exhibitor of Plainhead Norwich, tins
few birds for tale; stamp reply. (02)
WILLIAM PHIPPS for splendid typical massive
Norwich; winner over 100 prizes, also Clip; ap-
proval: 10, Millplatt-av., Islewortli. (i)
FEW good Norwich, cheap, cocks and hens, yel-
lows and buffs; (inspection invited: Warihg, 45,
Brompton-id., Kusholme, Manchester. (47)
1 HAVE a few typical buff Norwich for disposal,
unflighted prize strain, cocks from 7/6, hens from
3/6: Simond s, 55, Clcveland-rd., Ilford. (43)
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for song or show,

cocks 3/6, >!-, 7/6 each, matched pairs 6/-; appro-
val: McKeand, Seabrigbt, Castle Douglas. (29)
LARGE colour-fed Norwich, for show or stock; state
wants; approval; also breeding cages on sale: Mrs.
Roberts, Stannafyey, Newton-drive, Blackpool. (38)
FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs
from 15/-: all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson, 28. Camden-grove, Peckham, London. (11)
NORWICH Plainheads, non-flighted, 7/6 per pair.

Goldfinch mule cocks, 6/- each; appToval: Di Wil-
liams, 12, Itosevean-rd., Penzance, Cornwall. (50)
GIVING up Norwich; birds of grand type, colour,
and quality, cheap to clear; must be sold quickly:
J. S. Wilson, 118. Harrington-rd.. Workington. (49)
GIVING up, thirty grandly bred birds, cheap, yellow

cocks, from 7/6, hens from 4/6; write particulars;
approval, anywhere: Salter, 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby.
WINNING Norwich, breu from Plymouth winners,

including winning non-fiighted, prices from 3/6 to
£2: Andrew, Whitemoor, St. Austell, Cornwall. (31)
NICE typical Norwich, 10 cocks and hens, yellow
and buffs; see “Cage Birds” report Oct. 23, Clapham
Show: W. H. Gardner, 52, Maxted-rd., Peckham. (37)
NORWICH unflighted cocks, all bred from good
winning strain, yellows or buffs, 10/6 each ;

hens
from 5/-: Bendall, 62, Bruford-rd., Wolverhampton.
HIGH-CLASS typical Norwich, coid room bred:
cocks. 7/6, 10'-, 12/6, 15/- each : hens, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6.
7/6 each: approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Black-
burn. . , (51)
SIX fine large pairs, mostly Bulldog strain, out-
door aviary, 13/- pair, £3 3, - lot (half cost) or ex-
change true pair peach-faced lovebirds-: Scott, Lip-
hook. (4)
GOOD Norwich for sale, clears and variegated

cocks, 5/6; hens, 2/6; pairs, 7/-; cash or deposit:
Hawley, 29, Robert-st., West Kyo, Annfield Plain,
Durham. (50)
EXCEPTIONALLY handsome lot of young Norwich
cock Canaries, in full song, 4/-; 5/-, 6/6, 7/6,' and
10/6; hens, 2/6; Harris, .55, Beak-st., Regent-st..
London, W. (50)
FEW typical Norwich buffs, yellows, and greens,

also 1914 green Crestbred cock, Barnett’s strain

;

price reasonable: Levatino, 12, Foster-rd., Chis-
wick, London. ^7)
POTTER’S Champion Norwich, must sell, few good
stock pairs, from 30/- upwards, also twelve good
hens, mostly yellows and unflighted, from 5/- each:
Walker-st., Hull. (43)
BRAYBROOK has few real good Norwich yellow
and buff cocks, M'- to 35/- each; yellow and buff
hens’, 10/-, 15 - each

;
approval : 9, Stanlev-st., Brier-

field, near Burnley.
, (49)

SPLENDID lot of Norwich cocks, 8 G, 10/6. 12/6,
and 15/- upwards; hens 3/6 upwards; cash or easy
payments; stamp reply: Rosselt, 85, Whittou-rd..
Hounslow, Middlesex. (44)
JAMES STARK, absolute winner of the Norwich
Amateur Challenge Cup. offers grand birds, from
10/6; exhibition or stock; approval; stamp; not ft

dealer: 110. Oak-at., Norwich. (47)
NORWICH cocks (unflighted),. yellow and buff, 17/6
each, large typical birds: buff variegated hens, 7/6
each; all prize bred: Chisholm and Davison, 42,
Shipston-rd.-, Stratford-on-Avon. (40)
FORT Y grand Norwich cocks, big birds, from 7/6
upwards; exchan;, some for small black Pom. dog,
or Rollers; appi. al ; Rollers first: F. Owen, 66,
Wolverhampton-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (46)
MR. ECKERSLEY offers four pairs of typical.

Splendidly-bred birds, at 20/’- per pair; great oppor-
tunity to obtain birds from renowned strain at small
cost: 51. Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham: (49)
YELLOW cock, immense size, winner, 25/-; yellow
cock, clear, 10/6; yellow hen, 10/6; yellow marked
cock, 7/6; clear buff cock, 6/-; few liens, 2/0 each;
Smedley, New Villi j,. Rainworth, nr. Mansfield. (46)
PAIR of large clean moulted Norwich, clear yeliow

cock cinnamons, yellow marked hen, sell 5 7/6 or
exenange; worth double: on approval with pleasure:
Mr. Ben Wright, 26, Gibbons-sq., Gainsborough. (42)
THREE large red f6d yellow eocks, 12/6 each;
lovely ticked yellow', 17/6; large clear yellow hen,
slip claw, 7/6; ticked buff hen, 5/-; clear buff
hen, 5/- : H. E. Steel, Arundel House, Cheltenham.

(44.'

CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, gooL
type and feather, well matched pairs or single birds,
winners sold every season; 35 years breeder; ap-
proval : T. Biliington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham.

(45)
NOTICE! Few good Norwich, four variegated

unflighted buff, hens 8/- each, two clear yellow eocks
20 - each: one variegated buff cock 25/-; on ap-
proval : Barnes, Factory Row7

, Whally, near Black-
burn. ,’49)

CHALMERS’ Kirkintilloch Champion Norwich
strain, 16 unflighted birds, F.W. rung, best of type,
quality and health, single or pairs; cash or
deposit : Matthewson, Station House, Oumgoyne.
Stirlingshire. (46)
F. J. LACOOHEE has for sale exhibition and stock
Norwich, of size, type, quality, from 10/6; no rubbish
sent out: all birds sold guaranteed bred from gooa
winning stock

;
state wants; approval: 92, St. Ge .ge-

st., Norwich. (3S)

VERY smart clear yellow' cock, 1914, gmnd colour,
15/-; clear buff cock, 1913. nice type, full quality.

12/6; both winners and bred from winners; buff hen.
1914, good head, neck and type, 7/6; Hale, Station
House, Aintree, (49)
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WITH •- oven entries at Kirkintilloch tthow- t.wo

fu t one Mcuml, two Lluuln, one lourU> <»i.u special

;

a few hi ids lor brt-d -same as uhovt*: cocks
iroui 7/(i, hens .>/• ; approval : i >01111an, H7, Industry-
»L, Kiikintilhxli. (41)
N. |j; i;si . winner at Manclu stcr, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and

4 Hi, a 180 at Burton I«t, 2nd, and 3rd, 1 have a

few good pail's from 20/ upwards; nho <uld cock
1 rom in - each; on apjM'Oval : 3<j, Alexandra j d.,

NonuueoL, Stallr*.

l'\ SV, hA)J)Ll)\V, winner <>l \..\.P( . eliampibn
points trophy, ur*o young Bird clip, has hull cocks,

yellow and iuill 1 4 •
*

1

1

for .ale. hred from winners;
prices misonuhle ; approval, stamp: .'>•>, Colstun-st.,

lien well. \ewcHstlc-on Tyne. (•!—

)

MASS1\ 10 ticked hull eock, lovely quality, t>pc,

35/- r marked yellow ditto, 30 ; vurieguleiJ hull,

large li'uu, hue stock hi id, 20/*; also two .ullow
hens, la/* each; all health> ; on approval : Kerr,
IHchrnond rd., New Barnet.
A REAL bargain, in Norwich Phi inheada, a few
very promising birds which will make winders, 1

big bold huff cock, .11 l a/-, another I' L 10/-; 1

green cook .Cl l yellow Yorkshire, 12/6, Hollers,.

Schoolmasters, .11 ami ,11 as.: 55, itegent st., hea
Tdngton. M0 )

(j'BANI) uidlighted yellow Norwich cock, good head
and neck, hred from my winning strain, a beauty,
an win, only 12/6; lovely hull lien to match, 7/6;

ID/- the pair, worth double; six dn,\s' approval; cash
jv deposit Editor: W. Johnson, Breeder, 55, George
st , Leeds. (4(f)

HIGH ( LASS Norwich, good size, type, quality;
yellow cock, 2nd, .1 1 5s.; 4th. 17,6; variegated, vhe,
15/-; hull cocks, 2nd. 17/6; 3rd. 15/6; 4th, 12/6 ; c ocks
from 10/- ;

large hens from 5/- upwards; shown Oct.
SO-Nov. I; lit for show; colour-fed; approval: Grout,
34, llnghcmleu-rd., Norwich. (46)
A. TYDK.MAN; higlicluss Norwich; clear yellow

2 ock, 30/-; anotlicr. 20/-; ticked hull cock, 15/- ; two
variegated hull’ cocks, 12/6 each; two variegated yel-

low hens, ];">/•, 10/* each; four bull hens, clear and
variegated, 12/6 each; three? yellow hens, 5/- each;
approval: 45, York-rd., Ipswich. (46)
SEVERAL good Norwich, including large ticked

hull' cock, winner best in how at Opcnshaw last year,
27/6; clear yellow, 15 ; brother to Manchester 2nd.
see report last week; six buff cocks, typical, good
heads, 12 6 each; other.* from 7 6; huff liens, 5/-; ap-
proval; deposit; or cash: Chilton, 4,, Kenyon-st.,
Abbey Hey, Gorton, Manchester.' (49)
IK you want gjyal bargains, now is your chance,

ttest blood obtainable. Crystal Palace strain. 1 ticked
v cl low cock, winner of ‘Cage Birds” diploma and
several firsts, 30/-; 1 licked yellow cock, unflighted,
real topper, untried, certain winner, 25/-; ‘2 huff
hens, like waxwork, 15 - each; useful exchange:
Louis Taylor, 7, Hill-terr., Audley, Staffs. (51)
YELLOW cock, good head and neck, big bird, 1914.

guaranteed; yellow-green cock. 1915, all round good
oird; buff .variegated, unflighted,* bred from win-
ners-, .ti each: yellow variegated lien, sister to
light Muler, 12,6; buff grizzle headed hen, 1935,
like wax. bred from my winning huff cock, 15/-;
all show birds; approval, deposit: Clawson, Bangor,
Down (52)
FOll sale, 19 Nor. huff cocks and hens, 2 yell,

rocks, 1 yell, hen, exhibition or stock, mostly 19 i‘5

rung; see my winnings Larkhall Show Report, with
11 entries, 3 firsts, 1 speefal, 2 seconds, 1 fourth,
2 fifths,'! sixth, 11 ml winner of novice cup: over-
stocked:' cheap to clear; state wants; exchange
for gent.’s cycle entertained; mutual approval:
Fhoi MfcGregoi Sarahville Crescent, LarkhaU. (4S)

J T. CLARK
Has for disposal, a few pairs of well-bred Norwich
and Yorkshires, from 12.6; approval: 29, Asbby-
rd., Watford, Herts. (44)

CHAMPION NORWICH
GRAND 1914 bred buff Norwich cock, a, monster

for size and real good head and neck,, can win, price
26 -, worth double; with good big yellow* hen to
match, good head and neck, and as big *as plenty
docks, price 12/0, or 30- the pair; also 2 good
clear buff hens, 1914 bred, Hot li have won in good
company, and are now fit for immediate exhibition,
price 20- each, not half their value; cocks to
match, to breed winners, 20 - each; 6 days’ approval;
cash or deposit editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443,
M anehester-rd., Bradford.

G V |NG U P THE FANCY
A GENTLEMAN wishes to dispose of all his prize

bred Norwich and Yorkshires. 15,’-, 20/- pair; cages,
etc.; approval: enquiries invited, enclosing stamp, to
Mr. Papple, 24, Laurance-st., West Hartlepool.

MR. ARTHUR WICKS, WwicF
niters Q rat-class colour-fed Norwich cocks or hens,
in G,. 3 3'-, 21/-, 30 - each; correctly matched pairs,
IV- up to .to: Naturals, cocks 6/6, 7/6. 8/G, 10/0, hens
2/G, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, C.ai, 7 1 1

:
pairs, well matched 8/6,

111,11, 12/6, 15,-; approval. (46)

A PAIR WORTH ATTENTION
Clear yellow cock, perfect type, fine size, good
head and neck, grand quality, and huff marked hen,
grand bird all over, splendid head, both winners,
GO -: also yellow varieg. cock, fine wedge shape, good
head, superb quality, perfect wings, bargain, 25/-;
approval, cash or deposit : (leorge Baxter/ Highfkdd,
Fochabers, X.B. (50)

59 to 10f}°/o Saved
As 1 hold the stock I offer, you can with the utmost
confidence scud for any of the following on approval,
or come and inspect

; one and all you will find
reliable bargains. Cocks or hens, colour fed, these
birds can be seen or particulars given, 10 G. 15/-,

20/-, SO/-; pairs, correctly matched to produce best
results by me personally,’ 12. G, 15/-, 20 . Note: You
cannot match these for quality at double the price
elsewhere. Other good prize-bred Norwich at
following prices: Cocks 6/C. 7/6, 8/6. 10 6; liens, 2/6.
"6, 4.6, 5/6, 6 6: pairs matched to produce best
rc.-ults, 8/0, 10/0, 12/6 Cages, to hold one bird. 3d.

:

to hold 2 or 3 birds, 4il . ; for all others see detailed
current price list; easy payments by joining mv
original bird ojub: distance no' object: \V. Rudd, tlm
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Champion Yorkshires and
Norwich, etc.

Cram! lengthy Yorkshire cocks, in perfect condition and full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- each. Smart, erect, racy liens, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-/ 7/6, 10/- each. Matched
breeding pairs, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6. 20/-, 25/-, 30/. per pair.
Smart, thick set, cobby Norwich at same prices as Yorkshires.
Exhibition Norwich ami Yorkshires, i have some grand birds bred from my
own well-known winners, both Norwich and Yorkshires, at the following prices:
Cocks or Hens, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/ , 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, to 100/-. These
arc ready for benching, and capable of winning their cost in prize money. *

,

Songsters, in hold free song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each. Will suit anywhere.
Highly Trained British Rollers, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- each.
I have also a grand collection of Orests, Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Muling liens,

etc., etc. Travelling Cages 3d. extra in all cases.
Remember, l invite you to come and make your own selection. If unable to do so, I will send

bird, to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at my 4>ole risk, i guarantee’ absolute
satisfaction to every customer. .Semi a I’.C. for my free illustrated catalogue.

Exporter,
and

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks
established over 35 years

JOE THOMAS,

KOI. LFIt cocks, in full song, 3/it, 4/0, 5/9,' 7/9,
liens 2, ; approval: Ross, Canary Breeder. Forres,
-VII* (51/

BEST quality rape for Holler fanciers, prices if-
per .-tone, 35 - cwl., samples sent: Ives, 86, Lcgsby-
avc., Urimlby. -(29)

NOTICE, grand lot Hollers, cocks 3/0, 5/-, 7,6
each; matched pairs, 5,6; approval: McKeand, Sea-
bright, Castle Douglas, (29)
Yul NO .songster Canaries for sale, guaranteed

cock.-, on Ming, 4.6 and 5/- each: Arthur M unks,
Man- field Woodhou.se, Notts. (42)

EXTRA line lot of Rollers, cocks, 8/6, 10/0, 12,6,
and 15 - upwards; cash or easy payments; stamp
reply: Jtosscll, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow, Middle-
sex. (44)
DEEP Clucko holler, I’.K.C.C. ; cocks from 32/6,

heiii.< 3/0 ; .approval ; pairs .selected
;
prompt delivery;

•sati faction guaranteed: Karnshaw, 51, Rook-st.,
Nelson, Lancs- ' (42)
HOLLERS with splendid deep hollow rolls, no

clicks or jars, 30/6, 12/6, 15,0; liens 2 0, 3 0, 4 6
each; approval 'willingly: Fred Allen, B.B.C., 150,
I’orter-st ., Hull. (52)
11 Kill CLASS Watcr-Clucke Boilers, P.R.C.C. rung;

COcks from 32,6, liens 4,0; 7 days approval: T, llil-

son, 35, Botany-lane, Ashtoii-uiuter-JLyrie. (46)

GOOD Roller hens, B.H.C.C. rung, best blood ob-
tainable; 3/- each; 2 for 5,0 ;

cocks 10/-; also a
few breeding cages: Cowpe, 13, Co-opcrative-st.,
llaflingdcn, Lancs. (45)

TO clear, 10 young Roller Canaries, comprising -8

cocks and 8 hens, 1914, £2/15/- or nearest offer;
or separate; suit Mule breeders: Apply Mason, 58,

Caldmore-rd., Walsall. (48)
GRAND selection of Roller Canaries, cocks, lull

gong, 4/6, 5,6 and 6/6 each, liens 2/- and 2/6,
cutely packed for any distance: Seedsman, 163,

Piincessst., Manchester. (50)
NOTICE of Removal: A few go«d 1914 Roller cocks,

Singend Randle's strain, and unrelated hens, 8,6 a
pair; also a few single breeding cages: Eushworth,
228, l’adhani-rd., Burnley. (45)
GRAND lot of rich yellow and variegated young
Roller cock Canaries, exceptionally good songsters.
4 -, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6, and 15/-, heile 2/6: Harris,
55, Beak-st.. Regent-st., London, W. (50)

BRITISH Hollers, Randall’s strain direct, all rung
B T.C.C., 1914; schoolmasters 10/6; hens 51- pair;
1915 cocks from 8/6: hens from 51- each: Hughes.
Surrey Villa, Long Lane, West Finchley. <• (44)
RANDALL’S strain, cocks in full song at 6/- and

7/0; hens 2 6; guaranteed good breeders, cocks pure
notes; bargains; enlistment reason, for giving up:
346, Oldham-rd.. Newton Heath, .Manchester. (52)
HIGH-CLASS British Rollers, nothing better to be

found, although you may pay more; cocks, 1915, 5/6,

C/G, 7/6; Schoolmasters, for teaching: young, 10/6,

32/6; liens, 2/- each; approval; cash or deposit:
Day, 77, Porter-st., Hull. (48)

TO ROLLER BREEDERS
I am open to buy any quantity Rollers, cocks or

hens, will give good price for good birds and will

deposit cash : send particulars : Gledhill, Fleet-lane,
Queensbury, Bradford. . (5)

YELLOW cock and two huff hens, .good birds, lot

12 10 ,
or exchange for 1915 yellow lien: Smith, 20,

Dcnipster-st., Wielj. (50)

Yorkshires-
BREED6KS’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, Yorkshire specialist; winners
thousands of prizes leading shows; pfany cham-
pionship Crystal Palace, including championship la.-t

l’ulaco show; not being able to exhibit owing to
illness can supply wonderful good exhibition and

;

stud birds; wasoiiable ; approval ; Langtoil Lodge, !

Scotton, Knuresboroiigb, Yorks. (401) !

BAILEY, winter oiitriglit Y.C.C. 110- guinea. Chat
(

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South Vicw tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class i

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, tile present-day champion (see show
(

reports), breeder artl exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench.
Some grand birds for sale for show, or .stock birds
to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;

J

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 1C, Shami-
st., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496) I

J. TAYLOR, 30? Aircville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford,
breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-
shires and Norwich : show and stock specimens
now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual
seven days approval.

Y8BISHIBES, ETC.
Exhibition, birds, or
specially ..selected sougoteis
for cash or easy payments.
Fine, typical, yellow or Imlf

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,
and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.
Grand properly matched pairs
to breed winners, at 10 /6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/. per
pair, in clears, ticked, and
green marked. Extra smart

lengthy liens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. All

cold-room luvd and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.
Exhibition cocks arid lien- at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are worth double and can soon win their cost*
EASY PAYMENTS.— 15ird< -cut off at once oil rd’

• delving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post ’free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
(/rests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected
Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for rn.v illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven- days’ approval to any part at my risk.

Travelling cage jid, extra. Only and old address:

—

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghall,
BRADFORD.

(£9

TI4E REAL ARTICLE
If you want genuine trained’ British Rollers send
for my list, also good liens; note, if disappointed
elsewhere try mine: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

IMPORTANT TO BREEDERS OF ROLLERS
Wanted, large and small quantities of, -Rollers,
trained and untrained; genuine business . meant;
state quantity and price: Cunda.il, Tvson-st., Hali-
fax. (17)

I
Rollers <3 Singing Canaries

|

BREEDER'S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Hr. eder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Gliicke Rollers (pure Randall’s). 151,
•South Avenue, .Southend mi Sea. Member B.K.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE lim t attain hi England.
Winner 1-1 and ,-ilver crip Inter. Show. 1913. ( IslO)

HF.NRY NEVE Roll, r K|„ . .(.. Ml birds bred
from prize wmiiiii" p-cim, n- of high rank: full

pari , nla: fri • I! Iili< Id, So- • x. (100)

ROLLER
CANARIES.
VOOGT’S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Once more. These birds are collected in all parts
ol Holland. With every consignment a certificate
of origin endorsed and guaranteed by the British
Consul in Rotterdam is sent oven. Very small
numbers are arriving. Only 370 cocks have- arrived
this season, whereas in normal times the arrivals
would be over T.OOO weekly.
Roller Cocks.—No, 1, 12/6 each. 7 for 60/-. Only

a very few of these songsters have arrived.
Roller Cocks, No. 2, 7/6 each, 7 for 42/-. Good

strong hardy birds, serviceable songsters.
Roller Hens. -14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-;

j

2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent safely packed.
All those sending cash will receive their birds witli-

|

out any delay. Telephone: 6341 Avenue. .Telegrams:
"A

|

llamlyn, London Docks.

YORKSHIRE Canaries, prize-bred, on song, cocks
8/-, hens 3J-: Draper, 47, Palmerston-,st., Battersea
l’ark-rd.

^ ( 45 )

FOUR Yorkshire cocks, good singers, and one hen,
one guinea tho lot; bargain: Shaw, 44, Amberley-
,st., York.

(44)

HEALTHY Yorkshires for sale; cocks, 3/C to 12/6;
hens, 2/6 to 6/-

; guaranteed : 13, Lancaster-terrace,
Merthyr Tydfil. (45)
HIGH-CLASS unflighted Yorkshires, long, slim,

colour-fed cocks, 6
.

-

; ficus, 4. -
;
own breeding : Barfe,

Pateley Bridge. (g)
TICK yellow, clear -butf cocks, green and ein.
marked liens, £6 lot : Andrew, Whitemoor, St.
Austell, Cornwall. (31)
YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from

a/-; hens from 8/-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1 , Arbore-
tum-rd., Worcester. (49U)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, show or stock birds;
cocks from 7/6, liens from 5/-: llobertshaw, 59,
Harnniond-st.. Halifax. (37).

SELL; offers wanted Yorkshires, two greens, two
yellows, cocks, N.C., seven liens: Caretaker, Royal
Pavilion, Royton, Lancs.

. (47)
THREE Yorkshire cocks, clear Buffs, 1915 bred,

in full song, 7, 6 each, or 20/- the 3: Banner, 27,
High-st., Bromley, Kent. (49)
CLEARING out; several high-class Yorkshire cock

Canaries, accept 5/6 each, worth double: Mrs. Jones,
7, George-st., Vberystwy til. (52)
EIGHT Yorkshire liens, nice shapely birds, 1915

bred, 3/- cadi, or what offers for the lot : Banner.
27. High-st., Bromley, Kent. (49)
YORKSHIRES, cocks and liens, bred from my win-

ners, from 6/- each : bargain prices to clear

:

Macready, Jeweller, Stranraer. (46)
HIGH-CLASS colour-led Yorkshires, show or stock;

cocks from 7/6; liens, 5/6: approval, deposit: Sut-
cliffe, 46,- Hanmiond-st., Halifax. (45)
CLEARING out; several good Yorkshires from

first-class strain: cheap; approval; etate wants:’
Brooks, 2 . Devonshire rd., Horshaim (33)
SMART Yorkshire cocks (cold room bred, 1915) on

song, cheap, exchange considered: 10, Albion
Grove, 'Stoke Newington, London, N. (51)
TO dealers. 20 pair of good large colour fed York-

shires, clean and healthy, £8 the lot: Edwin North,
Breeder, 443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (38)
YORKSH1UF.S, yellow 1915 cock, gem

; huff 1914
cock, fine stock bird; other 1915 cocks cheap; must
clear: Trevor, 84, Bulwer-rd., Edmonton. (49 )CHAMPION Yorkshire cocks, large birds 12/0 each,
hens from 4 7 days’ approval; inspection invited:
Gates, 6, onus-square, Troedyrhiw, Glam. (51)
NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires, for song or ehow,
cocks, 3/-, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs, 6/-; ap-
proval: McKeand. Seahright, Castle Douglas. (29)
YORKSHIRES, from first rate strain, in pairs or

singly, hens 3/6 to 7/6. cocks C /- to 10,6 each ; ap-
proval. anywhere: J. B. Lento ti. Market Deeping.
THIRTEEN young Yorkshire cocks and hens, frpm

prize winners, £3 the lot. giving up, or exchange for
millets; yours first: J. Itoincr, 234, Kevv-rd., Kew
Gardens. (jqj
SPLENDID lot of Yorkshire cock Canaries, yellows,

huffs, and splashed, in full song, 5 6 7/6, ]o,o,
and 15/-. hens 2/6: Harris, 55, Bcak-st., RtgeHt-
st., London, W. (so)
YORKSHIRES, colour fed. grain! condition: cocks

1,6 upward, hens 3 - upwards;- <wn breeding; up.
proval

; no dealers: Williams, ,862, 1 cnistdm-rd.,’
Owlerton, Sheffield, (<(;)

YORKSHIRES, four yellow cocks, good length, bred
from prize birds also three hens and two varie-
ga'ted, 10/6 pair; or best offer for lot: H. Lamb, 16,

Sellingcoiirt-rd., Tooting. (44)

MAGNIFICENT lot of Yorkshires, cocks, 8/6, 16/6,

12/6, arid 15/- upwards; hens 3 6 upwards; cash or
.easy payments; stamp reply: Rossell, 85, Whitton-
rd., Hounslow, Middlesex; (44)
EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour-fed. long typical
young birds; cocks, 10. -

;
liens, 5/-; home any even-

ing, all day Saturday, Sunday : Breeder, 222,

Ribblesdale-rd., Streatliam. (33)

YORKSHIRE cocks and four hens, yellows and
buffs, 1,0/6 a pair; or would sell single; all prize-

bred; on approval; all 1915 bred: 1. Storey, Butchers-
row, Haswcll Col., Co. Durham. (47)

T. C. CRAWHALE offers some good Yorkshires,

bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George’ s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tync. (14)

EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour-fed, long, typical,

young birds; Cocks from 7/6; liens from 4/-: can see
them; six days’ approval; cash or deposit Editor:
W. Johnson, Breeder, 55, George-st., Leeds. (40)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for' exhibition and stock,
birds, none better

; cocks in full song, f.-O; sure win-
ners

,

1

10 0/; hens, 5/6 each: ten days’ approval : W.
Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Yu’ksliire. (46)

KING’S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,

type and quality ;
cooks, 6/0, 7/6, 8/6,’ 10/6 upwards

;

hens, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 10/6 upwards; approval, carriage
paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hohden Bridge, York-
shire. (52)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, the best in north of Scot-
land; yellows, huffs, greens and cinnamons; cocks

and liens from 7;6 each, or in matched pairs; state
wants; approval: Wilkinson, Hazelwood House,
Keith. (42)

YORKSHIRES, .two yellow cocks, 10/- each; one
variegated yellow cock, 20/-; buff hen, variegated
yellow hen, 30/- each: all Dyke’s strain; approval:
David Wishart, Southside Cottages, Wallyford, Mus-
selburgh. (47)

EXHIBITORS—Not being able to follow the shows
this time 1 have nome of the bes.t exhibition and
stock birds in the Fancy from 10 - upwards; ap-

proval, deposit: T. McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liver-

sedge, Yorkshire. (4,894

REDUCING stock: -genuine- offer ; 20 pairs high-

class birds for disposal cheap, cold-room bred,

colopr fed. from 7/6 pair: approval with pleasure;

price for single birds apply to: Edwin Chibb, 33,

Louise-st., Chester. - (44)

YORKSHIRES, same strain as' winner? Sheffield,

etc., cockit 7,6 upwards, liens 5/- upwards, matched
pairs 12/0, 15/-., 20/-; large stock cocks from 15,-

to 30,-; approval deposit : John Radley, 259, King-
st., Skclmanthorpc, Huddersfield. (50)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, same strain as winners at
Sheffield, Bradford; Liverpool ; big unflighted yellow
cock, 30'-; unflighted buff cook, 30/-; another 20,-;

hens V upwards; approval, deposit: Beaumont,
Kin,g-st.. Skclmanthorpc, Huddersfield. (52)

FRANK RADLEY call spare few grand Yorkshires,
long, raking, stylish birds; cocks, 7/6; hens, 5/-;

few extra bird*. 20/-, 30/-, 40/- each; latest wins -

1st, 3rd Sheffield, last, week; approval, deposit

:

Frank Radley, Elm-st., Skelmantliorpe, nr. Hudders-
field. (52)

CHAMPION Yorkshires; clearing out: all my exhi-

bition and stock birds for disposal at following
prices: Cocks l(i/6 upwards, hens 7/6 upwards, pairs
15 - up: al t) 4 and 2 .carrying cases, with cages.
Cheap; all on approval

;
cash or deposit: T. Walktr,

4, Diinsdnle-parade, Wolstanton, Staffs. (4?)

F. STUDD, compelled to give up through ill

health; Yorkshire specialist; winners hundreds of

prizes in Yorkshire Union shows; cup, medal# too
numerous to mention; I have some fine stock birds

for sale, yellow and huff; cocks, 7 -, in.-, 12 II, 15 -,

20/-: liens, 5/-, 7/-, 10/-, 15,-: 499, ldte-rd., Bolton,

Bradford.
WINNING high-class birds for sale, feather lovely,

position perfect, length, ty po excellent
;
see Hanley,

Burton, York. reports: alt good condition,

best Cloud obtainable; young -stuff, not old,

to Sell again, but own breeding: pairs to breed
winners ; also single birds; particulars or inspection

invited : Price. Thackley-ad .
I'hacklcy . Bradford. (48)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, I I
’

. by H. W. Battyo
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sul.i- varieties. Contuino complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful

exhibiting ;
also how to treat in both health and

disease: CAfiK Biiips, 154. Fleet st., London, E.C.

JCMfi ffAMLYN,
221. St. George’s Street. London, East. YORKSHIRES for SHOWING
Scotch Fancies.

VELI.OW Scoteh Fancy cock, an extra good bird,
bull green lien, £1 the pair: H. Brown, Luiidin
Links, Fifesltire. (35)

CHIEF

MR. F. CHAPMAN,
4S2, UXBRIDGE Rd„ LONDON, W.

FEATURE ‘ QUALITY >1



Nov km ni'.rt 1*S, 191*>. UA(JI<: BIRDS

WE ALL KNOW THAT
quality is tin* true lest or cheapness. I want you

to make ii rompariaon o( tlu* following " ll " i,n '

others offered ul similar unci hither prices Icy having

oil approval, (Jocks, 7/6, 6/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/ ,

3 for 8/-
i\lv 'election, hut you may rely upon most wonderiul

value, in Yorkshire hens, you ever saw. I

„„,
s '

matched lor breeding. 8/6, 9/6, 10/0, 12/6, 16, ,
20/-,

JO/. I
hens. 3 /-, 3/6. 0/6, 6/6, 8,6. Travelling rages,

3d. extra one bird: 2 birds. 4d Detailed lisl tree.

Easy payments ; W. Rudd. The Bird Specialist,

Norwich. ____

MULES—HYBKIDS.

BINGHAM & FURNISS
have sonic clinking Yorkshires for disposal

lihg in length, type, and quality : cocks Irom l_n.

hens from 7 6; inspection invited: 43a, llaw thorn-

id, HciHsbro’, -Sheffield.

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
\Ye have now ready some ehoiee Yorkshires, either

for stock or exhibition; no frivolous prices; emu-

inks, our .speciality; see Yorks. Union show report®:

403. Eooley iane, Bradford.

WM. SMITH
Warranted Yorkshire Canaries; cocks 7/0, SO. 10/6,

12/6 each; liens 3/-. 4 . fl -, 7/6 each; warranted

Norwich Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 each;

hens 3/-, 4 4/6, 5 6 each; see British birds: Wm.
Smith,. 30, Tib-st., Manchester.

R. HECCIES
Champion Yorkshires now ready forLstock or exhi-

bition ; prices to suit ail : winner outright of Y C.C.

Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1st at all

leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish

National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports:

Stepps, near Glasgow. •

CHAMPION YORKSHIRES
Some extra good bargains in Yorkshires, including

exceptional value in yellow hens, 1914 and 19L» bred,

all guaranteed good feeders and mothers, prices </6,

10/-, 12/6 each • huff cocks to match, exceptional

length and the right sort to produce your own win-

ners, at 7/6, 10/-, 12/6 each upwards ;
pairs from

10/- upwards; state wants; six days approval; cash

or deposit Editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Man-

chester-rd., Bradford. L’-)

THE CHAMPION STRAIN.
fs again proving superior to all others. Bee re-

ports' Sheffield. Hartlepool*, Manningliam, in this

issue. IJave won 35 firsts, 27 seconds, and numer-

ous specials, since October 2nd. Some really* good

matched pair* at 10/6, 15 20/-., 30/-, 40/-, 60/- per

pair. Same blood as my champions; also several

recent- winners • for disposal, reasonable;' kindly

state wants; place your orders early, and secure

the very best blood in the Yorkshire fancy; inspec-

tion invited : L. Dykes, Reliable Aviaries, Shann-

st., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (30)

A BARGAIN
Four unflighted buff Yorkshire cocks, 6/6 each:
Windsor, 12, Crofts, Nantwich. (47)

SUTCLIFFE AND SONS FOR VALUE
If you want to breed winners buy direct from the
breeder; same strain as our National winners ; state

wants ; approval; stamp for reply: 1, Back Kitson-

st., and 21, Yalley-rd., Windhill, Shipley, Yorks.

Various Canaries.
NORWICH ami Yorkshire cocks, from 4 9. liens

from 2. 6 ;
semi for list: Ross, Canary Breeders,

Forres, N.B. L/l)

FINE stock of Canaries,, in full song, cocks, 7

8'-, hern. 2,-, 3 -
;
see bird list: Enoch Tams, Church-

st., Longton. (31)

SINGING Canaries, cooks, in full song.. 6/-. 54,-

dozen; hens' 2/- each, is/- dozen; Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. • (51)

SILVER hem and three Norwich cocks,, suit out-

door-aviary, 30/-; offers; write particulars: Small,

67, Western-rd., Brighton. (51)

SPLENDID singing cock Canary, beautiful plum-

age, 7 6 ;
packed free

;
approval

;
send P.O. : Rough-

toil, Boat Inn, Northampton. (6)

NORWICH cocks, colour fed, 6/6 each, hens 3'-;

Yorkshires 10.6 a pair; approval, exchange: Wood-
house, 21, Millgate, Newark, Notts. (47)

FEW Yorkshires and Norwich for sale, cocks 5/-

to 12/6, hens 2,6 to 5/ ; winning strains: Pritchard,

71, Napier-rd„ Blakenhali, Wolverhampton. (33)

WHAT offers? Two variegated Norwich cocks, 3

Norwich liens, l Yorkshire hen, grand stock birds :

bargain. 35-. or exchange anything: 63, Braeton-
rd., Rotherhithe. (52)

BARGAIN'S, grand lot- Norwich, Yorkshires, Bord-

ers, and Roller Canneries, cock*, 3/-, cock and hen.

6/., postage Sd. ; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen-

*t., Castle Douglas. (29)

ML’LERS. Grand stock of pink eyed 1915 hen
Canaries, 3,6 each, also grand .stock of Yorkshire
cocks, 6 6, 7/6, 8/-, 10/ -: hens 3/-, 4

-,
.5/- each

;

Norwich cocks. 7,6, 8/6. 10, L, hens 3 6. 4 -; 5/- each:
Border cocks, 6/-, 6/6, 7-0. hens 2 6, 3/0 each: grand
stock of young Roller liens, 3/- each; -safe delivery

guaranteed; see British; Steele, 8u, Ordsall-lane,

Salford, also 201, City-rd., Manchester. (45)

SINGING CANARIES.
Typical Yorkshire cocks, in full song. 5 6, 6 6, 7/6,
ami 10/- each, hens 2/6, 3/6, and 4 0; Norwich
cock*. 6/-, 7/6, and 10,6, Norwich hens 3/- and
4/6; common songsters 4/6, hens 2 -: Princess
Aviaries, Princess-st., Manchester. (50)

RELIABLE SONGSTERS
Yorkshires or Norwich cocks, in full song, at 6/6,

7/6, 8 '6 each; hens to match at 3/-, 3 6, 4'- each;
just one from dozens 1 receive daily:—“Nov. 5,

1915. 83, Charter-st.
,
Chatham, Kent.—Dear Sir,

—

Received bird finite- safe, and am very well pleased
with it ; he is singing well ; will send order for some
hens later on.—Yours, A. E. Atkinson.—To Mr. E.
North.” Have one on 6 days' approval from Edwin
North, the reliable breeder, 443,. Manchestcr-rd..
Bradford. (52)

SONGSTERS! SONGSTERS!
Reliable, not the low* priced hens sold as cocks on
“full song.’.’ 6/6, 7/6. 8/6,. 10/6; cage 8d.; week’s
approval: 1 invite all the previously disappointed
to send for full list,' or come, hear, and see them;
largest collection of caged singing Canaries in Gt.
Britain; not a shookeeper : Rudd, Specialist Nor-
wich.

TWO dark handsome Goldfinch cock Mules, colour-

fed, pure notes, 7,3 each, cage ircc: Scott, Jiccch,
Alton, Hunts.

.
(46>

HlB-llltHD holts, 3 and *)/ each: young Gold
llltcli and Greenfinch Mules,, 6/. and 7 -: Cheney. 246,
Bcuumoiit-rd., Plymouth. ( 18 )

WANTED, clear or lightly marked Mule Linnet, or
Goldfinch, lieu if young will do: Enoch Tams,
t'hurch-st longton, Staffs. , (52)
SPLENDID light cock Goldfinch Mule, 10/ .

bargain;
father of above, fl/-; large Cinnamon hen, 7/6:
Pearce, Crinnis, Par Station. (47)
COCK Linnet, with Y'orkshirc lien Canary, success
ful millers, two seasons, 7/6: G., 10, Albion grove.
Stoke Newington, London, N. (51)

COCK Goldfinch Miller, wil-h brass hanging cage,
7/0; hen Hiillflnchcs, i/s each: exchange considered

:

Collins, Morehard Bishop, Devon. (46)

EOT K'lfllS dark Goldfinch Canary Mules; two cocks
5/- each, two hens 1/- each; 10/- lot: Smith, 42,

Carlton st., Old Trafford, Manchester. (48)

EXTRA fine well marked cock Goldfinch Mule, good
size and colour, in full vigorous song. 12/6; approval:
Bond, Terriers, High Wycombe, Bucks. (47)

TWO Goldie Mules, cock Bullie, yellow light muling
Canary; exchange for four large cock Goldies: Starr,

Harbermere, Crutchfield avenue, Walton on-TImmes.
(44)

LARGE pink-eyed Sib. -bred liens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each; cocks iu full song, 7/6 each; ten

days’ approval: W. l’owick, Eastfield Cottage, Dews-
bury.

.
(33)

TWO Linnet-Goldfinch hens, like wax, 5/- each
or HJ- tilt- pair; cock ditto, blaze, 12/0; approval,

deposit: Alexander, Newspaper Proprietor, Bangor.
Down. (52)

W. PRIESTLEY lias some good Norwich, 10/- a

pair; same way bred as winners Preston, Gateshead,
Sheffield, Sunderland: 222, Cliarles-st., Boldon Col-

liery, Co. Durham. (50)

GRAND dark cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch song,

suit catcher, price 10/0, worth double; six days ap-

proval; cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North,

443, Manchesterrd., Bradford. (52)

BARGAINS; 1915 six-pointed rich buff cock Gold-

finch Mule, good size, in song, 30/-: fit for exhibi-

tion: another cock, almost as good, fl: Taylor,

Sunningd ale-terrace.. Bideford. (44)

TWICE IUM. Siberian Goldfinch, good breeder, also

pair ot Sibs. and two 40-iiieh flight cages; wanted
Persian kittens or guns; offer: Morris, 31, Alma-st.,

Trecynon, Abcrdare, Glam, S.W. (43)

COCK Goldfinch Mules, 5/6, 6/-, 7/6 each ; cock Bull-

finch, twice house-moulted, 5/-; cock Linnet, twice

house-moulted, steady as rocks, singing loud, 5/6:

E. Jackson. Tinsmith, I'lverston. (44)

GOLDFINCH Canary cock Mules, splendid song-

sters, 5/6 and 7/- each; cock Goldfinches, 1/6, 2/-, and
2/6 each; cock Bullfinches, like paint, 2/6: 8, Brecon-
terrace, Rosehill-st., Cheltenham. (47)

TWO dark cock Goldfinch Mules, o'- each: extra
fine; three hens, 1 - each: three Pe&rtree cock Gold-

finches, 3/- each; all iu fine condition: Price,

Pontryffydd Lodge. Trefnants, N. Wales. (49)

TWO large- cock Goldfinch Mules, yellow and buff,

1915 bred, 7/- each
;
hand-reared cock Goldfinch, 1915,

and large Norwich 1914 hen, (((other of above Mules,

7/6 the pair: approval: D. Betty, Goodwiek, Penn
(51)

HY’BRID pairs, been in aviary sinca August: cock
Linnet, hen Goldie, 2/- ; cock Greenfinch, lien Bullie,

2.6; Lesser Mealy hen Goldie. 2 6 pair; 9 H.M. hen
Bullies, 2/- each; 11 ditto cocks, 2/- each; Red-
polls, picked, 4d. ; Chaffinch cock,. 9d. ; Yellow Bunt-
ing, 1/6 ;

topping Welsh cock Linnets, 9d. each

:

W. Brown, Ightfield, YVhitchurch, Salop. (49)

HYBRIDS and Mule Breeders.—Must dispose of the

following highlclaiss /Britishers (A.M.) : cocks, 2
Goldfinches (mulers) 9/ -; 2 Bramr> finches (one a

gem), 5/-; Bullfinch, 3/6; 2 Linnet* (grand birds)

4/6; Chaffinch, 2/-; 2 hen Goldfinches, 2/6; pair

F. M. Bullies (grand birds) 5/6, 30/- lot; cash or de-

posit : Harpham, Printer, Sipilsby, lanes. (32)

NOW NOTE THIS
“Oct. 24, 1915.—T am pleased to tell you that.the
Mule I got from you won first prize at Newcastle
yesterday.” Of course I purposely omit name and
address, but original can be seen; I have good
singing Mules, also large extra light Linnet Mule
and dark giant Goldfinch, both cocks and* show
birds; hens for light muling, yellow 4'6. 5/6, 6/6,

buff 4/- and 5/- ; for dark or singing Mule breeding,

3/-, 4/-, 5/-; cages 3d.: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

DOVES.
BEAUTIFUL pair White Java Doves, nesting, 4/-;

also pair Ring Doves: Walsh, Koper-st., Whitehaven.
(43)

COLLAItD Turtle Doves, 2/6 pair: White Java
Doves, 5/-: De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd.,

London. Price lists.

FOREIGN BIRDS. 1

ACCLIMATISED Green Singing Finches. 7 6 each

15 - pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(49)

SPLENDID talking Parrot, accept 35/-, with cage;

will exchange: Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (5°)

BUDGERIGARS from clean, well kept aviaries;

yellows, 7/-, green, 6J-: Hohertshaw-, 59, Hammond-
st., Halifax.

,

(37)

SEVEN green, three yellow 1915 Budgerigars,

healthy, outdoor bred; what offers: Bird, Bank-st.,

Bradley, Biiston. (46)

GOOD talking and yvhistling African Parrot, Grey,

red tail, fine cage: particulars: Way land. Black
Lion, Plaistow, Essex. (51)

BUDGERIGARS, adult 4/6 pair, young 1/9 each,

perfect condition, outdoor bred : Clemitsoji, 86.

Tosson-terr., Heatou-on-Tyne. (44)

BUDGERIGARS, yellows, 6/-: greens, 4/6 :
young

ones, 5/- and 3/3 a couple; discount on six Or more:
Wigram, Frensham, Farnham. (48)

SALE, adult Ringneeks, two pairs, perfect condi-
tion, outside aviary, -have bred, 20 - pair or near
offer : Bonnick, East Hoathly. (42)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, and
mimic, accept 45/-, with cage: Miss Joyce, 9, Rosa-
mond-place, Oxford-rd., Manchester. (51)

ZEBRA Finches, 1 hen 8/6, 2 cocks 4 - each, or
14/- the lot, from outdoor aviary: Miss Lucas,
Bramblehurst, East Grinstead, Sussex. (41)

BEAUTIFUL Indian Parrot, ring round “neck pink,
very long tail, brought over from Calcutta private,
young, and house-moulted, feathered like wax. fit to
show, sell bird and cage, 35/-; or exchange good
Canaries: Marshall, 98, Manvers-st., Nottingham.

FROM outdoor aviary Cutthroat*, 5/6 pair, cocks
2 il; Grey Javas, n o pair; cock Zebras 4/6; perfect
condition: F. I’crry, 17, Warren rd., Rhyl. (42)

TWO pairs Yellow Budgerigar , outdoor aviary
,
5 0;

one pair Golden Pheasant', glorious plumage; two
lull ditto, live months old, what offers: Mist* N.
Stani land, Boston , Lines, (42)
BI’DGEttlGARB, outdoor, HiichI po, ible, 5 pair;

selected breeding pairs, o ; yellows, R-; eokernut
husk nest* Oil each, 5/- dozen: Miss itosi-y, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. * (49)
GIANT bred grrm Budgerigars, the Inrgesl iu

England, adult,- only 5(1 a pair; 6 days' approval ;

ea-sli or depo-it editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443,

Manchcster-nl,. Bradford. (52)
ZEBRA Finches, one adult pair, 12 ; seven young
from above pair, in adult, plumage, 91- pair: one
odd hen. 6 healthy, bred in outdoor aviary: Oliffe..

Church Green,. Witney, Oxon. (49)
BEAUTIFUL blue-lronted Amazon Parrot, talking,

in perfect health and plumage, very tame, will (ceil

from hand, very intelligent, good cage, 45 •: Wright,
Bromfteld I’ark-lane, Old Hasford. (40)

BLUE-FRONTED 'talking Amazon Parrot, says
several sentences, manic, laugh, perfectly tame, will

leave the cage; make very interesting companion;
large cage; 50/-, or reasonir.le oll'cc to kind home:
Fish Saloon, 266, Dudley Port. (87)
SPLENDID talking Amazon Parrot, two years old,

finger tame, mimic, laughs, sings, .£3 10s.; also grand
talking Indian Rock Parrot, 30/- ) both in grand
feather; will exchange for Canaries, Mules, etc.:

Day's Aviaries, Porter st., Hull. (48)

WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakccts, cither
Quakers, Ring-nccks, Cocfcatiel*, or any hardy specie;
will give 6/- each for any number; also offer 14/-

each for Rosey Cockatoos: G. Chapman, Bigh-st.,
Birmingham. Telegrams : Parrakect. 'Phone,
Central 089.

FROM outside- aviary, cock Cutthroat, Blackhead
Nun and hen Weaver, 7/0 lot: Whydah, full colour,

10/-; Green singing Finch cock, 10/-; hen White-
throat Finch, 10/-; rare Red-billed Combas-sou, un-
identified. 20/-; extra large cock Bronzewing, 7/0;
lot 50/- : Coe, 10, Roscndalc-rd., Dulwich, S.E. (32)

AFRICAN Grey Parrot, magnificent talker, over
150 words, 3 years old, long sentences, every word
loud and distinct,, £8 10>.; no approval: guaran-
teed : 50, Sidney-place, Edge-hill, Liverpool. (48)

CHARLES READ, Bingley, has exhibition outdoor
aviary bred, adult Budgerigars, 6/’- (cocks 3/-, hens
36), Cutthroats «/-, Bullfinches 4/6, Redpolls 1/6,
all pairs; cocks, Napoleon Weavers, lull coloured.

.5/-; Bullfinches, 3/-. (49)

COCK Orange Bishops, full colour, 8/- each, 21/-

three
;

Y'ellow Weaver, red-brown head, 7/-
;

pair
Russ, 6/-; hen Crimson-Crowned, 3/-: 30/- lot; show
cages, seven Foreign or Softbilled, 18 to 12 inches
long, two' British, one Lark, bow-fronted, all good
condition, 20/- lot: .1. S., 40, Davenport-rd., Catford.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however; is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14.” from'
Cage Rinds, 154, Fleet- st.. London, E.C., post free
for 2/d. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

TALKING Parrots, guaranteed, on approval, cash
or deposit ; fine tame Rock, mimic and whistles,
kisses, etc., make good talker, 20 L; another, says
few words, 25/-, witli cages: Blue-front Amazon,
talks wonderful, 70,-; I sold two last week for £15,
and have the champion talking parrot in England,
14 days’ trial, £10; write for list: Fred Allen, 156,
Porter-st., Hull. (52)

THOUGH they can often he purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helofnl in-

formation on this variety will he found in “Nutshell
No, 19,” the author of which is Wesiey T. Page,
F.Z.8. Get it at once. 2.UL post free from Cage
B litPS, 154, Fleet ot., London. IC.C. 2d. from our
agents (list

.

published frequently).
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than tlii« interesting quar-
tette, which can lye purchased ' at from 2/6 to 7/6

a pair, there are ’ few more charming foreigners.
They can he successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.8., in “Nutshell No. 20,”~2id.
post free from Cage limns, 154, Fleet-si, London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).
CHAMPION Australasian bird, seven guineas
trophy awarded to me at L. and P.O. 8. show (see

reports), another proof where the winners come
from; King Parrakeet,. finest living, £10; magnifi-
cent Pennants, 50/-; glorious Rosellas, 40/-; acclima-

.tised Eedrumps, 45/-; Coekatiels, 10/6 each: Peach-
faced Lovebirds from outdoor aviary, £4 10s., im-
mature birds £’3 pair; Green Budgerigat's, 6/6 to
30 - pair: Talking Indian Ring-neck, lady's -tame
pet, 50/-; Grand Eclcctus. hen. £6 6s.; Double-
fronted Amazon, £4 10s.; Ceram lory, 70/-; Yucatan
Jay, £5 5s.; White Blackbird, £5; Chinese Dliyal
bird, 50/-; Golden fronted Green Honeysuckers. £4
10s. pair; “Birds that live oh Nestles' Milk,” illus-

trated, 2d.: John Frostick. Hampton House, 303,

High-rd., Streatham Common, S.W.

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Grcn Bud

geiigars, on 7 days' approval at our risk, 5, 6 pair;
liens, 3/- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; liens, 3,9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 500 exception
ally line Budgerigars, Mice Birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable for turning out of
door* immediately. We despatch same day a - order
arrivtnt; guarantee ale arrival, and any Bird dying
within 7 days replaced fie - of charge: G. < tiapman.
High st.. .Birmingham. 'Phone -Centra I 699. Trie,

grams Parrakect. •

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if It should die during trial f replace il.

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12
months f exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful Write at
once for m.v price list and free large book. “Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addres s?,

proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.
Presf opinions and many interesting facts; .sent
post free. Telegraphic address; “Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morccambe. CUO)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 227.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully PREPAID.

4 -inch 2/-, | -inch 3 1 inch 6 -

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Y'ellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any -other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the iargest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or

easy payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

SPECIAL

Just procured, entire collections of the following

fanciers: .Miss Kccles, of Thames Ditton
;
Mr. Neal,

of East Molesey; Mr. Lang, of Bristol: all from
outdoor aviaries, a grand lot of Foreigners, a great

quantity their jnvn breeding, and rung. They in-

clude Zebra Finches, SilverbiPs, Ribbon Finches,

Blue-breasted Waybills. ’Orange-breasts, Orange-
cheeks, Pink-cheeks, Cordon Bletis, Fire Finches,
Avadavats. Bishops in full colour. Green and Grey
Singing Finches, Pope Cardinals; prices most reason-
able; inspection invited: only birds actually iu stock
ever advertised. Special offer for seven days only
to reduce enormous stud: Y'ellow Budgerigars, 0/-

pair; Greens. 4/6; we bred 1st Palace, two Ists and
two cups , Y’ork winners: Collingbourne and Co.,

Poston Lodge, East Sheen. (50)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
Arrival of a Jew choice Indian birds. Black Cuckoo
25/6. large Black Myuah, beauty. 40/6; Red-vented
Black Bulbul 12/6, Barbet 30/6; YVhitefronted Ama-
zon 25/6: Blue- fronted Amazon 30/6; talking Grey

Parrot £16; Blue Buff Macaw, 60,6: Large Red
Macaw, 100/6; Java Cockatoo 30/6; Roseate

Cockatoo 20/6; Lemon Crested CocMatoo 30/6;

list on application: John Harnlyn, 221, St. George's-

at., London.

COCKERMOUTH
10th Open Show, Nov, 27th. Judges* Mr. P J. Davies.
Millom. Canaries; Mr. Geo. Wilson, Frizington, lirit-

ish and Foreign. Schedules, John Jackson,) Mon. Sec.,

14, Crown St., Cockermouth. Entries close Nov. 18th.

C L YDTE BXN K
and Dis. C.B.C. 5th Annual Show will he held in
Lesser Town Hall, Clydebank, on Sat., Nov. 27.

Doors open at 1 p.m. Admission 4d. 10 open
classes: 4 Nor. 4 Bord., and 2 Brit. (Goldf. arfd
Lin.), for members of Dumbartonshire Clubs. Sche-
dules from— Wm. Kane, 52, Second Avenue,' Clyde-
bank.

COWDENBEATH
C. B. S.

Our Fourth Annual Open Show will take place in

Drill Hall, Stenhouse St., on

SATURDAY, 20th NOV.
Prize-money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entry money, 1/6 each
bird. Also a Special for every best bird out ot
money. We have one of the most Central Stations
in Fifeshire, which will suit all exhibitors. We
have also good classification, 95 classes in all. We
are also giving all surplus of show to the comforts
of our soldiers on Active Service, hoping this will

meet the approval of the Fancy. Schedules from»-
A. Robertson, 56, Arthur Place, Cowrdenbsath.

ARG AT

E

Poultry, Pigeons, Rabbit, and Cage Bird Show, Nov.
24th and 25th; open to all England. Judge*: Meesrs.
P. Harrower (Pigeons) ; Geo. Gardner (Cage Birds).
Four cups, rose bowl, silver spoons, S silver medals,
and over 50 other specials. Entries close Pigeons,
Nov. 13th; all others Nov. 17th. Schedules now
ready. E. W. Horne, Ellington Avenue, Garlinge,
Westgate-on-Sea.

Blaenavon
C.B.S. Open Show, Thursday, Nov. 25th.

39 Classes,- 8 Novice (/Fusses. No cancelling, no
amalgamation. Judge: John Robson. London.

'The only opeu show to be held in Monmouthshire
this year. Now, Fanciers, help to keep the Fancy
alive. Write at once for schedule. George Broome,

82, King Street, Blaenavon.

DORCHESTER
and County of Dorset Fanciers' Society. Membership
radius 30 miles from Dorchester. Fourth Members'
Annual Show on Dec. 2nd, 1915, at Dorchester. Entries
close Thursday, Nov. 18th. Thirteen classes for Cage
Birds. Prizes and specials. For Schedules, etc.,

apply J. J. Thompkins, Hon. Sec., 18, Durngate St..

Dorchester. t

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Annual Open Show of Canaries will be held on
Saturday, November 20, in the St. Peter's Street
Assembly Rooms, St. Peter’s Street, under the
patronage of the Yorkshire Union of C.B.S. , the

Y.C.C., N.G.M.Y.C.C., and the C.M.Y.C.C. Judge,
Mr. E. Clegg, of Dewsbury. Entries close Tuesday,
November 16 th. Schedules from— A. Lawford, Sec ,

14, Poplar Street, Birkby, Huddersfield.

Sales District
Cage Bird Society Open Show, December 10 and 11.

Full patronage of the Green Canary Association.

Judges. Messrs. ECoulton and Metcalfe. Schedules

from W. Middleton, Northenden Road, Sale, or H.
Whitnev. Brook Street, Sale.
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HALIFAX O.S.

26th

ANNUAL
_ OPEN SHOW.

Friday and Saturday, Nov. 19th and 20th
.. . > , • ip. . i v it 5 .. it \\j aUv/i / II i wLLiriflt lill

J mill Mr W Miimlcll (Bradford), awl Mr. II. W. Battye (Huddersfield).

22/- per CLASS. NO SLIDING SCALE.
'« cln«'rs 1/6 entry. Schedule, from Mr. H. CIcrk, 15, Melrc.e Street, Leo Mount, Halifax. Show room.

Friendly ami Trades’ llall. Halifax. Entric* close November 16th (first |>0»t).

The Great Welsh Show

SWANSEA NOVEMBER
25th

Indues: Messrs. II. W. Itattye and ( Inis. Iloulton. Lane*, classes, 6 Norwich, 5 Yorkshire, 10 Borders,

6 Miles, 16 British. Specials galore, including 10/- cash beat Bunting. Send for schedule if not already

received one. Secretariat, D. P. R««s and All. Hutchings, so. Myr.idd lioad, bandore, Swansea.

WATFORD
Cage Bird Society Open Show. December 8 and 9. Judges, Messrs. II. J. Norman, A. Silver, and It. .1.

Watts. Entries close December 4. Schedules ready shortly.—J. Goodail, Sec. and Show Manager, 56,

Market Street, Watford, Herts

DON'T FORGET

READING
Wednesday. November 17. Mill accept entries up
to first post Monday, 15. A penny of every entry I

goes to the Comfort Fund for the Wounded. Prize

money, 10/-, 5/-, 2/fi, with 2/0 spls., paid within one

week' of show. A few schedules left for those re-

i|tiiring them.— O. C. Smith, Hon. Sec., 73, Audley

Street. Reading.
j

CARDIFF
NOVEMBER 17th & 18th
Great Charity Show in aid of the Prisoners of War
in Germany. Entries extended first post Monday.

' — E. Thomas. 48. Craddo.ek Street, Cardiff.

SOUTH LONDON
Col. F.A. will hold their 41st Grand Annual Show
of Cage Birds at the North Camberwell Consti-

tutional Club, at 432, Old Kent Road, S.E., on
Thursday, Nov. 18, 1915. Judge, Mr. H. Norman.
Open at 2 p.m. till 9 p.m.—J. Luckham, Hon. Sec.

j

447, Old Kent Road, London, S.E.

SEND YOUR ENTRIES TO

HALTWHISTLE
November 19 and 20. Judges: Wm. McMillan,

l’lios. Dixon, and J. Mad-dison. Entrance fee, J/ti.

Prizes, 10/-, o/-, 2 6. Entries close Tuesday, 16th.

Schedules from—Wm. Tallantyre, South View,

IRELAND’S GREATEST CACE BIRD SHOW.

ULSTER
Ornithological Association. 23rd Annual Exhibition
of Canaries, Mules, British and Foreign Birds, in
the Clarence Place Hall, May Street, Belfast

Friday and Saturday,

26 aud 27 Rot., 1915
Judges: Scotch Fancy, Mules. British and Foreign,
Mr. A. Livingstone (Paisley); Crests, Plainheads,
and Yorkshires, Mr. J. R. Hongliton (Gloucester).
Entries close 22nd November, 1915. Schedules to
he had from

—

T. H. Smyth, Sec., 9, University St.,

Belfast. Birds sent from South, East or West
will have greatest tare and attention. Long list

of Specials. Open to all Ireland only.

O.l. C. U7R.
Looking for the 9th Annual Open Show of the
Coventry Codiva C.B.S., to he held at the Syden-
ham Palace, Coventry, on Nov. 27th. Finest room
in the kingdom ; novices specially catered for. Full
prize money guaranteed in novice classes. Judge,
H. W. Battye, Esq. Entries close Wednesday. 24.

Schedules from

—

F. A. Green, 54, Calndon Road,
Coventry.

Haltwhistle.

GLASGOW WEST END C.B.C.
Sixth Annual Members’ Show’ in Co-op. Hall, St.

J

George’s Cross, on Saturday, Nov. 20. 61 Classes.

Judges: Mr. A. Chalmers, Mr. G. Hislop, and Mr.

M. Craig. Doors open 1 p.ra. Admission 6d.
]

Ladies free. Hope to be favoured with a record

entry. Now please don’t forget.—W Proudfoot,
j

Sec. and Treas., 145, Henderson Street, Glasgow.
{

NORTH WEST GLASGOW, C.B.C.
3rd Annual Show will be held on Saturday, 20th

;

November, in the Blythswood Hail, 236, Great ;

Western Hoad. Glasgow. Doors open 2 p.m.
[

Mltnission 6d.— P. Houston, Sec., 31, Wiilowbank
Crest. Clasgow.

HAYLE SHOW
Canaries, Mules and British and Foreign Birds,

November 22. 35 classes. Four money prizes and
special every class. All exhibits returned same
day. Schedules.— A. T. Coombe, Hon. Sec., Fore
Street, Hayle.

PATH H EAD KIRKCALDY”
Annual Show, on 27th November. Scotch Fancy,
Yorkshire, Crests, Norwich, Borders, and British.

Confined to Fife. Numerous specials. Schedules
row ready.—John Thomson, 2, Junction Road, Kirk-
caldy.

PAISLEY
Still to the front. 23rd Annual Open Show of the
Paisley & District Scotch Fancy Association.
14 Classes, open and novice. Specials galore. To
he held in George A. Clark Town Hall, on November
27. Entries close morning of show. Schedules from
—N, O'Donnell, 21, Well S treet, Paisley, Scotland.

HAMILTON Red Cross War Fund
-

V*»Show, on Saturday. Dec.
11. Judges, 1>. Black, W. S. Clark, K. Martin, J.
Goodfellow . Best classification offered tlws season'.
—W. S. Wilson, Sec., Glendyne, South Park Road,
Hamilton.

LIVERPOOL & DISTRICT
Open Show) 20 miles’ radius. Organised by
Sterling Seed Co., 3, Cases Street, Liverpool.
Plenty of specials. Judges, Messrs. W. Cowgill
and C. Houlton. Schedules now ready.

CITY OF
C.

B.

$.

NOT, 23 and 24
12 Open Classes. Schedules ready.—Apply, H.

W inton, 198, Lowfield Street.

0 I B L IN
Y.C.C. & CACE BIRD SOCIETY OF IRELAND. Aberaman.

Birmingham,
Annual Open Show, December 1 and 2. Schedules
from—A C. Shirley, 155, Hobmoor Road, Small
Heath. Ri’mingham.

BRISTOL
December 1st & 2nd
Classification— See issue Nov. 20th .

—

G. T. H. Maggs,
9, Trinity Street. Newtown, Bristol.

Aberaman and District
C.B.S. Open Show, Dec. 2, 1915. Judge, E. J.
Davies, Esq. (Cardiff). 32 Classes. Also natural
colour classes for Nor. niid Yorks. Handsome cup
for best in show, to he won three times (not
necessary in succession); also’ medals; also cup
for members, won outright. Subscriptions, 3s. per
annum. Schedules ready. Entries close Nov. 31.

Apply— Hon. Sec., W. R. Powell, 215, Cardiff Road,

24S25Nov.
1 l9t5KETTERIHG

Ilallv round us! Support the club which has kept
the Fancy going. Me don’t fear defeat. Me can’t)
he beaten. Schedules from W. C. Sholedice, 38,

Haddington Road, Dublin. Show Hall, Antient
,

Concert Rooms, Krunswjck Street. Judge, \V. 1

Mundell, Esq., Bradford, 1

Great Open Show, Saturday, 11th Dec.. 1915. ]

classes. Poultry, Pigeons, Cage Birds. Ear
classification for Cage Birds. All prize mou
guaranteed. Schedules.—F. S. Ball, 6, Buccleu
Street, Kettering.

6age Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation arcongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Street, London, E.O.
Telegrams—"Aviculture, London Tel. A o. 5229

Jlolborn .

The Editor is always glad to receive aud consider
suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or
photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,
sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to- return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

STwitterings.
Messrs Frost and Rogers write tliat tliey

Lave removed from 155, Queen’s Park Road
to 115a, London Road, Brighton.
We hear that prize-money has been paid

in respect of the following shows : Northamp-
ton, London and P.O.'S., Manchester.'
Mr. CL Thomson lias removed from 106,

Malefant Street to 33, Upper Kincraig
Street, Roath Park, Cardiff.

The prizes at Cockermouth F.S. show,
omitted from schedule, writes Mr. J. Jack-
son, hon. sec., should read 10s., 5s., 2s. 6d.

;

fee Is. 6d.

Entries are very slow at present, so we
have decided to accept up to Sunday morn-
ing’s post, writes Mr. J. Alderslade, sec.

Eastleigh C.B.S
Mr. Arthur W. Najvton, hon. sec. of Open-

shaw, Gorton, C.B.S., writes that he has
changed his number in Ashton Old Road from
165 to 169. Members and others, please note.

Schedules for the Bacup Roller C.C. open
contest, Nov. 19 and 20, are being issued,

and a copy will be sent on application to sec.,

Mr. G. Johnson, 6, Brunswick Terrace,

Staekstead, near Manchester.

Mr. W. Cockcroft has promised a- plate

of Birds, framed iri oak, for best Yorkshire

Novice Bird at Halifax show. I received

this special too late to put in show schedule,

writes Mr. H. Clegg, sec.

North ' Manchester C.B.S. and the Open-
shaw, Gorton, C.B.S. are having an inter-

club show early in the New Year, and with

the support* of members of both societies,

writes Mr. A. W. Newton, we hope to make
it a success.

A show of Cage Birds open to a radius of

20 miles from Liverpool is being promoted
by the Sterling Seed Company, and will he
held on Dec. 3-4. Particulars will he found
among our show advts. this wetk and in the
review of the schedule.

We are asked to call the attention of our
readers to the fact that, as stated in their

advertisement headed “A Warning; Be-
ware,” Messrs. Howard and Sons, of

Norwich and London, have no address other

than those stated, and no connection with
any other firm.

Winners of specials at Manchester Show,
Oct. 29-30, were : Nov. Border medal, Franler;
most points open champion classes, Oldham ;

open amateur, Green
;
open Greens, Bruce

;

most points with 4th and card awards at

three 1915 shows, Lane
;
champ. Border medal.

Nelson; Ramsden’s special, Turner.

The show of the Dorchester and County of

Dorset F.A. advertised for Dec. 2 is to he

held, for the benefit of the Red Cross Fund.
It is open to members within 30 miles radius

from Dorchester, and those who would assist

in making it the success so keenly looked

forward to by the coriimittee should apply

for a schedule.

Cowdenbeath C.B.S. fourth annual open

show, in the Drill Hall, Stonehouse Street,

Nov. 20, is under the patronage of all the

specialist clubs in Scotland, also the Scottish

l’lainliead Club, vyrites Mr. A. Robertson, 56.

Arthur Place, Cowdenbeath. There are 96

classes, and we are giving all surplus to the

comforts of our soldiers on active service.

Those who have not been supplied with

schedule please apply.

A Patriotic Family.
In the course of a business Tetter to us Mr.

W. Rudd, the well-known bird specialist, of

Norwich, incidentally says: ‘T have one boy
a sailor, and three are soldiers, two of them
being in the thickest of it, one in Flanders

and one at Gallipoli : three of my girls are

acting as nurses, and one girl is teaching
1 English in France. I offered my own ser-

vices to fight in any part of the world, as I

am a good rifle shot from either shoulder,

but they would not have me. I suppose they

thought I was too old.” We are sure that

the mauv hundreds of our readers who have
had dealings with Mr. Rudd will join us in

our admiration for this grand family record,

and in our hope for the safe return of his

brave sons and daughters.

Recommended for the

Victoria Cross.

Two Fanciers of whom Mans-
field, and all of us, are proud.

The letter of Dir. Cabbitass, which ap-
pears below, will be read by all bird-lovers
with great interest, it was only last week
that we had the pleasure of announcing that
a Distinguished Conduct Medal had been
granted to a member of “ The Poultry
World ” stall', and we are now glad to note
that a bird-keeper has not only been awarded’
a similar distinction, but has a prospect of

gaining the’ decoration, the possession of
which is the ambition of Field-Marshal and
Private alike.

Sir,—

W

e have two members serving in

France with the Notts and Derby’s—Private
A. Bennett, who has been gassed and
wounded, but is now recovering, and Sergt.
Johnson, who has received the D.C.M. and
has now been recommended for the V.C. We
are proud of these two lads at Mansfield, and
we hope and trust that they will be spared
to resume their hobby.

Bernard Cabbitass.

What About the Welsh
National Show?

A correspondent, who signs himself
“ Anxious,” writes that a few bird fanciers

would like to know if there is going to be a
Welsh National show this season.

Llanelly Show Definitely Fixed.
The Llanelly C.B.S. has now definitely

decided to hold its eleventh annual show on
Jan. 11, 1916, as advertised, writes Dir. D.
II. Davies, sec., and we hope we shall have
the support we deserve.

Special Show Number Next WeeK.
Many reports of shows have again been un-

avoidably crowded out. Next week we shall

publish a Special Show issue in order to in-

clude these and the important shows which
will be held in the meantime.

Watford to Carry On.
It was decided at a. meeting of the Wat-

ford C.B.S., held Nov. 6, to proceed with
the open show to he held on Dec. 8 and 9.

The show will he held in the Halsey Hall

Conservative Club, High Street, Watford

;

judges, - Messrs. H. Norman, A. Silver and

R. J. Watts. Show manager, Mr. J. Goodail,

56, Market Street, Watford, Herts, to whom
application for schedules should be made.

Jtiow Lochgelly Helped
the Red Cross Fund-

We are pleased to record a credit balance
of B10 18s. Id. on our’ show (Oct.~9), which
has been banded over to the local secretary

of the Red Cross Society, writes Mr. R. Dluir,

hon. see. Lochgelly C.B.S. Considering the
adverse circumstances, -wc think the fancy

has done well by us, and we take this oppor-

tunity of thanking all those who helped to

make our ,yentiTr& a success.

Breeding the Bearded Tit.
It has been thought that Dr. Lo.vt llvKeays

was the first avicultu) ist to breed the Bearded
Reed ling (or "Tit”) in captivity in the

British Isles. In this month’s “ Avicultural

Magazine,” however, the editor, Mr. H. D.

Ast-ley, announces that Dir. Richardson Car

r

has done so successfully for several years

with three or four pairs on the Tring Park

Estate, apparently without difficulty. The
birds were kept iii a. large aviary enclosing a
pond, xvith reeds, etc

A Word of Thanhs.
1 should like, through the medium of your

valuable paper, writes Dir. H. L. Huggins,

hon. sec. Loudon and P.O.S., to thank the

following ladies and gentlemen for their kind

help at the recent L. and P.O.S. show:—
Mine. Madewell, who officiated at the gate,

and in spite of the long hours and tedious

work, retained her courtesy and good humour
right up till the close of the show ; -*lr. and

Mi's. Harris. DIessrs. J. W. Ramsdcn, G.

Crabb, Thurling 11. J. Burt, Pretty,’ Allen

Silver Couzens. F. J. Day, and W. Shake-

speare’ who, with great care and attention,

saw that all exhibits were well fed and

watered.

lublin Show’s Invitation to
Wounded Soldiers.

The Dublin show, to be bold at the ancient

mcect rooms, Dublin, Nov. 24 and 25,

romises to be more successful than any other

low promoted by this society, writes Dir.

holedice. Entries have already come to hand

i om most unexpected quarters. The clasaiii-

ition caters for all varieties, and exhibitors

in rely that their pets will be well looked

ter. Mr. Mundell (Bradford’s all round

ulge) officiates, and no doubt fanciers will

ke to have his opinion ot their- birds. 1 ho

jmmitteo cordially invite all wounded sol-

iers to visit the show. To give the secretary

chance to cope with the huge ainouifts oi
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j
At (he last minute, writes Mr. Geo.

j

Havver, Hon. See. Blaydon C.B.S., the

[

Military have taken over our hall, but we
have been fortunate in securing another hall

which is a very good second to the original

ball, namely the United Methodist school

2 room. It is also a little nearer the railway

station, so fanciers need have no fear, and

J

] also hope the local fanciers will patronise

, our show on Nov. 12 and 13 by giving us a

visit.

Corrections in Show Reports.
In the yellow Yorks class at 1 ork 3 Marsh

should read 3 Everitt, and in yellow \orks

hens 3 Price should read 3 Everitt. In Silver

Lizard hens at Manchester, 3 vhe Barnes

should read 3 Barnes, vhe Hamer At

Carlisle 2nd in tkd. Borders should read

Brown not Young, and c Brown should have

been included in the awards in the uneven

yellow Border cock class. Mr. J. Harrison

writes that he won 3rd at Warrington, not

4th as in our report.

British Birds at Halifax Show.
I should like to appeal especially to British

Bird fanciers for their support at Halifax

show, Nov. 19-20, writes Mr. Duncan At

Macpherson. The British section at this

.popular fixture has for the past few years

only been very poorly supported, and is in

danger of being left out altogether. As will

he seen from the schedule, six ('lasses are

provided. The society pays good prize-money

,

and is noted for prompt despatch ot birds at

close of show. Now, British exhibitors, keep

the most interesting section in the Fancy to

the front.

THE BIRDKEEPERS ROLL
OF HONOUR.
Spen VaHey C.B.S.

Sir,—Kindly add to your Roll of Honour

the name of Sergt. H. Hardi.sty, 4th Batt.

Duke of Wellington’s West Riding Territorial

Regiment, who was killed in action at the

Battle of Loos. ?U1 our members sincerely

regret the loss of a respected, fancier and an

honest, straightforward, jovial companion. R.

Windle R.F.A., at present training at

Aldershot, is also one of our members.
S. B. Crayshon.

Bovvburn C.B.S.

I Sir,—I have great pleasure in submitting

the names of. two of our members to be added

to your great Roll of Honour, viz., Mr. J.

Tipling, Durham Light Infantry, Pals Bat-
1

talion, and Mr. J. Tickell, Army Veterinary

Corps. Their subscriptions are fully paid up

as long as they are serving, and we allow a

member to show a. bird for them,' and any-

thing won in their name is to be handed over

to their wives, for they are both' married men.
A. E. Priest. Sec.

SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure insertion in this column, a guarantee

that the show will he adpertised in ‘C.l!. to tne

extent ot at least 251 - must be tent to our manager.

England.
Kov. 12 -13.— Blayilon-on Tyne C.B.S.— (G. Havver, 1,

Theresa St.) T.D., J.M., H.W.15.

Nov. 13.- Chester C.B.S.— (L. Cavanagh, “Berwyn.

Vicar's Cross, Chester.) H.W.B., ,1.0.

Nov. 13.—Ardwiek & Manchester C.B.S— (J. Spencer,

123, Palmerston Street, Berwick, Manchester.)

J.W.M., C.H.
Nov. 17.—Reading C.B.S.—(0. C. Smith, 73, Audley

St.) H.N.
Nov. 19-20.

—

Halifax O.S.—(11. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount, Halifax ) W.M., H.W.U.
Nov. 19-20.—Hattwhistie C.B.S— (Win. Tallantyre,

South View.) W.M.'M., T.P., J.M.
Nov. 25.— Blaenavon C.B.S.— (G. Broome, S2, King

St.)

Nov. 27— Coventry Gadiva C.B.S—(F. A. Green, 54,

Caledon ltd.) BAV.B.
Dee. 1-2. — City of Birmingham C.B.S.— (A. C. Shirley,

155, Hobmcor lid., Small Heath, Birmingham.)
Dee. 1-2.—Southampton C.B.S.—(W. J,. Tage, 30,

Bedford l’iacc, Southampton.) H.N.
Dec. 8-9.—Watford C.B.S.— (.1. Gocdall, 50, Market

St.), H.X., A.S., lt.J.W.

Dee. 10-11.—Sale C.B.S.—(W. Middleton, 20, Xcrthen-
den Rd.)

Dee. 11.- Gateshead C.B.S (W. Curry, 0, Roxburgh
l’lace, Newcastle). F.L., J.S., J.N., J.M,

Scotland.
Nov. 12 13.— Glasgow C.B.A.— (W. Hutchison, 167,

Hospital Street.) W.G., J. M L.. W. MM.,
C.M., A.W., M.C.

Nov. 20.

—

Cowdenbeath C.B.S.— (A. Robertson, 50,

Arthur Place.)
Dec. 11 .— Hamilton.—(W. S. Wilson, Glendyne, South

Park Rd.) D.B., R.M., W.S.C., J.G.
1910.

j

Jan. 1 .— Wishaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 16,

Young Sfc., Wishaw.)

Wales.
Nov 17.—Llandudno (Welsh N. Counties F. and

F.A.).—(G. li. Cragg, "Rocklands,” Rhos,
Colwvn Bay.)

Nov. 17 IS.—Cardiff C.B.S.— (15. Thomas, 48, Crad-
dock St.) J.H.P.. J.H.R.

Nov. 25.

—

Swansea C.B.S.—(A. Hitchings, so,

Mysydd Kd., Bandore, Glam.) H.W.B., C.H.
1916.

Dec. 9.— Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.— (.1. H.
Bevan, 00, Pontypridd Rd., Porth, Glam.)
T.L.C., E..T.D.

f|
Jan. 11.— Llanelly C.B.S,— (D. H. Davies, 24, Col-

lege Hill.)

j,
Ireland.

' Nov. 24-25 — Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland.—
(W. C. Sholedice. 38, Haddington Rd.) W.M.

Nov. 20-27.— Belfast. Ulster O.A.— (T. H. Smyth, 9,

k University St-., Belfast.)
Dee. 3 4.— Newtownards C.B.S.— (W. Montgomery, €2,

Church Street).

Correspondence.
In Proof of a Lady’s Sex.

Evidence which Admits Of No Doubt.

Sin.—On reading your report of the London
and P.O.S. show J see that some doubted the
sex of my variegated Norwich hen, 2nd prize

in class 22. My bird which won 3rd in the
cleat' yellow class was mated to this hen
during the past breeding season, and should
any of those who doubt this hen's sex care

to call on me 1 should be pleased to show
them some young ones bred from the pair.

R. 1. Burt.

A Ringed Thrush Found Dead.
Sir,—On the road between Dawlish and

Teignmouth I found a Thrush lying in the

road dead (apparently having been killed by
flying against the telegraph wires). It had a

ring on its leg, and i thought i would drop

a line and acquaint Cage Birds of sanie. I

should like to know where it was rung
;
the

inscription on the ring was Aberdeen
University 37,090. • Any information would
oblige.

Constant Reader.
[We have furnished the particulars to the

Aberdeen University, and have received the

following reply.—Editor, Cage Birds.]

Sir,—We are much indebted to you for

your kind information regarding our marked
Thrush 37,090. The earlier history of this

bird lias not yet been received by us from

the marker, but will be sent to you when it

is available.
(Signed) Maribel Thomson,

pro Secretary of the Inquiry.

The Trouble of the Sweating
Hen.

Sir,—I read all correspondence on bird

matters with interest, and I note Mr. Smith-

son’s remarks on the sweating hen. I beg to

differ from him, for I am one of those that

think there is no such thing as sweating hens.

What are the symptoms leading up to this

idea? The young seem all right the first

day, dry beautifully, and fill the nest with

little puff balls; the second day they do not

seem to have grown any ;
the third day their

down gets clogged and the flesh becomes red,

like a child with the fever; the- fourth day
they appear worse and gape and fail to pass

their excrement. . The hen, if' she offers to

feed them, cannot get them to respond to her

call, and the poor thing tries to sit more
closely upon them to dry them and so gets

' her own feathers clogged, and is then dubbed
a sweating hen. I believe that when anything

goes wrong with the birds it is the breeders

who are at fault in their management.
But before you can adopt a remedy. you

have got to get at the cause, and fanciers can

rest assured that it is in the feeding. 1 believe

one cause is that some liens will feed too

much upon hard seed during the first two or

three days, and by crushing the seed for them
I have reared many which I should otherwise

have lost. I have found also that too much
maw seed may be the cause of a stoppage,

which sets up fever, and soon ends in death.

I should like to see a discussion upon this

in our valuable journal, Cage Birds.
L. Bastock. i

Entries Refused at Sacriston.
Sir,—Will you kindly favour m

(
e with a

little space in your valuable paper to place

clearly before the members of Sacriston F.

and F. Society my views with reference to

the rejection of my entries at their show held

Nov. 6? On Oct. 23, at the request of two
members of this society, 1 applied for enrol-

ment as a member, quoting the said two
members as reference, and as a meeting was
held the following Saturday evening I ex-

pected my application to be submitted to the

meeting for approval. As Monday’s pest

brought me no reply, I was advised by a

member in this district to forward my
entries, which 1 did. at the same time asking

jf they had received my letter of I he 23rd

ult.

Receiving neither a reply nor the return

of entry fees and subscription, 1 concluded

that I had been accepted as a member, and

you may imagine my surprise on ; diving

at show, to find my membership and ‘.entries

rejected. My thanks are due to the fanciers

present at the show, who practically unani-

mously agreed to permit me to show my birds

under the circumstances, but no, these real

sporting fanciers were ignored, and whilst

they were patiently waiting outside the ball

door to attend a meeting to decide my posi-

tion, someone inside decided dead against

them. IJow how, and by whom, was this

adverse decision arrived at? Why the real

fanciers ignored? Why no reply to my let-

ters; and why my entry fees, etc., not posted

from Sacriston until 6.45 p.m. the day before

the show? I bad to leave Birtley by con-

veyance not later than 8 on the morning of

show to arrive in time, and .the first

delivery of letters at my house is at 0. If

the financial position of Sacriston show is so

sound as to permit the rejection of 19 entries

and 2s. 6d. subscription, then it is much to

be envied. Surely ihe society cannot plead
late entries as -an excuse for my rejection,

seeing that they, to my knowledge, received

entries on the day before the show. And
why were new members asked for at their

meeting on the 30th October, and my applica-

tion not submitted?
S. Lindsay.

(Please write on one side only of each sheet

of paper.— Editor.]

Herbert J. Chick on Himself and
Some Others.

Sir,—As. I cannot convince one or two
fanciers that 1 am not writing in this dis-

cussion under the nom-de-plume of “ Hyson
Green,” will you be so’good, Mr. Editor, as

to publish the fact (which you know for cer-

tain) that it is not so. I have no knowledge
whatever of “ Hyson Green,” have never

written under that name, and do not intend

entering the discussion.

T. H. V. Hatter.

Sir,—I have re$d with interest the corre-

spondence on the above subject, and 1 have
been thinking that, seeing Mr. Chick is so

much opposed to the other correspondents’

ideas of feeding, and that he has been such

a successful exhibitor, this would be a goon

time for Mr. Chick to do something for the

Fancy. I hope, therefore, lie will tell us

what he considers are the ideal foods, and

on what he has fed his Hawfinch and

Bramble. This would be a great deal better

than telling us what not to do.

Hyson Green No. 1.

Two Crests at Cheltenham Show
claimed at £25 each

!

Sir,—I shall be greatly obliged if you will

grant ' me a small space in your valuable

paper, Gage Birds, in which to thank the

many -exhibitors who helped to make our

r;ecent show such a success. We had over

800 entries, and many of the best birds in
|

the country were staged. The sales came to
j

nearly £80, and included two Crests, which

were sold at catalogue price, £25 each. We
congratulate the new owner, and wish him

the best of luck.-

It is difficult to particularise any special

section, all being good, but I may say the

Foreigners were far above the average.

Colonel Routh staged a magnificent team.

We were very pleased to see quite a large

number of fanciers from a distance, including

.Miss Onslow (Bournemouth), Mr. Allen.

(Newport), Mr. Bastock (Birmingham), Mr.

Gilbert (Coventry), Messrs. Tedstone .and

Jones (Brecon), Mr. Bell (Coventry), Mr. Col-

lins, junr. (Camborne), Mr. A. J. Smith

(Birmingham).
A. S. Treasure,, lion. sec.

Do Birds Kill Imprisoned
‘ Young?

i Sir,—There seems to be a fairly widespread

1 impression that if young birds are taken and

j

caged within reach of their parents, those
I parents will assiduously feed them up to a

]

point, and then deliberately poison them.

Without posing as authority, myself, I

think that a more feasible supposition is that

i
the parent birds after a time cease to have

! any solicitude' for their, young, and .
simply

neglect them in the preparation for a second

j

brood, and the young birds die of hunger
i before their owner has noticed that the old

j

birds have ceased feeding them.

Anyway, the point seems to be an interest-

i
ing one, so I should be glad if you could see

I your way clear to publish the following letter,

j

which appeared .
recently in a Liverpool

paper, and we may then get some views which

j
are more dependable than those oi the iaun-

I drvman therein mentioned.
.

I

‘ “ with regard to the story of birds killing tlieir

imprisoned young, Mr. B. Green writes:—My
daughter, early last summer, caught a sparrow

evidently in its first flight. She put it into a

i small cage with seed.and water and hung it out

I .of her bedroom window. Very soon after, tw.j

I Sparrows were seen-, feeding it. The laundry man

j

coining up at .the time said: ‘ That is all right,

hut you will not rear it they will kill it on t.Jie

third* day.’ The Sparrows fed it up to noon on the

third day. In the afternoon my daughter found it

I dead, its mouth and beak, according to her, filled

with soil. It was buried before 1 knew of its

J , death or 1 would have endeavoured to have found

the cause.” , .,

i
I hope some of the keen naturalists who

are among the readers of Cage Birds will give

us' their opinions.
Undecided.

i
Nests ot Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

’ sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially

i when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do tjiio just

! previous, to the eggs hatching, to destroy the lied

I
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

An Open Show for Aberdeen.
Sir, At a special meeting of the Aberdeen

Amalgamated C.B.S. held Oct. 29, the mc/n
hers’ show originally fixed was cancelled, and
it was the nndnimoilK feeling of the members
present that we hold an open show on Dec.
Id in the Ball Room, Music Hall Buildings.
A classification of 74 classes has been drawn
up 41 open and 33 amateur (confined (o 18
miles radius). Mr. Alexander Harris (Mon-
trose), and Mr. George Bennett (Brechin)
will judge the Norwich, and Mr. William
Allison, Cults (Aberdeenshire) the wild birds.
I be committee hope, seeing that it is the
only open show in the North of Scotland this
season, that fanciers will rally round is, and
give us a. record entry—our enterprise surely
deserves it. Schedules will be ready Dec. 1;
see special advertisement later.’

R. J. Robertson, Sec.

Thrush Blackbird Hybrids.
The Winner of Our Silver Medal Gives

an Account of Their Progress.

>Sjr,—As promised in one of my letters I
will try to give you an idea of how inv
Soilgt h rush -BJack bi rd Hybrids have developed
since they started the moult.
About the middle of July the first nest

began to show signs of the feathers loosen-
ing, and for a time you could hardly telJ.

what they were to be* like. By the end. of
August or the beginning of September, how-
ever, the development became much more
rapid, and the shape and action of the
Blackbird were easily, seen, while the work
on the breast unquestionably pointed to the
Thrush. All four are now successfully
moulted, though the one with the bad feet
still remains a little weakly and backward,
and, though it was one of the first nest, it

has been last to finish moult.
Not having moulted their wing and tail

feathers, I cannot say what colour these will
be in adult plumage, but at present they
shqw a much darker brown on the back and
head than the Thrush, quite like that of a
hen Blackbird, while the breast shows the
markings of the Thrush very distinctly, only
it does not carry so far up to the throat.
Just under the beak the markings are very

i
dense, giving the idea of the dark colour of

j

the back carried round. The colour of the

I

beak is like the hen Blackbird so far, but

|

in the cocks this may change. The shape is

more after the Blackbirdj the head and neck
thicker than the Thrush, as is also the body.

So far I have had little difficulty in- feed-
ing them; they readily accept any soft food,
but are always ready for a tit-bit iii the form
of an earth-worm or two. 1 am at present
getting them broken in to the show cage,
and hope to have the pleasure of staging
them at some of the shows soon.

T. If. Anderson.

Identity of tlie Hybrid Doutted.
Sir,—You would no doubt notice from re-

port that I (exhibited my new Song Thrush-
Blackbird Hybrid at Carlisle show, but it

seems the claim to its being a Hybrid has
been doubted

;
in fact, 1 have a letter from

Mr. J. Robson who judged its class, in which
he says, it is no Hybrid at all, but simply a
Thrush. • Now, in face of the fact that I
lodged with you sufficient evidence to prove
that it* is what it is claimed to be, I need
hardly say I resent being toll that it is

simply a Thrush. I have replied to the letter

and have enclosed the egg-shell out of \yhich

the bird was batched, to show that" it was
a Blackbird hen that laid it, and I have
asked Mr. Robson to admit that he is wrong
in his judgment, and so clear me in the

Fancy of the charge of representing my bird

-to be something it is not. I would rather

keep the bird at home than have such an
accusation brought against me, but being, as

you stated, a new cross. I thought it my
duty to the Fancy to have it shown. I am
quite willing to send you up one of the birds

for your inspection if you can keep it for a

few days till it proves its claim.

T. H. Anderson.

[We shall be pleased to see the bird, with

a view of an expert opinion being passed as

to whether it is. as claimed, a Hybrid

between a Song Thrush and a Blackbird.

—

Editor, Cage Birds.]
.

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealine solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

‘FUR & FEATHER”
The onlv Paper devoted to these subject#.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard lor Specimen.

Offices : Idle, Bradford, Yorks.
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A VISIT TO A WONDERFUL COLLECTION.

An account of the birds in the Aviaries of Dr. L. Lovell-Keays,

East Hoathly, Sussex,

(BY ALLEN SILVER,
w iCKL'IKLI) i* situated about 58 niilp*

.

I I from London, and within five miles ofv
tli is town is to be found among the

rollim downs of the Sussex countryside l.-e
j

singularly restful little village of Last

Hoathly. Near the main roiuj, not far from

ono end of the village a passer-by might be

attracted by the sound of birds, and even

the veriest*, layman would at once conclude

that llie.st* voices were not those of the oeni-

r.ens of our own woods.

Here, in a pleasing old-fashioned residence,

lives Dr. Keays, who, when not engaged

attending to the bodily ills of the inhabitants,

may bo found among his birds. It was my
pleasure some time ago to have the privilege

of inspecting his collection, and such a sense

of gratification did I gain therefrom that 1

can only say that 1 wished all the bird lovers

1 know could also have b/een there.

T should think in all. that he possesses not

less than 500 birds, and these include i’arra-

keols Conures, Lorikeets. ( ockatiels, Love-

birds,’ Waxbills, tlrassfinches, Mannikins,

Weavers, VVhvdahs, Huntings, Cardinals,

Starlings. Tits,' Reedlings, Sparrows, 1< inches,

Thrushes, Jay Thrushes, Doves, Quails,

Pheasants. Toucanettes, and many others.

These are all kept in aviaries to cover which

it must have taken somewhere about 5,400

square feet of netting. Practically all of

these aviaries, excepting those devoted to

Parraleeets, etc., are well filled with growing

trees, shrubs, plants, and rushes. .

Singularly Fortunate Experiments.

Or. Keays has been singularly fortunate in

his breeding experiments, and without wish-

ing to worry the reader with tabulated lists,

it would be unfair to refrain from publishing :

the following items of birds' bred: Love-,

The interest taken in birds by the Doctor

is almost equally shared by his charming

wife, who has on several occasions taken

splendid collections of birds to charm the

visitors to certain of our leading exhibitions..

carr., gem; 2ml, lichly-fed cl., A1 qual., wee bit
longer in barrel wings and tail; 3, Wilcox, cl.,

cobby and well clothed, nice carr.
;

vhc, Buxton;
c, Adnitt. GREEN, ETC. (3) : 1, 2, 3, Vardy, var.

yell., a topper; var. bud, ,a beauty; var. yell.,

grand, only not so large; all in fine fettle, and

birds: Rosy-faced 1914, Black-cheeks 1913-15,

Madagascar 1913, Blue-winged 1914-15;

Cockatiels 1913-14-15; Budgerigars (2 colours)

1913-14-15; Rtisellas 1914-15; Redwings 1914;

Cactus Conures 1914 15; *AU-green Paara-

keets 1914; Diamond Finches 1914; Btb-

tinches 1914 ;
Zebra, fi inches 1913-14-15

;

Magpie Mannikins 1913-14-15; Mexican Rose-

finches 1914-15; Red-crested Cardinals 1914;

Bronze-winged Mannikins 1914 ;
I wites 1914 ;

Cuban Finches 1914 ; Green Cardinals 1914

;

Californian Quails 1914-15; Diamond Doves

1914-15; Cordon Bleus 1914; A\ ..

1914; Firefinches 1914-15; Green Avadavats

1914-15; Virginian Cardinals 1915; Yellow

Sparrows 1915; Napoleon Weavers 1915;

Orange-breasted Waxbills 1915 : *Zosterops

1915 ;
“Reedlings 1915. The figures denote

the years, anti the asterisks that it '".as the

first occasion upon wldcli the species had been

bred in Great Britain. By the latter end of

this summer no less than 78 young had left

the nest, belonging to 17 species.

In addition to the aviaries described below

F.Z.S.)

Leaving this enclosure, one can walk

through the shelter into the 50 by 30 ft.

aviary, and provided the observer be not

impatient, quite a panorama of birds comes

into view. On a heap near the wafer a Jack-

sou’s V hydah could be seen dancing and

jumping. Taha and Nttfpoleon Weavers with

their sober coloured wives '' floated from

reed to tree and from tree to bush like yel-

low puff balls. Yellow Sparrows were fussily

engaged in the work of propagation. Red

and Red-crested Cardinals enlivened the-

scene, and a beautiful pair of Green Cardinals

were almost at all times in view. A Mada-

gascar Weaver in flailing scarlet quite

eclipsed anything in the aviary for sensa-

tional colour.

A Confiding Nightingale.
Unless one was careful, it was quite possi-

ble to tread upon an exceptionally fine and

tame Nightingale which “bung round ’ for

mealworms, and the “cluck” of Californian

Quails was audible from among the rank

grass cover. There were far too many birds

in this aviary to remember, but Wnydahs,
Tunagers, Weavers, Sparrows, Buntings,

Finches, and Cardinals w'ere well represented.

in the third aviary the family of Bearded

Reedlings reared therein were conspicuous,

together with Long-tailed 1 its, Wagtails,

and other small birds that continually gam-

bolled in front of one, and in the long flight

next to it Rosella Parrakeets and Pheasants

consorted. The 24 by 30ft. right-hand flight

contained a large flock of Budgerigars and

Cockatiels, together with Conures, and the

place makes an ideal enclosure for fairly hardy

Parrots.

In the other aviaries, in separate enclosures

which numbered about six or seven in all,

were to be found Pennants, Mealy Rosellas,

for disposal.—Editor. Cage Birds.]

tffie Sflows.
NORTHAMPTON.

Tin: glory of Northampton as a cage bird centre
is not what it was twenty years ago, hub the Mid

..u * u ..

.

iuuu, wen cioincu, not so ncii in coi. ; .i, aqiiiu,

,s not w hat ,t was twenty years ago, rum urn mu-
I10r’

land fanciers ought not to have left the good old i
yi. ,,

V ’ e d
.

society, I lie Northampton Good Intent O.x , so high cl - A1 col and feather, nice

tip-lit a*4 wax. PAIRS (3): 1, Vainly, v
and dry as they did on the occasion of its annual
show in the 20th Century Club Hall, Oct. 27. Half

the open classes had to be cancelled, but some very

nice exhibits put in an appearance in those which
fltood. The veteran, George Guyton, now well over

eighty years of age, acted as chief steward, and
attended well to the wants of the exhibits. Mr. K.

H. Woodham made a most excellent secretary, and

he was ably assisted by a hardworking committee,

consisting of the following good fanciers: Messrs. G.

Barrett (chairman), L. .1. Bellharn (vice-chairman),

A. Dickens (treas.), ,1. Hill, J«\ Cox, W. Murdm,
W. Golding, F. Letts, C. Harvey, and J. Mas

#
on. Mr.

C. A. House judged.
NOR. HEN (7): I, Notlev, fine, shapely jell.,

lovelv -ilk v feather, grand head and chest, soft even

col., well staged; 2,.o, Bott, lovely qual. bn 1, tight

as wax, beautifully frosted, neat wings and tail, • ru

another bonnie yell., full of qual. and col., not quite

so smart carr. ;
res, Martin; vhc, lanslej ; he, J e> e *

o, Packer. UNI GIG. BUFF (<>; h Parker, grandly

leathered buH\. lovely ricli under c61.. very Gngtil

in frosting, shone like satin, rare shape; 2, motley,

ihapelv hull, splendid col. and qual.. hardly

wings; vhc, Wilcox; he, Pcrcival. UNFL1G. YELL.
(4 > : J, 2, 3, t ardy, leader mkdi. eye, red hot, smooth
as glass, rattling chape, well up in subs., clean
under, most promising; 2nd, var.. for col. and qual.,

all one could wish, true type, not a monster, hut a
gem; 3rd, cl., superior col. and qual., apt to cross
wings; vhc, Adnitt. BU PI*' (3) : I, 2, Vardy, gem of
a var., leathered like a Java, superb type and col.,

lovely carr., one of the best; 2nd, cl., sweetly
moulded, well clothed, not so rich in col.; 3, Adnitt,
inkd, wing and eve. good suhs. .and oual.. shapely,

good-
Al eol. and feather, nice shape andhiilf,

nice size,—.. . ., .ery massive
hull mkd. cock, red hot, good in shape and qual.,
with

‘ ’ ’ ’ * ’ ' “
col..

Peach -faced Lovebirds, Black-cheeked, Blue

winged and Red-faced Lovebirds, the cocks

of which were exceptional in their beauty.

A nice pair of Red-collared Lorikeets were

situated next door.

In the other aviaries Parrot Finches in red

and green darted about, and Diamond Finches

danced up and down “ smoking ” Jong

straws. “Dumpy” Mannikins sat in the sun

“ singing” with great force and no sound,

and the place fairly rang with the song of

nd Doves
, Singing Finches and a Pekin Robin.

Avadavats
J

y beautiful pair of Colombian Siskins were

certainly among the most charming of all the

birds in these aviaries, much more so, to my
mind, than the Red or Hooded Siskins. Here

oue saw Mexican Rosefinches, Grey and

Green Singing Finches, Jacarini Finches,

Indigo Bunting®, Nonpareils, Grassfincheg,

Purple and Yellow-winged Sugar Birds ana

Tanagers, etc".

What the Birds Get.

Dr. Keays gives banana to practically all

m aaniuon iu me nvmnra _ of his birds, and as soft food for birds other

Dr. Keays has. several others at the top end
t ]ian <-jugar Birds, and Lories, etc., he uses

of his garden, backing on to the stables. 11

These consist of large roomy house shelters,

to which are attached spacious out-door

flights thickly planted with trees, shrubs ana

creepers. Flowers and weeds combine with

the former in the making of cover.

Scenes in the Main Aviary.

The reader may perhaps be interested in

an impression of the main aviary, or suite

of aviaries. Starting from left to right one

enters a passage and finds on either side

two inner flights or bird-rooms heated when

a well. rukd. lien of rare shape, feather, and
grant* pair; 2, Butler ami Barlow, var. huff

cock, gem all over, anti jell hen of nice subs., not
had shape, hut very open in feather and down in
col.

; 3, Adnitt, ci. yell, cock and mkd. huff hen.
YEGG. YORKS, (fi) : 1, Vardy, mkd. wing and head,
straight as, a rush, slim and lengthy, smooth as a
bottle, lovely col., well on leg; 2, vhe, Ganekham,
snddlc-ipAd.; extraordinary length, grand pos., capi-
tal hack flights and tail, bit open on front; 3,

Wood, cl., beautifully drawn, tight as wax, capital
col.; he, Adnitt. BUM1’ (7); 1, Vardy, mkd. head,
stands like a Guardsman, best of feather. Ai col.,

lengthy and leggy; 2, 3, Lanckham. «cl., straight as
a rush, AI feather, good length, nice buck tiights

and tail; 3rd, el., flunk- shorter, rare pos., tun of

style, clever legs; vhc, Pass; lie, Beardall
; e, Bar-

Ion. tiltHEN, ETC. (3): J, Elkin, lengthy yell,

green, delightful col. and qual.. slim and upstand-
ing. rare back, At wings and tail; 2, 3. Beardall.

hull, heavy mkd., lovely feather and eol., rattling

pos., full of style, very close up; 3rd, richly-coloured
smart, snapcij mm, -j

i
*- ....... — ,

so stout in heart; 3, vhc, Watson, very nice shape
•

, u ,, ^,v .--v- uj>, ^iu, NUi,,-w,rai,»
feather, not quite such nice cond. ;

res, ,Goo-e> , no.
v0 17 g reL

.ni straight and full of nerve, shade short.

Martin; c. .loves. A.().\ . CAN OR MUTE ('>) . • «-, HEN (II); 1. Mountain, stylish cl. yell., best of

Mills, lovely wing mkd. Crest, we
j l’OS., fine length; 2, Lanckham, yell. mkd. wing,

tree typ<grandly
and droop,

very wmg imvn. - -
j
pos., line length;

feathered, neat centre, splendid
like a mirroi

•hid very rich col. yell. Cinn., lu l 01

ye!

good
0(»1) _ll(i very 1 it 1* - - -

qual., sound and even right through, mee shape

and size ; 3, res. Andrews, grandly nlhd. ho dt.-

Bullf.. good col., very close feather ;
Hie, u 'lnl'‘.ey

he, Hipwood; c. No. 13. no name. SELL. (11) - E
Mills; 2. Watson; 3. Eclce; res bott» the. Hip

wood • lu- Bounds; u, Checkfield. BRIl. (id)* L

Nobles very smart Thrush, beautifully mooned,

rare
e
pol. 'and feather nicely staged , 2, Bq.womG

t, vhe, Bounds, very neat and smarb, grand shape

an ,i n i| a | 2 , lie, Mason, larger, hut not so

w =£ r*i;

r

silky feather, sound col., nicely mealed
. ^

of
inkd. wing,
length

leather, pres-erk hard; 3, he, Vardy, ,-lim and up-

standing yell., capital qu«G and col., hardly ready,

raw about cheeks and head; vhc, Pass; c, Beardall.

G-NFEKI. YELL. (5): 3, Vardy, mkd. lead, straight

up. AI eol. and feather, stylish, and well on leg

:

2, Lanckham, mkd. wing, longer than winner, good
in qual. and eol., beaten ik little in character; 3,

Barton, mkd. wings and head, straight and well

clothed, rich col., well on leg., shorter; vhc, F.lkin.

BUFF (fi) : 3, Pass, el., smooth as yva.x, grand pos.,

fine length, capital back, Wings, and tail, in the
pink; 2, Mountain, mkd. wing, more length, good
stand, nice wing carr., not so compact iri texture;

3, vhc, Lanckhiam, cl., stands nicely. AI col. and)

qual.; vhc, Vardy; c, Barton. NAT. COL. (3):

3, 2, Selby and Wasson, cl., capital feather, nice
pns. and length, good on leg; 2nd, mkd. head, rare

length and pos., neat head; 3, Beardall, cl., straight

and stylish. PAIRS (3): 1, Lanckham. marvellou.-.,,.1 , -,i nicelv mealed: 2, nouuu". anil seyusu. r.uus ipy; 1 , lumickiihiu. nnnniuu.'
silky b

? n
l

e oual.! hut does uot carry
|

lengthy cl. yell, cock, with a grand cl. bun hen;
a.l ini all loi i. l

- ‘

"Harvey, good body, not
[ 2, Beardall, cl. yell, cock 0!' good feather, *pos., and

-wings so near > •

’.,
C (0 1. arid feather; vhc, t eol.. with a very stylish tkd. buff hen, close up;

nuite so neat 1

VnVvEN OK VAUIEG. (10): 1. 3
,
Wood, buff green cock, poeses&iBg true charac-

Isom. C. Gaj - • '
,,,1 ,1 huff, beautitiil * Ipr nnil verv ne:i1 niifl nmv el. veil. hen. A.O.V.

a well-known ppoprietary inseetile food, which

he softens with hot water and uses as it is,

or breaks it down. The birds get plenty of

naturally-grown green-stuff and, especially

when breeding, are plentifully supplied with

mealworms, gentles, wasp grub, and living

ant cocoons," according to their respective

needs and tastes. The doctor believes
(
in

keeping reasonably warm and protected all

species tl»it need such care in winter, and

thinks it more or less folly to try to winter

001ns neaieu wnen 0ll t many small and fiagile tiopical hhds

necessary by“radiatoYs. From the passage that cannot as a ^np Jand long cog dark

a door leads into the enclosure, out of which and damp w intei 0
nnitected

one can pass into the la.ge warmed shelter days. Consequently S

,

U( ^ 1

b

’Vu a ;

at the left end of the aviary or into the flight m winter m those enclosures that possess heat

and house situated in the front. In this radiator*

Gavton, 'he»(i/neckr and wing mkd, mill.

^Twina mM VelLNSl bonnie hinG
Bounds, bead and 11

J

KU
- \ morf, chest,

^ type -
wltJ ;

vhc. Ma.-oii ;
he c Uom. ^u

<»
cVam.

rattling good class. .. *
...

j eayier in good form:

neat

part leather, nice
(

<oG, r_ .

. ^ ^ j [ol)1 ,s three

grand
r

' tiiaped.
‘

Bid fronted

•'Viud.v hunt y'h
M
(ork4 grand feather and

racy

smaller kncldsure I saw a fine pair of Tou-

canettes, some Mandarin Starlings, and other

birds, but the large flight taking up the bulk

of this section of the aviaries contains the

finest collections of Waxbills and Orassfinclies

one could wish for, and nearly every bird

excepting newly-imported specimens, in abso-

lutely perfect feather.

A fresh supply of food in the seed vessels

would soon cause “ the crowd ” to congregate

which a few minutes before were nowhere to

be seen. Down would come pert Lavender
Finches, t-o be quickly followed by a flock of

Firefinches, Green and Red Avadavats,

Melba. Orange-cheeked, St. Helena and Grey
Waxbills would dart by, and the bright

coloured black and red-beaded Gouldians

would sit in full view, apparently desirous of

showing off their violet breasts to the

greatest advantage. The squeaks of Long-

tailed and Masked Grassfinches, together with

che trumpeting of Zebra Finches, were con-

spicuous sounds. In this aviary were to be

found practically eveiy obtainable species of

Wax bill and several of the common Grass-

finches.

Dr. Keavs is h- remarkably interesting man

to converse with, and is very enthusiastic

with regard to his hobby- In this he is sup-

ported by a tolerant but critical scepticism,

which is absolutely necessary in the pursuit

of natural science. His training as a physi-

cian doubtless has helped him to excel as an

aviculturist, for it is the keenly observant

man, able to diagnose and arrive at logical

conclusions, who is a waster of li is subject in

a. much shorter time than those who are slow

to assimilate obvious ffh ts or, even worse,

imagiirt they have solved all the problems of

aviculture.

Although Dr. Keays possesses many rare

and charming birds, he is not so built that

the beauty of a common Budgerigar is lost

to him. a virtue which is rare in these days of

craving for something which no one else

possesses or can afford. Hie has been quick

to recognise that a selected and propel In

inured specimen at a fairly reasonable price

is cheaper, bv far than an inferior or unestab-

lished specimen. I.think the tip-top condi-

tion and excellence of almost every bird in

his collection are largely due to this.

ami
Guff

qual ,

Cinn.. nice size ^ -

_

alfretqn.
ro, -t™ r p ^ held its Second Annual Open
The AUreton C*B.b. neiu a

Assembly
Show. Oct. 29 and SO,,

m .the
' ^ee

'

from draughts.

fSTaSS "S St

there arc plenty of
I^ itV*

h
^0
“

shires were nice.

eases more character was

required. ^Amongst the novice .claves were several

really fine birds. We fell mi.
novice cutsase* " Vi

'

LCMiiiiva.. - ^ . ,i\utp in love With tue I uum, .yen. ^recir, mve uoi. ami nattier, Miimi.
really fine ,,,rd

fN. Xks nut down by Mr.
[

MEM By.. NOV.-YBGG. NOR. (3): 3, Evans; 2.
clear ycll-ow and clear

British were ad- Hensliaw; 3, Cockayne. BUFF (7): 3. Evans; 2,

W. Evans, a brace »> «u \ -f. H. V. i vhe. e. Spencer; 3, llolt; he, Cockayne. HEN (7);
mired, gents hemg a

Barlow F. Bent, and 3, c, Holt
; 2, vhe. he. Silencer ; 3, Evans. UVFLIG.

Iiayter, G. Lees, Butler, and Barlow,
,, Cor1..,ync. HEN (lu 1, Newton.

possessing true charac-
ter and very neat and nervy cl. yell. hen. A.O.V.

j

YORKS (2): 1, 2. Beardall, nice brace of cinns.,

winner longest, otherwise near on equal in merit
throughout. (3REST8 (2) : 1, 2, Dodd. yell. mkd.
D.C.. plenty of subs, and leather, crest large and
well radiated. A3 droop, neat centre, gem

; 2nd,

i

buff, grizzled crest, heaps of leather, monster cress
thickly packet!, hardly icftjed ytt. ('.15. (1): Dodd,
buff var., wealth of ricli quid, feather, shapely ekult
of nice width and rise, browed neatly. SELL 20/-

i (a): 1, 2, vhc, Fox; 3, Adnitt; lie, Lanckham. 15/-

1
(fi) : 3, Adnitt; 2, Beardall and Walker; 3, Smith;
vhc, Mountain; nc, Beardall; c, Butler and Barlow.
NOR. 30. - (7): 3. Adnitt; 2, Beardall. and Walker,
3, Wildgoose; vhe, Butler and Barlow; lie, Hunt;

! V. Beardall. YORKS.. 10'- OS): l, 2. Beardall:
Webster. OPEN NOV., NOR. t'K. (fi): 3. Cratch-
ley, el. yell., short ctnd thick set, lovely col.,

feathered to perfection, grand carr.. beauty: 2,

i Smith, mkd. buff, magnificent col., silky feather,

;
nice eizo and shape, pressed ; 3, Buxton, cl. huff,

j

rich col. and' qual., neat head and neck; vhc, Sears;
lire. Holmes: c. Lc\v:>. II15N (4): 1. Smith very line

|

el. yell.. A3 eol. and quality, capital shape and
size, delightful carr. ; 2, Holmes, cl. buff, cobby,

i
superb feather and col., well up in subs., clean
cut, gem ; 3, I.owc, yell. mkd. wings and eyes, good

!

qual and col., moves nicely, neat head and neck,
! would do with more chest; vhc. Scars. UNFLIH.
! (3): 3. Cratchtey, mkd. neck, teeming with qual.

! and eol.. rare size and shape, lovely carr., gem

:

|
2, Smith, mkd. head, true type, Al feather ; 3,

Hunt, yell, green, nice col. and feather, small.

J

'M
A
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G
t
" Beardall. the worthy Sec., is the right

li,,. rioht nlacc he controls matters capi-

X u ,d Xr^ Hke a Trojmv. Stewards who otli-

rtnWd'In ei mort nrartk-al and. praiseworthy manner

were Messrs J. Adnitt. W. Evans and G. Sawer

;

.,11 top-side of their work. During tlm after

noon we had a cliat with Mr. W. Vardy. who bail

nuitu •» field 4ay in Norwich, and who. we are

pleased to report is better in health than a short

mo ago. One well-known figure we ' h.

Driver who came to such an untimely end not long

sympathy goes out to Mrs hum and

her family. Judging was over in good' tjm, pnz

cards displayed promptly, and everything went well.

Mr. W Evans won medal lor best novice, al.o

If vile's, with a grand el. yell. Nor. vk..- and Sandi-

ford's for hottest fed. went to an iniflifl. ytll.

Nor. ek., ablaze, owned by Mr. \\ . tardy. Mr.

Vardv also won Trover’s spl.. «pl. most points in

Norwich, and 3rd most points Yorks. Other special

winners were: 2nd most points Nor.. Adnitt,, did.

Butler and Barlow; most points Yorks, Beameii,

2nd Lanckham; Bancroft’s medal. Evans; open

novice: I. Smith: 2, Oatchley. Mr. J. L. Barnes

(Sheffield) judged, and Ins awards were welt i<-

" yiMG NOR. (4): 3. 3. Vardy, former a bouncer,

lovelv shape and leather, capital col. and carr.. will

do some winning; 3rd. plenty of size, nice feather,

paler in col. ami longer in build, both clears;

Dean, cl., exquisite feather, hardly to good in shape

or so large as 1st; vhe, Butler and Barlow. BUFF
(8) ; ] 2, he. Vardy, el., marvellous subs., superb

feather and col., thick set and clean cut, jaunty

(1) : I, Holt ; 2, Cockayne. HEN (l)g 1, Newton.
PAIRS (I): I. Hendiaw. YELL. YORK. (2): 1,

Sawer; 2. Andrews. BUFF (3): I. Cockctyne : 2,

Abbott; 3. Webster. HEN. (5): 1, 3, Webster ; 2,

Sawer; vhe, lie. Abbott. FNFLIG. (fi) : 1, «, An-
drews; 2. vhe, Sawer: 8. Hensliaw: lie. Newton.
NAT. COG.: 1, Abbott. PAIRS (4): 3, Henshaw;
2. Andrews; 3, Abbott; vlio, Webster. REDPOLL,
ETC. (fi) : 1, lie, Iiayter, Twite, rattling eol., capital
shape and size, grandly pencilled, in line fettle;

2, 3, Lesser Redpoll, good size and cob. nice qual..

finely inkd,. pilt down in Al style; 3. Siskin, neat
shape, good size, capital cap, delightfully pencilled,

lovely eol.; vhc. Beardall; e, Adnitt. GREENF.
(101: 1, 3, Hay ter, both good qual., lieh in eol.,

shapely, former Isis it lu miIis. ; 2, Lees, not a
feather wrong. Al col., and grand shape, pressed
hard; vhe, Alexander; hr, Poole; c. Sawer Bros.

A.O. IIAKDBIGI, (7); I. Butler and Harlow, smart
tiohlf., grand blaze, well cut. neat bare and but-
tons, good shape and size: 2, Gees, Chaffinch, men
shape and suhs., rich eol. well feathered, fine mark-
ings; 8, Adnitt, Linnet, capital shape and size,

grand eol., profusely and distinctly pencilled, good
one: vhc, Poole; he, Evans; c, Sawer Bros. SOFT-
HILL (3): 1, 2. Beni, Wryneck and Blackcap, both
in rare form. LIGHT MULE (4): 1, Admit, tho
old warrior, buff, mkd wings aflrl eyes. Goldie Can.,
good in size and col., shapely, begins to show age;
‘i. 3, Stone, both buff var. (loldie-Cau., neat, heiu lied

in rare form. DARK (8)- 1, 3, Haytcr. Can. Uullf.

and Greenf.-Bullf., both of good size, rattling shape
and qual., lovely eol., beauties; 2, vhe, Alexander,

grand Linnct-Rullf., well up In size, shapely, magtiN

lieent feather ami col., shows parentage well, gem.
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SHEFFIELD’S REMARKABLE SHOW
A HUGE ENTRY OF NEARLY 1,000 BIRDS

Success is not achieved by accident, there is

always a reason, A fairly well kntiwn Saying it. lo

the elleet, “ many men many opiplons.” Many
men were present from North, South, Hast, and
West, at th< Sheffield O.S. Annual yliow, Nov. 5, (i.

Many opinion* were conspicuous by their absence, all

were ol one. mind a glorious exhibition.

Within the four walls of Cutlers' Hall, of historic

faipe, were housed a matter of 902 exhibits. One
need hardly describe the suitability of so spacious

and well adapted a venue for an exhibition of this

«lu erijition. The society went to n groat expense

in having the show room specially lighted by

electricity, enhancing the carnival to a great degree.

On the eve of the function, we popped in to see

liow matters were going, and found that Mr. ti.

l'leteher hail worked to such effect that all the

staging, which is on the three tier principle, was
completed by 5 o'clock on the Thursday evening.

As tim birds were delivered tiny were carefully

unpacked, watered, -and benched straight away.
Special private drays were employed to fetch the

eases from ithe various stations, to as to ensure
promptitude of arrival at the show; Motors. T. Hawn
and U. l'leteher obliging witli their turn-outs. The
officials who dealt so effectively with the unpacking,
staging, etc., wore Messrs. G. Fletcher, show man-
ager, r. Dawn chairman, .1. A. T. Woodall vice-

chair., A. II. Waters, J. Allen, J. H. Richardson,
J. Linlcy, ,1. Milne, J. Memmott, J. Mace, arid W.
ltiggin. Mr. K. Simplon proved himself a worthy
helper; his stacking away of the 'empty eases in -a

most methodical 'manner, so as to be quickly located

when required for return journey, was to be greatly

admired- .Messrs, ti. Fletcher, J. A. T. Woodall,

A. Snapc, T. lli dal, and J. Claves, were the
"pilgrims of the night," acting as all night stewards

on Thursday. Mr. .1. Memmott saw to tile water-

ing, in a most practical way, while the feeding of

the foreigners was in the bands of Messrs. C.

Fletcher, J. A. T. Woodall, and G. Moore, a trio

of "good ’uns” ; all did excellently.

On the Friday at 2 p.n>. the Master Cutler,. Mr.
W. H. Ellis officiated at the opening cereiiiony. Dr.

AY. Craig Irens., proposed a hearty vote of thanks,

and Mr. .1. Robson seconded.
A COLLECTION HARD TO BEAT

The committee of management is comprised of

well known, and fully tried fanciers, Mr. T. Dawn
is a grand chairman, J. A. T. Woodall a most
capable understudy, and Messrs. G. 'Fletcher, J.

Mace, G. Moore, J. Memmott, tf. Milne, T. Ridal, XL

Walsh, T. Tow, W. Baxby, A. H. Waters, J. li.

Richardson, W. H. Spencer, E. Simpson, anil W.
Moore. Dr. Craig, tile treas, is of the "true type,"

a finer supporter to any society could not be wished.

Mr. K. C. Job, see., and Mr. R. Colton, bon. sec.,

are a brace of “unique specimens" as rein-holders,

they drive straight, sure, and to a nicety. What
is foreign to them in tire workings of secretarial

duties, one need not trouble over. They have both
been there before.
The catalogue opened with the champion Yorks.

Certainly the “cream" was present, but we should
have- liked to see the numbers greater

;
yust over

10 per class was not a fitting response to the good
things offered.

#
Toppers were put down by Dr.

Craig, he gaining ti firsts, including all the 4 cin-

namon marked classes, L. Dykes, I’. Hirst, A. W.
Hartley, J. K.» Priestley, I.. Hyson, and H. Ives.

Amongst tlie novices' the outstanding bird was the
unflighted wing mkd. yellow hen, a real beauty,
shown by Mr. G. Ireland. This, we believe,' found
a “fresh stable" after the show.

Greens, both Yorks, and Norwich, were a nice col-

lection, averaging a little over nine per class. We
seem to think the colour {s not so solid, as was tlfl:

ease a few years ago. The “ Mersey men " should
endeavour to rectify this. Borders in the seifs or

fouls were disappointing, only 22 in the four classes

provided, but Messrs. A. Montgomery (1 first) and
.las. Johnston (3 firsts) were represented by real

pictures. In the other Border classes the num-
bers again were moderate, but the quality could
not be carped at. In the novice Norwich were
several quite capable of running, well, .Rail they
been competing in the "upper circles”; wesf and
Crestbreds were good but few.

LENT CHARM TO THE SHOW.
British made a capital display, in fact along

with the foreign they were the feature of the
show. In the former were many magnificent birds,

and in the latter were exhibits which, added much
charm to the show. The Mules and Hybrids also

Were very much admired, for rarity was- ill strong
evidence. •

Amongst the many visitors we saw and chatted
with were Messrs. H. H. Towers (Keighley), W.J
Vardy (Hucknall). E. Fox (Long Eaton), J. Smith
(Ilkeston), J. Thomas (Amblethorn), L. Dykes
(Bradford), \V. Beseoby (Doncaster), Mrs. Montague
Smith (London) and others. Lady Pilkington wrote
saying how sorry she was in not being able to sup-
port- with entries, her birds not being ready. All

the birds shown by Dr. Craig in the selling classes,
were generously presented to the society, the pro-
ceeds from the sale helping to swell the funds con-
siderably. Mr. C. I’rior's birds from llopley, Hants,
arrived at 1 pun., too late for judging, Aid Mr. A.
Silver's Budget arrived, dead; hard lines.

Mr. T. Dawn and Dr. Craig each sold oyer 2Q.0

tickets previous to the show's opening
; one cannot

wonder at Sheffield O.S. going so strong with such
stalwarts in the ranks. Catalogues with awards
were on sale early on the Friday, and tlioei* that
had to be got off by post bad all gone by ti p.m.
Stewards wiio worked grandly, keeping well. on top
side of all details allotted to them, were Messrs.
FlcteliN-, Moore, Woodall, Roberts, Snape, Waters,
Dawn, and Ridal.

4
AH deserve praise, and must

be put down as assets of the society. We were
informed that financially the show was a great suc-
cess.

FANCIERS WELL TREATED.
Fanciers present on the Saturday were allowed

to leave with their exhibits in time to catch yarly
traiim home, and exhibits that had to travel long
distances were got oil' in good time. Others, by
request, were kept over until Sunday, and vyerc dis-

patched during the afternoon by the most con-
venient and best- routes. Altogether the show was
one of the pest managed it has ever been our lot
to see. The judges were :—Messrs. W. Munclell
(Bradford!, II. W . Hattye (Huddersfield), J. Robson
(London), J. Beswick (Stockport), and J. C. Barnes,
the weljj-known local enthusiast,' and their placing^
were, on the whole, very well received.
Specials winners: Most points, L. Dyked; for birds

coining longest distance, J. Le Rossignot, Jersey;
most points champ. Yorks. : 1, L. Dykes; 2, Dr.
Craig ? 3, P. Hirst -. 4. Bingham and Fumi-vs: most

points eiim. tks., I, lir. Craig; J. .Morrison;
1 H. II. Towers. Nov. Yorks. 10a*. spls. : 18-19, A.

j

Taylor and F. Hadley divide; 2(1 Cl, \\ . Fisher

i and H. Sugden divide; 22-23, C. Walkdcu; best
'I vhc, W. Breen; best lie, C Walkden; best e, C.

Cook; 2-1*2,'), IDs. spi., W. Fisher; 20-28, I, W.
Jones; 2, 1). Steinart; 30-33, 1, J. Walter; 2, J.

Thornton; 34-37, A. Montgomery and W. Middle-

ton divide; 38-44a, 1, G. Bennett; 2, .1. S. Wilson;
3, A. Forrest; 45-33, 1, W. Craweliaw

; 2, J. Thomas;
3, S. Cook; 54-60, I, H. Rushton ; 2, W. Green ; 3, A.

II. Fields; best vile, A. Kew ;
best lie, G. Newbert ;

best c, W. Green; 01-00, I, Hadley and Son -
. 2, Ii.

' Steel; 3, E, Barker; 07-08, A. E. Jefferson and Mrs.

I

Scott divide; 75-80, most points hardbill and -soft-

lull, P. Walsh; most points hardbill, 1, Francis; 2,

- Chick; 3, Oldham; softbill, 1, Darlow; 2, Dyson; 3,

Taylor; 88-92, 1. Martin and Archer; 2, Dr. Wilson;
3, K. D. Parlett. Foreign: 1, G. L'leteher ; 2, A.

j

Silver; 3, F. Howe; rosebowl for best in '10-13 and
23-23, 11. Ives, with a very smart and stylish buff

Yorkshire lien (unflighted). Sandiford’s, If. Carring-
ton; Ranisden's toilet ease, W. Crawshaw ; Ramsden’s

[

medal, S. Cook.
MR. J. C. BARNES S CLASSES.

NOV., YORK. YELL. (8): 1. Taylor, mkd. head,
straight- as a gun barrel, smooth as glass, rare
length and well on leg, lull of nerve; 2, Fisher,
wonderfully lengthy el., nice pos. and col., neat

l

back and -wing earr. ; 3, Evans, red hot el., true
; type, straight, capital feather, not a big one, but
I
all there otherwise; 4, ('adman, el., Al col., good
in length and feather, thicker in waist still one we
liked; vhc, Walkden; he, Radford; e, Kcvill; No. f,

Stuart, w;.e., a very smart and sty lish e). buff. BUFF
(11): I, F. Radley, mkd. neck, exquisite col. and
feather, true eharaetei, oest of backs, grand Bights
and tail, a gem; 2, Hoyle, el., delightful pos.,

I superb feather and col. nervy and leggy, hardly so
I
lengthy, still a beauty; 3, Sugden, mkd. wing, lovely

|

eol. and superior qual., nice length and pos.; 4,

Malpass,- very lengthy el., stands well, capital back

|

flights and tail ; vhc, Merri-ls; lie, Crossley ; e.

Cook; No. 1, Stuart, w.e., very. neat el. yell. EVEN,
ETC. (0) : 1. Fisher, most pleasing bull', mkd. wings

j

and head, for qual., col. and pos. all one need
desire, quite capable of bolding its own amongst
the "nuts”; 2, Symes, yell., mkd. wing and eye, -

rare length, good feather and eol., might be better
in pos., yet a choice exhibit; 3, F. Radley, buff

I
varieg., smooth as polished marble, teeming with

! eol. ; 4, Ireland; vhc, Green; e, Rcvilt. YELL. HEN
!
(a) : 1, Sugden, el. superb qual. and eol., nicely

j

drawn, sweet expression of head, grand back and

j

wing earr., bonny damsel ; 2, Short, cl., rattling
1

pos., nice col. and qual.. good legs,, bit short; 3,

I
Stacey, cl. on the small side, but full of go, and

[shows well; 4, TouIson ; vhc, Simpson. BUFF (ti)

:

I

1, -Sugden, most stylish cl. buff, tight as a Java,
straight, not of the biggest, but of the best descrip-

[

tion ; 2, Symes, mkd. wing and head, lovely salmon

j

tinted, nice length and pos., very close up, well

|

staged; 3, Walkden, lengthy cl., good in feather
! might get up better, yet far from a bad one ; 4,

Humphries; vhc, Stuart; No. 3, Sargeantson, w.e.,

• a cock. YELL. UNFLIG. (14) line class; 1, lie,

Walkden, brace of “ good 'uns,” winner a richly
- fed cl., straight as a rush, delightful feather, shows
to perfection, lengthy and leggy; 2, Toulson. yet

! more length, well fed cl., superior leather, beaten
a little in po,s., yet a really choice one; 3, Radford,

i el., wedge shaped, smooth and straight, full of

swagger, not the Jength of above, still very promis-
ing ; 4, f\ Taylor; vhc, Green; e, Ireland. BUFF
(IS) rare good lot: 1, Sargeantson, mkd. wings and
bead, magnificent feather and col., full ol' style,

rattling pos., well filled back and neat wing earr.,

gem; 2, e, Toulson, mkd. wing, smooth as wax,

j

lengthy and leggy, good eol., stands delightfully,

[close on the heels of winner; 3, A. Taylor, mkd.
neck, capital length, well up, A1 qual. feather,

stylish, worth its place; 4, Blanchon. .-dim and up-

standing cl., rich eol. and qual., with more length
would want reckoning with; vhc, Morley

;
he. Biggin.

HEN (11) : 1, and runner-up for rose bowl, G. Ire-

land. yell. mkd. wing, wonderful length, neat' and
narrow, straight as .a pencil, clever legs, most
bewitching, claimed; 2, 4, Fisher, lovely el. buff,

smooth as wax, capital pos., length and col., grand
back arid wing earr. : 4. red hot cl. yell., nice stand

I and lengthy, slim and leggy, full of nerve, sweet
exhibit; 3, Radley, el. yell., true type, superb eol.

1 and feather, ’clever legs-, not big, but a real picture

;

vhc, SynieS; be. Head and Newman; q, Biggin,

i NOV., NOR. YELL. (20). real fine class; 1. Wharton,
mkd. wing and' head, short and thick set, well up
in sub., richly fed and beautifully clothed, best of

earr.; 2, Wilkinson, shapely c!., capital feather,

plenty of size, -not quite the eol.; 3, ltushtoii, e).,

ablaze with eol., silky feather, nice head, neck and
chest-, good earr., "close up; -J, vhc, -Boxen, eye and
shoulder tkd., cobby, rare feather and col., clean

cyt, beaten in subs.; be, Newbert
;

c, Evans. BUFF
- (24): 1, Green, mkd, wings and head, round as a

ball, magnificent feather and col., well up in subs.,

grand earr. : 2, Rushton, very hot eol., silky texture
l and delightfully frosted, good in shape and. size,

not far away ; 3, Byles, mkd. wings and head, lovely

qual. and col., grand body, wings and tail; 4,

Wharton, bouncing varieg., best of earr.. A1 feather,

nice shape; vhc, Kew.; lie, Bradley; e, Green.

YELL. UNFLIG. (14): I, Blown, varieg., wonderful
eol. and qual., lovely shape, fine size and earr., not

la feather misplaced; 2, Fildes, varieg., full of col.,

A1 feather, good body and wing earr., not quite so

|

bold in head; 3, Uomvay Bros., very shapely el.,

[

good in feather and subs., paler, but one xve

- admired; 4, Mitchell, ticked neck, cobby, nice size

l and col., good earr.; vhc, Corley; he, Garnett; c,

i Carrington. BUFF ( 14) ; 1, Rushton, lightly varieg.,

j

best of shape, superior feather and richly led, grand
ubdercoL, good size and jaunty in earr., gem; 2,

j

Green, sweetly drawn cl., teeming with qual. and
I col., certainly not a monster, but a demon ; 3,

J

Priestley, cl. buff, hotly fed, Al feather, grand
shaped body, neat wing's and tail: 4, Fields, el.,

plenty of subs., nice feather and eol. ; vhc, Evans ;

he, Carrington; e, Jones. UNFLIG. HEN (IT): 1,

Rushton, yell. mkd. head, rare size and shape,

clinking eol. and feather, tight as wax, lovely earr.,

gem : 2, Dean, very shapely cl. buff, not hot but of

superb feather, well up in subs., moves nicely, very

promising; 3, lie, Priestley yell., mkd. head, grand
in feather and eol.. rattling subs, and earr. ; 3, 4.

Green; vhc, Lee; he, Priestley; c, Lambert. YELL.
HEN (13): 1. Wharton, inker, wing and head,

delightful shape, i&oft 'silky feather, rich eol. and
rare size, real beauty; 2, Fieldes, mkd. wing, shapely,

Al col., plenty of .subs., nice earr.; 3. Green, shapely

cl., capital col. and feather, jaunty earr.; 4, Staf-

ford: vhc, Walkden; he, Newbert; c, Carrington;
Nos. 1 and 7, Kfidlcy and Byles, absent. BUFF

(18): 1, Evans, rnkd. wing and tall, grandly moulded,
richly fed and of A

I qual., well up ill subs., charm
iug damsel

; 2, lie files, mkd. neck, a bouncer, good
In shape and eol., nice feather and earr., pre ed
strenuously; 3, Conway Bros., cobby varieg., smooth
as a Java, capital qual. and eol.; 4, Eastwood,
saddle mkd., delightful shape, eol. and qua!, on
the small lint very neat side; vile, Mitchell; lie,

Hartley; e, Garnett. A.O.V. (7): 1, llai'lup, bull

eiim., rare .size and shape, superb tjilal., line and
solid in col., grand earr., In the pink ; 2, Everard.
el. bull Belgian, nice leather, not a big one, good
shoulders gets head down nicely, nervy; 3, Smalley,
jell cinn., capital qual., well up in size, rattling

eo!., bit faulty in wings, or would no doubt have
won; 4 vile, Taylor; lie, Dr. Craig. SELL., 80s. (11):

1, Moore, pair of nice Crests; 2, Huvcnlianil, good
Norwich; 3, Merrills; 4, Richardson; vhc, Memn ott

;

he, Bewick; e, Dr. Craig. SELL., 20s. (12): I,

Whyatt; 2, Parlett; 3, Holmes; 4, Colton and Dawn;
vhc, Memmott; he, Stafford; e, Dr. Craig, lfts.

(11) : I, Richardson; 2, Fielding; 3, Colton and
Dawn; 4, Howartll; vhc, Lawton and Sons; lie,

Wells; e, J. Radley. 7s-. (id. (0): 1, llolmes; 2, Law-
ton and Sons;' 3, Howartll ; 4, Merrills; vhc. Dr. W.
Craig; lie, Parjett. GIFT (21): 1, Waters; 2, Craig;

3, Parker; 4, Colton and Dawn; vhc, 'Towers; lie,

Ridal
;

c, Spencer.
MR. MUNDELL’S CLASSES.

Yorkshires were a fine lot of birds; we have seen

more entries, hilt type and quality were, there to

perfection. Dr. Craig carried all before him in the

Cinnamon marked cla.e cs, taking all the Ists in the

section, a wonderful feat, also two Isis in the dark-

eyed section
;
and another good performance was

that of Mr. L. Dykes, who captured six lsts in tlu:

dark-eyed section. The sensation was the buff

unflighted cinn. marked ben of Mr. Ives, which took

1st in its class and won the rose howl for the best

unflighted Yorks., a real gem; we heard she was
claimed at catalogue price, £15 15s., il so we wish

the new owner every luck with his purchase.

CL. OR 1XV1S. TKD. YEI.L. YORKS. (10): 1,

Hirst, grand length, good head, long flights and tail,

well up on leg, full of qual., rich level col., good

round chest, grand pos.; 2, Ogden Bros., neat head,

boxy feather, pds. Al, level eol., grand wings, piped

tail; 3, Dykes, level eol., full of qual., good head,

clean on Ciiqst, long flights, piped tail, very steady

and typical; 4, Dyson, looked to be full of qual.,

neat in head, long flights and tail, but was down
when w e saw it • vhc, lie, Bingham and Furniss ;

c.

Dr. Craig. BUFF, (10): 1, Dykes, pale col., good

head, neck and breast, long flights, well braced to

side, piped tail, pos., AT ; 2, Thomas, rich level 'eol.,

very long and slim, excellent pos., round head, grand
wing earr., piped tail, good legs; 3. Ogden Bros.,

pale col., very long and slim, long flights and tail,

good on leg, rare type ; 4, Dr. Craig, rich col., boxy
feather, pos. Al, good head, shade on the stout

side, bit short in tail ; vhc. Hartley;; he, Bingham
and Furniss; c, Tansey. TKD. YELL. (7): I, Dr.

Craig, cheek mkd., rich level col. throughout, good

head, nice wing earr., piped tail, good poiw very

steady, a hit on the strong side; 2, 3, Dyson, cap
mkd., good head and back, nice wings and tail,

very stylish ;
3rd, cheek and w ing mkd., nice head,

piped tail, good pos., full of qual., level col.; 4,

Helliwell ; vhc, lie, Spencer. BUFF (7): 1, Dykes,

wing mkd., blaze of col., grand pos., feathered like

wax, neat round head, grand wings and tail, wins;

2, Dr. Craig, wing mkd., well on leg, good head,

full of qual., pos. Al, a wee bit too short ; 3, Bing-

ham and Furniss, eye mkd., very slim and typical,

pale col., good head, nice wings, piped tail; 4, A.

Radley; vhc, Ogden Bros.; lie, Johnson; c, Taylor.

MKD. YELL. (7): 1, Dykes, the old champion, in the

pink, needs no comment ; 2, Dr. Craig, cap, eyes and^

wing mkd., blaze of col., lovely quality of feather.*

neat head, grand wings and tail, pos., AT; 3, Tansey,

neck, eyes and wing nik-d., rich level eol., pos. good,

bird could do with a wash ; 4, Craven, eye and w ing

mkd., pale eol., boxy feather, nice wings and tail,

very typical, might have gone up one; vhc, Helli-

well ; Nos. 3 and 5, wrong class. BUFF (8): 1. c.

Dr. Craig. - eyes and wings, rich level col., long

flights and piped, tail, neat round head, feathered

like wax. well up on leg, wins; 2. Towers, eye, wing

and cheek mkd.. rare length of flights and tail, rich

col., boxy feather, very typical ; 3, Bingham and
Furniss, tkd. on. eye, good head and neck, clean on

breast, grand wings arid piped tail, very -stylish; 4,

Spencer; vhc, Thofnas; he, Dykes. HEAVILY
VARIEG. (5) ;.l, Priestley, cap on head, wings and

breast mkd. yell., rich col., rare length and pos.,

good wing earr., piped taii : 2, Dykes, buff, very

heavily mkd.. grand type, boxy feather, good wings

and piped tail, might have gone up; 3, 4, Dr. Craig,

yellow heavily mkd.. very stylish, good head, grand

wing earr., piped tail, on good legs; 4t.ii .
buff, very

heavilv mkd., typical; vhc, Spencer. YELL. HEN
(12) : 1, Dykes, a gem. cl., lovely qual. of feather,

level col. throughout, neat head, grand wing earr.,

piped tail, pos., AT ,- 2, 4, Hirst, neck arid wing mkd.,

rare pos., good wings and piped tail, lovely qual.,

neat head, shade on the strong side: 4th. cap mkd..

boxy feather, good legs, very stylish, nice pair ot

wings, neat- tail, shade on the stout side : 3, Helli-

well, el., vwy typical, boxy feather, neat head, nice

wing earr., piped tail: vhc, Priestley; hi', Ogden
Bros. ; c. Midglcy. BUFF (10) ; 1, Hartley, a gem.
cheek tkd.. lovely qua!, of feather, wings well placed,

nice tail, well up on legs, good head; 2, Btirdekin

Bros., rich level col., well up on log, good round
head, clean on breast, nice wings, piped tail ; 3.

Taylor, pile col. neat head, nice wing earr., piped

tail, very stylish ; 4. Dykes, cl., pale col., boxy
feather, nice wings and tail a vhc. Dr. Craig : he,

Helliwell; e. Towers. UNFLIG. YELL. OK. (24): 1,

Dykes, rich col., long flights, well carried, good on
leg. neat head, very stylish, hut a shade strong;

2, Towers, eye, cheek and wing mkd., blaze of eol..

neat round head, grand wing earr., piped tail, well

up on leg, we liked; 3, Snead, blaze of col., boxy
feather, good- on leg, nite tail, wee hit faulty in

w ing earr.
;

4. e, Bingham and Furniss. neck and
wing mkd., pale col., lovely feather, nice t..vpe_v piped

tail, neat head." clean on breast; vhc. Hartley: lie,

Mitchell. BUFF (20): 1. Dyson, rare length true

Yorks, type, grand wings and piped tail, well up

on leg, full of qual., wins: 2. Hartley, looking very

thick when we saw it: 3, Hirst, cap mkd.. grand
wings and earr., piped tail, good head, and breast,

rare pos., bit on the strong side: 4, Ogden Bros.,

rich col., boxy feather, very stylish, nice wing car-

riage, good tail; vhc, Snead; he, Taylor; c. Dykes.

HEALTH <& STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds

Swimming, &C-, &c. Gives free advice on all

questiorfS of Health. Diet. Ac. to all readers.

EVERY THURSDAY, 1(1. Sold Everywhere.

Get a ccpy to*day, or send or Fix c Specimen to

“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

UNFLIG. YELL. HEN (16): 1, Dykes, wing mkd.,
very slim and typical, rare length, boxy leather,
good bead, clean on breast, nicely placed wings and
piped tail, a good one; 2, Ives, pale eol., good head,
wings and tail, rare style, good length, bit loose in
leather when we- saw her; 3, Bingham and Furniss,
pale eol., boxy feather, good head, nice wing earr.,
piped tail, clean on breast, very typical; 4. Mitchell,
rich level eol.. boxy leather, neat head, niic wings
and piped tail, very stylish; vhC, Helliwell; lie,

Snead; e, Johnson. BUFF’ (15); 1, rose bowl best
iinflig. Yorks., Ives, a gem, drill, mkd., rare length,
pos. Al, good round head, grand wing earr., piped
tail, wins well; 2, Hirst, <l.‘ grand type, boxy
feather, good wing earr., piped tail, neat round
head; 3, Tlclliwcll, wing tkd.. lovely qual., neat head,
pos. Al, good wings and tail, well up on leg; 4, A.
Radley, cheek tkd., lovely qual., neat round head,
very stylish; vhc, Garnett; he, Dykes; o. Hartley.
CINN. TKD. YELL. UK. fS) : 1, vhc. Dr. Craig,
cap, eyes, and wing mkd., rich level col., full of
qual., neat round head, well on leg, nice wing cflrr..

piped tail, very slim; 2, 3, Morrison, cap, eyes and
wings rich col., boxy leather, nice type, good leg,
shade stout; 3rd, rare length, eye, and wings mkd.,
grizzled on back, rich col., pos. Al, good bead; 4,
Towers, very stylish; lie, Thomas; c, Spencer. BUFF
(7): 1, 2. Dr. Craig, 1st cap, eye and wing mkd.,
blaze of eol., well up on leg, rare pos., boxy feather,
good head, carries wings well to side, piped tail

;

2nd, eye and wings, pale eol., lovely feather, neat
round bead, fails to winner in pos.; 3, 4, Atkinson
and Firth, 3rd cap, eyes and wing rich col, qual.
Al. very typical; vhc, Ives; lie, Spencer. YELL.
HEN (8): 1, lie, Ur. Craig, eye and wing mkd.,
rich level col., well on leg, grand wings and tail,

boxy feathers, pos. Al’; 2, Midgley, cap, eyes and
wing mkd, rich level eol, boxy feather, rare pos,
good wing can-

, piped tail
; 3, Towers, cap and wing

mkd, blaze of col, lovely feather, good wing earr,
piped tail, well up on leg; 4. Morrison; he, Atkin-
son and Firth; c, Spencer. BUFF /(*): 1. vhc, Dr.
Craig; 2, Towers; 3, Morrison; 4, he, Midgley; c,

Spencer.

Owing to a mishap in the post the remainder
of our report had not arrived when we had to go
to press.—Editor.

ACCRINGTON.
Accrington C.B.S. open show of Norwich only, at

Crown Hotel, Oct. 22-23, under full patronage of the
N.P.C. and O.N.P.C., may be voted a success from
every point of view. The show- committee, Messrs.
Hirst, Crawshaw, Cams, Rooney, Stuttard, Harwood,
were happy in being able to secure the services of

an old fancier in Mr. John Smith, who, in a neat and
witty speech, formally opened the show. Mr. Stuttard
on behalf of the society responded. Accrington com-
mittee lias created a record by getting the cata-

logues with awards in the hands of exhibitors as far

afield as Manchester on the day of judging. The 129

entries comprised the cream of the cracks in cham-
pionship classes, while some splendid birds were also

exhibited by the amateurs. A1U the birds were sent
off by seven o’clock on Saturday night. Mr. J.

Trengove judged, and gave general satisfaction.

'YELL. UK. (8): 1, Hyde’s spl, 2, c, Crawshaw',
cl, grand head anil neck, good w ings, shows well ;

2nd, eyes and wing mkd, hot col, grand shape, ,F nil

of bloom; 3, 4, Cook, head mkd, rare shape, good
wings and tail well carried; 4th, el. hot col, nice

head, cobby, close up
;

vhc, Thomas
;

be, Kaberry.
BUFF (8) : 1, Crawshaw, varieg, hot col, rare shape,
grand conil.

; 2, Hirst, well-known varieg, perfect

shape and qual, fails in col. only; 3, Seed, varieg,
grand qual, nice shape; 4, Sutton, el, good head,
nice feather and col.; vhc, Chilton; be, Kaberry; c.

Thomas. HEN (15): T, Hirst, cl. yell, rare size, full

of col, grand head; beautiful feather, gem; 2, Cook,
cl. buff, good bead, hot eol, nice shape; 3, Thomas,
cl. bull', grand shape, deep full chest, grand lien,

clqse up : 4, c, Crawshaw, d. yell, good shape, nice

qual, size and earr.
;
vhc, Braybrook ; he, Blease and

Son. UNFLIG. YELL. (8): 1, Turner, Preston win-

ner in new hands, full of col, very stylish, bold
front; 2, Airton, nice head, full heck, good wings;
3, Cook, cobby shape, good head and neck, nice
feather; 4, Grainger, nice qual. and shape, rather
slim; vhc, Sutton; he, Crawshaw; c, Watson. BUFF
(13) :'

1, Cook, rare head, full neck, bold front, full

of col. ; 2, Bray brook, tick head, well up in size, good
feather : 3, Chilton, nice type, goal shape and qual. ;

4, Ije, Hirst, cl, red-hot, good head, full neck, plenty
of size, we preferred for 2nd ;

vhc, Blease and Son.
UNFLIG. HEN (21): 1, 4, Crawshaw, wing. mkd. buff,

cobby, grand feather, bold front; 4th, cl. yell, gem,
Bradford winner; 2, Cook, cl. buff, good col. and
shape, nice head, fine hen; 3, Turner, tick yell, pale
col, grand head, bold front; vhc. Huggins; he.

Blease and Son ;
c, Thomas. AMAT, YELL. CK.

(14) : 1, Spencer, cl, nice shape, good head, wings
well braced; 2, Stuttard, eye aiid neck tick, beautiful
feather, more size, bit pinched in head, still we pre-

ferred to winner; 3, Watts, el, nice feather, good!

shape; 4, Wilkinson, cl, good shape, well up'in size

anil subs, fails in col. only.; vhc, Tose ;
he. Cook

and Son; e, Catlow. BUFF (20): 1. Wharton, varieg,
bold head and neck, nice- feather; 2, Metcalfe, varieg,
full of col, nice qual, good type; 3, vhc, Stuttard,
cl, nice feather, good head, not ready, will improve;
he, Cook and Son; c, Waddington. HEN (22): 1,

Cook, cl. yell, nice type, good chest, shows well
; 2,

Watts, yell, tick shoulder, more size, nice head,
bold front, bad in wing earr.; 3, Stuttard, cap mkd.
yell, grand shape, nice feather, iinflig, Preston
winner; 4. Cook and Son, ftice qual. of feather, good
shape; vhc, Wharton; lie, Spencer; e, Catlow.

WIBSEY C.B.S.
Members’ show Horse and Groom Inn. Oct. 9. Mr.

L. C. Casey judged. Cl. Yell. Ck. : 1, Farrer; 2, 3,

Pickup: 4. Crowtlier ;
vhc, Foster Hanson; he. Chap-

man. Buff: 1, 4, Farrer; 2. Chapman; 3, Ormond-
royd. Uneven Yell. Ck.: 1, Pickup; 2, Chapman; 3,

Crowtlier. Buff; 1, F. Sutcliffe; 2, D. Sutcliffe; 3, 4.

Chapman; vhc, Fred. Hanson. Cl. Yell, Hen: 1, Fred.
.Hanson; 2, Chapman; 3, Ormondroyd ; 4, Pickup; vhc,

Farrer: he; D. Sutcliffe
;

c, Foster Hanson. Buff: 1,

Fred. Hanson; 2, Chapman; 3. Farrer; 4. D. Sutcliffe;

vhc, Crowtlier; he, Ormondroyd: c, Foster Hanson.
Uneven Mkd. Yell. Hen: 1, 2, Crowtlier; 3, Fred.
Hanson. Buff: 1. Fred. Hanson; 2, 1). Sutcliffe; 3,

Farrer. Foul Mkd. .Hen: 1, Fred. Hanson; 2,

Crowtlier; 3, OrnvoniTroyd.—Fred. Hanson, Assist.

-

Sec. -

EAST ARD3LEY C.B.S.
3rd members’ show of the season. There was not

a very large entry owing to birds not being through
tin: moult, but the bints were of good quality. .Mr.

P. Jowett. Bradford, judged, and gave every satis-

faction. Linnet (ti): l, Walton: 2, Summers; 3, vhc.

Burnell; lie, A. Bedford; c, Summers. (Jreenf. : 1, 2,

Burnell; 3, Walton; vhc, Summers; lie, Pyrall. Gold!',

or Bullf. : 1, Walton; 2. Pyrah. Redpoll, Etc.: 1,

Burnell: 2, Summers; 3. Walton; vlie, D. Bedford;

lie, c, A. Bedford. A.O.V. : 1, 3, vhc, Burnell; 2.

Walton; lie, A. Bedford; e, Summers. Mr. Burnell

takes honours with 21 points; Walton, IS; Summers,

13. Society prizes up to date: Burnell. 58; Walton,

36; Summers, 32; Pyrah, 15; Waind, 13; Kendrew,

13- Crosslev, 8; A. Bedford, S; D. Bedford, 6,

Ar’mitage, i; Humber stone, 1.— A. Walton. Sec.
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CHELTENHAM.
I he Cheltenham C.U.S. held Uu-ir annual show

Nov. 3 and 4. in the Highbury Schools, a splendid

I

>

lnoe for a liird show, being well lighted from the

t op and entirely free from all draught. Entries

totalled over 800, and quality all round was most

excellent, as is usually the ease at this popular and

well managed llxtiire. Crests and Cresthreds again

made a grand display, and well maintained the

prestige this show has held for these popular varie-

ties for so many years. Norwich, Yorks., and bor-

ders were strong numerically, and many really high

.lass exhibits were staged. British and Hybrids

were also first-class in numbers and quality. Foreign

birds were a grand and interesting collection* and

were staged In a nice, roomy and warm ante-room,

and seemed to afford the many visitors much in-

terest and pleasure. Sales were good, oyer £80

worth changing hands. Two Crests were claimed at

C_'a each. We noticed well known fanciers from all

parts, and all seemed to ho pleased with the show
and the management Of the latter it seams almost

superfluous to write, as the society has held such a

high reputation for so many years, and this year

was certainly not an exception. Mr. A. S. Treasure
was again the same energetic and courteous lion. see.

as of yore. Mr. W. Pounsett, as hon. assist, secre-

tary and show manager, worked long and hard to

make tile venture what it undoubtedly was, a great

success. The other officials were: President, Mr.

W. W. Theobald; viee-pres., Mrs. Binger, Mrs. Theo-

bald, Mrs. Kogerson, Messrs. E. Rogerson, Cnllimoro,

Colonel llouth, and T. .1. King; committee, Messrs.

Child. Miles, Hamlili. Stevens, Williams, Brown,

Elston, Steel, Lewis, Hands, C. Stubbs. G. Stubbs,

Cox, James, and Mitchell, with Mr. .1. Mndiffgan as

chairman. We should mention that the profits Irom

the show go to the Bed Cross Fund. Messrs. .1.

Hobson and .1 If. Payne judged, and were provided

with a hard day's work.

MR J. H. PAYNES CLASSES.
CHEST, HIVE CK. (IS): 1, Evins Bros., large,

round, well formed, drooping crest, well to beak
• nd, good back and centre, nice body ; 2. Colledge,

grand circular crest, well radiated and good droop,

nice centre, some feathers in crest in 'pipe, or

might have won; 3, Kilminster, green, close fitting

drooping crest, well radiated, nice quality;

4, King, good frontal: vhe, Beal; he

Ryder; c, Guy. BUFF C.B. (20), grand
class: l. Bale, clear, wealth of head feather, long

and wide, good skull and entrance, in grand form;
•2, Dobson, another good one, grand skull and en-

trance, well feathered, thick set body, not quite

T lie bloom of leader; 3, vhe, Kilminster, green, rare

length of head feathers, good skull; 4, Onslow. Miss,

siice entrance and skull; he, Bewick; e, Joyce.
YE1.I. CHEST (4); 1, 4, King, green, good, wide
frontal, nice droop and well filled all round,
oeat centre; 4, beaten frontal, nice at
hack ; 2, 3, Evins Bros., wing marked,
nice circular crest, good droop, centre in pipe; 3,

wing mkd.. close up, again not quite ready. BUFF
C.B. (Bred 1913) (11) : 1, Bale, wonderful head fea-

ther, good shaped skull, wide entrance, grand qua!.

;

2. vhe, Evins Bros., green, grand skull formation,
and wide entrance, long feather and plenty of it,

but not quite so profuse over beak ; 3, Edwards,
good body, well lashed skull, nice length of head
leather; 4, Colledge, green, long and dense head
leather, capital back, skull, not quite so wide at
entrance: lie, e, Joyce. YELL. C.B., 1913 (1):

1, Evins Bros., varieg., good skull and turnover
lor a yellow. NOVICE CREST (7): 1, 2, Mayhew,
clear body, D.C., nice thick, drcoping crest, neat
centre, good frontal; 2, green, good frontal but
not the droop; 3, 4, Steel, good frontal, not quite
ready yet; 4, neat round crest, nice veiny feather;
vhe, Wilson ; lie, James. NOR. CL. OR IXD. TKD.
YELL. (14): ), Spillman, plenty of subs., lull wi<Je
chest and hack, short wings and tail, level col. ; 2,

Miles, lovely head, grand eol. and qtial,, wings
well braced, neat tail, with a bit more chest would
be bad to beat

; 3, Codings, nice shape and qual.,
good back, wings, and tail, not quite the eol. ; 4,

c, Stubbs Bros., good, beaten in wing carr. : vhe,
Stephenson; lie, Jones and Davies. MKD. OR
VAfUEG. (IS); 1, vhe, Houghton, well-known huff,

saddle mkd., looking very fit; 2, 3, Stubbs, tkd. and
saddle mkd. yells., both lovely feather and qual.,
good in shape and wing carr., in grand order; 4,

Davies, neck and wing tkd. buff, good shape and
sub?., nice wings and tail, good feather; lie, Jones;
c, Tedstone. UNFLIG. BUFF (10): 1, 3, Hough-
ton, el., grand size and shape, round as a ball,
short wings and tail, lovely eol. and feather, nice
head and neck, a storming youngster; 3, grilled
head; another good one, fine shape, col. and qual.

;

2, Stubbs, magnificent qual. and col., good shape,
nice back and chest, ueat head, not quite so short
In wings; 4, C. W. Silk, good shape, nice col. and
feather, neat wings and tail: vhe, Noyce; he, Col-
lins; c. Wood. BUFF HEN (13): i, 2, Davies,
regular model leading, round, full smooth chest,
lovely head and neck, short wings and tail, grand
feather and qual., a bit more size and then I 2, good
shape, nice head and neck, neat wings and tail;
3, Wood, varieg. and good size and shape, fine
chest, wings and tail, loses in head

; 4, lie, Hough-
ton. good eol. and feather, excellent shape; vhe,
Stubbs Bros.; c. Codings. NOV. NOR. YELL. (11):
3. 3. Mitchell, hot col.,' nice type; 3, shapelv, loses
bead and neck : 2, Matthews, good shape, nice all
round bird; 4. Parker Bros, again not a bad one;
vhe, Bell; he. Parkin Miss; c. Wolfreys. UNFLIG.
(13): 1, 2, he, Mitchell, good shaped yell., nice col.
and qual., neat tail and wings ; 2, good tkd. buff,
nice col. and qual.; 3, 4. James, full of qual.. good
type: 4, shapely buff, beaten feather; vhe, c, Wol-
freys. YORKS, BUFF, CL. OR TKD. (12): 1,

Owen, grand feather and style, nice wings and pipe
tail, well drawn

; 2, Routh. well on leg, nice back,
not quite so tight in feather; 3, Davis, good fea-

,
ther and -shape, not quite so good in pos. ; 4, Earker,
hot eol. and good feather, nice length and stand ;

vhe, Lane; he. Thompson; c, Bouwiy. UNVLIG.
MKD., ETC. (21): 1, Thomsou, grand positioned
veil., jrood length and shape, well on leg, long
Bights and tail, smooth as glass: 2, Lane, nice pos.,
.veil., good feather and col., nice hack, not quite
the length; 3. e, Greenslade, lengthy, good feath-
ered huff, capital wings and tail; 4, Tozer Bros.,
lovely leathered, varieg. buff, full of qual.; vhe,
Clift: he. Hale. BUFF HEN (11): 1. Schofield, check
tkd., smooth as" glass, good fength and pos., neat
tail, and well packed flights; 2, Lane, wing mkd.,
lovely col. and qual., nice style; 3, 4, Greenslade,
cl., good pos., well feathered, nice back, wings and
tail, close up; 4, loYely feather and shapely, loses
length; vhe. Hale; he, l’innel ; e, Parker. A.V. HEN
(3): 1. Troke; 2, Stacey; 3. Parker Bros., a trio of
nice shapely lions. BORI). BUFF CK. CL. ETC.
<17) : 1. 2. Madagan, two gems, leader has the pull
in col., both sweet shape and grandly feathered,
jaunty carr., neat heads, wings and tails: 3, Last,
sweet shape, good wings and tail, neat head, well
And carr.. close up; he, Elston; c, Bennett. BUl-F

I1EN (13); 1, 4, Madagan, lovely feather and col.,

grand .shape and corn!., noat, close fitting jacket
;

4,

nice .shape and good earr. ; 2, Last, sw ect shape,
nice head, eurr., and leather, good wings and tail;

3, Bennett, grandly feathered, nice head, hack and
wings, good .style; vhe, Owen; lie, Pratt ; c, Philpot.

GREEN OK CINN. (3): 1, Perry, good feathered,
shapely yell, ciiin., nice bright eol.

; 2, 3, Bacon,
jell, green, good leather, col. and ehape

; 3, huff

green, nice qual., neat wings and tail; 4, Bobbett,
shapely yell, chill. ; vhe, JOlston. NOV'. BUFF CK.
(15): 1, lie, Beard, head and neck mkd

,
capital

shape and well feathered, good col. and style; 2,

Ellington, nice ;-oL, shapely; 3, Humphries, good
leather and shape, shade flat on head; 4, Daniels,
nice feather; vhe, Thomas; c, Hewett. A.O.V. CAN.
(8); I, Mills, yell, einn., great depth of eol., and
lOund, good head, well weathered

; 2, 3, Burgess,
two clear capped Lizards, well rowed, nice col.; 4,

Vhe, Mc-dlin, nice yell. chin. ; he, Routh; c. Colli is .

BRIT. BUI.LF. (14): 1, 4, Poole, grand cap, bars,
well defined, shapely body, of good size, nice col-
oured breast, very steady; 4, grand cap and bars;
2, Lucas Bros., nice feather, good cap, liars, and
hack, steady; 3, lie Lloyd James, grand col. breast,
nice cap and bars, loses size; vhe, Edwards; c,

Tonks. LINNET (15); 3, 4, c, Dalton, Mrs., leader,
a gem. grand shape, size and feather, full of work
and eol., hard to find fault anywhere; 4, nice feather
and col., good whites; 2, Parlett, good eol. and
shape, well pencilled, nice hack and whites; 3,
Mcuolus, grand feather, nice hack, well pencilled;
vhe, Rout li ; he, Watt. A.O. HARD. (12): 3, 2,
Collins, Yellow Bunting, rare size and shape, good
eol. and leather, well marked; 2, good feathered
and capital eol. Hawfinch, well barred; 3, Lucas,
nice feathered and well spangled Bramble., good eol.
and eond. ; 4, Jeffreys, Chaff., lovely feather, nice
col., good shape: vhe, Tonks; he, Brown; e, Chick.
CAN. HYB. CL. ETC. (13); 3, Parlett, "White
Rose,” not looking to Weil as we have seen it

; 2,
Gilbert, lightly tkd. huff Goldie, grand.y feathered,
clean cut: 3, Ball, lightly mkd. Greenie, good col.,
shape, and leather; 4, Collins, four pointed Goldie,
grand eol. and feather; vhe. Lamb; tic, Jeffreys; c,
Blocombe. DK. GRKKNF., Jfte. (7): 1 , Tonks, Siskin,
yell., good size and shape, nice feather and mark-
ings; 2, Parlett, bouncing Greenie, shapely, nice eol.

;

3, vile, Jones and Davies, Siskin., nice leather; 4 ,

Gilbert, Greenf., good shape and col.
;

lie, Rogerson;
c, Collin9.

MR. J. ROBSON’S CLASSES.
BUFF CREST CK. CL. BODY (4); 1, Evins Bros.,

large body, good shaped dark crest, clear win,
splendid feather: 2, Dobson, grey, fine crest, hut
just loses in width; 3, Gilbert, .dark crest, hit long,
out good qual.; 4, H. Steel. BUFF CREST. HEN
(11): 1, Mrs". Macqueen, Iheavily varieg.., la.Jge
round thick crest, fine specimen; 2, Ryder, grand
crest, nearly clear body, fine front, not quite the
width of winner; 3, he, Kilminster, varieg, lovely
crest, hut loses a little in size; 4, c, Evins Bros.;
vhe, King. BUFF C.B. HEN (9): 3, Allen, green,
noble head properties, short and thick in bodv; 2,
Kilminster, nearly green, good length of bead" fea-
ther, in 'fit eond.; 3, he, Bale, varieg., rather nar-
rower in entrance, grand head featfier; 4, Rev.
Joyce, fine bird; vise, Miss Onslow; c, King. YELL.
C.B. (4): 3, Evins Bros., varieg., grand head and
body, good length of head featner; 2, King, nearly
green, good turnover, stylish.; 3, T. Gilbert, nice
subs.; 4, Mrs. Macqueen. BUfV CREST, 3915 ( 13 );
1, Evins Bros., varieg., large wide spreading crest,
gem, quickly claimed for £25;. 2, vhe, he. Miss
Onsioiv, grand, mkd. one wing, immense crest, heavy
frontal

; 3, 4, Colledge
; 3rd, marked one wing,

very fascinating lady, with well arranged bonnet;
e, M ns. Macqueen. 4 ELL. CREST, 1915 (5): 1, Evins
Bros., extraordinary green, crest as large as that of
most of the winning butts, very, much liked

;
"2, 3,

King, leader, mkd. one wing,, good headpiece, not
quite so wide as winner, but a grand specimen,
latter green, very neat, splendid qual.

; 4, Rev.
Joyce, another nice bird; vtte, G. Dobson. CINN.
(5): l, Gilbert, Redfed huff, large crest, but bit
hairy

; 2, Col.. Routh, very nice buff hen, some
preferred to winner; 3, 4, vhe, King, leader, yell,
long frontal crest, not yet fine. NOV. C.B. (3)

•

1, Mrs. Macqueen, tkd. buff, wide head, weli
thatiched, large body; 2, 3, Steel, good size, long
head leather. NOR. CL. BUFF CK; (12): 1, Ho.ugh-
ton, Plymouth winner, in good form, rare head' and
neck, nice moulded body, neat wings ami tail, good
col.

; 2, 4, Stubbs Bros:, former met? head and neck,
neat wings anil tails, not quite tne sube, ; 3 , Silk

!“S
e
rJf:

l
.

ttle.^antl coL; vhc
> c . Noyce

; ,he, Richards..IN FLIG. i RLL. (13): 1, 3, Tristem, leader, neat
head and neck, nicely filled in at back, good col.,
minus one claw, latter nicely moulded, neat wings
and tail, fine head and neck, hardly finished yet ; 2.
Noyce", nice col., neat head, fine moulded body;’ 4,
Stubbs Bros., good stamp; vhe, Dr. Woods; he.
Collins; c, Rippon. YELL. HEN (13) : ], Tristem,
cl., good width of skull, well up in size, wins nicely

;

2, Jones, cl., fine type, rather pale in col., neat head
and neck, nice wing carr.

; 3, Bastock, fine hen,
good size, hut rather loose in feather when we saw
her; 4. Wills, also a good one; vhe, gtubbs Bros.;
he, Spillman; e, Jones and Davies. UnfLIG. HEN
(13): 3, Noyce, buff, neat head and neck, weft filled
in buck, hut a bit too much behind the perch; 2,
Stubbs Bros., clear yell., nice col. and shape. neat
wings and tail; 3, Redwood, very stylish, not quite
the subs.; 4, vVren, another yood young lien; vhe
Lovegrove; he, c, Houghton. NOV. BCFF (9 ): l|
Mitchell, buff, good head, nice cheeks, neatly braced
wing.; and tail ; 2, Dr. Weeks, neat head and neck,

lovely quality; 2, Weeks, -.•/•.other beauty, line
length, grand pose

; 3, Boundy, -stylish, nicely braced
wingo, round col., well up on legs; 4, Thomson;
he. H. Smith; c Davies. VARIED. (10;: 1, Hoyle,
fine length, lovely head and neck, nice bit of shoul-
der, well up on legs ; 2, Lane, good length, well
braced, wwigs mcely moulded; 3, vhe, Weeks, slimand well feathered, neat head and wings* 4 Bale'
he, Pritchard. YELL. HEN (13): 1 , Gre-orv’ grand
length, beautifully cut away, neat head "and wing?,
>ouml eol ; 2, Harrison, lovely type and stile. nicehead and shoulders, good lack; 3, Greenslade,
gram! bird lor length and style; 4, Owen; vhe Hhnnth; lie, Clift; e. Hale. NOV. CK. (13); 3 , Davies'
tine Stamp, well drawn, nice length, well up on
leg?. 2 . Pinnell. good length, nicely moulded, neat
" mgs and tail; 3, Parker Bros., nice type, neat
•’boulders, well drawn; 4, Hoyle; vhe. Wordley • he
Cox; e, Blackmore. BORD. YELL. UK. (10)

:
I 2

Madagan, both clears, Plymouth and Liverpool win-
ner, takes sp. best Bonl. in show, wonderful col
neat head, wings, and tail; 2, almost as good, hard
to separate: 3, Jenkins, neat head, neat wings and
tail, nicely moulded, cloee up; 4, Bennett- vhe
Burton Bros.; lie, c, Pratt. YELL. HEN ( 15 ) :

j’

3. Madagan. Manchester and Liverpool winner,
grand hen, best of shape, good head and neck,

HARTLEPOOLS.
The llartlepools C.B.S. held their eleventh annual

show in St. George's Hall, Nov. G. We were sorry
to see that the entries did not turn up as was
expected, between 400 and 5C0 birds faced the
judges. We misled our friend Mr. Pyman, who
lias joined His Majesty’s Service. The late Sec..
Mr. Woodhead called in, and hat) a look round, anti
we saw a few other old friends during the after-
noon. In the Yorkshire section some really good
birds were benched, Mr. Dykes’s buff winning
special for best Yorks. Norwich were a fine lot,

Mr. Watson's Imlf ticked winning special lor best
Norwich. In Borders some of the birds were real
gems, and were lint down in the pink of condition,
Mr. Hay won the Chib medal, also the 5s. special
for best Border with his yellow cock. Mules aiid
Hybrids turned out poor in number, only 14 entries
in tlie two classes, hut some good birds were benched.
Mr. Maddison won special for best inule or British,
also special for best bird in show with his clear
Goldie-Canary mule, and we must give Mr. Mad-
dison praise for the way he staged his bird,). both
birds and cages were as clean as a new pin, an
object lesson in the proper way to stage exhibition
birds. British came out the best section in the
show, and some really good birds were to he seen.
Mr. J. VV. Thornton, the see., had the birds well
staged, and lie was ably assisted by a hard work-
ing staff of fancier#. The judges were: Mr. VV.
Mum!;!!, Yorks, and Mules; Mr. Battye, Nor. and
Bord.

; Mr. Nicholson, Brit, and Foreign.
MR. W. MUNDELL'S CLASSES.

YORKS., CL. OR TKD. YELL CK. (8) : 1 . Stewart,
good head, nice wing carr., piped tail, weli up on
leg, full of lyial., pos. A1

; 2, Cook and Hood, rich
col., boxy feather, good head and neck, clean on
breast, very stylish, grand wings, piped tail; 3,
Crawliall, very typical, rare length, neat head,
true to type; 4, Dykes, looks a nice bird but down
when we saw it

; vhe, Carlisle
; he. Rev. Bennett ; e,

Barker. BUFF (U): 1, sp, best York?., Dykes, a
gem, we liked very much, good head, clean on
breast, nice wing carr., piped tail, well on leg, very
typical and steady; 2, Wearmouth, blaze of col.,
boxy feather, long (light and tail, neat round head,
typical; 3, Taylor, pale col., full of qual., well
placed wings, fine pos., just fails on breast; 4.

Watts, stands well up oil good leg
; nice qual. of

feather, good wing carr. very steady
;
vhe, Bibby ; he,

Leek.; c, Barker. TKD. OR VAR. YiELL. CK. (5) ; 1,
Simcsori, cheek mkd., pale eol., nice wing carr.,
piped tail, rare length, pos., A)

; 2, Taylor, cap
mkd., rich level col., nice wings and tail, very
typical, little open on breast; 3, Dixon, cheek mkd.,
blaze of col., good wings, stylish

; 4, Crawliall, eye
and wings, pale eol., good head and wings; vhe,
Leek. BUFF (3): 1,-2, Crawliall, pale col., eye mkd.,
gram! type, feathered like glass, good round head,
grand wing carr., piped tail; 2, cap mkd., rich level
cql., very stylish, good head and back, clean breast,
wings

. well placed, neatly folded tail, typical; 3,
Carlisle, varieg., on the stout side, good head, wings
and tail, well up on leg, full of qual.; 4, Wilson;
vhe, Dykes. HEN, A.V. YORK 8. (10): 1, c. Craw-
hall, cl. buff leather, like box, grand pos., very

CHELTENHAM SHOW—Concluded.
latter not quite the finish, hut will improve

; 2,
Bennett, another very nice exhibit, excellent Shape,
good col., jaunty earr.; 4, Elston; vhe, c, Pratt;
he, Last. NOV. YELL. CK. (13) : 1 , Hewitt, good
head, wings- and tail, well filled in, in splendid
order : 2, Vi all. el., good head and neck, neat wings
and tail; 3, Edgington, yell, green, neatly moulded
body, hard lines to have to show against clears; 4,
Lapworth; vhe, Stafford; he, Beard; e, Hutchin-
son. MKD. (13): 1, Last, 3-ptd. veil., grand col.,
good back, and wing, lovely feather; 2, 3, Elston,
eye and wing mkd. buff, grand head, neat wings and
tail, close up; 3, good eye mkd. yell.; 4, Jenkins;
vhe, Tedstone; he. Bennett; c. Burton Bros. HEN
(1«) : 1

, Hutchinson, cl. buff, tf.ee boxy feather,
good shape, head, wings, and tail, well filled in;
2 , florid i not t, another el. huff, good col. and shape,
nice jaunty carr., close up; 3, Morgan and Thomas,
fine cl. buff, not the col., but good in head and
neck; 4, Stafford; vhe. Daniels; he, Humphries; c,
Williams. BRIT. GOLDF. (14): 1, Bobbett, good
square blaze, well up iii eol., beautifully tanned
and buttoned, claimed at catalogue price ; 2, E. Col-
lin?, i’ood square blaze, not yet up in col.

; 3,
Wren, not so large in blaze, good eond; 4, he, Col.
Routh; vhe, Stocombe; c. Gough. GREEN (8); 1,
Lloyd James, rare size and shape, rich in colour,
smooth as a bottle, a beauty; 3, Jeffreys, good
subs, and feather, capital shape and col.; 3, Brown,
nice col., neat shape, close up; 4, Winstone • and
Lovell; vhe, Mrs. Dalton; lie. Large; e, Poole.
SISKIN, EPU. (14): 1, vhe, Mrs. Dalton, - lovely
Twite, not- particularly large, hut very shapely,
well laced throughout

; 2, Jeffreys, Siskin, grand,
bold shape, neat head? lovely rich col, well ’mkd.;
3, Tonks, another Siskin, good shape, fair size, nice
col.

; 4, Rees; he, Parlett; c, Lloyd. HARD. ( 13 ):
1, Lugg, magnificent Bramble, wonderful col., richly
mkd , well laced back, in fine eond.; 2, Chick, Yel-
low Bunting, wonderful size, very ehapely, well
mkd. throughout

; 3, W. Collins, another good
Bramble., in grand trim; 4, he, Caunt; vhe, Wren
c, Jeffreys. CAN. HYB. DK. (9): 1 , Parlett, Jonque
Goldie, fine size' and shape, lovely eol.

; 2, 4, vne,
Jeffrey, Jonque, Goldie; 3rd, nice cl., and eond. not
quite tlie subs, ol leader

; 3, Lamb, Jonque Linnet,
lovely eol. and mkgs., must have pressed hard

;
he,

Wren; e, F. Collins. A.O.V. HYB. (13): 1, he,
Lamb, Greenfinch-Chaff., lovely eol., nice size and
shape, in sound eond.

; 2, 4,' Gilbert, Green. -Bullf.,
rare size and .shape, magnificent eol., beauty ; 3 , c,
f . Collins, Rodpoll-Goldf., tsweet exhibit, in tip-top
form; vhe, Ball. FOR. BUDG., ETC. (9). 1, lie. <-,

Silver, Blue-winged Love-birds, beautifully matched,’
grand col., fine eond.; 2, 4, Shipton, Budgerigars,
fine size, very rich eol., nicely spangled; 3, vhe, Col.
Routh, Budgerigars, beautifully matched, line eond.
PARROTS, ETC. (10): 1, 2, 3, 4, vhe, he, c. Roger-
con, leader, very rare Hybrid, Rosehill—Mealy
Rosella, magnificent bird, choice combination of
colours, in wonderful eond. ; 2. Pennant Parrakeet.
faultless; 3, Canary-winged Parrakeet, very fine
specimen, lovely eond. WAXB ILLS,- ETC. (7): 1,

3, he, Col. Routh, 1st, Lavender Finches, grand,
eol.. lovely eond.; 3 Golden-breasted' Waxhills, lovely
eond.

; 2, Silver, also Golden- breasted, beautiful col.,
fiip-top. eond.; 4, vhe, F. Howe; c. Treasure.
WEAVERS, ETC. (9): 1, 2, vlic, I, Col. Routh,
White-headed Nun, in tip-top form, lovely shape and
eol.; 3, F. Howe, in good fettle; 4, lie, Silver; c,

Rogerson A.O. SEED-EATER (10): 1, Silver, Ultra-
marine Combassqu, lovely eol.; 2, 3, 4, vhe, lie, e,

Col. Routh ; 2, Rainbow Bunting, faultless plumage,
lovely exhibit; 3, Chinese Bunting, in fine eond.
INSECTIV. (7): 1. 2, 3, 4, vile, lie, c, Col. Routh,
!, Yellow-winged Sugar Bird, magnificent, in won-
derful eond.; 2, charming Necklace Xanagcr; 3,

Red-cared Bulbul, faultless, lovely coL

stately, steady as a rock, neat head, grand wings
and tail

; 2, Watts, yell., rich col., boxy feather,
good wing carr., piped tail, well up on leg, very
steady ; 3, he, Barker, huff, on the strong side, good
head, clean on cheat, piped tail, well up on leg,
fine [(OS.

; 4. Carlisle; vhe, Dixon. UN'FLIG. YELL.
(13): 1, Watts, pale col., good head, long flights and
tail, boxy feather, good head, stands well up, at
times crosses wings a little; 2, Crawhall, rich level
col., neat head, clean on breast, grand wings, piped
tail, very showy, wa liked; 3, Dykes, neat and full
of qual., well on leg, long flights and piped tail,

wants a little more time to steady it; 4, Car-
lisle, cintf mkd., full of qual.; vhe, Leek; he,
Wearmouth; c. StcWart. BCFF (S) : 1, Crawhall,
pale col., good head, nice hack, good wing carr.,
piped tail, boxy feather, shows a little open on
breast at times; 2, Carlisle, ricn level col., nico
type, good .head, wings and tail, boxy feather; 3,
Leek, uneven mkd., grand type, lovely col. and
feather, well up on leg, wings well braced to side,
piped tail

; 4, Simeson, tick ..j head, pale in col.,
boxy feather, very stylish; vhe, Cook and Hood;
lie, Taylor; c, Barker. YORKS., NOV., BUFF (7):
1, Smith, pale eol., full of qual., long (lights and
piped tail, very stylish; 2, Linfoot, rich col., type,
and qual.; 3, Dixon, einn. mkd., lovely qual., well
on leg, long flights and fail, good head ; 4, Ilavis;
vhe. Graham; he, Gray; c, Hird. UNFLIG. (12); 1,

Cresswell, buff, well up on leg, nice wing and tail,

good head, level eol.; 2, Hind, yell., tkd. on head,
rich level col. grand wings and piped tail; 3, Havis,
yell., grizzled wing, nice type, full of qual., neat
head, grand wings and tail ; 4, Blackburn, yell.,

pale eol., nice type and qual.; vhe, c, Leach; lie,

Graham. NOV. HEN (ti): ], Havis, yell, var., lovely
qual, of feather, nice wings >nd tail, well up ou
leg; 2, Hind, cap and eyes marked, boxy feather,
well placed wings, piped tail

; 3, Leach, cl. buff,
boxy feather, neat round head, nice pos.

; 4, he,
Dodsworth; vhe, Graham. HYB. OR LIGHT MULE
(G) ; 1, sp, best Mule or Brit., also sp, best in show,
Maddison, clear Goldie-Can, in the pink of condition;
2, Dr. Wilson, Linnet-Bullic, a grand hird, in lovely
eond. ; 3, 4, Maddison, Can.-Greenie, grand hird,
w ell benched

; 4, Linnet-Can., grand size ; vhe Robin-
son

; he Gentlemen. DARK (3) : 1. Shorney, Greenf.

-

Can, rare size and cojid
; 2, Maddison, Goldie-Can.,

in the (link; 3, Dr. Wilson, Greenf.-Can., nice eond.,
not so large as winner; 4, Priest, Sis.-Can. ;

vhe,
MR. H. W BATTYE’S CLASSES.

NOR., CL. OR TKD. BUFF (?) : 1, Holden, good
head, fine neck and breast, grand wings, short tail,

full of qual., true to type; 2, Thomas, fine round
head, short wings, well placet!, good chest, level
eol., lull of qual., close up to winner; 3, Cook and
Hood, lovely qual. of feather, good head, wings well
placed, short tail, very cobby; 4, Archbold and
Lascelles, full of col. and quality, shade small; vhe,
Rev. Bennett; he, Bibby

;
e, Huggins. TKD. OR

VARIlEG. (13) : 1, .sp, be$t Nov., Watson, tkd. on
head, short and cobby, good head, fine wing carr.,
level col. throughout, boxy feather, wins; 2, Thomas,
eye tick, hot eol., boxy leather, good head and
cheat; 3. Brown, buff, rich level col., nice wing,
carr., short and compact, full of qual.; 4, he,
Bibby; vhe, Carr; e, Pierson. HEN'S (14): 1. Brown, .

yell, eyes and wing, mkd., rich level col., short and
cobby, full of qual., good head and breast; 2,
Thomas, buff, tkd., rare size and qual., grand short
wings, goc-d head an-d neck, close up

; 3, Pierson,
yell., el., nice boxy feather full of qual., level col.

;

4, Bibby; vhe, Wake; he, Carr; e, Wilson. UN-
FLIG. YELL. (7) ; 1, Brown, good head and chest,
rich level col., chubby, full ol' qual.; 2, Thomas,,
nice type, boxy feather, short wings «nd tail; 3,

Watson, head, neck and wings mkd., lovely col.,

full of qual., nice head and chest, short wings and
tail; 4, Holden; vhe, Ronald; he. Rev. Bennett; c,
Arnison. BUFF. (7): 1, Watson, el., good head,
fine size, full of qual., nice wing carr. ; 2, Holden,
nice type, bit smaller than winner, wonderful qual.
of feather; 3, Carr, dark cap, little hollow ill hack,
full of qual., nice wing carr., good head; 4, Pier-
son ; vhe. Cook and Hood ; he, ltev. Bennett ; c,

Arnisan. NOV. NOR. UNFLIG. (9): t, Hermon

;

2, vhe. Lines; 3, no name; 4, he, Winter. NOV,
NOR. CK. (5): 1, Hermon; 2, no name; 3, Stamp;
4, vhe, Winter; he. Lines, BORD., CL. OR TKD.
YELL. CK. (9); I, he, Hay, medal winner, grand
type, beautiful wing earr., good head, lovely qual.

;

2, Smart wing mad., boxy feather, nice type ; 3,
.Brown, neat head, nice wing and tail, full of quaj.;

.

4, McLaughlin; vhe, c, Watson; he, Espill. MUFF
(9): 1, he, Watson, cl., neat head, nice wings, neat
tail, full of qual., wins; 2, 4, Bennett, cl., very
showy, neat round head, well placed wings, full
of qual.; 3, Purvis, cl., very neat, nico type, good
head and wings; 4, Bennett, tkd. on head, very
stylish, and full of qual. HEN ( 10 ): 1 , 2, Watson,
gems, 1st el. hull, good head, nice wings and taii,

full of qual.; 2, huff, boxy feather, very stylish,
neat head and neck; 3, Purvis, yell mkd. head
and neck, boxy feather, good wings, neat
tail; 4, Smart; vhe, Bennett; he, McLaughlin;
c, Hay. MKD. CK. (5): 1, 2, vhe, Watson, hull
eye, lying and cheek mkd., lovely type and qual.;
2, yell, eye and wing mkd., lovely qual; 3, Hay,
huff eyes and wing, neat head, grand wings and tail,

very typical; 4; Purves. HEN (5): l, 4, best nov.
sp., Watson, eye and wings mkd.; 2, Bennett; 3,
Purvis; vhe, Eepie.

MR. NICHOLSON’S CLASSES.
GOLDF. (12) : 1, Carr, good square blaze, nico

bars and buttons, good eond.; 2, 3, Almond; 2,
smaller, rare eond , nice blaze, bars and buttons; 3,

neat tiird, very Steady, not to rich in col. as win-
ner; 4, Jobling, neat bird, good bars and buttons,
wants more time; vhe, Hcarfleld ; lie, Dr. M. A.
Wilson; e, Robinson. LINNET (21); 1, vhe, Wright,
I, nicety pencilled, rich eol., pink of eond.; 2, Sergt.
J. Foster, rich eol., well pencilled, in fine eol. ami
marking; 4, Johnson; he, Hunt; c, Dr. Wilson.
GREENFINCH (1G): 1 , Stewart, good head and chest,
grand wings and tail, very chubby; 2, Bmurthwaite,
good head, chest, nice col., very steady; 3, Hughes,
very clean made, fine head and neck: 4, Carr; vlic,

McPhearson ; vhe, Jobling; e. Gentlemen. SISK^s'

,

ETC. (19): 1, Johnson, Siskin, nice hill, lovely col."

and marking; 2, Wright, Redpoll, very neat, good
eond.

; 3, Montague, Twite, lovely col. and pencil-

ling: 4. II lint, Rednoll; vhe, Cresswell ; lie,' Jobling
;

e, Handley. CHAFFINCH OR BRAMBLE. (15): l.

YVaters, Chaffinch: 2, Snuirtliwaitc, Bramble.; 3,

Sergt. Foster, Chaffinch; 4, Gentlemen, Bramble.;
vhe. he, hooper; e, McPherson. BRIT. MEN (10):

1, 3, Sergt. Foster, Bullfinch and Bramble; 2. Mon-
tague, Thrush; 4, It. and J. Gentlemen, Bunting;
vhe, Hoopea; lie, Dr. M. A. Wilson; c. Bearbv.
A.O. 8EEDEATKRS: Wright, fine Yellow ham-
mer, nice type, rare size, mai kings, and eol.; 2,

Wih ock, Hawfinch, good bib, rich eol., grand eond!

;

3, Lowes. Yellowhammer, g»and com!., very rich

eol., nicely mkd.; 4, Shorney Hawfinch : vhe, Stot-

hart : lie. Dr. M. A. Wilson. SCVTBILI, (4): I,

Wright, lovely Blackbird, grand com!.; 2, Coombs,
Shrike; 3, Grav, Missel 'Thrush; 4, Montague, Cornish
Chough; SMALL FOR. (0): 1, 2, 3, 4. Almond;
vhe, Bulmer; he, Johnson,
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LEICESTER.
Sixteenth annual show of ladceftor Haml in Hand,

Nov. ti, 8, White bwuii Hotel, Market Plage, an
ideal room for an exhibition, being well lighted,

free from draughts, and of Rood size. Entries weie
not unite so nuineroua as usual, hut the 1 - classes

contained soin . dial mine specimens, Messrs. Hough-
ton and Stubbs Itros. showing excellent teams in

the ]>ipk of eondition; the 3 Yorkshire elastrs were
grandly tilled, and made a \ err pleasing display,

competition being very keen, tin llurton winning
yell, again standing clear away. The entry in tho

British was hardly so pood as we have seen at

llurton, hut several eraeks put in appearance, and
were again well to the. front. The arrangements!
were again capital, the exhibits being splendidly

staged, ;0 that every one could he seen at a glance.

A special word of praise is due to the splendid

hand of stewards. No society could have a better

lot, each one taking great interest in his duties,

and sticking to it throughout the day, and no
stone was left unturned. Judging was made- rather

later than intended on account of the railway com-
pany not delivering after 7 p.m. on Friday, which
made it well into the afternoon before the last

slips were handed in, hut catalogues were on sale

with awards in a very few minutes alter the slips

were handed in. The Society have still the services

of Mr. Freestone as sec., and lie is an ideal man
at the post Specials were won as follows:—Best

bird, Houghton; Untlig. Buff, Members' Cup, Allen

;

Saniilord's Medal, Stubbs Bros.; Hyde’s Special,

Hilbert. Mr. .1. Trengovc judged uanaries, aim
Mr. H. .). Chick. British, etc.

NOR. NAT. COI-. v'li) : 1, Yates, big shapely

varies, huff, good size, body, and col., neat head,

well filled in neck, rare feather; 2, Judd, good
shape, size, and col., varieg. yell., neat head, good
wings and tail, beautiful feather and qua!., close

up ; 3, Hathaw ay, varieg. y ell., good body and
shape, nice front, ntat broad head, broad head,

well across perch, well staged; vhc, Pitchford;

he, Gihbins ; e, Howe. YELL. (10): 1, Fox, massive,

good col. el., neat head, nice body, long enough
wings and tail, rare feather and qua!.; 2, Hatha-
way, thigh and neck tkd., grand shape, eol. and
qua]., lovely feather and eond.. faultlessly shown,
very close up: 3, Stubbs Bros., most beautiful el.,

all over, lovely shape and size, splendidly carried

wings and tail, good broad head, well filled in

neck, shown to the moment, we thought should

have gone up; vhc, Turner; he, Barnes; e. Hum-
phries. BL'FF till), 1, Stubbs Bros., lovely el.,

beautiful feather and qua)., very good carr. and
style, neat head, well across perch, in lovely form,

popular win; 2, Hathaway, cl., grand shape, size,

and sty le, lovely feather and bloom, good body,
nicely carried body, very fit ; 3, llowe, cl., good
col., shape, and qua!., nice size, neat head, jaunty
carr., wild in cage, well staged; vhc, Wilcox; lie,

Boaler: c. Hart-wood. MKD. YELL. (7): 1, Stubbs
Bros., well known saddle mkd., lovely shape, col.

and qual., beautiful feather, good broad head,
splendid carr., faultlessly shown; 2, Humphries,
eye mkd. and wing mkd., beautiful shape, lovely

eol., good body and size, neatly carried wings, rare

feather and cond. ; 3, Fox, eye and wing mkd., lovely

shape, hardly so large as leaders, but grand eol.

and qual., well shown, nice feather ;
vhc, Hulse,

good body and eol.; he, Neal; c, Emery. BUFF
(S): I, Houghton, saddle mkd., lovely col., shape,

size anti qual., still looking well with new coat,

rare feather, wins well
; 2, Hathaway, varieg., very

pale col., massive build, neat head and body, good
siz.e, rare feather and qual.; 3, Hulse, head and
neck mkd.. grand col. and shape, nice size, rare

feather and cond.; vhc. Yeates; he. Turner; e,

Barnes. YELL. FN'FLKi. (11): 1, and Sardifrrd's

s-p)., Stubbs Bros., neck tkd., lovely col. and shape,

splendid body and carr., well carried wings, vv.iras

well; 2, Hathaway, nice mi apt-, not ov< . large,

grand col. and qual., splendid feather and bloom,
nice head, front and body , very fit ; 3, Turner, cl.,

nice shape and eol., inclined to be on small side,

nice neat head, rare body, grand feather, qual. and
eond.; vhc, Hathaway, very large, good shape, close

up; he, Growdridge; c, Lycett. BUFF splendid

class (16): 1, Houghton, grand col., .sweet shape,

grand body and subs., nice feather and col., rare

qual. and eond.. wins; 2, c, Judd, good size and
shape, rare feather and cond., beautiful eol. and
qua).; 3, Elliott, el., rare good size and shape, nice

col. and qual., nice body,; lovely feather and corn!.;

vhc, Hathaway; be, Tuwe.ll'. VARIEG. J6): 1,

Humphries, yell., very typical shape, good size, hot
eiV., grand qual. and eond., rare' head and neck ; 2,

Draper, yell., very good shape, capital size and
subs., nice head and body, rare feather and qual.,

lovely cond.; 3, Hathaway, very massive buff, grand
shape, eapital size and cond., neat head and neck,

close up; vhc, Boaler; he, E. Gilbert; c, Johnson.
GREEN (11): 1, Parnell, massive build, grand shape
and subs., rare size, capital co’. and qual., broad
head, good neejv, nice feather; 2, Hathaway, yell.,

good shape and eond.,- capital body, nice head and
neck, very close up; 3, Rome, good suane, nice body,

neat head, rare feather and cond, good qual,; vhc,
Drakcly; he, M'ot; c, Wngnt. \r,„L. in): 1,

Hulse, very cobby shape, good size, lovely- eol. and
qual., capital feather, rare bloom, wins in good
class

; 2, Emery, very typical shape and size, nice

qual., not so level in col., well staged; 3, Free-
stone, very pale col., varieg.,. nice head and neck,
good subs., neatly carried wings and tail, v. «j ! 1

staged; vhc, Wilcox : be, Hare-wood; c, Stubbs Bros.
BUFF (8): 1, E. Gilbert, eye and wing mkd., not
looking over well at time of taking notes, good
shape, nice qual. and size; 2, Houghton, eh, very
jaunty carr., beautiful col. and shape, nice head
and neck, good qual. and feather, must Have
pressed hard; 3. Humphries, varieg.. lovely shape
and siz.e, beautifully frosted, splendid feather and
(fond., well staged ; vhc, Woods, looks like Benton
winner: he. Stubbs Bros.; e. Booth. VXFLIG.
HEN (20): l, Stubbs Bios., capital cl. yell., beautiful
col. and cond., nice body and shape, lovely carr.,

grand feather and blocm ; 2, Houghton, very cobby,
typical, shapely buff, .grand col. and qual., in rare
Older; 3, Eox, c). yell., good size and eond., neat
head, good body and shape, rare feather and qual.,
well staged; vhc, he,|Hathaway ; c, Elliott. YOI1K.,
YELL. (11): 1. Hymns, well known yell., looking
very fit to-day, great length, rare body, beautiful
carried wings and tall, in the pink, Burton winner:
2, Everett, very good el., hot eol., grand .length
and pos., very slim and upstanding, nice head, good
wings and tail, very lit; 3, Gibbons and Weekes,
rather pale col;, good body and style, nice feather
and qual., neat head; vhc, Foster; he, York; c.

Pass. BUFF (8):- J, Ilyinas, grand lengthy cl.,

beautiful eol. and qual , nice shape, rare cond..
neat head, a wee bit unsteady; 2, vhc, Everett,
neck tkd., good shape, nice eol. and pos., capital
feather and cond. : 3, Pass, lovely cl., good qual.
and cond.. nice head, well filled in neck, good
wings and tail; lie. Thorpe and Hibbert; c,' Foster.
1JNFLIG. 02): I, Everett, grizzle head buff, splendid
length, good shape and style, neat head, nice wings
and tail,, very fit

; 2. Allen, cl. yell., lovely sty le

and type, cnpitul shape, nice length and pos., very
close ii)i

; 3, Pass, el. yell., lovely qual. and stniiM',

slnn and upstanding, nice leather ami cond.; vhc,

Foster; be, York; e, Gibbons and Weekes. A.O.V.

(J): l, Wilcox, White Canary, in good feather.

NOR. NO'. YELL. (10): 1, Herbert, lovely el.,

grand shape, eol. and qual., grand siz.e, nice body,

bead and neck, very lit; 2, 'Vornilcigliton, neck and
head -nikil., rather long body, good col. and qual..

eapital size, nice feather and bloom; 3, Faux, cl.,

very good shape, size and col., neat head, nicely

eurr. wings and tail, very good cond. ;
vhc, Scar-

brough, varieg., good feather and) eond.; he,

Uiatcnmy ; c, Day. Bl T I- (10): 1, Xunsley, nec-K

tkd., good col. anil shape, nice body and size, rare

feather and eond. ; 2, Sturgess. varieg., nice col.

and shape, lovely qual,, nice head and subs., very

fit; 3, Fincher, head and neck mkd., rare long body,

nice size, good feather, nicely frosted, well staged:

v lie. Faux; he. Hew itt e, Woimleigtiton. FNF1.1G.
till) : 1. Herbert, bead mkil. bun, grand col., shape

size and qual., nice head and neck, well carried

body, wings and tail; 2, Hewitt, el. yell., very large,

good shape, nice body, good front, rare feather and

cond. ; 3, .Sturgess, eye tkd., lovely col. and qual.,*

grand shape/* faultlessly shown, we (iked ; vhc,

Cratchley , must have pressed ; he, Day ; c, Fincher.

HEN (22): 1, 2, Lewis, two Ioveiy yens, both lovely

cond., very little between them, remarkably well

shown
; 3, Hewitt,- beautiful cl. buff, grand col.

and shape, nice feather and qual., good size, very

fit; \ he. Sturgess, varieg. buff, good feather; lie.

Green; e. Farmer. HYB. (4): 1, Gilbert, wed

known cl. Gold!. -Can., beautifully staged, grand

size, col. and qual.; 2 Wilson, eye and wing niKd.,

grand eol. and shape, nice size and eond., a really

excellent bird; 3, Smith, varieg., good size, nice

feather, splendid col. and eond.; vhc. Reeves.

DARK («): 1, Hayter, Can.-Bullie, in fine order,

wonderful size, grand shape, lovely qual.; 2, 3,

Jeffreys, Linnet-Can., grand feather, style, shape

and cond.; 3, Goldf.-C'an., grand leather; vhc,

Gilbert; he, Wilson; c. Green. A.O.V. (.0) : 1, vhc,

Gilbert, grand shapely Creenie-Bullie, wins well; 2 ,

e, Alexander, Redpoll-Bullf.. grand shape, nice size.

Utt'e wild: 3, Wilson, Goldf. -Siskin, nice bird, good

order, capital size; vhc, Cayless. GOLDF. v'7 ) : 1,

Hayter, Burton winner, as fit as ever, grand shape,

size and eond. ; 2, Deakin, very good eol., nice size

and shape, grand feather and buttons; 3, Sheldon,

grand eol. and shape, nicely tanned, rare leather

and blaze, nice heat! ;
vhc, Kilsby ; he, Brookes; e.

Checksfield. BULL). (18) good clasfc: 1 2, Gheeks-

field, nice cap and breast, good bars, nice col. and

qual.,,* splendid size, very fit; 2, grand col. and

body, nice feather ; 3, vhc, Poole, splendid col.,

feather and qual., good size and subs. ;
ex 3, Sheldon,

grand co!., nice feather, neat head and cap, rare

cond.; he. Woods; e, Keighley. LINNET (9): 1,

Fairhurst, well pencilled, good shape and size, nice

feather and cond., wins well; 2, Checksfield. splendid

size and shape, nice leather, good laxly, very fit and

close up; 13, Sheldon, well pencilled all over, splendid

carr., nice shape, in lovely’ feather: vhc. Smith:

he. Jeffreys: c. Brocks. GREEN F. (11): 1, Hayter.

monster for size, grand col. and qual., good head,

nice feafter: 2, Garrad, rare size and shape, nice

feather, qual. and cond ; 3, lie, Hen,-haw, very

large, nice featfier, good col., very close up; vhc,

Poole; c. Belcher. TWITE, ETC. CIS)'. 1. 2,

Hayter, Twite leading, followed by Redpoll, both

in beautiful feather and cond.; 3, flcnsiiaw, Red-

poll., very small shape, nice col., splendid cond.

:

vhc. Fairhurst: he, Hepwcod ; e, Johnson. YELLOW
BUNTING (.8): J. c, Hayter, lovely shape, size, eol.

and feather, well mkd. : 2. Belcher, good size and
shape, nice feather; 3, Checksfield. grand size,

shape." qual. and eond., close up ; vhc. Lawrance ;
lie,

Bow ilidge. CHAFF., ETC;. (14) : 1. ispl.. Smith,

beautiful Chaffinch, grand feather and form, mce
body, good shape, size and cond.; 2, Henshaw, lovely-

Bramble, good size anil col., nicely mkd., beautiful

feather: 3, Jeffries, Chaff., grand col., shape and

size, nice eond.; vhc, Barton; he, Pitchford ; e,

Hepwood. A.O.V. (4): Hepwood, very nice typical

Hawfinch, good head aud bib, rare feather ; 2,

Hayter, Corn Bunting, lovely feather and bloom,

nicely mkd. ; 3, Checksfield, Hawfinch, bit dull in col.

Members’ classes eontained some very nice speci-

mens. and competition was very keen in several of

the classes.

NOR. (13): 1. Pearson; 2. Cayle.ss: 3. Jolley ; vhc.

Brookes; he, Knight; c, Cohley. HEN (8): 1. Hul-

bert: 2, lie. Bent; 3. Jolley; vhc. Knight ; c. West.
L’NFLIG. YELL. (14): 1, Roberts; 2, Bent; 3,

Turner; vhc, Cayless: lie, Brookes. BUFF (IS): 1.

Brookes: 2. vhc. Pearson; 3. Roberts; lie. Hulbert

;

e. Coreham. GREEN (8); 1. Roberts: 2, Cayless;

3, Bent; vhc, West; he, Brookes; c, Crane.

Ctub {Reports .

PONTYPOOL C.B.S.
Meeting, headquarters, Nov. 6, Mr. J. T.oveday,

chair; Owing to Mr. J. R. Houghton judging at

Belfast on the day we intended holding our Mem-
bers’ Show, it was decided to postpone the show
for a fortnight. Decided, to have a washing ex-

hibition at next meeting. But after the meeting
closed some of the members said they would like to

have it earlier, as Cardiff, and Biaenavon Shows were

between that, time, so Mr. H. Johnson kindly con-

sented to give an exhibition on Saturday next, Nov.
13. Mr. C. Gameson kindly gave 11/- lor two spe-

cials for OUI- .show, half to go to the best Nor. Mr.
'V. Cooper was made a member.- H. H. Vaughan,
Hon. Sec.

QUEEN’S PARK (Glasgow) C.B.S.
Meeting Maria Stuart Hall, Oet. 27, president, Mr.

R. Heggie, in th<f chair, and a large turn-out of

members. The chairman asked Mr. I!. B. Cairns to

give his washing exhibition so that the birds could be

dning during the time taken up by general busi-

ness. Mr. Cairns started his demonstration in a

very masterful manner, and the ease and graceful

way lie bandied the birds made the process seem-

quite simple and easy, and laid open the secret of

the lecturer’s successes on the show bench. Mr.
Cairns used Ramsden’s bird beautifier, also a vapour
dryer by Andrew Wilson, Glasgow, and he main-

tained that he got excellent results from both.

After having washed a pair of birds tbe lecturer

asked for a volunteer to wash a bird, and one of

our voungestr-Miembers plucked up the courage and
responded. He began in a very nervous manner, but
a few encouraging remarks by the older fancier soon

put the pupil at ease, and he finished up strong.

Questions were asked and answered to the satisfac-

tion of the members, and this finished a very in-

teresting and instructive lecture. New members ad-

mitted: Mr. Win. McKniglit and Mr. J. Wilson.
Schedules and entry forms for annual show were
handed out and other show business gone over. This
brought a pleasant evening to a close.—A. .K.
Hunter, Set.

FIFE C.B.L.
Meeting Dunbl-atli, Gothenburg, Get. 30, Mr. Camp-

bell ehuir. Agreed that we hold no League show
this year. Patronage was grunted to Coaltown of
Wcrnyss. After meeting was over a Judging com-
petition took place on buff unev'en Border In ns,

8 birds facing the judge, Mr. Baxter, Lochgclly.
Mr, Campbell won competition, placing tho birds

the same as the- judge, as follows: 1, Paterson;
2, Spence; 3, Rentoiil. A vote of thanks to the
Chairman nml the judge etnled the meeting. Next
meeting, Lochgclly, Dee. 11, at 5,

—

J. SNEDDON, See.

NORTH-WEST GLASGOW C.B.S.
Meeting, Oet 44, Napiershall St., Mr. Mibb

presiding over a very good attendance. Schedule*
for third annual show were given out, and have
been posted to those not preaent. The meeting was
principally called in connection with the annual show,
and a large amount of. business was got through.
Mr. Loan, also entertained the. members to a washing
exhibition, and in view of. the approaching show sea

son this was much appreciated. Mr. Loan wji-hcd

four birds, and explained his methods very minutely.

Votes of thanks to Mr. Loan and the chair brought
a pleasant meeting to a close.—P. Houston, Sec.

PORTH AND RHONDDA VALLEY.
General meeting, Forth Hotel, Nov. 3; chair, Mr.

Legg. A very business-like meeting, with a lot of

work done in good time. Members were in favour

of See. having a free hand re printing. Stewards
selected for show : D, Gilbert, W. Jones, A. Addis,

B. l’ayne, D. EseOtt, and T. James, with W. Baker
and R. Hillman at the gate. Messrs. Legg and
Challenger volunteered to canvas adverts, and spe-

cials. Proposed that members wishing to advertise

in catalogue shall do so at half rate. 1 shall he
pleased to accept any specials for our show. -J.

H. Bevan, See.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
Meeting, Nov. 2, Mr. W. G, Fellows, chair. Final

arangements made and stewards elected for annual
show, Dec. 1. Through stress of circumstances, the
show will be confined to members. '38 classes were
provided, to which were allotted (by the kindness of

several ’ members) 33 special prizes. Six challenge

cups will be competed for, so a good entry may be

expected. Mr. H. Norman will judge. Decided to

admit wounded soldiers free to show. All members
present took a .supply of tickets for sale, and the

lion. see. will be glad to hear Iroin any other mem-
bers who would assist in this way.—G. J. Slade,

Assist. See.

SHEFFIELD C.B.S.
Meeting, Nov. 4, Mr. Jones, chair. We are sorry

to record the loss of Mr. H. Sanderson. He vyas

returning home on his motor cycle, after bringing

birds to the Combined Show, when, owing to the

fog, he collided with a motor bus, and v as in-

stantly killed. A boy accompanying -Iso died from
injuries. Mr. Sanderson was only e'evted a member
in June, and showed every prospect of beton ing

m enthusiastic fancier. A vote of sympathy was
passed with the widow and relatives in their be-

reavement. The society won the Rose Bowl for

most points at the C.S., Mr. Fallding being the

bolder, his birds (British) securing four firsts. Final

arrangements for annual show and other business

;ook up the rest of the evening. Mr. C. C. Hadfleld

was elected a member. Next meeting, final table

show and election of officers.— E. Sisson, Assist. Sec.

IRVINE C.B.S.
Annual general meeting, Masonie Hall. Mr. AV.

5. Clark was again appointed pres.; Mr. M. Mc-
Kean, vice-prea. ;

Messrs. J. Alexander and .T.

Paterson, joint secs. ; and treais. A lengthy dis-

cussion took place over the balance sheet. It was
agreed to hold allow, open to members resident

within a five miles radius, and, as last year, to

band the proceeds over to the Red Cross Associa-

tion, Mr. Patterson, Chirnside, has agreed to

judge, and as some of our members have been

winning further afield we hope to have keen com-

petition. The ahovv is under the patronage of the

B.F.C.C. The Club lias agreed to present five

medals, one each for Clear Borders, \ arieg. or

Tkd Bord., Green or Cinn. Bord., Nor. and Brit

There are a number of specials also down for coin
_ Nor.,
forward'

H. Ford

itition.
” There are 22 classes for Border

nd S British.— J. Alexander— (Kindly

jur address.—Ed.).

SWANSEA C.B.S.
Meeting, Mansel Hall, Nov. 6; Mr. J. .

resided Decided, to run our show in conjunction

ith the local Red Cross Society, and give all pro-

ts to that society. Special help is to be given,

he members gave a dozen beautilul birds and

iges, including a Crystal Palace aviary stocked

ith birds. Mr. Maggs gave a pair of Green Bud

erigars. All to be sold to highest bidder Sale

vmroences at 4. Specials were given by Mr. Geo

lewelvn for best open Nor., best 4th Nor., b£st

leal Nor. - best Bord. (Nov.) bv Mr. W. Eley Ste-

ards selected for show: Messrs. Llewelyn, Williams,

icliards and Mabbet. I appeal to members who
&ve been unable to attend the last few meetings

> make a special effort to attend on Saturday next,

ben business connected with tbe show will lie

lislied. Any member running short of tickets, a

C. will oblige, as we wish to make it a huge

AYR C.B.C.
Meeting, Oct. 26, Wallace Town Hail, High Street,

Ayr, Mr. J. Murray, chair. The Chairman intimated

that all accounts bad been paid up to date, and

that the club was now on a clear footing. I ha

secretary, Mr. R. Aitken, having joined the Terri-

torial Forces, Nlr. Hugh M. Ferguson was duly ap-

pointed sec. and treas. Office-bearers elected were:

J Forbes, bon. pres.; J. Murray, pres.; P. MeQuis-

ton, vice-pres. ;
Messrs. McQuiston, Gribben, Kelly,

Wason, Erskine, McLaughlan, Murray, and Tait, ste-

wards; tlie whole club to be on the committee. De-

cided to bold the Annual Open Show, Dec. 23, under

the auspices of the Garrick House Red Cross Hos-

pital. The judges nominated were Messrs. T.

Dalton and J. F. Dewar. Scotch Fancy ;
Maxwell,

Nor J. F. Dewar, Border and Yorks.; and Mr.

Steel, Brit., and For. In regard to “ specials,” which

were confined, it was agreed that exhibiting mem-
bers may compete for specials by paying 1/-. Prizes

will be 10/-, 5/-, 2/6; fee, 1/6. The canvassers ap-

pointed to call upon patrons of the club were Messrs.

MeLachlan and Erskine
;
Mr. McCoy volunteering, to

call upon local merchants. Next meeting was ar-

ranged for Friday, Nov. 5.

Meeting, Nov. 3, Mr. J. Murray, chair. Replies

were read from the judges nominated. Mr. T. Dal-

ton will judge Scotch Fancy; Mr. J. Steel (Dal-

keith), British and Foreign. See. was instructed

to ask Mr. A. Chalmers to judge Norwich: Mr. A.

Ferguson to assist in Scotch Fancies; and Mr. J.

"’. Bruce to judge Borders and Yorks. There will

be 6 classes Scotch Fancy ; 10 Nor. (4 unflig.) ; 3

Mules or Hyh. ; and 14 Brit, and For. New mem-
bers elected: Mr. D. Thorn, Mr. H. Davidson. Next
meeting, Nov. 15.—H. M. Ferguson, See.

READING C.B.S.
Meeting, Palmer Hall, Wed., Nov. 3, before a large

attendance. Final ftbow arrangements were made
members showing great willingness for t.n-.ki

allotted. Mr. Brooker was elected Howard, and
Mr. Wilson show manager. Birds will he met at
station hy all trains on Tuesday, and first thing
Wednesday morning; everything has been arranged
in perfect order.— O. C. Smith, See.

GLASGOW & W. COUNTIES CLUB.
Meeting Nov. 6, at 122, Ingram Street. Mr. I’.

Pettigrew presided over u good attendance. De-
rided to have a washing competition at next meet-
ing for prizes presented by Messrs. Pettigrew,
Casstds, and Adam. A goodly number of specials
were banded in for annual show. As there is a
good deal of business for next meeting, Dec. 4,

it is to be hoped that members will turn up at ?

prompt.— J. fl. Adam, Hon See.

EDINBURGH NORWICH & M.B.S.
Meeting, 142, High Street, Nov. 4. Arrangements

were completed for annual show, Nov. 20. Two
cups were presented to the club, one for Borders, by
Mr. J. Hutchison, and one for Norwicli, by Mr.
Win. Dods. We have secured tlie Free Gardeners’
Hall, in Picardy Place, for annual Show, Nov. 20,
doors open at 1, when we expect a good gate in this
central position. Reference was made to the loss
one of our oldest members, Mr. Wm. Thomson, had
sustained by the death of bis wife. Mrs. Thomson
was a regular visitor to our show, and her absence
will be keenly felt. Members not present »t meet-
ing are reminded that entries close first post Nov
15.—Jas. Stormont.

B.F.C.C. (Open Show Committee).
Adjourned meeting, 142, High Street, Nov. 2, Mr.

G. W. Brown, chair. Disappointment was felt when
the President intimated that it was now impossible
to get Picardy Place Hall. Other suitable halls
were in view, and it was remitted to the Pres, and
Sec. to fix up one of these. Some discussion took
place over prize cards, arid it was agreed to give
model cards free. Mr. S. Bnglass, Vice-President of
the Scottish National C.B.S., was unanimously ap-
pointed show manager. Judges- Messrs. H. Ben-
net, Kelso; J. Nicholson, Haltwhistle; and D.
Hamilton, Hamilton. Sec. submitted prize list in
draft form, which was approved. Now, fellow fan
ciers, send in your lists of specials, and let us get
on with our printing. A few of the G.F.C.C. dele-
gates have been working, and one lias collected no
less than ten specials. We have also got the pro-
mise of a trophy, and if you work now the entries
will come afterwards. I am pleased to 6tate we
have booked the Cathedral Hall, Albany Street, for
our show. This ball is spacious, well lighted, and
in every way suitable, close to the tram cars, and
within easy reach of the -railway station.—J. Lums-
den, Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Liverpool (20 miles’ radius).—Neptune Commercial

Hotel, Clayton Square, Dec. 3, 4. Judges; W. A.
Cowgi'l, C. Houlton. 54 classes: Yorks 20 (8 Nov.)
Nor. 10, Bord. 8, A.O.V. 1, Sell. 3, Mules 3, Brit. 9!

Prizes on sliding scale. Fee 9d. Ent. close Dec. 1

to—The Sterling Seed Co., 3, Cases Street, Clayton
Square.
Haltwhistle.—Mechanics’ Hall, Nov. 19, 20. Judges:

'V. McMillan, T. Dixon, J. Maddison. 41 open
classes; Bord. 35, Nor. 8, Yorks 7, Brit. 7. Mules °,

For. 2. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/0. Fee 1/6. Ent. close
Nov. 15 to—W. Taliantyre, South View, Haltwhistle.

Hinging Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three tvords a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
First, club sing of the season, Nov. 6; 37 birds,

entered, and some good singing was heard. 1 ,

Nelson; 2, Williams; 3, Watkiss. Nov. 7, open
sing, 22 entered, prizes given by Mrs. Parker. J,

Nelson
; 2. Williams; 3, Plows. Open sings every

week until end of season.—'V. Dobson, Sec.

PONTEFRACT.
Linnet contest, first club sing, Woodman Inn,

Hor.sefair, Nov. 6; 21 birds entered for 3 minutes’
time singing. 1, 3, Beard; 2, Pugh. Open Linnet
contest, Nov. 7 ; 24 entered for 3 minutes’ time
singing. 1, Jones; 2, 3, Beard. We had some
ioveiy singing. Don’t forget, members and intend-
ing members, every club sing you miss might mean
two or three points in your sings at year's emd.
Look out for kettle date.—S. Pooh, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Sqville Green, York Road. Weekly contest for
quality Linnet .singing, Nov. 6; 12 birds sang. 1,

Stead; 2, 3, Condliffe; consolation prize, Mrs.
Tennant. Judges, “Naylor and Hayes. Nov. 7, 16

sang. 1, 2, E. Mood; 3, Cbippindale ; consolation
prize, Platts. Judges, Naylor, Hayes, llardcastle.

Also Nov. 7, a Roller contest; 16 sang. 1, Rogers;
2, Condliffe; 3, Chippindale; consolation prize,

Stanney. Judges, Naylor, Hardcastle, and Grant.—
Nayi.oii, Hon. See.

Quality Linnet singing, Glassmakers’ Arms, Grey-
liound Place, York Road. Nov. 6; 26 birds. 1. Stock-
hill ; 2, G. Hirst; 3, Shaw; 4, Howarth. Nov. 7,

28 birds. 1, Sissons; 2, G. Hirst; 3, Howarth; 4 ,

T. Hirst. Canary contest Nov. 7, before a large
attendance; 11 birds. 1 and 2. Stansfield and Stead
shared: 3, Sissons and Thompson shared.—E. Sta.ns-

riELD, See.

Open contest Nov. 6. for quality Linnet singing,

held Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lane; 18 birds sang
for 3 prizes, and some grand singing was heard.
M'e were ver.i pleased to see some of tlie Castleford
and Kippax members. 1. T. Chippindale ; 2, G.

Chippindale; 3, A. Binns. Judges, A. Lawrence and
T. Sommers. Nov. 7, 18 of the best birds in Leeds
sang for 3 prizes. 1 and 2. A. Binns; 3, T. Cbippin-

dale. Judges, T. Summers, P. Madden, and 'V.

Liprnan.—'V. Lipman, Hon. Sec.

Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club. Plasterers’

Arms, Skinner Lane. Contest Nov. 7 ; ]6 birds

faced the judges (A. I.orriman and N. Soloman).

1, J. Chipendale ; 2, Dearlove; 3, C. Lorritnan.—F.

turner, Sec.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for ehlppfng, etc., ol

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange

for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.

Head Offices; 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.O,

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
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CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.

0.30.

Held,

Hull,

ami other im

(2)-

(5)

&ZS,S&SS.ISSUCIm
W. T. Couch. *

. P Wll „.

Abertlllery C.B .8.—Nov. W. lVlllco of Wales

6-30. Business important.—H. H. '

Arlington and Hirst C.B.S. -Nov. 13, Miner

Asblngton, 7.a». Paying prize money

uortant business.—C. F. Tapson.

Ayr C.B S.—Nov. 15, Wallace lower Hall Ayr, .

It, vision of classification. Election of Judges for

Norwich. Bord.. Yorks, and Scotch 1 ancy. H. M.

1

Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Nov. 17, Station Cafe, 8.

Show business*—C. Builey. „ . .

Burnhupe C.B.S. -Nov. 13, Coll Inn, 7. Annual

show husiness. Schedules ready. Subs, due; other

very important business; new members turn up.

j. W. (Robson. „ ,,

Barrington A Choppinglon C.B.S. Nov. 13, Social

Club 7 Pinal arrangements for show. II. Seely.

Birkenhead C.F.A.-Nov. 10 ,
Ablettts Calc Room,

Market Street, 8.15. Pinal mcetxng belore the show.

General business lor the show nnd stewards to lie

elected. New members enrolled at half subs.—

A. li. Lloyd.
Bolton Woods C.B.S. Nov. 10, Victoria Hull, 2 30.

Members' show; birds staged 2.30. Entries, I rid ay

night, 7.30 to *.-H. Bryant.
. „

.

Bradford West C.B.A.-NoY. 13, Shoulder of

Mutton. 7. Ordinary business.— E. P. Terry.

Bradlord East O.S.—Nov. 10, Park Chapel School-

rooms, s. Oeneral business and taking of entries

for members’ show. Wed., Nov. 17. Judge, Mi.

W. A Cow gill. Birds staged 7.15.—J. Spencer.

B.F.C.C.—Open show committee, 142, High Street,

Edinburgh, 8. Arrangements for show.—J. Lumsden.

Blaenavon C.B.S.—Nov. 18, Crown Hotel, 0.30.

Members’ entries taken for open show and final

arrangements for show.— Cl. Broome.
Burnley O.S,—Nov. 1C, Star Inn, Church Street,

7.80 Please note alteration for Tuesday. Members’

show; selection of judge, etc. New members cor-

dially invited.—T. Chadwick.
City of Bradford O.S.—Nov. 13, Flying Dutchman,

7. Balance-sheet for open show; elcctibn of

steward for members’ show, Nov. 27.—VY. Helliwell.

Cliorley C.B. 8.—Nov. 17, Shepherd's Hall, 7.30.

Important business.—J. H. Welch.
Chester C.B.S.- Nov. 12, at Show Room, Tem-

perance Hall, 8. Oeneral business.— L. Cavanagh.

Cast Ham F.S.—Nov. 18, Earl of Wakefield, 8.30.

Pinal arrangements for annual show, etc.

—

W. A.

Harwood.
Edinburgh C.B.S.-Nov. 1C, Cairn’s Memorial Hall,

Gorgie Road, 8. Last meeting before show. Final

arrangements for show. Contributions must be paid

at this meeting.—J. C. Charlton.

East Ardsley Nov. 13, Black Swan. Members’

show : birds -staged at 3. Judge, Mr. J. Chambers
(Leeds).—A. Walton.

Elgin C.B A Nov. 15, Gordon's Temperance Hotel.

8. Members’ table show. Classes: Norwich buff

uen. ditto yell.: Siskin or Redpoll.—A. W. Douglas.

Garston B.B.A.—Nov. 17, ltechabite Hall, Seddon

(toad, 8. Table show, F.M. Brit., 7 classes: Gold!'.,

Bullf . Greenf. and Linnet, Brambf., Chaff, and
Bunting, Siskin and Twite, Redpoll, A.O.V. cock,

A.O.Y. hen; allot specials Wold show. Judge, Mr.

J. Abbot.— K. T. Lonsdale.
Gt. Horton O.S.—Nov. 13, Station Hotel, 3. Mem-

bers' show. Judge, W. Stables, also special meet-

ing at 7. Business for open show.—A. W. Hartley.

Garden House, West Stanley.—Nov. 14, Club Room,
7. To receive the deputation report re the donation

to show.—J. Armitage.
Gateshead C.B.S.—Nov. 20, Lockhart’s, High St.,

3. Show business; washing exhibition by Messrs.

Tindale and Holden postponed. Members and in-

tending members please attend.—W. Curry.

Ketton-le-Hole C.B.S.—Nov. 13, Colliery Hotel, 6.30.

Arranging classes for annual show, and other im-

portant business.—G. Vipond.
Huddersfield O.S.—Nov. 15, headquarters, 7.30.

Washing exhibition by Air. H. -Mall ins-on, and taking

c£ members' entries for open show.—A. Lawford.
Halifax O.S.—Nov. 13, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Final arrangements for annual open show.—H.
Clegg.
Laisterdyke B.F.A.—Nov. 13, Railway Hotel, 2.30.

Members' show. Judge, Thos. Bennett, Bradford.
'Entries,' Friday night, or first post Saturday.—
W, U. Byrnes.
London h P.O.S Nov. 18, Raglan Hotel, Alders-

t;ate Street, E.C., 8, Questions and answers. Will

members tiring a few questions written on slips to

the meeting. All fanciers welcome.—H. L. Huggins.
Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Nov. 16, White

Swan, 8. Members’ prize money paid and table

show. -A. Freestone.
Manohsster and Northern Counties O.S —Nov. 15,

Deansgate Hotel, 8.—F. Wilkinson.
Metropolitan C.B. A.—Nov. 18, Kelvedon Hall, 8.

Show business and washing exhibition by Mr. King.
— H. F. Bowring.

i,....and Roller C.C.—Nov. 18, Seven Stars, John’s
Street, Wolverhampton, 7.30. Special meeting. Pre-
sentation of cup and medals; also balance-sheet
ol the year—J. W. Thomson.
' Manchester & N.C.O.S.—Nov. 15, Dcansgate
Hotel, S. January show business. Discussion on
rules of society.

—

F. Hayward.
North Manchester C.B.S.—Nov. 16, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8. Schedule for November show.
Delegated report.—A. Colley.
IPlyniiaUi Western Counties C.B.S.—Nov. 16, Odd-

fellows’ Hall, Morley Street, 8. Important business.
—W. Luscorabe.

Tciton Fell & Dis.—Nov. 13, special meeting, at
Coiliery Inn, 6.30, to arrange specials for members'!
show and other things. Our show on Nov. 20 will

be a grand show for novices. 46 classes. We refuse

no members ;
let them all come 1 5/- a year.—J.

Stanger.
Forth & Rhondda Valley C.B.S.—Nov. 17, Portii

Hot:l, 7.30. Arrangements lor show.—J. H. Bevan.
Rotherham C.B.S Nov. 13, Mail Coach. Rotlier-

Jrapi 7. Members annual show, Nov. 20. Mr.
Bate ye. judge W. Wilshaw.
i—orby Bridge C.B.S.—Nov. 13, Wharf Hotel.

Show for cock birds only. Birds staged 7. Judge,

Mr E. Saville, Halifax.—G. Mitchell.

Weat Stanley Empire F.F. & C.B.S —Nov. 14, club

loom, 6. Entries for show taken ; please bring

plenty of entries.

—

R. Hutchinson.
V/anstoarf F. A F.S.—Nov. 18, Cambridge Park

Had, V,'unstead, 8. Discussion .on postponed annual
shew and distribution of prizes won at young 6tock
Shew.

—

H. S. Lofthouse.
V.’igan Roller C.C.—Nov. 13, Legs ,of Man Hotel,

8.30. bhow business, cte.—P. Greenall.
V.'-.:ktfe-i Roller Soc.—Nov. 16, Stock'd Hotel, 7,30.

Members’ show business, etc.—<E. Hibberfc.

Questions and
Answers*

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

Bile
(1)—dll questions must be dearly written

(or typewritten) on one tide ol paper, and con-

clude with either the correct, name or a

V,

!'h'e^proper name and address in lull o/

must always be written on <« separate sheet or

paper, and eticlosfd with the query.

(3) -Queries intended for .different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper. __
(4)—Queries must not include or be »««(““*“ in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,

or any other mutter for publication. .

-the department to which the queries refer

be staled on the left hand corner o, the fluen/.

(0) Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the. issue bearing dale of Saturday tu the

following week. . ,

ID— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-

pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stumped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).
(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must stale grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the “ Referee's” Poor

Children's Fund (London).

(9) -.tit queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, h.C.

. Postcards are not admissible. *

Add to tlic drinking water every second <|iy for a

week ten drops of lemon juice and a crystal of sul

phate of soda the size of a small pea.

BREEDING PREPARATIONS (L. Scott).— (1) Al-

though it may not be absolutely essential to

separate the cock Canary from the hens in the

aviary before Lite breeding season commences, it is

crtainly most advisable to do so. If allowed to re-

main together permanently the probability is that

they will commence nesting long before ttie weather
is in the least degree reliable in spring, and thereby

run a very great risk of wasting the best part of

tiie season in the production of one or two clutches'

of unfertile eggs. Ill addition to this, you will not

get the best vocal efforts out of your cocks unless

they are caged alone singly. If yon deeido to leave

them together through the winter you should

separate the cocks about the middle of January, and

keep them apart until the end of March or the first

week in April. (2) It must be regarded an

absolute necessity to sepat*te the Budgerigars dur-

ing the breeding season, and to lie quite on the safe

side it would be better to separate them entirely.

Your inability to see why birds in confinement should

be separated, because, as you say, birds in their

natural state arc not separated, is, shall I sav,

rather shallow. Birds in confinement are subject to

more or less unnatural, or abnormal, conditions,

and consequently are very apt to act in an abnormal
manner as dictated by circumstances prevailing at

the moment. And you must also "take into acuunt
the fact that many species of birds in their natural
state separate themselves at the close of each breed-

ing season, and remain apart until spring again calls

into pla.v the procreative instinct. (3) As regards

the birds scratching themselves, the irritation may
lie more apparent than real. It may be nothing
more than the natural preening which is common
after the moult until the plumage is quite freed

from the old quills. Allow them to bathe freely in

clean pure water, and add 20 drops of fluid magnesia
to the drinking water every second day for a week,
and I do not think you need worry at all about
their scratching and preening.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

ANXIOUS and b6y.—Replied to by post.

SCALY LEGS AND PANTING (F. Thompson).-

Your bird lias doubtless seen the best of its clays,

and is evidently in a bad bronchial condition, but

to what extent it is affected your query gives no

due. You must first of all see that it is kept in a

comfortable place, not necessarily overheated, but

quite free from direct cold draughts amt rapid ex-

tremes of temperature. Also see that it is not

allowed to hang very near a window, nor near or

over burning lights in the evenings. Bathe the

legs for a few minutes in a fairly warm solution of

common soda—a piece the size of a small pea dis-

solved in a saueferful of warm water. Then dry

carefully, and sparingly anoint with olive oil or

vaseline. To relieve the bronchial condition give

every second dav lor a fortnight, in addition to the

usual seed diet, half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge

cake with four drops of sherry and two of cod liver

uil emulsion mixed in it, and sprinkled with maw
seed ; and on the alternate days add to the drinking

water five drops each of oxymel of squills,

ipecacuanha wine, tincture of lobelia, and sweet

spirit of nitre for the samd length of time.

SEED SAMPLES (C. C.. S.).—The samples you send

are not. simply canary seed, but seed mixtures which

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's ’’ Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners" (7d.) ; House's " Canary Manual" (1/2);'

Ballye’s “ Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/li); House’s “Nor-

wich Canaries ” (1/1); Weston's "Mock. Book’ (7d.)

;

Ur. Clarke's "Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Norman's

"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, anil Cages

”

(2/3); Hamsden t

"Colour feeding'' (3 *</.); “Seeds and Foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell ” booklets (2{d. each):

No. 5 "The Pet Canary," No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and

How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 “ The Boiler,” No. 23

’’ The Border Fancy," t$o. 24 “ Green Canaries. All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quo tea

arc post free, from ”Cage Birds," 154. Fleet Street,

London, F..C.

are generally used for feeding Canaries. As a

staple diet, a simple mixture of three parts Canary

seed to one part summer rape is much preferable to

these elaborate mixtures, which are nearly always

very wasteful, the birds picking out what they like

best and scattering the rest on the floor ot

cage. The bulk of each sample you send con

of canary seed of very fair all-round quality, flio.

contains far too much linseed to be used as staple

and would do with treble the quantity of rape

No 2 contains too much of both linseed and hemp

the latter in such quantity as would probably cause

the birds to be exceedingly wasteful with it. No. 3

is the best all-round mixture to form a s.aple diet

if one wishes to use a mixture, in spite of its snort-

comings The simple mixture named above as a

general staple, and your No. 3 mixture twice a week

as a change would make a far more satisfactory

dietary. . ^ , ,
..

WHEEZE BADLY (E. T. S. ’A.).—Do not hang the

cages high up near the ceiling, near or over burning

lights in the evenings, nor in a dusty or irritating

atmosphere, and treat- as follows for a. month, and

it not well in that time please write again and

refer to this reply, or repeat full particulars. Give

a staple diet of a mixture of a three parts carary to

one part summer rape seed. In addition, give

separately every third day half a teaspoontul of

crushed sponge cage with four drops of sherry and

two of cod liver oil emulsion mixed in it and

sprinkled with maw seed. On the intervening days

give first a morsel of banana or some kind of green

seasonable salad, and next half a teaspoonful of a

mixture of equal parts uiger, millet, teazle, black

rape and linseed. In the drinking water add ten

drops of lemon juice and as much Epsom salts as

will cover a sixpence, every second day for a fort-

night. During the second fortnight, instead of the

above aperient, give every second day five drops

each of oxymel of squills, ipecacuanha wine, tincture

of lobelia, and sweet spirit of nitre.

IRRITABLE FEET (G. E.).—It is not very unusual

for the feet and legs to be somewhat tender during

and just after the moulting season. If the claws

are at all overgrown, cut tlicm back again to the

normal length. Considering the bird's age it is

quite possible for them to lie overgrown again, not-

withstanding the fact that they were trimmed a few

months ago. Also bathe the legs and feet once daily

for a week in a warm solution of boracic acid—

a

small teaspoonful of the acid in a saucerful of warm
water. After bathing, dry gently, and anoint spar-

ingly with boracic ointment, but do not leave any
surplus grease about them to collect dirt and gnt.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRID S.

Answered by H. NORMAIL
PAINTING CAGES (Novice in British).— The paint-

ing of cages is quite a matter of choice, although
exhibitors generally keep to certain recognised tones,

but even then the exhibitor should be guided a
good deal by the plumage of his birds. There are

Uvo colours that might suit either or both' of your
birds, Greenfinch and Greenfinch-Canary: a fairly

pale blue-grey, and rather dark green. If you have
the time and opportunity 1 would advise you to

paint a couple of false backs to your cages and try

the birds in them. Tiie light colour appears to

make a bird look large, but at the same time tends

to give a harshness to the plumage. The green, on
the other hand, lacks contrast, but. in, a good light,

tiie bird generally looks well. It may seem trouble-

some to make these experiments, but if you get just

the right tone to suit your birds, you will not regret

having done it. •
A MIXED AVIARY (G. P.).—One cannot always

say just what the behaviour of certain species would

be under certain conditions, but iny own experience

is that you cannot keep two Skylarks or Woodlarks
in the same enclosure. Softbills, as a rule, are most
pugnacious, especially towards their own species,

and the Larks' are no exception. If, however, the

Skylark and Woodlarks agree, f would advise you

to' let them remain as they are. (3) The Robin is a

tremendous eater, and will not interfere^ with the

other birds providing lie can get the lion’s share of

the food. He is generally safe if the others give

way to him, otherwise it is war to the end. As your

aviary is of good size you could try him lor a time,

but I would not trust him during the breeding

season. ,, ,

TREATMENT OF OLD BULLFINCH (Muss M. A.

Sikes).— I have carefully read your letter, and 1 do

not see that you can make much alteration in the

treatment of your Bullfinch. In the first place 1

would suggest that you lower his perches, so that

it is not such ail effort for him to get on and off

them. The fact of this being a difficult operation

to hint would prevent his descending for food so fre-

quently as he should, and this would account tor Ins

not being in very good condition, and consequently

somewhat weak. As regards his food I would ad-

vise you to give him a spoonful of soaked seeds

about twice or even three times a week, otherwise

continue to feed him as you have been .doing.

quenting commons and furze-clad downs, and, like

many of our other birds, migrating from place to

place in sea rch of food during the w inte r months.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z S.

WHAT PARROT? (Fish).— (1) It is difficult to

give a definite pronouncement, as the details you

supply would fit the Yellow fronted Amazon
(Chrysotis oehroccphala), Panama Amazon (C. pana-

inensis), or a voting Blue-fronted Amazon (C‘.

acstiva). I think it is the latter species, as many
young liirds show no blue on the front, and man>
adults have a distinct yellow forehead. On the

other hand, the white patch on upper mandible

rather points to the. Yellow fronted, but the blue m
the tail suggests cither the King Amazon or Blue-

fronted. Apart from the distinctions referred to,

your description would fit all four species. (2) As

indicated, 1 believe it to be a young Blue-front.

(3) Individuals vary, but most Blue-fronts make
good talkers and mimics. (4) As it is a young bird,

give it a little boiled maize daily, boil till soft, drain

off all water, then add and allow to soak in about

5-10 drops of cod liver oil emulsion. As it is used

to hemp you must let it have sufficient to satisfy

hunger, but you should keep mixed seed in tiie cage

as well. Yxni must also supply ripe fruit and shelled

nuts. It can also have stale crusts, pieces of bis-

cuit, plain cake, cte. Cuttlcbone rnugf be kept in

tiie cage and a pinch of grit added to the daily

supply of seed. „
SIBERIAN GREENFINCH (Brackfioles).- The

Siberian (Chinese) Greenfinch ranges over Eastern

Siberia, China and Japan; its scientific designation

is Ligurinus sinicus.

DO NOT AGREE (E. A. B. N.).-(l) When you put

your query I gave you a list of'ljirds which usually

agree together, but 1 have stated again and again

Iforeign bird querists
should consult Page's ” Foreign Birds for Beginners'’

(1/1 j); Arthur’s "Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (Gil.);

Arthur's “ Parrots for Pleasure and Profit
"

(7d.);

“ Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3); "Seeds,

Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke’s " Septic

or Bird Fever " (.7(1.) "Colour-feeding
"

(3jd.); or the

"Nutshell’’ booklets (2 Id. each): No. C " Ailing Birds

and Uow to Cure Them,’’ No. 0 ’’ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,’’ No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"

No. 16
“Avudavals No. 17 "The Grey Parrot,’’ No.

18 "Budgerigars,’’ No. 10 “ The Pekin Zlobin, ’’ No. 26

"Waxhills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted arc post free from " Cage Birds,

154, Fleet Street, London. E.C.

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERIST
should consult lloulton s great work. Cage-Biid

" British Bird Manual

No. 2, “ Linnet," No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Song
Thrush and Blackbird No. 11 “ Bullfinch, ’ No. 13

"Chaffinch," No. 15
“ Greenfinch ,” No. 22 "Siskin,

Bedppll, Olid Twite," No. 25 " Small Insectivorous

birds," No. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9“ Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 Uow to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and

instructive. Prices quoltll are post free from Cage

Birds," 154, Fleet Street , London, E.C.
L

BREEDING FROM TWO HENS (Goldfinch-Can-

ary).—You could very safely allow your three birds

to' flv altogether during the winter months, unless

at the turn of the year you notice the lien Bull-

finch spiteful towards the other hen, then if you do

you must separate them at once. I presume your

i-aee is a three-compartment one, and that you pro-

pose nutting a hen in each end and the Golillineh

cock in the centre. Now if the hen Bullfinch takes

to tiie Goldfinch -strongly, you should not keep hem

out of sight of each other lor any length of tune,

and when the hen Canary is ready, just run him in

for an hour or even less, night anil morning, you

can manage this so that he spends the major por-

tion of hi* time with tlm Bullie. If you are inter-

ested in Hybrids I would advise you to get one of

our books on the subject, it would assist you eon-

eideraldy.
,

.

WHAT SEED? (H. B. Couron). — I he sample of

<eed sent is the Burdock. All tiie Finches eat it,

but do not appear to be particularly lond >»•

It does well in a mixture ot other wild seeds Birds

it liberty appear to feed on it rather late in the

season wW&ey have possibly somewhat exhausted

' Wf4AT 'bIRD? (R. Bell).—The wild bird

answers the nearest to your description uUhe Stone-

chat. This bird has h white patch at the
_
side ol

the neck which von may have mistaken for a ring

round it; he also has another white patch on the

wings and a ruddy breast. The Stonechat le an

insectivorous bird, living here all the year round, fro-

"in this column that owing to individualism, etc., no

hard and fast rule can be laid down. 1 have also

stated manv times that in a cage the small Orna-

mental Finches are given tb over-preemng and fre-

quently pluck each ottier's heads bare; the only •

thing to do then is to isolate the bald one till his

feathers have grown again. Again, when an obstre-

perous individual turns up, give him solitary con-

finement lor a time and do not put him in a mixed

collection till all the others are quite at home in

their cage— if vou were to put such a bird in the

cage first he would make the lives of new-comers

a misery, and probably slaughter them. All birds

“ spar ” a little, even' in play, ’and I think some qt

what you describe is not serious quarrelling, especi-

ally tiie demeanour as described of the Java Spar-

rows. I know, and have at the present, many t.l .

cages containing a dozen mixed birds each, and they

have agreed together; occasionally a bald bird lias

bad to be removed for jts feathers to be renewed,

but otherwise there was no difficulty. Get. II >o»

can, bv watching our adverts., half a dozen odd

Waxbills, and put them all together into one or your

cages, then when they have been there about a week

and are settled down, turn in, the others; il the

Cordon Bleu still bullies, you must either keep him

separate or sell or exchange him. Try in one of

your cages, cocks: Green and Grey Singing Finches.

Alario Finch, and Madagascar Weaver. In another

put a pair of Zebra Finches. The seeds referred to

will make a welcome change for the birds which,

however, will be likely only to pick out those to

their liking.^
POST MORTEMS.

Mr O Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and report, upon dead

cage birds for a fee of Is. Cil. each bird; or reply

direct 2s. Cd.: analysis. 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent, pac.ieil in a box

direct to Mr. Yates, with the fee. this and any

accompanying letter being kept from contact, with

the dead' bird. Send by letter-post;- It is cheaper

nnd auicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office ot this paper will be thrown away, and it

a fee is enclosed the loss will be the sender*.

c vv —Norwich hen died of pneumonia. Both

lungs were badly affected. Exposure and change of

environment is the cause.

A M F. (Novice).— Mnco-enteritis. probably origi-

Tiatin" in cold contracted during the moult.

Nenadd Aber. -Fatty degenerative -disease of the

liver. The bird was very amende and dropsical as

the result of its long illness.

GENERAL.
Answered bv Till? EDITOR

W. Well*.—After the explanation given last week

wc are precluded from publishing your latest letter

which would bring both you and us within reach of

the law for libel.
, ,, ,

A Manchester Member.-Your letter conveys a

serious charge, and, as it is not authenticated hy

your name and address, we are quite unable to dial

with it
. ...
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Wovehbee 13, 1015. CAGE BIRDS 22T

I am. giving up my unique

collection of birds.
Most of them iio true pairs. Many have reared
young. Most of them have nested. In some eases

I cannot absolutely guarantee the sexes. All are

in faultless condition, link's* otherwise stated, and
thoroughly uiilimut ised. Many are aviary bred.

Birds cannot he sent on approval, and in all eases

preference will he given to those who send money
or deposit, fillers will he considered if reasonable,
bpt 1 cannot undertake a lengthy correspondence.

PARKAKEETS, &C.

I pair Red-collared Lorikeets
1 pair lied faeed Lovebirds, best ever seei

1 cock ditto
t pair Pluniheads (cock with defective eye
1 cock, in perfect health
1 pair JUnguecks (Indian)
1 cock .Malabar, a gem of the Hist water
1 pair J'enna(nts ...

1 eoek Moustuche
1 true pair Speckled tenures (C. Loops)
1 Mealy Rosella
lien Canary-wing, mated to eoek All green
1 pair Rosy-faced Lovebirds, reared young
1 pair Itosellas, prolitio breeders, have reared

7 or 8 young for years
Their 73 young
1 pair Cactus tenures
1 pair young ditto

1 pair Blaetjf-eheekefl Lovebirds
Their 3 young > ;

Madagascar Lovebirds, a pair •

Coekatiels, a pair ..1

Reduction on a quantity.
HeS Half moon Conure, mated to eoek

Cactus Conure
SOFTBILLS, &c.

True pair Golden-fronted Friiitsiiekers,
very* tame •

Zosterops Virens, parents
Young ditto, each
Purple Sugar Birds, lien 1st I.. & P.O.S.,

cOck one toe missing, pair
Cock Yellow-winged ditto, but absolutely

perfect
Silver-blue Tanager
Scarlet Tanagers, pair
Hen Spot-billed Toucanette, in cold

aviary still

Pair White-winged Starlings, eoek perfect;
hen’s primaries awry

Bearded lteedlings, in faultless condition,
a pair

Nightingales, eoek linger tame, follows like
a dog, a pair

Blackcap* and Redstarts, been in aviary
since Spring, a pair

• HARDBILLS, &c.

Melbas, a perfect pair, have nested
Bla«k-faced Quail Pinches, a pair
lien Common ditto ...

2 pairs flooded Siskins, one cock with
short primaries, otherwise a gem,
a Pair £410s.' and

2 pairs Parrot Pinches, a pair
Diamond Doves, prolific breeders
1 pair Alarios
.Odd lien, one- foot missing
1 cock Violet-eared M'axbill
r hen Dulresnes
1 cock Aurora
1 cock Sydney Waxbill
Long-tailed -Grassfinehes, pair
Masked ditto 1

...

2 Hybrid Masked x Long-tailed ... ...

I cock White-throated Finch
1 cock Mexicali Collared finch
1 pair May’s Buntings
1 cock ditto
1 pair Bib Pinches
Zebra Finches, a pair
1 pair Masked Doves, in wonderful

condition ...

Yellow1 Sparrows, a pair
Young birds, sex not guaranteed, each...
Fire Finches, a pair
Bar-breasted ditto, a pair ... ..]

Gouldian Finches, pair of Blackheads...
Cock Red-headed ditto ... ..*

Cock Biaek-headed ditto
These 4 birds have been in my

aviary for 2 years.

.

Jackson $ Whydahs, true pair, have nested
Cock Paradise ditto, in full colour
Green Cardinals, prolific breeders
Valin, Napoleon- arid Hybrid Weavers,

out of eolou^ 3/6 each dog.
Orange Bishops, one cock and several liens,

out of colour, each
Black-cheeked Waxbills, 2 cocks and lien
Green Avadavats, a perfect pair
Lavender Finches, pair
Odd cock "*

Diamond Sparrows, a pair
Orange-breasted Waxbills, one extra-

ordinarily brilliant pair
An ordiuary pair
Orange-cheeked Waxbills, pair !".!

Pink-cheeked Waxbills, pair
Pink-cheeked, mated to Orange-cheeked;

• the'se nested and laid fertile eggs
Blue-breasted Waxbills. a pair
White-headed Mannikins, guaranteed true

- pair, have nested
Chestnut breasted Mannikins, sex not

• guaranteed, pair
Java Sparrow?, Grey cock. White hen ...’

Kufieaiidas, 2 pairs, a pair
Grey Singing Finches, a pair
Green Singing Finches, a pair ... io/6 an<

DR.^AYS, EAST HOATHLY, SUSSEX

DE VON & CO.
(J'S* n,"VfS ’ W- ParatHsA Whydah Birds,
fiflt colour, la - pair; Bishops, 6,-; Cutthroats, H/-

?ff
r
.i'-9'

an,
i2

#1 ’ 10/ ‘ ,pa< ' h: Scarlet Bishop, 10 - •

ATchbishop Ianagers, £.3 pair; Cutthroats. 8/- pair

;

rested Mynahs. 12 . each: Canar.vwing Parrnkects,
lingci-tamc, 20- each; Cockatoo, 25/-; Waxbills,JO -

, t otnbassous, «/•- pair; Steel Finches,
1,7* se« price .lists; Talking Macaw,
•tf.

,
Quail «. Finches, cock. 15/.; Budgerigars

pair; Yellow. 7/6; gcfitlcs, 2/0 quart; ants' eggs’

, V,
w', and sprays, cuttle fish, etc.: IllBethnal Green rd., London.

£ s. d.
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TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Onr risk. Talking
warranty ; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, hear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES. ‘

Hopes, Gt Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (.’itl-l)

[
VARIOUS BIRDS.

TWO Canary liens, colour fed, 2 Welsh cock Gold-
finches, show cage ; bargain!, 10/6: Jones, 72,
Bethesdu-sit., Amlwch. (52)

ROLLER .Norwich cross, few eoeks, trained under
incessant Nightingale song, 7'(i each; exhibition
Nightingale, 30/-; do. Tree Pipit, 5/-: Jeffrey, 1 ,

Vicarage-rd., Harbornc.
FOR sale, healthy Yorkshire and Norwich
Canaries; Goldfinch Canary Mules, cocks from 10/6,

liens from 4/-; cold room bred; stamp reply:
Byrnes, Walton-rd., Clacton-on-Sea, (45 )

BARGAIN, three clear hens and one variegated
lien (Yorkshires), with double breeder, all complete,
10/6; also good cock Goldie Mule, full song, 10/6;
cash: H. Doaron, 56, Walcott-st., Hull, (41)

LARGE cock GoWfiucl.es, good blaze, 2/-, 3/-; one
house-moulted 4/-: house moulted cock Linnet 3/-;

cock Bullie, beauty, 2/-; pair Rollers, eoek rung,
9/-; Norwich hen, 2/6 each: .Wells, South-green, East
Dereham. (46)

OPPORTUNITY, clearing out, 12 Canaries, Rollers,

Yorkshire and Norwich, parents and young as bred,
about half cocks, £2 , or useful offers; two splen-
did, twice house moulted cock Goldfinches, 12/-:

Lester, 143, Bath-fd., Bristol. (30)

MUST clear, going to Front : Two pair Yorkshires,
cocks and hens, Bailey and Dykes’ strain, 12, - pair

;

4 Roller cocks, trained under Fould’s schoolmaster,
8/6 , 10/-, 12/-; 3 house-moulted cock Goldfinches,
singing, 3 6 each ; 2 house-moulted cock Linnets,
2/6 each : 2 cock Larks, caged months, 3/- each ; all

guaranteed singing; first cash orders; a bargain;
-approval: Pte. T. Ribchester, A.S.C., 49, William-
st., Rowbarton, Taunton. (48)

|
WANTED.

|

r BUY anything alive; best prices given: Jdpson,
Newton Heath; Manchester. (52)
WANTED Norwich green hen Canaries: G. Gos-

ling, 64, Beaumont fd., Leicester. (46)

WANTED cock 'Canaries, must be in song; state
prices to Mrs. Ellett, 104, Kirkgate, Wakefield. (45)
uSMALL weekly supply cock Lmnets; state lowest
price: Hartley. 5,' Cleveland-st., Colne, Lancs. (49)

WANTED, large colour-fed Norwich ; must be good;
good price: X. Billington, 32, Colborn-sl., Notting-
ham. (17)
WANTED, colour-fed Yorkshires and Norwich, best

price given
;
apply : J. Ellis, Church-st., Ravcnsthorpe,

Yorks. (50)
WANTED, all varieties Canaries, must be cheap;
cash sent with order; McKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (29)
IVANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British
and Canaries ; best prices paid ; Barnes’ Aviaries,
Merthyr. (49)
WANTED, Crystal Palace aviary, in good condi-

tion; state size and price; McWatt, Bankview,
Bonnybridge. (51)
WANTED, extra large British Bullie lien, must
be steady and on approval: McWatt, Bankview,
Bonnybridge. (51)

WANTED, large Parrot cage, good condition; state
size, prize, and shape: Apply, C. M. A., Hothorpe,
Tlieddingworth, Rugby.
WANTED, 50 Goldfinches, 50 Bullfinches. 50 Siskins,

50 Linnets, 50 Larks: T. Green, 22, St-. Michacl-st.,
West Bromwich. (48)
WANTED, young cock Bullfinch, baud raised,

must be very tame; approval wanted: J. Kerr,
Fullarton, Troon. 041)

WANTED, good dog, broke ferret, and good
ratter; no fancy prices; approval: Holmes, 14,

Derby-sq., Preston. (47)
WANTED, Norwich or Border fancies; surplus

stock for re-sale; cheap for cash: McNair, 151,
George-.st., Paisley. (52)

YORKS.. Nor. Rollers wanted, 6/- to 7/6 per pair
offered for good birds any quantity : Broadbent, 355,

London-rd., Sheffield.

WANTED, Scholl’s spring foot-easers for lady's
shoe's, size 6; state lowest pfiee: Hodgson, 9, Uniler-
cliffe-lane. Bradford.
WANTED, any quantity of common Canaries, either

sex, cheap for resale : Joyce, 9. Rosamond-placc, Ox-
fdrd-rd., Manchester. (51)

WANTED lien Canaries and Mules; 40 loin, double
records, Od. each; or exchange birds: Fercival, 46,

Burgess-st., Grimsby. (45)
WANTED from catchers and keepers, Goldfinches,
Siskins, Bullfinches ;

will exchange rabbits: Broxup,
27, Stock-st., Burnley. (40)
WANTED, boy's cycle, 20in. frame, in good con-

dition, in exchange for Canaries: Andrews, 18,

Malyons-rd., Lewisham. (44)

WANTED, Hawfinch hen, cheap for cash, -or will

give other varieties in exchange: A. Bareham,
Sible Iledingham, Essex. (51)

WANTED for cash, rosq-bre asted Cockatoo or
Parrot: send price, particulars: Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth. (51)
WANTED, good Norwich hen in exchange for

gent's fishing basket: J. Brough, Merbrook House,
Cromford-ixL, Wifksworth. . (50)

WANTED second-hand Quecke organ, working
order; must be cheap; state lowest price: Byron,
89. Earohl-rd., Leytonstone. (45)
WANTED, lien Goldfinch Mules, give 1 - each: ncti

Canaries, 1 /3 each : J. Flower, 15, Pollard-row,
Bethnal Grecn-rd., London. (34)

WANTED, all kinds' of birds; state price and par-
ticulars

;
will deposit cash: E. Jones, The Aviaries,

21. Caericon-rd., Newport, Mon. (52)
WILL buy Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, all

kinds British birds, either sex; state, your price:
Day’s Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (48).
WANTED, all kinds of Canaries (must be healthy),
also British birds; state lowest price to: Grade.
Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland. (50)
WANTED large Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,

also foreign birds and speaking Parrots: Mrs. Mar-
tin, 9$, Cowcaddens-st., Glasgow. * (241)
WANTED, Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries, also
Goldfinches and Bullfinches; state lowest price : A.
Porrill, 8, Doncaster-rd., Barnsley,.

. (48)
NORWICH, British, or breeding cages: cash: or
exchangs Volk. 1 and 2 “ Great War,” cost 24/-:
Knott, Stoke-umlcr-Ham, Somerset. (43 )

WANTED, Canaries, dogs, pKppies, monkeys, rab-
,

mice, ferrets, birds, parrots; purchase or ex-
change: Barlow’s Aviaries. Greenwich. (52 )

WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards, Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons; state lowest price: W.
Fowick, Eastfleld Cottage, Dewsbury. (22)

WANTED. Spaniel dog, 12 bore grin, and con.
tackle, in exchange for Yorkshire Canaries: Butter
Held, 948, Tboruton-rd., Bradford, Yorks. (43)
BRITISH birds from catchers weekly: Budgerigars,
mealworms, wild seeds; cash on delivery, or de-
posit: Torpy, The Naturalist, Bradford. (46)
WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules and Gold-

rim lies, either sex; state lowest price: Herrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson st., New Cross Gate. (51)
WANTED, talking Parrot, African Grey preferred,
good home and ready money offered for genuine
bird: Address, William Pool, Gainsborough. (47)
WANTED, Canaries and mules, both sexes, also
young rabbits, fowls, etc., for cash or exchange
British: Bedford, 131, Uooch-st., Birmingham. (41)
WANTED, Yorkshires, Norwich. Rollers, and Bor-

der Canaries; -state lowest price, prompt cash:
Roast'll, 85, Whitten rd

,
Hounslow, Middlesex. (14)

WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also Goldlluclics
and Mules, cheap for cash, or exchange cages:
Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (10)
WANTED, healthy cocks arid lien Canaries, also

Bullfinches. Goldfinches, etc.; state price feu re-sale
to: C. A. Paine, 54, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (52)
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:
Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED. Norwich or Yorkshire lien Canaries,

give IS/- dozen; hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; any
quantity : Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, London.
WANTED, birds, animals, beasts, or reptiles of any

description, wild or tame : Headkeeper, Princess
Menageries, 161 and 163, Frincess-st., Manchester.
WANTED, large Crestbred young hen; exchange
good Crested cock or lien, or would sell; oome g<od
Crested bird.?: G. Ward, 117, Fotheringham-rd., En-
field. (31)
WANTED, birds of any description, exchange

high-class exhibition- rabbits and cavies, correspond
cnee invited; The Babbitries, Ripponden, York-
shire.

(50)

WANTED, good Crested lien, 1915, or Yorkshire
cock: exchange “Our Canaries,” good condition;
would sell, 10 /-: Bovingdon, 40, Herbert-rd., Lower
Edmonton. (42)
WANTED, British cock birds, exchange Miller’s
Patent Smokeless Oil Heater and stove, perfection,
as new'; suitable for bedroom; 12/-: Carr, 59, Hay-
dons-rd., Wimbledon. (40)
WANTED, good large Norwich, colour-fed pre-

ferred, also Goldies, Bullies, and Siskins; state
price and particulars to : Thos. McCrystal, 10, Lang-

|

iands-rd. Govan. Glasgow-. (50)
WANTED, buff York, hen, also yellow, fine show
specimens, must have won cards at good shows,
size, quality, anything up to 50/- each : Full par-
ticulars to Colin Brown, Inglenook, King's-rd.,
Richmond. (jo)

WANTED, Canaries, any breed, cocks and hens,
also good talking Parrots, puppies, and dogs, cavies,
rabbits, tame mice and rats, or anything alive

;

good price given: Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-st.,
London, W. ,, (so)
WANTED 2 pairs Coekatiels, 1 pair Rosellas, Zebra

Finch, hen, 2 hen Paradise Whydahs, white and
black-headed Nuns and other odd birds; all from
out-door aviaries, must be cheap: Jeppeson, Hamp-
ton. Middlesex. (51)
WANTED, large Norwich, colour-fed or natural;

will give, 7 /- to 8 /- a pair; in large or small lots;
also wanted, Crests, Border#, Rollers and* Lizards

;

all letters answered : J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd.,
Fiizingball, Bradford.
WANTED all kinds of birds for re sale, including

Linnets, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Mules,
Hybrids, Norwich Canaries, or any other variety for
prompt cash or offers, and will deposit with Editor

:

Edwin North, 443,- Manehester-rd., Bradford. (52)
WANTED for export. Canaries. Mules, any quan-

tity, any breed
; cash by return of post

;
good bank-

ing reference if required
;
Scotch breeders can have

casli first from my agent, Mr. Bond, 46a. South-st.,
Inncrburn, Methuli, Fife: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-
st., Hull. (48)

goldfinches and siskins
WANTED, from catchers, in large or small lots:

state price ; cocks and hens : The old address, W.
Gardner, Garstang-rd., Wesham, near Preston,
Lancs. •

(47 )

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed. give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity; cash deposited; bankers, County and West-
minster; particulars s/amp reply; Oliver, 101, Brid-
port-place, H oxfron.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen

; Goldfinch Mnlee,
hens, 1/- each; Cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone. (341)

8/- PER PAIR OFFERED.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
CANARIES AND MULES.

Will give SI- per pair for large colour-fed Norwich,
also for Cinnamons and Rollers; 10/- per pair for
Crests; 5/- each cock Mules. I afSo require York-
shires, Borders, Lizards, Lancashires, etc. Will de-
posit cash with Editor. Send full particulars and
stamp for reply.

H. GLEDHILL.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD.

HIGHER PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries .should communicate immediately with
us and state the number of birds ‘they have to
dispose of. We are wanting large quantities. of
males, also pairs, including the following breeds

:

Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; also
Goldfinch Mules. We are. prepared to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along :

G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST., BIRMINGHAM,
Telegrams: “ Parrakeet.” ’Phone: Central 689.

WANTED.—BOOB QUALITY

- GAPRIES.
CHEAP FOR CASH.

Offers of Hens only no use.

WILLSON’S LIVE STOCK PRO.
VIDERS LTD.,

37, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C-

WANTED FOR EXPORT
500 pairs colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries
also cock Goldfinch in 11 tot, will give best price ob-
tainable for good upstanding birds; also surplim
stock; write lor term#: Enoch Power. Bird Special.
1st, 89-91

, Hclater-st., Shoreditch, London.

WANTED /
r.°!T''

e
,

d
„,

NorK,ch »"« York»h.re«, 7/6 a pair;
Greats, 10 /- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/- each. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, 5/• each.

HOWARD &. SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers

1, Sclater St., & 28, Bethnal Green Ref.,

London; also 77, Pitt Street, Norwich.
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply Estd. 53 years. Bankers—London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co., Norwich.

(sale or EXCHANGE,
Mainly British. |

ERED ALLEN will exchange good British for
Canaries, Mules, etc.: 156, Porter-st., Hull. ,'52 jGRAND young colour-fed cock Linnet Mule, 10/6;
cash or useful exchange: Harris, 354, Berridge-ril.,
Nottingham. 444

1

FINE large cock Goldfinch, to moult out, 4/-,
or exchange good Siskin; offers: W. Conic, Newtown
Rounds, Wellingborough. (45

j

1914 NORWICH cock Canary; exchange for Targe
house-moulted cock Goldfinch, sell 9/-; Robinson,
Bootmaker, Winsford, Cheshire. (45)
EXCHANGE six picked Scotch Linnets for pair

Yorkshire or Norwich Canaries, or sell 9/-; yours
first: Liveston, 38, Dishland-st., Arbroath. (45)
HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, splendid colour and

markings,, 7/6, or what offers; NV.vich lens; ap-
proval: T. Jenkins, 37, Pottery-st., Llanelly. ( 49 ;

GRAND cock Goldfinch, winner, bred Mules this
season

;
exchange Foreign birds. Budgerigars pre-

ferred
; approval: Drummond, Old Town, Peebles.

(48)
W ELSH Goldfinches, 2/6 each ; exhibition and mul-

ing specimens, 5/-, 7/0; Linnets, 3d. each; selected,
1/-, 2/-, 2/6; exchange Rollers; Morgan, 33, Citv-rd..
Cardiff. (52)
WINNING cock Linnet and cock Bramblefincri,
house-moulted, steady as rocks, 26/. t ach ; cxi i bit ion
cock Goldfinch, 5/6; exchange: Robinson, Broad-
st., Windermere. (49)
YELLOW Norwich hen, 3rd Liverpool, exhibition
Linnet, can win anywhere; exchange for good buff
Norwich cock ; approval both ways : Mawdsley,
Orrell-Iane, Burscough, Ormskirk. (46)
BARGAIN, 2 hen Canaries, good breeders, and 4

grand Redpolls, 4/0; hen Canary, good breeder, with
cock Linnet, 3/-; or exchange cock Goldfinches:
Silvester, 27, Retcar-st., Higbgate, N. (43)
FOR sale or exchange for hen Bullfinches and hen
Goldfinches, four cock Linnet mules, 5/- each; four
hen Linnet-Mules, 1/- each, or what offers in British,
1915 bred: Win. Downing, 13, Elton-st., Redcar. (50)
EXHIBITION Yellow Bunting and Brarnblefineh,

h.m., winners last season, novices, accept 7/6 the
two; 'h. m. Skylark, with cage, 7/6"; exchange either
for trained Poriler cock, or offers : 31, Wilcox-rd..
S.W. (51)
CLEARING outdoor aviary,. all twice moulted; pair
Bullfinches, 4/6; cock Yellowhammer, 2/6; cock Chaf-
finch, 2/6; cock Linnet, 2/-; twice cage-moulted mul-
ing Linnet, 3/6 ;

also pair 1915 Canary-reared Green-
finches, 2/6; two 1914 yellow Norwich cocks. 6/C
each

; exchange gramophone and records; offers;
Holdstoek, Ivydene, Ivy-rd., Luton, Beds. (51)
TWO single breach-loading guns, one 12-bore, one

10-bore, £2 each; gent's cycle, £1; Bradbury
treadle sewing machine, 7/6; gas stove, suit room.
10/-; camp oil stove, double burner, 7/-; squirrel
wheel cage, 51-,; large all wire cage, very strong,
10/-; fishing basket, rod, book, and reel, 6/-; iron,
crib bedstead, hold two children, 7/6; all on appro-
val for cash

;
bird catching tackle wanted : Shin-

well, 20, Broughton-lane, Attercliffe, Sheffield. (16)

Mainly Canaries,
j

COCK Norwich, exchange for Hardbill, Goldfinch
preferred, or sell 7/6: Paxton, 12, Armour-st., Kil-
marnock. (47)
EXCHANGE 4 1914 hen Canaries for a cock Bull-

finch, ready for showing: G. Horwell, 113, Wavert ree-
l'd., Liverpool. (.pj ,

GENTS silver watch, hunter cases, good time-
keeper; offers; no cards: Tyson, Beantliwaite,
Kirkby-in-Furness. , (48)
HENS, seven Yorkshire, two Borders, young birds,
from good feeders, 6ell £T; offers Norwich, etc.:
Speed, Cupar, Fife. (44)
EXCHANGE Norwich or Yorkshire cock, for a
large yellow Norwich hen: Manning, 712, Rornford-
rd., Manor Park, Essex. (45).

EXCHANGE eight Bordens (4 cocks, 4 hens) for
clear Scotch 'Fancy hen (young) ; approval : Lin-
wood, Ardnadam, Argyll. (45)
TRUE pair Border Fancy Canaries, yellow cock,

buff hen, sell 12/6 cash, or useful exchange : Harris,
354, Bcrridge-rd., Nottingham. (44)

EXCHANGE good Yorkshire Canaries for good
greenhouse and garden rose trees: W. Pritchard,
34. llill-top. Hednesford, Staffs. (46)
EXCHANGE two typical Yorkshire cocks for 3

yellow Norwich yellow hens, must1 be good, sell 46/-:
Meggett, White Bridges, Boston. (47)

SIX high-class Roller hens, healthy, 2/6 each: ap-
proval; exchange cock Goldfinches, or offers: Kent.
44, Dolyfelin-st., Caerphilly, Glam. (4s)

EXCHANGE 1915 yellow Yorkshire cock lor a good
Roller, or sell 10/6; yours first: Edward®, 10, Lake-
field-rd., Llanelly, Carmarthenshire. (42)

EXCHANGE grand pair Yorkshires, cock winner
first, special, for Yorkshire hen, value £2, winner:
Thomas, 5, Barkham-rd., Wokingham. (52)
EXCHANGE five Border hens for good exhibition

cock Goldfinch,' sell 15/'-: approval; yours first:

Crawford, 64, Townhead, Old Cumnock. (50)

EXCHANGE four good Norwich hens for singing

Roller cock or poultry; or sell, 12/-; yours first:

Elliott, 318a, Kennington-rd., London, (42)

THREE foul cinnamons, hens, unflighted, exchange
Norwich show cages, case, sell 12/- ; approval ;

yours
first: Hargreaves, 193, Cog-lane, Burnley. (47)

ONE singing cock Yorkshire, sell 7/6; 2 -Roller

hens, sell 3/0; exchange anythin useful: T. Sar-

geantson. The Slack, Crowle, Doncaster. (46)
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I’AIK exhibition Yorkshire#, exchange mitre cut-

tine machine, geared scroti chuck. tyre* 24 x i*.

Neal, 1.23, Ciimcron-rd., Normnnton, Derby.

WILL oxtliaHue prize bred Yorkshire york» i«>

Roller cocks. or cock Hwkiiw; .vours Ilrst :
H'nnphnjH.

Central Supply Mores. 12t». Seaside. Eiistbourm. (4H>

WHAT oilers in \ouiiK rocks for 8 day clock and

laih's hoIIiI silver* watch ; Nell .'«)/ . or separate: I .

Fry,. 21(1, Fuirvlew-lerr., St. Wcrhiirghs. Bristol. (•«!)

WILL exeliange four good, reliable breeding hens

for a Holler rock or house-moulted cock Goldfinch

;

yum* Ilrst . : lluniby, 24. Jersey rd., Bbekland, torts-

"'Kw' good Yorkshire liens, exeliange Tor Rood., yel-

low eoek, or sell 25/-: approval both way*, or eom-

mon singing carrier: Mr. J. Russell, 34, Halford

*t., Lurkuall, Bath. y
WANTED good eiiiiiiiinon ticked Yorkshire 191a lien,

on approval ; exchange yellow cock, butt hen cinna-

mon. Borders, value 12/(1: Dunning, 44, roplar-st..

Hirst, Northumberland. (“y
TWO Seifert Roller liens, a to 1 H.M. coex Got d -

Ouch, .sell to/- the lot, or exchange for a 1915 inces-

sant' songster
;
yours ilrst*. James Pollster, 0, Dunn-

iit.,' Dalniulr, Glasgow. (46)'

CUNTS dark suit, new, turn up ruffs, smart med-

ium build, ht ntan Tift. 4in., cost 37/6, offers in

singing Roller cocks; approval; yours first: l*. Payne,

64, Swinbrook-rd., London. W. (4
r

’j

JOHN DAY, Hull, well known bird specialist and

jmtgu* will exchange first class British, also high-

class Canaries, for common songster Canaries or

nudes: The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (48)

EXCHANGE two 1911 -Norwich liens, one hud, one

cinnamon, hull, lit, to win, exchange Yorkshire lien

or exhibition Goldfinch, sell JO/-; yours first, on

approval: 5, Ashworth-st ,
Hollcnwood. (4S)

3AL10 or exchange, I Roller eoek, 4 hens, 1 large

Norwich hen, 1 double and 3 r Ingle breeding cages,

j-plate or postcard camera wanted, or anything

useful: Bilsborough, Dufllns Farm, Rochdale. (47)

•EXCHANGE two Yorkshire hens, hutfs, 1 clear. 1

cinnamon uikd., or 1 Goldie mule cock, 1915, for

imflighted yellow Lancashire Norwich cross hen:

Brown, 25, Ngwcaistic-st., Barrow-in-Furness. (40)

EXCHANGE prize-bred Yorkshire, 15/-, for pair

of Norwich; Yorkshire eoek, 10;-; Davie gas-fire,

ft/6
;

Nesco oil-heater, 0/6: for Yorkshire show
cages: Saunders, 117, Boyson-rd., Walworth. (43)

FOR sate or exchange, 4 Norwich cocks, 3 hens, 1

variegated crestbred eoek, 1 clear body dark crested

eoek. 1 dark crested hen, marked wings, all clean

and healthy; apply: Walker, Bradenham, Thetford.

SELL or exchange few Norwich and Yorkshire

Canaries, wanted two double trap cages with call

cage in centre, or anything useful; yours first ; ap-

proval both ways: H. Hosier, 21, Box Mill, Hal-

stead, Essex. (44)

EXCHANGE pair Yorkshires, value, 30/-, for wire-

haired Fox Terrier dog pup : also 2 breeding cages,,

complete, nearly new, and (light cage, suitable for

Yorkshires ; exchange puliets, Wyandottes or Orping-
tons: Fenton, Bcntor, Crescent-rd., Sliepperton. (33)

EXCHANGE clear yellow Scotch Fancy cock, dark
variegated hens, 2 clear and l variegated Border
hens, clear Norwich hen, 2 Norwich-Yorkshire as

bred, all good birds, lor good Zonophone and
records; stamp particulars: Jas. Groundwater, Jnr.,

Yiewelifle, Cromwcll-rd., Kirkwall, Orkney. (40)

TWO pairs well matched Norwich, 12/6 pair; good
stock Norwicli bull' cock, 10/-; several ticked and
variegated buff Norwich liens, 3/6, 5/-, 7/- each;
all Thomas Baker and Vardy strain; clear huff York
cock (Ogden Bros.), 7/6; what offers; exchange;
yours first; approval; deposit: Telephone Exchange,
Midsomer Norton. (31)

|
Mainly Foreign.

NORWICH cock and three hens, 10/6; pair of Thorn
and White Bengalese and six youngsters, 10/6,

healthy, from outdoor aviary ; exchange for other

Foreigners; offers: J. Adin, Market-place, Ashbourne.
CLEARANCE in Norwich : 3 clear buff cocks, 12/6

each; ticked yellow hen, 15/-; buff capped, 12/6;

clear yellow, it)/-; 4 hens, 16/-; 3 singing cocks,

18/-; cagc-moulted Goldie (miller), hen Bullie and
Liunet, 14/-; or part exchange Talking African

Grey Parrot and cage; letters only: J. Kernohan,
64, Houghton-rd., Hetton-le-Hole. Co. Durham. (42)

|

Miscellaneous.
|

GIVING up homers; won in shows and flying; what

offers: Apple. James, 30, North-parade, Aberystwyth.

EKCUANGE Yorkshire show ease and 3 cages lor

;ase and 2 Norwich: Bisset, 83, High-st., Fraser-

burgh.
EXCHANGE a beautiful 21 piece teaset for two

cock Canaries: Smith, 16, Wetheral-rd., Victoria

Park. E. <ol >

WILL give golf-hag, with 4 clubs, in .exchange for

British birds or Canaries: A. Harrison; l'auldhouse,

Scotland.
* ' (49)

EXCHANGE lovely pair of Angoras, buck 9 months,

doe 6, for birds, or sell: Carpenter, Palmerston-rd.,

Weatdstone. " (49)

EXCHANGE trousers to measure for a few laying

fowls; offers; patterns sent: Fred, 33, Clifton-rd.,

Clapton. N. * *
* (4~)

EXCHANGE Irish Terrier, 5 months, demon on

chain, for British, or offers: Ball, 43, Milton-rd.,

Wealdstone. ' (49)

HEN Bullie, perfect, 14; two good 4/6 novels,

2 3; Xo. 1 garden gun, perfect, 10/-: Hubbard, North
Kilworth, Rugby. (48)

GENT'S boots, any size, 16/- per pair; exchange two
pair Yorks., Norwich, or Rollers: Exchange Co., 355,

Lon'don-rd., Sheffield.

B FLAT cornet, playing order, 13/-, or exchange

Canaries: birds first: J. Sheard, Sackville-st.,

Ravcnsthorpe, Yorks. (50)

ALL my winning Silver Greys, Fawns, and Browns,

exchange Canaries; approval both ways; Fenwick.

43, Pasture-st., Grimsby. (44)

EDISON £2 6/- phonograph: exchange for Norwich

cock and two hens; offers: Watson, 25, The Drive,

Thornton Heath, Surrey. (42)

EXCHANGE new large clap nets and flue nets

for birds: offers anything useful: Dennett, 8,

Brnncr rd., Walthamstow. (48)

BROWN doublelop doe, splendid pair homers; sell

or exchange for Roller ccek : F. Jupp, Millands

. Cott.. Wisley, Ripley, Surrey. (44)

EXCHANGE, large clear Norwich hen for war-

ranted cock Goldfinch Finch: first offers: Larcombe,

65, King Edward -.t., Blaengarw. (45)

EXCHANGE four moulding planes, one jack, for

British or foreign*; offers: Mackirdy, 33, Alexander-

st., Alexandria, Dumbartonshire. (49)

EXCHANGE seven prize-bred Fantail Pigeons for

four good Norwich lien Canaries: Lawson, 118,

North-st., St. Andrews, Scotland. (50)

GRAND pair Old English Spangle Bantams, IS/-,

exchange for cage birds, anything useful: Robb,

Hairdresser. Crossgates. Fifesbire, (50)

IRISH Terrier dog, 107 -,''good working white ferret,

ft/-, trxohufTtfr ;i«i.vthiu*i iiteful : Cooper, High-

st.,’ Old Whittington. Chesterfield. (47)

EXCHANGE young Parrot and cage for 1 pair

Yorkshire show Canaries: G. Gre-eiislade, Graves

Court, lligli-,st., Wellington, Som, (18)

EXCHANGE two double breeders, three Norwich

hens, for two eoek Mules; Mules Ilrst: Hargreaves.

5, Victoria-st., (It. Hurwood, Lanes. (45)

LADY'S new silver wristlet watch, 12/6; half-dozen

knives and forks, in oak case, 10/6: Walker, 271,

Bilston st. Drive, Mar.vhill, Glasgow. (53)

CONCERTINA, musical box, toy dogs or
_

cash

Offered for large Canaries, Budgerigars, or C'ocka-

tiels : 17, Pembroke rd/, Walthamstow. (5,1)

SILVER keyless watch, value 15/-, good time

keeper, exeliange Rollers or other birds: John

Thomas, 19, Albert at., Canton, Cardiff. (47)

SELL, (lady's umbrella 7/0 :
pair pictures, gilt

frames, in,'-'; exchange Canaries, or pullets: Owen,
Pottery House, Ferry Bridge, Yorkshire. (45)

EXCHANGE henutiful Manchester Terrier hitch,

toy bred, H lbs., for cock Canaries; yours first:

Particulars, 48, Ourzon-rd., Luton, Beds.

LARGE gramophone and records, boy's cinemato-

graph, films and slides; exchange Canaries or any-

thing useful: IS, Steptien-st., Warrington. (49)

EXCHANGE for exhibition Goldfinch or Emnet
mule, full song, 1915. bitch ferret, 1914, or acll 5/-;

bird first : G. Simpson, CTayke, EusingwoM. (50)

KCHEVEUIAH and utrong clove Carnations: give

good value lor birds, Norwich preferred: Hinton,

1 10, Greenhill-.nl., Handsworth, Birmingham. (4S)

ENSIGN film camera 7/6, also i-p!ate hand camera

LI 5/-; bargains, perfect, exchange birdu; offers:

Beaumont, Nctheroyde, Ripponden, Yorkshire. (50)

EXCHANGE, good Whippet and Lurcher, dog

pup, five months old, for cock Canary, or British

;

sell 111-; vours first: 121', Canno'ek-rd.', Chadmore.
(46)

EXCHANGE Lurcher bitch, retrieve rabbits to

hand, 15/-; lady's rainproof coat, 10/-; birds, fowls;

offers: Mnssinghsm, 213, Hitchin-rd., Luton, Beds.

OFFERS wanted in first-class Canaries for books

in 3 veils.,. The Standard Physician, A to Z; sell,

50/.; approval: Tillman, Wood End, Kcnipston, Bed-

ford. (?'b

EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires lor Columbia,

Rena, Zonophone or Regal records; yours first: R.

Dutton, 13, West View. New Chcoter-rd., Birken-

head. (42)

WILL exchange one pair of ladies' hoots or one

dress-length or suit-length for 5 young Canaries, as

bred, or 5 old liens: Cummings, 4, Richmond-terrace.

Leeds. (46)

RAINCOATS, macks., overcoats, suits to value 35/-;

exchange for lour pair high-class Yorkshires, Nor-

wich, or Rollers: Exeliange Co., 355, London-rd.,

Sheffield.

EXCHANGE two show cages, travelling case, for

huff cinnamon Yorkshire cock, and two cinnamon

marked yellow hem); birds first: F. Mascall, Stan-

sted, Essex. (42)

EXCHANGE or sell Edison phonograph and re-

cords, almost new, cost over £'3, for good King

Amazon talker; no dummies; 50, Sidney-pluee, Edge-

hill, Liverpool. .

(48)

EXCHANGE musical box, plays eight tunes, equal

to new, for good Amazon or African Grey Parrot

and cage : Mr. C. Hodson, 34a, Spring Garden-rd.,

Longton, Staffs. (42)

TWO grand Norwich cocks, 7,6 each; Yorkshire

Terrier bitch, 8 months, blue-tan coat, 12/6; ex-

change anything useful : Fenton, Barton st., Clown,

Nr. Chesterfield. (43)

EXCHANGE 38 7d. parts Harmsworth Encyclo-

paedia, also pair new hand-made clap nets, tor sing-

ing cock Canaries; approval both ways: Amos, 8,

Wood-st., Orford. (48)

NOTICE, we want all kinds of birds. Parrots, poul-

try, rabbits, anything, in exchange for Cutlery or

Plate, shoes, bedding, etc.: Write Smith Bros., 43,

Pear-st., Sheffield. (45)

SELL pair of 9yd. nets, and one smaller with poles

and fittings, or exeliange for a pure Roller cock, in

full song; yours first: Kelland, 9, Edward-st., Ystrad

Mynach, Nr. Cardiff. ,
~

'

,

<4C >

EDISON- Standard phonograph, 50 records, St)/-;

bassinette, 14/-; or exchange for good muling

British, or Canaries: Hammersley, 11,. Berkley-

st., Lambeth, London. ‘ (43)

SELL or exchange, wire bitch registered pedigree

Oclitte Chunky Duchess, surprise, 30/-; exchange

Norwich Canaries, no rubbish; yours first: J. Caddy,

Tregurtha House, Pantygraigwen, Pontypridd. (44)

BLACK Pom. dog, very small, and very good one,

2 years, sell 35/'-, or exchange Jiigh 4tlass Norwich,

vuiue £2. on approval both ways, bird first: A.

|
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trovver’s bird seeds
and foods, good communion : Trower, 412, Caledonian
rd.'. London.

Aquarium.
LARGE Japanese fantail fish 5/- each; medium

goldfish 6 - doz., 30/ - HXI; goldfish 3/- doz.„ 20/- 100;
minnows #il doz. ,'2 6 100; telescofve fantail fish, 2-
eaeh

:
plant*, snarls, etc. ; price- lists: Do Von and

Co., VI4, Bethnal Greeu-rd., London.
GOLDFISH, Japanese and Chinese Fantaila, rare

temperature fish, gudgeon, sticklebacks, dog fish,

bitterling, roekbnss. weed, plants, snails; lint free;

catalogue of Aquaria and Vivaria, Id.: L. Cura and
Sons, Vine-st , Clerkenwell-rd., London, E.C.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

pliwito, rookery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will bo found in "Nutshell No. 21," 2Jd. post free,

from "Cage Birds," 151, Fteet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a’ lint of whom t* published frequently).

Cavies.
CAVY-Kecpers Note! Nutshell 28, ‘Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),’’ is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing, Breeding. Mating. Rearing. Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2{d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

PEDIGREE Brindle Bulldog, sire Lord Stockwell
~

(reg.), dam Milkmaid (rcg.), by Silver Magnet.
£j 3s.; 410 shot* gnu, 15/-: S. Corley, 270, High-st.

.

Watford. ‘ (45)
BRINDLE aqd white Bull and Bull Terrier cross

bitch, good house or vard dog; exeliange birds or
anything useful, sell XI: Thomas Wallen, IS, Salop-
st., Caerphilly, Glam. (46)

SPLENDID White Bull Terrier bitch, 40 lbs. weight,
best vermin killer living, gofid house dog, loves chil-

dren, XI: exchange anything useful to 25/-; Jack
Griffiths, 7, Gurden-st., Swansea. (44)
LARGE Brindle Bull Mastiff (dog) 6; stones weight,
can down man at command, good stud dog, sell X'3

or exchange for talking Parrot: approval: H. Wag-
staff, Portland-rd., Selston, Notts. (52)

BLACK Retriever 'bitch, Niger called, splendid
guard on or off chain, and . fond of children, 20/-, or
nearest* offer

;
part etchange Canaries, Mules, or 28

x H outer covers, beaded: Ingram, 54,**Goulton-st..
Hull. («'•

GRAND Yorkslrire dog, 13 months, 3 1

,
lbs. weight,

beautifully tanned, now coming in grand coat, cham-
pion pedigree, sell XI, cash or offers, exchange:
W. E. Daviea, 138, Gartons-lane, Clock Face, Nr.
St. Helens. (51)
MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers hiftll-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adults cheap ; I hare
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures, no better than X
can offer for a mere trifle.

" CARE of th« Dag," Nutshell No. 32, Is now
ready. * Every one who keeps as (log will find this
little booklet .of grejit use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2ld. post free, from: “Cag* Birds,"'

154, Flcet ot., London, E.C.

Cats.
LARGE handsome black female Persian eat, beau-

tiful coat, tail, etc., 15/-; exchange Canaries: H.

Smith, 10, Waterloo-st., Hove. (47)

Mice.

Dress.
UNDERWOOD'S champion box calf boots and

shoes, newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/-; gents 3/9;

girls 2/9; boys 3/-, youths 3/6; all sizes; carriage

paid: Underwood] 30. York-st., llulmF, Manchester.

Ferrets.

BUSHY tailed dormice. 2 6 pair: De Von aud Co.,
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
PAIR Ijame Japanese mice and cage, 1 -

;
dormice,

2 0 pair: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
.(19)

Pigeons.

LAST year’s Ferrets, warranted quiet to handle and

good workers; bucks 5/-, does 5/6; approval: send

P.O.; satisfaction guaranteed: Houghton. Boat Inn,

Northampton.
, , . ,

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked last season,

line or loose, 6/-; splendid Ferrets good workers,

guaranteed, 5/-; excellent ones, 4 - : all on 14 days

approval; no waiting; immediate despatch; cash or

deposit : Thos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (4J,

|

Garden.
APPLES finest selected dessert or Blenheim

Orange on 20lb. 5/6, 401b. 9/6; selected cooking,

eo'l) 4 / 3 401b. 7/-; carriage paid England and

Wales, packages free; cash: Mrs. Walkley, Edge-

borough, Staplegrove, Taunton. C-8)

PURE White Fantail Pigeons, grand birds, ?/6
pair, wanted Canary or mule songster; >ours first;

approval: Clarke, 74, High-st., Sydenham. (40)

LONG-DISTANCE racers, well-bred, not rubbish;
exchange singing Linnets; or sell 2/- each: Gouhl-
sgn. Harbour View, St. Budeaux, Devonport. (44)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in -two of our "Nutshell" Booklets, N06. 7 and 9,

which deal with these bird* in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. .No. 7.

"The Homing Pigeon”; No 8. “The Fancy Pigeon."

post free 2Jd. each from “ Cage Birds,’’ 154. Fleet-

Street, London. E.C.

Household Furniture,
Utensila, etc.

PEATH’S Loom Offers.—Down quilts, 10/6, blan-

kets, 6/11 per pair; Cardinal curtains, 7/6; curtains

and materials, table linens, etc., benefit by loom

prices ;
write now for free book : S. Peach and Sons,

150, The Looms, Nottingham.

Rabbits.
j

ONE pair high-class Dutch rabbits; parents won
last year; sell. 12 6; exchange 1 pair Crests; owner

enlisted: T. Langlantson, lhe Slack. Crowle, Don-

caster. (46)

"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on

all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-

ing including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding. <

Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any o( our Nutshell

agents,, or 2(d ,
post free, from C.AGB BIRDS, 154.

Fleet Street. E.C.

Denhv, No. 3, Sunny Royd, Bradley, via Keighley.

G RAND Brindle Mastiff dog puppy, big boned,

make monster, good pedigree, bred from winners,

sell 3 "ns. or exchange livestock: on approval,

deposit: Mrs. Kirkland. Portland View, Selston.

Notts. ( 14 )

SALE, exchange, Belgian hare, eight months, good

colour. 4/0; and Flemish buck, six months, 3/6;

ami a Hrong Parrot cage and 3lb. of clean dandelion

seed; what offers, boots or cords: George Larmouth,

Flint Hill, Dinton, Co. Durham. (43)

GENT’S massive hall-marked silver double albert,

curb pattern, worth 18/-, sell or exchange for good

show cock Goldfinch and Linnet, or offers in British'

bird's no rubbish wanted or given: David Chester-

field,’ Rock House, Glynneath. Glamorganshire. (18)

SALE or exchange, a pair hand-made new clap

nets. Hi yards- 4 by 6, 6 eaU birds. Linnets, and

cage’s, also Goldfinch Mule; what offers in fowls or

young cock Canaries: sell lot .22; approval Loth

ways: Thompson, 8, Jones-yard, Chapel-st., Iuton,

Reds '46)

FOR sale cheap or exchange, few good Yorkshire

Canaries, hornless gramophone, large quantity of

records, quantity stuffed birds ready for casing,

good oil stove, few natural history curios, 400 birds'

eggs, must* clear; wanted stereoscopic slides and

good field glases : Bottomley, Bootmaker, Keighley.
(50)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, beddings

draperies, clothing, cycle tyres, cutlery, or anything

required for livestock of all descriptions; birds,

poultry , rabbits, puns, dogs, monkeys, parrots, etc. ;

prompt and honest dealings: hundreds of testi-

monials: Jopron's Exchange Stores, Newton Heath,

Manchester. (52)

Should WRITE T0-0AY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of
LADIES

TESTIMONIALS and FI

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments. Ac. and speedily

afford relief, ami never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pii Cochia, Ditter Apple Ac.

Sold in boxes, 11*. by Boots'. Tay tor’s, Timothy Whites
Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTIN, Ltd, Chemists, 34, DAISTON LANE, LONOOfJ

Kennel- Dogs for Sale.
Dogs tor Exchange.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies.

and Mice. The information given ill this handbook

is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-

ing. feeding, exhibiting, etc., ot these popular nets.

Manv. illustrations of champion rabbits. 1 ric*

-1/-, 'post free 1/IJ, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Heet-

st., London, E.C.

Various.

EVERYONE SHOULD KNOW
We arc giving good value in boots, 9iiits. overcoats,

bedding, blankets, cutlery, jewellery, drapery, furni-

ture, etc., or household goods of any description re-

quired, in exchange for livestock p f every variety,

birds, dogs, cats, puppies, parrots, monkeys, rab-

J)its poultry, etc.; stamp reply: Manager, Live-

stock Exchange, ’ 1G3, l’rinctss-st., Manchester.

Established 1884. (50)

Use Our Notepaoer.

“MY Dogs” (on approval): send for lis^, stating

requirements : Lafbury; St-stion-rd., Manor Bark, E.

WEST Highland White Terrier pedigree- bitch pup,

winning parents, 15/-, bargain: Bert ltix, fSwatlhiim.

WANTED, voung dogs, good house guard, kind to

children, used to gtm : J. C. Aveling, Estover,

March. (4°)

POWERFUL Airedale dog, two years old, burglar

proof, 15/- ;
exchange : Seedsman, 113, Princess- st,,

Manchester. ('/”)

SABLE ami white Collie dog. 18 months, sell XI

,

or exchange four Boiler cocks: Hargreave, 5, vic-

toria, -st., (it. Harwood, Lancs. (45)

SCOTTISH Terrier puppies, 4 months, by t'li.

Uapton Norman, good luads, prick cars, from two

guineas: Miss ’Fletcher, Vcrwood, Dorset, CM)

TWO splendid pure-bred beautifully marked Fox

Terrier dog puppies, nine weeks, 6/- each, a bargain:

43, Hermitage-id., Coalville, Leicestershire. (48)

Git YND litter smooth and wire Fox Terrier puppies,

nice marked: dogs, 12/6; bitches, 8/6; good pedigree:

Harris, 55, Beak st., Regeilt-st., London, W. (50)

TWO Game Biill-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/6 each; bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything alive:

Jackson, Confectioner. Grecn-st.. Bethnal Green. (52)

BLUE Toy Pom. dog. 2 months, grand coat,

healthy, champion pedigree, £2 10s. ;
exchange

gramophone ;* offers : Fovle. Platelayers, New Barnet.

BEAUTIFUL St. Bernard bitch. 12 months, pedi-

gree parents, very affectionate with children; offers

invited :
Wccdolc, 3, Siddorn-st., Winsford, Cheshire.

VERY handsome brindle Aberdeen Scotch Terrier

bitch, two years, champion pedigree; very cheap,

£2: Dr. McIntyre, 15, Warfleld-rd., Hampton, Mid-

dlesex. (46)

HANDSOME Truckwild Bulldoc puppy, 17 months,

good specimen, quiet, well behaved, pedigree, t"

or close oiler: Davies, Aviiion. Vistgud, Clacton*
... s„ , (52)

JERBOAS or miniature Kangaroos, won't bite, very

playful, hardy, and easily fed, 10/- each: l)e Von

and Co’., 114, Bethnal Green-rd. ,
London.

FREE* Pocket rubber stamp of your name and

address', also particulars of money-making, space

time employment: The IlicMord Works. Snowhdi.

Valuable violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good ease and hovv, £19

outfit, sacrifice 30/-; approval willingly; Mrs. Tyler,

m Rockinghnm-rd., Uxbridge.

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24 G; new 10in.

double records, 8/6 dozen, two samples 1 11, 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues tree.

Kegentbird, 120, Old-st., London.

1,'uN for all Huge book of hundreds of funnv

jokes game puzzles, conjuring illusions etc. (over

600 illustrations), only Id.. |K«t«I:

jokes and conjuring illusions lor sale, lUliing pow

iter explosive cigarettes, sneezing powder. vur>

strong * ventriloquist’s double throat (Invisible), 1ml-

fate birds, animals, etc., etc. • tunny voices. c.g» •

etU* making machines, quantity of cithci at <(l,

oi- it* <'ood assorted collections at 1 J and - • .

causes ’roars of laughter and hours of amusement,

everything post free: F. Young, M.sterton, homer-

act.
(48)

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Ma-’nificent greenbenrt trout rods 6/0 each: roach
M j'” L ro(\* 2/9: trout Hies, 9d dozen; gut sn»>-

sri ute fi "endiess variety :
rods, tackle, every des-

wholesale catalogue, one stamp: ‘avc»

pounds:’ Midland Rod Company (C). Erdington, Blr-

mingham.

«;°U^MOSD
,r
AN^Cof

lt

LTm;»
Lane, Londou. E.C.
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SPECIAL SHOW SEASON DOUBLE NU1BER >2

mj and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
sgSU Devoted to Canaries,Hybrids, British* Foreign Cape &Wild Birds

Telegraius-

Tdephone-

Registered

Subscription Rate

:

- Aviculture, London. t> ‘ n i
' 6/6 per annum

5229. g You XXYIII. No. 723 Fop week ending Nov. 20th, 1915. Price 2 d. ^ Foreign
post free -

Holborn 5

at the G.P.O. 9/- per annum, j*

The Yorkshire Canary is a slender, beautifully-
CANARY GRACES.

moulded bird, with grace in its every movement,

The lightly-variegated specimen is the fine yellow which won first prize at Plymouth Show for Mr* H. Craven, of Plymouth. The c*eai is a

grand youngster which secured first prize, although competing against old birds* for Mr. W. Gilbert (London, E.C.), at the Show oi tne

London and Provincial O.S.
x

|

F. CARL, Publisher, 154. Fleet Street, London, E.C,
j
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ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES,
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE Two or more Advertisements
comini; from the same advertiser, even it sent in

diflorent names, are reckoned together, and, after

the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than
thu minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footline*, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6. according
lo sice.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Kates for a

scries on application.

AUVEItTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR
IIECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered lor a scries, at any time, without assigning
tuy reason lor so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
tile name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-
'crtlsoment will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ng office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
mil not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
hroughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

vodi, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number ol announcements received we

Cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
If fa advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
istablislied stock tor a week or ten days, until by
heir condition they establish the fact that they arc
horoughly heal.tiy.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

“CAGE BIRDS

SYSTEM.

APPLIANCES
UllU) Houses, 30.-; outdoor aviaries, any design,
lend for list: C. Ross, Poultry' Appliance Works,
.ones, N.B. (17)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for Biitish ami
Foreign birds, Canaries, designs; L. Latham, King-
iton-by-Sea, Sussex. (308)
WINNOWING machines blows husks, dust from

seed; most needed appliance for birdroom ; reduce"
seed bill: Whiting, Reydon, Southwold. (55
NOTICE, the best and cheapest, brass and elea
vire Palace ehaped and other aviaries, in the. world
lend 2 stamps for illustrated list; established 46
tears: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

(20 )

LARGE spring trap cage, 1/4 each;' specially de-

signed by professional catcher to catch Goldies and
Bullies not to frighten them, with properly-trained
call bird Goldfinch, 2/6 the lot, a bargain; approval,
cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North; 443, Man-
ehester-rd., Bradford. (52)
EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all .strictly club pat-
tern; berft duality and finish, as supplied to leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3
each. 3 for 6/-, six for 12/-; sliding front, Finch
show cages, beauties, 3/- each

;
carrying cases for

2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/-; any size made; show cages
and cages of every description

;
state requirements.

Note: I have no connection with any firm here or
elsewhere: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Cast-Ie-
Douglas.
If I R.DC ATC IIERS’ nets 0ft. 3,9, 12ft. 4/9, ISft. 5/9.

all 6ft. deep, poles, irons, pegs, pull line, complete.
Sin. loose netting. 7ft. deep, 4-d. yard, 9l't. deep 5tf.

yard, post free; Holdall bird lime, Jib. Sd., Jib. 1'2,
lib 1 10. post free; large trap cages 1/6, 2/-; call
cages fid.

;
performing Redpolls with cages -3/-;

double breeders, beauties, 3G x If. x 9, fitted com-
plete, 0-; best box cages, 14 x 11) x 7, loose
fronts, sand trays, 2,6 each, three 6/6; Palace
aviaries 30 x 30 x 12, 12/6; bird sprays Cd. post
tree; Sin. non-splash baths with wire frames 1/-;
best pottery drinkers with wires 1/6 doz

; strictly
club pattern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire,
Border, all 2/- each, two 3.9, six 11/-; British 2,3,
2/6, 2 9; travelling cases for two 4'-, three 5/-,
four 6/-; oval net traps a/-, three 2, 6; send for
list: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B.

( 51 )

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/• .’-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“M C.W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
50 miles: Menzics Grit (Yorks, Bearsden, Glasgow.

FOR BREEDING STOCK, BOX CAGES
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

in fact, everything for the birdroom, sergl for
catalogue, post free; established 50 years; Sandi-
ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

We are not responsible for the state-
ments made in advertisements, nor of
the boua-lide

s

of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.— PROCEDURE.— Tlio intending purchaser should
send to tills olllcc the amount of the purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same time he
should communicate witti the seller stating what it

is lie requires .scut on approval. We acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to both parties, in all eases
(lie depositor should give liis name and address, and
also that of tlio vendor, and must writ# same clearly
and distinctly.

2. END OF TRANSACTION,—The deposit is re-
tained by us until we bear from tooth parties that
the transaction lias been completed, if a sale lias

been effected, we band the amount deposited to the
teller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must Ire

conducted by the parties themselves. Wo merely
hold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.
for each L'l, or fraction of LI, and it must he sent
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor xnuet
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
the goods whether he will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that ire lias returned the goods. If
ihc goods are not returned within the said forty-
eight hours, we reserve the right to scud the deposit
to llie seller after the expiration of tiiat period.
Ami should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of his goods back again, the traus-

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartments, loose wire
fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials onT.v used

; none
better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything
required free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

WALSH’S HOLDFAST BIRDLIME
I: always alike, good and reliable, will hold in any
weather; packed in lever-lid tins, J lb. fid.. J ib. 1/3,
1 Ib. 2/-; sample tin 3d.; all post paid; call cages,
9d. ; trap and call cages combined, 1/6 ;

double trap
cages, I/O; bird catchers' Mioxes, 3/6: Walsh, Bird
Specialist, Blackburn. (:j»)

INVISIBLE
& If-acting trap-net, catch without, ruffling a
feather; post free, for smell birds, 1- and 2/-;
large birds, 2/7: far other t.-up-cage-s, etc., send' for

trap list; xxx birdlime 2d 1

,
41.. < d„ 3:1., 11, 1/4;

for aviaries, cages of every oe.->orjpt:on,0 aiKl re-

quisites, sendl for illustrated catalogue: Rudd,
Spec la 1; st

,
Norw icily.

CAGE FRONTS,
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.: 15 l. 12, 5/6 doz.; 13 by 12, 7J-

doz. : 24 by 12, 10/- doz.
; odd sizes made to order.

Tam's Latest Nor. Splash Bath, fitted with white
earthenware, 4in. lot

.
4.1m, 1/-, Sin. 1/3, 6in. 1/6.

'V Norwich ana Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/-
“* **0

’T! each, two for 3/9, 6 for 10/-, 20/- doz.

jpj
British, show cages, 2/3, 2/8, 2/9. Zinc

,1 drinkers, 1/3 doz.; tin 1/- doz. Three-
ply wood travelling cases, to hold 2

cages, 4/6, 3 cages 5/6, 4 cages 6/6; bird

sprays, with rubber pipe and ball, 2/-, post paid;
seed boxes, 2in, 2/- dozen, 2fin. 2/6, 3in. 3/- doz.

Send postcard for illustrated catalogue of Seed
Mills, Breeding Cages, Follei Cages, Box Cages,
and all cage fittings. Trade supplied: ENOCH
TAMS, Church Street, LONGTON, STAFFS.

SHOW CAGES AND TRAVELLING CASES
For all varieties Standard Club cages in stock;
mything sp rial made to order; sco my free illu--

:rated catalogue.
E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

CACE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10
3 6 dozen; 14 by 12, 4/- dozen; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen;
lb by 12, 4 6 dozen; 18 by 12, 5/3 dozen; 24 x 12,

7/ dozen. Norwich and Yorkshire show cages, 20/-
lozen; tin bottom, all wire top Linnet cages,, seed-
box, fountain, complete, 11/- dozen, with seed
Inver. 19/ dozen: -ec price list for non-splash

* Volunteer Wire Works, Comhiii
!• alls. (431)

THINK THIS OVER
So confident am 1 in the superiority of my goods
over any others on the market, that I invito all

intending purchasers to have anything on approval,
and if they find it is not exactly as described, or
in any 'way not satisfactory, they are at liberty to
smash it up or destroy it in any way they like, and
i will refund every penny of their money without
question or comment. Clapnets made from 60
3-ply superfine thread, netting finch mesh, 3 yards
long, 51 ft. deep. 4ft. fly, 5/- pair ditto 4 yards 6/-.

5 jards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-, 7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-,

9 yards 11/-, 10 yards 12/- per pair, or any size
made to order. All clapnets consist of two nets to
the pair, each net- guaranteed to bo exact measure-
ment as above, and all are fitted complete with
all pegs, poles, and pull lines, ready for immediate
setting. Loose thread netting, knitted specially for
bird catching, as used in above nets, 7ft. deep 4d.
yard, ditto 9ft. deep Od. yard, ditto 12ft. deep. 6d.
yard, post free. Spring net traps 1/3 and 1/6 post
free. Batfolding Sparrow nets, fitted . on 15ft.
bamboo poles, C/6 pair, ditto on 17ft. polos 7/-.
ditto on 19ft. poles, 7/6 pair. Real Italian hemp
pull lin<^, Mpecially spun without snarl, and strong
as boat lines, 69 yards long, 2/- post free. Genuine
Japanese bird lime, guaranteed to hold any bird that
flies, stands all weathers, and specially good in fog
or drizzle, 9d. Jib., 1/2 Jtb„ 3/10 lb., sample 4d.,
all post free. Bird brace swivels, three 3d., twelve
Cd. post free. Flirt pegs and lines ,6d. each, post
free; double flirt pegs 9d. each, post free. Kindly
note all the leading professional birdcatchcrs pur-
chase' their appliances from me., so follow their
lead' and patronise (lie man who really knows what
is required for successful birdcatching.

W. CORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

action will he treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.
6.—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.- When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction
of both depositor and seller, both parties must at
ouce return tlio deposit receipts as a guarantee of
its completion. The depositor must at (lie same
time instruct us to pay over tlio deposit to the
seller

6.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are
sold before our deposit rote reaches the eeller, or

if for any other reason lie declines to do business,
he must at once return the deposit noto to ns. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the
deposit to the sender after the expiration of three
da ye.

7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.— In ease no sale b„
effected, a deposit is available for purposes yf a
fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee lie

paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT .—Goods in transit are at
the seller’s risk, and. arty damage or lo'e sustained
on the journey must lie' homo by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu t be properly packed and
returned isy the same men.is as were used in sending
th ) same.
9-PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must lie a matter for arrangement between
the vendor and depositor. We do not undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser
ts E.ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-

dor will not toe notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken tor safety.

Use Our Notepaper.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES-
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world; have
thousands testimonials; for proof, drop a post-
card; three tons sold every year; Jib. tin

sample, 8d. ; Jib. 1/2; lib. 1/10; all post free:
single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage in

centre, 1/9; established 50 years: 3. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist. Preston, Langs,

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

|
foods"]

WASP grubs, 2/5 pound, 1/4 half, free; only obtain-
able from Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. '

(45)MEALWORMS 7/- per lb., 3/9 Mb., fid. and 1/3 box,
post paid: Jones, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (61)
PRIVET berries. Bullfinches, grand natural food,
(40 large, ripe bunches, 1/-, post free: Mrs. Teat,
Krmine-terr., Ancaster. Grantham. (58 )ANT eggs, special 2/6,,3/- lb.; dried flies 1/9, 21-
ib. : mealworms, 2/6 1,000; dried egg yolk, 2/6 lb.:

('ara and Son.-, Yine-st., ClorkcnWell-rd., London,
K.C.

MEALWORMS, 2/0 1,000; cuttlefish, 9d. lb.; ants’
eggs, 3/-; flies, 2/-; insectivorous food, Cd lb •

price lists : De Y'on and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd..
London.
BEST Roller rape, 5/- stone; giant Spanish

canary. 5/3 stone; fresh gathered wild seeds, con-
taining dandelion, thistle, etc., 7ibs. 2/C: Steele
80, Ordsall-lane, Salford; also at. 201, City-rd., Man-
chester. (^3 )FRESHLY gathered wild seeds, charlock, teazle,
weed, and mixed wild seeds, all Cd. quart, l 9
gallon; thistle, dandelion, and knapweed, all l'e
quarter, 5/- lb.; .sesame, lettuce, clover, turnip, ail
Cd. quarter, 1/6 lb.; pecko, 2/- lb.; condition seed,
Cd. lb. : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (3S)MEALWORMS, Mealworms, 500 1/6, 1,000 8/-, 8/0
lb.; fine white gentles, 1,000 1/-, 3/- lb.; ants’ eggs,
8/6 lb.; dried flies, 2/6 lb.; yoik of egg, 3/- ib. •'in-
sectivorous food, 1/6 lb.; egg bread, 1/6 lb., Crissef,
Cd. lb. : Lark arid Thrush food, 6<1. lb. ; cuttlefish
bone, 1' - ib. : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

Blackerite Gape Cure
6d., I/-, 2/-, 4/—& 6/- tins.

Bellows foe “ Blackerite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & I /- bolts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., I / & 2 /- bolts.
Condition FiLls .. .. 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules .. 3d. boxes
IIiarrikea T oyvdek .. 6d. & I/- tins

Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses ’ .. 6d. & I /- tins

Eye Lotion I /- botts.
Feather Disease Cure

6d., 1 / & 5 /• botts
Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & 1 /• tins

Poultry Liniment .. .. I /- botts.
Poultry Soap . . 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)

Roup Paste . . . . 6d. & I /* tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder . . 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills .. 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & I /- tins
” Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., I /* and 2 /6 botts.
Red Mite Killer

In 6d., 1 /» and 2/6 botts.
“ Pexnakura ” (for destroying

external parasites and pre-
venting fcathcr^eating in

cage birds) . . . . In 3d. botts.
" Quinell.a" (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and I /- boxes
Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value
I /- and upwards.

If you *re in doubt ay to the Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25. Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

“AVEAU"
Tills preparation of Krekod.vne added to drinking
water cures affections of t lie breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet. 1/1. 59 years’ experience.

|
BOOKS.

|

OWING to war must sell my beautiful volume
“ Our Canaries.” lovely coloured plates and illus-

trations, cost 22/-, take 10/6, nusoiled ; will return
money if not approved: X. Watson, “ Clevedon,” 10,
•St. Margarct’s-rd 1

., Brocklcy, S.E.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: YV. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd.,
London.

|
MEDICINES.

|

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“ Nutshell No. 6,’’ an account of the trouble* which
beset captive birds." with tlio treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pet.* fo health. This will
save you much discouragement and money, and
rests only 2’d. post tree. -From ’ Cage Birds, ’’

J 5

4

,

Flcet-wt., London, K.fc. Or Cd. from agents (list fie
mtcutly published).

BRONCHITIS.
DITCHFI ELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC is til© finest

medicine ever introduced for birds with Bronchitis.

Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness, and all Chest and
Lung Affections. All fanciers should have a bottle

in the birdroom for the coming winter.

DITCHFI ELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,

Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going Light, Feather
Plucking, and Inflammation of the Bowels. Tlio

Ideal Tonic for all birds during the moulting season.

DlTCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, fpr Consti-

tutional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful
pick-me-up for weak and delicate birds. R. Whit-
taker, Rishton, writes: "The recovery after using

Pitchfleld’s Tonic Drops is nothing short of mar-

vellous. It is the finest remedy with which 1 have
come, in contact.” YV. Kiesel, London: “Your
special lung tonic is excellent.” B. Hutton, flol-

bcach: ‘Your Ilevivo is invaluable.”
SPECIAL NOTICE.

Owing to the increased rat© of postage and cost

of packing, we are compelled to raise Lite price of

all Bird Medicines as follows :-

1 Sample Bottle 8(1.

2 Sample Bottles 1/2

3 Sample Bottles 1/8

l Treble-size Bottle 1/2

2 Treble-size Bottles .... 1/11

3 Treble-fize Bottles 2/8

1 Special-size Bottle |

All post free from
2/2

FRANK DITCHFiELD,
BIRD

SPECIALIST, OLDHAM.
(64)

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.
|

PAIR Bullfinches, hom-emonlted, C -. 0. Walker,
notlnam. Hast. Yorks. (64)

COCK Linnets, rod-hrcasl cd, six 2/-. dozen 8/6;
honest dealing: Horace Uoote, 96, North-st., Luton.

(65)

COCK Linnets, clean healthy birds 3/6 doz, six 2/-,

cash or deposit : Kompson, 112, f'arley-rd., Luton.

Beds. (OS'

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, selected birds 2.6

nidli : Y1 is® .Jones, HuTloeh House, Aberystwyth,

Wales. ....
LARGE Welsh cock Uinmfs, select od birds 1/-

eaeii, throe 2/6 : Miss Jones, Harlech Hon e. Alicrysl-

wvlh. Wales. W®)
SICLKUTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen; Grecnllr, cites,

!/ dozen; I’ bright mixed scodcntors, 1/-; .1. Emm,
Bird Specialist, YVmstelitl Villas, Islohnm, Cainba.
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W. A. RUDD ft CO.’S

Bird Seed Ej

Bird Foods.
Don’t run short. Order a supply to day. There

is delay just now on all railways in consequence

ol' the war. The only remedy is to order carl).

NEW CROP SPANISH CANARY SEED,
JUST ARRIVED.

Peck.

Cood Spanish . 3/6

No. I. Spanish </•

Giant Spanish */6

Extra Giant Spanish S'-

Fine Summer Rape </6

('riant Linseed, Tevzle, Fine Hound Hemp. N lK° r

White Millet, Indian Millet, Maw. Golden

Pleasure. Sunflower, Thistle, Etc., Etc.

Bushel.
11/6

15/6

17/6
19/6

17/6

Post paid.
31-

3/-

3/9

3/-

3/•

RUDD & CO’S SPECIALS.
7 lbs.

Goldfinch Mixture 2/6

Linnet Mixture 2/6

Special WHd Seeds 1/3

Bullfinch Mixture 2/6

Foreign Finch Mixture 2/6

Golden Shell Sand. Sea Saud and Shell, Iitcli

Pine Sawdust, Cokernut Fibre

Write for New List and Samples of any kind
of seed.

PLEASE NOTE.— All orders to value of 20/- and

over sent carriage paid to any station iu England

or Wales for 1/- Extra; 10/- orders (id. extra

All Bags and Packing Free,

OUR ONLY ADDRESS IS—

180, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

F.M. COCK Linnets, selected fer song or exhibition,

1/-, 2/-; a beauty 2/6; approval; Degg, 77, Hamd-
ton-rd., Longton v’

4 )

NICE large cock Goldfinches, good blaze for muling

and exhibiting 2/6, 3, - ;
genuine; Johnson, Boot-

maker, Sheringliaui.

HEN .Goldfinches, 1/- each; Sib. hen Canaries, 3/.

each; Black Tumbler Pigeons, 1/- each: Itymer, 20.

Undercliffe, Pickering. (56/

.SELECTED cock Goldfinches and Bullfinches 2/6

each, pair 3/6; approval, cash or deposit: Wit-ton.

204, Magdalen-st., Colchester. (IS)

THREE .guarantee singing Linnets', also monster

Greenfinch, l/- each; clapnets for sale: Higgins, 9.

Newton-st., liulme, Manchester. (64)

COCK Fieldfare 10/-, cock Greenfinch, lion Gold-

finch 3/- pair; perfect condition; yVm. Shore Baily,

Bovers House, Westbury, Wilts. (60)

LARGE house-moulted cock Hawfinch, winner, with

show cage, 30/-; approval; deposit : Morrison, John-

stone. North Station, Renfrewshire. (64)

CATCH thousands alive; new double compartment
trap cage, including two Finches, trained call birds,

-20 complete; Copp Stores, Dart lord. (63)

MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, SCIbs.

for 2/9 on rail, exchange;, wanted linnet singing

stout : Turner, 4, Southgate, Sleaford. ( >8)

LINNETS, Linnets, roee red-brearted cooks 3,6 doz.,

2/- half.; few show specimens 1/- each; Bert

t'oote, Ki, Windmill-st.. Luton, Beds. (59)

LINNETS, Larks, Redpolls, Greenfinckco, from clean

aviaries, 1/- pair; Goldfinches, cocks, 2/-, liens 1/-:

Miss. Kosov, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (57)

FOCR cock Goldfinches and two liens, full colour,

and one Grcypate cock, one pair Bullfinqhes; ex-

change foreigners: Jackson, Joiner, Bingley. (61)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 2/2, hens 1/-; Goldfinches,

rocks, 2/6, hens 8d. ;
Greenfinches, Yellowbammers,

1/2 pair; Garrod, 37, Spcnce-r-rd., Kindidem (62)

BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in, 13in.

long. lliu. high, 1/3 ;
send for illustrated catalogue

of 1’’4 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, Hucknall, Notts.

GREENFINCHES, Linnets, Yellow Bunting, cocks,

1 /-;. large, hriiiiant specimens for exhibition, 2/6
each: H. Welsh, Corastall-buildings, Stamford. (C5)

WILL buy for cash, any quantity Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, Siskins, cither sex; write, stating

,
prices: Helyar, 63, Patmo.-.-rd., North Brixtom (65)

THREE hand feared Bullie hens from outdoor

avairy, good colour and big ones, 3;- each, 7/6 lot ;

approval : Gardner, 3, Priors Wood-terr., Taunton.
(59)

BULLIES. Bullies, Bullies, grand coloured cocks,
2 ’6, 3/-, hens 1/C; cock Creeuie, hen Bullie. 2. C pair;

approval deposit; Lott, Haymarket-rd., Cambridge.
(60)

SELECTED F.M. and C.M. Goldie for sale, 1

tip-top 10/-, 5/- each. case. 2 show cages 5/-; ap-

proval cash: Roberts, Queen's Hotel, Cerrigydruidion,

Corwen. (59)

GENUINE cock Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6 : Beautiful
plumage, guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy,
commenced sing; Crisp. 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops
Stortl'ord. (49)
LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;
P.C. before birds ; Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. (418)
FINE cock Bramblefineh 2/-. cock Siekin 3/- each;

or 4/- pair, fine cock Linnets 4/- doz.. Redpoll 2/6,
well mixed seed birds, 1/-; William Fenn, Beck-row.
Mildcnhall, Suffolk. . (60)

GRAND invention, birdcatchers stuffed decoys,
move about on flirt stick on balanced springs, no
brace bird required. Linnets 2/6 complete : Fryett,
Bcccles, Taxidermist. (58)

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, well on seed,
2/6 doz.; selected old caught cocks, 3/- doz.; satis-

faction guaranteed; Marshall, 5, Camden-st., Sncin-
ton, Nr. Nottingham^. (2#)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address; will send to you by return:
Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
GOOD H.M. Corn Bunting, Bramble, and Redpoll,

first-class condition, sell or exchange for surplus
Canaries; approval each way: William Finnigar, 2,

Victoria-terr., Cambuslang. (39)

SELECTED giant cock Brown Linnets, pencilled
to

'
perfection, lor show or contest, tine songsters,

steady as rocks, 1/- each, three 2/6: Seedsman,
163, Princess-st., Manchester. (64)
TWO Linnet Mules, cocke, one used for catching,
4/6 and 6/-; all kinds of British from the Welsh
mountains: J. Shephard, Caieher, 9, Woodfield-terr.,
Trelifod, nr. Pontypridd, S. Wales. (37)
COCK brown Linnets, Cd. each, 4/- doz., over 60
extra good, for song or show bench 1/6, 2/6, 3/6,
4/6, or exchange for common Canaries: Ingram and
Sous. Bird Catchers, 54, Gou'ton-st., Hull. (5S)

JUMBO hen Hawfinch, equals let Norwich; knock-

out for lieu classes, 10/6; Cooper, Judge, Norwich.
(Ov)

LANCASHIRE cock Brown Linnets, real toppers,

well pencilled with durk brown bucks, I/- each, two

1/9, four 3/-, ready lor field moulted classes; W.

Gardner, Garirtang id ,
Wcshaui, Nr, Preston, Lan-

cashire.
MANCUEHTHR Greenfinch aud 4th Ardwick for

sale, 60/-, only times shown; also a few picked oues,

'F.M. 2/-, 2/6, 6/-; file© other British birds, all

my own catching : T. Fletcher, 39, Mihithorpe st.,

Pendleton, Manchester. (*2)

MISS KING, 63, Klngshury-terr., Dunstable, has

two beautiful red eock Linnets, also one brown, very

loud, .sing their wild note, would suit bird dealers,

for shop front attractions or catchers, good call

birds, I/- each; approval. (62)

JONQUU, Greenfinch cock, golden yellow all over,

real deck swte|>er, under competent judges, 10/-;

Cooper, Judge (40 years’ experience), Norwich. (69)

C. PRIOR offers the following choice houscinoultcd

exhibition specimens, now in the pink of condition ;

Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Linnet. Twite, Bramblefineh,

Chaffinch, Greenfinch; state wants, enclosing stamp:
Hill Farm, Ropfay, Hants. (44)

EXHIBITORS! Try my selection. Cock Linnet,

3/6; Siskin, 6/6, Twite, 3/6; Redpoll, 2/6; Bull.

Ilncb, 5/6; Chaffinch, 2/6; Greenfinch, . 2/6 ; hen
Bullfinch, 3/-; Siskin, Cl/-; all gems; genuine value:

Sutherland, Ramsbodde, Forres, Scotland. (64)

LOOK, look, look, Linncte, Linnets, Linnets, I

have the finest stock of Linnets in l he South,

warranted cocks, well on seed 4/- doz., dealers

supplied; all kinds of British always in stock;

Chris. Hatton. 31, Richmond-st., Brighton. (59)

LINNET'S, specially trained lor contest, 2/• and

2/6; show birds, Norwich type, good colour, well

pencilled, 3/-; beautiful Goldfinches, right for mul-

ing or show, 2/6, 3/6 each; Linnet cages, 1/3 each:

W. Johnson, Bird Expert. 55, George-st., Leeds. (59)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets

grand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-

fied money returned; Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.

WINNERS, all show condition, cock Bullfinches

and Goldfinches 5/6. extra special Goldfinch 15/6,

monster cock Linnet 5/-, giant yellow cock Greenl

finch 5/-, housemoulted eock Linnet and cock Bram-

btefinch, winners 15/6 each: Robinson. Bird Special-

ist, Windermere. .. „
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fuiijames says about them. "Nutshell No. to, 2»u.

post free, tells you all you need_ know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From: C4Q6
Birds, 154, Fleet-st-., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

EXHIBITION specimens, selected from hundreds,

for exceptional size, colour, and markings, cocks.

Siskin 6/6, Bullfinch 5/6, Twite 3/6, Linnet 3/6,

Greenfinch 2/6. Redpoll 2/6, hen Bullie. a marvel,

win anywhere 3/6, ditto, hen Siskin 2/6; approval.

Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (51)

LINNETS, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Yellow-ham-

mers, Redpolls, Tree Sparrows. Robins, 1/- pair;

large selected cocks. 1/- each: Goldfinches and

Siskins, 2/6 pair; Redpolls 2/- doz. ;
eock Green-

finches 1/- doz.; mixed aviary birds 1/- doz.: George

Fenn, East End. Isleham, Cambs. (5S)

SIX genuine young H.M. cock Goldfinches, 3/6

each, 17 hens 9d. each ;
picked Welsh cock Linnets

9d. each. Redpolls 4d., two special Leaser Mealy
cocks 1/6 each, cock Bullfinches 1/6, good type

hens 1/3, yellow Greenfinches, cocks 9d„ hens Cd.

:

IV. Brown,’ Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop. (61)

LINNETS! Linnets! Grand Southdown Redbreasted
cocks, best in England, well pencilled; six for 2/9.

or 5/- dozen ; hei)9, I/- dozen ; three handsome, full

coloured cock Goldfinches, 2/6 each, three for 6/-

;

sex guaranteed: same address 23 years: G. Smith,
Central Bird Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (46)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2i-d. post tree, from: Cage
Birds, 151. Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published frequently.)
GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these Birds, and wo shall be pleased to

aend you a copy poet free upon receipt of 24 cl

.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet at., London,
E-C*
EXHIBITION or Muling; grand selected eock Gold-

finches, 2/6, 3/6; cock Siskin®, 2/6, ei/6, 4/- each:
large, beautiful coloured cock Bullfinches, 2/6, 3/-;

hens, 1/3; Lesser Redpolls, 8d. ; large muling or

contest cock Brown Linnets, 1/- cacfi; 3 lor 2/6;
others. 4/6 dozen ; all birds on hard seed ; sex and
safe delivery guaranteed; see Foods: Steele, 80,

Ordsall-lane, Salford; also at 201, City-rd., Man-
chester. (63)

EXHIBITION British for keenest competition,

perfect, can win cost this season; approval if

carriage paid; Chough, 18 months, 1st Chester, 1st

WM. SMITH
WARRANTED cock Goldflm he«, 2/6, 8/-, 8/6 each;

hens, 1/ ;
cock Bullfinches, 2/(1; liens. 1/3; eock Lin-

nets, 1/- cadi, 6/- dozen; guaranteed safe delivery;

see Canaries; Win. Kinith, 39, Tib-st. ,
Manehester.

BIRDCATCHERS GRAND NEW INVENTION.
Keif-acting trapnet, mude on a practically indes-

tructible framework, fitted with 8Jln. (rustproof

attiring*, beat quality invisible coloured netting,

folds up automatically, the great advantage ol

this trap over others—can be used lor catching

both largo and smalt birds, liardbills or aoltbills,

by simply using the different bait* advised in my
printed nstructiong ; post paid, complete, 2/5 each;

enormous sale; splendid testimonials received; Jack,

son, Barduey, Lincoln, (® ;t)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the best quality obtainable, speciality

picked for the show bench; make sure whiners;

grand English cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches, 8/-,

</-, 5/ . 7/6 and 10/- each; selected eock Linnets and

Redpolls, 1/6, 2 /-, 2/6 each ; catalogue post free;

Samliford, Bird Specialist, Prebton.

GOLDFINCHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
Etc., 1915 English cock Goldfinch 2/-, three 5,-, six

»/-; large, specially selected lor showing, muling,

2/6, 3/-, 4/- each, hen Goldfinch 1/-, three 2/6, six

i/.’ 7/- doz.: cock Bullfinch 2/-, three 4/-, six 7/6;

selected for showing. 2/6, 3/-, hens 1/-, three 2/6:

large selected ben Bullfinch 1/6, three 3/-; cock

I.iunet 9d., three 1/6, six 2/6, 4/6 doz.; selected

for showing 1/6. 2/6 each; best birdlime 9-d. Jib.,

1/2 4lb„ 1/10 lb., postage free; Matt. Hopkins,

Bird Specialist, 38, Fylde-st., J’reston, Lancashire.
(58)

FOR EXHIBITION AND MULING
The following cannot be beaten. They are picked

from hundreds that pass through my hands every

week, all as steady as a roek, and can win, rock

Bullfinch 7/6, cock Siskin, yellow 10/6, cage roJV.ed

cock Goldfinch 12/6, cock Chaffinch 3/6; cock Bram-

blefineh 3/6, Redpoll 2/6; monster cock Linnet 4/6,

yellow cock Greenfinch, giant 3/6, also grand lot,

cock Goldfinches, make sure winners, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6

I €ach ;
cocks on song 2/fi, 3/6. hens l - each; cock

Linnets on full song, make good mulers, 1/-, 2/-;

cage moulted lien Bullfinch 2/-
;
another extra large,

3/-, cago moulted cock Thrush 3/6, yellow cock

Siskin mule 6/6, also grand cock Goldfinch mule

on full Finch song 10/6, and over 50 large Scandi-

navian cock Goldfinches, almost as large as Siber-

ians, the? are a grand lot for muling and hybrid

breeding .4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6 each; approval, cash or

deposit: Day’s Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (tO)

special best British, Wolverhampton. £4: Hawfinch,

6 month®, 1st Leicester, £3; 1911 Dark Goldie Mule,

2nd Wolverhampton, 30/-; 1914 Dark Greenfinch

Mule, 3rd Wolverhampton. 20/- ; all open classes

this month ;
sec reports ; two champion -field-

moulted Goldies, 10/- each: Hepwood, AlbrigUton,

Wolverhampton. (63)

LINNETS! Linnets! ! Linnets ! !l—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britisher®, which will enable them to rear feat

stormers. Linnet faucicrs. there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution ; there is a very bad
habit, which yoor pels may have, which must be

overcome. Get that " Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

No. 2, price 2Jd. post free from CAGE Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, London. E.C.

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets, 200 birds again sent out,

all Worcestershire caught, many make winners
amongst them; cocks, on hard seed, 1/6 each, three

l'or 4/-; a few picked very large cocks at 2/- and
2/C each ;

extra special clean -moulted birds superb

show condition, 3/ each, 7/6 for three; few exhibi-

tion specimens 5/- each ;
extra fine lot of cock-

brown Linnets, no hens ana ngst them, well on hard
seed and song. If- Choir, three for. 2/-; few make
contest singers 1/6 each, 3 for 3/6; grand cock

Greenfinches, Chaffinches 8d. each, specially selected

for colour 1/- each; grand tot of Larks 9d. ami
1/- each; travelling cages 3d. and Cd. extra; all

bird® warranted sound, and healthy, and sex guar-

anteed): Bedford, Gore’s Shop, 131, Gooch-st.,

Birmingham. (GO

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
I INVITE YOU

To see the largest and be9t stock of British and

Canarie9 in the North of England. All my birxls

arc sent out on 7 days’ approval for cash or de*

posit with Editor. Give me a trial please, and 1

guarantee you will never regret it. Cock Goldfinches

on full song 2/6, 3/-, 3/6, 4/- each; muling cock

Goldfinches 3/0, 4/6; cock Goldfinches, with extra

deep square blaze, nicely tanned and buttoned 5/6,

7/6, and a few extra gems 10/6 each; mouster cock

Hawfinch, with deep bib, grand colour and finger

fame, win anywhere, 20/-; splendid cock Reed Bunt-

ing, grand colour and size, 3/-; another good one

1/C; Yellow Bunting, a gem, 2/-; monster yellow

cock Greenfinch, steady, same class as Mr. Lang’s

winner 2/6; other good ones 1/6, 2/- each; gem ot

a Redpoll, well laced, and good colour, 2/6 ;
Norwich

type cock Linnet, well pencilled, splendid colour,

good; head, andi steady as a rock, win anywhere, only

3/6; other good ones, 2/6; cock Chaffinch, a gem
and' aviary moulted, 3/6; I'plendid large H.M.
Bramblefineh, finger tame, and a winner, 7/6. If

you have a Linnet that won’t sing send 1/- for a

bag of secret mixture half a teaspoonful does the

trick. It its acknowledged that 1 have the finest

strain of Linnet singing ever heard, I have sold

hundreds of winners, and have won hundreds or

prizes. I have a few of our champions for sale,

all house moulted, mad proud, and will sing any-

where, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/- each ;
also ,a grand tot

ol this year’s youngsters, clean through moult, and

on full quality song, being taught under my unde-

feated champion of England, they make the best

and gamest songsters ever carried to a contest,

only 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/C each. 1 have a nice tot

of good' kitchen songsters, little beauties, and quite

tame, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each. I have a fcjv good

Linnets specially trained for catching, 9d. each;

also good' call bird Redpoll. 1/-: Chaffinch call bird;

/-; Goldfinches call birds, 1/6, 2/- each; Yellow

Bunting, call bird, 1/-; Greenfinch, good call bird,

1'-; singing and call cages 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6 each.

Goldfinch mules, on Finch song, real beauties t , 6,

S/6 10/6 each; eock Canaries, on full song, day

and gas light, over 300 in stock 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/0

each; large muling hens 2/-, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6 each,

and all ou approval; talking Parrots from 20/- to

£10; travelling boxes 2d.; also all kinds of seeds,

bird cages, dog collars, leads, gentlemen s wallets,

nurses, etc. i claim to have the best and largest

stock in the North, a visit will convince yon.

Write at once and state your requirements. t

can supply anything, also Peacocks. Theasants,

etc.- Fred Allen, British Bird Champion, 136, Porter-

st., Aviaries, Hull. d>6)

FEW loud hinging cook Skylarks, day '

light hongsti: I caged since August, 2, 0 cadi :

Seedsman, 163, Princeus-at., Mwicbi tcr. (64)

VERY flue 1915 band reared cock Thrush, no better

specimen living, could win the Palace, price 10/- ;

approval anywhere: Minty, Stony »t., Frome. (53)

SPECIALLY selected cock Lark:, genuine healthy

upecimcns, lovely songsters, 1/6 each; satisfaction

guaranteed : Sutherland, Kam bodde, Forre*. (64)

LARGE exhibition cock Waxwing (winner), pel fret

condition, extra steady, £2, or exchange 1915 clear

Belgian lock: Htoddart, High st., Haddington. (56)

LARKS, I have just two left, large birds, guar-

anteed cocks 1/6 each, or 2/6 the two; approval

anywhere : D. Aapinall, 162, Bolton st. ,
(,'horley. (59)

GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbird*, 3/-. guar-

anteed thoroughly turned, healthy, commenced i eg

.

warranted : Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stort-

ford. (58)

THOSE requiring a genuine tinging cock Skylark
or show specimen <u approval, cheap, send me your
address, wilt send you by return ; Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
EXCHANGE good cod; Skylark, hand-reared, for

anything useful, no birds, cost 7/6 recently; not a
1/- contest bird, a real one: George Carter, 27.

Marsden-rd., Huddersfield. (53)

L1NCOEXSHIKE Skylark-, large selected genuine
cooks, impossible to get better, clean, perfect con-

dition, 3/6 doz., six 2/,, three 1/8; thow speci-

mens, 1* ; Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (63)

HAND REARED cock Nightingale, will take any -

thing from hand, clean moulted, in perfect con-

dition, commencing to sing, price 35/-; F. Bent.

Confectioner, 8, GlasshOuse-st., Nottingham. (63)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged
12 months 1/6, also young hand-reared cock 1

they can he matched to sing any in this country ;

approval anywhere; sterct of feeding tree: Georg.

Holt, Dunstable. (62)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, la song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3" tells

you. 2Jd. post freo from Care Birds, 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in tho beet

possible condition ; together with directions for

hand-rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will bo found in “ Nutshell No. 4,” 2icl. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.-C.

2d. from agents (list published frequently).

I HAVE a magnificeut eock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to Bhow and
win. 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,

much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-

ling, practically hand-reared, 16, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmcney Cot-

tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS; the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by H. J. Fuiijames in " Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes the collection of ants' eggs, 25 a. p-uae free,

from; Cage Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from ageDto; see list on another page.)

ALL fine large specimens, Softbills for disposal

:

Wryneck, Nightingale, Blackcap, Garden Warbler,

Long-tailed Tit, Marsh Tit, Golden-crested Wren,
eock birds, cage moulted, in perfect health and
condition; also life insectivorous food, 1/10 per lb.;

wasp grubs, properly preserved for winter use, 2

per II).; post free: P. F. M. Galloway, "Durban/’
Caversham. Reading. (17)

REDSHANK, 5/-: White hen Canary for light

mule breeding, 12/6; hen Redstart, 2/-; Dunlin,

2/6; Knot, 2 0; Green Plover. C/6; Jackdaw, 3-:

Blue Tits, 1 - each; Great Tits, 9d. : Pippit. 1

Wagtail. 1,6; Grey Wagtail, 4/6; cock Blackbird.

10 ; Starling. 1 - : Thrush. 2 -; cock Canary, 5 - :

White Java Doves, 5/-; Diamond Doves, 30/- pair;

price lists : De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green-

rd., London.
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice oefore pro.

cecding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-

tivorous birds. You wilt then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-

vice is offered iu
‘ c Nutshell No. 26," by IT. J. run-

james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with

moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and tiia

various styles of cages also receive full attention.

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you

how.’ Post free. 2td. from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C. Look at our list of agents; call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed eock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 1/6, threo

4/-, six 7/-: selected, 2/-, 2/6, three 5/-, six 8/6; liens,

1)-, three 2/6, six 4/6; Larks, Linnets, 8d.. 1/-. three

1 /6 ,
six 2/C; Siskins, 2/6, 3/6; Redpolls, 4d., six 1/6,

dozen 2/6; best birdlime, 6d., 9d., 1/-: Irwin’s Avi-

aries, Lurgau. (51)

|
Miscellaneous. \

f Softbills. ]

LARKS and Linnets, the old firm .who has sup-

plied many Palace winners past seasons
;

eock

Larks 3/- doz.; cock Linnets 4/6; H. Dawson, West
st., Chatteris. (62)

GRAND mixed birds, Finch/*, Linnets, etc., cocks

and hens, perfect, clean, healthy, 2/0 doz.; cheaper
kind 1/- doz.; worth double: Jackson, bird catcher.

Bardney, Lincoln. (03)

GOLDFINCHES, warranted cooks. 2/-, 3/- each;

oid-eaugiiit Goldfinches 1

, used catching_ 3/6 ; grand-

Pea-throated one, gem for size, colour, 7/6; genuine,

healthy, clean, cock Linnets and I.arl;s, three 1/S,

4/. doz.; Greenfinches, selected cocks, three 1/-,

2/6 dozen: J. Wliiteley, Catcher, Boston-rd., Hol-

beach. (^J '

THRUSH, grandly spotted, fine songster, cham-
pion show form, 7/6: Cook, 23, Lindlcy-st., Norwich.

(59)

GRAND cock Larks, 8/- dozen; can supply new
and old customers: E. Rowe, 21, VVest-st., Chatteris,

Cambs. (83)

RARE chance; pair aviary bred Bullfinches. 7/6;

odd lien, 3/6; cock Greater Whitethroat, 3/0: Green,

Bowden, Leicestershire. (48)

MAGPIE, fine bird, 5/-; exchange class Skylark,

offers; Wagtail show cage, 3 ;
-; It. Robertson, 4,

Hosefield-rd., Aberdeen. (64)

VARIEGATED Starling, nearly white, sell 15/-,

or exchange two cock Canaries, singing : Tomson,

111, High-rd., Willesden Green. (06)

BLACKBIRD, hand-reared last April, tame, affec-

tionate pet, take food from finger, good shape 7/6:

Wand, 10, St. Tbomaa-rd., Spalding. (66)

NIGHTINGALE, fit for keenest competition, not

local shows, warbling nicely, 12/6; pair of Eedpolea
!!- Leeson, Montague-st., Itushd-en. (65)

BLACKCAP Tit (this variety 1st Norwich, Horti-

cultural Hail. Palace, etc.) certain winner 6/6:

Corpl. Cook, 23, Lindley-st., Norwich. (59)

GOLDFINCHES, ETC.
Grand cock Goldfinches and Bullfinches 1/6. 2:-. six

7/6, selected 2/6, 3/-, six 8/6; few beauties 5/-

each ;
hens 1/-, 1/6; cock Linneta and Skylarks S-d,.

three l/6> 5 ix 2/6, 4/- doz.; dozen mixed aviary

birds, cocks and hens, 3/6; trap cage and cock

Linnet, caller, only 1/9; splendid cock Thrushe*,

2/-; don’t pay more and' fare worse; Broxup, 27.

Stock-st„ Burnley.

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted eock Linnets, lOd. each, 3 for 2/-, C for

2/6. 5/- dozen; warranted eock Goldfinches, 6.

3/- each ;
hens, 1/-; cock Larks, fid.; Redpolls, Lhal-

finches, Greenfinches, all cocks, fid. each.

EXCHANGE ST. t
SHEFFIELD,

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS, ETC.

Real English cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6 each, three

for 5/-, six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each ;

hens 1/3 1/6 each; Lancashire cock Linnets, lOd.

and 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/-, dozen 5/-; grand cock

Larks, 8d., 10d., 1/- each, three 1/6, six 2/6; dozen

4/-; few caged off birds, singing, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each;

Redpolls, (id., 9d., II- each; cages 9d„ 1/-, 1/3, 1«,

1/9 each; send for catalogue of everything.

50 years.

OHUnirnon Bird specialist and Judge,
SANUlFUKU, FRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 410
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[
Border Fancy. ]

BORDER Canaries 5/ - pair; good feeding famines
pair; Stiraohiiii, Maulie-st.. Arbratth. (04)

FOUR pairs Border Fancies, typical birds, 12/6

pair, or exchange gramophone and records: Russell,

Ayton Lane, Aytoo. (56)

TYPICAL Borders, teeming with Quality, pairs

from 7/0, hens from :!/• ;
all colours: Dunlop, School-

house, Dornock, Annan. (66)

COMPULSORY clearance; SO Borders, 2/C to 10/-,

cocks and hens; some winners; oilers lot: A. Short,

o, Dock-rd., Tweedmouth. (53)

SMART cock birds from 7,'ii, pairs from 10/6; right

tyiie, rare Quality; approval: Robson, 28, Camden-
grove, Pcekham, London. (11)

BOR BURS, great success al Glasgow, winner Border
medal, clears and marks, at war prices; approval,

stamp: Craig, High-st., Brechin. (CO)

CHAMPION green Border fancies, yellows and
bolls, uieo yellow marked hens, typical birds; prices

I'eii.-ouc ble : Murray, Kembank, Selkirk. (34)

BORDERS, from prize winners, must clear: Lens,

2/8; cocks from (i/U; pifirs from 8/8; variegated

and greens: Daw, III, St. John's rd., Hast Ham. ( f>8 )

NOTICE, grand lot Border fancy, for allow or
|

song, cocks :l/0, ,i/-, 7/8 each, matched pairs a 8;

approval: McKcuud, Seahright, Castle Douglas. (28)

FOUR typical yd bow cinnamon' Border ercks 7/8
each; approval, s t-unp ;

cxicingc one lor large

yellow pink-eyed Norwich lien: Kirkhope, Bootmaker.
Sanquhar. (63)

lUJ.'i CLEAR and marked yellow cocks a/-, bull

markMl four-pointed hens 2 8; 131 j, six cock Gold-

Hncli mules 5, 8; approval, deposit: Love, Cummers-
dalc, Carlisle. (59)

SEE reports of the leading shows; -Sheffield, Glas-

gow, Ardwiek, Manchester; can supply the same
strain from 7,8: state wants; approval; stamp:
George Bcnnet, Bowmont Villp, Kelso. (84)

YELLOW green cock la/-, winner; clear yellow

jock, 3rd Liverpool, 81: yellow green lien, lie Liver-

pool, 8/8, wortir double; many others', see last

week's ad-vt. : Croft, 39, Cemetery-rd., Crewe. (88)

ll.WF, decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 100 youngsters, many lit to win, plenty

|

to select from, in all colours, show or stock, at

war priees; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 230,

Low Waters, Hamilton. (58)

PHENOMENAL success, my birds winning every-

where, sice reports Plymouth. L. and P.O.8., Chel-

tenham, Chewier, Bromley, Penge, Croydon, etc.;

pairs or singles for sale; state wants, stamp: Last.

8. Bank-buildings, Puricy. (57)

AS I am now serving with the colours must sell

all my Borders; no reasonable oiler refused; birds

include last year’s L.C.B.A. diploma hen and her

mate, also my other winners: Humphries, 91,

Klsinore-rd., Forest Hill, London, S.E. (82)

••THE Border Fancy Canary" (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully how to manage these “wee gems" dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how lo select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2Jd. post free, rrom "Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet st.. London, E.C., or from any <f our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

REV. JOYCE. Wellington, Somerset, can supply

crests and crestbred* (best blood) in matched pairs

from 40/-; singles same rale, ail bred for quality

and vigour; some of tlie chief winners this season

again are from bird by him; stamp; state price.

CREST and Cresthrcd corks, also matched pairs,

large and sound, of prize stock; reasonable price;

approval; two splendid band-reared cock Gold
finches, fil to show, 6/- each, or exchange for large

young bull Lancashire hen, heavily feathered bird:

Compton, Wnddcsdon, Bucks. (56)

REMARKABLE VALUE
In highest class Crests u.ndi Crested* bred*, contain-

ing the. best combined strains in England; state

requirements, or list free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

|
Cinnamons.

SHORT stout typical 1914 bull' hen, Mrs. Deacon’s
strain, 15/-; bargain: Flatt, 5, Brarnford-Iane, Ips-
wich. (84)
ALL m,v cinnamons for sale, cheap, in one lot, or

pairs: L. Roberts, Ironmonger, 56, Johnston-st.,
Blackburn. (49)
LARGE yellow cinnamon Norwich cocks, 1915, in

grand bloom, can win; price J2/0 each: Carrington,
Bridge-st., Bakewell. (56)

Belgians.

I HAVE several peers of Belgians, both ?. and I

bred, this year’s and lost; I will take 7/6 a pair

to clear: Miss N. Thomas, 71,- High-st., Loftus. (57)

/ Greens.
|

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from TO/-
each; approval; no single yd low hens: Jenkins, 82,
Cburch-st., Widnes. (471)
TWO Green and four Yellow cook Canaries, this
season's, cold-room bred, at 6/- each: Cross, 47,

Burntwocd-lane, Lower Tooting. (55)

Lancashires.
(

MONSTER buff Plainhead cock, 15/-; do. brother to
L.C.B.A. winner 20/-; cheap, approval: Minty, Stony-
st., Frome. (53)

Lizards.

HIGH-CLASS Lizards, best strains, ut lowest
priees ; list free : R odd', Specialist, Norwich. (86)
A FEW pairs of good, healthy Lizards for sale,

18/6 pair; no better blood: Sutcliffe, 5, California,
Todmorden. (56)

1
Crests and Crestbreds.

j

FEW champion Creels, also cages, for sale cheap:
Mrs. Roberts, Stannahey, Newton-drive, Blackpool.

CREST and Crestbrcd cocks for sale, or exchange
for good young green hens: J. Gillespie, 19, Alter-

nate, Durham. (16)

LARGE stock birds. Crest and Crestbreds. Norwich
cocks and hens, reasonable; state wants: Small, 67,

Western-rd., Brighton. (56)

MRS. THOS. TAYLOR'S champion strain, a few
good birds for sale

; approval, stamp reply : 08,

Kdw artf-st., Gateshead. (65)

A FEW good matched pairs, Crest and Crestbreds,
norne odd Crestbred cocks, cheap; approval: Wright,
(8, Stewart-rd., Falkirk. (60)

1915 CRESTED cock 15/-, crested hen 15/-, erest-

bred hen 7/6; Joyce-Baructt strain: Rev. G. Mul-
lens, Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (56)

WANTED, yellow Crestbred cock, green or varie-

gated, 1915, large, no other show points required :

Reid, Burnside, Craigie, Perth. (62)

1914 VARIEGATED ' Crested hen, good, genuine,

35/-: exchange young grizzle Crested lien: Yeung,
76. New bury-rd., Bromley, Kent. (64)

CRESTS and crestbred cocks from 12/6, pairs
from 25/-, bred from prize stock: approval: Rob-
•on, 28, Camdeu-grove, Peckham, London. (58)

FOUR crested cocks, 1915, dark crests, marked
wings, in,- and 15/- each; approval: Wm. Gal-
braith, 239, Main-st., Bridgeton. Glasgow. (61)

CRESTS and Crestbred at war prices; only 12 to
spare; from 7 6 each; pairs from 20/-; approval;
•tamp reply: J. E. Rowe. 19, Lipson-aven., Plymouth.

(47)
ONLY lour pairs crests left, must clear next foy-
night, 25 - and 30/- a pair only, worth treble;
deposit, approval : Calarn, 59, Baxtergate, Whitby,
York?. (61)

THREE Crested hens, green, fit for show, 50/- each:
several other Crests and Crestbreds: reasonable ap-
proval; deposit: H. Mais, 63, Northumberland-st..
Nottingham. (44)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,
many winners sold

; some grand birds lor sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.,
Nottingham. (17)

GOOD double-barrelled breecli-loading gun, will

exchange to the value of £5 for good Crests or
Crestbreds; approval both ways: Moffat, 18, Church-
lane, Dunipaee. Stirlingshire. (56)
LARGE dark thick crest, even wrings, cock, large

clear yellow crestbred cock, two good bird? £3
>7 6 the two; four Lancashire show cages 7.9: T.
K Ind, Cothe in, Bristol

; stamp. (60)

KV1NS BROTHERS offers champion yellow Crested
cock, big winner, 96/-; monster Crestbred cock,
topping show bird, 60/-; a few others at reasonable
priees; see report Cheltenham Show: 259, High-st.,
Exeter. (48)
GRAND healthy young stock, bred from prize

strain ; must sell owing lo war xvork ; single bird,

10/- to 30/-: pairs, 20,- to 40,-: approval; seen
week-ends: Worrell, Itavenswood, St. James’s-rd.,
Sutton, Surrey. (35)

THROUGH death of breeder, sell, 2 stock pairs,

en-t ' 70 - pair, J pair 50/-, worth double, wanted
cresthrcd cock, exchange green crest cock or 2

green crestbred hens, green .erert or crest-bred;
pvod strain, but medium size, ercks 7 6. lien? 5

Hf*wnstr ', 25, jSouce.stcr-rd., Bishopston, Bristol.

(58)

LNorwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

1). C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; botli varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northffeld-rd., Walk-
icy. Sheffield. •

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
of championships; good birds from 7/6 upwards;
approval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London,
K.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

N LEESE, breeder of Norwich, winner of Crystal
Palace diploma and silver medal. Horticultural
Hall diploma, silver rose bowl, gold medals, etc.;
a few good birds ready now; approval: N. Leese,
30, A!exandra-rd., Normacot, Staffs.

CHAMPION Norwich, m-ostty unft'ghted 1

, outside
bred', no heat; ;v!J on approval: John Dalgety, 10,

River-st., Brechin, Forfarshire. (65)
FEW eolour-fed Norwich; prices reasonable; on

approval; state wants: Dr. Allen, Ambleside. (59)

WANTED, large Norwich, fair price given for
good stock : Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (46)
MR. SHORROCK can spare few bull and yellow

belts, 4/- and 5/- each; stamp: 2, Sunderland-.st.,
Burnley. (62)
LARGE unflighted colour-fed Norwich, 4 buff cocks,

10/- ; four buff
-

hens, 5/- each : OUe, 3, Linton-eres.,
Hastings. (57)
FLEET, 16, King’s. rd., Upton Park, breeder and

exhibitor of high-class Norwich; few more speci-

mens. to spare. (61)

CLEAR yellow cock, clear buff hen, variegated buff

hen, all large birds; approval; Steven, 215, Mon-
trosc-st., Brechin. (64)

TWENTY Norwich for sale, must be bieared shortly,
from 10/6 pair: 3 pairs cinnamons 12 6; or 30, - lot:

Spann, Stivichale. (64)
E. FOWLER lias a few good Norwich for disposal,

either show or stock; stamp reply: High-rd., Wood-
lord Green, Essex. (62)

THREE line big hens, two yellow. 1914, 4 6 each.
8/C both; one buff, 1915, 3.6: 209, tioldhurst-terr.,
Hampstead, London. v 5S)

D. DEVOY, high-class, typical, Norwich cocks,

10/-, yellow and buff hens, 10/- each, paire 20/-:

23, Georgc-st., Stranraer. (25)
EIGHT pairs of Norwich, bred from winners; pairs
from 12,6, or xvhat offers for lot: G. Newbert.
Piliard House, Gainiboro. (GO)

I HAVE some splendid Norwich Canaries; cocks,
5/0 6,6; hens. 1 9, ?/-, 2/6: Syd, Motherrole, 20.

Huinberstone-rd.. Leicester. (57)

FIVE young Norwich cocks, singing, colour-fed,
30/-, or nearest oiler; inspection invited: I’ehhet,

8, Etc hiugliam-rd., Leyton. (02)

TICKED yellow Norwich cock, winner, 15 -. also
typical pair 15/-; approval, deposit: A Armistead,
Daisyfield, Bury, Lancashire. (35)
GRAND healthy, typical, unflighted Norwich, all

outside bred and on approval : John Dalgety, 10,

River-st.. Brechin. Forfarshire. (58)
SEVERAL good Norwich hens, .splendid condition,
2/6 each, four 9,-; satisfaction guaranteed: 11.

Smith. 10, Waterloo-st.. Hove. (52)
COCKS 6/-, hens 2,-, 2/6; inspection invited. Sat-
urday afternoon or Sunday morning : Atkins, 5,

Pleasant-lerr., Intake, Sheffield. (56)
MR. INNKS, Estate Factor, Largs, Ayrshire, hav-

ing decided to dispose of all his high-class Norwich,
oilers exceptional bargains; many winner*; ail large;
inspection invited; letters only, (59)

STEPHEN TWEDDLE, Wimbcrley-st., Blackburn,
breeder and exhibitor of Plainhead Norwich, lax
few birds for sale; Stamp reply. (52)
GIVING up, grand yellow cocks, from 8/-, hens
from 5/-, well-bred, healthy; approval anywhere:
Salter, 32, Grosvcnor-rd., Rugby.

.

*
(66)

WINNERS, two choice quality hens, yellow and
huff, 10/6 each; week’s approval, deposit: Garner,
52, Northumberland-st., Norwich. (59)
FOUR new Norwich show cages and travelling case,

cost 18/6, accept 12/6; also case andi two cages 6/6:
Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (63)

NORWICH, clearance sale, two non-fed cocks, cost
£5; first reasonable offer gets them, or exchange,
no birds: Henderson, 37, Grant-st., Wick. (54)
NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for song or show,

cocks 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs 6/-; appro-
val: McKcand, Seahright, Caetie Douglas. (29)
FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs
from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy

; approval:
Robson. 28, Camden-grove, Pcekham, London. (11
LARGE eolour-fed Norwich, for show or stock; state
wants; approval; also breeding cages on sale: Mrs.
Roberts, stannahey, Newton-drive, Blackpool. (38)
REDUCING Norwich stock; good birds, grand

quality and wizc; full particulars; stamp: Lee,
Breeder and Exhibitor, North-ten., Bedlington. (60)
NORWICH Plainhcads, non-flighted, 7/6 per pair,
Goldfinch mule cocks, 6/- each; approval: Di Wil-
liams, 12, ltosevean-rd., Penzance, Cornwall. (50)
NORWICH clear yellow cocks (Dixon’s strain,
"Judge"), splendid quality and type, 10/- each;
stamp reply : Smith, Hairdresser, Bedlington. (60)
GRAND colour-fed yellow Norwich cock, 20/-;
another, as above, ticked, 15/-; other good birds
from 7/6: Collins, 36, Somcrset-rU., Knowle, Bristol.

(62)
SYMONS BROS., Melbourne, Liskeard, Cornwall,
have 150 Norwich and Crest from 10/- upwards;
purchasers winning with the game stock; approval.

(57)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, three cocks, two lien*,

colour-fed; six single breeders, 30/- lot to clear:
Land, 3, Lin\vx>od-grovc, Sw allow -st., Longsight, Man-
chester. (58)
TYPICAL Norwich cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, up-
wards; hens, 4/- upwards; cash or easy payments;
stamp reply: Kosscll, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow,
Middlesex. (59)
SEVERAL good Norwich cocks, size, type, quality,
from 8/6, 9/-, 10/-, 12/6, 15/- upwards; fit for
show, colour fed; approval: Grout, 64, Hughendcn-
rd., Norwich. „ (62)

YELLOWS, two, non-fed, 1914 Norwich cocks, what
offers in 1015 Cinnamon-marked yellow hens for mul-
ing, sell 10/- each: Barten, 206, Windham-rd.,
Bournemouth. (59)
FEW healthy 1915 bull Norwich cocks, singing,
cold-room, colour-led, 5.6 each; buff hens, from
2/3; approval, deposit: Dickens, 34, Vernon-st.,
Northampton. (58)

SEVERAL unllighted buff cocks and hens,- reason-
able prices, and related to my winners at Preston,
Bradford, Carlisle and York this season : Tose,
Park-st., Leeds. (59)

GOOD quality Norwich, 2 liargy yellow hens and 2

large buff cocks, 1915 birds, 30/-; N.F., exchange
B.S.A. rifle, or anything useful: V. Mutton, Rcc-

tory-rd., Redditch. (65)

1
WANTED, two quality hens, yellow and buff (un-

I

flighted) must be short and tyfweal, with good heads

I

and colour, only good birds wanted : Coie, 10, Lev-

ington-rd., Ipswich. (59)

HIGH-CLASS typical Norwich, clear yellows and
buffs, unflighted: cocks 7,0, 10,6; hens 3/6, 4/6:

splendid value; approval, deposit: Clarke, West
Hagley, Stourbridge. (56)

A FEW grand: buff cock?, winners, from 12,6, 1)/-,

20/-; hens from 5/-: F. Girling, Confectioner, 22,

Wensunkst., Norwich. (64)

JAMES 8TAR.K, absolute winner of the Norwich
Amateur Challenge Cup, offers grand birds, from
10/6; exhibition or stock; approval; stamp; not a
dealer: 110. Oak-st., Norwich. (47)

1914 LARGE buff cock 20/-, yellow cock 12/6,
cinnamon marked hen 4/6, yellow hen 5/-, 1915 buff

cocks 8/6, 10/6; approval, cash or deposit: Thomas
Herbert, 35. South-st., Redditch. (62)

HY. HUGGINS can spare choice huff cocks, clear
or ticked, good heads and necks, 10/- and 15/ ,

variegated buff hen, year old, big bird, 12.6; ap-
proval, stamp: 40, Tabor-st., Burnley. (58)

LARGE, highly coloured clear yellow cock, 1915,
in full song, 15/-; large clear buff hen, 1914, 12/-.
both grand Turds; or 25/- the pair; approval:
Bond, Terriers,. High Wycombe, Bucks. (64)

FOR. disposal, lew high-class unflighted 1915 Nor-
wich colour-fed yellows and buffs ; cocks from 15/-,

hens from 5/6; approval, deposit; stamp reply:
E. Bianey, 19, Oliver-rt., Mexbrc’, Yorks. (56)

NORWICH, three yellow hens, two clear, one
ticked, 5/- each; one clear huff’ cock, 7/6; all

colour-fed and cold room bred: Sharman, "Lynd-
hurst," Wordsworth-rd., Wallington, Surrey. 57)

CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, good
type and feather, well matched pairs or single birds,
winners wold every season : 35 years breeder ; ap-
proval : T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham.

(45)

MR. ECKERSLEY offers four pairs of typical,
splendidly-bred Norwich at 20/- per pair; great
opportunity to obtain birds from renowned strain at
small cost : 51. Francis-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham.
FINEST foundation; disposal caused by military

duties; bred from Spillman, Gill and Pethick strains,

single, double and (light cages, all going cheap:
Toinsett, S.N.P.C., 34, Endwell-rd., Brcckley, E.

(60)

YELLOW marked cock, buff hen, 15/-; bargain;
clear yellow cock, buff hen, 12/6; several other
pairs, reasonable prices; all bred from and related

to winners; approval: Cbnway, Bayard-st., Gains-
borough. (60)

G. DOWELL, breeder of high-class Norwich, has
for sftlc about f.O typical bird- ; cock?, 7'6, 10/6,

15/-; here?, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6; approval; cash or deposit:

Spread Eagle, Langport, Somerset (late of 4, Boor-
it., Yeovil). (56)

I AM reducing my Norwich ivy ten pairs, so have
for tale yellows and buffs, cocks and liens. Up-top
stock ll-ds bred’ from the best, eh/ap lo clear; on
approval; .stump: blcnncr, 12, Monklonlia.i-Urr.,

Musselburgh. (64)

N. LEESE, winner at Manchester, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and
4th, also at Burton ltd, 2nd, and 3rd, 1 have a

few good pairs from 20/- upwards; also odd cock
from 10/- each; on approval: 80, Alexamlru-rd.,
Normacot, Stall*.

MASSIVE ticked buff cock, lovely quality, type,

35/-; marked yellow ditto, 30/ ; variegated buff,

large head, fine stock bird, 20/-; also two yellow
liens, 15/- each; all healthy; on approval: Kerr,
Richmond-rd., New Barnet.

MUST sell, 15 healthy colour-fed Norwich, large
clear yellow cocks, 0 0. 7/0; buff cocks, 0/0: large
variegated bull hen, 5.-: another, 3.0; two yellow
and two buff. 8 - each: approval, cash: Peck.
Ashman’s Hall gardens, Bceclc*-' (50)

50 to IOO°/o Saved
As I hold the stock I offer, you can with the utmost
confidence eend for any of the following on approval,
or come and inspect; you will find all
reliable bargains. Cocks Or hens, colour fed, these
birds can be seen or particulars given, 10/6, 15/-,
20/-, 30/- ; pairs, correctly matched to produce best
results by me personally, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-. Note: You
cannot match these for quality at double the price
elsewhere. Other good prize-bred Norwich at
following prices: Cocks 6/6, 7/0, 8/0, 10/$; hens, 2/6,
3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6; pairs matched to produce best
results, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6. Huge quantities of testi-
monials received weekly, which can be seen bearing
official post mark. Cages, to hold one bird, 3d.

;

to hold 2 or 3 birds, 4d.; for all others see detailed
current price list; easy payments by joining my
original bird club; distance no object: W. Rudd, the
Bird Specialist, Norwich.

MR. PAYEY, Norwich Breeder, Exhibitor.—Good
pairs at reasonable price

; these are consistent
breeder*

; latest w ins : Woolwich, two lets, two
specials, two 3rds, four entries, under Robson

;

stamp reply: 5, Grovc-rd., Abbey Wood, S.E. (62)
VARIEGATED yellow cock, fine type, quality, size,

20/-; two variegated buff cock*,. vary large birds,

good heads, 25 - each; 2 clear buff bens 20/- each;
grandi heads, rich quality

;
all unflighted, tired from

winning .stock : Kerr, Richmond-rd 1

., New Barnet.
SURPLUS stock cocks, 1 yellow variegated, 10,0;

1 ticked, 0 - ; 2 clear, 8/-, 5/- ;
buffs, 3 clear, 10/-,

8/-; liens, yellow, 1 clear, 1 dark tail; buff, 1 clear,
3 marked, from 4/- ghch

;
approval; offers for lot:

Nelson, 77, East Princes-,st., Helensburgh, N.B.
(01 )

1)0 you want typical short chubby birds at
reasonable prices! I must clear twenty sharp, in-

cluding winners last week, this years breeding;
cocks Iron. 7/0, hens from 5/-; no rubbish; all

From winning stock, home on Thursday, or Sunday
morning; otherwise write: Bonniwell, 03, St. Quhitin-
avemie, North Kensington. (02)

WINNER Norwich points medal, 1915, lias the
following for disposal : clear yellow cock, 17, 0;
clear buff cocks, 15/- and 12/6; variegated buff cocks,

IS/- and 12 0; three clear buff hens, 10/- each;
variegated yellow her), 7/6; good feather and con-
dition; approval: Roberts, 43, Young-st., Derby.

(56)
F. J. LACCOHEE. breeder and exhibitor, offers

good stock Norwich, at reasonable prices; cocks
from 10/6, hens from 7/6, carefully matched pairs

15/6, 20/-, 25/-, lbe.se would give email breeders a
good start to breed their own winners; straight-

forward dealing; approval: 92, St. Ceorge-st., Nor-
wich. (66)
WINNER of 1st unflighted clear bufT cock, £3;
winner of 1st 1914 bred clear buff cock, £3; winner
of 1st and special in keen competition, buff cock,
paired to clear yellow hen, £10 pair; typical yellow
cook, dense silky feather, .short flight and tail, 7/6;
cage and carriage free : Bluck, 3, Westbourne-tcrr.,
Hove. (60)

FUR sale, two clear yellow Norwich, 12/6 each;
one variegated, 10/-; clear bull. 12/6; marked buff.

15/-; all 1915 cocks and can win local shows; 1013

bull cock, monster, 15/- ; one buff, one yellow hen.

7 6 each; one bull Border cock, 10)-; few hens, 3 6
each; see wins, Manchester, Liverpool, etc.; ap-

proval : J. W. Johnson, Wigan-rd., Ormskirk. (59)

GIVING up, inusi be cleared'. 26 good1 big typical

Norwich, the right stuff for nhov o.r stock, cheap
to clear, from 5/- to 25/- each; goa.li matched pairs

15/., 20/-.; approval; money returned witti pleasure

if not satisfied; 8 good big double breeders, well

mate, all hold: water, 4/ <«<*; 12 e-how cages 1/-,

13 each; stamp: C. Sharp, 165, Berridge-rd.,

Hyson-green, Nottingham. (64)

CHAMPION cup bred Norwich, few bargains here,

large clear yellow. cock, good bead, 10/6; clear buff

hen, good one S/6, marked buff ben, large and
good, 7/6; variegated yellow hen. beauty, 8 '6:

yellow green cock, full of best yellow blood, grand
bird, large, good type, 15/6; massive, big headed
clear buff ben, certain winner £1; address; George

Cublry, Luton Gowts. Long Button, IArcs. (66)

HUMPHRIES strain.—Ticked buff hen. splendid

tvpe, 7 firsts York. 45/-, large variegated yellow

ceck 25/-, another 20/-, variegated buff 15. -. clear

buff 10/6, variegated yellow hen 10/6. another 7/6,

clear 10/6, variegated buff 10/6, another 7,6, clear

lmff 10/6, unflighted clear buff cock 10 6, variegated

12/6, unflighted buff hens 15:-, 12/6, and 10/6; all

splendid value: Robinson, Wednesfleld, Carr-Iaoe.

Acomh, York. (56)

E. BAKER offer* grand clear yellow cock, size and
substance, winner. £1 5/-, mated to typical short

stout hull lien. 10 -; £1/12/6 pair; large massive

variegated buff cock, winner, £1 5/-. mated to

extra large good headed clear yellow hen. winner,

£1: £2 2/- pair; a bargain; stocky short variegated

yellow unflighted cock, rare type and substance,

good size, £1: mated to very large buff lien, 12/6;

£1 9/6 pair : E. Baker. Waterloo-rd., Ipsw ich. (57)

NORWICH: A few bird* of the Moseley mixture

type, from 10/- t.o 40 - each, the only two novices

I supplied last season, Mr. J. Westwood. Aston, clear

yellow cock, from which he bred first and special

yellow nest feather show , the yellow cock has already

this season, been awarded first prize Hanley, and
first prize Burton-on-Trent : a buff lien lo Mr. H.

Herbert, Leicester, from which he bred a buff, which

caused quite a sensation at the nest feather show,

where it won first and special, and first and special

Leicester open. My motto is to help the novice

and encourage the fancy; state your wants and
price vou can afford: approval: inspection invited:

J Bariook, 75, Springfield-rd., Moseley, Birmingham.
(55)

J. T. CLARK

Has for disposal, a few pairs of well-bred Norwich
anil Yorkshires, from 12/6; approval: 29, Aablij-

rd., Watford, llcrts. <44

)

CHAMPION NORWICH
Grand unit glitcd' yollcw Norwich esek. good Ina l

and neck. Ined from my w. lining strain, .1 beamy,
can win, only 12 C; lovely buff lien lo match, 7 6;

10 - lire pair, worth (liable: six days' approval; cash

or depo.it Editor : W. Johnson, Brctdit-r, 55, Ge< rge-

st , Leeds. _

A J. MAXWELL
can now part with lot of grand liiids for show or

stock, prices reasonable: approval, stamp: 7. Kotin-

say-gardens, Partick, Glasgow. (62)

G VING UP TH : FANCY
A UlvNTLEM AN wishes to tliwoM' of all lio iniso'

!> red Norwich and Yorkshire'. lf> , ‘20, pair : i'iio s
etc. : approval: eiuiuiiics invited, enclosing stamp, to

Mr. I*appk\ 24, Lain auec *t.. West Harticpooi.
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MR. ARTHUR WICKS, NORWICH
Offers flrst-clasu colour-fed Norwich cocks or hens,

lO'C. 15/-, 21/-, 30/- cnota; correctly matched pairs,

15/- up to £5; Naturals, cocks 6/6, 7/C, 8/C, 10/6. hens

2/0, 3/0, 4/6, 6/0, 0/0, 7/0; pairs, well matched 8/0.

10/0, 12/0. 15/ J
; approval. (to)

A PAIR WORTH ATTENTION
Clear yellow cock, perfect type, lino size, good

head and neck, grand quality, and bull marked lien,

grand bird all over, splendid head, both winners,

00/- ; also yellow varieg. cock, line wedge shape, good

head, superb quality, perfect wings, bargain, 26/ ;

approval, cash or deposit: George Baxter, Highnem,

Fochabers, N.B’. . (50)

HIGHEST CLASS NORWICH.
Limited number, bred from my winners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at any time. Stamp lor

reply. W. CRAWSHAW.
CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

SANDIFORD,

NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
A few champions from our well-known winning

strain; winners of 5,000 prizes this last 30 years at

all leading shows ; cocks or hens 10/-, 12/-, 15/-, 20/-,

30/-, 40/- each; show cages 2/-; any on approval;

breeder 30 years.
PRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 440

Bird Specialist and Judge,

WINNERS FOR SAU
Not having time to exhibit this season, 1 am re-

luctantly compelled to part with my winning birds

that have won for me last year in open amateur
competition, and cun win again. Cl. Yell Cock,
winner of four 2nds, also 1st at Liverpool last year,

55/-; Tkd. Unit Cock, 2nd at ManchesteV, as an
unflighted, 4th at Liverpool, 4th at Manchester 45s.,

war. buff cock 4th at Ardwick 45/-; cl. yell, hen,
can win. 30/-; var. yell, hen, can win, 30/-; cl.

buff cock, 3rd at Sheffield, 1st and "Cage Birds’
”

diploma at Preston, 4th at Crystal Palace, all as
an unflighted

; this bird has soft moulted in the
summer, and is spoiled for showing this time, a
champion stock bird, 30/-; 1 have also several more
that can win smaller shows; as I am reducing my
stock to about one half, I have also about 20 choice
stock birds to dispose of reasonable

; these birds have
originally been got together regardless of expense
from the best strains in the Fancy. Come and see
them; inspection invited; at home Sundays and
.Wednesdays; approval to known fanciers.

JACK DAVIES
11, Cromer-avenue, Tong Moor, Bolton, Lancashire.

Champion Yorkshires and
Norwich, etc.

Crand lengthy Yorkshire cocks, in perfect condition and full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- each. Smart, erect, racy hens, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/- each. Matched
breeding pairs, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per pair.

Smart, thick-set, cobby Norwich at same prices as Yorkshires.

Exhibition Norwich and Yorkshires. I have some grand birds bred from my
own well-known winners, both Norwich and Yorkshires, at tho following prices:

Cocks or Hens, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, to 100/-. These

are ready for benching, and capable of winning their cost in prize money.
Songsters, in bold free song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each. Will suit anywhere.

Highly Trained British Rollers, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- each.

I have also a grand collection of Crests, Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Muling hens,

etc., etc. Travelling Cages 3d. extra in all cases.

Remember, I invite you to como and make your own selection. If unable to do so, I will send

birds to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at rny «sole risk. I guarantee absolute

satisfaction to every customer. Bend a P.C. for my free illustrated catalogue.

Exporter,
and

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks
established over J5 years

JOE THOMAS,

RANDALL'S cup strain, all wearing closed club

ring
; B4xl, scored 18 points Rossendale, grand

schoolmaster, 25/-; worth 30/-; B4X9821, scored 18

London International Roller contest, 25/- only;

B4.X9931 and two Waterglucke hens, can breed
winners, 27/6; young cocks, with good length and
variety of tours, 15/.; approval; deposit; all cus-

tomers during the last six years have bought the
first Roller cock sent, except one, 12-2-1915 : Ather-
ton, Member Roller Club, 30, Christian-rd., Preston.

(57)

THE REAL ARTICLE
If you want genuine trained British Rollers send
for my list, also good hens ; note, if disappointed
elsewhere try mine : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

YORKSHIRES, ETC.

IMPORTANT TO BREEDERS OF ROLLERS

Wanted, large and small quantities of Rollers,

trained and untrained
;

genuine business meant ;

state quantity and price: Cunda.ll, Tyson-st., Hali-

fax. (17)

1
Rollers 6 Singing Canaries']

bREEDLR a CAnU
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Gtueke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.K.C.C.
Birds for .sale, THE finest strain

. in England.
’Winner 1st" and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)
HENRY .NEVE, Roller Specialist. AU birds bred
from prize winning . specimens of. high rank; full

.
particulars free ; Heathfield, Sussex. (180)

ROLLER cocks, in full song, 3/9, 4/9, 5/9, 7/9,
hens 2 /-; approval; Ross, Canary Breeder, Forres,
N.B. - -

• •»* ’
' (51 j

HIGH-CLASS Roller" Canaries cocks 7/-, 9/-; liens
2/- each: Win. Gripton, 30,’ Tiro 'Lot, Cheslyn Hay,
Walsall: —

•

HIGH-CLASS' Glucke, Randall and- Walton, 10 / 0 ,

878, 7/6’; hens 3/0 2/0 ;' approval . Lloyd, 140, Gresty-
id., CrtYve;"-

.. . ••
-

(49 ^.'

•THREE/ pairs Rollers, fine condition, 7/6 pair,
2T/- ’the: lot : 'Win. Shore Baily, Bovers House, West-
BBry,- Witte."

" '
‘ (oo)

BEST quality rape for /Roller fanciers, prices 5 /-

T>'ct stonc.‘35/- cwt.,‘ samples sent : Ives, 85, Legsby-
aivef; Grlmayy.’ J •

(2o>
/NOTICE, grand lot Rollers, cocks 3/0, 5/-, 7/0
each; matched pairs', 5/6; 'approval; McKeand, Sea-
bright; Castle 'Douglas.

’
'

.( 29 )

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4/6''eaeh: Miss ’’Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth. (60)
YOUNG songster Canaries for sale, guaranteed

cocks, on song, 4/6 and 5/- each: Arthur Munks,
Mansfield Wood housg, Notts. (42 (

HIGH-CLASS Glucice Schoolmaster, or contest
singer, B-l rung; price 20/-; approval, deposit: Car-
rington, Bridge-at., Bakcwell.

( 56 )

ROLLER cock 1912, ben 1913, both Ciub rung,
puto Randall’s, splendid pair, 16/. : Thomas O’Shea,
Miirdyk'e, Skibbereen, Ireland. (58)
HIGH-CLASS water Glucke Rollers, P.R.C.C. rung,

«6cks from 12/0, hens 4/0; 7 days’ approval: T.
Hilson, 35, Botany-lane, Ashton-under-Lyne. (59)
GRAND selection of Roller Canaries, ’cocks, lull

Rolling song, 4/6, 5/6 and 0/0; hens 2/- and 2/0;
sent any distance; Seedsman, 103, Princess-st..
Manchester. (64)
DEEP Gluckc Roller, P.R.C.C.; cocks from 12 / 0 ,

hens 3/6; approval; pairs selected; prompt delivery;
satisfaction guaranteed ; Earnshaw, 51, Rook-st.,
Nelson, Lancs. (42)
SPLENDID Roller cocks, in full song, 8 /6 , 10/0,

12,6, 15/- upwards; hens, 3/- upwards; cash or easy
payments; stamp reply; Rossell, 85, Wliitton-rd.,
Hounslow, Middlesex. (59)
ROLLER cocks, full song, no choppers (Randall's),

6/6 and 7/6; hens 2/6; sent .any distance; send
P.O. and secure bargains; 310, Oldham-rd., New-
ton- Heath, Manchester. (06)

BRITISH Rollers, Randall’s strain direct, all

rung B.R.C.C., 1914 hens; 5/- pair;. 1915 cocks from
8 /6 ;

hens, 5/- each: Hughes, Surrey Villa, Long-
lane, Church End, Finchley. (61)
E. STANTON, Cycle Stores, Alcester, member

B.R.C.C., has for vSale, 05 prize-bred Rollers, from
10/6 each upwards ; two special, lit for schoolmas-
ters, £1 each; also same strain hens, 3/6 each; par-
ticulars, testimonials

:
cash or deposit. (62)

HIGH-CLASS British Rollers, the best money can
buy; cocks, 5/6, 6/0, 7/6; schoolmasters, 10/6 each;
hens, 2 /- each; will send any distance at my risk;

any arriving dead I will replace ; approval
;
cash or

deposit: Day’s Aviaries, Porter. st., Hull.
INTERNATIONAL gold medal Gluck strain, can

offer 1914 Schoolmaster, now in grand song, 15!-
;

also two 1915 cocks, now singing splendid, 10/- each

;

three liens, same strain, 4/- each; or exchange rugs,
carpeting, etc. : G. Taylor, 71, Thursby-rd., Burnley.

ROLLER
CANARIES.
VOOGT'S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Once more. These birds are collected in all parts

of Holland. With every
,

consignment a certificate

of origin endorsed and guaranteed by the ’ British

Consul in Rotterdam is sent over. Very small

numbers are arriving. Only 370 cocks have , arrived

this season, whereas in normal times the arrivals

would be over 1,000 weekly.
Roller Cocks —No. 1, 12/6 each, 7 for 60/-. Only

a very few of these songsters have arrived.
,

Rolier Cocks.—No. 2, 7/6 each, 7 for 50/-. Good
strong hardy birds, serviceable songsters.

Roller Hens 14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-;

2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent .safely packed.
All tliose'sending cash will receive their birds with-
out any delay. Telephone -. 6341 Avenue. Telegrams

:

Hamlyn, London Docks.

JOHN HAMLYN

I

221, St. George's Street, London, East.

1
Scotch Fancies.

FOR sale, 15 Scotch Fancies, cocks and hens, cheap,

1914 and 1915; J. Lavery, Infant School, Lurgan. (65)

Yorkshires-
~~|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders

winners of highest honours possible for over 30

years; many championships Crystal Palace, in-

cluding championship last Palace show. *

"

are not exhibiting have some of the best

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the nurnher of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by tho
advertiser. ADVT. MANAGER, “CAGE BIRDS,”

jears ; nian.y cudmiiiuiioniizo .

eluding championship last Palace show. As we

are not exhibiting have some of the best York-

shires, living for disposal, show or stock birds,

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winners
;
pairs matched to

breed winners, 15/- to 60/- ;
single birds propor-

tionate ;
these are not dealers’ Yorkshires, but the

highest possible breeding; approval: Langton

Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorkshire. (64)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chili

Tenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 46, South Vicw-terr., Sandy Laue, Brad

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,

breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

, Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are

stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-

shires that have ever graced ^he show bench.

Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;
satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 16, Shann-

sfc., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: Thornton,

Bradford.
J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall, Bradford,

breeder, exporter and exhibitor of high-class York-

shires and Norwich; show and stock specimens
now ready; illustrated price list post free; usual

seven days approval.

YORKSHIRES for showing, grand stylish birds;

Mr. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-rd., London, W.
LOOK! Smart, Yorkshire Canary cocks 10/6, 12/6,

splendid stock birds; L. G. G. Wynne, Upton, South-
well, Nott9. (57)

HIGH-CLASS unflighted Yorkshires, long, slim,

colour-fed cocks, 6/-; hens, 4/-; own breeding: Barfe,

Rateley Bridge. (8)

TWO pairs of Yorkshire Canaries, cocks on song, £1
lot; offers; owner enlisted: Moon, School House,

Bathwick, Bath. (60)

YORKSHIRES for showing; typical type, good
strain, birds able to win in good company : Mr.

F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-rd., W. •• (57)

YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from
5/-; hens from 3/-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arbore-

turn-rd., Worcester. (490)

FOUR Yorkshire hens, 1915 bred, clear yellow, 12/-;

outdoor bred; no letters: W. Sinnett, 63, Bloom-
field-rd., Bow, London. (55)

YORKSHIRES, grand birds for showing, good
length and position, 1914 bred, and also unflighted :

Mt. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-rd., London, W. (57)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, show or stock birds;

cocks from 7/6, hens from 5/-; Robertehaw, 59,

Hammond-st., Halifax. (37)

SOME champion Yorkshires cheap, best strain,

winner of Bristol -1k>wT twice : Burton, 50, Mulgrave-

rd„ Dollis Hill, Neasden. (66)

LOOK ! Splendid Yorkshire cock Canary, -prize win-

ner, make nice stock bird, £1: L. G. G. Wynne,
Upton, Southweil, Notts. (57)

YORKSHIRES, cocks and hens, for showing, excel-

lent birds; state requirements: Mr. F. Chapman,
|

482, Uxbridge-rd., London, YY. (57)

YORKSHIRES, good show and stock, birds for sale,
|

reasonable; state wants; approval: Olver, 40, Weslcy-

ave., I’everell, Plymouth. (56)

GRAND Yorkshires, bred from my winners,
^

from

12/6 pair; also few Borders; Brooker, 15, Frome-

terr., Dorchester, Dorset. (59)

FOR sale, prize-bred Yorkshires; pains, 15/-, 17/6

and £1 ;
7 days approval ; deposit :

Mortimer, 4,

Granvillc-st., Abertillery, Mon. (60)

SEVERAL clear; green and cinnamon marked show
Yorkshires, colour.fed ;

prices reasonable; on ap-

proval : Dr. Allen, Ambleside. (59)

YORKSHIRES, champion birds for showing; special

features, quality and moderate prices: both are

right: Mr. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-rd., London,

W. - (57)

TWO clear buff Yorkshire hens, one over 7 inches,

through moult ; exchange cock Canary : Bird, Hollv-

hurst, Wroxham, Norfolk. (59)

THREE good buff Yorkshire hens 18/- or offer in-

yellow cocks; yours first : Russell, 4, Malvern-build-

ings, Fairfield Park, Bath. “
,

- (56)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires for show or stock; cocks

from 7/6, -hens 5/6; approval; deposit: Sutcliffe,

46, Hammond-st., Halifax. ~ (63)

YORKSHIRES for showing, grand birds; please

state requirements : Mr. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-

rd., London, W. (&0
GRAND yellow Yorks, cock, winner at Welsh

National, Yeovil, Oxford, Barnstaple, etc., 30/.:

Pitt, Chemist, Barnstaple. (6G
FOUR unflighted buff cocks, teeming with quality,

10/- each, not quarter value; approval: Gardner,

5, Priors Wood-terr., Taunton. (59)

YORKSHIRES, noted strain, for showing, cocks or

hens, clears, marked, variegated, yellows or buffs

;

Mr. F. Chapman 482, Uxbridge-rd., London, W. (57)

HIGH-CLASS buff Yorkshire cock, winner first

prize, 12/6; buff hen, 6/6; cards sent; approval:

Davis, Ferndale, Craven Arms. (60)

HIGH-CLASiS Yorkshires for sale (Martin’s strain)

also few cage6, chance for beginner; must clear:

Moir, 20, Sussex-st., Glasgow, S.S. (54)

CLEARING out; several good Yorkshires from

first-class strain; cheap; approval; state wants:

Brooks, 2, Devonshire-rd., Horsham. (33)

YORKSHIRES for showing; real bargains: maissive

birds; please state requirements: Mr, F. Chap-

man, 482, Uxbridge-rd., London, W. (57)

NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires, for song or show,

cocks, 3 /-, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs, 6/-; ap-

proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (29)

YORKSHIRES, from first rate strain, in pairs or

singly, hens 3/6 to 7/6, cocks 6/- to T0/6 each ap-

proval, anywhere: J. B. Lenton, Market Deeping.

GOOD Yorkshires, prize strain; Cocks from 10/-,

hens from 3/6; also 1915 cock Mule, 6/6; approval;

deposit: H. J. Knappe, Priory-rd., Carisbrook, I.W
(CO)

YORKSHIRES, related to my winners; cooks from

7/-, hens 5/-; 2 excellent 1914 buff stock cocks,

10/6; approval; stamp; Cockcram, 60, Parker-st.,

Derby. (82)

Exhibition, stock birds, or

specialty selected songster*

for cash or easy payments.

Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,

and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per

pair, in clears, ticked, and
green marked. Extra smart

lengthy hens at 31; 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. All

cold-room bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.

Exhibition cocks and hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are worth double and can soon win their cost.

EASY PAYMENTS.—Birds sent off at once on re

ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected

Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 3/6, 10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight, fiend

for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds

on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.

Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address :

—

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghall,

BRADFORD.

FIVE good pairs Yorkshires, sell lot 40/- ;
bargain :

Snell, Rea Barn, Brixham, Devon. (59)

FORTY Yorkshire Canaries, some colour-fed, 8 '6

pair upwards; on approval: R. Tattersall, Farington,

Preston. (56Y
TYPICAL high-class Yorkshires at reasonable prices;

inspection invited at any time; A. Hutton, Alex-

andra Hotel, Penge. (61)

YORKSHIRES for showing: special features,

quality and moderate prices ; Mr. F. Chapman, 482,

Uxbridge-rd., London, W. (57)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, prize-bred, on song, cocks

8/-, hens 21-

:

Draper, 47, Palmergtou-st., Battersea

Park-rd. Go)

T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,
bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George’s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (14)

PURE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-
teed; thirty only, 12/6 up.; cash or deposit: Nat-
trass, Baby-avenue, Bishop Auckland. (28)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted Strain; cocks at 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- upwards;
hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval

;

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)

EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour-fed, long, typical,

young birds; cocks from 7/6; hens from 4/-; can see
them; six days’ approval; cash or deposit Editor:
W. Johnson, Breeder, 65, George-st., Leeds. (46)

Y'ORKSHIRES for showng ; note, not stock birds

at show bird prices : Mr. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-
rd., London, W. (57)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,
birds, none better; cocks in full song, 6/6; sure win-
ners, 10/6; hens, 5/6 each; ten days’ approval: W.
Powiek, Eastfteld Cottage, Dewsbury, Yorkehire. (46)

YORKSHIRES for showing, grand selection, 1914,

or unflighted; write: Mr, F, Chapman, 482, Ux-
bridge-rd., London, W. (57)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, the best in north of Scot-

land; yellows, huffs, greens and cinnamons; cocks
arid hens from 7/6 each, or in matched pairs; state
wants; approval; Wilkinson, Hazelwood House,
Keith. (42)

KING’S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,
type, and quality; cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 up-

wards; hens, 4 6, 5/6, 6/6, 10/6 upwards; approval;
carriage paid : Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. - ••* 1 (65)

EXHIBITORS.—Not being, able to follow the shows
this time I have some of the best exhibition and
stock birds in the Fancy from 10/- upwards;' ap-

proval, ' deposit ; T. McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liver-

sedge, Yorkshire. ' (482)

YORKSHIRES for showing, capable of winning in

good company: Mr. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-rd..

London, \V. - (57)

YORKSHIRES, some quarter Belgian, good stock
birds, also clear yellow cock, winner 5 firsts, see

report Crystal Palace and Penge ; offers wanted for

lot, or will take 8/6 pair: Ramsey, Woodcote Lodge,
Banstead-rd., Purley, Surrey. (56)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, grand lengthy cocks 7/6,

16/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each; smart erect Tiaoy hens

5/-, 7/6, 10/- each; matched pairs 12/C, 15/-, 20/-

to 40/- each; approval, deposit: Beaumont, Kin,g-

st„ Skelmantihorpe, Huddersfield. (66)

1915 Yorkshire cocks, full song, buffs, clear and
ticked, 10/- each; bred for colour, and bred from
birds obtained from the best Y’orksbire breeders

only ;
approval ; cash or deposit : Y'olland, Rosalie,

Littlehampton-rd., Tarring, Worthing. (60)

YORKSHIRES for showing—Mr. Chapman, of 482,

Uxbridge-rd., London, W., offers some lovely York
shires at very reasonable prices. (57)

HIGH-CLASS colour-fed Yorkshires; cock on full

song, 8 0, 10/6, 12/6 each; several good lengthy

hens, 3/6, 5/6 each; approval, deposit:" A. J.

Underwood, Bird Specialist, 24, WeUington-st.,

Kettering. (60)

W. EVERETT. Bagden Hall, Huddersfield, can

spare a few champion Y'orkshire cocks or bens,

exhibition or stock birds, from 10/6 upwards; see

reports • Skelmanthorpe, Oxford, Hanley, Y'ork,

Leicester, Blaydon-on.Tyne shows; approval, deposit.

VARIEGATED buff cock, clear yellow hen, 9/6;

variegated buff cock, clear yellow hen 11/6; clear

yellow cock, buff hen 13/6; six yellow and two buff

hens, from 2/6 to 4/6 each, mostly unflighted; ap-

proval, cash or deposit : Howarth, Catvert-rd.,

Attercliffe, Sheffield. (55)

Y'ORKSHIRES for showing; hgh-class birds, grand

size and quality ; Mr. F. Chapman. 482, Uxbridge-

rd., London, W. (5')

TWENTY grand young Yorkshires, cheap for cash

or deposit, beautifully green marked cock 10/-, one

ticked 9/-; two yellows 12/6. 10/6, good hens 3/- to

5/-, colour fed, cheaper birds 7/6 pair; good cash

oiler for Tot considered ;
approval, satisfaction guar-

anteed : Smith, 9, YVard-st., Skipton. (56)

Y’ORKSHIRES for showing: magnificent birds, ex-

YORKSH1RES for showing; all choice specimens
;

| Cenenr~shape and carriageV Mr. ~F. Chapman, 482.

please state requirements to Mr. F. Chapman, 48i, ^ r— a— w <z7\

Uxbridge-rd., London, W. ( 0I >

HANDSOME Yorkshire cocks, 8/6, 19/6, 12
'6, 15/-

upwards; hens, 4 1- upwards; cash or easy payments;

stamp reply; Rossell 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow,

Middlesex.
YORKSHIRES for showing; if you want really

rood birds now is your time; correspondence in-

vited : Mr. F. Chapman, 482, Uxbridge-rd., London,
(57)

YORKSHIRES, a few matched pairs, also odd cocks

and hens for sale, including winner at Clapham

and L.l’.O.S. shows: Neighbour, 12, Arthur-rd.,

Holloway. , „ „ .

CRIST’S blood. Bred from L.C.B.A. winners,

typical linflighted wellow cock, 15/- ;
buff ditto,

12/6; yellow hen, 10/-; lot 35/-: Flatt, 5, Bramlord-

lane, Ipswich. ’

YORKSHIRES, colour fed, grand condition; cocks

6/6 upward, hens 31- upwards; <wn breeding; ap-

proval; no dealers: Williams, 862, Remstone-rd .

Owlerton. Sheffield, (4< ’

Uxbridge-rd., London, W (57)

FANCIERS needing reliable stock would be well

advised to see the 1915 high quality, typical birds

now offered, including winners; cocks from 12/6,

hens from 7/6: honestly worth double; can be seen

Sunday morning, Thursday all day ;
or write : Bonni-

well 63. St. Quintin-aven., North Kensington. (12)

M. BUCHANAN has first-class Yorkshires for sale,

including come well-known winners in keenest com-

petition; state wants and price; see Glasgow re-

port: clear buff cock, 1st Glasgow, 2nd Scottish

National last year, £2 ;
clear yellow cock, 1st Glas-

gow, £2; matched 1 pairs 15/-, 20/- and 30/-, bred

from champions: 338 Duke-st,, Glasgow

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/14. by H. W.

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ;
absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and

its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and euccessfid

exhibiting :
also how to treat in both *iealtli,

an<}

disease; Cagk Bmca. 154. Flect-sc., London. E.C.
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You have never .11.11 or Known Mull <|ii»lit> 'ofk

Klilrt s before, or the prices here named. i who, 7/«.

s/o, in/ti, 16 /-, bo;-. _ .

3 for — *>#-

iMv selection. lint von may rely upon most woudcrlul

value, in Yorkshire linn. YOU ever saw. lair#,

inhtelieil for breeding, 8/6 .
0/«;. 10/6 , 12/8 . *•>/-. .

Mi/ ; hens, .1/ ,
a/ll. l,«, 0/11, s/o. Travelling cages,

Ml, extra one l.ir.1
,
two liir.ls, ah. Detailed list ireo.

Easy payments: W. Rudd, lie liirtl
(

Specialist,

Norwich.

YORKSHIRES lur showing. Mr. Chapman ha.' for

aale ivome lovely bird-. singles or pain; extremely

moilerale prices : IM2, Uxbridge rd., London, W.
H. WOODWARD, breeder and exhibitor of York-

shire Canaries, has the whole of his young stock

for sale at, a working inan'.s price; cocks from

7/0 to 'Hi,
1

., top price: hen* from a/- to 10 ,-;

colour fed; tired from birds costing me from .If

to £s per pair; mostly Dailey’s .strain; 7 days

approval; cash or deposit; 210, Duke-st., Barrow-

Jn-Vurncss. (( ''')

YOU KHHIRE8, Mime strain winners ShcflleM, etc.;

1811 large bud eoek, 2a.-; yellow hen, IS/-; on-

(lighted tin If variegated eoek, la/-; yellow eoek.

p' 0; Imfl hen, 10/-; few yellow and hull cocks,

12.0, 15/-, 20/- ; hen-. 5/- Upwards; large stock

rocks, la to ’nil/-; approval; ifeposit JOlm Radley,

•2/,!),, lung-si., Skelmanf horpe, near llnddersneld. (83)

YORKSHIRES for showing; write and compare
prices and ipialiiy of Mr. K. Chapman's birds wilh

others; yon will And him very moderate indeed, tak-

ing quality into consideration ; certainly you will

be able to purchase birds cheaper; hut Mr. F.

Chapman's special feature is quality v.'.ith moderate
prices: 482, I'xbridgc-rd., London, W. (57)

HIOU-CLASS Yorkshires, either stock or exhibi-

tion; see show reports idle, Bradford City, Brad-

lord, West. Manningham, Queensbury, etc.; otvn

breeding; match pairs or singly; clears or marked;
write stating wants; stamp reply: Baxter, 210,

New Line, tlreengatis, Bradford. (63)

bTnGHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, 'exeol-

lifig in length, type, and quality; cocks from 12 83,

liens from 7/6; inspection invited: 43a, HaWthorn-
l.L, Itillshro', Sheffield.

^ ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either

lor stock or exhibition; no frivolous prices; emu.
inks, our speciality; see Yorks. Union show reports:

toil. Rooley-lane, Bradford.

WM. SMITH
Warranted Yorkshire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8 /6,

10 0,

12 (5 each; liens 3/-, 4/-, a'-, 7/0 each; warranted
Norwich Canaries: cocks 7/6, 8 /6 , 10/6, 12/6 each;
hens 3/-, 4,-, <16, 3/0 each; see British birds; Wni.
Smith, 39. Tib-st., Manchester.

R. HECCIE’S
Champion Yorkshires now ready for stock or exhi-

bition ; prices to suit all; winner outright of Y.C.C.
Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1 st at all

leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish

National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports;

Stepps, near Glasgow. (35)

R, B. GtBB
lias about thirty on flighted birds for disposal;

pairs from 12/0 to 4:2; .singles proportionate ; also

-several 1014 stock cocks, 15/- to 25/-; see to-day’s
Glasgow report : 2, Alcxandria.tcrr., (Javan. (63)

SUTCLIFFE AND SONS FOR VALUE
If you want to breed winners buy direct from the
breeder ; same strain as our National winners; state

wants; approval; stamp for reply: 1, Back Kitson-
st.. and 21, Vallev-rd., Windhiil, Shipley, A'orks.

Craven’s Yorkshires
Cups, Medal, and Prize Winners, good lengthy
Mights, neat carriage; stock or show. Prices reason-
able. 8, Yelvertcn Terrace, Plymouth. (55)

Various Canaries.
J

CANARIES, good singers, t'hia season's birds, a

few Inns; no d-oylers: 22, Montrcil-rd., Strca-tfie.Tii

Hill. (66)

NORWICH cocks. 6
'6 to 9.6: Norwich Rollers, 5 6

fo-7 0: Dixon, 33, Rushdeii-rd., Manor Estate, Lovi ns-

hulme. (64)

TWO ringing eoek Canaries, 7'6 each; cock Gold-
finch. house moult, coming on song: Bell, Staveley,

nr. Kendal. (63)

BAIR of Can.’..in, cock full song; large buff York
i:c(.. on 1 (’aiible brte/er; 16/- lot ; BeUit-irs,

Our. die, N< atit.s. (66)

OOOl) Norwich cocks. 6, : also good Crests and
Crest-bred*. 19 - each, seen any time; 15, Avery-
row, New Bond-st. (62)

TWO house-moulted cock Goldfinches, V- each; 2

pair Norwich, 7 - pair: worth double: Ferguson,

I.co-terr., Hctton-le-Hole. (57)

SEVEN liens and three Norwich cocks, suit out-

door aviary, 50/-; olfcrs, write particulars: small,

(,*. AYestcrn-rd., Brighton. (51)

PAIR 1915, healthy, fit exhibition: also parents;

guaranteed to produce whites; oilers; Gcoi*. Harris,

1 itth: Roke, Kcnlcy, Surrey. (57)

LARGE stylish erne id Lancashire-'Yorkshire, clear

bull eoek. grand type; price 10;-; approval, de-

pot-it : Carrington, Bridge-st., Bal«well. (36)

ROLLER and Norwich cocks, 7 6; hens, 3/-;

f rested reeks. In/-; liens, 5/-; cold room bred;

splendid songsters : King, 96, Foxberry-nl.. Brockley.

BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Bord-

rr • and Roller Canaries, cocks. 3/-, eoek and hen,
./>=

, d • approval: McKcand, 15, Quc-en-

it.: (astir Dougiad. .(»)
SEVERAL pairs of high-il.. - Norwich and A ork-

ri.itr Canaiie.'s 10
'(!, 20,.; other Canaries. 5,6. C/6,

, liens, 2 ,2,0; pair of splendid Lizards, 2‘)/-; or

,nrt i xehange : Ingram, 51, Goulton-st., Hull. (58)

PC RE Blll’l) tyj-i.al Vcri, ’life and' Norwich

C.-p iri -: <-od.s 8,6, 10 6, 12/6, 15/ tseht ll«W

1 . 7 6 each ; ringing cock Caniivi. s 6. ;

j ap 'rovol : Wal.-h, Bird Spcc’ulist, Pda k-

(88)Emn.

YORKSHIRES AND NORWICH.
Correct type pedigree .strains, Norwich and York
.htr*-, cocks 7/6, iien-s 3/6, pairs 10/- ;

singing cock.*,

smaller, 6/-; Muling Linnets, full song, 1/- each/
Broiadbcnt, Decorator, LOwfirlils, Sheffield. (65)

BARGAINS IN SONGSTERS.
Splendid lot of lovely ringing Canaries ;

cooks, on
full song, 4/8, 5/0, and 6/6; liens, 2/- and 2/6;

matched pails, 6 6. 7/0, 8/6! ccck Goldfinch Mules,

full song, 6/6; eoek Linnet Mules, full song, 6/6;

wonderful singing Linnets, ]/ each, three 2/6; eoek
Goldfinches, 2 6; safely parked for any distance:

Manager, Princess Aviaries, Princess-,st., Manchester.
(64)

tQO SINGING NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
«/-, 7 6, 6/6, 10/6; all guaranteed cock*; liens, 2/6,

3 -, 4 , 5 -
: Bandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

NO VALUE IN ENGLAND
To <•«> for reliable fongrier* as the follow ing, 6/6,

7/6, 8/6, 14/0; cage 3d.; week’* approval. I invito

all the previously disappointed to -end for fail !.-(,

or romc here and' . :e tfrom. I esc are not the low-

priced liens coM- as corks on -ong; largest col-

lection <>f cagr-l Pinging (W.ui. • In Great Britain
;

not a nhop-keep-er : Rudd, r.p * -aiost, Norwich-.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

HYBRIDS, two lovely Canary-Bullies-, perfect

plumage, rare- colour, fit f-o/r keenest competition :

Dewar, 2, St. Pa-triek-'q.. Bduvbui gh-.

J. HAMER has few Goldltm-h and Linnet Mules

for sale; own breed, 1915, 6/6 each: 194, Leigh-rd.,

Leigh, Lancs. (56)

THREE Greenfinch mules, cocks, 5/- each, or ex-

change antiques: Buckley, Antique Dealer, Wildt-r-

pool, Warrington. (57)

TWO dark cock Goldfinch-Canary Mules, 1915, bred

two 'lien mult -
; cocks 6, - ctic-h ; Iren-a I/- each: M.

Roper, We-stow, York. (63)

LARGE muling pair, Goldfinch-Canary, proved

nailers, 10/6; approval, deposit: A. Edwards, Ken-
sington House, Goodwick, Pern. (58)

LARGE pink-eyed Sib.-bred hens, sure, light Mule
breeders, 5/8 each; cocks in full song, 7/6 cadi ;

ten

days’ approval: W. l’owick, Eastiield Cottage, Dews-
bury. <33)

DARK Goldfinch Mules, four cocks, 7 6 each; five,

hell*, 1/. each; or best otter for the lot; cash or

deposit with order ; Collins, 36, Sornersc-t-id., Knowle,

Bristol. (e2 '

GRAND dark cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch song,

suit catcher, price 10/6, worth double ;
six days ap-

proval ;
cash or de.posit Editor: Edw-in North,

443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (52)

HANDSOME Goldfinch mule, chiefly pure white,

with brown marking*, am told it is a valuable

bird; -beet offer; write or call: -E. Walden, 58,.

Prospect-rd., Woodford, Essex. (59)

SIX good: Jonque Goldfinch andi Canary Mules,

well in song-, -dark and variegated’, 6/6 each 7 alfO

several clear bred- muling heirs 4/-, 5/- -each : Gil-

bert, Hope Cottage, Hill-st., Coventry.

EXHIBITORS: For pale, Greenfmeh-S/skin Hybrid1

,

colour fed, 5th Glasgow, 6th Soottiflh National;

price 30/-., or would exchange for winning Green-

finch: yours first: James Fyf-e, 137, East High-st.,

Fcrfar. (63)

FOR rale, cock Gold' -Grec-nio Hybrid, 1914, ditto

hen; two ulmcvfc clear Goidie-Cnfiniry Mules, be-

lieved hens; al:o a few sp-lashedi and dark Goldfinch

Mules-; can spare a, couple of -cocks and liens, light

m-uling f train; stamp, reply: David Ada-nn, Bally-

mena, Ireland. (65)

SOME bargains.—Six grand cock Linnet Mule*. 6 -,

7/- each; live good cock Goldfinch mules, .ranging

5,'- each; splendid cock Bramblefineh, winner. 3/6;

ir.M. Linnet, grand size and markings, 5/6, an-

other 3/6; exchange Mnlea for good Goldfinches or

Bullfinches: P. Coombes, Stockton-st., West Hartle-

pool.
GREAT facrifice.—Tliree Sib. hens, one mother ol

clear Greenfinch mule, 40/-, other of nearly evenly

marked Greenie-Mule, .30/-; another of nearly

evenly marked Linnet Mule, 30/-; room wanted;
genuine offer: Mrs. Lilian Dalton, Gwynant, "Wind-

sor-ten-., Upland, Swansea. (60)

MULE, BREEDERS NOTE!
Hens for light muling, yellow 4/6, 5/6, 0/6, buff 4/-

and 5/-; lev dark or ringing Mule breeding, 3/-, 4 -,

5 -; cages 3d-.: icveral t>rox; ed Mute breeding ccck

Gal ifinc-hes- : Rudd, SpeecVlist, Norwich.

A. V/. AUSTIN.
ut of (’,'• novice section, and having

lias decided to -ell

uEd- clmnc » for novice fati-

,il4ng requin incuts : l-’o- -

V. • dershlre. 'O(i)

million

|
FOREIGN BIRDS,

WANTED; Parrots, Budgerigars, and other foreign

birds cheap for c-asli: 20, Cattle Market, Norwich.
(56)

BUDGERIGARS-, outdoor aviary, adults, unrelated

pairs, yellow*, 6/6; -approval : Criddeford, Lapford,
N. Devon. <(5)

BUDGERIGARS from clean, well kept aviaries;

yellows, 7/-, green, 6/-: ltohertshaw, 59, Uamtnond-
U., Halifax. (37)

I-'OR sale, lovely lemon-crested Cockatoo with good
cage, price £3, deposit: II. Lawes, P-crranwell Sta-

tion, Cornwall. (60)

BUDGERIGARS, nesting, 4/6, 5/6 pair; outside
aviary; exchange Talking Parrot or small monkey:
E. Hill, Southwoid. (59/

PAIR adult yellow Budgerigars 8 0, exchange for

cock Canaries or foreigners: H. Smith, City Cloth-
ing Company, Higltbridge. (60)

IMPORTANT notice. Parrot for sale, beautiful
bird, rattling talker, never swears; bargain: Apply,
Copp's Aviaries, Dartford. (65)
LOVELY lemon crested Cockatoo, very amusing,
used to children; particulars; 23/-: Clayton, 22,

Mela st.. Low Hill, Liverpool. (62)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler and
mimic, accept 45/-, with cage; Miss Joyce, 9, Ro: a-

rnowl place, Oxford-rd., Manchester. (0J)

LARGE breeding Budgerigars 5/-, young 5/- pair.

Iron, outdoor aviaries; wanted c-iOw, exchange

.

John Elavell, Woc.dgatc Post Office, Quinton. (57)

A SPLENDID Indian Mate Parrot, talks a* plain

as any Grey, sings and mimics, £2 10/-. or exchange
Canaries, Mules, etc. ; Day's Aviaries, J’ortcr-st.,

Hull.
FROM outdoor aviary, cock Grey Java, prize

winner, 6/ ; white ditto, superb, 7/6: pair Zebra
Finches M/0; lien Cuban 12/6: Rev. Raynor, Ilaze-

li.-igli Rectory, Mal-don. (57)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoor, finest possible, 5 - pair,

selected breeding jiairs 6/-; yellows 8 -; eokernut
busk nests <d. each. 3/- doz. : Miss Ro-oy. Rose-

mary House, Eastbourne. <571

BEAUTIFUL blue fronted Amazon Parrot lalke,
dances wldstles, rings, lady’s perfect pet, accept
60/-. including cage; kind home essential: Miss
Joins, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (60)

GRAND tame Russian owl, shake’s hands like a
Parrot, caged 3 years; also a true pair of yellow
breeding Budgerigars; w-e British Birds ; stamp
reply : Steele, 80, Ordsall-lant), Salford. (63)

WAXB1LL8, S,t. Helena, Golden-bresled. Greys,
Avadavat, Grey Singing Finch, cocks, 5/6 each, 23/6
lot; offers; adult pair Zebras, 12/-: Hughes,
"Central,” Ammanford, Carmarthenshire. (56)

SELLING owing to war, one each Orange Biriiop,

Combassou, Cardinal', ben Bullfinch, pair Weavers,
11/- the. lot; (lair .adult Budgerigars 4/-; pair
Whydahs 5,-; all from outside aviary ; Tatchell,
Bournemouth. (57)

HANDSOME and' graceful snrnv white sal iripn

crested- Cocteat-oo, with- large square cage, reason
for selling through dog; no rea-onahle offer ixtlnsexl-:

or exchange anything useful. Mnrrelt, 157, Barton*
*t., Gloucester. (65)
WANTED, an,V quantity of hardy Parrakcct,”, either

Quakers, Ring necks, Cock at Kite, or any hardy spteie;
will give 6/- each for any number; also offer 14/-

eacli for Roscy Cockatoo*: G. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham. Telegrams : Parrakcet. Phone,
Central 689.

ZEBRA Finches, Saffron Finches, Yellow Sparrows,
8/6 pair; cocks, red faced Lovebird, tine condition.
20/-; Abyssinian Rulers, marked crimson Browned
Weaver, full colour 10/6 each ;

Orange Weaver, full

colour, 7/0 each; Win. Shore Baily, Boyers House.
Weslbury, M ilts. (00)

NOW in outdoor aviary, pair Grey Waxbills, pair
White-headed Mannikins, also cocks, 2 Red Ava
(Rivals-, 2 Orange-breasted W-axbills, 1 Grey, 1

Orange check, 1 Bronzewing Mannikin, 1 Zebra
Finch, l White Bengalese, .30/-, or olfcrs : R., 69,

Upper Clapton-rd., London, N.E. C58,'

VERY choice selection of Australian Parrakeets
for sale, these have been specially selected for ad-
vertiser in New South Wales, comprising pairs of
blue wings £15, pair of Kings £10,’ eoek Kings £6 ;

cock crimson wing £6; cock Barrabands £7; also
Cherry Finches 31/6 a pair: It. Colton, 9, Birken-
dale-rd., Sheffield. (CO)
THERE is no more lovely seed eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in ” Nutshell No. 14." from
Cage Birds, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C., post free
for 2Jd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THIRTY grand aviary bred Java Sparrows, adult
white Javas 15/-, 17,6, 20/- pair; young whites
10/- pair; adult greys, bred from whites 10/- pair;
young greys 6,6 pair; 50 large green Budgerigars
5/6; true pairs, yellows 6/6 pair.; odd green cocks
2/0, hens, 3/6; approval, cash or deposit: A, J.
Underwood, The Aviaries, 24, Wellington-st., Ketter-
ing. (60)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very- helDt'nl in-

formation on this variety will be found in ” Nutshell
No, 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet -et., London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange cheeked,
Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tettes which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/C
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners
They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S. , in "Nutshell No. 20,” 25d.
post free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.
(list frequently published).

WANTED TALKING PARROTS.
Wanted, several good talking Parrots, please state
lowest price and particulars to: A. J. Underwood,
Bird Specialist, 24, Wellington-st., Kettering. (60)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and A'ellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold, cups than any other kinds : bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors' in the
county; Greens 5,6 pair, Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or

easy payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ W»ST BROMWICH.

TALKING PA ftROTSOFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt, Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

DE VOW & CO,
ALA RIO, Finches, 6 /-.; Sulphury Scedcnters, 7/6;

Pintail Whydahs, fit’ll colour, it)/-; Budgerigars,

5/- pair, yellows 7,6; 11 .- Iio/n, Weaver-, Cut-

throats, Coinbas’sdns,' pair; KeiMuadcxl Finch,

10 /.; Steel l/inche*, TO/- pair; Cardinal*, 6 - eu"h;

Mynahs, 12/-; Rock Mynahs, 25/-; Cockatoos, 25/-

cn-cii ;
Diamond' Doves, 30/- pair: Uular Finches,

singing, 10/-; cock Quail Finch, 10/-: Ro.-elto, £2
midi £3 pair; Archbishop TaJiager*, £3 pair ; Why-
dahs, full colour, 15/- pair; < ulifc’riiian QUtiils, 18/-

poir
;
price lists: lit, Bethnal tireea-rd., London,

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month’s trial system at my risk, which f originated,

and means -if it should die during trial I replace it

freo of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to y our satisfaction within 12

months 1 exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don’t cany 'them out; so be careful. Write at

once for my price list and free large hook, "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonial* (more

than any other dealer), full names and addresses,

proving all best Parrots come from tbeso aviaries.

Pre-s opinions and many interesting facts; sent

post, free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-

eanibc.” Telephone No. 4(1 Moroeambe. ctlO)

Parrot Aviaries, IVtorecambe

BUDGERIGARS
Finest Detected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 5/6 pair;
hens, 3/- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3,9 each. At the
present time vve have in stock over 500 exception-
ally line Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable for turning out of
door* immediately. We despatch same duy as order
arrives; guarantee safe, arrival, and any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
Ifigh-st. . Birmingham. ’iPhone—Central 059. Tele-
grams— Parrakeet.

f VARIOUS BIRDS.
CANARIES, 3 hens, 1 Mule, 2 Chaffinches (cocks),

.3 Greenfinches, I Chaffinch ; exchange cock Haw-
finch

;
offers: T. Lister, Beech Holm, buin, Fife. (64)

EXHIBITION Chaffinch, 1st Bedford, 15/-; Hedge
Sparrow, f t Bedford, 10/-; see reports; 4 Norwich
hens, 2/0 each; 2 butt cocks, 7 6 each; pair Homers,
2/0; Simons, Coventry-rd., Bedford. (GO)

ONE Pied Goldfinch Mule, cock, 8/6; 1 pair of

Rollers, 7/6; 1 large Norwich cock, 8/C; all good
birds: For particulars write, 15. Spencer, Railway,
Cottages, Moor Top, Ackworth, nr. Pontefract. (03)

BARGAIN: Two Roller etfeks. 1 hen, 10/-; Roller

Norwich cock, 5/-: Yorkshire hen, 2,6; Creftbrcd
hen, 3/6; fine Goldfinch, deep square blaze, inuler

2 seasons, 10 -
; £1 9/- the lot; week approval:

Thomas Morris, Bakehouse Yard, Pwllheli. (Cl)

BARGAIN, 5 large cock Goldfinches, good square-

cut blaze, richly tanned, well buttoned, 3/8 each,

16/0 the lot; 3 deep yellow Norwich cocks, 1915, 5/-

eStch ;
4 Yorkshre cocks, 5/- each; all in full eong

;

4 Yorkshire hens, 2/6 each; approval, deposit:

England, 7, lialletts-^ardehs, Huish, Yeovil. (01)

MUST clear, going to Front: pair Yorkshires, Bailey

and Dykes’ strain, 12/ ;
4 Roller cocks, trained

Fould's schoolmaster, 8/C, 10/-, 12/-; two house-

moulted cock Goldfinches, singing, 3/6 -each ;
house-

moulted cock Linnet, .2/6 ; ccck Lark, caged months,

3/-
;
guaranteed singing

;
first cash orders

;
bargain ;

approval: Pte. T Ribehester, A.S.C.. 49, William-

st., Rowbarion, Taunton. v‘48)

Edwin North’s, Bradford
Bird Specialists, can supply York, la-ires' or Norwich

for stock o'- exhibition
;
pair* from in, 6; odd birds,

proportionate, reliable songsters-, at 6/6, 7 6, up-

wards; Mules Gold-finches, Linnets, etc., the beifc

quality at lowest prices; Linnet cages, box cages,

1 /- 1/6 each ; trap cages 1/4; state wants, or <a!l

and inspect at 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (64)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
ARRIVALS from Australia : 9 magnificent

Pennants, 4 Red Rosellas, 1 Redrump. 4 large white
Cockatoos, 4 King J'lar-pot-s, pair Bluodiwiiigs

;
prices

on application ; talking Grey Parrots, Macaws,
ltarrakcots, Indian Cuckoos, .

Mynahs.; Ihimlyn’s

Magazine now pub’iiriied, very interesting; od. copy :

John Hamlyn, 221, St. George-st., London Docks, E.

[wanted,
j

WANTED. 1,069 hen Canaries : standard Aviaries,

Newton Heath, .Manchester. (66)

WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Cravvford-st., Bradford. (33)

WANTED, Canaries and British birds: State lowest
prices to Wright, 14, Roscpale-st., Partick. (IF)

WANTED, H.M. Bullfinches and Goldfinches, lowest
price to H. .Smith, 10,- Waterloo-st., Hove. (62)

WANTED, several good second-hand double breed-

ing cages: B., 13, Malvern-rd., Dalston, N.E. OH)

„ WANTED Canaries, all varieties, liealuiy ; -state

lowest price; approval: 20, Cattle .Market, Norwich.
(56)

AY ANTED, selected Goldfinches from catchers for

moulting: Jos. Cowan, S3, New Stoek-st., Paisley.

v’64)

WANTED, edge-makers’’ and catchers’ a<!dn

and pVioeo: Birtwistle, 33, Argyle-st., AA'hittlefield,

Bivi-nk’).
,

(66)

WANTED; all varieties’ Canaries, must be cheap;
cash sent -with order : McKeand,, Seabrigtlt, Castle
Douglae. -

' (Sff)

WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British
and Canaries-; best prices paid :’ Barnes’ Aviaries,

Merthyr, (49)

WANTED, oilers in Canaries or cash for purebred
spaniel bitch, 7 month*: -Little, 59, Canning-id.,
Wealdstone. (60)

WANTED, even marked Norwich hen. 1915, bred
for singing cock; approval: Grout, 64, Hughcndeh-
rd., Norwich. (62)

WANTED, eoek Canaries, lit full song, for cash;
state lowest price: Drummond, 15, Hutche-otl-st.,

City, Glasgow. > (63)

WILL buy for cash any quantity hen Goldfinch
Mules; lien Canaries 1- each: llelyar, 55, Patmos-
rd.. North Brixton. (65)

WANTED, pair cinnamon ticked Norwich, must lie

large; approval: J. Nettleship, Slaughter House,

Carluke, Lanarkslire. (59)

WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each; hen
Canaries, 1/3 each* J. Flower, 15, Pollard row.

Bethnal Green-rd., London. (31)

GOOD pocket revolver, also cartridges, with about
six chambers, in thorough condition : T. Moor,
School House, Bathwick, Bath. (6(t)

WANTED, lien Canaries, any quantity, state

varieties, also lowest price cash: Wright, 27, Spring-

gardens, Little Hul-ton, Bolton. (59)

WANTED, all kinds of birds, Kate price and par-

ticulars; will deposit cash : K. Jones, The- Av-aries,

21. Cacrleon-rd’., Newport, Mon. (66)

WANTED, Canaries and Mules, both sexes, young
rabbits, fowls, for cash or exchange British: Bed-

ford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham. ((H)

WANTED, Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries, also

Goldfinches and Bullfinches; state lowest price: A.

Pot-rill, h, Doneaster-rd., Barnsley. (48)

WANTED, two good Roller cocks, or any kind

cage birds ;
exchange six-tuned musical box; .Man-

ning, 23, Palmerston id., Wimbledon. (66)

WANTED, oilers in. Canaries for eoek Greenfinch,

Canary-Mule: also 9 lb. tin of carbide of calcium

;

Ketlov, 99, Wiivmaii-st., Sunderland. (64)

WANTED, Talking Parrot, Indian or Amazon pre-

ferred; stamp album and stamps; exchange Bud-
gerigars, adults: F. Hill, Southwoid. (59)

\\ ANTED from catchers. Goldfinches, Bullfinches,

Linnets and Siskins, for cash; particulars; Thomas
Kemp, South Hicndley, near Barnsley. (61)

AV ANTED, Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards, Borders,

Crests mm Cinnamons; state lowest price: \\

.

l ow il k, Eastiield Cottage, Dewsbury (22)

AVANTED, motor- -yete engine or .-mull petrol

engine, for prize-lm-di A’ork .'hires : Robin-on, II.

Cronirr-st .. Alay Bunk, Stoke-on-Trent. (6,d

BRITISH birds from catcher* weekly: Budgerigars,

mealworms, wild seeds; cash on delivery, or de-

posit : Torpv. The Naturalist, Bradford. (15)

WANTED, dog puppy, large breed: exchange
T'tljino-hurp, new, cost 15/I-: J. Living ton, 7,

Hunter'.’, bine, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire. (63)

WANTED. Canaries, Mules, eoek Goldfinches,

Pomeranians, for cash: on approval; prompt p*>
me ut ; Lea, 55, AA uterloo-sq., Camberwell. (On)
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WANTED. Goldfinches, Hnllllnohes, Clmttlnchc-;,

KKkms, Linnets, from rolialtLp I'lr'l catchers, tor

cask: Win. Smith, CIO Tlb-st., Manehcoter (»7)

WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mule* •*»<»

.

ftnehes, either sex
;
state lowest price ;

Merrington,

Ulnl Denier, 40, Besaonst., New fro** Onto. <>i)

\v \ N . !'. i
> ,

Canaries, all varieties, also Goldfinches

and Mules, cheap for cash, or exchange canes:

Martin, Cage Mamifaeturer, Castle Douglas. (10)

LINNETS, Bullfinches, aim! Siskins, Goldfinches,

ete.
;

weekly; catchers please quote prices: -Wood,

Southgate Aviaries, .Soutbgate-st., tlloueestcr. (On)

WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:

frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.

WANTED, Talking Parrot and cage; exchange

splendid chocolate pedigree female Pom., small: ap-

proval: otters: U. Scott, Horton Nursery, Colnbrook,
(02)

WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire hen Canaries,

give IS/- dozen: hen Goldfinch Miijosl/- each, any
quantity: Perkins, 207, Kast-st.. Walworth. Loudon.

s (5a)

WANTED, colour-fed Norwich cocks in exchange
for travelling or carriage rug, 5# by 02, value 10 0;

mutual approval: A r Wilson. Moss House, Govan,

N.B.
,

(63)

WANTED, typ'cail Yoik-shire liens, exchange
wplxiwPd black suit, cost 70/,. height 5ft. tin., chest

:V< : mutual approval: Daily Press Agents, Mktscnier

Norton. .(00) |

WANTED, Norwich plaiuhead cock, large bird:

exchange pair Green Borders and twice moulted
Goldfinch cock Mulcr: Norwich llr<t: Sheppard, 30,

New Buildings, Fronie. (00)

WANTED, cash offers for 12 pairs Yorkshires, 5

pairs Norwich, :i cock Goldfinch Mules, all good

birds and 1915 bred (natural colour): Caretaker,

Club, Marazion, Cornwall. (00)

WANTED. Calories and other birds, dogs, puppies,

monkeys, mice, Pax rots, rabbits; purchase or ex-

ctuango laying pullets, singing Canaries, etc. : Bar-

tow's Aviaries, Greenwich. (00)

WANTED, pairs Tiger Finches, P.ronze-winc Manni-

kins, Gold-breasted and Pink-check Waybills; hens,

Pink-cheek Waxbill, Red Avadavat, Bib Finch: cock

Bengalese : lfarvcy, 05, St. Albans-rd., Seven Kings,

Essex.
,

( 5p
WANTED, cock Canaries, cash or exchange, hand-

some set rich black furs, wliole fox shape, muff and

stole, complete, unworn, sacrifice £2 ;
also gent's

cycle for disposal or exchange: 31, Kitchcncr-rd.,

East Finchley. (34)

GOLDFINCHES AND SISKINS
WANTED, from catchers, in large or small lots;

state price : cocks and hens : The old address, W.
Gardner, Garstang-rd., WcshaJii, near Preston,

Lancs. (47)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- <a pair, any quan-

tity ; cash deposited ; bankers. County and West-
minster: particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-

port-placo, Hoxton.

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
1910 Norwich, Yorkshire, ao<l Holler Camiric#, hJmo

GoMil poll and Linnet Mules. Goldfinches, llnlldin 1i<h.

Siskins, Linnets, < tc.
;

Inwl prices uiven per return

post: Hrtndlford*, Hi ni Specialist, PreMton.

SALE or EXCHANGE.

|
Mainly British.

|

COCK Goldfinch Mule, 6/-; pair A.M. ( ballim lios,

6/-; If) yard*. clapnets, complete, 9/-: 05, Lctitia-

st., Middlesbro. (62)

PAIR Chaffinches, Mealy Redpoll cock, Linnet

Mule hen, 4/- lot: cage moulted; exchange meal-

worms : Petted, 8, Kteiiingham-rd., Leyton. (62)

GRAND singing cock Linnet, suitable for contest,*

will sing to empty cage, <f«y or gas-light, 2/0; with

cage 3/6 : .lop-on, Newton Heath, Manchester. (00)

EXCHANGE two 1914 hand-reared cock Blackcaps

for good 1914 variegated yellow Crested hen, or

sell is/-; II. I.awes, l’crranwell Station, Cornwall.
(0S)

WILL exchange first-class British for Canaries.

Mule.», etc.; the largest and best stock of British

in England bar none: Day, The Aviaries, l’orter-st.,

Hull.
EIGHT cock Chaffinches, 7 cook Greenfinches, 0

hen Greenfinches, 0 Redpolls; -sell or exchange for

Siskins pr Canaries: A. “Foley, 4, I’utou-st ., New
Boulthani, Lincoln.

.

(30)

1915 Norwich cock and Greenie Mule, singing, 7/0

each; exchange either for large H.M. cock Goldie

or Siskin Millers ; approval : Cartledge, 31, York-

st., Latchford, Warrington. (59)

EXCHANGE Goldfinch Mulo cock, pure Finch

notes, and book, " Canaries, British Hybrids," cost

25/-, for Lachensl concertina : Ernest Ward, 50,

Trafford-st., Scunthorpe, Lines. (57)

YOUNG Goldfinch Mule, good bird, moulting

black, sell , £1, or exchange Crests; also 4 good

young Norwich cocks, £1, or offers; first P-O. gets

them ; E. Panther, Irthlingboro. (62)

LARGE Canary reared 1913 cock Goldfinch Mulcr,

two young Canary reared cock Linnets, moulted on
colour with Canaries,; sell 15/- lot, or exchange:
Giddings, Kitsbury-rd., Berkhamstcad, Herts. (04)

CLIN KN G F.M. Goldie, with full complement of

show points, 10/-; giant buff Norwich hen, 7/6;

make ideal muling pair. 15/. the “two; approval;

deposit : Gibbon, 142, High-st., Stourbridge. (59)

PAIR Brambleftnches, 2/0; pair Chaffinches. 3/6;

two Redpolls, 2/-; fine Greenfinch. 2/.; grand con-

dition, all twice house-moulted; 8/- lot; or exchange
Goldfinches; yours first: Mayes, 21, Brunswick-

rd., Leyton. (60)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Muieo,
hens, 1/- eacli ; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford. Bird Importer, Leytonotone. (341)

WANTED
Catchers, to supply weekly, Goldfinches 15/- doz.,

liens 7/-.; Bullfinches 12/-, hens 6/-; Siskins 14/-;

Yetknvhamiu era, Chaffinches 3/0 doz.; Linnets 3/-;

Skylarks 2/6. hens 1/- doz.: uMdi rabbits 9/- doz.:

Bioxup, 27, Stock-st., Burnley. (05)

WANTED, CANARIES
Yorkshires, Norwich Canaries, Bullfinches, Gold-
finches, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Siskins, etc. :

Mace, Naturalist, Exchange-st., Sheffield.

8/. PER PAIR OFFERED.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
CANARIE8 ANO MULES.

Will give SI- per pair for targe colourded Norwich,
also for Cinnamons and Rollers; 10/- per pair for
Crests; 5/- each cock Mules. I also require York-
shires, Borders, Lizards, Lancashire*, etc. Will de-
posit cash with Editor. Send full particulars and
•tamp for reply.

H. GLEDHILL.
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY,

BRADFORD.

HIGHER PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries should communicate immediately with
Ui and state the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We are wanting large quantities of
males, also pairs, including the following breeds :

Borders, Yorkshires. Norwich, and Rollers.; also
Goldfinch Mules. (Ve arc prepare! to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along :

;
G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST., BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams: “ Parrakect.” ’Phone: Central 689.

WANTED.—GOOD QUALITY

CANARIES.
CHEAP FOR CASH.

Offers of Hens only no use.

WILLSON’S LIVE STOCK PRO
VIDERS LTD.,

37, NEW OXFORD STREET, W.C-

WMNTED !
Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires, 7/6 a pair;
Crests, 10/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/- each. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, 51- each.

HOWARD &. SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

t, Sclater St.. fi 28, Bethnal Green Rd

,

London; also 77, Pitt Street. Norwich
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply. Estd. 53 years. Bankers-- London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co.. Norungh.

Mainly Canaries.
|

liXCH ANG1C two large buff Norwich cocks, 1st

and 3rd only time shown, 1915 bred, for good
pair of Crratti, or offers; sell, fill/-; Abel, The
Glove, Nccton, near Kwaffliarn. (58)

EXCHANGE good Norwich yellow buff lien, 2

years, for Goldfinch Mule cock nr Linnet Mule cock
for catching purposes; pay little difference: Mar-
shall, Lode lalic, Wickcn Holiam, Calebs. (59)

WANTED, miniature pedigree, oublc, male Pom.,
young, in exchange for high-class Yorkshires, ready
for show bench, bred in cold room facing moors

:

Apply, Wood, Wharncliffo View, Oughtibndgc. (61)

EXCHANGE 2 good Norwich hens for good yellow
cock, or >sdl 6/ each; gland yellow Budgerigars 5/-

pair, outside bred, or exchange pair for change of
blood: Townsend, 20, Gloucester rd.. Bishop,ston,
Ullstol. (58)
EXCHANGE, yellow Norwich cock for exhibition

Bullfinch' cock
; yellow Norwich cock mnJ Redpoll

Mulcr for yellow cock Si-kin; yours first, or roll

15/- : Stewart A Han, Plautatiou-row, Coaltown,
Wcroyss, Fife. (65)
WILL exchange high-class Crests- CresthreiD, York,

shires, Norwich, Borders, also grand lot of Roller
and pink-eyed sib-bred hens for scrap copper,
brais-i, zine, lead, etc.; stamp reply: Steele, 80,

Ordsall-lane, Salford; alto at 201, City rd., Man.
Chester. (63)

Mainly Foreign,
j

EXCHANGE Talking Parrot and cage for Canaries,
or sell, 30/ ; Seedsman, 163, Prncess-st., Man-
chester. " (04)

TRUE pair green Budgies, adults, breeders ; ex-

change for <3 hens and cock Bantams, not Game :

Allison, Hairdresser, Blytb. (64)

GREEN Parrot and large cage; exchange Holler

Canaries, or anything useful; well, 10/6: A. Ander-
son, S3, Cleve'und-aven., Siddal, Halifax. (61)

Miscellaneous.

PEDIGREE Yorkshire bitch. 7 months, 35/.; ex-

change cock Canaries: Tabor, 7, Currie-rd., North-

ampton. (63)

YELLOW Crested cock, buff Crested hen, also

portable aviary; F. Stothard, 81, Beaconsfield-st..

Darlington. (64)

GRAND pair of Norwich, value 35/-; exchange
Bull bitch pup or best offer : Hay, >31, Scaside-rd.,

Eastbourne. (57)

WILL exchange good Norwich Canaries for toy-

dogs or puppies: 8yd, Mothcrsole, 20, Humherton-
rd., Leicester. (57)

EXCHANGE five pairs good Yorkshire^ for any-

thing useful, or soil 10/- pair: Plant, Loscoe.rd.,

Heanor, Notts. (60)

EXCHANGE one pair Norwich (marked) for good
Yorkshire cock, or sell 8/6: Howard, 143, Keith-

rd., Barking, Essex. (57)

TO sell; three pairs sibs. 1914-15, 15,- pair,

or exchange good yellow Norwich cock or British:

Byles. Hadley, Salop. (02)

BORDERS, yellow cock, two Buff hens, good buds;
exchange other birds, or offers : Suthren, Woolmfir-
ket, Berwicfc-on-Twced. (64)

EXCHANGE grand pair Rollers, cook champion
singer, for good Yorkshires, sell 25/- : Jones, 6,

Elm-st., Ferndale, Glam. ® (60)

EXCHANGE pure Slefert Rollers for scrap brass,

copper, block tin, etc. : E. A. Dean, 28, Hope View.
Carr-lane, Shipley, Yorks. . (02)

CHAMPION Crests, £1 to £16 pairs; approval; ex-

change good Yorkshires or Norwich: T. Billington,

32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (63)

EXCHANGE value in C.F. Norwich for a good
singing Roller; also wanted. Crestbred hens: Wal-
ton, 37, Aylestone-st., Leicester. (60)

12-BORE hamrneriess gun, 27/6;' No. 3 garden rifle.

10/6; exchange gramophone, banjo, anything: B.

Hutton, Confectioner. Holbeach. (65)

EXCHANGE Y'orkshire' cocks for boy’s bicycle, or

pullets, non-sitters; sell, 7/6, 10/6 each: Revill,

Church Gresley, Burton-on-Treut. (02)

GOOD Buff Yorkshire lieu, 15 -5 exchange for

yellow Norwich cock same value; approval: Cave.

106, John-st., Larkhall, Lanarkshire. (04)

EXCHANGE good Norwich for exhibition yellow

Wagtail; approval both ways; yours first: Hamil-

ton, 10. Gourlay-st., Springburn, Glasgow. (58)

GOOD Roller cock, 10/6; exchange for good F.M.
Goldfinch (large blaze), or well marked Yellow
Siskin; approval: Price, 8, Silver-st., Walsall. (58)

WHAT offers for 2 big yellow Norwich cocks,

make grand stock birds, for schoolmaster ; letters

:

F Owen. 60 Wolverhampton. rd., Cannock, Staffs.

(57)

EXCHANGE pair exhibition cinnamon Borders,

cock 3rd at Carlisle, for pair exhibition York-
shires, or sell £1 : Wall, 26, The Mead. Street,

Somerset. (58)

WANTED, extra large buff stock Norwich cock,

will exchange 2 good untlighted yellow Norwich
hens; yours first: Hardman, 39, Wilkinson-st., Nel-

son, Lane. (62)

WANTED, good schoolmaster, in exchange for

Bine Pom. dog, 3 months, splendid coat, or sell £1;
approval both ways: Nicholas, 5, Margaret-st.,

Pentre, Rhondda. (58)

EXCHANGE good large huff light variegated

Norwich cock for good yellow Norwich cock, genuine
Locligelly strain : Martin, 25, fligheraigends,

Kilayath, Glasgow. (60)

EXCHANGE hand-pegged hearthrug, 2yds by 1,

nicely designed, value 17 / 6, for Roller cocks ; offer*

:

Jones. Rug Manufacturers, 41, Conraryst., Har-
pnrhey. Manchester. (62)

TWENTY-SIX high-class Norwich mostly cocks,

sell £4, or exchange for pedigree toy Pom dog

;

approval both ways; dog first: T. West, 91, Glencoe-

rd., Chatham, Kent. (61)

EXCHANGE high-class pair colour-fed Norwich
Canaries, 1915 bred, for miniature Pom. or good
Crest hen. young; sell 25/-: Abel, The Grove,

Nccton. near Swaffbam. (58)

EXCHANGE high-bred Canaries for a man s over-

coat.- Mr. E. Jordan, West End, Bradninch. (62)

SALE or useful exchange, 66 parts “Great War"
not soiled: Burrell, 92, Madalme-st., Pontygwaith,

Glam. (67)

FOUR last year’s pullets, 4/- each; or exchange

anything useful : Porter, 8, Devonshire-st., Worksop,

Notts.
, ,

<60 >

YORKSHIRE hen and cage: exchange cock Song

Thrush, or offers: Tutty, No. 3, Squarcy-sG.

Tooting. (57J

EXCHANGE 400 fretwork designs for Canaries or

British birds: Kemp, 35, Market-st., Musselburgh,

Scotland. (®(’)

EXCHANGE Fox-Terrier dog for six York, hire

show cages or four and ease -. Jackson, 21, Hall-st-,

Mansfield, Notts. (53)

EXCHANGE gent.'s cycle, nearly new-, late pattern,

for good Norwich or borders : Fleet, 16, King’s-

rd., ifpton Park. (61)

MAIL-CART, cradle, 368 copies of “Work," 282

‘•Hobbies" and patterns; exchange birds: Crook.

Selborne-st., Blackburn. (63)

PAIR lady’s glace kid lace boots, threes, good

quality, new, 8/6; exchange anything: Howland,

South Ockenden, Essex. (58>

WANTED, two cock Canaries in song: exchange

roiled gold lever watch, new, sell 21/-: Drummond.
Hutcheson-st., Glasgow. (63)

WILL exchange 20U young currant trees tor two

large yellow Norwich hens, 1915: Reynolds, Newham
Farm. Sithney, Helston. (62>

I WANTED, offers in Canaries for silver Geneva

wat-ch, new, or sell 30/-: Wright, 11, Maqneriug-
1

rd., Shawlands, Glasgow, (04)

TWO pure Randall hens, cock Goldfinch: exchange

Roller cock or Roller cages or fronts: Harry Shinn.

33, Edward-rd., Bedford. (60)

BOOK on Canaries, unsoile-d, cost 25/-, sell 12/0,

j

or useful exchange; no birds: Moore, 132, Gadeby-

st„ Attleboro, Nuneaton. (59)

I TRIO O.C.S.G. Bantams, winners, £1 : exchange

Norwich Canaries, anything; offers: 1\ Taylor,

YVood-st., Sketmanthorpe. (63)

YVHAT offers in high-class Rollers for chromatic

accordion, value 25/-; genuine: Davies, 13, \ ic-

toria-st., Rulme, Manchester. (61)

YV ANTED, the old movement of 8-day grand-

father clock; exchange Crested pairs: Skitlicorn,

75, Bucks.rd., Douglas, 1.0. M. 0’9)

PARCEL mixed clothes, suit workman. 37m. waist,

value 10/-: for Roller cock or songster : Hurst, 19,

Montreai-buildings, Poplar, E. (60)

DACHSHUNDS!, good pedigree, £2 10.-: take

Canaries, rabbits. Budgerigars, Linnets, Goldfinches :

Munroe, 342, Crieklewood-lane. (62)

TWO cross cock Mongolian Pheasants, also pure

Golden cocks and hens; exchange poultry: R. 8.

Hoy, Burnham Market, Norfolk. (•»>

EXCHANGE for poultry or sell 9s., gent, ev good

secondhand jacket and vest, chest 36iu. : Kayes,

42, Casterton-st., Hackney. -N .E. (57)

GOOD Airedale puppies, 5 weeks, well bred, nicely

marked, dogs 6/-, bitches 4/6; offers, exchange

.

Marshall. Middlestown, Wakefield. (63)

EXCHANGE Norwich Canaries or cock Goldfinch

Mules for poultry, early pullets preferred : Snow,

31, North Worple Way, Mortlake. (61)

CHAMPION pedigree toy Poms. « months, from

25/-; exchange Canaries, poultry, offers: Carnew,

46, Thornleigh-rd., Hoi-field, Bristol. (60)

OVERCOAT, good condition, cash 12 6 ;
approval :

exchange birds, incubator, rabbits, anything: Clark,

32 Thorpe Lea-rd., Reliam, Surrey. (63)

EXCHANGE two small gramophones, 20 cylinder

records, new sausage machine, for Norwich lien.-.

1915 bf%d : Dodd, Victoria, Southwotd. (53)

HANDSOME set of red fox furs, perfectly new,

worth £5, accept 50/-: exchange: Miss Joyce, 9,

Rosamond-p!., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (61)

COAT, and vest, dark blue serge, just cost £2 2s. ;

exchange for Roller Schoolmaster and hanging cage:

Skipsey, Nevvton-Motrell, Barton, Y'ks. (63)

WHITE Leghorn hen and cockerel, 10 pair; buff

Orpington cockerel, 5/-, for Finches. Canaries, any-

thing : Hutton, Wcsterloan. Milnathort. (58)

EXCHANGE, solid oak cabinet, 8 drawers, suitaUe

s-eed cabinet, etc., for Cana vies,- or sell £1: .846.

Oldlwm-rd.. Newton Heath, Manchester. (66)

CEN'TRE-HECONDS watch. going order, 4/0;

Flemissh-Belgian doe rabbit, five months, 2/0: Nichol.

son. 165, Horninglow-st., Burton-on.Trent. (172)

ONE dozen new double-sided records, mostly bandis;

exchange Rollers or Yorkshires: YV. Gibbons, 37,

Park-pi., Clapham Park, Qlapham, 8.W. (vS)

WILL exchange Yorkshire Canaries. 7/6 a pair, for

household weights and scales or Budgerigars.

Lister. Southfield-terr., Addingliam, Leeds, (57)

EXCHANGE roses, flowering shrubs, etc., for com-

mon song Canaries, cages, or birdcatcher’s outfit;

offers; Collins. Morchard Bishop, Devon. (58)

EXCHANGE good rough Fox Tinder bitch for
Norwich or Holler Canaries: It. Sowerhy, No. 11,
lanlge st., Bit m Green, near Hpeuuymoor. (6 ::

)

PAIR pure Inerl Kngli.-li rabbits, unrelated, ,':6 m
penny books, Great War; cxehuugi hen Cauairi

,

Mr. Hobson, Bousdule, Huttongate, GuistrOfo. (61;
EXCHANGE Winchester repeater, absolutely new,

for gents’s gold albert, value t :
;
approval; yom

-

first : Pomtret, 35, Wigan rd., Wivitboughton. ( A

,

WHITE Barb eoek, 8/6; pair Mealt-ys, 2,0; pan
Baldlicad . 2 6; useful exchange,, Canarico or
rabbit- : Middleton, 96, Northgatc, Canterbury. (.77;

EXCH ANGE large tbroe.conipartrm lit aviary,
seven large bonie-iiiade cages, sixty coloured plat's

.

fowl.a, anything ; 22, Eight-aven
,
Manor Park. (571

A NEW pair of clapnets, 6 yards long, 4ft. 6m.
wide, with iioloo, pegs and puli line; will exchange
lor Norwich Canaries: J. Meek, Loeks-rd., Mppndon.
EXCHANGE gent.’s cycle, in excellent condition,

for Norwich, Yorkshires, Mules, gramophone, fowls;
what offers: Windsor, 22, John Campbellrd

,
Hack

ney.
lt f)

EXCHANGE; 19 sixpenuy illustrated war book* f<>

three good eoek Goldfinelies or Roller eoek : C.
Houae, George Edward-terr., Burnbam-ril., High
bridge. ijaj
'X < If YNGE heautifiil 56. piece dinner service.

Crown Derby design, perfect, cost £7 16s. for
African Grey Parrot, mu-t he talking: 18, Saxori.v
rd., Liverpool.
NO! ICE, We want all kinds of birds, parrots,
poultry, rabbits, dogs, anything, in exchange for
cutlery and plate, etc.: Write, -Smith Bros., 49.
Pear-st., Sheffield. (c;,)
EXCHANGE champion pedigree all-white Bell

Terrier bitch for 2 pairs of Norwich or Yorkshire
Canaries, or -ell £2; ,-tamp particular-: H. Drewett
36, Cai.ster, Balham. (CD
PAIR Norwich, pair Budgerigars, silver Euglish

lever, v-ilvar (heavy) alhert. offers; exchange
gramophone records or artificial light enlarger:
43. Bristol-rd., Coventry. (61)
EXCHANGE trying plane, jack plane, l-mooth

plane, ISin. mahogany and brass spirit plumb level,
for eoek Mules, Canaries or British: Robinson, 35.
B r i dge-end. rd., Grantham.

( 59 )

EXCHANGE bullet rifle, in perfect condition, for
3-compartment Crystal Palace aviary, or single
breeding cages; no rubbish : Travers, Wellington
Farm. Cranmore, Somerset. (59)
WILL exchange Porn, dog for Inn Canaries, or

anytlu'ng useful, value £1; will give 5,'-. 6 -, 7

for Norwich cock Canaries : Curley, 7, Weo^hest'-r
st.. Harrovv-rd., Paddington. (61)
FOR sale, black Pom bitch, good pedigree, 56/-;

exchange for birds, anything photographic, or anv
tiling useful, no rubbish offered or wanted : Heclev

,

Spring View, Luddendenfoot. (57)
EXCHANGE, about. £50 worth of flsliing tackle,
rods, etc., for all kinds of birds, l’arrqts, etc.:
Apply, Thos. Newman, The Central Fanciers' Stores.
46, Tontine-st., Hanley, Staff. (63)
GOOD lady's cycle, also gent.V cycle, nicely

enamelled, good running order; exchange accordion
or gramophone, anything useful : Jennings, No. 24.

Dobyfelin-st., Caerphilly, Gialii. (60)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
is the rate charged for alt advertisements
not relating to birdkeeping. The following
heading are available: Aquarium; Business;
Cuts; Cqvies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;
Ferrets; Garden; Household: Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;
Photography: Pigeons; Pics; Poultry ; Rab-
bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

YVILL exchange a lion's claw mounted in ISct. gold,

value £2, l’or Norwich to the value; no rubbish,
wanted 1915 birds: J. Parsons Tbe Original, Dog
and Partridge, Parliament-st., Nottingham. (53)

EXCHANGE 10 volumes Chamber’s Illustrated F.n

cyelopredia, almost new, for good Norwich Canaries:
birds first, or sell ^’3 5/-, cost double: J. Anderson.
56, Kimberley-terr., Craghead, Co. Durham. (56)

BLACK Dutch doe, black buck, and young black
buck, from above pair, all well marked, IS/-; will

exchange for cock Goldfinches or Canaries : Rasli-
leigh, 592, Romfoni-rd., Manor Park, London. (62)
EXCHANGE double-breeding cage, also 2 Rollr-p

box cages, for (1914) Roller cock in full song; also

Klin, records for exchange; offers; particulars to E.
Ellis, Sands Cottages, Whatley, near Blackburn.
EXCHANGE for Roller Canaries or British birds,

beautiful spangle cockerel and 3 pullets to match,
and 4 1915 spangle bantams, direct from John
Wilkcrsoh : Brain, 25. Railway-terr.. Cwm. Mon.
TALKING Cockatoo and cage, six fantails. tbrea
white Leghorns, and one black Minorca cockerels,

pure, lot 70/.; exchange Norwich, or Minorca and
Leghorn hens: Hamblins. Robin Hood Inn, near
Droitwich. (58)

WANTED, 3 pairs of good Yorkshire in exchange
for 1 pair of gent.’s- hand.sewn boots, made to
measure, and 1 pair lady's boots, value £1 17s.: W.
Sheldon. Boot Maker, Little Green-lane, Small
Heath, Birmingham. (58)

EXCHANGE champion wire Fox Terrier bitch,

served by big winner, Saville Moneymaker; also

B.S.A. aii- rifle, as new: what offers; exchange any-

thing : trade or house; letters only: Drew, riumlx-r

and Decorator. Merthyr. (6!)

SELL cheap or exchange cock Linnet cock Green-

finch, both Mulcrs; cock Redpoll, Greenfinch Mule.

2 pairs Norwich Canaries; wanted, photography
accessories, clapnet, anything useful; offers to

Banks. Atbert-rd., Evesham. BS)
WANTED, common songsters; exchange b-flat

ebonite clarionette, double case, Bopsey’s, 50 7d.

parts Ham-worth “History of World," also 13-stops

r

Alexandria-et-Fils powerful harmonium, ivory keys,

or sell : YV. Blows, 8, Thq Clyde, Ilford. (62)

SINGING machine with very large brass born and
basket, made to carry in, witli 75 single and double,

cost of machine alone 14 guinea, and has sung in

four contests, and has won cup, cutlery, and money

;

wiil sell lot for £8 10/, or exchange for good talking

Parrot and cage; approval: James, 62, Cemctery-rd..

Barnsley. (56)

OVERCOATS, MACKS, RAINCOATS.
Wiry be eo’d? If you want « stylish raincoat, mack,
overcoat, or suit, l can supply you with either for

6 cock Canaries or 4 pairs, value 35/-: Exchange

C'o., 385, LondO'il-rd., {Sjjreffiekl. (65)

FANCIERS' STOCK EXCHANGE
Exchange household good-, boots, clothing, bedding,

cycle 1 vres, cutlery, draperies, etc., for oil kind;

of live ock, birds, poultry, Parrots, monkeys, dogs,

etc.; faction, given to each customer; reliable

mud- honest dealings has been our motto through-

out :
give us a trial : Jopson’s Exchange Stores,

Newton Heath, f lic.-Ur.
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SENSATIONAL OFFER.
Wi> nr** giving value in hoots, suits, overcoats,

ia.iiieoats, undcivloUnng, bedding, bhinketn, eurtainr»,

jewellery, cutlery, etc., and household goods ol

every description, in oebange lor birds, dogs, cats,

jMipmes, common |>oultry, geese, rabbit*. cttVies,

ferrets, monkeys, parrots, ctc. r
or livestock ol any

varietv ;
prompt ami reliable dealings ; stamp repl> .

Manager, Livestock Exchange, HW, ninceBS-ht., Man-

chester.
(04)

|

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY ngciif* wanted lor Trower’a bird needs

»nd fooda, good commtasioo: 1 rower, 442, Caledonian-

nl . London.

|
Aquarium.

SMALL Goldfish, 2/6 doz., 14/- 160: large Japanese

Juntall fish, 6/- each; medium goldfish, 6,- doz.,

30 /- J 00 ;
minnows, 0(1. doz., 2 6 100; plants, snails,

etc.; price lists: I)« Von and Co., 114, Bethnal

Grcen-rd., London.
GOLDFISH, .small, 2/6 doz., 10/- 100; medium, !>/-

doz., 20; 100; Japanese and Chinese Fantalls, 3/-

In o - each; teinperuture fisli, Dogfish, Hitterling,

Rockhnss, etc.; weeds, plants, snails; list free;

catalogue of aiiuarlum and vivaria, Id. : L. Cura
and Hons, Vino.st., Clerkenwoll-rd., London.
AQUARIUMS, ail about stocking aquariums with

oiniita, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice

jii the feeding and management of the occupants,

will lie found in "Nutshell No. 21," '2!d. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 161. Flcet-st., Loudon. It.C. (2d.

from agents, a Hat of whom is published frequently).

|

Cavies.
CAV Y-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28,

' Profitable Pet
lavics (or Guinea l’igs),” is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating. Hearing, Feed-

ng. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

:tc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2jd., post free, from Cacu Birds, 154, Fleet

Streep London, E.C.

Cats 4 |

MISS BALAAM. ‘Turk IliH,” WellinghoTcugh, has

for disposal hcindisoine pevditgi^’O blue Persian Queen,

good 1 coat and perfectly healthy; price 30/-; or

would exchange Canaries.

|

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY select!

line or loose. 6/-;

guaranteed 5/-, you;

v al, no waiting

;

deposit: Thomas W

|

Garden.
DEVON and Cornish ferns, many beautiful varie-

ties 40 good roots, carefully packed, free, 1/6:

Griffiths, Hendra, Davi-dstowe. Cornwall. (62)

APPLES, finest selected dessert or Blenheim

Orange on 2011). 5/6, 401b. 9/0; selected cooking,

20!b. 4,3, 401b. 7/-; carriage paid England and

Wales, packages free; cash: Mrs. Walkley, Edge-

borough, Staplcgrove, Taunton. (2?)

Household llt.nslla, etc,

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They nrc unrivalled for all Ladies Ailments, Ac. and 6peedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferin';.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochi*, Litter Apple, Ac.
Hold, in boxes, X li. by Boots'. Taylor's, Timothy White’s

Branches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Ltd. Chemists, 34-, OAISTON LANE, LONDON

I K pnnpl Dogs for Sale.

I

tvennei Uoft9 ior Exchange.
|

ALL black Spaniel ppupy dog, seven weeks, 10/-;

exchange British: Mrs. Radcliffe, 10. Pomona-st.,
Rochdale. (60)

JACK, wire haired Terrier. 8 months, lovely com-
panion. good rat and rabbiter, 15,6; bargain:
Criddeford, J.apford, N. Devon. (58)

BLUE toy Pcm dog, two months, grand coat,

healthy champion pedigree, £2/10/-; exchange
gramophone: Foyle, Platelayers, New Barnet. (65)

TWO game But! ; Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,
7,6 each, bitches 5 0, parents tackle anything alive:

Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st.. Bethnal Green. (06)

TWO Pom. dogs for sale, 1 hitch, pets, also some
good Norwich cocks and hens: Apply J. Parsons,
The Original Dog and Partridge, Parliament-st.,
Nottingham. (53)

MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adults cheap; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures, no better than I

can offer for a mere triile.

A PEDIGREE White West Highland puppy dog
for sale, aged 4 months, by "Mill Hill Madman”;
will sit up and beg; a most intelligent dog; price

30/-; will send on approval with" pleasure : Mrs. F.

Meinertvhagen, 32, Elsham-rd., Kensington, London,
W. (54)

"CARE of the Dog.” Nutshell No. 32, is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog wilt find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of onr Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
.frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,”
Rl4, Fleet st., London. E C.

J

Mice.
NICE tame himhy-tailed dormice, 1.0 pair: Alfred

Spiqor. 392, Chcsbani, Bucks. (00)

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; dormice

2/0 pair: Miss lloaey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(57)

BUSHY t«i list dormice, 2/6 pair; coloured mice
wanted: De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green id.,

London.
BUCK fawn, has bred many good young ones,

would make winner; will sacrifice for 2/-: R. Letts,

Longucville, Needham, Suffolk. ,
(54)

NATURAL HISTORY. 1

BIRD-STUFF INC done cheaply by practical hands,
latest improvements, preserving powder, 1/- box:
Fryctt and Son, Taxidermist, Beetles, Sulfolk. (58)

|

Pigeons.
ONE fine pair White Fantails 3/,-: Broxtip, Stock-

st., Burnley. (65)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

In two of o;:r "Nutshell” Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,”

post free 2jd. each from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

|

Rabbits.
ONE Flemish, Belgian bucks, 1 libs., 5/-:Broxnp,
Stoek-st., Burnley. (65)

BUCK, white and brown, a fine heavy rabbit, a
chance in a life time, 5/-: R. Letts, Longueville,
Needham, Snflolk. (54)

SMALL select stud English rabbits, Tortoise buck.
Tortoise doc, thige Black does, well maiked, good
start for anyone, sell £'2; exchange British Hard-
bils. Border Fancy, or rack and cages; no cards
answered; approval: TVhitford, Hairdresser, Nanty-
moel. (58)

“Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30.

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected vvitn profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating. Rearing, Exhibiting. Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2)d , post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical,

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavie3.

and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the bous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1 /-, post free 1/1), from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C.

Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, "Fishing In

River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an interest
in fishing should not miss this highly-inetruetive
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunte, ar.d how to

catch them
; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook

baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any ol our Nutshell agents, or 2)d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-et., London, E.C.

Various.
MAUSER rifle, 7 m.m., 5-shot magazine, perfect

condition, with 100 cartridges, 70/-: Trinder, Main-
st., Skibbereen, Ireland. (58)

NANNY goat for sale, 1 year. 15/-, and two Billies,

4 months, 6 /- each; from good milking strain: F.

Skinner, 72, Sherborne.rd., Yeovil. • (61)

TWO brat's relievos in massive oak frame, velvet

pile, believed to be 1759 years old', 10/-: Hope, 270„

Great Bridge-st,, West Bromwich. • (64)

GOLF balls repainted equal to new, Silver

Dimples, Challengers, etc., 10/6 doz.; approval

willingly: PhimUter, Gold House, Forres, N.B. (04)

FREE : Pocket rubber stamp ol your name and
address, also particulars of money-making, space

time employment: The Richford Works, Snow-hill,

London. (25)

HARMLESS Snakes, Gd. each; Jerboas, or minia-

ture Kangaroos, won’t bite, very playful, hardy,

and easily fed, 10/- each : De Von and Co., 114,

Bethnal Green-rd., London.
VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow, £10
outfit, sacrifice 30/-; approval willingly: Mrs. Tyler.

1.8, Roekingham-rd., Uxbridge. (44)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24/6; new loin,

double records, 8/6 dozen, two samples 1/1! ; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:

Regentbird. 120, Old st., London.
BARGAIN, black Melton jacket suit, gamekeeper
or horsy, side pockets, cloth lined, in good con-

dition, with two wart-coats-, 12/- lot: fit large moo,
shoulders 17 inches: Hope, 270, Gt. Bridge-st., West
Bromwich. (64)

GRAMOPHONE, £25 model, drawing room cabinet,
very daintv. height 4ft. , on wheels, beautifully in-

laid, perfect tone, with selection of celebrated
records: accept £5 15s.; approval with pleasure:
15, Upper Porchester-st., Hyde Park, London. (49)

FUN for all. Huge book of hundreds of funny
jokes, games, puzzles, conjuring illusions, etc. (over
600 illustrations), only 4d., posted; all kinds of
jokes and conjuring illusions for sale; itching pow-
der. explosive cigarettes, sneezing powder, very
strong; ventriloquist’s double throat (invisible), imi-

tate birds, animals, etc., etc. ;
funny voices, cigar-

ette making machines, quantity of either at 7d.

or 1,1; good assorted collections at 1,9 and 2 9;
causes toars of laughter and hours of amusement;
everything post free: F. Young, Misterton, Somer-
set. - (48)

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Fishing rode, tackle, of every description, at manu-
facturers’ piece;

;
wh-eh-salc illustrated catalogue,

one stamp; extraordinary bargains: raves pounds:

I Midland Rod Company, (C) Kritangton, Birmingham.

AIDS TO SUCCESS.

Our Books and a Common

-

sense Application of the

Advice therein MUST bring

you Profit as well as

Pleasure,

All the experience of years of

careful study by experts is at the

disposal of readers.

AVIARIES, BIRD-ROOMS, AND CAGES, 2/3 (cloth

gilt) By II. Norman. Contains ten lovely lull-

page photographic plates. A practical guide which
deals thoroughly with the proper Building, Fit-

ting, and Management of Aviaries and Bird-rooms,

and tlie making of Cages.

YORKSHIRE CANARIES, 1/1)—By H. VV. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union). Abso-
lutely the very best Handbook dealing with the
Yorkshire uud its sub-varieties. Contains com-
plete instructions upon Pairing, Breeding, Moult-
ing, and successful Exhibiting, also how to treat

In botli health and disease.

NORWICH CANARIES, 1/1.—By C. A. nousc. Tells

the fancier all that lie needs to know to enable

him to become successful as a breeder, and ex-

hibitor of ttie Norwich Plainhcad. The chapters

on " Forming a Stud," and " How to Produce tlie

Ideal” are worth tbo cost of the whole book.

THE SECRETS OF HYBRID BREEDING RE-
VEALED AND EXPLAINED.—By many notable
Mule and Hybrid Breeders. Among the contribu-

tors are such well-known breeders as Messrs. R.

Colton, W. H. Vale, C, Houlton, C. J. Ward, J.

Bcswick, U. Lander, T. H. Kintli, T. Smith, etc.

This Handbook, whicli contains 212 pages, 7 inches

by 6 is brimful of the met practical information
on the highly interesting -ubject of Hybrid Breed
ing. Price 1 post fi'j-e 1/2.

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE AND PROFIT, 7d.—By
C. P. Arthur. A practical handbook, dealing with

the keeping, feeding, and general treatment of the

Grey, the Amazon, etc. It explains bow to sex

these birds, the treatment of newly imported speci-

mens, and cures for their various ills.

SEEDS, FOODS, AND WILD PLANTS FOR CAGE
BIRDS, 1/2. — By various leading authors.

Full information on the seeds suitable

for all cage birds, their food values, uses,

etc,, with descriptions and illustrations of the

wild plants indispensable to tlm successful keep-

ing of British and other birds.

HOUSE'S CANARY MANUAL, 1/2.—By C. A.

House. A thorough, practical guide to the gene-

ral management and breeding of Canaries, deal-

ing fully with the breeding, etc., of every member
of the Canary family, including tlie Roller (or

Singing) Canary. An illustration of each bird, by

the master Canary artist, Mr. II. Norman; ex-

haustive chapters on aviaries and cages, breeding

procedure, moulting, exhibiting, diseases, and
seeds—a compendium c! knowledge.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATEELS, fid.-By C. P.

Arthur. The breeding of Budgerigars and Cocka-
teels is recognised as one of the most profitable

and pleasure-giving sides of foreign bird-keeping.

This eminent authority gives full details on how to

keep, feed, breed, tame, and teach them to talk.

FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS, 1/1).—By W.
T. Page, F.Z 8.. etc.. Foreign Bird Expert to "Cage
Birds.” A highly instructive Manual. It con-

tains a magnificent coloured plate and a number
of black and white illustrations. Indispensable

to all keepers of Foreign Birds.

BRITISH BIRD MANUAL, 2/3 (cloth bound).—
By H Norman; or may be had in two parts. Part
j: " Hardbills.” and Part 2: " Softbi'ls." Either
Part, price 1/1. post free. Each part contains a
beautiful and life-like coloured plate and numerous
illustrations of birds and eage9. Un to-date in-

formation on the keeping of British Birds.

THE STOCK BOOK, 7d.—By G. E. Weston Of
our invaluable "Breeding Room Register" a
well-known fancier has said:—"It makes bird-

breeding easy No breeder of birds can possibly
afford to be without it. It simplifies the opera-
tions in the bird-room and makes ft possible for

everyone, even tlie veriest novice, to breed bis

birds as they should be bred. Contains both
Pedigree. Breeding, Young Bird, and Show Regis

tevs ot simple and unique character, in addition

to useful account pages.

CANARY BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS, 7d.-Bv
Claude St. John. A Practical, up-todate guide to

Canary breeding, designed specially for the use
of the beginner. Deals very fully with the choice,

sexing, and mating of the birds, feeding for con-

dition. the cages and their fittings, the bird-room,

egg-food, nest-building, rearing and moulting the

young, colour-feeding, training for show, and all

ihe difficulties likely to confront the breeder.

CAGE-BIRD HYBRIDS—Complete bound in cloth,

7/6 carriage paid. This great work is written
by Charles Houlton. an authority with a
reputation extending over 25 years as a leading
exhibitor and a leading expert and judge; (asso-

ciate editors, G. E. Weston and C. A. House).
Magnificently illustrated by that, great bird artist,

H. Norman. There are no less than sixteen

coloured n.id sixteen art plates in this work. Each
plate is a perfect study of an individual Hybrid.

FANCIERS' PRINTING.— Fanciers requiring bnsl

ness notenaper, postcards, trade envelopes, ete

should write us for a quotation. We are now in

a position to supply these at specially low rate*

combined with first-class work. Artistic memos.,
with block of any desired bird, and fancier’s

name, address, and words cf description as de-

sired. 250 5/-. 500 7/6, carriage paid.

SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE, ACCOMPANIED
BY A POSTAL ORDER, TO

The Manager, " Cage Birds,”

151, Fleet Street, London. C C.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the

advertiser.— A DVT. MANACER. “CAGE BIRDS.”

d ‘Ferrets, worked last season,

splendid ferrets, good workers,

nger 4/-: fourteen days’ appro-

immediate dispatch ;
cash or

annon, Short-st., Carlisle. (591

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.

ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be bad free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Aberdeen Amalgamated C.B.S.—Nov. 26, Trades
Hall, Belmont Street, 8. Final arangements for

show
;

take in specials, and appoint show com-
mittee. Last meeting previous to show.—R. J.

Robertson.
Burnley C.B.S.—Nov. 21, 75, Lindsay Street, 7.

Lecture on "Pedigree Breeding,” by a winning ex-

hibitor. Fanciers welcome. New members apply

to—James Moorhouse, 102, Nairrie Street, Burnley.
Brighton & Hove C.B.A.—Nov. 22, 25, Old Steine,

8. Adjourned committee meeting. Arangements for

members’ annual show, Dee. 8. General business,

etc- W. H. Gibb.
Bingley O.S.—Nov. 27. Assembly Rooms. Mem-

bers’ show. Birds staged 2.45. Judge, H. H. Clarke
(Bradford). Meeting at 5.—F. Craven.
Bramley O.S Nov. 19, Carnival Rooms, 8. Entries

for 2nd winter show and general business.—F. Page.

Bonnyrigg C.B.S,—Nov. 27, Forester's Arms, 7.

Business of importance.—J. Stirling.

Craghead Social Club F.F. & C.B.S.—Nov. 27,

Club Room, 6.30. Important business.—M. Archer.

Chorley C.B.S Nov. 24, Shepherd’s Hall, 7.30.

Final arrangements for members’ annual show.

—

J. II. Welch.
City and Suburban A.C.B.—Nov. 22, Church In-

stitute, 60, Paddington Street, Marylebone, W., 8.

Essay competition on ’How can birds be helped

into show condition?”—V. Wynn.
Charlotteville F. & U.S.K.S.—Nov. 24, St. Luke’s

Institute. Addison Road, 8. Annual general meet-

ing.—C. H. Pope.
Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S.—Re annual show,

Nov. 10, Class 14 should read: Legg 1, Verrall 2,

not Verrall l and 2. See Mr. Norman's reports.—

W. D. Fryett.
Dubmire Workmen's Club C.B.S.—Nov. 20, Dub-

mire Workmen’s Club, 6.30. Special show business.

—G. S. Lynn.
.

Dulwich and Peckham C.B.S.—Nov. 23, Reindeer

Hotel. Rye Lane. Members’ annual show. Judge,

Mr. J. Robson.
East Stanley Club F.F. & C.B.S.—Nov. 21, dub

room, 6. To consider whether the show go on or

not — J. Armitage.
Falkirk, Grangemouth and Bannockburn C.B.S.

—

Nov 20, 80, Graham Road, 7 30. Fixing specials

for annual show, ete.—R. Rennie.

Green Canary Association.—Nov. 25, Oldham Hall,

8. Washing exhibition by Mr. J. Abbott; also

novice washing competition. Judge, Mr. J. Thorn-

ton. Local fanciers cordially invited.—Thos. R.

Jones.
Grimsby O.S.—Nov. 25, headquarters. 160, Free-

man Street, 8. Arrangements lor half-day show
and general business.—J. T. Cotterill.

Cuiseley, Yeadon C.B.S.—Nov. 20, Regent Hotel,

7.30. Special meeting to fix hall for next members’
show, Nov. 27. Judge, H. Sutcliffe, Windbill.—W.
Rose.
Hornsby, Wood Green C.B.S.—Nov 20, Masonic

Hall, Nightingale Hotel, High Road, Wood Green.

Annual show, 2 to 10. Judge, Mr. J. Robson.—P.

Brooks.
Hebden Bridge C.B.F.A—Nov. 23, Ve Olde Brig

Cafe, 8. Entering up for old bird show.—A. Roberts:
Houghton le-Spring C.B.S.—Nov.- 20, Queen’s Head

Inn, 7. Entries ior annual show and other im-

portant business. Entries . close Nov. 20.—R. H.
Dixon.
Hanley C.B.S Nov. 24, 28, Mayer Street, Hanley,

.8. Members’ shows and new members. Those wish-

ing to become members please attend.—C. Beckett.

Halifax C.B.S.—Nov. 25, Trafalgar Inn, Halifax,

7. Pie slipper. Close for names, Nov. *2. Also

Nov. 27, at King Cross Band Room. Birds staged at

2. Annual members’ show. Judge, J. A. Taylor,

Frizinghull.—A. Sutcliffe.

Islington F.A.—Nov. 22, headquarters, to make
up classes lor annual show, Nov. 27.—J. R. Young,
Show See. (Time not stated.— Ed.)

Llanelly C.B.S.—Nov. 20, Greyhound Hotel, 8:

Final choice of judges and classification of

schedule.—D. H. Davies.
Larkhall C.B.A Nov. 27, Y.M.C.A. Halls. 7. Re

port of annual show and annual social. Fixing up
of winter’s programme of table shows. Lectures,

etc.—T. J. McGregor.
London and Counties A.C.B.—Nov. 20. Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse Street, K.C., 8, Giving, out
specials and prize money of autumn show, ami
essays on the show by lady members. Mr. W.
Shakespear to act as judge.—W. Gilbert.

Leigh C.B.S Nov. 24, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Entries

close finally 9 p.m. for old show. Thursday morn-
ing’s post not accepted. Members please note.—
li. Charleson.
Laislerciyke B.F.A.—Nov. 22. Railway Hotel, 7 .B0.

Entries for open show. Champion exhibitors please

bote, owing to receiving C.M.Y.C.C. patronage there

j
arc 4 Cinn. classes, viz., 7, 7a. 8, 8a.—W. H. Synies.

North Manchester C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8. Entries for annual show. A.

I Colley.
Northern British M. & F.B.C.—Nov. 27, Shield's

Cafe, Bigg Market, 8. Table show. Linnet, Bull-

finch, and Goldfinch. A.O.V.—W. Curry.
Macclesfield C.B.S Nov. 22, Day brook Street

School, 7.45. Entries for show and show business.

—H. Hall.
Manningham C.B.S. -Nov. 20, Mowbray Arms,

6.0. Open shew report.—F. Darwent.
Oldham C.B.S.—Nov. 2, Textile Dining Rooms. 8.

Meeting of importance. All fanciers welcome -G.
Mills.

Openshaw. Corton C.B.S.— Nov. 24, club room.
Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. General
business; subs. due. Judge, annual show, Mr. A. G.

Davis. Delegates’ report.— A. W. Newton.
Queen's Park (Glasgow).-—Nov. 24, Marie Stuart

Halls, 8. Show business. Return of special sheets

ami unsold tickets for annual show — A. K. Hunter.
Spen Valley C B.S. Nov. 22, Commercial Hold,

Cleckheaton, 7.30. Arrangements for how, Nov. 27.

— s. B. Grayshon.
Sunderland C.B.A.- Nov. 20, Station Street Cafe,

7.30. To decide whether or not to hold our open
shew set down for Dec. 27. Will members let me
Know at this meeting (ov postcard) how many en-

tries they could make if show was carried on as

arranged.—J. I’eacock.

Tong C.B.S.—Nov. 20, Hand and Shuttle Inn,

Dudley llill. Members' show. Hints tagod at 3.

Judge, Mr. F. Self. Bradford. \\ . Walker.
Wir.dhlll C.B.S.—Nov. ;.0, Blue Bell Hotel. 0.30,

Taking entries for open show. J. Taylor.

Wigan C.B.S. -Nov 20. legs of Man Hotel, 7.

Old show business*—E. Ball.
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S'He SHows.
IDLE C.B.S.

Members' show, Oct. 23. Mr. 1*. Mason, Windhlll,

Judged, giving every bu tinfactiori. Mr. Thomas won
special for best champion, und Mr. Whitaker best

novice. Champ.—Clnss 1: 1, 3, Sparks; 2, Thomas;
4 ,

Pearson. Class 2: 1, Thomas; 2, Wood; 3,

Sparks; 1. Elsegood. Class 4: 1. 4, Chippendale;

2, 3 Wood. Class 5: 1, Chippendale; 2, Whitaker,

3, Wood; 1, Elsegood. Class G: 1, Thomas; 2, Chip-

pendale- 3, Sparks; 4, Pearson. Nov.—Class 1: 1,

Mrs. Lloyd ; 2, Baxter; 3, Kenton. Class 3: 1, 3,

*pl, Whitaker; 2, Baxter; 4, Kenton. Class G: 1,

Mrs. Lloyd; 2, Baxter.—T. Klsegood., Sec.

DEAL, WALMER F.A.
Show in aid of comforts fund for sailors and

soldiers in local hospitals, Nov. 3, 4. The birds

were quite up to the average, both in Yorks, ami

Norwich. Mr. C. Johnson won members cup with

the best unflighted Yorks, in the show. Mr. J. G

Gibbs, Canterbury, judged.
Nor. Yell. Ck.: 1, Taylor; 2 and 3, Pilcher. Huh:

1, Pilcher; 2, Taylor; 3, Burgess. Hen: 1, Taylor;

2. Pilcher: 3, Thompson. 191ft; 1, Burgess; 2, Bur-

gess; 3, Thompson. Y'orks. Yell. Ck.: 1, 3, John-

son; 2, Rayner. Buff: 1, G. Johnson; 2 and 3,

Thompson, lien: 1, Johnson; 2, W. Austen; 3,

Taylor. 1915: 1. Raynor ; 2 and 3, Johnson. Mule:

1, 2 and 3, Taylor. Sell.: 1, 3. Taylor: 2, Burgess.

Brit. Seed Eating: 1, Miss Lxking; 2, Miss Lee; 3,

Pilcher. _HALIFAX O.S.
Members' show Plummit Line Hotel, Oct. 30; S3

birds were staged (all hens). Mr. A. Radley, ot Skel-

manthorpe, judged, and gave every satisfaction.

Mr. E. Helliwelt won special in champion section

with 14 points; liurdekin Bros second, 13; Novice: 1,

Horsman, 14 points; 2, Benn, 13.

Yell , Y'orks. : 1, Saville ; 2, 3, he, Burdekin Bros.

;

vhc. Speak; c. Lloyd. Buff: 1, 2, Pilling; 3. Bur-

dekin Bros.; vhc, he. Speak; c, Lloyd. Mkd.: 1,

Speak; 2. Saville. Yorks., Green: 1, 2, 3, J luley.

Nov., Yell.; 1, vhc, W. Horsman; 2, Sladdm and

Baldwin : 3, lie, Thornton ; c, Ambler. Buff : 1,

Rushworth 2, Newcombe; 3, Thornton; vhc, y •

Horsman; ho, Senior; e, Sladdin and Baldwin.

Mkd.: 1, Sladdin and Baldwin; 2, W. Horsman; 3,

Briggs; vhc, F. Horsman; lie, c. Ambler. Y'orks.,

Gr • 1 F. Ho'-hioi : 2 Rushworth: 3, vhc, Briggs.

Yell. Nor.: 1, Saville; 2, Clegg. Buff: 1, 3, Corney;

2. vhc Clegg. -Mkd.: 1, Corney; 2, Lloyd; 3, Clegg.

Nov., Nor. Yell. : 1, 2, Smith; 3, Kolfe. Bull: 1,

vhc Rolfe ; 2, 3, Smith. Mkd.: 1, Rolfe. Brit. Finch::

1, Benn ; 2, vhc, Helliwell ; 3, he, c, D. A. Macplier-

son. A.O. Brit. : 1, he, Helliwell
; 2, o, D. A. Mac-

pherson; 3, vhc, Benn. Sell.; 1, Smith.—J. Burde-

kin.

LLANELLY C.B.S.
Local show, 41 miles radius, Greyhound Hotel

club-room, Oct. 30. Quality was above the average,

and no doubt several of the winners will hold their

.own during the show season. Judges; Nor. and
Y'orks., A. Hitchens; Border, E. M. Evans, Swan-
sea; Brit., T. Holborrow, Gowerton, who gave satis-

faction. The Society have in Mr. D. Hamilton
Davies an excellent secretary, and he got through
his work in a businesslike manner, assisted by the

Committee-men. It is the wish of the Society to

run a bigger show later on as a 20-mile radius

show, previous to the open annual event.

Nor. Ck. : 1, 2, 3, and res, Davies. Hen: 1, 2,

Harry; 3, Davies; res, Lewis. Y’orks. Ck.: 1, 2,

res, Owen; 3, Harry. Bord.: 1, res, McDonald; 2,

Harrv: 3, Evans. Hen: 1, Tes, Harry; 2, 3, Mc-
Donald. Unflig. Nor. Ck. ; 1. 2, 3, res, Davies

Hen : 1, 2, Davies. UnfUg. Y’orks. Ck. : 1, 2, 3,

Owen; res, Harry. Hen; 1, 2, 3 arid 4, Owen. Un-
fUg. Bord. Ck. : 1, 3, res, McDonald; 2, Harry.
Non-fed Nor.: 1, 2, re-s, Davies; 3, Thomas. Yorks.:

1, 2, Owen; 3, Harry: res, John. Mule: 1, 3,

Jenkins; 2, Tes, Reynolds. Goldf., H.M.: 1, Jones;
2, Davies ; 3, Gregory, sen. F.M. : 1, Lewis.. Bullf.

:

1, S, 3, Jones; res, Teague. Linnet,. 11.M.: i, Lewis;

2, Jones; 3, Davies; res, Cote. F.M.; 1, Davies;

2, Gregory. Greenf. : 1 and 2, Gregory; 3, Rey-
nolds; res, Jenkins. Siskin, etc.: 1, Gregory; 2

and 3, Jones; res, Lewis. A.O. Brit.: 1, S. Jones;
2, Teague ; 3, W. H. Jones, Lewis.

N. LIVEkiPLsOL C.B.S.
Show at headquarters. Royal Street, Nov. G.

Messrs. \V. J. Metcaif and YV. Young judged. Their
task was a difficult one, as over 300 birds were
staged, and some splendid specimens were on view,

but everyone was satislied with their awards.
Champ. York. Cl. or Tkd. Y'ell. (7): 1 and he,

Hayton; 2, Rowlands; 3 and c, Rothwell; vhc,

Soutliwood. Bull’ (5): 1, Rowlands; 2 and 3, Roth-
well; vhc, Aigie; lie, iiuyton. (Jnev. or Var. Yell.

(3): 1, Sput-hwcod ; 2, Huyton
; 3, Rothwell. Buff:

1, Huyton; 2, Rothwell ; 3, Rowlands; vhc and he,

Frankham. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen (8): 1, 3, and c,

Rothwell; 2, Rowlands; vhc and he, Huyton. Buff

(8): 1, 3, vhc and he, Rothwell; 2, Rowlands.
Uneven or Var. Y'ell. Hen (3): 1 and 3, Rothwell;

2, Huyton. Gr. Self or Foul Yell. (G): 1, Aigie;

2 and 3, Smith; vhc and he, Frankham; c, Huyton.
Buff (5): 1, Richardson; 2, Rowlands; 3, Smith;
x<hc, Huyton ; he,. Frankham. Yell. Hen : 1, Row-
land ; 2, Richardson

; 3, Smith,; vhc and he, Frank-
ham. Buff (7)

:

1 and 2, Smith ; 3 and he, Richard-
son ;

vhc, Huyton; e, Frankham. A.V. Cl. 1915

Yell. (9); 1, Rowlands; 2, Al-gie; 3 and c, Roth-
well; vhc, Wilson; he, Huyton. Buff: 1, Rothwell;
2 and ho, Huyton; 3, Rowlands; vhc, Aigie. Cl.

1915 Y'ell. Hen (6): 1 and c, Huyton; 2, Southwood

;

3, Rowlands; vhc, Rothwell; he, Aigie. Buff (2);

1 ,
Huyton; 2, Rothwell. Gr. Self or Foul Y'ell.

1915 (2): 1, Richardson; 2,. Rowlands. Buff (3):

1 and 3, Smith ; 2, Richardson. Buff Hen. 19*15 (3)

:

1, Southwood; 2, Rowlands; 3, Aigie,. Nov. Yorks.
CL or Tkd. Yell. (6): 1, W. Leadbetter; 2. Cattle;

3, A. Smith; vhc, Woodcock; he, J. Grice; c,

Foxcroft. Buff (6); 1, Hammond; 2, Woodcock;
3, McLoughfci ; vhc. Quick; he, G. Grice; c, Fox-
croft. Cl. or TWi. Yell. Hen (5); 1, Hammond;
2, vhc, Kewn; he,, G. Grice. Buff (12): 1 and vhc,
Kewn ; 2, Quick

;
3 and he, Leadbetter

; c, Wood-
cock. Gr. Self or Foul Yell. (10); 1, Wilson; 2,

•McLoughlin; 3, Foxcroft; vhc, Jordon; he, Blay-
•tock; c, G. Grice. Buff (8): 1, Kewn; 2, J. Grice,
3, Foxcroft

;
vhc, Quick ; he anil c, Leadbeter. Y'ell.

Hen (4): 1, Leadbetter; 2 and vhc, McLoughlin;
3, G. Grice. Buff (3): 1 and 2, Leadbetter; 3,

Wilson. Cl. Yell. 191-5 (8): 1, G. Grice; 2, Wilson
3 and vhc,. Leadbetter; he, A. Smith; c, Queek.
Buff (2); 1, Leadbetter; 2, G. Grice. Unev. Yell.

1915: 1, McLoughlin; 2, Hammond. Buff (4): 1,

Kewn; 2 and 3. McLoughlin; vhc, Hilton. Cl. Yell.

Hen (4): 1, Hilton: 2, Wilson; 3, G'. Grice; vhc,
McLoughlin. Buff (4); 1, Kewn; 2, Blaylock; 3,

Wilson; vhc, A. Smith. Gr. Self or Foul Yell. (4):

1, Leadbetter; 2, Wilson; 3, Blaylock; vhc, Kewn,
Buff (G): 1

,
Leadbetter; 2, Quick; 3, YVilson

;
vhc,

Jordon; lie and c, McLoughlin. Y'ell. Hen (2): 1.

Wilson; 2, McLoughlin. Buff (3): 1 and 8, Me-

Loilghliii ; 2. Jordon. A.O.V. (3): 1, Leadbetter;

2, Cattle; 3, Quick, lien: 1, Foxcroft ; 2, Me-

l/Oiig!iliu. Nor. Cl., etc., Y'ell. (7): 1, Wilkins; 2

and 3, llod:,on ; vhc, lie und e, Atherton. Buff (3) :

1 and 2, Frankham; 3. Atherton. Buff Hen (4):

1 and 3, Wilkins; 2 ami vhc, Atherton. Ck., 1915

(7); 1 2, 3, Wilkins; vhc, Hudson; he and e,

Atherton. Hen (5); 1 and 3, Wilkins; 2 and vhc,

Hudson; he, Atherton. Bord., etc., Yell. (4): 1

and 2, lfratherton ; 3 and vhc, Richie. Bull (5):

1 and 2, Bratherton ; 3 and he, Richie; vhc, J.

Grice. Yell. Hen (5); 1 and 3, lfichle; 2, vhc,

Bratherton; he, J. Grice. Buff (4): 1 and 2,

Richie; 3 anil vhc, Bratherton. Gr. Self or Foul

Yell (4): 1, Richie: 2, 3 and vhc, J. Grice. Buff (3):

1 and 3, J. Grice; 2, Bratherton. Goldf. (6): 1,

Wilson ; 2, Keenan ; 3, Hilton ;
vhc and he, Kelly

;

c, Williams. Bullf. (4); 1 and vhc, Keenan; 2,

Hilton; 3, Lloyd. Greenf.: 1, Lloyd; 2 and c,

Keenan; 3, Williams; vhc, Kelly; he, Hilton.

Chaff. (8): 1, Rothwell; 2, Williams; 3, Hilton;

vhc and he, Lloyd; c, Keenan. Bramble!'. (3): 1,

Rothwell; 2, Keenan; 3, Lloyd. Linnet (4); 1,

Rothwell; 2, Lloyd; 3, Keenan; vhc, Hilton. Siskin,

etc. (ft) : 1 and vhc, Lloyd ; 2, Williams ; 3, Keenan

;

c, Kelly. A.O. Bril. 06): 1, Hilton; 2 and c, Lloyd;

3. Keliy ; vhc and he, Keenan. Brit, lien (5); 1,

Hilton; 2 and vhc, Keenan; 3 and c, Lloyd. Mule
or Hyb. (7): 1, vhc, Keenan; 2. Kally : 3, Williams;

he, Lloyd ;
c, Hilton. Points —Champ. Y'orks. : Roth-

well. GG; Iiuyton, 4S; Rowlands, 48; Smith, 30;

Richardson, 19; Aigie, .18; Southwood, 8. Nov.:

Leadbetter, 46; McLoughlin, 30: Kewn, 30; Wilson,

29; Quick, 18 ;
G. Grice, 15; Hammond, 12; Foxcroft,

12: Woodcock, 9: Blackloek, 8; Jordon, 8; Smith, 7;

Hilton, 5: J. Grice, 7; Atherton, 3; (Cattle, 7.

Nor.: Wilkins, 35: Hodson, 19; Atherton, 14; Frank-

ham, 5. Bord.: Bratherton, 27: Richie. 26: J. Grice,

13. Brit.: Keenan. 44: Lloyd. 36; YVilliams, 18;

Kelly,, IS: Hilton, 27; Rothwell, 13; Wilson, 6.—

n

Holden, Hon. Sec.

[Please write only on one side of each sheet of

paper used.—

E

ditor.)

ECCLESHILL C.B.S.
Members’ Show, Oct. 30, Fountain Inn. Mr. W.

A. Cowgill could not attend until 5.30, and we had
to call on Mr. J. Wilcock, jun., to take his place.

A very good entry of 82 birds appeared, and some
very good ones among them, and some of the
winners changed hands. Mr. J. Wilcock’s awards
were well received.
CHAMP. YORKS.—Class 1 : 1, 3, 4, Sparks; 2, c,

J. Wilcock; vhc, he, Stebbings. Class 2; 1, Sparks;
2. 3. J. Wilcock: 4, vhc, Srebbings. Class 3 : 1, 8,

Sparks: 2, 4, Stebbings; vhc. J. Wilcock; he, Pear-
son. Class 4: 1, vhc, Stebbings: 2. Sparks; 3, 4,

c, J. Wilcock; he, Pearson. NOW—Class 5: 1,

Fretwell; 2, he, Bousfield
; 3, Close; 4, Baxter; vhc,

Whitaker. Class 6- 1, Fre-.v-ell. 2, c Close; 3, he,

Whitaker; 4. Baxter; vhc, Walton. Class 7: 1,

Fretwell; 2, 4. Close; 3, Walton; vhc, Baxter; he,

Simonett ; c, Bousfield. Class 8: 1, 2, Fretwell; 3,

Whitaker; 4, Close; vhc, Simonett: he, Bousfield.

Class 9: 1, Fretwell; 2, c, Bousfield; 3, Whitaker:
4, Baxter; vhc, Close; lie, Jenkinson. NOR.—Class

ID: 1, Airton; 2, S, Wilcock; 8, J. YVilcock": 4,

Pearson; vhc, Jenkinson. Class 11: 1, 3, vhc. Air-

ton
; 2, J. Wilcock ; 4, S. Wilcock

;
ihc, c, Jenkinson.

Class 12: 1, A-kvos , 2. 3, Simonett; 4, Jenkinson.
Class 13: 1, 3, S. Wilcock: 2, Airton; 4, Walton;
vhc, Peareon.—Sam Wilcock, Sec.

BGURHLMOliTH C.B.S.
Although not able to hold their usual open show

the members of the Bournemouth C.B.S. got to-

gether a capital collection of their own bird* in the
Quadrant Restaurant, Bournemouth. All varieties

were well represented, and some high class specimens

STRATFORD & E. LONDON F.S
Annual Young Stock Show, “ Eagle," Cbobham-

road, Oct. 27, judge, Mr. A. Skinner. Yorks.:
ftp. 1, 2, 3, re», Parker; vhc, lie, c, llayliaa. NOR.:
1, 2, 3, res, Parker. Bord.; 1, 2, Fifth; ab,, Rev.
Bournes. A.O.V. : 1, 2, Parker. Greenf.: 1,

Parker; 2, 3, Bayliss; reft, Fish; vhc, he, c, Reed

;

ah, Rev. bournes. Redpoll, Etc.: 1, 2, 3, llayliss

;

res, vbc, Reed; ah., Rev. Soamca. A.O. Brit.: ftp,

1, 2, Parker; 3, res, Baylisa; vhc, he, c, Reed.
Canary Adult: 1, 3, res, Baylisa; 2, Fish; vhc,
he, Rood. For.: 1, 2, 3, Reed.-rf-A. YVasey, lion. Sec.

QUEENSBURY C.B.S.
Members' show, Granby Hotel, Nov. 6. 67 birds

were judged by Mr. L. C. Casey. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.

Ck. ; 1, spl. Ambler; 2, Williams; 3, Sugdcn; 4,

Blagbrough
;

vhc, Allatt
;

he, Sharpe; c, Farrar.
Buff: 1, vhc, Allatt; 2, Farrar; 3, Womersley

; 4,

Jowett; he, Sharpe; c, Ambler. Green Mark Ck.:
1, Williams; 2, he, Hoyle; 3, Haggis; 4, vhc
Jowett; c, Sharpe. Clr. or Tkd. Yell. Hen; 1, spl,

Allatt; 2, 4, Farrar; 3, Williams; vhc, Allatt; he,

Haggis. Buff: 1, Jowett; 2, he, Sharpe; 3. Wil-

liams; 4, Sugdcn; vhc, c. Haggis. Grer-n Mark.
Hen: 1, be, Jowett; 2, Haggis; 3, Sharpe; 4, vhc,

Allatt; c, Sugdcn. Cinn. Mark Hen: 1, 4, Sharpe;

2, Stigden; 3, Ambler.—W. ,Tagger, Sec.

CROYDON F.A.
Annual show, Nov. 10, Public Hall, Croydon, was

a great success. Mr. D. \V. Oliver, chairman ;
Mr

F. W. Capell, vice-chair; and committee, all worked
hard. Mr. H. Norman judged.

Nor., Yell., etc.: 1, 2, Soper; 3, Everitt; res,

Harvey. Buff: 1, 2, Soper; 3. Harvey; res, Everitt.

Hen: 1, Paterson; 2, Halhead ; 3, res, Soper. 1915:

•1, Halhead ; 2, Paterson ; 3, res, Halhead. Yorks,

Yell.: 1, Soper; 2, Truelove: 3, Soper; res, Mudd.
Buff: 1, Bacon; 2, Last; 3, Mudd; res, Truelove.

Hen: 1, Bacon; 2, Mudd; 3, Last; res, Mudd. 1915:

1, two spls. Last; 2, Bacon; 3, Soper. Bord.: 1,

spl. Last; 2, Bacon. Bord.: 1, Last; 2, Bacon; 3,

Mrs. Pocock. 1915; 1, Last; 2, 3, Mrs. Pocock.

A.O.V. Can.: 1, Bacon; 2, Pocock. Can or Mule; 1.

2, Halhead-; 3, Soper; res, Halhead. Pairs: 1.

Soper. Mule or Hyb.: 1, Everitt. Goldf. or Bullf.;

2, Gilbert: 3, Robbins. Linnet or Twite: 1, 2, Gil-

bert. Redpoll, etc.: 1, spl. Bacon; 2, Webber;
res, Harvey. For. : 1, Oliver.

ABERT1LLERY.
The Hybrid and British classes were accidentally

omitted from our report published recently, and
our reporter's remarks are given below.
LIGHT MULE (C) : 1. Jeffries, neat lightly mkd.

Greenf.-Can., in good order; 2, Jones and Davies,

jonque Goldf.-Can., nice shape ; 4. Ford, Goldf.-Can.;

vhc, Goodman ; he, Garron, DK. (9) : 1, Jeffries,

Linnet-Can., nice size and shape, grand eol. and
qual., grand exhibit; 2, Allsopp, jonque Can.-Greenf.,

beautiful qual., nice size arid shape, much improved
since we last saw- him

; 3, 4, Jones and Davies, neat
buff Redpoll-Can., very stylish, and buff Sis.-Can.

;

vhc. Bees Bros.; he, Davies; c, Evans. A.V. HYB.
(1): 1. Jeffries, neat Goldf.-Siskin. GOLDF. (4) : 1,

2, Holborrow, neat exhibits', well tanned, nice- size

and shape, good bars and buttons, well out blazes,

hardly in col. yet.: 3, YValker arid Jones, F.M., fair

size, nice blaze and bars, rather unsteady; 4,

Jeffries, not ready yet. BULLF. (6) ; 1, Davies and
Gregory, nice cobby shape, good cap and bars, not
yet up in breast col. ; 2, Jeffries, hen, very shapely,

beautiful eol. and qual.
; 3, Holborrow, smaller than

leader, and had thrown thigh feathers up badly ; 4,

Ford; vhc, Blackmore; he, Caddy. LINNET (6); 1,

Nicholas, well-known winner; 2, Ford, nice size and
shape, good col. and qual.; 3, Y'ork, shade smaller

than leaders and paler in col.
; 4, Price, nice shape,

trifle on small side, and rather pale in col. yet

;

vhc, Price; lie, Weeks. GREENF., ETC. (11); 1, c,

Holborrow, nicely fed buff Greenf., good size, shape
ami cond. vhc, Bullock, good coloured Bramble,

of the popular Norwich and Yorkshires 'vero v’ view/, rather unsteady; 3, Jeffries, Chaffinch nice size and
Messrs. Howard, Baker, Dr. YVeekes, and others, shape, hardly ready yet; 4, Price, Bramble; lie.

sent in some very fine Norwich. Dr. Weekes win
ning the special with a nicely proportioned yellow-

hen. Mr. Baker's unflighted yellow cock was much
admired, he is a nice, full fronted bird of fine size,

arid should do well later on. Miss Onslow’s team
of crest and C.B.’s made quite an imposing display,

her young green crest secured the cup for best
young bird in show, the bird has an extra large
crest of good formation, and should grow into some-
thing quite high class. Yorks, were good, stylish,

and typical, witti plenty of length, Mr. Fulford's
taking special for most points, also best Yorkshire,
his clear buff being one of the runners up for the

Blackmore. SISKIN, ETC. (5) : 1, Bullock, very neat
Siskin, non-fed, good eye and wing markings, nice

size, lovely cond.; 2, Ford, bonny Redpoll, nicely
laced, good col., grand order; 3, Nicholas, Twite,
nice col. and markings; 4, Knapp, Redpoll; vhc,
Lucas Bros. A.O.V. (2) : 1, Bullock, very neat Haw-
finch

; 2, Richards, nicely fed Yellow Bunting. SELL..
£2 (5): 1, Russell; 2, Watkins; 3, Davies; 4, Owen;
vhc, Jones. 20s. (4); 1, 4, Prichards; 2, Greenslade

;

3, Lewis 10s. : 1, Bevan
; 2, Llewellyn ; 3, Richards.

LEEDS C.B.S.
Members’ show, Nov. G, St. George’s Schools, St.

George's St., a great success in respect of quality
cuf) for best bird Unfortunately the weather was aIMj numbers, many of the birds that have been tak-
not ideal which told -against the attendance, although

jn » premier honours at some of our open shows
quite a number pi interested visitors turned up having to take a back seat. 241 birds were 6taged,
during the day. The management was in the able about the usual number for our shows, and it
hands of Mr. L. Bousfield, who has nothing to learn

j
speaks well for the society when things become nor-

about running a show, consequently everything was
j
m al again, as many of our exhibiting members arc

an good working order. He was assisted by Messrs, serving with the colours. Mr. Baldwinson's buff Nor-
E. Bousfieid, F. Fulford, A. l'coke, H. Matthews, as
also Miss Onslow -and Miss Penrice; Mr. H. Norman
judged.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. (9); 1, Troke; 2, Halliday;

3, H. Bousflekl; vhc, he, Fulford; c, Maidment.
BUFF (8) : 1 ,

vhc, Fulford; 2, Troke ; 3, he, Halliday;
c, Maidment. VAIt. (5): 1, E. Bousfield; 2, H. Bous-
fieW

; 3, vhc, Fulford; he, Halliday. UNFLIG. (10);
1, Fulford ; 2, Troke ; 3, Halliday

; vhc, L. Bousfield ;

he, H. Bousfield ; c, Maidment. YELL. HEN (9)

;

1, vhc, Fulford; 2, H. Benefield
; 3, E. Bousfield,

he, Halliday; c, Troke. BUFB' (9) : 1, Halliday; 2, L.
Bou9fie!d; 3, c, Fulford; vhc, he, H. Bousfield.
NOV. CK. (8): 1, 2, 3, Egertou ; vhc, Mrs. Daldy

;

he, E. Bousfield; c, Hutchins. HEN (8): 1, E.
Bousfield

; 2, 3, Egerton ; vhc, Hutchins. NOR., CL.
OP^ TKD. YELL (10): 1, Howard; 2, Dr. YVeekes;
3, Baker; vhc, Howard; he, Matthews; c, Mrs.
Downing Farrer. BUFF (9): 1, Howard; 2, 3, Fel-
lows

; vhc, c, Mrs. Downing Farrer
; he. Page.

Y'ARIEG. (9J ; 1, he, c, Mrs. -Downing Farrer
; 2, Dr.

YVeekes
; 3, Baker; vhc, Howard. UNFLIG. (15):

1, Baker; 2, c, Dr. YVeekes; 3, Fellows; vhc, he,
Howard. YELL. HEN (8); 1, Dr. Weekes; 2, Page;
3, Fellows; vhc, ho, Mrs. Downing Farrer. BUFF:
1, Howard; 2, Baker; 3, Page; vhc, he, Mrs. D.
Farrer; c. Fellows. NOV. NOR. CK. (2): 1, Newell,
2, Weekes. HEN (2): I, Newell; 2, Weekes.

! CREST. (4) : r, 2, 3, Miss Onslow; vhc, Miss Blauuw.
|
C.B. (4) ; 1, 2, 3, Miss Onslow ; vhc. Miss Blauuw-.
CREST, UNFLIG. (6): 1, 2, 3, Mias Onslow; vhc,
he, c, Miss Blauuw. C.B., UNFLIG (5): 1, 2, 3,

Miss Onslow vhc, he. Miss Blauuw-. NON-FED
YORKS. (1). 1, Fulford. NOR. (3): 1, 2, 3, Mrs.
Downing Farrer. -GOLDF. (5); 1, 2, Alders-lade;
3, vhc. Fellows; he, Hutchins. BULLF. (4): 1, 2,
Parsons; 3, vhc, Tatohell. LINNET, ETC. (3): 1,

Parsons; 2, Hutchins; 3, Newell. A.O. HARDBILL
(6): 1. c. Parsons; 2, vhc, Hutchins; 3, he, Newell.
MULES <4) : 1, 2, Parsons; 3, Hutchins; vhc, Troke.
PAIRS (6) ; 1, vhc, Miss Onslow-

; 2, Howard ; 3,

Troke; he, Fuiford; c, Mrs. Downing Farrer. PAR-
ROTS (2): 1, Hutchins; 2, Tatchcll. SEED EATERS
(5): 1, 2, Slade; 3, Alderslade; vhc, Mrs. Daldy;
he, Tatcheb.

w-icli cock was greatly admired, and took special for
best bird, as waci Mr. Sykes' buff marked Yorks,
lieu, which was quite the lady of the day, taking
special for 2nd best; Mr. R. Haigii won special most
points in champion, and Mr. Firth. spl. most points
Novice. Mr. S. Wilcock -edged Canaries, and Mr.
T. H. Inman British, both giving entire satisfaction.

Yell. Yorks (7): 1. Marsh; 2, Hall; 3, vhc, Me-
Dade,; 4, Simms; he, Sykes; c, Norton. Buff (9): 1,

Norton; 2, Hall; 3, 4, Sykes; vhc, Yelland; he.
Marsh; c. MeDade. Yell. Hen (11): 1, 2, Sykes; 3,

Baldwinson ; 4. Yeliand ; vhc, Iheed and Son
; lie,

Marsh: c, Hall. Buff (7): 1. spl, 3, Sykes, 2, Hall;
4. Mare-h ; vhc, Baldwinson

;
lie, Simms ; c. MeDade.

Yell., Unflig. (13): 1, Baldwinson-; 2, Marsh; 3, Me-
Dade; 4, Reed and Son; vhc, c, Sykes; lie, Hall.

Buff (.12): 1, 2, Marsh; 3, Hall; 4, MeDade; vhc, Reed
and Son; lie, Y'elland; c, Norton. Nor. Y'ell. (12): 1,

Livingstone; 2, Tose; 3, lie, Wilson; 4, c, Johnson;
vhc, Chambers. Buff (8); 1, spl, Baldwinson; 2, o,

Tose; 3, Y'elland; 4, vhc, Wilson; he, Livingstone.
Yell. Hen (7): 1, c, Wilson; 2, 3, Chambers; 4, Nor-
ton; vhc, Johnson; he, Livingstone. Buff (12); 1,

Baldwinson ; 2, Livingstone ; 3, he, Wilson
; 4, Tose

;

vhc. Yelland; c, Johnson. Yell. Unflig. (3): 1, 2.

4. Wilson; 3, Chambers, vhc, c, Baldwinson. Buff

(13): 1, 4, Baldwinson; 2, c, Tose; 3, Johnson; vhc,

Livingstone ; he. Chambers. Bord. (2) : 1, 2, Yel-

land. A.O.V. Can. (2): 1, 2, Smithson. Linnet

(1C): 1, 2, 3, Haigh; 4. vhc, Owen; he, c, Dobson.
Goldf. or Bullf. (9): .1, 2, c, Haigh; 3, Owen

;
4,

vhc, Middleton; he, Kay. Redpoll, etc. (9): 1,

Owen ; 2, Haigh ; 3, 4, vhc, c, Middleton ;
he, Dobson.

Greenf. (9): 1, 4, Haigh: 2, vhc, he, c, Middleton; 3,

Hunt. A.O. Hardbill (10): 1, 4, Runt; 2. c, Owen;
3 he, Haigh- vhc, Middleton, Mule or Hyb. (10):

1 Ow-en ; 2, lie, c, Middleton ; 3, Sanderson ; 4, vhc,

Haigh. Nov. Yorks. Yell. (G) : 1, Wrightson; 2, 3,

Firth- 4, Walker; vhc, Watkinson; he, Senior. Buff

(5): 1, Walker; 2, 3, Firth; 4, Watkinson: vhc,

Senior. Yell. Hen (5): 1, Watkinson; 2, Ellas; 3,

Wriglitson ; 4, vhc. Firth. Buff (o) : 1. 4, Watkinson;

2, Sanderson; 3, vhc, Firth. Yell. Unflig. (6) : 1, 2,

3 Watkinson; 4, he, Firth; vhc, Sanderson. Bull

(10): 1, be, c, Firth; 2, 3. Ellis; 4, Walker; vhc,

,
Watkinson. Nov. Yell. (2): 1, Senior; 2, Lamb,

Buff (2): 1, Senior; 2, Lamb. Yell. JGn (Tj: 1, ?.

Fryer; 3, Lamb; 4, Senior. Buff (2); 1, 2 , Pry.r
Yell. Unflig. (3): 1, launb; 2, Senior; 3, Fryer. Bull

(6) 1, 2, vhc, Fryer; 3, 4, Lamb. The leaders for the
various specials arc:—Members, six highest birds tc

count: J. Owen, 72; K, Haigh, 70; T. Baldwinson,
70. Section special*, «ix highest bird.; Y'orks., J.

Sykes, 64; E. Marsh, 63; Norwich, T. Baldwinson 62,

YV. A. Wilson, 4G; Border, II. J. Mewiard 14. (3.

Yelland 124; British: J. Owen 72, It. Haigh 70; Nov.,

It. YVatkinson GO, H. Firth 69. Hattersley's medal,
3 highest to count; T. Baldwinson 36, J. Sykes, 85;
Leeds cup, 4 starred birds to count: Baldwinson,

22; Sykes 20, -Somers' cup, 0 starred birds to count:
Baldwinson 29. Sykes 27; most points with vhc- birds,

British, E. Middleton 12; Novice, H. Firth 5.— E. Nor-

ton, Hon. Sec.

BOLTON ROLLER C.S.
Members’ contest, Joiners’ Arms, Nov. 6. Mr.

Massey- judged. Champion Y'oung Birds: 1, 2, arid

3, Wareing
; 4, e, Kilsbaw ;

vbc, Johnson; be.

Meadows. Nov. Young Birds: 1, Derbyshire; 2, c,

Iiibbut; 3, Foster; 4, vbc, Rothwell; lie, Rogers.

Any Age: 1, Meadows; 2, YVareing
; 3, Watkins; 4,

Ormston
;
vhc, Johnson; he, llibbut*. c, Grodwell.

—

J. Kn.su aw, Hon. Sec.

ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE C.B.S.
Final table show Oct. 9. Mr. JI. Boothman, Man.

Chester, judged, and gave general satisfaction. Nor.

Yell. Ck. : 1, Foxall
; 2, Marlor. Buff: 1, 3, Foxall ; 2,

4, Marsland. Yell. Hen: 1, Maryland; 2, Phillips.

Buff: 1 Phillips; 2, Foxall; 3, Marsland; 4. Marlor.

Unflig. Yell., A.Yr
. ; 1. Marlor; 2, 3, Marsland

; 4,

Whitehead. Buff : 1, 3, Whitehead
; 2, 4, Phillips

;

vhc, e, YY hitehead
;
he, Baron. Yorks. Buff Ck. ; 1,

Green; 2, Etchells; 3, Pye. Yell. Hen: 1. Etchells.

Buff: 1, 3, Etchells; 2. 4, Green. Unflig. Y'ell.. A.V. :

I. Kirby; 2, Pye; 3, 4, Etchells. Buff: 1. Green; 2,

Pye ; 3, Etchells. Mule or Hyb. : 1, H. YVhitehcad.

—

J. YVhitehcad, Sec.

PUDSEY & STANNINGLEY C.B.S.
Members’ show Oct. 23, Fleece Hotel, Stanningley,

Judge, Mr. S. Wilcock. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Yorks.
Ck. : 1, 3, vhc, Marsh; 2, Baldwinson; c, Noble; he.
Page. Buff; 1, Marsh; 2, Raistrick; 3, Page; 4, c,

Towler and Hargreaves ; vhc. Noble
;

he, Braceweil.
A.O.V. Y’ell. Yorks. Ck.; 1, Raistrick; 2, 3, Marsh;
4, Page ; vhc, Braceweil. A.O.V. Buff York3. Ck.

1, 2, Marsh; 3, vhc, Fowler and Hargreaves
;

4.

Barraclough; he, c. Noble. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Y'orks.

Hen: 1, Raistrick; 2, 3, Marsh; 4, Noble; vhc,

Fowler and Hargreaves; he, c, Braceweil. Buff

1, Baldwinson; 2, vhc, Marsh; 3, c, Raistrick; 4,

Forrest; he, Braceweil. A.O.V. Yorks. Hen: L
Raistrick

; 2, be. Marsh ; 3, Baldwinson ; 4, vhc,

Fowler and Hargreaves
;

c, Winn. Y'ell. Ck. : 1.

Baldwinson. Buff ; 1, Baldwinson ; 2, 3, Braceweil

Yell. Hen: 1, Braceweil; 2, Baldwinson. Buff; L
Baldwinson. Nov. Ck. : 1, 2. 4, he, Barraclough-,

3, vhc. Lumby and Casson. Hen : 1, 3, Barracloughl

2, 4, vhc, Lumbv and Casson. S-p. for least pointi

with not less than 4 birds, YVin-n.—R. Nell, Sec.

BOWLING B.F.A.
Old bird show, Oct. 23, Napoleon Hotel. 110 bird!

were well judged by- D. Sutcliffe, Wibsey. Champ.
Section.—Class 1 (8): 1, Padgett; 2 and 4, Pacey:

3, Powneii: Class 2 (4): 1, Robinson; 2 and 4.

Pacey ; 3, Padgett; Class 3 (8): 1 and 3, Padgett

:

2. Hodgson ; 4. Robinson ;
Class 4 (G) ; 1 and 8,

Hodgson ; 2 and 4, Robinson: Class 5 (14): 1, 2

3, 4, Hodgson; Class- G (19): 1 and 2, Padgett; 1

and 4, Hodgson; Class 8 (3): I. 2, and 3, Robinson.

Novice Section.—Class 9 (8): T, YVardman ; 2, J.

Sharp; 3, Fitzpatric; 4, H. Hodgson; Class 10 (12);

1, Wardman ; 2, J. G. Hodgson; 3, J. Sharp; 4,

Fitzpatric; Class 11 (S) : 1. Wardman: 2, J. G.

Hodgson:- 3, J. Crabtree; 4, Wood and Mirfield
(

Class 12 (8): 1 and 3, YVood and Mirfield; 2, W ard

man; 4, J. G- Hodgson; Class 13 (10): 1 and 3

YY'ood and Mirfield ; 2, J. Sharp ; 4, Nicholl : Clasv

T4 (8): 1. YVood and Mirfield; 2 and 4. J. Sharp:

3. Nicholl; Class 1G (3): 1, J. Sharp; 2 and 3. J

Crabtree.—J. Nicholl, Sec.

LAISTERDYKE, BOWLING, AND
TONG COMBINATION.

Last competition show for 1915, Nov. C. Thi

entry was only moderate, with 67 birds. Mr. H. J

Chittenden, Mannigham, judged and gave satisfar

tion. L. C. Casey won the Cowell cup, Mr. Boldy i

spl for best bird, and 1st medal, in open. A. Glad

will won the 2nd med-al in open. Reed and Son won

biscuit barrel with starred birds, also 1st medal ir

novice. YVood and Mirfield 2nd nov. medal, anc

spl. most points in nov. green mks.

Open Section.—Class 1 (G) ; 1, 2, spl, Casey, 3,

A Gledhill; 4. Hudson; vhc, Padgett; he, Hudson,

Class 2 (4) : 1, Casev ; 2, Padgett ; 3, Hudson ; 4,

Rohinson. Class 3 (4) t 1, Casey; 2, Gledhill; 3

Padgett: 4. Gledhill. Class 4 (3): 1. Robinson: 2

Casey: 3. Gledhill. Class 5 (5): 1, Casey ; 2, Hud
con ; 3, Padgett: 4. Duckworth; vhe, Gledhill. Class

C (6): 1. Padgett; 2, 4, vhc, he, Duckworth; 3. Gled.

hill. Class 7 (7): 1. 2, Padgett; 3, Gledhill; 4.

Hudson; vhe, Casey; he, c, Duckworth. Class !

(1) : 1, Hudson. Nov. Section.—Class 11 (7) : 1,

vhc. he, c, Reed and Son; 2, 4, Wood and Mirfield;

3, Parker. Class 12 (9): 1. be, c. R.eed and Son ;

2, 3, vhc. Wood and Mirfield ; 4, Parker. Clas 13

(3): 1. 2, YVood and Mirfield; 3, Reed and Son.

Class 14 (2) : 1, Reed and Son
; 2, YVood and Mir-

field. Class 15 (4): 1, 2, Wood and Mirfield; 3,

Reed and Son ; 4. Parker. Class 16 (4) : 1. 4,

Parker; 2, 3, Wood and Mirfield. Class 17 (1): 1,

Reed and Son. Class 18 (1): 1, Parker Will mem
b&rs who have not paid their sub. please do so as

early as possible.—J. E. Hudson, Hon Sec,
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' KIRXINTSLLOCtt.
Anmml show, Nov. fi. Temperance Hall, ft very

luituhlo ball In every way. Birds were neatly

tuned mi tour .sides, leaving abundance ul room lol

visitors, who turned out in good numbers. Entries

numbered close on 300, an improvement upon last,

year. Twelve open < 1 jishcb were provided, out; end

not 1111 so well as this progressive body of fanciers

deserved. Norwich, as was to lie expected here, were

a grund lot. Holders contained a line, lot of we#

gems, quality being the leading feature. Confined

.lusseti were well supported, and British were a big

improvement upon last year; several grand buds

were put down by local fanciers. Young Mules

brought out four entries, and the winner is sup-

posed lo ho a cross between a Yellowliammer anil

Canary but, after careful inspection, wc make it

to be simply a variegated) Canary; we could tlnd no

trace of tho Yellowliammer, Tlio management was

all Unit one could wish for, all doing their best

towards success, and none did better Ilian that old

and popular funcier, Jamie l)iek, who looked well

after the secretarial duties, and had. all arrange-

ments well in hand; ho wus well backed up by
such well-known fanciers as Messrs. Mel.ay, Chal-

mers, Martin, I’irret, Thom, Quinn, Aitken, Ferns,

and Fairney. \Ve would suggest a catalogue being

issued next year; visitors llnil it, greatly wanted.

In the absence of a catalogue the names of tho
winners in our report are given with reservation.

Tho Brock Cup for best bird went to Mr. Martin,

also Points (Tip in Norwich; Border Points Cup
vvt-nt to Mr. Aitken; British Cup, Mr. Feins. Judges
were: Norwich and Crests, .Mr. P. Houston (Glas-

gow ) ;
the remainder, Mr. Smillie (Killmarnock).

OPEN GLASSES.- Crest (a): I, sp, Mel.ay, green,

rare top piece, grand droop and centre, lino size anil

subs, of body, wins; 2, Findlay, varieg., loses in

size and subs., nice droop and centre; 3, MclTement,
grizz. crest, el. body, plenty of feather of good
ipial. C.B. (2): 1, Findlay, varieg., line wide en-

trance, well lashed; 2, Mel.ay, varieg., good lash-

ing, scarcely the subs, of winner. NOIL, Y V.hh., CK.
(3): 1. MeCristlo, el., line, shprt, cobby body, good
t|ual. flights and size; 2, sp, Smart, cl., tine size,

gooil head and neck, could do with more, subs.; 3,

Pi rret, varieg., good rpial. amt col. BUFF (41: 1,

Martin, varieg., well known, lino short coupled bird,

getting aged; 2 , 4, Braid, 2nd, grizz. head, vny line

qua!. and col., pice head; 3, Pim-t, tkd. neck, good
size and sal). YELL., HEN ( 2 ); I, Smart, capital
ipial., rare head, neck, and size, very smart; 2 ,

Martin, better size, line head and qual., wee bit long
in barrel. BUFF (fi) : l. Braid, nice qual. and eond.,

m at. head, lino short (lights; 2. Smart, close up, line

size, head, and front, nice hen; 8, Martin, rare qual.,

line head and neck, crosses at times; 4, Dick; 5, 0,

Ristle. NON FED (2) : 1, Sp, Braid, el. yell., rare
size and col., line head, front, and qual.; 2, Find-
lay, green, cobby, good col., qual., and flights.

U(Tltl)., YELL., (’K. (4J : 1 , 2, ftp, Findlay, 1st, capi-
tal qual. and col., host of wing carr., line round
head and body; 2nd, good carr. and comb; 3, 4,

Maclean, 3rd, varieg., nice qual and col. BUFF (8):
I, 2, Findlay, grand pair for qual. and cond., fine

weight and carr. ; 3, Hamilton, tkd. head, right
typo and wing carr. HEN (1): 1 . Findlay, excellent
qual. and cond. BRIT.: 1 , McUristle, Linnet, fine

col., good breast and whites; 2. Dick, Bunting, good
rob, not finished yet; 3, Distal, Mealy ’Poll, cobby
shape, line front, and bill ; 4, Ferns. YOUNG BIRDS,
CONFINED CREST (1): 1

,
Mo-Lay, varieg., grand

size and subs., line droop and centre. G.B. (3): 1 ,

MeClyment, varieg., wide entrance and fine lashing,
good size and subs. ; 2, 3, McLay, 2nd, good head
and lash, scarcely the size; 3rd, tiie lashing, nar-
rower in entrance. NOR., CD. YELL., UK. ( 8 ): 1,

Thom, fine size and subs., good head and col.; 2 ,

fi, Martin; 2nd, better qual., tkd., rare head, loses
in size; 3rd, tine head and front; 4, 5, Pirret; 6 ,

Dick. IIEN (7) : 1 , Brock Cup best in hall, 2, S, 4,

Martin, 1 st, Glasgow winner, hot col., fine head,
neck, and front, good qual.; 2nd, sp, fine size and
subs., scarcely so neat type; 3rd, best type of the
lot, paler in col. ; 5, Pirret

; 6, McLay. BUFF, CI(.
(7); 1 , 2 , 4, Martin, grand size, rare head, and thick
neck, good qual. ; 2nd, fine cobby body, A1 qual.,
fails head; 3. Chalmers, good qual. and col.; 5,
Pirret; <i, McLay. HEN (7): 3, Thom, grand stamp
and rare qual; 2, 3. Martin, 2nd, fine head, neck,
and flights, unsteady ; 3rd, good size and qua!. ; 4,
Mathicson; 5, Dick; 0, McLay. YELL. VARIEG.
(fi) : 1 , Pirret, head and wing nikd., rare size and
subs., good qual. and col.; 2. 4, Dick; 3, 5. Martin;
li. Mathieson. BUFF: 1. 2, 3, 0, Martin, fine team,
leader excels size and subs, of body; 4, sp, Donnan

;

f>, Thom. NON-FED (1): 1, Martin, tkd. buff, grand
qual. IIEN ( 2): 1 , Martin, tkd. buff, tine qual. and
subs.; 2 , McLay. tkd. yell, rare- eol. GREEN OR
(’INN. (2); 1 , 2 . Thom, greens, nice size, type, and
col, BORD., YELL., CK. (8): 1, Aitken, capital
qual. and col., well braced flights, nice head and
body; 2 . Nairn, line col. and type, shade rough; 3,
1. 5 , 6 . Tearney. HEN (9): 1, sp, Barrie, fine little
lady, tight feather of exceptional qual.

; 2, 3, 4, (i,

Aitken, grand trio for qual. and wing carr. ; 5,
Barrie. BUFF, CK. (9): 1, 2, Barrio, grand pair for
type, qual., ami wing carr.

; 3,
fi, Nairn, 3rd, nice

style and wing carr.
,
4, Aitken

; j, 7, Tearnev. HEN
(3) : 1, 2 , 3

, Barrie, real good Borders, typical, A 1

qual. VARIEG. YELL. (9): l. 2, Hamilton, 1st,
splendid qual. and eol.; 2nd. shade thin at neck,
otherwise good; 3, .1, fi, 7, Aitken, 3rd, capital qual.
and cond., grizz. head; 4, Barrie. BUFF (S) : 1, 2, 4,
Aitken. 1st. all there for qual. and cob; 2nd, cinn.
mkd.: 3, Hamilton, neat wing earr.. loses in col.;
5, Nairn; 0 , Tearnev. GREEN OR CINN. ( 10): 1 , 3,
sp, Barrie, greens, good qual., eol.. and lacing; 2,

4, 5, 7, Aitken, 2nd, cinn.. sound rieh eol.
; 5, Nairn.

MULE OR I1YB.: 1, Stewart, ‘
’ Yellowhamrner-

Canary.” a doubtful cross; 2. 4, McLay, 2nd. Goldf.
Mule; 3, Quinn. SCOTCH FANCY (fi) : 1 , 2, 3, 4,
McNeill, 1 st, foul buff, fine action, grand shoulders;
2nd, foul buff, nice length of side and thickness;
3rd, clean buff, fine drive and style; 5. fi, Thom.
NOR., NOV., CK. (5): 1, 3, Doonan. 1st, cb buff,
fine head, neck, and front, good qual. and flights;

3rd, cb yell., nice head and qual. ; 2 , Donald, tkd.
bead, rare size and subs., good bead and neck; 4, 5,

McNeill. NOV., IIEN (2): 1. Doonan, tkd. yell., all

there for size, qual., and cob; 2. Donald, big buff,
good flights. OLD BIRDS, SCOTCH FANCY (5): 1 .

2. 4, McNeil, 1 st. cl. buff, line s-wky head and neck,
nice length of side, good shoulders; 2nd, buff pied,

rare thickness through, takes nice pos. ; 3, 5, Thom,
3rd, foul yell., nervy. CREST (4) : 1. sp, 3. MeCly-
mont, 1 st, car., rare top piece, lovely qual.. neat
centre : 3rd, sp, good size and subs

; 2, McLay,
scarcely the length of feather of leaders; 4, Chal-
mers. C.B. (2): 1, great size and subs., wide en-
trance. well lashed; 2, McClymont. NOIL, YELL.,
CK. (5); 1, Chalmers, well up in size, good bead
and qual., wins; 2, Johnstone, nice one, loses in

size; 3, Pirret; 4, Thom; 5, Dick. HEN (4): 1,

Chalmers, well known, all head, neck, and front,

firm short coupled bird, easy win; 2, Dick, varies.,

good qual. and cob; 3, Johnstone; 4, Thom. BUFF,
CK. (4): 1. Pirret, varies., fine head, neck, and
subs.; 2, Thom, eb, good qual.; 3. Dick, cb, fine

size : 4. Chalmers. HEN (3): 1. Chalmers, good

stamp
; 2, Johnston, rare qual.; 3, Dick, good size

and cond. NON-FED, CK. <2) : 1, McNeill, cb buff,

good Size and qual.; 2, Dick, rare qual. HEN (3):

I, Pirret, bull varieg., grand size and type; 2, Chal-

mers, cb, line-fronted bird: 3, Dick, good) stamp.

GREEN oil CINN. (2): 1, Chalmers, green; 2, Dick,

conn. NOR., NOV., GK. (8): 1, Donald, cb buff,

rare size, good head and qual., Une short body; 2,

Johnstone, varieg. buff, good size and qual.; 3, fi>

Doonan, nice size, good head; 4, 5, McNeill. HEN
(3); 1 ,

Johnstone, el. yell., right type, good size and

qual ; 2, Doonan, buff varieg., line qua!.; 3, McNeill.

BOHD., CL. YELL., CK. (3): 1, Hamilton, line round

head and body ; 15, Tierney, excellent qual. and

cond.; 3, Nairn, neat and tidy, well staged. BUFF
(10); 1, Nairn, lovely qual. and comb, well braced,

nice style; 2, Aitken, nice bead, qual., and wing

carr.; 3, sp, Tierney, A1 qual. and comb; 4, fi,

Hamilton; fi, Johnstone. A.O.V. BORl)., CK. (5):

J, Tiernev, green, rare type, sound cob, neatly

laced; 2, fi, Short, 2nd, cinn., capital cob and comb,

rare flights, close iqi
; 3, Johnstone, cinn.; 4, Nairn.

HEN (1): 1, Tierney, grand qual. and wing carr.

GOLDF. oil ID 1.1. F. (9) : 1, Barrie, Bull!., F.M., line

size and cob, neat cap and wing bars; 2, Stewart,

llulli’., II. M., line stamp, grand wide cap, pale ill

cob; 3, 4, Quinn, 3rd, Goldf., grand face, in full

bloom, richly fanned body, good size and shape, we
liked for 1st; 5, 7, Fern; fi, Dick. A.V. FOR. O) :

1, Stewart, fine cob Goldf., good size. LINNET (10) :

I, Ferns, nice sizo and shape, fare col. and breast

work, good whites and bloom; 2, McNeill, nicely-

laced good back, flue cob; 3, Stewart, grand cob

and comb, line size and shape; 4, fi, Quinn; 5, Dick.

GREENE , NON-FED (11): 1, Stewart, good sized

buff, good flights, but we thought a. bit lucky ; 2,

4, fi. Ferns, 2nd, yell., grand col. and size, bold head,

rare, flights, Al sheen and comb, we preferred; 3,

Quinn, flnp big buff, nice flights and bloom, might
have been 2nd; fi, Quinn. FED: 1, 2, Ferns, line

big bouncing pair, rare heads, flights, and cob, well

staged; 3, Stewart, buff, rare sheen and cond., bold

bead and front, line- one; 4, Dick, close up. SISKIN,
ETC. Hi): l, McLay, Siskin, grand cap, size, and
cob, well-laced flanks, still a bit lucky to beat 2, 3.

Ferns, 2nd, Twite, rare size and cob, well laced

front, prominent flights, our choice; 3rd, Mealy
’Poll, line front, good head ; 4, Johnstone; 5, fi,

Quinn ; 7, Diek ; good class. LESSEE. 'POLL (10):

1, Dick, line col. and bloom, F.M., neatly laced, good
head and bib; 2, 7, C, Quinn, 2nd, cobbler shape,

good cob, head, and bib, loses in lacing; 3, 4, Ferns,

3. line size and shape, grand bloom ; fi, -Stewart

;

good class. BUNTING (5) : 1, Ferns, Yellow-hammer,
rieh, cob, fine size ami shape, distinct markings;

2. 3, Diek, 2nd, Yellow-hammer, grand size and col.,

loses in markings; 2, lteed; 4, 5, Quinn, both Corn
Buntings. A.O. HARDBILL (9): 1, 7, Stewart, 1st.

fine col. Chaff., good size aud whites; 2, 4, 5, 0.

Ferns, 2nd, Bramble, grand cob and size, lino mantle
and spangling: 3, Dick, another good Bramble, hot.

cob, good size and shape, line qual., and steady,

we liked; a fine lot. MULE OR HYB. (5): 1, 2,

Quinn, 1st, fine big buff Goldie, grand face, cob and
cond., wins; 2nd, Greenie, fine size; 3, 5, Ferns, 3rd,

Greenie Buff, good size; 4, Dick. SOFTBILL (2):

1, Quinn, Mavis, rare size and comb, nicely spotted,

well staged; 2, Ferns. Mavis, fine plumage, damaged
foot. HEN, BRIT. (8): 1, 5, Dick, 1st, Built'., good
size cap and bars, bit dark in col.; 2, Quinn, better

cob, line cab, chubbier shape, we liked; 3, sp. McLay,
line type, good qual. feather, neat cap, prominent
wing bars, nice one; 4, Quinn; fi, Ferns.

RESOLVEN.
Norwich and Borders were the only sections well

catered for at this show, in the Church Hall, Nov. 4

The limited classification brought only a moderate
entry, but quality was good, some very high-class

birds being shown, especially in Borders, Yorks., and
British, and these deserved keener competition. The
arrangements were well carried out by the following

committee, who did their best in looking after tho
interests of exhibitors and exhibits. Messrs. AVm.
Thomas (chairman), A. West, R. Richards, D.
Thomas, W. Ashman, .T. Williams, A. Tyler, E.

Thomas, W. Thomas, and E. Lewis. That well known
and enthusiastic fancier, Mr. S. J. Kersvyell, was
secretary, and right well did lie perforin his duties.

Mr. C. A. House judged, and had far too much to
do, as in addition to the cage birds he had 859 in

other sections of the show. He had a hard day, aud
we should sav a record.

NOR., YELL. (4); 1, 3 ,
withheld; 2. sp., E. Lewis,

very typical, capital eol., nice silky feather; 4. Slee,

hardly so chubby, nice col. and feather; w.c., Lewis,

a buff. HEN (5): 1, withheld; 2, Lewis, lovely qual.,

col., and type, very fit; 3, Slee, larger and stouter,

nice col., but not so much qual ; 4, I). Jenkins ; vhe,

(!. Davies; lie, no name. BUFF (6): 1, withheld;

2, sp., and sp. best Nor., Cb Davies, very smart eye
and wing mkd., lovely feather and style, grand col.

and shape; 3, .1. Davies, shapely cb, good cob and
carr., not so fit; 4, E. Lewis; vhe, no name; lie,

Lidyard. HEN (3): 1, 2. withheld; 3, E. Lewis,
very neat in shape and feather, good style; 4. D.
Jenkins, larger and more col., but not so silky.

YORKS. (11): 1, Watkins, eye and wing mkd. buff,

smart and racy, beautifully feathered ; 2, vhe,

Wotton, long, slim, close feathered varieg. yell. ; 3.

Nelson and Chesterfield, very neat close-feathered

cb : 4, he, T. J. Williams; res. Owen. HEN (6): 1,

4, T. J. Williams, most charming bnff, full of style,

lovely silky feather, rare shape; 4th, very neat yell.,

rare style; 2, withheld; 3, Watkins, smart stylish

veil.: res. ,T. Williams: vhe., Wotton; lie, Bevan.
B0S1D., YELL, (fi) : 1, withheld; 2, D. Jenkins, very

neat feather, grand shape and carr., capital head,
wings and tail; 3, withheld: 4, Ford; res, Owen
Lewis; w.c.. 814, .T. Owen, a Yorks. H1CN (3); 1, 2,

withheld.; 3, D. Jenkins, smart, neat body, tail not
quite fit; 4, no name, nice showy green, rich cob;
res, Ford. BUFF (4) : 1, withheld ; 2, sp. best Bord.,
Mrs. Payne, eye, head and wing mkd., lovely shape
and style, grandly feathered, rare wings and tail:

3, res, D. Jenkins, smart- shapely cb, grandly
feathered, nice carr.; 4. Richards. IIEN (fi) : 1,

withheld: 2, res, 1). Jenkins, pretty little cb, lovely
silky feather, very smart and stylish; 3, Richards,
cb, good leather, nice style ; 4, Ford, well feathered
el., nice top end; vlic, no name. GOLDF. (9); 1,

No. 833b, no name, a real charmer, the best we have
seen this season, rare face, bars, chest and back; 2, i

No. 833a, no name, aqotlier beauty, hardly so rich
in tanning, grand body feather, capital style ; 3,

res, Jeffries, nice shape and stylo, darker in blaze,
good wings, hardly so fit; 4. M. Thomas: vhe, Jones
and Davies; he, Lidyard. LINNET (12): ), 2, I).

Davies, splendid rich nutty-brown, clear distinct
marking, rare feather and style; 2nd, rather bolder,
not so steady, beautiful feather, neatly mkd., very
fit: 2, Jeffries, capital shape and feather, nicely
mkd.; 4, no name; res, Jones and Davies; vhe,
Bullock; he. Price; c, Ford. A.O.V. (9); ], No.
848c, no name, rich hoed Chaffinch, grandly mkd.,
rare breast and head, beautiful feather; 2, No. 848a,
no name, charming jonque Greenie, feathered like

wax. splendid wings and tail, a gem; 3, No. 848e, no
name, lovely Chaffinch, not so large, but wonderful
col. and qual.; 4, c, Bullock; res, M. Thomas: vhe,

Jeffries; he, no name. n
-

. _

LARKHALL.
10 Ui> Annual Show of the Larkhall O.B.8., Y.M.C.A.

Rooms, Oct. 30. The Jialla are in close proximity
to tlm station, and although tho space wus of

limited nature, the management made the most of

it. and hud the /staging arranged) to the best
advantage. Mr. McGregor makes u good Sec., and
is ably hacked up in the work-lay « cheerful, hard-
working bund of fanciers in officials and committee.
’IT ere vvue no bluster or oonfu-sion, and everything
pa-wed off tike clockwork. The judges were: Nor-
wich, T. Morrison; Borders, VV. S. Wilson; rcinr.,

R. V. Italia-, alh! their awards gavo general sati--

fa-etion-. Entries -came up well, considering tho
National Crisis, and the gate was such as to make
the aliow a success. We heard that a Red Crop*
Show was almost certain to Lo held- in the dis-

trict abo-ut the first week in the new year. We
wish them success in such a. charitable undertak-
ing, and hope to hear of ci good- round sum being

blinded over. There were some valuable trophies on
competition; the winners were: Nor. Cup, C'uth-

berteon : Border C-up, R. Handilands
;
Itoso Bowl, Best

Brit., J. Smith; Points Cup, Campbell; runner-up,

Thomson.
NOR., CL., ETC., YELL. CK. : 1, Clip, 2, Cuthbert-

son, leader grand size, rich- silky feather; neat carr.

and -style, in tho pink; 2, bi;~t young Nor., line

sizo and qual., eye tick, good subs., well filled, but
rather fiat and brow-y ;in head ; 3, Kennedy, well up
for «izc, paler in cub : 4, McGregor, slightly patchy
in col., otherwise- well up on 3rd; 5, McLean; fi,

Run-dell. HEN : 1. 4, Campbell, leader good size,

nice type and qual., neat, cobby, and well-propor-

tioned; 4th, nice col. and good feather; 2, Cuth-
bc-rtson, lino size and 1 qual. but loose in carr. ; 3,

Kennedy, well up in size, nice feather and- style,

well up on 2nd; 5, Mcliwan. IiUFF CK.: 1, 4,

Cut-hb-ortson, leader nice size and good qual., rather

long in feather, could- do with more girth; 4th,

nice one all over, not the- sizo of those in front;

2. fi, McGregor, leader similar in build' and gene-mi

character, but not quite the qual. of winner; 3,

McLean, nice all- round, not much behind 2nd ; 5,

llu-rdie. HEN : 1, McGregor, nice type and qual.,

rather pale in cob, neat and cobby built, stylish,

perfect carr. ; 2, 4, Campbell, lender rather largir,

fine qual. feather, not quite so thick or clean cut

away, stili good one; 4th, sweet cb, line qual. mid
type, neatly got up, little behind- any; 3, Cuth-

bertson, neat, good qual. var„ short, shapely, and
well built, just requires a little more- size; 5,

McLean; fi, R undcli. UNFED YELL. CK. : 1,

Allan, mkd. on wing- and- neck, rare cob, silky

leather, not finished moulting; 2, McEwan, lino

sizo and subs., head tck., neat .and wel-l-braccd,

level col. and qual., runs well up on top marker;

3, Campbell, well up in sizo and qua)., nice cob,

rather unsteady ; 4, Run-dell, griz, head, lie-at

enough, but w ants -sizo and steadiness. IIEN :

1, McGregor, good size and feather, sweet bead
and front, loose in wings and tail, wc- thought a
bit soft

; 2, Ruu-die-ll, larger, but more open in

feather, fine top end, nice qual., but too long

behind. UNFED. BUFF CK. ; 1, Thomson, not a
monster, but neat and well got up, fine- build

and car-r., v.-eM laid- down; 2, Kennedy, eye mark,

lino qual., Al cond-., nice shape and type, runs

close up lor top place; 3, Allan, well up for size

and cond.. nicely-carried- wrings and tail; 4, Cuth-

bertson, nice one. for size and shape, -little too much
brow. HEN : 1, Cnth-b-ertson, grand- size, plenty

subs., fine qua!., and- neatly- balanced through, in

the pink; 2, llundeli, lightly var., not just to mas-

sive in build, but neat, and- runs well up on

winner for qual. ; 3, Alton, fin® qual. and type,
.

loo’rfs to have been spoiled) in the wash, or might

have- gone up; 4, Kennedy, well up in size and

feather, nicely fed, fine head-, mat carr.; 5, McGre-
gor; 6, Run-dell-. UNFLIO. CK. : I. 3, Uuthbcrt-

son, leader hot fed cb, grand size, deep even cob,

lino texture, neat, fu'-l head and- neck, coui-d do

with a pinch more width- of front; 3, cb yell.,

well up for sizo and -cob, grand' top end; 2, 5,

McGregor. 2ndl cb -buff, nice size and -body subs.,

good qual., loses to leader in head jroinls; 4,

Haslon, hard up for size and- .cubs., n:o,o feather,

very similar to 2nd; 6, McEwan. HEN: 1, Cutli-

bert-son, grizzle cap buff, fine stamp, short in leg,

and neat, fine chubby build1

,
good all over; 2,

Rund-ell, cap and- wing mark yell., fino stylo and
shape, neatly braced, fine bearing, nice weight,

hard) up on leader. SELL: 1, McEwan; 2, Pcrric;

3. Arnott
; 4, Run-deli ; 0 Allan; fi Ilardie. CREST

OR C.B. : A full team, and- oil the winners to-YV.

Arnott: let, massive var. dark C.B., plenty body
eubs. and abundant feather, nice skull, good en-

trance, and fine Iasi), staged- in nice order; 2nd,

va-r. D.C., nice headpiece, neat centre, and- finely

radiated, even droop, good one, quite as good as

leader ; 3rd, green C.B., nice qual. feather, beaten

in head points; 4th-, var. D.C., good ail round, in

top order, value for a step up. COMMON CK.
CAN.: 1, Pcrric

; 2, 3, S-andilandls ; 3, Rund-ell
; 4,

Ferguson. HEN: 1. llundeli; 2, 3, Soninlands.

BORD.. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. : J, Gibb, sweet
little cb, close in feather, neat head and neck,

shapely, -good ca-rr., in the pink; 2, McFarlane,

similar .in type and build, lino qual, neat head and
neck, perfect carr., only fails across shoulders; 3,

Rund-ell, nice one for qual. feather and oanr., neatly

drawn; 4, Ferguson, not up in- form, yet will im-

prove; 5, Thomson ;
fi, 13-on-d. HEN: 1, Robertson,

neat little lady, typical, cteswi-y cut and sweetly

got up, wins, Al cond1

. ; 2, Gibb, g-co-ct one for- style

and shape, nice wings mid tail, not so nice in

head, otherwise well up; 3, Marley, rare cob and

qual., shows a trifle too much- thigh, and is in-

clined- to draw, in fine bloom; 4. C, Thomson,- 4th,

nice- one for typo and- texture of feather, neat head

and' tail; 5, Alex. Thomson. CL. OR TKI). BUFF
CK ; 3, cup, Sand-Hands, fine (shapely little feitow-,

nicely tapered body, well filled- in, neat wings and-

tail fine boxy feather, only fault trifle low in

Ive-ad at entrance; 2, Run-dell, grand qual. and-

type, well drawn, excels leader in head points, but

fails iu wing carr. at times; 3, Kennedy, neat,

typical, well-balanced; 4, Robertson, nice qual.,

unsteady ; 5, Adamson; 6, Morristm. MEN': J, SamM-

landli, real good- one, capita! qual. feather, neatly

filled’ at top end, fine earr. of wings and tail, just

inclined' Lol draw when handling; 2, Allan Thomson,

nice one for qual., neat head and neck, dean
front ; 3, Gibb, nice feather and earr. ; 4, Kennedy,

nicely staged, just looking trifle open in feather;

3 ,
Alex. Thomson; fi, Adamson-. GREEN OR CINN.

CK.: 1, MeFa-rkine, nice feathered) yell. Cinn.,

good in type, neatly drawn, gtfbd wing-s- and tail;

2, Marley, buff Cinn. good qual. and- typical, better

in head points than leader, not quite' up yet ; 3,

Graham, nice yell. gTocn, lino grassy cob, nice

3. McFarlane, buff Cinn., nice type andl qua!., well
fifed in and neat, we fancied ua much as any in
class; 4, Marley, good yell. Cinn., not finished
moulting yet; fi, Kennedy. A.O.V. YELL. BORD.
CK. ; 1, 5, Alban Thomson, winner, even col., close
and boxy in feather, yell, wing mark, neat and
shapely throughout, iu the pink ; 2, Mariey, rather
larger in build, not quite to deep and even in cob,
but good qual., just faulty Hcroew shoulders ; 3,

Robert on, yell, mark, nice feather, good wings and
tail; 4, Graham, nice qua!, cinn. -mark, looking
rather poor in feather, or might have scored
another point. 1TKN : 1, 3, Allan Thomson, light,

v«r., nice wing marks, stindy and stylish, good
head, neatly 1'oi’de-d w iQgs andl tail, not quito

through moult yet; 3rd, neat, but draws too much;
2, Ferguson, good all-round Cinn. mark, might havo
been staged to better advantage; 4, Graham, nice
var. cinn. mark. BUFF: 1, Robertson, light var.,

nice shape and rich qual., m.atly folded- wings and
tall, clean cut, nice top end, staged in"thc form
that wins; 2, J. Kennedy, fine texture cl' feather,
heavier in build, but well proportioned; 3, Marley,
nice one for type, good top end, but crosses when
handled; 4, Graham, nice cond.; 5, Allan Thom-
son; fi, C. Kennedy. HEN: 1, Kund-ell, beauty for

type and qual., neat and! well made, could do with

u little more rise in- front of head
; 2, Allan Thom-

son, nice qual. cinn. raddle mark, neat m wings
and tail, stylish; 3, Allan, good griz. mark, ill

fino cond., neat head, wing, and tail; 4, Graham.
BRED 1913; 1, 5, Rund-ell, leader well drawn and
shapely, line cond., incl. to lift wings a bit; 2,

Robertson, griz. cap mark, nice feather and neat
eairr. ; 3, Allan Thomson, nicy cb, fine type and
qual., mat and good', we fancied this for 1st pace;
4, J. Thomson, deep level cob, yell, nice mould, and
good' carr., worth a higher place; fi, Morrison. BELL:
1 . S-and'ihmds; 2, Graham : 4, Allan Thomson; 5,

Fermion; fi, Marley. YORK., YELL: 1, 2, Bond.

BUFF: 1, Boiid; all good birds, bill not quite in

show condition- ; look.s like a novice requiring some
friendly assistance. A.O.V. CAN : 1, W. Clark,

good Nor. green, in nice- order. LIGHT MULE OR
HYB., some nice crosses here: 1. 2, 0. Campbell,
leader lovely Greenie-Bullie, topper for size and
col., beautiful blend, in tho (link, a well-known
winner; 2, Linnet Bullic, known, face not just ready
yet for hot competition; 3, 4, 5, Melvin. Redpoll-

GoldSe in front, a nice and attractive little crea-

ture, in perfect leather; 4. Greenie Goldie, perfect

eond. DARK: 1, McLean, topping Linnet cross, ) are

sizo and oob, faultless feather, and- steady, will

be heard of again; 2, A. Thomson, niec Goldie- cross,

liriq cob and marking, can do with bit more size;

3, Rundeill good' Greenie Mule, nice cond-., and will

improve yet; 4, C. Kennedy, Goldie cross, in nice

order, shows the cross well, but needs size to help

it; 5. J. Kennedy. GOLDF.: 3, McLean, real

Britisher, nice deep scarlet blaze, fine- yell, winga

and bar.-, nicely buttoned-, steady, faultless feather;

2. Bone, trifle larger, purer in whites, not up in

cob yet. barely so steady as winner; 8, Campbell,

we believe was taken away soft ; 4, Melvin, un-

steady, not finished- yet; 5, J. Kennedy. LINNET:
1, Campbell, well-known winner, capital efzo and
rich nutty cob, well pencilled, in perfect heath,

steady, and staged toi perfection, wins hands down;
2. 3, McLean, 2nd, nice for size and steadiness,

but fails in depth of ground eol.; 3rd, nice one for

eol. and markings, not. quite Die size of 2nd, but
in- other respects better ; 4, Ferric, good' one for

col. and marks, in Al eond.; 5, McLean ; 6, A.

Thomson. ORE! NF GK. : 1, 2, Campbell, winner

clinker, massive build, fino depth of cob, perfect

feather, and- very steady, one of the right sort;

2nd, staged in lovely bloom, but not so massive in

build, still good- one; 3, McLean, nice Jonque, iu

fine feather, nicely put down; 4, fi, Cameron, 4th,

nice buff, fine cond 1

., but lacks the size to carry

it through ; G. Feme. HEN : 1, Campbell, itico

Jonque, good size and feather, . toady, and- well

put- down: 2, Hardie, massive buff, not just in

such perfect order as winner, or might have beou

a harder nut to crock. SISKIN, ETC.; I, A.

Thomson, nice- Jonque Siskin, finely mkd., neat, cap

and distinct pin-calling, steady, and' iu nice feather;

2, Campbell, Mealy ’Foil, good- size and col., nicely

pencilled', pure in marking, -and Steady, good, one;

3 ,
Ferric, Twite, not a bouncer for size, but for

cob and markings hard to beat, put- down in tho

nink- 4 , llarddc. Jonque -Siskin, in nice order; 0.

McEwan; <i, Morrison. II.M. LESSER REDPOLL:
j 2 Campbell, leader fine size and, col., rich poll and

tanning, steady, in the p.ink : 2nd, perfect feather,

scarce the size or depth of col. as winner; 3, 4,

Bcug nice pair, in fine cond., but beaten in size

and- depth of eol.; 5, Ferric. I-’.M. : 1, 2, Feme,
-real good- pair. Une col. and pencilling, nicely tanned,

leader wins in sizo only; 3, Campbell, nice one;

4, 5, Clark, steady and good in col., little behind

the others ;
fi, A. Thomson. BULLF... HEN; 1,

rose bowl best- Brit., Smith, a beauty and no mis-

take topper for size anil cob, rich, deep expan-

sive jet cap and- wing bars, perfect- feather, and

spotless bloom ; 3. Campbell, perfect bloom, steady,

and faultless, but beaten in size; 3, Feme: 4,

MrLcan; 5, McFarlane; fi, Morrison. A.O. BllIT.

HEN ' 1 Camping, illi-re steady Bramble, well

mkd, in tho pink; 2, McLean, good Linnet, lino

size and pencilling, very steady .and good cond.

A.OV. BRIT.: 3, McLean, lovely Redstart-, liii

fault lets* feather, magnificent blending of cob, w ins

w. 11 ; 2. Campbell, good Ye-llowbammer. deep noli/

eol. ami distinct head lines, steady, and good size

;

S .smith, good Bramble, fine size nod cob. noli

markings mid well-defined (-pangling ; 4, Melvin,

good B'ackbird. in perfect feather ;
5. Bc-ag. 8 OR. :

Ginn., fine one lor sluipc, but loose ini feather;

1 W P. OampbcU. capital Goldf.. rUh wniare <ie*p

crimson, blaze, fine cheek*, deep yellow wings, and

nicely buttoned and tanned. SELL: 1, A. lhomson;
/•> Campliell: 3, McLean: 4. Thomson : 3. Hardie; C.

MoVvin. GIFT: J, McGregor, buff Nor.; 2, Run-

dell. Mule.
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GLASGOW.
Aimmil Show of the Glasgow ami YV<*t ol'Scotland

C.b.S,, Oct. 3fl, in the Good TemplarS Hull. A

very suitable one lor mi exhibition, being roomy,

with wood light, and free from draughts, the bull

in well known by ull Glasgow fancier*,
“'jf

1 «*8 u‘*“

the scene of 11111111' 11 conflict. The cltts*lt«ution wai

u splendid one, and was well supported by mcii.-

licrs, particularly in Norwich, which held the

supreme position for quality, as well a* numbers

I’bo iinlllghted woro a grand lot, many will tie

In-inl of later. British caiiio next and contained

a few choice specimens, but still this section to

lagging behind in comparison with the good old

days. Borders were few, but good. J ho manage-

ment was all that could be wished; everyone doing

Ids hit and doing it well. The secretarial duties

were in lire hands of Mr. A. U. Chalmers, whom wo

found courteous and obliging to all. lie had all

arrangements in good order, and was well backed

an by such capable fanciers as President, Mr.

frank Taylor; Vice-Pros., Mr. A. Maxwell; com-

mittee, Messrs. Brown, Barron. Braid, Campbell,

J. Chalmers, A. Chalmers, Martin, Park, Sloan,

Swan, Craig, Webster, and K. Undtey. This being

the first show ol the season in Glasgow, tlie

Miciety leaped a substantial gate by being early

In the Held. The early bird gets the worm.

Pho entry totalled about 250. Specials winners:

Two gold medals, Ferguson cup, and silver medal,

best unllighlcd bird, Martin; gold medal, best old

bird and B.P.C. medal, Maxwell; gold medal, best

Urit, Webster; silver medal, best for. and Barron

cup best Yorks., Park; Jarvie cup, Cairns; Stewart

run’ and gold medal, best nov., Hadley. The

|
edges were: Nor. and Crest., Mr. P. Houston,

Glasgow ;
Yorks, and Bold., Mr. It. Anderson, Par-

lick; Brit, and for., Mr. H. Jamieson, Glasgow;

Mid ’ they all aquitted themselves well.

YOUNG BIRDS, NOR. CL. YELL. CK. (12): 1,

Maxwell, fine size, nice bead qual., col. and cond.,

«iod llights; 2, Martin, about, equal in every respect,

f anything, shade smaller; 3, Sloan, better sub.,

»<)(>(! head anti size, beaten qual.; 4, Cairns; o,

Jolley; «, Brown. BUFF (12): 1, Cairns rare

lead, neck, and subs, of body, fine qual., w-ell up

n size, inclines to crouch; 2, Taylor, good size,

iual., and col., line head, neck, and front, behind

u subs, only; 3, Braid, grizzled bead, excellent

iual. and col., good head and size, crosses flights;

1 Maxwell; 5, Martin; <5, Chalmers. * ELL.

• AltlK G. CK. (I) : 1, sp, Cairns, bouncer for size

,ml iiabs , rich col. and qual. head and wing mkd.,

vins easy; 2, sp, Jeffrey, heavily mkd., rich coi.

ind qua!., good flights and cond.; 3, Sloan, head,

ump, and wing mkd., fine qual., neat wings; 4,

ray lor; 5, Brown. Bl.'FF (7); 1, Colley almost

ween, grand size, line, head, neck, and subs., ami

jood qua!., needs nails trimmed; 2, Braid, head

ind saddle mkd., good qual., col. and cond., short

lights; 3, Martin, line head and neck, nicely mealed,

:ood wing carr.
;

4, Cairns; 5, Paterson. YELL.

JEN (10): 1, Martin, 1, 5, sp, best uuflig., a

wand one, well up in size, rare qual., eol. and

•ond., fine, short llights and tail, all over a clean

:ut, cobby specimen; 2, scarcely so neat type, ex-

icllent qual., good flights; 3, 5, Maxwell; 3, fine

>nc for tvpe and qual., shade smaller; 4, Braid; 4>,

Brown BUFF (10): 1, Braid, typical, fine short

nights and tail. A1 qual. ; 2, Cairns, better size

ind wibs., tkd. on head, fine shape and qual., nice

short bird, we liked; 3, sp, Colley, grizzled head,

line size and subs., good qual., shade long; 4, a,

Maxwell; 6, Tavlor. YELL, VARIED. (3): 1,

Taylor, grand rich col., green, good size, fine wing

rarr., cobby shape; 2, Jeffrey, head and wing mkd.,

•ood head, qua,I., and cond., behind in size, fine wing

Improve: 3. Cairns, same stamp, -good head and

qual. BUEF (12): 1, Taylor, head and wing mkd.,

capital size and subs, of body, tine head and neck,

short flights and tail, will be heard of again
; 2,

runuingham, hea<l and wing mkd.
r
hot coi., sure

•k • 3 Jeffrey, rare size and subs., A1 qua!, and

coi.’ fails in head a bit, still we liked for second;

t Martin ; 0. Paterson. NON-FED (l) : Martin,

head tkd., capital qual., eol. and cond, CINN.
m • Webster. C.B. CK. (1): 1, Brown, finely lashed,

varieg. plenty of feather, of good qual. BORD.
YFLL (5) • 1, 2, sp, best nov., Hadley, 1, cl. yell.,

line romul’ head and body, lovely qual. col. and

cond., best of wing carr., wins; 2, Craig, fine

,,ual. col. and cond., shade thin at neck ; 3, Swan,

sweetly made, eapital qual., fine wing carr. and

d\lc we preferred for 2nd; 4, Cunningham; 5,

Hadley. BUFF (5): 1. S, Hadley, excellent qual.,

col., and eond., rare flights, well braced, nice style;

i Cunningham, fine qual. and wing carr., neatly

made; 3, Craig, fine type and style; 4, Swan. YELL.

VARIEG. (2): 1, Cunningham, capital wing carr.

and qual., sweetly made, best of the bunch; 2,

Swan saddle mkd., fine type, well braced flights,

nice free carr. BUFF (2): 1, Cunningham, neck

mkd lovely qual.. fine round head and body, grand

carr
’

?, Swan, close up, A1 qual., col. oud cond.,

good wins. GREEN OR CINN. (I) : Cunningham,

cinn., fine col. and wing carr. YORKS.: Three

classes provided, all honours Park, with three

entries flue, slim, typical birds, of good length.

MULE OR HYB. (3): 1, Swan, Siskin, fine shape,

col., and cond.; 2, 3, Webster, fine, big Redpoll, in

good order, sober col.: 3, we could not find.

" OLD BIRDS, NOR. CL. YELL. CK (3): 1, Colley,

rare size, bead, neck, and front, best of qual., wins

easy; 2. Chalmers, good head, neck, and front,

beaten,- flights; 3. Smith, good size and subs., iough

in feather" BUFF (9) : 1, Colley, grand head and
neck, deep front finely mealed, good size and subs.,

wins; 2, Maxwell, fine head and neck, capital qual.,

-oh, and cond., behind subs, only; 3, Hadley, short

and cobby, rich qual. and eol., we liked for 2nd. ;

I, Braid; 5, Clark; fi, Smith, good class. OK.
YELL. VARIEG (4): 1, Park, head and wing inkd.,

good head and subs., fine qual.. eol., and size;

Taylor, fine head, neck, and front, good flights,

ind size, trifle coarser in feather; 9, Cairns, heavily

varieg., fine size and subs., behind in qua!.; 4,

Cunningham. BUFF (9): 1, Martin, soft when we
went round; 2, Taylor, green, fine short, cobby bird,

good cond.: 3, sp., Colley, well known face, in new
hands, getting aged but still going strong, easy win

when Vo went round, fine head, neck, and qual.,

lare. deep front, bit faulty in flights, still we liked,

good style; 4. Brown; 5,- Maxwell; fi. Swann.
YELL. HEN (8): 1. A. Chalmers, line head, neck, and
Trout, rare size, capital qual. and cond., old wiu-

vr; 2. Martin, fine size, head and neck, good qual.,

just fails in subs.; 3, 4, Colley; 3, fine shape, qua!.,

and cond.. thaile smaller; 4, good type; 5. fi.

Jeffrey. DUFF (3): 1, Park, medium size, excel-

lent qua!, and cond.. nice type; 2, Chalmers, better

•ize and subs., line short, body, good bead and qual.,

-,ur choice ; 3. Braid, fine shape and qua). ; 4.

Brown. YELL. VARIEG. HEN (3): 1, Cairns,

:xtra qual. and col., rare size anal shape, good head

;

!. Jeffrey, good size, qual., and col., scarcely eo

head; 3, Taylor, Cue head, size, and .-til

BUFF (2) : J, Cairns, good size and subs., fine head
and neck, nice cond. ; 2, Martin, good stamp, fine

qual. NON-FED CK. (4): 1, Braid, cl. yell., grand
size, rare head, neck, and front, very fine qual.

;

2, Martin, buff varieg., good size and subs., fine

bead and neck; 3, Sloan, fine head and qual.; 4,

no name. HEN (4): 1, 2, Maxwell ; 1, 8.P.C. win
ner, also sp. beat old bird, cl. yell., grand hen,
line cobby shaped body, rare bead and neck, nice
short, close fitting feather, of good qual., neat
flights and tail; 2, sp, cl. buff, fine head, neck,
and front, good qual. and col.; 3, Chalmers, cl. buff,

excellent qual., fine short flights; 4, Colley. CINN.
0): Webster, tine size and col., shade rough.
CRUST (|): sp. Chalmers, dark crest, fine droop
and centre, good size and subs, of body. BORD.,
CL. YELL. (1): 1, sp, Cunningham, tkd. head. Hno
round one, good flights and qual. BUE'F (2): 1,

Swan, nico weight and carr., capital qual.; 2, sp,

Craig, fine qual., well braced1 wings. VARIEG. (2):

1, Cunningham, eyes and wing mkd. buff, beet of
wings, splendid qual. and bloom; 2, Webster, we
failed to find, GREEN OR CINN. (2): 1, Craig,
green, round co!., good wing carr. and con'd. ; 2,

Cunningham, cinn., fine round body, nice col.

YORKS., Y’ELL. CK. (1): Clark, lino slim type,
good length, .rare qual. and col. BUFF (1); ],

2 »pls., Park, fine length, good qual. and pose.
YELL. HEN (1) : Park, tkd. wing, good length, nice
qual. of feather, fine style. BUFF (1) : Clark, nice
length and style, eapital qual. and col. VAlUEfl.
(3) : 1, Park, buff, capital length and qual., nice
wings and tail, plenty of leg, .and- stands well; 2,

«p, 3, Webster
; 2, good length, neat wings, fine

qual. and col., rough on front
; 3, nice length and

col. MULE OR HYB. (2) : 1, sp, Webster, Goldie-
Grcenic. fine size, good face; 2, sp., Craig, smart
little Siskin-Redpoll, fine coed., nice cross. DK.
CAN. MULE (3) : 1, no name, fine Jonque Goldie,
good size, col. and cond., nice one; 2, Taylor,
Linnet, buff, good size and shape ; 8, Webster,
Greenic, buff, trifle rough. GOLDF. OR BULLF.
(3): 1, Webster, Goldie, grand face, well up in
co!.. finely tanned body, nice size, and shape, wins;
2, Craig, Uullf., fine shape, cape, and bars, pale in
eol.; 3, no name, Goldf., good size, behind in moult.
LINNET (2): 1, Campbell, nice shape and size, well
laced front, good col. and whites; 2, Webster, tails
col. only, good size, shape, and whites. SISKIN,
ETC. (3): I, 2, sp, Webster, i, fine Siskin, good
cap, well laced flanks, fine col., no bib; 2, Twite,
fine shape and eol., well laced on breast

; 3, sp,
Swan, Siskin, fine size and col., narrower on head.
REDPOLL (3) : 1, Craig, fine cobby shape, nicely
laced, grand bloom; 2, Webster, good size and col.,

trifle roughi; 3, Clark. GREENE. (3): 1, Webster,
fine, big yell., good col. and qual., rare flights;

2, Clark, yell., rough in feather; fine size and shape;
3, Campbell, buff, rare size and shape, fine qual.,
gqod head, we liked for second. BUNTING (4); 1,

Swan, Yellow, very rich col., rare size and shape,
fine markings; 2, Cunningham, Yellow, ecarcely so
rich in col., fine size; 3, 4, Craig; 3, Corn Bunting,
good size and steady, might have gone up one;
4, Black-headed- Bunting, behind in moult. CHAFF.
OR BRAMBLE. (3): 1, Webster, very good col..

Bramble, fine mant-le; 2, Craig, Chaff., fine size
and eol., good whites, trifle rough; 3, Clark, Chaff.,
shade smaller, good whites. BULLF. HEN (2): I,

Clark, gcod cap and wing bars, fine shape and col.
A.O.V. HEN (1): Webster, Bramble., fine eoi. and
cond. SMALL BRIT. (2) : 1, sp, late entry.
Bearded Tit, many doubted nationality; 2, Web-
ster, Robin, fine col., bloom, and cond. FOR.
GOLDF. (1) : 1, Campbell, fine square cut face,
behind in co!., will improve, good size. SMALL
FOR. : 1, 2, sp, Park, 1, Paradise Whydab, fine
col. and cond., grand length of tail, well staged;
2, Webster, Red-faced Lovebird, grand plumage,
looks a bit sulky; 3, Park, Cordon Bleu, tidy exhibit,
fine col., looking for its mate. GIB'T (8) : 1, sp,
Martin; 2, ep, A. K. Chalmers; 8, sp, Taylor; 4,
Braid; 5, Craig; 6, McLay; 7, Clark*; 8, Brown.

LOANHEAD C.B.S.
Ninth annual show, Oct. 9. Entries were down

a little, but quality was well maintained in all
sections. Judges; A. Paterson, Edinburgh, Scotch
Fancies; J. Auld, ' Bannockburn, Bord.

; and W. It.

Finnic, Edinburgh, Nor., Mules, and Brit. Their
decisions were well received Provost Williamson
and Mrs. W. presented the cups and medals to
winners. The show was very well patronized, and
a fair sum will go to the comfort fund ol local

lads serving at th© Front. There was a good dis-

play of Scots Fancy, Borders, Norwich, Mules, and
British. Cup and gold medal for best Scots Fancy
was won by Mr. Alex. Bell, Liberton, with a good
Buff Piebald cock, Norwich cup and gold medal,
Mr. Alan Bell, Liberton, with a nice Clear Buff
cock, Border cup and gold medal and B.F.C.C.
medal, W. B. Smart, with a Buff cock, and gold
medal for best Brit., Mr. Alex. Gilchrist, with a
Goldie Mule.
Scots Fancy Cl. Yell. Ck. : 1, Bell; 2, Carson.

Hen: 1, Stirling; 2, Bell. Buff Ck. : I, Carson;
2, Bell. Buff Hen: 1 and 2, Carson; 3, Bell. Y'ell.

Pied or Gr. Ck. : 1 and 3, Bell ; 2, Jardine. Hen

:

1, Bell: 2, Innes; 3, Smart. Buff Ck.: 1, cup, Bell;

2, Jardine; 8, Smart; 4, Kitchen. Hen: 1 and 2,

Bell. Bord. Cl. Yell. Ck. : 1, 4, Stirling: 2, Nelson;

3, Gilchrist; 5, W. B. Smart; 7, Dalgleish. Hen:
]. 2, Alexr. Gilchrist: 8. Dalgleish; 4, Weir; 5, 7.

Smart; 6, Nelson. Buff Ck.: 1, 3, 4, cup and
B.F.C.C. medal, Sm^rt; 2, Watson; 5, Nelson; fi,

Weir; 7. Hamilton. Hen: 1, 2, W. B. Smart; 3,

Gilchrist; 4, Weir; 5, 7, Hamilton; G Watson.
Buff. Gr. or Cinn. Ck. : 1, Nelson; 2, 3, Smart; 4,

Kitchen. Her: 1, Nelson; 2, 4, Smart; 3, Stirling:

3, Carmichael. Yell. Var. Ck. : 1, Gilchrist: 2,

Watson; 3, 4. 7, Stirling; 5, Weir; 6, Hamilton.

Hen: 1, Carmichael; 2, Nelson. Buff Var. Ck. : 1,

2, Stirling ; 3, Kitchen ; 4. Yule ; 5, Nelson. Hen

:

1, 7. Nelson; 2, 5, Dalgleish; 3, Smart; 4, Yule;
fi, Hamilton. Even Mkd.: 1. Gilchrist; 2, 4. Yule;

3, Stirling. Yell., Gr. or Cin. Ck. : 1, 5, Kitchen;

2, Smart ; 4, 5, Carmichael. Nor. C-1. or Tkd. Yell.

Ck.: 1. Nelson: 2, Bell. Hen: 1, Bell; 2, Nelson;

3, Hamilton, linff Ck. : 1, cup. Bell; 2, Moffat
;

3. 5, Nelson; 4, Hamilton. Hen: 1, 3, 4, Bell; 2,

Moffat: a. Dalgleish. Y’ell. Var. Ck. : 1, 3, Bell;

2, Weir; 4. Nelson. Hen: 1, Bell. Buff Var. Ck. :

1 . Weir; 2. Bell; 3, Nelson. Hen: 1, 3, Nelson;
2. King. Mule or Hyb. : I. 2, 4, Gilchrist; 3. Dai-

gleish
; 5. Watson. Brit. Hardbill: 1, 3, Weir: 2,

Smart: 4. fi. Watson; 5, Dalgleish; 7, Stirling.

Softbill: 1. Smart.—W. B. Smart, Hon. Sec.

TONG.

jO'I flit-1 night have gone tip one; 4, 5, Clark.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for ehlppfsg, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Clo.se, London, E.O

VAN CPPEN & CO., LTD.

Tong C.B.S. lie-id its 3rd annual exhibition of Can-
aries, Oct. 30, in the Dudley Hill Council Schools.
The room is an ideal one for a show of this dS-
ecription. Entries numbered 299, only moderate for
a Union show, but quality was quite up to the
standard. The strongest classes were the unflighted
and the Green marked in the Novice section, seven
classes having an average of 15 per class. The
novices were, in fact, the mainstay of the show.
The Society has in Mr. W. Walker one of the best
of secretaries, and he got through his duties in a
very business-like manner. The show stewards were
Messrs. L. Hodgson and Son. The working commit-
tee, Messrs. J. Firth, Atkinson, Jowett, Robertshaw,
Casey, Pacey, Baker, Raper, and Wardman, did
their work well, and the society must feel proud to
have such a good lot of workers. The fog seemed
to keep the fancier* away, as the gate was not one
of the best, and claims were very few, which did
not Improve matters. Mr. H. Sutcliffe, Windhill,

judged, and finished his work in good time. The
prize-money was paid out an the show-room to all

winners wlio attended the show. The packing amt
sending away was got through without a hitch, a
credit to all the workers, besides being satisfactory

to exhibitors.

CL. OR, TKD. YELL. YORKS. (7) : 1, Ogden Bros.,

cl., wonderful length, line silky feather, grand shaped
head>, wings and tail well placed. At pos., shown
well; 2, Dyson, grizz. head, nice size, good head and
neck, full neck, well fittings wing and tail, pipe
tail, only beaten in length

; 3, 4, Bennett, sweet
tkd., rather stoutly built, beautifully feathered,

not as straight, 4th d., very slim and stylish, nice

qual.; vho, Padgett; be, Casey; c, Helliwel). BUFF
(fi) : 1, Hadwen, wing tkd., grand length, boxy
feather, rich level col., rare wing carr., stand* cor-

rect on best of legs, fine cond. ; 2, Dykes, cl., plenty
of length, nice round head, full neck, neat wings
and tail, well balanced all round, rather short of

bloom; 3, Ross, sweet tkd., full of nerve, shows
breed, neat wings and tail, shade less; 4, YVilman,

neck tkd., very stylish, fine silky feather; vhc,

Ogden Bros. ; he, fierinett. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
HEN (fi):

>
1, Hirst, mkd. on head, standard length,

nice head and neck, feathered like glass, rare wing
carr., pipe tail, rich col., well shown; 2, Helliwell,

cl., plenty of length, grand shape and style, neat
wings anil tail, A1 poa., rather penny on head, will

improve; 3, Ogden Bros., cl., lovely qual., grand
shape; 4, Hartley, cl., correct style and feather,

goo-d length, rather unsteady; vhc, Casey; lie, Dykes.
BUFF (9): 1, Helliwell, cl., grand length, good head,

full -neck, well braced wings and tail, sound level

eol., best of legs, A1 pos.: 2, Hartley, tkd. both
cheeks, lovely qua!., grand head and shoulders,

wings and tail well carr., pipe tail, correct pos.,

wants washing; 3, Elsegood, cl., very slim and
stylish, shows breed, full of nerve; 4, Dykes, cl.,

rare shape and style, neat wings and tail, not quite

ready; vhc, Chittenden; be, Hodgson; c, Atkinson
and Firth. GREEN MKD. HEN (C) : 1, Chitten-

den, even mkd. yell., grand length, fine silky feather,

round head on good shoulders, well fitting wings

and tail, rich col., A1 pos.; 2, Dykes, even mkd.,
plenty of length, good wings and tail, rather slack in

front, some thought lucky ; 3, Padgett, buff mkd.,
rare length and type, pale in col., not ready; 4,

Sharp, yell, mkd., shade less and stout, fine feather,

stands well up ; vhc, Casey : be. Towers. CINN. TD.,

OR VAR. Y'ELL. (8): 1, Towers, even mkd., grand
length, hot in col., grand head, neck and shoulders,

wings and tail well carr., very slim, A1 pas.; 2.

vhc, Morrison, mkd. on head and wings, full of

nerve, shows breed, fine leather, neat wings and
tail; 3, Bennett., even mkd., fine silky feather, nice

style ; 4, lie. Dr. Craig, rare length anff type, fine

silky feather; c, Atkinson. BUFF (7): 1, vhc, Dr.

Craig, nikd. on both wings, grand length, fine boxy-

feather, nice head, full neck, wings and tail well

carr., rich col. wins; 2, he, Bennett, wonderful
length, gcod. shaped head, rare wing carr., sound
level col., hardly as straight as winner; 3, 4, Atkin-

son and Firth, mkd. head and wings, nice shape and
style, not fit; 4th nicely mkd., plenty of length,

lovely shape, stands w ell up ; c, Hudson. YELL.
HEN. (8): 1. Sharpe, even mkd., good head and
neck, wings and tail well carr., stands well up,

seemed rather soft;. 2, c, Dr. Craig, even., mkd.,

beautiful shape and style, fine .silky feather, rich

col., wings and tail well placed; 3, Morrison, nice

length, lovely qual., very slim; 4, Hodgson, slightly

tkd. on, head, grand size, wings and tail well carr.,

deserved better position; vhc, Towers; he, Atkinson

and Firth. BUFF (9) : X, he, Midgley, mkd. head
and wings, grand length, feathered like glass, nice

round head, wings and tail perfect, stands well up,

rich eol. wins ; 2, Morrison, mkd. back and wings,

rare length and style, fine boxy feather, sound

level col., lovely po.?.; 3, Casey, even, mkd., nice

size and feather, but was looking dow-n ; 4, Dr.

Craig, even, mkd., lovely qual., very stylish; vhc,

Towers- c, Atkinson &, Firth. UNFL. YELL. A.V.
YKS. (8): 1, vhc, Bennett, el., plenty length, rich

level co)., feathered like glass, nice head, wings, tail,

stands correct, real Yorki.e
; 2, Snead, el., rare length

style, lovely qua!., good head, neck, shoulders, wings

and tail well carr., A1 pos., wants a wash; 8, Har-

rison, Cinn. mkd., nice length, very slim, shows
breed, fine feather; 4, Hirst, cl., standard length,

nice type, not quite ready; lie, Hodgson; c, Else-

good. BUFF (14): 1, Cruise, w-ing tkd., wonderful

length, grand head, neck, wings and, tail, beauti-

fuly drawn, fine boxy leather, level col., shown
well; 2, Hartley, cl., plenty of length, sound col.,

nice shaped head, full neck, wings and tail, well

placed, the best of legs, well staged; 3, Towers,

even mkd., lovely type and qual., rich col.; 4, vhc,

Sueger, cl., very styiish and slitn, A1 pos., lovely

qual.- he, Dyson; c, Ogden Bras. HEN (14); J,

Dykes, sweet wing tkd. yell., grand length, rich

col., nice shaped head, neat wings and tail, tightly

feathered, full of nerve, in best conu.; 2, Hirst, cl.

buff, feathered like wax, level col., correct type,

nice head, full neck, wings anil tail well braced, A1
pos., in the pink; 8, Casey, cl. buff, shows breed,

fine feather, very .stylish, rare wing carr.; 4, Towers,

even mkd. veil., lovely type, rare quid., only beaten

in length: vhc, Padgett; lie. Elsegood; e, Atkin-

son. SELL.. YELL. CK. (9): j, P. Taylor; 2, Casey;

3 , ness; 4, Lunn; vhc, L. Hodgson :
he, Jowett and

Robertshaw; c, Holt Bros. BUEF (12): 1, P. Taylor;

2, Cruncross ; 3, Hudson ;
4, Chittenden ;

vhc. Casey ;

he, Ross; c, Holt Bros. HEN (14): 1, L. Hodgson,
junr. :

2', Stigdeii; 3, vhc, Lunn: 4. Hudson; he,

Pacey; e, Sharpe. NOV.—CL. OR TKD. Y'ELL. (11):

1 ,
Rayner, cl., grand length, lovely qua!., rich level

col.; nice head, neck, wings and tail, stands on best

of legs, line cond., gem; 2, .1. Taylor, cl., plenty of

length, pound co!., correct pos., line silky feather,

neat wing can., pipe tail, hardly as clean as 1st;

3, Morley and Hill, cl., rare type and qual., neat

wings and tail: 4, Holt Bros., mkd. head, very typi-

cal. rich col., full of nerve; vhc, A. Taylor; lie.

Cliff; c, Neale. BUl'F (12): I, Moore, el., standard

length, nice head, well filled neck. good, shoulders,

nice drawn wings and tail, well placed, sound col.,

M pos.. wins: 2, If. S. Naylor, junr., el., nice type,

rare length and style, tine feather, rich level col.,

stands correct on best of lege, fine cond.
; 3, Cliff,

cl., longer than leaders, nice shape and style, not
as tight in feather; 4, Raistrick, cl., beautiful type
and qual., requires more training, will do better;
vhc, Fawcett; he, Crancross; c, Padgett. CL. OR
TKD. YELL. HEN (11): 1, Bloomfield, cl., nice
length, correct type, feathered like glass, rich level
col., good) head, wings and tail, A1 pos., wins; 2,
Neale, cl.

,
very slim and stylish, good head, wings

and tail well carr., sound col., stands well up, rather
slack in front; 3, Katcliffe, cl., lovely shape and.
style, silky leather, built on stouter lines

; 4, Gled-
hill, cl., very typical, neat wings and tail, not quite
fit; vhc, c, Harnlyn; he, Padgett. BUFF (16): 1, A.
Taylor, cl. beautiful qual., nice head, full neck,
wings and tail perfect, level col., rather stout for
the length, sound col.; 2, A. Firth, cl., longer and
nice type, fine boxy feather, rare wing carr., pipe
tail, stands well up

; 3, Swift, cl., nice shape ami
style, neat wing* and tail, stands well

; 4, Gledhil),
mkd on, head, grand type, full of breed, rich col.,

fine qual.; vhc, he, Crancross; c, Brotlierton. GR.
MKD. CK. (19): 1, c, Hanilyn, mkd. head and wings,
plenty of length, hot in col., very slim and typical,

nice head, wings and tail, silky feather, A1 pos.,

wins; 2, Symes, beautiful qual., mkd. eyes and.

wings, rich col., feathered like glass, wings and tail

correct, hardly as full in neck; 3, 4, J. Taylor, very
slim and stylish, fine silky feather, stands well, 4th
varieg., nice round bird, correct pos., wings and
tail well carr., will do better; vhc, Oliver; lie, Jowett
and Robertshaw. HEN (17) : 1, Crowthcr, even
mkd., grand length, lightly feathered, rich col., good
round head, full neck, wings and tail well placed,

stands well up; 2, Rayner, even mkd., another fine

lady, beautiful qual., rich level col., rare wing
carr., pipe tail, At pos., close up to winner; 3,

Raistrick, mkd. eyes and wing, very stylish, good
length and nicely drawn ; 4, lie, Hanson, varieg.,

grand shape, nicely moulded, not quite ready
;

vlic,

.1. Taylor; c, Siinonett. CINN. TKD. OR VAR. CK.
(8) : i, L, Hodgson, junr., mkd. head, eyes, and
wings, yell., plenty of length, rich col., feathered

like glass, nice head, wings and tail correct, fine

cond. ; 2, Symes, varieg. buff, grand length, excels

in qual., sound col., wings and tail perfect, rather

low on leg, wants more training ; 3, Gledhill, yell,

mkd., very typical, line silky leather, shade stouter

;

4, Baker Bros.," even mkd. yell., hot in col., lovely

qual ; vlic. Chapman ; he, Hutchinson ; c, Katcliffe.

HEN (13): 1, Baker lire*., yell., grand length, very

tight feather, rich col., nice round head, well carr.

wing?', pipe tail, on best of legs, well staged ; 2,

Gledhill, buff mkd. eyes, head and wings, rare

length and style, good head, wings and tail, A1 pos.,

rather short of bloom, will improve; 3. Firth, buff

mkd. bead and wings, lovely qua!., rare wing carr.,

pipe tail; 4, L. Hodgson, junr., yell., correct length,

for col. and qua!, unbeatable, nice head, rare wing

carr., very slim and stylish, deserved a better posi-

tion; vlic. Pacey; he, Sugden ; c, Duckworth. UN-
ELIG. UK., A.V. (17): 1, Fawcett, yell., sweet wing

tk'l., grand length, rich level col., very tight feather,

rare wing carr.. stands well up on good legs and

feet: 2, A. Taylor, buff tkd.. standard length, fine

boxy feather, round head, full neck, wings and tail,

well" placed, fine cond., dlose up; 3, c, Bloomfield,

cl. yell., very slim and stylish, silky feather; 4, H
Firth, cl. buff, grand shape and qual., stouter and

not steady, will improve; vhc, Morley and Hill; he,

Ramsbottorn. HEN (lb) : 1, Rayner, cl. yell., line

silky feather, rich co!., wings and tail well carr.,

nice round body, stands well up, shows well; 2,

McLaughlin, buff wing tkd.. lovely shape anil style,

boxy feather, good head, well filled neck, neat wings

and’ tail, stands correct, close up; 3, Ratelifte, buff,

mkd., longer, very typical, not as tight in leather;

4 , Semes, el. yell., very long and stylish, hue silky

feather, will do better; vhc, \\ oad ; be, Brotlierton.

c. Ramsbottorn. NOR. UK. (10); 1. 2. Spencer and

Maiden, cl. buff, grand bead and breast, hot eol..

plenty of sub., well across perch, wins easy nd

veil, mkd., grand qual., hot in col., gets well on

perch, nice bead., hardly enough chest in beat cond .

3, 4, Baldwinson, cl. buff, beautitul head, plenty of

chest, rich level co!.; 4, tkd. yell., grand shape,

good bead and chest, just shade less; vbc Uorney ,

he, Rimonett; e, DucKWOrth. HEN (1°I. 1. 3.

3. Siinonett, cl. yell., correct type, grand head, plenty

of subs., bold chest, very cobby, rich hot col., stands

well on perch. 3rd varieg. bull, grand head, hold

breast sound in col., very chubby, gets well across,

2 vhc. Spencer and Maiden, buff tkd., i ice shape,

good head and chest, sound level col., rare qual

.

.stands well on perch; 4, Clough cL yell., correct

type, could do with more subs.; he, Baldwinson, c,

Corney.

CHARLOTTEVILLE F. & U.S.K.S

Monthly table show Oct 27; there was a grand

disiilav of birds, making record entry for in©

society and the exhibits were of exceptional quality .

especially
11

Yorks! ...id British. Mr. Towers judged

and gave every satisfaction..

Yorks., Adult Bull (10): 1, 2. 4 res, Klllick. lst

good head and full length ;
2nd, tkd.. good bird,

will improve with training; 3 vhc, he. <2),
, ?

very close up; lie, c, Rackcliffe. Yell. (8). L -• ’j

vlic, Cooke, grand upstanding bird, good length a ul

col reserve for best in show ;
2nd. very close up to

winner 3 res, he. c. Killiek, good length, tail and

flights Yorks.. Unflig. (11): E res c. Cooke, buff

good length, upstanding; 2, 3, 4. lie, Killiek, goal

length, fails to 1st in pos.; 3rd, very good bird.

Bord. (7): 1. 3, 4. res, Ede, 1st very nice bird, good

and stocky: 2, vbc, Rackcliffe, loses ill head pro-

perties. A.O.V. Can. (81: 1, 2, 3 spl. best bird.

Cakebread. 1st well built, good bead; 2nd. yell.,

good wings, all Nor. ;
4. res. vlic. lie. c, Rackcliire,

nice lot. Brit. (12): 1, vhc, Ede topping Gold.,

splendid blaze and markings, steady : 2, vhc. C ake

bread; 3, 4, c, Killiek; res, vhc. lie, Rackcliffe.-C.

H. Boi>e. Hon. See
.
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WALLASEY.
Members’ show, Nov. o, Fnirhavcn Institute. Kil-

lin'? were down somewhat in consequence of several

members serving with Die colours, but the birds

present were of good quality, and made il nice

.show. Tins Season's Challenge Shield and other

.specials were In. competition, and strong teams com-
peted. Mr. C. Uoultou Judged, and gave satisfac-

tion.
Veil. Yorks. : 1, 2, vhc, sp, Benson and Young,

a very .smart, trio; ft, lie, Greatrix. Bull'. Ciun.,

Tkd., etc.: J, vhc, Greatrix, lovely typo and style;

2, ;t, Benson and Young. Hens: I, a. vhc., Denson
and Young, leader pretty eintn.,. wing mkd., very
ntylish: 2, e, Greatrix ; -lie, Alston. Yell, lilt",: 1,

.a, Greatrix, very smart young el. leading; 2, Benson
and Young; vhc, Alston Butt: 1, 3, Greatrix, leader
very smart all through; ‘2, Benson and Young; vlie,

Alston; lie, Phillips. Yks. Green: AH Benson ami
Young. Non-fed Hen: 1, he, Stott; 2, Benson and
Young; Edwards; vhc, Phillips. Nor. Old Birds:

1, 2, Benson and Young; 3, Phillips. Bred 191.',:

1, Phillips; 2, lie, I.aw; ;i, x lie, Benson and Young.
Nov. Yorks. Yelk: 1, 2, Stewardson, very smart-

indeed; 3, vhc, Stott. Buff: i, 2, Stott, grand
variety leading; 3, Kdwards; vhe, Stewardson.
Hen: J, 2. Kdwards, buff and yell., leader very-

neat.; 3, Stewardson; vhe, he. Stott. Greens: I,

2, Stewardson: 3, Kdwards. Bramble, etc.: 1, 2,

Carron: 3, Phillips. A.O.V.: 1, 2, llart,. lovely lieu,

Bramble leading takes special; S, Carron; \ lie,

Benson and Young. Gift: t, Alston; 2, Benson ami
Young; 3, Stott; vhc, Stcwardion.

RICHMOND C.B.S.
3rd annual show, Nov. <t, St. John's Hall. Entries,

1-16, turned up far better than was expected; in

fact, it was a record lor the society. Norwich and
Yorks, made a remarkable show, some splendid
specimens being staged. Mr. J. Phipps won special
tor best Norwich, and also best bird in show;
Martin, best Nov. Nor.; Huxley, best Yorks.; and
Colin Brown, best Nov. Yorks. Borders made a
poor show, but what few were staged sere goed.
Mr. K. Randall took special in the section. There
was a nice class of British, and Mis. Kagle secured
special with a grand Chaffinch, which does her great
credit, she having reared the bird from the nest.
Air. F. Snow's Mules were again on show, the winner
being much admired. There was a good gate,

the room being packed during the evening. The
Club is lucky in possessing such enthusiastic 'mem-
bers, nearly everyone taking a hand at the work
during the evening. Mr. J. Robson judged. Sandi-

lord’s medal was secured by the See. with a tine

yellow Norwich.
Yell. Nor. Ck.: 1, 2, spl, Birch; 3, J. Phipps;

vhc, W. Phipps. Buff: 1, 2, spl, J. Phipps; 2,

Carr; 3, lie, c, W. Phipps: vhc, Randall. Bull

Hen: 1, Randall; 2. 3, YV. Phipps; vhe. White; he,

Birch. Yell. Nor. Cnttig.: 1, 2, W. Phipps r 3, Ran-
dall; vhc, Birch. Buff: 1, vhc, Carr; 2, he, YV.

Phipps; 3, Birch; c, .1. Phipps. Yell. Yorks. Ck.:

1, Huxley; 2, vile, Brown; 3, he, Harris; e, Stevens.

Buff: 1, Huxley: 2, Stevens; 3,- vhc, he. Karri?.

Yorks. Hen: i, 2, he, Huxley; 3. <*, Harris; vlie,

Stevens.- Yell, l'orks., Cnttig.: 1, Huxley; ‘2. 3,

Harris; vhc, White. Buff: 1, he, Huxley; 2, White;

3, vlvc, Harris; e, Stevens. Butt Bord.: 1, spl, vhe.

Randall ; 2, 3, Foreman. Brit.: 1, spl, Mrs. Kagle;

2, 3, Birch; vhc. White: he, Homer; e. Foreman.
Mule: 1, 2, Snow. For.: I. Homer. Non-Fed.: J.

Brown; 2, Harris. Sell.: 1, spl, Martin: 2, Hol-

lingsworth; 3, Komer; vhc, Keary. Nov. Nor. Ck.:

1, Kearv- 2, Patterson; 3, vhc, Gibson; he, Hol-

lingsworth. Yell. Hen: 1, Patterson; 2, Snow; 3.

Martin; vhe, Keary; he, Cripps. Buff: 1. Miss

1,. Crawley; 2, Snow; 3, Keary; vhc, Martin; he.

Miss M. Crawley; <-. Cripps.- Yell. Nor. Unflig. : 1.

2, Keary; 3. Hollingsworth; vhe, e, Mrs. Eagle: he,

Martin. Buff’: l, vhc, lie, Mrs. Eagle; 2, Keary: 3,

Patterson; c, Birch. Yell. Yorks. Ck.: 1, 3, vhe.

Brown; 2, c. Patterson; he, Mrs. Eagle. Buff: 1,

Brown: 2, Mrs, Eagle: 3, Keary; vile, Johns; he,

Miss J. Craw shay. Yorks. Hen: 1, Johns; 2,

Brown; 3, Patterson; vhc. Miss Crawshay. Yell.

Yorks. Unflig.: 1, keaTy ; 2, Mrs. Kagle; 3, lie,

Chapman; vhc, Miss Crawshay. Buff: 1, Keary;

2, Chapman; 3, Mrs. Eagle; vhc, Romer.

POPLAR C.B.S.
Annual show-. All Hallows School-room, Oet. 30.

Entries far exceeded those of recent years, 140

birds being staged, while quality also showed marked
Improvement, and the birds were well up to the

standard. The. Norwich classes were well supported,

Mr. Leech taking both the -Champion and Woodcock
Cup? for best unflighted, with a very nicely shaped
var. buff. The York.?, in champion classes were
well to the fore, but the Novice section was prac-

tically left to Mr. Marhoff, who won the Novice
Yorkshire Cup outright, this being the third time
in succession. The Amateur Cup was won by Mr.
Hedge, and the challenge bowl for best Novice
Norwich went to Mr. Bloomfield's, unflighted yellow
cock, a handsome bird that was much admired,
and will probably be heard of again in good com-
pany. The Mule Cup again went to Mr. Joyce
with a fine Linnet Mule, while the British Cup- was
won by Mr. Major’s Linnet, which was put down
in grand condition ami was as steady as a rock.

A special word of praise is due to Mr. Prise-man,
who took over the secretaryship early in t lie present
year; it certainly looked as if ho had worked
wonders with the Society dining that time. Mr.
Woodcock rendered valuable aid with the arrange-
ments, which* were everything one could wislr for,

while that well-known personage, Mr. I.aing, made
an excellent show manager. Mr. J. Robson judged.
Champ. Nor. Ck. : 1, 2, 3. vhc. Leech : lie, c,

Perry. Hen: 1 , 3. vhc. Leech; 2, c. Perry : he. Hunt
Bros. I’nflig.: 1, two cups and sp. best bird, 2, 3,

vhe. he, Leech: e. Hunt Bros. Amat. Ck. : 1
, sp

and 2, Hedge. Hen: 1. 2, Gedge. Unflig.: 1, cup,
2, 8 , vhc, he, Hedge Nov. Yell. C'k. : 1, Pycock
‘2, Francis. Buff: 1, Stagg; 2, Marhotf; 3, c, -Lang:
vhc, Nash; lie. Braitbwaite. Yell, hen: 1, Major;
2, J.vccck ; 3, Rule; vhc, Stagg. Buff: 1 . Marhoff;
2 , Bloomfield; 3, Francis: vhc. Major; he, Rule.
Unflig. Yell. Ck. : 1 , bowl, Bloomfield; 2, vhc and sp.
Major: 3, Francis; he, c. Marlioff. Buff: 1 and sp,
Marholl; 2, Major ; 3, Burrows; vhc, Braithwaite ;

he, Francis; c, Rule. Unflig. Yell Hen : 1 , Burrows;
2 , 3, Bloomfield: vhe, Francis-. Buff: 1

,
Bloomfield;

2, c. Major; 3, Stagg; vhc, he, Braithwaite. Champ.
Yorks. Ck. : I, 2, vhc and he, Hunt Bros. ; 3. VVyatt.
Hen: 1 , 2, 3, c. Hunt Bros.; vhc and lie, YVvatt.
Lnfiig. : 1

, 3, Wyatt ; 2, vhc, he and e. Hunt Bros.
Nov. Troll. Ck. : 1, Marholl. Buff: 1. Marlioff. Yell.
Hen: 1 , Marlioff. Buff: 1 . 2 , Marhoff; S, Laing.
Unflig. Yell. Ck-: 1, cup and 2. Marhoff: 3, Raw-
lings. Buff: X. 2, Marhoff. Yell. Hen: 1, Laing
Bull: X, Marhoff. A.V. Mule or Hybrid bred 191,3:

cup, Joyce; 2, 3 and sp. Pine. Brit. Gdldf. : 1 .

fP and c, Leech: 2, Pine: 3, Rawlings; vhc ami
he, ITiseman. Built’. ; l. Leech. Grcenf. : 1

, Prise-
man. Linnet: 1 , 2, cup, Major; 3. Pine; xlic, Rri-e-
mniijhc, Rawlings; Letch. Redpoll or Twite:
f) ,7,

ITiseman. A.V. Hen: X, 2 . Priseman. A.V.

Woodcocks’
’’ Walk**- AV" K01 ' : 1

SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure Insertion in this column, a guarantee

that the show will lie adpertlsed in “C.B.^to t tlo

extent of at least 25/- must be sent to our iiianuger.

England.
Nov. 10-20.- Halifax O.S, (H. Clegg, 15, Melrose St.,

Lee Mount. Halifax > YV.M., ll.W.B.
Nov. 19-20.

—

Halt whistle C.B.S.— (Win. Tuflantyre,
South View.) YV.M.'M., T.D., J.M.

Nov. 25.— Blaenavon C.B.S.— (G. Broome, 82, King
St.)

Nov. 27.- Coventry Codiva C.B.S.—(F. A. Green, 54,

Caludon ltd.) H.YV.B.
Dec. 1 2.— City of Birmingham C.B.S.- (A. C. Shirley,

165, Hobmoor Rd., Small Heath, Birmingham.)
Dee. 1-2.- Southampton C.B.S. -(YV. J,. Page, 30,

Beuford X’lace, Southampton.) U.N.
I)CC. 8 9.- Watford C.B.S.-1J. Goodall, 50, Market
. St.), H.N.. A.S., fi.J.W.
Dec. 10-11.—Sale C.B.S —(YV. Middleton, 2C, Nortlicn-

den Rd.)
Dec. 11. Gateshead C.B.S.— (YV. Curry, 0. Roxburgh

Place, Newcastle). F.L., J.S., J.N., J.M.
Scotland.

Nov. 20. - Cowdenbeath C.B.S.—(A. Robertson, 50,
Arthur Place.)

Dec. 11. Hamilton.—(\V. S. Wilson, Glendvne, South
Park Rd.) D.B., R.M., W.S.C., J.G.

1910.

Jan. l.—Wiehaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. YVatson, 10,

Young St., YVisliaw.)

Wales.
Nov. 25.—Swansea C.B.S (A. Hitchings, 80,

Mysydd Rd., bandore. Glam.) H.YV.B., C.H.
Dec. 9.—Forth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S.— (J. H.

Bevan, 06, Pontypridd ltd., Forth, Glam.)
T.L.C., E.J.D

1916.

Jan. 11. Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. H. Davies, 24, Col-
lege Hill.)

Ireland.
Nov. 24-25 — Dublin Y.C.C. and C.B.S. of Ireland —

(\V. C. Sholcdice, 38, Haddington Rd.) YV.YL
Nov. 20-27.— Belfast. Ulster O.A.—(T. H. Smyth, 9,

University St., Belfast.)
Dec. 2-4.—Newtownards C.B.S. — (YV. Montgomery, €2,

Church Street).

JUDGES OF CAGE BIRDS
The attention of Show Secretaries is directed to the
following list of gentlemen wailing to act as Judges.

Terms for insertion on application.

<1. C. BARNES, 113 , Northfield Road, YValkley, Shef-
field. Judge of all varieties of cage birds. Long,
practical experience. Terms moderate.

THOS. BENNETT, Judge of Cage Birds; life expert
ence; terms moderate: 1-f, Cuinberland-rd., Lidget
Green, Bradford.

I

J- W. BRUCE, Coldstream. Judge of ail varieties

1

of cage birds; Border and British Bird specialist.

[

Terms moderate.
w. A. COWGILL, 115 . Washington Street, Cirling-
’on Bradford. Judge of alt varieties of Cage
Birds. Practical experience. Terms moderate.

GARDNER, u, Iln verstock Road, Loudon,
N.YV. Judge of all kinds of Cage Birds.

G. HOBBS, 35, Queen’s Road, Northampton, having
retired from business, can judge Canaries and cage
birds. 40 years breeder and exhibitor. Terms
moderate.

J. R. HOUGHTON, 21, Hatfield Road, Gloucester:
judge of Canaries and Cage Birds; specialist in

i Norwich; terms moderate.
C. A. HOUSE, Briardene, Idle. Bradford. Judge of
Canaries and other Cage Birds.

J- W. METCALFE, Yorkshire Aviaries, 08, Bruns-
wick Road. Liverpool. Judge of Cage Birds,
Specialist Yorks, and Norwich; terms moderate.

W. MUNDELL, 0, Carlisle Place, Mnnningliam, Brad-
ford. Judge of Canaries and Cage Birds.

H. NORMAN, The Eyrie, Salisbury Road, Carshalton.
Surrey. All varieties of Cage Birds. Specialist
Hybrids and British Birds.

J. PATTERSON, Chirnsidc. Judge of Cage Bird?: all
varieties. YVide. practical experience. Specialist
Border Fancy Judge.

J. rl. PAYNE, tr, Norfligate Street, Gloucester,
Judge of Canaries. British and Foreign Cage Birds.

C. E. SILK, The Aviaries, Knisworth, Hants. Judge
of all varieties of Cage Birds. Life experience.

JAMES STANGER, 59, Grange Terrace, Felton Foil,
Co. Durham. A.V., Spl., Nor. and Cr.
HENRY TAMS, Orchard Place, Longton, Staffs.
Judge of Canaries, British and Foreign Birds.
Tvgentv live years’ Breeder and Exhibitor.

S. TICKELL, 22, Honey Street, Bodmin. Judge of
all varieties; specialist Norwich, Cinn. and Liz.
Long practical experience. Terms mo'derate.

W. VARDY, The Aviaries, Jliickna’l Huthwaite,
Notts. Judge of ail varieties; specialist in Nor-
wich Plaintieads. Life experience. Terms moderate.

J. WILCOCK, The Fountain inn. Eccleshiil, nr.
Bradford. Judge of Cage Birds, al! varieties

G. WILSON, 14, Frizingtori Rd.. Frizingtoii. Climber-
laud. Judge of Mules, Brit.. For. Specialist, Brit.,
Mules. Life experience; terms moderate.

W, YOUNG, 25, Grosvcuor Road. New Brighton.
Judge of Cage Birds. Life experience. Terms
moderate.

DONCASTER AND HEMSWORTH
Inter-club bird show, between the Doncaster and

Hemswortb F.S.. Black Bull Inn. Doncaster. Nov.
0. The competition is for a valuable silver cup,
presented by Mr. Charles Thellusson, of Brodsworth
Hall. The cup becomes the property of the club
winning it three times. Hemswortb have wou it

twice, hut here Doncaster beat them by six points..

Tilers were about 2P0 exhibits, Yorks, and Nor.
being very strong, including, as they did. birds
which had won in open competitions. Mr. Cow-gill,
Bradford, judged.
York?. A' ell. Ck. : 1. Middleton; 2, Norman; 3,

Truman. Buff: 3, Hall; 2, Taylor: 3, Rusling.
Hens: 1, Parkes

; 2, Truman; 3, Hall. Buff: X. Tay-
lor; 2, l’arkes: 3, Brooks. Unflig. Yell. Ck. : 1,

Norman; 2. Hunt; 3. Haines. Buff: 1 and 2,

Xllanchon-i 3, Tomkinson. Uutlig. Hens: I, Brooks;
2, Parkes; 3, Haines. Nor. Yell. Ck. ; X and 3,
Evans; 2, A. Smith. Butt: 1, Truman ; 2, Parkes;
3, Govier. Hens: 1, Parkes; 2, Kendrick; 3, Tru-
man. Bull lieu: 1, Parke.?; 2, Evans; 3. H. Smith.
Unflig. Buff: 1. Flint; 2, Kendrick; 3, Evans. Un-
flig. Hen: 1 and 3, Evans; 2, Flint. Crest: 1 and 2,
Twine. Crestbred: 1„ Twine. Coldf. : l, Rusling;
2, Evans; 8. Truman. Bulif. : 1, Evans; 2, I.umby ;

3, Smith Greenf., etc.: 1 and 3, Blanehon
; 2, Tom-

kins.on. Linnet; x; Rti-lin ; 2. G'ovier; 3, Evan?.
Redpoll, etc.: 1, Blanehon; 2, Bescoby. A.V., F.M. :

1. Bescoby ; 2, YY’ade: 3, Frost. Mule or Hyb. : f,

Evans* 2 and 3, Blanehon. X^or. : 1, 2 and 3, Harts-
horn.—G, Hint, Sec.

(Show Renorts continued on page 217.Y

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully PREPAID.

4-iucli 2/«, ^ -inch 3/-, 1 inch 6/-
Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at 61 .

per inch and pro rata.
A reduction will he made for a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of “guaranteeing" a Show

ehould apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIROS. 154. FLEET STREET, LONDON.

GLASGOW WEST EHD CBC;
Sixth Annual Members’ Show in Co-op. Hall, St.
George's Cross, on Saturday, Nov. 20. 01 Classes.
Judges: Mr. A. Chalmers, Mr. G. HLslop, and Mr.
M. Craig. Door.? open 1 p.rn. Admission 0d.
Ladies free. Hope to be favoured with a record
entry. Now please don't forget.— W. Proudfoot,
Sec. and Treas., 145, Henderson Street, Glasgow.

KIDWELLY (Carol.)
Nov. 24th.

Don't Forget. 1’rize-rnoney guaranteed. Any entries
for Swansea will be sent off on the evening of our
show in good time.-C. Price, Sec., Vetindre Cottage,
Kidwelly.

PAISLEY
Still to tile front. 23rd Annual Open Show of the
Paisley & District Scotch Fancy Association.
14 Classes, open and novice. Specials galore. To
be held in George A. Clark Town Hal), on November
27. Entries close morning of show. Schedules from

|

— N. O'Donnell. 21, Well Street, Paisley, Scotland

IRELAND'S GREATEST CAGE BIRD SHOW

ULSTER
I

Ornithological Association. 23rd Annual Exhibition

j

of Canaries, Mules, British and Foreign Birds, in

I
the Clarence Place Hall, May Street, Belfast

ST. QUINTIN PARK
Fur and- Feather Society will hold their Second
Annual Show at the St. Mark's Hall. Chapel Road,
Ladbroke Grove, YV., on Thursday. November 25th.
1915. Mr. Peverell will judge Cage Birds. Admis-
sion 6d. Show opens at 2 p.m. sharp. Three tickets
before day of show-, post free 1/-.— A. S. Tarrant,
Hon. Sec., 118, Wornington Road, W. (01)

PATH H EAD ‘KIRKCALDY’
Annual Show, on 27th November. Scotch Fancy,
Yorkshire, Crests, Norwich, Borders, and British.
Confined to Fife. Numerous specials. Schedules
now ready.—John Thomson, 2 , Junction Road, Kirk-
caldy.

O A Rll N G T O N
Open Show, Nov. 27th. Judges, Messrs. Cowgill and
Marwood. Exhibitors please note, Darlington is the
centre of all traffic and from the North, and is a
newly formed society offering a -grand classification
and list of casli specials to nearly every class,
Entries extended to Nov. 23rd on account of new
postal regulations. Schedules to-F. Stothard. 81,
Beaconsfield Street, Darlington.

Parkhead and District C B S.
Second Annual Show In I.L.P. nails, Ewing Place,
Parkhead, Saturday. 27th Nov. Doors open at 1
p.m.; admission 3d.—W. King, Sec., 170, West Muir
Street, Parkhead.

Friday and Saturday,

26 and 27 Nov., 1915
|

Judges: Scotch Fancy, Mules, British and Foreign,

|

Mr. A. Livingstone (Paisley); Crests, Plainlicad?,

|

and Yorkshires, Mr. J. R. Houghton (Gloucester).
i
Entries close 22nd November, 1915. Schedules to

j

be had from—T. H. Smyth, Sec., 9, University St.,

!

Belfast. Birds sent from South, East or West
|

will have greatest care and attention. Long list

;

of Specials. Open to all Ireland only

CLYDEB AM

K

|

and Dis. C.B.C. 5th Annual Show will be held in

|

Lesser Town Hall, Clydebank, on Sat., Nov. 27.

Doors open at 1 p.m. Admission 4<l. 10 open
classes: 4 Nor. 4 Bord., and 2 Brit. (Coldf. and
Lin.), for members of Dumbartonshire Clubs. Sche-
dules from—Wm. Kane, 52, Second Avenue, Clyde-
bank.

L I VERPOOL & DISTRICT
Open Show: 20 miles’ radius. Organised by
Sterling Seed. Co., 6, Cases Street, Liverpool.
Plenty of specials. Judges, Messrs. YV. Cowgill
ami C. Houlton. Schedules now ready.

WEST OF SCOTLAND
26th Annual Show, Canaries, Mules, Brit-., and For.,
Saturday, Nov. 30th, National Halls, Main Street,
Gorbals, Glasgow-. Entries close 22nd. Admission 3d.
Secretary, W. Hutchison, 167, Hospital Street,
Glasgow.

Q U E E N’S PARK
, GLASGOW,

Victoria Rooms, 4th December, 1915. Open Classes:
9 Yorkshires, 8 Norwich. 1st 10/-, 2nd 5/-, 3rd 2/6
for classes with more than eight entries. Schedules
on application to—A. K. Hunter, Sec. and Treasurer,
142, Aitkenhead Road.

Newtownards Gateshead C.B.S.
j

and District Cage Bird Society. 4th Annual Show
j

of Canaries, Mules, and British Birds to be held i 16th Annual Open Show, Saturday. December 11 th.

j

Orange Hall, Mary Street, Newtownards, on 3rd and
j

43 Open Classes. Schedules to last year's exhibitors;

|

4th Dec., 1915. Entries close Monday. 29th Nov.,
]

others apply. Specialist judges, each variety. En-
;

1915. Judge. A. YY'ellings, Prescot. Schedules from ' tries close Dec. 6th W. Curry, Secretary, 6, Rox-
j

—W. Montgomery, 62, Church Street, Newtownards.
!
burgh Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

f}« CLtll linU Workmen's Club Cage
ULU OniLUUIl Bird Show for Canaries.
Mules. Hybrids, and British Birds (members of the
S.D. and N.Y. Fed.) 5th Annual Open Show will be
held in the YYorkmen's Hall on Saturday. Dec.
*th, 1915. Judge, Mr. YVm. Mtindell, Bradford.
There will be the following classes: 4 Norwich, 4
Yorkshires, 4 Crests, 2 Borders, 3 Selling Classes.
4 British Seedeaters, 1 British Softbill, 1 Mule and
Hybrid, 4 for Federation Novices. Schedules have
been sent out ; those who have not got one. write
for same to—John Ainsworth, 15, Vaughan Street,
Shitdon, Durham.

KETTERING
Great Open Show, Saturday, 11th Dec., 1915. 12fl

classes. Poultry, Pigeons. Cage Bird?. Large
classification for Cage Birds. AH prize money
guaranteed. Schedules.—F. S. Ball, 5, Buccleucti
Street, Kettering.

MAINDEE & DISTRICT,
Dec. 4th. Open £3 Limit. 37, Norwich ; 38, York-
shire ; 39, Novice A.V. ; 40, British A.V. Schedules—
Jas . Hawksley, Sec., Maindee, Newport, Mon.

PALACE OF THE NORTH.
"

THE GREAT WELSH SHOW,

SWANSEA, NOVEMBER 25th ,

Compelled to extend entries 1st post Monday. See this week'.? issue for review of Schedule. 0 Norwich,
5 Yorkshires, 10 Borders, including 4 Greens and 2 Cinnamon classes, 0 Mules, IS British Classes. 10/-

best Bunting out of money. Send entries along; I win classify.— Alt. Hitchings, 80, Mysydd Road,
Landora, Glam.

nnvsuTEiv pimini fl D O 9th ANNUAL
uUvcNInv hiJUlVA UiDiOi OPEN SHOW

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 27th.
Judge: Mr. H. YV. Battve (Huddersfield).

NO SLIDING SCALE.
FULL PRIZE MONEY IN NOVICE CLASSES.

32 Classes, 1/6 entry. Schedules from F. A. Green, 54, Caludon Road, Coventry. Show-room, Sydenham
Palace, Coventry, the finest room in the kingdom. Entries close November 24th (first Dost).

BLAENAVON
C.B.S. Open Show, Thursday, Nov. 25th. Judge, John Robson, London. Prizes. 10/-, 5 -, 2/6. Fee,
1/6, Prize-money paid within a week of show. Entries very slow: must extend until first post
Monday, Nov. 22nd. Enter from Keview of Schedules. Under Welsh Cage Bird patronage.—Secretary

,

George Broome, 82, King Street, Blaenavon.

BIRMINGHAM
City of Birmingham Cage Bird Society Annual Open Show, Dec. 1st and 2nd. Judges, Messrs. J.

Robson and J. If. Roe. 55 Classes. 1/6 entry. No sliding stale. YVe weathered the storm last year.

Support us 1 tils. Schedules from—A. C. Shirley. 155, Hobmoor Road. Small Heath. Birmingham.
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Cage Birds
and Bird WatId.

A Guaranteed Circulation araonggt
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 164, Emit Stuhst, London, EC.
Telegrams—“Aviculture, Loudon." lei. No. a-‘-v

llolborn.

Tlio Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photogruphs. Provided an uddressed envelope,

so!tide nth,I stamped, accompanies same, every

e/loil u>ili be mode to return unaccepted contribu

tious promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himsell responsible for their sa/ety. '

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side o/ paper only, and must

reach us not later than the first post oh J uesduy

/ insertion in the next issue is desired.

twitterings.
ohedule,

writes,Mr. A. Hitehin, sec. Swansea C13.A., is
The wording of ( lass 47 in our sche

C.o.

It shuulfi read Softoill, any“ Hunting, A.V
variety. . ,

.

At ‘Ayr open show, Dec. 25, writes Mr.

Hugh M. Ferguson, see., there will be nine

classes for Borders, under the patronage of

the B.F.C.C. There will also be five classes

for Yorks, (not mentioned in Club Report).

Schedules for the Provincial Roller open

contest, Dec. 3 and 4, are now ready. Copies

have been posted to members and all known

exhibitors. Anyone overlooked can have a

copy on application to Mr. A. Pcrcival,

Smithy Bridge, Rochdale.

The Coventry Godiva C.B.S. has arianged

to meet all trains on Friday night previous to

the show, Nov. 27, writes Mr. A. Wigilit

show manager, so that exhibitors can send

their birds on early, with the knowledge that

their birds will not be for hours on the

platform. •

SHOW ADVERTISEMENTS, continued.

BRISTOL
{25th Anuual)

Dec. 1st and 2nd
at Y.M.C.A. Hall, Bristol (grand room with top

light and no draught (or cage birds). Kindly enter

from the following:—Class 74, Norwich, Yell. Ck.

75, Norwich, Buff.' Ok. ; 7«, Norwich, Hen; 77, Nor
wich, Bred 1915; 78, Nor. Novice (exhibitors who
have never won a 1st in open competition) ; 79

Yorks.. Yellow, Ck.; SO, Yorks., Buff. Ck. ; 81, Yorks.

Yell., lien; 82, Yorks., Buff, Hen; 83, Yorks., Bred

1915 (must be bred by exhibitor, Ten Guinea Ch
Bowl, open to all); 84, Yorks., Novice, Ck.; 85,

Yorks., Novice, Hen (Nov. definition. Cl. 78) ; 86,

Border Fancy, Yellow; 8", Border Fancy, Bull: 88,

Canary, A.O.V.; 89, Mule; 90, Hybrid two British

Birds (including Canary-Bullie) ; 91, Goldfinch, Brit.;

92. Bullfinch, Brit.; 93, Linnet; 94. Siskin, Redpoll,

or Twite; 95, Any Other V&r. British Hardbili).

Entry, 1/6. Brizes, 10/-, S /-, 2/6. Judge, Mr. H. W.
fiattye. Our usual Show Rules. No amalgamation.
No prize-money withheld. All specimens at exhibi-

tors' sole risk. Catalogue, post free, 7d. Entries

close Nov. ,23rd.—Secretary, G. T. H. Maggs, 9

Trinity St., Newtown, Bristol.

Welsh and West of England; exhibitors

should not overlook Blaenavon show oil Nov.
25. The schedule is reviewed in this issue.

We hear that Dulwich and Peckham
C.B.S. will hold its members’ annual show at

the Reindeer Hotel, Rye Lane, Nov. 25. Mr.
J. Robsori, judge; Mr. A. Gr. Cant, show
manager.
At our next meeting on Nov. 25, at Oldham

Hall, there is to be a novice washing com-
1

petition, commencing at 8, writes Mr. T. R.
Jones, asst. sec. Green Canary Assoc. A
hanging cage will be presented to the com-
petitor who is -judged to be the best and
neatest in the competition. Local fanciers

are cordially invited.

“Bird Notes,” the journal of the Foreign
Bird Club, for October contains many, inter-

esting articles, notable among which is an
account by the Marquis of Tavistock of his

attempts to acclimatize foreign finches and
softbills at liberty. The issue contains three
delightful photographs, of Pekin Robins, with
notes on the species by Messrs. G. E. Low
and W. T. Page.
The patronage of the Welsh C.B.C. has

been given to the following societies, writes
Mr. A. E. Brown: Cardiff Nov. 17. Blaen-
avon Nov. 25, Abcraman Dec. 2. Will mem-
bers please make their entries early, by so

doing they will greatly assist the respective

secretaries. If anyone has not received a
schedule, please apply to the secs., whose
names and addresses appear in Cage Birds
advertisements.
The representative character of the City

and Suburban A.C.B. shows, both as to

quality and number of exhibits, is alone suffi-

cient to ensure the usual good attendance of

visitors. The unfortunate curtailment of the

normal London fixtures’ list is an. additional

reason why no Metropolitan lover of birds

should miss the society’s anuual event, which
is being held at the .Church Institute, 60,

Paddington Street, Marylebone, W., next
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 24 and 25;

Note the dates. 96 classes of birds will be oil

exhibition, and these embrace all varieties of

Canaries, Hybrids, British birds, and Foreign
birds.—Advt.

The Paper for Results
AN APPRECIATION OF "CAGE BIRDS’* AS A

WONDERFUL ADVERTISING MEDIUM.

Sir,— May I through your column* crave fnoufgenee
from the score* and scores of answers I have had to
my advertisement of last week? I have never had
such a bewildering experience before In all my life.

I have had postal orders, money orders, cheques,
notes and coin, unfit I have a drawer full. I would
point out I keep no private secretary to deal with
a mass of correspondence that would puzzle a
cabinet minister by its bulk I I am particularly busy
just now owing to the cold snap, and then every
letter has to he carefully gone into. Many of the
birds I could have sold 4 or 5 times over, and In

several cases I can supply part of a client’s order,
but not the whole. Then when the birds are al-

lotted there will be the catching up, sorting out
into old and young, hens and cocks, and so forth,
especially the packing up and despatching, it and
when the weather is suitable. I wit not submit
my birds to any suffering on a long journey if I

can possibly avoid it. I must apologise for taking
up so much valuable space, but I never for one
moment anticipated such an extraordinary rush of

business from one advertisement. It only shows the
value of “CAGE BIRDS’’ as an advertising medium.

(Dr.) L. LOVELL KEAYS.

SOUTH SHIELDS
uill add 13 guaranteed Open Classes, 2/6 cash
specials, December 4th. H. W. Battye, judge.

—

W L. Smith, 3, Queen Street, South Shields.

FANCIERS, DON’T FOItGK1
!’.

LONG AND EATON
Cage Birds Society Open and Members’ Show on
Dec. 4th. Judges, (V. Vardy, Esq., of Hncknall;
T. H. V. Ha.vter, Esq., of Beeston. For schedules,
etc., please apply to—J. Turner, 62, Derby Road,
Draycott, nr. Derby.

PQRTH * RHONDDA

VALLEY
C.TLS. First Annual Open Show, Thursday, Dec. 9th.

Judges, T. L. Castree, Mountain Asli, and E. J.

Davies, Cardiff. Eiberal classification. Entries close

Dec. 4th postmark J. H. Bevan, 66, Pontypridd
Road. Porth. Glam.

Ham i ff 0 ii
RED CROSS WAR FUND SHOW, ON SATURDAY,
DEC. 11. Judges, D. Black, (V. S. Clark, R. Martin,

J. Goodfellow. Best classification offered this

season.—W. S. Wilson, Sec., Glsndyne, South Park

Road, Hamilton.

MARDY-RHONDDA, Glam
1st Annual Open Show of Cage Birds, Poultry, and
Pigeons on Thursday, Dec Ifth. 18 Classes Cage
Birds, including Novices and Local. Entry fee, 1/3.

Prizes, 8/-, 4/-, 2/-, and Specials. Judge, 0. E. Hodge,
Esq., Bristol. Entries positively close Dec. 9th.

Schedules now ready from above address. Competi-
tors for Hyde’s Special must have their cages
marked by Hyde’s coupons, also state on entry form
" Hyde’s Specials.”—D. D. Jones, Sec., 19, Edward
8treet, Mardy.

OBITUARY.
The members of the South Moor Social

Club, writes Mr. G. Lane, sec., desire to

express their sympathy with one of their

members, H. Rdxborough, in his sad bereave-

ment through the death of his little daughter,

As a keen fancier, other clubs I am sure will

sympathise with: him.
MR W. R. WALL (Brighton).

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. Will H.
Gibb, < hen. sec. Brighton C.B.A., that I

announce the death of Mr. W. IF Wall at the

age of 47. For many years he had been an

ardent fancier, Yorkshires being his chief

fancy. He had been a member cf the

Brighton and Hove C.B.A. practically from

its start, and for several years had been on
the committee, ever ready to assist in the

many ways open to him as an officer of a
cage-bird club. He leaves a widow and son,

t^whon^w^exten^ou^ieartfdh^ym|j|^th^^

The opening article in “British Birds” for

November (Messrs. Witherby
,
High Holborn,

one shilling monthly) is a short account of

the work of the late Richard M. Barrington,

Ireland’s leading ornithologist, who died on

Sept. 15 last. There are “Notes on the

moults and sequence of plumage in some
British duck^,” by F. W. Smalley, “ Notes
on the Great Northern Diver,” by E. B.

Dunlop, “ The Moults of the British Pas-

seres” (Part 1), by H. F. Witherby, and the

usual “ Notes.”
The November issue of the “ Avieultural

Magazine,” the organ of the Avieultural

Society, contains the names of the officers

for 1915-16, a list of members, the rules of

the Society, and the names of winners of the

Society’s medals. Among the several inter-

esting articles are accounts of breeding suc-

cesses with various species of foreign birds.

Mr. A. Pam contributes some practical and

useful hints bearing on the transport of birds

on board ship, and Dr. Hopkinson’s exceed-

ingly useful list of English names for the

Parrots is continued.

Crossbills Breeding in England.
It is recorded in the November issue of

“British Birds” that the Crossbill lias now
bred in Suffolk for six years in, succession.

Ten Shilling Special for a
Yellowb am met*.

At the Cardiff show, Nov. 25, a class is

provided especially for Buntings, and that
sterling lover of the Yellowliamnier, Mrs. L.

Dalton, is giving a cash prize of 10s. for the

best Yellowliamnier out of the money.
Charity Show at Southend.
The Southend C.B.S. is holding its annual

show on Nov. 24 and 25, at the Blue Boar
Hotel, Prittlewell, open to the borough of

Southend, write Messrs. Deer and Gundy,
lion. secs. Sir. J. Dewhurst, London,
will judge, and Die members are showing
over a hundred Yorkshires entirely for the
benefit of the Red Cross Society.

Cardiff’s Record.
We hear that Cardiff has received a record

entry of 901.

A L,ong=lived Tanarer.
In the “Agricultural Magazine” for Nov.

Dr. A. C. Butler records the death of his

Scarlet Tanager at the age of 18^ years.

Three Guineas for a Goldfinch.
We hear from Mr. J. Bobbett, Bridgwater,

that his Goldfinch which won 1st at Chelten-
ham show was claimed , at catalogue price,

three guineas.

Prize=money Paid.
W’e are informed that prize-money has been

paid in respect of the following shows ;
if any

winners have been overlooked, they should
apply to the respective secretaries ; Leicester

Hand-in-Hand, Hartlepools.

No Nuisance Then !

To show how uncommon Starlings were in

our neighbourhood sixty or seventy years ago,

says a writer in the “Newcastle Chronicle,”

it may be mentioned that in 1852 a few pairs

nested in “the high rock at Claxheugh, near
Hylton, and they were regarded as so great

a curiosity that on Sunday mornings many
persons walked from Sunderland to see them.

Budgerigars and Rovafty. /

At the stall of tame birds at the “ Women
and their Work” Exhibition at Knights-

bridge, says the “Daily Express,” Queen
Alexandra took a Budgerigar on her finger

and walked with it to . other stalls. Princess

Victoria mentioned that she already pos-

sessed two of these birds, which, though
caught in a, wild stite, can be rendered so

tame that they run up and down the plants

in a house.

A Lady Judge.
At the show of the Dartford F.A. held in

the Assembly Rooms, Nov. 23-24, the cage

birds will be judged by a lady, Miss A.

Reeves. In other hobbies men have by no
means a monopoly of judicial appointments

;

in the doggy world, for instance, lady judges

frequently officiate
;
but this is, we think, the

first time the cage birds will have been asked

to display their points to a judge of the

gentler sex. The Dartford birds should ap-

preciate the honour.

A Welsh Fancier Elected as Mayor.
I feel sure your readers, especially through-

out South Wales, writes Mr. E. W. Allsopp,

Cardiff, will be pleased to learn that Mr. G.

T* Jones, well known in the Plainliead

Fancy, has been elected Mayor of Brecon.

During his three years as a Councillor he

has inspired confidence, and he will no doubt

render good service to Brecon as its Mayor.

fW.e are sure that fanciers in general will

join us in congratulations to Mr. Jones upon

the honour which has been bestowed upon

him by his fellow citizens.

—

Editor, Cage
Birds.]

THE BIRDKEEPERS ROLL
OF HONOUR.

Derby C.B.S.
Sir,—The following are serving in the

Forces:—J. Baker, W. Woolley, A. Murphy,
F. King, A. King.—W. Jordan, Hon. Sec.

East Ardsley C.B.S.
Sir,—The above society has contributed two

more of its members to the colours, Dr. B. G.

Ewing, R.A.M.C., our president, and Win.

Cannings, Iv.O.Y.L.T.—A. Walton, Sec.

Houghton- le-Sprlng C.B.S.

Sir,—The following members of our so-

ciety have joined H.M. Army since our last

show : Mr. J. Turnbull, Treas., and J. G.

Allan and J. Appleby.
R. H. Dixon, Sec.

Whitburn C.B.S.
Sir,—Owing to five of our past committee

having joined the Army, we are not holding

our show this year. Thp names are A.

McLaren, R. Whiteford, A. Johnstone, If.

Clelland, and T. Lambie.—R. Lambic.

WINDING UP MY EASY
TERM SYSTEM

DURING THE WAR,
Mr. H. Moore, cf the Lambeth Aviaries, give6

short sketch ol his career, and appoints " CAGE
BIRDS” the receiver of money due under his easy-
purchase system.

Readers and old clients will he surprised
to hear, by the time this is in print I

shall bo serving my country with the
boys at the front, i have had the pleasure
of starting many a youth and man in the
Fancy with my easy-term system. They
have started perhaps with one singing
Canary, and afterwards it has led in many
cases to orders of outdoor aviaries and a nice
collection of birds.,

When a boy at school I took a great
interest in my father’s stock of birds, which
he kept for the pleasure that the hobby gave
him. 1 soon learned a great deal about the
Fancy, my particular interest being in ailing

birds. Many a bird that was given up as
being sure to die was entrusted to me, and
in nearly every case I was successful in seeing

my patient slowly recover under my treat-

ment.
When it was time for me to begin to earn

my gwn living, 1 got into touch with that

enthusiastic foreign bird breeder, Mr. G. E.

Rattigan, Vice-President of Gage Birds
League, the son of Lady and Sir William
Rattigan, M.P., and after a few weeks this

gentleman made -me his' chief

attendant.

A Pleasant Time.

The years that followed, whilst

working in Mr. Rattigan’s aviaries

which were outdoors) were very pleasant. V e

were very successful in rearing some of

the most delicate foreign birds. We
were also successful on. the show bench, but
as the birds were so very rare, and valuable,

we did not think it worth the while to risk

showing them at the shows, although people

came from all over the woild to see Mr.
Rattigan’s collection.

When Mr. Rattigan retired into the coun-

try with his birds, not wishing for a country

life just then, I reluctantly left his service,

and the next week found me as an assistant

in the Zoological department at a London

aviary

1 was
(all of

stores; what a change! If a hir’d fell sud-

denly ill in Mr. Rattigan’s aviaries, or, if it

had been fighting, 1 was able to take it up
and see that it had treatment at once, but at

the stores everything was for profit, if a bird

was dying the department would sooner see it,

sold than be the loser of its price. I soon

got sick of seeing how things went on, and

I thought if I had the power 1 could alter

much, and so help the birds which were

caged up.

I put my plans into execution, wrote to

the secretary, and stated I wofild sooner leave

than continue to serve. I got my bullet home
by doing this, for 1 was soon in the upstairs

office before all the heads ol the company,
and I was given full power to act as I wished.

Having now gained the power, 1 did my best

for the comforts of the birds and animals, but
unfortunately I did not stop long, as I

bettered myself at a dog bureau in Bond
Street, W.

“On His Own.”
After being here a short time, I > aim: into

a. small amount of money, so 1 decided to

start on my own, and, as readers of Gage
Birds know, for a shilling per week they

could be supplied through my system with

anything in the Fancy. Some fanciers have
run up a large account, and the total due to

us from all our clients amounts to hundreds
of pounds.

This is,what we propose to do. Any client

can send his or her instalment to the Editor

of Gage Birds. The EdiLor will deduot ten

per cent, from the amounts sent to him, and

send the balance of the instalment to us. We
will then send a receipt for the full amount
the client sent to Editor, and deduct that

amount from the client’s account. The Editor

can use the ten per cent, in any way he

chooses after taking his expenses out of it.

It would be disastrous for the Fancy if all

birdy people joined the Army, but in. doubt

a few of us can be spared to light the coun-

try’s battles, to keep our flag flying.

Whilst 1 am away, should I come across

any birdy items of interest to readers of

Cage Birds I will send it with pleasure. My
business will he kept in order by my secre-

tary and staff, and the services of Mr. War-

low. my solicitor, of 16, Regent Street, W.,

will he retained. My life will afterwards ho

devoted to birds and animals should I come

through alive. In conclusion, 1 wish all fan

ciers success through these trying times, and

trust we will have better times when tlio war

is over.

Nests of Hints Poultry, etc., should lio regularly

sprinkled with 'KEATING’S l’OWDIilt, especially

wlirii liens are sitting. Don’t forget to do tide just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy Hie lied

Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.
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A COCK BULLFINCH FATHERS TWO
HYBRIDS.

Sir Luke White, M.P. for the Buckrose division of the E.
Riding of Yorkshire, and Deputy Lieutenant of the County,
succeeds in his aviaries in breeding with a Cock Bullfinch

and two hen Goldfinches.

Both birds are splendid in plumage and
appearance. The first bird in appearance,
is more slender than the other one, the
latter being more like a Bullfinch.

Doing His Bit.

I have on many occasions seen the cock
Bullfinch—the only Bullfinch, as 1 have ex-

plained, in the aviary—not only feeding
each of the hen Goldfinches, but sitting in

turn on each of their nests, and also feed-

ing both young birds. The cock Bullfinch

is a very1

fine specimen, and is now, having
moulted some time ago, in splendid colour

and condition. I bought it last year from
Mr. Fred Allen, of Hull, one of your ad-

vertisers. The two- lien Goldfinches are
also exceptionally nice birds.

Allow me to state that I do not sell any
birds, but am giving these particulars

solely for the benefit of your readers.

THE WEEKLY BATH.
A Cold Weather Amusement (or

Saturday Afternoons.

I

T was’ with much interest that we read
last week the appended letter addres-
sed to us by Sir Luke White, M.JV,

of Driffield, East Yorkshire.
1 have this year succeeded in bringing

up two Hybrids from a cock Bullfinch and
a lien Goldfinch. I have an outdoor avi-

ary, and the nest was built in a shrub in-

side the aviary—1 enclose photo. As a
regular reader of Cage Birds I know that
it is a most valuable medium to those who
possess aviaries, and your readers may like

to know of the breeding of those two Hy-
brids, a somewhat rare occurrence, I un-
derstand.”

AYe replied at once congratulating Sir
Luke AYkite on what is indeed a rare hap-
pening, and said that if he could spare
the time to give further details we were
sure our readers would much appreciate
bis kindness. AVith.thc latter request lio

most courteously and promptly complied,
and it is with pleasure we print Sir Luke’s
narrative below.

AA’o may add that the cock Bullfinch has
always been something of a mystery as a
breeder in captivity, especially' so when
tried in a cage. Thousands of fanciers

have put him up with various mates, but
always with the one disappointing result

—unfertile eggs. In the list of “possible

crosses’’ given in the official Year Book
of the National British Bird and Mule
Club, the male Bullie is mentioned only
once, i.e., cock Bullfinch to hen Redpoll.

AA c take it, therefore, that there is evi-

dence of the latter mating having been
successful; the only other successful mat-
ing of which we have heard is with the

hen Canary, though the cases seem to he

more or less doubtful ones of German ori-

gin, no young, we think, having been

reared to maturity in the United King-
dom.

Sir Luke White Gives Details.

Driffield, Nov. 13, 1915.

In reply to yours asking for some par-

ticulars as to the breeding of the two Hy-
brids from cock Bullfinch and hen Gold-

finch, 1 may state that early in 1914 I

bought a cock Bullfinch and two hen Gold-

finches with a view to breeding Hybrids.

I placed the cock Bullfinch and one of the

hen Goldfinches in a breeding cage; the

other lien Goldfinch I put in my aviary. I

had no success, and at the end of the
breeding season of last year the pair were

removed to the aviary, which comprises

seed-eating birds, viz., Canaries, Siskins,

Linnets, Budgerigars, Green Singing Fin-

ches, etc.

This vgnr (1915) in the breeding season

my gardener called my attention to the

cock Bullfinch—the only Bullfinch in the

aviary—having .paired with one of the

two hen Goldfinches. I was interested in

watching developments.

A Model Husband.
These two birds built a nest in a shrub

in the outer portion of the aviary—cock

and hen both assisting. Further, I saw
on many occasions the cock Bullfinch not
only feeding the lien Goldfinch, hut tak-

ing its turn on the nest.

There were three eggs and three young
birds, hut owing to stormy, wet weather,
two of the youngsters died in the nest. One
survived and was reared, both the cock

Bullfinch and hen Goldfinch taking part in

feeding this young one. The latter was
placed in a cage, and is the one on the

right of the photo I have sent. [AA’e were
not able to reproduce this particular

photo.—Editor “C.B.’’j

A Leaning Towards Polygamy.
AA’hilst the lien Goldfinch was sitting, I

noticed the cock Bullfinch pairing with
the other hen Goldfinch, with the result

that they built a nest in the covered por-

tion of the aviary. There were three eggs,

and two young ones resulted, hut one of

these died. The other was reared, and this

was placed with the other one in the cage
and is the Hybrid to the left in the photo.

A
BATH is just as necessary for birds as

for humans, and Saturday afternoon is

the time for this function in my aviary
during the winter months, in the hot (lays

of summer the birds get one every day.

It is instructive to note how differently

they perform their ablutions. I fill a large

tray with water with the chill taken off, to

about an inch deep and place it on a large

square of wood which projects a few inches

all round the tray. Then I find a comfortable

seat a. few yards back, light my pipe, and
await developments.

First from the perches comes a dirty buff

lien. This is purely swank on her part, as

I have never yet seen her fairly in the water.

Next a Goldfinch c&k perches on the Cray

rim and goes round and round, but keeps

from wetting himself. Soon there are from
twenty to thirty birds oil tire edge of the

bath, but “nothing doing.”
An Involuntary Plunge.

At length one of them in half turning round
slips into the water, stands astonished a
moment, and then flies to a. perch. Then a

little Gold Lizard hen plunges into the bath.

Splash she goes, and throws the water over
her back like a duck. This is the lead several

of the others were waiting for, and at once

The charming outdoor aviary in which Sir Luke White bred the
Hybrids between the cock Bullfinch and the two hen Goldfinches.

£
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PAINTING AND ENAMELLING
SHOW AND OTHER CAGES.

By

R. T. Campbell

(DunfermHnt)

2
S

A
THING is easy when once, you know
how to do "it,” and as many an
amateur or novice is quite at sea in

regards the principal factors of success in

;
cage painting I propose in this short article

;

to give anyone thus placed a few rudimentary
I facts and tips which, if followed out as near

1 the letter as possible, should help him to

I overcome the difficulties lie has so often

|

stumbled at.

|

Nothing looks so harsh to the eye as a

;

good specimen of a bird, be it Canary,
British, Mule, Hybrid) or Foreign, staged in

a badly-painted cage, or in a cage quite un-

suited to bring out the colour of the bird.

True, our judges are not supposed to take

the cage into consideration, but one can
hardly blame a judge who, given two birds

of about equal merit, but one housed streets

ahead of the other, accords his preference

to the bird put down in the neatest and
best finished cage.

Take the Tip in Time.
Look over your show reports weekly, and

you will find our reporters hacking me up in

this assertion. You read “ So-and-So, grand
bird, wins well; 2nd, another good bird,

badly staged, deserves a better cage,” and
the exhibitor of No. 2 wages war against

judge and reporter alike. But we will sup-

pose he ligs keen showing a Norwich Plain-

head, and has made up liis mind that never
again will the painting of his cage stand
against him or the bird.

I am not acquainted with the English
Norwich Plainhead show cage, but 1 fancy

there would be no striking difference from the
Scottish cage, and as we wish to settle the
colour before we begin the job, allow me to
say that the particular tint of the Scottish
cage can be got by adding just a touch of
ultramarine blue to the white lead. As most
show cages, however, are finished in enamel,
any good colouiman or decorator can supply’
just the shade wanted if he is asked for
“Hedge Sparrow Egg Blue.” But we will
take it that the reader wishes to tackle the
job himself, and the following remarks are
specially written for his guidance.

In the Beginning.
The cages that have to be renovated must

first of all be given a good wash out, using
a little disinfectant in the water. At the
same time give them a good polish over
with a piece of flat pumice stone, but if your
cage be very rough, or should the old enamel
be ruffled like the sad sea. waves, then you
must first of all get this planed down by
using a piece of square-cut glass, or. better
still, an old iron frame or disused jack-
plane. Afler having levelled the enamel by
‘‘ drawing ” the iron, not pushing it, then
proceed to wash and polish it with the
pumice stone, then rinse the cage out with
clean water.

If the paint or old ground work is in good
repair, it will require but one coat of flat

paint before enamelling, and as one pound of

paint should be sufficient -to do a dozen show
cages, it is better to get your paint prepared
by a tradesman, asking him to make it up
flat (which is paint without oil added).

about a dozen of my Hollers follow suit. The
splashing is just lovely.

'When they are 'sufficiently soaked, those
that can fly up to the perches and precri
themselves, ami those that can’t hop out and
make for the corners of the aviary.
The Goldfinch now takes the stage. He

has hopped lound and round the hath, screw-
ing up courage, and instead of slipping in
frorn the side flies over the middle of the
bath and drops in, stands on stilted legs for
a moment, and then, letting himself go, has
a light royal bath.

'The remainder of the inmates of the aviary
perform their ablutions in a desultory man-
ner, some fluttering and splashing in a make-
believe way, well out of reach of the water;
others only drinking.
One of my birds, a non-capped Lizard, cock,

has never been known to have a bath. He
gets on the topmost perch and “looks the
other way” on washing days. He loathes
water as a tramp does. These birdy differ-

ences furnish a world of amusement.—Ji
Grimshaw (Hale).

PAINTING AND ENAMELLING
SHOW AND OTHER CAGES.

(Continued from foot of col. 3.)

If you are making your own paint, secure
one pound of white lead and a little patent
driers' (a teaspoonful should be sufficient).

Now secure a paint' pot, jelly pot, or any
clean dish, into which put your white lead
and patent driers, and break up the two into

a thick paste with a putty knife by adding
a little turpentine only. Do not overdo or
reduce it with much turpentine at first, as

the lead is much more easily broken into a
paste by working it up stiff.

To make sure there is no sediment in the
paint, you would require to run the paint
through a very fine sieve, or a piece of mus-
lin will do, but before you sieve it, reduce or
thin the paint to working strength (which
should be like cream). If you are using
muslifl as a sieve tie the material over the
mouth of a clean pot, leaving it a little

baggy. to allow it to hold the paint. Remove
the sieve or muslin and your paint will be
nice and clean, free from sediment, and
ready for tinting to the required shade.

" The Colours and the Brushes.
Procure a 2d. tube of ultramarine, and

with your putty or palette knife work just

a touch of this up into a small tin lid or old

saucer by adding a few drops of turpentine,

then pour the fluid into the lead and stir

up well until you secure the shade you re-

quire. .

For brushes you will require a number
three sash tool, or ail inch and a half fitch.

Never load the brush too heavily, but rather

use a little, and work it lightly, laying the

paint as evenly and smoothly as you can.

Now allow the paint to get thoroughly dry
and hard (which it should be in about ten

hours) after which give it a good rnb over

with a piece of medium sandpaper (No. 1 will

do) and dust the cage well out. If you then
wish to use the paint brush for the enamel-
ling you must see that it is well washed out
in turpentine before you dip it in the enamel.

Now for the enamelling. If you have
trouble in securing the correct shade or

tint, you can purchase the white enamel and
tint it up with the same blue, and in the

.same manner as advised for the paint, but

if you get it ready for use, see that you stir

it. well up. A good plan too, is to let the

tin or pot stand a short time in hot water,

yon will find this makes the work much
easier.

Carefully Avoid Dust.
Having given the inside of the cage a

good coat over with the enamel, keep an
eye oil it for a short time, as sonip enamels
are apt to flow too freely or to “rnn,” %as

they term it in the trade. If you can secure

a place free from dust, place the cage on its

back (if need be place a piece of paper over

it), but let the air play on it. Never shut

the cage up while drying in a closet or con-

fined place, as fresh air is as essential to

drying paint as it is to live stock or human
beings. Now let the cage stand for two
days. Enamel takes much longer than paint

to" dry, and should not be much handled

before’ three days.

As regards new cages, the same treatment

would be followed out, but you require to

bring up a ground of oil paint before apply-

ing the flat paint. Ordinary oil paint is got

by using white lead and adding sav one tea-

spoonful of patent driers to the pound of

lead, and thinning it up by using equal

parts “raw ” linseed oil and turpentine.

Having got the paint well mixed up and

tinted to the required shade, you would re-

quire to sieve it in the same manner as

already described. Now give the new wood
a coat of the oil paint (or the priming coat,

as it is known to the trade). Let it dry and

harden, and then sandpaper it all over. A
Tou

will then putty up the nail holes or open

joints before you apply the flatting,

(To be continued .)
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shires Likely to Breed !

Winners.
-- -- - - — -

By

A. E. WINKUP
(Belfast).

—
A well known Irish breeder of the “long and slim ’uns ” tells how to select

the parent birds to establish a winning strain.

B
EFORE attempting t.. write a few words

on the above subject, 1 would like to

vivo mv reason for so doing. ila\ nig

been confined to bed for eight weeks with

rheumatism, and having rend every word ot

IVvre Hiuus, including all the advertise-

ir.ents, l thought I would make a few notes

purely as an amusement, and hope that under

the circumstances, the older and more

experienced fanciers of this ever popular

variety, will forgive mo for the effort.

In selecting my stock, I prefer I ho hen to

be as ideal a specimen as possible. Home

adviso the use of liens a little, on the small

side, provided tiioy are all that could be

desired in respect of type, quality, position,

etc., but hero I disagree.

i am a firm believer that the lien has as

much influence in the production of size as

the cock. My experience in using liens a

little on the small side, paired to an extra

large cock bird, is that they produce two

kinds of birds, one often an ideal specimen ;

if, all! I repeat the word “ if. only a little

longer, while the other kind is rather on the

stout side, one which, although olteu a good

stock bird, lacks that racy appearance which

is so pronounced in an ideal Y orkshire.

Looking for Good Hens.

To breed this long, slim, racy, type of bird,

I would adviso an aspirant to be always on

the qui vive. Visit as many shows as pos-

sible, and when he sees a good hen, probably

a. winner catalogued at a reasonable price,

even if this price is rather more than he is

accustomed to give, always to remember that

the extra, quality is worth treble the extra

money he will be paying. Bear in mind that

in a good class of birds it is often only a

very little extra quality which separates the

lirst bird from the last A visit to a retiring

fancier will sometimes result in the purchase

of a few good birds, but lie should not buy

birds because they are cheap if lie has as

good at home.
Having obtained a few liens in the above

way, we will now conio to the cocks. I think

we need not be so extravagant in this re-

spect, for with so many good points in the

liens it will not be quite so easy to go wrong.

Your hens being longer than usual, it will

not be necessary to use the extra large and

generally, in a’ more or less degree, coarse

cock. l)o not mistake my meaning ; I say

do not use an extra large cock, and by this

1 do not mean that you should use a small

bird. My ideal stock cock is one of standard

length, 6jj-ins., with as many good points as

possible.

Don’t forget when selecting a few such

cocks to get them as good in colour as pos-

sible, as this is a point produced from the

cock. Also get a little green blood, which is

so essential for good colour, but don’t pair

two marked birds together unless you desire

to produce heavily marked young. We have
now got some birds balanced in size, and pos-

sessing type and quality, and these are likely

to breed birds with fewer faults than the

extra large cocks.

Having got our stock, how are we going
to pair them? We transfer one of our hens,

a beauty, into a show cage, and wonder
which cock would be most suitable for her.

After a little careful thought, a thing very
necessary at this period, we realise we are
making a mistake, for it would be much
more judicious under the circumstances to

match the hens to the cocks than vice versa.

Pair the Hen to the Cock,
Having come to this decision, we pick out

a cock bird, and carefully scrutinise its weak
ppints. We then turn to our hens, and select

one which is extra strong in these weak
points. This done, we possess a. pair likely

to breed a few winners. Next take each
cock in turn, and in the selection of a hen
for him carefully counterbalance every bad
point; never pairing together two birds
possessing the same faults.

Bad points I never like to overlook when
selecting stock birds are bad beads, weak
necks, fan tails, bad position, or birds not
well up on leg, for if any of these faults once
find their way into a strain they may take
years to remove.

f am not going to dwell on the point of
double buffing, although l might mention I

have bred a few very good birds by so doing,
but I think it a mistake, unless there is any
special object in view. Weak necks and
hollow shoulders can, with judicious selec-

tion, be overcome by double buffing, but one
decided loss is colour, and if great care is

not used in selection it is easy to also lose
quality by the practice.

Having come to the conclusion that double

buffi ing was a “ frost ” (no joke intended).
1 have not tried double yellowing, so f aru
unable to say anythjng for or against the
practice.

With regard to inbreeding, this is a step
that should only he taken with great caution.
Never inbreed with any other birds but those
possessing the most robust health. Always
bear in mind the reason why you are inbreed-
ing, namely, to (ix a certain type ; lienee the
necessity of having the type a, perfect one.
Tim birds selected should be practically per-
fect, for any faults either parent possessed
would be reproduced in a more permanent
and glaring manner. Provided that after a
few years’ breeding, during which the fancier
has made strides in the light direction, has a
thorough knowledge of his stock, and
possesses the necessary healthy, typical birds,
inbreeding may be indulged in to advantage.

When Inbreeding.
1 think the better plan is to inbreed closely

and rarely, in preference to more frequent
pairings of more distantly related birds. I

should advise pairing birds as closely related
as father to daughter, son to mother, or even
brother to sister. 1 give preference to the
former pairing, because L iind the best re-

often have we visited shows and found birds
lett out cf the cards that would he capable
of winning if not so wild? Such birds are
often bred by experienced fanciers who can-
not,, or often do not, find time for a little
training.

Show cages should be hung on the flight
suits are got when the cock bird is older tliaifcj cages from the time the young leave the
the hen, which would not be the case in parents, and as much time should he devoted
either of the other two pairings. Again let !

to their handling as possible. Handling and
me impress that any of the above suggested

j

talking to one’s birds, I consider to be the
pairings should he of rare occurrence, other-

j

most pleasant part of bird-keeping,
wise the stamina of your strain will he re- i The Yorkshire being a bird of position,
duced, and disaster is sure to follow.

j

will benefit much by such treatment, ; nd the
I have no intention of here entering into i owner’s patience and trouble will be rewarded

the general management of the birds, but
J

by bis having reached his 'goal, that is, lm 1

would like to give a few words of advice
j

lias bred his own winner
on the training of the young birds. How , selection of his own stock

The exceptionally good house-moulted Greenfinch which won the First Prize in a strongclass of 19, , t the recent Sheffield Show, for Mr. P. Walsh, of Shelf-eld

He was over seventy-three years of age,
and had spent sixty years in Glasgow. Ho
was the most useful, earnest, and enthusiastic
ornithologist that has gi-aeed the Canary fancy
of Scotland. He was buried in the Southern
.\ coropulis, Glasgow, when a huge concourse
of fanciers followed him to his last resting
place.

Honours had been showered upon him in his
later days by his loving and admiring sup-
porters, but the old man wore them with be-
coming modesty. In November, 1859, tho
» cst. of Scotland Ornithological Association
presented him with a piece of silver plate for
valuable services rendered as seerctarv and

'.ersTv’ thT oreful
'

-"In
^

-vea
.

r he " as thc recipient of
f

,

1 leful
f

;*»other valuable piece of silver plate, which
’

,

was presented to him for the great work ho

[
In the Palmy Days & Scots Fancy Canary

j
The Scottish Cage Bird Fancy in the days of long ago.

By “ST. GILES.”

was rendering in the interests of the fancy
i

a * large. In May, 1876, ho received a gold
j

watch and appendages, which were subscribed

, |
l° r by the Glasgow and country fandiers.

A quarter of a century! Twenty-five
years. What a flood of memories float up
from the misty distance, and for the moment
obscure the stern realities of the present!
What a deal has happened since then, and
how few of the principal actors of that time
remain with us still ! Many have started on
the “long Ion® trail” long ago; many have
quitted the striving ranks of the fancy, and
few remain who took part in the stirring
events of those days, so long ago.

Years may mellow, but can never quench
the fire that smoulders in a fancier’s heart.
Many of the later school have happy remem-
brances of those times, and of the men who
were the means of making the fancy in Scot-
land what it is to-day, and to those, no doubt,
the following rambling notes will make
pleasurable reading.

Mr. Thomas Buchanan, Glasgow.
Twenty-five years. ’Twas about that time

the fancy, from an exhibition point of view,
made its start in earnest. Societies had been
inaugurated in our principal cities, and public
shows had come into vogue. True, the prize
money was a very secondary consideration at
these functions, for honour was the fancier's

ambition in those days. To my way of think-
ing it was a purer and more elevating fancy
then, although it had not gained public
favour.

Only one variety of Canary was exhibited,
although the different colours gave oppor-
tunities for extended classification. The Glas-
gow Don had been the king of the fancy
before tills, and was so still, and I believe
as far as Hcotia is concerned is so even now.
Norwich were in the struggling stage, and
were only just tolerated by the powers that
were. British birds were not deemed worthy
of a place on the schedules, and their keeping
was confined to cobblers and such like.

Weavers were the leading breeders of thc
birds of circle.

There is no doubt whatever that, twenty-
five years ago, the “Father of the Fancy ”

was Mr. Thomas Buchanan, of Glasgow, an
honourable appellation to which no one ever
disputed his right, lie was one of the giants
of the fancy, one of the men that brought the
fancy info the glare of public light and lifted

it from what it was once considered, a doubt-
ful kind of pastime, to one worthy of recog-
nition and honour, providing many enjoyable
hours to many thousands of jaded, hard-
working men

; a fancy that brings sweetness
and pleasure to many a home.

Mr. Buchanan was really an Englishman. !

although truly Scottish in everything he did,
owing to his long connection with “ the land

,

o cakes” and its all-absorbing environments. I

He was born at Ncwcastle-on-Tyne on 1st
j

April, 1815, but was removed to Glasgow as
j

a. boy, and there lie grew into manhood and
died at a ripe old age.

Organised Glasgow’s First Show.
From his school days he was a lover of bird ,

life, and at the early age of sixteen we find
[

him breeding and rearing Canaries. He was i

the organizer of the first open show in Glas- !

gow r which was held in the Audit Rooms of
the Lyceum, Nelson Street. It was essen-
tially a very primitive affair, the admission

i

was threepence, and there was no prize money
!
or prize cards. It was the love of the fancy

j

that predominated in those days, and the
knowledge that one owned a. good bird was

j

all satisfying to the most ambitious fancier. i

Mr. Buchanan was one of the genial sort, i

j

kind-hearted, perhaps, almost to a fault, but
i honest as the day was long. Ho was a

!
general favourite, and did a deal of good

J

j
work, assisting and advising the younger

j

fanciers who were cropping up at an aston-
j

j

ishing rate. Prohibitive prices were not
j

;

known then, and a great number of the be-
[

ginners got their first birds without exchaug-
ing the miserable coin of the realm for them,

j

For fifty years he enjoyed an untarnished
reputation for honour and integrity. His I

knowledge of shows was bv no means super-
ficial, as he was (he hardest worker amongst

j

them all. and the success of these early Glas-
gow exhibitions was entirely due to his per-

j

sislent determination, his administrative
abilities, and his general efficient manage-
ment.

The Busy Man's Leisure.

He was a lapidary by profession, the same
as his father before him and as his sons were
after him, being principal of Messrs. Buchanan
and Sons. Lapidaries, Glasgow. Jn spite of

the great amount of lime he devoted io his

birds lie was a close atlender to his business,

bearing out again the truth of the saying
that the busiest man lias the most leisure.

It may tie said lie died in harness, for on
the morning of his death. May 22, 1888, lie

had gone to his place of business at Morri-
son’s Court, but, feeling unwell, he returned
to bis home, Maxwell Hall, Pollok Street,

where lie expired within half, ail hour from
syncope of 'tire heart.

Amongst the other presentations he received
was a handsome mounted walking stick from
the old Paisley Club to mark their high
•esteem of him ,as a judge. The Glasgow
landers, on the occasion of their annual
dinner in 1884, again presented him
handsome mounted walking stick.

(To be continued.)

with

BIRDS AS TAME AS DOGS.

A Chaffinch Figures in a Charming
Incident.

1

THINK it may interest your readers who
are fond of British birds to have my
experience. Some years ago I brought

up a Chaffinch from the nest, and kept Ilia

cage low down near a table by tho side of
a window. I constantly when passing just
spoke to him endearingly, often only just a
word, calling him by name. He grew so
attached to me that after an absence from
home of three weeks, upon my neturn, about
ten o'clock at night, l went straight up to

his cage and called him by name. He
instantly woke up and came to the sidle of
his cage nearest to me, hung on to the wires

a nd sang passionately to me.

Off to the Woods.
Some time after that I found my pet was

rather a trial, through his loud song, to a
relative who was studying to pass some
examinations. Though l was never ,-sked to

part with him, l felt it would he right to

do so. I decided that 1 could not sell him,

so one day, with a sister, l went to the wood
close by, taking him with us. YVe spent tho

day there, having our luncheon and reading,

with ray pet quite free, amusing himself at

our feet, playing with the tags of our shoe-

laces, or catching flies as they passed. I

said to my sister, if lie does not fly away

[ shall take him home again, dust as we.

were thinking about it, a handsome t haffiuch

flew down close by. daring my bird to show

fight. They both' went away, and I saw no

more of my pet.

This bird had not been in the habit of

coming in and out of his cage at all in my
home, and yet with all the enticements of

the woods around him. the whole of that day

be ne.’or left us, although ho was out of his

cage all the time.

I could give on instance of even a tamer

bird 1 had once, and 1 should like to add

that birds reared from the nest grow as tamo

and loving as dogs.-—(M us.) M. J. l’.uuucit

(Hailshaiii).
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GIVING THE CHAMPIONS
A “ GOOD RACE.” Correspondence.

Some Hints for Novices, Particularly
on the Linnet.

M ANY catch or buy British Finches, and
have the misfortune to lose some. In

order to aid them, 1 wish to give my
method of keeping these birds. If I brought

birds from the South to the North of Eng-
land, as plenty do, I would first boil their

water. Birds taken in your own district

probably don’t need it. This is my first con-

sideration.

My stock food, speaking generally, for

Hardbills (say Greenfinches, Bullfinches,

Chaffinches, Bramblefinches, Redpolls, Siskins,

Twites, Goldfinches and Linnets) would be

:

2 parts English rape, 1£ parts summer rape,

1 part teazle, 1 part Spanish canary, j part

hemp, I part linseed. I prefer to use the best

quality seeds only ; the best is the cheapest

in the end.

Plenty of people put freshly taken birds

into a dark corner of the room at first,

because they are wild. This is a mistake. Put
them in a pretty large cage where there is

plenty of light, and they will find their food

and water easily and settle down more
quickly.

Some birds sometimes sit “thick.” This is

due to the change of food and water. To
get over this I give them 6 drops of syrup
of buckthorn in their drinking-water, and

soon see a change.
A few words to Linnet fanciers, especially

novice exhibitors. In order to rise to be a

champion, study the following. Secure the

largest bird you can, and see that it has good
colour, good markings, good whites in wings

and tail, and a good head. Get it perfectly

steady. To do this either wash it yourseli

or get someone to wash it for you. or use the

spray often, as I contend water is the best

steadier. Handle the cage of the bird often

and place it in a position, free from draughts,

w here you pass frequently'.

When exhibiting, see that you have the

bird properly staged, as this is where a lot

fail. The novice is just as likely to get a

good bird as the champion, but by staging it

badly the bird may get passed by the judge.

My. medicine for these birds either before or

after the show, is 6 drops of syrup cf buck-

thorn in their water. By using my stock

mixture and acting on the other hints, I

feel sure the novice will give the champion

a good race.

—

John L. Simpson (W allsend-on-

Tvne).

HOW I BLCAME A BIRD-
KEEPER.

“CAGE BIRDS” Really Did It.

O
NE cold morning in February I was sur-

prised by hearing something fluttering

about the office in which I work, and on

looking about me I discovered a little bird in

the far corner of the room. 1 picked it up
and examined it, and I found it had somehow
or other broken its wing. I came to the con-

clusion it was a bird which had been caged up

but had regained its liberty.

I had no idea as to what kind of bird it was,

but I could tell by the greenish colour of its

plumage that it was something more than an

ordinary House Sparrow. 1 put the little

creature in a box, supplied it with a few bread
crumbs', and made it as comfortable as cir-

cumstances would permit until office hours
were over, and then I took my “capture”

home. I went to the nearest bird-dealer ami
purchased a cage and learned from him that

the bird was called a Greenfinch.

Well, time went on, and the bird's wounded
wing seemed to*be mending nicely, but you
can imagine my disappointment when on ar-

riving home one evening I discovered the little

creature- had managed to get loose, and had
damaged its wing so badly that I was com-
pelled out of sympathy to put an end to its

existence. There I was left with the cage but
without any occupant. However, I had got

so attached to my little feathered friend that

I determined to buy another, and this time
my choice was a Linnet. I think I was
blessed with misfortunes at this period, for

1 had only had my new pet about a couple of

days when it succeeded in escaping out of the
drinking hole of its cage.

After this I happened to be in a hair-

dresser’s shop, and came across a copy of

Cage Birds, and after scanning the adverts I

decided I would start Canary breeding straight

away. I purchased a couple of Roller hens
and a cock. To-day 1 have a stand full of cages
neatly enamelled. I have succeeded this past
season in rearing four young Rollers, nothing
very great, but I am determined to do better
next year with a bit of luck. My experience
up to the present of bird keeping is that the
more ill luck a fancier has the more he is deter-
mined to succeed.—W. Davenport (Sheffield).

The Trouble of the Sweating
Hen.

Sir,—I see Mr. L. Bastock scouts the
idea of “sweating hens,” and puts the blame
entirely on the breeder and his management.
Mr*. B. must be a very fortunate fancier, and
can bo assured of my congratulations. But
isn’t it really a bit “ too thick ” to suggest
that breeders of forty years’ experience have
not learnt anything in that period, and yet
been troubled with sweaters?
Mr. B. may breed with comparatively com-

mon birds, but Crests and high-class hens are
like Duchesses, who would not be exactly at

home handling babies. I still believe i't is,

the assimilation of the excretions that sets

up the condition known as “ sweating,” and
hope to see other opinions of old breeders
on the matter.

W. G. Smithson.

Don’t Forget Swansea’s Charity
Show.

Sir,— I should like to make an appeal to

exhibitors who intend entering at our coming
show on Nov. 26 for their liberal support,
as we intend giving all profits, to the local

Red Cross Society. All specials are for birds
out of the money, thus making an extra
money prize, and one of these is 10s. for best
Yellowhammer, out of the money (not to be
won locally).

By a curious accident our printer omitted
to put in schedule a silver cup, value £2 2s.,

for most points gained by six nominated birds

in the Norwich or Yorkshire section, the
word “cup” to be placed against each entry;
cup to be won twice, not necessarily in

succession. Fanciers who intend to enter,

please note.

Alf. Hitchings.

24 r
,

Breeding tbe Bearded Seedling
In Captivity.

Sir,—I read with interest the “Twittering”
of last week concerning the above matter.
It seems to me to raise a very important
point, viz., as to what constitutes captivity
land what docs not. I have no wish to de-
preciate the success of Mr. Richardson Can-
in breeding the Bearded Reedling (or “Tit”)
at Tring, but I understand that the aviary
there, in which the feat has been several
times accomplished, is an extremely large
one; in fact, a wired-in portion of the park,
containing a pond of some size, with its

accompanying reed beds and other natural
advantages. This, I may say, I know only
from the information of a friend with whom
I talked of this matter. In such ari aviary,
of course, the parent birds would be able to
find a deal of natural food, possibly a suffi-

ciency to ensure the rearing of their young.
I think that some distinction should certainly
be made between confinement of this nature
—after all, it is only a kind of restricted
liberty—and the captivity which is repre-

Our artist has depicted two Linnet-Canary Hybrids, tbe one on the left being bred from a Yorkshire hen, and the other from a Norwich Plainhead hen.
The influence of the mother on the type of the young is clearly seen. The stouter, more heavility built, Hybrid is, of course, the one likely to meet with

success in present-day competition on the show- bench.

Greenfinches at Manchester
Show.

Sir,—Re Manchester show, the reporter on

Greenfinch class says my Greenfinch is a big

buff. I want to contradict it, as it is a
yellow, and the best yellow I have seen out.

The next show he sees it at, let him look at

it without spectacles. I do not know if he
wanted to hurt me. but I call it mean, with-

out the mention of the scales.

T. Fletcher.

The Novice with the Nets.

Some Advice Wanted.

Sir,—I have been out several times this

season with my birds and net, but have
always met with disappointment, catching

only one or two, never any more. I and
a friend of mine went out yesterday in the

afternoon, it being the one day per week on

which we leave off work at 1 p.m. By
2 p.m. we got to a stubble, where we had
permission tp catch with our Linnets and

nets. My friend went along one side of the

field and I went the other side. There were

plenty of Linnets in the field
;

in fact there

were birds of (every description. My friend

was the first to have a pull at the line, but

he pulled with such strength that he broke

the pull line. I was sorry to see it, but I

could not help laughing. It frightened the

birds for a time, and they would not comb
near us. We had to pick up our things just

after 4 p.m., as the birds were going to

roost, with the poor result—one hen Linnet

between us.

Now could any of your readers kindly in-

form me how to train a bird to ride the flirt

stick, and what feed to place in the net at
this time of th,e year for Linnet catching. I
noticed in Gage Birds a few weeks back Mr.
H. J. Chick said that bird-catchers never
take the trouble to gather wild seeds, but I

should say they must do, or what would they
have to put in their nets when out catching?

I should be glad if some experienced bird-

catcher would give me some advice through
the correspondence columns of Cage Birds,

as I am only a novice at the game, although

I have been in the Fancy some years. I

should like to know how to set about catch-

ing, and whether to set the nets under a

hedge or out in the middle of the field. I

shall be pleased if some bird-fancier will help

me in the matter.
Cgckram.

A Big Provincial Show
Proposed.

Sir,—As we are not to have a. National

show at the Crystal Palace for the second

season, surely a provincial society might step

forward and provide us with a National show
say early in February. What does Mr. Met-

calfe, of Liverpool, say ; or Manchester,

Sheffield, or Nottingham? A useful and

charitable purpose might be served by hold-

ing such a. show, and I feel sure success

would attend it.

Exhibitor.
[We believe we are breaking no confidences in

saying that there is every likelihood of a, very big

show being held in London either in January or

early in February, this being now under considera-

tion’. -EDITOR.]

sented by the garden aviary, more or less

skilfully contrived, which is all that the
ordinary aviculturist has at his command. In
the case of Dr. Keay’s the Reedlings had to

make the best of a restricted space and the
artificial and live foods supplied by their en-
thusiastic owner.
Mr. Richardson Carr seems clearly the first

to have bred the Bearded Reedling in “ con-
finement.” Taking all the circumstances into

consideration, however, it seems to me that
Dr. Lovell-Keays is clearly entitled to claim
that he is the first to breed this species in

captivity, in the proper sense of the latter

term. G. E. Weston.
A Frank Apology for a

Mistaken Protest at Falkirk.
Sir,—At the Falkirk O.S. show on Nov.

6 Mr. Wright lodged a protest against Mr.
Sharp for showing a year-old bird in the
young bird class. Would you insert in Cage
Birds his apology, which I enclose?

W. Niven.
[The letter appears below.—Editor Cage

Birds.]
Dear Mr. Niven,—I take this my first

opportunity to apologise for the statement
I made in connection with crest-bred cock,

and I can assure you I feel very sorry for

what I said at the time. But I gave you
what was my honest opinion at the time, and
I hope you and the owner of the bird will

accept this in the spirit in which it is given.

I shall leave it to you to make any use of

this that you think best for the good of the

Society. John C. Wright.
(Correspondence continued on next page.)

S
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CORRESPONDENCE^
(Continual from previous page).

Breeding from a Dark-beaked
Goldfinch.

Siu, I have a :iiie cock Goldfinch, nnd

this year, in March, [ put him with a hen

Canary, while hie heak wag quite dark. The

Canary laid four eggs, and brought out two

young ones, tho Finch's beak still remaining

dark. I should like to know if other fan-

ciers have had a similar experience. I had

another lien Canary that wanted to nest, so I

gave her a nesting pan and material, and

when her nest was nearly made, I put in a

cock Canary, and saw him serve her five

times. I took him away from her, and two

days later she started laying, hatched four

nice birds, and they were all reared. An-

other fancier tela me that this was something

that many would like to know, and it might

bo of interest to other novices than myself

to know that one can breed with a dark-

beaked Finch, and also that one need only

put the cook Canary in for one period to

secure a nest of young birds.

Gunner K. J. Brewer,
lt.G.A., Sheerness.

A Crisis at Watford.
Sir,

—

I was greatly surprised when visiting

Watford on Saturday last to hear that the

hall at the Conservative Club had been com-

mandeered by the military authorities for

billeting purposes. By some strange coinci-

dence several members of the Committee

found their way to Mr. Coodall’s shop, and

we had an informal meeting to consider what

steps should be taken, as we were very re-

luctant to cancel the fixture. Our printer

had given 11 s a few likely places, and these

will bo enquired into at once. On calling

at the Conservative Club, the secretary, 1

regret, confirmed the report, and informed us

that the hall was to be ready for occupation

by Tuesday. Wo then enquired at the King-

ham Hall, and found that this had been ear-

marked by tho military a month ago, but

nothing further had transpired ;
the hall

keeper says that the billeting officer had pro-

mised to let thorn know in a few days. If

we can possibly secure this hall it will be

a most ideal place, as it is the largest and

most spacious in the town, being well lighted

and heated, and capable of staging quite 1,500

birds. Our secretary will make application

for tho same, and wc hope to make some
definite arrangements this week end.

R. J. Pretty.

Herbert J. Chick on Himself
and Some Others.

SiRy—Mr. Holmes speaks of “ running

down” Mr. Chick. I have not done any-

thing of tho sort. I am taking him at his

own valuation, and everybody knows that Mr.

Chick first started the “running down” busi-

ness in this correspondence, and at the same
time boasted about the great things he had
done. I don't say that he is not ‘ good,

honest, and straightforward,” and everything

else that is nice, but I do say that he has

offended many by his tactless and uncalled

for criticisms of others-- (as witness tho case

of Mrs. Dalton). He should be a. little more
sympathetic towards fellow fanciers and
judges, and then there would he no danger
of him being thought a sort of liot-headed

wind-bag. Surely there are plenty of others
who have done, much good for the Fancy;
yet do'you hear them shouting about it? I

think not.

Mr. Chick himself says that I am “jealous”
of him. Well, he makes a mistake here. He
thinks I am somebody else, so evidently from
•his lie knows of others who do not like him
and his ways. 1 do not care how many “ big
winners” he has sold. Has he, by the way,
been trying to get a froe advertisement so
that he can get shut of a few more? 1 have-
no permission to bring other local fanciers
into this, but what I have said is the truth.
T Jiave on several occasions been told that
when Mr. Chick has been visiting shoVs away
from Nottingham he. has made himself con-
spicuous by bis loud an.d contemptuous re-

marks about the judging. T feel sure of one
thing, however, and that is that this kind
of thing will not hcln him to get what he
seems to covet, namely, the fees for judging
all the shows.

Hyson Green.

Sir,—Allow me a few lines in your valu-
able paper in answer to Mr. Chick,, where he
states he can prove up to the hilt the reason
of many members leaving the Nottingham
Society about eight years ago, and the reason
it has got to “so low an ebb.” What docs
Mr. Chick know about the society, except by
hearsay? lie lias not been a member for

over eight years, in fact not since the time
he apologised in Cage Birds for his own in-

discretion.

I should like to point out to him that we
have had some of the most successful shows
in the country since that time. If not in

great numbers, wo have had the best quality

of exhibits it has been possible to put down,
and we have given the finest prize list. The
only reasons we have not had our annual

shows in 1914-15 are the difficulties of transit,

and the fact of our hall being occupied by
the military authorities. Wo have paid our

deposit and cngHged the hall for both shows,

and been forced to forego holding same for

tho reasons stated.

We have had amalgamated shows both

seasons which have been a complete success,

and further we have at the present time a

larger cash balance than I ever remember.
Does this look like a “ low ebb ' ?

I have no persomfl feeling against Mr.

Chick, but L do not like to .see him trying

to pull down that which lie has in no way
holped to build up, and, by so doing mis-

leading the Fancy as to the position of the

Nottingham and Notts O.S. Wc still have

some of the most enthusiastic and successful

exhibitors with us, and of these we are proud.

There are quite a number of our old members
who have gone into businesses in which they

have been so successful that they have not

the time U.L their disposal to devote to the

An Appeal for Darlington Show.
Sir,—I would like to appeal to exhibitors

for their support to the above cage bird show,
in the Co-operative Hall, Nov. 27. This
Society is the two old societies amalgamated
and re-modelled. It is now a rising society,

its membership is continually increasing, and
it is composed of a hard-working secretary,

committee, and members whoso earnest wish
is to make this a highly successful show,
'rhere is practically no other show for some
distance on the same date. I think it is the

first turn out for the judges this season, and
I hope they will get some work to do, more
than they can manage if possible, and we
can then put others on to assist them.

Darlington is one of the best centres for

train service, being on the main line between
London, and Edinburgh. Tho secretary, com-
mittee, and members will do all in their

power to meet the wishes of exhibitors re-

garding attention to, and despatch of, their

birds, and the hall is not far from the station.

We hope to please everyone, so that we may
have their support in future years. British

and Foreign exhibitors need not be afraid to

send their most valuable specimens. 1 expect
society as formerly, but they are always ready

j

a j,j6 gpend some time at the show,
aiid willing to- g.vc a helping hand if needed,

j

perhaps the whole day, and, 1 will do all 1

Several others of pur number are with trie possibly can for the British and Foreign
colours doing their bit, thereby upholding the

honour of Nottingham and their country. The
members who are left are trying their best,

each in* his own way, to keep the flag flying.

A Member of the N. & N.O.S.

Hints on Bird-catching Wanted.
Sir,—Could any of the readers of Gage

Birds give me any advice as to -catching

Linnets, Chaffinches, or Bullfinches about the

district of Liverpool? I am only a novice,

and don't wish to catch for sale, but just for

the interest in the hobby.
Lover of Birds.

“Teddy ” Fuller on the War-
path Again.

Ought the Present=day Exhibition
Lancashires to be Abolished?

Sir,—I was pleased -to read your reporter’^

outspoken remarks on -the Lancashires at

Manchester. He says we miss the Yellow
Flainheads. The exhibitors have none of the

right sort, and what they have the Yorkshire

breeders don’t want, as they are “ crest

breds.” He also says the Coppy seems to

take everybody’s fancy. 1 was there, but
did not see a Coppy. What wefo there were
Crests. Very few fanciers know what a

Goppv should be like. I was very near my
old friend Barker C'legg the short time ho
was judging. He said to me, “I must try

and find what bit of Lancashire there is to

be found.” I replied, “ You will not find

much, old man ; there are not many Lan-

cashire breeders left, and most of those that

arc left are Crest aud Crest-bred breeders!”

1 dare say I could find as many show birds

as any two breeders in England, and not

one showing Crest blood in it. But no show-

ing for me, or selling (I can' sell, as I have
had several letters for them lately). I will

show when I see something to show against.

But it is no use showing Lancashires in

“Crest ” classes, as most so-called judges can
only see a big rough bird with no quality.

Good quality birds have not been seen for

years. Will anyone tell me where the Lan-
cashire properties were in the second buff

Coppy? I could not find any. Fair crest

on his head,- short in body, and many a

Norwich was longer in the body, legs, wings,

and tail. Most of the birds in the classes

were very short in tail; what is a Lancashire

with a short Norwich tail?

The winner in the riainhead class was tho

best. Lancashire in the section., and it is not

a good one. In this class was a Clear that

the judge put at the bottom as soon as lie

saw it, saying it was a “Crest-bred.” This

bird, however, has hern put first at a later

show, the Manchester winner being second.

What are we to make out of such judging?
But then the latter judge is not a Lancashire
judge. The same owner's “Buff Crest” was
placed first in his class; this was the second

so-called Buff Coppy at Manchester. Yet
people ask, Why don’t I show? Not me.
If tho L. and L.F.A. wants people to show,
why doesn't it start and do something for

the Lancashire bird? What's the good of

breeders being members of this Specialist

club if they are breeders of dean-bred birds,

as the club will do nothing, only take tho

subs, and grab specials. The birds don't
matter. Anything will do for a show bird.

I, for one, hope the day is not far distant
wheq the Lancashire classes will bo done
away 'with and given a rest. Lancashire
showing gets worse every year. The old bird

is played out. If the classes were done away
with for a bit we might get a new lot of

Fanciers. The old ones have so much Crest

in their stock that they will never breed a

show Lancashire with the birds they have;
let them take a tip from me.

Edward F ui.i.er.

possibly

birds, and I will have a supply of mealworms
and wasp grub on hand for them. I will

also undertake to see them packed and des-

patched in a proper manner. Other fanciers

will see that the Canaries, Mules, and Hy-
brids are also given proper attention. We
shall also be pleased to see any fan.ciers who
can possibly attend the show, and if they
aro strangers we hope they will make them-
selves known to us, and we will give them
a hearty welcome. Sergt. J. Forster.

Intelligence in Birds.
Sir,—Mr. Williams and I are kindred souls.

His letter emphasizes what I have been, saying

all along, that birds possess just as much in-

telligence as one would expect them to possess,

if he has followed this controversy from the

start, he will have gathered that i never de-

nied intelligence in birds. I cited the per-

forming Redpoll, tho talking Parrot, the thiev-

ing Jay, etc., and I could add many to the

list. But what I have all along drawn the

line at are such fairy tales as the Thrush
story, the Ravens' parliament, and other yarns

that compete with the romancing yarns of an

octogenarian sea- dog in their impossibility.

Let me assure Mr. Williams that' very few men
in England have better opportunities than I

for the study of birdlife. Eleven hours of

every day of my life are spent amongst
them

;
and if I don't see and learn something

about birds with such facilities it is because

my mind is singularly obtuse or because I am i

wanting in the faculty of observation.

Bird lovers always did and always will mix
up intelligence with instinct. It is difficult

to define the two
;
and although Mr. Tesche-

maker tiled the case of Weavers emigrating

and building different kinds of nests, there is

overwhelming evidence against birds over-

coming that instinctive circle of nature's laws

which confines their existence within certain

limits—evidence which battens down Mr. T's

instan.ee as if a steam-roller had run over it.

Why should the Weavers build a different

sort of nest? Let Mr, Teschemaker tell tis

that.

This is a most engrossing correspondence,

and I could go on for a long time ; but the

exigencies of space, the pressure of other work
and the presence of the Editor s weapon,

which is mightier than the sword, the blue

pencil, restrains me.

So Mr. Williams doesn't believe the Thrush

story. Really . . - ! Surely . . . ! Nay,

words fail! Why sir, it’s rank heresy. All

the same, Mr. Williams, shake !

T. Johnson.

Entries Refused at Sacriston.
Sir,—Kindly allow us space in your valu-

able paper to place clearly before Mr. S.

Lindsay the rules of the above show. He
states that on the advice of two of our

members he applied, on Oct. 23, for mem-
bership. Now, Sir, we think Mr. Lindsay

is going astray. We hold a letter from him

saying he applied on the 24th, and this, I

would point out to him, was a Sunday, and

there being no post on this date his letter

would not" have reached us until the 26th,

whereas it was published in Gage Birds et

Oct. 23 that we had a meeting on Oct. 23,

and it was stated in tho notice that all

members and intending members were
.

to

understand that their annual subscriptions

must be paid by Oct. 23, after which date

no subscriptions would be accepted.

Mr. Lindsay’s application was miles too

late. Wc have a rule that neither Mr. Lind-

say nor any other man will be allowed to

break. We aro pleased that the society has

rules, and the committee carry them out.

Mr. Lindsay says he is glad that the Sacris-

ton (Show is so sound as to permit the

rejection of, 19 late entries, and 2s. fid. stlhs

If Mr. Lindsay’s subscription had been paid

before Oct. 23 we would have been pleased
to have taken twice 19 entries from him,
but if we had accepted his entries, and taken,
his subscription on the date he sent them to
us, we would have been brought to book by
our committee and members for doing ao.

Mr. Lindsay’s entries were posted back ou
Nov. 4, and as he stated his letter bore the
postmark of Nov. 5 the fault would lie with
the postal people, and not us. I may say,

when Mr. Lindsay forwarded his entries he
sent a £1 note, so I placed Iris note into my
bank, and sent him a cheque for £1. Mr.
Lindsay enquires why new members were
asked for at the meeting held Oct. 30, and his

application not submitted. We wish to in-

form. Mr. Lindsay that at that meeting there

were no new members asked for, nor ac-

cepted. Finding that Mr. Lindsay had not
received his entries hack on the Saturday
morning I. forwarded to my bankers a note

to stop payment of cheque, and asking them
to let inc know when the same came in,

and when thev returned it, so that I could

send Mr. Lindsay a money order for £1 to

put his matter iu order. I have this morn-
ing, Nov. 12, received a letter from my
bankers to the fact that his cheque had come
to hand, and they were returning it on my
instructions, so I posted Mr. Lindsay a

money order for £1, and asked him to join

as a member of our society after our annual

meeting.
Wit. Donn, Sec.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in Ihe

nature of advertisements must be paid for at

advertisement rates, three words a penny.

BARNSLEY.
Lark nnd Linnet Club, Dove Inn, Doncaster ltd.

First snip. Nov. 1-1, at new headquarters, for Lin-

nets, D min. time singing: 1, Brushy, 2min., 40sec.;

2 Coles, 41 set.; 3, Hanley, 2 1 set. The members
wish friends' to know that they have shifted their

eluh .from Commercial Inn to Dove Inti, Doncaster

INI. Plenty ot room for a few more members, and

every accommodation.—Hardman, Sec.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest Nov. IS; 45 birds entered. 1,1' d-

Uaniej ; 2. Nelson; 3, Watkins. Nov. 24. 29 birds

entered for 3 -prizes given by Mrs. Parker, and *

record was made by a bird owned by \V. Watkiss;

tliis bird sang 72 seconds, in one break, winch, 1

think, will take a lot of beating. 1, Watkiss;

2. Nelson: 3, Wil'iams—W. Dobsos, Sec. tree

notice above as to advertisements.—Editor.)

PONTEFRACT.
Linnet contest-, club sing. Woodman Inn, Horse-

fair, Nov. ]3; 28 entered for » minutes’ time sing-

ing, and sonic nice singing was heard. 1, 3, Beard;

2. Pugh. Open Linnet contest Nov. 7, 30 entered

for 3 minutes’ time singing, and we hail a few

fresh faces to see us, t-no of them making them-

selves members.— S. Pt'oil, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS.
Qualitv singing. Old Bird House. Skinner's Arms,

Nov. 0. 17 birds sang: 1, Hullen ; 2, King; 3, B ack-

buru. Nov. 7. 19 sang for good prizes: 1, Black-

burn- 2, Hullen; 3. King, .lodges, C. Clayton and

G. Clayton—C. Clayton, Hon. See.
,

Quality Linnet singing, Bias-makers Arms, Grey-

hound-place. Yotk-rd., Nov. 13, 2.i birds: 1, Stock-

l,i;l
• -2 ,

Hirst: 3, Howartli ; 4, rtichardson ;
Nov. 14,

•r.-, birds- 1 , 2 ,
Sissons and Richardson shared; 3,

Shaw; 4, Hirst and Richardson shared.—E. St'am-

Leeds Linnet and Canary E.A., Albion Hotel,

SaviHe Green. York Road, open contest lor quality

Linnet singing. Nov. 13; 14 birds sang.
.
1> -•

Chippimlaic; 3, Conrtliffe ;
consolation prize, Mrs.

Tennant, Judges.. Topping and Ilayes. Nov. W.

is sang. I, Cliippindale ; 2, Meglynn; 3, wood,
consolation prize, Gondii ffe. Judges, Hardcastie.

Naylor, and llaycs. Also a Roller contest Nov.

14: lfi birds sang. 1, Wliarnm ; 2. Pratt; 3 1.

Johnson: consolation prize, 8. Joffnson. Judges.

Wood, Naylor, Hardcastle.-'VAl.TER Naylor, Hon.

^ Leeds quality Linnet Singing Club, Plasterers'

Arms, Skinner Lane. Grand contest. Nov. 14, 20

birds- iud°e-s, A. J.orrimaii, N. Soloman, t. l.orri-

mrr We had our old friend Jack Smith with us

again, and lie won first prize with a good bird:

l, J. Smith; 2. J. Chipemlale; 3, B. Denuote, 4,

F Turner.—F. Turner, See.
. .

Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel Skinner Lane, Nov. 13; if birds fang. L

Klims’; 2, Connor; 3. shared, Wliaram and Linns,

ludges, Messrs. P. Maddcin and M. Lipman. N

’ll. Is sang, and some grand singing was hem

I, j, a. Binns: 3. Wliaram; judged by 1. Mad.,

and T. Butterfield.

Nov.
heard

:

cm

Club {Reports.

CITY AND COUNTY OF PERTH.
Meeting Lnidiaw’s Rooms, Leonard Street, Nov.

8. 1L Brown P?cs.. in the chair, btewarda for Hub

Show, Messrs. K. (Ynwtord and 1>. karstairs door-

keepers, Messrs. W. Canning. L. CrawiorU, .

Robertson, and Curthbert, Specials wc™ draw n.

Birds to be in the hall by 10, and ri mam till

Meeting closed with a vote of thanks to chairman.

northern border fancy c.c.
Meeting livid Nov. 3. Pillar’s Cafe, Pink Lane.

N.C., Mr. A. Affleck presiding over a, sparse'
tttlen-

dance. Only seven birds were staged for thetabte

show these being in Hie novice section. Hull ( k.

.

i cossar- 2 nml 8. Wilson. Hen: 1 and 2. Wilson,

c'inn • J ’Cossar. Owing to the curtailment of Ihe

trim 'service and tho lighting restrictions the man-

agement of the above cafe has decided to close

the premises at 9. and as this will have an adyerso

effect upon oar meetings it is desirable that "«

h ive as large ft muster of members at tho December

meeting ns possible to dison.-s the he si menu.- of

romlurtinR the club under the altered cofulillon®.—

C. IWKREit, Lion. See.
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STANLEY (Victoria) F.F. & C.B.S.
Meeting, Nov. 7. Mr. .1. Armitage, chair. Decided

to have a gift class for the benefit of the local

woumlcd. The following eivo an exhibit: It. ltart,

rmiary and cage; \V. Killy, Canary; J. Haywood,

Canary ; Trclclse, Bantam cock; J. Armitage, hen,

.(. Metcalfe, hen; J. Miihllemlss, ltahhit. Now mem
tiers, let ns have another gilt or two to help the

gallant lads xvlio have fought for us.— It. Hutchinson.

ACCRINGTON C B.S.
Meeting, Nov. 4. Mr. A. Hirst, chair. Resolved, to

leave the date of our Minimi members’ show over

fill next meeting. We had our usual competition for

licst unlliglited bird belonging to the exhibitor. I hi*

w as won by W. Crawshaw In champions and .1. Stut-

tard in amateurs. At next meeting, a judging com-

petition for amateurs. Kntrance fee, 3d. each, lo
judge six birds for special prizes. Wo hope all

fanciers will make an effort to attend.—D. Harwood.

DARVEL C.B.S.
Meeting, Town Hall, Nov. 4, Mr. IT. Hopkins

presiding. Intimation was given that our Sec. hgil

joined the Cordon Highlanders. After a short, dis-

cussion .Mr. .1. Taylor was unanimously appointed

to secretaryship. Agreed that our annual club

show. Dec. ' 4, be in the nature of an exhibition

for the public, there being no entry fees and no
prize money, and that all takings at the door lie

handed over to the local relief fund for our sol-

diers and sailors. Judge, Mr. Peter MoQuiston,
Ayr. lease note new secretary’s address.— J.

Taylor, • Lindy, East Bonington Street, Barrel.

LOANHEAD C.B.S.
Financial meeting. Masons’ Arms, Nov. C, Mr. A.

Jardine chair. Balance sheet was read,, and showed
an income of ii) 7s. 8fd., against an expenditure
of .€7 14s. 2d., leaving a balance of LI 13s. Cjd.,

which was considered very satisfactory, and was
unanimously adopted. See. read a letter from local

Recruiting Committee thanking members for dona-
tion of L’2 3s. towards 1 lie local lads’ comforts fund
for lads serving at the front. All the office bearers
xverc unanimously re-elected, after which a very
pleasant hour was spent, and the Chairman received

a hearty vote of thanks for presiding.—'W. B.
Smart, Sec.

LIVERPOOL B.B.A,
Meeting held at Oldham Hall, Nov. 11, Mr. J.

Abbott chair, and a good attendance. The chief

item of the evening was a novice night show of

Canaries and British ; 07 birds were staged. A
hearty vote of thanks was given to- Messrs. Huyton
sind Wilkins, who judged the birds, and gave every
satisfaction. Points gained.—Canaries: Oarrood, 19;
Thomas, 13; Phillips, 10; Scott, 9; Cowen, 5; Hunt,
5. British: Lloyd, 24; ltothwell, 20; Robertshaxv,
IS; Abbott, 11; Hunt, 9; Sharpies, 7; Bonglas, 2;
Phillips, 2. Three highest points lor season.—
Canaries: Uarrood, 119; Gre&trex, 74; Thomas, 43.

British: Robert-haw, 89; Lloyd, 52; Rothweli, 20.

Members not rceeiving a schedule of the annual
old show on or before Nov. 20. kindly write to the
secretary, which will have immediate attention.

—

X. it. JON'LS, Sec.

LARKHALL C.B.A.
Annual social, Mr. Haggerty’s Hall, Nov. 13;

Mr. K. McClue, chair. A good number 6at down
to tea, after which the chairman handed over the

cups to the respective winners. Points cup, Mr.
\V. P. Campbell; Y.B. cup, Jas. Robertson; Nor.
cup, J. Cuthbertson ; Bold., Robt. SandiiandS;
novice, Tlios. McGregor; Tose-bowl, .las. Smith. The
following contributed to our evening's enjoyment;
Mr. Alex. Robertson, song and encore; Mr. R. Mc-
Mwan, song; Mr. J. Allan,, song and encore; Mr. and
Miss Kennedy, duet; Mr. Thos. Bond, song; Mr. J.

Cuthbertson, song; Mr. R. McClue, song; Mr. A.

Thomson, a side-splitting story ; Air. Guy Pollock

,

two readings, one of which., entitled “How [ started

in the cage bird fancy," was rendered in grand style

and much appreciated. A^ter the usual votes ol

thanks the singing of Aulu Lang Syne brought a

very enjoyable evening to a close— T. J. McGregor,

LONDON C.B.A,
General meeting, Headquarters, 2, York-st., \\ .,

Nov. 9, chairman, Air. J. Robson. A discussion

took place on “Preparing and Conditioning Birds

for Exhibition.” Mr. Crisp opened t he debate,

giviug most interesting accounts of his experiences

in showing Yorkshires and Crests. He dealt with

the subject of colour-feeding, advantages of the

bath, moulting birds in the country, giving mixed

seed and various stimulants, also with faking and

trimming, showing clearly how he defined xvhat was
legitimate in preparing birds for show. Mr. Allen

Silver followed at some length and gave interest-

ing details of his experiences in judging and ex-

hibiting. Messrs. Watcbam, Wright, Dewhurst,

I.each, and Shepherd took part, and Mr. Robson in

dealing with some of the questions raised brought

a most interesting and instructive evening to a

close.—P. Johnston, Assist. Sec.

HOUGHTON-LE-SPRING C.B.S.
Meeting, Nov. C, Queen’s Head Inn. There was

a poor attendance to make the classes for the

annual show, but they could not he left over. It

is a pity that the arrangement of such an import-

ant matter should he left to only a few. Liberal

classification of 42 classes lias been provided for

members, so xve hope they will rally up xvitli a

good entry on Nov. 20. Entries cannot be accepted
after the date fixed. The classes are about same
as previous years, and the fee was fixed at 4<1.

per cage, with specials for most points in each
class as usual. Wc have engaged Mr. H. Seely,

of Choppington, to judge, so members rally up
xvitli your entries and let’s see if the show cannot
be a greater succe-ss than ever, although circum-
stances are bad owing to the present crisis.—R. H
Bixon, Sec.

NEWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE C.B S.
There was no meeting held Nov. 4 owing to only

four members, including the sec., being at Shields
Gafe. Will members please make a special effort

to get to the next meeting Bee. 2, to decide what
is to lie done as regards future meetings. It has
been suggested by several members that we do not
hold any more for a few months. 'The question of
the trams being finished running earlv will have to
be considered, for members at a distance from
Shield’s Cafe will not bo able to get a car home
after nine. I have pleasure in stating that our
late open show proved a financial success, and there
xvill be a good balance to carry forward to next
year. This should stimulate everyone to take a
better interest in the society, and not leave the
work in the hands of a few. If members arc not
able to attend the next meeting, and will send sug-
gcstions to me, I shall do my best to try and carry
them out.— J. W. Reed, Sec.

GLASGOW SCORES A SUCCESS.

ALMOST 1,000 HIGH QUALITY BIRDS ON VIEW.

The Glasgow and Hist. C.B.A. held its Annual
Show ill the Albert Ilalls, Bath-street, Glasgow, on

Nov. 12, 13, under patrouugo of the Scottish Plain-

head, Border, and Yorkshire Clubs. Owing to war
conditions, the Highlanders’ Hall (their usual

rendezvous) could not be had, and the Albert Hulls

were the next best shift left to the management,
and although not blessed with unlimited space,

still everything was very comfortable and plca.v

ing to all concerned. Plenty of light from the

roof, nice even temperature, and good attention

kept the huge stock carolling their various melo-

dies up to the close of the exhibition. Entries

were rather less than last year, but ran close up
to and quality on the whole xvas top notch.

Yorkshires arc fast gaining ground and approach-
ing the standard cf perfection here, many real

clean cut swanky gentlemen living on view. Mr.
Reggio had a regular field day amongst them.

Where the Specials Went.

The “wee gems,” hail some real gems amongst
them, although some did not shine as they might.

British in their varied collection were quite up to

the usual, and in -some cases gave trouble to

separate. Sales were not so numerous as in

peace times, the chief sales being Mr. A. Maxwell's

non-fed yell. Nor. hen, at £6 lbs., and Mr. Simp-

son’s yell. var. hen at .to Cs. The chiefs of the

various sections were; Mr. Allison, Aberdeen, S.P.C.

medal, yell. var. ck., a clinker, S.l’.C. medal for

best hen; Mr. J. C. Murray, Cowdenbeath, rare

qtial. var. buff, Jarvie cup for best members, and
S.C.C. medal; Mr. G. S. Hamilton, Motherwell,
topping young crest, runner up; Mr. Heggie's

light mule, xvell known winner; Mr. Craig, Broeebrn,

captured t lie B.F.C.C. medal with lus clear yellow

cock, the novice medal being won by Hilton and
McClue’* even mark; Mr. MeQuiston secured the

Motherwell cup for best Border, Yorks., or Brit.,

with his famous Chough, a winner of many battles,

and stil! in ttie pink.

The office bearers were the same tried and trusty

lot as have stuck to their posts with credit through
thick and thin. Mr. J. F. Park, president, is

genial Joe, ever civil and obliging; vice-pres., A.

Sloan and E. Taylor; assist, sec., B. F. Webster;
treas., \V. Gumon; sec., W. Hutchison, the right

men in tile right place, and backed up by
an excellent committee in the following:—F. Taylor,

J. Fulton, E. Barron, W. Priest, A. Crawford, T.

Fraser, B. Wyllie, P. Houston, R. Watson, J.

Swan; auditors, Messrs. Maxwell and Heggie. Jt

is hard to single out for special praise, only, we
think, none is more worthy than the sec. ;

there
are few more capable or energetic leaders in the
fancy than “Bill" W. Hutchison, and much credit

is due to him for iiis untiring efforts on behalf of

the fancy. The following gentlemen made the
aw'ards which on the whole were well received.

Crests. J. McLay, Kirkintilloch; Plainheads, \V.

Grewar, Loehgclly, and J. McLay; Borders, W. Mc-
Millan, Dumfries; Yorks., C. Martin, Glasgow;
Brit, and For., A. Watson, Edinburgh, and M.
Craig, Xoilcross.

The Norwich Plainheads.

Norwich were a splendid collection, containing
the cream of Scotland. All the leading exhibitors
were represented, and grand teams were put down.
Patronage of ttie S.P.C. was granted here, ami
medal for best cock was secured by Mr. Allison;

best hen, Mr. Murray. The classification provided
was a capital one, and xve were pleased to see

xvas xvell supported. Close on 300 birds were
staged, averaging 15 per class, a slight decrease
from last year, and xvitli very few exceptions the
judges, Messrs. ' Grewar and McLay, acquitted

themselves xvell.

CL. YELL. CK. v‘ll) : ), Murray, massive head,
grand front and neck, xvell up in size; 2, Mitchell,

better qual., fine head and neck, good flights; 3,

Colley, line one for qual. and col., good sub., size,

and nights; 4, Scobbie, rare size and subs., good
head and neck, trifle coarser in feather

; 5. Galla-

eher; <5, Stewart; 7, Dexov; S, Young. BIFF (17):

), sp, Mitchell, great head and neck, rare short
cobby body, xvell mealed, fine salmon tint of col.,

fine style, well put down; 2, Colley, known winner,
grand stamp, capital qual. and col., nicely mealed,
scarcely so bold head; 3, sp, Harris’, fine one for

tjpe, good qual., col. and cond.', xvell placed; 4,

Wood, fine size, qual., and col.,, neat flights
; 5,

Liddell; 0, Marchall; 7, Noble; 8, Maxwell; grand
class. YAR1EG. YELL. (12): 1 and 2 sp, S.P.C.

medal, also silver challenge goblet best bird in

hall, Allison, topper and no mistake, mkd. bead,

neck and flights, grand head and neck, rare bold

front, extra qual., nice col. and cond., wins well;

2, Mabon, fine size, col. and qual., good head; 3,

McLean, grizz. wing, good head and front, nice

qual. and col.; 4, Nalsmith. good size fine head;
5 ,

Barron; 0, Simpson; 7, Godfrey Bros.; 8, Armour.
BUFF (14): I, Kerr, fine size, rare head and front,

good qual. and col., bit browed ; 2, Godfrey Bros.,

grand stamp, fine round head, thick neck, deep
front, xvee bit heavy behind, still our choice : 3,

Maxwell, good size, fine head and subs.
; 4, Find-

lay, close up, nice head, A1 qual.; 5, Bevoy; <i,

Houston; 7, Murray; 8, Barron. CL. YELL. HEN
(9): 1, Allison, not tin- biggest, line showy bird, good
front and qual.; 2, Y'ouiig, our choice, grand size,

capital qual. and coi., good head ami sub. of body:
3, sp, Chalmers, well known, grand stamp, all

head, neck and front, splendid qual., fails col.

and staging; 4, Harris, fine size, col. and subs.,

5, McLean; 6, McCrystal; 7. Martin
; 8, Mabon.

BUFF (13): 1, Maxwell, genuine stamp, bold head
and neck, rare size, good flights and qual., grizz.

head; 2, Crawford, fine size, good head and neck,
deep front, capital qual. and col., grand hen; 3,

Naismith. fine qual. and size, good head, inclines

to crouch; 4, Mabon, capital qual., nice size, be-

hind head; 5. Bevoy; 0, Alexander; 7, Holliday;

8, Brown. VARIKG. YELL. (12): 1. sp, Simpson,
eyes, xving and rump mkd., capital qual., grand
size, fine head, neck and front, neat wings and
tail; 2, Braidwood, fine cobby shaped body, nice

head, qual. and size: 3, Maxwell, massive head,

capital qual., good fights and size; 4. Clark, fine

qual., size and sub., neat xvings; 5, Kerr; C, .Un-

dine; 7, Jeffrey; 8, Alexander. BUFF (42): J,

S.P.C. medal best hen, Murray, right typ,e fine

short cobby body, clean cut uxvay, grand head,
neck and qual., neat flights and tail; 2, l.yall,

almost green, mot the biggest, rare type, fine

head and tights; 3. Martin, nice one, good head,
checks and qual. ; 4, Cairns, neck and wing mkd.,
capital qual., shade weak in head; 5, Hutton; fi,

Hartup; 7. Maxwell; 8, Connelly. NON-FED CK.
(12): J, Braid, known, face cl. yell., rare size

head and neck, splendid qual. ; 2, Forrest, cl.

jell., fine short cobby bird, good head, front and

flights; 3, Murray, nice size,, deep front, neat
fights; I, Braidwood, el. buff, rare size and sub-.,

capital qual., our choice for 3rd; 5, Edward-, grizz.

bull, grand stamp, fine head, qual. and front; 0,

Buchanan; 7, Gray; 8, Coinlie. JIEN 09): 1, rp and
3, Maxwell, I claimed at catalogue price, T'c 10s.,

•:i. yell., rare stamp, often described, feathered
Jke a Border; 3, cl. buff, extra qual., good szie,

well placed; 2, sp, Stewart, yell, varieg., capital

qual., col. and cond., right type, neat Highlit; 4,

Colley, cl. jell., typical, good head, front and qual.;

5, Duncan : 0, McLeod; 7, Wood; 8, Condic. UN-
EI.tG. YELL. CK. (19): 1, s|> an) 3, Mitchell, I

grand size, rare head, neck anil subs, ol body,

fine qual. and col. ; 3 good size, line front, qua!,

and col. : 2, Sloan, close up, grand size, line head,

neck and JronT, short flights; 4, 8, Barron, 4 good

size and col.; a, Maxwell; 0, Brown; 7, Forrest.

BUFF (20), very fine class : 1. Bishop, bold head,

thick neck, line short cobby body, nicely frosted,

good size and col. ; 2, Cairns, close up, same
stump, capital qual., col. and cond.; 3, Armour,
tine head, neck, qual. and col., scarcely so stout

in body; 4, McAllister, splendid qual. arid col.

;

5, Maxwell; 0, Noble; 7, Lawson and Son
; 8, Allison.

YELL. HEN (19), another capital class: J, Mitchell,

grand size, fine qual.,. col. and (lights
; 2, Laxvsou

and Son, shade smaller, bold front, capital qual.;

3, Forrest, better col., good size and subs.; 4,

Murray, At qual., short body flights and tail ;

Armour; fi, Allison; 7, Strachau; 8, Marchall,

BUFF: 1, sp and 5, Mitchell, 1 well up in size,

fine qual. head and front; 2, Maxwell,, soft xvhen

taking notes ; 3, Crawford, tine short cobby body,

rare qual. and size, well placed; 4, Houston, typical,

grand size; (j, Alexander; 7, Maxwell; 8, Braid.

VARIEG. YELL. OR BUFF (17): 1, Cairns, head
and wing mkd. yell., hot col., rate size, lin'd front,

good qual., line head and lights
; 2. Noble, eyes

and saddle mkd., equal size and qual., fine deep
front: 3, Murray, buff, capital size, fine head; 4,

Mitchell, buff, excellent qual. and coi.; 3, Wood;
(i Colley; 7, Carrick; 8, Johnstone. HEN (1C): 1,

sp, 2, Mitchell, both yells., 1 grand head, neck ami

qual., fine short cobby body, flight and tail, 2 rare

size. qual. and col.; J, 7, Young, 3 very fine hull,

capital qual. and type; 4, Marchall, buff, nice head

ami qual. ; 5, Martin, neat shape; fi, Barron; 8,

Carrick. NOV. CK. (22): 1, Somerville, hot col.

yell., good head, neck and size, shade long ; 2,

Aitken, cl. buff, rare qual. and col.,, fine head,

neck and size; 3, Black, our choice, good size, fine

round head, thick neck, short cobby body, capital

qual., shade jiale in col., still fine one ; 4, Hadley,

cl. buff, grand head, fine size and col.; 0, Foote,

yell, varieg., nice size, col. and qual.
; 0, Brain

;

7, Davidson : 8, I.andsburgh. nEN (20): I, Aitken,

eye and xving mkd. yell., capital size, rare head,

neck and front, excellent qual. and style, a credit ;

2, Fvfe, saddle mkd., fine size, sub., and qual. ; 3,

Davidson el. butt fine short cobby body capital

qual. and col. ; 4, Braid, cl. yell., pale in col., nice

head and size; 5, Foote; ti. I.andsburgh; 7, Somer-

ville: 8,. Fulton. SELL. (25): 1, Bishop; 2. Martin;

3, Caiderwood: 4, Fyfe ; 5, Clark; 0, Skinner; 7,

Gray; 8, Strachan.

THE CREST SECTION.

In the Crest section, seeing that the patronage

of the Scottish Crest C.C. had been secured, and

a liberal classification given, the management fully

expected a much better entry than one averaging

only 5 per class, but although behind in numbers
there were a few choice specimens put down. The.

birds staged by Mr. Hamilton were a credit, securing

S.C.C.C. medal, also runner-up best bird in show,

and sp best joung bird in section. We regret to

announce ou Uie arrival of the case of birds be-

longing to Mr. J. McLean, Campbeltown, his Crest-

bred cock was found dead in cage. Mr. John McLay
judged.
CREST. CK. (3): 1 and 3 spls, Hamilton, varieg.,

mas- i vo headpiece, great spread, rare droop, neat

centre, grand size and subs, of body, wins; 2, 3,

McMillan, 2 varieg., grand crest of good size, fine

dr-cop and centre, nice subs, and qual.. 3 finely

formed crest from a good centre. HEN (C): 1,

Noble, green, capital top piece, w-ell radited, line

qual., neat centre, grand size and subs, of body ;

2 , 3, Hamilton, very fine droop of good qua!., nice

centre, xvell groomed, capital size, 3 line length

of crest,* scarcely so neat centre, good size; 4,

MeFadZcan; 5, Williamson; fi, Chalmers. C.B.

CK. (7): 1. sp and 2, Hamilton, 1 grizz. head. cl.

body, splendid size and subs., grand broad skull,

plenty of lashing, very flue qual. of feather, 2

behind size and subs, of body only, fine xvide en-

trance, neatly lashed; 3, Noble, vaaieg., xvide. en-

trance, xvell lashed, scarcely the length good size,

subs., and qual.; 4, Findlay; 5, 6, Mel'adzean; /,

McLean HEN (4): 1. Hamilton, rare big varieg.,

plenty of subs., massive skull, flue length of lash-

ing. good qual. and com! : 2, 3, McMillan, 2 varieg.,

lovely xvell lashed, capital qual., rare size arid

subs. : 3 varieg.,. good size, fine entrance and lash-

ing; *4. MeFadZean. SELL. (7): 1 .Noble.; 2, Me-

Dougat! ; 3, no name ; 4, (5 and C.xUE BIRDS’ sp,

McLean; 5, Twcedie; 7, Williamson.

ALL OTHER CANARY CLASSES.

tBORD., CL. OR TK1U, YF.LjL. CK. (20) : 1,

B.F.C.C. medal. Craig, great col. and qual. A1

carr., neat, slightly chubby, staged in the pink

;

Smcllie, neat, jaunty, not so hot col., grand top

end, neat bearing, clean cut, runs tight nj)
;

3,

Crabb and Finlayson, lovely col., top qual., neat,

shapely body, perfect feather, jui-t inclined to be

gripped at 'throat; 4, Smith, sweet body, neat

shape, perfect carr., just behind slightly at head;

5 Voy; 0, Duncan; 7, G. Bennett; 8, Hadley.

BUFF (17) : 1, Craig, fine stamp, neat, shapely, top

qual. feather, carr., style, perfection, all there;

2, G Bonnet head, tkd., lovely feather, neat carr.,

grand bodv, very stylish, neat, scarcely so good

head points; 3, Turves, neat, shapely, xx oil bal-

anced throughout, fine head, neck, runs tight up

on 2; 4 , Aitchi-on, good qual. feather, nice bead,

well filled neck, neatly folded tail, inclined to

carrv xvings rattier loosely; 5, nadley : G, Craljh

and" 'Finlaysou ; 8, Wilson. A'ELL. IILN (IS): 1,

Calderxvood, neat shapely body, firio carr., rich

qual. feather, could he fuller in head; 2, Gray,

magnificent cob, qual., top mark, neat, clean cut,

in the pink; 3, Macklin. nice type, fine qual.

feather, inclines to draw itself out too much ; 4,

Craig, trifle heavy built, nice qual., good type, fine

col., neat carr., we preferred for 3rd place; 5,

Moshie; 0. Smcllie; 7, ’Ferguson: 8, Turves. BUFF
(17) : 1, 2, O. Bonnet, beauty for type, top qual.,

lovely texture feather, neatly balanced, carr. O.K..

staged to xvin ; 2, very jaunty, grandly tapered

liodv, neat build, fine wings, ciose tail, just .'rareely

ths dual, feather of winner, S, Crais, good one,

neat, stylish, steady, nice wingr, close tall, almost
good as any thing in etnas; 4

,
Aitehison, very good

specimen, staged in line order, bard up again t It

here; 5, no name; Robertson; 7, It Aitcbisoil

;

Campbell. EVEN MARK (9): 1, Nov. B.F.C.C.
medal, Hilaon and MeUiue, bull einn. mark, nice
type, fine qual., good carr , tylish, trllle rough
leather; 2, Klntoul huff, just frith strong build,
nice xving marks, neat, rbapcly, anil proportionately
built, sweet one, well drawn, we fancied for hi

;

3, Brownlie, Canihuxlang, winner nice qual. feather,
good body, soiled plumage; 4

,
Clark, yell., lovely

qual. leather, neat markings, shapely body, neat
carr., fulls front head, too much thigh; 6, Smcllie

;

<1
,

Wilson; 7, Klntoul; 8, Ferguson. VAIi. YELL.
CK. HO): l, Lawaon and Sons, einn. mark., A1
col., fine type, nice qual., jiot Inclined to cross at
times; 2, Boils, light mark., in good feather, fails

In carr., xvry-t.iiled
; 3. G. Bonnet, light mkd., well

drawn bod), line tail, neat wing carr., styliali.
might he better head, neck; 4, Voy, nice col., good
qual. feather, but croiirliy; 5, Crabb arid 1-Triiai-
R0 ri

; «, Craig; 7, Mossie; ft, TVitebizon. BUFF (5):
1, Dodds, neck rnkil., fine qua), feather, good col.,
properly balanced throughout, trifle heavy built; 2 ,

Craig, A1 col., nice size, right qual., grand type,,
might he trifle better rounded across shoulders,
drops wing at times; 3, Rintoui, AI qual., neat,
shapely, xvell drawn, typical, tight anil waxy, xve
liked much, in the pink; 4, Wilson, nice exhibit,
fine weight, neat type, clean cut body, sxveet head,
well filled top end, trifle hollow across wings
Congan. VARIEG. 11EN" (10) i 1, Nairn, yell,
einn. mark, lovely cob, Al qual., neat, clean rut,
sweetly moulded, stylish, faultless cond.; 2, Cable r-

wood,, Ibuff, right stamp, lovely qual. feather,
jaunty in build, clean cut, stylish, trifle long
headed; 3, Linton, yell., good cob. right texture of
feather, wings trifle ojien, neatly folded tail; 4,
Aitchkon, yell, very steady finely moulded, sweet
jaunty, make good carr., neat, full head, well
filled neck, might have stood up a bit; 5, Craig;
li, Campbell; 7, Rintoui ; 8, Robertson. CRN. OR
CI.N.V YELL. (9): 1, Duncan, einn., nice ground
col., finely pencilled, mat wings and tail, finely
balanced, xvell It aged

; 2, Smith, green, lovely depth
cob, richly pencilled. Al type, splendid qual., nice,
weight, fine jaunty style, might be shade sweeter at
entrance to bead

; 3, Lawson and Sons, nice col.,
fine body, neat carr., stylish get up; 4, Reid,
good feather, very similar for qual. and build to
3; 5, McLindcn, einn., good type, qual., fine weight,
neat head, neck, might have split 3 and 4; 0,
White la xv ; 7, Lambic; 8, Sturrock. BUFF (12): 1,
Fox, green, lovely ground, rich sound col., sweetly
pencilled, neatly built, just rather strong; 2 , 5,
Whitelaxv, nice qual. einn., fine type and carr.. neat
and sweet, xve liked better than winner; 3, Show-
ier, green, again good one, sweet jauntv build,
close feather, nice style, fine size, follows light up
on 2nd ; 4, Smith, good type and fine feather,
loses across wings; 0, Cranmiond; 7, McColl; S,
Sturrock. SELL.: 1 , Caiderwood; 2, Nairn; 3, 6,
G. Bennet; 4, Craig; 5, Campbell; 7, Robertson; S,
Wilson. YORKS., CL. OR TKI). YELL. CK. (7):
1, Buchanan, topper, great length, fine col., well
drawn, clean cut body, perfect carr., fine style,
erect pos., out to win; 2, 4, C, Heggie; 2, im-
mense length, clinking qual., rich, hot, even coi.,
runs tight up on leader; 3, Ferguson, fine shape,
neat carr., stylish, nicely rounded, scarcely so clean
fronted as those in front; 4, nice eo). arid qua!.,
clean cut, nice top end, good leg; 5, Tinnoek

; 7,
Ross. BUFF (9): 1, Walsh, lovely size, col.,
capital qual., real clean, boxy feather, shapely,
clean cut, fine pos., all there; 2, Cochrane, good
col., sweet qual., well drawn, not eo clean cut, or
beautifully rounded as winner; 3, 4, Heggie, leads
with line exhibit, lovely texture feather, smoot li

as bottle, neat, clean cut, we liked much : 4, again
tight, typical, very little behind; 5, McLellan; C.
Cochrane; 7, Findlay; 8, Buchanan. CL. OR
TKI). YELL. HEN (8): 1, 2, Heggie, lovely lady
leading, grand length, beautiful shape, neat, clean
cut, beautiful rounded, carr., Al, nice top end,
fine leg, good pos., just out to xvin ; 2, "plenty
size, capital xvings, close tail, scarcely so clean
built or full qua!, as leader; 3, Steel, lengthy,
smooth, shapely; 4, Park, clean, xve! 1 drawn, nice
carr., steady, nice pos.; 5, Walsh; C, 'Ferguson; 7,

Priest; 8, Erskine. BUFF (4): 1, 3, Heggie, shape
all there, finely rounded, xvell drawn, neat, good,
shows herself to perfection; 3, nice qual., neat,
clean made up, capital length, rare pos., must have
run hard up for 2nd place; 2, Gray, sweet one
for type, qual., nice texture feather; 4,

Cochrane. VAR. CIC. (9): 1, 2, Heggie. clinking
buff, leads, rare length, tip-lop qual.. sweet, close,
boxy feather,, very proportionately built, superb
carr., tight as a Java; 2, yell., fine type, raro
pos., nice length leg, sweet, clean, shapely body,
neat wings, tail, clean cut away; 3, Walsh, nice
lengthy yell., tine type, good wdngs, neatly folded
tail; 4, Gibb, buff, top qua!., feather, sweet build,
fine po.-.; 0, McLellan; 6, Cochrane; 7, Park; 8,
Kirinear. HEN (5): 1, 3, lleggic, lovely qua!,
yell., hot, even cob, great length, neat,

’
stylish,

well drawn, close boxy feather, rare pos., perfect
carr., grand stamp breed ; 3, einn. mark, grand
size, fine length, rare type, nice xvings, tall, just-

beaten qual.; 2, McLellan, einn. mark buff, sweet,
stylish, fine order; 4, Walsh, nice length, good col.,
not quite so well filled top end; 5, Steel. YELL.
CK. 1915 (1C): 1. Heggie, clinker for type ami
qual., sound, smooth as bottle, fit as li fiddle,
clean, perfect all over, right good ’un: 2, Buch-
anan, good length, shape, neat, "smartly made, nice
leg and side, good style, barely so well made across
front; 3, McLellan, lengthy, xvell drawn, correct
carr. behind for col.; 4, Pinnock, good col., fine
feather, stylish build, jtr.st inclined to eroiich xvhen
handling; 5, no name; 0, Pin nock

; 7, Cobb; 8,
Kinnear. BUFF (12): 1, best young bird in section.
Gibb, capital length, well drawn, shapely, clean
cut body, and nicely moulded, close boxy feather,
nice leg, erect pos., Al bloom; 2, Buchanan, typical,
neat, fine head, neck, sweet front, perfect carr.,
inclined to be trifle flatter across shoulders; 3,

Heggie, nice qua!., spec., good length and carr.;
4, Wood, nice type and qua!, not quite up in cond.
yet; 5, Kinnear; C, Steel; 7, McLellan

; S, Gray.
HEN, 1915 (18): 1, Heggie, grand yell., rich coi.,
and qua)., fine top end, sxveetly moulded, xvell drawn
bod);, heat carr., tight, waxy, perfect throughout

;

2, Pinnock, nice lengthy yell., tine type, Al qua!.,
just inclined to cross at times; 3, McLellan, typical
yell., finely tapered body, nice xving and tail; f.

Gray, very similar to 3, not eo erect pos., trifle
unsteady: 5, Park; 6, 7. Findlay; 8, Walsh. SELL.
(16): 1, Wood ; 2. McLellan; 3, Gibb; 4, Cobb; 5,
Walsh ;

C, Heggie
; 7, Steel

; 8, Gray.
(.Continued on next pane.)
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GLASGOW
(Concluded hum previous pane.)

HYBRIDS AND BRITISH AND FOREIGN.
Mule elapses were well filled ami contained Mme

grand exhibits ;
union* them were quite a good lew

birds from over the Border. Thu .supposed Canary-

Yellow Bunting was wrong classed by Mr. Watson,

we understand, there being no doubt In his mind

that it is a Canary. In any ease, being variegated

it should not have been In the Dark classes.

British were well tilled and contained some grand

and well known exhibits.. Messrs. Sykes and

McQumton had grand teams forward. V\ e were

sorry to -see Mr. Sykes’ well known Bramble rather

„o(V ii lias tho wonderful record of (SI first prize*

and ' a host of others and specials, and we trust

4 t survived to reach home. Foreign were t airly

strong and a grand team was put down hy Mr.

Arnott. The new hybrid Kong TlirnstniJIaekbird

wliieli lias been wrltteu about in “Cage Bird*” was

in competition. It is a very inch bird, rdScmbtng

a hen Blaekie in markings and appearance, with

some speckles here and there.

DAl’.K GOLDF. MUCH (11): 1, apl., MeQuipton,

grand size, rare rich col., a little unsteady at

limes; 2, lleggie, nice .size, looking rather slim

to-day, hut improving in col. ; 3, ltoy, well known
winner, fails a liltlc in size, hut nice col.; 4,

jllcoll, nice length, hut rattier slim; 5, Heard,

nice size and col., had shower; <5 . McLean; 7, Mad-
dison

; 8, Findlay. LINNET OR GREEN F. (17); 1,

Duncan, Linnet, grand size and col., steady and well

put down ; 2, lleggie, Oreenie, grand size and col.,

greatly improved; 3, I, McQuiston, 3, Linnet, nice

size, rich col. ami w'cll fed; 4, Greenf., well up in

size and col. and well staged; 5, no name. A.O.V.,

EXCEPT CAN.-BULLF. (13): I, Roy, well known
Siskin Mule, in rare order, improving with age; 2,

MeQuinton, Twite mule, nice size, rich in col. and

well mkd. ; 3, Bramble, very sweet and taking

Redpoll, and well put down; 4, Heard, well coloured

and staged Siskin mule; 5, Heron, Twite, spoilt

through having slightly bare eyes; (i, Crone; 7,

tlribben; 8, Henderson. LIGHT (10): l, lleggie,

well-known Grecnie mule, often reported; 2, Heron,

varieg. Gold!., nice size, rich in col. and close in

feather, well staged; 3, McQuiston, yell, varieg.

Goldf., nice col., silky in feather and well shown;
4 ,

f>, Maddisou, Linnet ami Goldf. respectively, a

grand pair, in grand order, a little pale in col.;

0
,
Campbell; 7, Trotter; 8, Munro. BULLF. HYB.

(it): l, Staines, Canary-Bullf., nice size, rare coi.,

steady and well put down; 2, Dale, Redpoll-Built.,

grand size, nice eap, shows parentage W'ell
; 3,

Campbell, Oreenf.-Bullf., nice size and col., rather

guttered at neck; 4, Heron, Goldf. -Bullf., nice size,

a little pale in col., steady and well put down; 5,

Graham; (i, W. Henderson; 7, Cranna; 8, Fyfe.

A.O.V. HYB. (10): 1, spl., Heggie, Greenie-Chatfie,

grand size, rather pale in col., shows parentage
well; 2, McQuiston, very sweet Goklie-KUkin, nice

blend of col.; 3, Crone, nice sized Uoldie-Greenie,

nice tone of eol. and well staged; 4, Melvin, Goldie-

Kedpoll, nice size, very rich col., shows parentage
well; 5, Fyfe, Siskin-Greenf., nice size, col. and
eond.; 0, Heron; 7, Anderson; 8, Findlay. SELL.
(Hi): 1, McLean; 2, Campbell; 3, Davidson; 4,

Adam; 5, Fyfe; 0, Brownlie; C, Cook; 7, Strachan;

5, McGavin. GOLDF., H.M. (14): 1, McGowan,
nice size, rich back and chest, well cut blaze and
in rare order; 2, Webster, nice size, not so Square
m blaze, nice (noonings anti buttons; 3, Connelly,

l|

nice size, grand chest and front, a little tihort in

blaze, hut nice noonings; 4, Niven, nice size, a
little pale in tanning ami blaze, good buttons ; 5,

Palmer, nice size and blaze; 6, Hutchison; 7,

Chalmers; 8, Henderson. F.M. (5): 1, Taylor, nice

size, wdl cut blaze, steady, and wel’l put down; 2,

Conkie and Loudon, nice size, a little narrow in

bead tend blaze, well buttoned; 3, Purvis, nice size,

better head andi blaze, but not to well buttonee;
No. 2, Henderson, w rong class. BULLF. (1C) : 1, spl.,

AlcQuiston, nice size, rich chest and back, finely

capped ; 2, Thomson, nice size, deep chest, rich back,
well cut wing bars, presses; 3, 8, McClaymont not
so thick set, but nice col., good hood and wing
•bars ; 4, Sykes, nice size, rich, in breast col., steady
and well shown ; 5, Watson, nice size, not so rich

in col., good cap; 0 Taylorj 7, Palmer. LINNET,
H.M. (27) : 1, 7, Gribbcn, grand thick set body, nicely

mkd. back and chest, well put down; 2, Greig, nice

size, grandly mkd. front, nice white in wings; 3,

Godfrey Bros., nice size, rare bold head, rather
dry in col.; 4, McQuiston, fails a little in size, but
rich in body markings; 5, Heard, nice size, steady
and well shown; 6, W. Brown; 8, Crone. F.M. (11);

1, Greig, grand size, well mkd. back and front,

steady and well staged ; 2, Campbell, nice size, not
60 well mkd. but a good one; 3, Kerr, nice size,

well coloured back
7
and nice whites; 4, Webster, nice

size, well mkd. front, a little unsteady; 5, Reid,

nice one, will improve ; <5, Conkie and Loudon ; 7,

Richardson; 8, Johnstone. SISKIN (8): 1, Caider,

mioe size, rich col., well out bib and grand cap; 2,

McGavin, nice size, good col., faint bib, improving;
3 Sykes, nice size, not so rich in col., faint bib

; 4,

Hutchison, nice size, dull in col., good cap, faint

bib; 5, Drake, nice size, grand! wing bars; 0,

Webster; 7, Duncan ; 8, Campbell. MEALY RED-
POLL OR TWITE (9): 1, McQuiston, Twite, nice

col., well mkd. flanks, could do with more weight

;

2, Neilson, Twite, nice size, well mkd., very un-

steady ; 3, Ritchie, Mealy Redpoll, not so large,

but well mkd. «nd steady ; 4, fly lies. Twite, nice

size, col. and condition ; 5, Campbell ; (!, McLean

;

7, Webster; 8, Taylor. LESSER REDPOLL (22):

a grand class : 1, McQuiston, nice size, rich front,

nicely .mkd. flunks; 2, Gribbcn, grand size, rich

hack and front steady ®and welt put down; 3,

Lambie, well up in size, shapely bib and' wing bars;

4, Kerr, nice size, col. and markings
; e. Pcrrie, nice

size rather faint chest markings; 0, Campbell; 7,

Brownlie and Cook ; 8, Brownlie and Cook.
GREENF., H.M. (20) : 1, Davidson., nice size, rare
thick set body, very steady ; 2, Campbell, rare size,

grand bold head, plenty of yellow in wings and
tail ; 3, Sykes better size, ridh. grassy green, a

little unsteady when judged, or otherwise might
have gone np one; 4, Wason, nice size; col. and
coral

. ; 5, Culder, well1 up in size and condi.
;

C,

McGavin; 7, McPherson; 8, Sykes, F.M. (3): 1,

McQuiston, nice size, rich in col., steady, plenty of

yellow in wings and tail; 2 McLean, nice length,

rather thin in body, but grand col.; 3, Caunt, nice

size, rattier dark in col., veTy stead'}". CHAFF. (13):

I. 2, Sykes both grand size, rich in col., grand
whites, w'ell shown ; 3, McGavin. grand size, not
eo deop in tone, hut rare whites and very steady;

4. Henderson, nice size, good col. and well put
down; 5, Thomson., fails size, nice col. ami mark-
ings; C Rubo M- ; 7, Crone; R, Trotter. BRAMBLE!'.
(14) : 1. 2, Syke3, grand pair, rich col. and grandly

spangled; 2 fait slightly in size only; 3, McLean,
nice size, rich front col., fine spnngJuigs, well staged

;

4, Lees, nice length, could do with more weight;

6, Paterson; 7, Smith; 8, Moriey. YELLOW-
. HAMMER (10): 1, Crone, nice size, rich ool., grand

check mini V marking*; 2, Swann, ako «ize, rich

in col., not so good in rmirKhigs; 3, Adam, grand

col. and size, very distinct cheek and V markings,

well put down; 4, Strachan, well up in size, rather

clouded crown, good check marks; 5, Gougan, lalls

a little in size, hut nice marking; 0, Muir; 7,

Calder; 8, Robertson. A.O.V. FINCH OR BUNT-
ING (5): I, Crone, Hawfinch, exceptionally rich in

col, and size, inclined to be rather too lazy ; 2,

Sykes, not so massive, hut rare col. and in grand

order; 3, Hyslop, fails size and col., bit steady and
well shown; 4, Taylor, Corn Bunting, nice size gud
markings, rather unsteady at times; 5, Loan, nice

size, lather palo and indistinct in markings.

SMALL HOFTB1LL (7): ), 4. Taylor, sweet Grey
Wagtail, of nice size and in grand tonrl. ; 4, White
Wagtail, nice size, pure in w hite and very steady

;

2, Davidson, nice sized Bearded Tit, rich col., nicely

mkd., well put down; 3, McLean, well coloured Red-

start, nice size and froutings, veil staged; 5,

Webster, Bearded Tit, 'nice size, eol. and eond.; 6,

Macreudy ; 7, Russell. LARGE (9): 1, spl.,

McQuiston, well known Chough, often described, still

looking well ; 2, Henderson, Waxwing, nice size, a

little pale hi col., will improve, nice waxings; 3,

Sykes, Chough, not so large, but in rare order and
well put down; 4, Duncan, Song Thrush, nice size,

well mkd. and steady; 5, Taylor, Blackbird, nice

size, not yet in full bloom, well staged; (i, Chalmers;

7, McCorriskin ; 8, Topping. BULLF. HEN (16): 1,

McQuiston, nice size, well coloured back, well cut

cup ; 2, Cow an, thicker set, rare wing bars and in

grand order; 3, Campbell, w'ell up in size, rather

unsteady when we saw it; 4, 5, Mills, 4 nice size,

col. and well shown; 6, Smith; 7, Mark; 8, Sharp.

HEN SEED-EATING (9): 1, McQuiston, Bramble,

nice size, well spangled back and head; 2, Sykes,

Com Bunting, grand eye, well mkd. front, very

steady; 3. Morton, nice sized Bramble, pale in col.,

fairly well spangled; 4 Robertson, very nice con-

ditioned Crossbill, looks aged; 5, McLean, well mkd.
Linnet, in good order; 6, Webster; 7, Crone; 8,

Smart. GOLDF., FOR. (6); 1, Mil!©, grand size,

nicely tanned chest, well cut blaze; 2, McLean, nice

size, not so richly tanned, good moonings; 3, Fyfe,

fails a little in size, grand buttons, a little short

in blaze; 4, Campbell, nice size, a little down in

tone; 5, Johnstone. SMALL (8): 1, McCready, very

sweet Rainbow Bunting shown in grand order; 2,

Park, very taking exhibit, in grand order and well

put down’; 3, McCready, Green Cardinal, rare size

and col., steady and well staged; 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,

Arnott, a grand team, 4 Crimson-crowned Weaver,

shown in spotless order; 5, Cuba Finch.

EDINBURGH O.S.
This old-established society holds its annual show

in Buccleuch Parish Church Halls, Oct. 39. The
entry W'as much the same as last year, and the

quality was of a high standard, and very level

throughout. Mr. J. Dalgleish had a grand team
forward, and he secured most of tne premier

honours
;
his cup-winning buff pied was greatly ad-

mired. This bird won the special for best Scotch

Fancy. There was also on exhibition a white Canary

of the Yorkshire cross belonging to Mr. McPhail, of

Gilmerton, and it was staged to perfection, and
showed well up against the purple cage. Mr. Wm.
Allan staged a. grand Goldf. -Bullf. of good size, but

it was scarc’ely finished moulting. Messrs. J. Car-

low, Falkirk, and D. Brown, Edinburgh, judged the

Scotch Fancy classes. Other varieties, Mr. G. Brown,
Leith.
SCOTCH FANCY.—YELL. CK. : 1, Carson ;. 2, Dal-

gleish; 3, Paterson; 4, Hope; 5, Howden; 6, Veitch;

7, Drysdale ; 8, Weston. YELL. PIED: 1, 4, Dal-

gleish; 2, Hope; 3, Paterson; 5, Allan; 6, Petrie; 7,

Howden. YELL. FOUL: 1, 2, Dalgleish; 3, Pater-

son; 4, Weston. YELL. GRN. : 1, Dalgleish; 2,

Allan. BUFF CK. : 1, West; 2, Hope, 3, Paterson;

4, 5, Allan. PIED: 1, 2, Dalgleish' 3, Menzies ; 4,

Paterson; 5, Hope; G, Weston; 7, Munro; 8, Petrie.

FOUL : 1, 3, Dalgleish; 2, Paterson; 4, Menzies; 5,

Allan; 6, Howden; 7, Weston; 8, West. GRN.: 1,

4, Dalgleish; 2, Menzies; 3, Allan. YELL. HEN: 1,

2. Howden ; 3, Weston ; 4, West
; 5, Drysdale. YELL.

PIED: 1, Menzies; 2, Dalgleish; 3, Weston; 4, Pater-

son; 5, 8, Allan; 6, West; 7, Weston. FOUL: 1,

Brown; 2, Menzies. GRN.: 1, Paterson; 2, Dal-

gleish. BUFF HEN: 1, 4, Dalgleish: 2, 7, Howden;
3, Menzies; 5, Weston; 6, Martin; 8, Brown. BUFF
PIED: 1, Dalgleish; 2, Munro; 3, 7, Menzies; 4,

Paterson; 5, 6, Allan; 8, Martin. FOUL: 1, Pater-

son; 2, 4, Howden; 3, Martin; 5, Allan. GRN.: 1,

Dalgleish; 2, Paterson; 3, Brown; 4, Thornton; 5,

Allan. CLlt. OR TKD. YELL. NOR. CK. : 1, 3, Car-

son; 2, Drysdale. BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Carson; 4, Drys-

dale. CLR. OR TKD. YELL. HEN: ,1. Carson.

BUFF: 1 Carson; 2, Drysdale. A.O.V. CAN.: 1,

McPhail; 2. 3, 6, 7, Drysdale; 4, McPhail; 5, Allan.

DARK MULE: 1 , 3, Allan; 2, 4, McPhail. BRIT.:
1 , Carson ; 2, Menzies ; 3, 4, 5, 8, Laird and Mat-
thew; 6, 7, Drysdale.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Whitby (Yorks).—Market Hall, Nov. 24. Judge,

T. Wright. 7 classes: Yorks. 1, Nor. 1, A.O.V.

Can. or Mule 1, Brit. 2, For. 1, Sell. 1. Prizes,

6/-, 3/-, 1/-. Fee 1/-. Eut. close Nov. 17 to L. H.
Eruales, 48, Baxtergate, Whitby.
Darlington (Yorks).—Co-operative Hall, Priefitgate,

Nov. 27. Judges, W. A. Cowgilt, F. Marwood. 42

open classes: Yorks 9 (2 nov.). Nor. 9 (2 nov.),

Crest 2, Bord. 2, A.O.V. 1, Mules 2, Brit. 11, For.

2, Sell 4. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee 1/6. Ent. close

Nov. 22 to F. Stotbard, 81, Beaconsfield Street.

Coventry Codiva C.B. 9. (Warwick).—Sydenham
Palace, Ford Street, Nov. 24. Judge, H. W. Battye.

32 classes: Nor. 15 (2 nov., 4 sell.), Yorks 4, Crest

2. A.O.V. 1, Hyb. 3, Brit. 5, Sell. 2. Prizes, 10/-,

5/-, 2/6. Fee 1/6. Ent. close Nov. 24 to F, A.
Green, 54, Caludon Road.
Swansea (Glam.).—The Market, Oxford Street,

Nov. 25. Judges, C. Houlton, H. W. Battye. 48

classes: Nor. 6, Yorfcs 5, Bord. 11, A.O.V. I, Sell.

2, Mules 6, Brit. 17. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6 if 0 en-

tries, otherwise on sliding scale. Fee 1/6. Ent.
close Nov. 22 to A. Hitching®, 80, Mysydd Road,
Landon, Swansea.
Blaenawon (Mon.) —White Horse Assembly Rooms,

Nov. 25 Judges. J. Robson. 39 classes: Nor. 11 (3

nov.), Yorks 12 (4 nov.), Bord. 4, A.O.V. 1, Mules
2, Brit. 6, Sell. 2, Rollers 1. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6
if 9 entries, otherwise on sliding scale. Fee 1/6.

Ent. close Nov. 20 to G. Broome, 82, King Street.

Dublin Y.C. and C.D.S. of Ireland.—Antient Con-
cert Rooms, Ot. Brunswick-street, Nov. 24-25. Judge,
W. Mundell. 50 classes: Yorks. 28 (6 Nat. Col., 6
Nov.. 6 Sell), Crests 2, Nor. 2, Scotch Fancy 2, Mules
4. Brit. 11, For. 1. Prizes on sliding scale. Fee, 1/6.

Entries close Nov. 20 to W. C. Sholedice, 38, Had-
dington-road.
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BOSCOMBE F.A.
Fourth Annual Show, Curzou Hall, Bournemouth.

Nov. 3. Considering so many fanciers have joined
the forces, entries turned up very well, being over
n hundred , and quality was Al, everything was
ready, and cards up in good time. The See. and
Committee worked well, and great credit is due to
them for the manner the show was conducted. Mr.
W. Huysom, Southampton, judged, anrl the awards
were well received. The officials were Mr. M. Cook
(chair.), Mr. E. Hutchins (vice-chair.), Mr. A. E.
East (treas.), Mr. E. T. Hames (hon. sec.), and the
following committee: Messrs. B. Howard, W. Newell,
— Sullivan, 8. F. Fisher, A. Marsh, Martin Cook,
A. E. East, and nutehins.
NOR., YELL. CK.: 1, sp, he, Cook, mkd. wings

and eap, stout body and nice full head, in the
pink; 2, 3, Mrs. Farrer 2nd clear body nice feather,
close up, loses to winner in head ; 3, tkd. saddle,
not quite the subs; vhc, c, Howard. BUFF: 1, sp,

2, Cook, cl., nice shape, good wing carr. and feather;
2, cl., just a wee bit narrow in head, nice body;
3, e, Thos. Farrer tkd. eye, nice stamp, but a little

lighter in body; vhc, Hinves; lie. Parsons. HEN:
1, sp, vhc, Mrs. Farrer, good stamp, clear yellow,
fine feather; 2, 3, Cook 2nd cl. buff, stands well on
perch; he Sullivan. UN'FLIC. CK. ; 1, sp, 3, Howard,
grand bird, good neck and head, will improve

; 2,

in;. Cook, close on heels of winner; vbc, Hutchins;
c, Mrs. Downing Farrer. HEN : 1, Howard; chubby
body and silky feather; 2, 3, Cook, hardly size of
winner, but on similar lines; 3, dark eap and
wings, head not do round ; vhc, c, Mrs. ‘Farrer.

YORKS., CK. : 1, sp, 2, 3, he, Cook, yell., mkd.
wings, nice body, good straight bird; 2, bull' mkd.
head and neck, stands well; 3, el. huff, fails just

a little in neck; vhc, Hutchins; c, Sullivan. HEN :

1, sp, 3, Cook, buff, good feather, straight as a
rush

; 2, vhe, Parsons, yellow, finely drawn. UN-
FLIG. UK.: 1, sp, 2, vhc, Hutchins, finely drawn
yell., just a trifle flak on head ; 3, Cook, buff, griz-

zled wings, a bit heavier than other®. NON-FED:
1, sp, 2, Mrs. Farrer, yellow Norwich, nice body,
head, and neck; 3, S. F. Fisher; vhc, Hinves; he,

Mrs. Lydford. PAIRS: 1, 2, Cook; 3, Mrs. Farrer.
MULES AND HYB. : 1, sp, 2, Hinves, light Goldie-
Can., buff, in fine trim; 2, dark Greenf.-Can., good
body and fine feather; 3, he, c, Harries, dark Coldie-
Can., will improve; vhe. Cook. GOLDF. OR BULLF.
(H.M.) : 1, «p, Cook, Gold!'., good blaze and buttons;
2, 3, Hinvqp, Goldf., close to' winner, hardly so
broad a braze

; 3, Bullf., very steady, rather pale
in col.; vhe, Newell; he, Hutchins; c, Sullivan.
F.M.: 1, sp, he, Hinves, Bullf.; 2, Marsh, Goldf.

;

3, c, Sullivan, Bullf., .all shown in good form ;

vhc Newell. LINNET, ETC.; 1, sp, Hutchins, Lin-
net, fair bird; 2, Fisher, Redpoll, could do with
more cap; 3, Stone, Redpoll, similar to 2nd; vhc,
Cook; he, c, Newell. A.O. HARDBILL: 1, sp, 2,

Parsons, Bramble., nice col. and spangle ; 2, Yellow-,,
bunting, well up in col. and v’s; 3, Hinves, Greenf.,
rightly placed; vhc, Fisher; he, c, Newell.

BEDFORD.
Annual open show of the Bedford United C.B.S.,

Nov. 11, in the Town Hall, a very fine building for
the event, being well lighted and free from draughts.
Entries numbered a little over two huudred, and
quality was really excellent, some very fine Norwich
(which formed the bulk of the birds exhibited) being
sent in by well-known breeders.. Mr. Sears, of
Watford, won well in yell, cocks and buff hens,
and also in the unflighted class. The classes limited
to Bedfordshire had some birds quite equal to the
open, the fanciers of the district being keen on the
chubby ones, and sticklers for type and quality.
The novices made a fine show, their birds being
little inferior to the champions. The society is in a
flourishing condition, with the follow ing fanciers on
the committee: Messrs. Gentle, Wilmot, 'Notley,
Crawford, Hudson, Wright, Valentine, Brewer, Fine-
don, Thompson, and Fowler, with Messrs. Beauland
and Osborne as chair and vice-chairmen. The sec.
is Mr. Arthur Simons, who had the management of
the show, and had everything well in hand. Mr.
H. Markham, a non-exhibitor, acted as judge’s ste-
ward. The specials and prize mone^ were presentd
during the evening by the Ex-Mayoress. Mr. H.
Norman judged.

THE OPEN CLASSES.
NOR. YELL. CK. (10) : 1, 'Sears, grand massive

bird, rich deep col., and' plenty of bloom, well-filled

head and neck, bold front, lovely qual.; 2, Silk,

wee bit shorter, but scarcely the eol. and qual.,

good, bead and 1 width of shoulders, nice Short wings;
3, Bateman, wonderful size, very bold and massive,
grand' qual of feather; 4, Lewis, lovely var nice

size, short., and' well put together, good boldi fiead

;

vhe, Jeyes; he, e, Irons. BUFF (7): 1, Notley, mas-
sive bird, good type, well put together, bold head,
nice short wings, grand feather of beautiful tex-
ture

; 2, 4, Irons, beauty of type, nice clean sweep,
well filled in all round, plenty of size, beaten eond.,
scarcely fit yet; 4th, somewhat smaller, but very
choice, a real Norwich; 3, Silk, big bold bird, good
head and n©ck ; vhc, Jeyes ; he, Gayton ; c, Bate-
man. YELL. HEN (3) : 1, Notley, typical, good size,

nice proportion, well moulded throughout, neat frill

head, short wing, Al qual.
; 2, 3, Fennell, leader a

good cl. ground col. and qua!., well put together,
very typical; 3rd, grand tkd., nice style rnd type.

BUFF (4) : 1, Scars', very massive, lovely type, won-
derful full head and neck, good wings,_neatly finished

for a big one; 2. Fennel, grand var., "wonderful size,

very typical, and nicely proportioned, good qual. ; 3,

Lyoett, good' type, nicely mould*)!; d*. Lewis.

UNFLIG. (10): 1. Sears, lovely buff, grand typo,

good size, well built, full head aud neck, nicely

tapered, full of qual.; 2, vhc, Silk, good cl., capita!

type, short and well put together, neat wings, nice

qual. feather; 3, Lewis, very pure var. buff, typical,

nice size, and full of qual., should make a good one;

4, he, Jeyes, fine bold el. yell., wee bit weak in

head, but grand size, neat v mgs, and Al r.nal. ; c,

Lycett. SELL. (6): 1, Gentle; 2, Valentine; 3, Gay-
ton; 4, Wilmot; vhe, Dimmock; he, Haigh.

OPEN TO BEDFORDSHIRE.
NOR. YELL. C.B. : 1, 2; Notley, beauties, very

typical, capital size, leader' very hot col. ; 3, Valen-

tine, head and wing mkd., grand size and type; 4,

Corrie, capital cl., big bold bird, nice qual. ; vhc, he,

Osborn; c, Hunter. BUFF (10): 1, Valentine, neck

and tail inkd., grand type, good head, hold front,

capital qual.; 2, c, Osborn, very short thick-set var.,

clean cut. grand coml. ; 3, lie, Notley, typical, badly

fed, which put it hack; 4, Corrie, wing and tail

mkd., grand size, very typical, neat head; vhc,

Gentle. YELL. HEN (13): 1, 2, Valentine, good cl.

leading, bold well filled bird, good wings; 2nd, var.,

nice size and t>pe, good qual.; 3, vhc, Notley, big,

hold cl., well 'balanced, fino qual. and eond.; 4,

Corrie, .somewhat smaller but lovely type, well pro-

portioned, grand eond.; be, c, Johnson. BUFF (15):

I, 2, Valentine, very thick-set cl., beautifully

moulded, full of qual. : 2nd, another beauty, scarcely

so full of polish, real Nor.; 3. Johnson, lovely cl.,

very typical, tine size, beaten eond.; 4, Gentle, good

all round, shade paler in col., but capital feather;^
vhc, Notley; he, Corrie; c, Osborn. UNFLIG. (13):
1, Osborn, grand el. yell., good size, bold front, nice
rich ool., lovely qual.; 2, 4, Valentine, big var.,
typical, neat head, good wing, sound eond. and qual.
4th var. buff' nice type, s(iade smaller; 3, vhc,
Corrie, fine big cl., good type, scarcely the finish
of winners; he, Notley; e, Johnson. NAT. COL.
(5): 1, 4, Wilmot, fine cl. buff, lovely type and qual.;
2, Dimmock, tkd. Yorks., nice size, good length anil
style; 3, Osborn, yell, var., fine size, sound col.;
vhe, Notley. NOV. YELL. CK. (9): 1, Thompson,
grand cl. yell., bold front, good size, fine eond.; 2,
3, 4, IludsoD, fine team, leader a capital wing mkd,
yell., in fine eond.; vhc, Coley; he, Crawford; c.
Stanton. BUFF (13): 1, 3, Coley, leader a very fine
cl-, good size and type, nice qual.; 3rd, wing and
neck tkd , nicely moulded; 2, 4, be, Crawford, capi-
tal var., good type and size, fine qual. ; vhc, Thomp-
son ; c, Hurt. YELL. HEN (11): 1 , Hudson, bold cl.,

grand size and type, nicely moulded, sound eond.;
2, 4, Crawford, leader lovely cl., similar bird, excel-
lent qual.; 4th. bold bird, grand subs.; 8, c, Simons,
big var., grand type and style, fine fettle; vhc, he,
Thompson. SELL. PAIRS: 1, Notley; 2, Corrie; 3,
Johnson; 4. Valentine; vhc, Wilmot; he. Gentle;
<, Dimmock. A.O.V.: 1 , Valentine; 2, Wilmot;
8. 4, -Gentle; vhc, Notley; he, Osborn; c, Dimmock.
HYB.: 1

, 2, 4, Wilmot, nice Goldf.-Linnet leading,
lovely rich col., very fine eond.

; 2nd, lightly mkd.
GoldieCan., nice qual., shade small; 3, Dimmock,
richly col. Dark Goldie, grand qual. feather; vhc.
Hunter ; he, Johnson ; c. Day. GOLDF. OR BULLF.
(8) : 1, c, Wibnot, splendid cock Bullie, fine size, bold
cap, nice full neck, wonderfully rich col., in the
pink

; 2, 3, Hunter, good Goldie, nice full face, rich
col., good wings, fine qual.

; 3rd, lovely hen Bullie,
typical, sound col., full of polish; 4, Dimmock, fine
Bullie, grand size, sound eond.; vhc, he. Day. LIN-
NET, ETC. (4): 1, 2, Brewers, good Redpoll and
Linnet, both in capita! eond.; 3, Day; 4, Wilmot.
GREENF., ETC. (16) : 1, Simons, good Chaffinch lead-
ing, capital col., good wings and whites, nice style;
2. Brewer, lovely Greenie, fine size, nicely propor-
tioned, rich col., in the pink; 3, he, c, Wilmot,
capital Bramble, not over large but nicely spangled,
good col.

; 4, vhc, Day, good Greenie, lovely rich
col. A.O.V.: 1, Simons, one of the best Hedge Spar-
rows we have seen, lovely col. aud in the pink of
conu.

; 2, Tiinans, very fine Thrush, good size, richly
mkd., grand feather; 3, 4, Wilmot, grand Starling,
good coi. and richly spangled; 4th, Yellow Bunting,
shade small, hut capital col. and eond. ; vhc, Day.
FOR.: 1, 2, 3, 4, Timans, a grand team. Redheaded
Lovebird, Singing Finch, pair of Reach faced Love-
birds, and pair Yellow Budgerigars, all well shown
and in very fine eond. JUNIORS: 1 , vhc, Bridgman;
2, 3 Thompson; 4, c, Crawford.

GUISELEY, YEADON C.B.S.
First Old Members’ Show', Oct. 30. Entries were

a record fer the society, 140 birds being staged,
which proves that tiie Fancy in the district is in a
flourishing condition, despite the war. Mr. Lunn,
Bradford, judged, and gave entire satisfaction. Mr.
J. H. Andrews won sp. most points and six Ists

;

Mr. W. Long won, spl. best unttighted; aud Mr.
H. Hardaker spl best vhe.
Class 1 (14): 1, 2, Andrews; 3, Brown; vhc,

Wheatley ami Son; he. Hardaker; c, Dibb. Class 2

(13); 1, Andrews; 2, c. Brown; 3, Wheatley and
Son; vhc, Dibb; lie, Fawcett. Class 3 (11): 1, 2,

he, Dibb; 3, Brown; vhc, Scott; c, Bunting and
Son. Class 4 (14) : 1, Cawood ; 2, vhc, Wheatley and
Son; 3, Dibb; he, Long; c, Hardaker. Class 5

(IS): 1, Long; 2, 3, Dibb; vhc, c, Brown; he. Wheat-
ley anil Son. Class 6 (14): 1, 3, c, Andrews; 2,

vhc, Wheatley and Son ;
he, Bunting and Son. Class

7 (17): 1, Andrews; 2, Wheatley and Son; 3, he.

Long ; vhc, Hardaker; c, Fawcett. Class 8 (II): 1,

Bunting and Son; 2, Dibb; 3, c, Brown; vhc, Long;
he, Fawcett. Class 9 (6): 1, 2, Andrews; 3. Faw-

cett; vhc, Scott: he, Long and Harrison. Class 10

(7) : 1, Fawcett; 2, Wheatley and Son; 3, vhc. Long;

lie, Andrews; c, Hardaker. Class 11 (3): 1. An-

drews: 2, Scott; 3, vhc, Long; he, Bunting and

Son Class 12 (10) : 1, Wheatley and Son ; 2, Bunt-

ing and Son ; 3, Long ;
vhc, Rose ; he, Mountain

;
c,

Dibb. Points up to date for Belgian cup: Champ.:

Andrews 42, Dibb 38, Brovin 25, Fawcett 23. Hard-

aker 17. Novices: Long 31. Wheatley and Son 21,

Scott 18, Bunting and Son 14, Mountain 9, Cawood

6.—W. Rose, Hon. Sec.

EDINBURGH WESTERN O.S.
30th annual show, Buccleuch Parish Church Halls

Oct 30. There was an entry of about ‘250, and

quality was of a high order, especially in Norwich

and Border Fancies. Some nice birds were also ex-

hibited in the Scotch Fancy section. Mr. Peter

M’Niven secured the cup in this section with a nice

v ellow pied hen, with plenty of size and style, i. he

BFC.C. Medal was won by Mr. J. Andrew with a

charming yellow hen, staged to perfection. In Nor-

wich Mr. Stronach, a novice, secured premier honours

with a capital buff hen, a real Norwich all over.

The judges were: Scotch Fancy, Mr. J. M J/ennan,

Edinburgh; Borders, Mr. Wm. Thomson, New ton

-

grange; Norwich, Mr. James Winter. Iheir awards

seemed to give entire satisfaction. The show was

bell’: 5, fait. BUFF TKD. OR GRN.: 1 Campbell.

YELL. HEN: 1. Tait ; 2, Bowmont ; 3, Spillar. BUFF :

1 3 Rodger; 2, M'Niven ; 4, Proudfoot; 6, Muir.

BUFF PIED: 1, Tait; 2, Proudfoot; 3, Rodger; 4,

Campbell. BUFF TKD. OR GRN.: L M’Niven ; 2,

1 2, 6, Aitchison; 3, 5, 8, Miebie: 4, Rodger;

Andrews. VAR. BUFF: 1. J. Aitchison; 2, 6, W.
Aitchison; 3. Holmos; 4, 7, Rodger; 5. Napier; S.

Lite. CLR. OR TKD. YELL. HEN : 1. 2. 6, Andrews;

3, 4, Rodger; 5, 8, J. Aitchison; 7, W. Aitchison.

VAR ’ 1. 3 6, Rodger; 2, J. Aitchison; 4. Holmes;

5, Reid. CLR. OR TKD. BUFF: 1, 3, 5, J. Aitelii-

son; 2, Miebie: 4, 7. Michle; 6, Rodger; 8 Ilogg.

VAR.: 1, Ccekburn; 2, Rodger; 3, Napier; 4. Michic;

5 K, J. Aitchison; 6. 7. \V. Aitchison. GRN. Oft

CINN ' 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 7, Andrews; 6. Lite; S, Stewart.

NOR. CLR. OR TKD. YELL. CK.: 1. Balhintyne

;

2, 4, Stronach; 3, Napier; 5, 6, Wishart; 7, M Ginty.

BUFF: 1, 4, Ballantyno; 2, Grant; 3, 7, 8. Hogg; 6.

BUFF: 1. Stronach; 2, Campbell; 3, Napier. NON-
FED- 1 Bowman; 2, 3, 5, Proudfoot; 4. Bowman;
«. M’Ginty. CREST: 1, 3, Proudfoot.; 2. Tait; 4 ,

Mk'hie. C.B. : 1. 2. Tait; 3. Proudfoot. AJ>.\

.

CAN.: 1. 2. Muir. MULE: 1. 3, Samuel: 2, Bow-

man ;
4

,
Reid. BRIT.: 1, Miebie; 2. Reid; 3. Split al;

4 , Hogg; 5, Taylor, 6, 7, Lilc; 8, no nnmc\
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Our Invaluable “Nutshell" and Other Books.

Selling Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE '

MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
I

BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
;

PUBLISHED.
Each one telle you “In a Nutehell" everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds),

PRICE 2d. EACH; BV POST 2}d.

1.

—The Goldfinch.

2.

—The Linnet.

3.

—The Skylark.

4.

-The Song Thrush and
Blackbird.

6.

—The Canary.
A'lling Cago Birds and
How to Cure Them.

7.

—The Homing Pigeon.

8.

—Fancy Pigeons.

9.

—The Disinfection of
Cages, Birdrooms, Ac.

10.

—The Roller Canary.

11.

—'Tlie Bullfinch.

12.

—How to Moult British
Birds.

13.

—The Chaffinch.
14.— Couldian Finches.

15.

—The Greenfinch.
16—Avadavats.
17.—The Grey Parrot.

18 .— Budgerigars.
19.—The Pekin Robin.
20— Waxbills.
21.—The Aquaripm.
22.— Siskin, Redpoll ‘and

Twite.
23.—The Border Fancy.
24.—The Green Canaries.
25.—The Smaller Insecti-

vorous British Birds.

26.—The Larger Insecti-

vorous British Birds.

27.— Care of the Cat.
28 Profitable Pet Cavies.

29.— Fancy and Pet Mice.
30.—Profitable Pet Rab-

tits.
31 Fishing in River,

Lake and Pond.
32.—Care of the Dog.

LIST OF THE AGENTS WHO SELL “ NUTSHELL "

HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD
BOOKS OF OURS:—

By consulting these sgtnbols the valve of the
business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : * Birds, Foods, Cages, and bird-room be-
uuisites; t bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but jiof

birds; tBirds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only Newsagents.
Abcrtillery— H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—‘Mrs. A. Porrill, 8. Doncaster ltoad.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.-W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.—IfJ. Donaldeon, 21. Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding. 8. Henson Street.
Birmingham— til. Morris. 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Tore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn.—‘A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh, •

Pheasant Aviaries.
Blackpool.— J. Melvierman, 62, ilaiks Road.
Btaydon-on-Tyne—§Waller Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—‘John (Jostling, 158, Bradshaugate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds Kd.; *8.

Torpy, Janies Street; §J. Lrrington, Four Lane
Cuds.
Brighton—’H. T,. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20. Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFinch and Godwin, Jtcddiff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 1C, Standieh Street; *AV.
Dav.v, 23. Church Street.

Cardiff.—'K. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street,
Charlton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Kd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Glnman Gate.
Chester-le-Street A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, t.W.

—

W. White, Park Street. East Cowee.
j

Crewkerne.— 1 Sam Young, Mistertori, S.O.
Crewe— Mayor. Chemist, Hightown, F.O.; *G. E. Mor

gan, S3, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—tj. Reynold*, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—X. Holden. 54. Manchester Road.
Derby.— *G. Botiefteld, 70, Pear Tree Ud. and Market

Hall.
Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duck work St.
Dewsbury.—Aspcv’s, Market Street.
Doncaster— J. Green, 27, Milhank Street.
Dublin.—DM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2. Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collinghoume and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.— 'J. Kean, No. 1, Founfainbtidgc.
Felling-on-Tyne—J. Croat)? and Son, High St!
Gateshead-on-Tyne.—fJohn Crosby and Sons, 48,
High Street.

Clasgow.—*W. Wilson. 247. Argyle Street; William
j

Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Shettleston ; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-
market.

Ct. Harwood— 11 A, Bentley. 13 and 15, Blackhurn-rd.

Greenwich. - Pedler, 37, London St.

Crimsby.—F. Yenring, 104, Burgess St.

Halllax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.— E. 8. Inmil), 21, Parliament Row.

Hull. -JTom Perkins. 55. Wlncomlee; *F. Allen,

Porter Street.; John Day, City Axiurie«, Por-
ter Street; *(!. Gilson arid Son. 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich.—Jumee Itaymer, Dog’s Head Street.
jarrow-on-Tyne.—t M. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.
Keighley. -tE. PhlJUpson, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.— §J. and B. Marsh, Market PI.

Kettering.— *A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132, King St.

Kirkcaldy JW. B. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth—J. Auguot, 67. Charlotte St.

Leamington Spa.—% E. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh. — *J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Belgravc Gate.
Leeds 7B. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse Lane-
Leek.—§T. Measham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool.—*G. Fraiikham, 45, Walton Lane; ‘J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Kd.; JE. Roberta, Bird
Market.

Liversedge—Norman Haley, Lower Hal), Hightown.
Longton.— *12. Tarns, Church Street.

London.—’C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch ; 352,

Upper-st., Islington ; G. H. Hooper, 216, Forest -rd.,

Walthamstow; JC. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd. ; J. Manning, ill, Waterloo-rd. ; A. K.

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Mower,
1 ,

Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W. ; A. Dossett, Ladbroke-
gr., W.; S. Silyeridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C.; *Wm.
Whitelcy’s, Ltd., Westhourue-gv. ; *A. W. Carnage,
Ltd., Holhornj J. Jeffrey, 209. York-rd.. Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vaughan-nd., S.E.

;

§Lewio and Sons, 211. Garratt-lane, and 1180, York-

rd., Wandsworth; Johnson. 20. Cleveland ot., W.;
T. W. Parkyn, 52. East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W. ; B. E.
Wilson, 40711, West Green ltd., N. : W. and E.
llolfe, 101, Bridport-plaee, Hoxton : C. Roehl, 400,

Edgware-rd. ; C. A. Bond and Co., 217. High-
rd., Willeoden Green; J. H. Morris and Co., 570

and 642, Harrow-rd.; Miss Tomkins, 11, lligh-rd.,

Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd., Ful-

ham. S.W.
Manchester.—*A. G. Davies, 110 & 112, Tib-st. ; *R.

Kremner, 104, Tibet.; W. Jackson, 12, Liver et.,

Hu’.me HJohn Hey wood. Ltd., Deansgate; ’’Dut-

tons. 51 &*53, Tib-st.; *>V. Smith, 98, Tib-st.

Mansfield.—3. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew’s Ter-

race, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough.—P. Corr, 5, Suffleld Street.
Middleton Junction.—F. Buckley, 21, Grimshaw-lane.
Millom—§W. T. JJ. Cartwright, 7, St. George’s Ter.

Macclesfield C. (Jross, 17, Derby St.

Nelson.—fJohn England, 102. Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.

—

*J. Mackenzie, 59 and 61, High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,

and 31. Neteon Street.
Newcastle, Staffs—*A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.

Newport, Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham MV. Cottingham. Peveril Street;

6 Arrnitage Bros., Caotlegate.

Oldham—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Hensbaw Street.

Ossett.—P. imcaon. Bird Stores, Bank Street.

Openshaw.—F. Waatibourne, 401, Ashton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.

Plymouth— tit. Nixon. 4, Friary Gale, Exeter Street;

§W. 11. E’oon, The Market.
Portsmouth.—H. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston.—M. Sandiford. North Road; "’Matt. Hop-

kina,. 11, Fytde Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.

Ripley.

—

Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.

Rochester.— SjT. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
r

Sheffield—*J. Mace. Exchange Street; J. Lgjji*. ,56,

Owler Lane. Pit.smoor.
Shettleston, Scotland.— §J. Ward, 178, Malnist.
Shildon.—C. Sinclair, 26, Garbutt Street.

Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow. 39, Broad Street.

St. Helens.—Sherlock and Co., 130, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives—TFrank Lake, Tregemia Place.

’

Stoke-on-Trent.— *.1. Pitchford, 218, London Road.
Swansea— i Maggs Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, Mon son Road.
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.

Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 03, Darlington Street.
Wallsend-on-Tyne ’Wni. Cockbnrn, 106. High-st.. E.

Watford— J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodall. Mar-
Uet-St. ..

W.est Hartlepool—D. Coombes, 63, Storktcn-street.
Worthing.--»F. Moore. South Farm ltoad.

Wrexham. -§E. A. Hamlet, 7. Charles Street.
Yorks.—J. H. Cawson. Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.

Agen:s wanted everywhere ; for terms write to the

Publisher, "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

REDCAR C.B.S.
Young stock show. Ship Inn. Marske. Oct. 23.

.There was a good entry of over sixty, quality being
well up to the average, the judge, Mr. J. Mcaburn,
having a difficult task with some of the (lasses.
However, his decisions seemed to meet with
general approval. Many local fanciers took the
opportunity to have a look round.

Yorks. Yell. Champ.: J, Dixon; 2, 3, 4, Husband.
Buff: 1, 2, Husband; 3, Dixon; 4. Clarke. Yell. Nov.:
I, Strickland; 2, Dunn; 3, Green; 4, Bell. Buff:
1, 2, Strickland: 3, Dixon and Alderson; 4. Dunn.
Nor.: 1, 2, 3, Husband. Mule or Hyb. : 1. 3, 4,

Husband; 2, Dixon and Alderson. Linnet: 1, Green;
2, Dunn; 3, Clarke; 1, Dixon and Alderson. Linnet
(open): 1, Green; 2, Dunn; 3, Clarke; 4. Cleminson
Goldf. or Bullf. ; 1. 3, Dixon and Alderson; 2,

Boagey. A.O.V. Brit.: 1, Boagey; 2, 3. 4. Dixon
and Alderson. For.: 1, 2, Boagey.—W. ltcagey,
Hon. Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.

Monthly Table Show, Nov. 1, headquarters. Mr.

W. S. Skiilii, Slaithwaite, judged. Fifty-four birds

were staged’ in six classes, all unflighted. Yorks.,

Mr. F. Svkes captured spl. for best bird in show,

also spl. 2nd best. Yell. Ck. (13): 1,' sp. best in

show, F. Sykes; 2, he, Atkinson; 3, Wood; vhc,

Townend; c. Hicks. Buff (11): 1. sp, 2nd best, F.

Sykes; 2, 3. Townend ;
vhc. Shanks; lie, Smithies; c,

Atkinson. Yell. Hen (7): 1, c, F. Sykes; 2. Buttle

and Coupland; 3, lie. Wood; vhc, Armistead. Buff

(11): 1, vhc, K Sykes
; 2. Bray: 3, Hicks; lie,

Smithies; c, Whitehead. Cinri. Mkd. Ck. (3): 1.

Buttle and Coupland ; 2, 3, Wood. Hen (9) : 1,

Smithies; 2, Buttle and Couplaud; 3, F. Sykes; vhc,

Hicks; he. Wood; c, Cox. Principal points winners:

F Sykes', 117; G. Wood, 90: Buttle and Couplaud.

77; i’,. Townend, 54; A. Smithies, 48; H. Atkinson,

47; W. S. Skinn, 44
:

S. Hicks, 36—A. Lawford, Sec.

HALIFAX C.B.S.
.Members’ show of Canaries (cock birds only),

Nov. 4. King Cross Band Room, Halifax. There
was a capital entry of 69 birds for Mr. It. E. Helli-
wcll, Halifax, to judge, and his awards met with
general approval
Open.—Cl. or Tkd. Buff Yorks. : 1, Savile; 2 and

3, Sutcliffe. Unflig. : 1 and 3, stohart; 2 and lie,

Sharpe; 4. vhc, and c. Priestley. Even, etc.: 1,

Sutcliffe; 2. 3, and vhc, Sharpe; 4, Savile: he,
Priestley. Nov.—Cl. or Tkd. Yell.; 1 and 4, Hors-
man

; 2, Mitchell: 3, Mitchell; vhc, Sladdin and
Baldwin; lie, Morton. Buff: 1, Thornton; 2 ami c,
Mitchell ; 3 and 4, Colder: vhc. Senior; he. Morton.
Unflig. : 1, Wilson; 2, Stocks; 3, Speak*; 4, Thornton

;

vhc, Senior: he, Sladdin and Baldwin; c, llorsman.
Even, etc. : 1 and vhc, Corney ; 2, Thornton ; 3. ltoi s-

maii
; 4, Mitchell ; he. Wilson; c. Stocks. Self or

Foul Green: 1 and 2, Sladdin and Baldwin; 3,
Sharpe. Nor. A.V.: 1 . 2 , 4, vhc, and ho, Corney;
3, Townend.—A. Sutcliffe. Sec.

BURNHOPE C.B.S.

Meeting and show held Black Horse Inn. .Taw-

Blades, Oct. 16, Mr. Chas. Mitchell chair, and a
very good attendance. The way birds turned up at
the table show was a credit to the members; 59

birds in 11 classes. Mr. J. Lowerson won spl. for

most points, scoring 38; W. Cresswell and J. W.
Robson tied for 2nd with 32, just heating C. Hogg 31.

Mr. Wm. Elloit judged, and gave everyone satisfac-

tion. Nor. Old Bird (8): 1. Hogg; 2, J. W. Robson;
3, Blackburn. Young (81: J, 2, Hogg; 2, John Rob-
son. Yorks. Old Bird (3): 1, 2. Cresswell; 3, J. W.
Robson. Young: 1, 2, Cresswell. Bord. Yell. (5):

1, 2, 3, Lowerson. Buff (9): 1. 2, Lowerson; 3,

Wcarin. A.O.V. Canf (5): l, 2, Lowerson; 3, John
Robson. Mule; 1, Storey. Linnet (4): 1, Wear in; 2,

Cresswell; 3, J. W. Robson. Redpoll (9): 1. 2, J. W.
Robson: 3, Hogg. A.O.V. Brit. (6): 1, Hogg; 2,

Cresswell; 3, John Robson. We had a good number
of visitors.—J. W. Robson, Sec.

WOLVERHAMPTON.
Annual Show Oct. 30. in the Assembly Room. Duke

of York Hotel, a capital room, admirably adapted
for the purpose. The exhibit*, were nicely staged
on the double tier principle down the centre, and
round the room at a convenient height

;
a good

entry was «ceured and quality was well maintained
throughout; the Norwich section was perhaps tno
outstanding one tor quality, some capital speci-
mens being on view, but a number of them still

require a little more time to line down, tt has
been our pleasure on many occasion*, to write of the
excellent management that prevails here, and we
were pleased to find the same high standard is

well maintained
;
many of the officials are of long

standing, tried and true, who have every detail in
the working of a show at their linger tips, and
everything was in perfect order; judging was over
early, and awards promptly up as each class was
judged. Mr. Wm. Harrison makes a capital fee.,
courteous to a degree, ever willing to carry out
the wish of exhibitors, and to do his very best tor
everybody. We were pleased to note the great
assistance he received in the clerical work both
before and during the show at the hands of his
daughter. The Society warmly appreciated her
efforts, and shortly after the opening of the show
a pleasing little ceremony took place, much to the
surprise of the young lady. The Chairman, Mr.
F. J. Weaver (who xve were sorry to see looking
in such poor health) on behalf of the society pre-
sented her with a beautiful gold wristlet watch.
Miss Harrison, in a charming jittle speech, suit-
ably responded, Mr. Arthur C. Brotherhood judged.
NOR., YELL., CL. OR MKD. (7): 1, Taylor, eh,

good size and shape, nice full head, clear eye,
well cut away, fine col. and cond. ; 2 3, Victor
Williams, clrs., grand birds, of great size and subs.,
lovely type and qua!., beaten to-day in col. and
finish, will turn the tables later on; vhc, sp. best
members Nor., also Sandilord’s sp., Gough and
Loach; he, Sanders; c, Shirley. BUFF (13): l, c,
Hathaway, cl., splendid size, bonny type, rare width
and depth, short, well carried wings, grand head,
best of qua), and eond., wins; 2, Shirley, wing tkd.,
nice size and shape, good head, not the subs, ot
leader, in good trim; 3, he, Victor Williams, cl.,
splendid size and type, rare good head, plenty of
sub*, and quah, hardly so tit; vhc. Collier. HEN
(12): 1, Victor Wiliams, buff, bonny, cl., fine size
and type, splendid head, short, thick neck, heaps or
subs., nice bloom and quah, one or two tail b athers
hardly full grown, still wins in a good class; 2,
Gibbons, neck mkd. yell., nice size and shape, very
cobby, good head, rare subs, and qua!., lake’s sp •

2, beet members’ Nor.; 3, Taylcr, cl. buff, capital
size, hardly so chubby as 1st, very neat, best or
quah and cond., good head, nicely finished

; vhc
Gough and Loach ; he, Cundell and ilowlev

; c, Shir-
ley. UNFLIG. YELL. (8): 1 , Hathaway, mkd. head,
capita! size, fine type, full head, nicely cleaned out,
short, well packed wings and tail, hot col., best
of qua!, and cond., wins nicely

; 2, Saunders, cl.,
good size and shape, very compact, nice sound head,
well up in col. and quah, Tn good trim; 3, Collier,
ch, well up in size, good type and feather, hardly
so much subs, as leaders; vhc, Wood; he, c Gough
and Loach BUFF (5) ; l, Hathaway, cl., medium
size, beautiful type, neat head, grand qua!, and
cond., nicely cut away, tight a* a drum

; 2 Wood
monster for size, good type, col. and qua), bit
loose m feather, grand subs; 3, Gough and Loach
uneven mkd., nice size and type, good bead not
so much subs., bit pale in col.

; vhc, Garfield’; he,
Crundell and Rowley. HEN (12): l, c Emery el
yell., nice size, capital shape, well cut head, nicely
cleaned out short and cobby, rare qual. and subs.,
well put down ; 2, vhc, Hathaway, var. buff, ail
that one could wish for, size and (iliape, good head
nice subs, and bloom, well worth her place; vhc,
a fine hen, wet when judged; 3, Sanders, uneven
yell., bonny type, capital head, well cut away,
sound col. and qua!.; tic, Garfield. NOV., NOR. ( 11 );
1, Byles,. var. buff, grand size and cond., takes
sp. beet novice members’ Nor.; 2, Welsh, cl. yell.,

good size and shape, nice head, rare col. and quah:
3. Dudley, cheek mkd. buff, medium size, short and
compact, good head, lovely qual. and cond.; vhc,
Feasey ; be, Miss Cullwick; c, Evans. HEN (5): 1,

Mias. Cullxvick, cl. yell., nice size, very shapely,
neat full head, good coh, qual. and finish ; 2, Lycett,
tkd. yelk, nice size and type, good col., rare cond.
and quah, close up; 3, vhc, Hampton, uneven buff,

capital head, hit longer in build; he, Feesey. UN-
FLIG. (11): 1, Fessay, mkd. buff; good size, xery
cobby, neat head, nicely shown; 2, Hughes, tkd.

buff, shade larger, good head and type, nice qual..

not so tight; 3, c, Hampton, capital cl. buff, bit

smaller, good 9liapc and qua!., close up; vhc,

l’ritchard. YORKS.. CL. OR TKD.' (7): 1, 2, Gib-

bons and Weekes, leader, cl. yell., capital length,
very shapely, neat head and waist, nicely filled

hack, good col. and quah, rare style and carr.,

sp. host members’ Yorks.; 2, cl yell, shade longer,

good wedge shape, finely drawn, capital legs; 3,

Cowley, cl., nice length and chape, good eel., quah,
and bloom; vhc. Raybould: he. Hi'iton; o. Victor
Williams. MKD. OR VAR. (6); 1, 3, vhc. Gib-
boil'' and Wcekeu, leader var. yell., grand length and
shape, very neat waist, sweet head, good col. and
quah, gets well up; 3, var. yell., fine length, stands
well on grand legs, very shapely, hardly the qual.

of leader; 2, Cowley, inkd. neck and xvings buff, bit.

stronger in build, capital length and shape, good
back and wing carr., nice qual. and bloom, shows
well; he, Raybould ; No. 2, Clarke, soft when judged.
HEN: 1, vhc, Gibbons and Weekes, head mkd. yell.,

splendid length, well drawn, nice shape, col. and
qual., well packed wings and tail; 2, Victor Wil-
liams, cl. buff, shade stronger in build, nice length,
well filled hack, gets well up, neat head, best of
qual.; 3, no name, eye tkd. yell., nice length, finely

built, good feather, very stylish; he, Stacey; c.

Hall. UNFLIG. HEN (16): 1, Gibbons and Weekes,
c-inn. mkd. buff’, long sided, neat head and should-
ers, good shape and style, stands 'veil on good lege,

lovely quah and finish: 2, c, Hall, cl. yell., nice
length, a little shorter in side, very stylish, very
neat throughout, close run; 3. vhc, Cowley, ch
buff, grand length, neat shoulders, nice hack ami
carr., good qual. ;

he, Hinton. CK. (8): 1. sp.

Hall, splendid length, neat shoulders and waist,

wet l filled back, fine col., qual. and pose, sweet
head, well finished ; 2, c. Gibbons and Weekes, wing
mkd. yell., rare length, beautifully drawn, nice

shape and legs, bit slack in wing carr. ; 3, Clarke,

cl. buff, capital length, very shapely, nice head,

good style and feather, close up; vhc, Raybould; he.

Cowley. NOV. YORKS. (5): 1, vhc, Austin, uneven
yell., 'rattling length, good shape, neat girth, well

up on good tegs; 2. ho. Parker, cl. yelk, Ix-tter

col., nice length; 3, Pritchard, cl. yell., good length

and pose. HEN (5): 1, 3, Austin, leader, cinn.

mkd. buff, lengthy, neat shape, full of qual.; 3,

cl. butt, nicely drawn; 2, Parker, cl. yelk, very

nice length and qual.. neatly built, stylish, not

finished on head; vhc, Evans; he, Pritchard. UN-

FLIG. (0): 1, up, Miw Cullwick, cl. jell., sweet
sha|K;, neat head and waist, rare qual. and col ,

stylish , 2, tie, Austin, el. yell., nice length and
style, hit paler in col.; 3, no name, cl. huff, lengthy,'
good shape, line qual. and eond.; vhc, Pritchard;
tic, Stacey. A.O.V. CAN. (4); 1. Weaver, foul
mkd. green hull Nor., grand size and shape, capital
head, in nice order; 2, Bendall, foul yell, green Nor.,
not the size of leader, good shape, head and feather;
3, Gough and Loach, foul huff green Nor., smaller;
vhc, Hendall. DARK CAN. MULE (5): 1, vhc, he,
Tonks, leader, Siskln-Oari., good size and shape, nice
cot. and qual., shows well, In rare trim

; 2, 3,

Hepworth, Goldf. -Can., nice 57/c and shape, hardly
up in blaze yet, will improve; 3, .Grcenf.-Can.,
medium size, nice shape. In grand fettle. LIGHT
(2); 1, Hepworth, Goldf.-Can., nice size, unevenly
mkd., grand qual. and bloom

; 2, Tonks, same cross,
not so big as leader. GOLDF. OK BUI.LF. 01); 1,

Poole, Bullie, capital size arid shape, very expan-
sive cap of good col., nice breast and hack col.,
nicely defined bars, steady, in good order; 2,
Critchlow, Goldie, good size amt shape, rich tan-
ning, well buttoned, square cut blaze, hardly up
in col. yet, in nice trim; 3, he, Tonks, Built.,
similar in size and shape to winner, good breast col.,
better wing bars, rich col. cap, but hardly the
width of 1st; vhc, e, Camm. GREENE. OK LIN-
NET (12); 1, 3, Davies, Linnet, good size and
shape, rich nutty col., ticking profuse and distinct
right through, steady, in capital trim

; 3, Linnet,
shade smaller, not much to choose between them,
will be heard of again; 2, Dudley, Grccnf., capital
size, rare shape, nice head, good col. and qual.,
lovely bloom, well shown, quickly claimed; vhc,
I’oole; lie, Tonks; c, Osbourne. SISKIN, ETC. (5);
1, vhc, he, Tonks, leader, sweet Siskin, good size
and shape, very bright nat. col. nice lacing, pood
col. cap and bib, fine cond; 2, Raby, Siskin, nice
size, better laced cap, not so clear in col. through-
out as winner; 3, Osbourne, Redpoll, good size,
very cobby, nice col. and eond. A.O. HAKDBILL
(8); 1, Poole, Hawfinch, fine size arid shape, rich
in breaet and head col., well cut bib, good wings,
in grand fettle; 2. Tonks, Bramble., nice shape
and size, good flank ticking, nicely broken hood,
good eond.; 3, vhc, Camm, Chaffinch, not one of tho
largest, but good shape and col. very steady, nicely
shown; vhc, he. Ward; c, Hepworth. SOFTBILL
(2): 1, Hepworth, Chough, well up in size and shape,
sound body col., rich col., legs, and hill, grand
sheen; 2. Burrows, splendid Redstart, grand size,
rich col., nice frosting, in perfect feather and
cond.. hard lines to meet the British giant. SELL.
CAN (11): 1, Collier, unflighted huff Nor.

; 2, he.
Hampton, yell. Nor.

; 3, Gough and Loach, vjr.
buff Nor.; vhc, Gibbons and Weekes; c, Taylor.

HEMSWORTH C.B.S.
Members’ shoxv, Nov. 6, King’s Head Hotel. Mr.

E. Clegg, Dewsbury, judged, and gave every satis-
faction. Class 1: 1, 3, Brooks; 2. Govier Class 2:
1, Rusting

; 2, Hall; 3. Taylor. Class 3: 1, Brooks:
2, Parkes; 3. Taylor. Class 4:1, Taylor; 2, Parkes ;

3, Govier. Class 5: 1, Rusting; 2, Taylor; 3. Goviei.
Class 6; 1, Brooks; 2, Parkes; 3, Smith. Class 7:
1. Parkes; 2, Kendrick. Class 8: 1, 2, 3, Parkes.
Class 9; 1 , 2, 3,. Kendrick Class 10: 1, 2, 3 . Ken-
drick. Class 11 r 1, Rusling; 2, Frost: 3, Geary.
Class 12: l', Rusling: 2. Ilowldcroft. Class 13: i.
Kendrick. Class 15; 1, 2. Frost. Class 16; 1. 3 ',

Gorier; 2, Smith.—J. Hai.l, Sec.

PAISLEY & TANNAHILL (Amalg).
The 31st annual show of the Amalgamated Scotch

Fancy Canary Societies of Paisley, The Taunahill,
Old, and Burgh Club was held Nov. 6, in the North
Minor Town Hall. Mr. Alex. Menzies, Burgh Club,
won the first amalgamation prize with a yellow pied
cock, and Mr. R. Price, also of the Burgh Club,
second and a clean bull cock. Mr. J. Little, of the
Old Club, was third witti a clean yellow lien.

TAMJtAHILL CLUB.—Judges: M P. MeAdam,
Jamestown

;
Mr. J. Henry, Govan. Yell. Ck. : 1, Ful-

ton; 2, Ferguson; 3, Malcolm; 4. McDowall; 5, 6.
Livingstone. Buff: 1. Rowell; 2, Alston; 3. Mal-
colm; 4, McDonald ;..5, Fleming. Yell. Pied Ck.: 1.

Moore; 2. Ferguson; 3, 5, Fulton; 4, Alston. Buff:
1. 6. Allison; 2, Livingstone; 3, Malcolm; 4, Ken-
nedy ; 5. McDowall. Foul Ck. : 1, 3. Ferguson ; 2.
McDowall; 4. Alston; 5. Fleming, Green: 1. Mal-
colm; 2, 3, Moore;, 4, Fulton; 5. Kennedy ; 6, Alli-

son. Yell. Hen: 1. 3, Ferguson; 2. Livingstone; 4.

Moore; 5. Alston; 6, McDonald. Buff: 1, Fleming;
2. Powell; 3, Kennedy; 4, Allison; 5. McDonald-
Yell. Pied; 1, 6,- Ferguson; 2, McDowall; 3. Living-
stone ; 4, Fulton

; 5, Hamilton. Buff : 1, Kennedy

;

2, S, McDowall; 4. 5, Livingstone; 6, Moore. Foul:
1. 3. McDouall; 2, Moore; 4, Alston; 5, Ferguson:
6, Powell. Green : 1, Kennedy ; 2, Poxvell

;
3, Mal-

colm ; 4, Allison; 5, Hamilton. Club Specials; Cup,
2. 3. 10, Ferguson; 1, Fulton; 4. Kennedy; 5, 6, 11.

McDowall: 7, Malcolm; 8, Fleming; 9, 13, 15, Liv-
ingstone : 12. 14, Powell.
OLD CLUB.—Judges: Mr. J. Price, Barrhead; Mr.”

A. McLaughlan. Govan. Yell. Ck.: 1, Kennedy; 2,

McKinven ; 3 . Moore. Buff; 1. Mc-Kinven; 2, Moore;
3. Kennedy. Yell. Pied: 1. 2, Moore; 3. Little. Buff:
1, Moore. Foul: 1. 2, Little: 3, 4. McKinven. Green:
1. Kennedy; 3, Moore. Yell. Hens: 1, Little; 2.
Kennedy; 3, Moore. Butt: 1, Moore; 2, Kennedy;
3. McKinven. Yell. Pied: 1. Little; 2, 3. Kennedy.
Foul: 1, Kennedy; 2. 5, McKinven; 3, Moore: 4.

Paterson. Green: 1. Moore. Club Specials: Best
bird in club and 7th best, Little; 2. .1. Kennedy;
3, 8. 10. D. Kennedy; 4, 5, 6, 9, Moore; 11, McKinven.
BURGH CLUB.—Judges : Mr. J. A". Stewart. Catb-

cart; Mr. J. Main, Coatbridge. Yell. Ck. : 1. Hun-
ter; 2, Baird; 3, McArthur; 4, Wham. Buff: i.

Price; 2. Wham; 3, 4, Thomson; 5, Hunter; 6. Hair.
Yell. Hen: 1, McArthur; 2, Menzies. Bufl : 1.

McArthur. Yell Pied Ck. : 1, Menzies; 2, 4, Thom-
son

; 3, Price : 5, Wham. Buff : 1. Price
; 2, Thom-

son
; 3, 4, Menzies; 5, 6, Baird; 7. Wham. Yell. Pied-

Hen: 1, Thomson; 2, 3, Wham. Buff: 1. 5. Hunter:
2. Thomson; 3, Menzies; 4, Wham; C, Baird. Foul
Ck.: 1, McArthur; 2, Thomson. Hen: 1. 2.

McArthur; 3. Thomson; 4, Hunter. Green, Ck.: 1,

2. Hunter. Hens: 1, M. Baird; 2. Menzies; 3. Hun-
ter; 4. Hair. Club Specials: Best bird in club, .71 h
best, Menzies; 2, 6, Price; 3, if. Baird; 4, Wham;

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary cf

Wigan Cage Bird Society SE..vs: "Dear Mr.-Clad to-

say' our members are simply delighted with tho

posters and prize cards. Tt cy say they are the best

and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., K.

Ball ” Send for samples ai d prices.—Tha Manager,

Printing Dept., “Cage Birds, ' 154, Fleet Street. Lon-,

don, E.C.
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SHEFFIELD.
(Report continued from last week.)

MR. H. W. BATTVE’8 CLA8SES.

fOKKS., YELL. (JlUiRNB (U>: 1. ». Joq«. «»>

•mart specimens, both seifs, capital pos., grand

qiiul., K'>'>d rol., winner has it in style stood 1st

.Man,•heater ; 2, Stewart, nine poa., A I leather and

ml. Ki>«d back and him wing carr.. not quite so

lengthy ; 4. be, Elkins, stand* well, superb leather,

good length and ol nieo utylo, hardly the ml.; vhe,

Roberts ;
e, McDermott. BUFF (10); 1, 2, Joiius,

•• right aorta, " sells, 1st lovely col. upstanding and

length v, slashing qual.. leggy and shows to perfee

lion, -.’nil, lull ol qqal ,
lovely eol.. shin and good

length, w'elt oil leg, close up; 3, 4, Metealle, capital

col and leather, nice back and Mug earr., good

legs, worth its place
;
4th, uip.rior leather and eol.,

stands nicely, not so lengthy yet very taking; vhe,

Riley :
lie, Kossignot; «•. Mockridge. HUN 1 1 - ) ; I.

McDermott, sell, wonderful length, magnificent

feather, lovely depth ol eol., delightful symmetry,
the Manchester winner, a topper; 2, Jones, sell, lor

pos., qua)., col. and style alt one need wish for, not

the length quite, yet a gem; ;), htemart, self, good

in feather, nice length and pos., well lilted ill hack,

neat wing carr., not quito so rich in col.; 4, tic,

lilkins, smart and stylish, well clothed and of good

sound col., not so lengthy; vhe, Itiley; e, Roberts.

IK IT (II): 1, McDermott, self. wt> believe the Man-
chester 1st, a magnificent hen, hard to find fault

with ; 2, lm, Steiner! . very stylish self, At eol. and
qual., good hack flights and tail, not far behind

;

Metcalfe, self, nice pos. anil length, good in

feather and eol., beaten a shudo in ttnish ; 4, vhe,

Itiley, self, lengthy and leggy, rich qual. and col ,

not quite so erect, still one wc admired; c, Roberts.

.NOR. SKIT OR KOII, YELL, (9): 1. c, Walker,
foul, very massive build, slashing eol. and quid.,

grand shape and earr., eve opener ; 2, Handley, self,

good in eol. and feather, nine subs, of body, not

quite so full in head expression, carries flights

nicely; 3, vhe, Metcalfe, not bad shape, rich quid,

and eol., jaunty and in the pink, smaller in build ;

•f, Thornton, shapely, nice feather arid eol., not so

tight; he, Halt. Rt'KF CK. (9): t. Bruce, si*',

Manchester 2nd, moves up a peg today, lovely

shape ami feather, rieb col., fine carr., gem: 2,

Thornton, good in size and col., rattling qual.,

tight, as wax, pressed strenuously; S, Lowe, self,

shapely, A1 qual , nice eol. and style, well worth
its place; f, Hall, nice eol. and feather, shapely, not
1 lie size, still sweet exhibit; vhe, Walker; lie. Hand-
Icy: e, Pugh. YELL. HEN (7): 1. Bruce, foul,

capital shape and feather, rich col., rare size, de-

lightful earr.; 2, vhe. Walker, foul, good in size and
shape, At col. and qual., grand earr., very close up:

8, Thornton, self, lovely shape, grand col. and
leat her, rare size, line carr. and cond., good as any
ill class; 4, Ilamlley; he, Ball; e, Pugh. BUFF (8):

I, 2, Lowe, both At typo, teeming with qual. and
cut., well up in size, held same position at Man-
chester; 8. Pugh, good in eol. and feather, shapely
and stylish, not quite the size, yet a sweet hen ; 4,

Thornton, self, well tip in subs., shapely and of nice

col., not so compact ill feather, good carr.; vhe.
Walker, he, Handley; e, Hall; No S, Hemming, w.c.

BOKD.. YELL. UK. (a): 1, Montgomery, sweetly
moulded, smooth as wax, delightful movement, Al
col., most pleasing, gem; 2, Johnston, rattling shape
anil qual., not a feather wrong, full of energy,
pressed strenuously, beauty ; 3, vhe, Middleton, ratt-

ling col. and quid., neat body and wing earr., beaten
in head expression; 4, Coldbeck. BUFF (8): l,

Johnston, beautiful symmetry, smooth as polished
marble, lovely col., full of character, topper; 2,

Montgomery', shapely, magnificent feather and col.,

very little behind winner, a gem; 3, 4, vhe. Middle-
ton, smart trio, all rattling qual. aud col., delightful

carr., in the pink, 3rd best shape. YELL. HEN
(7): 1, Johnston, marvellous shape and col., best
of carr., pretty as paint., shows for all she is worth,
knock-out; 2, vhe, Montgomery, slashing shape,
most charming

; 3, Lawton and Sons, good in shape.
At eoi. and qua!., beaten a little in style and style
only; 4, he, Middleton, smooth, good col., nice body,
neat, wings, not the head character. BUFF (5) ; 1,

Johnston, gem for shape, superb qual. and col.,

magnificent carr. ; 2, vhe, Middleton, real true char-
acter all through, can beat more than ber^s her,

gem ; 3. 4, Montgomery, both capital quab and col.,

jaunty in earr., as like two peas. NOR. YELL. CK.
(!•) : 1, 3, Crawshaw, leader a bouncer, wonderful
col. and qual., fine head, thick neck, bold and deep
front, lovely wings and tail, clean cut; 3rd, lovely

col., shape and feather, grand earr., beaten in

subs.; 2, Waters, teeming with qual., red hot. mag-
nificent shape, clean under, beaten in size only; 4,

Vardy, true type, feathered to perfection, richly

fedi jaunty ; vhe, Kaberry ; lie. Metcalfe ; c.

3pcncer. BUFF (8) : 1. Fielding, magnificent
feather, rattling col., neatly frosted, grand subs,
aud shape, best of wing earr., topper; 2, Hirst, very
shapely, plenty of subs., nic e col. and qual., ©loje
•ip; 3, Taylor, not had shape, good in feather and

, col.. not the size, yet far from a bad one; 4, Craw-
sliaw. capital shape, feather, and col., clean cut,
we thought might have gone up one; vhe, Nichol-
son; lie, Vardy; c. Waters. TKD. YELL. (6): 1,

Thomas, red hot col., silky texture of fgather, mag.
nifieent shape and well up in size, beauty ; 2, Craw-
shaw, var., rare subs., lovely col. and feather, grand
shape and earr., well known, pressed; 3, Cook, var.,

delightful shape. At eol. and qual., nice carr.,

beaten in subs.: 4. Waters: vhe, Vardy; lie, Bleas©
and Son. BUFF (12): 1, vhe, Thomas, magnificent
shape, rare size, exquisite feather and col., jaunty
carr., eye-opener; 2, 4, Crawshaw. gems, both A]
col. and qual., well up in subs., clean cut away,
little separates them

; 3, Hirst, var., big, excellent
shape, superb feather, paler in col, vet worth its

place; lie. Cook; e. Waters. YELL. HEN (12); 1.

Crawshaw, delightful symmetry, fine subs., exquisite
feather ami eol., dainty carr.: 2. Fielding, cl., grand
shape ami qual., Al col., not quite the size, hut a
lovely hen of true character ; 3, Vardy, smart ami
most stylish el., delightful shape, ricii in col., Al
qual.. the Alfreton winner; 4, Hirst, shapely, of

good feather and col., jaunty earr., not the size, but
worth its place: vhe, lie, Waters; e, Kaberry.
BUFF (12); 1. Cook, with a magnificent cl., round
as a ball, feathered to perfection, lovely col. and
frosting, wonderful size, . best wc have seen this

season ; 2. Kaberry, el., slashing feather and eol.,

good in body, neat wings and tail, not so full in

head points; 3. Thomas, good ill shape and qual..

capital col. and carr.; 4, Jeffries, nice shape, rich

col. and well gowned, j unity, not big hut very
sweet; vhe. Crawshaw; be, Steele; c, Nicholson.
F.\F1 TO. YELL. (13)- 1, Nicholson, el., we did not
care for, too small ami with poor head, but lovely

eol and feather; 2, Waters, grand head and neck,

hold eliest, Al eol. and qual., nice earr., might havo
•won; 8. 4, Crawshaw, beauties, el. and var. respec-
tively, former grand shape, size, cob, and feather;
4th, ulda/e with col., smooth as wax. Al shape, not
quite so heavy in build; vhe, c, Varilv; lie, Cook.
BUFF (12): 1. Cook, el., slashing shape, exquisite

feathiT and col., well up in size, jaunty carr., very

promising; 2, Fielding, cobby, excellent qual. and
eol., best of wing earr., not of the biggest, but of

tho best; 3. Vardy,. var., ablaze with col., very
shapely, tight as wax. with luck should make up
well ; 4, .Spencer, good in shape and feather, nice eol.

and frosting, clean cut, worth its place; vhe, Chil-

ton; he, Blease and Son, c. Waters. UNI LIU. HEN
(12), bevy of beauties: I, Thomas, jell., neatly
moulded, smooth as wax, hot eol., delightful earr.;

2, 1, vhe, Crawshaw, wing mkd. bulf and el. yell.,

both true type, rich in col. ami well clothed
.
pro-

mising to do well for their owner in tjio near
future; 3, Cook, rattling shaped cl. hull, tight as n
Java, superior eol.. grand carr., one of the best;
he, Blease and Soli ; e. Taylor.

J. ROBSON'S CLASSES.MR.

BOKD., CL., ETC. YELL. UK. (8): t, In 1

,

nrlt, bewitching shape, quid., and eol., fine

Ben
cond.

anil carr., one of the best we. have seen for many
a day; 2. Large, grand contour, leathered lo per-
fection, rich col., jaunty prc.v-id hard; 3, Shack
Icy. shapely, excellent feather and eol.. grand body
ami wing earr., wee bit wanting in head and neck:
4. Charlton good in shape ami eol., moves nicely,
not quite so hox.v in (rather, vhe, Nelson ;

e, Wil-
son; No 8, Egertoii, alas. HEN ((!): I. Wilson,
delightful outline, perfect in clothing, lich eol.,

jaunty, ami in the pink, treat to observe; 2, vhe,
Bennett hupcly, Al qual. and eol., good worker,
very clos up; 3, Large, good shape and col., nice
carr., hardly so tight in feather; 4. Egerlon; lie,

SlVilckley. BUFF, UK. ft!) : 1. Wilson, grand shape,
smooth as wax, rattling eol., in rare fettle; 2, Nel-
son, shapely, capital qual. jaunty, nice col., pressed
lor 1st place; 3, Large, rich coi.. Al quid., neat
head and nice shape, good 3rd; 4. vhe, Bennett; la-.

Parson. HUN (5): I. (Been, magnificent shape, rich
qual. and col., delightful earr., gem; 2, Wilson,
capital it ilher and eol., rare, shape, full of action,
near oq equal te winner, beauty: 3. vhe, Bennett,
lovely -shape and feather, capital eol., lino head
expression; 4, Nelson, one wo, liked. EVEN (5); t.

Pennington buff, sweetly moulded, magnificent col.

and qual., shows for all it is worth, staged to tho
moment ; 2, GarbiiU, moves freely, will clothed, capi-
tal leather and col., extremely lancinating ; 3, 4.

Jameson, and f>, Knight, abs. VEI L. VAR. (a):
1. Wilson, lovely shape and action, not, a feather
misplaced, slashing eol., put down in masterly

I

fashion: 2. Bennett, sweetly moulded, best of qual.
and col., jaunty, in the pink, close up: 8. Parson,
good in feather and col., nice carr.. beaten in

I symmetry yet good one; 4, Nelson. BUFF (5): 1.

,
Kgcrton, capital shape, -smooth as polished marble,

I

A I eol., pleasing earr., treat to observe; 2, Wilson,
good in qual. and type, moves gracefully, not- far
away, put down writ; 3, Pennington, rich col., tight
as wax. neat head and neck, nice body and wing
carr.; 4. Uarbutt. YELL GREEN, ETC. (<;) : 1. 2,

Forrest, exceptional qual., grand col., shapely, best
of earr near on equal; 3, vhe, Middleton, nice ex-
pression of head, neatly shaped body, Al col. and
qual., worth its place: 4, Coldbeck; lie. Glare.
CREST, C'K. (Si; 1, Dobson, wonderful subs., wealth
of rich qual. feather, crest large aud dense, de-
lightful droop and centre, gem of gems; 2, Steele,
heaps of feather, capital size, crest of very neat
formation, hardly so thickly packed, still a beauty:
3, Dodd, butt cl. body D.C., rare feather and
plenty of it, massive in build, crest of great size,'

grand shape and droop, worth its place; 4. Radley
and Son, buff var. I).C., lovely veiny leather, shapely,
crest, nice size unit shape, real bonny specimen; vtic,

Bewick; he, Mrs. M. M. Scott; c. Memmott:
HEN (7): t. Mrs. Scott, delightful feather, abund-
ance of clothing, massive in build, magnificent crest
throughout, topper; 2, Barker, buff var., shapely,
At qual., nice subs., grand top qnii, only hardly so
large, pleasing droop and rightly placed centre;
3, Steel, capital qual., nice shaped crest, neat in
droop and centre, good 3rd; 4, Dobson; vhe, Evans;
lie. Radley and Sons. U'.B. (8): 1. Barker, buff var.,
a monster, heaps of Al qual. feather, wonderful
rice and width of skull, fine turn over, lashed to
perfection

; 2, Memmott, bui. var.. grand subs, and
shape, lovely qual., head points of great character,
not far behind ; 3, 4, Steel, beauties, not quite so
huge in build, but superb feather aud nice skulls,
neatly browed, close together; vile, he, Radley anil
Son

; c, Bewick. HEN (5) ; 1, Memmott, .cl. buff,
bewitching, exquisite qual., grand size >aud shape,
charming head character, witli luck should do some
winning ; 2. Dob«on, shapely, superb feather, good
size, .grand skull and lash, most promising; 3,

Evans, capital qual., shapely, not the subs, of above,
but shows true character; 4, Radley and Son ; vhe,
Moore. CREST, 1913 (9) : 1. c, Radley and Son,
butt var., wonderful subs., taking shape, immense
quantity of lovely qual. feather, crest, large, and
of grand formation, delightful droop and centre; 2,
Barker, buff green, shapely, Al feather, not quite
so massive yet, a clinking crest of capital merit,
with time and luck should he heard of again; 3,
Edwards, nice in feather, good in contour, neat and
nicely radiated crest, worth its place; 4, vhe. Moore,
buff var., plenty of feather, nice shaped body, crest.
Picture like, but on the small side; he. Dodd. C 15.

(5): 1. Edwards, wealth of feather, grand 'size and
shape, rattling width and rise of skull, well browed,
gem

; 2, vhe, Radley and Son, ohapely, superior
qua!., not to massive, quite, yet grand head char-
acter, can beat more than beat- it; 3. Colton aud
Dawn, all there for qua!., plenty of feather, neat
skull and Lash, worth its place; 4, Moore. NOV.
CREST (10): 1, Whyatt. heaps of rich feather, weli
UP in size, crest of capital shape, nice droop and
neat centre; 2, Mrs. Scott, wealth of feather of Al
description, good shaped body, beaten elightlj in
heao character; 3. Jeffries, rich feather, nice size
and shape, not the bulk

; 4, Taylor, neat all
through, but wants more tubs, and larger crest for
present day requirements; vhe, Lawton and Sous

•

he, Hodgson; c, Richardson. C.B. (3): 1. Jeffries,
bhapely, good subs., plenty of feather, nice rise!
and fair width of skull, well lashed; 2, Mrs.
Bcott, superb feather, shapely, capital size, beaten
a little in head character; 3, Richardson, buff var.,
abundance of feather, nice shaped body • l vhe
Hodgson. HYB., CL., ETC. (7): 1. 2, Martin and
Archer, el. Lmnet-Cau. and Gold!. -Can, both won-
derful exhibits, often described, wc thought the
former was beginning to chow signs of age; 3, 4.
Evans, beauties, both showing parentage ' to a
nicety, in tin top form and benched in grand style-
vhe, Oldham; lie. Bibb; e, Hubbard. HEAVYMKD. (<i) : 1, l)r. M. \. Wilson. Goklf.-Can veil
magnificent col., not a feather wrong, grand face!
beaut ifuuly mkd.; 2, Jones, very smart ami stylish
Greenic, y«l in shape, size, and qual., put down
in the pink; 3, 4. Andrews,' yell. Linnet-Can., well
up in siilis., lovely shape and earr. rich col., mark-
ings, profuse and well defined; 4, Greeuir, good
shape and qual.; vhe. Colton and Dawn; No. 3.
Bar ett, wrong class. DARK (10): 1, Parlett. well
known yell. Goldie-Can., looking fit to fight for a
kingdom ; 2. Dr. M. A. Wilson, “Linnet-Can., rare
size and shape, magnificent coi.. f moot li as wax, one
of the best we have seen for v a • fc

Taylor, yell. Goldf.-Can., well up in size, capital face,
rich in eol., ami well mkd., gem; 4, Martin and
Archer, Linnet Cam. good in feather and col., nice
earr., not size of 2nd, yet very bonny; lie, W hit-

mi t, and Sou; c, Wilson. A.O.V. (11): 1, Parlett,
renowned yell. Greenic Cam, looking as well as ever,
wonderful specimen ; 2, 3, Oldham, Redpoll Can. and
.Siskin-Cam, both true -character ami marvellous
merit, shown for all they were worth, credit to tlioir

owq«r
; 4, Dr. Wilson, yell. Grcenie-t'an., shapely,

lovely feather amt eoi., not (he size of 1st, e-till

a beauty; vhe, Andrews; lie, Jones; c, Whitnut
aud Son. V.o.v. II Ylf. (0): 1, Martin ami Archer,
tin- often favourably commented upon Greeuie-
Ubaff., truly a rarity and a topper; 2, Parlett, Un-
noted Cauary-Bullf., “White Rose," not looking so
rosy us we. have seen him. inner flights somewhat
disarranged

;
3. Dr. Wilton, Greenie-Chalf.. qual. ami

eol. all t fieri
. nice symmetry, not the subs, of win-

ner ; 4, Hubbard, neat Gojilf.-Bullf., not a giant
but extremely choice; vhe, Edward* ; No. (I, Dewar,
absent. li (T l).(l K RIG ARK (a); 1, 2, Shipton, yellows
and greens respectively, lovely exhibits, absolute
l« rlei-t feather, staged in a masterly manner; 3,

Fletcher, green, large, grand bloom, treat to ob
serve, priv. iat hard

; 4, Silver, yell., in capital trim.
PARKAKKKTH, HTU. 02): rare class; 1, 4, he,

Fletcher, magnificent team, Uanaband, of glorious,

character leading; 4, Pennants, in delightful bloom,
benched by a master hand, anil a credit to owner;
2, Fletcher, Eelectus, treat to observe, not a feather
wrong, well known winner; 3, «ilv it Blue winged
Lovebirds, marvellous merit, put down in stylish
fashion; vhe, e, Colton and Dawn. WAYBILLS, Etc,.

(17): pleasing class : 1, Silver. Uoldbreysts, in per-
fect form, found heapa of friends, wonderful merit

;

2, 3, vhe, F. Howe, Combaswous and Gordon Blcus,
pretty a:i paint, and in delightful fettle; 4, he,

Fletcher, St. Helena, in nice order, and well worth
the place. A.O. WAYBILLS. ETC. (11): 1, Colton
and Dawn, Parrot Finch, taut greatly ©banned,
could not he staged better, real gem; 2, Howe,
Melba Waxbill, bewitching, again put down “right” ;

3, Fletcher, a very pretty Ojiban pair, tight, and
in great form, staged to the moment

; 4, c, Colton
and Dawn, Melbas, in lovely trim, fine throughout,
and benched in an up-to-date style'; vhe. Pitchlord;
he, Hubbard. WEAVERS-, Etc. (8): 4, Silver, Ultra-
marine Comhassou, most handsome creature, in the
pink ; 2, Kuypcrs, Paradise Whydah, that drew great
attention, by -its delightful merit; 3, ArnOtt, Jack-
son's Wh.uiah, one of most charming merit, really
grand; 4, Woods, Buliie, tight as wax, iu faultless
condition, the York winner; vhe, Chadwick; he, "c,

Fletcher. 1NSKCT1V. (3): 1, 3, Arnotl, C'oldcn-
Front-e-d Fruitswker, in great form, -and a very
choice Scarlet Tauagcr, in grand col.j 2, Mis© F.
Barlow-Masacks, Trinidad Thrush.

MR. J. BESWICK'S CLASSES.
GOLDF. (11) : T, 4, Cricthlow

, bonny pair of
“proud tailors,” former rare size and shape, capital
col., large square and highly coloured blaze, rattling
bars and button*, a gem ; 4, good in .shape and
size, nice col., capital blaze, not quite so expan-
sive, yet of great miprit ; 2, Evans, lovely col. and
feather, Al blaze, near on as good as 1st, also
possessing neat bars and buttons, pressed strenu-
ously ; 3, Jones, nice shape and size, hardly so rich
in col., or so well cut in blaze qs above, still quite
capable of annexing many high honours; vhe, Carttr

;

he, Jones; c, Allen. BULLF. (lti): 1, Woods, York
winner, to criticise unfavourably one would have
to be in a temper, a model put down in a most
marvellous manner, wins; 2, Martin and Archer,
a great -exhibit, yet not quite the same finish as
winner, still ,a beauty; 3, Wilson, good size and
shape, nice cap, neat breast, col., hardly the ex-
quisite feather of those above ; 4, Edwards, i-hapely,
nice size and qual.. neat cap, of Al polish, not ao
rich in breast, but worth its place-; vhe, Smith; lie,

Walsh; c, Walkden. LINNET (21); grand lot: 1,

3, Oldham, leader, one of the best coloured and
pencilled exhibits we have seen for many a day, a
big “good ’un,” 3, capital col., hardly •« large, yet
wonderful qual.. profusely and distinctly ruled.,

smooth as glass, good 3rd ; 2, Parlett, marvellous
col., shapely, nice subs., steady as a top, not.
equal to 1st in pencilling quite, wee bit muddy; 4.

Dr. Wilson, nice shape aud feather, not the size,

neat in markings, and of good col.; vhe, Mrs. L. E.
T. Dalton; he. Francis; c, Walsh. GREENF. (19),
rattling class: 1, 1‘. WaY>h, marvellous .size, lovely
t'hape and col, grand earr., real knockout; 2, Fair-
hurst, wonderful merit, pressed the- winner strenu-
ously, pity there were not two firsts, worth one;
3. he. Blunchon, very shapely, Al qual. and col.,

nice carr., not quite so massive; 4, vhe, Francis,
good chape and qual., nice subs., hardly so rich
or so tight in feather; c, Oldham. LESSER RED-
POLL (Hi); 1. Clare, rare size* grand shape and
qual., good eol., finely mkd., gem

; 2, Chick, well up
in subs., shapely, Al qual. capital col., close up;
3, Parlett, fine sizy ami shape, good leather and
eol., not quite the finish ; 4, Charlton, shapely but
on smaller hues, rich eol.. very neatly mkd. ; vhe,
Francis; he, Jones; e. Smith. MEALY, ETC. (Hi):

1, Oldham, lovely coloured and wonderfully pencil-

led Twite, not a feather misplaced, rare .size and
carr.; 2. 4, Mrs. L. E. T. Dalton. Siskin, good size

and shape, neat cap, capital eol. and pencilling,

treat to observe; 4. Twite, rich col. and qual.,
nicely mkd., in the pink; 3, c, Francis, Redpoll,
rare subs., rattling shape and col., best of markings,
a gem; vhe, Walsh; he, Offord. CHAFFINCH,
ETC. (22), wonderful class; 1, 2, Chick. Bramble
ami Chaff, “clinkers,” put down in perfect cond.

;

3, Oldham. Bramble, great size, magnificent col.
and feather, grandly tkil., a leal topper; 4, Walsh,
most attractive Chaffinch, good feather, size and
shape, hardly the richness of eol. of 2nd ; vhe,
Parlett ; he, Francis. BUNTING (8): I, Dr. Wilson,
charming Meadow Bunting, shows itself to perfec-
tion, staged in great style; 2, Chick, Yellow Bunt-
ing, rattling subs, beautiful -col. very shapely, mag-
nificent head character, one of the best; 3, Francis,
we did not locate; 4, he, Walsh. A.O. MEED-
EATER (ti), all Hawfinches: 1, P. VValali, rare subs.,
grand shape, lovely eol.. well shaped bib, quite a
picture ; 2, 3, Francis, both good ones, former just
beaten in col., latter not quite so large, utiii a
brace of beauties, and shown for all they were
worth ; 4, Fletcher; vhe. Chick; he, Beech. IX-
SECTIV. (7): 1, Darlow, Redstart, iu full bloom;
2, Dyson, Blackcap, in rare fettle, could not have
been staged better; 3, Walsh, Meadow Pipit,.in great
trim, and shown finely, good 3rd; 4, Bent, nice
Redstart, not quite so well up in eol. as 1st, still

one vve liked; vhe, Fletcher. A.O.S. (li): l. Taylor,
Cornish Chough, nice size and e-hape, lovely sheen,
capital legs arid beak; 2, Darlow, very charming
Waxwing, smooth as glass, many thought might
have won; 3, Walsh, Magpie of good character, well
worth its position; 4, Walsh; lie, Green.
The patronage of the following specialist clubs

undoubtedly ’

. - ratly in bringing together the
“cream" <•'• i section* : Y.C.C., C.M.Y.C.C..
G.C V, 1IFC.U. N.P.C.. and O.N.P.t.C.

BRECHIN.
Brechin C.B.S. held its 52nd annual show in the

City Hall on November (5. The objects of the show
were of a patriotic nature, viz., the benefit of
tho .Soldiers' and Sailors’ Relief Fund, but we are,

sorry to report that entries were down from last
year. This was not expected lo happen in Brechin,
us it is a well-known fact that at every show in
.Scotland the Brechin fanciers turn out well. The
judges were; Nor., Mr. W. Allison. Aberdeen;
Bold., Mr. J. Rentone, Mcthil; Brit, and For.,
Mr. II. Watson. Glasgow, and their awards gave
general .satisfaction. Favoured with beautiful
weather, the show was well patronised during the
day. The arrangements were in the capable hands
ot Mr. John Crabli, see., umi Mr. A. Robinson,
assist, sec., backed up by a hard working com
mittee. G. Mitchell, Brechin, won the society's
<up for best Norwich; J. Craig the society's cup for
best Bor

;
and Black ami Hcudric the rosebowl

for most points in British. All these cups now
become the property of the respective winners. A
pleasant feature- cf the show was the very large
number of lady friends who visited the show and
took a lively interest in the exhibits.
NOR. CL . OR TICK YELL. UK. (13): 1, 2,

Mitchell, leader nice type, lovely col. and qual., 2nd
imlUg., good chape, close up; 3, Stewart, fails only
in qual. to leaders; 4. Taylor; 5, Pirie; •>. Brand.
BUFF (111: 1, .Mitchell, plenty size and subs., good
head; 2, Harris, simitar type, line eoi. and qual.;
:i, MeCue, not quite the subs, of leaders; 4, l'irie;

.0. McLean; (j, Adam. YELL. VAR. CK. (10): 1,

Grewar, heavy var., bold front, rare type ami
qual.; 2. Mitchell, good qual. and col. ; 3, Pirie,
light),v var., nice qual. arid type: 4, Harris; 5,
Ritchie; <j, Kennedy. BUFF (7): 1. Murray, line
col., very wild; 2, Dalgcty, dark var., fine head
and neck, good qual. ; 3, Mitchell, not the size of
leaders, grand type and qual.; 4. Hampton; 6.

Strachan ; «. AUafdyce. UL. OR TICK YELL. HEN
(4): l, McLean, nice type, bold front; 2, McLeod,
similar type, better bead; 3. Harris, good size and
shape, close up; 4. Pirie. BUFF (b): 1, 4. Mitchell,
leader nice head, bold front, good shape; 2,
Strachan, good size and shape, fine cond.; 3,
Adam, rich level col., good qual; 5, Sinclair; fi.

Craig. YELL. VAR. HEN (9): t, Mitchell, dark
var.. fine qual., nice head; 2, Grewar, same type,
good cond. ; 3. Pirie, good type and qual. ; 4, Har-
ris; 5, Weir; 6, Smith. BUFF (8): 1, Grewar, well-
known dark var., good head aud neck, fine size
and shape; 2, Mitchell, good head and neck, fine
cond.; 8, Murray, same type, fine qual.; 4. Catder-
wood; 5, Craig; G, Pirie. UNFUG. CK. (15): 1, 2.

3, Mitchell, leader yell., rare head and neck, great
size, lovely qual., wins cup best Nor. and S.P.C.
medal, 2nd yell., grizzle cheek, fine head and neck,
not the sub. of leader. 3rd buff var., nice exhibit

:

4, Adamson; 5, Forrest; <J, Murray. HEN (5): 1,

2, 3, Mitchell, leader yell, var., rare shape ami
qual., fine head, wide bold front, 2nd cl. buff, in
grand order, 3rd cl. yell., fine shape and size; 4.

Strachan; 5, Grewar. NON-FED CK. (6): 1, Mur-
ray, el. yell., fine size and shape, nice col.; 2.

Ritchie, massive buff green, fine head, grand qual.;
3, Mitchell, buff var., good qual. and col. ; 4,
McLeod; 5, McGuire; G, Hampton. HEN (6): I,

McLeod, el. yell, fine size and shape, neat round
head, wins S.P.C. medal for best ben ; 2, Smith,
yell, var., nice qua!., neat shape; 3, Stewart, fine
type and qual. SELL. CK. (19): 1, Hampton; 2,

Forrest; 3, Rosy and Duncan. HEN (11): I.

Sirnth; 2. Calderwood ; 3, Brand. BOKD. CL. OR
TICK YELL. CK. (14): 1, Jas. Patterson, neat
round head, nice shape, fine wings; 2, Craig, similar
type, nice round front : 3, 6, Crabb and Finlayson.
neat shape, fine col. and cond.: 4, Arch. Robertson;
5, Nicol. BUFF (14): 1, 5, Craig, neat head, fine
front, rare size, grand col. and qual.; 2. Crabb
and Finlayson, nicely moulded, fine col., neat
wings; 3, Sinart, neat exhibit, loses in col. to
leaders; 4, Bennet

; 0. A. Robertson. YELL. VAR.
CK. (7); l, 4, Craig, light var., nice col. ami
cond.; 2, 5, Crabb aud Finlayson, eye and wing
mark, fine shape, good col. ; 3, Geo. Paterson, sweet
var., close up; ti, Elliot. BUFF (13): 1, 4, Craig,
line shape, nice front, carries wing well, grand col

;

2, Bennet. lovely qual., well put down; 3, J. Pater-
son, nearly even, fine col. and cond.; 3, Wlison

;

G, J. Taylor. CL. OR TICK YELL. HEN (10): 1,

3. Craig, nice head, fine round front, line wings ami
tail, 3rd same type, net far behind; 2, Bennet,
shade small, but grand type and qual.; 4, Smart :

5, Wilson; 0, A. Robertson. BUFF (13): t, Craig,
grand exhibit, wins society's enp and B.F.C.C.
medal best bird, sweet round head, fine front and
back, nicely tapered away, wins; 2, Jas. Patterson,
fine type and qual., nice wings and tail; 3, A.
Robertson, finely moulded, neat exhibit; 4. Crabb
and Finlayson; 5, Weir; 6, Bennet. YELL. VAR.
HEN (15): 1, Jas. Patterson, nearly even, nice
•shape, cot. and cond.; 2, Crabb ami Finlayson, neat
round iicad. Into col. and qual.; 3, Geo. Patterson,
line shape, nice wings; 4, 5, Craig: 6, J. Robertson,
wins novice medal. BUFF (11): 1, Craig, neat
round head, fine col., well put down; 2, Spence,
nice var., tine type and qua!.; 3, Robertson, nicely
mkd., Hue cond.; 4, Crabb and Finlayson; 5, .Smart

;

G, linns. EVEN MK. (G) : 1, Crabb and Finlayson.
perfect eyes and nice wings, in lovely order; 2, A.
Robertson, fails in marking to leaders, still a good
one: 3, Stewart, nice, even, fine cond.; 4. Craig; 5.

Lyall; G, Hampton. GREEN OR GINN. (10): l.

las. Patterson, cinn., fine col., nice type and qua).

:

2, Lyall, cinn., fine shupe, close up; 3, Showier,
green, sound col.; 4. 5. Sturrock

; G. Hampton.
SEL. CK. (4): 1. 2, Robertson; 3, Craig. HEN
(11): 1. Craig; 2, Bennett; 3, Smart
The remainder of this report had not come to

hand when we went to f>ress, and will be given
next week.—Udifor

HOLYHEAD C.B.S.
First annual show, Nov. 2; S3 birds staged. Mr.

J. Keen judged, and gave satisfaction. Yorks. Yell.

I and 2, II. Griffiths; 2. Maher. Buff: t. James;
2, Doughty; 3, H. Gri ths. Tkd. or Var a.

2. Doughty; 3. Mailer. Nor.; 1, 11. Griffiths; 2

and 3, Evans. Mules: 1. H. Griffiths: 2. A. Griffiths;

3. Jones. Gold!.: 1 and 2, Griffiths; 3. Jones. A.O.

Brit.: 1. H. Griffiths; 2. Jones; 3, II. Griffiths. Spl.
best Can.. R. Jones; best Gold!., A. Griffiths.— H.
Griffiths. See.

EAST ARDSLEY C.B.S.
Members’ show, Nov. 13, with a good entry aud

good quality. Mr. .1. ('humhers (Leeds) judged
ami gave every satisfaction. Linnet: 1, hr, Iturmdl;

2, Walton : IL A. Bedford; vhe, c. Summers. Ureenf.

:

1. 3, Burnell ;
Walton; vhe, Summers. (Johlf.

and Bullf. : 1. 3> he, Burnell; 2, By rah ; vhe, lv

Bedford: r, Walton. Redpoll, &r. : 1, Burnell; 2, :i,

8 u millers ; vhe, l’vroh; he. A. Bedford; r, Walton
CfA«* 5: 1. 3, Pyrah; 2. Walton: vhe. he. Burnell
Mules: 1. knulrew

; 2, 1>. Bedford.- V. W alton, Sec.
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BLAYDON-OIM-TYNE.
Eleventh annunl show of the Blaydon-on-Tyno

C.H.8., Nov. 12, IS, U.M. School room. In spit*' of

1 ho unsettled state of affairs the society nave ft very

lihcriil classification,- was rewarded hy a record
entry of nearly 800. "orwirli were the etrongest in

numbers, including some of the ereain. of the Fancy.
Yorks, were rather disappointing In number, but

quality wa> good. Crests and Creathreds were for

ward in stronger force than we have seen for some
time, and recalled to otir mind the palmy days of

Iheurest Canary in the Tyneside district; not only
was the nnmher Rood, but quality also was excel

lent. The champion of the section was Mr. David
Moott’s Crist, wiiieh won the President's silver cup
for best bird in show . Border Fancy classes showed
a falling oil in numbers, compared with the very
large classes we have been accustomed to see, hut
some extra grand specimens were, staged of all the
various colours. This district being such a hotbed
of the green Bonier, unite a collection of top
notehers were lighting for premier honours. Mules
were down in numbers, but British were up to the
average.
The officials are such well known fanciers, and

have had so much experience in show nipt tors
that it seems almost superfluous to say that all

the work was carried out without any trace of fuss
or confusion. The olTice-bearers arc; .1. Hands,
Chair; (1. Dohsotl, Vice-Chair; K. Davies, Trias.;
li. llavver. See.; Committee, (>. Simpson, J. H.
Crass, T. Leek, Jos. Clark, < . Yallance, T. Fletcher,
C. Crahani, It. Havis, J. Hillary, ,1. Bohson, J. J.
Walker, T. Harrison, T. C. Crawhall, .1. T. Reed.
The judges were: 11. W. Battle, Nor., Crests, and
Yorks : T. Dixon. Borders; J._ Maddison, Mules,
British and Foreign.
VOU. YKLL. (Hi): 1. Crawshaw, rare head and

neck, stout body, hot col., grand order; 2. Thomas,
eye tkd., very rich col., lull head and neck, scarcely
so stout in body ;

.'t. Bates, line size, cobby shape,
lacks the col. of leaders; 4, Glcndinning

;
vhc. Fleck;

lie. Harrison; e, Morrison. BUFf (Hi): 1, McKay,
line size and subs., good head, full neck, capital
leather and eond.

; 2, Holden, good stamp all over,
just beaten in eol. ; 3, Hirst, big and thick set, allows
a hit more feather; 4. Bates; vhc. Mason and
Anderson; he. Crass; o, Thomas. HEN, YELL. (13):
1. 4, Lawson, line size, shape, col., ar.d qua!.; 2,
Hirst, almost, if not quite, as good as winner; 3,
Crawshaw, grand for type, but beaten in col. ; vhc,
Morrison

; lie, Moore. BFFF (17): 1, Crawshaw,
grand cobby shape, full head and neck, extra qual.
ol feather; 2, Lawson, rare good front, but a little
less subs, in body, in capital order; 3, Kaberry,
massive body, excellent feather; 4. Jeffries; vhc,
Hands; ho, Thomas; c, Smailes. UNFLIG. YELL.
(2d): 1; 3, Lawson, 1st, good head and body, hot col.,
pink of cond.'; 3rd, fine type, best col. ; 2, Craw-
sliaw, close up to winner in all points; 4, Page;
vhc, Matthewson; he. Smith; e. Hands. BUFF (Hi):
1, Priestly and Tucker, good thick-set body, full
head and neck, tight feather; 2, McKay, rare size
and type, hit untidy at thighs; 3, Smailes, less
size, but rare good shape and qual. of feather; 4,
Makepeace; vhc, Holden; he, Curry; c, Jeffries.
YELL. HEN ( 11 ): 1, Moore, fine size, rare good
type, col., and qua!.

; 2, Matthewson, cobby shape,,
good head and neck ; 3, Hands, extra good col. and
feather, good head, scarcely so stout in body: 4,
Crawshaw; vhc Priestley and Tucker; he, Fox

;

c, Hirst. BUFF (13): 1, Crawshaw, grand size, type,
and qual. of featln r; 2, Thomas, capital size and
shape, in rare cornl.; 3, Hirst, little to find fault
with, close up: 4, Hadden ; vhc. Page ; lie, Telfer

;

c, Crass. NOV., YELL. (10): 1. 4. Bell, grand size,
typo, and col., tight com!.; 2, Priestly and Tucker,
hot eol., fine size and subs., not to tight feather;
3, Bird, close up in all points; vhc, Procter; lie.
Hunter; e, Coates. BUFF (12): 1. Bell, good in
size, shape, and feather, hot col.

; 2, Makepeace, verv
close up, except not so good on head ; 3. Bird,
massive body, good feather and eond.; 4, Hunter;
'he, Cresswell ; lie, Barnes; c, Telfer. CHEST. UK.
(13) : 1, Scott, crest of wonderful size and density,
perfect centre, not a feather out of place, closbiy
packed at back, awarded the silver cup for best
bird in show; 2, c, Dobson, grand length of head
leather, hut owing to the heavy droop the crest
does not look so expansive as the winner; 3, Dick-
enson Bros., very neat, well-shaped crest, scarcely
the size of leaders; 4, he. J. Taylor; vhc Mrs. T.
1 ailor. CHEST, HEN (14): 1, Barker, large, well-
packed crest, grand formation and droop

; 2, he, ,T.

I aylor. crest ol good size and density, scarcely so
neat: 3, R. S. Bewick, large dense crest of good
shape; 4. c, Armstrong;

„vhc. T. Bewick. CD CK
(14) : 1. Armstrong, great width of head, real bull-
neck, abundance of feather, very heavily lashed; 2,
Barker, really grand bird, not far behind; 3, K. S.
Bewick, yet another topper, a mass of feather from
head to tail: 4, T. Bewick; vhc. Hutchinson : lie,
Dobson; «, J. Taylor. C.B. HEN ( 5 ): l, Mrs. T.
Taylor, great amount of head feather, heavily lashed
eyes, well-filled neck; 2, Armstrong, a capital hen,
close up

; 3, R. S. Bewick, grand feather ; 4, Dole
-son; vhc, Gillespie. CREST, 1915 (8): l, ,J. Taylor,
large round crest, well-filled centre, grand droop;
2, Richardson, crest, oi fine size and shape, scarcely

well groomed; 3, J!. 8. Bewick, rare width of
crest, good shape and qual.; 4. T. Bewick; vile,
Lawson; he, Armstrong

; Simpson. U.B., 1915
(14) : 1, Mrs. T. Taylor, great width of head, well
tilled at back, gocil lash: 2, It. S. Bewick, really
good, close up

; 3, Riseborougli, a mass of leather

;

4. Richardson; vhc, Armstrong; he' Lawson: o,
Dickenson Bros. YELL. CREST OR C.B., 1915 (5):

,1, 3, Simpson, both C.B., not, much to choose between
them ; 2, 4, vhc, Dobson, 2nd, Crest, not over large,
but very neat. CREST, NOV. (7): 1, 3, Morgan,
good-sized eft-st of nice formation and qual.; 3rd,
very similar; 2, Tate, large crest of good shape, not
so well groomed; 4, vhc, c. Simpson; In-, Coates.
C.B.. NOV. (7): 1

, 2, 3, Simpson, rare heads and
bodies, any amount, of feather : 4, vhc, e Tate •

he, Graham. YORKS.. CL. OR TK. YELL. (<i) : 1 ,

lie, Crawhall, Ion#, well-rounded body; very smooth
feather, rich -level eol.: 2nd, fine length/ best of
wiil#s and tail, paler eol.: 3, Stewart, erect pos.»
capital feather and eond.; 4, Williams; vhc. Hands.
YKLL,, TKD. OR VAR. (3): 1, Everett, grand type,
Onal. and eond.

; 2, Orawha.Il, equally as pood, only
beaten in feather; No. 1, abs. BUFF (5): l «>,

Drawhall, rare length* well tapered, extra "good
feather; 2nd, also pood, close up; 3, Wilrnan, grand

good wing and tail oarr.
; 4, Everett. YELL.HEN «;): 1

, 2, vhc, Crawhall, capital length and
pos., perfect wings and tail, close-fitting jacket; 2nd,
not (nr behind, scarcely the grand finish; 3, Stick,
very peat all over, close up; 4. Ardibold and Las-
‘•olles; -he, Oxley. BUFF HEN (4): I, Crawhall
plenty of length, erect pos., beautifully, moulded

;

-• Stirk, capital typo and feather, good wings ami
tail; 3. Lock, ran: length, WcR-rounded body best
of eond.

; 4, Hands. UNFLIG. YELL. (7): 1,' Cravy-
hall, fine length, stands well,- nicely proportioned,
hot col.;- 2, Leek, plenty length, fine typo, good
wings; 3, Stewart, long anil slim; 4, Hands; vhc
he, Mather; c. Smith. BI FF (8): 1, Stewart, rare

shape, extra good feather, rich col.; 2, 3, Crawhall,
good length and shape, well up an leg; 3rd, scarcely
so mat in wing; 4, Leek; Vile, Evetvtt; lie, Stirk.

HEN, A.C. (8): 1, 3, l rsiwtiali, grand length, well

drawn, capital eol. and qual.; 2, Everett, plenty
size, excellent feather, more shoulder: 4, Mather

;

vhc, Hands
;

he, Leach; c. Stirk. YELL., NOV.
(15): 1, 3, 4, llavis, long and slim, Well up on leg,

rare qual. of father; 2, Uleverlvy, plenty length,
hot. eol., not so fine drawn; vhc, Reed; lie, Lcacli;
c, Ferguson. HUFF (13): 1, Smith, fine pos., well
tapered, mat wings and tail; 2, 3, Havis, grand
length, close leather, lilt, more weight; 4, Oxley;
vile, Nicholson; he, Knowles. HEN (14): i, Leach,
fine length, well proportioned, well on leg; 2, Havis,
long and erect, close compact featlnr; 3, Ulcvcrley,
nice pos., capital wings, irnd eond.; 1, Oxley; he,

Read; <-, Cresswell. BOR I) , YELL. (14): J, Nicliol

son, n real typical Border, clean ns a new pin
; 2, 3,

Morlnnd, 2nd, almost .96 good as winner, perhaps
scarcely so correct in head; 3rd, close up; 4. Espic

;

vhc, Purvis : he. Hay; c, Wilson. BUFF (12): 1,

Nicholson, extra, good type, qua), of feather, wing
earr., and moves like clockwork: 2, llu.v, neat and
compact all over, extra qual.; 3, lispie, fine type,
and qual. of leather, put down in rare order: 4.

Turves
;
vhc, Heslop; he, «, Wilson. YELL. HEN

(11): 1, Smith aiid Son, very fine, sweetly moulded
little hen, nice earr., perfect leather and eond.

;

2, Watson, very typical, excellent qual., close up;
3, Nicholson, as good as any, except perhaps a little

uncertainty of one wing; 4, Watson; vhc, Hay;
ho, Morlaiid

; g. Johnston. BUFF (11): 1, Uspie,
smart and typical, extra qual. of feather; 2, Wat-
son, a size- larger, but capital shape, and earr.

:

3, Purvis, neat round head, perfect wing earr. and
eond.; 4. Morland; vhc, Bates: he, Weir; <•, Nichol-
son. EVEN MKD. (4): 1, 2, Nicholson, outstanding
pair for type, col., qua!., and nikgs. ; 3, Espic,
not far behind.; 4, Hillary. YELL. VAR. (2):. 1, 2.

Nicholson, well known- einn. mkd. leading, a grand
pair. BUFF (!)): ), Johnston, good all round, as
smooth as a bottle; 2, Nicholson, little to choose

;

3rd, Hay. also good: all three worthy of a first; 4,

Elliott; vhc. Walker Bros.; lie, Morland; c,

Docherty. HEN (8); 1, Nicholson; 2, Bates; little
to choose between them; 3, Espic, correct type and
earr., extra, good feather, close up; 4, vlu-, Smith
and Son; lie, Johnston; c, Grecnwell. CK., NOV.
(18): ), 3, Heslop, 1st, cl. buff, grand type and
qual.

; 3rd, cl. yell., smart and typical; 2nd, vhc,
A. Affleck, 2nd, green of nice shape, sound col.,
good pencilling; 4, Cossar; he, Forster; c. Kinder.
HEN ( 16) : l, Forster, buff, small and neat, perfect
wings, excellent feather; 2, he, Heslop, yell., sweetly
moulded, fine oarr.: 3, A. Affleck, very stylish green
of rare eol. and shape; 4, Kinder; vhc, Nicholson;
e, Wilson. GRX„ SlF. OR FL„ YELL. (12): 1,
Wilson, good type, feather, and c-ondT; 2, vlie,
Johnston, ail there for type and qual., sound col.,

distinct pencilling, put down in the best possible
cond.; 3, Greenwell, also good in all essential
points: 4. Kinder; he, Reid; e, Montgomery. BUFF
(13): 1, Whitelaw, smart anil typical, fine earr. and
cond. : 2, 3, Johnston, good type, qual., and finish,
sound col. and nikgs. ; 3rd, a bit more size, other-
wise similar; 4, Reid: vhc, Montgomery; he, W.
Affleck. HEN, YELL. (13): 1, 2, 3, Johnston, a clean
sweep, three typical birds of sound col. and distinct
pencilling; 4. vlie, \V. Affleck; he, Espie; c-, Reid.
BUFF ( 12 ): 1

, 2, 3, Johnston, another fine perform-
ance, 1st is full weight, but grand type and qual. of
feather, and shows a remarkable amount of pencilling,
and only in the latter point does it beat the second;
3rd is a little beaten in col., otherwise good; 4, Bax-
ter: vhc, Grecnwell; lie, Heslop; c, Montgomery.
UJNN. YELL. CK. (C): 1 , Johnston, fine type and
earr., sound col. and cond.; 2, Dick, neat all over,
capital wing earr., col., and eond ; 3, Forrest, very
rich col., excellent feather, in rare order; 4. Reid;
vhc, MeC'oll

; he, Wilson. BUFF (8): 1,, Nicholson,
smart and stylish, sound level col.; 2, Wilson, rare
type and qual., close up; 3. Stnith, extra good in
feather and cond., sound eol. ; 4, Whitelaw ; vhc,
Forrest; he, Cossar; c, Dick. HEN, YELL. (8):
1. Heslop, heat and typical, fine Carr, and ccj. ; 2,

Wilson, sound col., silky feather, capital shape; 3,

Stnith, smart and shapely, capital earr., in rare
order: 4. McCol

;
vhc. Dick; lie, Nicholson; c, White-

law. BUFF (5): 1, Smith, grand typo and qual.,
sound col. ; 2, Wilson, neat, all through, excellent
wings and feather; 3, Johnson, smart shape, good
col. and cond.

; 4, Whitelaw; \lio, Davison. (INN..
NOR. TYPE (4): 1, 2, Mills, yell, and buff of good
size and col.; 3, Mills and Anderson; 4, Armstrong.
LIZARD (8): 1, 4, Heslop, c-lr. cap Gold, well span-
gled; 2. 3, lie; W. P. Barnes, both Golds of good
col, and spangling; vhc, Johnson. SELL 20s. (10):
1, Dickenson Bros.; 2, Archbold and Lascellcs: 3,

Orton; 4, To.se; vhc, Dobson; he. Gray. 15 s, (19):
1, Hay; 2, Coates; 3, Mills; 4, Priestly and Tucker;
vhc, Smith; lie, IDigill; c, Curry. 10s. (II): 1 ,

Coates; 2, Oxley; 3, Wilson; 4, Tyson: vhc, Hands;
lie-, Dobsoh ; <«, Harkess. 7s. (id.: 1, 3, Smith and
Son: 2, Tyson: 4, Richardson. LIGHT MULE OR
HYB. (3): 1, Wilson. Redpoll-BuUie, very nice eol.;

2, Harkess, var. Goldie Can. DK. ((!): 1. Wilson,
rich-coloured Can.-Bullie; 2, Hooper, yell. Grfenie,
grand col. and cond.; 3, J. Dobson, big. stout, buff
Linnet Mule, in rare order: 4, Appleton'; vhc, Scott;
ho, Douglas. GOLDF. (9): 1, Wright, fine cobby-
shape, bold head, wide, clean-l ilt, rich-coloured blaze,
good wings and tan: 2, 4, Almond, good size and
shape, big blaze, good tan, not so forward in col.
as winner; 3, Wilson, grand stamp ol Finch, not
up in cond.; vhc, Reed; lie, Robson; c, Bearly.
BULLF. (<>) : 1. Johnston, rare size and shape, very
rich breast col., carried well down; 2, 4, Woods,
very stylish Finch, in most perfect feather, beaten
in subs, ami eol.

; 3, Hooper, very rich col., a bit
untiil,v at thighs, scarcely steady enough

;
vhc, Wil-

son ; lie, Fisher. GKEENF. (3): 1, Stewart, good
size and col., best of cond.; 2, Ilethcrington, not
the col.; 3, Brown and Ingot', scarcely so stout.
SISKIN, ETC. (Id): 1, 3, Johnston, Siskin and Red-
poll, good col., markings, and eond.; 2, Cresswell,
large, good-coloured, steady Twite; 4, Bearly; vlie.
Gray: ho, Hooper; e, Dickenson Bros. A.O. FINCH
OR BUNTING (('.) : 1 , Waters, extra good col. Chaf-
finch

; 2, Wilson, Meadow Bunting: 3. vlie, Bertram,
rich-coloured Bramble; 4, Hooper. LINNET, II. M.
(11): 1, Wright, line size, sound eol., well mkd.
front; ?, Glend inning, good shape and col., very
Steady; 3, Wilson, a good bird, scarcely ready; vlie.
Woodhonse; he, Hutchison; c, Brown. F.M. (19):
1. 2. Woodhonse, both good col. and well mkd. on
front: 3, Smailes, grand size, very steady, beaten
col.; 4, Handley; vhc, Waters; c, Bertram. FOR.
(5): 1, 2. vhc, Almond, Melba and Grass Finches in
grand bloom : 3, -1, Johnston, Corain Lory and Parson-
finch, line, birds, in good- order. MEMBERS’ CLASSES.
—NOR. YELL.: 1, Page: 2, C. Hands; 3, 4, Crass;
vhc, lie, Morrison. BUFF: 1, 3, Morrison; 2. 4,

Hands; vhc. Page; he, Crass; c, Warded. HEN,
YELL.: 1 , Hutchinson; 2, Hands; 3, Page: 4, Morri-
son-. BUFF: 1, 2, Wardell; 3, Morrison; 4. Cross;
vlie, c, Jas. Crass; he, Cresswell. NAT COL.: 1, 2
Hands. NOV.: 1. Page; 2. Wardell. CREST, CK.:
1. 2, Simpson. HEN: 1, Bewick: 2, vhc. Dobson;
S, 4, Simpson. C.B., CK.; l, vhc, Dobson; 2, Bewick:
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Halls, a Loom of nice size with plenty of lighl, and
birds grandly staged, round the side and up the
centre. Entries were greatly over last year, and
would number about Scotch Fancies were a
very nice lot amt contained Koine grand birds, the
cup winner in this section being Mr. (!. C. T. Hope.
Norwlcji were fairly well up and as regards quality
were on about an average. flic cup winner was
Mr. W. Wall* with a grand, typical bird. Borders
were exceptionally well filled, and contained some
very typical birds of rare merit. We were pleased
to see the eii pi winner in this Section was (ho
worthy Kir., Mr. G. Brown, he also won the ll.F.C.C.
medal. Crests, etc., although not forward in quan-
tity, were there in quality. Mr. Moffat won
special for beat bird in this section. British, etc.,
were Well filled, and contained come grand birds.
The hardbilled cup winner was Mr. John Allan with
a grand Bramble. Softbill cup, Mr. A. W. Wat-
son, with a Blackbird of rare size. This being his
third ouecesive year of winning, the cup now be-
comes hie property. Mules, etc., were nice in
quantity, and variety, the cup winner was Mr. W.
Allan with a grand Gold-Bull!. The gift class is a
feature of this show

;
the society provides the cages,

and members give six birds. This section could he
better filled, for almost the same names appear
year after year. Wc would be pleased to see other
narnen another year, more especially from a few
Norwich and Border exhibitors. The office hearers
are a hard working lot, and tile genial see., Mr.
Brown, is ably assisted liy the Pres., Mr. Jas.
Lumsdon, who is ever looking after the interests of
one and all; vice-pres., Mr. John Allan; commit-
tee, Messrs. E. Anderson, Buglaso and Finnic, and
Galloway; judges were Messrs. A. Hamilton, Pringle,
Grewar, J. Hamilton, W. Thomson, and J. Sykes,
Musselburgh, who all gave general satisfaction.
SCOTCH FANCY, YELL. CK. (10): 1, sp, Hope,

grand size, style, and eond.
; 2, Carson, not much

behind, rare drive and top end; 3 4, Dalgleish, grand
ize and rare thickness through, presses hard ; 5,
Muir; 6, West, BUFF (5): 1, Paterson, grand
length of side, grand head, takes pos. well; 2, 4,
Dalgleish; 2, grand size, slightly thicker through,
full of nerves; 3, Allen, not so massive in body,
but a nice one; 5, Hone; 0, West. PIED (7): j,
Allan, grand size, decided drive, well set up should-
ers ; 2, Paterson, nice size, not so wide across, but
of grand action and style; 3, Hope, mucli the same
stamp and style; 4, Dalgleish. BUFF (0): 1, 4,
Dalgleish, grand size, rare length of side, and nice
set up shoulders

; 2, Paterson, nice size, prominent
in shoulders, takes iiosition well; 3, Hone, not so
thick through, but rare stylish action;, 5, Dry's-
dale. GREEN (4): I, Dalgleish, nice size, rich in
col., decided action and style; 2, Allan, nice size,
well set up body, carries tail well under. YELL.
HEN .(5) : 1, West, grand size, full of subs, and
qual.

; 2, (Muir, nice size, well set- up shoulder, and
good <opy 2, Muir; 3, Paterson, nice qual. and style,
takes, pos. well. BUFF <9): l, Dalgleish, well' up
in size, and style, carries head and tail well; 2,
Allan, grand size and action, fails if anything in
thickness; 3, West, grand size, full of qual. and
style; 4,_5, Rodger; e, Dry-dale; 7, Muir. YELL.
TIED (7): l, Dalgleish, nice size, stylish action,
good top end ; 2, Paterson, nice size,' rare style,
and easy -action

; 3, West, much the same style and
qual. of winner; 4, Allan. BUFF (7): l, Paterson,
well up in size, rare length of side, full of nerves;

Allan, nice /ize, rare top end, grand worker; a)
Dalgleish, grand size, not so free action, but a good
one; 4, Rodger. GREEN (5): l, 3, Paterson, 1,
grarnl r;irc qou.1. throughout,* 3, iiic6 slzo
rare action, fails slightly thickness; 2, Dalgleislp
nice size, rare qual., takes easy action. NOR., GL.OR I KD. 1ELL. CK. (15): 3. sp, Walls, grand size,
rare head and neck, carries wings well; 2, 7, Carson,
nice size, rare qua!, of leather, but not so close
fitting; 3, sp, Finnic, nice quad, of feather, good
head; 4, Procter; 5, Drysdalc. BUFF (23 ): l,
Watt, grand size, rare subs., rather short in head;
2, Moffat, nice size, rich in col.; 3, 4, "Finnic

; 3,
nice length rather loose in leather; 5, Buglass •’

li

Proctor; 7, Carson. YELL. VAR. -(B) : l, Watt,
grand size, rare qual., grand wings and tail; 2, fi,

Buglass; 2, nice size, rich and silky in feather, good
head and front; 3, 4, Forrest; 3, Very typical rare
head and neck; 5, Blair. BUFF (9 ): j, 2 , Finnic a
nice pair, rich eol. nicely staged; 3 , Weir, nice
size, well rounded back, carries wings well • 4 no
name; 5, Proctor; 6, sp, 7, Turnbull. CL. OR
TKD. YELL. HEN (12): 1 , sp. Watt, nice size,
deep in chest, and well rounded back and neck •

2, 3, Finnic; 2, nice size, etc., fails slightly in qua!,
ol leather only

; 3, not so thick set, but. rare qual
throughout; 4, Walls; 5, sp, Proctor; 6, Buglass-
(• Hutchison. BUFF ( 10): i, sp, Walls, grand size,
rare subs., very typical throughout

; 2, Finnic, nice
size,, rare qual. of leather, grand wings and tail;
3, Carson, well tip in size and qua!. ; 4, Watt - 5,
Moffat; 0

, Proctor; 7, Hutchison. VAR. (7 );’ i,
3, 5, 7, Finnic; 1, grand size rich and silky in
leather, good head and neck; 3, nice size, well up
in eol., in grand order; 2, Proctor, much the same
stamp, little to choose between; 4, Buglass. BUFF
(7) : 1, Buglass, grand type and style, rich col.,
good head ; 2, sp, 5, Watt, nice size, very shapely,
rattling order-; 3, Proctor, grand size, rare qual. of
l'eat-her, a little weak in head; •), Walls; 5, Weir

•

7, Hutchison. C1NN. GR GREEN (7): 3 , 2, 3,
Watson, 1, grand, rich coloured 'einn.. foul tail, rare
qua!.; 2, well up in size, rich tone of col.; 3 , not
so large, but rare qual. and bold in front; 4, Walls;
0, Watt; 0, Blair. CREST (7): 1 , so, Moffat, grand
sized body, very shapely crest and well centred

; 2,
Smith, grand, length of body, well formed crest,
of nice breadth of feather;’ 3, Moffat, nice size, not
so shapely in crest but will improve; 4, Stevenson.
HEN (2): l, no name, well tapered body, nice bold
head and nicely formed crest; 2, Smith, we pre-
ferred, slightly bigger in body and longer in crest
feather. C.B. (4) : 4. 3, Stevenson, grand size,
very shapely body, nice hold head, and well lashed;
3, fails slightly in size, but rare depth of skull,
with grand entrance; 2, Watters, nice size, rare
width of skull and nicely lashed. BOR])., CL. YELL
CK. (11): ], Brown, perfect model and needs no
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3, 4, Simpson; he, Graham. HEN: I, Bewick; 2,
Hutchinson; 3, 4, Dobson. YORKS.. YELL.: 1 ,

Leek
; 2, Graham; 3, vhc, Hands; 4, Crawhall; he,

c, llavis. BEFF: 3, vhc. Crawhall; 2, Havis
; 3, e,

Graham: 4, lie. Leek. HEN: 3, 2, Crawhall; 3, he.
Graham; 4. Reed; 'vlie, Hands; e, Leek. NOV.: 1,

3, Reed; 2, Lynn; 4, he, Rutter; vhc, Graham.
BORD., YELL. :1, 2, llillarv ; 3, Simpson. BUFF:
1. 2, Hillary. HEN: 1, 2,

’ Hillary. PAIRS: 1, 3,

Hands; 2, Dobson. MULES: 1 Leek; 2. Lynn.
GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1. Reed; 2, Rutter. LINNET,
Tf.M. : 1, Yallance; 2, Hutchinson ; 3, Leek ; 4, Hand’s.
F.M. : 1, Hands; 2, Crass; 3, Simpson.

comments; 2, riodds, nice type and quid., .slightlj

loose at shoulders when wo saw It; 3, Kudgcri,
grand aizc and qual., leathers like wax; 4, Brown;
5, Stevenson; (i. Brown; 7, Hutchison. BUI-T’ (23);
), sp, DoiL, grand size, close fitting feathers, well
piped tail; 2, Brown, premia winner hard, rare
t vnu rifti (nn/i / f tc il her ’> A II nlehiuon • fit

ui’inii, i/i in.71 ) n i mix. I if <l |
• j ,

I pi

type, rich tone of feather; 3, 4, Hutchison; 3,
grand size and nice model, perfect wing ran . ; 5,

Stevenson; «, Rodger; 7, I’uni.. YKLL. IIEN (18):
1, sp, cup, 5, Brown, model, rich in eol, rare jaunty
earr.; 2, Dods, nice size, rare wings and tail,

presses hard;, 3 Muir, nice size, very shapely body,
rare head and neck; 4, Rodger; 7, Dods. BUFF
(19): F, sp, Dods, grand size, rare type and qual ,

rare wing and tail earr.; 2, Brown, very typical,
little to choose

; 3 , Muir, nice size, close wing and
tail earr.; 4, Drysdalc; 5, Lumsden; <i, Hutchison

;

7, Purve*. TKD. (13): l, Dods, grand size, el.,
slight grizzle on head, rare qual. throughout

;
2 ,

Little, slightly tkd., rich col., close fitting feather,
good earr.; 3, 4, 5, Brown, 3, grand size, rare typo
and qual,, close in feather; C, Hutchison

; 7, Rodger.
YELL. VAR. (7): 1 , Brown, very sweet type and
qual., nicely piped tail; 2 , 3, 4, Rodger, rare learn,
nice qual., mid all in perfect oilier; 5, Dods C,
Lumsden; 7, Drysdalc. BUFF 07 ): 1 , 3 , Rodger,
3, grand type and style, close fitting leather, rare
bold head; 3, much the same stamp, slightly loose
at thigh

; 2, Brown, nice type and qual. ol feather,
grand wing earr.; 4, sp. 7, Muir; 5, <s, Dods. YELL.
GR. (11): 1, l)ods, nice size, richly mkd. fails a
little in under vent eol.;’ 2, Hutchison, grand typo
and more solid in col., could have gone up; 3,
Brown, nice size, not so distinctly rnkd

, nice piped
tail; 4, 5, T. Allan; (j, Lumsden. BUFF 03): I no
name, nice size, rich tone of col., and we!! mkd.

; 2,
(>, Lumsden, bolder in fund , rare, rich eol. and
level throughout; 3, 4, 5 ,

Dodds; 3 , nice size and
type, rate head, fails a little in eol.; 7, Drysdalc.
IIEN (Hi) : 1,2, Stevenson, typical pair, richly
mkd., in rare order; 3, Lumsden, nice size,
rich in tone, little to choose; 4, Dials; 5, Brown.
BUFF (11): 3, Dods, nice type, good col., nicely
mkd.

; 2, no name, nice size, very typical body, rare
head and neck

; 3; 5, Lumsden
; 3, grand size, rich

eol., very distinctly rnkd., might have gone up one;
4, Dryedale; 6, no name; 7, T. Allan. YELL. FINN.
(4): 1

,
4 , Weir, nice size, rich in coi. and markings,

good head and neck; 2, Dods, nice type, rich (one
ol col., well piped tail; 3, Buglass. BUFF (7,: l,

2, 4, 44, Buglass, model, almost perfect, in every
way; 2, same stamp, style, and qual.; 3. Dods, nice
size, not so rich in col., close in leather; 3

,
7 , Weir.

HEN (II) ; 1, 2, 3, 4, Buglass, grand team and no
faults to find; 5, Dods; (I, Weir; 7, T. Allan. FOR
GOLD I . OR BULLF. (3): 1, W. Allan, nice size,
rich tanned breast, well cut blaze, and nicely but-
toned; 2, 3, Finnic; 2, nice size, rich back and
iront, fails slightly in size of blaze; 3, same com-
ments. BRIT. GOLDF. (5): 1 , Brown, nice size,
neh front, nicely buttoned and steady; 2, Watson,
grand size, rare size of blaze and tannings, fails
through short, in one wing flights; 3 , Brown, n’ce
U|ze

.’
k'ood blaze and moonings; 4, Mcs-er

; 5 . Finnic.LINNET (13): 1, Allan, grand size, rich breast atrd
back, steady and well put dow-n; 2, 5, 0, Anderson;
2. grand type, rich eol., plenty of white in -wings
and tail

; 3 T. Allan nice Size, rich back, arid
well mkd. front; 4, Watson; 7, Weir. GREENE
NON-FED. (18): 1 , 5 , Messer, 1, grand size, Norwich
type, rich grassy green, well put down; 2 , 3 , Allan;
2, grand size, close filling feather, showing plentym yellow in wings and tail

; 3, nice #>ze, not so rieii
in col., steady, and well shown 4 , no name-
Carson; 7, Adam. GREEN F. FED (3): 1 ,-2 , Finnic'.
1, grand si2e, rieii in colour and well fed ; 2. nice
size, rare rounded back and front, nicelv shown •

3, Wat-son, nice size, not yet up in bloong will im-
prove. SISKIN (3): I, Calloway, nice size, rieii
back, nice wing bars; 2, Adam, nice size and tone
ol col., sliglit bib. steady, and well put down

;Watson, grand coloured Siskin, minus' leather's in 'me-
wing. MEALY REDPOLL OR TWITE (5): 1 ,

Allan, 1, Twite, grand size and richly mkd.,' iii

grand order; 2, Twite, not so large, but grand cot.
and markings; 3 , 4 , Watson, Twite, nice size, rich in
col, and well mkd., wants filling un; 4 , Mea’v nic-wH cut bib; 5, Mainland. LESKERREDPOLL (,) ; J, Watson, grand size, rich eol. and
marking, well cut bib ; 2, Rice, nice eol. and rich
poll, but not so distinct in flank marking's- 3 ,

Turnbull, nice size, well cut wing bars, and nicely-
shown; 4, Galloway; 5, Mainland; C, Brown; 7 ,

Weir. BULLF. (4); I, Messer, grand size, rich
back and front, good wing bars; 2, Purvis, nice size,
grand cap, and in grand order; 3 , Finnic, nice size,
and eol., steady, and well put down; 4, Watson.
CHAFFINCH (10) : 1, Allan, grand size, rich back
and chest, steady, and well shown

; 2, Watson, nice
size, rich col., grand whites, well staged; 3. Allan,
nice size, _ not so deep in chest, will improve; 4 ,

Adam; 5', Hutchison; 6, Galloway; 7, Messer.
BRAMBLE. (10): 1, sp, cup, for best, setedeater,
i, 3, Allan, 1, grand size, rare spangled back ami
nicely mkd. flanks; 3 not of the same stamp as
winner, but rare eol. and markings; 2, Watson,
grand size, rarely spangled fails slightly in flank
markings; 4 , 0, Galloway; 5 , Adam; 7, Anderson.
AO. FINCH <3);.l, Allan, very nice Hawfinch, in
grand order. BUNTING (Hi): 1, Finnic, Yellow
Bunting, nice size, rich col., good chock markings; •>.

Allan, Corn Bunting, grand size, nicely mkd., steady
and well put down: 3, Little, Corn, not so !arm-,
but nicely mkd., and steady: 4, Messer; 5, sp, Wat-
son; G, Galloway; 7, Anderson. SMALL SOFTBILL
(3): 1, 2, 3, Watson, 1, Yellow Wagtail; 2, White-
throat; 3, Grey Magtail, all in grand order, rich
in col., well staged. LARGE (5): ], 2, 3, 4

, sp,
Watson, 1, Blackbird, grand size and eol., atcad v
and well shown, wins cuj) for best Softbilled - 2, 3
both Waxwings

; 2, larger and richer in col., minus
some flight feathers; 3, not yet finished moult,
will greatly improve. SEEDEATING HEN (II)
1, Adam, Bullf., grand size, fare dense cap, well
cut wing bars, well shown

; 2, Galloway’, very rich
Bramble., steady and nicely staged ; 3 , sp, Watson,
Built., nice col., rare cap and wing bars; 4 Watson •

5, Mainland; 7. Rice. LIGHT MULE OR HYB'
(3): 1, \V. Allan, Goldlc-Bullic, grand, not vet un in
tone, shows parentage well; 2, 5, Hutchison, verv
i-ifh coloured Greenie mule, spoilt hrou'di havin'"-
light tail; 3, Adam. DARK (12): 1 , Hutchison"
grand rich coloured Greenie mule, rare size and
nicely staged; 2. sp, Watson, Goldie mule, grand
size, well up in col. and steady; 3. Finnic, Grccnio
mule, nice size, fails to winner in col. and fine-
ness of feather; 4, Galloway; 0 , Messer; 7, W. Aiian.
GIFT (12): 1, sp, Messer; 2, Forrest; 3. LtinuiVn
4, Walls; 5. Brown; C, Hutchison: 7, Galloway.

GAGE BIRD HYBRIDS'
THE STANDARD V/ORK ON THE SUBJECT.
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CHESTER.
Chester C.B.S. held Its Open Show, Nov. 13, the

venue being the Temperance Hull, un eminently
Muituhle place in every way, spacious ami well

lighted by daylight nml electric, ami within easy

reach of the railway elutions. The efforts of the

Society resulted in a successful ehow, an entry of

elo.-e on 600 being secured, an average of over ten

per clips-, throughout. The grading of prize-money

was rather or an unusual order, as follows: lip to

ten entries on tin sliding scale; ten to twenty 10/.,

6/-, 3/-, 2,-; twenty entries, 12/-, 0/-, 3/-, 2/.;

thirty, II/., "/•, 3/-, 2/-; forty, 10/ -, 8/-,

6/-, -I/-, 3 /• and judging from the many remarks we
heard expressed, the arrangement seemed to be
much appreciated by exhibitors.

Norwich Opened tile list, six classes bringing
together an entry of seventy-seven, and a grand lot

they were; In this section tile winner ol tin- coveted
special for best bird in show was found in Mr.
\Y. 11. Williams' well known marked buff, a typical

Norwich all over, bearing Ills age remarkably well,

although wo have seen him carry a little more
substance than at present. We understand this is

the third occasion on which lie has gained this dis-

tinction at Chester, a good performance. Four
classes were put on for Novice Norwich, but they
pnly mustered thirty-live; nevertheless, several really

typical birds were among them, notably the winners
in the yell, class; Norwich greens were under the
patronage of the Oreen Canary Association; these
brought together forty-live entries. Taken all

through they were a line lot, full of true Norwich
properties and sound in colour. Hixty-three Yorks,
toed the mark, and a capital lot they were, about
the pick of them being the winner in the butt class,

a thigh-ticked of wonderful length and shape.
York.-. Greens—which were again under tho patron-

age of the G.C.A.—did not till so well as their

chubbier brethren, only thirty-three being benched’.

Although many of them were of true Yorks, char-

acter we did not think the colour was quite so
sound as we have seen. Novice Yorks, responded
well, the four classes bringing together sixty-two

entries—the hen class, with twenty.one entries, thus
having the distinction of being the highest class in

the show. Borders had the patronage of the

Southern Border Fancy Club, but were somewhat
of a failure, the six champion classes only provid-

ing thirty-seven entries, the Novices being a little

better with slightly over seven per class. Quite a

lot of the Borders were too late for judging; all

Messrs. Madagan's, Elston's, Bacon's and Burton
Bros'

;
the latter did not reach the show until (I o’clock

at night ; hard luck this, Imt all in the game these
troublesome times. Mules and hybrids made inter-

esting classes with lifteen entries, the winner—a very

nice Greenie-Bullie—being the runner-up for special

for best bird in the show. British were a nice

collection, the winning Goldie being a gem. The
Hawfinch, Linnet and Chough each topping its class

stood well out.
Of tho management we have nothing but the

highest praise, the staging being nicely arranged
at a convenient height, where every bird could be
viewed in comfort, tho birds receiving splendid
attention at the hands of a grand set of stewards.
We noticed that several cases of birds that unfor-

tunately arrived late iiad some extra attention
bestowed on them in Secretaries’ room immediately
upon' arrival. An early start was made with the
judging, which was over in good time. All birds
from a distance were packed and dispatched to the
station before six o’clock. I’rize-money was paid
out to successful exhibitors present at the show
during the evening. Mr. L. Cavanagh, as Hon. Sec.,

did wonderfully well; possessing fine tact, method
and ability, he was ever at his post working like a
Trojan. He was ably assisted too by Mr. A. Hibbert,
who seemed to vie with his partner in their joint

endeavours to cope with the many duties that came
their way. The cup for four nominated birds fell

to the lot of Mr. Me Andrews, the runner-up being
Mr. F. Taylor. Mr. Walley secured the Members’
Nomination Cup, Mr. Oballinor being runner :up.

Mr. Guy judged Novice, Selling and Gift classes, and
Mr. Battye the remainder.
NOR. YELL. (14): 1, Cooper, cl., nice size and

type, good clean cut head, grand wing carr., rare
col. and qua!., well put down; 2, Turner, cl., larger
und more subs., good deep chest, well cut away,
not so fit as winner; 3, Metcalfe, good size, cl., rare
good head, grand type, nice qual., bit paler; 4,

Green, cl., nice size and type; vhc, Jones and
Chester, good uneven, might have- stood up ; he,

Green; c. Williams. BUFF (15): 1, c, Williams,
well-known mkd., grand type, beautiful clean cut
head, rare sub. and qual., shown in lovely bloom,
takes spl. best in show; 2, Turner, mkd. head and
wing, bonny type, good head and full neck, short,
well carried wings and tail; little untidy at waist;

3, Fielding, massive cl., grand head, well filled neck,
nice subs., loses wing carr.; 4, Bennett, grand size

and sub.; vhc, Gardner; he, Jories and Chester.
Y'ELL. HEN (9;: 1, Fielding, beautifully moulded cl.,

welt up in size, nice chest-, rare full head, grand col.

and qual., well cut away, very fit; 2,' Jones and
Chester, cl., nico size, hardly the depth of chest,
grand head, fine qual. and cond., paler in col. ; 3,

Barker, grand size, rare full front, lovely head, uice
qual. and sub.; 4,’Amery, delightful el., bonny type,
best of heads and body, we liked for 2nd; vhc,
Turner; he, Lloyd; c, Jones and Chester. BUFF
(15): 1, vhc, Jones and Chester, cl., fine qual.,
rather on the slim side ; 2, Barker, uneven, fine

eize, rare deep chest, full well cut bead, nice carr.
and subs., good qual., bit loose at waist; 3, c, Cave
unever rnkd., nice size and type, good head, short
wings and tail, nicely carried, well filled 'neck, fine
qual., in splendid fettle; 4, Turner, bonny cl.,

splendid shape, bit free in feather to-day ; Jic, Lloyd;
No. 12, Jones and Chester, unnoticed, bonny lady,
we liked as well as any. UNFL1G. Y'ELL. (11): 1,

spl.. Bowyer, mkd. left wing, lovely type, col.

and qual., nice broad head, well cut away, grand
wing carr., in splendid fettle; 2, Jones and Chester,
uneven, shade smaller than winner, nice head, little

paler in col.: 3, Turner, cl., of nice type, :best
of heads, good cl. eye, nice depth of front, short
and compact, fine col. and feather; 4, Cooper, bonny
Cl., grand size and shape, warm col., must have
pressed hard; vhc. Turner; he, Cave; c, Emery;
No. II. Brotherhood, grand eh, too late for judging.
3JDFF (13): 1, Brotherhood, eh, fine size and type,
splendid head, grand sub. and qual., short and well
carried wings and taiy, nice col. and bloom

; 2,

Fielding, cl., shade smaller than winner, full well
cut head, nice round chest, short compact wings, in

nice order; 3 Bowers, uneven, good size, col. and
feather, hardly so good In head, shown a hit too
fat; 4. Cave; vhc, Turner; he, Rayners; c, Lloyd.
UR. Y'F.LL. (12): I, 4, Walker, foul mkd., grand
Norwich type, well up in size, deep and broad
front, rare width of skull, nice subs, and cond. ; 4,

foul mkd., nice size and shape, not so lit; 2,

MeAndrews, self, not the size and shape of 1st,

good head, sound eol. and qual., grand win" carr.,

in nice cond.; 3. Handley, self, well up in sizo and
type, hardly to loll ju h.al. uice coL aud uual.

:

vhc, Thornton; be. Blower; c, Metcalfe. BUFF
(12): 1, Bruce, lovely size aud shape, good head,
well packed wings, nice subs, and bloom, good qual.

and cond.; 2, Barker, well up in size, belter width
and depth ol front, well cleaned out, lo.,cs a little

in head, tine subs, and qual.; 3, Me Andrews, good
size, grand head and neck, fine qual., wee bit untidy
at waist; 4, Thornton, fine size and type, grand
bead, close up; vhc, Hayward; be, Handley; c,

Booth. YELL. HEN’ (11): 1, MeAndrews, self,

bonny size, lovely type, full well cut head, well

filled neck, short flights and tail, tine qual. and
cond.

; 2, Thornton, similar in sjzc and shape, good
head, loses a little in wings, hardly so fit; 3, he,

Walker, foul tail, good type, hardly M) cobby; 4,

Handley, foul mkd., nice bird, wet when we saw
it; vhe, Bruce; e, Barker. BUFF (10)1; 1,

MeAndrews, lovely shape and size, best of heads, el.

eye, fine subs., short and compact, gratid qual. and
finish; 2, Blower, grand size, not so chubby as

winner, good bead and neck, nice qual. and bloom,
hardly so tight in feather; 3, I’ugli, bonny hen for

dze and shape, not -so full in head, nice subs, and
qual.; 4, Thornton, neat shape, short and compact;
vhe, Hayward; he, Abbott; c, Walker. NOV., NOR.
YELL. (11): 1, Jones, cl., good size, bonny type,
splendid head, well cleaned out, short wings and
tail, lovely eol. and qual., best of fettle), clear
win ; 2, Fox, nice size and shape, hot col., beet of
qual., hardly so clean in head as winner, fine cond.

;

3. Rushton, well up in dze, grand type, good head,
not so full in neck, paler in eol., longer in tail; 4,

Bracegirdle, non-fed el., good shape, not the head,
of leaders; vhe, Woodfine; he, e, Williams; No.
9, w.c., yell. Yorks. BUFF (9): 1, Price, nice cl.,

mcd. size, grand col. and qual., rare frosting, neat
head, shade long; 2, Byles, grand uneven mkd., fine

size, shape and subs., best of wing carr., rare col.

and cond., we liked for 1st; 3, Rushton, very nice
cl., grand head, nice size, col. and cond., well cut
away; 4, Bracegirdle; vhc, Rice; he, Mrs. Gray.
HEN (8): 1, Price, varieg. yell., good size, lovely

type, short and compact, rare width and depth,
nice head and neck, well cleaned out; 2, Woodfine,
tkd, bull, nice size and shape, broad Xjill head, good
qual. and subs.; 3, Neale, cl. yell., real good type
and isize, rare col. and qual., nicely cut away ; 4,

Bracegirdle, uneven buff, bonny type, short and
chubby, rare qual., worth her place; vhe, Rushton;
he. Pugh; c, Fox. UNFL1G. (7): 1, Rushton, var.
buff, med. size, rare head, fine col. arid qual.; 2,

Jones, cl. buff, better size and shape, nice head,
well cut away, in rare trim, we made 1st, ; 3, 4,

Woodfine, var. yell., grand eol. and qual.; 4, var.
butf, nice qual.; vhc, Pugh; No. 0, Jones, w.c., as
an alleged overyear bird. Y’ORlvS., YELL. (10): 1,

Hibbert, neck tk., rare length, beautifully drawn,
nice wedge shape, bit thick when we took our notes

;

2, Jones and Chester, ein. mkd., fine length and
eshape, good .hack and wings, neat waist, shows well,

fine col. and qual.; 3, YValker, uneven mkd., capital
length, well packed tail, ^stands well on clever
legs; 4, Walkden; vhe, Helsby; he, Johnson; c,

Parker. BUFF (9): 1, Rowlands, thigh tkd., ’fine

long-sided bird, well filled back, very neat at girth,

rattling pos., good leg». 2, Taylor, wing tk., bit
stronger in build, rare length and shape, neat head,
in good order; 3, c, Hibbert, cl., all there -for

length and shape, nice length of side, good head
and back, loses in wing carr.

; 4, Benson and Young,
capital cl.; vhc, Johnson; he, Parker. Y'ELL. HEN
(9) : 1, Hirst, neck and wing tkd., nice length,
delightful shape, sweet head, neat waist, v ings and

.-tail, well packed, shows well, grand cond.
; 2,

Taylor, neck tkd., shade longer, bit stronger iu

build, good back, nice qual. ; O, Eothwell, cl., fine

length, sweet head, loses wing carr.; 4, Hibbert;
vhc, Johnson; he, Walker; c, G. Johnson. BUFF
(10/: 1, Taylor, cl., lovely shape and qual.,

,
nice

length, nicely filled back, tail well wrapped, shows
well

; 2, Rothwell, cl., bit shorter, grand type, very
stylish, lovely head and back, nice qual., loses in
wing carr. ; 3, Parker, hardly the length, but shows
for all she is worth, nice qual. and 4th
Hemming; vhc, YValkden; he, G. Johnson; c, Helsby.
UNFLIG. Y'ELL. (13) : 1, spl.. 2, P. Hirst, leader head
mkd., nice length, capital shape, nice round head,
neat girth, best of backs and wing carr., shows well,
some thought an overyear bird, with no green tinge
in flights; 2, better length, bit stronger, stands
well on good lege; hardly sOMiiceiy finished; 3, Row-
lands, neck- tkd., rattling length and shape, rare
col., gets well up on nice legs, clooe up; 4, Hibbert-,
head and wing mkd., grand qual., smart and slim
vhc, he, Johnson; c, Walkden. BUFF (12): 1,

Hibbert, cl., fine length, slim in build, neat head
and shoulder, capital shape, shows well, a true
Yorkie; 2, Johnson, cl., longer than winner, but
not so good in shape, well filled back, gets wrell up,
in fine order; 3, vhc, P. Hirst, wing tkd., well
drawn out, sweet head, nicely filled back ; 4, Hibbert,
shade smaller, capital shape and feather; he, Met-
calfe; c, Taylor. GREEN Y'ELL. (10): 1, McDer-
mott, grand length, long sided self, neat bead and
shape, nice col. and qual., secondaries hardly packed
up; 2, vhc, Jones, self, -hardly the length of 1st,
nice shape, neat head and girth, good qual. and pose;
3, Postlethwaite, self, mcd. length, nice shape, fails

wing carr. ; 4, Stennart, nice length and shape, close
up; he, Metcalfe; c, Rogers. BUFF (8): 1, 3, Met-
calfe, leader self, grand length, neat shape, capital
head and back, nice carr. and cond.; 3, self, very
shapely, nice length, grand qual., loses in wing
carr.; 2, Jones, nice length and shape, not so good
in back, long sided, neat waist, nice cond.; \hc,
Postlethwaite; he, McDermott; c, Rogers. Y'ELL.
HEN (8) : 1, McDermott, self, grand length, good
legs, sweet head, nice back and pose, fine qual.; 2.

Rowlands, self, shapely, shows well, wings and tail
well packed in fine order, must have pressed; 3,

Jones, foul mkd., not quite the length, nicely
filled back, get well up; 4. Johnson; vhc, Postle-
thwaite; he, Hickson; c, Stennart. BUFF (7): 1,

Metcalfe, self, grand length, neat bead, very shapely,
good qual., crosses wings a bit; 2, Rowland*, little

liner in build, shade shorter, well carried wings and
tail, nice qual., shows well; 3, McDermott, foul,
nice length, good head, nicely filled back, neat
waist, good feather ; 4 Hickson : vhc, Stennart

;
tic,

Handley; c, Rogers. NOV. Y'ORKS. YELL. (12): 1, 3,

Walley, leader fine length, long sided, good head
and back, stands well on rare legs, nice col. and
qual.; 3, built on fine lines, nice length, bit thin in
neck; 2, Challinor, nice shape, good qual., not so
lit as winner; 4, Bradbury, cin. mkd., rare length,
nico shape, c lose up ; vhc, Pritchard

;
he, Helsby ; c,

Johnson. BUFF (15): 1, Stuart, cl., nice length,
very nice shape, neat head and well filled back,
shown well, in nice feather ; 2, Challinor, capital
length and shape, long sided, gets well up, nice
qual. and cond., paler in col. ; 3, Helsby, hardly
the length, nice head und shoulder

; 4, Johnson ; vhc,
c, Walley; lie, Farrcl. HEN (21): 1, he, c. Walley,
neck tkd. and yell., capital length, nicely filled back,
sweet head, neat waist, fine qual. and po.,.

; 2,

Appleton, cl. yell., grand length, neat head, good
poso and qual., not quite so long sided; 3, Challinor.
cl. yell., hardly so long, nice shape and qual.: 4,

Farrel, buff, grand length, not so well filled in

hack; vhc, Stuart. UNFLIG. (if) : i Ai'alley , neck

tkd. yell., well drawu, neat head and shoulders,
capital legs, nice carr., very wmart; 2, c, Bradbury,
cl. yell., nice length, very neat at girth, grand
(K)a., bit shorter on leg; 3, Owen Jones, tkd. yell.,

beautiful length and shape, grand col. and qual.,

shade flat on head, Mill good; 4, Challinor, rt.

bull’, fine length
;
vhc, Veal ; lie, Helsby ; c, Brad-

bury. BORD., CL. Oil TKD., YELL. (9): 1, Hudson
and McFarlanc, cl., very neat shape, sweet head,
moves nicely, nice carr. and cond.

; 2, 4, Nelson, cl.,

shapely, nicely cut bead, nice col. and qual.; 4, not
so neat in head and waist; 3, Last, nico shape and
carr., sweet head, fine action, good qual. ; vhc,
Cavanagh. BUFF (9): 1, 2, Nelson, leader very
neat shape, grand head, nice carr. and qual. ; 2,

similar in shape, loses wing carr.; 13, Roberts, wc
could not find; 4, Last; vhc, Hudson and McFariane.
HEN (7): 1, 3, Nelson, cl. buff, sweet exhibit, neat
shape, Iree mover, good feather crosses wings at
times ; 3, nice cl. buff, capital action,, perfect
wings; 2, Roberts, cl. yell., shade thinner in neck,
nice leather. MKD., ETC., YELL. (3): 1, Last, eye
and wjng mkd., very shapely, nice head, good carr.

and action. BUFF (4): l, Cavanagh, eyes and wing
mkd., sweet shape and head, shade thick at waist,

nice qual.; 3, Roberts, uneven mkd., good shape,
very warm in col., neat head, nice qual.; 2. Hamil-
ton, cin. mkd., shapely, inclinod to cross wings at
times, good head and leather. GREEN. OR CINN.
(6): 1, Cavanagh; 2, Clair; 3, Hampson. We regret
our notes on this and three following classes liavo

been mislaid. YELL. (11): 1, Stafford; 2. War-
burton; 3, Edgington; 4, Morgan Thomas; vhc, lie,

Gill; e, Barnett. BUFF (9); 1, Edgington; 2, Staf-

ford; 3, Cavanagh; 4, Morgan Thomas; vhc, he,

Hutchinson; e. Gill. HEN (6): 1, Cavanagh ; 2,

Morgan Thomas; 3, Gill; 4, Barnett; vhc, Hutchin-
son; he, Stafford; c, Gill. A.O.V. CAN. (4): 1, 2,

Guy, junr., leader Dark Crest buff, capital length

and radiation, neat centre, nice broad leafy feather

;

2, rnkd. buff C.B., fair lash, bit Darrow at entrance;

3, Booth, Grey Crest, nice spread, little more open
in centre ; 4, Morgan Thomas, uneven mkd. Border.
SELL. (19) 1, Ellis; 2, Hepwood ; 3, Last; 4, Dixter;
vhc, Appleton; he, Dixter; c, Guy, junr. MULE
OR HY'B. (15) 1, vhc, I’almer, Greenf.-Bullf., med.
size, nice cap and shape, good breast col., in capital

cond.; 2, 3, Booth, leader four-pointed Goldf.-Can.,
buff, nice size, feathers twisted at throat, best of

qual.; 3, Bramble-Chaffie, > nice size, shows cross

nicely, very wild; 4, Hubbard, Coldf.-Bullf., good
size, col. and cond., rare flush; he, Morgan; c,

Aitken. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (12): 1, Mrs. Gray,
topping Goldie, grand size, wide square-cut blaze of

rare col., rich in tanning, good moons and burs, in

line order; 2, Poole, Bullie, capital size and shape,

large, well-cut cap, coming well down, good breast

and back col., very steady and in rare trim; 3,

Davies, Goldie, shade smaller than winner, not the

width of lace, rich col. blaze, good body col. ; 4,

Leicester, Goldie, fair size, well up in blaze, grand
bars; vhc, Pritchard; he, Johnson; c, Hemmings.
LINNET OR TWITE (12): 1, vhc, Davies, Linnet,

good sizo, nice cone shape, sound body col., profusion

of lacing, rare bloom; 2, Nicholas, * Linnet, nice

shape, pale in col., ticking rather indistinct; we
preferred 3, Hepworth, a Linnet of grand size,

Norwich shape, very rich body col., grandly laced,

very steady and in beautiful cond.; 4, Hampson,
Linnet, nice one, bit smaller ; he, Leicester ; c,

Hemmings. REDPOLL- OR SISKIN (8): 1, Clair,

Lesser Redpoll, good size and shape, very rich in

col., nicely laced, good bib, very steady and iu

nice bloom ; 2, Hepworth, Mealy, good size and
shape, nice col. and ticking, wee bib slack in feather

to-day; 3, Nicholas, Lesser Redpoll, grand size,

shape and eol., well laced, hardly so showy as

winner; 4, Morgan, Lesser Redpoll, paler in col.

;

vhc, lie, Hemmings; c, Pritchard. A.O. HARD-
BILL (10): 1, Poole, clinking Hawfinch, grand size

and shape, rich breast col., deep chestnut on head,

large clean cut bib, very steady, in the pink; 2,

Aitken, Yell. Bunting, well up in size, very good
col., V nicely defined, in good order; 3, Rothwell,

very good Chaflie, not one of the largest but excel-

lent shape and body col., nice head and wings,

steady, in fine trim; 4, Hepworth, Haw'fineh, good
size, nice ishape, sharply cut bib, well worth his,

place; vhc, Hampson; he, - Sterling -iSeed Co.; c,

Williams. SOFTBILL, LARGE (4) : 1, Hepworth,
Chough, good size and shape, -lustrous legs and bill,

sound body col., carries nice polish; 2, Hemmings,
Song Thrush, grand size, rich body col., beautifully

spotted breast, in fine cond., an old winner and still

looks well; 3, Wilkins, Song Thrush, nice size and
shape, very steady ; 4, Fletcher.

BRADFORD EAST O.S.
Members’ show, Oct. 20, Park Chapel Schoolrooms.

114 birds staged. Mr. P. Mason judged and gave

satisfaction to all. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. York (5) : 1,

Farrar; 2, Midgeley; 3, Walker; 4. Taylor; vhe, c.

Walker. Buff (3) 1. Walker; 2, Farrar; 3, Midge-

ley. Unflig. Yell. (8): 1. Taylor; 2, c. Walker; 3,

4, Cruise; vhc, Bousfield; he, Farrar. Buff (7):

1, vhc, e, Cruise; 2, YValker; 3, Laycock : 4, North-

rop; he, Bousfield. Ev., &c. (7): 1, Midgeley; 2,

Farrar; 3, 4, c, .Taylor; he. Walker; vhc, Northrop.

Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen (7): 1, Laycock ; 2, Northrop;

3, Taylor; 4, Farrar; vhc, Midgeley; lie, Rushworth

;

c, Walker. Buff (8); 1, 2, Stables; 3, Midgeley; 4,

vhc, Walker; he, c, Laycock. Ev., &c. (11): 1, 4,

Bousfield; 2, c, Taylor; 3, Cruise; vhc, Midgeley;

he, Laycock. Nov. Cl. or Tkd. Veil (4) : 1, 3, Wheel-
wright; 2, Spencer; 4, Verity Buff (5) : 1, Har-
greaves; 2, Wheelwright; 3, vhe, Verity; 4, G. S.

Taylor. Unflig. Yell. (6) : I, Wheelwright; 2, vhe,

Spencer; 3, 4, Hargreaves; he, O. S. Taylor. Buff

(5): 1, 4, Hargreaves; 2, 3, Wheelwright; vhc,

Wroe. Ev., &c. (8): 1, Wheelwright; 2, c, Har-
greaves; 3, Wroe; 4, lie, Verity; vhc, G. S. .Taylor.

Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen (5): 1, 4, Spencer; 2, Wroe;
3. Wheelwright; vhc, Hargreaves. Buff (8): 1, 2,

Wroe; 3, Verity; 4, vhc, Wheelwright; he, G. S.

.Taylor; c, Spencer. Ev., &c. (0) : 1, 3, Wroe; 2, 4,

Wheelwright; vhc, c, Hargreaves. Sell. Ck. (6): 1,

vhc, lie, Walker; 2, Farrar; 3, Bousfield; 4, Rush-
worth. Hen (5): 1, 2, Walker; 3, vhc, Farrar; 4,

Bousfield.

“PIGEONS”
Til* only paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature,

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper.

‘FUR 5 FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these eubject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : Idle. Bradford. Yorks.

ARDWICK AND
MANCHESTER.

The Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A. held its
second annual open show, Nov* 13, in St. Thomas’
Schools. 'Jhe room is very comfortable for exhibits
and visitors alike, well lighted, warm, and free from
draughts, and within easy distance of the city, the
trams practically passing the door. An entry of
542, being an increase of 60 over last year, augur3
well for the future of this society, who had the
pluck to run a show despite the troublesome times.
A good classification, backed by substantial prize
money, and the adjudication left to two specialist
judges, brought out all the cream of Lancashire
and Yorkshire. Being blessed with a working Presi-
dent, Rev. C. E. Gaul, ably assisted by the Rev. J.
W. Wragg, no wonder the society flourishes. These
are the men wc want in the Fancy, men who are
not afraid to pull their coats of! and do their bit
in unpacking alongside the working-man fancier. Mr.
J. Spencer is the head of the secretarial department,
aiwl right well he knows bis duties; one would think
he has been in the habit ol running Crystal Palace
Shows by the thoroughness of all his work. Man-
chester geems to be, the natural home of ideal show
managers. Mr. Hall makes a rattling good assistant.
Mr. A. E. Thorpe is the Paymaster-General, and a
good help in the i-ec.’s office. A hard working and
obliging hand of stewards were headed by .Messrs.
Bootlnnan and Parish, and all did their share to
make everything comfortable. Mr. S. Oldham, Presi-
dent M. and N.C. C.B.S., looked after the wants of
the Britishers.
The N.P.C. gave full cup patronage, and right

royally they turned up. Everybody acknowledged it
the best show of Plainheads we have had out for
some time. This section was in the hands of Mr.
J. W. Metcalfe, of Liverpool, who went in strictly
for type and quality. The honours were evenly
divided, some marvellous exhibits being put down.

Yorkshires did not come up to previous numbers,
but some exhibits of the first water were staged,
while the wee ge'ms were a feature of the show.
YD. Rennet's team, all the way from Kelso, took all
tho firsts, and deserved them. Mr. Middleton
scooped the pool in Greens with a choice lot.

Open Amateur Norwich proved a great section,
some birds of correct type being put down. 63 iu
four classes, and hardly a bad bird out, speak
volumes lor the variety.

Visitors turned up well, the room being packed
all the afternoon. We noticed one gentleman alt

the way from Norwich. We did not catch his name,
but we found he was president of two societies iu
that city. He was very keen on buying a few good
birds to take home. - The winning yellow lien was
invited to a new home at Norwich, but wo think
her nest is too well feathered in Brunswick Street.
Chorlton-on-Medlock. When a fancier is so keen
that he travels to a show-, and lands in a strange
city at two o'clock in the morning, he deserves to
take something good back with him. The judges
were: Mr. J. W. Metcalfe, Canary Classes; Mr. C.
Houlton, British, Lizards, and Lancashire?

; and their
awards were well received.

Mr. J. W. Metcalfe’s Classes.
YORKS., Y'ELL. CK. (8) : 1, Knowles, red hot,

lengthy, excels in qual., stands on good pins, staged
to perfection; 2, Potts, very racy, straight as a
rush, long sided, pipe tail, full of go; 3, Dykes, again
erect and fearless, leggy, round as a bottle, only
tails qual. to above; 4, Bulmer; vhc, Tansey ; he.
Green; c, Henderson and Crosby. BUFF: 1, Dykes,
real topper, great length and style with it, mar-
vellous feather, A1 pos., stands away; 2, Bulmer,
another good one, erect, nice wedge shape, natty-
head, shows a few- waist feathers ; -3, Woodward,
red hot, no better qual. to be found, trifle short
on leg, otherwise good ’un; 4, Henderson and Crosby.;
vhc. Knowles; he, Darlington; e. Green HEN' (7):
1, Knowles, cin. mkd. yell., charming damsel, rare
shape, neatly braced wings and tail, full neck, put-
down nicely;. 2, Dykes, eye mkd. buff, wonder for
qual., runs winner very close, capital back, full -of
nerve; 3, Hutchinton,- racy yell., straight as all
arrow, capital type and qual., any of above could
win, so equal were they; 4, Tansey; vhc, lie,

Richards; c, Henderson and Crosby. UNFLHJ.
YELL., CK. (7): 1, ICnowdes, grand character of -a
Yorkie, sharp col., which gives a good appearance,
wedge shape,' and well-carried flights; 2, Henderson
and Crosby, thicker, but hardly so good in outlines,
good top end, rare qual.; 3, Dykes, long-sided, well-

carried wings and tail, excellent qual. and col., fails

at top end to above; 4, Tansey; vhc, Potts; lie,

Hutchinson; c, Darlington. BUFF (6): 1, Dykes,
rare type and qual., round as a pencil, nice length,
very showy

;
J2, Bulmer, big one, but not quito qual.

of 1st, will make a good stock bird, good legs: 3,

4. Woodward, 3rd, grand top end, nice feather, bit

soft, must have felt the cold; vhc, Knowles; h,

Potts. UNFLIG. HEN (9) : 1, Knowles, sweet buff,

leads her court well, rare qual., sweet head and
neck, well-braced wings and tail, steady as a rock ;

2, Tansey, wing mkd. yell., very cocky appearance,
upright and bold, stands on nice legs; 3, Henderson,
cap mkd. yell., bit soft, looks a good one ; 4, Dykes,
very racy yell., glorious feather, neat Yorkie, grand
carr. ; vhc, Henderson and Crosby ; he, Bulmer ; e,

Woodward. NOR., Y’ELL., CK. (14): 1, vhe, Craw-
sliavv, eye and wing ink., short and thick, red hot,
bold head and neck, good carr. of wings, moves very
free

;
*2, • Thomas, cl., big bouncing exhibit, grand

qual. for its size, rare head and neck, clean out;

5, he. Cook, grizzle cap, full of true Nor. properties,

very broad back, excellent feather; 4. Marsh, heavily
varieg., very short and compact, full of qual., clean
cut away; c, Turner. BUFF (14): 1, Crawshaw.
varieg., wonder lor type, grand head ami cheeks,
correct carr. of wing, clean ns a cameo; 2, Rev. J.

W. Wragg, el., smart, marvel lor feather, hold head
and neck, just a bit upright, worth its place: 3.

Cook, varieg., wonder for shape, great head und
neck, closely carried wings and tail, lets its waist
feathers down; 4, Thomas, wing mkd., big fellow,

good feather with it, broad and shapely; vhc, Whar-
ton; lie, Hirst; c, Marsh. Y'ELL. HEN (13): I.

Rev. J. W. Wragg, varieg., big one, but very dean
cut, broad back, thick set, short, and compact wing
carr.; 2, 4, A. G. Smith, varieg., grand size, shapely,

nice qual.. well balanced throughout, moves slug

gishly ; 4th, very cobby, bold cheeks, nicely rounded
chest; 3, Rraybrook, eye and wing ink., short and
thick, full of qual., broad back, dean cut, very
neat; vhc, Crawshaw; he, IQ-own ; c, Mattinson.
BUFF (9) : 1, Cook, a real marvel, great suhs., mag
nilieent feather for a big 'un, thick set, Liverpool
and Manchester winner in fresh hands; 2. Stafford,

another bouncer, but shade longer, capital carr. of

wings and tail, dean cut away, a good one;
Thomas, gem for qual., nicely moulded, full of true

Nor. properties, excels iu cond.; 4, Harrison and
Vint, rare- suhs. and type, massive head and cheeks,

well staged; vhc. Wharton ;
lie, Blense nml Son;

c. Rev. Wragg, UNFLIG. YELL, v K. (li): 1, Turner,
a wonder, often described, will make, history . 2.

Crawshaw, neck rnkd.. a rate thick sd one marvel
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for fiual., clean cut away; 3. Bootbman, not a big

©no, but smart, neat head mill nook, a true Norwich ;

4, Thomas, another of the right sort, thick body,

good wings; vhc, ltowbottom ;
lie, Spencer; c, llrav-

brook BUFF (10): 1, Marsh, bold head and neck,

thick set body, not the best or wing carr., but earns

Its place; 2, e, Cook, red hot, full of qual.. gives

above a rare chase, put down in usual *' Ten Acre

style; 3, Spencer, big one, round head, thick set neck,

nicely carried wings and tail ; 4, lie, Itcv. AV rugg,

car., will improve, nicely moulded; vhc, Iiraybrook.

UNFLIG. HEN (14): 1, Stafford, grand yell., full of

subs., short wings and tuil, clean cut, moves well;

J, c. Cook, ideal buff, rare mealing, short and coin-

pact, bold cheeks and eye, either of above can

win ; 3, Thomas, yell., marvel (or qual. gml type,

deep chest, well-braced wings and tail ;
-1, Trengove,

ink. tail, lull of true Nor. properties, excellent

feather, well staged; vhc, Rowbottoiu ;
he, ltlease

and Son. BORD. YELL. CK. (10): 1, he, (I. Bennett,

marvel for qua!., moves well, clean cut away, marble

head and sweet contour; 2, vhc, Itoyle, cl., a bit

stronger, topper for qual., well-braced wings,
_

m
faultless form; 3, Walkden, varleg., sweet expression,

round head, true Border type; 4, Drinnovator, cl.,

shapely, and full of swank, tail feathers growing

out; e, Oarbutt. BUFF (7): 1. 2, (I. Bennet, beau-

ties in rare trim, marble heads, the last word in

quai., either can win; 3, Itoyle, rare shape, full of

go, shows nice contour: 4, Kgerton ;
'in'.

Oarbutt; he, Drinkwater; c, Walkden. YELL.
OK BUFF HEN (13): 1, vhc, G. Bennett,

mkd. buff, glorious feather, sweet head and carr..

clean cut: 2, Itoyle, cl. •yell., marvel for type and

conil.. well moulded, very jaunty and free; 3, Eger

ton, el. buff, neatly moulded head and neck, well

braced wings, excellent earr. ; 4, Colbeck, var. yell .

topper for style and cond., neat wings, lovely head

;

h Oarbutt; V, Drinkwater. C1NN. Olt GKEEN.
YELL. CK. (4): 1, 2. Middleton, yell, green, rare

eol. and markings, clean cut, round head and shapely

neck ; 2nd. cinn.. rare tone of eol.. neat type, and

well put down; 3, 4, Colbeck. BCFF (4): 1, 2, Mid-

dleton, very smart, lovely head and neck, well

braced wings and tail; 2nd, just a hit too keen,

puts himself at wrong angle, otherwise good; 3,

Long foul, shapely and good feather ; 4, Drink-

water. HEN (5): 1. 2, Middleton, huff, very com
pact and full of type, glorious feather; 2nd, yell,

cinn., lovely tone of true cinn. col., put down in

form;. 3, Colbeck. buff ein., shapely, correct angle,

clean cut; 4. vhc. Long. A.O.V. (7): 1. 3, he, Ed-

wards, grizzle Crest, well radiated from centre,

eomes well over beak; 3rd, C.B.. rare skull affd

lashings, very leafy feather; 2, Fields, foul Nor..
Green, monster, excellent type, good feather and

eol.; 4, vhc, e, Broadhead. AMAT. YORKS. YELL.
CK. (7): 1. Hird, rare legs, long sided, nice top end.

fill! of swank, put down in form
; 2, Pickup, wedge

shape, bit faulty in wing carr.; 3, Eastwood, yell,

ein., rare type, straight as a gun barrel, nice qua],

and eol.. 4. Allman; vhc, Brown; he, Nixon; e.

Tonks. BUFF (5): 1. vhc, Allman, straight back,

well filled in neck, A1 pos.; 2, Nixon, neat, well-

braced wings, clean waist: 3, Green, marvel for

qual., erect and fearless, bit unsteady ; 4, East-

wood. HEN ( 10): 1. Brown, lovely lady, sweet bead
and neck, capital eond., stands on good legs : 2, 3,

Aldridge, straight as a rush, rare wings and tail,

very compact ; 3rd, upright pos.. long-sided, clean

waist, full of style; 4, he. Hird, A1 style, well-

braced wings, shows a slight frill; vhc, Pye; e. All-

man. A.V., 1915 (9): 1, Gilbert, grand youngster,

straight as an arrow, round shoulders, gets up well

;

2. Pye, charming feather and cond.. full of swank,
close up; 3, Green, rare feather, capital style, neat
top end, wedge shape ; 4, Aldridge, rare character,

full of go. compact wing carr. ; vhc, Nixon ; he,

Howartli; c, Allman. AMAT.. NOR. YELL. CK
(14): 1, Lawton, bold stamp, broad head, without
brow, perfect in wings and clear cut

; 2, Catlow.
varieg.. neat head, full neck, broad chest, well

staged; 3, Fields, clear, bit longer, boat shape, bold

head and cheeks; 4. he, e. Wilkinson, cap. mkd.. full

of good points, but a bit smaller ; vhc. Rev. Gaul.

BUFF (14): 1. e, Marsland, neck and eve ink., cobby,
short in flights, clean carried tail, put down in

style; 2. Nichols, cl., bold head and cheeks, eye cor-

rectly placed, broad back, clean cut, only beaten
qual.; 3, Johnson, varleg.. big one, rare feather,

bold head, shapely; 4, Buxton, cl., bit longer, other-

wise real good one, capital eol.; vhc. Steel; he.

Mallard. HEN (17): 1, Weston, charming varieg.

buff, wonder for type and col., envy of all present

;

2. Fields, cl. veil., rare qual., bold head, broad back,
clean cut away; 3, Taylor, cl. yell., bold eye. well-

defined shape, wings in Fight pos.
; 4, Steel, a real

good buff, easy second if she had been washed

;

vhc. Mallard; he. Rev. Gaul; c. Dean. BRED 1915

(18), a real good class: 1, Barber, bouncer of a but),

full of qual., good cheeks, and well mealed; 2,

Nichols, yell., bit coarse in feather, but right shaped,
moves well, A1 type: 3, -Steele, buff, hot stuff, rare

head and neck, well-carried wings; 4. Rev. Gaul,
marvel for qual.. hold head and cheeks, well put
down: vlie, Oldish: he, Deane; c, Marsland. SELT.
20s. (13): 1, Parlett ; 2, Potts: 3. Wallwork : 4,

Collinae; vhe, Bennet: he. Brown: e, Jones. SELL.
12s. (id. (13): 1. Marsland: 2. Catlow; 3. Coliingc;

4, Brown; vlie, Lingard ; he. Smith; e, Jones.

MEMBERS’ CLASSES.
YORKS. YELL. CK. (1): Noonan; 2, Taylor;

3. Hird. HEN (6): 1, 3. Taylor: 2, Noonan; 4. he,

Fletcher; vhe, Hird. NOR. YELL. CK. (6): 1, 4,

Spencer ; 2, vhc, Thorpe; 3, Peters. HEN (<i) : 1, vhc,
Peters; 2, Holland; 3, Spencer; 4, Chilton; he,

Rev. Gaul. YELL. CK., 1915 (7): 1, Peters; 2,

Bennet: 3, he, Itev. Gaul: 4, c, Spencer; vhc, Sykes,
HEN (8): 1, 2, Chilton: 3, Rev. Gaul; 4. Richards;
vhe, he, Spencer; e, Sykes. YORKS. YELL. CK.
(4): 1, 3, Noonan; 2, Lane; 4, Akitt. HENt (2):
1. Noonan: 2, Lane. NOR. YELL. CK. : 1. e. Lane;
2. Taylor: 3, Wharburton; 4. lie. Walsliaw; vhe.
Parish. HEN (9): 1, e. Lane; 2. Taylor: 3, Whar-
burton; 4. Walshaw

; vhc. he, Blinston. BUFF CK
(4): 1, Wharburton; 2, Lane; 3, Thomas; 4, Wal-
shaw. A.O.V. (4a) : 1, 3, Lane ; 2, 4, Blinston.

Mr. Houlton’s Classes.
Lancashire.? and Lizard classes were confined to

members of the L. and L.F.A. Lancashires only
came up in small number, but these were of the
right sort, Mr. Filton putting down a very strong
team. Lizards were much better for numbers, and
t lie cream of to-day were present. A few good
Mules arid Hybrids were shown. British birds were
of very good class all through, and some of the
best of to-day were scoring high in the cards. A
very good entry was seen in members’ Canary
classes, and most of these were especially good
birds, and keen competition resulted.
LIZARD, GOLD, CLP- CAP: 1. llamer, beautifully

bleed, plenty work, fine size, rare eol. and tight
cond.; 2, Barnes, smaller, well laced hack, etc.
SILVER: 1. Hamer, very even profuse spangling,

-nii :
1 size and good feath- r; 2, Mrs. Burgess, equal

In spangle, shade smaller: S. Barnes, fine big bird,

not quite so fully laced on back. BKN. C. GOLD:
1, Barnes, most profuse in spangle, rare size : 2,

Kidgard and Stansfield ; 3, Hampshire; 4, Kukin ;

vhe, Hamer; lie, Millington; e, Teusdale; a very

good class all through. SILVER: 1, Kukin; 2, Teas-

dale; 3, Barnes; 4, Kidgard and Stansfleld; vhc. Mil

liugton ;
he, Hampshire; a lot of the pick of this

breed. GOLD HEN; 1. Howard, a real good one,

well and evenly spangled; 2, Mrs. Burgess; 3, Kukin;
vhe, lie, Kidgard and Ktanslleld ; e, Teasdale. SIL-

VER HEN: 1. Barnes, a beauty; 2, Hamer; 3.

Howard; 4. Hampshire; vhe, Kukin
;

he, Teasdale.

LANCS. COPPY, YELL.: 1, Filton, immense, easy
win; 2, ltidgard and Stansfleld, good one. BUFFS:
1, Filton, regular giant; 2. Coliingc; 3. Kidgard and
Stansfleld. P.H. YELL: 1. 2 Collhige ; 3. Kidgard
ami Stansfleld. BUFF: 1. Fitton, wonderful subs.;

2, 3, Kidgard and .Stansfleld. BltED 1915: 1, Fit-

tofi, size' and coppy, well ahead of others; 2. Kid

gard and Stansfleld; 3. Coliingc. A.V. HEN: 1,

Fitton. GOLDF. OK BULI/F. (10): 1. Hayter, well-

known Gold!'., A1 order; 2, Edwards, equally good
Bullf. ; 3, Braile, Goldf., immense blaze, but is short

of finish to win ; 4, Affleck and Crosswell, nice Bullf.

,

paler cols.; he, Walkden; vlie, Davis; e, Mores.
LINNET, all leaders very good ones: 1, Parlett,

fine size, shape, eol., markings, and cond. ; 2, Fair-

iiurst, very large head, duller markings, tight eond.;

3, vhe, Oldham, well known pair, in fine order; 4,

Hughes, rare good size and chest, beaten in eol.;

lie, Moores; e. Beswick. TWITE, ETC. 02) : 1. Old-

bam, grand Twite; 2, 4, Hayter, rare Mealy Red
poll and a good Twite, close up; 3, vhc. Middleton,

nice Siskin and very good Lesser Redpoll ; lie, Fair-

burst; e, Parlett. Mr. Jeffreys’ birds came too late

forjudging. GREENF. (9): 1. Fairhurst, well-known
champion; 2, Hayter, very fine col. and cond.; 3,

Oldham, very cobby buff, nice order; 4, Fletcher,

smaller, line yell., and A l cond.; vhc. Chick; he,

Affleck and Cresswell ; c, Brade. BRAMBLE, ETC.

:

(1). Oldham, very fine Bramble, all over a good one;

2. 3. Chick. Chaffinch, not quite preened up to-day,

and a good Bramble for spangling and cond., shade
smaller than first

;
4th, Fairhurst, good size Bram-

ble, light spectacles spoil face. A.O.V. HARD: 1.

Fairhurst, very large Hawfinch, in fine eond. ; 2.

Brade, good Yellow Bunting; 3. 4. Chick, very smart
smaller Hawfinch and good Y’ellow Bunting, just

beaten in head markings. A.V. SOFT: 1. Darlow,
perfect Waxwing; 2, Hammond, capita! Blackbird;

3. Affleck and Crosswell. Pipit, wings wrong. DARK
CAN. HYB. (9): 1, 2, Parlett, yell. Greenf.-Can. and
yell. Goldf.-Can, both in grand fettle; 3, 4, vlie.

Oldham, Siskin, Redpoll, and Greenf. Canaries, all

in good order; lie, Berwick; e. Shaw. A.O.V.: 1,

Brade, well known Greenf. Bullf.. in grand cond.

;

2, Edwards, fine Goldie-Bullie ; 3, Wilson, big Goldf.

-

Greenf. FOR. : 1, Shaw.

MEMBERS' CLASSES.

YORKS. BUFF CK. : 1, Fletcher. 1915: 1, Rad
ford: 2, Hird; 3. Taylor; 4, Gilbert. HEN, 1915:

1 Hird; 2, Radford: 3, Gilbert; 4, Noonan; vhc,

Taylor. NOR., CL., ETC., BUFF: 1, he, Chilton;

2, 3, Spencer; 4, Peters; vhc, Thorpe. HEN: 1,

Peters; 2, 3 Thorpe; 4. Sykes; vhc, Holland; lie,

Spencer. YEL. CK., 1915: ], Taylor; 2, Warhurton;
3. Thomas; 4, Lane. HEN. 1915): 1, Lane; 2, Wal-
shaw; 3. Warburton. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, 2, Hill.

A.O.V.: 1, Hill.

Special w inners were : Silver Challenge Cup and two
Gold Medals, Oldham. Points: 1, Lane; 2. Oldham:
3, Chilton ; 4. Spencer

; 5, Hird : 6, Peters ; 7, Noonan.
Best Nov. Nor., Lane; ditto Yorks, Noouau.

DERBY C.B.S.
57th Annual Members' Show, Normanton Hotel,

Derby, Nov. 13, upwards of 170 young birds were
staged, the old bird classes were not eo large as

previously, and in British classes also there was
room for improvement. In the young bird classes

a great keenness was shown, fine specimens of
Norwich, Yorkshire, and Mules proved that the mem-
bers are making rapid strides by improving their

stocks. The Norwich cup was won by Air. C.

Oliver with a clear buff cock, a fine upright bird,

good feather, clear cut, and good head. Mr.

G. York won the Yorks, cup with a el. yell, cock,

good head, long flights and tail, well up on legs.

Winners of point medals: Nor., Roberts; Yorks.,

Barton; Crests, Colledge; Mules, Seanier; Brit-
Watts. The show was undoubtedly a great suc-

cess, and a fine improvement upon any previous
show, the committee and hon. secretary, Mr. F. W.
Jordan, worked very hard to attain this. Mr. J.

H. Roe, Birmingham, judged. Mr. J. Parnell won
Sandiford’s medal, with a lightly marked yellow
cock, very hot indeed. CL. OR TKD. YELL. NOR.:
I. 3, Drakeley

; 2, Watts; vhc, Roberts; he. Jordan;
c, Sharman. BUFF: 1, Oliver; 2, Tongue; 3, Watts;
vhc, Sharman; he, Roberts; e, HodgskiiiiyOn. MKD.
OR VAR. YELL.: ), Roberts; 2,‘ Morrell, 3,

d wells; vhe, Hodgskinson ;
he. Tongue; c, Oliver.

BUFF: 1, Morrell; 2, Cratchiey ; 3. Twells; vhc.

Smith; he, Watts; c, Roberts. YELL.; 1, Roberts;

2, Watts; 3, Jordan; vhc, Morrell; he. Twells; c.

Drakeley. BUFF; 1, vhe. Watts; 2, Roberts; 3,

Oliver; he. Sharman; c, Morrell. HEAVILY VAR.
OR GREEN: 1, Jordan; 2, Oliver; 3. Drakeley; vhc,

Tongue. PAIRS; 1. Twells; 2, Oliver; 3, Jordan.
YORKS. CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1, York ; 2, 3, C'oek-

eram ; vhe; Dlsloy
;

he. Barton; e. Pass. BUFF:
1, Barton; 2, Pass; 3, he, Cockerain

;
vhe, lllsley; <:,

York. MKD. OR VAR. YELL.: 1, lie, York: 2,

Barton; 3, Pass; lie, lllsley ; e, Elkins. BL’FF:
1. lllsley; 2, Elkins; 3, Barton. YELL. HEN: 1,

York; 2, Oockeram; 3, vhc, Pass: he. Smith; e.

Barton. BUFF: 1, Barton; 2, vhe, Ccckeram
; 3,

Pass; he, Elkins. A’.O.V. : 1, Elkins; 2, Barton.
PAIRS: ), Elkin,,; 2, Barton; 3, Wood. (SELF. OR
FOUL GR. : l,-2. Barton; 3, vhe, e, Elkins; he.

Wood. NOV. NOR.: 1, 2, 3, Hurst. MULE OR
HYB.: 1, 2, vhc. lie, Seanier; 3, Bomfield ; e, Parnell.
CRESTS, DARK BUFF: 1. 2, 3. he. Colledge. vhe.

Stevens. A.O.V.: 1, 2, Stevens. C.B.: 1, 2, Col-

ledge; 3, vhe, Stevens. PAIRS: 1, Colledge; 2,

Stevens. A.O. V. CAN.: 1, 2, 3, Wilmot GOLDF.:
1, Scanner; 2, Ramin; 3, Bonsfieki. BULLF.: 1, 2,

Watts; 3, Ramm
;
vhe, Bousfield

; he, Heigliton
;

c,

Seamer. GREENF.: 1, Sean.sr
; 2. Bousfield; 3,

Ramsey; vhc, Ramm. LINNET: 1, Bousfield; 2,

Jordan; 3, vhe, Ramm; lie! c, Bamsey. SISKIN,
Etc.: V, 2, Watts; D, Ramm; vhc, lion,-field.

BRAMBLE.: 1. Barton;. 2, Watts; 3, Heighten

;

vhc, Bamsey; he, Ramm.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds cf athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.
Swimming, &c., &c. Cives free advice on ail

questions of Health. Diet. kc. to all readers.
EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a ccpy today, or send or Fr*e Specimen to
“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.

CAMBUSLANG.
Annual show. Free Gardener’s Hall, Nov. o’. The

hall is most comfortable ami well lighted, and
the method of netting the staging round the walls
leaves plenty of room for visitors in the centre.
Entries were about us usual here, hut quality, as

ft whole, has been of it higher order, though some
real good specimens were on view, notably a

Bearded Tit and a capital Waxwing, both of which
were disqualified by the judge as being Foreigners.
Tile former, the bent in its class, was kepi out
of the tickets altogether, while the latter received
1st and spl, but was debarred from competing lor

the clip. A deal of talk was indulged in by visitors,
some ol whom were of the opinion that the Waxwing
ought to have shared the same late as the Tit,
1, e., kept out of the tickets altogether, if considered
a Foreigner, while all seemed satisfied that it was
the best bird in the show. That honour, however,
fell to another bird of the same owner, Mr. A.
Crawford. The President land the genial Sam
Lindsay are still swaying the rod of management,
and with an able and willing committee, hail all

their duties well under weigh and disposed of in

a masterly fashion early in the day. leaving plenty
of time for a good look round. Mr. G. Smart,
Carmyle, judged Canaries, and G. Martin, Hamilton,
British. One notable feature in connection with
the above society is the great interest taken in the
“Great War” by the President, Mr. A. Crawford,
who. with great ingenuity and thoughtfulness, has
been able to form a scheme whereby the Red Cross
Society of the district may benefit io the extent ol'

close on £100. Books cf numbered tickets have
been issued to members, and every subscriber of
3d. is to participate in the drawing for 14 Canaries.
£60 is already in hand, and the fund, which was
to close with the show, has had to remain open
for another week, owing J.o an accident which had
happened in a pit causing a delay in the handing
over the various books and moneys not yet ac-
counted for.

CLEAR OR TCK. NOR. COCK, 1915. 1, spl, I'roiid-

foot, yell., good size, nice level col. and qual.,
neatly braced and stylish ; 2, 3, Crawford, bull, not
just the size of winner, but neat and well-propor-
tioned over, will improve, 3rd fine qual. buff, good
level eol. and neatly gathered wings and tail.

HEN : 1, Baddow, medium-sized good quality buff,
nice head and neck, neat, shapely, and well-braced,
nicely staged; 2, Proudfoot, neck-marked buff, nice
size, good qual. feather, neat carr., not just so
“girthy” as leader; 3, Green, nice buff, fine tex-
ture feather, good head and neck, perfect carr.,

runs tight up on 2nd. VAR. COCK : 1, 2, Haddow,
buff, nice shape and size, well filled, good qual., re-

quires steadying a bit, 2nd cap mkd., good size and
col., well up on winner for qual.; 3, Shaw, wing
and eyes mkd., sweet qual. and type, runs tight
up for pos. HEN : 1, 2, Haddow, cap and wing mkd.
yell., nice size and feather, good carr. and style,
2nd cap and neck mkd. buff, fine qual., nice type,
shapely and more chubby, cleaner cut away behind,
our choice; 3, Green, heavy mkd. buff, nice feather
and carr. OLD NOR. COCK, N.-F. : 1, Green, heavy
var. buff, plenty size, nice subs., good body feather;
2, Leighton, niee var., good feather and carr., neat
top end, more cobby; 3, Gray, sweet qual. var.,
neat and well braced, a shade rought in feather,
but value for position. HEN : 1, spl, Pearce, nice
size var. buff, good size, well coupled and neatly
made, perfect carr., wins well; 2, Crawford, cl.

yell., nice bead and neck, rich feather and fine earr.,
seareely finished moult yet. should improve; 3,

Green, cl. yell., good size and col. OLD CK, FED:
), Proudfoot, well made clear yell., stylish and neat,
good qual; 2, Crawford, cl. yell., more massive in

size, fine head and neck, trifle longer in feather;
3, Haddow, var. buff, similar in build to 2nd.
HEN: 1, Shaw, neat, good qual. cl. yell., short
and typical body, ueat wings and tail: 2, Crawford,
slightly grizzle cap mkd., neat chubby build,
equally as good as winner; 3, Green, nice qua!,
broken green, fine size, good eond., nice full head
and neck. CL. OR TKD. BORD. CK., 1915: 1. spl,

cup best young Canary, Leighton, cl. buff, neat
shapely little fellow, nice carr. and style, right
type, finely braced and neatly got up, wins well:
2, spl, Brownlie, cl., fine eol. and neatly tapered
body, closely -carried wiugs and tail, neat across
shoulders; 3, Pearce, rather smaller built, A1 qual..
neat and shapely, sweet head and neck, and good
ear. HEN : 1, Leighton, nicely coupled buff, well
proportioned and neat, goed one; 2, Brownlie, yell-
good cond., nice qual.; 3, Marshall, buff, neat well-
drawn body, finely carried wings and tail. VAR.
CK.: 1, Leighton, buff, nice weight, fine shape and
style, neat carr.: 2, Brownlie, good col. yell., neat
wings and close tail; 3rd we eoukl not find. HEN:
1, Leighton, almost a 0-poinb buff, grand head and
neck, line wings and tail, neatly rounded and well
balanced, top qua!., in the pink; 2, Lindsav, good
col., broken green, nice qua!, feather, neat can.;
3, Lindsay, mkd. head and wings, nice carr. and
qual., nice type. EVEN MKD.. 1915: 1, 2, 3, Brown-
he, all even Cinn. inks., leader capital qual.
feather, neat shapely body, A1 carr., wings and
tail. 2nd, 3rd rather stronger In build, nice type
and carr. GREN OR CINN. CK., 1915.: 1. Pearce,
yell, cinn., sound in col. and pencilling, nice type
and qual., neatly drawn body, fine carr.. in -the
pink; 2, 3, Lindsay, yell, and buff green, leader
good in size and type, grand carr. and sound col.,

neatly pencilled, 3rd rare type and qual., finely

braced. HEN : 1, Brownlie, nice yell, cinn., right
build, well drawn and Miapely, neat, boxy, and
clean cut, in top cond.

; 2, Lindsay, green, tojr type
and qual., neat carr. and stylish: 3. Brownlie,
another cinn., nice qual., very little behind winner.
OLD BORO. CK. : 1, sp, Pearce, tkd. yell., in

Al. bloom, a good one for type and qual., neat
head and neck, well braced; 2, Lindsay, beautiful
even mark buff, capital stamp, nice head and neck,
neat type and Al qual.. neat ail over, was winning
when we made our notes: 3, Brownlie, cl. yel!.,

stronger in build, nice col. and size. HEN : 1,

Pearce, grand stamp, cl, bull’, fine head and neck,
neat wings and tail, fine feather, in fine order; 2,

spl, Pearce, good shape, niee qual., just loses in

carr. and headpoints: 3, Brownlie, buff cinn.. nice
qual., well built, neat in carr. VAR MULE OR
HYB., 1915: 1. 3, Allan, nice sized heavy mkd.
Goldie Mules, leader more subs., lovely feather and
without blemish; 2nd we could not find. DARK:
1 cup, best Brit. Mule or Hyb., and 2, spl. Craw-
ford, leads with topping jonque Goldie Mule, rare

size and col., plenty subs., will improve yet and
he board of again, 2nd niee Greenf.-Goldf., in good
feather, showing the cross well, will carry more
col. yet and improve; 3, Lindsay, nice bull Goldie,
in good eond , nice size and good col., not quite
finished. GOLDF.: l, spl. Shaw, good size, nice col-

rich crimson face, good depth and expanse, deep
yell, wings, bars, and line buttons, in nice feather
and steady; 2. Ballantyne, good col. and marks.

nice face, loses in size : 3, spl, Crawford, larger
than 2nd. purer in whites, nicely tunned, not up
in eol. yet. LINNET: 1, Pearce, nice size and eol.,

neatly pencilled and plenty white in flights, could
be a trifle steadier; 2, spl, Crawford, steady arid

Al cond., nice nutty, evenly pencilled font, just
fails size; 3, spl, Taylor, quite good, rich in eol.,

but lacks steadiness. GREENF.: I, spl, Davidson,
easy winner, tine size, Al cond., nicely fed, rich in

ground col. ami deep yell, wings, steady ; 2, spl,

Green, niee size, nat. eol., soiled in plumage
through unsteadiness, a trifle lueky; 3, Crawford,
nicely fed jonque, not the size of winner, but lor
eol. and cond. quite equal, might have gone up a
step. BULLF.: 1. Davidson, niee size, good feather

;

2, Taylor, real Britisher, good eize, rich ground
col. and line cap and wing bars, could have been
better staged. LESSER REDPOLL: 1, Ballantyne,
H. -M., in the pink, nice size and steady; 2, l'carce,

nice F. M., good feather and cond., nice poll and
bib., neatly pencilled, well put down; 3, Lindsay,
good one, in nice leather, niee pencilling and fine

tanning, nice poll and bib, hard up in the run for
pos.; No. 2, good specimen, unnoticed, hard lines I

MEALY REDPOLL OR TJVITE: 1, Crawford, nice
Twite, in fine -order, not one of the largest but
finely pencilled and steady, deep ground col., wins
well; 2, Taylor, Twite, nice feather and pencilling,
fails in steadiness; 3, Davidson, Twite, nice size
and eond. 8ISK1N: 1, Taylor, tine size, good nat.
col. jonque, nice cap and markings, steady, with
another moult should take some stopping

; 2, David-
son, C.F., in Al fettle, nice rich eol. and markings,
beaten in size; 3, Ballantyne. BRAMBLE: 1,

Davidson, nice one for eize and eol., steady and in

nice feather, good in spangling, wins nicely; 2, 3,

Taylor, former nice col., good feather, beaten for
size and steadiness, 3rd larger and richer in col.,

with time will be the better of the two, unsteady.
CHAFFINCH: 1, Crawford, top cond., nice size

and rich in col. and marking, steady and nicely
staged; 2, Taylor, nice feather, well up for size
and steadiness, not quite the depth cf eol. of
winner; 3, Brownlie, nice Finch, but wild. HEN
FOR MULING: 1, Crawford, capital Greenie, spank-
ing conil., staged to win; 2, Pearce, nice little

Siskin, in good leather and steady ; 3, Ballantyne.
good Bullie. A.O.V. SMALLER: 1, Allan, nice Cirl
Bunting, fine feather, very steady

; 2, Ballantyne,
nice Yellowhammer, for size and cond., headlines
not yet as clear as hot competition requires; 3,
'Taylor, Yellowhammer, not much behind: 2. No. 4,
Bearded Tit, in lovely cotid., disqualified as a
Foreigner. LARGE: 1, spl, magnificent Waxwing,
in perfect style, not a ruffle in feather, beautiful
waxes, one of the best, very steady, hard lines.

Indeed, to be disqualified. Mr. Crawford; 2, spl
Taylor, good Hawfinch, in perfect feather and
steady. >

WALKLEY C.B.S.
Show, Nov. 13, Westmoreland St. Schoolroom.

The entry was good and quality Al. Yorks, as
usual were the feature. The Chairman is Mr. T.
Ridal one of the best. Messrs. J. Woolhouse and
A. Sparkes are most practical as understudies;
treas. is Mr. L. Fallding, the British bird expert.
The sees., Messrs. C. Tomlinson and E Sisson are
a brace of real workers. Stewards who worked
willingly and energetically were Mosers. A. Hobson
(Sec. Sheffie.d C.B.S.) and Son. Mr. W. Vardy
judged.
YORKS. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Ck.: 1, 3, vhc, Jones;

he, c, Pickering; 4, Bingham and Furness. Buff:
I, Ridal; 2, 3, he, Pickering; 4, Bingham and Fur-
nes:-: vhc, Drabble; c, Butler. Mkd. Ck. : 1, 2,

Ridal; 3, Jones; 4, vhc, he, Pickering; e, Bingham
and Furness. Yell Hen: 1, Ridal; 2, l, Bingham
and Furness; 3, lie, c, Pickering; vhc, Jones. Buff:
1, 2, Ridal; 3, 4, Bingham and Burners ; vhe, Pick-
ering; he. Drabble. NOR.. Cl. Etc. Ck. : 1, 2, 3, J.
and L. Woolhouse

; 4, A. Hobson. Buff : 1. 2, 3, J.
and I- Woolhouse; 4, vhc, he, c, A. Hobson. Hen:
], 2. 3, vhe, J. and L. Woolhouse; 4, he, Hobson.
NOV'. YORKS., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, 2, Fretwell;
3, Parsons; 4. Bagshaw ; vhe, Good isou ; he, Welch

;

e. Biggin. Buff: 1, Biggin; 2. 3, Welsh; 4, c,

Bagshaw; vhe Fret well ; lie, Williams. Mkd.: 1,

Biggin; 2, 3, he, Fretwell; 4, c, Williams; vhc,
Bagshaw. Yell. Hen: 1, 3, 4, Welch; 2, be, Biggin;
vhe, c, Fretwell. Buff: 1, vhc, Welch; 2, Sisson:
3 Biggin ; 4, he, e, Fretwell. NOV., NOR., Cl. or
Tkd. Veil. : 1 . 2, 4, vhe. Gears; 3, 9isson. Buff Ck.:
1, 2, vhc, Gears; 3, Goodison ; 4, Everard. Hen:
1, 2, 3, vhe, he, Gear; 4, Sisson. OLD BIRDS,
Yorks: 1. Welch; 2, Ridal; 3, Wall; 4, Bagshaw;
vhe, Sisson ; he, e, Williams. Nor.: 1. Goodison;
2, 3, he, Hobson; he, vhe, Sisson. Brit.: 1, 2,

3, 4, vhe, c, Falkling; he, Shimeld. Cup winners:
Members, Y'orks, Ridal; Nor., Woolhouse; Nov.
Yorks, Biggin; Nov. Nor., Gears; Mr. Hobson,
Ramsden’s sp. medal; Mr. Parsons, Sandiford's.

CRYSTAL PALACE AND PENGE
Annual show, Nov. 10, Alexander Hotel, Pcnge. A

large room was kindly lent foi the occasion by the
host, Mr. A. Hutton, who. as usual, gave valuable
aid in erecting staging, etc- and assisted in several
ways to make the show the complete success it

proved. Although the fixture clashed with the
mixed show at Croydon (several fanciers being
members of hotti) the entry was good Mr Fair-
man won well in yellow cocks, and Mr. Hutton
staged a grand iinflighted yellow hen, which stood
at the top in the hen class, beating the old
birds fairly easily. Special for best champion was
secured by Mr. Hutton v h a good yellow Norwich;
Mr. Ramsey winning the one for Novices with a
good cinn.-marked Yorks. Mr. Cory won in British
with a charming Bramble. The cup for four nomin-
ated birds was taken by Mr. Hutton, and Mr.. Cory
won the British cup. The show was well managed
by Mr. Fryett, the bee., Messrs. Verrail, Cory and
Hutton lending valuable assistance. Mr. H. Norman
judged. Nor., Yell. Ck. : 1, 2, 3, vhc, Hutton. Buff:
1, 2, 3, vhc, Hutton. Mkd.: 1, 2, 3, 'he, Hutton.
Unflig. : 1. 2, 3, vhc, Hutton. Yorks., Yell. Ck. : 1 ,

Fairman
; 2, Foxen; 3, Hutton. Buff : 1,3, Hutton;

2, Fairman. Hen: l, vhc, Hutton; 2, Fairman : 3, 4,

Foxen. Varieg.: 1. Fairman; 2. Hutton. Unflig., Veil.:

1, 2, Hutton; 3, 4. Last. Buff: 1, Hutton: 2, Last;
3, Foxen. Bord., Buff : 1. 2, 3. vhe, Last: 4, lie, Rev.
Soumes. Yell.: 1, 2, 3, Last; 4, vhc. Rev. Soames.
Nov., Nor. Ck. : 1, 2, Verrail. Hen: 1, Martin.
Varieg. : 1, 2, Verrail. Unflig.: 1. 4, Verrail: 2, 3.

Legg. Yorks., Yell. Ck. : 1. Howiek ; 2, McInty re;

3, Ramsey; 4, Ramsey; vlie. Brown. Buff: 1, Brown;
2, Howiek; 3, I’owell; 4. Fryett. Hen: 1, Ilowick:

2. McIntyre; 3, Brown; i, vhe, Ramsey : lie, Foyctt.

Varieg. : 1. Ramsey; 2, Fryett. Unflig. Yell.: 1, he,

Ramsey; 2, 3. Powell; 4, Howiek. Buff: 1. Howiek;
2. 4, Powell; 3, vhe, Fryett. Bord., Ck. : 1. 2. Martin.
Hen: 1, 2, Martin. Goldf.: 1, Ramsey: 2, 3, 4, lie,

e, Cory; vlie, Hutton. Bullf.: 1. 2, 3, Cory.

Linnet: 1, 2, Gullis; 3, 4. vlie, lie, Cory. Redpoll:

l. 4. c, Gullis; 2, 3, Cory: vhc, Fryett; he, Wbillen.

A.O.V.: 1, 3, 4. Cory; 2. Rev. Soames: vlie, lie.

Gullis; c, Verrail. Insectiv., Large: 1. 2. 3, Cory.

Small: 1, 2, Gullis. Itnlos- 1. Hutton; 2, Whiffon.
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Questions and

Answers.
DOUBTS AND DIFHCUXiXIBS
SOLVED BV SPECIALISTS

( 1 )

<2,

(i

Alt Questions must be elcorly tenltcii in ink

(or typewritten) on one side ol paper, and con •

clinic with either the correct name or u

pseudonym.

The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.

Queries intended for different specialists must

be written on separate sheets of paper.

i\) -Queries must not include or be included in

orders for boohs, instructions »rc odcerti<scinents,

or any other matter for publication.

(G)~1 he department to which the queues refer must

be stuted on the lef t •hand corner of the query.

(U) - Queries received during any week, up to the

firat post on Saturday morning, will be answered

in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.

( 7 1/ cm answer by post is desired from our specie

alists, a fiostal order for sixpence must accom-

pany any query relating to sickness Of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries , with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either ease.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).

(3)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully ,
and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees ieeeived from thin source will be

\ handed over in full to the "Referee's'’ Poor
Children’s fund (Loudon)*

(9.*- ill queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“('ago Birds,” 151, fleet Street, London , E.t\

Postcards are not admissible .

Give two vapour baths with an interval of three

,

days between them. In addition to the htuple seed

diet, give half a teasuooiiiul ol a mixture ol equal

parts niger, white millet, teazle, linseed, and maw,

every second day for a fortnight..and on the niter-

nate days give a inofoel of bread and milk slightly

dusted with cayenne and sprinkled with soil sugar.

In the drinking water during the same time add

twelve drops of sweet spirit of nitre and live oi

syrup of saffron every second day.

AN IMPROVEMENT (W. II.). (dad to hear the

hint has made so roui li progress under the treat-

ment advised, to complete the cure us Ur us pos-

sible see that the Idrd is kept a free as possible

from the exciting muses oi the trouble as outlined

in previous reply, and keep it rather on the war" 1

aide for this winter. Continue giving the medicine

advised before in alternate weeks until it has ha i

three more weeks’ treatment. Instead of (,'v‘Uo

bread mid milk or any other soil food for the next

two months make a little of the following P«ste

and keep a morsel stud; m the wires of the -.age

for the bird to peek at when it likes. Mix together

of

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

SORE FEET (K. W. H.).-Soe that tile cage
floor and perches are krpt as clean as possible
until the feet are quite healed again, and it

would assist to attain this object if you kept the
floor well strewn with eleau pine sawdust for the
time being. Also see that the perches are made
of a nice soft pitie wood, and of a suitable size

and shape lor the bird to perch comfortably on
them. Catch the bird and bathe the lcet for a few
minutes each morning and evening for a vveek or
so with a warm volution of Wyeh Hazel— a tea-

spoonful of the extract in a saueerfiil of warm
water. After bathing dry gently ami carefully anoint
with a little I-anccyllin oiulm-nt, but do not. leave
any surplus grease about them to eolleet dirt or

refuse from the age floor. You may also add to
the drinking water every second day for a week
or so ten drop- of lemon juice and a crystal of

sulphate of soda the size of a small pea.
SLACK PLUMAGE (Norwich II.).—The bird has

evidently got badly run down by the moult and
accompanying liiarrlicea. Try what a few weeks of

the following treatment will do for her. Keep her

in a comfortable temperature, but you need not
overheat her, and see that she is free from cold

direct draughts or rapid extremes cf heat and cold.

Clive n staple diet ol plain canary seed oulv. Every
third day give separately a smalt teaspoon ful of

scalded summer rape, and on the intervening days
give first a morsel of bread and milk with two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it and well dusted

with carbonate of bismuth, and next halt a tea-

spoonful of a mixture of equal parts hemp (see

tiiat it is sound and sweet in the kernel), niger.

rape, teazle, and maw. Do not give any greeu

salad, but a morsel ol banana or raw carrot may
be given as a substitute lor green food. In the

drinking water every second day for a week add four

drops each of tincture of gentian, tincture of

caliimba and aromatic sulphuric arid, then miss a

week, and resume and give it again for another

week. If bird is not well in. sav. a month, please

write again, and repeat particulars, and I will ad-

iso vou further.
REFERENCE WANTED (-T. V.).— Sorry, but it is

an unalterable law that.no particular dealer ran

he singled out for mention in these columns. For

reasons which must be obvious it would be most
unfair to do so. Therefore, I can only advise you

to wall'll our prepaid advert, columns for a week or

two, where you will find no lack of birds on ofier

.now. or roiisult a copy of Laoe Birds Annual.

wherein you will find tfie names of the principal

breeders and winners last season. If you write to

any well-known respectable breeder, stating what
price you are prepared to pay, and asking for birds

on approval against deposit of the agreed price

with our Editor, you should not fail to get every

satisfaction. From now onwards till the middle oi

February is the best time to purchase stock. As
vou apDear to be starting from the bottom of the

ladder I would advise you to get a copy of “Canary
Breeding for Beginners,'' which our Manager would

send you for 7d., post free, and well digest its

contents between now arid the beginning of next,

breeding season, which should begin about the end

of March. No advantage is to ho gained by start-

ing earlier. „ . ,
.

A VAPOUR BATH (H. R.).-Here is the rough

am] reailv fashion of giving a vapour bath when

other appliances are not easily available. Place the

bird in an open wire cage in the centre of a table

and cover the cage over with a small blanket or

haw I supported over the cage so that there is

mi inch or two of empty space over and all round

the ca"e Then place beneath the cover a mug ol

nearly boiling water, ami arrange cover around the

muc .-o that, the steam will be confined beneath

the" cover and within the cage. Allow it to remain

i.-. or i!0 minutes, then remove the mug, but leave

the cage standing covered for another halt-hour or

sc Then remove bird to its own cage, and keep

a lodil cover over it for a day or two m order to

protect it from chills. I rather fancy you de-

feated the object of the former treatment b\ re-

moving I lie bird from the rohl room before the

mow had time to take effect: ami giving the cod

IP , r oil would undo all that might have been done

to i,,.. on tlie moult, ami now vou may very prom

nbh have to wait until next spring before the moult

ta' ... pla.e. Without moving the bird again von

mV try the following treatment for a week or two.

a hot plate a teaspoon! ul of pure honey, ditto

cod liver otl emulsion, a.- much powdered gium

of caradise as will e.over a shilling, a similar quan-

tity of chlorate of potash, and a .sufficient quantity

of finely powdered biscuit to bring the whole to the

eonsisteiiey of soft, cheese. When cod .

;

w.U be-

come a little harder, and may he «ut into cubes

to stick conveniently between the wires.

BAD PLUMAGE (K. Fitzpatrick) See reply to

•
• h li

" Oct f< issue, and treat your bird the same,

with the exception that you give three vapour bains

during the course of the first week, and offer

bird an ordinary hath on each of the rc,l*¥“
,j>

days and also allow it to bathe daily il it will do

so afterwards. For vapour hath place the bird n

an open wire cage on a table ;
cover all over with

a small shawl or woollen wrap, leaving , lew mihes

of space between cage and covering all over, then

introduce beneath cover, and place near cage, a

mug of nearly boiling water. Allow to remain so

for “’0 minutes, then remove mug, but leave the

cage covered, for another hall-hour Then return

bint to its proper cage, and keep a light cover uve

it for a time to avoid all risk ol chill.

.

VARIED (B. V.).-(l) It is not unusua for birds

when getting old to become rather erratic as to

the season lor moulting. They may not only moult

late, but even defer the process until the following

fcprinK. Considering mo bird s age, and the U t

that ^he \- apparently quite well iu health, I do

not^ advtse you to attempt to force a moult upon

her Leave the process to Nature. (-) ,-o far as

mv experience goes, hen Canaries are not perceptibly

Sorter lived than cocks. I should certainly say

that a hen, or coek either, 7i years old was quite

a. respectable age. Very many live consulti ably

longer, but probably the great majority die younger.

TO INCREASE SIZE (A. Jones).—Yim do not give

any idea as to the way ttie bird* have been bred,

but I rather RUopect you have been mbreeding them
amt thuu reduced the size. To get a fair increase

iu bize next sea&oi; I uhould advise you to introduce

two fresh birds, a cock and a hen, to mate up with

your own birds. Get the oock as large *1$ possible,

consistent with typical properties, and a closely-

feathered butt. Mate this with your largest butt

hen, which is closc-feathercd ami not of coarse

quality. 'Hie hen you should get or medium size,

but with plenty of substance iu front of the perch

and boxv-feathered, and one which is bred from

good large stock. This bird should also be a butt,

anil you should mate it with the largest yellow

cock of your own stock. Keep all the young from

these two pair*; showing a material increase in size

for mating up with your own stock the lollowmg

season, keeping the pairs as distantly related as

the number of your stock will allow you to do. In

the third reason you should find a substantial in-

crease in the genual size of your birds.

A LARGE SWELLING (Dudor).—I do not think

there is anything woroe the matter with this bird

than being in a, gross, plethoric condition. Give a

staple diet of summer rape only with just a pinch

of canary seed on the top each morning. In addi-

tion give a fairly liberal allowance of green lood,

such as watercress, daily, and tv\ice a week half a

teaspoonful oi a mixture of equal parts niger, white

millet and teazle. Limit the diet solely to tins for

a month, arid during this tune add to the drinking

water six drops of .syrup of rhubarb and as much

Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence every second

day for a week. Then omit tlic drugs lor a week,

and alter that resume them and give again for

another week, continuing the above dietary all

through the course. Don’t paint anything on the

abdomen at all. If bird is not all right at the end

of the month, please write again, Md repeat par-

ticulars, and 1 will advise you further. Glad to

hear the last advice was so isuceesslul.

RUFFLED NORWICH HEN (F K. K.).—(J) I a'' 1

afraid the prospects of gettiug this lien through

the moult are not hopeful. Try what *
|J®

treatment will do for her. (uve her three vapour

baths, as you will have seen described in this

column, with an interval of two days
J^t'ith'altsht

Keep in a fairly warm temperature, and with a light

cover thrown over the cage. In addition to your

present staple diet give every second da) lw »

fortnight half a teaspoonful ol crushed sponge

cake dusted with flowers ol' sulphur and sprinkled

with maw seed, and on the alternate days add to

the drinking water 20 drops hve 01

CANARY QUERISTS
,hould consult St. John's “Canary Breeding tor Be-

ginners ’’ (7<I.) ;
House’s “ Canary Manual

_

(1/-),

UaUyc’s “Yorkshire Canaries’’ (1 / Hi ;
House s Noi -

Kick Canaries” (1/1): B’csloii's “Stock Hook

“The Border Fancy,’' A’o. 24 “Green

thoroughly practical and instructive. I nee. <1“

are post free, Irani “Cage birds, ls4. I ltd decl,

London , E.C.

(3 ) Only a post-mortem could reveal with any cer-

tainty what was the nature of the substance on

the bird that died. It is quite possible it may

have been a fatty tumour, but I am more fnelined

to think it was merely an accumulation of lat due

to overfeeding.

HEAD UNDER WING (Bonnie Boon).— I should

tggSilii
ture of canary and rape

?^
y ’

>, iH still in good

debar him. Indeed, judging

years ago and the tact

eirt* biuee, I should expect

record, in the breeding

ir jwsysSPst&sB
birds, flying loose in a room, a P *

tere(1 wl\en

-,
1" r‘v5;

a
»MsbrifinnsKS

base ol' tail, and examine the skin in

^
sc

g
l

in theso times, when railway traffic is so disjointed,

it would be too far to s'eud them down here, al-

though I should very much like to see them.
BULLFINCH WITH SWELLING (Perplexed) —I

anticipate that tlio trouble with your Bullie is

caused through your method of feeding. Seeds are
nil very well, and form the staple food to feed
them upon, hut in addition the birds should have
an assortment ol' green food aud berries. I fear
all would be in much the same condition as your
bird tf v. c ted on all meat and no vegetables. Give
it at once as much Glauber salts as will cover a
sixpence dissolved in two tablcspooustiil of water,
aud let him have' it to drink lor one day, then mis*
a couple of days and repeat. Take u walk into the
country lanes and collect a good big bunch of
privet berries, and give him a spray of them daily.

They will keep .some time placed in damp sand or

water and stood in a cool position, lfathe the eye
with warm water with half a spoonful of boracio

acid dissolved in it. I would also advise you to
send to this office for the Nutshell booklet on the*

Bullfinch, and treat according to the directions

given. The Bullfinch mixture you mention may »ot,_

be quite the correct food for him. These mixtures
are frequently sold for any Finch. Your better

plan will be to follow the advice given in the book,
buy the seed separately, and rnix it yourself.

STUCK IN THE MOULT (Hugh S. Irvine).—
Your bird has caught a chill, and unless you re-

start him iu the moult you will lose him. Place
him in a cosy corner of the room and partly cover
his cage with some thin material. Get 3d. of

saffron from the chemist, loz. of glycerine, and
Joz. tincture of gentian; add to it half-pint ol rum.
Let it stand for a couple of days and give lo drops
in his drinker every other day. When lie has well

started again discontinue it, but be careful he does
not catch cold.

FEEDING A NIGHTINGALE (Gale).—It is the
usual tiling to allow birds in captivity to have as

much toed 11 s they require, and there should be
no harm in doing so, providing it is of goed quality

and free from inustiness. If you think the insect

life you gave him causes trouble. I would advise

you to reduce the quantity somewhat. Many fan-

ciers are not quite so liberal as you are, and yet

they have good results. As a rule, most insecti-

vorous birds are rather heavy feeders, and it is as

well to occasionally given them an aperient. I would’

also advise you to induce him to partake of a fair

quantity of soft fruit
;

it will assist very much in

keeping him in healthy condition.
*

CANARIES WITH FINCHES. (?? ).—You do
not say in vour letter the sex of tlio Canaries

(hat you think of adding to your collection. If

they are cock birds, there should be no difficulty,

as birds of one sex, as a rule, live amicably to-

gether, but if they are liens you could only keep

them there during tire winter, for as the spring

approached their presence would cause consider-

able trouble among the others. Of course, 1 am
presuming that alt the birds you have now are

males, although you omitted to mention it.

UNNATURAL GREENFINCH (Greenie).—It seems

to me almost unnatural for a Greenfinch not to

eat rape. Many will almost live on it, thrive well.

expect this bird to be past any relief betore this
: wint^r j£ tUey wish to do so, but y

reply can reach you, and you do not give any real
, otler tUe in the early part 01

clue to the nature of the trouble. If still living.
1 tlie w inter months. (3) To catch

but you should always

of the day during

the birds readily

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Boulton's great work, “ Cage-Bird

Hybrids'’ (7/6); Harman's “British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Fart 1

“Uardbills” (1/1), 1’art 2 “Softtrilh”

(l/l)" “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2 3):

“Heeds. Foods, and Wild Plants ” (1/2); "Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke's “ Septic or Bird

Fever ’’
(7d.) ;

“ Colour-feeding
”

(Sid ); or the 'Nut-

shell” booklets (2Jd. carlo; Ho. I “Goldfinch,"

No. 2, “linnet,’’ No. 3 “Skylark,” No. 4. “Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. II “ Bullfinch ,

No. Li

“ Chaffinch ,” No. 15 “ Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Siskin

.

Redpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Birds,” No. 26 “ large Insectivorous Birds,” No. 6

Ailing Birds and llow to Cure Them," No. 9 " Dis-

infection of Cages, Birdrooms. etc.," No. 13 “ How lo

Moult British flirdsi” All thoroughly practical and

instructive. Prices quoted are post free Irani 'Cage

Birds," 154, Fleet Street, london, E.C.

place it in a quite warm temperature, but see that

it is fairly equable and quite free from direct, cold

draughts. Add to the drinking water 20 drops ol

whisky and 12 of syrup or rhubarb daily for three

days, and after this give instead five drops each

of
" tincture of gentian, tincture of caluinbn, and

aromatic sulphuric acid every second day for a

week. If the bird is in poor condition or the

appetite is poor, give a. morsel of bread and milk

sprinkled with soil sugar daily during ’lie week.

If not then well, please write again, referring to

this reply, and give more particulars about the

symptoms shown by the bird, especially tlie condi-

tion of the bowels and the breathing, and if any

wheeziuess is present.

SCRATCHING THEMSELVES (F.F.C.) .—Birins are

not necessarily infested with insects because they

scratch themselves a good deal just now. The
scratching and shaking of their plumage may be

nothing more than their natural attempts to throw

off the rapidly-loosening feathers. If the birds are

showing any signs whatever of moulting, do not

worry about this scratching at all, but if they

are iiot moulting, you may' give a morsel of bread

arid milk dusted with flowers of sulphur every

second day for a week or so, and on tlie alternate

days add" to the drinking water 20 drops of fluid

magnesia.
BREEDING ROLLERS (Veriest Novice).—(1) Yes.

you can certainly breed Hollers in a cold room, just

as well and freely as any other variety. (2) Song
is a question of strain and efficient training more
than anything else. There is no best singing variety

among them. (3) Sorry, but 1 cannot mention
names; it would be too obviously unfair to all

others. (4) You should get a decent cock lor 20s.,

and hens about 4s. or 5s. each. But this, of course,

depends upon the vendor and the value he places
upon the birds to liiinself. Your idea ol beginning
with a. cock and two liens is a good one. See reply
to " U. G. Miles” in Oct.. 1C issue, which will also
apply mainly to your queries.

WHEEZY YORKS. IN FLIGHT (Jack, Watford).
—The flights are cither exposed to direct draughts
or extremes of temperature in all probability, and
the birds affected are just those that am most sus-

ceptible to these baneful influences. You should
first see to it that these exciting causes are re-

moved. Then vou may give to each group contain-

ing affected birds three heaped teaspoon! ills of soft

food with 20 drops of sherry ami .six of cod liver

oil emulsion well mixed in it and sprinkled with maw
seed. Do this every second day lor a fortnight, if

necessary, and on the alternate days add to each

ounce of drinking water six drops each of oxvniel

of squills, ipecacuanha wine and sweet spirit of

nitre.

vou need a nee, simum nu « ,-

man's landing net, but with a moutli at leart
.
la

"th" linda mt^ di^reUon'“and* skill m.

lug it, YOU should have no difficulty whatever in cap

-u,,d.

l°hi,‘h
tr.an’ auto

matte perch, baited with hemp seed a *10 *
easy method; but this would not act so well it )oi

winteil to catch particular individuals. ^ •

find 'Die birds infested with lice, you may quite

safety three times a week for a month, offer a hath

to Which vou have added sulphuretted potash m the

proportion of a small teaspoonful to a pmt of The

bathing water. It will not rival eau de Cologne, lmt

will prove efficacious for the object iu view, which

is the main point after all.

TO CURE A COLD (A. B.).—Aconite is s‘Power-

ful and dangerous poison, and as there are other

remedies for colds equally efficacious, and B“it© safe,

and harmless, you do not lose anything;
by not ben

able to purchase the former drug. Keep the bird in

a comfortable and fairly equable temperature free

from direct cold draughts, or extremes ot tempera-

ture though you need mot overheat it, and for two

days in every three lor a week or so add to the

drinking water five drops each of oxymel ol squills,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre, lliis

should suffice to quite remove any ordinary cold

If there are any signs of hoarseness, a morsel of

bread and milk with two drops of cod liver oil

emulsion on it, and sprinkled with soft sugar every

second day may be added to the usual dietary for a

week or so.

BRITISH BIRDS,
WIUL ES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by II- NORMAN.
MULES OR CANARIES? (T. Campbell).—The

l/.iinet-l'aiiarv cross is such all easy one that you

would tie as likely to produce it a- anyone else, il

vour Canary cock was in the moult when he ran

with the lien, it does not seem to me possible lor

him to fertilise eggs. I have never yet heard ot

one doing so, although strange things do happen

in the bird world. What 1 would advise you to

do is to exhibit one of them again, under a well-

known judge. Get to the show .yourscli and have

a chat with him, and whatever his decision Is he

will be able to give you bis reason for it. 1 fear

and be contented, but. of course, the cause is

that he has been badly' reared and pampered.

Have you tried him with it soaked or germinated,

or rape alone, with nothing else? II tie still per

siet.s in doing without it I would advise 5 ou to

slightly increase the. quantity of linseed, just

sufficient to prevent constipation from eating so

much of the drier seeds. (2) I would certainly con-

tinue with the soaked corn; 1 frequently use it

myself. (3) He can do without the sunflower, al-

though it is good food for them, aud an extra

quantity might take the place of the rape; it would

be better than the extra linseed. (4) Most Greemes

will eat the berries. (5) Only try him with one

hen. As a rule they are sulky and spitelul

forced to mate with another partner.

BREEDING REOPOLL CANARY (A. Allan Vim

cent).—The above <*ross is not a very difficult one

to produce, and the usual method is to use a Lesser

Redpoll ccck and 11 yellow Norwich Canary. Red-

polls as a rule arc very free breeders, and will mate

with almost anything. To breed Hybrids lit foi

exhibition it is necessary to procure the very largest

Redpoll it is possible to get. Of course, the Mealy

is much larger than the Lesser, but the accepted

theory is that these do not breed so freely a th<

Lesser, although personally 1 have had no difficult)

in that: the, Mealies I have tried have bred us

freely as the Lesser, but another drawback in using

the larger bird is the certainty that almost all the

young will lie buffs, even although the hen |s a

yellow, lip to the present 1 have product d nothiiy

but buffs when mating in this manner, nlthoug.i

other breeders may have been inore fortimaU. (2)

A book that would interest you i» the feLjets of

Hybrid Breeders, post free ls._jUL. Irom th 8 o®‘-

It describes the experiences Tu many will known

Hybrid breeders.

CONCERNING REDPOLLS (N'ovice, S.1.L--jib*

difference between the Mealy and the !
Usscr kaI oil

that first strikes the observer iy 111 tin siz.i
,
mm

Mealies being half as big as sonic of the

Lesters The latter is a brownish bird with very

little white about il. whereas the Men y D muc 1

greyer in colour with the wing coverts tipped with

white and the body heavily streaked, be is a -muc 1

heavier feathered bird than the. Lesser, some M«eii-

cos bein', quite rough in appearance. 1 he dill,

once* in the sexes is most apparent when the ffinb-

arc getting their spring plumage the cock Mi a
.

having a crimson head and breast which is «

, the hen. The coek Lesser has also this colour on

the head and breast, and a rufous patch on the

rump, the lien lacks the breast colour and also

that of the ruiHR.
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FOREIGN BIRDS.
.Answered by WRSLEY T. I’AGE, F.Z.S.

PARROT WITH FITS (K. 10. t'.).— I do not keep

queries or replies by im\ so 1 am unable to refer

to previous instance. (live the bird at. once three

drops of tasteless castor oil direct to the beak and

repeat this daily till tlio bowels have been

thoroughly relieved, then keep them moving quite

frtVly, but. not watery-loose, by giving doses of tiro

aperient as necessary. Oct from your chemist a

dozen .". grain powders of bromide of potassium, and

give o*e of these daily, for three successive days,

by dissolving it in a little syrup, and then stirring

it into the drinking water, which should consist

of about one ounce (two tablespoonsful) and bo

given in a glass, china, or crock vessel; a metal
receptacle must not be used. It is well to put
.something soft in the bottom of the rage, so as

to remove all possible chances of its injuring itself

while struggling—peat moss litter answers well;

Jiay is not so good, as it gets round the bird’s feet.

Only keep one perch in the cage, a good thick one,

and have this fairly low down. Remove the wire

grating from above cage tray and do not u%s at all

l ib the attacks have ceased. If the Parrot gives any
signs of an attack coming on, give one of the
powders at once; if not, use* the twelve powders
up as above, with a week’s interval between the
doses of three. Report progress in a fortnight,

and then state fully how it has been fed previous
to the attacks, and whether it is over fat or

merely in good condition, and give its symptoms
during the fourteen days as fully as yon can.

BIROS, ETC., FOR CONSERVATORY AVIARY
(\V. T. It.).- -It would be better to cover the glass

of the roof immediately over the aviary with rooting
felt. This would make it more comfortable for the
birds both in winter and summer. All clear glass
must be covered with wire netting (i-jn. mesh) on
the inside. The trees in pots arc quite in order.
Drive some staples into the brick wall and, with
the aid of binding wire, fasten thereto some faggots
of twiggy branches (pea-stick size). The bases of
the branches should be ISin. above the door, and
their tips touch the roof. Jtehind these branches
bang up about a dozen rush neats (mixed sizes), as
sleeping quarters and nesting receptacles. You
have accommodation for from (i to 8 pairs, accord-
ing to their size. The following would make a very
nice -series, both for beauty and song; Pairs each
of Pekin ltobins (easily kept on cake crumbs, stiff

milk sop, ripe fruit, and a few live insects ; very
attractive), Zebra Finches, Orange-breasted Wax-
bills, Bill Finches, Orange-cheeked Waxbilis, Green
Singing Finches, Fink-cheeked Waxbilis, and Green

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's “Foreign Birds, for Beginners”

(1/Jj); Arthur's “ Budgerigars and Coekatiels” (6d.)

;

Arthur’s " Parrots for Pleasure and Profit’’ (7d.)\
“Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); hr. Clarice's “Septic
or Bird Fever'’ (7d.) “Colour-feeding ”

,(3jd.); or the
“Nutshell” booklets (2 J</. each); No. 6 *' Ailing Birds
and.How to Cure Them,’’ No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc." No. Ol “ Oouldiau Pinches,"
No. 10 “ Avadavats,” No. 17 “The Greg Parrot,” No.
13 “Budgerigars,’’ No. 1!> “The Pehiu Robin,” No. 20
“ lTaxlhilts.'’ AH thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free, from “Cage Birds,"
151, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

Spiging Finches-; also 2 cock Weavers, say, Talia
and Napoleon, for the sake o* colour when in

nuptial plumage. In addition to what you supply
for the Goldfinch 1 and Canaries, put in a mixture
of canary, white and Indian millet in equal parts,

and also supply millet sprays. You would find

our Nutshells, “Pekin Robin,” “Avadavats,” and
.•’Waxbilis,”- 2$d. each, or “Foreign Birds for Be-
ginners,” is. 2d., alt post free from our manager,
very helpful. Cannot recommend' special traders
in this column. All the birds named are advertised
in “C-B." from time to time.

OBTAINING A TALKING PARROT (W. V.).—
In sending you a reply per post 1 have indicated
several advertisements in the last issue which would
meet your requirements. Most dealers qf repute
would give you a written guarantee ; at least, no
vendor having a reliable bird for sale would need
•to withhold it-, and I .should refuse to purchase
from any who declined. Of course, it is always
best to procure an established bird, though more
costly., and also, if possible, to see it or get some
friend to do so and test- its tameness, etc., before
purchase. In recent issues of "C.B.” there have
been many likely adverts., and il those I have
indicated do not- produce what you want, then
dioo.se others from future issues on similar lines
till you are suited. Do not deal with a st ranger
except by the deposit .system. At the same rime
keep' in view that a known really good bird is

neve? cheap, except under very special circum-
stances, and one usually looks askance at an advt.
offering a bird with high qualifications at a ‘give-
away’’ price. I think the indications I have given
should procure you what you want, but if any point
is not clear, write again and I will reply per post.
CARDEN AVIARY ( Budgie).-»In so small an

aviary it would have been better to have the roof
entirely covered in, and 1 suggest you now making
a flat board with a square of glass in the centre
large enough to cover the wire portion of the roof,
and binge it to the back piece with draw hinges,
then it could be removed altogether during line
warm weather and would be -easily put over for
wet periods and permanently for the'winter months.
The aviary would answer well as a Budgerigar
aviary, especially if you improve it as above. Tiie
Virginian creeper will do no harm, but the Budgies
will soon kill it, I fear. If you can ouy birds
straight from an aviary you can put them out at
once, but birds that have been caged or flying loose
indoors must not- go out till the spring. Two pairs
will bo sufficient to start with. They breed more
or less all the year round once started, but it is
best, as far as possible, to confine them to March
to October.

PEACH-FACED LOVEBIRDS WITH FINCHES
Otnslious).— l have seen them kept with Finches
and apparently agreeing well, but seeing that they
are none too amiable, even with Parakeets twice
or thrice their own size, when breeding, the wise
will not attempt it. Making full allowance for all
the individualism possible, ! ’each-faces arc pugna-
cious birds, and it is not fair to subject Finches
to the posible peril of their formidable beaks. With
you (Hants) they would lie hardy in any reasonable
aviary with a small shelter attached, and a couple
Of small barrels for nesting oner.il inns Tlicv

would winter comfortably in an entirely unhealed
room, and the- accommodation you propose for them
would* be ample. Some new importations arrive in

a debilitated condition and need careful nursing

at first, but if yon procure an established (ucoli

inat.ised) pair, they arc little, if any, more difficult

to keep Ilian Budgerigars.
YOUNG YELLOW FRONTED AMAZON (W.C.).—

Your diet is fairly correct, but the seed- mixture
might be improved. Supply the. following : One
quart each oats, Jienip and sunflower seeds; one
pint each canary, white millet, dark small maize,

and shelled monkey nuts, and a gill of chillies. Well
mix and keep a supply in the cage. Providing the
bird is not thin, it- should not now be necessary

to give it boiled maize. Chemical food will form
a useful tonic, but you must watch against consti-

pation. The bowels should move quite freely with-

out the voidlngs being watery-loose. To secure this

put one teaspoon lnl of fluid magnesia into the

drinking water, in lien Cl’ the chemical food, as

often as may be nccesary. The moult of newly-

imported birds is very irregular. Some Parrots are

just about through the moult, others halfway, and
others but just commencing. Newly-imported birds

sometimes seem to moult more- or less right through
the first year of their stay over here. Keep it

where it will get light and air, and yet be out of

draught-. It is possible to give it a light, spraying
during the winter. Spray it about noon and choose
a. bright warm sunny day for the purpo’se, and
afterwards be careful of cold winds till the plumage
is dry again.

SHARP CLAWS (E. M. E.).—Unless the ol'aws

are abnormally long it is simply a. case of cutting
off the .sharp- points with a pair of nail pincers
as often as may be necesary, ami with a tame bird
this will be simple indeed. In cutting a Parrot’s
claws the only thing to guard against is. cutting
back into the quick, for if you do this it bleeds
rather badly, but in cases of mishap a touch of
Friar’s Balsam soon ;Stops the bleeding. It should
not bo difficult to cut them yourself, hut the claw
must be held steady with one hand while you
manipulate the pincers witli the other. The better
plan is to get someone who knows the bird to hold
it for you, and so leave both your hands free to
hold the toe while cutting back the claw, as a slip

might mean amputating half the toe.

PARROTS AND INFECTION (Richmond);—Per-
sonally, I never indulge Parrots so far as to permit
them to feed from my mouth, as perfect chum-
miness and confidence is possible without. If a
Parrot is suffering from an infectious disease
communicable to human beings, and it is allowed
to feed from its owner’s mouth while suffering
from such disease, then the owner would most
probably pay the price of his. or her, folly. To
assert that every Parrot has this, that-, dr the
other, is absurd. Even with chickens arid pheasants
which you quote, they get the gape-worm by being
on infteted ground. All do not- have it, and the
same principle applies generally. Many of a Tar-
rot’s ailments would probably not infect a human
being at all, but that is no reason why such a
bird should be fed from the mouth. Such liberties
should only be permitted with proved healthy
individuals, but every creature has at least little
ailments in the course of its life, and, small or
serious. they are not always at once apparent; so,
personally, though I have had, and, have, some un-
cannily tame ones, they have never fed from my
lips. As regards' toys and amusements for Parrots,
you are quite right. Most of the ills of caged
Parrots have their origin in ennui, which the pro-
vision of a few toys soon obviates. But why not
put a spoke in the wheel of freedom and amuse-
ment for Parrots yourself. How easy, unde; a
pseudonymn if you prefer it, to describe your toys,
the use it makes of them, and the amount of liberty
you allow it, etc. I am sure the Editor would be
very pleased to find you the space.

GALAH GREY PARROT (H. ThomasU-Galah is
one ol the vernacular names for the Roseate Cocka-
too. The grinding of the beak is quite natural,
though it is also a sign of indigestion, especially if

accompanied with gaping. Give it a more Varied
seed mixture. One. quart each canary, white millet
and hemp, one pint each oats, sunflower seeds and
shelled monkey nuts. Well mix and keep a. supply
in the cage. Supply ripe fruit daily and you can
give as extras : raw carrot, dry boiled-zpotato, pieces
of bread, biscuit and plain cake. Keep euttlebone,
Parrot grit, and a thickisli piece of a branch (for
it to exercise its mandibles upon) continually in
the cage. Nearly all Galahs are chummy, droll
birds, but the majority are not great talkers

; but
there are fairly numerous exceptions, and if you
take pains in training it, there is no reason why
your bird should not develop the power of speech

IS IT FINGER-TAME? (E. L. S.).-If it was as
tame as represented, it ought by 'this to have he-
conic accustomed to you and to he doing the same
to you. Of. course, you must not confine it to the
stick, but quietly seek to induce it to step from
the stick to your finger. At any rate, you must
not take it out-of-doors till, it is quite accustomed
to go about on your linger indoors and will fly from
and return to your finger at any time. The diffi-
culty out-ol- doors is that there are such unexpected
sources of fright-, during one of which scares the
bird might fly right out of sight of its home and
be unable to find its way back

; though when once
they have become accustomed to a place the homing
instincts of birds arc marvellous. Write to its
iormer owner. Your dietary is satisfactory. Avoid
scaring it, but unless you offer vour band to it
continually, it will grow out of its earlier habit It
will moult very soon or not till spring.

BIRDS FOR C.P. AVIARY»(C. W L.).—If you
have Java Sparrows, a pair each of Grey and White
would, witli the two ncst-boxes, fully occupy your
cage, as they are large birds, and more or less
bullies, too, so that small species mixed with them
would fare badly in so confined a space. The White
variety should ultimately breed in the cage, and
probably the Grey also. You could put, say, three
cock Weavers with them, which would give a dash
of colour to the whole ; good kinds would lie

:

Napoleon, IteU-billed, and Madagascar Weavers. As
an alternative ^election of small birds the following
should make a nice show: Pair each of Zebra
Finches (breeders), Silverbills, Golden-breasted Wax-
bills, Bib Finches, and Avadavats. For the first

selection you would • have to supply canary and
white millet mixed in equal parts, a millet spray,
soft food when they are feeding young, also green-
food, grit, water and clittlebone ; with one or two
mealworms per bird per diem, for the Weavers.
This dietary would also meet the need of the second
selection, but for the former you must put one
large rush nest in the top of each section, for the
latter two medium-sized rush nests to each section,

the twiggy branches for perches, and while it is in

season flowering and seeding grass is the best green-

food : during the winter months ripe apple and frame

lettuce may take Its place. If your choice falls on
the second selection get our Nutshell, ’’Waxbilis,”
and "Avadavats," 2jd. ear 11 ,

post free from our
manager, tho treatment given therein would meet
the need of all the birds in this series.

AMAZON WITH COLD (I. W. ,\l ). Stop giving
the tea sop at once, ami, if she rails for it, soak
the bread in a strong mixture of chemical food
and hot water. Bathe or spray the nostrils with a
dilute glyco-thymolirio solution. Though Parrots
are not hearty drinkers, it is cruel to keep them
entirely without, water, but you will have to tie

careful in iintroducing it now, or the bird will

do itself harm by over-drinking. Put a siniill vessel
in- containing a little water, and as coon as the
bird lias bad a few sips lake it away and do not
oiler again for a little time offer it about three
tlmofl a. day at ftivst, then a, little more frequent,
and in about a fortnight’s time it should lie safe
to leave the water in tho cage altogether. For
one day put five drops of tasteless castor oil on
the soaked bread, and whenever the voiding In-

comes at all still repeat the dose; at the same
time, while moving freely, the bowels should not
be allowed to remain watery loose. When not
giving the castor oil put 8 to 10 drops of cod-liver
oil emulsion to the soaked bread. Do not give any
tea, coffee, or milk sops, table scraps, or any kind
of animal food whatever. You can add nuts, and
pieces of biscuit- and plain cake to its dietary.

Also keep a piece of euttlebone in its cage con-

tinually, and put a pinch of Parrot grit on the
top of" its seed daily. Report progress in about
three weeks.

AILING BUDGERIGARS (Mrs. Cole).—Re the
bird with the swollen foot, is there not some fan-

cier or vet. whom* you could let see it, as from
your latest, details, it would appear to be either

a deformity or a dislocation, or a fracture left to

set of itself, and it will not be of any use to the

bird again : however, if there is no one you can
Show the bird to, if after about three weeks
things should be just where they are now it will

be far best to painlessly destroy it As regards

the second bird, where are yen keeping ’them? It

is evident that it has been in a draught and so

caugllt a bad chill somehow, as these birds are so

hardy that merely cold weather of itself would not

bring it to this condition, and it must have been

subjected either to damp or cold. 1 really cannot

say whether it will recover or not definitely; if

you have nearly cured it then it should, but if .you

have merely checked the trouble temporarily then

it is probable it will die. Keep/ it in a warm
equable temperature (not in a stuffy corner), and

out of reach of draught. If it will eat it, lightly

spread a small piece of bread with cod liver oil

emulsion, then moisten it witli boiling milk, give

this daily for a time.' Get the following mixture;

Ipecacuanha wine, oxyniel of squills, and glycerine

in equal parts; for use, take one teaspOonful of the

mixture to two tabiespoonfuls of water, and give

this daily till the cold yields. If there should be

anv signs of constipation give one drop tasteless

castor oil direct to tile mouth from a
,

quill, as

often as required.

AMAZON PARROT WITH SORE MOUTH
(.T.B.W.).—Get a box of honey and borax, and put

a little in its mouth twice daily till the mouth is

quite clean—there are several wavs of administer-

ing this, viz., lightly spreading it on a piece of

bread, biscuit, or piain cake, or if the bird is

playful and will bite at a. piece of stick, then

put a little of the mixture on- the stick, and when

the bird bites at it it. will take the honey and

borax, blit only a clean stick must be put in the

mixture. The bowels must be kept moving quite

freely, but nob watery loose; to c.flect this put-

one teaspoonfu. of fluid magnesia in the drinking

water as often as may be necessary, and when not

giving the magnesia lightly colour the water with

chemical food, (live the bird, say, one tab espoon-

ful of boiled maize—boil till soit, dram oil all water,

then put teli drops of cod-liver oil emulsipn over

it and when' cool supply to the bird—the polled

maize must be prepared fresh daily. Ion say

nothing as to how you have been feeding, and- this

makes a helpful reply rather difficult. The dietary

.should! consist of a seed mixture, ripe fruit nuts,

an4 such extras as pieces ot bread, bis-

cuit, and plain cake. Keep euttlebone. and grit con-

tinually in the cage. Do not give tea, coffee, or

inolk sops, table scraps, or any kind of animal food

whatever. Report progress in about three weeks

BLUE-FRONTED AMAZON SLEEPY (R.W.C.).n-

It is a bad .practice to put a healthy bird by the

side of a now arrival, before the condition of the.

latter Inis been ascertained. The new bird should

be fed for a time as it had been before coming

into your [vosses-sion . The dietary lor established

birds is- Seed mixture, ripe fruit, nuts, pieces ot

stale bread, biscuits, etc., but no table scraps,

tea. coffee or milk .sops »houId be given. Otic can

only sav that it will entirely depend on the bird s

condition bow long it will take to come round and

1 should not trouble about the talking till it gets

more lively; also 1 should keep the* cage ot tile

Cockatoo it some distance from it, yet- where the

birds can see each other, as they've already been

introduced. In addition to the diet named above

I should give boiled maize for a time boil till

•Oft drain oil’ all water, and then put over it

ten ’drops of cod liver oil emulsion, and when cool

supply to the bird. Tho bowels must be kept mov-

ing trimly, but should not be. watery-loose. As

required, to secure this " happy medium,” put one

teaspoonfu 1 of Dinneford's magnesia in the drink-

ing-water; and when not giving this, lightly colour

the drinking water, with chemical food. Give it

a piece of bread or plain eake daily, lightly spread

with honey and borax. When the bird is lit it

the Cockatoo is a talker be .should help the other

bird- they are sure to mimic each other, so if he

has any unpleasant raucous calls they had better

he kept apart. Cuttlebone and Parrot grit should

be kept in the cage regularly, but till it has

become accustomed to the latter only a pinch daily

should- be given. .

TREATMENT OF PEACH FACED LOVEBIRDS
ETC. (H.J.E.).— (1) A seed mixture ol 1 quart each

canary and white millet, one pint oats and 1 pint

safflower seeds—well mix the whole and keep up a

continuous -supply of same. (2) The temper of most

pairs of Peach-faces in the nesting season effectually

prevents them being kept with other .species, though

there are exceptions which are fairly amiable, but

they are safer alone. Success is more probable in

the aviary, lint there is no reason why they should

not breed in n roomy cage, say, three feet square

at- base and about the same height. A small barrel

makes a good nest receptacle. (X) 1 assume that the

Plumhead is in a cage. In addition to your present

dietary give, it a few drops (7 to 10) of cod liver

oil emulsion daily on a piece of sponge coke or any-

tliing' similar. Secure free movement of t lie bowels,

not undue looseness, by an* oco.iriona I laxative in

the drinking water (one teaspoon ful oi flyid- mag-

nesia is the. best). and also put it on a course of

CRfV PARROT ILL (Maker Up). You hud
belter get Our NiltidloU, “'Hie (iav Pa-rot” 2Jd.
la, l J *•-* from oor pnlriHacr, aim j.-cu aim treat
your bird as advised the *>in . Tim dietary should
consist of seed mixture, ripe fruit, riutii, pieces
ol stale bread, biscuit and plain cake; also Parrot
grit, cuttiobone ami water. Dissolve three drops
of tincture of opium in « little eyrnp, and stir
Ibis quantity into the drinking writer on tlrroc
successive days, then repeat again after an interval
of three days, the water into which you stir l ho
above should consist of two tabtaepoonfuls of warm
writer nml one teaspoonful of Dinneford’s magnesia.
Do not give any more tea sop, but in lieu of same
soak the bread in a strong liquid of chemical food
and warm water. To keep up its strength give
ten drops of cod liver oil emulsion on n piece of
sponge eake or anything similar it will r-al Keep
it warm, out of draught, yet not 'in a stuffy corner.
Remove and* burn the voiding^ promptly
PARROT WITH DIARRHCEA (Mrs. I) H) I

have turned up the previous reply and I ran add
but little thereto. You must continue the treat
merit in all respects, but into the milk preparation
put several pieces of stale household bread, not
sufficient to entirely absorb the milk—some liquid
should be left round the bread. Regulate the water
supply as already advised, and burn the voiding at
once. Keep the bird warm and out of draught,
yet not in a stuffy corner. Offer it pieces of
arrowroot biscuit at intervals during the day, and
keep a piece of euttlebone in the cage. If the beak
is abnormally long it should be cut back, but be
eareful not to cut back to the vein. A small log
of wood in the cage may help the bird to keep its
beak properly trimmed. Put a little honey
and borax in its mouth daily for the next month.
SEEDS FOR SENEGAL PARROT (E. M. K.)

There is no bard and fast rule, but I always
found this species very fond of canary seed, and I

used the following mixture with good results: One
quart canary seed, one pint each oats, white millet,
hemp and sunflower seeds, and half a pint, of
shelled pea nuts—well mix, store in dust tight tine
and keep in a dry place. Ripe fruit, pieces of
biscuit, plain eake, euttlebone and Parrot grit
must be regularly supplied. You can also supply
other nuts, such as Barcelona and walnuts, shelled
or unshelled. If you find an undue quantity of
the small seed,s left, you can reserve them after
picking them, clean and then add more large seed
to tlie.in. However, • after tilling up the seed-tin
in tile morning, do not replenish again during the
day, so long as there remains any seed in the tin

all Parrots eat their favourite kinds first.

PARROT LAYING IN CAPTIVITY (It. Cook).
Such cases are by no means uncommon. For one
day put one teaspoonful of fluid magnesia in the
drinking water, and repeat the dose after an in-

terval of three days. On other days lightly colour
the water with chemical food. In addition to the
ordinary seed diet, fruit and nuts, supply pieces of
bread, biscuit or plain eake (either will do, which-
ever the bird prefers), that have been lightly

spread with cod-liver oil emulsion. Such e-s fruit,

biscuits, nut's, etc., can be offered freely ; tempt
jt^ appetite with such as it favours most, so as to

encourage it to eat as much as possible. It would
be wise to keep it fairly warm, as egg-laying, at

any rate for the first time after such a period, is.

always accompanied by risk. Keep euttlebone, grit,

and a lump of mortar rubbish in the cage.

BREEDING IN WINTER (Enid).—Many breeders

just leave their birds to go on breeding or not, as

they please, all ths .year round; others take down
all nest receptacles, but this does not stop danger

of exhaustion, as they often attempt to nest in

holes oil- the ground, etc.; and yet others srperate

the -sexes for the winter, and if you can conveniently

do this, it is the better course, as it gives the

birds a period of rest, and you are more likely to get

good results from three nests than from four or

five or more under other conditions. I consul r the

period they can be associated together for breeding

purposes to be from April to October inclusive I

also consider it better if they can he in divisions

of the aviary out of sight of each other during Hie

separation period. When you put the sexes toge-'er

again, only put those up for breeding that are ab-

solutely fit in every respect.

BREEDING BUDGERIGARS (A. B. (’.).— As you

are a beginner you should procure our Nutshc-i.

"Budgerigars,” 2-jd., post, free, from our n

Budgerigars will nest either in a. hollow log. small

barrel, or coco-nut. liusk, and they do not require

any nesting material whatever; they will fashion the.

interior of the receptacle to their liking, and Uiei

deposit their eggs on the bare wood or the fibre <;

the husk.

GENERAL,
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR

Briar Bush.—You omitted to send your name and

address with your letter; lienee its non-appearance.

POST MOK.TE1VXS,
Mr. 0. Yates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, nar-

row. Middlesex, will exanvno and repot t >i(.o>> «•••••»

cage birds for a fee Of Is. fid. each bird; for reply

direct, 2s. Cd.; analysis 21s. Subjects (or post,

mortem examination must be sent, packed in a b- x

direct to Mr. Yates, with (he fee, this ami am
accompanying letter being kept from contort with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheap, r

and ouieker than parcel post. Any bodies sei.i t"

the office of this naper will be thrown away. n»«l if

a fee is enclosed tho loss will be the send, i-H

J. H. Booth,—Not contagions. Enteritis followii—
digestive disturbance. The latter either thron-h
errors in dieting, or the too free use of rich foods,

producing a catarrhal inflammation of the nuui.ii'

membrane of the intestines, with consequent mu’
fiauimatory changes. The bird was in a deplete.

r

nutrition, rendering the subject an easy prey, to in-

condition and very anaemic.

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES
will be found this week on pag?

236 .

“ Kindly thank the very large number tv

enquirers re my advert in CAGE BIRDS, Oct.

30th. I only answered pre-paid wire- and

stamped addressed envelopes, it being impossible

to reply to all, offers coming from Scotland,

England, Ireland and Wales. This speaks veil

for the popularity of your valuable paper, and !

wish it every success.”—J. DUNCAN
ness).
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This great wort is written by CHARLES
HOUSTON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years’ as a leading Ex-
hibitor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

Complete Bound in Cloth, 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artist,

MR. ti. NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
Fir*t of all are considered at great length the

Question of cage6 and aviaries for hybrids. All the

various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The pfcrches are minutely
detailed ; nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houlton’s special cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial,

are enumerated. Egg and other soft foods and
their feeding values dealt with.The selection of the
stock is debated at length The hens which breed
light and dark exhibition mules described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gone into. Egg binding and its treatment.

The food supply. Care of the ycung hybrids. All

these topics are treated with that experience and
skill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’s standinS

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than Sixteen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL

HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and

general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

It is the o
cribed as anBy H. NORMAN.

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part /. Hardbills. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets* Goldfinches,
Bulltinches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. Softbills. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
Dirds.

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains fullest directions for

Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily

identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

And there is not any bird-keeper who could fail to be interested

and benefited by its perusal. Something for everybody is on every

one of its pages ;
it tells you how to save money in many ways

on your seed and food bill
;
how to conduct your operations on a

profitable basis; how to regulate your work in the bird-room

month by month ;
how to construct and stock a fascinating av.ary

;

and numberless other things of supreme importance to all bird-

keepers.

This Edition has met with such success, and is sellj

fast, that one day’s delay may mean you

To the Publisher,
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VALUABLE BOOKS

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS

v;
U4Z Z “PARROTS FOR PLEASURE & PRO/IT." \ '

Z By C, P. ARTHUR. 7d, post -free. \ “V*

e
'h Z A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping, *

'tfftf
0' f feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc. ^k

tfo^Z difficulty sex iug is banished, and the treatment of newly ^k v'f " imported specimens is fully dealt with,

•fZ “FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.” \
jf By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post fro®. \

r Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding i

and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

“ BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” By C. P. ARTHUR. 6d. post fro®.

Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.
It tells you all you need know.
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WINNING CRESTS
IN 1915.

The fine Wing Marked Dark Crest, 1st at Bournemouth

and other 1915 Shows for Miss Onslow, Bournemouth*

o
a
o

Grey Crest, 1st in Novice Class at the London and P.0.5

Show, owned by Mr, H. Classey. Teddingtoiw
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ADVERTISEMENT charges,
6d. for (ho first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
mining from the some advertiser, even if sent in

different names, aro reckoned together, and, after
fho first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
n penny. No single advertisement, even it ac-

companied by others, will be charged at less than
Iho minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COH
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves tho right to refuse any

tdvertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
iered for a series, at any time, without assigning
«ny reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
»nd not connected in any way witli the Cage Bird
Trade arc inserted at the rate of Jd, per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.
Advertisements close Tuesdays first post in each

feck, and should ho scut to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London,
terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING advertisements.
Owing to the number ot announcements received we

lannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
ibu previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
ihe advertiser.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS"

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bmu-iides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit bystem should be insisted upon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
iend to this ollice the amount of tho purchase (our
deposit l'cc included), and at the same time lie

should communicate with tho seller stating what it

Is lie requires sent on approval. Wo acknowledge

J

receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all cases
the depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly
and distinctly.

2.— END OF TRANSACTION.—Tho deposit is re-
tained by us until <vc hear from botli parties that
the transaction has been completed. If a sale has
been elfected, we band the amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale has not been effected, we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must be
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
bold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is Cd.
for each JLT, or fraction of £1, aud it must be sent
nt same time as the deposit.

4 —IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of Ihe receipt of
the goods whether he will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by botli
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that be lias returned the goods. If
ihe goods are not returned within the said forty-
eight hours, we reserve the right to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period.
And should the 6cller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of liis goods back again, tl'.o trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.
G.--A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction
of both depositor aud seller, botli parties must at

once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of

its completion. Tho depositor must at the same
time instruct u3 to pay over the deposit to the
seller.

ft—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.-lf the goods are
eold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or

if for any other reason he declines to do business,

lie must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-

ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the
deposit to the sender after the expiration of three
dayo.

7.—FRESH TRANSACTION. -Ill caso no sale fco

effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee be
paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit arc at
the seller's risk, und any damage or loss sustained
on tho journey must ho borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t bo properly packed and
returned by the camo means as were used in sending
tile same.
8.—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
Clio vender and depositor. We do not, undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
in the absence of other arrangements the purchaser
te F blc for the carriage of the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.— If the full com-
mission doe3 not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not be notified ot its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under n,o circumstances will

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It Is advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

f
especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established 6tock lor a week or ten days, until by
ilieir condition they establish the fact that they are
thoroughly heal.liy.

APPLIANCES
1

BIRDS' houses, 30/- outdoor aviaries; send for list;
post free; L'l Ross, Poultry Appliance Works, F'orres,
N.B. (68)
BIRD Flutes, a most- useful appliance when song
required; P.O. 1/2 set; Herbage, 8, t'ranbrook-rd.,
Walthamstow.

(75 )

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and
Foreign birds, Canaries, designs; L. Latham, King-
fton-by-Sea, Sussex. (398)
NORWICH show cages and flight and breeding
cages, new condition; giving up; sell cheap; Dyer
Castte-st., Thornbury. (70)
WINNOWING machines, blows husks, dnst, etc.,

from bird seed; invaluable to fanciers: I'. Whiting,
Tile Forge, Reydon, Wangford. (74)
OUTSIDE bird house and fittings, lined through-
out, bolts together in eight parts, £5 10s.; worth
double; Marhoff, ), Stanfleld-rd., Bow. (74)
EXCEEDINGLY handsome mahogany Palace
aviary, 36 inches long, beautiful condition, com-
plete, cost 3 guineas/ price 30/-: II. Smith, 10,
Waterloo-st., Hove. (7o)
NOTICE, the best and cheapest, jirass and clear
wire Palace shaped and other aviaries, in the world;
send 2 stamps for illustrated list; established 40
jears: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas.

(28)
ECONOMISE in the bird room; Pitchford’s new

registered seed boxes will reduce your seed bijl

and add to appearance of cages; scores of testi-

monials from delighted purchasers; dealers, write
lor wholesale prices: d. Pitchford, London-rd.,
Stoke-on-Trent.
LARGE spring trap cage, 1/4 each; specially de-

signed by professional catcher to catch Goldies and
Bullies not to frighten them, with properly-trained
call-bird Goldfinch, 2/6 the lot, a bargain; approval,
cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, 413, Man-
chcster-rd., Bradford. (52)
EXHIBITORS' show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern; host quality and finish, as supplied to leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3
each, 3 for 6/-, six for 12/-; sliding front Finch
show cages, beauties, 3 /• each; carrying cases for
2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/- ; any size made

;
show cages

aud cages of every description: state requirements.
Note : 1 have no connection with any firm here or
Elsewhere; Martin, Gage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.
WAR price clearance. Double breeders, 33in.,

fitted, 5/0 each; treble, 50in., 8/-; large flight, 13/-;

few good show cages, ten good stock cages, egg
mill, seed mill, baths, fittings, wire fronts, bushel
.Spanish canary, 15/- ; peck summer rape, 5/-; no
Approval, but inspection invited: Ramsden, 11,

Josephine Avenue, Brixton, London.
BIKDCATCHLRS’ nets 9ft. 3/0. 12ft. 4 0, ISft. 5/9,

All Cft. deep, poles, irons, pegs, pull line, complete,
Jin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, id. yard, oft. deep 5d.

yard, post free: Holdall bird lime, Jib. 9d., -’lb. 1/2,

lib 1,10. post free; large trap cages 1/(1, 2/-; call

cages 9d. ;
performing Redpolls with cage 3/-;

double breeders, beauties, 30 x 1C x 9. fitted com-
plete, C/-; best box cages, 14 x 11 J x 7, lodsc

fronts, sand trays, 2/C each, three C/C; Palace
aviaries SC x 80 x 12, 12/6 j

bird sprave Cd. post
free; Sin. non-splash baths, with wire frames 1/3;
best pottery drinkers with wires 1/0 doz. ; strictly

club pattern show cage6, Norwich, Yorkshire,
Border, all 2/- each, two 3,9, six 10/-; British 2/3,

2/C, 2/9; travelling cases for two 4/-. three 5/-,

four ()/; oval net traps 1/-, three 2/C; send for

list: Ross, Cage Works, Forres, N.B. (51)

IDEAL RINGS— All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen. 2/• ( gross.

t AM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“ M.G.W." CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6; half-cwt. 2/3; carriage paid
50 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

FOR BREEDING STOCK. BOX CAGES
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

in fact, everything for the birdroom, sengl for
catalogue, post free; established 50 years: Sandi-
ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

SHOW CAGES AND TRAVELLING CASES
For all varieties Standard Club cages in stock

;

anything special made to order; see >ny free illus-

trated catalogue.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, or by 10

S/6 dozen ; 14 by 12, 4/- dozen ; 15 by 12, 4/3 dozen

;

10 by 12, 4/6 dozen; 18 by 12, 6/3 dozen; 24 x 12,
7/- dozen. Norwich and Yorkshire show cages, 20/-
dozen ; tin bottom, all wire top Linnet cages, seed-
box, fountain, complete, 17/- dozen, with 6eed
drawer, 19/- dozen; see price list l'or non-splash
baths, sprays, etc. : Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill
Passage, Longton, Staffs. (484)

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartment?, loose wire
fronts, 3-ply backs, best, materials only used ; none
better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything
required free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

PIONEER CAGE WORKS
Punched bar wire fronts, 12 by 9 or 10 or 12, 3/6
doz., 14 by 13 4/- doz., 16 by 12 4/6 doz., 18 by 12
5/3 doz., 20 by 12 6/- doz.

;
Norwich and Yorkshire

club ,show cages, 20/- doz.
;

British Hardbill show
cages, 22/-, 24/-. 26/- doz.; seed sieves, 4/3 doz.;
all wire top Linnet cages, seed box, fountains
complete, 16/6 doz. ; non-splash baths, complete,
6/-, 7/-, 8,- doz.; enamelled tin bird baths, •)/-

doz.; call cages, 4/6, 5/- doz.; flat, drinkers, 8/-

gross ; best value in the trade : Address, Cominer-
cial-st., Stoke-on-Trent.

TALK IS CHEAP
with some people, but please read thin .unsolicited

opinion;— "Wolverhampton, Nov., 1915.—The Invisi-

ble Trap Net works splendidly. S. Barnard to W.
Rudd.” Invisible Self-acting trap-net catch without
ruffling a feather; post free, for small birds, 1/- and
2/- ; for large or small birds, 2/7, with full printed
instructions ; for other trap-cages, etc , send for trap
list; xxx birdlime, 2d., 4d., Cd., 9d., 1/1, 1/4; for

aviaries, cages of every description and requisites,

send for illustrated catalogue: Rudd, Specialist, Nor.
wicli.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/3, Sin.

2/5, 9in. 2/9, Win. 3/1, 25ft.; 7in. 4/-, Sill. 4/5, Din. 5/1.

10in. 5/9, 50ft. Best hand-planed and sand-papered
boards, 7in. 4/S, Sin. 5/2, 9in. 5/11, loin. C/8, 50ft.
Oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/0 100ft. Tin seed boxes,
1/9, 2/3, 2/9 dozen. Partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen.
Stamp for list of breeding cages, show cages, tf-gge
sets, wire fronts, and all birdroom appliances: Stan-
ton, 33, Boothfleld, Winton, Patrieroft. (79)

Walsh’s Holdfast Birdlime
Is always alike. Good and Reliablo; will hold in
any weather. Packed in Lever Lid Tins. Jib.
9d., Jib. 1/3, lib. 2/-; sample tin, 3d., all Post
free.

Call Cages, 9d. ; Redpoll Cages, 9d.; Linnet
Cages, t/3; Finch Cages, 1/6; Double Trap
Cages, 1/6; Trap and Call Cages, combined, 1/6;
Store Cages, 2/6; Bird Catchers' Boxes, 3/6.

WALSH, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. Tel. 947.

(£3 )

Reg No 649.694

Jr PITCHFORD .

We lead; others follow. Use Pitch-
ford’s Non-Splash Bath, the original,
our own design ; 4in. square 9d., 41in.
10d., 5in. 1/-, 0' x 5J, 1/3. Why pay
more for inferior imitation. The King
Nickel Pump Spray, no rubber to
burst, 2/-, post paid. Cage Fronts,
made by practical workmen, not boys.
12 x 9 or 10 or 12, 5/- doz. ; 14 x 12, 5/5
doz.; 10 x 12, 6/. doz.; 18 x 12, 6/6

doz.
; 20 x 12, 7/- doz. Best value in the trade. Odd

sizes to order. Pitchford’s
New Registered Seed Box,
nothing like it; nothing to
equal it. Prevents waste of
•seed, prevents dust accumu-
lating; easiest to clean;
bird^ can eat all contents be-
fore replenishing; Mire-
hangers cannot come off.

Sin. wide, 2/6 doz. ;
2(in., 3/-

doz. ; 3in., 3/6 doz. ; 4in., 4/-

doz.; Tin., 6/- doz.; sample,
Cd. Improved all-metal

LinDet cages, best quality and finish, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9

each. Yorkshire Union show cages, 2/- each, 0 for

11/-, 20/. doz. Norwich Club show cages, same
prices. British show cages. 2/3, 2/6. 2/9. For Travel-
ling Cases, Fountains. Baths, Bird Foods, etc.,

send for Illustrated price list. Special prices to the
trade.—J. PITCHFORD, 218, London Road, Stoke-
on-Trent.

CAGE fr0NTS.
~

12 by 12, 4/6 doz.; 15 by 12. 5/6 doz.;
18 by 12, 7/- doz.; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.;
odd sizes made to order.
Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted

with white earthenware, 4in. 10d.,

-tain. 1/-, 5in. 1/3, Gin. 1/6. Norwich
and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/- each,
two for 3/9, O for TO/-; zinc drinkers, 1/3

doz..; black tin, 1/- doz. British Show
Cages, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9; three-ply wood
Cases, to hold two cages, 4/6; 3 cages,
5/6; 4 cages, 6/6. Bird Sprays, with
Rubber Pipe and Ball, 2/6, post paid.

See Illustrated. Catalogue for all Cage Fittings,
Roller Cages, Box Cages, Breeding Cages, all best
finish. Seed Boxes, etc.; Shops supplied; export
orders receive careful attention. Special Seed List.
—ENOCH TAMS, Church St., Lorigton, Staffs. T70)

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES-
Not rubbish like treacle, best in the World.

Have thousands testimonials.. For proof drop
a. post-card. Three tons sold every year. Jib.

tin sample 8cL, {lb. 1 / 2 , lib. 1/10; all post free.
Single Trap Cages, 1/3; double ones, Call Cage
in centre, 1/9.

FEATHER BEAUTIFIER.
A soap specially manufactured for washing
birds and making them ready for the show
bench. 4d. per box, 3/- dozen, post free.

CURE-ALL.
For Asthma and all ailments In Cage Birds.

6d. and 1/- per bottle, post free, established

50 years.—SANDIFORD, Bird Specialist, Preston.

PAR R north!? works BURSLEM
POTTERY APPLIANCES FANCIERS,

NEST PANS, ‘DRAWERS, RABBIT TROUGHS/
FOUNTAINS, PATHS, NEST EGGS.

AQUARIUM ORNAMENTS, 60 SIZES fc PATTERNS
,

• SEND FOR ILLUSTRATED LISTS.

Use Our Notepaper.

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons, and Cage Birds.

Blackerite Gape Cure
6d„ I/-, 2/-, A /• & 6 J

‘ tins.
Bellows for “ Blackerite "

9d., 2/6 & 10/6
Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg
Cure . . . . 6d. & I /' botts.

Chemical Food . . 6d., 1 /• & 2 /- botts.
Condition Pills . . . . 2d. boxes
Cod Liver Oil Capsules . . 3d. boxes
Diarrhoea owdkk . . 6d. &. 1 /• tins
Disinfectant for Poultry
and Houses .. 6d. & 1

/- tins
Eye Lotion

1 /- botts.
Feather Disease Cure

Insect Powder 3d., 6d. & 1
/• tins

Poultry Liniment .. .. I /= botts.
Poultry So-ap . , 6d. tablets

(box 6 tablets, 3 /-)
Roup Paste .. .. 6d. & 1/- tins.

Roup Pills .. Id., 2d. & 6d. boxes
Roup Powder .. 3d. & 6d. boxes
Scurfy Leg Ointment 6d. & Is. tins

Tonic Condition Pills . . 2d. boxes
Tonic Condition Paste 6d. & 1 j- tins
“ Canaradyne,” for Asthma
and Wheezing

In 3d., 6d., I /- and 2 J6 betts.
Red Mue Killer

In 6d., 1 /• and 2/6 botts.
“ Fennakuka " (for destroying

external parasites and pre-
venting feather-eating in
cage birds) . . . .

' In 3d. botts.
" Quinella " (Regd.) for In-
flammation of Stomach

In 3d., 6d. and 1 /« boxes
Parrot Tonic.. .. In 6d. botts.

Postage paid on orders for Medicines value

1 /- and upwards.

If you are in doubt as to tbe Right Remedy to

administer, advice is obtainable p.ratis from

SPRATTS PATENT LTD., 24-25. Fcnchurch
Street, London, E.C.

THINK THIS OVER
So confident urn I in the superiority of my goods
over any others on tho market, that I invite all

intending purchasers to have anything on approval,
and if they find it is not exactly as described, or
in any way not satisfactory, they arc at liberty to
smash it up or destroy it in any way they like, and
1 will refund every penny of their money without,
question or comment. Clapnets made from 60
3-ply superfine thread, netting {inch mesh, 3 yards
long; 51ft. deep, 4ft. flv, 5/- pair; ditto 4 yards 6/-,

5 yards 7/-, 6 yards 6/-, 7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-,

9 yards 11/-, 10 yards 12/- per pair, or any size

made to order. All clapnets consist of two note, to
the pair, each net guaranteed to lie exact measure-
ment as above, and all are fitted complete with
all pegs, poles, and pull lines, ready for immediate
setting. Loose thread netting, knitted specially for

bird catching, as used in above nets, “ft. deep 4d.

yard, ditto Oft. deep 6d. yard, ditto 12ft.. deep Cd.
yard, post free. Spring net traps 1/3 and I/O post
free. Batl’olding Sparrow nets, fitted on 15ft.

bamboo poles, 6/C pair, ditto on 17ft. poles 7/-.

ditto on 19ft. poles, 7/6 pair. Real Italian fiemp
pull lines, specially spun without snarl, and strong
as boat lines, 68 yards long, 2/- post. free. Genuine.
Japanese bird lime, guaranteed to bold any bird that
flies, stands all weathers, and specially good iu log
or drizzle, 9d. Jib., 1/2 {lb., 1/10 lb., sample 4d.,
all post free. Bird brace swivels, three 3d., twelve
6d. post free. Flirt pegs and lines Od. each, post
free; double flirt pegs 9d.. each, post free. Kindly
note all the leading professional birdcatcbors pur-
chass their appliances from me, so follow their
lead and patronise the man who really knows what
is required for successful Dirdcatching.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM

|
FOODS,

j

WASP grubs, 2,5 pound. 1/4 half, free; only obtain-
able from Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. (45)

MEALWORMS 7/- per lb., 3/9 {lb. Oil. and 1/3 box,
•post paid : Jones, CranbOurne-st., Brighton. (61)

MEALWORMS, English, with keeping directions,

2/6 1,000: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
SPLENDID hardheads, 500 1/2; splendid tit-hit for

Britisher/.: Maruoch, atia,„ Melviiilc-sfi., Lochgelly.
Fife. . (77)
PRIVET berries, 160 large bunches ]/-, kio teazel

1/6, all post- paid: Young, NetmuUcr, Mii.terton.
Somerset. (71)
l’RIVET berries, Bullfinches, giand natural food,

141) largo ripe bunches, 1/- post free: Mrs. E. Teat.
Ermine-ten., Ancaater. Grantham. (75)

ANT eggs, special 2/6, 3/- lb.: dried flies 19, 2/-
11).; mealworms, 2/6 l.otio ; dried egg yolk, 2/6 II).:

L. Cura and Sons, Vinc-st., Clerkenwell rd., London,
E.C.
MEALWORMS, 2/0 1,000; entllofirii, Oil, lb.: ants’

eggs, 3/-; flics. 2/-; insectivorous food, (id. lb.;

price lists: De A on and Co., Ill, Bethnal Green rd..

London.
THISTLE, dandelion seed 4d. oz., t/fl lb.; shep-

herd purse Cd. oz., 6/- lb.: mix'd1 wild, teed, tlx

quarts 3/-, carriage1 paid : Walton, and S n, Crowle,
Doncaster. • - (7:1)

FRESHLY gathered wild seeds, charlock, teazle,

weed, and mixed wild seed;, all 0d. quart, 1,9

gallon; thistle, dandelion, aud kl tpwesd all 16
quarter, 5/- 111.; M'siimc. lettuce, clover turnip, all

Od. quarter, 1/6 11).: eko, 2 lb.; . audition seed,

Cd. lb. : Walsh, Bird '»eiivti-t. Blackburn. (3S)
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DURING THE WAR
our customer* may rely on our continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Froe delivery

toy own van London district. Carriage paid to any

country station in England and Wales !/• cwt. extra.

TROWER S WONDERFUL 80FTBIL0.

Th„ wonder of the age tor Larks Bla
*)j{

1 ‘r
^*;

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlmgs, eto. Sold by

4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. It*-. 2I*»»- 8t,, i
I,n*'

1/9 post free.

TROWERS IMPROVED CECTO
stands unbeaten In price and quality; with or with'

out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have

never used a good food. Unequalled lor Ni„ntin

gales. Blackbirds. Robins. Wagtails, WaxUlHj »nd

all small Insectivorous birds. British and Foieig ,

1/3 lb., post paid 1/6 lb; 7lbs. 8/6, post paid.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAtVtPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD

OUR GIANT SPANISH
is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

* it

Approx, wglit.

Peck Bshl. per bslil cwt.

Barge ditto
Fine ditto
Good ditto

Niger Seed

* Ditto, Parrots

.4/6 17/6 581bs. 34/-

.4/3 16/6 5S1bS. 32/-

..a/- 15/6 581IJS. 30/-

.3/9 14/6 58lbs. 28/-

.3/6 13/6 68lbs. 26/-

.2/0 9/G 92lbs. 26/-

.3/6 13/6 52lbs. 27/-

.3/6 13/6 56!bS. 26/-

..4/6 17/6 521 bs. 36/-’

..3/- 11/6 62lbs. 25/-

.3/6 13/6 26lbS. 54/-

...3/- 11/6 48lbs. 45/-

4/6 17/6 281bs. 60/-

..2/6 9/6 53lbs. 20/-

3,’- 11/6 58lbs. 23/-

11/6 401bs. 33/-

.3/6 13/6 571bs, 27/-

-3/- 11/6 581b3, 23/-

TRY OUR WILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.

No vnlue in the world like it. 2/6 peck, nibs., or

3/- 1411)?. 1 peek post free 3/6. Quotations given

lor, and special mixtures can be mixed according

to fanciers’ own requirements.

OUR FINCH TIT-BITS, 1/- lb., our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT 19 PERFECTION.
, 1/- J-cwt., 1/9 i-ewt., 31- cwt.

Maw 9d., Sesame 8d., Dandelion 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.;

Thistle 4d. oz., 5/ lb. ; Cornflower, 4d. oz., 5/- lb. ;

Cuttlefish, 6d. and 8d. bag, largo 1/6 lb. Millet

Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

Ants’ Eggs, 2/6; choice, 3/6; Dried Flies, 2/• and 2/3

lb.; Silkworm Pupae, ground or whole, 1/3 lb., post
free. Meat Meal, 3d. ; Biscuit Meal, 3d. lb.

MOULTING CONDITION TONIC AND SINGING
MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure is the talk of the Fancy, 3d., 6d.,

1/-. Post free.

Our~Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
is run down. 3d., 6d., 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener, 3d., 6 d.,

1/-. Post free.

Price List and Samples Free.

TROWER & co.,
Seed Merchants and Bird Food

Specialists,

442, Caledonian Road,
1 Kj

, «

~ 82, Roman Road, i

3 l,ross
’

LONDON,
’Phono: 1320 North. Opposite Caledonian Ed.

Tube Station.

|
MEDICINES.

|

MAGNET asthma cure, the most reliable medicine

lor cage birds suffering with colds, asthma, wheez-

ing, hoarseness, and all throat, cheat, and lung

troubles ; 3d. bottle post tree; Walsh, Bird

Specialist, Blackburn. O’*)

"AILING Cage Bird? and How to Curo Them.
“ Nutshell No. 0," an account of tlio troubles which I

beset captlvo blrtto, with tho treatment and list of I

medicines to restore our pct« to health. This will I

save you much discouragement land money, and

costa only 2JU. post free.—From “Cago Birds.” 154.

plect-**. ,
London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents Gist fre-

quently published).

AVEAU

”

Tliis preparation of Krekod.vne added to drinking

water cures affections of tho breathing and digestivo

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—-

W Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.

Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet. 1/1. 30 years’ experience.

BRONCHITIS.
DITCHFIELD'S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC is the finest

medicine ever introduced for birds with Bronchitis,

Colds, Wheezing. Hoarseness, and all Chest and

Lung Affections. All fanciers should have a bottle

in the bird-room for the coming winter.

DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult,

Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going Light. Feather

Plucking, and Inflammation of the Bowels. the

Ideal Tonic for uil birds during the moulting season.

DITCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, tpr Consti-

tutional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful

pick-me-up for weak ami delicate birds. It. Whit-

taker, Rishton. writes: “The recovery after using

Ditchfleld's Tonic Drops is nothing short of mar-

vellous. It is tho finest remedy with which I have

come in contact.” W. Kiesei, London; “'°ur

special lung tonic is excellent." B. Hutton, Hoi-

beach: "Your Revivo is invaluable.”
SPECIAL NOTICE,

Owing to the increased rate of postage and cost

of packing, we are compelled to raise the price of

all Bird Medicines as follows:—
_

1 Sample Bottle 8 «-

2 Sample Bottles t /2

8 Sample Bottles */*

1 Treble-size Bottle I /2

2 Treble-size Bottles 1/41

3 Treble-size Bottles 2/8

1 Special-size Bottle 2/2

All post free from

FRANK DlTGHFiELD, specialist, OLDHAM.
(64)

|
BRITISH BIRDS. 1

Hardbills.
j

MEALWORMS, Mealworms, 300 1/0, 1,000 3/-. 8/«
lb.; fine white gentles. 1,000 1/-, 3/- lb.; ants’ eggs,
3/6 lb.; dried flies, 2/0 lb.; yolk of egg, 3/- lb.; in-

sectivorous food, I/O lb.; egg bread, 1/b lb., Crissel,

6d. lb. : Lark and Thrush food, Gd. lb. ;’ cuttlefish
bone, 1/- lb.: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (38)

Genuine Spanish Canary Seed.
Fancier? please note.—We are Direct Im-

porter? and Sole Agents for one of the Largest
•Seed Growers in Spain, and we can offer the
best qualities of Seed at the Most Reasonable
prices.

141b. 251b. 1121b.

No. 1 Special Giant Spanish Canary SI- 9 /• 32/8

No. 2 Giant Spanish Canary ... 4/6 8 /- 30/-

No. 3 Bold Spanish Canary 4/- 7/6 28/6

Samples Free.
To Secretaries and Dealers. Special Prices for

Laj-gcr Quantities on Application.
WALSH, Birtifood Specialist, Blackburn.

Tel. : 947. (76)

The Fanciers’

HANDY “VET ”

B
IRD Fanciers and Poultry-

.

keepers will appreciate

Veterinary or Red Zam-Buk

for its compactness, its relia-

bility, and its unique cura-

tive power in many of those

troublesome ailments which are

the bane of a fancier’s life.

Feather disease, scaliness,

scurfy legs, cramp, find rheu-

matism are best treated with

“Red” Zam-Buk, which also

acts as a disinfectant and pre-

vents insect trouble.

The prices of “ Vet.” or Tied Zcim-Bule

are 1 /II, or 2/9. Of chemists, medi-

cine dealers, etc., or The Zam-Buk
Laboratories, Leeds.

Sold in a Red Package.

f~BOOKS. I

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices ; new 25
per "cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W, and O. Foyle, 121, Chafing Croserd.,
London.

SISKINS, 3/0 pair; Bullfinches, 3/- pair; Redpolls,

Cd. each: Rosier, 143, Princes-st., Ipswich. (70)

PAIR handsome Ciri Buntings, 5/-; odd hen, 1,3;

cock Mule. 5/0.—K. Older, 53, Days-rd., Bristol. (.0)

SIX cock Bullies, well on seed, 2/6 each, or 14/-

lot; Teague, Church Cemetery, Old-rd., Llanelly^

LARGE Welsh cock Goldfinches, selected birds,

2/0 each : Miss Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth.
(< 9 )

LARGE Welsh cock Linnets, selected birds, II-

each, three 2/6: -Miss Jones, Harlech House, Aber-

ystwyth. . v
;

1

SISKIN yellow cock, h.m., 5/-; any variety British

f.m., supplied : J- MacCallum, Ben Nevis-terr., lort

William. , . ,
^73)

COCK Linnets, picked, 4/- dozen; mixed birds, well

mixed, 1/- dozen: W. Fenn, Beck-row, Mildenhall,

Suffolk. i
,

SPLENDID cock Bullfinches, 1/0 ; hens, 1- ; caged

month; send nearest station: Green, Baxter-row,

Dereham. O0)

REDPOLLS. About one dozen, also a few Bull-

finches, cocks and hens, cash offers: Arthur Benson.

Dalbeattie ,0s )

MOOR cock brown Linnets, 5/- dozen ;
exhibition

birds, three for 2/- : P. Cawood, 25, Britanma-st.,

Scarborough. 180)

PAIR Bullfinches, 3/-; 4 cock Linnets and new
cage, complete, 1/9 each: Stevo Roberts, 16, Ba_th

st., Plymouth. (70)

F.M. cock Linnets, selected for song or exhibi-

tion, 1/-, 2/-, upwards; approval: Degg, 77, Hamit
ton-rd.. Longton.
SPECIAL cock Bullfinch, 3/6, a gem, genuine value;

others, cocks, 1/6 and 2/-; hens 1/-: Scales, Rysea,

Pickering, Yorks. (71)

LARGE handsome cock Goldfinches and Bullfinches,

2/6 each; hen Bullfinch, Bd.: W. Johnson, 8t. JohnV
st., Newton Abbot. ( 8°)

BRITISH Bullfinch cock, a real topper, .Cl : or ex-

change good pair blankets; must be good: Laidlaw.

Painter, Langholm. (80)

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge red-breasted cocks,

2/6 doz. ;
large picked birds 3/- doz. : Randall, 64,

Hlgh-st., Homerton. (78)

COCK Linnets, redbreasted and brown, six 2/-.

dozen 3/6 ;
guaranteed satisfaction : Horace Coote,

96 North-st., Luton. (79)

COCK Siskins. 3/6; liens, 1/3; selected Linnets. 1/3;

pair Cutthroats, breeders, 6/-: Robert Divine, 24,

Perth-st., Blairgowrie. ('9)

CHAMPION Linnet, 2nd Reading last week, good

type, size, colour, lacing, 15/-: Vince, \\ arennes

Wood, Mortimer. Berks. (76)

BRIGHTON exhibitors note: Young Tullelt, S3,

Sun-st., has some exhibition British and Mules for

disposal; call any time. (70)

LARGE Welsh Goldie, extra wide peatliroat. 8 /-;

few for moulting. 6 /- each: Roberts, Queen's Hotel.

Cerrigydruidion. Corwen. (71)

VERY fast singing cock Chaffinch, a real stormer,

1/6, make champion contest bird or call bird : Gale.

117. West-st., Dunstable. (75)

COCKS, Goldfinch, 3/C; Greenfinch, h.m., 1/0; Lin-

net, 1/-; Redpoll. J/-, 6 /- the pair: Crofts, 105,

Bohemia-rd., St. Leonard’s. (72)

BULLFINCHES; cocks 2/-, 3/-f Goldfinches, cocks

2/6, 8 /6 , hell Goldies, Od. each; Yellow Buntings, ]/-

pair; approval: Garrod, 37, Fm.-acer rd., Kushden.
05 )

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/- a dozen; hens, )/-.

I will serve anyone by sending P.O. : Pearce,

81, Albert-rd., Luton, Beds. (70)

GOLDFINCH, cock, fine bird1

,
two muling lieu

Canaries; offers for lot; must clear: Tolley, High-

lands. Woldinghiam, Surrey. *&>)

SISKINS; 1 dozen hens, also 3 pairs of Lullies

for sate or offers; yours first, or deposit: II. Hasler,

21. Box Mill, Halstead, Essex. (72)

HOliSE-moulted exhibition cock Linnet, excep-

tional size and colour, full song, 5/-; Cherry, Vine

Farm, Monk Bretton, Barnsley. (73)

SELECTED cock Goldfinches, real beauties, 2/6

each, three 7/-: Patrick Graham, St. Patrick's-ter-

race, Batlina, Co. Mayo, Ireland. ('»>

REDPOLLS, Lesser Redpolls, 200, in fine condi-

tion, caged weeks Cd each. 3 for 1/-, 3/- cozen:

Walsh. Bird Specialist, Blackburn. ('->

CATCH thousands alive; new double compartment

trap cages, including two Finches, trained call birds,

2/6 complete : Copp, Stores, Dartford. Of)
MIXED wild seed for Linnets and E inches, o/-

cwt.. 2/9 half, on rail; exchange birds or anything

useful : Turner, 4, Southgate. Sleaford. (71)

DEVONSHIRE cock Bullfinches, 2/-; hen, 1/3: pair,

2 cock Linnets, in song, 1/6 each: exchange

Goldfinches: Collins. Morehard Bishop. Devon. (76)

BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in. loin,

long, llin. high. 1 /3 ;
send lor illustrated catalogue

of 124 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, Hucknall, Nott—

HOUSE MOULTED Linnet, suit catcher, under a

fierce singer, bargain. 3/6; full week's ajd‘™val J/11
'

cash: Enoch Tains, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (79)

MULING exhibition Linnet cocks, good size,

colour. 1/- each, three 2/-; Yellowhammer cocks V-

each: H. Welsh, Cornstall-bmldings, Stamford. 00)

LARGE cock Brown Linnets, specially picked, fit

for anything, 9d. each, 3 for 2/-: approval any-

where:' Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-st., Whittlefield, Burn-

lev. (
,

73.)

SELECTED giant cock Brown Linnets, for exhibi-

tion. muling, or contest singing, fierce songsters,

1 /- each, three 2/6: Seedsman, 163. Princess-st., Man-

* LINNETS Larks. Redpolls, Greenfinches, from

clean aviaries, cocks 1/-, hen? Cd. ;
Goldfinches, cock?

2/6, hens 1/-: Miss Rosey. Rosemary House, East-

bourne. , . 4 .)

TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets

and Finches mad1 on song, 1/-: large package:

Manager, Seed Warehouse, 163, Princess-st., Man-

chester. .

('”!

GENUINE cock Goldfinches, 2/6, 3,0: beautiful

plumage, guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy,

commenced sing: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops

Stortford. (49)

C BECKETT, 32, Hamilton-rd.. Bircheshead, Han-

ley ha? for sale, few good exhibition Yorkshires,

also talking Parrot, or exchange for good exhibition

British birds. Oy
MASSIVE 1 vellow cock Croenfinch, 1 / - : cock Gold-

finch, 5/-: hen Bullfinch, 2/-; Mealy Redpoll, 2 0;

cook Linnet. 2/-; exhibition specimens: Dodds. Vic-

toria. Southwold. T
BARGAINS; grand big liouse-moulted cock Linnet,

won 2nd. 7/6; another, won 3rd. 5/-; cliampmni
field-

moulted Linnets. 1/6: D. Coombes, Stockton-st..

West Hartlepool.
,

LINNETS Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed 3 /- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;

P.C.' before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse Carlton Hill,

,
Nottinghamshire. ' ,l5)

GRAND Invention, bird-catcher*’ stuffed decoys,

movo about on flirt stick on balanced spring;, no
brace bird required; Linnet?, 2/6 complete: Fry el t.

Taxidermist. Becclcs. (76)

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnet?, well ori need,

2/C doz.; selected old caught cocks, ::/• doz.; satis-

faction guaranteed : Marshall, 5, Camden a* ., Bncm
ton, Nr. Nottingham. (29)

GOOD Greenfinches, J /- each: Chaffinch cork

beauty, 2/-; twice house-moulted cock Linnet, S'-;

exchange good yellow cock Siskin; Marnoeb, 16a,

Melvi|lc-st., Loe.hgelly. '•')

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch.

coc*c Linnet, or kIiow specimen, on approval, cnefip*

send me your address; will send to you by return)

Mr*. Dutton. Dunstable.
EXHIBITORS' Siskin and Chaffinch corks, II.-M.,

winner* in keen competition. 15/- each; approval,

cash or deposit; card? sent: O. Lees, Thompson

st., Langlev Mill, Derbyshire. (74)

GREENFINCH cock, monster yellow, perfect plum-

uge, house-moulted. Canary-reared .
pet, feed from

fingers, lips, table, fly loose gently, 4/-: Hodgetts.

43. Twoeates. Cradley, Stalls.
|
6 J >

CHAMPION Linnet?, as supplied to the leading Dur-

ham contest singers by rnc, 3 for 1/6, one. the pick

of 10 doz... 2 /6 , for show ;
satisfaction guaranteed

:

Calvert. 4,’ South Tanfield, Oxhill. Durham. (78)

LINNETS; warranted Cambridge cocks, 3/6 doz.)

plenty in stock: no waiting; satisfaction guaran-

teed; cash with order or deposit with Editor:

Mr. C. Church, 216, Forest Road, Walthamstow.

Fssex (73)

COCK Greenfinches. V- dozen. 12 mixed aviary

seed birds. 1/-; Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches.

Redpolls Yeltowhammers, Tree Sparrows. M- pair;

selected cocks. 1/- each: George Fenn. East End.

Isleham. Cambs.
. , , r ,

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock i.oldtmcn,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,

send me your address ; will send to you by return .

Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable.

MISS KING, 63. Kingsbury-terr.. Dunstable, nas

two beautiful red cock Linnets, also one brown. ! ’?

each: very loud, sing their wild note; would suit/

catchers for call birds or bird dealers for shop

front attractions: approval. (/ i)

EXHIBITORS: Try ray selected lot. Cock Linnet)

3/6. Siokin 6 /6 . Twite 3'6 Redpoll 2 6 Bullfinch

5/6. Chaffinch 2/6 Gfecnfineh 2/0. hen Bullie 3/-.

Sh-kln ?'6 : nil gems: genuine value: feutherla-mr.

iRamtwMie Forres. Scotland.

LANCASHIRE cock Linnets, splendid songsters,

trained under my noted kettle winner, as supplied

to Blackburn and Leeds fanciers, 1/- each, three

216: on annroval: W. Gardner, Garstang-rd..

Wisham. nr. Preston, Lancashire. (<•>*

LOOK! Look! Look! Linnets. Linnets. Linnets. I

have the finest stock of Linnets in the South: war-

ranted cocks, well on seed. 4'- doz.; dealer? sup-

plied ; all kinds of British a Iwav? in stock: Cbn?

Hatton. 31. Riehmond-st.. Brighton. f ‘(i)

TO contest singers and exhibitors : two handsome

very large aviary-moulted cock Linnets. splendid

red breasts, make fine show birds. 1/6 each. 2!- the

two; approval, if not satisfied money returned:

Dickson. Uoner TJnion-st., Dunstable. ''**>

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breastefl cock Linnet/.

r»mnd songsters, make splendid show or con es

birds. 13 each. 2/- the two- approval; if not satts-

fic-l monpv retli rned : Dixon. Old New Inn. Dun-stable.

GENTLEMEN ! Give me a trial order.
n
r‘ fa""'

rack Goldfinches. 1/6. 2/-. six 8 /-- selected 2,6. .y
two, fit for showing. 5/- each; cock Linnets, So.

each. 3 1 /6 ; one singing. 2/-. caged three months;

nothing but straight dealings ; Dixon, 5, Bethesda-

et.. Burnley. ,

EXHIBITORS' C.-M. Reed Bunting, grand speci-

men. 6 /6 ; C.-M. yellow cock Greenfinch. 4/-: largo

C.M. yellow hen Greenfinch. 2/6 : these birds have

won and can win again: see Crystal Palace and

Pence C.B.S.: see Softbills: Gullis. 99, Ridsdale-rd

Anerley. S.E. „ , , ,
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what >< •>•

Fullianics save about them. ‘’Nutshell No. l.>. t,a.

post free, tells von all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds From: LAGS

Birds, 154. Fleet-st.. London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

EXHIBITION f.m. Goldie, rare good blaze, splendid

tanning and nice size, only 10/-; f.m. Linnet, ready

for showing, 7/6 ; large yellow greenie. good quality

,

5/-: ditto buff, 3/6 ; the above are first-class spem-

mens, selected from hundreds: Geo. Osborne, :>37.

Dudlev-rd.. Wolverhampton. <‘ s >

EXHIBITION opportunity—Twite, gem, C/ 6 ; Keo-

1 ,0 11 ,
perfect marking?, 5/-; Chaffinch, wonderful

colour, 7/6; Bramble, giant, dense colour, 6 /6 ;

Bullfinch, large, dense cap, beauty, 7/6: Aeliow

Hammer, perfectly marked, 7/6, worth double: above

are bargains: Bearby, Church-st., Mest- HartlepooL

EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monster

cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splen-

did deep square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bar?

and buttons, can win. 5/-; few monsters, cocks,

selected for muling, 3/6: week’s approval willingly,

cash or deposit: .Skinner, Bird Catcher, Murray-rd..

Bristol. „ , J

80 '

TIP-TOP exhibition Hawfinch, splendid colour

throughout, perfect bib, 1st Wolverhampton open.

1913, and other prizes, £2; Siskin, 1st West Brom-

wich, 1914, and other honours. 12/6 ;
wanted, exhi-

bition Linnet. Goldfinch. Bullfinch :
approval with

pleasure: l’onks, Tho Lawnfc, Hotlies-drive, Wed-
nesbury. OC)
GOLDFINCHES: Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning tliis most popular of our British

birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing. and eexing. moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2/d. post free, from: CAGE

Birds, '
154. Fleet-et., London, E.C. (2d. from

agents: list published frequently.)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but

they need great care. “The Greenfinch ’ Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions as to tho treat-

ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to

send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2 5 d.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Ficetet., London,

E C
UNNETS, red-breasted cooks. 6d. each, 4/- dozen;

plenty in stock; a lot of special ones. 3/6, 2/6, 3/6.

4/6; splendid Redpoll, well pencilled, 3;-; any

quantity of Goldfinches 1/-. 2/-. 2/C; few extra big

one?, with plenty of colour, 5/6, 616 , or part ex-

change Mules: Ingram and Sous, Bird Catchers, 54.

Goulton-st,. Hull. 0‘>
EXHIBITORS, (selected specimens for showing

;

cocks. Bullie, 5/-; Goldie. 5-; Linnet. 2/6; Rediioll,

2/-* Yellowbun ting, 2/6; Red Bunting, 2/-; song

Thrust, 2/6; Star’ing, 1/6; Robin. 2/-. Following

selected hens: Bu’Iie, 2/-; Goldie. 1/-; Linnet, 1/-:

Yellow Bunting, 1/6; Greenfinch, 1 -
;
approval, de-

posit Pairs for aviaries cheap : A. J. Underwood,

British Bird Specialist, 24, Wcilmgtoa-st., Ketter-

ing-
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EXHIBITORS! Specially selected Scotch Fincbeiv

for keenest eom|*etltion ;
coCk Siskin,

, 6/0,; cock

Uttllie, win anywhere, 6/ ; ditto ben, 8,6; monster
yellow lien Siskin, 3/6 ;

ditto eoek Oreeniliich, giant

cock Linnet, beautiful colour and lacing. 8/6; ditto

cock Twite, 3/6; cock I.csser Redpoll, enormous
nize .splendid! colour and hib, 2/6 ;

cock Chaffinch,

clinker, 2/6: lloss. Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (71)

t.i N NETS! Limn: toll Linnet# 1 1! Own caught,

trained contest aimers, real storincra. A great

secret is laid (rare to lovers of these popular

Dritishern, which will enable them to rear re,al

fitormers. Linnet fanciers, there la a matter that

requires dealing with caution; there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must he

overcome. Out that “Linnet Nutshell” at once.

Mo. ;, price 2{d. poet free from C.VOK Ruths, 104,

Fleet Street, London, E C.

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets. If the Hawfinch is the

bulldog there is no doubt the Goldfinch is the game
awl. of the Finch tribe. Now, 1 have a grand lot,

perfect pictures, and, gentlemen, they, are getting

scarcer the time of year is getting on
;

cocks, on
bard seed, 1!/- cat'll, three for 5/•

; few picked very
largo cocks, 8.'-, 4/-; extra special clean moulted
birds, superb show condition, 0/ and 7/ti each, many
make winners; amongst them two extra gems, Id/-

each; hen Goldfinches, l/;f each. 1 have a superb lot

of Linnets, all on hard seed -and song, grand cor ks,

1/ cai h, three for “/•; tew make contest singers, 1/0

each; no better obtainable; cock Greenfinches, Chaf-
finches, and Redpolls, Jd. each; few picked for
colour and size, 1/ each; travelling cages, 3d. and
•id. extra; all birds warranted sound and healthy
ami sex guaranteed; Bedford, Gore's Shop, 131,

Gooch-st., Birmingham. (70)

WM. SMITH

FOR EXHIBITION AND MULING
The following cannot bo beaten, they are picked
from hundreds that pass through my bands every
week, all as steady as a rock, and can win. Cock
Bullfinch >0,6. cock Goldfinch 12/(1, cock Redpoll
3/(1, cock Linnet 4/6, cock Siskin 10/®, cock Field-
fare 7/6, yellow Siskin cock Mule 6/6, monster cock
Goldfinch Mule 1 2/6. cock. Chaffinch 0/6, cock
BranibleftncU 3 6; alt the above arc cage-moulted
bird.; cock Goldfinches, to moult winners, 3/6,
4 6, 8/6; cock Bullfinches, grand specimens, 4/6, 3 (1

each; giant yellow cock Greenfinch, 2/6; cock Red-'
poll, 2 -; rock Linnets,,1,6, 2/-; Chaffinches, Bramble-
finches, 2/- each

; the following for muling or .sing-

ing : cock Goldfinch, 2/-, three for 6/-, aix 8/-, 17/-

dozen
;
cock l innets from same place as the cham-

idori of England, 1/- each, 4/6 dozen; no waiting;'
hundreds of Goldfinches and Linnet* ju stock; cock
Goldfinch Mules, full Much song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, J2/6
each; Contest singing Linnets, on full song, 7;6, 10/6,

end one, lias beat every Linnet he has rang against
in Hull, 12/6; visitors are invited to see the largest
and best collection of birds in or near Hull; we
will pay your train fare from any part of Great
Britain if we fail to prove this statement correct:
all on approval, cash or deposit: Ray, Specialist
and Judge, The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (7,1)

SISKINS
Good, clean feathered birds, cocks 4/6; liens

2/-; Bearded Tits, 12/6; all varieties of British;
send for list.

Gamage’s Zoo, Holborn, E.C.

CHAFFINCHES, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Black-
birds, singing. Linnets, Hawfinches and Jays, Mag-
pies and Redpolls, Canaries, Thrushes, cheap; stamp
reply; Naturalist, 203, Lillie rd., Fulham, (Ml)
COCK Qoldftm.'hew 2/-, lions 1/-; cock - Bullfinch. L

2/6, lions 1/6; cock Linnets, 1/- ; ' Redpolls, Oil.;

cock Woodlarks 2 6, hens 1 /6 ; bright, mixed aviary
binds, «/- dozen: Walsh, Biid S'peciafist, Black-
burn. '

-
. (78)

IlEDBRBASTKD cock Linnets, three for 1/3, 4/6
dozen: upstanding cock Larks, great size; three for
1/3, 3/6 dozen, three dozen 10/,; Thrushes, Black-
birds, •, -neks, 1/- each, three for 2/-; Goldfinches, 3/6
pair; three Goldfinch Mules, big, dark, ! believed
J cock, 2 hens, 6/- lot to clear: J. Whiteley, Catcher,
Boston rd

, Tlolheach. (70)

NOTICE!
Finest lot cock Linnets and 1 Lark® in England-; Sing-
ing loud. Is. )S. (Id., 2s. 6d. cadi: wanted canaries,
British Birds: Brain, 238, LichfleM-rd., Aston', Bir-
mingham. ( 00 )

GOLDFINCHES, ETC.
SPLENDID cock Goldfinches, 1,6, 2/-, six 7/6, 14/

dozen ; selected, 2/6, 3,'-, six 9,'-
;

few beauties, 5/-

ea.'h ; cock Linnets, Skylarks, 8d., three 1/6, six 2/6,

4/- dozen; dozen mixed aviary cocks and hens, in

eluding Goldfinch, 4/6; trap cage and cock Linnet
caller, only J/9

;
grand cock Thrushes, 2/- each ;

show
specimens, cheap; satisfaction guaranteed: P.roxup,

27, St-ock-st., Burnley. (80)

MACE, NATURALIST
Warranted cock Linnets, ]0d. each, 3 for 2/-, 6 for

2/6, 5/- dozen; warranted cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6,

3/- each
;
hens, )/-; cock Larks, Od. ; Redpolls, Chaf-

finches, Greenfinches, all cocks, Od. each.
EXCHANGE ST., SHEFFIELD.

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKS, ETC.
Rea) English cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6 each, three
for 5/-, six 8/6; cock Bullfinches, 2 /-, 2/6, 3/- each;
hens, 1/8, 1/6 each; Lancashire cock Linnet’, lOd.

and 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/-, dozen 5/-; grand cock
Larks, 8d., lOd ,

)/- each, three 1/6, six 2/6; dozen
4/-; few caged off birds, einging, 1/6, 2/.-, 2/6 each;
Redpolls, 6d., 9d., 1/- each; cages 9d., J/-, 1/3, 1/6,

3/9 each; send for catalogue of everything. Est.

60 years.

CAIiniEnOn Bird Specialist and Judge,OAiuiirunw, preston, lancs. Tei. 440 .

CANARIES.
|

Border Fancy. |

BORDERS, yellow and, huff cocks, in song. 3 6

each, hens 2/6; approval: Askew, 16, l'omlinson-
rd., Ashton, Preston. (73)
PRIZE bred Borders, cinnamon*, greens, marks,

clears, at reasonable prices; approval: Glass, 30.
Guarry-st., Hamilton. (77)
SMART cock birds from 7/6, pairs from 10.0; right

type, rare quality ;. approval : Robson, 23, Camden-
grovc. Peekham, London. (li)

VERY fine -lot Border Canaries, in full song, 4/-,

a/-, 6/6, 7/6, and 10,6 each: hens 2.-6: Harris, .55,

B-euk-st., Regent-.st-., Loudon, W. (73)
SEVEN good pairs Borders, bred from w-iuners,

16/- pair, exchange pullets; approval : Roberts,
Gwyddfor, Peuygroes, S. O., Wales.
ROBERT 1.AMBIE, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire, has
greens and cinnamons, winners, and some of hi9
winners for sale; approval, stamp. (77)

FINK typical buff Border cock, 1914 bred, guaran-
teed to win, will deposit with Editor; 7,6: M. L.
Ross, St. Leonard’s-rd., Forres, N.B. (69)
GRAND lot of green Border Fancies for show or

stock, price reasonable; taken approval, .stamp
reply : D. Sturrock, 1, Law rence-st., Dundee. (79)
BORDERS, from prize winners, must clear; Lens,

2/6; cocks from 6/6; pairs from 8/6; variegated
and greens: Daw, 31, St. John’s-rd., East Ham. (58)

NOTICE, grand lot Border fancy, for show or
song, cocks 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs 5/6;
approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (29)

BORDERS. A few good birds, good quality and
colour; cocks from 7/6, liens 2/6; approval, cash
or deposit: Plynipton, 36, Ermine-rd., Lewisham,
S.E. (70)

FOUR typical yellow cinnamon- Border cocks, 7/6
each; approval, stomp; ex-clhnn-ge one lor" large

yellow pink-eyed Norwich hen: Kirkhope, Bootmaker,
Sanquhar. (63)

R. CLAYDON has some grand Borders to sell,

good colour, type, quality, including last year’s win-

ners; must sell reasonable; inquiries invited: Oat-
lands Drive, Weybridge. (73)
BORDER, -prize, even mark breed, (wo yellow

marked corks, almost even marks, both matched to
typical buff hens, 10/6 pair; cheap to clear: Robert
Aitchinson, Seller Knowe, Biggar. (77)
BORDERS, can now part with grand- birds, for

show or stock, clear or marked cocks, from 6/-,
lieu.-', from 4/-; great bargains; Write now; appro-
val: Irons, Park-place, Brechin, Forfarshire. (77)

E.\ HfHITJON, even-jnarketl, yellow cock, grand
type, 7/0; ever -marked yellow hen, 5/6, winner; also
clears, marks, cock* and liens; approval; state
wants: Walker, 12, Tower-rd., Tweed-mouth. (66)
GREAT successes, sec reports last week, Ardwick,
Manchester, Glasgow, medal Sheffield ; can supply
tome bargains from 7/6; matched pairs from 15/-;
stamp: George Bonnet, 162, Bowmont Villa, Kelso.
HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 100 youngsters, many lit. to win, plenty
to select from, in' all colours, show or stock, at
war prices; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 239,

Low Waters, Hamilton. (53)
HAVING decided not to -show this year on ac-

count of sickness, 1 am offering all of my birds for
sale or exchange, including last year's winners, ex-

change; also some very good youngsters for show
and stock; seem any time excepting Sundays; de-
posit: Pearson, 24, Longthwaite-rd.. VVigton, Cumber-
land. - (69)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, also pairs;

highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain
;

send offers along: G. Chapman, High-st., Birming-

ham.

j
Crests and Crestbreds.]

CREST and crcsthrcd for sale, also cages cheap:
Shea, 229, Calcdonlan-rd., London, N, (73)

GREEN C.B. hen, Evins direct (1914), bred from two
crests, bargain 16/6: Colley, 12, Goodman rd.. Ley-
ton. (72)

WARRANTED cock Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/ , 3/6 each;
hens, !/•; eoek Bullfinches, 2/6: hens. 1/3 ;

cock Lin
nets. I/- each, <)/. dozen; guaranteed safe delivery;
.see Canaries: Wm. Smith, 31), Tib-st., Manchester.

WHOLESALE AMD RETAIL
Guaranteed cock Goldfinches, Bullfinches, j/6, three

4/-, six 7/ : selected, 2/-, 2/(1, three C/-, six 8/6; hens,

1 /-, three 2/6, six 4/6; Larks, Linnets, 8d., 1/-, three
1/6, six 2,31; Minkins, 2/6, 3/6; Redpolls, 4d., six 1/6,

dozen 2/6; best birdlime, 6d., »<!., ]/-: Irwin’s Avi-
aries, Lurgau. (51)

W. Johnson, British Bird Expert
Linnets specially trained for contest, 2/- and 2/6;
•bow birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pen-
cilled, 3 ; Goldfinches, right for muling or show,
3,-, 3,(1; a real beauty 4/6. I supplied- Mr. Haigh,
of Leeds, w itli his winning British

; see last week's
"Cago Birds,” Leeds show

;
Linnet cages 1/3, box

cages 1,6, Canary cages, 2/- and 2/6: 55, George-st

.

Leeds. (71)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the best quality obtainable, speciality
picked for the show bench; make sure winners;
grand English cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches, 3/-,

4/-, 5; . 7/6 and 10/- each ; selected cock Linnets and
Redpolls, )/6, 2 --, 2/6 each; catalogue post free:
Bandifoid, Bird Specialist, Preston.

GOLDFINCHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
etc., 1915 English cock Goldfinch, 2/-; three 5/-;
large, specially selected for shoeving or muling,
2/6, 3/-, 4 each; liens 1/-, three 2/6, six 4/-; cock
Bullfinch. 1,6, three 4 -, specialty selected for show-
log. 3/- ; lien Bullfinches, 1/-, three 2/6, large selected
1/6, 2/-; cock Linnet, 9d., three 2/-, six 3/-, SI-
dozen, selected for showing, 1/6, 2/-; best birdlime,
(Hi. 9d., (Hi. 1,2, 1 10 lh.; postage free: Matt Hop-
kins, Bird Specialist, 38, Fylde-st., Preston, Lancs.

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
I INVITE you

to see the best and largest stock of British end
Caironew in the North. All my birds are sent on
7 days’ approval (longer if desired), for cash, or
deposit with Editor. • Give me a trial order, please,
rind 1 guarantee you will wot regret it. I am ex-
be-eting 200 Siskins to arrive in the next few days,
•ml am now hooking orders for them; cocks, 2/0,
(-.'6: yellows, with bibs, specially picked' for ex-
hibition, 5,6, 7/0, 30/6 each. Norwich type cock
Linnets, the best and- largest in England, splendid
colour, well pencilled, eleady as rocks, 2/6 each.
iHid two monsters, 3/6 each. Cock Hawfinches
gems, and1 ready to yvin, 15/6, 20/-, 25/- each.
Monster yellow cock Greenfinch, -equal to Mr.
Jxtrg's winner, only 2, 0. Cock Chaffinch, a' beauty,
6 6. H.M. Hranibleflndb, a gem, 7/6. Cock Gold-
finches, gems, 3/6, 4/6. 5/6. 7/6, 30/6 each. I

Rave n few House-moultedi Linnets, perfect, and
well "known winners on the bench, feathers like

•ilk, 30-6. 32,. C, 15,6 each. Gem of a Redpoll,
4,-6. Giant Yellow Bunting, 2

/
6 . Splendid Reed-

Buntings, 1.6. 2/-, and one a gem, 2.6. Now,
you Linnet singers, if your birds are not- singing
send l - for a hag of my secret mixture; half-tea-

spoonful does the trick. 1 won all my prizes on
this. It is acknowledged by all that i have the
best strain of singing ever heard. Our hotise-

ukiulted birdu have won at Hull, Leeds, Bradford,
llunslet. Newtown, Bailey. MorJey, Blackburn, Hud-
dersfield, etc. 1 am willing to dispose of these
champions at 10 c. 12.6. 15/6, 20/- each. Also
"Young T.'ii.” a bird that has never been beaten,

price 40/-. These birds ore mad proud, and' will

sing anywhere, and' for catchi-ng, well, they will

keep any catcher and family. 1 have also a grand
lot of youngsters, clean through moult, on grand
song, awl' being learnt under my undefeated cham-
pion of England' (Cup winner), price*, 2/6, 3/6,

4
,
0

,
5 6, 7/6 each; also a grand- lot of kitchen

songsters, 1/-, 1 0. Linnets trained for catching,

2 - each. Time singers. 2/-, 2,-6. Linnat Mules,

on full song, fry one, S O, 10/6, 12,6 each. Oold-

lincii Mules, Finch song, 7/6, 8/6, 10 / 6 . Cock

Canaries, full song, 6,6, 7/6, 8,6, 10/6; liens, 2/-,

3 -., 4 /-. I Inave a lovely pair of Norwich, from •

tin’ lust in the- coubtry, only 32 0 pair, honestly

worth 40 / . Trv them on approval. Roller School-

masters. n treat to hear, not common- Canaries

sold as Rollers: if these Rollers make one single

jar keep them for nothing: 10/6, 12/6, 15/6 each;

liens. 3/6. I am not just a dealer, 1 am n judge,

awl: have jud-ged- hundreds of contests, so I know
what wanted. Place yourselves in my hnnde,

gentlemen . and I will make you more than ivati.—

tied. Remember, I invite you, and send nli) on

approval Write at once : Fred A Hen. Biitisli Bird

Ohamwimi in; Porterirt.. Aviaries, Hull. (79) J

|
Softbills.

j

WOODLARKS, 7 cocks, 8 hens, tom e iu song, lake
20/- lot; approval, deposit: Squire, 2, Diamon-d-rd.,
Exeter.

(7 g)
LOVELY liig-nd-reared- Sparrow Hawk, 4.-: ditto

Jay, mimic «od wlEstle, 6,-; sacrifice; A. March,
Evesham. (78)
GRAND cock Larks-, 3/- dozen; can supply new and

old customers: E. Rowe, Bird Dealer, 24, West-
St., Chatteris, Cambs. <70)
HANDSOME young cock brook Thrush, commenced
to sing, accept 2/6: Naturalist," 298, Lillie rd., Ful-
ham (next door Library). (66)
SMALL Soltbills ;

Meadow Pipits, cock Stoneebats,
Greater Tit, Marsh Tits: cheap, stamp: Verimm,
Naturalist, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham. (78)
GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, .3/-, guar-
anteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, conimeneed sing,
warranted: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stovt-
for<l. (58)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
HAND-REARED cock Skylark, in full loud song,

day and gaslight, pure notes; accept 7/6; exchange
Roller cock: Joyce," 9, Rosamond-place, Oxford-rd..
Manchester. (pg;
^EXHIBITORS, Flycatcher 1st, 7/6, Wheatear 2nd,
7/6; see last week’s reports Crystal Palace and
Benge C.B.S. (See H-ardbills): Gullis, 99, Ridsdate-
rd., Anerley, S.E, (76)
COCK Skjfewks, 4d. each, 3,'- dozen; few, spe-

cially selected rpeermen®, charming songsters. 1/6
cacti; satisfaction guaranteed!; Sutherland, Ram-
bod-tie, Forrest,' N.B. (80)

LINCOLNSHIRE Skylarks, large genuine selected
cocks, guaranteed 1

, none better, clean, perfect condi-
tion, 3/6., six 2/-, three 1/3, exhibition specimens
1/-; Jackson, Bird-catcher, Barduey, Lincoln. (77)
LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12
months, 1/6, also hand-reared young cock 1/-; these
can be matched to sing any in Bedfordshire ; ap-
proval; secret of feeding free: George Holt, Dun-
stable. (75)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows ami contest .singing. Learn horv to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3” tells

you. 24d. poet free from Cacb Birds, 154, Fleet-
st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (liet frequently
published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters iu the beat
possible condition; together with directions for
hand-rearing the young and the selection of shoyv
birds, will be found in “ Nutshell No. 4,” 2/d. post
free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., Loudon, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
ALL fine large specimens, Softbills for disposal:
Wryneck, Nightingale, Blackcap, Garden Warbler,
Long-tailed Tit, Marsh Tit, Golden-crested Wren,
cock birds, cage moulted, in perfect health and
condition; also life insectivorous food, 3/10 per lb.;
wasp grubs, properly preserved for winter use, 2/3
per lb.; post free: P. F. M. Galloway, “Durban,”
Caversham, Reading. (17)
SOFTB1LL keepers, take expert advice before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “ Nutehell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moat varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and t lie

various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
how. Post free, 2J d . from Cage Birds, 354. Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our liat of agents; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.

WINNERS FOR SALE
Wryneck, 85/- ; Nightingale, 30/-: Skylark. 25/-;
Blackcap, 50/ : all finger tame and in perfect con-
dition; show cages included; approval: F. Bent,
Confectioner, Glas*bouse-st, Nottingham. (78)

Miscellaneous.
(

LARKS and Linnets, the old firm who ha9 sup-
plied many Palace winners nj, pa-t seasons; cock
Larks 3/- doz.

; cock Linnets 4/6: U. Dawson,' West-
st., Chatteris. «£>)
WANTED large, tip top, fresh caught Bnllic, on

approval, for cash ; or exchange large Norwich,
colour-Jed,—Hepwood, Albrightou, Wolverhampton.

WANTED a few really large Grey Crest 1915 hens:
H. E. Steel, Arundel House, Cheltenham.
MRS. THUS. TAYLOR S champion strain, a few
good birds for sale; approval, stamp reply: 68 .

Edward .si., Gateshead. («/,)
A FEW good matched pairs, Crest and Crestbrcda,
some odd Crestbred cocks, cheap; approval: Wright,
28, Btewart-rd., Falkirk. (6 ft)

EVINS BROS., offers crcstbred cocks 20/-, 30/-,
crested cocks 19/-, 26, • each, only a few left for
sale, no him* : 259, High-st., Exeter. (75)CRESTS and crcstbred cocks from 12, C, pairs
from 25/-. bred from prize stock; approval: Koh-
'»n, 2*. Camden-grovc, Peeklium, London. ( 68)CRESTED heirs, two buff, light, one green, one
variegated, from 10 /- to 30/- each; approval, de-
posit: Williamson, 24, Newcastlc-rd,, Nottingham.

(76)
MASSIVE, 1914, clear crcstbred' eoek, 21/-, good

1915 clear crested hen 12/6, grizzle 1914 crested hen
7/6; approval: William Stevens, 9, Colvile-st., Derby.

ONLY four pairs crests left, iriuet clear next /osC
nigiit. 25/- and 30 - a pair only, worth treble;
deposit, approval: Calam, 59, Baxtergatc, Whitby,
Yo/ka. (61)
THREE Crested hens, green, fit for show, 50/- each;

several other Crests and Crestbreds: reasonable ap-
proval; deposit: H. Main, 63, Northumberland-st.,
Nottingham. (441
HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,
many winners sold: some grand birds for sale,
reasonable; approval: T. Billiiigton, 32, Coihorn'-st.,
Nottingham.

( 17 )TWO wing marked dark crests 20/- each, one
ditto, 15/-; variegated Creotbied-, xv inner, 29'-;.
dear body grey crest, 15/-; all cocks; clear crest-
bred hen 10/-: J. Gillespie, 19. Alleruatc, Durham.
GRAND crests and crestbreds, cocks and bene,
musti reduce stock, will sell cheap; at Luton Mem-
bers' Show, crest cup, special for best bird, 2 firsts,

2 specials, 2 seconds; approval: Bennett, 74, Jlovle-
st., Luton, Bods. (73 )
REV. JOYCE, Wellington, Somerset, can supply

crests ami crcstbred* (best blood) in matched palra
from 46/»; singles same rate, all bred for quality
and vigour: some of the chief winners this season
again are from birds bred by him

;
stamp

;
gtRta

price.

MILLS, 96, Jnnction-rd., Northampton; fir-t eioss
eo-ppy cock, 1914. 60/-: c-xtri largo grizzle- hen,
same breed, 20/-, 1915; dark crested cock, 1914, 40/ :

green crested cock 30,-; created hens 29;- to 60/-
each; several crests and crestbreds cheap; state
wants; approval. ( 74 )

LADIES and gentlemen.—As I and four tons are
now doing our duty to our King and Country, 1 have
to diwpose of the following crest and crest bred
Canaries and a few Norwich Plainlioads, singly or iu
pairs; on approval; 1 have won over 530 prizes;
please apply to: Pte. J. Nichols, 2,4 Norfolk Regt..
Canary Fancier, Imperial Hotel; Gt. Yarmouth. (7(i»

WHOLE stock of Crests for dUpc««l, 1914 15,
strong, healthy birds; Crest-bred cocks, large,
variegated, heavy feathered, 17/6: green, 20,-; \niie-
gated, 10.-; ditto, 7/6: heavy variegated dark Crest
cock, 15/-; bens: variegpted daik Crest, 20/-; hult
grizzle Crest, 8/-; variegated dark Crest, 10, ;

all

worth double; no reasonable offer refused; approval:
John Morrison, Glas, llmitly. (69)
CLEAR body dark Crested cock, 3rd Cheltenham.

80/-; wing-marked dark Crest cock, 84/-; yellow
variegated Oreslbred eoek, 3rd Cheltenham.- 63/-;

nearly green Crcstbred cock, 60/- ; large grey-crested
lien, with green Crcstbred cock, 66/- pair; large clear
Crestbred cock, 20/-: grey Crest hen, with green
Crstbred cock. 40/- pair; several good Crest and
Crcstbred cocks and hens, 10/- to 20/- each ;

ap-
proval : T. Gilbert, Hope Cottage, Hill-st., Coventry.
CRESTS and Crestbreds. Hens, variegated Crest-

bred, tin flighted, 15/-; green C.-B., 12,6; capped
variegated Crestbred, 15/-: grey Crested, 32.6: ditto
unflighted, 17/6; -mall ditto. 6/-: Crestbred <!/-.

Cocks: Variegated Crestbred, unflighted, 12
,
6 ; wing

marked buff, dark crest, 2ti/6; clear buff Crestbred,
20/-: lightly variegated, unflighted, 15/6; green Crest-
bred, unflighted, 17/6; green Crest-bred. 21 /-: all

eokl-roorn bred and healthy; approval: H. K. Steel;
Arundel House, Cheltenham.

REMARKABLE VALUE
In highest class Crests and Crested hrcds, contain-
ing Uie best combined strains in England-; stale
requirements, or list free: Rudd, Specialist, "Norwich.

)
Cinnamons,

j

ALL my cinnamons for sate, cheap, in one lot, or
pairs: L. Roberts, Ironmonger, 50, Jolmston’-st ,
Blackburn.

( 49 ;

51 ASSIV E 19K buff eoek, good head, neck, and
carriage, Mrs. Deacon's strain, grand quality, 39/-:
Flatt, 5. Hi amforct-Iane, Ipswich.

( 76 )EXCHANGE large light exhibition Goldie mule for
large cinnamon marked, Norwich cock; sell 15---.

G. Wells, Yard 129, Kirkland, Kendal. <7.3)

' Belgians.
|

BELGIANS.—Several good bird® for pale, fr<nn my
winners, at leading shows; approval: Horriil, King
Edward-st., Barnstaple. (76)
BELGIANS, two good pairs, aho some odd cocks
and liens, from prize winning strain; approval: Ben-
nett, Little Hcrton, Sticklepatii, Barnstaple. (44)

/ Greens.
|

NORWICH greens, yellows, and Imffs. from in/-

each; approval; no single ygllovv liens: Jenkins. 82,
Church-st.. Whines. (471)
YORKSHIRES, cocks, 2 foul huffs 1 .5A, q do. in, ,

2 yellows 7 6 ; liens, 3 yellow, S foul buff, 6 ,-:
Holmes, 2 , Keiimarc-rd., Wavertrcc. (72)

L. E. HARDING, winner outright of Norwich
U.C.A. clip, three 1st.-* and 2nd laid Palace chow,
has a few choice pairs lor disposal: 29«, Market -t.,

Wellin'gboro’. (71)

j
Lancashires.

|

IjAHG'E Lancashire IMaijilic.ul, fork or lion, ion
each ; ten dn ’ approval: W. J*o\\ iek, LasUlehl
Cottage, Dewsbury. (7ti)

Dutch Frills.

WANTED Dnteh or Krciieh f rill eook, rra&oiiab!o
price: Wells. College Cretn, Dricttnl* < 7T»

)
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j, c, BARNES, Norwich nnd Yorkshire, specialist.

Winner ot Humorous silver cups, medals, etc.;

wcll known strains. Better blood unobtainable.

IJraud specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113. Nortutlcld-rd., Walk-

ley, Sheffield.

J. HOODER, breeder of high class Norwich, winner

of championships; Rood birds from 7/0 upwards;

approval; stamp: ti, Banoer-st., St. Lukes, London,

t.C.
FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14. Pugin

at., Carlisle, one of the beat exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds, from 10/- each. Pairs

from SO/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

N LEESE, breeder of Norwich, winner of Crystal

Palace diploma and silver medal, Horticultural

Hall diploma, silver rose bowl, gold medals, etc.;

a few Rood birds ready now; approval; N. Leone,

til). Alexandra-rd., Noruiaeot, Staffs.

JUDGE SILK, St. Michael’s Iload. Aldershot.—

The greatest Norwich specialist in England. This

strain has. produced more, winners in champion

classes than any other show and stock birds; al-

ways for sale; approval. (67)

TWO pnir typical Norwich, only 8/- .pair: Bioxup,

Stoek-st, Burnley. I";
WANTED, a large quantity of N-nrw ieli ; beet

price paid : U-arnea, Aviaries, Myrthyr Tydvil. (7ft)

FEW colour-fed Norwich; prices reasonable; on
approval; state wants: Ur. Allen, Ambleside. (>9)

WHAT offers for two goo-d Norwich cooks, unci

lien : H. Compton, 85,- Coombe-st., Bruton. Som. (75)

WANTED, large Norwich, fair price given for

good stock: Vowick, Eastfleld Cottage, Dewsbury. (46)

TWENTY Norwich must be cleared shortly, from

20/8 pair; 3 pair cinnamons 1-6, or 3ft/- lot: Spann,

Stlvichale. 09)
EXCEPTION AI LY well-bred cocks, 7/6, 10'-

;
bens,

6/-, 7--; pairs, 12/-, 16/-: Kyle, 100, Craighall-rd ,

Clasgow, N. y 3)

SOLID Ixrass hanging cage, grand binging Norwich
Canary, 8/6 lot; cago cost double: 201. City-rd.,

Manchester!' 03}
SEVEN largo

.
Norwich hens, 2/6 each, or reason-

able offer for lot, all healthy: Kelly, 67, Gatton-rd.,

Tooting, S.W. (71)

GRAND year-old variegated buff stock cock, 35/-,

nat. -colour : E. A. Hargreaves, Brunswick Hotel, Ash-

ton-under-Lyne. (70)

MR. PAVEY. Norwich pairs reasonable; these- are

consistent breeders ; stamp reply : 5, Grove-rd.,

Abbev Yvood, S.E. (60)

BEAUTIFUL young Norwich cock Canaries, yellow

or mottled, with cage, P/6: Sax by, Church-st.,

Heathfleld, Sussex: (71)

FOUR Norwich cocks, 6'- each; 8 hens 3/-; mostly

colour fed; exchange 40.- lot: Woodhotise, 21, Mill-

gate, Newark, Notts. (74)

SEVERAL pairs first class Norwich for file, going

cheap; also eight pure cinnamon hens: Croxon,

Crown Dairy, Lowestoft. (76)

WINNERS, yellow hen. 15--; clear buff rock,

ticked buff cock, 12 6; several others cheap: Girlin,

22, Wensum-st., Norwich. (80)

D. DEVOY, high-class, typical, Norwich cocks,

10 '-. yellow and buff hens, 10/- each, pairs 20/-:

23. George-st., Stranraer. (25)

WANTED, pair high-class Norwich
;
exchange pedi-

gree Airedale bitch, value £2, and ca-sh : rearer,

231, Cathedral-rd., Cardiff. (72)

I HAVE some splendid Norwich Canaries; cocks,

S'C. 6/6; hens. T9. 2/-. 2/6: Syd, Mothersole, 20.

Humbcrstone-rd., Leicester. (57)

STOUT un flighted- Norwich fed cocks. 6'-; liens,

</-; pairs, 9/6; approval, deposit Editor: Smith,

102, Russell -bt.. No-rthampton (75)

EXCHANGE buff Norwich cock, C.F., for clear

yellow hen, 1913; no rubbish wanted or given:

Rosie, 12} High-st., Fraserburgh. (72)

STEPHEN TWEDDLE, Wimberley-st.. Blackburn,

breeder and exhibitor of Plainhead Norwich, has

few birds for sale; stamp reply. (52)

NORWICH cocks, full song, 5'-, 6'-; clear hens,

2/0, 3'- each; approval, deposit: Royston, Trent-

locks. West Bridgford, Nottingham. (74)

BUFF cocks, 1914, 12 6; unflighted. 10’6 each: buff

hens, 5/- each; all large birds, dear and variegated:
Crofts, 105, Bohemia-rd ,

St. Leonard’s. (72)

GOOD yellow Norwich cock, winner, 15'-; or ex-

change clear buff cock ; approval anywhere ;
yours

first: P. Woodrow, Tailor, Shaftesbury. (72)

NOTICE, grand lot Norwich, for song or 9how,
cocks 3/6, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs 6/-; appro-

val : McKeahd, Seahrigbt, Castle Douglas. (29)

BRAYI5ROOK has few real good yellow and buff

unfliightod cocks, 15 /-i to 25/- each; all hens sold;

approval: 9, 'Stanley-«t.,‘ Brierfleld, near Burnley.

FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs

from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson, 2S, Camden-grove, Peckbam, London. (11

SYMONS BROS., Melbourne, Liskcard, Cornwall,

have 150 Norwich and Crest from 10/- upwards;
purchasers winning with the same stock; approval.

(57)

BURGESS, E.istover, Bridgwater, old cxh.bitor,

offers Norwich buff cocks, quality, size, type, 10/-

cach; hens, 5-; approval; exchange new clothing.

(70)

SEVERAL good Norwich cocks, size, quality, from
10/-, 12/6, 15'-, 17,6 upwards, lit for show, colour

fed; approval: Grout, 64, liugheruien-rd., Norwich.
(73)

CHAMPION Norwich ; reducing stock ; latest wins
cup, best in show ; good stock or show birds

; state
wants, stamp: Clarke, 69, Felixstowe-rd., Ipswich.

•'73!

MR. Greenwood has ten pairs of Norwicli Plain-

heads, matched for breeding, 1ft,'- to 15/- per pair,

mostly 1915 ;
approval

;
et imp : 23, llaydon-st.,

Bw-in-don. (70)

BUFF cock, 2 lsts and sp. only time shown, 21/-;

yellow var. cock, 15'-; see Poplar report last week;
also 3 huff hens, 7/6 each; Marhoff, 1, Stanlleld-

Ixl., Bow. (74)

SIX prize-bred Norwich cocks, variegated and
clears, C.F., from 10/- up; guaranteed on full song;
one clear buff hen, 7/-: Apply, llodges, Temple-st.,
Maestcg. (73)

TYPICAL Norwicli cocks, 8 6, 16/6, 12 6, 15/- up-
wards; bdns 4 - upwards; ca-sh or easy payments;
stamp reply: Ilossell, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow,
Middlesex. (.72)

EXCEPTIONALLY handsome lot of young Norwich
cock Canaries, in full song, 4 -, 5/-, 6/6, 7 '6, and
10/6; hens, 2/6: Harris, 05, Beuk-st., Regent-st..
London, W. (73)
SUPERB pair typical Norwicli, bred from cup
winners, size, fiu-bstanoe, quality, 30/-; others, 12/6,
15/-; approval : Bennett, Holly Bank, Comiah’s
Quay, Chester. (75)

Champion Yorkshires and
Norwich, etc.

Grand lengthy Yorkshire cocks, in perfect condition and full song. 7/6, 6/6, 40/-,

12/S, 15 /-, 20/- each. Smart, erect, racy hens, 4/-, S/-, 6/-, 7/S, 10/- each. Matched
breeding pairs, 10/6, 12/8, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per pair.

Smart, thick aet, cobby Norwich at, same prices as Yorkshires.
Exhibition Norwich and Yorkjhirea. I have some grand birds bred from my
own well-known winners, both Norwich and Yorkshires, at l,ho following prices:

Cocka or Hen*. 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/., 26/-, 30 /., 40/-, 50/-, to 100/-. Theso
are ready for, benching, and capable of winning their cost in prize money.
Songsters, in bold free song, 7/8, 8/S, 10/6 cadi. Will suit anywhere.

Highly Trained British Rollers, 12/6, 16/-, 17/6, 20/-, 26/-, 39/- each.

I haya also a grand collection of Crests, Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Muling liena,

etc., etc.’ Travelling Cages M. extra in all cases.
Remember, I Invito you to come and make your own selection. If unable to do so, I will send

birds to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at my sole risk. I guarantee absolute
satisfaction to every customer. Send a P.C. for m y freo illustrated catalogue.

Exporter,
“nd

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks
ESTABLISHED OVER 35 YEARS

JOE THOMAS,

HIGHLY bred Norwich, variegated buff cock, 12/6;
good headed yellow, big unflighted butt, 15/- each;
thick set broad skulled yellow, 25,-: Norman, Eyrie.
Sallsbury-id., Carshalton. (72)

CLEARING out the whole of my Norwich (non-

fed), rare typo and quality birds; oocto Iron 7/0,
hens from 7/6; approval, deposit : Win. Barr,
Bisiiopview, C-arclenden, Fife. (77)

GOOD typical Norwich, clears and greens, also
good 1914 green Crestbred ccck, with 19)3 green
Crcstbred hen, Barnett’s strain, 25/-: Levatino, 12,

Foster-rd., Chiswick, London. (70)

MR. INN Eft. Estate Factor, Largs", Ayrshire, hav-
ing decided to dispose of all his high-class Norwich,
offers exceptional bargains; many winners; all large;
inspection invited ; letters only. (59)

A. K. LEECH has a few .buff cocks to dispose of
from his champion winning strain :

good stock birds
from 15.-; can be seen any time bv appointment:
14, Canrb-iidge-rd,. Mile End, E. (74)

DR. Weeke-s, Tower House, Laaiguard.-rd., South-
ampton, has three buff cocks for disposal, from
15/-, related to his winners, Cardiff, Cheltenham.
Bournemouth ; approval, deposit. (70)

NORWICH cocka, yellow and buff clear, a!ro varie-

gated ; hens, yellow and buff, grand condition, bred
from winners, 10/6 to 15/-; approval, deposit:
Ramsay, 28, Breehin-rd., Arbroath. (77)

D. CARSTAIRS, 263, High-st. . Perth, has 30 prize
and prize-bred Norwich and Borders for sale; see
report Perth show; all non-fed 1915 birds', in per-
fect health; stamp reply; approval. (74)
MR. Eck-eeatey has only a limited number to spare

this deas-on from his famous strain, which has pro-

duced seme of the finest Norwich ever seen : 51.

Frane.is-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. (76)

CLEAR yellow cock and bull lien, LI; ticked yellow
cork and buff hen, 15/-; clear butt cock 'and ticked
yellow hen, 15/-; approval: Mitchell, Confectioner,
Oldham-rd., Failsworth, Manchester. (75)

.IAMB'S Stark, absolute winner Norwicli Amateur
Chalvong-e Cup, offers big yellow cock, 1914, good
stock bird, price 20/-: several nice hens from 7/6;

approval; stamp: 110. Oak-st., Norwich. (77)

CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, good
type and feather, well matched pairs dr single birds,

winners sold every season; 35 yeyirs breeder: ap-
proval: T. Billington, 32, Colboni-st., Nottingham.
FINEST foundation : Owing to military duties,

Spillman and Gill and Pebbi-ck strain ;
all birds for

disposal, cheap; single, double, and largo flight

cages: Tonuett, S.N.P.C., 34, EndweM-rd., Brock-
ley. (’4)

LARGE variegated buff cock, very typical, splen-

did stock bird, SO/-; big clear buff cock, splendid
quality and carriage, 20/-; also several buff hens,

all healthy; approval: Kerr, Richraond-rd. ,
New

Barnet.
THIRTY' grand high-class Norwich hens for sale,

yellows and bulls from 10/- each and upwards; all

my own breeding: Mr. .Totm Richard Faux, Port-
land-villas, Wocd-lane, Hucknall Torkard, Notting-
hamshire. (69)

1st, 3rd Preston, 2nd, two 3rds, 5th Accrington,

two lsts Manchester, 0 entries altogether; few Nor-
wich, unflighted buffs and yellows, both sexes, 6/-

to 15/-; my breeding: Stuttard, 23, Ferth-st.,

Accrington. (71)

W. A. Wilson, Crystal Palace, Norwich, winner
Challenge Oup, LceiL, Gold Medals, Trophies, etc.,

has both show and stock birds for disposal ; tec
report York, three firsts: 61a, Bayswater-pl., Ilound-
hay, Leeds. (77)

GRAND st-oclc bards; yellow cock, 20/-; buff cock,

30, -
;
two buff hens, 6/- each ; 1914 birds ; 1915 buff

cook, 10 -
; fed; fit- for competition; all bred from

show birds: Worrell, “I’avenswood,” St. Jamesl-
rd., Sutton. (72)

G. DOWELL, breeder of high-class Norwich, has
for sale about 50 typical birds; cocks, 7/6, 10/6,
15/-; hens, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6; approval; cash or deposit:
Spread Eagle, Langport, Somerset (late of 4, Beer-
St., Y'eovil). (58)

UNFLIGHTED clear buff cock, 1st Kirkintilloch,

Novice Class, 15/-; two unflighted buff var. cocks,

7/6 -eia-ch; 1914 buff var. cock, 7/6; yellow green

lion, 5/-: approval, deposit: Donnan, 37, Industry-

et„ KlrkintiU-Oclit (76)

N. LEESE, winner at Manchester, 1st. 2nd. 3rd, nnd
4th, also -at Burton 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, 1 have a
few good pairs from 20/- upwards; also odd cock
from 10/- each; on approval: 30, Alcxaudra-rd.,
Normaoot, Staffs.

MASSIVE ticked buff cock, lovely quality, type,

35/-; marked yellow ditto, 30/-; variegated buff,

large head, fine stock bird, 20/-
;

also two yellow
hens, 15/- each ; all healthy ; on approval : Kerr,
Riclimond-rd., New Barnet.
LUTON Show prizewinner.)* last week : Massive

variegated huff cock, 1st and special, 30/-; extra
larged marked buff, 3rd, mine class, 25/-; splen-
did shape clear buff, 2nd 25/-; approval; deposit:
Webb, 22, Fredefie-st., Luton. (74)

WANTED, 2 unflighted high class Norwich hens
(buffs), cold room or aviary bred; exchange highly
typical yellow Norwich cock (unflighted), or soil

12/6 ;
splendid 1914 cinnamon Yorkshire lien, typical

bird, 5/-: Harpham, Printer, Spilsby. Lines. (72)

TO clear, my best three champion Norwich, had no
time to col,-feed them; two buff cocks and one yel-

low ben, all massive birds and winners, first 50 -

gets them, real bargain; no approval; guaranteed
healthy: Goodman, 24, Bcdford-rd., Kempston, Bed
ford. (68)
TWO grand yellow cocks, £2 and 30-'-, nnd one clear

buff, 15/-, 1st Birmingham, 1914; also,six buff hens,
7/6 each; two dark Mules, will make winners, 30/-

ea-ch ; cheap to clear: all birds sent on approval,
cash or deposit: H. Bell, "Ljndhurst,” 2, Clements-
st., Coventry. (69)

HAVING little time to show, can spare some
good Norwich; this strain has been built by me,
has/ won throughout England and -Scotland, and is

reliable: recent wins Wolverhampton, Reading, etc.;

prices 7/. upwards; approval; stamp, particulars:
Geo. Saunders, 158, High-st., Quarry Bank, Staffs.

(73)

SURPLUS slock cheap to clear from xvinners of
silver medal and numerous prizes ;

4 Cuff Lens, 4*

buff cocks, 3 yellow cocks, all unflighted, 10/- each;
monster var. buff Inn, 20/-; 2 large clear tuff hens,
15 1- each; offers lot; good type and quality; ap-
proval, deposit: Moorman, I’ansbrookc, Isle Wight.

(73)

Y'OUR opportunity.—Have some of that famous
strain, Chalmers’ Kirkintilloch Champion Norwich, at
less than half value; good type, quality and health;
F.W. rung; single (•}-, 8/-. 10/-; pairs, suitably
matched, 10/-, 14/-, 17/-; approval, cash or deposit:
Mathewsion, Station House, Damqgoyne, Stirling-

shire. (69)

T. HUTTON offers high class Norwich birds ; 2

clear buff cocks, winners, 1911 bred, 80/- each: 2

clear yellow cocks, winners, 1914 bred. XT each;
large massive buff self green cock, 1914 bred, 30 -

:

ticked buff hen, 15/- ; non-fed yellow cock, 1915

bred, 13/-; these- arc all first class birds; stamp
for reply: Ivylea, Larbert, Stirlingshire. (79)

I AM disposing of a few of my; winning bred
Norwich; yellow marked cock (winner), buff varies

gated hen, 40/- pair: buff cock, 30'-; two unflighted
buff cocks and two unflighted hens, yellow and
buff variegated, from 15/- each ;

the.-.i- birds are

bred from winners, a few of them related to 1st

prize buff variegated cock at LochglUy show last-

month; approval; F. B. Craik, Brac-Kuowe, Forfar.
(80)

HUMPHRIES strain.—Ticked buff hen. splendid

type, 7 firsts York, 45/-. large variegated yellow
cock 25/-, another 20/-. variegated buff 15/-, cl,ear
buff 10/6. variegated yellow lion 10/6, another 7/6,
clear 10/6, variegated buff 10/0, another 7/6, clear

buff 10/6, unflighted clear huff cock 10/0, variegated
12/6, unflighted buff hens 15/-, 12/6, and 10/6; ail

splendid value: Robinson, Wedneaflcld, Carr-iane.
Acomb, Y'ork. (56)

J. C. Barnes, well-known strain, 25 years’ study,
winner of Cups, Medals, etc., at leading shows,
also winner of Sheffield Challenge Cup outright (3

years in succession); few grand thick-set Norwich
to spare, true type, Al quality and colour, plenty

of substance ; cocka from 20’-. hens 10/- up; several

special pairs, correctly matched, £3 to L’5; inspec-

tion invited: approval:: 113, Northficld-rd.,' Walk-
lev. Sheffield.

CHAMPION Norwich, holdey Oxford Challenge

Cups, silver cruet. Reading; first, -spe-cia.l, Leices-

ter, claimed £10 10/-; two winners claimed Read-

ing last week; large unflighted yellow cock, winner,

40/-; ticked unflighted yellow cock, winner. 25/-:

variegated unflighted yellow cock, 10/6; variegated

unflijshted buff cock, good stock bird, 12/6; large

green yellow lien, colour producer or Dark Mules,

7/6: approval, receipt oae.li ; wanted 1

, two un-

flighted good typical -buff liens, exchange to value :

Lewiil, 58, Marlborough-rd., Oxford. ('*>

J. T. CLARK

Has for disposal, a few pairs of well-bred Norwich
and Yorkshires*, from 12/6; approval: 29, Aahb.v-

rd., Watford, Herts. (ID

Lowing up the fancy
A GENTLEMAN Wishes to dispose of all his prize

bred Norwich and Yorkshires, 10/-, 20/- pair; cages,

etc.; approval; enquiries invited, enclosing stamp, to

Mr. Papple, 24, Laurance-st., West- Hartlepool.

ROBERT COLLEY
Champion Norwich: now ready for stock or exhi-

bition; prices on application; winners at all lead-

ing shows
;

a few will be on view at Queen's Park
Show Dec. 4: 73, Corkeriiill, Cardonald, Glasgow.

(75)

MR. ARTHUR WICKS, NORWICH
Offers first-class colour-fed Norwich coeks or hens,

10/6, 15/-, 21/-, 30 - each; correctly matched pairs,

15/- up to £5; Naturals, cocks 6/6, 7/6. 8/6, 10/6, liens

2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6: pairs, well matched 8/6,

10/6, 12/6. 15/- ;
approval. (46)

HIGHEST GLASS NORWICH-
Limited number, bred from my winners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at any time. Stamp for

reply. W. CRAWSHAW.
CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

Value never before known in Norwich Canaries,

but the best advice I can offer is, have oil approval;

a marvellous collection to select from
;

inspection

invited; not a shopkeeper; few prices: Cocks or

hens, colour fed, 10/6, 15/-, 20/'-, 3ft/-; pairs, cor-

rectly matched to produce best- results by me per-

sonally, 12/6, 15/- 2ft/-. Note, you cannot match
these for quality at double the price elsewhere.

Other good prize bred Norwich at following prices:

Cocks, 6/6, 7 6, 8/6, 10/6 ; liens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6,

6/6
;

paira matched to produce best results, 8/6,

10/6, 12 6. Cages, to hold one bird, 3d.: to bold

2 or 3 birds, 4d.; list; easy payments by joining

tnv original bird club; distance no object: W.
Rudd, the Bird Specialist, Norwich-

HOT A “ BUTTERFLY STRAIN
"

A rttnir Brotherhood, Newport
, Salop, t.a.v t>re*f

Norwich twenty-two sucocxiivc years, won hundreds
prizca, supplied winners annual!)

; can spare few
of ttm right sort, same blood os Victor Williams,
Esq., P.i'-jcc winners; ti< k<vt yellow cock. 1914,
good ‘head, aize, type, quality, can win, 85/-; fit ar-

rive ticked buff cock, 1914, chubby, ilrrfligMod yel-

low lien, 25/-; large clear huff cock, hr-r ad beaded,
marked yellow lien, both 1914. 2.5/-, both eptendui
stock pairs; few chouso unflighted, both sexes,

equally reasonable ; approval.
f

(Ml)

NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
A few champions from our well-known winning
strain; winners of 5,000 prizes (hi* last "ft years at-

all leading shows; cocks or hens 10/-, 12/-, 15/ , 20/

>

30/*, 40/- each; show cages 2/-; any on approval;
breeder 60 years.

SAIiniFflRn PRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 440.onnuirunu, Bird specialist and judge,

[Rollers C) Singing Canaripsl
BREEDER 3 CARS

ARTHUR CHI4.LCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, erin.
braled Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall'*), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.RX.C.
Birds for .sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st) and silver cup Inter. Show, 1918. (1810)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full
particulars free: Heathfleld, 8ussex. (15ft)

ROLLER cocks, in song, 3/9, 4/3, 5/ft, 7/9; hens
2/-: Ross, Aviaries Forres N.B.

(71 )

B 4 hens for sale, 4/- each ; Randall’s strain : F.
Smith and Co.. 8talicn-rd., I’endlebtiry. (66)
WANTED, a large quantity ol Rollers; best pricy
paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tvdvil. (79)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke. Randall and Walton, 19/6,

8/6, 7/6; liens 3/0 2/0; approval ; Lloyd, 149, Geest,v-

rd.. Crewe.
,

,(49>'

COCKS, singing, Randall’s, perfect notes, 6 /- and
7/-; bargains: Standard Aviaries, Newton Heath.
Manchester. - (77)
BEST quality rape for Roller fancters, prices 5/-
per stone, 35/- cwt., samples sent: Ives, 85. Legsby-
ave., Grimsby. (29)

ROLLER coeks from 10/-, club rung; ScJioo Inraster
(li.e. Leeds, 24 points), 30/-; -liens, !>[•' 48, Meads-
1-a.. Seven Kings. ' (i2>

NOTICE, grand lot Rollers, cocks 3/6. 5/-, 7/6
each; matched pairs, 5/6; approval: McKeand, Sea-
bright, Castle Douglas. (29)

DEEP vvatpr Glucke Rollers, prize strain; cocks.
15/-, 20/-; hens 4/6 each: Parker, 12, Friston-M-,
Ladywood. Birmingham. ‘ (78)
BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4/6 , each : Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth. (791

PURE Randall’s, two high-class School masters for
sale, 191.5, 15/- and 20/-, rung; approval,- deposit:
122. Holly-avcn.. Wa Upend. <771

YOUNG songster Canaries for sale, guaranteed
cocks, on song. 4/6 and 5/- each: Arthur Munkrs.
Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts. (42)

ROLLER cock 1912. hen 1913. both Club umg.
pure Randall’s, splendid pair. 16/.: Thomas O’Shea.
Mardyke, Skibbereen, Ireland. (58)

EIGHT high ela£s Roller hen, Randall’s, 1935. cotd-

room, healthy birds, 2/6 and 3/- each: Hilton.

Queen’fi-rd.-terrace, Little-borough. (69)

IIIGII-class water glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung;
cocks, 12/6, 15/G, 17/6, 20/-; liens, 4/6; approval;

T. Hi icon, 35, Botany-la., Ashton-under-L.vrie. (73)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke Rollers, 1915 cocks, from
10/0; liens, 3/6; approval; lew breeding cages arid

shutter-cages, cheap : Earnshaw, 51, Rook-st., Nel-

son, Lancs. (6:l )

THREE smart Roller hens, 4/- each; exchange for

schoolmaster ;
would give extra cash for good bird

:

offers, approval: Slater, Fruiterer, Carlisle-st..

Dresden. Staffs. (71)

SPLENDID Rotter cocks, in full song, 8/6. 10/6.

12 /6 ,
15/,- upwards; hens, 3/-, upwards; cash or

easy payments; stamp reply: Rosseil, 85, Whitten-

rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (72)

GRAND selection of high-class RolIer_Canari.es;

cocks, on full rolling song. 5/6, 6/6. 7/6 each;

hens, 2/6 and 3/-; sent any distance: Seedsman,

163. Prineess-st.. Manchester. (77)

GRAND lot of rich yellow and variegated young
Roller cock Canaries, exceptionally good songsters.

4-'-, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6, and 15/-; hens 2/6: Harris.

55, Beak-st.. Regent-st., London, W. (73)

HIGH -class glucke Rollers, cocks, 12/-, 15'-: hens,

4/-, 5/-; same strain as my Cups and Medals win-

ner*- Mr. Willows’ strain; approval, ca.di or de-

posit’ note : Morris, 36, Dule-st.. Wrexham. (73>

1915 ROLLER cocks, in song, organ trained. Ran-

dle's strain; a. few pairs left, 8/6. 10/6, ,12/6, 15/6:

beautiful long thrills and low warblers: extra hens

2/- each: Rushworth, 228. Padiham-rd.. Burnley. (80)

GOOD Roller lien wanted: exchange any of fol-

lowin'* • Nice cock Robin, feed- from fingers: good

H M
n
ccek Chaffinch, Song Thrush, Bluetit, or two

garden warblers; all steady: Griffiths, Terraee-

st.. Nottingham.
HIGH-CLASS British Rollers, best- money can buy,

cocks 5/6, 6/6, 7/6; schoolmasters, 10/6 each; helix

2/- each, 18/- a dozen
;

will send any distance my
risk: any arriving dead replaced; approval, cash

or deposit: Day’s Aviaries, Porter-st.. Hull. *; />

[ HAVE for sale about 60 Roller Canaries, this

term’s birds (rung), all ringing day and gaslight-;

inspection specially 'invited; also Yorkshire leniei

dog, weight 3-J lbs. : exchange little I’om. bitch, or

sell £4: George Simpson, 31, Oxford-st., Leigh.

Lanes. v ' 91

TWO 1914 green Roller cocks. 4 hens, three 1915

cocks r, hens, al) B.R.C.C. rung, pure Randails;

cocks’ 6;’-, hens 2/6; three double, four single

breeders, new this year, 60/- the lot; bargain:

Smith. No. 1, Cooper's-pl„ Crowther-st., Salloul.

Manchester. '

GLUCKE and water glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung,

winning strain; 191.5 cook, 23 points, Leeds mi- :

others for sale from 2.5/-; liens. S/-. related to mv
winners 7/6. Latest wins: Fifth and special, Leeds:

commended, Wolverhampton: 1st and special, Bacup:

Howard Ryder, Clothier, Stourbridge. GO)

RANDALL'S cup strain, all wearing closed c-luli

rim*' B4xl scored 18 points Rosseudale, grand

schoolmaster, 25/-; worth 30/-; 114x9921, scored IS

London International Roller contest, 25,- om>.

B 4x9931 anil two YY'aterglucke hens, can bri’ca

winners, 27/6; young cocks, with good length and

variety of tours, 15/. ; approval ;
deposit ;

all cus-

tomers during the last six years have bought the

first

6
Roller cock sent, except one, 12-2-1915 : Ather-

ton, Member Roller Club, 36, -Christian-rd., Ireston.
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BEST ENULISH ROLLERS
T'ViijM:' and RirroilaU’* (“train; cock 1

*, 10/0, 12/C,

mini 20/- each; liiTH, 2/-, 2/0, !)/-, 4/-, mnJi

5/- each : Sandiford, Bird H|>< » ialK'-t
l

Preston.

TO ROLLER BREEDERS.
Wanted', any qwinttty pure-bred Rettora, cock* «r

Inins; semi full piartieulaivi uinl price; will deposit

cash; LiledlilU, Fleet-lane, ljuceiisbury, Bradford.
(71)

DON’T BE GULLED
hy tin’ miserable creaturca who send you mongrel
liens for low-priced singing eoeks, I possess the
large- t coljfctlon of Binging Canaries in Great
Britain, ns the following prices : 0/0, 7,-0, 8 /6 , 10/6;

rage 3d.; week's approval. Not a shopkeeper

:

Itndii, Specialist, Norwich.

ROLLER
CANARIES.
WOOGT’S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

T must apologise for delay in sending out the,

12/6 Rollers. Only very few armed, and those

were wold day of arrival. The next consignment
arrives here Saturday 27th inst., when all orders in

hand will bo executed. 1 ennnot, however, send any
birds away on Saturday. Birds are generally de-

spatched by the early morning trains.

Roller Cocke. -No. 1, 12/6 each, 7 for 60/-. Ohly

ft very few of these songsters arrive.

Roller Cocks.—No. 2, 7/6 each, 7 for 45/6. Good
strong hardy birds, serviceable songsters.

Roller Hons.—14 splendid birds iir 7 cages, 18/- j

2 birds iu wicker cage, 3/-j sent safely packed.

Tlic.ee are splendid value'for money. Cash only.

Telephone: 03-11 Avenue. Telegrams; Harulyn,

London Docks.

JOHN HAftfLYN,
221, St. George’s Street, London, East.

j
Scotch Fancier

|

140R fial-e, 15 Scotch Fancies, cocks and liens, cheap,

lhH and 1915 : J. I-avery, Infant School, Lurgian. (G5)

FOR sale, Scotch Fancy cocks and hens, young,

yellow and buff; -approval : \V. Burgess, 57, Town-

head. Irvine.. ( ,s)

|
YorKshires-

|

DKktottlo’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders,

winners of highest honours possible for over 30

years; many championships Crystal Palace, In-

cluding championship last Palace show. As we

are not exhibiting have some of the best YorK-

eliires living for disposal, show or stock birds,

•wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winners; pairs matched lo

breed winners, 15/- to GO/- ; single birds propor-

tionate; those are not dealers’ Yorkshires, but the

highest possible breeding ;
approval ; Langton

Lodge, Seotton, Knaresborough, Yorkshire. (64)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-giunea Cl.

a

lengo Cup, the Y.U. SO-guinea Challenge Trophy

etc., etc.; 46. South Vicw-ietr., Sandy Lane. Brad

ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,

breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are

stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench.

Borne grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;
satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 16 , Shann-
st.. Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced; Thornton,
Bradford.

WANTED, a InTge quantity of Yorkshires; best

price pcild : Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil. (79)

I have 0 high-class Yorkshires; cocks, clears, left,

6/0 each; must clear: Tolley, Highlands, Wold-
ingbam, Surrey. (80;

GRAND young, typical Yorkshire cocks, from 6,6
to 10/6 each; approval: Revill, saddler, YViliing-

hara-st., Grimsby. (77)

SIXTEEN high-ciase Yorkshires, cocks 5 /- each,
liens 3/- each, cold room bred: H. Gamble, B romp-
ton, Northallerton. (74)
TYPICAL high-class Yorkshires at reasonable prices;
inspection invited at auy time: A. Hutton, Alex-
andra Hotel, Penge. (61)

YORKSHIRES, good birds, eoiour-fed, cocks from
C /-; hens from 3;-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arbore-
tum-rd., Worcester. (490)

YORKSHIRES, prize lired cocks, in full song, 8 / ;

make good stock birds: Draper, 47, Palmerston-st.,
Battersea Park-rd. (76)
TWO clear buff hens 10/6 each, or exchange yellow

cock; approval; yours first, or offers: P. Woodrow,
Shaftesbury, Dorset. (72)
COCKS, singing, £/- and 0/-; pairs matched, 8/- and

10/-, best blood in the country: Jopson, Newton
Heath, Manchester. (77)

YOCR- chance. True typical Yorkshires; cocks <; -

hens 3/-; approval, deposit: Lovell, 4, Albert-rd
Staple Hill, Bristol. (70'

CONN. TAN&EY can spare six clinking standard
t.ngtti stock hens, from 10/- each: 07, Reid-st ,

Epringbum. Glasgow. (77)
EXCHANGE two pairs of stock Yorkshires for two

pairs of stock Norwich; yours first: Taylor, P>5.

Old Fallow, Cannock. (76)
BAM H UGH has some high class yellow Yorkrfi; •

cocks for sale; prices reasonable; approval: 21 ,

Range Bank, Halifax. (75)
PRIZE bre.l Yorkshires, t.nff hens from 4/-, cold
room bred, cash or deposit: Hamilton, 12, Giakehe !.

Coalburn, Lanarkshire. (72)

II IGH-CLABS Yorkshires, show or stock Lire
cocks from 7/6, liens from 5/-: Eobertshaw, r-9,

Hammond st.. Halifax. C-.D
HANDSOME Yorkshire cock* 8 /6 , 10/6, 12-6, 15/-

llpward.4. Irena 41 - upwards, cash or easy pivniroi •

stamp reply; Kosscll, 85, W liitton-rd., I'

Middlesex. (72)

THIRTEEN York.-Jiire Canaries, good singers, two
breeding cages, one flight cage, X’2 2s.: 22, Mon-
ticll-id-., Suval-lium Hill, (78)

COCKS, 2 tl.il. yellow, 2 cinnamon yellow, 2 bulf,

Id/- each; liens, 2 yellow, 3 buff, 0/- each: nolincs.

2, Kenuiare-rd., Wavertrec. (72)

FOR Male, lengthy bull and yellow Yorkshire cocks,

9/-, hens 6 / - each (1915): M. Cobley, 69, High lane,

Chorlton-c Hardy, Manchester. (76)

•SEVERAL clear, green and cinnamon marked show
Yorkshires, colour.fed

;
prices reasonable; on ap-

proval : I)r. Allen, Arnbfeside. (59)

CINNAMON marked- Yorkshire, lien, grand feather,

7/6: great! marked. (!/-; yellow, 0 /•; buff, 0/-;

approval: E. Pinn-ell, Warminster. (78)

RARE illume lor heginners. Dykes, clearing out
pairs and singles; write and inquire; cash or de-

posit: Bpurr, 15, Abbdt-st., Lincoln. (74)

JOINED up. Mrs. Bnowden has all Mr. Snowden’s
high class Yorkshires for sale, cheap; cash or de-

posit: 18 , Kt. Mark’s terr., Southampton. (71)

ENLISTING. Bui’ cock, 15/-; yellow cock, 15/-;

yellow hen, 111/-; hull hen, 7/6; see I’oplar report-

last week: MinhofT, 1, Stanfleld-rd., Bow. (74)

NOTICE, grand lot Yorkshires, for song or show,
Cocks, 3/-, 5/-, 7/6 each, matched pairs, 6/-; ap-

proval: MeK< and, Scabright, Castle Douglas. (29)

YORKSHIRES, a few matched pairs, also odd eoeks
and liens) for sale, including winner at Cluphain
and L.l’.O.S. .show’s: Neighbour, 12, Arthur-rd.,
Holloway. (62)

FOR sale, two Yorkshire cocks, unflight rd, one
1st prize vviime’r at Feather Show, yellow and
huff, «/« each: Miss Garland, Barkham Manor,
Wokingham- (79)

YORKHHIUE eoeks, from 0/-, bens from 3/-, pairs
from 16/-, all from my winning otrain, and natural
colour, 1915 birds: John Mitchell, West End, Mara-
zlon, Cornwall. (74)

SPLENDID lot of Yorkshire cock Canaries yellows,
hulls, and splashed, in full song, 5 /-, 6/C, 7,6, 10/6,

and 15/-; hens 2/6: Harris, 55, Bcak-st., Regent -

st. London, W. (73)

W. WELLS, Midland champion, offers about 40

superb stock or show birds, mostly unflighted, ab-
solute bargain prices; approval: Helinside, Erding-
ton, Birmingham. (77)

Y’ORKSHIUES, colour fed, grand condition; cocks
6/6 upward, hens 37- upwards; < wn prowling ; ap-
proval; no dealers: Williams, 862, i'tuistonc-rd.,

Owlerton, Sheffield. (46)

BUFF cork, winner, 30/-; cost .€4; another, 3rd
Bournemouth, 19H, 15/-: unTfighteil buff cock, 10/-;

and others: Bousfield, Midgtiam, Queen’s Park West
Drive, Bournemouth. (69)

FOUR pairs of Yorkshires, 26/-, cocks on full song,
also large buff e,ock and yellow hen, cock can win
open class, novice, 12/6 pair, worth double: North,
Greenside, Aeotab, York. (75)

CHEAP treble double and single breeding cages,

Roller training r ages, used this year only
;
reason re-

moving to smaller premises; prices from F. Smith
and Co., Ktatio-n-rd., Pendiebury. (68)

T. C. CRAWI1ALL offers some good Yorkshires,

bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched -pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George’ s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyrie. (14)

REDUCING my Y’orkshiroe, yellows and buffs, eoeks

and hens, tip-top stock birds, at very low .prices,

also a few good Norwich ;
on approval, stamp

:

Whitehead, 36, Clifton-rd., Southport. (76)

PURE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-

teed; thirty only, 12/6 up.; cash or deposit: Nat-
tras-s, Raby-avenue, Bishop Auckland. (2?)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted strain; cocks at 0/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- upwards;
hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval:
E. Cheshire, 34, Craw ford-at., Bradford. (53)

PRIESTLEY, nigh class Yorkshires, cocks from
6/8, hens from S/6

;
cash or deposit : inspection

invited; satisfaction guaranteed; travelling cages
3d. extra: 121, . Gaythorne-rd., Bradford. (77;

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, splendid length, type, and
quality, cocks from 5/-, hens fr-om 3/-, matched pairs
8/- upwards; approval; satisfaction guaranteed:
Greenwood, Colne-rd., Croashills. Keighley. (72),

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and slock,
birds, none better; cocks in full song. 6/6; sure win-
ners, 10/6; hens, 6/6 each; ten days’ approval; W.
Pov.iek, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. Y-rkshire. (46)

YORKSHIRES, clear yellow cock, marked buff lien,

ticked yellow cock, clear buff hen, 15/- pair; ticked
yellow cock, PI, or exchange for good yellow hen
to value; approval, cash or deposit: Gawne, Tennis-
rd., Douglas. I.O.M. (69)

KING’S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,

type, and quality; cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 19/6, up-

wards; hens, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 10/6, upya-rd®; ap-

proval; carriage paid: Edgar King Fairfield, Heb-
<k;i Bridge, Yorkshire. (7S)

BUFF cock, first, special, and two seconds, only
time sliown, yellow ticked cock second, only time
shown, both unflighted, 1.2/6, 1914 buff hen 7/0 or
35/- lot; first P.O. gets them: T. Lane, 95, Meadow-
st.. Mobs Side, Manchester. (77)

SIXTY’ high-class Yorkshires, every bird own
breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold

room ; inspection invited
;
approval deposit

; cocks
from 7/6. hens 5/-: Radford, 1218

,
Sandy-lanc, Charl-

ton-cum-IIardy, Manchester. (72)

YORKSHIRES, same strain winners Hu-ddeirsflbld,

Sheffield, etc.; cocks from 7/6, 16/6, 15/-, 20/-;

hens, 5,-, upwards; tergs stock cocks, 15/- lo 30/-;

approval, de-pci it : John Radley, 259, King-st., 81*1-

miaii'thorpe, near Huddersfield'. (80)

CHAMPION Yc-r'kiihiir-ea : Grand lengthy cocks,

in 6, 12.0, 15/-, 20/-, upwards; i-m-irt erect racy
hens, 5/-, 7/6, 10/-, upward*; matched pairs, 12/6,
15 -

-, 20/-, and upwards; approval; deposit: Beau-
mont, King-st., Sk-elmianthorpe, near HudfesfleM.

(72)

STOCK of high-class typical Yorkshires for dis-

posal, including winners, several grand, lengthy
stock birds, yellow and buffs, cocks and hens; inspec-
tion invited Fridays and Sundays; price reasonable

;

approval: Drew, 15, Dudlcy-st., Brooks Bar, Man-
chester. (72)
GIVING away, novices note these bargains, Yorks,

2 buff cock 1914 birds 36/- each, winners, 1914 buff
hen 15 - two, unflighted hens, huff and buff ticked,
fcl each, yellow ticked, unflighted cock, a stormer.
85 - 5 16,- lot: Sales, 25, Newcnstle-st., Mansfield
Woodhonse. (79)
1.. RADLEY, winner challenge cups, gold medals,

firsts. Crystal Palace, Bradford, etc.: can spare
gland long, good aha pod yellow ticked cock, 307-

;

urif'khte-! clear huff cock, real good one, 30-/- ; few
others, extra good, very reasonable; approval, de-
po. i: : Pai adise-sauare, Skelmanthorpe, Yorkshire.

(72)

SERGEANT Thomas, winner cup. rp.cia! second
' -I V ik.-hire in . ilicsv, two first*, two thirds,
•

’• Reading Show, November 17: foe repo t;
it: c"nk ng Yorkshires for disposal

;
yellow cock,

' il w i ii-iii r firs*., 26/-: ditto, winner 2nd,
1’ i-ulf cock, winner Jst,, 10/-'; others, pairs.

YORKSHIRES, ETC.
Exhibition, stock birds, or

specially selected songsters
for cash or easy payments.
Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,

and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8 /6 ,
10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/0 ,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per
pair, in clears, ticked, and
green marked. Extra smart

lengthy liens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8 / 6 , 10/6. All

cold-room bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.

Exhibition cocks arid hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires, and Norwich. These
are worth double and cap soon win their cost.
EASY PAYMENTS— Birds sent oil at once on re-

ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc.,- in stock.) Specially selected
Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8 / 6 ,

10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing hy day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.

Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address:

—

J. TAYLOR, 86,
Aireville Road, Frizinghall,

BRADFORD.

A Few

J. C. BARNES’ well-known strain; few very choice
birds to spare; true position, lengthy anil leggy,
and feathered to perfection

;
cocks 20/- up, hens

10/- up; winner at leading shows; every bird guaran-
teed my own breeding; inspection invited; approval;
113, Northflcld-rd., Walkiey, Sheffield. Sec breeder's
card under “Norwich.”
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/l.J, hy H. IV. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely
(lie best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cagf Bums. 154. Fleet-st.. . London. E.C.
CHAMPION Yorkshire*!, 1914, buff cock, 20 /-;
1914 yellow lien ID/-; 131.9 yellow cock 20/-,
1915 butt hen 15/-, 1915 buff cock, 20/-,
1915 yellow hen 10/-, 1915 yellow cock
7/6, 1915 buff hen- 5/-, bred from my noted winners
at Sheffield, Liverpool, Tidswell, Bradford- West,
Warrington, etc., etc.; approval, deposit: Allen
Radley, Mighfield-tcrr., late of 205, King-st., Skel-
manthorpe, Nr. Huddersfield. (77

)'

LOVELY Yorkshires for showing, beautiful upright
birds, noted strain, Mr. Stuart is able to meet the
requirements of any one requiring good, reliable
birds, capable qf winning in best’ of company at tile
very lowest price. lie can- supply either 1914 or
unflighted clears,, marked, buffs, and yellow’s; several
prize winners amongst them

; see Abertiilery, Liver-
pool, Lambeth Baths, Sheffield, Chester, etc.

; please
state requirements to: 14, Shepherds Bush Green,
London ; approval, cash or deposit..

( 74 )

MR. CHAPMAN has for sale, sonic realty grand
Yorkshires for immediate showing, capable of win-
ning, in keenest competition

; cocks, hens, pairs, or
separate, clears, marked, yellows, buffs. 1914 or
unflighted, they are all in excellent condition, per-
fect carriage, pure bred, from noted ’strain, and
further, the price is right. Numerous recent. win-
ners: buff cock 1st, marked hen 3rd, 4 , and vhc,
yellow hen 2nd, and 4th, buff hen 1st' and vhc. T he
birds are not stock birds at show bird .prices, but
are really show birds in the strictest sense of the
word

; approval willingly, cash or deposit : 482.
Uxbridge-rd., Hliepherds Bush, London, W. * ( 73 )

J. B. FAIRMAN
Has a few good pairs, or odd birds to dispose of

;

-prices reasonable
; inspection invited ; 28, Pepler-

rd., Old Kent-rd.
(75)

A, W. AUSTIN
Having run out of the novice section and having
to show in champion classes, has decided to sell
his novice birds, a splendid chance for novice fan-
ciers; enclose stamp, stating requirements: Forcgate-
sR, Astwocd Bank^Worcestershiro. (72)

B INGHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, exeel-
hhg in length, type, and quality ; cocks from 12 /6 .

hens from 7/6; inspection invited: 43a, Hawthorn-
rd., H-jllsbro’, Sheffield.

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We h-ave now ready some choice Yorkshires, cither
for stock or exhibition; no frivolous prices; emu.
inks, our speciality; .see Y'orks. Union. sho’w reports:
403, Rooley-Iane, Bradford.

WM. SMITH
Warranted Y’orksliire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6,
12/6 each; hens 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each; 1 warranted
Norwich Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 each;
hens 3/-, 4/-, 4/0, 5/6 each ; see British birds : Win.
Smith, 39. Tib-st., Manchester.

R. HECCIE'S
Champion Yorkshires now ready for stock or exhi-
bition; prices to suit all; winner outright of Y.C.C.
Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1st at all

leading shows, including Crystal Palate, Scottish
National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports:
Stepps, near Glasgow. (35)

SUTCLIFFE ANDoSOKS FOR VALUE
If you want to breed winners buy direct from the
breeder; same strain as our National winners; state
wants: approval; stamp for reply: 1, Back Kitson-
st., and 21

,
Vallcy-rd., Windin'!!, fjlilpley, Y’orks.

barn.
all approval: 5. Udrkham rd

9)

THE BRADFORD OF fGOTLm
j. E. l’irmock, the Glasgow Y’o- k shire Specialist,

winner Glasgow North-West, 1914-15 and Spring-

bu’ii <uid District. Challenge Cups: Owing to re-

moval, ini'li having had a neo-rd1 year, has 11 grand

lot- of birds l’or sale for stock or exhibition; matched
pair* a speciality, from 15/-: approval; see show
reports this and last week : 78, Gar.-eube rd., G'-c -

gow. (73)

train’s Yorkshires
Cnns. -Medal and Prize Winners, good lengthy

- flights, i:
' carriape , stock or show. Prices reason-

ablc.-8, Velvsrtori Tcfr'ac*, Plyrridtith. (55)

mas
Do you want/ size? Dot • you want quality of
feather? Do you want extra style? If so, all
these you can have from my enormous collection
of Yorkshires. I have also juet purchased another
exhibitor’s entire lot. show amt stock birds in-
cluded. Note some of my prices, but the most
important thing of all to purchasers is the asto-
nishing value for money. I offer. You l ave never
seen or known such quality in Yorkshires before,
or the prices hero named. Cocks, 7 / 6 , 8/6, 16/6,
15/-. 20/-. Pairs, matched for breeding, 8/6. 9/6,
16/0, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; hems, 2/6, 3/- 3/0, 4/6,
6/6, 8/6. Travelling cages, 3d. extra, one bird;
two birds, 4 1. Detailed list free. Easy payments:
W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Norwich.

Various Canaries.
NORWICH and Yorkshire cocks, 4/9, 5/9, 7,9, 10/-;

liens from 2/9: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (71/

CANARIES : Giving up: Must fell; good
.
young

cocks, 5/- and 6/-; hens, 1/6 units/-: Ward, Cor-
eiiam, Wilts. (74)

SIX 1915 Norwich cross (believed hens), 3 - each,
15/- six; hardy bird*, suit aviary: Crofts, 105, Bo-
liemia-rd., St. Leonard’s. (72)

PALACE aviary, six lien Canaries, one double and
one (single breeding cages, 12 : F. 0. gangster, 89,

Nortlwtown-st., King's Cross. (70)

ROLLER and Norwich cocks, 7/C; horns, 3/-;

Crested cocks, 10/-; hens, 5/.; cold room bred;
splendid songsters : King, 96, Fox berry -Ml., Brorkhy.
SIX Norwich cooks, 3 pairs Border Fancy, all

outdoor bred and' kept, no better blood
;

cooks
singing; together or separate: Humphrey. Thi.rsk.

FOR sale, grand big Norwich uiwl Roil- r tong-

rters; approved ;
exchang-j conC-.-Vred : from 5/-

to 20/- cacti: F. Owen, 66, Wolverlmmpton-rd..
Cannock, Staffs.

,
('')

BARGAINS, grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Bord-

ers, and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-, cock and hen,

5/-, postage 3d.; approval: MeKeand, 15, Qu«en-

st., Castle Douglas. (29)

ROLLERS, Borders, Norwich, Yorkshires ; 1 bavo
a grand lot Of these Canaries, oil full song, cocks

7,6 each, hens 2/6; pay a fair price and- be tatis-

fied: Bedford, 131, Oooch-st., Birmingham. (79)

SEVERAL pairs of high-c-hnss Norwich and York-

shires Hint, have secured 2nd, 3rd, at several shows
this year, 12 '6, 15/6. and 2.1/- .pair; Roller Cana-

ries, cocks, 5/6, 6 '6. 7/6, 8/6; herns, 2/-, 2/6: In-

gram, 54, G-aiulton-st., Hull. (™)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 to 20/-

pair
;

Norwich, large Bullfinch type, to breed
winners, 8/0, 10 6, 12/6 to 20/- pair.: Border fancy.

Lest strain in England, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6 pair; also in

odd birds; approval; stamp reply. Day’s Aviaries.

Porter-st., Hull. (75)

YORKSHIRES AND NORWICH.
Correct type pedigree strains, Norwich and York-

shire, cocks 7/6, liens 3/6, pairs 10/-; singing cocks,

smaller, 6/-: Muling Linnets, full f-org, 1/- each

:

Brcadbent, Decorator, Lowfleids, Sheffield. (65)

W, JOHNSON
Norwich and Yorkshire Breeder, can supply birds

'for show or exhibition; pairs from 10/6; odd birds

proportionate ; reliable songsters at C/6, 7/6, up-

wards ;
state wants or call and inspect: 55, Gcorge-

st., Leeds. (71)

100 S1NSIKG NORWICH & YORKSHIRES
€/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; all guaranteed cocks; hens, 2/6,

3/-, 4/-, 5/-: Bandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

|
MULES—HYBRIDS,

f

Laiiu), AiveiMoue, New Maluen, Surrey. 09)
THREE cock Gownucn Aiulw, two 0 /- each, one.

a topper, mane a snow bird, lb/-: Dunning, Thuklc-
by, Xhirsk. o4)

a. la.-v.uER has few Goldfinch and Linnet jlu.es

for eale; own breed, 1915, 6/6 each: 194, Leigh-rd.,

Leigh, Lancs. - (56)

FIVE heu Goldie Mules, good; what offers in cash,

British, Canaries?: Turner and Roberts, Oxford-st..

Ripley, Derby. (/I)

11. M. Oo.-dmicih with yellow luen Canary, hen
Mule, ID/-; exchange male, finch note: A. Lewis,

Winforton, lierelord. (76)

TWO good 1915 variegated cock Goldfinch-Canary

Mules, 15/- each; one 1914 dark M me, 9/6: Crofts.

105, Bohemia-rd., St. Leonards. i~2)

1914 LARGE cock Greenfinch Mule, grand size,

colour, etc., can win, 2(1-, wit’» show cage; ap-

proval: Robinson, Boot Maker, Win-ford, Cheshire.

LARGE pink-eyed Sib.-bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each; cocks in full song, 7/0 each; ten

days’ approval: VV. Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dcw/6-

bury.
,

(33 )

GRAND dark cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch song,

suit catcher, price 10/6, worth double; six days ap-

proval; cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North,

443, Munchester-rd., Bradford. (52)

RIB. hens, same strain os the three, lour, and
Kix pointed and variegated Mules advertised in

“Cage Birds"; buff hen, mother of 6-pointed Mule,

20/-; yellow hen, mother of C-pointed Mule, 80/-;

cocks to match: Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (-4)

EXHIBITORS, clearing, out Mules; grand four-

VKRY lightly marked butt Mule cock, grizzle on

back and side of neck, 25/-; dark yellow Siskin

Mule, 7,6 ;
Redpoll Mule. 10/-; e-e/l or exchange,

exhibition, field-moulted Bullfinch, Goldfinch, Siskin,

or Linnet: mutual approval: Tonks, The Liiwnt.

Hollics-drive, Wedneshnry. G6)

LOVELY six-pointed buff GoUlio Mule, perfect

wing -and ticked eves, price 21/-; varied. Greomo
Mule, 4th Slieflield, 21/-; dark yelWW Greemc Mute,

fed can win 21 -
;

large dark yellow Green io Mule,

unfed, 21/-; dark yellow Goldie Mule, fed can Mill,

21/-; grand yellow Norwich cock, lit. for keen com-

petition. 21/-
;

all these are 1915 birds; tine largo

I, m. Goldie, well tanned and marked, large square

biazo, can win 25/-: hen Chaffinch, nested like a

Canary Ibis yean 7/6; approval with pleasure:

Andrews, Weston, Gluey, Bucks. (79)

MULE BniT'EDE- R NOT '7
!

Hen for light muling, yell-nv 4/6, 5 '6. 6 fi, buff (/.

ami 5 1 - : for dark or surging Mule brecdllng, 8 ' •• 4/

. ; a.agi s ; reveral pinvetl Mule breeding coelf

Col-dliBChcs : Rudd, Specialist, Nonvidlk
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1“FOREIGN BIRDSTI
RELIABLE 1'k nut.s ;

particulars free: ltmlif. Speci-

alist, Norwich.
WANTED, Madagascar Lovebird, lien, healthy, from

livlury : Mr, Wobble, Waverley Works, Leith. (77)

WANTED; Parrots, Budgerigars, and other foreign

birds cheap for cash: 20, Cattle Market, Norwich.

. ('Mi)

PERFECT pair White Javas. lit for keen competi-

tion, 15/tl : Edmund Lamb, “ Alverstone," New Mal-
den, surrey. (70)

BUDGERIGARS from clean, well kept aviaries;

yellows, 7'-, green, U]-i Uobertshaw, 59, Hammond-
at., Halifax. (S')

ZEBRA Finches, SO pair: Cutthroats. 6/- pair;

cocks, 2/-; from outdoor ttvfciry: F. Perry, 17, War
ren rd„ Rhyl.

.
(98)

GREEN Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy, can
talk. £2 or best oilers; Steele, 11, Thornton-rd.,

W allasey, Chc». (72)

BEAUTIFUL tame talking, rare Cockatoos, Budgeri-

gars ; for particulars, write: Mrs. Gilbert, Shadox-
hurst. Nr. Ashford. Kent. (70)

HEALTHY Budgerigars, from large outdoors (light

aviary, Hi pair; two puirs 8/-: Halls, Claremout-
Caruard, Sudbury. Suffolk. (88)

Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, just commenced
talking, tamo ami acclimatised1

;
only 50/-; genuine:

Broxup, Stock-ft., Burnley. (80)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, and
mimic; accept 15'-, with cage; exchange: Seedsman.
16S, Princcss-st., Manchester. (77)

HALE, pair Cockatiels, 15/« two pairs; Ringnecks,

15/0 per pair, outdoor aviary; wanted hen, all-green:

Mrs Bonnlek, East Hoathly. (71)

GRAND Indian Rock Parrot, perfect condition,

r.ccli^yi tised, live years’ old, good plain talker; bar-

gain : Homer, Ironmonger, Cradley. (77)

RED Resell a cock, real beauty, can win, perfect

health and feather; outdoor breeder, 35/-; approval,

deposit: Dolphin, 109, Bcutfey-lane, Walsall. (69)

BUDGERIGARS. Greens 4/«. Yellows 6/- per pair;

cage-moulted cock Goldfinch, good blaze, 0/6:

Hood's Budgerigar Aviaries, East Harling, Norfolk.

SCARLET Avadavats, in colour, cock Zebra
Finches, 7.0 each; outdoor aviary: Miss Rosey,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (71)

TWO pairs yellow Budgerigars, outdoor aviary, a,0
pair: golden Pheasants, full plumage; what offers;

two hen ditto, young, 5/- each: Miss N. Stanlland.

Boston, Lines. (74)

SEVEN young yellow Budgerigars, 15/-, 3/- each,
two young bronzewiug Mannikins, outdoors, 7/G, one
adult cock, acclimatised, 5/-: Turner, Trcmadoc K

Newton Abbot. (7-2)

AUSTRALIAN Parrot, with large cage, in splendid
condition, hardy and acclimatised, 12/0; or exchange
anything useful to value; a bargain: Scales, Rysea,
Pickering, Yorks. 171)

LOVELY Blue-fronted Amazon, talks, shouts “What
wanted,” tames, comes out of cage, walks about
house, perfect condition, 45/- ; Wright, Bromfltld
Park-la., Old Basford. (70)
BUDGERIGARS. Outdoor, finest possible, 5/-

pair; selected breeding pairs, 0/-; Yellows 8/-;
ooccanut husk nests, lid. each. 3/- dozen : Miss
Rosey, 'Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (71)
BEAUTIFUL Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, talks,

dances, whistles, rings, lady’s perfect pet, accept
00/-; approval with pleasure; kind home essential :

Miss Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (79)

YOUNG Indian Parrot (rock), splendid condition,
brought homo privately, whistles, mimics. Comes
out of cage herself, nearly year in England, lowest
211,'-; genuine: Fish, 20, Bath-st., Poplar. (72)

PARRAKEETS, Love Birds. Zebra 1 inches. Car-
dinals, cheap; want hens, Blue Bonnet. Blossom-
bead and Plum-head Parrakeets ; Italian Greyhounds
cheap: Miss Clare, 194, Coombe-laue, Wimbledon.

- (71)
SELLING, war, cock Canary (singer) and hen 7/-;
Quaker Parrot and cage, 9/-; Redpoll, African
Finch, and large cage, 0/- lot; 3ft. aviary, almost
new, 8/6; three small cages for 5/0: Tatchell,
Bournemouth. (73)

BEAUTIFUL upstanding Indian Parrot pink ring
round neck,, long tail, show condition, house-
moulted, just commencing to talk, sell with cage,
35/-, or exchange good Canaries to value; yours first:

Marshall, 98, Manvers-st., Nottingham. (OS)

WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakeets, cither
Quakers, Ring-necks, Cockatiels, dr any hardy specie;
will give O'- each for any number; also oiler 14/

-

each for Rosey Cockatoos : G. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham. Telegrams : Farrakect. ’Phone,
Central 689.

BEAUTIFUL talking Amazons, finger tome, and
guaranteed: real pets, 40/-, 45/-, 50/-, 00, -each;
Rock Parrots, real good ones, 20/-, 25/-; cages,
4 '9, 5/0, 7/6, 10/0; England’s champion talking

Parrot, £10; 14 days’ trial: Fr-od Allen, B.B.C.,

1.56, Port-er-st,. Hull. (79)

AVADAVATS! Avadavats arc very charming little

birds, but they need care. TUo “ Nutshell ” booklet,
“ Avadavats," contains full information on the
management of these birds. Yon cannot do better

than have a copy by you, ami wo shall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2Jd. Write. The
Publisher. Cagb Birp 9. 154. Fleet-st.. London, E.C.

GIVING up outside aviary, the following thoroughly
acclimatised 'Foreigners, pairs: Green Singing

Finches, 10/0; Lavenders, 7/0; Grey Waxbills, 0/-

;

cocks: Zebra Finch, 0/-; Gold-breasted Waxbills,

4/6; lien Avadavats, 2,0; also offers wanted lor per-

fect guaranteed pair Leadbeater’s Cockatoos: Bar-

iow-Massicks, The Mount, Rotherham. (09)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than ttie

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult; to establish. This trouble can bo overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the bints given in “ Nutshell No. 14." from
CAGE Bmps, 154. Fleet-st.. London, E.C., post free

for 2Jd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THOUGH they can often be purchased for tho
modest half-crown. Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cago or aviary birds. Some very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in ” Nutshell
No. 19,” tho author of which is We-siey T. Page
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2jd. post free from CAGfl
Birds, 154, Ficet-et.. London, E.C. 2d. from our
ngenta (list published frequently).

THOSE who have bought or thoae who are about
to buy u Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2jd. post free, but the tipa it gives are
priceless ; from : Cagb Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published
frequently.)

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange cheeked,
Grey, ami 8 t. Helena). Thun thin interesting quar-

tette. which can bo purchased at from '_/0 to 7/0

a pair, thero are few more charming foreigner**

They can bo successfully kept, too, with little

difficult v If you will follow tho hints given by
Wesley T. Page. F.Z.8.. in "Nutshell No. 2(1," 2Jd-

post freo from Cauh Birds, 184, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agento and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

GIANT BREED BUDCERICARS
Greenland Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cqps Ilian any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors In tho
county; Greens 0/0 puir, Yellows 7/0 pair; cash or

easy payment. (894)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
On our 1 months' trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt Brldge-st-., West Bromwich. (394)

JOHN DAY, NATURALIST
Has six magnificent African talking Grey Parrots,
also splendid talking Amazons. Indian Rocks, lemon
crested Cockatoos, Macaws, black Mynajis, Parra-
keets, and a few Scandinavian Bullfinches), stamp
reply : The A\ iaries, Porter-st., Hull. (75)

DE VON & CO.
C’apa Bronze Wings, 6/- pair; Atlas Weaver, full

colour, 10/-; cock Cockatdel, 10/-; Sulphury Seed-
eaters, IP/-; Pintail Vfliydahs, full colour, 10/-;

Budgerigars, 5/- pair, yellows *'0 ; Bishops, Weavers,
Cutthroats, Combassous, 6/- pair ; Red headed Finch.

10/-; Steel Finches, 10.'- pair; Mynahs, 12/-; Rock
MynShs, 25/-; Cockatoos, 25/- each; Diamond Doves,
30/- pair; Eular Finches, singing, 10 -

; cock Quail
Finchj 10/-; Rosellas, £2 and £3 pair; Whydahs,
full colour, 15/- pair; price lists: 114, Bethnal
Green-rd., London.

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars. on 7 days' approval at our risk, 5/0 pair

;

liens, 3/ - each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,

very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 eacli. At the

present time we have in stock over 500 exception-

ally fino Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable for turning out of

doors immediately. Wc despatch same day as order

arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying

within 7 days replaced free of charge: 0. Chapman,
High-st.. Birmingham. 'Phone—Central 0S9. Tele-

grams—Parrakeet.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS,
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the
preyious Issue, Page, and Oolumn are stated by the—‘v^rtiser. ADW. MANAGER "CAGE BIRDS.”

By the steamer ‘‘Traveller," 300 of the finest blue-

fronted Amazons, all in perfect health and condi-

tion; these birds xverc collected by our own repre-

sentative in Brazil and received careful attention

on the voyage; they are practically the finest con-

signment %vo have received for some weeks. To
those who are wanting a genuine Parrot, kindly

communicate with us. and we shall bo pleased to

forward our price list' of genuine talking Parrots

by return of post. At tho present time we have

in stock over 600 genuino Parrots, including African

Greys, Amazons, Indian Rocks, Macaws, Cockatoos,

etc. Wo are the largest direct importers of Par-

rots in Europe. We have another large consignment

arriving in about ten days. Dealers requiring Ama-
zons should send for our prices : Chapman, Parrot

Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams “Parrakeet.”

'Phone “Central 089.”

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on

month's trial system at my risk, which I originated,

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry thorn out; so be careful. Write at

once for my price list and free large book. “Parrot

Prattle.’’ Contains hundreds of testimonials (moro
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,

proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts ; sent
post freo. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 4-0 Morceambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, EVforecambe

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 271.

'CUE BIRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Hculton. Price 7s. 6d.

‘‘CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

belling Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series
And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one telle you “In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BV POST 2'd.

The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.
'.-The Linnet. 19.—Tho Pekin Robin.
1.—The Skylark. 20 Waxbills.
4.—The Song Thrush and 2t.—Tho Aquaripm

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
5—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—Tho Crcen Canaries.
7—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insecti-
8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

9—The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insecti-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.

10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
11-—The Bullfinch. 28 Profitable Pet Cavles.

12.—How to Moult British 29.- Fancy and Pet Mico
Birds.

18-—The Chaffinch.

38.—Profitable Pet Rab-
tits.

14—Gouldian Finches, 81.— Fishing in River,

Lake and Pond.
32.—Care of the Dog.

ALL JUDGES AND SHOWS
SHOULD USE OUR

specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

it lias 3* columns for awards, and is therefore a

great help to, and n doublo check for judges, while

thero is always a slip free to be sent to the printers

of the catalogue.

Prices:—1 Copy, 6d. post free,

6 Copies 2/6 post free.

12 Copies 4/6 post free.

A sample page on application to “CAGE BIRDS,”

164. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

15-—The Greenfinch.
16.—Avadavats.
17-—Tho Grey Parrot.

LIST OF THE AGENTS WHO SELL « NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLV, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature 0/ the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained: *Uirds, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room Re-
quisites; t bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not
birds; \Rirds, and seeds ami foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only 47 Newsagents.
Abertillery,—H. H. Mortimer, i, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. W. Bell, 104, Main Street.
Barnsley—'Mrs. A. Ponill, 8, Doncaster Itoad.
Batley— *S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.-W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.—%j. Donaldson, 21. Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. '£. Harding, 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham— fir. Morris, 112. Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;

J<flin Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.
Blackburn—*A. liawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. MeKierman, 02, Itaiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne.—fWalter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—“John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 550. Leeds Rd.; *S.
Torpy, James Street; § J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton—MI. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Bunion,
20. Gardner Street.

Bristol.—(Finch and Godwin, Redclif? Wire Works.
Bromley.—*AV. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Staudiah Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—”E. J. Davies; 49, Frederick Street.
Charlton—Pedler, 202, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—? \Y . Marriott. 25. (Human Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester.—It. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowea.
Crewkcrne.—tSam Young, Mistertou, S.O.
Crewe.—Mayor, Chemist, Hightown, P.O. ; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—tJ. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden. 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.—*G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E, .Top son, Chemist, Duckwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspev's, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street,
Dublin.—fM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Coliingbourno and Co., 21,

Avenue Gardens.
Edinburgh.—*J. Ivcan, No. 1, Fountainbrldge.
Feliing-on-Tyne.—J. Croabv and Son, Higli St.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.— Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.
Glasgow.—*W. Wilson, 247. Argylo Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Blrettleston ;
W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood —H A. Bentley, 13 and 15. Blackburn-rd.
Greenwich.—Pedler. 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Tearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Insuil, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—tTom Perkins. 55, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,

Porter Street ;
John Day. City Aviaries, Por-

ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich James Raymer. Dog’s Head Street.

Jarrow-on-Tyne.—HM. Henderson, 00, Walter Street;
T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley.—IK. Phijllpsou, 41, Market Place.
Kingston-on-Thames.—5J. and IS. Marsh, Market PI.

Kettering.—"A. J. Underwood, 24 & 05, Wellington
Street.

Kilmarnock T, Rodger, 132, King St.

Kirkcaldy.—tW. K. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth.—J. August, 07. Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—fE. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigli.—'J. Cavanagli, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw. 230, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds 715. Smith and Son. 87, Woodhouse Lane,
Leek.—§T. Mcasham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool -G. Frankham, 4.5, Walton Lane; "J. W.
Metcalfe, 08, Brunswick ltd.; IE. Roberts, Bird

Market.
Liversedge.—Norman ITatey, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—“E. Tams, Church Street.

London.—*C. Palmer, Sclatcr-st., Shoreditch ; S32,

Upper-st., Islington; O. H. Hooper, 210, Forest-rd.,
Walthamstow; 7C. A. Luer, 87. Sclater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd.; J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd. ; A. E.

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath ; *S. V. Mower,
1. Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett, Ladbroke
g'y., W.; S. Silveridge, 6, Aldgate, H.C.; *Wm
Whiteley’s, Ltd., Westbournc-gv. ; *A. W. Carnage,

Ltd., Holborn; J. Jeffrey. 209, York-rd.. Batter-

sea; SEdvvarda, Ltd., 100, Vaughan-rd., S.E.

;

§Lewi« and Sons, 211, Garratt-lanc, and 280. York-

rd., Wandsworth; Johnson. 20. Cleveland-st., W.

;

T. W. Parkyn 52. East-st., Walworth ; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.

Wilson, 40711, West Green Rd., N.; W. and E.

Rotfe, 101, Bridport-place, Hoxton ; C. Roehl, 400,

Edgware-rd. ;
O. A. Bond and Co., 217, Higb-

rd„ Wlllesden Green; J. H. Morris and Co., 670

and 642, Harrow-rd. ; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,

Willesden Green; J. Lai kings, 394, Lillie Rd., Ful-

ham, S.W-

Manchester. ’A. O. Davlew. 110 & 112, Tibet.; *11.

Krcmncr, 104, Tib-ot. ; W. Jaekoon, 12. Livi-r «t .,

Iliilinc; 1/John Key wood. Ltd., Dcanagatc ; ‘Dut-
tona, 51 & 53. Tibet.; *W. Smith, 98, Tibet.

Mansfield.—J. \V. Matthew®, 20 , st. Andrew’s Ter-
race, UttlewortU, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough. P. Corr, 5, huffleld Street.
Middleton Junction. F. Buckley, 21, Grirnehaw lnna
Mlllom.—§W. T. Jf. Cartwright, 7, ftt. Georg- » Ter,
Macclesfield C. Cross, 17, Derby St.
Nelson. -tJobn England, 102. Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—*J. Maclicrizic, 59 and 01 , High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 07, High Friar Street,
and 31. Nelomi Street.

Newcastle, Staffs—*A. Griffiths, 2% Mcrriat Street.
Newport, Mon. f. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton Road.
Nottingham—»W. Cottinglmm, Pevcril Street;
$Armitage Bros., C'aetlcgate.

Oldham.- Geo. T. Robinson, 12, nenaliaw Street.
Ossett. P. Iincdon, Bird Stolen, Bank Street.
Openshaw.— I*’. W a,Osbourne, 401, Ashton Old Road.
Oxford. -C. F. Ifoiiiday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth— +R. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate. Exeter Street;
?W. if. E:»on, The Market.

Portsmouth—](. Mansfield. 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston—'J. Sandiford, North Road; 'Matt. Hop-

kina, 11, Fyldo Street.
Rawtcnstall.—W. Bacon, Bird nnd Seed Store*
Ripley,- -Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—-§T. Burgees. Corn Merchant.
Sheffield—'j. Mace. Exchange Street; J. Lewi.;, 56,
Owler Lane, Pitsrnoor.

Shettleston, Scotland— §J. Ward, 178. Main 6t.
Sliildon.—C. Sinclair, 20 . Oarbutt Street.
Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow. 39, Broad Street.
St. Helens—Sherlock nnd Co., 130. Liverpool Road.
St. Ives—YFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent—*J. Pitciiford, 213, London Road.
Swansea.—tMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells. -Live Stock Co.. ”-!, Monson Road,
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 03, Darlington FVeef.
Wallsend-on-Tyne— 1 Wm. Cockburn, 100. High-st.. E.
Watford. -J. Wombwe!!, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool—D. C00mbe;, 03. Stockton -street.
Worthing—*F. Moon*, South farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks—J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,
Alexandra Street. Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere ; for terms write to the

Publisher, “Cago Birds,” 154, Fleet St
,
London, EC.

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARGES, which must he fully anepn 1 Q

^ -inch 2/-, \ -inch 3 /-, 1 inch 6 '-

Except to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing in our
“Oates Fixed” Column, which are charged at £s.

per inch and pro rata.
A reduction wifi be made for a Series of not less

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of “guarantecinr’’ a Sho»

should apply for guarantee form to cur Manager.
CAGE BIRDS. 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

F A Xs K I R K

,

Grangemouth and Bannockburn C.B.S. Combined
Show of Cage Birds, in the Mart Hall, Glebe St.,
Falkirk, Saturday, November 27. Admission 2 tii!
7 , 6d— R, Rennie, Sec., 13, Pleasar.ee Sq., Falkirk.

Kewtownards
and District Cage Bird Society. 4th Annual Show
of Canaries, Mules, and British Birds to be heid
Orange Hail. Mary Street, Kewtownards, on 3rd and
4th Dec., 1915. Entries close Monday. 29th Nov.,
1915. Judge, A. Wellings, Prescot. Schedules from
-w Montgomery, 62, Church Street, Newtownards.

ftBERAMAN and DISTRICT
Cage Birds Soe. Annual Open Show, ti be held at
the Swan Hotel, Aboraman, Dec. 2, 1915. Judge, E.
J. Davies. Esq., Cardiff. Canaries, Mules. Hybrids.
Brit, and For. Birds. There will be the following
classes—8 Nor., 8 Yorks.. 3 Bord., 2 Crests, 2
A.O.V. not mentioned, 2 Moics and Hybrids, 5 Brit..
2 Selling. Handsome Cup best bird in show to bo
won three times, not necessarily in succession. En.
tries close Nov. 28. Gold-centred medals sea
schedule. Schedules have been sent out. those who
have not received same, apply

—

W. R. Pov ell, Hon
Se e., 215, Cardiff Road, Aberaman.

QUEEN’S P ARK, GLASGOW
Victoria Rooms, 4tt> December, 1915. Open Classes:
9 Yorkshires, 8 Norwich. 1st 10/-, 2nd 5/-, 3rd 2/6
for classes with more than eight entries. Schedules
on application to—A. K. Hunter, Sec, and Treasurer,
142, Altkenhead Road.

SOUTH SHIELDS
December 4 . 13 Open Classes guaranteed; 2'6 spls>
Nor. Veil. Cock. Yellow Cock Unflig., Nor. Hen Un-
fits., Yorks. Yell., Yorks. Buff. Yorks. Hen Unflig.,
Yolks. Hen any colour old birds, Bord. Buff, Bord-
Veil., Linn, house-moulted, Linn, field-moulted. Sky.
lark, Yorks. Nov.. Class 44, Yell, or Buff cl:., unflig.;
45, \ ell. or Buff Hen do. 1/6 entry fee; prize-money,
*/-. 5/-, 2/-. ft. V/. Battye, judge.—W. L. Smith,
Hon. Sec., 3, Oueen St., South Shields.

FANCIERS, DON'T FORGET. •

LONG EATON
and Dist. Cage Birds Society Open and Members’
Show on Dec. 4th. Judges, W. Vardy, Esq., of
Hueknali, T. H. V. Hayter, Esq., of Beeston. For
schedules, etc., please apply to—J. Turner, 62, Derby
Road, Draycott, nr. Derby.

SHETTLESTO N & DIST R I CT C.B C.
Eighth Annual Show, in Hiil Street Hall, Shettles-
ton. Saturday, Dec. 11, 1915. Open Yorks. Classes.
Judge, R. Heggie, Glasgow. Doors open 2 p.m.
Admission 3d. Schedules from— S. F. Wood, 4, Toll-
cross Road, Parkhead, Glasgow.W HITE HAVEN.
Open Show, Dec. 18, 1915. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6; 1/S
entry. Specialist judges: (Yorks.) T. Harriinau
Workington, late of Oakham, Rutland; (Bord.) J.
S. Wilson, Workington; (Brit.) H. Glaister, White-
haven. Schedules sent to last year's exhibitors,
others please apply—J. Stewart, Hon. Seo., 11,

Woodville Terrace.

(Shows continued on next oa?a.)

1
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ENTRIES
URGENTLY WANTED Cage Birds

BRISTOL
Dec. 1st & 2nd.

All profits to Police and Fire

Brigade Orphanage (nearly 300
Constables have enlisted).

EIITRY 1/6. PHIZES 10/-, 5/-, 2/6.

Judge Mr. H W. BATTYC.

Claw. NORWICH.
7l.—Yellow Coek.
TS.— Unit' Cock.
76.—Hen.
77. lired 1915.
7#.—Novice (exhibitors \\lio have never won 11

1st in oyen voiiqiotition).

YORKSHIRE.
78. Yellow Cock.
SO.— Bull Cock.
<0 Yellow Hen. ,

62.- Jlnll Hen.
SO. Hied 1015, mu. t lie bred b\ exhibitor. Ten

Guinea Challenge Bowl, OPEN TO ALL.
H.- Novice Cock.
85.—Novice Ben.

(See definition, L'!aS6 7?.)

SO.— Border Haney Yellow,
s 7,

—

Border Fancy Buff.

£8.—Any Otlier Variety.
£9.—Mule. ,

80.—Hybrid, British, and including Canary Bullie.

91.— Goldfinch, British.
92.— Bullfinch, Brituli.

S3.—Linnet.
94.—Siskin, Redpoll or Twite.
95.—A.O.V. ISrilisli Hardbill.

Enter from above ; accept Satur-
day's postmark.

Catalogue Sevenpence.
C. T. H. MACGS, 9, Trinity Street, Newtown,

BRISTOL.

and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
3o,ooo readers weekly

Offices : 1 .34, Fi.tBr Strkit, I.usiiok, E.C.
Telejrantt—"Aviculture, London." 'Jet. No. 5229

Jiolborn.

^Twitterings.

Tlie winning ticket of the bird and cage
given away at our recent allow, was No. 853,
writes Mr. A. Freestone, Sec., Leicester Hand
in Hand C.B.H., 79, Clareiidon-st., Leicester.

Holder can have same by applying.

AYR AND DISTRICT C.B.S.
Alimial Open Show, 25tll Doc., Y.M.C.A. Hail, Ayr.
.fudges: Memrs. Dalton, Baird, Chalmers, Hislop,
Steel. ll.F.c.C. patronage, (i Classes Sc. Fancy, 9

Bonl., 5 Yorks., is Hyli.. Biit., For., 10 Nor.- H. M.
Ferguson, Sec., 37, Whitletts Road, Ayr.

PORTH ‘ RH0N19A

VALLEY
C B S. First Annual Open Show, Thursday, Dec. 9th.

Judges, T. L. Castrea, Mountain Ash, anil E. .1.

Davies, Cardiff. Liberal classification. Entries close

Dec. 4th postmark J. H. Sevan, 66, Pontypridd
Hoad, PortiyCiam.

MARDY - RHONDDA, Glamorgan
1st Annual Open Show of Cage Buds, Poultry, and
Pigeons, on Thursday, Dec. 16th. 18 Classes Cage
Birds, including Novices ami Local. Cnflighted Nor.
and Yorks, guaranteed. Entry fee, t/3. Prizes,

8/-, 4/-, 2/-, and Specials. Judge, 0. E. Hodge, Esq.,
Bristol. Entries positively close Dec Sth. Schedules
nmv ready from above address. Competitors lor
Hide’s Special must have their cages piarked by

1 Hyde's coupons, also state on entry form "Hyde’s

J

Specials."

—

D. D. Jones, See., 19, Edward Street,
Mardy.

Your Entries are Wanted
— AT —

KETTERING Hamilton
Great Open Show, Saturday, 11th Dec., 1915. 120
classes. Poultry, Pigeons, Cage Birds. Large
classification for Cage Birds. All prize money
guaranteed. Judge, W. Varily. Schedules—F. S.
Ball, 5, Buccleuch Street, Kettering.

RED CROSS WAR FUND SHOW, ON SATURDAY,
DEC 11. Judges, )>. Black, W. S. Clark, U. Martin,
J. Good fellow. Best classification offered this

season. Entries close 6th December. Schedules
from—W. S. Wilson, Sec., Glendyne, South Park
Road, Hamilton.

City of Birmingham C.B.S. Annual Open Show, Wed. and Thurs., Dec. 1 ami 2, at the Crown Hotel,

Hill-tt., Birmingham. Coder the patronage of the O.X.P.C.C. and Liverpool G.O.A. Judges: J. H.
Roe, Ksi|., Yorkshires. Hybrids, and British; J. Robson, Esq., the remainder. Entry fee, 1/6 per cage.

Prizes, 111/-, 5/-, 2/6; 4th, card; vhc, lie. c; 4th, 1/- if 16 entries or more, otherwise card only. 25 Cash
Special* for Open Competition. No classes cancelled or amalgamated. Prize-money within 7 days of
show. Enter from the following:—!, N'or. Plainhead, Cl. or Tkd. Y’elL; 2, ditto Bull'; 3, ditto, mkd.
or Yarieg. Y'ell. or Buff; 4, ditto, Hen. Yell.; 5, Ditto, Hen', Buff; 6, ditto, Unflig. Y'ell.; 7, ditto,

Unflig. Butt: 8, ditto, Hen, Vnfiig.. Yell, or Butt'; 9, ditto. Cock, Yell., Nov.; 10, ditto, Cock, Buff.

Nov.; li. ditto, Hen, YU'i. or Butt, Nov.: 12, ditto. Unflig.. Y’ell. or butt, Nov.; 13, Nor. Green, Self

or Foul Yell. Cock; 14, ditto. Self or Foul Bull Cock; 1.3, ditto, Self or Foul Y’ell. Hen; 16, ditto, Self

or Foul Buff Hen: 37, forks., Cl. or Tkd., Yell, (see Rule 24); 18, ditto. Cl. or Tkd., Butt; 19, ditto,

Mkd. or Varies., Yell, or Butt'; 20, ditto. Hen, Y’ell; 21. ditto. Hen, Butt; 22, ditto, Unflig., Y’ell.;

28, ditto, 1 uflitr.. Unit : 24, ditto, Hell. Unflig., Yell.or Butt: 25, ditto. Cock, Y’ell.. Nov.; 26. ditto. Cock.
Butt. Nov.; 27. ditto, Hen, Y'ell. or Butt, Nov.; 28, Unflig., Y'ell. or Buff, Nov.; 29, Nor., Crests, A.V.

;

'SO. ditto. Crest-bred. A.V.
: 31, ditto, Crest. 1915: 32, ditto, Crest-bred, 1915; 33, ditto. Crest or. Crest-

bred, A.V., Nov.; S4, Cam., Y'ell. or Buff: 3.3, ditto, 1915; 30, Bord. Fancy, Y’ell.; 777, ditto

Bufl ; 38. A.O.V. Canary (including Natural col. Nor.). Champion; 39, A.V. otlier than Nor., Yorks.,
and Crests (including natural col. Nor.), Nov.; 40, Belling. A.V., single or pairs, price with cage not
to exceed 25/-; 41. Selling, A.V., single, price with cage not to exceed 12/0; 42, Light Canary Hybrid,
A.V. ; 43, Dark Canary Hybrid. A.V.. excluding Canary-Bullie ; 44, A.O.V. Hybrid, including Canary-
liiillic : 45, British Goidf. : 46, uitto. Field .Moulted; 47, ditto, Hull f

.

; 48, ditto. Linnet; 49, ditto, Siskin,

Redpoll, or Twite; 00, ditto, A.O.V. Hard.; .31. ditto, A.V. Hard., Nov.; 52. ditto, Softbill, not larger
than ami including a Waxwiiig; 53, ditto, Softbill. A.V. larger than YVaxwing; 54. Foreign, Cardinal
or Smaller; 55, ditto, larger than Cardinal; ,36, British, any variety Hen (Hardbill). Catalogues, with
awards. 4d. each, pent free. Must extend entries till first post Monday, Nov. 29th. Sec., A. C. Shirley,

155, Hobmoor Road, Small Heath, Birmingham.
PALACE OF THE NORTH.

AND
DISTRICTGATESHEAD

Cage Bird Society 16 th Annual Show, Rochester St. Sunday Schools, Saturday, December 11. 51 Open
Classes. Champions unit Novices catered for. Specialist Judges each Variety; Messrs. F. W. Laidlow,
Thus. Almond, Jas. Stewait, A. Montgomery, and Jas Maddison. Schedules to last year’s exhibitors,
others please apply. Prize-money. 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Entrance, 1/6. All classes stand, whether competition or
not. No Sliding Scale. Entries close Dec. 6th V/. Curry, Secretary, 6, Roxburgh Place, Newcastle
on-Tyne.

SAL
AND

DISTRICT SHOW
December 11th & 12th

We have engaged Mr. Chas. Houlton, Lancashire's most respected judge, who will take. Borders, Brit,
and Mules, while in Mr. J. W. Metcalfe we have secured "the man of the moment" for Yorkshires and
Xorvvk h. YVe- are out to keep tilings going, not to make money. Full patronage of the Green Canary
Vs-ociation. Classification up to date. Prize-money guaranteed. Anyone who has not had a schedule
will be supplied by return. Write

—

W. Middleton, Northentien Rd., Sale, or H. Whitney, Brook-st., Sale.

Mr. J. E. Pinnoek ban changed Ids address
from 6, Palm Sheet to 379, Carscube Hoad,
Glasgow.
Mr. Allen Radley lias removed from' 205,

King Street, to 6, Highfield Terrace, Skel-
iiiantliorpe, near Huddersfield.
Private . Jas. B. Clarke writes:— *' Please

thank all those readers of Cage Birds who
have kindly sent me papers. 1 will write them
all soon.”
My yellow-green Border Fancy cock was

1st at Blaydon and not Wilson, as stated in

your report, writes Mr. W. Affleck. The
saine bird was 2nd at Manchester, not John-
stone as stated.

The sec. of the City of Birmingham C.B.S.
writes as follows :

—“ Although we are hold-

ing our open show, Dec. 1 and 2, on licensed

premises, fanciers will be pleased to know it

will not make any difference to the opening
of the show during prohibited hours, (show

open first day; Wed., from 3 till 9.30; second
day 12 till 8. During prohibited hours the
entrance to show room will be through side

j

entrance in Hill Street.”

;

We are running our annual open (how on
Dec. 2, writes Mr. W. R. Powell, lion. sec.

Aberavmi C.B.S.
,
and we should be pleased

to receive the support of fanciers, as we are
catering for open and novice sections, also

natural colour classes. Handsome cup to be
won 3 times not necessarily in succession for

best bird in show. Gold centre medals for.

each section. Patronage of Welsh C.B.C.
Entries Nov. 28. See advt.

I am very much obliged to you for the
trouble you have taken with regard to

my Canary, writes Mr. E. Barnwell (Coven-
try). J am following the advice given, and
the bird seems to be getting well again. I

am one of your many readers who go through
Cage Birds weekly from cover to cover, in-

cluding most of the advertisements, and after

your courteous treatment 1 shall certainly

take an added interest in the journal.

OBITUARY.
It is with deep regret, writes Mr. R.

Hutchinson, Sec. Stanley Empire F.F. and
C.B.S., that I have to announce the sad loss

our Treasurer has sustained in the death of

his daughter. Members will join with me in

extending deepest sympathy to Mr. and Mrs.
Smith in their sad bereavement.
The sympathy of all fanciers will go out to

Mr. John Crabb, ox' Crabb and Finlayson,
Brechin, and Sec. of Brechin C.B.S., whose
youngest son died last Monday of diphtheria,
following an attack of measles, writes Mi'. J.

M. Finlayson. This has, of cours/e, delayed
the settling up of Brechin Show’, but fan-

ciers are assured that everything will be at-

tended to this week.

In the report of the Chester Show, Yorks.
Yell., Etc., should read : 2nd, Benson and
Young, not Jones and Chester, and in Un-
High. Buff, he, Benson and Young, not Met-
calfe as reported, writes Mr. W. Young.
We are holding our annual show in the

Conservative Club, Church Street, Radeliffe,

Dec. 4, writes Mr. Geo. Lord, sec. Radeliffe

C.B.S., and we hope the fanciers from sur-

rounding districts will pay us a visit; we will

give them a hearty welcome.
Runner up for non-members’ cup at

Chester, writes Mr. L. Cavanagh, lion, sec.,

should read Nelson, not Taylor, as stated.

Winners of singing birds in draw were A.
Allen, Mary Booth, Dr. Hastings, T. Sutton,

G. Salmon, Clubbe, S. Hancock, F. Humph-
reys, T. Munsell, O. Beck, and Mrs. Smith.
We have received the balance sheet of the

Charlotteville (Guildford) Fanciers’ and
Utility Stock Keepers’ Society. The several

table shows held have resulted in a profit of

£3 6s. 5d., and the cash in hand amounts to

£6 9s. 7d., as against £3 12s. 4d. brought
forward, besides which there is stock in hand
valued at £3 19s. 7d.

The November issue of “Bird Notes,” the
journal of the Foreign Bird Club, is mainly
filled with accounts of breeding successes by
various members, and these are of a very
interesting nature. The Marquis of Tavistock
contributes notes on the Brown-quilled Rock
Dove, and Major I’erreau tells of the birds

within a hundred yards of liis compound in

t he Punjab.
Prise Money Paid.
We are informed that prize-money has been

paid in respect of tlw following shows; if any
winners have been overlooked, they should
apply to the respective secretaries :— Halifax,

Reading, Muirkirk, Ardwiek and Manchester,
Chester.

frirst in the Field-
“

At the meeting of the Leicester Hand in
Hand C.B.S., held Nov. 16, the date of the
1916 show was fixed for Nov. 4 and 6.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-
pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
leaders for i raining. Terms for any picture
w ill be sent on application.
Well-Known Greenfinch

Changes Hands.
My Greenfinch, winner of ten firsts and fi\e

Seconds in two seasons, writes Mr. W. P.
Campbell, was claimed at catalogue juice
at Glasgow and I)is. show, where it was 2nd.
Do You Know Him ?
We have been listening to a story about a

cup awarded to a fancier by a few friends to
commemorate the arrival of twins -on the
anniversary of his wedding day. The re-
cipient says he has not had a night’s sleep
since the presentation, for he has-been unable
to get to know whether the cup has been won
outright by him, or whether lie must win it

three yhars in succession !

Thanks all Round.
The show committed of Ardwiek and Man-

chester C.B.A. desire to express their thanks
for the excellent report in Cage Birds,
writes Mr. J. Sjiencer, lion. Sec. I have
received so many replies from exhibitors,
thanking us for the excellent treatment re-

ceived that 1 am unable to I'ejily to all indivi-

dually. \\ e would like to say that we fully

appreciate their kindness in assisting oiir

efforts, and we hope to have a continuance
of their support at our future fixtures.

THE KEW POSTAL
REGULATIONS.

The attention of correspondents is

directed to the fact that under the new
postal regulations only one ounce can
be sent for one penny. From one to

two ounces the postage is twopence, and
one halfpenny extra is charged for each
additional two ounces. Reporters and
correspondents who have to send long

communications should please use very
thin paper and be careful to prepay the

postage in full, or we have to pay
double the deficiency on delivery.

oc 30

THE BIRDKEEPERS ROLL
OF HONOUR.

Ayr C.B.C.
Sir,—The following members are serving

I

with the colours:—Pte. Win. Lyall, R.S.F.,

in the trenches; Pte. A. Tclfer, R.S.F.,
wounded ; Corpl. R. McKay and Pte. R. Ait-

ken, 2nd Ayrshire Yeomanry ; Sapper W.
J

Lovie, R.E.,; Pte. Thos. Cowan, 2nd/5th
R.S.F.

—

Hugh M. Ferguson, Sec. an.d Treas.

Leeds C.B.S.
Sir,-—I write to inform you that two other

i
of our members are serving in Ilis Majesty's

' Forces, Mr. C. Walker and Mr. W. Bolton.

J

Mr. Bolton, is a cage maker, and has closed

! down his business until the end of the war,

when he hopes that all his customers will

! again patronise him.—K. Norton, Hon. See.

Harrogate C.B.S.

j

Please add to your Roll of Honour of Cage
Bird fanciers the following :

—Mr. John
H. Walker, A.O.C., and Mr. G. Ire-

land, R.E. These two fanciers are well-

known. having gained many prizes with York-
shire Canaries. The latter was the breeder

of the Unflighted Yellow Yorkshire Hen which
won at Sheffield last week, and was claimed

at £5 5s. We wish them every success.—G.

H. Bari well, Hon. Sec.

“The Sunflower Seeds I advertised in CAGE
BIRDS of Nov. 6th were all sold out before I

got my copy for November 13. Some parcels

were sent a considerable distance, 300 miles or

more from Bearsted. I had orders from the

Isle of Wight, Dcvonport, Liverpool, Hudders-

field, West Hartlepool, etc. I hope to grow a

larger quantity next year.’*—AY. BENNETT
(Bearsted).

i

“ Thirty two replies to my advert, up to

to-day (Sunday). Fanciers making enquiries

might enclose a stamp, my stock is not unlimited,

and the Post Office a mile away. Am busy

returning money this post.’’—T. H.AYTER
( Beeston).

Wed. & Thurs., Dec. 8 & 9.
Held in the Halsey Hall, Con-
servative Club, High Street.

pr- OUR GOOD POINTS
A tine Hall, a splendid Train Service from all parts, extended Classification, with
substantial Prize Monev promptly paid, and careful management. Popular Judges --

H. Norman (Canaries), A. Silver (British), R. J. Watts (Foreign).

Entries close Dec. 4th.

SEND AT ONCE FOR SCHEDULE R
«ora.
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^PAINTING AND ENAMELLING

K SHOW AND OTHEfi CAGES
(Continued from page 243.)

KL
_ ~

By

R. T. Campbell

(Dunfermline).

V late many show cages have been made
t

driers, as the black pigment needs more driers

up with three-ply wood, and although than white lead. fhen finally use black

enamel, although personally 1 like to use as

cl iauan cot from some coach

]0 up with three-ply

this makes a very light cage and

caves time in the dressing of the wood, the

grain of the wood is much, rougher, and

sometimes, even although it is picked wood,

we find a r^gedness in it which does not

make a very nice surface for painting on.

Moreover, you will find that
,

three-ply wood

springs at the joints much easier than

ordinary woods, and is apt to show open

joints before long.
.

To treat wood which is open in the grain

giv
disteinpe

with the aid of a flat knife, scraper

plane iron,

a finish a good japan got from some
painter. If you let the black enamel or

japan stand by the fire a short time, or on
the hob of the kitchen range with the lid

removed, it will work more freely, and this

also helps to harden it.

For the re-enamelling of wire cages, such

as Border Fancy or -Yorkshire show cages, 1

expect anyone will find ways and means of

making a decent job of the outside, but some

Correspondence.
Thanks from Gallipoli.

Sin,— 1 want to say how very thankful I

am to you for copies of your splendid paper,
1 Iage Brims, which J received on Nov. 1. 1

The Trouble of the “ Sweating n

Hen.
Sir,—From Mr.' Smitheeon’s reply 1 urn

afraid he lias - not learned much wisdom.
shall distribute the extra copies, and try to

j

despite his great experience. I can give him

ive it a. coat of oil first;, then with a little.' ht.tle ingenuity is required to make the same

istemper or duresco m the stiff state, and
j

job of the interior. Some of these cages are
F

id of a flat knife, scraper, or m^tde on a punch-bar frame, and made to

draw a little of either over the
|

detach from the, base of the cage. You should

surface of the .wood, when you will find the

“pores” are all tilled up. Let this harden,

after which give it all a slight damp with

cold water and polish it all oyer with the

pumice stone again. When the cage is dry

again give it a second coat of oil paint, sand-

paper down again, apply a coat of flat paint,

and then enamel for a finish.

The Use of Size or Glue
I have read from time to time in Cage

Bures letters in which the writers recom-

mend a coat of size or thin glue as a ground

work , or ...priming coot, but in my opinion

this is not a. system that can be recom-

mended ;
it is far too ready to crack, clip,

or peel off. If you are .pressed for time on

your job, better give the new wood a thin

coat of spirit varnish first. This will save !

time, as it dries in a few minutes, and you

can proceed to paint over it after having

sandpapered it over and fdled up any holes.

As regards the painting of loose fronts, lay

them out on a piece of paper and dab the.

paint, as it makes a better job than trying

to paint them as you would do anything in

the ordinary circumstances.

For the painting of flight or breeding cages ..

I prefer oil paint and enamel to distemper then try and reproduce it.

or “Duresco”; I find it more profitable in !

11 “ - ~ CI ~~ c "'

the end ;
one cannot wash with any freedom ;

any of these cold water paints,- and in the
j

ease of breeding cages, when you wish to

start off each round in the most healthy con-

dition, enamel can be washed over, dried,

and the birds replaced in a few minutes,

whereas when you re-distemper a; cage, it

takes at least three hours before you can run

back the birds with safety.

You will find it much easier to do the out-

side than the inside of your box cages. If

they be new cages you can use spirit varnish
j

first, if you like, or give two coats of oil I

paint, then a coat of flat black, but if you

prepare the black paint yourself, see that

vou arc a little more liberal with the patent

find no difficulty in doing up these cages,

provided yon have a brush very short in the

handle, cut down in fact to the top of the

binding
;

but the easiest plan is to gently

remove the bottom of the cage and proceed

to use the short-handled brush and then re-

fasteu the bottom by using a fine wire nail.

When washing any of your cages, never use

a strong solution of soda, it surely will take

the face or finish off your paint or enamel,

but always use a little disinfectant in the

water.

Never Leave Brushes About.
Never leave your paint or enamel brushes

lying out, or in the paint for any length of

time, but place them in. a hardware pot with

water well up on the binding.

It is not within the scope of this article

to treat on the various shades of paint and
enamel used at the present day on the show
cages in use, except you are compelled by the

particular specialist club you may be showing
under. Pay attention while visiting any

!
good show to the colour of the show cages

: used by the leading exhibitors, and if you
are convinced that the colour of tlie'-cage. is

helping to enrich the plumage of the bird.

get some recruits for the Fancy on our return

home.
S. Woods.

Mediterranean Expeditionary Force.

Booming the Yellowhammer.

More Specials Offered.

Sir,—I read with interest the announcement
in your issue of Nov. 20 of Mrs. Dalton’s fine

offer of a 10s. special for a Yellowhammer at

Cardiff, and doubtless Cage Birds will duly

tell us something of the winner.
1 would like to see other societies expand

eonie start in years, and quality, -of the

variety lie names, but 1 may say I have lost

hundreds of pounds worth of birds through
this so-called “sweating” business, and still

I do not blame the ' birds, but the bteeder.

I for one cannot accept his theory, for 1 have
always found the hen that cleans her nest

best and longest brings forth the most and
best developed young.

J. BASTOCK ,

A Ha'l for London’s Proposed
Great Show.

Sir,

—

I n Cage Birds of Saturday last I

themselves a bit in the Bunting class, and if
j

note you hint at the possibility of a big

tdie
j

London show being held early next year.
r

I o

this

But very often you find it a. difficult job

to carry forth the exact shade in your eye

until you continue to make , the experiment.

Well, one good plan is to ask your painter

for an old colour sample board (these boards

are about twelve inches square), and you will

find something like 50 different shades of paint.

Cut this board up into suitable sizes that can

be carried in the vest pocket, and at the next

show you visit, spot the cages and make a
mark on your boards against the particular

shade you wish to copy. Many a good
wrinkle can be picked up this way, and after

i
you have mastered the cage question perhaps

|

you may be able to “ keep in ” yv ith the

"better-half by applying your artistic tastes in

making “ The House Beauti ful.”

there are any other .societies giving

Yellowhammer a run who care to

modest specials in • kind (books, .etc

be pleased to make an offer to the
dozen applicants after publication of

letter.

A. S. Reeve.

33, Shortridge Terrace,

,
Neweastle-on-Tyne.

The Novice Question: A Moot
Point.

Sir,—I have won several first prizes in.

open competition in the United States, but

have hot won one in the open in this country.

I should be glad if you would inform me if

I am eligible to compete in “ Novice ’ in
i

England, or if I should have to enter in open ;

classes.

F. A.
,

[This is a point which, we think, has not >

yet arisen m England, and, as we have never .

met with a similar case, we hesitate to give !

an opinion. We should be inclined, however, 1

to say that our correspondent, having won :

in open competition, should exhibit as a !

champion. We should be glad to hear our

readers’- views- on the point. Possibly the

birds which “ F. A.” had to compete against
i

in the U.S.A. were not by any means of the
]

quality to be met in our own open classes,

and this might be a factor to be considered

in coming to a decision.—Editor Cage Birds.]

Watford Crisis Over.

The Annual Show to be Held as Usual.

o accept !
those who have the matter under corisidera-

), 1 shall
j

tint), may I suggest as a venue the People’s

first half- Palace in the Mile End Road? Only a few

w

J

I find on reference to my pedigree book
i that her ancestors on the female side were
! invariably labelled “pm!® in colour.” 1

'account for this peculiarity in the follotv-

j

ing manner : Some two or three years ago

j

I was engaged in building up a strain of

ITH pleasure I accede to the Editor’s
j

Muling hens, hoping by this means to

request to furnish a few particu-
j
breed a much-coveted clear Mule. I pro-

HOW I BRED MY
WHITECANARY.
By E. WILCOX (New Sawley).

rs concerning the White Canary
j

ceeded to carry out my own idea to attain

xhibited this season. The bird is
j

my object, viz., to breed only from the
lar

I have exhibited

a hen, possessed of really good Norwich
properties, and in this respect could hold

her own in good company. I have

only exhibited her once, previous to the

present season. This was at Long Eaton,

under Mr. J. H. Roe, when she beat my
best huff hen, which had stood first at

Ilkeston, etc. I entered her as a buff hen,

to which colour she inclined when colour-

fed. I sent her to Alfreton show this sea-

son and entered her in the natural colour

class, when 1 suppose the judge wished to

palest-coloured birds, and then to pair
father to daughter and vice versa. I cer-

tainly got my Birds very pale in colour,

and had quite fifty per cent, of variegated
Mules, whilst I found at least one clear

Mule -dead in the nest at a few days old;

I suppose the good usually die young.
When I took to exhibiting Norwich

Plainheads, 1 cleared my muling stock out
with one exception, a really good huff hen,

which I decided to introduce into my
strain of Norwich. I quite think that to

iisqualify her, but accepted the commit- this hen belongs the honour of being great

tee’s decision to let her remain. I main-

tain that white is her natural colour.

What say the critics?

Bred from a good-coloured huff cock and
yellow hen, both clear, I noticed when in

her nest feather she was unusually pale

in colour. I hoped by colour feeding to

improve this, but was unsuccessful. I did

not exhibit her, as stated above, because
j

moment to belittle any kind
of her pale colour, knowing that I could ! modestly affirm that there are

not hope to win when T had to sacrifice

colour. I therefore decided not to colour-

feed her this season, intending to exhibit

her in the natural colour classes, when
to my surprise she moulted out dear
white. I sold a huff hen from this bird

last season, and I learn from the buyer
that she also 1ms bred a pure white lien.

great-grandmother of the white specimen
now in my possession. 1 sometimes think
that if I had persevered in my way of

breeding milling lions I might ere this

have bred a pure white Mule.
But I must not dream of what might

have been, but rather look at things as

they are, and whilst not wishing for a

of bird, I

few things

more beautiful than a good exhibition

Norwich Plainhead Canary.
If these few remarks give as much plea-

sure to some fancier in the reading as to

myself in the writing, I shall he amply
repaid for any little time spent for the

good of the Fancy in general and our

paper in particular.

Sir,—

I

t gives me great pleasure to an-

nounce that Watford C.B.S. will be able to

hold its show in the Halsey Hall as originally

intended. The Military Authorities have noti-

fied that they will not require this hall for

the present, and they have been informed

that the premises are let for Dec. 8 and 9.

All we ask now is l'or the liberal support of
; the son

the Fancy, as a reward for our efforts to
J

“keep the flag flying.” A liberal classifica-

tion for Canaries and British, in addition to

an exceptional one for foreign birds, is pro-

vided, for an entry fee of Is. 6d. We are in

negotiation with the railway company to get

some better arrangements to facilitate the

despatch of the exhibits at the close of the

show, thereby remedying the inconvenience

of last year. ’ There is a good train service

from Euston and a through service of fifteen

minutes from South London by the Bakerloo,

via Willesden. We trust the Fancy will sup-

port us both by exhibiting and visiting our

show, and then we shall feel amply rewarded.

R. J. Pretty.

The Value of Wild Seeds to

Exhibition Britishers.
Sir,—Many Sheffielders will be pleased, as

I am myself, that vour artist displayed his

undoubted ability by depicting my winning

Greenfinch in your last issue. Some corres-

pondence has recently taken place in your

columns concerning the merits or demerits

of feeding British birds on wild seeds during

the moult*. A few words of my experience,

1 hope, may not be considered out of place.

My birds are moulted out of doors, and are

given all the wild seeds they will eat whilst

in season. I have the advantage of growing

roost of the wild seeds in my garden. My
birds have an abundance of this fresh wild

food as required, and during this time the

ordinary seeds in the pots are mostly un-

touched, the birds showing a decided prefer-

ence for the former. The wild seeds and

foods (with plenty of water for bathing and

drinking) arc all the “colour food iny birds

days ago, one of the Kennel Clubs held a

most successful show there, and I believe I

am correct in saying that in past years many
a good cage-bird show lias been held in this

fine building; so why not again?
A. W. Farmer.

Hon. Asst. Sec., Leyton C.B.A.

A Mistake Made en Route.
Sir,—Would you inform your readers as to

the reason my birds were not at Haltwhistle
show? They were sent off on Thursday night,

but arrived home again on Saturday morn-
ing, never having been at the show. Another
box of birds from Brechin went by the same
train and arrived all right. Could all ex-

penses be recovered from the railway com-
pany?

Joh.v Craig.

[If the fault was clearly that of ihe rail-

way company—this would seem to have been

the case—then Mr. Craig should certainly

claim of them the return of the amount paid

for carriage on the outward journey, also the

amount of his entry fees at the show.

—

Editor, “C.B.”]

Do Birds Kill Imprisoned Young ?
Sir,—I read with interest in ycur valuable

paper of the 13tli Nov. the letter on the

above. I think I car. give you an instance

which bears out Mr. Green’s case. An uncle

of 'mine got two young Thrushes, and placed

them in a farmer’s garden one Friday after-

noon within reach of the parent birds. Going

ever to see the farmer on the following Sun-

day, his soil passed the remark that the

Thrushes were all fight. My uncle and the

farmer went and smoked their pipes in the

greenhouse, which was situated in the garden.

They had been there about an hour when
came back and said the Thrushes

were dead. When they went to the cage

there the birds were lying with their legs

pointing skywards.
Curious.

Another Aspect of the Novice
Question.

Sir,—Being a regular reader of your paper.

Cage Birds, I should be greatly obliged if

you will let me know what constitutes a

novice. I was at a recent show, and heard

a lot of remarks concerning the winner of

novice open cup. He lives in the same house

as his father, also his father has
^
got a great

interest in the birds that won. Now I would

like to know whether he should not have

been showing in open classes, considering his

father is an open champion, but was -not

showing at this show, only his son. Another

exhibitor entered li is wife’s birds in the novice

class, but the entries were returned, stating

she was not eligible for novice, as her hus-

band was a champion, and she would have

to show in open competition. I would like

to know your opinion about two persons re-

siding in one house. I and others I know
have always been of opinion that where two

exhibitors resided in one house, and one was

champion, the other had to show in open.

Why I am asking you this is because a raw

novice run him a dead heat with points for

cup, only losing it because the winner had

more prize money to pick up. I consider it

hard lines on beginners if this is allowed to

go on at open shows, but I will leave it with,

you. trusting you will give me a fair and

plain answer ill vour next issue.
r " Novice.

[The show rules of most societies with which
r". '

f .I, ; we arc acquainted distinctly state that all.

have, yet they receive pra.se
j exh i b Lto, s residin- in the same house must

in your show reports, and. do well on the

show benches. - I do not wish to insinuate

that there are not some very good birds ex-

hibited that are moulted .on, hard seed and

colour food. I. however, have a- prefciemc

for the food the British bird is most used to

in its wild state, also to get them to the

nearest approach to their natural colour.

P. Walsh.

show in the highest section in which, any one

of them may' have to compete. Thus if one

is

We we..
, ...

the -rule governing Hie novice sections at

shows—it obtains at the Crystal Palace.

Editor Cage Birds.]

(CORRESPONDENCE continued on next page.)

iem may iicivt; tu

champion all must show as champions,

were under the impression that this was
ffovopnimr liovioo SOOtiOTlS Clt oil
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Con I in u ail from previous pane.

The British Roller CC.
Young Bird Points Competition.

Sin,—As exhibitors are willing ms with
regard to their position ro the Provincial
allow, kindly ir.uko it known that the
It.ll.O.O. Young Bird I’oint Competition does
not take place at that show. Exhibitors can
please themselves about sending their birds
tor competition ; at the same time they
must hear in mind that atiy points they may
score will nob count in the li.U.C.C, Young
Bird Point Competition.

J. W. Nonius,
Hon. Sec. British Roller C.C.

Short Entries and the Cause.
Sir,

—

We often read about short entries. I

think the rules and classes should be mado to
suit all fanciers. I am a great fancier of the
Goldfinch, and 1 have bred mules about 70
years. I generally keep 4 or 5 Croldi.es and
J think 1 have, the best now that I have ever
had. 1 had a great desiro to enter it at
Newcastle show, but found there are seven or
eight classes each for the Canaries and only
the half one for such a popular bird as the
Goldfinch -the. Bullfinch enjoys the other half.

How the judge can give satisfaction with two
birds having no resemblance to each other 1

cannot think. Ho would bo entitled to a.

medal. If 1 was judge I would pass on to the
next class, and they might cast lots for the
lirst prize. I think, too, that nine in a
class is too many for the half-prize, money
limit. dust imagine the judge awarding you
first prize, and when you go to get it you are
told that you aro only entitled to half prize
money, as there are only nine birds in the
class. Wo live in excitable times.

William Richardson.

A Charity Show at Bristol.
Sir,—I beg- the favour of space to refer to

Bristol Show, classification of which is ap-
pearing, I believe, in Cage Birds this week.
All profit on the show is to bo given to tho
.'Bristol Police and Fire Brigade Children’s
Homo. This is especially fitting, for no less

than 243 of tlfe Bristol Police and Fire Bri-

gade have joined the colours, and I know
others anticipate doing so. I may add
that since tho war commenced, the commit-
tee of the Home have made no appeal what-
ever to tho public for a penny.
With regard to our own society, I may

mention that at least three, of our present
small executive committee have joined the
colours, and another recent member holds a
commission in tho R.F.A. We have been
obliged to curtail our classification somewhat,
but this does not affect the cage bird Ejection

so much as others, for we shall have a very
line special room available for the cage birds,

lighted solely from the top, and absolutely
free from all possible draught. The pre-

paration of catalogue will naturally be more
difficult in these times of shortage of labour,

and I would therefore appeal to fanciers not
only to help a most deserving cause by send-
ing entries, but also to assist us by sending
early.

H. Brooks,
President, Bristol F.A.

Birds as Tame as Dogs.

The Young Goldfinch that Gladly
Returned Home.

Sir,—

A

propos of Mrs. M. J. Parker’s
riiarming account of a Chaffinch's friendship,
I could, .as a result of a life experience of
birds, give many similar stories. I recall one
incident that occurred 20 years ago in the
county of Durham. I presented to my sister
n “grey pate” Goldfinch, which became very
tamo and was a great pet. He was allowed
much liberty in the living room of the family,
and ono day escaped through a window acci-
dentally left open. Ho flew straight over
the fields to a wood hard by. Several miners,
who aro inveterate bird lovers, assisted ray
gister in an effort to recover him, but eventu-
ally ho was lost to view. On tho following
day £ suggested Another attempf, without
outside help. My sister carried the cago in
her hand and walked through the wood call- I

iug “ Goldie, Goldie.” Soon we heard his
voice approaching, and presently Goldie
perched in a tree over our heads and sang
with all his might. The cage was put on
the ground, and wo stood a few yards away.
Without hesitation “Goldie” flew down and
•entered, allowing us to walk up and make
him a happy “ prisoner ” again. Ife exhibi-
ted the greatest delight on being restored to
his old home.

F. T. U.
[Wo are sure our readers would be delighted

to hear of the further instances mentioned
1 our rr.rv r, , -it.—Editor Caok PraBS.!

'Jhe Sflows.
BRECHIN.

(Report of Show concluded from page 250.)
MIJLIi OR H Y II. (0): I, Mackic, Goldie-Can., plan'll

col., nicely ted, in the pink; 2, he, Fyfe; 2, Goldf.-
Bullf., orosfi, (looil col., nicely staged

; U. Ander-
son, sweet exhibit, in lovely plumage; vhe, Reid; c,
Black and Ilendrie. GOLD!1'. (12): 1, Palmer, wini
well, good .size, champion hlaze, A1 col. and cond.;
2, Christie, good one, not unite m> rich in col.; 3,

Adams, grand size, lovely, tanning, heat of corn!.;
vhe, lie. Black and ilendrie; e, lie-set'. BULI.F. (9)

;

1, Sykes, good size and col., lovely cap and bars,
very ©toady, grand cond.; 2, Douglas, well up in
size, A1 col.; 3, Palmer, grand cap, rich col., lovely
liars, in the pink; vhe, Steele and Sons; he, Christie;
c, Campbell. SISKIN (ft): 1. Calder, gem of (ho
first water, grand cap, col. and markings ; 2, vhe,
Black and Ilendrie, Lest of col., nice cap, lovely
wings; 3, iSyken, good size, rare cond.; he. Fyfe ; c,
BiVset. ItKDPOLL OR TWITE (11): 1, McLean, a
grand coloured Twite, nioo size. A1 markings; 2.

Campbell, Una largo Redpoll, best of col., well
turned out; 3, Sykes, Twite, good col. and mark-
ing, very steady; via:, c, Steele and Sons; he, Black
and Ilendrie. LINNET (10): 1, McLean, a gem,
good size and col., lovely whites; 2, 3, Hlrd, two
very good ones, nicely mkd., grand col., staged to
perfection; vhe, 'Sykes; lie. Black and Ilendrie; c,

Creig. GRKKNF. (10): 1, Sykes, a atormer, well
up in size, col., and markings, steady as a rock;
2, Calder, good size and col.

; 3, Fyfe, Black and
Hendrlc. BRIT. HEN (•,)): l, Robertson, very
pretty Crossbill, ill grand feather; 2, Adam, Chaf-
finch, steady, rare cond. ; 3, c, Creig, Thrush, good
feather, lovely markings; vhe, Sykes; lie, Swankie.
A.o. BRIT (14): a grand class: 1, Sykes, lovely
11 clinch, tight in ‘feather, rare cond.; 2, Robert-
rx,

.
staged to perfection, very steady, best of plum-

age; 3, Mackic, lovely Chaffinch, good col.; vhe,
swankie; he, Douglas; c, Black and Hcndrie. FOR.:
I. Swankie, wins well, in splendid feather; 2 Robert-
son. SELL, i.ft); 1, Weir; 2, J. Adam; 3, Creig;
vhe; Douglas; he, Fyfe; e. Black and Ilendrie.
GIFT (It)): 1, Mitchell; 2, Craig; 3, Wilson; vhe,
Sinclair; he, Crabb and Finlayson; c, Adams.

N.W. GLASGOW.
Third Annual Show, Nov. 20, in the Blythswood

Halls, a very comfortable room for the purpose,
being roomy and l'reo from draughts. Nearly 350
birds were neatly ^staged on tho three tier principle
all round tho four sides. Despite the miserable
weather visitors turned out gamely, tho hall being
packed from end to end. Owing to tho dense fog
birds were far from being at their best, which
must have caused tho judges considerable trouble,
as the judging wan done in gas-light, but was got
through in good time. Tho management were «
very capable body of fanciers; Sec. P. Houston is
obliging and courteous to all, and is strongly sup-
ported by Pres. R. B. Gibb, vice-pres. P. Thorn and
J. Stewart, jun. ; committee, Messrs. Philips, Pater-
son, Findlay, Loan, Adams, Brovvu, Taylor, Craw-
ford, and Stewart. The six valuable , trophies
were on view, t lie winners are: Best young Scotch
Fancy, J. Young; young Nor., also young (rung)
bird, P. Houston; young Bord., W. Loan; best
young Yorks., J. E. Pinnock; Brit., E. Taylor.
Judges were: Scotch Fancy, J. Smith. Howood, and
(1. Biackstock, Glasgow; Nor., W. Grewar, Loch-
gelly

;
Bord., J. Craig. Brechin; Yorks., J. McLeulan,

Renfrew
; Brit., A. W. Watson, Edinburgh.

YOENG BIRDS, NOR., CL. YELL. CK. : I, Thom,
good size, ft'ne head, neck, and col. ; 2, Gallacher,
better qual,, nice head 'and front, even col; 3,
Cummings, GriA. head, wet when judged, good size
and subs.; 4, 5, Cummings. BUFF: 1, Burt, fine
head, neck, and qua!., could do with more subs.; 2,
Crawford, good head, neck, front, and qua!., shade
smaller; 3, Burt, nice size, and subs., trifle rough;
4, 5, Houston; G, Stewart. VAR. YELL. CIC. : 1,
Thom, almost 4-ptd., medium size, fine head and
neck, short flights; 2, Cruwiord, green, capital qual.
and col., line front and head. BUFF: 1, 7, Thom,
almost green, nice sizo and sub, rare head anti deep
front, splendid qual; 2, 5, Gallacher, fine short body
and flights, good sizo .and qual., loses in head; 3, 4,
Stewart; 3, better size and head, fine front and
flights, fails cond..

; 6, Houston. CL. YELL. HEN:
1, Stewart, tkd. wing, fine head, neck, and qual,
neat flights; 2, 3, Crawford; 2, tkd. head, good
size, nice head, qual. ,and flights; 3, hoi col., flue
size, coarser in feather; 4, Houston. BLIT : i, 2, sp,
best young Nor., and best rung bird, Houston, rare
head, neck, and" qual., fine short body and flights;
2, 5, G, Crawford

; 2, close up, ecarceiy so bo.d
head, fine size, qual., and col., good front, neat
flights and tail; 3, Thom, grizz. neck, good sub.,
nice qual., neat wings; 4, Stewart; 7, iKuwn.
VAR. : 1, 2, 4, Crawford, I, eanital qual., fine ©cape,
neat flights and tail; 2, good size and qua..; 8, j,
Burt; 3, nice size., qual., and col.; 6, Gallacher ,,

Houston. BUFF: 1, 2, Crawford, 1, neck and \.mg
mkd- good ...al. and col., fine size; 2, capital qual.,
neat flights and tail; 3, Gallacher. BORD., CL.
YELL. CK.: I, 2, 4 sp., Loan, 1. cup, and medal
winner, best Bord., excellent qual. ami col., A1
sheen, nice round head and body, best of wing
carr., and style, correct weight

; 2, shade thin at
neck, capital qual col. and wing carr.; 3, Brown,
paler in col., grand qual. and well braced; 5, 7,
Phillips; G, Ingram, fine class. BUFF: I, 4, Brown,
1, sweet shape anil qual., nice weight and style,
faulty flights; 2, Loan, capital qual. and wing carr.;
3, Gibb, excellent qua!., neat flights and tail; 5, 6,
Phillips

; 7, Ingram. CL. YELL. HEN: 1, sp,
Brown, runner up, wee gem, capital ifual., very
tight in feather, fine wing carr., nice head and
body; 2, 3, 4, Loan, 2, close up, shade thin at neck ;

3, fine qual. wing carr. and style; 5, Ingram; e,
Gibb. BUFF: 1, 2. (i. Loan, 1, smooth as a bil-
liard ball, neat flights, shape, and style; 2, nico
weight, well drawn, A1 qual. and sheen; 3, 4, Pater-
son

; 3, sp, well braced flights, line shape and
style; 5, Brown. FOUL CK. : 1, 2, Loan, 1,
saddle mkd., yell., marvellous qua!, and col., neatly
made; 2, tkd. head, bull’, well drawn; 3, Ingram,
eyes and wings marked yell., neat head anil flights.
HEN: 1. Houston, grizz. front, fine qual., weight,
and wing carr.; 2, Loan, sweet shape and qual.
A.O.V. CK.: I, Houston, wing .and neck mkd., yell
capital qual, and wing carr.; 2, 3, Phillips- 2
heavily mkd. yell., grand qual., neat wings; 3,same markuigs, buff, well braced; 0, Brown; 4,
Paterson; 5, Graham. HUN: 1, Phillips, green, foul
tail, good col. aud qual.; 2. sp, Coornbc, cinn.,
solid col., nice shape and wing carr. ; 3 Houston,
cinn., lino style. YORKS., CL. YELL. CK. : 1, ap,
2, Pinnock, I, best young Yorks., capital length,
final, and col., smooth front, nice pos., crosses at
times

; 2, flue, slim type, rare qual.; 3, Gibb, nice
length anil qual.; 4, Houston, line length and type,
rf ugh in front. BUFF: I, sp, 7, Houston, 1, capital
length, neat - t slit:., well up on legs; 2, sp, Gibb,
good pos. and ©tyh- : slim typ

. good wing©.

scarcely so smooth front ; 3, Pinnock, nice flights
ami qua!., behind length; 4. «, Findlay; 5, Boullet.
YliLI. 11ICN: 1, Pinnock, fine length, pos. aud style,
nice ijucil.

; 2, Boullet, slim built, good qual. and
wings, nice lies.; 3, Gibb., slim type; 4. Houston.
BUFF: 1. 3, Pinnock, I, capital qual. and flights,
smooth front; 2, mkd. wings, same stamp; lm
Gibb, line type, good quuL; 4, sp, Houston. A.O.V.
CK.: 1, 2, Pinnock, hcad'and wing mkd., rare col.
«nd leiigt'h, neat head; 2, neck and wing mkd. bulf,
line lerigt, qual. and pos.; 3, Gild), even mkd.
bull. HEN : 1, Gild), even mkd., bull, line qual.,
good wings. SCOTCH FANCY, CL. YELL.: 1,
Phillips, fine, snaky head and neck, good length of
side, nice shoulders, pos., aud stylo; 2, Thom.
BUT'! : 1, Swan.-on, rare bizo and thickness, nice
head and neck, prominent shoulders, gels tail well
under; 2, Young, lighter, got up, flue head and
'Rck ; 3. Hannah, fine shoulders; 4, Pringle. YELL.
HEN : 1, Swanson, fine drive and action, takes pos.
smartly, not a big one; 2, sp, Hannah, gets head
well down, flue shoulders

; 3, Young, nice length of
side. BUFF: 1, Young, nice head and neck, good
shoulders and action; 2, Hannah, flue action; 3,
Phillips

;
4. sp, John Young; 5, Pringle. YELL.

PIK'D: 1, Phillips, line length of side and action;
2, John, young, nice pos., nervy; 3, 4, Pringle.
BIFF: l, 2, J. Young, green, snaky head and neck,
good pos.; 2, green, lino action; 3, 4, Pringle; 3,
Pied, nice length of side. HEX : 1, sp, best S.F.,
J. Young, good action, gets tail well under; 2,
Swanson, green, nice head, neck, and shoulders.
BUFF: J. Jardine, nice length of side, good should-
er.-); 2, 3, Pringle; 2, fine thickness, pos., and
style; 3, Green, slow in action.- MULE AND HYB.

:

1, 2. Campbell: 1, var. Goldie, fine size and eoinh,
bit wild; 2, dark grcenic, good size and col. OLD
BIRDS, NOR., YELL. CK.: J, Stewart, cl., line
size, rare head, front, and dual; 2, Gallacher, good
size and qual., bit browed; 3, Findlay, good size and
col.; 4, Crawford; 5, Cummings; 0. Taylor; 7,
Houston. BUIV: 1, Gallacher, var., rare size and
subs, of body, fine qual.; 2, Houston, var., shade
small, nico qual. anil col.; 3, a, J. Thom, fine
size: 4, P. Thom; G, Hurt; 7, Findlay. YELL.
HEN.: 1, Stewart, excellent qual., good size and
subs., fine head

; 2, Burt, mkd. wing, fine size and
subs

; 3, .1. Thom, nice front and qual.; 4, Craw-
ford; 5, Stewart; «, Houston. BUFF: ], 3, Craw-
ford, 1, grand stamp, line short cobby body, good
head and neck; 3, fine front and qual.; 2, Paterson
claimed, good size aijd qual.; 4, Gallacher; 5, 7,
Stewart; G, Houston. NON FED. : 1, Gallacher,
huff var., rare size und subs.; 2, 4, G, Stewart; 2,
yell, var., our choice, fine shape and qual., good
head and size, short body and flights

; 3, 5, Houston

;

3, cl. buir, nice size and equai; 7, Graham. BORD.
YELL. CK.: 1, 4, Loan, bright eye and wing mkd.,
imely ma<le, A1 qual. ; 2, Phillip*, cl., *>wect qual.
and shape ;’3, Findlay, green, nicely laced; 5, Pater-
son. BUl'F: 1. 3, Loan, both cl., nico qua!, and
wing carr.; 2, 4, Findlay; 2, cinn.; 4, green. YELL.
HEN: 1, Findlay, green, good qual. and col.; 2,
Loan, cl., neat wings, and shape. BUFF: 1, Brown,
tkd., splendid qual., well braced; 2, 3, Paterson"; 2,
tkd. neck; 3, var., both capital qual. and typical;
4, Ingram ; 5, Loan

; G, Graham. YORKS, YELL.
CK.: 1, Pinnock, rare length, qual., and col., neat
head, neck, and shoulders, good pos. ; 2, J. Hous-
ton, fine ©lender type, nice qual. and col.; 3, sp,
Findlay, good length and style, welt up on legs;
4, sp. Bullet. BUFF: 1, sp, Pinnock, great length,
fine qual., good wing©, style, and pos. YELL.
HEN: 1, Boullet, eyes and wing mkd., medium
length, nice qual., clean front, good wing carr.;
2, Pinnock, el., very fine qual., smooth front,
better length, fails wings; 3, Findlay, good length
and pos. BUFF: 1, Pinnock. heavily var., plenty
of length, good qual., nicely balanced wings, stands
well; 2, sp, Houston, el., capital qual. pos. and
style, neat wing carr.

; 3, 4, 5, Findlay, nico trio,
good Jength and style. SCOTCH FANCY, CK.: 1,
3, 4, St.ewart, jun.; 2, 7, Pringle; 5, Jardine; C,
8, Phillips. HEN : 1, 2, 4, Stewart, jun. ; 3, Phillips;
5, Swanson; C, Jardine; 7, Young. A.O V CAN • 1
Brown, crest. MULE OR HYB..: ], 2, 4, McNicol!
1, almost cl. Goldie mule, fine qual. and to!., well
put down; 2, very nice col. Linnet-Bullie, fine size,
©hows cross well

;
S, Campbell ; 5, Brown. GOLD-F.

:

1, 8, McNicol, fine square cut face, of good size,
iu full bloom, good tarra and whites; 2, Taylor, F.M.
grand face, tannings, and flights, nice size and
shape

; 3, Henderson, nice face, well up in col.,
scarcely so expansive, fine order; 4, ©p, Adams- 5,

'

Mansion; <>, Swanson; 7, Campbell. BULLF. :
1,’

Taylor, good size, shape, and col., fine cap and bars’
2, Davidson, good ©tamp, shade paler in col., rare
("«P. prominent wing bars. LINNET: 1. sp, David-
son. rare size aud shape, finely laced front, well

|

closed, in good flights and back; 2, 3, J. Brown,
|

grand pair; 2, better col. than winner, more open
front ; 3, .name stamp, good col. and cond.

; 4,
Taylor; 5, Campbell; 6, 7, A. Brown. GREENF. :

1. Henderson, grand stamp, buff, rare head, neck,
and front, rich flights, fine size, shape, and col. ; 2,
David, on, yell., capital col. and qua!., good size,
shape and cond.

; 3, Campbell, yell., fine shape, cob,
and size, good order; 4. Mansop; 5, Gibb- G, J
Brown; 7, A. Brown. SISKIN, ETC.: 1, Taylor; 2,
3, Davidson

; 4, 0, Campbell
; 0, A. "Brown. LESSER

REDPOLL: 1, 4, 0, A. Brown, 1, grand size, cobby
shape, neat bib, rare col. and cond., finely laced;
2, .1. Brown, close, race, more cobby, difrker tone,
good size and shape,. behind in lacing; 3, Taylor; 5,
Campbell

; 7, Gibb. CHAF’F. : 1, Manson, grand
size, shape, and cob, fine head, good whites; 2, 5,
G, Adams; 2, hot' cob, raro size, shape, pure in
whites, close race; 3, J. Brown, another fine, one,
grand size and shape, ©hado paler

; 4, Taylor, good
class. BRAMBLE.: 1, Davidson, rare sizo, hot col.
well down, good spangling, fine shape and comb • 2
Taylor, close up; 3, 5, G, A. Brown; 4, Manson; 7,
Adams. BUNTING: 1, Henderson, grand Yellow
capital cob and marking, nice V, good size, shape
and cond.; 2, Taylor. Corn; 3. 4, A. Brown. 1IEN:
1, Manson, Bramble.; 2, McNicol, Bailie; 3
Taylor, Bramble!.

; 4, Gibb. Siskin. SMALL BRIT.

:

i. 2. sp, Taylor, Grey Wagtail, Glasgow winner,
wonderful cond., fine size and cob, well staged ; 2,
Davidson, Bearded Tit, rare order; 3, 4, Taylor; 3,
White Wagtail pure in col. capital cond. LARGE:
1, sp, best Brit, 1, Taylor, Great Grey Shrike!
getting very rare, put down in hi© usual grand style;
2, Adams, magnificent Blaekie, great" size, '.and
sheen, rare beak and legs, well put down; 3, Hender-
son, grand Waxwing, very rare qual. of feather,
wonderful col. and cond.; 4, C. A. Brown; 5, Loan.
FOR. GOLDF. : 1, Henderson, rare deep face, full
bloom, good size, pure in whites

; 2. Taylor, fine
width of face, scarcely so rich; 3, Adam©; 4, Mc-
Nicol. PAIRS: 1, Houston; 2, 3, Crawford, Nor.
BOIU).: 1, J. Houston. YORKS. : 1, 2, sp, J.
Houston. (SCOTCH FANCY: 1, Jardine; 2, Young;
3, Stewart, jun.; 4, Phillips. HYB.; 1, Campbell.
GIFT, 12 entries were forwarded, kindly given by
Mesers. Gibb, P. Thom, Crawford, Loan, Pringle,
Young. J. Thoip, J. Brown, Coombie, Paterson, J.
Housioo, P. Houston; four specials were allotted to
Die firs! four bird-; judge's slip with awards inias-

READING.
The Fanciers of Reading once more succeeded In

holding a very fine exhibition in the Palmer's Halt
on .Nov. 17. Although tho collection \va*> slightly
>« lo\v previous years in numbers, it waa neverthe-
lew* a grand display, and tho open classes filled ex-
cellently. It was in tho members' section that
the fahing oil occurred, and this through the many
men at the front or engaged at war woric. Quality
was of the very highest class, and one could not
wudi to sec a better collection of tho popular varie-
ties Tho committeo this year added a couple
oi Border classes with excellent results, and will
no doubt extend them another time

; tho birds
staged; were some of the best of tho Southern bird*.
Norwich were a grand lot, type, quality, and size
being well represented. Mr. Saunders, ol‘ Ha.de-
mciR, won in yell, und buff cocks, with two beauties,
taking the special with the' yellow for best Norwich.
Ibt: unhighted buff claw was a good one, and very
litiie .'• pa rated the winners. Mr. Silk's birds ar-
rived too late for judging, although sent off in good
tune the day before. In this matter this exhibi-
tor lias been particularly unfortunate, his birds
being late for tho L. ami P.Odft. dhow, and only
arriving just in time at Bedford. Yorks, were a.

very i-evei lot, and needed careful sorting over,
some of tile winners were very lino specimens. The
special for iiest in the ©liow wa© secured by a
lovely yell, unflighted owned by Mr. Last, n first
year champion who is doing remarkably well. Al-
though the members' section was not ©o full as on
previous occasion© the quality was quito lip to tho
mark, and we heard of several of tho winners
changing hands at tho catalogue prices, the total
sales amounted to J217 2s. Cd. As usual the -For-
eign sveuon was particularly choice and attracted
quite its share of attention from tho visitors. Mr.
A. dilvei did remarkably well, staging a winner in
evciy class. The management was all that one
coiud desire, and everything was in proper order
and io.- this vhe society and exhibitors have to
tba.is Mr. O. C. Smith, the secretary, who is quito
keen, ami a real worker, his committee consisting

.oi Vue following fanciers Messrs. Monday, chair-
man; Brooker, vice.; Yates, Dearlove, Laurence,
Mc-adowcraft, George IVewin, Eggieton, Larcoin.
l-y..e, and Foster, all worked well. The hall is
well lighted, and beautifully warmed, and a little
niu.-ic was provided during the afternoon and even-
ing. Mr. 11. Norman judged.
NOR. I ELL. (12): l, vac, Saunders, very fine,

short, in,ex set bird, good head and wings, rich
CO), and lovely silky feather; 2, Scars, the Bedford
winner, gland head, full Bullfinch neck, scarcely so
dec|) -3 leader, but very hot col. and qual.; 3, lie,
Lovegiove, not quite so massive, but a real Nor.,
ali over, and well put down; c, Stubbs Bros. BUFF
(12); 1, he, Saunders, not the largest in the class,
but excelling in type, qual. of feather, and general
proportions, a real Norwich; 2, Love-grove, wonderful
size, and good in typo, and wing carr., scarcely so
meely proportioned as winnor, but quito worthy
of its position

; 3, Greaves, not a monster, but quite
good, lull head, anti neat clean cut, and nicely
biaccd wings, grand qual.; vhe, c, Noyce; he.
HEN© (.ft): 1, Frost and Rogers, wonderful size for
a yei.oiv lady, beautifully proportioned and tilled in,
lull head and neck, nicely cut away; 2. Gough and
Loach, another charmer, not a monster for a buff,
but beautifully shaped, clean cut, excellent wing
carr., .ovely qual.; 3, Greaves, good yell., nice type,
although scarcely so lull fronted as leader, neat
head, good wings and tail, and fine con. ; vhe, Saund-
ers; iic, Scars; c, Kerr. UNl-LIO. YELL. (0): I,
Gough and Leach, grand size, bold front, full head
and neck, capital wings, nice tone of col., excel-
lent qua!., should make up well

; 2, Fellow, beauty,
quite as good on points, nicely rounded in lrout.
scarcely so deep in col.; 3, Saunders, quite tile typo
aud style, red hot col., lovely qual. feather, not
quite so massive ; vhe, Larcoin. BUFF (Mi) : a
real good class, the leader, Saunders, a bird of mar-
vellous col. for a buff, massive, full fronted, neat,
full bead and neck, nice short v.ings and tail; 2.
Sears, charming wing mkd., excellent type, almost
perfection, just a crossing of the wings spoils tho
outline, otherwise a gem; 3, vhe, Lovegrove, another
good one, fine size, very typical, nicely proportioned,
good qual., well up with leaders; lie, Greaves

; e.
Noyce. YORKS. YELL. CK. .(13): 1, Hoyle, lovely-
wing and eyes, tkd., grand length and style, well
up on perch, nicely balanced, smart wings, neat tail,
iu the pink; 2, Cook, grand cl., long and shapely,
neat ue.oi and neck, capital wings, fine qual.;
vhe, Ruxichman, charming cinn. mkd., fine length
and style, good pos., free, nicely balanced, A1 qual.

;

he, Montague; c. Nic bolls. BUFF (5) : 1, Fulford.
the Bournemouth winner, as fit as a fiddle, a real
Yorkie, all over, wonderful feather

; 2, • 1‘inncll,
grand head, tkd., rare length of side, good wings
and tail, capital shoulders, smooth front, A1 qua!.;
3, iioyle, typical, nice pos.. neat head, grand wings,
shade rough in plumage, but when lit a good one ;

vhe, Yates; he, Clarke. HEN (ft): l, Montague,
none too clean, but a winner all over, stylish, lino
pos., nice length, neat head and good shoulders

:

2, Vulford, grand hen, but scarcely at her best

,

beautifully proportioned, grand shoulders and hack,
capital wing©; 3, he, Runchman, good buff, lino
length, stylish, well up on leg, neat wings, At qua].,
iu une fett.e; vhe. Last; c, Hoyle. UNFLIG. YELL.
(9) : 1, sp, befit Yorks., Lust, charming, fit as a,

fiddle, lovely type, grand length, tightly braced
wings, rich col., lovely qual.

; 2. Troke, another
beauty, grand length of side, good shoulders and
back, neat wings, fine qual. ; 3. Fufford, scarcely so
large, very neat and stylish, well up on leg, 11m-
pos., hot col.; vhe, Nichoiis; he, Runchman; c,

Yates. BUFF (8): 1, Fulford, another Bourne-
mouth winner, lovely 4-ptd., beautifully moulded,
(luest pos. and style, good head and shoulder, grand
qual.; 2, Troke, fine length, typical, neat head,
good shoulders, fine cond.; S, Clarke, smart wing
tkd., nicely balanced and moulded, good shoulder©
and back, lovely qual.; vhe, Nichoiis; lie, c. Runcli-
man. BORD., OLD BIRDS (14): 1, Montague,
lovely buff, grand type and style, free, neat head,
nicely rounded front, well braced wings, a© tight as
wax

; 2, 3, Last, two charming birds, leader a lovely
yell., nico size and atyle, well balanced,/ good
movement, sound cond. ; 3, buff, line qual., gram!
type, well moulded, sound eol.

; vnc. Philpot; he.
Cooper; c, Clayton. YOUNG (1«) : 1. Cooper,
charming yell., all there for type and qual., good
style, neat head, smart wings, capital cond. ; 2,
Last, good buff, grand col. and qual. of feather,
nicely rounded, capital wings, neat tail, in the pink;
3, vhe, lie, Madagan. very flue yell., grand typo
and style, good head, back, and wing, scarcely tlm
bloom of winner, but' a real Bonder, well shown.
A.O.V. (13) : a good class leader, Edwards, very lino
VAR. Crest., grand formation, good centre and
nicely drooped all round, thick and well Veined; 2,
Fillcid, grand Dutch Frill, massive, bold looking bird,
lovely even mantles, good under curia, full oC
feather, excellent qual.; 3, c, Burgess, charming
Silver Lizard, nice Bize and type, neat, even spaug-

(Continued oii next panel.
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ling, sound, rivli col., lovely con<l.; vhc, Steel; no,

lluyllflg. UOLDE (3); 1, S|>, Uowlcr, capital Kindi,

good, hold, expansive fare, olonn cut and line, rich I

col. , grand wings, good deep chestnut, in lino order ; i

2, trough, somewhat smaller, but full of qual.. full
j

blaze, of capital shape, rich chestnut breast, grand
wings: Mitchell, grand blaze and wings, hardly I

so rich in breast col., nor in quite tlie coml. ; vhc,

lie, e, lidwards. A.O.V. (7) : 1, Burrows, lovely

Redstart, line size and shape, rich col. all through,
in the nink; S, Poole, grand, massive Hawfinch,
lovely shape, good, clean cut bib, excellent col.,

in grand order; .1, Beard, nice Siskin, shapely, good
|

size, capital, dense cap, and wings, well laced, grand
!

coml.; vhc, Hubbard; he, Tilly. MULES (5): 1.

i', Lamb, charming, nearly clear Goldie Canary lead
[

ing, good size, in tile pink
; 2, Siskin-Can. .

excel-
|

lent shape, well nikd.; 3, Gorton, var. Goldie, nice
j

size, shapely, line coud UVB. (1(5): 1, 3, Lamb,
;

the now well-known Ureenfinch-ChnfDnch, leading,

lovely exhibit ; 3, Fine Goldf.-bullle, capital col.

;

2, Edwards, very full fronted, excellent col. ami
qual.; vhc, Edwards. SELL, i’l (lfi): 1, Foster;

2, Fellows; 3, Nk-liolls; vhc. Dr. Wcokes; he. Dear-

love. 12s. (id. (12): 1, lie, Dearlovc ; 2, X’oole; 3,

Dr. Weeks; vhc, Dick; c, Gongli. TOR. ,
LOVE- ,

BIRDS Oh): 1. 2, 3, vhc. Silver, a lovely team,
Madagascar Lovebird, line Yellow Budgerigars, biau- !

tiful Blue-wing Lovebirds, all in fine coml. : lie, c,

Shipton. PARROTS (-1): 1. Hon. Mrs. McLaren
.Morrison, lovely pair of yellow-headed Conurcs; 2,

Silver, good pair of red-headed Lovebirds, grand
size and col.; 3, Mrs. Buckler, massive blue-fronted
Amazon, in very fine feather. CORDON BLELS,

;

ETC. (6): 1, vhc. Silver, charming pair of gold-
j

breasted Waybills, lovely col. and plumage; 2, Hon.
Mrs. McLaren Morrison, grand pair of I’ire Finches,
nicely matched, grand feather and col. ; 3, tie, I

Hubbard, orange cheeks, good size, shapely, and
good order. JAVAS, ETC.: 1, 2, vhc. Silver, three

,

coloured Mannikins, leading, and good Comba-wm,
all in lino cond. ; 3, Hubbard, very line African
Silverbills, good col. and cond. ; lie, Shipton. A.o.S.

(7) : 1, vhc, lie, Silver, Ultramarine Combassou,
very deep blue plumage, with coral red beak and
legs, a most lovely bird; 2, c, Hubbard, grand
Jackson’s Whydah, in good order and perfect plum-
age ; 3, Hon. Mrs. McLaren Morrisoh, lovely Rain-
bow Bunting, good col and grand cond. l.NSECTiV.
(3): 1, 2, Silver, beautiful pair of Yeliow-winged
Sugar-birds, charming birds, in the best' of cond.;
2. grand purple-headed Starling, big, bold bird, of
grand col. and plumage; 3, Stuart, nice bare-eyed
Thrush, fine bold bird. ME.\1B., NOR. YELL.: 1,

2, vhc, Lovegrove
; 3. Wren; lie, Cooper. HUFF

:

1. Wren; 2, vhc, Dearlove; 3, Cooper
; he, c,

Lovegrove. HEN: 1 2, 3, Lovegrove; vhc, Lewin

;

he. Wren; c. Smith. UNFLIG.: 1, 3. Lewin; 2,
vhc, he, Lovegrove; c, Gough YORKS. BE EE : 1,

c, S-crgt. Thomas; 2, 3, xhc, Cooke; he. Shelcott,
HEX; 1, 2, vhc, Cooke; 3, he, c, Thomas. UN-
F’LIG.: 1 3, c, Thomas; 2, vhc, lie. Cooke. MULE:
1, ep, vhc, Wren; 2, c, Munday

; 3, Foster; he, Mrs.
Smitn. GOLDF. : 1, 3, Wren; 2, Gough; vhc, he,
Shelcott; c, Colburn. A.O.V. : l, Shelcott; 2, Vince;
3. Mrs. Smith; vhc. Wilson; he. Miss Garland.
AMAT., NOR.; 1, 3, vhc, Foster; 2, he, c, I-ar-

com. HEX: 1, c, Foster
; 2, 3, vhc, he, Lareom.

UNFLIG.: 1, vhc, he, Foster; 2, 3, Lareom; c,
Wilson. NOV., NOR. : 1, Hatch; 2, Wilson; 3, Col-
burn. HEX: 1, 2, Wilson

; 3. Hatch; vhc, Colburn.
UNFLIG. : 1, vhc, Wilson; 2, Hatch; 3, lie, c, Mrs.
Murton. YORKS.: 1 , 2, Towndrow

; 3, She’cott.
HEX: 1, Miss Garland; 2, Yates; 3, Hunt. VN-
FLlG. : 1 , Towndrow; 2, he, Shelcott; 3, Yates; c,
Mies Garland.

CARDIFF.
The annual sliow of the Cardiff B.S.. held 1 Nov.

37 and IS, Carlton Hotel, proved a huge success.
The officials were beaming with satisfaction a", the
great entry of nearly 1,009 exhibits. Tire staging
was arranged in three tiers, high all around the
room and down the centre, and nicely draped in
t'oyal blue, presented, a oharming effect. On tho
far Hide row upon row of Norwich, in the centre
and at the end tho Yorkshires and Borders, and
on the ot'hc-r side the Mules, Hybrids, and' British,
all at a convenient height to be sour without any
inconvenience. And such exhibits! Undoubtedly
the cream of the Fancy, afid in the pink of
condition; email wonder that the judges did not
finish their task until close on 0 o’clock. Truly
a grand response to the diligent labours of the
members of tho society and their- hard-working
committee, all of them true fancier^, leaving no
stone unturned that would' add to the success of
the show. The Chairman, Mr. S. F. Whetton, was
here, there, and everywhere, with a cheery word
for everybody, ably seconded by the Vice, Mr.
K. J. Banks, another fancier who puts his heart
into the work, and the committee-. Mesa, s K. C.
Smith; Rev. Jollift'e, E. James, D. Raymond, W.
Merrit, 8. Wiseman, P. Braiiili, J. l’earoe. A. Ball,
and A. Deere, all of whom worked with a will.

The stewards, two of the younger memben the
Rev. C. B. Jolliffe and Mr. 8 Wiseman, worked a
full eight- hours' -shift without ia murmur, and
arc to be congratulated on their efforts. The see.,
Mr. E. T-hcmas, is well known, and when we say
be did his part in his usual good stylo this speaks,
volumes. He was ably assisted by Mr. A. Ball,
xvho got through a tremendous amount of work,
and found, nothing too much trouble. We initst

also not forget another old friend, Mr. E. J.
Davies, who undertook the feeding and waterin''
of the birds. To individualise among the birds
would be almost unfair, so many real champions
were meeting together, 'while the novice petition
also contained 1 some choice exhibits, many of whom
could have given a good 1 account of theimelve; In
the champion classes. Yorks, numbered nearly 300.
Borders were £ capital display, not far short of a
hundred., in seven classes, nil full of life and
vigour. JIulcs and Hybrids were a st’iow in them-
selves. not far short of a hundred of the best in
tiro Fancy, altogether forming a wonderful col-
lection. Last, but not by any means least, the
British reelion, headed by tho Goldies, with then
scarlet, faces and golden wings, completed one of
the finest exhibitrons ever_secn in the Principality.
Mesa's. Payne and Roe judged. Special winners
were: Nor. Cup, Bowl, best unflig., Hyde’s Hough-
ton; Yorks Cup, Bale; BotcE Cup, ‘ Pratt

; Brit.
Cup, Chick

; Members’ Cup, Bale.
MR. J. H. ROE $ CLASSES

NOR.. CL. BUFF. CK. (10): 1, Houghton, grand
size and shape, well-Foundcdi head, compact wings
and tail, beautiful col.; 2, Stubbs Bros., beauti-
fully moulded, good deep, chest, neat head full
nock, grand col. and qual. ; 3, 4, Allsopp, close up,
true type, good round bond, full neck, plenty of
chest, short, wall-braced1 wings, lovely imaling;
4tb. very shapely, trifle smaller, hut for type and
qual. hard to boat

; vhc. no name
;

he, Slr.comhe •

c, Gardener. TKD. BUFF ( 18): A grand .-’as-, two
sots of winners here easily: 1 , Collins, is; II mkd..

« real g od one, true Nor, properties, vond bond,

nock, nicely rounded] cliosi, short wings Hind tail,

good col. und m 1

g; 2, W, Da . i ml ...

cIoho up, correct type, good subs., best or’ head
and neck, perhaps hurdty tho polish; 3, he, Hough-
ton, Middle mkd., good wings and tail, neat head
«ml neck, nice size, hardly qual. of leaders; 4,

Ted-done, lightly var., good size, neat wings and
tail, trifle longer than winners ; vhc, Lewis; e,

Spillman. YELL, HEN (14): 1, Spillman, cl., good
col. and qual., nice sCuapc, but some thought «
hit lucky; 2, Collins, good col., very shapely, rath, r

on the small side, and hotlr might have given

way to tho 3rd. Davies, el., grand size, beautiful

Khnpe, lovely qual., well-nocked wings, a trifle paler

in col, than leaders; 4, Addison, « yo tkd., good
col. and qual., Iianlly tho head properties of

leaders; vhc, -c, Texistone ; he, Jollilfe. UNFLl1

J.

YELL., CK. (24): Another wonderful class for type

and qual.
; 1, W. Davies, cl., blaze of col., nice

size and shape, good wings and1 tail oond., qual.

and cond.; 2, Allsopp. eye tkd., real gtni, woud'-r-

ful size, grand head irnd neck, beautifully moulded
body, clean cut behind, good short wings unci

tail, a trifle paler in. col. than leader, some pre-

ferred to win, a bit-il to be. proud of; 8, Stubbs
Bros., head tkd., lovely qual. and col., nice type,

trifle smaller than leaders; 4, Sampson, cl., good
size-, very shapely, loses bond properties; vhc, All-

sopp; lie, Tedistone; c, Selby. HEN (11): 1. Collins,

cl., real gem. lovely col. and qual., neat head,

well filled neck, good deep chest, mat wings and

tail ; 2. 4, Stubbs, good one, foil of col. and

qual., grand type; 3, .Torres, rather soft when
xvc took .notes, good 1 col., lovely qual.; vhc, Hough-
ton; he, Sampson; c. Turner. NOV., YELL., CK.
(t'7) : 1, 2, Jameson, elrs., good size, nice subs ,

lovely col. and *ua!.; 3, Powell, var.. grand col.

and qual., trifle longer; 4, Morton, var., good col.,

nice size and shape, losia-s in head points to leaders:

vhc. Waters; he, Wiliams: c, Wolfreys. HEX
(17): 1, Dr. Weeks, cl. veil., beauty, grand col.

and qual., neat head, well-filled neck.
1

good subs.,

correct wings and tail; 2, Williams, el. buff, grand

size and: qual., or trifle heavy behind!, and' in-

clined' to crouch, otherwise really good-: 3, 4,

Sidney, cl. buff and var. yell., very neat exhibits,

good typo and qual., lotseo in size to leaders

;

vhc. williams; he, T. and G. Davies; c, Richards.

UNFLIG., HEN (13): 1, Nener, cl. buff, lovely

qual, rather polo in col., nice size, good shape,

best cf wings and tail: 2, 4, c, I‘helps, foul green,

good size, nice .-Jliiape, rather loose in feather ;
4th,

cl buff, good shape, hardly subs, of leaders; 3,

I’ouneett, buff, shads smaller than loaders, nice

col. and qual., very shapely; vhc, Jenkins; he,

Rev. Morris. YORKS., CL. BUFF, CK. (13): T>

Mrs. Holloway, grand col. and qual., true type,

neat head, good shoulders, straight back, nice

pos. And leg; 2, Pritchard, grand length, pice pos.,

good nerve, lovely col. and qual., best of wings

and tail; 3, Newell, good col., lovely qual., nice

straight back and length, well up on leg; 4. c,

James and Weils, ir-ood' col.,, nice Q'ual., lovel>

kiitt-h and' pos., trifle flat- on head; vbc, JlA'H

;

ft*; Morgan and Phillips. TKD., ETC., BUFF,

CK. (12): 1. Mr. and Mis. Weeks, lightly var.,

lovely length, good. head, neck, and shoulders,

grand length and pos., plenty of nerve, lovely col.

and qual.
; 2, Smith, tkd., trifle slimmer, nice col.

and qual., good length, well braced wings, stands

well, hardly os nicely rounded head; 3, Pritchard,

lightly var., capital length ar/l pos., nice col.

and qual., hardly the subs.; 4, James and Wells,

eye and wing mkd !

., loses in length, lovely col.,

and qual., mice type and cond.; vhc, Watkins;

he. Bale ; c. Dyke. YELL. HEN (18>: 1. Smith,

tkd., rare feather and col., nice head, neck, and

shoulders, good length, nic-e pos.
; 2, Ellis, non-fed.,

lovely qual. and col., grand length, good leg

and pos., well braced wings and tail; 8, Dykes,

cl. close up, grand col. and qual.., nice length,

neat head and neck, best of wings and tad. grand

nerve and pos.; 4, Owen, tkd.. trifle paler, and

col., lovely qua!., good straight hack, nice wings,

tail, and pos. ; vhc. Howard ;
he, James and Wells.

UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (19): grand lot: 1, Thompson,

cl., grand depth, col., straight as a. gun barrel,

best- of wings and tail, splendid leg; 2, Dykes,

topping, cl., hardly a.-> deep col., lovely qua!., good

straight back, neat head and neck, very nervy
; 3,

Ball, el., lovely col. and qual., good back and

wing earn, nice length, good pos. and nerve; 4,

Thompson, cl., hardly length, leaders, nice type

and qua!., good pos. and leg; vhc, c, Greensiade

;

lie, Ellis. YELL. HEN (18): grand class; 1, Gre-

gory, tkd., "cod length, stands well, neat head anil

neck, well filled back, best of wings and tail, lovely-

col. and qual.; 2, Everett, grizzle, mkd., nicely

feathered, good length and pos., well filling wings

and tail, stands well; 3, Dykes, cl., capital col.

and qual., nice length and pos., hardly as nervy;

4, Bale, good qua!., trifle paler, good length and

subs., trifle flat on head ; vhc. Ashman
;

lie, Hub-
bard; c, No. 18, no name. NOV., YELL. CK. (15):

1 .
DaVSs, cl., grand col., lovely qua!., nice length,

good straight back, neat wings and tail, well on

leg: 2, Lewis, cl., good eol. and qual., nice pos.

apd leg, good type, dose up; 3, Smith, var.,

lovely qual., nice head and neck, good straight

back and pos., hardly length leaders ; 4. Thomas^
cap mkd., good length. -mice pos., hardly as good

head; vhc, Baltimore; vhc, Latham; c, Phillips.

HEX (14) : 1, he, c, cl. buff, Raymond, very shapely,

capital length, good nerve, nice col. and qual.,

grand leg
; 2, Latham, eye and wing mkd. yell.,

lovely col. and qual., nice straight hack, good
length and nerve; 3, Walls, grizzle tnkd. huff,

neat head, wing and tail, good nerve and pos.

;

4, Osborne, cl. yell., nice col. and qual, good length

and nerve, nice pos. and leg; vhc, Llewellyn. UN-
FT.1G. YELL. CK. (23) : J,' Blackmore, lovely col.

arid qual., neat head and neck, nice straight back,
good pos. and leg; 2, Morgan, close up, good
length, plenty of nerve, well braced wings, nice

pos. ; 3, Tucker, trifle paler, grand length, good
back, wings, and tail, stands well on leg; 4, Ben-
nett, very nervy, nice length, good eol. and qual..

loses head; vhc, Egerton ; he, Parry; c, jrorgan.

BORD., CL. YELL. (10): 1, Madagan, real gem.
true to type, lovely qual., feather like wax, grand
col.; 2, Jenkins, close up, lovely type and qual.,

nice eol., perfect cond. ; 3, Owen, very shapely,
good col. and qual., hardly the polish ; 4, Hocking,

.grand col., best of shape, lovely qual., well put
Slown ; vlie, Pratt : lie Wiseman

; c, Hughes and
Woods. TKD., ETC. OK. (10): 1, 2, Elston, eye and
wing mkd. buff and -yell., real gems, lovely col.

and qual., correct type, very jaunty, in the pink;
3, Jenkins, lightly var., nice typo and qual., grand
com!.; 4, Hughes and Woods, cheek and wing mkd.,
nice type and qual., trifle filled at neck: vhc, Mac-
donald; nc. Payne; c, Wiseman. HEX (19), a grand
class: 1, Raymond, cl., lovely type and qual., neat
head and neck, very chapely and jaunty; 2, Jen-
kins,' citin': mkd., superb qual., nice shape and cond.;
3, Madagan, el., correct type, lovely col., A1 cond.;
4, Owen, cl., nice type, lovely qual. aud cond.;

vhc, he, nocking; c, EItton NOV. (18) • I, 3,

Walts, correct type, nice col. ami qual. ; 2, lie,

Beard, cry shapely, nice qual. ami com!.; 4. Evans;
vhc. ilnddinott

;
c, no name. CAN. MI LE, CL.,

ETC. (14). the electric light had to hi- turned on
whilst this class was being Judged, and from now
on it was almost impossible to correctly describe
the eol. of exhibits in these or British classes;

1, vhc, Martin and Archer, "Perfection " el. Lin-

net Can., often described, not looking hi a best
to-day, wins on variety; 2, Ball, Jonque Grcenfi -

Can., grand col., lovely qual. and cond., with a bit

more size, would be a topper; 3, Collins, eye and
wing mkd., Goldie, another well-known exhibit,
in perfect order; 4, Crone, lightly mkd., Goldie.,
nice size and shape, grand cond., and qual.

;
he,

Hughes and Woods; c, Jones *and Davies. DK.
GREENE. (12): 1, Parlett, the old champion, still

looking well, grand flze and (shape, lovely
cond. ; 2, Collins, good size, very shapely,
nice qual. and cond; 3, Allsopp, good size, lovely
qual., in A1 cond. ; 4, Crone, very shapely, hardly
subs, of loaders; vhc, Taylor; lie, Dr. Wilson; c,

Andrews. A.O.V. (13): l, 3, Crone, Can.-Bullie.,
often described, grand eol. and size, looking as well
as.ever, a real champion; 3, Redpoll-Bullie, charm-
ing exhibit, good size, beautiful order ; 2, 4, vhc,
Dr. Wiison, Grcenie-C'iiaffinch, and Chaff-Bramble,
two grand exhibits, in lovely order; c, Jeffreys.
GOLDF'. 11. M. (14): 1, Collins, beauty, large, ex-
pansive, good coloured blaze, best of tans arid wing
bars, grand shape and size, easy win; 2, 4, Chick,
shade smaller, neat faces, good col. tans, nice qual.
and cond.; 3, Lucas Bros)., very shapely, good square
blaze, nice tans, bars anti buttons; vhc, Holborrow;
he, T. and J. Davies; c, Thomas. BULL!’. (17): 1,

3, S. Jones, jun., good cap and bars, nice breast
col., grand size and shape, in splendid order; 2,
Poole, F.M., shade larger, very thick set, nice col.,

good cap and bars, neat exhibit
; 4, Edwards, shade

smaller, good col. and cond., nice cap and bars; vhc,
Lloyd and James; he, Lucas Bros.; c, Holborrow.
LINNET, 11.M. (15): 1, Parlett, very shapely, nice
col., well laced, good size; 2, vhc, Nicholas, some
preferred shade larger, good eol. and qua!., a
wealth of lacing, a trifle heavy behind, or might
have won; 3, he, c, Mrs. Dalton, good size and
shape, shade paler col., well laced, in tine order;
4, Jeffreys, good size and shape, nicely laced, A1
cond. SISKIN, ETC. (15): 1, Oldham, Twite, nice
size and shape, lovely qual., well laced; 2, c, Mrs.
Dalton, swet-t Siskin, grand eol. and qual., beautiful
shape, lovely eye markings, a little gem ; 3, Jeffreys,
grand F.M. Redpoll, one of the best we have eeen
for some time, rcaL wagon-horse shape, grand size,
beautifully laced, should moult a topper; 4, Par-
left, good Twite, looking well, xvben xvc- saw him
many preferred to win

;
vhc, Gregory

;
he, Reese.

A.O. HARDBILL (20) : 1, Thomas, grand Corn
Bunting, splendid size and shape, good col., well
laced, very steady ; 2, Oldham, Bramble, nice size,
well spangled, good cond., and shape; 3, Collins,
Yellowhauimer, fine size, well defifled marking,
good V. ; 4, Jeffreys, large, shapely Chaffinch, nice
whites, good cond. ; vhc, Chick, good coloured
Bramble; he, c, Ford. THRUSH, ETC. (4): 1 ,

Lean and Son, Blackbird, good size, nice col., good
crocus beak and eye ceres; 2, Peterson, neat, well
spangled Song Thrush; 3. 4, Ford, Blackbird and
Thrush, little to choose between winner and
leader. FOREIGN (1): 1 , Nicholas.

MR. J. H. PAYNE’S CLASSES.
CL. OR INV. TKD. NOR. YELL. (10): 1, 2, Col-

lins, clinking chape, deep round' chest, full neck,
round head, good flights and tail, d-ec-p level col.;
2nd, lovely qual., rich col., good shape, nice back,

.
not quite so full in front ; 3, c, Mortimer, rare

. head snidi nock, grand shaped body, full of qual.,
nieo full eli-eeks, loses in col. ; 4, Weeks, good
shape, lovely qual. of feather, nice wings and tail,

beaten in head ; vhc, Houghton ; Re, Mabbett.
TKD. OR LGTLY. TKD. YELL. (14): l, 4, Stub-bs,
Bros., neck tkd., grand shape, nice head and neck,
lovely feather, good back, in grand order ;

4th, sad-
dle mkd., grand qual., rich col., good shape, beaten
in Load ; 2, Davies, mkd. eyes and wings, hot eol.,

good feather, nice back, flights, and tail; not so
cobby; 3, Houghton, eye and wing uikd., grand
feather and col., short flights and tail, nice shape;
vlic, Spillman; -he, Jones; e, Aljsopp. MKD. OR
FOUL GREEN (11): 1, James andi Wills, yell.,

good eol., full of qual., nice shape and oize, grand-
head and neck, in good order; 2, 4, Houghton,
buff, full round front, rare head and neck, short
flights and tail, good feather and- col.; 4th, good
shaped! buff, good back, wings, and tail, nice round
chest, good1 feather; 3, Allsopp, yell., lovely qual.,

shapely, good head and neck, neat wings and
tail; vhc. no name ; he, Davie-s; e, James. BUFF,
HEX (18): 1, vhc, Davies, short cobby body, good
shape, lovely head and. fail neck, short wings and
tail, grand feather, in the pink; 2, 4, Houghton,
grand' size and shape, nice cot. and feather, full

neck, nice back and head; 4th, -grizzle tall, nice
shape anti feather, not quite w> good- in head; 2,

James and 1 Wells, shapely body, good head and
neck, capital col., well up iri qual.; he, Sampson;
c. Weeks. UNFLTG., BUFF (12): 1. 2, Hough-
ton, regular stormer, needs no comment Chelten-
ham and Leicester winner; 2nd, grizzle copped,
lovely1 shape, grand col. and qual., short w.-.ngs and
tail, nice feather, full neck, bad to beat-; 3, Stubbs
Bros., cl., lovely col., full of qual., nice back,
wings, and tail, not quite so full fronted, still

a good one ; 4. Addison, nice shape, good flights

and tail, good feather; vhc, Jones; he, Allsopp;
c, James and Wells. UNFLIG. BUFF, HEX (15)

1, Houghton, rare shape, round as a bail, short
wings and tail, good- wide shoulders, grand 1 feather,
and full of style, claimed at catalogue price ; 2,

Tristem, good shape, lovely col., beautifully
feathered, nice flights andi tail, not quite so thick
set: 3, Mabbett, nice shape and feather, neat tail

and wings, good qual., not quite the col. ; 4, Co!
lii>.«, hot col., good shape, head, and neck, short
tail and wings, wants steadying a bit; vhc, Ted-
stone; he, Jolliffe; c, Slocombe. , NOV.. BUFF,
CK. (19) : 1, Brown, lovely shape and feather, nice
wing's and tail, good col. and qual. ; 2, Lewis, good
shape, nice feather and col., not so short in

wings and tail; 3, Davis, nice shape, col., and
feather ; 4, Morton, nice shaped varies. : vhc, ne
name; he, no name; c, no name. UNFLIG., CK.
(18): 1, Williams, yell., good' shape, col., and
feather ; 2, Lewis, huff, Lot c-ol., shapely body,

good feather; 3, Jenkins, mkd. yell., good col. and
feather, not quite so short- in body

; 4, James, hot-

coloured wing mkd-. yell., good feather; vhc, Wol-
frevs; lie. Morris; c, Never. YORKS., CL. OR
INV. TKD. YELL (15) : 1, Greensiade, straight as

a pencil, good col. and feather, well on leg, grand
pose, nico wings and pipe tail: 2, c. Bale', rare

length, lovely feather, stands well, long fliglils and-

tail, in grand form; 3, Weeks, nice back,, wings,

and tail, good pos., bit down in col. ; 4, Gibbons
and Weeks, slim built, well on leg, good stand

and style, not quite so" smooth on breast vhc,

Thompson; he, Ellis. TKD. OR LGTLY. MKD.

YELL (13): 1, Hale, mkd. bead, <ryen, and wing,
straight as a rush, pos.es well, lovely col. and
qual., neat tail and wings; 2, ThMiip-on, ri k
tkd., lovely feather, well on fig, good pan. and
style, not quite no hot in col.; 3, Bowden, mkd.
checks and wing, grand pos., good leather, flights,
and tall, not quite so slim; 4, Morgan und Phillips,

slim built,, well on leg, good back and mat
head, beaten on chest; vhc, Everett; Ik;, Smith;
o, James and Well*. HEAVILY MKD. FOUL Git.

OR CINN. (12): 1, Bole, yell, grand length and
well drawn out, beautiful qual. of feather, grand
pos., well on leg, piped tail, and long flights, well
packed; 2, Gibbons and Weeks., yell., straight and
stylish, nice pipe tail, good back and wings, grand,
feather, rich eol.; 3, Pritchard, yell., i-lliri built,
good in pos., nice feather, not quite so lengthy

;

4, Dykes, buff, good length, nice qua!., eta nas well;
A I J: ’

. Weeks; lie, Hughes and Wood; c, James and
Wells. BUFF. HEX (17): 1, Pritchard, cl., lovely
feather, smooth as glass, well on leg., grand pos.,
nice head, neck, and 1 back, rare length; 2, vhc,
Greensiade, neck tkd., lovely feather and pos.,
neat tail, well packed flights, not quite the length;
8, Hubbard, nice length and pos., good feather and
style, neat tail, bit pale in col.; 4, Ellis, mkd
cheek and wings, slim built,, good pos., and straight;

e, Smith. UNFLIG., BUFF (19): l, Dykes, gcru
for length, pos., eol., and qual., straight na a
rush, stands like a Guardsman, in grand form ; 2,
3, Greensiade, grand feather and pos., well on
leg., nice tail and neat wings, not quite the length;
3rd 1

, good length, nice feather, long flights, andi
piped tail, stands well; 4, Bale, lovely feathered
varieg., nice feather, stands well, pipe tail;
vhe, Jones: he. Mrs. Halliday

; c. Griffiths.
UNFLIG. BUFF HEX (20): 1, Dykes, cl., charming
young damsel, fine length, col., pos. and feather,
well braced wings, pipe tail, beautifully toiletted;
2, Bale, mkd. cheeks and wing, tight as boxwood,
grand back, piped tail, nice long, well-packed flights,
stands well; 3, Green.-flade, grizzled saddle, straight,
nice feather and tall, good pos., not the length; 4 ,

Thompson, neat arid stylish, nice feather; vlie. Gib-
bons and Weeks; lie, Xichclls; e, Griffiths. BUFF
CK. (17): 1, Griffiths, cl., good stand, nice feather
and col., straight as. a pencil; 2, vhg, c, Raymond,
slim built, nice col. and feather; 3, Egerton, lengthy,
cap and wing mkd., good pos. and feather; 4, Smith,
mkd. wings, nice feather, neat tail and flights; lie,

Morgan. UNFLIG. HEX (18): 1, Chisholm, lovely
feather, well on leg, good pos. ; 2, Barrow, hot col.,
nice feather, stands well; 3, Tucker, good length,
nice pos.; 4, Thomas, nice feather, neat tail, good
back; vhc, Ber.se; be, Bennett; c, Wilkes. UNFLIG.
BUFF CK. (24): 1, Raymond, good pos., nice feather
and qual., well on leg; 2, Osborne, close up;. 3,
Alexander, nice back, wings and tail, good length;
4, Quinlan, close up; vhc, Griffiths; lie, Dallimore;
c, Lewis. BORD. CL. OR INV. TKD. BUFF (13) : 1.

2, Pratt, gems, feathered like glass, g'rand shape and
style, neat heads, wings and tails. In the pink;
3, Hoddinott, lovely feather, nice shape and carr.,
neat tail and wings; 4, Madagan, beautiful col.,

nice feather, good head and neck, not looking its
best; vhc, Pearce; he, Evans; c, Elston. CL., ETC.,
YELL. HEX (9): 1, Madagan, grand col., sweetly
moulded, grand carr. and style, nice feather, wings
and tail, neat round head, in good form; 2, 3, Pratt,
both grandly feathered, shapely bodies, jaunty carr.,
neat head, wings and tails

; 4, Jenkins, good feather
and shape, neat head, neck and tail; vhc, Macdon-
nell

;
lie, Owen; e, Wiseman. A.O.V. BORD. (8) :

1, 4, e, Wiseman, yellow green, lovely shape
and feather, sound colour, nice head, wings
and tail, 4th buff green, grand feather,
nice shape, neat tall and wings; 2, Jenkins, yell,

green, good col., shape and feather, not quite so
sound on throat; 3, he, Hughes and Wood, good
feathered and shapely buff cin-n., nice col.

;
vhc,

Allen CAN. MULE, DK. GOLDF. (to): 1. Lamb,
lovely feather, good size and shape, nice face and
liars, in grand fettle; 2, 3, Jciftrys, good ones, well

up in col., nice feather and cor.d.; 4, Crone, grand
col., rare flush, well defined bars, a bit rough on
breast; vhc, Richards; he, Parlett; c, Davies. CAN.
MULE, LINNET, ETC. (21): 1, Jetferys, Linnet,

grand size and shape, full of col. and qual., grandly
mkd., a gem; 2, Oldham, yell. Siskin, beautiful
feather, nice shape and size, and well defined mark-
ings; 3, Andrews, Redpoll, grand feather und col-

well up In size, a good one; 4, Taylor,. good eol. and
well mkd. yell. Siskin, nice feather; vhc, Lamb;
he, Wilson; e, Croue. HEX (10): 1, Martin and
Archer, cl. Goldie, good size and shape; 2, Collins,

Goldie, cl., lovely feather, nice shape, not quite

the size, two grand exhibits and close together; 3,

Edwards, Goldf.-Bulif., rare size and shape, grand
feather, well defined markings; 4, Ball, varieg.

Greenf-Can., good size, shape, feather and col.; vhc,

c, Andrews; he, Heal. GOLDF., F.M. (21): 1, he,

Cookliam, rare blaze, expansive, rich col., nice bars

and buttons, well tanned, steady as Old Time; 2,

Ball, good blaze, bars and buttons, nice back, well

tanned breast; 3, J. W. Ford, rich col. blaze, capital

bars and. buttons, not so steady; 4, Lloyd James,
good square cut blaze of good col., nice wing bars

and well tanned, close up; vlie, Jetferys; c, Pcter-

’son. GRENEF. CK. (17): 1, Holborow, grandly fea-

thered, nice shape and col., good bold skull and well

barred ; 2, Gregory, lovely col. and feather, nice

bars not quite so big; 3, Emerson and \V instone,

good shape and feather, grand bars, nice eol.; 4,

Nicholas, grand feather and well barred, nice shape.

and feather; 4, Holborow, grand feather, nice shape

and col., loses just a bit on flanks; vhc. Davies;

he, Bobbet and Wall; c. Heal. HAWF. OR WAX-
WING (5): All Hawfinches: 1, Thomas, real beauty,

"ood size, grand col. and feather, well defined and

sliauelv bib, good bars, in rare form; 2, Collins,

good -size and shape, nice body col ,
well barred,

loses in cut of bib ; 3, Chick, good c-oh and feather,

beaten in size; 4, Davies; vhe, Ford. HAI5DBILLED
HEX (11): 1, Collins, Bramble, exquisite featlici,

beautifully spangled, rare shape, full of style, very

steady; 2, Heal, nice feathered and well mkd Corn

Bunting nice col. steady ; 3, Reise, beautifully

feathered and steady Chaffinch, nice tone o i col in

good bloom; 4, vhc, Chick, good col. and feathered

Yellow Bunting, nice size aml sbape , lc. OfTorfl

,

c. Emerson and M instone. SOFT-BIM -D (1) -

Pearce, nice feathered lit. CilTl U) • -

“ITZalth &. wl length
Deals' with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-

ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing

Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.

Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

auc tions of Health. Diet, &c. to all readers

every THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.

Get a ccpy to-day, or send or Fo c Specimen to

Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.
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COWDENBEATH.
•till annual open show, Nov. '20. iu the il>rill Hull,

liver} thing was in first rate order, in spite of the
worry the oiTlciuia had to undergo, owing to the hall
being occupied the previous evening, which meant
some of them remaining up all night, 'the birds
were well staged, with plenty of light all round.
Entries were up, being a rerun! for Cowdenbeath,
the total was SW>. Mr. Sneddon, the pics., vice, J.
Ilealtlr; sec, A. ltohertson ;

trens., T. Mcnzles;
committee, Cunningham, I.argan, Paterson, Clayton,
Cowan, Kirk, Anderson, Stewart, Baxter, were all a
hard working lot. The Judges were: Messrs. Hope,
II. Hamilton, Lindsay, A. Harris, who took MY'.
1- leining’s plaee owing to his having enlisted, Mason,
ami Hetideraon. There were many outstanding en-

hlblte In each acetion, and all throughout quality
was up to highwater mark and competition was
very keen, .special clip winners were: I) .st In

show. W . Allrwon
;
best local, .1. Smsliion

;
Yorks.,

«{. Haggle ; points, it. Heggie
;
Nor., VV. Urewar (out-

light} ; Brit., J. Sykes.
THE SCOTS FANCIES

dodge, Mr. d. D. C. Hope.
LL. 01! FOOL V KM-. CK. (3) : 1. bfenhoti.se. tine

drive, good shoulders, nice lengtn of side, good depth
of breast, fine po».

; Cook, good drive, neat head,
well tilled shoulders, good length, nervy; Jl, Thomson-
HUN (A): 1. I, Kotlieringham, nice head, good head
and neck. Hue shoulders, grand length, gets well
into perch; 2, Archibald, falls pos., not unite the
depth through; :.!, Harrier, good top end, nice
notion. BUTT1 Civ, (10): 1, Cowan, grand head, neelt

and c hoiildgrij, well tilled tiack, m-co length of side,
get.-i well into perch, wins; 2, 3, Kell, good ones,
tender best suns., close up; 3, not so good in

shoulders, good length; f. Thomson; 5, Cook; 0,

.Archibald. HKN (8): I, Simpson, grand drive, quick
action, good shoulders, line length; 2, a, Keil, very
tittlu behind leader, good shoulders, welt tilled in,

tike length; 3, Henderson, faik shoulders anil length,
nice action; -t, Cook; (j, Steilhouse. PIED OK (IK.
CK. (5): 1, H. Bonnet, sweet head, good neck and
shoulders, line length; 2, 1, Henderson, close run,
tails in thickness, good mover; !l, Simpson, falls

shoulders, good head and neck, good length; f>,

•McGregor. HKN (!j): 1, 3, Cook, neat head, fine

neck, well Hllcd shbulders, good length, gets well to
perch; 2, Thomson, fails drive and action, line other-
wise; 4, Cowan; o. Johnston. BUFF CK. (fi) : 1,

Simpson, good top end, tins drive, good shoulders,
nice lengtu ; 2, Cook, dose up; 3, Harrison, fails

in depth through, good length; -f, Gray.; 5, Fother-
ingliam ; (j. Allan. HEN (9): 1, 5. Montgomery,
grand hen, flue head and neck, well tilled shoulders,
determined drive, full of action; 2, Simpson, another
good one. fails neck and shoulders a bit, good
length; 3, Fotheringham, good length, not so well
tilled in, good action; -1, Bennet; (i. Cook. SELL.
(•I); 1, Allan; 2, Bennet; 3, -f, Cook.

THE BORDER FANCIES.
Judge, Mr. D. Hamilton.

CL. YELL. CK. (II): 1, Baxter, nice level col.,

grand wings, neat head, well put down; 2, G. Ben-
net, must have pressed, barely finished in face,
grand action and qua!.; 3, H. Bennet, tkd. u.ck, bit

unsteady, grand' front, well put down; •!, Symou

;

5, Wood; (i, Cunlugham. HEN. (13): 1, Smart, a
real "giiid wee hen,”, correct model, grand qual.;
2. Hoy, inclined; to cross at times, a little empty in

neck, rather lucky; 3, U. Bennet, nice front and well
cut. away, in the' pink; 4, Montgomery, needs a wash
and can go further; 5, Baxter; fi, lteid. BUFF OK.
cl7): A grand. class: 1, Murray, put down in grand
order, every feather in its place, nice round body,
neat head, sound col., deserved its place ; 2, Smart,
finely braced wings, nicely mealed, fails iu col. only
to winner; 3, G. Bennet, correct type, but failing to
act, seemed like feeling the cold, spotless condition;
f. Voy ; 5, Harper; <i, Arnott, might have been
further up. HEN (15): 1, Purvis, strong hen, neat
head, good body, rare pos., grand qual.; 2, Mont-
gomery, smart little hen, but washing when report-
ing; 3, Paterson, sweet, nicely rounded, fine length
of leg, like boxwood; -I, Tods; 5, G. Bennet; G, H.
Bonnet* we liked very much. YELL. VAR. CK. (12):
1. 0. Bennet, cap and cheek grizzle, rich col.,

grand qual., inclined to frill in breast; 2, Coekburn,
eyes, cap and wings marked, bit rough in neck. A)
type; 3. Cunningham, strong bird, rather long be-'

bind the spar, lovely feather, pressed by 4, Pater-
son, but inclined to spread tail ; 5, Elliot

; G, Laurie.
BUFF (!>) ; 1, Tods, nice head, finely rounded,
tapered away finely; 2, G. Bennet, our choice, lovely
qual. of feather, put down in perfect order; 3, 4,

fspence. really good bird, but fails in cond.; 6,
itovyth

;
G, McDougall. YELL VAR. HEN (9); 1,

Hadden, very soft when reporting; 2, Coekburn, einn.
rnkd., in breeding condition, lovely type and qual.,
might have won; 3, Tick, citin., grand head, but,

fails behind spar. BUFF (10); 1, Smart, grand little

lien, teeming with qual., wins easily
; 2, II. Bennet,

not quite eo good in type, but for quality all

there, grand corn!. ; 3, Montgomery, nice qua!.,
feather, unsteady ; 4. 5, Spence

; G, Taywell. EVEN
MKD. (4): 1, Oxton, yell, neat eyes, unsteady

; 2,

Milne and Wilson, buff einn., rare quality, needs
« wash; 3, Lyall, einn., fails in eye marks, qual. all

right, well placed; 4, Carmichael. GREEN CK. (28):
Best class ir section and took a lot of sifting: 1,

Larnbie, yell gr., very typical, excels in back mark-
ings ; 2, Baxter, buff green, equally good in type,
rather stout in- body, Bne condition

; 5, .Tohnstoue,
not so good in buff as leaders, light throat

; 4,
lteid

; 5, G, Whitelaw. HEN (17); 1, spl., B.F.C.C.
Green medal, J. Baxter, lovely typical buff green
hen, one of the best greens out this season

; 2, 5,
Johnstone, 2nd a wee beauty ol' a yellow, correct
bhade and markings, pressed; 3, Montgomery, buff
green, not finished moult yet; 4, Reid; G, Lumsden.
C1NN. CIv. (13): I, liick, we missed; 2, Montgomery,
grandly eol. buff, wild, grand markings and qual. ; 3,
Hods, yell, looking a bit soft or might have stood
one. up; 4, Whitelaw; 5, Larnbie; G, Cook. HEN
(17): 1, Smith, typical yell., rare head and col., dis-

tinct back and flank markings; 2, Lyall, buff einn.,
crosses wings a bit, level eol. ; 3, Dick, A1 for type,
unsteady; G, Lambic; 5, Shanks. SELL. CK. : 1. 3,

G. Bennet; 2, Oxton; 4. Reid; 5, Gumming. HEN:
1, Anderson; 2, H. Bennet; 3, G. Bennet; 4, Lyall;
§, Thomson ; G, Oxton.

THE YORKSHIRE CANARIES.
Judge: Mr. W. Priest.

CL YELL. OK. (7): 1, 2, 3. Heggie, a grand trio
from the Glasgow Yorkie enthusiast, 1st great
length, well set on pins, grand col.. 2nd just as
good type, fails to leader in head and col. 3rd
hardly so erect and not the length of the others

;

4. Mel.eUan, might have gone cue up; 5, Park; G,

Stewart. HEN (G): 1. 2, 4, Heggie, 1st well set up,
grand pos. and eol., 2nd hardly co .slim as its mate,
fails in head; 3, Park, non-fed, rather full in front.

BUFF CK. (8): 1, 2, 6, Heggie. 1st rare bird for

qual., bound, level col., 2nd better wing cam. and
qual., but fniks in type to winner; 3, McLennan, not
far behind, but frilled in breast, grand conil. ; 4,

Gray; 5. Hoyle. HEN (5): 1, Gray, might lie a little

longer, tint sweet type and qua). ; 2, 3, 4, Heggie,

2nd teeming with col., fails in v.ings, 3rd not so

good In pos, well fed; 5, Price and Young. VA T!

.

UK. (19): 1, 3, Heggie, nice eyes and wings, faultless

CAGE
cond . <ine of llie best Vorkie* in hail; 2, 5, Pink;
a bonny 'natural pol., just beaten in condition; 4,

Heggie'. G, Hoyle. HEN (1): I, 2, 4, Heggie, lit
tong and slim, well fed, beautiful wypg cam,, 2nd
looking soft,

; 3, Ixwv, einn. mkd., in grand order, we
liked. UNFLUK YELL. CK. (h) : 1, 2, fi. Heggie,
notmuch between (lie leaders. 1st wins on eol. and
cond.; 3, Gray, tine lengthy bird, put down well;

1. MrEetlan ; 5, Klnnear. BUFF (77:1, 2, Heggie,
1st wing mkd. bull, unsteady, 2nd cl. hntf, could
have led, grand wing cam.; 3, MoLellan, cl., good,
grand feather, bit pinched in head; lie. Bruce; 5, Me-
1,ellnu. YELL HEN («i: 1,3, Heggie, 1st a perfect
model, slim and erect, well led, nicely groomed, 3rd
could pass as a sister, but not ,so good in pos.; 2,

Park, huff, must have pressed the 1st. but beaten
for want of a wash; 4. ljovle; 5, MeLcllan : fl. Law.
SELL! (a); L McLvlUn

; 2, Jelfrav; 3, Park; 4,

Beattie; fi, Torley.

THE CREST SECTION.
Judge, Mr. J. Lindsay.

CREST CK. (7): l, 4. McLaren, grand large crest

of good formation, neat centre', icaty t earlier of

grand length : 2, Whitton, close up, not the same
spread, nor so round in crest, good drop; 8, Howie,
not so large in headpiece, or so well thatched, good
quality ol feather; 6, Forsyth; G, Prentice. HKN
(>): l. 4. McLaren, grand crest, fine veiny feather,

well laid on; 2, Sneddon, hardly so large in crest,

very neat centre, fine qual. of feather, gets local

cup for best members’; 8, Low, not so dense in

crest, well laid, good texture of feathar; 4, Bruce
and Gunning. C.B. OK. (6); 1. McLaren, grand skull,

line frontal, plenty of width; well lashed, tine length
of leather; 2, Hector, fails only in formation of

.skull to winner, well lashed with leather of good
quality; 3. «; McIntosh, good skull, fails in length

of feallier; 4. Howie; 5, DciM. HEN (10): 1, Me-'

Karen, fine domed skull, nice beetle brows, great

length of feather; 2. McIntosh, close up, fine skull,

good length of feather, not. the same qual. ; 8, Sum-
mer-', fine skull, well lashed, good browing; 4,

Whitton; 6, Sneddon ;
fi, Low; good class. 1915

CRUST O0CK (8): 1, 3, McLaren, good ones, leader

lias it in s.ize, length, and spread of crest, grand
shaped crest, nice centre, lovely droop, fine leafy

feather; 2, Low, close up, hardly so well laid on,

nice length of good veiny feather; 4. Whitton; 5,

Scott; G, McIntosh. HEN (5): 1, Sharp, nice round
crest, fine centre, well laid on feather of good tex-

ture 2, Low, hardly the length of feather or so
well ’laid on; 3, Melville, neat crest, split ori one

side when we saw it, lovely leafy feather; 4, Pren-

tice; 5. McLaren. C.B. CK.. 1915 (7): i. 2. Melville,

grand skull, broad and well rounded, nice brows, fine

length of feather, 2nd close up. not so massive in

(mild, nor so good in skull formation ; 3, Sharp, close

up. good length of feather; 4. Whitton; G, .Scott;

G, Prentice. HEN (9): 1. Sharp, rare good hen, fine

skull, clothed with leather ot good length, well

lashed; 2, McLaren, close up, good skull, well browed,

dense feather; 3. Whitton. another good one, hardly

so well furnished; 4, Bruee & Gunning; 5, Prentice

;

6, Scott. SELL. '(TO): 1, 4, Sneddon ; 2, Spence

;

3, Low; 5. McDougall; G, I). Murray. SELL.. C.B.

(G): t, W. Blyth ; 2, Simpson; 3, Spence; 4, Fronts

and Son
; 5, Summers ;

G, Morris.

THE NORWICH P! MNHEADS.
Judge, Mr. A. Harris.

CL., YELL., CK. (10): 1, Mitchell, hardly full

enough in neck, hot. col. amt qual., fine wings

.and Tail, in fine to-l'ocm; 2. Murry, Glasgovv and

Dis winner, we Eked' for 1st, bold Ik ad1

, b.t

browy, full neck, fine body, wings and tail, good

qual.’ fails a bit in col. to winner, and not the

eamo bloom : 3, Hector, good head, neck, wings,

and tail, good shape, hardly the size of leaders;

4, Grewar; 5, Taylor; 0, Moffat. Hen (5): 4, Foote,

tkd. nice head.’ week .
wings, and tail, good tvze.

rare' body shape, hot col., wins; 2, Grewar, close

up, fails wings a bit ; 3, Allison, Glasgow and

pis winner, race' !;* ad and' neck, great qual.,.

pcvlo in col.; 4, ,Smil lie
; 5. Oliver. BUFF, CK.

(IT)) ; l, Mitchell, hot one, great size, bold head,

neck, good body, P-ne shape, hot cc-l., fine qua*.;

2, Martin, fails .size, lovely qual., fine chape; B.

•Smith, rare. head and' neck, longer in barrel, good

wings'; and bail cam., fine col. and qua!.; 4,

McLeod • 5. Murray ; 6, Robb. HEN (4): 1.

5, P.C. medal. 8traction, good wings and tail, s od

qual. si-id col., bit too thick bell indi, sort; 2,

Mlteli-ell, not looking so wrtfi to-day, bold head

and neck, good body, fine wrings and' Pail cam.;

3, McLeod; 4, Lister. VAR., YELL. («)': 1, Alli-

oon, a topper and no mistake, takes cup for best

in show, great size, hardly the shape of head,

but good, full neck, grand body, broad Chest, fine

wrings and tail, good quo!., well staged; 2, Grewar,

good' head and neck, good body, wrings, and tail,

better col. and qual., not eo steady : 3, Hampton,
jgioori (raid', neck. teiclly oo good in chape; 4,

f’lm-U-Me; 5, Mitchell; 6. Murray. HEN («): 1, Muir,

short stout body, good wirngs, tail, and qual.
;

2,

Grewar, full head and neck, good, bedy, fine win go

and tail, good qual.
; 8, Smith, fails a bit in head,

great body, fine wrings and tail, good' qual., well

up to size.' BUFF. VAR., CK. (5): 1, Mitchell, great

size, good body, nice wings and tail, hot col.; 2,

Kerr, loses in qual. and size, good! heaitl, andi body

shape; 3, Hampton, longer in barrel; 4. St-rac'lvan;

5, Murray. HEN (9): 1, Thomson, great size, good
body, wings, and tail; 2, Grewar, good full head
and nock, short stout .body, good wings and t ail,

good qual. ; 3, Gibson, close up, good head 1 anil

nock, fine body, wings, and tail; 4, Murray, might
have been in the money; 5, McCue; 6, Langan.
UNFL. YELL., CK. (10): 1. Mliison, good head and
neck, fine type, good wings and tail, lovely qual..

wins; 2, 4, Martin, close up, fine size, good type
and qual., fine wings and tail; 3, Grewar, good
head, fails neck, good body, wings, and tail; fit

McCue ; G, Langan. HEN 04): 1, Lawson, sweet
lien, not a big one, fine type andi qual.; 2, Martin,
p rouses hard, better in head, not the fame qual. ;

3, Lister, larger, good head, neck, and body shape,

fine wrings and t i id, inclined) to lift one wiVg rvnnc-

times; 4, Mitchell ; 5, Murray; G, Langan. BUFF.
CK. (fi) : I, Murray, var., good head, nook, Gli-Olt

stout body, crosses wings at times, fine wing and
tail earn. ; 2, Lister, fails head, short stout body,
hot col., patchy on flunks, lino qual.; 3, Grewar,
good head and. neck, hardly s» stout, good qual.; 4,

Lngtcn; 5, Bishop ; 6, Sloan. IIEN (12): 1, G,

Mitchell, wins, good head, full neck, short otoiit

body, good 1 wriigs and tail; 2, Martin, close up,

hardly eo typical; 3, Stewart, var., fails head, short

stout body, good qua!., fine wings; 4, McCue; G,

Murray. NON-FEl).. CK. (1.)): 1, 0, Grewar, round
head, full neck

,
good- body, broad chest, good wings,

tail, and qua!.; 2, Smith, var., fails head, stout

body, go-od qual. and' wings; 3, Hampton, good
biudi and body shape; 4. Langan; 5, Lister. HEN
(11): 1, G, Grewar, huff war., pood head nnd full

neck, stout body, could do tightened up a bit; 2,

Allison, close up, good typo and qual.; 3, Kerr,

another good one, close up; 4, Smith ; G, Murray.
GREEN OR CINN. (.«): 1, Stewart, good type and
qual., good 1 head' nud neck, fine wings; 2, 8,

BIRDS
Grewaf, 2nd, fails, qual.’, larger, stout body; 3id,
good lie- 1 t, n.v’-k, and. . tout, body .good qual.; 4

0, Wilson; G. Huttop. SELL.. CK. ( 1 7)J I, Korr;
2, I’itrii-

; 8, Bishop; 4, Sloan: 5, Martin ; G, Barrie.
HEN (G) : 1, llyles; 2, Thomson ; 3, Lugton; 4, trirric

:

5, Barrie
;

G, Myles,

S.P.C. CLUB 6H0W.
CL. YELL., CK. ; 1. Mitchell, a good one, good

head and neck, line body, wire type and qual.

;

2, Martin, round' head full neck, 'hardly .so lull In

body, line wings and tail; 3, Black, good, typical
one., hardly to well up in size

; 4, Foote. VAR. (9):

1, Mitchell, good' stamp, full neck, good body, full

of qua!.; 2, Tiaylior, longer in aide, full -head nnd
neck, line wings and tail ; 3, Adamson, good head
and neck, good body, hardly wi stout, hot. col.

and quad- ; 4, Mitchell; 5, Grewar; G, Allison. -Cl..

BUFF CK (9): 1, gold) medal, Martin, real good
one. full of type, grand qual., win*; 2, H»n>er,
good full head ami neck, not so tO.apeiy; 3, Nelson,
close up. good head andi neck, round' body; 4,

Murray; 5, G, l’. Murray. VAR. («) : 1, Martin, good,
head, neck, and' bod.v chape, fin# stamp, good qual.;

2, Lawson, round head, full peek, good type and
body shape, fine, wings; 3, Mitchell, fait* qua4., good
eol., full round' head: 4, Nelson; f>, Grewar; G,

Hector. CL. YELL., HEN (10): 1, Harper,' typical

and sweet, nice head and) nook ; 2, Allison, good head
and neck, hardly the qual.; 3. Nelson, larger, not
the finish ; 4, G, Martin; 5, Mitchell. BUFF (3):

1. Gardiner, good- wtamp, lull of type; 2. Black.

VAR. YELL. HEN (5); I. Mitchell, good head and
peek, grand; body, full of qual.; 'I; N clsotl , nice

type, full of type, hardly the qual.; 3, .7. C. Mur-
ray, falls head <e bit. good body,' fine qua!.; 4,

Hector; 5, Gardiner. BUFF (4): 1. 4, Marshall, a
beauty, gets g6W medal nnd fp. for befit, lovely

type, size, and qual., wins easy; 2, Martin, Elite in

qual. to winner; 3, J. Mitchell, olds*’ up, fails in

shape a hit, good qual.

THE HYBRID SECTION,
Judge, Mr. J. Mason.

LIGHT CAN. MULE (2): 1. Heggie, well known
Oreenie, needs no description; 2, Campbell. DK.
(9>; l. McQuiston, gland Goldie, rare i-ize and
.shape, extensive blaze; 2, Kennoway, Linnet, good

qual. ac-.t col.; 3,* 4, Heggie, grand Greenie un<l

Goldie, Greenie coir!d have been up one (a grand

J.onque); 5, Stonrar; G, -Korysmith. VAR. (9): 1,

Heggie, old Oreenie. looking himself; 2. McQuiston,

fine Goldie, grand face, fails in Size to winner; 3,

Robertson, one of the best var.ieg. Grtvnios we have

seen ; 4, Wood; 5, Finnic ; G, Nicol. HEN (G) : 1,

McQuLston, a bonnie Greenie, yell, oar., wins easy;

2. Malcolm, nr eo buff 'Goldie, almost even mkd.

;

3. Lister, dark Greenie, wants size; 4, McLean ; 5,

Stuart; '6, Edwards. SELL.: 1. -Strachan; 2, Gil-

christ; 3. A. Dewar; 4, Bait'll
; 5, McLean. BULLF.

HYB. (3): 1, Staines, grand' Goldie, cplendid bird,

shows his points well, great tubs. ; 2, Campbell,

Linnet, nice one, could win ai'-most anywhere. HYB.
( A.O.V.) (6) : 1, McQuiston, bonnie RedpoiK-Goldie,

a wee gem; 2, Williams, another tweet 1 one, wants

colour, a youngster; 3, Heggie, attractive Greenie-

Chaffie. well set down, not so hot as come; 4,

Williams; 5, Nicol; G, Gilchrist.

THE BRITISH BIRDS.
Judges: Goldf. and Bullf., Mr. Henderson; others,

Mr. Mason.

GOLDF. (8) : 1, Strachan, eplendad size and qual.,

monister Flnclii. grand blaze and colouring; 2,

Hutchison, a. little smaller
; 3, I’ timer, splendid

tanning nnd bars, hot stuff ; 4. McLo.v ; 5, Wh.il-

brock andi Allan; G, Boti-s. BULLF. (13): 1, Mc-
Quieton, a great Bullf., excels in dze, iplendid

head and body qualities’; 2, Ha-die Bros., we liked

for col., rare breast, and cap perfection, ' slightly

rough on lower parts and thighs; 3, Thoms-on, just

fails i.m col., otherwise all there; 4, Messer; 5,

Sykes; G, Lister. GREEN F. (FED): 1,4, Adamson, old

winner, needs no describing, stands time, and

wears weM; 2. Earth, nice Jonquo bird, well staged,

teems with col., fails body; 3, Campbell, good

Greenie, wants time; 5. Russell ; 6, Sykes. NON-
FED (1.5) : A gcod class: 1, Calder, grand Jonque,

excels in eol. ; 2, 3. Sykes, 2nd, well-known winner,

only beaten to-tfav in ground col. ;
3rd, must be

in it, in fact could not separate; 4, Meaner; 5,

Wood; G, Thomson. LINNET (12): 1, McQuiston,

fine bird, grand 1 ootid col., nicely pencilled, chows

well: 2, Marnock, missive, rare col., brown as a

“nut,'" wants claws and gees back; 3, McQuiston,

another good' one, put down in best style
; 4,

Campbell
; 5, Grelg ; G, Sykes. F.M. (15): 1, Lam-

bic, big one, rather open iin breast work; 2, Nay-

emith. most typical, beautifully pcncilteii, only a

little short of head; 3, Campbell, nice Linnet, not

no distinct in- markings, nice brown: 4, McQuiston

;

5. Grieg: 6, Morris. Borne in the ticket were very

wild, and plumage suffered thereby. SISKIN (9):

1, McQuiston, nice wee Siskin, wins easily: 2, 3,

Sykes, 2nd, non-fod, e-mart bird, fails inks*, to

winner; 3rd, fed. a bit rough in plumage, gone

slightly patchy in feeding ; 4, Nairn ; 5, Colder

;

G, Johnstone. MEALY REDPOLL, CK. (6): 1, 3,

Sykes, let-, outstanding Twite, rare subs., will im-

prove ; 3rd, Twite, not go large, -but neat ; 2,

McQuiston, hot col., presses hard ; 4, Hutchison

;

5. G, Stewart. LESSER (13): 1, Connacha-r, fine

’Poll, shows well, splendid bib and col. right-: 2,

McQuiston, fails mWgs. to winner, not so massive

;

3, Findlay, we could not place at nil, rather rough

looking: 4, no name ; 5, 0. Larnbie. BRAMBLE
AND CHAFFIE (11): 1, 3, 4, Sykes, 1st, grand

Bramble, race raize, line cap and spangling; 3rd,

another grand one; 2, McQuiston, Bramble, presses

hard, great- sub*., markings all there; 6, G, Sykes.

BUNTING (-8): 1. 3, Rai-t-h, both Yellow-hammers,

1st,’ an old winner, splendid v. and cheek mkgs.

;

3rd, not e> well up, ag-e will improve; 2, Sykes,

fine Corn Bunting, in good plumage ; 4, Straelvan

;

5, G, Ruanel'l. A.O. HARDBILL: 1, 2, 3. Sykes,

-rli Hawfinches, put down in Mr. Sykes’s usual

style ; 4. Russell. HEN., BRIT. (9): 3, McQuiston,

Glasgow win nor, nice B ramb ! e, lino body col.,

and carries good cape: 2, Adamson, good Com
Bunting, well worth it* idaco, requires col.; 3,

Campbell; 4. Sykes; 5, Stixichan ; G Stamen.

SMALL SOFT I! ILL (3): 1, 2, 3, Sykes, 1st, Yel-

low Wagtail ; 2nd, Grey- Wagtail, nice specimens;

3, Whitethroat, -a little lough. LARGE, (6)

:

1
o 4

t
Sykes 1st, we missed ; 2nd, well known

Chough’; 4th,
’ nice Missel Tliruhli ; 3, S-todd-art,

bonnie W-axwing, wed staged), beaten, but not,

disgraced'. SELL.: t, Sykes; 2, St-rarhan ; S, An-

derson: 4, fiykes; 5, Dewar; C. Campbell. SMALL
FOR. : 1. 2, 3, 4, 5, G, Arnott. a grand team, ab-

solutely his cInrs. LARGE (1); Yule.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled witli KEATING’S POWDER, especially

when hens are sitting. Don’t forget to do tlilo just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the lied

Mite. Kills nil insects. Uunnless to cvcrvt.hinn else.

•November 27, 1013.

HALIFAX.
2fitb Annual Exhibition of the Halifax O.S. in tlifl

Friendly and Trades Hall, St. JamesTd.. JEov. 39
and 21). Considering the pre.-ent state of affairs,
and the clashing witli a Yorkshire Union Show within
seven miles, the show must be deserilHid a» a great
success. Entries numbered 47G, the full classfiea-
lion and good prize money helping no doubt to maka
the show a success. The .-.how room is spacious
and lolty, is well lighted, and free from draughts,
in .Mr. Harry Clegg, the society has without doubt
one of tin- beat secretaries in the North of England,
and one who has proved himself quite capable of
controlling any show, no matter how large it may
be, and in Mr. H. Lord it has an ideal president.
The show stewards, Me ars.’ Speight, Relic, Hors-
man, and Mitchell, got through their duties in a
business-like manner. Mr. K. llelliwell had full
charge of the packing and sending away of ail the
exhibits, und the way in which it was carried out
proves the society had chosen the proper official for
the work. These, along witli several other workers
made up a strong team of real good fanciers. Tho
novices were the mainstay of tho show, ll classes
having an average of nearly 21 per claw. Tho
open Norwich classes averaged 14 per class, and
open Yorks. 12.

Quality was quite up to the standard. The Nor-
wich came up beat, and these were well worth going
a long way to see. Yorkshires were a splendid
lot. British birds had only a smallish entry, but-
amongst them were a few real gems. The novice*
were probably the best lot aeen out this season.
Mr. Crawshaw won Rninaden’e special, and Mr.
Spencer fiandlford’s. Tho Society promised half
the gate to the local comfort fund for the soldiei*
at tlie front, amt wo hope it was a real bumper.
The judges, Mews Mundell and Battye got through
their duties in good time, and seemed to. give every
satisfaction. .

MR. H. W. BATTYE’S CLASSES.
CHAMP, CL., ETC.; NOR. YELL. (1«) : 1, 2,

Crawshaw, el., plenty of subs., level eol.’, grand
head and bold breast, rare wing carr., stands welt
on perch, a gem; 2, even mkd., correct type, very
hot in eol., lovely shaped head, round breast, nicely
balanced, not quite as large; 3, Cook, mkd. bead
ami wing, nice shape and style, Tioh cot.,- tine cond.

;

4, Kaberry, el., grand size, -nice eol., rare -shaped
head, fail* in chest; vhc. Heap; lie, Spencer; c,
Turner. BUFV (13): 1, 4, Tnomas, grand size,

mkd. on back, splendid head, rare front, very bold,
lovely qual., gets well acror.i perch, well balanced

;

4, tkd. bead and wing, nice shape and fityie, very
cobby, stands well; 2, Crawshaw, var., extra qual.,
good head and neck, plenty of subs., juat a shadu
thick at thigh, will improve; 3, Hirst, var., nice
type, rare head and breast, fails In eol.; vhc, he,

Wharton; e, Ball. YELL. HEN (9): 1, Hirst, ck.
beauty, grand shaped head, level neck, full breast,
earr. perfect, rich eol., stands correct on perch, fino

cond.; 2, Crawshaw, cl., plenty of subs., splendid
hea<l, well balanced, not as well made in front as
leader, staged well

; 8, Ball, cl., grand type- and
qual., but gets up too much; 4, Wharton, mkd.
head and wings, lovely shape and type, beaten in

size; vhc, Stafford; he, Alirton; c, Spencer. BUFF
(11): 1, Thomas, cl., lovely shape and style, best of
head, nice bold breast. One silky feather, well
balanced on perch, in best cond.; 2, Cook, c!.,

grand head and breast, gets well across, plenty
of subs., nice cond., not staged :u> well as winner;
3, Crawshaw, mkd. head and wing, nice sizo, good
breast, fails in head; 4, Jeffries, el., nice type, good
head; vhc, Heap; he, Kaberry; c, Lloyd. UN-
FI.1G. CK. (25)-: 1. Cook, cl. buff, splendid size and
full of subs., grand head and Well breasted, rich,

sound col., rare wing carr., A1 carr., a real gem

;

2, vhc, c, Crawshaw, even mkd. yell., very hot col.,

correct type, nice head and breast, well balanced,
hardly as much subs, as 1st,; 3, Priestley, cl. buff,

grand head, lovely qual., fails in breast; 4, Grainger,
cl. yell., rare size and type, hardly as bold in front;
he, Airton. HENS (11): 1, Cook, cl. buff, plenty
of subs., grand shaped head, nice bold breast,
very cobby, sound eol., stands correct on perch,
wins; 2, vhc, Crawshaw, cl. buff lieautiful 6hapo
and type, fine qual., smaller, stands well, level col.;

3, Thomas, el. yell., lovely type and qual., stands
well across: 4, Marsh, buff mkd., very long and
well made all round, gets up too much

;
he, Mcadow-

oroft; c, Granger. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (9): 1,

Davies, Goldf., splendid eol., rare square ami beauti-
ful blaze, lovely bars and buttons, best of cond.,
shown iu fine style, a real topper; 2, Dr. Wilson.
Bullf., very rich eol., for shape and cond., unbeat-
able, finely capped, and well cut bars on wings,
staged well; 3, Blakely, Goldf., grand size and
shape, beaten in richness of eol.; 4, Blencoe, Built.,

very rich col., nice cap, and wing inks, rather Ices;

vhc. Affleck and Cresswell; he, Marsh; c, I)cnn.

LINNET, ETC. (8): 1, 3, Davies, grand Linnets,
leader beautifully coloured and pencilled, tine cond.,

a gem; 3, larger, but beaten in richness of eol., cor-
rect shape, nice subs., neat markings, staged well.;

2, Inman, Twite, splendid size, nicely mkd., best
of cond., rare type, very Steady, put down in fino

style; 4, Ilaigh, Linnet, grand col. and pencil mks.,
rather less; vhc, Helliwell; lie. Dr. Wilson; c,

Blakely. BRAMBLE. OR CHAFFINCH (1(1); 1. 2.

Macpherson, l. Bramble., a beauty, lovely col. and
speckles, A1 qual., rare eize and shape, very steady;

2, Chaffinch, one of the best, very large, feathered
like glass, rich col., shows well; 3, 4, Dr. Wilson.

Bramble., grand size and shape, hardly as rich in

eol. as 1st, rather stronger built, fine cond.; ,4,

Chaffinch, lovely type, rare qual., not as steady;
vhc, Inman; lie, Benil

;
c,. Fairhurst. GRKKNF.

(8) : 1, Fairhurst, a real gem, correct type, lovely

col. and qual., rare carr., steady as a rock; 2, e, In-

man, another beauty, feather tight as wax, lovely

eliape anil eol., rare carr., staged well.; 3, Haigh,
rich dark col., finely feathered, nicely balanced

; 4,

vhc, Macpherson, grand shape, lmt rather less line

cond.; he, Blakeby. A.O. HARDBILL (fi) : 1, vhc.

Macpherson, Corn Bunting, beautiful specimen for

richness of col. and cond., unbeatable, put down
in best style; 2, Haigh, Yellowharnmer, lovely typo
and qual., richly coloured, rare carr

,
staged to the

moment; 3, l)r. Wilson, Meadow Hunting, correct

type, At qual., shown well; 4, Fairhurst, Hawfinch,
raro subs., grand shaped bib, lo#ely col.; he,

Inman. SOFTBILL (fi) ; 1, 3, Bent, Golderest. a
real beauty, rich col. ami trained to perfection,

tine col., very steady; 3, Wryneck, lovely type,

feather like silk, nicely moulded, (Inc cond.; 2,

Affleck and Cresweil, Bearded Tit, aplenlid cond.,

nice col., lovely qual., rare finish allows well; 4,

Vhc, Bcnn, Thrush, very large and shapely, beauti-

fully speckled, fine cond. SELL. (22): I, Wilkinson;
2, Ambler; 3, Mottrani

; 4, Wilson; vhc, Seville; lie.

Filling; c, Howarth. HEN (10): 1, 3, Lord; 2, Lamb;
4, Ambler; vhc, Ball; lie, Mottrani; c, Stansffeld.

NOV., CL., ETC., N0I!. (17): 1, lOblfe, buff, mkd. on
head, grand sizo, plenty of subs., splendid head, full

neck, hold breast, rich cobby shape, sound col.,

well balanced on perch, wins; 2, Tucker, el. yell.,

(Continued on next
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rare shape and style, rich In col., nice win# can.,
hardly as good breasted, and strru-ds up loo much,
uants more training; 3, Breur, tkd. butt, nice type,
full of subs., good head and chest; 4, Wilkinson,
yell, mted., hot in col., grand head and wings, not
as bold in front; vhc.o, Cook and Son; he, Craven.
HEN (l'i) ! 1, Fildc*. beautiful win tkd. > cl I.

,
splen-

did type, rich level col., good head and breast,

uicu back, stands well across, shown well; 2, Bollet
cl. hulf, rare shape, very tightly feathered, sound
co!., lovely qua 1., rather less than winner.; .i,

Hudson, el. yell., nice head and wings, lovely col.,

not quite full in breast
; 4, Wilkinson, bull mkd.,

good feather, and eond., rather short of sub.-.;

vhe, Corner; he. Alexander; e, Cook and Son.

UNFLIG. CK. (Hi): 1, he, Mitchell, cl. IniU, very
maFSjve, rich in col., grand shaped head, bold
breast, stands correct, extra qual. of feather, fine

eond
; 3, tildes, var. yell.,. hot col., very stylish,

nice round, head, full chest, hardly as much suhs.
as the leader; a. Cook and Son, butt mkd., grand
size and qual., fails a little in head, good stock bird;
4, St-ansflehl, tkd. yell., nice shape, col., and qual.,
uot so big; vhe, Hudson; o, Townrend. HEN. (HI):

1, Brear, yell, mkd., beautiful lady, for type and
qua!., unbeatable, lovely head, back and wings,
level col., in best cond.

; 2, tildes, cl. yell., another
beauty, .nice head,, bold breast, cobby body, fine
etlky feather, gets well balanced on perch; a,

Coruey, bull,
,
mkd., good body, full head and neck,

nice qual.; 4, Stunsrteld, yell., heavily var., excels
in qual., rich col., nice type; vhe, e, Coad ; he,
Jtlilnes.

MR. W. MUNDELLS CLASSES.
Y orkshires were a fine lot of birds, many noted

Wooers being benched. The novice section was a

?
lal treat. 1T0 birds in seven classes s|rcaks well
» the Halifax Society, which caters well for this

eeution. In the ben class 39 birds were staged, and
many good birds were standing cardies*.
CL. or TKD. YELL. YORKS. (12); 1. Dykes, good

head and neck, clean on breast, well up on leg,
nice flights and piped tail, full of qual., pos. A1

;

2, Stobart, pale col., lull of qual., grand rings
and tail, neat round head, very leggy ; -3, Morreson,
uneven mkd., pate eel., boxy feather, well placed
wing, neat piped tail, very stylish; 4, Helliwcil,
nice type, good wings and tail, r.eat round head,
foil of qual.; vhe, lfingbam and Eunices; he, Tansey

;

e, Thornton and Kcbertshaw. Bt'IE ol): 1, Dykes,
grand pos,, . well up on leg, good head, line wing
earr., pijied tail, lull ol qual; 2 and 4. J. Thomas,
eye, cheek and wings, rich level col., very typical,
good wing, even piped tail, good head, clean on
breast, 4 rich ool.,- long flights and tail, long
leather, good head, unsteady, wants more training;
3, Ellis, wins *p lor members* cl., neat head, grand
wings and tail, wild: vhe, Stobart ; he. Harmon

;

c, Durdekin Bros. HEIN (13): 1, Dykes, yell., lovely
qua!., neat head, grand wine earr., piped tail, very
stylish and steady; 2, Self, yell., pos. Al, grand
breast, feather like wax, well placed wings, piped
tail

; 3, Smith Bi os., bull, good head and breast,
rare length, grand wings and tail, boxy feather,
very typical; 4, J. Thomas, buff, on the strong
side, rare breed hen, long flight and tail, well on
leg, good pos.: vhe, Thornton and Robertshaw

; he,
Helhwcll ; c, Priestley . UNFLIG. CL., ETC., YELL.
e)4): 1, Dykes; shade strong, lovely qual. of feather,
good head and wings, neat tall, rare pos; 2 and e,
Harrison, blaze of col., good pos., nice wings and

' tail, fails a little in neck; 3, Self, neck anil wing
tkd., boxy feather, grand wing earr., piped tail,
neat head pos.; 4, Burdekin Bros., varieg., boxy
feather, rare length and pos., well up on leg, good
living and tail, very steady; vhe, Smith; he, Kigp.
BUFF (13); ] and 2, Seager, pale col., boxy leather,
nice wings and tail, grand pos., neat head, very
steady, 2 lovely feather, level col., wings nicely
placed, piped tail, good head; 3, Priestley, eye and
wing mkd,, rich co]., boxy feather, good wing earr.,
neat, tail, very typical; 4, Morrison, good col., neat
round head, clean on breast, rare pos., grand wings
and tail; vhe, Tansey;' he, Dykes; e, Helliwcil.
HEN (17): 1, Sharpe, boxy feather, grand wings
and tail, pos. Al

; 2, Bingham and Eurness, well
on leg, good wings and piped tail, neat head, clean
on breast, rare earr., we like; 3, Thornton and
Robert sh^vv, rich level col., rare length and pos.,
bit loose on waist; 4, Dykes, neat head, wings,
and tail, very stylish; vhe, Harrison; he, Rigg;
c. Smith Bros. GREEN HEN (6): 1, Lumb, veil.,
stylish, and teeming with qual., grand wings* and
tail, neat round liead ; 2, Ellis, yell, not so long,
neat head, grand level col., good wings and tail;
3 and vhe, Kiiey, butt, small, very typical; 4, Riley,
Buff, small, neat head, good w ing earr. ; he, Sharpe.
NOV. CL., ETC., YELL. (23): 1 and 3, Speak, wing
mkd., great length, boxy feather, good head, clean
cut away behind, nice pos., compact tail, 3 shade
on the strong side, nice typo and qua!., good head
arid wings; 2, Ambler, rich col., fuil of qual., good
head, nice wings, piped tail, bit too stout; 4,
Richardson, level col., neat wings and tail, well
drawn out, good in feather, a shade strong- vhe
Barnes; he, Horsrnan; c, Cliff. BUFE (23):
Craven, pale col., boxy feather, neat round head'
good wings and piped tail, well up on leg, very
steady and well put down; 2, Thornton, rich level
coi., boxy feather, good head and chest, nice wings
and piped tail, a bit short on leg; 3, Bower, pale
col., rare length ot wings and tail, nice pos., round
head; 4, Smith, pale col., boxy feather, nice wing
earr., piped tail, pos. Al, very steady and well
benched; vhe, Fewster; lie, Fisher; e, MitchellHEN (39): 1, Mitchell, .grand feather and winds'
piped tail, lovely col., neat head; 2, Speak, boxv
feather, well up on leg, piped tail, good head neat
Breast and waist, we liked; 3 and vhe, Sugdeu, very
typical and sKrn, lovely qual., grand wing earr.,
piped tail; 4, Barnes, good length, very typical
boxy leather, piped tail, level col; he. Field: c’
Greaves

; many good birds left out of cards. UN-
1'LIG. YELL. (2.1): 1 and 4, Speak, heavily mkd
rieh col. nice type, full of qual., neat head and
Breast, stands well up, very steady, 4 heavily mkd
rich level col., 'typical, good head, nice wings’
piped tail; 2, Fisher, pale col. silky feather very
stylish, neat head, clean on front, nicely drawn-
3, YV, Fisher, eye tkd., rich col., good leg long
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poster* and prize card9. Tt-cy sav tliev arc the best
and cheapest they have ever had—Yours, etc E
Ball.” Send for samples aid prices.—Th» Manager

"Cage Birds, ' 454, Fleet Street, Lorn

flights and tail; vhe, Sykes; he, Stansfleld; e,

Radford. MUFF (17): 1, Bower, shade strong, good
leg, long flights, well placed, piped tail, good round
head, very typical; 2, Ellis, very r.|lnr»uml stylish,
neat head, clean on breast, good leg, piped tail,

full of qual.
;

;i, Firth, well drawn out, neat head,
good neck ami breast, very typical, lull qua!.; 4.

Foulson, slim, boxy feather, well up on leg, good
wing earr.; vhe, Greaves; he, Norvall; e. Wilson; No.
1, fltace-y, absent 2k. HEN (31): 1, Bugdcn, yell.

,

a gem, neat, round head, clean on breast, feathered
like wuix, grand wing earr., piped tail, pos. Al,
very steady

; 2, Sutcliffe, buff, boxy feather, lovely
col., grand wings and tail, well up on leg, good
head, typical: 3, Raynor, yell., nice- type and qual.,
hit soiled; 4, Mitchell, bull, full of qual., nice
flights, piped tail, lovely shape; vhe, Firth; he,
YVbithnm; c, Speak. GREENS, SELF or FOI L (Hi):
1 and 2, Sladdin and Baldwin, 1 yell., rich level
col., good head, nice type, well shown; 2, bull,
foul tail, nice type and qual.; 3, Stanfield, buff,
good flights and tail, very stylish; 4 and vhe, Hors-
uian, veil., nice type, good head, well on leg; he,
Norvall

; e, Thornton. '

HALTWHISTLE.
Haltwhistlc C.B.f>. held Its fifth annual allow,

Nov. JiriflU, in the Mechanics' Hall, and a more
suitable hall it would: be difficult to find, there
being plenty of space, and a good light from all

aides. The society courageously put on a liberal
classification, which merited better support' than
they received

; 420 entries for 55 classes is not
very encouraging. The show is run by a small, but
very enthusiastic, body of fanciers, including the
well-known Border exhibitor, J. Nicholson; Mr.
Bower bank, who has bred quite a number of good
Mules; Mat Pldlipson. the British bird enthusiast,
who can tell you exactly what species of British
birds visit that part of the country throughout
the year; Mr. YV. Tallantyre, 8e§>, who is keen
on the Borders, and has bred a lew well-known
winners (it is certainly uot owing to any lack of
energy on his part if the t.fiow is rot a complete
•success), and a. few-- more willing workers, who
acted1 as StewnrdG, end whose names we fail to re-
member.

British were the best-filled classes in the show,
the class for Goldfinch and Bullfinch having 21
entries. The cup for three nominated birds bred
1915 was won by Mr. J. Nicholson, the runner-up
being Mr. J. Johnson. The judges were Mr. YV.
McMillan. Borders; Mr. T. Dixon, Norwich and
Yorks.; Mr. J. Maddiaon, British, etc.
BRD., YELL., C'K. (15): 1, B.F.C. novice medal,

Tallantyre, a Tittle beauty, round, and well filled
all over, neat to a degree, very rich col.; 2,
Nicholson, shows itself well, just a bit tighter
drawn up. than winner, and scarcely the bloom;
3, Hay, very typical, neat head and wings; vhe,
G. Bennet; be, Crabb and Finlayson

;
e, Heslop.

HEN (12): 1, Nichblson, very stylish, neat round
head, good wings ; 2, McLaughlan, fine size and
type, rare qua!, of feather

; 3, Bennet, good, close
up; vhe, Smith and Son; he, Biggins; e, Tallan-
tyre. BUFF, CK. (13): 1, 3, Nicholson, good all

over; 2, Bennet, hard to find fault with, well put
down; vhe, Patterson; he, Higgins; e, Sewell.
HEN (13): ], Tallantyre, small and neat, rare type
and qual.; 2, Patterson, extra qual. of feather,
capital head and wings, shows well; 3, Heslop,
very typical, in grand bloom; vhe, Bennet; he,
Nicholson; c, J. W. Johnson. VAR. .YELL., CK.
(8): 1, vhe, e, Nicholson, cinn. mkd., really good
all over; 2, Lawson and) Son, cinn. mkd., fine type
and feather, close up; 3, Pennington, gin. mkd.,
very smart shape, good head and wings; he, Bennet.
BUFF (10): ], Heslop, small and neat, rare qual.
of feather ; 2, Meek ley, very stylish, good feather
and finish

; 3, J. Johnson, excellent qual., very-
typical, well put down: vhe, Nicholson,- he, J. YV.
Johnson; c, Brown. HEN (12): 1, Nicholson; 2,

Smith and Son, both good, little to choose be-
tween them ; 3, Johnson, good, hut inclined to he a
bit soft; vhe, Patterson; ho, Smith and Son; e,

Crabb and Finlayson. EVEN MKD. (4): All Nichol-
son, and well known. GRN. OR CINN. YELL., CK.
(12): 1, 2, Johnston, 1, green, grand type, well filled

all over, sound col., distinct pencilling; 2nd, sound
levei-coloured einn. of rare type End earr.

; 3,

Lawson and Son, green, good col., pencilling, and
cond. ; vhe, Patterson ; he, Blake}

; c. Render.
BUFF’ (11); 1, Nicholson, cinn., rare good shape,
sound eol.

; 2, Fox, green, extra qual, of feather,
well pencilled; 3, Espie, another green, close up;
vhe, Affleck; he. Render; c, Johnston. Y’ELL.,
HEIN (8)_: 1, vhe, Johnson, einn., rich level eol.,
ran- good type, in perfect order; 2, Affleck, very
smart typical green, good col. and mkgs.

; 3, Hes-
lop, very neat well-shaped einn., of good eol.

;

he, Espie; c, Shearer. BUFF (7): 1, he, B.F.C.C.
Medal, Johnston, green, extra qua), of feather, pure
in col., and a wealth of distinct pencilling ; 2, 3,
Heslop, fine type and qual., scarcely so clear in
col. and pencilling; vhe, Lawson and Son; c, Green-
weTl. YELL., CK., NOV. (7): 1, J. Sewell, 4-ptd.,
neat size and type, rich eol., in grand cond ; 2,
Furness, el., very smart and typical, in rare bloom;
3, e, A. Affleck, good stamp of green, capital col.

and pencilling; vhe, Topping; he, J. Sewell. BUFF
(12) : 1, A. Affleck, el., neat head and wings, perfect
feather and cond.; 2, Topping, 4-ptd., \ery good,
close up

; 3, Render, very typical green, of good
sound eol.; vhe, Render; he, e, Furnees. HEN (12):
1,T. Nicholson, cl. buff, excellent feather, very neat
shape; 2, c, A. Affleck, 3-ptd. yell, of grand qual.,
good head and wing's; 3, Furness, el. yell., smart
and typical, close up; vhe, Render; he, Topping.
NOR., Y’ELL., CK. (6): 1, vhe. Bell, good size and
shape, rich col., silky feather; 2, Pierson, very
good all round, just beaten in leather; 3, Ste-
phenson, fine size, cobby shape, paler eol. ; he,
E'lcek ; e, Holden. BUFF (9): P, Holden, not so
large as some, but rare good Norwich type, stands
well, close compact feather; 2, Scott, rich co!.,

good front, wings a bit high; 3, Fielding, rare size
and subs., bit loose in feather; vhe, c, McKay;
vhe, soft, or could have been higher up; lie, Bell.
HEN (5): 1, Fielding, yell., fine size and subs.,
good feather and eol. ; 2. Moore, very good .veil.,

only beaten in col.
; 3, Holden, butt', extra good

feather, fine size and type; vhe, Pierson; lie, Scott.
UNFLTD, Y’ELL., CK. (7): 1, R. YV. Smith, good
size and strap'?, rich col.; 2, Scott, just beaten a
little in subs.; 3, Mathewson, good bird, scarcely
so tidy in feather; vhe, Lawson; he, Fielding; e
Holden. BUFF (G) : 1, Leek, capital col., feather,
and shape; 2, Smailes, equally as good, but patchy
col.: 3, Meekley, good size and subs., fails little

in head; vhe, Pierson; he, Smailes; e, Holden.
HEN (5): 1, Fielding, capital size and shape, rich
col.; 2, Matliewson, good, needs a wash; 3, Holden,
fine type and qual.; vhe, Mathewson; he, Moore.
NOV’., CK. (8): 1, 2, vhe, YVhite, little to choose
between them except col. ; 3, he, Graham, good
type and qual., close up. HEN : Cancelled. YORKS.,
Y’ELL. (8): 1, Stewart, fine length, well tapered,
rare cond.: 2. Dykes, long and slim, well rounded,
“xcedlent feather: 3, Crawhall. fine length, grand

position, compact feather; vhe, Deighton
;

hr-,

Snead; e, Havi*. MUFF (10): J, Snead, erect pos.,
extra good feather, well-shaped body, rich col.;

2, he, Crawhall, shade paler in eol., otherwise as
good; 3, Deigtiton, plenty length, well rounded back
rare good order; vhe, YVabfr; >-, Stewart. HEN
(Hi)- I, Dyke*, long and slim, extra good feather,
well put down; 2, 3, Crawhall, 2nd, yell., plenty
ol size, well drawn, on rare order; 3rd grand op-
standing buff, well proportioned, a grand lien, but
she docs not look so bright a* winner ; vhe,. Ia-ai-lr

;

he, YValsh; c, flavin. UNFLTD. YELL. (14): J,

Dykes, .grand youngster, tine type and qual., rich
col.; 2, Ilav is, not far behind, scarcely the eol.;
3, he, Tinda!e, extra good qua!., Uno length and
pos., close up; vhe, Snead; e, Walsh. BUFF (10);
1, Stewart, good length, well drawn, stand* well;
2, Johnstone, rare feather, smooth and tight-fit-
ting, fine length and pos. ; 3, Soead, well up on
leg, well rounded body, good qual., rich eol.; vhe,
Leach; be, Deigtiton; e, Tindale. NOV., CK. (10):
1, he, e, Dodtd. cinn. rrikdi., long arid .•Em. well-
tapereii excellent- (feather; 2, vhe, Topping ck
yell., smart and typical, good size, rich eol.; 3.
Lothian, long slim buff, of fine tvpc, and qual. of
feather. 1IF.N : Cancelled. GOLDF. OR BULLF.
(21): 1, Woods, Bullf., grand size and shape, bril-
liant breast eol., broad glossy cap, distinct wing
bars, perfect cond.

; 2, Almond, Goldf. of nice
size, wide blaze of good col., perfect wings, just
a little restless

; 3, Johnston, good F.M. Bullf,,
plenty- of size, correct shape, deep-coloured breast,
very steady; vhe, Routledge; he, Wilson; c, Pbilip-
sou. GREEN F. (11): p, Gentleman, grand size and
shape, col, and cond.

; 2, Hooper, good Greenie,
only beaten in size ; 3, Hetherington, extra feather.
Wood eol., scarcely so stout; vhe, 1’hllipson

;
lie,

Johnston; c, Dixon. LINNET (7): 1, Wright,
medium size, sound col., well mkd. front, in per-
fect order, very steady: 2, Fleck, rather unsteady;
8, Wilson, good Linnet, but scarcely ready; vhe,
Smailes : he, Todd; c. Shield and Simpson. SIS-
KIN. ETC. (14): 1, Wilson, good-sized Twite, fairly
good col. . well inkd., in perfect order; 2, R. John-
ston, Siskin, good size, shape, eol. and mkgs., a
little down in cond.

; 3, J. Johnston, good Redpoll,
iri rare 'order

;

' vthc, Phi!ip|>n ; ha. Waters, e.
Walton. A.O. HARDRJLL (6):1, Waters, rare good
Chaffinch, rich-coloured breast, grand shape, in per-
fect feather and eond.

; 2, Hooper, Brarnblef., hot
eol., finely spangled, glossy feather; 3,. PhiKpson.
good-sized, rich-coloured Y’ellowhammer, grand
head mkgs., pure in yell., very steady; he. Wright-
c, Hboper. BEN <S>: 1, Christer and Son, Bullf.,
capital size and shape, deep rich-coloured breast:
2, Gentleman, really good Y’eliowhanimer, perfect-
cofid., very steady; 3, Hoo-per, Brarnblef., not over-
large, but in most perfect feather and eond. ; vhe,
Wright; he. Elliot; c, Wilson. HYB. OR LGT.
MULE: 1, Graham. Redpoll-Bailie, of fine size and
shape, rieh-coloui-ed cap and breast: 2, YVilson,
Lin-net-Bullie. small, but good eol. and cond. DK.
MULE (8): 1, Wilson, rich-coloured Canarv-Bullie

;

21. vhe, he, Bowerbairk, big stout yell.' Goldf.,
scarcely at its best; 3, Hooper, yell. Greenfinch,
good col. and eond. : c, Holden ; wrong class, a very-
nice Siskin Mule with a pied tail. FOR. (11): 1,
vhe. Almond, Melba Finch, very rieh in colours,
perfect eond.

; 2, 3. he, Clirister and Son. Lory
and Whydah, liot-h in rare good order; c. Bower-
bank. MEMBERS. BORD.. YELL.. CK. (8): 1, 2.
he, Nicholson; 3. Tallantyre; vhe Johnston; e,
He.slop. BUFF (7); 1. 2, e, Nicholson; 3. vhe,
Heslop; he. Shield. HEN (8): 1. 3, Nicholson; 2,
Tallantyre: vhe. Johnston; lie. G. Heslop; c. F.
Heslop. NOR.. YELL. (3); l, Newman: 2. 3. Gra-
ham. BUFF (4): ), Graham: 2,- 3, Morrow; vhe,
Newman. YORKS.. YELL. (2); 1, Dodd; 2. Ton-
ping. BUFF (2): 1, Dodd; 2. Toppling. GOLDF.
DR BULLF. (12): l. he. Cbri-tor an-dl Son; 2. vhe,
P.h,i-lipsixn ; 3, SV.- h’s -md Simpson ; Elliot.
GRiEENF. (7): 1, he, c. Rhilinson: 2, Johnston* ,3.

Dixon ; vhe, Morrow. LINNET (2): 1. Shield and
Simpson ; 2, Elliot, A.O.V. (131: 1. 3.. Philipson: 2.
Johnston : vhe. Elliot; he, e, Walton. DK. MULE
(4): 1. 2, 3. Bowei bank; vhe. Dixon. A.O.V. l

Simpson. FOR. (91: 1. 2, 3, Christer and Son; vho,
Bowerbank; he, Elliot; c, Morrow.
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Club {Reports.
ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.

Meeting, Nov. 11, Mr. Havenband chair. Messrs.
Hartley, Gifford and White kindly volunteered to
act as stewards at show. YY’e had numerous spls.

promised, and I think there is every prospect of
our having a highly successful show.—E. Johnson,
Sec.

INVERNESS O.S.
Annual general meeting, Mr. Harcombe’s Rooms.

The report was gone over and approved. Resolved
to hold a show on Dec. 29 if a hall could be pro-
cured for that date large enough, which is a diffi-

cult thing owing to the military having taken over
so many, and it was submitted to Committee to
curtail classification. Present : Chairman, Ed. Chis-
holm, and Messrs. MoNaughton, Fraser, Durwaid,
Falconer, A. Smith and W. Smith, Harcombe, Todd,
Anderson, Brotts, and sec., John Conniehie. Yv!
Simpson was appointed judge.

AYR C.B.C.
Meeting, Nov. 13, YValluce Tower Hall, High-st.,

Ayr. Mr. J. Murray presiding. Agreed that ex-
hibitors wishing to become eligible to compete for
specials pay 2s. Cd. members' fee. In classes of
eight entries or more full prize money will be paid.
Judges elected for Open Show, Dec. 25: T. Dalton.
Ayr, and A. Baird, Paisley, Scotch "Fancy

; A. Chal-
mers, Kirkintilloch. Nor. I'M. Ilislop, Stirling, Bord.
and Y’orks. ; and J. Steel, Dalkeith, Brit, and For.
Agreed to show under B.F.C.C. patronage. Next
meeting Nov. 29.—H. M. Ferguson, Sec. and Treas.

LOCHGELLY C.B.S.
Meeting, Victoria Bar, Nov. 15. The members

met chiefly to do justice to Mr. James Wilson, pro-
prietor, who has presented to the society a hand-
some cup. The conditions are that it be won three
times, not necessarily in succession, for best young
bird bred by a member (confined to district). Mr.
I). McLaren was the fortunate winner lor the first

time, and, being present, thanked Mr. YVilson most
heartily for the interest he has shown in the so-

ciety. Song® were sung by Messrs. Campbell, Muir,
Smith, Grewar, and a most enjoyable evening was
spent. Club show on December 11. Entry, Gd.

nor ease.—R. Muir. Sec.

Meeting, Nov. JO. Arrangements made for annualshow, Mechanics’ institute, Jan 0 ledge Me“ Up
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osity will be rewarded by members -sending as nranr
entries as possible. Prize list ready bv lOtlr Dec."and exhibitors not receiving same on or before the
l.th sliould send me a p.c.. when one will be sent,by return. On behalf of the committee I thank ail
fanciers who have readily responded to the call
lor special prizes, and promised support with en-tries— J. Lumsden, See.

Singing Contests.
Announcements o/ forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must he paid for al
advertisement rales, three words a penny.

LEEDS.
Open contest, Nov. 20, for quality Linnet singing

Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lar.e. Hi birds sang, ami
some grand singing was heard: 1. W. Wharam • 2 4
Bums; 3, Connor. Judges, P. Maddam and s’ Butb
terfield. Nov. 21. 18 birds sang. Our worthy host
added a grand prize: 1, YV. Wharam : 2, A. Brims: 3.
shared, liinns and T. Chippendale. Judges, T Sum-
mers and B. Farrar—W. J.iprnan, Hon. See.
Quality singing. Old Bird House, Skinners’ Arms,

Buslingthorpe, Nov. 21; 19 birds sang: 1, King; 2,
Hiillen. Judges, C. Clayton, J. Sellers.—C. Clavton,
Hon. Sec.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A.. Albion Hotel.

Saville Green, York-rd., open contest for quality
Linnet singing, Nov. 20; 17 birds song: 1, 2. YV. Sis-
sons; 3, Condliffe; consolation price, Condliffe
Judges. Hayes and Naylor. Nov. 21, 21 sang: 1, YV.
Sissons; 2, T. Howartb : 3, Sissons; 4, T. Howarth.
Judges. Crane, Naylor, Hayes. Also Nov. 21, a Rol-
ler contest, 16 birds sang: 1, YVharam; 2, Rogers; 3.
Pratt; consolation prize. Condliffe. Judges, Wood,
Naylor and Grant— YV. Navlor. Hon. See.'

BARNSLEY.
Linnet sing, Dove Inn, Nov. 21, 5 min. time; 12

birds entered. 1, Brushy. 2 min. 38 see.: 2. Norman.
1 53; 3, Coles,. 1 12; 4, Hall, 1 2. Shepherd tinier,
Coe chalker. We have had a very good attendance
up to noyv at new headquarters, and made six new
members, yet there is room for more, so hurry up.
—Hardman, See.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE.
Watford (Herts.).—Halsey Hall, Conservative

Club, High Street, Nov. 8 and 9. Judges: H. Nor-
man, A. Silver, R. J. YVatls. 59 open classes: Nor.
10 (4 Nov.). Y'orks. 10 (4 Nov.), Bord. 2, Crest 2,

A.O.V. 1, Hvb. G. Brit. 17, For. 9, Sell 2. Prizes:
10/-, 5/-, 3J-, 2/-, if eight entries otherwise half
prize-money. Entry fee, 1/6. Entries close Dec. 4,

to J. Goodall, 56, Market Street, YVatford, Herts.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., ol

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arranga
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices: 96, Bartliolomeyv Close, London, E.G

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD
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CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.

0NI5 NO')' I Cl'! <f any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must mull ns not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Clul)

Notice Postcards limy lie had free on application to

our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Altrincham Open C B.S.—Dee. 1, Station Cafe, 8.

Seeds and other foods: their use and abuse. Mr. T.

Harrison. (,'. Dailey.
Bradford West c.B.A Nov. 27, Shoulder of Mat-

Ion. 2 Members’ show
;

entries Friday night.

Judge, Mr. It. Garnett. F. P. Terry.
Bulwell and Dist. F.A. Nov. 27, lied I,ion Hotel,

3. Final preparations for annual show. I,. iMollor.

Burnley C.B.S. Nov. 23, 75, Lindsay Street, 7

Annual members’ show. Competitions for ro c bowl
and various specials. New members apply to--
James Moorhouse, 102, Nairne Street. Uiirnlcy.

Blaydon on-Tyne C.B.S. —Dec. 4, Co-op. Library,
7. .‘id. Deport on lute annual show, ami other busi-

ness.— (1. Huvver.
Bowline B F.A. Nov. 27, Napoleon Hotel. Show,

staged at ;t. Judge, Mr. (!. 10. Walker. West Bow-
ding. Specials for clear yellows and bulls; specials

for green and ciun. marks.— J. Ntcholl.
Clitheroc C.B.S.—Nov. ;I0, Dennett’s Ten Dooms,

3. Members please bring their entries for t lie show
Dec. 4. J. Southworth.
Codnor Park and Eastwood C.B.S.—Dec. 4, Three

'funs. Last,wood, 0. To pay out prize money and
specials. A pleasant evening; members may bring
a friend. Smith and Lees.
Oarvel C.B.C.— Dee. 1, Town Hall, 7.30. Kntries

for members’ show and annual subscriptions. - J.
Taylor.
Derby C.B.S.—Nov. 27, Korinanton Hotel, 7.30.

Paying out. prize-money and specials.—F, W. Jordan.
East Atdsloy—Nov. 27, lilaek Swan, 7.30. Prize-

money and annual show business.—A. Walton.
East Ham F.S.—Dee. 2, Harmonic Hall, Plashet

drove. Last Ham. Annual show. Members are
earnestly requested to make this show a financial
success by entering largely and early.—W. A. Har-
wood.
Edinburgh Nor. and M.B.S.—Dee. !), 142, High

Street, o. Financial report
; election of office-

bearers.— J. Stormont.
Guiseley, Ycadon. Nov. 27. Regent Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show. Entries Friday night or Saturday morn-
ing’s first post. Judge, II. Sutclilf, Windliill.—W.
Rose.
Garston B.B.A.—Dee. 4, Kechabite Hall, Seddon

Road. Annual old show. 45 classes; 22 specials,
.fudge, Mr. W, Young, New Brighton. Entries dose
positively Dec. 1 to see.

—

It. T. Lonsdale.
Great Eastern Railway F.A.—Fifth annual show.

Mechanics Institute, Dec. 7, owing to hall being
engaged on Nov. 23. Entries close 30th inst. Four
silver cups given by directors for competition.—
W. O. Rogers.
'Glasgow and Western Counties.—Dec. 4. Good
Templars’ Hall, 122, Ingram Street, 7. Club show
business and washing competition, competitors to
bring own birds and utensils. Three prizes, viz.,
medal, 2s. 0d., 2s. .1. H. Adam.
Hlghgate, Hampstead C.B.S.—The social in con-

nection with our annual prize distribution having
been cancelled, the prizes won at our recent show
will he presented to the winners at an ordinary
members' meeting on the same date, Nov. 29.— J.
Hyde.

Hartlepools C.B.S.—Dee. 1 . 43, P.ydal Street, West '

Hartlepool, 7.80. Payment of members’ prize-money,
etc., lor open show.—J. W. Thornton.

_
Huddersfield O S—Nov. 29, White Hart Hotel,

, .50. Monthly table show. 0 Yorks, and 4 Nor.
classes.—A. Law ford.

Ilkeston C.B.S. Nov. 27. Nottingham Castle Inn,

Cotmanlmy Load, 7. Nettling of show and other
important business. I would urge members to at-

tend.—(1. Stddown.
Idle C B.S.— Nov. 27. Springfield Hotel. Members’

show; birds staged at 2.30. Judge, Mr. 8. Wilcoek,
Kcclcshlll. T. Elsegood.
Long Eaton C.B S.—Special meeting Nov. 27. Show

business, j. Turner. (Time and place not stated.

-Ed.)
Mannlngham C.B.S. Nov. 27, Club Rooms, Mow-

bray Rooms. Members' show
;
judge, Mr. 15. Marsh.

•F. Ranvelll.
Middfesbro’ and Teeseitfo C.B.S,—Dec. 4, Crown

Hotel, <1. Arrears to be paid up, being last meet-
ing night Also any other business.—T. C. Deans.
National British B. and M.C.—Dec. 2, Feathers

Hotel, Westminster, S.W., 8. Show business. 15.

Stephens.
North Manchester C.B.S. Dee. 7, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, x. General business.- A. Colley.

Newcastle upon-Tyne C.B.S.— Meetings postponed
until further notice.—J. W. Reed.
Northern Border F.C.C.—Dec. 1, Pillar’s Cafe.

Pink Lane, Newcastle, 7. To consider the advis-

ability or otherwise of continuing these meetings
under the circumstances prevailing in the district.

As we have to bo oil tbo premises by 9, it is essen-
tial that the meeting bo commenced promptly to
time.— C. Fairer.
New Cross C.B.S.—Dec. 2, headquarters, 8.

General meeting and nomination of officers for 1910.
— Burton Bros.

Provincial Roller C.C.—Nov. 27, Old Boar’s Head
Hotel, Corporation street, Manchester, 0. Show
business.—A. Pereival.
Queensbury C.B.S.— Nov. 27, Granby Hotel. Mem-

bers' show; judge, Mr. D. Sutcliffe. Birds staged
at 3.—W. dagger.

Radcliffo C.B.S.—Nov. 30. Wareing's Dining
Rooms, 8. Entries for show to bo sent in.—G. Lord.
Runcorn B.B.A.—Dec. 3, headquarters. Old Coc6a

Rooms, 7.30. Table show for unltighted. Judge, Jos.
Guy. 15. Rone.
Reading C.B.S.—Dec. 1. Palmer Hall, s. Balance-

sheet of show; important business. 1). (J. Smith.
Stoke on-Trent C B.A.—Nov. 29. Red Lion Hotel,

8. Special meeting ; arrangements for show at
King’s Hall, Dec. 2, and receive entries.—J. 1’itcll-

ford.
Shipley O.S.—Dec. 1. Victoria Hotel, 7. Nov. 27,

members show, birds staged at 2 prompt. Entries
Friday night 7 to 9.—Long and Craven.
Skelmanthorpe C.B.A Nov. 26, Hutchinson's

Rooms, 8. Taking entries for members’ show Nov.
27 ; judge, T. Bentley, Cleckhenton.—W. Everett.
Stanley Garden House Club F.F. C.B.S.—Nov. 28.

Election of stewards.—John Armitage.
Sacriston P.P.R. and C.B S Nov. 27, Mrs. H.

Abbott's Tea Rooms. Front Street, Sacriston, 5.15.
Very important- business; paying prize-money for
last show.—Dodd and Wilford.
South Shields.—Nov. 27, Cyprus, 7. Show busi-

ness.—W. L. Smith.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B. F.A.—Nov. 30,

Trinity House, Shaw Heath. 8. Ticket-money, prize
cards, etc.—W. Stafford.

St. James the-Lees, Bethnal Green.—Nov. 27,
Sewardstone Road Hall, Cambridge Heath. Annual
sliow, 3 till 9.30. Admission 3d.—T. (J. Bransford.
South-East London F. and F.A.

—

Nov. 29 The
North Camberwell Constitutional Club, 432,’ Old
Kent Road, 8. Closing of entries for animal show
and election of stewards. Entries cannot be ac-
cepted after tin’s .date.—R. Jackson.
Todmorden C.B.S,—Nov. 27, National School. Un-

flighted show, birds staged at 1.30. Judge, K. E.
1 lie! ti well, Halifax. -J. 51. Spofforth,

West Stanley Victoria F.F. and C.B.S -Nov. 28,
(dub room. fi. Entries taken, and other show busi-
ness.—II. Hutchinson.
Wigan Roller Club—Nov. 27. Legs of Man Hotel,

10.30. Club and show business—P. Greenall.

rape and a morsel of banana, and on the alternate
days give a morsel of bread the size of a liazel nut,
soaked ia cold milk, drained, and well sprinkled with
muw seed, aail a spray of watercress, or some other
green salad, hut see that it is not given in a wet
sodden condition, nor gathered with frost on it.

In the drinking water every second day tor a week
add six drops of syrup of rhubarb, and a crystal
of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea, and
in the next week dissolve in each two taldespoons-
I'ul of iti drinking wutcj- every second day a
crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea,
ditto of sulphate of iron half as big, and add six

drops of dilute sulphuric acid. In the third and
fourth weeks repeat the dosage of the first and
second weeks in the same order. If bird is not
well at the end of a month please write again, and
I will advise you further.
FATTY DEGENERATION (NVwadd Aber).—In a

general way tbo treatment for this complaint may
bo summed up in tbo 'words, a plain wholesome
diet, containing u fair aino'unt of green salads, and
plenty of vigorous exercise, preferably wing exer-

cise. To a certain extent diet is very much a ques-
tion of individualism, and that which will be no more
tlian a very moderate regimen for one bird will suf-

fice to feed up another to an inordinately, fat de-

gree. You cannot treat a number of birds exactly

alike in the matter of diet and get the same effect

with each one. This will explain why one of your
birds lias died witii fatty degeneration and another
is showing .similar symptoms, whilst all the rest re-

main quite healthy, though all arc fed and treated
alike. Your best plan would be to remove the one
that is now looking thick to a large flight cage or

aviary, if it had a companion or two to keep it oil

flu: move, so much the better. Give a plain diet of

canary weed only, supplemented only with a liberal

amount of green salad, istop ail fat oily seeds for

the time being, keep floor strewn with clean gritty

sand, and a culm of hard common oilt stuck in the
wires for Hie birds to peck at when they like, and
add to the drinking water six drops of syrup of

rhiubarh and as* much Epsom salts as will cover a
sixpence every second day for a week, and repeat
the latter in alternate weeto until the bird has had
three weekly courses. If you cannot move it to a large
flight or aviary, then you must limit its supply of
seed to a small teaspoonful daily, all told, and
otherwise treat the same as above.
TO BRING ON SONG (V. lb, Harrow).—It is not

very unusual for com® cocks to take a few weeks’
rest from singing after recovering from the moult,
specially when they have been such ceaseless per-
formers for a long time as yours. Occasionally such
bird® will remain .silent until ttie weather gets mild
the following spring. However, the chief cause in
your cgso U probably keeping the cock caged with
the hens, 'as you seem to be doing. If you do not
wish to separate him, give two moderate tca«poonftils
c-f crushed sponge cake with eix drops of cod liver
oil emulsion and 20 drops of sherry well indeed in it
and sprinkled with a mixture of equal parts maw
and gold of pleasure seed every second day for a
fortnight to the group, and on the intervening days
give two small teaspocnfnte of a mixture of equal
parts hemp, miger, teazle and millet. Give a little
watercress or banana three times a week. Add to
each two tablespoonfuls of drinking water ten drops
of lemon juice and as much chlorate of potash as
will cover a sixpence every second day during the
same time. If ttiis does mot bring tiic cock into
song your only course is to cage separately the ono
you think most likely to be the cock and keep it
within sight of the hens, and treat it .the same a-s

described above, except tiiat you give half-teaspoon-
fuls of tit-bits instead of the quantities named
above. If ‘‘ho” shows no signs of coming in song
in a week or fortnight, turn "him” into the aviary
again and try one of ‘the others, and so on until
either you have the real cock or have tried them
all. l’ray do not hesitate to write because you have
had advice on previous occasions; it’s our mission
in life to try to be of assistance where we can.
SUDDEN SEIZURE (E. ILL—The attack was un-

doubtedly due to an apopleptic seizure affecting a
nerve centre -most likely hemorrhagic effusion in the
cranial bones—to which all birds are more or less
susceptible when in high condition, or in a plethoric,
overfed condition. The oniret, of this cold spell of
weather would tend to increase the susceptibility
to this, accident, and your bird is one of those
whose' vital resistance was not equal to the strain.
You can do little for it beyond keeping it quite on
the warm ride, giving a light nourishing diet, and a
sufficiency of green salad to keep the bowels quite,
free, but not to the extent of causing watery evacu-
ations. Give plain canary as .staple diet,' and in
addition give separately every second day a morsel
of bread aril milk a.-* you .are now doing, and on
the alternating days half a teaspoonful of scalded
summer rape. Add to the drinking water ten drops
of dilute sulphuric acid and five each of

v

tincture
of opium. «nd tincture of gentian every second day
for a week. The bird should bo kept quito qfict
for .some time, so I would not advise vou to show
it tliis month, even if it appeared to have re-
covered perfectly, which I rather doubt, n« recovi ry\
from these attacks takes some time, and is rarely
complete,

.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES ANO HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
SAMPLE OF WILD SEED (B. Hughes).—The

sample .of seed you sent is composed of charlock,
persicaria, dock, a tittle grass and plaintain. Un-
fortunately some of it was not quite ripe when
harvested, and so its value is .somewhat lessened.
Any way, you can give it to your Finches, allowing

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Uoiilton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids” (7/li); Norman's "British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Part 1 “HardbUls” (1/1), Part 2

“
Softbills

”

(1/1)'. “Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3);
“Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants” (1/2); “Secrets o/
Hybrid llrcnling” (1/2); Clarke's “Septic or Bird
Fever” (7d.): “Colour-feeding" (3{d.); or llie “Nut-
shell ” booklets (2fd. each): No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2. “Linnet,” No. 3 ''Skylark," No. 4, “Song
Thrush and Blackbird.” No. 11 " Bullfinch,” No. 13
''Chaffinch,'' No. 15 “Greenfinch," No. 22 "Siskin,
Hedgoll, and Twite,” No. 25 ” Small Insectivorous
Birds," No. 20 " Large Insectivorous Bird!'," No. 0
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.” No. 12 “ How to
Moult. British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted ore post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London. E.C.

them to pick it over ami select what they like,

but do not force them to cat it; see that they
have plenty of their staple food to go to. The
host plan is to throw a littb- into the corner of the
cage after cleaning them out. Keep it in u ticp

Questions and
Answers.

L.OUSTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1y~All questions must be clearly written in ink
(or typewritten ) on one side of paper

,
and eon-

etude with cither the correct name or a
pseudonym.

[2)—Thc proper name and address in full of querist
must always be written on a sepurate sheet of
P (llKr i and enclosed with the query.

[3^Queries intended for different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in
orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

C O—^ he department to which the queries refer nnist
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the
first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week.

(t)-*If an answer by post is desired from our speci-
alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to Sickness of birds

,

or a shilling in oruiuary enquiries, with a
„
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

16;— All who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully , and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees rcccieed from this source will be
banded over in full to the “

Referee's” Poor
Children's fund (London).

(
(D—All queries must be addressed to the Editor.

•‘Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street , London , E.C.
/ ost cards arc not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

SHELLING THEIR SEED (Learner)—I take it
/<>'* mean that the birds remove the husk from
the seed and then reject the kernel. If this is cor-
rect, first of all test the flavour of the seed by
chewing a pinch. If you find it is musty that is un-
doubtedly the cause of the rejection anti the re-
medy is sufficiently obvious—change the seed for
one that ia sound and sweet. If there is no fault
with the seed, then the cause lies in some digestive
derangement, which the following treatment should
remove. Give a staple of three parts canary to
ono part .uminer rape. In addition to this give
separately every second day a morsel of bread the

size of a hazel nut, soaked in cold miik, drained,
then sprinkled with soft sugar, and also a pinch
of a mixture of equal parts hemp (see that this, in
particular, is sound and sweet in the kernel), niger,
millet and teazle. On the alternating days give a
morsel of banana, fn the drinking water every
second day for a week add six drops of syrup of
rhubarb and as much Epsom salts as will cover a
sixpence, and after this give instead five drops each
of gentian, tincture of calumba, and aromatic sul-
phuric acid every second day for a fortnight.
EFFECT OF RELATIONSHIP (L. Scott).-The re-

latfouship of the birds you enquire about would
amount to the closest possible inbreeding, and the
effect would be practically certain to show itself in
a material reduction of size in tlw progeny, and
also probably reduce the vigour and stamina of
the progeny. Such mating should never Ire resorted
to merely for the sake of making up a pair of
birds without introducing fresh stock. There should
always' be some very definite object in view, which

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's " Canary Breeding lor Be-
ginners" (7d.); House's “ Canary Manual ” (1/2);
Bullye's “ Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/1.’,); House's ''Nor-
wich Canaries” (1/1); TFesfou’s "Stock Hook” (7d.);
Ilr. Clarke's “Septic or Bird Fever

”

(7«i.); Norman's
"Ai'iurics, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Itamsden't
“Loloiu'-fceding” (3b/.)

; “Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds ” (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (2 Ul. each)'.
No. 5 "The Vet Canary,” No. G “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cure Them,” No. 9 “The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird rooms, etc.,” No. 10 "The Holler,” No. 23
” The Border Fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices qitOtea
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 104. Fleet Street,
London , E.C.

makes it unavoidable, and even then it should Ire
done only with birds which have not been pre-
viously inbred, and one must be prepared to meet
witii tlie consequent reduction of size and stamina.
I would strongly advise you to dispose ot the cock
and replace him with another specimen which
matches your liens as nearly as you can get one in
colour and markings. If you (lid this you could
run the three birds together next season without
any of the baneful effects of close inbreeding ap-
pearing in tlie progeny from them. Please see Mr.
Page’s column for reply to Budgerigar query, which,
by tlie bye, you should have written on a separate
sheet of paper.

IN DIRTY CONDITION (A. L.)—If you are ex-
pert at hand-washing, or have a friend who could do
it for you, a hand-wash would be most beneficial
as a preliminary to treatment in this case. Do not
offer tlie bath, except occasionally on bright, mild
days, aiul only offer it ia the early part of the day.
As the bird never seems to dry itself, a daily hath
will do far more harm than good in its present
condition. Keep the cage floor strewn with clean
gritty sand. Give a staple diet of plain canary seed
only. In addition to this give separately every
6ccoud day half a teaspoonful oX scald: J summer

dry place or it will soon spoil with so much husk
on it. A good deal of this husk could be removed
by shaking it in a bag, spreading it out on news-
paper, and their blowing or fanning it off.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.
what PARROT? (North West).—Your descrip-

tion is incomplete, but I bave little doubt that
what you have is a Uhrc-fronted Amazon. Till
the bird is established keep it fairly warm, ami
-'pray its nostrils with a tepid dilute solution of
glyco-thyrnoline. I'ut a little chemical food in the
drinking water, and If the bowels are not working
freely (the bowels must not be watery loose), give
an occasional dose of fluid magnesia—one teaspoon-
ful to tlie ounce of drinking water—as often as may
lie required. As regards diet, this should consist
of seed mixture, ripe fruit, pieces of biscuit, plain
cake, or stale crusts, witii grit, cuttle bone, amt
a chunk of wood kept continually m the cage. A
good seed mixture is: One pint each oats, sun-
llowor, safflower, white millet, canary and hemp
seeds, and half a pint each of maize, shelled pea-
nuts, and dari, the whole to lie well mixed, stored
in, a dust-tight tin, and kept in a dry place. You
can also give a little raw carrot, also boiled potato
and vegetable, provided they are unseasoned and
without fat. Do not give tea, coffee, or milk sops,
or any kind of animal food whatever.
ABOUT A RED CARDINAL (A. J.).— I presume

you mean the Virginian Cardinal, an all-red bird.
It is not quite possible to make a definite pro-
nouncement, as this is one of the species in which
individuals vary considerably. Many are atrociously
pugnacious, others quite amiable, and again others
run amok occasionally. Fairs are pugnacious, to
a greater or lesser -degree during tlie breeding sea
son. I have kept a cock successfully in a fairly

roomy aviary with Red-crests, Buntings, Finches,
and Waxbilis, and so have ethers, while yet others
have met witii disaster in so doing. I have had a
cock in a Toomy aviary (80ft. square) out of doors

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Cage's "Foreign Birds for Beginners"

(I/1J); Arthur's “Budgerigars and Coclcatiels” (6d.);

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit ” (7d.);

"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, anil Cages" (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods and Wild Plants "

(1/2); Dr. Clarke's " Seplia

or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3'd.) ; or the

"Nutshell” booklets (2trf. each); No. 0 “ Ailing Buds
and llow to Cure Them," No. 9- ” The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 " Gouldian Finches,"

No. 10 "Avadonate,” No. 17 “The Grey Parrot,” No.

18 “Budgerigars,” No. 19 "The Pekin llobin,” No. 20
“ Waxbilis.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds."

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

for the past six years with birds ranging from a
Waxbill to a Thrush, but no other species of
Cardinal, aud I am not aware of any misdemeanours
on Iris part. In the aviary (a large one) of a
friend. Virginian, Red-crested and Green Cardiuals,

have been successfully kept together—all three

species are quito hardy once they have got over

the hardships of importation. Much depends on the

size of the aviary. It is all in favour of your

project that the Red-crests and other birds are

established in possession of tlie aviary, and that

the lied Cardinal will he tin: stranger. If your

aviary is a roomy one, witii good cover, 1 think you

may venture to introduce a pair, but 1 must warn
you, that though young may i>e hutched out, there

is small prospect of them being reared, unless you

keep up a supply of live food during the pc-nod

they are being reared, and till they are well on seed

and other food.

COCKATIEL ILL (Taule).—Bring it in at once ami

put it in quite warm quarters till it has recovered.

I strongly suspect it has been in close quarters

since it was brought in from outdoors, aud fix'

symptoms rather point to some serious bowel

trouble
;
however, warmth w ill do much to remedy

things. Give it two drops of castor cil daily, direct

to tlie mouth, till the bowels have been properly

moved, then cease. In lieu of tlie drinking water

give the following: One teaspoonful condensed milk,

ten drops cod liver oil emulsion, two drops laud-

anum, and two tab lespooil hi Is of boiling water,

arid well stir together—it must be prepared fresh

daily, and continued till the bird has recovered,

when it can be gradually discontinued and water

containing chemical food offered at the same time,

the former ultimately being stopped. Watch
against constipation, and at the least sign of tins

put fluid magnesia into the drinking water, ono

teaspoon ful to the fluid ounce. I should keep this

bird isolated from your healthy stock till it is

quite fit again. After being in warm quarters it

must be gradually hardened off before being put

into unheated quarters again.

POST MORTEMS,
Tr G. Yates, M.R.C.V.S.. I. College Road, Har-

, Middlesex, will examine ami report upon dead

e birds for a I'eo of is. fid. each bird; lor reply

set. 2s. fill.; analysis. 2fs. Subjects lor post

rtem examination must be s^nt packed in a 1vox

Bet to Mr. Yates, with the fee, tliis and any

oinpam mg letter being kept from contact witii

dead bird. Send by letter-post ; it is cheaper

l quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

'eo is enclosed the loss will l>o the sendci s.
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Public Gardens Collection

All Outdoors, Choice, and
Many Breeding.

£ 8. d.
Pair Aviary-bred, Laughing Jackasses io o o
•"ivy Parrot, wonderful talker 15 o o
Urey Parrot, 2 years 6 0 0
Violaceous Amazon,- only one in England. .. 5 0 0
Double-front Amazon, exhibition bird ... 3 to o
Cuban Amazon, exhibition bird 3 0 0
Muller's Parrot, exhibition bird ... ,_ 2 10 o
Blue headed Maximilian's Parrot S o o
Jardlr.c's Parrot (exhibition) 6 0 0
Pair llnger-tamo talking H<jck Parrots, tails

18 inches long ... ._ 3 to o
Moustache Jew Parrakeet 10 0
Naudav J’arrakeat „ ... 1 10 o
Pai r Speckled Cuban Conn res 2 10 o
Pair Uold-fronted finger-tame Tui Parra-

keets 3 10 0
Pair finger-tame Canarywing Parrakeets ... 2 o o
Fingertame Hen Hingneck Parrakeet ... 1 o 0
Rednecked Lorikeet 3 10 o
Pair Nesting Penchfnce Lovebirds ... 3 10 o
Bairs Nesting Yellow Budgerigars o to e
Young Ones ... o 7 6
Pairs Nesting Green Budgerigars ... 0 8 6
Young Ones ..; ... o 6 6
Pair Gorgeous Breeding Pennant* ... 5 0 0

Pair Breeding Yellow-mantled or Splendid
Parrakeet (T. Spiendidus) 5 0 0

Combassotis, pair ... 0 6 6

Diamond Doves, pair ... ... 1 10 0
Half-collared Senegal Doves, pair ... 10 0
Aldabra Doves, pair ... ... 1 10 0

Necklace Doves, pair 15 0

Vinaceous Doves, pair 10 0

White Doves, pair ... 0 6 0

Bing Doves, pair 0 5 0

Wood Pigeons, pair 15 0

1 Cock, 2 Hens, Birchin Bantams, Smith
strain, exhibition, modern 12 6

1 Cock, 2 Hens, lovely type Silky Fowl, lay-
ing ... 10 0

Pair Bed Saddle Far,tails 10 0

Pair Parlour Tumblers 15 0

Yellow, Silver and Blue Tumblers, Nuns,
Archangels, exhibition birds, per pair 0 7 6

Montaubin Pigeons, pair ... ... 10 0

Pair African Owl Pigeons 0 15 0

Pigmy Pouter Pigeon, one * ... o 3 o

Pair Breeding Crested California Quail... 15 0

Odd Cocks, each 0 8 6

Bair Breeding Silver Pheasants _. 1 10 0

Pair Breeding Golden Pheasants ... 1 10 0

Hen Golden Pheasant ... ... ... ... 10 0

Purple Gallirule ... ... 3 0 0

Canadian Geese, pair ... 2 10 0

Nile Geese, pair ... ... ... 1 15 0

Chinese Geese, pair ... ... ... ... 10 0

Cereopsis Geese, pair ... ... ... ... 10 0 0

Swans, pair ... ... 1 10 0

Pair Breeding Coekatiels ... 10 0

Gorgeous talking tame Salmon-crest Cocka-
too. exhibition bird ... 7 10 (I

Tamo Sulphur-crest Cockatoo 1 15 0

Sulphur-crest, non-tame ... — ... 10 0

Leadbeater Cockatoo 2 0 0

Saffron-crest Cockatoo, tame and very rare 3 10 0

Javan Cockatoo, finger-tame 1 15 o

Triton Cockatoo ... ... — ... 1 1
2

0

Bare-eyed Cockatoo 1 10 0

Bloodstained Cockatoo ... — ... 5 0 0

"Western Nosicus Cockatoo ... ... 2 10 0

Talking Bed and Blue Macaw 3 10 0

Talking Blue and Yellow Macaxv ... 3 10 o

White-backed Piping Crow ... .„ ... 3 10 0

Pair Bay-fronted Cow Birds ...

1

J
®

Pope Cardinal (exhibition) 0 12 6

Pair Crested Cardiuals (exhibition) .. 15 0

Belgian Boiler Canaries, full song, each o 12 6

1 Jcrdon’s Accentor S'5 ?
Pair White-check Lark Finches ... ...15 0

Pair Breeding Yellow-rump Finches ... 1
?

“

*2 St. Helena Seedeuters, each ... ... 0 1* j>

Pair Bronze Mannikins ••• 0 8 6

Bed-Wiled Yellow-billed, and Bishop Wea-
vers. per pair .

••• ® J r
Bhaft-tail Whydali, out, of colour, pair ... o s 0

Cutthroats, pair ® ® ”

A wonderful pair of Northern Nigerian Rose cheeked

Grown Cranes, loose in park 12 months, follow, and

take food from the hand, £30.

With them, equally tame, full-coloured, extra large

Sarus Crane, £12 10s. ; all full coloured.

All the birds offered fit for keen competition,

outdoors, and well known to the visiting public.

CROSS,
Zoological Gardens,

Otterspool,

LIVERPOOL
Rare Foreigners.

Violet-eared Wax+rdls, Blue-breasted Mellias,

Touracous, Bed and Pcach-l'aced Lovebirds; the
largest variety of birds to be seen at

Gamage’s Zoo, *Ho born, E.C.
OR SEND FOR LIST.

[
VARIOUS BIRDS.

GRAND HAL Goldfinch, 4/6; two largo Norwich
hens, 2,6 each : l’eter Martin, IS, Thistle-si., Cmme-
-lon, Falkirk. (70)

CLEARING my stock of Canaries and Foreign
birds, for cash, or exchange, drapery, etc.: Howell.
Potton, Beds. (70)
GOOD 1013 singing Canary and hanging cage, 10/-;
three cock Linnets, 1/- each; Lomas, 53, licrry-

et., Skelmersdalo. (75)
GOO)) Norwich Canaries, British birds, and Mules,

for sale, reasonable : stamp reply : T. H, Inman, 43,
Derhy-rd., Thornbury, Bradford. (71)

COCK Goldfinches, goodi blaze, 2 /-, 3/-; liens, 1/-;
pair Rollers, cook rung, 8/-; 2 Norwich ben Cana-
ries, 2/- each t Well*, South Gre w * East Dereliam.

(73)

HIGH -class Yorkshires, 1914, vfn.iianiom marked
cock and' clear yellow hen, 11/-: also house-moulted
cock Goldfinch, 6/-; lot, 15/-: Rcadc, Leonard

-

rd., Gloucester. (72)

FOR sale, 3 Yorkshire Canaries, 1 cock, 2 liens;

2 Norwich liens, 1 cock Goldfinch, 1 cock Grey
Linnet, hand reared, 20/-: F. II., 15, Wooda-pasis-agc,
All fialntn’-st., Hastings. (74)

SALE. pair Yo-r-lwhircw, toppers, 10/-: house-
moulted Goldie, bred Mules, 7,6; three Norwich
Mulling liens, if)/-: Slruttlowood, 7, Walling-st.,

Mountsorrel, Lo-ugibhoro’. (74)

SPLENDID hen Canaries, clear marked, :i'-, 4/-,

5 /•
; magnificent large lull-coloured cock Bullfinches,

3/-, 4/-, 5/-; hen Chaffinch, c.nu, 1/6; cock Linnet-,

c.m., hen Canary, 6/-: Wea.ire, Snodland, Kent., (79)

MUST clear, going to Front : pair Yorkshires, Bailey
and Dykes’ strain, 12/- ; 4 Roller coeke, trained
Fould’s schoolmaster, 8/6, 10/-, 12/-; two house-
moulted cock Goldfinches, singing, 3/6 each; house-
moulted. cock Linnet. 2/0; cock Lark, <aged months,
2/6; two cock Goldfinch Mules, SJ- ; cock Chaffinch,
1/6; cash orders; bargain; approval: Pte. T. Itib-

chester, A.S.C., 49, William-st., Rowbarton, Taun-
ton, (7.1)

BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE
Typical - York* hire oocfc Canaries, on full rong,

5/6, e/0, 7/6 each; hens, 2/6, 3/-; Norwich cocks,

full*song, 6/6, 7/6, S/6; hens, 3/-, 3/6; cock Gold-

finches, splendid1 specimens 2/0, 3/6; cock Bull-

finches, 2/6; hens, 1/8; Linnets, cocks, full song,

1 - .each-; liens, Cd. : all safely packed for any dis-

tance : Manager, Princess Aviaries, 163, Briucess-

st., Maneh-ester.

Edwin North’s, Bradford
Bird Specialists, can supply Yorkshires or Norwich
for stock or exhibition; pairs frem 16/6: odd birds,

proportionate, reliable songsters-, at 6/6, 7/6, up-

wards
;

Mules, Goldfinches, Linnets, etc., the best

quality at lowest prices-; Linnet, cages, box cages,

1/-, 1/6 each: trap cages 1/4; state wants, or caM
and inspect at 443, Mamcheste-r-rdi., Bradford. (64)

I
WANTED,

j

WANTED, pied cock Linnet: Apply J. W., 80, Park-
st., Southend-on-Sea. (72)

WANTED, Amazon or Grey Parrot, reasonable: E.
Yernum, 298, Lillie-rd., Fulham (66)

WANTED, Canaries, British birds;
,
state lowest

price cash : Brain, Aston, Birmingham. (28)

WANTED Canaries, aiso Mines; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)

WANTED, Scotch Fancies; exchange Crestbred?.
Borders, Lancashire* : A. March, Evesham. (73)

WANTED, a few largo Norwich hens
;
exchange

drapery : Straehan, Draper, Wcodside, Aberdeen. (79)

WANTED Canaries, all varieties, healthy; state
lowest price; approval: 20, Cattle Market, Norwich.

(50)

WANTED, Quails, Landrails, Golden Pheasants,
hatched 1915: -Miller, Rectory, Southwick, Sussex.

(70
WANTED, all varieties Canaries, must be cheap

;

cash sent with order; MeKeand, Seabright, Castle
Douglas. (29)

WANTEDf cock Canaries, in full song, for cash;
state lowest price: Drummond, 15, Hutcheson -st..

City, Glasgow. (031
WANTED, two Norwich liens, clear buff or varie-

gated; must have good heads: J. McLean, 27, Braeo-
<st., Fife, Keith. (73)

WANTED, buff Norwich cock, stock bird, will give
big yellow Norwich hen ; Atkinson, Market place.

Uuisboro’, Yorks. (66)

WANTED, Roller cock, 3n exchange for Rhode Is-

land cock or cockerel; some of the best: Charles
Needs, Oki lands, Bristol. (70)

WANTED, good yellow and huff Norwich hens;,

exchange Norwich cocks to value: Horne, 39, Barn-
soio-rd., ’ Gillingham, Kent. (74)

WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each ; hen
Canaries, 1/3 each: J. Flower, 15, Pollard-row,
Bethnal Green-rd., London. (31)

WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, also
Norwich hen Canaries for prompt cash: D. Coombes,
Stock ton-st.. West Hartlepool. (79)

WANTED, any quantity ot' Canaries, either tsex

;

also British, cheap, for re-sale: Joyce, 9, Rosamond-
place, Oxford-rd., Manchester. (78)

WANTED, Bullfinches, Hawfinches, Goldfinches,
Siskins, in large or small quantity ; state price

:

Day’s Aviaries, l’orter-st., Hull. (75)

WANTED from catchers, several large Goldies to
moult; also Stskrne: H. Burrows-, The Lodge, Alders-
gate Chemical Works, Southall. (72)

WANTED, all kinds of birds; state price and par-
ticulars; will deposit cash: E. Jones, The Aviaries,
21, Caerleon-rd., Newport, Mon. (79)

WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards, Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons; state lowest price: W.
I'owick, Eastfleld Cottage, Dewsbury. (22)
WANTED, ' Roller show cages-, dub pattern, for

cash or. exchange double breeders or Roller hens:
Earnshaw, 61, Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs. (69)
WANTED, cll'ern in Canaries, exchange pair leal

Ayrshire blankets, value 25/-; numerous testimo-
nials: Dawson, 689, Dukcnst., Glasgow. (74)
BRITISH birds from catchers weekly : Budgerigars,
mealworms, wild seeds ; cash on delivery, or de-
posit: Torpy, The Naturalist, Bradford. (45)
WANTED, 191-5 Yorkshires; will give 8/- pair for

large birds, no rubbish, cadi or deposit: Alpin,
Sunny.side, Skelmantliorpe, Huddersfield. (72)
WANTED, large breeds

;
cash ; exchange Rippingill

oil stove, Bradbury boot machine, concertina, musi-
cal box: 17, Pembroke-rd., Walthamstow. (75)
WANTED, good Norwich, colour-fed, Pcrfred: also
Goldfinches, Linnets; estate lowest price: Green, 3,

Burnside-buildings, Eastfleld, G'ambuslang. (73)
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches,

Siskins, Linnets, from reliable bird catchers, for
cash : Wm. Smith, (39 Tib-st., Manchester. (57)

WANTED for cash. Canaries, Mules and Gold-
finches, either sex; state lowest price: Herrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Cross Gate. (51)
WANTED, Canaries, all varieties, also Goldfinches
and Mules, cheap for cash, or exchange cages:
.Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (10)

WANTED, few Owls (brown owls preferred); state
lowest price: Hayward, Church-st., Chard. (78)
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

'Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:
Trank Sparks, Bird Dealer. 200. Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED, any number of 1915 Norwich or York-

shire cocks : state price; also young African Grey
Parrot: H. noyton, 47, Camberwell New-rd., S.E. (72)

WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire lien Canaries,
give 18/- dozen; hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; any
quantity: Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, Lon-
don. (69)
WANTED, Parrots, Parrakeets, or Cockatoos, must

bo talking, also the address of an all-round catcher
and Linnet cage maker: Steele, 80, Ordsall-lane,
Salford. (73)
WANTED, Birds, Animals., Beast* or Reptiles of

every description, wild or tame: Head keeper, Prin-
cess Menagerie,*, 161 and 163, Prinecss-st., Man-
chester. (77)
WANTED, yellow-green Crestbrc'.i cock, or Norwich;
exchange Yorkshire pairs or good buff hen, S double
breeding cage.-, exchange Canaries: J. Richmond,
Pate-ley Bridge. (73)
WANTED, Goldfinches, lien Bullfinches, Siskins,

double trap cages; offers exchange; moulding planes.
Dutch Rabbits, Persian female; Bryson, Craignethan,
Crcnsford, Carluke. (77)
WANTED, Canaries, dogs, puppies, rabbits, par-

rots, monkeys, bird* 1

,
mice

;
purchase or exchange

•laying pullets and tingling Canaries: Barlow's
Aviaries,. Greenwich. (80)
WANTED, Goldfinches, Goldfinches, Goldfinches;

Siskins, Sick ins, -Siskins; also large lien Canaries; I

am- paying the best price in the Midlands: II. Cox.
92, Hope-st., Birmingham. (74)
WANTED, two pairs of Norwich Canaries, in ex-
change for lady's silver Geneva watch, Or sell LI;
approval both ways; bargain: G. Ansell, 41, Albany-
i'd.. Birches Head. Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent. (75)
WANTED, Canaries, any breed, cocks and hens,

also good talking Parrots, puppies and dogs, cavies,
rabbits, tame mice and rats, or anything alive;
good price given: Harris, 55, Beak-sl., llcgcnt-st.,
London, W.

(78)
BIRD Cu-tch-ers, Notice : Wanted, weekly supply of

fresh-caught cock Goldfinches, 18 /- dozen, any quan-
tity; akio given-, 1-8/- dozen co-c-k Siskins; prompt
cash; deposit cash with Editor; send full parti-
cular?

; stamp reply : Apply, Tertius R. Ross, 222,
Argyle-st., Belgravc-rd., Leicester. Telephone, 4568.

WANTED, any quantity of large, sound, healthy
colour-fed Norwich: give ft,- pair;' 10/- pair large
Norwich Greens: 10/- pair large Cinnamons; 10 /- to
12/- pair large Crests, Crestbreds, Lancashire^ : also
wanted good pairs. Lizards; 5/6 to €/-’ each for
singing cock Goldfinch Mules; 5/- each cock Linnet
Mules, also Greenfinch Mules, or Siskin Mules, cocks;
will deposit cash with Editor. Send full particulars;
stamp reply; Bankers, National Provincial Batik of
England: Apply, Tertius R. Itors-, 222, Argyle-st..
Belgrave-rd„ Leicester. Telephone, 4568. (70)

CATCHERS, NOTE.
WANTED, Goldfinches, Siskins, Bullfinches, cocks
and hens, also wild rabbits, weekly

; state price
,

cash on return : Broxup, Stock-st., Burnley. (80)

WANTED, YORKSHSRES
Good, large, colour-fed, give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity; cash deposited; bapkers. County and West-
minster; particulars stamp reply; Oliver, 101, Brid-
port-placc, Hoxton.

WAITED, CANARIES
Yorkshires, Norwich Canaries, Bullfinches, Gold-
finches, Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Siskins, etc. :

Mace, Naturalist, Exchange-et., Sheffield.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young. 18/- a dozen

;

common or small. 15/- a dozen; Goldfinch Mulee,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonstoue. (341)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
JMANorwich, Yorkshire, and Roller Canaries, also
Goldfinch and Linnet Mules, Goldfinches, Bullfinches,
Siekihs, Linnets, etc.

; best prices given per return
post: Sandifords, Bird Specialist, Preston.

Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries should communicate immediately with
us and state the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We arc wanting large quantities of
males, also pairs, including the following breeds

:

Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; also
Goldfinch Mules. We aro prepared to take any
quantity of birds.. Kindly send offers along:

G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST., BIRMINGHAM,
Telegrams: ” Parrakeet.” ’Phone: Central 689.

WANTED

F

Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires. 7/6 a pair;
Crests, 18/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goldfinch Mtdes, 5/6 to $/. each. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, 5/- each.

HOWARD &. SONS ,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

I, SclaterSt.. & 28, Bethnal Green Rd.,

London ; also 77. Pitt Street- Norwich.
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply* Estd. 53 years. Bankers—London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co., Norwich.

TEN hen Bullies, exchange, Rollers preferred ; no
rubbish: Cole, Kidwelly, Wales. (70)
FRED Alien will exchange high-class British- for

Canaries: J56, Porfcer-st., Hull. (79)

LESS'ERS, 4 h m,. 2 f.m., good birds for barbers
outfit, complete' James MacCallum, Ben Ncvis-terr.,
Fort William (73)

EXCHANGE taper* h m cock Linnet Muter for
yellow cinueamn > w-jch hen, 1915: Rosie, 121

High-st., Fraserluifb. (72)

TWO cock Linnets ar,d Goldfinch, singing; ex-

change watch, clock, : j. v

i

Ding useful: Pullen, 53.

Hereford-st., Brighton. (76)

EXCHANGE for ii m. ,ck Goldfinch two hybrid
pairs, bad eggs, all su; yours first: Vale, 98,

Brintons-rd., Southampton. (74)

EXCHANGE four cock Bullies, two hens, three
cock Linnets, for 1915 yellow Norwich hen; yours
first: H. Pinnell, Warminster. (73)

WILL exchange 1914 cock Goldfinch, proved Muler,
for 191£ cock Goldfinch Mule, pure finch song:
Saunders, Paperhanger, 'TlVerton. - W

FROM outdoor aviary; cocks, 2 Branibli-lliicli.
, 2

Chaffinches, 2 Brown Linnets; exchange other bird?.:
Rhodes, 273, Htrctford-rd., Manchester.
WANTED, largo Norwich; exchange winning
British Bullfinch, also Goldie Mule, Linnet Mule
cocks : Dawson, 689 Duke-st., Glasgow. (74)
YORKSHIRES, prize bred 19J-4-15 cocks, yellows
and buffs, for exhibition, British, Goldfinch, Siskin,
etc.: Trevor, 84, Bulwer-rd., Edmonton. (72)
EXCHANGE exhibition young cock Thru h ami
Blackbird, in full loud song, «ell 2/6, with cage 4/ :

Mr. Riley, 760, Forcst-rd., Walthamstow. (7u:
WILL exchange first class British for Canal ie

,

Mules, Hybrids, etc.; we bave the he*t collection
in England: Day’s Aviaries, l’ortcr-st., Hull. (75)
LINNETS, guaranteed cock, real Northumbrian,

1/- each; carriage paid on six: Allison, Hairdresser,
Blyth, Northumberland. Exchange fancy Bantam

(77)
TWO band-reared and C.-M. cock Larks, sell one

3/6, other 3/- ; exchange tor two 3915 Pile Game
Bantam pullets, or breeding cages: Hughes, Pen-
yard. Neath. '

( 7 ) y

EXCHANGE cock and hen Goldfinch, cage moulted,
for- a Roller cock or a- Norwich songster, 1915; yours
first; approval both ways: R. Collins, Mar-.h-rd..
Burnham-on-Crouch. (72)
TWICE house-moulted cocks. Yellow hammer 2/-,

Chaffinch 2/-, pair Bullfinches 4/6, pair of Canary-
reared Greenfinches 2/6: exchange Rollers or offer?;
approval both ways: Holdstock, Ivydenc, lvy-rd.,
Luton, Beds. - (71 r

EXHIBITORS. Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/6; one extra
good all-round, 5/-; Goldfinch Mules, 7 0, 10 , 6 ; cock
Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/0; one fit for exhibition, 5/-;
hens for hybridising, 1/-, 1/3; all approval before
payment : G. Perrins, 26, Lennox-rd., Longton, Staf-
fordshire. (78)

Mainly Canaries.

THREE Yorkshires or Norwich hens for 8 boards
4ft. by ISins. by 1 : 6, Hams-rd., Saltley, Birming-
ham. (7d)
GOOD Norwich, buff hen, 1913. buff cork, 1914, for

pair crests, or sell 25/-; Cheadie, 6, Batb-rd., Ket-
tering. ( 73 )

EXCHANGE one pair of Norwich for a good
Schoolmaster: James Waterfield, 34, Halford-st..
Smethwick. (72)
SELL or exchange, two double cages, 5/6 each;

4 single, 3.- each; flight, 5/-: Ellis, 42, Eastover.
Bridgwater. (69)
WILL exchange good Norwich Canaries for toy
dogs or puppies: Syd. Mothersole, 20 , Humberton-
rd., Leicester. (57)
EXCHANGE 1 buff C.F., 1 buff green Norwich for

1 yellow cinnamon ; no rubbish wanted : Trail, S3.

High-st., Fraserburgh. (76)

EXCHANGE, high class Yorkshire? for cylinder
records; yours first: C. Egcrton, 252, Priory-rd., St.
Denys, Southampton. (71)

EXCHANGE pair of good Crests for Water Glucke
Roller, schoolmaster, or pair of Yorkshires: T.
Steele, Witney® O.xon. (70)
EXCHANGE, i-plate Irena camera, in leather ease,
value 30/-, for stock pair Norwich or Hybrid: Meek.
The Vicarage, Hunstanton. (73)
CHAMPION Crests, £1 to £19 pairs; approval; ex-
change good Yorkshires or Norwich : T. Billirigton,

32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (63)
SEVEN pairs high-class Borders, 10/- pair, or

exchange early hatched pullets; approval: Roberts.
Gwyddfor, Pen-y-groes, S. O. (76)
CREST-BRED hen, Slades’ strain, sell 10/-, or ex-
change good muling cock Goldfinches: Draper, 47,

Paimerston-st., Battersea Park-rd. (70)
-EXCHANGE pair Border? for buff green York-
shire cock, or offers- in Norwich; sell 12/-; ap-
proval: Ai-ex. Shaw, 97, Shore-st., Gourock. (SO)

EOUIt Norwich cocks, 1915 breed, sell £1, or ex-
change pure breed poultry, Leghorns preferred;
approval both ways: S. Eaton, Red-row, Raunds,
Wellingboro. (73)
SALE or exchange, 2 good Yorkshire hens 3914-191.%

1 buff, 1 yellow, for a long buff Yorkshire c-oek or
Border Fancy, yellow cock: Garnett, 13, Waunlwyd,
Nantymoel, Glam- (73)
CHAMPION pedigree fox terrier dog, evenly
marked head, fit for show or stud, sell £3; ex-

change cock Canaries, Mules, Foreigners: Lanham.
36, Walcot, Bath. (67)
EXCHANGE typical pair Norwich, yellow cock, 1914,

huff hen, 1935, for ticked buff Border cock and yei-

low lion: stock birds, sell 9/6; approval: Danfield.

1, Hill-rd., Arbroath. (77)

EXCHANGE phonograph, cost £2 10/-, eleven
records, good condition, for Roller songster, sell 12/6:
offers, stamp, particulars; Willis, 13, Lowes Bailey-
st., Wallstown, Glam. (77)

SIX good single breeding cages and two good
Canaries, cock and hen, exchange for good pair of
good clapnets, complete, or sell £1: G. Cawley,
Southmead, Henstridge. (73)

ON sale, pair of exhibition Norwich, 10 breeding
cages, 9 Yorkshire show cages and eases, or exchange
for record or anything useful : Heathcote, Owletfe
Hall, Llttleborough, Nr. Rochdale. (77)

EXCHANGE high class Crests, Crestbreds, Nor-
wich, Borders, Rollers, and pink-eyed light muling
hens for scrap brass, copper, block tin, zinc, lead,

etc. : Steele. 80, Ordsall-lane, Salford. (73)

EXCHANGE 2 good Norwich hens for good yellow
cock, or sell 6./- each ;

young yellow Budgerigars of-
pair, outside bred, or exchange pair for change of
blood: Townsend, 25, C.loucester-rd., Bisliopston,
Bristol. (58)

EXCHANGE, two 1914 Cinnamon hens for twe
house-moulted cock Goldfinches, or sell, 7/6 each,
one 1914 green Norwich for two field-moulted Gold-

finches, cocks, sell C/C; approval: T. Bose, 44, Run
corn rd., Northwich. (69)

EXCHANGE typical massive Norwich cock, 3 ditto

liens, 1914, for pure bred fowls, Orpington preferred,

sell 30/-: also Norwich hen, bred mules and cock
Goldfinch, largest and handsomest, ever seen, 12/6

pair: 226, Mount l’leasant-rd., Tottenham. (75)

SALE or exchange, four yellow' hens, four buff

liens, two yellow cocks, two buff cocks, Yorkshires,

for Norwich l’lainheads or Norwich cinnamons; no
rubbish offered or wanted: approval both ways:
Sellars,, 9, Guildford-st., Fairfield, Hebden Bridge,
Yorkshire. (74)

EXCHANGE good buff Norwich cock, or sell 25/-;

also two cock song Thrushes, band reared, £1, or
offers in buff Yorks, cock and yellow hen must
be good; approval; yours first: Jno. )V orton. 19,

Thorsbcy-rd., Mansfield Woodhouse, Nr. Mansfield.

Notts. (^7)

TWO Crested' cocks, 2nd and 3rd last week; three

C.-B. hens, Barnett and Smith strain, 50/- lot; or

exchange winning Yorkshires ;
also buff Norwich

cock, unflighted, 1st and spl, £1 ; cock Siskin, war-

ranted muler, 8/-; approval both ways; wanted
cock Goldfinch Mule, Finch note: A. Geon/c 36*.

Htehin-rd., Luton, Beds.
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|
Mainly Foreign. |

GENUINE talking Amazon Parrot lor gramophone

nml record*. \ ii 1 ii *

t

.r4. or offers : Hlckmim, 07, Kt.

Martin'll, Cnstleton, Manchester. ('<>

1* AltROT ami cage, good talker uiul whistler, cage

In spleadld condition; t.'lnl alone coat AM; will scjl

lot tor 15'-: exchange* ronuiilered ; Mlw A. llurri-

,011 ,
aio, Oldham rd., Newton Ueath, Munehtwim

ENt’IIANG K grand talking Parrot (King Amazon),

hay a Iniout anything, for goml matched pair Nor-

wich (niittightcil), value ft; no mhhish wauled or

glvi'ii ;
approval; voiiih first: K. Metcalfe, 18. North

Hamilton nt .,
Kilmarnock. W

|

Miscellaneous.

< i It A N I> Yorkshire ringing cock and cage, 10 '- ; ap-

proval: Kaye, 3, Ivy-st., Orosland Moor, Rudders-

"(iHN'TS’ Ifievole, sell 30/- ;
e.xehango bird* or gramo-

phone and records: Crow.d)) , 8, Sherwood, VUmt-

liXCHANCK J violin and how, good one, tor

Itudges, or otters; sell 10,hi: Malone, 118, Iligu.st.,

I arrow. . ,, .

'
*

,

PUP. Pox Terrier bitch; exchange Canaries or

tell 25/.: J. Anscll, t. Davls-st., Shcltou, btoke-

EXUH ANGK 54 illustrated books, Canaries. Cage

lliid., for pair good Canaries: Goodbody , Elm-rd.,

Wisbech. ,

,

EXCHANGE. What otters in lards for one pint

i>! large fat mealworms?: Ball, 48, Milton-rd.,

Wealdstone. . f
V ^

EXCHANGE, Ice skates and conccltma, for Can-

try cage nml double breeder: Hollywood-road.

^EXCHANGE grand Fox Terrier dog, bred from

winners, for birds or otters: T. Cole, 77, Butcher s-

I n ne, Crnilley. ,

a' 1 '

EXCHANGE black and sable Pomeranian dog puppy,

common poultry, or Grey Parrot: 7, Viearage-rd .

Whitehall. Bristol.
.

CHROMATIC Accordion, 2a/- ;
telescope, -0 - ,

sell

or exchange Norwich cocks to value: Pillans,

Grocer, Burntisland. (/*}?

VIOLIN, how and case, 15/-, lady'.-’ salver watch, 1 2/6,

going order; exchange anything: Fender, 23, Grim-

shaw Park. Blackburn. v<2)

dark tweed suit, cost 50/-. worn twice,
_

fit man
5ft. pins., exchange Canaries, Mules: l.rar, 5a, 'Vi, ter-

Ino square, Camberwell. G™)
WANTED, two cock Canaries in song: exchange

rolled gold lever watch, new, sell 21/-: Drummond,
Mutcheson-st., Glasgow. («D

KURN gas lire, portable, nearly new, cost da/-, will

exchange exhibition Norwich Canaries: Codling, 43,

Watkin-vSt.. Nottingham. (7->

PEDIGREE Fox Terrier dog, 2 year* 30/- :
approval

,

exchange Goldies and Bullies: Lafbury, 24, Station-

id.. Manor Park, Essex. (7(l >

EXCHANGE Gardiner’s single-timer* pigeon clock

for good pair of Canaries: Jenkins, 4, Brynwern-st..

fenywern, Dowlaie, Glam. ( 7fi )

wmm i.w
2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT

(s the rate charged for all advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium; Business;

Cats: Cavies; Clothing; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household; Kennel; Alice;

Musical Instruments ;
Natural History;

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-

bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

EXCHANGE 1 large Flemish doe, 2 Flemish cross

bucks, for Goldfinches or Canaries : Carpenter, Pal-

merston-rd., Wealdstone. (75)

EXCHANGE 79 copies of “ The Gardener,” for cock

Bramblelincli, cock Twite, cock Yellowhammer : Savill,

85, Lea-rd., Waltham Cross. (72)

EXCHANGE English silver keyless lever watch
anil chain, in first cla.so order, for birds; approval:

Griffiths, Twtfil, Holyhead. (75)

ONE Retriever better pup, 10/-; 1 Terrier Spaniel

pup, 7/6; exchange walking stick, gun, or parrot:

Shaw, Hill, Hawes, Yorks. (75)

EXCHANGE gramophone records for poultry, cook

Canaries, or anything useful : Williams, 08, Berwick -

rd., Victoria Docks, London. (75)

GOLFliAG ar.d 4 clubs, valued .Cl; will exchange for

cock Bullfinch, Siskin, and Redpoll to value: A.

Harrison, Fauldhou;?, Scotland. (75)

BIG, strong, healthy polecat dog Ferret, used to
line, 5/- ; exchange young singing cock Canary

:

Cutler, Emery Down, T.yndhurst. (71)

PAIR of blax-k and white Tumblers, pair of almond
Tumblers: exchange for rabbit.-', or oilers: W. Cock-
ley. 10, Orsett-rd., Grays, Essex. (73)

HIGH-CLASS Roller Canary cock, full seng, 10/-,

bens 3/-; exchange gramophone; offers: Harvey, 89,

Crown-ct

.

, Highfleld, Southampton. (74)
EXCHANGE aviary, in good condition, for birds

or anything useful; approval; Collins, 15, Lawrence-
st.. Prince Villa, Bradford, Yorks. (71)
EXCHANGE good Fox Terrier bitch and pup for

cock Goldfinches and hen Bullfinches : W. Aird, Can-
non-holm, Auchenheath, Lanarkshire. (79)

ENGLISH roe's, bush fi/- dozen, climbers 1 '-,

standards 1 0 each; spring bedding plants; ex-

change: 12, Prospect-rd.. St. Albans. (77)

29 sq. ft. 3-ply wood, 2ft. lengths; exchange cocks,

Goldie Mule, Border Fancy or British ; Charles Lee,

79, North-fit., Siangrounil, Peterboro'. (72)

NEW suit, youth's, 17/-; cinema lens. 8-, double;
doll's large swinging boats, 5-; offers Rollers or

Yorks: Dimblely, Austin-st., Stamford. (74)

BROWN suit, nearly new, client 37, leg .30, 22/-,

dark overcoat, fit same, new, 23/-; exchange Can-
art s: Hcllier, 02. Bramshott-rd., Southsea. (73)

EXCHANGE talking Jackdaw, Canaries, gramophone
records, large Parrot cage, for poultry ; wanted, hen
Milieu: Pcrcival. 40. lturgess-st.. Great Grimsby. (72)

'UNDERWOOD'S J-plate stand camera, with lens,

2 double slides, tripod, ease, 10/-: or exchange any-
thing useful: Cooper, 72, Castle-hill, Hindley, near
Wigan. (77)

PHONOGRAPH, 48 records, fifty tame rats, 21/-,'

exerciser, £S 5/- Waltham watch
;

exchange wild
birds. Canaries, aquarium fish: 10, Mt. Yernon-rd..
Liverpool. (73)
NOTICE Splendid rnelodion for disposal, new,

perfect ; exchange birds value Cl, foreign preferred:
Particulars, Beaumont, Netheroyde, Rippondcn,
Yorkshire. (77)

EXCHANGE Xmas present*, bast quality, lollies’

end gents’ umbrellas, for cock Canaries; offers:

Dobbs. Umbrella Manufacturer, 783, Rochdale rd..

Manchester. (70)

EXCHANGE Toy dog kennel, three compartments,
with brass mount fittings, for three cock Canaries,
anything useful : Alaseiughaui, 218, Hiteliin-rd.,

Luton, Beds/ (70)
TREADLE circular raw, drilling machine, (damp-
ing lire's, quantity of other tools for manufac-
turing

.
pring porches: 8an toy, 38, Line-grove, Shep-

hard's Bin'll, London. (78)

GRAND Kngli !i doe, 12 months, well market), also
a grand Belgian doe. exchange a 1914 Roller cock,
no chopper; genuine: A. .Sykes, No. 45, Alverthorpe-
id., Walccflald, Yorks. (68)

WHAT 'offer* in Canaries or British for 2 Spangled
Bantams, pullet and cock; also 5 large Spangle
chickens. 4 months, or sell lot £2: Davies, 79, Ogwy-

N'lintymoel, Glamorgan. (7fi)

NOTICE: We want birds, Britinli, Canaries, Par-

rots, Poultry, Rabbits Bant mis, anything, in ex-

change for eutieiv and plate, etc: Write, Smith
liras., 49, Pcar-st.. SCieffloJtK (78)

EXCHANGE, about £5(1 worth of fishing tackle,

rods. etc., for all kinds of birds. Parrots, etc.:

Apply, Tlios. Newnmn, The Central Fanciers’ Stores.

40, Tontine-st., Hanley, Staff. (63)

EXCHANGE or sell beautiful 46-pieoe tea service,

Crown china, stamped, perfect condition, cost. £3,

for good talking Amazon Parrot; stamp reply:

60, Sidney-pl., Edge Hill. Liverpool. (71)

CHAMBERS’ Encyclopaedia, 6 vols., 15/-; Cassells
Natural History, 4 vols., 12/-; Shakespeare, 1843, 2

vols., 15 ; exchange Bantams or Canaries: Brazier,
Tea Gardens, Gs ilevwood , Chelmsford. (73)

EXCHANGE ladies' allver embossed wristlet watch,
value 17/ti; also gent.’s luminous dial wristlet, worth
£1, for Roller Canaries to like value; yours first: It.

Bmnby, Bridge Water Arms, Pendlebury. (68)

FOUR Yorks, show cages, as new, and ease, 6/6;

cock Linnet and yellow Norwich hen, bred 11 mules
this season, 9 6: joiner-made double breeders, com-
plete, 3 '6: Flatt, S, Bra in ford -iane. Ipswich. (75)

CHANCE seldom met with: Smart Brindle Whip-
pet hitch, nine months, «,«; also good ull-raund

Bedliington Irl: h dog, 12 month's, rough red coat,

good guard, 10/-: D. Jones, 7, Cambriein-st., Rhym-
m*y

,
Mon. (78)

PAIR ladv’s boots, now, S’s, coat 16/6; 2 pairs

Sandoti’fi dumb-bells, 10/-; pair Modern Game Ban-

tams, 8/6; pair yellow self tumblers, winners, 10/-;

exchange Canaries, etc.: Myers, Rfeetooime-sfc.,

Homeirton, London. (75)

BLACK Pekin Bantams, 131.5, one cockerel, 4 pul-

lets, parents cost £20, big winners, accept 10/6
each, or useful household exchange worth atten-

tion: Apply first instance',. Pte. Afflick, 7137, litli

Provisional Batt., Mission Hall, IrWerkeithing. (75)

WILL give one pair of size 0 men’s stiff-leg yellow-

top coachman’s boots, newly soled and heeled first

time, for two hens and one cock, good young Nor-
wich Canaries: boots cost £4 when new, or sell

£1 10/-: S. Greenwood, Bootmaker, Silsden, N.
Keighley, Yorkshire. (72)

OUTDOOR aviary. 1 lirs, Yellowbammers, Chaf-

finches, Linnets, Redpolls, Reedbuntings, Gold-

finches, Avadavats, Green singing finches; cocks,

hand-reared Thrush, 2 Reedbuntlngs, Redpoll, Green-
finch, Chaffinch, Zebra-finch, Spice Bird. Masked
Weaver, Blackhead Weaver, 2 Canaries; hens Bull-

finch, 3 Canaries, Bishop, Wydah ; offers: Thomp-
son. 29, Kiln-lane, St. Helens. (75)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding, over-

coats, suits, draperies, cycle, tyres, cutlery, jewel-

lery. or anything required for live stock of all de-

scriptions, birds, poultry, parrots, monkeys, puppies,

etc.; prompt and honest dealings; Mr. Lyall, of
Maryport, writes: ‘‘Received _ navy blue serge, and
am perfectly satisfied with it." Thousands of such-

like testimonials from all parts ; exchange with me
and don’t be robbed : Jonson’s Exchange Stores,

Newton Heath, Manchester. (77)

OVERCOATS, MACKS, RAINCOATS.

Why be cold? If you want a stylish raincoat, mack,
overcoat, or suit, 1 can supply you with cither for

6 cock Canaries or 4 patrs, value 35/-: Exchange
Co., 365, London-rd., Sheffield. (65)

Aquarium.

DON’T BE A SLACKER
For we ore giving tho best value in boots, shoes,

overcoats, raincoats, edits, underclothing, jerseys,

bedding, blankets, jewellery, cutlery, etc., dr house-

hold goods of any description required in exchange
for birds, dogs, puppies, common—7 -cT-ry, Rabbits,

C avies. Ferrets, Parrots, Monkeys, or live stock

of any variety; prompt and reliable dealings: stamp
reply : Manager. Livestock Exchange, 163, Princess-

st., Manchester. (77)

|
SITUATIONS.

COUNTRY agents wanted lor Trower's bird seeds
and foods, good commission • Trower, 412, Caledonian
rd.. London

SMALL Goldfish, 2/- doz., 10/- 100; large Japanese
fantail fish, 5/- each; medium goldfish, 6/- doz.,
31)/- 100; minnows, 6d. doz., 2/G 100; plants, snails,

etc. ;
price lists : Do Yon and Co., 114, Bethnal

Grccn-rd., London.
GOLDFISH, small, 2/5 doz., 10'- 100; medium, 5/-

doz., 20/- 100; Japanese and Chinese Fantails, 3/-
to of- each; temperature fish, Dogfish, Bitterling,
Rockbasa, etc.; weeds, plants, snails; Ust free;
catalogue of aquarium and vivaria, Id. : L. Cura
and Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwoll-rd., London.
HJUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much beipful advice
on Hie feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21," 2Jd. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, U.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently)

Cats.
j

-BARGAIN, several grand blue Persian kittens, from
great winners, prices reasonable, easy payments ar-

ranged ; approval: McKeand, Seabright, C:utlo
Douglas). (77)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, "The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting nml instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with tile Housing, Breeding. Mating,
Rearing. Feeding. Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,

I Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from < ur Nutshell
I agents, or 2.;d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154.

|
Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Cavies.
CAVY-Kcepcrs Note! Nutshell 28, 'Profitable Pel
Cavies (or Guinea Pigs).’’ is now ready. Deals fully
with the llous-.iig. Breeding, Mating, Hearing. Feed
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2)d., post free, from Cagb Biiius, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.
FOR quick sale, gent. ’a strong cycle, R.S.A. fit-

tings, 25/-; “Coieott- Premier"
; new free-wheel,

saddle-bag, etc., £2; road-raecr. Imck-peddling huh,
new front wheel, at,-; Itinlge Whitworth, all black,
£2; frame (34-inch), 5/-; cycle saddle, 1 6; all gen-
uine bargains: James Gl.wj.de, Sussex. (o7)

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box.calf boots and sjioea,
newly .soled and heeled, ladies 3/3, 3/<i, gents.8/9,
4/-, girls 3/-, boys 3.6, carriage paid; F. Under-
wood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester. (76)

j

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked all season,

line or loose, splendid ferrets, good worker*,

guaranteed, f>/- each, all on 14 -days* approval;

immediate dispatch, no waiting; cash or deposit:

Tiioa. Wannop, »licrt-rt., Carlisle. (7.'))

Garden.
APPLES, finest wlected dca&ert or Blenheim

Orange on 201b. 5/6; 4011). 9/6; selected cooking.

20'. b. 4/3, 4011). 7 -; carriage paid England ami
Wales, packages free; cash: Mrs. Walkley, Edge-
borough, Staplegrove, Taunton. (28)

Household
PEACH'S Bcoutiful Curtains, finest grades C/-, 7/6,

10/-, 14/6 p.u- pair; imperial hem curtains, from
7/- casement fabrics, muslins, linene; winter list

now ready
;

maker's prices; tend to-day: 8. Poach
and Sons, 150, The Looms, Nottingham.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments. Ac, and speedily

afford relief, ami never fail to alleviate all suffering.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Hitter Apple, Ac.

Sold in boxes, 1'1L by Hoots'. Taylor’s, Timothy White's
H ranches amt all Chemists, or pest free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTIN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DAISTON LANE. LONDON

Kcnnpi Dogs tor Sale.xxcuiici l»ogs lor Exchange.

BEST all-round gun dog living, cross Spaniel; sell,

exchange British birds, Canaries, anything: James,
Fairinile-rd., Leominster. (78)

GOOD Yorkshiire Terrier dog, 12 months, 6 lb., 30/-;
exchange Yorkshire Canaries; offer-.: C. Cooper,
43, Oxley-st., Wolverhampton. (74)

MINIATURE Pom., lovely bitch, giro Grenville
Goldmine

; sell 50/- or exchange birds : Thomas Me-
Loughfin, Valiey-rd., Liversidge, Y'orkshire. (77)
TWO game Bull Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks.

7/6 each; bitch, 6/6; parents tackle anything alive:
Jackson, Confectioner, Green-st., Bethnal Green. (Nil)

JAPANESE male, 0 months, strong, healthy, affec-

tionate, pedigree; particulars; good home essential:

Miss Savile, Sunnycroft, Cliut, Ripley, Harrogate.
(63)

GRAND litter smooth and wire Fox Terrier pup
pies, nice marked; dogs, 12 '6; bitches, 8/6; good
pedigree: Harris, 55, B^ak-siT, Regent-st., London,
W. ‘ (73)

PRETTY little silvery silky Yorkshire Toy Terrier,

female, 17 months, 3* lbs., prick ears, healthy,

faithful, house trained, 20/-: Wilsher, Luuus-av.,

Col»'iick-rd., Nottingham. (74)

PEDIGREE Greyhound hitch, 2 years, trained,

fast and clever, £3 lbs. ; exchange gun, toy puppy

;

offers ; no rubbish offered or wanted
;

approval

:

Kenworthy, Long-Benuingtcm, Grantham. (76)

HANDSOME pedigree smooth Fox Terrier dog, S

years old, very showy, would suit nervous or .in-

valid, aa it never barks; offers Canaries, hybrids,
20/- : Davies, Tobacconist, Swan-st., Merthyr. (77)

LARGEST and best selection of dogs, cats, and
puppies in England ; exchanges made ; dogs and
puppies purchased for cash; stamp reply: Manager,
Princess Kennels, 101 ami 163, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (77)

MRS. DnWn, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-

gree Pekingese puppies and adiilbs cheap; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running into three figures, no better than I

can offer for a mere trifle

BROWN curly maiden Retriever bitch (13 months),
good house dog and companion, broken to poultry,

quiet with children; sell 20/-, or exchange Canaries,
poultry, anything value 25/-; yours first: Lewis,

Brynliyfryd, Dynevor-rd., Skewen, (73)

CH. pedigree West Highland bitch, trained house
and vermin, 25/- ; also her 3 puppies, 4 months, per-

fect points, sire Ch. Cairn Nevis; 30/- each, or

exchange anything to value; pedigrees, particulars:

Mrs. Perrie, via Wickersley, nr. Rotherham, Yorks.
(78)

FOR sale or exchange, a good bred Greyhound and
Lurcher dog, can kill have or rabbit, age 2 years,

height 24 inches, colour dark brindle, take 35/-, or
will exchange good bred Rollers and Norwich, Gold-
finch Mule and Linnet Mule., cages for same, value
40/-; birds first: C. Maddox, 20, Green-lane, llol-

lingworth, Cheshire. (70)

"CARE ot tli: Dog" Nutshell No. 32, Is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog wdll find tlii-

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, eta. Price 2d. from imy
of onr Nutshell a-onf.s a 1 i - 1 of whom ere published
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: "Cage Birds,”

104, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice. .

PAIR tame Japanese mice and'eage. r : Dor-
mice, 2/6 pair: Miss Kosey, Rosemary Hons . East-
bourne. ^7 * >

BUSHY tailed dormice, 1/6 pair; coloured mica
•noted: De Von ami Co, 114, Bethnal Green rd.,

London.
MICK! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pet* you

should not be without our excellent little bookleS
recently published, entitled "Pet Mice." winch gives
full inform athru upon their care ami management
and is invaluable as a caXercpec

:
price 2ld. post

free. Write, Tho Publisher, 151, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. . .

INATURAL HISTORYJ
BIRD stuffing ' dmic cheaply by practical hands,

'sic • ini- . t-mcnl.e pr<- <Tv/rg' powdieir. 17- box:
Frygtfe and Son, Taxidermists, Becclea, Suffolk. (70)

Pigeons.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
l’igcon-kccpcr3 will find much helpful information

In two of our “Nutshell" Booklets, Noe. 7 and 8,
which deal with tlieae bird* in a manner which will

act the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

’The Homing Pigeon"; No. 8. "Tho Fancjr Pigeon,”
post free 2JiT. each from “Cage Birds," . 164, Meet-
Street, London, E.C.'

Rabbits.
“Profltable Pet Rabbit?,” Nutshell' booklet No. .in.

Just out. Aij up to date booklet, treating fully oh
all subjects connected with profitable) rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding, Breeding.
Mating. Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2’d , post free, from CA(f» Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. E.C.

PET MTS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies.
and Mice. Tho information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing. feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular gets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1/-, post freq 1 / 1 j, from "Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C.

|

Sport.

NOW READY. NittUicIl No. 81. "Fishing in

River, Lake and Pond." All who tnke an Interest
in fishing should not misa this liighly-inotructivo

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunto. and how to

catch them ; the angler’s outfit, ground bait-s, hook
baits, sizes ol fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Prico

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 25 d. post

Irea from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-et. . Loudon. E.C.

Various.
ABOUT one dozen email Seagulls, cash offers for

tlve lot, or separate : Arthur Benson, Dalbeattie.
(78)

FIVE 12-inch Columbia records, perfect. 10/-; 6

Path© rexxwd.1 , 5/-; l’atihe aound box, 4/-: West,

Grocer, Didzhury. C’7)

MAUSER rifle, 7 m.m., 5-shot magazine, perfect

condition, with 100 cartridges, 70/.: Xrinder, Main-

st., Skibbereen, Ireland. (58)

TYPEWRITER, universal keyboard, good condi-

tion, cheap; accept £2 oa»3i and Canaries to vahio

10/- :. Gardiner, 10, Withipoll, Ipw.iuh. (76)

GOLF balls repainted equal to new, Silver

Dimples, • Challengers, etc., 10/6 doz.; approval

willingly: Phimfetcr, Gold House, Forres, N.B. (64)

FREE : Pocket rubber stamp of your name and
address, also particulars of money making, space

time employment: The Ilichford Works, Snow-hill.

London. (2‘>)

HARMLESS Snakes, 6d. each; Jerboas, or minia-

ture Kangaroos, won’t bite, very playful, hardy,

and easily fed, 10/- each: Do \ on and Co., 114,

Bethnal Grcen-rd., London.

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarina Cremona, 1721, good case aud bow, £10

outfit, sacrifice 30/-; approval willingly: Mrs. Tyler,

18, Kookingham-rd., Uxbridge. (44)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 21/6; new Win.

double records, 8/6 dozen, two samples 1 tl
; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues freo;

Regentbird, 120, Old-st., London.

B'OR sale, cheap, large quantity of gramophone
records, quantity rt-ulfed bints, ready for casing,

few oases stuffed birds, good oil stove, nearly now

rifle; wanted,, lantern slides and stereoscope views:

Bottom ley, Bootmaker, Keighley. ('8>

GRAMOPHONE, £25 model, drawing room cabinet,

very daintv, height 41t. , on wheels, beautifully in-

laid perfect tone, with selection of celebrated

records: accept £5 15s.; approval with pleasure:

15 ,
Upper Porchester-st., Hyde Park, London. (49)

FUN for mil : New novel notions in modern magic

marvels, .ami startling e injuring conceptions runny

I okas nuzzle- game*, etc.: fevcral origin il illu.M.mx

made public for the first time; 8 bugc '•ook- (over

(Vi!) jihist rations), 4cl. posted. Shamrock 1 aWotic

Bulge included, for only Id. extra: r.. Young,

Misterton, Somerset. No connection with nny

other lirm "lualevu'. L-D

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLERS
Fishing rod.s, tackle, of every description, <it maim-

fticturrr*’ prices; wholes.do illustr ded cntaloj^u*.

one stamp ;
extrnordimir) bargain.; mvio pounds

:

Midland Rod Oompnny. (C) Erx'iiigton, HirminpilHun,

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Caiu,, 154, Fleet

Street, by J. G Hammond and Co., Lid., Fleet

T. ii ii a. London 10.C.
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A study of Border Fancy Canaries owned by beginners, made by our
artist in the Novice Section at the London and Provincial O.S. Show.

CLEAR YELLOW : First Prize for Mr- H-
J. Kybert, of East Ham.

CLEAR BUFF : First Prize for Mr. H. C- 4*
Humphries, os Forest Hill.

BUFF GREEN : First

Hewitt, of Redhill.

Prize for Mr. (

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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PREPAID
ADVERTISEMENTS

UN DISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny
per Word for each word over eigh-
teen. Name and address to be
reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

“ CAGE BIRDS

SYSTEM.
We are not reiponsibla for the state-

ments made iu advertisements, nor of
the boiM-iides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted upon

1 he rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

advertisements unaccompanied by con
•lECl REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must Be sent as lar as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CAUL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered lor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason lor so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

hd. name and address ot the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will he inserted it addressed to a receiv-
ing oliice, or similar placs ot call.
Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature

and not connected in any way with tire Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at tho rate ot Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words fid.

Advertisements close Tuesdays lirst post in each
wcilt, umj should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151, Elect Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES SEE LAST WEEK’S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It 13 advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated trom
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the tact that they are
thoroughly heal. by.
v-er —

|
APPLIANCES

1

A PAIR of clap-nets, 3 call birds: Battou, George-
st., Brighton. (86)
BIRDS houses, SO, - outdoor aviaries; send for list;

post free; C. Itoss, Poultry Appliance Works, Forres,
N.B. (08)
THREE Yorkshire show cages, in carrying case,
us new, Williams, Jeweller, Bridge-st., Wrex-
ham. (88)
ROLLER Flutes, P.O. 1,2 set; 50 year® maker to

theatrical orchestras ; Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-rd.,
Walthamstow. (85)
WANTED, thirty 39in. lengths .’in. prepared loin,

boards, quote puces delivered to 17, Pcnibroke-rd.,
Walthamstow. (88)
OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex. (398)

WINNOWING machines, blow husks, dust, etc.;

from bird seed; invaluable to fanciers: Whiting, The
Forge, Reydon, Wangford. (84)

CRYSTAL Palace aviary, good condition, 10s., bar-
gain

;
pair clap nets, 8 yards, everything complete,

10/-; offers exchange: D. Coombcs, Stockton-street,
West Hartlepool. (95)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass wire and
clear wire Palace shape and other aviaries in the
trade ; send 2 stamps for illustrated list

;
estab-

lished 40 years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Cas-
tle Douglas. (89)
FOR sale (locally), 28 single and double breeders,
also two large flights and all appliances, also five

Border show cages and new case to hold two; all

dirt cheap; racks given away: Hawkins, 146, Salt-
vvell-rd., Gateshead. (84)
FOUR cage racks, new condition, stained
mahogany, to hold 2 cages, 30in. and 2 cages 24in.
long, or smaller, with screws, complete, 5'-: also 2
box cages, 18x15. black outside, enamelled blue
inside, complete, 2s. each, as new; exchange lib.
mealworms for lot: Jlourkc, 70, Gloucester-pl.,
London, W. (85)
EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern; host quality and finish, as supplied to leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Bolder Fancy. 2/3
each, 3 for 6/-, six for 12/-; sliding front Finch
show cages, beauties, 3/- each; carrying cases for

2 cages 4 -, 3 cages 5/-; any size made; show cages
and cages of every description ; state requirements.
Note: I have no connection with any firm here or
elsewhere: .Martin, Gage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas. (93)
BIRD catchers’ nets, 9ft.. 3,9; .2ft., *.!•; 18ft.,

5,9; all 6ft. deep, poles, pegs, pull line, inn, Com-
plete. Jin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard ; 9ft.

deep, 5d. yard, post free. Oval net traps, )/

;

three, 2/6. Large strong trap cages, 16 and 2/-.

Call cages, 9d. Holdall bird lime, fib. 9d., lib. 1/2,

lib. 1/10, post free. Performing Redpolls, with cage
complete. 3/- Double breeders, beauties, 36 x 16 x
9. fitted complete, «/-. Best box cages, loose fronts,
sand trays, etc., 2/6. each, three (>/-. Palace avia-
ries, 36 X 30 X 12, 12/6 5-inch Nonsplash baths, with
wire frames, 1/3. Bird sprays, 6d., post free. Best
pottery drinkers, with wires, 1,6 dozen. Large
round partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen. Strictly
•Tub pattern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire. Bor-
der, 2 each, two 3. 9, six ID. -. British, 2/3, 2,0, and
2/9. Travelling cages for two 4J-, three 57-, four C/-;
uny size made. Best hand-planed boards for cage-
making. Tin. 2/2, 9in. 2,9, 12in. 3/3 per 25ft,. Best
punched bar fronts, not rubbish, 12 x 12. 6ib, 18 x

12. 9d., any size made. Send for list: Iloss. Cage
Works, Forrest. N.B, (91 )

WAR price clearance. Double breeders, 33in.,

fitted, 5/6 each; treble, 50in., 8/-; large flight, 10/0;
few good show cages, egg mill, seed mill, fittings,

wire fronts; peek cummer rape, 5/-; no approval,
but inspection invited: Ramsden, 11, Joeephiue-uve.,
Brixton, London.

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- i-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, 3/6 DOZ.
It by 12, 4/- doz... 15 by 12 4/3 doz., 16 by 12, 4/6 doz.,
18 by 12 6/3 doz., 24 by 12 7/- doz.; odd sizes made
to order; send postcard for wholesale price list:
Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhilt Passage, hougton.
Staffs. (95)

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartments, loose wire
fronts, 3 ply backs, best materials only used

;
none

better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything
required free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

Boards, Cages, Cage Sets
Boards, planed both sides and edges, 7in. 2/2, Sin.

2/5, 9in. 2/9, lOin. 3/1, 25ft.; Tin. 4/-, Sin. 4/5, 9in. 5/1.

lOili. 5/9, 50ft. Best hand-planed and sand papered
boards, 7in. 4/8, Sin. 5/2, 9in. 5/11, lOin. 6/8, 50ft.

Oval perching, 1/4 50ft., 2/6 lOOlt. Tin seed boxes,

1/9, 2/3, 2/9 dozen. Partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen.

Stamp for list of breeding cages, show cages, cage
sets, wire fronts, and all birdroom appliances: Stan-

ton, 33, Boothfield, Winton, Patricroft. (79)

YOU CAN CATCH
any quantity of large and small birds without
ruffling a feather. No silly talk required about
them, merely the fact that they are the best pro-
curable. Invisible Self-acting trap-net, 2/7, post free,

with full printed instructions; for other trap-cages,

etc., send for trap list; xxx birdlime, 2d., 4d., 6d„
9d.. 1/1, 1/4; for aviaries, cages of every description
and requisites, send for illustrated catalogue: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

SPRATT’S
REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons & Cage Birds
Sizes.

Blackerite Gape Cure ... „
Bellows for “ Blackerite ”

Bumble Boot and Scaly Leg Cure
Chemical Food , .

Cod Liver Oil Capsules ...

Diarrhoea Powder '
.

.

Disinfectant for Poultry and Houses
Eye Lotion
Feather Disease Cure . , „
Gape Cure , . .

.

Insect Powder „. .. ...

Liniment .

.

Poultry Soap „ „ „

3d. 6d. V- 2 /~ 2/6

Prices including postage.

boxes 2d.

boxes 3d.

THE RIGHT WAY
Of purchasing anything is to have it on approval.
The broadest guarantee goes with every article

1 send out. It must meet with your approval in

every detail, otherwise you merely return it, and
J at once refund the money, free from any deduc-
tion whatever. The whole of the men employed
by me are thoroughly experienced craftsmen who
know exactly what is required for successful bird-

catching. Clap nets made from 60 s/3 cord,
superfine netting (specially knitted for bird' catch-
ing), 3 yards long, OJ feet deep, 4 feet fly, 5/-
pair; 4 yards long, 6/-; 5 yards 7 /-, 6 yards 8/-,

7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-, 9 yards 11/-, 10 .yards’*

12/- per pair. All clapnets consist of two nets
to the pair eacli net guaranteed full measure-
ment, and are fitted complete with all pegs, poles,
and lines, ready for immediate use. Single nets
half above prices, plus 6d. Loose netting as used I

in above nets, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard; ditto 9ft. 5d.
yard, ditto 12ft. Od. yard, post free. Self-acting
spring net traps, 21ins. long, 18ins. wide 1/6; ditto
18 inches by 14 inches, 1/3 each, post free. Kindly
note these net traps are by far the largest and
most simple net traps on the market. They are
practically invisible when set, can be baited for
hard and softbilla at same time, will catch and
hold uninjured any bird from wren to rook, and
call bird can be used inside them if desired.
Please notice 1 give measurement of my net traps,
but do not claim that they are a new invention.
I have supplied all the leading softbill catchers
with these traps for years past. Original Japan-
ese bird lime, warranted strongest lime made,
does not freeze, and specially good in fog or
drizzle, sample 4d., fib. 9d., ’lb. 1/2, lib. 1/10,
all post free. Full weight guaranteed without tins,
hence extra for postage. Italian hemp pull lines,
warranted not to snarl or etretch, and strong as
boat lines, 68 yards long 2/- post free. Superfine
hemp, rabbit netting, 16 meshes, steeo selvage top
and bottom, 3d. yard, 100 yards 16/-, carriage paid.
Special flax lines for rabbit nets 3/- lb., post
lrec. Flirt pegs or lines 7d. each, post free. Bird
brace swivels, three 3d., twelve 6d post free.
Kindly note all goods are guaranteed exactly as
described, and no expense is spared by me in
in order to supply the most serviceable and dur-
able catching appliances poqsibfc, for past 11
years I have supplied all the leading professional
bird catchers throughout the kingdom and Colonics.
All articles advertised are actually in stock and
immediate dispatch guaranteed.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Roup Paste
Roup Pills Id,

„ 2d.

Roup Powder . , . . . . ,

.

Scurfy Leg Ointment .. .. ,.

Tonic Condition Pills, 2d. boxes 3d.
Tonic Condition Paste .. .. ,.
“ Canaradyne ” for Asthma and
Wheezing .. .. ...

Red Mite Killer
“ Pennakura ” (for destroying external

parasites and preventing feather-

eating in cage-birds)
“ Quinella ” (Regd.) for inflammation

of Stomach
Parrot Tonic

4d.

5d.

6d.

4d.

5d.

5d.

9d. 1/4 2/5

9d. 2/10
tOd. 1/5
lOd. 1/5 2/7

9d. 1/4
9d. 14

1/5
9d. 1/4
9d. 1/4
8d. 1/3 (3/- tin's 3/5)

1/5
8d. (3-tab. boxes 1/10

8d. 1/3

8d.

9d
8d. 1/3

8d. 1/3

8d. 12 2/10
lOd. 1/5 3/1

8d. 1/2
9d.

4/- tin 4/7
6/- „ 6/7

5 /- bots. 5 /7

G-tab. boxes

3/5)

Owing to the increased postal rates it will he obviously cheaper to order the remedies through
a local Agent, when they can be obtained at the prices on the labels.

Bookl t on Poultry and Bird Culture post free on application.
If yoj are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATT’S PATENT, Ltd., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.G.

CAGE FRONTS.

d
l l I F t f l 1 1 1 v 1

1

’
12 l,y 32 >

‘, / c (loz 'l 15 by 32, 5/6 doz.

;

. Uhillil 18 by 12, 7/- doz.; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.;
Will nil odd sizes made to order.

Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted
with white earthenware, din. 10d.,
4jin. 1/-, 5in. 1/3, Gin. 1/6. Norwich

and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/- each,
two for 3/9, 6 for 10/-; zinc drinkers, 1/3
doz.; black tin, 1/- doz. British, Show
Cages, 2/3, 2/C, 2/9; three-ply wood
Cases, to hold two cages, 4/6; 3 cages,
5/6; 4 cages, 6/6. Bird Sprays, with
Rubber X'ipe and Ball. 2/6, post paid.

Illustrated Catalogue for all Cage Fittings,
Roller Cages, Box Cages, Breeding Cages, all best
finish. Seed Boxes, etc. ; Shops supplied ; export
orders receive careful attention. Special Seed List.—ENOCH TAMS, Church St., Longton, Staffs. (79)

See

1
foodsT]

WASP grubs, 2/5 pound. 1/4 half, free
;
only obtain-

able from Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford. ( 45 )MEALWORMS, English, with keeping directions,
2, 6 1,060 : Miss lloscy, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

(85)
FOR sale, fine Spanish Canary seed, 30 lbs., whole
or part; what offers cash: 4, Rawlings -rd., Smeth-
wick.

( 81 )

MEALWORMS, - 2/G 1,000; ant eggs, 2/6, 3/ lb.;
flies, 1/9 lb.; egg yolk. 2/6 lb.: L. Cura and Sons,
Vine-st., Clerkenwell id., London.
PRIVET berries, Bullfinch’s grand natural food,

140 large ripe bunches 1/-, post free: Mrs. E. Teat,
Krmine-t-err., Ancaster, Grantham, Lines. (89)
THISTLE, dandelion, plantain, 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.

;

shepherd's purse, 6d. oz., 6/- lb.; mixed wild seed.
Gquhs. 3/-; carriage paid: Waltou and Son, Crowle,
Doncaster. (85)

MEALWORMS 7/- per lb., 3/9 ilb., 9<f. and 1/3 box,
post paid: Jones, Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (61)
PRIVET berries, 160 large bunches 1/-, 106 teazel

1/6, all post paid: Young, Netmaker, Mistcrton,
Somerset. (71)
FRESHLY gathered wild seeds, weed seeds, char-

lock, teazle seed, maple seed, or mixed wild seeds,
all Gd. quart, 1/9 gallon: dandelion seed, 3.6 lb.;

lettuce seed, 1/6 lb.; sesame *ced, 1/6 11).; Pecko,
2/- lb.: Walsh, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn. (94)

MEALWORMS, 500 1,6, 1,000 3/-, 8/6 !b. : fine

white gentles, 1,000 1/-, 3/- lb. ; ants’ eggs, 3/6 lb.

;

dried flies, 2/6 ib. ; yolk of eggs, 3/- lb. ;
crissel,

4d. lb.; special biscuit meal, nil. lb.; insectivorous
food, 1/6 lb.; egg bread, 1/6 lb.; Lark and Thrush
food. 6d. lb.

; cuttlefish, 1/3 lb. : Walch, Bird Food
Specialist Blackburn. (94)

SE E Jj S.
Genuine Sun-Dried Spanish Canary Seed.

141b. 281b. S6lb. 1121b.

No. 1 Special Giant Spanish 5/- 9/6 17/6 34/-

No. 2 Giant Spanish 4/S 8/6 16/- 31/-

No. 3 Bold Spanish 4/- 7/9 15/- 29/-

See samples, Free on Application
WALSH, Bird Food Specialist, BLACKBURN.

Tel., 947. (94)

1
BOOKS.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices ; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased : W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
|

MAGNET feather gloss, produces that brilliant
polish and sheen so much desired by exhibitors;
used by all the principal fanciers; bottles, 1/4, post
free: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (94)

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon tlie prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd.,
from Cage Biuds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“Nutshell No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birde, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pot* to health. This will

save you much discouragement and money, and
costs only 2id. post free.—From “Cage Birds,” 154,

Flcet~“t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents /list fre-

quently published).

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krckodyne added t.o drinking
water cures affections of t he breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent, tonic, 1/-. Address:

—

W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,
South Norwood, London.

Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

BRONCHITIS.
DITCHFI ELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC iTt"
finest medicine ever introduced for nirds with
Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness, and all
Chest and Lung Affections. All fanciers should
have a bottle in the bird room for the coming
winter. DITCHFiELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft
Moult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going Light,
Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the
Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds durnA;
the moulting season. DITCHFIELD’S FAMOUS
REVIVO, for Constitutional Weakness and De-
bility. A wonderful pick-me-up for weak and
delicate birds. R. Whittaker, Ki'siiton, writes:—
“The recovery after using Ditchlield’s Tonic
Drops is nothing short ol marvellous. It is the
finest remedy with which 1 have coma in con-
tact." W. Kiesei, London, London : “Your special
lung tonic is excellent.” R Hutton, Holbeach:
“Your Rcvivo is invaluable.”

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Owing to the increased rate of postage and cost
of packing, we arc compelled to raise the price
of all Bird Medic. lies a.s follows:

—

] Sample Bottie "... 8d.

2 Sample Bottles 1/2

3 Sample Bottles 1/8
1 I rehle-size Bottle 1/2

2 Treble-size Bottles 1/11

3 Treble-size Bottles 2/8

1 Special-size Bottle 2/2
All post free from

FRANK DITCHFIELD, Bird Specialist, Oldham.

Agents who Sell our Medicines :

Aberdare.—R. D. .Tones, 18, Radiys Road.
Birmingham.— G. li. Chapman, 23, High Street.
Birmingham. —W. Pimm, 229. Icknield 1’ort ltd.

Bootle.—J. Harrison, 116, Itimrose Road.
Burnley.— D. Greenwood, 16, Stand ish Street.
Clayton-le-Moor. -J. Croston, 52, Burnley Road.
Crewe G. K. Morgan. 83, Victoria Street.
Dublin.—M. Honan. 25. Parliament Street.
Haltwliistle.— R. Lightfoot. Weslgatc.
Hemsworth.—S. Kendrick, 1, Centre Street.

Hereford. M. A. Davies, 4, Widemar.-h Street.

Hull.— G. Gilson arid Son. 177, Holderness Road.
Leicester.—A. Steel, 52. Farnham Street.
London.—C. Palmer and Sons, 66-8, 76, and 85,

Sc! ntor Street; 352, Upper St., Islington, X.
London. -A. W. damage. Ltd., Holborn. E.C.

Liverpool B. Roberts. 1-8-10. Market Street.

Manchester Walter Smith. 98, lil) Street.

Newcastle on Tyne.— A. E. Parkinson, Nelson St.

Newport, Mon. —W. Mitchell, 12, Uptoil Road.
Oldham. -G. T. Robinson, 12, Henshaw St.

Plymouth. 11. Craven, 8. Yelverton Terrace.
Preston.— E. Wilson, 21. Eylile Road,
Radcliffe. —Trafford and Pearson, Church St.

Rotherham. Miss S. .1. Wall. 74, Effingham St.

South Shields. W. Girven, 3, Station Road.
Soutli Shields. S. Moses, 948-250, John ('lav St.

Stcvenston. It. Stewart, New Street.

Wigan.—T. Summers and Son, 63, Darlington St.

Or direct from—

|
FRANK DITCHFIELD, spSst, OLDHAM.

(Agents wanted).

Use our Notepaper,
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amBuk

THE BEST FIRST-AID

IN THE AVIARY.

SPLENDID for Cramp,
Rheumatism, Scale,

Baldness, etc.

'THIS new preparation, having already

been put through the several tests,

is found to fill admirably the require-

ments of an ideal first-aid for use in the

aviary.

Zam-Buk in its veterinary form is stil*

free from animal fats, and, as before, is

essentially vegetable in origin.

All Fanciers will find it good policy

to keep a supply of Veterinary Zam-Buk
handy.

Birds, like human beings, suffer from
bronchial trouble. This can be cured by
melting a little Veterinary Zam-Buk,
diluting it with olive oil, and cleansing

the bird's wind-pipe with the aid of a small

feather dipped in the mixture.

“ Veterinary Zam-liuk ” is sold

in a Red package to readily dis-

tinguish it from the original Household
Zam-Buk which is put up in a Green
package. Prices, 1 /1 | or 2 /9 , from
The Zam-Buk Laboratories, Leeds.

WHW"OMMRr

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

1 Hardbilis, |

SISKINS, 8/6 pair; Bullfinches, 3/- pair; Redpolls,
fid. each : Kozier. 143, l’rinces-st., Ipswich. (86)

PAIR handsome Ciri Buntings, 6/-; health.v, good
feather, well caged : K. Older, 53, Days-rd., Bristol.

WANTED, large, well laced field-moulted Linnet,
also Twite : Nicholas. 195, Kcnsiugton-cres., Swansea,

(86)

SELECTED Linnets and Goldfinches, including
white-legged Mule breeders : Rudd, Specialist, Nor-
wich.
BULLFINCHES, splendid specimen, 10/-, another
good cock, 5/-: \V. Woods, Pioueer-eottage, Sinning-
ton, Yorks. (53)
BULLIES, blood-red cocks, 2 6; own caught; well

on seed : J. Bull, Woodbine Cottage, Kirk Langley,
near Derby. (89)

GOOD pair Bullfinches and pair Goldfinches, full

plumage, 4/6 lot: P. Jenner, Kastern-rd., Haywards
Heath, Sussex. (90)

GOLDFINCHES, house-moulted cocks, real steady
birds, 3/6; hens, 1/- each: F. L. Ryraer, 20, L'nder-
clifte, Pickering. (82)

FOLK clinking Greenies. 1 Redpoll, h.m., cocks,
large Norwich hen, sacrifice lot 5/6: Dawson, 689,
Dnke-st.. Glasgow. (92)
COCK Linnets, picked birds, 4 - dozen; one dozen
well mixed seed birds, 1/-: W. l'enn, Beck Row.
Mildenball, Suffolk. (86)

COCK Redpoll, pull seed and water, and cage

:

exchange cock Canary: J. Needham, 71, King-st.,
Cloun, Chesterfield, (90)
SPLENDID cock Linnets, every bird guaranteed,
well on seed, plenty in stock, 3/6 doz. ; Humphries,
129, Seaside, Eastbourne. (90)
TWO F.M. Welsh Goldies, good square blazes, 7/6
and TO, - ; C.M., 6/-: Roberts, Ouocns Hotel.
Cerrig-y-Druidion, Coiwen. (85)
TWITES 9d.. cock Linnets 6d.. mixed birds 1/-

doz.; exchange Goldfinches for fowl: Rutter, Bird
Dealer, Littleport, Cambs. (90)
G. LARDNER, Osney, Oxford, offers large field-

monlted Linnet eoek. 2 6; monster Redpoll cock,
2/6; both exhibition birds. (87)
GRAND cock Linnets, well on seed. 4 - dozen : cock

I.arks, 3/- dozen; can supply weekly; E. Rowe, 24,

West-st-.. Chatteris, Cambs. (87)
SELECTED for exhibition muling, etc.. Linnet

cocks, Norwich type 1/- each, three 2/-: H. Welsh,
Cornstall-buildings, Stamford. (93)
BRITISH in aviary (outdoor) exchange othelr

birds; all enquiries answered: Rhodes, 273, Strct-
fordxl.. Hulme, Manchester. (93 )

GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, Goldfinches, wanted,
also Canaries, Siskins, Mules, for spot cash: H.
Cox, 92. Hope-st., Birmingham. (92)
SELECTED giant cock Brown Linnets, fierce

songsters, for show or contest, 1/- each, three 2 6:
Seedsman, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (93)
NICE cock Goldfinch, good colour and markings,
only 8/6; bargain; approval: A. Williams, Dol-
garrog Hotel, Tal-y-cafn, North Wales. (93)
BULLFINCHES, cocks 2/6, selected 5/-. hens 2/-;

selected Redpolls. 2/6 each: all grand birds:
Keightley, 61, Norman-st. North, Ilkeston. < 65)

HANDSOME exhibition cock Goldfinch, grand
blaze, etc., 6 -; largo cock Linnet-. 2/6; sure

millers : Mnlthy, 19, Riverside, Cambridge. (93)

BULLFINCHES, cocks 2/6, bona 1/6; Goldfinches,

cocks 2/6, bens 1/-; Yellow Buntings I/, pair;

approval: Garrod, 37, Spcncer-rd., Kiishden, (93)

MAGNIFICENT cock Goldfinch, rare blaze, can win,

5/-; lovely piping cock Bullfinch, very tame pet, 3/0:

I). Coomiies, Stockton st .
West Hartlepool. (98)

BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in. lSin.

loug, llin. high, J/3; send for illustrated catalogue
of 124 sizes; trade supplied: Pass, iliicknall, Notts.

FOUR times house-moulted cock Chaffinch, 2nd
Burnley Members' Show, <!/-, or exchange Gold
finches-: Duckworth. Hammcrtmi yard, Burnley. (91)

GRAND cage.moulted cock Goldfinch, exhibition
specimen, 8)6; cock Linnet Mules, 1911 rung, 7/6:
Offord, 24, Little Welbeek ct., Cavendish-sq.. W. (87)

EXHIBITORS: Winning cock Bullfinch, 20/-; an
other, can win, 12/0 ; both h.m.; cash or deposit

;

approval: Pirrie, Park-pi., Linwood, Paisley. (91)

EXHIBITION: Linnet, Goldfinch, and Bramble-
finch, grand condition; stamp for reply: F. Stot-

hard, 81, Beaconsfleld-st., Darlington. Co. Durham.
SPLENDID large twice house-moulted cock
Linnet, in full song, finger tame, twice winner, 6/6;
bargain; exchange: Tcbay, 190, Bolton-rd., Brad-
ford. (85)

JAYS, hand-reared, amusing pots, one perfect, 5/-;

another, slightly droops wing, 3/- ;
commenced

mimicking, healthy, 1915: Hiett, “ Becton,” Lynd
hurst. (87)

SALE, a champion quality contest singitig Linnet,

won all before it, price 40/- ;
also another, won

over 60 prizes, price 25/-: A. Butler, 23, Haymount-
st., Leeds. (60)

BULLFINCHES, Goldfinches, specimen birds,

splendid plumage; cocks 2-. liens I/-; sure satis-

faction : Lintok, Fern Cottage, Fishbourne,
Chichester. (89)

NOTICE: Warranted cock Linnets and Larks, sing-

ing loud, 1/-, 1/6 each ; wanted. Canaries, British

birds, for cash: Brain, 288, Lichfield rd., Aston.
Birmingham. (99)

WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen; hen
linnets, l - dozen; cock Greenfinches, 1 - dozen;
mixed birds, 1 . dozen : Gotobed Fcnn, The Pitt,

Isleham, Cambs. (86)

LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on
seed, 3,- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;
P.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. (418)

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, well on seed,

2,6 doz.; selected old caught cocks, 3/- do/..; satis-

faction guaranteed: Marshall, 5, Camdcu-st., Snein-

ton. Nr. Nottingham. (29)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address ; will scud to you by return

:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
HAWFINCHES, pair good birds, size, bib, mark-
ing good. 10/- : cock, 7/6; Bullfinches, cocks, fine

birds, 2 for 5/-: W. Allen, The Lodge, Holmwood
Park, Holmwood, Surrey. (90)

NOTICE : Extra grand Goldfinch and Bullfinch

cocks, full colour, 3/- each; grand cock Linnet, 2/-;

all sure winners; package 3d.; approval: McKeand,
Boatright, Castle Douglas. (89)

TWICE house mouit.ed cock Goldfinch, bred Mules
this year, bargain, 7/6; house-moulted cock Linnet,

also bred Mules, 5/-; approval, deposit: Osborne,

| Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (95)

1
TRY our special singing mixture for Linnets ami

)
Finches, etc.; recommended by all the leading fan.

f ciers, 1/- large package: Manager, Seed Warehouse,
* 163. Princess-st., Manchester. (93)

EXHIBITORS: Cock Goldfinch Greenfinch. 4th

Cowdenbeath, see report last week : black Goldfinch

Mule, £1; dar. and var. do., from 5/-: Williams,

j n n
. ,

18, Elgin-st., Kirkcaldy. (92)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,

cock Linnet, or show' specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address : will send to you by return

:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
LINNETS, Linnets. Grand nut-brown cocks 2/6

half-dozen. 4 6 dozen; cock Chaffinches. 4/6 a dozen:
cock Chaffinches, 4 6 dozen: C. A. Paine, The Bird
Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (95)

LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks. 2/6 dozen:
picked birds, 3/- dozen: cock Goldfinches, 1/6 each;
three 4/-; 20 mixed aviary birds, cocks and hens,

2/-: Randall. 64, High-st., Homerton. (95)

EXHIBITORS! Two grand cock Goldfinches, will

moult winners, deep square blazes, nicely tanned,
7/6 and 5/6, two others 3/- each, good birds: H. H.

Wilton, 26, BanneweH-st., Tavistock. (94)

WANTED off catchers only any quantity of Gold-
finches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Hawfinches, for prompt
cash; best prices paid; honourable dealings only

:

Geo. Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton. (95)

LARGE cock Goldfinches, good colour, 2 3/-;

hens, 1 -; cock Bullfinch, 2/6; hen, 1/-; hou.'e-

moulted cock, beauty, 3-; nice Norwich hens.

2/6: Welle, South Green, East Dereham. (85)

GRAND cock Goldies, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each; hens, 1/-:

eoek Bullies. 2/-, 2/6, 3/- ; hens, 1/-
; grand pair

Yellow Buntings, 1/6; approval, deposit: A. .1.

Underwood, Bird Specialist, 24, Wellington st., Ket-

tering. (90)

MONSTER (h.m.) Linnet, 10/-
;

(h.m.) Twite, 7/6;

(h.m.) Redpoll, 2/-; (f.m.) Linnet, stormer. steady,

5/- ; the above are specially selected for size, colour,

and markings: 1. Metcalfe, 18. North Hamilton-st..
Kilmarnock. (90)

HOME from the Front after discharge: Watson's
Aviaries, Littleport, Cambs. ; picked cock Linnets,

9d. each, three 2/-; Twites, 6d., three 1/3; cock
Goldfinches, 2/6 each ;

cock Linnets, 5/- dozen
;
mixed

birds, 1/3 dozen. (S3)

MISS KING, 63, Kingsbury-terr , Dunstable, has
two beautiful red cock Linnets, also one Brown.
*.he would like to send on approval, 1 . each; would
suit catchers for call birds, or bird dealers for shop
front attraction. (85)

FOUR real beauties, cock Goldfinches, 3,'- each,
four ditto Linnets, 2/-; caged since July; two grand
cock Goldfinch Mules. 8/6 each ;

must clear, for

cash ;
approval : T. Saunders, Kings Head, Bridge-

water-rd.. Bishopworth, Bristol. (86)

LANCASHIRE cock Linnets, splendid songsters,

trained under my noted kettle winner, as supplied
to Blackburn and Leeds fanciers, 1/- each, three
2 6; on approval: W. Gardner, Garstang-rd.,
Wisham, nr. Preston. Lancashire. (73)

CATCH thousands alive; new double-compartment
trap cage, including two Finches, trained call birds,

2/9 complete: also treWe-compartment trap cage
with 3 Finches, trained call birds, 3/9 complete:
Copp Stores,. Gordon rd.. Hartford. (95)

LOOK > Look ! Look : Linnets ! Linnets 1 Linnets !

1 have the finest stock of Linnets in the South:
warranted cocks, well on seed, 4/- dozen; dealers
supplied; all kinds of British always in stock:
Chris. Hatton, 31, Rickmond-st., Brighton. (SS)

EXHIBITORS: Specially-selected specimens, cock
Siskin 6/6, cock Bullfinch 5/-, cock Linnet 3/6, eoek
Twite 3,6. cock Greenfinch 8/-, cock Lesser Redpoll
2 6, monster cock Lark, win every time, incessant
songster, 3/G: Ross, Aviaries, Forres, N.B, (91)

BARGAIN to Linnet fancier* and exhibitors, two
splendid clean moulted red breasted eoek Linnet*,
grand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/ the two; approval; If not satis-

fied money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.

BEST lot of Linnet* this season, direct from the

Welsh mountains, like nails, 1/- each; selected for

muling, 1/6, 2/-; one monster, 3/-; guaranteed
cocks and on seed . Shephard (Catcher), 9. Wood-
Mold-terr., Trehalod, n.-ar Pontypridd. Stamp reply.

(86 )

GRAND exhibition eoek Linnet, field-moulted, can

win. only 2 6; giant yellow cock Greenfinch, sure

winner, 2/-
;
grand cock Goldfinch, good blaze and

-

good' size, certain winner, onlv 4/- ; 4 days approval,

cash or deposit: Edwin North, 443, Manchester rd.,

Bradford. (*•*)

LINNETS. Larks, Redpolls, Chaffinches, Green-

finches ; cocks I/-, hens 6d. :
Goldfinches, cocks 2/-,

hens 1 ;
Bullfinches, 3/-; hens. 1/6; Hawfinches,

cocks 7/«, hens 3/-; all from clean large aviaries;

one special fine, cock Hawfinch, 10/-: Miss Rosey,

Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

LOVERS of Chaffinches snould read what H. J-

Fiilljamcs saye about them. "Nutshell No. 13," 2,d.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning

the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage

Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,

see list on another page).

EXHIBITORS: Mr. Bird has selected from hun-

dreds a few champion Goldies that can win in

the best of company perfect in every detail, price

6/- and 7/- each ;
lias supplied all the cracks in

England and Scotland for years; 69, Dean-lane,

Bedminster, Bristol. (**)

TO Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two splendid

cock Linnets, very large, handsome red breasts,

champion songsters, laviary moulted, make fine

show or contest birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; am
proval ;

not satisfied, money returned : Dicksmr,

Upper Union-st., Dunstable. (93)

EXHIBITORS! Bargains. Hawfinch. Siskin, Twite,

Linnet, Bullfinch, F.M. Goldfinch, 10/- each; Bramble-

finch, 6/-; Redpoll, F.M. Linnet, 2 6 each; hen

Challincli, 6'- (some arc winners): all show con-

dition; cheap to clear; approval willingly: Sergeant

Foster, Cockerton, Darlington. (85)

COLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in "Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing. and sexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

alt fully dealt with. 2fd. post free, from: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from

agents: list- published frequently.)

17 REAL good Welsh cock Linnets, the pick of

my catches during October, 1/3 each ;
few big

well-barred and coloured cock Bullfinches. 3/- each :

4 cock Lesser Mealy Redpolls, 1/6 each ; big yellow

Greenfinch, cocks, 6d. each ;
hens, buff or yellows,

4d.; two special cock Goldies, 4/6 each: W. Brown,

Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop. (92)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but

they need great care. " The Greenfinch ” Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and we shall be pleased to

send you a copv post free upon receipt of 2jd.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet st., London,

E.C.
BIRDCATCHERS : Have invented these useful

stuffed decoys, protecting you, also your pocket

;

order on card requirements for holidays ;
will pro-

cure :
write when ready ;

move about on fiint-stick

balanced springs: Linnets 2/6; Goldfinches, Bull-

finches, 3/-: some ready now: Fryett and Son,

Taxidermists, Beetle*. (85)

WANTED, large outstanding specimens of the

following field-moulted birds : Chaffinch. Bramble-

finch Goldfinch. Limiet, Twite, Siskin, Greenfinch,

Redpoll, Yellow Bunting, Reed Bunting, Cirl Bunt-

ing ;
tip-top prices paid- for the right stuff ; must

be sent on approval: Particulars to VT. F. Lloyd

James, Luntlcy Court. Pembridge, R.S.O., Hereford-

shire. '9D
WESTMORLAND cock Bullfinches, can win. 5/6;

one extra special, capitil bars, back, and breast.

15/6; cock Goldfinches, for exhibition, 5/6; giant

cock Linnets, sure moneymakers, 5/-; large house-

moulted cock Linnet and cock Bramblefineh, fit for

Palate, 15/- each: exhibition cock Greenfinch, very

large, and exceptionally good in colour, 6/- : Robin-

son, Bird Specialist. Windermere. (96)

R AM BODDK for value.—Carefully selected exhibi-

tion.specimens, all Scotch cock Bullfinch,
_

tare

size and colour, lovely cap, 5/-: giant cock Linnet,

correct shape, perfectly pencilled, 3/9; ditto Twite,

3 6 - monster yellow cock Greenfinch, 3/-; tip-top

cock Lesser Redpoll 2/6; large, rich-coloured Chaf-

finch. a gem. 2/0; hen Bullfinch, the pick of the

bunch, 3 - : Sutherland, Rambodde, 'Forres. (93)

HIGH CLASS F.-M. cocks ; Bullfinch, wonderfully

steady, -superb cap anti bar, even and pure in

colour. 7/6; Greenfinch, cobby jonque. 5/-; Goldie,

well-cut blaze, pure in colour. 5.-; Linnet, heavily

ticked, nice shape, good substance, 5. : lieu Bullie,

fine cap and bar. splendid quality and colour, 3/-;

approval to known exhibitors: Gardner, 4, Poplar

Grove, The Elms, Prince's Park, Liverpool. (95)

GREENFINCH, 1st Cheltenham, 15/-: h.m. Red-

poll, 2nd Bathgate, 10/-: Bullfinch cock, f.m., fine

colour and markings, 16/- ; h.m. Linnet, unshow n.

colour, size, and markings, 20/-; several full-coloured

f.m. Goldfinches, 2/6. 3/6 each: Yellow hammer, hen.

h.m., rare size, colour, and markings 10/- ; stamp

reply; approval with pleasure: W. F. Lloyd James,

Luntle.v Court, Pembridge, K.S.O ,
Herefordshire. ^

LINNETS! Linneto!! Linnets ! !
!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, tiiere la a matter that

requires dealing with caution ;
there is a very bad

habit, which your pets may have, which must be

overcome.- Get that " Linnet Nutshell ’ at once.

No. 2, price 2{d. poat free from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.

GOLDFINCHES. Goldfinches, for muling and exhi-

bition. Hear what customers say. “Dear Sir,—

I

herewith enclose P.O. value 2/6 for cock Greenie,

which 1 mav say am pleased with ;
also cock Goldie.

They are as' I wanted. Had I been able to pick same
out- of a 100 I could not get better,--Yours truly,

W. North.” Many more like it. Editor holds

original. Mr. North had a 5/- Goldfinch. 1 hold a

large stock now. Birds sent out at once Cocks on

hard seed, 2/- each, 5/- for three; few picked, very

large cocks for muling, 3/- -each, or three for 8;-;

extra special birds, superb show condition, 5/- and

7/6 each, many make winners: hen Goldfinches. 1,8

each. I have a grand lot of Linnets, caged a month,

all on hard seed and song, cocks 1/- each, three for

2/-; few make contest singers, 1/6 each: no better

obtainable; cock Greenfinches, Chaffinches, and Red-

polls, Sd. each ; few picked for colour and size, 1 /•

each ;
travelling cages, 3d. one, three birds Cd.

extra; all birds warranted sound and healthy, and

sex guaranteed.— Bedford, late Gore's, 131, Goocli-

GENTLEMKN, if you want bom t value, for money
buy direct from the catcher, and rave middlemen'*
profit. Linnet*. 4,1

. dozen; selected for -how or
contest, 1/6, 2/6, 3,6, 4 i.; Goldfinelu--, IS/- dozen;
few extra large, nicely tanned and buttoned, with
square cut blaze, 3 6, 4/8, 5/6; one extra good,

7/6; also several Goldfinch Mules, on pure finch

song, 7/0, 8/6, 10/ ; or part exchange Canaries or

Mules, etc. : Ingram and Sons, Bird Catcher*. 54,

Gcmlton-st., Hull. (S2J

W M SMITH
WARRANTED cock Ooldilmtie*. 2/6. 3/ . 30 each ;

bens, 1/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 13, era k Lin
nets, 1/- each, 0/- dozen; guaranteed safe delivery;
see Canaries: Wm. Smith, 39, Tib st., Manchester.

W. JOHNSON, BRITISH BIRD EXPERT
Linnets, specially trained for contest, 2/, 2/6; sfiowr

birds. Norwich type, good colour, welt pcnailled,

8/-; Goldfinches, right for milling or show, 8/6, 4/0;
Linnet cages, 1/3; box cages, 1/0; Canary cage ,

2/-, 2/6 : 55, George st., Leeds. (87)

LINNETS, LINNETS, LINNETS
Linnets, Linnets, Linnets.—/Selected cock Linnet ,

fine colour and size, make sure winners, ringing,
1/6, 2 - and 2/6 each; few bouse.moulted bird*
(sing day and gaslight), 8/6 and 4/6 each; one
eoek Goldie Mule, full song, cheap, 10/6: II. Daw-
son, 56, Waleott-st., Hull. (85),

BIRDCATCHERS GRAND NEW INVENTION
Self-acting trapnet, made on a practically in-

destructible frame work, fitted with 3(in. rustproof
springs, best quality invisible coloured netting,
folds up automatically (the great advantage of
this trap over others), can be used for catching
both large and small birds, hardbilis or soffbills,

by simply using the different baits advised in my
printed instructions; post paid complete. 2 5 each;
enormous sale; oplendid testimonials received: Jack,
son, Bardncy, Lincoln. (88)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the best quality obtainable, speciality
picked for the show bench; make sure winners;
grand English cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches, 3/-,

4/-. 5/-, 7/6 and 19/- each ; selected cock Linnets and
Redpolls, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; catalogue post free:

Sandiford. Bird Specialist, Preston.

GOLDFINCHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
etc., 1915 English cock Goldfinch, 2/-, three 5/-; large
specially selected for showing, muling, 2/6, 3 4j-

eaeh ;
hens 1/-, three 2/6, six 4/6, 8/- dozen ; cock

Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/-, three 4/ ,
six 7/6; hens 1 /-,

three 2/6; selected cock Bullfinch, for shoving, 3/-;

large selected lien Bullfinches, 1/6, 2/- ; cock Linnets
9d., three £/-, six 3/-; selected for -showing or muling,

1/6, 2/- ; best birdlime, Jib. 9d., -Jib. 12, 1/10 lb. ;

postage free: Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 3S.

Fylde-st., Preston, Lancashire. (95)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
DO MULING BRITISH DIFFER FROM OTHERS?
If you intend going in for Hybrid breeding or muling
you must have the right birds. Why won’t your
birds breed? Because you have not the right kind.

There is a difference between inulers and ethers,
and that difference I have solved. I have studied
for years this problem, and I can now say with
confidence that 1 can now supply real Hybrid
breeders and millers. I can give proof of my state-

ment by mentioning a few successful customers.
Sir Luke White, for instance, bred with a cock
Bullfinch and 2 hen Goldfinches. Sir Luke gave me
the photos of these Hybrids, and I intend to have
postcards printed and sent out to all customers.
Some say, give me a bird with a big head for

milling, but my secret I intend to hold and let my
customers have the benefit. 1 can honestly say
there is not a man in the world can teach you more
about British than your humble servant. Here,
again, is proof of my superiority over others : Mr.
Plows, secretary of ivippax Club, wrote me for some
singing mixture. After using it lie quickly won 1st

and 3rd prizes. I could fill “Cage Birds" with
thousands of successful customers, f have a grand
lot of cock Bullfinches, specially picked for Hybrid
breeding and oil grand song, finger tame, 3 6, 4/6. 5/6.

and one a gem, fit for keen competition, 7/6; other
good ones but not mulers; can win members shows,
3/6, 4/6 each; giant hen Bullies, specially picked for

breeding, real monsters, 5 6, 7/6, 10,‘6 each; other
good hens. 1/6, 2/-, 3.'-; monster cock Goldfinches.

2/6, 3/6, 4.8*, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6 each; giant Norwich typo
cock Linnets, well pencilled, grand colour, steady
as rocks, 2 6, and two extra gems 3/6 each

;
giant

muling Linnet. 3/-. What a monster! Real giant
yellow cock Greenfinch, a gem, 3/6; another good
one. 2/-; gem of a Redpoll, 2/6; fine, large, well-

coloured cock Lark, a beauty, and on song, 2/6;
splendid large cock Reed Bunting, grand bib, 2/6;
very good Yellow Bunting, good V marked bead,
nice cheeks, 2/6; monster cock Hawfinches, splendid-

bibs ajid steady, 15/6, '20/-, 25/- each; 200 Siskins

expected any time now; orders booked. I thank
the 38 customers who have already ordered. Now,
you Linnet singers, call and see my champions. I

have the finest strain of singing in England. I ha,ve

won all before me. I have some of our champions
for sale, including "Young ’Un,” which won 1st

.at Kiugs Head, Leeds, defeating 44 birds, open to

ail England. He will sing in your hand and at an.

empty cage, price 40/-: also other good house-moulted
birds, equally as proud, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6. 20/ oat-h.

i I have a grand lot of this year’s birds, clean through
moult and being taught under above champions,
including my cup winner. £10 refused for him
These are on quality song and singing day and gas-

light, 2/6, 3/6. 4/6, 5/6, 7/6 each; good loud kitchen
songsters, 1/6, 2 - each, and a few nice youngsters,

coming on grand song, 1/- each ;
good call birds.

Linnets, 2/-, 2/6 each; Linnet cages 9d.. I'-. 1/6 eachj
British show cages, very neat, 16. l it eachs
best, birdlime in England, 3d. and 6d. tins. Throw
it away if you can find any as good. Linnet

whistles, 6d. Make your birds sing at one another
with 1/- bag of my secret mixture; Roller School
masters, no jars or clicks, every note lovely, 10/6,

12/6, 15/6, 20/-; hens 3/-. 4/-; cock Canaries, gooif

loud songsters, over 300 ill stock, 6/6, 7/6, S/0, 10 6

each: monster Goldfinch Mules, win anywhere and
on Finoh song, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, and one foreign Gold-

finch, a gem, 15/6; Linnet Mules, on full song, 7/6,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6. Mr. Hogg’s winning cinnamon Green-

finch Mule, », giant, only 20/-, worth 60,-; large

muling hen Canaries. 2/0, 3/0 each; house moulted
Linnets, well-know n winners on the bench. 10/6, 15/6.

20/-. I claim to have the largest stock in the
North. A visit will convince you without making
any idle offers. Moreover, I send all out on seven

days’ approval for cash or deposit. Bankers

:

London City and Midland. Please cross all postal

orders L C. & M-. pavahle to me. Write at once

to Fred Allen. The Reliable Specialist, 156, I’ortor

Street Aviaries. HutL, (94)
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GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, ETC.
Before buying your British birds carefully .study

my advertisement, compare my prices and let your
cash be tbe last tiling you part with. Splendid
Norwich type cock Linnets, the best and largest

in England, good colour, well pencilled, 2/- each;
lew kitchen songsters l/- and 1/0; c<jck Gold-

finches, beauties, 3/-, 4/-, one extra line, 5/-;

Bullfinches, same; Chaffinch, a good one, 2/0; one
three year house moulted, 0/-; giant Yellow Bunt-
ing, 2/-;., some line upstanding Skylarks, 2/-,

plenty at 1/ ;
one llramblellneh cock, U.M., 5/-;

one Lesser Kedpoll, II.M , tired mules, 0/0; one
Chaffinch hen, damaged1 wing, but healthy, twice
11. M., 3/-; ono Goldfinch, thrice H.M.

,
hen Creen-

llnch, II. M., bred hybrids, 10/- pair; three Norwich
rocks, 0 / each, hens 3/-; one blue-fronted Amazon
Parrot, coimnoncrjd t|alkin j, 3'V/i- ; cock Linnet,
double eompartment trap, oil 1;/ 2/-; one dozen
mixed British cocks and hens 3/0; grand yellow
Groenllncli 2/-. Note these:—34, llarburton-rd.,
London: Sir,- I received birds quite safe and well.

1 am more than pleased with them.—Frank Stevens,
Again: 13, Cuion-id., Liverpool; Sir,—Thu Bull-

finch arrived safe, in good condition, ang more
than pleased; sending again shortly C. Robin-
son. All personally packed on 7 days’ approval.
Note address: Broxup, 27, Stock-tit., Burnley. (93)

EXHIBITION MULING AND HYBRIDISING.
To beat these it's impossible. Picked from hundreds

that, pass through my hands weekly • Exhibition cock
Bullfinch, 10/0; another good one, 7/0; cock Gold.
Ilnch, 12/0; one hit smaller, 10/0; cock Chaffinch,

43/0; cock Bramble'll rich, 3/0; cock ltedpoll, a gem,
•I/O; yellow cock Greenfinch, giant, 4,0; extra good
cock Hawfinch, 25/-; another good one, 15/- ; also

a few at 7/ti, 8/0, 10,0 each; aliso a line lot largg

l*cart ret; cock Goldfinches, to moult winners, 4/0,

5/0, 0/0, 7,0 each; cock Goldfinches, for song or
muling, 2/0, throe for 5/-, six 9/-, dozen 10/-;

hens, 8/. dozen; monster cock Linnets, to moult
winners, 2/0, 8/0. 4/0 each; other cocks, 5 /- dozen.

Now. gentlemen, if you want Mule or Hybrid breed-

ing I have tile following, arrived Saturday, Novem-
ber 27th : 57 splendid Scandinavian cock Goldfinches,

large and better colour, with deeper blaze than
British, 5/0, 0/0, 7/0, 10,0 each; 0 Scandinavian
cock Bullfinches, extra .specials, 7/0, 10/6 ; 3 liens,

0/0 each; 7 monster yellow cock Greenfinches, 3/0
each ; and 10 cock Linnets, biggest and best ever

caged, 4/0 each. These birds are brought over

for me every fortnight, no other dealer so much
as sees them unless they buy from me. Inspection

any time except Sundays. Largest and best collec-

tion in England; approval; cash or deposit: Day’s

Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (85)

Softbills.
|

WANTED, Nightingale cock, cage moulted, not
necessary, reasonable : Wells, College Green, Bristol.

FOIt sale. Pied Wagtail and show cage, xvinner,

7/-; offers: Mackirdy, S3, Alexander-st., Alexandria,
Dumbartonshire. (87)

SPLENDID red-breasted cock Linnets, six 2 dozen
3/0; satisfaction guaranteed; Horace Ccote, 90,

North-st., Luton. (94)
LARKS, upstanding, clean and healthy, only 3/0

dozen, three dozen 10/- : John Ball, Lutton Rookery,
Long Sutton, Lines. (84)

WANTED, Pied Blackbird, hen aviary moulted
Bramblcfinch, hen Siberian Goldfinch ; Teechemaker,
Kingmorc, Teignmouth. (88)

WELL marked Thrush, good size, 3/-; 3 big Green-
finches, grand .heads, wing bars, 2,6 each; Ward,
10, St. Tliomas-rd., Spalding. (9a)

GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 3/-, guar-
anteed thoroughly tamed healthy, commenced sing,

warranted ; Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stort-

ford. (58)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen c-n approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return : Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
MUST clear, grand cock Blackbird, good type and

colour, 5/-; large, well-marked cock Skylark, 3/6;

both singing well
; or exchange good Holler cock,

1916: S„ 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W. (90)

LINCOLNSHIRE Skylarks, large selected genuine
cocks, impossible to get better, clean, perfect
condition, 3/6 doz., six 2/., three 1/6, exhibition
specimens 1/-: Jackson, Bardney, Lincoln. (68)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

months, 1/6; also handreared young cock, 1/-;

these can be matched to sing any in Bedford-
shire; approval; secret of feeding free: George
Holt, Dunstable. (85)

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, in song,
for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-

tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3“ tells

you. 2jd. poet free from C4GU Bums, 154, Fleet-

st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (Hot frequently
published).
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird Full directions

bow to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
possible condition; together with directions for
hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will be found in “ Nutshell No. 4,’’ 2Id. post
free from Cace Bums, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly; Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage. Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: the smaller epccies

;
full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljanies in “ Nutshell No.
25." which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes tile collection of ants’ eggs, 2J0. post free,

from: Cage BmDSf, 1 54, Fleet-st,., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents; see list on another page.)
ALL fine large specimens, Softbills for disposal

:

Wryneck, Nightingale, Blackcap, Garden Warbler,
Long-tailed Tit, Marsh Tit, Golden-crested Wren,
cock birds, cage moulted, in perfect health and
condition; also live insectivorous food, 1/10 per lb.;
wasp grubs, properly preserved for winter use, 2/3
per Hi.; post free: P. F. M. Galloway, "Durban,'*
Caversliam, Reading. (17)
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice oefore pro-
ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. Yon will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in “ Nutshell No. 26," by II. J. Fnll-
james. it is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various styles of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
uow. Post free, 2;d from Cage Bums, 154. Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at onr list of agents; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
LARKS, grand cock Larks, 2/9 dozen; cock Linnets,
4/6 dozen; A, Rowe, West-st., Chatteris, Cambs.

(87)

F.M. cock Linnets, selected for song or exhibition,
cock Larks, 1/ , 2/-, upwards

;
approval : Dcgg, 77,

Hamilton id., Longton. (iff?)

LARKS ami Linnets, the old firm who has sup-
plied many Palace winners impact seasons; cock
Larks 3/- doz.; cock Linnets 4/6: H. Dawson, West-
st., Chatteris. (02)
(IRANI) mixed birds, Finches, Linnets, etc., cockr*
and hens, perfect, clean and healthy, 2/0 dozen;
cheaper kind, 1/- dozen: worth double: Jackion,
Bird Catcher, Bardney, Lincoln. (88)
.SISKIN cock 3/6, lien 2/, cock Blackbird, hand-
some, 1/6, Chaffinches 1/6 pair. Jackdaw 3/ : Blue
Tit 1/6, Ox-eye Tit. 1/ ;

see price list- Dc Vori and
Co., 114, Bethnal Green rd., London.
BRITISH birds, all cocks, muling Linnet 6/-, Bull-

finch 2/-. Robin, a beauty, 2/C, Lark 1/6, Greenfinch
1/ , Chaffinch, make winner, 2/6; Goldfinch, singing,

4/6: Mqrnoch, 16a, Melville-st., Lochgelly, Fife. (92)
TWO large hen Bullfinches, 1/6 each

; 2 large cocks,

2/6, make good mulers; large cocks. Skylarks, 1/6
each ; 1 Magpie, a gem, 5/• ; the above are all

in splendid condition, and kept in garden aviaries;
approval: Flavell, Woodgate, Quinton. (92)
COCK Blackbirds and Song Thrushes, 1/. each;
selected songsters, 1/6 each; Chaffinches, Gieen-
flnches, Linnets, Redpolls, Yellowliammers, Tree
Sparrows, Robins, 1/- pair; large selected cocks,
1/- each; cock Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; 12 mixed
aviary birds, 1/-; exchange: Fenn and Son, Bower-
lane, Isicham, Cambs. (86)
SELECTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen; Greenfinches,

1/- dozen; 12 bright mixed seedeaters, 1/-; cocks,
selected for show, Goldfinches, Siskins, 3/0 each;
Chaffinch. Greenfinch, Linnet, Redpoll, Reed Bunt-
ing, Yellow Bunting, Lark, 1/- each; pairs for aviary
same price; Goldfinches, Siskins^ 41 - pair, cock
Greenfinch. Linnet hybrid. 7/-, well on food: J.

Fenn, Bird Specialist, Westcliff Villas, Isleham,
Cambs. (86)
GOLDFINCHES, cocks, 2/- and 3/- each, 11/6

half dozen
; rod-breasted cock Linnets, beauties,

3 for 1/3, 4/6 doz.; big upstanding conk Larks,
three 1/3, 3/6 do/.., three doz. 10/-; hen Larks
1/0 doz.; cock Greenfinches, selected yellows, only
Od. each, three 1/-; cock Greenies and hen Chaf-
finches, o!d-eaught 1/6 pair; hen Goldfinches, cock
Thrushes, Blackbirds and Yellowhammere, 1/- each,
three for 1/-; sex and satisfaction guaranteed : .T.

Wliiteley, Catcher, Boston -rd., Holbeach. (93)

GOLDFINCHES, LINNETS, LARKsTeTC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6 each, three
for 5/-, six 8/C; cock Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6, 3/- each;
liens, l/S, 1/6 each; Lancashire cock Linnets, lOd.
and 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/-, dozen 5/-; grand cock
Larks, 8d., 10d., )/- each, three 1/G, six 2/6; dozen
4/-; few caged oft' birds, singing, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each;
Redpolls, (id., 9d., 1/- each; cages 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6,
1/9 each ; send for catalogue of everything. Bst.
50 years.

QfiMniCflBin Bird Specialist and JudgOHnUirUmi, PRESTON, LANCS. Tel. 4
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canariesTI

j
Border Fancy.

|

BUFF cocks, 41 -
; hens, 2/-; no yellows to spare;

Rev. Henry Soames, Bromley, Kent. (SI)
GOOD pair self green Borders, 15/-, or exchange

clears; good bulf cock wanted: Wiseman, 29, Rad-
nor-rd., Cardiff.

( 90 )GRAND pair of Borders, 10/6; another hen, 2/6;
two Fancy wall cages, 3/-; oilers: W. King, 2, King-
st., Glastonbury. (gj)
MUST clear entire stock, also show and stock-

cages; enquiries invited; reasonable prices: Camp-
bell, Ardmore, Biggar.

( 95 )FEW smart buff hens left, from 5/6 each, right
type, rare quality; approval; Robson, 28,’Camdin-
gro., Peekham, London. (88 )

NOTICE: Grand lot Borders, many -winners, prices
low

;
easy payments arranged

; approval : McKeamf,
Seahrizht, Castle Douglas. (S9)
TYPICAL Borders, cccks 7/-, hens 4/- upwards

;

pairs from 9/-; on approval : Henry Wilson, Hill
View, Station-rd., Bannockburn. " 693)VERY fine lot Border Canaries, in full song, 4 /-,

5/-, 6/6 , 7/6, and 10,6 each; liens 2/6: Harris, 55,
Beak-st., Regent-st., London, W.

(73 )
BORDERS. Can now part with few grand birds,

clear or marked; cocks from 0/-, hens from 41 -
;

approval: Irons, Park-pL, Brechin.
(93)

PRIZE-bred Borders, cinnamons, marks, and clears,
at reasonable prices

; approval
;
stamp : 1) all, So-

ciety-bids., Montrose-st., Brechin. (85)'

SEVEN gcod pairs Borders, bred from winners,
16/- pair, exchange pullets; aippruval : Roberts,
Gwydclfor. Penygroes, S. 0., Wales.
BORDERS, even-marked Luff cock, • best Novice,

Leith, 15/-; hens, clears, tics., vari.; reasonable:
J. Muir, 224, Easterrd., Leith, N.B. (90)
EXCHANGE matched pair Borders, cock a winner,

1914 season, for good Roller cock, 1915, no chopper;
offers: Simmonds, 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W. (90)
BORDERS, from prize winners, must clear; Lens,

2/6; cocks from 6 / 6 ; pairs from 8/G; variegated
and greens: Daw, 31, St. Jolm’s-rd., East Ham. (58)

SPLENDID pair 1914 Borders, bred winners this
season, 8/6 ; 1915 pair, 7/- ; approval anywhere

; de-
posit: Allison, 14, Cambusnethan-st., Edinburgh.

(91)
JAMES LUM 8 DEN, 13, George Square, Edinburgh,
has a lew clears, marks and greens for sale (winners
and bred from winners, at war prices; stamp reply.

(86)THE leading winner at all the principal shows
tins season

;
grand lot yellow cocks, 7/6, 10/-

;

matched pairs from 10/-; stamp: George Bennct,
llowmont Villa, Kelso. (92)
HIGH-CLASS Borders, prize strain, grand type and
quality cinnamons, clears, and marked cocks from
7/6; liens 5/-; pairs 10/6: Frame, Rowanbank, Kirk-
listen, Linlithgowshire.

( 94 )

CLEAR yellow cock, 10/-; buff marked, 7/0; yellow
and buff cock, 6 /-; cinnamon marked' liens, 4 /-;
stamp; approval; Angus MeDougall, Caironvnle-
id., Larbert. Stirlingshire.

( 93)SMART yellow cock, 6/-; 3 variegated buff hens, 2
clear buff hems, 3/- each; all 1915 bred; good type
and condition; grand stock birds; Tinnion, 32, King-
st., Workington, Cumberland. (89 )

EXHIBITORS: This season’s winners at Carlisle,
Hartlepools, Muirhend, etc., to part with, prices
from 7/6 to 15/-; state wants; approval: James
Brown, Ncwcastlelon, Roxburghshire. (91)

GREEN buff Border cock, very smart, round body,
perfect carriage and feather, 12/,.; also extra good
clear yellow lien, 4/-; or 15/- the pair; approval:
I’ennal, Tottcridgc, High Wycombe, Bucks. (89)
FEW good Borders left, cocks from 5/-, hens 3/6;

will give good exchange lor good typical Norwich
cock, good .substance, and head ; Robertson, 131,

Adcla-aven., West Barnes, New Malden, Surrey. (84)
HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred jOO youngsters, many lit to win, plenty
to select from, in all colours, show or stock, at
war prices; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 239,
Low Waters, Hamilton.

(53)HENRY BENNETT, Border Fancy Aviaries, Kelso,
having supplied many winners this season, still

offers high-cla«s Borders, clears, ticks, unevens,
cinnamons; cocks, 7/6 to 25/-; liens, 5/- to 25/.;
pairs, properly matched, 10/0 to 40/- ; approval. (88)
“TflK Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully iiow to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing tile breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; oend at once
for a copy, 2Jd. poet free, from ‘'Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-fit., London, E.C., or from any cl our Nutshell
agents (Luts published frequently.)
ALLAN THOMSON, Show Secretary, Larkhall

C.B.A., has the following Borders for disposal, stock
and exhibition specimens, bred from selected pairs
for type and quality: Cocks, clear huff, 8/6

;
clear

huff, pink eyed, 12/(1; huff variegated, 10/- and
12/6; yellow variegated. 10/., 12/6; yellow cinna-
mon, 10/-; hens, huff foul cinnamon, 5/-; yellow
cinnamon mark, 6/-; clear huff, 6/-, 7/6; clear
yellow, 6/-; also few pairs from 7/6; approval to
known fanciers. (89)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, also pairs;

highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain;
send offers along: G. Chapman, High st., Birming-
ham.

GIVING UP THE FANCY
I have decided to part with my entire stock of
prize-bred Borders, also carrying boxes, cages, etc.

;

anyone who wishes a genuine bargain can have par-
ticulars by applying to A. Gilchrist, Coldstream.
Stamp reply.

|
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

CREST and crestbred for sale, also cages cheap;
Shea, 229, Caledonian-rd., London, N. (76)
A FEW Crestbred cocks, 9/6 and upwards: Boulter,

32, Palmerston-rd., West Hampstead, N.W. (83)
FEW show and stock; cheap to clear; .state wants:

Mrs. Roberts, Llannakey, Newton Arise, Blackpool.
(84)

CRESTBREDS, 2 cocks, 1 green, 1 clear, 10/6 each
;

2 clear hens, 7/6 each
;

1915 bred : Stone, 33, For-
tescue-rd., Exeter. (87)
MRS. THOS. TAYLOR'S champion strain, a few
good birds for sale; approval, stamp reply: 68,

Edward'-?t., Gateshead. (65)

1915 high-class Crested Norwich cocks, 10/6 each;
hens, 8/6 ; approval : A. Thompson, 197, Bradford-
rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. (89)
1915 hens, Crestbred, 10/- /each; Crester ,12/6;
Joyce-Barnett strain; absolutely healthy: Rev. G.
Mullens, Chpdzoy, Bridgwater. (85)
DAVID SCOTT, 128, Atkinsonrd., Benwell, New-

castle-on-Tyne, lias a few Crests and Crestbreds for
disposal

;
approval

; stamp reply. (84)
EV1NS BROS., offers crestbred cocks 20/-, 30/-,

crested cocks 10/-, 20/- each, only a few left for
sale, no hens: 259. High-st., Exeter. (75)

YOUNG green cock, good crest, same as mv Chel-
tenham winners, 20/- ; exchange for good Rollers

:

Mjiyliew, Jeweller, Bury St. Edmunds. (90)
CRESTS and crestbred eock6 from 12/6, pairs
from 25/-. bred from prize stock; approval: Rob-
son, 28, Camden-grove, Peekham, London. (58)

NOTICE: Grand lot Crests and Crestbreds, several
winners, reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-
proval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
THREE pairs Crests for sale, 30/- per pair to clear;
green Crest cock, 1915. 4th Cowdenbeath, £2; best
of blood: Wliitton, Links.place, Droughty Ferry. (84)
CRESTED hens, two buff, light, one green, one
variegated, from 10/- to 30/- each; approval, de-
posit: Williamson, 24, Newcastlc-rd., Nottingham.

(76)
FOR sale. Canaries, Crests and Crestbreds, from

10/-; songsters, 6/-; deposit, Editor; approval:
Irving, 61, Cecil-aven., Enfield, London, Middlesex.

(86)

TWO dark Crested cocks, fit for show, green, 1914,
bird, 40/-; young wing-marked bird, 60/-; approval,
deposit: H. Mais, 63, Northumberland-st., Notting-
ham. (85)
LARGE feathery unflighted buff Dark Crest cock,

grand type, good quality Crest. 20/-; healthy; ap-
proval willingly: James Hill, Halebanic, near
Widnes. ' (92)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,
many winners sold; some grand birds for sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colbornst.,
Nottingham. (17)
MARKED P.H. cock, grey Crest hen, 25/-; clear
B.D. cock, green hen, 20/-; dark Crested cock, clear
lien, 20/-; all huffs: Jos. Twigg, 11

,
Conon-st.,

Spendon, Derbyshire. (90)
TWO wing marked dark crests 20/- each, one
ditto, 15/-; variegated' Crestbred', winner, 20,-;
clear body grey crest, 15/-; all cocks; clear crest-
bred hen 10/-: J. Gillespie, 19, Allergatc, Durham.
REALLY good 1914 clear buff Crestbred cock, 25/6;

1915 clear buff crested- lien, 15/6; 1914 buff grizzle
crested lien, 7/6 ;

or exchange lot for a decent green
Crest cock or hen; approval; W. Stevens, 9, Col-
vile-st., Derby. (91)
REV. JOYCE, Wellington, Somerset, can supply

crests and crestbreds (best blood) in matched pairs
from 40/-; singles same rate, all bred for quality
and vigour; some of the chief winners this season
again are fiom birds bred by him; stamp; state
price.

CLEAR body dark Crested lien, 1st Oxford, 80/-;
buff Crested bred cock, 1st, 40/- limit Cheltenham,
22/0; green. Crested hen, marked C.B. cock, 50/-
pair; Dark Crested cock, marked C.B. lien, 25/-
pair; approval: Mr. llajiing, 5, Moorend ter, Cliel-

tenliam.
( 94 )

T. J. KING, 3, Columbia-pL, Cheltenham, offers
grand dark Crested hen, with large flowing perfect
crest, £15; large green Crested liens, ,L'4. £2 5/-;
immense capped variegated Bumble foot, 25,0; cocks,
big variegated Crestbred, 30/6; nearly green, second
£2 selling Cheltenham, 30/6; big green Crested,
50/6: green Crestbred, long liead feather, 25,6:
green Crested cock, 25,6; large thick variegated'
Crestbred, sister sold £12, for 30,6; large variegated
dark Orest, £5; lightly variegated uiiflightcd Crest-
bred cock, sister sold £15, for 40/0; approval. (86)

GRAND 1914 variegated Dark Crest cock, good
breeder, £3; another, 1915, variegated Dark Crest
cock, 50/• ; several other good bird#, including few
good stock hens

; all same strain as our Newcastle
Challenge Bowl and Sheffield winners; approval:
Walter Radley and Son, Paradise-sq., Skclman-
thorpe, near Huddersfield. (92)

REMARKABLE VALUE
in highest class Crests and CTested-brcds, contain-
ing tlie best combined strains in England ; state
requirements, or list free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

f Cinnamons.
(

ALL rn.y cinnamons for sale, cheap, in one lot or
pairs: L. Roberts, Ironmonger, 56, Johnston-st..
Blackburn.
CINNAMON buff cock, winner of two 1st and
brother to the one on front page of "Cage Birds,”
25/-; also 1914 yellow hen, 15/-: or 35/- the pair;
a bargain: Mrs. Ballard, 797, Romford rd

, Manor
Park, Essex. (90 )TYPICAL Norwich cinnamons, 1914, yellow cock
and buff hen, very prolific pair, £1 17s. Od.; mas-
sive buff cock and yellow lien, both 1914, £2 5/-;
uiiflighted) cocks from 15/-, grand quality and
c®‘°ur

I ;iPProval : Flatt, 5, Brarnford-la., Ipswich.
CHAMPION bred Norwich Cinnamons, 1914 yellow
cock, splendid colour, fit for show, 27/6; 1915 ditto,
-0 -; 1014 buff lien, large bird, 17/0 ;

1915 ditto
lo/-

, capital cinnamon marked cock. 12
.

6 : Sevan,
8. Grove-lane. Ipswich, breeder of Norwich cinna-
mons only. Latest win champion cup. 193)

I Greens,
f

ONE pair Yorkshire greens, yellow cock, foul muff
hen, 12/C; guarantee; worth double: Vickers 4
Worth-st., Wigan.

<39}NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-
each

; approval; no single yellow bens: Jenkins, 82,
Chtirch.st., Widnes. (ill)GRAND lot of green Border fancies for show or
stock; price reasonable; taken approval; stamp
reply : D. Sturrock, J, Laurencc-st., Dundee. (04)LARGE uiiflighted buff Norwich green cock, good
head, splendid type and quality, grand wing and
tail carriage, 10s. Od. ; healthy; approval: James
Hill, Halebank, near Widnes. (92)
YORKSHIRES; Mr. Rodgers, winner last season
Green Canary Association and Liverpool Bird
Breeders’ Association Novice Cup; this reason, open,
1st Liverpool, 3rd, 4th Manchester; also breeder
of Sheffield winner; few birds for disposal, reason-
able; approval, deposit: H, Moss-grove, Lodge-lane.
Liverpool.

(92)

Lizards.
|

HIGH-CLASS Lizard cocks from 10/-, hens from
61 -

: C. Beedham, 34a, Oidham-rd., Faiiswortfi Man
Chester. (gr

|
Lancashires.

j

GOOD yellow Lancashire eoppy cock. 1J/6; Crest
Crestbred, prize strains, from 7/6; approval:
Webber, 15, Teniple-rd., Exeter. (89

|
Dutch Frills.

|

MR. Edward Williams imports Dutch Frills t<J
order from France; few Beyders, Norwich. British,
,sale or exchange; stamp: Mount Vernon-rd., Liver-
pool. . (go)

|
Norwich. ~]

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties ; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-
quiries solicited; stamp; 113, Northficld-rd., Waik-
ley. Sheffield.

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
of championships

;
good birds from 7/6 upwards;

approval; stamp: 6, Bunner-st., St. Luke’s, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugili-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in
tlio Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

JUDGE SILK, 27, St. MichaeFs Road, Aldershot. -
The greatest Norwich opceialist in England. This
strain has produced! more winners in champion
classes than any other' show and stock birds; al-

ways for sale; approval. (95)

WANTED, Norwich cock Canaries, on full song;
Miss Kosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (85)
PAIR good Norwich Canaries, very healthy, bar-

gain, 16,0: Houghton, Foreliill, Ely, Cambs. (88)
SEVEN well bred buff liens, sell 5/. each: F.
Walshaw, 18

, Alington-fit., Longsight, Manchester.
(88 )

GRAND pair of typical Norwich, clears, 12/C; also
few extra bens from 3/-: 200, Maipas-rd., Brocklev.
S.E. (82)
FIVE handsome 1913 Norwich Canaries, 3 cooks
and 2 liens; what offers?: Harris, High-st., Yiews-
ley. (93)
TWO young Norwich cocks, full song, 5,6 each;
bargains; Morgan, 25, Colebrook-rd., Tunbridge
Weils. (93)

GRAND big pair Norwich, rare quality, 12/6; north
double; exchange offers: II. Cocmbes, Stoekton-st.,
Hartlepool'. (93)

CLEAR Norwich cock in song, and two clear huff

lions, 10/-; or offers: Buckle, 31, Gordon-rd., King-
ston-on-Thames. (95)

NORWICH, stock for sale, many fit to win; state

wants; stamp reply ;« Calderwood, 65, 8t. Andrew’s-
st., Kilmarnock. (87)

HIGH class Norwich, 10 6 to £5 pair, own breed-
ing, same strain my Cardiff winners: E. Mullis,

Winslow, Bucks. (94)

THREE Norwich corks, 7/6, 10/0 and 15- each;
3 variegated Norwich liens, 4/- each: Walker, Urnil-

enlinm, Thctford. (80)

ROBERT COLLEY, champion Norwich, now ready
for slock or exhibition, price on application; winner
at all lending shows: 78, Corkerliill, via Cnrdonnld,

Glasgow, (I’D
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Mil. PAVEY. Norwich pairs reasonable; those are
consistent brooders; slump reply: 5, Grove-rd.,

Abbey Wood, S.E. (li»)

ItAHGAINH. grand lot of variegated Norwich hens
for sule, 2/0 and 3/6 each: U. Ward, 117, Fotlior-

ingliam.nl,. Enfield.

(«*
*)

CHEAP Norwich, 3 matched pairs, 10/- pair; few
good hens, 3/0 each; approval: Peck, Ashmans
Hall-gardens,, llcccles. (85)

SliVERA I, pairs first data Norwich for sale, going
cheap; also eight pure cinnamon hens: Croxon,
Crown Dairy, lowcstoft. (70)

COIXJURfed Norwich Cnnarics, real stormers, 1915

bred, 8/- pair; liens, 3/-, breed winners: Duckworth,
llamnicrton-yard, II 11 rnicy. (91)
NOTICE: Grand lot Norwich many winners, prices

low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKcand,
Seahright, Castle Douglas. (80)
I HAVE some splendid Norwich Canaries; cocks,

5/0, 0/0; hens, 1/9, 2/-, 2/0: Syd, Mothersole, 20,

Dumberstone-rd., Leicester. (57)

I HAVE about 20 Norwich for sale, bred from
first-class stock : also o pair of greens : James Yeats.
King Edward-st.. Fraserburgh. (92)

SURPLUS stock, yellow and yellow vnr., also vell.-

green cocks, clear bull and buff var. cock and hens,
send on approval : Thom, Kinnoul, Lenzie. (83)
FEW smart, typical birds, cocks from 100, pairs
from 15/-: all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson. 28, Camden-grove, Pockhain, London. (11-

GIVING up: 2- pairs large colour-bed birds,
Vardy’s, £2 pair; exchange gramophone; offers:
A. Holmes, Beulah-rd., EiLSt Kirkby, Notts. (86)

FOR sale, good Norwich Plninheads, fed and non-
fed, prize and prize-bred, cold-,room, in perfect
health: Mrs. Hanks, 51, Balhousie-st., Perth. (83)
LARGE green Norwich cock, 12/6; 2 yellow hens,

2 buff hens, 10/6 each ; or exchange good yellow
cock or buff: Lingard, 06, Berry-st., Burnley. (91)

REDUCING stock: 40 Norwich yellows, buffs; cocks
7/6, liens 5/- upwards; approval; stamp: Apply, J.

Norman. 67, High-st., Rishton, near Blackburn. (93)

NORWICH Canaries, large colour-fed birds, suit-

able for breeding or exhibition purposes, 10/- pair:
De Von and Co., 111. Bethnal Green-rd., London.
TYPICAL unsighted buff green cock, good head,

neck, and carriage, and large 1914 yellow hen. ideal
stock pair, 25/-: Flatt, 5, Bramford-la. , Ipswich. (87)
FEW typical buff Norwich liene, 7/6 each; 'and
some good yellow, 10 - each; yellow treked cock,

.10/6: all worth more: Taylor, Dmper, Bideford. (95)
TWO large unflighted cocks, variegated" yellow,
clear buff, grand type, quality and colour, 25/- each,
or 45s. the lot; approval: Kerr, Richmond-rd., New
Barnet.
FOR sale, four Norwich buff cocks, one buff hen,
and one yellow cock, all good size, to clear 8/6 each;
approval: Sinclair, Hairdresser, 25, Montrose-st.,
Brechin. (82)
A -lew high-class Norwich and winning British

for sale; cheap to clear; stamp for particulars:
James McNeillie, 13, Market -*t., Maxwelltown,
Dumfries. (93)

TYPICAL Norwich cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/- up-
wards; hens, 4/- upwards; cash or easy payments;
stamp reply : Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow,
Middlesex. (85)

EXCEPTIONALLY handsome lot of young Norwich
cock Canaries, in full song. 4/-, 5/-, 6/6, 7/6, and
10/6; liens, 2/6; Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-st.,
London, AV. (73)

I HAVE a few typical buff Norwich for disposal;
unllightcd prize strain; cocks from 10/6; hens from
7/6; pairs from 15/-: Frame, Rowanbank, Kirkliston,
Linlithgowshire. * (94)
JOINER.MADE cages, 12 single, 3 double, in rack,

20/- lot; large coloured Norwich, show or stock,
from 15/6 each : Mrs. Roberts, Stannabey, Newton
Drive, Blackpool. (84)

NORWICH Plainheads, large, healthy, 1915 bred,
colour fed and natural, buffs and yellows, cocks
from 10/-, hens from 4/- : Lascelles, Itoborougb, Val-
ley-rd., Streatharn. (86)
J. C. Murray, Cowdenbeath, has a few good un-

flighted stock birds to part with, cocks and hens,
various colours, cheap

; see “Cage Birds” for recent
wins ; on approval.
MASSIVE 1914 variegated buff Norwich cock,
grand width, substance, and head, good quality
feather, sound bird; approval willingly: James Hill,

Halebank, near Widnes. (92)

CLEAR buff cock, 2nd Members’ Class,' 15/- ; yel-

low cock, unflighted, good big stock bird, .16/-; yel-
low cock and buff hen, 15/-; approval: Bounds, 50,

Mclville-st., Northampton. (89)
CLEAR buff cock, plenty of substance, good head,
can win members’ show, 1914 bred, 20/-; also un-
flighted yellow Norwich cock, good head, 15/-:
Leach, Percy-st., Rochdale. (85)
CLEARING out the whole of my Norwich (non-

fed), rare type and quality birds; cocks 'from 7/6,
bens from1 7/6; approval, deposit: Wm. Barr,
Bishopview. Candcnden, Fife. (77)

UNFLIGHTED hens, 2 clear yellows, 2 marked
buffs, fed., healthy, typical, 30/- ; will take part
exchange in case and four N.P.C.'s cages: Geo.
Watson, 6, Kirkgate, Burnley. (91)
GRAND typical Norwich cocks, yellow and buff
clear, also variegated, 7/0 upwards; also liens, 4/-
upwards

;
satisfaction guaranteed; approval:

Cousins, 48. Liekley-st., Ripon.
(83 )

MR. INNES, Estate Factor, Largs, Ayrshire, hav-
ing decided to dispose of all his liigh-class Norwich,
offers exceptional bargains; many winners; all large;
inspection invited ; letters only, (59)
CHAMPION winning Norwich; I have a grand lot
for disposal, including many this year’s winners;
yellows and buffs; all birds on approval willingly:
C. W. Silk, Glen Rosa, Emswortb. (87)
FINEST foundation anywhere, Spillman and Gill's

strain, all for disposal, birds, cages, and utensils

;

no yellow hens left; military duties: Tomsett,
S.N.P.C., 34, Endwell-iO., Brockley. (93)
D. CARSTAIRS, 263, High-st., Perth, fias 30 prize
nnd prize-bred Norwich and Borders for sale

; see
report Perth show; all non-fed 1915 birds, in per-
fect health ; stamp reply : approval.

(74)

MR. ECKER&LEY has only a limited number to
spare this season from his famous strain, which has
produced some of the finest Norwich even seen: 51,
Franci'S-rd., Edgbaston, Birmingham. ' (76)
OUR Canaries ; I must dispose of my copv of this
beautiful book, and will sacrifice it" at 10/6. cost
22/-; will send it on approval on receipt of half
the price: D. K. S., 136, Windsor-rd., Ilford.
1914 variegated buff cock, 2 unflighted buff cocks,

unflighted ticked yellow hen, 10/- each; 2 1914
ticked yellow hens, 7/6 each; clear buff hen, 4/-:
Tayior. Donington-st., Darvel, Ayrshire. (85)
YELLOW hen, unflighted, vhc. Wolverhampton,

10/6; unflighted yellow foul, 2nd Wolverhampton,
12/6 ; 1914 foul yellow cock, 10/6 ; exchange clears
Bendall, 32. Bruford-rd., Wolverhampton/ (90)
CLEAN, healthy colour-fed Norwich buff cocks,

1

W
L',

yel,ow hens
' I/'! huff 3/6; Yorkshire

.cocks, 10/-; liens 4/-; approval, deposit: Mortimer,
Claydales, Redboume-rd., Hemel Hempstead, Herts

(84)

Champion Yorkshires and
Norwich, etc.

Grand lengthy Yorkshire cocks, in perfect condition and full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/-,

12/6, 15/-, 20/- each. Smart, erect, racy hens, 4/-, 6/-, 6/-, 7/6, to/- each. Matched
breeding pairs, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/. per pair.
Smart, thick set, cobby Norwich at same prices as Yorkshires.
Exhibition Norwich and Yorkshires. I have some grand birds bred from my
own well-known winners, both Norwich and Yorkshires, at the following prices:
Cocks or Hons, 10/6, 12/6, 16/-, 17/6, 20/ , 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/-, to 100/-. These
are ready for benching, and capable of winning their cost in prize money.
Songsters, in bob) free 6ong, just the tiling for Christina* Presents, 7/6, 8/0,

10/6 each ; will suit anywhere.
Highly Trained British Rollers, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/ , 25/-, 30/- each.
I have also a grand collection of Crests, Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Muling hens,

etc., etc. Travelling Cages, 3d. extra in all cases. ,

Remember, I invite you to come and make your own selection. If unable to do so, I will send
birds to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days’ approval at my sole ri„k. 1 guarantee absolute
satisfaction to every customer. Send a P.C. Jor my free illustrated catalogue.

JOE THOMAS, Exporter,
and

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks
ESTABLISHED OVER 35 YEARS

HIGH-CLASS Norwich, good type, quality ticked
buff cocks, 3rd 17/6, 4ih 15/6, 10/-; variegated
yellow, 8 / 6 ; buff hens, 10/-, 15/-; colour fed; ap-
proval : Grout, 64, Huglicnden-rd., Norwich. (86 )

FOR sale, a few good Norwich Canaries, some
winners amongst them; prices reasonable; or will
exchange a pair for a good folding l*.C. camera; ap-
proval: James brack, 111 , Rivcr-st., Brechin. (86 )

NOTICE: Good stock birds, yellow cock 10/-, buff
cock 10/-, two variegated buff hens 8/- each, clear
buff hen. 6/-; all unllightcd; approval-. James
Barnes, Factory-row, Whalley, near Blackburn. (90)
CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, good
type and feather, well matched pairs or single birds
winners sold every season; 35 years breeder; ap-
proval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st,, Nottingham.
BARGAIN; cheap to clear; three foul green Nor-
wich cocks, brother to challenge cup winner last
week, and other prizes, 10 ) 6 ; yellow and foul green
liens, 8/6 each : Staniland, Collingham, Newark. (86)

THOMAS HERBERT, 35, South Street, Redditch,
offers 1914 large buff cock, 20/-; yellow cock, 12/6;
yellow hen, 5/-; 1915 buff cocks, 8 / 6 , 10/0; Goldie.
Greenie hybrid cock, 15/-; colour fed ; approval. (89)

A. CRATCHLEY, noted Norwich, grand quality
unflighted and 1914, bred same as my Winners, yel-
low and buff cocks, 6/6 , 8/0 , 10/-; hens, 5/-, 6/6 , 8/-;
pairs from 12/6: A'ictoria-st., Melbourne, Derby-
shire.

(90 )

BUFF even-marked cock, good head and size, 15/-;
buff var., good size and type, 12/6 ; buff var. hen,
15/-; yellow hen, a little bit. small, 5/6; all un-
fiighted and the best of blood: Lawson, Public Park,
Biggar.

(83 )TWO Crest Green cocks, one Crestbred cock, this
year’s birds, one Crestbred cock, three year's old,
15/- each; grand strain; exceptionally cheap to
clear: Miss BLaauw, Wlrarfdale, Y'ork-rd., Bourne-
mouth. (si)
CLEARANCE bargains: yellow ticked cock, with 2
beautiful buff hens, both winners, massive heads
and chests, 1914, 20/. lot; massive buff cock, winner,
with yellow hen, 1914 ; 15/- pair; Maisey, Alder-
maston, Beds. '

(89 )

N. LEESE, winner at Manchester, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, anti
4th, also at Burton 1st, 2nd, and 3rd, I have a
few good pairs from 20/- upwards; also odd cock
from 10/- each; on approval: 30, Alexandra-rd.,
Normacot, Staffs.

A. L. IIAWKES, having decided not to show this
season, offers any of his noted strain of Norwich;
has several rich colour-fed specimens of exceptional
merits

; cocks from 10/-, hens 7/6 ;
approval : 26,

Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone.
(93)WANTED, extra large variegated yellow cock,

broad head and full cheeks indispensable, cash, or
exchange champion-bred Blue Bedlington Terrier
dog. value 50/- ;

further particulars on application

:

Lugton, Botany, Galashiels. (90)
* MASSIVE ticked buff cock, lovely quality, type,
35/-; marked yellow ditto, 30/-; variegated buff,
large head, fine stock bird, 20J- ; also two yellow
hens, 15/- each; all healthy; on approval: Kerr,
Richmond-rd., New Barnet.
BARGAIN in Norwich; one pair variegated, colour

fed (Hodder’s direct, 1914), 17/6; one pair (varie-
gated cock, clear hen), 10/6; also new show' cage,
1/6, or 26/6 the lot to clear immediate: Bywater,
20. Cathali-rd., Leytonstone.

, (85)
A FEW Norwich to .spare of good type and nice

quality; winner of 2 cups and special bast bird,
also most points by young birds ; cheap ; state
wants; stamp reply; approval: Gears, 73, Dun-
combe-st„ Walkley, Sheffield. (86)
WANTED, big yellow 1915 Norwich hen, must have

really good head and neck; or what offers in high-
class Norwich; exchange five Green adult Budgeri-
gars, indoor bred; yours first; no dealers: Everard,
St. Philip’s Vicarage, Sheffield. (80)

MR. J. LANGFORD, winner this season 2 cups, 3

medals, can offer .some good unflighted and year-off
birds related to above, yellow and buffs, cocks
15/- to £2; yellow and buff hens, 15/- to £2; ap-
proval : 48, Birchwood-st., Kings Lynn. (87)

LATEST wins, Dulwich, Peckham, under Robson,
with only six exhibits: 2 lsts, special, 2nd, 3rd.,

4th, vhc ; ten 1915 birds, related to winners, to
spare, healthy, moderate prices; inspection: Dracup,
163, Halfmoon-la., Herne Hill, London. (89)

F. J. LACCOHEE offers unfigihtedi yellow and
buff hens, 7/6, 10/6; cooks, 10/6, 15/6; all bred from
good winning stock; small breeders wanting well
bred birds at small cost should not miss these bar-
gains; approval: 92, St. George-et., Norwich. (95)

NOR.WICH cocks, variegated buff 20/-, clear buffs

12/6, variegated yellow 15/6, clear yellow 20/-, two
ditto 15/6 each, and three ditto 10/6 each

;
all un-

flighted and large birds; on approval, deposit with
Editor: J. Hesketh, 7, Boundary-rd., St. Helens. (90)

HARRY' CALLOW offers year-old yellow, winner 2nd
Ardwiclc, Manchester, Class 22, unflighted marked
huff hen, 22/6, bargain; nat. colour clear yellow hen,
topper, 10/- ; few unflighted buff coeks, 8/6, 10/-

eacb ; two buff hens, 6/- each ; approval
;
stamp

:

9, Murray-st., Burnley. (91)
PRIZE Norwich yellow cock, 2nd Eastleigh, 20/-;

large clear buff hen, 10/-; yellow' unflighted .cock,
1st Eastleigh, 25/-; variegated buff cock, 2nd East,
leigh, 15/-; 2 variegated buff cocks, 10/- each; see
report ;

approval
; cash or deposit : Foyle, 52, Roek-

stone-lane, Southampton. (88)
TICKED' yellow Norwich cock, 1st prize and spe-

cial, once .shown, fine short broad bird, 40/-; buff
variegated cock, grand bird, sure prizewinner, 30/-;
yellow variegated cock, grand bead, good colour,
25/-; a few other birds, 1914. can be had cheap;
giving up Fancy; on approval, cash or deposit: D.
Sadler, 90, Huntiey-st., Aberdeen. (91)

A. H. FILDES, 110, C'roft-st., Hyde, with 14 en-
tries I secured one 1st, six 2nds, 1 3rd, two 4ttis,
one vhc; see show reports Preston, Sheffield, Ard-
wick, Halifax

; a few unflighted yellows and buffs,
cocks and hens, also year-old birds for sale, from
7/6, pairs 15/-; state wants; approval. (83)

J. T. CLARK
Has for disposal, a few pairs of well-bred Norwich
and Yorkshires, from 12/6; approval; 29, Ashby-
rd., Watford, Herts.

(14 )

THE CHAMPION WINNING STRAIN
Should any fancier require any Norwich Plainheads,
either show or stock birds, the) will do well to
try any following, sure winners in any company

;

ten testimonials received from fanciers from my
previous advertisement; approval willingly, cash or
deposit; ail birds 1915 bred, colour led, and healthy.
They comprise: massive clear yellow cock, regular
stormer, grand bead, chest, etc., 50/-; variegated
yellow cock, good size, stout, teeming with quality,
21/-; clear buff, also marked buff socks, two mon-
ster birds, wonderful good heads, necks, deep
chests, lovely texture of feather, two gems, win
anywhere at once, £2 2s. eaph

; another massive
buff cock. 20/-, worth 50/-; also few big young
cocks at 10/6 each, really good ones

; three clinking
buff hens, truly wonders for size, grand heads,
deep chests, none better living, two clears, one
marked, 30/- each, very cheap, hut extra quality;
two monster yellow hens, one clear, one variegated,
enormous chests, heads, full necks, two bonny
hens, che.aip at 35 /

- each; few other buff and
yellow hens, good size, type, colour, quality, 10/6,
12/6, 15/6 each, all worth over double. Note, l

have sold scores of big winners in previous seasons
to well-known exhibitors, and can do so now'.
Write, stating exact wants: George Cubley, Norwich
Fancier, Lutton Gowts, Long Sutton, Lines. (94)

JOHNSON’S WINNING NORWICH
Grand unflighted yellow Norwich cock, good head
and neck, bred from my winning strain, a beauty,
can win, only 12/6; lovely buff hen, to match, 7/6;
19/- the pair; worth double; also unflighted buff
cock, brother to above, 10/6 ;

approval, cash or
deposit Editor: 55, George-st., Leeds. (87)

GIVING UP THE FANCY
Through serious operation I am compelled to dis-

pose of all m.v stock, with all cages, cases, and
utensils

; champion Norwich Crest and Crestbreds

;

inspection invited : letters answered with all par-
ticulars

; beginners’ splendid chance to procure re-
liable stock with confidence; reasonable; quality;
approval : Broadhead, Grocer, Derby-st., Maccles-
field. (92)

HIGHEST GLASS NORWICH.
limited number, bred from my winners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at any time. Stamp for
reply. W. CRAWSHAW.

CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

Value never before known, in Norwich Canaries,
but the best advioe I can offer is, have on approval

:

a marvellous collection to select from
;

inspection
Invited

; not a shopkeeper ; few prices , Cocks or
hens, colour fed, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; pairs, cor-
rectly matched to produce best results by mo per-
sonally, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-. Note, you cannot match
these for quality at double the .price elsewhere.
Other good prize bred Norwich at following prices

:

Docks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5'6,

6/6 ;
pairs matched to produce best results, 8/6,

10/6, 12/6. Cages, to hold one bird, Sd. ; to hold
2 or 3 birds, 4d. ;

list, easy payments by joining
my original bird club; distance no object; W.
Rudd, the Bird Specialist, Norwich.

CHAMPIQN NORWICH
for disposal, birds bred from the finest strain. My
wins at the laist 5 Shows include L. & P.O.S. 1st,

spl, 2nd, 3rd, vhc, c; Queen's Park, London, 1st,

2nd, vhc, lie, With four birds: West London four
lsts, cup for Best Unflighted, Special for Best Bird
in Show, one 2nd, two vhe’s, four he’s; with 15

birds; City and Suburban, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, he, and two
c’s, with 9 birds ; St. Quintin Park, two lsts and
spl, two 2nd, one 3rd, one vhc, with six birds.

Cocks from 10/-, Hens from 7/6 upwards
;
can be

seen any morning or afternoon by appointment.
Cash or deposit; stamp

—

R. J. BURT, Breeder and
Exhibitor of Champion Norwich, 116, Prince’s Road,
Notting Hill.

|
Rollers & Singing Canaries

[

BREEDER'S CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full

,
particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. (160)

MISS THOMAS, Fairlight, Richmond Park Road,
Bournemouth, breeder and trainer purest Seiferts,

Glucke, etc., bred 1915; deposit- (86)

ROLLER cocks, 4/9, 5/9, and 7/9; hens, 2/ : Ross
Aviaries, Forrest, N.B.

( 91 )WANTED quantity English Rollers or Roller cro.
In song; must he cold room kept: 48, Frederick st

'

Cardiff.

HIGH-CLASS Roller cocks, 10/6 and 12/0; hens,
2/6, cold room bred: J. Davis, 17, Uornan-rd ,

Preston. >9 -}

ROLLER cocks (Randall’s), singing pnre note';, 6 /-
eaeh, or 0 for 25/-: 340, Oldham rd., Newtori Heath,
Manchester. (34 >

HIGH CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton, 10/0,
8 /0 , 7/0; hens 3, 0 2/(7; approve! : Lloyd, 140, Greet v-
rd., Crewe. (jgjv
BEST quality rape for Roller fanciers, prices 5/-

per atone, 35/- cwt., samples sent: Ives, 85. Lcgxljy-
avc., Grimsby. (oyf
GLUCKE Roller cocks, 10/- and 15/ ; liens, 3/ ;

B.R.C.C. rung; good value: Layland, 04, Holloway
rd., Birmingham. jgi
GLUCKE Roller cocks, Randall’s strain, 1915, 7/6
arid 8/6 ; hens, 2/-; cold room bred: Fiddler, 20,
Thornton-st., Preston. (gijTWO smart 1915 Roller hens, own breeding, cold
room, m perfect condition, 6 /-; approval: Beach.
Monnow-st., Monmouth.

(85;DEEP water Glucke Rollers, prize strain; cocks,
la/-, 20/ - ; hens 4/6 each: Parker, 12, Friston-st.,
Lad) wood, Birmingham.

(79 .

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Rollers cock Canoriea,
singing nicely, accept 4/6 each; Mise Jones, liar
lech House, Aberystwyth.

(95)ROLLER cocks, ‘in song, 4/-, 4/6 each; hens. 2/;
cold room bred

;
giving them away at money : Price.

Pontr.vffydd Lodge, Trefnant, N. Wales. (92 )GRAND lot of young Roller cocks now in, full
song, bred from trained songsters, if- to 7/6 :

Stevens, Waverley-chambers, Harrogate. (91 )

JJUULERS, 191,5, clear yellows and variegated, cocks
</6 , hens 3/-; ail singing well and perfectly healthy:
UjJ^cllcs, Roborough, Vallcy-rd., Streatharn. (SC)WATER glucke Rollers, contest strain, B.R.C.C.
rung, cocks from 15/-; one fit for contest, 22/6;
sale or exchange: Jones, 15,

' Princess-st., Bilston.
NO DICE: Grand lot high-class Rollers, day and
gaslight songsters, 15/- each ; approval

; easv pay-
ments arranged: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Don*
gmS.

(ggjBREEDER and exhibitor of water glucke Rollers;
cocks, 10,

'

6 , 12/6 . 15/-; hens, 4/-; B.R.C.C. rung; 1915;
approval: J. Mawhood, 26, Walton-la., Nelson.
Danes. ’

(83)ROLLER cocks (1915), real good birds, noted
Strain 12/6; each; few hens, 3/6 each; inspection
invited: M. Mason, 11

, King-st., Netherton, near
Dudley.

(85*
GRAND selection of Roller Canaries; cocks, full

song, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6 each; hens 2,

/

6 , 3/-: safely
packed for any distance: Seedsman, 163,' Princese-
st., Manchester. (931
BRITISH Rollers, Randall's strain direct, cold room

bred, rung B.R.C.C.
; 1915 cocks from 8 / 6 , hens 5/6,

91
1 i

,a,r:
T-

Hughes, Surrey Villa, Long-lane,
Church End, Finchley.

f84 ,ROLLERS, best money can buy: Cocks, 6 / 6 , 7/6,
10 / 6 ; extra specials, 12/6 each, hens 2/6 ; all. sentmy risk; any dead replaced; approval: Days
Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (g5 )SPLENDID Roller cocks, in full 6ong, 8/6 , ip/ 6 ,

12/6, 15/- upwards; hens, 3/- upwards; cash or
easy payments; stamp reply: Roasell, 85, Whitton-
rd., Hounslow, Middlesex.

(85 )EVERY bird worth double the price; 4 green
Roller hens, 1915, pure Randall’s, 3/6 each, or 13/-

lot
1 green cock. Schoolmaster, 7/6 , cost 20/-:

McKay, Bootmaker, Forfar. '

(91 )TWO good Glucke cocks, B4 ; S 1915 Hens, 3 double
breeders, one 3-compartment, 2 zinc flights, 50L
lot; would separate or exchange lady's gold chain-
Waddiror, 5, Holly-st., Rochdale.

"

'(84 )GRAND lot of rich yeilov.’ and variegated young
Roller cock Canaries, exceptionally good songsters
4/-, 5/-, 6 /6 , 7/6, 10/6, and 15/-; hens 2/6: Harris’
55, Beak-st., Regent-st., London, W.

(73 )
HIGH-clase glucke. Rollers, cocks, 12 /-, 15/-.: bens,

4/-, 5/-; same strain as my Cups and’ Medals win-
ners; Mr. Willows’ strain; approval, cash or de-
posit note: Morris, 36, Dale-st., Wrexham. ( 73 )

RANDALL’S cup strain, all club rung, “ B5 x 43,”
won an ex-4th Bacup Roller Contest last month

;

grand Schoolmaster, SO/- only; B5.39.” won highly
commended, iri same class of 68 . 27/0: “ B4.13,”
scored 21 points Birmingham, 20 London Interna-
tional Contest, has grand bass roll, 25/-; water
glucke hens, can breed winners, 5/- ; approval, depo-
sit; all customers during the last six years have
bought first Roller cock sent, except one. 12/2/1915
Atherton. “ M.B.R.C.C.,” 36, Christian-rd., Preston.
21 points, Birmingham. (gg)

ROLLER
CANARIES.
VOOGT’S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Once more X must apologise for delay in sending
out the 12/6 Rollers. The following arrived to-day,
Wednesday, 1st December:—

70 COCKS No, I.

140 COCKS No. 111.

NO HENS.
No birds can be despatched on Saturdays. For all

sendings to Yorkshire. Lancashire, South and West
of England, I despatch ->by early morning trains, to
arrive same day. For Scotland and Ireland night
trains only. No birds are sent on approval. They
travel absolutely at the risk and expense of the
purchasers. 20,000 have been distributed in twelve
months with only six bona-fide complaints.

Roller Cocks.—No. 1, 12/6 each, 7 for 60/-. These
Rollers are now arriving for the first time with the
60ft sweet Roller note; they gain in song weekly
with careful management.

Roller Cocks—No. 2, 7/6 each, 7 for 45/6. Good
strong hardy birds, serviceable songsters; splendid
value for money.

Roller Hens—14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-;
2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent eafelv packed. Only
300 Hens in stock, and no more will arrive until
next Wednesday, 8th ir.st. A very large number of
Cocks have been found in this last consignment of
1,200 Hens by my various customers. I do not
tamper with or change any bird* here. Every stick.
Cocks and Hens, are sent out as received from Rot-
terdam.
Telephone: 6341 Avenue. Telegrams: Hamlyn,

London Docks.

JOHN HAMLYN,
221. St. George’s Street, London, East,
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BUITlSH-brcd Roller cocks, unbeatable for

variety ol song, they sing day. 7/6, 10/-, 12/0

;

every bird guuruntoei! hii<1 on approval, tasli or

deposit: Fenton Greenwood, Eiffel-st., Hebden

Bridge. _ (*”)

GLICK E and water glncke Rollers, H IM < rune,

rocks from 15/ ;
liens 5/- , 7/0; these birds are bred

from my winners of previous years; wins this sea

son, 1st, 2nd, aril, Wolverhampton; vhe and lie

Dncnp: Harrison, Fruiterer, Urudinorc, Wolverhamp-

ton. ,,,

F HOOK INC! Offers few high-class deep Gllickc

Hollers for contest or stock, bred same as Ins

winners, Crv-s-tal Palace, Horticultural Hall, Inter-

national, lineup, etc.; B.R.C.C. nine; cocks from

2,0 ,'-, hens 8 0; approval; inspection: 21, Mauor-pl.,

Walworth, London. (88)

TO ROLLER BREEDERS.
Wanted, any quantity purebred Roi’e.s, ooeks or

Irens; send lull leirtieulars olid price; will deposit

cash: Gledblll, Fleet lane, Queensbuiy, Bradford.
til)

Scotch Fancies
|

YELLOW and yellow var. and buff var. cocks,

bull liens: Thom, Kimioul, Lenzle.

A Flow pood stock birds for. sale, 1914 and

cheap: haw Jackson, Southlleld, Kirkinuirhill.

FOIt sale, Scotch Fancy hens, clear, yellow

bulks, young birds: Hannah, 78, Dunard-St., tilt

SCOTCH Fancies, dear yellow and hiilf cocks

liens, reasonable: J. Jluir, 224, 10a- Lerrd ., I

Eli.
FOR sale, Scotch fancy cocks and hens, yi

yellow to bull; approval: W. Burgess-, 57,
’1

head, Irvine.

SCOTCH Fancies, cocks and liens, young,

good birds cheap; approval: Hugh Howie, 29

wahl-rd., Kirkcaldy

.

also
(s:i)

1915,

(89)

and
gow.
(87)

anil

Leith,

(90)
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oyvn-
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,

Os-
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Yorkshires
|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders,

winners ol highest honours possible for over JU

years; many championships Crystal Palace, in-

cliiding ehampionship
,

last Palace show-. As wo

are not exhibiting have some ol the best York-

shires living for disposal, show or stock buds

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our ehampionship winners; pairs matched to

breed winners, 15/- to 60/-; single birds propor-

tionate ;
these are not dealers' Y orkshires, but the

highest possible breeding ;
approval : Langton

Lodge, Seotton, Knaresborough, Yorkshire. (64)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge cup, the Y.C. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc.: 46, South View-ten 1

., Sandy Lane, Brad

ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,

breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are

stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-

shires that have ever graced the show bench.

Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 10, Shaun-

ist., Boltotl Woods, Bradford. (496)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: ThorntoD,

Bradford..

YORKSHIRES, ETC.
Exhibition, stock birds, or

specialty selected songsters

for cash or easy payments.
Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,

and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/S, 15/-, 20/- each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/ ,
30/- per

pair, in clears, ticked, and
green marked. Extra smart

IcngU^hri^^riS/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. All

cold room bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-feel or natural colour.

Exhibition cocks and bens at 10/-, 12/6 ,
15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norxvich. These
arc worth double and can soon win their cost.

EASY PAYMENTS— Birds sent off at once on re-

ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post -free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected
Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.

Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address:—
J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghall,
BRADFORD.

r ww-a—

—

YORKSHIRE cocks, 7/6 each, and upwards: Revill,

Church Uresley, Burtonon-Trent. (85)

WANTED, Yorkshire cock Canaries, on full song:

Miss ltosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (85)

TYPICAL 1914 Clear huff cock, 10/6; clear yellow

lien, 12/6; buff hen, 7/6: Hooper, M2, St. Owen-st.,

Hereford. (80)

PRIZE-BRED Yorkshires, buff and yellow, from
!>]-, or exchange: approval: Milne, 123a, Mid-et.,

Keith, N.B. <M>
YORKSHIRES, good birds, eolour-fed, cocks from

6;-; hens from 3,'-; Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arborc-

tum-rd., Worcester. (490)

YORKSHIRES, prize bred cocks, in full song, 8/-;

make good stock birds: Draper, 47, Palmerslon-st.,

Battersea Park-rd. (76)

FOLK, young Yorkshire cocks, three hens, 25/- lot,

to clear; inspection invited any time: Pcttet, 8,

Erlington-rd., Leyton. (89)

SAM 1IA1GH has some high class yellow Yorkshire

rocks for sale; prices reasonable; approval: 21,

Range Bank, Halifax. (75)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, show or stock birds;

cocks from 7 0, liens from 5/-: RoberLshaw, 59,

Hammond-st., Halifax. (37)

TWO Yorkshire cocks, buffs, one varie., 6/6 each,

or 12/- the two; deposit: A. Pembleton, 92, Notts-

rd.. Stapleford. Notts. (90)

CLEAR buff Yorkshire cock, vbc only time out,

10 - : approval: A. WjiUiams, Dolgarrog Hotel,

Tal-v-Cafn, North Wales. (93)

YORKSHIRES (45), type, quatity, size; cocks, P/6’;

hens, 8/-; clearing; honest value: James, 44, Ayl-

mer nl., shepherd's Bush. (89)

GOOD lengthy dear yellow Yorkshire cock, Ogilcn

strain, 7 6, worth 20/ : approval: Rogers, O-swallt

House, Caerwys, Flintshire. (92)

WANTED pair good Yorkshires, exchange show
homer pigeons, blue cock, mealy lien, worth £2:

Rev. Soames, Bromley, Kent. (SI)

SEVERAL clear, green and cinnamon marked show
Yorkshires, colour.fed ;

prices reasonable; on ap-

proval : Dr. Allen, Ambleside. (59)

1915 Yorkshire cock, good songster, 6/6; house-

moulted cock Goldfinch, free songster, 4/-: Williams,

Jeweller, Bridge st.. Wrexham. (88)

\\ . SIAN 1 1.AND lias three huff Yorkshire cocks

for sale, in, 6 each; bred from my winners; cheap

to clear : Collingham, Newark. (86)

CHAMPION pedigree Yorkshires length and
quality perfect, cocks from 8/6, hens 5/- each: Lloyd,

84, Chiehele-rd., Cricklewood, N.W. (85)

SOME champion Yorkshires to spare, cheap; win-

ners of Bristol Bowl twice ; seen Sunday : Burton.

50, Mulcrave-nl., Dollis llill, Neasden. (93)

I HAVE a nice lot of 1915 cocks, from 7/6 to 10/-;

real nice birds, bred from winners: Mrs. A. Ballard,

797, Romford nl., Manor Park. Essex. (90)

NOTICE: Grand lot Yorkshires, many winners;
prices reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-

proval: Sh Kcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1915 bred, singing, matched
pair-, 8/-; clears, yellow links, 6, ;

warranted

cocks: Dn-kwortb. ILimrneiton-yard, Burnley. (91)

GRAND buff Yorkshire cock, good stock bird, 7/0,

also clear yellow cock, colour fed, 10/6; vhe Ply-

mouth: fl. li. Wilton. ?6 Banncwell-st., Tavistock.

WANTED, long Yorkshires, large Norwich, Gold
finch, Mules, cocks, colour-fed preferred, any quan-
tity, quote price: Lanlium, 36, Waleot-st., Bath,

(94)
WANTED, two Yorkshire show cages and ease,

roller shutter cage. C.F. cock Canaries cheap for
cash: T. Pearoy, 35, St. Margafet's-gro., E. Twicken-
ham. (88)

RICH, colour- fed; deep yellow Yorkshire cock, up-
standing, leggy specimen of rare length and of ex-
ceptional merit, 15/-: Hawkes, 26, PTetoria-rd., Ley-
ton -lone. (93)

FOR role, two Yorkshire cocks, unfligiht-cd, one
1st prize winner at Feather Show, yellow and
bjj/f, 10/6 each: Muss Garland, Barkham Manor,
Vfokinghnm. (79)

SPLENDID lot of Yorkshire cock Canaries yellows,

buffs, and splashed, in full song, fl/-, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6,

and 15/-; hens 2/6: Harris, 55, Beak-st., Regent-
st.. London, W. (73)

W. WELLS, Midland champion, offers about 40

superb stock or show birds, mostly unflighted, ab-
solute bargain prices; approval: Heliriside, Krding-
ton, Birmingham. (77)

EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour fed, long typical

young birds, cocks from 7/6, liens from 4/- ;
appro-

val, cash or deposit Editor: W. Johnson, Breeder,

55, George-st., Leeds. (87)

HANDSOME Yorkshire cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-

upwards; hens, 4/- upwards; cash or eawy pay-
ments; stamp reply: Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd.,
Hounslow, Middlesex. (85)

A SPLENDID pair of Yorkshire Canaries, yellow

cock and buff hen, sell for 10/-; exchange a

pair of young Norwich: Mr. Bloomfield, 35, Loeke-
r<L, Spondon, nr. Derby.

_
(91)

TYPICAL colour-fed buff marked Yorkshire cock,

feathered to perfection, showy specimens, accept
12/6; worth 50,/-; exceptional offer: Hawkes, ‘26,

Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (93)

T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,
bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George’s-terr., Neweastle-on-Tyrie. (14)

PL' RE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-

teed ;
thirty only, 12,/ 6 up. ; cosh or deposit : Nat-

trass, Raby-avemie, Bishop Auckland. (28)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted strain; cocks at 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- upwards;
hens at 3/-, 4 -, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval:
E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)

|

PRIESTLEY. High class Yorkshires, cocks from
: 5/6, hens from 3/6; cash or deposit; inspection

I invited; satisfaction guaranteed; travelling cages

I 3d. extra: 121, Gaythorne-rd., Bradford. (77)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, splendid length, type, and
quality, cocks from 5, -, hens from 3/-, matched pairs

8/- upwards; approval; satisfaction guaranteed:
Greenwood, Colnc-rd., Croashills. Keighley. (72)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,
bird.-, none better; cocks in full song, 6/6; sure win-
ners, 10 6; hens, 5/6 each; ten days’ upp’oval: W.
l’owick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Y< : kshire. (46)

KING'S celebrated York.-hircs, splendid length,

ty pe and quality ; cocks, 6 (i, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 upwards

;

hens, 4/6. 5/6, 6/6, 10.6 upw ards ; approval, carriage

paid : Edgar King, Fairfield, flebden Bridge, York-
shire. (96)

W. ORMONDROYD, breeder and exhibitor of high-

class Yorkshires Canaries, winner over ICO prizes,

can supply long stylish cocks, 7/6, 10/6, 20/-; hens
from 6/-; approval: 17, Aberdeen-ter., Lidget Green,
Bradford. (85)

FIFTY stylish Yorkshires, correct type, fine

quality, good shoulders and size, same blood as

winners Highgate, City, Suburban, etc., see reports;

pairs from 10/6: Johnston, 123, Ferme Park-rd..

Stroud Green, N. (93)

MR. Brotherton, 118, Doneaster-rd., Rotherham,
lias twelve unfiighted yellows and buffs, York-
shire, four of them taken 3rd prize at Rotherham,
one 3rd at Sheffield, 10/-, 12/-, 15/- each, or £5 lot:

approval, deposit.' (86)

TYPICAL high class Yorkshires, from 10/- per
pair and upwards; no reasonable offer refused; see
reports Warrington, Manchester,, and Ardwiek ; in-

spection invited: James Hird, 4, Ansley-grove, South
Reddish, Stockport. (93)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, cocks from 6/-; hens from

3/-; pairs from 8/6; exhibition or stock birds, cheap;
travelling cages. 3d.; 6 days’ approval, cash or de-

posit Editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (95)

SIXTY liigh-claaa Yorkshires, every bird own
breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold

room; iiK-pection invited; approval deposit; cocks
Irom 7,6. liens 5/-: Radford, 128, Sand.y-lanc, Cliorl-

ton-cuni-llardy, Manchester. (72)

IT’S at the shows where style and quality tells;

sec my results at Newcastle, Hartlepool, Carlisle,

Blaytlon, llaltwhistle, Darlington
;
same strain, sin-

gles, 7/6 each upwards, pairs 15/- upwards: Craw-
hall, 121, St. George’s-ter., Newcartle-on-Tyne. (91)

YORKSHIRES, same strain winners Huddersfield,
Sheffield, etc., 1915 huff cock, 20/-; yellow hen, 7/6;

yellow ticked cock, 12/6. huff hen, 10/ ; few hens,
5/-, upwards ; large stock cocks, from 15/- to 30/-

;

approval, deposit- John Radley, 259. King st., Sliel-

manthorpe, nr. Huddersfield, (88)

YELLOW cock, 3rd City and Suburban, 21 In
class, unfiighted, £2; or exchange for winning buff
cock, must be good; few choice lengthy stock
bird«, related to iny winners, low prices: Hamia-
foril, 65, St, Quintiii aven., North Kensington. (85)

WALTER, Everett, Bagdrn Hall, Huddersfield, has
5 champion Yorkshires for disposal; huff cocks,
ticked 25/-, clear 20/-, unfiighted 15/ ; huff hens,
clear )0/-, ticked 7/6; same strain as my winners
at Hkelmanthorpe, Oxford, Leicester, York, Hanley,
Biaydou, Blacuavon, Cardiff, etc.; approval, deposit.

(92)
YORKSHIflE Canaries, 1/1.}, by II. W. Battye

(Past President of the Yorkshire Union): ahoolutely
the best handbook dealing with tire Yorkshire and
its sub varieties. Contain® complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also bow to treat in both health and
disease: Caui- Bums. 154. Fleet-st.. London. E.C.
A.'L. HAWKES having decided not to exhibit this
season, has some deep colour-frd Yorkshires of ex
ecptioiia.1 merits, capable of winning in the keenest
competition at any classical fixture, rare upstand-
ing, lengthy, buff cork, feathered to perfection,
real gem, 15/-; rich fed yellow cock, typical speci-
men, won several honours last season, 20/-; also two
liens, hull and yellow, hath taken honours, lull of
quality, l:’.'6 each, and in pink of condition; ap-
proval: 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (93)

CLEARANCE SALE
Exhibition Yorkshires, breeding anil show cages,
cases, also British and Norwich cages: Devins, Hol-
horn, Sligo. (69)

J. S. FAIRMAN
Has a few good pairs, or odd birds to dispose of;
prices) reasonable

;
inspection invited : 28, Pcpler-

rd., Old Kent-rd. .(75)

BINGHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, execl-
lihg in length, type, anil quality: cocks from 12 :6 ,

bens from 7 6; inspection invited: 43a, Hawthorn-
id., Uillsbro', Sheffield.

ATKINSON AND FIRTH
We have now ready some choice Yorkshires, either
for stock or exhibition; no frivolous prices; cinn.

inks, our speciality; see Yorks. Union show report®:
403, Kooley lane, Bradford.

WM. SMITH
Warranted Yorkshire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/6, 10 6,

12/6 each; hens 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6 each; ^warranted
Norwich Canaries; cocks 7/6, S/6, 10/6, 12/6 each;
liens 3/-, 4/-, 4/6, 5/6 each; see British birds: Win,
Smith, 39, Tib-st., Manchester.

R. KEGCiE'S

Champion Yorkshires now ready for stock or exhi-
bition; prices to suit all; winner outright of Y.C.C.
Challenge Bowl and many other clips, also 1st at all

leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish
National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports:
Stepps, near Glasgow. (35)

F. JONES
has about 20 Y'orkies for sale, mostly unfiighted;
cocks from 10/, hens from 5/-; approval willingly;

inspection invited (not Sundays): 82, Kocbuck-riL,
Sheffield. (89)

THE BRADFORD 6F SCOTLAND
J. E. Pinnock. the Glasgow YocksJjire Specialist,

winner Glasgow North-West, 1914-13 and Spring-
burn imrIi District Challenge Cups : Owing to re-

moval, and having had a record year, ha® a grand
lot of birds for sale for stock or exhibition ; matched
pairs a speciality, from 15/-: approval

;
see show

reports this and last week: 379, Garseube-rd., Glas-

gow. (73)

Another choice lot
including winners from last Sheffield show. Do you
want size I have birds cf enormous length Do
you want quality of feather Do you want extra
style? If so. all these you can have from my
enormous collection of Yorkshires. Note some- of

my prices, but the most important thing of all to

purchasers is the astonishing value for money I

offer. You have never seen or known such quality

in Yorkshires before, or the prices lie re named.
Cock, 7/6, 8-/6, 10/6, 15/-. 2(1/-. Pairs, matched for

breeding, 8 6, 9 6, J0/6, 12.6, 15,'-, 20/-, 30/-; hens,

2/0, 3/-, 3"/6, 4/6, 0/6, 8/6. Travelling cages, lid.

extra one bird ; two binis, 4d. Detailed list free.

Easy payments: W. Rudd, The Bird Specialist, Nor-

wich.

Various Canaries.
{

-SEVEN cocks, 6 hens, 2 breeding cages, 1 flight,

50/-; good singers, this year’s: 22, Montreal-read,

S-treatham Hill. (95)

EXCHANGE pair buff Borders, 1 Yorkshire hen,

1 muling lien, for pair good yellow borders; approval:

Lorraine, Queen-st., Dumfries. (91)

GRANDEST Lizard Canaries, cocks 7/6, liens 3/6;

Rollers, cocks 7/6, hens 2/6; bargains: Davies,

Pawnbroker, Great Bridge, Staffs. (93)

CLEAN, healthy, outiioor-brcd Canaries, clears,

variegated cocks 7/6, pairs 8/0, upwards; approval;

1915 birds': Hiett, ’’ Becton,” Lyndlnirst. (87)

FORTY gfic-di Norwich, Borders, mostly 1915; clear-

ing; cl icup ;
immediate disposal necessary; seeing

means buying: K. 11. Living-stone, 240, Main-st.,

Ruth-crglcn. (94)

BARGAINS: Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshire* Bor-

ders, and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-, cock and hen
5/-; package, 3d.; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen-

st.. Castle Douglas. (80)

FOR sale, alt- clashes of Canaries, Norwich, 7/6,

R/G, 10/6: Yorkshires, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6; Rollers, 5/6,

6/6, 7/6; few at 10/6; hens, 2,0, 3/6, 4/6: Ingram,
54, Goulton-st.. Hull. (82)

BARGAINS; must clear; 40 Norwich and York-
shires, from 12/. pair; odd cocks, cheap; cages

given in approval; stamp reply: Papplc, 24, Laur-

ancc-st., West Hartlepool. (87)

TWO grand buff cock®, both winners and grand
stock birds, non-fed, 25/-, 30 - each, or 50/. the.

two; 2 unfiighted yellow cocks, 15/ each; splendid

size : Dunning, 12, Gardcn-st., Tunbridge Wells.
• (85)

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS BARGAINS
Yorkshire, Norwich, or 'Border Canaries, lovely

songsters; cocks, 5/6, 6/6 each ; hens, 3/-, 3/6 each;
Roller cooks, full song, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6 each; liens,

2/6, 3/- ; cock Brow n Linnets, flue songsters, 1 /-

each' three, 2/6: cock Gold (induce, 2/6 tacit; cock
BnHtfnc-hco, 2/6; ti-ens, 1/6; cock Skylarks, full

loud song, 2/- each: safely packed; any distance

:

I 'rinert* Aviaries, 168, Prince-west., Manchester. (93)

THE ONLY SAFE
way to purcha/c a nong 'ter is to insist u-|>on having
on approval; for 1 bay, and can prove the m-
callc-d' low-priced birds are liens. I peases* the
largest collection of singing Canaries in Great
Britain, at the following prices: 6/6, 7/6, 8/o, 10/6;
cage, 3d 1

. ; week's approval. Not a shop-keeper .

Read one proof out oi' hundreds : AberUllery, Nav.

27, 1915: ’,‘Received bird; quite satisfied. He is

singing day and night.—Win. Davis.”.: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

WHITE CANARIES

One set, Canaries, guaranteed to breed 50 per

rent, whites, 45/.; two pairs, white liens and ti.’i'Tf-

hred white cocks, breed 7u per cent, whites, 85/-

pc.i' pair; H. Hall, 31, Fountaio-st., Macclesfield. (86)

GOLDFINCH Mules, in good feather and song,

1915 bred, 0/6, 7/6, 19/6 each: Scndell, 15, Theobakl-

st., Swindon. (89)

MONSTER twice house-moulted Siberian hen Bull-

finch, wonderful specimen, finger tame) £1 : Taylor,

Draper, Bideford. . (95)

TWO dark Mules, Goldfinch-Canary, Linnet-Canary,

colour fed, both winners, 10/6 each: Stone, 33, For-

tescue rd., Exeter-. (87)

LINNETCANARY, proved Mulcrs, G/6; wdtti extra

lien Canary, 10/-; approval; deposit: G. Harries,

Steam Bakery, Gcodwick, Pern,
.

(86)

NOTICE. Wanted, Goldfinch Mules, Linnet Mules,

cocks and hens; approval, deposit: Blackett, 4a,

ltushtOn-st., New North-rd., London. (95)

TWO grand 1915 cock Go'dfinch Mules, 12/6 cacti

;

singing; approval; deisisit; useful exchange: Wood-
home, 21, Mitigate, Newark, Notts. (88)

BROWN Linnet Mule, Goldfinch note, suit catcher.

12/6; also Goldfinch Mule, splendid -show bird and
songster, 10/6: Turnbull, Montgomery. (91)

EXHIBITORS, GoldieCanary, 2nd Clapham, five

months, 15/6, gargain
;
Bluethroat, perfect moulted,

30/-: -Skipton, 71, Cloudesdale-rd., Balham. (82)

COCK Linnet and hen Canary, paired lor mnling,

3/6 pair; cock Green finch and hen Canary, 2/6 pair:

D. Ccombes, Stockton-st., West Hartlepool. (93)

LARGE pink-eyed Sib. -bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each ; cocks m full song, 7/6 each ;

ten

days’ approval: W. l'owick, Eastfield Cottage, Dews-

bury. (38)

GENUINE Sibs., no rubbish, yellow hen, bred 6-

pointed Mule, 30/-: buff hen, bred 6-pointed Mule,

20/-; cocks to match, cheap: Rowley, Elston, Cre-

diton. .

(99)

COCK Goldfinch and sib ben, bred variegated

Mules la-rt season, 10/6 pair; 2 field-moulted cock

Goldfinches, 3/- each; approval: D. Betty, Good-

Wick, Pem. (87)

BARGAIN: Large light hen, from clear muling

strain, guaranteed untried, fine bird, £1: varie-

gated yellow lien. 5/-; or exchange (winning Goldie) :

H.. 24, Jenncr-rd., Stoke Newington. (90)

GIANT Scotch cock Linnet, in full song, only 1/6,

with good large hen Canary, isnre nailers, -V6 the

pair; 6 days' approval, cash or deposit Editor:

Edwin North, Canary Breeder, 443, ,
Manchester-rd.,

Bradford.
COLOUK-fed Goldflnch-Linnct, 1st at Bedford, 15/-;

Siskin Mule, 4th, same class, 7/6; fed Greenfinch

Mule, good colour, 6/-; hen Greenfinch, a beauty,

band-reared, fit for show, 5/-; hen Canaries Sib.

bred, 5/- each; approval: Wilmot, Arcade, Bedford.

GRAND varieg. cock Linnet Mule, 3rd Sheffield,

30- fine hen Greenie, winner and breeder, 6/6;

very light Chaffinch lien and muling Oreeme eoek,

12/6 pair, hen can win Albino class; hand-reared

hen Linnet, a good one, 3/6; cock yell. Siskin,

will breed with anything, 7.6; approval with

pleasure: Andrews, Weston, Olney, Bucks. (93)

MULE BREEDERS, MOTE S

Hens for light muling, yellow, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, huff 4/-

and 5 -; for dark or singing Mtilo breeding, 3/-, 4/-,

5/-; tliree mixed. 8/-: cages 30.: several proved

Mule breeding cock Goldfinches : Rudd, Specialist,

Norwich.

NUMBER surplus Budgerigars and Cockatiels foF

sale, reasonable price: J. Orotava Ilouise, Ore, Hast-

ings! (90)

BUDGERIGARS from outdoor aviary, greens 6/-,

yellows 7/- per pair: Robertshaw, 59, IIammond-st. t

Halifax. ( si>>

AFRICAN Crey Parrot, red tail, wanted; price and
particulars: Gould, 7, Yurdlcy rd., Small Heath,

Birmingham. (83)

FOR talc, Amazon Talking Parrot, large bird,

nice plumage, healthy, 60/-, or offers: Folland, Old

Swan, Liverpool. (99)

GREEN Amazon Parrot, acclimatised, healthy, can

talk, i'2 or best offers: Steele, 11, Thornton-rd.,

Wallasey, Ches. (72)

BUDGERIGARS, yellows 5/6 pair, 4 pairs IT;

greens 4/- pair, 3 pairs 10/6: Miss Wigram, Frcn-

sham, Furnham. (85)

ADULT Budgerigars, bred in outdoor flight aviary,

greets 6/- pair, yellow cock 3/-: Gray, SyTinimoro

House, Weilnesbury. (92)

BUDGERIGARS, 3 young birth", grten, 2/. cacti;

all outdoors: Davis, I.yndale, Jumpcr's-avcm,

Christchurch, Hants. (8-)

FOR sale, Bulbul, lovely bird, deep melodious whis-

tle, will eat fuom fingers, price 15/-: Apply, C. M.
Theddingworth, Rugby. l 'S4)

AMAZON Parrot, good talker, 4 years old, £4;

splendid talking Rock, IS 10s.; part exchange: W H-.

34^ Oakley-st., Lmubcth. (97)

BUDGERIGARS, from outdoor aviaries, adult

greens 6/- pair, cocks 2/6, liens 3/6: 11 ay, a, Wood-

lands rd.. Barnes Common. (85)

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, and

mimic: accept 50/-, with cage; exchange: Seedsman,

163, Prineess-st., Manchester. (03)

BUDGERIGARS, greens I «, yellows 6/- per pair;

hints on feeding, breeding, free: Hood’s Budgerigar

Aviaries. East Hurling, Norfolk. (86)

YELLOW Budgerigars, strong, outdoor aviary bred,

7/6 pair; youngsters 2/6 each : Mrs. Wheeler, King-

ham-hill, Chipping Norlon. Oxou. (95)

PERFECT condition, Stanley Parrakcts, from

outside ;
pairs or single: own hrccdlnc ;

pair Magpie

Mannikins, breeders' Smith, Woodlands. Kendal.
(86 )
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INDIAN green Parrot, Just commencing to talk,

very tunic, 80s . , or exchange Canaries; oiler* ; Tom-
•on, 111, High-rd., Willesiicn Green. (93)

C(MJ tv Plumhctid 1’arrnkcet, perfect health and
plumage, two years in outdoor aviary, 22/C; Green,

Shelbrooke, Kibworth, Lcteoatershire. (84)

SPLENDID Amazon l’arrot, lovely talker, accept
45,-, with handsome cage; Miss Joyce, 9, Rosamond-
pi., L'horlton-on Modloek, Manchester. (93)

GKAND cock Zebra Finch, «/«; three large Bud-
gerigars, 7/«; Paradise Uhydah, coming colour, 5/-;

cash; approval: Beard, Llandrindod Wells. (112)

GORGEOUS talking tamo scarlet, blue, and yel-

low Macaw, large white Cockatoo, Budgerigars:
Particulars, Mrs. Gilbert, Blindgrooras, Shadoxhurst,
Kent. (90)

•

PENNANT Parrakcct, £2 2/-; cock Rodrump Parra,
kcet, i30 -, perfect, brilliant condition; from cold out-

door aviary; Slawson, C'hemifct, Matlock Bath,
Derbyshire. (85)

HANDSOME Blue-fronted talking Parrot, Huger
tame, most interesting pet ; accept 35 -, including
cage; dealers ignored: Mrs. Johiies, 7, George-sl.,

Aberystwyth. (90)

FAWN and White Bengalese, 12/6 pair; five young
Peach-faced Lovebirds, A id the lot

;
Bed-faced Love-

birds, 45/-; true pair; Galloway, Fernville, I'ortis

Green, Finchley. (94)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/. pair;
selected breeding pairs, 0 : yellows, 8-; cokernut
husk nests Gd.. 5;- dozen: Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (85)

FOR sale at a quarter less than market price,

male Mandarin, full plumage. English bred, one
female Shoveller, one female Pintail; J. Turner-
Turner, Beaulieu, Hants. (85)

UNHEATED aviaries; two perfectly beautiful
Crimson-wing cock Parrakeets; hens, indigo, 15/-;

Alario x Canary, 2/6: giving up aviaries: Hon. M.
Hawke, Wighill, Tadeaster. (82)

PAIR Budgerigars, very highly commended, green
cock and yellow hen, 15/- ; exchange exhibition Gold-
finch

:
yours first: approval both ways: Marnoch,

16a, Melville-st.. Lochgellv. (92)

NICE young Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, good
mimic and whistler, saying few words, perfectly
healthy and good plumage, only 30/-, with cage; 6

days’ approval : Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford. (95)

REAL good African Grey Parrot (red tail), 2 years
old. thoroughly acclimatised, good mimic, whistler
and talker, tame and in good plumage, a real bar-

gain, only £4, with cage; 6 days’ approval for cash:
Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (95)

WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakeets, cither

Quakers, Ring-necks. Cockatiels, or any hardy spreie;

will give 6 - each for any number; also offer 14/-

each for Rosey Cockatoos: G. Chapman, High-st.,

Birmingham. Telegrams : Parrakeet. ’Phone,

Central CSD.

PAIR Spice Finches. 6/-; pair Biacklieaded Manna,
kins, 6/-; pair adult Budgerigars, 4/6; cock Cut-
throat, 2/6; cock Bengalese, 2 6; pair Border Can-
aries, 0/-; Yorkshire cock, singing, 5 6; in full

plumage and song ; nearest offers : Ford, 36, Talma-
rd., Brixton, London. (88)

MUST clear. Exhibition pair Green Budgerigars,
gems, 7/G; ditto large hen, 3/6; pair Bib Finches.

6/6; exhibition cock Cutthroat, 4th Horticultural
Hall, beauty, 7/6; large cock Zebra. 4-; accept
reasonable cash offer lot, or exchange microscope:

F. Howe, 54, Thqmas-st., Wellingborough. (94)

WHITE Javas, 3' grand adult breeding pairs White
Javas, 15/- pair; 1 extra good pair for show, 17/6;

young grey cock and young white hen, 8/6 pair;

extra good cock Itibbonflnch, 4/- ; fine pair Cactus
Conures Parrakeets, 25/- pair ;

green Budgerigars,

5/6 pair; approval, deposit: A. J. Underwood, The
Aviaries, 24, Wcllington-st-., Kettering. (90)

AYADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “Nutshell” booklet,
“ Avadavats,” contains futl information on the
management of these birds. You cannot do better
than have a copy by you, and we shall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2Jd. Write. The
Publisher. Oage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
BUDGERIGARS.—Having had a most successful

breeding season, will offer cheap for 14 days only ;

Greens, 4/6 pair, ten pairs 40.-; yellows, 5/6, ten
pairs 50 /-; pair Zebra Finches, 10:6; cc,ck Cut-
throat, 3.-: Bengalese. 4/-; Redheaded Finch, fit

to show, 9/-; also Canaries, 6 6; cash with orders:
Sapstord, Stanley-rd., Teddiugton. (87)

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow' tlio hints given in “Nutshell No. 14.” from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free
for 2Jd. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).
THOUGH they can often he purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helnful in-

formation on,this variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 21d. post free from CAGE
Birds, 154, Fleet et.. London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).
AFRICAN Grey Parrots, talking, guaranteed, ,C3

10s., £4 10s., £5 10s., also grand Amazons, 25s.,
30s. ; rare grand talkers, with talking guarantee,
40/-, 50/-, 60,-: ono as good as any Grey, £4 10s.;
Rock Parrot, talking, 30;-; Macaw, talking, £3 10s.;
Black Mynah, 40/-; another good one 30,'-; cash
down at any time; Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st.,
Hull.

(81 )

WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange cheeked.
Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.
They can be successfully kept, too, with little
difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2jd.
post free from Cace Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of oar agente and get it for 2d.
(list frequently 'published).
PAIRS. Japanese Hawfinches, £3; Senegal Parrots,
£5; anxious to breed; Goiildians. breeders 60/-:
Chestnut-breasted Finches, 30/-; Rufous-tails, 30/-;
Masked Grass, 30. -

; Combassous, 15/- ; Javas, 6, -

;

Ribbon Finches, 5/-; Russ’s Weavers, 7/6; selected
Budgerigars, 30/-, 20/-, 10/-; young birds from 5/6.

Singles: Wagler’s Hangnest, winner, cock, SO, -

;

Violaceous, extremely rare, 15/-: hen Mueller's
Parrot, 50/-; Salvius Amazon, 50/-; cock Rosellas,
60/-, 40/-, 30/- each ; cock Blue-bonnet, 80/- ; cock
Green Cardinal. 40/-; Wliileheaded Mannikin, 7/6;
Striated, 5/-; Bronze, 3/6; Saffron hen, 5/-; many
of these have scored in keen competition and are
mostly in excellent condition, all being perfectly
healthy : Allen Silver, 7, Bampton-rd., Forest Hill’,

S.l-i. )95)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued oi? wage 287.

Selling Agents for Oage Birds

Books and “ Nutshell ” Series
And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THe
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C. t

EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you "In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a pa
PRICE 2d. EACH

t.—The Goldfinch.
2.—The Linnet.
3.—Tile Skylark.
4.— The Song Thrush and

Blackbird.
6.—The Canary.
6—Ailing Cage Birds and

How to Cure Them.
7.—The Homing pigeon.
8.—Fancy Pigeons.
9.—The Disinfection of

Cages, Birdrooms, &c.
10.-The Roller Canary.
IE—The Bullfinch.
12—How to Moult British

Birds.
13.—The Chaffinch.
14—Gouldian Finches.
15.—The Greenfinch.
10.—Avadavats.
1b—The Grey Parrot.

rticular bird (or birds).
I; BY POST 2jd.

18.— Budgerigars.
19.—The Pekin Robin,
20 Waxbills.
21.—The Aquarqim.
22.—Siskin, Redpoll and

Twite.
23.—The Border Fancy.
24.—The Creen Canaries.
25.—The Smaller Insecti-

vorous British Birds.

26.—The Larger Insecti-

vorous British Birds.

27.—Care of the Cat.

28.— Profitable Pet Caviss.

29.— Fancy and Pet Mice.-
30.—Profitable Pet Rab-

ins.
31.—Fishing in River,

Lake and Pond.
32.—Care of the Dog.

LIST OF THE AGENTS WHO SELL “ NUTSHELL "

HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD
BOOKS OF OURS:—

By consulting these symbols the native of the
business carried on by these agents cun be asccr -

tained .- *Birds, Foods, Cages
, and Bird-room lie-

quisilcs; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds; XBirds, and seeds and foods only

;

§ Seeds and
Foods only- If Newsagents.
Abertillery.—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. \V. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—*Mrs. A. Porrill, 8. Doncaster Road.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon— W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.— \V. Shelly, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding. 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham.—til. Mom*, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate

;

John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.
Blackburn.— *A. Bawdon. 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.—J. McKierman. 62. Raiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tync— § Walter Wileou, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—‘John (Jostling, 158, Jlradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbottou, 550, Leeds ltd.; *S.
Torpy, James Street; §J. Enington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton.—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tFineh and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*\V. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—«D. Greenwood. 16, Staudieh Street ; *W.
Davy, 23. Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, (Human Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.
Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, l.W.

—

W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—tSam Young, Mistcrton. S.O.
Crewe.—Mayor, Chemist, ifightown, P.O. ; *G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—tJ. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden. 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.—*G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. JepsQn, Chemist, Duckiyork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspey’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street,
Dublin.—TM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood. — L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Colliugbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—'*'J . Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felling-on-Tyne.—J. Crosby and Son, High St.
Gateshead-on-Tyne.—ijJolin Crosby and Sons, 43,
High Street.

Glasgow.—nv. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street: Wiiliam
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward. ITS,

Main Street, Shettleston; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-
market.

Gt. Harwood—HA. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn rd.

Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Ineull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—JTom Perkins. 55, Wincomtee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich James Itayme r, Dog’s Head Street.
darrow-on-Tyne.—HM. Henderson. 66, Walter Street;
T. Lindsay, 27. Ormonde Street.

Keighley.— + 15. Phijlipson, 41, Market Place.
King3ton-on-Thames.—JJ. and B. Marsh, Market Pt.
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 21 & 65, Wcllingtoa
Street.

Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132. King St.

Kirkcaldy.—JW. R. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67. Charlotte St.
Leamington Spa.—f E. T. Bryant. 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh.— *J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds.— iB. Smith and Son. 87, Woodhouse Lane.
Leek.—§T. Mesaham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane; *J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunewick Rd.; IE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversadge.—Norman Haley. Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—*K. Tams, Church Street.
London.—'*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch

; 352,
Upper-st., Islington; G. II. Hooper, 216, Foreet-rd.,
Walthamstow; JC. A. Luer, 87. Sclater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114. Bethnal
Green-rd. ; J. Manning. Ill, Waterloo-rd.

; A. E
Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath; *S. V. Mower.
1. Wardon rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett, Ladbroke-
gv., W. ;

S. Silyeridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C. : *Wm.
Whiteley's, Ltd., Westbourne-gv. ; *A. W. Gatnage,
Ltd., Holhorn: J. Jeffrey, 209. York-rd., Batter-
sea; §lidwards. Ltd., 100, Vaughan-Td’., S.E.

;

fjLewia and Sons, 211. Garratt-Iane, and 280. York-
rd., Wandsworth: Johnson. 20. Cleveland st., W.

;

T. W. Varkyn. 52. East-st., Walworth: Simpson
and Co., 137. Higli-st., Camden Town, N.W.

; E. E.
Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd.. N. : W. and E,
Rolfe, 101, Bridport-place, Hoxton: C. Roelil, 400,
Edgware-rd. ; C. A. Bond and Co., 217. High-
rd., Willeaden Green ; J. H. Morris and Co.. 570
and 642, Ilarrow-rd.; Miss Tomkins. 11, nigh-rd.,
Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd.. Ful-
ham, S.W„

Manchester. -*A. G. Davies. 110 & 112, Tib-st. ; »lt.

Kremner, 104, Tib-st. ; VV. Jackson, 12, Liver si,.,

Hulmc; HJobn He) wood. Lid., Deaimgatc; •Dut-
tons. 51 & 53. Tib et. ; *W. Smith. 98, Tib-st.

Mansfield. J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew’s Ter-
race, Littleuorth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough. -P. Coir, 6, Sulllcld Street.
Middleton Junction.—F. Buckley. 21. Grimshaw lane,
Millom,—§W. T. JI. Cartwright, 7, St, George’s Ter.
Macclesfield. -C. Cross, 17, Derby St.
Nelson. tJoliri England, 102. Scotland Itonrl.

Newcastle-on- Tyne.— *J. MacKcnzIe. 59 and 61. nigh
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,
and 31, Nelson Street.

Newcastle, Staffs *A. Griffiths, 23, Merrlat Street.
Newport, Mon.—T. W. Mitchell, 12, Upton [load.
Nottingham—*W. Cottingham, reveril Street;

§Arinitage Bros., Caetlcgate.
Oldham. - Geo. T. Robinson. 12, Henahuw Street.
Ossett. -P. ImcHon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.
Openshaw.—F. Waahbournfc, 401. Ashton Old Itoad.
Oxford—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth— tit. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;
§W. II. ElHon, The Market.

Portsmouth.—H. Slamsfield. 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston.- ‘J. Sandit'ord, North Itoad; *SIatt. Hop-

kina, 11, Fyldo Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield—*j. Mace, Exchange Street; J. Lewis, 56,

Ovvler Lane, Pitsmoor.
Shettleston, Scotland.— §.I. Ward, 178, Main 6t.
Shildcn.—C. Sinclair, 26, Garbutt Street.
Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Ilroad Street.
St. Helens—Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives.—

T

Frank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent—*J. Pitchford, 218. Loudon Road.
Swansea.—tMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co.. 34, Monson Road.
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son. 03, Darlington Street-.
Wallsend-on-Tyne—*Wm. Cockbmn, 106, High-st.. E.
Watford.—J. Wombvvcll, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar-

ket-st.

West Hartlepool.—D. Coombes. 63, Stoekton-street.
Worthing.—*F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham—§E. A. Hamlet, 7. Charles Street.
Yorks— J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to the

Publisher,- “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St., London, E.C.

fTfie Sflows.
LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.

Members’ show held Nov. 13, Railway Hotel. Mr.
Thos. Bennett judged and gave every satisfaction.
Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (7): 1, Chippendale; 2, 3. Sytnes ; 4,

Orme. Buff (5): 1, 4, Swaine; 2, 3. Chippindale.
Mkd. (7) : 1, Orme

; 2, 3, 4, Chippindale. Cl. or Tkd.
Yell. Hen (8): 1, 2, 4, Symes; 3, Chippindale. Buff
(8) : 1. 3, Chippindale ; 2, Swaine : 4, Orrne. Mkd.
Hen (9): 1, 3, 4, Symes: 2, Chippindale. Cinn. (2):
1, Hodgson; 2, Duckworth. Cinn. Hen (3): 1, 2,

Hodgson; 3, Duckworth. Nov.. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.
(6); 1, 2, 3, Povvnall ; 4, Reed and Son. Buff (6) :

1, 2, 3. 4, Reed and Son. Mkd. (3): 1, 2, 3, Reed
and Son. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen (8): 1,-4, Povvnall;
2. 3, Reed and Son. Buff (4); 1, 4, Povvnall; 2, 3,

Bower.—W. It. Symes, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM OS.
Young stock table show headquarters, Marlboro'

Hotel, Nov. 13; 48 birds. Mr. J. Burke judged and
gave satisfaction* Champ. Nor.: 1. Barron. Yorks.
Yell.: 1, sp., 2, 3, 4, he, Swindon; vhc, Barron. Buff:
1, 2, 3, vhc, he, Swindon ; 4. Bayliss. A.V. : 1, Bay-
liss; 2, Swindon. Bord. : 1, Barron, Nov. Nor. YclL :

1, Yardley. A.V. : 1, Yardle.v. Yorks., Yell.: 1, 3, 4,

vhc. he, c, Ilawkesford
; 2, Prottey. Buff: l, sp., 4,

Prottey; 2, 3, Hawkesford. A.V. : 1 . 2. 3, 4. Hawkes-
ford. Brit. Hardbill: 1, 2 spls., Raby; 2, Barron.
Mule or Hyb. : 1. 3, Raby; 2. 4, Hiekling. Goldf. or
Bullf. ; 1, Raby; 2, S, 4, vhc, Barron. Green!.: 1,

Barron. Softbill : 1, 2 spls., Barron. Specials: Most
entries Champ. Yorks., Swindon; Nov., Hawkesford;
Brit . Barron. Donors of specials, Messrs. Willmott,
Hiekling, Swindon, and Barron. Points for cups:
Swindon 19, Bayliss 6, Yardley 2, Hawkesford 16,

Prottey II. Raby 11, Barron 9. Prize-monies and
specials paid out next meeting night.—G. W. Bayliss,
Assist.-Sec.

PAISLEY N.M.B. AND F.B.C.
Fifteenth Annual Show, Tannahili Halls, Moss st ..

Nov. 13. Entries in all the classes were good, and
quality distinctly above the average. Mr. It. Martin,
Kirkintilloch, judged the Canaries, and Mr. M.
Craig, Tollcross, Glasgow, the remainder, and their
awards gave entire satisfaction. Young Crest Ck.:
I, cup, MeLerie; 2, 4, Pratt; 3, Maxwell. Hen:
1, Maxwell; 2, Potts; 3,'Gemmell; C’.B. Ck : 1, Max-
well; 2. 3, lVatt. Hen: 1, MeLerie

; 2, Pratt; 3,
Maxwell. Old Crest: 1, Maxwell; 2, MeLerie; 8,
Potts. C.B.: 1. MeLerie; 2, Maxwell; 3, Gemmell.
Young Yell, P.H. Ck. : 1, eup, 2, Kidd; 3, Sinclair:
4, Maxwell. Hen: 1, Maxwell; 2, Gernmell; 3,
Sinclair; 4, Potts. Buff Ck.: 1. 5, Potts; 2. Gem-
mell; 3, Blair; 4, Sinclair. Hen: 1 , 3, Maxwell;
2, Kidd; 4, Sinclair. Yell. Var. Ck. : ]. Kidd; 2,
Blair; 3, Pratt, Hen: 1, Pratt; 2, Potts; 3,
Guthrie. Buff Ck. : 1, Cunningham ; 2, Guthrie

; 3,
Blair. Hen; 1, 3, Kidd; 2, Blair; 4, Sinclair.
Veil. Non-fed Ck.: 1. Blair; 2. 3, O’Harc. Hen: 1,

O'Hare; 2 , MeLerie; "15, Guthrie. Old P.H. Ck. :

1, Gemmell; 2, Kidd; 3, Potte; 4, 5, Pratt. Hen:
1, Kidd; 2, 3, Pratt; -4, Bonnar. Non-fed : I,
Cunningham; 2, Laidlaw ; 3, Gemmell. Young Yell.
Bord. Ck. : 1, 2, Potts; 3, Cunningham; 4, McNair.
Hen; 1, 2, Potts; 3, Cunningham; 4. McNair. Buff
Ck. : 1, Potts; 2, 4, Cunningham; 3, Gemmell; 5,

O'Hare. Hen: 1, 3. Cunningham; 2, 4, O’Hare.
Yell. Var. Ck. : 1, 3, Cunningham ; 2. Gemmell.
Hen; 1, 2, 3, Cunningham. Buff. Var. Ck. : 1, cup,

2, 3, Cunningham. Old Bord.: 1, 2, Cunningham; 3.

McNair. Young Mule or Hyb.: 1, medal, Livingston;

2, l’crrie; 3, Graham. Old: 1. 2, Perrie
; 3, Cunning-

ham. Linnet: 1, Livingston; 2, I’otts; 3. O'Hare;
4. Perrie; 5, Graham. Goldf.: 1. 4. Livingston; 2,

Graham; 3, O’Hare; 5, Cunningham. Bullf.: 1.

Perrie; 2, Iavingston ; 3, Graham. For, Goldf.: 1,

Livingston; 2, 3, Graham. Bullf. Hen: 1. 2, Perrie;

3, Graham. Siskin, Etc.: 1, Perrie; 2, 3, Graham.
Lesser Redpoll : 1, Cunningham

;
2, Perrie

; 3, Liv-

ingston ; 4, O'Hare; 5, Graham. Greenf. : 1, Perrie:

2, 4, Livingston; 3, Cunningham; 5, O'Hare. Small
Brit.: 1, 3, Livingston; 2, 4, I’errie; 5, 6, Cunning-
ham. Small Brit, Hen: 1. Perrie; 2, Graham: 3,

Livingston. Large Brit.: 1, 2. Perrie; 3. 4, Graham.
Gift: 1. Kidd: 2, Pratt; S, Sinclair; 4, MeLerie; 5,

Gemmell.—J. Gemmell, Sec.

(Shows continued on page 282.)

SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE of CHARCES, which muil bo fully PflEPAIO.

4 -inch 2/-, £-itich 3/-, 1 inch 6 «

Except to "Guaranteed" Shows appearing in our
“Dates Fixed” Column, which are charged at fs

per Inch and pro rata.
A reduction will be made for a Series of not lesr

than Nine Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of ’’guaranteemg’’ a Show

ihould applv tor guarantee form to our Manager.
CACE BIRDS, 151, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

D1NNA FORGET

GREAT SCOTTISH

RED CROSS
SHOW

On FRIDAY and SATURDAY, 31st DECEMBER and
1st JANUARY.

The object being to institute an Ornithological Bed
or Beds in some Military Hospital.

9 Popular Judges. Prize-money, 22/- per class, with
1/S entry fee.

Schedules ready soon, and intending exhibitors might
fiend P.C. for earne to—Robt. Heggie, Stepps, nr.

Glasgow.

FANCIERS, DON’T FORGET.

LONG EATON
and Dist. Cage Birds Society Open and Members’
Show on Dec. 1th. Judges, VV. Vardy, Esq , of
Hucknall; T. H. V. Hayter, Esq., of Beeston. For
schedules, etc., please apply to—J. Turner, 62, Derby
Road. Draycott, nr. Derby.

Annual Open Show of Canaries will be held on Sat.,
Dec. It, in the Cross Lane Council Schools, Great
Horton, Bradford, under the patronage of Yorkshire
Union of C.B.S., the Y.C.C. N.G.M. Y.C.C., and the

C.M.Y.C.C.
Judge, Mr H. W. Battye, of Huddersfield.

ENTRIES CLOSE TUESDAY, DEC. 7.

Schedules from—A. W. Hartley, Sec., 1, Cragg
Street. Great Horton, Bradford.

SHETTLESTON & DISTRICT C.B.C.
Eighth Annual Show, in Hill Street Hall, Shettles-
ton, Saturday, Dec. 11, 1915. Open Y'orks. Classes.
Judge, R. Heggie, Glasgow. Doors open 2 p.m.
Admission 3d. Schedules from— S. F. Wood, 1, Toll-

cross Road, Parkhead, Glasgow.

KETTERING
Great Open Show, Saturday, 11th Dec.. 1915. 12ft

classes. Poultry, Pigeons. Cage Birds. Large
classification for Cage Birds. All prize monev
guaranteed. Judge, W. Vardy. Schedules— F. S.
Ball, 5, Buccleuch Street, Kettering.

DON T FORGET
ENTRIES FOR

HAMILTON
RED CROSS WAR FUND SNOW, ON SATURDAY,
DEC 11. Judges, D. Black. W. S. Clark, K. Martin,
J. Goodfellow. Best classification offered this
sea/son. Entries close 7th December. Schedules
from—W. S. Wilson, Sec., Glendyne, South Park
Road, Hamilton.

MARDY - RHONDDA, Glamorgan
1st Annual Open Show of Cage Birds, Poultry, and
Pigeons, on Thursday, Dec. 16th. 18 Classes Cage
Birds, including Novices and Local. Unflighted Nor.

and Yorks, guaranteed. Entry fee, 1/3. Prizes,

SI; SI; 2/-, and Specials. Judge, O. E. Hodge, Esq.,

Bristol. Entries positively close Dec 9th. Schedules
now ready from above address. Competitors for

Hide’s Special must have their cages marked by

Hyde's coupons, also state on entry form “Hyde's
Specials.”—D. D. Jones, Sec., 19, Edward Street,

Mardy.
~

.W H IT E H A YEN,
Open Show. Dec. 18, 1915. Prizes. 10/-, 5/-, 2/6; 1/6

entrv. Specialist judges: (Yorks.) T. Harriman
Workington, late ot Oakham. Rutland: (Bord.) J.

S Wilson, Workington: (Brit.) H. Glaister, White-

haven. Schedules sent to last year's exhibitors,

others please apply—J. Stewart, Hon. Sec., 11,

Woodville Terrace.

IIUnCDUlnh fl and Bagthorpe Institute

U n U C II WV U U II Fanciers' Assoc. 3rd Mem-
bers’ Annual Show, in the Institute Hall, Sat., Dec.

18th, 1915. Poultry, Bantams, Pigeons. Rabbits, and

Cage Birds, etc. Judge, G. W. Barker. Esq., Wisbech.

Prize-money, 1st, 8/-; 2nd, 5/-; 3rd, 3/-. Entrance

fee 1/3 per entry'. Entries close Dec. 13th. 11 Classes
’ for’ Cage Birds. Silver Challenge Cup, Medals,

numerous Specials. Schedules— Geo. Ball, Church

Lane, Bagthorpe, Jacksdale, Notts.

(Show Adverts, continued on next page.)
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SHOW DATES FIXED.
To secure insertion in tills column, a guarantee

that the show will he adpertised in ”C'.B." to tile

extent of at least 23] must be eent to our manacer,

England.
Dec. 8 9. — Watford C.B.S.— (J. G'oodall, 50, Market

!St.), II. St., A S., H.J.W.
Dec. 10 11. Sale C.B.S.—(W. Middleton, 20, Northern

den lid.)

Dec. 1). Gateshead C.B.S.—(W. Curry, 0, Roxburgh
i’laco, Newcastle). F.L., J.S., J.N., J.M.

Scotland.
Dec. 11. Hamilton. ~( W. s, Wilson, Glcndync, South

Park lid.) D.B., Il.M., W.S.C., J.G.
1010.

Jan. 1.- Wisliaw, Clydesdale C.B.S.— (J. Watson, 10, I

Young St., Wishaw.)
Wales.

Dec. 9. Porth and Rhondda Valley C.B.S. (J. II.

Bevan, 00, Pontypridd ltd., Porth, Glam.)
X.L.C., li.J.D.

1016.

Jan. 11. Llanelly C.B.S.— (D. H. Davies, 21, Col-
lege llill.)

Ireland.
Dec. 3 4. Newtownards C.U.S.— (W. Montgomery, 02,

Church Street).

POSTERS
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Radges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: "Dear Sir,— Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with (ho
posters and prize cards. Ttcy say they arc the best
and cheapest they have ever hud.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball.” Send for samples ai d prices.—The Manager
Printing Dept., ‘‘Cage Birds, * 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.C.

CITY • OF CORK
Cage Bird Society Annual Show will be held on the
15th and 1$th December, 1915. Judge, W. A. Cow-
gill, Esq., Bradford. Schedules can be had from—
Chas. Greene, Hon. Sec., 22, St. Finbars Place, Cork .

SHOW OF THE NORTH.ABERDEEN
Amalgamated Cage Bird Society’s Annual Open Show
if Canaries, Hybrids, British and Foreign Cage Birds,
n the Ball Room, Music Hall Buildings, on Satur-
day, 18th December, 1915. Judges: Mr. Alexander
Harris, Montrose; Mr. George Bennett, Brechin; and
Mr. William Allison, Aberdeen. Entries close on
Monday, 13th December, so don't hesitate, but send
for schedule and enter now, to

—

R. J. Robertson,
Sec., 4 , Hosefield Road , Aberdeen.

SWANSEA
and District Fanciers’ Society Open Show, Thursday,
Dec. Sth, 1915. Entries positively close on Saturday,
Dec. 4th, 1915. Class 103 omitted from schedule.
Mule or Hybrid. Specialist judges.— Sec., E. Dendle,
3 8, Trafalgar Terrace, Swansea.

BORDER FANCY CTn I K1 EX I IDr l_lCANARY CLUB. CUIlYDUnUrl,
Open Show, Cathedral Hall, Albany Street, Friday,
31st December and Saturday, 1st January. Judges:
H. Bennet, J. Nicholson, and D. Hamilton. 24 classes
for Borders only. Schedules from— J. Lumsden, 13,
George Square, Edinburgh.

(Sage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Shiest, London, E.C.
Telegrams—

”

Aviculture
,

London.” Tel. No. 6229
Uolborn.

The Editor is alwags glad to receioe and consider
suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or
photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,
sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every
effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but lie does not in any case hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-
ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

twitterings.

Owing to war work I am clearing out my
cages, fittings, and seed (see ladvt. under
Gages), writes Mr. Ramsden, Brixton.
The South Co. Dublin C.B.S. has decided

to hold its annual show on Jan 4 and 6 in

the Town Hall, Kingstown, writes Mr. E. L.
Goghlan, assistant sec.

Mr. J. H. Lamb, of Newark, wishes us to

call the attention of show secretaries to the
fact that owing to illness and business pres-

sure he is not exhibiting any birds this season.
Mansfield C.B.S. is holding an Open Show

on Dec. 18. A well-known London judge will

officiate, and we trust, writes Mr. B. Gab-
bitan, Sec., that fanciers will help us to make
it a success.

Will those who have unsold tickets or
money in respect of Barrow-in-Furness show
please forward the same to me, writes Mr.
D. M’Farlane, 26, Lord Roberts St., Barrow-
in-Furness, as I am desirous of closing the
accounts of this noble effort, which was a
record of entries and attendance.

In the schedule of Sale Open Show,
writes Mr. W. Middleton, ovying to

an error on the part of the printer, there

is no class for buff Norwich hens. Will ex-

hibitors please note this, and enter in “ Glass

29A, Norwich Plainhead, clear, ticked, or

variegated buff hen.”
Since our schedule has been issued, writes

Mr. W. Curry, sec. Gateshead C.B S., 6,

Roxburgh Place, Newcastle, I have been
offered the following specials: 5s, best Nor.,

2s. 6d. best Yorks., bs. best Brit., open to

all; valuable special given by Mr. J. Ford
Maling for most points throughout the show
by a member. Other specials will appear in

catalogue. Over 600 schedules have been sent,

and anyone overlooked can have one on ap-
plication. Entries posted on Monday night
will be accepted, and I will classify if neces-
sary.

GATESHEAD d,§?r
d
,ct

Gage Bird Society 16th Annual Show, Rochester St. Sunday Schools, Saturday, December 11. 51 Open
Classes. Champions and Novices catered for. Specialist Judges each Variety: Messrs. F. W Laidlow
Thos. Almond, Jas. Stewart, A. Montgomery, and Jas Maddison. Schedules to last year’s exhibitors’
others please apply Prize-money, 10/., 5/-, 2/6. Entrance, 1/6. All classes stand, whether competition ornot No Sliding Scale. Entries close Dec. 6th—W. Curry, Secretary, 6, Roxburgh Place, Newcastle-on-Tyne.

PORTH & RHONDDA VALLEY
C.B.S. FIRST ANNUAL OPEN SHOW, THURSDAY, DEC. 9th. JUDGES, T. L. CASTREE MOUNTAIf
ASH, AND E. J. DAVIES, CARDIFF. LIBERAL CLASSIFICATION. ENTRIES CLOSE DEC. 4tlPOSTMARK.—J H. BEVAN, 66, PONTYPRIDD ROAD, PORTH, CLAM.

WATFORD
WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8 & 9.

National British Bird and Mule Club and
Foreign Bird Exhibitors League Patronage.

J‘i
ne sp

i!r
ndid Train Service from all parts, extended Classification witlsubstantial

H
Pr
H®J^on^ promptly paid, and careful management. Popular Judges-H. Norman tCanaries), A. Silver (British), R. J. Watts (Foreign).

Post Entries at once, Saturday’s post mark latest, to JOHN GOODALL, Show Manager,
S6, Market Street, Watford.

POST YOUR ENTRIES TO-DAY FOR

SALE
AND

DISTRICT SHOW
December lOth &. 11th

Me have engaged Mr. Chas. Houlton, Lancashire’s most respected judge, who will take Borders Biand Mules, while in Mr. J. w. Metcalfe we have secured "the man of the moment” for Yorkshires aNorwich. We are out to keep things going, not to make money. Full patronage of the Green CamAssociation. Classification up to date. Prize-money guaranteed. Anyone who lias not had a schedi
will be supplied by return. Write—W. Middleton. Northenden Rd., Sale, or H. Whitnev. Brook-st. Sa

As we are going to press we are informed
by telegram that the Truro Show will be held
on Boxing Day, as usual.

We have received the price list of the
Volunteer Wire Works, Longton, Staffs. It

contains a nice collection of cages, baths,
fronts, and useful bird-room sundries. Bird-
keepers would do well to write to the Com-
pany for copy of this list.

Schedules for the great War Red Cross
Show at Hamilton, Dec. 11, have been posted,
but any fancier missed can have one by ap-
plying, writes Mr. W. S. Wilson, Sec., “ Glen-
dyne,” South Park Road, Hamilton. Two
specials given by Messrs. R. Houston and W.
Glass are omitted from the schedule, but will

be competed for all the same.
I would like to appeal to exhibitors for

their support to Great Horton cage-bird show
in the Gross Lane Council School, Dec. 11,

writes Mr. A. W. Hartley, sec., 1, Cragg St.,

Great Horton. The society is one of the
oldest in'tbe district, and has again placed
a splendid classification before exhibitors.

The Committee are real fanciers, and every
attention will be paid to the exhibits. Mr.
H. W. Battye, Huddersfield, will judge, and
he and the society are hoping that he may
have a good morning’s work. (See advertise-

ment,

J

A Fine Classification for Borders.
At Edinburgh open shew, Dec. 31, Jan. 1

(see advt) 24 classes will be provided for

Borders; 19 open, 2 novice, and 3 selling.

An Appreciation.
Kindly allow me to express my thanks to

the committees of Halifax and Darlington
shows for the prompt and splendid manner
they returned my birds, writes Mr. W. Fair-

hurst; they deserve all praise. May their

future shows meet with every success.

THE ft*EW POSTAL
REGULATIONS.

The attention of correspondents is

directed to the fact that under the new
postal regulations only one ounce can

be sent for one penny. From one to

two ounces the postage is twopence, and
one halfpenny extra is charged for each
additional two ounces. Reporters and
correspondents who have to send long

communications should please use very
thin paper and be careful to prepay the
postage in full, or we have to pay
double the deficiency on delivery.

Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be sent on application.

Corrections in Show Reports.
At Cowdenbeath 1 and 5 in buff pied Scotch

Fancy hens should be Henderson, not Mont-
gomery. 1 in cl. buff Yorks at Cardiff should

be Mrs. Holliday, not Holloway, and in the

H.M. Goldfinch awards vhc Holborrow should

be vhc Coakham.

Prize Money Paid.
We are informed that prize-money has

been paid in respect Gf the following shows

;

if any winners have been overlooked, they
should apply to the respective secretaries

:

Cardiff, Kidwelly, Swansea, Darlington,

Haltwhistle, Blaenavon.

Watford Expects a Good Time.
Watford C.B.S. has been granted the

patronage of the National British Bird and
Mule Club and the Foreign Bird Exhibitors’

League. Entries are needed to make the

show a success, and these should be posted

on Saturday to Mr. J. Goodall, 56, Market
Street, Watford, Herts., to be in time. Fan-
ciers and exhibitors will be heartily wel-

comed at the show. Facilities for reaching

Watford have been greatly increased by the

linking up of the London and N.W.R. with

the “ Bakerloo ” by through trains from the

Elephant and Castle to Willesden Junction,

whence fast trains run to Watford Junction,

or frequent fast trains run from Euston
direct.

Special Notice to Correspondents.
Every day we have to pay fines upon insuffi-

ciently stamped communications, and these

penalties are double the amount of the short

paid postage. Excessive postage may be in

many cases avoided by the. use of extra thin

paper, but in any case we must ask our
correspondents to please prepay the postage

in accordance with the regulations which
were explained in a special announcement in

our last week’s issue, and which are repeated

elsewhere on this page.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially
when liens are sitting. Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the lied
Mite. Kills all insects, llarnjess to everyitllinc else.

A THEFT OR A MISTAKE:
WHICH

extraordinary Incident at an Edinburgh
Show.

In the appended letter that well-known
•Scottish fancier, Mr. A. W. Watson briefly,

recounts the remarkable disappearance of
two of his birds from a show held on Satur-
day last. We have no doubt our readers
will be interested to learn whether anything
further is heard of the missing exhibits.

Sir,—I have had two birds lifted from the
Edinburgh and District Cage Bird show held
on Saturday, Nov. 27, namely 1st prize Gold-
finch. class 51, No. 1; also Linnet, class 54,
No. 2. Should any fancier have these birds
I shall feel obliged if he will communicate
with me at the undermentioned address. The
cages, prize-cards and drinkers have all

gone with the birds. The Linnet I had
already promised to a fancier over the
Border. Any information will be thankfully
received.—A. W. Watson (58, Colinton Road,
Edinburgh).

THE PROPOSED GREAT
LONDON BIRD SHOW.

REGRETFULLY ABANDONED
FOR THIS SEASON.

A special meeting was convened for Nov.
26th at the York Hotel, York Street, Picca-

dilly, to consider the advisability of holding

early in the New Year a large Amalgamated
London Show in place of the Crystal Palace
and Horticultural Hall annual fixtures, which,

owing to various causes have had to be
abandoned. The following gentlemen
attended, representing the London and Pro-

vincial O.&., National British Bird and M.C.,
London C.B.A., and Foreign Bird E.L. :

Messrs. Robson (Chairman), J. W. Ramsden,
T. Heath, A. Silver, C. T. Maxwell, R. Man-
nering, A. J. Wateham, P. Johnston, E.

Stephens, J. Frostick, aiid T. R. Trower.

After a prolonged and animated discussion

it was unanimously agreed that owing to the

following reasons it was almost impossible

for a large London show to be successfully

organised :
—

it would probably result in a heavy finan-

cial loss through increased cost of staging,

printing, postage, etc. Want of the hitherto

prompt carriage facilities of the railway com-

panies bringing exhibits to the show
;

this

would entail, under the present regulations,

a special motor collection, paid for by us, to

and from the various London termini to

enable the birds to reach the show in time

for exhibition, and also for their prompt dis-

patch ^in the return. There would probably

be a deficiency in the usual voluntary labour

which, with a large show of this description,

is so necessary. There would need to be

early closing of the show
;

also probable

alteration of arrangements through military

reasons. Delay en route to and from long

distances, with a certain proportion of the

delicate and valuable exhibits might result,

to their serious detriment, and a large share

of the onus would be thrown on the pro-

moters of the show. •
.

The gentlemen present, while deeply re-

gretting disappointing so many of their old

supporters, could not ignore these serious

probabilities, which in a. show of this mag-

nitude would be sure to crop up. They very

kindly asked me to intimate through the

Fancy Press to those who have so kindly

supported the Crystal Palace and Horticul-

tural Hall Shows in the past their very deep

regret, in .which all must share, at not being

able to provide something to take their

place. When the great and grave crisis

which lies upon us has passed away we hope

to see the old faces, and many new ones, and

to revive that keen rivalry which has so dis-

tinguished exhibitors in the past.—T. R.

Trower.

Border Fancies in Wales-
I should like to draw exhibitors’ attention

to the liberal classification for the show, Dec.

9, especially in Borders, writes Mr. J. II.

Bevan, hon. sec. Porth and Rhondda Valley

C.B.S. We are giving 11 classes for Borders,

the same as in Yorkshire and Norwich, hop-

ing to have the support of Border Fanciers.

Now is the time for the Border Fancy men
to come forward. Entries are very slow

up to the present. The following specials

are offered in open competition :

—

5s. cash for

best Redpoll, 5s. cash for best Bullfinch or

Greenfinch, 5s. cash for best A.O.V., 5s. 6d.

pipe for best dark nmle, mounted walking

stick for best nov. Yorks., also several other

specials which will appear in the catalogue.

“ I sold all my British through my advert,

last week, and could have sold some of tho

pairs three or four times over.”—J. McKAY
(Forfar).
“ My advertisement in CAGE BIRDS pro-

duced magnificent results, despite the present

crisis.”—D. J. JAMES (Shepherd’s Bush).
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The Thrush - Blackbird Hybrid

and its Visit to London,

O
WING to tli o public spirited action of

Mr. T. H. Anderson in sending the

bird all the way from Darvel in Ayr-

shire for our inspection, we have had an op-

portunity of making a close examination of

the Song Thrush Blackbird Hybrid, the

hatching of which was announced in our issue

of May 15 last.
_

;

Wo would say at once that the bird so

closely resembles a Thrush, and upon casual

inspection shows so little trace of its Black-

bird parentage, that any judge who was not

in possession of the facts which have been

known to us from the beginning would be

justified in not accepting the bird as a bona-

fide competitor in a class for Hybrids, and
there is little wonder that the judge at

Carlisle, Mr. John Robson, rejected it as

being purely and simply a Thrush.
A short resume of the actual facts, as pub-

lished in our columns from time to time may
be of interest to those who have not back
numbers of Cage Birds for reference. In

our issue of May 15 Mr. Anderson’s first

letter appeared, and in this he said that a

hen Blackbird which had moulted twice in

his outdoor aviary, and which had laid

twelve eggs in the first year, and fifteen in

the second year, had in the present year

hatched two eggs out of three in her first

nest, and that the only possible male parent

of the young birds was either a Corn Bunt-
ing or a Song Thrush, as he had no other

large British birds in the aviary.

Those Who Saw the Young.
On May 22 we published a second letter

from Mr. Anderson and a certificate from
Mr. Nieol C. Hopkins, the President of Dar-
vel C.B.S., that he had seen the young birds

and they could not be otherwise than
Hybrids, as stated. On May 29 Mr. Ander-
son reported progress, and his letter was
accompanied by one from Mr. A. Beaton,
also a member of the Darvel C.B.S., and a
frequent visitor to Mr. Anderson’s aviary.

Then, in our issue of June 12 we pub-
lished an article by Air. Anderson fully

detailing the breeding of the Hybrids, and
giving an account of a second nest of young
from the same two birds.

On Nov. 13 we published a final letter

from Mr. Anderson describing the progress of

the young birds, and their plumage alter the
moult, and this letter was accompanied by
another saying that after the disqualification

of the bird at Carlisle he had sent the judge
the actual eggshell out of which it was
hatched.
Being primed with a knowledge of all these

facts, and bearing in mind that it was out-
side the bounds of possibility that anyorle

could have deliberately prepared the ground
beforehand in such a systematic manner
merely with the object of foisting a fraud,

we had, as we have said, an advantage over
any judge who yvas faced for the first time
with a specimen such as the one now in

question.

The bird was with us for two days, during
which time it was subjected to the most
critical examination. At one moment it was
being handled and inspected by three well-

known judges of British birds, gentlemen

who have officiated for several years at the

Crystal Palace and the principal shows else-

where. Our friend, Mr. W. A. Lott, who
knows a Thrush perhaps as well as any

British bird-keeper who might be men-

tioned, was one of the many others who saw
the bird while it was in our charge, and
among them all there was not one who did

not agree that upon close examination the

Blackbird parentage could be traced.

Tne Evidence Considered.
The general conclusions may be summed up

as follows : The bird being a bird of the

year, and probably a hen, could scarcely be

expected to show its Blackbird origin very

distinctly, especially as even a cock Black-

bird is not really black in its first year.

There is a general “sootiness” along the

flanks which would certainly not be expected

in a Thrush, and there isa depth of colour on

the sides and abdomen which also would indi-

cate a Blackbird origin. The buff edging which
is so distinctive a feature of the median and
greater wing coverts of a Thrush is entirely

lacking in this bird. There is no white on

the under tail-coverts, as in a Thrush. The
colour of the feet (legs) is dark brown, which
will become daiker with age, while the feet

of a Thrush are pale yellowish horn in

colour. The beak is longer and darker than

would be expected in a Thrush. The eye-

ceres form a very distinct circle, and are

much more definite under the eye than in

a Thrush. In length the tail feathers are

between those of a Thrush and a Blackbird,

and the bird can spread them exactly as a

Blackbird docs in Hying from bush to bush.

There is none of the golden buff which be-

longs to the neck and breast of a Thrush, all

this part of the plumage being of a dingy

brown.
Points That Tell.

All these points, small matters as they

may individually be, being combined in one

bird, we have no hesitation whatever in

pronouncing the bird to be the genuine

product of a cross between a cock Song
Thrush and a hen Blackbird (of the Black-

bird there can be no possible doubt, as she

laid and hatched the eggs). We thank the

breeder, Mr. Anderson, for giving us the

opportunity of seeing this unique Hybrid,

and congratulate him upon the possession of

such a rara-avis, also more particularly upon

setting at rest the question of the nossi-

bility of Seng Thrush-Blackbird Hybrids, as

several have claimed to have bred them,

though we cannot remember that any pre-

vious claim has been substantiated, while

instances of the supposed mating of the two
species in a wild state have been not infre-

quently reported.

We must not forget to express our

acknowledgments to Mr. Lott for his kind-

ness in supplying us with an unlimited sup-

ply of mealworms and “ insective ” food for

the sustenance of the bird while it was with

us, and we trust the Hybrid is none the

worse for its long journey from Ayrshire to

us and back to its home in Mr. Anderson’s

aviary.

THE BIRDKEEPERS’ ROLL
OF HONOUR.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.

A Fancier’s Four Sons.
Sir,—Mr. T. G. Stubbs, one of our mem-

bers, has three sons with the colours : Driver
A. Stubbs, Deptford Gun Brigade ; Private
H. Stubbs, 22nd Queen’s Regt.

;
and Private

O. Stubbs, 20th Batt. Middlesex Regt. Be-
sides these, our member has had one son,
Private J. Stubbs, of the 3rd Worcester, killed

in action in France.—W. Gilbert, Hon. Sec.

In the Seaforth Highlanders.
Sir,—Having seen by Cage Birds, that

you are making up a Roll of Honour for fan-
ciers, I beg to inform you that I have been
a member of the 4th Seaforths, but unfortu-
nately was discharged from the service
through illness five months after war broke
out. I have undergone training at Bedford,
and while there had the luck of paying a
visit to last year’s Bedford show. I got a
very warm reception from Jlie Bedfordshire
fanciers, and I should have liked very much
to have been able to visit same this year, as
I should have been delighted to meet your
world-famed artist, Mr. Norman, who was
judging the show.

Kildary, Ross. D. Robertson.

Sunderland C.B.A.
Sir,—Two of our members, M. Connerton,

R.G.A., and T. Tallantyre, Motor Transport
Section, have joined H.M. Forces, and are

now in France. Good luck to them both,

and may they soon be back to their homes
and to their hobby.

John Peacock, Hon. Sec.

Some WelLknown Scottish Fanciers.
Sir,—Just a line to say there are in our

battalion here a few well-known fanciers
serving in the 4th K.O.S.B., including Sergt.

J. W. Bruce, Coldstream, Judge of cage
birds, A. Affleck, Kelso, and A. Fraser, Jed-
burgh, all ready to do their little bit, and
all wishing Cage Birds every success.

(Pte.) Affleck, 7137.
12th Provisional Batt., Inverkeithing.

How the Fancy Helps the Soldiers.
The gate at our annual open show, writes

Mr. H. Clegg, sec. Halifax O.S., was
£5 16s. 3d., and we have sent half of that
amount to the local Comfort Fund. The
amount collected in the boxes in addition was
11s. O^d. We have not had a gate like this
for some years, it being more than when we
had over 800 entries. I also wish to thank
all the 146 exhibitors who so kindly helped
us in our efforts, and Cage Birds for the
report of our show,

j

Correspondence.
Good at the Shows and in the

Breeding Cage.
oir,- It was a pleasant surprise to find

on the front page of Cage Birds my
variegated yellow Yorkshire cock. Your
.artist can make a very good reproduction
indeed. This bird, while winning himself
for me, also produced young which helped to
win the Yorkshire Nest Feather Cup of the
Western Counties O.S., Plymouth. Much
help is received by me from your valuable
weekly journal, and I do not see how a fan-
cier can expect to make progress without it.

Hy. Craven.
What’s the Matter with the

City of Glasgow Show ?
Sir, Anothc ' show season is drawing to

a close. One of the best shows in Scotland
at one time was the “ City of Glasgow,”
but the club held no show last season, and
there is no word of one this season. Surely
the management have not lost heart owing
to the war? Or can the question be; Is
the City of Glasgow Club alive or dead? If
alive, why cannot the members put their
shoulders to the wheel and have a show as
before. Look at the Glasgow and District^
a club that has struggled on year after year :

last year’s show was a success (in spite of
the war), and their show of 12th and 13th
November last, with an entry of almost 1,00G
buds, is sure to leave a balance on the right
side. Perhaps some “City” men can
enlighten the Fancy as to why their society
cannot hold a show.

Briar Bush.

Who “Pinched” the Water
Tins?

A Warning to Fanciers.

Sir,—I have been at four shows this season.
At Beamish, the first, I had five tins taken
off my cages, and there was a lot shouting
out about them. Then I showed at South
Moor, a week after, and there was the same
old cry about missing tins. At Sacriston
Show, however, I never heard a word
about them. At Pelton Show there were
also a lot of troughs taken from the cages.
There, a novice told me he had marked his
tins, and that he had to take two of them
from off another man's cages. 1 think that
when a fancier has no troughs he should ask
for the loan of what he wants, not take them
off cages without the consent of other fan-
ciers. I think, too, that as they are only 9d.

a dozen, every fancier should get them for
himself. It is a serious thing to remove a
tin off any mail’s cage, for the bird might
not have had a drink, also it might happen
to die just through a clarty pennytrough.

James Stanger.

Another Aspect of the Novice
Question.

Sir,— I have read the letter signed
“Novice” with some surprise, re winner of
novice open cup—I presume he means mem-
bers’ cup. The assertion that the father of

the person declared the winner has an interest

in the birds that won, 1 can say without
fear of contradiction, it is a mistake. If he
has it on good authority that such is the
case, why did he not lodge a protest in the
proper way, and the matter would have been
dealt with to his complete satisfaction.

Further, his friend, whose wife’s entries were
returned for amendment, has on more than
one occasion shown at the same shows and
knows perfectly well neither he nor anyone
else raised any objection when the son re-

ferred to won the novice cup at show, Nov.,
1914.

Then “ Novice ” gives his version of the
injustice in not accepting an exhibitor’s wife’s

birds in the novice section. I am afraid his

statement is misleading, and give him facts.

Mr. J. has for a number of years been a
member of the society, and in July 1913
suggested transferring his Norwich birds to

bis wife and joining her as a member of the
society if she would be allowed to exhibit

as a novice. The rule was fully explained
to him, and the matter ended where it was.
When entries for 1915 show were about to

close he sends entries for Yorkshires in his

own name in champion section, and entries

in his wife’s name for Norwich in novice
section, both nominated for the same cup.

His own entries I accepted, and as I could
not according to rule accept those in his

wife’s name in novice section, I wrote and
explained same to him, sending fresh entry

form and returning fees. At the same time

I offered to allow him to amend the wife’s

entries to the champion section. He preferred

to demand return of his entry money.
Having returned his wife’s, and as the

catalogue was in the printer’s hands and his

cage numbers allotted, I refused his request.

I on no occasion said she would have to

show in champion section. This was they
only course open, if your correspondent will
studv facts, so where is the injustice ho
speaks of?

1 am at a loss to know who is Hie raw;
novice who ran the dead heat for a cup never
offered for competition. I would also remind
him that a novice, according to our rule, is
one who has never won a 1st prize in open'
competition or three lets in open novice,
classes, and not necessarily a beginner. It
is not an uncommon thing to find persons of
20 years’ experience in the Fancy still eligi-,
ble for, and showing in novice sections, and,
according to rule of most shows, quite
entitled to. The cup winner he takes ex-
ception to has never shown except in
members’ shows of the society.

I will leave it with the Editor to express
his opinion whether I was correct in refusing
the wife s entries under such circumstances,
and shall welcome the presence of the
injured (?) party at our December meeting,
when his grievances will be gone into, if
such is his desire.

Hon. Secretary.
[Any secretary who acts strictly in accord*

ance with the rules of his society cannot, of
course, go wrong.

—

Editor.]
Eastleigh’s Successful Show.
Wounded Soldiers Much Interested.

Sir, Allow me to thank exhibitors at our
recent show who have sent their congratula-
tions, as I find it impossible to answer all
individually. I am very pleased to say that
it has turned out very satisfactorily. AH
exhibits were here in good time, and staged
before our judge arrived, while a good num-
ber of visitors made the show a complete
success, 30 per cent, of the gate being
handed to the Cigarette Fund for the
wounded, amount £1 4s. Wounded soldiers
were admitted free, and over 250 passed the
gate. Several winners changed hands, and
all prize-money has been paid. Amongst the
special winners were Mr. S. Fayle (shield),
L. Page, L. Bousfield, H. J. Vale, end J.
Thornton (silver medals). The committee
worked well, and all rail exhibits had left
by 10 p.m.

J. Alderslade.
Should Present-day Exhibtion
Lancs shires be Abolished?

Sir,—

R

eplying to Mr. E. Fuller’s letter ol
last week, he says Mr. B. Clegg remarked
that he (Mr. C.) must find what bit of
Lancashire there was to be found. Mr.
Clegg was judge, and should not have needed
anyone else’s opinion. With regard to the
Lancashire breeders that are left, I say with-
out fear that my father, who is partner with
me aild has shown for over forty years without
a break, has shown and won as many times as
any other fancier in the variety. I am told'
by several fanciers that Mr. Fuller never had
but one bird worth looking at, and it only-
won 1st once, and that was at Glossop. He
has never won to my knowledge, and I have
been showing now in my own name a few
years. He says in his letter :

“ No showing
or selling for me.” When I saw that I had
to laugh, because I have only been in his
rooms once and I saw more rubbishy birds
of all varieties, including his favourite
variety, the Crest and Crestbred, than I have
seen in all the rooms I have been in, before
or since. If I had known that he was going
to take part in the judging of Manchester
show, I could have put some birds on the
bench that I consider would have suited him,
but for my part these are best left in the
room after what Mr. Fuller said to me when
he judged Nottingham and Notts show on
Nov. 11, 1911. 1 asked him what was the
matter with my yellow anc\ buff coppies,
and he said he could tell them, so he thought,
he would give someone else a chance, so he
gave the yellow Coppy he and left the buff
Coppy cardless. I think if that is encourag-
ing Fanciers and the variety, it is only a
poor way. I think if Mr. Fuller would start
showing, instead of doing so much trying to
break the Fancy up, we should get a better
idea of what he wants. The only consola-

tion a fancier can get out of him is a
request to “come and have a drink.” He
has done this with me ; or, “ how is your
father, as he is worth all the birds, for I can
get on with him better than I can with you.”
The first person I saw when I got to Ard-
wick show on Nov. 13, 1915, was Mr. E.

Fuller, and the first words he said were

:

“ Why don’t you sell the buff Coppy, as there

is somebody wants to buy it ?” But though
we are only working people, we love the

hobby and also the Lancashire variety, and
are not going to be told what to do by

f

someone with more rubbish than ourselves.

G. Fitton.

A Idler from Mr. Jameson is unavoidably belli

over until next week.
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continued from previous pane.

Blaenavon's Successful Show.
Sir,—I wish to thank all exhibitors who

showed at our show. Also our Editor for the

effective advertising, etc., and we hope for

more entries next year. All up country birds

.were sent away by the 6.30 train, thus

making sure of their getting home in good
time, and all other exhibits were sent away
the same night. I would like to add that

all prize-money is sent out, and any exhibitor

,vvho may have been overlooked should apply

at once. George Broome, Sec.

Herbert J. Chick on Himself
and Some Others.

Sir,

—

I read that Mr. Chick would like to

live in the country away from Nottingham,
so he could see more bird life. How would
ho like to live at Thornley in the North, and
he in the coal pit from morning till night,

except Sunday? The only birds he would r,ee

here are Linnets, Chaffinches, Greenfinches,
and a very few more. Think of the birds

one sues in the South. We never grumble,
however, though wo see many a thing in

Cage Birds tlmt some one is grumbling at
which we would think it a privilege to get.

.We, who work in the pit, keep our birds
just for fancy, and pay for it. So I don’t
think H. .1. 0. should grumble, wtysu he
knows how we see bird life here. The
nearest shows arc Hartlepool and Sunderland,
15 miles off each way from where 1 live, and
still we keep in the fancy, and are satisfied.

If not, we would give up keeping birds.

Satisfied.

An Abnormally Coloured Linnet.
Sir,

—

I went to-day to see a Linnet which
a friend of mine bought about this time last

year, a quite ordinary brown Linnet-, which
had had its tail plucked by accident in the
shop, but the tail grew quite normal during
this summer. The bird lias had a house
moult, and it has moulted almost a white
bird. The tail, back and head, with the
exception of a little brown on the top, being
white, the breast almost entirely white,
the wings nearly even marked with
brown, the beak clear like a Goldfinch in

breeding condition, and eyes ordinary, not
pink, because I looked very closely to tee if

it was an albino. Have you ever heard of

such a thing before, and could you give any
reason why it should moult out white? It

is perfectly healthy, and was singing lustily

.when I saw it. Hoping it will be of some
interest to you and readers of Cage Birds.

A. Jefferys.
[It is not a very infrequent occurrence for

a bird to have a few white feathers after a

moult, and cases sometimes occur in which
birds moult out either entirely white or par-

ticoloured as in the present instance. Such
abnormally feathered birds are frequently

very pretty, and classes are provided for them
at some of the more important shows.

—

Editor, “C.B.”J

Short Entries: Are Mixed
Classes the Cause?

Sir,—Having read with interest notes of

various fanciers on the cancelling of classes

and other things detrimental to the running
of a show, I would like through Cage Birds
to state a few facts which I deduce from the

reports of shows from time to time. Many
societies are grumbling at the lack, of entries,

but do committees ever thin.k of giving a
better and more sensible classification? I

find some continue year after year in mixing
species of different birds in one class, such as

“Siskin, Redpoll, and Twite,” “ A.O.V.
British,” “ A.O.V. Finch,” and so on, till

we begin to wonder why they don’t put them
all in one class, just to save trouble. A more
liberal classification would meet with far more
success, in my opinion. What’s the matter
that they can't give a class each for the
Siskin, the Redpoll, the Mealy Redpoll and
.Twite? Then, again, with Bramblefinches and
Chaffinches run in contact, it’s a sui;e case
that the Chaffie has almost always to sit

,back. More entries could be got by dividing
these, as I am confident many who have good
Chaffinches keep them at home, knowing that
it takes an exceptional specimen to beat a
Bramble. English fanciers appear to be -nore
guilty of muddling them up in this fashion
than the “ Sons of the North.” Most liberal

classes are given throughout all our provin-
cial shows, and if we do have a short class

now and again we find at least that fanciers
are getting a fair run for their money. Many
other lots are run together, with a view to
economy, no doubt, by the societies which
adopt these methods, but from a fancier’s

point of view it does -not just meet the re-

quirements. I have often seen a splendid
.Lesser Redpoll stand fourth in a mixed class,

which if among its own kind would have been
reckoned a champion. Judges, of course, in
this case have no other option than that of
splitting the class by placing one of each
species by rotation, or rearlv so.

Fire.

£Tfie Sflows.
EASTLEIGH.

Annual show. Nov. 17, 18, Council Chambers, a
Brand hull, with splendid light. Norwich did not
conic ii|j very well, no doubt through the show
date dashing with Reading and Cardiff, hut Yorks,
were a hot lot. Mr. Boushdd'a untligbted hull was
ffllltll ;ififiiir<vi ulaA (:lu> Vnu 1 liullnmiu

taorniiTs. me Mr. aiulphhuc aim Mr.
are nfal champions at their work, and had every-
thing in first class order. Mr. W. 11. Miles judged, and
his uwards seemed to meet with sat1st action.
NOK., CL. YELL.: 1, Cook, hot col., nice qual,;

2, Foyle, beautiful type and qua!., loses a bit in— • a ii, in uuviiiii i.i pv. «« in i qudi., ioodd il

size; 3, Silk, good type and cob, not unite s

ipial. TKD- ETC'.: 1, Cook, cap and wing mkd
so good

,|uai. p in,., l. P u. . 1, vvptpiv, v.p Pi I IV I wing mkd.,
nice type and qual.; ‘J, Alderslade, eye tkd., good
size, nice type, down in col. CL. BUFF: I. a, Rage,
regular bouncer, good head, short neck, nice type
and qual.; 3rd, not so neat in wings; 2, Silk, very
hot col., nice type and qual., loses a little in head;
vhe, Cook; he, Parkes; c, Alderslade. TKD.: 1,

Page, large neck tick, good head and neck, nice
wings, not overdone in cob; 2, Foyle, hotter cob,
good qual., a wee bit pinched in head; 3, Alder-
slade, not quite the size, but beautiful type and
qual. HENS: 1, Foyle, sweet cl. buff, good head,
neck, and wings, beautiful type and qual.; 2, Silk,

yell., not the size, good coi., nice head and neck;
a, c, Page, var., nice head, good wings, nice short,

flights and tail; vhe, Cook. UNFLIG. YELL.; 1,

Foyle, bonny cl., not over large, but nice qual.

and cob; 2, Silk, nice stamp, good cob and qual.,

a little weak in head; 3, l’age. wing mkd., rich
cob. not quite the stilie.; vhe, Holliday; c, Bous-
fleld. BUFF: I, 3, Foyle, grand col., type, and
qual.; 3rd cap mkd,, not quite so bold in head;
2, Silk, rather on the small side, beautiful type and
qual.; ex. S. Page, looked like a one year bird, but
being fed from the nest had the benefit of the
doubt. NOV.. NOR. Y ELL. : 1, Newell, large, good
col., nice type and qual.; 2. Cook, nice type, good
size, bit down in cob TKD. YELL.: 1. White,
bonny, saddle mkd., beautiful type and qual., wine

challenge cup for best Nov. Nor.; 2. Deane, varieg-

not quite the type and qual. BUFF: 1, Deane,
bonny bird, nice cob and qual., good head and
neck; 2. Chandler, larger, but a little thick at

waist; 3, Hartnell, good size; vhe, Newell; he,

White. TKD.. ETC.: 1, Chandler, ne-ck tkd.. rare

size, nice tvpe: 2, Melhuisli, good type and qual.,

untidy wings. HENS: 1, Hartnell, bouncing buff,

nice head and neck, short wings and tail : 2, Deane,

similar, but not quite the subs. ; 3, vhe, Peacock,

nat. cob veil., nice body, type, and qual.; lie,

Newell. YORK., OL. OR INV. TK.: 1. Gamble, hot

ifil. , nice head and neck, good type and qual.; 2,

Bousfield. grand type and qual., inclined to get

wings crossed at times: 3, Matthews, nice style,

lovely qual., bit down in cob : vhe, T. Bousfield

;

he. Silk; c, Clark. TKD., ETC.; 1. Gamble, nearly

cven* mkd., nice length, good style: 2, Matthew's,

even mk.. not quite t lie length, but good type and

qua!.: 3. Maidment, thigh tkd.: vhe. Holliday. CL.

OR INV. TKD. BUFF: 1. 2, Gamble, clears, grand

type and qual.. nice heads, good wings; 2. Silk,

ci., very hot cob, beautiful qual.. loses a little in

length: vhe, Holliday. TKD.. ETC., BUFF; 1, Hol-

lidav, wing mkd., nice pos.. good qual. and cob

:

2 H. Bousfield, varieg- rather strong in budd. and

a weefc bit shorter. HENS. ANY COL. : 1, C. E.

Silk, nearly even mkd. yell- regular tittle model,

sw eet head and neck, grand qual. and coi. ; 2. 3,

Gamble, bonnv buff, nice style, feather like wax;

3rd, veil., loses just a little in length; vhe, c.

Bousfield; he, Holliday. UNFLIG. YELL. : 1, he.

lteusfieid, neck tkd- welt up on leg, nice head, good

wings; 2, Maidment, nice cl- but not the qual-

not quite fined down ; 3, Adams, good qual. and

col- loses in length ;
vhe. Silk. BUF F : 1.2 spls,

Bousfield, one of the best unflighted wo have seen

this season, Plymouth Diploma winner, hard to find

-fault with; 2, Gamble, cl., good type, qual., and

cob; 3. Maidment, nice style and length, not quite

so good in qua!. ; vhe, c, Holliday. B0I1D. OR
ROLLER : 1, Thornton, bonny buff Bcrd., nice type,

nood carr. ; 2, c, Thornbauk, cinu. mkd— not quite

!o good carr., nice oual. ;
vhe. Page; c, Lees,

UNFLIG YELL. : 1, Weeks, nice type, bit patchy.

BUFF; I, Newell, grand qual- good bead and neck;
o Chandler, not quite the subs. : 3, Cook. tkd. head,

paler cob YORKS- CL- YELL.: 1. sp, Winter, won-

derful yell, for a novice, nice col- good style, a

credit to anyone: 2, 3, Gentry, hot col- not the

length or stvle ; 3rd, good type, but gets his wings

up a bit: vhe. Nanson: he, Thornbank; c. Clark.

TKD ETC.: 1. Thornton, 2, Mason. BUFF CL.

i. Winter. TKD.: 1. Winter. HEN: 1, Mason.

UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, Gentry: 2. 3, Molonv. BUFF:

1. Davitt; 2, 3. Gentry. GIFT: 1, 2, Alderslade.

AO V : l, Holliday, nice Belg. : 2, Alderslade, Silver

Liz MULE, LIGHT: 1, sp, Hartnell, varieg. buff,

grand qual. and col.: 2, Hmdes nice eo - loees size

DARK: 1, sp, c, Haines and Hutchins, bonny Goldie

Mule, good size, nice qual- well shown : 2, Thorn-

ton. Siskin Mule, nice rich cob. good size ; S, vhe

Sargent, monster buff Greeme Mule, little 1,1

cob or would want some beating; he. Hmdes. FOR-.

SMALL: 1. Tarkes, Weaver, good cob, nice cord.

,

2 S, Slade, Grassfinch, in grand fettle; 3rd, Pekin

Robin, nice size and eond.; vhe. Alderslade : c,

T.acev. LARGE: 1. 2, Lacey. Cardinal and Cocka-

tiel in best of cond. GOLDF. : a hot lot. J, sp, 3,

Burr, looks like the L. and P.O.S. winner much

improved, with a little more face will want some

stopping ; 3rd. inclined to be unsteady, will im-

prove: 2, Hiudes. nice blaze, not quite up. yet not

the size of winner or so good in tanning: vhe,

Aldersslade ; lie. Marsh; e, Clark. BULL!.: Another

nice lot: 1. 3. Burr, two grand house-moulted, rare

size, not quite up in cob; 2, Hmdes. F.M.. rich

cob. grand cap. nice bars, steady as a rock, vhe,

Sullivan, nice Finch, but inclined to crouch a bit,

he. Lacey; c. Potter. LINNET: 1. sp. Francis

sweet bird, wonderfully solid cob all through, beau-

tiful pencilling: 2, vhe, he. Burr, well laced, but

not so solid cob or quite so large; C. walker.

Glil.LNF. OR CHAFF.: 1, Hindes. bonn.v Greeme.

grand col— cobby body, a regular little show bird.

2. Francis, close up, real good Finch, but just a

shade smaller, nice cob, well shown : 3, Deane,

bonnv Chaffinch, rare size, not quite un in col yet;

vhe Burr: lie. Vale: o. Rotter. SISKIN. ETC.: 1.

S,p Francis, bonnv Twite, beautifully mkd- goed

size well up in col.; 2. 3. Rotter. Siskin, good cap,

nicely laced on thighs, and a very smart ’Poll : vhe.

Newell; lie, Alderslade: c. Vale. A.O.V.; 1, sn,

Francis, monster Hawfinch, rare head and neck,

nice bib. a wee bit fat; 2. Burr, another gram'

Hawfinch, nice cob and cond- just beaten in size;

3. Newell, hot-coloured Bramble, rare size, beau-

tiful lacings: vbc. Vale; he, Pearce; c. Peacock.
SELL- 20/-: 1, Bousfield. pair Yorks; 2, Adams; 3,

Raige: vhe. Maidment: lie. Chandler: c, Pearce.
10/-: 1. S. Haines and Hutchins: 2, Bure,

LLANDUDNO.
Eighth annual show of the Welsh Northern Coun-

ties C B S- The Hippodrome, Craig-y don, the room
being rather cold for cage birds, which was telling
on a good many Yorkshires. Entries were good,
an i quality excellent. President is the Hon. H. L.
Most.vne, and Mr. Cragg had the secretarial duties
once more, a very capable hand worthy of the
post. The Garic Roberts’ Clip for best in show
was won for the second time by Mr. VV. H. Wil-
liams with a good yellow Norwich; sp. best Nor.
buff unflighted hen, Mr. W. Nolan. Mr. J. P.
Baxter judged.
NOR. YELL- CL- ETC. (7): 1, 2, sp., 2, W. H.

Williams, capital-bodied cl. leading, good type, size,

and col., very fit; 2, var. hen, grand size, type,
and sul*». ; 3. he, .lames Jones, typical cl. yell.,

smaller; res, W. Nolan: vhe, Aitken and Son; c,

1). E. Williams. BUFF (10): l, sp, 2, W. H. Wil-
liams, the well known four-pointed, not quite at his
he,st, still the host Nor.; 2nd. clear buff, good size,

nice head and neck, shade long; 3, C. J- Roberts,
big \ar. ; res, lie, James Jones; vhe, J. Owen; c,

D. E. Williams. YORKS.. CL- ETC., YELL. (22):

1. sp, 3, e. W. Nolan, good lengthy cl- well up on
legs, grand qual.'; 3rd, unflig. cl- well balanced,
shapely, good wings and tail; 2, A. M. Williams,
mkd- good length, and shape, rich col- inclined

to cross wings at times; res., Sergt. Evans; vbc,

R. W. Thompson. BI FF (11): 1, sp, 2, Nolan,
grand cl- well modelled, full of qual., well known :

2nd, wing mkd- nice length, boxy feather, good
wings, very erect; 3, A. M. Williams, head mkd.,
nice length, good pos. ; res. J. Roberts, cl- good
length and pose, shapely, might have gone up one;
vhe, lie, Sergt. Evans. BORD. (9): 1, sp. 3. E. R.

Roberts, leader two-ptd. buff, good shape, neat

head, rather long in tail; 3rd, typical cl. buff, a

topper, jaunty carr- our choice; 2, vhe, W. Nolan,

cl. veil- good tvpe and qual- rather soft: res,

he. j. Jones. MULE OR HYB. (8): 1, sp, J. Jones.

Jonquc Greenf.-Caii- canital size, good type and
col.; 2, T. J. Hughes, lightly var. Goldie-Can..

niecli uni size, good qual. ; res. Aitken aivd Son, good
Siskin Mule; 3, H. Griffiths, dark Goldie Mule, good

sized buff; \hc. D. E. Williams. GOLDF. (8): 1.

sp., J. Jones, capital good-sized Finch, rare flush

face, good tanning and marking, well polished: 2.

W. I). Roberts, nice size:, good cob, blaze, and
markings; 3, J S. Jones, good size and blaze, not

quite reach ;
res, Nolan : vlic, c; J. O. Williams;

he, Jones! A.O. BRIT. (9): 1, sp. 3 Nolan,

excellent Waxwing, huge size, good type, fit: 3rd.

lustrous-coloured Bramble; 2, Harrison, good-sized

Bullie. grand cap, breast, and markings; res. Aitken

and Son: vbc, J. Williams; lie-, J. Jones; c, 11.

Roberts. CAN. OR BRIT- NOV. (13): 1. sp, J.

Owen. var. dark Crest; 2. 3, res. vhe. Bartow, two
>ood yell Yorks, lengthy and stylish: 3rd. neat-

modelled yell- good qual.; he, c, T. H. Williams.

FOR.: 1, Harrison, well known Alexandrine, in grand

form; 2.' sp. J- Jones; res, Miss Dales. SELL- 10/6:

1. sp, Nolan; 2, W. H. Williams; 3, vhe, Sergt.

Evans • res. Miss Roberts ; he, Aitken and bon.

MIDLAND ROLLER C.C.
Seventh annual open singing contest. Seven Stars

Hotel. Wolverhampton, Nov. 4 and 5. and attracted

great notice, most of the birds on view being

English bred. There were close on 200 birds entered,

atxnit the same number as last year, and the com-

petition was grand. Judges: Mr. J. Tomlinson. New.

castle- under-Lvme, champion young birds. Mr. J. H.

Widows, pres! of the society, novice young birds,

and Mr. Mac Jacqucmin, the popular French judge,

the remainder. The society possesses some grand offi-

cials' the worthy President, Mr. J. H. Willows, is

as keen and energetic as ever, nothing seems too

much for him in making the .show a success, al-

though he had a very tedious task in judging tilts

time. Vice-Presidents Mr. G. Mayo and Mr. W. G.

Bird rendered valuable assistance m checking

awards and getting on prize tickets, as also did Mr.

A. W. Cadman. the Treasurer; in fact, the manage-

ment was all that one could desire. Mr. J. W
Thomson, the new See- and show manager. was just

fine, and bad prize money paid out ou second day

of 'show. He was backed up by a good working

committee in Messrs. Albiston. Brooks, Grainger,

Harrison. Harper, Humphries, Jacquemin, Powell.

Smith, and Twigg. The hall is a splendid one.

being large and well lighted, free from draughts,

and lighted at night by electricity. The birds were

on a three-tier stage, and iust at a nice height to

be seen and heard. The Champion Young Bird^t up

was this year won by Mr. A. Harper The birds

all arrived from a distance in splendid order, yet

there were just a few birds which would not open

out in song. The show was under the patronage

of the British Roller Canary Club.

In the report which follows the abbreviations are:

H.lb. hollow roll: H.B.. hollow bell : Sdi- eichocke ;

B T- bell tour; B.R.. bell roll; G.K., glucke roll,

un hell olucke- W.G., water glucke; K, koller;

is R- bassToU ;
W.R., ’water roll; DEW.T., deep

bubbling water tour: G.E., general effect.

CHAMP. YOUNG BIRDS: 1. sp. cup, Harper 5

HR, 3 H.B., 3 F.N.. 3 W.G- 3 W.IL. 4 B.G.,

» b t 5 GK- 3 Sell- total 31; 2. sp. Jacquemin.

5 HR 3 H.B., 3 Bit. 3 Sell- 3 W.R. 4 W.G.,

3 BG ° 1ST 2 B.U., 4 G.E., total 32. faults 1,

total Si; 3
*

sp, Cadman. 5 H.R 3 H.M. 4• B.R..

4 Sell. 3 W.R.. 4 B.O- 2 B.T.. 2 B.R., 5 G.E.. 30,

4. sp,’ Jacquemin, epl. best gu ' c
iL
e

- S ’

3 HR- 4 B- 3 \VK- 5 W.G.. _ B.T.. - B b-

4 G F 29' 5. sp, T. Thompson, „ II. k- 4 H.B., 3

Sch.: 3 F.N- 3 \V.R- 3 W.G 4 B.G.. 1 B.T., 2

K R 4 G E total 29; 6. Bird, 4 H.R., 4 H.B., 3

3 F a, W.R.. 3 W.G.. 4 B.G . 4 G.E.. total

r»i.
H
i - a.*.?" tJiV

wV b? iE" i 51 :

4 G.E., total 27: vhe. Netherwood. 4 H.K.. 3 H.B..

— i > — *> yvp 3 F- 3 W.R— 3 W.G— 1 L.I -

5 r R ” a i; f total 27; lie, Wantling, 3 H.R.

% M- 3 B R 3 Sch- 2 F- 2 W.R.. 8 W.G.,

n G i hr 3 (tit, total 26: he. Humphries.

4 H R.’. 2 H.B.’. 4 B.R., 3 Sch 2 Ft. 3 W.R 4

'V

b
’ f

U
3 wn I HIV.. '4 G.E

total WT c." cadman-. 3 H R 3 H B 4 B, 3 M,
2 F . 2 W.R., 2 W.G.. 3 B.G- 2 B.L, 3 27, faults

2. total 25: c, Kramer, 4 H. ... 3 8
R JJ”

0 Sjh ° V 3 W.K., 2 B.G., 1 B.L.. 2

3 G.E.,"total 23: c. Humphries. 4 ILK- 3 H.B., 3 It-

'S Sch 3 W.IL, 2 B.O.. 1 B T- 2 B.K.. 4 G.E. dotal 25.

NOV..’ YOUNG BIRDS: 1. sp. best glucke. Gooding.

6 II It, 4 B.. 4 Sell- -1 G- 3 K. 2 M.G.. _ G.R..

1 R T 4 G K . total 30: 2, sp. best water glucke.

Brookes. 6 H.R- 4 lt.R- 4 Ml.. 2 G- - F-. 4

W.G- 3 G.R., t G.E.. total 29: 3. W. best bass,

Macdonald. 6 H.R . 6 B.R.. 5 &eh. 3 I'.. 2 W.( -

3 Cl. lb. 4 G.E., total 29: 4. sp, Milfoil. 6 H.R.,

4 B lb. 4 Sell- 3 F- 3 W.G- 5 G.R.. 4

total 28; 5. sp. Rhodes, 6 H.Ib. 8 B.lb. 4 Sell.. 8 1'.

4 it 4 HG., 4 G.K., total 28; Williams.

4 H.R.',’ 4 It. lb, 3 fhh- 2 G. 3 F- 3 W.G . 4 G.lb.

1 B 1: ,
3 G.E., total 27; 7, sp, Thompson, o H.R..

5 It R 3 S"b , 2 G- 2 F- 3 G.R., 2 B.G.. 4 G.E-

total 27: vhe. Heelev. 4 H.R- 5 B.lb, 3 Sell..

2 G- 3 F., 4 G.R., 1 B.T., 1 B.R.. 8 G.E., total 26;

faults 1. total 24. OPEN: 1, sp, Cadman, 7 H.lb,
4 It. tb. 3 Sch- 5 G- 3 F„ 1 W.R., 2 M.G., l

B.G., 2 B.lb, 4 U.E., total 32; 2, sp, Harrison,
6 H R- 4 B.R., 4 Sch- 4 G- 3 F- 4 W.G., 2 B.T.,
2 B.lb, 3 G.E- 32, faults 1, total 31; 3. sp, Harri-
,nn i, h ii a it it - a <4.1, r <jr h a i.' ,i w a

i u.r.., tyuai _< , o, r>\>, uiwwra, vi

ILK- 8 B.R.. 4 Sell- 3 G- 3 F- 2 Mbit., 2 W.G.,
1 B.T., 1 It. ft- 3 G.E., 28, faults 1, total 27; 4,

tip. Macdonald, 6 H.lb, 2 1LB., 4 B.lb, 4 Sch-
8 F , 2 B.T., 2 B.lb, 3 G.E- total 26; 5, sp. Bar-
nett,. 5 H.lb. 4 B.lb, 3 Sch- 2 G- 2 F- 1 W,lb.
1 B.T., 2 G.E- total 20; vhe, Gooding, 25; he,

Thwaites, 24; lie, Arnott, 23; lie, Worton. 23; he.

Appleby. 23: c, Thwaites, 22; c, Bray ford, 22; c.

Ryder.’ 22. OPEN LIMIT: 1, sp, Harrisott, 28; 2,

«p, Cadman, 25; 3, sp. Plant, 24; 4, sp, Thomp-
son, 23; vhe. Harper, 22; vhe, Evans, 22; he. Har-
per, 21: lie, Grainger, 21; he. Humphries, 21; hc,^

Bird, 21; e, Plant, 20; e, Thompson, 20.

MUIRKIRK.
Annual show, Drill Hall, Nov. 13. The entry was

the largest for some years. Competition was keen,

and the prizes were well divided. The B.F.C.C.
medal was won by a local competitor, Mr. S. Mont-
gomery, with a clear buff lien of splendid type. Tho
novice medal iras won by Mr. T. Broadfoot, Sanqu-
har, with a second prize yellow hen of good quality.

Air. Dan Hamilton judged, and his awards were well

received.
YELL. Ck. (15): 1, Kilpatrick, grand shape, fine,

qual. and col- good wings and tail; 2, Millar, sweet

exhibit, lovely taper; 3, Watson, beautiful leather,

lovely wings and tail, a good 3rd; 4, Millar; 5,

Mproat • 6, Hume. BUFF (16); 1, Smith, sweet shape,

feather like wax, nicely rounded, wings and tail well

carried; 2, Mossie, good one ail over, equal to 1st;

3. Millar, grand type and qual- close leather ; 4,

Watson, very good leather, fails only a little to

3rd; 5, Findlay; 6, Mossie. VELL. HEN (10): 1,

Montgomery, sweet iaunty little lady, one of the

first water, will be heard of later; 2, 3, Broadfoot,

novice medal w inner, good all round, best of feather.

3rd a good one; 4, Mossie, sweet shape, nice head

and wings* 5, Cook ; 6, Findlay, B1F1* (19): 1,

Montgomery (medal winner), good one ail over,

correct Border properties, easy winner; 2. Smith,

sweet one scarcely’ so round as winner, still a nice

one- 3, Millar, grand type and qual.. good wings

and tail; 4. Morley. a good exhibit: 5, Kerr: 6, Mil-

lar, a hot class. MKD. (9) : 1, Millar, nice one. tkd.

wing lovely col. and qual.. nice wings ami tail: -,

Brown, tkd'. buff, sweet head, lovely feather, wings

and tail; 3, Gibson, grand type and qual- nice

leather and wings; 4. Dempster, sweet shape, nice

qual. of feather: 5, 8proat ; 6, Krogen. \ Alb LK.
(8)- 1 Gibson, nice yell- fine eyes and nice wings,

nice qual. of feather; 2. Morley. same stamp, presses

winner; 3. Smith, nice head and wings, but scarcely

ready, will be heard of later; 4. Frame, same re-

marks apply; 5. Mdlar; 6 Findlay. HEN O) : 1,

Montgomery, mkd. eyes and wing, grand type and

qual- a grand one all over; 2, Sproat, cjose up on

winner; 3. Findlay, splendid eyes and wings, good

wings and feather; 4. Gibson, nice eyes and wings,

-dod tvpe and feather; 5. Hume; 6, Watson. EVEN
MARK (4): 1. Baxter, yell., good wings and eyes,

grand col. and qual- scarcely finished yet, wins;

S Montgomery, buff, good wings and tail, tads mark-

ings to winner- 3. Watson, nice leather, tails mark-

ings; 4. Findlay, nice markings, a b,t sottwhen

judged or would have stood higher. GREEN OR
CINN 05): L Findlay, yell- Ur. ck- grand cob

ami markings, good head, wings and tail, wins

Easily 2. Baxter, ciiin., good col- mee quid, and

wing’s, close op; 8 Millar, buff cinn-goodUg- type

and qual.. splendid wings and tail
r
^'!'

preen
1

lien "<x>d col., type, and qual ; 5, 6. Murray

.

SELL (U) : Some cheap birds that were quickly

claimed: 1. McKean; 2, Brown: 3, Millar; 4 Gibson,

r U’lvtpr ii Kerr. CONFINED, IK- • 1* Millar;

Archibald: 3.’ Dempster : 4. McKean^Y
0. Findlay. HEN: 1. Aontgomery; ?. McKean^ -,

Fimllav 4 Findlav ; 5, Millar. GOEDI' . OK belli .

.

f Mitchell, Krarni C.oldf.. good bars wd buttons, mce

cnii ire Maze and pood tannings, ^in> , ^

BU,U
one

nU
3 Morlcv

4
GoldV^e®^

K ^
‘it J i

N
S«,

A0J lT
n«ut

S^10
Twa:,"g«ied-’ -I. and sue. easy 3rd; 4.

Topping: 5. M£$qlEY
0!

o'.S.

14, 8. H. Bailey; 2, Bntteiworth and H.rdy . 3,

v .’ y rraven * hr. A. M. Craven. Buff. I, A. M-

Craven • ‘> F Craven ; 3. Butterworth and Hardy.

Cb or Tkd. Yell. Hen : 1. A. M Graven .2. K
Graven' 3 K. Townley. Buff: 1. 4. •

'I,'.
7'

3
*

a m’. Craven; vhe, Townley; he, Baiter Mkd.

Ck i '1. Townley. Hen: 1. V Graven; 2. \. M.

Graven: 3. 4. Butterworth and Hardy. Sell b 4

be a H Bailey : 2, 3. vhe. V. Graven Boint-s for

show 1 Graven 20. S. H. Bailey 18, A. M. Graven

j7 Butterworth and Hardy 9, E. Townley ... Starred

l.ird-s for medal: A. M. Graven 12. 8. H Bailey 11.

F, Craven S. Butterworth and Hardy 8, E. Townley

5.—F. Craven, Sec.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

five Stock to any part of the world, and arrange

Tor care In transit.. Reliable agents everywhere.

Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Clo.se, London, E.C.

I VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.
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BLAENAVON.
First anmml show held Nov. 26. The White Horse

l
Assembly Rooms are an ideal |)luec for a eliow, being

1

well lighted on all sides. Entm-tf, although Hie show
clashed with Swansea, numbered over 300, and the

j

committee were very pleased at this response to
! their lirst effort*. The birds were staged three tiers

|

high, and here and there palms and plants "ere
plseed whieh gave tho show a very pleasing appear-

ance. The arrangements were in the capable hands
of Mr. Deo. Broome, the secretary, and he carried

I everything out in a very satisfactory manner. On
show day he was ably assisted by Mr. \V. hap

i worth. The show manager. Mr. Chas. Broome, had

j

everything well in hand, and was ably assisted by
a hardworking committee and stewards: Messrs. C'.

E Lulhiim, W. Godfrey, W. Jones, .1. Thomas, J.

Taylor. I). Morris, T. Percy, Ii. Gilbert, and T.

Parry, and it is pleasing to note that everything
went off without u hitch. Every possible attention
via given to ttie exhibits, and the committee hope
at their next venture to In rewarded with a larger

entry than tills year. Members’ spl., most points,

was won by Messrs. Broome Bros. Slinging elans was
judged by Mr. H. H. Mortimer, Abertillery, and Mr.
Jn--. Robson judged all other .

NOR. I I. OR TK1). YELL. CK. (5): 1, Selby,

grand qua), and eol.. clean cut., nice or.e and shape,

grand head, neck and wings: 2, X Mortimer, former
graiid type, good eol., cize and qual., tnllc brovyy,

latter grand head and neck, very cobby, trille

smaller than leaders; 1, vhe, Uameson. Bl'I’F (7):

i Broome lire. .. grand type, nice size ami shape,
good wings and tail, well cut away, lovely qual. and
eol. : 2, Davies, close up, grand tone of col., neat
Head and neck, very shapely, nice com!.; 3, Brown,
bobby shape, trille pinched ill head ;

vhe. Tedstone ;

In-, Amplilett; c. Thomas and Durham. VARIED.
CK. (a): l. vhe,. Broome Bros., eye and wing mkd.
yell., good size, neat head ami neck, grand wings,

nicely founded body, in beautiful order; 2, 4, G. T.

9o . yell., close up, grand iiead and neck, nicely

moulded, lovely eol. and qua!.; 3, Tcdstone, varieg.

buff, lovely qual. and comb, nice cobby shape, hardly

as good in head as leaders. HEN, YEEL. (7): 1.

4. Davies, lovely col. and qual., grand size, very

shapely, best of head and neck, neatly packed
wings,' wins; 2, Ted stone, good type and quid., nice

col., hardly us nicely cut as leader; 3, Jones, good
qobby shape, hardly fhe size or coi. of leaders; vhe,

Broome Bros.; he, Thomas and Durham; c, Lycett.

BUFF (fiy: 1, he, Davies, el., a real gem, good size,

lovely qual., well moulded throughout, put down in

grand order; 2, Tcdstone, wing mkd., another good

exhibit, lovely type and qual., trille loose at thighs

when we saw her ; 3, Jones, grizzle, head mkd., nice

tape ami qual.. good head and neck, nardly subs,

of leader; 4, Thomas and Durham; vhe, Broome
Bios. UNFUG. YELL. (8): 1. Davies, cl., a beauty,

grand col. and qual.. neat Iiead and neck, grand

wings amt tail, nicely rounded body, well cut away

;

2 ,
Tedstone, el., very chubby, grand col. and qual.,

peat head, good wingo and tail, best of shape, close

up; 3, Jones, varieg., very typical, best of wings

and tail, nice cobby shape, hardly as good head as

leaders; 4, he, Selbv ; vhe, Mortimer; c, Gameson.
BUFF (4): 1, Jones, varieg., lovely qual. and col.,

good size, ricely moulded, neat wnrige and tail, wins;

2, Broome Bros., cl., smaller, nice type and qual.,

good order ; 3, Ainphtett, rather on the small side,

nice col. and qual. HEN (9): 1, he, Broome Bros.,

el. hull', good size, nice eol. and qual., good Iiead and
neck, neat wings, cobby body; 2, Thomas and
Durham, tkd. hull, nice size, very shapely, good col.,

crosses wings badly at times ; 3, Jones, cl. yell.,

neat exhibit, very shapely, best of wings and tail,

lovely col. and qual.; 4, Davies; vhe, Tedstone
;

c,

Gameson. NOV. CK. (II). 1, Walters, cl. yell ,

f
raud col. and qual., nicely moulded, well put down;

, Thomas, cl. buff, nice type, good col. and qual.,

hardly as good head points as leader; 3, Brown, cl.

butf. neat, exhibit, good type and qual., rather un-

steady; 4, vhe, Morton; he, Powell; c, Sidney. HEN
(7): 1, Morton, tail mkd. yell., good col. and qual.,

neat wings and tail, very shapely; 2, Walters, var.

bull', very cobby, good feather, nicely put down ; 3,

Brown, grizzle mkd. yell., goed size and shape, just

a bit pinched in head: 4, Sidney; vhe, Goodenough

;

he, Holloway; c, Gameson. UNFLIG. (4): 1,

Llewellyn, wing and thigh inkd. buff, good subs.,

nice qual. and cond.; 2, 3, Pitt, cl., yell, ami cl. buff,

very neat, lovely qual., hardly size of leader; vhe,

Gilbert. YORKS. YELL, OL., Oft TKD. (a): 1, 3,

Pritchard, grand length, good col., nice pos., well

up on leg, latter another neat exhibit, plenty of

nerve, crosses wings at times ; 2, Thompson, hardly

as rich col. as leader, grand length, good head and
neck, well filled back, grand leg and nerve; vhe,

Everett; lie, East.. BUFF (7): 1, Ashman, grand
type and qual., lovely length, neat head, well filled

back, good pos. and nerve; 2, Everett, lovely qual.,

Beat head and neck, be;t Of wings and tail, hardly

length leader; 3, Griffiths, lovely leather, nice length,

well up on leg, hardly as goed in hcadi points; 4,

Pritchard; vflc. Newell; he, East; c, Hoyle. VAR.
CK. (7): 1, Hoyle, wing mkd. yell., grand type,

lovely qual., well up on leg, good nerve; 2, Wooton,
anotiier good yell., neat head and neck, well filled

back, good wings and tail, nice pos. and leg; 3,

Watkins, eye and wing mkd. bulf, nice pos. and
length, good hack, hardly as good in head, nice col.

and qual.; 4, he, Pritchard; vhe, Warr; c, Griffiths.

YELL. HEN (8): 1, Hulchincxm. grand head and
neck, nice straight hack, good wings and bail, nice
length, fine pus. and nerve: 2, Newell, elo-se up.

good head, neck, and shoulders, nice length, very
nervy, lovely col. and qual. ; 3, East, grand length,
nice straight back, good wings and tail, lovely pos.,

hardly as good col.; 4, Pritchard ; vhe, Thompson;
he, Gregory, c, Watkins. BUFF (3): 1, Hutchinson,
nicely rounded hen, good neck, shoulders, and back,
fine length, well up on leg, lovely col. and qual.;

2, Pritchard, lovely qual. feather, good length, nice
leg, hardly as nervv as leader; 3, Watkins, shade
smaller. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (8): 1, Dykes, real

gem, grand length, beautiful wings and tail, nice
leg, grand -pos., col. and qual.; 2, Hutchinson,
hardly a rich col., lovely length, good subs., nice
nerve, stands well: S, Thompson, very typical, grand
length and pcs., full of nerve, nice col. and qual.

;

4. Gregory; vhe, Warr; lie. Ashman; c, Pritchard.
BUFF (9): 1, Newell, lovely col. and qual., well
drawn, nice straight back, good wrings and tail,

grand pos. and nerve
: 2, Griffith*, nice tone of

eol.. well dTawn, good pos. and leg. hardly length
of leader; 3, Watkins, nice type, lovely eol. and
quill., hardly as neat Iiead as leaders

; 4, Gregory;
vhe, Wooton; lie. Dykes; c, Pritchard. HEN (11);
I, Everett, neck mkd. yell., grand Iiead, full neck,
nice length and pos., stands well on leg, lovely ed..

and qual.; 2, Dyke^j, el. yell., close up, lovely tone
of eol., neat head and nock, well filled back, per-

fect -wings and tail, nice length and pos.; 3, Gregory,
lovely col. and qual., nice length, inclined to he
a trifle wild when handled; 4, Griffiths; vhe, Newell;
lie, Hoyle; c, Watkins. NOV. CK. (21): A really
good class: 1, Morgan, cl. -buff, lovely size, col.
and qual., good length, well up on leg, neat head,
neck, wings, and tad ; 2, Maidment, lovely qual.,
nicely moulded, hardly length of leader; 3, vile,
Latham, cl. yell., very stylish, nice length, good

leg, close up; 4, Morris; he, Iliscox; c, Stewurt.
HEN (9): 1, 4, laitham, eye anil wing tkd. yell.,

good eol. and qual., nice pos., neat head and neck,
good buck and wings, very styBnh

; 2, Morgan, cl.

yell., grand length, well up on leg, nice pos., col.,

and quid.; 3. Llewellyn, el. huff, lovely leather, like

type, hardly length ol leaders; vhe, Stewart; he,

Morris; e, Parry. I.'NFI.IU. (19): 1, Iliscox. el.

hull, nice length, good straight hack, neat .vings

and tail, lovely pos. and eol.; 2 , Terrett, el. buff,

close up, grand length, nice type and qua)., lovely

pos.. Him wing enrr.
; 3, Davies, wing mkd. yell.,

lovely type and qual., best of wings and tail, good
nerve and pos.; 4, Morgan; vhe, fucker; he, Mor-
gan; c, Parry. HEN (9): I, Morgan, cl. buff, lovely

quid., nice length, good pos , stands well ox leg,

very nervy; 2, Iliscox, el. yell,, nice straight back,
best of wings and tail, lovely col. and qual., nice

leg and pos.; 3, Tucker, huff, lovely type and quid.,

good pos., wants training; 4, Morgan; vhe, I,album

;

lie, Osborne; c, Bennett. BOItl)., YELL. CK. (7):

1, Elston, eye mkd., lovely type, very jaunty, good
eol. and qual.; 2, e, Tedstone, el., grad feather,

nice cond., good type; 3, he, Broome, grizzle mkd
boxy feather, good type and cond.; 4. Jeremiah; I

vhe. Cooper. BUFF (10): 1, 2, Jeremiah, a pair of

wee gems, true Border type, lovely boxy feather,

put down in grand order; 3, Madagun, another good
one, true to type, lovely qual. and eon d., very

jaunty; 4. Cooper; vhe, Tedstone; lie, Elston. HEN
(11): 1, 2, Tedistone, a pair of neat exhibits, eye
mkd. hull leading, grand shape, lovely eol. and
qual., staged to perfection; 3, Madagan, el. yell.,

correct type, lovely boxy feather, grand eol. and
qua! ; T, c, Broome; he. Cooper. NOV. BORD. (12):

1 , 2, e, l.apwortll, el. yell, and mkd. yell., both lovely

eol. and qual.. true type, grand wings, very shapely;

3, Godfrey, el. huff, close up., lovely leather, very

shapely, best of cond.; 4, Daniel; vhe, Savigar; he,

Denvard. A.O.V. (7): 1, 3. Mrs. Burgess, a pair

of cl. cap Lizards, beautifully spangled, in fine

order; 2, vhe, Thomas, Scots Fancy, in good cond.;

he. c, Godfrey. 11YB. (1): 1, Edward*, Goldie-

BuiHe. GOLDF. ((I) : I, Edwards, neat, square, good
eol. blaze, nice tans, bars and buttons, nice size

and qual.; 2, 3. Cookhatn. neat Finch, hardly as

large as leader, good blaze, tans, bars* and buttons,

very shapely; 3. F.M., neat exhibit, good blaz-’,

tans, bars and buttons, we hear the Cardiff' winner,

verv steady; 4, Morris- vlic, Gilbert; he, Trerenin.

LINNET (a): 1, Nicholas, good size and shape, nice

col., well laced, in hue order; 2, Lewis, nice eol.

and qual., very shapciy, well marked; 3. Mrs, Dal-

ton, nice size, well laced, good col. and qual.; 4,

Taylor and Jordan; vhe, Rolph. GREENF., ETC.

(1): 1, Mrs. Dalton, good sized, nice eol. Green'ie.

SISKIN, ETC. (2): 1, Nicholas, good col. Twites; 2,

Knapp, Lesser 'Poll, good size and shape, rather

unsteady. SELT... £1 (9): 1. Griffiths; 2 ,
Mortimer;

3, Jones; 4, Dalton; vhe. Jones; he, Hiocox. 10/

(8): t. Broome Bros.; 2, 3, he., Jones; 4, Wooton;
vhe. Mortimer; c. Thomas. OPEN ItOLLER SING-
ING CONTEST (1C) : 1, 3, vhe, Doggett ; 2, 4, lie,

Taylor and Jordan; c. Bland.

Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must he paid fur at

advertisement rales,, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Weekly Linnet contest Nov. 2; 31 birds entered.

1, Wat-kiss; 2, Moriey ; 3. Worral. Nov. 28, 31

entered for 3 prizes given by Mrs. Parker. 1, Mor-

ley ; 2, Potter
; 3, Williams. Singing every week-

end as usual.—W. Dobson, Hon. Sec.

(See notice above as to advertisements.—Ed.)

BARNSLEY.
Linnet and Lark Club, Dove Inn, Doncaster Road.

13 entered for 4 prizes. Shepherd, tinier; Coe,

ehalker. 1, Norman, 2min. 52see.; 2, Davis, 2min.

SOsec. ; 3, Jones, Imin. 57see. ; 4, Coles, lmin. SIXsee.

It is not so bad in 4min. time singiug for time of
,

year. YVe have made a few more members.—Hard-
man, Sec.

' PONTEFRACT.
Linnet contest, eluh sing. Woodman Inn, Horse-

fair, Nov. 20. 27 birds entered. 3min. time sing-

ing: 1. Pugh; 2, Beard; 3, Jones. 'Open Linnet con-

test, Nov. 21. 37 birds entered lor 4 prizes. 3min.

time singing: 1, 2, Jones; 3. 4, Beard. Linnet con-

test open sing, Nov. 27. 20 birds entered for 3min.

time singing : 1, Pugh; 2, Jones; 3, shared Pugh
and Beard. Open sing, Nov. 28. 25 entered. 3inin.

time singing: 1, l’ugh; 2, Jones: 3, T. Piper. Mr.

Pugh’s bird made a grand break cf 74, which we
ail think is a record. Mr. Piper, one of our old

members, is making us know lie has joined us
j

again h.v taking 3rd prize the first week.—S. Pugh,
|

Hon. Sec.

LEEDS.
Quality singing, Old Bird House, Skinner’s Arms,

Bustingthcrpr. Nov. 28; 18 birds sang: 1, Bums; 2,

King; 3, shared Dolton and Binns. Judges, 0. Clay-

ton and J. Sellars.—C. Clayton, Hon. Sec.

Quality Linnet singing, Glassmaker’s Arms, Grey-
hound Place, York Road, Nov. 20, 17 birds: 1,

Hirst; 2, Stockliill ; 3, Shew and Richardson shared.
Nov. 21, 19 birds: 1, Richardson; 2, Hirst; 3,

Richardson and Hirst shared. Open' Canary con-

test provided 14 birds: 1, T. Hirst; 2. Playfellow;
3, Condliffe. Owing to closing of houses at periods
during the day, we have decided to have an c, in

Canary contest on Saturday night, commencing at

7.30.— E. Stansfieid. Sec.

Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,
Saville Green, Y'ork Road. Open contest for quality
Linnet singing, Nov. 27. 17 birds sang for three
prizes; 1, 2, shared by Sissons and Mrs. Tennant; 3,

Sissons. Consolation prize, Stockill. Judges, Jen-
nings and Naylor. Nov. 28, 19 sa.ng: 1, Sissons; 2,

Ward; 3, Stead. Consolation prize, Sissons. Judges,
Topping, Hayes, Hardeastle. Also a Roller contest,
Nov. 28. 1C birds sang for 3 prizes. 1, 2, shared
by Wharam, Johnson; 3. Parker. Consolation prize,

Wharani. Judges, Grant, Naylor and Hardeastle.—
W. Naylor, Hon. See.

Leeds Quality Singing Linnet Club. A grand
singing contest., Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane,
Leeds; 10 birds faced the judges, amT some very
good singling was heard. Judges, A. Lonieman, N.
Solomon. 1, Dearlove; 2, Chipcndalc; 3, Lonieman

;

4, Turner.—F. Turner, See.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel, Skinner Lane, Nov. 27 ;
Hi of the best Linnets

in Leeds sang. 1 and 2. Wharam; 3, Binns. Judges,
H. Wigfield and T. Summers. Nov. 28. 15 sang.
1 and 3, Wharam; 2, Wigfield. Judges, T. Summers
and P. Maihlam. Canary content same evening;
10 of the best Roller Canaries in Leeds sing for 3
prizes, our host sending a special prize to be given
to the winner, who is serving with the Colours,
l. Wigfield; 2, Binns; 3, Myers.—W. Lipman, Hon.
Sec.

DUBLIN.
The Yorkshire C.B.8. of Ireland held its seventh

animal show in the Antient Concert Room, Great
BriKUiwiek Street, Nov. 21 and 25. The room is

large mid lofty, nut was somewhat cold, and this
had a marked effect on some of the exhibit*. The
Yorkshire section was well catered for, ami con-
tained the cream of the Yorkshires in Ireland.
Al'l, of the noted exhibitors benched their best
representatives. Mr. Dalton won for best Yorks.,
dip lorna last Yorks., sp best Yorks, hen, and up
for best ticked huff, a wonderful iierfonnance of
which Mr, Dalton should feel proud, and we wish
him every surer -s in the future. Mr Mills won
special for best cock with a bird of great length
and full of quality. Best tkd. yellow went to
Mr. Keating, and best clear bun lien to Mrs.
O'Keeffe. The diploma for best Brit., also special
for best bird in show, went to Mr. Miilcahy’s
Chough, which was put down in the pink of con-
dition. We feel sure Mr. Mulcaliy will he proud
ol its success. Many more specials were awarded,
too numerous to mention in full. A great number
01 fanciers from all over the country wire present,
and we feel sure the show will be a success. Mr.
Sholedice, the lion, see., hail everything in iierfect

order, and his pleasing manner won the respect of
all. Along with him were a nice set of stewards,
who looked well after the comfort of the birds;
the staging of the exhibits was all that could- be
required. Mr. W. Mnmlell, Bradford, judged.
YORKS. C'JNN. OR CtNN. MKD. CK. («): 1,

Wikup, buff cap, eyes and wings mkd., grand pos.,

well up on leg, boxy feather, nice wing earr.,

piped tail, good iiead; 2, Keating, varieg. yell.,

feathered like wax, nice type, good wings and tail,

not so long; 3, Miss J. Fairy, buff cap, eyes and
wings, good Iiead, flights and tail, bit rough on
thighs; vhe, Keogh; he, Neville; c, Woke. HEN
i'll): 1, Dalton, gem, winner of 4 specials as stated,
mkd. vye and tick on neck. lovely col. and feather,
grand type, neat wings and piped tail; 2, Buckley,
varieg. yell., well on leg, good head, boxy feather,
very stylish, neat, compact wings and tail; 3, lie,

and c, Mr;. O’Keeffe, 3 buff cheek and .wings, nice
type, very steady, level col., well traced wings;
vhe, Hyland. CL. YELL. CK. (10):, 1, Mills, un-
flig., well up on leg, good head, nice wings and
piped tail, lull of qual., will make a good bird;

2, Byrne, very breed}, neat head, long flights anil

tail, full of qual.; 3, Keating, rich col., beautiful
wing earr., a few feathers short in tail, or would
have won; vhe, Hyland; he, Dalton; c, Mrs.
O’Keeffe. HEN (13): 1, 2, he, Mrs. O'Keeffe, very
slim ami stylish, pale col., boxy feather, good head,
well placed wings, piped tail, 2 nice type and
pos., well up on leg, full of qual., stronger than
winner; 3, Wikup, stout, full of quai.j well up on
leg, nice type; vhe, Fleming; c, Buckley. CL.
BUFF C‘K. (13): 1, vhe. and e,. Kelly, neat head,
grand wing earr., piped tail, full of qual., rare
pos., wing; 2 and he, Keating, pale col., boxy-

feather, good head, well on leg, piped tail, a bit

unsteady ;’

3, McKeon, rich level eol., well on leg,

good head, on the stout side. HEN (14): 1, Mrs.
O'Keeffe, pale col., nice type, good wingjs aml
tail, full of qual.

; 2, Neville, rich col., shows a

little frill on breast, good wing earr., rare length
and pos.- 3 and c, Kelly, pale col., on the stout
side, good head and neck, well placed wings, piped
tail; vhe, Hyland; he, Mills. TKD. OR MKD.
YELL. CK. (14): 1, Keating, thigh tick rich eol.,

well up on leg, long flights, well braced to side,

neat folded tail, boxy feather, very steady ; 2, Mrs.
O'Keeffe, wing tkd., rich eo-1., lull of qual., nice
wing earr., good head and tail; 3, Hyland, varieg.,

rare length, long flight and piped tail, very typical;
vhe, Kelly; lie, Kedgli; e, Fleming. HEN (10): 1.

Neville, eye, cheek and wing mark, rich eol,. boxy
feather, neat -head, clean on breast, fine pos., good
wings and tail, very steady; 2 and c, Keating,
wing tick, pale in eol., very stylish, good head,
well up on leg, grand wings and piped tail

; 3,

Green, eye and wings,, rich eol., full of qual., slim
and typical, good head; vhe, Mrs. O’Keeffe; he,

Keogh. TKD. OR VAR. BUFF CK. (10) : 1, Winkup,
eye and wing mkd., rich level col., boxy feather,
neat head, clean on breast, grand pos, very steady,
well shown; 2, Mills, eye and wing mkd., rich col.,

full of qual., rare length and pos., fails in tail

only
; 3, Farrell, cap, neck and eyes, bit on the

stout side, nice pos., good head and wings, neat
tail; vhe, Kelly; lie, Hyland; e, Fleming. HEN
( i 1 ) : 1 and 3, Mrs. O’Keeffe, I cap mkd., teeming
with qual., neat round head, well placed wings,
piped tail, graceful pos., we liked much, 3 cap
and neck mkd., lovely qual., nice type, level tail.,

pos. A1 ; 2, Keating, thigh tick, shade on the
strong side, rare length of wing, piped tail, good
legs-, full of nerve; vhe. Byrne; he, Hyland; c,

Winkup. NON-FED CL. Y ELL. CK. (9): 1, Lattiinore,
grand bird, rare length of flights and tail, good
head and pos., wins; 2 and vhe, Sholedice, 2 very-

slim ami typical, lovely feather, grand wings and
piped tail; 3, McKeon, pale col., bit- rough in

feather, rare pos.; he, Beegare ; e, McGran. HEN
v’a): 1, Lattiinore, pos. ami qual. Al, neat wings
and tail; 2 and vhe. Beegan, neat head, good wings,
failed in tail; 3, Buckley, good head, nice type,

bit rough on thighs; he, Sholedice. CL. BUFF
CK. (7): 1, McKeon, boxy feather, well placed
wings, tine pos., neat tail; 2 and he, Beegan, full

of qual., nice type, stands on good legs; 3. vhe
and e, Sholedice, 3 nice type and qual., hit strong.
HEN (9): 1, vhe and he. Beegan, 1 pale col., very
stylish, grand qual. of feather, good head, wins;
2. Fanning,, nice type and qual., rather cocltish in

appearance; 3. Hyland, rare length, bit rough; c,

Sholedice. TKD. or VAR. CK. (11): 1, McGran,
yell., thigh tkd., rare length, grand type, good
head, long flights and tail; 2,. Miss E. M. Foley,
huff wing Vnkd., lovely qual., nice w-itig care.,

piped tail', good pos.; 3, McKeon, yell., cap mkd.,
boxy feather, rich eol.. good pos.

;
vhe and he,

Siioiedice; e, Dalton. HEN - (8): 1, 2, he and c,

Sholedice, 1 buff, eye and wing mkd., grand type
and qual., well on leg. good wing earr., piped tail;

2 yell., cap, cheek and wings mkd., lovely feather,
rare type, good head, nicely folded tail: 3, Miss
E. M. Foley, var. yell., grand breed hen, well on
leg and stylish; vhe, Beegan. NOV., CL. YELL.
CK. (5): 1. Mulhollan.d, blaze of eol., nice type and
full of qual.: 2, Miss Wallis, lovely type and qual..

rich col., good head; 3, Williams, rare length, bit

too strong; vhe, Patched
;

lie,, Mrs. C. Davey.
HEN (7): f, Miss Wallis, very typical, rich level

col., well on leg; 2, Mulholkind, leggy, rich eol.,

nice wings and tail; 3, Williams, down when we
saw it; vhe, Hartford; he, Patched, c, McNally.
CL. BUFF CK. (5): 1. Mulhollaml, E., nice type and
qual; 2, Price, good head, rare length of wing,
piped tail; 3, Dowd, boxy feather, well on leg;

vhe, McNally. HEN (8): 1, Williams, very typical,

boxy feather, rich eol., nice wings and piped tail:

>2, Hartford, very slim and typical, neat iiead and
lioxy feather; 3, Miss Wallis, ricli level col

,
very

stylish; vhe, Gillen; he, McNally; c, Mulhall.

TKD. or VAR. CK.; 1. Mulhall. yell., cap mkd.,

blaze of col., long flights and piped tall, rare pos.

;

2, Hartford, var. butf, lioxy feather, well on leg,
long (lights and tail

; 3, Miw Wallis, neck tkd.
yell., blaze of eol.. good bead, nice wing earr.,
piped tail; vhe, William-,; he, (Milan

;
c, Price.

HEN («): J, Hartford, var., po*. Al, boxy feather;
2, Mulhollaml, eyes and wings mkil., slim and
typical, full of qual.

; 3, Dowd, tkd. head, pale
eol., boxy feather; via: and e, Williams; he, Mi*»
Wallis. SELL. 20.*., CK. (I'l ) : ], Beegan; 2, Keat-
ing; 3, Lattiinore; vlic, Neville; lie, Mrs. O’Keeffe;
e, Fanning. HEN (8): 1 and 3, Mrs. O'Keeffe; 2,
Dalton; vhe. Neville; he, Greene; e, King. UK.,
15 - (9): 1, Keating; 2, Greene; 3, McKeon; vhe, no
name; lie, Holly; c. Mm. O'Keeffe. HEN (7): 1,
Dalton; 2 and vhe, Mr-. O'Keeffe; 3, McKeon; he,
Keating; <:, King. CK 12s. Cd (7;: 1 , McKeon;
2, Mills; 3 ami he, McNally; vhe, Lattiinore; e.
King. HEN (8); i, Dalton; 2, Miss Wallis; 3,
Greene

;
vlic, McKeon; lie, Lattiinore; c, King-

Crests and C.li. cancelled. NOR. CK. (2): 1, Nai-
smith, ycH., good head, rich col.; 2, King, buff,
rich col. and subs. HEN ( 1 ): l, Halley. SCOTCH
FANCY CK. (3): ], 2 and 3, Lavery. 1IEN (3); 1,

2, 3, Lavery, a grand team, showing plenty of
subs., reach, and nerve. MULE LIGHT .'!): 1,
Duffy, varieg. Goldf. -Can. DARK (5): I, Trunk;
2, Farrell; 3, Byrne; vhe, Walker. LINNET CAN'’.
(1): 1, Carley. A.O. CAN. or HYB. <4j: 1, Carley,
Uneenf.-Can. ; 2, no namu, Grecnf.-Can. ; 3 and
vhe, Williams. GOLDF. II.M. (4): 1, Magee, good
square blaze, nice bars arid buttons

;
2 and vhe,

Muicaby, 2 good bars and buttons, square blaze,
fine cond.; 3, Keating, not so rich in col. F..M.
(8): 1 , Trunk, good blaze, nice bars arid buttons,
very steady, good cond.

; 2, Keating, fails a little
in eol.; 3, Lavery, nice bird, small; vhe, Mayce;
he and c. King. SISKIN, Etc. (8): l, Holly, Twite,
nice pencilling and col.; 2 ami c, King, Redpoll;
3, Lavery, Siskin; vhe and he, Mayce. LINNET
11. M. (8): l and 3, Muicaby, 1 beauty, nicely pen-
cilled, lovely nut brown, grand type, put down in
the pink, 3 nice type and pencilling, fails in col.;
2. No. 8, no name, good size, steady, nicely mkd.

;

vhe, Mayce; he, Lavery
; e, Ward. F.M. (5): 1,

Lavery, grand bird, rich nut brown col., nicely
pencilled; 2, Kelly, we liked, fails in eol. a little,
but a beauty

; :T. Mulcahy; vhe and he, King.
SKY’LARK (8): 1 , 2 and 3, King, a fine team, shown
in the pink of cond.; vhe, Mayce; he and C,
Henry. BLACKBIRD or THRUSH 0): 1, Mayee.
BIJLLF. (5): 1, Ward, grand head and breast, rich
col., good bars, wins; 2 and 3, King, fine bird,
not so rich in col.; vhe, Byrne; lie, King. BULLF.
HEN (1): 1, Mulcahy. A.O SiEED-EAPING (9);
1, Lavery, Greenf., good head and chest, rich col.,
nicely staged; 2, Ward, fine Bramble; 3, Miss V.
M. Foley. Chaffinch; vhe and e. King; he. Holly.
SOFTB11.L (2): 1 and 2, Mulcahy, 1 Chough, wins
diploma for best British, also best bird in show,
a gem.

QUEEN’S PARK (Kensington).
Very attractive show hold Nov. o, in the

Emmanuel Hall, a capital building for a display of
birds. The entry was quite good and the quality
ail found considerably in advance of any previous
effort. The Norwich as a collection were wonder-
fully typical, that old stager, Mr. C. Battison,
sending in some good ones and winning the cup
with a capital yell, unflighted, a bird that should
do well later. In Yorkshires Mr. J. Haines had out
a grand team, his unflighted yell., which won the
cup, attracted a !ot of attention : be is a bird of
grand length and size, and when quite fit should
add to his laurels. Messrs. Birch, Herring and
Bonniwell put down some toppers in the Amateur
Section, and Messrs. Hannaford and Perrett did well
in the Novices. The British were a distinct advance
on la.st year’s collection. The show was ably man-
aged by the enterprising Sec., Mr. W. J. Katcliffe,
and everything was quite in order, the exhibition
generally proving quite a success. Mr H. Norman
judged.

Nor., Y’ell. Ck. : 1. Battison ; 2, he, Burt; 3,

Butterfield; vhe, Withers. Buff: 1. spl. best
Norwich, Butterfield; 2, Withers. Y’ell. Hens; J,

Withers; 2, Battison; 3, vhe, Butterfield. Buff: 1,
vhe, Burt; 2, Withers; 3, he, Butterfield. Uuflig.

Yell.: 1. spl., Battison; 2, 3, Butterfield. Buff':

1. Battison; 2, lie, Withers; 3, vhe, Butterfield.
Anrat., Y’ell. Ck. : 1, Bonniwell. Buff : 1, 2, Bonni-
well. Y’ell. Hen: 1, Bonniwell. Buff: 1, Bonniwell.
Unflig. Y’ell.: 1, Bonniwell. Buff: 1, 2, Bonniwell.
Nov. Yell.: 1, Wise; 2, ltateliffe. Buff': 1, Barton ;

2. Ratcliffe. Y’ell. Hen: 1, Rateiiffe. Buff: 1,

Ratcliffe. Unflig. Y’ell. : 1, spl., 2, 8, Ratcliffe.

Buff: 1. 2, 3. Ratcliffe; 3, Wise; vhe, lie, Lyons.
Yorks., Y’ell. Ck. ; 1, 2, Hawes. Buff: 1, 2, Hawes.
Y’ell. Hens: 1, 2. Hawes. Buff: 1, 2, Hawes. Unflig.:
1 spl. (2), 1, 2, Hawes. Buff : 1, 2, Hawes. Arnat.,

Yell. Ck. : 1, 3, Bonniwell; 2, vhe, Birch. Buff: 1,

vhe. Herring; 2, 3, Bonniwell; he, Birch. Hens:
1. 3, Herring; 2, Bonniwell. Unflig. Y’ell.: 1.

Birch. Nov., Yell. Ck. : 1, Hannaford: 2, Ratcliffe;

3. Perrett: vhe, Bureombe. Buff: 1, Hannaford; 2.

Perrett, Hens, Y’ell.: 1, Hannaford: 2, Thornton;
3, Rateiiffe; vhe, Perrett. Buff: 1. Perrett; 2.

Hannaford: 3, Ratcliffe; v t!c ,
Thornton. Unflig.

Yell. : 1, Perrett; 2, Hannaford; 3, Thornton; vlic,

Rateiiffe. Buff: 1, spl.. Perrett; 2. Lyons; 3. c,

Hannaford; he. Thornton. Hyb. : 1. Cyster. Bullf.

:

1, Cyster. Goldf. ; 1, spl. he, Cullen; 2, 3, Cyster;
vhe. Clark. Greenf.: 1, 2, Clark; 3, Battison.

Chaff.: 1, Cullen; 2, 3, Clark. Linnet: 1, 3, Cyster;
2, Cullen; vhe, he, c.. Clark. Siskin, etc.: 1, c,

Cullen ; 2, 3. he. Clark. Sell. : 1, Herring.

PLUMSTEAD &WOOLWICH C.B S
Annual siiow Nov. 13, Trinity Schools, Beresford-

st., Woolwich. Judge. Mr. Robson. Champ. Nor.

(classes 1 to l atnalg.) : 1, 2 spls., 3. Pavey; 2, vhe,

he. Hall. Classes 5 to 8 almag. : 1, 3, Pavey; 2, vhe.

Hall; he, e. Maclellan. Champ. Yorks.: 1. 2. Newn-
lianr. A.O.V. Can.: 1. vhe, Lafbury ; 2, c. Maclellan:

3, Hall; he, J. Smith. Nov. Nor.. CL or Tkd. Buff

Ck. : 1, 2 spls., 2, Wilson
; 3, (}. Smith ; vlic, lie. Page ;

e, Thorne. Mkd. or Var. Yell. Hen: 1. G. Smith:
2. Page; 3, vhe. Thome. Buff Cock: 1, 2. Page; 3.

Wilson; vlic, Newnbam. CL or Tkd. Y’ell. Hen:
1, 2, 3, nov. eup, G. Smith: vhe, Page. Buff: 1. sp.,

3, vhe, Wilson ; 2. G. Smith ; he, Thorne ;
e. Page.

Mkd. or Var. Yell. Hen: 1. Newnham : 2, Page; 3,

Wilson. Buff: 1. he. G. Smith : 2, c, Wilson; 3. vhe.

Page. Nov. Y’orks.: 1, spl., Dingle; 2, 3, vhe. Wil-

son. A.O.V. Nov.: I, spl, 3. Page, Crest
;

2. Wilson.
Crest. Hyb.: 1, Richards, Goldie Iiullie. Bullfinch:

1, spl., Richards; 2, Lafbury. Goldf.: 1, Lafbury ; 2,

Richards. Linnet: J, 2, Lafbury; 3. Woods. Greenf.:

1. Lafbury. Chaffinch or Bramble: 1. 2, 3, Lafbury.

Siskin, Etc.: 1, Richards; 2, Hall: 3, c. Richards.

Hen: 1, Lafbury. A.V. Brit.: 1, spl., 2, Richards.—
K. H. Maclellan, Hon. Sec.-

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
Always use them when sending birds away by rail.

24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.
POST FREE FROM ” CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET

STREET. LONDON.
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SWANSEA.
Ueld Nov. as in the Market Hall. Unfortu-

nately, owing no doubt to clashing with Blaennvou,

entries did not come ii|> as in former years. Still,

over SOU exhibits were staged, and made a very

nice collection. There being plenty of room, the

birds were staged in single tiers, and could easily

be seen without inconvenience Everything possible

was done by the Committee for the welfare of

the exhibits under their charge, and at the close

of show all birds were promptly dispatched by

mail train.

Swansea fanciers have long been known as an
enthusiastic lot, and this year's Committee is no
less so than their predecessors. The excellent

show managers, Messrs. Phi 1, Jenkins and J. Hock-

ing, had everything well in hand, and judging

started promptly. They were ably assisted by I ho

hard-working Committee: Chair, Mr. T. J. Allen,

iVioe, Mr. Geo. Llewellyn; Messrs. J. W. Cord,

VI. H. Ford, E. M. Evans, K. It. lioddinott, A.

Richards, T. Holhorrow, and M. Clover. The secre-

tary, Mr. A. Hitdungs, played his part well, and
is the right man for the position. He was ably

assisted by Mr. D. T. Rees, who got through a
lot of work, and was very obliging and courteous.

Nor. and Yorks, did not come up well in numbers,
but aonie really good exhibits were to be found
in most of the classes. Borders were a very level

lot, and gave the judges some trouble to separate,

condition in many cases being the deciding factor.

Mules and Hybrids were good, most of the notable

winners being staged. British, though not very

numerous, were a really grand collection, some
well known winners heading their respective classes.

The attendance was splendid, and from what we
hear there will be a fair surplus to hand over to

Hie local Red Cross Society. A sale of birds given

by members and friends for the fund realized

nearly £5, including a donation of 7s. Cd. by Messrs.

Maggs Bros. Mr. Clias. lloulton judged odd num-
bers and Mr. H. W. Batlye even numbers.

MR. BATTYE'S CLASSES.
BUFF NOR. (11): 1, Greaves, cl., grand head and

peck, well Oiled back, nice cobby shape, short ; 2,

Slavics, cl., good col. and qua!., nice type, hardly

ns bold headed as leader; a (no name), cl., good
col. and qual., neat wings and tail, hardly as

cobby as leaders; 4 (no name), var., fair size,

good col. and qual., neat wings and tail; vhc,

Ditchings; lie, Mabbett; c, Palmer. UNFLIG.
YELL. Ck. (5): 1, Jones and Davies, cl., nice col.,

neat head and neck, good subs., trifie browy; 2,

Hitchings, cl., good col. and qual., neat wings, a
tritie on long side; 3, Palmer, neat head and neck,

good col. and qual., slimmer; 4, Addison, lovely

qual. and cond., neat head, well filled neck, good

wings anil tail, put down in At cond.; vhc, Mabbett,

H'KN UNFLIG.: 1, Mabbett, cl. buff, grand head,

nicely moulded body, short wings and tail, well

eut away behind; 2, Hitchings, cl. yell., very shapely,

neat round head, well filled neck, lovely tone of

col., in first class order; 3 (no name), cl. buff, very

chubby, nice short wings and tail, best of qual.

and cond., trifle heavy behind; 4, Slee, foul green,

nice col. and qual., good size, rather loose; vhc.

Green; he, Hitchings; c, Lewis. YORKS. BUFF
[") : 1, Owen, cl., nicely rounded head, good straight

hack, plenty of length, well up on leg, good qual.
;

E, 3. (no name)', var. leading, good length, nice

straight back, well up on leg, latter buff, grand

col. and qual., neatly rounded, well up on leg,

trifle loose at thigh, or might have won; 4„ Row-
land Bros., cl., plenty of length, nice col. and
qual. ; vhc, lie, Mock. UNFL. YELL. (4) : 1, Mock,

cl., grand col. and qual., neat head and neck, best

»f wings and tail, good leg and nerve; 2, Jones,

good col. and qual., neat wings and tail, nice leg

and pos., hardly as good in head ; 3, Rowland
Bros., cl., paler col., good qual. and cond., neat,

hardly length of leaders; 4, Williams, cl., good

col. and qual., rather on small side. BORDER
YELL. Ck. (13): 1, Owens, cl., very shapely and
iauntv, best of wings and tail, lovely qual. and

cond.'; 2, vhc, Hocking, var., typical, nice tone

of col., grand feather and cond.; 3, Madagan, cl.,

another gem, grand type and qual., feathered tike

wax: 4, Jenkins, cl., nicely moulded, very jaunty,

hardly as tight .in feather; he, Sampson; c, Mac-

donnell. BUFF (14): 1, Maodonell, very shapely

ci., neat head and neck, well balanced wings and
tail,, in At order; 2, Madagan, cl., close up, correct

type, grand cond., lovely silky feather; 3, Mrs.

Payne, var., nicely moulded throughout-, in perfect

order; 4, Hocking, cl., nice type and qual.,. grand

leather and cond.; vhc, Richards; he, Hodinott

;

c, Jenkins. YELL. GREEN Ck. (11): 1, 2, Richards,

pair of gems, lovely tone of col., nice shape, very

iaunty, best of feather, put down in the pink of

cond.; 3, Evans, another grand coloured exhibit,

close up, best of shape, very stylish; 4, Bobbett,

fine type and qual.,. a good one; vhc, Middleton;
he.- .Allen; c, Edginton. BUFF (7): 1, Richards,

nice size and shape, good col., full of nerve, A1
cond. and qual. ; 2, Allen, close up, correct type,

lovely qual. and cond. ; 3, Jenkins, another good
one, best of shape, neat head and neck, nice tone
of cob, a bit soft when we saw him ; 4, Williams,

correct type, hardly as good cond. : vhc, Middleton

;

he, Phil Jenkins; c, Thomas. CINN. YELL. (7):

1, 4, Middleton, pair of real gems, leader grand
tone of col., best of shape, neat wings, very jaunty,

put down in Al style ; 2, Phil Jenkins, another
nioe one, good col., very stylish and shapely, per-

haps hardly as tight in feather as leader
; 3, vhc.

Hocking, good rich col., nice pos. and qual., neatly

moulded; he, Bobbett; c, Hopkins. NOVICE (12):

1 ,
Denyard, cl. yell., regular little swell, nice col.,

well feathered, very jaunty carr., staged well; 2,

lioddinott, cl. buff, grand feather and comb, neat
head, good wings nice style ; 3. Beard, cl. yell.,

very neat, nice cond. and qua!., hardly col. of

leader ; 4. Thomas, cl. buff, nice shape, good type
and cond.; vhc, c, Edwards; he, Hopkins. SELL.,
15s. (7): 1. Hocking; 2, Owen; 3, Middleton; 4,

.Williams; vhc. Alien; he, c, Slee. CAN. MULE
fa): 1, C'rone, well known Canary Bully, often de-

scribed; 2, Heal, eye tkd., Goldie, in nice cond ;

abs.. No. 3, DARK GOLDF. (12) : 1, Crone, well-

known Jonque, wonderful depth of col., fine size

and shape; 2, Hepworth, buff, nice size, very

shapely, good blaze and col. ; 3, Lamb, Jonque,

another old face often described, hardly the depth
of col. of leader, still real good

; 4, Richards,

buff, nicely mealed, good size and cond. ; vhc,

Jeffries; lie, Middleton; c, Matthews. A.O.V. I)K.

(9): 1, Dr. Wilson, good sized Grecnie, nice tone
of col., very shapely, put down in fine fettle ; 2,

Jenkinson, very neat Jonque Sisk., fine size and
shape, good eye mkgs., rich col., lovely qual. and
cond ; 3, Davies, huff Sisk., good size, very shapely,

nicely mealed; 4, Crone, still another Siskin Can.,

nice tone of col.; vhc, Davies; he, Emerson and
Winstone; c, Aitkcn. GOLDF. (10): 1, Slocombe
und Roberts, good size and shape, nice square cut
blaze, though rather pale, good tans, bars, and
buttons; 2, Yates, shade, smaller, grand blaze cob,

jfaod bare, tans, and buttons, in pink of cond.

;

3. vhc, Holhorrow, very shapely, good tans, fails

expanse of blaze; 4, Sampson, neat blaze, lovely

cond., trifle smaller; vhc, Dalton ; c, Lucas Bros.
BUI/LF. (15), grand class: 1, Dr. Wilson, real
beauty, grand size, good head, hold chest of bril-

liant hue, lovely back col., put down to the mo-
ment, easy win ; 2, Hepworth, another Teatly good
one, rich in breast cob, shapely, good size, nice
cap and bars; 3, he, 8. Jones, jun., shade smaller,
very cobby, grand cap and bars, nice breast col.

;

4 Poole, F.M., very shapely, good rich breast and
back col., nice cap and bars, perfect cond.; vhc,
Gregory; c, Holhorrow, No. 8, good F.M. bird,

must have been overlooked. LINNET, H.M. (15):
another good class: 1, Nicholas, the old winner,
we hear his sixth season, looking as well as ever,
easy win; 2, Mrs. Dalton, nice size and shape,
good col., well pencilled, put down in good order;
3. Davies, nice size, very shapely, well laced, rather
weak head; 4. Hep wood, good size and shape, nice
cond. and marking; vhc, Rees; he, Rees and Sons;
c, Jeffreys. SISK., etc. (6): 1, 2, Mrs. Dalton,
Twite leading, not one of the largest, but grand
col. and very shapely, nicely laced, 2 sweet Siskin,,

nice size and shape, lovely eye and wing mkgs.,
good col., both lin the best, possible cond.; 3,

Ford, Siskin, good shape and size, loses col. ; 4,

Sampson, Twite, very shapely, nicely laced, rather
pale col.; vhc, Gregory; he, Jeffreys. LESS'ER
REDPOLL, F.M. (17): Jeffreys, bonnie exhibit,
grand size, col., and mkgs., real wagon-horse shape,
should moult a topper

; 2, 3, Rees and Sons, an-
other good one, best of shape, good size and cob,
hardily as well defined lacing as leader, 3 smaller,
rich col., well laced

; 4, Lloyd James, nice col.

and markings, hardly as good shape; vhc, S. Jones,
jun.

; he, A ddTon .
e, Prosser and Evans. BRAM-

BLEF. (0) : 1
, 2, Nicholas, two neat exhibits, well

spangled, good col. and cond.; 3, Ford, nice size

and shape, pale col.; 4, Lucas Bros., smaller, good
spangling arid lacing, nice cond. ; vhc, Bullock

;

lie, Davies. GREEN F. (13): 1, 4, Holhorrow, leader
a well-known winner, looking very fit; 2, Jeffreys,
grand size and shape, nice wing bars, good col.,

fine cond. ; 3, Bancroft, well-fed Jonque, nice size,

very shapely, good col. and cond. : vhc, Emerson
and Winstone ; he, Nicholas; c, Gregory.. HEN,
A.V, (7): l. Heal, well-known Corn Bunting, grand
size and shape, beautifully marked, lovely col. and
cond.; 2, Green, Mealy Poll, nice size and shape,
with a little more lacing would be a topper; 3,

Rees, dainty hen C'haffie, [nit down in first class
order ; 4, Glover, neat Reed Bunting, nice size,

very shapely; vhc, Jeffreys; he, Bullock; c, Lloyd.
FOR., A.V. (4): 1, Ford, Ring-necked Parrakeet,
in beautiful order; 2, Richards, nice Avadavat;
ahs., Nos. 2, 3.

MR, HOULTON’S CLASSES.
NOR. CL. and YL. CK.: 1, Hitchings, fine, well-

set Nor. type, good head and rare col., qual. and
cond.; 2, Mabbett, fine shape, size, qual., and
cond.; 3, Greaves, well up- to others in type; 4,

Richards; vhc, Jones and Davies; tic, Davies.
HENS: l, Addison, grand yell., rare subs, and
qual. ; 2, vhc, Hitchings, cobby buff, well marked,
Al cond.; 3, Greaves, smaller yell., good shape;
4, Richards, varieg. ibuff, nice shape, beaten on
head

; vhc, Hitchings ; he, Lewis ;- c, Slee. UNFLIG.
BUFF CK. (9) : 1, Addison, grand size and subs.,
lovely qual., bloom and cond. ; 2, 3. Hitchings,
grand pair, well up to winner in all but size; 4,

Hitchings, fine type and cond; vhc, Emerson and
Watson; he, Greaves; c, Slee. YORKS. YELL. CK.
(8): 1, I’reedy, very stylish, grand length and pos.,
well up on leg

; 2, Jones, slim type, gcod stand and
fine -qual.

; 3, he, Mock, neat through, good feather;
vhc, Owens; c, Williams. HENS (17): 1 ,. Perkin-s,
lovely yell., grand style, type, stand and cond.

;

2, 4, Mock, buff leading,^ both fine cond.
; 3, vhc,

c, Williams, rare good trio, neat trim
;

he, Owens.
UNFLIG. BUFF: 1, Mrs. Dobbs, tkd. ear, Al all

over, grand bird; 2, Williams, cl., beaten in wing
carr.; 3, Williams, beaten in cond. to-day; 4, Prof.
Virgo. BORD. YELL. HENS: 1, Owens, grand perky
type, jaunty carr., lovely feather; 2, Dr. Jenkins,
very pretty type and carr.; 3, Sampson, good type;
4, ’ Hocking; vhc, Macdonaldj he, Hoddmott; c,

Sampson. BUFF HEN (15), very good class, all

wdnnei-s well up in type, etc. : 1, Owens, very smart
cond., type Al ; 2, Sampson, grand type, gay and
iaunty; 3, — good bird, shade looser in cond.;
4, D. Jenkins, c.inn. wing mark, grand typo and
jaunty carr.; vhc, Allen; he, Hocking; c, Mac-
donncll. BORD. YELL. GR. HEN (8): 1, Bobbett,
sound deep level col,, grand type, carr. and cond. ;

2, c, Allen, grand col. and type, well up to leader;
3, 4, Middleton, shorter type, nice col. and cond.,
good carr.; vhc, Padley : he, Thomas. BUFFS (17):

1, 2, Allen,, beauties, both in fine cond.
; 3, he,

Middleton, /col.
,

type and carr. quite good: 4,

Edgington, shade paler in col.; vhc, R, Jenkins.
CINN. BUFF BORD (S): 1. Allen, grand bird; 2,

Hocking, very close up in all points; 3, Edgington,
not quite so tight as leaders ; 4, Llyfnwy Hughes,
paler, nice- type; vhc, Gilbert; he, Bobbett; c,

Messer. A.O.V. CAN.: 1, 3, vhc, Edwards, fine

C.B. leading and two good Crests, all fine birds

;

2, Hocking, even mark Bord., very good all through;
4, Hitchings, 4-pt. colour fed Border; he, Hocking;
c, Llyfnwy Hughes. SELL. : 1. Pook, yell. Goldf.
Can.; 2, R. Bancroft, Greenf.

; 3, Ford; 4, Bullock;
vhc, Mabbett. VAR. MULE, etc. (14): 1, Lamb,
Uneven Goldf. Can., grand bird; 2, Jeffries, very
lightly varieg. Greenf. Can., looks like soon clear-
ing; 3, Slocombe and Roberts, large varieg. Goldf,
Can., in Al col. and cond. ; 4, Palmer,, uneven buff

;

vhc, c. Jones and Davies; he, S. Jones, jun. DK.
LINNET: 1, Ileal, good shape, big bold bird, nice
col.

; 2, Dr. Wilson, grand col., but soft cond.
to-day ; 3, Jeffries, good bird, outer wing flights
a bit off: 4, Ford, foul wing. A.VyTWO BRIT.
(10): 1, Dr. Wilson, grand Chaffinch-Groenf., Al
order; 2, Crone, fine Redipoll-Bullf., good cond.; 3
Edwards, very nice big Goldf. -Bullf., in fine bloom
4, lie, c. Palmer; vhc, Lamb. GOLDF. BLACKLEG
or GREYPATE (11): 1, Jeffries, just the right sort
to put in stock for moulting, a. good one all round,
well balanced: 2, 4. Fori, beauties, in fine cond.;
3, Mrs. Mitchell, well mooned, good shape, nice
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HUDDERSFIELD.
Annual show, Nov. 20, Assembly Rooms, St.

Peter Street, Huddersfield, with 279 entries, which
is somewhat poor for the classification provided.
Quality wus quite up to standard, most of the
noted winners being staged at this show. The
Norwich classes were void owing to the Halifax
Show being on the same date. The uriflighted
classes were the strongest, as usual. The cinna-
mon marks came up better than at previous shows.
The novice exhibitors were the mainstay of the
show. A five-franc note, sent to Mr. Moinison by
a soldier from the trout as a special prize for
vlic's in cinnamon marks was won by Messrs. At-
kinson and Firtli. The society has in Mr. Geo.
Wood a real good working President, who did a
full share of the work, and seemed to enjoy it.

Mr. Lawford, the secretary, did his duty in a very
business-like manner, and the show stewards were
Messrs. Atkinson and Armstead. The gatemen and
working committee consisted of the following:
Messrs. Buttle, Atkinson, Thornton, Townsend, and
Sykes, who got through the work in a way de-
serving of the highest praise. The gate was very
good, and there were several claims which would
help to make the show a success. Prize money was
paid out at the show to all winners who attended.
Mr. E. Clegg, the judge, got through his work in

good time.
CHAMP., Civ., ETC., YELL. YORKS., CK. (9):

1, 3, Ogderi Bros., cl., wonderful length, smooth as
glass, grand head, back, and wings, full of nerve,
level col., stands correct on the best of legs, a
topper; 3rd, plenty of length, rich col., wedge-
shape, hardly as fine drawn, stands well; 2, Dykes,
cl., grand type, good head and neck, wings and
tail well carr., rich col., only beaten in length;

4, Dyson, beautiful shape and style, shade less

;

vhc. Hartley; he, Sutcliffe and Sons; c, Jebson.
BUFF (8) : 1, Dykes, plenty of length, lovely col.

and- feather, grand flights and tail, Al pos., per-

fect cond., gem; 2, Mason, rather longer, grand
feather and col., wings and tail nicely carr., not
quite as good in neck, staged well: 3, Dr. Craig,

beautiful type and qual., .very stylish, beaten in

length; 4, vhc, Hartley, rare qual., neat wings and
tail; he. Ogden Bros.; e, Helliwell. TKD. Yell.

(8): 1, he, Dyson, mkd. head, grand length, col.,

and pos., nice shaped head, level neck and back,

rare wing calm., fine cond.; 2, Dr. Craig, very
slightly grizzled on head, for type and qual. un-

beatable, good head, neck, wings, and tad, not

as rich in col. ; 3, Towers, mkd. on head, grand
length and qual.. rather too chesty; 4, Bennett,

lovely shape and style, not tight, will improve;

vhc, Hall ; c. Chittenden. BUFF (7): 1. Dykes,
sweet wing tkd., nice length, feathered l'ke glass,

neat head, wings, and tail, exquisite eol., well on

leg, full of nerve; 2, Dr. Craig, good one, mkd.
on wing, lovely qual., sound col., grand head, full

neck, well carr. wings and tad, shade stouter; 3,

A. Radley, very stylish, rare qual., not as full in

neck; 4, Dyson, very slightly grizz., grand length

and type; vhc, F. Tavlor; he, Bennett; c, Beau-

mont.' GL. OR TK. YELL. HEN (10): 1, lie, Hirst,

tkd neck and wing, straight as a rush, slim and
lengthy, good head, neck, and wings, rich col.,

stands correct on good legs and feet, wins; 2,

Dikes, wing tkd., correct length, richly coloured,

feather tight as wax, Al pos., in fine cond.; 8,

Ogden Bros., cl., excels in qual., nice shape and

style, hardly as long; 4, Helliwell, - cl., very slim

arid stylish, lovelv qual.: vhc, Wadsworth: c, Law-

ford arid Son. BUFF (13): 1. vhc, Hartley, tkd.

both cheeks, plenty of length, grand head, neck,

and wings, Al col. and feather, stands correct on

best of legs, real gem; 2, Hodgson, cl. , grand

length, rich qual., neat head and neck, wings and

tail well carr., beaten in shape; 3, F. Taylor, cl.,

very slim and stylish, rare qual., not full in neck,

4, Beaumont, sweet wing tkd., beautiful type and

qual., sound col.; he. Mason: c, A Radley.

UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (lo) : 1, vh<v Bennett, cor-

rect length, fne silky feather, rich col., grand pos.,

lovely shaped head, wings and tail well carr., a

topper; 2, Mallinson and Son, cl., capital- length

and feather, stands well up on good legs, sound

level eol., fine cond.; 3,. Hodgson, even mkd. very

stylish, lovely qual., rare wing carr.; 4, Ogde.i Bros.,

cl., rare feather and style, rather short body; lm

Dyson ; c. Hirst. BUFF (17): 1, Dyson, cheek -tkd..

very lengthy, full of nerve, fine silky feather, wings

well carr., pine tail, rich level col., staged well

:

9 0"den Bros., cl., Straight as a rush, feathered

like glass, very good col.. Tather strongly built,

well up on leg, fine cond. ;
3. Towers, even mkd ,

rare type and qual.. rich col., loses in..P°®: : ?’

Hartley, cl., very stylish, feathered like silk, shad-.,

stout; vhc, he, Hirst; c, Pass. EVEN, ETC.,

YELL. CK. (7) ; 1. Dykes, even mkd., the notea

winner, vet unbeaten, wonderful length, correct type

and qual., rich col., perfect cond. ; 2, Towers, even

mkd.. beautiful qual. and col., grand head, neck,

and back, wings and tail well placed stands well

pos. well earned; 3, Morrison, even mkd., splendid

type and qual., rich hot col., shade less; 4, Hall,

even mkd.. very stylish; vhc, Sharpe - he Sutcliffe

and Son ; e, Mallinson and Son. BUFF \14) : 1, Dr.

Crain even mkd., plentv of length, feathered 'ike

SW A NS E A—(Concluded).

blaze and tanning ; vhc, Bancroft ; lie, Lloyd-James ;

c, Jones and Davies. BULLF. HEN (12): 1, Nicholas,

regular beauty all over; 2, S. Jones, jun., good

one, close on heels of winner; 3, fjord, fine cap,

shape and cond., paler; 4, Emerson and Winstone,

takes special best Built', out of money, shown in

cage a bit too small, which causes her to soil

her plumage; vhc, D. F. Davies; he, Rees and
Sons; c, Prosser aud Evans. LINNET, F.M. (16):

1, 2, Major, 1st grand type and markings, 2nd

smaller than winner; 3, D. T. Davies, deep col.

and Al markings, shape and cond.
; 4, Jeffries,

grand col., bit smaller; vhc, Gregory; he, Mrs.

Dalton; c, Holhorrow. LESSER REDPOLL, H.M.
(10) : 1, no name ; 2, no name in catalogue, both

grand birds : 3, Chick, grand bib, shade smaller in

head, fine cond. ; 4, Ford, good bib, paler, nice

cond.; vhc, S. Jones, jun.; he. Green. YELLOW-
HAMMER (8), not so many as expected; 1, Chick,

grand bird all over, splendid head markings and
finely proportioned throughout; 2, Lloyd James,
eqiyilly good in markings, fine nat. col., grand

cond. 3, Richards, fine markings and col., cond.

very tight; 4, Locke, takes 10s. special for best

out of money, fails in head markings only to pre-

vious winners; vhc, Mrs. Dalton, over-matched to-

day, rather too darkly spangled in centre of skull;

he, Aitkcn; c, Ford. CHAFFINCH (ll): 1, Chick,

wins on depth of tone, although a shade smoky
in col., fine big bird; 2, Rees and Son. paler, lino

showy markings and cond.; 3, Nicholas, best shape

and size in class, only wants more breeding cond.

to bring up all the colours, good bird to keep

;

4 Dr. Wilson, beaten in cond. to-day: vhc, Bullock;

he, c, Jeffries. A.O.V. SEEDKATKR (8): 1, Dr.

Wilson, grand Meadow Bunting; 2, 3. Thomas. Jluwf.

leading, in fine bloom and cond.; 4, Bullock; vhc,

Ford; he, Jones, jun.: c, R. Bancroft. SOFTBILL:
1 . It. Bancroft, fine Thrush.

glass, sound level col., stands correct, wings and
tail well carr., fine cond.; 2, Dykes, uneven rnkd.,
standard length, lovely type und qual., Al pos.,
grand shaped head, full neck, rare wing carr.,
staged well

; 3, Thornton and Robertshaw, var.,
lovely type and qual., neat wings and tail; 4,
Morrison, var., very stylish, wings and tail well
placed, rather pale; vhc, Towers; he, Bray; c,
Sharpe. YELL. HEN (6): 1, Towers, even inkd.,
rich in col., nico length, feathered like glass, wings
ami tail perfect, ctaigis correct, gem ; 2, Morrison,
even mkd., beautiful qual., grand head and neck,
wings and tail well carr., rather more stoutly built,
fine cond.

; 3, Maeon, var., rather less, lovely qual.,
proper wedge shape, Al pos.; 4, Sharpe; vhc.
Dykes

; he, Hodgson. BUFF (10): 1, Dykes, even
mkd., wonderful length, grand head, neck, wings,
and tail, sound col., Al pos., put down in fine
style; 2, Towers, var., beautiful silky feather, very
stylirth, rare wing carr., on good legs, only beaten
in length

; 3, Sutcliffe and Son, even mkd., nice
shape and qual., neat wings and tail; 4. A. Radlev,
even mkd.. lovely qual., rather short of bloom; vhc.
Hartley; he, Hodgson

; c, Morrison: CINN. TKD.
OR VAR. YELL. CK. (7): 1. Dr. Craig, var., grand
length, rich level col., fine silky feather, nice round
head, wings well carr., pipe tail, fine cond., staged
well; 2, 4, Morrison, var., nice type, full of nerve,
feather like glass, stands well up on good legs,
nicely coloured, rare wing carr; 4tli, rare type arid
qual.; 3, Towere, lovely qual., grand head, well-
fitting wings and tail ; vhc, Sutcliffe and Son • lie,
Chittenden

; c, Stobart. HUFF (8): 1, 3. Dr. Craig,
even mkd., correct length and type, feathered like
glass, grand head, full neck, wings and tail well
placed, Al pos., fine col. and cond., gem; 3rd, var.,
plenty of length, very stylish, lovely qual., rather
stout

; 2, Bennett, var., splendid type and qual.,
rich level col., on best of legs and feet, rare wing
carr., staged well

; 4, vhc, Atkinson and Firth,
grand type and qual., hut out of cond.- lie. Mal-
linson and Son; c, Towers. YELL. HEN (12): 1.

3, llr. Craig, even mkd., grand length, slim and
typical, rare col., nice round head, wings, and
tail perfect. Al pos., well benched; 3rd, rare qual.
and style, neat wings and tail, rather too much
chest, will improve ; 2, Morrison, var., beautiful
qual, lovely type, wings well braced, rich col..
Pipe tail, only beaten in length: 4, Atkinson and
Firth, var.. grand length and style: vhc, Chitten-
den; he, Midgley; c. Towers. BUFF (8): J, vhc.
Dr. Craig, var., splendid length, feathered to per-,
lection, grand head, full neck, wings and tail cor-
rect, sound col. and cond., gem: 2, Morrison, var.,
nice length and style, level eol., excels in qual.,
stands well on best of legs; 3, Towers," even mkd.,
slim and stylish, lovely qual., rich col.; 4, Mul-
l'd*011 and: Son. even mkd., grand shape and’ qual.,
but unsteady; he, Midgleyv; c„ Gledhiil. NOV., CL..
ETC., YELL. CK. (12): 1 . Ratclifle, el, wonderful
length, straight as a rush, rich col., nioe head,
wings and tail, well carr., Al pos., in fine cond.;
2, A. Taylor, mkd. on head, rare type and qual.,
lovely col., beaten in length; 3, Morley and Hill,
cl-, beautiful type and cond., fine silky feather;
4, Hamlyn, even mkd., very slim and stylish, loses
•in pos.; vhc, Sykes; lie. J. Taylor; c, Crowther.
BUFF (10): 1, Hanson, cl., grand length, fine. boxy
feather, rare shaped . head, full neck, neat wings
and tail, stands correct on best of legs; 2, M. Rad-
ley, sweet tkd., beautiful qual., very stylish wing3
and tail corect, rich level col., hardly as long;
3, c, Sykes, mkd. on back, rare shape and 6tylc,
shows breed

;
4. Beaumont, heavily var., very slim

and typical; vhc. Bovver; lie. Clarke. YELL.’ HEN
(13): 1, llatcliffe, cl., standard size, fine silkv
feather, good head, neck, wings, and tail, straight
as a gun barrel, fine cond.; 2, Sykes, cl., lovelv
qual. and style, neat wing carr.,' pipe tail, rich
col , beaten in length ;.3, J. Radley, cl., rare qual.,
full of breed, and very slim; 4, Morley and Hill,
cl., hot col., very ¥1110 and stylish, rather plain

;

vhc. Hamlyn; he, J. Taylor; e, Buttle and Coup-
land. BUFF (11); l. 2. Ratclifle, cl., correct length
and type, feathered like glass, grand head, full
neck, wings, and tail correct, claimed in quick
time; 2nd, var., splendid type and qual., very slim
and stylish, sound col., wings and tail well carr.,
staged finely; 3, A. Taylor, cl., grand qual. and
shape, nice col,, rather flat; 4, S.vmes, mkd. on
head, grand length and qual., correct type, un-
steady; vhc. Mitchell; he, Hanson; c, Crowther.
UNFLIG. YELL. (14): 1, W. Crowlhcr, cl., wonderful
length, grand head, on good shoulders, nice round
IkxIv, wings and tail perfect, rich level col.; 2,
5,vmes, cl., nice length and style, wings well carr..
stands well up, full of nerve, shows breedy, rather
loose in front; 3, J. Taylor, uneven mkd., rare
length and type, hot eol.. very stylish; 4, A. Taylor,
el., very slim and typical, nice qual.. rather pale;
vhc. Beaumont: he, Morley and Hill; c. Fisher.
BUFF (12) : 1, Firth, el„ plenty of length, grand
head and neck, neat wing earr., best of qual., level
col., stands well up; 2, Beaumont, et„ excels in
qual., sound in col , Al pos., neat wings and tail,

only beaten in length; 3, Dutton, cl. . rare type,
feathered like glass, fine cond.; 4, Sykes, F. mkd. on
head, nice shape and style, rare qual., paler; vhc,
A. Tavlor: he, Mitchell: c, W. Sykes. CINN. TKD.
OR UNEVEN MKD. CK. (10):

'

1; 4. Symcs. wir.
buff, grand length and type, nice round head, rich
level col., fine boxy feather, stands correct, fine

cond.: 4th. uneven mkd., richly coloured, nice length,
very stylish, rather .slack in front; 2. Gledhiil, mkd
yell., very hot eol., fine silky feather, nice head,
wings and tail well Braced, staged well; 3, Wood,
var. buff, lovely qual., correct type. Al pos., will do
better ; vhc, Baker Bros. ; lie, Cox : e. Clarke.
HEN (11): 1, Wood, mkd. yell .

beautiful type, nice

length, rich col., nice round head, neat wings and
tail, Al pos., fine coml.

; 2, Mitchell, var. buff, rare
length, very stylish, fine boxy feather, stands well
upon best of legs and feet, shows well : 3, Smithies,
tkd. yell., lovely style and qual., nice coi., very
slim; 4, Buttle and Coupland, var buff, excels in

qual., neat wings and tail, shade stout: vhc, -he.

Raker Bros.: e. Firth. NOR., HEN (6): 1. vhc.

Batdwinson, cl. buff, plenty of subs., grand shaped
head, bold breast, nice hack and wings, rich eol.,

well balanced on perch; 2. lie. Spencer and Maiden,
tkd. buff, correct type, fine feather, sound in col.,

good head, neck, rind breast, stands well; 3. 4.

Rimonett. var. huff, nice type and qual.. good head,

bold front. SELL., CK. (14); 1. Hartley: 2. Bray:

3 J. Radley; 4. e. Mallinson and Son; vhc. Senior;

he. S. Taylor, HEN (9): 1. Mallinson and Son: 2,

Healey: 3, Beaumont,; 4, Grayshon; vhc. S. Taylor;

lie, Stnior; c, Wood.
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BELFAST.
The Ulster O.A. held its annual show N«v. 26 and

J7, ut tile Clarence Hull, Belfast, a very com-
fortable room for tlio purpose, being lofty, with
abundance of floor space and a good light, windows
being on both sides of the room, and free from
draughts. Nearly 400 birds wire neatly staged on
two tiers uround the room. The management was
carried out excellently by the courteous Secretary,

Mr. Smyth, uml a good band of workers, and every-

thing was ready for the Judges to start work by o.

Mr. A. Livingstone, Paisley, judged Belgians, Scotch
Fancy, Mules, British, and Foreign, and Mr. .1. It.

Houghton, Gloucester, Crests, Norwich and Yorks.
They got through their duties in good time, and
seemed to give full satisfaction.

BELGIANS (6) : 1, 3, Lavery, leader fine length,
head well down, nice size, easy win; 3, good length,

fails in drive : 3, r, vhc, Kouutdson, good length,

gets head well down, loses drive; 4, Hurd; he,

Gillespie. SCOTCH FANCY, CL. OR FOUL YELL.
OK. (7); 1, vhe, Konaldson, line drive, good
shoulders, nice length of side, good depth of breast,
line pose, takes spl. best in section; 3, Cloughley,
good drive, neat head, well filled shoulders, good
length; 3, Dunlop, senr., good length, nice drive,

fails in head and action; 4, Trimble; he, Gillespie.

BUFF (8): ], 3, 4, Dunlop, senr., leader nice head
«.ndi neck, fine shoulders, grand length, gets well into

perch; IS, fails in pose, not quite the depth
through; 3, Konaldson, very little behind leader,

good shoulders, nice length, good mover; vhc, he,

Lavery; lie, Gillespie. YELL. PIED OR GREEN
CK. (7): 1. Hamilton, grand drive, quick action,
good shoulders, lino length; 2, 4, vhe, Konaldson,
good top end, fine drive, good shoulders, nice
length; 3, McNeary, good length, not so good in

action; he, c, Lavery. BUFF (5); 1, Lavery, good
top end, fine drive, good shoulders, nice length;

2, 3, 4, Konaldson, leader close up, fine drive,

good head and neck, nice drive ; 3, good length,

not so good in action; vhc, Trimble. YELL. HEN,
CL. OR FOUL (S) : 1, Ronaldson, leader grand hen,

line head and neck, well Allied shoulders, fine drive,

full of action
; 3, good length, not so well filled in

action ; 2, he, c, Lavery, fine head and neck, good
shoulders, nice action; 4, Cloughley; c, Gillespie.

BUFF (7) : 1, Lavery, sweet head, good neck and
shoulders, fine length, nice action ; 2, Cloughley,
good top end, fine, drive, good shoulders, nice length
and action ; 3, he, c, Ronaldson, neat head and
neck, nice drive; 4, Hamilton. YELL. HEN, PIED
OR GREEN (5) : 1, 3, Gillespie, grand hen, fine

head and neck, well filled shoulders, fine drive, full

of action
; 3, fine head and neck, nice length, fails

in action; 2, Lavery, grand drive, quick action,
good length; 4, vhe, Dunlop. BUFF (7)-: 1, 2,

Konaldson, grand brace, fine heads and necks, well
filled shoulders, good drive, full of action, littie

between them; 3, vhc, McNeary, fails in neck anil

shoulders a bit, good length; 4, Dunlop; he, Gil-

lespie; c, Lavery. SELL. (10): 1. Hamilton; 2, 3,

Konaldson; 4, Gillespie; vhc. Williamson ; he, c,

Cloughley. CREST (7) : 1, 2, 4, Creighton, grand
large crost of good formation, neat centre, leafy

feather of grand length
; 2, neat crest, nice centre,

not so well laid dow n, good texture of feather ; vhc,
Osborne; he, Smyth. HEN (5): 1, 2, 3, 4, Creighton,
leader a grand unflig. hen, fine veiny crest, well
laid down, neat centre; 2, hardly so fine in crest,

nice texture of feather; 3, not so dense in crest,

well laid on good texture of feather; vhc, Osborne.
C.B. CK. (6) : 1, 2, vhc, he, Creighton, cl., grand
okull, fine frontal, plenty of width, well lashed, fine

length of feather
; 2, fine skull, good length of

feather, nice brows; i3, Patterson, good skull, fails

in length of head feather; 4, Osborne. HEN (3):

1, 3. 4, vhc, Creighton. 1 fine domed skull, nice
beetle brows, good length of feather; 3, good skull,

well browed, dense feather; 2, Osborne, close up,
good skull, good length of feather, hardlv so well
furnished. NOR. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (3): 1,

Huston, grand head and neck, neat wings and tail,

good col.; 2, Gray, good col., hardly the size of
leader, could do with a tubbing. BUFF (9) : 1,

Foreman, grand col., neat head and neck, nicely
moulded body, neat wings and tail

; 2, Scott, good
size, neat head, good full chest, neat wings and
tail, rather pale in col.; 3, vhc, Thompson, good
head, fails in neck, good hack, neat wings and
tail ;

'4, McLarnon ; he, Thompson
; c, Carson.

VARIEG. CK. (3): 1, 2, Lavery, leader yell., hot
col., grand shape, nice head and neck, lovely
feather; 3, Foreman. UNFLIG. Y’ELL. CK. (9); 1,

Lavery, hot eol. varieg. yell., nice size and shape,
good bold head, neat wings and tail, good cond., a
clear win; 2, Boyd, hot col., good head and neck,
nicely filled in neck, good back, neat wings and
tail ; 3, 4, Foreman, good full head and neck, nicely
braced wings and tail; vhc, McAteer; he, Stewart;
c, Thompson. BUFF (10): 1, Stewart, hot col.

green, grand sized, bold front, full head and neek,
capital wings, should make up well; 2, Foreman,
nice type, though scarcely the. size of leader, as
good in every other respect; 3, c, Teasey, very
typical, neatly braced wings and tail; 4, Boyd;
vhc, Alexander; he, McAteer. Y’ELL. HEN, CL.
OR TKD. (7) : 1, Huston, cap mkd., good size and
shape, clean cut, excellent wing carr., nice lady;
2, Thompson, very nice cl., good head and neck,
neat wings andl tail, well filled in back, good
cond.; 3, McLarnon, nicely moulded body, medium
size, nice head and neck, neat wing carr.

; 4, T.
Young; vhc, Scott; he, Stewart. BUFF (7): 1,

Scott, cl., nice size and shape, rare head, good
deep chest, neat wings and tail; 2, Teasey, good
size and shape, nicely moulded body, good deep
chest, fails in wing carr., or could have changed
places: 3, he, McLarnon, neat head, good size,

neat wings and tail, trifle rough at thighs; 4,

Stewart; vhe. Young ; c, Crawford. VARIEG.
HEN : 1, Lavery, buff, good subs, right through,
rare head and neek, nicely braced wings and tail;

2, Carson, yell., neat head and neck, good width of
hack, well filled in

; 3, Hutson, buff. not a monster,
hut very shapely, neat wings and tail. Y’ELL. HEN,
UNFLIG. (7); 1, 2, Thompson, nicely proportioned
well filledi in back, full heads and necks, nicely cut
away: 13, 4, Foreman, neat heads and necks, nicely
braced wings and tails, hardly the subs, of leaders

;

vbc, Carlcton; lie, McAteer; c, Boyd. BUFF (4):
1, 3, Lavery, leader charming cl., nice type, neat
head, full neck nicely braced wings and good short
tail; 2, Stewart, nicely moulded body, heat head
and neck, nicely braced wings, gets well across
perch; 4, Scott. SELL., CK. (9):"l, Scott; 2. 4,
Boyd; 3, Foreman; vhc, Chrleton; he, Beattie; c,
Carson. HEN : 1, McBride; 2, vhc. Gray; 3, Young;
4, Carson. NOV., NOR. YELL. CL. OR TKD. (11):
1, Brown, a very nice cl., nice round head, well
filled in .neck, nicely moulded body, neat wings
and tail; 2, Mnrjihy, varieg., nice size, good type,
nice qual. of feather, neat wing carr.

; 3, McCrea,
el., good subs., nicely moulded body, shade smaller;
4. Montgomery; vhc, Clawson; he, Cowan; c, John-
stone. BUFF (11): 1, Brown, varieg., nice size
and *ubs., rare head and neck, good col. through-
out: 2, Clawson, cl., neat head and neck, nicely
moulded body, good broad hack, neat wings and

tail ; 3, Thompson, cl., medium size, fine head and
neck, abort flights; 4, Kane; vhc, Montgomery; he,
lllaii)

;
c, .YLCren. YELL. HEN («): 1, Jenkins,

charming wing tkd., neat head and neck, well filled

in hack, nicely moulded body, neat wings and tail;

2, Brown, cl., good head and neck, line qual. of
feather, shade smaller than leader; 3, he, Mont-
gomery, nice type, neat head, falls in wing carr.

;

4, Thompson; vhc, Kune; e, Clawson. BUFF (IS):

1, Jenkins, .short cobby body, good shape, neat
head and full neck, short wings and tail; 2, Cowan,
nice shape and feather, neat wings and tail, good
qual. of feather; 3, McVIckcr, good shaped head
and neck, short tail and wing, trifle wild; 4, John-
ston; vhc, Montgomery; lie, McCrea; c, Kane.
SELL., 15/-: 1, Boyd ; 2, Lavery; 3, yhc, Gray;
4, McBride. 10/-: 1, Stewart; 2, 3, 4, Gray; the,
Smyth. YORKS., YELL. CK. (9): 1, he, J. Wood,
lovely cl., grand length and style, well up on
perch, nicely balanced, smart wings, neat tail; 2,

Winkup, a very smart wing tkd., long and shapely,
neat head and neck, good wings, fine qual.

; 3, vhe,
Malcoin, fine length and style, good posi., nicely
balanced; 4, Fleming; c, Hurd. BUFF (7): 1,

Winkup, eye and wing tkd., grand length and style,

well up on perch, nicely balanced, smart wings,
neat tail; 2, 4, Hurd, very typical cl., rare length
of side, good wings and tail, capital shoulders; 3,

c, Malcolm, typical, nice pos., neat head and wings,
triflo rough; vhc, Fleming; he, Hyland. YELL.
HEN (8) : 1, Winkup, cl., fit as a fiddle, a good
Y'orkic all over, lovely feather; 2, c, Woods, fine

length, tightly braced wings, well up on -legs, good
qual.

; 3, vhc, Hurd;, typical, nice pos., neat head
and wings, fair length; 4, Fleming; he, Malcolm.
BUFF (7); ], vhc, Winkup, lovely cinn. mkd.,
stylish, fine pos., good length, nicely drawn, well
up on legs, in tip top form; 2, Malcoin, very smart
cl., lovely col. and qual., good length, straight back,
neatly braced wings; 3, c, Hurd, mkd. head, very
stylish, good pos., fails in head to leaders; 4,

Hyland; he, Fleming. YtjiLL. CK. (15): 1, c,

Regan, fine length, pos., and feather, well braced
wings, sweet head, 2, Webb, cl., slim built, nice
feather, neat wings and tail

; <S, Selford, good
length, nice qual., stands well; 4, Malcolm; vhc,
Sands; he. Couser. BUFF (9): 1, 2, Craig, very
smart brace of clears, lovely feather, well up on
leg, nice pos., grand lengtn; 3, Maclaine, very
stylish cinn. mkd., neat head, lovely qual. of
feather, not quite the length ; 4, Couser ; vhc, Scl-

ford; he, Webb; c, Malcomson. YELL. HEN (9):

1, Webb, lovely feather, straight as a rush, good
pos., lovely col. and qual., neat wing and tail: 2,

Selford, grand length, well drawn, well up on leg,

nice pipe tail, neatly braced wings; 3, Malcomson,
good feather and style, neat tail, rather pale in

col.; 4, Montgomery; vhc. Couser; he, Hunter.
BUFF (7): I, Regan, slim built, nice pos., well
braced wings, well up on legs; 2, Webb, good
length, nice feather and pos., neat tail and flights;

3, Loney, lovely leather, nice pos., fails in length;

4, Malcomson; vhc. Hunter; he, Williamson; c,

Lucas. LIGHT MULE (5): 1, Creighton, 3-pointed
jonque Goldf., grand col. and qual., bit more size,

.would he a topper; 2, Lavery, varieg. jonque
Canary-Greenf., grand size, col. and cond. ; 3, Car-
son, lightly varieg. Goldf., nice feather, good col.

and cond.; 4, vhc, Carlton. HY’B. (3): 1, Alexander,
Goldf.-Bullf., grand size and shape, full of col., in

good cond. ; 2, Alexander, Linnet-Bu-llf., nice size

and shape, in lovely order; 3, Alexander. A.O.C.,
MULES, DK. (11): 1, Creighton, jonque Goldf.,
rare size and shape, extensive blaze, full of col.;

2, 3, McLarnon, Linnet, nice col., good size and
shape, in good form ; 3, Lavery, Greenf.-Can., grand
size and col. in rare cond. ; 4, Beattie ; vhc,
Alexander; he, Carlcton. GOLDF. (11): 1, vhc,
Lavery, good size, deep coloured blaze, best of
tans, grand shape and size; 2, Creighton, neat face,

good col. tans and nice wing bars, good qual,; 3,

Ronaldson, lovely tanning and wing bars, not so
good in blaze as leaders; 4, Gillespie; he, Batter-
son; c, McAteer. LINNETS (11); 1, 2, Lavery,
lovely brace, grand shape, feather and pencilling,

in tip-top form
; 3, Dorman, rare size and shape,

finely laced front, fails in col. to leaders; 4, Patter-
son; vhe, Alexander; he, Boyd; c, Ervine. GREENF.
OR BUNTING (9): 1, Creighton, grand Yellow
Bunting, capital col., nice V markings, good size,

shape and cond. ; 2, 3, Lavery, Greenfinches, grand
stamp, rare heads, necks, and fronts, rich fights,

good col. and cond.; 4, Crawford; vhc, Beattie;
he, McBride; c, Griffiths. BULLF., ETC. (4): 1,

Creighton, Bramble, rare size, hot col., good
spangling, fine shape and cond. ; 2, Montgomery,
grand Chaffinch, nice size and shape, good col., fine

whites; 3, McBride, smart hen Bullf., fine cap and
bars; 4, Lavery. SISKIN, ETC. (8): 1, Griffiths,

sweet Siskin, grand col. and qual.; 2, McAteer,
Mealy Redpoll, grand size, cobby shape, rare col.

and cond., finely laced
; 3, c, Lavery, grand cond.,

nice bib, rare col.; 4, Crawford; vhc, Alexander;
he, Boyd. FOREIGN (2): 1, Stewart, grand Grey
Parrot, in lovely cond. ; 2, Watters. GIFT (22) ; 1,

Thompson; 2, Ronaldson; 3, Creighton; 4, Y’oung;
vhc, Neil; he, c, Lavery.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
Annual autumn show, Nov. 6, Victoria Hotel,

Charterhouse Street, E.C., one of the finest shows
the society has had for some time, showing the
society is doing better than ever. The showroom
is one of the finest and most central in London,
and the exhibits were well arranged all round by
the show committee, Messrs. Harrison, Durham,
Davey, and Cullers. There were 30 more entries
than last year, which is especially gratifying in

the present crisis. The Gilbert silver cup went to
Mr. M. A. Bell with 30 points; silver medal for
runner-up, Mr. Durham, 45; silver medal best bird,
Mr. Cullers. The society gave the usual eight
2s. fid. specials. Mr. W. Shakespears judged.
Champ. Nor., Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (4): 1, 3, Gilbert;

2, vhc. Bell. Buff (4): 1. 3, vhc, Gilbert; 2, Bell.
Mkd. or Var. Yell. (3); 1, Gilbert; 2, 3. H. Bell.
Buff: ], spl. Hell. Yell. Hen: 1. H. Bell. Buff:
1, H. Bell. Yorks, Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (3): 1, 2. 3,

Gilbert. Buff (3): 1. spl, 2. 3. Gilbert. Yell. Hen
(3): 1. spl, 2, 3, Gilbert. Nov. Nor., Cl. or Tkd.
Yell (8): 3. spl, 3, Davey; 2, c. M. A. Bell; 3, he,
Cullers: vhc, Harrison. Buff (7): l, M. A. Bell;
2, Harrison; 3, vhc. c. Cullers; he, Davey. Mkd.
or Var. Y’ell. (5): 1. Harrison; 2, M. A. Bell; 3,
he, Davey; vhc, Cullers. Mkd. or Var^ Buff (3):
1, spl, M. A. Bell; 2, Davey; 3, Harrison. Yell.
Hen (3): 1, 2, Bell; 3. Harrison. Buff (5): 1, 4
spls, 2, Cullers: 3, he, Bell; vhc, Harrison. Yorks,
Cl. or Tkd. Yell. (5): 1, Dyer; 2, Stubb; 3, vhc, c,
Durham. Buff (1): 1, spl, Durham; 2, 3, vhc,
Stubb. Mkd. or Var. Yell.: 1, Harrison. Buff: 3,

Stubb. Yell. Hen (5): 1. spl, he, Stubb; 2, 3,
Durham

; vbc. Dyer. Buff (4) : 1, 2, 3, Durham
;

vhc. Dyer. Crest (2): 1, 2, Mrs. Green. C.-B. (2):
1, Harrison; 2. Mrs. Green. A.O.V.: 1, spl, Stubb.
Goldf. or Bullf. (4); 3, spl, H. Bell; 2, Stubb; 3,
Pretty

; vhc, M. A. Bell. Linnet (4) : 3, Pretty ;

2, 31 arisen
; 3, Davey ; vhc, Durham. Greenf. or

Chaff. (4): 3. Stubb; 2, Davey; .3, vbc. Pretty.

—

W. Gilbert. Hon. /Sec.

COVENTRY.
The Coventry Goill.a C.B.8., held its inti) annual

open show, Nov. 27, ut the Sydenham Palace, Ford
Street. The room is an excellent one and the show
was undoubtedly the best yet held by the society,
the entries numbering just over 300, while the quality
of the exhibits was excellent throughout. In the
Norwich section some of the " Knuts " were there;
other varieties were not ho large in number, hut con-
tained many well-known winners. The President,
Councillor 8. G. Poole, opened the show, and con-
gratulated the society on (he splendid lot of r\
Dibits. Mr. A. Wright, show manager, afterwards
presented Councillor Poole on behalf ol the Society
with a bird and cage, as a, mark of appreciation of
bin services. The following officials had the whole
of tlio arrangements well in hand:—Chairman, F.
Buckley; vice-chair., I 1'. Smith; auditors, II Mann,
W. F’ishcr; committee, Messrs. i(. Adkins, W. A.
Wills, W. Arundcll, G. Radburn, F, Bache, J. Pitch,
A. Tansloy, ami K. Biekley

;
show manager, A.

Wright; t.reas,, G. Cox; bon. sec., F. A. Grech. Mr.
H. W. Battye, Hiiddersfle’d, judged.
CL., ETC. YELL. (10): 3, 3, Stubbs Bros., large

cl., good type, rich col., good head and neck, clean
cut; 3, wing and saddle mkd., grand col. and qual.,
perhaps a trifle flat on head, otherwise good, both
well known winners; 2, Thomas, ey ; mkd,, not so
typical as winner, hut a good one, red hot; vhc,
Silk; he, Hathaway; c, Turner. BUFF (35): 3,
Turner, grand type, short thick set, nice even col :

2. Stubbs Bros., very typical, nice rich col., good
wing carr.

; 3, he, Thomas, mkd. head and neck, nice
short thick set bird, rich col., nicely cut away under-
neath; vhc, Hulse; c, Hathaway. 11EN (13): 3,
Gibbons, tkd. yell., lovely qual., nice even col., car-
ries wings and tail nicely; 2, Growdridge, large
tkd. buff, lovely qual., nice head and neck, trifle
long; 3, Ilulse, cl. yell., exquisite qual., grand bead
and neck, good wing carr.

; vhc, he, Hathaway; c,
Thomas. UNFLIG. YELL. (38); 1, sp, beet unfligli ,

Turner, w ing mkd., grand type, short, thick set hird,
nice wing carr., brim full of col., wins Ramsdcn’s
sp. ; 2, Thomas, eye mkd., large bird nice even col.,
hardly so rich; 3, Stubbs Bros., tkd back of head,
grand tyj>e, lovely col. and qual., hard lines

;
vhc.

Draper; he, Hathaway; c, Godley. UNFLIG. BUFF
(34): 3, Stubbs Bros., well up in size, grand col.
and qual., wine well; 2, Godley, rich col., splendid
qual. of feather; 3, he, Gilbert, better type, nice
neat head and neck, fails col.

; vhc, Turrall
; c.

Silk. UNFLIG. HEN (14): 3, Thomas, cl. yell.,
nice even col., neat head and wings, very sweet
hen

; 2, Godley, cl. buff, grand col. and qual., nice
head and neck, good wing carr.

; 3, Hathaway, cl.

yell., good col., nice qual. ; vhc, Gough and Foach

;

he, Emery; c, Stubbs Bros. NAT. COL. (9): 3, G.
Dickinson, buff mkd. eyes, head, and wings, large
good type, nice head and neck ; 2, Goosey, cl. yell.,

good type and qua!.; 3, Growdridge, good sized buff,
fails only in qual.; vhc, Hathaway, we liked as much
as anything in the class; he, Buckley; c, Ilorwood.
GINN. (4): 3, 2, Godley, leader, lovely typo, grand
col., neat wings and tail

; 2nd similar bird, but
trifle long in tail; 3, Mills, buff, good type, nice
even col., good bead and neck; vhc, Wright. UN-
FLIG. (5): 3, Godley, yell., good col. and qual.,
nice type; 2, Wright, buff, good' size and type, nice
col., good cond.; 3, Mills, Jonque, very neat, hardly
so large; vhc, Wright; he, Radburn. YORKS., CL.
OR TKD. YELL. (5): 3, Dykes, good col. and qual.,
grand length and pos., neat wings

; 2, Swindon, even
col., trifle stouter; 3, Richards, varieg. yell., good
length, nice qual. BUFF (6): 1, Dykes, lovely col.
and qual., nice head and neck, rare length ; 2, Cow-
ley, grand qual., neat wings and tail; 3, vhc. Rich
ards, good col. and qual., fails neek. HEN (4): 1,

Dykes, stylish, nice length, neat wings
; 2, Cowley,

good col. and qual., nice pos.; 3, Fetch, stylish, but
fails tail to winner. UNFLIG. (8): 1, Dykes, rich
wings and tail ; 2, Cowley, stylish, rich col., neat
wings; 3, Owen Jones, goodi qual., wants a wash
vhc, Richards; be, Swindon; c, Hymas. CREST
OR C.B. (3): 3, 2, sp, Gilbert., C.B., large, thick-
set bird, good cushioned head, well browed ; 2,
clear body, D.C., good cent., nice droop

; 3, Barker,
large green C.B., plenty of featber. UNFLIG. 3):
I, Barker, varieg D.C., nice veiny feather, good
droop, neat cent.

; 2, Taylor, wing mkd., D.C., neat
but small; 3, grey crest, no name in catalogue.
A.O.V. (30): 3, Godley, foul cinn., good size, grand
col. and qual.; 2, Gilbert, even mkd. Nor., nice type,
good col. and qual.; 3, YVrigbt, nat. col. green Nor.,
nice type and qual; vhc, Cox; be, Growdridge; e,

Fincher. NOR., 30s. LIMIT, HEAVILY VARIEG.
(2): 3, Dickinson; 2, Turrall. CL. OR TKD. (31):
3, Collier; 2, Thomson; 3, Goosey. HEN (13); I,

Hulse; 2, Edwards ; 3, Dean. UNFLIG. (11): 1,

Collier; 2, Huglies; 3, Thompson. OPEN NOV. NOR.
Y’ELL. (14) : 1, Dean, el., yell., nice type, good
wings, even col.

; 2, sip, Fincher, yell, var., grand
col. and qual., neat wings, clean cut; 3, Arundell,
foul green, nice type and qual.; vhc, Nelson; ho,
Dickinson; c, Growdridge. BUTT (20): 1, Day and
Sturgcss, eye mkd., good type, nice col. and qual.;
2, Saunders and Fincher, head and neck mkd., even
col., lovely qual., good head and neck, trifle long;
3, vhc, Bailey, heavily varieg., good col. and qual.

;

he, Buxton; c. Buckley. LIGHT CAN. HY’B. (3): 3,

Gilbert, nearly cl. Goldf.-Can., “Peeping Tom,”
grand col., well known; 2, Lawrance, el., fails in
col.; 3, Smith, lightly varieg. DARK CAN. (2):

1, 2, Lawrance. Goldf.-Can. and Cinn. Linnet-Can., in

nice cond. BETWEEN 2 BRIT. : 1. 2. Gilbert,
Greenf-Bullf., takes sp. best mule or hybrid, 2nd,
Bramblcf-Chaffinch. GOLLY. OR BULLF. (32): 3,

sp, Checksfield, Goldf., nice size, good square cut
blaze, -neat wings and bars; 2, Poole, Bullf., good
cap, nice col., very steady ; 3, Edwards, Bullf.,

good col. and cap. hardly so. large, otherwise equal.
LINNET OR GREENF. («) all winneivt," Greenfinches:
I, Dickinson, good col. ; 2, Poole, trifle larger, falls

col. ; 3, Buckley, seemed a bit out of sorts when we
saw it;. vhc, Smith; he, Wright. SISKIN, ETC. (2):

1, Gibbons, Twite, nicely mkd., good eol. ; 2. Ciiecks-
fiekl, well mkd. Siskin. A.O.V. HARDBILL (5):

3, Poole, nice large Hawf., good col. and steady;
2, 3, Checksfield, Yellow Bunting, nicely mkd., well
shown, and a Hawfinch. SOFTBiLL (3): 3, Burrows,
lovely Redstart, in the pink of cond. ; 2. 3, Colton ;

2, Whinchats, leader, nice col. and cond. SELL. 21s. :

1, Taylor
, 2, Wright

; 3, Hathaway.
LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.

Members’ show, Oct. 30. Railway Hotel, Laister-
dvke, Mr. II. Sutcliffe judged the 70 birds staged
and gave general satisfaction. Cl. Tied. Yell. (9):

1, 4, J. Chippindale; 2, Swaine ; 3, Padgett. Buff
(6): 1, 2, Swaine; 3, Symes; 4, Chippindale. Cl. Tkd.
Yell. Hen (8): 1, 4, Syrnes; 2. Swaine; 3, Chippin-
dale. Buff (5) : 3, Swaine

; 2. 3, 4, Chippindale.
Mkd. Hen (7): 1, Gledhill; 2, 3, 4. Symes. Cinn.
(2); 3, 2, Hodgson. Cinn. Hen (1): 1, Hodgson.
Nov. Cl. Tkd. Yell. (9): 1, 3, 4. Pownall; 2. Reid
and Son. Buff (4) : 1, 3, 4, Reid and Son

; 2, Bower.
Mkd. (0): 3, 2. Reid and Son; 3. 4, Pownall. Cl.

or Tkd. Yell. Hen (7): 3, 2, 4, Reid and Son; 3,

Bancroft. Buff (5): 3, 4, Bower; 2, 3, Fownall. Mkd.
-Hen (3): I, F. S. Foster.—YV. H. Symes, Hon. Sec.

SOUTH LONDON F.A.
Forty-first annual exhibition, Constitutional Club,

Old Kent Road, Nov. 18. The entry was a fairly
good one, considering the number of fanciers with
the colour) anil engaged in war work. Norwich were
an unusually fine lot, some of the birds having taken
full honours in open competition; special for best
bird in the section went to .Mr. Hodder's mkd. buff,
a massive full-headed bird of good quality; the
same owner secured special for 2nd best with a
grand yell, hen, and also exhibited a very promising
unllighted yell., which stood first in its class. Mr.
Diamond annexed the Lee trophy for best Novice
will) a very nice buff that mould make up well*
Y’orks. made a nice show, quality being well to the
fore. Mr. Clarke staged a capital uriflighted yellow,
winning the cup for best uriflighted', also the special
for best Yorks.; he sent also a very typical marked
bird that stood first in its class. Borders were
good, some of the winners being excellent examples
of flic variety. Messrs. Burton Bros, won challenge
cup lor best young birr! with a charming huff staged
to perfection; special for best Bird was secured by
Mr. J. Williams with a lovely yellow of grand type
arid quality. Mr. J. Luckhani acted as show man-
ager and sec., and carried out his duties in splendid
style, his assistants being Messrs. Horton, Harris,
Biss, Fairman, Fuller, Martin, and Diamond. Mr. H.
Norman judged.

Nor., Cl. or Tkd.: 1, 2, Hoddcr; 3, Crawford and
Matthes; vhc, he, c, Laeeohee. Mkd.: 1, 2, Hodder;
3, Laccohce; vhc, lie, Crawford arid Matthes; c,

Harris. Hen: 1. 2, Hodder; 3, Crawford and Mat-
thes ; vhc, he, Laccohce; c, Harris. Unflig.: 3, 2,

Hodder; 3, Harris; vhc, Crawford and Slatthes.
Hen: 1, Hodder; 2,- Crawford and Matthes. Yorks.
Ck.: 1, 2, Cant; 3, Fair-man. Hen: 1, Fairman. Uu-
flig. : 1, 3, Clarke; 2, he, Fairman ; vhc, Cant. Mkd.:
1, Clarke; 2, 3. vhc, Fairman. Hen: 3, Fairman;
2, Clarke. Bord.: 1, 2, Burton Bros.: 3, vhc, Rev.
Soames. Ben: 1, Burton Bros.; 2, Kcv. Soames.
Unflig.: 1, 3, Burton Bros.; 2, Rev. Soames. Hen:
1, Burton Bros. Nov.: Nor. Ck.: 1, Diamond; 2,

Martin. Unflig.: 1, 3, Diamond; 2, vhc, Adams.
Hen: 3, Martin; 2, Diamond. Y’orks. Ck.: 1, 2, Mar-
tin; 3, e, Pratt; vhc, Hallam; lie, Saunders. Hen:
1, Adanus. Unflig.: 1, 2, 3, Hallam; vbc, Pratt.
Bord., Cl. or Tkd.: 1, 3. Williams; 2, Joplin; vhc.
Kay; lie, c, Martin. Mkd.: 1, Joplin; 2, Kay. Hen:
3, c, Martin; 2, vhc, Joplin; 3, Williams; he. Kay.
Unflig.: 1, 3, vhc, Martin; 2, Kay, Mkd.: 1, Joplin;

2, Martin. Hen: 1, he, Williams; 2, 3, Martin; vhc,
Joplin. Hvb. : 1, Saunders; 2, Fairman.

jCITY of BRADFORD O.S.
Fourth members’ show. Oct. 23. Mr. W. A

Cowgill judged the 92 birds shown Open Yorks
Yell. Ck (5): X, Heiliwell; 2, 3, 4, Symes. A.O.V.
Ck. (3): 1, Horsfleld; 2, 3, Hunter. Unflig. Ck. (7):

1. 3, c, Heiliwell; 2, 4, lie, Elsegood: vhc, Horsfleld.

Yell. Hen (7): 3, vhc, lie. e, Heiliwell; 2, 3, 4,

Symes. Buff (7); 3, 3, Heiliwell; 2, 4, Horsfleld:

vhc. lie, Symes; c. Hunter. Nov. Yell. Ck. (7):

3, 2, he, Rhodes; 3, vhc. Bolton and Lunn; 4

Bowes; c, McEwcn. A.O.V. Ck. .’4): 3. Copland.

2. McEwen; 3, Bolton and Lunn; 4, Rhodes. Unflig

(13): 1, Bow'es; 2, Sykes: 3, 4, Bolton and Lunn:
vhc, c. Wood; he, McEwen. Yell. Hen (5): 1.

Bolton and Lunn ; 2, 3, YVoad ; 4, vhc, Bowes
Buff (9): 1, 2, Bolton and Lunn; 3, YVoad; 4

Rhodes; vhe, Bowes; he. Cojiland ; c, McEwcn
Nor. Yell. Ok. (7): I. 2, Kalierry ; 3, 4, vhc. Plow
right; be. Roe; c, Airton. Buff (8): 1, vhc, he. c.

Plowright; 3, Kaberry; 2, 4, Airton. A.V. Hen (10):

1, 2. Kaberry: 3. vlic, he, c, Plowright; 4, Airton.

—YV. Heiliwell, Sec.
(Other Show Reports on page 279.)

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Gateshead (Durham).—Rochester Street Sunday

Schools, Dec. 11. Judges, F. YV. Laidlow, T
Almond, J. Stewart, A. Montgomery, .J. Maddison
51 classes: Nor. 8 (2 Nov.), Crests 4, Y’orks 7 (2

Nov.), Scotch Fancy 2, Bord 9 (2 Nov.). A.O.V. 1.

Sell 3, Mules 3. Brit. 11 (1 Nov.), For. 3. Prizes:

10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee 1/-. Ent. close Dec. G to YV

Curry, C, Roxburgh Place, Newcastle.
Great Horton (Bradford).—Cross Lane Counci'

School, Dec. 11. Judge, H. YV. Battye. 37 classes:

Y’orks, 18 (open), 14 Novice; 3 Selling. Fee 1/6

Entries close Dec. 7 to A. YV. Hartley, Cragg Street,

Gt. Horton, Bradford.
Sale (Cheshire).—Social Club. Chapel Road, Dec

30-11. Judges, J. W. Metcalfe, C. Houlton. 60

classes' : Yorks. 36 (6 Amat. or Nov.), Nor. 15 (6

Amat. or Nov.), Bord. 13. Sell. 2, Brit. 10 (1 Sell.).

Mules' 4. Prizes: 10/-, 5/-. 3-, 2/-. Fee 1 6. Ent.
close Dec. 6. or first post Dec. 7, to—YV. Middleton,
26, Northenden Road.

(Hub (Reports.
NORWICH PLAINHEAD CLUB.
List of winners of the N.P.C. specials: Most

points champ., Crawshaw, 122 points; 2, Cook, 112:

3, Thomas, 31 ; 4, Hirst, 76. 2s. 6d. spls. : Preston
A. Hirst; Accrington, Carlisle, Sheffield, Ardwick.
and Manchester, Biease and Son; Halifax, Granger
Blease and Son won silver teapot with 38 jioints

Amateur: Most points, 1, YVharton, 56; 2, Fildes.

55 ; 3, Spencer, 54. 2s. Gd. spls. : Preston, YY’hartor :

Accrington. Cook and Son
; Carlisle, Mitchell

:

Sheffield, Mitchell and Chilton join; Ardwick am'
Manchester, YY'harton ; Halifax, Wharton and Cool
and Son join; Mr. J. YVharton won 10s. spl. wit)

18 If the above are -not correct, kindly write to
Sec.—F. Cunliffe, Sec.

Vhe poultry!;
WORLD. . . !

A MAGNIFICENT
XMAS DOUBLE *

NO. THIS WEEK.
Lovely Coloured Plate and many J

Special Attractions •

I

2d. from all Newsagents 2d*
f.

Advertisement Forms & specimen copv from ?

-POULTRY WORLD,”
n 154, Fleet St., London, E.C
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DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

CANARY QUERIES
Answer*1 ii liy CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

BUCHANITE, -Replied to I))’ l>Ost.

PULLS OUT FEATHERS (li. M. H.j. 1 1 vvottUl

help considerably In bringing iho biril into song

nirlier than otherwise li you could keep him where

he could hear another tree singer tor a week or

iwo. Short of this the following treatment should

lie successful, though not. perhaps, quite so speedy,

(live a staple diet of plain canary seed oniy.

addition give separately half a teaspoon!' id

summer rape and a morsel of banana every ms

till),, and on tin? alternate days a similar quantity

of \i mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, millet,

teazle and broken groats, and a morsel ol bread

and mill, sprinkled with soft sugar. In the drink-

ing water every second day for a fortnight add

ten drops of lemon juice, six of glycerine, and as

much chlorate of potash as will over a sixpence.

Continue the above method of feeding for three

or four weeks if necessary.
. . ,

CONSTIPATION (Yellow Norwich). 1 ms is what,

troubles your bird. In addition lo ji ur present

staple diet give half a tcuspoonfui of Die seed

mixture every third day, hut omit tie |r. pottion

of hemp tor the present und .substitute in its 'place

the same proportion of 'indeed. On 1 he intervening

days between .giving the pineh of mixed seed, give

Urst a morsel of broad and milk ^prink led with

.oft sugar, and next a small spray of watercress,

if vou cun get it quite free from Host, otherwise

give instead a morsel of raw or boiled carrot. In

the di'inking water, two days in every three lor

a week, and every second day for another week

afterwards, add six drops of syrup of rhubarb and

as much Kpsom sails as will cover a sixpence.

v\D There may be many causes for the trouble: the

situation or environments of the bird; a predis-

posed habit of the individual, or the manner in

which .it is kept; but more often than anything

(dse it arises from the dietary containing too small

a proportion of laxative items in the food, or

lack of some green salad or fruit of some kind.

A LISTLESS SPECIMEN (Hopeful). -Possibly the

bird mav be in an overfed condition, but you give

no clue on this matter. Try the following treat-

ment for three or four weeks, and then, il there

is no improvement, write again, and repeat par-

ticulars, and say whether he is in a plump or

emaciated condition of body. Give a stapie diet

Instead 20 drops of chemical fodtT two days In

every three for two or three weeks.
NOT CEASED MOULTING (Norwich Canary).—

First of all, see that the bird is quite free from
direct oold draughts, and is not exposed to rapid

extremes of heat ami cold, or damp. Then you
may treat it the same as advised to “ Shum " in

this issue for a month, except that in your case

instead of the chemical food after the Urst week
give four drops each of tincture of gentian? tinc-

ture of ealumba, and tincture of steel every tecond
day until the feathers cease dropping. If the bird

does not soon begin to show signs of coming in

song after the, moulting is stopffed write fjg&in,

and refer to this reply.

RISING MOPES (Puzzled).- it is quite possible

for even the most experienced to nrake a mistake
in the sex of the bird, but the error Is not so likely

to be repeated so often as to fell two cocks for

hens—the reverse would Ik* a more likely direction

for such an error to take. On the other hand, it

in not at all unusual for hens to utter a more or

le s sustained twitter, which occasionally assumes
the character of a song. The vocal efforts of the

Ijen, however, are very rarely such as to be really

mistaken for those of even a moderately proficient

cock, being decijcdly more broken -and scrappy

than tiioso of the cock, ami there is not the same
inflation and pronounced throbbing of the throat
during the performance in the lien ns is the case

with the cock. It is not possible to f.ay definitely

whether any given bird is a cock or hen from a

description, so the best tiling you could do, if

still in doubt, would be to get rorne experienced
fancier to look at them ard give you an opinion.

By the by o, you should not hang them in i window,
Wiiich is about the worst place you could choose.

Kind these replies for the past few weeks, and you
Will gather the reason why.

CLUB AND SOCIETY KOTICLS.

CANARY QUERISTS
thou Ul coiisiiIJ St. John's "Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners ’’ (Id.); House's " Canary Manual ’’ (1/2);

lialtije's "Yorkshire Canaries" (1/H); Houses “Nor-

ui ich Canaries" (1/1); Weston's "Stock Huoh" (~d.);

l>r. Clarke's "Septic or Bird fever’ (T if.); Norman's
‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages

"

(2/3); Itamsden't

"Colour feeding' 1 (3)d.); "Seeds and foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell” booklets (SJd. each):

Ao. 5 "The i‘cl Cunary" Ao. 6 " Ailing Birds and

lloio to Cure Them,'’ A'o. 9 " The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," Ao. 10 “The Bolter,'' Ao. 23

"The Border fancy," Ao. 24 "Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices quoteu

are post free, from "Cage Birds," 134. fleet Street,

l.ondon , K.C. .

if three parts canary to one part summer rape

.nixed together. Xu addition give separately halt

± teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake, with about

half the same quantity of a mixture of equal parts

maw and gold of pleasure mixed in it every third

day. and on the intervening days give rirst a

similar quantity of a mixture of equal parts hemp,

niger, white millet, teazle and linseed, and next

a small spray of watercress, when you can get it

quite free from frost, and at other times sub-

stitute a morsel of banana or raw or toiled carrot.

In the drinking water every second day for a week

add ten drops of lemon juice and as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and after this give

instead four drops each of tincture of gentian,

tincture of ealumba, and dilute sulphuric acid

even second day for a fortnight.

BARE NECK AND DAMAGED WING (A. P. A
Novice).—(1) 1 am afraid the naldness appearing

at this time docs not augur well for its recovery.

However, try what the following treatment wilt do

for it in the course of a month or so. In addi-

tion to the usual seed diet give half a teaspoonful

of crushed sponge cake slightly dusted v.th flour

of sulphur and then sprinkled with maw seed every

second day for a fortnight, and cn the alternate

days give half a teaspoonfui of a mixture of equal

parts niger. white millet, linseed and broken gloats,

and add to the drinking water ten drops of 1, mon
juice and as much chlorate of i otash as will cover

a sixpence. At the end of a fortnight discontinue

the treatment for one week, and then begin it

again anil give it lor another fortnight. Give

morsel of sweet fruit or green salad three times

a week, but be careful that you do not give the

latter in a frosted condition. (2) For the damaged
wing you should keep the bird in a moderate-sized

cage, with a light cover thrown over the front,

and the seed and water vessels, and also the

perches, arranged in the most convenient way you

can manage for the bird, so that it does not have

am need to use the wing in the least degree.

Keep it as quiet as possible lor two or three weeks,

by "which time the enforced rest for the wing will

doubtless have done all that is necessary to remedy

the mischief.
, , . , .

DOES NOT SING (Shum).-See that the bird does

not hang in or very near a Window, nor high up

near the ceiling, t am not quite clear whether

you give all the seeds you mention Cor the staple

diet or only as extras. In any case give as staple

a simple mixture composed only of three parts

canary to one part summer ra[>c. In addition to

this give every second day half a teaspoonfui of

a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet

teazle and broken groats, and on the alternate

davs a similar quantity of crushed sponge cake with

foiir drops irf sherry and two of cod liver

emu hion well mixed in it and sprinkled with inaw

seed. Give a morsel of banana or boiled carrot

three times a week. Allow him to bathe twice

week, on mild days, and always offer the bath

early in the day during these short days. In the

drinking water add 20 drops of fluid magnesi

every second day for a week, and afterwards give

BRITISH BIBBS,
MULES AN3 HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BREEDING WITH FIELD-MOULTED LINNET

(E. M. H.).—As a rule one has no difficulty in

breeding from lield-moulted Linnets. They not only

prove attentive partners, but generally fertilise eggs

well. This being so. one might well ask why house-

moulted birds are preferred, and the answer is that
they are more tractable, and therefore less likely

to upset the hen or young ones by dashing about
the cage at the slightest disturbance. Your bird

will lie quite ail right, as you will have plenty of

time during the winter months to get him steady

and m nice condition for breeding. You should let

him ll.v in a fairly large cage with the hen Canary;
occasionally running him into a smaller one to keep
him steady.
SELECTING BIRDS FOR AVIARY (T. Berry).—

In making a selection of birds for breeding pur-

poses in an aviary it is as well to have an excess

of hens, but one wants to make sure that the birds

selected will agree together, as there is no more
terrible battle in the bird world than when two hens
take a thorough dislike to each other, and com-
mence to quarrel in the breeding season. Bullfinch

liens, as a rule, do not agree well together, so I

would not rely too much upon them. You might
very well substitute a Greenfinch hen or a Siskin

in place of one or two of them, of course removing
tlie Greenfinch cock. As regards

_
the Buntings, l

do not think you are wise in keeping both
;
replace

oue with a Goldfinch hen. If you do this you wi I

require another cock bird, say a Twite or Redpoll.

Your next aviary should contain only three Canary
hens, as the Linnet will in all probability only mate
with one. leaving the Goldfinch to took after the
others. Your suggestion for the third aviary should

do verv well.

JAY PLUCKING HIMSELF (M. A. Burgess).—
Either your bird is infected with insects or the food
you are giving him is too heating. Unfortunately,
you do not say how you are treating him ; “meat
and Jay's food” may mean anything. You see,

t am unable to guess at the kind of meat or what
the Jay's food consists of. Although these birds

are hardy, they require proper treatment, or they
soon do badly. Yon had better examine him for

insects, and, if you fiud any, dust him well with

insect powder, repeating the process until you have
cleared him. I would also advise you to send to this

office for the Nutshell booklet on the larger in-

sectivorous birds; this contains full directions upon

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Boulton's great work. " Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/6); A'orman's “British Bird Manual’’
(2/3); or Part 1 “Uardbills" (1/1). Bart 2 "Softbills

1
'

(l'l); “ Aviaries . Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2 3):

"Seeds, foods, and Wild Plants

"

(12); “ Secrets of

Hybrid Breeding’’ (1/2); Clarke's “Septic or Bird

fever'’ (7d.); “Colour-feeding ” (3^.); or the "Nut-
shell” booklets (2Jd.. each) ; Ao. I “Goldfinch,"
Ao. 2, "Linnet," Ao. 3 "Skylark." No. 1. “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," Ao. 11 "Bullfinch," Ao. 13
“ Chaffinch ,” .Yo. 15 "Greenfinch." Ao. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 "Small Insectivorous

Birds," Ao. 26 “ Large Insectivorous Birds, " Ao. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How lo Cure Them," Ao. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, Hirdrooms, cle.," Ao. 12 “ How to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Brices quoted arc post free from “ Cage
Birds." 174. fleet Street. London. P. .C.

feeding Jays, Magpies, and Jackdaws. Before making
a change in your feeding, give the bird a good
aperient, sav as much Glauber salts as will cover

a shilling, dissolved in 3 tablespoonsful of water.

As you keep him indoors, you should let him have
a dailv bath.
TRAINING MULES (T. Wilton).—Mules bred from

a British bird and a Roller hen are not. as a rule,

quite so noisy in their song as the birds bred from
the Norwich or Yorkshire hens. I regret that I

am unable to tell what would be the result of carry-
ing out your suggestion, and although it would cer-

tainly be very interesting. I am afraid the trial

would ho disappointing, as Nature will assert itself,

no matter what the training.

Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A Dec. 7, St.
Thomas <>!d Schoolroom, entrance Chapel Street, 8.

Cage making demonstration. Ticket money to be sent
in.— J. Spencer.

Atterclitte C.B.S.—Dec. 9, Horse and Jockey Hotel,
7.,'iU Annual meeting, election »( officers, rules, etc,
payment of prize money. Will members bring or
send all ticket money.— J2. Johnson.
Bacup Roller C.C.— Dec. 7, Park Hotel, Bactip, 7.30.

faying prize money, etc., and enrolling new members.
Geo. Johnson.
Bowling B.F.A.—Dec 6, Barley Alow, 7.30. Business

important -J. Nlcboll.
Brighton & Hove C.B.A.—Dec. 8, headquarters.

Members' annual show. Judging at 2 by Mr. Geo.
Gardner. Schedules have been sent to ad fully-paid
members.- W. H. Gibb.
Burtonon-Trent.—Dee. 7, New Inn, 8. Table show,

yellow cocks, buff liens. -A. Wood.
Bolton C.B.S Dec. 7, Joiner's Arms, Deansgate, 8.

Old bird show business, etc. P. llrierley.
Bonnyrigg C.B.S.—Dec. II, Forester's Arms, 7.

Business important. J. Stirling.

Bradford East O.S. Dee. 7, Park Chapel School-
rooms, 8. General business; lecture by .Mr. G. Snead
on breeding and rearing. Hearty welcome to new
members.— J. Spencer.

Bostic C.B.S.— Dec. 7, St. Andrew's Hal), 8.

General business. Entries taken for old show, Dec.
XI.— A. E. Huyton.
Clapham C.B.A.—Dec. 7, 8. Selection of medals.

Medal winners please attend. T. J. Hose.
Crystal Palace & Pcnge C.B.S.—Dec. 8, Alexandra

Hotel, Pcnge, 7.30. Report of show, electing audi-
tors, etc. Kindly note, alteration in time owing to
new regulations.—W. D. Fryett.
Cowdenbeath C.B.S.— Dee. 4, Raith Arms Inn, 6.

General business.—A. Robertson.
Coventry Godiva C.B.S.—Dee. 6, Sydenham Palace,

S. Important business. F. A. Green.
Dubmrre Workmen’s Club C.B.S.—Dec. 4, Dubmire

Workmen’s Club, 6. Entries lor annual show and
other important business.— G. T. Lynn.
Dulwich and Peckhnm C.B.S.—Dec. 7, Reindeer

Hotel, Rye Lane, S.E., 7.30. Prize distribution and
general meeting; subs, arc overdue.—D. Reeks.
Denton C.B.S.—Doe. 7, Sec.'s residence, 8. Balance

sheet, auditor’s report, election of officers, any other
business.—A. Wright.

Darlington C.B.S.—Dee. 8, George Hotel. 7.80.

Members’ prize money paid and other business.—F.
Stothard.
Edinburgh North-Eastern O.S Dec. C, Regent Hall,

Abbeymount, 8. Financial report, election of office-

bearers, anil paying cf prize money ; new members
enrolled at this meeting.—R. S. Spence.

Eccleshitl C.B S.— Dee. 4, Fountain Inn, 6.30.

General and other special business re having show
on tlie morning of Jan. 1. Subs due.—S. Wilcock.

Falkirk Good Intent—Dec. 4, 80, Graham's Road,
7.30. Placing specials for show, Dec. It ; Fanciers
wishing to join come forward to this meeting.—W.
Clarkson.
Farnworth C.B.S—Dec. 8, Church House, Church

Road, 8. Special general meeting, selecting auditors,
etc.—W. Dawson.

Fife C.B.L.-Dee. 11, Lochgelly, 5.— J. Sneddon.
Cuiseley Jfeadon Dec. 4. Regent Hotel. 7.

December show business. Judge, P. Alason, Shipley.
—W. Rose.

Gt. Horton O.S.—Dec. 4, Station Hotel, 3. Mem-
bers' show. Judge. Air. L. C. Casey.—A. W. Hartley.
Gateshead C.B.S.—Dec. 4, 8, special meeting to

allot additional specials. Members please bring their
entries.—W. Curry.

Halifax O.S Dec. 4, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Balance sheet lor annual open show. Nomination
for officials and new rules, or alterations, to be
handed or sent to Sec H. Clegg.

Halifax C.B.S.—Dec. 9, King Cross Band Room.
Slfbw of Canaries (hen birds); birds staged 7.30.;

and meeting Judge, J. H. Fowle, of Qucensbury.—
A. Sutcliffe.

Leyton C.B.A.—Dee. 6, headquarters, 8. Distribu-
tion of cups and prizes won at annual show.—A. W.
Farmer.

Llanelly C.B.S.— Dec. 4. Greyhound Hotel, 8. Im-
portant business, also collection ol specials, etc., to
enalile schedules to be printed.—D. H. Davies.
London and Counties A.C.B Dee. 4, Victoria

Hotel. Charterhouse Street, E.C., 7.30. Judging
competition of Norwich ami Yorks. Final Judge,
Air. W. Sliakespear. Three prizes given. Please
bring some birds —W. Gilbert.
Leeds C.B.S.— Dec. 4, Lockhart's, Biiggate (next

door to Hope Bros.), 7.80. Table show of hem-

very important; many subs, arc much overdue.—E.
Norton.

Larkhall C.B.A.-Dec. 11, Y.M.C.A. Halls, C. First
table show, Norwich, 4 classes. Mr. P. Al. Itae’s
special lor most points

;
entry money as usual

;

arrange next tabic sliow.—T. J. McGregor.
Leeds Roller C.C.—Dec. 4, Lockhart's, 55, Brig-

gate, 7 33. Important business is down lor decision.
— H. Best.

Leicester Hand in-Hand C.B.S.—Dec. 7, White
Swan, 8. Table show.—A. F’recstone.
Manchester and Northern Counties O S Dec. 6,

Deansgate Hotel, 8. January show business, room,
date, etc.—F. Wilkinson.
Metropolitan C.B.A.—Dec. 16, Kelvcdon Hall. Wal-

ham Green, 8. Paying prize money of annual show;
I report of annual sliow

; a pleasant evening; members
may bring a friend.—H. F. Bowring.
Morley C.B.S.—Dec. 7, headquarters, 8. Final

arrangements for last show of season.—J. W.
Mitchell.
Norwich 'Plainhead Club.—Will members who have

not yet paid their subs, for 1915 kindly forward
same, and oblige.—F. Cnnliffe,
Nelscn, Colne C B.S.— Dec. 7, 117, Every Street. 8.

Show, etc. Please note change of address from
Phillips Lane.— D. Watts, Sec., 37, Alkincoates Load,
Come.
OPenshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Dec. 8, 8.30, Club Room,

Alhambra Theatre. Higher Openshaw. Gen. business,
show business, subs. due.^-A. W. Newton.
Plumstcad and Woolwich C.B.S.— Dec. 9, Trinity

Schools, Bercsford Street, Woolwich, 8. Annual
general meeting, audit report; Nov. show settlement,
election of officers, 1916; programme for 1910.—G. H,
Maciellan.
Pelton Fell C.B.S.—Nov. 27, Colliery Inn. Special

meeting, to pay prize money and specials.—James
Stanger.
Perth City and County C.B.S.—Dec. 6. Laidlaw's

Rooms, Leonard Street, 8. Balance sheet for the
year, and other business.—J. L. Smith.
Pontypool C.B.S.—Dec. 4, headquarters, 7. Show

business and placing cf specials; important.—H. H.
Vaughan.
Queen's Park C.B.A.—Dec. 9, Emmanuel Hall, Har-

row Road, W., 8. Norwich table show and judging
competition; arrange schedule for matched pair

show; nomination of officers and judges lor 1916.

—

W. It. Beasaut.
Springhurn, Fossil Park C.B C.—Dec. 6, Reid Hall,

8. To receive eutxies for annual sliow, Dec. 11.—
S. Waugh.
South-West London C.B.S.—Monthly meetings in

future will be held at the Plough Hotel, St. Jobn’a
Hill, Clapham Junction. Next meeting. Dee. 9, tablo

show of Norwich. Yorks., and Bord,; also judging
competition. Birds on table 7 .20 T"new members can
he enrolled; particulars from Air. H. Freeman. 105a,

Bolingbroke Grove. Wandsworth Common, or Lilley,

17, llminster Gardens, Lavender Hill.

Southampton C.B.S.—Dec. 7. Waterloo Hotel, 8.30.

Show accounts, etc.—W. T, rage.
Skelmanthorpe C.B.A.—Dec. 7, Liberal Club, 8

Arrangements re members' show on Boxing Day, and
other business.—W. Everett.
Stratford and E. London F.S.—Dec. 8. Eagle. Even-

ing show. 7 to 9. Judge. Mr. Dalton. Last competi.

tion for Rev. Soames’ Finch cup. Entries by Tues-
day. 10 —A. Waxey, 18, Buxton Road, Stratford.

Spen Valley C.B.S.—Dec. 6. Commercial Hotel,

Cleckheaton, 7.30. Arrangements for shows and
annual meeting.— S. B. Gravsbon.

Sheffield O.S.—Dec. 7, Rose and Crown Hotel, 8.

Very important business.— E. C. Job.
Todmorden C.B.S— Dec. 9, Temperance Hotel. 8.

Annual business meeting; also to consider annual,

show date.—J. M. Spoffortli.

Wimbledon C.B.S.—No meeting Dec. 6; next meet-

ing in Jan. will be duly announced.— G. Griffiths.

Windfall C.B.S.—Dec. 11, Blue Bell Hotel, 0.30.

Balance sheet for open sliow. Nomination of officers

for 1916. Subs. due. Note change of date.—I. Taylor.

Wallasey C.B.S.—Dec. 9. headquarters, 8. Night

show for novices. 5 Yorks, and 1 A.O.V.; and to

elect judge for British bird and pair show.—Wm.
Mallinson.
Wanstcad F. & F.S.—Dec. 9, Cambridge Park Hall,

Wan stead, 8. Final arrangements for aunual show,

Jan. 20.—H. S. Lofthouse.
Wibsey C.B.S.—Dec. 4, Horse and Groom. 7. Ar-

rangements for Boxing Day sliow, and other business.

—W. Chapman.
Walkley C.B S Dee. 9. Westmorland Street Mis-

sion Hall. 8. Election of officers. Fiual table show,

novices.—C. Tomlinson.
Watkden Roller Society.—Dec. 7, Stocks Hotel,

7.39. General business.— E. Hibbert.

West Stanley C.B.S.— Dec. 4. Commercial Hotel. 6

Show and other important business. Schedules

nomination of officers for ensuing year; business 'ready; subs. due.—Wm. Cressweil.

spray in tlie cage, also a bit of sweet apple for .it

to nibble at. It it appears to want a stimulant

give a little very weak brandy and' water (tepid)

in lieu of the drinking water. Do not neglect to

keep up a continuous uupply of cuttlebone and grit.

TREATMENT OF GREY PARROT (Grcv Parrot).

—As you have had no experience witli Parrots you
would" do well to get our Nutshell, “The Grey

majority only talk a little. They are handsome and
brilliantly coloured! birds, and make nice pets once
they become tame If in fair condition on arrival

they are not unduly difficult to establish, but never
buy an ailing, weakly looking, newly imported
Senegal. Their value is from 25 - upwards, accord

ing to the number of arrivals and condition. At the

pronent time a high price would prevail unless tlie

Parrot," 2/d., post free, from our Manager, and treat
!
arrivals wore numerous. I have never heard of. nor

rour bird generally according to tlie directions given met with, a talking Cactus Conuro. the value of an

therein, in old birds the skin of the legs is hard, ordinary bird of the species if 20/- to 30/-. Other

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PACE, F.Z.S.

AILING BUDGERIGARS (Mrs. Evans).—You must
send me more information before I can give you a
helpful reply. I must know how you are treating it

generally, and where you keep it. For the present
keep it as warm as possible and where the tem-
perature is fairly equable. Continue to give the
oil till tlie bowels have been properly moved. If

you can induce it to eat a little biscuit, crust of

bread, or a bit of sponge cake, then lightly tpnud
n piece of cither of these with cod liver oil emulsion,

and give it a piece or two dally. Keep a millet

rough, and the sealings are coarser and horny.

There is no royal read to teach it to talk, once it

is ah home among you it will pick up many words

and sounds for itself. When you give it some tit -hit

greet it with such phrases as '‘Something nice for

Polity,” “Good morning.” etc., atoo whenever it is

quiet and restful and) you are by it talk to it nnd
repeat over and over again some short phrase you
wish it to learn. The main tiling is patience, often

when you have almost given up hope of improvc-

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
shouid consult Page’s “ Foreign Birds for Beginners''

(1/14); Arthur's " Budgerigars and Cockaliels" (3d.);

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure nnd Profit" (7</.);

“ Aviaries . Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); "Seeds,

foods and Wild Plants "
(1/2); Dr. Clarke's “ Septic

or Bird Fever” (7d ) "Colour feeding " (3Jtl.); or the

"An (shell" booklets (2 id. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds

and How to Cure Them," Ao. 9 ” The Disinfection of

Cages. Bird-rooms, etc.." No. It “ Gouldian finches,”

No. 16 "Avadavals." No. 17 "The Grey Parrot,'' Ao.

18 "Budgerigars,'* No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," Ac. 20

"Wnxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive^.

Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds,”

154. fleet Street, London, f .

C

. __

rnent the bird will surprise you by uttering some
quite long phrase- -many thill go arc uttered or mut-
tered unintelligibly before articulating them clearly.

If you proceed on some such lines your bird should

ultimately develop into quite. «i good talker.

SENEGAL AND CACTUS PARRAKEETS (Alfredo).

—I hove com to- some Senegals that talked

!
quite well illy talented, but .lie

nice small Parrakets are Canary-wings, Ton, Tui,

Orange- flanked, and Ring-necked.
CONVALESCENT PARROT (J.W.M.). I am

pleased to reocivo so good a report, and tlx-re

should now be no further difficulty with it. The
best means to avoid chills and colds is to keep

strickl.v out of draught and in «s equable a tem-

perature as circumstances permit. As regards the

feathers, it is presumably only the ordinary moult,

and at such periods birds arsist Nature by helping

out- some of the ft others. A little observation will

soon show you whether this is tire case, or whether

it is puffing out its feathers from sheer mischief;

if you suspect the latter, then whenever we get «

warm genial day spray it with a dilute quasi-' i

solution (tepidi. Hope it will continue to do well.

POST MORTEMS.
Mr G. Yates. M.R.C.V.S.. 1. College Road. Har-

row Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead

cjigo birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird ;
for reply

direct. 2s. Cd. ; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

accompany ing letter being kept from contact with

tin; dead bird. Scud by letter post ; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office ot this paper will be thrown away, anil if

a fee is enclosed the loss will lie tlie senders.

H. M. Bates. ISitdccardis, ft*' infl&uitnaticn with

deposits upon the valves. A senile change. The

symptom of pnralvsis of one leg was owing to great,

accumulation of scales, causing contraction of the

limb.
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All

Many Breeding.

Ray-fronted Cow Birds, Exhibition pair ...

Glossy Blue Cow Birds. Exhibition pair ...

Rope Cardinals, Exhibition pair
(.'rested Cardinals, Exhibition pair
Saffron Finches, pair
Belgian Roller Canaries, full song, each
1 Jcrdon's Accentor
l’air White-check Lark Finches
Bair Breeding Yellow -rump Cinches
- bt. Helena Sweden tors, each
l’air Bronze Mannikins
lted-hilled Yellow billed, and Bishop Wea-

vers, per pair
Shaft-tail Whydali, out of colour, pair
Cutthroats, pair
Cohtbassous, pair
Blue-bearded Jay, 25/-; pair
Cock Rarrahands or Creenlcek
Cactus l’arrakeet, Cold-breast, fingir-tame
All (Been Blue-wing Contire Pairakccls.

rare, Comirus tiric.i, pair
Finger-tame Hen Blngocck l’arrakeet
Rednecked Lorikeet
I’air Nesting Peaebfacc Lovebirds
Pairs Nesting Y'cilow Budgerigars
Young Ones
Pairs Nesting Green Budgerigars
Young Ones
Pair Gorgeous Breeding Pennants
Pair Breeding Vellou-nninLieil or Splendid

Parrakect <T. Spiendktus)
Pair Aviary-bred, Laughing Jackasses ...

Urey Parrot, wonderful talker
Urey Parrot, 2 years
Violaceous Amazon, only one in England
Double front Amazon, exhibition bird
Cuban Amazon, exhibition bird
Muller’s Parrot, exhibition bird
Blue-headed Maximilian's Parrot
Jardine's Parrot (exhibition)
Pair finger-tame talking Rock Parrots, tails

18 inches long
Moustache Jew Parrakect
Nanday Parrakect
Pair Uold-l'ronted finger-tame Tui Parra-

keets
Pair Breeding Cockalicls
Gorgeous talking tame Salmon crest Cocka-

too, exhibition bird .

Tame Sulphur-crest Cockatoo
Sulphur-crcst, non-taine
Leadheatcr Cockatoo
Saffron-crest Cockatoo, tame and very rare
Javan Cockatoo, finger-tame
Triton Cockatog
Bare-eyed Cockatoo ...

Bloodstained Cockatoo
Western Nosiciis Cockatoo
Talking Red and Blue Macaw
Talking Blue ami Yellow Macaw
White-backed Piping Crow
Diamond Doves, pair
Half-collared Senegal Doves, pair
Aldabra Doves, pair
Vinaceous Doves, pair
White Doves, pair
Ring Doves, pair
Wood Pigeons, one only
1 Cock. 2 Hens, Birchin Bantams, Smith

strain, exhibition, modern
1 Cock, 2 Hens, lovely type Silky Fowl, lay-

ing -

Pair Red Saddle Fantails
Pair Parlour Tumblers

_
...

Y'ellow, Silver and Blue Tumblers, Nuns,
Archangels, exhibition birds, per pair

Montaubin Pigeons, pair

Pair African Owl Pigeons
Pigmy Pouter Pigeon, one
Pair Breeding Crested California l)uail ...

Oild Cocks, each
Pair Breeding Silver Pheasants 1 10 0

Pair Breeding Golden Pheasants ... 1 10 0

Hen Golden Pheasant 10 0

Canadian Geese, pair 2 10 0

Nile Geese, pair ' 1 15 0

Chinese Geese, pair 10 0

Cereopsis Geese, pair ... 1° 0 0

Swans, pair 1 10 0

A wonderful pair cf Northern Nigerian Rose-cheeked
Crown Cranes, loose in p3r!; 12 months, follow, and

take food from the hand, £30.

With them, equally tame, full-coloured, extra large

Sarus Crane, £12 10s. ; all full coloured.

All the birds offered St for keen competition,

outdoors, and well known to the visiting public.

CROSS,
Zoological Gardens,

Otterspool,

LIVERPOOL
GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS

Green and Y’ellow variety, which have been aw arded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/0 pair; cash or
easy payment. (334)
HOPES, GT. BR1DCE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

and

£ s. ( 1 .

0 15 0
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0 18 0
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1 0 0
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1 0 0
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6 0 0
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3 0 0
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5 0 0

6 0 0
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1 0 0
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2 0 0

1 0 0
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1 15 0
1 0 0
2 0 0
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1 0 0
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1 0 0

0 15 0

0 5 0
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DE VON & CO.
Finder-tamo Till Parrot, 257- ; Amazon Parrot;

bounty, jL' 2; Capo Bronze Wings, <>/• pair: Allan
Weaver, full colour, I(J/ ; cock Cockatiel, 10/-; Sul
pbury Hcedeaters, 10/ ; Pintail Whydahs, full colour,
10/-; Budgerigars, 5/- pair, yellows 7/6; Bisbopg,
Weavers, Cutthroats, CombassaiiH, €/• pair; Red-
headed Finch, 10/-; Steel Finches, 10/ pair; Mynahs,
12/-; Rock Mynahs, 25/*; Cockatoos, 25/- cadi; Din
inornl Doves, :i0/- pair; cock Quail Finch, 10/-;

llosellai, I anti i I pair; Whydnh . full colour,
15/ pair; price lists: 114, Bethnal Green id., London.

TALKING PARROTS
nil descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, cn
month's trial system at my risk, which 1 originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if
I’arrots do not talk lo your satisfaction within 12
months 1 exchange them. No ot her dealer will do

I this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. “Parrot.

I Prattle.'' Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.
Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-
eambe.” Telephone No. 40 Morecainbe. (240)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

VARIOUS BIRDS.
|

IIAND-reared lien Linnet, bred Mules, >/; also 3
Norwich cock Canaries, 5/0; 5 hens, >]: Wallace,
Qucen-st., Desborough. (so)
ROLLER cocks, singing, 4,fi; York -hire cocks,

«ng-:ng, 5 /-; singing cock Linnets, 1,..: Jop-on, New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (£4)
II.-M. cock Linnet, good songster. Muler, and good

191.) Roller lien, 7 (1; or exchange anything: 19,
Montreal buildings. Poplar, E. (x?)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich Plainhead cocks, 7/0 and

8,6; liens, 5,-; also cock Goldfinch Mules,' 5, 0 each :

P. Harris, Bayston Hill, Shrewsburv. (89)
THREE pairs Rollers, 1 Norwich, 1 Yorkshire, 42/-,
would separate; Edison’s Gem Phonograph and 30
records, 25/-, or exchange: Lester, 143, Bath-rd..
Bristol.

(92)
SIX young Goldfinch Mules, 5 cocks, 1 hen; 5

liens and two Cook Canaries, Norwich ; ceil or part
exchange H.M. Goldfinches; seen any time: King,
49, Craven Park-rd., Tottenham (84)
CANARY-REARED cock Greenfinch (hen Bullfinch
cock Chaffinch, twice cage moulted), 2 Norwich
liens, 2 Goldfinch Mules sex unknown; offers; cash
or Yorkshires: Allen, 36, ltipley-rd., Belvedere. (88)
LARGE Yellow Norwich cock, stock bird, 22/6; ex-
change typical Crestbred cook, with short feather,
must be large good bird

; house-moulted Siskin, 5/6,
approval both: Sinediey, New Village, Rainworth,
Mansfield, (83)
SIBERIAN Goldie, Bullfinch, 2 Linnet cocks, and

lieu Goldie, Mule breeders, twice H.M. cock Can-
aries, 7/6; wanted lady's cycle in exchange, 22in.
frame, in good condition : Andrews, 18, Malyons-
rd., Lewisham. (87)
EXHIBITORS! House-moulted cocks, grand condi-

tion, must clear, first money gets; Yellow- Wagtail.
i/(i; Wheatear, 5/6; Starling, 5/6: Robin, 1/C; Chaf-
finch, 2nd Lancaster, 7/6; another, 2/6; Green-
finch, 2/6; Linnet, 2/0: Rollers, Water Glucke
strain, cocks 8/- upwards, liens 2/6 upwards : Dixon/
Roseberry-avcn., Morecambe. (s&)
LOUR Bramble*, 7/6; three Greenfinches, 5/--

Greenfinch Mule, Redpoll, Y'eHowhammer, 7/c lot;
four Chaffinches, 7/-; Redwing Corn Bunting, 10/-;
t.wo pairs Cutthroats, 13/- pair; Paradise Whydahs,
in large brass cage and show cage, £1 10/. pair;
marked Doves, 10/-; hybrid Mannikin, 6/6; pure
White Java Sparrow, 8/-; two pairs Java Doves,
10/-; show cages, 2/6 each : Madame Madevvell, 75,
Croxted-rd., Dulwich. l’.O. with order. (88)

WANTED, Roller bird organ in perfect order, will
deposit with Editor; state price ami particulars:
.1. Scott. Higher IIev sham, Morecambe. (90)
WANTED. Roller cock, good singer, exchange

Goldfinch cock. Bullfinch hen, and Siberian cock
Goldfinch: Sharpies, Walker-st., Clitlieroe. (80)
WANTED, two unflighted clear y How Yorkshire

liens; must lie good type birds; state lowest price;
II. II. Wilton, 26, BunncHell f

, Tavistock. fill)

WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches,
Siskins, Linnets, from reliable bird catchers, for
cash: Wm. Smith, HO Tih-st., Manchester (57)
WANTED for cash. Canaries, Mules and Gold-

finches, cither sex
;
state lowest price: Merrington,

Bird Dealer, 40, Besson- tt.. New Cross Gate. (51)
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:
Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200. Overgate, Dander.
WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire h« n Canaries, give

18/- dozen; lien Goldfinch Mules, l each
;

any
quantity: Perkins, 207, Eatt-st., Walworth, London.

„ (88 )WANTED any quantity of Canaries, British and
Foreign bird-, animals, and reptiles of every desnip-
tion: Cooper, Naturalist, Priiicess-st., Manchester.

(93)
WANTED, birds of any description in exchange
for loose fronts, any size made, or cages; date
offers and wants: Leigh, 4, Kirkdale-rd., Liverpool.

,
(32)

WANTED Canaries, cocks ami hens,- healthy birds,
also Bullfinches, Goldfinches, etc., for re-sale; state
price to C A. Paine. 54. L'liarlotte-st.., Portsmouth.

(35)W ANTED Canaries, Birds, Dogs, Puppies, Rabbits,
Mice, Parrots, Monkeys; purchase or exchange early
pullets or singing Canaries: Barlow's Aviaries. Green-
wich (94)

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge st-., West Bromwich. (394)

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days' approval at our risk, 5/6 pair;
liens, 37- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 500 exception-
ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in
a very cold room ami suitable for turning out of
door* immediately. We de-patch same day as order
arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dving
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
High st.. Birmingham. 'Phone—Central 689. Tele-
grams— Parrakeet.

[wanted.
]

WANTED, cock Canaries, on full (tong : Miss Rosev,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (85)
WANTED, Canaries, British birds- state lowest

price cash: Brain, Aston. Birmingham. (28)WANTED Canaries, also Mules; stale price:
E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)
W ANTE I., Bullfinches and Goldfinches from

catcher: Johnson, 55, George-st., Leeds. (87)
WANTED, water glucke Roller Schoolmaster

; state
colour and particulars: Cigar Stores, Carter-gate.
Newark. (9o)
WANTED, Canaries arul Mules, either sex; state

lowest price for prompt cash : Robinson, 33, Besson-
st., New Cross. '

,93)WANTED to buy, any quantity Candies and
British lor cash : MeCuily and Sons, 28, Denton
Green, St. Helens. (87)
EXCHANGE two pairs of Yorkshires for two pairs

of Norwich; yours first; approval: Tayloi 155,
Old Fallow, Cannock. (go)
WANTED, two Goldfinches and two Siskins, li.rn.

preferred, must lie good colour, size: N. Finlayson,
*i, lnvell-ter., Halford. i<)0)
WANTED, Goldfinch Mule, wild note; exchange
good Belgian doe or pair well-marked English: Pea-
fold, Chape-1 Hill, Lewes. (Si)
WANTED Canaries and. Mules, both sexes, Finches.-.

Siskins, and Linnets, send to headquarters: Bedford
134, Gooeh-st., Birmingham. (95)
WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each ; hen

Canaries, 1/3 each: J. Flower, 15, Pollard-row,
Bethnal Green-rd., London. (31)
Cash offers for Redpoll-Siskin, and Redpoll-Green-

finch Hybrids, grand coloured cocks: Clough, Wil-
son-st., Sutton -Mill, Keighley. (92)
WANTED to buy few pairs Yorkshire Canaries;
state lowest price; deposit, cash ; W. Senior, Brick-
layer’s Arms, Dewsbury. Yorks. (95)
WANTED, any kind of birds; exchange high-eia-s
winning rabbit and cavil's

; particulars; offers: The
Babbitries, RippondcD, Yorkshire. (88)
WANTED British birds, also colour-fed 1915

Canaries; state quantity and lowest cash price to:H Jinks, 2, Biamall-laue, Sheffield. <94)
WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards, Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons; state lowest price: W.
Fowick, Eastfleld Cottage, Dewsbury. (22)
W ANTED young Goldfinch Mule, must be good

songster; approval; deposit system; Jack Lloyd, 4,
Castle-sq., Breeou-rd., Merthyr Tydvil. '

(84)
WANTED, offer* in Canaries, exchange pair real

Ayrshire blankets, value 25/- : numerous testimo.
niais : Dawson, 689, Duke-st.. Giaegow. (74)
BRITISH birds from catchers weekly; Budgerigars
mealworms, wild seeds; rash" on delivery or de-
posit; Torpy, The Naturalist, Bradford. (451

WANTED, 500 all varieties Canaries, also Gold
fin eli, Bullfinch, and- foreign birds

;
prices low, cash

sent with order; McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle Dou-
glas.

189)
WANTED, large breeds; cash : exchange double

breeders, Rippingill oil stove, Bradbury boot
nachine, concertina: 17, Bern broke- rd., Waltham-
stow.

. (8g)
WANTED, from catchers, no dealers, large cock
Goldies, muling and shewing, also Linnets; will de-
posit cash; state price: Williams, Vulcan House,
Rhymney, Mon. (ooy
WANTED, Kodak camera, field glasses, or any-

thing; exchange Golden Duckwing, Yokohama
cocks and four Canaries; two cocks (no cards): -Mr.
Wightnian, ()uadring, Spalding. (87)
WANTED, Canaries, any breed, cocks and hens,

also good talking Parrots, puppies and dogs, cavies,
rabbits, tame mice anil rats, or anything alive;
good price given: Harris, 55, Beak-st., Kcgent-st..
London. Wr

,
'

(73}
WANTED, large outstanding specimens of the fol-

lowing field-mouited birds: Chaffinch. Bramblefinch,
Goldfinch, Linnet. Twite, Siskin. Greenfinch, Red-
poll, Yellow Bunting, Reed Bunting, Girl Bunting;
tip-top prices paid for the right stuff; must be sent
on approval: Particulars to \V. F. Lloyd James,
Luntley Court, l’embridge, R.S.O., Herefordshire.

(91)

CATCHERS, NOTE!
Wanted. Siskins, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Mules,
wild rabbits, weekly: Broxup, Stock-st., Burnlev.

(«3)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed. give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity; cash deposited; baiikers, County and West-
minster; particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-
port-place, Uoxton.

EXHIBITORS, Linnet, Greenfinch, Chaffinch, guar-
anteed extra large specimens, 2/6 each, exchange
dbe reiords. anything: O. Frith. Orowlc, Lino (95)
EXCHANGE big cock Linnet Mule or buff Nor-

wich cock for large yellow cock Siskin; approval;
Johnstone. Eller Bank, Brigham, Coekerrnoiitli. (69)TWO huff Norwich cocks, 5/6 each; 3 yellow Nor-
wich hens, 12/6 lot; exchange exhibition British;
wanted. Hawfinch: Spollorth, 9, Mechanic st

,
I'cd-

morden. . ,95)
IfELE I errier bitch pup, champion pedigree, from

reg. parents, XI, or exchange winning British Hard-
bill: For particular, apply T. Barlow, Hiltotc, Black
well, Alfreton, Dcrbvs. csa 1

MLS I clear, grand cock Blackbird, good type Mil
colour, 5/-

;
large, well marked cook Sky bilk, 3/6;

both singing well; or exchange good Roller rock,
1915; 8., 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W. <9(0
SELL or exchange 3 cage-moulted Linnets also

3 cock Goldfinches : what offers In fowls or cor k
Canaries; sell lot XI; approval both ways: Thomp-
son. 8, Jones-yard. Luton. Beds. ‘

(34 >
I . M. British, all rich ci colour, to moult out good
buds: Goldie 7/6 Linnet 7/6. Twite «/., Si kin 6/ :

once H.M. cock Yellowhammer, 7/0: ’’.M. birds were
out at Liverpool; wanted, cock Hawfinch. Green-
finch, (urn Bunting, and Wagtails; approval: Mino-
pno, 2S, Alexandra-drive, Liverpool. (87)

Mainly Canaries.
[

WANTED, HEW CAWARSES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or voung, IS/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Muleo,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

HIGHER PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries .should communicate immediately with
us and state the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We arc wanting large quantities of
males, also pairs, including the follow ing breeds •

Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich, and Roller*; also
Goldfinch Mules. We are prepare I to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along*
G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST„ BIRMINGHAM.

Telegrams; “Parrakect.” 'Phone; Central ceo.

WANTED

F

Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires, 7/6 a pair;
Crests, 10/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/- each. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, 5/- each.

HOWAEB &. SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

t, Sclater St.. & 28, Bethnal Breen Rd.,

London; also 77, Pitt Street, Norwich.
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply. Estd. 53 years. Bankers—London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co., Norwich.

(SALE or EXCHANGE.
{
Mainly British,

j

GOLF balls, 20; will exchange for cock Siskins or
Goldfinches: Xicholls, 5, Lcwin-rd., Bexley Heath,
Kent.

_
(a;)

THREE large cock Goldfinches, very steady, moult
winners, <;/- each : Seedsman, 16.1, Princess-si., Man-
chester. " (93)
FIXE cock Snow Buntings, what offers in cash, or
exchange Siskins or Hawfinches: Humphries, 129,
Seaside, Eastbourne. (90)
1915 prize bred Yorkshire cocks, 10/6, 12/6. 15/0, or
exchange Roller cocks or foreigners: Humphries,
129, Seaside, Eastbourne. (90)
GOOD dark Goldfinch Mule, full song, 6/-; father

of above, 7/C; good field-moulted exhibition Finch,'
3/-: Bennett, Paddock-riL, Shanklin (85)
SALE or exchange, cock Chaffinch 1/6, hen Bull-

finch Hi, cock Goldfinch 3/-; offers Canaries: Hig-
gins, 0, Ncwton-st., Ihilme, Manchester. (93)
LINNETS, guaranteed cock, real Northumbrian,

1/-' each ; carriage paid on six: Allison, Hairdresser,
Blyth, Northumberland. Exchange fancy Bantams.

(7
~)

EXCHANGE, singing cock Canary and .5 liens, for
poultry : Howarth, io. Bar-ten-., Whitworth, near
Rochdale. , ,

( j ^EXCHANGE a pair of Norwich and two Norwich
liens for records, or offers: Cundv, 5 Priory aim,
Prittleweli. *

( 9] )EXCHANGE six Roller liens for hen Bullfinches,
or sell 2/6 each: J. Coombe, 4, Lennox place, Scots-
town, (Ilusjjow, (83)
SALE or exchange. Canaries or Mules for Gold-

finches or SisKins eock.s; no rubbish: N. Finlavson,
6, frwell ler., Salford. *

(99)
T.N I'ED, good singing Roller cock, exchange Nor-

wich buff cock, colour led, value 15/-: Waterhouse,
10, Tayior-st., Clitlieroe. (gg)EXCHANGE pair of Yorkshires for pair of Nor
wicii greens, unflighted; yours first: Fred Pole. 49.
Kensington-st., Leicester. (88)
EXCHANGE high-class Yorkshires. 15/- pair; also

Borders, 12/6; wanted, large Norwich: Andrew Daw.
son, 689. D-ike st.. Glasgow. (92)

( HA.Mi ION Crests, XI to XiO pairs; approval: ex-
change good Yorkshires or Norwich: X. Uillington.
32. Colhorn-st., Nottingham. (93)SEVEN pairs high-ciass Borders, 10 - pair, or
exchange early hatched pullets; approval- Robert"
Gwyddfor, l’en-y-groes, S. O. (76)
COCK Goldfinch and lien Canary, 10 -

: bred Mules;
exchange Norwich cock, or offers; Stevenson, 2.’

Bridge st.. Linwocd. Paisley. (89)EXCHANGE English rifle, perfect, kills 300vds ,

make. Long Express, for Norwich; sell 35/-: Alder-
son. 31, Charlotte-st.. Redcar. (93)
MR. Brotherton, 118, Doncaster-rd.. Rotherham,

vull exchange Yorkshire cocks lor jelioxv Norwich
liens, unflighted; approval botli sides. (86)
HIGH-elass Roller Canaries, full song, cocks 10/ .

bcivs 2/6: exchange anything useful; yours first:
Gripton, 30, The Lot. Cheslyn Hay, via Walsall. (92)JOHN DAY will exchange high-class British, also
l candmavians, for Canaries Millers, etc., or will
buy for cash: The Aviaries, Portcr-st., Hull. (85)
EXCHANGE, what offers in water glucke or Sei
fert Rollers, cocks, 1915, for motor engine, about
2 IbP; : Wm. Parkinson, 72, Water-st., Earby, Yorks.
SCOTCH Fancy cook, sell 25/-, or exchange two

yellow or marked unlliglited Norwich hens; appro-
val : lieu die, 19, Sunny -ter., Stanley, Co. Durham.

-492)GRAND long (unflighted) yellow marked York-
shire cock, can win, 20/-, or exchange hoots: Or-
mond coy d, Aberdeen-ter., Lidgct Green, Bradford.

FOLLOWING Norwich cocks, 1913 yellow 15/ - 1914
yellow 10/-, 1913 vari. yellow 9/-; wanted, two top-
ping buff hens: Spoflorth, 9, Mechanic st., Tod-
morden.

(8y)GRAND pair Crests, sell 50/-, or exchange for
young C.-B. ben, green preferred; must be well
lashed; approval; yours first: Calam, 59, Baxter-
gate, Whitby. (S4)EXCHANGE three cock Borders, one hen, for two
pairs Yorkshires, or sell 24/6; or exchange two
cocks for anything; offers: Edwards, 159, Higli-st.,
Street, Somerset. (gs)
TICKED yellow, ticked buff Yorkshire liens, vellow
muling hen, zinc double breeder, 11/- lot; exchange
2 1915 cocks; must be free singers: Waddicor, *5.

Hollv-st., Rochdale. (g4)EXCHANGE typical pair Norwich, yellow cock. 1914,
bull hen, 1915, for ticked buff Border cock land yel-
low lien

: -stock birds, sell 9/6, approval : David Rea,
1, Hill-rd., Arbroath. (77)
SIBERIAN Goldfinch, or two very large British,
wanted, in exchange lor grand yellow Norwich
cock, or sell 15/-; yours first; E. Collins, 36 Somer-
set-nl., Knowlc, Bristol. <S8)
EXHIBITION light variegated cock Greenie Canary
Mule, winner, 40/-; exchange marked yellow Norwich
cock, big head, for stock; approval: J. \\. John-
son, Wigan-rd., Ormskirk. (go)
PAIR large prize-bred Yorkshires, buff cock, yel-
low lien, 9/6; clear muling hen, 2/6; Goldie Mule
hen, 1/3; exchange Goldfinches: Deif, 40, Coop-ter..
Newsliam, Northumberland. <S7)
WILL give 3 Yorkshire cocks, two yellow, one

buff, in exchange for good typical vellow Norwich
lien, or sell 25/-: Robertson, 31, Adela aven. West
Barnes, New Malden, Surrey. 1S4;
EXCHANGE pair of Norwich or pair of Rollers

for cock Linnet Mule or Finch Mule, must have
pure notes, sell 12/6 pair; mutual approval.* W
Piper. 10. Pentre Estyil, Swansea. (87;
NORWICH, varieg. buff, cock, grand feather anc

type, 2nd Eastleigh, see report, 15/-, or exchange
large C.M. Goldfinch; approval; yours first: Foyle,
52. Rockstone-lane, Southampton. (S3)
BC7FF Norwich cock 10/6, do. lien 3/6, pair York-

shires 10/6, all 1915, good birds, approval : wanted,
yellow cinnamon Norwich lien; offers anything use-
ful: F. Rims, Gillingham, Dorset. (90)
EXCHANGE buff Yorkshire cock, 1st prize, marked

lien, 15/-, for long, typical, yellow-marked green
stock cock: shown 46 birds, 43 cards; yoias first:

Sharp, 8, Upper 8turges-st„ Bradford. (S7)
BARGAIN, Buff wing-marked Dark Crested cock.

35/-; nearly green Crestbred cock, 25/-; bred from
winning strain; would exchange good Crested hen
to value; approval; L. Miller, 43, Sandy-ia., Mans-
field, Notts. (02)
WILL exchange six Canaries and all breeding re-

quirements, worth £2 5s., suit novice, for English
concertina; offers invited; no live stock: approva
both ways: Jack Lloyd, 4, Castle-sq., Brecon-rd.,
Merthyr Tydvil. (84)
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OBAND Norwich cock (Joe Thomas 8 KlllUlc)g

strain), cost lf>/0, sell 12/0; exchunge Rood 11 M.

Goldies; hIho 3 yomiR Norwich cocks, lroin above,

0/. each; exchanRe H.M. Goldies; upprovul. Davies,

41, l*rii!e st., Kliymney, Mon.

|
Mainly Foreign.

THREE lialf niflsked Weavers, 1 cock, lor good

Itritlsli or small foreign; sell &/<>
;
yours first: Allen,

82, Latinier-ayen, East IJam.

I Miscellaneous,
{

OFFERS a gent.'s silver watch ami chain : Hardy.

10, lloss’s-Rdris., Brighton.
'

EXCHANGE Canaries for good air Rim, or ec il-

iumhum. Mount Pleasant, Claphum, Beds. (M
•'•PLATE hand camera, exchange 2 cock Canaries

and one hen: W. Gibbons, 37, Park pi., Claphum,

B.W. ^ '

Large square Parrot case, guitar, exchange two

young cock Canaries, songsters; Burris, Bmstcad,

Ilvde. '1
.

EXCHANGE, liand-madc boots, for table Poultry

or -rabbits ;
letters: Scott. 21. Harding-terr., North-

V.ADY'S gold watch, going order, I'd- or 10/- anil

birds to value: Buxton, 42, Main st., Bulwell, NoL

^EXCHANGE 0 keyed piccolo for a Roller cock, in

full song ; H. Charlesworth, Hnrtsbead, Liverscdgc,

Yorkshire */

DOZEN '

double-sided Win. records ;
exchange

birds, records; offers: Davies, 7, Bradiord-st., Ncw-

PAI It of Crests 12/-, odd cock 7/C, pair Black Pekin

Bantams 9/-; exchange ferrets: Redhead, Bootle.

Cumberland. .
'

,

WILL exchange one dozen purse nets for wild

birds : Charles Marriott, 74, Water-la., South Nor-

manton, Alfreton.
. , ,

,
(

,

EXCHANGE good 2 -year bitch Airedale for good

Canaries, or offers; sell 15/-: Fletcher, 457, Abbey-

dalc-rd., Slleifleld. J
BLACK Pom., 0 months, ljlbs., exchange Bull-

finches or household goods, value 20/-: Wilson, al,

Freehold-st., Leeds. *,
J,

LADY'S cycle, 21in., So/-, or exchange for cylinder

records ami cash: Smith, Percival-cottage, xheydon

Park, Theydon Bois. v*8
’

GEM air gun, splendid order. 10/-, exchange tor

Airedale dog pup, Norwich cock, or hens: Lake,

Hairdresser, Relgate. ^°5 )

EXCHANGE E.P. rruct, case dessert knives, forks,

new, for Canaries, breeding cage: Folds, 228, Man-

chester-rd., Stockport.
WILL givo good apple, pear, or rose trees, stan-

dards or bush, for Canaries, Goldfinches: 29, Lady
Margaret-rd., Southall. (&>)

THREE Norwich cocks, unflighted, well bred, 18/-,

or exchange cruet, anything useful: W. Mitchell,

F.ast-st., Long Buckby. (89)

FIFTEEN racing homers, 2/6 each, flown West
Surrey Combine: exchange Norwich: H. Cox, 91,

YVaterloo-rd., Aldershot. (9-1)

GRAND Airedale bitch, 15 months; exchange cock

Canaries, gun, or anything useful: Sinfield, W0.

Clarendon-rd., Luton, Beds. (88)

2 WORDS Id. THROUGHOUT
(s the rate charged for ail advertisements

not relating to birdkeeping. The following

heading are available: Aquarium ;
Business;

Cats; Cavies; Clothing ; Cycles; Dress;

Ferrets; Garden; Household: Kennel; Mice;
Musical Instruments; Natural History;

Photography; Pigeons; Pigs; Poultry; Rab-

bits; Sport; Stamps; and Various.

EXCHANGE twelve climbing roses for 2 cock

Canaries or 2 coel; Mules, Linnet or Goldfinch: Col-

lins, Morchard Bishop, Devon. (87)

HEN Bullic, 1/3; four novels, 1/10; 109 “ C.B.’s,"

1/C; fountain pen, 1/6; exchange cock Goldfinches:

Hubbard, North Kilworth, Rugby. (89)

EXCHANGE 6 double-sided -records, also meal-

worms ; wanted Roller hens, or anything useful

:

Horrell, Churcli-st., Annficld Plain. (92)

EXCHANGE three new spring net traps, catch

anything, and new swing cage, for British; offers:

Tetley, 134, Washington-st., Bradford. (88)

EXCHANGE Jones’ hand sewing machine, very

little used, for high-class Rollers, or offers: Foster,

6, Bridge-pi., Leathley-rd., Hunslet, Leeds. (89)

GRAND chocolate Pom. pup, female. 5 months,
sell 30/-, or exchange good Norwich or Crests; yours

first: Vassie, 79, Dundas-st., S. S. Glasgow. (91)

EXCHANGE pair clapnets, 4ft. by 12ft., every-

thing complete, for selected Goldfinch, f.m., good,

or offers : Mathewson, 22, Blaekhall-st., Paisley. (91)

BLUE Toy Pomeranian dog, 3 months, champion
pedigree, £2 10/- ;

exchange gramophone and re-

cords: Foyle, Platelayer’s, New Barnet, Herts. (86)

EXCHANGE 20 gramophone records, almost new,
for British birds or Canaries to value; yours first:

Mr. Robert Campbell. Barr Wood, Dumbarton. (89)

SUPER’JOR thin Swiss keyless waitch, oxydised
case, good as new, overhauled recently, 9 - : D.
JButler, 11, Endsleigh Gardens, LondoD, N.W. (82)
HAROLD JUDD will exchange 6 pairs of racing
homers, Soffle and Dusty strain, for 6 pair® of
pullets: Apply, Richmond Villa, Warwick-rd., Olton.
PAIR top boots and trees, size 7, 12/6; pair Dutch

Tabbits, 7/6 ; exchange Canaries, ferrets, anything
useful : Craddock, 40, Cambridge-st., Luton, Beds.
CINNAMON cock Greenfinch, aviary bred, 2/6;
Golidfinch Mule, singing, 6/-; grand singing Linnet,
2/-: Standard Aviary, Newton Heath, Manchester.

(94)
TWO Modern Black-red cock Bantams, can win, 5/6
each ; cat’s travelling basket, 4/C, or exchange good
iRoller cock: Alien, 10, St. Mary’s-rd., Faversham

(94)
WANTED '-plate camera or anything useful in ex

change; high-class exhibition Yorkshire or Norwich
Canaries: llawkcs, 26, Pretoria-rd., Lcytonstonc.
CLEARING. Four joiner-made breeding cages, dozen

glasses, 6eed boxes, etc., various sizes, wire fronts;
exchange anything: 5, Water Hcys-terrace, Wigan.

(94)
PAIP, Yorkshires, Goldie Mule, full song; exchange
Parrot, anything useful; six dozen currant trees,

exchange anything: Thomas Nicholas, Hclston, Corn-
wall. (93)
EXCHANGE White Leghorn cockerel, one of the
best laying strains living, for double breeders, or
sell Cl: Draper, Bark-rd., Newliall, Burton-on-
rrent. (84)

EXCHANGE four new British shows cages, cna
nielled throughout, for Goldfinches or Canaries, or'

sell 10/-; offers: Hassall, 10, Werrington-rd., Buck-
nail, Staffordshire. (89)

CAGE moulted cock Skylark and cage, 7/6;
cage moulted cock Goldfinch and good cock Linnet

;

exchange cock Canaries, songsters, offers: West, 81,

Summerstown, Tooting. (85)

GAS steam radiator, nearly new, suitable for

birdroom, cost £3 10/-, exchange for two unflighted

yellow hens, Norwich, or two unflighted Crestbred
iiens; approval: Gilbert, 50, Browning-st., Leicester.

(90)

EXCHANGE or sell champion pedigree wire bitch

and B.S.A. air rifle and target for anything use-

ful trade or house; letters only: Drew, Plumber
and Decorator, Merthyr. (87)

WANTED, honest catchers to supply Goldfinches,

Bullfinches, Siwkins, Linnets; state terms, or ex-

change suits to measure; patterns sent: 133, King*

ft., Alfreton, Derbyshire. (86)

WILL sell or exchange choice of Fox Terrier dog
or liver and white Spaniel puppy bitch, for Siskin

coek Mule, or sell 12/6 each: Alfred Everett, Sandi-

way. Northwich, Cheshire. (91)

GRAMOPHONE, good condition, 100 records,

slightly soiled. 57/6: 6 Fantaii Pigeons, 4/0: ex-

change 1915 Norwich Canaries: Rambling, Robin
Ilood Inn, nr. Droitwich. (92)

BOY'S steam engine, railway, silver watch, camera,
meccano, pocket wallet, hooks, boxing gloves; wanted
Roller Canaries, fishing tackle, bowls, cycle: Bentley
35 TPonehton-av. . Blackpool. (94’

EXCHANGE, new song Thrush show cage, made
by Mackay, Edinburgh, cost 6/-, for small pair

ciapnets, or offers; yours first: William Melvin,

Camnethan-st., Stonehouse, Lanarkshire. (90)

EXCHANGE zither-harp, in good condition, 9/-.;

11 loin, records, double-sided, 9/.; exchange ex-

hibition pair Norwich Canaries: yours first: Kit-

son, 24, Rhodes-st., Wilson-st., Castlcford. (85)

TWO Norwich cocks, 4 hens, and 8 young, as bred,

some good birds included, 3 double breeders, 5ft.

flight, utensils, etc. ; best cash offer
;

joiner’s tools

wanted: Daw, 53, Doiiglas-rd., Maidstone. (87)

VISIBLE Typewriter, perfect condition, accept
£2 15s., worth £10 10s.; gent's new solid silver key-

less watch, 15/-, cost 35/- recently; exchange enter-

tained: llawkcs. 26. Pretoria-rd., Levton stone. 197)

NOTICE! We want all kinds of birds, poultry,

parrots, rabbits, cavies, anything, gramophone
records, Cameras, etc., in exchange for cutlery and
plate, etc. : Write, Smith Bros., 49, Pear-st., Shef-

field. (87)

LARGE indestnictible square Parrot's cage, 18lin.,

•sell 10/-, also Norwich cock Canaries, exchange for

box singing cages, large doll, secondhand clothing,

or anything useful : Brooks, 157, De Beauvoir-rd.,
Ivingsland, London. (90)

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, cycle, tyres,

bedding, blankets, draperies, or anything required,

for livestock of all descriptions ; reliable and honest
dealings as usual: Jopson’s Exchange Stores, New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (94)

PEN (4) Sumatra Game, laying, 30/-; Sussex pul-

lets, West Highland Terrier, winner, 30/-; first-

(lass Norwich, pairs from 15/-; exchange exhibition
British or Mules (light preferred): Metcalfe, “The
How,” Sedgeley Park, Manchester. (93)
SELECT stud English rabbits, tortoise buck, tor-

toise doe, three black does (Tarlton’s), well marked,
lot £2 ; exchange, British Hardbills, Border Fancy,
Norwich. Yorkshires, rack and cages, or cages

;

approval, both ways: Whitford, Hairdresser, Nan-
tymoel. (87)

J. E. Victor, late of 18, Long-st., Haokney-rd.,
having removed to larger premises, viz., 115, Black-
horse-la., Walthamstow, Essex, wishes to state I

still entertain exchanges in curtains, hosiery, um-
brellas, cycle tyres, tubes, etc., for Canaries or
Mules; what oilers for a genuine Japanese tea ser-

vice (91)

CASSELL’S Natural 'History, 2 vol., 3/6 ;
Cassell’s

Book of Birds, beautiful plates, and bound, 15/-;

Wood’s Book of Mammals, 2/6; Poultry Book, 2/6;
2 cock Yorkshire Canaries, 5/- each

;
pair Border

Fancies, 10/-. prize bred
;

cock Goldfinch, hybrid,

7/0; Cape Canary. 5 /-
; Rufous-backed Mannikin,

12/6, rare ; very good boy’s violin, 10/6 ;
wanted,

pair Blue Persian kittens or tabbies, half-grown,
also good old ’cello: 209, Castle-boulevard, Notting-
ham. (90)

HANDSOME Persian silver tabby queen, by Cham-
pion Monarch, healthy and splendid condition, prize-

winner only time shown, very affectionate; war
price, 20/- : Miss Hutchison, Goschen-rd., Carlisle.

(81)

JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat."
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2}d., post free, from Caqf. Bians, L54,
Fleet Street, Lordon. E.C.

Cavies.
CAVY-Kcepers Note! Nutshell 28, ' Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea l’igs),” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding. Mating. Rearing. Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varieties,
etc., etc. Trice 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2}d., post free, from Cage Bums, 154, Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.
SPECIAL bargain, strong gent.’s cycle, good con-

dition, powerful brake, tubes, tyre® good as new,
excelent free wheel; sacrifice, 15/6: Samuel Dodd
near Northern Station, Sutton-in-Ashficld. (89)

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and shoes,
newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/3, 3/6, gents 3/9,
4/-, girls 3/-, boys 3/6, carriage paid: F. Under-
wood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester. (70)

|

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected ferrets, worked all season,

line or loose, 6/6; .splendid ferrets, good workers,

guaranteed, 5/6; all 14 days’ approval, cash or de-

posit with Editor: Thos. Wannop, Short-st„ Car-

lisle. (9»)

MRS. Dutton, Dunstable, offers high-class pedi-
gree Pekingese puppies and adults cheap; I have
seen Pekingese sold for most exorbitant prices, al-

most running Into throe figures, no better than I

can offer for a mere trifle.

EXCELLENT pedigree smooth Fox Terrier bitch,

18 months old, 30/-, or exchange, best offer; also
splendid litter, 6 weeks old, 15/- each

;
full pedi-

gree and particulars : George Tunnicliffe, Bank
House, Silsdcn, via Keighley. (9‘.)

POM pup, tiny black female, speck white, 9

months, 25/-; miniature black and orange sablo
bitch, 7 months, , 00/- ; cream hitch, mated, 45/-;
Pekinese pups from 35/-; good bitch by Tip Top, 6
guineas ; all of the best pedigree, and good health :

Miles, Aviaries, Chichester. (85)

“CARE of the Dog," Nutshell No. 32, Is now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2}d. post free, from: "Cage Birds,”

154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Mice.

Garden.
FINEST quality cooking and dessert apples and

pears, 30 lb. 2/6, 56 lb. 3/6, free: Griffths, Beech-

ville, Park-rd., Gloucester. (94)

APPLES, finest selected dessert or Blenheim

Orange on 201b. 5/6, 401b. 9/6; selected cooking,

201b. 4/3, 4€lb. 7/-; carriage paid England and

Wales, packages free; cash: Mrs. Walkley, Edge-

borough, Staplegroye, Taunton. (28)

OVERCOATS
Stylish overcoats, raincoats, macks, suits, costumes,
ladies’ macks, boots, shoes, all highly-finished goods,
ail sizes to measure ; exchange Canaries, Mules.
British, etc.: Exchange Co., 355. Londmi-rd.. Sheffield

Household Furn,lure*

Utensil®, etc.

LADIES Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIM0I1IALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLANCHARDS FILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferin''.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochia, Bitter Apple, Ac.
Sold in boxes, 11L by Boots’, Taylor’s, Timothy White's

Branches anil all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYM, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DA1ST0N LANE, LONDON

Kennel—

°

oes for §ale-

'Dogs lor Exchange.

ARE YOU AWARE
we give good- value in boots, shoes, suits, overcoats,
raincoats, ladies’ furs, bedding, blankets, draperies,
jewellery, cutlery, etc., or household goods of every
description required, in exchange for birds, puppies,
common poultry, rabbits, ferrets, monkeys. Parrots,
etc, or live stock of any variety? Prompt and re-

liable dealings ;
stamp reply : Manager, Live Stock

Exchange, 163, Prinoess-st., Manchester (93)

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and food®, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

Aquarium.
DACE, 1/- doz. : fish food, Id. packets, 5/- quart;
small Goldfish, 2/- doz., 10/- 100; medium goldfish,
6/- doz., 30/- 100; minnows, 6d. doz., 2/6 100; plants,
snails, etc.; price lists: De Von and Co., 114, Beth-
nal Green-rd., London.
GOLDFISH, small, 1/6 doz., 8/- 100; medium, 2/6

doz., 16/- 100; special prices per 1.000. Japanese and
Chinese Fantails, 3/- to 5/- each; Dogfish, Bitterling,
Rockbars, etc.; weeds, plants, snails; list free;
catalogue of aquaria and vivaria. Id. : L. Cura and
Sons, Vine-st., Clerkenwell-rd., London.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on 1 lie feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2}d. post free,
from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C. (2d.
from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Cats*
~~j

BARGAIN, several grand blue Persian kittens, from
great winners, prices reasonable, easy payments ar-
ranged : approval : McRcand, Seabrigiit. Castle
Douglas. (77)

“MY Dogs” (on approval); send for list, stating

requirements: Lal’bury. Station-rd., Manor Park, E.

TWO grand Dalmatian dog puppies, nicely spotted,

10/6 and 12/6: H. U. Wilton, 26, Banneweli-st.,

Tavistock. (94)

HANDSOME blue and white Sheep dog,, 12/6,

cheap ; seen Sunday : Burton, 50, Mulgravc-rd., Dollis

Hill, Neasden. (93)

FOR isale, toy Pom. bitch, chocolate, champion
pedigree; anything useful: Mrs. Rogers, Albion
Baths, Wisbech. (8S)

TWO game Buil-Airedatc dog puppies, seven weeks,
7/6 each; bitch 5/6; make demon guards: Barlow,
Tobacconist, Greenwich. (94)

YORKSHIRE Terrier bitch, erect ears, rich tan,

2 yeans, sell 30/-; exchange good Norwich 6tock
birds : Folland, Old Swan, Liverpool. (89)

WHIPPET bitch, 10 months, trained rag, pedigree,

exchange Toy Pom. or Yorkshire, or Norwich
Canaries : Lake, Hairdresser, Keigate. (95)

POWERFUL Airedale dog, 18 months, burglar
proof, tackle anything; sacrifice 21/-: Joyce, 0,

Rosamond-pL, Oxford-rd., Manchester. (93)

NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties pure-breed dogs,

give good exchange in high-class Bantams or Cana-

ries: McKeand, Scabright, Castle Douglas. (89)

GRAND Utter smooth and wire Vox Terrier pup
pies, nice marked

;
dogs, 12/6 ; bitches, 8/6 ; good

pedigree: Harris, 55, Bfuk-sf:, Regent-st., London,
W. (73)

AIREDALE dog, six months old, 22/6; partly

broken to retrieve; approval ; expenses; or ex.

change anything: Mrs. Radcliffe, 10, Pomona-st.,

Rochdale. -£86)

SPLENDID pedigree bred wire Fox Terrier bitch

puppy, pure white body, even marked head, 6 months,

house trained, 8/6: 43, Hermitage-rd., Coalville,

Leicestershire. (86)

FOR sale, good wire coated Terrier dog, fully

broke, champion killer, will work thickest hedgerow,
grand guard, £1; bargain: J. Martin, 62, Elsdcn-

rd., Welliugboro. (86)

PRETTY little toy pups. 8 weeks, Yorkshire
Pomeranian, not exceed 4 ) lb. full grown, handsome
little mites, 6/- each : Wiksher, Lunns-aven., Col-

wick-rd., Nottingham. (86)

THOROUGHBRED Irish Terrier dog, pup, 6

months old, good specimen, over all puppy troubles

15 /-; exchange cage birds, or anything useful to

value, .61 : Jack Griffiths, 7, Garde li-rt., Swansea.
BLACK retriever dog, good guard, fond of chil-

dren, 12/-; foster-mother, due end next month,
Spaniel-Terrier cross, 12/-; exchange Canaries or

British* anything useful: Davison, Haddenham,
Bucks. (87)

LITTER of nicely marked well bred wire Fox
Terrier puppies, 7 weeks, 2 dogs, 3 bitches, dogs

12/0, bitches 5/6; or. will exchange good Talking

Parrot: F. Brett 13(f. Moslcy-st., Camp Hill, Bir-

mingham. (87)

PAIR tame Japanese miec and cage, 1/-: dormice,
2/6 pair : Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.

(85)

BUSHY tailed dormice, 1/6 pair; coloured mice
wanted: De Von and Co., 114, Bclbnal Grcen-rd.,

London.
MICE! Mice! Mice! If you, have any as pets you

should not tie without our excellent little booklet
recent ly published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives

full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 2td. post

free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C.

Pigeons.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our “Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 6,

which deal with these birds in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7.

“The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,”

post free 2}d. eaeli from “ Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

Street, London, E.C.

Rabbits.

"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. S5,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully oo
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-

ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,

Mating. Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases.

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell

agents, or 21d., post free, from CAGE Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBETS, CAVIES AND MICE

By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,

and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-

ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Manv illustrations of champion rabbits. Price

1/-, post free 1/1}, from “Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C.

Sport.

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. "Fishing In

River, Lake and Pond." All who take an interest

in fishing should not miss this highly-inetructive

brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to

catch them ;
the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook

baits, sizes of fish, specimen 8sh, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2}d. post

free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various.
FREE : Pocket rubber stamp of your name and

address, also particulars of money-making, space

time employment: The Eichford Works, Snow-hill.

London.
VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradlvarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow, £10

outfit, sacrifice 30/-; approval willingly: Mrs. Tyler.

18, Rockinghum-rd., Uxbridge. (44)

TWENTY-FOUR double-sided loin, records (48

pieces), including Cinch. Winner, Phoenix, Regal,

Zonoplione, and Columbian ;
as good as uevz, 8d.

each, or best cash offer: Silver, 7, Bampton-rd..

Forest Hill, S.E.

LOVELY selection of Bulldogs, kittens, West High-

land puppies, prize-bred Yorkshire Canaries, Linnets,

Budgerigars, aviaries, laying pullets ;
supplied on

easy terms, 1/- weekly: Lambeth Aviaries, 35, Glad-

stohe-st., Southwark, London.

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24/G; new lOin.

double records, 8/6 dozen, two samples 1 11; 1.000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers ;
illustrated catalogues tree;

Rcgentbird, 120. Old st., London.

FUN for nil: New novel notions in liiodern mogul

marvels, and startling conjuring conceptions, funny

jokes puzzles, games, etc. :
several original illusions

made public for the first time; 2 huge books (over

goo illustrations), 4dl. posted. Shamrock.Patriotic

Badge included, for only Id. extra: F- Young.

Misterton, Somerset. No conncoVon with nn>

other firm Whatever.

WANTED, 5,000 ANGLER3
Fishing rods, tackle, of every description, nt manu-

fcicturera’ prices; wholesale illustrated Catalogue,

one stamp; extraordinary bargains: rave, pounds:

Midland Rod Company, (C) Krdiingtoi*. Birmingham.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F. Carl, 154, Fleet

Street, by J. G. HAMMOND AND Co.. Ltd., Fleet

Lane, London. E.(i
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Telegrams—aviculture, London.

Telephone—Holborn 5220.

Registered at the O.P.O.

Subscription Kate
<i/G per annum
post free.

Foreign

—

Fop week ending Dec. 11th, 1915. Price Id.

I/- per annum

A TRIO OF .. .

EXHIBITION GEMS.

NEWSAGENTS
should order .

Extra Copies .

|

F. CARL., Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. I

GOLD-CRESTED WREN, our tiniest

British bird. Drawn from the specimen

3rd prize at the Horticultural Hall Show
for Mr, W. J. C. Frost (Chiswick).

PURPLE HEADED GLOSSY STAR-
LING, .a very brilliant plumaged foreign

bird, ist prize at the City and Suburban
Show for Mr. A. Silver (Forest Hill).

BLACK REDSTART, a dainty winter

migrant. A portrait of the example which
won ist prize atthe’Horticultural HallShow
for Mr. E. Taylor (Glasgow),

°'*CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD,” December Nth, 1915.

NEXT WEEK: GRAND XMAS DOUBLER
0-

A Budget of Interesting Articles and other Attractive Features.
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PfSEPAii
ADVERTISEMENTS
UN DISPLAYED.—6d. for the first

eighteen words. One Halfpenny

per Word for each word over eigh-

teen. Name and address to be

reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words
6d.

ALWAYS USE “CAGE BIRDS”

DEPOSIT SYSTESV8.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments male in advertisements, nor of

the bonn-iides of either buyers or sellers

In all transactions the adoption of our

Deposit System should be insisted upon

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Hates lor a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED OV COR-
IIECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.

Postal Orders must ho Bout as tar as possible.

All moneys should bo made payable to F. CARL.
Tlie Proprietor reserves the right to refuso any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered lor a scries, at any time, without assigning

any reason (or so doing.
Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-

lido name and address ol the advertiser, and no ad-

vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-

ing oltice, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general naturo

and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird

Trade aro inserted at the rato ol JU. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words Cd.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post In each

week, and should he sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 151. Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

FOR RULES SEE NOV. 27 ISSUE

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisablo that all r.ewly-purchased birds,

(specially foreign birds, be kept isolated (roni

jstahlished stock lor a week or ten days, until by

llieir condition they establish the (act that they are

thoroughly lieal.by.

APPLIANCES
1

TWO Border show cages, with carrying case, com-

plete, new, S/C: Sutherland, Kambo-dde, Forres. (112)

BIRDS’ L-ousea, SO/- outdoor aviaries; send lor Mat;

post free: C. Boss, Poultry Appliance Works, Forres,

N B .
W®)

CLEANED Canary grit, rare quality, 3/- cwt.,

forward: Edwin North, 443, ManchesUr-rd., Brad-

ford.

PARROTS’ cages, round and square, in good con-

dition, lor sale, cheap: Jones, Cranbourne-s-t.,

Brighton.
PAIR clap nets, 4 yds., jointed poles, complete;

what offers, Canary bens; approval: Chubb, Bark

Llose-rd., Alton. (R>8)

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and
foreign birds, Cunaricj, designs: L. Luttuun, Knig-

6ton-by-Sea, Sussex.
,

(308)

TWO show cages and case, 5/6; 1 show cage and

ease, 3/C; equal to new: Roberts, Queen's Hotel,

larrig-y-druidion, Corwen. 008)

ROLLER flutes, marvellous, most useful appliance

when song required; l'.O. 1/3 set: Herbage, 9,

Cranbrook-rd., Walthamstow. wJ)

WINNOWING machines, blows husks, dust, etc.,

from bird seed; price, particulars, testimonials free:

Whitney, The Forge, Reydc-n, Wangford. (100)

TIIlMilC Norwich show cages and case 5/-; two

British siiow cages and case, 4/- ;
only used once (or

exchange) : Rabbits, 10a. South-st.. Rochdale. (10)

LARGE Spring Trap Cage, with trained) call bird,

Goldfinch, only 2/6 the lot; this cage is specially

made bv professional catcher to catch Goldies;

approval’: Edwin North, 443, Manehester-rd., Brad-

ford. (112)

HANDSOME six-compartment, one year used,

mahogany stained. Palace shaped aviary, 3Giu. long,

six drawers, white nobs, eliding partitions, dishes,

all comoiete, 15/-: Taylor, S3, l’rcspect-terr., Aber-

deen. (101)

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass wire and
clear wire Palace shape and other aviaries in the

trade; send 2 stamps for illustrated list; estab-

lished 40 years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Cas-

tle Douglas. (SO)

EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-

tern ;
best quality and finish, as supplied to leading

exhibitors; Norwich. Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3

each, 3 for 6/-, six l'or 12/-; sliding front Finch-

show cages, beauties, 3,- each; carrying cases l'or

2 cages 4/-, 3 cages ."•/-; any size made; show cages

and cages of every description ; state requirements.

Note : 1 have no connection with any firm here or

elsewhere ; Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-

Douglas. (®3)

BIRD-cateliers’ nets. 9ft., 3,9; i2ft., 4,9; 18ft.,

3/9 ;
all Gft. deep, poles, pegs, pull line, ion, com-

plete. Jin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard; 9ft.

deep, 5d. yard, post free. Oval net traps, 1/-

;

three, 2/6. Large strong trap cages, 1/6 and 2/-.

I all cages, 9d. Holdall bird lime., Jib. 9d., Jib. 1/2,

Xib. x/io, post free. Performing Redpolls, with cage

complete, 3/- Double breeders, beauties, 36 x 16 x

n. fitted complete, 6/-. Best box cages, loose fronts,

sand trays, etc., 2/C each, three 6/-. Palace avia-

ries, 36 x 30 x 12, 12/6. 5-incli Nonsplash baths, with

wire frames, 1/3. Bird sprays, 6d., post free. Best

pottery drinkers, with wires, 1/6 dozen. Large

round partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen. Strictly

club pattern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Bor-

der, 2/- each, two 3/9, six 10/-. British, 2/3, 2/6, and

2/0. Travelling cages for two 4J-, three 5/-, four 6/-;

.any size made. Best hand planed boards for cage-

making. 7in. 2/2, Oil). 2/9, 12in. 3/3 per 25ft. Best
punched bar fronts, not rubbish, 12 x 12, 6d., 18 x

12, 9d. any size made. Send for list: Ross, Cage I

Works, Forrest. N.B. (91) 1

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- i gross.

RAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“M.C W." CACE BIRD SANDS.
Hare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt. 2/3, carriage paid
50 miles: Mcnzies Grit Works, Bcarsdcn, Glasgow.

(105)

CACE FRONTS, 12 by 12, 3/6 DOZ.
14 by 12, 4/ doz., 15 by 12 4/3 dor,., 16 by 12, 4/C doz.,

18 by 12 5/3 doz, 24 by 12 7/- doz.; odd sizes made
to order; send postcard for wholesale price list:

Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill 1’assagc, Longton,
Staffs.

. ^ (95)

S P R A
REMEDIES

Poultry, Pigeons
Label prices^ 3d. ed.

TT S
FDR

& Cage Birds
If- 2 /- 2/6

FOR BREEDINC STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

in fact, everything for the bird room, oend for

catalogue, post free; established 50 years; Sa-ndi-

ford, Bird Specialist, l’reston.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP,
Any size, any number of compartments, loose wire
fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used; none
better made; illustrated catalogue, of everything

required free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 x 9 or 10 or 12, 3/6 DOZEN
14 x 12, 4/- doz.; 16 x 12, 4/6 doz.; 18 x 12, 5/3

doz.; 24 x 12, 7/. doz.; wire-top Linnet cages, 15/G

doz.; call cages, 4/C, 5/- doz.; birdlime, extra

strong, Sib. tins, 3/6; Jd. bird warblers, 376 gross;

2d. warblers, carded, 14/- gross; hat fountains,

8/- grpss; Yankee fountains, for fancy cages, 1/8

doz., is/- gross; enamelled tin bird baths, 4/6 doz.;

all metal Linnet cages, 21/-, 23/-, 25/- doz., fitted

complete; note address: Pioneer Cage Works, Cbm-
mercial-st., Stoke-on-Trent.

PUNCH-BAR CAGE FRONTS
Owing to the vast increase of wire- and solder we

have had to increase our prices as follows to save
using inferior wire:— 12 x 12 or 10, 4d., 3/6 doz.; 14

X 12, 4Jd., 4/- doz.; 16 x 12, 5d., 4/6 doz.; 18 x 12,

51d., 5/- doz.; 20 x 12, 7d., 5/9 doz.; 24 x 12 or 14,

Sd., G/9 doz.; special price for dealers; for printed

list or quotations, stamp for reply ; odd sizes 4ld.

per foot: ,T. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham, late of Heath-st. (49)

YOU CAN CATCH
any quantity of large and small birds without
ruffling a feather. No silly talk required about
them, merely the fact that they are the best pro-

curable. Invisible Self-acting trap-net, 2/7, post free,

with full printed instructions ;
for other trap-cages,

etc., send for trap list; xxx birdlime, 2d., 4d., 6d„
9d., 1/1, 1/4; for aviaries, cages of every description

and requisites, send for illustrated catalogue: Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.

“BRILLIANTINE” BIRD WASH
Still another “ original ” speciality ; a 4d. tin will

wash 20 birds and make them shine. Send 5d. in

stamps for a sample tin : Wilson, Scotland’s Largest
Naturalist, Argyle-st., Glasgow.

CAGE FRONTS.
12 by 12, 4/6 doz.; 15 by 12, 5/6 doz.;
18 by 12, 71- doz.; 24 by 12, 10/- doz.;
odd sizes made to order.
Tam’s Latest Non-Splash Bath, fitted

with white earthenware, 4in. 10d.,

4 Jin. 1/-, 5in. 1/3, Gin. 1/6. Norwich
and Yorkshire Show Cages, 2/- each,

two for 3/9, 6 for 10/-; zinc drinkers, 1/3

doz. • black tin, 1/- doz. British Show
Cage's, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9; three-ply wood
Cases, to hold two cages, 4/6; 3 cages,

5/6; 4 cages, 6/6. Bird Sprays, with

Rubber Pipe and Ball, 2/6, pqst paid.

See Illustrated Catalogue for all Cage Fittings,

Roller Cages, Box Cages, Breeding Cages, all best

finish. Seed Boxes, etc.; Shops supplied; export

orders receive careful attention. Special Seed List.

—ENOCH TAMS, Church St., Lcngton, Staffs. (79)

THE RIGHT WAY
Of purchasing anything is to "have it on approval.

The broadest guarantee goes with every article

I send out. It must meet with your approval in

every detail, otherwise, you merely return it, and
I at once refund the money, free from any deduc-

tion whatever. The whole of the men employed

by nr,

3

are thoroughly experienced craftsmen who
know exactly what is required for successful bird-

catching. Clap nets made from 60 s/3 cord,

superfine netting (specially knitted for bird catch-

ing), 3 yards long, 5J feet deep, 4 feet fly, 5/-

pair; 4 vards long, 6/-; 5 yards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-,

7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-, 0 yards 11/-, 10 yards

12/- per pair, or any size made to order All

clapnets consist of two nets to the pair;

each net guaranteed full measurement, and
are fitted complete with all pegs, poles, and
lines, ready for immediate use. Single liens

half above prices, plus Cd. Loose netting as used

in above nets, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard; ditto ,9ft. 5d.

yard, ditto 12ft. 6d. yard, post free. Self-acting

spring net tfaps, 24ins. long, 181 ns. wide 1/6; ditto

18 inches by 14 inches, 1/3 each, post free. Kindly
note these net traps .are by far the largest and
most simple net traps on the market. They are
practically invisible when set, can be baited for

hard and softbills at same time, will catch and
hold uninjured any bird from wren to rook, and
call bird can be ueed inside them if desired.
Please notice I give measurement of my net traps,
but do not claim that they are a new invention.
1 have supplied all the leading eoftbiil catchers
with these traps for years past. Original Japan-
ese bird lime, warranted strongest lime made,
does not freeze, and specially good in fog or
drizzle, sample 4d., Jib. 9d., Jib. 1/2, lib. 1/10.
all post free. Full weight guaranteed without tin-;,

hence extra for postage. Italian hemp pull lines,

warranted not to snarl or stretch, and strong as
boat lines, 68 yards long 2/- post free. Superfine
hemp, rabbit netting, 16 meshes, steep salvage lop
and liottom, 3d. yard, 106 yards 16/-, carriage paid.
Special flax lines for rabbit nets 3/- lb., post
tree. Flirt pegs or lines 7d. each,'post free. Bird
brace swivels, three 3d., twelve Gd post free.
Kindly note all goods are guaranteed exactly as
described, and no expense is spared by me in
in order to supply the most serviceable and dur-
able catching appliances possible, for past 11

years I have supplied all the leading professional
bird catchers throughout the kingdom and Colonics.
All articles advertised are actually in stock and
immediate dispatch guaranteed.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

Blaokerite Gape Cure (Powder)

Bellows for “ Blackeritc ”

Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg Cure .

.

Chemical Food . . .

.

Cod Liver Oil Capsulea
Diarrhoea Powder
Disinfectant for Poultry and Houses .

.

Eye Lotion .

.

Feather Disease Cure „
Gape Cure (Liquid)
Insect Powder ... m. ,

.

Liniment .

.

Poultry Soap J, ^

Roup Paste . . . . _
Roup Pills Id. boxes 2d. «,

„ 2d. boxes 3d. ...

Roup Powder ...»

Scurfy Leg Ointment
Tonic Condition Pills, 2d. boxes 3d.
Tonic Condition Paste .

.

“ Canaradyne ” for Asthma and
Wheezing

Red Mite Killer
“ Pennakura ” (for destroying external

parasites and preventing feather-
eating in cage-birds)

1 Quinella :>
(Regd.) for inflammation

of Stomach ... ...

Parrot Tonic

r *

PRICES INCLUDING
9(1. 1,4 2/5

9d.

lOd. 1/5

4d.

lOd. 1/5 2/7

Sd. 1/4
9d. 1/4

1/5
9d. 1/4
9d. 1/4

5d. 8d. 1/3 (3/- tin 9

1/5
8d. J3-t ab. boxes

1/10
8d. 1/3

8(5.

6d. 9d
8d. 1/3

8d. 1/3

4d. Sd. 1/2
ICd. 1/5

5(9.

5d. 8d. 1/2
9d.

2/10

3/5)

2/10
3/1

4/- tin. 4/7
6/- „ 6/7

5/- hots. 5 jl

G-tab. boxes

3/5)

Owing to the increased postal rates it will be obviously cheaper to order the remedies through
a local Agent, when they can bo obtained at the prices on the labels.

Booklet on Poultry and Bird Culture post free on application.
If you arc in doubt as to the Right Remedy to administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATT’S PATENT, Ltd., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.C.

1flM'rf, r

W
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SEKDLISV3E. TftAP CAGES.
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world, have
thousands testimonials

; for proof, drop a post-
card ; three tons sold every year; Jib. tin
sample, Sd. ; Jib, 1/2; lib. 1/16; all post free;
single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage in
centre, 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,

I Bird Specialist, Preston, Lanes,

~PITCHFOKD’S
Non-Splash Bath, fitted with white
earthenware. Tlie original, our owr

design. 4in. 9d., 4Jin. 10d., 5in. 1/-,

6J x 5j 1/3. Why pay more for in-

ferior imitations? Cage Fronts, made
by practical workmen, 32 x 12,' 6tl

each, E/- doz. ; 14 x 12, 6jd. each,
5/6 doz.

;
16 x 12, 7d„ 6t- doz. : 18 X 12

6/6 doz.
; 20 x 12, 7/6 doz. ; 24 x 12

9/- doz. Norwich and Yorkshire Club
Show Cages, 2/- each, 0 for 11/-. Best British Show
Cages on the market, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9. Three-ply wood
cases, to holdi two cages, 4/6, 3 cages 5/6, 4 cage;
6/6. The King Nickel Pump Spray, no rubber tc
burst, 2/2, post paid. Tin Drinkers, blacked, 1 /-

doz. Hat Drinkers, 1/- doz. Seed .Sieves, 6d. each.
Cuttlefish Holders, 1/- doz. Linnet Cages, wire top,
1/7; Pitchford’s improved All-Metal Linnet Cages,
superior quality and finish, 2/3, 2/6, 2/9 each. Pitch-
ford’s New Registered Seed Box, prevents waste oi

seed, ensures healthy birds, 2in. wide, 2/6 doz.; 2Jin.

2/9 doz.; Sin., 3/- doz.; 4in., 4/- doz.; 7in., 6/- doz.
Illustrated) price list free. Bird Foods a speciality.
Trade supplied.—J. PITCHFCRD, Fanciers* Stores,
London Road, Stoke-on-Trent.

j~FOODS.
|

MEALWORMS, large, fat, 1/- and 1/3 per box, post
paid: Jones, Cranbourne Street, Brighton. (102)
MEALWORMS, English, with keeping diirectioji,

2/C 1,000: Miss Ilose.v, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
HARDHEAD seed, 2/. ’lb.; plantain, 1/6; carriage
paid : T. Rose, Tynedalc-vilias, Carterton, Clanfield,

Oxon. (104)
PRIVET berries, 160 large bunches 1/-, ICO teazel

1/6, all post paid: Young, Netmaker, Mieterton,
Somerset. (71)
WASP grubs, 2/6 Ib„ 1/6 Jib., free: stamps: only
obtainable from' Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford.
Buds and mealworms wanted). (106)
MEALWORMS, 2/6 1,000, ant eggs, 2/6, 3/- lb.;

flies, 1/9 lb.; egg yolk, 2/6 lb.: L. Cura and Sons,
Vine st.. Clerkenwell id., London.
PPJVET berries: Bullfinches’ grand natural food;

110 large ripe bunches 1/-, pent free: Mrs. E. Teat,
Ermine- terrace, Aneaster, Grantham. (99)
THISTLE, dandelion, plantain, 4d. oz., 4/0 ib.;

shepherd's purse. Jib., 2./-; mixed wild seed, 6 qts.,

3 -
;

carriage paid: Walton and Son, Crowle, near
Doncaster. (102)

INSECTIVOROUS food, Cd.. 1/-, and 1/6 lb.: gen-
tles, 2/6 qt. ; mealworms, 2/0 1,000'; flics, 2/. lb.;

ants’ eggs, 3/-; cuttlefish, 9d. ; price lists: De Von
and Co., 114, Bethnal Grecn-rd., London.
A NEW seed for all kinds of Finches, Bullfinches
and Goldfinches, green Linnets, Budgerigars: a seed
that Mill como to the front in future; lib. 1/-, 31b.

2/6, post paid; stamped addressed envelope for
sample: Fcwstcr, Middlestown, Wakefield. (106)

Use Our Notepaper.

WALSJbfS
Reliable Seeds and Foods.

Genuine Sun-dried Spanish Canary Seed.
141b. 281 b. 56ib. 1121b.

No. 1 Special Giant Spanish 5/- 9/6 17/6 34/-
No. 2 Giant Spanish, 4/6 8/6 16/- 31 /-

No. 3 Bold Spanish 4/- 7/9 15 /- 29/-
Sumnier Rape 4/6 8/6 15/6 28/6
Black Rape 4/- 7/6 14/- 26/6
Dutch Hemp Seed 4/6 8/6 1 5/6 23/6
FRESHLY-GATHERED NEW WILD SEEDS.

Charlock, Teazle, Weed, Maple, and Mixed
Wild Seed, all 6d. quart, 1/9 gallon. .Dandelion
Seed, 3/6 lb. ; Lettuce, Sesame, and Turnip Seed,
all 1/6 Ib. I’ecko, tlie finest conditioner known
for all British seedeaters, 2/- lb. Condition Seed,
.suitable for all breeds, 6d. lb., 7ibs. 3/-. Meal-
worms, 500 1/6, 1,000 3/-, 10/. lb. Live white
Gentles, 1,000 1/-, 3/- lb. Ants’ Eggs, 3/6 lb.
Dried Flies, 2/6 lb. Yolk cf Egg, 3/- Ib. Egg
Bread, 1/6 Ib. Insectivorous Food, 1/6 lb.
Crissel, 4d. lb. Special Biscuit Meal, 6tl. Ib.
Lark or Thrush Food. 6d. lb. Pea or Bean
Meal, 3d. lb. Cuttlefish Bone, 1/3 lb. Perfection
Bird Grit, 141bs. 1/-, 6/6 cwt.
WALSH, Bird Specialist, Direct Importer of Seeds

and Food
,
BLA C K

B

URN. Tel. 947. (110)

pjToQKS.
|

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at balf prices ; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Fcyle, 121, Charing Cross rd.,
London.

|
MEDICINES.

|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
upon tlie prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in " Nutshell No. 9,” post free 2Jd. t

(roni CAGE Bikds, 154, Flect-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).
•'AILING Cago Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“Nutshell No. fi,“ an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pels lo health. This will

6avo you much discouragement and money, and
costs only 2Jd. post free. From “Cage Birds," 154,

Flcet-«t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents 'list fre-

quently published).

“AVEAU

“

This preparation of Krekodync added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive)

organs, and is all excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., (J.M.C, Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination ami advice, by return

'poet, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.
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DURING THE WAR
our customer* may rely on our continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free delivery

by own van London district. Carriage paid to any

country station In England and Wales 1/. cwt. extra.

TROWER S WONDERFUL S0FT8IL0.
The wonder of the age tor Larks, Blackbird*,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Sjarlings, eto. Sold by
e,C0S Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., Jibs,

i/s post free.

TROWER’S IMPROVED GECTO
•lands unbeaten in price and quality ;

with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled tor Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbllls, and
all small Insectivorous birds, British -and Foreign,
1/3 lb., post paid 1/G lb; 7lbs. 8/6, post paid.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE*WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGG

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries. Hybrids, and
all birds that partake ot egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it. «
,Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It

is prepared only by us. and can be obtained of all

corn dealers and bird shops. In tins. 4d., 8d.. 1/3,

2/6, 71b. bags 12 6. Special quotations for quantities.
Post free.

OUR GIANT SPANISH
is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

Approx, wght.

Giant Spanish Canary .

Peck

.4/6

Bshl.

17/6

per bshl

68!bs.

cwt.

84/.

Large ditto .4/3 15/6 5Slba. 32/-

Fino ditto 15/6 58lb». 30/.

Good ditto ..3/9 14/6 68lbs. 28/-

Best Morocco ditto 3'6 13/6 58lbs. 26/-

Best Bold Hemp .2/6 9/6 421bs. 26/-

Best White Millet .3/6 13/6 52ib3. 27/-

Best Indian Millet .3/6 13/6 56tbs, 26/-

Summer Rape ..4/6 17/6 62lbs, 36/-

Extra Bold Linseed ..3/- 11/6 62lbs. 25/-

Teazle ..3/6 13/6 28lbs. 64/-

Niger Seed -3/- 11,6 48lbs. 45/-

Sunflower, Black, Striped 4/6 17/6 28lbs. 60/-
.Mixed Seed for Aviaries. ..2/6 9/6

11/6

53!bS. 20/-

Ditto, Foreign Finches 3/- 53lbs. 23/-

11/6 4G!bs. 33/-

Ditto, Canaries 13/6 57lbs. 27/-

Ditto, British Finch • 3 /• 11/6 68lbs. 23/-

TRY OUR WILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.
Ho value in the world like it. 2/6 peck. Il!bs.. or
3/. Mlbs. 1 peck post tree 3/6. Quotations given
for, and special mixtures can be mixed according

to fanciers' own requirements.

OUR FINCH TIT-BITS, 1/. lb., our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT IS PERFECTION.
1/- J-cwt., 1/9 3 -cwt-., 31- cwt.

*Maw 9d., Sesame 8d., Dandelion 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.;
Thistle 4d. oz., 5/- lb. ; Cornflower, 4d. oz., 5 /. lb.

;

Cuttleflsb, 6d. and 9d. bag, large 1/6 lb. Millet
Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

'Ants’ Egg3 , 2/6; choice, 3/6; Dried Flies. 2/- and 2/3
lb.; Silkworm Pupse, ground or whole, 1/3 lb., post

free. Meat Meal, 3d.; Biscuit Meal, 3d. lb.

Moulting condition tonic and singing
MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure is the talk of the Fancy. 3df 6d
1/-.- Post free.

Our Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
is run down. 3d., 6d., 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener. 3d.. 6d.,
1/-. Post free.

Price List and Sarnples Free.

TROWER & co.,
Seed Merchants and [Bird Food

Specialists,

442, Caledonian Road, i

8?. Roman Roart. t

^ l!] 8 s Cross,
82, Roman Road,

LONDON,
'Phono: 1020 North. Opposite Caledonian Ed.

Tube Station.

|
BRITISH BIRDS,

j

[
Hardbills. "}

WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British,
best prices paid : Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr. (105)
WANTED, any quantity cock Bullfinches foir cash:
De Von and Co., 114. Bethnal Croen-rd., London.
MOOR, cock brown Linnets, 5/'- dozen; cocks for

exhibition, 3 for 2/-. : P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-st..
Scarborough.

(102 )THREE large twice H.-M. cock Goldfinches for mul-
ing, 6/6 each : T. Rose, Tyncdule-villa, Carterton,
Clanficld, Oxon.

(104 )

GRAND cock Goldfinch, 2/6, bargain; also two cock
Chaffinches, will make toppers, 9d. each : Gocdchild,
Ashley Close, Suffolk. (112)
GENUINE oock Goldfinches, 2/6. 3/6; beautiful plu-
mage. guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, com-
menced sjng: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishop's Stort
ferj.

BE WISE IN TIME
And order at once your advertising space In CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL for 1916.

CAGE^ BIRDS Is the only paper solely devoted to bird-keeping, CAGE BIRDS" ' " It affords an advertisement not for the day or the week, but for every day
ANNUAL Is theJust as

only Year-Book of the Bird World.
r

of the year. It Is an invaluable work of reference for anyone who wishes to purchase Birds or anything in
relation to Birds. An inexhaustible source of money-bringing orders for Cage and Appliance Makers, Seed
and Food Retailers, Medicine Vendors, Breeders of every variety of Canary, Mule and Hybrid and keepers of
British and Foreign Birds.

If you want to Soli Birds of any variety,
or Anoliances, Advertise In

CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL
Brighter and better than ever. Ready early in the New Year.

For a trifling: expense you can secure bi£ business.

ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM.
Please insert my advertisement as attached in the 1916 edition of “CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL’*
to occupy for which I enclose remittance value

Name ^
Address

To the Advertisement Manager,
“ CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL,”

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. TARIFF.
Full Page, Special Position .. .- 30s. Half Page „ ... lOs.
Full Page, Ordinary .. 2Qs. Quarter Page „ — 5s.

Breeders .Cards .. 2s. 6d. & 5s.
Every Advertiser to the value of Five Shillings and upwards will receive one Free Voucher Copy.
Subscription Copies ordered prior to the date of publication Sixpence, post free

;
after publication, post free, Ninepence.

(49)

WHEEZING.
DITCHFIELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC is the
finest medicine ever introduced for birds with
Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness, and all

Chest and Lung Affections. Ail fanciers should
have a bottle in the bird-ioom for the coming
winter. DITCHKI ELD'S TONIC CROPS for Soft
Moult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going Light,
Feather Pluckiug, and Inflammation of the
Bowels. The Meat Tonic for all birds durihV’
the moulting season. DITCHFIELD'S FAMOUS
REVIVO, for Constitutional Weakness and De-
bility. A wonderful pick-me-up for weak and
delicate birds. R. Whittaker. Rishton, writes:—
"The recovery after using Dilchfield's Tonic
Drops is nothing short of marvellous. It is the
finest remedy with which I have come in con-
tact." W. Kiesel, London, London: “Lour special
lung tonic is excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbeach:
“Your Rcvivo is invaluable.”

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Owing to the increased rate of postage and cost
of packing, we are compelled to raise the price
of all Bird Medicines as follows

1 Sample Bottle Sd.

2 Sample Bottles 1/2

3 Sample Bottles 1/S

1 Treble-size Eotfie 1/2

2 Treble-size Bottles 1/11

3 Treble-size Bottles 2/8

1 Special-size Bottle 2/2
All post free from

FR^Ni^^HiriEL^^i^^pecialist^ldhann

TWICE honse-moulted large cock Lesser Redpoll,

grand colour and condition, 2/6: Baffles, Emerald-
st., Saltburn, Yorks. (108)

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch Mule, er.e hen. cock
Chaffinch, II. M., for cock Goldfinches; sell 8 .

6 : 55.

Letitia-st., Middlesbro. (108)

TWO selected Goldfinches, on song, 5/- each ;
ex-

change Linnet Mule or anything useful : Hurey, 21,

River-lane, Cambridge. (110)

GOLDFINCHES. Lovely twice house moulted pair,

7/6; field-moulted cock, full bloom, 3/6: W. Evans,
Ccop House, Llanidloes. (102)

A FEW specially selected Greenfinches for sale ; or
exchange for Linnets or dark muling hens: Campbell,
Rolland-st., Dunfermline. (169)

GRAND young 1915 house-moulted cock Hawfinch,
in perfect plumage and health, 7/6: Chopping, Taxi-
dermist, Stansted, Essex. 09S)
COCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, strong,
healthy birds, six 2/-, specials 1/- each: Horace
Coote, 96, North-st., Luton. (108)

SPECIAL singing mixture, 1/- large package; wild

seeds for British birds, 2/6 per stone: Seedsman,
163, Princess-st., Manchester. (HO)
TWITES or cock Linnets. 4/6 dozen : cock Gold-
finches, 2/6 each : mixed birds, I/- doz. : Rutter,
Bird Dealer. Littlefroth, Cambs. (105)

HANDSOME cock Hawfinch, won 7 times, win
any local show, full plumage, 17/6; with show cage
22/6: Sims, Buxton-rd., Bakewell. 008)
FINE cock Linnet.1

*, guaranteed well on seed, 3/6
doz., all kinds of British in stock : Humphries, The
Aviaries, 129, Seaside, Eastbourne. 008)
EXCHANGE quick-set net, used once, for exhibi

tion hen Bullfinch or cock Twite; approval; yours
first : Showier, Bridgend, Bathgate. (112)

SCOTCH Thorn Linnets, real giants, ideal birds for
muling or exhibition, 2/6 each, 3 for 6 /-; approval:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (110)
FEW warranted cock Goldfinches, large, full blazes,

3'-,, 3/6, 41- each: healthy, good feather, well
caged : K. Older, 53, Days-rd., Bristol. (103)

EXHIBITION Goldfinches, 4 to 8 /6 ; grand colour,

real gems; mulers. SI- to 5/-; selected Linnets, 1 /-

to 3,6: Sidney Webb, Stopslcy. Luton. 009)
WIRE-top bop, 2 seed drawers, with singing Lin

net, 2/-I Linnets, 3 1/6; colour-fed Greenfinch, 1st

members, 3/6: Calvert, Oxhill, Durham. 009)
EXHIBITION cocks. Bullfinch, 3/-; two Chaf-

finches. 4,'-; Linnet, 3/-: all cage moulted, and can
win : Halford. Empingham-hill, Stamford. (105)

BULLFINCHES; cocks, 2/6; hens, 1 /6 ; 'Goldfinches,

cocks, 2/6 ; hens, 1/- ; Yellow Buntings, 1/- pair

:

Garrod, 37. Spencer-rd., Rushden, Northants. (Ill)

G. LARDNER, Osney, Oxford, offers large fleid-

moultert Bullfinch cock, 8/0; splendid Goldfinch
Cock. 41-

; both colour markings: G. Lardncr, Osm”
Oxford. (106)

GUARANTEED selected cocks'. Linnets, and Green-
finches, 1/- each; cock Goldfinches, 3/- each: Powetl
Watts, Hawarden-cottages, Cwmtillery, Mon. 004)
BOX cages, the best to keep British birds in, 13in.

long, llin. high, 1/3; send for illustrated catalogue
of 124 sizes; trade supplied; Pass, Hucknall, Notts.
LINNET, house-moulted, in full song, suit catcher,
muler, or fierce singer, 3/6; full week’s approval for

cash : Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (Ill)

EXCHANGE two typical Yorkshire hens or Nor-
wich hens for best offer in Goldfinches, hens; ap-
proval: Ley, 17. Waungoch, Nantymoel, Glam. 004)
LARGE cock brown Linnets, specially picked, fit

for anything, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6; approval any-
where : Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-st., Whittdeflcld,
Burnley. (109)

THREE extra large Greenfinch cocks, house moul-
ted ; could win, at some shows ; only 12/6 each, to
make room; approval: MeWatt, Bonnybrldge, Stir-

lingshire. (107)
GOLDFINCHES: 3 cocks, 2 hens; 4 of these I have

bred own aviary; seen by appointment; C.B. rings cn
legis; no dealers; what offers: M.K., 68 , Upper Tulse
Hill, S.W. (100)
NOTICE: Warranted cock Linnets and Larks, sing-
ing loud, 1/-, 1/6 each ; wanted. Canaries, British
birds, for cash: Brain, 288, Lichfieldrd., Aston,
Birmingham. (99)

FINE upstanding cock Linnets. 4/- dozen
;

Red-
polls 2/6, Chaffinches 4/- : one dozen well mixed
seed birds, I/-: William Fenn, Bick Ram, Milden-
hall, Suffolk. 0(M)
EXHIBITION H.M. Linnets, Greenfinohes, Mealy
and Lesser Redpolls, Chaffinch: recent winners;
cheap: room wanted: Maxello, 11, Annan-st., Bar-
row-in-Furness. (105)
COCK Linnets, 4/- dozen, six 2/6: warranted, no
hen 3 kept; cock Linnets, flirt bird, braced with kid
braces and swivel, 1/6 each : R. Wiseman, 142, Chapel-
st;, Luton, Beds. (109)
riPING cock Bullfinch, grand colour, with grand

mahogany-coloured box cage, 5/6 the lot; approval,
cash or deposit Editor : Edwin North, 443, Man-
chestcr-rd., Bradford. (112)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address; will send to you by return:
Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
LINNETS. Large cock Brown Linnets, well on

seed, 3/- dozen: sex and satisfaction guaranteed;
P.C. beforo birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill,

Nottinghamshire. (418)

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, well on seed,
2/C doz.; selected old caught cocks, 3/- doz.; satis-

faction guaranteed : Marshall, 6 ,
Camden-at., Snein-

ton, Nr. Nottingham. (29)

EXHIBITORS. Selected F.M. Linnets, 2/6; orders
booked for selected Goldies, hen Bullies, Brambles,
Chaffinches, etc.; enclose stamp: Sergeant Forster,
Cockerton, Darlington. (109)

NOTICE: Extra grand Goldfinch and Bullfinch

cocks, full colour, 3/- each; grand cock Linnet, 2/-;

all sure winners; package 3d.; approval: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle Douglas- (89)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address

;
will send to you by return

:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
SELECTED cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 3/-; hens 1/-;

cock Bullfinch, 2/6, hens 1/6; cage-moulted cock
grey Linnet, 2/6 ; pair Rollers, cock rung, 8/6 : Wells,
South Green, E. Dcreham. (103)

LARGE Greenfinch Mule, ready for immediate ex-

hibition, colour fed to perfection, 10/6 ; or exchange
•extra large hen Bullies or Linnets; approval: Nicol.

son. Drum Cross-rd., Bathgate. (112)

GREENFINCHES, grand picked .Tonquep, a few gems
to spare, from )/- to 3/6: also nice Tree Sparrows,
can win, 4/-; approval with pleasure: D. Middleton.
12, Second-avenue, Quecnhorough, Kent. (99)
LINNETS, warranted Cambridge cocks, 3/6 doz.;
plenty in stock, no waiting; satisfaction guaran-
teed ; cash with order, or deposit with Editor : Mr.
C. Church, 216, Forest-rd., Walthamstow, Essex.

GOLDFINCH. A fine exhibition specimen, winner
of many prizes, latest win second Birmingham. 19

ip class, not showing again this season ; 35/- : lias-

took, 75, Springfield-rd., Moseley, Birmingham. 006)
COCKS, 2 A.M. Greenies, 1/6 each; Chaffinch, 1/-

;

ditto large, fit to show, 2/6 ; 2 linnets, 1 /- eacii

:

wanted. H.M. Bullie, Siskin, Greenie, Twite, Chaf-
finch (hens): Thompson, 63. Wellington-st., Luton.
LINNETS, Larks, Redpolls, Chaffinches, Green-

finches: cocks 1/-, hens 6d. ;
Goldfinches, cocks 2/-,

hens 1 /-; Bullfinches, 3/-, hens 1 /6 : all from clean,

large aviaries: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House. T f-

bourne. <1 04)

I
LARGE expansive square blaze Welch Goldie, not

‘ quite full colour, first P.O. 20/- gets him ; 1915
Goldie, largo square blaze, 7/-; others, 3/-, 5 -

each: |Roberts, Queen’s Hotel, Cerrig-y-druidion.
Corwen. (log)
WINNERS Cheap: Yellow Bunting, 7/6; Mealy

Redpoll, 5/-; Lesser, 10/-; Greenfinch, breeder, 5/-;
also others, cheap ; Linnet, Greenfinch, and Siskin
Mules, 5 1

- each; approval: Watson, 58, Colinton-
rd., Edinburgh. (107)
MISS KING, 63, Kingsbury-tcrr., Dunstable, has
two beautiful red cock Linnets, also two 8kj larks,
sing their wild note

; would suit bird dealers for
shop front attractions, or catchers for call birds:
1/- each; approval. (io 4 )
LARGE Scotch Finches, selected for exhibition:

Cocks, Bullfinch 5/-, Linnet 3/9, Twite 3/6, Bram-
blefinch 3/6, Greenfinch 3/-, Redpoll 2/6, Chat-
finch 5/6; hen Bullfinch 3/-, Siskin, 2/6: Suther-
land, Rambodde, Forres. (312)
FOUR real beauties, cock Goldfinches, 3,’- each;

four ditto Linnets, 2/-; caged since Juiy; two grand
cock Goldfinch Mules, 8/6 each; must elear, for
cash ; approval : T. Saunders, Kings Head, Bridge-
watcr-rd., Bishopworth, Bristol. (86 )

NOTICE. Extra large white-legged Goldfinch, -large
as Siberian, 9/-; also Linnet father eight Muies, this
year, 7/6 pair; clap nets, 5 yards by 4 feet. 6 -;

wanted, constant Sirwittey, Finch or Mule: Burden,
42, Station-rd., Hanwell. ’Middlesex. (103)
EXHIBITORS. Cock Goldfinch, Greenfinch, 3 cock

Siskin: Greenfinches, 3 cock Linnet Greenfinches, ccck
Twite Greenfinch, also cock Goldfinch-Bullfinch

;

var. Lionet Mules from 7/6: Andrew Williams, 113,
Nether-st., Kirkcaldy, Fifeshire, Scotland. 006)
BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,
grand songsters, make splendid show or contest
birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-
fied money returned : Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
GOLDFINCHES; warranted cocks, 2/- each, three

5/-; selected larger cocks, for muling, 3/- each; hens,
I/-; cock Linnets, selected from scores of dozens, for
muling or exhibition, 1/6, 2/- each: Turner, 14, Rose-
cottages, Hubert-rd., Selly Oak, Worcestershire.
GRAND exhibition cock Linnet, field-moulted, can

win, only 2/6; giant yellow cock Greenfinch, sura
winner, 2/-; grand cock Goldfinch, good blaze and
good" size, certain winner, only 41-

;
4 days’ approval,

cash or deposit: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd..
Bradford. (95)
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fuiljames eaya about them. "Nutshell No. 13," 2£d.

post free, tells you all yon need know concerning
the successful keeping of these birds. From: Gags
BiuDS, 154. Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
YOU can buy some of the best British birds In

t-he Eastern Counties from the Ipswich Live Stock
Emporium, 6 ,

High-st., Ipswich; grand coloured
Siskins, 3,6 pair; cock Goldfinches, singing, 2/6
each; cock Bullfinches, tame and good colour, 2/6:
cock Linnets, beauties. Is. each. 003)
SURE winners. Cock Bullfinches and Goldfinches,

5/6 each
;

extra special Goldfinch and Bullfinch,
outstanding in colour, 15/6 each; coak Linnet, a
deck sweeper, 5/-; wonderful good yellow cook
Greenfinch, Yel-lowhammer, clinkers, 5/6 each: Robin-
son, Bird Specialist, Windermere. (104)

LINNETS, Linnets. Southdown birds are the best
for show, song, or muling ; large rich nut-brown
and red-breasted cocks, Norwich type, well pen-
cilled, six for 2/9 ,or 5/- dozen; hens 2/- dozen:
sex and satisfaction guaranteed, or money returned

:

same address 23 years: G. Smith, Central Bird
Stores, Charlotte-st., Portsmouth. (104)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-
tion concerning this most popular of our British
birds is found in

“ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-
rearing. and acxing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2id. po 9t free, from: Cacg
B fiiPS, 154, Fleetot., London. E.C. (2d. from
agents: list published frequently.)

PROVED winners: Yellow Bunting, two firsts, ono
third, only time shown; Brambles, 7/-. 10,’- ; rare
Rufus-hacked Weaver, winner, 3.5/- ; Linnet-Green-
finch Hybrid, 10/-; Redpoll, 3/0; Chaffinch, 7/6:
F.M. Greenfinches, 2/6: Linnet, 51 -

:

will moult
winners ; approval willingly : Adam, 103, Harrison-

rd., Edinburgh. (107)

GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ The Greenfinch ” Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions aa to the treat-

ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to

send vou a copy post free upon receipt of 2 )d.

Write' Publisher, CAGE BnDS. 154. Flee London.
E.C.
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EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monster
cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splen-

did 1 deep square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bars

and buttons, can win, 6/- ; few monsters, cocks,

selected for muling, 3/6 ;
week’s approval willingly;

cash or deposit: Skinner, bird Catcher, Murray rd.,

Bristol. (Ill)

I HAVE the following house-moulted winners for

sal©: One of the best yellow cock. Siskins living, a
big winner, last time out 1st Coventry, price 30/-;
hock Linnet, shown twice, list Coventry, 2nd West
Bromwich, 12/0; two largo cock Linnets, both
millers, !>/- each; very large, heavily variegated
Siberian Goldie Canary Mule (1015), 2nd City of llir-

mlughum (members), 10/-; also two genuine Sib.

lien Canaries <'1915), yellow 7/0, buff 5/-: Raby, 5,

I’ark-pl., Ilighgale Park, Birmingham. (103)

LINNETS! Linnet©!! Linnets ! I !—Own caught,

trained contest wingers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there ie a matter that
requires dealing with caution ;

thero is a very had
habit, which your pets may have, which must he
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

.No. 2, price '."d. post free from CAGB limns, 154,

Fleet Street. London. 15. C.

GENTLEMEN, if you want honest value for money
buy from the catchers and save middlemen’s profit

;

Linnets, to moult winners, I/O, 2/0, 3/6, 4/6; kitchen
songsters, 4/(1 dozen

; Goldfinches, nicely tanned and
buttoned, with square cut blaze for hybrid breeding,

2/6, 3/C, 4/6, 5/6 ; few extra large, 7/6, 10/6; Bull-

finches, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6; hens, 2/6 3/6; three extra large
yellow cock Greenfinches, 3/6 each ; or part exchange
Canaries or Mules: Ingram and Sons, Bird Catchers,
54, Guulton st„ Hull. (110)

LINNETS, Goldfinches; semi to the shop with a
reputation

; I have now a grand stock of cock Tan-

nets caged a month, well on hard seed, all Wor-
cestershire caught, noted for size and song, at 1/-

eaeh, three for 2/-; note prices; a few stormers,
1/6 each, maUo contest singers; don’t pay more;
Goldfinches, well on hard seedf 2/- each, three for

6/ ; few very large cocks, 3/r and 4/- each, for
muling; extra special superb birds, 6/- and 7/6’each

;

three extra gems, 10/- each; grand h.m. cock Bull-
finch, muler, 4/6; also a gem of a Twite, three times
h.m., a milling cook, 3’6; all birds warranted sound
and healthy, and sex guaranteed ; travelling cages,
fid. and 6d extra: Bedford (late Gore's), 131, Gooch-
st., Birmingham. (Ill)

WM. SMITH
WARRANTED cook Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/-, 3/6 each;

hens, 1/-; cock Bullfinches, 2/6; hens, 1/3; cock Lin-
nets, 1/. each, 6/- dozen

;
guaranteed safe delivery

;

see Canaries: Wm. Smith, 39, Tib-st., Manchester.

W. JOHNSON, BRITISH BIRD EXPERT
Linnets, specially trained for contest, 2/-, 2/6; show
birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pencilled,
3/- ; Goldfinches, right for muling or show, 3/6, 4/6;
Linnet cages, 1/3; box cages, 1/6; Canary cages,
2/-, 2/6: 55, George-st., Leeds. (87)

LINNETS, LINNETS, LINNETS,
Specially picked cock Linnets, grand colour and
size, make winners, 1/-, 1/6, and 2/- each; some
good house-moulted songsters, 3/6, 4/6, and 5/- each

;

neat back cages, 9d. and 1/- each: H. Dawson, 56,

Wnlcott-st., Hull. (102)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL^
Guaranteed cocks, Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6 ; three 5/-, six

9/-, selected 3/-, 4/-; bens 1/-; Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6,

3/-; hens 1/-, 9/6; Skylarks, Linnets, 9d., 1/-,

three 2/-. six 3/-; Redpolls (kk, three 1/-, dozen 2/6;
Mules, Canaries, 7/6, 10/-; youngsters, 2/6, 3/-;

Hybrids, 15/-, 20/-; birdlime, 9d., 1/-; travelling
cages, 3d., 6d. : Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. <,’j09)

BIRD CATCHERS! CRAND NEW INVENTION,
Self-acting trap-net, made on a practically inde-
structible framework, fitted with 3 j in . rust-proof
,qprings, best quality invisible coloured netting

;

folds up automatically
;
the great advantage of this

trap over others, can be used for catching both
large and small birds, Hardbills or Softibills, by
simply using the different baits advised in my
printed instructions; post-paid complete, 2/5 each;
enormous sale; splendid testimonials received: Jack-
eon, Professional Bird-catcher (not a shopkeeper),
Bardney, Lincoln. (107)

Choice Specimens For Sale
Two first-class field-moulted exhibition cock Gold-
finches, nice square blaze, deep colour, only want
seeing

; approval w ith pleasure, 25/- each : F. Bent,
Confectioner, Glasshouse-st., Nottingham. (Ill)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the best quality obtainable, speciality
picked for the show bench ; make sure winners

;

grand English cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches, 3/-,

4/-, 3/-. 7/6 and 10/- each ; selected cock Linnets and
Redpolls, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each; catalogue post free:

Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

EXHIBITION MULING AND HYBRIDISING
You must have the right birds; an old band knows
what kind of bird he wants; these few remarks
are for the novice. To breed an exhibition Mule
>ou must have a Goldfinch or Linnet, as the case
may be, with plenty of size, good, big head, in a
Goldfinch good deep blaze, bare, and buttons, a
.Scandinavian, for preference, and the largest yellow
Norwich hen procurable, with large skull also.

Muling for song, any cock Goldie will do as long
as he is fit, and any hen, but for smartness a
Yorkshire hen ; a Hybrid bred from British birds
stands no chance in competition with those bred
from Siberians or Scandinavians. I and my father
before me have been Canary, Mule, and Hybrid
breeders over 70 years, and to-day the oldest
breeder and advertiser in Hull; in trying for the
Bullfinch cross use the hen, the cock is useless
in captivity. Don’t be misled; the following are
picked from hundreds that pass through my hands
weekly, and are fit for the keenest competit ion

:

Cock Bullfinch, 10/6; cock Goldfinch, 10/6; yellow
cock Greenfinch, 5/6; cqck Bramblefinch, 4/6; cock
-Lease*’ Redpoll, 4/6; aocM Linnet, giant), grand
quality, 5/6; cock Hawfinch, cage moulted, 12/6;
also a grand lot British cock Goldfinches to moult
out winners and for muling, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6 td Ii0,6

each ; cock Goldfinches with best picked out right
for song or muling, for song, 2/6, three 5/-, six

B/-, dozen 16/-, two dozen 30/- ; cock Linnets, 4/6

dozen ; Scandinavian cock Goldfinches, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6
each

;
Scandinavian cock Bullfinches, grand speci-

mens, 7/6, 10/6, hens 6/6 each
;
monster yellow cock

Greenfinches, 3/6 each ; cock Linnets, 4/6 each ; the
above are Scandinavians; another lot, also Siskins,
expected Dec. 11; send your orders at once to save
disappointment; largest and best collection in
England; approval, cash or deposit: Day’s Aviaries,
Portent., Hull. (108)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS
tU\ 1915 English cock Goldfinch, 2/-, three 5/-;

large, specially selected for muling or showing, 2/0,

3/, 4/- each; hens, 1 /- ,
three 2/C, six 4/C; cock Bull-

finches, 2/ , three 6/-; liens, ]/$, I/O, three 3/C; large,
specially selected cock Bullfinch, for showing, 3/-,

4/ ; hens, 2/-, 2/0; cock Linnets, ]/-, three 2/*, six

3/0, 0/ do/A.*n
;

specially selected for showing or
muling, 1/0, 2/ , 2/0; best birdlime, 9d. 1-lb., 1/2 1-lb.,

1/10 lb., postage free: Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist,

38, Fylde-st., Breston, Lancashire. Est. 1895. (10)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
DO MULINC BRITISH DIFFER FROM OTHERS?
If you intend going in for Hybrid breeding or muling
you must have the right birds. Why won’t your
birds breed? Because you have not the right kind.
There is a difference between millers and others,
and that difference 1 have solved. I have studied
for years this problem, arid 1 can now say with
confidence that 1 can now supply real Hybrid
breeders and mulers. I can give proof of my state-
ment by mentioning a few successful customers.
Sir Luke White, for instance, bred with a cock
Bullfinch and 2 lien Goldfinches. Sir Luke gave me
the photos of these Hybrids, and X intend to have
postcards printed and sent out to all customers.
Some say, give me a bird with a big head for

muling, but my secret I intend to hold and let my
customers have the benefit. 1 can honestly say
there is not a man in the world can teach you more
about British, than your humble servant. Here,
again, is proof of my superiority over others: ' Mr.
Blows, secretary of Kippax Club, wrote me for some
singing mixture. After using it he quickly won 1st
and 3rd prizes. I could fill “Cage Birds” with
thousands of successful customers. 1 have a grand
lot of cock Bullfinches, specially picked for
Hybrid breeding, finger tame, 8/6, 4/6, 6/6,

and one a gem, fit for keen competition, 7/6; other
good ones hut not mulers

; can win members shows,
3/6, 4/6 each

;
giant hen Bullies, specially picked for

breeding, real monsters, 5/6, 7/C, 10/6 each ;
other

good- hens, 1/6, 2/-, 3/-; monster cock Goldfinches,

2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6 each; giant Norwich type
cock Linnets, well pencilled, grand colour, steady
a.s rocks, 2/6, and two extra gems 3/6 each

;
giant

muling Linnet, 3/-. What a monster ! Real giant
yellow cock Greenfinch, a gem, 3/6; another good
one, 2/-; gem of a Redpoll, 2/6; fine, large, well-

coloured cock Lark, a beauty, and on song, 2/6;
splendid large cock Reed Bunting, grand bib, 2/6;
very good Yellow Bunting, good V-marked head,
nice cheeks, 2/6; monster cock Hawfinches, splendid
bibs and steady, 15/6, 20/-, 25/- each ; 200 Siskins

expected any time now; orders booked. I thank
the 38 customers who have already ordered. Now,
you Linnet singers, call and see my champions. I

have the finest strain of singing in England. I have
won all before rne. I have some of our champions
for sale, including “Young ’Un,” which won 1st

at King’s Head, Leeds, defeating 44 birds, open to
all England. He will sing in your hand and at an
empty cage, price 40/-; also other good house-moulted
birds, equally as proud, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/- each.

1 have a grand, lot of this year’s birds, clean through
moult and being taught under above champions,
including my cup winner. £10 refused for him.
These are on quality song and singing day and gas-

light, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6 each; good loud kitchen
songsters, 1/6, 2/- each, and a few nice youngsters,
coming on grand song, 1/- each; good call birds.

Linnets, 2/-, 2/6 each; Linnet cages 9d., 1/-, 1/6 each;
British show cages, very neat, 1/6, 1/9 each;
best birdlime in England, 3d. and 6d. tins. Throw
it away if you can find any as good. Linnet
whistles, 6d. Make your birds sing at one another
with I/- bag of my secret mixture; Roller School-
masters, no jars or clicks, every note lovely, 10/6,

12/6, 15/6, 20/-; hens 3/-, 4/-; cock Canaries, gooe
loud songsters, over 300 in stock, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6

each ;
monster Goldfinch Mules, win anywhere and

on Finch song, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, and one foreign Gold-

finch Mule, a gem, 15/6; Linnet Mules, on full

song, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6. I have a lovely Meadow
Pipit, caged 4 months, a gem, only 2/6; travelling

boxes 2d. each ;
large muling hen Canaries,

2/6, 3/6 each; house-moulted Linnets, well-

known winners on the bench, 10/6, 15/6,

20/-. I claim to have the largest stock in the
North. A visit will convince you without making
any idle offers. Moreover, I send all out on seven
days’ approval for cash or deposit. Bankers:
London City and Midland. Please cross all postal

orders L.C. & M., payable to me. Write at once
to Fred Allen, The Reliable Specialist, 150, Porter

Street Aviaries, Hull. (94)

~Softbills.
1

SPARROW Hawk, lovely plumage', hand-reared,
5/-; exchange: A. March, Evesham. (Ill)

LARKS, Larks. Grand cock Larks, 2/9 dozen: A.
Rowe, Bird Catcher, West-st., Chatteris, Cambs.

(103)
THREE 1915 hand-reared Jays, fine plumage, 10/6

each: Clarke, Rose Cottage, Denham, Eye, Suffolk.

(98)
HANDSOME young cock Brook Thrush, just com-
mencing to sing, accept 2/0: Naturalist, 288, Lillie-rd.,

Fulham-. (97)
GRAND cock Larks, clean and healthy, 3/- dozen;

can supply weekly : E. Rowe, 24, West-st., Chat-
teris, Cambs. (107)
TWO hand-reared tame cock Skylarks, singing

;

bargain, 2/6, or 4/6 two; approval: Levy, 614,
Fulham-rd., S.W. (101)
COCK Blackbird, fine, also grand cock Thrush,

5s. lot; exchange rabbits, fowls: Vernum, 298,
Lillie-rd., Fulham. (97)
GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 3/-, guar-

anteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, commenced sing,
warranted: Crisp, 35, Southmill-rd., Bishops Stort-
ford. (58)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
LOUDEST cock Skylark eveT heard, been caged

12 months, 1/6; also hand-reared young cock, ]/-;
these can be matched to sing any in this country

;

approval
;

secret of feeding free : George Hoit,
Dunstable. (107)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, In song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn bow to ob-
tain them and keep them. "Nutshell No. 3“ tells

you. 2jd. post free from Caob Birds, 154, Fleet-
st.. London, E.C. 2d. from agents (liet frequently
published).
SKYLARKS, fine large selected Lincolnshire birds,
none better, sent out perfect-, clean, healthy;
genuine cocks, 3/6 doz., six 2/-, three 1/3; exhibi-
tion specimens, 1/-; all hens, are fresh killed and
sent to London markets for table use; no trickery
here: Jackson. Bird-catchcr, Bardney, Lincoln, (107)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.—Full directions
how to keep these favourite songsters in the beet
possible condition

;
together with directions for

hand rearing the young and the selection of show
birds, will bo found in “ Nutehell No 4,” 2jd. post
free from Care Birds, 154, Fleet-st.,' London, E.C.
2d. from agents (list published frequently).
1 HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling. practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmency Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SGFTBILLS: the smaller epecles

;
full information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by II. J. Fulljames in “ Nuteliell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2jo. pout free,
from: Caoe Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agents; see list on another page.)
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice oeforc pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger spccice of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in
keeping your pets in the best of health. ’Ibis ad-
vice is offered in “ Nutehcll No. 26,” by II. J. Full-
james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various stylo© of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells yon
how. Post free, 2jd. from Caoe Birds, 154, Fleet-
st., London, E.C. Look at our liet of agents; call
on the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
|

F.M. cocks, Linnets and Larks, selected for song
or exhibition, 1/-, 2/. upwards; approval: Degg,
77, Hamilton-rd., Longton. (106)
HANDREARED British for sale, seen any day, ex-
change entertained; yours first; stamp reply:
Snelling, Westbourrie-st., Sittingbourne, Kent. (104)
LARKS and Linnets, the old firm who has sup-

plied many Palace winners iij, past seasons; cock
Larks 3/- doz.; cock Linnets 4/0: H. Dawson, West-
st., Chatteris. «;<>)

PICKED cock Linnet*, three 1/9; Twites, three 2/-;
cock Linnets, 4/9 dozen; mixed birds, hen Linnets,
1/3 dozen; cock Black birds, Thrushes, three 2/-:
Watson’s Aviaries, Littleport, Cambs. (103)
COCK Greenfinches, 1 /_ dozen; 12 mixed aviary
birds, 1/-; Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Red-
polls, Robins, Tree Sparrows, Yellowhammers, 1 /-
pair; cock Blackbirds and Song Thrushes, 1/- each;
any above selected songsters, 1/0 each; exchange:
Fenn and Son, Bowery-lane, Isleham, Cambs. (108)
I HAVE a stock of cock Linnets, singing full,. 1/1

each, or 3 for 2/6, 6 for 4/6; large cock Larks, sing-
ing nicely, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6, 6 for 4/6; new pair
clapnets, hand made, skeleton geared all round,
9yds. by 6ft. deep, sell 19/-; wanted. Goldfinches
and Bullfinches from catchers, best price paid : W.
Darby, 41a, Spon-la. Aviaries, West Bromwich. (107)
GOLDFINCHES, Goldfinches, warranted cocks, 2/-
and 3/- each, three 5/9, 11/6 half-dozen ; big upstand-
ing cock Larks, the best, three for 1/3, 3/6 dozen,
three dozen 10/-

;
Red-breasted cock Linnets, three

for 1/6 ; hen Goldfinches, cock Blackbirds, Thrushes.
Yellowhammers, 1/- each, three for 2/- ; sex and
satisfaction guaranteed: J. Whiteley, Catcher, Bos-
ton-rd., Holbeach. (113)

TO MY PATRONS
I hope this week to have cleared all outstanding

orders out. I have had hard work to supply orders.
Large Norwich type cock Linnets, none better, 1/6,
21- each; Bullfinches, Goldfinches, 2/6, 3/-, 4/- each;
monster yellow cock Greenfinch, 2/-; giant Yellow
Bunting, 2/-; splendid cock Chaffinch, 2/6; good type
Norwich cocks, 6/6; liens, 3/6; double compartment
trap and cock Linnet, 2/- ; one dozen aviary birds,
cocks and hens, 3/6 ; large upstanding cock Skylark,
2/-; others, 1/-; cock Linnets, 5/- dozen, three dozen
14/- ; cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, gems, steady, 2/-
each

; try me for first-class stuff, *io swindling

:

Broxup, 27, Stcck-st., Burnley. (110)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS,

REDPOLLS, LARKS, ETC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6 each, three
for 5/6, six for 19/-; extra fine cock Bullfinches, 2/-,

2/6, 3/- each; hens 1/3, 1/8 each; Lancashire cock
Linnets, 10d., 1/. each, three 2/-, six 3/-, dozen 5/-;
grand cock Larks, 9d., 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/-;
few caged-off birds, singing, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each : Red-
polls, 6d., 9d., 1/- each; cages 9d., 1/-, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9
each ; Birdlime, -Jib. 8d., Jib. 1/2, 11b. 1/10, post free.
Single Trap Cages, 1/3, double 1/9. Send for cata-
logue of everything. Est. 50 years.

AtiniFARn Bird Specialist and Judge,gnnuirunu, preston, lancs. Tei. 440 .

CANARIES.

|
Border Fancy.

|

WINNING and stock Borders; list free: Rudd, Spe-
cialist, Norwich.
TYPICAL well-bred; birds clear yellow hen, 6/6;
variegated yellow hen, 3/6: E. Freeth, 20, Bradford-
rd., Trowbridge. (105)
I HAVE still a few good Borders left; yellows and

buffs; cocks, from 7/6, hens 3/-: Claydon, Oatlands
Drive, Weybridge. (103)
WINNING strains, 7 pairs Borders. 10/- pair, or ex-
change pen of poultry : Roberts, Gwyddfor, ron-y.
groes, S.O., Wales. (108)
FEW smart buff hens left, from 5/6 each, right

type, rare quality; approval: Robson, 28, Camden-
gro., Peckham, London. (88)
NOTICE: Grand lot Borders, many winners, prices
low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKeand,
Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (89)
TYPICAL Borders, codes 7/-, hens 4/- upwards;

pairs from 9/-; on approval: Henry Wiisop, Hill
View, Station-rd., Bannockburn. 093)
PRIZE-bred Borders, cinnamons, marks, and clears,
at reasonable prices; approval; stamp: Lyall, So-
ciety-bids., Montrose-st., Brechin. (85)
BORDERS, grand type and quality, clear or marked

cockisi, from 6/-, hens from 4/-; to secure a bargain
write now : Irons, Park-pl., Brechin. (108)
WANTED, young green Border Fancy Canary,

cock, fit for showing and good songster : Smith,
llramblehurst, Anderson-drive, Aberdeen. (104)
BORDERS, real typical healthy birds, cold room

;

cocks 4/6, hens 2/6 each to clear; or exchange; no
live stock : Short, 328, High-st., Cheltenham. (105)

JAMES LUMSDEN, 13, George Square, Edinburgh,
has a few clears, marks and greens for sale (winners
and bred from winners, at war prices

;
stamp reply.

SOME fine Border cocks, yellows and buffs, at 5/
each : If. Brown, Lundin Links, Fifeshire. (110)
BORDERS. A buff foul cock and yellow hen, good

(stock birds and breeders of prize-winners, cheap to
clear, 10/6 the pair: Aitchison, Siller Knowe, Biggar.

CHOICE typical Borders, mostly clears, from well-
known winning .strain; cocks from 7/6, hens 3 / 6,
pairs from 8/6 : Cumming, 116, Chalmers-st-., Dun-
fermline.
EXHIBITION yellow green cock, 10 / 0 ; two yellow

green hens, 5/- each; two yellow cocks, 7/6, 6 ;-;
approval willingly; deposit: Geo. Higgins, Mayson-
st., Carlisle.

(101 )FOR disposal, a few very fine Borders related to
my winners, yellow and buff cocks and hens, also
some good marks; approval; no fancy prices: Weir.
Hamilton-pl., Penicuik.

(97)
HIGH-CLASS Borders, prize strain, grand type and

quality cinnamons, clears, and marked cocks from
7/6; hens 5/-; pairs 10/6: Frame, Rowanbank, Kirk-
liston, Linlithgowshire. (94 )
FINE typical small yellow Border cock, 1915,
Bennet’s strain, 10/-, or exchange for large 1914
Norwich cock ; approval

; yours first : Taylor, 33,
1’rospect-terr., Aberdeen. “r~

<ml)
CLEAR yellow cock, *10/-; huff marked, 7/6- yellow
and bull cock, <>/; cinnamon marked' liens, 4/-;
stamp ; approval : Angus McDougall, Carronvale-
rd„ Larbert. Stirl.ingnhire. (93)
ROBERT YOUNG, 177, Warton-texr., Newcast)e-on-
Tyne, has greens, clears, uneven and even marked
cocks, also cinnamon Norwich and two Scotch Fancy
show cages and case for sale. (103)
A FEW good matchod pairs at 12/0 pair; even
marked bred, also 4 even marks, yellow cock, 2
yellow and 1 huff hens, only 15/. each ;

approval

:

McWatt, Bonnybridge, Stirlingshire. (107)
STILL a few Borders left; the right sort (see

front page of last issue)
; no fancy prices ; com-

pulsory sale, as previously announced : Humphries,
41, Elsinore-rd., Forest Hill, Ixmdon, S.E. (106)
HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 100 youngsters, many fit to win, plenty
to select from, in all colours, show or stock, at
war prices; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 239.
Low Waters, Hamilton. (53)
GIVING up! All my winning Borders, including
yellow and buff cocks and bens, liuff self Cinnamon
cock and self cinnamon hens, buff green and yellow
green hens, in grand show form ; cheap and approval -

C. Cubby, 62, London-rd., Carlisle. (109)

HIGH CLASS Borders, cock and two hens, clears,
sell 15/-; exchange good Schoolmaster Rollers; yours
first: Tolley, Highlands, Woldingham, Surrey. (112)

CHAMPION Borders, in clears, marks, some good
show birds; also careful selected breeding pairs; on
approval. Buying here and there is a speculation,
buying from a reliable breeder is a sound invest-
ment : Patterson, Grocer, C'hirnside, Berwickshire.

(109)
“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),

explains fully bow to manage these “wee gems’’ dur-
ing the breeding season, hoiv to keep them in health
and song, how to select idea! pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy. 21 d. po<st free, from “Cage Birds,” 154,

Fleet-et., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

W. S. CLARK, 16, Eglinton-st., Irvine, winner ol
hundreds of prizes, including cups and medals, has
a few good surplus birds, all bred from bis well-

known winners, for sale: four buff green bens, omf
yellow green hen, one yellow cinnamon hen, one buff
cinnamon hen, one yellow cinnamon cock, 7/6 each;
also a few clears and marks at reasonable prices

;

approval. (109)

CLEAR ANCE sale. 3 yellow b.ens, 1915, very typical,

extra fine quality, 3/6 each; 4 buff hens, 1915, too
small for show, but good, 2/6 each; 6 young cocks,

4 yellows, 3 buffs, all bred from winners, 6/- each

;

1914 yellow cock and buff hen, have bred winners
this year, 10/- pair. The whole of the above are aa
amalgamation of “Pratt and Craig” blood, and
thoroughly healthy; approval ^Chown, Exmouth. (98)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, also pairs;
highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain ;

send offers along; G. Chapman, High-st., Birming-
ham.

|
Crests and Crestbreds.]

SALE
;
clear Crest cock, Crcstbred r.en: Bau!d,.23,

Hill-st., lnverkeithing. (99)
HEAVY Crested hens, 5/6 each; Crestbreds 4/6;

approval, deposit: Comben, Outfitter, Portland. (Ill)
FEW pairs of good Crests for sale, cheap, yellow
and buff: Reynolds, 47, Goodhcad-st., Meadows, Not-
tingham. (112)
FEW show and stock Crests cheap to clear; state
wants: Mrs. Roberts, Stannahey, Newton Drive,
Blackpool. (110)
HENS: 2 Crested 5/- each; 2 C.B. 4/C each. 16/-

the Tot; stamp reply: Chaffe, 21, Itosslyn Park-rd.,
Plymouth. (100)
WHAT offers for 30 Crests and Crestbreds, 1914
and 1915, good stock birds: Harvey, Gordon Villas,

AVoodbridge. (102)
G. CLYNE, Moray Street, Wick, can supply Crests
and Crestbreds, all bred for quality

;
best blood

;

cheap; approval. (84)

F. G. BALE, Crcstlyn. Victoria-st., Barnstaple, offers
variegated Crcstbred cock, 1915, £6 ; clear ditto, £6

;

approval, deposit. (104)

MRS. TIIOS. TAYLOR'S champion strain, a few-

good birds for sale ; approval
;
stamp reply : 68.

Edward-st., Gateshead. (109)

1915 high-class Crested Norwich cocks, 10/6 each;
hens, 8/6; approval: A. Thompson, 197, Bradford-
rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. (89)

DAVID SCOTT, 128, Atkinson-gd., Benwell. New-
castle-on-Tyne, has a few Crests and Crestbreds for

disposal; approval; stamp reply. (84)

FOR sale. Canaries, Orest© and Crestbreds, from
10/-; songsters, 6/- ; deposit Editor; approval: Irving,

61, Cecit-aven., Enfield, Middlesex. (103)

SEVERAL green or variegated Crested cocks, good
songsters, 7/6 each; exchange Greet or Crestbrcd
hens: II. Oakden, Hucknall, Notts. (106)

CRESTS and crcstbred cocke from 12/6. pairs

from 25/-, bred from prize stock ; approval: Rob-
son, 28, Camdeu-grove, Peckham, Ixindon. (58)

NOTICE: Grand lot Crests and Crestbreds, several
winners, reasonable ;

easy payments arranged : ap-
proval : McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (89)

THREE pairs Crests for sale, 30/- per pair to clear

;

green Crest, cock, 1915. 4th Cowdenbeath, £2; best

of blood : Whitton, Links-plaee, Droughty Ferry. (84)

THIS strain has won at all the leading shows in

England, having won two cups, gold and silver

modils this season; have a few useful Crest ami
Crestsbred to part with; approval, stamp: Bewick,

7, Newflcld S.O., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (117)
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AN INVITATION TO
See over 5,000 Birds.
If in doubt where to go during the Xmas and Now Year Holidays, I invite you
to com© and Inspect my stock, i liuvo 16 large rooms, containing a magnificent
collection of oyer 0,000 birds. These include .some splendid specimens in York-
shires, Norwich, € rests, and Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Rollers,
Mules, and muling liens. J have some splendid stock and exhibition birds bred

,

from my own winners, ami also a number of excellent birds from other well-known
winning strains. M.v rooms are open every day but Sunday, and whether you wish to purchase or not
I shall bo glad to see you and show you round. If you are requiring birds for stock, for exhibition,
or for song, como and make your own selection. Every bird for sale without reserve. If you cannot
come, remember I am prepared to send one or more birds to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days'
approval at my sole risk. 1 guarantee absolute satisfaction to every customer, or cash returned in
full. Kindly note the following prices:

—

Grand lengthy Yorkshire Cocks, in perfect condition and full song, ' 7/6, 8/6, 10/-, 12/6. 15/-, 20/-

each. Smart, erect, racy hens, «/-, 6/-, 6/-, 7/6, to/- each. Matched breeding pairs, 10/6, 12/G, 15/-, 17/6,
20/-, 25/-, 30/- per pair.

Smart, thick set, cobby Norwich at same prices as Yorkshires.
Exhibition Norwich and Yorkshires. X have some grand birds bred from my own well-known

winners, both Norwich and Yorkshires, at the following prices: Cocks or Hens, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6,
20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/-, 60/-, to 100/-. These are ready for benching, and capable of winning their cost in
prize money.

Songsters, in bold free song, just the thing for Christmas Presents, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each; will suit
anywhere.

Highly Trained British Rollers, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- each.
Sib Hens for Muling, 6/-. 6/-, 7/6, 10/6 each.
For full particulars of all varieties send a P.C. for my free illustrated catalogue. Travelling cages, 3d.

extra in all cases,

JOE THOMAS, Exporter,
and

Ambler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks
ESTABLISHED OVER J5 YEARS

TWO dark Crested cocks, fit for show, green, 1914,
bird, 40/-

;
young wing marked bird, 60/- ; approval,

deposit: H. Mais, 63, Northumberland-st., Notting-
ham. (85)
ABOUT 40 Crests and Crestbred, each from 7/6,

pairs from 15/-; healthy birds, bred from prize stock;
approval : Tetin, 124, Chestnut-aven., ; Forest Gate,
Essex. (104)
HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,
many winners sold ; some grand birds for sale,
reasonable; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.,
Nottingham. (17j
SYMONS BROS., Melbourne, Liskeard, Cornwall.—
Now is the time if you want to purchase a good
Crest or Crestbred; stock birds from 10/- upwards;
can be seen any time ; or approval. (99)
REV. JOYCF., Wellington, Somerset, can supply

crests and crestbreds (best blood) in matched pairs
from 40/-; singles same rate, ail bred for quality
and vigour; some of the chief winners this season
again are from birds bred by him

;
stamp ; state

price.

MONSTER Crests and Crestbreds, grand stock
pairs, 15/-, 20/-, 30/- pair; also large Norwich plain-
heads, to breed winners, 10/6, 12/8 to 20/- pair;
Yorkshires, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- pair; worth double;
or will exchange common songsters : Day’s Aviaries,
Porter-sit., Hull. (108)
GRAND double-crested cock, from big winner, with
two Crestbred hens, two show cages and travelling
ease, lot 45/-; large clear Orestbred cock, 12/6;
marked dark Crested hen, 7/6; ditto Crestbred hen,
7/6; bargains all; approval: Shipley, 64, Victoria-rd.,
Longeaton, Derby. (107)
HEALTHY young Crests, bred from show stock;

Crest cocks, grand stock birds, 15/- to 25/-/ two
Crestbred cocks, 15/. each: two Crest hens, 15/-
each; Crestbred hen, 15/-; young cinnamon Crest
hen, 15/-; approval: Worrell, Ravenswood, St.
?ames’-rd., Sutton, Surrey. (103)
GIVING up! Select stud of above; grand green

Crest cock, £1 ; C.B. ditto hen, 12/6; bulf Barnett
C.B. cock, 12/6; variegated buff C.B., 17/6; 30
others cheaper; state wants; feeder hens, 1/8 each;
Norwich ditto, 4/-; cages and utensils; your price:
Tuckett, 12, Watery-lane, Merton, S.W. (52)
MONSTER 1915 buff variegated Crestbred cock,
abundance of long feather, £2; also massive 1915
buff, clear body, dark Crest cock, grand body, shape
and feather, perfect crest, £1; 1915 buff wing-marked 1

ditto, 15/-; Ba.rnett and Joyce’s; bargains; all
pound birds; approval: James Hill, Halehank, nr.
Widnes. (109)

REMARKABLE VALUE
in highest class Crests and Crested-breds, contain-
ing the best combined strains in England: state
requirements, or list free: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

)
Cinnamons7

CINNAMON Crests and Crest-bred; wanted, stock
birds, 1915. from even-marked strain; no fancy prices-
Howson, Blythgrove, Worksop. (99)YELLOW cinnamon Norwich cock wanted, must be
weli bred, large typical birds; cash, or exchange
pair high-class Norwich: Chisholm, 42, Shipston-rd
Stratford-on-Avon.
TYPICAL Norwich cinnamons. 1914 yellow cockand buff hen very prolific pair, 37/6; massive buff

cock and yellow hen, both 1914, 45/-; unflightod
cocks from 15/-; grand quality and colour- ap-
proval : Flatt, S, Bramford-la., Ipswich. (112)

t Greens.
|

J^WICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-

Churih sL WWne?.
6,n?le 5eUow heDS: JeDkins

l

WINNINGstrain of Norwich Greens; a few birdsfor disposal^ prices moderate; approval: Walker1
^AB°^a„fc

T
Homer St -’ Liverpool.

i nil)YORKSHIRE Greens. Elkins, Cattwood AviariesBelper, has limited number self yellow show or stockcocks and hens, 1914, or unflighted, includin'' recent

weekeends^ approval.’
reasonable; ^pection invited

—— - . .

r Belgians.
CHAMPION Belgians, grand birds, disposal, same

strain my championship winners last two PalaceBS^^Pr0Val: S ’ Baker
’ Ge0r%rd-.

| Lizards.

Norwichf
ear<l8 966 my free lbrt: Ru<M

’

“P- 6,-i or exchange for

I? T„
d h€n ’ clear cap

:

Smithson, Basinghall-
B4'i LeeOiS*

(109 )

HAVING large quantity of cages, breeding stock,
show, nurseries, seed boxes, egg drawers, nest pans,
and drinkers, will sell very cheap to clear: Mrs. J.
Dewsnap, 14, Princess-st., Glossop. (166)

n Norwich.
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.

Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties

;
reason-

able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
of championships

;
good birds from 7/6 upwards

;

approval; stamp: 6, Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London,
E.C.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

GRAND variegated Norwich hen, 4/-; yellow ditto,
3/-; pair, 6/6. Till, 49, Church-st., Hanley, Staffs.

(109)
NORWICH, stock for sale, many fit to win

; state
wants; stamp reply: Calderwood, 65, St. Andrew's-
st., Kilmarnock. * (87)
ROBERT COLLEY, champion Norwich, now Teady

for stock or exhibition, price on application ; winner
at all leading shows: 78, Corkerhill, via Cardonatd,
Glasgow. (91)
BUFF Norwich cock, winner 3 firsts, members',

cards sent, 17/6; approval; Calvert, Oxhill, Dur-
ham. (109)
NORWICH, few good hens for disposal, 4s. 6d.
each, carriage and cage: Chaney, 103, Adelaide-st.,
Norwich. (100)
BUFF cock, yellow hen, 14/-, or exchange yellow

cock Norwich; Robinson, 146, Lodge-st., Miles
Platting. (108)
GRAND yellow cock, good head, neck, a big one,

20/-; approval; E. Wilcox, Ivy-cottage, New Saw-
ley, Derby.
TWENTY to 30 good stock Norwich, in one lot,

or will separate: Fredk. BroadhUrst,. 59, Jaines-st.,
Macclesfield. (107)
FEW Norwich for 6ale, cocks and hens, C.F.;
stamp reply: Ridgway, 7, Brown-st., Failsworth, nr.
Manchester. (104)
FEW typical birds, cocks 10/-, hens 5/-; one price;

inspection invited: Halford, 134, Prince of Wales- rd.,
Kentish Town. (109)
1915 ticked buff cock, 6/6; colour fed; few good

hens, yellows and buffs, 3/6: Peck, Ashman's Hall
Gardens, Beceles. (10S)
FOUR yellow cocks, 6/- each; ! :on s 3/- each; Linnet
Mules, cocks, 6/* each: Missendcn, Holly House,
Chingford, Essex. (ju9)
FEW good Norwich for 6ale, cheap, including
winners; cocks and hens from 5/-: 120a, Acton-la.,
Chiswick, London. (106)
BUFF yellow Norwich cocks, good heads, size,

from 15/- each; see wins Carlisle: Bell, 35, Clemen-
tina-terr., Carlisle. (107)
THREE Buff Norwich cocks, 6/6 each; three Nor-

wich hens, 3/- each; worth double; Vickers, 4,
Worth-st., Wigan. (102)
MR. PAVEY. Norwich pairs reasonable

; these are
consistent breeders; stamp reply: 5, Grove-rd.,
Abbey Wood. S.E. (69)
COME and inspect my noted Norwich; home all
day ; best blood in the Fancy Metcalfe, 68, Bruns-
wick. rd., Liverpool
HIGH-CLASS Norwich pairs, or cash for textile

industry, books or useful offers: Joe Thomas, Over-
end, Cradley, Staffs. (110)
UNFLIGHTED Norwich, bit small, but rare quality,
cheap at 10/-; approval: John Dalgety, 10, River-st.,
Brechin, Forfarshire. (Ill)
TWELVE high-class Norwich cocks, in full song
and fit to win in am open show, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6: Dixon,
5, Bethesda-st., Burnley. (105)
TYPICAL, massive-framed, marked buff hen. ac-
cept 15/- ; worth treble for stock : Williams, Post
Office, Llangoed, Anglesey. (102)
NORWICH; 2 yellow var., 3 buff var., 3 clear hens;

2 yellow, 1 buff cocks; stamp reply: John Fulton,
284, Calder-st., Govanhill. (103)
NOTICE: Grand lot Norwich many winners, prices
low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
CLEAR yellow Norwich cock, in song, 7/6; large
clear yellow Norwich hen, 3/6: Huckle, 31, Gordon
Road, Kingston-on-Thames. (ill)
CHAMPION clear yellow Norwich cock and two
buff hens, 1915 bred, accept 10/6; approval: Gater,
Jones-sq., Troedyrhiw, Glam. {105)
GOOD feathery pair Crests, 20/- or offers; stout,

typical, yellow' Norwich hens; yours first: Elliot,
18, Edward-st.. West Pelton. (lio)
EXHIBITION monster marked buff cock, cup win-

ner, Ryde Fancier©, 60/-; clear yellow cock, chal-
lenge cup winner, Ryde, 30/-: Morris, Fancier. Rvde.

( 101 )

Do not forget to send your

Advertisements Early for ourh'EXT WEEK f

CBflWD MMflS NUMBER
It will provide advertisers
with a splendid opportunity
of making

SOME MONEY
FOR XMAS!

What abo“* ,he «urphis birds, cages, 6c., which you have? Other®may want them; why not turn them into money?
Rates—18 words Od. t and Id. per word after-

Prepaid Advertisements for next issue CLOSE TUESDAY, DECEMBER 14.
The Advertisement Manager, “CAGE BIRDS, 154

, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

SPLENDID shape buff Norwich cock, winner of
several prizes, 30/-; brother to same, 20/-; approval:
Webb, 22, Frederic-st., Luton. (ioc)

J HAVE about 20 Norwich for sale-, bred from
first-class stock; also a pair of greens: James Yeats,
King Edward-st., Fraserburgh. (92)
NORWICH hens, 2/6 each, five for 10/6; warranted

healthy 1915 birds, packing 3d.; breeder only: New-
ton, 10, Hareourt-terr., Salisbury. (103)GIVING up; final clearance; unflighted, well-bred,
yellow cocks, 10/- each; yellow hens, 4/-; approval:
Salter, 32, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (105)
BURGESS, Eastover, Bridgwater; prize-bred Nor-

wich, grand pairs, 15/-; cocks 8/6, 10/0; buff hens 5/-;
approval

; exchange new boots, 8’s. (108)NORWICH, young birds, winners, also Borders,
must clear; call or write: Davidson, Clydesdale
House, Mossend, Lanarkshire, N.B. (107)GOOD, clean, healthy Norwich cocks, 10/6; hens

Palrs must clear; approval: Sawbridge,
78. Caxton-st., Market Harborough. (101)W. LIDGETT, winner of over 100 prizes, including
three stiver cups; grands cocks, 12/6 to £3; hens,
7/6 to £2 : Lidgett, Grocer, Newark. (99)A GOOD pair of Norwich Canaries, buff cock and
yellow hen, 1914 birds, 30/-; deposit; approval-
Langham, 4, Platoff-st., Nottingham. • (105)GRAND pair Norwich, good size and quality, 17/6;
also several 1914 cocks, from 10/6; approval: A.
Horwoody 8, Lawson-avenue, Long Eaton. (106)WILLIAM PHIPPS, for splendid, typical, massiVe
Norwich, winner over 100 prizes, also cups; ap-
r>

,

r
,°,Y,

aU Miilplatt-ave., Islevvorth. (Ill)HUGH JARDINEK has a few good Norwich for
disposal, very reasonable

; inspection invited any
time : 40, Lochiel-st., off Cubie-st., Glasgow. (108)FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/0, pairs
from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Peckham, London. (11
NOT winners, but stock cocks and liens, pricer

accordingly; Tristem Pavey's strain; own breeding:
J. Locke, 41, Sandown-rd., Brislington, Bristol. (100)
FOR sale, good Norwich Plainheads, fed and non-
fed, prize and prize-bred, cold-room, in perfect
health: Mrs. Banks, 51, Balliousie-st., Perth. (83)
GRAND clear yellow cock, 25/-; another, 20/-; var.

buff cock, 15/-; buff green hen, 15/-; yellow hen, 8/6;
approval; A. Tydeman, 45, York-rd., Ipswich. (104)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich, all 1915; cocks, ringing, 6/6
upwards

; pink of condition
; inspection invited • C.

Harbour, Grocer, 263, Glyn-rd., Clapton, London. (104)FOR sale, 3 stock pairs of exhibition Norwich
Eckersley’s direct, 50/- the lot; cash or deposit-
Graham, Ivy Cottage, Preston, Favereham, Kent. (103)
REDUCING stock; 40 Norwich yellows, buffs; cocks

7/6, hens 5/- upwards; approval; stamp: Apply, J.
Norman, 67, Higli-st., Rishton, near Blackburn. (93)
WANTED, four Norwich unflighted yellow hens,
must be good and on approval ; cold-room bred :

Welsh, 114, Wanderer'save, Wolverhampton. (Ill)
A FEW good, birds for sale; cocks from 7/6, liens
from 3/6; matched pairs from 10/-; sent on approval
to known fanciers: Reid, 61, Evan-st., Stonehaven.
SEVERAL pairs well-bred Norwich for disposal,

1915, 12/6, 15/-; good quality; approval; deposit:
H. Burchell, 2, High-rd., Chadwell Heath, Essex.
DEVOY, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner at

leading shows, over 60 for sale, some typical yel-
low and buff hens; uo fancy prices: George-st.,
Stranraer. (110)
TYPICAL Norwich cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, up-
wards; hens 4J- upwards; cash or easy payments;
stamp reply; Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd„ Hounslow,
Middlesex. (joi)
NORWICH, I can spare a few grand Norwich cocks
and hens, winners and bred off w inners

; cheap

;

particulars, stamp ; Smith, Stronvar, Balquhidder,
Perthshire. (100)TWO buff Norwich cocks, 12/6 each; 1 yellow
hen, 7/6; alt exhibition bred, and c.f. ; show cage
and case, 2/6; F. Jackson, Wood-la., Bignall End,
Staffordshire. (107)
I HAVE a few typical buff Norwich for disposal;

unflighted prize strain ; cocks from 10/6 ; hens from
7/6; pairs from 15/-: Frame, Rowanbank, Kirkliston,
Linlithgowshire. (94)
JOINER-MADE cages, 12 single, 3 double, in rack,
20/- lot; large coloured Norwich, show or stock,
from 15/6 each : Mrs. Roberts, Stannahey, Newton
Drive, Blackpool. (84)
SCHOFIELD, saddler, Ipswich, has few choice show
and stock Norwich, unflighted, F.W. rung, E.C. C.B.
Society not holding show, being wartime; state
wants; stamp reply. (112)
LARGE clear yellow cook, 20/-; splendid stock;
few typical buffs, unflighted, from 10/- upwards;
also buff hens; cheap to clear: Murdoch, 32, Rose-
burn-gardens, Edinburgh. (107)
THOMAS HERBERT, 35, South-st., iRedditeh, offers
1914 large buff cock, 20/-; yellow- marked hen, 10/-;

2 yellow hens, 5/-, C/C; 1915 buff cocks, 7/6, 8/6,
10/6; approval; stamp reply. (106)
TJNFLIGHTED Norwich, 3 yellow hens, 8/6 each

;

2 buff, 6/6 each; one, 7/6; cocks, one yellow, one
buff, 10/- each, F.W, rung: Holliday, 51, Bolton
Drive, Mount Florida, Glasgow. (102)
GRAND typical Norwich cocks, yellow and buff

clear, also variegated, 7/6 upwards; also hens, 4/-

upwards
; satisfaction guaranteed; approval:

Cousins, 48, Lickley-st., Pupon. (83)
TYPICAL unflighted yellow hen, 10/-; 2 1914 ditto,
10/- and 7/6; exhibition unflighted buff green cock,
good head, neck, and carriage, 15/-; bargains:
Flatt, 6, Bramford-la,, Ipswich. (112)
MR. INNES, Estate Factor, Larg?, Ayrshire, hav-
ing decided to dispose of all his high-class Norwich,
offers exceptional bargains; many winners; all large:
inspection Invited; letters only, (59)
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kormctl and Borders for sale- seereport Ierth show; all non-fed 19)5 birds, inner-health
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n 7 ^6; few more unflighted,health) birds ; colour-fed; approval. (107)

* ' EUKER&LEY has only a limited number tospare this season from his famous strain, which hasproduced some of the finest Norwich even seen: 51
trancis-rd., Ed gboston, Birmingham.
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B' lllngton, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham.WINNING Norwich cocks, 1st, 2nd, 3rd Wisbech

last week, 12/- each; others from 7/6 f cocks orliens; every one bred from winners; none better:
Handley, Lynn-rd., Walsoken, Wisbech; approval.

WANTED, 1915 buff Norwich hen, either clearer
variegated

; extra good in head properties; no rub-
bish wanted, good price given for a good bird: an-
prova : William Allison, The Brae, Cults, Aber-
deenshire.

(112)
J|LI.OW cock, grand type, 12/-; big unflightod
buff 8/6, yellow cock and buff hen, 10/6; unfed
worth double; approval; wanted- large heavily- var!
or green Norwich hens; Ryan, Ballenaearron, Baliy-
moto, Sligo.

mOHLY-BRED Norwich; no better blood; good
headed yellow cock, 15/- ; typical tight feathered
yellow, 20/.; big thick-set unflightod buff, 15/- r.

Norman, Bird Artist, Eyrie, Salisbury.rd., Carsbal-
ton, Surrey. /

99)

-F- -I- LACCOHEE offers good quality un flighted

1

cocks from 10/6, liens from 7/6*, pairs from
I0/6; al bred from large ty-pical winning stock;
straightforward dealing; approval: 92, St. George-
st.., Norwich. (jjjv
CHAMPION Norwich; reducing stock; latest wins,

4 firsts, 2 seconds, cup for best young bird, runner-up
for champion cup; few for sale from 7/6; state
wants; 6tamp; approval: Clarke, 69, Felixstowe-
rd., Ipswich,

(103)FIVE large typical yellows, natural colour, Silk's
and Davis strain, 3 cocks, lightly marked, one un-
flighted, 7/6 each; 2 hens, 5/- each, or 26/- the five;,
cocks in full song; approval: Hale, 37, Station-rd
Croston, Preston. (jqdA FEW good Norwich for sale, yellow and buff, single
or pairs; cocks from 10/-; hens from 6/-; all
from the best of blood

; inspection invited
; cash

or deposit; on approval; D. Watts, 37, Alkincoats-
rd., Colne, Lancs. (108>
MASSIVE ticked buff cock, lovely quality, type,

35/-; marked yellow ditto, 30/-; variegated buff
large head, fine stock bird, 20/-; also two yellow'
hens, 15/- each; all healthy; on approval- Kerr
Richmond-rd., New Barnet.
REDUCING Stock: 30 ihigh-class Norwich for

sale, yellows and buffs, cocks from 12/6, hens from.
5/-; winner of cups at Wimbiedon and Richmond;
approval, deposit; also cook Bramble, 7/6: Birch.
Bonner Hill Stores, Kingston, Surrey. (107)
LATEST wins, Dulwich, Peckham, under Robson,
with only six exhibits; 2 lsts, special, 2nd, 3rd.,
4th, vhc; ten 1915 birds, related to winners, to
spare, healthy, moderate prices; inspection: Dracup
103, Halfmoon-la., Herne Hill, London. (89)SEVERAL useful Norwich cocks to spare, flighted
and unflightod, yellows and buffs, related to my
winners; reasonable; state wants and price prepared
to pay from 10/-; 15 years a breeder; on approvals
T. Smithers, Builder, Hadlow, Tonbridge. (Ill)
NORWICH cocks, variegated buff 20/-, clear buffs

12/6, variegated yellow 15/6, clear yellow 20/-, two
ditto 15/0 each, and three ditto 10/6 each; all un-
flightod and large birds

; on approval, deposit with
Editor; J. Hesketh, 7, Boundary-rd., St. Helens. (90)
S. CLAYTON, Perey-st., Rochdale, can spare the
following unflightod cocks; Clear buff, 15/-; ticked.'
buff, 17/6; another, 12/6; varieg. bnff, 17/6; hens,
clear buff, ticked buff, variegated buff, 8/6 each;
variegated yellow, 8/C; all good type and substance;,
stamp particulars. (106)
J. LITCHFIELD, 32, Tennyson-rd., Luton, has for

disposal large variegated yellow cock, very pretty
bird, winner two firsts, a blaze of colour, 45/-; clear
buff cock, winner cup Luton, good stock bird, 25/-;
seveiral unflighted yellow cocks, grand colours, with
buff hens to match, 12/6 pair; approval. (103)
GRAND large clear yellow Norwich cock, 1914 bred,
good head and neck, good colour, can win, only 15/6,
with a good clear buff lien, big winner, 15/6, or
2S/6 the pair to clear; worth three times the money;-
six days’ approval; cash or deposit Editor: Edwin
North, Breeder, 443. Manchestor-rd., Bradford. (112)
ALL Norwich: winning clear yellow cock (un-

flightod), 17/6; parents, big yellow cock, big buff,
hen, 25/-; typical yellow hen. 15/-; muling yellow,
hen, 10/-; another, 7/6; one, 5/-; buff, 4/6; stamp
reply; or exchange for good mackintosh or over-
coat; Atkinson. Market-nfare. Guisboro, Yorks. (11.Q
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WAVING little time to show, cun *paro some good
Norwich; this strain has been built by me, has won
i h run about England and Scotland, and is reliable;

recent wins; Wolverhampton, Reading, etc.; prices

7 /• upwards; approval, stamp; particulars! Geo.

Saunders, 168, High i t., Quarry Hank, Stall's. (102)

YOUR opportunity; liavo some ol that famous
(train, “Chalmers’ Kirkintilloch Champion Norwich"
at lc ,s than hall’ value; good type, duality and
health, F.IV. rung; singles «/-, 8/-, 10/ ;

pairs suit-

ably matched, Ml/-, 14/-, 17/- ;
approvul ;

cash or de-

posit; Mathewsori, Station llouiic, Dunigoyne, Stir-

lingshire. (66)

OPPORTUNITY seldom offered; 20 grand Norwich
for disposal in one lot, including the following; 5

yellow cock.', 4 yellow liens, 8 massive hull cocks, .8

grand bull lien®, mostly unflightcvl, winning strain

pua runt sed, hid and 1th Coventry last week, id
the 20 birds, not half their value, or single or pairs;

approval; particulars; Geo. Bailey, Mlll-st., Harwell,

nr. Hinckley. (100)

.1. C. BARNES, well-known strain, 25 years’ study
winner of cups, medals, etc., at leading shows,
nisei winner of Sheffield ChaJlenge Cup outright (3

years in ouccCM-ioni; few grand thick sol Norwich
to spare, true type, At quality and colour, plenty
of substance; cocks from 20/-, liens JO/- up; several

ipcclul pairs, correctly matched, JL I to .! ft ;
inspec-

tion invited; approval: 113, Norttiflcld.rd., WuJk-
ley, Sheffield.

SPECIAL i lfer to novice fancier* only, can spare
(i extra large iiuftlglited 1 Norwich I’luinhead liens,

i ; 1

1

.4 bred, iiinasLve heftde, stout clients, short wings,
lovely colour, quality, only .ti each, worth treble;

they are clears and marked; two monster young
Ini (Y cocks, grand heads, stout, bouuc rs, 25/- each;
above can win in keen competition; cash or de-

posit: George Cubley, button Gowt.s, Long Sutton.

HIGH-CLASS Norwich for sale, good typo and
quality ; clear butt cock unflighted, 31)/-; clear buff

cock flighted, 20/-; clear bull' lien flighted, 20/.;

variegated half lien unflighted, 15/-; clear yellow

Hen, i-i Barrow, IS/-; two Muling hens, o I- each;
aright yellow variegated Goldie mule, 30/-; other
pairs for breeding; approval willingily ; cash or

deposit; osee Barrow report: Hudson and McFarlane,
fit, Lord Robcrts-st ., Biirrow-in-Kurncss. (100)

E. BAKER'S .noted high-class Norwich; grand 1915

half cock,, rich colour, short, stout, typical, good

head, 17 0; mated to 1914 yell. hen. rare type, quid.,

colour amt substance, 17/0, or .t'l 12s. Oil. pair;

large, massive, marked, rich, liulf cock, a handful,

splendid head, neck, body, short wings and tail,

lovely feather, make winner .tl 15s.; very large

l-ellow hen, line large head, good wings and tail,

tl 2s. Cal. ; others on application; E. Baker, Water-
loo-rd., Ipswich. (ICO)

MASSIVE UNFLIGHTED BUFF
eock, big bird, massive wide head and chest, grand

stock bird, 25/-: Johnson, 111, lleysham-rd., South-

port. (103)

HIGHEST CLASS NORWICH.
Limited number, bred from my winners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at any time. Stamp for

reply. W. CRAWSHAW.
CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

Rollers Ci Singing Canaries']

J. & J. HOPKINS
noted John Bull strain, grand yellow cock, 35/-; fine

yellow hen, 2o/-: Note new address, Mouse Trap
inn, Disley, Cheshire. * (112)

JOHNSON'S WINNING NORWICH
Grand unflighted yellow Norwich cock, good head

and neck, bred from my winning strain, a beauty,

can win, only 12/0 ;
lovely bulf ben, to match, 7/0;

19/- the pair ;
worth double ; also unflighted buff

eock, brother to above, 10/0; approval, cash or

deposit Editor: 55, George-st., Leeds. (87)

J. C- BARNES
Norwich specialist; 25 years’ study; well-known

stud. Winner Sheffield Challenge Gup outright (3

years in succession). 200 birds to select from. Few
choice specimens to spare. Cocks from 20/-, hens

from 10/-. Inspection invited; approval: 113, North-

tleld-rd., Walkley, Sheffield.

Another Incontestlble Fact
1 have just purchased two lots more of Norwich
exhibition birds. In one case nearly every bird is

a winner. Here is a chance of securing high-class

etutr to improve stock, or Mart breeding your own
winners at a very reasonable price; have on ap-

proval ; a marvellous collection to select from ; in-

spection invited; not a shopkeeper; few, prices.

Cocks or hems, colour fed, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-;

pairs, correclty matched to produce best results by
me personally, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-. Norwich at follow-

ing prices: Cocks, 0/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/0; hens, 2/6, 3/6,

4 / 6 , 5/0, 6/6; pairs, matched to produce best re-

sults, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6. Cages, to hold one bird, Sd.

;

to hold 2 or 3 birds, 4d.; details of all others
free: W. Rudd, The Bird. Specialist, Norwich.

wTm. turner
Breeder* of Champion Norwich
I havo bred and supplied winners at all leading
shows, and have a large stock to select from

;

exhibition and stock birds at reasonable prices;

this strain has been winning for the last 20 years,

and there is no better blood in the Fancy. See
latest show reports ;

inspection invited ; approval
willingly: 3a. l’ercival-st-., Hightown, Manchester.

NORWICH

AND YORKSHIRES
Grand .selection, cocks and hens, from our well-

knov.n winning strain-; winner of 5,000 prizes this

last 30 years at all leading shows; cocks from 10/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/- each; hens, 6/-, 8/-, 10/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/- each. Any on approval. Breeder
30 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Cluckc Rollers (pure Randall's), 151,

South Avenue, Southciid on-Sea. Member B.lt.O.C.

Birds for eale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from pii/.e winning specimens of high rank, lull

particulars free : lieathfleld, Sussex. (160)

MISS THOMAS, Fairliglit, Richmond Park Road,
Bournemouth, breeder and trainer purest Seiferts,

Glucke, etc., U0 bred 1915 ; deposit. (80)

Clarke's pt Me!)?
Yes, I have got six of Mr. Gardener's to sell for

him as lie has joined the Forces, including a
Variegated Buff Cock, winner t-lic last six times out,

also Unflighted Buff Hen, winner of four lsts. Yes,
I still breed Yorkshires. Winners of 2 cups Clap-
hain, 2 cups South London, silver bowl and cup
Dulwich and Beckham, cup at South-East London.
Nearly all won with unflighted birds. Anyone yvho
wants length with quality of feather combined, call

nnd have a look. Shall be pleased to show you
my birds. Birds that have won six rups this year,
and thev are here for you to buy. Think it over.

East
Dulwich.

(103)

L J. CLARKE,

GRAND water glucke bens, pure Randall 3/- each:
Short, 328, high-st., Cheltenham. (105)

ROLLERS, 6 young for sale or exchange, cocks 5/-,

liens, 2/ : R. Swift, 58, Lloyd-at., Burley, Leeds. '(100)

H lOIl ela a Roller cocks, 10/6 and- 12/6 ;
hens, 2/0;

cold room bred : J. Cavia, 17, Roman -rd., Preston.
(HO)

GRAND cocks, ringing niglit, arid day, 7/0 each; ten

days’ approval: W. l’owick, EasUield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (101)

WAXif.D quantity English Rollers or Roller cross,

in song; must be cold-room kept: 48, Frederick-st.,

Cardiff.

HIGH-CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton, 10/6,

8/6, 7/0; hens 3/6 2/0; approval - Lloyd, 140, Gresty-

rd.. Crewe. (495'

ROLLER cooks, 6/-, full song; hens, 2/0; safely

packed for any distance; Jopeon, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (110)

TWO Roller cocks, 1914 yellow 12/6, 1915 green
10/-; no better songsters: F. May, 40, Clarence-
cres., fiidcup. (109)

BEST quality rape for Roller fanciers, prices 5/-

per stone, 35/- ewt., samples sent: Ives, 85, Legsby-
avc., Grimsby. - (29)

HIGH-ciasj Roller liens for rale, 1913 bred, Ran-
dall’s and Fould’s strain, 2/0 each : Bovmar, 9,

N'uneirgate, ‘Notts. (103)

TWO Roller schoolmasters, 13/- each; also three
good hens, 3/- each; oilers; cash only: D. Akrayd,
Sowood., Stainland. (102)

DEEP water Glucke Rollers, prize strain; cocks,

15/-, 20/-; hens 4/6 each: Parker, 12, Friston-st.,

Lad.vwocd, Birmingham. (79)

ROLLERS for sale : 11 Roller eccks anil 20 hens
for sale; what offers; giving up: Ollier, 27, Crook-

ed-., Radcliffe, Lancashire. (103)

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,
singing nicely, accept 4/0 each: Miss Jones, Har-
lech House, Aberystwyth. (Ill)

ROLLERS. Randall’s strain, over moult, singing

nicely, cocks 10/0, liens 4/-, pairs 13/0: Bowes, 11,

Christchurch-buildings, Oxford. (98)

HIGH -cl as,s glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung, cocks
from 12/0, bens 4/-, 5/-; approval: B. Lijlley, 47,

Freedom-st., Hillsboro’, Sheffield. (110)

FOR genuine' Rollers and other champion songsters

see my free list before deciding elsewhere; hens
from 1/6: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
EXCHANGE matched pair Borders, eock a winner,
1914 season, for good Roller reck, 1015, no chopper;
offers: Simmonds, 31, vvileox-rd., S.W. (90)

H. MEAD, Yorkshire-st., Bacup, can spare a few
birds related to his Leeds. Bacup, Manchester, etc.,

winners; cocks from 15/-, hens 5/-, 7/6. (108)

GREEN Roller Canary, grand songster, three yellow
liens, in small Crystal Palace aviary, 20/- lot: B.
Jones, 1, Falkirk-st., Kingsland-fd., London, (102)

NOTICE : Grand lot high-class* Rollers, day and
gaslight songsters, 15/- each; approval; easy pay-
ments arranged: McKcand, Seabright, Castle Dou-
glas. (89)
BREEDER and exhibitor of water glucke Rollers;
cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; hens, 4/-; B.R.C.C. rung; 1915;
approval : J. Mawhood, 26, IValton-ia., Nelson.
Lancs. (88)

DEEP glucke and water glucke Rollers, cup winning
strain, B.R.C.C. rung; cocks, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-; hens,
5/-; approval: Totncy, Holly Bush-st., Oradley
Heath. (102)

MAGNIFICENT cock Canary, guaranteed full

song, together with special singing cabinet cage,
ideal Christmas present, 10/6 : Ogden, Round-st.,
Bradford. (198)

HIGH-CLASS Glucke Rollc-re, 1915 colcks, from
10/6; hens, 3/0: approval; few breeding cages and
shutter-cages, cheap : Earnshaw, 51, Rook-st., Net-
son. Lan-c-t. (69)

BRITISH-bred glucke and water glucke Rollers,

rung 1915, cocks 15/-, £1 each: 1914 liens, 5/6 each;
7 days’ approval : J. C. Banks-, 49, St. Hubertls-
rd., Great- Harwood. (107)

TWO Roller cocks, Randall’s, Spencer's stjrain,

1915 rung, 8/6, 10/6, or exchange good Roller hens:
Ancott, 67, Springdale-cott., Attleborough, Nun-
eaton, Warwickshire. (108)

HIGH-class Roller cocks, eold-roem bred, 7/6, 8/6,

10/6 each; hens, 2/6 each, or two for 4/6; satis-

faction guaranteed : J. Britton, 4, Wellington^st.,

Radcliffe, Manchester. (104)

BRITISH Rollers, Randall’s strain direct, cold room
bred, rung B.R.C.C.; 1915 cocks from 8/6, liens 5/6,

or 8/0 pair: Hughes, Surrey Villa, Long-lane,
Church End, Finchley. (84)

SPLENDID Roller cocks, in full song, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, upwards; hens, 3/-, upwards; cash or
easy payments; Stamp reply: Rossell, 85, Whrtton-
rd., Hounslow, Middx. (101)

T. TWIGG S champion strain, with grand variety
of tours', bred froan Randall's petrolled strain

;

cocks from 20/- to 60/-; hen®, 5/- and 7/6; B5
rung : approval : 6, Stafford-st., Bilston. (104)

DEEP glucke 1914 Schoolmaster, pure Randall’s,
price 25/-; 1915 cocks, grand rolls, 10/-, 12/6, and
15/- each; hens, same strain, 4/. each; approval,
deposit,: Carrington, Bridge-'st., Bakewcll. (10'6)

HIGH-class glucke Rollers, cocks, 12/-, 15/-; hens,

4/-, 5/-; same strain os my Cups and Medals win-
ners; Mr. Willows’ strain; approval, cash or de-

posit note: Morris, 18, Dale-st., Wrexham. (73)

NOTICE, nicely trained Roller cocks, day and gas-

light (Randall's), 7/6 and 9/0 each; hens, 2/0 and
3/-; approval, cash or “Cage Birds” deposit.—Hilton,
Queen's-rd. Terrace, Littlebo-rougli, mar Manchester.

(MO)
WINS this season, 1st and Cup and 2nd, Bacup;

3rd, Leeds, 28 points in clam of 80, 32/0; also

brother to the above, 20/-: Wantling and Brad-
ley, lla, Mount Pleasant, Stackstea-ds, Manchester.

(Ill)

BRITISH bred Roller cocks, unbeatable fur

variety of song, they sing all day, 7/0, 10/-, 12/6;
every bird guaranteed and on approval, cash or
deposit: Fcntou Greenwood. Wcbdcn
Bridge. (£4)

ROLLERS : 3 young yellow cock*, 15/- each ; one
that got 21 points at Leeds, £1; all colour fed and
club rung; bred from one of Mr. Ive's winners;
hens, 41 . each: Jobson, 151, Pcnrbyn rd., Hunter's
Bar, Sheffield. (loo)
HIGH CLAK6) Rollers, bred from winners, cocks,

12/C, 15/-; hens, 5/-; 1915, B.R.C.C. rung, B.5x7f»2,
scored 24 points Leeds, 35/-; cold-room bred, splendid
condition; approval willingly, deposit: L'ber Gill, 18,

Nelson-st., Skiptou. (102)
GLUCKE and water glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. Tung,

cocks from 15/- ; hens 6/-, 7/6 ;
these birds are bred

from my winners of previous years; wins this sea-
son, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Wolverhampton; vhc and he
Bacup: Harrison, Fruiterer, Bradmore, Wolverhamp-
ton. (89)
FOR sale, champion British bred Rollers, with good
hollow roll, bass, schockel, hollow bell, water
glucke, etc.; recent wins, 3rd and spl. Leeds, 2nd
and «pl. Bacup, 2nd and spl. Manchester, in keenest
competition

; approval : Thos. Walton, 01, Cross
Green -ores., Leeds. (108)
GLUCKE, water glucke Rollers, pure Randall's,

1915 bred, few cocks for rale, 25 /•, SO/.; previous
wins, 1st, cup, vbc, Bacup; ext. 1st Bolton; 4th,
vhc, Provincial; 7th, vbc, international; satisfac-
tion guaranteed: Wantling, 5, Parrainatta-st., Raw-
tenstall, Manchester. (105)
H (Gil-class Rollers: Having just bought the en-

tire bird-room of one of our most noted Roller
breeders, comprising over 100 birds of best quality,
trained by organ and best of School masters

;
they

are all for sale at following low prices, less than
half their value; cocks, 7/6, 8/0, 10/6 : extra se-

lected cocks, 12/6, 15/- each; some broken tong,
sters, with faulty notes 5/6, 0/6 each; best quality
hone, 2/0, 3/6 each; cash or deposit: Day's Avia-
ries, I’orter-st., Hull. (108)
RANDALL'S cup strain, all club rung, “ B5 X 43,”

won an ex -4th Bacup Roller Contest last month;
grand Schoolmaster, 30/- only; ‘‘ 155.39,” won highly
commended, in same class of 68. 27/6: “ B4.13,”
scored 21 points Birmingham, 20 London Interna-
tional Contest, lias grand bass roll, 25/-; water
glucke hens, can breed winners, 5/- ;

approval, depo-
sit; all customers during the last six years have
bought first b'oller cock sent, except one. 12/2/1915.

Atherton, “ M. B.R.C.C.,’’ 36, Christian-rd., Preston,
21 points, Birmingham. (89)

TO ROLLER BREEDERS.
Wanted, any quantity pure-bred Rollers, coek3 or

hens; send full particulars nnd price
;

will deposit
cash : Gledhill, Fleet-lane, Queensbury, Bradford.

(71)

Rogers! RandalFs Strain
The finest blood in the Fancy; cocks, 10/6, 12/0,
15/-, 20/-; hens to match, 2/6, 3/6, 5/- each; on
approval : Sandiford, Bird Specialist, PitMon.

iSSSLLEii
CANARIES.
ONE CLASS ONLY, 12/6 each. Quality and Seng

guaranteed.

CROSS,
Zoological Gardens,

• Otterspool,

LIVERPOOL
ROLLER

CANAR I ES.
VOOGT'S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-18.

Roller Cocks.—No. 1, 12/6 each, 7 for 60/.. These
Rollers are now arriving for the first time with the
soft sweet Roller note ; they gain in song weekly
with careful management.

Roller Cocks—No. 2, 7/6 each, 7 for 45/6. Good
strong hardy birds, serviceable songsters; splendid
value for money.

Roller Hens.—14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 13/-;
2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent safely packed.
No birds can be despatched on Saturdays. For all

sendings to Yorkshire, Lancashire, South anil West
of England, I despatch by early morning trains, to
arrive same day. For Scotland and Ireland niglit
trains only. No birds are sent on approval. They
travel absolutely at the risk and expense of the
purchasers. 20.000 have been distributed in twelve
months with only six bona-fido complaints. Every
stick. Cocks and Hens, are sent out as received
from Rotterdam.
Telephone: 6341 Avenue. Telegrams: Bamlyn,

London Docks.

JOHN HAiBLYN,
221, St. George’s Street, London, East.

j
Scotch Fancies.

|

SCOTCH Fancies; list free: Rudd, Specialist, Nor-
wich.
A FEW good stock birds for sale, 1914 and 1913,

cheap: Law Jackson, Southfield, Kirkmuirbill. (86)
SCOTCH Fancies, cocks and liens, young, some
good birds cheap ; approval : Hugh Howie, 29, Os-
wald-rd., Kirkcaldy. (97)

(
Yorkshires-

|

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, champibn Yorkshire Breeders,
winners of highest honours posxildo for over 30

years; many championships Crystal Palace, in-

cluding championship last Palace show. As we
are not exhibiting have some of the best York-
shires living for disposal, show or stock birds,

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winners; pairs matched to

breed winners, 15/- to 60/-; single birds propor-

tionate; these are not dealers’ Yorkshires, but the
highest possible breeding; approval: Langton
Lodge, Scotton. Knaresborougli, Yorkshire. (04)

/
BAILEY, winner ouliieht Y.C.C. 20-guiueu Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-gnlusa Challenge Trophy,
eti.. etc.: 46, Sbui-h \ icw-terr., Saudt Lane, Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter ol high-class
Yorkshire arid Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench,
feme grand birds for sale for stiow, or stock birds
to breeil them; prices reasonable; state wants;
satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 16 , b'hann-
et.. Bolton Wood3, Bradford. (496)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced; Thornton,
Bradford.

FIVE pairs 1915 Yorkshires for sale, yellow and
huff, 6/0 arid 7/6 pair: Flood, Mornington-rd.,
Ilkley. (107)

FOR disposal, good Yorkshire liens, from 10/- to
15/- each; approval for cash: Snell, Rea Barn, Brix-
ham, Devon. (103)
TWO typical pairs, 15/- pair, 25/- two pairs; in-

spection invited’: Halford, 134, I’rince of Walcs-rd.,
Kentish Town. 009)
SEVEN -inch cocks, in song, from 7/6; hens, 5/-;
bred from winners, cold room: 10, Horsford-rd.,
Brixton HU), S.W. (103)
YOJKKSB litES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from

5/-; bens from 3/-: Apply, 1’crey Lane, 1, Arbore-
tum rd., Worcester. (490)
YORKSHIRES, prize bred cocks, in full song, 8/-;
make good stock birds: Draper, 47, Palmcrston-st.,
Battersea Bark-rd. (70)
COME and inspect my noted Yorkshires r borne all

day; best blood procurable: Metcalfe, 68, Brilns-
wick-rd., Liverpool.
TYPICAL high-class Yorkshires, from 10/6 pair;

inspection invited; seen any time.: Hutton, Alex-
andra Hotel, Benge. (104)

HIGH-CLASS unflighted Yorkshires, long, slim,

colour-fed cocks, from 6/-; hens, 4/-; own breeding:
Barfe, l’ateley Bridge. (104)
SAM IIAIGH has some high class yellow Yorhrhiru

cocks for sale; prices reachable; approval: 21,

Range Bank, Halifax. (75)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, show or stock birds;

cocks from 7/0, hens from 5/-: Robertshaw, 59,

Harrimond-st., Halifax. (37).
TWO pairs grand Yorkshires, 25/-; einn.-marked
ben, 7/-; pair Borders, 10/6; offers: Brookcr, 15,

Froine-ter., Dorchester. (112)
FEW pairs good Yorkshires, also good hens for

sale: Scudder, 45, Ashland House, Ashland-pi.,
Paddington-st., Marylcbonc. (102)

GOOD Yorkshire hens, three yellows, one ticked
yellow, one clear buff, 4/6 each : WorraEI, 06,

Pountney-st., Wolverhampton. (101)

CHAMPION clear yellow Yorkshire cock and two
hen® to match, accept 12/6; approval:) Gater,

6, Jones-sq., Troedyrhiw, Glam. (105)

1915 Yorkshire cocks, Shackleton’s, Dyke’s, Rey-
nold's and J. Thomas st-rajn; 7/0 upwards: Rcvill,

Church Gresley, Burton -on-Trent.
FOR sale, lengthy yellow and buff Yorkshire cocks,

9/-; hens, 6/- each (1915): Cobiey, 69, High-la.,

Choriton.cum-IIardy, Manchester. (105)

FIVE yellow Yorks, cocks, not required. Dyke’s,
Radley; exchange each for two typical buff 1915
hens: Reddall, King-st., Dunstable. (107)

CHAMPION pedigree Yorkshires, length and
quality perfect, cocks from 8/6, hens 5/- each: Lloyd.
84, Chieliele-rd., Cricklewood, N.W. (85)
SOME champion Yorkshires to spare, cheap ; win-

ners of Bristol Bowl twice
;

seen Sunday : Burton,
50. Mnlerr.ve-rd.. Dollis Hill, Neasden. (93)
GRAND pair Yorkshire Canaries, with large breed-

ing cage, 10/6; several odd hens, 2/6 each; ap-
proval : Gibson, Station Bedwas, Mon. (110)
AMBLER’S strain, cocks, in song, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6;
hens, 3/-, 4/- each; what easli offers for 10 pairs:
Avery, 108, Totteridgc-rd., Wycombe, Buck®. (107)
1915 PRIZE-brcd Yorkshire eccks, 10/6, 12/6, 1.5/6;

or exchange for Blackcap, Whitcthroat, etc. : Hum-
phries, The Aviaries, 129, Seaside, Eastbourne. (ICS)

NOTICE: Grand lot Yorkshires, many winners;
prices reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-
proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
YORKSHIRE cocks, 6/6, 7/C each; hen®, 3/6, 4/-;

cold room bred, in fine condition; cash or deposit;
Price, Pontryffydd Lodge, Trefnant, N. Wales.

(105)

ROOM wanted; cocks, wing marked buff, 12/6; clear
yellow, 12/C: bargain; cash or deposit Editor:
Churchman, 33, Railway-terrace, East Ardsley, Wake-
field. (105)

FIVE cocks, four hens, 1915 birds, bred from very
best blood-; corks 7/6, hens 4/-; cne 1914 yellow
C.M. cock, extra long, 10/-; approval: Cliown, Ex-
mouth. (9S)

HANDSOME Yorkshire cocks, 8)6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-

tipwards
;
hens, 4/- upwards

;
cash or easy payments

;

stamp reply: Rossell, 85, Whitton-rd., Hounslow,
Middlesex. (101)

GRAND unflighted yellow and buff cocks, direct

from my winners; also few good pairs, reasonable;
satisfaction guaranteed: Price, Thacklcy, hr. Brad-
ford, Yorks. (136)
EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour, fed. long, typical

young birds, yellow cock, winner, 15/-; liens, 8/-;
pairs from 15/- upward: Cumming, 116, ChalmePf-
st., Dunfermline. (199)

GRAND unflighted yellow Yorkshire eock, with
beautiful buff hen, can win members’ shows, 25/-;
approval: Ormomlroyd, 17, Aberdecn-ter., LidgeP
Green. Bradford.
W. WELLS, Midland champion, offers atrout 40

superb stock or show birds, mostly unflighted, ab-
solute bargain prices; approval: Uclmside, Erding-
ton, Birmingham. (77)

EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour fed, Ion? typical

young birds, cocks from 7/6, liens from 4/-: appro-

val, cash or deposit Editor: IV. Johnson, Breeder,

55, George-st., Leeds. (87;

FOUR yellow, five buff, cocks, live yellow, six

buff, hens, mostly unflighted, cock® from 8/6. hens
from 3/6, matched pairs 10/6: Caine, Chemist,
Upton-rd., Birkenhead. (103)

YORKSHIRES: 25 high-class birds, some fit, for

show; clearing out; seen any time; no ’letters;

cocks from 7/6, liens 8/6; good length and feather:

H. If., 293, Brockley.rd., S.K. <1(121

TWO pairs of Yorkshire Canaries, with two donblo
breeding cages, all complete, nests, baths, 17/6;

also singing cocks, with cage®. 0/. each; approval:
Catton, Meltham, Huddersfield. (109)

GOOD pair 1914 Yorkshires, ticked yellow cock, huff

hen. cost .02, Dyke's direct, sell 28/-: approval ; oim
buff lien, 7/6, worth double : must sell: Lloyd Davies,
Adonr Newcastle Einlvn, (.'arm-. (MKl)

SEVERAL live Yorkshires, Bailey’s strain, can win
in Club shows; prices from 10/-; .-ame rtiain ns

my wins at Birmingham, Clnplimn, Lambeth, l iili-

niond, cte. : Colin Brown, High nook. Kings rd., Rich

i
mond, Surrey. > (52)
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YORKSHIRES, ETC.

/AflW Exhibition, stock birds, or

/ 'Vm J Iff specially selected songsters

I VSB ' /HHf for cash or easy payments.

I iflMff «W«jy Fine, typical, yellow or bull

l iiSSS
-

' mmmm Yorkshlro cocks, on full book,

I 'isSf
' and seven inches long, at 7/ ,

OfW/AiKKiWi*
#/6> 10/6> 12/6i «/. f jo/, each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, JO/- per

pair, in clears, ticked, and

green marked. Extra smart
lengthy liens at 3/-, 4/-, 5 /•, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. All

cold room bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.

Exhibition cocks and hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20 /-,

2S/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are worth double and can soon win their cost.

EASY PAYMENTS— Birds sent off at once on re-

ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post freo (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected

Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. Ail birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.

Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address:—
J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizingliall,

BRADFORD.

B
T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,
bred from bis winners, at reasonable prices, singles
or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.
tleorgc’s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne. - (14)
PURE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-
teed ;> thirty only, 12/6 up.; cash or deposit: Nat-
trass, Ruby-avenue, Bishop Auckland. (23)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my

noted strain; cocks at 6/-, 7/C, 8/C, 10/- upwards

;

hens at 3/-, -1/-, 5/-, 7/C, 10/- upwards; on approval:
E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. • (53)

THREE yellow variegated cocks, real good stock
birds, bred from right sort

;
some grand hens ; all

unflighted; no fancy prices; inspection invited; J.

T. Brcwin, 175, Ray-st., Heanor, Notts. (109)
PRIESTLtiY. High class Yorkshires, codes from

5/C, hens from 3/6 ; cash or deposit ; inspection
invited; satisfaction guaranteed; travelling cages
3d. extra: 121, Gaythorne-rd., Bradford. (77)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, splendid length, type, and
quality, cocks from 5/-, hens from 3/-, matched pairs
8/- upwards; approval; satisfaction guaranteed:
Greenwood, Colne-rd., Crosshills. Keighley. (72)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,
birds, none better; cocks in full song, CjC; sure win-
ners, 10,6; hens, 6/6 each; ten days’ app-oval : \V.
l’owick, Eastficld Cottage, Dewsbury, Yckshire. (16)
QUALITY Yorkshires (31), own breeding: Be-

fore buying stock elsewhere call Saturday., Sun-
day, to compare value ottered; sold 14 last week,
that’s proof; cocks, 6/6; James, 44, Ayimer-rd.,
Shepherd’s Bush. (103)

KING’S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,
type, and quality, cocks, C/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/C, up-
wards; hens, 4/6, 5/C, C/C, 10/C upwards; approval;
carriage paid: Edgar Kiug, ‘Fairfield, Uebden
Bridge, Yorkshire. (Ill)
W Ait Price Clearance: 2 clear yellow cocks, 10/.
each; clear bulf hen, 7/6; green marked yellow
hen, 7/6; all undeniable bargains; L. Dyke’s strain;
approval; deposit: D. Wishart, Wallyford, by Mus-
selburgh, near Edinburgh. (109)
BARGAINS, must clear : Buff Yorkshire cocks,

yellow hens to match, 12/- pair, including double
breeding cage; 4 buffs hens, including show cages,
5/- each; approval; stamp reply; Pappie, 24, Lau-
rance-st., West Hartlepool.

(109)

SIXTY high-class Yorkshires, every bird own
breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold
Toorn; inspection invited; approval deposit; cocks
from 7,6, hens 5/-: Radford, 128, Sandy-lane, Chorl-
ton-cum-llardy, Manchester. (72)

l’RlZE-bred Yorkshires, cocks only, including win-
ners under Messrs. Norman and Gardner, from 10/-;
Norwich pair, Vardy’s strain, 20/-; songsters from
7/6; exchanges entertained; appointment: Saun-
ders, 117, Boyson-rd., Walworth. (101)

YORKSHIRES, (several pairs, clearing out, 10/-,

12/6, 15/- a pair; several winners, cards sent, 1914
and 15 birds; 7 days’ approval; or exchange
B.K.C.C. Rollers, same age; mutual approval:
Lockett, 74, Peel-st., Dresden, Xongton, Stalls. (107)

J. C. BARNES, Yorkshire, specialist; well-knoffn
strain ; every bird guaranteed my own breeding

;

(Straight and lengthy, tight in feather, stylish

;

cocks from 15/-, hens from 10/- ; inspection invited

;

approval: 113, Northfieid-rd., Walkley, Sheffield.

LARGE buff York cock, standard length, also two
unflighted yellow hens, sure to breed winners

;

cock, 1913, fit for exhibition; sell lot £2; exchange
for two large yellow Norwich hens; no rubbish
offered or wanted: Phillips, Church House, Lamp-
hey. (105)
TWO grand unflighted buff Yorkshire hens, grand

length and position, feathered like wax, 5/6 each,
or 10/- the two, worth double; 7-inch stock cock
(yellow), to match, 10/6; all bred from winners;
6 days’ approval; cash or deposit; Edwin North,
Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. ( 112)

J. C. BARNES’ well-known strain; few very ci.rice
birds to spare; true position, lengthy and leggy,
and feathered to perfection; cocks 20/. up, hens
10/- up; winner at leading shows; every bird guaran-
teed my own breeding; inspection invited; approval:
113, Northfieid-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. See bleeder’s
.card under “ Norwich.”

QUALITY
THE TRUE TEST OF

CHEAPNESS. I want you to
make a comparison with any
others offend at similar
and higher prices, by having
on approval. This collection.-
contains the strata of the
£15 Sheffield Hen, and this is
a fact. I can prove up to the
hilt.

Cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 15/-,
20/-. Pairs, matched for
breeding, 8/6, 9/6, 10/6, 12/6,
15/-, 20/-, 30/-, Hens 2/6, 3/-,
3/6, 4/6, 6/6, 8/6. Travelling
cages 3d. extra one bird, two
birds od. Detailed List Free.

JONES and Cheater have three pair of Yorkshires
to dispose of; ticked buff cock, clear yellow hen,
winner, 20/-; clear buff cock und stylish yellow hen,
16/-; long slim ticked yellow Belglan-Yorkshlre cock
and ticked buff hen, these are well bred birds und
dirt cheap, take 46/- lot: I’rincess-st.. Chester. (106)
YORKSHIRES, same strain winners Huddersfield,

Skelmanthorpe, Sheffield, etc.; largo 1914 buff cock,
30/-; yellow cock. 15/-; 1915 buff cock, 20/-; yellow
ticked cock, 20/- : buff cock, 10/- ; buff cock, 15/- ;

few
hens, 5/- upwards; approval, deposit: John Bailey,
259, Kingst., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Huddersfield. (109)

YORKSHIRES, same strain winners Skelmanthorpe,
Huddersfield, etc., unflighted yellow cock, 30/-; un-
flighted buff cock, 20 /-; unflighted huff hen, 15/-;
yellowr hen, 25/-; large stock, 15/-, from 15/- to
30/-; few hens, 5/-, upwards; approval, deposit:
Beaumont, Kingst., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Hudders-
fleld. (noTWO grand unflighted yellow Yorkshire hens, good
length, and as straight as rushes, feathered like
silk, 7/C each, or 14/- the two; a real bargain;
with a grand 7 inch buff stock bird to match, 10/6-
all bred from winning stock ; 0 days’ approval ; cash
or deposit Editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443 Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. ’ (H 2)DON 1 Hesitate: These Yorkshires are given away
at, the prices I am asking; 2 clear buff 1914 cocks,
winners in champion classes, £1 each; unflig. yell.

In,;
cock

’ 25 /-. worth 50/-; unflig. yell. tkd. hen,
10/C; none so good offered elsewhere at double
the money; cash returned if not suited; Sales, 25
Newcastle-at., Mansfield Woodhouso. (no)
SPLENDID lot of exhibition Yorks, for disposal

colour-fed ; twenty 1915 clear and ticked, six first
feather winners; thirteen 1914, all won in members’
classes; and several stock birds, from one of the
best strains in the north of England1

;
pairs from

10/6: call and inspect, or deposit; approval: Dewar,
9, G‘yclone-st„ Bradford, Manchester. ( 110 )YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/14. by H. W. Battye
(last President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon Pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting; also how to treat in botli health and
disease: Cagb Birds, 134. Fleet-st., London. E.C.
WINNING Yorkshires for disposal, beautiful up-

standing birds, in fine health and plumage, see
recent show reporta (Birmingham this issue); cor-
rect type, splendid position, neat heads, long, well
carried flights, noted strain; all shew birds, at
extremely moderate prices; included amongst them
are the following picked out at random, offers
solicited; marked buff hen, The, 4th, two 3rds; clear
buff hen, shown once and commended, was not
ready; clear yellow hen, 1st and 2nd as unflighted
at table show this year’s open, three vhe’s and1 2nd

:

clear buff cock, commended, 4th and 1st; clear buff
cock. 1st, 2nd (and two lsts for previous owner)

;

yellow cock, cup, Queen’s Park, as unflighted : as
these birds now are they enter as 1914 bred ; apply,
stating requirements and price, by letter only; ap-
proval, cash or deposit: Mr. Stuart, 14, Shepherd’s
Bush Green, London, W. (99 )

BINGHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, excel-
ling in length, type, and quality; cocks from 12/6 ,

hens from 7/6; inspection invited: 43a, Hawtborn-
rd., Hillsbro’, Sheffield.

WM. SMITH
Warranted Yorkshire Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8 /6 , 10 /6 ,

12/6 each; hens 3/-, 4/-, 5 /-, 7/C each; warranted
Norwich Canaries; cocks 7/6, 8/0 , 10/6 , 12/6 each;
hens 3/-, 4/-, 4/6, 0/6 each; see British birds; Wm!
Smith, 39, Tib-st., Manchester.

R. KEGG IE'S

Champion Yorkshires now ready for stock or exhi-
bition; prices to suit all; winner outright of Y.C.C.
Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1st at ali
leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish
National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports:
Stepps, near Glasgow.

(35 )

CRAVEN'S YORKSHIRES
Cups, Medals, and Prize Winners. Good birds for
sale. Lengthy flights, neatr carriage, and upstanding.
Prices reasonable; stamp reply.—8, Yelverton
Terrace, Plymouth.

Easy Payments.
Norwich

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist,

YORES.
WE CAN NOW OFFER

you a splendid selection of Yorks Canaries 12/6,
15/-, and £1 per pair. Cocks 7/6, 8/6,' and 10/6.
Hens, 3/6 and upwards. Pair of aviary-Bred Cocka-
tiels, price 18/6. We also have a few Siskin and
Canary Mules, price 8/6 each. Catalogue post freo on
application. Telephone: 5014 .

Taylor’s Naturalists, Ltd.,
3/7, THORNTON ROAD, BRADFORD.

| Various Canaries,
{

NORWICH and Yorkshire, lfl/- pair; Joyce Ba.rnatt
strain Crest and Crest bred from 15/-: Ellis, 42, East-
over, Bridgwater. (no)
L. JEBSON, Wcod-st., Skelmanthorpe, Hudders-

field. has few unflighted yellows and buffs, winning
strain ; state wants, seen, any time. (169)
'FINEST selection in Glasgow: Norwich, York-

shires, Borders, Crests, Scotch Fancies, Linnets,
etc.; inspection; Dawson, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow.

(112 )CLEAN healthy Qanaries, from 10/- pair; 1915
cocks, good songsters, from 7/6 each

; stamp reply

;

seen by appointment: Haseltine, 18, Drayton road,
Leytonstone. (joj)
BARGAINS; Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires Bor-

ders, and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-, cock and hen
5/-; package, 3d.; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen-
st., Castle Douglas, (go)TWO splendid (YOrks. and Roller cross) cocks,
loud songsters (1915), cold-room bred, 8/6 each or
15/- the two; approval, deposit: J. Scott. No. 1, Com-
bermere-rd., Higher Heysbam, Morecambe. (108)
FOR sale, grand pair Yorkshires, 12/-- Y’orkshirc-

Roller cock, 10/-; two young cocks, 10/-; variegated
Crestbred hen, 5/- ; cock Greenfinch Mule, 5/- : Ernest
Elliott, junr., Smalldale, Bradwell, Sheffield. (105)
SALE, dear buff Yorkshire hen-bred Mules, 4/-;
yellow Norwich cock, 8/6 ; marked buff cock, 10 /-
(unfed, 1915), pure strains, approval or exchange
buff cock or show cages: 20, Cambridge-rd., Elles-
mere Port. (107)
CANARIES wanted for cash, few surplus cocks

and hens, healthy, Norwich and Yorkshires, fair
price given (see Linnet) ; business straightforward

;

deposit: same address 23 years: G. Smith, Central
Bird Storos, Charlottc-st.. Portsmouth. (102)

SONGSTERS

!

800 in stock, Norwich or Yorkahircs, in full eong,
7/6, 8/fl, 10/6 each; hcn» to match, 2/6, 3/-, 4/-,
5/- each : Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston

.

MONEY BACK
If entire satisfaction is not given must miggest
itself to all common-scnso people that it ie the
only way they can protect themselves from get-
ting henH for cocks, or unhealthy specimens. I
always have pleasure in sen-ding all bird* out on
approval system. I posse** the largest collection
of ainging Canaries in Great Britain, at the fol-
lowing prices: 6/6, 7/0, 8/6, 10/6; cage, Sd. Not a
Hiiopkeeper : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

| MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

COCK Goldfinch Mule, full song, Finch notes, sell
7/6; exchange: Joyce, 9, Rosamond pi., Oxford-rd.,
Manchester.

( 110 )GRAND talking Amazon, real mimic, 35/-, or e.t-
cna rj ge for Canaries; approval: Steele, 201, City-rd.,
Manchester.

( 110 )GOLDFINCH Mules, in good feather and 6ong,
1915 bred, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6 each: Scndetl, 15, Theobald-
st., Swindon. ’

GOLDFINCH Mules, good feather. Finch song, 1915
bred 8/6, 9/6, 10/6; it. tyeett, 117, Jubilee, New
Tredegar, Mon. no)LARGE Greenfinch Mule cock, sell or exchange
large yellow Norwich hen: R. Smith, 23, School-st.,
Cowdenbeath, Fife. (109)FOUR muling hens, two bred with Goldfinch and
Linnet; cell or exchange; genuine: Gibbons, 95,
Peel-terrace, Stafford. (jpo jLARGE yellow (H.M.) cock Siskin, 6/-• breeding
cock grey Linnet, large yellow muling hen,' 8s. : John
Clapperton. Strathyre.

( 108 )HANDSOME dark cock Goldfinch Mule, colour-fed,
full song, sacrifice 15/-; approval: Robinson, Boot
Maker, Winsford, Cheshire. (101)GOLDFINCH Mule, pure Finch notes, suit catcher,
sell 12/6, worth double: W. Tudor, 7, Glanrafon-
terr., Trefachan, Aberystwyth. • (106)
LIN.NET Mule, Norwicfh. type; Goldfinch Mule,

Yorkshire type; both cocks; singing wild note, 10/-
each: Halford. (See Norwich). (109)CHAMPION Welsh cock Goldfinch-Canary hen, show
cage, sell 6/6; exchange cock Canary, full eong:
Jones, 72, Betkeisda-st., Amchurch. (100)
COCK Crimson-crowned Weaver, 6/-; cock Napoleon
Weaver, 4/6; from outdoor aviary: R. E. Simpson,
5, Christ Church-av., Armley, Leeds. (112)NO 1 ICE. Wanted, Goldfinch Mules, Linnet Mules
cocks and hens; approval, deposit: Blackett, 4a!
Raishton-st., New North-rd., London. (95 )HANDSOME Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, talks,
dances, whistles, sings; accept 35/- to nice home:
Mrs. Jobnes, 7, George-st., Aberystwyth. (Ill)
GREENFINCH Mule, winner 1st. 2nd, 3rd, £ 1 , or
exchange yellow Norwich cock, to value ; approval
both ways: Sisson, 30 , Chapjin-st., Lincoln. (101)
COCK Greenfinch, muler, hen Goldfinch, both H.-M <
and hen Canary, for Roller cock, or sell; offers:
Jackson, Kershaw-lane, Audenshaw, Manchester.

( 112 )LARGE pink-eyed Sib.-bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 3/6 each ; cocks in full song, 7/6 each ; ten
days’ approval: W. Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewe-
Ibi<T- (33)
CANARY-reared cock Goldfinch with hen Canary,
sure Mule breeders, 8/C the pair; six days' approval,
cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443,
Manchester-rd., Bradford. (112)
GRAND dark cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch son®,

suit catcher, price 10/6, worth double; six days' ap-
proval; cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, 443,
Manchester-rd., Bradford. (Ill)
GRAND Hybrid pair, hen Bullfinch, bred in aviary

;

cock Greenfinch, proved Mule breeder, 7/6; exchange
for two good outdoor-bredi hen Canaries; offers:
W. Hurd, Newport, Salop.

( 107)TWO first-class Liunet.-Canary cock SJtules, both
large birds, one exceptionally large, singing; one
1914, the other 1915; 7/6 and 6/-: Address, T. Little,
Schoolmaster, Colne, Lanes. (107)
GOLDIE-Bullie, 1st prize, 11 in class, Bristol East,
radius show, Nov. 20; 16 weeks old; pet, sings Finch
songi as long as talked to; £2; Greenfinch-Bullie, 2
years; perfect feather, £1: Fletcher, 8, Queen'fi-
parade, Brandon-hill, Bristol. (1011
GENUINE gibs., no rubbish, buff hen, bred three

pointed Mule, 40/-; buff hen. bred four-pointed- Mule,
40/-; buff hen, bred six-pointed Mule, 20/-: yellow
ticked hen, bred variegated Mules, 15/-; cock, same
strain, cheap : Rowley, Elston, Crediton. (ICC)

CLEAR yellow, cheek-marked cock Linnet Mule, £4;
ditto wing-marked, £3; parents of above, 12/6;

seven light, variegated cock Goldfinch Mules, from
25/-; few Dale's noted Sib. hens, 7/6 and 10/6; one
yellow cock. 20/- ; best light muling strain in exist-

ence: Barnard, 15, Back-lane, Barking. (107)

WINNING Hybrids at war prices; Goldfinch-Green-
finch, Greenfinch-Mealy Redpoll, dark yellow Linnet-

Car« ry, all cocks, ami winners of numerous prizes,

30/-, or will divide; also pair Yorkshires, winners;
buff cock, yellow cinnamon-marked hen, Jonas
Knight direct, 15/-, or exchange live poultry

:

Nichols, 82, Wandsworth Bridge-rd., Fulham. (102)

EXHIBITORS. Grand 1914 cock Goldie-Bullie

Hybrid, good size, beautiful colour, blaze and mark-
ings, can win; price 50/-; fine dark yellow cock
Greenie Mule, good chest, fine bold head, fit for

keen competition, price 35/-; monster dark buff

Linnet Mule, grand shape, head and markings, will

make a champion, 30/-; fine 1913 breeding Goldie,

large bird, with sound blaze, safe with eggs ; ap-

proval with pleasure: Andrews, Weston, Olney,

Bucks. (112)

PURE-BRED SIB HENS
Grand muling liens, yellow-9 or buffs, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-

7/6 each; Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

PAIR young Shell Parrakeets, 5/-; Yernum, 298,

Lillie-rd., Fulham. (97)
FOR a reliable Parrot or the best Budgerigars in
England write me: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
RINGNEOK Parrakeet, very amusing, and large

cage for sale, 10/- : Edmonds, 12, Birchmore-rd., Glou-
cester. (103)
BUDGERIGARS from outdoor aviary, greens 6/-,

yellows 7/- per pair; Robert-shaw, 59, Hammond-st.,
Halifax, (85)

ZEBRA Finches, 8/C pair; cock Cutthroats, 2/-
each, from outdoor miary: F. I’crrv, 17 , Warren-
rd., Rhyl. ’ (J01>
AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler ami

mimic, accept 45/ with cage: Seedsman, Pi’;, Priri-
cess-ct., Manchester. (llOiGRAND Indian Rock 1’arrot, perfect condition 5
years old, acclimatised, good plain talker: Homer,
Ironmonger, Gmdlcy. (up.
BUDGERIGARS, two pairs, tell 9/-, or exchange
Yorkshire cock or Goldfinch to value: F. Dim

.
tone,

Wheatsheaf, Midlinrst. (jo8>
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, 4 years old, good talker,

finger-tame, with cage, 85/•; without, 80/-: Jones,
Cranboinne-st., Brighton. ( 107 )

BUDGERIGARS, from outdoor aviaries, adult
greens 6/- pair, cocks 2/6, hens 3/6: Hay, 5, Wood
lands rd., Barnes Common. (85)
WANTED, true pair of acclimatised Pekin Robins,
must bo In good condition : K. Smith, Bramble.
hurst, Anderson-drive, Aberdeen. ( 104 )

ROSY Cockatoo, very tame, cage and perch stand,
37/0; exchange Canaries, fowls, rabbits; bargain:
M unroe. 342, Crieklewood, Lancs. 005)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, 3 years, finger-tame, perfect

condition, plain talker and mimic, price £6 10s.;
approval: Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (110)
FROM outside aviary, very fine pair Long-tailed

Crassfiuchrw, 30/-; also true pair Lcadbeater’s Cocka-
toos: Barlow, Nas.sieks, The Mount, Rotherham. Cipj
LOVELY Amazon Parrot, finger-tame, fluent talker,
with new brass-fitted cage, worth £5 ; sacrifice
£3 10/-: Rutherford, Bird Importer, Leytonstone.
PAIR Gould La ns, red cock, black hen, thoroughly

acclimatised, 50/-; also a few small foreigners,
outdoor aviary: Mrs. Christie, Newton House, El-
gin-

(111 )

AMAZON Parrot, plain talker, 45/- ; also young
Indian Rook Parrot, say few words, 30/-; will ex-
change Canaries, Mules, etc.: Day, 77,’ Porter-st.,
Hull.

. _ nog)
TAME talking Scarlet Macaw, rare festive talking
Amazon Parrot, white Cockatoos, Budgerigars;
particulars: Mrs. Gilbert, Blindgrooms, Sbadox-
hurst, Kent. ,, (I07 j

BEAUTIFUL Amazon Parrot, thoroughly acclima-
tised, and in perfect health, comes out oi' cage; ac-
cept 46/-, with cage, nearly new : Sykes, St. Andrcw’s-
drive, Skegness. (100)
BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/- pair;

selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut
husk nests, Gd. each, 5/- dozen ; Miss Rosey, Rose-
mary House, Eastbourne. *

(104)
FOR sale at a quarter less than market price,
male Mandarin, full plumage, English bred, one
female Shoveller, one female Pintail: J. Turner-
Turner, Beaulieu, Hants. (85)
BLUE-faccd Green Amazon Parrot, finger-tame,
genuine pet, talks, dances, whistles, some years ac-
climatised, in large cage, £2 10s. : Williams, 53,
Ashby-rd., Watford, Herts. (101)
HANDSOME and graceful snow-white Lemon-crested
Cockatoo, with large square cage; reason for sell-
ing through dog ; first 25/- secures it, or exchange
live stock; rio birds: Merrett, 157, Barton-st., Glos.
FOR sale, Indian Rock Parrot, good talker and

whistler, been in England three years, a bargain,
with strong cage, 35/-; also pair of Madagascar
Weavers, coming in colour. 10/-: Corpl. James, 25,
Horse Market, Northampton. (103)
FOR sale. Blue-fronted Amazon Parrot, young bird,
talking and mimicking nicely, thoroughly acclima-
tised, just moulted out, perfect feather; very tame,
comes on shoulder; genuine bargain, 50/-: Clemitson,
86, Tosson-terr., Heaton-on-Tyne. (100)
PAIR White Javas, 15/-; pair Spice Birds, 5 /-;

1 Napoleon Weaver, 2/6; 1 Pintail Whydah, 4/-;
2 Bengalese Finches, 5/-; 1 cock red.headed Finch,
10/-; all aviary-moulted; show 'condition : J. Pitch-
ford, Bird Specialist, London-rd., Stoke-on-Trent.
WANTED, any quantity of hardy I’arrakeets, cither

Quakers, Iting-uecks. C'ockatiels, or any hardy specie;
will give 6/- each for any number; also offer 14/-
eaeh for Rosey Cockatoos: G. Chapman, High-st-.,
Birmingham. Telegrams : Tarrakeet. ’Phone,
Central 689.

AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The “Nutshell” booklet,
“ Avadavats,” contains full information on the
management of these birds. Y'ou cannot do better
than have a copy by you, and we ehall be pleased
to forward same upon receipt of 2|d. Write, The
Publisher, CAGE Birds, 134, Fleet-st., London, E.C.
THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14,” from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.O., post free
for 2id. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

WINNERS of prizes in keenest competition. Pair
magnificent Blue-breasted Waxbilts, excelling in size
and1 colour, in perfect show form, acclimatised, 30/-;
pair Zebra Finches, rare size and marking, winners
each time shown, 20/-; pair African Silverbills, fine

show form, 10/-;, or accept 50/- the entire show
team; great bargain; giving up: Tomlinson, 30,

Trehern-rd., Mortlake. (110)
THOUGH they can often be purchased for tho
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and mass
ideal cage or aviary birds. Somo very helpful in-

formation on this variety will be found in “Nutshell
No. 19,” tho author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 24d. post free from CAGB
Birds, 154, Fieet-et., London, E.C. 2d. from our
agenta (list published frequently).
ONE pair Purple-headed' Glassy Starlings, £12;

3 Red-collared Lorikeets, £4 each ; 4 Brown-cheeked
Conures, £2 each: 1 Nanday Parrakeet, £2; 1 Grey
Parrot, £4; 5 Piping Crows. £6 each; 1 pair Crassop-
tilan Pheasants, £16 ; 2 Bare-eyed Cockatoos, £3
each ; 1 Slender-billed Cockatoo, £4 ; 2 pairs Hima-
layan Snow Pigeons, £4 pair; 1 cock Brush Turkey,
£8; 1 tame. Blue-fronted Amazon, £3; 1 tame cock,
in full colour, Alexandrine Parrakeet, £3; 2 hen
Senegal Ring-necked Parrakeets, 30/- each; 6 Mar-
mosets, 50/- each; 1 Jerboa, £1: Albert Edward
Jamrach, 180, St. George-st., East.
GREAT-BILLED Parrakeet, very rare, £5; King
Parrakeet, full adult colour, £10; Pennant’s Pam -

keets, full adult colour, £5 pair. 50/- each ; Rosella
Parrakeets, full adult colour. 70/- pair, -40/- each

:

Redruiwp Parrakeets, cooks 35/-; Cockatiels, 21/- pair:
Poach-faced Lovebirds, £3 pair; Madagascar Love-
birds, breeders, 21/- pair; Budgerigars, adult breed-
ing pairs, 6/-, show birds to 30/- ; grand Bclectus,
hen, £6 6s.

;
Double-fronted Amazon. £4 10s. ; Ceram

Lory, 70/-; Yucatan Jay, £5 5/- ; Dhyal Bird, 50/-;

Golden-fronted Green Honeysucker, 50/ ; “Birds that
live on Nestles’ Milk,” illustrated, 2d.: John Fros-
tick, Hampton House, 303, Higli-rd., Streatham
Common, S.W. (97)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on wage 306-
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(GALE ol CHARGES, which must be fully PREPAID

^-inch 2/», ^-incli 3/-, 1 inch 6/
Except to ‘'Ciiaranteed” Shows appearlnR In our

"Dates Fixed" Column, which are charged at Ca.

per inch and pro rata.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not lest

than Nino Weeks.
Secretaries desirous of "Ruuranteemt?" a SJiovr

should apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIROS. 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

Springbur Hi
Possil park and Dist. Cage Bird Club Show, to be
held in Hold Hull, Queenshill Street, Springburn,
Glasgow, on Saturday, DEC. 11. Doors open at 1.30

p.rn. Norwich, judge, Mr. Maxwell (Bartick) ; York-
eliires, judgo, Mr. Park (Glasgow;) ; Borders, judge,

Mr. llislop (Sterling); British, judge, Mr. Gentleman
( Avon-Bridgc). President, Mr. A. Sloan. J. Waugh,
Hon. Sec., 519, Springburn Road

,
Glasgow.

WADEBRIOGE SHOW Confined to Cornwall.
All schedules from— Ed, Mitchell, Egloshayie Road,
Wadebridge.W I GAN
Roller Canary Show. DEC. 17 & 18. 1st annual
Singing Contest in The Legs o' Man Assembly Itooin,

Old Arcade. 5 Classes: Champion young birds,

Novice young birds, Champion old birds, Amateur
and Novice any ago. Judges, Messrs. Massey, Kil-

tdiaw, and Wareing. All entries to be made to the
See.—Peter Greenall, 2, Short Street, Pemberton, nr.

Wjgan.W HITEHAVEN.
Open Show, Dec 18, 1915. Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6; 1/6
entry. Specialist judges: (Yorks.) T. Harriman
Workington, late of Oakham, Rutland; (Bord.) J.

S. Wilson, Workington; (Brit.) II. Glaister, White-
haven. Schedules sent to last year’s exhibitors,
others please apply—J, Stewart, Hon. Seo., 11,

Woodville Terrace .

SHOW OF THE NORTH.A B E R D E E N
Amalgamated Cage Bird Society’s Annual Open Show
of Canaries, Hybrids, British and Foreign Cage Birds,

in the Ball Room, Music Hall Buildings, on Satur-

day, 18th December, 1915. Judges: Mr. Alexander
Harris, Montrose; Mr. George Bennett, Brechin; and
Mr. William Allison, Aberdeen. Entries close on
Monday, 13th December, so don't hesitate, but send
for schedule and enter now, to—R. J. Robertson,
Sec., 4, Hosefield Roa d, Aberdeen.

Bradford East O.S
7th Annual Open Show, Dec. 18th, 1915, under York-
shire Union Rules; patronage of Y.O.C.,

N.G.M.Y.C.C., and C.M.Y.C.C, will be lieid in Park
Chapel Schools, New Cross St., 35 classes. The
rose bowl classes for the best unflighted bird being

Nos. 5 and 6. Judge, W. H. Shackleton, Esq.
Entries close Tuesday, Dec. 14th. Schedules from

—

J. Spencer, 10, Runswick Terrace, Bankfoot, Brad-
ford

Mansfield
and Dis. Cage Bird Society. Annual Exhibition of

Canaries, Hybrids, British and Foreign Cage Birds,

etc. Open to the United Kingdom. To be held in

the "Horse and Groom" Hotel, Stockwelt Gate,

Saturday, Dec. 18,
The following specials:—10/- for most points
in Britisli classes, 2/6 best Yorkshire Canary,
5/- most points in Yorkshires, 5J- most points
in Norwich, bound volume for Mules and
Hybrids. Classification: Six Norwich, six_ Yorkshires,
two Mules, six British, one any variety of Foreign
bird. Judge, Mr. J. Robson (London).

—

B. Gabbitass,
Hon. Sec., 57, Montague Street, Mansfield.

AYR AND DIST. C.B.S.
Annual Open Show, Dec. 25th, Y.M.C.A. Hall, Ayr.
Judges, Dalton, Baird. Chalmers, Hislop, Steel.

B.F.C.C. patronage. 6 classes: S.F., 11 Nor., 5

Yorks. 13 Bord., 17 Hyb., Brit, and For.—H. M.
Ferguson, 37, Whitletts Road, Ayr.

rpTyTTlO/^ Open Show, Boxing Day,
’Ll December 27th, in aid of

the Egg Fund for Wounded Sailors and Soldiers.
Judges, C. Toy, Yorkshires

;
E. White, remaining

classes. Entries close Dec. 21st. Schedules from—
Dunstan and Rule, Redannick Villa, Truro.

Dinna Forget !

Great Scottish Red

Cress Show

<2age Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 164, Fleet Stbkbt, London, E.C.
Telegram

s

—"Aviculture, London." 'Tel. No. 6229

Ilolborn.
Tha Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether urticlcs, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope,

sufficiently stumped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-
tions promptly, but he docs not in any ease hold
himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be writ-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must
reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday
if insertion in the next issue is desired.

iTwitterings

.

Tlio winners of members’ specials at Hali-

fax Show were: Open Nor., Heap; Nov.
Nor., Hudson

;
Brit., Macpherson.

We have decided on Nov. 25, 191.6, as the

date for our next open show, writes Mr.
F. A. Green, lion. sec. Coventry Godiva
C.B.S. Secretaries please note, to avoid
clashing.

We have decided to cancel our open show
fixed for Jan. 14 and 15, writes Mr. E. Hib-
bert, hon. sec. Walkden Roller Socy. Our
members’ show will be held Dec. 11, the

judge being the well-known Bolton Roller

sec., Mr. J. Kilshaw.
Owing to a printer’s error, writes Mr. P.

Greenall, sec. Wigan Roller C.C., the name
of Class No. 3 is omitted ; it should be cham-
pion old birds. We have the finest schedule

ever put before Roller fanciers, and we ap-

peal for their support towards our first effort.

The drawing of my young Crested Canary
on the front page of Cage Birds was so well

executed, writes Mr. H. H. Classey, that 1

at once recognised the bird, while the paper
was hanging above the newsagent’s stall. The
cock was only five months old at the time
of the show.
We are informed that prize-money has

been paid in respect of the following shows

;

if any winners have been overlooked, they
should apply to the respective secretaries

:

Newcastle, East End, W. Bromwich, Dublin
Y.G. and C.B.S. of Ireland, S. Shields,

Coventry Godiva, Old Shildon.

Specials at Coventry Godiva C.B.S. show
were won as follows : E. Godley, most points

Canary section (39 points)
;
H. N. Turner,

best unflighted, and Ramsden’s
;
T. Gilbert,

best flighted Canary and best in classes 23,

24, 25 ; J. Gibbons, for best in class 3

;

Stubbs Bros., best unflighted buff; L. Dykes,
best in class 13; A. Wright, best Green
Canary; H. Checksfield, best in classes 26

to 30 ; C. Harvey, best colour-fed bird in

novice. The birds from Messrs. Davies,

Stainland, Bowyer, Hymas, and one hamper
of Hathaway’s did not arrive at the show till

5.30 p.m., but everything was done for the

birds by the stewards as soon as they arrived.

S nver ness
Ornithological Association. Open Show of Canaries,
British Birds, Mules, and Hybrids, in Music Hall,

Inverness, Wednesday, DEC. 29, 1915. Open medal
of Border Fancy Canary Club. Specials for first

and best out of money in each class. Judge, Mr.
Wm. Simpson. Entries close Dec. 22. Schedules
from—John Connochie, Hon. Sec., Craigielea,

Perceval Road, Inverness.

Send your Birds to

Wl
The Popular One-day Show, on 1st January, 1916.

Classes: Borders 14. Yorkshires 5. Plainheads 9, Crests

5, British 12, Mules 2, Foreign 1. Judges: Messrs. John
Calderwood, Ed. Barron, Jas. Gentleman. Entries
taken up to morning of show. Schedules from—
Jas. Watson, Sec., 16, Young Street, Wishaw.

EODERD°Pen Show Cage Birds, JAN. 1 & 3.

rUI»r{45137 Classes (B.F.C.C. patronage). Judges,

J. Sandison (Aberdeen), Norwich; P. Gentleman
(Avonbridge), Border Fancy and British. Schedules
from—A. Low, 63, West High Street, Forfar.

With object of instituting an Ornithological
Bed in a Military Hospital.

On Fri., and Sat., Slat Dec.,

and 1st Jan. in Glasgow.
Popular Judges. 22/- per class. 1/6 Entry
Fee. Schedules now ready. R. HEGG1E, I

Hon. Sec., Stepps, nr. Glasgow.

LONDONDERRY
City of Derry Pigeon and Cage Bird Society. 4th
Annual Show of Canaries, Mules, and Britisli Birds,
to be held in the Union Hall, on JAN. 13, 1916.

Entries close Thursday, 6th January, 1916. Judge,
C. A. House, Esq., Briardene, Idle, Bradford.
Schedules from—J. M. C. Knox, 2, East Wail,
Londonderry.

BORDER FANCY CANARY CLUB, ED iNBURGH
Great Open Show, in Cathedral Hall, Albany Street, Friday, 31st December, and Saturday, 1st January.
Judges, H Bennet, J. Nicholson, and D. Hamilton. 24 Classes open to all Border exhibitors. Over 80
Special Prizes, including Championship Gold Medal, three Silver Medals, and 2 Cups.—Schedules from—
Jame-a Lumsden 13, George Square, Edinburgh.

The see. of Bradford East O.S. wishes to
appeal for support at the open show Dec. 18,
at Park Chapel Schoolrooms. The splendid
classification includes 8 unflighted classes, of
which 2 are for the silver rose bowl. The
show is under the patronage of the Y.C.C.,
N.Y.M.Y.C.C. and C.M.Y.C.Cj Birds sent
by rail will be despatched as early as pos-
sible after the show, the arrangements being
in the hands of capable stewards. Exhibitors
desirous of a schedule please see advt. and
review of schedule.

The sec. of Mardy show writes :
—“Owing

to lack of entries in cago birds we 1 re com-
pelled to extend close of entries to second
post Monday, Dec. 13. Entries bearing Sun-
day’s postmark will be accepted. Mr. Harry
Greaves, our show manager, who is a cham-
pion exhibitor, along with J. Eve and D.
Brown, our Novice Welsh National winner,
will look after the interest of the birds, and
everything exhibited will have the best of

attention under their care as stewards. Good
prizes and specials will be given, see second
page of schedule. Eighteen classes, and not
more than a dozen entries to hand.”

OBITUARY.
Tt is with deep regret, writes Mr. R.

Charleson, sec. Leigh C.B.S., that 1 have to

report the sad loss sustained by one of our
members, Mr. T. Wilkinson, in the death of

his mother, and along with every member of

the Leigh C.B.S. I wish to tender our deep
sympathy to Mr. Wilkinson and family in

this their hour of trouble.

MR. W. R. WALL (Brighton).

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. Will H.
Gibb, hon. sec. Brighton C.B.A., I have to

announce the death of Mr. W. R. Wall at

the early age of forty-seven. For some
months he had been in ailing health and
passed away on Nov. 4. Yorkshires were his

particular fancy, although he also kept some
Norwich and Crests. Ever ready to assist in

the Fancy, he had been on the Committee of

the Brighton and Hove C.B.A. almost from
its commencement, and in the past had been
connected with several of the London clubs.

Our deep and sincere sympathy is extended
to his widow and only son in their great

bereavement. A wreath from his fellow-

workers and members of the club was placed

upon his grave in token of remembrance.

An Address Wanted.
I have an order in from Mr. T. J. Digby,

writes Mr. E. E. Pass, Hucknall, Notts. If

he will kindly send me his address I shall be

pleased to send order off at once.

Cornish Fanciers’ Good WorK.
Camborne Fanciers’ Society has sent to the

Redruth Hospital £15, the profit on its Feast

Monday show. At the Hayle C.B.A. show

the profits went to Hie tobacco fund for

soldiers and sailors.

Corrections in Show Reports.
At Swansea 1st in F.M. Linnets should be

Bancroft, not Major, and in H.M. Redpolls

2nd no name should be 2 Bancroft. At Halt-

whistle 1st in Nor. buff cocks should read

Fleck, not Leek.

Edinburgh B.F.C.C. Open Show.
There seems to be some misunderstanding

as to who is eligible to exhibit at our forth-

coming show, writes Mr. Jas. Lumsden.
Permit me to intimate that this show is open

to all exhibitors of the “Wee Gems,” and
not only to members of the B.F.C.C., as

some fanciers seem to think. (See advt.)

Illness of Plymouth’s Secretary.
It is with very deep regret we learn of the

serious illness which has befallen that highly

popular South-country fancier, Mr. Thos.

Pope, the secretary and treasurer of the

AVestern Counties (Plymouth) O.S. All bird-

lovers will join us in wishing him a speedy

and complete restoration to health. We hear

that last week-end there was a slight change

for the better.

Eightpence—Not Threepence-
Mr. Jeffrey Walsh, Blackburn, writes that

in consequence of a printer’s error in his

advt. of “Magnet” Asthma Cure in our

issue of Dec. 4, he has received many orders

containing threepence instead of ciglitpence,

the proper price of the remedy. AVe regret

the occurrence of the mistake, and we feel

sure that the many applicants who have re-

ceived the asthma, cure, although the amount
sent was insufficient, will at once remit to

Mr. Walsh the fivepence short paid.

White SKylark at
Chester-le=Street Show.

Will members and intending members
kindly send their entries the week before our

show of Dec. 18, writes Mr. R. AA'ard, sec.

Chester-le-Street C.B.S., so as to give us

some idea what staging we shall need, and
get to the show as early as possible with

their exhibits to enable us to get our judge

(Mr. W. L. Smith) a good start. Everything
points to a good show, specials and dona-

tions having come in well. Mr. Lindsay has
promised to bring his noted White Skylark,

all being well, so visitors will have the

pleasure of seeing a very interesting exhibit.

NEXT WEEK
A GRAND DOUBLE

Xmas Number
Extra Pages,

Extra Pictures,

Extra Articles.

Order it Now.
Advertisers must send their

Announcements to reach us on

Tuesday next, December I4th.

ADDRESSED, ADVERTISEMENT MANAGER,
“ CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

See Notice on page 293.

Remember that our Special

Double Numbers are

SURE

USt ESS BRIICERS.
Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-

pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture

will be sent on application.

Show Entries Without Name.
Please mention, writes Mr. AV. S. Wilson,

sec. Hamilton O.S., that I have received an
entry for Classes 28 and 43 without a name.
Postmark “Irvine”; postal order “Dreg-
horn.” Novice B.F.C.C. Exhibitor might
send on the birds, and I will label them if

lie will drop a postcard.

The New Postal Regulations.
The attention of correspondents is directed

to the fact that under the new postal regu-

lations only one ounce can be sent for one
penny. From one to two ounces the postage

is twopence, and one halfpenny extra is

charged for each additional two ounces. Re-

porters and correspondents who have to send

long communications should please use very

thin paper and be careful to prepay the

postage in full, or we have to pay double the

deficiency on delivery.

Cage Birds Annual 1916.

This encyclopaedia of birdy knowledge is

now in course of preparation, and no effort

will be spared in the endeavour to make it,

if possible, better than ever. It will form,

as usual, a wonderful medium for the dis-

posal of anything connected with the hobby
of bird-keeping. Breeders of Canaries and

Hybrids will find a steady demand for stock

advertised in- its pages, and cage and ap-

pliance makers, vendors of seeds and other

foods, should certainly r.ot neglect the oppor-

tunity of having their commodities before

the eyes of customers from year’s end to

year’s end. Full terms for advertising will

be found on page 291.

THE BIRDKEEPERS’ ROLL
OF HONOUR.

City of Dundee C.B.S.

Sm,—The following members are serving

with the colours .lames Coleman, A. and

S. H. ;
John Miller, R.E. ;

Alex Samson,

R.A.M.C. Mr. Samson’s son is also with the

Royal Engineers.
- Andrew Law, linn. sec.

Pontefract Linnet Club.

Sm,—It is with deep regret that I have to

announce the death of Pte. AV. Prcctor,

K.O.Y.L.I., who fell in action fighting for his

King and country. As a member of the

Pontefract Linnet Club, he was ever ready

to assist in anything that was good for the

club. He leaves a widow, two daughters,

and a son, to whom we'cxtend onr 1 eartfelt

svrr.ttt/ B. Puua. sec.
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SOUTHAMPTON.
v. The Southampton C.B.A. held a very wuccessful

vliow l)ee. 1st, in the Assembly ltoonus. Kingsland.
Entries were just a few short ol' last year, but the
collection was u goril one, and many high class
specimens were on view. Norwich and Yorks, made
a lino .show, and all were well arranged so that they
could bo easily seen. There was keen competition
among I ho numbers for the handsome cups and tro-
phies allotted to each section, ami Miss Onslow car-
ried off a couple with her Green Crested and wing-
marked Dark Crest, the former securing the silver
cup for best unftighted, and the latter that for the
best champion Canary. Mr. I/Ove won novice cup
with u typical bull Norwich hen. The British Bird
and Mule cup went to Mr. JlaitneUVs lightlv-markcd
Mule, and Mr. Slade once mope annexed the Foreign
Bird cup. The silver medal for lu\st Novice Yorks,
went to Mr. Chandler's yellow unflighted, which also
won the apt. for best Yorkshire shown by a South-
ampton menber . The show was beautifully arranged
by the sec., Mr. W. L. Page, who is quite up-to-date
in show matters; he wao assisted by Mr. Slade in the
clerical work, and Messrs. Melhuish, Egerton, Win-
ter and Washer, in erecting staging, acting as stew-
ards, etc. The show was well attended by visitors,
although the weather was most unkind. Mr. H.
Norman judged.
NOR. YSIih. CK. : 1, he. Fellows, big bold bird,

good subs., full head and neck, nice width of shoul-
ders. bit pale in col., but grand qua!. ; 2, s, Dr.
Weekes, scarcely so full in head and reck, capital
subs., nice good col. ; 3rd, neat head, nice qual.
feather; vhc. Page; c, Foyle. BIFF: Foyle,
nicely put together, good head and wingo, full of
bloom ; 2, yhc, Page, shade bigger, but not the
bloom of winner, grand full head and reek

; 3, Dr.
Weekes, cap mkd., capital qual., neat full head
and neck, good wings; he, e, Fellows. HEN: 1,

Dr. Weckfs, charming yell., nice type, beautifully
proportioned, lovely qual. feather, and sound col.;
2. Fovle, capital butt, good type, full head and neck,
good wings

; 3, Page, big bold bird, good head, capital
type; vhc, he, c. Fellows. UNFUG. YELI,.: 1,

Fellows, nicely moulded, good head and wings, capi-
tal qual.; 2, Page, typical, neat head good front
hardly the polish ; 3, Dr. Weekes, smaller, but well
put together, neat wings

;
vhc, Foyle : lie, Alder-

lelade. BUFF: 1, Foyle, .short and thick set. fine
subs., full head and neck, good width of shoulders,
short wings; 2, Dr. Weekes, big varieg., capital subs,
and full of qual.. scarcely so short, but a grand
exhibit; 3, Page, plenty of subs., but. not the polioh,
very typical ; vhc, e, Fellows. NOV. YELL.: 1,
Love, bonny bird, grand head and neck, good wings,
rich col. and At qual.

; 2, Washer, good one, nicely
moulded, sound qual. ; 3, vhc, White, scarcely so
typical as winners, although nice cubs., good feather.
BUFF : 1. Chandler, rare size, bold looking bird,
capital wings, A1 qual.; 2. Love, another good one,
scarcely so big, but nicely put together; 3, Hurtnell,
good bird, not quite the qual. of winners, but tipi-
cal; vhc, he, Melhuish. HENS : 1. lie. Love, charm-
ing, beautiful type, short and thick-set, nicely pro-
portioned, in fine fettle; 2, Chandler, good el. yell.,
peat head and neck, good front, capital wings; 3,
vhc, White, nicely moulded, capital qual. ; c, Welch’.
UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, Chandler, lovely cl., good type
and size, bold front, full head and neck, rich col.
and qual.; 2, White, another good one, though
scarcely so full in head and neck, capital wings

;

3, Love, good and typical but not the cond. of win-
ners. BUFF: L 3, Love, two beauties, leader wonder
ful size, big head, but a. shade heavy, full neck,
grand col., full of bloom; 2, Hartnell, typical, well
moulded, not the size of winner, mound qual. ; vhc,
Hurtnell; he. Walsh. YORKS. YELL.: 1, Egerton,
fine length and style, good shouidecs and back, sound
cond. ; 2, 3, Bousfield, beauties, close up, quite typical,
grand length, leader a shade the smoother

; vhc he
Gamble; c, Holliday. BUFF: 1, 2, Egerton, leader
lovely type, glean and nicely drawn, grand shoulders;
8, Gamble, not a monster, but quite typical dean
cut, well up, on lege; vhc, Holliday; he. Fellows; c
Gamble. HEN : 1, Bousfield, charming lady, beauti-
fully moulded, sweet type, clean cut, sound col. and
qual.; 2, 3, Gamble, lovely butt, leader smooth as
a bottle, nice length and style, neat head, emart
close-fitting wings, in the pink; vhc, lie, Holliday; c
Egerton. UNFLIG. YELL.: 1, 2, Egerton, two grand
birds of fine length, leader nicely drawn and moulded
good shoulders, not a feather out of place

; 3, Bous-
fleld, very typical, scarcely ao tight in feather; vhc
Afaidment. BUFF: 1, Bousfk-ld, beauty for type and
style, neat head, good shoulders and wings, fit as a
fiddle; 2, Maidment, smart, nice pos. and stvle, <>ood
head and wings, A--1 qual.

; 3, Egerton. nice length,
neat head and shoulders, fine qual.; vbc, Holliday-
he, Maidment;. c, Gamble. NOV. YELL 1 he c’
Gentry, very fine cl., fine length, veil up on ’leg’
good head and wings, -aound cond.-; 2, Winter, very
typical and smart, good shoulders and back

; 3
Baker, scarcely the cond. of winners, but good type,
and nice length of wing; vhc. Gear. BUFF: 1, Snow-
den. grand length, beautifully drawn and moulded,
sound cond. - 2, 3, he. Winter, leader grand type and
length, weil. up on legs, sound qual.; lie. GentryHEN : 1, 2, Baker, beauties, lovely buff leading, fine
length and style, beautifully rounded, smooth as a
bottle; 3, e, Gear, nice length, well up on !e». cfrail

?r
U
vUrR,

0
i°
d ?.'"?* and ^11; vlie, Stacey; he, Gentry.

UNFLIG. V ELL. : ., Gear, wonderful length and
style, grand col., beautifully proportioned, fine length
of wing, good win; 2, Gentry, typical, not the length
of winner but nicely moulded, grand qual.; 3, Stacev.

^nf-V-r
ROO

,

d leneth °f wing, capita! pos. and feather.BUM-: 1, 3, Gentry, grand birds, winner lovely.sizeand type, neat head, good shoulders and back, sound
cond.; t vhc. Baker, nice length, well up on leg

rRPVT i o
n
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W
M SS'^ l

,

qUal
-,

: h?’ Stacey; c. C«ar’.CRLSi. 1, 2, 3, Miss Onslow, lovely team, now well-
known, all in the best possible condition

; vhc, Fel-lows; he, c, Wood. C.B.: 1, 2. Mte Onslow, leader
wonderful size, good bold head, well cushioned and
lashed, grand qual.; 3. Fellows, good sized head,
nicely domed, good length of feather. GOLDF • 1
o, Alderslade, two very fine house-moulted, leader
well up in col., nice full face, good wings and tannin^sound cond. ; 2, March, good full blaze of rich cor
nicely tanned, capital wings; vhc, Sullivan; he’

hom
C;

y?,’i, fg
a
a
a
t-,-B

,

ULF
;

: ’• 2 ' Sullivan, very fine,’
bold, full headed birds of sound eol. ; 3, vhc Fel-lows, another good one, good cap and bib, aoundwings, excellent cond.; lie, Vale. LINNET: 1 Vale
Ti? i”81'’.'’ hut nicely Proportioned, veil’ laced’good tone of col., sound cond.; 2, Winter shadelarger, nicely pencilled, -scarcely so rich In coL ;

Winter, not the size, and hardly so good in cond.,
but capital type; vhc, c, Melhuish; he, filawson.
GREENF. : 1, 2, Bale, lovely birds, well shown, fine
size ami type, grand col. und qual.; 3, White, big
bold bird, not the cond. of winner, hut will make a
good one ; vhc, Alderelade ; he. Foyle

;
c. Fellows.

SISKIN, ETC.: 1, Aldersla-de, lovely Twite, nice
size and col., beautifully laeed, lovely cond.

; 2,
Vale, very flue Redpoll, good size, well pencilled,
lovely qual.; 8, vhc, Marsh. A.O.V.: 1, 2, Vale, line
Yellow Bunting und Bramble, both in fine order.
HOFTB1LL: I, Good, Great Tit, in the pink; 2. 3,
vhc. Slawson, lawk and Blackbird, good exhibits,
and well shown. LIGHT MULE: 1, 2, 3, Hurtnell,
very fine team, all var. Goldf. -Can., leader beauty
for size, type and qua!, of feather. DARK : 1, 2,
Sargeant, Greenf. -Canaries, nice shape, sound rich
col. ami good cond. ; 3, White, big bold bird, not so
clean-cut os winners, but good qual. WAXBILLR,
ETC.: 1, 3, Vale; 2, he, c, Slade

;
vhc, A Ide-ne'kide.

A.O.V.: 1, 2, 3. Slade. SOFTBILL. 1, 2, 3, vhc,
Slade, lovely Blue-winged Tanager leading, grand
bird, pure eol. and qual.; 2, Good, Sugarbird, fine
cond. SELL.: 1, Page; 2, Bousfield; 3, Egerton;
vhc, Love; he, Weekes; c. Muniment.

KIDWELLY.
Held Nov. 24. at Town Hall. Our section was

staged on the platform in good light and free from
draught. Owing to clashing with Blaenavon and
Swansea Shows entries did riot come up as well aa
expected. The stewards, Messrs. Jnol Harris, W.
Hughes, and D. Williams had things well in hand,
and gave every attention to the exhibits. The
Chairman, Councillor K. Cole, is a most obliging
official, and worked very hard to make the show
a success. Mr. C. Price, an old cage bird fancier,
made a very courteous and painstaking secretary

:

Mr. 8. ,T. Nicholas judged and his awards were well
received. *

NOR. CK. (8): 1, 3, Edwards, var. crest and cl.
body, dk. crest, two splendid exhibits, in grand
order; 2, vhc, Davies, cl., yell., lovelv head and
necx, very shapely body, good wings and tail, nice

ti .A-
and con<l - ! '*• Lewis; he, Bevan ; c. Bond.

Hhls (6): 1, sp, Edwards, var. crestbred, grand size,
well lashed, lovely cond.; 2, Davies, cl. yell., grand
size nice shape, good wing carriage, trifle Hut on
head

; 3, vhc. Bevan, cl. buff, trifle smaller, lovely
qual. and cond.; 4, Lewis; he, Francis. YORKS
(8): 1, 2, Owen, cl. yell, and cl. buff, both lovely
qual., leader grand col., nice le-ngth, good type and
qual., latter nice length, trifle frilled; 3. Bateman,
non-fed, cl. yell., lovely length, good back, neat
wings and tail, hardly as nicely rounded head as
leaders; vhc, he, Stone; abs, Hoyle. BULLF., ETC.
(11) . 1. Sam Jones, jun., Bullie, nice size and shape,
good breast and back col., lovely cap and bars; 2,
Edwards, F.M. Bullie, grand breast eol., lovely
cap and bars, very shapely

; 3, no name, good size,
shapely Jonque Greenie, in lovely order; vhc ho
Morgan; c. Cole. LINNET (13): l, 4, Davies, nice
size and shape, good col., well laced, in first-class
order; 2, S. Jones, hardly as rich coj., nicely laced,
good size; 3, he, Copp, shade larger, but loses col.
and markings; vhc. Ford; c, Poole.

QUEENSBURY C.B.S.
Annual Show, Nov. 13, under Y.U. rules, the pat-

ronage of the Y.C.C., Ogden’s trophy, Itamsden's
cup. Amateur and Junior Novice Competition, and
the N.G.M.C., in Victorial Hall, Queensbury. Entries
numbered over 300. Mr. W. Mundell judged.
C. BRED YELL. YORKS.: 1, Stobart; 2, he,

Ogden Bros.; 3, Hartley; 4, Dykes; vhc, Hirst- c,
Dyson. BUFF: 1, Dykes; 2, Dr. Craig; 3, Stobart; 4,
Thomas. TKD. YELL. : 1, Bennett

; 2, Dr. Craig • 3,
4, Dyson;.vhc. Towers; he. Halls; c. Mason. UN-
£LIG YELL. : 1, Sutcliffe and Son

; 2, Bennett
; 3,

Burdekin Bros.; 4, Hodgson; vhc. Hartley; he,
Dykes; c, Kirk. BUFF: 1, vhc, Seager ; 2, Cruise

-

3, Dyson
; 4, Hirst; he. Hartley; c, Casey. UN-

f,".
1.® * Hen: ’• Dr - Craig; 2, Dykes; 3, cWy

; 4,
Chittenden

; vhc, Hirst; c, Middleton. CL. OR TKD
y fc

,
I
;9;

HEN: L F. Self; 2, Hartley; 3, Helliweli;

nii^fc
8 fY ; vhe, Priestley; he. Dykes; c, Ogden Bros.BUFF: 1, Hartley; 2, Hodgson; 3, Thomas; 4, Whit-wham; vhc, Dr. Craig; he, Burdekin Bros; c, Chit-

tenden EVEN, ETC. GR. MKD. YELI,.: 1, Dykes;
2, Hall; 3, Middleton; 4, vhe. Morrison - he Fowle
e, Sutcliffe and Son. BUFF; 1, Dr. Craig; 2, Sharpe-
3, Thornton and Robertshow ; 4. Hirst -°

v-hc D vices'
he. Towers; c. Thomas. YELL. HEN: 1, Morrison

’

.. Towers; 3, Middleton; 4, Dykes; vhc, Lumb; he’,
Kirk; c, Hodgson. BUFF: 1, Dykes; 2, 4 Towers-
|’ «• ;

vhc
' Sutcli«e Son

; he. Cruise!
SELL. YELL.: 1, Chapman; 2, Lunn

; 3, Priestley - 4,
Hartley; vhe, Fowle; he, Burdekin Bros. : c. Field

-

riAiieo llTTPP , 1 T . ... - n T\ • , i - - -

GLASGOW AND WEST OF
SCOTLAND.

house, BUFF: 1, Butin; 2, Priestley; 3, Blagb’rough

;

vhc. Grange; he, Ambler; c, Fieldhouae.

j ty

1

ti^'-
Ambler; 2* J • and F. Haggaa; 3, Lumb;

4, Baldwinson
; vhc, Hodgson, jun.; he, Fieldhouse-

c, Grange. CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1, Taylor- 2
Baxter; 3, Ratcliffe; 4, Raynor; vhc, Horsuian ;’ he!
Ambler; c, Wheatley and Son. BUFF: l, vhc. Naylor
jun. ; 2, Craven

; 3, Fisher
; 4, Hanson

; he, Farrar

;

c, Abaft. YELL. HEN: 1. Ratcliffe; 2, Firth; 3
Sugden; 4, Williams; vhc, Neale; he, Morlus Hill :

c. Craven. BUFF: 1, Ratcliffe
; 2, Raynor

; 3, Craven ’;

4, Taylor; vhc, Mitchell; he. Firth. UNFLIG • 1
Hanson; 2, Dutton; 3, Fisher; 4, Frith; Vhe Hunt’
he, Taylor

; c, Fawcett. UNFLIG. HEN : 1, c, 'Firth ;

2, Horsman ; 3, Raynor; 4, Sugden; vhc, Wavensley-
hc, Heeley . EVEN, ETC..- 1, 2, 3, Taylor; 4, Taylor-
vhc, Radling

; he, Gledhill; c, Ambler. HEN- 1

fu.?,
e V2, Hanson .' 3- Kaynor: 4. Smith; vhc c’

Gledhill; he. Symes. C1XN. TKD. OR VARIEG ’•

i’Hodgson, jun
; 2, 4, Symes; 3. vhc, Gledhill; he!Chapman. HLN : 1, Sugden; 2. Gledhill; 3, Hod"-

nA'r
U
rk

4
’

-f’

?

a
n
ermB -

0a ' : vho
’ Symes

: hc . Firth.NOR. CK.. 1, 2, Baldwinson; 3, Jowett; 4, Rolfe •

ync, Spencer and Maiden
; he, c, Simonett. Hen *

1, Baldwinson
; 2, Rolfe; 3, he, Simonett; 4, vhcSpencer and Maiden.

Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Badges, Judges’ Books
cheapest and best. Read what the secretary ofWigan Cage Bird Society says: “Dear Sir,—Glad to
say our members are simply delighted with the
posters and prize cards. They say they are the best
and cheapest they have c»«r had.—Yours etc E
Ball.” Send for samples aid prices.—The ’Manager"
Printing Dept., “Cage Birds,’ 154, Fleet Street, Lorn
uOHs E.Cs

Twenty-sixth annual i/how, Nov. 27, Grand National
Halls. Entries were barely no numerous as on pre-
vious^ Occasions, but quality was well re-presented,
especially in Norwich und Crests. Borders were
quite good for- quulity and type. Yorks, were very
level in quality, Mr. Hcggie accounting tor quite
a goodly share of the spoil. British were a level
lot, the most outstanding for quality being the
Goldfinch and Linnet classes, very little .separating
the winners. Pres, Mr. W. Wood; VieePres.,
Messrs. .1. Nimmo, W. G union; see. and treas., the
well-known W. Hutchison, together with a willing
committee, carried everything in a true-to-time.
fashion, and left nothing to be desired. Judges
were: Nor. and Crests. Mr. F. Taylor; Bord. and
Yorks.. Mr. G. Hyslop

; Brit, anil For., Mr. A.
Livingstone

; and all acquitted themselves with
credit.

YOUNG BIRDS, CREST COCK: 1, 2. Scott, leader
wing mkd., D.C., fine body subs., nice top, fine
radiation, good back skull, staged in capital order,
2 even D.C.. grand subs., plenty feather, not so I

well groomed, hut must have pressed; 3, Barron,
var., dark, nice qual., well groomed, well put
down; 4, Smart. HEN: i and 2. Scott, winner

;

varieg. dark, good size, feather, nicely radiated,
\

well centred and drooped, steady, In the j.--. 1 1 k , 3
broken green, nice body subs

, shapely top-piece,
not so well groomed ; 2, Smart, nice size, plenty
feather, good qual., nice top, not quite the spread

'

of leader. C.B. CK. : l and 4, Smart, leader large,
massive framed el., plenty subs., fine qual. feather,
nicely clothed, fine shaped skull, will make up well; I

2 and 3, Scott, nice green, well staged, in top
!

cond., fine qual., lengthy feather, nice skull, good
entrance, wel-l placed, 3 heavy var., fine body subs.. I

good feather, well staged, beaten entrance. HEN:
1 and 3, Scott, leader nice size, plenty feather, 1

rich qual., fine skull, good lash, broad entrance, 1

wins well, 3 well up for size, close feather, nice
head, and was well up for 2nd place; 2 and 4,
Smart, green, close, good qual. feather, nice back
skull, beaten at entrance, 4 also green, nicely I

staged, fails top end. CL. or TKD. YELL. CK.': !

1 and 4, Black, 1 best young Nor., grand, short,
!

sweet, cobby build, fine head, neck, broad, deep
|

front, rare style, perfect carr., wins well; 2 and 3,
Barron, former fine size, hot even col., At qual.,

|not just so cobby built, 3 not so massive, but
neat type, seemed trifle cordy in feather. BUFF:
1 and 3, Barron, plenty subs., fine feather, neat,
shapely front, well filled, neat carr. -and style, in
the pink, 3 not quite so hot, neat and shapelv,
fine close, good qual. feather, fails slightly at en-
trance

;
2 and 4, Hutchison, former fine eol., qual.,

neat type, not so clean under. CL. or TKD. YELL.
HEN: 7, 4, Barron, winner good size and qual.,
fine top end, perfect carr. and style; 2, Kerr, fine
dual., neatly built, sweet, typical, cobby, pleasing
appearance, fails in size only; 3, Renwick, cobby,
fine broad front, neat top end,, good wings, tail,
fails in cond. BUFF: 1, Barron, grand subs., col.
and qual., cobby, thick set throughout, wins well;
2, Black, fine size, lovely feather, well balanced
top end, trifle erratic in wing carr.,, might be
cleaner underneath

; 3, Jardine, shapely, close and
good feather, neat, clean cut, presses hard; 4, Kerr.
VAR. YELL. CK.: 1, Barron, heavy mark, fine type,
deep broad front-, neat head, neck, very stylish,
jn good fettle; 2, Renwick, similarly mkd., hot
col., short, cobby body, grand feather and carr.,
not the front of leader; 3, Hutchison, lightly
mkd., good size, fine silky feather, neatly braced,
could do with little more rise in skull

; 4, Kerr.
BUFF: 1, 2, Barron, leader grizzle mkd., not a
monster, but real Norwich type, very shapely, pro-
portionately built, Al qual., wins well, 2 heavy
mkd., nice head, neck, right qual. feather, scarcely
so chubby or clean cut behind ; 3, Black, cap and
wings mkd., nice feather, fair size, neat, compact
wings and tail, wants more weight top end

;
4 we

could not find. VAR. Y’ELL. HEN: X and 3, Black,
leads with dark cap, wings and tail, short and
thick set, fine head, hull neck, broad, deep, clean
cut body, wins in style, 3 head and wing t-inn.
mark, lighter built, but neat carr. and qual; 2,
Fulton, good size, shapely, neat, could carry more
top weight, just inclined to frill; 4, Barron. BUFF

:

1 and 2, Hutchison, winner heavy varieg., small
but compact, neat, good carr., fine feather, cobby
built, in the pink, 2 green, light tail, grand cobby
shape, neat, stylish, presses hard on leader; 8,
Hunter, heavy mark, nice feather, well filled body,
neat top end, not quite the front of winner; 4,

Haddow. NON-FED GREEN HEN : 1, Renwick, soft
when we saw it. AM AT. PLAINHEAD: 1 Black,
short, cobby, neatly built cl. yell., well balanced.
A1 bloom; 2, Black, bull, hen, fine size, lovely-
feather, well balanced top end, trifle erratic in
wing carr. ; 3 and 4, McCiuskie, former small but
neat. DARK MULE: 1. 4, Renwick, fine Jonque
Greenie leads, mice eiize, deep col*, in perfect
feather, 4 nice little Redpoll cross, rat-her sombre
in col., but perfect in feather; 2 and 3, Crawford,
nice Goldf., good Size, fine col., perfect cond.,
presses for top position, 3 fine Siskin cross, in
lovely feather, very steady, nicely shown. HY’B. :

1, Crawford, Cambuslang winner, still in spotless
order, very creditable exhibit. BORD. CL. or TKD.
YELL. CK. : 1, Fra.ser, neat and jaunty, sweet
body, fine col., rattier long in head; 2, Briggs,
good type, neat head, neck, just looks trifle leggy;
3, Watson, good exhibit, in sparkling condition, runs
well up on those in front; 4, Mc-Phie. BUFF: 1,
Fraser, nice tick,, fine type, boxy feather, clean
cut, shapely, correct carr.

; 2, Briggs, fine tvpe,
sweet shape, neatly balanced, neat wings and tail,
just trifle open across back; 3, Mackay, neat, clean
cut, typical, boxy, nice head, neck, quite equal to
anything in class; 4, Mcl’hie. CL. or TKD. YELL
HEN: 1, Fraser, nice style, pos., good wings, tail,
nice head, could be better in neck; 2 and 3, Briggs,
fine pair, little separates them, fine qual., neat
wings, close tail, neat, well balanced, close up to
leader; 4, Mt-Phie. BUFF: 1, Fraser, top cond.,
shapely, clean cut, might- be shade better in head
at entrance; 2, Briggs, right on top for qual.,
best headed Border in section, fine type, clean cut,
close boxy feather, must have run tight, our choice

;

3, Whitelaw, nice exhibit for type, qual., neat body
and carr., fails head points; 4, Craig. VAR. YELL.
CK. : 1 and 3, Mcl’hie, leader wing and eye mark,
nice weight, fine type, neatly carried wings, close
pipe tail, in hard cond.

; 3, heavy mkd., nice qual.,
boxy feather, rather too thick under; 2, Craig,
fine feather, grand body shape, clean cut, just-
fails trifle in head. BUFF: X and 3, Mackay, rare
feather, typical and well drawn, wd' braoedl could

Ire sweeter beaded, 3 very similar for type and
1 • > Watson, light mark, fine type, qual.,

better head presseM bard for top honours. VAR.
HL.f : 1, McPtrie, bull, nice jaunty build, right tvpe
sweet qual.; 2, White!**, heavy var. buff tinn,
mark, nice qual., clean cut, perfect carr., c'ose
up; 3 and 4, Mackay, yellow and cuff dim. mark
respectively, leader topping type, A1 qual., neatlv
braced, shapely, very close up. GREEN or C1NN.
X and 2, Whitelaw. leaderftnc Jonque Green rar«
cob, neat, clean cut, ata.gcd in faultless order, 2-

Jr**
1 '!-’ kydy qual., line stamp, runs stable com-panion tight race; J and 4. Smart, leader look,bke nice buff cirm. hen, very shapely, perfect fit-tmg leather YORKS. CL. or TKD. YELL. CK.

.

It,

a
r

n<l '
- pair Dappers, grand length andshape well drawn, leader excels in col. and close

ness feather. BUFF: l and 3, Hcggie, length-.-
Hpecimen leads, beautifully rounded, Al carr nicc>pos, 3 well drawn, fine length, stvlish; 2,* Martinme exhibit, grand qual. and length, meat built!
CL. or 1 Kl). YELL. HEN: l and 2, He o,'ie beau-
tiful pair, great length and type, winner ’just excel-
ling in col.; 3, Martin, nice length v spec.,' right
type, fine qfial., fails col.; 4, l’ark, very shapely

B ;FF: 1 and “< Hcggie, grand pair,
4I1 t-hcre lor col., type, and qua!. • 2 Park sweet
model grand length, shape and kvle, behind in
col only. \ Alt. YELL.: 1, Park, heavy mk„ lovelv
order, fine swanky style', wins well; 2 and 3, Heggit
former good lengthy spec., fine col., neat shape!
good qual., inclined to crouch, 3 all right for leo'dli
arid type. BUFF: 1 arid 2, Hcggie, beauties all
over, hard to find fault with. 0I.D BIRD3, CL. or
TKD. YEX/L. NOR-.: 1, Kerr, topper for size- and
col., deep, broad front, wins well; '2, Davidson,
mce qual., neat, grand cond., faiig in subs, to
leader

; 3, no name, nice all round spec. ; 4, Jar-
dine, fine type. BUFF: l, McCltiskie, nice cob,
ne.at. cobby, fine head; 2 and 3. Kerr, all there
lor subs., col., qual.

; 4. Park, fine feather, good
type. VAR.: l, Kerr, clinking buff, hot col., short,
cobby, fine bead; 2, MeCluskie, mkd. cap and
wings, yell., neat, well made

; 3, Park, lovely col.
and qual.. trifle longer; 4, Hunter, nice qua)., and
neat. NON-FED: 1, sp, 3.P.C. medal, 2, Kerr,
grand yell hen, well known winner^ in rare, bloom,
adding to her laurels, 2 good qual. buff, nice body,
loose at thighs

; 3, Pearce, fair var. huff, in nice:
condition; 4, unable to find. BORD. CK.: 1, Fraser,
good yell., fine cond., neat, shapely, jauntv; 2!
Craig, fair type, neat; 3 and 4, Pearce, 3* nice
even qual. buff, fine type, sweetly braced, could
have gone up. IIEN : 1, Fraser, yell., fine type
close, boxy feather, stylish; 2 and 4,. Dickkm!
former grand qual. huff, fine stamp, neat: 3, Craig,
ypical yell., tight feather, neat carr. GREEN of
CINN.: 1 and 3, Pearce, -both cirm., nice sound
cob, finely pencilled, perfect comb; 2, Smart, cinn..
good weight, fine type. V0R.KS. CK.: 1 and 2.
Park, very fine pair, great length, capital qua!.,
right t.Vfve

; 3, Martin, nice yell., in lovelv comb,
rich qual., well drawn. HEN: X, Park, cl. yell.,
in lovely bloom, neat, well drawn. DK. MULE:
1. Ytatson, fine Jonque Linnet, nice size, col. BRIT.
LINNET: 1, Crawford, fine size and col., richly
pencilled, wins : 2, Pearce, little behind, hut fails
steadiness; 3, Haddow, good nutty cob, well pen-
cil-led, presses hard; 4, Watson, well up for size
and cob, not quite so steady. SISK., ETC. : Plums
al! secured by Redfiolls, very even lot: 1, Davidson,
fine F.M., perfect feather, fine bib, steady: 2 and
3. Pearce, nice pair; 4. Dickson. GOLDF.: b,
Haddow, fine follow, great face, nice cob, rich,
tans, steady : 2, Pearce, close up for cob and cond.

:

3 and 4. Crawford, little, if anything, behind.
BULLF. HEN : 1 and 4, Watson, leader grand ooi.
and size, perfect feather, stead v ; 2. Consan : 3,
Dickson, very even class. GREENF.: 1. Crawford,
nice Jonque, fine feather and cold., very unsteady

;

2, Watson, staged in lovely iilodm, very steady,
just lacks size; 3, Congan, nice huff, in top cond.;
4. Dickson, very similar. CHAFF., ETC.: 1. no
name, fine Chaff., grand size, cob, markings :

",

no name, nice Bramble, fine cob, nice spangling,
good size; 3, no name, Cbaffie, good feather; 4,
Renwick. good Bramble, well spangled. SMALL:
1. 2, Watson, nice Yellow-hammer, distinct head
lines, fine size, steady, 2 fine Bullie, capita! cob,
smooth as glass: 3, Davidson, good ’ Hammer,
steady, not- so distinct in head : 4„ no name, nice
Reed Bunting, fine feather, might have gone up
a atop. LARGE: 1, Crawford, lovely Waxwing,
beauty, perfection itself: 2, no name. Corn Bunt-
ing. steady, in good order. SMALL FOR. : 1 and
2 Park, Whydah and Avadavats respectively, well
staged, perfect- feather. Birds in the gift- class
were given by Messrs. Hutchison, Black, Cook,
Hunter. Wood, Fulton, and were distributed by
ticket to the successful visitors to the .chow. Cup
winners: Crests, Wm. Scott: Plainheads, E. Barron:
Bord.. tie between D. Whitehead and J. Fraser;
Mule and British, A. Crawford: Y'orks.. R. Hcggie;
5. P.C. medal, J. Kerr

; B.F.C.C. medal, D. White-
law; best voting bird in hall, J Black.WOMBWELL B.F.S.
Annual- Show, Nov. 20, special prize winners:

most points in show, most points Nor., best un-
flig. Nor., Waters; most points Yorks., Malpass

;

best unfiigh. Yorks., Sargeantson : best Brit. . Hum-
phreys. Mr. Fred Gregory, Ecclesfield, judged,
his awards being -well received.
Class 1: 1, Sargeantson; 2, Evans; 3, vhc, Hum-

phreys, Class 2: 1. Malpass; 2. 3, Humphreys: vhc,
Sanderson. Class 3: 1. 2, Malpass; 3, vhc. Evans:
he. c, Humphreys. Class 4: 1. vhe, Sargeantson; 2.
3, lie, Malpass. Class 5: 1, Evans; 2, Humphreys:
3. Malpass. Class 6: 1, sp, Sargeantson: 2, 3,
Evans: vhc. Malpass; he. Humphreys. Class 7:
1. 3, Waters; 2, Hinchcliffe. Class 8: 1. Hinch-
cliffe ; 2. 3. Waters; vhe, Sanderson. Class 9:
1. 2, 3. Waters. Class 10: 1, 2, he. Hinchcliffe: 3.
vhc. Waters. Class 11: 1, 2, 3. Waters. Class 12:
I. sp, 2. vhc. Waters: 3, Hinchcliffe; he. c. Malna.ss
Class 13: 1. 2, Humphreys Class 14: 1, sp, Hum-
phreys, Class 13; o, Humphreys.. Class 17: 1,
vhc. Waters: 2. .3. Humphreys.—J. W. Doan. Sec.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advioo on all

questions of Health, Diet, Ac., to all readers.
every THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere,
Get a ccpy to»day, or send or Fi>e Specimen to
“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, Londsn.
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Clydebank.
Held iitb an mini allow Nov. 27. The hall was com

mamlcered by the Admiralty during the week, and
the officials were fortunate in securing a very suit-

able room from the School Hoard, just across the

way. The managing officials were i'll that could he

desired, and were disappointed at the poor response

made in the classes eonilned to Dumbartonshire (full

prize money was guaranteed), and we would suggest

leaving (licse open to all. Wo were pleased to sec

Mich a large turn out of visitors. The gift class, a

feature of the show, contained 12 singing Canaries

with splendid now cages, which were given away, and

\vo heard that close on 2,00(1 tickets were sold. There
was a very line collection of wild seeds on view,

gathered in the district by Mr. S litelimond, one

case with the Mowers named, and another with sam-

ples of the seeds they produce. Three valuable

trophies were on view, two being captured by Mr.

A. II. McLean (llonhill) for best young Canary, and
best old Canary, and the roSo howl secured by Mr.

U. Mol lowii, with a capital (lolilllneb. The entry

220, established a record for this society. Mr. Win.
Kane, llio very capable and energetic seerctary, bud
everything at his linger tips, and was well "supported

j

by such well-known fanciers as I’res. O. MeGown, i

vloi pres. .1. Morton and T. Sheridan, troas. I). Clial-
|

lucre, commitli emeu Messrs. MeKeown, l.ang. Me ,

Anile, 'J'awse, Hobb, French, and Clunle. .Indges. K.

•IcIVrey ((ilasgow), Canaries; 1*. MeQiliston ( Yyi '.

Mules and Brit., and their awards were well re-
|

eeived.
YOUNG BIRDS ( I! MKT : 1, sp. Iw I, McKean, flue

|

top piece, plenty of feather, good qual., rate size
!

and subs, if body; '2, H, lily t li, both (ireens of good
size, could In) better groomed. C li.: 1.^ Robert ».

green, tine broad skull, neatly lashed. Mill. Cl..

YELL.: I, McLean, line size and subs., cap, final,

and eol. ; 2, Doeherty, good liead. nice shape and
ipial.

;
H, Suiytli. nice size, neat; 4, .Merlon; Kane;

MeGown. HUFF: I, 2 sps, McLean, grand liead

ami neck, line size, capital qual., neat ; 2, French,
;

good size and qual., tine short Mights and tail,

patchy col.; ;s, Kane, non-fed, line tize and subs.;

4, Wright: Doohnfy; 0 , Morton; 7, Mi'Uown.
BUFF YAK.: 1, French, rare size and final ,

line

short body; 2, Morton, good size and eol. YELL.
HEN: 1, sp., .MiT.euii, el., grand size, rare head, neck

and front; 2, Doeherty, splendid size and qua!., nice

bead and neck, cl.; :i, 5, Smyth, .'ml var.. capital

final, and col.; 4, Doeherty. BUFF: 1, Cameron,
•frizzle head, good eol., qual., ami subs., neat; 2,

Doeherty, el., close up, line Head, neck and front,

capital qual.; 2, 4, Smith, 3rd good size and qual.,

Isciiind in head; 5, 0, Wright; 7, Morton. BORD.,
YEI.l,.: l. sp., 2, McLean, 1st tkd. neck, capital

qual., soft when wo went round ; 2nd, rich qual. and
eol., fine carr. and. coml.; 3, Cameron, nice- round
bead and body, splendid qual. and eol.; 4, lily lb; 5.

MeA idle
;

(i, lloberts. HUFF: 1. Cameron, el., sweet
one for shape and qual., tight as a drum ; 2, 4,

McLean, 2nd capital qual. and comb, beaten flights;

3, MoArdle, line type, neat carr.
; 5, Roberts; 0,

Blyth. YELL. YAK.: 1, Me A idle, two-poiut, excel-

lent qual. and eol., well braced. BUFF: 1, MoArdle,
tkd. neck, wonderful qual., rare flights and tail, nice

stylo; 2, 3, Roberts, 2nd neck and wing mkd., capital

qual. and oond. ;
3rd, eye and wing mkd., fine shape.

YORKS.; l, Kane, cl. yell., wonderful length, capital

qual., col., and pos., slim, grand one; 2, McLean,
bead and wing mkd. butt', good length and qual.

HEN': 1, sp., McLean, cl. yell., splendid qual. and
col., stands well

; 2, Kane, cl. bud’, fiiie length.

L1011T MULE: 1. Morton, big var. Goldie, good eol.

and face. DARK: I, Kane, Goldf., rare size and
col., line shape; 2, Mallon. HYB. : 1, Mallon, very

nice Goldie Bullie, rich face, good size and shape;

2, MoArdle.—OLD BIRDS—CREST: 1, Roberts, var.,

rare size and subs., line droop, neat centre, veiny

feather. C.lb: 1, 2, Blyth, rare broad skulls, nicely

lashed. NOR. CL. YELL.: 1, sp. best old bird,

McLean, rare head, neck and qual.. neat, fine co).

;

2, 3, 7, French, 2nd short and cobby, good head,

nock, and front, fine style; 3rd, tkd. left eye, good
size and qua!., too leggy; 4, Beattie; 5, no name; B,

MeGown. BUFF: 1, Cameron, good size and subs.,

neat, flights, capital qua!, and eol.; 2, 3, French,
both rare qual.. col., and cond.; 4, 5, Smyth. YELL.
VAR.: l, sp., McLean good size and subs., fine head
and front, rare qual. and eol., mkd. neck; 2. 3,

Wright, 2nd wing mkd., fine size and eol. BUFF:
3, 2. 5. French, 1st <apital qual., col., and cond.,

good size; 2nd, heavily mkd., good size and front;

3, McArdle, fine size ami subs. ; 4, Doeherty. YELL.
VAR, HEN: 1. 3, French, 1st fine size and qua):, full

of eol., neat flights; 3rd, good qual., fine short body :

2, McLean, cl.
, fine bead, neck and qual.. rare deep

front, neat, our choice, has better bead ; 4, Cameron ;

5, Wright; ti, Smyth; 7, McArdle; good class.

BUFF: 1, sp., McLean, el., fine short cobby body,

good size, neat; 2, MeGown, short, cobby, clean out,

fmo head, neck, and front, close up; 3, 7, (i. French,
3rd good front anil qual. : 4. 8, Beattie : 5, Cameron

;

No. 12 singing well. BOKD., CL. YELL.: 1, Blyth.

capital qual., tight feather, fine round head and
body, rare wings; 2, McArdle, fine wing carr. and
qual., nice head and body

; 3, Cameron. BUFF : 1,

Blyth, bead and eye tkd., fine qnab, eol. and carr.

YELL. VAR.: 1, l.aing, capital einn. mkd. GREEN
OR CiNN. : l, 3. 4, McArdle, 1st green, line lacing

and col. : 3rd. einn., good ty pe : 2. Laing, einn., rich

cob, rare style. YORKS.: 1, 2, Kane, 1st el. yell.,

capital length, qual. and eol.. well braced. HEN:
1. 2, Kane, yell. var. and cl., both rare length, nice

pos. NON FED: 1, no name, cl. buff, fine size, good
bead and neck; 2, French. NOV.: 1, Doeherty, fine

size and qual. A.O.V. : 1, 2, French, 1st buff pied
Scots Fancy lien, fine length of side, nice shoulders.
LIGHT MULE: 1, sp. trotter, var., fine size and
col.: 2, MeGown. BRIT. GOLDF. : 1, sp. best Brit.,

MeGown, fine size, shape, col. and cond., rare square-

cut rich face; 2, 3, Trotter, 2nd bigger, not so neat
shape, fine square-cut blaze, rare eol. and cond ; 3rd,

fine size, rich face; 4, Hutchison: 5, McArdle.
Ul-LI.F. : 1. Trotter, rare size and shape, tine cap
and bars, good eol. and qual.: 2, McArdle. LIN
NET: 1, sp.. 4, Trotter, line size, shape and eol.,

nicely laced. front good back and flights; 2, MeGown,
nobbier shape, fine size and col., heavier laced: 3,

Robb, f.m., grand col., well laced front, good size;

-
r
>. McLean; 0, Morton; 7, Roberts; 8, Laing. SISK..
ETC.: 1, sp,, McLean, very fine Twite, Brechin win-
ner, rare eol.. well laced ; 2, 4. r>, Trotter, 2nd Mealy,
good size and shape, rare head and cond.; 3, Hut-
chison. sweet little Siskin, fine shape and col.

GKEEXF. : 1, Mallon. rare stamp, bold head and
front, good (lights; 2, McArdle. scarcely so hold

head, rare eol., qual., and cond. ; 3, McLean, fine size

and eol.. rich flights: 4. Morton: 5. McGovvn: C,

Smyth; 7, French. CHAFF., ETC.: 1, McLean, grand
big jiranihlcf., rare deep front, good Co!., fine spang-

ling and comb; 2. McArdle. Chaff., good size, rieli

ojl., fine head ami whites; 3, Trotter; 4, MeGown.
SMALL BRIT. : 1, sp., Trotter, capital eol. and
cond., good size and markings. HEN BULLF.: ),

Mellon, good size and shape, lino cap; 2, Laing.

\.V. 1IF.N: 1, Kane, line big Grccnf., good col.; 2,

McArdle, Grccnf., fine coml. and col.; 3, Mallon.

UJt I : l| sp, French ; .-p, Kane; 3, sp, McLean

;

4. sp., Morton: ti, sp.. Clnnlc: «. sp., Simpson; 7, sp.,

Doeherty. OPEN NOR. YELL.: I, 2, McLean, 1st

beauty for size and qual., line head and neck ;
2nd,

also very nice; 3, Beattie, good one for size, and
qual; 4, Kaue. IILN: 1, Johnstone, large, very
shapely, fine head and front, capital qual. and col.;

2, McLean, lug one, good liead, neck and front, line

eol. and style, Brechin winner. BUFF; 1, Mcl.can,
rare size and subs., best of eol. and cond.

; 2, John
stone, good head, short cobby body, clean cut; 3,

Kaue, good stamp, well proportioned; 4, Melnnes.
HEN: I, Cameron, splendid clean cut shape, fine

qual.: 2. Doeherty, rare head and front, fails qual.

BORD. YELL.: I, 2, McLean, both els., fine round
heads and bodies, capital qual.; 3. Cameron, fine

type, neat: 4, Kerr; a, Campbell; <i, Roberts. HEN :

I, Campbell, sweet shape, excellent cond. BI FF: 1,

Campbell, rare type, lovely qual., col. and coml.,
well braced; ", Cameron, very neat, fine style; 3,

McLean. HEN : 1, Campbell, capital qual. and cond.,
well put down; 2, Blyth, another line one, close up;
3. Cameron. HfiJT. GOLDF.: 1, MeGown, fine size
and shape, rare rich lace, wink special in confined
classes; 3, Trotter, two line Finches; 4, Melnnes.
LINNET: I, 4, Trotter, 1st rare shape and- size,

finely laced breusl, good whites, steady; 2, Me-
Gown. Norwich (ype, rare eol. ami cond.. heavily
laced; 3, McLean, line size, too dark in col.

TORQUAY.
, ,

St. Marychurch and Bahbacombc l .k. annual show,
Town Hall, Nov. 17. The cage bird section is very
popular at- this fixture, and entries were stronger
than last year, this to a great extent is accounted
for liy the energy of the officials, as_all the officers
and committee leave no stone unturned to make
their show a success. The -penal prize list is al-
ways «n attractive one. The chairman, Mr. T.
llauiiyn, together with the see,, Mr. H. Brarne and
Me-. Beanie, worked very hard, whilst the com-
mittee lent the willing hand that is always indis-
pensable where sinves.s is to be assured 1

. Among
those vc recognised in charge of this section were
-Mrs. Wills, Mr. VV. clay, and Air. II. Berry, the
hitter rciideiing great, help during the morning in

t he staging of the birds and fixing prize curds,
Yorks, were the strongest, and a yellow hen of this
variety belonging to Mr. W. Roper deservedly won
the special for best in show : special second best
fell to .Mr. lemon's unflig buff Nor. Mr. .1. N.
Jeffery judged and gave .satisfaction.

Yorks. Yell : 1, Clay, good size and col.; 2, AL
Lander. Buff: 1, spl, Olay, lovely style and qual. of
feather; 2, Roper, dm • up, fails on hack; 3, Maries.
Nat. Col. : i, spl, clay, varies, buff, very neat; 2,

Lander, nice clear, t nflig. Yell.: I, spl, 2, Maries,
very .stylish, grand feather ; 2, larger than winner,
fails on brea-t; 3, he, Roper, a good one, spoilt by
damaged tail; 'vhe. Clay, good class. Butt: ], 2,

Maries, neat pair; 3, he, Clay, close up; vhe, Roper.
Hen.; J, spl, and spl. best in show, 3, Roper, topping
neck mkd. yell., wonderfully clean ent, extra neat
tail, stand:- right away from remainder; 2, vhe,
Marie.-, cl. huff, feather like boxwood, fails' length

:

lie, Clay . Nor. (;
:k. : 1, Fox, el. yell., grand eol.,

good head, neck, quality and shape, trifle small and
thick in flights; 2, 3, Lemon, mkd. buff, good liead

and neck, loses .size, hardly ready, 3rd large varies,

yell. Hen: 1. spl, Fox, cl. huff, grand shape, tize

and qual.. short flights, well clothed; 2, Lemon,
varieg. yell., grand hen, fails on back, trifle horny.
Unflig.: 1, npl. and spl. 2nd best in show, Lemon,
mkd.’ buff, massive head and nock, good size, shape,
and' wing carr., face feather, hardly fined down ; 2,

3, Fox, el. huff, grand qual. and varieg. yellows.

Crest and C.-B.: J, spl, Williams, large green, abund-
ance of feather, well formed crest; 3, Lander,
Crest and C.B. Unflig. Crest and C.B. : 1, 2, 3,

Williams, lovely trio, winner excels in size and beau
properties, 2nd rieli Ve!h, 3rd a buff, perfect dome
skull, all three Orests. A.O.V. ; t, spl. -Mrs. W ills,

Silver Lizard, nicely spangled. Mule: V, spl, Wills,

buff G oldie-Can.. Nor. type. Goldf.: .1, spl, Roper,

steady as a rock, lovely buttons, flights, grand yel-

low, rich chestnut breast, good shape, blaze, but
common in colour. Bullf. : J. Roper, topper for size,

grand breast and bars, trifle narrow iu cap at back

of neck; 2, Fox, smaller and beaten in col. of breast,

still a grand one ; 3, Airs. Wills', not ready. Brit.,

Small: Good- class: 1, -spl. 3, Fox, very steady Cliaf-

finch, splendid 'whites, rich breast, grand cond. ; 2,

Airs. Wills, very steady Bramble-finch, rich- col., loses

in size, well shown; vhe, Roper; he. Airs. Wills.

: Large- 1, 2, 3, Aire. Wills, Thrush, steady and well
1

spotted, followed bv a Jay and Thrush, not yet

j

ready. For.: 1, Air.. Proctor, African Grey; 2, Miss

Matthews, same variety.

MARGATE F. AND F.S.
On a bitterly cold day this show opened iu the

Foresters’ Halt. The arrangements made by the

hon secretaries, Messrs. E. AV. Horne and A. N

Quick, were of the best, but the dislocation of

railway traffic and other circumstances consequent

on military arrangements delayed matters some-

what. However, no one could have met difficulties

iu a braver or more determined spirit Ilian the hon.

secretaries and their willing band of helpers. The
entry was not a. large one, but t.bc quality was
of tiie best all through, and competition was keen.

The cup for best member's bird bred in 1915 was
secured bv Mr. J. S. Burgess, of Ramsgate, with

a really grand non-fed buff Norwich hen, and his

bird was admired by all, and also won special for

best Canary in the show. Mr. A. L. Adnitt won
special for' best Parrot, and Sir Willigm Ingram

that for best foreign bird. Mr. Geo. Gardner
judged.
CL

,
ETC., YELL. NOR. UK. v»): 1, Miles, rare

head and back, rich eol., lovely feather; 2, c,

Pilcher, rather longer in barrel, lovely soft feather,

scarcely so hot in col.; 3, Taylor, nice type, scarcely

so full of qual. ;
vhe, Bowman; he, RofUngton.

NOR. 191a (7): 1, Bowman, rattling buff cock, good

body, nice under col. and frost ing : 2, vhe, c, Bur-

gess, yellow, we ( bought a hen,- rare shape, lovely

feather; 3. Miles, fkd. on wing, bonny body, if

it gets a lit tie more head w ill be bad to beat;

lie. Easton. NON-FED (9): I, cup, .p, Burgees, the
ban alluded to in our opening notes, a topper ; 2,

;f Kew. bonny birds of rare shape and leather;

\ he, Belcher; he, Taylor. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (0):

]. Miss Lakin, a. bonny house-moulted Bullf., close

as wax in feather, nice head and body eol.; 2,

Revel). Bullf., liest eol., but slack at thighs;' 3,

Kew, Goldf., not yet ready: vhe. he, Miss Joan Lakin.

FOR., A.S. except Parrot (5): 1. sp. 2, 3, Aliss

.loan Lakin, a team of grand Budgerigars, shown
in t lie- pink; vhe, Allen; lie, Aliss Lakin. PARROT.
Etc. («): 1. Sir \V. Ingram, lovely in feather and
grand in colours: 2. sp, vhe, he. Adult, a good
team, Amazon leading: 3, Miss Joan Cobb; he,

.Tephrotl : e. Miss Lakin. SELL.; 1, Burgess; 2,

vhe. lie, Rollington; 3, Allen; e, Kew.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
Always use them when sending birds away by rail.

24 3d, 50 6tl, 100 lOd.
POST FREE FROM " CAGE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET

STREET, LONDON.

CITY AND SUBURBAN.
Once more the City and Suburban A.C.B. held a

successful •-how on November 24 and 26, in the
Church Institute, Marylcbone. The entries totalled
well over four hundred, and although this number is

not a record for the Society, it is something quite
exceptional, and about, twenty more than last year’s
tine figures. .No doubt the popularity and unfailing

efforts of flit. Secretary, Mr. Victor Wynn, and the
loyalty of the members, who do all they possibly can
to fill dio dagoes at their annual event were the
chief factors for suecese. Unfortunately the Society
was not able to obtain their big hall, and the room
was not nearly large enough for the many visitor*

who flocked to the gathering. The collection of ex-

hibits was a varied one, containing a representative

of nearly every variety of Canary, some choice
Hybrids, nearly all th< British bird# that arc classed
a < age bird:-, and many lovely Foreigners. The
quality throughout was exceptionally good for even
a:i open show. With the members Ihe chubby
Norwich are equally as popular as the more stylish

Yorks., a little over one hundred birds of die
variety being staged. The unflighted classes were
particularly interesting, and contained very promis-
ing .specimens, notably Mr. Martin's grand beaded
huff, Mr. Hurt's, chubby yell., and Air. 'Charley '»

varieg. The Novice class contained 23 birds, the
winner (Air. Kateliffe's) being dainnd at catalogue
price. Yorkshires were grand, that successful

breeder, Mr. Ayres, bolding the trump card in all

the champion classes, his unflighted yell, securing
the coveted special for best bird in show. The
Amateurs and Novice classes were filled with birds
of very high claws. Borders were not so numerous
a.s we have seen them, hut Messrs, buyer and Hobden
Staged a few good ones.
The British were a nice lot. AH'. Francis did well

in I inches, but the special for the best bird vient

to Mrs. Broomfield’s Blackcap, a meet charming
specimen, which also won the McGrutber shield. The
Foreigners were a choice collection, and here the

Hon. Mrs. Bourke and Mr. A. Silver were the prin-

cipal winners. Mr. Shepherd once more won the
7-guiin:a howl for the best young Crest, which now
becomes his property. The spi. for best Hybrid
went to Mr. NicholV Goldfinch-Bullfinch. For the
management v.e have nothing but praise. The
masterly way in which the See., Mr. Wynn, eon-

duet,- a show is well-known to the London Fancy.

The space was limited, but ho rose to the occasion,

and every item was in correct order. Mr. Tbynne
once more assisted in the office, working hard during
both days. (q the .show-room Messrs. Overman,
Shepherd, Burt, Sanders, Burch, Curtis and Taylor,

aba Mrs. Thynne and Mrs. Cook, assisted greatly.

The judges were Messrs. J. Hobson, Canaries, and C.

Prior, Bvb., Brit., and For.

NOR., A' ELL. ((i) : 1, Martin, good liold bird,

capital wings, nice qual., good co!.; 2, Butterfield,

good bead, tight wings, capital qua!.; 3, Battison,

we liked as well, bold head and neck, good sound
col. and cond.; vhe. Curtis; lie, Burt; e, Withers.

BUFF (u): 1, Burt, bonny bird, plenty of subs., nice

style, typical, good qual.; 2, Curtis, a shade smaller

throughout, ' still a good bird, capital qual.; 3,

Martin, as good as any, a slip claw possibly put
him back. HEN (I)): 1, 2, he, Martin, two beauties,

short, thick-set, bold beads, nice qual.; 3, Withers,
real good, just a shade paler iu eol., alt there for

type and qual. UNFLIG.: 1, Martin, real topper,

should grow into a champion, bold and full all

ilirough, grand qual.; 2, 3, c, Burt, short yell., neat

full head, nicely roundoff ami cut away
; 3, shade

long behind, good head and neck ; vhe, Batti-son ; he,

Butterfield. AMAT., YELL. (4): 1, Wiliis, bonny
bird, good subs., typical, neat, fine cond.; 2, OO'ord,

good type and style, a capital specitnan; 3, vhe,

Beavington, shade smaller, but good. BUFF (ti) : 1,

Willis, rare subs., with line bold head and front,

neat wings, Ad qual. : 2, large, scarcely so hot in

eol
. , but good in other points, capital feather: id.

Thurley, neck tkd., somewhat smaller, but well put
together. HEN (4): 1, Willis, nice eye mkd. ycLI.,

fine hold head and neck, good back and wings, sound
cond. : 2. Thurley, typical var., full front-, well

braced wings, neat tail; 3, Bailey, var., capital head,

good full neck, inclined to cross wings. UNFLIG.

:

d Thurley, chubby, thick-set varieg., not a monster,

but quite -the type, should make up well; 2, Willis,

big bold clear, full all through, good .Rock bird; 3,

Offord, neat, typical, good qual. NOVICE, Y'ELL.

(7): 1, 2, Mrs. Stopher, leader bonny, deep chested

bird, good liead and neck; 2, shade smaller, but
very typical; 3, Katcliffe, good variog, nicely

modelled, capital wings, sound cond. BUFF (8): i,

Ratcliffe, not big, but capital type and style, bold

head, neat; 2, 3, Mrs. Stopher, bigger, nice type,

but not- the high finish, capital wings; 3, good varieg.,

nice front, neat head. HENS (14): 1, 2, 3, Ratcliffe,

capital team, wing and head tkd. yell, leading, big,

bold, good type and style, the others short and
chubby, with good head#, real Norwich. UNFLIG.
(23): J, 2, Ratcliffe, capital pair, leader big wing-

mkd. yell., good type and qual.; 2, shade longer

in wings, capital style; 3, lie, c, Mrs. Stopher, good
one, which a tubbing would improve, capital type:

ox 3, vhe (2), Robertson, good tk. buff, well put

together. PURCHASED: 1, Martin, grand one,

plenty of subs., real qual., Isold bead and neck.

CRESTS (2): 1, AVatcliam, splendid cl. body Dark,

big Iwld crest of good shape, nicely drooped; 2,

Shepherd, lovely grizzle crest, plenty of size, nice

formation. A.O.V. (4): 1, 3, Wateham, grand crest,

big, nicely formed, with good centre; 2, vhe, Shep-

herd, capital varieg., beautifullly formed, nicely

packed. AM AT. (3): 1, Offord, line bold grizzle,

grand .size and shape, well packed all round
;

2,

Wallington, neat green, nice shape. NOVICE (2):

3 , 2, Boulton, nice grizzle, good shape and droop.

PURCHASED : 1, Day, very thick grizzle crest, nicely

formed and drooped. C.B., CHAMP. (3): t, 3, Shep-

herd, very fine car., good .size, wide skull of capital

shape, niely packed, good lashing: 2, Wateham, good

green, grand size and shape, well domed. AMAT. :

j. Wallington, variog., good subs., grand width of

skull, nicely lashed; 2, H, Offord, 2nd another varieg.,

capital . ize, good broad skull, grand feather.

PURCHASED : 1, Day, good varieg., rare subs.,

broad skull, well ’lacked. UNFLIG.: I, lie, Shepherd,
lovely wing-mkff. dk. crest, grand size ami type, rare

head, beautifully shaped and packed, nicety drooped

from a good centre, should make up well; 2,

Wateham, fine grizzle crest, capital size, nice si upo
;

vhe, Dav, nearly green, capital size, good head-

piece; e Mrs. Curtis. AMAT.: 1, 2, Wallington,

very good wing-nikil. dk., capital subs., well packed,

neat centre and droop; 2, varieg C.B., line size

ami skull. UNFLIG. : 1. 2. 3, Boulton, capital team,

leader bonny wing-mkd. C.B., grand -ize, broad,

well domed' skull, excellent qual. YORKS., YELL.
CK. (4): 1. Ayres, very line varieg., grand length

and style, .fine coml. ; 2, Sanders, good el., typical

and long, excellent qual.: 3. Kcudder, lino length

and style; vhe, Lloyd. BUFF (4): I, Ayres, lovely

cl., grand length, smart, neat head, well up on leg:

2, Sanders, fine upstanding cl., neat head, good
shoulders, tips wings at times, otherwise excellent;

3, Seudder, good long varieg., nice pos. and style.
HEN (7): I, 3, Ayres, two charmers, yell, and buff,
for size, type and shoulder, tightly braced wings,
good heads, gland cond.; 2, vhe, c, Sanders, lovely
yell., shade smaller, but very typical and neat, tight
as wax; he, Seudder. UNFLIG. (9): 1, 2, 3, Ayres,
magnificent el. yell., leader beautifully moulded, neat
head, very fine shoulders, smart, grand eol. and
cond.; 2nd grand buff, quite as nice; 3, real good
varieg.; vhe, Lloyd; he, Sanders; c, Seudder.
AMAT., YELL. ((!) : 1, Herring, lovely yell., grand
length, neat head, good shoulders and back, smart

;

2, Croekcttr typical el., scarcely nice pos. and style;
3. Walker, smaller, but very smart and typical;
'he, lie, Beavington. BUFF <2) : 1, Herring, fine
cl., rare length, grand qual. and finish; 2, Walker,
neat, very typical. 1CEN (1): 1, 2, Herring, capital
pair, leader not big, but all there for type and qual.;
3. Walker, varieg. buff, good type, neat. UNFLIG.
(6) : 1, vhe, Herring, lovely cl

. ,
grand length, smart

upstanding bird, good head, well filled back, capital
wings; 2, Walker, shade smaller, hut beautifully
moulded, nice style, neat

; 3, e, Beavington, not
large, but nice, good qual.; be, Crockett. NOVICE,
YELL. II): 1. 2, Kunchnian, leader lovely cl., grand
length, very stylish, capital pos. and qual.; 2, einn..
mkd., much admired, real beauty, in pink of cond.;
2, Ratcliffe, nice varieg.

,
line, long-sided bird, good

wings, neat head; vhe, Riggins; he, Johnston; e,

Mala y. RUFF (K)
-. l, Johnston, grand lengthy cl.,

good pos., capital head and shoulders, Al qual.; 2,

Kemble, lovely varieg. capital length and type
clean cut, shade pale in eol.; 3, Woolley, nice el.,

typical and smart, beaten size. HEN (20): 1, 2, vhe,
i llannal'ord, grand pair, leader very fine varieg.,
capital type and style; 2, lovely el., smart and

- typical; it, vhe, Mabcy, line length, nest, clean cut,

I grand qual.; ex 3, Biggins, cl., rather untidy at
waist, but capital type; he, Woolley; e, Rumble.
UNFLIG. (21): 1, 3, Hannaford, couple ol charming
e'earfi, leader grand yell., rare length, well up on
leg, dean cut; 2, vhe, Mabcy, el. buff, line length
and style, good shoulders; ex 3. Ratcliffe, bead and
wing mkd., nice pos., good length; vhe, Kunchnian

;

he, Biggins, BURCH ASED (a): 1, Biggins, grand
upstanding varieg., fine length; 2, 3, v no, Jie,

Howick, capital team, good type and style. BORD.,
YELL. (5); ], 3, vhe, flayers, two .beauties, nicely
proportioned, tight as wax; 2, Hobden, shade smaller,
very typical and smart. BUFF (3): 1, 3, flayer,

clear leading, typical, nicely rounded, -mart, sound
cond.; 2, Hobden, good type, clean cut
to a good tail. HEN (4): l, 2, vhe, Sayer,
lovely ein.-mk. leading, capital size, stylish,

smart wings, neat head, lovely qual.; 2, varieg., nice
pos., well moulded : 3, Hobden, scarcely .so .smart
m wing carriage, hut good head, nicely rounded
front. UNFLIG. (11): 1, 3, vhe, he, Sayer, yell, and
varieg., rare cond.; 2, c, Ilobden, lovely cl. buff, nice
size and style, capital cond. NOVICE, UNFLIG.
(7) : I, 2, 3, vhe, he, e, Miss Alay Turner, capital

team, neat typical lords of good qual. 1’ITR.

CHASED: X, Miss Turner. A.O.V.: J, 2, Mrs.
Hobden, good green Norwich, fine col. NOVICE,
A.O.V.: ), Miss Jolliffe; 2, 3, vhe, 'Taylor. HYB.,
AV. 1)K. (10): 1, vhe, Nichols, lovely yell. Liunet-

Cau., grand size, line col. and cond.; 2, Overman,
buff Goldie, fine size, hold head, nice full body,
capital qual.; 3, Mrs. Hobden, lovely Greenic, full

of qual., teeming with col.; be, c, Beavington.
A.O.V. (8): I, 2, O, Nichols, lovely team, consisting

of Goldie-Bullic, Goldie-Greenic and Grecnie-Redpoll,
all put- down in lovely order. BRIT., GOLDIli (4):

3. Francis, line bold bird, good square blaze, rich

deep col., capital wings; 2, Beavington, capital

size and shape, lacks col. of winner, well put down;
3, Dossett, capital blaze and tan, beaten finish:

vhe. Silver. BULLF. <2): 3, Hobden, well-known
winner, quite a blaze of col., full of polish; 2,

Richards, good one, rich tone of eol., capital shape.

GREENF. (4): 1. Francis, well known, nicely pro-

portioned. rich col., pink of cond.; 2, Rev. Soames,
good buff, fine size, bold head and front; 3 Day,
lovely eonil; vhe, Hobden. LINNET (2): 1, Hobden,
grand bird, very shapely, well pencilled, fine cond.;

2, Francis, .-imilar shade, heavier pencilling, must
have pressed. CHAFF. (3): 1, Francis, very fine

Bramble, grand size, good depth of col., in fine

order; 2, Rev. Soames, another nice Bramble; 3,

Hobden, charming (.'baffle, lost flight of one wing,

which put him out of it. SISKIN, ETC. (5): 1,

vhe, Francis, lovely Siskin, good size, shapely, rich

col., well laced; 2, ”3, Rev. Soames, nice Twite lead-

ing, heavily laced, good col.; 3, good Redpoll; lie.

Silver. A.O.S. (1); f, Francis, well known Hawfinch,

in lovely order. BUNTINGS (2): 1, Francis, his

successful Corn Bunting, grand bird ; 2, Shepherd,
verv jm re Yell. Bunting, good size, sound col., rare

cond. BULLF. HEN (2): 1, Francis, beauty for size,

type, col. and cond.
; 2, Beavington, nice size and

type. A.O.S. (2): 1, Silver, charming hen Siskin,

rare size, pink of cond.; 2, Francis, good Bramble,
in grand order. SOFTB1LLS (3): 1, Mrs. Broom-
field, beautiful Blackcap, bold, shapely, good dense

cap, in grand cond. : 2, 3, Silver, lion Redback
Shrike, very fine, in lovely order; 3, nice Meadow
Bipit. LARGE (2): 1, Richards, fine Waxwing, big,

bold, grand co!., lovely feather; 2, Shepherd, capital

Thrush, nice size, well spotted. LIMIT GOLDF'.

:

3 , Thrower; 2, Overman: 3, Glark; vhe, he, Offord.

BULI.F.: 1. Thrower; 2, Clark; e, Ilobdon; vhe,

Offord. GREENF. : 1, Goodman: 2, 3, Clark; vhe,

Offord. LINNET: 1, Hobden; 2, vhe, Clark; 3, Over,

man. SISKIN, ETC.: 3, vhe, Clark; 2, Hobden; B,

he, Offord. A.O.S.: l, Throjver; 2, he, Clark: 3, c,

Offord; vhe, Silver. BUNTING: 1, Offord. HENS:
I, 2, Richards: 3. vhe, Offord; he, Clark. FOR..
LOVEBIRDS: 1, 2, Silver, 1, lovely pair Redfaced
Lovebirds, beautifully matched, blaze of eol., in

line order; 2, pair Yell-vented Blue. Bonnets very

fine, grand eol., At cond. AVADAYATS, ETC.:

3, 2, 3, Silver, line team, consisting of pairs of

Eire Finches, Orange-checks and Goldhreasts, all in

grand plumage. WEAVERS, ETC.; 1, 2. 3, Silver,

another good team, the rare Ultramarine Comba—on
leading, charming pair of Magpie Mannikins and pair

of Three-coloured; vhe, Clark; he. Miss Wallington.

SEEDEATERS : 3. 2, 3, Silver, good trio Grass

Finches, all put down in grand order; vhe. Shep-

herd; lie, Beavington. .MYNAH, ETC. (8): 3, 8,

Silver, leader grand pair of Rurple-licaded Starlings,

lovely birds, tight as wax. rare sheen : 3, WaglcrV*

Hangnest. very fine; 2, Shepherd, pair of Brown
Mynahs, lovely birds, iu grand order. A.O.S.: 3. 2,

Hon. Mrs. Bourke, most charming pair of Purple

Sugar Birds', the lieu quite as interesting a.s her

partner, both in the bloom of health anil glowing

with col.; 2, Himalayan Red Sunbird, another beauty,

gorgeous eol. ; 3. Shepherd, Very fine Blue Robin,

grand eol., excellent plumage. SELL., 30/.: 3,

Wateham. LESS: 3, Herring; 2, Wateham; 3. Do-.

.'ett. BAIRS: 3, 3, Ranchman: 2, v lie, Offord.

A.v!: 3. Curtis; 2, Robertson; 3, Herring; x be.

Turner. —

order your copy of next week s

GRAND XMAS DOUBLE ISSUE
tt ONCE..
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Sixth annual show. Co-operative Hall, St. George's
Cross, Glasgow, Numbers were about go up from
last year, and quality, especially in the Norwich
motion, was high. The hall, which is comfortable
ami well lighted, was tested to its fullest for space.

Judging was completed in good time, and seemingly
to the satisfaction of the. most fastidious. Messrs.
A. Chalmers, Kirkintilloch, U. Ilislop, Stirling, and
M. Cc«lg. Tollcross, judged, line feature of which
this society must feel proud Is the true fancier

spirit which exists amongst the ofllcials. The Hon.
Pres., Mr. W. Gibb McNah, the donor of one of the
society's challenge cups, has just given his sixth
gold medal for beat young bird. President A Hen
-try. and Vices I\ Allan, A. Symington, are ail well

Known, white Mr, \V. Proudfoot, See. and 'freas.,

is siuiply full of work, and the knowledge of how
to perform it. An able committee, composed of

M essrs. McGown, Lunn, C. Campbell, J. Campbell,
Sellar, Gillespie, Hobertson, with Messrs. Cl. G.
Henderson, and 1*. Allan as auditors, embrace a
management second to none. Competition for the
cups was keen. The Pearson challenge rose bowl
for best young Crest or Nor. was wqh by Mr. .1.

Young with his yellow plainhcad cock. MacNab
challenge cup best young Bord. or Volks, Mr. W.
Cochrane with his bull Yorkie. Mr. (J. (1. Henderson
won the silver cup outright for the best young Mule
or Hyb. Border Fancy medal, best members' bird,

xvr.s carried off by Mr. I). Downie, a novice in Ids
first year. Proudloot rose bowl for best, now Can ,

also Hyde’s epl, Mr. A. Mitchell. Silver watch
chain by D. Lunn for runner up to novice rose bowl,
John Colquhoun. ltose howl by G. G. Henderson for
most points over all table shows, includifig annual
show, was won by Mr. I). Lunn, Ml points. Hon.
President’s gold medal for best young bird, \V.

Cochrane, with huff York*, cock.
YOt'XG CRUST: 1, 3, 4, Hamilton, grand team,

fine size, good subs,, A1 eomJ., line toppieecs, well
groomed, creditably staged; 3, Young, capital
grizzle crest, nice radiation, well laid, shapely top-
piece, tine veiny feather, massive body, in grand
order. C. IS. : ), Hamilton, massive var., grant! body,
subs., plenty feather, nice skull, well lashed, will
make up well. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.: 1, rose
bowl, Young, good size, rare qua!, feather, rich even
col., neat full head, neck, well developed, typical
body, neat carr., style, grand bloom; 2, Camp-
bell, shapely, good exhibit, hot even col., nice build,
lino earr., not quite so massive; 3, Mitchcjl. short
chubby build, neatly coupled, wet when judged.
BUFF: 1, Mitchell, best Nov., also Hyde's, grand
size, fine qual. feather, stout typical body, fine
wings, tail, well-tilled top end ; 2, Young, sweetly
got up, typical, short, chubby, fails size; 3

,
-i.

Allan, fair exhibits, nice qual., good oarr., barely
So st;adv. YELL. VAR. CK.: 1. Mitchell, topper,
grand size, fine qual., col., neat, stylish, in the 'pink;
2, Henderson, broken green, scarcely so large or
massive, fine qual., neat, stylish. BUFF: 1 , 2 ,

Young, all there lor size, nice qual., fine earr.,
leader excels in chubbiness. CL. OR TKU. YlyLL.
HEN: 1, Braid, fine size, right type, qual., stylish,
neat, rare cond. ; 2, J. Campbell, nice qual., good
top end, shapely body, trifle faulty wing earr.; 3,
Young, nice size, fine even col., good earr., stvle,
rather longer in barrel. BUFF: 1, 2, Young, grand
pair, topping qual., feather, neat earr., nicely built,
ler.de very massive body, faultless cond. YELL.
VAR. HEN: 1, Young, topper for size, type, rich
.Silky feather, perfect wings, tail, tight, clean-cut;
2, Henderson, right texture feather, good head, well-
filled neck, front, barely so short or massive as
leader; 3, Murray, fine type and qual., neat .style,
fails wing. carr. BUFF: 1, Campbell, good size,
shape, fine style, A1 oarr., in winning form; 2,
Henderson, cap und wing mkd., nice qual., perfect
carr. and shape, runs well up on winner. GREEN
OR CINN. : 1, Murray, fine qual.. stylish, neat, could
do with pinch more size; 2, Allan, good leather,
neat wings, tail, nicely placed. NOX-FEDi.l, Young,
neat,, cobby, A1 type, grand qual., in the pink; 2,
J. Campbell, neat, cobby built, var. yell., dean cut,
nicely braced; 3. Murray, yell., good cond., steady
BORD. CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.: ). 2, Sellar, lead
ing with tight, typical, grand-bedied, well-rounded,
fine carr., style, might be trifle, better in neck ; 2nd
good type, close boxy feather, nice wings, close
compact tail, presses bard; 3. 7. Downie, nice type,
qual., feather, good pos., could be better headed; 4,

f> Lurie; <1 , J. Campbell. HEN : 1 , Colquhoun, jaunty,
clean cut, stylish, neat throughout, in the pink ; 2,
Sellar, stylishly clothed, right type, neat carr.,
presses hard - 3, Braid, nice qual., type, neat earr.,
could be trifle better in head points; 4. Symington;
b, Downie; 6, Lunn; 7, Campbell.- BUFF CK. : 1 , 2 .

L".nn, leader grand exhibit, all there for type, grand
qual., feather, neatly made, clean cut, closely -folded
tail, perfect wing earr., 2nd good type, qual., neat
oarr.. just inclined to be trifle squatty when
handled; 3, J. Campbell, fine qual., stylish, just
loses wing carr.; 4, Sellar, we liked; 5. Downie; fi,

Hamilton; 7, Proudfoot. HEN: 1, 3. Lunn, leader
nice qual. jaunty style, fine shape, 3rd good qual..
neat, compact build, carr. O.K., well up; 2. Sellar
good for qual., neat carr., finely-moulded body, just
trifle long beaded; 4 . Braid: 3 , Glen; 0 . Proudfoot;
7, Colquhoun. UNEV. OR VAR. YELL.: J, 3,
Proudfoot, stylish, well drawn, typical, wins nicely,
3rd all right for type, qual., neat earr., inclined to
be trifle strong in head : 2. Lunn, nice qual., good
type, neat wings, fine tail, fails top end; 4, Jamie-
son. BUFF: 1, Downie. clean cut, typical, well
balanced, neat, proportionate, staged in right
fashion; 2, Proudfoot, good one, fine stamp, A1
qual., clean, shapely, fine top end, well filled; 3. J.
Campbell, nice feather, good make, right stamp,
could lie clearer underneath: 4. Allan: 5, Hamilton.
SELF OR FOUL GREEN : 2, 3, fi, Lunn, capital
team, all staged in fine manner; 4, 5, Downie. SELF
OR FOUL CINN : 1, 2. 4 Limn, tvpioal trio neot
clean cut, staged in right style; 3, 3, Sellar, 3rd,

ing for all the cards himself, a pity his splendid
team of close on 20 birds had not some hot oppo-i-
tion, as they were callable of holding their own in
any company. DARK CAN. MULE: 1, Henderson,
nice Groenie; 2, Mitchell, good Linnet, in fine fea-
ther: 3, J. Campbell. OLD BIRDS, CREST: ), 2
•'!, Hamilton, leader, capital, even wing, D.C.]
plenty feather, well laid, densely covered, evenly
radiated top piece, staged in masterly fashion • 2
3. both grizzle crests, former rather more subs.,
larger spread, otherwise very similar. C'.B. : ].
2, 3, Hamilton, leader, green, plenty frame, feather,
nice skull, well lashed, good entrance, wins oil
size and breadth of skull; 2, 3, var., fine qual
feather, broad), and veiny, >iu. sparkling order!

P'-.
1 KD. NOR. CK.: J. 3, Braid, massive,

hul leading, capital qual., thick set, fine carr.,
well filled m. all there; 2, 3, Henderson, former
grizzle, cap veil., nice qual., stylish, perfect wings

tail, nice head, neck, clean cut; 3, yell, all there,
clean, perfectly staged, tight up; 4, Allan: 5, 6,

McUowu. VAR.: ], 2, Allan, yell, and buff, fine”
pair, nice size., qual., cobby and short, perfect
feather; 3, Mitchell, yell., lino qual., nice type,
grand coml., Just behind In subs. CL. OR TKD.
HEN: 1, 2, Mitchell, yell, and buff, grand puir, lop
size, tine col., deep silky leather, flue stamp, staged
in the [link; 3, Henderson, nlco grizzle cap buff, not
of the largest, but neat, well built, fine top end,
nice stamp; 4. Young; 5, Campbell; 0, Braid; 7,

McGown. VAR. HEN: 1, Young, fine size and
build, neat, typical body, close, good qual. feather,
well put down; 2, 3, Allan, nice pair, typical, fine

earr., and style, not so tweet at top as leader; 4,

Braid. OR. OR CINN.: I, 2, 3, 4, i, Hamilton,
rare team cimuinous, grand size, rieli col. and
distinct pencilling, fine feafher, neatly carried
wings, tail. NON-FEI).: ], Braid, fine veil., staged
in winning form. BORD., CL. OR TKD. YELL.:
1, Colquhoun, perky, little fellow, tight, boxy
feather, neat, shapely body, fine style, just trifle

pinched throat; 2, Downie, good type, clean cut,
well drawn, grand feather, slightly flat across
shoulders; 3, Symington, nice type ami col., nicely
rounded body, close wings, tail, inclined to be trifle

weak at neck ; 4, S, Proudfoot . BUFF; 1,

Colquhoun, neat, typical, tine qual. feather, fine
head, neck, clean, shapely front, nicely tapered
awav; 2, Lunn, lino qual., neat, clean out, very
stylish, runs hard up; 3, Sellar, fine type and
sweet, jaunty style, little behind either of its

predecessors; 4, Symington; 3, <s. Proudfoot: 7,

Downie. VAR. BUFF, 1, 2, B.F.C.C. medal, best
members, Downie, leader, beautiful round bead, on
clean, well filled neck, and shapely front, neatly
folded wings, tail, rare comj.

; 2, good qual., fails

at throat
; 3, Sellar, neat and clean cut, right qual.;

4, Colquhoun. VAR. YELL.: 1, Downie, typical, well
rounded, neatly filled; 2, Limn, all there for type,
qual., nice stamp, runs well up; 3, Allan, good
feather and type, neat bearing; 4, Sellar. GR. OR
CINN.: 1, 4, Lunn, leader, clinker for col., rich
grassy hue, pencilled to perfection, neatly balanced
all through, good win; 4, buff, nice model, clean,
cut, right type, pci feet fitting w ings, close pipe
tail, well placed ; 2. Young, buff, nice shaped body,
well tapered, rounded, fine back, neat fitting wings,
tail, good; 2, 3, 5, Downie, buff, good size, fine
style clean cut, nice feather, nicely put down.
YORKS.: J, 2, Colquhoun, clinking yellows, rare
length, lint: bottle shape, clean fronted, well drawn,
very r-tylmli, rare pos., nice leg. wings, tail. MULE
OR HYB.: J, Hamilton, nice Dark Mule, plenty size,

perfect feather, steady, in rare order; 2. McGown,
lightly mkd. Goldie, nice size, rare cond., steady,
perfect leather, fine markings; 3, Henderson, fine
Jonque Siskin, perfect cond., little beauty; 4, Allan;
5, Glass., GOLDF. ; 1, 3t Henderson, leader, beauty,
fine, expansive, deep, square cut blaze, nice yellow
wings, distinct buttons, finely tanned, and pure in
whites; 3, unsteady, well up for size, cond., not
the col. or squareness of blaze; 2, Allan, fine size,
Steady, nice feather, good wings and moons, fails

blaze. BULLF. : ), 2, Henderson, leader, grand
Finch, steady, rich ground col., expansive jet black
cap, beautiful back, and perfect wing bars, in the
pink; 2, well up for size and steadiness, but' fails
depth of col.; 3, Allan, nice feather, back in col.;

4, McGown. LINNET: J, Henderson, fine H.M.,
good- size, rich col., perfect feather, steady, well
shown; 2. 3, Glass, smaller built. F.M., grand col.,

top cond., behind in steadiness
; 4, Allan

; 5,

Stewart. SISKIN, ETC. : ), 2, 7, Henderson, Twite,
leading, nice size, good col., nicely laced, trifle un-
steady ; 2, very good Mealy 'Bo!!, fine size, top col.,

nicely pencilled flanks and body, steady, our choice;
3, Braid, fine Lesser, good fettle, perky little chap,
in sparkling com!., sound col. and pencilling, nice
feather; 4, 0, Allan; 5, Glass. GREEXF. : 1, 3,
Henderson, leader, real good un, fine size, lovely
col., feather steady, not a ruffled' feather; 3,
equally good for col., cond., and steadiness, fails
trifle in size only; 2. C, Gla^s, nice Finch, staged
perfectly, feather and cond., AJ, beaten for size;
4, McGOwn; 5, Allan. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE:
1, 2, Hendereon, grand couple, Chaffies, well up
size, rare col., markings, faultless feather, very
steady, little to choose between ,• 3, McGown, good
Bramble, nice ground cc!., well spangled, could do
with pinch more size; 4, Glass; a, Allan. BUNTING:
1, 2, 4, 5, Henderson, Ortolan leading, warrior in
many battles, cond. and feather perfect, very
steady, legs trifle rough; 2, fine Corn., without
blemish, rare col., feather, fine size, steady; 3,
Allan, Yellow-hammer, good size, cond., fairly steadv,
head lines got to improve yet. HEN FINCH: 1

2, Henderson, Bramble and Bullic, in rare order.’
A.O.V.: 1 , Henderson, clinking Shorclark, in superb
cond., steady. LARGE FOR.: 1, l'roudfoot, famous
King Parrot, looking well as ever, always staged in
fine style. SMALL: 1, 4, Henderson, nice Madeira
Chaffinch, quite interesting exhibit, steady, in rare
trim; 2, Allan, fine exhibit, in beautiful feather,
very steady, staged in the junk; 3, Glass, nice
Goldie, good size, large expansive blaze, fine wing
bars, rich yellow, nice moons, pure whites, richly
tanned, staged in the pink. GIFT: 1, Tawse

; 2,
Hamilton; 3, Henderson; 4, Lunn; 3, Sellar:’ o!
Braid; 7, Allan, many good birds given away here.

TARBRAX C.B.S.
Fourth Annual Show in the Institute Hall, Tar-

brax, Nov. 13. There was a larger number of
entries than on any previous occasion, over <;u
birds being staged, and -quality was above the
average; several of the winners hould hold their
own during the show season. Mr. Robert Lambic
judged, and gave entire satisfaction.—Colin Tailor
See.

From the newspaper cutting received, we take the
principal winners as under: Canaries, Tavlor, Gil-
mour, Agncw, McKinven, Haddow, Anderson, Bird,
McLean. Mules: Wight, Agncw, Taylor. Brit •

Wight. Anderson. For.: Agnew, Thompson, Dundas.
Singing: Paterson, McKinven. Special winners: Best
Bird: Wight. Best Bord.: Agncw. Nor, Bird. Most
jioints: Agncw: most points. Bord., Agncw; mod
points, yell, greens, Gilmour.—Editor.

BOLTON WOODS C.B.S.
Members’ show;, Nov. 13, Victoria Hotel, 33 birds,

Mr. T. Mountain, Baitdon, judge, whose awards
gave satisfaction to all. Special best bird, Bloom-
field. Points to date: Champ.. Dykes 83, Bloomfield
CO, Goodwin 41 ; Nov. : Fretwell 70. Oldrieve 54.
Myers 34, Goult 34, Close 32. Champ. Yell. tic. (4):
U sp. 2, Bloomfield: 3, Dykes; 4, Goodwin. Buff

j

(5): l, vhc, Dykes: 2, 4, Bloomfield; 3, Goodwin.
Ycir. Hen (2); 1

,
Dikes; 2 . Bloomfield. Buff ( 3):

1. 2 Djkes; 3, Goodwin. Nov. Yell. Ck. (9): 3,
vhc, BiiTgefs; 2, 3, Close; 4, Fretwell; her Myers

;

f, Oldrieve. Buff 09): f, 3, Close; 2. Goult; 4,
Fretwell; vhc, Myers; he. Pollan

; c, Oldrieve. Cl.
or Tkd. Yell. Hen (f,j : 1 . vhc, Fretwell; 2, Aired:
3, Oldrieve; 4, Burgess; lie, Myers. Buff (8): 1 o

Fretwell; 3, \ he, Oldrieve; 4. Goult; he. Burgess;
e, Aired. Mkd. Ck. (1): 1

,
Close. Cnflig. (7); 1 ,

vhc, M.vcrs; 2, Oldrieve; 3.. Close; 4, Pullan • he,
Fretwell; c, Aired. Mkd. Hen (2): 1, Pullan: 2.
Aired.—II. Bryant. Hon. See,

HAYLE.
ibird annual allow of the Haylc F.A., Nov. 23,

in tlic Parochial Hall, a fine building, free from
draughts ami well lighted. Untried came up well,

222, only 10 less than last year. The profits were
lor the tobacco fund for soldiers, and /tailors serving
in His Majesty’s Forces. Quality was excellent

.

especially In Norwich, where most of the well-
known breeders sent exhibits. Yorks did not till

so well as the chubby ones, although they were a
nice level lot. One of the hens which took premier
honours was sold at a good figure, and we con-
gratulate the plucky buyer. BritiM, were a grand
collection. About the management we. have nothing
but tlio highest praise. The staging was at a con-
venient height, where the b-irds could be viewed
in comfort, and well looked after by a grand lot
of stewards,, all fanciers. Mr. A. s. Coombe, the
lion, see., worked well, and was always at bis post,
and was well assisted by a good partner, Mr. H.
Ware, the bon. treasurer. The judges. Messrs. S.

and T. Tlekcll, Bodmin, got through their duties
in time for the opening, and their awards were
well received. All birds were packed and taken to
the station by 0.30. Prize money and specials were
fad'd to the successful exhibitors picsent at the
show.
NOR. YELL (9): 1, sp, Collins, nice size and type,

good head and neck, well cut away, nice wing
carr., good col.; 2, vbe, Spillman, shade larger,
good type and qual., well carried wings and tail,

3, Moon, nou-fiight, capital shape, nice round head,
good wing carr. and col.; 4, Howard; he, Pope;
e, Kemp BUFF (10): 1, sp, Howard, tkd. neck,
grand type, rare subs, and qual., veil shown, in
lovely bloom; 2, Collins, bonny type, good head
and neck, short and well carried wings, nice f cost-
ings; 3, c, Spillman, tkd. neck, well filled and
nicely balanced throughout, good col.; 4, lie, An-
drew; vlv, Kemp. YELL. MKD. (7): 1, sp, Howard,
grizz. head, grand subs., nice wings and I ail, good
undercut; 2, Hocking, varieg., wonder for shape,
grand head and neck, closely carried wings and
tail, we liked for 1st; 3, Paseoe, mkd. eye and
wing, well up in size, good col. and qual. : 4, Spill-

man; vhc, Kemp; he, Trevorrovv. BUFF (8): 1.

sp, Andrew, varieg., bold head and neek, nice body
and wings, nice Jrostings ; 2, Kemp, mkd. head,
•full of qual., one of the light sort, nice body and
wings ; 3, Rowe and Richards, var., rather slim,
nice qual., good earr.: 4, Paseoe; vhc, Stront; he.
Pope. UNFL(l). (10): l, sp, Keen, rare thickset
one, Lively type and qual., well cut away, good
col. and wing carr., wins well; 2, vhc, Andrew,
bull var., short and compact, fine col. and feather,
nice carr.; 3, 4, Howard, yell., one of the right-

sort, thick body, good wings, 4 buff var., nice round
bead, thick-set neck, nicely carried wings and tail;

he, Coombe: e, James. HEN 09): 1, sj>, Collins,

eye tkd. buff, bonnv type,, short, wings and tail

nicely carried, in splendid fettle; 2, Howard, mkd.
eyes, wing, and neck, yell., good size, shapely, nice
qual., clean cut: 3, Rtrout, yell., good size, shapely,
nice qual. and eof; 4, vhc, Andrew; he, Spillman;
c, Rowe arid Richards. YOPvKS. YELL ((1): 1, sp,

3, Ellis, rare type, straight as a gun, neatly braced
wings and tail. 3 sweet head and neck, good col.,

stands on a pair of good legs, nice carr. : 2, Boundy,
great length and style, good col. and quality, nice
wings and tail; 4, Nicholls; vhc, Peters: e, Andrew.
BUFF (8): I. sp, Ellis, good length and style, well

tapered, good col. and feather; 2, Boundy, full of
qual., lovely cob, well up on leg; 3, vhc, Peters,
good col. and feather, nice back and wing carr.,

good legs; 4. Andrew ; be, Oates; c, Nicholls,

YELL. VAR. (7): 1, sp, Ellis, mkd. head and wing,
slim and good length, well up on leg, good col.

;

2, 3, Oatey, mkd eye and wing, capital col. and
feather, nice back and wing carr., 3 var., good
eol., well braced wings and tail-., nice feather; 4,

Peters; vhc, Luscombe; he, Hamlyn ; e, Boundy.
UNFL1G. (10); 1, sp, Boundy, yell., grand qual.

and eol., good back and nice wing carr.; 2, Ellis,

yell, fine length, stands well, good wings and tail:

3, vhc, he, Nicholls. yell, var., long and slim, well
up on legs, nicely braced wings; 4, Ellis; c, Rey-
nolds. HEN YELL. (.3): 1, sp, Boundy, cl. yell.,

smart and stylish, well clothed, good col; 2, Ellis,

nice pos. and length, carries flights nicely ; 3, vhc,
Nicholls. cinn. mkd. buff, capital shape and feather,
nice eol. ; 4, Peters. BUFF (S): 1, sp, Ellis, var.,

nice col., fine earr., well carried wings and tail;

2, Boundy, lovely shape and feather, rich col.,

fine earr.; 3, he, Nicholls, cinn. mkd., nice qual.

and eol., good wings and tail; 4, Reynolds; vhc,
Luscombe; c, Peters. A.O.V. (7): ), sp, 2, Ryder,
mkd. C.B., wealth of feather, grand size and shape,
nice width of skull, well browed, 2 var. P.C., nice
droop and neat centre, of good formation; 3. c,

Lee, var. D.C., nice feafher, neat and nicely radia-

ted crest, worth its place; 4, he, Burgess: vhc.

Moon. PAIRS (8): 1, sp, Howard, yell. ck. and var.

hen. Nor., grand pair, well matched ; 2, Andrew,
again Nor., not so large; 3. Pbillpot, sweet pair

Nor., well matched: 4. Oatey: vhc, rotors; he,

Partridge; e, Ellis. LIGHT MULES and HYB. (4):

), sp, 2, 3, 4. Collins, four point Gold!., Gold!.-

Redpoll, Goldf.-Greenf., and Light Linnet, ail in

the exhibitor's usual style, in grand ootid. DARK
05) : 1, 3, sp, Rowe and Richards, Linnet and Gotdf.,

both good exhibits, in tip-top form, and benched
in good style ; 2, 4, Collins-, Grocnf. and Twite,
beauties, both showing parentage to a nicety, well

shown. GOLDF. (15): 1, sp, vhc, Polkinghoine. rare

size and shape, capital eol., large square and'highly
coloured blaze, rattling bars and buttons, a gem:
2. Lee. nice shape and size, very neat blaze : 3,

he. o, Coombe. good trio, lovely eol. and feather.

At Idaze, nice bars and buttons; ex.. 3, Burgan,
fine cobby shape, good barrings; 4. Hamley. BULLF.
(5): 1. sp-. 2. Rowe and Richards, rare size and
shape, very rich breast eol., carried well down, two
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perns; 3. Farrell, in perfect feather, idee well-cut
cap, in fine form; \ lie, lie, Rule. GREENE, ((ij:

1, sp, 2, Kowo and Richards, yellows, marvellous
size, lovely shape and col., grand pair; 3, Polkfog-
iiorne, buff, well mealed ami good eol., nice winy ,

pressed for 2nd place; 4, Lugg
;
vhc, Collins. LARGE

BRIT. (2): 1, «p, Collins, rare subs., grand shape,
lovely eol., well shaped bib, quite a picture; /,
Rowe and Richard*, Thrush, In rare lettle, we l

rqroUcd, could not have been staged better. SMALL
llARDUILL (7): 1, sp, 3, Rowe and Richards, Girt
and Yellow Buntings, beautiful col., very shapely,
good head characters; 2, Collins, good size, magni-
ficent col. and feather, nieely tkd., a real topper;
4, Crews; vhc. Lugg; he, Lee. HEN (8): 1, sp, 2 ,

Rowe and Richards, Bullf., good cap, very steady,
2 nice Siskin, tine eol. and markings

; 3, vhc, Lug z,
Hawfinch, good size, nice bib, very steady ; 4, he,
Coombe. FOR (4): 1. sp, 2

,
Dum.tari, Cow bird,

nice sheen and eol., 2 Robin, well mkd., in rare
form; 3, iln-, Burgess, Troupial and Java-, in fine’

coin!. HEJ.L., 15s.: 1 ,
Trcvorrowr

; 2, Collins;
Nicholls; 4, Coombe. 10s.: ), 3, Coombe; 2, Col-
lins; 4. Oatey. LOCAL, NOR. (4): J, Rowe and
Kit-hards; 2, 3, vhc, Coombe. NOR. 1913 (8): ),
Slade; 2, Rowe and Richard*

; 3, Johns; 4, Coombe.
YORKS. -<'/: ). Stephens; 2, 3, Oatey; 4, Lilia;
vhc, John-. YORKS. 19J3: l, Ellis; i, Oatey: 3,
Stephens. NAT. COL.: 1

, 2 , Oat'y
, 3, Ellis. Bit IT. .

1. Rowe and Richards ; 2, Farrell; 3. Burgan
MULE : 1

, 2, Rowe and Richards; 3, Hosking.

PAISLEY O.A.
Twenty third annual show of Scotch fancy Canaries,

Nov. 27, in the George A. Clark Town Hull, a very
fine building for the event, being well lighted anil
free from draughts, and within easy distance or

station and trains. A good classification, backed
by suh-tantial-7'rize money and the adjudication
left to four well-known judges, brought out the
cream of the fancy. Of the management we have
nothing but the highest praise, the staging being
nieely arranged at a convenient height, where evert
bird could be reached in comfort. Mr. Neil
O’Donnell, the head of the secretarial department,
being indi-posed, Mr. Lambic gallantly came to
the rescue, and right well lie did his duties.
Although entries were received and accepted up to
morning of show, he was able to pay prize money
to tin- successful exln'oitors in the afternoon. Ho
was ably assisted by tire President, Mr. A. Living-
ston, who is ever looking after the interests of
one and all. Mr. T. Hamilton, as vice-l’ersident,
also lent valuable assistance. The Committee are
such well-known fanciers, and have had ser much
experience in show matters, that it is needless to
say everything was carried out in A1 order. Entries
were rather less than in previous years, but quality
throughout was top notch. The handsome silver Cup
for the best young bird bred and exhibited by a
member was won by Mr. J. A. Stewart, Muirend,
with a very sweet buff pied cock, not too, large,
but of beautiful proportions, the runner-up being
-Mr. J. Little, Paisley, with a very stylish yellow
lieu. Judges, Messrs. J.- A. Stewart, Muirend; J.
Henry, Glasgow; A. Paterson, Edinburgh: and D.
Caldwell, Baiiieston. who got through their work
in good time, and gave general satisfaction. Unfor-
tunately the attendance was not too good, although
quite a number of interested visitors turned up
during the day..
YELL. CK mi): 1, Gray, grand size and subs.,

fine length of side, nice shoulder and pos. ; 2,

Muir, fine drive and action, takes pos. smartly, good
size; 3, and sp, Burnside, nice head, and neck,
good shoulder and action ; 4 and sp, Robertson,
fair size, fine shoulder; 5, Allardiee; c, Brown:
7, Livingston; 8, Rolls; 9, Siddons. YELL. PIKli
(11): 1, Menzies, wins, grand size, fine head and
neck, prominent t-op, nicely placed; 2, McClure, line

length of side, fine worker, well placed on legs;

3, Hamilton, fine size, nice shoulder, grand droop-:

4, Gray, nice style; 5, Wilson; 6, Kennedy, jun.

;

7, Jackson; 8, Price; 9, Lyon. FOUL (9): ], Brown,
yell., nice size, lovely style, snaky head and neck,
good shoulder and action ; 2, Main, buff, grand
size and subs., prominent top, well into perch

;

3, Gray, yell., fine length of side and thickness,
nice drive ; 4, Burnside, yell., nice top end ; 5,

McClure: 6. Allardiee; 7, Swanson; 8, Jackson; 9,

Baird. GREEN CK. (.3): 1, Main, buff, nice size,

takes pos. smartly, well placed on leg ; 2, McLaneh-
Ian, buff, nice size, good head and neck, grand
worker; 3, Baird, huff, good size and action: 4,

Wilson; 5. Thomson. BUFF CK. 715), grand class:
1 and sp, McClure, grand length of side, fine frame,
well filled-in back, determined drive; 2 and sp.
Gray, another good one, fine body, grand top end
and action, fine head and neek; 3, Muir, grand
size and subs., fine action, “slipped clawed," oi
would have been a crack; 4; Price, nice size, well
set down on leg; 5 and sp. Menzies; C and sp,
Higgins: 7 and sp, Stewart; S and sp, Jackson: 9
and sp, Robertson ; sp. Allardiee. BUFF PIED CK.
(10): 1, Jackson, fine length of side, fine head and
neck, takes pos. quickly, could do with better
droop; 2, Burnside, determined droop, fine size

and thickness, fine worker, must have pressed ; 3,

Muir, nice size and top end, snaky head and neck:
4. Stewart, lovely style and action; 5, Main: si

Wilson: 7, Rodger; 8, Livingston; 9, Gillies. YELL.
HEN (7): 1 and sp, Little, good size and subs.,
nice droop and well placed on leg: 2, Stewart,
jun., fine thickness, snaky head and neck, grand
drive, beaten size; 3, sp,’ Brown, grand length oi

side, nice shoulder; 4, Strathearn, nice style arm
pos.: ,3, Livingston; €, Kennedy, jun.; 7, Muir.
YELL. PIED HEN (14): J, MeDowall, grand siz«

and suits., fair top end; 2, McClure, good size ann
style, determined droop, nicely made bird, mu-1
have [tressed; 3, Stewart, lovely style, well info

perch, snaky bead; 4 and sp, Watson, fine style
and action; 5. Menzies: 6, Burnside; 7, Higgins; 8.

Ferguson; 9, Baird. FOUL HEN (7): 1. Smith, buff,
well up in size, fine shoulder and action; 2, Allar-
diee, buff, fine length of side, fine style and action:
3 Jackson, buff, fair size, nieely set- down; 4, Ken-
nedy, buff, fine head and neck; 5, Main; fi, Stewart,
jun.; 7, MeLaucblan. GREEN HEN (8): 1, Menzies.
buff, good size, lovely style and action, well into
perch, fine lvead and neck; 2, McClure, buff, grand
size and subs., fine length of side, fine pos. ; 3.

Swanson. yel-L, fair size, fine thickness, lovely head
and neck ; 4, Wilson, buff, fair size, inclined to

be stiff; 5, Thomson; 0 and 8, Higgins; 7, Hamilton.
BUFF HEN (8): 1 and sp, Stewart, grand size and
subs., well placed on leg. determined drive, wins

:

2, Strathearn, fine length of s-ide, nice top end
and style; 3, Thomson, fine drive and action, nil •

thickness; 4. Robertson, fine style: 3, Brown: c

Muir; 7, Livingston; 8, Baird. BUFF PIED HEN
(14): 1, Kennedy, jun., good size, well into perch,

gets head well down, beautiful style and pos.

:

2 and sp. Phillips, fine thickness and top end, d—
termined droop, nice worker; 3, Jackson, fine

length of side, nice head and neck .inclined to be

restless: 4, Burnside, fine size, nice style and pos.;

.3 aai-d sp. Browii : C, Wilson: 7, Robertson; 8,

Jackson; 9, Menzies. SELL. C'K. (12): 1, Smith:
2. Wilson: 3. Hainry: 4, Jackson; 5, Frew. HEN
(4): 1, Jackson: 2 and .3. Hainey; 4, Kennedy.
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COCKERMOUTH.
Tenth exhibition held Nov. 27. Staged at one

fnd of the largo and exceedingly well lighted Brill

Hall, the birds made an exceedingly good display,

being all the time a .source of much attraction to

the large number of visitors constantly passing to

nnd fro. The exhibits were aleo woll and carefully

looked after. In no better bands could the birds he
than under the care of Messrs. John K II wood and
J. W. Deacon. Thorough fanciers themselves, they
spare neither time nor trouble in looking after the

birds entrusted to their care. The Sec., Mr. J.

Jackson, had all the details well thought out, and
ail matter* were well attended to. Borders were
an interesting display. Unfortunately four of the
open classes were cancelled, but the remaining
classes tilled fairly well, and hud amongst them
birds of One type and quality, from many loading
exhibitors. The winner of the medal for best bird

belonging to a member of the Border Club was
found in the winner of the 10s. (id. polling class,

belonging to Mr. John Kllwood. The winner of
the Novice medal was Mr. Nichol's .'trd prize cl.

yell. elt. Yorks, were also a nice collection, prin-

cipally patronised hy local exhibitors, but containing
birds that could hold their own in much hotter
competition. British were nice classes, the Linnets
especially so; other classes, though small numeric-
ally, had amongst them bonny birds. Mr. P. J.

Davies, Milloin, judged.
BOKD., CL. OK TKD. TELL. (12): 1. Pear-

son. fine quul., neat bead, good back, wings and
tail, wee trifle nervous; 2, D. G. Wilson, neat and
shapely, good pos. ; 3, Nichol, clean made, typical;

4, Deacon, close up; fl, Dixon; 0, Moore; 7, Smith,
B U IF (10): J, J. S. Wilson, shapely, beautiful

qua!.; 2, McLaughlin, typical, fine qua!., neat nil

over; 3, Levason, longer than winner, not so' well

llnishcd
; 4, Kllwood, tkd. eye and wing, line quai.,

good stamp; 5, Deacon; (K Nelson; 7, Brown. HEN,
YELL. (11/ : 1, 4, liulman, leader neat and shapely,

nice quai. ; 2, Pearson, good quai., nice type, neat
ia carr. ; 3, Atkinson, head and wing mk., fine

shape, good feather, natty; 6, Deacon; 7,

McLaughlin. BUFF (18); 1, Dixon, beauty, grand
In type, quai. and all-round properties; 2, McLaugh.
tin, eye tkd., neat, .shapely, tine feather; 3, Nichol,

tkd., nice quai., fails in wings; 4, Kllwood, uneven,
line, shapely, good type and quai.; 5, Hodgson; C,

Wilson; 7, W. K. Wilson. SELL. (9); 1, 3, Kllwood;
t. Wilson; 4, W . K. Wilson; f>, Bulman; 6, Penning-
ton; 7, Levason. YORKS., CL. OK TKD. YELL.
!S) : 1, Stewart, line pos., erect carr., good quai. and
col. ; 2, 4, Trohear, leader good pos., shapely, behind
in coi.; 3, Tweedie, well drawn, line pos.; 5, Brown;
ti, Lyall

; 7, Richardson. BUFF (11): 1. 5, 7,

Richardson, good and shapely, neat carr. of wings
and tail; 2, 3, Stewart, leader fine pos., good in

quai. and length, latter good leather, well braced

;

1. Coulson. well feathered, nicely drawn: G, Bradley.

UNEVEN YELL. (4): 1, Bradley, head tick, lengthy,

good col. and shape (some thought this bird wrong
class); 2, Stewart, good pos., nervy, well drawn; 3,

I’earson; 4, Tweedie, both good shapely birds. HEN
YELL. (4): l, Brown, shapely, well drawn, neat
in wings and tail ; 2, Coulson. well up. good pos.

and carr. ; 3, Pearson, similar bird
; 4, Stewart.

BUFF (.">> : 1. 3, Stewart, both typical, well drawn
and good in Yorks, properties; 2, Bradley, fine pos.,

good, reachv ; 4, Lyall; 5, Brown. UNFLIG. (7): 1,

2, ti, Stewart; cl. bull leading, tkd. head butt 2nd,

both grand qua!., sliapoly : 3, Tweedie, tkd. head
yell., rcachy, fine pos.; 4, 5, Coulson; 7, Lyall.

NOV. (8): i, 4, 0. Jolin Smith, yell, leading, fine

stamp, good carr. ; 2, 3, 5, Barrie, shapely, good
feather and pos.; 7, Pailmer. NOR. (10): 1, 2, 3,

Nicholson, fine trio of typical birds, fine col. and
shape; 4, Godfrey; 5, Johnston; 6, Black; 7, White.
HYB. (51: 1, Dixon, dark yell. Goldf. and Can., fine

coi., rare blaze, easy win; 2, Cameroon and Scott,

dark butt Goldf. and Can., fine bird; 3, Drabble, dark
Oreenio, nice col. and shape; 4, 5, Mackie. GOLDF.
OR BULLF. (10): 1, 2. Corkhill and Byres, shapely,

good in blaze, well cut, fine cond. and steady, nice

tan. well buttoned; 3, Lewis, butt, rather slim,

grand cond. and col., well put down; 4, Mackie,
nice Goldie, well mooned, good blaze and cond. ; 5,

D. G. Wilson; C, White; 7, Cameron and Scott.

LINNET, H.M. (10): 1, Corkhill and Byres, nice

type and col., ttnely pencilled; 2, Moore, darker in

col., rare sheen, well mkd. ; 3, 4, R-eay, leader fine

bird, good in all round qualities; 5, Hanley; 6,

Birkett ; 7, Forrester. F.M. (12): 1, Skelton, fine

size, good in shape, markings and col. ; 2. Dixon,

grand cond., fine quai., col. and markings; B, 4,

Corkhill and Byres, two excellent shaped ones, good
all round; 5, Reay; 6, Forrester; 7, Cook. SISKIN,
ETC. (6): 1, Corkhill and Byres, Twite, nice eaze and
shai>c, well mkd., good cond.: 2, Drabble, Siskin,

meat little fellow, nice cap and marks; 3, Mackie,

Mealy ‘Poll, line cond. and feather; 4, 0, Nicholson,

Siskin; 5, Moore. GREEN (5): 1, Macpherson. fine

order, steady, nice col. and sheen; 2, 4. EHwood,
very little behind, good shape ; 3, Lewis, shapely

bird; 5, Walker and Son. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLE
<4 1 : 1, Dixon, Bramble, good in col., spangles and
cond. ; 2, Cameron and Scott, Chaff. ; 3, Lewis,

Chaff., both good condition, neat in shape, nice

and well defined colours. A.O. SEEDEATER (4): 1,

Stewart, Yellow-hammer, nice size, nicety defined and
fairly clear in head, well shown; 2, Macpherson,
Corn Bunting, good size and steady, shapely and
well shown ; 3. Ellwood, Yellowhammer, not quite

so clear as winner.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.S.
Tenth Annual Show, Wesleyan Reform Schoolroom.

Bodmin-st., Nov. 20. Considering that the majority
of our members are munition workers, and are there-

fore unable to give their birds all the time they
would like to, the number and staging of the ex-

hibits were beyond reproach. The quality on the
whole was excellent, Norwich predominating, whilst

in British several recent winners in the open suf-

fered defeat. The Society's cups were won as fol-

lows:—York*., W. Blunt; Nov. Yorks., ,T. W.
Hutchby; Nor., W. Grainger; Nov. Nor., H. Stokes;
Brit., F. Boarder; specials for points were- won by
VV. Blunt. W Grainger, J. W. Hutchby, H. .Stokes,

and F. Bearder. Mr. G. Browning, Rotherham,
judged.—E. Johnson, Sec.

From the catalogue received, we gather that the
principal winners were: Yorks: Blunt, Merrills,

l.xton. Hammond; Nor.: Grainger, Havenhand, Was-
din, Gifford, Brady, Hartley; Mules: Hartley, Hel-

ling. Bearder; Brit.: Hailstone, nolling, Garlick,

Havenhand, Bearder, Stokes, Hammond, Darlow,
Hammond; Nov.: Hatchby. Yorke, Stokes, Gifford,

White, Wasdin, Hartley, Brady.—Editor.
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HIGHGATE, HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Annual sffjow,. Nov. 19 and 20. 'Considering all

the circumstances, the display of birds) was excel-
lent, particularly in point of quality, and the,

entry showed no marked dccrea.se, such as might
have been expected. Mr. J. Hyde, the indefatig-

able bon. cce., made light of his arduous task, and
had the arrangements up to the minute. He was
ably usfated by a willing set of stewards, and the
judge was well served, while the catalogue was
out in excellent time. The show was visited by a
good number of fanciers. Mr. Geo. Gardner judged.
The Touche silver challenge cup was won by Mr.
A. Lovegrove with u grand butt Norwich, staged
in fmiltlefM condition. We understand this is the
same bird that won special best in show at, the
Young Bird Show. Other specials were als-o won
by Messrs. A. Lovegrove, Bailey, P. Johnstone,

ell, A. Knight, Bush, F. C. Knight, Carrington
and Petty, Withers, Street, Kent, Shorter, Mrs.
Wood. Wills, Stratton. Ncwcoinbe, etc. A notice,
able feature of the show was the splendid manner
in which moot of the birds were staged.
CHAMPION.—NOR . CL. OR TK. YELL: 1, 2,

8, vhc, Lovegrove. BUFF: All to Lovegrove.
VOTD. : 1, 2, 8, vhc, lovegrove; he, Bell. HENS:
i, 2, 3, vhc, Lovegrove : vhc, he, Boll. UNFL1G.:
1, S, 3, vhc. he, Lovegrove; c, Bell. YORKS,, CY.
OR TK. BUFF : 1, Jones. VOT’D. : 1, Bush.
HENS: 1, Bush. BOKD.: 1.2,3, Dann. AMAT.,
NOB., CL. OR TKD. YELL: 1, 2, Wells; 3, vhc,
Hyde; he, Walmsley; c, Withers. BUFF: 1, he.
Wills; 2, 3, Bailey; vhc, he, Walmsley. VOTD.;
1, Bailey; 2, vhc, Walmsley; 3, Mrs. Wood. HEN:
1, Bailey; 2, 3, Wills; vhc, W. Knight; he, Mrs.
Wood; e, Walmsley. UNFLIG. : t, 2, he, Bailey;
3, vhc, Wills; e, Mrs. Wood. NOVICE, NOR.. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. : 1, 2. A. Knight; 3, he, F. C.
Knight; vhc, Hardcastlc. BUFF: 1, Mound; 2,

A. Knight; 3, F. C. Knight. VOTD.: 1, Street; 2,

Hardcastlc; 3, Mound. HEN; 1, 3, A. Knight; 2,

Mound; vhc, Sl/reet ; he, Cambrili. UNFI.IG.:
1, F. C. Knight; 2. Hardcastlc; 3, Street. YORKS.,
CL. OR TKD. YELL.: 1, Johnston; 2, A. Knight;
3. Shearer; vhc, Carrington and Petty; he, Peters.
BUFF: 1, Johnston; 2, vhc, A. Knight; 3, New-
combe. VGTD. : 1. Johnston; 2, Newcombe; 3,

Carrington and Petty. HENS: 1, Johnston: 2,'

A

Knight; 3, Shearer; vhc, c, Stratton; he, Peters.
UNFLIG.: 1. Carrington and Petty; 2, he, New-
combe; 3, Shearer; vhc, -Johnston. BORD.: 1, 2,

3, vhc, Withers; he, e, Gambrill. OPEN, MULES,
1, 2, Carrington and Petty; 3, vhc. Shearer; he,
c, Peters. NON-FED: 1, 2, Withers; 3, vhc, he,
F. O. Knight; c, A. Knight. BRIT.. GOLDF. : 1,

Bell; 2, Carrington and Petty; 2, Shorter. BUI.LF.:
1, Kent; 2, Shorter. GREENF. : 1 , Mound; 2, A.
Knight: 3, vhc, F. C. Knight; he, Shorter; c. Kent.
LINNET: 1, 2, Street; 3, Mrs. Wood; vhc, Shorter:
he, Kent ; c. Mound. SISK., ETC. : 1. he, F. C.
Knight; 2, A. Knight; 13, vhc, Mound; c, Ktent.
CHAFF., ETC.: 1. Street; 2, 3, c, F. C. Knight;
vhc, A. Knight; he, Shorter. A.O.S. FINCH: 1,

Kent. HENS: 1. Street; 2, vhc, Mound: 3, he, c,

F. C. Knight. BLACKBIRD, ETC..- 1, A. Knight;
2, Shorter. A.S. INSEOTIV. : 1, A. Knight; 2, 3,
vhc, he, F. C. Knight. FOR..: 1, Shorter.

COLINTON & CURRIE PARISHES.
Fourth annual show. Village Hall, Juniper Green,

Nov. <5. The hall is very suitable for a show, being
well lighted, and' free from draughts. Entries were
59 down from last year, chiefly owing to so many
members (12) having responded to tbeir country’s
call. Cup winners: Scotch Fancy, W. Rodger;
Bord., J. Michie; Nor., W. Smith; Brit, or Mule,
J. Palmer; Nov., D. Leadbetter. W. Me Adam,
Las.sw.ade, judged Scotch and Border Fancies, and
J. Holmes the remainder.

Scotch Fancy, Yell. Ck.: Smith. Buff: 1. 5,
Rodger; 2, 3, 4. D. Campbell. Buff, Hen. 1, Rodger

;

2, 3, Campbell: 4, Preston; 5, Smith. Cl. or Tkd.
Bord. Yell. Ck. : 1, 2, 4, Michie; 3, 5, 7, Eider;
C, Napier; 8, Williamson. Butt: 1, 2, S, Michie;
4, 6, 7, Brydon; 5, Napier; 8. Williamson. A.O.C.
Yell. Ck.: 1. 2. Napier; 3, Ferguson. Buff: 1, 2,

Ferguson; 3. 4, 6^ Napier; 6, Elder; 7, Downie. Cl.

or Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1. Michie; 2, 3, Elder; 4. Downie.
Buff: 1, 2. 3. 4, Michie; 5, Ferguson; 6, Elder; 7,

Brydon; 8. Napier. A.O.C. Yell. Hen: 1, Michie.
Buff: 1. Michie; 2, 4, 5, Napier; 3, 7, Crahb: 6,

Brydon; 8, Downie. Nor., Yell. Ck.: 1, S, 5. Smith;
2, 4, 7, Anderson; 6, Leadbetter: 8, Campbell. Butt':

1, 5. Smith; 2, Riddell; 3, Napier ; 4, 6, Elder; 7,

Anderson ; 8, Campbell. Yell. Hen: 1, Anderson; 2,

4, Napier; 8, Smith; 5, 6, 8, Campbell; 7, Scott.

Buff: 1, Leadbetter; 2. 3. Smith; 4, 7, Campbell;
5, Elder; 6. Napier. Mule or Hvb.: 1, 3, 4. Preston;

2, Elder. Brit. Finch: 1, 3, 5. 7,' Palmer; 3, Michie;

4, 6. Elder; 8, Scott. A.O. Brit.: 1, 2, 3, 5, Palmer;
4, Elder. Juveniles: 1, Cissv Brydon; 2, Peggy
Smith; S, John Napier; 4, Maggie Napier; 5, W.
Anderson ; 6. Neilie Elder. Bords. (Old- Bird) : 1,

Brydon ; 2, Downie ; S', 4, Cral/b • 5, Scott Nor.
(Oid Bird): 1. Riddell : 2, 6. Elder; 3, Preston; 4,

Leadbetter; 5, Scott; 7, Anderson; 8, Smith.—J.
Nariier, Sec.

EDINBURGH (North Eastern) O S.
24th annua! show, Regent Bali, Abbeymount, Nov.

G. There was an entry of 250, about the same as

last year, and quality was of a higli order, espoei-

aliv in Norwich and Borders. J. Dougall won the

Scotch Fancy cup with a fine yellow cock ; R. S.

Spence, Norwich cup, with a cl. buff ck.; and J.

Young, Border cup with a cl. yell. ck. Judges:
Mr. J. Winter for Scotch Fancy, Crest, and Plain-

head; and Mr. G. Brown, Bord., Mules and British.

Their awards seemed to give entire satisfaction.

Scotch Fancy: 1. 2, Dougall; 3. Young. Crest

Ck.: 1. 3, Mason: 2, 4, Gourlav : 5. 7. Archibald;

G, McGinty. Hen: 1, Gourlav; 2, McGinty: 3. Archi-

bald; 4, 5. Mason. C.B. Ck. : 1. Archibald. Hen: 1,

Gourlav ; 2. 4. Spence : 3. Mason ; 5, McGinty. Cl.

or Tkd. Yel. Ok.: 1, McCartney; 2, Clark; 3, Currie;

4, Weir; 5, Spence. Buff: 1, 4, Spence; 2, G, Murray;
3, Dalrymple ; 5. McGinty. Yell. Hen: 1, Murray;
2, Dalrymple; 3, Pnrdie; 4, McCartney; 5, Spence.
Buff: 1, Spence; 2. 3, Murray: 4. McGinty; 5, Clark.

Varieg. Ck. : 1, Weir; 2, 4. Spence; 3, Dalrymple;
5, McGinty; C. Pnrdie. Hen: 1, 2, 4, Weir; 3, 5.

Murray; G, Dalrymple. Cinn. or Green: 1, Murray;
2, 4. 5. G, McGfnty ; 3, Weir. Non-Fed Ck. : 1. 5,

G. Rankin; 2. Cairncross: 3, 7, Dalling; 4, Pnrdie.
Hen : 1, McCartney ; 2, Dalrymple ; 3. 4. Dalling

; 5,

G, Rankine. Linnet: 1, 3, McCartney; 2, 4. Spence;
5. C, Weir. Bord., Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Ck.: 1, 2,

Young; 3, 5, Forman; 4, G. Erskine. Hen: 1, 8,

Young; 2, 4, Forman; 3, Erskine: 5, 7. Rankin; 6,

McGinty. Buff Ck.: 1. Erskine: 2, 3, Young; 4.

Weir; 5, C. Forman Hen: 1, Young; 2, Weir; 3,

Allison: 4, 5, Forman; G, 7, Erskine. Varieg. Ck.: 1,

2. Erskine; 8, Cairncross; 4, Dougall; 5, Forman.
Den: 1, Erskine: 2, Young: 3, 5. Forman; 4, Allison.

Cinn. or Green Ck.: 1. 2, Erskine: 3, 4, G, Young;
5, Weir. Hen: 1, McGinty; 2, S, Young: 4. Weir;
5. Dougall. Mules: 1, Cairncross; 2, 3, Clark: 4, G,

Weir; 5, 7. Spence. Goldf. or Built.: 1, Rice; 2.

Allison; 3, Dalrymple. Greenf. Etc.: 1,2, Archibald;
3, Weir; 4, Cairncross; 5, 7, 8, Rice; C, Allison.
Linnet, Etc,. 1. Clark; 2) Rice; 3, 4, Dalrymple; 5,

Cairnc-ross.—R. T. Soence. Sec,

Our Invaluable “Nutshell ” and other Books.

Selling Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “ Nutshell” Series
And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR “NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C., EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you "In a Nutshell’’ everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).
PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2jd.

t-—The Goldfinch. 18,— Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. , IS.—The Pekin Robin.
3—The Skylark. 20— Waibills.
0.—The Song Thruel) and 21,—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22—Siskin. Redpoll and
S.—The Canary. Twite.
6‘~ *'

i,inS Cage Blrde and 23.—The Border Fancy.
How to Cure Them. 24.- The Cresn Canaries.

7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller tnaecti-
8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
»•—The Disinfection of 20.—The Larger Insect!-

Cages, Birdrooms, &c. vorous British Birds.
10—The Roller Canary. 27—Care of the Cat.
11.—Tho Bullfinch. 28.—Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.—How to Moult British 29—Fancy and Pet Mice.

„ Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rah-
13.—The Chaffinch. tits.
14—Couldian Finches. 31— Fishing in River,
15—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17.—The Crey Parrot.

LIST OF THE ACENTS WHO SELL “ NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these, symbols the nature o! the

business carried on by these agents can be. ascer-
tained: *Birds

, Foods, Cages
, and liird-rocm Re-

quisites; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not
ands

; XBirds, and seeds and foods only ; § Seeds and
roods only- Y Newsagents.
Abertillery.—H. H. Mortimer. 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- "J. w. Bell, m, Main Street.
Barnsley—*jfrs. a. Porrill, 8. Doncaster Road.
Batley— *s. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.

—

W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast.—W. Skelly, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead—*J. x. Harding, 8. Ik-neon Street.
Birmingham—tH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn—*A Baudon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheaoant Aviaries.

Blackpool— J. McICierman, G2, Raiks Road.
Biaydon-on-Tyne—

§ Walter Wiinou, Ltd., Church St.
Blyth.—Allison, Market Biace.
Bolton.—‘John Gostting, 158, Brailshawgate.
Bradford—J. W. Tarbotton, 056, Leeds ltd.; *S.
Xorpv, Jainea Street; tjj. Errington, Four Lane
End*.
Brighton.—*H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol—tFinch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.— * \V . Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley,—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23. Church Street.

Cardiff.—‘E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Chariton.—Pedler, 262, Woolwich ltd.

Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25. (Human Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.—J. Smith. High Street.
Colchester—U. J. Witton, 204. Magdalen St.
Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—ISam Young, Mist-erton, S.O.
Orewe—Mayor. Chemist. Hightown, P.0. ; ‘G. E. Mor-

gan, 83, Victoria Street.
Darlington.—t.T. Reynold*, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby—‘G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen—E. Jepson, Chemist. Duckwork St.
Dewsbury.—Aspev’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Miibank Street.
Dublin.

—

YM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood.

—

L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,
Avenue Gardens.

Edinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Felhng-on-Tyne.—J. Crosby and Son, High St.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.

—

§John Crosby and 6ons, 4S,

High Street.
Clasgow.—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyle Street: William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Sheltleston ; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-
market.

Gt. Harwood.—f A. Bentley, 13 and 15. Biackburn-rd.

CITY &COUNTY OF PERTH C.B.S.
Annual club show, Nov. 13, Good Templar Hall,

King Street, a splendid place for a bird show, being

well lighted and entirely free from draught. Entries

totalled over 170, and quality was most excellent.

The arrangements were again capital, the exhibits

being splendidly staged, so that every one could

be seen at a glance.

Crest, Ck. : 1, spl, Crawford; 2. spl, Allan. Hen:
1, 2, 3, Blyth. also Dewar Cup and Society Cup
winner with his 1st hen, a grand bird. C.-B. Ck.:

1, 2, Blyth. Hen: 1, cup, Blyth. Old Birds, Crest:

1. Blyth: 2, Dott. C.-B.: 1, 'spl, 3, Blyth: 2, Dott.

Nor. Fed Yell Ck.: 1, spl. Smith: 2, 4, Borrie; 3,

Mrs. Banks. Hen: 1, Borrie; 2, Mrs. Banks. Butt

Ck.: 1, Crawford; 2, Borrie; 3, Mrs. Banks; 4, Car-
stairs. Hen: 1. spl, 3, Smith; 2, Mrs. Banks; 4,

Borrie; 5, Carstairs. Unfed Yell. Ck.: 1, Mrs.
Banks; 2, Carstairs. Hen: 1. Carstairs; 2, Mrs.
Banks. Buff Ck. : 1, Carstairs; 2, Mrs. Banks. Hen:
1, 3, Carstairs; 2, Mrs. Banks. Old Birds, Ck.: 1,

spl, Mrs. Banks; 2, Smith; 3, spl, Mrs. Banks; 4, 5,

Carstairs; G, Stratton. Hen: 1, Smith; 2. spl, Car-
stairs; 3, 4, Crawford; 5, Stratton; G, 7, Mrs. Banks.
Bord. Yell. Ck.: ), Munro ; 2, J.avvrie; 3, Monro; 4,

Blyth ; 5, Carstairs. Hen : 1, Munro ; 2, Carstairs.
Buff Ck,: 1, cup, 2, spl, Munro; 3, Lawrie; 4, 5,

Carstairs; 6, Borrie. Hen: 1. Munro; 2, Borrie; 3,

Lawrie; 4, Robertson. Old Ck.: 1. Lawrie; 2, Car-
stairs; 3, Bi.vth. Hen: 1, spl, Munro; 2, 3, 4,

Laurie; 5, Carstairs; €. Borrie. Scotch Fancy
Ck. : 1, spl, cup, 3, spl, Mitchell; 2, Smith. Hen:
1, 2, spl. 4, spl, 5, Mitchell; 3, Smith. Old Birds:
1, spl, Mitchell; 2, spl, 3, 4. Smith. Hen: 1,

Mitchell; 2, 3, spl, 4, spl. Smith. Yorks Yell. Ck.

:

1, sp, Gunning; 2. Johnstone. Yell. Hen; 1, John-
ston. Buff Ck.: 1. cup, 3, spl, Gunning; 2, John-
stone. Buff Hen: 1, Johnstone; 2, Gunning. Old
Ck.: t, Johnstone; 2. McGuire; 3, 4, Gunning; 5,

Johnstone. Old nen: 1, 2. 3, Gunning; 4. Johnstone.
Goldf.; 1, 3, Robertson ; 2, 4, Stewart; 5, Baird; C,

Greenwich—Pedler, 37, London St. 1

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 101, Burgess St.
Halifax.—‘J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley—E. 8. I fund I, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull—fiom Perkins. 65, Wincouilee; ‘ F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *0. Gilson arid Son. 17, Craven Street.

Ipswioh—James Rayrncr, Dog'o Head Street
Jarrow-on-Tyne— 9i M. Henderson, CU, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27. Ormonde Street.
Keighley. -tE. Pliljiipaon, 41, Market Place.
Kmgston-on-Thamea— 5J. and B. Marsh, Market PI
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 &. 65, Wellington
Street.

°

Kilmarnock—T. Rodger. 132, King St.
Kirkcaldy—JW. R. Gibson, 53. St, Clair St.
Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, G7. Charlotte. St
Leamington Spa.—YE. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh. M. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.— A. Shaw, 23G, Beigrave Gate.
Leeds—til. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhousc Lane.
Leek.—§T. Mecuham, 23. Market Street.

Liverpool.—'"O. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane: *J. W.
Metcalfe, «8, Brunswick Rd.; ft. Roberto, Bird
Market.

Liversedge. -Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton—’E. Tams. Church Street.
London.--*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch ; 852,

Upper-st., Islington; G. II. Hooper, 21C. Foreat-rd.,
Walthamstow; JC. A. Liter, 87. 6clatcr 8t„ Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd.

; J. Manning. 111. Waterloo-rd.
; A. E

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., (,'amb. Heath
;
*8. V. Mower

1. Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W.; A. Dosaett, Ladbroke-
fiv., W. ; 8. 8ilvcridge, 0. Aldgate. E.C.; ‘Win.
Whiteley’s. Ltd., VVcstboujue-gv.

; *A. W. Gamage,
Ltd., Holborn; J. Jeffrey. 209. York-rd., Batter-
sea; §Edwards, Ltd., 10G, Vaughan-rd., s.E .

;

§Lewi* and Son*. 211. Carratt-lane, and 2R0, York-
rd., Wandsworth; Johnson. 20. Cleveland «t., W.

;

T. W. Parkyn. 52. East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; l{. F.
Wilson, 40711, West Green Rd., N. : W. and E.
Rolfe, 101. Bridport-place, Hoxton : C. Roehl. 400,
Edgwarc-rd.; C. A. Bond ami Co., 217. High-
rd.. Willeeden Green; J. II. Morris and Co., 570
and 612, Harrow-rd.; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,
Willesden Green; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie Rd., Fill-

ham, S.W.

Manchester—‘A. G. Davie*. 110 & 112, Tib-st.; *R.
Kremuer, 104. Tib-st. ; W. Jackson, 12, Liver st.,

Hulme; YJohn Heywood. Ltd., Deansgatc: ‘Dut-
tons. 01 & 53, Tib-st.; *W. Smith. 08, Tib-st.

Mansfield.—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew's Ter-
race, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough—P. Core, 5, Suflleld Street.
Middleton Junction—F. Buckley, 21. Grirnshaw-lane.
Millom.—§W. T. Jff. Cartwright, 7, St. George's Ter.
Macclesfield—C. Cross. 17. Derby St.
Nelson— 1 John England. 102, Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne—»J. MacKenzic, 59 and 01. High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 07, High Friar Street,
and 31, Nelson Street.

Newcastle, Staffs ‘A. Griffiths, 23. Merriat Street.
Newport, Mon—T. W.. Mitchell, 12. Upton Road.
Nottingham—*W. Cottingliam, Peverii Street;
(Armitage Bros.. Caotlegate.

Oldham.—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, nenahaw Street.
Ossett—P. Imeoon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.
Openshaw.—F. Wa*libourne, 401, Ashton Old Road.
Oxford—C. F. Holliday, 5S, George Street.
Plymouth— tit. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;

(
; W. H. Eloon, The Market.

Portsmouth.—H. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett Road.
Preston.—‘J. Sarvdiford. North Road; ‘Matt. Hop-

kins. 11, Fylde Street.
Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon. Bird nnd Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and P.oberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester—§T. Burgess, Corn Merchant,
Sheffield—‘J. Mace, Exchange Street; J. Lewis, 56,
Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.

Shettleston, Scotland.— §J. Ward, ITS. Mainet.
Shildon,—C. Sinclair, 20, Garbutt Street.
Stamford—A. W. Ludlow, 39, Broad Street.
St. Helens—Sherlock and Co.. 136, Liverpool Road,
St. Ives—YFtank Lake, Tregenna Place.
Stoke-on-Trent.—*J. Pitchford, 213, London Road.
Swansea—tMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells—Live Slock Co.. 34. Monson Road.
Tunstali.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.
Wigan.—T. Summers and Son, 63. Darlington Street.
Wallsend-on-Tyne—‘Win. Cockliurn, 100. High-st.. E.
Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Ooodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool—D. Coombes, G3. Stockton-street.
Worthing—*F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.
Yorks.—J. H. Caw,son, Alexandra Aviariee, 4,

Alexandra Street, Qoole, Yorks'.
Agznis wanted everywhere; for terms write to tho

Publisher, “Cage Birds," 154, Flee t St.
,
London, E.C.

Cranna. Bullf. : 1, spl, Robertson; 2, Carstairs; 3, 6,

McPherson; 4. Cranng ; 5, Stewart, ^en : t, W.
Robertson: 2, Smith; 3. J. Robertson; t-iCarstairs : 5,

Cranna. Greenf.: 1. McPherson; 2, \Y. Robertson ; 3,
Reid; 4, Borrie; 5. Duncan. Linnet H.M. :1, cup, Car-
stairs; 2, 4, J. Robertson; 3. McPherson : 5, Brown;
G, Cranna. F.-M. : 1, J. Robertson; 2, W. Robert-
son; 3, McPherson. Siskin: 1, McPherson

; 2,

Cranna ; 3, Smith ; 4, W. Robertson ; 5. Cutbbert.
Redpoll or Twite: 1, Carstairs; 2, J. Robertson.
A.O.V. Brit.: 1, 2, Reid; 3, Cranna. Young Mule:
1. 2, cup, Duncan. Old Mules or H.vb. : 1, Duncan;
2, 3. Brown. For.: 1, Mrs. Banks—J. L. Smith.

GREAT HORTON (Good Intent).
Members' Show, Novfl 13. Mr. H. J. Chittenden

judged. 85 birds. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. York* (9): 1,

Wheelwright; 2, Sharp and Son; 3. Oldfield: 4.

Schofield; vhc, Bartle; he, Aekroyd ; c, Warbur-
ton. Butt (12); I. 3, Oldfield; 2, Firth; 4, Warluir-
ton ; vhc, he, Aekroyd; c, Bartle; Even, Etc. (8):
1, lie, c, Firth; 2, Schofield; 3, Whitaker; 4. Wheel-
wright; vhc, Warbiuton. Hen (7): 1, Wheelwright;
2, 3. vhc, Firth; 4, Schofield: he, Warhurton; c.

Widdop. Cl. or Tkd. Yell, lieu (8): 1. Firth; 2.

vhc, lie, Aekroyd; 3, Wheelwright; 4, Sharp and
Son; e, Warhurton: Buff Hen (8): 1, 2, Firth;
3, 4, Aekroyd; vhc, Warhurton: lie, Bartle; e. Scho-
field. Unflig. (9): I, 3, vhc. I'irtli; 2, Widdop; I.

Schofield; he. Holden; c. Whitaker. Hen (14):
1, vhc, o, Firth- 2, Widdop: 3, 4, Bartle; he, Scho-
field. NOR. CK. (5): 1, 2, vhc, Kaberry; S, 4,

Jowett. Hen (5): 1. 2, 4. Kaberry; 3, 4, Jowctt.
Points: Firth, 28; Wheelwright. Si; Aekroyd, 18;

Schofield, IS; Oldfield, 17; Battle, 14; Kaberry, II;

Widdop, 13: Warhurton. 11; Sharp and Son, 10 ;

Jowett, 8; Whitaker, G; Holden, 2. Points to date
for cup nnd specials: Firth, 80; Aekroyd, 69;
Kaberry, 64: Bartle, 51: Schofield, 49; Warhurton,
44; Wheelwright, 40 : Oldfield »1; Self. 28: Widdop,
88: Jowett, 23: Holden. 19; Art. Whittaker, 17;

Sharp and Son, 10; Alfd Whitaker, 8, Shackle-

ton, 4,—A. Firth, Sec.
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In the Palmy Days,si Scots Fancy Canary

j

The Scottish Cage Bird Fancy in the days of long ago
By “ST. GILES.”

HTho most notorious Scots Fancy Canary
ever before the Fancy was Mr.

Jackson's, Glasgow, winner of the Glasgow
and West of Scotland Ornithological Associa-
tion’s £25 Silver Cup, which was offered for

the best bird in the show. The bird was
Igrcd by Mr. John Buchanan, Bo’ness, in 1885,

and sold to Mr. Jackson for £25, a big price

for a Canary in those days.
lie was undoubtedly a great bird, and his

like has seldom been seen since. lie won
the Cup outright, winning it in 1885, 1886,

and 1888, truly a marvellous performance.
Me was beaten in 1887, and the scene was
tho most exciting one ever acted at the Glas-
gow Show, for tho champion was never in

better form and was hot favourite.

Tho show was held on December 24, that
game little secretary, Mr. William Morton,
Jun., was in power, and the following Scots
fancy judges officiated :—Messrs. John Dal-
gleish, Leith. John Henderson, Paisley, Wil-
liam Innes, Kirkcaldy, William Reid, Beith,
James Watson, Glasgow, John Brownlie,
Glasgow, John Douglas and George Scott,

Glasgow, whilst Mr. James Watt, Forfar,
adjudicated upon the Belgians.

A Decision Riotously Received.

, This was the fifth show of this Society, and
526 entries were forwarded. All the winners
were brought out, but the decision lay be-
tween the champion and Mr. J. C. Frame’s,
Larkhall, buff hen, and, strange to say, the
judges awarded the trophy to the hen.
The reception of the decision defies descrip-

tion, the award being most unpopular, as it

was generally admitted that the hen was
much inferior in top end “to her adversary.
Naturally Mr. Jackson was much disap-
pointed, and protested against the decision
on the ground that two of the judges were
absent at the time the cup was awarded, but
he was ultimately advised to abide by the
decision and wait the result of another year.
This he did, and he won the coveted honour
in 1888, the cup thus becoming his own
property.
At this show there was an entry of 616.

The champion’s son won tho Glasgow Derby
in this year, and ran second to his sire at
the winter show, but, though an exception-
ally good bird, he never reached the heights
his father had done. Mr. Frame’s hen, the
cup winner of 1887, was a good hen, and was
bred by Mr. Reid, of Beith. She was first

at the Glasgow Club Show, where she was
claimed for £10, and. turned out a lucky
purchase.

The Early Derbies.
The first Edinlyirgh Derby Show was held

by the Edinburgh Ornithological Society in
the'-middle of October, 1888. There were
fifty-four members, and the turn-out was an
interesting one. The following were the
office bearers:—Air. Henry Diok, President;
Mr. John Nisbet, Vice-President ; Mr. Wil-
liam Thornton, Treasurer ; and Air. John
Robertson, Secretary. Air. Thomas Dalton,
^Ayr, judged. In cocks Air. John Brown won,
Mr. J. H. Philp being second and Mr. John
Nisbet third. In hens Air. W. Beveridge
won, Air. Robt. Bryce second, and Air. Jas.
Soutter third. The hen was awarded the
Derby prize, but the general opinion was
that the quality was hardly up to par.
The Glasgow Derby had been in existence

before this, and was held in the Ramshorn
Hotel, Ingram' Street, Glasgow. Mr. Alex-
ander AlacDonald, one of the most famous
of our Glasgow secretaries, held the secre-
tarial reins at this time.

It was in 1887 that the first show of the
Scottish Metropolitan Ornithological Associa-
tion was held in Edinburgh, when close upon
700 entries were brought together. The
second show was held in the Waverley Hall,
Waterloo Place, which is almost next door
to the present General Post Office, but the
entry dropped about 100 at this show

;
more

than half the entries were in the Scots fancy
classes.

Mr. Young was the first secretary of the
famous early “ Alet.” shows. It was in these
days that the Scots fancy men could boast
of heavy classes, thirty, forty, and even fifty
birds being got together in one class, whilst
the selling classes were always very heavy,
as high as eighty being once registered in
one class.

The Old Paisley Shows.
These notes would not be complete without

a few words on the above shows, Paisley
being at that time the only opponent to
Glasgow, the seat of the cage bird fancy.
Mr. J. R. McLean acted as. secretary in
those days, and Mr. Joseph Allison was Pre-
sident, both of whom were office bearers th»
Society was justly proud of. Under their

able management the funds accumulated at
an almost alarming rate, and it took sumo
management to keep them in check.
This Society gave away about this time

over £100 to various charities, not to speak
of £20 which was spent in the distribution
of coals amongst the poorer persons of the
town. Tho Society also gave a large sub-
scription out of the funds towards the cost of
tho statue erected in Paisley to the memory
of Wilson, better known as the Paisley poet
and American ornithologist.

Philanthropy seemed to be a ruling passion
with the executive in those days, which no
doubt accounted for much of tho success
achieved by this famous Society. It was the
yearly custom to invite and admit free on
the second day of the show the inmates of
the local Asylum, the Ragged School, and
the Reformatory, and each was presented
with oranges or other suitable gifts on leav-
ing the hall. Such pleasing functions are no
longer a feature of our shows, which is to
be regretted.

The special prizes given at this show were
a ieature in themselves, and I am confident
many of the handsome clocks and barometers
that were won at those earlier shows are in
existence to this very day if they could only
be traced. Kilmarnock Show, which was
vieing for notoriety at this time, was also
famous for its special prizes, and it was only
the other day I saw a timepiece which was
won there over twenty years ago.

The Late Mr. James Hine.
I have written much about the Scots fancy

breeders, but I will conclude my remarks
with a few notes on Air. James Hine, who
was the pioneer of the British bird fancy. He
was a big-hearted, true lover of nature, and
although it was in the pigeon exhibiting
world he made the greatest name, it was our
British birds he loved best. He wrote
charmingly of their habits and mannerisms,
and was a close observer of all bird life. His
researches were carried out with the late Mr.
George Ure, Dundee, who was also a keen
pigeon enthusiast.
Mr. Hine was born in Edinburgh in 1816,

and died there at his residence at Buccleuch
Place on 30th Alay, 1888. He was for many
years with W. A. Lizars, the most eminent
engravers in Edinburgh, who published
several excellent books on ornithology, but
he ultimately settled in Glasgow on his own
account as a dealer and preparer of hair and
wool for upholstery purposes. He had a most
accurate and comprehensive knowledge of our
British birds, and was beloved and respected
by 'all who were favoured by his acquaint-
ance. The names of such men stand out on
the pages of the history of the fancy, and the
least we can do now is to keep their memory
green.

HOW BRITISH BIRDS CHANGE
THEIR PLUMAGE.

to such British birds as arc generally Kept .n cagls or av^ n ead,rs of
P
°CaTe

Family Fringillid/e

THIS family includes all the Finches and
Buntings. The adults all have a com-
plete autumn moult. Among the

Finches only one—the Snow-Finch—has a
spring moult and this is confined to the
throat. A number of the Buntings, how-
ever, moult certain parts of the head, throat
and breast in the spring. The effect of
abrasion in the adults is very marked in
most of the members of this family and in
some cases greatly alters the appearance of
the bird, the effect being that when the
plumage is in the most worn, and therefore
imperfect condition, it has, nevertheless, the
most brilliant appearance.
The difference in the sexes of the adults

is usually clearly defined and in some cases
very marked, and only in a few species is

there little or no difference (Goldfinch, Tree-
Sparrow, Corn-Bunting, Little Bunting).
The juveniles are in some species very dis-

tinct from the adults (e.g. Hawfinch, Gold-
finch, Crossbill, Lapland Bunting)

;
in most

cases they can easily be distinguished, and
where they are much like the adult they
resemble the female. The sexes of the
juveniles are usually alike, but in some cases
have well-defined differences.

The moult from the juvenile to the first

winter is usually confined to the body-
plumage, some wing-coverts, and often some
of the inner secondaries. A complete moult,
including all the wing and tail-feathers,
occurs only in the House-Sparrow, Tree-
Sparrow, Snow-Finch, Corn-Bunting, and
East Siberian Aleadow-Bunting.
The first winter and summer plumages are

in some species like those of the adult and
in others somewhat different. In the latter
the male usually either resembles the adult
female or is intermediate between it and the
adult male, while the female is usually duller
than the adult female or intermediate
between it and the juvenile.

Hawfinch:
(Coccotliraustes c . coccothraustes).

Adults.—Complete moult in August or
September. No moult in spring and scarcely
any effect by abrasion.
The body-plumage of the female is paler

than in the male, but the two sexes i re more
clearly distinguished by the outer webs of

the secondaries and distal half of the
primaries, which are fringed in the female
with grey, and in the male with glossy
purple and black.

Juvenile.—The juvenile is very distinct

from the adult, having a pale yellow chin

and throat instead of black, and the rest of
the under-parts whitish-buff, barred with

.

brown on the flanks .and sides, besides other
less prominent distinctions. The outer webs
of the wing-feathers distinguish the sexes as
in the adult.

First Winter.—Except for the tail-
feathers, wing- feathers and primary coverts,
the juvenile plumage is moulted in the first
autumn and the birds then resemble the I

adults.

Greenfinch [Chloris ch. chloris).

Adults. Complete moult in early autumn,
sometimes commencing as early as May or
June. No moult in spring, but abrasion
makes the plumage in both sexes brighter
and greener. The female is considerably
browner and less green than the male, and
the yellow in the tail and wing-feathers is
less extensive.

Juvenile.—Somewhat like the adult female,
but distinctly streaked on the upper and
under-parts with dark brown and the wing-
coverts reddish-brown. The sexes can be
distinguished by the amount of yellow in the,
tail- and wing- feathers.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is,
moulted as in the Hawfinch, with the addi-
tion of two or three of the innermost
secondaries. The birds then become like the
adults.

British Goldfinch
(Carduelis c. britannica).

Adults.—Complete moult in August or
.September. No moult in spring, but abra-
sion makes the nuchal spot apd under-parts
whiter, and the white tips to the wing- and
tail-feathers gradually become worn off. The
male and female are alike.

Juvenile.—The juvenile differs strikingly
from the adult, as the head is greyish-buff
streaked and spotted with brown and with-
out any crimson and black. The rest of the
upper-parts are like the head, and the under-
parts are spotted and. streaked. The inner
secondaries have broad buff, instead of white
tips, and the distal halves of the greater
coverts are buff instead of yellow. Sexes
alike.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

moulted as in the Greenfinch, but the birds
can be distinguished from the adults by the
small tips of the tail- and wing-feathers
being huffish instead of pure white. These
distinctive tips, however, become mostly
worn off by the summer.

(To be continued.)

My Idea of an Ideal
Yorkshire.

By J. A. Greens Taie, Cage Bird

Supt., Bristol, F.A.

I
SHALL perhaps find some justification

and recompense in penning these notes
if I am able either to interest or amuse

the seasoned fancier for a few moments, at a
time when some diversion from the daily
papers and the horrors of the world’s con-
flict is very desirable and beneficial. If at
the same time I can be of some little help to
beginners, I shall then feel doubly rewarded.
To my mind, the great attraction of the

A: orkshire Canary is eminently its symmetry
of shape, and as a typical Yorkshire is the
very embodiment of symmetry, we will first

deal with the essential points for type. I

put chest first and paramount, because on the
position of the chest lies the whole founda-
tion of type to my view, as unless it is placed
high up, well in line with the tops of wing
butts, and is the widest part of the body
when looked at in profile, we lose that wedge
shape and length of side so much desired.

The Setting of the Legs.
The next essential factor toward type or
symmetry is thighs, and their position. Their
right position should be well up the sides,

toward the wing butts as much as possible,
to give the necessary balance of carriage and
jaunty style, and they should be long and
well clothed with short feather down to the
legs

; the legs should also he long, showing a
good elbow at the top to avoid a stilted

appearance, and carried well under the body,
more like cricket stumps than goal posts, ter-

minating in a neat pair of feet with rather
long and fine toes, to enable the bird to get a
good gTip on the perch. When the thighs
and legs are so placed, they appear to give
that length of waist which, when it is well
feathered and reaches well in under the tail,

completes the long tapering line o.f body from
the chest.

The next in order, I think, is the back,
which should be straight from the top of the
shoulder, well rounded at the sides, with the
highest part in the centre all down, very
much like the side of a man’s hand, starting
from the wrist and tapering down to the
little finger into a pencil thickness by the
tail, which should be long and in direct line

with and in continuation of the back, and
should appear as if its purpose was to support
the tips of the wings.

The Wings and Tail Well Packed.
The wings should have well concealed

butts, be carried close into the side, and
should he long enough to reach well down
the tail, and terminate in two fine points

resting close together on the tail, the points

more like the pointed blade of a pair scissors

than the blunt side.

On top of such a well shaped and balanced
body we want a good head and neck ;

I have
noticed that most writers experience some
difficulty in describing it, and they always
will, I think.

To my mind, it is largely a matter of pro-

portion. The neck should certainly be
long enough to give a bird a nervy and grace-

ful poise of head, and should gradually re-

cede inwards from the base (making a good
round finish to the previously-mentioned high-

placed chest), in a gentle curve, not sufficient

to give a drawn-in or pinched appearance.
It should gradually curve out again, and
finish in a sharp turn-out, that ends in the

lower mandible, without showing any break
or chuck at the throat, and making the sym-
metry of the front of the bird complete.
The back of the neck should hardly curve

in at all, only sufficiently to break the severe
straight line from the shoulder, and should
round up at the back of the head in a sharp
curve, with perhaps a more elongated curve
across the top of the head, coming down
gently on to the beak, with the merest sus-
picion of a cushion at the base of the top
mandible, to well cover the nostrils.
The skull should be narrow (from eye to

eye) at the top, swelling outward at the sides,
with the eye well fixed in the centre and
fairly large to give a bold and fearless ex-
pression. The ear apertures to be well
covered by feather, making a full cheek,
which also assists toward a bold expression.
The beak should be small at the .base, curv-

ing down slightly in the top mandible to a
neat dull point, and of a smooth pink ;psarl
appearance in a clear or ticked bird.

Right on the Mark.
If we are the fortunate possessors of a bird

of the shape and style I have tried to de-
scribe we are very near the mark so far as
regards type and symmetry, but it certainly
is a long way from the “ ideal ” exhibition
Yorkie unless it is well covered with smooth,
short body feather of silky texture and good
colour and bloom, which latter is the best
evidence of good health and condition.

When space permits, with our Editor’s in-

dulgence, I shall be pleased to give further-

notes on personal views and methods of man-
agement, mating, etc.

[We are sure that an account of Mr. Green-
slade’s methods of mating, etc., would be of
great value to our readers, and we shall

anticipate with interest his fulfilment of hi*
kind promise.—Editor Cage Birds. 1
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Correspondence.
The Birds Missing from an

Edinburgh Show.
Sir. Many thanks for inserting last week

my letter re missing birds. I am sorry to

say that up till writing 1 have no word of

them, neither have tho police. So I have
come to the conclusion they have been stolen.

A. W. Watson.

Four Specials at Y.C.C. Show
Held at Dublin.

Sir,—I wish to state that I bred the

Cinnamon Ticked hen which won four

specials at the above show. I sold her three

weeks before the show for a very modest
sum. Kho is an over year-old bird. I

showed her twice last season. Cork and
Kingstown ; rho was 3rd at Cork and only

commended at Kingstown.
D. Buckley.

The Keeping of Fresh-caught
Goldfinches.

Sir,—May I appeal, through your "aluable

columns, for information on how to keep
fresh-caught Goldfinches. I give an aperient

onco weekly, and attend to them well, but
Still I cannot keep them. If some of your
readers who have had experience with these

birds will kindly give me a few hints on how
to treat thorn after I reccivo them from the

dealers, 1 should bo much obliged.

Gordie.

The Hybrids from Cock Bull-
finch and Hen Goldfinch.

Sir,—At Bridlington show I had the

pleasure of seeing Sir Luke White’s Bullfinch-

Goldfinch Hybrids which ho had sent for

exhibition, not for competition. Ono of

them is a good specimen of tho cross, dis-

playing the parentage of both birds, but
taking more after tho Goldfinch, showing
wing bars, moons, buttons and blaze well

;

also the bars of tho Bullfinch. It has the

Goldfinch beak (a dark horn colour) and the
feathers at the back of the skull and round
the neck are dark brown to black, but taken
on the whole a bad colour throughout—not

the colour of the cross when bred the reverse

way. The other bird, which appeared to be
a. hen, shows the Goldfinch well, but nothing

<)f the Bullfinch whatever. I understand they

came out of two different nests. I trust the

above will be of interest.

F. F. Potter.

Should Present-day Exhibtion
Lancashires be Abolished?

Sir,—Allow me a few lines in your valu-

able paper in answer to Mr. Fuller’s remarks
re Lancashires at the last Manchester show.
He makes a statement that he was present

during judging and did not see any Lanca-
shire Coppies—in his opinion they were
Crests. 1 beg to state that I bought my
strain of Lancashires, which I had no occa-

sion to doubt, from a successful breeder and
exhibitor some eight or nine years ago, and
whatever Crest is in them was in them then,

as there has been rone put in since. I bred
from them, and all the birds I possess at the
present time have been bred by me. As my
business prevents me showing as much as I

should like, I am compelled to stage a few
when and where I can. I may say that the
ticked buff Mr. Fuller saw at Manchester,
out of about a dozen times showing has been
placed first on each occasion, with one ex-

ception, when he was put second, under very
successful exhibitors of this variety as judges
—the late J. Garner, J. Swalwell, B. Clegg,

R. Barrass, and C. A. House. This includes

lsts 3 years in succession at Manchester show.
I am convinced he is the best buff Coppy liv-

ing. If such men as I have mentioned do
not know a Coppy when they see one I don’t
know who does. I may say that the report

that followed after he was placed second,
convinced me still more, and I shall remain
convinced, until he is beaten, that he is an
ideal Lancashire, and I repeat, the best buff

Coppy living. My other bird, 3rd in the hen
class, is a daughter of the above, bred last

•Tune, so now about five months old, and she
is also as pure bred as him.

H. Jameson.

Sip, —

I

t was no surprise to find Mr. Fitton
endeavouring to convey the impression that
the influence of “Teddy” Fuller’s presence
at Manchester shew during judging was
detrimental to his probable success. I must
object to his remarks; that is, if he intended
them for me. Barker Clegg judged the Lan-
cashires at Manchester, and awarded the
honours in accordance with the schedule for

purity of breed, etc. The remark I made in

the presence of Mr. Fuller and another or
two officials when judging a certain class was
perfectly correct, and very applicable with
such a class before mo. Don't run away with
the idea that it applied to the whole section.

Now a few remarks on the heading of this

controversy. I should be sorry to see any
further decay in the variety. Still, show
committees cannot give an extended classifi-

cation without they get supported with more
entries than was tho case at Manchester.
Therefore I would suggest two classes only,

one for Coppies and ono for l’lainheads, until

these classes fill well. You will remember
Georgo (if not, your father will) the con-
troversy on the deterioration of the Lanca-
shire almost a quarter of a century ago.

Well, it demands more than a controversy
now. It needs tho fanciers who hold the

blood to be more combined in their object,

to concentrate their endeavours bolely on the

promulgation of tho variety. A dozen good,

earnest fanciers, combined in their otject,

could advance the Lancashire again in a few
years, similarly to what tho Manchester, Old-

ham, Rochdale and Ashton districts advanced
the variety in the middle of the last century,

and brought the birds to the highest standard
of perfection possible. How many will enrol

for the object? Wo are certainly much in-

debted to the Fitton family for the tenacity

with which they have endeavoured to keep
tho variety going. I should like to hear your
idea, George, on the future of the Lancashire

and tho best course to adopt to ensure its

success. Never mini having a go at

“Teddy.” He won’t do you any harm; he
is ono of the old school. I know him, and
I knew him over thirty years ago, when he
lived in Manchester. He then had a good
room and a good stock of Lancashires, and
ho knows a good bird when he sees it. What
he has now, I cannot say. 1 have r.ot seen

his birds at Glossop, but I intend to pay him
a visit at an early date, as I Lave been in-

vited.

Barker Clegg.

The Becent Liverpool and
District Show.

Sir,—-Please allow us to thank all exhibi-

tors for their kind support. Our aim was to

secure about 400 entries, as we considered

this the maximum we could stage and handle
with comfort, and as the entries totalled

about 350, as a first venture, we have every
reason to be satisfied. We received no com-
plaints, so take it for granted that satisfac-

tion was general, and should like to intimate

that we shall hold a similar show next season,

on a larger and more elaborate scale, with
fixed prize money. Our best thanks are also

due to the local fanciers who so kindly lent

their aid as stewards.
Arthur G. Hunt.

For Sterling Seed Co.

Some Novel Views on Breeding
Procedure.

Sir,—No doubt many, with me, have seen

in a flight a dozen hens, and have noticed a

certain lot out of that quantity with clogged

feet, l’ou can’t tell why it is so, for the feet

of the remainder of the hens are perfectly

clean and always are clean. Do what you
will the feet of the others are always clogged

up. Well, take notice of those hens during
the breeding season. One does not know how
to manage with them. Dirty feet make dirty

nests; if the hen is too lazy to clean her feet,

she is too lazy to clean her nest, so her
young ones go down, as a rule. Scrap those

hens. Use the clean-footed hens, and see

the difference in the nest, also the young.

As for feeding, breeders will find that they
are told they must give a hen some egg food

cn her 13th day of incubation, yolk only, with
Osborne biscuits, for the first week, or they
will not rear the young. Bosh ! Away with
it. Y'our hen during incubation has been in

a state of fever and because she has hatched
out a clutch of. say, five, you are adding to

her fever with high feeding. Do you want
to get her temperature any higher? I say
no ; reduce her temperature. Seed is a more
natural food than egg and Osborne biscuit.

I give hemp seed, the best on the market,
for the first three days, then a little egg
food to help her on. and as much fresh chick-

weed as she likes. During the winter months
let your hens have the use of a good flight

cage, and a bath often. If they won’t bathe,

dip them into water once a week ; there is

nothing like water for condition. That is

how I treat my birds, and I have good, con-

sistent stock-getters, and no so-called

“sweating” hens.
W. Payey.

Use only our specially prepared and up-to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a
great help to, and a double cheek for judges, while
there is always a slip tree to be 6cut to tho printers

of tho catalogue.
Prices:—! Copy, Gd. post free.

6 Copies 2/6 post free.
12 Copies a/6 post free.

A sample page on application to “CAGE BIRDS,”
164, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Another Aspect of the Novice
Question.

Sir,—I have read tho reply from the
secretary of Chester G.B.S. Ho tells us that
the father of thfc winner in novice class has
no interest in the birds. I was at the show,
and heard him distinctly throw out a chal-
lenge to Mr. It. to show him for £10 with
his “ ould yellow ” against anything Mr. It.

has in his room. I have heard that Mr. It.

has been sport enough to take him on, and
proferred the winnings to the Red Cross
Society; but I have since heard that when
they met to deposit their stakes the father
says he never made a challenge. Mr.
Cavanagh, I wish you and the society better
luck next time.

— A N. Other.

Sir,— I was rather surprised at “ Novice ”

asking for a fair and plain answer when he
knows very well he did not give a fair and
plain view of the case. Exhibitor No. 1
lives with his father, but the father gave up
exhibiting eight years ago. Over two years
ago the father was taken with a serious ill-

ness, and at that time gave stock and
appliances over to the son (present exhibitor).
The father is quite often unable to leave his
bed for a week at a time, let alone look after
birds. The sale and management of the birds
are entirely in their owner’s hands (the son).

When he joined the society the novice ques-
tion was gone into, and every member
present voted him a novice. The points, I

may say, were not equal, as four points
divided the winner from the Tunner-up.

Anxious.

Breeding the Bearded Reedling
in Captivity.

Sir,—May I venture to suggest that Mr.
Weston's definition of breeding in confine-
ment and captivity in your issue of Nov. *20

leaves something to be desired in the event
of such terms becoming accepted as typical
of certain methods. How, for instance,
would hybrids bred in cages or indoor
aviaries be distinguished? It seems to me
that the case of the Bearded Reedlings at
Tring cannot even be properly termed breed-
ing in confinement., seeing that the birds for
all practical purposes were in a state of
nature, whilst in the cijse of Dr. Lovell-
Keays, if my memory is correct, the birds
were bred in an open-air aviary of such size

that large shrubs grew in it and left suffi-

cient space for several persons to wander
a,bout within its limits. The latter might very

Sir,—

A

s the judge who wrongly classed

the supposed Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid
at Carlisle Show, I am sure you will grant
nie space to reply to the decision of your
experts, published in the last issue of Cage
Birds. While they have been most careful

to somewhat justify my wrong classing this

bird, they go ou to describe various little

shadings of colour and actions of the bjrd

in the endeavour to justify its being called

a Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid. 1 deeply
sympathise with them in their task, and at

^lie same time would point out that the sup-

posed little differences they describe can be
found in scores of genuine Song Thrushes,

particularly hen birds. As experts I should
have expected them to be aware of this fact,

which is indisputable by any one versant
with the Thrush family. It has also been
cited that. Mr. Anderson sent mo the actual
Blackbird’s egg-shell which the said bird was
supposed to have been hatched from. It is

quite true Mr. Anderson did send me tho
shell of a Blackbird’s egg

;
but what, evi-

dence is that that the bird in dispute was
hatched from it? None whatever. I can
supply a score of Blackbird’s egg-shells if

necessary. I will go even further, and say
that the bird in dispute was never hatched
from a Blackbird’s egg, and I will trust in

the bird for my defence. In making this

statement I do not imply any dishonest in-

tentions to Mr. Anderson, but would suggest

that by some means or other Thrush eggs
have got mixed up with his Blackbird’s

eggs, and that the. disputed bird is the result.

Mr. Anderson also offered to supply me with
a list of witnesses in this drama of bird life.

I, however, told him I did not require such
evidence; tho bird I examined was my best

evidence, which bird is nothing more or less

than on ordinary Song Thrush. Had I had
any doubt in my mind upon the matter the

bird would have liad (the benefit of that
doubt. As it is, if tho bird were to come
under my judgment again I should repeat
my decision at Carlisle Show. I do not say
that this bird was not reared in an aviary,
and possibly by a Blackbird, but I do most
emphatically say the bird is not a Hybrid.
I shall be ono of the first to acknowledge a
genuine Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid, but
not such as was exhibited at Carlisle, which
has no characteristics whatever of a Black-
bird. I had noth' to gain in taking Ihe

well be termed restricted liberty, but is
scarcely what one has in mind when speaking
or writing of captivity as applied to small
birds or any other small creatures. May not
the case at Tring be much more correctly
termed a case of the birds having been Fred
“ under observation,” leaving the term “con-
finement” to apply to such cases as that of
Dr. Lovell-Kcays, and reserving tho term
“bred in captivity ” for birds bred in small
indoor aviaries and cages—in short, just what
the term implies, in captivity? It seems to
mo that this would bo a far more satisfac-
tory and correct terminology.

Claude St. JortN.
[We aro under the impression that Dr.

Kjfeays bred the Bearded Reedlings in one of
his aviaries of not particularly large size.—

>

Editor, “C.B.”J
Cork

.

What’s the Matter with City
of Glasgow Show ?

Sir,—

A

bout tho beginning of September
the joint secretaries of the abovo Society
called a meeting in Mr. Thompson’s (the Pre-
sident) rooms to give their report on avail-
able Halls in Glasgow suitable for this So-
ciety’s requirements. The only hall near
suitable was the Sheppard’s Halls in Batli
Street, three in number (where the great Red
Cross show is to be held at the New Year).
After much consideration the largo majority
of the members present were of the opinion
that owing to the state of the country, and
that no hall capable of staging about 1,500
birds, with ample, ronrn for visitors (similar
to the Stirling Road Hall), could be obtained,
wc should not hold a show this year. This
was moved and carried. There was no other
way out, owing to the unique position tho
City of Glasgow Society holds, it being tho
only ono in Britain, to my knowledge, that
pays 36s. per class should only five birds
compete, and 15s. first prizo should only one
bird come forward. We have a tidy nest egg
to fall back on, but it was risking too much
without a suitable hall. There was a motion
that we restrict the prize money, but almost
from its inception the City Society has paid
full prize money, and nearly all present were
loth to depart from this. Further, the Com-
mittee could hardly do so without a general
meeting of the members. I hope this explana-
tion will satisfy “Briar Bush,” and I can
assure him that immediately the management
see their way to hold a show that will uphold
the glorious traditions of the City of Glasgow
O.A. it will be done.

course I did with this bird ; but I had a
public duty to perform, which was to see

that only genuine hybrids were allowed to

compete in a class for hybrids. Not wishing
to be egoistical, I would suggest that this

bird be sent to a number of our largest

shows, anv that may take place before the
close of this season and again next season,

so that it may come under a number of our
recognised Hybrid and British bird judges ;

that it may also be seen by the leading exhi-

bitors at the said shows. I have no fear as

to what the verdict would be—simply a Seng
Thrush.

John Robson.
[We value Mr. Robson’s -opinion (none more

so), and to this, of course, he is fully en-

titled to adhere. The experts who examined
the bird here simply gave their own views
without, as it hardly seems needful to say,

regard to personal considerations. Tho only

comment wo have to make on Mr. Robson's

letter is that if Mr. Anderson's bird is a Song
Thrush, it is begging the question to suggest

that he has made a “mistake.” The onlv

hen in tho aviary was a Blackbird, therefore

if the young were hatched from her eggs they

must be one of two things, viz., either Hy-
brids or pure blackbirds. The latter possi-

bility is eliminated by reason of the fact that

no male Blackbird was present. If the birds

are puro Song Thrushes, then they could bo

hatched only from eggs introduced into the

nest by Mr.' Anderson, or some other person

having access to the aviary, in which case

the shells would at once establish their iden-

tity. Mr. Anderson has stated that two nests

of young were hatched, and birds reared from

each ; ho has sent us signed statements of

witnesses to this effect; lie lias written an

account of the operations (published in our

issue of June 12); he has produced shells of

tho eggs of a Blackbird as being those out

of which the young came. Therefore, if Mr.

Robson is correct', Mr. Anderson stands con-

victed of something for which the term

“mistake” is much too kind a word. - Ed.

Cage Birds.]

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDUlt, esp chilly

when hens are sitting. Don't forget to do thia just

previous to the ecus hutching, to destroy the licit

Mile. Kills all 'n.- n.. M. 'into • to tfvorv'thlna cl. .

John McLat . Vice -Pres.

Identity of Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid Challenged.
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' SKSHOWS oonlimiotl from page 300.

BIRMINGHAM.
Birmingham City C.U.S. held its open show

TR-c. 1 ami ", in splendid room at tlio Crown Hotel,
an excellent room, well lighted by electricity, m>
mating it' easy to geo every exhibit. Birds
were staged on three tiers round the room and
down the centre, leaving plenty of room for spec-
tators. The enterprising cllorta of the management,
were crowned with success, for they had) an entry
close on 700. The oriicials who deal .--o effectively

with the unpacking and staging were Messrs. H. T.
Collier and W. C. Wells,' show manages <i

; A. Broad-
luirst, chair.; .1. 11. do Maillct, vios clmir. ; W.
Itahy, .1. Childs. .1. WaTd, II, Sheldon, .1. Tessy.
The worthy president, Mr. J. A. Eckersley, was
ever on the go, and of the management in general
wo have nothing but the very highest praise. The
society is very lucky to find such a grand sec. as
Mr. A. C Shirley, who did wonderfully well; he
possesses line taet. and ability, and was ever at his
post- lie was ably assisted by the vice-chairman,
J. H. de Maillct, who proves a very valuable asset
to the society. Champion Nor. brought together 112,

tut average of 14 per class, and a liner lot one could
not lmvo wished to see. Four classes were put on
for novices, and rightwcll did they patronise them,
the niunlver being lit), a little more than 17 per
class, 'lhc hen and unftighted staged by A. Bridg-
water were gratuli specimen,s for any novice to
possess. Norwich Greens, although under the
patronage of Green Canary Association, only mus-
tered 20 in four classes, but there were some grand
exhibits among them. Champ. Yorks. com-
manded the next seven classes with ICO entries.

Mr. W. ('. Wells capturing three lsts with grand
birds, and Novice Yorks, responded splendidly in

their four classes, for they mustered SO, and the
licit staged, by Colin Brown v.as eimply a treat.
Mules and Hybrids proved a grand collection, Mr.
R. 1). Parlett's well-known champion White Rose
beading its class, looking better than ever. British
were a very nice lot, 113 in seven classes. Many
well-known faces were among the visitors. Mr. .1.

Robson judged Norwich. Greens and Crests, and
Sir. .1. H. Roe the remainder.
NOR. YELL. OK. (14): Grand class: 1, 2, Sews,

gems, leader clinking shape, fine round head, full

neck, grand round chest, good size for a short one,
nice level col., 2nd shade larger, rich eo!., grand
shape, lovely qual., hardly the front of leader; 3.

Cook, rare head and neck, red hot, good shaped
body, full of qual.; 4, Mrs. Twcddle, nice size,

good bead and neck, fine shape, a bit sluggish in

wing caw.: vhc, c, Fox
:

lie, Crawsliaw. BUFF (14):

1, Stubbs Bros., grand size and shape, fine bead and
neck, splendid front, well across the pcrcli, nice

mealing on a good col.
; 2, P. V. Williams, massive

head and neck, good col. and qual., short, well
braced wings and tail : 3, Thomas, grand type, with
true Norwich properties, good round head, full neck,
plenty of front, well braced wings, must have made
the leaders gallop ; 4, Eckersley, good size, col. and
corn!., fails a little in wing earn.; vhc, Judd; he,

Shirley; e. Hirst. MKD. OR VAR. (13): 1, Brown
Bros., buff, wing mkd., real good one, true type,
neat round hem! and full neck, splendid round chest,
well across the perch, short wings and tail; 2,

Hathaway, buff, neck mkd., immense size, best of
heads, full neck, lovely col. and qual.. a tight run;
3, Crawsliaw, eye and wing mkd. yell., lovely size,

good head and neck, grand col. and cond.
;
4, -Broad-

burst, head and wing mkd. yell., nice size, col. and
cond., well put down ; vhc, Hulse ; h-c. Fox ; c,

Thomas. YE'LL. HF.N (12) : We noticed some well-

known winners down in this class owing to size: 1,

Eckersley, immense size, splendid col., lovely qual.,

round as a ball, full in head and neck ; 2, Fielding,
another smasher, great size, good head and neck,
lovely col. and qual.. deep chest, neat wings and
tail, must have pressed: 3, Bastock, good col., very
shapely, nice cond., hardly the size ; 4, Airton, nice
size, good head and neck : vhc. Collier ; he. Frost
and Rogers; c. Hirst. BUFF (13): Wonderful class:

1, Cook, grand size, short, cobby body, lovely shape,
fine action, broad head, well filled neck, lovely
feather, in the pink, an easy win

; 2, Thomas, sweet
head and neck, tight 36 a Java, grand eoh, neat
wings and tail

; 3, Sears, nice size, good head and
neck, capital col. and qual., bold front; 4, Growd-
ridge, head, wing mkd., nice shape and feather;
vhc, Eckersley; he, Kaberrv; c, Shirley. UNFLIG.
YELL. (14) : Another good class for type and qual.

:

1, Hulse, true Nor., red hot, grand size and shape,
well across the perch, good wings, tail, cond., and
carr. ; 2, Askey and Wood, grand head and neck,
lovely col. and cond., beautifully moulded body,
clean cut away, short wings and tail; 3, r pi, Eckers-
ley, nice size, col. and cond., grand round body,
well across, fails a little in head to leaders; 4, Air-

ton, cap inkd., lovely size, grand col. and qual.,

in lovely order, might have gone up one ;
vhc, Craw-

shaw
;
he, Stubbs Bros.; c, Eckersley. BUFF (15);

3, Crawsliaw, real stormcr, needs no comment, an
easy win; 2. Judd, lovely size and ec!., gtgn-d shape
and fine front, well across perch, neat head, short
wings and tail; 3, Godloy, lovely col., full of qual.,

grand head and back, nice mealing; 4 ,
Fielding, nice

shape and size, short flights and tail, good feather;
vhc. Cook ; he, Askey and Wood ; c, Eckersley. 'UN-
FLIG. HEN (17) : Wonderful class, two sets of

winn-TVs easy: 1, Godley, a perfect treat, grand size,

rare shape, round as a hall, short wings and tail,

grand depth, lovely feather; 2, Thomas, cl. yell.,

real gem, lovely col. and qual.. neat round head,
well filled neck and good deep chest; 3, Emery, cl.

yell., fne size, grand type, full of col. and qual.,

line head,- neat wings and tail; 4, Saunders, yell,

mkd., grand size, fine head and neck, just a hit

coarse- vhc, Hathaway: lie, Hathawav ; c, Cook.
YELL. Civ. NOV. (13): J, vhc, Hunter, el. leading,
grand size, nice subs., lovely col. and qua!., neat
round head and well-filled neck

; 2, Day and Burgess,
mkd., grand shape, lovely col. and qual., fine head
and neck; 3, Bradley, cl., nice shape and size, neat,
grand col. and comi. : 4, Westwood, neat, well-filled

head and neck, nice eoh: he, Pearson; c, Fugli.

BUFF (14): 1, Byles, grand shape, and size, lovely
feather, good head and neck, in lovely order, wins;
2% Day and Burgess, grand size and shape, good
bead and neck, lovely col. and qual. ; 3. Phelps, head
and neck mkd., lovely head and neck, fine shape,
r-ol. and qual.; 4. .Miss Cullwick, el., grand size and
shape, neat head and neck, lovely col. and qual.;
vhc, Jtuntor : he, Westwood; c, Dean. HEN NOV.
(19): 1, Bridgwater, mkd. buff, lovely shape, col.,

and qual., neat head, well-filled neck, correct wings
and tail; 2, Trout, cl. hulT, good head and neck,
nice shape, lovely col. and qual., hardly the size of
leader; Westwood,- eye mkd. buff, tight as wax,
pice col. and cond., lovely feather, wry neat; 4,

Byles, mkd. yell., splendid size. col. and qual.. lovely
head and neck; vhc. Hunter; lie. King; c. Day and
Rturgess. UNFLIG. (23): 1. Bridgwater, good cl.
buff, Dam shape, grand head and neck, lovely col.
and cond,; 2, .Tones, mkd. yell., hot col., fine shape,
nice featliV, neat wings ami tail; 3, Dean, cl veil
nice size arm shape, good col. and corn! ; 4, vhc,
Phelps, tkd. biilf, lovelv size. col. and ual • he
Hunter; c, P.arson. (lit. SELF &R, Fen YELL.

UK. (<!) : 1, Walker, grand 'shape, fine #lz.
, good

head, wcll-iilbwi ns-ek, grand bock, neat wing and
tail ; 2, Handley, fino size, good sound head, com-
pact wings and tall, good round chest; 3, Metcalfe,
grand shape and front, lovely feather, lose, in size
to leadin'.

; 4, Thornton; vhc, Pugh; lie, Growdrldgc.
BUFF (<i) : 1, Handley, nice size, good head and
neck, hold front, round as a ball, lovely feather; 2,
Thornton, lovely shape ami cond., bold head1 arid
neck and front, neat wings ami tail; 3, Pugh, grand
size amt shape, nleo feather and cond., hanily the
size of leaders; 4, Walker; vhc, Handley; he,
Roberts. YELL. HEN (41: 1, Thornton

,
grand shape,

nice size, good head and neck, short, wings and tail;
2, Walker, self, lovely shape and feather, neat
wings and- tail, falls in head to leader; 3, Handley;
he. Judd. BUFF (4): 1, Metcalfe, self., grand shape
and size, beautifully moulded, good round chest,
neat wings and tail; 2, Thornton, self, grand head
and nee-k, full front, well across porch, lovely feather*
3, Pugh; 4, Walker. YORKS. YELL. OK. (13): 1, c,
Wells and Clempson, grand type, nice, a blaze of
cob, smooth as gldss, on a good pair of pins, lovely
bead, back, and* winy; 2, Dykes, wonderful length,
good head and wings, idee level col., best of legs,
full of swagger; 3, Buckingham, plenty of length,
lovely eol. and feather, proper wedge shape, stands
well; 4. Dr. Craig, beautiful 6ha;>c and style, very
neat wings, pipe tail; vhc, no name; lie, Austin.
BUFF (Ri): 1 , Dr. Craig, grand length. A1 pos.,
lovely feather, perfect stand on a fine pair of legs,
tight as wax; 2, Dykes, shade stouter, lovely length,
of flight; well carried, perfect condition,
staged well ; 3, e< Wells and Clempson, beautiful
type ami qual., yrand length, nice pipe tail

; 4, Beau-
mont, grizzle, wing mkd., line length, rare qual.,
neat wings and tail; vhc, Thomas ; he, Cowley.
MKD. OR VAR. (1C); 1, lie, Austin, eye and wing
mkd. yell., nice length, col. and pos., lovely wedge
.shape, good head, neat wings and tail; 2, 3, Wells
and Clcmpson, huff mkd. leading, for type ami
quality just grand, good lio,ad, neck, wings and tail,

fine drive, 3rd yell., lovely .length, fine pos., grand
pair or pins; 4, 'Thomas, eye mkd. buff, lovely tdmpe
and style, feather like glass; vlic, Harrison: c,

Richards. YELL. HEN (7) : 1. Dr. Craig, grand hen,
fine length, straight as a rush, slim and stylish,
rich col., good head, neck, well carried wings and
nice pipe tail; 2. 3, Wells and Clempson, leader
eye ami wing rnkd., lovely length, tight as wax, A1
pcs. and cond., 3rd fine length, shape and style,
rather pale in col.; 4, Dykes, nice styJe, very slim;
vhc, Buckingham; he, Millencarnp and Hinton; e,

Smith. BUFF (11): 1, Weils and Clempson, tkd.,
nice length, neat head, wings and tail, well upon
legs, full of nerve, a good one: 2, Thomas, lovely
lehgth, neat head and neck, well carried wings and
pipe tail, lovely shape, well cut away; 3, Dykes, cl.,

grand length, smooth as a bottle, Al pos., full of
nerve, lovely carried wings and pipe tail, must have
pressed tremendously; 4, e, Austin, Cinnamon mkd.,
tine hen, nice length, lovely qual. - vhc, Cowley; lie.

Smith. UNFLIG. ' YELL. (11): 1, spl, 3, Wells and
Clcmpson, grand eol. and qual, A1 pos., on a fine

pair of legs, nice silky feather, shade loose at sides,
3rd grand length, very stylish, lovely qual., rare
wing carr., pale in col.; 2, Dykes, correct length,
fine pos., lovely shaped head, nioe wings and tail

well carried, on good legs, might have taken premier
honours

; 4, Harrison, rare feather and style, slim
and sound in col. ; vhc. Frost and Rogers ; he, Cow-
ley, c, Lar.ie. BUFF (11): 1, YY'ells and Clempson,
grizzled mkd., splendid length, full of nerve, well
up on leg, A1 pos., fine length of wing well carried,
nice pipe tail; 2, Dykes, straight as a rush, fine

length, col., and cond., good wings and tail, lovely
qual.

; 3, Cowley, grand length, head and back,
lovely qual. of feather, a hit rough on brea-st ; 4,

Dr. Craig, wonderful length and style, grand pos.
and feather, fish tailed; vhc. ^Holliday

;
he. Lane;

c, Richards. UNFLIG. HEN *(18) : 1, Dykes, el.

yell., charming damsel, wonderful length, AI pee.,

level col., teeming with qual., grand pair of legs,

easy win; 2, vhc, Cowley, cl. yell., nice length, rich

in col., feathered like glass, wings and tail perfect,
correct stand; 3, Holliday, fine length, lovely qual.,

nice wedge shape, Al pos.; 4, Beaumont, eye tkd.
yell., lare qual., fine wing carr.. very stylish; he,
Wells and Clempson. NOV. Y'ELL. CK. (14): 1.

A. Taylor, grand length and pos., neat shape, nice
level eoh, well up on good legs; 2, Clarke, nice
length and pos., fine silky feather, lovely head,
wings and tail ; 3, Brown, eye and wing mkd., slim
and stylish, good on leg, nice pos. ami cond.

; 4,

Welch, el., nice length, grand pos., good col. and
cond.

:
vhc, Watts; he. Greenhouse; c, Swir.den.

BUFF (5); 1, Sergeant Thomas, eye mkd., grand-
length and t.vpe, nice head, full neck, wings, and
tail correct; 2, Stuart, lovely length, good on leg,

beautiful qual., tieh level col., slim and stylish;

3, Brown, mkd., good length, nice pos., grand qual.
and shape, well carried wings and tail

; 4, Stuart,
cl., good length and pos., nice col. and style; vhc,
Chattaway : he, Parker Bros.; c, Hawkesford. HEN
(1-1) : 1, Brown, real beauty, cl. yell., wonderful
length, straight as a rush, Al pos., fine silky

feather, rich col., easy win: 2, Taylo-r, cl. buff, cor-

rect length, good head, neck, back, and splendid
wing carr., a bit loose at sides; 3. Tc-nlson, cl. yell.

,

nice length, Al pos., lovely qual. and style, nice
col.

; 4, Nash, c). buff, great length, lovely feather,
full neck am! baejf ; vhc, Stuart; he, Watts; c,

Hawkesford. UNFLIG. (19): 1, Green, lovely length-,

nioe pos. and style, well up on leg, good h- ad, back
and wing carr.; 2, spl, vhc, cl. buff, Swinden, body,
wings and tail perfect, rich level eoh, nice style;
3. Taylor, tkd. yell., rare length and type, hot col-
nice feather; 4, Parker Bros., neck and wing mkd.,
fine length and- pos., rare type, fine cond.; vhc,
Thomas; c, Rrotty. CREST (4); 1, Smith, large,
round, well-formed crest, with good droop, neat
centre, splendid body; 2, Barker, mkd., immense
size, nice shape, nice circular crest, well radiated
and drooped; 3, Padmore, varieg., crest radiated;
4, Steel, nice crest,- lovely qual. (J.-B. (5) : 1, vhc,
Barker, green, immense size, good skull, wealth
of head feather, long and wide ; 2, 3, Smith, leader
varieg., good length of head feather, lovely size
and cond., 3rd well lashed, head, nice length of
head feather, hardly the size; 4, Steel. CREST,
1915 (4) ; 1, Smith, varieg, large, round, thick crest,
grand droop, fine centre; 2, Barker, varieg., long,
well drooping crest, hardly the width of leader; 3,
Mills

; J, Ward. C.B., 1915 (2) : 1, 2, Smith, grand pair,
green leading, wonderful size, wealth of head feather,
nice cond. CREST OR C.B., NOV. (9): 1, Wyatt,
varieg. Crest, fine drooping crest, grand centre; 2,
3, Mrs. Madagan, C.B. leading, large body, good
skull, well thatched, 3rd Crest, varieg., neat round
crest, rare veiny feather; 4, Cox; vhc. Ward; he,
Cox; c, Padmore. GINN. (11): 1, 3, Godley, beau-
ties, leaders grand col. and conch, lovely shape,
good heat) and neck. 3rd fine size, col. and cord., in
lovely order; 5, Mrs. Twiddle, buff, grand size
and shape, good head and. neck; 4, Brown, nice size,
grand col. and qual.; vhc, Mills; he, Tlviddlc; o,

Sheard and Ellis. LINN., 1915 (6); j, Derry, grand
shape, good head and neck, lovely carr., round a.s

a ball ; 2, Godley, nice shape and size, good col.
and qual., shade longer; 3, be, Brown, good size,

lovely feather, hardly the subs.; 4, Mills; vhc.
Southern. B-OP.D. Y'ELL. (8); 1, Bennett, cl., real

DARLINGTON.
The Darlington C. Ii.fi. held Its annual show In the

Cooperative Hall on November 27 an ideal place,
free from draughts and heated with hot water pipes.
The above society is an amalgamation of the two
previous societies, and has lately been re modelled
it has not held an open show tirice 1912, and is to
bo congratulated on its pluck In running ong at the
present time. Had the Canary classes filled better
it would have been very encouraging. The total
entry was about 430. If the Canary section failed
til numbers it certainly made up for it in quality.
Tho Mule-, British and Foreign classes were the
feature, both in numbers and quality, well known
exhibitors having their best teams on view. “White
Rose” appeared in Darlington for the first fimo and
was very much commented upon. It was often
compared with the winning dark Canary Bullfinch,
the opinion of the majority being that it was a
Greenfinch-Bullfinch flybrid/. However, this has
been debated in your valuable paper before, but
there is certainly a great difference in the build of
“White Rose” and the dark Canary-Bullies generally
seen at shows. The British classes were splendid.
The members are very enthusiastic, and 21 classes

brought in an entry of H10 birds. Several staged
largo teams, such as 32, 22, 20, 19. One, residing
14 miles from Darlington, was plucky enough to
make 32 entries in the open and members’ classes,
and had to engage a motor car to hr ng bis birds
at considerable cost. He also worked well all day]
and must be congratulated on winning the members’
cup (most points) put up for the first time. The
secretary, Mr. F. Stothard, and bis assistant, Mr.
Loc-per, both worked hard and were ably assisted I \
Mr. Cartwright (chaiman). Messrs. Jeffries, Harrow,
Wilcock, Hearfield, Stuinshy, Gray, Carter, Forster,
and others. Mr. Bertram, of Newcastle,' also at-
tended the show and rendered valuable assistance.
Exhibitors- requesting their birds returned by certain
trains were given every attention. The judges were
W. A. Cowgill (Canaries), and F. Marwood (Hyb.
Brit-., and For.).
MULES CL. OR VARIEG. (14): 1, Parlett, “White

Rose, m the pink of condition ; 2. 4, spl, Maddison,
cl - bVff Co-ldf.-Can. leading, good size and cond.,
and light var. Greenf., grand cond., worth an extra

L
vhc

’ Martin and Archer, noted Greeriie-
thaft. Hyb., much admired, splendid condition ; vhc,
another cl. Goldf.-Can.; he, Dr. Wilson, Red-poll-
Bullf., worth its place; e. Alison. The society de-

sive a-1) extra prize in this class. DARKMULE (13); 1 , spl, Dr. Wilson, noted Canarv-Bullie
splendid col. and cond., looking well; 2, Parlett,
Goldf.-Can., good size, rich col. ; 3, Hooper, nice
Greeme-Can., grand col. and cond. ; 4 , Maddison,
Goldf-Can., runs 2nd very close; vhc, Mays and
Allison; he, Shorney; e, Hogg; No. 7, Parlett] noted
Greeme Mule, eardless, hard lines. BRIT. GOLDF.
(211). magnificent class: 1, Parlett, grand Fin-ch,
good size and blaze, splendid cond.; 2, Chief!;,’
another nice Finch, pressed winner hard; 3, 4

’,

spl, Almond, both noted winners, well worth their
place, need no comment; vhc, Brade : he, Medley
e,. Tujker BULLF. (7): 1, spl. Dr. Wilson, lovely
bird, grand size, good cap and bars, splendid col.

;

2, Taylor, another nice specimen, fine size and col •

3, Rutherford, good cap, fails col. ; 4. Smurthwaite]
similar to 3rd ; vhc, Wright ; he, Forster ; c, Carter.
LINNET (14): 1, spl, Parlett, easy winner, grand
eol., extra pencilling, good carr., nicely staged

; 2,
Brade, very good bird, nice col., fails only size to
winner; 3, Fairhurst, cloud.v markings, still good
b‘™ i . c, Wright, good col., well pencilled: vhc.
Dr. Wilson; he, Carr. LINNET, F.-M. (18): 1 spl
vhc, Woodhouse, easy 1st, Newcastle, Blaydon’ win-
ner, needs no comment; 2, Smurthwaite, nice bird,
excellent size and col.

; 3, Handley, very heavy
pencilled. light ground col.; 4. Petter-son, good coi.
and cond.; he. Smailes: c. YVaters. GREENF. (18)
grand class: 1, spl, Stewart, fine size, good eol
hire shape fails slightly in head

; 2, Fairhurst.
Northern Star, grand typical specimen, good all

over, should have won we thought; 3, Thomas,
another grand bird, good eoL, worth its place • 4Brade good shape and eol., similar to 3rd: vhc]
J)r. Wilson; lie, Robinson; c. Carr CHAFF ORBRAMBLE (14): 1 . spl. Dr. Wilson” Chaffinch grand
size and col., splendid cond.; 2, SmurthwaiteBramble, good colour and spangling, nioe head; s'
^Lifj-

l

fti
s01R Chaffinch, larger than winner, better
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“,oe|y ; yhc, c, Middleton; he,watts. BUFI< (8): j, Rennet, el. gem, grand qualgrand shape, tight as wax, good col., rare fettle';
r>

Elston, cl., shapely, capital qual., nice col ,jaunty, a wee bit flat on head; 3, he, Middleton,
green, exceptional qual., neat head, very shapely,
nice col.

; 4
, Madagan, sweet shape, lovely col aiid

oonJ- >' vhc, YVatts ; c, Philpott. A.O.V. CAN (8)
•

1, Gilbert Gmn. Crest, grand size, wealth of rich
qual. feather, crest large an-d dense; 2, he, Hath-away, yell. mkd. Nor., grand size and shape, lovelv
leather; 3, Boaler, yell. Nor., grand body, lovely
feather; 4, Godley, foul mkd. Cinn., nice size, eol.
“no obn-'I-t vhe, Crowdridge; e, Crawsliaw. A.O.V.
GAN. NOV. (7): 1, Shaman, foul gr. mkd. Nor., nat.
eol., good- head and neck, nice size and feather; 2,
o, vhc, ho, Derry, 2nd eye tkd., nat. col., grand size
and cond., fine head and neck, 3rd yell, a r., nice
feather, fine head, neck, good team; 4* Parker Bros.
LIGHT CAN. HYB. (5): 1, Collins', real jonqiie, fine
size, col. and cond., lovely face, -staged in- fine order:
2, Gilbert, wing tkd. Goldie, not the size of leader,
lovely feather and cond.; 3, Lawrence, cl. .nice size
and feather, in good cond.

; 4 . Buckingham
;
vhc,

Wilson. DARK (17): 1, h-c, Jeffreys, champion Lin-
net Mule, immense size, grand eol. and- cond.,
grandly mkd.; 2, 3, Parlett, leader well known win-
ning G-recnie, in splendid order, 3rd large Goldie,
grand face and size, good eol. and cond.

; 4, Old-
ham, grand Siskin Mule, good size, col., and cond.,
very nice flank marking, staged in lovely order; vhc,
Oldham; c, Lay-well. A.O.V. HYB. (14): 1, Parlett,
“White Rose,’’ looking better to-day than ever, an
easy win; 2, Wilson-, Greenf.-Chaff, fine «ize and
cond., good- head, shows parentage welU 3, lie,

Gilbert, Greenf.-Bullf., fino size, col. and cond,, fine
breast col. ; 4, c, Palmer, Oan.-Bullf., nice size, eol.
and cond.

; vhe, Collins. GOLDF. (19): 1 , Haytor,
well-known champion, good siz3 and shape, line
square cut blaze, lovely col., grand buttons and
bars, richly tanned, easy win ; 2, 3, Bastock, 2nd
shade smaller, grand blaze eol., lovely tans and
buttons, nice bars, 3rd very shapely, good rich- tan-
ning, beaten in- expanse of face; 4, Y'ates, nice neat
blaze, good buttons and bars

: vhc. Parlett : he,
Critehlow ; c, Bunn. GOLDF., F.M. (19): l. 3, Coak-
Iiain, 1st grand size, very steady, fine blaze, gone
tans, 3rd nice size, good col. and qua!., nice button
and bars; 2, Davis, -shade smaller, very nice square
cut face, good tans and buttons ; 4, Tonka, nice size,

gbod eoL, rather paler in face; vhc, Ward-; he,

shape, fails col. ; 4, Chick, Bramble, good size, nic-iv
cond., fails COl. and spangling; vhc, Parlett, l,r f,
col. in class

;
he, Forster; e, Wright. 8IHKIN, &<

(15): 1, spl, Parlett, magnificent Twite, good col.,
size and lutings, noted winner; 7, e, Nb-hol'-on, Red'
poll, good eol., size, faint bib; 3, Dr. Wilson, nice
Twite

; 4, Atkinson, Siskin, (Inc col. and cond., trifle
small; vhe, Wright: he, Hailstone. HEN HARD
BILL (12): 1, spl, Chick, Yellow-hammer, grand for
a hen, some inclined to doubt «ex; 2, Dr. Wilson,
Bramble, buff, nice shape and cond.; 3, c. Gray]
Linnet, sweet exhibit, lovely pencilling, well worth
its place; 4, vlic, Forster, Bramble, nice bird; be,
Hogg; three good lien Bullies unnoticed. A.O.V.
SBEDBATHR : J. spl. Dr. Wilson, well-known Meadow
Bunting, pink of cond.; 2, Chick, Hawfinch, lucky
to bo placed', claw missing, stiff joint, must have
escaped notice; 3, Wright, good Corn Hunting nice
size and col., well marked; 4, Wilcock, topping

, Hawfinch, grand skull, lovely col. and cond
, deserved

to win, certainly best of six in this class; vhc,

j

Nicholson; lie, Shorney; c, Axe. LARGE SOFT']
BILL: 1, spl, Wright, lovely Blackbird, extra size
lovely cob, grand eye cere, wins; 2, Nicholson, grandWaxwing, good cond.; 3, Grav, nice Fieldfare an
pea red blind in one eye; 4, Hooper, another' niceWaxwing; vhc, Hearfield. FOR. SMALL: 1 Nithol
son, Yellow winged Sugar Bird, grand variety of
colours, excellent cond., staged to perfection, much
admired

, 2, 3, 4, vim, spl, Almond, grand team of
seedeaters, Melba Finch, Lavender Finch, Green
Avail ivat in order named, all iu the pink of cond
he, Pctterson.

In respect of the Canary classes, Ml-. W. a.
Cowgill writes as follows, and v.-e are therefore
only able to publish the names of the winner, asm the catalogue:

—

“ I have sent you catalogue of awards for mv
section at Darlington. I fully intended sending you
a lull report as requested, but owing to the amount

ii

w<
i

l k ha<{ 1 h!,d llot li,nr' to 50 through them
all By the time I had got through the Yorkshire
section my time was up. 1 may say the show roomwas all that could be desired, and that Darlington
is very fortunate in having such a secretary as Mr.
J-

Btothard, who was assisted by a good staff of
fanciers, who had everything in apple-pic order.
The quality throughout was- Al

’’

YORKS. CL., ETC.. YELL. (8): 1, vhc, Crawhall

;

2 Snneson
; 3, Cook and Hood

; 4
, Snead • he

Carlisle. BUFF G1JJ : ), Crawhall; 2,Moffatt; 3, Watts; 4. Thomas; vhe, Darker; he

VART^r-
0

' Vrn rm
!
)

i

ltl1
,

a
?
d HodSson - ™D. or

^ Dykes; 2 , 3. S:meson; 4,Snead, vhc Pvand; he, Thomas. YELL. HEN ( 13):

}:
w ?.tts: 2, Dykes; 3, Carlisle; 4, Barker; vhe

Campiin.g
; he, Crawhall; e. Taylor. BUFF (3): 1,Crawhall; 2, Thomas; 3, Simeson

; 4, Dykes; vhc.Barker; lie Nat-trass. CL„ ETC'.. YELL. 1915 (11):

L Fit/ VSim
«f<>n : 3, Crawhall; 4, Watts; she,

n -r-'i-’' ;.\
r

’ Camphng; e, YVear.nouth and Hodgson.BUFF (9). 1
, cressweil; 2, Crawhall; 3, Carlisle:

pit’
!<\ Campling : c. Chesworth. NOV.GK. (15): 1 , Blackhourn

; 2, Reed; 3, Famish - 4 cLinloot ; vlic, Hutchinson; he, Thornton. HEN (9)-’

k„RCv Bla<:kbouni
; 3, Linfoot; 4, Cressweil;

t-uuk
N
v£?f°n; hc

’ G’rav; c, Stothard. NOR. Cl
•

Y£LL ’ ] > Pier-son; 2, Brown; 3, Carr-’

nrtiro aoV J
b0, Jo,nis<>n

; hc
, YVells

; c. Wake.E, (12
).

: y -

,

n,° name; 2, Cook and Hood;- 3.Thomas
; R. Holden : vhc, Makeplace; he, Ruther-

1iiLM^'i/P' 0r VARIi -C- (8): 1, Thomas;
-.. Wilson, 3, YVatson; 4, Lose; vhc. Brown; he,Bmhy

; C. Humphries. YELL. HEN ,N) : 1 , Pierson :

rw?i°
W

?,’ -
F

i,
Wnght: 4, Wake; vhe. Cook andHood; he Wells; c, T. Wright. BUFF ( 12)- lIhornas; 2 Smith; 3, Jeffries; 4, Wilson

; vhc, Carr;he Humphries; c, Pierson. CL., ETC.. YELL. 1915
:
1J )- 1. 2, Brown; 3, vhc,, Humphries; 4

, Smith

-

he, Smailes; c, Jeffries. BUFF (16): i Smailes'-
2 no name; 3. Priestley; 4. Watson; vhe, Thomas;
he, Jellnes. NOV 03): l, Tucker; 2, c. Stothard •

3, Wilson; vhe, Hind: he, Makeplace. CREST (6)-

In T : 3 > Dickinson Bros.: 4. Jeffries: vhc.
he, R.mhai;dson. C.B. (5): l, 2 „ Taylor; 3, Jeffries

-

’-. Richardson
; vhe, Dickinson Bros. BORD. YELL

T» i,
’ Greenw-ell

; 2 , Watson; 3. Dunning; 4. vhe]
Hillary; hc, Robson; c, Hay. BUFF (10)- 1 ‘Green.

h£
1:

l ,ty
atCr ;

3
' Eo,^n; 4. Hay ; vhc. Camp]

beff, he, Blaekbourn. A.O.V. CAN. (6): 1, Hum.
phries; 2, Gale; 3, Smith, jitn.
Atcaids in itembers' Classes will be given next

- week.

Haigh; c, Jackson. BULLF. (47): R Bastock eranrfsize and shape, lovely cap, very rich breast c-o’l

8
well

order^ 3 °Wi i’cnn
smal,e

']’
ver>' stylish, perfect

cp’®*’ l 0 t n ',lll
]
r good one, grand head anil

Ttv2i k C°L I
?v?

1-v C:, T> havepressed, 4, Woods, very rich breast col., nice size

NFT
Y

fit-

v

r
p’

<

T\
n

]'
rR

: hc ’ Pt>o|e; c, Jones. LIN-NET (16). R Parlett, grand shape and eol niceround head, beautifully tkd. breast, lovely size - 2Davrs, well-known face, nutty brown back and nicely
rnkd. front, only beaten in size; 3, Nicholas, nice
size and -shape, good col., well iierwilled ; 4 Hai»hgood size and shape, nice cond. and markings; vhc]
VViiaon; he, Stafiord; c, Hepwood. REDPOLL ETC
(1
iV m

Parl<
x
tt

> leader a lovely col. and grand
mkd. Twite, not a feather out of place, rare size
easy wm, 3rd Lesser Redpoll, one of the finest out]
grand cob, rare size, finely mkd.; 2, Francis. Siskin,
nice size and shape, neat cap. nicely pencilled: 4 ,Oldham, Twite, rich eol. and qua?., nicely mkd.;
vhc Tonk-s 1

; he, Nicholas; c, Haytor. A.O.’ HARD.
BILL (16): 1. Francis. Hawfinch, grand shape
lovely col., well shaped bib; 2, Collins, Yellow Bunt-
ing, lovely head markings, very steady, nice eel.
and cond. ; 3, Oldham, Bramble, great size, magni-
ficent eol., lovely back spangling, in perfect order;
•4, Buckingham, Chnffiie, grand rich col., good size
and shape ; vhc, Wilson; hc. Brown; e. Fallding.
HARD!! ILL, NOV. (21): 1. Ward, Hawfinch, good
size, grand col. and feather, well defined and
shapely bib, good bars, in rare form ; 2. 4, R arson,
grand Corn Bunting leading, very steady, splendidly
mkd., a taking exhibit, 4th Linnet, nicely mkd,,
good sound red. ; 3. Robinson, Goldie, nice size,
good blaze and tans; vhe, Richards: lie, .Towett; c,
Barron. SOFTBILL, SMALL (7): 1. 2. Burrows, a
grand pair, YVaxwing leading, grand size and eol.,

as smooth as glass lovely waxings; 2nd, well-known
Redstart, in lovely order, often commented upon:
3, Bent. Gold Crest, magnificent snecimen. steady
as a rock, in grand trim; 4, Bent. Blackcap, in rare
fettle, very stead v. staged in faultless cond.: vhe.
ho. Dariow: e, Robinson. LARGE (I): 1. Williams.
P.V., well-known Chough, in splendid cond., grand
beak anil legs, shining like satin. LARGE FOR.
11): 1, Mrs. K urges s rod legged Cuba Thrush, nice
size, col., and cond.. lovely mkd. eyes. SMALL
(fi) : 1, Saywell, Tricolour Tanager, grand specimen,
well staged, nice r-ol. and cond. : 2. 3. 4, ho. Ford red,
well-known team, staged in Al order, very taking;
vhc, Buckingham. TIEN TIARDB1LL (0): 1, Ward,
grand- hen Bullie, nice size, grand cap and col ; 2,
Reynolds, nicely marked Twite, go oil size and co!.;
3, Price, line Siskin, well rnkd. flanks: 4, Richards,
Bramble, very steady, nice col. and cond, ; vlxv
Ward.
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viub Steporis.
CITY OF DUNDEE C.B.S.

A meeting was summoned for IJcc. 1 to make ar-

rangements for holding a club show, hut owing to

the small turn out it was agreed to abandon the

Wea of holding a show this year.- Andrew Law, Hon.
Ice

NORTHERN BORDER FANCY C.C.
Meeting Dec. I, Pillar's Cafe, Pink Dane, Newcastle,

Mr. A. A (fleck chair. The chief item on the

Uganda was the question of continuing these meet-
ings under the restricted facilities for attendance,

to a largo number of the members. After various

suggestions had been discussed lit was decided to

cancel the January meeting, and also to wind up
the tabic shows for this season, the prizes to he

awarded on the points gained up to the present.—
C. Farrer, lion. Sec.

READING C.B.S.
Meeting Dec. 1, Palmer ' Hall, before a good

attendance. Sec. gave a rough balance sheet of

show, which was considered satisfactory. Arranged
to tiold pair show in Feb., and sec. was desired to

write to ft well-known judge for same. Was also

decided to make a charge of 7d, per caRO entrance
fee, the Society taking Id. of each entry for ex-

iwnses, tilts other to be paid in prize money on
Hiding scale. Mr. Foster and Mr. Pyke were elected

to audit the. balance sheet. To all members the

secretary extends the compliments of the season,

this being the last report for tho current year.—
O, C. Smith.

SUNDERLAND C-B.A.
Meeting Dec. 4, Mr. Farrer presiding over fair

uttendance. Show buslneas was gone into. Mr.
Swan reported that the Sunderland Tipplers’ Ae-

xxriatlon would hold their show in Miner's Hall, in

tonjunction with our Members’ Show, Dec. 27. At
sext meeting, Dec. IS (tho last one before our
(how) will members report' the specials obtained,
lo allow them being allotted at same meeting. Kn-
iries will close Dec. 21, but schedules, with particu-

lars, will be sent or given out later. A guessing

rompetition will be held at the show, a bird and
rage being given to the person who can tell its

(orrect weight.—John Peacock, Hon. Sec.

AYR C.B.S.
Meeting Wallace Tower Hall, High Street, Nov.

K), Mr. .1. A. Murray presiding. Present: Messrs.
Lyon, Davidson, Wason, T. Erskine, W. Erskine,

McOloy, Kelly, Gribben, Tait, Ferguson. Three new
members: Ex-Bailie Robertson, Mr. J. Malcolm, and
Mr. G. Martin. Classification for Border Fancy ap-

proved by B.F.C.C., and medal granted for com-
petition on Dee. 25. Classes as revised at meeting
are C Scotch Fancy, 11 Nor., 6 Yorks., 13 Bord., 3

Mule and Hyb., 13 Brit., and 1 For. Special prizes

were arranged, 45 specials in all. Arranged to have
tickets printed and sold at Od. each, the proceeds,
after clearing .show expenses, to go to Red Cross
Funds.—H. M. Ferguson, Sec.

GLASGOW AND W. COUNTIES.
Meeting, Good Templars' Hall, 122, Ingram-ist.,

Dec. 4, and Mr. Peter Pettigrew presided over a
grand turn out. Many important items in connec-
tion with annual shows Jan. 22, were settled. De-
cided to advertise in Cage Birds as usual. Mr.
James l’entland was admitted a member. Mr.
Jas. Findlay entertained the members to- a bird-

washing exhibition, and thereafter a competition
took place. Result: 1, Cochrane; 2, McJury; 3,

Bannennan. The prizes were presented by Messrs.
Pettigrew, Caseels, and Adam. Mr. Jas. McGowan
was judge. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded
Mr. Findlay, and the Chairman. Over 40 specials

weTe handed in for annual show, and now, mem-
bers, let’s have a record. Next meeting, Dec. 25,

7, at headquarters.—J. H. Adam, Hon. Sec.

LONDON AND PROVINCIAL O.S.
Annual general meeting held at Raglan Hotel,

December 2, the President in the chair. Balance
sheet read and adopted. Result of voting papers:—
Mr. Geo. Crabb, Pres., 40 votes; Mr. G. Crabb,
treas.. 38; Messrs. F. S. Matthes, 40; and' G. Mort-
lock, 44, auditors. Committee: Mr. J. W. Ramsdon
56, Mrs. Huggins 51, Mr. H. L. Huggins 51, Mr.
G. A. Harris 42, Mr. G. H. Couzens 41, Mr. R. J.

Pretty 41, Mr. W. J. Salter 41, Mme. Madewell 40,

Mr. J. Hodder 40, Mr. G. Thurling 40. Mr. R.
Bamher 30, Mr. F. J. Day 36, Mr. T. G. Tapper 35,

Mr. J. S. Fairman 28, Mr. R. J. Burt 23. Mr. ,J.

P. Ayers 22. Mr. J. B. Kerr 18. Mr. A. J. Clarke 18.

The two new rules proposed by Mr. Huggins were
carried. Mr. G. A. Harris was elected chairman
of Committee, Mrs. Huggins vice-chair, Mr. H. L.
Huggins was re-elected hon. sec. Decided not to
Ihold an annual dinner, as the Committee feel

that at the present time function® of this descrip-
tion are out of place. Jan. 20 : Mr. Robson, lecture
on Pairing (all varieties). Feb. 17 : Pair show ;

Mr.
J. Robson. Mr. G. Mortlock, judges. Vote of
thanks to chair closed the evening.—H. L. Huggins,
Hon. Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Wigan Roller C.C. (Lancs.).—Legs of Man Assem-
bly Rooms, Dee. 17-18. Judges, W. Massey, J. Kil-

shaw, G. Wareing. 6 classes: Champ. Young. Nov.
Y'oung, Champ. Old, Amat., Nov., Any Age. Prizes,

10/-, 6/-, 41; 2/-. Fee, 1/6. Ent. close Dee. 13 to P.
Greenall, 2, Short St., Pemberton, nr. Wigan.

Bradford East O.S. (Yorks.).—Park Chape! Schools,
West Bowling, Dec. 18. Judge, W. H. Shackleton.
21 open Yorks, classes, 14 Novice Y.U. members’ (12
Yorks., 2 Nor.). Prizes on sliding scale from 5 to 14

entries; 15 or more, full prize-money. Fee, 1/6. Ent.
close Dec. 14 to J. Spencer, 10, Runswick Terrace,
Bankfoot, Bradford.

Mansfield (Notts.)—Horse and Groom Hotel,
Stoekwell Gate, Dec. 18. Judge. J. Robson. 21
classes: Nor. 6, Yorks. 6, Mules 2, Brit. 6, For. 1.

Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 2/6. Fee, 1/6. Ent. close Dec. 15 to
B. Gabbitass, 57, Montague St.

PiSTEII
Prize Cards, Cage Slips, Radges, Judges’ Books,
cheapest and beet. Read what the secretary of
Wigan Cage Bird Society says: “Dear Sir,—Glad to
eay our members are 6imrly delighted with the
posters and prize cards. TLey say they are the best
and cheapest they have ever had.—Yours, etc., E.
Ball." 8end for samples aid prices.—Tha Manager,
Printing Dept,, “Cage Birds, • 154, Fleet Street, Lon-
don, E.C-

Questions and
Slnswers.

For Rules see last week's Issue.

DOUBTS AMD DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED SBY SPECIALISTS

(1)—All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym.
(2)—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter for publication.

(b)—fhe department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, wilt be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week.

(7)—If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, icith a
stamped and addressed envelope in either case.
Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).
(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the. fees received from this source will be
handed over in full to the “Referee's '* Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds,” ]54, Fleet Street

,
London, E.C.

Postcards arc not admissible.

CiLiVAB.1T QUSEHSS
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

SILENT AND SLACK (Priory) .- You must first of
all see that the bird is kept under bright and health-
ful conditions, and not exposed to cold direct
draughts, and do not allow it to. bang near or over
burning lights in the evenings, nor high up near the
ceiling. Give a staple diet for the next lew weeks
of three parts canary to one part summer rape. In
addition to this give separately every second day
half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion mixed in it and
sprinkled with maw seed ; and on the alternate days
give a similar quantity of a mixture of equal parts
hemp, niger, white millet, teazle and broken groats,
and a morsel of banana or carrot, the latter either
raw or boiled. To the drinking water every second
day for a week add ten drops of lemon juice and a
crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea,
acid after this give instead four drops each of tinc-
ture of gentian, tincture of calumba and1 aromatic

tinging Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates,' three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest Dec. 4; 47 birds entered. 1, Collin-

sou; 2, Moiiey
; 3, Worral. Dec. 5, 30 entered. 1 and

2, shared Milner and Williams; 3, Williams.—Walter
Dobson, Sec. (See notice above as to advertisements.
—Ed.)

BARNSLEY.
Dove Inn Linnet Club, members' sing; 14 birds

entered for four prizes. Shepherd timer, .Wareing
chatker. 1, Halt, 2 min. 46 sec. ; 2, Brushy, 1 min.
19 sec. ; 3, Davis, 53 sec. ; 4, Hardman, 30 sec.

Three more members this week end, yet there is

room for more.—Hardman, Sec.

PONTE«-RACT.
Linnet Contest Club sing. Woodman Inn, Horse-

fair, Dec. 4. 34 birds entered for 3 minutes’ time
singing. 1, Beard ; 2, Pugh

; 3, Piper. Open Lin-

net contest, Dec. 5; 26 competed for 3 minutes’
time singing. 1, Nelson; 2, Pugh; 3, Piper. In-

tending members hurry up, there is a big time
coming.—S. Pugh, Sec.

LEEDS.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Dec. 5,

Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lane; 16 birds sang for 3
prizes, and some good singing Iwas heard.— 1,

Wharam; 2, Binns; 3, T. Chippendale. Judges, T.
Summers and H. Playforth. We had a grand con-
test the same evening

;
10 of the best Roller

Canaries in Leeds sang for 3 prizes. 1, H. Wigfleld;

2, Chaddock; 3, S. Butterfield. Judges, T. Sum-
mers and P. Madden.—W. Lipman, Hon. Sec.

Quality singing, Old Bird House, Skinners’ Arms,
Nov. 5; 19 birds. 1, King; 2, DOllan ; 3, Conner.
Judges, C. Clayton, J. Sellars.—C. Clayton, Hon.
Sec.
Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club, Plasterers’

Arms, Skinner Lane. Grand contest, Dec. 5, 17

birds sang. Judges, A. Lorrie'*an and N. Solomon.
Mr. B. Dearlove won 1st and 2nd with his cham-
pion Linnets, and some very good singing was
heard. 3, C. Lorrieman ; 4, F. Turner.—F. Turner,
Sec.

Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,
Saville Green, York Road. Open contest for quality
Linnet singing Dee. 4 ; 15 birds sang. 1, W. Sissons

;

2, 3, Wharam; consolation prize, Mrs. Tennant.
Judges, Naylor and Crane. Dec. 6, 19 birds sang.
1, W. Sissons; 2, Mrs. Tennant; 3, T. Ward; 4, con-
solation prize, Ineson. Judges, Hayes and Hard-
castle. Dec. 5, Roller contest; 17 birds sang for
three prizes. 1, Rogers; 2, T. Johnson; 3, Wharam;
consolation prize, T. Stead. Judges, Sissons, Hard-
castle and Naylor.—W. Naylor, Hon. Sec.
Nov. 27, Gtassrnakers' Arms, York Road, Canary

sing
; 15 entries. 1 and 2, Wharam ; 3, S. Johnson.

Judges, Biss, Banfield, Thompson. Nov. 28, quality
Linnet contest; 24 birds sang before a crowded
house. The singing was a treat; it would have
done some of the old Linnet fanciers good to have
heard Big Albert’s “ Masterpiece ” sing, all quality,
no ragtime. 1, Richardson; 2, Hirst; 3, Shaw;
4, Hirst. Judges, Biss, Gomersal, T. Hirst. Nov.
28, Canary match ; 15 entries. 1 and 2, Wharam

;

3, T. Hirst. Judges, Bias, Gomersall, Richardson.
Neutral judges will be welcomed.—E. Stansfield,
Sec.

sulphuric acid, every second day for a fortnight.

Offer the bath three times a week, choosing as far

as possible the mildest days, and always giving it

early in the day.
VARIED (V. Bowes).—(1) See reply to “ Priory ”

in this issue, and make yourself sure that the bird
does not hang in the way of a direct draught. Also
give the same staple diet and the extra items of
food recommended in that reply, except that you
should omit the hemp from the seed mixture and
substitute in its place an equal proportion of linseed.
To the water add every second day for a week ten
drops oMonon juice and as much chlorate of potash
as will cover a sixpence. After that add 20 drops of
chemical food to the water two days in every three
for a fortnight. If the irritable condition is removed
the bird should come out in full song iri the next
three or four weeks. (2) I am not sure what tho
liquid blue you mention consists of, but the powder
sold by most chemists as “ lime blue,” for adding
to whitewash, could be quite' safely used to tint your
cages. Doubtless tho liquid would be equally harm-
less (the chemist would tell you definitely
if asked), as would also be a sufficiency
of ultramarine blue sold at any oil and colour shop
for making blue paint etc. But why not save the

CANARY QUERISTS
should co'isji l 1 St. John's " Cauury Breeding for lie-
yiimers" (Id.); House's '‘Canary Manual" (1/2);
Battye's '‘Yorkshire Canaries "

(1/1J); House's "Nor-
wich Canaries" (1/1); Weston’s "Stock Book" (Id.);
l)r. Clarke's "Septic or Bird fever" (Id.); Norman's
" Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages” (2/3); Jtamsden’s
"Colour-feeding ’*

(3 \d.); "Seeds and foods for Cage
Birds" (1/2); or the "N utshell" booklets (2 \d. each):
No. 5 "The l’cl Canary," No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
lloto to Cure Them,” No. 9 “ The Disinfection of
Cat/cs, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Roller," No. 23
“ The Border fancy," No. 24 " Green Canaries." All
thoroughly practical and instructive. Brices qttoteu
are post free, from ”Cage Birds," 154. fleet Street,
London, B.C.

messy trouble of mixing by using one of the tinted
distempers which may be had in quite a variety of
shades suitable for the purpose? (3) A clear yellow
cock would be the best mate for a buff hen to breed
the greatest proportion of clear young, but a slightly
ticked yellow, bred from clear parents, would, on the
whole, be the most advisable, as, although the pro-
portion of clears may—I do not say would—be rather
lower, the tone of the yellow or buff colour would
be better. (4) It is not advisable to mate mother
and son unless there is some very definite object in
view in doing so. The risk of material loss of
stamina and size is too great to do it without a real

’

cause.
THE UGLY BUCKLING (Mrs. Cole).—Glad to hear

that the one bird has made such a good recovery.
As regards the other, you should have repeated
details or referred to the previous reply, as I can-
not determine which was your former reply, and do
not remember the details. Better continue the treat-
ment advised before for another fortnight or so, and
then if you wish for any further advice as to it
write again and repeat the full particulars of symp-
toms, etc.

BREEDING MARKED BIRDS (Bandsman).—You
omit to say what type the parents were, either in
colour or marking. Consequently, I can only advise
you in a general way as to the mates you require
for the young birds to breed for marked birds. To
have a fair chance of breeding any material propor-
tion of even-marked the parents should have come
of an even-marked strain, and if they were green-
marked you should only try for green-marked breed-
ing from the youngsters. On the other hand, if the
parents w’ere of the cinnamon-marked variety you
should' adhere to this variety in procuring mates
for the young birds next season. With these quali-
fications, the best mates you can get for the birds
with the object of breeding marked birds in the
progeny is a buff hen marked on eyes and wings, or
both eyes and one wing, and a yellow cock with
rather light wing marks, both wings, and good and
moderate-sized' eye marks. Both these birds should
be bred from an even-marked strain. From the
progeny of these two pairs select those nearest ap-
poaching even-marks and pair together-cocks from
one pair to hens of the other pair, and vice-versa,
and mate the marked parents each with the best
clear or very lightly marked, eyes preferably, bird
of the opposite sex from the other pair in the fol-
lowing season, and you should have made a dis-
tinct step towards even-marks of good quality. In
the third 6eason you will need some fresh blood,
and should introduce it from the same even-marked
strain, but as distantly related to your birds as
you can get it.

TWO YORKSHIRES (G. A. S.).-See that the
birds are kept in a bright and healthful place, and
treat as follows for a month. In addition to the
present staple of canary and rape give each a
morsel of bread and milk sprinkled with soft sugar
every third day, and on the intervening days give
first a morsel of banana or a small spray of water-
cress when you can get it quite free from frost,
and next half a teaspoonful of a mixture of equal
parts hemp, niger, white millet, teazle and broken
groats. In the drinking water every second day for
a week add six drops of syrup of rhubarb and as
much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence, and in
the second week give instead' four drops each of
tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba, and
aromatic sulphuric acid 1 every second day. In the
third and fourth weeks repeat the dosage of the
first two weeks in the same order.
AILING LIZARDS (Down-Hearted, N. Wales).—

If you are really a “ five-year-old reader," as your
second nom-de-plume infers,, no wonder you are a
wee bit down-hearted. But, cheer up, laddie, or
lassie, as the case may be, you certainly have the
honour of being one of Cage Birds youngest stu-
dents, and there’ll come a time some day when you
will get over those little troubles and enjoy seeing
your pets in the fullest vigour and health. You
must see that the birds are not exposed to direct
draughts, which are very apt to be very mischiev-
ous, and often unsuspected, when a stove is used,
especially if the room is a small one. Then, again,
one must be very careful to see that such a room
is sufficiently supplied with fresh, pure air, by pro-
per ventilation, though this must not be allowed
to cause cold draughts into the cages, otherwise the
stove will very soon consume that portion of the at-

mosphere which is most necessary for the health
of the birds. As you mention keeping the room at
a temperature of 45 degrees, I take it you arc pro-

vided with a thermometer. Therefore, get some
“grown-up” to see that the above-mentioned condi-
tions as to ventilation arc complied with, then
raise the temperature to 55 degrees, and see that it

Is kept as nearly as can be at this point regularly,

day and night, until the birds are quite well Other-
wise treat tho birds the same ns advised to
"Learner” in this issue, with these little differences:

add two drops of cod liver oil emulsion for each

bird to the bread and milk before sprinkling with
sugar; give the salts and rhubarb for three conse-
cutive days, and follow this with five drops each
cl oxyrnel of squills, ipecacuanha wine and sweet
spirit oi nitre for four days, then go on with the
> Jit.ian mixture as in that reply.
EFFECTS OF COLOUR FEEDING (9. K. It.).—*

Emphatically, no. 0ok|ir feeding has not the
slightest detrimental effect on the breeding powers
of a hen, nor cock either, for that matter, neither
whilst the bird ie in its <«!our-fed plumage, nor
afterwards. As a matter of fact, when a plebiscite
on the question of colour-feeding was taken a num-
l>cr of years ago the concensus of opinion trended
to show that better results on the whole were ob-
tained in breeding from colour-fed birds than with
tlu.ee which had never been colour-fed. But how-
ever that, may be, you may rest assured that the
fact of your bird having been fed last season had'
nothing whatever to do with her not rearing any
young beyond a week old. The fault probably lay in

the management of the birds for some months prior

to the breeding season, and not in the colour-iooa
nor the bird, except in so far as the latter would be
ali'icted by faulty management. There are hun-
dreds of liens to be met with each season which
have never so much as seen colour-food, nor their

parents or grandparents before them, which, never-

theless act just as badly as youc hen did this rea-

son. You might have seen many cases similar to
yours dealt with in this column during the past
eumimer, and the advice given in most of these, if

applied to your own case in time, would probably
have set matters right for you. Now, I cannot ad-

vise you better than to get a copy of “Canary
Breeding for Beginners,” which cur Manager will

send you, post free, for 7d., and study ito pages
between now and next breeding season. Give par-

ticular attention to the advice on keeping the birds

through the winter.
LOST ALL HENS (A. J. S.).—Your query does not

give me the slightest clue as to what may have
been the cause of your losing all your adult hens,
unless I take the fact of the cock being now suffer-

ing from a cold as indicative that the birds have
been victims of some bronchial trouble due to
unfavouraidc environments. Had you described the
symptoms shown, by the hens, arid also the cock
that is now ill, as fully as you could, I might
have formed a much more definite opinion as to
wliat was wrong. See that the birds are kept free

from cold direct draughts, rapid extremes ot heat
and cold and damp, and do not allow them to
hang near or over burning lights in the evenings,
nor very near windows. For the present keep the
cock in a comfortable temperature, but do not
overdo it, and see that it is fairly equable. In
addition to the usual seed diet give every second
day a morsel of bread and milk w ith two drops of
cod liver oil emulsion on it and sprinkled with
soft sugar, and on the alternate days give a morsel
of banana in lieu of green food and add to the
drinking water five drops each of oxymel of squills,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre. Con-
tinue this treatment for a fortnight, which should
suffice- to set matters right. You would be well

advised to get a copy c»f “ Canary Breeding for

Beginners,” which our Manager would send you
for "d., post free, and compare the advice given
therein with your management. (2) The Nutshell
booklet, No. 0, on ” Ailing Cage Birds,” 2Jd., post

free, from our Manager, is at present the only
book dealing exclusively with ailments. The sub-

ject is also treated at length in l’art VI. of ” Our

STARTING TO SING (J. W. M.).—If I read your
letter correctly to mean that the bird is still

moulting, you cannot expect him to sing for at
least some little time—not, an short, until he has
quite got over the effect of the moult, which will

be a few weeks after he ceases dropping feathers.

As he seems to have developed a “ cough ” almost
simultaneously with the onset of this cold snap,

it looks very much like his condition being due to

unfavourable surroundings. Look into this, and sea
that he does not hang in a draughty position,

where the temperature is liable to sudden extremes
of heat and cold, nor near or over burning tights

in the evenings. Above all, do not hang it in or
very near a window. Having attended to these
points^ treat as follows, and if it is not quite

well in a month write again, relating particulars,

and I will advise you further. Give a staple diet

of three parts canary to one part summer rape.

In addition give sejiarately every second day hall

a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion on it, and well

sprinkled with maw seed, and on the alternate

days a similar quantity of a mixture of equal parts

heinp, niger, white millet, teazle, and linseed, and
also a morsel of banana instead of other green
food. You may also keep a morsel of the pasta
advised to “ W. H.” in last issue stuck in tho
wires for the bird to peck at for a week or two.

Every second day for a week add to the drinking

water ten drops of lemon juice and as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and after this givo

instead 20 drops of chemical food two days da

every three for a month.
A VARIED TRIO (Cuttlefish Bone).— (1) No, it

is not likely to throw your birds into another moult
if you remove them from a bedroom where no
fire ie kept to another room with fires, provided’

that the heat is not subject to sudden and ex-

treme fluctuations. On the other hand, if you put

a fire in the cold bedroom for two houris daily,

unless it were done with great discretes, it

would' be much more likely to have this effect.

For instance, if there came over a sudden wave
of severe cold a small fire started and kept going

until the normal temperature became milder, and
only just, enough to prevent the full severity of

the cold spell being felt in the room would do
no harm, but to start a fire for an hour or

two every day would probably result in the birds

soon dropping into moult from the effect of the

constant fluctuations. If you wish to start these

occasional fires solely on account of the birds, I

should advise you, if they have been bred and
reared under normal conditions of temperature,

and the room is free from draughts and damp,
to leave well alone ;

the birds would thrive much
twitter in the cold Toorn altogether than they would

do with occasional fires. (2) I do not approve
at all of such a method of rearing young Canaries

as you suggest—feeding wholly on crushed arrow-

root biscuit moistened with extract of malt and
cod liver oil. The latter items are very good
things in their proper place, bnt this would be
very decidedly giving “ too much of a good thing.”

It is, of course, quite possible that you might
succeed with the method, hut a more practical

and rational system of feeding is infinitely better

than these purely fairtawtie and experimental
methods, unless you wish to try them purely as
experiments. (3) Your third question should have
been written on a separate sheet, as it relates to

a different department. See Mr. Norman's column
for reply.
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LINNET UNABLE TO USE FOOT (,0. It. D.).-
Try the following remedy, which has hern euecess-

ful in n similar ease. Bathe the leg and fool, in

fairly warm water; dry with a soft cloth, and mb
with ‘'Jacob’s Oil,” which can be purchased at the

chemist. Gtvo the hir<l an aperient ; feed on a little

extra hemp and maw seed, amt two or three times
a week give a spoonful of t-ouked seeds. If he will

take soft fowl, give a little biscuit, making it

crumbly with warm milk. Keep him indoors, hut
not too- warm.

HYBRIDS THAT HAVE NOT BEEN PRODUCED
(Cuttlefish Bone).—The finches that have not yet
mated successfully with the Canary are the Haw-
finch, the Chufllnch, and UlC Bramblefinch. Of these,

it is very doubtful if tile former will ever breed
with a Canary. In the first place, there is a great
ditfercnco in the actual size of the two species. I

use the words ‘actual size,” because although some
Canaries in appearance are almost as big as some
llawftiches, they have such an abundance of feather
that they look considerably larger than they actually
ale. Then, again, the Hawfinch is riot a free breeder
when in captivity, and I think it would, have to he
a specially selected pair, kept under ideal conditions
to make any attempt to reproduce with any likeli-

hood of success. As regards the Chaffinch and
Bramblefinch, successful matings with Canaries have
occasionally been reported, and X am convinced- that
these Hybrids will some day make their appearance,
l'lease note that queries referring to different sub-
jects shoxxM be written on separate sheets of paper.
(Ed.)
GOLDFINCH WITH RED MITE (Trilate)—The

Ted mite is ah insect that lives in the cracks and
crevices of the cages, and during the. .night finds its
way to the birds, but they do not live on the birds
during the ‘daytime. If you have only the one bird,
stand him in a bright light place for an hour or so,
and then run him into a thoroughly clean cage-
one t-bat has been recently scrubbed in hot soda
water with a good dash of Jeyes’ Disinfectant

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Iloulton's great wort;, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/C); Norman's ‘‘British Bird Manual"
(2/3); or Part 1

“Uardbills” (1/1), Part 2 "Softhills"
(1/1);

” Aviaries
, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);

"Seeds, Poods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets o/
Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarice's “ Septic or Bird
Fever" (7d.) ; "Colour-feeding ” (3)d.); or the ‘'Nut-
shell” b oohlets (2Jd. each); No. 1 " Goldfinch,"
No. 2, ‘‘Linnet," No. 3 “ Skylark,” No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and Blaclcbird," No. 11 "Bullfinch," No. 13”
Chaffinch No. 15 "Greenfinch," No. 22 “ Siskin,

Ttedpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 “ Small Insectieorous
Birds," No. 26 "Barge Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 " Dis-
infection of Cages, Birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ How to
Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, B.C.

added—then hang the cage in an entirely different
position, as these pests frequently form a colony
round the nail in tile wall, or on the wall itself.
Tiie old cage can then be scrubbed- and treated in
the same manner, and used again later on. If you
have a birdroom with several birds and cages in
It, these cages should- be treated in the same
manner in rotation and t.lie crevices and perch ends
painted with paraffin, with a few drops of strong
oil of lavender added.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (E. L.\.—If you intend

running your outside aviary for pleasure, you can-
not do better than place in it several pairs of
Finches ami Buntings. You do not quite give me
any dimensions, so I am unable to advise you as
to the number. The following species would be
suitable: Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Greenfinches,
Linnets, Redpolls, Siskins, Yellow Buntings, Reed
Buntings. Do not put in single birds, nor have an
excess of males. Keep to pairs of each if you can
manage it. Do not overcrowd; you had better
have a pair or two less than a pair or so tpo many.
..SEED SAMPLE (H. Freeman).—Your sample of
seeds appears to me to be very much like wild
mustard, but, unfortunately, 1 have not a genuine
sample by me to compare it with. It is a good
clean sample you have, and I would advise you not
to use it by itself, but let it be one of the seeds
in a mixture. When used by itself it is rather too
stimulating. It may be given to the Finches.

HYBRID BREEDING rN A ROOM (.1. B. Clifton).
—There is no reason why you should not be suc-
cessful with your birds iu the room you propose
using; many have been bred in the .same manner.
I would advise you not to be too ambitious at first,
but confine your efforts to the production of Canary
crosses principally. Turn in about 8 or 9 Canary
hens, and with them a couple of Goldfinch cocks,
a Linnet, a Greenfinch, and a Siskin. It you liked
you could also add just one Bullfinch hen as a
sporting chance for the production of Hybrids. For
perches there is nothing to equal natural branches,
which should be of various sizes, and one resembling
a tree placed in the centre. This should be in a
tub or large flower pot. Do not have too many
branches on it; many of the smaller ones are useless
nihJ should be removed. Nest boxes, pans, small
wicker cages, and even small flower pots, should be
fastened in various positions for the birds to use for
building in. See that you have plenty—quite double
the number of birds—or the hens will quarrel for
lavourite sites.

SBX °,F THE MULE (No Name).—It is a difficu
matter to sex a Mule by a written descriptio
Cocks .are generally brighter-coloured than hen
and more sprightly, but as you have only the- on
this is no help to you. Your best guide is tl
tong, and I would advise you to feed him fair
liberally, giving a little choice mixed seed, wil
hemp, maw, and niger in it, three times a wee!
also a little soft food about twice a week. Tli
should assist in bringing him into song. Mo
birds have to recover from the strain of the jnou

W.*8 a Sain - Your fresh Itaught Goldfinch will be quite all right for pairitwth a Canary hen next season. Get him as tan
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FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

BIRDS FOR CARDEN AVIARY (Tony). Unices
your county is a very northern one, all the birds you
naino should do well in your aviary, and)

M Foreign
Birds Tor Beginners,” Is. 2d. post free from our
publisher, would help you as to treatment. Put 11.

couple of good sized privet bushes (evergreen
variety) in the open flight, ami then till in with
coarse grasses and such herbage as cow parsley,
dock, mallow, plantain, shepherd's purse, dead net-
tles, etc. '1 lie arrangements seem about right pro-
viding the shelter is light enough

;
it must be as

light as an ordinary living room if the birds are to
use it freely, also the walls must be thickly lined
with twiggy branches, leaving only the centre portion
of shelter open for movement. This is as necessary
as light, for it is not only to provide perching
accommodation but also cover to retreat to if one
oi the inmates should prove tyrannical and aggres-
sive. Unless you can bring your birds straight from
some other outdoor aviary, you must not stock it till
spring.

SEPARATING THE SEXES (E. Wilson).—Several
replies on this topic have appeared recently, but I
repeat the information for your benefit. While many
successful breeders of Budgerigars keep their birds
together all the year round, it is undoubtedly best
to separate them—that is, of course, if you have
proper separate quarters for them. Separating them
gives the adult birds the rest they need to recuperate
their system after some months spent in reproducing
their kind, if left together all the year round they
will mostly go on trying to breed all the year, except
during the moult, till nature is exhausted. The
sexes of most wild species separate once the breeding
season is at an end, and this alone should teach us
a lesson. If you retain any of your young birds for
breeding, you must be careful not to mate brother
and sister together, for this would soon result in
deterioration of your stock.
GREY PARROT WITH FITS (E.E.C.).—After you

have given the powders, etc., for a month report
progress, stating the bird’s condition as clearly as
possible. I certainly see no reason why a cure should
not be effected, but, of course, there may be several
relapses before the trouble ceases. Add two parts
of oats to )our seed mixture and it will be about
right then. I should let it satisfy its thirst thor-
oughly, night and morning, then offer it the water
more often, finally leaving it in the cage altogether.
You need not give castor oil if there is any diffi-
culty about it: as often as may be required to keep
the bowels moving quite freely, give it equal parts
of Dmneford’s magnesia and water to drink. The
bowels must move quite freely, but the excreta must
not be liquid or allowed to remain so. During the
moult, which is a strain upon a bird’s system, the
bowels must be maintained in good order, and a
little bvno-phosphates in the drinking water during
the period of the moult is a good tonic.
ROSY-BREASTED COCKATOO (C. W. R.).—Once

they are acclimatised, these birds are absolutely
hardy, but must not be subjected to draught. Spray
the nostrils with a dilute solution of glyco-thymoline
•-it will do no harm if a little is swallowed. Give a
laxative (one teaspoonful of fluid magnesia) in the
drinking water every fourth day for a month, and
on the intervening days lightly colour the drinking
water with chemical food. Literally “ chattering ”
implies that happy state of meaningless jabber (to
us) which Parrots utter when contented and docile,
as distinguished from the wild raucous cries of ex-
citement, rage and fear. I presume by “chatter-
ing advertisers mean to imply that, if not actually
talking, the birds are all-hut doing so—a sort of
pleasant chatter, not yet amounting to articulate
words. However, there are advertisers and adver-
tisers, and the meaning would vary with each one.
YOUNG GREY PARROT (Zoe).—Your best course

\yill be to send to our manager for the Nutshell
Grey Parrot,” 2£d., post free, study its contents,

and as soon as may be wean the bird from its
present dietary to the one given in the Nutshell.
Its internal economy is evidently in bad order from
improper feeding, but at present it must have soft
food till you find it eating heartily of dry seed, fruit,
etc. Keep a tin of seed mixture in its cage, and
when you see it beginning to eat heartily thereof,
gradually discontinue the soft food, finally ceasing
the supply altogether. Boiled1 maize only keeps fresh
one day— boil till soft (grains should be whole), drain
oft all water, lightly dust with flower of sulphur, and
when cool supply to the bird. Do rot give tea,
coffee, or milk sops, table scraps, or any kind of
animal food whatever. You can give while it must

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's ” Foreign Birds for Beginners'*
(1 Hi); Arthur's 44Budgerigars and Cockatich" (0d.);
Arthur's ” Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7d.);
"Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);

44 Seeds
,

Foods and Wild Plants "
(1/2); Dr. Clarke's " Septic

or Bird Fever” (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3]d.); or the
"Nutshell'' booklets (2 \d. eac?t); No. 6 "Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them ,** No. 0 " The Disinfection of
Cages , Bird-rooms

, etc.," No. 14
44 Gouldian Finches

No. 1G "Avadavats," No. 17 "The Grey Parrot," No.
18 "Budgerigars," No. II) ”The Pekin Robin," No. 20
" Waxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are post free from " Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, B.C,

have soft food the following: put several pieces of
bread in a small dish, spot over it about 15 drops of
cod liver oil emulsion, very lightly sprinkle with
sugar, then pour over the bread as much boiling
water as it will absorb, and when cool supply to the
bird. It can also have dry biscuit to eat, ripe fruit,
shelled pea, Spanish or walnuts, a piece of raw
carrot. Keep a piece of cuttlebone hanging in the
cage and supply Parrot grit regularly, but if you
have not been giving the latter supply it very spar-
ingly at first

;
once it has become accustomed to it,

it will take no more than is good for it. Also keep
a fair-sized chunk of wood in the cage for it to
exercise its mandibles upon.
BUDGERIGAR ILL (Mrs. Evans).—I regret to

note that you have lost the Budgerigar, but I feared
that such would be the case. It is quite possible
egg binding may have caused its death, as it is quite
natural for birds to feed each other when in breeding
condition. I gather you wrant the birds as pets and
not necessarily to breed them

;
in such case, unless

the cock mopes badly I should not trouble to get
it a mate. The more often you can let it have a
fly round the better it will be for it, as Budgerigars,
though not unhappy in a cage, get into poor health
through lack of wing exercise quicker than any other
species I am acquainted with. A millet spray sus-
pended from the- top of the cage- so that they cannot
get at it save by clinging to it, causes them to take
a good deal of enforced exercise (they are fond of
spray millet), which is to their general well-being.
The kitchen quarters should suit it fairly well, the
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CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICcS

ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It must reach u* not luter than
lueoday morning's post. Specially printed Club
iSotice Postcards may he had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

Abertillery C.B.S—Dec. 11, Prince of Wales Hotel,
0.30. Business important. Members in arrears
kindly firing or send- their contributions, as ] want,
to- clear the books lor the year.— H. II. Mortimer
Altrincham Open C.B.S. -Dec. 15, Station Cafe H

Adjourned lecture on ” Seeds and other Foods : Their
Use ami Abuse”; Mr. T. Harrison.—Uhas. Bailey.
Alfreton C.B.S—Dee. 11, Red Lion, 6.30. Election

of officials for ensuing year, anil other business.- G
Beardall.
Ayr C B.S.—Dec. 13, Wallace Tower Hall, 8. Show

arrangements for Dee. 25.—H. M. Ferguson.
Burnley C.B.S.—Dec. 18, 75, Lindsay Street. An-

nual Members’ Show. Mr. L. Leonard judge.— J.
Mcorhouse.
Bolton Woods C.B.S.— Dec. 11, Victoria Hotel 2.30.

Members show; birds staged 2.30. Judge, Mr. H.
Long. Entries Friday night from 7.30 to 9.—H.
Bryant.
Bradford East O.S.—Dec. 14, Park Chapel Schools,

8 to 11. 1 ailing entries for open show.—J. Spencer.

,,
eY C.B.S.—Dee. 12, 75, Lindsay Street, 7.

hashing exhibition by Mr. Ilraybrook.-J. Moor-

Bolton Roller C.S.—Dec. 14, Joiners’ Arms, 8. Final
arrangements for open show.—Jos. Kilshaw.

Barry^ F. and F.S.—Dec. 11, headquarters. Com.
mittee 7.15 ; general 8. Presenting cups to winners.
Nominations for officers and committee lor 1910.—
H. P. Thomas.
Burntope C.B.S.—Dec. 12, Fell Houses, 10.30 a.m.

Stewards for show Dec. 18, and other very important
business. New members.—J. W. Robson.
Bradford West C.B.A.—Dec-. 11, Shoulder of Mut.

ton, 7. Nomination of officers, etc. Subs. due.members note alteration of date of last members’show Jan. 1, instead of Dec. 24.—F. P. Terry.
Cardiff C.B.S—Dec. 10, Maskell’s Hotel, 8. Tohear report of open show.—E. Thomas.
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f
n ACB—Dec. 13, Church Insti-

tute, 00, Paddington Street, Marylebone W„ 8Judging competition in Crests and Crestbreds; judge]~r' Gardner Payment of prize-money and
special prizes.—V. Wynn,

City of Bradford O.S—Dec. 11, Flying Dutchman,
7. Nominations of officers for 1910. Election of

W^HeBiwcU
members ’ sho"> Dec - 27 - Subs. due.—

Craghead Social Club F.F. and C.B.S—Dec 1”
Club Room, 0.30. Important business—M. Archer’Choppington (Scotland Cate) Social Club Dec n
forSfficT-rSed

S
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f0r Sh°W ' Members attend

fmnortw
C -8’?—Dec. h5, Shepherd’s Hall, 7.30. Veryimportant business; prize-money paid.— J. H. Welch

h,P,?"
caster C ’®’S—Dec- Druids’ Arms, 7. Reholding pair show, and other important business.

sut"
kt me haVe aU Ucket monics and

East Ardsley—Dee. 11, Black Swan, 7.30. Specialmeeting re new tenant and annual show—A. WaltonEa»t Stanley Club F. and F.C.B.S Dec. 12 7

—J Arni?tage
eWardS

’ and otber imP°rtant business]

Elgin C.B.A. Dei:. 13, Gordon’s Jemperauco Hotel.
8. Members table Show. Glasses: Norwich unflig.,
A.O.V. Can., Bull! . A. \V. Douglas.
Falkirk, Grangemouth, and Bannockburn C.B.S.—

. Dec. II, 80, Graham Road, Falkirk, 7.30. General
meeting, paying prizemoney, etc. It. Rennie.
Ct. Horton Good Intent,—Next members’ show

Dee * instead of Dee. II. Birds staged 2.30 Grari"«
Congregational School, All Saints’ Road, DirkhiTl
Judge, Mr. A. Morley. A. Firth.
Culseley Yeadon—Dec. 28, Regent Hotel, 7.20.

j

Entries for Boxing Day show. W. ltose,

j

Halifax O.S. -Dec. 11, Plummet Line Hotel. Mem-
,
hers show, 3; judge, M. Peel, Skelmanthorpe. All
unnigbteil birds except British. Also members’

I

meeting 7.30, adjourned from Dec. 4 owing to the
: inclement weather.— II. Clegg.

Halifax C.B.S.—Dec. 16. Trafalgar Inn, 8. General
meeting. Open show business; important—A. Sut-
cliffe.

Hetton-le-Hole C.B.S—Dec. 11. Colliery Hotel, 6.30.
1 entries for annual show; members must tie squaro
on the books— 0. Vipond.

Huddersfield O.S—Dec. 13, headquarters, 7 30.
Distribution of members’ special won at open show,
and other business. Next table show Dec. 20 instead
of Boxing Day.—A. Lawford.

n^i
e8^°n i7

I,
f
C

-’
U

> ,
The Herhy Arms, Cotmanhay

Road, 7. Most important business— Geo. Siddown.
Keighley C.B.S—Dec. 14, Black Horse Hotel. 7.30

Stewards for show and other business.—C. W. Town
Leigh C.B.S.— Dec. 14, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Final

arrangements for the last of three table shows Dec.
, ,

* Boothman, Manchester, will judge and give
a lecture—R. Charleson.
Leith O.S—Dec. 11, Liberal Hall, Hope Street, 7.Financial statement; election of office-bearers.—

George Brown.
Laisterdyke B.FA—Dec. II, Railway Hotel, 2.30.Last members show this season

; judge Mr W A
Oowgill (Girlington).—W. H. Symes.

’ ’

door'*?
8 1! ’ Dock hurt’s, Briggate, next"

,

to
,

1

r
I

?f,
e « ros- 7.30. Postponed meeting from

t\ .
,
.
a, ’ le sllow of hens nomination of officers,etc— E. Norton.

London C.B.A—Dec. 14. 2, York Street, St. James,

lion ” =i ilV
0n of

,

}
'rt r,an "g Birds for Exhibi-

tion so ably opened by our president, Air. Crisp

tori

meetln £- A11 friends welcome.—A. Walling-

holl
e,

i°
POl,ta

o
C^' A—Dec. 16, Kelvedon Hall Wal-

f
PayinK

,

out P'lze money of annualshow report of annual show. A pleasant evening

;

members may bring a friend—H. F. Bowring.Mannmgham C.B.S.—Members’ show, Dec 11-
judge J. W. Dewhirst—F. Darwent"“I (Surrey) C.B.S—Dee. 13. St. John’s
?a

i’
B'rbmoml, 8. Pay prize-money. General busi-ness.— iiircn.

r

effi

i',

d 11 ’ Foresters’ Hail, Trippet

t-E°C *job
berS f l°W

’ open 1 p ’m ‘ -Admission 3d.

am?
U
t!

h
i

®h 'e,d8‘—Dec 11, Cyprus, 7. All specialsand ticket money must be in.—W. L SmithSowerby Bridge C B.S—Dec. 11. Wharf Hotel. An-nual members show Birds staged 2.30. Judge, Mr.
R. F. Heiiiwell, Halifax—G. Mitchell

tSMJsrssSs- " ’*•* **«
«»

,g
fi„ 1 i°!

l

h™
C"ib-I)ec ' of Ma" Hotel,
ar

T
ranS€ment.s.-P. Grrenall.

Windhii! C.B.S—Dec. 11, Blue Bell Hotel 6 30

oafn'^hnw
18 of officers for 19IC. Balance-sheet foropen show. Subs, due for 1015.—J. Taylor.
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y at <Jlff,-'ren t periods of the day and
nevertheless, a pet bird is best where it can
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M d° We,i if 3'0U keep it in thatpa
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he
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kitchen where the temperature is most
must h'A *°K ?" av from ’igbt and air. The cage
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below the level of gaslights. If you
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the *;a se pretty freely, the bird shoulddo well and be quite happy as^a bachelor.

Smith).—If it will take it,
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tlai| y‘ Danana is very wholesome,so 1 1 sweet apple
; most kinds of Parrots are fond
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of honey and borax fromyour chemist and put a little (not much at a time)

asts T™ h
,°
nCe or twice daily so long as the box

elrif «, • ?
supply ‘t spread lightly on the bis-

cuit, or give it from the end of a stick, or by any
P,!t ™ y0
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U °an contrive without unduly disturbing it.
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°,f fluid magnesia in the drinking

e)ery fourth day for a month, and on theintervening days lightly colour the water with

f
‘*"cal food. Try it with a seed mixture as fol

millet Terart eac!
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’ canary, hemp, and white
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one Pmt each sunflower, wheat and
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]''hole to be "ell mixed. Keepcuttlebone and Parrot grit continually in the ea»e,

unon
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0t ".oofl for/t to exercise its mandibles
S' h 't can he trusted out of its cage a little

not thinT
C
thtr'

V<?U d bL° f great benefit to it. I do
Dosition wnfn

e
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anyth,ng more than a slight indis-
ab

.°Ve treatment should correct,
progi ess about a month hence, hut if any

<^h
rfu,Mr Sh° Ul<I ariSe Write a8ai " at on,e
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a X.ADAVATS IN a CAGE (M. E. K.)—Ap-parently there would he no direct draught into the

window ^n°i
f
a
CC>Ur9e

’ d
?
ring the "inter months the

vin.u. 1 do<,r not be open simultaneously
ventilating from either the one or the other
separately should not occasion a draught, but ifthere is any direct wind blowing into the cage, a
glass screen, a little larger all ways than the front
of the cage, might be fitted, so that it can he ad-
justed lour to six inches » front of the cage. Near
the top of the cage fix a row of small rush nests,
twelve inches apart, placing a small twiggy branch
otcwe^ri each couple of nests. Do not have any
straight perches. The conditions of temperature
you name should suffice, as once they get over the
hardships of importation they are really enduring
little birds. You could turn a dozen of them into
your cage, and alien in colour during the breeding
season they would make a charming picture. Our
Nutshell, “Avadavats,” 2£d. post free, from our
Manager, would help you as to general manage-
ment. As regards time of purchase, it is a case of
opportunity in these troubled times, but it is al-
ways well to nurse newly imported birds up a little
in a smallish cage, and in warm quarters till esta-
blished. It is not only possible to buy the birds
now, but the birds should do well, if you counter-
act what draught there may be, by some such means
as those indicated above.
SUGARBIRDS AND BUNTINGS (T. W. M.).-(l)

If the Sugarbird is still living when you see this,

drop two drops of tasteless castor oil on to its

cako crumbs, and also put half a teaspoonful of
fluid magnesia into the drinking water, repeating
the latter after an interval of thr<« days. In addi-
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+
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, , v ,s aP Alexandrine Barrakeet, and a heri ifit has no ring round its neck. The term "R^k
siecTes of Indian

1"d,scrimi“ately used for severalspecies ot Indian Rmg-necks. (2) A better sceAmixture wxiuld be ; One quart each white milletcanary and oats, one pint each hemp, sunflower andsal lower seeds, and a pint of shelled peT nute

dry nlace
duf‘Dght tins, and keep in a

kind it :„
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supply ripe fruit liberally, anykind it cares for, pieces . of biscuit, stale crust

of
d
wood *in
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0
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Ke<?P cut t |ebone, grit, and a chunk
ii the cage continually. Water must heregulariy supplied. It can also be given walnutsand Spanish nuts to crack for itself at intervals’Do not give tea, coffee, or milk sops, table Vcrans

flu. hZct
Vl

f
d °f ani

]
mal whatever. 03) Sand isthe best for cage tray, sprinkle a pinch of parrot

most°Barrots T Ttlis
,

ma y be quite natural

;

most i arrots are just comp eting the moult nowbut some are still dropping a few feathers Tomake sure spray it once a week withateffidquassia solution, choose a bright, genial dav forttie operation, and keep- it out of the wav of coldwinds and draught till dry.
* 1 coia

general.
Answered bv TIIE EDITOR.

J; 5' H°y
,

d ’—Your show report has been unavoid-

tonia w
d ouL in Company with many others. Wo

Ioald have written you, but you gave us no ad-

J n’n ! ,
5? name d0e

.
S n0t apPear in our booksas tion. sec. of your society.

J. James—We could supply yon with any or all
loured plates you mention. The price istwoj'enee each, post free. You did not send vour

plates*
8

' °r " e sbould lia ''c sent you a list of

POST MORTEMS,
Mr. G. Vates, M.R.C.V.S., 1, College F.oad, Har-row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon deadcage birds for a fee of Is. 6d. each bird; for replv

direct, 2s. 6d. ; analysis, 21s. Subjects for postmortem examination must be sent packed in a boxaccompanying letter being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post

; it is cheaperand quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent tothe office of this paper will be thrown away, and if
a fee is enclosed the loss will he the sender’s,
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w AXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, amt 8t. Helena). Thun tlila interesting Quar-

tette, which can bo purchased at from 2/0 to 7/6

u pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They ciwi be successfully kept, too, with little

•UlUiult v If vou will follow the hints given by

.Vcaley T. Page, F.Z.8., In “Nutshell No. 20," 2Sd.

post free from Caob limns, 154, fleet-fit,, London,

li.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published),

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups tlian any other kinds; bred in our

outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the

county; Greens C/6 pair, Yellows 7/U pair; cash or

easy payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDCE ST., WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTSOF ALL. KINDS
On our 4 months' trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou,

suud testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
lion, 01. Bridge -it.. West Bromwich. (894)

DE VON & CO.
African Grey Parrot, 45/-; Amazon Parrot. 35/-;

linger-tame Tut Parrot, 25/•; Amazon Parrot,

beauty, 35/.; cock Cockaticl, 10/-: sulphury Heed-

eaters. 10/-; Pintail Wliydahs, full colour, 10/-;

Budgerigars, &/- pair, yellows 7/6 ;
Bishops,

Weavers, Cutthroats, C'ombasrous, 6/- pair; red.

headed finch, 1*0/-; Steel finches, 10/- pair; Mynahs,
12/-; Hock Mynahs, 25/-; Diamond Doves, 30/-

paii cook Quail Finch, 10/-; Roaellas, £3 and £3
pair; Whydahs, full colour, 15/- pair; price lists:

111, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days' approval at our risk, 6/(5 pair;

hens. SI- each; Yellows, in magnificent condition,

very largo birds, 7/6 pair; hens, 8/0 each. At the

present time we have in stock over 600 exception-

ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

a very chid room and suitable for turning out of

doors immediately. Wo despatch same day as order

arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying

within v days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
HigU-st., Birmingham. 'Phone—Central 689. Tele-

grams-- Parrakeet.

TALKING PARROTS
The finest selection- of genuine trained talking

Parrots in Great Britain, including over 500 birds

actually on view. Wo have same African Greys,

vith red tails, in perfect condition, on dry seed

irni water, whisltes, mimics, and laughs ; also a
.leautifui selection of Blue-fronted Amazons, per-

sonally collected by our own representative in

Brazil. These birds are in magnificent plumage,
finger-tame, and talking. We have some lovely

Blue fronted Amazons which will talk freely, at the
price of 30/. each; also some special brilliant-

coloured Amazons, saying 40 words, laugh, whistle,

mimic, price 45/- each. Indian Rock Parrakeets,

red-fronted Amazons, White-fronted, Yellow-fronted

Amazons, tame talking Macaws, Cockatoos, etc.

Do not purchase a Parrot until you have seen our

Price List. We are by far the cheapest in Eng-
land, and have the largest stock. We wish to

point out to our numerous customers that imme-
diately we receive an order we despatch the same
day. No waiting. Wc also guarantee safe arrival

to any part of Great Britain: G. B. Chapman,
Parrot Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams, “ Parra-

keet.” ’Phone, “ Central 689.”

TALKING PARROTS
all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month's trial system at my risk, which I originated,

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once, for my price list and free large hook. "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, llore-

cambe." Telephone No. 40 Morccambe. (310)

Parrot Aviaries, IVSorecambe

[ VARIOUS BIRDS.
FOR sale, Canary cocks, 4/- eacli ;

pair Budgeri-
gars, 3/-: Booth, 1, West Brampton, Newcastle,
Staffordshire. (99)

BARGAIN, clear Norwich hen, 5/6; long Yorkshire
ben, 4/-; cock Bullfinch, 3/6; two cock Linnets,

house-moulted, 3/6 each: Mr. Rotliwell, 19, Hiret-

st., Burnley. (105)

MUST sell three Green Budgerigars, two cocks, onq
hen ; eight A.M. cock Redpolls, gems ; 1914 prize-bred

buff Norwich lieu; 1914 Yorkshire variegated hen,

15/- lot; bargain: Robinson, S3, Bridge End-rd.,

Grantham. (101)

CLEARING Outdoor Aviary : 3 cock Linnet Mules,
!/- each; cock Cape Mountain Kinch, 9/6; Roller

hen, 2/-: 2 hen Goldfinches, 1/3 each; Parrot cage,

S -
;

lot, 33/-; exchange large yellow Norwich hens:
Reynolds, High-fit., Stourbridge. (110)

THREE buff cocks, unfiigbted, C/C each; another,
year old, 9/C; buff hen, 6/- (unfiigbted); cock Goldie
Mule, year old. C/-; approval; birds first; same
ft rain as my winners at Preston. Accrington, Car-

iisle, Sheffield, and Ardwick : \V. Spencer, 85, Athol-

Bt.. Burnley. (10C)

SELECTED cage-moulted British suitable for Mule
or Hybrid breeders: 2 Brambletinches, cock 3/6, hen
3 /-; twice cage-moulted cook Siskin, 10/6: fine

H.M. Chaffinch, 7/6, steady, and in the pink; 8

aviary-moulted cock Linnets, 2/0 each, fit for show,
but not standy ; cock Greenie, 1/C; also the fol-

lowing acclimatised foreigners from aviary: Cocks,
Madagascar Weaver, 10/C; Cuttthroat, 4/C; Cordou
Bleu. £1, a gem for size and colour; young green
Budgerigars, 3/- each; adult pairs, 7/6. Every
bird in perfect health .and feather. See “ Cage
Birds" for report: R, Baines, 6, Xoronto-st., Lin-
coln. (112)

THE BEST OBTAINABLE
Yorkshire, Norwich, Borders, Rollers, none better,
rocks, full flong, 5/C, C/6, 7/C each; bens, 2/C, 3/6;
•elected giant cock brown Linnets, for exhibition,
:onto«t, or milling, 1 - each; three, 2/C. Ditto Gokl-
'ineiies. 2.-' i and 3 c. Cock Bullfinches, 2/C; liens,

i c. Common ,v< ling Canaries, as bred, suitable for
ii'iariv,-, ‘vi dozen: Princess Aviaries, ir:; prince.--

it., Man hestcr. mo)

\
WANTED.

|

1.000 HEN Canaries: Jopson, Newton Heath, Man-
chester. O10)
WANTED, anything alive: Cooper, Naturalist.

Lime-st., Manclicetcr. (110)

BIRDS, animals, reptiles ; beet prices given: Jop-
son, Newton Heath, Manchester. (110)

WANTED Canaries, also Mule*; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)

WANTED, Yorkshires, for cash; approval, deposit:
P. Barker, Kobinson-st., Dewsbury, Yorks. ( 101

)

WANTED, a largo quantity of all kinds of British

and Canaries, for cash: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr.
(105)

WANTED, Scotch Fancies; exchange Crestbred
cocks, 10/-; pair Lancashires, 15/-: A. March, Eve-
sham. (Ill)

WANTED, Canaries and Mules, either sox; state
lowest price for prompt cash : Robinsou, 33, Bcsson-
st.. New Cross. 098)

WANTED, Nightingale hen, hand-reared preferred,
state full particulars and lowest cash price: Arthur
Wicks, Norwich. (100)

WANTED, for prompt cash. Parrot or Cockatoo;
send price and particulars : Mrs. Jones, Harlech
House, Aberystwyth. (ill)

WANTED, lien Bullfinch, guaranteed to have had
fertile eggs in cage only: Campbell, 137, North
Frederick-st., Glasgow. (103)

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, Parrots,
Canaries, Mules, Hybrids, very top price paid

:

Broxtip, Stock-st., Burnley.
WANTED, a few surplus Roller cock Canaries;

state cheapest price for c»>sh; genuine; approval:
5, Water Ueys-ter., Wigan.
WANTED, ben Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each ; hen

Canaries* 1/3 each: J. Flower, 15, Pollard row.
Bethnal Green-nl., London. (30
WANTED, cheap for cash. Roller Canaries, cither
sex: Price and particulars to Round, 23, Windsor-
rrl., Mainder, Newport, Mon. (10-1)

EXCHANGE yellow variegated Norwich cock, buff
hen; wanted, buff cock; young dressed chicks, 4/-

each, cash : Cook, Pembridgc. (106)
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins, and

linnets, good prices for good' birds; deposit cash:
Steele, 201, City-rd., Manchester. (110)

WANTED, pair of typical Borders; exchange large
dark 1915 Goldfinch Mule, good singer, or sell 12/0:
Smith. 35a, Wells-st., Inverness. (107)
WANTED, offers in Norwich or Crests for John
Forest Lever watch, or sell 35/-: Wright, 11, Man-
nering-rd., Shawlands, Glasgow. (110)
WANTED, from catchers, a few Goldfinches and

other British weekly ; state price : Birtwistle, 35,
Argylc-st., Whittlefield, -Burnley. (109)

WANTED British birds, also colour fed 1916
Canaries; state quantity and lowest cash price to:

H Jinks, 2, BramaU-lane. Sheffield. (94)
HAND-REARED cock Linnet, on full song, ex-
change for 1015, hand-reared hen Bullfinch: Row-
lings, 284, Oundlq-rd., Peterborough. (102)
WANTED, for prompt cash. Bullies, Siskins, Gold-

finches, Linnets, foreign birds. Males, Canaries, and
cages: Stores, 614, Fulham-rd., S.W. (101)
WANTED, catchers, to supply weekly, Goldfinches,
Bullfinches, and linnet: Apply, Seedley Aviaries,

2, Gilbert-st.. HcSge-lane, Manchester. (103)

WANTED, from catchers, no dealers, large cock
Goldies, for showing, will deposit cash; state price:

P. Mallon, 4, McNeil-place, Dumbarton. (105)

WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards. Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons; state lowest price: W.
Fowiclc, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (22)

WANTED, portable birdroom, good aize, take apart
in sections; state full particulars: J. Hodder, 6,

Banner-st., St. Luke’s, London, E.C.
TWO large Goldfinches wanted, in exchange for
grand 1915 yellow Norwich cock; yours first: E.
Collins, 36, Somerset-rd., Knowle, Bristol. (102)
WANTED, pair large Norwich yellows, exchange

Bullfinch, grand large specimen, h.-moulted, winner,
sell £1 : Dawson, 689, Duke-et., Glasgow. (112)

WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Chaffinches,
Siskins, Linnets, from reliable bird catchers, for

cash: Wm. Smith, 09 Tib-st., Manchester. (57)

WANTED, large clean healthy Norwich and York-
shire Canaries, must bs first-class, 6tate price, ap-
proval : C. Clarke. 42, Leopold-st., Birmingham. (108)

WaNTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:

Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200. Overgate, Dundee.
WANTED, Norwiqji or Yorkshire hen Canaries;

give 18/- dozen; hen Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; any
quantity: Perkins, 207, East-st., Walworth, London.

(103)
WANTED. Canaries and Mules, both sexes,
Finches, Siskins, Bullies and Redpolls: send to
headquarters: Bedford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham.

(Ill)

WANTF.D, any quantity of Goldfinchee, Bullfinches,

Siskins, Twites, Hawfinches, best price paid
; honest

dealings only : Osborne, Dudley-rd., Wolverhampton.
WANTED Canaries, cocks and hens, healthy birds,

also Bullfinches, Goldfinches, etc., for re-sale; state
price to C. A. Paine, 54, Charlottc-st., Portsmouth.

(95)

WANTED, 500 all varieties Canaries, also Gold-

finch, Bullfinch, and foreign birds ;
prices low, cash

sent with order: McKcand, Seabright, Castle Dou-
glas. (89)

LARGE yellow Norwich hens wanted for cash, or
exchange high-class china, tea ucrvicea, etc.

; mutual
approval : Reynolds, Midland ChiBa Store, Stour-
bridge. (110)
WANTED, 3 yellows, 3 buffs, unfll. Norwich hens,
must be good type and colour fed, for cash

:

Dotherty, 16, Withington-st., Higher Broughton,
Salford. (113)
WANTED, weekly. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Red-

polls, Siskins, Hawfinches, Linnets, Larks, Canaries,
cocks or hens: T. Green, 22, St. Micliael-st., West-
Bromwieh. (109)
WANTED, offers in good Yorkshire Canaries, for
two young smooth Fox Terrier bitches, sell £1
each: yours first: Owen Jones, Eoundry-rd., Welling-
ton, Salop. (108)
WANTED 1915 extra big Norwich yellow cock,
show or stock, exchange ‘Our Canaries,” good con-
dition; approval: Woods-, 2C, Silton-st., Moston,
Manchester. (110)
OFEE ItS in Roller show cages, for glucko and
water glu-cke Roller ceck, P-4 rung, scored 23 points
Manchester contest, 1914: Ltherington, 226, I’letcher-

rd., Preston. (109)

CATCHERS’ Notice.—Y/anted, Goldfinches, Bull-

finches, 18/- dozen; Chaffinches, Linnets, Bramble-
finches, 3/c dozen; Thrushes, 12/-: Thornhill, 0, War-
wick-st., Burnley. • (108)

WANTED, Norwich, gun, anything, offers; give

pedigree Greyhound, trained, best blood. £3; ap-
proval; no rubbish wanted: Kenworthy, Long Ben-

nington. Grantham. (100)

WANTED, from catcher, two monster yellow cock
Greenfinches, for exhibition, no rubbish, will give

good price; on app- val: Cri'itrc 0. I .ford-st..

Denton, Manchester (107)

WANTED, Goldfinch Mnle, singing, or Norwich
liens, exchange gent. 'a bike. 24in. flame, 2 brakes,
wants one new tyre, sell 10/-; yours first: England,
7, Hallett'e-gar., finish, Yeovil. (106)

WANTED, four Norwich show cages and carrying
case, good condition; three well-bred wire Fox
Terrier Pups for sale, very cheap: Brett, 130, Mose-
ley-st.. Camp-hill, Birmingham. (105)

WANTED, three large green Norwich cocks and
3 large green Norwich hens, yellow greens pre-

ferred; lowest price; approval, deposit: D. Webster,
4, St. l-eonard's-st., Edinburgh. (99)

WANTED, 2 unflighted flrst-croso Norwioh-T.anca-
shlro yellow liens for muling, size essential, in pre-

ference for feather: stato price and particulars:
Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchcster-rd., Brad-
ford. (112)

ONE pair Zebra Finches, one Cordon Bleu cock, one
Cardinal, and one Napoleon, for cash on delivery,

will exchange one Scarlet Weaver, from outdoor
aviary; state prices; deposit if required: Baumann,
Tbe Homestead, Napier-rd,, Heaton Moor, Stock-
port.

_
(99)

WANTED, YORKSHIRES
Good, large, colour-fed. give 7/- a pair, any quan-

tity; cash deposited; bapkers. County and West-
minster; particulars stamp reply: Oliver, 101, Brid-

port-place, Iioxton.

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, IS/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mules,
hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor; P.uther-

ford. Bird Importer, Lcytonstone. (841)

WANTED i
Colour-fed Nonvtjh and Yorkshires. 7/S a pair;

Crests, 10/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goitilinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/- eacli. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, SI- each.

HOWAEB &. SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

f, Sclater St.> & 28, Bethnal Green Rtf.,

London; also 77, Pitt Street, Norwich.
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply. Estd. 53 years. Bankers—London County
and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and

Barclay and Co., Norwich.

[SALE or EXCHANGE.

1
Mainly British,

j

GOLDFINCH-Grecnfinch Hybrids, 14/- pair; wanted,
small boy's cycle : Mrs. Christie, Newton House,
Elgin. (Ill)

REAL good e6ck Goldfinch, 7/6, or exchange good
cock Canary; approval: Mrs. M. Jones, 18, Gadlys-

road, Aberdare. (113)

HOUSE-MOULTED cock Coldflncb, full colour, can
win, 17/0, with show cage: Robinson, Boot-maker,
Winsford, Cheshire. (101)

EXCHANGE two good colour cock Bullfinches for

cock Canary or two hens: Lucas, 115, Newport-rd.,
Stantonbury, Bucks.

_
(101)

EXCHANGE young cock Thrush and Blackbird, in

full so-ng; sell 2/6 each, with cage 4/-: Deshelvey, 9,

Back-rd., Walthamstow. (105)

EXCHANGE fine cock Snow Bunting for good cock

Blackcap, or what offers: Humphries, The Aviaries,

129, Seaside, Eastbourne. (108)

JOHN DAY will exchange high class British or
Scandinavians for Canaries, Mules, Hybrids, etc.:

The Aviaries, Porter-st., Hull. (108)

NICE cock Greypatc, fine full coloured cock Gold-

finch, 4/6 lot; exchange Siskin; offers: W. Conie.

Newtown, Raunds, WeHingboro. (106)

EXCHANGE Winchester rifle, new, for cock Gold-

finches, ccek Canaries, or offers; sell 22/0: Hart,

Penfoid Cottage, Measham, Atherstone. (105)

FOUR cock Goldfinches, 3/0 each; eight cock Lin-

nets, 1/6 each; exchange good steady Hawfinch, cr
offers : Hutton, 118, Stambermill, Stourbridge. (104)

EXCHANGE, 6 good British, all winners at mem-
bers' shows, for good Mule; approval, stamp, par-

ticulars: Lloyd, 33, Brinsdale-rd., Mossley-hill, Liver-

pool. (HO)
WHAT offers, cash, or exchange British birds, for

8 volumes Cassell's new “ Popular Educator.” hand-

somely bound, spotless, cost 2 guineas: Sutherland,
Rambddde, Forres. (112)

EXHIBITION Goldfinch, proved muler, twice house
moulted, 6 Roller hens; exchange fine Whippet;
must be good courser ; or offers cash : R. Crump,
Pine Apple, Hereford. (102)

EXCHANGE Goldfinch Mules, cocks or hens, pure

Finch song, or champion Yorks or Norwich, for fresh

caught Goldies and Bullies; approval: Edwin North,
Diecder, 443, Mancliester-rd., Bradford. (Ill)

SLASHING big yellow Greende, 2/0; ditto Linnet,

3/6; Goldie Mule, full song, 10/6; Roller School-

master, 15/-; all cocks; on seven days' approval
with pleasure : Morgan, 33, City-rd., Cardiff. (102)

EXCHANGE 1914 Roller Schoolmaster for largo
yellow Norwich hen, or sell 15/-: Walker, 6, Lam-
bert-tcr., Aberdare, 8. Wales. (106)
8iX grand exhibition Border hens; what offers,
cash or exchange; would part: Bartlett, 07, North-
load-st

, Glastonbury, Somerset. (105)
EXCHANGE, Seifert Rollers, for ladies’ or gent.'s

bike, low frame, sell 10/C pair; letters only: Cato
laxige, Mattion Parle, W. Malvern. (112)
GENTY8 English lever watch, salver, wants clean-

ing, for good clear yellow Norwich cock; yours
first: No. 5, Chappeli's-ct., Rochdale. (104)
SIX common lien Canaries for 10/- ; or exchange for
two yellow Yorkshires, bene; deposit botfi ways:
Bishop, Aviaries, Camdcn-rd., Bridgwater. (104)
FINE young cock Goldflndi Mule, singing nicely,

6/-, also two cock Goldfinches; offers: H. E. Farneil.
4. Great Haios-st., Market Drayton, Salop. (105)
PRIZE bred Indian game cockerel and pullet: ex-

change good Yorkshires, Norwich greens or cinna-
mons; approval: Butler, Rhosymedre, Buabon. (102)
EXCHANGE three 1915 Norwich liens for exhibi-

tion cock Goldfinch; approval; Goldie first: Win.
Potts, 59, Firthside-st., Fraserburgh, Aberdeenshire.

(107)
EXCTTANGE typical unfliglited buff Norwich cock
and yellow hen for large yell. Norwich cock: ap-
proval both ways; Waraker, Auckiand-st., Guis-
brough, Yorks. (107)
WILL exchange high class green Yorkshire or pair,

according to quality of woods, for pair of Taylor's
Crown green bowls; approval: Hickson, 49, lock-
rd., Broadlicath. (103).

EXCHANGE, high-class Yorkshires, Norwich, Bor-
ders, Rollers, Orests, and Crest-brrds, for old scran
brass, copper, lead, zinc, tools, etc.: Steele, 80, Ord-
sall-lane, Salford. (110)
EXCHANGE Norwich cocks or hens, winners and
bred from winners, 7/6 upwards; exchange bolts,
nails, etc. : Handley, Coach (Builder, Walsokcn,
Wisbech ; approval. (102)

PAIR Shackleton’s Yorkshires, pair Norwich, and
breeding cages, 10/6 each ; lot £1 ; exchange child's
doll, carriage, or scales and weights: Haytock.
Florence-st.. Rochdale. (Ill)
YORKSHIRE cocks, singing. 6/-; Borders, cocks,

singing, 5/0; Roller cock/ full song, 6/-; cinnamon
cock Greenfinch, aviary bred, 2/6: Standard Avia-
ries. Newton neath, Manchester. (110)

LOVELY Schoolinasterr and cage, 15/6; exchange
grocery, poultry, goose, turkey, meat, rabbits,
pigeons, silver watcb, anything useful: Mrs. Ryder.
54, William-st.. Harnpstead-rd. London. (104)
EXCHANGE largo pair Norwich, winners, value £8.

for sewing machine, also 1 case and two Norwich
show cages for 3 Yorkshire show cages; approval:
Williams. 20, Mountain-rd., Cwmaniau, Aberdare. (102)

TWO large 1914 buff Norwich bens, 0/- each; bar-
gains; 1914 buff Yorkshire hen, 3/-; four cages. 28$
by 16 by 9. 1/6 each; exchange good Flemish cr
Belgian rabbits; approval: Anstee, 74, Inkerinan-
st.. Luton, Beds. (lOS)
EXCHANGE monster yellow Norwich cock ami

ben, first and special only time shown, 1915 bred,
both real models, for good pair Crests, or offers;
gramophone and records

; sell 45/-: Abel, The Grove.
Nccton, Swaffham. (108!

J

Mainly Canaries,
j

WHAT offers in Mules or British for good Norwich
or Borders: J. Robinson, 57, Lodge-st., Miles Flat-

ting. (104)

LARGE Crestbred buff cock, unflighted, for large

yellow Norwich hen : Walker, 6, Lambert-ter., Aber-

dare. (106)

ONE yellow', one buff 1914 Yorks, hens, sell 10/-,

or exchange for Yorks, show cages in case: Chown,
Exmouth. * (98)

EXCHANGE 4 cocks and 1 ben, Yorkshire Canaries,

for camera, or sell 25/-: E. Pettinger, Franklin-sq..

Harrogate. (108)

EXCHANGE unfliglited buff Yorkshire cock, value

20/-, for variegated yellow hen: C. Hallewell, Mins-
ter, Slie.ppey, Kent. (104)

GOOD pair of Norwich and Yorkshire cock, ex-

change gent.'s cycle, or sell: Owens, Ceiyn . Clwt

y Bout, Cvvm y Glo. (100)

YORKSHIRE Canaries from 6/0 upwards: or ex-

change anything useful
;
approval : Tattersall, East,

st., Farington, Preston. (100)

EXCHANGE, good wire-haired Fox Terrier bitch,

for two 1915 Norwich liens, sell 15/-: Mayes. 73,

Ebenezor-st., Langley Mill.
'

(112)

CHAMPION Crests, .£1 to £10 pairs; approval; ex-

change good Yorkshires or Norwich: T. Uillington,

32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (OS)

WILL exchange splendid pair of Yorkshire Canaries,

value 20/-, for Yorkshire Terrier bitch or Bull bitcli

:

43, Hermitage-rd., Coalville. (103)

BUFF Norvv'ich cock and yellow hen, 10/-; ex-

change British: Bishop, full colour, 7/0: Bousfleld,

Saddler. Brlatate, Knaresbro’. (HO)

|
Mainly Foreign,

)

SPLENDID talking Parrot and cage, sell 45/-, or
exchange: 346, Oldhain-rd., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (HO)
EXCHANGE, talking Grey Parrot and cage, for'

Canaries, or sell 40/-: Joyce, 9, Rosamoud-place, Ox-
ford-rd., Manchester. (110)
GOOD .gent.'s cycle, stand camera, accessories

;

sell both 50/-; exchange Parrot; offers: Particulars.
Butterworth, 147, Moss-st.. Rochdale. (106)
EXCHANGE, good Parrot and cage for Canaries
and breeding cages, or anything useful: Brookes,
90, Wolverhnmpton-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (9S)

WILL exchange pair finger-tanie Golden-breasted
Conures. for pair Biur-wineed or Black-[ac6d Love-
birds: Bowerman, 12, Wellington-st., Swindon.
Wilts. * (93)

Miscellaneous.

30-EGG incubator, only used once, 12/-, or offers;

no live stock: Hutson, 4, Townend, Writtle, Essex.

(104)

WHAT offers for Yorkshire show case and two
cages, or sell 4,-: Bissct, 15, Commerce-st., Fraser-

burgh. (104)

GRAND Yorkshire cock and single breeding cage.

6/-; approval : Kaye, 3, Ivy-st., Crosland Moor, Hud-
dersfield. (HO)

ITALIAN mandoline and case, nearly new. 15/-;

exchange pair Norwich: Mitchelmore, 9, Lambert -

st., Southend. (104)

EXCHANGE 1915 cock Roller for Yorkshire ben*,

sell 5/6 : Hancock, 2, Cross-st., Adwick-le-Strect,

nr. Doncaster. (105)

''EOHANGE $-plaoe band camera for Rollers.

Yorkshires, or Norwich: W. Gibbons, 37, Parli-pl.,

Clapham, S.W. (101)

EXCHANGE 111b. lead. 1111). of scrap brass, dozen

mole pelts; wanted, five Norwich healthy hens:

Cook, Pembridge. 006)

10 NEW 0/- novels, 15,'-; 22 fid. novels, 6/6; now
wristlet watch, 10/-; exchange Canaries: Tylke.

Nantvniocl, Glam. (105)

POM puppy (5 months), what offers in Bullies.

Goldfinches. Siskins, or Budgerigars : Wilson, 51.

Freehold-st., Loeds. (1 06)

EXCHANGE, Silver Pheasant cock, for good Nor-

wich buff ben. godl head : Wadsworth, 279, Shrews-

bury-rd.. Forest Gate. . .
( ,on ’

EXCHANGE for British or other lords, gramo

phone and 45 records, new condition: Steele, 201.

City-rd., Manchester. (110)

WHAT offers Canaries, for pair of sweet scales,

brass' scoops, sell 10/0: Fry, 216, Fairview-terr .

St. Werburghs, Bristol. y*; 1

GOOD rifle, shoots shot, or bullet, sell W-
.;

ex-

change 2 cock Canaries: Hczckmh Magstaflr, Ion-

land-rd., Seiston, Notts. (107)

EXCHANGE 20 Edison l/f> cylinder records, not

much used, for Roller Canaries; what offers: 6.

Water Ilcys-terr., Wigan. (101)

LADY’S macintosh, exchange for r.tear yellow or

buff Norwich stock cock; approval both ways: 44

Burnlcy-rd., Colne, Lancs. O0\>
POUR pairs ice skates, 5/-, worth double: Duteli

Rabbits, 10 weeks, 1/- each; exchange: Middleton,

90, Norlbgate, Canterbury. (10-'

Bill, I.-Terrier bitch. 3$ months, all white, seil

25/- V exchange Canaries or offers: Bishop, Commer
cial-st., Nnntvmoel, Glam. (105)

EXCHANGE high-class Borders for anything use.

fnl or pen of poultry : Roberts. Gwvddfor, Pen y

groos SO.. North Wales. ' (I»H»

TOUR Yorkshire show rages, with carrying tuun-

nrr bargain, 10 -, or exchange • Jio approval: Smith,
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EXCHANGE, motor-cycle In tup
,

generator, horn,
jew light; wimt offers? Goldie-s, Linnets: L. I’lclce,

55, Lurch-rd., Birkenhead. (10f>)

DOZEN lOln. double-aided records, new; exchange
lor mcloduon, or anything: Alex. Devine, 373, Main,
st., Boublll, Dumbartonshire. (1U6)

:50s., Aecordeon. now, grand Instrument, CO/-, or
two Goldfinch Mules and 10/- cash: Herbage, 0.

Cranhrook-r<J., Walthamstow. ''(ICO)

NEW long collier’s pit axe, 7, 0/-; exchange
fowls, black trousers, coat; offers: Vale, Itlch-

inoniUrt., Moorllelds, Hereford, ,(107)

WILL exchange puir stylish Borders for exhibition
Greenfinch, house moulted; yours first : A. Turn-
bull, 5. Oukbank-pl., Winchburgh. (109)

BEAUTIFUL pair of Bantams, pullet fit for show,
sell (1/0, or exchange anything ; singing cock Canary
v anted : Motley, Grocer, Patcley Bridge. <11-)

EXCHANGE 22 double-sided Musogram living re-

cords and Bathe sound box for Canaries: Mott, 301,

Bortohello-rd., North Kensington, London. (104)

COCK Bullfinch, splendid condition, 2/9;' No. 1

boro garden gun, perfect, 10/0 ;
Charles 1. shil-

ling, 1/5: Hubbard, North Kilworth, Rugby. (106)

SALE or exchange, for Canaries, good-bred light

sable Pom. bitch, 12 months old, splendid condi-

tion, 23/-: IVrigley, 12, Adelphi-st., Burnley. (107)
THREE warranted healthy good-working Ferrets,

v 5/-; ono liner, 5/6; exchange cork Canaries or

Mules: Uulierwood, Mcthcringham, Lincoln. (107)

LUCAS cycle lamp, Silver King of Hoad, pew,
10/-; exchange unflighted yellow Norwich lien, any-
thing useful : Roberts, 06. Vale-st., Denbigh. (108)

GOLDEN Hamburgh (Bantams, cock, 2 pullpts,

from winning parents, 15/-; exchange Canaries,
anything: Rogers, .0, North-st., Bridgwater. (in:;)

ROSES, flowering shrubs, hardy perennials, etc.,

exchange common song Canaries or British; offers,

anything : Collins, Morchard Bishop, Devon. (107)

1’AIR strong healthy Silver Pheasants, grand
layers, 25/-, or 20/- and British to value, or host
offer: Ambrose, Square, Cults. Aberdeenshire. (102)

SALE, pair clap-nets, new, 18ft. long, everything
complete; exchange Bullfinches, Goldfinches, or
offers: Midgley, Micklethwaite, Bingley, Yorks (103)
'OUR Canaries,” in two volumes, also 36 double-

sided records ; sell or exchange for Goldies, Lin-

nets, or Canaries: H. Dawson, 50, Walcott-st., Hull.
WllAT differs in Norwich hens or poultry lor red-

breasted Parrot and cage, or sell 18/.; yours first;

Boole, 4, Simms-la., Nctherton, nr. Dudley, Worces.
BULL and Whippet bitch, good guard, King air

rifle. No. 1; dozen purse nets (new)„ lot 14/-, or
offers birds : Wilsou, Macretb-row, C'ockermoutb.

(104)

FOR sale or exchange, £9 cycle, new this summer,
for Norwich Canaries; no rubbish required; or
sell £13 : J. James, 28, Idris-ter., Plasmarl, Swan-
sea. (106)

FOR sale, Waverley Book Canaries, Hybrids, and
British Birds, unsoiled, 15/-', cost 25/-, or exchange
Rollers, songsters; Fortey, 120, Marinc-st., Cwrn,
Mon. (104)
FOR sale. Touroplionc, 21 double-sided records, all

in new condition, cost £6 2/6, sell £3, or best
offer; approval: Ley, 17, Waungocb, Nantymoel,
Glam. (104)

PRIVATE exchange, long-range pocket telescope,
perfect; wanted,- good Roller cock or melodcon

:

Crooks, 45, Station-rd., Biilingham, nr. Stockton-
on-Tees. (105)

FOR sale, at £1, or exchange for British, pen of
Spangled Bantams, cock and 7 hens, 6 of them are
1914 and 2 1915: Apply, B. Heyden, Coal Merchant,
Redruth. ( 100)
EXCHANGE gent.’s cycle, free wheel, good tyres,

good condition ; wanted, good Norwich bens to
value of 30/-: Blythe, Bark-avcn., Mansfield, Wood-
house, Notts. (117)

WATCH lathe, £5; gramophone, 70 records, double
spring, £4 10/-, or exchange for motor cycle: J.

Webster, Mecbanics’-bnildings, King-st., Adwalton.
nr. Bradford. (101)
TWO British show cages, made of satin walnut,

for sale, 7/6, or exchange young Norwich hens or
British Birds: G. Hatton, 398, Station-rd., Wins-
ford, Cheshire. (1131

EXCHANGE, mounted carvers, knife, fork and
steel, with horn handles, for two took Canaries oi

5 hens ; approval : Staniforth, 100, Eyre-st., Moor-
head, 'Sheffield. U12)
ALL parts to date (69) of “ The Great War,’

beautifully illustrated, as new : exchange rifle, any.
tiling useful, or sell; offers: Lott, 4, Haymarket-
rd., Cambridge, (169)

SALE or exchange. Whippet bitch, five months,
trained rag, mother winner; British birds, or any-
thing useful: James Devine, 373, Main-st., Bon-
hill, Dumbartonshire. (195)

TREADLE circular saw, drilling machine, stamp-
ing press, quantity of other tools for manufactur-
ing spring perches : Santos, 33, Line-grove, Shep-
herd's Bush, London. (78;

EXCHANGE four flying Tipplers,- cocks, Beacliy
and Hall strain; what afl'ers in British; want no
Rubbish, give hone ; yours first : Gregory, 88, Broe-
pect-pl., Llanelly, C'arm. (105)
EXCHANGE for a pair of Yorkshires and pair of

Norwich Canaries, cock and two hens, Old English
Spangle Game Bantams, or sell for £1; youra iir.-t :

Nash, Queen-st., Lydney. (102)

FOR sale, silver watch, in going order, just been
cleaned, price 30/-; will exchange Linnet or Gold,
linch Mules; approval each way: G. Reed, 24, S-olo-

mon-ter., Chatham, Kent. (101)
THREE pairs racing Pigeons, flown up to 378

miles, accept 30/- lot; exchange lady’s-, gent.'s
cycle, Canaries; offers; approval: Bridgeford, .27,
Newcomen-rd., Wellingborough. (106)
TWO grand buff Norwich, cocks, 10/- each, worth

double
;

single breeders from 9d. each ; bargains

;

call or write: Woods, 26, Silton-st., Moston, Man-
chester. Exchange entertained. (110)EXCHANGE gentleman’s overcoat for two -sing-
ing cock Canaries, or offers: approval both ways;
yours first; sell IS/-: Wm. Meek, 30, Montague-st.,
ISIaenane Gwent, Abertillcry, Mon.

( 104 )EXCHANGE 3 lbs. of large mealworms for a good
safety razor, rifle, or 22 -and 302 bore cartridge, •

.vours first or no business done-: Gerald Ashton,” 5 ,

Mafckiiig-st.,^ Gateshead, Co. Durham. (101)EXCHANGE } violin and case, also tuning pipe, for
Winning Norwich clear yellow lien; must have silky-
feather, good bead and neck, colour: D. Hartley, 130 ,

Thorn ton-st. . Coliyhurst, Manchester. " (ltH)GOLDEN Brindle Bulldog, 601b., massive head
long flat skull, good iinderjaw, rose ears, double
crank tail, -champion pedigree, £2, cheap £ 10

; C x-
ciiange, anything : Barnard, 15, Back-la., Barking.

• OWNER killpdi i:i War; Zenith motor cycle and
rule car, perfect order, new John Bull back tyre

GwSv r ’ of°eV
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Ro,I<-' r cock or anythinguseiul, l. Jafekson, Mood-la., Bjgnalf. End, Staff*

(107 )

XMAS, presents. Best quality umbrellas, gold or
silver mounted, 10/6, 12/6 each; would entertain
exchange for Canaries, Rollers preferred ; Dobbs,
Umbrella Manufacturer, 783, Rochdale rd., Munches*
ter-

( 104 )LEATHER suit ease, luggage overhaul, two pairs
brown leggings, linnff bag, music-case. Held glasses,
sell or exchange cold reared Rollers, or other Can-
aries: Ayscougb, 42, Thornville-rd., West Hurtle-
pool. (HI)
WATCH lathe, £1 10/-; large gra'mophone, double

spring, 70 records, £4 10s. ; or exchange for motor
cycle; give part cash for .suitable one: J. Webster,
Mechanics’, bldgs., King-st., Adwalton, nr, Brad-
ford-

( 101 )
NOTICE : We want Cannrics and British birds,
Parrot®, poultry, rabbits, anything, in exchange
for cutlery and plate, workmen’s tools, grumuphouo
records, etc : Write, Smith Bros., 49, Bcar-st., Shcf-
field. (109)
W ILL Kell, grand little chocolate Pomeranian

puppy, for 30/-, or exchange for g<Mxl cock Goldfinch
or yellow (clear) Border cock, or Border show cages
and travelling case: Rule, Richmond-tcrr., Truro,
Cornwall. (kjo)
EXCHANGE silver watch chain, with silver medal,

gold centre, value 12/6, for good Norwich yellow
hen. must bo typical; bird first; approval both
ways; Hinton, 110, Groenhill-rd., Handsworth, Bir-
mingham.

( 108 )
ANTIQUE, six genuine Hogarth prints, framed, in-

cluding Gin Lane and Beer Street, will sell or ex-
change for Canaries, cock Goldfinches, Mules, or
offers in exhibition British : Barrett, 19, Park-st.,
Cambridge.

( 99 )

.SOLID silver English lever, proper working ordei;.
accurate timekeeper, £1, cost £2 10/-; two pair's
black leather leggings, 5/0 pair ; 3 good second-
hand suits. SCin. chest, 7/6 each: Fiatt, 5, Bramford-
laric, Ipswich. (112)
VIOLIN, in case, with bow, a good model, valued

at £5, accept 50/-; guitar, 15/-; Chambers Encyclo-
paedia, 6 vol., 15/.; Shakespeare, 1843, 2 vol., 12/-;
exchange Canaries or Bantams: Brazier, Tea Gar-
dens, Galleywood, Chelmsford. (105)
EXCHANGE Edison Home phonograph, with large
brass horn and stand, 5 dozen records, £3; black
Tom Bom. bitch, 8 months, weight 31bs., cham-
pion pedigree, £2; birds, bicycle, fowls: Massing-
bam, 213, Hitchin-rd., Luton, Beds. (lou)
NINE vote. Horse: Its Treatment in Health and
Disease, full set, by Professor J. Wort'ey Axe,
M.R.C.V.S., perfectly new, will exchange fo value
of £2, or sell 35/- cash; books isent on approval

:

Perkins, Grocer, Camborne, Cornwall.
(105)

CHRISTMAS holidays ; Catcher’s outfit, 18£t. nets,
all accessories, carrying box several cages; Lin-
net, Goldie Mules, all in perfect condition, sell 30/-
cash ; exchange anything house, trade, varnish,
brushes : Phillips, Decorator, Portishead. (104)EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding,
cycle tyres, cutlery, Christmas presents, toys, etc.,
for livestock of all descriptions, birds, dogs, poul-
try, parrots, monkeys, etc. ; strictly honest Heal-
ings : Jopson's Exchange Stores, Newton Heath

GOLDFISH, small, 1/3 do*., 7/* J00; medium, 2/«
doz., 14/- 190; large and extra large, 9/. to 24/- dozen;
special -prices per 1,090; Japanese and Chinese i*au-
tails, 3/- to 5/- each; Dogfish, Uitterling, Rockbass,
etc., Weeds, Plants, Snails; list free; catalogue of
aquaria and vivaria Id.: L. Cura and Sons, Vlnc-ot.,
Clcrkcnwell rd., London.

Cats* j
j

BARGAIN, several grand blue Persian kittens, frojn
great winners, prices reasonable, easy payments ar-
ranged; approval: McKeand, Seabrigbt, Castle
Douglas. (77 )

EXCEPTIONAL chance to obtain blue Persian
kitten at low prices

; these kittens are of the
highest breeding, having 7 champions in pedigree,
sound in colour and correct in all points, born 17th
May.—Particulars from Mrs. Brooke, Sunnyhurst,
Silvcrdale, Lanio. <jo7)
JUST Out I Nutshell No. 27, ‘‘The Care of the Cat.”
A highly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting, Management. Diseases,
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2{<L, post free, from Cage Birds, 154.
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

MRS. Uulton, Dunstable, offers lilgl, : ;
. pedl

gr.;e 1 cl.ingese puppies anil adults cheap; f have
ftc-.u lo 1«J lor inoht exorbitant ui-
input running into throe (Iguics, no better than I
can offer for a mere trifle.
PRETTY little silvery, silky-coated Yorkshire Ter-

rier male, which sits up, begs, feigns death, - tints
door when told, fetches master's slippers; cleverest
little dog in the Midlands; housetrained; on short
legs,- kill vermin, 17/6; Wllshcr, Lunns-aveiiue, Gol-
wick-rd., Nottingham. (107)
"CARE of tha Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, Is now

ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great us?. It treats on feeding,
housing, caorc lsing, diseases, varieties, medicines,
roaring, wa Aliing, grooming etc. Price 2d. from any
or oiir ruif/slicll agents, a list of whom are juMirhcrj
frequently, or 2Jd. post free, from: "Cage
M, Fleet sfc., London, E C.

Mice.
FANCY mice, various colours, Otf. each, or 9d. pair:
Alf. Carney, Wood-lane, Beverley. e ico>PAIR Japanese tame mice and rage, 1/ ; Dormice,
2/6 pair: Miss Jtosey, Rosemary House, -Eastbourne!

(104)

|

Cavies.
CAVY- Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, ‘Profitable Pet

Cavees. (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Mating. Rearing, Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases. Varieties,

|

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2(d:, post free, from Cage Birds, 151. Fleet
Street, London, E.C.

Pigeons.
ONE pair White Fantails,

Burnley.
"/-: Broxup, Stork *t.,

( 110 )

Cycles.
SUNBEAM cycle, no tyres, gear two-speed, little,

repair, otherwise good as new, £2 10s. ; exchange
another cycle : Cook, Pembridge.

( 106)

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
1 ipcon- keepers will find much helpful In (c? matIon

in two of o::r "Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 9 ,which deal with these bircta in a manner which will
set- the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7 ,“The Ilomiiis Pigeon”; No. 8 ,

,,
T‘

post free 2Jd. each from
Street, London, E.C.

“ Ca
he Fancy ripeon,'*

e lSirds,” 154, Fleet-

Rabbits.

Manchester.
(110 )

CHANCE OF A LIFETIME
We give good value in clothing, boots, bedding,

-cutlery, and household goeds of every description,
required in exchange for bird.;, puppies, poultrv, or
livestock of any variety, reliable dealings only;
stamp reply : Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163,
Prineess-ist., Manchester. (110)

OVERCOATS
Stylish overcoats, raincoats, macks, suits, costumes,
ladies’ macks, boots, shoes, all highly-finished goods,
all sizes to measure; exchange Canaries, Mules,
British, etc.: Exchange Co., 355, London-rd., Sheffield

WHAT offers, grand massive rocking horse, 5ft.
llm. long, 3ft. 9in. high, -carved neck, -cost £6;
quite new, grand Christmas present, for boy, ac-
cept £3; exchange birds or good watch, gramophone,
clothing

;
yours first: Thomas Walien, 18, Salop-st.,

Caerphilly, Glam. (no)NEW Edison Gem phonograph, plays 4.minute
records, complete, 15/ -j 3 good Yorkshire hens
with cage, 8/-; Skylark, full song, with cage, 5/-;
Treecreeper, show cage, 3/-; exchahge anything
useful for house: Minikin, 11, Rhodes-pL, ' Brad,
ford-rd., Keighley.

(jqgjEXCHANGE pedigreed Pomeranian bitch, 18
months -(maiden), ” Haughty Prince ” strain, for a
good matched pair of Norwich Canaries (young),
variegated yellow cock preferred, or sell 30/-- yours
first : Andrew Dick, 26, Munro-st., Stenbomcmuir
Larbert, Stirlingshire.

( 10s jFOR sale, a black greyhound bitch, wif/li four
white paws, eleven months old, from good parent;
stands 21 inches high, will sell 25/-, worth double, or
exchange for Canaries, Rollers preferred, or any-
thing reasonable; yours first; J. Hayes, 17, Chureii-
<-t., Briton Ferry, Glam. .<y,)

EXCHANGE highly. bred sable and white C'ollic
bitch, 4 months, warranted healthy and good con-
dition, for pair of good stout Norwich unflighted,
with good heads; no rubbish given or wanted;
approval both ways: Warner, Cyprus-cottage, Den-
riis-rd., East Molcsey, Hampton Court. ( 101 )
SELL, exchange, large strong Parrot cage, 19 by

23, and 31b. of dandelion .seed, dean, 7/-; and a
new clapnet, never been used, 7/-- and o young
Flemish and Belgians, 6 week old, 1/- cadi; and a
Flemish buck, 10 months old, 3/6; offers; yours
first: George Larmouth, Flint-hill, Ripton, co ' Dnr-
harn. (ICO)
J. 12. Victor, late of IS, Lcng-st.., Hackncv-rd.,
having removed to larger premises, viz., 115 , Black-
horse-la., Walthamstow, Essex, wishes to state I
till entertain exchanges in curtains, hosiery, um-

brellas, cycle tyres, tubes, etc., for Canaries or
Mules; what offers for a genuine Japanese tea ser-
vice

(91 )

Dress.
i

UNDERWOOD'S champion box caif boots and shoes,
newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/3, 3 /6 , gents 3.9,
4/-, girls 3/-, boys 3/G, carriage paid : F. Under-
wood, 36, York-st., Huimc, Manchester. (76)

|

Ferrets.

WORKING Ferrets, 6/-: De Von and Co., 114,
Bethnal Green-rd., London.
SPECIALLY selected ferrets, woTked. all season

line or loose, 6/6; splendid ferrets, good workers,
guaranteed, 6J-; 14 days’ approval, cash or de-

posit: Thos. Wannop, Short-st., Carlisle. (107)

Garden.
APPLES, finest selected dessert or Blenheim

Orange on 201b. 5/6, 401b. 9/6; selected cooking,
201b. 4/3, 401b. 7/-; carriage paid England and
Wales, packages free; cash: Mrs. Walkley, Edge-
borough, Staplegrove, Taunton. (29)

|
Household

S A I g??
3^ Sh3ll!:) WRITE TO-DAY

|L_ JySt ELJf II fcp* enclosimi 1 cl. stamp forS*® B32F' K SSHBS VALUABLE BOOKLET,
TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

BLAIOHAeDS FILLS
Ikey are unrivalled for oil 1,3,lies' Ailments, ,1-e. and speedily

anord relief, and never fail to alleviate oil suf-erine
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Oocliia, hitter Apple', *eSold m hoses, 1 'li. by Hoots', Taylor's, Timothy While’s
Branches and ail Chemists, or post free, same p.-;,-e from

LESLIE MMTVN. Ltd. Chemisis, 24, DAISTON LANE, LONDOfJ

Dogs for Sale.Jfa.'CIlXieSl »ogs for Exchange.

|
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agents wanted Tor Trowel's bird weds
snd foods, good commirtsion: Trtuver, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London

jAquarium.
j

CATFISH, Miriorcarp, etc., “Aquarium Manage-
ment,” Id.; birds exchanged for fish, fish for birds

-

tame rabbits, giants, 1/8: Fisheries, Mount Vcrnon-
rd., Liverpool. (no)
DACE, ]/- doz. ; fish food. Id. packets, 5 /. quart;
small Goldfish, 1/6 dbz., 8/. 100; medium goldfish,
4/- doz., 20/- 100; minnows, fid. doz., 2,« 109-
plants, snails, etc., price lists: De Yon and Co.’.
11-1. Bethnal Green-rd., London.

“ MY Dogs ” (on approval)
; send for list, stating

requirements: Lal'bury. Station-rd., Manor Park, E.
\v ANTED Pekingese, for companion

; state lowest
price: Miss Hall, 25, King’s-st., Houghton, lieges,
Bedfordshire. (197)
STYLISH AiredSle dog puppies, eplemlid pedigree,

91) born 2Ctb Sept., 21/- each: Wilznot, 38, Clonmore-it.,
Southfalds, S.W.

(97 )
GG'.rtJ -Lurcher brindle pup, age five months, for

sale, 12M, or exchange for pullets: A. Hazel, Burn-
ham Market, Norfolk. (3S )WHIPPET dog, 10 weeks old; 12/-, bargain; short
pedigree given to buyer; no rubbish: Alfred Proud-
m_a:i, 4.3,_ Piex-st., Tunstall, Staffs. ai3 )NOTICE: Wanted, ^all varieties purc-breed dogs,
give good exchange m high-class Bantams or Cana-
ries : McKeand, Seabrigbt, Castle Douglas. (S9)
NOTICE.—Grand Shepherd bitch puppy, 5 months,

will make good guard, sell 9/-; exchange anything
alive: J. Moore, Victoria-st., Sclston, Notts. (1C6;
BLACK Whippet Terrier dog, work field or hedge,

kill, retrieve anything, broken to ferrets, 15/-; or
offers in exchange: Barlow, Manor House, Gilder-
some, Leeds. (ioi)
IRISH Terrier bitch, correct type, 9 months,

Loughboro’, Shamrock, and Cli. Beauty Bov
;

ex-
change pullets, anything useful, value £2; 47, ’Cam-
berwell New-rd., London^ (10S)
FOR sale, 4 pure bred retriever puppies, 2 dogs,
3/6 each, bitches 6/-, or exchange laying pullets;
approval: Mr. John Wilkes, No. 12, Hilly Fields,
North Wingfield, nr. Chesterfield. '

( 94 )

BIG fawn Great Dane bitch, shortly in season, 40-7;
also four Great Dane dog pups, two white dogs, two
brindle, 5 weeks old, 20/- each; good pedigree:
White, 20, Douglas-fit., Newtown, Wigan. (102)
FOR -sale, fawn Greyhound dog, 13 months old,
very fast, just right for Irainirg, with new rug,
cost 15/-, and collar: owner joining Army; take 30'-,

or offer: Bliss, 12, Collings-st., Blackheath. (106)
H. GIBBONS has for disposal his kennel of Bull-
dogs, including Derbyshire Diamond, Derbyshire
Duke, Derbyshire Doll; also bitch, sire, Silver .Mag-
net, dam, Silver Flick; bitch imp, 30.-; particulars:
70, Kershaw at. , Glossop. (112)

_
Profitable Pet Rabbits," Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully onad subjects connected, with profitable, rabbit keen-
ing, including Housing. Hutches, Feeding. Breed in"
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, .Management, Diseases!
Varieties, ete. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2/d,, post free, from Cacb Birds, 155,
Fleet Street, E.C.

pet mm, mm and mice
By George Gardner. A complete and practisa’

guide to tire proper management of Rabbits, envies,
and nice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up-to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, lecdmg, exhibiting, etc., of these popular nets.
Many illustrations of champion rabbits. I’nco
1/-, post free l/G), from “Cage Birds,” 154 , Ffcet-
st., London, E.C.

[Sport.
|

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishing in
River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest
n fishing should not miss this liigbly-inotructive
brochure. It treats fully or. the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price
2d. from any 0 / onr Nutshell agents, or 2id. post
free from “Cage Bii'jds,” 154. Flcct-st., London. E.C.

Various.
SIX heavy 1914 liens, over moult, all laying, and un-

related cockerel; giving up
;

2«/-: Sims, Bu.vton-rd.
Bakewell. (jos ;FOR calc, model yacht, height from keel to top ol
mast 60 inches, £1 5/-; reason selling, sickness:
Hugh Roberts, 10, Church-st., Troedvshiw, neai
Merthyr. '

(109)
JERBOAS or Miniature Kangaroo, ideal Christinas
present; won’t bite; don't smell; easily kept; verv
interesting; 10/-: De Von and Co., ill, Bethnal
Green-rd., London.
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24 G ; new lOin.
double records, 8/6 dozen, two samples 1 / 11 ; 1.000
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:
Rcgentbird. 120 . Old-st., London.
GRAMOPHONE, £25 model, drawing-room cabinet,

very dainty, height 4ft., on wheels, beautifully in-
laid, perfect tone, with selection of celebrated
records, accept £5 15/-; approval with pleasure : 15,
Upper Porchester-st., Hyde Park, London. (Rki)
“Defiance,” new (unbreakable) records, if- each,

10-inch, double-sided. First supplementary list just
issued. Made entirely different to ordinary disc
records. Any make of record supplied bv return
poet. Latest lists free: Douglas Malcolm, “Record
Expert,” 56, South Island-pl., London, S.W. (109)
FUN for all : New novel notions in modern in-igic

marvels, and startling conjuring conceptions, funny
jokes, puzzles, games, etc.,- several original illusions
made public for the first time; 2 h-uge books (over
GOO illustrations), 4d, posted. Shamrock Patriotic
Badge included, for only id. extra : F. Y-ming,
Mistort-on, Somerset. No connection with env
other firm whatever.

( 71
'j

W

A

mTED

,

5,000 ANGLERS
Fishing rods, tackle, of every description

, «t manu-
facturers’ price.;; wholesale -illustrated catalogue,
one stamp; extraordinary bargains: raves pounds

:

Midland Rod Company, (C) Erdington, Birmingham.

Shooting, Net-
ting, Trapping
Outfits, 20.'-,

complete, or 2/- weekly. Do
you want to make another

£1 a week » Then sfcnd to us
for Rabbit Rifle, range

1,000 yards; box rabbit stopping cartridges, have
net, rabbit trap, catapault. 6 rabbit snares, defence
finger ring, 20/- the lot, or 2/- weekly : lij(j gyw:.—
G G. Rell & Co.. 137a, Hill Street. Glasgow C;!0)
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For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Cen t Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL
By H. NORMAN.

They comprise expert advice on everything

appertaining to the keeping, feeding,

breeding and general management of
Canaries,Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for those most suited

to the requirements of

youn friends.

.F

&
S8P

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbills. Deals in the

fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,

Bullinches, and all other varieties of Finches.

Part II. Softhill*. With Blackbirds

Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of th

more commonly kept species of insectivorou

birds

This work, lucidly written by a noted

specialist, contains fullest directions for

Hand-rearing, Keeoing, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting

habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,

together with a description of its general

characteristics, will enable the novice to easily

identify the various species. Each part con-

tains a coloured plate and numerous black

and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete

,

bound in doth
2s*, post free

2s. 3d., in

parts ts.j

post free

is* id* f

DELAY IS DANGEROUS

Sign the Coupon NOW
And obtain your copy of the 1915 Edition of

This

It is the only year book of the Fancy# It has been truly des-

cribed as an

ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF
BIRDY MATTER.

And there is not any bird-keeper who could fail to be interested

and benefited by its perusal. Something for everybody is on every

one of its pages ;
it tells you how to save money in many ways

on your seed and food bill
;
how to conduct your operations on a

profitable basis; bow to regulate your work in the bird-room

month by month ;
how to construct and stock a fascinating aviary

’

;

and numberless other things of supreme importance to all bird-

keepers.

Edition has met with such success, end is selling so

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1916 breed*

ing season a record

in every way by purchasing

a copy of

CUBE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
BOULTON. an authority with a reputation

extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hibitor, and a leading Expert and Judge.

Edited by G. Ii. Weston and C. A. House.

fast that one day’s delay may mean you cannot get owe

To the Publisher,

‘CAGE BIRDS,’ 154, Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Please send me Cage Birds

Annual, for which I enclose

•••.. Name

Address

v^>>*
r X-f

A,

/

If

VALUABLE BOOKS

Complete Bound in Cloth. 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artist,

MR. ft NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
Fint of all are considered at great length tbo

question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. A.lthe

various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely

detailed ; nests and nesting material have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houlton s special cage

for hybrid breeding is clearly described and
illustrated. AU the foods, natural and artificial,

are enumerated. Egg and other soft foods and

their feeding values dealt with.The .electron of the

stock ia debated at length The hens which breed

light and dark exhibition mules described.. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch

Mules sene into. Egg binding and its treatment.

The food supply. Care of the young hybrids. All

these topics are treated with that experience and
skill only an expert of Mr. Houlton* standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no less than Sixteen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE

IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL

HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and

general characteristics of a priw-wiiming Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
require

FOR

V"<

FOREIGN BIRD LOVERS

PARROTS FOR PLEASURE ff PROFIT.
By C, P. ARTHUR. 7d, post frog.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,
feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, and the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with.

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS/
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post free.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding

and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

* BUDGERIGARS AND COGKATIELS.” ey c. p. Arthur, ed. post fro•.

Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.
It tells you all you need know.

CARL, Publisher, 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.-"E.O.
Printed for the Proprietor. Ur. F. Carl, 154, Fleet Street, by J. Q. Hammond and Co,, LTD., Fleet Lane. London. B.C.
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‘‘CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD," December IQth, 1915. FOR LOVERS OF PET &IRDa.

GRAND XMAS BUDGET:
An Issue Full of Entertaining1 Articles, Interesting Pictures, etc. WBklllf

and BIRD WORLD. The LEADING JOURNAL
4̂ 1

.
Devoted to Canaries,Hybrids British 4 Foreign Cage &Wild Birds

Telegram*

—

A \ ieuLi'CHs, London.

Telephone—Holborn 5229.

Registered at the U.P.O.

Subscription Kate
C/6 per annum
post free.

Foreign

—

Vol. XXVIII. No. 727 For week ending Dec. 18th, 1915 . Price Id,

per annum. 3r

ONE GUINEA CASH PRIZE FOR COLOURING THIS PAGE FOR PARTICULARS
SEE PAGE J21.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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ADVERTISEMENT CHARGES.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisement*
coming Irom the same advertiser, even it eeitt In

dilleront names, are reckoned together, and, alter
the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, oven It ac-

companied by ethers, will be charged at less than
the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-
ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

All moneys 6hould be mado payable to F. CARL.
Tho Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered for a scries, at any time, without assigning
any reason tor so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate ot $d. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays llrst post in each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number ot announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

" OAQE BIROS

SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-iides of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit bystem .hould be insisted upon

nULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
jend to this olllce t lie amount of tho purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same time he
should communicate with tho seller stating what it

is lie rcqiiireo sent on approval. Wc acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to both parties. In all eases
the depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write sume clearly
and distinctly.

2.- END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until ae bear from both parties that
tho transaction lias been completed. If u sale lias

been effected, wo baud t lie amount deposited to the
seller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must be
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
hold tho deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.
for each if, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

4 .—IMPORTANT POINTS.-The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that lie lias returned the goods. If
tile goods are not returned within tire said forty-
eight hours, wc reserve tlic right to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period.
And should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

be returned to the depositor.
6—A SATISFACTORY PURCHASE.—When a

transaction lias becu completed to the satisfaction
of both depositor and seller, both parties must at
once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of
its completion. The depositor must at the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the
seller.

6.—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.-If the goods are
sold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or
if for any other reason he declines to do business,
he must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-
ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return the
deposit to tho sender after the expiration of three
days.

7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.—In ease no sale b®
ejected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee be
paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit arc at
the seller’s risk, and any damage or loss sustained
on the journey must he borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and
returned oy the same meaas as were used in sending
the same.
9—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
the vender and depositor. We do nos undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser
Is li-.ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
oay^the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is final.

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.-lf the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not he notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
ha3 been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will
Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, bo kept isolated from
established stock tor a week or ten days, until by
•heir condition they establish the tact that they are
yioroughly IteaLby.

BIRDS' houses, 30/- outdoor aviaries; send for list;
post free ; C. Roes, Poultry Appliance Works, Forres,
N.B. (08)
CLEANED Canary grit, rare quality, 3/- cwt.,
forward: Edwin North, 443, Manehester-rd., Brad-
ford. (112)
TWO double breeding cages, rustless fronts, to
clear, 10/- the two : Ellis, 42, Eastover Bridg-
water.

(117)
FOUR Norwich show cages and carrying case, com-

plete, good condition, 8/- lot: Fortnum, Delrow, Wat-
ford, Herts. (120)
BIRD flutes, a surprise for friends at Xmas, P.O.

3/3 set; simply marvellous: Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-
id., Walthamstow.

(121 )

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and
Foreign birds. Canaries, designs: L. Latham, King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex. (398)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers, baths;
n holesale price list free : Henry Tams, Manufacturer,
Warrcn-st., Longton, Staffordshire. (123)
WINNOWING machines, blows husks, dust, etc.,
from bird seed; price, particulars, testimonials free:
Whiting, The Forge, Reydon, Wangford. (117)
NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass wire and

clear wire Palace shape and other aviaries in the
trade; send 2 stamps for illustrated list; estab-
lished 40 years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Cas-
tle Douglas. (89)
TWO Goldfinch, 1 Linnet, show cages and travelling
case to fit, new, made by Newley, 3 Crest show
cages and travelling case to fit, also 8 Crest show
rage®, cheap to clear; 3 Landon breeders, 1/- each,
and sundries ; Slade, 61, Lavender Hill, Cilapham
Junction. (127)
FIVE-COMPARTMENT breeding and flight cage
(joiner-made), 4ft, 6in. long, 3ft. high, 1ft. deep,
comprising four breeding compartments and a 3ft.
flight, enamelled inside and out, complete with
seed hoppers and drinkers, sell £1 ; or exchange
four songsters; offers: Rolington, Canterbury Road.
Whitstable. (119)
EXHIBITORS’ show cages, all strictly club pat-
tern; best quality and finish, as supplied to leading
exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy. 2/3
each. 3 for 6/-, six for 12/-; sliding front Finch
show cages, beauties, 3/- each; carrying eases for
2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/-; any size made; show cages
and cages of every description: state requirements.
Note : I have no connection with any firm here or
elsewhere: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Donglas. (93)

BIRD-catehers’ nets. 9ft., 3,3; r2ft., 4,9; 18ft.,

5/9; all 6ft. deep, poles, pegs, poll line, in-n, com-
plete. Jin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard

;
9ft.

deep, 5d. yard, post free. Oval net traps, 1/-

;

three, 2/6. Large strong trap cages, 3/6 and 2/-.

Call cages, 9d. Holdall bird lime. Jib. 9d., Jib. 1/2,

lib. 3/10, post Iree. . Performing Redpolls, with cage
complete, 3/- Double breeders, beauties, 30 x 16 x

!), fitted complete, 6/-. Best box cages, loose fronts,

sand trays, etc., 2/6 each, three 6/-. Palace avia-

ries, 36 x 30 x 32, 32/6. 5-inch Nonsplash baths, with
wire frames, 3/3. Bird sprays, 6d.. post free. Best
pottery drinkers, with wires, 1/6 dozen. Large
round partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen. Strictly

club pattern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Bor-

der. 2/- each, two 3/9, six 10/-. British, 2/3, 2/6, and
2/9. Travelling cages for two 4/-, three 5/-, four 6/-;

any size made. Best hand-planed boards for cage-

making. 7in. 2/2, 9in. 2/9, 32in. 3/3 per 25ft. Best
punched bar fronts, not rubbish, 12 x 12, 6d., IS x

32, 9<1., any size made: Ross, Cage Works, Forres,

y.B. (si)

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 2/- J-gross.

SAM DRAKE. 31. Haley Hill. Halifax,

“M.G W.” CAGE BIRO SANDS.
Rare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt. 2/3, carriage paid
110 miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, 3/6 DOZ.
14 by 12, 41 - doz., 15 by 12 4/3 doz., 16 by 12, 4/6 doz.,
15 by 12 5/3 doz., 24 by 12 7/- doz.; odd sizes made
to order; send postcard for wholesale price list:

Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill Passage, Longton,
Staffs. (95)

FOR BREEDINC STOCK, BOX CAGES,
UTENSILS, TRAP CAGES, BIRDLIME, ETC.

in fact, everything for the bird room, send for
catalogue, post free; established 50 years: Sandi-
ford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP.
Any size, with any number of compartments, loose
wire fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used,
none better made. Illustrated catalogue of all kinds
of cages, and everything required, free.

E. E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

YOU CAN CATCH
small birds without ruffling a feather. Invisible

Self-acting trap-net, 2/7, post free; full printed in-

structions ; for other trap-cages, send for trap list

;

xxx birdlime, 2d., 4d., 6d., 9d., 1/1, 1/4 ;
for aviaries,

cages of every description, and requisites, send for

illustrated catalogue: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

THE RIGHT WAY
Of purchasing anything is to have it on approval.
The broadest guarantee goes with every article

I send out. It must meet with your approval in
every detail, otherwise you merely return it, and
I at once refund the money, free from any deduc-
tion whatever. The whole of the men employed
by me are thoroughly experienced craftsmen who
know exactly what is required for successful bird-

catching. Clap nets made from 60 s/3 cord,
superfine netting (specially knitted for bird catch-
ing), 3 yards long, 5J feet deep, 4 feet fly, 5/-

pair; 4 yards long, 6/-; 5 yards 7/-, 6 yards 8/-,

7 yards 9/-, 8 yards 10/-, 9 yards 11/-, 30 yards
12/- per pair, or any size made to order^ All
clapnets consist of two nets to the pair;
each net guaranteed full measurement, and
are fitted complete with all pegs, poles, and
lines, ready for immediate use. Single nets
half above prices, plus 6d. Loose netting as used
in above nets, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard; ditto 9ft. 5d.

yard, ditto 12ft. Gd. yard, post free. Self-acting

spring net traps, 24ins. long, 18ins. wide 1/6; ditto
18 inches by 14 inches, 1/3 each, post free. Kindly
note these net traps are by far the largest and
most simple net traps on the market. They are
practically invisible when set, can be baited for
hard and softbills at same time, will catch and
hold uninjured any bird from wren to rook, and
call bird can be used inside them if desired.
Please notice I give measurement of my net traps,
but do not claim that they are a new invention.
I have supplied all the leading softbill catchers
with these traps for years past. Original Japan-
ese bird lime, warranted strongest limo made,
does not freeze, and specially good in fog or

|

drizzle, sample 4d., Jib. 9d., Jib. 1/2, lib. 1/10,
all post free. Full weight guaranteed without tins,

]

hence extra for postage. Italian hemp pull lines,

warranted not to snarl or stretch, and strong as
boat lines, 68 yards long 2/- post free. Superfine

1
hemp, rabbit netting, 16 meshes, steep selvage top

I and bottom, 3d. yard, 100 yards 16/-, carriage paid.

I

Special flax lines for rabbit nets 3/- lb., post
free. Flirt pegs or Lines 7d. each, post free. Bird
brace swivels, three 3d., twelve 6d post free.
Kindly note all goods are guaranteed exactly as
described, and no expense is spared by me in

in order to supply the most serviceable and dur-
able catching appliances possible, for past II

years 1 have supplied all the leading professional
bird catchers throughout the kingdom and Colonies.
All articles advertised are actually in stock and
immediate dispatch guaranteed.

W. GORE, GOOCH STREET, BIRMINGHAM.

PUNCH-BAR CAGE FRONTS
Owing to the vast increase of wire and solder we

have had to increase our prices as follows to save
using inferior wire:— 12 x 12 or 10, 4d., 3/6 doz.; 14

x 12, 4Jd., 4/- doz.; 16 x 12, 5d., 4/6 doz.; 18 x 32,

5Jd., 5/- doz. ; 20 X 12, 7d., 5/9 doz. ; 24 x 12 or 14,

8d., 6/9 doz.; special price for dealers; for printed
list or quotations, stamp for reply

;
odd sizes 4‘d.

per foot: J. Ashmore, 19, London-st., Smethwick,
Birmingham, late of Heath-st. (49)

Don’t be laic I

ORDER YOUR BIRD SEED FROM

W. A, RUDD & CO.
TO-DAY.

There is delay on all rails just now, so be in
good time.

„ . Peck. Bus.
Very Fine Spanish Canary Seed ... 5/- 19/6
Giant No. I Spanish Canary Seed ... 6/6 17/6
Good Spanish Canary Seed 4/. 16/6

Fine Hemp, 3/6 peck; Giant Linseed, 3/6 peck;
Finest Summer Kane, 4/6 peck

; No. 2 3/6 peck •

Niger, Teazle, Thistle, Dandelion, White
Millet, Indian Millet, Sunflower, etc.

Rudd’s Special Mixtures
Goldfinch Mixture ...

Linnet Mixture
Bullfinch Mixture
Foreign Finch Mixture ...

Special Wild Seeds
Canary Mixture, 15 kinds
Insectivorous Lark Food
Roller Tonic Mixture ...

Best Clean Ants’ Eggs,
2/6; Special Insect Food, 1/9 lb. All post paid.
Red Shell Sand, Sea Sand, Pine Sawdust, Coker,

nut Fibre, Oyster Shell, Etc., Etc.

Full Price List and Samples Free.

Kindly note our only address-

180
, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.

7 lbs. Postpaid.
... 2/6 si-

... 2/6 3/-

... 2/6 3 /.

... 2/6 3

h

... 3/3 3/9

... 2/6 SI-

... 2/6 31- -

... 4/6 SI-

3/6 lb.; Ditto Flies,

[.BOOKS. I

OUR Canaries; I must dispose of my copv of this
beautiful book, and will sacrifice it at 9/- cost 22/- •

will send it on approval on receipt of half’ the price •

M. Crate,, 33, Petrfdge-st., Peckham, S.E.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd ,

I London.

BIRDLIME. TRAP CAGES.
Not rubbish like treacle; best in the world, have
thousands testimonials ; for proof, drop a post-
card ; three tons sold every year ; Jib. tin
sample, 8d. ; Jib. 1/2; lib. 1/10; all post free;
single trap cages, 1/3; double ones, call cage in
centre, 1/9; established 50 years: J. Sandiford,
Bird Specialist, Prestoa. Lancs.

The Magnet’’

Specialities
•are carefully prepared by a Practical Expert
with life experience. They have proved them-
selves worthy of imitation, but have no equals.

Refuse all substitutes.

MAGNET ASTHMA CURE,
For birds suffering from Bronchitis. Asthma,
Colds, Wheezing, and all affections of the throat

and lungs.
MAGNET BIRD TONIC,

A certain cure for Soft Moult, Going Light, and
Genera] Weakness. It enriches the blood and

strengthens the whole system.
MAGNET INFLAMMATION CURE.
MAGNET MOULTING MIXTURE.
MAGNET DIARRHOEA CURE.

All above 8d. per bottle.
THE MAGNET FEATHER GLOSS,

produces that brilliant gloss and finish so much
desired by all exhibitors, used by all the cham-
pion exhibitors, 1/4 per bottle. Magnet Bird
Soap, specially prepared for washing cage birds,
id. per box. All Post Free from

—

Walsh, Bird Food Specialist, Blackburn
Agents wanted. Apply for Terms. (27) 8

FOODS?!

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints
npon tlie prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, find birdroorn. These are
to be found in "Nutshell No. 9,” post free °)d
from Cage Bip.ds, 154, Flect-st., London, EC. 2tf
from our agents (list published frequently)

This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

root. 1/1 . CO years’ experience.

MEALWORMS, large, fat, 1/- and 1/6 per box, post
paid: Jones, Cranbournc Street, Brighton. (102)
PRIVET berries, 160 large bunches 1/-, 100 teazel

1/6, all post paid: Young, Netmaker, Mistcrton,
Somerset. (71)
WASP grubs, 2/6 lb., 1/6 Jib., free; stamps; only

obtainable from’ Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford.
Birds and mealworms wanted. <10<3)

MEALWORMS, 2/6 1,000; ant eggs, 2/6, 3/- lb.;

flies, 1/9 lb.; egg yolk, 2/6 lb.: L. Cura and Sons,
Vine-st.. Clerkemvell rd., London.
THISTLE, dandelion, plantain, 4d. oz., 4/6;

shepherd’s purse, 2/- Jib. ; mixed wild seeds, 6 qts.

3/-; carriage paid: Walton and Son, Crowle, nr.

Doncaster. (123)

LIVE MAGGOTS
Real live grubs, tho masterpiece of all bird foods,
sample quart 1/- on rail, used by all leading breeders
and fanciers; hundreds testimonials; try sample at
once, success is aosured: The Maggotorium, Longlcc,
Keighley. 'Phoue lOlx. U28)

S AND
CHITIS

DITCHFI ELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC is the
finest medicine ever introduced for birds with
Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness, and all
Chest and Lung Affections. Ail fanciers should
have a bottle in the bird-room for the coming
winter. DITCHFI ELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft
lUoult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going Light,
Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the
Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds durinV
the moulting season. DiTCHFIELD’S FAMOUS
RE VI VO, for Constitutional Weakness and De-
bility. A wonderful pick-me-up for weak and
delicate birds. T,. Whittaker, Kish ton-, writes:—
"The recovery after using Ditehfield’s Tonic
Drops is nothing short of marvellous. It is the
finest remedy with which I have come in con-
tact.’’ W. Kiesel, London :

" Y'our special
lung tonic is excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbcach:
"Y'our Revivo is invaluable.”

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Owing to the increased rate of postage and cost
of packing, we are compelled to raise the price
of all Bird Medicines as follows:—

1 Sample Bottle
2 Sample Bottles 1/2

3 Sample Bottles 1/8

1 Treble-size Bottle 1/2

2 Treble-size Bottles 1/11
3 Treble-size Bottles 2/8

1 Special-size Bottle 2/2
All post free from

FRANK DITCHFIELP, Bird Specialist, Oldham.

BRITISH BIRDS.
[

Hardbills.
WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British,

best prices "T>aad : Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr. (105)

EXHIBITORS: Twite, 10/-: Linnet, 7/6; Bramble,
6/-; exchange, offers: Todd, 7, Hopetown-la., Dar-
lington. (126)

MOOR cock brown Ltnnet3, 6/- dozen: exhibition

cocks, 3 for 2/-: P. Cawood, 20, Britannia-st., Scar-

borough. (122)

TWO big fine cock Linnets, caged 8 weeks, on song.

2/- each, 3/0 tbe two: Samm», 108, Glrlington-rd.,

Bradford. , 4118)
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SPRATTS
RKMED1ES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons & CageBirds
Label prices. 3d. 6d.

Blaokerite Gape Cure (Powder)

•Bellows for “ Blackcrite ”

Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg Cure
Chemical Food .

.

Cod Liver Oil Capsules ... 4d.
Diarrhoea Powder
Disinfectant tor Poultry and Houses
Eye Lotion . . ... „
Feather Disease Cure
Gape Cure (Liquid) .. „
Insect Powder ... ... 5d.
Liniment .. m. „ .. I

Poultry Soap » „, — m ,|

Roup Paste ... . . _ ^ I

Roup Pills id. boxes 2d.
|

» 2d. boxes 3d. _
Roup Powder ... _ .. 6d.
Scurfy Leg Ointment ...

•Tonic Condition Pills, 2d. boxes 3d.
Tonio Condition Paste .

.

Canaradyne ” for Asthma and
Wheezing ... 4d.

Red Mite Killer
-- Pennakura ” (for destroying external

parasites and preventing fer.ther-
eating in cage-birds) . . . . 5d.

“ Quinella ” (Rcgd.) for inflammation
of Stomach

. . 5d.
Parrot Tonic

v- 2/-
A

2/6

PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE
94 . 1/4 2/5

9d.

104.

lOd.
1/5
1/5 2/7

2/10

9d.

9d.

9d.

9d.

8d.

t/4
1/4
1/5
1 /«
1/4
1/3
1/5

o
(3-t

1/3

(3/- tin s 3/5)

8d.

8d.

ab. boxes

1/10

8d.

9d
8d. 1/3

8d. 1/3

8d.

lOd.

i

1/2
1/5

2/10
3/1

8d.

9d.
|

1/2

4/- tin 4/7
« /- » «/7

5/-bots. 5/7

6-tab. boxes

3/6)

Owing to tho increased postal rates it will be obviously cheaper to order the remedies through
a local Agent, when they can be obtained at the prices on the labels.

Booklet on Poultry and Bird Culture' post free on application.
If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATT S PATENT, Ltd., 24-25, Fenchurch
Street, London, E.G.

TWO cock Bullfinches, good colour, can wiD, 4/-
each; 2 well marked Linnets, 1/- each: E. Pinnel,
Warminster.

(j92 )

GOLDFINCHES, 2 big fine young cocks, full bloom,
grand blaze, fit for show, 3/6 each: Lewis, Park-
aide, Oswestry. (122)TWO large muling cock Goldfinches, 1915, good deep
collars and yellow wings, 7/C each: H. Overton, Hen-
ley, Church Stretton.

( 124 )CUMBERLAND cock Linnets, real champions, 1/-,

3 for 2/C; 0 show Linnets, 1/6 each: Aviaries, 12,
Garfield-st., Workington. (122)
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 3/6 dozen; hens, 1/-

dozen; will supply same on sending P.O. : H. Pearce,
81, Albert-rd., Luton, Beds. (120)
COCK Linnets, red-breasted and brown, strong,

healthy birds, six 2/-, specials 1/- each: Horace
Coote, 96, North-st., Luton. (108)
FINE upstanding cock Linnets, 4/- dozen; Redpolls,

2/0; one dozen well-mixed seed birds, 1/-: W. Fenn,
Beck-row, Mildenhall, Suffolk.

( 123 )
FINE cofk Corn Bunting, 15/-

; H.M. fine Greenflnch
Mule, cock, colour fed. 12/6; bargains: Inman, 43,
Derby-rd., Thornbury, Bradford.

( 121 )SHOW specimen Goldfinch, in excellent feather, 25/-,
or offer; 4 Budgerigars, 12/6 (1 tame): Stuart, 14,'

Shepherd’s Bush Green, London. (120)
SCOTCH cock Linnets, grand pencilled, nutty
brown, 1/6; house.moulted Greenfinches, 1/6; others,
II - : Douglas, Bridge-st., Brechin. (128)
GOLDFINCH, vlic Hanley; Redpoll, 4tli; h.m. Lin-
net; all good specimens. 12/0 lot: Lawton, 159, Wer-
rington-rd., Bueknall, Staffordshire. (127)
WILL buy for cash any quantity Goldfinches, Bull-

finches, Siskins, either sex ; write stating prices

:

Helyar, 55, Patmos-rd., North Brixton. ( 121 )NICE cock Goldfinch, good colour and markings,
only 3/6; bargain; approval: A. Williams, Dol-
garrog Hotel, Tal-y-cafn, North Wales. (118)
A FEW specially selected cock Greenfinches, suit-

able for Hybrid breeding, 1/- each : Dudley, “Hazel-
dene,” Wrekin-rd., Wellington, Salop. (125 )WANTED. 2 cock Goldfinches for muling; exchange
hen Canaries, or sell latter; Goldies first: School-
master. Alderton, Chippenham, Wilts. (119 )

FF.W handsome cock Goldfinches, good coloured
birds, caged five months, 5/- each, one 7/6: John
Thomas, 19, Albert-st., Canton, Cardiff. (117)
EXTRA good-coloured Bullie hen, two firsts Halt-

whistle, 10/-; cock Rullie, a good one, 5/-, or offers-
Clirister. Mersey-st., Chop well, Durham. (126)
For sale, pair Siskins, pair Twites, pair Linnets,
hen Bullfinch, hen Chaffinch ; all have built, some
reared young in aviary : Sewell, Southwold. (127)
MR. PETTET has decided to dispose of all his
winning British at reasonable prices; inspection in-
vited; .stamp reply: 8, Etchingham-rd., Levton. (120)
LARGE cock brown Linnets, specially picked, fit for

anything, 1/- each, 3 for 2/6; approval anywhere:
Birtwistle, 35. Argyle-st., Whittlefield, Burnle'y. (121)WANTED Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Siskin, and Linnet,
large birds, cash or exchange Norwich or Yorkshires

;

appraval: Powick, Eastfleld Cottage, Dewsbury. (124)
EXHIBITION house-moulted cocks; Linnet, full

song, 6/-
; yellow Siskin. 6/- ; field-moulted Linnet,

2/-, bargains: Stewart, Stanlcy-terr., Morpeth. (126)
PAIR Cirl Buntings, 6/-; pair Bullfinches, 3/-;
full-coloured cock Goldfinch, 3/-; healthy, good
feather, well caged: K. Older. 53. Days-rd., Bristol.
EXHIBITION cock and hen Bullfinch, 12/- ; 2 Welsh
Goldies, square blazes, markings, 7/6 each, 22/- lot:
Roberts, Queen's Hotel, Cerrig-y-Druidion, Corwen.

( 121 )
TWITES, Od. each ; cock Linnets 3 for 1/6, 4/- doz.

;

Goldfinches-, 2/3: Brambleflnches and Chaffinches, 6d.;
exchange Linnets, Mules: Rutter, Dealer, Littleport,
Cam be. (494)

EXHIBITION house-moulted Chaffinch and Lesser
Redpoll cocks, winners, - 10/6; exchange unflighted
Yorkshires; offers:' Lindley-, 7, Earldom-road,
Sheffield.

(123)SELECTED cock Linnets, large birds, good heads,
neck, chest, wings, and tail carriage. 1/6, 2/-, 2 '6
3/6 each: Haywood, 3, Neville-grove, Meadows,’ Not-
tingham.

(121)REAL giants, real giants
; Scotch thorn Linnets,

grand size and shape, ideal birds for exhibition or
muling, 2/6 each, 3 for 0/- : Walsh, Bird' Specialist,
Blackburn. - {127)
NOTICE: Warranted cock Linnets and Larks, sing-
ing loud, 1/-, 1/6 each; wanted. Canaries, British
birds, for cash: Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston,
Birmingham.

(99 )

BULLFINCHES, cocks, 2/6; hens, 1/6; Goldies,
cocks 2/6, hens 1/-; Yellow Buntings, !/• pair; cock
Greenfinches, 6d. each; approval: Garrod, 37, Spencer-
rd., Rushden.

( 124 )EXHIBITION Hawfinch, Yellow Bunting, Bram-
blehnch, Chaffinch, and Redpoll, also other British

;

can win; stamp reply: F. Stothard, 81, Beaconsfield-
st., Darlington.

(499 )FORD, British bird exhibitor, has some specially
selected field-moulted Goldfinches, grand cocks, 4 /.

and 5/- each, caught 6 weeks; bargains: 64, Taly.
garn-st., Cardiff.

( 499 )

LINNETS. Large cook Brown Linnets, well on
seed, 3/- dozen; sex and satisfaction guaranteed;
i.C. before birds: Flinders, Gatehouse, Carlton Hill
Nottinghamshire.

( 443]HAWIINCH, first at Manchester, Liverpool and
Ardwick; also many other honours; offers invited-
stainp reply : W. Fairhurst, 17, Linwood-grove, Long
sight, Manchester.

(.429)
EXHIBITION Britishers for sale, including Green-

finch 1st Haltwbistle, 1st cup best British, Falkirk-
also few exhibition Borders : Gentleman, Avon-
bridge. Stirlingshire.

( 42$)PIPING cock Bullfinch, grand colour, with grand
mahogany-coloured box cage, 5/6 the lot; approval,
cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, 443, Man-
chester-rd.. Bradford.

(442 )COCK Goldfinches, nice blaze, 2/-, 3 /.; hens. 1/. •

Bullfinches, cock 2 / 6 ; nice house-moulted Brown
Linnet cock, 2/G; Norwich hen, 2/6: Wells, South
Grove, East Dereham.

(429 )LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, well on seed
2/6 doz.; selected old caught cocks, 3 /- doz.; satis-
faction guaranteed : Marshall, 5, Camden-st., Snein-
ton, Nr. Nottingham.

(29 )THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address; will seud to you by return *

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
SISKINS, 3/6 pair; selected yellow cocks, 3/-,

4,- each; hens, 1/6, 2 /- each; Bullfinches, cocks 21.,
hens 1/- each; Redpolls, 0d., 3 for 1 /-: C. Rozier,
143, Prinees-st., Ipswich.

(449)

SELECTED cocks, Linnets, 3/6 dozen; Greenfinches,
1 /- dozen; 12 bright mixed seedeaters, 1/.; cocks
selected for show and muling, Goldfinch 4 /-., Chaf-
finch, Greenfinch, Linnet, Redpoll, 1 /- each; pairs
same price; cock Greenfinch-Linnet Hybrid. 7/-: J.
Fenn, Bird Specialist, Westeliff, Isteham, C’ambs

( 122 )

NOTICE: Extra grand Goldfinch and Bullfinch
cocks, full colour, 3/- each; grand cock Linnet, 2/-;

all Hiiro winners; package 3d.; approval: Mc.Kcand.
Heabrlght, Castle Douglas. (89)
1 HAVE a few grand cock Linnet*, been caged
months, and on good song, 1/6 each; Greenfinches,
6d. and 1/-; toppers; sure Mulcrs: Coombes, Stock-
ton-st.. West Hartlepool. (129)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send mo your address ; will send to you by return

:

Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable.
MISS KING, 63, Kingsbury-ter., Dunstable, lias

three beautiful red cock Linnets, very loud ; would
suit bird dealers for shop front attractions, 1/6
each, or 31- the throe; approval. (122)
HANDSOME singing cock Linnet, including cago,
water fountain, seed drawer, free on rail, lot 1$;
various birds cheap; write : Naturalist, 298, Lillic-rd.,

Fulham. (Next door to Library.) (127)

VERY fine Greenfinch cock, 1/-; monster Greenfinch
hen, 1/-; hand-reared Thrush, 5/-; exhibition speci-
mens; 3 yellow Border hens, 2 Norwich, 3/- each to
clear: Dodd, Vietoria-st., Southwold. (125)
TRY our special singing mixture for Linnets,

Finches, etc., 1/- large package; recommended by
all the leading contest singers: Manager, Seed Ware-
house, 163, I'rincess-st., Manchester. (122)
PUKE Welsh cock Goldfinches, the finest in Eng-
land, fit for any show, 3/6, 4/6, and 5/- each; money
returned if not satisfied; established 20 years: T.
Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Bromwich.
WINNERS, winners, with show cages complete,

can win in keenest competition; Linnet, 30/-; Green-
finch, 20/-; Goldfinch Mule, 30/-; Linnet Mute, 25/-;
approval : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (127)
EXHIBITORS: Champion Bullfinch, big winner every
time out; see Kidwally, Coventry, Sheffield, Ard-
wick, Long Eaton, and Sale, £2 2J-; also grand
Greypate, winner, 25/-: Edwards, Tailor, Leominster.
NEW seed for Bullfinches and Hawfinches and green

Linnets, etc.; good winter seed for aviaries; lib.,

1/-; 3!bs., 2/6, carriage paid; stamped addressed en-
velope sample: Fewster, Middlestown, Wakefield.

(121 )WELSH exhibitors 1 Mulers note
;
pick of season’s

catches; giant cock Linnets, seen any time, 1/6;
extra, 2/-; others 9d. each, three 2/-: Thomas,
Linnet Catcher, 94, Underhow, High-st., Cymmer,
Porth.

(426 )

LINNETS, Larks, Redpolls, Greenfinches, cocks 1/-,

hens 6d.; Goldfinch cock 2/6, hen 1/-; Bullfinch 3/-,
hen 1/6; cock Yellowhammer 2/6; Snow Bunting, 3/6;
all from clear, large aviaries; Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne.

( 424 )LARGE house-moulted hen Bullfinch 2/6, large
cock Bullfinch, -grand col, 3/-; cock Goldfinch, good
size and colour, 2/6; two cock brown Linnets, two
hens and one cock Redpoll, 2/- lot: F. Jenson, 6,
Clifton-terrace, Kenilworth. (124)
AVIARY-moulted cocks: Bullfinch (large bird) 4/6,

Brarablefinch 3/6, Linnet 3/0, Chaffinch 2/-, Robin 1/3;
hen Goldie 2/d; grand birds; Field-moulted hen
Bullie (a gem), 3/-; 19/- lot; cash or deposit: Harp-
ham, Printer, Spilsby, Lines. (121)FOUR real beauties, cock Goldfinches, 3/- each-
four ditto Linnets, 2/-; caged since July; two grand
cock Goldfinch Mules, 8/6 each; must clear, for
cash ; approval : T. Saunders, Kings Head, Bridge*
water-rd., Bishopworth, Bristol. (86)
F.M. cock Bullie, typical Britisher, grand cap
and bars and a blaze of colour, 7/6; F.M. cock
Goldie, right size and shape, well tanned and a
deep square blaze, 12/6; approval with pleasure-
Andrews, Weston, OIney, Bucks. (428 )EXHIBITORS! I have a few specially selected
cock Lmncts for moulting out for exhibition, only
3/6 each; have supplied winners this year at nearly
all the leading shows in England and Wales : Geo.
Osborne, Dudloy-rd., Wolverhampton.

( 127 )

GOLDFINCHES: 2 F.M., large clear blazes, suit
breeders, 5/-. 6/- : also moulted Muler, great size,
fails blaze only, 10/6; muling cock Siskin, 6/-; ex-
hibition Bullfinch, rich colour, F.K.. 5/6; nice Red-
poll, 1 /- : Palmer, 53, Frederick-st., Edinburgh. (123)
BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,
grand songsters, make splendid show or contest
birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-
lie! money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
GRAND exhibition cock Linnet, field-moulted, can
win, only 2/C; giant yellow cock Greenfinch, sure
winner, 2J-; grand cock Goldfinch, good blaze and
good size, certain winner, only 4/-; 4 days’ approval,
cash or deposit: Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd.,
Bradford. (95)
LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.

Fulljames says about them. “Nutshell No. 13,” 2|d.
post free, tells you all you need know concerning
the succeseful keeping of these birds. From: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents,
see list on another page).
CHAMPION cock Skylark, 1st prize winner Porth
open show, first time out, bargain, 10/- ; no time to
show; prize card sent; a few special Linnets in
stock that will make winners; Greenfinches, etc.;
wanted Goldfinches: Shephard, 9, Woodfield-te-rr.,
Trehafod, nr. Pontypridd. (126)
NINE large steady hen Bullfinches, beauties, 1/6
each ; cock Goldies, steady, selected for Muling,
2/6, 3/6; hens, beauties, 1/.; exhibitors, cock Yellow
Bunting, clinker, 4/6; lovely yellow cock Greenies
for Muling. 1/-; numerous testimonials: F. Stowe,
Bird Expert, Cornwall, Chipping Norton. (119)
WHITE legged 1915 hen Bullie, 5/-; steady F.M.

birds, cock Goldie. 6/-, one very good head 7/C;
cock Linnet, 4th Liverpool recently, 5/-; once H.M.
cock Yellowhammer, 2nd Liverpool, 7/C; very large
F.M. cock Greenie, 5/-; a nice Twite, .F.M.

, 2/6;
right for club shows; approval: Minoprio, 28, Alex-
andra Drive, Liverpool. ‘

(118 )

YOU can buy some of the best British birds in
the Eastern Counties from the Ipswich Live Stock
Emporium, 6, High-st., Ipswich

; grand coloured
Siskins, 3/6 pair; cock Goldfinches, singing, 2/6
each; cock Bullfinches, tame and good colour, 2/6;
cock Linnets, beauties, Is. each. (103)
LINNETS! Linnets!! Linnets 111—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great
secret is laid bare to lover3 of these popular
Britishers, which will enable them to rear real
stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution ; there is a very bad
habit, which your pets may have, which must be
overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell ” at once.
No. 2, price 2’d. post free from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street, London, E.C.

ADVERTISERS SAVE MONEY
By reading the notice
on page 320 this week.

EXHIBITION apccirneoB. selected for size, colour
ami markings; cock Bullfinch, 6/- ; hen Bullfinch, 3/

•

cock Linnet (extra special). 3/6; cock Twite, 8/6 •

yellow cock Greenfinch, 8/ ; cock Hramblcncb, 8/-;
cock Chaffinch, 2/6; cock Redpoll, 2/6; approval:
Sutherland, Kambodde, Forres, Scotand. (12cj
C. PRIOR offers the following choice house-moulted
specimens for immediate exhibition : Goldfinch. Bull-
finch, Linnet, Chaffinch, and Urarnblefinch. He has
also a few good house moulted Goklhnchrs, suitable
for muling, and a champion field-moulted Bullfinch
and topping Lesser Redpoll: state wants, enclosing
stamp: Hill Farm, Rople.y, Hants. ( 1 1

9

,

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable Informa-
tion concenning this most popular of our British
birds is found in ” Nutshell No. 1." Feeding, hand-
rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are
all fully dealt with. 2Jd. post free// from: Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet-at., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents; list published .frequently.)
EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monster
cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splen-
did deep square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bars
and buttons, can win, 6/-; few monsters, cocks,
selected for muling, 8/6 ; week's approval willingly

;

cash or deposit: Skinner, Bird Catcher, Murray-rd.,
Bristol. (Ill)
GOOD F.M. British, having colour and substance,

D<U T®cently caught, for sale cheap ; write, stating
whether for club or open shows, enclosing ivtarnp

;

variety kept. Bullfinch, Greenfinch, Goldfinch,
Linnets; several good Linnets for song and muling.
2/6 each; approval to reliable fanciers: Gardner,

, Poplar Grove, Dingle, Liverpool.
( 120 )TWO tip-top H.-M. big hen Bullfinches, 2/6 each,

one special hen Goldie, clear white throat, 3 /-;
picked cock Redpolls, Lesser Mealies, 1/3 each ;
ordinary, 4d. each; big Welsh cock Linnets, caught
September, 1/- each

; good cocks, 8d. each ; special
yellow Greenfinch cocks, 1 /-; yellow or buff hens 6d>
each : W. Brown. Ightfield, Whitchurch, Salop (124)GREENFINCHES are very charming birds, but
they need great care. “ Tho Greenflnch ’’ Nut-
shell booklet gives full directions aa to the treat-
ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to
send you a copy poet free upon receipt of 2!d.
Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet et., Loudon,
L.C<

GENTLEMEN, if you want honest value for money
buy trorn the catchers and 1 save middlemen’s profits

;

ccwk Brown Linnets, to moult winners, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6
4/6; kitchen songsters 4/6 doz; Goldfinches, riicelv
tanned and buttoned, with square-cut blaze, will
make winners, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6; few extra lar-e.
1 /6 . 16/6; Bullfinches, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, and few extra,
large, with plenty of colour, 7/6 ; one, a real ladv’a
pet, finger tame. 8/6; hens, 2/6, 3/0, 4/6 each; few
splendid Greenfinches, 3/6, 4/6; Redpolls, 2/6, 3/6,
4/6; will make winners; or exchange common
Canaries, Mules, etc—Ingram and Sons, Bird
Catchers, 54. Gaulton-st., Hull. (126)
GOLDFINCHES. Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches ;

the leading catchers of Worcestershire say all roads
lead to Gooch-st. ; all orders and repeat orders again
supplied. Read this

“

Greenf’-neh received to-daym good condition. Thanks for sending it so soon.

—

D. Gardiner, Chemist.” Again:—“Many thanks for
birds; quick dispatch, well packed, and good birds.
* J?hall probably want a few more shortly.—Yours, R.
Williamson, Fairfield, Buxton.” And hundreds’ of
others. I have a grand lot of cock Goldfinches,
caged a month, well on hard seed, 2/- each, three for
5/-; extra large birds, picked for muling, 3/- and 4/.
each ; real giants, with well cut blazes, in superb
condition, 5/- and 7/6 each

; two superb gems 10/-
each; Linnets, cocks, well pencilled, ]/- each, three
for 2/-; few extra large, 1/6 each, three for 3/6; six
stormers, only 2/- each ; cock Greenfinches, fid. each,
three for 1/3; exhibition yellows, 1/- and 1/6 each;
cock Chaffinches, big, grand songsters, 9d. each :

picked I/- each: travelling cages, 3d. and 6d. extra;
all birds warranted sound and healthy and sex guar-
anteed: Bedford (late Gore's), 131, Gooch-st., Birm-
ingham.

(12S)

CATCHERS PLEASE NOTE.
Wanted, any quantity of Goldfinches, Siskins, and
Bullfinches, weekly; will take all you catch; pleaso
state price eocks and hens,, to: A. J. Underwood.
Bird Specialist, 24, Wellington-st., Ketterin" (116)

W. JOHNSON, BRITISH BIRD EXPERT
Linnets, specially trained for contest, 2/-, 2/6; show
0 / A , ,9

rw
,

Icl1 t>’Pe - sood colour, well pencilled.
Goldfinches, right for muling or show, 3/6 , 4/6 ;Linnet cages, 1/3; box cages, 1/6; Canary cages,

Z/-, 2/6: 55, George-st., Leeds. "
( 87 )

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
Guaranteed cocks, Goldfinches. 2 R 2/6 : three 5/- six
9/-, selected 3/-, 4/- ; hens 1/- ; Bullfinches, 2/-, 2/6,
3/-; hens

_
1/-, £1/6; Skylarks, Linnets, 9d., 1 /-,

three 2/-, six 3/-; Redpolls 6d., three 1 /-, dozen 2 /6 ;
Mules, Canaries, 7/6, 10/-; youngsters, 2/6 . 3;-;
Hybrids, 15/-, 20/- ; birdlime, 9d., 1 /-; travelling
cages, 3d., 6d.: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. (109 )

CHARLIE CUBLEY’S Noted Lincolnshire Linnets.
Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. Just starting again for
the season. Red-breasted Lincolnshire cock Linnets,
best in England, 4/- dozen, six 2/3, three 1/3 ; hen
Linnets, 1/3 dozen, six 9d. ; cock Greenfinches, like
paint, 1/6 dozen, six 10d.; sex warranted; thousands
testimonials, unsolicited; same old address: Charlie
Cubley, Gedney, Holbeach, Lincolnshire. ( 122 )

LINNETS, BULLFINCHES, ETC.
Large Norwich type cock Linnets, 1/6 , 2/-- Gold-

finches, Bullfinches, 2/6, 3/-, 4/-; few gems 5 /-:
Skylarks, 1/-; Redpolls, 1/-; Greenfinches, l/-; Chaf-
finches, 1 /6 ; Thrushes, Blackbirds, 2 /-; mixed lot.
cocks, hens, 3/6 dozen; house-moulted Goldie, proved
Muler, 5/6; trade supplied, 5/-, 10 /. lots: cheap

-

trial solicited : Broxup, 27, Stock-st., Burnley. (127)

SHOW SPECIMEN BRITISH
Some of the best quality obtainable, speciality
picked for the show bench; make sure winners;
grand English cock Goldfinches or Bullfinches, 3/-,
4/-, 5/-, 7/6 and 10/- each ; selected cock Linnets and
Redpolls, 1/6, 2/-, 2/G each; catalogue post free:
Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

GOLDFINCHES BULLFINCHES LINNETS
1915 English cock Goldfinch, 2/-, 2/C; three, 5/6;
large, specially selected for showing, muling, 3/-,

4/-, 5/- each; hens 1/-, three 2/6, six 4/6; cock Bull-
finches 2/-, three 5/- ; selected for showing, 3J- ; hens,
1/3, 1/6, 2/- each; cock Linnets, 1/-, three 2/6, six

3/6, 6/- doz. ; selected for showing, muling, 1/6, 2/•

;

birdlime, |lb. 7d., jib. 1/2, 1/10 lb.; postage free:
Matt Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 38, Fylde-st., Preston,
Lancashire; est. 1895. ( 126 )

Use Our Notepaper.
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AN INVITATION TO
See over 5,000 Birds.
If in doubt where to go during the Xmat and New Year Holidays, I Invite you
to come and inspect my stock. I have 1C large rooms, containing a magnificent
collection ot over 6,000 birds. These include some splendid specimens in York-
shires, Norwich, Crests, and Crestbreds, Border Fancies, Scotch Fancies, Rollers,
Mules, and muling hens. I have some splendid stock and exhibition birds bred
from my own winners, and also a number of excellent birds from other well-known

winning strains. Sfy rooms are open every day hut .Sunday, and whether you wish to purchase or not
I shall be glad to see you and show you round. If you arc requiring birds for stock, for exhibition,
or for eong, come and make your own selection. Every bird for sale without reserve. If you cannot
come, remember I am prepared to tend one or more birds to any address in the Kingdom on 7 days'
approval at my sole risk. I guarantee absolute satisfaction to every customer, or cash returned in
full. Kindly note the following prices:—

Crand lengthy Yorkshire Cocks, in perfect condition and full song, 7/S, S/S, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-

each. .Smart, erect, racy hens, «/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/S, 10/- each. Matched breeding pairs, 10/0, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6,
20/-, 25/-, JO/- per pair.

Smart, thick set. cobby Norwich at same prices as Yorkshires.
Exhibition Norwich and Yorkshires. 1 have some grand: birds bred from my own well-known

winners, both Norwich and Yorkshires, at the following prices: Cocks or Hens, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6,
20/-, 25/-, 30/-, <0/-, 50/-, to 100 /-. These are ready for benching, and capable of winning their cost in
prize money.

Songsters, in bold free song, just the thing for Christmas Presents, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each ; will suit
anywhere.

Highly Trained British Rollers, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- each.
Sib Hens lor Muling, 5/-. 6/-. 7/6, 10/6 each.
For full particulars of all varieties send a P.C. for my free illustrated catalogue. Travelling cages, 3d.

extra in all eases.

JOE THOMAS,
Breeder, Exhibitor and

Exporter, Ambler Thorn, Halifax, York
ESTABLISHED OVER 35 YEARS ®

FOR tXHlRlTIOR, MULING,HYBRID BREEDING
send your order to the firm with over 70 years’

practical experience behind it, and you can’t do
wrong. State your wants; we arc bound to givo

you satisfaction. Exhibition cock Bullfinch, 10/6;

cock Goldfinch, 10/6; yellow cock Greenfinch, 3/0;
cock Rediioll, host ever caged, 1/6; cock Linnet, a
gem, 1/6; cock Hawfinch, make a topper, 10/6;

ulso a grand lot British cock Goldfinches to moult
winners and for Muling, 3/6, 1/0, 6/6, 6/c each;
cock Gol dll lichee, 2/., three 6/-, six 9/.; British cock
Bullfinches, 2/-, 3/-; hens, line largo birds, 1/6, 2/-

each: cock Line to, 1/6 dozen; grand lot cage-

moulted cock Linnets, 1/6, 5/6, 6/6; one, won three
firsts at Hull, open to all England, 10/-; one Green.
Uncli-Redpoll Hybrid, colour-fed, winner, 20/-; dark
cock Goldfinch Mule, won first only time out, 15/-;

another grand yellow, can win any small show, 12/6;
also a grand lot on lull Finch song, 8/6, 10/6 each
suit catchers. The following are Scandinavian birdx*-

Cock Goldfinches, 6/6, 7/6, 16/6 each; cock Bull-

finches, giants, 6/6, 7/6, 10/6; hens tor Hybrid breed-
ink, 6/6, 7/6 each; monster yellow cock Green-
finches, 8/0; large cock Linnets, 3/0. We have also

over 600 Canaries in stock, comprising high-class

Orests ahd Crcstbredis; cocks, 7/6, 10/6, 12/6, to

20/-; largo Crest hens, with plenty of feather,

good drooping crests, 7/6, 10/6, 12/6 each; long slim

Yorkshires, best strain in England, cocks 6/6, 7/6,

8/6, 12/6 to 20/-; hens, yellow or buff, 2/6, 3/6, 6/0,

7/6 each; large Norwich, Bullfinch type, cocks 6/6,

7/6, 10/6, 12/0; hens, 2/0, 3/6, 5/6, 7/6 each; any
of the above in proper matched pairs, Crests 12/6,

16/., 20/- pair; Norwich or Yorkshires, 7/6, 8/6,

10 /6 , 12/0, to 20/- pair; Border Fancy, 6/6, 7/6 pair;

high-class British Rollers, free from any faulty

notes, cocks 10/6, 12/0, 15/6, 20/-; hens, 2/6 each;
good strong healthy hen Canaries, 18/- dozen; cock

Canaries, on full song, £3 dozen, 32/- half dozen;
Amazon Parrots, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-; guaranteed talkers,

50/-, 60/-, 70/- each; splendid talking Greys, £1 10/-,

£6 10/- each; talking Macaws, £7 10/-; one Scarlet

Macaw, grand talker, one of tho finest ever seen,

£10: all on approval; as this is my last advt. until

after Christmas I now thank you all for past favours,

and wish you all a Happy Christmas and a Pros-

perous New Year : Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st.,

Hull. (118)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRD CHAMPION
MORE PROOFS OF MY SUPERIORITY

over others as a British bird specialist. “ Grimsby.
Sir,—'The Greenfinch and hen Siskin bred me three
youngsters.—Mr. Wade.” 4 ‘ Hessle. Sir,— Send an-

other Goldie. I bred seven Mules with last one.—
Mr. Harrison.” " Ballymena. Sir,—I had live Mules
otf Linnet. Send, etc.—Mr. Yale.” ” Dowlais. Sir,

—Send me hen Bullie. I had two nests of young
from last one.—Mr. James.” “ Hes6le.—I bred six

Mules from Goldfinch ;
two of them are in Pickering

Park.—Mr. Wilkinson.” I could fill a page with
successful customers. If you are ever in Hull, call

and see the thousands of testmonials I have. I

claim to have the largest and best stock in the
North of England. A visit will convince you with-

out making any idle offers. I have a fiDe collection

of giant English peartree cock Goldfinches, all on
full song, 2/6, 3/6, 1/6; specially picked for muling,

S/6, 1/6, 5/6 each; gems, with extra deep square-cut

blaze, broad heads, well buttoned, can win anywhere,

6/6, 7/6, 10/6; monster cock Bullfinches, with double
rich colour, ready to win, 3/6, 1/6, 6/6, 7/6; a few
grand ones, specially picked for hybridising, and can
win small shows, 3/6 each ; one similar to Sir Luke
White, which bred two Hybrids, this bird is a

monster, only 5/6. I have over 60 real giant hen
Bullfinches, the real bulldog breed, 2/-, 2/6, 3/6 each

;

one like a Thrush for size, 7/o ;
hens, specially picked

for breeding, 3/6, 1/6, 5/6 each, not rubbish, but
real giants, clean and 6ure breeders ;

monster yellow

cock Greenfinch, a gem, 3/3; Lesser Redpoll, 2/6;

h.ra. Bramblefinch, finger-tame, 1/6 ; cock Chaffinch,

a beauty, 2/6; beautiful Meadow Pipit, caged four
months, can win, 2/6; cock Hawfinches, best in

England, 15/6, 20/-, 25/- each ; giant cock Linnets,

steady as rocks, well pencilled, grand colour, ready
to win, 2/6, 3/- each ; one, a st-ormer, 3/6 ;

Yellow
Bunting, good one, 2/6; Greenfinch and ben Bull-

finch, well matched and paired, 5/6; cock Goldfinch
and hen Bullfinch, real gems, 7/6 pair; cock Bull-

finch and hen Goldfinch, 7/6 pair ; cock Linnet and
hen Canary, paired, 5/6 pair. Now, you Linnet
singers, if you want a good bird, send to the man
who knows the Linnet language. I have been called

the human Linnet in this paper. Those who would
like to see me master a Linnet may have a ride

with me by motor, and I will make the wild Linnets
fly around us. My secret mixture is doing wonders.
Mr. Weir, Upper Grove-place, Edinburgh, writes :—
“Send 1/- bag of mixture; am having great results.”

Mr. Wilson, of Huddersfield, writes:—“I tried it

on a Goldfinch, and he is a masterpiece now.” My
mixture will save your bird's life if it is ill, only

1/- bag; half-teaspoonful does the trick. I am
selling some of my champion house-moulted Linnets
at 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/- these birds have won all

before them, and will sing anywhere—they are mad
proud. 1 have a grand lot of this year’s youngsters
all on full song day and gaslight, and being taught
under above champions, including my cup winner
and champion of England ;

prices, 2/6, 3/6, 1/6, 5/6,

6/6, 7/6 each; Linnet cages, 9d., 1/-, 1/6; cock Lark,
finger-tame, 2/- ; li.rn. Linnets, all winners on bench,
10/6, 15/0, 20/-. Call birds: Linnet 2/-, Chaffinch 1/-,

Redpoll )/-, Goldfinch 2/-, Greenfinch 1/-. I have
two grand Linnet Mules, on Linnet song, 15/6 each ;

Goldfinch Mule, pure Linnet song, 15/6 ; Goldfinch
Mules. Finch song, S/6, 10/6, 12/6. Mr. Hogg's win-
ning Linnet Mule, large as a Siberian Bullie, 20/-

;

Siskin Mule, won 2nd Hull, vhc Sheffield, only times
shown, 15/6; monster Greenfinch Mule, winner, 12/6.

Over 300 Canaries in stock, on full song, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6; Roller Schoolmasters, no clicks or jars, every
note sweet, deep and hollow-, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/-

;

hens, 3/6. Linnet Whistles, 6d. Mr. Pearson,
Fourth-st.. Easington, writes :

—
“ Send another whis-

tle; I never heard anything like them. You don’t

need a call bird with one.” Please state wants.

My birds are all on seven days’ approval, cash or

deposit. No waiting. Travelling boxes, 2d. ;
dog

collars, 8d., 9d., 1/- upwards; wallets, 7/6; leads,

belts, purses, etc. Pay me a visit, if possible.

Everybody welcome. Please note, I have no other

address in Hull, so you must send direct to me for

the genuine singing Linnet. Bankers: London, City

and Midlands: Fred Allen, The Linnet Expert, 156,

Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull. • (132)

f~ Softbills.

GRAND cock Larks, dean, healthy, SI- dozen; can
supply weekly: E. Rowe, 24, West-st., Chatteris,
Cambs. (121)
OGCK Stonecliat. fine, healthy, thoroughly acclima-

tised, 10/-: IUv. G. Raynor, Bazekigh Rectory, Mai-
den, Essex. (121)

BEAUTIFUL amber-beak cock Blackbird, just com.
mcnced to sing; accept 2/6: Naturalist, 298, Iillie-

rd., Fulham. (127)

TWO hand-reared tame cock Skylarks, singing;
bargain, 2/6, or 4/C two; approval: Levy, 614,
Fulham-rd., S.W. (101)
HAND-REARED cock Starling, talks, whistles; sell

or exchange cock Canary, singing: Tomson, 111,

High-rd., Willesdo Green. (127)

SKYLARK, wanted a nestling, free and loud singer
by day and gas-light, no fresh caught rubbish: War-
den, Little Duke-st., Stamford-st., London, S.E.
GENUINE cock Thrushes, Blackbirds, 3/-, guar-
anteed thoroughly tamed healthy, commenced sing,

warranted: Crisp, 35, Soutbmill-rd., Bishops Stort-

ford. (58)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark
or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
BEAUTIFUL tame hand-reared cock Thrush, 10/6;
Blackbird, 7/6; sing indoors or out, perfect song,
health, plumage; warranted: Crisp, 35, Southmill-
rd.. Bishops Stortford. (120)
THRUSH, song, wanted, 1914 or 1915, hand-reared

bird, will any reader having a good one for dis-

posal, state fullest particulars of same to.’Flatley,

2, ’Folkestone- r<]., Waltham stow. (118)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12
months, 1/6; also hand-reared young cock. 1/-; these
can be matched to sing any in Bedfordshire ; ap-
proval

; secret of feeding free: George Holt, Dun-
stable. (122)
SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, In song,

for shows and contest singing. Learn how to ob-
tain them and keep them. “ Nuts.bell No. 3” tells

you. 2jd. poet free from Cage Birds, 164, Fleet-

£t., London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently
published).
SOME extra fine specimens of Softbills for dis-

posal, all in lovely feather, perfect condition, and
very tame, Trecoreepers, some beauties, also hand-
some Gold-crested Wrens, Long-tailed Tits, tame and
perfect, Wryneck cock, hand-reared, beauty, Garden
Warbler; insectivorous food “Life,” 1/10 per lb.;
wasp grubs 2/6 lb., post free: P. F, M. Galloway,
Durban, Caversham, Reading. (116)
I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and
win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,
much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-
ling, practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly : Mrs. Harrington, Dalmeney Cot-
tage, Dunstable.
SOFTBILLS: the smaller species; full information
upon their proper feeding and management in cap-
tivity, is given by H. J. Fulljames in " Nutshell No.
25,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-
scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, 2j0. poet free,

from : Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.
from agent* ; see list on another page.)
SOFTBILL keepers, take expert advice oefore pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger species of Insec-
tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in the best of health. This ad-
vice is offered in Nutshell No. 26,” by H. J. Full-

james. It is a wonderful little work, dealing with
moot varieties in a highly interesting and instruc-
tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the
various style* of cages also receive full attention.
Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you
bow. Post free, 2jd. from Cage Birds, 151, Fleet-
st.. London, E.C. Look at our lust of agents ; call

on the nearest and get it for 2d.

Miscellaneous.
WOODPIGEONS, three beauties, 5 /• each, three

12/- : Stowe. (Hardbill9).
( 119 )

CINNAMON cock Greenfinch, aviary bred, 2/6 : 346,
Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. (127)
F.M. cocks. Linnets and Larks, selected for song or
exhibition, )/-, 2/-, upwards; approval: Degg, 77,
Hannlton-rd., Longton. (125)
A GRAND singing cock Linnet and contest cage,

2/6; money returned if not satisfied; cage worth
money: Maloney, 81, Scholes, Wigan. (120)
EXHIBITORS ! Specially selected giantp, highly-
coloured Scotch Finches for keenest competition

:

cock Linnet, 3/6; Twite, 3/6; Greenfinch, 3/-; Red-
poll, 3/-; Chaffinch. 3/-; Lark, 3/-; approval: Ross
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (126)
CAMBRIDGESHIRE cock Linnet9, 4/- doz.

; selected
cock Linnets, Chaffinches, Reed Buntings, Black-
birds, Thrushes, three 2/-; mixed birds, cock Green-
finches, 1/3 doz., pairs above 1/-; dealers supplied:
Watson's Aviaries, Littleport, Cambs.

( 119)

ALL house-moulted cocks; Goldfinch, Cornbunting,
Shorelark, 5J- each ; Bullje, Linnet, Twite, Mealy
Redpoll, 2/6 each; Greenfinch and Canary Mule, 7/0;
in perfect health and feather, and some have won
at Glasgow West End show: HendersoD, 952, Crow-
road, Glasgow. (126)
COCK Greenfinches, 1/- dozen: 12 mixed aviary seed

birds, 1/-; Chaffinches, Greenfinches, Linnets, Tree
Sparrow®, Redpolls, Robins, Blue Tits, Ox-eye Tits,
Yellowhammers, 1/- pair; cock Blackbirds and Song
Thrushes, 1/- each; any above selected- songsters,
1/C each: Fenn and Son, Bower?-]a., Ielcham, Caiphs,

GOLDFINCHES, warranted cocks, 2/-, 3/- each;
Red-breasted cock Linnets, three for 1/6, 6/- dozen;
Greenfinches, ODly picked yellows stocked, 6d. each,
three 1/.; few specials, 1/-, 1/6 each; upstanding
cock Larks, biggest and best, three 1/3, 3/6 dozen;
Chaffinches, 1/- pair; hen Goldfinches, cock
Thrushes and Blackbirds, 1/- each: J. 'Whiteley,
Catcher, Boston-rd., Holbeach. (127)
EXHIBITORS, the following selected birds, the

pick of 6eores, will moult out winners; approval,
deposit. Fine cock Yellow Bunting, size, colour,
and markings 3/6; large cock Greenfinch 2/6; ditto.
Chaffinch, 2/-; cock Robin, a gem, 2/-; Starling, 2/-;
extra fine ben Yellow Bunting, 1/6; hen Greenfinch,
1/-; also pairs for aviaries, cheap: A. J. Under-
wood, 24, Weliington-st., Kettering. (116)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS,

REDPOLLS, LARKS, ETC.
Real English cock Goldfinches, 2/-, 2/6 each, three
for 5/6, six for 1#/-; extra fine cock Bullfinches, 2/-,

2/6, 31- each; hens 1/3, 1/6 each; Lancashire cock
Linnets, 10d., 1/. each, three 2/-, six 3/-, dozen 5/-;

grand cock Larks, Sd., 1/- each, three 2/-, six 3/-;
few caged-off birds, singing, 1/6, 2/-, 2/6 each ; Red-
polls, 6d., 9d., 1/- each; cages 9d., 1/*, 1/3, 1/6, 1/9

each ; Birdlime, (lb. 8d., Jib. V2, 11b. 1/10, post free.
Single Trap Gages, 1/3, doukjjj 1/9. Send for cata-
Ibgue of everything. Est. 56 years.

CAIiniCflPn Bird Specialist and Judge,onnuirunu, preston, lancs. Tei. no.
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CANARIES.
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Border Fancy.

WINNING and stock Borders; list free: Rudd, Spe-
cialist, Norwich.
SOME fine Border cocks, yellows and buffs, all

singing, 5/- each : H. Brown, Lundin Links, Fife-
shire. (118)
R. J. SHACKLEY, 21, Newton, Nr. Dalton-in-Fur-

ness, has a few good Borders for sale, from winners

;

stamp reply. (117)
PRIZE-BRED Borders, yellows, buffs, cocks, 5/-,
hens 2/6; matched pairs 7/6; all healthy: Douglae,
Bridge-st,, Brechin. (128)
NOTICE : Grand lot Borders, many winners, prices
low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
VERY smart pair 1915 Borders, buff cock, deep

yellow hen, ,-hpth clears, 10/6; approval: Pennal,
Xotteridge, High Wycombe. (124)
PRIZE-BRED Border hens, clear and variegated,
yellow or buff, 3/6 each: Cox, 3, Fairfield Parade,
Naunton Park, Cheltenham. (119)
CLEAR buff cocks, marked buff cocks, variegated
yellow cocks', 4/6 each

; postcard before 'birds

:

Love, Cummersdale, Carlisle. (127)
BUFF cock, nearly even, 8/6; another, marked

eyes, 7/6; cock clear buff, 7/-, hens from 3/6 : A.
Short, 9, Dock-rd., Tweedmouth. (116)
GRAND lot of Green Border Fancies, for show or

stock, price reasonable taken
;
approval, stamp reply

:

D. Sturrock, 1, Lawrence-st., Dundee. (129)
BORDERS: See wins Hamilton, clear and marked,
cocks from 6/-, hens from 4/-, matched pairs from
9/- : Robertson, 22, Southesk-ter., Brechin. (122)
BORDERS, all colours, four shows, 13 Ists, three
medals and cup

; no other puff required
; reasonable

;

approval, stamp: Craig, High-st., Brechin. (120)
BORDERS, l pair of Cinnamons 10/6, 2 clear yel-
low cocks 8/- each, 2 clear yellow hens 4/-, 5/- each

;

stock birds: Newby, 8, Catherine-st., Kendal. (119)
JAMES LUMSDEN, 13, George Square, Edinburgh,
has a few clears, marks and greens for sale (winners
and bred from winners, at war prices; stamp reply.
HIGH-CLASS Borders, ehow or stock, splendid type
and quality, clear or marked cocks, lroin 6/-, hens
from 4/-; approval; satisfaction guaranteed: Irons.
Park-place, Brechin. (128)
FOR disposal, a few very fine Borders related to
my winners, yellow and buff cock* and hens, also
some good marks; approval; no fancy prices: Weir,
Hamilton-pl., Penicuik. (97)
EXCEPTIONALLY fine heavily marked buff Border

cock, perfect shape and quality, 10 0, or exchange
for two clear yellow Yorkshire hens: Pennal, Tot-
teridge. High Wycombe. (124)
CLEAR yellow cock, 10/-; buff mnrked, 7/6; yellow
and buff cock, 6/-; cinnamon marked liens, 4/-;
stamp; approval: Angus McDougall, Carronvale-
rd.. Larbert, Stirlingshire. (93)
LAST, 8, Bank-buildings, Purity, has few champion
Borders for sale, aJl typical, high-class birds; see
show report*; cocks from 6/-, hens from 2/6,
pairs from 7/6; cold room. (119)
SEE report of my winners at Idle, Carlisle, London,
Cheltenham, Sheffield, Manchester, Hultwhistle, Har-
tlepool, Glasgow, Cowdenbeath, Sale: the champion
winning strain; state your wants; from 7/6 ; pairs
from 15/-; stamp; approval: George Bonnet, Bow-
mout-villa, Kelso. (126)

FEW emart buff hens left, from S/6 each, right
type, rare quality; approval; Robson, 28, Camrten-
gro., Pcckham, London. (88)
VERY typical Borders, suitable for ehow bench,
grand style, rare quality feather, clear buff cocks,
10/-; clear buff and yellow hens, 6/-; Howieson,
Violet Bank, Shettleston, Glasgow. (123)
FIVE yellow Borders, cocks, 4/- "each

; 2 buff hens,
1/6 each; 2 huff, 1 yellow variegated Norwich cocks,
6 1- each; 1 bull variegated hen, 2/6; offers the lot:
Connell, 57, West Main-st., Darvel, Ayrshire. (121)
FOR disposal, my stock of well-bred Borders,

comprising 6 cocks, 6 hen®, 1914; 10, as bred, 1915;
mostly greens; accept £3 15/- for quick sale; ap-

|

proval
; deposit : Simmonds, 31, Wilcox-rd. S.W.

WANTED buff cinnamon Border hen, will exchange
Borders to value; have still few good Borders for
sale, same as shown at Queen’s Park, Glasgow:
Richard Thomson, 20, Afton-st., Langsidc, Glasgow.
HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 100 youngsters, many fit to win, plenty
to select from, in all colours, show or stock, at
war prices; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 239.
Low Waters, Hamilton. (53)
SUPPORT the men who are off to the front. My

last offer to fanciers. A few good- birds left', also
a number of double breeding and flight cages; all
cheap to clear; send your offers along to Humphries,
41, Elsinore-rd., Forest Hill, London, S.E. (123)
CHAMPION Borders, in clears, marks, some good
show birds; also careful selected breeding pairs; on
approval. Buying here and there is a speculation,
buying from a reliable breeder is a sound invest-
ment : Patterson, Groce!-

,
Chirnside, Berwickshire.

R. CLAYDON, Oatlands Drive, Weybridge, must
dispose of the following Border*: clear yellow cock,
winner three lsts, 16/- ; ticked yellow cock, winner
two lsts, 17/6; buff hens, mated to above cocks, 7/-

each
; also pairs from 12/6; single cocks, 7/6; hens

3/-. (120)
"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).

explains fully now to manage these “woe gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at onco
for a copy. 2)d. post free, from "Cage Birds," 154.
Fleet-®t., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, also pairs;
highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain;
send offers along: G. Chapman, High-st., Birmiflg-
ham.

1
Crests and Crestbreds.

|

FOR Crests and Crestbreds see my list before de-
ciding elsewhere: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
FEW pairs of good Crests for sale, cheap, yellow
and buff: Reynolds, 47, Goodhead-st., Meadows, Noh
tingham. (112)

J. MEMMOTT, 55, Meersbrook-rd., Heeley, Shef-
field, has for disposal a few stock birds, 1915, from
10/- each. (123)
FOUR pairs Crests and Crestbreds, cheap, from
cup winners; apply early: MacFadyen, 150, Main-st.,
Barrhead. (123)
FEW show and stock Crests cheap to clear; state
wants: Mrs. Roberts, Stannahcy, Newton Drive,
Blackpool. (110)
CRESTS and Crestbreds, yellow and buff, for sale,
from 15/-, pairs 30/-: H. Whyatt, 13, Ogle-st., Huck-
nall, Notts. (120)
F. G. BALE, Crestlyn, Victoria-st., Barnstaple, offers
variegated Crestbred cock, 1915, £6 ; clear ditto, £6

;

approval, stamp. (104)

CRESTS and Crestbreds, good birds, cocks from
10/6, hens f ro.-i 8/-; pairs from 15/-: Fortnum, Del-
row, Watford, Herts. (120)
MRS. THOS. TAYLOR’S champion strain, a few
good birds for sale; approval; stamp reply: 68,

Edward-st., Gateshead. (109)

HIGH-CLASS Crest and Crestbred cocks and hens,
from 10/-, 15/-, 20/-; on approval; stamp: J. Twigg,
11, Coxon-st., Spondon. (124)
1915 high-class Crested Norwich cocks, 10/6 each;

hens, 8/6; approval: A. Thompson, 197, Bradford-
rd., Frizinghall, Bradford. (89)

CRESTBRED variegated- cock, variegated Crested
hen, good pair, 15/-; both 1914; exchange: Millard.

Harcourt-st., Kirkby, Notts. (124)

1915 heavily variegated Crest hen, 12/6; variegated
Crestbred hen, 10/-; Joyce-Barnett strain: Rev. G.
Mullens. Chedzoy, Bridgwater. (124)

GREEN Crestbred cock, full song; huff hen Grey-
crest, 1914 cold room ; approval : Blandford, 122,

Hayward-rd., Redfield, Bristol. (117)

DAVID SCOTT, 128, Atkinson-rd., Benwell, New-
castle-on-Tyne, has a few Crests and Crestbreds for

disposal : approval
;
stamp reply. (84)

T. J. KING, 3, Columbia-place, Cheltenham, offers

fine crest, crestbred cocks .midi pairs, reasonable ;
ap-

proval
;
personal inspection invited. (129)

CREST and Crestbreds, pairs or singles, good stock
birds, 1914; reasonable; approval, deposit: H. Mais,
63, Northumberland-st., Nottingham.^ (122)
CRESTS and crestbred cock6 from 12/6. pair3
from 25/-, bred from prize stock; approval: Rob-
son, 28, Camden-grove, Teckham, London. (58)

THOS. BEWICK has some useful Crests and Crest-
bred-s to part with, bred, from his winners ; ap-
proval : 43, Florence-av., Low Fell, Gatehead. (126)

NOTICE: Grand lot Crests and Crestbreds, several

winners, reasonable ; easv payments arranged ; ap-

proval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (S9)

WANTED, prize-bred Crest Canaries; exchange
miniature cream sable Pomeranian (Nanky Poo):
Barraclough, 110, Atkinson-rd., Fulwell, Sunderland.
TWO dark Crested cocks, fit for show, green, 1914,

bird, 40/-; young wing-marked bird, 60/-; approval,

deposit: H. Mais, 63, Northumberland-st., Notting-
ham. (85)

ABOUT 40 Crests and Crestbred, caeh from 7.6,

pairs from 15/-; healthy birds, bred from prize stock;
approval: Tetin, 124, Chestnut-avcn., ; Forest Gate.

Essex. (104)

TWO clear bodied grizzle crested cocks, one varie-

gated C.B. cock, 1915 bred, good birds, cold room
bred, price reasonable: Brackenbury, 0, Bell-st.,

Lincoln. (117)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,

many winners sold ;
sonic grand birds for sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Billington, S2, Colborn st.,

Nottingham. (17)

T. J. MASON, Bceelcs rd., Gorleston-on-Rea, has
tlireo pairs of Crest, "for disposal, 30 -, 40/-, 50/- pair,

or would exchange the lot for winning light young
Crested cock. (125)

CREST cook, 26/ : do., hen, 10/- ; Crestbred cool,,

15/-; var. Crestbred hen, 30/-; clear do., ,tl ; stamp;
approval: Angus McDougall, Carrojivale rd., Lar-
bert, Stirlingshire. ( 126)

GIVING up through illness,, a flue stock of crest
and crestbred Canaries, Barnet and F.vin Bros.,

strain; apply: T. Barker, 8, Wlnchester-terr., Slier-'

wood, Nottingham. (128)
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WANTED, young Crest lion, with gqod honrt, also
Croat-bred lieri, with broad .skull, large, nnd good
head feuther, for stock; approval: Drown, 2, June-
tion-nd„ Kirkcaldy, Scotland. (126)
SYMONS BROS., Melbourne, Liskenrd, Cornwall.—
Now is the time if you want (o purchase a good
Crest or Creotbred; stock birds from 10/- upwards;
can bo seen any time;.or approval. (90)

CHAMPION Crest and Cresthred
;
Raving won two

cups, gold nnd silver medals this season, both
yellow and bud to part with: prices stamp:
Bewick, 7, Newfleld, S.O., Nc-weastle-on-Tync. (126)

REV. JOYCE, Wellington, Somerset, ean supply
,

crests nnd crcstbreds (best blood) in matched pairs
from 40 '-; tingles same rate, all bred for quality
and vigour; some of the chief winners this season
again are from birds bred by him

;
stamp; state

price.

ONE large, massive, heavy variegated 1914 Dark
Crest cock, round, perfect crest, 35/-, a stormer;
1 large Huff, I91,r> Dark Crest coo.k, 2nd at South
Shields, 23,-; 1 large Green 1914 Crest, cock, 20/-;
approval: J. Hands, 50, St. Ardons-rd., Sooth
Shields.

, (117)
HEALTHY' young Crests, bred from show stock;

Crest cocks, grand stock birds. 15'- to 25/-; two
Cresthred cocks. 15/. each; two Crest liens, 15/-
cacli ; Cresthred hen, 15/-; approval: Worrell,
Ravenswood, St. James’-rd., Sutton, Surrey. (103)
GIVING up! Selqct stud of above; grand green

Crest cock, £1; C.B. ditto hen, 12/6; bull Barnett
C.B, cock. 12) C ; variegated butf C.B., 17/6; 30
others cheaper; state wants; feeder liens, 1/8 each;
Norwich ditto, 4/-; cages and utensils; your price:
Tuckctt, 12, Watcry-lane, Merton, S.W. (52)

Sensational Quality& Prices named here
Norwich

|
Cinnamons.

(

GENUINE compulsory sale; only five valuable stock
birds lett, yellows and bufl^; state wants: Flatt, 5.
Bramforddaue, Ipswich.

( 127 )
E. GODLEY, Ivnowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn, has
Cinnamons ami Plainhead Norwich for sale; single
irom //C; pairs lrom 13/-; state requirements;
stamp ; approval. (X2g)LLLOW cock, buff lien, buff cock, yellow hen.
Deacons strain, unflighted, 25/- pair; excellent
colour and quality; approval; stamp reply; Gough,
71, St. Clement^, Oxford. ‘

(i§4 )
HIGH-class cinnamon Norwich yellow cock buff

lien, grand pair, 25/- ; but? cock, 15/- ; all 1914 ’bred

;

approval, cash or deposit; inspection invited: Wm.
Parkinson, 13, (Jedar-st., Accrington. (121)

s Greens.
|

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from to/-
no siu ® le liens: Jenkins, 82,

Cnurch-st., \V idaes. (471)
E. BAKER offers valuable stock bird, fine rich buff

foul green (Norwich), good wings, tail, and head,
l'/6. E. Baker, Water!oo-rd., Ipswich. noj)

green yellow Norwich cock, ideal stock bird,
la/-, cash or deposit, and a bargain

; wanted, hens to
value: Parkinson, 13, Cedar-st., Accrington (1°1)WANTED, self green Yorkshire cock or iien, must
have plenty of length and upstanding specimen
colour-fed preferred: Harris, 102, Tottenham Court!
rd., London.
YORKSHIRE greens, yellows, and buffs, seifs^nd

fouls, also few clears, marks, and cinnamons rea-
sonabie; recent wins, 9 firsts in 10 classes. Walton,
special best green 12 firsts, 11 seconds. Bootle; grand
quality; approval: J. W. Handley, 8, Armagh vale.
Litherland, Liverpool.

(123)

Winners for show
and high • class
stock birds. But

for far less

they really
worth on the-

h.. Here is a
(chance ol’ securing
higH-class stuff to
improve stock, or
start breeding your
own winners, .it a
very reasonable
price. Have on ap-
proval

; a marvel-
lous collection to
select from

;
in-

spection invited;
not a shop-keeper. Few prices : Cocks or Hens,
colour-fed, nothing ever sold like them before at
price, 10/6, 15/- 20/-, 30/-. Pairs, correctly matched
to produce best results bv me personally, 12/6, 15/-,
on/. nfl.or XT~ .. a. <•„ 1

1

• . - c ’

j:
20/-. Other Norwich at following prices : Cocks, 7/6,
8/6, 10/6; hens, 3/-, 3/6, 4/6. 6/6, 6/6; pairs,
matched to produce best results, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6.
Cages to hold one bird 3d., to hold two or three
birds 4d. Details of all others free.

YorItshiires
I want you to make a com-
parison with any others
offered at similar and higher
prices, liy having on approval
These are bold statements, I

know, but they can bo backed
by the birds sent. That is

the way to prove all clairm
made about them. This col
lection contains the strain of
the

Sheffield Hen
and this is a fact I can prove up to the hilt.

LARGE ticked exhibition Luff cock, grand head,
neck, arid carriage, "winner,” 25/-; also large un-
flighted variegated buff, only 16/-, approval : A,
hinks, 87. Hazel wood-rd.. Hyson Green, Notting-
ham.

( 120 )EXCEPTIONAL offpr, large deep colour-fed thick
set 1915 buff Norwich hen. recently won 1st in cla.o,
of lfl and special over three claaoes, accept 12 '6-
great sacrifice: ifawkos, 26, Prctoria-rd., Leyton-
stone.
ONE yellow, one marked Norwich, big heads and
breast, make grand «tock birds, 15/- each; or ex-
change Olucke Roller*.; mine first; other* from
10 / - .' F. Owen, 66, Wolverhampton-rd., Cannock,
Staffs (123)

Cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 16/-, 20/-. Pairs, matched for
breeding, 8/6, 9f6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Hens,
2/6. 3/-, 3/6, 4/6, 6/6, 8/6. Travelling cages 3d. extra

..... -
one bird, two birds 4d Detailed List Free

ACTUAL WINNERS SPUTSSS&S& <

SS‘
r

Wti:i’4 ?&.?*“!• “iS"8
r can afford to sell my best, and at a very moderate price too

1 b g prOfesS,0,lal cxhlbltor
.

NORWICH CRESTS, 'Kn&faS *«« >„«,.

W. RUDD, The Bird Specialist, NORWICH.
TYPICAL Norwich cocks from 7/6; bens from 5/-; r APrp , ,,pairs 10.6, 12/6 upwards: John ryte, lib, St. John- mu pim nfV cock MH, 30/-; buff green ben,

st;, Glasgow, N.
(126) ?ord,Faikttk

^ Per P<"r : Brown, Hendry-at., l*ins-

NORWICH, stock for sale, many fit to win; state

r

Belgians.
HIGH-CLASS Belgian birds for sale or exchange;
buff Belgian liens, nnfligiited : J. Walmslev 14
George-st., Wakefield. ”(124)
ONLY two left; huff Belgian cock, buff first-cross
hen. good birds, 1915 bred, 25/- eacli ; half-price;
approval, stamp: Dix, Yeo Vale, Barnstaple. 0°3)CHAMPION Belgians, grand birds, disposal, same
strain ray championship winners last two Palace
shows; cheap; approval: G. S. Baker, Georges-rd
Barnstaple. ao-j]
I HAVE seme half-bred and quarter-bred Belgian
and Yorkshire cross to sell, cocks and hens, from
Ss. 6d. upwards; stamp reply: J. Fletcher, 63,
Highest.. Loftus-in-Oleveland. (V>3)
SPLENDID, large typical Buff cock, bred 1914, mas-

sive high shoulders, good- position, has won. and
can win; also two good pairs; several good buff
hens: reasonable: approval: F. Butts, v>. Lower
Maudlin-st.. Barnstaple. (116

Lizards.
LIZARD Canaries, best money ean buy, cocks 8/6

hens 3/6, worth double: Davies, Pawnbroker Great
Bridge, Staffs?. (H 7

n

ALL my birds, cages, breeders, show cages, drinkers
seed hoppers, egg drawers, nest pans, to be sold’
cheap: Mrs. J. Dewsnap, 14, Princess-st., Glossop

(122)

Norwich.
BREEDERS’ CARDS.

<1- C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable!
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-
quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Nortlilicid-rd. Walk-
ley. Sheffield.

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
of championships; good birds from 7/6 upwards;
approval; stamp: 6, Banner st., St. Luke's, London.
E.G.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in
the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

FEW tip-top Norwich cocks, 10'- each; cash or
deposit; approval : Onions, Rustiall-st., Walsall, (ns)
S'iILL a few unfliglited clear buff cocks and liens
also2-year.oId cock, extra good: Thom, Lcnzie.
1 1 PICAL Norwich cocks from 8/-, liens from 5 •

seen any time: Chamberlain, 12, Bejer-st., Gorton
Manchester. n<,3 (

11. C. MAYXVRD.—Few good pairs of Norwich
, k, ,4

I> s,r;lJ '1 - “ l
f‘> Vork.toires

: 36, Bannon-
6l/., SilCAlaJlu- ^1AQJ

CLEAR yellow and clear buff cocks, unflighted
7/6 each; approval, deposit: John Welsh, 2 1 High-’
si., Hawick, Scotland. (j?6 )ROBERT COLLEY, champion Norwich, now ready
for stock or exhioition, price on application

; winner
at. ail leading shows; 7s, Corkerhm, via Cardonald,
Glasgow. , 91 ,

GOOD Norwich cocks, 6 /-; also good Crests and
Crestbreds, 10/- eacn; seen any time: 15, Averv-
row, New Bond Street. m£)
WINNERS lor sale, yellows and buffs, cocks and

hens, must sell; stamp -reply; Paling, West Park
Cottages, Maxweiltown.

( 119 )ON sale, seven Norwich cocks, from winning strain
Irom 5/6 upwards: Apply,- Parry, Brynian raw-nog,
Llanrug, Carnarvonshire.

(] 24 )NORWICH; 2 yellow var., 3 buff var., 3 clear hens
2 yellow, l buff cocks; stamp reply: John Fulton
284, Calder-st., Govanhill.

(108jNOTICE: Grand lot Norwich many winners, prices
loir- easy payments arranged; approval: Mckeand,
o^aVignt, Castle Douglas. (^9 )BLUCK'S Norwich, see wins Brighton, only lew
good birds for disposal, reasonable; state wants-
3, Westbourn-e-terrace, Hove.

( 120 )
I HAVE about 20 Norwich for sale, bred from
nrst-claes-etock

; also u pair of greens: James Yeats,
king' Ldwurd-st., Fraserburgh.

(92)HIGH-CLASS pure Seifert Rollers, cocks 12/6 and
£1; hens 3/6; Crests and Cresthred from 25/-;' Pope
41, Tierney-rd., Streatham Hill.

(201 )UNFLIGHTED Norwich, 12 yellow and buff hens,
all well bred and healthy, 8J- each, worth double-
D. Devoy, George-st., Strarnan. (]96 )MASSIVE non.fed buff cock, good head and neck
£1; or exchange two good songsters in full son"-’
Cole, 10 , Levington-rd., Ipswich.

(122)GIVING up; final clearance; unfliglited. well-bred,
yellow cocks, 10/- c&ch

;
yellow hens, 4 /-; approval:

baiter, Grosvenor-rd., Rugby. (105)NORWICH hens, unfliglited, Joe Tliomas-Barns
strain, 4/6 5/C each; approval; cash or deposit:
Evans, 111 , Pwllbaek, Ystalyfera. (118)
NORWICH, young birds, winners, also Borders
must clear; call or write: Davidson, Clydesdale
House, Jlossend, Lanarkshire, N.B. "

(107)FINE big yellow Norwich 1914 hen, 4/6; equally
good Yorkshire, 4/6; carriage paid; package free
209, Goidhurst-t-err., London? NW. b

“j-fij
LARGE clear buff cock, massive bead, 15/6; 6 clear
and marked buff hens, 5/ each; or £2 the lot, -cash:
McDonald, 53, Bread-st-., Edinburgh. (126)NORWICH unfliglited variegated lien. 6/-; 1914
ditto, 7/6; buff unflighted hens- fro-m 5/-; stamp

-

Ferguson, Allanvale-rd., Bridged-Allan. (lie)GRAND pair Norwich, good size and quality, 17/6-
also several 1914 cocks, from 10/6; approval- A
Horwood, 8, Lavvson-aven-ie, Long Eaton. ( 106 )WILLIAM PHIPPS, for splendid, typical, massive
fsorwich, winner over 100 prizes, also cups: ap-
proval; cold: 16, Millpiatt-ave., Islevvorth. (Ill)
TWO good buff Norwich cocks, grand birds, marked,

20/- and 35/-, and one lien, buff, 30/-; winners; all
on approval : Edwards, Tailor, Leominster.
FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs
from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Peckbajn, London. (U
HUGH JARDINE has a few good Norwich for dis
posal, (very (reasonable ; in.qjncictioin, invitc’di, lainy

time: 40, Lochiel-st., off Carbie-st., Glasgow. ( 11 -9 )

FOR sale, good Norwich Plainheads, fed and non-
fed, prize and prize-bred, cold room, in perfect
health: Mrs. Banks, 51, Balhousie-st., Perth. (83)
TWO large Norwich hen Canaries, 4/6 the pair,
large buff Norwich cock, splendid- size, good stock
bird, 7/6: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terr., Kenilworth.
TYPICAL wing ticked yellow cock, good size,

1914 rung. 80/-; exchange for good unflighted hen,
yellow or buff: J. A. Lees, 18, Market.fit., Oxford.
BARGAIN: Two yellow hens, one buff cock, good

stock bird, all well bred- birds, 15/- the lot : F. Shar-
man, “Lyndhurst," Wordsworth-rd., Wallingtoii, Sur-
rey- (125)
BARGAIN, large unflighted yellow, ditto buff, 25/-

ou-cil ; large 1914 buff 25 G, marked buff, 2f/-; others
from 15/-; winners: H. Rhodes, 20, U-eg-inald-st.,
Luton. (i29)
GOOD Norwich Canaries, pairs. 8/-; Crested pairs,

14/-; breeding Goldfinches, 6/-; Sib. liens, 3/-; lovely

wants
; stamp reply

: Caiderwood', 65, St. Andrew's,
st., Kilmarnock.

cwksTo^’bln
4
:

I
/

inCe of Wales-rd., Kentish Town;

spectiom/nvited^
Pnce; c‘ uallt>'

TYPICAL Norwich cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12 -'C, 15/- up-wards; hens, 4/6 upwards; cash or easy' payments^

Middx
rCp y: Rosse11

’ Whitton-rd., Hounslow’,

has a few of his noted Nor®both lor sale; best of blood; prices reason*

on-Tyne
PPr°Val ’ stamp ; 6 ’ L'ncoln-st„ Gateshead-

l£d£»^i
breedCT °f b ‘Sh_class Norwich, winncV'atlcadin 0 isiiow s, over 60 for sale, somo typical yel

Stranraer.
= 00 pHces: George-st!,

FINEST foundation anywhere; a few grand buff»
left; no yellow hens

; Spillman’s strain; cages and
al ‘ u

.

tensils: Tomsett, S.N.P.C., 34, Endwell-rd„
Brockley. -

125)CLEAR yellow Norwich hen, 1st City of Bradford
also typical Yorkshire and- Norwich cocks and
xrm c

P™^ reasonable : Clough, Wilson^t., Sutton
Mill, Keighley. zionv
A GOOD butf Norwich cock, winner tw-o first®Novice class, yellow hen, Vardy'* 1914 birds, 30/-the pair; d-eposit; approval; Langham, 4, Platotf-

st., Nottingham. ’

,^2
“,

TVVO big stout Norwich cocks, 12/6 each, 23/- two
brother won 1st at Wyke; 2 hen Mules, 2/6; 1 cock'
l-in-ch song, with- sirwitty, 10/6: Brown, 22 Alma!
rrvo/l U'n.,n-. n ..4L

WEf.L bred Norwich, two unflighted yellow*, two
unflighted buffs, r-ocks, 10/- each ; one variegated
buff year old cock, 20/.; also bens; state wants-
approval : Barnes, Factory Row, W liailcy, near
Blackburn. (121)FEW good unflighted and 1914 Norwich, come
winners, cocks from 10/-, hern? from 5/-; stamp ; or
can be seen Saturday afternoon or Sunday •-

Walmsley. 98, Markfield-rd., Broad-lanc, South Tot-
tenham, N. (VIA)
WANTED, extra largo yellow marked 1915 Norwich

cock, Large head, for stock, loweot price or ex-
change champion young cock; four-pointed Goldin
mule, perfect, 50/-; approval: J. W. Johnson, Wigan
rd., Orinskirk. (jog)
BUSINESS compels mo to part with stock: Yellow
marked cock and yellow hen, 12/6; yellow marked
cock and buff hen. 12/6; yellow marked cock and
green hen, 10/6; bargains: Currall, 104, Eskrett-
<st., Ilednesford. (122)
NORWICH for sale; ticked buff cock, 10/-; two
green cocks, 7/6 each

;
clear buff hen, green hen,

buff var. hen, 5/- each; var. buff hen, 7/6; good
feeder, 3/-; all healthy and outdoor bred: Dyer,
Maud, Aberdeenshire. (117)
E. THOMAS, breeder and exhibitor of bigh-clasa
Norwich, can offer 10 ipairs of reliable birds, also a
few grand buff’ and yellow cocks, all birds on appro-
val deposit, or seen by appointment; etamp reply

-

48, Craddock-sl., Cardiff. (jjg)NEARLY ail sold from last advt.
; unflighted yel-

low and buff cocks left; grand type and splendid
quality; related to cup winners, 10/6 to 20/-; value
for money; approval, stamp reply: Geare, 73 , Dun-
combe-st., Walkley, Sheffield.

(12O)
A. L. HAWKES, having decided not to show this

season, offers any of bis noted strain of Norwich

;

has several rich coloured-fed specimens of excep-
tional merits; cocks from 10/-, hens 7/6; approval :

26, Pretoria-Td., Leytonstone. (121)FEW grand Norwich for disposal, from my win-
ners, reasonable -prices

; approval
; stamp reply for

particulars
; see report Southampton Show last

week s paper; also Bournemouth and Reading Shows:
Fellows, 44. Hill-lane, Southampton. (124)NORWICH cocks, variegated buff 20/-, clear buff
12/6, variegated yellow- 15/6, clear yellow 20/-, two
ditto 15/6 each, and three ditto 10/6 each; ali un-
flighted and large birds; on approval; deposit with
Editor : J. Hesketh, 7, Boundary-rd., St. Helens.GRAND buff cocks, winners, good size, type
quality, 3Td 20/-, 4th 17/6 upwards; variegated,
yellow cock, 10/6; large buff hens from 7/6 up-
wards; colour-fed, fit for show; satisfaction guarari.
teed; approval: Grout, 64, Hughenden-rd., Norwich.

F914 big variegated buff cock, 15/-; big buff hen!
</0; unflighted buff cock, ticked, 12/6; buff cock,
marked, 8/-; champion Muting Goldfinch, 10/-- Mul-
ing Greenfinch, 5/-; 3 cock Goldfinch Mules, 7/.
each, or £1 for three : Bat-es, 84, Moseley-st„ South-
church, Essex.

road, Weymouth.
(128)THREE buff and one yellow cocks, three yellow

e
I

i
<i

1/^
br
fu

hens
’ aU unsighted and healthy,£3 10s. the lot, or 17/6 pair; approval: Gregor, StColumb, Cornwall.

(V2&)G°OG Yellow cock, 15/.; large buff, 15/-; two
good butt hens, 5/- each; these are excellent show
and stock birds: Worrell, Ravenswood, S. James’s-
rd., Sutton, Surrey. nvn
J I.ftMAY "1 ll-.-H C-i—.. i-r _ . . , . .. .. 'A8- 1 '

4

10

years; stamp reply. ,110CONSISTENT winning strain; few birds; grand
type, closely related to winners; for sale at low
prices; approval : G. Thurley, 153, Northumber-
land Bark, lottenham. (I'M)MR. ECKERSLEY otters unflighted buff of lovely
type and quality, 30/-; mated with shapely yellow

P*r
; ^w .

other bargains: 51, Francis-
rd., Edgbais-ton, Birmingham. (123)UNFLIGHTED hens, four medium size, typical
excellent quality, also two cocks, from large stock
birds, must clear cocks 20/-, hens 12/6 each: Kerr,Richmond Road, New Barnet,
MR. INNES, Estate Factor, Largs', Ayrshire hav-

ing decided to dispose of all his high-class Norwich
otters exceptional bargains; many winners - ali large :

inspection invited; letters only. ’ Agi
THOMAS HERBERT, 35, South-street, Redditcii

offers 1914 large buff cock, 20/-; yellow marked lien’
10/-; 2 yellow hens, 5/-, 6 /6 ; 1915 buff cocks, 7/o’
8/6 , 10 /6 , approval

; stamp reply.
(125 )WANTED, 2 unflighted yellow Norwich hens, extra

good in head properties, no rubbish wanted, good
price given for good large birds; approval: Moor-
man, Carisbrooke, Isle of Wight. (123)
JOlNER-made cages', 20 single, 22/6, 5 double 12/6;

4 show in case, 5/-; 2 cages and case, 3/6; few
show and stock Norwich, cheep : Mrs. Roberts,
Stannehey, Newton Drive, Blackpool. (128)
Ei. BLANEY, 19, Oliver-st., Mcxbro., oilers three

pairs of Norwich, 22/6 per pair, all 1915 bred, good
quality and typical birds, colour-fed, cold-room
stamp reply ; inspection

; cash; appro™ I . (129 )CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads good
typo and feather, well matched pairs or single birds
winners sold every season; 35 years breeder; ap!
proval : i. Billington, 32, Colborn-iit., Nottingham
THREE unflighted lightly-marked buff cocks at
12/6 each. These are good sized birds, full of
colour, and will do any breeder good service

; will
improve considerably, and always sell for double
this price. Mind you, this strain “ docs ’’ breed
good stuff every reason. Can also spare year-old
buff lien, big rough bird, but a grand feeder, 6 /.;

(118)

Bucks'
10*168 ’ pairS

’ CarweI1 Cooke, Wavendori, J unflighted buff hens, bred’ off good feeders. 4/- ’each;
(120) two for 7/6 : Jas. Nelson, 81, Bury New-rd., Bolton.

ADVERTISERS SAVE MONEY
by reading the notice
on page 320 this week.

CLEARANCE bargains; yellow cock, with two
grand huff hens, big heads and chests, 1914, 20/-
lot ; house-moulted cock Siskin, winner and inuler.
6/- ; big yellow Cresthred' lien, 1913, 5/- ; few good-
cock -Goldies, 2/6 each; approval, deposit with,
pleasure: Maisey, Alderraaston, Berks. (129)MR. HAWKES offers an exceptional massive framed
rich colour-fed yellow Norwich cock, also extra
large buff cock, feather to perfection and in fault-
less condition and fit for any keen competition in
classic shows; sacrifice for 15/. each; worth treble
the money : 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (120)WELL bred Norwich, at waster prices, clear yell,
cock, 1914, hot colour, grand quality feather, clear
buff cock, 1913, 2nd Preston only time shown, good
stock birds, 10/- each; var. yell, cock, cobby, good
quality, 8/6, clear buff hen, good type, head, neck,
7/6; the lot 32/-; approval, cash or deposit: Hale,
Station House, Aintree, Liverpool. (127)
LATEST wins, Dulwich, Peckham, under Robson,
with only six exhibits, two lsts, special, 2nd, 3rd,
4th, vlic; can spare, cheap, last three winners, also
11 others, yellows, buffs, both sexes, related winners;
healthy, good size, quality, type, from noted strains;
inspection any day, or deposit; approval: Dracup.
163. Halfmoon-la., Herne Hill, London. (122)
SPECIAL bargains, giving them away, cup bred
Norwich Plainheads, 1915 bred-, clear buff cock, 10/6-
clear yellow cock, 10/6; marked buff cock, 10/6;
variegated- -yellow hen, 7/6; clear yellow hen, 10/6-
marked buff hen, 8/0; clear buff hen, 10/6, these
colour fed, except yellow cock; grand heads, stout,
lovely colour, quality, worth treble; cash or de-
posit: George Cubley, Lutton Gowte, Long Sutton,
Lines. - (127)
MUST be sold, yellow marked Norwich unflighted

cock, 10/6; several yellow and buff hens, 7/6 each ;
these are all colour-fed

; one pair, natural colour
buff cock and yellow hen, 15/- the pair; all really
good birds and winning strain; massive twice H M
Siberian hen Bullfinch, finger tame, 15/-; giant
H.M. cock Greenfinch, a winner, mated to above
last season, 6/-; bargains to clear; Taylor, Draper.
Bideford. (121)
HIGH-CLASS Norwich for sale, good type and

quality; clear buff cock unflighted, 30/-; clear buff
cock flighted, 20/-; clear buff hen flighted, 20/-;
variegated buff hen unflighted, 15/-; clear yellow
hen, 1st Barrow, 15/-; two Muling hens, 6/- each;
bright yellow variegated Goldie mule, 30/-; other
pairs for breeding; approval willingly ; cash oi
deposit; see Barrow report: Hudson and McFarlane,
26, Lord Roberts-st., Barrow-in-Furness. (100J
E. BAKER’S high-class Norwich: 1915 buff cock,

rich colour, short, typical, good head, advertised
last week 17/6, first 12/6 gets him

; mated valuable
yellow hen, rare quality, type, colour, and substance,
advertised- last week 17/6, first 14/6 accepted; 1913

grand yellow cock, short, stout, all type, short
wings, tail, £1 10s. ; mated stocky, short, typical
buff hen, splendid head, 15/6; £2 2/- pair: E.

BSker. Waterloo-rd., Ipswich. (125>
T. HULTON offers , high-class Norwich, good type
and quality; two clear buff cocks, winners, 1915 bred,
30/- each; ticked buff eock, 19X5 bred, 17/6; non-
fed clear yellow cock, .large head and neck, 1915

bred, 15/- ;
self green yellow hen, rare colour, 1915

bred, 20/-; variegated yellow hen, 1915 bred, 15/-;

ticked buff cock, winner of two firsts this year, 1914

bred. 30/-; two clear yellow ecchs, rare colour, win-

ners this year, 1914 bred. 20 1- each; stamp fer rer-lv:

Ivylca, Larbert. Stirlingshire^. (15A)
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TWO PAIRS LEFT
Good ztock birds, buff cocka, yellow bens, 15/-

puir, worth double: U. tlall, 31, Fountttin-st„
Macclesfield. (123)

LATEST WINS
Blioffleld, Coventry, Birmingham, Sale; variegated
yellow cock, winner, 25/-; ticked yellow, 40/-; clear

buff, winner, 35/.; buff bens, 10/- upwards; splendid
condition

;
approval willingly ; deposit : l)can,

Molmcwood, Matlock. (122)

J. AND J. HOPKINS
can spare well bred yellow cock, tare type, colour

und quality, 27/0, and two clinking buff bene, 15/-

and £1 : Mouse Trap Inn, Dialey, Cheshire. (120)

JOHNSON’S WINNING NORWICH
Grand unllighted yellow Norwich cock, good head
and neck, bred from my winning strain, a beauty,
can win, only 12/6; lovely buff hen, to match, 7/0;

19/- the pair; worth double; also unllighted buff

cock, brother to above, 10/0; approval, cash or
deposit Editor: 65, George-st., Leeds. (87)

J. C. BARNES
Norwich specialist; 25 years' study; well-known

stud. Winner Sheffield Challenge Cup outright (8

years in succession). 200 birds to select from. Few
choice specimens to spare. Cocks from 20/-, hens
from 10/-. Inspection invited

;
approval : 113, North-

Held rd., Walkley, Sheffield.

HIGHEST CLASS NORWICH.
Limited number, bred from my winners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at any time. Stamp for

reply. W. CRAWSHAW.
CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

W. N. TURNER
Breeder of Champion Norwich
I have bred and supplied winners at all leading
shows, and have a large stock to select from

;

exhibition and stock birds at reasonable prices;

tills strain has been winning for the last 20 years,

and there is no better blood in the Fancy. See
latest show reports

;
inspection invited ; approval

willingly : 8a. Percival-st., Hightown, Manchester.

NORWICH

AND YORKSHIRES
Brand selection, cocks and hens, from our well-

known winning strata; winner of 6,000 prizes this
last SO years at all leading shows; cocks from 10/-,

12/-, 15/-, 20/-, SO/-, 40/- each; hens, «/-, 8/-, 10/-,

12/-, 16/-, 20/- each. Any on approval. Breeder
80 years: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Rreeton.

Rollers 6 Singing Canaries^
OREEDER'8 CARD

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Hollers (pure Randall’s), 151,

South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.K.C.O.
Birds for eale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE, Holler Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full

particulars free : Heathfleld, Sussex. (160)

RHODES’ noted Glucke and Water Glucke Rollers,

B.ll.C.C. rung, winners of cupe, gold, silver and
bronze medals, etc., latest wins, 1st and special
Leeds, two seconds, fourth, he, 5 specials. Inter-
national ; 5th, two c's, Wolverhampton ; fourth, c,

Bacup; winners bred and sold by me this season,
first and special Bacup, champion class; fifth,

special, Leeds; fifth, special, International; cocks
from 25/-, hens 7/6: 40, James-st., Biteton, Staffs.

(118)
MISS THOMAS, Fairlight, Richmond Park Road,
Bournemouth, breeder and trainer purest Seiferts,
Glucke, etc., 110 bred 1915; deposit. (86)

VERY nice Roller cocks for sale, from 5/-: Sewell,
High-st., Southwold. (127)
ROLLER cocks, full song, 6/6; hens, 2J-: 346, Old-

ham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. (127)
SEIFERTS, grand cocks, singing, 7/6 and upwards;
approval : Bonnet, Snelston Hall, Ashbourne. (123)
WANTED, Roller cocks and hens, for cash; any

quantity : J. Burton, Ainsworth-rd., Radcliffe. (118)
GRAND cocks, singing night and day, 7/6 each; ten

days’ approval : W. Fowick, Eastfield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (101)
HIGH-CLASS Roller cocks, 10/6 and 12/6; hens,

2/6 ; cold room bred : J. Cavis, 17, Roman-rd.,
Preston. (261)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton, 10/6,

8/6, 7/6; hens 3/6 2/6; approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-
rd., Crewe. (49F
FOUR extra good Roller hens, 2 rung, three Randle,
1 birds, SI- each : Whitfield, 27, John-st., South
Moor, Co. Durham. (127)
HIGH-class Roller hens for sale, 1915 bred, Kan.
dall’s and Fould’s strain, 2/6 each: Bowmar, 9,

Nuncargate, Notts. (103)

WANTED quantity English Rollers or RolPr cross,

!n song: must be cold room kept: E. J. Davies, 48,

Fredcrick-st., Cardiff.

DEEP water Glucke Rollers, prize strain; cocks,
15/-, 20/-; hens 4/6 each: Parker, 12, Friston-st.,

Ladywood, Birmingham. (79)

ROLLERS for sale : 11 Roller cocks and 20 hens
for sale ;

what offers
;
giving up : Ollier, 27, Crook-

ed., Radcliffe, Lancashire. (103;

HIGH-elass glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung, cock9
from 12/6, hens 4/-, 5/; approval: B. Linley, 47,

Freedom-st., Hillsboro’, Sheffield. (110)

WATER Glucke Rollers, Turner.Neugbauer's
strain; cocks, 12/6 to 35/-; bens, 6/-; approval:
Knowles, 19, Princess-st., Dukinfield. (122)

FOR genuine Rollers and other champion songsters

see my free list before deciding elsewhere; bens
from 1/6: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
ROLLERS (1915), real good birds, noted strains,

cocks 15/6, few hens 3/6; inspection invited: M.
Mason, 11, King-st., Netherton, near Dudley. (125)

SEVERAL young cock Rollers at 7s. each; one hen
Roller at 2/6; aieo one young cock Linnet at 1/6:

D. Wilson, Britannia rd.. Pari; stone, Dorset. (119)

TWO very good Water Glucke cocks, B4, 3 1915
hens, 3 double breeders, new, quantity of appliances,

42/- lot, or offers: Waddicor, 5, Holly-st., Rochdale.
(117)

HIGH-CLASS Rollers. Randall’s, cocks 10/6 to
12/6, bens 2/9; also Goldfinch, both Mules, cold,

room bred : 11. Allman, 5, Brackcnburyrd., Preston.
(125)

NOTICE: Grand lot high class Rollers, day and
gaslight songsters, 15/- each; approval; easy pay-
ments arranged: McHeand, Seabiighl, Castle Lou
glas. (89)
BREEDER and exhibitor of water glucke Rollers

;

cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; hens, 4/ ;
B R.C.C. rung; 1915;

approval: J. Mawhood, 26, Walton lane. Nelson,
Lancs. (88)

SPLENDID Roller cooka in full song. 8/6, W/C, 12/6,
16/- upwards; bens 3/6 upwards; cash or ene.y pay-
ments

;
stamp reply : Rossell, 85, Whitton rd., Houn-

slow, Middlesex. (110)
BRITISH bred glucke and water glucke Rollers,
rung 1916, cocks 15/-, £1 each; 1914 hens, 6/0 each;
7 days’ approval : J. C. Banks, 49, St. Hubert’**
rd., Great Harwood. (107)
Hfft H-class Roller cocks, cold.room bred, 7/6, 8/6,
10/0 each; hens, 2/0 each, or two for 4/0; satis-
faction guaranteed : J. Britton, 4, WeUington-.st.,
Kudcliffe, Manchester. (104)

HIGH clasts Glucke and Water Gluoke Rollers,
Ilandiflll’s and Willows' noted strain, B.R.C.C. rung
cocks 10/0 upwards, hens 6/-, or useful exchange: .1.

Thompson, 83, ltegent-st., Birehills, Walsall. (119)
UlGH-cksfl glucke Rollers, codes, 12/-, 15/-; lien-s,

4/-, 5/-; tuns strain ns my Cups and Medals win-
ners; Mr. Willows' strain ; approval, cash or de-
posit note: Morris, 18, Dale-st., Wrexham. (73)
DEEP Glucke and Waterglueke Rollqgs

; hens, 3/0
and 4/6; cocks from 10/6; pairs and trios selected;
approval

; lew double-breeders and shutter cages
cheap: Karnshaw, 61, Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs. (121)
H. MEAD, Yorkshire-st., Bacup, can spare a few

1915 birds, bred samo as bis winners at Leeds,
Bacup, Manchester, etc.; cocks from 15/., hens, 5/-,
7/6; also good schoolmaster, winner first, Man-
chester, 35/-. (122)
BRITISH bred Roller cocks, unbeatable for variety

of song, they sing all day, 7/6, 10/-, 12/6; every
bird guaranteed and on approval; cash or deposit;
hens, 2/6 to 3/6; good feeders: Fenton, Greenwood,
Eiffel-st., Hebden Bridge. (120)

HANDSOME pair of pure bred Glucke Rollers,
B.R.C.C. rung, breeding and Kinging cages, the lot
20/-

; cock beautiful songster, exchange for tricycle,
good condition

; offers for rubber wringer, or sell
20/-: 34, Chinuor-rd., Thame, Oxon. (117)
GLUCKE and water glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung,

cocks from 15/-; hens 5/-, 7/6; these birds are bred
from my winners of previous years ; wins this sea-
son, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, Wolverhampton

; vhc and he
Bacup : Harrison, Fruiterer, Bradmore, Wolverhamp-
ton.

(89 )
FOR sale, champion British-bred Rollers, with good
hollow roll, bass, schockel, hollow bell, water
glucke, etc.; recent wins, 3rd and spl. Leeds, 2nd
and spl. Bacu-p. 2nd and spl. Manchester, in keenest
competition; Approval : Ties. Walton, G, Cross
Green-cres., Leeds. (log)
GLUCKE, water glucke Rollers, pure Randall’s,

1915 bred, few cocks for eale, 25/-, 30/.; previous
wine, 1st, cup, vhc, Bacup

; ext. list Bolton
;

4th,
vhc, Provincial ; 7th, vhc. International ; satisfac-
tion guaranteed : Wantling, 5, Parramatta-st., Raw-
tenstall, Manchester. (105)
PURE Randall, club rung, all bred from winners
and fit to win; a splendid lot of 1915 cocks from
12/6, hens from 4/6. First prize winner, Horti.
cultural Hall, and several schoolmasters for sale;
also ten single breeding cages and all accessories:
F. Howard, 137, Oldbam-rd., Middleton, near Man-
chester.

(124)

THREE Roller cocks, shown in the champion voung
bird class at the M.R.C.C., No. 1, 6th and spl, 28
points, 35/-; No. 2, 24 points and spl. for bass, 30/-;
No. 3, 22 points, 25/-; other cocks from T5 /-, hens
5/- and 7/6 ; same strain as my winner of the cham-
pion class at inter-show, also bred from Mr. Ship-
ley's 1st Bolton, 2qd Wolverhampton, 3rd Eosedale,
B.R.C.C. rung; approval: Bird, Brook-st,, Bilston.
RANDALL'S cup strain; all club rung; B5.40,
winner of ex-firsrt and special prize silver medal, in
class of 83 this month, Manchester Roller Contest ;

what offers over 60/-? B5.36, commended in same
class, 30/- only; schoolmasters, 25/., worth 30/-;
Waterglucke hens, same strain, 5/-, 7/-; net one
bird returned so far this season ; approval ; deposit

:

Atherton, M.B.R.C.C, 36, Christian-rd., Preston.

TO ROLLER BREEDERS.
Wanted, any quantity pure-bred Rollers, cocks or

hens; send full particulars end pries; will deposit
cash: Gledihill, Fleet-lane, Queensbury, Bradford.

(71)

Rollers! Randall’s Strain
The finest blood in the Fancy; cocks, 10/6, 12/6,
15/-, 20/-; hens to match, 2/6, 3/6, 5/- each; on
approval : Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

MONEY BACK
If entire satisfaction is not given it must suggest
itself to all common-sense people that it is the only
way they can protect themselves from getting
hens for cocks, or unhealthy specimens. I possess
the largest collection of singing Canaries in Great
Britain, at the following prices: 7/6, 8/6, 10/6;
cage, 3d. Not a shopkeeper : Rudd, Specialist,
Norwich.

etLLEil
CANARIES.
VOOGT’S STRAIN.

SEASON 1915-16.

Roller Cocks.—No. 1, 12/6 each, 7 for CD/-. These
Rollers are now arriving for the first time with the
eoft sweet Roller note ; they gain in song weekly
with careful management.

Roller Cocks.—No, 2, 7/6 each, 7 for 45/6. Good
strong haTdy birds, serviceable songsters; splendid
value for money.

Roller Hens.—14 splendid birds in 7 cages, 18/-;

2 birds in wicker cage, 3/-; sent safely packed.
No birds can be despatched on Saturdays. For all

sendings to Yorkshire, Lancashire, South and West
of England, I despatch by early morning trains, to
arrive same day. For Scotland and Ireland night
trains only. No birds are sent on approval. They
travel absolutely at the risk and expense of the
purchasers. 20,000 have been distributed in twelve
months with only six bona-fide complaints. Every
stick, Cocks and Hens, a>e sent out as received
from Rotterdam.
Telephone; 6341 Avenue. Telegrams: Hamlyn,

London Docks.

JOHfa HAMLYN,
221, St. George’S Street, London, East.

|
Scotch Fancies.. ~j

SCOTCH Fancies, all colours In cocks and bene;
reasonable : H. Brown, Lundin Links, Fifeshire. (118)
A FEW good stock birds for sale, 1914 and 1916,

cheap: Law Jackson, Southfield, Kiriyiiuirhill. (80)
SCOTCH Fancies for sale, 2 butt cocks, 1 yellow

pied cock
; cheap : P. West, 174, Albert-fft., Leith.

SCOTCH Fancies for Bale, buff cock, buff and
buff pied hens, young bfrds : Hannah, 78, Dunarfl-
st., Glasgow. (120)
SCOTCH Fancy, well bred buff cock, good stock

bird, 30/-: J. F. Reawick, 120, lagioby-drive,
Dermistoun, Glasgow. (124)
WOULD exchange a young buff piebald, cock, buff

or buff piebald' lien, for a big young yellow cock:
Wilson, 246, Allison st., Govanhfn, Glasgow. (127)
SCOTCH Fancies: Yellow cock, buff cock, yellow
green ben, and buff piebald lien, young birds; ap-
proval; prices reasonable: James McGregor, 34,
Cupar-rd., Tayport. (120)

YorKshires-
)

BREEDERS’ CARDS.
MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders,
winners of highest honours possible for over 80

years ; many championships Crystal Palace, in-

cluding championship last Palace show. As we
are not exhibiting have some of the best York-
shires living for disposal, show or stock birds,

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winners.; pairs matched to

breed w inners, 15/- to 60/- ;
single birds propor-

tionate
;
these are not dealers’ Yorkshires, but the

highest possible breeding ; approval : Langton
Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Yorkshire. (64)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-
lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 45, South View-tcrr., Sandy Lane, Brad-
ford.

ERNEST CHESHIRE, 34, Crawford Street, Bradford,
breeder, exhibitor, and exporter of high-class

Yorkshire and Norwich Canaries. Aviaries are
stocked on the shortest notice.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench.
Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds
to breed them

;
prices reasonable; state wants;

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: lG, Sliann-

et., Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Thornton,
Bradford.

YORKSHIRES : Prize-bred cocks, in full song, 8/6,

make good stock birds: llaine, 2, Woodbury-,st.,
Tooting. (121)
COCKS 12/6, hens 5/6; long typical birds; inspec-

tion invited: Halford, 134, Prince of Wales-rd.,
Kentish Town. (128)
NICE pair of Yorkshires, buff cock, yellow hen,
Shackleton’s strain, sell 10/-: Jones, 37, Elm-st.,
Ferndale, Glam. (128)
SEVEN-inch cocks, in Kong, from 7/6; bens, 5/-;
bred from winners, cold room : 10, Horsford-rd.,
Brixton Hill, S.W. (103)
YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour fed, .cocks from

6/-; hens from 3/-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arbore-
tum-rd., Worcester. (490)

TO clear, at half price, winning yellow and buff
cocks and hens ; cards sent ; deposit : Davies, Fern-
dale. Craven Arms. (122)
YORKSHIRES, prize bred cocks, in full song, 8/-

;

make good stock birds : Draper, 47, Palmerston-st.,
Battersea Park-rd. (76)
TYPICAL high-class Yorkshires, from 10/6 pair;

inspection invited; seen any time: Hutton, Alex-
andra Hotel, Penge. (104)

HIGH-CLASS unfiighted Yorkshires, long, slim,
colour-fed cocks, from 6/- ; hens, 4/- ; own breeding

:

Barfe, Pateley Bridge. (104)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, show or stock birds

;

cocks from 7/6, hens from 5/- ; -Robcrtfihaw, 59,

Hammond-st., Halifax. (37)

THREE unfiighted b,uff Yorks cocks to spare from
mj show stock, 7/6, 10/-, and 15/-: Sutcliffe, 46,

Hammond-st., Halifax. (122)

L. JEBSON. Wood-st., Skelmanthorpe, nr. Hudders-
field, has few high-class Yorkshires for sale; state
wants; seen any time. (125)

LANCASHIRE coppy cock, yellow; will exchange
for good yellow Yorkshire cock and lien; offers:

Lewis, Parkside, Oswestry. (122)

PAIR unfiighted Yorkshires, one yellow, one buff,

splendid quality birds, 7/6 the pair: F. Jenson, 6,

Clifton-terrace, Kenilworth. (124)
WOOD, 86, Ne-stwick Gardens, tVest Kensington.—
A few dozen Yorkshire Canaries, prize strain, must
sell, owner enlisted, 8/6, 3/-. (116)

YOUNG colour-fed exhibition Yorkshires; cocks,

10/-; good breeding hens, 5/-; view any day: Breeder,
222, Ribblesdale-rd., Streatham. (127)

Y’ORKSHIRES for showing from £1; see other ad-
vertisements under this heading: Stuart, 14, Shep-
herd’s Bush Green, London, W. (120)

TWO grand Y’orkshire hens, yellow and buff, 1914,

good feeders, 7/. each; 2 Roller heiss, 2/6 each:
Seeney, 24, Padiham-rd., Burnley. (121)

HAVING enlisted, have two good pairs of York-
shires for disposal, 18/- the lot; cocks in full song:
Bird, 5, Windsor-park, Fairfield, Buxton. (121)
THREE buff hens, 5/-, 7/6, 10/. each; 2 buff c< cks,

10/- each; nest pans, heating apparatus; stamp
reply : E. Lindley, 88, Park-st., W’onibwell. (123)

CLEAR buff Yorkshire cock, vhc only time out,

10/-, honestly worth £1; approval: A. Williams,
Dolgarrog Hotel, Tae-y-cafn, North Wales. (118)

WANTED, self green or cinnamon yellow York-
shire eock or hen, with plenty length and legs:
Harris, 102, Tottenham Court-rd., London, W. (120)

NOTICE: Grand lot Yorkshires, many winners;
prices reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-
proval : McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
STOCK and show birds lor sale, practically crisp;

showing nice type, length and feather, cheap to
clear : Apply, NichoIIs, Seed Merchant, Hclston.
YORKSHIRE cocks, 6/6, 7/6 each; bens, 3/C, 4/-;

cold room bred, in fine condition ; cash or deposit

:

Price, Pontryffydd Lodge, Trefnant, N. Wales.
(105)

BARGAINS in Yorkshires, selling off, cocks 6/6
to 10/6, hens 2/6, 3/6; all healthy; inspection
invited: Shea, 54, Falmouth-rd., New Keut-rd.,
London. (117)

GENUINE compulsory sale. Who wants a good
’un? Leggy, upstanding 1914 yellow hen, rare length
and quality, sacrifice 15/-: Flatt, 5, Bramford-lane,
Ipswich. (127)

RICH, colour-fed, deep yellow Yorkshire cock, up-
standing, leggy specimen of rare length and of ex-

ceptional merit, 12/6 : Hawkes, 20, Pretoria-rd., Ley-
tonstone. (121)

YORKSHIRES, ETC.
Exhibition, stock birds, or
specially selected songsters
for cash or easy payments.
Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,
and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.
Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/6,

12/6, 16/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per
pair, in clears, ticked, and
green marked. Extra smart

31; 4/-, 6/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 19/6. All
cold-rootri bred and kept, and all clean and in
tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.
Exhibition cocks and hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are wortli double and can soon win their cost.
EASY PAYMENTS Birds sent off at once on re-
ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected
Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8/6, 10/6,
12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.
Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address:

—

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghall,
BRADFORD.

HANDSOME Yorkshire cocks, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-
upward-s; hens, 4/6 upyards

;
cash or easy payments;

stamp reply ; Rossell, 85, -Whitton-rd., Hounslow,
Middlesex. (119)
GOOD Yorkshires for sale, from winning strain, to

clear, cocks from 5/-, hens from 2/6, pairs from
7/-; approval; deposit: llltley, Blanchcroft, Mel-
bourne, Derby. (123)
W. WELLS, Midland champion, offers about 40

superb stock or show birds, mostly unfiighted, ab-
solute bargain prices; approval: Hclmside, Erding-
ton, Birmingham. (77)
EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour fed, long typical
young birds, cocks from 7/6, hens from 4/- ; appro-
val, cash or deposit Editor: W. Johnson, Breeder,
55, George-st., Leeds. (87;
YORKSHIRES, variegated cock, buff hen. buff

cock, yellow ticked hen, 12/6 pair; buff' variegated
cock, yellow cock, unfiighted, 10/- each : Fryctt.
25, Gowland-pb, Beckenham. (126)
NORTH of Scotland champion Yorkshire, yellows,
buffs, also a few greens and cinnamons, cocks and
hens from 7/6 each; approval: Alexander Wilkin-
son, Hazelwood House, Keith. (Ill)

T. C. CRAWHALL offers some pood Yorkshires,
bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles
or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George’s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne. (14)
PURE pedigree Yoi kiiiir-es, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only,- guaran-
teed; thirty only, 12/6 up.; cash or deposit: Nat.
trass, Raby^ivenue, Bishop Auckland. (28)
HIGH-GLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted strain; cocks at 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- upwards;
hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval:
E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)
PRIESTLEY. High class Yorkshires, cocks from

5/6, hens from 3/6; cash or deposit; inspection
invited; satisfaction guaranteed; travelling cages
3d. extra: 121

, Gaythorne-rd., Bradford. (77)

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,
birds, none better; cocks in full song. 6/6; sure win-
ners, 10/6; hens, 5/6 each; ten days’ approval: W.
I’owick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Yckshirc. (46)
TYPICAL colour-fed buff Yorkshire cock, and of
exceptional quality and style, feathered to perfec-
tion, winner of 2nd in class of 13 last week, accept
15- ; approval: Hawke3, 20, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone.
KING’S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,

type and quality, cocks 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, upwards;
hens 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 10/6, upwards; approval; carriage
paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge, York-
shire. (127)
TWO yellow Yorkshire hen Canaries, 4/6 the pair,

buff Yorkshire cock, typical bird, 10/6, green York-
shire cock (Ambler's strain), splendid length and.
quality, 12/6: F. Jenson, 6, Clifton-terrace, Kenil-
worth. (124)
EXHIBITION Yorkshires, unfiighted yellow marked
cock and two buff hens, big long birds, good legs,

sell 35/., or exchange exhibition Goldfinch cock
and awfinch cock: McAndrew, 146, Waillgate.
Wigan. (126)
M. BUCHANAN, 338, D’nke-st., Glasgow, will sacri-

five good Yorkshires, bred from the best and most
expensive stock, and have won everywhere, from 10/-

to 30/- per pair (see Glasgow and Shettlestone under
Y.C.C.). (129)
W. D. HALL has some good Yorkshires for sale,

single or pairs ; winner of the “ News of the World ”

Challenge Shield
;
pairs from 15/- upwards ; seen any

night, or state wants: 124, Suncroft-st., Kennington,
Cross, London. (119)
GRAND lot of Yorkshires for sale, same strain at
my winners, Sheffield, Halifax, Queensbury, Windhill,
etc., pair from 15/-; cash or deposit; state wants,
and stamp for reply; approval: H. Sugden, West
End, Queensbury, Bradford. (126)
SIXTY high-class Yorkshires, every bird own
breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold
room

;
inspection invited ; approval deposit

; cocks
from 7/6, hens 5J-

:

Radford, 128, Sandy-lane, Cliorl-

ton-eum-Ilardy, Manchester. (72)
HAVING too much colour in my etoek, have for

sale hqavily variegated yellow-green Yorkshire cock,
1911, feather like silk, 80/-, or exchange for clear
yellow unfiighted cock : Ramsey, Woodeote Lodge,
Banstead rd., I’urley, Surrey. (115)
GOOD buff marked cock, 15/-, champion stock

bird: or exchange clear buff hen; also yellow hen,
unllighted, 3rd Cheltenham. 10/-; buff marked cock,
2nd Birmingham, 3rd Cheltenham, £1 : Parker
Bros., Feckenham-rd. Astwood Bk., Uedditch. (119)
J. C. BARNES, Yorkshire specialist; well-known

strain; every bird guaranteed my own breeding;
straight and lengthy, tight in feather, stylish;
cocks from 15/-, liens from 10/-; inspection invited:
approval: 113, Northfield-rd., Walkley, Sheffield.
YORKSHIRES, same strain winners Skelmanthorpe,
Huddersfield. 1915 yellow cock, 20/-; huff eock, 20/-;
hurt cook,- 15/-; 1915 yellow hen, 10/-; buff ticked'
ben, 15/-; 1914 buff hens, 5/-, 7/C, 10/- each : np,
proval, deposit: Beaumont, King-st., Skelmanthorpe,
nr. Huddersfield. (127)
GRAND lengthy type and quality, splendid, part

Bailey's blood, three first.* nud cup best Yorkshire,
Derby; cocks, 7/6, 10/6; hens, 4/6, 0/-; pairs. 12/6,

upwards; few quarter bred Belgian. 7/6, GO,'6 : In,

spection invited; approval* Geo. York, South st.,

Melbourne, Derby, (128)
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H. I„ HUGGINS has u few good pairs or odd birds
to diaposa of; extra loug nnfllalitrd buff cock ami
BtyMab yellow hon, 1014, 20/- till* pair, a no«4 bar-
gain ; few others extra good, vtrry reasonable ; in-

spootion Invited any time: 130, Mjddleton-road,
Bovea Park, London, V. (128)
TWO grand untlighted buff Yorkshire hone, grand

length and potation, feathered tiki wax, s/« each,
or 10/- tho two, worth double; 7-Inch stock cock
(yellow), to match, 10/0; all bred from winners;
6 days’ approval; oash or deposit: Edwin North,
Breeder, 44H, Muncheitcr-rd., Bradford. (112)
YORKSHIRES, same straiu winners Huddersfield,
Skelmanthorpe, Sheffield, etc.; large 1914 huff cock,
80/-; yellow cock. Ill/-; 1915 buff cock. 20/-; yellow
ticked cock, 20/-; buff cock, 10/-; buff cock, 16/-; lew
bens, 6/- upwards; approval, deposit: John Radley,
S59, Klng-st*., Skchnanthoape, nr. Huddersfield. (109)
TWO grand unsighted yellow Yorkshire hens, good

length, and as straight as rushes, feathered like
aijk, 7/6 enoh. or 14/- tho two; a real bargain;
with a grand 7-inch buff stock bird to match, 10/6;
all -bred from winning stock; 6 days’ approval; cash
or deposit Editor ; Edwin North, Breeder/ 443, Man-
chester-rd., Bradford. (112)
WINNING) Yorkshires for sale: Marked buff hen,
two Srds, 4th; another (unflighted), he, shown once;
clear yellow. 1st, 2nd, ami 3rd; cocks; tfcar buff,
three lsts, 2nd; another ditto, 1st and> 4th; offers
wanted, fair price, no fancy ones expected; see
other advertisement in this heading ; Mr. Stuart,
14, Shepherd’s llush Green, London,
YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1}, by IT. W. Battye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely
the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire anil
its sub varieties. Contains complete instruction
upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and successful
exhibiting ; also how to treat in both health and
disease: C.vuh Bums. 10*. Fieet-sb., London. E.C.
LARGE unflighted buff cock, 15/-; eye-tieked, wing
marked do., 12 0; or exchange both for really
smart, bull ticked lien, unflighted; long wing,
marked yellow cock, 1914, winner Clapham, 21/-;
clear yellow unflighted cock, fit to win, grand posi-
tion, 17/6; or exchange either for good unflighted
yellow hen; eight unflighted buff bens, clear and
ticked, 7/6 each; Bonniwell, 63, St. Quintin-aven.,
North Kensington. (X 19)ALL my stock for sale, winners of P. V. 'Williams’
silver cup outright and five championship gold
medals. Six pair of Yorkshires and seven hens, three
four-compartment breeders, one three-compartment,
tour single breeders, hamper, and six show cages,
case and two show cages, £10 the lot; would con-
sider offers in high-grade gent/s cycle, 26in. frame,
fn part exchange; stamp particulars: Lawton, 32,
Buxton-aven., Crewe.

(116 )

H. G. CHITTENDEN invites you, if in Bradford, to
call and inspect his stock of Yo:4shires, any time
during Xmas holidays, except Boxing Day. Having
to reduce his stock of well-known winning York-
shires, that have produced* so manv winners con-
sistently for years, if not able to call will send on
approval; yellow or buff cocks, clear or marked,
fit to win, at 1o/-, 20/- to 60/- each; hensi 10/-, 15/-,
20/- to 50/-; these are real good birds and must be
sold.. Note the address: 53, Carlisle-st., Manning-
bain. 028)
A. L. HAWKES, having decided not to exhibit this
season, has for disposal any of his selected stock of
rich colour-fed Yorkshires, which are the cream of
the Fancy, and of exceptional merit

; capable of
winning in tlie keenest of competition at any classi-
cal fixture. No. 18, rare upstanding, long-legged
yellow cock, very smart and nervy, with plenty of
length, won several honours, real gem, 20/-; No 37
buff cock, typical specimen, feathered to perfection’
correct type, fine quality, best of sftouldsrs and
head, 20/-, won twice, only times out; No. 46 and
No. 51, two very smart specimens that have never
been out, but will take some beating, 21/- each-
such quality and astonishing value I have never
seen offered during my 34 years in the Fancy; ap-
proval, 7 days: 26, IJ retoria-rd., Levtonstone ’

(i
r
-0)

WINNING Yorkshires for disposal: Mr. Stuart has
60’ue beautiful specimens, lovely neat heads well-
braced wings, stiff pipe tails, well up on perch’, tight
feathers, in excellent health, at the very lowest
price compatible with good quality

; see recent show
reports, Abertillery, Liverpool, Sheffield, Lambeth,
Chester, Birmingham, Blaenavon, etc.

; last week
six birds shown, all won cards; highest in points in
secvion (12 classes); show birds from £1 each- a
few stock birds as well for sale; if birds should bo
wanted immediately, write stating exact require-
ments, and enclose money order (crossed) ; birds
put on rail immediately

; approval, 5 days, willingly

;

ir they should, by any remote chance, not be quite
what you require, send them back at my expense
and money returned by first post; deposit system if
required: "Sir. Stuart, 14, Shepherd’s Bush Green,
LODuOU.

(120)

BINGHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, excel-hag in length, type, and quality; cocks from 12/6h
?
D3 if°"? 7/6; inspection invited: Ala, Hawthorm

Td„ Hillsbro
, Sheffield.

BE WISE IN TIME

R. HECCIE'S
Champion Yorkshires now ready for stock or exhi-
bition; prices to suit all; winner outright of Y.C.C.
Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1st at ali
leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish
National, Welsh National, etc,; see show reports:
Stepps, near Glasgow.

(35 )

CRAVEN’S YORKSHIRES
Cups, Medals, and Prize Winners. Good birds for
sale. Lengthy flights, neat carriage, and upstanding
Prices reasonable; stamp reply.—8, Yslverton
Terrace, Plymouth.

J. F. PARK’S
Yorkshires can always get well into the tickets’
6ee show reports. Winner this season of Glasgow
and West of Scotland cup and Partick bowl for
champion Yorkshires, with birds which I have bred
I have for sale several selected* stock pairs also
stock or exhibition birds, at moderate prices: 21 .

Elliot-st., Glasgow.
(129)

YORKS.
WE CAN NOW OFFER

you a splendid selection of Yorks. Canaries, 12/6,
15/-, and £1 per pair. Cocks 7/6, 8/6/ and 10/6Hens, 8/6 and upwards. Pair of aviary-bred Cocka-
tiets, price 18/6. We also have a few Siskin andCanary Mules, price 6/6 each. Catalogue post free on
application. Telephone: 5014.

Taylor’s Naturalists, Ltd.
3/7, THORNTON ROAD, BRADFORD.

And order at^onc^ your advertising space In CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL for 1916 ,
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| Various Canaries.
|

YORKSHIRES; 5 hens, 2/6 each; 2 cocks, 5/. each,
on song

; cash offer, or anything for house : Holmes,
20 , Jelierson-st., Liverpool. (123)TWO Rollers, two Norwich cocks, seven hens; best
offer cash, or exchange something useful : Briggs,
24, Solon New-rU., Clapham, S.W. (120)
ONLY a few hens left; 2 yellow, 2 buff Norwich,

1 yellow Yorkshire, £l each ; from- good stock

:

J. J’. Clark, 29. Ashby-rd., Watford. ~
(128)

A FEW first-class Norwich and Gluck Roller cocks
for sale from 7/6 to 15/-; 1 am no dealer: Chip-
pendale, 162, Pringle-st., Blackburn. (122)WHAT offers; 2 1915 Norwich cocks, singing, 5U
each; 4 Yorkshire hens, 1914, good feeders, 8 /-
each; £1 the lot: England, 7, Hallett's-gardens,
finish, Yeovil.

(123)
BARGAINS: Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Bor-

ders, and Holler Canaries, cocks 3/-, cock and hen
5/-; package, 3d.; approval :• McKeand, 15

, Quecn-
st., Castle Douglas. (so)
SPLENDID pair Yorkshires, grand tvpe, 10/-;
grand pair Norwich, from winners, 12/6; exchange
Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins: D. Coombes, Stcek-
ton-st., West Hartlepool. . ( 120 )-WINNING strain stock birds, 25 firsts, 30 seconds,
20 thirds

; Crested, Norwich, Yorkshires, Green,
Borders; on approval: James Stanger, 59, Grange-
terr., lielton Fell, Co. Durham. ( 126)TEN hen Canaries, all have bred this season,
including 1 fine Yorkshire and 2 or 3 good Norwich,
also H.M. Goldie and L. Redpoll; first P.O. 23/- lot •

Farrand, 74, Cavendish-st., Darwen, Lancs. (124)
ROLLERS, best strain, two cocks, B.RCC 17

_

/6
each, others 10/- to 15/-; hens, 3/6; also’ good
Yorkshires bred from prize winners; clearing bar-
gains-; utensils : Harper, South.aven., Stourbridge.

(123)GRAND chance for Xmas presents ; a massive pair
of Crestbrcds, 17/6; 4 large Crest cocks, 14/- each;
grand Yorkshire cocks, 6/6 each; Norwich cocks, 0/-
7/-caeh; a grand! stock of Border cocks from 4 / 6,

5/-, C/-; Norwich hens, 2/3, 2/6; Border hens, 2/-,
2/6, in greens, yellows, bulls or cinnamons, grand
B.U.C'.C. rung Roller hens at 2/6 each; a few green
or buff marked Roller cocks, singing well, 6/6, 7/0,
12/-; sex and safe delivery guaranteed: City
Aviary, 201, City Road, Manchester. (128)

BARGAIN IN SONGSTERS
Grand selection of Yorkshires, Norwich, Rollers

and Borders; cocks, full song, 6/-, 7/6; hens, 3/-,

V6 ; cock Goldfinch Mules, full song, pure notea,
776, 8/0; cock Goldfinches, full song, 2/0, 3/6;
cock Bullfinches, 2/6, hens 3/6; selected cock
Brown Linnets for exhibition or contest, large birds,
1/- each, three 2/6; safely packed; any distance:
Princess Aviaries, 163, Princess.st., Manchester. (122)

SONGSTERS!
360 in stock, Norwich or Yorkshires, in full song
7/6, 8/6, 10/6 each; hens to match, 2/6, 3/-, 4/7
5/- each: Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

MULES—HYBRIDS, j

LARGE pink-eyed Sib.-bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each; cocks in full song, 7/6 each; ten
days’ approval: W. Powick, Easttield Cottage, Dews-
bury.

(33 )

WANTED; will give 6 /• each for cock Goldfinch
Mules, 4/6 each for cock Linnet Mules, must be in
full song : Enock Power, Bird Specialist, 89, Sclater.
st., Shoreditch.
CANARY-reared cock Goldfinch with hen Canary,
sure Mule breeders, 8/6 the pair; six days’ approval,
cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, Breeder, 443,
Manchester-rd., Bradford. (112 )

GRAND dark cock Goldfinch Mule, pure Finch song,
suit catcher, price 10/6, worth double; six days’ ap-
proval; cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North, 443,
Manchestcr-rd., Bradford. (Ill)
EXHIBITORS: Champion Goldie-Bullie, winner
many prizes, latest wins; Swansea, Reading, if aid
wick, etc.; grand bird, £5; also two four-pointed
Mules, 37/6, 40/- : Edwards, Tailor, Leominster.
MULE breeders, I can spare two big, light col-

oured 1914 cock Goldfinches, will get some Light
mu-les from the right hens; prico 10/6 each; ap-
proval with pleasure: Andrews, West-on, Olney,
Bucks. (128)
TWO light variegated cock Goldfinch Mules,
winners only times shown, two seconds, two third*.
20/- each; dark cock Linnet Mule, 0/6; variegated
cock Linnet Mule, 10/6; light Goldfinch hen. Mule,
5/.; cash or deposit: E. Stone, Beighton-st., Ripley,
Derby. (121)

GENUINE sibs, no rubbish ; buff hen. bred 3-pointed
Mule, almost clear, 40/-; buff hen, bred 6-pointed
Mule. 20/-; double yellow hen, ticked, bred varie-
gated Mules, 15/-; cocks to match, same strain,
yellows and buffs, 10/- leach; Rowley, Elston,
CTediton. (122)
LIGHT Goldfinch Mule, show bird, and cage, 10/-;
twice H.-M. Goldfinch, father of above, good bird,
breeder, 7/6; twice H.-M. Greenfinch, show Ifird and
miller, and large lien Canary, 6/-; two dark Gold-
finch Mules, in full song, 5/- each: Rabbich, 10a,
South-st., Rochdale. (124)
OWING to removal must dispose of following
hybridising pairs and Mules ; Greenfinch, proved
muler, and Canary-reared Clmffie hen, lays in nest-
pan like Canary, 4/0; Goldfinch and Chaffinch hen,
also Canary reared, and* lays in nest pan, 6 /6 ;

Greenfinch and Redpoll, both hens, reared this year
with Canaries, 2/0 each ; Greenfinch cock (yellow),
bred Mules this year, 3J : ; varieg. Greenfinch Mule,
winner, 10/-, big bird; 3 Dark Greenie Mules, all

large, 81- each : good stuff for next year ; 1 yellow
Siskin Mule, nice bird, 10/-; 1 -Mealie Siskin, 7/-;

2 Goldie Mules (Siberian), 10/- each ; will make
good birds, fine colour, as these are advertised at
starvation price-s ; first cash offers get- same: A.
Wyper, Market-pl., Aueliinleck.

PURE-BRED SIB 1-iENS^
Grand muling hens, yellows or buffs, 3/-, if-, 5 /-,

7/6 eaeli : Sandiford, Bird Specialist, Preston.

1 AFRICAN Grey Parrot, 4 years old, good talker,
finger-tame, with cage, 85/-; without, 80/-: Jones.
Cranbourne-st., Brighton. (io?)
BUDGERIGARS, from outdoor aviaries, adult
greens 6/- pair, cocks 2/6, hens 3/6; Hay, 6, Wood-
lands-rd., Barnes Common. (85 )FROM ontside aviary, very fine pair Long-tailed
Grassnnche3, -30/-; also true pair Leatlbeater’s Cocka-
toos: Barlow, Nassicks, The Mount, Rotherham. (99)BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/- pair-
selected* breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-; cokernut
husks, nests, 6d., 5/- dozen: Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (121)
NU-SEED for Parrots and Finches, good for
aviary birds, lib. 1/-. 31bs. 2/6, carriage paid; see
advertisement, “ Foods,” last week: Fewster, Mid-
dlesto vvn . Wakefield. (121)
EXHIBITORS, cock crimson wing Parrot winner
of over 100 prizes, Scotland and England, perfect
exhibit, £7, deposit: Morrison, Johnstone, North
Station, Renfrewshire.

( 127 ;
SELL or exchange, good talking Parrot with cage

;

this bird is not a dummy, but a genuine one, 40/-
cash price, or exchange to value 45/-: 346, Oldham-
rd., Newton Heath, Manchester. (127)
IDEAL Christmas present, pair Egyptian White
Javas. 15/6: pair Y'eilow Budgerigars' 7/6; young
Magpie, will make good talker, 5/6; approval,
deposit: Wood, 72, Southgate-st., Gloucester. (127)
WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakeets, cither

Quakers, Ring-necks, Coekatiels, or any hardy specie;
will give 6/- each for any number; also offer 14 /.
each for Rosey Cockatoos: G. Chapman, High-st ,

Birmingham. Telegrams: Parrakeet. ’Phone,
Central 689.

THERE is no more lovely seed-eater than the
popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very
difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14.” from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C., post free
for 2-}d. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THOUGH they can often be purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are verv
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, and make
ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very helDful in-
formation on this variety will be found in “ Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Pago,
F.Z.S. Get it at once. 2}d. post free from Caob
Birds, 154, Fleet-et., London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange-cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/6
a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.
They can be successfully kept, too, with little
difficulty if you will follow the hints giver, by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2}d.
post free from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Cal! at any of our agente and get it for 2d.
(list frequently published).

FOREIGN BIRDS. |

HANDSOME Greenfinch-Canary cock Mule, in full
song, win anywhere, 12/6; bargain: Butt, Westbury,
Wilts,

(124)
COCK Goldfinch Mule, full song, 6/-; large young
green Norwich hen, 5/-; approval: Lewis, 55 , Lctitia-
st., Middlesbro.

(124)GOLDFINCH Mules, good feather, Finch song
1915 bred*, 8 /6 , 9/6, 10/0: R. Lycett, 117, Jubilce-rd ,New Tredegar, Mon.

(
104

)COCK Goldfinch Mules, in song, Finch notes, 1915
bred, 7/6 each; approval, deposit: Frod Laycock,
Sutton Mill, Keighley. (126)
CLEARING out, muiing pairs, grand cock Goldfinch,

also Norwich hen, 6 /- pair, ch.-ap : David Williams,
Vron Shop, Denbigh*. (129)TWO splendid cock Greenfinch Mules, 6/6 eaeli;
exchaugo wanted, Norwich cock or Crestbred hen :

Hicks, Show Secretary, Holsworthv. (121 )NOTICE. Wanted, Goldfinch Mu' *s, Linnet Mules
cocks and hens; approval, depos e*: Blackett, 4 a!
Rushton-st., New North-rd., Londo* . (95)
HYBRIDISING liens, Thrush, Greenfinch, Mealy
Redpolls; cocksy Bramblefinch, Greenfinch, alt
aviary moulted, 1/6 each : Reid, Robert -st., VoT far .

(125)

BUDGERIGARS from outdoor aviary, greens 6 /-,
yellows 7/- per pair : Robertshaw, 59, Hammond-st*.,
Halifax. (85)
FIVE young Javas, grey and white, 2/- each,

grey hen 1/6, outdoors: Miss May Boyd, Webbery,
Bide ford. (129 )

AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistles and
mimic, accept 45/-, with cage: Seedsman, 163, Prin-
cess-st., Manchester.

( 122)

RARE Bullocks Hangnest, handsome small bird, out
all summer, good condition, 32/-: Low, 14, Royal-
ter. East, Kingstown. (125)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, red tail, wanted (acclima-

tised, talking), price and particulars: Gould*, 7,

Yardley-rd.., Small Heath, Birmingham. (121
OVERSTOCKED. Budgerigars, Green, bred and
reared in outside garden aviary, 2/6 and 3/- each

;

approval: Austin. Brownvilic, Dalbeattie. (127)
GREY West African rod* Jail Parrot, talks and

whistles, alxiut 5 years old
; £5 and cage ; seen any

time: A. Hercock, 17, Queen's-rd., Wisbech. (114)
AFRICAN Grey Parrot, 3 years, finger-tame, perfect

condition, plain talker amd mimic, price £6 10s.

;

approval: Walsh. Bird Specialist, Blackburn. ( 110)
EXHIBITORS: Large African cock Weaver and show
cage, 3rd Haltwhistle, 207- ; exchange, small exhibi
tion Foreign : Christer, Mersey-«t., Chopwell, Dur-
ham. (126)

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/0 pair; cash or
easy payment.

(394 )
HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTSOFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

JOHN D. HAMLYN
Two splendid, full coloured Penants for £4, I cock,
blood or crimson winged Parrakeet, medium condi-
tion, only 30/-, real value £5 ; 1 Pileated Finch,
7/6: Cowbird, very hardy, fit for turning out, cock
glossy black, 7/6, hen, brown, 6/6; magnificent red-
headed Pope Cardinals, 7/6 each; Budgerigars,
adults, very fine for breeding. 5/6 pair; pair Saf-
fron Finches. 10/6; pair Rulicaudaa, very fine, 30/6;
cock Zebra Finch, 5/6 ; large white, tame Cockatoo,
40/6; tame on finger, blue buff Macaw, talking
well, 80/6; blue-fronted Amazon, 30/6; white-
fronted Amazon, 30/6; red-vented Bulbul, 10/6;
Barbet, 30/6 ; Grey Parrot, acclimatised, healthy
bird, 50/C: Avenue, 6341. Telegrams Hamlyn, Lon-
don Docks .London. ' (iirj
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All Outdoors, Choice, and
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Giey Parrot, wonderful talker 15 0 0

„ „ 2 years in England, talker ... 6 0 0

„ „ tame, saying few words ... 4 0 0

Fair fingcr-tnmo talking Itock Parrots, tails

18 indie* long ... 3 10 0

Quaker Parrakeet, linger tame 0 12 6

Cock Blousomhead Parrakeet, gorgeous ... 1 10 0

Finger-tame Talking llluc-crowncd Conure
Parrakeet ... 2 5 0

Moustache Jew Parrakeot 10 0

Pair Gold-fronted flngcr-tame Tul Barra-
kects - 2 0 0

Pair Breeding Cockatiels 10 0

Gorgeous talking tame Salmon-crest Cocka-
too, exhibition bird 7 10 o

Tamo Sulphur-crest Cockatoo 1 15 0

Sulphur-crest, non tame 10 0

Leadbeater Cockatoo ... 2 0 0

Saifroll crest Cockatoo, tame and very rare 3 10 0

Javan Cockatoo, linger tame 1 15 0

llare-eyed Cockatoo 1 10 0

Bloodstained Cockatoo 5 2®
Western Nosieus Cockatoo 2 10 0

Talking lied and Bine Macaw 3 10 0

Talking Blue and Yellow Macaw ... * 10 ®

Pair Finger-tanie ltedfnce Lovebirds 2 10 0

Cactus Parrakeet, Gold-breast, lingcr-tame 10 0

All Green Blue wing Comire Parrakcets,

rare, Conurue tiriea, paiv 2 0 0

Finger-tame Hen Ringneck Parrakeet ... 10 0

Rednecked Lorikeet ... ^ 1® ®

Pair Nesting Peachface Lovebirds ... 3 10 o

Pairs Nesting Yellow Budgerigars ® 1 ® ®

Y'omig Ones ® * ®

Pairs Nesting Green Budgerigars ... “ * “

Young Ones ® " r

Pair Gorgeous Breeding Pennants ... “ u u

Pair Breeding Yellow-mantled or Splendid

Parrakeets (T. Splendidus) ... - » ® ®

Violaceous Amazon, only one in England... 5 ® ?

Double-front Amazon, exhibition bird ... 3 >® ®

Cuban Amazon, exhibition bird 3 0 0

Muller’s Parrot, exhibition bird ™
Blue beaded Maximilian’s Tarrot 6 u u

Jardine’s Parrot (exhibition) J
“ “

Talking Hill Mynah ,22
Pair White-shouldered Cowhirds ••• 1 * u

Pair Glossy Violet Cowhirds, deep internal

notes, followed by clear ringing tones,

tame, and feed from hand 1 ® ®

Pair Bav-fronted Cowhirds 0 15 0

Pope Cardinals, Exhibition pair 0 18 0

Saffron Finches, pair ® J®
®

Belgian Roller Canaries, full song, each 0 12 6

1 Jerdon’s Accentor 2 '2 2
Pair White-cheek Lark Finches 12 2
Pair Breeding Yellow-rump Finches ... 1 » ®

2 St. Helena Seedeaters, each ® '* °

Pair Bronze Mannikins 0 8 6

Red-billed Yellow-billed, and Bishop Wea-
vers, per pair ••• ®

’ J
Shaft-tail Whydah, out of colour, pair ... 0 8 0

Cutthroats, pair ® " ®

Combassous, pair "
„ „

Pair Bleeding-heart Pigeons ® n ® ®

Pair Necklace Doves ’ * ®

Pair Turtle Dove3 ® ;* ®

White-backed Piping Crow 3 10 0

Diamond Doves, pair ,2 2
Half-collared Senegal Doves, pair ... 10 0

Aldabra Doves, pair In 2
Vinaceous Doves, pair

J
" "

White Doves, pair 22n
Ring Doves, pair ” *

Wood Pigeons, one only ••• ® ®

1 Cock. 2 Hens, Birchin Bantams, Smith

strain, exhibition, modern ... ••• 1 2 6

1 Cock, 2 Hens, lovely type Silky Fowl, lay-

j Ug 10 0

Pair Red Saddle Far, tails 12 2
Pair Parlour Tumblers ••• 1 a "

Yellow. Silver and Bine Tumblers, Nuns,

Archangels, exhibition birds, per pair 0 7b
Pair Breeding Crested California Quail... 15 0

Odd Cocks, each 5 ,2 5
Purple Gallinule ? ]® ®

Pair Breeding Silver Pheasants 1 10 0

Pair Breeding Golden Pheasants ... * i“ ®

Hen Golden Pheasant I ,2 n
Canadian Geese, pair

, 12 h
Nile Geese, pair Inn
CTiine.se Geese, pair

,n n n
Cereop’sis Geese, pair ”

Swans, pair ... -

n s o
Dormice, pair, tame pets- ... • •• u a u

Jerboa or Miniature Kangaroo, charming

uet 0 15 o

Marmoset 1 1? ?

pet Monkey ... -
,

••• z
,
®. u

Pair Hybrid Sarus and Japanese White-necked
Cranes.

A wonderful pair of Northern Nigerian Rose cheeked

Crown Cranes, loose in park 12 months, follow, and
take food from the hand, £38.

With them, equally tame, full coloured, extra large

Sarus Crane, £12 10s. ;
all full coloured.

All the birds offered fit for keen competition,

nutdoors, and well known to the visiting public.

CROSS,
Zoological Gardens,

Otterspool,

LIVERPOO L
TALKING PARROTS

all descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on

month’s trial system at my risk, which I originated,

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
Prattle.’’ Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 10 Morccambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

DE VON & CO.
Knots and Dunlin 5/ pair; Plover 7)6 pair; irregular

spotted Pigeon*, 2o/- pair; Bullfinches, 6/- pair;

Amazon Parrot, 35/-'; linger tame Tui Parrot, 25/-;

sulphury Seedeaters, 10/-; Pintail Whydahs, full

colour, JO / -
;

Budgerigars, 5/- pair, yellows 7/6;
Bishops, Weavers, Cutthroats, Combassous, 6 /• pair

;

Steel Finches, 10/- pair; Mynahs, 12/-; Diamond
Doves, 80/- pair; cock Quail Finch, 10 / -

;
Rosellas,

£3 pair; Whydahs, full colour, 15/- pair; price lists:

114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

TALKING PARROTS
The finest selection of genuine trained talking

Parrots in Great Britain, including over 500 birds

actually on view. We have same African Greys,
with red tails, in perfect condition, on dry seed

and water, whistles, mimics and laughs ;
also a

beautiful selection of Blue-rronted Amazons, per-

sonally collected by our own representative in

Brazil. These birds ure in magnificent plumage,
finger-tame, and talking. Wo have some lovely

Blue-fronted Amazons which will talk freely, at the
price of 80/. each; also some special brilliant-

coloured Amazons, saying 40 words, laugh, whistle,

mimic, price 45/- each. Indian Rock Parrakeets,
red-fronted Amazons, White-fronted, Yellow-fronted
Amazons, tame talking Macaws, Cockatoos, etc.

Do not purchase a Parrot until you have seen our
Price List. We are by far the cheapest in Eng-
land, and have the largest stock. We wish to
point out to our numerous customers that imme-
diately we receive an order we despatch the same
day. No waiting. We also guarantee safe arrival

to any part of Great Britain : G. B. Chapman,
Parrot Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams, “ Parra-
keet.” ’Phone, “ Central 689.”

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, S/6 pah-;
hens, 3/- each

; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/6 pair; liens, 3/9 each. At the
present time we have in stock over 500 exception-
ally fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

a very cold room and suitable for turning out of

doors immediately. Wc despatch same day as order
arrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying
within 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
High-st., Birmingham. ’Phone— Central 689. Tele-

grams— Parrakeet.

VARIOUS BIRDS.
COCK Kodbrea-sted Linnet and ben Canary, ditto

Redpoll, 2/6; large fed Yorkshire hen, 5/6: Per.
cival, 46, Burgess-st., Grimsby. (124)

YORKSHIRE cocks, singing, 6/6; Roller cocks, sing-

ing, 6/6; Border cocks, singing, 6/-: Standard Avi-

aries, Newton Heath, Manchester. (127)

GRAND hen Canaries, Norwich or Yorkshire, 3/-,

4/-, 5/-; monster cock Bullies, full coloured, 2/6,

3/-, 4/-, 5/-; hens, 1/6, 2/-; splendid cock Redpolls
(Bibs), 1/-, 1/6: Weaire, Snodland, Kent. (121)

THREE pairs Norwich, 1 pair Yorkshires, 9/6
pair; Norwich hens, 3/ each; cock Goldfinch Mule,
12/- ; all colour-fed ; approval

;
deposit ; useful

exchange: Woodhouse, 21, Millgate, Newark, Notts.

( 120)

SEVERAL large pairs of Norwich, 10/- pair; 20

large Norwich and Yorkshire hens, all colours, 2/.,

2/6, 3/- each; pair Yorkshires, 7/6; large hen Bull-

finch, laid eggs in cage, 4/-; Canary-reared Linnet,

1/6; all good birds; room wanted: Manning, 712,

Romford-rd., Manor Park, Essex. (120)

1
WANTED.

|

BRAMBLES, Twites wanted: Stowe (see Hard-
bills). (119)
WANTED, anything alive: Cooper, Naturalist,

163, Princess-st., Manchester. (110)
WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)
WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British
and Canaries, for cash: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr.

(105)

GOLDFINCHES, Canaries, Siskins, Mules, wanted
for spot cash: H. Cox, 92, Hope-st., Birmingham.

(12S)
WANTED Canaries for cash, 1915, colour-fed ; state
quantity and lowest price: H. Jinks, 2, Bramall-lane,
Sheffield. (128)
GOLDIES, Bullies, Siskins, Mules, Hybrids, wild

rabbits weekly; top prices: Broxup, 27, Stock-st.,
Burnley. (127)
WANTED, Cockatiel Jien, state if acclimatised and
lowest price to Hornby, New Parks-cree., Scar-
borough. (121)
WANTED Parrots, monkeys, British and Foreign

birds, best prices given: jopson, Newton Heath,
Manchester. (127)
WANTED, cock Goldfinches and Siskins, extra good

price given for good big birds: J. Bond, 27, Sharratt-
st., Salford. (114)
WANTED, pair of good Yorkshires in exchange

for burning-off lamp, worth 12/. : A. K., 66, lowden-
rd., Herne Hill. (126)
WANTED immediately, one or two Brown Owls,
two Magpies, one Jay; state lowest price: Hayward,
Church-st., Chard. (116)
WANTED, pair Norwich Canaries; exchange beauti-
bul black Persian female cat, value 10/6 : H. Smith,
10, Waterloo.si,, Hove. (124)
WANTED for cash any quantity Norwich hens,
also Norwich socks, on tong; also British: Mrs.
Gater, Troetl.yrhiw, Glam. (127)
WILL buv for cash any quantity Goldfinch Mules,

cocks or hems; Canaries, either sex: Helyar, 55,
Patmos.rd., North Brixton. (121)
WANTED, cheap for cash, Roller Canaries, either

sex; price and particulars to Round, 23, Windsor-
rd., Maindu, Newport Mon. (J20)
WANTED, any quantity of Canaries, also British
and foreign birds. Parrots, etc. : Joyce, 9, Rosamond-
pl., Oxford. rd., Manchester. ( 122)WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each; hen
Canaries. 1/3 each: J. Flower, 15

, Pollard-row,
Bethnal Qreen-rd., London.

( 34 )

OFFERS in Canaries, exchange for real Ayrshire
blankets, value 25/-

;
numerous testimonials : Andrew

Dawson, 689, Duke-st., Glasgow. (126)
WANTED, large hen Canaries and Mules, also
Goldies, Bullies, Siskins, Redpolls, both sexes: Bed-
ford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham. (128)
WANTED, for prompt cash, Bullies, Siskins, Gold-

finches, Linnets, foreign birds, Mules, Canaries, and
cages: Stores, 614, Fulham-rd., g.YV. /uu)ROUGH colour-fed, unfligbted Norwich hens, small
tame hen Hawfinch, any colour, good or bad: ap-
proval

;
deposit if dosired : Gardner. See British

, U20)

WANTED, anything alive for cash or exchange;
inspection anil correspondence invited: Royal
Zoological Farm, Shooters Hill, Kent. ( 123 ;WANTED Norwich, Yorkshires, Lizards, Borders,
Crests and Cinnamons; state lowest price: W.
l’owiek, liastfleld Cottage, Dewsbury. (22)
WANTED small lots Canaries, large, and cocks,
must be in full song, 0/- pair; approval first: P.
McAlecuan, 8, Jobn-st., Blantyrc, Glasgow. (128)
WANTED for cash, Canaries Mules, and Gold-

finches, either sex
; state lowest price : Merrington,

Bird Dealer, 40, Beason-st., New Cross Gate. (123)
WANTED, yellow Norwich hens. Borders, Gold-

finches; exchange Foreign and British show cages,
travelling casta: 21, Beaul'oy-rd., Tottenham. (121)
CANARIES, Bullies, Goldies, all British; best cash
prices, on or before delivery to genuine clients: E.
Broadhent, 355, London rd., Sheffield. Estab. 1900.
WANTED, deep yellow self green or cinnamon

Yorkshire, must have length and style, either sex :

Harris, 102, Tottenham Court-rd,, London, W. (120)
WANTED all kinds of healthy Canaries, also

Goldies, Bullies and Siskins; state lowest price:
Frank Sparks, Bird Dealer, 200, Overgate, Dundee.
10,000 HEN Canaries wanted; Jopson, Newton
Heath; anything alive bought, sold, or exchanged:
Jopson’s Menageries, Newton Heath, Manchester.
WANTED, 500 all varieties Canaries, also Gold-

finch, Bullfinch, and foreign birds
;
prices low, cash

sent with order: McKcand, Scabright, Castle Dou-
glas. (89)
NOTICE, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, tlnnctls, Can-

aries wanted, for cash; state price; also table
pigeons: Brain, 288, Liclifleld-rd., Aston, Birming-
ham. (119)

WANTED any quantity of healthy Canaries and
Mules and British birds for cash; send lowest prices
to— 4 . Leitch, East End Bird Mart, 620, Gallowgate,
Glasgow. (128)

CATCHERS’ Notice.- Wanted, Goldfinches, Bull-

finches, 18/- dozen; Chaffinches, Linnets. Bramble-
finches, 3/6 dozen; Thrushes, 12/-: Thornhill, 6, War-
wick-st., Burnley. (108)

WANTED Canaries, dogs, puppies, rabbits,
monkeys, Parrots, mice, birds; purchase or ex-

change laying pullets or singing Canaries: Barlow’s
Aviaries, Greenwich. (127)
W ANTED, pair of typical Norwich ; exchange 3

Border cocks, yellow green, yell, varieg., tkd. Buff,

sell 22/-; yours first: A.. Scott, Belmont-avenue,
Juniper Green Midlothian. (116)
EXHIBITION British or Mule wanted in exchange
for seif buff green Border cock, or house-moulted
Goldfinch; yours first: Warburton, 73, Ellesmere-rd.,
Lower Walton, Warrington. (121)

WANTED from catchers, a weekly supply of Gold-
finches, Siskins and Bullfinches; will give 2/- pair
for the above : Enock Power, Bird Specialist, 89,

ScJater-st., Shoreditch, London.
WANTED, Canaries, Mules, Linnets, Hawfinches,

Bullfinches, Siskins, Magpies, Thrushes and Red-
polls weekly ; established 20 years ; T. Green, 22,

St. Miehael-st., West Bromwich. (123)

WANTED, Amazon or African Grey Parrot and
cage, must be good bird; exchange two pairs of
splendid Yorkshires, or sell 40/- ; no dealers, please

;

on approval: 3fl, Clifton-rd., Southport. (119)

WANTED, good Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries,
any quantity; state lowest price; on approval; also

Goldfinches and Siskins and Bullfinches : W. Jack.
Cage Maker, 6, Stirling-st. (City), Glasgow. (126)

WANTED, 2 unflighted first-cross Norwieh-Lanca-
shire yellow hens for muling, size essential, in pre-

ference for feather: state price and particulars:

Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Manchester-rd., Brad-
ford. (112)

CATCHERS to supply good specimens of Hawfinch,
Bramblefindi, Goldie, Siskin and Twite, ail cocks

of good size and colour; Wagtails and other Soft-

bills; approval to: Minoprio, 28, Alexandria Drive,

Liverpool. (118)

WANTED for cash, good stocks of large Norwich,
Yorkshires, Crests, and some Borders; large or
small stocks, colour fed or natural ; state particu-

lars and price : J. Taylor, 36, Aircville-rd., Frizing-

hall, Bradford. (118)

WANTED
a few cock Cheverell and Peatliroat Goldfinches,

large birds: Brown, 44, Abercorn-rd., Londonderry.
(116)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 18/- a dozen;
common or small, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Mute©,

hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-

ford. Bird Importer, Leytonstone. (341)

HIPEST PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispos-e of their surplus stock

of Canaries should communicate immediately with

us and 'state the number of birds they have to

dispose of. YVe are wanting large quantities of

males, also pairs, including the following breeds

:

Borders, Yorkshires. Norwfcli, and Rollers ; also

Goldfinch Mules. We are prepared to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along:

G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST.; BIRMINGHAM
Telegrams: "Parrakeet.” 'Phone: Central 689.

WANTED i
Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires, 7/6 a pair;

Crests, 10/- pair; Cinnamons and Lizards; Cock
Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/. each. Good Cock Linnet

Mules, 6/- each.

HOWARD & SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,

f, SclaterSt., & 28, Bethnal Green Rd.,

London; also 77, Pitt Street, Norwich.
Best buyers in the country. Prompt cash; stamp
reply. Estd. 53 years. Bankers—London County

and Westminster, Shoreditch Branch, London; and
Barclay and Co., Norwich.

Sf- per pair offered.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
Will give 8/- per pair for large colour-fed Norwich.

7/. per pair for Yorkshires, 6/- per pair for Border

Fancies. I also require all other varieties of

Canaries and Mules. Send full particulars and

stamp for reply. Will deposit cash.

H. GLEDHILL,
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY, BRADFORD,

WANTED-Paia Doves
(lurtur senegatensis), not the hatf-coilared.—H. D.
Aatley, Esq., Brinsop Court, Hereford. (117)

(SALE or EXCHANGE.|

|
Mainly British.

|

FRED ALLEN will exchange high-class British for
Mules and Canaries: 156, Porter-st., Hull. (132)
FOR sale, cheap, 6 cocks, 5 yellows, 1 buff; 9 hens,

4 yellow, 5 buffs, the lot, .63 6s/-, or 10/6 pair:
16, Ferries-st., Hedon-rd., Hull. (118 )WHAT offers in cock Canaries, songsters, for a
splendid H.M. cock Goldfinch, or sell 15/- : Sadier,
33, iT&ston-aven., Hale End, Essex. (120)
EXCHANGE House-moulted cocks, 1 Greenfinch, 1

Bramble, ] Redipoll, for Mule or Goldfinch: Car-
penter, Palmerston-rd., Wealdatone. (124)
COCKS, dozen Chaffinches, dozen Greenfinches, six
Redpolls; exchange hen Canaries; sell 6d. each: A.
Barr, Arnloes, Slamanan, Stirlingshire. (115)
EXCHANGE Goldfinch and hen Canary, guarantee
Mulcrs; also cock Mule; for Bom; offers: F.
Morgan, Bootmaker, Sparrow Hill, Loughborough.

(119)

SHOREDITCH Joe, the fastest singing cock Chaf-
finch ever heard; mu re contest winner, accept 6/-;
exchange: Seedsman, 163, Princesis-st., Manchester.

( 122)
FIVE dozen hen Linnets, good birds, well on

seed, sell; or exchange children's clothing; what
offers : H. Dawson, West-st., Chatteris. (119)

EXHIBITORS! Two monster cock Skylarks, well
marked, big as Thrushes, singing well, 5/. each,
with cages 6/-; cock Starling, 1/G; exchange Roller
schoolmaster; offers: 3, Wilcox-rd., S.W. (119)
EXCHANGE, H.M., two monster Scotch cock

Linnets, one can win; two large cock Gold-finches;

three British show cages; for matched pair, largo
typical Norwich; or sell, 18/-: Livings-ton, Langside-
rd„ Bothwell. (116)
EXCHANGE 2 H.M. Linnet®, bred- Mules last

season, an I pair of colour-fed Yorkshires, for first-

class winning Greenfinch; exchange unfligbted yellow
Y'orkshire cock for winning Redpoll; yours first;

approval, or offers: Hemming, 295, Delamere-st.,
Over Winsford. (116)

Mainly Canaries.

NORWICH, 3 yellow hens, 2 buff, 1914 bred, 4/-

each, or offers : Buck, 4, Bcatrice-rd., Richmond,
Surrey.
TWELVE good Y'orkshire hens a/- each, or sell

lot, 60/-, a cheap ,ot, good quality: Snell, Rea Bain,
Brixham. (120)

BRIZE bred Yorkshire hens from 37- each, or ex-
change songsters, etc., to value: Lewis, 16, Gordon-
rd., Southall. 1124)

EXCHANGE high-ciass Y'orkshire hen and show cage
for good big well-pencilled Linnet : Whalley, Alfred-

st., Lancaster. (118)

EXCHANGE or sell Border hens, also two Y'ork-

shire cocks, one foul green: Freeman, 17, Spencer-
st- Battersea.

,
(129)

YORKSHIRE cocks 7,6 upwKrds : Shackelton’s,
Dykes’, Joe T. Thomas' strain: Revill, Church Gres-
ley, Burton-on-Trent. (124)
EXCHANGE monster buff Norwich cock, 1915, for
a good yellow hen, or sell lor-: Thompson, 21,

Piebend-st., Bedford. (125)

PAIR of Canaries, Y'orkshire and Norwich crossed,
exchange British birds: Morton, Merton-tofr., Kil-

macolm, Renfrewshire. (T27)

SIX good Yorkshire hens, 24/-; 20 cages, various,

30/-, cheap, or useful exchange: Smith, Tobacconist,
Chapel-st,, Edgware-rd. (127)

EXCHANGE pair Whippet coursing slips, used once,
cost 50/-, for Norwich, British; approval : Salmon, 27,

Worthing-rd., Lowestoft. (118)

EXCHANGE 1914 buff Y'orkshire cock for 1915
Border cock

;
approval both ways : J. Thomas, 4.

l’ortland-st., Aberystwyth. (116)

EXCHANGE yellow Y'ork-shire hen, value 12/C, for

buff Norwich hen or Muling Goldfinch; Hailiday. 6.

Angebst., Baildon, Shipley. (120)

NORWICH and Yorkshire hens, from 3/0, exchange
for others, fresh blood wanted : Brooks, 157, Do
Beauvior-rj., Daisies, London. (121)
EXCHANGE, a good Crcstbred for Rollers, cocks,

or offers: or sell, £0/-; approval both ways: Hen-
derson, 21, Cowper-sq., Blyth. (113)

THREE exhibition Norwich cocks, winners; also
Y'orkshire cock, songsters, for laying pullets, or sell,

52/-: 6, Trior-st., Port Talbot. (119)

CHAMPION crests, £1 to £10 pairs, approval,

exchange Norwich, Yorkshires, or Mules: T. Billing-

ton. 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (119)’

SEVERAL ernart unflighted Norwich hens, yellow
and buff, 6/- each, exchange songsters: Trevallion,

76, Tower Gardens-rd., Tottenham. (120)

HIGH-CLASS Roller Canaries, 12,6 pair; exchange
cylinder records, mc-lodeon, offers : C. Harvey, 39,

Crown-st., Highfield, Southampton. (118)

EXCHANGE exhibition yellow Border cock for ex-

hibition yellow green lien, sell 12, 6 ; approval, yours
first: Showier, Bridgend, Bathgate.
EXCHANGE 2 pair prize Borders, value 21'-. for

large buff variegated Norwich cock, 1915: Napier.
Lanark-rd., Juniper Green', Midlothian. (116)

HENS only left, 6 good typed young liens at 3/0
each to clear; bargains every one; approval, deposit.

:

Lovell, 4, Albert-rd., Staple-hill, Bristol. (123)

WANTED, change blood; give clear Crcstbred hen
and £1 cae.li for green Crcstbred lien; no rubbish
offered or wanted : Calam, 69, Baxtergatc, Whitby.
NOVICES, rare opportunity, champion Yorkshires,

perfect type and quality, cocks from 8 '0, hen 5, 0;
approval : Lloyd, 84, Chichele rd, Cricklcnood, N.W.

(130)

WHAT offers for a large yellow Norwich cock, will

make good stock bird, < y.hange two Roller cocks,

or cell £1 : yours first: 121, Cannock-rd., Chndmori.
OWING to owner enlisting, sell £1; exchange

Canaries, anything useful: well bred Great Dane,
bitch: Summcrscaie®, Grange Farm, Durkar, Wake-
field. G18)
PAIR. Norwich Canaries, matched for breeding, or
good singing cork. 12 •

; or exchange 2 white Leg-

horn pullets: Hobbs, 21, Ashburnliani-rd., Green,
wich. (124)

EXCHANGE green Crested cook, good bird, for

yellow Norwich cock or good yellow Yorkshire Cock;
sell, 12/0: W. Kirk, 10, Vic-terr., Nnncargate,
Notts: (125)

W. STANILAND. winner of challenge cup aiKl

other prizes, has a few 1 buff Yorkshire cooks froui

7/6, hen 5/- approval: Collinglium, or exchange:
Newark. (122)
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EXCHANGE ycllow-grccn Border cock mid buff
hen for II.M. Goldfinch cork, suitable for muling;
Siberian preferred; approval; (jould, Newgate,
'Arbroath. (126)
SCOTCH Fancy cock, young, 8/-; yellow Border

cock, 5/-; live Border Ileus, 2/ each to clear; ex-
change pullets or hens, otters : Rennie, 8, East End,
Prestonpans. (123)
If.M. LINNET, proved muter, and Yorkshire hen,

exchange unflighted Norwich or Yorkshire cock:
Peters, 4.1. Belton-rd., Forest Cate, Essex. (121)
SEVERAL pairs of good Norwich Plain heads for

sale, 12/6 per pair, or would exchange for Gold-
finches or Siskins to vulue, Chapman : 228, Bcrgholt-
rd., Colchester. (123)
EXCHANGE, high class Yorkshires, Norwich, Bor-

ders, Rollers, Crests, and Crest-bred*. for old scrap
brass, copper, lead, ziuc, tools, etc.: Steele, 80, Ord-
sail-lane, Salford. (110)
PROPERLY matched pair Green (Borders, foul

bull cock, good yellow hen lj5/6, exchange two big
Norwich hens for muling, or offers: Thomson, Pleas-
ance. Annan-rd., Dumfries. (122)
HtGH-CL.VSS Yorkshires, bred from winners Ard-
wiek amt Sale, see reports, cocks from 10/-, hens 7/6;
inspection invites!

;
home all day: Eastwood, 389,

iManchcster-rd., Hollinwood. (122)
HENS, Norwich yellow «/-, buff 4/C, Yorkshire

yellow 7/6. Rollers 2/6; Borders 3/C; pair Rollers
10/-; Yellow Budgerigar cock 4/6; wanted peram-
bulator: J ewers. Garage, Plymouth. (1211
OWING to business am compelled to clear ail my

6tock of champion Yorkshires, winners in keen corn-
petition have few good pairs at 15/- and 25/-:
Buckingham, 211, St. A.bans-rd., Watford. <120)
YYHAl ofler3 for yellow Yorkshire cock, with
hanging cage, Draper’s organette, good condition,
-8 -tunes, value 25/-; exchange gramophone with
records: Robinson, 13, FouKon-terr., West Stanley.

FOUR Roller liens, two club rung, 2/- each S
good cock Redpolls, 1 / - , cock Goldfinch, good square
blase, :(/-; exchange Roller cock (no chopper), pair
Borders or Lizards: J. R., 16, Woodsorrei-rd. Bir-
kenhead.

(1 o4)TWO Crested cocks. 1914, good feather: also big
yellow plainhead hen; will exchange any of the
above for clear or grizzly Crest hen, must have
plenty of feather, 1915; Boyd, 10, Giasgow-rd.,
Carpbuslang. /

116 j“HAND 1914 clear buff Yorkshire cock, won 3 late,
1st -bale last week, 21/-; also clear yellow 1914, grand
type and length, brother to yellow 1st Sale 21/?- ap-
piovai

; bargains
; see reports: Drew, 15, Dudley-st.Brooks Bar, Manchester. (123)TWO good Norwich cocks, four hen Canaries, two

Unii»-g0ra ,

d0<s and onc sandy buck; four pure-
bred buff cockerels, April hatched; 65/. lot; would

r
i?

tc
.i

e
.

xc,
J?.

nSe considered: Delves, Maidstone-
ru., I addock Wood, Rent. (11G)RICH fed buff Norwich cock, won recently three
honours, la/-; yellow hen, 10/-, worth 50/- ; York-

Vvw/i
00 ^ b ' S " lnne

^’ ,20/-; exchange entertained;
(

i?
me

,

ra
' „

n
,

ny“llnR us,efu] ; see respective
Hawkes, -0, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (128)lUKbR j cl low and nine buff Yorkshire hens, good

birds; see report Torquay show, last issue; from 3/6to 5/- each ; also 3 Sib. Muling hens, 3/6 each
; or

exchange lot for good African or Amazon talking
Parrot; approval both ways: Roper, 3, Barcombe
cottages, Preston, Paignton. (119)GEO SELLARS, 5, Pioneer-st., Littlcboro.—Exchange
two lovely buff hens, also two yellow hens, York,
shires, for yellow Norwich cock and buff hen, ortwo good singing Rollers, or sell 5/- each; also a
pair ot Yorkshires for a pair of Norwich; Dykes’
strain all the above; costing £4 pair. (118)

!
ame strain

- winners Huddersfield,
Sheffield, Skelinanthorpe, 1914 buff cock 25/- yellowhen 10/-, yellow cock 12/0, buff hen 7/6, 1915 yellow
tRked_ cock .6/- buff cock 1-2/6, yellow ticked cock
12,6, few hens 5/- upwards, large stock cocks from
15/- to 30/-; approval, deposit: Jolm Radley, 259
King-st-., bkelrnanthorpe, Huddersfield. (124)YVMNNIXG Yorkshires, cocks, unflighted clear huff,

K -.i
^flyton, CUP East Ham, make grand stock

£
lnd

’ vP
1 ’’

,
a!f ,

clcar buff - 2nd - clear yellow 2ndLast Ham, ticked yellow 2nd, ticked buff 3rd Leytonoa
!f

time® shown, 15/- each; others from 7/G; alsosome lovely hens, yellows and buffs, from 5/ ap-proval with pleasure: Collinge, 29, Balmora'l-rd^yl0n -

(124)

ADVERTISERS SAVE MONEY
by rending the notice
on page 320 this week.

I
Mainly Foreign,

f

SPLENDID talking Amazon Parrot with hand-
ca!

?®: 8®U ^5/- exchange Canaries, Pom. pup-

Manchester.
^ K<”ad -P< a«. Oxford-rd..

j
Miscellaneous.

}

TWO top coats, fit man 5ft. 6in., one 12/-, one 20/-

;

exchange Canaries: Davison, Uaddenham, Bucks.

EXCHANGE J-plate camera for a good cock Roller
in soug ; YV. Gibbons, 37, Park.pl., Clapham, S.YV.

„ (118)
EXCHANGE 50 Hobbies and designs, for good sing,
ing Canary : E. Burman, 69, Attcrcliffe-rd., Shef-
field. (116)
GUITAR and case, valued XT ; exchange 2 pair

stock Yorkshires; Mack, 10a, Pendwith-rd., Earls-
field. (121)
10 cage fronts, 18 by 10 ; exchange Jin. wire net-

ting; offers: Benson, Autumn-st., Finton-rd.,
Halifax. (126)
VOLUME “Our' CaniApes,"’ cofit 22/-, (exoliange

Roller cock, or sell 12/-: H. Cocken, 47, Brace-st.,
Walsall. (127)
TWELVE-feet split cane rod, never used, XT, or

offers; Parrot wanted: John Pringle, West Port, Sel-
kirk, N.B. (125)
MULING Siskin and green lien, 0/0, also 4 Nor-

wich hens, 7/0, or exchange records: 18, Wyresdale,
Lancaster. '

(128)
WHAT offers 2 young crorobred cockerels. 8 wire

cage fronts, 110 “Cage Birds": 21, Sebert-rd.,
Forest Gate. (119)
EXCHANGE two Flemish cross bucks, 1 doe 4
months, for Hardbills, or sell: Bali, 43, Milton-
rd., Wealdstone. 024)
BLACK ltosecomb cock for good British or Nor.
wich hen, or sell, 10/-: J. Robertson, 8, Fopetoun-
row, Winchburgh. (125)
GENT. ’8 hand-sewn glace boots, size 7, sell 17 / o

;

exchange C healthy Norwich hens: Coe, 71. Moore-
st., Northampton. (125)
JEWELLERY repaired in exchange for birds
Norwich preferred: Hinton, 110, Greenhlll-rd., Eands-
worth, Birmingham.

(V23'iGOOD tortoiseshell Dutch buck; exchange
Britishers; yours first: A. Gilott, 36, Thorpes-rd

,

Heanor, Derbyshire. (110)

EXCHANGE good rough Fox Terrier bitch for
Roller cork, or good British birds: Savili, 25, Lca-
rxl., Waltham Crass. (118)
SACRIFICE 50 Edison and Clarion records*, sonic
new, all sound, 10/-; offers : Burnham, 67, Totteridgc.
rd., High YVyeombe. (127)
EXCHANGE vice, size 3, for whistling cock Canary,

Roller or Yorkshire: P. Lee*, 38, Shanksland, New
Stcvenston, Holytown. (lRj)
EXCHANGE Mb. of thistle seed and a little cash

for good 1015 yellow Norwich hen: T. Russell, 81,
Back Brae, Kilsyth, N.B. * (122)
EXCHANGE cockerel, 2 pullets, for large clear

yellow Crested Norwich cock, 1915; singing: Lewis,
7. Chatham-pl., Walworth. (119)
HALF-BRED Whippet, year old, 7/6; exchange

singing cago or double breeders, birds, offers

:

Backlog, Folly-rd., YVytnondham. (118)
8AL15 or exchange wire Fox Terrier bitch, good
pedigree, 10/- ; cheap ; cost X2 6 months ago

:

Thornhill, 6, YVarwiek-st., Burnley. (126)
EXCHANGE breeding cage, 32 by 17, 2 Finch cagca,
new condition, for (1915) Yorkshires; no rubbish:
Huxford, Waterloo House, Lyme Regis. (121)
BEAUTIFUL rough-haired male cat, 9 months old,
house trained, 10/-, exchange for good cock singing
Canary: Motley, Grocer, Pateley Bridge. (129)
EXCHANGE small Yorkshire Terrier with a fine

silver-grey coat, for two yellow Norwich liens; sell
30/-: Muir, 86, Corshill, Kilwinning, Ayrshire. (127)
WILL exchange winning Norwich or Yorkshires

for camera or anything useful ; see respective
column : Hawkes, 26, Pretorio-rd., Leytonstone. (128)
MONKEY’, small female, very tame, quiet and
amusing, fond of children ; what offer, cash or ex-
change : Brown. 87, Sherburh-terr., Consett. (119)
TWENTY’ double-sided loin, records, new, for
double-key Meiodeon, or any instrument : James
Waddell, 373, Main-st., Bonhill, Dumbartonshire.
FOSTER mother, Spaniel Terrier cross, good

mother, time up end of month, 12/- ; exchange Cana-
ries or British; offers- Davison. Haddenham, Bucks.
EXCHANGE four volumes of “The Great War,”
as new, just cost 32/-, for exhibition British: Law-
fon, 159, Werrington-rd., Bucknall, Staffordshire.

(127)
EXCHANGE complete -set fretwork tools, t|>vo

Linnets and Greenfinch cocks, for two 1915 Norwich
hens, sell 6/6: Adams, 6, lioderick-rd., London,
N.W.

_ (120)
EXCHANGE 5 pair of flying tipplers, pure Maccles-

fields, for exhibition, British or Norwich, or self 7/-
pair; approval: C. i’oung, Greenfield-tcrr., Skelty,
Swansea. (120)
SCOTCH Fancy travelling case and show cage;
exchange two house-moulted Bullfinch hens or
yellow cock Siskin : Craig, 17, Grey-st., Wallsend-
on-Tyne. (127)
EXCHANGE gramophone and records and all kinds

of musical instruments for Canaries and all kinds
of livestock : Stirling’s! Music Stores, Surrey-st.,
Croydon.

( 113)EXCHANGE child’s sleeping crib, mattress to
match, new condition, for cock Roller, value 12/6;
bird first : Watkins, 49, Gwera Berthi-rd., Cwmtil-

1 lery, Mon. (125)
SPLENDID set of natural sable fox furs, quite new,
cost £7 10/-; accept £5, or exchange War Loan to
value; approval, deposit: 34, Sach-rd., Upper Clap-
ton, London. _ (117)
EXCHANGE motor-cycle, tool-bag, new electric
rear light, torpedo shape, and Bradbury back mud-
guard, for Goldies, Linnets: L. Pierce, 55, Larch-
rd., Birkenhead. (125)
FOR sale or exchange, “Our Canaries,” as new;

will exchange for good cock Yorkshire or pair Bor-
ders, or sell 10/6: E. J. Harvey, 26, Buxton-rd..
Thornton Heath. (H9)WHAT offers in birds or good Talking Parrot for
4 new volumes on the Dog,‘valued at 32s.; approval
each way: E. Stirling, 4, Graham’s-buildings, Half,
way, Cambuslang. (447)
TWENTY-TWO double-sided 12in. Musogram living
records, cost 4/6 each, and Pathe sound-box; will
exchange for Canaries: C. Mott, 351, Portobe!lo-rd.,
North Kensington. (420)
BUSSON’S organ-accordion (and tutor), 3 octaves,
wants slight repair, 14/-; guitar (and tutor), 7/-;
exchange for 2 good yellow Norwich cocks : Duggan,
6, Lower Brook-st., Ipswich. (422)
SPLENDID wire-haired Fox Terrier bitch, in whefp
to pedigree wire dog, 12 months. 12/6; honestly
worth 40/-; exchange birds, anything: 43, Hermi-
tage-rd., Coalville, Leicestershire. (123)
BARGAIN, new pair clapnets, 36ft. by 7ft each,

7-8 mesh, iron sockets, 12/-; Whippet-Irish Terrier
dog, 15 months, clever and fast, 12/-; or exchange;
Rimmer, 121, Bispham-rd., Southport. (122)
NOTICE I We want 1,000 Canaries and British

birds, poultry, rabbits, cavies, appliances, anything,
in exchange for cutlery and plate, etc., or cash

;

write: Smith Bros., 49, Pearst., Sheffield. (128)
EXCHANGE pure bred English doe and buck, and

steel-gray Dutch buck, splendid marking and colour,
winners, four, good, bred 1915, for Norwich Can.
aries; J. Butcher, 293, Gillingham-rd., Gillingham.

(127)
EXCHANGE marine telescope, leather and brass,
length drawn 3ft. ; engraved, Watkins, .Bristol

;

value, 21/-; for Yorkshire cocks, 1914 or 1915, birds
and cage.—K., 43, Lothair-rd., Finsbury Park,
London. (420)
LARUE round Parrot cage, large brass bell, gramo-
phone and records, gent.’s Black motor overcoat;
all latest style; also quantity carpenter’s, brick-
layer’s tools

; exchange litter toy puppies, part cash :

Aston, 11, Park-lane, East Tipton. (122)
A GOOD back wheel for cycle, Eadie Coaster hub,
nearly new, 26in.

; exchange for a good Yorkshire
cock, or sell 10/- ; also a 3-domed flight cage, in
good condition, 6,-- J. A. Bosworth, 99, Mont-
pelier-rd., Dunkirk old Lcnton, Notts. (:21)
SALE or exchange, piccolo, 12 notes, six open, six

covered, all silver-plated, as new, cost 35/-; accept
12/-; silver English lever limiter, cost £4, sell 15/6;
Toby jug, 19/-; also good talking Amazon Parrot
and cage, 45/-; offers invited: Latham, 19, York-st.,
Basford, Stoke-on-Trent. (128)
EXCHANGE electro-plated tea and coffee service,
with tray, also spirit bottle, stand and lamp, each
stamped E.P.N.S., Sheffield make, for 2 cock and
4 hen Yorkshires to value, £5 5/-: approval both
ways; no rubbish offered or wanted: Wilshaw, 35,
Dalc-st., Rosehill, Rawmarsb, Rotherham. (422)
CLEARING out cheap, 14 Canaries, parent and
young, as bred, Yorkshires, Rollers, Norwich; offer
for lot; or splendid cock Roller and wire hanging
cage, 10/6 ; Edison Gem phonograph, 40 r. cords,
21/-; large concert grapoplione, cost £6 ifls., sell
25/-, or exchange; Lester, 143, Bath-rd., Bristol.

EXCHANGE household goods, boots, bedding, cloth-
ing, gent s raincoats, cycle tyres, cutlery, or any-thing required for live stock of all descriptions,
"

1
’ Poultry, Parrots, monkeys, etc.

; promptand
.‘1

,
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• exchange Canaries, Mules,
British, etc. : Exchange Co., 355, London rd., Sheffield

WE GIVE GOOD VALUE
* a

,

00^' overcoats, mackintoshes rain,
coats, bedding, blankets, clothing, wearing apparelor household goods of every description required, inexchange lor birds, common poultry, rabbits, dogs,
puppies, Persian kittens, ferrets, parrots, monkeys
etc\, or livestock of any variety; prompt and re-liabe dealings only; stamp reply: Manager, Live-
stock Exchange, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (122)

|
SITUATIONS.

COUNTRY agent* wanted lor Trover’s bird seedsand foods, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

f Aquarium.
Miiiorcarp, etc., “ Aquarium Manage-

ment, Id.
; birds exchanged for fish, fish for birds

;

tame rabbits, Od.
; giants, 1/0: “Fisheries,” Mount

\’ernon-nl., Liverpool. mm
do?

L^I
?S’ smal1
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doz., 14/. 100; large and extra large, 9/- to 24/- dozen:
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Cats,
j

BARGAIN, several grand blue Persian kittens, from
great winners, prices reasonable, easy payments ar-
ranged; approval: McKeand, Seabrigiit, Castle
Douglas.

(774
JUST Out! Nutshell No. 27, “The Care of the Cat.”
A lngnly interesting and instructive little booklet,
dealing fully with the Housing, Breeding, Mating,
Rearing, Feeding, Exhibiting. Management, Diseases
Varieties, etc., etc. Price 2d., from cur Nutshell
agents, or 2|d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154,
Fleet Street. London, E.C.

Cavies.
CAYY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28. “Profitable Pet
Cavies (or Guinea l’igs),” is now ready. Deals fully
with the Housing. Breeding, Slating. Rearing. Feed-
ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,
etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,
or 2£d., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet
Street. London, E.C.

“MY Dogs ” (ori approval/; send for list, stating
requirements; Lafbury. Station rd.. Manor Park, K.RETRIEVER puppy, 3 months, thoroughbred, make
fine pet for children, 15/-: 39, Belmont 1'ark-rd
Leyton.

( 123 ,IF you want a good Airedalp, Fox Terrier
Retriever, etc., write; Standard Kennels, Newton
Heath, Manchester, (127)
Bltl.VDLE Mastiff, 701b*., majsiveehcad, ideal ears,
£2; exchange Greyhound; good guard: Roberts, 7
Ithodes-st., Castieford. (120)POWERFUL Airedale dog, 18 months, be.st guard
living, excellent pedigree, burglar-proof: Cooper, 163.
Princer«-rt., Manchester. (122)NOTICE : Wanted, all varieties pure-breed dogs,
give good exchange in high-class Bantarns or Cana
ries: McKeand, Seabrigiit, Castle Douglas. (89)
WIRE-HAIRED Fox Terriers for sale; giving up;

well-known kennel winners dirt cheap: Kennelrnan.
Standard Kennels, Newton Heath, Manchester. (127)
l’UKK-BRED jet black Field Spaniel bitch, 18

months, 20/-, or exchange anything useful: Arthur
Wood-st., Skelmanthorpe, Huddersfield. (124)1WO game Bull- Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks

7/0 each, bitch. 5/6, 4>arents tackle anything alive:
Jackson, Confectioner, Grccn-st., Bethnal Green

(127)TO Sportsmen, good gun dog and double-barrel,
breach-loader, good condition. 80 yard long net.

wlnd
,
made > exchange gramaphone

; offers, sell
*'J

^
Mra. Hall, Lettei7>ton, Pem. (119)

litter of black Pomeranian puppies,
small foxy heads, lovely coats, perfect tail carriage,
bke balls of wool, sell 15/, or exchange anything
useful: 18, Church-st., Old Basford, Nottingham (121>
19INS. Bedlington Whipf/et dog, 17 months, very

fast, can down a rabbit on its own run, quiet when
chasing, carry like Spaniel, clever all round animal,
12/0, or exchange birds or fowls: YVilsher, Lunn’s-
averi., Colwick-rd., Nottingham. (121)PEDIGREE Airedale dogf young, make stud dog.
good head, legs, 6hort body, good colour, healthy,
5 months, 25/-, or exchange; also fawn bull and
mastiff dog, 6 months, weight OOlbs., no faults, 20/-

-

exchange, deposit: Dixon, 5, Bethesda-st., Burnley.’

( 195 )SPLENDID investment, lady offers highest pedi-
gree Pekingese brood bitch, teen mated to high-
ciasa stud dog, her puppies should realise big prices,
sell very cheap to good home (no dealers) ; also
puppies for sale cheap: Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,
Dunstable.

Mice.
MICE, rats, 1/- pair, carriage paid: Hutchinson 48.
Hammerton-st., Pudsey, Leeds, (12S)PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; Dormice
2/6 pair; tame Japanese rats, 1/- pair : Miss Rosey!
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (121)

Pigeons.
|

LAVENDAR Turbit cock and Red hen, from Palace
winners, 35 /-; exchange for cock Goldfinches; cocks
and bens, Bullfinches and Siskins : Mr. Wid"er 21
Lockyer-rd., Plymouth. (4o0 j

Stamps.
STAMP bargains; gentleman sacrificing collection
(many worth Sd. each); loo assorted, 1/-: Hughes.
24, Delancey-st., London, N.W. (427)

Cycles.
SUITABLE Christmas present; gent’s cycle, splen-

did condition, £2: Eric James, Glynde, Sussex. (123)LADIES’ 1914 cycle, 24in. frame, free wheel, plated
2 brakes, perfect condition, enamelled black, gold
lines, bargain, 49/-; approval; 34, Sach-rd., Upper
Clapton, London. (4471FOR sale, a genuine lady’s Rover (second-hand)
eye e, in perfect order, fitted with Dunlop tyres, two
brakes, new back hub, and free wheel, complete,
grand bargain, for £2 2/6; carriage paid: Stanton’s
Cycle Stores, Swan-st., Alcester. (119)

|

Dress.
|

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and shoes,
newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/3, 3/6, gents 3/9,
4/-, girls 3/-, boys 3/6, carriage paid: F. Under-
wood, 30, York-st., Hulme, Manchester. (70)

j

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected ferrets, worked all season,
line or loose, 7/6; splendid ferrets, gcod workers
guaranteed, 6/G; cash or deposit: Thos. VY’annon,
Short-st., Carlisle. (122)

Household Furnltu:‘‘>.

Utensils, etc.

Should WRITE T0-DAT
enclosing Id. stamp for
VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FR^ ...

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all Ladies' Ailments. Ac. amt speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all sufferim-
They supersede Pennyroyal. Pil Cocilia, Hitter Apple, Ac.

bold in boxes. X^lz. by Boots', Taylor’s, Timothy White's
LrancheK and all Chemists, or post f roe, same price from

LESLIE MARTIN, Ltd. Chemists, 34, DA1ST0N LANE, LONDON

Kennel- _Does for Sale.
Dogs for Exchange.

SABLE Collie bitch, long lean head, show specimen,
60'.: Basil, 56, Roupell-st., Waterloo, London. (118)
CHAMPION pedigree Prindie-pied Bulldog puppies,
good specimens CO/- : Brett, 122, Beiesford-st., YVal-
w Oi til. (120)

j
Sport.

{

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31, “Fishin" is
River, Lake and Poml.” All who take an Interest!
tn fishing should not miss this high!y-in<#tructive'
brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of
coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Pries
2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 25d. post
free from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet st., London, E.C.

Various.
THREE dozen glass fish globes, 4Iin. diameter, 9/~

lot, to clear, all sound, well packed: D. Coombes,
Seed Merchant, West Hartlepool, (129)
DOG, wire-hair Fox Terrier bitch pup, 7/6, 4
months, clean; also 2 Fersian kittens, very pretty.
5/- eacli : Miller, 72, Godston Villas, Hove. (123)
LOVELY laying fowls, exhibition Yorkshire Can-

aries, Budgerigars, supplied, from 1/- weekly; Lam-
beth Aviaries, 35, Glad6tone-st., Southwark, Lon-
don. (120)
VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, .good case and bow, £19
outlit, sacrifice, 30/-; approval willingly: Mrs. Tyler,
18, Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. (H8)
FOR sale cheap, few good Yorkshire Canaries,

quantity graniophone records, few istuffed birds
ready for casing, good oil stove, nearly new rifle

;

wanted, lantern slides, good views: Bottomley,
Bootmaker, Keighley. (127)
GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24/6; new lOin.
double records, 8/6 dozen, two samples 1/41; 1,000
needles, 1/3; carriage paid; repairing accessories,
motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues free:
Kegentbird, 120, Old-st-., London.
CALTHORPE motor-cycle, 2 speeds, free engine,

£20; three gents’ cycles, Kynock, 2 Coventry, 24in.
frames, 50/-, 70/-, 45/-; 1 lady’s Premier, 70/-; all in
ripping condition, at lowest possible price : Delves,
Maidstone-rd., Paddock Wood, Kent. (116)
GRAMOPHONE. £25 model, drawing-room cabinet,
very dainty, height 4ft., on wheels, beautifully in-
laid, perfect tone, with selection of celebrated,
records, accept £5 15/-; approval with pleasure: 15,
Upper Porchester-st., Hyde Park, London. (!00|
FUN for all : New novel notions in ihodern magi!

marvels, and startling conjuring conceptions, funny
jokes, puzzles, games, etc.; several original illusions
made public for the first time ; 2 huge books (over
GOO illustrations), 4d„ posted. Shamrock Patriotic
Badge included, for only Id. extra : F. Young,
Misterton, Somerset. No connection with any
other firm whatever. (74)

WANTED, 5,GOO ANGLERS
Fishing rods, tackle, of every description, at. manu-
facturers’ prices: wholesale illustrated catalogue,
one stamp; extraordinary bargains; saves pounds *
Midland Rod Company, (C) Erdiington, Birmingham.
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ROUND THE SHOWS.
WATFORD.

Eleventh Anmini Show of tho Watford C.B.8., held

In the Halsey Hall, Bee. 8 and 8. Although the

Society was most anxious to assist in keeping the

fancy going by holding an open show they had some
difficulty in seeming a hall, and at one time had
actually cancelled tho event, and it says much for

tho pluck of the Watford men that they eventually

succeeded in currying out tho fixture. Although
tho entry was a good one, it scarcely came up to

last year's total, and tho Watford fanciers deserved
hotter support than they had. In this matter Lon-

doners were very remiss. Watford Is on a main
lino and not difficult to get at, so that railway

troubles did not apply. The hall is very suitable

lor a big show, being roomy, cosy and well lighted,

mil tho birds were nicely arranged by Mr. Goode 11

and his assistants. All the birds sent came in well

up to time, and several mndo quite long journeys,

fanciers in such distant towns as Eastleigh,

Leicester, Southampton, Swansea, Brighton, Man-
chester, Coventry, etc., showed their appreciation
by sending entries.

Norwich made a brave show and included some
very high-class specimens. In yellow cocks Mr.
Sears staged two beauties that have done some
winning, including Birmingham and Bedford. The
hen class was a topper, and so were the two un-

fiighted classes; the latter including some very

promising youngsters. All I lie novice classes filled

well, the unflighteds numbering eighteen birds, the

a inner changing hands at catalogue price. Mr.

Shirley, from Birmingham, sent in a grand butf

cook, and it won easily, although there were some
good ones in the money. One of the most interest-

ing classes was the A.O.V., which included Butch
Frills, Lizards, Cinnamons and a Crest-bred. It is

seldom one sees a better class of light Mules than
the one on view. Tho British birds were a splendid

lot, both numerically and in point of quality, many
noted exhibitors having grand teams out. Mr. C.

Prior had a regular field-day, and the condition

xml col. of his birds supplied the best possible testi-

mony of the value of wild seeds. Another “ old

hand,” Mr. W. Francis, also did well. The foreign

birds Were very attractive, although few in number,
and we noticed that, a pair of Gold breasted Wax-
bills found a new owner at the rather remarkable
price of £4.

The management of the show was entrusted to
that veteran fancier, Mr. ,1. Goodall, who is par-

ticularly keen upon the welfare of the exhibits

under his care. He got through his duties splen-

didly .">d everything wont smoothly and well. His
able, assistants were Mr. R. J. Pretty, the popular
chairman, and. Messrs. Brown, Sears. Corley, Little-

child, Buckingham, Duinbleton and Ball. Unfortun-
ately the weather was most unkind, and this no
doubt affected the gate. Mr. Clark won the Sear’s
Cup, and Partridge Cup went to Mr. Swain. The
judges were: Canaries, Mr. H. Norman; Hyb. and
Brit.. Mr. A. Silver; and For., Mr. R. J. Watts.
NOR., YELL. CK. (7): 1, 2, ,Sears, two magnificent

birds, leader very short, thick-set, grand head, with
good back, skull, fine qual. feather, capital co!

; 2,

Dig, good head and neck, sound col. and cond. ; 3,

Lovegrove, another good one, -scarcely so massive
is winner, still grand type, capital head and neck,
nice qual.

; 4, Notley, grand subs, and qual., bold
acad and front, good wings, shade paler in col.

;

vhc. Burt; he, Wren;’c, Camion. BUFF (0): 1,

Notley. the Bedford winner, big bold bird, with
pood full front, showing age now, although still in

pod cond. ; 2, Lovegrove, massive bird of grand
type, good wide shoulders, clean cut, sound col. ; 3,

Fox, nice one, shade longer in barrel, very good
head, nice front, eapital qual.; 4, Wren, good
beaded, nice and short, e-lean cut. beaten subs.

;

rhe, Burt; he. Fellows. A.O.V.: 1, Notley, head and
wing rrilu!., yell., good width of skull, nice deep
front, grand cob and qual.

; 2, 4, Burt, another nice
fell., shade longer in barrel, good head and- neck,
sound rich col. : 4, -shade longer in wing, good head,
nice qua!.

; 3, Sears, buff, not a monster, hut very
compact, nicely proportioned, well braced, lovely
qual., sound cond.; vhc, Cannon. A.V. HEN (15):
1, Clarke, grand yell., nice subs., compact and well
out together, good hold head, full neck, grand qual.

;

I. 3, he, Fox, lovely buff, fine subs., good head, nice
shape, good wings, sound cond. ; 3. yell., somewhat
smaller, hut good, clear cut, capital type, nice qual.
and contl. : 4, Sears, fine bold buff, typical, nicely
filled in all round, sound cond.: vhe, Fowler and
Adams ;

e. Frost and Rogers. UNFLIO. CK. (16) :

1. vhc, Burt, nice- qual. huff, bold full head and
neck, shade weak in shoulders, very sound col., in

fine fettle
; 2, Gough and Loach, lovely yell., rare

size for a youngster, fine bold full front, good head,
scarcely the qual. of leader, hut very close up; .3.

Fellows, another smart bird, eapital type, nice wedge
shape, good head and neck, clean cut, capital qual.

;

4. c, Fox, grand for size and type, well put together,
nice style, scarcely the cond. of winners; lie, Love-
grove. HEN (10): 1, Sears, very full-fronted yell-,
nice type, good shoulders and hack, lovely qual.
feather; 2, Clarke, capital buff, typical, nicely
moulded and filled in. neat head, good wings and
tail, sound cond. ; 3, vhc, c. Fox, another nice yell.,
shade longer than winner, but grand head and neck,
fine cond. : 4, Gough and Loach, big buff, grand
qual., bold head ami neck, shade longer than winner
still a very good one; he. Clarke. NOV. YELL. CK.
(10): 1, Goring, fine big head and wing ticked bird,
grand sub., fill front, nice. pos. and style, good col.,
very line cond. : 2, e, Shirley, nice qua!, wing tkd.
bird, neat, full head and neck, scarcely the sub. of
winner, well shown; 3, Cannon, nice cl., good bold
bead, capital shape, excels in qual.; 4, Bumhleton.
another nice one, somewhat smaller, but good- head
and front, fine cond.; vhc, Day and Sturgess; he,
Ilcpwood. BUFF (12): 1. vhc, Shirley, magnificent,
very full, short and thick-set, hold head, plenty of
feather, but well carried, good win; 2, Smith, very
fine varieg., grand size, good head, back and wings,
nice pos. and style, splendid qual.; 3, Bay and
Sturgess, hea l and wing tk., short, and compact,
nicely proportioned all round, excellent cond.: 4.
Kerr, good cl., fine type and sub., nice moulded,
neat head and wings, lovely qual.; he, Swain; c,

Martin. HEN (12): 1, Swain, very fine ei. yell, lead-
ing. grand tvpc and subs., full head and neck, short
wings, sound qual.; 2, Bay and Sturgess, grand huff,
lovely type short and co.mpacU.V b’.'ilt, hold full

fTTUd, good bark, excellent qual.; 3, Kerr, nice
typical veil., capital size, well moulded, nc-at head
arid neck, good back and wing, fine cond,

; 4, Little-
rhild, capital tkd. bufr, fine size and type, grand
qual

; vhc, Paterson ; ho, Smith; c. Cannon. UN-
F’l.IG. (H>: i, ,3 , Swain, lovely cl. bull', beautifully
moulded, grand back curl ings, sound qual., quickly
claimed at .1.3: .3, so: lalier, but very typical
and clean cut. i ce ,, j nwk, close wings,

lovely qual.; 2, Thorncycroft, bead and wing tk.,

nice type, not a monster, but stoutly built, clean
cut, good qual

; 4, Cannon, tkd. yell., good shape,
nicely proportioned, well filled in, capital cond.;
vhc, I’aterson ; lie, Smith ; c, Bay ami Sturgess.
YORKS., UNFLIO. CK. (9): 1. 4, Frost and Rogers,
lovely wing arid eye mkd., grand length, beautifully
proportioned and moulded, neat head, nice shoulders
and back, smooth as a bottle; 4, gooi} cl. yell., fine

length and style, well up on leg, nice wings, bit pale
in col. ; 2, Last, grand cl. yell., lovely type, well
balanced, good: shoulders, line corn!. ; 3, Cowley,
fine cl. huff, grand length and style, well up on
leg, neat head, good shoulders and hack; vhc, Mon-
tague ami Bacon; he, 'J’roke; c, Lloyd. NOVICE,
YELL. CK. (tc): 1, Runchiiian, splendid cl. yell.,

grand length and style, beautifully proportioned,
clean cut, best of qual. and com!

; 2, vhc, Cook,
another goodi one, nice pos. and style, well up on
leg, capital shoulders and hack, sound cond. ; 4,

Parke.r, bird of grand length, nicely built, well up
on leg. grand qual.; he. Winter; c, Neighbour. BUFF
(ID): 1, Stokes, very line cl., capital type and qual.,
good shoulders ami length of wing nice pos. ; 2,

Winter, another good cl., grand length of side, well
up on leg, neat head and wings, sound) cond.; 3,

Kgerton, line length and style, good type, hardly so
lit as winners; 4, Thomas, shade smaller, lovely
typo and .style, good wings, AX qual.; vhc, c,
Higgins; lie, Neighbour. HEN (14): l, 3, Bell, two
beauties, both clears, fine length, typical, leader
shade better qual. ; 2, Parker, very fine butf, lovely
type, nice pos., grand shoulders and wings, A1 cornl.

;

4, Thomas, not a monster, Nut lovely type, nicely
proportioned and in line fettle. UNFLIO. (12) : 1, 2,

Cooke, leader good el. yell., fine length and type,
neat head, good wings, .41 cond.; 2, good wing tkd.,
very typical, grand qual.; 3, Parker, wing and neck
tk., rare length, well up on leg, nice qual.; vhc,
Neighbour; lip, Runchnian

;
e, Billington. BOKO.,

CK. (8) : 1, 4, Last, cl. yell, and buff, two grand
specimens, lovely type and style, A1 qual., both
well put down

; 2, Montague and Bacon, beauty,
tight as wax, splendidly moulded, neat head, closely
braced wings, capital style; 3, Burton Bros., very
line el. yell., neat head, good front, capital wings,
A

1
qual.; vhc, Martin; lie, Kemp; e, Fisher. HEN

(6): 1, 3, Last, lovely yell, leading, grand type
good head, back and wing, sound cond.; 3, good
buff, stylish, typical, very fine qual.; 2, Burton
Bros., wing ami eye tkd. buff, nice size, beautifully
moulded, good bead and wings, boxy feather; 4,

Montague and Bacon, capital yell., neat and typical,
nice style and pos., scarcely so tight as winners

;

vhc, Mitchell ; he, Fisher. A.O.V. (8) : 1, he,
Fowler and Adams, grand cinn. leading, fine !>okl

bird, wonderful subs., sound rich col., excellent
qua!.; 2, vhc, c, Brooks, magnificent team of Dutch
Frills, ieader varieg., wonderful size, beautifully
mantled and frilled, grand qual.; 3, Mrs. Burgess,
good cl. cap Gold Lizard, shapely, beautifully-
spangled, sound col., lovely qual.
MEMBERS, NOR. CK. : 1, Clark; 2, Dumbleton.

HEN: 1, 2, Clark; 3, 4, Dumbleton. NOVICE: 1,

Corley. YORKS., CK.: 1, 2, 3, 4, vhc, Buckingham.
HEN: 1, Buckingham. NOVICE, YORKS. CK.: 1, 2,
Lloyd. HEN: l, Lloyd. A.O.V. : 1, Dumbleton.
NON-FED: 1, Carter. II\

r
B.: 1, 3, 4, vhc Carter;

2, Dumbleton. GOLDF. : 1, vhc. Carter; 2, 3, 4,
Brown; he, Goodal. LINNET: 1, Goodall. SISK.:
1, Maxfield; 2, Brown; 3, Goodall. GREENF.: 1,

Brown; 2, Goodall. FOR.: 1, 2, Buckingham; 3,

Goodall.
HYBRIDS, LIGHT CAN. (10): 1, 2, Lamb, 4 and

2-pointed Goldie-Canaries, both well known, put dow n
in faultless cond. ; 3, Gilbert, lovely wing tkd., beauti-
ful shape, scarcely so large as winners, lovely qual.;
4, he, Martin and Archer, beauty, lightly mkd.,
shapely, nicely proportioned, not the polish ; vhc,
Bowler; c, Buckingham. DK. GOLDF. OR LINNET
(6) : 1, Lamb, well known dk. Goldie leading, looking
fit, grand col.; 2, Andrews, bold buff Goldie, nice
size and shape, sound col., fine cond.

; 3, Martin and
Archer, capital Linnet, grand size and shape, Leau-
tifully proportioned, nicely pencilled, sound qua!.;
4, Taylor; vhc, Bowler; he. Meek. A.O.V. (5): 1,

Goodall, wonderful Redpoll-Can., grand size, lovely
shape, deep rich col., in the pink; 2, Lamb, nice
Siskin-Can., shapely, sound col., in good fettle; 3,

Andrews, another Redpoll, not quite the shape and
col. of winner, but a very good specimen

; 4, Buck-
ingham, good Sisk., capital size and shape, good col.,
beautifully laced

; vhc, Green. BRIT. HYB. (7) : 1 ,

Martin and Archer, grand Chafflnch-Greenf.,- fine big
bold bird, very shapely, sound col., fine qual. ; 2, 3,
Lamb, Goldf.-Sisk. aud another Chaff.- Greenf., leader
a beautiful specimen, shown in grand cond.

; 3, fine
bird, not the size of winner; 4, Wilmot, lovely
example of tho Goldf.-Linnet cross, grand size,
shapely, good qual. ; vhc, Meek

; he, Gilbert. HEN
(10): 1, Welsh, massive Greetiie-Bullie, bold, shapely,
full head and neck, sound col., grand- c-ond.

; 2,
Edward, lovely Goldie-Buliie, big and bold, grand
flush of col., nice dense wings and tail

; 4, Martin
and Archer, cl. Linnet-Can., lovely bird, scarcely
looking its best just now; vhc, YVilmot; he, Carter.
BRIT. GOLDF. (13): 1, Chick, fine size, beautiful

cobby shape, good wide well-cut blaze, failing some-
what, however, in col., excellent body col. and mark-
ings

; 2, Bowler, splendid size, good col. and mark-
ings, rare bold head and expansive blaze, not well
cut underneath, unfortunately, or this bird would
want beating; 3, Alderslade and Clark, stylish, rich
cot., good moons and buttons, nice face, trifle small

;

4. Oliver, nice a'l-round Finch, needs more under-
blaze ; vhc, Mitenell

; lie, c, Prior, good ones, the
former far better than many above it, but not at
all steady, which maybe kept it naek. GOLDF., F.M.
(8) : 1. Wren, remarkably steady, lovely cond. and
col., nice sq. face, most promising; 2, Leech, iiig
one, plenty of blaze, but rounded under, fine eol.
and markings: 3, Edwards, bonny Finch for size and
shape, very steady and showy, splendid dear col.
blaze, well cut, we liked for 2nd; 4, Carter, loses a
little in blaze, though good all-round bird : vhc,
Andrews: lie, Lloyd-J nines ; c. Gisiler, BULLF. CK.'
(14): l, Wilmot, big fine H.-M. bird, thick set and
well rounded, very good breast, splendid head and
wings; 2, Brown, also II.-M., very fine cond., nice
col. and markings, hut too slim for our taste; 3Hop .vend, rare size, very chubby and stylish, excel-
lent eol. , not as tight ir.’cond.: 4, Edwards, a nice
Bitliie lor size and shape, excellent col. and mark-
ings, lc'?s in cay: vhc, Lloyd-Jjmes

; he, c, Prior
TTi'.N fiO): 1, CldcK, a tipper, ideal shape and not
too big, lovely sound col., grand head and wings,

, Well put down; 2, Hopwood, bigger, Jinc cobby
type, splendid col.; .3, Goodall, grand. stamp of
pird, lovely head, if in tighter feather might have
eon© up one; 4. Gough, very nice at all points; vhc.
Pretty; he, Corley; n, Francis; this was “some"

I

class, far in front <#f that for cocks. LINNET (11):
1. 2, Wu. two beauties, big cone-shaped birds, full

of pencilling, rich anu sound in eol.. wonderful
cond., shining like plate glass; 3, he, Francis, 3rd
large, well-built, good whites, deep nutty col., very
heavy pencilling, too dull in coat; 4, Faifhurst,
bonny big hot.-eol. bird, very shapely, good wings
aud tail, lovely cond., short of breast markings; lie,

Reynolds; c, Goodall. DITTO F.-M. (0): 1, vlie,

Naylor, very promising, good size, Norwich type,
rare head and neck, rich found eol., j lenty of work
on breast, etc., exceptionally- steady; 2, 4, Cullen,
both excellent Linnets, the cone-shaped type, fine
size, nutty col., well pencilled), wonderful coml.; 3,
Lloyd-Jaines, big, rich eol., more w© could not see,
as the bird refused to face the wires 1

;, he, Corley.
SISKIN, &e. (13): 1, 2, Francis, splendid II.-M.
non-fed Siskin, cobby shape, real good bib, finely
laced flanks, and very big Mealy Redpoll, grandly
mkd., both in excellent cond.; 3, Prior, clinking
good Twite, extra big, very bold head and chest,
extremely well mkd.. and rich in col., a bit restless
yet, will take some beating; 4, Oliver, beautiful col.-

fed Siskin, gem for shape and polish ; he, Martin
and Archer; e. Heard. LESSER REDPOLL (7); 1,

Chick, U.-M., line sound col., very distinctly mkd.,
splendid bib, A1 cond-., trifle slim in build; 2, Cor-
ley, F.-M., line -size, very chubby, good bib and
inkgs., nice tone of col.; 3, Francis, H.-M. very-
close on winner’s heels, grand all-round bird; 4,
Knight, F.-M., good stamp; vhc. Culler; he, Green.
CHAFF. (12): I, 3, 4, I’rior, very hot trio, all in
the pink of cond., winner gem for eol. and mkgs.,
rare size and shape, carrying bloom like a plum;
2, Francis, noted winner, lovely bird at all points;
vhc, Wilmot; he, Chick ; c, Knight. BRAMBLE!*’.
(1.3): 1, 2, Prior (quite a field-day, Mr. P.), two
gems, leader rare size, shape and style, mantle well
cut, deep in col. and beautifully spangled, rich
breast col., fine flank markings, 2nd almost equal,
losing a trifle on breast; 3, Chandler, bonny bird,
lovely eoi., mkgs., and polish, very steady and
stylish: 4, Green, another beauty for col. and mkgs.;
vhc, Beard ; he, no name ; c, Francis. GREENF.
(6): 1, 3, Francis, 1st huge size. Nor. type, wonder-
ful head and chest, good wings and tail, real good
grassy eol., 3rd very good, though not quite so mas-
sive; 2, Fairhurst, beauty for col. and polish, grand
wings and tail, very large and shapely, dose up,
just beaten in build; 4, Hepwood, nicely col.-fed,
good bold bird, lovely cond.; vhc. Pretty; he, Bowler.
YELLOW B. (4): 1, Lloyd James, nat. col., grand
size and shape, tight as wax in feather, very steady,
splendidly mkd.; 2, Chick, nicely fed, big, fine bird,
well put down, remarkably clear in mkgs. ; 3, Offord

;

4. Goodall. A.O.S. (9): 1, 2, 4, Francis, leader extra
big Hawfinch, large bib, fine eol. and cond., 2nd
champion Corn Bunting, very large, grand mkgs., 4th
another Hawfinch, fails in head eal. ; 3, Oliver, very
rich col. Hawfinch, grand bib and wings, lovely
polish, trifle smaller than winner; vhc, c, Chick,
latter splendid Hawfinch, one toe defective; he, Fair-
hurst, another clinking good Hawfinch, we liked
much better than 4th for depth and soundness of
col. A.O.S. HEN (8): 1, 2, Chick, 1st lovely Y’ellow
B., exceptionally rich in col. (we overheard an argu-
ment going on about its sex !), latter a very fine

lien Hawfinch, both again well staged ; 3, Francis,
exceptionally good Bramblefmch, hot col. for a hen;
4. Wren, really fine Chaffinch, good cond. ; vhc,
Pretty; he, Reynolds; c, Knight. INSECT. (5):

1, Burrows, champion Redstart, gem for col. and
perfection of cond., steady as a rock; 2, Swain, rare
good) Nightingale, exceptional size and col. ; 3, Usher,
lovely pair Bearded Reealings; 4, Goodall, real good
Robin. FOR. WAXB1LLS, &c. (8): 1, The Hon.
Mrs. Morrison, charming pair Lavender Finches, in

perfect cond.; 2, vhc, e, Howe, St. Relena Waxbill,
gem, fine size, commended, grand pair Cordon Biens,
wc preferred for higher place; 3, 4, he, Buckingham,
pair Goldbreasts (claimed at £4 !), pair Green
Avadavats and pair Orange-clieeks, all lovely birds,

in nice trim. JAVAS, &c. (9): 1, 2, vhc, Howe,
grand lot, staged in perfect cond., Combasous lead-

ing, White-headed Mannikins 2nd, Red-billed Weavers
vhc ; 3, c, Buckingham, extra goed pair Silverbills

;

4, The Hon. Mrs. Morrison, fine Whits Java, lovely

'col.; he, Hubbard. A.O.S. S-EEDEATER (7): 1, 4,

Hubbard, leader Jackson’s Wliydah, perfect tail, nice

cond., 4th good Blue-breasted Waxbill; 2, Howe,
Melba Finch, splendid coi., not quite fit yet: 3, The
Hon. Mrs. Morrison, Rainbow Bunting, charming col.,

a little down in cond. when we saw it; vhc, Bucking-
ham

;
he, Goodall. INSECTIV. (4) : 1, 3, 4, The Hon.

Mrs. Morrison, leader beautiful Scarlet Tanager, 3rd
Goldt-fronted Fruitsuckers, very attractive; 2, Mrs.
Newall, lovely Black-headed Sibia, perfect cond.

DARLINGTON.
(Members’ Section, concluded from page 303 last

week )

MEMBERS.—YORKS. YELL (7): 1. Stothard; 2, 3,

St-ephenson. BUFF (7): 1, Carter; 2, Blaekbourn; 3,

Stainsby. HEN (5): 1, Blaekbourn; 2, Warrington;
3, Gale. NOR. YELL. (7): 1, Stothard; 2, Carter;

3, Jeffries. BUFF (10): 1, spl, 2, 3, Jecries. HEN
. (11): 1, 2, Jeffries; 3, Cooper. CREST (8): 1. 2. 3,

spl, Jeffries. C.-B. (7): 1. 2, Jeffries: 3. Carter.

BORD. (6): 1, 2, 3, spl, Harrow. MULE (5): 1,

spl. 3. 4, Stephenson: 2, Robinson: vhc, Hearfield.

GOLDF. OR BULLF. (9) : 1, spl, Hearfield : 2,

Forster: 3, Harrow; 4, Wiicock; vhc. Robinson ; he,

Stephenson; e, Carter. LINNET (6): 1. spl. 4.

Forster; 2, Wiicock; 3, Stothard: vlw, lie, Hearfield
GREENF., &e. (9): 1, ispl. 2. 3, Forster; 4. vhe,
Gray; lie, c, Robinson. SISKIN, &e. (5) p 1. spl.

2 3, Forster; 4. Robinson; vhc, Gray. A.O.V. HARD
(6): 1, spl, Wiicock; 2, Hearfield; 3. Stothard; 4,

Forster; vhe, Robinson; ho. Gray. SOFTBILL (2):

1, Gray; 2, Hearfield. HARDBILL HEN (6): 1,

spi, 2. Gray; 3. 4, vhc, Forster; he, Hearfield. NOV.
MEMB.—YORKS, CK : 1, Stainsby; 2, Stephenson ;

3, Blackbourne. HEN: 1. Gray; 2, Stainsby; 3,

Stephenson. NOR. CK. : 1. Gray; 2. Heslop: 3.

Raisbeek. The proceeds of the Gift Class realised
£1 is. 9d., which is to be handed to the Red Cross
Society.

“PIGEONS”
1

The only paper dealing solely with Show and
Fancy Bigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

Tho Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper,

“FUR & FEATHER”
The only Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard tor Specimen.

Offices : Id3s, Bradford, Yorks,

w ••
Open show, Dec. 9. Unfortunately the cage bird

section did nqt fill as well a9 was expected, owing,
no doubt, to several other shows clashing; still,
some very good exhibits were staged, and in more
normal times the committee hope to be better
patronised. Several classes in the Canary section
had to bo cancelled—which is very regrettable, see-
ing the extensive classification that was provided
by this society—-as also had one of the British
classes. Our section, was in the capable hands ot
Messrs. Bancroft and Jeffreys, who took every care
ol the exhibits. Judging started promptly, and
award eards were soon on the cages. We were
pleased to hear that although tho weather was very
unpropitious, the gat© amounted to over £’13, and
the society hope to he able to hand over a sub-
stantial amount to charity. The secretary, Mr.
E. Dcmiie, carried out his duties in a very able
manner. Mr. J. Hocking judged Canaries, and Mr.
F. ileal the rest, the awards being well received.
NOR., YELL., CK. (4): 1,'Mabbett, cl., grand col.,

nice round head, good neck, well-rounded body, good
wings and tail, A1 cond.; 2, Jenkins, another cL,
oi grand col. and qual., nice type and size, a trifle
browy; 3, Ditchings, var., grand col. and qual.,
hardly as chubby as leaders ; 4, Folke, non-fed,
nicely-shaped body, weak head. BUFF, CK. (5):
1, Richards, cl., grand size, nice type and qual.,
good short well-packed wings and tail; 2, Davies,
cl., grand size and shape, nice col. and qual., hardly
as bold head as leader; 2, Ditchings, var., nice
size, col., and qual., well moulded throughout; 4,
Mabbett, cl., el. very shajiely, good type and qual.,
rather weak in entrance; vhe, Addison. HEN:
Cancelled. YORKS., YELL. CK. (7): 1

, 4, Mock,
cl. leading, lovely tone of col. throughout, neat
head, well filled neck, good straight back, nice
length, handles well; latter hardly the eol., neatly
moulded, nice leg and pos.; 2, Ford, cl., nice col.
and qual., good leg and pos., hardly length of
leader; 3, vhe, Jones, cl., good length and pos.,
crosses wings badly at times; he, Edwards; c,
Williams. HUFF. CK.: Cancelled. BORDER
FANCY, BUFF, CK. (6): 1, Payne, var., nice shape
and cob, very jaunty, best of wings, good cond.,
a trifle Hat-headed

; 2, Evans, cl., grand qual. and
cond., nice wings and tail, very sprightly; 3, 4,
Hoddinot, both cl., neat brace, true Border type,
both in the pink of cond.

; vhc, Jenkins
; he, Mrs.

Mitchell. HEN (C) : 1, Jenkins, cl. yell, a little
gem, lovely boxy leather, beautiful shape and col.,
A1 cond.; 2, 3, Hoddinott, cl. buff, very shapely,
lovely qual. feather, correct type, in the pink of
perfection

; 3rd, another cl. bull, close up, splendid
typo and qual., very jaunty; *4, Ford, cinn. mkd.
yell., shade smaller than leaders, lovely qual.
feather, tip-top cond.; vhc, Edgington; he, Ycandle.
GREEN, CK. (9): 1. Jenkins, yell., lovely grass-
green col., splendid back, good wings, best of shape
and cond.

; 2, Allen, buff, another good one, grand
shape and qual— lovely col. and cond,, nicely
mealed throughout; 3, Edgington, Jonque, nice size
and shape, lovely qual. feather, hardly as rich col.
as leader; 4, Payne, buff, grand type and qual.,
nice cond., crosses wings badly. Or would bo a
real good one; vhc, Padley; he, Edwards; c, Evans.
HEN, GREEN OR CINN. (7): 1, 2. 3, Allen, grand
team, leader Jonque cinn. of exquisite col., beauti-
fully moulded throughout; 2nd, Jonque green, an-
other good* one, grand col. for hen, nice shape and
cond.; 3rd. buff green, very shapely, lovely order;
4, P. Jenkins, cinn., nice col. and qual., in splendid
order; vhc, Jenkins; he, Edgington; c, Padley.
GOLDF. (5) : 1, Lucas Bros., good size, nice shape
anfl cond., expansive, good col. blaze, nice tans,
bars, and buttons

; 2, Siocombe. nice size and shape,
neat blaze, though hardly as large or well cut as
leader, good cond. and qual.

; 3, Sampson, shade
smaller, nice col., blaze, good tans, bars, and but-
tons; 4, Jeffreys, good size and shape, hardly as
rich col. as leaders; vhc, Evans. GREY’PATE (9):
1, Jeffreys, splendid Finch, grand size, lovely shape,
good rich expansive blaze, nice tans, bars, and
buttons; 2, Ford, shade smaller, rich, good size,
blace, nicely tanned breast, good bars and buttons,
lovely qual. and cond.

; 3, E. Longden, nice size
and qual., rather paler col., good square blaze, neat
bars and buttons; 4, Rees, neat blaze, good tans
and buttons, could do with a little more size ; vhc,
Mitchell; he, Sam Jones, jun.; c, Sloeombe. BULLF.
(6) : 1, Lucas Bros., grand cobby shape and size, rich
breast, col., lovely back, good cap and bars; 3, 4,
Sam Jones, jun., another good one, grand cap and
bars, nice breast col. and cond., hardly as cobby
as leader, latter trifle paler col., good size, very
shapely; 3, T. J. Gregory, nice type and qua!.,
lovely cond., shade paler; vhc, Price; lie, Jeffreys.
LINNET. H.M. (11): 1, 2, 3. Nicholas, leader well-
known winner, looking as well as ever; 2nd, shade
smaller, grand eol. and qual., good shape, vvell-
laced breast; 3rd, grand size, very shapely, beau-
tifully laced breast, trifle paler in col. ; 4, Hol-
borrow. nice size and. col., hardly cond. of leaders;
vhc, Mrs. Dalton; lie, t;, Jeffreys. F.M. (12): 1,
Bancroft, grand size and shape, lovely col. and
qual., well-laced breast, wins; 2, Gregory, trifle
small body, col., and qual.. neat hreast markings,
good whites, very steady; 3, Davies, nice size ami
shape, good col., neatly marked throughout; 4,
Nicholas, good eol. and qua!., nicely-laced, shade
on the small side; vhc, Rees; lie, Jenkins; c. Ford.
SISKIN, ETC. (5): 1, Nicholas, Twite, good Nor.
type, lovely col. and qual., well-laced breast, grand
back; 2, 4, Mrs. Dalton, well-known Sis., lovely
col. and qual., beautifully marked throughout;
latter, Twite, granVl size, hardly as rich col. as
leader; 3, Jeffreys, neat Mealy ’Poll, nicely laced
thighs; lie, Sampson. LESSER ’POLL (5): 1, Jef-
freys, F.M., a real topper, grand size, good wagon-
horse shape, beautifully laecd, grand eol., thorough-
out; 2, Prosser and Evans, 11. M., nice shape, eol.

and qual., well laced, hardly size of leader, still

a real good one; 3, 4, Itces and Sons, leader, grand
sliape, nice size, co!., and qual.; latter, slimmer,
good col. and iaeing, nice cond.; vhe, Sampson,
CHAFFINCH, ETC. (8): 1, 3, Nicholas, both Bram-
hies, leader better eol.. nicely spangled throughout,
good mantle and thigh lacing; latter, shade larger
1 hough hardly as good col., neat thigh lacing, both
in tip-top order; 2, Richards, F.M. Chaffinch, nice
size, beautiful eol., said to have only been caught
eight days, as steady as a rock; 4, Nicholas. H.M.
Chaffinch, grand shape and size, nice whites, though
poor col., compared to leader; vhc. Ford; he, Jef-
freys; c, Rees and Sons. GREENF. (<!) : 1, Jef-
freys, capital shape, grand size, well moulded, nice
eol. and qual.. good wing bars

; 2, Gregory,’ very
shapely, ttiough hardly as thick set as leader, lovely
eoi. and qual., good head and cond.; 3, Holborrow’,
fed, nice size and shape, lovely col. and qual. j

4, no name, shade smaller, beautiful qual. and ooLj
vhe, llees and Sons; lie, Mrs. Dalton. HARDBILL,
CK.: Cancelled. 11KN (7): 1 , Bancroft, sweet Sfs
kin, nicely laced, grand eol. and qual., well put
down; 2, Rees, dainty Cliaffie, ns steady ns a
rock, a real charmer ; 3, Price, Bramble, nice size,

good eol. and cond-; 4, Jeffries, neat lien (Ireenlaj

vhc, Jenkins; he, Prosser and Evans. ir*,
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SALE.
Open Show on Pec. 10 and 11, in the Social Club.

Wo wero not struck with above, but it was t lie

boot that could bo obtained, as the Military hud
commandeered their usual hail. There would have
been no show at all if it had not been for a
quorum of members headed by that border enthus-
iast. Mr. W. Middleton, guaranteeing tiiu Society
ngaunst any loss. The wheol has run very evenly
at Sale for a good many years, and it would have
bccu a great blow if one cog had Been missing
this year. Exhibitors follow certain shows every
Benson, and when they into one, another society
gets their patronage next year. 605 exhibits turned
up in response to a well organised 'schedule, and the
promoters wero to bo congratulated on the method
they adopted in staging them in so small a space.
The entry in Green Yorkshires was a disgrace—10
birds in lour classes: they arc muking a whip for
•their own backs; clear Vorks were a marvellous
lot, and quite the sensation of the show. The
cinnamon mark of Messrs. Henson and Young was
an eye opener, they refused a bid of £ 10 for him.
Norwich Green were only fair, but good quality was
in evidence. Clear Norwich in numbers were much
down, but the noted cracks of the year were staged.
Sales were up to previous years. Visitors turned up
well including many ladies aud clergymen from
Manchester. Mr. Middleton carried out his work as
Show Manager to effect: it takes a lot to upset
him. Being a keen exhibitor, he knows what is
required for the birds in his charge. He has an
admirable assistant in that noted British bird spec-
ialist, Mr. If. Whitney. The pen and ink depart-
ment is superintended by Mr. Hardcastle, who has
forgotten more than a good many Sees, know : he
soon had the cards up, and made everybody com-
fortable. Mr. Oldham and Mr. Fields looked after
the seed and water for the birds, and none missed
their keen eyes. The judges were Messrs. Houlton
and Metcalfe who got through their work in good
time; satisfaction was written on all exhibitors'
faces.

MR. J. W. METCALFE’S CLASSES.
YORKS., GREENS, SELF OR FOUL YELL. (5): 1.

W. Jones, excellent col. ami pencilling, straight as
a rush, wins; 2, withheld; 3, l’ostlewaite, erect and
fearless, bit blurred in markings^ wedge shape; he,
Stewart. Yell. Hen (5): 1. 3, W. Jones, well clothed,
nice pos. ( and quai. ; vhc, Benson and Young

; he,
Stewart; c, 1’ostlewaite. CL. ETC. Y’ELL ( 14 ): 1 ,

Hyde’s sp, Benson and Young, noted cinn. mkd., best
we have seen for some time, a Yorki-e throughout

;

2, 0. Balmer, neck mkd., topper for stylo and qual.,
plenty of leg, long sided; 3, Knowles, very hot, rare
wings and tail, round top, jupt beaten head

;
4,

Snead, smart as a whippet, nice qual, A1 pos., full
of swank

;
vhc, Furnis and Bingham ; he, Taylor

; c,
Brown. BUFF: 1 , iSnead, wiug mkd., rare pos,
nice feather and cond., gets up well; 2, Dykee,
more length, round as a pencil, neat head and neck,
near thing; 3, vhc, Thomias, full of style, all there for
pos. and qual., just beaten size; 4, O. Bulrner,
stronger, better hired an, correct shape, perfect
wings; he, Knowles; c, J. Green. YELL. HEN (5>-
J, Knowles, cinn, mkd., Liverpool and Ardwick win-
looking as well as ever; 3, Smith Bros., longer, fui!
of style, excellent qual. and pos., nice front; vhc,
Dykes; he, Wadsworth; c, Lane. BUFF HEN : 1,
Thomas, flier for type and qual., round as a top,
good tegs and perfect wing carriage; 2, Dykes mar-
vellous feather, very shooty, col. only beats her;
8, Taylor, very smart, neat head and neck, grand
back and wings, not disgraced; 4, Bird, hot stuff
tor col., grand top end, full of go, plenty of leg;
vhc, Knowles; he, Walkden; c, Brown. UNFL1G
COCK, grand class (14): 1

, Knowles, yell, flue
length and style, straight as a gun barrel, wed”e
shape; 2, Brown, buff, exquisite feather, well upon leg long sided, pipe tail; 3, Bulmer, again nice
qual., full of swank, nice top end, in rare form ; 4,Johnson, very racy, grand style, marvellous qual., fails
at top end; vhc, Bingham and Furness; he. Benson
and Young; c. Smith Bros. HENS : l, Snead, yell,
excels in pos. and qual, round front, perfect win^s •

2, Knowles, charmer of a buff, wonder for qual, neat
waist, put down in form; 3, Bingham and Furnesswmg marked, full of York properties, smart appear’
ance, worth her place; 4, Smith Bros., excellent

w a
.ia

mce toP- but behind; vhc, Dykes; he,Walkden
; c, Johnson. NORWICH GREEN SELFOR FOUL YELL. : 1 , Walker, foul, rare head and

neck, short wings and tail, easy wine; 2, McAndrew’,
unfligh., bold head and neck, broad back, po-sesses
grand Norwich properties, combined with col.; No~° r * • vhc, Handley

; he, Pugh ; c, Thornton. BUFF
<9): 1, he, Handley, excels in type, nice tone of co!
clean cut away, wins; 2, Thornton, smaller, built,
broad back, bold head and neck, well staged 3
Fields, foul, monster for size, bold front, excellent
for stock; 4, Bruce, longer, rare feather aud condmoves very free, for a big ’un; vhc, McAndrew cHaynes YELL. HEN: 1 , Walker, not a big one'but good in all other properties; 2, Thornton, grand
bead and cheeks, nice type of col., neat wing carr -

8, McAndrew, bolder, but not so good in feather
4, c, Handley, rare size, correct shape, bad in feather
through bathing; vhc, Bruce; he, Pugh BUFFHEN: 1, McAndrew very cobby, great head and
trout shapely throughout

; 3, Thornton, another one
of the right sort, bit down when taking notes;

rr
C

’ VTr
ae

vvir'
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’ Handley. NORWICH,
^ j

Gic. i LLL. : ], Rev. Wragg, massive headand neck, correct wing carriage, a big good 'un • •>

3, Sam Cook, finer in feather, excellent shape, broad
back, runs above close; 3, cap mark, glorious fea-
ther, bold front, clean cut away; 4, he Green
great head and subs., had a late moult, ’showing
pens; vhc, Thomas; c, Jones and Chester. BUFF”
1. tBaldwinson, well mkd, broad boat shape back
clean cut, well clothed; 2, Rev. Wragg, smarter
but smaller, lovely feather and cond., very shapely
3, 4, Thomas, wing mkd., rare size, bold clean cut-
front, moves freely; 4, massive bird, grand head
and cheeks, even wing carriage

; vhc, Stafford • he
Cook

;
c, Jones and Chester. BUFF hen’- l"

Thomas, marvels for qual., quite a gem full of
true Nor. properties, perfect head; 2, 3, vhe, Cook
monster of a head, short, thick set, mkd. cap, tre-
mendous width; 3, cleaner cut, rare qual. cobby
bold eye, well worth her place; 4, Stafford, a
smasher, very fine top-end, short wings and tail
well packed, bit loose; he, Peters; c, Jones and
Chester. UNFLIG. CK. : 1, Cook, buff, marvel for
qual.. short barrel, wings and tail, perfectly packed,
broad as long; 2. Thomas, yell., bit on the long
side, but excellent feather, great head and thick
neck

; 3, Tetcrs, grizzle, not quite so good in head
but very shapely, full of go; 4, Rev. Wragg, an-
other smart exhibit, cobby and wings of the best
well staged; vhc. Mitchell; he, Milward

; c. Baldwin-
son. UNFLIG,HTED HENS: 1, Stafford, buff, marvel
for true Nor. properties, mealed to perfection, nice
win; 2, Cook, yell., grand entrance to head, good
back, skull, broad back for a yelf. ; 3, Peters,
shapely full of qual., wings well carried, clean cut
away; 4, Thomas, neat head and neck, well braced
wings, short and thick; vhc, Raynes; he, Milward.
AMATEUR. YORKS. YELL.: l, Drew-, stan<ls up

well, round top end, long wings, perfectly carr.

;

2, Eastwood, almoot self cinn., and a good one,
well up on pins; 3, Pickup, hot co 1

., rare wing and
tail, bit loose lit front ; 4, Radford, longer, nice
top end, round bead, might bo better in qual.; vhc,
llowarth; lie, Stuart; c, Aldridge. BUFF: 1,

Drew, great top end, wedge shape, long sided, just
a bit open at front; 2, Jones, rare qual., bold
eye and rare top end, with a bit more leg, an easy
win; 3, Wilson, smarter than nbovo, but not quite
long, neat shoulders and wings; 4, e, Fletcher,
rare length, pipe tail, high up, nice back, bit short
behind; vhe, Dngnall; he, Stuart. YELL. HEN: I,

Aldridge, long drawn, beauty for feather and cond.,
stands on mice legs; 2, llowarth, marvel for qual.,
neat top end, well drawn out; no 3 and 4; vhc,
Jones; he, Mrs. Winter; c, Stuart. BUFF HEN:
1, Taylor, hot 'un, nice length, round as a pencil,
excellent legs, wins; 2, Cleft, again a good 'un,
but poor col., neat legs, grand wing carr.

;
no 3 and

4; Vhc; Stuart; he, Fletcher; c, Collins. UNFLIG.
HEN: 1, Wilson, long, racy lady, full of go, nice
top end, wedgo shape, perfect pos.

; 2, Radford, bit
rounder, smart head and neck, capital back and
wings

; 3, Beesley, slimmer, very racy, well carried
wings and tail ; 4, Collins, very typical, full of
swank, well put down; vhc, Wilcock ; he, Stuart;
c, Miss Winter. AMATEUR NORWICH YELL.: 1,

Hales, short and thick, very bold eye, in right place,
quite a romper; 2, Rev. Gaul, bold head aud neck,
excellent qua!., put down like a professional; no 3
and 4; vhc. Lane; he. Green; c, 'Fletcher. BUFF:
1, Barker (cage smashed), a right good thick set
chap, marvel lor type and qual., wins; 2, none;
3, Dean, cap mkd., hold head and neck, short, com-
pact wings and tail; 4, none; vhc, Buxton; he,
Brear; c, "Fletcher. YELL. BUFF HEN: 1, Brear,
great style, neat all over, marvel for qual., not a
•big one but good

; 2, Rev. Gaul, great size, mas-
sive front, broad back, neat feather, wee bit slug-
gish ; 3, Lane, smart and good, neat entrance, fair
back skull, shapely; 4, no name, varieg. huff, marvel
for size and qual., looked like having had a rough
journey ; vhc, Dean ; he. Green

; c, Weston. UN-
FLIG. CK. : 1, Dean, yell., good ’un. Tare head and
cheeks, short, round, and compact all over; 2,

Barber, nice buff, fair size, excellent qual. and cond.,
well put down; no 3 and 4; vhc, Rev. Gaul; he.
Lane; c, Haslam.

MR. HOULTON’S CLASSES.
Borders were a splendid lot, without a doubt

equal to anything seen before in this hotbed for

tiie wree gems. Cracks were present from all parts,
and competition was consequently of the keenest
possible description. A fifth prize of Is. was an-
nounced to be given in these and British classes t-o

the vhc. birds. British were excellent, and compe-
tition here again very close and keen. Hybrids
were a capital lot, and many of the best birds of
the day were winning. ‘‘White Rose’ had dropped
some feathers, and so was put out of court for

the time being. A few very promising young Canary
Hybrids were shown very creditably. Four of the
Canary-Bullfinch cross were in one class. Mr. Mid-
dleton won the £3 os. challenge cup for most points.

Mr. Barlett was runner-up. Mr. Middleton also
won the Pearson Cup, and a gold-centre medal for
best members' bird, with a lovely young buff green
Border, a perfect gem. Mr. Oldham won special
best British with his fine Twite for members.
Messrs. Hardcastle, Middleton, and Whitney
managed the show in a masterly manner, and were
well and ably assisted by Mr. Raynes, Mr. Tom
Harrison, Mr. A. Ro.vle, Mr. Drinkwater, and others,
all doing their best for the birds’ and visitors'

comfort.
BORD., CINN. MARKS (12): A splendid class, and

quite the cream of the Fancy here: 1, 2, Nicholson,
exquisite, flowing with qual., shape, style, carr.,

and cond.; 3, Middleton, very smart and compact,
teeming with qual. ; 4, Nelson

;
all these four al-

most equal, and a marvellous quartette; vhc, Hamp-
son, very stylish, tight cond. ; he, Espie ;

c
;
Uoyle.

CL. OR YELL., CK. (9) : 1, he, Royle, most typical,
tick left cheek, grand carr., qual., jaunty; 2, Ben-
nett, cl., lovely standard qualities, shape, carr.,

qual., and cond. fine; 3, Tallantyre, good level bird,
pos. and carr. Al; 4, Cavanagh, tick wing, lovely
shape; vhc. Nelson; c, Drinkwater. BUFF, CK.
(15): A splendid class of real gems: 1, Bennett,
magnificent Border all over, much admired ; 2, 3,

Nelson, beauties, and inseparable practically ; 4,

Eckersley, still another gem, Al to-day; vhc, Ben-
nett; I*:, Espie; c, Moore and Son. YELL., HEN
(11) : 1, Drinkwater, tick wing, a real typical Border
lady, contour all out perfect; 2, Pennington, most
typical cl., grand style, carr., and cond. ; 3, Ben-
nett, quite up in main points, and little to choose;
4, Royle, tick neck, very nice type and qua!. ; vhc,
Espie; he, Nelson; c, Tranter. BUFF (12); 1.

Moore and Son, typical beauty, wing ticked, well
up to standard

; 2, Royle, tick cheek and wing,
a right wee gem. gay and jaunty carr.; 3, Nicholson,
very compact, lovely contour and qual. ; 4, Eger-
ton, very neat, carr. good; vlic, Tallantyre; he,
Nelson ; c, Drinkwater. VARIEG., CK. (12) : 1, 4,

Bennett, yell, and buff, former regular typical
beauty, both in tip-top feather and cond. ; 2, Eckers-
ley, splendid buff, grand shape and qual.; 3, Walk-
den, very compact yell., a gem for 6tyle," carr.,

qual., and cond.; vhc, c, Royle; he, Egcrton. HEN:
1, Drinkwater, very smart, gay, and jaunty carr.,

fine shape, qual., and cond. ; 2, Moore and Son,
very compact, wee bit smaller ; 3, Meekley, pretty
shape, good qual.; 4, Royle, well posted; vhc, Meek-
ley. GREEN YELL. CK. (0): 1, 2, 3, 4, Middleton,
very strong team, looking grand; vhc, Johnson; he,
Montgomery. BUFFS (10) ; 1, 3, 4, vhc. Middleton,
leader wins 2 spls, a perfect beauty ; others in fine
order, too; 2, Cavanagh, chases leader up very
smartly, sound and level co!., and good type; he,
Johnson; c, Montgomery. YELL., HEN (7) : 1, John-
ston, beauty for col., shape, qual., and cond.; 2, 4,
Montgomery, level sound col., and good type

; 3,
vhc, he, c. Middleton, leader quite typical, fine carr.
BUFF, HEN (7); 1, 4, Middleton, leader sound col.
and type, in grand feather ; 2, 3, Montgomery, right
up in shape, col., qual., and bloom; vhc, Johnston.
CINN. BDR., CK. : 1, 4, vhc, Middleton, well known
leader crack, wears well; 2, Nicholson, very pretty
compact buff, Al cond.; 3, Clare, very nice shape,
col., and cond. HEN (7) : 1, Clare, quite a nice
yell. ; 2, vhc, Middleton, good buff leading ; 3,
Tranter, another smart yell.; 4, Coldbeck ; lie. Damp,
son; c, Cavanagh. SELL., 20s.: 1, Radford; 2,
Wecdail, jun. ; 3, Eastwood; 4, Bulmer; vhe. Field

;

he, Ridley; c, Mattinson. 12s. 6d. (15): 1, 3, Field;
2, he, Collins; 4, Brown: vhc, Middleton; e. Herd.
BU£LF. (9) : 1, Edwards, well-known winner, in
the pink; 2, Wilson, shade smaller, all else grand;
3, Woods, narrower skull, good col. and feather ; 4,
Parlett, bit looser in cond.; vhc, Garlick ; he, Broad-
bent; c. Hirst. GOLDF. (19): 1, Critchlow, pretty
well balanced bird, nice bright deep rich-coloured
level blaze, good tan moons and bars, and nice
cond. ; 2, Parlett, grand size, shape, good blaze,
nice moons, bars, and cond.

; 3, Chick, shade smaller,
good cond. ; 4, Daley, good tans, moons, bars, etc.,
nice cond.; vhc, Oldham; he, Brade ; c. Dr. Wilson.
GREENF. (15) : L Jeffreys, big bouncing bold bird, i
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Larkhall Great Red Cross Show
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Special Prizes, including Championship Gold Medal, three Silver Medals, and 2 Cups. Prize Cards free.
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rare wagon-horse shape, col., and cond. Al ; 2, Fair-

hurst, well known, in fino order ; 3, Oldham, buff,

fine subs., bloom, and cond. ; 4, he, Parlett, smart
pair, shade smaller; vhc, Whitley, buff, grand shape,
etc.; e, Brade. BRAMBLE. ETC. (13): 1, Brade,
massive wagon-horse shape Bramble, Al form, fine

spangling ; 2, 3, Parlett, very nice Chaffinch, and
well-balanced Bramble, just behind leader in subs.

;

4, he, Macpherson, good Chaffinch 4th ;
vhc, Old-

ham ; c. Chick. F.M. UNNET (14): 1, Chick, good
size, shape, col., and markings, glossy feather; 2,

Blakely, well mkd., nice bird ; 3, Davis ; 4, he,

Brade, big body, fine markings, shade narrow head
to compare with body ; vhc, Oldham

;
c, Parlett.

H.M. (20) : 1, Nicholas, well-balanced, typical Lin-

net, shows all points well; 2, Oldham, smaller, in

nice order; 3, Davies, full of markings, shape, and
cond. ; 4, c, Parlett, fine bird, not in bis best form

;

vhc, Brade; he, Fairliurst. LESSER REDPOLL (11)

:

I, Parlett, stout, good head, nice size, col., and
markings; 2, Clare, pretty well up in all to leader;

3, Jeffreys, very good, and quit© close runner; 4,

Middleton, prettv markings and cond. ;
vhc, Old-

ham ; he, Whittack; c, Daley. TWITE, ETC. (8):

1, Oldham, takes spl., best members’ Brit., well

known, good Twite
; 2, Middleton, fine bird, good

cond.; 3, Parlett, Twite, nice col. and markings; 4,

Wilson, pretty Siskin ; vhc, Hampson ; he, Oldham
;

c, Robertshaw. HEN: 1. Chick, capital Bullf. ; 2,

Weed all ; 3, Parlett; 4, Hirst; vhc, Robertshaw; he,

Broadbent; c, Middleton. SELL. (10): 1, he, Par-
lett; 2, Macpherson; 3, 4, Whitney; vhc. Sawyer;
c, Holt. CL., ETC., MULE (7) : 1, Dr. Wilson, well-

known crack Canary-Bullf., was singing champion in

the show
; 2, Hubbard’, nice marked Goldf. Can., buff,

well fed, in good cond.; 3, K. L. Palmer, very fine

Can. -Bullf., shade duller in plumage than 1st; 4.

Ridley, big pale young buff four-point Goldf.-Can.,
owner’s breeding; vhc. Palmer, smaller Canary-Bullf.,
nice bird ; lie, Parlett, “ White Rose,” quite in a
moult. DARK YELL. MULE (9); 1, Jeffrey, yell.

Goldf.-Can., grand eol. and cond. ; 2, vhc. Parlett,
yell. Greenf.-Can., and yell Goldf.-Can., not quite
so tight as usual; 3, Fisher, fine Siskin-Can., in Al
cond.; 4, he, Oldham, pretty Redpoll-Can. and Sis-

kin-Can., in good' order; c, Dr. Wilson. DK. BUFF.:
1, vhc, Oldham, both in fine cond.; 2, Whitney, good
young Linnet-Can. ; 3, Wilson ; 4, Middleton ; lie,

Jones. HYB., TWO BRIT. (12); 1, 2, 3, he. Dr.
Wilson, Redpoll-Bullf., Chaff-Bramble, Redpoll-

Goldf.. and Goldf.-Siskin, all in fine order; 4, c. Pal-

mer, fino Greenf.-Bullf., and a pretty Redpoll-
Greenf.; vhc, Hubbard, bonny Goldf. -Bullf., in Al
order.

PUDSEY, STANNINGLEY C.B.S.
Members’ Show, Nov. 27, Fleece Hotel, Stanning-

tey. Show stewards, Messrs. E. Allott and J.

Kinder. Judge, Mr. W. Ormanroyd, Lidgett Green.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. YORKS.. CK.: 1, Marsh;

2, Baldwinson; 3, Marsh; 4, Noble; vhc, Barra-
clough; he, Towler and Hargreaves. CL. BUFF:
1. Barraclough; 2, Noble; 3/ Towler and Har-
greaves; 4, Raistrick: vhc, Ilaistrick; he, Marsh;
c, Braoewell. A.O.V., YELL.: 1, Raistrick; 2, Brace-
well; 3, Braccweli. BUFF: 1, Marsh; 2, Noble; 3,

Marsh; 4, Towler and Hargreaves; vhc, Winn; he,
Winn. CL. OR TKD. YELL., HEN: 1, Noble; 2,

Barraclough; 3, Winn; 4, Marsh: vhc, Raistrick;
he, Baldwinson; c," Raistrick. BUFF: 1, Baldwin-
son; 2, Raistrick; 3 ,

Marsh; 4, Towler and Har-
greaves; vhc, Bracewell

;
he, Bracewell. A.O.V.,

HEN: 1, Raistrick; 2, Barraclough; 3, Towler and
Hargreaves; 4, Marsh; vhc, Baldwinson; he, Towler
and Hargreaves; c. Winn. NOR., YELL.. CK.

:

1/ Baldwinson; 2, Bracewell. BUFF: 1, Baldwin-
son ; 2, 3, Bracewell. BUFF, nEN : 1, Baldwinson

;

2. Bracewell. YELL.: 1, Baldwinson; 2, Bracewell.
NOV. CK., NOV. HEN: AH Barraclough.-Roy Kell,

NEWARK.
The Newark and Dist. O.B. Society 6th annual

show, Nov. 20. The Friendly Societies' Room, which
is of good size and of capital light, was utilised

for the purpose. W. Lidgett, the worthy secre-

tary, kept everything well in hand, controlling
throughout capitally. Two solid silver challenge
cups were competed for: One, for best bird in

show, went to Mr. F. Lidgett
;
the other, for best

young bird, bred by exhibitor, to Mr. Staniland.
Runner-up in both cases, Mr. Lidgett. Staging
of exhibits was neatly arranged, and the benches
were nicely decorated with foliage. Judging was
over in good time, show opened by 1 o’clock, prize
cards were displayed promptly, and everything went
well. Mr. J. C. Barnes (Sheffield) judged, and the
following are his awards.
NOR., Y. OR B. (6): 1, 3, vhc, Lidgett, grand

shaped cl. yell, leading, and a nice typed unflighted
buff, full of promise ; 2, Ashton, bouncing cl. buff,

capital type and <5ual., pressed bard for 1st place

;

he, Staniland. MKD. (5): 1, 3, vhc, he, Staniland,
with a nice team, mkd. yell, of rare substance
and shape, full of col. ; 3rd, var. buff, shapely, Al
qual. and col., not the size of 2, Hopkinson, var.

buff, bouncer, tight as wax, pais col., still good
specimen. HEN (5) ; 1, he, Lidgett, shapely and
stylish cl. buff, smooth as glass, jaunty carriage;

2, Ashton, mkd. yell., not overdone with size, yet
of nice shape, col., and feather; 3, vhc, Staniland,
cl. yell., good type and feather, wants more sub-
stance. NAT. COL. (2) : 1. Hopkinson, mkd. buff,

cobby, tight as a Java, very neat; 2, Lees, cl.

buff, nice col., beaten in shape and feather. Y’ORKS.
(8) : 1, 3, Ashton, nicely drawn and well feathered,
el. yell., unflighted, leading, should make up well;
3rd, cl. yell., good in eol. and qual., stronger in

build; 2, vjic, he, Staniland, cl. buff, straight as a
rush, smooth as glass, not big, but very stylish

;

c, Hopkinson. TK., ETC. (4): 1. vhc, Ashton, buff,

mkd. neck, rare length, stands well, capital feather

;

2, 3, Staniland. yell., tkd. neck, nice col. and qual.,

rather on the short side; 3rd, buff. mkd. wing
and neck, good in qual., nice stand, not so lengthy
as winner. BRED 1915: 1. cup. vhc, Staniland.
buff Nor., mkd. eyes and wing, lovely col., well up
in size, nice feather, good head and neck; 2, Ash-
ton, cl. yell. York, superior qual., nice length and
pos., well on leg; 3, he, c, Lidgett, very smart cl.

buff Nor. hen, not large, but all there otherwise.
BRIT. (6) : 1, Lees, Bramble, in grand form, not a
feather wrong, well staged ; 2, vhc. Lidgett, Haw-
finch, nice size, shape, and col., little faulty over
beak; 3, c, Spray, very neat Goldie, capital blaze,

bars, and buttons ; he, Hopkinson. MULE (a) : 1.

2. 3, vhc, he. Spray, good sized and rich colour
'Lin.-Can. ; 2nd, 3rd, both Gold.-Can. of fair size

and shape, 2nd best in colour. FOR. , (6): 1. cup, 2,

3, be, c, Lidgett, with a fine team, all in lovely

trim, and greatly admired.

GREAT HORTON O.S.
Members’ show, Nov. 31, Station Hotel. Mr. W.

Stables judged. CHAMP. CLASSES. Class 1: 1,

Lingard 2, Ormonroyd; 3, 4. Hartley. Class 2: 1,

Ormonroyd; 2, Hartley; 3. 4, Lingard. Class 3; 1,

Lingard; 2, Ormonroyd; 3, Midgley. Class 4: 1,

Ormonroyd
; 2, Lister. Class 7 : 1, 2, 4, Hartley

;

3, Midgley. Class 8: 1, 3. Hartley; 2, 4, Midgley.
Class 9: 1, Ormonroyd. Class 10: 1, 2, 3, Hartley.
NOVICE: Class 15: 1, Hanson; 2, Sharpe and Son;
3. 4, Shackleton. Class 16: 1, Collins Bros.; 2,

Oliver; 3, Self; 4, Hanson. Class 17: 1, Shackle-
ton; 2, Self. Class 18: 1, 3, Collins Bros.; 2, Self;

4, Hanson. Class 19: 1, 2, 3, Shackleton. Class
20: 1, 2, 3, Collins Bros. Class 21: 1, Coombs.
Class 22: 1, Hanson; 2, 3, Self; 4, Oliver. Class
23: 1, Hanson; 2, Coombs. Class 24: 1, 2, Self;

3, Sharpe and Son.—A. W. Hartley, Sec.

(Shows continued on page 327.)
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^Twitterings.

We hear from Mr. F. Hayward, lion, sec.,

that the Manchester and N.C.O.S. has fixed

Oct. 27 and 28, 1916, for the annual open

show.
We hear that the London C.B.A. intends

holding a members’ show on Feb. 4 and 5,

in conjunction with the National British Bird

and M.C., and the Foreign Bird E.C.

Wo are having an Open Linnet Class at

our Members’ Show on Jan. 15, with Mr.

It. S. Bewieke, of Newfield, as judge, writes

Mr. Matt. Archer, Sec. Cragheaa Social Club

F.F. and C.B.S.
Owing to the great number of orders

ilready on hand, writes Mr. F. M. Stanton,

Manchester, we are forced to state that we
:annot guarantee any orders being dispatched

jefore Christmas. The success accorded us

is due to your valuable paper. Cage Birds.

Kindly advise Novice exhibitors, writes

Mr. W. Crowther, Hon. Sec. Bishop Auck-

land C.B.S. ,
that the following Novice Classes

ivere omitted from our schedule by error

:

Dlass 20, Yorks Cock; 21, Yorks. Hen; 22,

Norwich Cock
; 23, Norwich Hen.

The prize-money of our first annual show,

vrites Mr. J. H. Bevan, sec. Porth and

Rhondda Valley C.B.S., has been, sent out

.0 winners. If there is any exhibitor overl-

ooked, a postcard will bring about a settle-

ment. I also wish to UiaiTk all exhibitors

who patronised our first show and trust we
will receive their future consideration.

In the schedule of Halifax C.B.S. Show,

Ian. 8. writes Mr. A. Sutcliffe (Sec.), Class

13 should read Foul Mkd. Yorks., not Foul

Vlkd. Green Yorks. We have the patronage

if the Yorks. Union; Y.C.C., all competi-

tions; N.G.M.Y.C.C., open and novice; and

the C.M.Y.C.C. We are also having four

classes for open novices. Schedules are

ready (see review).
“ British Birds ” for December, Messrs.

Witberby and Co.. High Holborn, W.C.,

one shilling monthly, opens with notes on

the Grey Plover on the Yenesei, by Miss

Maud Haviland. Mr. H. F. Witherby con-

tinues his article on the Moults of the British

Passeress, an extract from which appeared in

sur Dec. 11 issue, and among the usual in-

teresting “Notes” is a record of the appear-

mces of the Lapland Bunting in Suffolk.

The writer, Mr. J. K. Stanford, reports

iliat on Oct. 10 last he saw a party of no

ess than ten Lapland Buntings near Alde-

aurgh, and four on Nov. 4 and Nov. 5.

Corrections in Show Reports.
In the report of Birmingham Show, 1st in

Mkd. Nor. should be Broome Bros., not

Bro.vn Bros. In the Clydebank report Brit.

Hen, 1 Kane should be 1, Mallon ; Open Yell.

Nor. Hen should be 1. McLean, 2 Johnstone ;

ind in open Linnets, 3rd should be Robb, not

McLean. In Buff Piebald Hens at Paisley 5

and spl. should be Wilson, not Brown.

SPECIAL XMAS OFFER
To Senders of

SMALL PREPAID ADVERTISEMENTS.

TWO INSERTIONS

FOR THE PRICE OF

ONE-ANDA-HALF.

In order to save our advertisers trouble

during the Christmas Holidays, we will in-

sert advertisements in our next issue and
the one following (Dec. 25 and Jan. 1) for

the price of one insertion and a half.

This offer is open to all small prepaid
advertisers, so that our readers who want
to make money for Christmas should take
advantage of it. Rates: 18 words for Cd.,

2 words id. after, prepaid. Enclose the fee
for the two insertions at the price of one
and a half; also write on your order, “Two
Weeks’ Special Offer.”

Offer closes Monday next, or first post Tues-

day, Dec. 21, at latest.

Address: The Advertisement Manager, 154,

Fleet Street, London, E.C.

An Address Wanted.
Will Mr. W. P. Foster (Loughborough)

send his correct address to Mr. A. Freestone,

79, Clarendon Street, Leicester.

Prize Money Paid.
We are informed that prize-money has

been paid in respect of the following shows

;

if any winners have been overlooked, they
should apply to the respective secretaries:

Watford, City and Suburban A.C.B., City of

Birmingham C.B.S.
Affairs of the Crested C.C.
A committee meeting of the above club,

writes Mr. T. Heath, hon. sec. and treas.,

will bo held on Jan. 6 at 8, at 2, York Street,

Piccadilly. 1 trust all members will make an
effort to attend this meeting, as I have not
yet been able to obtain from the late sec.

any further reply to my letters.

Jollity at Windhill.
There will be a smoking concert and

presentation to one of our members, writes

Mr. J. Taylor, the sec. of Windhill C.B.S.,

on Jan. 15 at the Blue Bell Hotel, at 6.30

p.m. All fanciers are invited, and can rest

assured that it will be a “ real good do,” with

plenty of talent.

Happenings at Watford.
Mr. J. Goodall, lion. sec. Watford C.B.S.,

writes:—“The railway people refused to

despatch exhibits on Thursday, so we held

them over till Friday morning, when they

had an hour to feed and drink before being

packed. I have had several complaints of

catalogues not being received up to yesterday

(Monday). I have been to the Post Office,

and all I can get is, they will make enquiries.

Lord Clarendon and family visited the show,

and were interested in the British section
;
he

seemed to know nearly all our Britishers.”

HOLIDAY NOTICE.

Owing to Christmas day falling this

year on a Saturday, the Boxing Day
Bank Holiday will be Monday Dee.

27th. The offices of CAGE BIRDS will

be closed from Friday night Dee.
24th to Tuesday morning Dee. 27th.

Queries which are for answer in the
following week’s issue (Jan. 1st, 19f6j

must be received not later than
Friday, Dee. 24th.

OBITUARY.
It is with deep regret that I have to an-

nounce the sad loss our member, Mr. E. Boy-
croft, has sustained in the death of his wife,

writes Mr. F. A. Green, bon. sec. Coventry
Godiva C.B.S. I am sure members and all

fanciers in Coventry will join with me in

extending deepest sympathy to Mr. and Miss
Roycroft in their sad bereavement.

Our deepest sympathy, writes Mr. W. H.
Gibb, hon. sec. Brighton C.B.A., is extended

to Mr. W. Swaysland, the well-known judge

on the great loss he has sustained in the

death of his daughter, Mrs. Mumford, on

Dec. 13, at the early age of thirty-nine. She
was his right hand in his business, end her

cheery presence will be sadly missed at her

father’s old-established premises in Queen’s

Road. Mr. Swaysland is to be further con-

doled with in that his son is now in hospital

badly wounded, after many months in the

firing line in France. We all hope for a

speedy recovery for him, and in the mean-
time his father can be sure of the sympathies

of all his fellow fanciers, both in this town
and elsewhere.

MR. JOHN PARK (Covan).

It is with the deepest regret, writes Mr.
W. Connelly, that I have to announce the

death of Mr. John Park on Saturday, Nov.

27, at Shieldhall Hospital, after a very short

illness of a week. Erysipelas in the face

which went to his throat was the cause of

death. Mr. Park was well-known through-

out Scotland and Ireland as a breeder,

exhibitor and judge, Scotch Fancies being his

favourites, and was one of the old school.

He was sixty-two years of age, has been a
keen and genuine fancier all his life, and was
very highly respected by all who knew him.
He is survived by a widow, two sons, and a
daughter

;
one of his sons is serving with the

colours. I am sure that all who knew him
will extend their heartfelt sympathy towards
the widow and family.

Ilia Mil I Mm ! 1 111——|in
Our Front Page Drawings.
The original drawings of our front page

illustrations, and of most other pictures ap-
pearing on our pages, may be purchased by
readers for framing. Terms for any picture
will be sent on application.
“ Last weak’s ‘ tanner ’ advt. enabled me to

sell 14 birds. How’s that tor a ‘ nimble six-

pence ’ ? ”—D. J. JAMES (Shepherd’s Bush).
“ Kindly thank those who wrote tor Norwich,

which I advertised in CAGE BIRDS Double
Number, November 20th, as I have not time to
write to them all. It is well worth the money
to advertise.—-E. PETTET (LeytonJ

A 44=Year=01d Goose.
At a recent meeting of the Council of the

Royal Zoological Society of Ireland the secre-

tary reported that during the week the
Gardens had lost from the collection an in-

teresting specimen of the Goose family

—

interesting from the point of view of long-

lived birds—this ancient Goose being, as
near as can be ascertained, 44 years old.

Ravens for Yorkshire Cliffs.
An interesting experiment had been tried

by Mr. St. Quintin in liberating three young
Ravens on the Bempton Cliffs, Yorks. It is

about 50 years since such birds bred there,

and the last breeding-place disappeared long
since into the sea. On July 2 they were
penned on the cliff to get accustomed to

their surroundings, and on July 23 to August
1 were liberated one by one. During the

first week in September two of them were
seen feeding on the land.

#####*#***#***
A Happy Xmas ^

* and a *
Brighter New Year %

$ To Bird Lovers the world over.

*
*r
*
#r

Here’s to your Health,

Here’s to your wealth ;

A Jolly Good Christmas to you 1

A Happy New Year,

With loads of Good Cheer,

And friends ibat are many and true 1

*
*

*

ANOTHER WAR TIME ECONOMY.
Dick: “Good gracious! What’3 the meaning of such a long holder?”
Philip: " I’ve promised my wife to keep away from cigarettes.”

THE BIRDKEEPERS ROLL
OF HONOUR.

Pudsey Stanningley C.B.S.
Sir,—Mr. Andrew Bracewell has joined the

Royal Navy, and is now in training at Ports-
mouth.

—

Roy Kell, Sec.
Burnley and District, O.S.

Sir,—Will you kindly have the following
members placed on your Roll of Honour :

—
J. Whittaker, R.A.M.C., drowned on the
Royal Edward; J. Tapper, R.F.A.

R. Hines, Sec.

Port Glasgow O.S.
Sir,—Three of our members who are serving

our King and Country, all in the Argyll and
Sutherland Highlanders. One has been
wounded, and is now in Hospital. Sergt.

Wm. Boyle, Lance-Corp). John Forrester,

Lance-Corpl. James Montgomerie. As we
have just started our meetings for the win-

ter, and the festive season is so near, we
have decided to send each a Chrismas-box,
hoping it will help to cheer them and let

them see they are not forgotten.

Thos. Adair, Sec.

New Cross C.B.S.
The following additional members of the

New Cross C.B.S. have now to be added to

the Roll of Honour:—Pte. II. C. Humphries,

H.A.C., in training at Richmond ; Pte. W.
H. Gardner, A.Y.C., in training at St.

Alban’s; Pte. J. Whitting, Navvies’ Bat-

talion, serving in France. Fte. Gardner

would like to meet some of the St. Alban’s

fanciers. His address is Pte. W. II. Gard-

ner, 219, No. 1 Base, Divisional Veterinary

Hospital, St. Stephen’s Hill, St. Alban s.

I am glad to say Pte. Preece, 20th Lon-
don, who was wounded at Loos, is now well
again, and has returned to his regiment-.

Rifleman Burton, Queen’s Westminsters, who
has just returned to the Front for the third

time, after seven days’ leave, wishes to be
remembered to all oil friends. We have
now 9 members with the colours, and 6 on
war work

; not a bad record for a small

society. Geo. Burton, See.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Border Fancy (Edinburgh).—Cathedral Hall, Albany

Street, Friday, Dee. 31 and Sat., Jan. 1. Judges: H.
Bennet, J. Nicholson, and D. Hamilton. 24 classes:

19 open, 2 novice, 3 limit. Brizes, 10/-, <i/-, 4 -, 2/-.

Fee 1/C. Ent. close 25th Dee. to J. Lumsden, 13,

George Square, Edinburgh.
Forfar Poultry, &c., Assoc. (Forfar).— North

Public School Hall, 1st and 3rd Jan. Judges: J.

Sandison, P. Gentleman. 37 classes: Nor. 14 (2 sell.),

Bord. 11 (2 .sell.). Brit. 9, For. 1. Sell. 1, Gift 1.

Prizes, 10/-, 5/-, 3/-. Fee 1/C. Entries close Dec.
24 to Alex. Low, 03, West High-st., Forfar.

Bi9hoP Auckland & Dis. C.B.S. (Durham).- -

Y.M.C.A. Hall, Jan. 1. Judge, Mr. Craw hall. 19

open classes: Yorks 5, Nor. 5, Crest 2, Mule 1,

Brit. 2, Sell. 4. Ih-izes 10/ . 5/-, 2/0, or under 15

entries on sliding scale. Fee 1/6. Entries close

Dec. 27 to W. Crowther, 2, Seymour Street, Bishop
Auckland.
Truro F. & F.S. (Cornwall).—Market Hall. Dec. 27.

Judges: Messrs. C. H. Toy and E. White; 17 classes:

Nor. 4, Yorks 3, Brit 1, A.O.V. 1, Mule I, Brit. 4.

For. 1, Sell. 2. Prizes 6/-, 3/C, 2/-. Fee 1/-. Entries

close Dec. 21 to Messrs. Dunstan and Rule, 2,

Redannick Villa, Chapel Hill, Truro.

Readers should sec that they receive with this Xmas
Number a copy of

"CACE BIRDS” 1916 ART CALENDAR.
Show this issue to all your friends and interest

them In your hobby.
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MV PEKIN ROBINS
(Liothrix Lutea).

By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

P
EKIN Robins have always been prime

favourites with me, and though they

have many faults as well as many good
qualities—I am pleased to say the former are

a very small minority—I always have, and
shall put them down as “ripping” birds.

It is not easy to describe a Pekin Robin,
for he has so wide a range that individuals

vary considerably as to depth of colour, etc.,

mailing it not only difficult to form a reason-

able idea of a typical specimen, but also

complicating the sexing problem
;

for in some
pairs at any rate the colour differences are

almost infinitesimal, and there ceitainly are

singing hen Pekins as well as singing hen
Canaries. Nevertheless, the cases are not
parallel, for singing hens of the latter are

fairly numerous; of the former, 1 think, quite

rare.

The question of sex distinction is not diffi-

cult to the owner of a given pair, nor yet
among adult normal specimens from the same
district, but at the same time it is not easy
to give the sex of an cdd bird offhand, but
after having it under observation for a few
days, even as an odd bird one can usually do
so. As already indicated, the owner of a
given pair can at once say which is which.

factors in coming to a decision is somewhat
•spoiled by the extreme variability of the
species. 1 will not, therefore, commit myself
so far as to state that all are constant, but all
of them are to be seen in my present pair,
which have reared young in my aviary this
season.

It is rot always easy to ascertain the source
of the various arrivals, in some of which,
omitting the bright coloured areas, the hue
is brownish, others are distinctly slatey, and
with the tails more distinctly forked

; the
latter, I think, represent the Chinese and
Japanese forms.
The Pekin Robin is well off for trivial

names—Red-billed Hill-Tit, Pekin Night-
ingale, Japanese Robin, Red-billed or Yellow-
billed Liothrix, and Japanese and Chinese
Hill-Robins. Considering its range, Pekin
Robin is a most inappropriate name for it,

but it has become so well-known under that
cognomen, that it would be unwise and idle
to attempt to suggest a more appropriate
one. As “ Pekin Robin ” he has established
himself in our aviaries and hearts, and as
Pekin Robin he must and will remain to the

dismantled, since when till this spring Pekins
had no place in my present aviary.
Now my little yarn can become more of a

personal narrative, for they only came into
my possession this spring—it was thuswise.
I was with Capt. J. >S. Reeve, of Leadenharn,
at the Zoo, looking at some of his birds
which were there on deposit owing to his
aviaries being closed for the period of the
war. Among them were two fine pairs of
Pekins which I much admired

;
it ended in

some of the birds coining to me “on deposit,”
and a pair of Pekins as a gift, and it is of

the doings of this pair that I propose telling.

They behaved handsomely, so much so, that
the luck of years of no breeding successes
was broken, and for the first time in my
avicultural experience young Pekins were
fully reared in my aviary. When my yarn
is finished I think readers will agree with
me that for perseverance in the midst of re-

peated failure, my birds deserve a medal.
Soon Made Themselves at Home.

They were turned into the aviary in late

April, and made themselves at home at
once. Early in May I discovered a charm-
ing cradle nest in the middle of a thick privet
bush, and it was some days before I could
discover its builders

; some days passed and
no eggs were deposited therein, and that
bush was a contentious spot in the aviary, and
I fear I credited the Pekins with upsetting
some bird’s domestic “ apple Cart.” Instead
of that, it was a bachelor Virginian Cardinal
and a pair of Black Tanagers which were
doing their best to frustrate the Pekins’
efforts. However, they stuck to their task,
and about the middle of the month the nest

The Sex Problem.
In a pair I have at present, though two

richly coloured specimens, the hen is cer-

tainly less brilliant than the male, and her
head is much flatter too, though it would take
a very keen eye to detect any difference in

size as they disport in the aviary. The
variation between normal and extreme forms
is so great, however, that few would care to

dogmatise as to the sex of a given bird unless
they had heard it sing, and even in an aviary
bachelors often never sing, never get beyond
the call note. One bachelor which I had for

many years never got beyond the call note
until, during his last year with me, I gave a

home to an odd bird for a friend. This
proved to be a hen, and the same day the
erstwhile bachelor burst into full song. Thus
one cannot always say a non-singing bird is

a hen. What then are the differences which
may be termed fairly reliable? These 1

would tabulate as follows :

—

The rich mossy-green (rich colour in both
sexes) of the top of the head of the male is

more golden in hue, as if suffused or shot
with old-gold.

The difference in the form of the bill is not-

great, and unless one possesses very keen eye-
sight will pass unnoticed

; but the bill of the
male is a little longer and more slender than
that of the female, and also, as a rule, a
deeper red.

The top of the head of the male is broader
and more arched.

As a rule, the pale elliptical eye patch of

the male is distinctly yellow.
As a rule, the yellow of the throat is more

intense in the male, as also is the rich orange-

THE PEKINS HAPPILY MATED.
This charming photo., and that on column 4, arc the
work of Mr. G. E. Low, in whose aviary Pekin Robins
have nested several times, but failed to rear the

young they have hatched.

chestnut band across the chest; the latter is
also broader than that of the female.
The primaries of the male have broader

yellow and vermilion margins than those of
the female, and they are usually of a more
intense hue.
The upper-tail coverts of the male have

broader white-tips.
The above are the more striking distinctions

in the plumage and form, but their value as

NEST OF THE

PEKIN ROBIN

IN MR. W. T.

PAGE’S AVIARY.

Photo by E. 0. Page

taken after the young

had flown and the

nest had been tied

down a little to show

the interior.

end of the_ chapter. The attractive qualities
of the Pekin Robin are legion, in fact I know
of only one failing, viz., a fondness for the
eggs of other birds for breakfast, but, even in
this respect I do not think he is quite so
black as he is painted, and he has never
seriously interfered with breeding results in
my aviaries

;
in this respect I have had more

trouble with the Virginian Cardinal. Most
certainly in epitomising their good qualities,
one must class them as a handsome couple

;

few foreign birds surpass them for beauty,
and however one may ’thuse over a rare
species, the Pekin, cheap as he is to be
obtained, is in the very front rank of glowing
Eastern beauty, and, 'more than that, pos-
sesses all those characteristics that make an
ideal cage or aviary bird. His praises have
been sung again and again, and most thor-
oughly he deserves his popularity, for he has
fine song, bold, fearless and vivacious
demeanour, attractive and interesting deport-
ment, is amiable even to the smallest
inhabitant of the .aviary

;
and is absolutely

hardy, being quite unaffected by the worst
weather an English winter can inflict upon
him. What more can one desire?

My First Pekin.
But this is all general

; what about my
Pekin Robins? This may be true, but how-
ever general it may be, it is also true of my
Pekin Robins, for I regret I cannot take vou,
li^e some, round to the shop, and describe
the purchase of my first Pekin. It was away
back in the misty past, longer than I care
to think about, or the price I paid for it—
I was never without them for long together
for very many years, but with all their chum-
miness and other charms they never did any-
thing in the breeding line.

' In fact to this
day the recorded instances of their breeding
in captivity in this country are few indeed.
I have always attributed my non-success in
this respect to having my aviaries so crowded
that natural cover was impossible; for in the
end not even herbage was allowed to grow.
Nevertheless, the Pekins throve, looked hand-
some, and greeted me always with perfect
familiarity to a sort of “What have you got
for me?” expression. Thus would I 'nim up
the past, and bring the period down to about
five years ago when my London aviaries were

contained two eggs, but after a few days the
interference of the other- birds caused the
nest to collapse and the eggs were broken-
failure No. 1.

“Are we downhearted? No,” quoth the
Pekins, and forthwith they proceeded to re-
construct their nest, making it this time more
substantial. They deposited therein a clutch
of eggs, and for a week all went well. Then,
on making my morning visit, I knew some-
thing was wrong, for in Pekin alley the
language of Mr. Pekin was something shock-
ing, while the plaintive cries of Mrs. Pekin
were really distressing. It was failure No. 2,
for the nest was dismantled, and the precious
eggs broken.
However, things soon quietened down, and

the Pekins decided on a change of residence
and moved over to the other side of the
aviary. Very scon, in Hazel’ Glen, another
cradle was suspended to the slender branch
of a privet bush, overshadowed by a large
hazel.

Still Dogged by IILLuck.
Incubation lasted twelve days, and both

parents took part in the task, as they had
done in the nest construction, and then a
chick appeared. This lived for six days, and
was apparently doing well, but on the morn-
ing of the seventh day, after a night’s heavy
rain, on my way to the aviary I knew some-
thing was wrong, by the distressful cries of
the Pekins. Sure enough, ill-luck continued
to dog their efforts, for the rain and wind
had caused one of the grass suspending ropes
to give way, and the young chick was stark
and cold on the ground beneath. Failure
No. 3

!

If the Pekins still hoped on, my hopes of
success were certainly getting low. I was
less curious of their doings, and concluded
they had given it up as a bad job, as I had
not noticed them carrying nesting material

;

but on July 23 a fellow, aviarist was taking a
look round the aviary, and he suddenly said
“ What nest ;s that? ” Yes, it was

,
the

Pekins, they bad moved to Elder Avenue on
this occasion, and suspended to a slender
swaying elder branch was domicile No. 4,
with Mrs. Pekin busily incubating a clutch
of three eggs, so buried in the nest as to
escape notice at first.

"WHEN I GAZE INTO YOUR EYES."
A typical attitude of the happily-wedded couple.

though the weather was very unsettled,
iieavy thunderstorms being prevalent, all
went well, and the young were all but
fledged on the ninth day, in spite of gales
oi wind and rain which still prevailed. Coin"*
down to the aviary on the tenth day I was
prepared ior disaster, for the distressful cries
of the Pekins were to be heard all over tho
garden, and I was prepared to find my hopes

°i
feeding Pekins for the season 1916

effectually quenched. The weather had
proved too much for the nest, two of the
grass ropes had given way, one young bird
was dead beneath it, and the other had dis-
appeared. I was, of course, very disappointed
but 1 was more sorry for the Pekins than
myself, their distress was so very real. I
considered failure No. 4 was final so far as
lalo was concerned.

However they were of a different opinion,
for they belonged to the “try again”
brigade. After much searching they settled
on another part of Hazel Glen for attempt
J\o. 6. They wasted no time in useless grief
alter the first shock was over, for in three
days a nest was completed and the first egg
laid. I am afraid I did not take a great deal
of interest m the matter, for they had com-
menced the moult, and I did not expect any-
thmg to come of this attempt. Incubation
steadily went on, and on the thirteenth day
when I ventured to look into the nest, tb j
gaping mouths of three vigorous chicks
greeted me, and hope once more reigned
supreme. 6

Success at Last!
On September 10th Capt. Peeve called to

see them, they were then seven days old, andwe both agreed that success seemed very
probable, though the parents were very
ragged from the moult, and liable to ‘ throw
up the sponge” at any moment. On Sept. 15
there was a perfect clamour in the aviary,
and 1 hastily went down thereto, fearing some
pirate bird was appropriating the young
Pekins, but parent Pekins were only shout-
ing “ Hurrah ! Brought it off at last”; for
there, hopping amid the branches were two
strong young Pekins, not able to fly, but very
active amid the twiggy branches of the privet
hedgerow.

(To be Continued.)

Oar Painting I

Competition. I

A Prize for Artistic Bird-
Keepers.

(See frontispiece this weeh.)

Following our usual custom at Christmas-
tide, our Frontispiece this week is designed
to be coloured. We offer a cash prize of one
guinea for the best attempt at colouring the
same which reaches us from one of our reader's
on or before Friday, January 7th.

The medium to be employed (oil, water-
colour, or crayon) is left to the discretion of
the competitor. The finished attempt should
be packed flat, or rolled in a tube, and have
the sender’s name and address written on the
back.
The whole of the front page, heading and all.

must be coloured, not merely the outline picture of
birds, etc., alone.

In this competition entries are received only on
the understanding that the Editor’s decision shall
be accepted as final.
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C My Parson Finches

:

Qy
*

By the Rev.

C. D. FARRAR

Thi# article is No. 47 of the new aeries of personal birdy experiences
entitled “Through a Birdroom Window."

M
ORE years ago than I care to romember so. These two wretched birds began a system-

somctimes, my friend George Garrick

used to come home from Australia,

bringing a huge cargo of birds of all sorts and

sizes, some exceedingly rare, and some com-

paratively common. On one voyage he

landed with a huge cageful of Parson Pinches,

and as they did not for some reason seem

to go off, ho offered me some very cheaply,

i was never very struck on Parson Finches,

why, I shall tell by and bye ;
but the appar-

ent bargain tempted me, and I fell.

One thing I could never understand is why
these birds should be known as Parson

Finches, as anything more unclerical looking

f never saw. There might be some excuse

for giving this title to Poe birds
;
as they

have some feathers under the beak, something

like the white bands clergymen used to affect

30 years ago ; but Parsons are absolutely in-

nocent of anything clerical about them.

Sober as Their Name.

They are sober little birds, about the size of

our English Goldfinch, with a grey head,, the

feathers of which they are capable of raising

at will, a black bib under the chin, and sober

brown plumage. They are exceedingly active

birds and dreadfully inquisitive
;
poking and

peering into every corner, and, alas, I am
compelled to say it, into every neighbour’s

nest. This renders them most undesirable

birds in a mixed collection, if your heart is

eet on breeding. This is why 1 do not like

Parson Finches. People talk about Crimson

Finches being quarrelsome, but I will defy

anything to come up to an irascible old Parson

Finch with a nest in building.

It is nob very easy to distinguish the sex

of these birds as the plumage is so exactly

alike; the surest way to distinguish the cocks

and the hens is to put a lot into a cage

with one long perch, where they can all sit

in a line, and then take note of the size of

the “bibs.” The birds with big ones are

the cocks ;
the others the hens.

It is easy to spot them out then, but the

difficulty comes in when you put in your hand
to catch them. Then, in a moment, all the

birds depress their bibs, and all look exactly

alike. The only’ way to overcome this diffi-

culty is to spot a bird and carry him in your

rye, until you have him safely in your hand.

When my birds arrived from Mr. Carrick

It was evening, so I left them in the travel-

ling cage till morning, as it is always a foolish

thing to enlarge new arrivals at night in a

strange aviary, as they are sure to dash about

Rnd not only injure themselves, but will

frighten all the old inmates into fits.

Up in the Morning Early.

When morning dawned I was up betimes.

And after replenishing the seed and water pots

I opened the door of the travelling cage and
let the Parson Finches out. I wished I

hadn’t a few minutes later, for they started

in and had a regular free fight. I suppose
it is not really good for you to be without
troubles, or worries, because then you begin

to regard content as a right rather than as

a blessing. At any rate, I know my content

was one for the time being.

Some people know things by instinct
;
others

have to be told. I am one of the latter

sort. Any well informed person would have
known that Parson Finches are quarrelsome
little beggars. I had to find it out by ex-

perience. It gave me a bitter conceit of my-
self, so to speak, and I think that conceit is

the most delicious possession in the world.

The conceited - person is always perfectly

happy ; he knows for a fact that the world
revolves round him.
I knew that my only course was to get the

net and catch the whole lot ; but it is easier

said than done. It takes a keen eye and the

patience of Job himself to go dodging about
a bird room trying to keep one particular bird
in your eye, and at the same time to avoid
losing that eye on some projecting twig.

After catching them all up, and allowing
myself time to cool, I selected the finest cock
and a couple of hens, and put them into a
email cage to examine them at leisure. I quite

believe the cock hoped he was going to have
both the ladies, like the lad who, being asked
by H.M. Inspector how many wives it was
permitted a man to have, replied blandly :

“ two only as generally necessary to salva-

tion.” I, however, know better, for I felt

that if the two ladies were left together it

would mean the survival of the fittest.

The next day I put the pair into the aviary
waited events. I had not loner to do

atic examination of every nest and cigar box
in the place, ruthlessly ejecting the- lawful
inmates and taking forcible possession—for
about ten minutes. Then they would fly

down to the end twig, feed and drink as if

nothing had happened.
As I did not wish to lose the whole breed-

ing season I had once more to catch the little

murderous wretches and put them in a small
compartment by themselves. The cock, though
a great bully out of doors, was remarkably
quiet at home, and I noticed that whenever
his Wife was about, like Agag of old, he
walked delicately, but then that is often the
way with husbands, birdy and otherwise.

and Eve on the fatal evening when they had
eaten the apple. To merely remember that
time even now makes my mouth like a brick
kiln and my flesh as that of a goose.

One morning, when I entered the bird
room I saw the Parson Finches surrounded by
a little crowd, and then I knew that success
had once more crowned my endeavours, and
I felt inclined to quote the old Italian pro-

verb, open your mouth and the Larks fall

ready roasted into it.

You may be sure that I was not long in
making my success public. You can never
be too quick in these things, as every Jeru-
salem, it has been said, has its Samaria close

at hand and somebody else may have got be-

fore you. Of course Parson Finches have
often been bred before and since ; in fact, Mr.
Gedne-y speaks in the most airy way of the
ease with which the thing may be done.

I can’t say that the Parson Finch cock
seemed happy—though married 5 he always
seemed to me to share Jane Welch Carlyle’s

feelings anent her husband, that Carlyle “was
gey hard to live with.” And now I think
I will end lest you should say of me what
one girl said of another : her tongue was like

a dock root, so long there was no end of it.

A SHOW
BRITISH
GOLDFINCH.

1st prize at Queen's

Park for Mr. A. R.

Cullen.

Not many days after, when I entered the
bird room, my trained eye caught the hen slip-

ping into a German travelling cage with a lot

of hay in her bill, so I knew she was bent
on nest building. Of course I pretended to

see nothing. It never dees to let birds think

you have noticed their domestic arrangements.

I felt very pleased with myself. Till you
have nearly all that the gods can give, it is

not difficult to be virtuous, as Becky Sharp
once said.

I only wanted one thing more, a nest of

little Parsons. All went well for some days,

and then one morning I saw both the old birds

at the seed tray. For some days the hen
had been hidden. Horrible doubts arose in

my mind about deserted nests, but some
doubts are like dirty water, let them alone

and they will evaporate. Mine did in this

case. The nest was all right, and the hen
was only taking needful refreshment. I saw
her return to her duties with the joy of an
Arctic explorer welcoming a relief party.

Counting the Chickens.
I now began to count confidently on a good

hatch. I seldom see things as they are, but
as they are going to be. It was so in this

case. I was counting my chickens before
they were hatched. At the end of 13 days
I saw the hen off ; she remained off, and
then I knew that the eggs were clear. I

went in and told the family and they only
said “Oh, are they,” but some people haven’t
got the f eelings of a broomstick ! When a
week later I saw the Parsons busy at nest
building again, the world was fixed in its

orbit, and Time itself stood still, but
then, was I not greatly blessed, as the pious
Evangelists say.

I think Browning’s man, who never turned
his back, but marched breast forward, be-
lieving in the triumph of right, must have
had my square shoulders. At the end of the
13 days I could hear faint sounds from the
nest box, and if even those sounds ceased for
any length of time I felt as wretched as Adam

Are British and Foreign /

Birds Declining in Favour? ]

By "SUB ROSA.”

O
N looking over the schedules and cata-

logues of most of the shows for the
past few years, I am reluctantly forced

to the opinion that British and Foreign birds
are to a certain extent declining in favour by
fanciers. A few evenings ago, when the
weather was in one of its worst moods, 1

found myself staring into the embers of a
bright fire and ruminating on the factors
which are contributing to the steady decline
in the numbers of our beautiful resident and
migratory birds upon the show bench, and
of the gorgeous coloured Foreigners.

It is not easy to arrive at a cause at a time
like this. We must not overlook the fact

that the times are not normal. We have to

acknowledge that our domestic .and commer-
cial system is in an uproar which has in

some cases completely, and in others par-

tially, knocked the stuffing out of the Fancy.
Some fanciers and some societies havo
struggled and are struggling to keep things

going, at what personal or pecuniary incon-

venience we may only conjecture; but either

the schedules have not been sufficiently

attractive, or the railway facilities have left

something to be desired, or—and I am re-

luctant to offer this as a solution—fanciers

of our attractive British and Foreign are

becoming scarcer and scarcer.

Suppose we examine the different factors 1

have named as causing the decline. It would
perhaps be better to explain to the reader

that although this contribution may be read

as generally affecting the whole of the Fancy,
I shall only speak of the shows it has been
my privilege to visit, or those which have
appealed to mo because of their position on
the map.
One does not take quite the same interest

in shows which are hundreds of miles away,
especially as there is a continuity of shows in
one’s own district, and a cursory glance
through the reports of those shows which are
far away is the moat that can be expected of
even an enthusiastic fancier at a time when
many items in the newspaper press call for

his attention, and reduces the time at his dis-

posal for a closer study of affairs in the Gage
Bird Fancy. Parenthieally, I may mention
that I have known the time when I could
tell the average entry per class at almost any
show in the Kingdom on referring to a
pocket book.

Better In the Old Days.
Recent shows in the district that has Man-

chester for its oentre have proved to me
that British and Foreign birds have not been
exhibited in such numbers as they were 15,

10, or even seven years ago. Looking over
the names and the number of entries in the
catalogues of present-day shows, one recalls

the names of Olbaldiston, H. B. Smith, Ball,
the two Walsh’s, Jones, Williams, and many
others who used to keep the classes going
by their support.

Certainly there are a few exhibitors to-day
who contribute to the attractiveness of our
shows by sending a few entries, but they do
not send quite so varied a collection r.or so
large an entry as did those whom I have
mentioned, consequently societies have
suffered monetarily, and have reduced classifi-

cation to the minimum, while some have even
crossed them out altogether.

Are societies wise in doing this? Are the
shows quite as attractive without British or
Foreign? Do they get the same number of
visitors at the shows as they did formerly? In
my opinion, we fanciers think too much of the
present instead of looking to the future. We
overlook the fact that every individual non-
fancier who visits a bird show is a potential
bird-keeper, and it is the attractiveness of

birds that he only reads about that brings
most of such people to a bird show. -

The many varieties of Canaries, considered
as different varieties, have no more interest
to a non-fancier than his last week’s but one
wages. To him they ara simply Canaries, all

of them. But he can see a difference between
a Goldfinch and a Bullfinch, a Linnet and a
Hawfinch, a Thrush and a Chough, or a
Pekin Robin and a Macaw. Their colouring
appeals to him, their vivacity attracts him.
He likes to see things in the flesh that here-

tofore he has only read about or seen in a
museum. Once get him really interested, and
before long he is a fancier, and “ once a fan-

cier always a fancier.”

Too Many without Hobbies.
There are far too many working men with-

out hobbies. We want to attract these men
to our shows, so that they will adopt our
hobby. If we once get a man interested in

such a hobby as the keeping of birds, his

attention will be diverted from baser pur-

suits, and he will ultimately be led to try

his hand at exhibiting birds, and we can do
with more exhibitors at the present.

If we are to keep up our shows we must
do something towards replacing the older fan-

ciers who are continually being taken from
us, and those who decline the Fancy from
lack of interest, or who get “fed up” from
other causes; and I can see no better way of

making recruits than through the attractive-

ness of our shows.
The majority of purely Canary fanciers, I

think, have started in the Fancy with
British Birds. I may be wrong, so I won t

labour the point; but I know of plenty of

fanciers whose initial entry into the fold has
been through tho agency of British Birds.

Myself for instance. Many years ago I did

some small service for a friend who lesided

in the country, for which I would not receive

any remuneration, and a few weeks later I

was the recipient of a Goldfinch (the first I

ever saw). I bought a hen Canary, and
attempted to breed, and I didn’t know till

the following year that I had been trying to

breed from two hens !
-

But I had the “fever”; and in less than

two years I had won a first prize with

British at an open show, and from British

I drifted to the breeding of Norwich—or, as

a British fancier friend of mine told mo, from
the sublime to the ridiculous. I merely men-

tion this personal experience as an instance,

and because I know there are hundreds of

potential bird-keepers in the country whose

interest could be awakened by Eome similar

experience, or through the agency of shows.
(To be continued.)

’CAGE 8IRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT,

By Chas. Houlton. Price 79. Gd.
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The Woodlark
Captivity.

Ill * By W. E. C|

% Teschemaker B.A.

T
HE Woodlark is ono of those interesting

species which are extremely particular

in their choice of a residential district

;

among these species will be found the most
difficult subjects with which the aviculturist

has to deal. Though few general statements

with regard to birds are worth making, this

ono at least has but very few exceptions,

namely that the more local a species is, tho

more difficult will it be found to meet its

requirements in captivity.

The Reed-Warbler and tho Bearded Tit must
necessarily bo local in a country whose fens

have long since been drained and turned into

arable land, but there are hundreds of

thousands of acres of apparently suitable

ground in Great Britain, on which the Wood-
lark never is and, as far as we know, never

has been found. Without attempting to fully

explain the preferences of tho Woodlark, we
may briefly note what those preferences are.

The name Woodlark is misleading; it should

be “Tree-lark,” as the great Swedish
naturalist, Linnaeus, evidently thought when
he gave ' it the scientific title of Alauda
arborea. The German name, “Heather
Lark,” is also quite inappropriate. The
typical locality for this species is the dry.

A VERY ANCIENT LARK TRAP.
A—Bone Loop; B—Wooden Loop; C—Bait;

D—Twisted Fibre.

sunny side of a warm, sheltered valley, well

covered with dry bracken and a little gorse.

Let us note that the first of tho Woodlark’s
requirements is warmth, and, presumably for

this reason, he is a bird of the southern and
western, rather than of the northern and
eastern counties. Here in Devonshire we find

him in the sheltered valleys, but, when we
climb on to Dartmoor, we leave the Wood-
lark^ behind, though we find the Skylark,
Meadow Pipit and Stonechat nesting up to

1,500 ft. above sea-level.

The Woodlark does not like too much
warmth, however, as we may infer from the
fact that when he nests in the warmest parts
of Europe he chooses generally the hill tops

and mountain sides
;
and we must not run

away with the idea that he is a delicate bird

because he crosses the North Sea to reach his

summer haunts in South Scandinavia, and, as
Gatke tells us, he is one of the very earliest

spring migrants, passing over Heligoland in

February and March.
When we come to know him intimately, we

find that he requires a more liberal and more
insectivorous diet than his near relative, the
Skylark. We may also infer from the wild,
lonely districts which he selects that he is a
shy bird with a touch of the romantic

;
lastly

from his expression, we shall guess, and guess
rightly, that he is of an amiable, affectionate
disposition, in which respect also he differs

markedly from his conceited and pugnacious
cousin, the Skylark.

Lark Trapping Long Popular.

A book might be written on the subject of
Lark-trapping, for from the very earliest

times this occupation seems to have been ex-

tremely popular ; it appealed to the sporting
instincts of our ancestors, and even more to
their appetites. Polydore Vergil, who resided
in this country in the early years of the 16th
century, tells us that “ The cheefe foode of
the Englisheman consisteth in fleshe

;
of wilde

burdes; these are most delicate, pheasaunts,
quayles, owsels, thrusshes and larckes. This
last burde in winter season, the wether being
not to owtragious, dothe waxe wonderus fatte,

at which time a wonderful nombre of them
is caughte, so that of all others they ehefle

garnishe menus tables.” (Notice the spelling
of “larckes,” which seems to suggest that the
name Lark is simply the old German word.
“ lerche,” and not an abbreviation of
“ laverock.”)

“Low-belling” seems to have been the most
popular method in this country. One man
walked in front ringing a large hell, others
followed dragging laVge nets over the stubbles
and behind these came someone carrying a
light (“ low One ancient writer tells us

that on a dark night the Larks were so over-
come with fright that they used to turn over
on their backs, showing their light under-
parts. This the reader may believe or not,
as he likes; tho writer has never noticed such
an occurrence on the various occasions when
he has been out Lark-netting, but of course
nowadays for various reasons wo dispense
with tho bell, and use only just sufficient
light to extricate the Larks from the pet, so
the Larks are not so much alarmed.

In Germany we are not surprised to find
that the slaughter of Larks was more whole-
sale

;
lines of nets, six feet high and more

than a mile long (according to Brehm) were
stretched across the plains, and into these,
at the approach of night, the Larks were
driven by dragging long ropes across the
ground. We read of more than half a mil-

lion Larks being supplied to the city of
Leipsig in this way in a single month.
The Italians were more subtle in their

methods. They mostly used clap-nets, and we
are told that one man could work five of these
single-handed. Those of us who know from
personal experience that it requires an active
person to handle a single pair of nets, when
sport is at all brisk, will take off our hats to

these masters of the ancient art of fowling.

Their method of displaying their brace-birds
was very far from humane

;
a long line was

attached to the top of one eight-foot pole and
ran through a hole in the top of another. To
this line the unfortunate brace-birds were
tied

; when the line was pulled tight, they
were swung up in the air together and
dangled helplessly. A Police-Inspector now-
adays would probably have a fit if he saw
such a sight as this.

A Trap of Great Interest.

We may here notice a very ancient Lark-
trap, which all twentieth century bird-

catchers should examine with an interest

almost amounting to reverence, not only
because it takes us back through the centuries

to the time when man first set snares for

birds, but also because it is the veritable pro-
totype of the modem circular spring net
trap. (The sketch is based on details taken
from Macpherson’s History of Fowling.) This
trap was used in Italy, Sicily, Morocco,
Egypt, and other countries surrounding the
Mediterranean.
One of the two half-hoops was a rib of some

quadruped, between the < unities of which,
a tightly twisted skein of mig, or fibre, or
sinew, forming the spring, was stretched.

The other half-hoop, the cross-piece, . nd the
trigger were of wood. The trigger was held
down by a loop of grass, and to this loop
was tied the bait either a single pea or an
insect. The Lark standing on the wooden
hoop pulled the bait, thus releasing the trigger,

and was killed by the bone hoop falling on
its back.

I believe that Woodlarks .could be easily

taken by setting a few net-traps round a
call-bird, but on the only occasion when 1

tried my hand at .trapping this species I used
a small pair of clap-nets, placing two call-

birds in small cages in the space between the
nets. One fine October day I made my way
to a farm where Woodlarks can be found at
any time of the year and set the nets about
fifty yards from a wood in which I concealed
myself.

HalLMarked by Its Tail.

I had not long to wait before I heard the
familiar call-note (which Gatke well renders
by the phrase “Tu-piddl”), and presently I

haul the pleasure of seeing a prospective cap-
tive circling round and round overhead. It

may be here remarked that a Woodlark can
always be recognised, even at a considerable
height in the sky, by its remarkably short
tail, which always gives me the impression
that I am either looking at a young bird in

immature plumage or else that someone has
unkindly docked off a part of the tail with
a pair of scissors.

The call-birds called lustily, and down
came the stranger, which by this time I re-

garded as my very own. Bird-catching,
however, is one of those arts which is never
a certainty ; when all the conditions are just
right and the apparatus is a proved success,

it may be described as an easy accomplish-
ment, but when the conditions are not quite
right, the results are apt to be most scanty,
not to say vexatious.

The bird pitched just outside the nets and
just outside he remained. He exchanged-
“ Tu-piddls ” with the call-birds at the rate
of nineteen to the dozen, and remained for
quite ten minutes, but having satisfied, his

A CHAMPION . . .

EXHIBITION HEN .

YELLOW=HAMMER. .

This charming hen, whose markings and style are so ably depicted by Mr. E. F. Bailey, has won many
prizes for Mr. H. J. Chick, of Nottingham. So rich is she in colour (we have seen many cock birds

inferior in this point) that discussions have arisen as to her 6ex.

«Su-.5-

curiosity, he said good-bye nicely and de-
parted in peace. Other Woodlarks arrived
and exchanged greetings; they walked round
and round the nets, and some even perched
on the staves, but not one would give me a
chance of a pull.

The hours passed, the cramped position of
the nets-man became more and more uncom-
fortable, and still there was nothing doing in
Woodlarks. But at last I saw a little brown
object creeping like a mouse across the open
space in the centre of the nets. The energy
I imparted to the pull was almost enough to
rip the pegs out of the ground, but even
so he nearly beat me, so quick is the spring
of a Lark. The conclusion that I came to
was that it was much cheaper and infinitely

less laborious to purchase Woodlarks from the
professional trapper.

We now know where to look for a Wood-
lark, how to recognise the bird, and how to

attempt his capture, but, before we attempt
to keep one, we must provide ourselves with
a suitable cage. The writer has more than
once remarked on the fact that we have but

AN IMPROVED WOOD LARK CAGE.

very few types of cages, and many cf these
are not very suitable. My objections to the
ordinary Lark-cage are numerous

; it is too

small, too low, there is usually nothing to

prevent the bird injuring its head when it

springs, the food is generally placed in a
dark box, and the turf cannot easily, be re-

moved
;

also few Lark-cages are well enough
constructed to stand rain and sun.

The cage of which a rough sketch is ap-

pended has been well tested by actual use,

a succession of Woodlarks having lived hap-
pily and sung freely in it. Only the frame-

work of the cage is shown, because, instead

of a wire front, it has wire-netting of three-

eighths of an inch gauge (in order to make it

perfectly mouse-proof) and many would ob-

ject to this on the ground of appearance.

Personally, both in the matter of cages and

aviaries, I study only suitability, and leave

appearances to look after themselves.

The height of this cage is twenty inches,

the width twenty-two inches, and the depth

of the floor from back to front eleven inches

;

the roof projects three inches over the front.

The span roof and the smaller ditto over the

porch are both covered with a sheet of zinc

to throw off rain. Under each roof a piece

of light canvas is tightly stretched, forming
a kind of ceiling, so that, however violently
a freshly-caught bird may jump, it cannot
possibly hurt itself

; with the same object
the single short perch projecting from the
back of the cage is hinged.
The hinge, which works very freely, is

screwed to the back of the cage, and its

effect is to hold the perch rigid, should the
bird perch on it, but to allow the perch to
rise should the bird strike it when jumping.
The entire left side of the cage is of wood,
to prevent draughts, and on this is hung the
usual food-box, which, however, has never
been used, all food being placed in the porch.
In this position ' a freshly-caught bird can
easily see it.

It is _ also important that the bird-keeper
should see at a glance what the food-vessels
contain, so, when designing a cage, bear in
mind the principle that “ out cf sight is out
of mind.” The turf is placed in the porch,
and on this turf the Woodlark may be ex-
pected to stand when delivering his beautiful
song; for, though the wild Woodlark will

frequently sing from the top of an oak tree,

a perching Woodlark is quite an exception in
captivity.

The Advantages of Sliding Doers.

The porch is eight inches wide, six indies
deep and one foot high, not including the
roof. The door of the porch (8in. by 12in.)

slides up and down in rabbets. The two
rabbeted pieces .in which it slides are five

inches leng, ; nd thus allow the door to rise
seven inches, which is ample, for it will be
found that, should the bird be startled by
the sudden opening of the door, it will for
some inexplicable reason usually make for

the porch.
The advantage of a sliding cage-door can

only be realised by those who have used
.
one

;

a spring door is the next best thing, but this

generally requires to be forcibly held back
when the hand is inserted, and some day the
spring will break, in which case you will be
lucky if you do not lose your bird. A slid-

ing door rests lightly on the wrist, when the

hand is inserted ; it cannot fail to close, and
it cannot possibly be opened by the bird

;

lastly it has no hinges, hasp, or othel
mechanism.
The tray is three-quarters of an inch deep,

made of tin, black-japanned, and soldered at

the corners so as to be water-tight. One of

the difficulties of keeping Larks is the clog-

ging of the feet. Until I hit upon the idea

of a water-tray I used to find the cleansing

of the feet a laborious Occupation
;

it also

frightens the bird and puts it off song. By
removing the sand and pouring a little water
into the tray we can compel the bird to wash
its own feet without alarming it in any way.
When, however, the sand is renewed every
other day, and the turf constantly changed,
it will be found that a Woodlark, which is

a much tidier bird than a Skylark, will

rarely, if ever, require this treatment.

(To be continued-)
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C COLOUfi IN THE NORWICH

£ PLAINHEAD.
Its Importance and Its Origin.

C
ii

By

E. W. AIIsopp,

(Cardiff).

I

NASMUCH as colour is one of the main
features of tho Norwich Plainhead, it

has, or should have, tho duo respect of

all breeders. To my mind, when you have

succeeded in breeding a reasonably good all-

round bird in all other features, colour, of

the desired exhibition depth, or the lack of

it, decides the issue upon the show bench.

It is just a case of a “ topper,” readily

selected by almost everyone for premier

honour, and one of tho other kind, perhaps

actually lietter in all other features, rescued

with difficulty from amongst those cast by

the judge ‘‘into outer darkness,” and given

a commended card, because “somehow,” says

that gentleman, “ there is something I like

about the bird.”

Anyhow, whether we breeders truly realise

the importance of colour or not, the fact

remains that a very wide range of degrees of

colour exists upon the show bench
;
and if

you are fond of committing apparently trifling

details to memory, for future development at

your own fireside, you will sooner or later

realise in what few hands are birds of the

desired depth of colour, and practically so,

season after season, in the same hands.

•What Green Blood Is It?
GT course, you say, there is no mystery

ibout these insignificant facts, as it is easily

explained by the breeders concerned using

the green blood very liberally. This, i

believe, is very true, but all the same 1

would ask. “ What sort of green blood is it?”

If you are under the impression that green

blood is of one standard and of certain

character and power in the production of

colour, get rid of that impression quickly,

for many a breeder has found to his dismay

that the more green blood he introduced into

his stock the less colour he obtained
;
so that

a “ best common ” green will not be likely to

suit, for what is required is an “ uncommon
best ” and, take it from me, they are un-

common too.

Some recommend a bronze green, others a
“ Liverpool green,” and some the cinnamon
and cinnamon green as sure aids to beauty,

and I assure you, having tried the whole
“ bag of tricks ’’ in a small and quiet way,

all are worth trying if only from an actual

experience point of view.

A writer not many months ago made a

very definite statement to the effect that

Cinnamon blood was undoubtedly just “it” as

a foundation for colour, or urged worus u>

that effect. I am not rash enough to say he

is wrong, but, like the sailor's Parrot, I can

think pretty hard, and I think he is.

Cinnamon blood, whether pure, or through

the medium of a cinnamon green, will in

many instances certainly ensure a nice tone

of colour in your stock
;
but, compared with

the fiery or brilliant tone found in some Plain-

heads, it is of a softer, more subdued tone

;

in fact, an uncovered arc light is representive

of the one, and when enclosed in its white

glass globe represents the other. Personally,

I like better the softer or salmon shade of

colour, but for keen competition it is gener-

ally found in the “also rans.”

The Colour of Yorkshires.
Now, if there is not any foundation in fact

in what I write, and which actual experiment
would seem to support, I would say “ Very
well, what about the Yorkshires? ” Outside
of the Cinnamon, I expect there is not
another variety which is so charged with
Cinnamon blood. Does this variety stand out
for colour by reason thereof? Frankly, taken
as a whole, can it hold a candle for colour to

the Plainheads? True, an outstanding colour

is often found in a Yorkie, and wins some-
body’s special for best or hottest colour in

the show, but I will gamble my best Sunday
hat, or at least my wife’s, that Yorkie was
not built upon Cinnamon stock.

You may introduce the Cinnamon blood
through the medium of cock or hen, pure, or

as Cinnamon greens; the result I have found
the same ;

and even Mules bred from such,

whilst possessing quality of feather, have
nevertheless packed the desired brilliancy of

colour.

We have now left the Bronze and Liver-
pool greens, the latter being generally accepted
as the grass green, and if both are absolutely
free from Cinnamon blood the chances for im-
provement in colour arc certainly more pro-

nounced, but can only be proved by actual
experiment, for after all even non-Cinnamon
bred greens are very often poor colour pro-

ducers.

The astonishing feature is perhaps the won-
derful depth of colour we sometimes see upon
the show bench possessed by birds which lack
quality of feather. Compared with the fine

textured silky plumage of their paler brothers
and sisters, the plumage is coarse and hairy,
or even fibrous, quite contrary to the old
doctrine of quality and colour going hand in
hand. As a matter of fact the more heavily
variegated these particular birds, the more
pronounced is lack of quality, but the colour
is all there, don’t forget; real proper “nose-
warmers” I call them, the sight of which
always cheers but not inebriates, at, least so
I tell somo friends “ as bends their elbows a
bit.”

The Small Ones of Years Ago.
Now years ago, when we breeders were

satisfied with something a good bit smaller,
the Lizard cross for colour was a short and
sure road, and although I cannot prove it up
to the hilt, there is a, good deal of evidence
to support the view that the Lizard blood is

really the responsible factor for the brilliant
depth of colour we sometimes see. Were the
breeders of the particular specimens interro-
gated upon this point, it is quite possible
they would stoutly deny it was so, and
frankly and honestly too. With so many
breeders of Canaries, however, and many
thousands of birds annually changing hands,
it requires no stretch of imagination to
realise how a veritable gold mine for colour
could be secured, the origin or history of
which was wrapped in obscurity.

Therefore, unless a breeder has actually
built up his green blood, loo much import-
ance must not be attached to such denials.

Anyhow, if you closely compare these birds
of outstanding colour with the Lizards, you
will find as a whole the exact shade of colour

is common to both. Also the harsh descrip-

tion of feather seems a characteristic of the

Lizard variety
;
and in some of the saddle

marked Plainheads there is distinct evidence
of the rowing of the Lizard, which feature

has no doubt been firmly fixed in the Lizard
variety, and it is significant that it is about
the last marking to leave in the Plainhead
cross.

After all, when we realise that the Lizard
is the oldest arid best colour blood we have,

why should it not be available in our Plain-

head interests to-day? ’Tis easily the purest

blood we have, for I think I am right in

declaring a cross of any sort will only harm
and not improve it. Lack of size is the only

real objection l have ever heard against it

;

hut remember I am not advocating a run on
the Lizards for crossing to obtain colour, but
am merely trying to fix the responsibility for

the wonderful depth of colour held by two or

three prominent breeders up north.

The quickest way to ensure good results,

whether due or not to the Lizard blood, is

to obtain some of the green blood, but 1

know that whilst the demand is great the

supply is limited, and I can only admire
breeders who have a green or variegated cock
of proved worth as a colour producer to stick

to him closer than a brother, for such birds

are nearly as Scarce as Christmases, which
only turn up once a year, and I wish all

readers a cheerful one upon this occasion,

even in the circumstances under which we
now labour.

HOW BRITISH BIRDS CHANGE
THEIR PLUMAGE.

(Continued from page 301.)

Siskin (Carduelis spinus).
Adults.—Complete moult in August or

September. No moult in spring, but abra-
sion makes the plumage brighter and in the
male the crown becomes almost uniform
black. The female has no black on the
crown and chin, is browner and more streaked
on the upper-parts than the male, ' Lnd has
more streaks and scarcely any yellow on the
under-parts.
Juvenile.

—

Somewhat like the adult
female, but browner on the upper-parts, dis-

tinctly spotted on the sides of neck and
throat, and more streaked on the rest of the
under-parts. Inner secondaries and wing-
coverts tipped pale buff. (Only one specimen
examined).
First Winter and Summer.—The juvenile

plumage is moulted as in the Greenfinch.

The birds then become like the adults, but

A Dutch Frill Canary which has done a great deal

of winning for Mr. A. E. Brooks, of Cambridge-

tlie male is more streaked on the mantle
than the adult male, and the female has a
browner head and mantle than the adult
female.

Twite (Carduelis f. flavirostris).

Adults.—Complete moult in September or
October. No moult in spring. Abrasion
makes the upper-parts much darker except
for the hind-neck, which becomes greyish

;

the pink of the rump becomes brighter
owing to the wearing away of the butfish-

brown portions of the feathers, and the
streaks on the breast and flanks become
more prominent. The female is like the
male, but usually bas no pink on the rump,
though sometimes . there is a faint tinge of

thjs colour.

Juvenile.—Very much like the adult
female, but never with pink on the rump ;

the chin has indistinct streaks instead of

being uniform buff, and the throat, breast
and flanks are more strongly streaked than
in the adult. Sexes alike.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

moulted as in the Greenfinch and the birds

then become like the adults.

Lesser Redpoll Carduelis l. cabaret).

Adults.—Complete moult in September or

October. No moult in spring. Abrasion
makes the pink very much brighter and more
extensive, but it should be noted that the
amount of pink varies individually. The
upper-parts become less tawny and more
dark brown, with a grevish-white edging to

many of the feathers. The female usually

has no pink on the under-parts or rump, but
very rarely there is a slight tinge of pink
on one or other or both these parts.

Juvenile.—Much like the adult female in

worn summer plumage, but with no pink on
the crown or elsewhere, only a little sooty-

black on the chin and more spotted and
streaked on the throat and breast. Sexes
alike.

First Winter and Summer.—The juvenile

plumage is moulted as in the Grefenfinch. The
male then becomes like the adult female,

but almost always has some trace of pink on
the rump and usually a trace on the cheeks,

whereas this is more exceptional in the

female. The female becomes like the adult

female.

The moults and sequences are the same in

the Mealy Redpoll
(C . I. Unaria) and Green-

land Redpoll (C. I. rostrata). The juvenile

Mealy Redpoll I cannot distinguish in colour-

ation from the juvenile Lesser Redpoll, but
the juvenile Greenland Redpoll (like the

adult) has distinctly broader streaks on the

upper and under-parts. In first winter and
summer plumage the male Mealy Redpoll has

a little junk on the breast more often than
in the Lesser BedpolL

Linnet
(
Carduelis c. cannabina).

Adult.—Comjflete moult from August to
October. No moult in spring, but in the
male especially abrasion greatly alters the
appearance, which varies according to the
amount of wear. In much worn summer
males the mantle, scapulars, and wing-
covcrts become almost uniform chestnut, tlie

blackish-brown streaks and buff edges of the
feathers having worn off, the flanks become
almost uniform chestnut-buff and the crimson
on the crown and breast, which in fresh
plumage is almost concealed by the buff tips

to the feathers, becomes prominent. More-
over, the more worn the feather is the more
brilliant the crimson becomes. The reason
for this has been frequently explained and it

is only necessary to say here briefly that in

Redpolls, Linnets, Crossbills and Grosbeaks

Mr. Austin Burgess, of Thmford, Norfolk, who is an
enthusiast in all that appertains to British Birtfs

and their keeping.

not only the tips and edges of the feathers

wear down, but the radii also wear off and
leave the rami more or less bare. The rami
only are pink and the radii grey, so that the

wearing off of the latter makes the pink ap-

pear much more brilliant. The female has

no pink and is darker and less chestnut on the

mantle and more heavily streaked than the

male.
Juvenile.—Much like the female, but with'

the chin and throat almost uniform buffisli-

white, without decided dark streaks. The
streaks on the upper-parts, breast and flanks,

are also much narrower than in the adult

female. The male even in juvenile plumage
is more chestnut-buff on the upper-parts than

the juvenile female.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

moulted as in. the Greenfinch and the birds

become like the adults.

Brambling (Frinr/illa montijrivgilla).

Adults.—Complete moult in August-Sep-
tember. No moult in spring, but abrasion

produces a remarkable change in the upper-

parts o.f the male and to a lesser extent in

the female. The chief difference is in the

crown and mantle of the male, the glossy

blue-black of which is mostly concealed in

fresh plumage by the long buff tips of the

feathers. The effect of the wearing off of

these tips usually begins to show in February

or March, and by June or July there is

scarcely a buff tip left, but individuals vary

in the amount of wear. The female is much
duller than the male, and its crown and man-
tle are dull brownish-black not glossy blue-

black.
Juvenile. — Closely resembling adult

female, but the white of the rump and belly

tinged with yellow. Sexes alike.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

moulted in the first autumn, except the

primary-coverts and wing- and tail-feathers.

The birds then become like the adults.

Tree-Sparrow (Passer m. moutanus).

Adults.—Complete moult from August to

October. No moult in spring, and abrasion

causes little noticeable alteration. Sexes

alike.

Juvenile.—Much like the adult but duller,

tho feathers of the crown being smokv-brown

with blackish tips, the mantle and wing-

coverts less rufous, the throat, lores and ear

coverts more greyish-black and other small

differences.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

completely moulted in the first autumn. The
birds then become like the adults.

(To be continued.)
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Correspondence.
Clear Mule or Canary ?

A Curious Communication About a Bird
at Larbert.

Sin,—Do the fanciers in Larbert know a

Mule when they see one? They asked fan-
ciers 'from other districts, and they told them
this “ Mule ” was a Canary. They sent the
socillt'd Mules on the quiet to .Aberdeen, to
a well-known fancier, to see what it was. He
said it was a Canary. They sent it to
Carlisle show, and it was left out ; the same
at Hamilton show. It got second prize at
Cowdenbeath, but there were only two in
the class. Why could the Larbert fanciers
riot show it at some of the Falkirk shows
instead of sending it out of the :oad, so
nobody would know. Trying to make it wild,
and taking it away from Canaries, so as not
to get it on the Canary song, are not making
it a Mule. Are they still convinced it is a
Mule ?

Camleon.

in all its aspects. Therefore it seems a
natural conclusion that here the Fancy has
already a rule by which the question “ What
is a Novice?” may bo satisfactorily answered.
It reads as follows

:

A novice is a person who has never won
a first prize for Canaries, or Mules and
Hybrids, or British, or Foreign birds, in a
class at any show other than one confined
to club members, or residents in the town
or county where the show is held, or
limited as to the price at which the exhibit
is to be sold (price not to exceed £5), or
three first prizes in open novice classes. All
members of a family, or residents in the
same house, must show in the highest sec-
tion in which any of them may have to
compete.

Have societies or fanciers any objections to
raise against the above? One point occurs to
us, viz., that after the words “is held” in
the 6th line, might be added :

“ or restricted
to a radius of 50 miles.”

—

Editor, “C.B.”J

Short and chubby

with a bold, well-

rounded head.

A
LOVELY
NORWICH

HEN.

«" * V

Breeding the Bearded Reedling
in Captivity.

Sir,— If the letters appearing, recently in
Cage Birds bear upon this most interesting
event from the standpoint of the Foreign
Bird Club and similar societies, then I beg
to state that ‘‘in confinement'’ and “in cap-
tivity” are synonymous terms, for the term
covers cages, indoor aviaries, and garden
aviaries (no restriction as to size), or enclosures
naturally planted, etc., in which the birds
depend upon their owner or an attendant for
daily supplies. When Dr. Lovelblveays'
article appeared in the August issue of “Bird
Notes” I was under the impression, that it

was the first instance of success with the
species under the conditions stated,- and it
was with great surprise that I heard they
had been bred for two or three years past
in the Tring aviaries. I do not know the
Tring aviaries, but as soon as facts are ascer-
tained, if it is shown that these are large
enough for the birds to be independent of
the care of an attendant and regular supplies
of food, then it will not count as an “in cap-
tivity or confinement ” event, and Dr. Lovell-
Keays will receive the medal of the F.B.C.
for the event. I may perhaps be permitted
to say that the medals are awarded for breed-
ing a, species of hybrid for the first time in
captivity (confinement) under any conditions
which entail feeding and personal attendance
on the birds—of, course, “personal attendance”
is taken as having been met where an aviary
attendant is kept to look after the birds.

Wesley T. Page.
The Novice Problem.

Sin, I think it is about time societies an<
clubs should now. once and for all, sett!
the question. Within the last fortnight a
an open Northern show I note that a certaii
exhibitor gets first prize in a novice class
This gentleman, to my knowledge has beer
exhibiting well over twenty years, and l.a;

had a good many red tickets on bis capes
Are we to consider him, with his many year:
of experience, a novice?

Again, not a month ago the nov'er ircda
of a certain specialist club was won bv tin
con cf a champion exhibitor .vho a “shell
time ago advertised in the press that hi
would not be exhibiting this season

, and ]

think as “Novice” says in Cage Brans o:

Nov. 50, that beginners or pure novices hav<
not an earthly chance against such. We a!s<
often find in looking through catalogues
Miss So and So, or Master So and So in ;

novice class, but on looking at the indei
we find their address that of a champior
exhibitor. [

All these examples are entirely unfair to
the true novice

; I might go further and say
they are unsportsmanlike and not worthy

j

of good fanciers, I am in agreement with
your editorial note on the subject, but might I

I ask you to go further and take a plebiscite
j

of the secretaries of all societies in the
jkingdom (as p«r the list in Cage Birds 1915 !

•Annual) and from their answers formulate
the best definition of a novice, which should

;

be agreed to and adopted as a special rule
by all, and should be carried out in its i

entirely all over the Kingdom.
Just Come Back.

(We would willingly carry out our corre-
spondent's suggestion if we thought good
would come of it. We may point out, how-
ever, that a very widely accepted definition
of a novice i<\ already before the Fancy, i.e.,

that in use at the Crystal Palace and other
large shows. This definition we adopted our-
selves during the season in which Cage

[

Birds’ Championship Competition was run- :

ning, and it answered its purpose quite satis-

factorily. Further, it obviously would be !

adopted by the London and Provincial 0.8.
for its Palace shows only after the “ novice !

question ’ had been examined aifd discussed I

Clear Buff. 1st Prize at Bedford Show for Mr. H. W. Valentine of Bedford.
Where Rare-feathered Birds

Seem Common.
Sir,—I had a pure, but rather dingy,

white Starling brought me, which I bought
about a week ago. It was alive when I got it,

and in fair condition, apparently, but was dead
next morning. This was not to be wondered
at, as it had lost half its top beak. How it

came by its accident I have no knowledge.
It was run down by some workmen and cap-
tured, as through inability to pick up its

j

f°od it had got into a weak state, which
I

accounted for it being captured in that way.
I It was late in the afternoon when I got it,

J

but I had an idea that if it lived until next
morning, with gentles and earthworms placed
on the top of soft food, I might have taught
it to pick. But, alas, it was dead when I
went first thing in the morning to look at
it. It does seem a pity that the country
people, when anything out of the ordinary
is about, should be always after it.

This was the case last year with' a pure
white Blackbird we had. It got no peace
until it was under a riddle, or in a trap of

i
some sort. These parts of Lincolnshire, being

|

on the fringe of the sea-marshes, are fairly

j

wealthy in manjT kinds of rare-feathered
i birds, besides rare birds in natural feather.
Only last week I saw a fine specimen of the
Great Buzzard, in the local taxidermist’s,

!

which had been shot. Amongst others in
rare feather I have noted in the past few
years white Sparrows, several

; variegated
Linnets, 1 variegated Greenfinch and 1

variegated Yellowhammer. I have had
several more or less variegated Blackbirds,
two fine variegated Linnets, and the one

|

Greenfinch above noted. Sparrows I do not
wish to possess, as they are so “mad” in
confinement.

J. Whiteley.

-Training Rollers by the Organ.
Sir,—WiH some of your readers who have

been successful iiv training Hollers exclusively

with an organMnndly let me know the pro-

cedure ? That is, how long and at what times

in the day the birds should have their

lesson ?

G. Harrison.

An Object Worthy of Your Best
Support.

Scottish Bed Cross Show Will Endeavour
to Establish a Hospital Bed.

Sir,—Schedules for the Scottish Red Cross

show at Glasgow (see advert.) have been

posted to all exhibitors at the last Glasgow
and Dist. show, and others who have not

received a copy might apply. The following

judges have been secured : Norwich, J. Win-
ter, Edinburgh, and W. A. Turner, Man-
chester ;

Crests, John Young, Rutherglen

;

Borders, Jas. Hamilton, Eskbank, and Gollan

Hislopi Stirling ;
Yorks., L. Dykes, Bolton

Woods; Mules and For., A. W. Watson,
Edinburgh

;
British, R. Bold, Bathgate and

H. Jamieson, Glasgow. With 97 classes, '23s.

per class, Is. 6d. entry fee, and 130 specials,

the exhibitors should rally round this ven-

ture, as the cause is a most deserving one,

and if all fanciers will help by sending a few

entries, also Is. for membership, no doubt

the Fancy will be able to institute the

Ornithological Bed in the name of the Fancy,

which will be a credit to all helping. Now,
fanciers, send along your entries by the 25th

inst, as printers are short-handed, and it is

necessary to have the entries early.

Fanciers who help are not helping a society
but helping a most deserving cause, as after
matters are squared up, it drops entirely, but
before that it is to be hoped that sufficient
funds will be gathered for the object aimed
at. It will be something creditable to the
Fancy to look upon, and a lasting memory.
Any one wishing to exhibit and pressed for
time to write for a schedule, should post on
full particulars of entries, and I wlil classify.

R. Heggie.

A Warning to Cage-makers and
Bird Dealers.

Sir, I would be very pleased if you would
give a warning to all cage-makers of a chap,
who goes up and down the country making
cages. He is sure to be known, for he is a
chap with a big lump over his right eye. He
came to me three weeks last Thursday night,
and told me he had been doing a bit of
work for Mr. North, of Bradford, and that
he had walked from there that day. I gave
him something to do. On Friday morning
last I event up town to order some stuff and
locked him in, going on making cages. I
was away a little over an hour. When I
came back he had broken off the lock and
gone with £30'worth of my Canaries (York-
shires and Crests). He told me he came from
Birmingham; or, at least, lie belongs there.
He is a chap about thirty-eight years old,
clean shaved, no teeth at the front on the
top of his mouth, and the lump on his right
eye, which he has cocered with his cap. Thai
police are looking for him.

John W. Steele.
80, Ordnance Lane, Salford.

Identity of Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid Challenged.
WELL-KNOWN SCOTCH JUDGE AGREES THAT THE BIRD IS GENUINE.

Sir,—The Hybrid arrived back in the best
of form the morning after you put it on rail,

though the cage was not quite so well cared
for. It was a good tiling you had tied it,

as a special precaution, else it might have
gone smash. The side and bottom had
parted company when I got it back, no doubt
through rough handling on the railway.

I am also grateful to you for your kind
letters, and for the published report of your
examination of the bird, as it clears me, or

should do so, of any charge of attentat to

present the bird to the Fancy in a wrong
light. While I bear Mr. Robson no ill will,

I still hold that no judge should wrong-class

any exhibit with a casual observation, more
especially in a Hybrid class, and your report

very well suggests that a close and careful

observer would not fail to detect traces of

both parents in the bird in question. If any
further identifying marks develop later, I will

be pleased to let you know.
1 might say that the bird was judged at

our Club Show, Dec. 4, by Mr. McQuiston,
of Ayr, one of the best known Scottish

British Bird exhibitors, and he had no hesita-

tion in pronouncing it a Hybrid, showing
traces of. both parents.

T. II. Anderson.

Sir,—

I

well remember the sensation caused

when the first Canary-Bullfinch was exhibited,

and the mixed reception accorded it. Quite

a number of fanciers cried “ Impossible,” but

Canary-Bullfinches are now fairly plentiful.

Till comparatively recent years it was con-

sidered impossible to produce Hybrids from

the Chaffinch, and now Chaffinch Hybrids
are fairly numerous. The latest, but by no

means the least, is the Thrush-Blackbird
Hybrid, concerning the batching and reaving

of which a full account was given in Cage
Birds, and now we are told in the columns

of the same paper that it is not a Hybrid,

but simply a Thrush. At one of our Scottish

shows this bird was recognised as a genuine

Hybrid by one of our prominent Hybrid and
British Bird judges. This, added to the

opinion of the British Bird experts on the

staff of Cage Birds leads 'one to think that

there must be something more than Thrush in

the composition of this bird. The opinion of

fanciers who have spent almost a whole life-

time in one branch of the Fancy, ought
surely to carry as much weight *as the opinion

of one who is what is termed an all-round

fancier. Might it not be as possible for one

Hybrid to show traces of only one parent

as it is for another Hybrid to show traces

of three parents? It is only right that extreme

caution should be used by our judges when
confronted with an alleged new Hybrid, and

had move caution been used in the past it

might have prevented the perpetration, and

repetition, of the greatest " farce that the

Cage Bird Fancy has ever witnessed,
Scotia,

Sir,—

I

note that Mr. John Robson says

last week he will trust in the bird for his

defence, and-
all he desires is for the bird to

be sent to shows under recognised Hybrid

and British Bird judges, who will soon expose

it by confirming his, Mr. Robson s, view that

it is only a Song Thrush. Mr. Robson has

soon had his answer. I was at Darvel Club

Show last Saturday, when this rarity was 0n

view, and judged by that keen fancier, Sir.

Peter McQuiston. 'Mr. McQuiston carefully

looked it over and said he had no doubt

whatever that it was what it was represented

to be, viz., a genuine Hybrid, between Song

Thrush and Blackbird. Now no one can
doubt Peter’s qualifications ta judge Hybrids
and British—he has bred and exhibited the
best of them for long years—and he knows-,
a wild bird as well as anybody. This makes
three judges who have accepted the bird as
a Hybrid. It seems to me that it is not;
Cage Birds experts who require “sympathy,’* 1

but Mr. John Robson. A. Forbes.

Sir,—Mr. Robson, in his letter is rather

.

strong in some of his statements. He says
that the bird in dispute was never hatched
from a Blackbird’s egg Now, as one who
had the privilege of seeing the eggs and
young, surely I should be in a position to
know the parentage. Mr. Robson suggests
that by some means or other Thrush's eggs
got mixed up with the Blackbirds. I here,
emphatically say that no such thing occurred.
Does he think Mr. Anderson and others do
not know a Song Thrush’s egg from a Black-
bird’s? He further says that he would be
the first to acknowledge a genuine Song-
Thrush-Blackbiri Hybrid, but not such as
was exhibited at Carlisle, which had no
characteristics whatever of a Blackbird. At
this point, I really do feel sorry for Mr.
Robson. Not see any characteristics in it!
Why, in most of its actions it portrays the
Blackbird. Surely he gave it scant attention,
or he never has been a keen observer of birds
in their native haunts. Nicol Hopkins.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all Linds’ cf athletics, incltidinc Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds,
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health. Diet, &e. to all readers. .

EVERY THURSDAY, Id. Sold Everywhere.
Get a copy to»day, or send or Free Specimen to
“Health and Strength,” Windsor House, Kings-

way, I.ondtn.
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TWO OF “LIFE’S LITTLE IRONIES.’

CORRESPONDENCE.
Continued from previous past.

How Cheltenham Helped.
Sir,—If you can find room in your valu-

able paper, Cage Birds, to announce the

fact that the profit on our recent show was
(36 4s. 6d., and that this sum has been

handed to the local Rod Cross Society, I

shall be very much obliged. We had a
splendid show in every way, and consider the

balance very satisfactory. Many thanks for .

the excellent report you gave us.

A. S. Treasure, Hon. Sec.

The Canary Section at
Darlington.

Sir,—Allow mo to state through the

medium of your paper, Cage Birds, referring

to the incomplete report of Darlington Show,

that the Canary section, considering the

present situation, was very encouraging. The
open classes averaged 10 per class, not to

mention the splendid response from members.

Competition was keen, and quality of the best,

F. Stothard.

Apologies and Thanks from
Watford.

Sir,—We must apologise for the late

delivery of labels and catalogues, owing no

doubt to the curtailed postal arrangements.

The catalogues were posted before 7 p.m. on

the first day of the show, and in the e rdinary

course should have arrived at rheir destina-

tions by first post the following morning;

but in several cases they were not received

until Sunday, although additional copies were

sent. On behalf of the members of the

society, we beg to tender grateful thanks to

the exhibitors for tbeir generous support,

both in entries and by their attendance, and

we trust they will overlook any shortcomings

on our part in face of the difficulties in

which we were placed.

John Goodali,, Show Manager.

R. J. Prettt, Chairman.

A Yellow Yorkshire Lost at
Aberamaii Show.

Sir,—Mr. W. Davies, of Aberaman, and I

have been in conversation re the loss of the

Yellow Yorkshire from the show held at

Aberaman last week. I find Mr. Davies is

very gTeatly distressed about the matter, and

is feeling the loss so keenly that he is willing

to pay the sum of £2 (two pounds) to the

holder of the bird if the bird is returned to

him, yourself, or to me in sound condition.

He will not ask for the name of the holder of

tho bird, and will pledge his word not to

make any enquiries re the same. If the bird

is not returned, Mr. Davies is prepared to

use the utmost rigour of the law in order

to discover the culprit, if such there be. I

sincerely hope, for the hononr of all South

Wales fanciers, after such generous treatment,

the bird will be immediately returned.

(Rev.) C. B. Jollifff,.

19 Ponteanna Street, Cardiff.

Should Present-day Exhibition
Lancashires be Abolished?

Sir,—In reply to Mr. Jameson, I did not

see any Coppies at Manchester. I saw your

bird, Mr. J,, and I don’t call him a show

Coppy. I quite believe you when you say

you have never put any Crest in. They did

not want any; the strain had enough. His

head is not "a good Coppy ; he is short on
the leg; he does not stand np; his tail is

short; and he is altogether too near the

perch. You may have been told they were

pure bred; all tell that tale. But they have

not bred many pure Lancashires in Rochdale

or Oldham for rrany years. You take a tip

from me, and I know. I know your bird has

won ; he could do no other. He has never

met a right good one. The last two fair

buff Coppies were those of Messrs. Hordern
and Hardy. Your bird is not like what they

were in a show cage. Don’t be so sure he is

the best buff Coppy living, as you have not

seen them all.

Glossop. E. Fuller.

Sir,—I think Mr. Clegg has given Mr. G.
Fitton the straight tip that I had nothing to

do with his fudging at Manchester. Mr. Clegg
also said we were one man as regards what a
Lancashire should be, and after reading his

letter, I think we are, as I have also been
thinking all the week, that if a few breeders

would join in and try and help one another,

we could soon improve things. You say,

George, that your father has been showing
forty years. Will you kindly let me know
v/here and when he has put a clean-bred Lan-
cashire down this last thirty years? I have
not seen one in all that time, and I may tell

you that since he took you in as a partner

things have been worse, the birds have been
more Cresty than ever. Did you not buy
some Crests at Nottingham some years since

to put into your birds? And I know you
had too much in at the time.

Yer, Mr. Fitton, I did win with a fair

Mr i Glo. •
1 Lor Mr. Comoston. Three

birds in the class; great, was it not? The
same bird was second at Rochdale Good In-

tent show under ths late Mir. Garner in a
good big class; W. Lee won. He was alee

second at tile last L. and L.JP.A. show at

Hyde. What about that ticked yellow first at

Oldham under Mr. House, and that clear buff

Coppy at Manchester under Mr. Oompstbn, the

only Lancashire in the class? Ho was second

ana was badly staged. I sold them at a good
price to two gentlemen in London, not for

Crest breeding. It is all right for you to say

I have never won. Will you kindly tell

readers when I have shown to get beat? As
for my “ rubbish,” I have still a lot, as I

keep a lot of hene for feeders, bred all ways.

And as I don’t sell, I always have a lot of

spare Lancashire cocks to “run them down,”
and they breed young ones like Crest-breds.

Don’t try and make readers believe I put

Crest into my birds, like you Oldham people.

If any judge can find any Crest in my Lan-
cashires I will give him the lot. You say

you could have put some birds down that

would havo suited me. If you have any clean-

bred Lancashires, George, put them down, as

I have never seen you do it yet. Now
about Nottingham show in 1911, and vour
yellow and buff Coppies. I went to Not-
tingham to judge Lancashires, not Crests, and
I found some. Mr. Heath was there to judge
Crests, not me. You have told that tale too

often about “ giving someone else a chance” ;

tell it no more, it won’t do. What has Mr.
Hordern told you many a time? Did he not
tell you I was judging Lancashires and that
I put them in their right places? Do you
think sound, good fanciers have had any
encouragement showing thoroughbred stock

against mongrels, as they have been doing for

the last twenty-five years, and getting beaten?
Just because the pure, well-bred bird seems
a bit smaller than the big rough bundles of

feathers that look bigger in a show cage? If

your father has forgotten, and you don’t

know, what a Lancashire should be like, just

look at those plates of Blakston’s, and you
will see. Read the description of a Lanca-
shire in your club card, and see if you have
any like them. I did not ask you to sell

your bird. I told you a friend of mine said

lie would like it to breed with Crests. Sam
Fitton, or Rochdale, did breed and show Some
good stuff. You say you love the Lanca-
shire ;

well, start breeding some. A Crest

never improved a Lancashire, and no man
will ever breed a real Lancashire From birds

that are full of Crest blood.

Glossop. Edward Fuller.

The Keeping of Fresh-caught
Goldfinches

Hemp and Niger Recommended.
Sir,—Allow me to give you the information

how to keep Fresh-caught Goldfinches. I give

no aperient whatever, and this is how I feed

mine. I give them crushed hemp till they
will crack it, and niger seed. I had a hen
Goldfinch 12 years, living on, nothing but hemp
seed, and a cock bird lived 14 years. I had
the latter stuffed, and his colours are still as

bright as any bird shown on a ben.ch. If you
follow these instructions you will not lose

many.
H. Drake.

Out in the Cold World.
Sir,—Members of the Falkirk Good Intent

Society should be able t-o get into the hall to

see their birds judged. Fanciers from
different districts, however, were put out of

the hall and made to walk the streets in the

cold rain and snow, when they might have
been sitting in comfort watching the judging.

The Grangemouth, Falkirk, and Bannock-
burn combined show did not do this to us,

and other clubs care better for their mem-
bers. If the heads of the Good Intent had
supported other shows, they would not have
done this to their members. It would pay
them to exhibit and attend at other shows
and learn something, instead of showing only

at their own fixtures.

Bannockburn.

Alleged Painted Birds in
Glasgow.

Sir,—Re Glasgow’s Red Cross Show, I

would like to aslc the sec., seeing they are

only holding one show, if their rules will be
the same as for any other open show, and
will they have a rule to disqualify all birds
belonging to an exhibitor if it be found out
that one or more of his exhibits are painted
or fraudulently tampered with. There is a

great talk going on about a well-known
exhibitor who was showing at the Glasgow
and District show, whoso birds in the opinion
of many were painted. This must be put a
stop to, and the only way to put it down is

to have tho birds of this particular fancier

tested. I, for one, mean to do all in my
power to have a stop put to it, as I am
determined not to let a painted bird beat me
without having it tested by the committee.
Now, exhibitors, it is for you to be up in

arms against this faking and allow all

honest-shown birds to have a chance.

Disgusted.

What is the Matter with City
of Glasgow Show ?

Sib,—

I

was a little surprised at Mr.

McLay’s reply to ‘‘Briar Bush” re the

above, more so as I know “John” and don’t

for one minute believe that he would mis-

state facts; but if his reason, namely, the

question of a hall, is the cause of the “ City
”

not holding their show, then popular tumour

has once again made a mistake, as it is gener-

ally given out in the Fancy that what is

wrong with the “City” is “ fclue funk”
among the Scotch Fancy section, who both

this year and last strongly opposed the hold-

ing of a show, but who later on ran, and

intend again to run, a show on their own.

Their reason for doing so is beyond me, as I

am certainly of opinion that the “tidy nest

egg” which Mr. McLay talks about would

certainly have covered any loss they might

have had in running the “City” show as

usual, and after all is said and done, what

better purpose could have this nest egg have

served, than to help to keep the Fancy going

in times like the present?

The whole sum and substance is that the

Scotch Fancy section is proving itself
_

a

nuisance to the Fancy in Scotland, and its

“ ruling passion ” of bye-gone days, namely,

“philanthropy,” has certainly deserted it, as

it is another popular rumour that they abso-

lutely refused to assist in any way the com-

ing Scottish Red Cross Show.
After all. why does “Briar Bush” want

to disturb the “ City ” in its peaceful sleep,

when there is a Great Red Cross Show on

the boards at which he can show, r.nd by
doing so he would not only help himself and

the Fancy, but also many a poor Tommy who
looks on the Red Cross as a light in the dark-

ness V. A. D.

The Greenfinch as a Pet Bird.
Sir,—-It is with great interest that I have

read the articles in your splendid paper.

Cage Birds, concerning the attachment which

is formed by some birds for their owners.

As a great lover of birds myself, I have kept

them from the time I was a small schoolboy

(I may add against my parents’ wishes at

times).

With my experience of birds as pets 1 find

that the Greenfinch is about the best of all

for docility, especially if the bird be brought

up from tho nest. I have had many Green-

finches that would fly about the room in the

day time and go into their cages for food apd
water whenever they required it.

The tamest birds I ever had were those

in my possession about three years ago. It

happened in this way. In the May of 1912

I found a young Greenfinch in the road, and,

as I never say no to an addition to my stock,

I took him home and brought him up, and

this bird became verv attached to me. In

the late August of the same season I brought
home a nest of young Greenies, put them in

a cage, and hung them in the kitchen, where
the original bird was flying loose. He imme-
diately went over to the cage and clung to

the bars, so I opened the door of the cage to

see what he would do, and to my astonish-

ment he went in and fed the young ones. I

left him to them, and he brought them up
without any help from me.
When they were fully grown I hung their

cage outside and used to let them loose every

day, always keeping the older bird in a cage

to call them back now and then. I did this

all the summer and through the winter, and
not until the next spring did I lose any of

them. In, the spring two of them went away,

and I discontinued the outdoor liberty, but

the other two still remain in my possession,

and fly about the room perfectly contented,

and go in and out of their cage as they wish..

P. 0 . Frost.

Brighter Days for the Garston

and District B.B.A.

Sir,—Now that we have brought our year,

1215, to a close, 1 wish to thank you for the

help you have given me in, publishing the

various reports 1 have sent, which has helped
rue materially in again building up tho So-

ciety. I took up the position of secretary in

July this year. We had £1 10s. in the bank,

with outstanding debts amounting to £2 12s.

6d. Well, I started with a good heart, and
meaflt to try and save the Society from going

down into obscurity. I wrote you various

reports of irambles, meetings, etc. I worked
among patrons, and promoted a first draw,
which, under present circumstances, was a

huge success, bringing in £8. I boomed our

show locally, with the result that we had an
increase of 101 birds over last year, and birds

from 18 members (our Society consists of only

22, so I think this very good). I spent £3
on special prizes to encourage the members,
and now, with the Club clear of all debt, I

have a. balance to carry forward to next year

of £7 3s. 9d., and things are looking brighter

every day, as we made four new members
this week. Of course, this success could nob

have (taken place without the hearty co-

operation of the members, who have done all

they could to help me. Also the reports of

our work, having, through your valuable

paper, reached our members not living in tho

vicinity, these have taken courage; I think

what members like to see is their own so-

ciety's reports in their weekly journal. Ex-

cuse me troubling you with this, but I thought

that such good progress under the circum-

stances would be interesting to you. I hope

that other societies will be in as happy a

position at the close of .1915 .as the Garston

B.B.A.
R. T. Lonsdale, Hon. See.
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THE SHOWS.
(Continued from page SIS.)

GREAT HORTON.
Annual exhibition held in the Council Schools,

Cross Lane, on J>ec. 11. The room is ono o( the
beat in the North o! England for a allow, being
large and, lofty, possessing a splendid light and a
proper beating apparatus. Tho entry of 304 was
very good, considering tho rough weather and tho
shortage of daylight at present. Tho quality of the
exhibits was quite up to standard, as most of the
noted winners were to bo seen. The champion and
novices were about equal as regards number of en-
tries per class. Tho unflighted classes were tho
strongest, as uou&l, having an average of 13. Tho
Norwich and the sellhig classes were rather stronger
than at previous shows.
Tho society has in Mr. Fred Self, the President, a

real good fancier, who took his share in the hard
work. Mr. A. W. Hartley, the able secretary, h.d
full charge of the show, and got through his duties
in a proper businesslike manner. The show
stewards wero Messrs. Midgley and Self; the com-
mittee, Messrs. Ellis, Self, Shacklcton, W. Firth,
Hainsworth (Assist Sec.), and Holroyd. Mr. A.
Firth, the Sec. of the Good Intent Society, also
gave assistance. The way in which the officials and
workers got through their duties is deserving of
the highest praise. The weather was very bad and
therefore spoilt the gate. There were several birds
claimed, which helped to improve matters. The
prize money was paid out to all the winners who
attended the show. Tho judge was Mr. H. W.
Battye. The packing and sending away of the ex-
hibits was got through without a hitch.
CHAMP CL. OR INVIS. TKD. YELL. YORKS:

(11): 1, Dyson, splendid length, correct shape, grand
head, shoulders, wings and tail, rich level col., A1
pos., staged to the moment; 2, F. Self, plenty of
length, nice col. and qual., good head, neat wings
and tail, stands well up on best of legs; 3, Sut-
cliffe and Son, very stylish and hot in col., stands
correct, hardly as full in neck: 4, Ogden Bros.,
wonderful length, nice shape andi style, just a bit,

loose in front; vhc, he, Bennett; c, Stobart. BUFF
(11) : 1, Ogden Bros., standard length, rich in col.,

feathered like glass, nice head, full peck, wings well
carried, stands like a guardsman

; 2, Dr. Craig,
beautiful silky feather, grand head and neck, sound
level col., rare wings, carr., hardly as straight as
winner; 3, Sharpe, very hot col., lovely qual and.
shape, built on stouter lines ; 4, Dykes, plenty of
length, One boxy feather, neat wings aaid tail, level
col.: vhc, F. Self; he, Mitchell: c, Bennett. TKD.
YELL. (7): 1, Dr. Craig, beautiful neck tkd., grand
length, correct type, good head, wings and tail, well
braced, rich col., A1 qual.; 2, 3, Dyson, nice length,
full of nerve, hot in col., shape like a wedge, stands
well up on good legs and feet, 3rd lovely qual., rich
level col., very stylish, neat wings and tail; 4, Ben-
nett, mkd. on head, rare type and qual., rich col.,
only beaten in length ; vhc. Towers ; he. Lister.
BUFF (5): 1, Dykes, sw'eet wing tkd., feathered
like silk, sound col., grand head, full neck, wings
and tail perfect, correct pos., well benched; 2,
Hartley, plenty of length, nice shape, very typical,
nice head and wings, pipe tail, hardly as tight in
feathSr as 1st; 3, Dyson, wonderful length, good
style and feather, nice stock bird; 4, Ross, lovely
wing tkd., excels in qual.. nice shape, shade less;
vhc, Bennett.. UNFLIG. YELL. (12): 1, Dykes, cl.,

grand length, fine silky feather, rich col., nice
round head, wings and tail, well carr., stands well
np, wins; 2, Bennett, cl., beautiful shape and style,
feather like glass, exquisite tome of col., A1 pos.,
Hardly as good head as the leader; 3, Hodgson,
even mkd., correct type, lovely qual., neat
wings and tail; 4, F. Self; mkd. neck and
wing, very long and nice qual., not as steady,
will improve; vhc, Greenwood; he, Ogden
Bros.; c, Mitchell. BUFF (17): l, Seager, cl.,

grand length, splendid head, full neck, fine boxy
feather, stands correct, wings and tail well braced,
sound col.; 2, Ogden Bros., cl., plenty of length,
good head and neck, lovely feather, neat wing carr.,
not quite as level in back as the winner; 3, c,

Cruise, wing tkd., nice length and shape, rather
pale in col.^ 4, Snead, cl., lovely type, fine silky
feather; vhc, Dyson; he, Hirst. UNFLIG. YELL.
HEN (11) : 1, Dykes, wing tkd., beautiful lady,
feather like silk, rich col., head, wings and tail per-
fect, correct pos., staged well, gem; 2, Ogden Bros.,
cl., another lovely lady, rather longer, grand qual.,
hut rather stronger in build, stands well up on good
legs ; 3, Snead, cl., very stylish, nice qual., full of
nerve, shows well; 4, Mitchell, cl., nice length,
feather like glass, rather low on leg; vhc, F. Self:
he, Thornton and Robertshaw; c, Casey. BUFF
(15) : 1, Fisher and Dyson, tkd. on wing and head-
grand length, feather as tight as wax, rich level
col., nice head, wings and tail perfect, fine cond.;
2, Casey, Wonderful length, silky feather, not quite
as full in neck, wings and tail well carr., stands
well up: 3, Greenwood, cl.. lovely type and qual.,
only beaten in length; 4, Helliwell, wing tkd.. very
typical, excels in qual., close up; vhc. Dr. Craig:
he, Towers: c. Eunn. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN
(7) : 1, 4, F. Hirst, tkd. on neck and wing, lovely
shape, like a wedge, rich col., nice length, A1 pos.,
head and wings well carr., pipe tail, well staged.
4th grand length, good had, wings and tail well
placed, nice style; 2, Helliwell, cl., lengthy, very
slim, beautifully moulded, fine silky feather, good
head, neck and wings, very close up ; 3, Dykes, cl.,

grand qual., neat wings and tail, stands well ; vhc,
F. Self ; he, Casey ; c, Mitchell BUFF (12) : 1, Hel-
liwell, cl., standard length, fine silky feather, sound
level col., nice head, full neck, rare wing carr.,

stands correct; 2, Fisher and Dyson,- cl., plnnty
of length, nice qual., just a shade strong in build,
very long flights, wings and tail well. carr. ; 3,

Dykes, cl., beautiful qual., very stylish, nice head,
wings and tail; 4, Hodgson, cl., very slim and
typical, lovely qual.. will do better: vlic, Whitwham;
he, Dyson; c, P. Hirst. GREEN MKD. YELL. (8):
1, Dvkes. even mkd., wonderful length, rich col.,

feathered like glass, head, neck and wings perfect,
stands in perfect pos., a beauty; 2, 3, Morrison,
even mkd., lovely qual., rich in col., nice head and
neck, wings and tail well carr., not as long as
leader, 3rd slightly mkd., rare qual., grand type,
rather sjiort- of bloom; 4, Towers, very long and
stylish, rich col., neat wing carr. ; vhc, c, Middle-
ton : he Sharpe. BUFF (7): 1, Towers, even mkd.,
wonderful length, very tightly feathered, rich level
.col., good head, neck and wings, stands like a
guardsman; 2. Dykes, plenty of length, fine boxv
feather, rare shaped head, wings and tail well
carr., stands well up on best of legs; 3, Dr. Craig
even mkd.. lovely type and qua!., hot in col., shows
well ; 4, Thornton and Robertshaw. vnr., grand
shape, rare qual., A1 pos.; vhe, Morrison; he
Sharpe. GREEN MKD. YELL. HEN (f.)

:

l. Morri-
«on, even mkd., grand length, fine silky feather, rich

col., nice shaped bead, wings and tall well placed,
pnt down in fine cond.; 2, 4, Towers, even mkd.,
very breedy, full of oiervc, rare tone of col., feather
like glass, stands correct, close up, 4th very stylish,
lovely qual., neat wings and tail, stands Well ; 3,
Sharpe, var., plenty of length, silky feather, nice
shape; vhc, Mason. BUFF ((t) : 1, Dykes, even
mkd., beautiful qual., correct length, grand head,
wings and tail perfect, rich lcveJ col., fine cond.; 2,

•Sutcliffe and Son, even mkd., leathered like glass,
sound In col., well-fitting wings and tail, hardly as
long as the winner; 3, Towers, even mkd., grand
typo and qual., nice length; 4, Hodgson, mkd, on
head, lovely qual., very stylish, shown well; vhc,
Lister; he, Mubou

; c, Ormonroyd. CINN. MKD!
YELL. (9): 1, Morrison, mkd. head and wings,
plenty of length, rich in col., very long flights, whigs
well curr., correct stand; 2, he, Dr. Craig, beautiful
type, line silky feather, rure tone of col., wings and
tail well braced, nice head, A1 pos.; 3, Chittenden
grand shape and size, lovely qual., stajids well up.
4, Sutcliffe and Son, rare length, very stylish, rich
in col.; vhc, Hoyle; c, Towers. BUFF (8): 1, Dr.
Craig, uneven, mkd., standard length, feathered to
perfection, rich in col., grand head, full neck, wings
and tail perfect, real gem ; 2, Bennett, uneven mkd.
lovely type and qual., nice round head, level neck
body beautifully moulded, stands on best of legs

3, vhc, Atkinson and Firth, lovely qual., very typical
just a shade strong; 4, Binns, uneven mkd., nice
typo, very long wings, stands well; he, Morrison
c. Towers. CINN. MKD. YELL. HEN (11): 1, Dr,
Craig, even mkd., beautiful type, ni«e length, rich
in col., grand head, full neck, wings and tail well
placed, A1 pos., another gem ; 2, Morrison, even
mkd., also a perfect lady, very slim, plenty of
length, nice shapely body, all quality; 3, Hodgson,
very hot col., lovely shape and qual., rare wing
carr.

; 4, Towers, mkd. head and wings, very stylish,
excels in qual., stands well up; vhc, Midgley; he,
Sharpe; c, Atkinson and Firth. BUFF (7): 3; Mor-
rison, grand length, fine silky feather, A1 pos., rare
shaped head, level neck, well-fitting wings, rich col.,

fiqe cond.; 2, Whitwham, even mkd., beautiful shape
and qual., hardly as long as leader, wings and tail
well carr

, pale col. ; 3, Towers, even mkd., lovely
shape and style, rather unsteady ; 4, he, Dr. Craig,
even mkd.. very slim and typical, lovely qual., rich
col.

;
vhc, Midgley ; c, Chittenden. SELL. YELL. CK.

£1 (13): 1, he, Lingard; 2, Horsfield ; 3, Mason; 4.

Hudson ; vhc, Naylor, jun. ; c, Bennett. BUFF, 15s.
(13): 1, 2, Lunn; 3, Ambler; 4, Naylor, jun.; vhc,
A. Firth; he, Sutcliffe; c, Chapman. A.V., 12s. 6d.:
1, Lunn

; 2, Honsfield ; 3, Sharpe ; 4, Hartley ; vhc,
Dutton; he, Symes ; c, Barraclough.
NOVICE (Limit £5 5s.), CL. INVIS. TKD. YELL.

YORKS (9) : 1, Pacey, cl., correct length, real Yorks,
type, rich col., grand head, rare wing sarr., pipe
tail, A1 pos., staged in fine cond. ; 2, Ambler, cl.,

longer and rounder, fine silky feather, level col.,
nice head, well-fitting wings and tail, beaten in pos.

;

3, Rayner, cl., very slim and stylish, nice qual.,
stands well np; 4, Ratcliffe, cl., plenty of length,
full of nerve, sound col.; vhc, Bower; he, Craven;
c, Bailey. BUFF (6): 1, 4, Naylor, jun., cl., beauti-
fully buiit, fine boxy feather, level col., lovely shaped
head, wings and tail perfect, 4tli nice length, very
long flights, stands well up, hardly as, tight in
feather; 2, A. Firth, wonderful length, lovely shape,
neat wing carr., nicely drawn, rather pale in col.,

good stock bird ; 3, Craven, cl., nice shape and
style, lovely qual., rather smaller; vhc, Bower; he.
Swift. TKD. YELL. (5) : 1, A, Taylor, mkd. head,
grand length, correct type, feathered like glass, rich
level col., wings and tail well braced, fine cond.; 2,

Fisher, plenty of length, fine silky feather, nice head,
level neck, rare wing carr., pipe tail, stands well; 3,
Shackleton, mkd. head, very stylish, loose in front;
4, J. Hanson, very slim and typical, silky feather,
low on leg, wants more training

;
vhc, Allatt. GREEN

MKD. (IT): 1, 3, J. Taylor, uneven mkd. yell., grand
length, fine silky feather, rich in col., good head,
wings and tail, staged in fine cond, 3rd heavily
var. yell., lovely type and qual., rich col., grand
stock bird; 2, F. Hanson, var. buff, plenty of length,
feathered as tight as wax, good head, full neck,
wings and tail perfect, sound col., A1 pos.; 4,

Shackleton, buff, very typical, best of qual., only
beaten in length; vhe, Clarke; he, Hamlyn ; c, P.
Taylor. HEN (11) : l, 2, Gledhill, var. yell., beauti-
ful hen, correct type, lovely qual., nice head, wings
and tail, rare tone of col., A1 pos., 2nd buff, another
good one, unbeatable for type and qual., sound
level col., correct shaped head, just a shade shorter;
3, Crowther, yell., very long and slim, lovely type;
4, Ratcliffe, buff, nice shape, boxy feather, shown
well ; vhc. c, Collins Bros. ; he, Rayner. UNFLIG
YELL. CK. (12): 1, Gledhill, cl., correct pos., full
up to standard length, rare qual., rich col., nice
head, well-braced wings and tail, true Yorkie; 2,
Crowther, cl., nice length, fine silky feather, stands
on good legs, wings and tail well placed, could be
staged better: 3, J. Taylor, uneven mkd., grand
length and type, lovely qual., fine cond.; 4, P
Taylor, cl., shows breed, full of nerve, nice qual.

;

vhc. Chapman; he, Neale; c, A. Taylor. BUFF fl7)

:

1, Sykes, mkd. head, grand length, nicely moulded,
feathered like glass, stands like a guardsman, fine
cond.; 2, S. Firth, ch, beautiful shape and style,
best of qual., nice head, neck and wings, pipe tail,

only beaten Hi length ; 3, H. Firth, cl., very long
and stylish, rare qual., hot col., rather flashy; 4,

Sutcliffe, cl., plenty of length, nice qua!., not quite
as good in wing carr.; vhc, Bloomfield: he, Dutton;
c, Nayor, jun. UNFLJG. YELL. HEN (8): 1, Sykes,
c„ lovely type and qual., rare shape, nice head,
well-filled neck, good shoulders and back, rich col.,
stands correct, gem; 2, A. Firth, mkd., wonderful
type, best of feather, rich col., stands well up,
rounded body, but rather strongly built; 3, Sugden,
cl., good length and, very slim, nice qual. ; 4. \V.
Firth, tkd., very slim and typical, neat wings and
tail; vhc, Rayner; lie, Crowther; c, Chapman.
BUFF (13) : 1, W. Firth, eh, correct type, feather
like glass, lovely col., beautiful shaped body, wings
and tail well placed (claimed at catalogue price)

;

2, Crowther, ch. plenty of length, fine boxy feather,
grand head, full neck, neat wings and tail, hardly
as much bloom as leader; 3, Pacey, ch, very long
and stylish, nice qual., shade low on leg; 4, Sugden,
mkd. wings, grand length, lovely qqah and col.,

-

will
do better; vhc. Craven; he, S. Firth; e, Neale. CL.
OR TKD. YELL. HEN (10): 1, F. Hanson, tkd.,
beautiful type, rich cob. feathered like glass, nice
head, neck, wings and tail, A1 cond-., gem ; 2, J.
Taylor, ch, lovely feather, rare tone of coh, stands
well up on best of legs, neat wing carr., only beaten
in length; 3, J. Hanson, ch, very stylish, fine silky
feather, pale col.; 4, Neale, ch, grand lengthy hen,
very typical, lovely qual.. close up; vhc, he, Rat-
cliffe; c. Hamlyn. BUFF (10): 1, A, Taylor, eh
stands in correct pos., beautiful quah, grand head,
wings and tail well carr.. fine cond.; 2, Shacklcton,
ch, very long and typical, fine boxv feather, nicely
moulded, grand head, wings and tail, loses in pos.;
5, E. Self, ch, lovely type and quah, neat wings and
tail, shorter; 4, H. Hirst, ch, very stylish, best of

Tfeather, hardly as good on .legs; vbc, Swift; be, ! excellent ehape, neat wing carr - 2 Benaon «rulR'i Vni‘P • #• Itmq/lfi.nf nvtl UL'fk /<• - 1 si. 1 J—. I .. ... * MIMJRayner; c, Broadbent. CINN. MKD. (9): 1, GtedbUl,
yell., wonderful length, rich tone of coh, floe silky
feuthcr, rare shaped head, wings and tall, well
braced, fine cond.; 2, Ratcliffe, buff, plenty of length,
best of feather, stands well up, ful of nerve, neat
wings and tail, good stock bird; 3, Wood, var. buff,
lovely type and quah, very stylish, rich coh; 4,

Wood, even mkd. yell., grand shape, nice length,
hardly as tight as leaders; vhc, Lymes; he, Ilodg-
awn, jun.; c, Clarke. HENS (9): 1, Wood, yell.,

beautiful shape and style, feathered to perfection,
good head, well-fitting wings, pipe tail, staged well

;

2, A. Firth, buff, niqp length, rich coh, feather like
silk, grand head, neat wings and tail, put down in

fine style; 3, Smith, yell., lovely type and qual.,
stands well up, will do better; 4, Gledhill, buff, nice
quah, rather stoutly built, neat wings and tail

;

vhc, Sugden; he, Pacey; c, Symes. NOR. CK. (9): 1,

Rolfe, buff, mkd. on head, massive, beautiful shape,
grand head, hot in coh, stands well

; 2, 3, he,
Spencer and Maiden, fine team, ch yell., plenty of
subs., rich coh, beautiful shaped bead, hardly as
good breast as winner, 3rd cl. buff, correct shape
and type, rich coh; 4, c, Sheard and Ellis, full

cinn., grand head, rich col., fine cond. ; vhc, Jowett.
HEN (9) : 1, vhc, Simonett, ch yell., beautiful shape
and style, rare bead, full breast, rich sound coh,
well balanced, staged well; 2, 3, Spencer and Maiden,
tkd. buff, grand shape, plenty of subs., nice head,
rich coh, rare quah, 3rd tkd. yell., lovely type, nice
head, good stock hen ; 4, c, Sheard and Ellis, full

cinn., correct shape, nice coh, loose feather; he,
Jowett.

LIVERPOOL
(20-Mite Radius.)

This show, promoted and run by the Sterling
Seed Company, was held Dec. 3, 4, in the Neptune
Hotel, Clayton Square, a nice room tastefully set
out with palms, etc., for the -purpose. Mr. Haddon,
proprietor of the Sterling Seed Co., and his man-
ager, Mr. Hunt, are to be heartily congratulated on
this, their first venture, which was, without doubt,
a great success, and a rare advertisement for the
firm. Over 350 birds faced the two specialist judges,
who had their work cut out in awarding the prizes,

so keen was the quality of the exhibits. Yorks,
were the pick of the bunch, the Liverpool and
Chester winners being very much in evidence. The
Sterling Seed Co. had a large stall, well decorated
with their specialities. There was a remarkable
number of lady visitors present, which gave a pleas-
ing tone to the function. Mr. Hunt, show manager,
may justly feel proud of himself; he used admir-
able tact in everything connected with the exhibits,
and we are sure local exhibitors will support him
in further ventures. He had provided a nice lot

of serviceable specials, and a smart and attractive
diploma for best birds in each variety. These were
won in the Canary section by Messrs. Benson and
Young, Abbott, Johnson, Challoner, Kewn, Handley
and Robinson (2), Roberts, Mrs. Powell, Browse,
Dyson, Rad-ley. Lowe, and Ball. The judges were
Messrs. Cowgill and Houlton, who gave entire
satisfaction.
The Border classes were quite a treat, both r ian-

tity and quality being well represented, cjmpe-
tition was very close and keen all through. Dip-
loma for best yell. Border was won by L.
Kavanagh; buff, Bratberton; yell, green, Ritchie;
buff, Parsons.
Hybrids and British birds made a very fine dis-

play, and were quite equal to most big open shows
this season. Competition here was of the best, and
only really tip-top condition could get a look in.

There is plenty of life in the locals for 20 miles
around here if they are encouraged in similar man-
ner to this. The promoters are to be casgratu-
lated on such a venture. They contemplate putting
on several field-moulted British classes next season.
The diploma for best British bird was won by a
fine Nightingale splendidly shown by F. C. Mino-
prio, Esq., an enthusiastic British bird fancier.

YORKS. YELL. : 1 and 3, Benson and Young, the
noted cinn. mk., looking as well as ever, put down
in winning form, 3 stronger, rare top end, charm-
ing feather for a “big ’un”; 2, H. Johnson, cl.,

shooty closely carried wings, long sided and full

of go; vhc, Alston; he, Helsby. BUFF (5): 1,

Abbott-, cl., rare top end, grand qual., plenty of
leg, clean cut away ; 2 and 3, Benson and Young,
monster, just beaten qual., nice wing carr., round
head and full neck; 3, foul cinn., wedge shape,
smooth as marble, plenty of leg; vhc, H-els-by; he,

Alston. YELL. HEN : 1, H. Johnson, sweet and
well drawn, good shoulders, well up on leg ; 2,

Alston, longer, rare stock hen, magnificent feather,

even wing carr., staged to perfection ; 3, Hibbert,
neat, glorious type and qual., straight back. BUFF:
1, H. Johnson, rare length, very strong, but (nice

for stock, well filled in at top ; 2, Abbott, better
feather, long sided, topping wing carr. and general
cond. ; 3, Hennings-, nlice type and qual., even
wings and tail, well staged. UNFLIG. YELL. (10):

1 and 2, H. Johnson, neck mkd., slim, but rare
and shooty, with a bit for top would want beating,

plenty of leg, good top end, bit long in feather;
Hennings, round top end, good, but loose at

waist when taking notes; vhc, Hibbert; he, Hibbert;

, Benson and Young. BUFF: 1, H. Johnson, rare
length, more on the stock side, right top end and
wedge shape ; 2, Hibbert, gem all over, but a size

too small, feathered like a Java, in spanking form;
3, Benson and Young, grand qual., very shooty,

polished like marble ; vhc, Mrs. Powell ; he, Stott.

NOV. YELL. (17): 1, Challinor, cl., smashing
length, full of style, grand top end, full of nerve;
2. Stewardson, neck mkd., razor like appearance,
fails in head to winner; 3, Nixon, round as a
bottle, full neck, clips wings at times (claimed)

;

vhc, Teare; he, Adams; ev Ashton. BUFF (15): 1,

Barr, wonder for qual., nice style, round head, full

neck, well packed tail ; 2, Veale, great length,

edge shape, closely carried wings and tail, staged
to perfection ; 3, vhc, Stott, long sided, good top
end, in fine fettle, nice pair of legs; he, Nixon;
c, Fitzsimmons. YELL. HEN (13): 1, JBarr, sweet
lady, excellently clothed, full of swank, well car-

ried wings; 2, Stott, eye and wing mk., not quite

so straight, nice texture of feather, well up on
leg; 3, Challinor, bit thicker, nice top, wedge shape,
round head; vhc, Platt; he, Sharpies; c, Stewardson.
BUFF (14) : 1, Kewn, rare length, full neck, neat
wings, shows nice shoulder, plenty of leg, a “good
’un’ , 2, Veale, again topping length, round as a
bottle, straight as an arrow', put down well

; 3,

Stott, not quite so long, but excellent qual. ; vhc,

Challinor; he, Howard; c, Fitzsimmons. YOR.KS.
GREEN YELL. (5): 1. Handley and Robinson, a

new firm, a wonder for style, correct col., rare

pencilling, well up on leg, put down to win ; 2

and he. Parsons, rare length, good top end, wedge
shape, magnificent col. and pencilling ; 3 and vhc.

Roberts. BUFF 03): 1 and 2, Roberts, rare wedge
shape, nice shoulders, well braced wings and tail,

lovely ground col. ; 2, hardly so good at top,

good col. and markings, not the best of wing carr. ;

Handley and Robinson; YELL. HEN (3): 1 and

,,
Roberts, foul on cap, not the best of col., but 1

Voiing, foul wmg and tail, wiart opriearimce, njco
fad beck, capital wing*, uud Lull. Ill I k' (4) 1

Bell, great length, wings carried correctly, strong
hen, should do well; 2, Handley and Robinson,
grand col. and marking, good back, well braced
wings, a bit fat; 3, Roberts; vhc, Benson and
Young. UNFLIG. YELL. (5): 1 and 3, Henson anil
Young, foul bail, great length, magnificent col. and
pencilling, correctly carried wing and tail; 2,
Browse, not quite the length, very round top, ‘good
ground col. and marking; vhc, Bell. BUFF (6):
1 and 2, Handley and Robinson, very smart, great
col., perfect wing carr

,
not the biggest, but good;

2, wedge shape, good top end, rare col., a bit
soft when taking notes; 3, Roberts, smart little
one, pice tone of col; vhc, Bell; he, Mrs. E. Powell.
NOV. GREEN YELL. (13): 1. Mrs. Powell, nice
length, good neck and head, best of col., well up
on leg, nice win

; 2, Cowcn, siot a big one, but
full of style, A1 qnal., In rare trim; 3, Browse,
capital length, wedge shape, plenty of leg, shows
a fine square feather

; vhc, Postlewbaitc
; he. Pool

;

c. Sharpies. BUFF (9): l, vhc. Browse, foul tail,
as smart a buff as we've seen for some time, rare
Yorkie type and correct col.; 2, Kewn, longer and
a bit stronger, full neck, long sided and well bal-
anced wings and tail; 3, Postlewbaitc, topper for
style and shape, bit blurred in markings ; he,
Hawkins; c, Stewardson. YELL. HEN (12): 1 and
2, Browse, nice tone of col., smart appearance,
full neck and neat wings

; 2, bit longer, pen-
cilling very good, just a bit flat in head to winner;
3, Hawking very smart type, even shade of col.,

marking, well defined
;
vhc, Postlewhaite

;
he, Adams;

c, Teare. BUFF: 1, 2, Browse, foul tail, nice Yorkie
properties, round chest, perfect wings and tail ; 2,
bit stronger at top,' better col., neat front, tail a
bit open ; 3, Stewartson, racy and full of style, well
up on leg, good col; vhc, Sharpies; he, Postle-
whaite; c, X’ool. NOR. CK. : 1, Ball, wing mkd.
yell., slim but excellent qua!., neat head and neck ;

2, Hill, big, winning buff, rare head and neck, well
carried wings and tail

; 3, Dyson
; vhc, Radley.

HEN . 1, Dyson, cl. buff, round as an apple, short
and compact, nice qual.; 2, Hill, varieg., rare qual.,
noble bead and neck, well put down ; 3, Radley

;

vhc, Higham; he, Teare. UNFLIG. YELL. (3): 1,
Dyson, red hot, bold head, grand qual., short and
compact; 2, 3, Radley. BUFF (3): 1, Higham,
short and compact, grand head and neck, moves
well; 2, Phillips; 3, Dyson. NOR. GREEN. YELL.:
1, Lowe, foul throat, bold head, great col. and
pencilling

; 2, Bache, round and cobby, nice col.,
well cut away; 3, Parsons; vhc, Alcock. BUFF:
1, Ball, foul tail, nice qual. and col., massive and
well carr. wings; 2, Lowe, foul at throat, more
cobby, broad back, excellent feather

; 3, c,
Pareons, great size and col., bonny head and neck,
well put down; vhc, he, Bache. HEN: 1, Lowe,
rare head and neck, short wings and tail, a wonder:
2, Ball, foul tail, neat and full of type, grand col.
and markings, not a big one but good; 3, Lowe;
vhe, Parson; he, Radley. BORD. CL. ETC. YELL.
CK. : 1, sp, Cavanagh, very smart type, clean cut,
rare carr., and cond., even mkd., almost; 2, Higham,
larger, clear, fin& type and carr., good feather; 3,
vhc, Bratherton; he, Reynolds. BUFFS: 1 , Brather-
ton, tkd. left ear, quite up to standard size, fine
carr., silky feather; 2, Cavanagh, stouter built, but
carries itself well ; 3, Parsons, finer cut, neat carr.
and good cond.; vhc, Ritchie. HENS: 1, 3, vhc, c,
Bratherton, grand quartet, all good; 2, he, Ritchie,
grand buff, very meat and stylish. VAR I EG.
(11): a 6mart lot: 1, he, Bratberton, eye and wing
mkd. buff, finest of type and qual.; 2, Walkden,
heavy green varieg., shade stronger built, but
grand qual. and cond.; 8, Hampson, cinn. varieg.,
very slim, grand qual.; vhc, Parsons; he, Brather-
ton; c, Collier. YELL. GREEN ( 11 ): a strong lot:
1, Riitch-ie, wonderful col. and type ; 2, Parsons,
shorter, fine carr., coh, qua!., and' cond.; 3, Long-
more, finest carr. and type; vhc, Collier; he, Long-
more; c, Hampson. BU'FFS (7) : 1, Cavanagh, grand
type, and level col., good jaunty carr. and cond.

;

2, vhc, Longmore, well posted, just give9 way a
little in wing carr.; 3, Hampson; he, Parsons; c,
Ritchie. YELL. GR. HEN : 1, Hampson, very neat
size, shape, col., carr., qual. and cond.

; 2, 3, vhc,
Longmore, trio of wee gems, all good; he. Parsons;
c. Collier, BUFFS (7): 1, Parsons, grand bird all
over ; 2, Ritchie, good col. and type ; 3, Collier,
quite up in most points, A1 cond.

; vbc, c, Long-
more; he, Battersby. SELL. PAIRS: 1 , vhc, c,
Helsby, 2, Teare; 3, Nixon. SINGLE: 1 , Hill; 2
Adams; 3, c, Hale; vhc, Veale; he, Helsbv. HENS:
1, Abbott; 2, Higham; 3, Helsby. MULES: 1,
Ball, big buff dark Gold.-Can., in fine cond. ; 2,
Phillips, yell., dk. Gold.-Can., beaten in cond. ; 3,
Cavanagh, Siskin-Can. ; vhc, Phillips. BULLF. :

1, Cavanagh, grand, cobby bird, Al lloom
; ?, Bat-

tersby, fine type, C.M., grand order; 3, Walkden;
vhc, Sharpies; he, Minoprio; c, Howard. BRAM-
BLE., ETC. (9) : 1, Hampson. well cond. Bramble,
well balanced spangling and col.; 2, Phillips, grand
cond. Chaffinch; 3, vhc, Carron, big Bramble, and
fine Chaff., both bit of cond. only; he, Howard - c,

-

Minoprio. GOLDF. (17): fine class: 1. Cowen, good
size, shape, well cut braze, nice tanning, noons,
and bars, polished sheen

; 2, Barr, fine" bird, in
Tare good order; 3, Powell, well balanced; vhc, Col-
lier; he, Walkden; c, Phillips. GREENF. (8): 1,
Adams, very smart, tight cond., steady, well shown;
2, Collier, very tight, grand shape; 3, Sharpies,
fine big, stout buff, bit soft; vhe, Howard; he,
Phillips; c. Hart. LINNET (10) ail good ones,
especially leaders: 1, 3, vhc, Phillips, grand trio,
leader, largest, all in fine trim ; 2, he, Minoprio,
beautiful shape, coh, and markings, tight cond.;
c, Abbott. SISKIN, ETC. (14)x, 1, Hampson, pretty
Twite; 2, Ashton, fine Redpoll

; 3, he, Rimmer, good
Siskins; 3, largest; vbc. Hart; c. Sharpies. A.O.V.
HARD; l, Carron, big Yellow Bunting; 2, Minoprio,
smaller, nice col. and markings; 3, Walkden, very
restless. SOFT: 1. sp, best Brit.: Minoprio, very
nice Nightingale, well shown

; 2, Hemmings, old
champion Thrush, Al ; 3, Minoprio, bonny Robin

;

vhc, Hart. HEN-S: 1, S, Minoprio; 2, Hart- 3,
Walkden.

QUEENSBURY C.B.S.
Members’ Show, Granby Hotel. Nov. 27; 49 birds

were judged by Mr. D. Sutcliffe, Wibsey.
CL. OR TK. YELL., CK.: 1. Sharpe; 2. Allatt;

3, Sugden; 4, Ambler; vhc, Farrar; he, Williams.
BUFF: 1, vhc, c, Allatt; 2, he, Farrar; 3, Sugden;
4, Hoyle. MKD., CK.: 1. 3, vhc, Hoyle; 2, c,
Sharpe; 4, Ambler; he. Haggis. CL. OR TKD.
YELL, HEN: 1, 3, Sugden: 2, 4, Farrar; vhc, Wil-
liams; he, c, Allatt. BUFF: 1, Sharpe; 2, Wil-
liams; 3. Sugden; 4, lie, Hoyle; vhc, Haggis; c,

Allatt. MKD. HEN': 1, 2. he, Sharpe; 3, Sugden;
4, Allatt; vhc. Haggis. UNFLIG, HEN; 1, 2, 4,
Sugden ; 3, vhc, Farrar.—W. Jagger, Sec.

Nests of Birds,. Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDEll, especially
when hena are sitting Don’t forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.
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PORTH AND
RHONDDA VALLEY.

f irst Open Show, Dec 8, forth Hotel, in a largo

room nicely adapted for tho pnrimso, though not

quite at) tight as we would have wished. Consider-

in" the splendid ol ossification, we thought the

entry should have been better. Borders were de-

cidedly disappointing, and if, another year, tho

Issues are cut down, exhibitors have only Ihera-

hdves to blame. Other varieties, with a lew excep-

tions, tilled fairly well, and competition was fairly

keen. Tho management was Al, and nearly, if not

all birds despatched night of Show, and we maintain

that with willing hands this can nearly always be

done; the committee (whose names we fail to find in

schedule or catalogue, as also those of the stewards)

selected the right man, Mr. J. H Bevan, as tocre-

lar.v, for. though new to the work, he seemed to

have a thorough grasp or his duties, being tactful,

obliging, and full of work, and the same may be

said of the show manager, Mr. Challenger and his

stewards, whose capabilities we trust, the society

will avail themselves or for bigger events in the

future. A splendid list of open specials which

should have increased the entries, were unfortunately

collected too late for schedule, but appeared in

catalogue, ami gave the judges quite a busy time,

'tile, birds were splendidly staged, and in such a

way t list all could lac seen with no difficulty. The
judges. Mr. T. L. Oastree, Mountain- Ash, and Mr.

10. J, Davies, Cardiff, look odd and even classes, and
appeared to give general satisfaction.

Specials Best Nor., W. Davies; Nov., Jos. Itavies;

Yorks., J. Bale; Nov., F. Goodcnough ;
Bord., D.

Jenkins; Nov., It. Watts; Linnet, T. and G. Davies;

lfuljf. or Grecnf., P. Emanuel; .Redpoll, A. il. 0.

1,egg; A.O.V. Handbill, B. Payne; Dark Mule, J. E.

Jeffreys ;
Light, A. Ball; best Cinn. or Green, Jos.

Davies; best Bord., Member, J. H. Bevan; runner-

up, .). H. Bevan; best bird. Member, opposite sex,

member, and B.L. Goldie, Escott and James.

MR. DAVIES' CLASSES.
NOR. CL. OR TKD. BUFF CK. (0) : 1, Greaves,

cl., good bead and neck, well covered, At cond.;

2, 10. Thomas, nice typo and col., trifle open cheat,

vet good; a. Kev. Jolliffe, good type and qual., close

up; 4, D. W. Jones, Nos. 5 and 6, transferred to

class 5. HEN (6): 1, sp, 2, 8, W. Davies, cl., grand
all round hen, Aberaman wyincr; 2, another very

similar bird, fails to winner in subs.; 3, grand cl.,

unliig., beautifully covered, wrong in one eye or

easy 2nd.; 4, W. Morris; vhc, E. Llewellyn. VAI’.

1 1 ION (5 ) : 1, Selby, cobby, solid fronted buff, good
head, peck, wings and tail, excels qual.; 2, S, E.

Thomas, a brace of heavily mkd. yells., best of

type and feather, latter loses trifle in head and
qual. to leaders: 4, ltev. Jollitfe; vhc, J. H. Bevan.
UNFl.lG CK., A.O. (10): 1, 2, W. Davies, cl. yell.,

a really grand ail touiu! show bird, Cardiff, Chelten-
harii, etc., winner; 2, another grand cl. yell., lovely

head excels qual., fails to winner in col.; 3, E.

Thomas, cl. yell., good head, chest, and wings, not
quite the qual. of leaders; 4, Rev. Jolliffe; vhc,

Jenkins;' he, Selby; c, D. W. Jones; sp, Escott and
Janies. NOVICE, CK. A.C. (23), a really grand
class: 1, sp, Jos. Davies, cl. yell., clinking all

round bird, good subs., col., and qual., wins well ;

2, W. Morris, cl. buff, good, head, neck and
chest, nice col. and qual.; 3, Jas. Morton, var.

yell., rare good chest, good head and col., fails

to Winner in qual.; 4, W. Morris; vhc, c, J. Davies;
he, Phelps. YORKS., CL. OR TKD., YELL. CK. (8)

:

1, no name, wing tkd., fine length, nice narrow
shoulders; good wings, tail .and pos., lovely qual.;

2, W. B. Watkins, cl., very slim and long, grand
pos. and head, fails to winner in col.

; 3, W. T.
Osborne, better col,, but shorter, trifle chesty; 4,

J. A. Davies; Vhc, he, Smith; be, W. Baker; c,

no name; No. T, absent. HEN (3); 3, Bale, faint
wing tkd., grand length, well drawn and filled, lovely

back, wings and tail; 2, no name, smart thigh
tkd., good pos. and col., fails to winner size and
finish

; 3, G. Perkins, nice pos.' and legs, not so

Shapely. VAR. CK. (6); 1, sp, Bale, yell, head and
wing mkd., good length, lovely wings and tail, wins;

2, w.c., A. Wotton, yell., neck and wing tkd.,

stronger built, trifle flat col., good qual. and filling;

3, W. B. Watkins, eye and wing mkd. buff, good
length and back, bit loose at thighs; 4, vhc, Curtis

and Son. UN'FLIG. HEN, A.C. (10): 1, no name,
yell. mkd. neck, splendid length and pos ,

charming
feather, neat waist; 2, W. T. Osborne, head mkd.
buff, capital bead and neck, well filled, upstanding,

good qual. ; 3, Hubbard, cl. yell., paler, fails to

wiuner in tail and head, doubtful sex; 4, he, Smith;
vhc, no name; he, R. F. Griffiths; c, Bale. NOV.
HEN, A.C. (7): 1, sp, F. Goodenough, cl. buff, nice

length, col., pos., and well filled, easy win; 2. W. T.

Osborne, One, upstanding yell., good length, fails

to winner, head and tail; 3, J. H. Jones, slim,

jreedy yell., good qual., wings and tail, but too

imall; 4, sp. e, J. H. Bevan; vhc, H. Watts; he,

Iscott and James. BORD., CL. OR TKD. YELL.
HEN (4) : 1, Evans and Parry, perky, well filled, cl.

mil, lovely col., good cond.; 2, no name, head tkd.,

ails to winner in col.; No. 3, W. R. Williams, w.c.;

lo. 1. absent, OL. OR TKD. BUFF HEN (17); 1,

>. Jenkins, cl., sweetly moulded, little body, grand

eather, trifle heavy in beak; No. 1, absent. VAR.
JEN (3): 1. D. Jenkins, head and wing mkd ,

buff

inn., Al type, well filled, grand wings and tail; 2,

1 Broome, eye and wing mkd. buff, good type and

eather, trifie loose under
; 3, Evans and Parry, nice

ill round bird, but bit guttered in throat. UN-
« L1G. COCK, A.C. (3): 1, G. Broome, cl. yell., sweet

lead good type, col., wings and tail, well staged;

l, H. Rowlands, wing mkd. buff, good type and
qual., trifle heavy in beak; No. 3, Hutchinson,

absent. NOV. CK., A.C. (8); 1, sp, H. Watts, cl.,

buff, splendidly moulded, good col. and qual., ex-

cels in filling; 2, vhc, Lapworth, eye and wing mkd.
yell, shapely, lovely head, good col. and qual.; 3,

Egdi’ngton, cl. buff., fails Ailing to winner; 4. A.

James. Mrs.; he, M. Thomas; c, Dcnyard. A.O.

VAR CAN. (4): 3, T. and G. Da\ie9, self green crest,

capital type and col., nicely formed, fairly heavy

crest we believe the Aberaman winner ; 2, 4, Burgess,

Mrs.’ cl. cap, buff Lizard. A3 type, nicely spangled,

good’ size; 4, broken cap, yellow; 3, W. Thomas,

Scotch, nice depth and cond., fails in curl., not

what we used to see in Wales some yeare back.-

BR1T., LINNET (9): 3, extra large H.M., fails col

and markings, wild ; 1, sp, 3, T. and G. Davies, a

grand F.M. specimen, excellent type, col., and

pencilling, verv steady, we think Aberaman winner

;

2 Jeffreys, nice H.M. bird, much smaller, nicely

nikd.. trifle’ too dark; 4, T. Thomas; vhc, B. Payne;
he F, Llewellyn; c, R. Hillman. SISKIN RED-
POLL ort TWITE (in): 1, 4, T. J. Gregory, grand

H.M. Siskin, lovely type and col., grand cap, bib,

and markings, clear win; 2, sp. A. H. C. Legg, nice

little H.M. Redpoll, not over big, but splendid col.

and mks.. well staged; 3. .1. H. Bevan, topping F.M.
Redpoll, good size, col. and type, grand Ivors,

should moult well, vhc, J. Davies; he, Jeffreys; c,

Hillman, several birds in this class exceptionally
wild. Including Twites. A.V. 80FTBJLL: 1, J.

Bhepjard, very nicely mkd., and steady Skylark,

Al cond, A.V. ,
LIGHT OR VAR MULE (#) : 1,

sp, A. Ball, the well known Orcenf.-Can., Cardiff

2nd, excels in qual. and cel.; 2, vhc, J. W. Evans,

yell. Goldie, slashing size and shape, mkd. eyes

and wings, fine flush ; 8. D. W. Jones, head and wing

mkd. yell Goldf., capital col. and cond., loses size

to 2nd; 4, Jeffreys, light Greenf., loose type and

col.; he, Sam Jones; c, T. and G. Davies. A.V.

FOR.: 1, It. Lewis, nice size and cond., B.F. Amazon,
well Mtaged. SELLING, JOs. : 1, .1. Griffiths, grand

buff York, soon claimed; 2, I). Jenkins, smart pair

Bordens, bargain.

MR. CASTREE’3 CLASSES.
NOR,, CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (5): 1, Greaves,

<•!., nice col. and depth of (.'last, good head and
shoulders; 2, Selby, good type and col., presses hard;

3, ltev. Jolliffe, very nice cond., bit long in barrel;

4, D. W. Jones; vhc, E. Davies. BUFF: 1, 2, W.
Davies, leader, grand qual. and type, well known

;

2, also good-, but loses bit in subs.
; 3, Greaves, nice

bird, but loses qual. of feather, and bit long in bar-

rel
;

tho remainder of this close wc missed. VAIt.

CK. ((I): 1, 4, W. Davies, good head and chest,

well inc-aled, showy ; 2. Greaves, var. yell., nice

type, presses; 3, Eecott ami James, var. yell.,

loses 4o winners in subs., otherwise nice ;
vhc, E.

Thomas: he, E. James. CINN. OR GREEN, CK.
Oft HEN (4): 1, B, 4, Legg, yell, green, lovely col.

and finish; 3, nice, but loses in feuther
;

2, sp, Jos.

Daviets, similar stamp, well atagixl. IJNFLIG. HEN,
ANY COL.: 1, 2. Phelps, buff, tkd. liead, good
qual, and nice chested bird; 2, heav. var. yell.,

good head and chest, loses in barrel ; 3, Rev. Jolliffe,

cl. buff, splendid type and qual., loses in subs.; 4,

vhc, Escott ami James; he, F. Jenkins. NOVICE
HEN, ANY COL, (14): 1, Jos. Davies, cl. buff, nice

type, good subs., lovely qual.; 2, Phelps, cl. huff,

capital head ami neck, good chest and wings, bit

soft; 3, Jas. Morion, var. jell., good type and
feather, bit flat ,iu col

; 4, vhc, he, c, we missed
;

No, 3, Escott and James, sp. YORKS., CL. OR
TKD. BUFF COCK (9) : 1, no name, thigh tkd.,

grand pos., well drawn waist, nicely filled, good qua!.;

2, It. V. Griffiths, well drawn, fine qual. of feather,

stands well; 3, W. T. Osborne, good pos. and qual.,

bit strong, but presses hard; 4, be. Smith; vhc,

Bale; he, Escott and James; c, W. Morris. HEN
(3): 1, W. B. Watkins, cl., nice head and shoulders,

well up on legs ;2, he. Smith, cl., lovely pos., and
qual.; 3, no name, tkd. buff, arrived late, wanted
pulling up. VAR., HEN (3): 1, Bale, var. buff, nice

liead and shoulders, good wings, stands well
; 2, J.

A. Davis, var. cinn., well moulded, nicely drawn,
good pos. ; 3, J. Hubbard, var. buff, loses in subs.,

and qual to winner. UNFLIG. CK., ANY COL. (7)

:

1, Bale, cl. yell., sweetly drawn, moulded like

marble, good col. and jk>s., wins well
; 2, 3, he,

Smith, tkd. yell., another equally as good, just

loses in tightness, feather ; 3, cl. buff, lovely qual.

and pos., well deserves his place; 4, R. F. Griffiths;

vbe, Wotton; be, Osborne; e, no name. NOVICE,
CK., ANY COL, (18), grand class, many fit for good
open classes: 1, he, J. H. Jones, cl. yell., good pos.,

grand qual. and col., wins well; 2, W. Baker, cl.

buff, fine length, nicely drawn, good pos.
; 3, J. H.

Bevan, var. yell., good liead, neck and shoulders,
lovely qual., stands well, smaller; 4, W. T. Osborne;
vhc, W. Thomas; c, W. J. Lewis. BORDERS, CL.
OR TKD. YELL. CK. (4) : 1, D. Jenkins, cl. yell.,

beautifully moulded, proper little swell, pressed for

3>ost Border in section
; 2, Evans and Parry, nice

type and pos., but well beaten in qual.
; No. 2,

absent; No. 4, transferred,. Everett. HEN (2); 1,

D. Jenkins, good shape and qual., moves well

;

No. 1, Hutchinson, absent. VAR. CK.: 1, sp, best
open (Jorder, D. Jenkins, var. cinn., lovely type,
moves well, feather like boxwood, a gem. CINN.
OR GREEN. CK. OR HEN ; 1. D. Jenkins, beautiful
grass green, topping shape, col. and qual.; 2, Evans
and Parry, cinn., typical, well moulded. UNFLIG.
HEN, ANY COL., only one entry and that absent,
W. Everett. NOVICE, HEN, A.C. (6): 1, Chas.
Denyard, cl. yell., nice size and shape ; 2, James,
Mrs,, 4-ptd. buff, nice mover, well shown

; 3, M.
Thomas, cl. yell., good type and size, wants little

bracing up; 4. H. Watts; vhc, Edwards; lie, sp, J.

H. Bevan. BRIT., GOLDF. (13) : 1, Cozens, bright,
square^cut face, best of tans- and moons, grandly
burnished all over, excellent Finch and well shown

;

2, D. Edwards, another good one, nice expansive
face, well cut, good buttons, large bird, the Abera-
man winner, loses tan and burnish to winner ; 3, c,

sp, Escott and James, good square, well cut face,
nice tans and moons, well deserved his place; 4,

T. and G. Davies; vhc, J. Davies; .he, D. W. Jones,
BULLF. OR GREENF. (14): 1, ep, T. Emanuel, Bully,
the Aberaman winner, fine type and qual., nice col.

and cond. ; 2, vhc, Emerson and Vfinstone, massive,
well shaped, hen Bullf., fine cap and qual.; 3,
Jeffreys, yellow Greenf., good size, shape and cot.;

4, Hilrnan; he, D. F. Davies; c, Gregory. A.O.V.
HARDBILL (3) : 1, sp, Payne, yell. Bunt., F.M.,
wins on steadiness and lacing ;2, Arnold, Chaff.,
steady, on fair col., etc.; 3. .Hillman, Yell. Bunting,
good mks., hut fails to winner in steadiness. ANY
VAR DARK MULE (11) : 1, sp, Jeffreys, Lin.-Can.,
grand size, col., and qual., wins well

; 2, Gilbert,
Jonque Goldie, good col., lovely qual., well burnished
all over; 3, H. Rowlands, Gold. -Can., larger, loses
col. and qual. to winners; 4, T. and G. Davies; vhc,
E. James; he, T. Emanuel; c, Jos. Williams. A.V.
-HYB. (3): 1, A. Ball, Goldf.-Bullf., promising young-
ster, nice face, col., and qual., will improve; 2,

D. W. Jones, Lin. -Bullf., Aberaman winner, could
be better shown

; 3, D. Edwards, another Goldf.-
Bullf., nice bird, hut loses qual. to winner. SELL.,
£1 (8) ; 1, J. A. Davies, 'yell. York.

; 2, D. Jenkins,
pair Nor.; 3, D. W. Jones; 4, E. Thomas; vhc, G.
Griffiths; he, c, Curtis and Son.

FARNWORTH C.B.S.
Annual show, Nov. 20, Bird-i’-th’-Hand Hotel.

Judge, Mr. Thos. Dcakin (Newton Heath).
Yorks.: I, 2, 3, vhc, he, 2 spls, Spiby. Hen: 1, 2,

3, vhc, Spiby. Unfiig: 1, 2, 3, Spiby. Nor. Yell.: 1,

2, Davies. Buff: 1, 2, sp! , Davies; 3, Mitchell. Hen,
Yell.: 1, Mitchell; 2, 3, Davies; vhc, spl, Lawton.
Buff: 1, Marginson.; 2, Mitchell. Unfiig. : 1. Law-
ton; 2, Marginson; 3, Mitchell. Roll r Cl.: 1, vhc,
he, 2 spls, Horsfieldj 2, 3, Chappell. Green; 1,

Uorsfield. A.O.V. Can.: 1, Spiby: 2, Hulmc. Goldf.;
3, 3, vhc, 2 spls., Mullineux; 2. Marginson. Linnet:
1, 2, Hulnne; 3, Mullineux.—W. Dawson, Sec.
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GATESHEAD.
Held Dec. 11. No hall being available lo bold

a «how of large dimensions, It woa decided that
even a small show would do much at the present
time to keep up the interest in the Cage Bird
Fancy, *o the use wus obtained of the Rochester-st.
Sunday School, a place well adapted for the pur-
pose. The cbm., ideation was out according to the
limited ‘space for staging, in tin: result there were
nearly 700 entries. Norwich were extra good, aver-

aging twenty per class, there being no less than
thirty in the unfiig. buff. British birds came a good
second, all the clauses being well filled. Yorks, and
Border entries in open classes were down in

numbers, but the novice classes filled well. Owing
to the trains being behind time many of the birds

were late in arriving at the show, which delayed
judging considerably, and caused the officials a
rather anxious time, some clussos being allowed

to stand back for over two hours waiting for the
late comers. One unfortunate incident occurred.

A local fancier had taken his case of birds to the

hall on Friday night, and left it at the back of

the platform, where it remained, undiscovered, till

the fancier arrived at the «how after the judging

was finished. The Committee held an impromptu
meeting, and very generously decided to give an
additional prize to any of the birds which, in the

opinion of the judge, would have won had they been
judged in their respective classes, with the result

that one of them was awarded an equal first prize.

Quite a crowd of fanciers visited the show, and
at time* it was almost impossible to get near
some of the birds. Two birds which had many
admirers were a Skylark apd a Hedge Sparrow, both
pure white, the formed pink-eyed, the latter dark-

eyed. Both birds were bred in the neighbourhood
during the past season. Gateshead Society has
always been fortunate in having a good Secretary,

but for sheer hard work and absence of bluster their

present Secretary (Billy Curryj would take some
beating. Billy has engineered the largest and most
successful shows ever hold in the North of England.

Gateshead has a strong Committee, including A.

Holden (Chairman and Show Manager), C. G. Bet-

terton (Vice-Chair), F. F. Hawkins, J. Mackenzie,

R Tindale, II. Wehbury, F. W. I.aidlaw, J. Maddi-
won, J. Davison, J. W. Lawson, J. Pierson, W.
Mather, E. ,11. Hooper. J. Moor, J. McQuire, J. W.
Reid, J Liddle. I must not forget to mention the

Rev. C. R. Appleton, who is quite an enthusiastic

fancier of Mules and British birds, and who
rendered valuable assistance in the capacity of

steward. The judges were F. W. Laidlaw, Nor. ;

T. Almond, Orests; J. Stewart, Yorks.; A. Mont-
gomery, Borders; J. Maddison, Mules, Brit, and
Foreign.
NOR., CL. OR TKD. YELL. (19): 1. Fielding,

fine size and shape, rich ool. ; 2, Thomas, rare good

type, perfect feather, capital wings; 3, vhc. Bell,

not far behind, scarcely the col.; 4, Hathaway;
he, Stephenson; c, Smailes. BUFF (16): 1. Nichol-

son and Stephenson, grand cobby ohape, compact

feather: 2, Thomas, very close up. scarcely the

width of head; 3, fine type and col., less size: 4,

Bates; vhc, McKay; he, Glendenning : c, Pierson.

HEN (14) : 1, Bates, yell., grand type and feather,

full head and neck; 2, Fielding, yell., more col.,

but scarcely the shape; 3, Nicholson and Stephen,

son, buff, "capital shape, col., feather and cond.

:

4, vhc, Pierson; he, Briggs; c, Smith. UNFLIG.
YELL. (21) : 1, Matbewson, good ali-yound : 2.

Stanger : 3. Wright, both really good, close up; 4.

Hathaway; vhc, Smailes; he, Fielding; c, Lawson.

UNFLIG. BUFF (30) ; 1, Godiey, rare size, col. and

feather; 2, McKay, grand cobby shape, paler col.,

but better head: 3, Thomas, beaten only in size;

4 Teller; vhc, Smailes: he, Nicholson and Stephen-

son: c, Priestley. HEN (21): 1, spl. best Nor.,

Hathaway, grand stamp of hen, hot col. ; 2, Godiey,

paler col., otherwise close up ; S, Matbewson,
scarcely so tight in cond.; 4. no name in catalogue;

vhc, Fielding; e, Lawson. NOVICE, CK. (22): 1,

Lieut. W. C. J. Finn, buff, of rare size and shape ;

2 Bird, varieg. yell., fine type, good head, wings

and col.; 3, Tucker, ci. yell., nice cobby Shape,

close up; 4, Gillis; vhc, Wilson; he, Makepiece; c,

Evans. HEN (18): 1, 4, Evans, wing-rnkd. buff,

capital size and shape, tight feather; 2, Gillis, yell.,

good stamp, full head and neck, good feather; 3,

Brown, yell., fine size and shape, beaten in feather.

CREST (8): 1, e, Scott, Blaydon cup winner, needs

no comment; 2, he, Dobson, a grand bird, only beaten

in expanse of crest; 3, Radley and Son, very neat,

well formed erett, but smaller than leaders; 4, J.

Tayior; vhc, Dickenson Bros. C.B. (6): 1, J.

Taylor: 2, Radley and Son; 3, Simpson, ali have

good width of head and an abundance of feather;

4 Dickenson Bros.; vhc, Dobson; he, Mrs. Taylor.

1915 CREST (11) : 1, 2, J. Taylor, both crests of

good size and shape; 3, 4, Mrs. Taylor, good size,

close up
;
vhc, Richardson ;

he, Dickenson Bros. ; c,

Stanger. C.B. (10): 1. Edwards; 2, vhc, he, Mrs.

Taylor ; 3, Richardson ; 4, Dickenson Bros. ; c.

Forster. YORKS., YELL. (.5) ; 1, Dykes, fine length

and shape, excellent feather and cond.; 2, Crawhall,

plenty length, well rounded, in rare order; 3,

Carlisle, fine pos., good wings, compact feather;

4 Simeson ;
vhc, Harrison. BUFF (5): 1, Dykes,

grandly moulded, rich col.; 2, 3. Crawhall. long and

erect, fine wings and tail; 4, Warren; vhe, Mather.

HEN (6) : 1, 4 spl. boat Yorks., Crawhall, well-

known winner; 2, Dykes, long and sflm, finely

tapered, extra good feather; 3, Carlisle, fine type

and qual., close up; vhc,. he, Mather. UNFLIG.,
YELL. (10): 1. Dykes, plenty length, well drawn,

hot col.; 2, Simeson, nice pos., well rounded back

and front ; 3, he, Crawhall ; 4, Everett
;

vhe. Arch-

bold and Lascelles ; c, Harrison. BUFF ('ll): 1,

Warren, nice length and pos., rich col.; 2, Dykes,

grand length, well cn leg; 3, Everett, upstanding,

neat head, well rounded back ; 4, Crawhall ; vhc,

Mather; he, Carlisle; c, Simeson. NOVICE, CK.
(26): 1, 3. Nattrass, fine length and shape, com-

pact feather: 2, Clevcrley. long and slim, capital

feather; 4, Gillis; vhc, Jerdon : lie, Linfoot; c.

Willis. HEN (20) : 1. vhc, Nattrass, fine type and
pos. good order; 2. Gillis, rare length, well drawn,

capital feather; 3, Willis, well on leg, neat head,

wing.s and tail, grand cond.; 4, Reed; he, Jerdon;

c, Grealy. SCOTCH FANCY, CK. (8): 1, 2. vhc.

Willison, fine size, massive shoulder, head well

down and tail well under; 8, 4, J. Little, rare

length, good shoulder and neck, shows more Belgian

in back arid tail; he, c, Chapman. HEN (5): 1, 2,

vhc Chapman, rare size, capital shoulder and neck,

well rounded hack: 3, Little, very good all round,

close up ; 4, Willison. BORDER, CL. OR I Kl).

YELL. (8): 1. Johnston, smart and typical, extra

qual.: 2, Purvis, very neat all over, capital

feather; 3, Nicholson, good, close up; 4, Heslop;

Vhc, Anderson; ho, Wilson: c, Wakey. BUFF (8):

1, Purvis, rare good type, moves well; 2, 3, Nichol-

son. beautifully moulded, in rare bloom; 4, Becvor

;

vhc, Watson; lie. Wilson; c, Forster. I1KN, A.O.

(13): I, Grtvnwell, nice size and shape, excellent

feather: 2, Wilson, grand qual., neat head, wings

and tail; 3 Watson, very smart, close up; 4, John-

ston; vhc, Nicholson; he. Bates; c, Anderson,
VARIEG. (6): 1, 2, 3, Joliaeton, all of rare type
and qua!, of feather; 4, Nicholson; Vhe, he, Heslop.
GR. OR CIN. YELL. (7): 1, 2, vhc, Johnston. 1 green
of nice size and shape, rich col., well pencilled; 2,
very typical cinn. of sound level col.; 8, Green-
well, green of grand shape and well pencilled; 4,

Render; he, Blakey; c, Heslop. BUFF (7): 1, 2,
Johnston, both greens, winner extra good in pen-
cilling; 3, Farrar, very neat and typical, grand
feather; 4, lflukey; vhc-, Render; he, c, Ridley.
I1EN (8): 1, 2, c, Johnston, green and cinn., a fine

pair for type and sound col. ; 3, he, Stephenson.,
cinn., nice size, shape and qual. of feather; 4,

Grecuwoll ; vhc, Farrar. NOVICE, CK. (24) : 1, 3,

he, Render, 1 green, grand type, beautifully pen.
eillcd; 3, nice size and shape, capital feather; 2,

vhc, Mitchell, very neat all over, close up; c,

Anderson. HEN (17); 1, 4, Render, 1 green of
sound col. and pencilling

; 2, no name, eye and
wing mkd., smart and typical; 3, Jerdon, varieg..

grand shape and qual. of feather; vhc, Forster;
he, Botain ; c, Topping. A.O.V. (9) all cinnamons:
1, vhc, Godiey, yell., sound rich col., good Nor. type;
2, Lucas, huff, fine size and subs.; 3, 4, Roy, yell.,

grand ize and shape, rich sound col. ;
lie, c, Mason

and .8 anderson. SELL., 12/G (25): 1, McKay; 2, C-.

CQUlthard ; 3, Dobson; 4, Gillespie; vhc, Teller; he,

Wilson. SELL., 7/6 (13): 1, Fielding; 2, Qoulthard

;

3, Schoolef ; 4, Dunning and Furness; vhc, Stothard;
he, Wilson; c, Spoor. MULE OR BRIT., SELL.,
10/- (16): 1, Blancheon ; 2, Caunt; 3, Coombcs; 4,

c, Rutlierford
;

vhe, Graham. HYB., CAN.-BULLF
OR CL. MULE : 1, Dr. Wilson, Greenie-Chaffle, in

rare order; 2, Graham, Kodpoll-Bullic, of fine size

and col. ;
w.c., H. Wade. VAR. MULE : 1, Kev.

C. R. Appleton, very fine, head and saddle mkd.
Linnet-Mule, in splendid cond.; 2, 3, Evans, six-

pointed Goldie, and head and wing mkd. Grcenie,

good col. and cond.; 4, Dr. Wilson. DK. MULE
(14) : T, Baker, Cinn.-Greenf . of grand size and
whape, rich col., shows the cross well; 2, Apedaile,
yell. Siskin, rich col., dark cap, full of Siskin

markings) 3, Rev. C. R. Appleton, large huff Goldf.

of good eol. and cond.; 4, Couehman ;
vhc, Stanger;

he, Liddell
;

c. Hooper. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (16)

:

1, Wright, Goldf.. nice size and shape, wide rich

coloured blaze, good wings, rare cond. ; 2, Dr.
Wilson, large cobby Bullf., bright coloured breast,

perfect feather
;

‘S, 4, Almond, good Goldf., rich

tans, good wings, scarcely the blaze of winner ;
vhc,

Nicholson: he, Petterson ; c, Wakenuhaw. GREENF.
(15) : I, vhc, Blancheon, fine size, extra good shape,

in grand bloom ; 2, Conkie and Louden, capital

feather, col. and cond.; 3, Stewart, good length,

col. and feather, not the shape of leaders; 4,

Nicholson
;

he, Gentleman ; c, Inman. BKAMBLEF.
OR CHAFF. (14): 1, Nicholson, big shapely Chaff.,

grand head, neck and front, capital wings and cond.;

2, Smurthwaite, large cobby shaped Bramblef., hot
col., carried well down, fine spangling ; 3, Dr.

Wilson, Chaff., deep coloured breast, fine shape,

but lacks the size, wing and cond, of winner; 4,

Wright; vhc, Sergt. J. Forster; he, R. Johnson; c.

Hooper. LINNET, H.M. (14>: 1, 4, Waters, fine

upstanding Linnet, profusely marked front and
flanks; 2, 3, Wright, two fine birds, with well
marked fronts, a bit dry in feather; vhc, Dr.

Wilson; he, Glendinning; c. Robson. LINNET.
F.M. (18): 1, Young, fine size, col. and markings;
equal 1, Woodhouse, could not be found when class

was judged, but was subsequently awarded equal

first, grand size, shape, col. markings and cond.; 2,

Smurthwaite, grand bird for size and markings,

paler coi. ; 3, R. Johnson. SISKIN, ETC. (15) : I, he,

J. Johnston, good sized, rich coloured Siskin, good
cap and markings, capital cond. ; 2, Collins, really

good Lesser Redpoll, in rare order; 3, Dr. Wilson,

big, shapely, well marked Twite; 4, R. Johnson;
vhe, Nicholson; c. Peacock. A.O.V. HEN: 1, 4,

Wright, Hawf., bright in eol., glossy feather; 2,

Sergt. J. Forster. Yellowhammer, grand size, eol.

and markings, very steady ; 3, Dr. Wilson, fine

specimen of a Meadow Bunting ;
vhc, Inman ; he,

Hetherington. F.M., EXCEPT LINNET (21): 1.

Nicholson, Goldf., with a wide, clean cut blaze,

good wings, very steady; 2, R. Johnson, large

shapely Bullf.. grand breast col., perfect feather:

3, Blancheon, big cobby Greenf., good wings and
coi.: 4. Smurthwaite; vhc, Bertram; he, Christor

and Son ; c, Forster. HEN FINCH OR BUNT.
(15) : 1, 2. Conkie and Loudon, Corn Bunting and
Bramblf., in rare order: 3, Gentleman, large steady

Yellowhammer; 4. vhc, Caunt: lie, Lindsay; c, Gray.

A.V. H.B. NOV, (20) : I, Rev. C. R. Appleton.

Goldf., good blaze of rich col., capital wings and
tanning, rare cond. ; 2, Lumby and Hunt,, Bullf. of

grand size and col.: 3. Hall, very fine Hawf., good

eol.. steady : 4, Hetlieringtor. : vhc, Tam ;
he.

Rowan; e, Hardie Bros. SOFTBILL (15): 1, Spl.,

best Brit., Montague, very fine Chough, in excellent

cond. ; 2, Lindsay, very fine Albino Lark ; 3, lie,

Wright, really good Blackbird, in grand bloom : 4,

Affleck and Oresswell; vhc. Gray. FOR., FRUIT-
EATERS, ETC.: 1, Nicholson. Sugar Bird, brilliant

col best of cond.; 2. Christor, Lory, rare cond.;

3 Almond. AVADAVATS, ETC. (10): 1. 2, 3. 4.

vhc, c. Almond, St. Helena Green Avadavat and
Lavender Finch, all in grand order; he. Peacock.

A.O. SEEDEATERS : 1, 4, vhc, Almond, Mclha
Finch, in full eol. and eond. : 2. Christor and Son,

long-tailed Whydah, in perfect feather; 3, Dr. Hib-

son" grand sized, very rich col. Siberian Bullf.

BOWLING B.F.A,
Old Bird Show, Nov. 24, Barley Mow Hotel. Eleven

members staged 02 birds, which were well judged

by 0 E. Walker, West Bowling. CHAMP., Class 1

(7): 1. 4, Padget. ; 2, 3, Paoey. Class 2 (5): 1, 2, 3.

l'adget; 4, Robinson. Class 3 (5): 1, 2, Tadgctt; 3.

liobin&on
j

4, Hodgson. Class 4 (10)*. 1, 3, Hodgson;
o Paoey; 4. Robinson. Class 5 (7): 1, 2, 4, Hodgson;

3. Padgett. Class 0 (7): l, 2, 4, Hodgson; 3. Padgett.

Cluate I (1),: 1, Robinson. Claus 8 (6): 1, 2, Paccy

;

3 4, Robinson. NOV.: Class 9 (9): 1. Wardman
; 2.

•l’ l G Hodgson; 3, T. Robinson. Class 10 (8): 1.

Wood and Mirflcld ; 2. 4, Crabtree; 3, T. Robinson.

Clasu 11 (9): 1. Wardman; 2, Wood and Mirflcld;

(i Crabtree: 4, J. G. Hodgson. Class 12 (8): 1, 3.

Wood and Mirileld ; 2. Nicboll ; 4, T. Robinson. Claus

l'l (6) 1. Wardman; 2, H. Hodgson; 3, Nicholl;

4 ,1 G. Hodgson. Class 14 (3); 1, Wood and Mir.

field ; 2, Nicboll : 3, Crabtree. Class 1(1 (1); 1, Crab,

tree.

—

-.1. Nicholl.

Prize Card 3
,
Cage Slips, Radges, Judges' Boohs,

cheapest and best. Read what the secretary of

Wigan Cage Bird Society pays: "Dear Sir,—Glad to

snv our members are simply delighted with tho

posters and prize cards. T! e.v «a.v they are the best)

and cheapest, they have ev-r had. -Yours, etc., E.

ltsll " Send for samples aid prices. Tho Manager,
o' (.,»-.«« Dept., "Cage Birds,' 154, Fleet Street, Lon-

don, E.C*
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HAMILTON.
Hamilton Red Crons Show, Dec. 11, war a mag-

nificent cuccens. Tho Town Hall was taxed to its

utmost, amt eight classes were shown in a very nice
aide room adjoining the large hull, lllrds were finely

staged on the tliree-tter principal all round the font
sides, with a tier up the centre. Quality was a lead-
iug feature, and many prominent winners were on
view. The entry totalled well over <300. Borders
were a capital lot, and were quite a show by them-
selves; the assistance of another judge had to be
called in, and. so kceu was tho competition, it was
only a matter of condition that separated many
of tbo winners. Scotch Fancies had a very good
classification, but wo regret this section was poorly
supported, only averaging three per class. In Nor-
wich entries came up fairly well? type being promi-
nent throughout, and many past winners adding to
their laurels. Mules and' British came up strong,
and again the services ol' another judge were called
in. Mr. G. Marlin (Hamilton) obliging. Foreigners
set out a grandi finish to a successful show. Un-
fortunately several birds arrived too late for judg-
ing. Judging was finished in good- time, and the
Hon. President, Provost Moffat, declared the show
opeu. He referred to the keen enthusiastic and
true spirit in which the fanciers of the district iiad
responded to such a good cause. Hamilton was
in much need of aidi at the present time, as the
men from all around had responded well to their
country’s call. He wished the show the success it
richly deserved. The management was comprised of
a hard lot of working officials, and. the patriotic
spirit shown by them was appreciated by all. In
tho Sec., Mr. \V. S. Wilson, they possess a man
who well knows his business

; he was ever r.eadv to
respond to the many calls made upon him, oblig-
ing and courteous to all. He was well supported
by the following well-known fanciers: Pres., J.
Braidwood

; committee, Messrs. G. Marlin, A. Reid,
It. Houston, T. Allan, T. Dkk, J. Bisset, J. Glass,
J. Naismith, J. Scobbie, and Joe Higgins. Among
the nobility and gentry who supported the cause
toy giving donations were Provost Moffat, Lord New-
lands. Duchess of Hamilton, T. W. Watson Esq ,Lady Watson, Rev. T. M. B. Patterson, Mrs. 'Diton,
Sheriff Shennan, Rev. Dr. Thomson, Mrs. Colville,Wm. Meek, Esq., Mrs. Loudan, and manv others.
Tho Judges were: Scotch Fancy, Mr. D. Black
(Govan)

; Bord,. Mr. W. S. Clark (Irvine), and Mr.
A Reid (Hamilton); Nor., Mr. R. Martin (Kirkin-
suilock), Brit., Mr. Clark (LarkhaJI), and Mr. G.
Marlin (Hamilton), and their awards, on the whole,
met with satisfaction.
NOR., CL. YELL., CK. (11): 1, Stewart, Queen’s

Park winner, grand- head', neck, and front, fine qua!
and col., even throughout, fine size, style, and
eond.; 2, Harper, very close up, about "equal in
every respect, grand bird; 3, Bissett7~rare size and
subs good head, qual., and' col., fine short flights,
shade rough in feather; 4, ep, Gallacher, splendid

3
ual " i®.1 " and cond -; 5, W. P. Campbell; 6, Lid-

dell. BUFF (7): 1, Liddell^ fine head, qual., col.,
and cond., good size; 2, Sommerville, rare head and
neck, fine short cobby body, good- qual. and col., fine
salmon tint, neat flights, few tail feathers missing
or would have won; 3, Scobbie. eye tkd., rare quai
and col., good size and shape, short, well-laid wings-
4, Braidwood; 5, 6, Anderson. VAR., YELL. CK
_<7): I, Bissett, eye, wing, and neck mkd., grand
size, fine deep front, extra qual. and- col., nice head
style, and cond. ; 2, Mabon, heavily mkd., hot. col

’

bold head, neck, and front, grand type, shade coarse
in feather; 3, McLean, lovely qual. and col., grand
size and shape, good head and subs., wing mkd
close up (Clydebank winner); 4, Hope; 5 Whyte-
6, Aitken. HEN (9): 1 , McLean, Clydebank winner
in new hands, head and wing mkd., grand' size and
type, extra good qua!, and col., short body and
flights, neatly cut away behind

; 2, Godfrey ‘Bros
grand head, neck, and front, rare qual. and size’
scarcely so good- in flights; 3, Aitken, fine short!
coupled bird, rare breadth across chest, fine" qual
and col., good size, neat wings, close up; 4 sp
Scobbie, fine size, type, and qual.; 5, Braidwood; 6’

Robertson. VAR., BUFF, CK. (9) : Gallacher, grand
size and qual., bold head, thick neck, could do
better with a little more breadth, across chest ; 2
Godfrey Bros., heavily mkd., jare head, neck, and
qual., good subs., Glasgow and Dis. 2nd ; 3, Scobbie
grand size and fine deep front, good qual. and col.’
nice head, shade long, and loose in feather; 4
Robertson; 5, Findlay; 6, Aitken. HEN (4): 1,
Campbell, eye and wing mkd., good qual., fine short
cobby body good size and col., well-packed flights
and tail

; 2, Stewart, good head and. subs., excellent
fjual., heavily mkd.; 3, Bell, heavily mkd., great size
fine subs.; 4, Kean. CL. BUFF, HEN 1, Davidson!
nice head, grand qual. and type, fine size, col., and
cond.; 2. Marlin, fine head, neck, and front, extra
good qual, good size, and shape; 3, Naismith
fine size, nice qual. an<l col,, neat short flights and
tail;j4, Kean; 5, Braidwood; 6, Malone. UNFLIG
YELL., CK. (7): 1, Harper, tkd. head, good- size
rare qual. and col., fine short body, flights, and tail
grand head, nice full neck, wins; 2, Hope cl rare
size fine head, neck, and qual.. hot col.,' neat
flights, 3, Cuthbertson, cl., fine bold head-, rare qual
and size, paler in col.; 4, sp, Johnstone; 5 Alorrt
son

; G, Brown. HEN (11): 1
, 3, Harper, 1st, el.

grand stamp, extra good qual., rare head, and neck
fine short cobby body, neat flights and, tail; 3rd’
clean cut, good head, capital qual., neat flights

’

Lawson and Son, rare qua]., fine head, neck! and
size» nice short body, flights, and'tail, well cleaned
out behind; 4, Somerville; 5, Robertson; 6, GodfreyBUEF

- CK - («): 1, Robertson, good size, fine
head-, capital qual. and col., short flights, could dowith more subs.; 2, Findlay, shade smaller, but all
there for type and qual., fine short body, flightsand tad, nice head, neck, and cheeks, paie in°col

’

known face; 3, Johnstone, fine size and subs., lovely

Tr
U
ri‘ rF? i°i

: 4 ’ sp ’ Lawson and Son
; 5, Hutton.HEN (7) : 1 Law30n am] gons, gree„ ; fine ]iead and

neck, rare bold front, short, and clean cut, neat
flights, and tail, typical; 2, Marlin, rare stamp cl
nice head and neck, fine short body, flights, and
tad, capital qual., col., and cond., close up- 3
Morrison, var., good size, fine head, neck, and qual

’

FFrwV ,VH i
P\:

r

5
’,.

Snl
,

iu>; 6
> Davidson. NON-

IbD, CK, (5): 1, Marlin, buff var., rare type and
fiize, capital qual., col., and cond., wins; 2

, Godfrey
Bros., cl. yell., lovely qual. and col., fine head, good
subs

; .3, Brownlie, buff var., good head, nice size,
shade long in bedy, fine qual.; 4, Braidwood

; 5,
Findlay HEN (11): 1, Stewart, yell, var., grand
size and type, excellent qual. and col., fine head
and froDt, Heat flights and tail; 2, Gallacher, buff
TAX’-, rare size and subs., lovely qual., col., and
Cond.; 3, Godfrey Bros., cl. yell., grand head and
qual., fine col., good order; 4. sp. Marlin, cl yell.

5S?,
tL!ie

:
ul ’ CfUa1

’ and^deep front; 3, (;, Findlay!CREST (3): 1, S, Wilson, 1st, grizz. Crest, cl. body,
r<iro top piece, well radiated: from a good centre
grand size and subs.; 3rd, yell. D.C., good qual. and
col. ; 2, Lawson and Sons, var,, scarcely so massive

top piece, nine droop, good qual. C.B.: 1, Findlay,
Kirkintilloch winner, almost green, raro wide skull,

well lashed, grand size and subs. ; 2, 3, Wilson, 2nd,
cl. buff, well lashed, good size and subs.; 3rd, var.,

lino lashing, good qual. GIFT (4): 1, Braidwood;
2, sp, Scobbie; 3, sp, Wilson; 4, Pirrie, late arrival.

HYB. (7): 1, Crone, Redpoll-Bullf., nice size, col.,

and cond., shows parentage distinctly, wee beauty;
2, W. P. Campbell, grand big Greenie-Bulif., rare
bold head and front, hot col., fine bars and flights,

shows cross well; 8, Williamson, Goldf. -Bullf., good
size and shape, rich col. face; 4, sp, Hcgglc, Greenf.

-

Chnff., winner in hot company, fine size, shape, col.,

and whites, defective claws; 5, Glass; C, Watson;
good class. VARIED. MULE (7) : 1, Hcggie, Greenf.
cross, mkd. Deck, fine size, shape, and col., rare
cond.) 2, McQuiston, yell. Goldf. cross, mkd. eyes
and wing, fine size and shape, hot col., A3 cond.;
3, M. E. Campbell, eyes and wing mkd-. Goldf., rare
sizo and cond., very fine qual. of feather; 4, Glass,
almost el. bull Goldf., nice size, qual., and eond.; 5,

Stewart; C, Anderson. DARK GOLDF. OR LINNET
(12) : 1, 4, sp, McQuiston, 1st, grand size and col.,

rich face, rare qual. of feather, nice sheen and
corn!,; 4, sp, Linnet cross, fine size and col.; 2,
Clark, grand big Linnet, Nor. type, rare shape and
col., fine bloom and cond.; 3, Crone, Goldf. cross,
wonderful col., rich face, scarcely the size of winner,
fine polish and cond.; 5, Heggie; 6, Cummings
A.O.V. (12): 1, 2, Crone, 1st, Canary-Bullie, grand
6ize and shape, marvellous col.! rare cond.

; 2,
Siskin cross, hot col., fine size, shape, and- cond.

;

3, McQuiston, line big Greenf., strongly built, rare
head, front, and col., fine qual. and cond.; 4, Bax-
ter; 5, Heggie; 6, Liddell. GOLDF. (11): 1, Trotter,
fine size and shape, rare rich square-cut face, nicely
tanned body, fine flights, good cond. ; 2, Connelly,
rare rich col. face, scarcely so square cut, grand
tanning, nice size, shape, sheen, and eond. ; 3, Wal-
lace, grand rich square cut, expansive blaze, in full
bloom, scarcely so rich in tanning, fine size, shape,
und cond.; 4, sp, W. P. Campbell, grand- bird, fine
face and tanning; 5, Boag; 6, Shaw; good class.
BULLF. (7) . 1, McQuiston, rare stamp, grand cap
and front, rich col., prominent wing bars, fine qual.
and cond. ; 2, Clark, jun., good size and shape, neat
cap and wing bars, fine col. and cond.; 3, Watson,
not the biggest, but fine shape, col., and qual.,
nice cap; 4, Gibson; 5, C, Pirrie; 7, Trotter; these
last three arrived too late for judging^ hard lines,
Mr. Trotter, would have been in the money (Vale
of Leven and Clydebank winner). HEN (11): 1, VV.
P. Campbell, very fine quai. and col., rare size and
shape, grand cap and bars, nice bloom, and cond.

;

2, Cowan, rare shape and size, fine col., qual., sheen,
and cond., close up; 3, Sharp, fine cap and bars,
good order ; 4, sp, Watson, nice col, shape, and
qual.; 5, Minopris; 6, Adam. HEN, A.O.V, (10): 1,

Msftuiston, grand Bramblef., nice size, shape, col.,

quai., and cond.; 2, Marlin, Greenie, grand size,

well built, fine qual. and cond. ; 3, Smart, Chiff., fine
size, shape, and cond., grand col., as good; as a
male; 4, Patterson, Bramble, nice size and co!.,

3teady; 5, W. P. Campbell; C, Malton. LINNET
H.M. : 1, Naismith, grand size, shape, co!., and
polish, wonderfully well laced breast, well closed,
in good- whites and back ; 2, W. P. Campbell, wel,
up in size, very fine col., neatly laced front, good
flights, and cond., shows well; 3, 4, sp, McQuiston.
grand pair, fine col., size, shape, bloom, and cond.,
leader better-laced front; 5, Trotter; 6, Godfrey
Bros. F.M. (1.3): 1, 3, Naismith, 1st, fine size,

shape, and coi., rare laced front, good flights and
back : 3rd, grand breast, full of work, fine col., and
steady; 2, Davidson, better size, fine shape, and
col., good front, showy bird, steady; 4, Neilsou
fine col. and- size, steady; 5, Cathcart

; (1. McQuiston.
GREENF. (14) : 1, Davidson, grand size and col.,

built on strong lines, bold head and front, rich
flights and tail, fine cond., steady; 2, M. E. Camp-
bell, buff, grand stamp, fine shape, col., qua!., and
cond.. rare qual. flights and tail; 3, Henderson, fine
big yell., capital col. and shape, bold head and
front, good flights, well put down, close up ; 4, sp,
Brownlie and Cook, the old firm, rare good buff,
grand size and shape ; 5. Dickson

; 6, W. P. Camp-
bell ; fine class. LESSER 'POLL: 1, W. P. Camp-
bell, grand size and bloom, fine cobby shape, good
head and col.; 2, Marlin, smart little chap, nice
shape and polish, scarcely so cobby, fine cond.,
steady; 3, Boag, better size-, well laced breast, fine
col. and cond., close up

; 4, sp, Private Hamilton,
fine coi. and' lacing, nice ’Poll; 5. Taylor; 6, Wil-
liamson. F.M. (15) : 1, Pirrie, rattling size and col.,

fine head and bib, well-laced breast; 2, Lambie,
rare lacing and col., fine size, bloom, and cond.,
steady ; 3, Hardie, more size, prominent bib, nice col.

and- lacing, shade rough; 4, Lambie, good col. and
bill ; 5. Ferguson ; G. Minopris. MEALY ’POLL OR
TWITE (10) : 1, McLean, Twite, Brechin and Clyde-
bank winner, grand size, col., and lacing, good
flights, fine cond.. and steady; 2, McQuiston, Twite,
close up, rare col. and bloom, fine size and shape,
well-laced breast, good wings; 3, Lindsay, Twite,
fine one for col., size, and lacing, good flights and
cond., not much between these three; 4, Sprott; 5,

Neilson ; 6, Patterson; No. 4, late arrival, fine Mealv.
would have been in the money ; hard lines. SISKIN
(1) : 1, no name, a topper, capital, col., grand size

and shape, rare cap and flank markings, faint bib,

grand polish and cond., wins; 2, Dickson, F.M., well.,

grand col., cap, and lacing, good bib, size, and
shape ; 3, Calder, grand wide cap, finely laced flanks,
nice shape, co!., and cond. ; 4, sp, Naismith, good
size, sliane. col., and bib; 5. Glass; C, Sharp. CHAFF.
OR BRAMBLE (5): 1, McLean, Clydebank win-
ner, rare broad front, grand col. and size, -well

spangled, steady, and nicely staged: 2, Renwick.
hot col., scarcely so massive build, fine mantle and
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cond.; 3, MrQui-.ton, floo col., size, and shape,
nicely spangled, all tbo above Brambles ; 4, Stewart;
6, Lindsay. BUNTING (5); 1, Henderson, very rich
and pure iu col,, rare size, shape, and markings,
wins; 2, White, fine size, neat shape, good col. and
markings; 3, Clark, shade smaller, fine ml. and
markings, nice shape, and steady; 4, Adam; 5,
Trotter. A.O.V. BRIT. (7) : 1, McQuiston, rare big
Hawfinch, wonderful col. and cond., grandi head and
bib, fine wings; 2, Crawford, grand Waxwing, good
size, fine tips, rare bib and crest, splendid col. arid
cond.; 3, Henderson, another fine Waxwing, close
up, rare cond.; 4, sp, Alex. McLean, wee beauty, of
a Redstart, rare head, col. and cond., well put down,
might have split tho Waxwings; 5, Taylor; G, Con
nelly; 7, I’errie. FOR. (7): 1, Lee, grand rieli col.
King I’arrot, undefeated, well shown; 2, Begg,
Orange Bishop, in full col.

; 3, Henderson, grand
Goldf., rare rich square-cut face, nicely tanned body,
pure in whites, well placed; 4, 6, Begg. GIFT (0) :

1, 4, Wilson; 2, Weir; 3, Lawson and Sons; 5,
Naismith, G, Allan.

The Scotch and Border Fanciea.
The Scotch Fancies, were not numerous, but what

they lacked in quantity was made up for in quality.
Unfortunately the weather was bad, snow and
sleet failing all day, and although the Town Hall
is well lighted, artificial ight had to be used
part of the day. Artificial light is n»t of the
best, especially when colour is being judged. The
bad light no doubt accounted for the criticism
heard on some of the awards in the Border Fancy
section. In this and the British section the entries
were extra heavy and additional judges had to be
called in, Mr. Geo. Marlin taking some of the
British, and Mr. A. Reid some of the Border classes.
SCOTS FANCY, YELL. CK. (2): 1 , A. Hamilton,

cl., hard up, prominent top end, decided drive, fine
head and neck, good thickness through, wins; 2,
Jackson, erect, grand thickness through, scarcely
so good in drive. HEN (3): 1, Stewart, junr.,
erect, grand top end, rare thickness, good bead
and neck, grand style, wine-; 2, Higgins, rare top,
grand thickness, decided dri^ close up ; 3, G.
Hamilton, large, hard up, rare top end, head
and neck, fine depth through. BUFF CK. (3) : 1,

Higgins, erect, grand top end, rare thickness
through, fine head and neck; 2, T. Jackson, fine
length, long reach, round back, fails thickness
to 1st; 3, Gibson, fine length, thinner, got up, good
neck and reach. BEN (2): 1, L. Jackson, hard up,
good top end, rare thickness through, good drive,
handles well; 2, A. Hamilton, fine length, long side,
nice drive and thickness. YELL. PIED OR GR.
CK. (2): 1, L. Jackson, erect, decided drive, rare
style and action, good top end and reach; 2, A.
Hamilton, hard up, fine length, good thickness,
beaten in drive. HEN (3) : 1, 3, Higgins, hard up,
rare top end, grand thickness, fine head and neck,
wins ; 3, erect, rare thickness, fine size, bit unsteady

;

2, A. Hamilton, erect, good thickness, solid top,
fails drive to 1st. BUFF PIED OR GR. CK. (5>:
1, Higgins', hard up, rare top, great thickness
through, rare worker, wins; 2, L. Jackson, erect,
rare length, fine head and neck, good thickness; 3,
G. Hamilton, hard up, rare style and action, fine
length, beaten thickness; 4, T. Jackson. HEN:
1, T. Jackson, erect, grand top end and thickness,
good drive, style and action, wins; 2, Higgins, hard
up, good thickness, only fails in style to 1st ; 3, L.
Jackson, hard up, fine length, good drive. BORD.,
YELL. CK. (13): 1, W. S. Wilson, cl., grand co).,
good wings and tail, bit pointed at chest; 2, J. S.

Nairn, head tick, nice mould, good head, wings
and tail, fair col.; 3, Craig, grand little fellow,
lovely col., sweetly moulded, nice wings and tail,

our choice; vhc, Pte. W. Hamilton: he, G. Bennet;
c, McClue and Hilson. BUFF (19) : 1, B.F.C.O.
medal, W. S. Wilson, cl., grand col., nicely rounded
body, beautifully tapered, rare good style and
qual.; 2, J. Wilson, bead tick, sweet head and
neck, nicely moulded, good wings and tail, sweet
bird; 3, Purvis, nice type and qual.. Beat head,
good wings and tail, fair co). ; vhc, Kilpatrick

; he,
Patterson ; c, Weir

;
some grand birds cardless in

this class. YELL. HEN (14) : 1, McClue and Hil-
son, cl., nice col., finely tapered body, good wings
and tail; 2, Craig, cl., grand col. nicely moulded
body, well tapered, neat head, wings and tail,

could have won; 3, Nairn, cl., nice col., well tapered
body, neat head and tail, grand qual. ; vhc, Alex-
ander; he, Frayer; c, Roberteon. BUFF HEN (24):
1, A. Robertson, cl., excellent col., type and qua!.,
good head and tail; 2, Sandilands, cl., sweetly
moulded, fair col., nicely tapered body, good
head, wings and tail

; 3 , McClue and Hilson, cl.,

nice col., well tapered body, good head ; vhc, Craig,
cl., lovely qual., sweetly moulded body, grand
head and wings, in the pink, unlucky; he, Stewart;
c, Murray. EVEN MKD. (8): 1 , McClue and Hil-
son. Cinn., 4-point buff, fair markings, nice col.,

good type and qua). ; 2, Orton, 4.pointed yell., nice
markings, grand type and qua!., sweet head and
neck, wings and tail; 3, vhc, Nicholson, 4-point
buff, best markings in class, nice type and qua!.,
showing a bit leggy; he, Allerdice; c, Brownlee.
VARIEG. YELL. (10): 1, Brownlee, eyes, wings and
chest mkd. yell., grand head, wings and tail, good
col., lovely type and quality; 2, Elliott, grand 5.
point, splendid mkgs., rare col., good type and
qual., close up ; 3, Harper, eyes, wings and rump
marked, very nice type and qual., good wings and
tail; vhc, W. S. Wriison ; he, Nairn; c, Marley.
BUFF (17): 1, W. S. Wilson, really grand 3-point,
nice coi:., type and qual., beautifully moulded
body, well put down: 2, Craig,- eyes, wings and
rump mkd., grand col., type and qual., best of
wings and tail, close up; .3, Ritchie, eyes, wings
and shoulder mkd., lovely type and qua!., grand
wings and tail, neat head; vhc, McClue and Hil-
son : he, Ritchie : c, Robertson. VARIEG. YELL.
HEN (12): 1, J. W. Wilson, very nice 3-point, s-weet
shape, neat head, wings and tail, fair col. ; 2,

Marley, varieg. cinn., very good col., type and
qual., shade fiat on head: 3, Nairn, varieg., cinn.,
best of type and qua)., fair col., fails wings; vhc,
D. McPhie, nice eyes, wings and saddle marked,
grand type and qual., neat head and wings, unlucky;
several grand birds cardless in this class

; he, W. S.

Wilson; c. Ferguson. BUFF HEN (10): 1, Craig,
grand eyes, wings and head mkd., lovely type and
qual., neat head, wings and tail, wins

; 2, Eoag,
similar mkgs., very nice shape good wings and
tail, beaten only in coi.; 3, Robertson, again
similar mkgs., neat shape, good col., hit short in
tail; vhc, Ritchie, grand 3-point, lovely qual.,
sweetly moulded, hard luck; he. Stewart; c, Aller.
dyce, junr. YELL. CINN., CK. (14): 1 , McClue
and Hilson, good col., nice head, wings and tail,

rather slim, got up; 2, McLindon, better type,
good wings and tail, neat head, pale in col.

; 3,

Harper, nice ool.. good type and qual., neat head
and tail, tips wings a wee bit; vhc, lie, J. W.
Wilson: several grand hirds left out in this class.

BUFF (13): 1. 2, 3, J. W. Wilson, winner fine col.,

good head, nice wings and tail, good type and
quai. ; 2, nice shape, neat head, fails wings ; 3,

slimmer, got up, nice wing can-., neat, head; vhc,

Whitclaw; he, Pierce; c, Campbell. YEL. CIN. HEN

(14) : 1, Harper, very rich col., nice typo and qua!.,
neat hoad and wings; 2, 3, J. W. Wilson, good typo
and qual., nice head and tail, excellent col., 8, eamo
remarks apply, hut better in chest; vhc, Patterson;
be, Hcslop ; c, Dick; again several grand hirds out
of money. BUFF (IQ; i, z, j. w Wilson, good
col., splendid shape, nice wings and tail, shade
st rong in ntill u rani pood one

; 2, shjuJc psiter
<:0 l„ better head, nice type and qua!., close up - 3
McLindon, grand hen, lovely type and qual., good
bead and wings, not much between 1, 2

,

• vhc
Glas&; he, McLindcn

; c, Lambie. VELI,! GREEN
CK. (13): 1, Johnstone, grand rich grassy green
sound and level throughout, grand markings, neat
head and tail, real good one; 2, 3, Harper, grand
type and qua)., neat head, wings, and tall, nice mark-
ings and depth of col. ; -3, slimmer got up, nicely
tapered, good head and wings; vhc, Lawson and
Mons; be, Whitclaw; c, Greenweil. BUFF gki:, •

CK. (15): 1, Johnstone, grand bird, true col., level
throughout, lovely type and qual., wins easily; z.
While!aw, nice col. and markings, good tvpc; 3Lawson and Sons, nicely moulded, good qual • vhc,
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2- YTnglt, vk: Johnson: he. Liney ; c. Lynham.BUFF. 1 cup, Scarborough; 2, 3. c. Linev: vhcJohnson; he. Lew*. HEN: 1 , Lewis; 2. vhc," Linev!
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1. 2, he. Martin ; 3, Smith!vhc Wilson: c. Lynham. FOR.: 1 . Liney: 2, Mrs.Martin; 3, Wilson; vhc, Martin : he. c. Chester

MIDDLESBRO’ AND TEESSIDE
Members’ show, with an entry of 173. record forthe society. Messrs. Hill and Marwood judged

1 !
1. Rand: 2, Taylor: 3. Bibhy. Buff:

3, RTayior; 2, Atk-.ns. Hen: 1, 2, Taylor; 3, Rand
Unfiig.; j, Taylor; 2, 3, Rand. Nor Yell • lBibby; 2. Carr; 3, Wake. Buff; l, 2. Bibbv': 3
Taylor. Hen: 1. 3, Bibby: 2, Taylor. tJnfli*t:‘j 2
3, Watson. A.O.V. Ck. : 1 , Appieyard; 2, "Tavl’or!
3, Gibson. Hen: 1, 3, Gibson; 2. Rand. Unflio Ck -

1 Appieyard: 2, 3, Gibson. Hen: 1 . Gibson- 2Wake - 3, Appieyard. Nov. Can. Ck. : 1 . Dodsworth!
-. 3, Bean. Hen: 1, Mrs. Hind; 2, Dodsworth 3
Bean. Unfiig.: 1, 2, 3, Mrs. Hind. Brit..: 3. Green-
wood: 2, Deans; 3, Bean. Goldf. or Bullf.: l. 2,
Smurthwaite : 3, Deans. Linnet: 3, Smurthwaite;
2, Thomas; 3, Greenwood. Greenf.: 3, Thomas: 2 !

Carr; 3. Deans. Sis.. Redpoll, or Twite: 3. Smurth-
waite: 2, Thomas; 3, Carr. A.O.V. Handbill : 3 . 2.
Smurthwaite. F.M. : 3, Thomas; 2, Smurthwaite:
3. Fox. Brit. Hen: 3, 2, 3. Smurthwaite. Mule or
Hyb. : 1, 3, Hanson; 2, Hind.— T. C. Deans, Hon.
Sec.

“LIVE BIRD” LABELS
Always use them when sending birds away by rail,

24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.
POST FREE FROM * CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET

STREET, LONDON.
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Club Reports.
LONDON C.B.A.

Meeting, Dee. 7, at 2, York Street, St. James’,

Mr. llobfion in the chair, and 25 member* present.

Rc-.oIvihI to hold a members' show on Feb. 4 and 5,

in can] unction with tho National British Bird and

Mu!o Club, and foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League, at

st„ (home's Hall, St. George’s Circus. Westminster

Bridge Hoad. Show manager, A. Silver, Exq.—A.
Wallington, Assist. See.

CITY AND COUNTY OF PERTH.
Meeting, Laidlaw's Rooms, Leonard Street, Deo. 0,

Mr. l). Brown, Pres., in the chair. Hdhuieo-Uicefc

tor year was read by Treat)., and showed a balance

on the right side. The Auditors, Messrs. D. Brown
»nd A. Borrie. reported all books, vouchers, and

receipts correct, and these were approved. The
meeting closed with a vote of thanks to chair. J. L.

Smith, Sen.

GLASGOW (Queen’s, Park) C B S.

Members please note that we have removed from

our old headquarters in tho Mmrio Stuart Halle to

more central and superior accommodation in the

Y.M.C'.A. Rooms, l'lglingtop Toll. Wo are holding

our ttvit meeting in Room No. 1, Dec. 22, at 8,

and trust that members will show their apprecia-

tion of this welcome change and turn out strong

to tho meeting. A. K. Hunter, Sec.

BACUP ROLLER C.C.
Meeting, Dec. 7, headquarters. Park Hotel, Bacup,

Mr. Geo. Wantling presiding over a rather sparse

attendance. The meeting being the end of the

financial year, the secretary produced the balance-

sheet of shows, etc., showing a profit of T2 8s. 2d.

on year's working, which was considered very satis-

tory and unanimously adopted. Decided to hold a

members’ show, Jan. 22. A vote of thanks to the

Chairman closed the meeting.—Geo. Johnson, Sec.

SOUTH BIRMINGHAM O.S.
Meeting, headquarters, Marlboro’ Hotel, Dec. 8,

if. T. Willuiott chair, before a good attendance, the

chief business of the evening being the presentation

of awards for tits young stock show, and final

arrangements for the members’ annual show on New
Year’s Day. Judge, J. H. Roe, Esq. Birds to be
staged by’ 2.30. Entries close Dee. 29. Owing to

the early closing the washing exhibition was put
olf until Dec. 15, at 8, when the- w-holo evening will

he devoted to same, Mr. G. Raby is giving the
exhibition.—G. W. Bayli&s, Sec.

FIFE C.B.L.
Meeting, Bay Horse Tavern. Lochgelly, Deck'll.

Mr. Grewar presided over a good turn-out. It was
suggested by Mr. Grewar that the Fife C.B.L. step
in and try to avoid clashing of show dates in Fife.

Secretary was instructed to write all Cage Bird

societies in Fife outside of the League and ask
them to send a delegate to next meeting in Cowden-
beath, January 22. After business was over Mr.
Grewar gave a lecture on the Norwich Plainhead,
which was enjoyed very much by all present. A vote
of thanks to Mr. Grewar ended the meeting. To all

members the see. extends the compliments of the
season.—J. Sneddon, Sec.

LONDON AND COUNTIES A.C.B.
Meeting, Dec. 4, Victoria Hotel, Charterhouse

Street, E.C. Mr. Harrison presided over a fair

number of members. The society granted a special

prize to Mrs. Harrison, the winner of the autumn
essay competition for lady members. Mr. Shake-
spear was proposed as a member. Twenty birds

staged for the judging competition—10 Nor., 10

Yorks. Members in the competition were Messrs.
Harrison, Cullien, Dyer, H. Bell, M. A. Ball, Dur-
ham, Ayris, Gilbert, and Mr. Mortlock, the latter

up for a few days’ leave. Mr. H. Bell took 1st

prize with 21 points; Durham 2nd, 14; and Mr.
Mortlock 3rd, d4. A very hearty vote of thanks
was given to Mr. Shakespear for acting as final

judge and giving a few words cn the birds staged.

Vote of thanks to chair brought a pleasant evening
to a close.

—

W. Gilbert, Hon. Sec.

SHEFFIELD O.S.
Annual meeting, headquarters. Rose and Crown

Hotel, Chairman, Mr. T. Down, presiding. The
attendance was large and enthusiastic. It was
eatisfactory to find so many members present, as
so many are employed- practically night and day.
Final arrangements were made for members’ show.
Dee. 11, and this has proved a record in both
numbers and quality. Mr. T. Down was unanimously
rc-e’ected chairman; Mr. J. A. T. Woodall, vice-

chair, Press Cprresp. and Advertising Manager;
Mr. E. C. Job, Hon. See.; Mr. R. Calton, Assist.
S^c. ; Dr. Craig, Treas., was also re-elected. The
committee were re-elected with the exception of W.
Moor and W. Baxby, Mr. Farrow and Mr. Kuypers
taking their places. Owing to the early closing
the meeting then terminated, leaving the committee
to go into a few details to submit to the January
meeting.—John A. T. Woodall, Press Corresp.

SHEFFIELD C.B.S.
Meeting, Dec. 2, Mr. Jones chair. Officials for

1916: Pres., Mr. Jones; Vice-Pres., Messrs. T. Hem-
ming. W. Bingham; Treas., W. Oxley; Sec., A.
Hobson; Committee. W. H. Champion. J. G. Cowley,
J. Curley. G. Drabble. L. Fallding, W. T. Furness,
D. Pickering, A. W. Sparkes, T. Tow, P. Walsh, J.

V.'oolhouse, L. VVoolhouse. Show dates fixed and
Peal secs, notified. Decided to procure specials for
f-h> shows to be inserted in the syllabus. Many
were promised and more will be welcomed. Result
cf final table show:

—

Members’ Nor. Yell.: 1, 3, vlic,

J. and L. Woolhouse; 2, 4. lie, Hemming. Buff: 1.4,

be. Woolhouse; 2, 3, vlic, Hemming. Nov. Yorks.
A" ell. : 1. he. c, Bagshaw ; 2. 3, 4, vlic. Fretwell.
Huff: 1. Williams; 2, 3. 4, Bagshaw; vhc, be. c,

Fretwell. Nov. Nor.: Mr. Gears secured all the
cards in a class of 13—a meritorious performance.
Special winners:—Members’ Yorks: D. Pickering;
Nov.: A. Bagshaw: Members’ Nor.: Messrs. Wool-
house: Nov.: T. Gears. Next meeting, Jan. 6,

washing competition ; 2s. special for novices. Let
us have a good start for I lie New Year.—E. Sisson,
Assist. Sec.

aO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for chipping, etc., of

•ive Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
nr rare In transit. Reliable agents everywhere,
lead Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO., LTD.

CLAPHAM C.B.A.
Fairly well attended meeting, Dec. 7, but the

only buxineam woe the cboamn-g of the inedaie won
this year, and It was decided to bare ttie same as

lost year. Next meeting will begin at 7.30 p.m.

instead- of 8. it being the aunual general meeting,

and there will ’be a volume of business to transact.
—A. It. Coe.

PLUMSTEAD AND WOOLWICH.
Annual general meeting. Dec. 9. Trinity School.

Bereaford-st., Woolwich; Mr. Ne wallain, ebair. De-
cided to allow all officer.1) to retain office for 1010.

Show report accepted, ahowiug a profit. Decided
to bold pair «how in February and Finch and Mul-
ing pairs in March. Mr. Alford was admitted a
me tuber. This being the last report for 1916, the
Sec. extends the compliments of 4be season to all

members.—Geo. H. MaclcUan, Hon. Sec.

WALLSEND MID-TYNE C.B.A.
Annnal Meeting, Station Hotel, Dec. 8, Mr. G.

Conchuiali presided over a poor attendance many im-
portant items were gone through, also election of
officer.) for the coming year: one important position

was left over till next meeting. Balance-sheet was
read for the year, and after paying prizes and
ail expenses, wc have a balance of i’C Ids. 6d. We
liopo members will turn up at next meeting for im-
portant business, altering of rules, etc. ;

new mem-
bers elected. Mr. Lucas (Walker), Mr. Cleminson,
Bykcr.—Geo. Grecnwcll, Sec.

EDINBURGH O.S.
Meeting, Dec. 4, Mr. Allan presiding ; auditors

gavo report of audit, which was correct in every
detail, alter general business. Mr. Allan called for

nominations for president, as he intended to retire

after, six years in the chair. Mr John Dalgloish
was asked- to fill the office as president, and to this

he agreed, hoping to fiave the loyal support of
members in making a large increase in tho mem-
bership. Mr. Allan was thanked for the great
service lie had rendered’ to tho E.O.8. for the past
six years. Fanoiers join this old and sound O.S.

—

A. Weston, Sec.

WALTON, EVERTON AND DIST,
General meeting hold’ Dec. 8, at headquarters, Kil-

shaw Street, many members present, and keen dis-

cussion over business in hand. Balance-sheet for

1915, showing .a good balance in favour, accepted
and- passed. Officials for 1916 as follows : I’res., Rt.

Hon. F. E. Smith, K.C., M.P. ; Vice-Pres., Rev. A.
P. S. Pink, T. Handley, Esq., C. Robinson, Esq., E.
Banner, Esq ; Chair, Mr. Holmes

;
Vice-Chair, Mr.

Smith; Auditors, Messrs. Wilkins and Jordan; Treas.,
Mr. J. W. Metcalf; Committee, Messrs. Bratherton,
Evans, T. Handley, J. VV. Handley, Hammond,
Qualtrougb, Rowlands, and Roberts. Schedule for
show, Jan. 19, compiled. Amateur section abolished.
British section open to the district. Judge nominated
J. Thornton, Esq., Liscard.—A. G. Hunt, Sec.

ATTERCLIFFE C.B.C.
Annual meeting held Dec. 9, Mr. Havenhand pre-

siding. The retiring Pres., Mr. L. Havenhand; Vice-

Pres., Messrs. J. Hibberson. and F. W. Hollings-

worth; Treas., Mrs. Justice: and Fee., E. Johnson,
were all unanimously re-elected. Messrs. W. Blunt,

M. Darlow, W. Grainger, J. Hartley, T. Hammond,
J W Merrills, F. Bearder, and F. Holling, were
elected on the committee. Messrs. T. Hammond
and J. W. Merrills auditors. Cup rules were altered

so that the three highest awards count in each
section instead of starring as previously. Other
rules as last year. The society has l ever been so
strong, either numerically or financially, and I urge

fanciers in (ho district to join our ranks and let

us take another step forward in 1916.—E. Johnson,
Sec.

LEEDS ROLLER C.C.
Meeting Dec. 4, Lockhart’s, 55, Briggate, Mr. T.

W. Walton- chair. Sec. gave a rough statement iil

respect to Annual Show. Nov. 12, 13. Everybody
agreed that it was the best effort yet made by the
Leeds Club and exhibitors were more than satisfied

with -the prizes given. We are a few pounds
on the wrong side, but it was agreed that it ie

impossible to run a show like this and make money.
After -business members settled down to a long
argument in respect to the -ring question as it at

present stands in the -Fancy, and it was unanimously
agreed- that it will be better if only one lot of rifigs

be issued throughout the country; all clubs to bo
affiliated to each other, and each club to be able
to send a representative to a meeting once a year
to draw up rules, judging standard, etc. In

this way it was felt that every -club would have a
say in the matter of management, and every breeder
would be in touch with any alteration of song
points, etc. A copy of the minute has been, or will

be sent to all Roller Clubs in the kingdom.—H. Best,

LEEDS C.B.S.
Meeting Dec. 11, Mr. A. E- Parker was elected a

member. Decided to hold tea and concert at our
prize distribution ae last year. Officers nominated
for 1916 : Pres. Mr. W. Hall ; vice-pres., Messrs. W.
Greenwood and E. Hattersley ;

chair, Mr. Mennard;
Mr. Norton, treas., Mr. A. G. Rhodes, Assist. Sec.;
Mr. Middleton, sec.; Messrs. G. Yellaud and H.
Simms, auditors. Table Show of hens, judge Mr.
C. E. Hall, his awards being well received. There
was a very peor turn up for such an important
meeting; this show was the last of the series to
count for table show specials. Yorks. Hen (16)

:

1, 3, vhc, Fcatherstone ; 2, 4, Norton; he, c, Yelland.
Nor. (19): 1, vhc, he, Chambers; 2, Fryer; 3, Living-
stone; 4, Lamb; c, Johnson.. Brit. Hen (9): 1, he,
c, Middleton; 2, 3, vhc, Hunt; 4, Owen. Tho
draw for table shows to count for specials resulted
in Oct. and Dec. shows to count, the winners
being Yorks.: 1, Norton, 18 pts. ; 2, Featherstone, 15;
Nor.: 1, Fryer, 22; 2, Livingstone, 18. Brit.: 1,

Hunt, 30 ; 2, Middleton, 29.—E. Norton, Hon. Sec.

WALKLEY C.B.S.
Meeting Dec. 9, Mr. Eidal chair. Owing to the

bad weather only a few turned up. Officials for
1916: Mr. Ridal, President: Vice-Chair, J. Wool-
house and A. W. Sparkes; Treas., L. Fallding;
Committee: Biggin, Drabble, Goodison, Bagshaw,
Fretwell, L. Woolhouse; Sec., C. Tomlinson; Assist.
Sec., E. Sisson. Decided that in case of being
only one competitor in a section for the cup. a
win should not count, but the holder be entitled
to retain the cup for another year if desired. Table
show result: Yell. Yorks: 1, he, Fretwell; 2, 3, 4.

c, Bagshaw; vhc, Parsons. Buff: 1, 3, 4, Bagshaw;
2, Parsons; vhc, Williams; he, e, Fretwell. Mkd.

:

1, 2, 3, Fretwell; 4, Williams ; vhc, Bagshaw. Nor.:
Mr. Gears gained all the cards. Messrs. Bagshaw
and Fretwell tied on points for the rose bowl. Each
selected a team of birds, which were re-judged- by
the President, Mr. Fretwell being the winner.
Messrs. I). Pickering and Matthews, the donors of
the rose bowl, were accorded a hearty vote of

thanks.—C. Tomlinson, Sec.

LARKHALL C.B.A.
YfoetiqB for Red Cross show, 7th an<l 8tli Job.,

Drill Halt, Dec. 6. Classification fixed: Uord. 18

classes (1 Soil.), Nor. 17 (1 Sell.), Yorks. 11 (1
Sell.), Mule and Hyb. 4 (1 Sell.), Brit, and Por. 22 (1

Sell.). Judgcc: Bord., Mr. G. Hyzlop. Stirling; Nor.,

Mr. Win. Bishop, Stilling; Yorks., Mr. K. Heggie,
Glasgow; Mule, Brit., and For., Mr. J. Livingstone,

Bathgate. -Allan Thomson, Sec. and Treas.

LEICESTER (Hand-in-Hand) C.B.S
Meeting, Dec. 7, Mr. Gibbins presiding over a

good attendance. Several minor item* were dealt
with. Judges for 1916 Open Show were elected;
Mr. H. W. Battye, Canaries; Mr. H. J. Chick,
llritish. Decided to ask Mr. C. H. Walton to
judge’ next Table Show. Table Show was held,

Mr. Jno. Allen judged. Nor. Var. : Yell. Hen: 1,

Roberts ; 2, Jolley; 3, vhc, Moores. Buff: 1, Jolley;

2, Day and Sturgetn; 3, Roberta; vhc, Moores.
Green: 1, Moores; 2, 3, Day and Sthrgess. Nov.
Var. Yell. Hen: 1, Pearson; 2, Brooks; 3, Lenton.
Buff: 1, Pearson; 2, Hughe.s; 3, Knight; vlic. Brooks.
Green: l. Went ; 2, Brooks; 3, Knight; vhc. Gore-
ham. Bullf . : 1, o. Kiffiby; 2, vhc, he, Deakin; 3,

Brooks. - A. Freestone, Sec.

LEYTON C.B.A.
Meeting, Headquarters, Dec. 6, Mr. Bartlett chair,

a ml -a good muster for the distribution of prizes
won at the Annual Show. Winners of challenge
cups were Mr. (!. A. Parker, champ, and Wilson
cups; Mr. A. W. Farmer, am-at. and Yorks.; Mr.
A. Newton, nova; Mr. G. Oliver, Brit, cup, and Mr.
Franz, Crest. These were presented with a few
appropriate words by our president, Mr. S. C,
Rhodes. Our secretary, Mr. Collinge, gave a pre-
liminary report on. the financial aspect of the annual-
show, which, to the great satisfaction of ail, showed
a good balance on the right side. The remainder of
the evening was taken up by a series of questions
and answers, and many knotty points were raised
for discussion. Vote of thanks to chair -brought a
pleasant evening to a close.—A. W. Farmer.

Singing Contests.
Announcements of forthcoming contests in the

nature of advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rales, three words a penny.

CASTLEFORD.
Linnet contest, Dec. 11; 40 birds entered: 1,

Milner; 2, Wat-kiss; 3, Nelson. Dec. 12, 27 birds:

1, Watkis; 2, Collinson; 3, Worral. Remember our
open sing, Dec. 27. All Linnet fanciers are Invited.

—W. Dobson, Hon. Sec.

HUM « Es-IKACT.
Linnet contest onto sing lieid Woodman Inn,

Uorsefair, Dec. 11 ;
84 birds competed for 3imn. time

singing: r, scotDoon ; 2, i'ugu; 8, piper. Open sing,

Dec. rz; 41 coiupeteu for 3mm. tune singing: i,

Pugh; z, Money; 3, Beard; 4, shared Piper and
Footer. VVe have a splendid club just now. Now
you intending members, why not join now? There
are some big times coming. Hurry up or you may-

be too late.— S. Pugh, Hon. Sec,

BARNSLEY.
Members’ sing, Hec. 12, tor 4rmn. time sing; 18

birds entered tor me -prizes: 1, Jones, 3min. Osec.;

2, Brusny, 2.42; 3, Davis, 2.4; 4, ThowKer, .2.21 ; 5,

Norman, 2.7. We have a very big entrance just

-now and a membership of 36, so they have not all

been called to fight ior their country. We made
another seven members this week, and yet there is

room lor a few more; so hurry up for special prizes.

—Hardmau, Sec.

KIPPAX.
First sing, new headquarters, White Swan Hotel,

Dec. 11. 28 birds entered lor 3min. time singing:

1, Collinson; 2, Potter; 3, Wallis. Timekeepers, J.

Wallis and J. Cooper; tappers, 0. Potter and W.
Perkin. A good company was present, and they
were delighted with the contest, especially with the
singing of O. Potter’s bird, which will make a name
for him before the season closes.

General meeting, Dec. 9. Officials elected for 1916:

Pres., A. Cooper; Treas., J. Wallis; See., R. Plows;
Auditor, 0. Potter. The result of the season’s con-

tests was satisfactory, with a balance on the right

side. Decided to have an open contest at an early

date, which will be advertised in Cage Birds, so

look out for open contest and give us your support.

We are most fortunate, as our new host is a fancier,

and we shall be able to prove to him that Linnet
contesting is a nice hobby. His favourite birds are

Canaries. Trusting for a successful season for 1916.

Five of our members are with His Majesty’s forces

in France, and another has joined under Lord
Derby’s Scheme. We expect our membership in-

creasing this year, as several have already promised
to join.—R. Plows, Sec.

LEEDS.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel, Skinner Lane. 14 birds sang for three prizes,

and some good singing was heard: 1, 2, Wharam ; 3,

shared Wigfieid and Chippendale. Judges, T. Sum-
mers andi S. Butterfield.

Quality Linnet and Canary singing, Glassmaker's
Arms, Greyhound Place, York Road. Linnet con-

test, Dec. 11; 19 birds sang: 1, Stockhill ; 2, Hirst;

3, Richardson. Canary contest, Dec. 11 ; 16 birds

:

1. Hirst; 2, 3, Johnson . Linnet contest, Dec. 12; 25

birds: 1, 2, Richardson and Hirst shared; 3, Hirst.

Canary contest, Dec. 12; 18 birds: 1, Wharam; 2,

Hirst; 3, Wharam.—E. Stansfield, See
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road. Open contest for quality

Linnet singing, Dec. 11 ;
14 birds sang : 1, Wharam

;

2, Ineson ; !3, Ward; consolation prize, Sissons.

Judges, Hayes. Naylor, and Crane. Dec. 12; 16 birds

sang: 1, li. Smith; 2, Sissons; 3, 4, shared by T.

Ward and Mrs. Tennant. Judges, Hardcastie, Hayes
and Topping; also a Roller contest, Dec. 12; 16

birds sang: 1, T. Johnson; 2, 3, shared by Rogers
and- T. Johnson; consolation prize, Condliffe. Judges,

Grant, Sissons, and Naylor.—Walter Naylor, lion.

Sec.
Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club, Skinner Lane.

Grand singing contest. Plasterer’s Anns, Dec. 12,

before a crowded house. 24 entered, and some very

good -singing was heard. We were all pleased to see

some old faces present. Judges. Alf. Lorriman and

N. Solomon. 1. J. Lorriman; 2, 3, Chippendale; 4,

Deariove.—F. Turner, Sec.

Quality Linnet and Canary singing, G-lassmaltars’

Arms. Greyhound Place, York Road, Dec. 4. Linnet
contest, 15 birds: 1, Richardson: 2, Shaw; 3, Hirst.

Canary contest, 10 birds, Dec. 4: 1. Stansfield
; 2,

Stead: 3, Johnson. Linnet contest, Dec. 5, 10 birds:

1 and 2, Richardson; 3 and 4. Hirst. Canary con-

test, Dee. fi. 17 birds: 1, Wharam; 2, Stead; 3,

Laoey.—E. Stansfield, See.

Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AMD DirFICUX.TXB»
SOLVES BV SPXGXAUSTS

(1)—AH questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one tide of paper, and con-

clude with either the correct name or »
pseudonym.

(2)~The proper name and address in full of querist

mutt always be written on a separate sheet at
paper, and, enclosed with the query.

(3) -- Queries intended for different specialists mult
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders lor books, instructions re advertisements,
or any other matter lor publication.

(b)--The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(6)—Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the
following week.

(7)—// an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a
stamped and addressed envelope in either cate.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see
Post-mortems).

(8)-—At l who desire letters of complaint written to
advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source will b«
handed over in full to the “Referee’s” roor
Children’s Fund (London).

(9)— All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CANAKY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE SI. JOHN.

W. B. and R. B.—Replied to by post.
HOW TO ARRANGE (T. F.).—You give no idea

at all as to what accommodation in the way of
cages or aviaries you have available, so I cannot,
in the absence of this information, give you what
might be the best way of keeping your birds
through the winter in your own particular case. The
two cock Rollers should be caged singly in separate
cages, for -singing. The remaining seven cock
Canaries may be kept in two groups, one of four
and one of three, in two flight cages. The nine

hen Canaries, and, possibly, the hen Bullfinch,

may also be placed in two groups of five each, and
kept in two large flight cages. But some hen
Bullies are, X have found, bullies by nature, and
if yours is one of those it will be necessary to cage
her alone, or with the cock Bullfinches, in case
you cage the latter in a flight both together. An
alternative to caging the hen Canaries in this

way, providing you have plenty of cages, is to keep
them in groups of three each in small flights, or

double breeding cages, with the partitions removed
The two cock Bullfinches you could’ cither keep
together in a flight cage, either with or without the

hen, or cage each separately^ in order to encour-

age singing.

TO TREAT ROLLER (W. P. B.).—(1) Try to
forget the first portion of the name you give your

bird. The simple term Roller is quite good enough.

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's “ Canary Breeding for Be-

ginners " (Id.); House's “ Canary Manual” (1/2);

Ualtye’s “Yorkshire Canaries ” (t/H)> House's ‘‘Nor-

wich Canaries ” (1/1); IFcston's “Stock Bool.” (~d.);

Dr. Clarke’s “Septic or Bird Fever” (7d.); Norman's
“Aviaries ,

Bird-rooms, and Cages

”

(2/3); Ilamsden's
“Colour-feeding'’ (3jd.); "Seeds and Foods for Cage
Birds” (1/2); or the “Nut shell” booklets (2 \d. each):

No. 5 “The Pet Canary," No. 6 “ Ailing Birds and
How to Cfire Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, Bird-rooms, etc,,” No. 10 “The Holler,” No. 23
“ The Border Fancy,” No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Prices quote*

are post free, from “Cage Birds,” 154. Fleet Street,

London, E.C.

and most descriptive, and, henceforth, we must en-

sure that all these little pets are British made
and British goods throughout. In addition to

tho staple seed diet you are giving supply, every

second day for a fortnight, a morsel of bread

soaked in cold milk, drained, and then sprinkled

with soft sugar. On the alternate days give a

morsel of banana or a little of some green salad,

provided you can get the latter quite free from

frost. In the drinking water add, every second

day for the same length of time, ten drops of

lemon juice and as much chlorate of potash a3 will

cover a sixpence. This should suffice to enable

the bird to “ find its voice," if nothing else is

wrong with it. (2) A box type of cage—that is.

one with the top, bottom, back, and ends of wood,

and only tho front of wire—is much the best for

the bird. If you have the bird in a cage of this

tvpe, keep it in a bright and sunny position, but/

not in a window, and do not by any means ex-

change it in favour of an all-wire cage. (?) A
limited quantity of sugar as an occasional treat

is not really harmful, but it should not bo over-

done. The best way to indulge the bird with this

luxury is to stick a piece of lump sugar in the

.wires for a week or two now and again, and let

the bird nibble at it when it likes. This helps to

keep the tip of the beak from becoming overgrown.

V/ ILL THEY PINE (Mine A. M.).—Your query

leaves very much to be assumed. For instance,

you do not even say whether the birds are Cana-

ries, and I can only assume so from your refer-

ence to one as a plain yellow. Judging from your

remarks, I can only imagine that you -placed tho

birds together with tljp idea of commencing to

breed with them, ami, in that cnVb, even if Uio

birds are a true pai", of opposite sexes, it- is

only what is to be expected Unit they would not

get on well in this direction. The present is not

the natural breeding time for small birds, and it

would be only quite abnormal examples that at-

tempted it now. Your I-- -t. course is to separate

the birds until the end of next March or beginning

of April, when the nalu: il breeding season will

be commencing, and you may then put the birds

together with some chance of success. There is

not the least renson To fear (hat- tliev will pine

by being kept in separata cages. Rime, you
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CANARY QUERIES -Continued.

cannot «lo better than net 11 copy of " Canary
Breeding for Beginners,” which our Manager wifi

send you post free W 7d., and. study it« pages
during tho interval between now and* next March.
MOPY CANARY (Miss F. W.).- The only rational

way of getting the bird on to song again is to
remove tho apparent bronchial trouble. In addi-
tion to the staple of three parts canary to one
part summer rape, give, every second day, half a
teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with two drops

• of cod liver oil emulsion well mixed* on it, and
sprinkled with, maw jped*. and, on the. alternate
days, give first a similar quantity of a mixture
of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet, teazle,

and broken groats, and next a morsel of banana or
a little green salad, if you can get tlio latter in

good condition. Stop the linseed altogether, and
limit the diet solely to the above. In the water
add, every second day lor a week, six drops of
syrup of rhubarb and as much Epsom salts as will

cover a sixpence, and after this give Instead fivo

drops each of oxymcl of squills, tincture of lobelia,
ipecacuanha wine, and* sweet spirit of nitre every
second day for a fortnight. Sec* that the bird is

kept in a fairly comfortable and equable place,
and quite free front exposure to direct cold draughts.
It may help to bring him out in song sooner
if kept within hearing of another free singer, but
it is not likely to do much in the singing line
until its condition of health is improved.
ROLLER QUERIES (Holier Canary).—(1) The

staple diet should consist of a mixture of two
parts canary to one part summer rape, by measure.
Rummer rape is distinguished* from winter rape

• by being smaller in the grain, of a mild nutty
flavour when a little is eliewedi in the mouth, in
contrast to the somewhat acrid and hot taste
of winter rape; and whilst the latter is blackish
in colour, summer rape is of a reddish-brown colour.
In addition to the staple diet give, twice a week,
a small teaspoonful of the seed* mixture advised
to ‘‘Miss F. W." in this issue; on two other days
give a morsel of banana or sweet apple, and on
each remaining day, as long as you can get it

quite free from frost, give a morsel of watercress
or some similar green salad. This will be ail
•that is really essential to keep the bird in good
health and song, provided you take due care to
spe that it is kept in a suitable place, free from
direct cold draughts or extreme and rapid fluctua-
tions of temperature, or heated fumes of burning
lights in the evenings. For fuller details of treat-
ment you might get our Manager to send, you No. 10
Nutshell booklet on “The Roller,” post free. 2J-d.,
or House's “ Canary Manual,” post free, Is. 2d. (2)
If you give half a teaspeonful of each of the seeds
you mention, it is certainly too much to give of
those seeds at one time. If you mix any quan-
tity of the seeds named above in the proportions
given and keep by you, it will only be necessary
to give one small teaspoonful of the mixture on
the days named. (3) As regards this query, there
can be no real comparison between the song of
the Roller and the Nightingale, because they are
of totally different types. Judging each bird by
its own standard cf type, I should certainly say
that the Roller could equal the Nightingale in
song, but at tho same time the song you heard
would be totally different. A comparison of the
songs of the Roller and the Song Thrush would be
much on a par with one relating to the nightingale
AN OLD FRIEND (M. H. P.).—Full details for

dealing with red mites were given a few weeks
ago. It is the cage, not the bird, that needs treat-
ment for tin® trouble. The following method,
though rather drastic., is one of the very best.
Remove the bird to a .temporary cage for a few
days, then thoroughly cleanse the infested cage,
probing any cracks, if necessary, with a pin to
cleanse all debris from them, and at once burn
the result-. Then paint ail over the cage, inside
and outside, with a solution of camphor in methy-
lated spirit—an ounce of the former to half a
pint of spirit—using a small paint, brush to work
it well into all the joints and crevices. Do it tho-
roughly, and leave no spot untouched, and also
treat the seed box in the same way. The perches
would be better burned, and reptaeed by new ones,
and the drinking vessels should be boiled for a
few minutes. Do not overlook the nail or hook on
which the cage was hung, paint the nail libprally
with the liquid, and, if the wall is papered and the
paper is not in perfect condition it would be best
to rub it off, saturate the place with the liquid and
put on a new piece before the cage is replaced.
Repeat the above treatment of the cage, etc., three
times, at least, with an interval of one clear day
between each dressing. After this re-paint or dis-
temper the inside, and re-stain and varnish the
outside 1

. The latter will be necessarv, as the liquid
will destroy the varnish that was on. When the
cage is quite dry after this operation you may
return the bird, and for the next few weeks touch
the ends of the perches and joints of door with the
ahoze liquid twice a week.
VARIOUS (Dudar).— (1) You omit any reference

which would enable me to identify your previous
reply. But if I am right in thinking it was a
case of abnormal feather growth, you should
examine the bird 1 to see if the ligature has been
got rid of, and if. so, re-establish it, or it may not
have been put on sufficiently tight. If properly
done it is very rare that this treatment will fail,
and you could still allow the bird* the liberty of
the flight cage, provided the other inmates did not
worry her. (2) The outlook for the bird with no
feathers on its neck now is not very hopeful Trv
the following treatment for a few weeks. In addi-
tion to the staple seed diet give every third day
for a month a morsel of bread and* milk the size of
a hazel nut slightly dustedi with flowers of sulphur
and then sprinkled with soft sugar. On the inter-
vening days give first- a morsel of banana or green
salad, and add to til© drinking water ten drops of
lemon juice and as much chlorate of potash as will
cover a sixpence,, and next half-a-teaspnonful of
a mixtue of equal parts niger, white millet, teazle,
linseed and broken groats. Slightly moisten the
bar© skm twice during the first fortnight with
sulphur ointment, but do not soil the surrounding
plumage. As you seem to have a ‘fair amount of
stock ior a beginner, I would advise vou to reject
tins bird for breeding. (S) It is possible that the
cock got lus leg fractured in the accident. The
best thing you can do fsr him now is to leave a
bad job alone, lest yon should make it worse. Put
looa and water in the cage, and arrange the
perches so that it does not have to make any
particular effort to get about them. Then keep a
light cover over the cage in order to keep it as
quiet as possible, and leave it so until it begins
to move about again of its own free will, toft
thus. Nature will make a far better job of the cure
than any interference of yours on its behalf I
wrnli you gl, success. Get some of our handbooks—
they will help you to avoid mistakes.

iviULES Ah jJ

Answered by k. NORMAN.
HYBRID QUESTIONS (Nor West).- 1 quite

approve of your method of working your Hybrid
pairs ; there is nothing better than plenty of exercise
(especially for the hens) during the winter months.
Now as regards your pairing up, you will not ho
able to run a Greenfinch cock with tiro two hens;
lie would probably pair properly with the one, and
maltreat (lie other when put with it. I would advise,
you to pair him with the Goldfinch hen, and the cock
Canary w ith the Bullfinch hen

;
if you were success-

ful with the latter pair, tho young would be quit©
valuable. Anyway, I think your chances of success
would lie greater pairing this way than the way
you suggest. (2) Pairing cock Canaries to British
hens rices not increase your chances of breeding light
offspring

;
the majority come dark, as they do in the

usual way of pairing.

BREEDING LINNET MULES (Bird Fancier).—
) on omitted to send your name and address, which
is contrary/to our rules. Will you kindly send them
to tis on a post card? Your young Linnet will bo
quite suitable for Mule breeding next season, and
1 would advise you to let him fly witli the lien
Canaries occasionally during the winter month. If
this is not done the liens are sometimes very shy of
their intended partner when paired up for breeding.
Now as regards the liens, the best birds are un-
doubtedly bred from big yellow hens, and if you
are desirous of producing good class dark Mules
you had better use a yellow xuriegated bird, or you
could try your luck with one of the clears; you
may get a light one, one never knows, and if so, it
would be valuable. On the ether hand there is
always the possibility of producing a good dark
bird from this pairing with a light feather or two
in it which would spoil it for exhibition; but what-
ever hen you use, the majority of the young ones
come dark. If in doubt, use the largest and best
shaped bird.

CATCHING BULLFINCHES (Fane ior).—Yon also
have omitted to send your-name and address, which
kindly post on to us. We have from time to time
published articles upon bird-catching, which I am
afraid you have missed. If you have back numbers
I would advise >ou to look them up. They may be

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
Should consult Boulton's great tcorlc, “ Cage-ftird
Hybrids” (7/0); Norman's '"British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Part 1 “ilardbills” (1/1), Part 2 "Sof thills"
(1/1); ‘‘Aviaries, Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2 3)-
"Seeds, Foods, and Wild Plants ” (3/2); "Secrets o

}

Hybrid Breeding "
(1/2) ; Clarke's "Septic or Bird

or thelever •
(7d.)

; "Colour-feeding ” (3td.); or the "Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each) No. 1 “ Goldfinch ,"

No. 2, "Linnet,’’ No. 3 "Skylark," No. 4, "Son

a

Thrush and Blackbird," No. 11 “ Bullfinch," No. 13
"Chaffinch," No. 15

“
Greenfinch ,” No. 22 "Siskin,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 *‘ Small Insectivorous
” No. 0
9 “ Dis-

. ,
. . , How to

Moult British Birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free irom “ Cage
Birds," 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

caught in the following manner: If you know where
thes© birds can be found, or, say, a certain spot
they frequent, place a trap-cage with another Bull-
finch in the bottom compartment; or they can be
taken with limed twigs, and are frequently cap-
tured with other birds in the clap-nets. As regards
the management of freshly caught Goldfinches' and
Linnets, they should bo placed in a quiet room with
a fairly good light shining into the cage. For the
first few days give them their water inside and
supply the Goldfinches with the following seeds

:

A pot of cracked hemp fresh daily, teazle, niger,
maw, canary and cracked sunflower. Soak a little
rape and teazle,* do not overdo the latter, give it
more as a pick-me-up than as general food. Also
supply them with wild seeds, gradually getting
them on to the usual dry foods. After they have
been caged a week give an aperient of salts, enough
to cover a shilling, in an ordinary drinker. It is
as well to keep the Goldfinches in separate cages
if you can arrange it, as they arc inclined to be
quarrelsome. As regards the Linnets they can be
treated in much the same manner, but be more
sparing in the use of hemp and sunflower. They
enjoy -a little rape, radish and canary that has
commenced to germinate. Put a little, in a w'arm
corner and keep damp fop a few days, when it will
soon start sprouting.

VENTILATING BIRO ROOM (John Knight)—
Your outside building should do famously for British
birds, but it i.y necessary to have it properly ven-
tjlated. \ ou say you have our book on Aviaries.
Tho system of ventilation recommended can be very
well applied to your building; you could, not have
the outlet as shown in the span roof, but you
could have one in the top corner farthest from the
door. This would ventilate the whole of the build-
ing; the inlet could be between the door and the
window. To do this, remove one of the lining
boards and make a shaft, with the outside opening
near the ground, and the insdo opening one foot
from the roof. Make all these openings too large
and have sliding shutters so that you can partially
close them when necessary. Your plan of cages
would do nicely, although I would advise you to
make the cupboard to fit between the windows

;
it

would then be a cupboard and table combined
This would allow you more cage room on the hack
wall; if your partition shuts off too much light
part of it could be glazed. As regards the painting
of the outside of the building I would advise you
to treat it with common creosote. It should be
made hot and put on with an ordinary paint brush;
two coats would preserve the wood for several years.
Paint the- inside a very light tone of either ‘

blue,
green or grey. The interior of the cages should be
a rather bright green.
HYBRID BREEDING ( Fairfield).—From No. 1

pair you would get dark birds, and if the lien was
of good size they should be exhibition specimens,
although as a rule they fail a bit in colour. No. 2
pair I would advise the yellow green Norwich, pro-
viding she was not dark in tone with very dark beak
and legs. To get high-class birds she should be
bright in tone, showing a decided yellowish tend-
ency. No. 3 pair should be reversed, as the cock
Bullie is not a reliable Breeder, but there is no
reason why you should not have a try for it if you
have the birds. The cross has been reported this
last season, but hundreds have tried to breed with
the Bullie cock and failed.

i*5 Jbl Sf.&sS.
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PARROT (Watford).—I cannot advise you to leave

the bird unattended for three days; at leant, not
within the limits of a Rnrrot cage, bin eiy there is
some neighbour, or it you are in lougiugs, jour lami-
l.ory, who would eliunge the water and refill the eecd
tin daily

;
that would he all that would he required,

as the rage would do without cleaning lor three
days. You could easily hang up a good sized apple
ill the cage, so as to leave it a supply of fruit. J he
only way 1 can suggest for you to leave it un-
attended is to have a good strong case, say 2) or
U't. square, nail some good strong netting over the
front, and fasten securely some receptacle that the
bird cannot upset, which will lioid ahout a quart
of water, and another receptacle similarly fixed
which will hold ahout a quart of seed mixture,
llang up a large apple, put in a stout perch, also
a chunk of wood, scatter sand over the case bottom,
anil throw in a handful of monkey nuts and some
pieces of biscuit, and the bird should, fare well
enough. All this would cost some few shillings,
hut you would be properly equipped for any similar
occasion. Nevertheless\j. advise you asking some
acquaintance to give it the necessary attention
named above, or tailing this, give yc^ir greengrocer
or some local small tradesman you del with a small
gratuity to look after it for you—the one you get
your seed mixture from should be a likely individual.
A RECENT PURCHASE (Irex).-The bird is a

Rosy-breasted Cockatoo, and you appear to have get
hold of a good established biid, which, as it already
talks a little, is likely to add to its vocabulary such
sounds and words as it hears uttered around it. It
is a hardy species and onij needs protection from
draught. As regards diet supply seed mixture
regularly, any kind of ripe fruit it will take (apple
and banana are good), nuts in variety (shelled and
unshelled), dry boiled potato, raw carrot, crusts,
pieces of biscuit and plain cake, not necessarily
all at once, but so as to maintain a. varied menu.
Keep cuttlebone and Parrot grit continually in the
cage, also a chunk of wood, for it to exercise its
mandibles upon. Water must be supplied regularly.
Do not give tea, coffee, or milk sops, table scrap's,
or any kind of aninqaj food. If you treat on above
lines it should thrive and do well. . Ail are not
talkers, but they make chummy, interesting, droll
acrobatic pets, if given a roomy cage, and once they
become thoroughly tarn© can be allowed to take
exercise out of thg cage—«f course, with closed doors
and windows.
AILING GREY PARROT (Mrs. Burnard).—The

proper diet for a Grey Parrot is seed mixture, ripe
fruit, nuts, biscuit, etc., but, if the bird cannot
eat these, substitutes must be provided* till etrength
return®, tlien it must be gradually brought back to
the proper diet. Mix the following : One teaspoon-
ful condensed milk, 10 drops codi liver oil emulsion,
one drop laudanum, and two tablespoonsful of
boiling water; well stir together and supply to the
bird when* cool, in lieu of the drinking water. Con-
tinue to give the* boiled* maize ; boil till soft, but
the corn should, be whole, drain* off nil water and
supply when cool. Also prepare several pieces of
biscuit or stale broad, half a teaspoonful of chemical
food, then as much boiling water as the biscuit or
bread* will absorb, and when* cool supply to the bird.

Also give a little honey iandl borax, either from the
end of a small stick or by smearing it on anything
tho bird* will eat, a piece of biscuit, plain, cake, or

CUB AND SOCIETY .\0DCwS
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than
i need ay morning -

* post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries should always use them.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "Foreign Birds for Beginners”
(1/1$); Arthur's " Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (Gd.);

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7<L);

“-Afviaries. Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); "Seeds,
Foods aud ll'i'id Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's “ Septic
of Bird Fever

”

(7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3|d.),‘ or the
"Nutshell" booklets (2jd. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds
and How to Cure Them," No. 0 “ The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 14 “ Gouldian Finches,"
No. 10 "Avadavats," No. 37 "The Grey Parrot," No.
38 "Budgerigars," No. 39 "The Pekin Robin," No. 20

“Waxbills.” All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted arc post free from “ Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

Always use our LIVE BIRD LABELS when send-

ing birds by rail : 24 3d., 50 6d„ 100 lOd.

anything similar. Keep seed in cage, and when you
notice tih*e bind* to be eating etarae, write again nt
once, fully describing its symptoms and general con-

dition. You must keep it warm, but not in a
stuffy atmosphere. You say nothing ns to the state

of its bowels, but these must b*e kept moving
freely, though not watery loose. If a laxative be
necessary, then give either 3 drops tasteless castor

oil, or half a teaspoonful of fluid magnesia; either

can be given on he boiled* maize, to be added
after the water has been drained away, of course.

All the solt foods, etc., named* above must be pre-

pared* fresh daily ; they are not to be treated* as

regular diet, but merely till its condition enables it

to eat the ordinary dietary.

SEPARATING THE SEXES (A. F. J.).—While
many do' well with breeding Budgies, and get good
results by keeping their birds together in the same
aviary all the year round, of course, taking care to
introduce new blood, and to eliminating weak, Im-
perfect and exhausted birds as they crop up. I

’certainly consider the more natural way is to
separate the -sexes (in a state of nature very many
species separate as soon as the breeding season is

over, and choose fresh mates annually), say, at the
beginning of November, and then, at the begin-

ning of March pick out a given number of each sex,

your finest and largest birds, and turn them into

your breeding aviary, which should have been thor-

oughly cleansed and prepared for them in every
way. My reply to L. Scott in our issue of 33th

inst. referred riot only to separating the sexes, but
also to the question of keeping Budgies and Finches

together. The latter is an unwise practice, and may
end in disaster. There is a further reply to L.

Scott in this issue, which should help you. Avi-

edlture is never thoroughly learned, therefore its

principles a’e continually undergoing modification.

REDHEADED FINCH (E.P.M.).^The Red-

headed Finch has been* well eiai.led* a glorified Cut-

throat, and if you treat it similarly to the latter

bird, as given in the book, all should b© well. Yes,

the Rod-headed can be kept all the year round* in an
outdoor aviary, except in our more Northern coun-

ties. As regards breeding, in seme aviaries it does

really well, in fact is prolific, and in others there
is no luck at all, even though t*h*e .management and
otiier conditions may be equal. It is an African
species, rind .almost as large again n*s the Cut-

throat. The male is tawny brown, lined and mottled
witli darker brown above and* mottled with a
number of creamy-white spots beneath ; liead* en-

tirely red. The female is greyer, lias no red in

her plumage and the white spots on underside of

body are less distinct. If you treat them exactly

as the Cutthroat, they should do well, and 1 hope
tluo next, season luck will come your way.

Bowling B.F.A.—Dec. 38, Barley Mow. Staged 3
Members show; judge, Fred, Self, Clavton; steward
J. (}. Hodgson J. Nicholl.
Bromley C.B.S.—Dec. 18, Carnival Rooms, 2.15.

Entries tor show. Birds must be staged by 2 30
Society’s business, etc.—F. Page.

Birkenhead C.F.A.-Dec. 21, Ablett’s Cafe Room,
.Market Street, 8. Reports on annua) show

; also fix
class lor night shows in January. New members
enrolled; 4s. per annum.— A. E. Lloyd.
C'ty o( Birmingham C B S.—Dec. 22, Crown Hotel,

Dili Street, 7.30. Nomination of officers for 1916;
distribution of prize-money, etc. Members in arrears
kindly bring or send contributions and ticket monc .

—A. C. Shirley.
Clydebank C.B.C.—Dec. 16, 81, Kilbowie Road,

‘ 1 Annual general meeting. Payment of prize-
money and .specials.—W. Kane.
Coventry "Godiva C.B.S.—Dec. 20, Sydenham Palace

8. very important bus. Members requested to
bring all ticket^money in.—F. A. Green.
East Ham F.S.—Dec. 23, Earl of Wakefield, 8.

Distribution of prize-money, cups, medals, etc., for
annual show. Visitors welcome —W. A. Harwood.
Edinburgh C.B.S.—Dec. 21, Cairns Memorial Hall

8 Finantial report for year 1914. Election of
officers for 1915. Monies for tickets and extra en-
tries to be paid; also unsold tickets returned.—J.
Charlton.
Guisbro’ Priory C.B.S.—Dec. 38, Wear’s Cafe, 7.30.

Arrangements for Fed. New Year’s Day show—
A. W. Knaggs.
Haniey C.B.S—Dec. 22, 28, Mayer Street, Hanley,

8. Prize-money paid for last show
; arrangements

for next members’ show, and new members.—C.
Beckett.
Highgate and Hampstead C.B.S—Dee. 20, Spencer

Hall, 8.30. Judging competition for members; final
judge, Mr. Geo. Street. Members please bring some
birds, also settle for outstanding subs, and ticket
monies—J. Hyde.

Huddersfield O.S—Dec. 20, headquarters, 7.30.
Last of the monthly table shows for matched pairs;
3 Yorks, classes and 2 Norwich. Judge, Mr. G.
Bray, of Holmfirth. Kindly note alteration in date,
Dec. 20 instead of Dec. 27. Contributions are nowdue—A. Lawford.
Halifax C.B.S.—Dec. 23, Trafalgar Inn, 8. Open

show business.—A. Sutcliffe.
Idle C.B A—Dec. 18. Springfield Hotel, 2.30. Mem-

bers show; birds staged at 2.30. Judge Mr. H.
Symes (Laisterdyke).—T. Elsegood.
London and Counties A.C.B Dec. 18, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse, E.C., 7.30. Table show of
British birds. Kindly bring a few* birds. Visitors
welcomed—W. Gilbert.
Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S Dec. 21, White

Swan, 8. Table show; judge, Mr. C. H. Walton—
A. Freestone.
Lancashire and Lizard F.A Dec. 11, Newmarket

Hotel, Shudebill, Manchester, 6.30. General business
and annual club show—J. Rukin.
Larkhall C.B.A.—Dec. 25, Y.M.C.A. Hails, 6. Bor-

der table show. Classes: Yell. Cock, Yell. Hen, Buff
Cock, Buft Hen. Compete for Mr. Arnott’s special,
most points over show—T. J. McGregor.

Midrflesbro’ and Tees side C.B.S—Dec. 27, Princess
Alice Hotel, 1. Table show; judges, Wright and
Nicholson. We want another record; those not an
last meeting please pay subs., so balance-sheet can
be made out.—T. Deans.
Manchester and Northern Counties O.S.—Dec. 20,

Deansgat© Hotel, 8. Notice of motion. Balance-
sheet and January show-room and judge, etc—F.
Wilkinson.
North Manchester C.B.S—Dec. 21, Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8. Election of officers for 1916.
Members kindly let us have all unsold tickets, so
we may close books for the year.—A. Collev.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S—Dec. 22. Club-room,

Alhambra Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30. Entries,
annual show; subs, due—A. W. Newton.
Queensbury C.B.S—Dec. 18, Granby Hotel. Mem-

bers’ show. Judge, Mr. W. A. Cowgill (Bradford).
Birds staged at 3—W. Jagger.
Queen’s Park (Glasgow) C.B.S Dec. 22 Y.M.C.A.

Rooms, Eglington Hall, 8. Return of tickets sold
and unsold for club show; handing out specials in
confined events—A. K. Hunter.
Rotherham C.B.S—Dec. 18, Mail Coach, Rother-

ham, 7. Yearly meeting; election of officers—W.
Wilsliaw.
Stratford and E. London F.S—Dec. 22, Eagle, 8.

Committee meeting, to arrange specials, etc., for
annual on Jan. 6. Other members invited.—A.
Wasey.
Stanley Garden Houses Club F.F. C.B.S Dec. 19,

Club Room, 7. Business important—J. Armitage.
Sunderland C.B.A—Dec. 18, Station Street Cafe,

<.30. (1) Show business; (2) specials, etc.; (3)
stewards, etc—J. Peacock.
Stoke-on-Trent C.B.A.—Dec. 20, Red Lion Hotel, 8.

Final arrangements for Boxing Day show—J. Pitch-
ford.

Walkden and Dist. Roller Society Dec. 21, Stock’s
Hotel, 7.30. ^General business and members’ contest
prize-money paid—E. Hibbert.

Windhill C.B.S—Jan. 1, Blue Beil Hotel 2.15.
Members’ show; judge, W. Richmond, of Rodley.
Birds staged 2.15, as the hotel closes at 2.30; show
opens 6.30. Entries Friday night.—J. Taylor.

Answered bv THE EDITOR.
A 12-years’ Reader—We do not recollect the

account, of the Skylark at Birmingham which sang
"Home, Sweet Home.” It is quite possible we
published a paragraph about it, but this would be
sent by some correspondent, or, maybe, “scissored”
from a local paper. We remember printing an
account of a Blackbird which a reader had taught
to whistle tunes; this was quite true, beyond any
question.

POST JYfORTESftTS,
Mr. G. Yates, M R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Gd. each bird

; for reply
direct, 2s. 6d. ; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
accompanying letter Being kept from contact with
the dead bird. Send by letter-post : it is cheaper
and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to
the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fee is enclosed the loss' will be the sender’s

C. H. Plain.— Cock bird, acute double senna.-..
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For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can't Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL.
By H. NORMAN.

WHEN
YOUR XMAS PRESENTS

OO HOT OVERLOOK

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS
They comprise expert advice on everything

appertaining to the keeping:, feeding:,

breeding: and general management of

Oanaries,Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for those most suited

to the requirements of

your friends

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced.
Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part /. Hardbiiis. Deals in the

lullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bulliinches, and all other varieties of Finches.

Part II. Softbilts. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of th

more commonly kept species of insectivorou

birds

This work, lucidly written by a noted

specialist, contains fullest directions for

Hand~rtaring, Keening, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting

habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,

together with a description of its general

characteristics, will enable the novice to easily

identify the various species. Each part con-

tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete

,

bound in doth
2s post free

2s. 3d., In

parts 1s.
7

post free

Is. Id.

CANARY

BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS
By CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

By far the Best Practical Guide for Beginners in the

Art of Bird Breeding.

NOTE THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY OF CONTENTS ;

r-nn CAA

in

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1916 bresd'

mg season a record

every way by purchasing

a copy of

CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CIIARLKS
BOULTON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hit itor, and a leading Expert and Judge.

Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

CAGES.

Single and Double Breeder*.

Points to Avoid.
Perches and other Fitments.

Seed and Water Vessels,

Egg and Finger Drawers.

Nest Box or Pan.

Nesting Materials.

THE BIRD ROOM.

Furnishing.
Temperature.
Ventilation.

BREEDING.

To Distinguish Sex.

Food when Preparing for Br.eding,

First Principles in Mating.

Pairing Up.
Condition.
Help when Nest Building.

Making a Nest.

INCUBATION.

Removing Early Eggs,

What to do with the Cock Bird.

Close of Incubation.

Testing Eggs.
Hatching Difficulties

Dead in Shell, etc.

EGG FOOD.
To Rear Without Egg.

A Middle Course.

Egg Food and its Making.

FEEDING THE YOUNG CANARIES.

Sweating Hens.
Use of Foster-Mother.
Tempting D:she3 for Bad Feeders.

LEAVING THE NEST.

Marking and Marking Rings.

When Out of the Nest.

When Feeding Themselves.

SECOND AND THIRD NESTS.

Hot Weather Management.

THE MOULT.

Colour-Feeding.
Moulting Cages.
Importance of Exercise.

Fresh Air and Baths.

Toning Down the Light.

TRAINING FOR SHOW.

In the Show Cage.

Final Points.

Price
' edT from your newsagent or any of our

'Nutshell" booklet agents. 7d. post free direc

from
C&GB BIRDS,’’

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

VALUABLE BOOKS

Complete Beunti in Cloth 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by tfat rreal bird artist,

MR. fl NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all axe considered at great length the
question of cages and aviariesfor hybrids. AH the
various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed; nests and nesting me'-ral Have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houltor 'a -ecial cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly • e ribed and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial,

are enumerated. £cs and ether soft foods and
their feeding values desit with.The selection of the
stock is debated at length. The hens which breed
light and dark exhibition mules described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gene into. Egz binding and its treatment.

The food supply. Care of the young hybrids. All

these topics are treated with that experience and
skill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’s standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no (ess than Sixteen Coloured and

Sixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
18 A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, the present day type and

general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

for

FOREIGN BIRD LOWERS

‘PARROTS FOR PLEASURE & PROFIT.
By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,
feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexing is banished, 8nd the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with,

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.”
By WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post fro©.

Contains indispensable information of an entirely practical nature Oil the keeping, feeding
and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” By c. p. Arthur, ea. post free.

Is a splemjid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.
It tells you all you need know.

CARL, Publisher, 154, FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.O.
Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F, Carl, 151. Fleet Street, by J. 0. Hammond and Co.. Lid., Fleet Lane, London. li.C.
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“CAGE BIRDS AND BIRD WORLD,” DecemDer 25th, 1915.

01 “ANNUAL” FOR 1916 IS NOW IN PREPARATION.
During the Holidays draw up and post us your Advertisement. It will bring you

business all next year. See page 337.

Both secured First and Special Prizes at Dulwich and Peckhzm Show.

UNFLIGHTED BUFF : Winner of Silver Bowl : S3 BUFF COCK : Winner of Shield ; owned by

owned by Mr. A. J. Clarke, East Dulwich. S3 Mr. W. D. Hall, Kennington, S E.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.
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advertisement charges.
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPORTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
rooming from the same advertiser, even it sent in

different names, are reckoned together, and, after
the first Eighteen words, are charged at two words
a penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-
companied by others, will be charged at less than
the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

1 Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

1 he rate for displayed advertise-
ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates fora

series on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as far as possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-
dered for a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must in all cases bear the bona-
fide name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will be Inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of ‘a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post In each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154. Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

ALWAYS USE
DEPOSIT

“CAGE BIRDS

SYSTEM.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number ol announcements received wecannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless

tne previous issue. Page and Column are stated bythe advertiser.

We are not responsible for the state-
! ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bonarjidcs of either buyers or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of our
Deposit System should be insisted npon

RULES.

1.—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
' send to this office the amount of the purchase (our
deposit fee included), and at the same time he
should communicate with the seller stating what it
is lie requires sent on approval. We acknowledge
receipt of tire deposit to both parties. In all cases
the depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly
and distinctly.

2.—END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit Is re-
tained by us until we hear from both parties ttiat
the transaction has been completed. It a sale has
been effected, we hand tiie amount deposited to tiie
6elier. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the
arnouut to the depositor. The transaction must he
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
hold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.-The fee is 6d.
for each £1, or fraction of £1, and it must he scut
at same time as tiie deposit.

4—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of tiie receipt of
the goods whether lie will keep or return tiie same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon hy both
parties. The depositor must at tiie same time notify
us of tiie fact that lie has returned tiie goods, if
tiie goods are not returned within tiie eaid forty-
eight hours, we reserve the light to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period.
And should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of his goods hack again, the trans-

I

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will

I be returned to the depositor.
6—A SATISFACTORY POr.CIIASE.—When a

transaction has been completed to the satisfaction
of both depositor and seller, both parties must at
once return the deposit receipts as a guarantee of
its completion. The depositor must at the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to the
seller.

6—GOODS ALREADY SOLD.-If the goods are
sold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or
if for any other reason lie declines to do business,
he must at once return the deposit note to us. Fail-
ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return tbs
deposit to the sender after the expiration of three
days.

7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.—In case no sale be
effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee bo
paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at
the seller's risk, and any damage or loss sustained
on the journey must be borne by tiie seller. But
goods not approved of mu.t be properly packed and
returned oy the tamo means as were used in sending
tbs same.
9—PAYMENT OF C A It it I A GE.—The payment of

j

carriage must be a matter for arrangement between
die vendor and depositor We do not undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But

i
In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser

I la li .ble for the carriage of the goods, and if the
goods are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays tiie carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is finaL

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.-tf the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not be notified of its receipt until the

;

amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will

I

Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken (or safety.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
Jt la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
established stock for a week or ten days, until by
their condition they establish the fact that they ars
thoroughly lieal.fiy.

FOODS,
j

YOU cannot catch birds with treacle, you can with
• {then-ill s brown, birdlime: 112, Wheat-st, Leicester

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird houses, for British Sind
Foreign birds, Canaries, designs: L. Latham, . King-
ston-by-Sea, Sussex. (398)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers, baths;
wholesale price list free: Henrv Tams, manufacturer,
Warren-st., Longton, Staffordshire. ( 123 )NXX birdlime, 2d., 9d, 1/4 ; for aviaries, cages of
every description, and requisites, send for illustrated
•catalogue : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
WINNOWING machines for blowing husks, dirt,
from bird, soed

;
price, particulars, testimonials, free :

Whiting, The Forge, Reydon, Wangford. (137)
CAGE fronts, baths, breeding cages, box cages.
Roller cages, seed boxes, all cage fittings; send
postcard for price list: Enoch Tams, Church-street.
Longton, Staffs.

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass wire and
clear wire Palace shape and other aviaries in the
trade; send 2 .stamps for illustrated list; estab-
lished 40 years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Cas-
tle Douglas.

(89 )
EXHIBITORS' show cages, all strictly club pat-
tern; best quality and finish, as supplied to leading
•exhibitors; Norwich, Yorkshire, Border Fancy, 2/3
each, 3 for 6/-, six for 12/-; sliding front 'Finch
show cages, beauties, 3/- each; carrying cases for
2 cages 4/-, 3 cages 5/-; any size made ; show cages
and cages of every description

; state requirements.
Note : I have no connection with any firm here or
elsewhere: Martin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle-
Douglas.

(93 )
BIRD-catehers’ nets, 9ft., 3/9; i2ft., 4/9 ;

I8ft.,

5/9; all 6ft, deep, poles, pegs, pull line, iron, com-
plete. fin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard ; 9ft.
deep, 5d. yard, post free. Oval net traps, 1/-

;

three, 2/6. Large strong trap cages, 1/6 and 2/-.

Call cages, 9d. Holdall bird lime, fib. 9d., fib. 1/2,
lib. 1/10, post free. Performing Redpolls, with cage
complete, 3/- Double breeders, beauties, 36 x 16

x

9, fitted complete, 6/-. Best box cages, loose fronts,
sand trays, etc., 2/6 each, three 6/-. Palace avia-
ries, 36 x 30 x 12, 12/6. 5-inch Nonsplash baths, with
wire frames, 1/S. Bird sprays, 6d., post free. Best
pottery drinkers, with wires, 1/6 dozen. Large
round partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen. Strictly
<lub pattern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire Bor-
der, 2/- each, two 3/9, six 10/-. British, 2/3, 2/6, and
2/9. Travelling cages for two 4/-, three 5/-, four 6/-;
any size made. Best hand-planed boards for cage-
making, 7in. 2/2, 9in. 2/9, 12in. 3/3 per 25ft. Best
punched bar fronts, not rubbish. .2 x 12. 6d., 18 x
12, 9d., any size made: Ross, Cage Works, Forres.
R-B-

(91)

IDEAL RINGS—All embossed numbers, 60. per
dozen. 2/- f-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

"M.G.W.” CAGE BiRD SANDS.
Hare quality, cwt. 3/6, half cwt. 2/3, carriage paid
50 miles : Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, 3/6 DQZ.
14 by 12, 4/- doz., 15 by 12 4/3 doz., 16 by 12, 4/C doz.,
18 by 12 5/3 doz., 24 by 12 7/- doz. ; odd sizes made
to order; send postcard for wholesale price list:
Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill Passage, Longton,
Staffs.

(95 )

FOR JOINER.MADE CAGES, ^HEAP.
Any size, with any number of compartments, loose
wire fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used,
none better made. Illustrated catalogue of ail kinds
of cages, and everything required, free.

*, E. PASS, HUCKNALL, NOTTS.

MEALWORMS, large, fat, 1/- and 1/6 per box, post
p«id : Jones, Cranbourne Street, Brighton. (102)
SEVEN lba. of large mealworms, large boxes 1/-
and 2/- post free: Gerald Ashton, 6, Mafeking-st.,
Gateshead, co. Durham. (135)
WASP grubs, 2/6 lb., 1/6 Jib., free ; stamps ; only

obtainable from' Torpv, Naturalist, Bradford.
Birds and mealworms wanted. (106)
A NEW, seed for Parrots and all kinds British,
Foreign FiTiches; nothing better for aviary, lib. 1/-,
31b. 2/6, carr. paid: Fewster, Middlestown, Wake-
fleld.

(126)
MEALWORMS, 1,000 2/6, 500 1/3; ants’ eggs, 2/9;

dried flies, 2/6; cuttlefish, 1/-; Spanish canary No. 1,
141bs. 4/3, 34/- cwt.; No. 2, 28/- cwt.; send for
special seed price . list, post-card ; Enoch Tams,
Church-st.,' Longton, Stall's. ( 138 )

Live Maggots or Gentles
Live maggots, the masterpiece of all foods; un-
equalled for prize poultry, early chicks, and birds,
used by all leading breeders and fanciers; thousands
testimonials; quart tin 1/-; send for sample at once
and success is assured: The Maggotorium, Long
Leigh, Keighley. (135)

"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,”
“Nutsheil No. 6,” an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pets to health. This will
save you much discouragement (and money, and
costs ODly 2Jd. post free.—From "Cage Birds," 154,
Fleet-»t, London. E.C. Or 2d. from agents Cist fre-
quently published).

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of the breathing and digestive
organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.Z.S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post mortem examination and advice, by return

post, 1/1. 50 years’ experience.

|
BRITISH BIRDS.

|

Hardbills.

[
books.

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-
able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd,
London.

MEDICINES.
|

EVERY BIRDKEEPER has need of practical hints
npon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-
tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are
to be found in “Nutshell No. 9,” post free °4d

,

from Cage Birds, ly, Fiect-st., London, E.C. 2d.
from our agents (list published frequently).

WHEEZING
DITCH FI ELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC is the
nnest medicine ever introduced for birds with
Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness, and ail
Chest and Lung Affections. Aii fanciers should
have a bottle in the bird-room for the cornin'*
winter. DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft
Moult, Slow Moult, Not Singing, Going Light,
Feather Plucking, and Inflammation of the
Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for all birds duriiM
tiie moulting season. DITCHFIElD’S FAMOUS
REV! VO, for Constitutional Weakness and De-
bility. A _ wonderful pick-me-up for weak and
delicate birds. R. Whittaker, Risllton, writes:—
“The recovery after using Ditchfield's Tonic
Drops is nothing short of marvellous. It is the
finest remedy with which I have come in con-
tact.’’ W. Kiesel, London :

“ Your special
lung tonic is excellent.” B. Hutton, nolbeach:
“Y’our Revivo is invaluable.”

SPECIAL NOTICE.
Owing to the increased rate of postage and cost
of packing, we are compelled to raise the price
of all Bird Medicines as follows:—

1 Sample Bottie so.
2 Sample Bottles 1/2
3 Sample Bottles 1/8
1 Treble-size Bottle 1/2
2 Treble-size Bottles 1/11
S Treble size Bottles 2/8
1 Special-size Bottle 2/2

All post free from
FRANK D ITCB FIELD, Bird Specialist, Oldham.

FOR selected. Bullfinches, Linnets, Goldfinches, send
for list: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
MOOR cock brown Linnets, e/- dozen ; exhibition

cocks, 3 for 2/-: Yawood, 25, Britannia-st., Scar-
borough.

( 139 )TWO grand birds, cock Bullfinch and cock Green-
finch, both house-moulted, 10 /- each: Orrillard, 149,

• Marston-rd, Stafford. (135 )
THREE Linnets, full song, two Larks, singing, 2/-

j

each, or exchange four Roller hens; offers: Cutler,

j

25, High-st., Walsall.
( 13s)

;

FANCIERS, Foreign and British Finches, try my
! new seed, lib. 1/-, 3ib. 2/6, carr. paid: Fewster,
Middlestown, Wakefield.

(135)

''MONEYSPINNER” field-moulted Linnet, 3rd Nor-
wich, grandly laced, shaped, champion own class;
7/6: COoper, Judge, Norwich. (133)
COMPULSORY sale of exhibition British, including

j

Builie, House Sparrow, Goldies, Mules, etc. : Write,
i Tullett, 33, Sun-st., Brighton. (137)

j

F.-M. cock Linnets, selected for song, exhibition,
!
quality guaranteed, 1/-, 2/-, upwards; approval

:

)

Degg, 77, Hamilton-rd., Longton. (137)
1
WARRANTED cock Linnets, 4/- doz.*; hen Lin-

nets, 1/6 dozen; cock Larks, 3/6 dozen: John
•Boxaill, 5, Lavender-st, Brighton. (137)
SPLENDID red breasted cock Linnets, six 2/3, doz.

4/-; specials 1/- each, tih-ee 2/-; satisfaction certain:
Horace Coote, 96, North-st., Luton. (138)
FEW cock Linnets, well pencilled, and colour, sure

winners in field-moulted class, 2/C each; been caged
months : Hough', Derton, nr. Barnsley. (134)
HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit muler, catcher, or

fierce singer, bargain, 3/6; full week’s approval:
Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (13S)
FINE, upstanding cock Linnets, 4/- doz., Red-

polls 2/6; Chaffinches, 4/-; well mixed seed birds
1/-: W. Kerin, Beck-row, Miidenhall, Suffolk. (136)
SELECTED Goldfinches, for muling or exhibition,

5/- each; also Linnets, 1/- each, or three for 2/6, or
exchange: F. Hurry, -21, River-lane, Cambridge. (135)
NORWICH show, 4th prize, hen Bullfinch (exceed-
ingly tame, hand roared), beating Goldfinches, gold-
mine hen classes. 7/6: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (133)
WANTED Goldfinch, Bullfinch, Siskin, and Linnet,

large birds, cash or exchange Norwich or Yorkshires;
approval : Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (124)
BP.AMBLEFINCHES, Chaffinches, specially selected
from large batches now coming in; no reserve;
enclose stamp: J. Forster, Cockerton, Darlington.

(132)
WANTED, Canaries, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Sis-

kins, Linnets, Pigeons, Rabbite, fowls
;

state price;

cash : Brain, 2SS, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birmingham.
(126)

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets, Greenfinches, Chaffinches,
great demand; please refer to last week’s advert.:
Bedford, late Gore's, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham.

DURING THE WAR
our customers may rely on our continuing to supply

them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free delivery

by own van London district. Carriage paid to any

country station in England and Wales 1/- cwt. extra.

TROWERS WONDERFUL 80FTBIL0.
The wonder o> the age for Larks, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, SJarlinge, etc. Sold by
4,eoe Corn and Bird Dealers. 4d. lb., 2lbs. 8d., 7ibs.
1/9 post free.

TROWERS IMPROVED CEGTO
stands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales, Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbills, and
all small insectivorous birds.. British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., post paid 1/G lb; 7lbs. 8/6, post paid.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FEEDING.

TROWERS EGBISC0.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION EGO

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It
is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shopu. In tins, 4d., 8d, 1/3,
2/6, 71b. bags 12/6. Special quotations for quantities.
Post free.

OUR GIANT SPANISH
is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

Approx, wght.
Peck Bsbl. per bsfal cwt.

Giant Spanish Canary . ..4/6 17/6 58!bS. 34/-
Large ditto 16/6 53tbs. 32/-
Fine ditto ...4/- 15/6 6Slbs, 30/-
Good ditto .3/9 14/6 68lbS. 28/-
Best Morocco ditto ..3/6 13/6 fcSIbs. 26/-
Best Bold Hemp ..2/6 9/6 42lbs. 26/-
Best White Millet .3/6 13/6 62lbs. 27/-
Best Indian Millet .3/6 13/6 5511)3. 26/-
Summer Rape ...4/6 17/6 521bs. 36/-

Extra Bold Linseed ...3/- 11/6 52lbs. 25/-

Teazle 13/6 28lbs. 54/-
Niger Seed ...3/- 11/6 48lbs. 45/-

Sunflower, Black, Striped 4/6 17/6 28!bs. 64/-
Mixed Seed for Aviaries. .2/8 9/S 63!bs. 20/-

Ditto, Foreign Finches 31- 11/6 58ibs. 23/-
Ditto, Parrots ...3/- 11/6 40lbs. 33/-

Ditto, Canaries ..3/6 13/6 67lbs. 27/-

Ditto, British Finch 3 /• 11/6 58lb3. 23/-

TRY OUR WILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.
No value in the world like it. 2/6 peck, lllbs., or
3/- )41bs. 1 peck post free 3/6. Quotations given
for, and special mixtures can be mixed according

to fanciers’ own requirements.

OUR FINCH TIT-BITS, 1/- lb, our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT IS PERFECTION.
11- i-ewt'., 1/9 5-cwt, 3/- cwt.

Maw 9d, Sesame 8d, Dandelion 4d. oz, 4/6 lb.;
Thistle 4d. oz, 5/- lb. ; Cornflower, 4d. oz, 5/. lb.

;

Cuttlefish, 6d. and 9d. bag, large 1/6 lb. Millet
Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

Ants’ Eggs, 2/6; choice,- 3/6; Dried Flics, 2/- and 2/3
lb. : Silkworm Pupa?, ground or whole, 1/3 lb, post

free. Meat Meal, 3d.; Biscuit Meal, 3d. ib.

MOULTING CONDITION TONIC AND SINGING
MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure is the talk of the Fancy. 3d 6d.
1/-. Post free.

Our Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
is run down. 3d, 6d, 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener. 3d, 60.,
1/-. Post free.

Prio© List and Samples Free,

trower & co.,
fees’ Afercbanfs and [Bird Food,

Spectafists,

442, Caledonian Roatl, ) „
Rnman Raart

’ KlRS’S CPOSS,
82, Roman Road,

LONDON,
’Phone; 1320 North. Opposite Caledonian Rd.

Tube Station.

SEVEN extra Goldfinches on sale, all 1915 birds,
with good blazes, from 4/- to 10/-; approval any-
where: Apply, Jones, Crown Clwt-v-Bont, Carnarvon-
shire. (136)
HAWFINCHS, pair good birds, size, bib, mark-

ing good, 10/-; cock, 7/6; Bullfinches, cocks, fine
birds, 2 for 5/-: W. Alien, The Lodge, Holmwood,
Surrey. '

(13®)
TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets,
Finches, etc, mad on song, 1/-; largo package:
Manager, Seed Warehouse, 163, Princess-st, Man-
chester. (13-1 >

NORWICH 1915 open show. Lesser Redpoll, 2nd
prize, beating Linnets and Siskins : superbly colour-
fed. lacing, big, gem, own class, 10,6 : Cooper, Judge,
Norwich. (133)
LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, 3/0 dozen;

•pecialiy picked large cocks, 4 - dozen: no waiting:
Flinders, The Gate House, Carlton Hill, Notting-
hamshire. (139)

TWO extra large, good coloured cock Linnets, show
condition, caged four months, singing, 2/G each?
exchange two Goldie cocks: Sams, 158, Girlington-

rd, Bradford. (135|
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REMEDIES FOR

Poultry
,
Pigeons & CageBirds

Label prices.

Blackerite Cape Cure (Powder)

Bellows for “ Blackerite
”

Bumble Foot and Scaly .Leg Cure
Chemical Food .

.

Cod Liver Oil Capsules
Diarrhcea Powder
Disinfectant for Poultry and Houses
Eye Lotion
Feather Disease Cure ... „
Cape Cure (Liquid) „
Insect Powder . . _
Liniment . . ... „
Poultry Soap „

3d. 6d. 1 /- 2 /- 2/6

PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE

Roup Paste ., . . _
Roup Pills Id. boxes 2d.

„ 2d. boxes 3d. ..

Roup Powder . . . . .„ f

Scurfy Leg Ointment .

.

Tonic Condition Pills, 2d. boxes 3d.

tfonio Condition Paste .

.

“ Canaradyne ” for Asthma and
' Wheezing ...

Red Mite Killer
“ Pennakura ” (for destroying external

parasites and preventing feather-

eating in cage-birds)
“ Quinella ” (Regd.) for inflammation

of Sfomach . . . . .

.

Parrot Tonic

4d.

5d.

6d.

4d.

5d.

5d.

9d. 1/4 2/5

9d. 2/10
1<M. 1/5
lOd. 1/5 2/7

9d. 1/4
9d. 1/4

1/5
9d. 1/4
Sd. 1/4
8d. 1/3 (3 /- tin £ 3/5)

1/5
Sd. (3-t ab. boxes

1/10
8d. 1/3

8d.

9d
8d. 1/3

Sd. 1/3

8d. 1/2 2/10
lOd. 1/5 3/1

Sd. 1/2
.

9d.

4/- tin 4/7
6 /- „ 6/7

5/- bots.5/7

6-tab. boxes

3/5)

Owing to the increased postal rates it will be obviously cheaper to order the remedies through

a local Agent, w hen they can be obtained at the prices on the labels.

Booklet on Poultry and Bird Culture post free on application.
_ _

If you arc in doubt as to the Right Remedy to administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATT'S PATENT LIMITED, 24-25, FENCHURCH ST., LONDON, E.C.

LINNETS, large red-breasted cock Brown Linnets,

6/6 dozen ; selected old caught. 4 ’- dozen ; satis-

faction guaranteed: Marshall, 5, Camden st.,

Sneinton, Nottingham. (138)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address; will send to you by return:

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
SISKINS, S/6 pair; selected yellow cocks, 3/-,

4/- each; hens, 1/6, 2/- each; Bullfinches, cocks 2/-,

hens 1/- each ;
Redpolls, 6d., 3 tor 1/- : 0. Kozier,

143, Prinees-st., Ipswich. (119)

NOTICE: Extra grand Goldfinch and Bullfinch

cocks, full colour, 3/- each ;
grand cock Linnet, 2/-

;

all sure winners; package 3d.; approval: McKeaml,
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)

SPLENDID exhibition Hawfinch and thow cage,

sell 30/-, or exchange other exhibition Hardbill,

Goldfinch, Greenfinch, or Linnet; mutual approval:
Tonka, Hollies Drive, Wedneaburv. (136)

EXCHANGE two fully decorated tea services, new
for Bullfinches', -Siskiin^, Linnets, or Goldfinches,

Yellowhammers ; what offers; approval; sell 30/-:

birds first: Todd, 4, Watu’loo-rd., Bur&lem. (139)

BULLFINCHES, cocks, 2/-, hens 1/3; Golmes, cocks

2/0, hens 1/-; Linnets, Chaffinches, Greenfinches,

Yellow Buntings, cocks 1/- each, 1/3 pair; ap-

proval, deposit : Garrodi, 37, Spencer-rd., Rush den.

Northinnts. (134)

GRAND, full-coloured cock Bullfinches. ?/ -
;

hens,

1/3; big stout cock Linnets, 1/6; nice H.M. cock
Goldfinch, muler, C/C; guaranteed cock Linnets,

3/C dozen ; Humphries, The Aviarios, 120, Seaside,

Eastbourne. (136)

YELLOW Greenfinch, 2nd Cheltenham, 15/-; two
special exhibition F.M. Goldies, 12/6 each ;

two ditto

F.M. Linnets, 5/- each; monster H.M. Linnet, show
bird, muler, 20/-; approval: J. E. Jeffreys, 17, Nor-

lolk-st, Swansea. (135)

EXHIBITORS Greenfinches,, several selected
:

monster Yellows, big, bold Norwich type; splendid
;

bars, etc., 1/C; few extra specials, can win, 2 6;

week’s approval: Fearbry, Murray-rd., Bedminster.

200 healthy cocks, 1/0 doz.
.

(129)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets

grand songsters, make eplendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two; approval: if not satis-

lle'l money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
j

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap, 1

send mo your address ; will send to you by return : i

Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable. 1

LOVERS of Chaffinches should read what H. J.
j

Fulljames eays about them. “Nutshell No. 18,’’ 2-id.

post free, tells you all you need know concerning I

the successful keeping of these birds. From: Cage .

Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d. from agents, .

oce list on another page).
I

I CAN supply old and new . customers with red-

breasted cock Linnets at 5/.- dozen; some full song,
|

1/- each, 3 for 2/6; will exchange Linnets lor hen
j

Canaries or Mules, or cock and hen Goldfinches, or

Redpolls: W. Darby, 41a, Spoa-lane Aviaries, West
Bromwich. (>;»)

LINNETS! Linnctel! Linnets 1 : 1—Own caught,

trained contest eingers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid bare to lovers of these popular

liritishcre, which will enable them to rear real

etormers. Linnet fanciers, there id a matter that

requires dealing with caution ; there is ft very had
habit, tvhieh your pets may have, which must be

overcome. Get that “ Linnet Nutshell “ at once.

No. 2. price 2!d. poet free from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street. London, E.C-

EXHIBITORS. Bramblefinch, winner, including

Sunderland and Newcaste, 1914; Redpoll, H.-M., 3rd

Blavdon ;
Redpoll, F.-M., good bird; wanted' field-

moulted Goldfinches and Siskins; only real goed

specimens wanted; stamp reply: Johnson, 17,

William-st., Whiekham, Co. Durham. ( 133)

WINNERS. Field moulted cock Bullfinch and Gold-

finch, gems, 10/6 each ;
ditto yellow Greenfinch and

Linnet, toppers, 5/6 each; house-moulted cock

Linnet, breeder, very steady, splendid songster, 20/-;

guaranteed breeding hen Bullfinch, 5/6; exchange:

Robinson, Bird Specialist, Windermere. (137)

NOTICE 1 I have the following outstanding speci-

mens for immediate disposal: Cock Bullfinch, 5/-;

lien Bullfinch, 3/-; cock Linnet, 3/6; cock Greenfinch,

3'-; cock Redpoll, 2/6; cock Chaffinch, 2/0; all care-

fully selected for size and quality; genuine value;

approval: Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres, Scotland.
138)

GREENFINCHES ar© very charming .birds, but

they need great care. “ Th© Greenfinch ” Nut-

shell booklet gives full directions as to the treat-

ment of these birds, and wo shall be pleased to

send you a copy post free upon receipt of 2jd.

Write Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet s!., London,
E.C.
MULING, exhibition, three selected Goldie cocks;

brilliant plumage, 4/- each; exchange; six single

breeders, one pattern, choice selected Linnet cocks,

nut-brown backs, good whites, 1/-, three 2/-; Yellow

Bunting cocks, selected for exhibition, 2/6 each;

approval, deposit: H. Welsh, Corustall Buildings,

Stamford. ( 135>

C. PRIOR otters the following choice house-moulted
specimens for immediate exhibition : Goldfinch, Bull-

finch, Linnet, Chaffinch, and Bramblefinch. He has

also a few good house-moulted Goldfinches, suitable

for muling, and a champion field-moulted Bullfinch,

and topping Lesser Redpoll : state wants, enclosing

stamp: Hill Farm, Ropley, Hants. (119)

GOLDFINCHES! Goldfinches! Invaluable informa-

tion concerning this most popular of our British

birds is found in “ Nutshell No. 1.” Feeding, hand-

rearing, and eexing, moulting and exhibiting, are

all fully dealt with. 2id. post free, from: Cage
BIRDS, 154, Fleet-«t., London, E.C. (2d. from
agents ; list- published frequently.)

EXHIBITORS, several selected healthy monster
cock Goldies, big bold Norwich type birds, splen-

did deep square blazes, nicely tanned, splendid bars

and buttons, can win, 5/-; few monsters, cocks,

selected for muling, 3/6 ;
week’s approval willingly

;

cash or deposit: Skinner, Bird Catcher, Murray-rd,
BristoL (HI)
ONE field-moulted Linnet, 1st at Blaydon, Novem-
ber, 1st and special at Darlington November, 1st

South Shields December, equal 1st at Gateshead:
higliest cash offer gets him ; also a field-moulted
Linnet, 2nd to him at Blaydon, 20/-; in strong classes,

see "Cage Birdis” for facts; also three house moulted
Linnets, also winners, 10/- each ; all birds in excel-

lent health; parting through illness; lot of show
cages, all in excellent condition, cheap: M. Wood-
house, senr.. 118, Imeary-st., South Shields. (135)

LINNETS, 1/6, 2/6, 3/6; house-moulted, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6;

kitchen songsters, 4/6 dozen: Bullfinches. 3/6, 4/6,

5/6, 6/6; one real lady’s pet, finger tame, 8/6; Gold-

finch Mules, pure Finch .song, 8/0, 9/6, 10/6 : Siskin

Mule, 7-6; lien Bullfinches, 2/C, 3/6, 4/6; Greenfinches,

like Canaries, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6 each; splendid hand-

reared Thrush and cage, 14/-, the talk of the neigh-

bourhood. in splendid feather, or part exchange
anv of the above for Canaries. Mules, etc.: Ingram
and Sons, Bird Catchers. 54. Gaulton-st., Hull. (137)

Selling Agents for Cage Birds

Books and “ Nutshell” Series
And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,

Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR “ NUTSHELL" SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIE8,
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C, EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one tells you "In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST
I

—

The Goldfinch. 18.— Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 19.—The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 20—Waybills.
C—The Song Thrush and 2t.—The Aquarium.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 21.—The Creen Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 25.—The Smaller Insectl-

8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.

9.—The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insect!-

Cages, Birdrooms, Ac. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary. 27.—Care of the Cat.
II

—

The Bullfinch. 28 Profitable Pet Cavles.

12.—How to Moult British 29 Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30.—Profitable Pet Rab-
13.—The Chaffinch. Lits.
to—Couldian Finches, 31.—Fishing In River,

15.—The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16.—Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
17.—The Grey Parrot.

LIST OF THE AGENTS WHO SELL “ NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature o/ the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained : *Birds, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room Re-
quisites', t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc., but not
birds; J Birds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only (f Newsagents.
Abertillcry—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J. W. Bell, 164, Main Street.
Barnsley.—'‘Mrs. A. Porrill, 8. Doncaster Road.
Batley—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast—W. Skell.v, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—*J. T. Harding, 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham—tH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. M. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn—‘A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Watsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool.— J. McKierman, 62, P.aiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne,— § Walter Wilson, Ltd., Church St.

Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—'John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 556, Leeds Rd.; *8.

Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton.—'H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. BurdoD,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—(Finch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—'W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley,—»D. Greenwood, 16, Standieh Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 48, Frederick Street.
Charlton. —Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gale.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.
Clay Cross.— .1. Smith. High Street.
Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson. 193. Cotton Tree.
Cowes, I.W.—W. White, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkerne.—tSarn Young, Misterton. S.O.

Crewe.—Mayor, Chemist, Uightown, l'.O.; *G. E. Mor-
gan, 83, Victoria Street.

Darlington.—t.L Reynolds. 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.— *G. Bouslield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market

Hall.
Darwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.

Dewsbury.—Aspev’s, Market Street.
Doncaster.—J. Green, 27, Milbank Street.

Dublin.—TM. Honan, 25, Parliament Street.
Eastwood. L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road.
East Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,

Avenue Gardens.
Edinburgh.—'.!. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
Fe!ling-on-Tyne.—J. CroSby and Son, High St.

Gateshead-on-Tyne.—§Jobn Crosby and Sons, 48,

High Street.
Glasgow.—'VV. Wilson, 247. Argyle Street; William
Holmes and Co., Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,

Main Street, Shettlestou; W. Crawford, 192, Salt-

market.
Gt. Harwood IT A. Bentley. 13 and 15, Blackburn rd.

Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London St.

Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgess St.

Halifax.—*J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Inoull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—fTom Perkins. 65, Wineomtee; *F. Allen,

Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-

ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich James Ravine r, Dog’s Head Street.

Jarrow-on-Tyne.—1[M. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;

T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley.— tE. Pliillipson, 41. Market Place.

Kingston-on-Thames. -§J. and B. Marsh, Market PI.

Kettering.—'A. J. Underwood, 24 & 05, Wellington

Street.
Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132. King St.

Kirkcaldy +W. It. Gibson, 58, St. Clair St.

Landport, Portsmouth—J. August, 67, Charlotte St.

Leamington Spa.—If E. T. Bryant. 17, Regent Grove.

Leigh.— *J. Cuvanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.— A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.

Leeds. -11!. Smith and Son, £7, Woodhouse Lane.

Leek.—§T. Meesham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane; *J. W.
Metcalfe, 68, Brunswick Rd.; tE. Roberts, Bird

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.

Longton.—'E. Tams, Church Street.

London.— 1

'C. Palmer, Sclater-st, Shoreditch; 352,

Unper-st., Islington; G. U. Hooper, 216, Foreet-rd„

Walthamstow; 10. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St., Wal-

worth-rd., S.E.; *D. Tie Von & Co., 114, Bethnal

Green-rd. ;
J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd. ; A. E.

Worth 4, Bishops rd, (Jamb. Heath; *S. V. Mower,

1 War’don-rd, Fulham, S.W.; A. Dossett, Ladbroke-

pv w.; S. Silveridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C.; *Wm.
Whitelcy’s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv. ; *A. W. Carnage,

Ltd Holhorn : J. Jeffrey. 209, York-rd, Batter-

sea;’ § Edwards, Ltd., 100, Vaughan-rd., S.E.

;

SLewto ami Sons, 211. Garratt-lanc, and 280, Vork-

rd Wandsworth; Johnson, 20. Cleveland st., W.

;

T. \V. I'arkyn. 52. East-st.. Walworth; Simpson

and Co., 137, High st.. Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.

Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N.; W. and E.

Rolfe, 101, Briclport-place, Hoxton; C. Eoehl, 400,

Edgware-rd.; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, High-

rd ,
Willcsden Green; J. H. Morris and Co., 570

and C42, Harrow rd.
;
Miss Tomkins, 11, High rd.,

Willesden Green; J. Larking?, 394, Lillie Rd., Ful-

i">m. S.W-

Mancbeater.—*A. G. Davies, 110 «r 112, Tib st. ; *R.
Kremner, 104, Tib-st. ; W. Jam.sou, 12, Li*. m

,

Huline
; ([John Hey wood, Ltd., Deans;.it'-; 'Dut-

tons, 51 & 03, Tib at.; 'W. Smith, 98, Tib at.

Mansfield. J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew’s Ter-
race, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough. P. Corr, 0, Suflleld Street.
Middleton Junction. F. Buckley, 21, Gi irnshaw lane.

Millom.—§W. T. Jj. Cartwright, 7, St. George o Ter,
Macclesfield.—C. Croo3, 17, Derby St.

Nelson.—(John England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—*J. MacKenzie, 09 and 0:. High
Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,

and 31, Neloon Street.
Newcastle, Staffs 'A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.

Newport, Mon.—T. W. Mitchell, 12. Upton Road.
Nottingham.—'W. Cottingham, X’everil Street;

§Armitage Bros., Caatlegate.
Oldham.— Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Henshaw Street.

Ossett.—P. Imeeon, Bird Stores, Bank Street.

0pen8haw.— F. Wanhbournc, 401. Ashton Old Road.
Oxford.—C. F. Holliday, 58, George Street.
Plymouth.— tit. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street;
§W. n. Eleon, The Market.

Portsmouth.—H. Mansfield, 112, Fawcett P.oad.

Preston.—*J. Sandiford, North Road; 'Matt. Hop-
kins, 11, Fylde Street.

Rawten8tall.—W. Bacon, Bird and Seed Stores.
Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.
Rochester.—§T. Burgees, Corn Merchant.
Sheffield. -'J. Mace, Exchange Street; .J. Lewi3, 56,

Owler Lane, Pitsmoor.
Shettleston, Scotland.— §J. Ward, 178, Main et.

Shildon.—C. Sinelait, 20, Garbutt Street.

Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow. 39, Broad Street.

St. Helens Sherlock and Co., 136, Liverpool Road.
St. Ives.—([Frank Lake, Tregenria Place.

Stoke-on-Trent.—'J. Pitcliford, 218, London Road.
Swansea.—tMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stock Co, 34, Monson Road,
Tunstall.—W. Watson, 5, Paradise Street.

Wigan.—T. Summers and Son, 63, Darlington Street.

Watlsend-on-Tyne *Wm. Coekburn, 100. High-st, E.

Watford.—J. Wombwell, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mar-
ket-st.

West Hartlepool.—D. Coornbes, 63, Stockton-strcet.

Worthing *F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—§E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street.

Yorks.— J. H. Cawson, Alexandra Aviariefl, 4,

Alexandra Street, Goole, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to the

Publisher, "Cage Birds," 151, Fleet St., London, E.C.

W. JOHNSON, BRITISH BIRD EXPERT
Linnets, specially trained for contest, 2/-, 2/0 ;

snow

birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pencilled.

3/-; Goldfinches, right for muling or show, 3/6, 4/6 ,

Linnet cages, 1/3; box cages, 1/6; Canary cages.

2/-, 2,6; 55, George-st., Leeds^ ‘

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.

Guaranteed cocks, Goldfinches, 2A, 2«; three a, -. six

9/-, selected 3/-, 4/-; hens 1/-; Bullfinches. -/-,

3/-: hens 1/-, ‘1/6 ;
Skylarks, Linnets, 9d., 1 .

three 2/-. six 3/-; Redpolls 6d., three 1/-, dozen ~,6,

Mules, Canaries. 7/6, 10/- ;
youngsters, 2/6. 3-,

Hybrids, 15/-, 20/-; birdlime,
_
9d.. 1/;, travc

V,"^
cages, 3d., 6d.: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan. G'W

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRO CHAMPION
A MERRY XMAS TO ALL

Ladies and gentlemen, I wish you all a very

Christmas and beg to thank you one ana all for

vour increased patronage. I have been exceeding V

busy all the season. I shall continue to go'e the

best possible value and gather more customers still.

The postwoman here is called, the Linnet Lxper

at the G.P.O. because my letters fiU
_

her bag.

hope everyone coming to Hull this Xmas V' i p

me a visit f have a fine lot of Goldfinches at 2/C,

3/6, 4/6. 5% 7/6, 10/6 each: cock Bullfinches -:G. 3/6,

4/6 5/6, 7/6; giant hens, like Thrushes, 2/6, «/6, 5/6.

7 iQ others 1/6 each; Scandinavian Go.dies ami

Bullies cocks 5/6, 7/6, hens 3/6 each; monster Green-

finch 2 /6 :
Redpoll i

gem. 2/C; Chaffinch, good one

2/6; monster cock Linnet. 2/G
;
Champion qua.it

y

singing Linnets, house-moulted, 10/6, U,6. L>/6, z0/-.

all mad proud ;
youngsters, singing day and gas

fight- 2/6 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6 each. I have some

making good ones at 1/-. 1/6, 21- each ;
Linnet cages

3<1 1/-, 1/6; Linnet Mules, full

Goldfinch Mules. 8/6, V/6, 12/6; Srskin

song, 2nd Hull, 12/6; light Goldie Mule, UC, Oo.l-

finch-G reenfinch Hybrid, 25/-; my secret m'xtiire,

makes vour birds sing anywhere, 1/2, post free.

Linnet whistles, Cd.; Rollers, best in England, lovely

deep hollow rolls, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6 eaclm at-o cr©

of the best Rollers I have heard for
. ’em

2/6 each Talking Parrots, guaranteed. 30/- to tip.

All kinds of leather goods, seeds, cages, etc. m
stock. Please state wants ;

satisfaction guaranteed,

all birds on 7 days’ approval; cash or <lero s ‘

•

Bankers: London City ami Midland. Wr-e.to the

largest British hird dealer in the world : Fi ed Allen.

The Linnet Expert, 150, Porter-st. Ar.anes. Hull.

Softbills.

SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/3 each, well on food:

William Wright, 51, Shellfield-rd„ Marshside, Soiith-

P
LARKS, Larks, Larks, grand cock Larks, clean and

healthy, 3/- doz.; can supply weekly: E. Kowe 24

West-st., Chatteris. .

HAND-reared Magpie, 4/-; also pair Black-red

Game Bantams, 3/-: H. Carvell, Station-Td., Bu-

^AND-REARED Thrush, 8/6 : 1915 hind-

reared cock Blackbird, 6/-; both grand birds; cages

2/C each: Steele, 80, Ordsall-Iane,
.

Salford (138)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark

or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me y ou

r

address, will send you by return: Mrs. Dutton.

l
J!E ^UTIFUL tame hand-reared cock Thrush, 10 6:

Blackbird. 7/6; sing indoors or out, perfect song,

health, plumage; warranted: Crisp, 3o, SouthmUl-

rd. Bishops Stortford.
.

SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy epecimens, in son,,

for shows and contest singing. L*‘ l fn ';
ow t

,

0 01
'.

tain them and keep them. Nutshell No. 3 tel ‘ s

you 2lT poet free from Cage Bmps 154, Fleet-

st, London, E.C. 2d. from agents (list frequently

*SOMli
C

extra fine specimens of Softbills for dis-

posal all in lovely feather, perfect condition, and

very tame Treecreepers, some beauties, also hand-

some Gold-crested Wrens, Long-tadjd Tits,
-

and

perfect. Wryneck cock, hand-reared, beauty, Garden

Warbler ;
insectivorous food " Life. 1/1° Per

wasp grubs 2/6 lb., post free: P. F. M. Galloway.

Durban, Caversham, Reading. f 110 '

Use Our Notepaper.
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I HAVE a magnificent cook Skylark, almost as

largo ai a Thrush, grand songster, (It to show and

win, 1/0; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,

mueh smaller, been in my possession since a nest-

ling, practically hand reared, I/O, or 2/0 the two;

approval willingly: Mrs. Harrington, Dalmency Cot-

tngo, Dunstable.
&OFTBILLS: tho smaller species

;
full Information

upon their proper feeding and management in cap-

tivity, is given by II. J. Fiilljumes In ” Nutohell No.

2.1,” which also deals with hand-rearing, and de-

scribes tbe collection of ants’ eggs, 2Jd. po«t free,

from: Ctou limns, 154, Fleet st., London, E.C. (.2d.

Iron) agento; sco list on anotlier page.)

THE Song Thrush and Blackbird.* Full directions

how to keep these favourite songsters in tho boot

possible condition; together with directions for

hand-rearing tho young and the selection of show

birds, will ho found in “ Nutshell No, 4,” 2Jd. post

free from Cage Bums, 154, Flect st., London, EC.

SOFTDILL keepers, take expert advlco before pro-

ceeding to buy and keep the larger specie* of Ii.sec-

tivorous birds. You will then have no trouble in

keeping your pets in tho best of health. This ad-

vice is offered In “ Kutehcll No. 20,” by 11. J. Full-

jaincs. It Is a wonderful little work, dealing with

moot varieties In a highly Interesting and Instruc-

tive manner. Foods and their preparation, and the

various styles of cages also receive full attention.

Can you breed Mealworms? This booklet tells you

bow. Post free, 2Jd. from Cage Biuds, 154. Flect-

st., London, E.O. Look at our liat of agents; call

on tho nearest and get it for 2d.

|
Miscellaneous.

|

LINNETS, Larks, singing loud', 1 /<! each: Brain,

tSS, Lichfk'ld-rd., Aston, Birmingham. (126)

EXHIBITORS I Specially selected giant?, highly-

coloured Scotch Finches for keenest competition:
cock Linnet, S/C; Twite, 3/C; Greenfinch, 3/-; Red-
poll, 3/-; Chaffinch. 3/-; Lark, 3/-; approval: Ross
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. ( 126)

CAMBRIDGESHIRE cock Linnets, 4/- dozen; se-

lected cock Linnets, Chaffinches, ltecd Buntings,
Pipits, Yelow Buntings, Greenfinches, Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Twites, Tree Sparrows, throe 2]-; mixed
birds, 1/3 dozen; Watson's Aviaries, Littleport, Cam-
bridgeshire. (135)

EXHIBITORS. Must reduce my stock. Chough,
latest wins: 1st Chester, list, spl, best British, Wol-
verhampton, jl‘4 ; 1915 Redpoll-Greenfinch Hybrid, 1st

"West Bromwich, only time shown, 20/-; Chaffinch,

1st West Bromwich, Wolverhampton, 2nd Walsal,

25/-; approval with pleasure: Hepwood, Albrighton,

Wolverhampton. (137)

COCK Greenfinches 1/- doz.
;

12 mixed aviary birds

I/-; Linnet*, Greenfinches, Chaffinches, Redpolls,

Trcesparrows, Robins, Reedhunting, Cornbnntings,
Bluetits, Oxeyctit, 1/- pair; cock Blackbirds and
Song Thrushes 1/- each; any above selected song-
sters, 1/6 each; Goldfinches, Bullfinches, Siskins,

3/- pair: Fenn and Son, Bowen-lane, Isleham,
(jambs. (136)

CHAMPION British giant Scotch Thorn Linnets,
1/- each, 3 for 2/6; one extra giant, 2/6, make £Ood
show bird; Greenfinches, Cd. each, 1/- a pair; one
good large yellow, 2/-; grand Chaffinches, 1/- pair;
grand cock Bullfinches, 2,6 each; hens, 2/- for
muling; extra good large cock Goldfinches, 3/6 each;
other Finches, 2/- ; cock Larks, 8d. each ; one on
song, 1/- ; cock Thrushes, 2/- : one 2 years old, in

song, 5/-; Goldie and Linnet Mules, 1915, last round
youngster, cocks 4/6, hens 1/6: Goldie Mules, full

song, pure notes, 10/6 each ;
Budgerigars, 5/6 pair

;

Yorks Canaries, Norwich Canaries, 10/6 a pair up-
wards; approval: Edwin North, 443, Maneheater-rd.,
Bradford. (139)

CANARIES?!

Border Fancy.
|

FIVE Border hens, 1 yellow, 4 buffs, exchange;
what offers: Hodgetts, Middle Row, Isabella, News-
ham (135)
WANTED for export, small or large quantities of
Borders for cash: J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd., Friz-
inghall. Bradford. (133)
TWELVE class Border cocks, 1915. grand type and
quality, from 6/- each: Phillips, 13, Westendpark-
st.. Back, Glasgow. > (135)
FEW smart buff hens left, from 5/6 each, right
type, rare quality; approval: Robson, 28, Camden-
gro., Peekham, London. (88)
NOTICE : Grand lot Borders, many winners, prices
low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
TWO pairs Borders, cc-cks singing nicely, 10/- pair;

Roller hens, 2/6; Yorkshire- variegated hen, 7/6:
Jewers, Garage, Plymouth. (135)
FOR sale, yellow cock, huff cock, even marked
bred, only 2s. Cd. each: could win at some shows;
approval: Mr. Watt, Bonnybridge. Stirlingshire.

(133)
GOOD greens and cinnamons for sale, cheap; see

reports leading shows ; no green hens to spare

;

stamp reply : Whitelaw, 95, Elderpark-st., Govan.
138)

BORDERS, few left, quick sale, greens and varie-
gated, for breeding or songsters, cocks from 7/6,
hens from 2/6: Write or call, Daw, 31, St. John’s-
rd., Bast Ham. (137)
BARGAINS. Grand clear buff cock, 2nd Man-

chester, Cleator Moor, 15/-; clear yellow hen, 3rd
Liverpool, 4th Sheffield, 15/-; nice clear yellow hen,
3 -: Egerton. Hensingham, Whitehaven. (137)

HANDSOME pipe in caee, briar, amber stem (bent)
Oliver mounted, cost 21/-; pair new Territorial
marching boots (size 7) 10/-: exchange good Border
cocks: Roberts, Gwyddfor, Penygroes, S.O., Wales.

(13G

)

HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 100 youngsters, many lit to win, plenty
to select from, in all colours, show or stock, at
war prices; approval; stamp: Dan Hamilton, 239,
Low Waters, Hamilton. (53)

"THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23),
explains fully how to manage these "wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
for a copy, 2jd. post free, from "Cage Birds,” 154,

Flect-6t., London, E.C., or from any of our Nutshell
• gents. (Lists published frequently.)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, .also pairs;
highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain

;

send offers along: G. Chapman, High st., Eirming
haon

XMAS& NEW YEAR HOLIDAYS
If you are requiring any variety of Canary or Mule, I Invite you to come and

make your own selection. 1 have a magnificent epllection, including good stock
or exhibition birds, in Norwich, Yorkshires, Crests, Crcst-breda, Border Fancies,
Scotch Fancies, Mules, Muting Huns, Trained Rollers, Songsters, etc., etc. If un-
able to come send a I’.C. for my Free Illustrated Catalogue, and remember I am
prepared to send one or more birds to any address in tho Kingdom on seven
days' approval at my risk. Satisfaction absolutely guaranteed to every cus-
tomer. JOE THOMAS, Breeder, Exhibitor and Exporter, Ambler Thorn, Halifax.
Established over 35 years at same address.

|
Crests and Crestbreds/j
FOR Croats, Crcebbrods, scud lor list: Rudd,

Specialist, Norwich.
FEW pairs of good Crests for sale, cheap, yellow
and buff: Reynolds, 47, Uoodhead-st., Meadows, Not-
tingham. (112)

J. MEMMOTT, 55, Mccrsbrook-rd., Hcelcy, Shef-

field, has for disposal a few stock birds, 1915, from
10/- each. (123)
FOUR pairs Crests and Crcstbreds, cheap, from
cup winners; apply early: MacFadyen, 160, Main-st.,
Barrhead. (128)

F. G. BALE, Crestlyn, Victoria-st., Barnstaple, offers

variegated Crixsthred cock, 1915, £6; clear ditto, £’6;

approval, stamp. (104)

CRESTS and Crcstbreds, good birds, cocks from
10/0, hens from 8/-

;
pairs from 15/- : Fortnum, Del-

row, Watford, Herts. (120)
MRS. TMOS. TAYLOR’S champion strain, a few
good birds for sale ;

approval
;
stamp reply : 68,

Edward-st., Gateshead. (109)

DAVID SCOTT, 128, Atkinson-rd., Benwell, New-
castle-on Tyne, has a few Crests and Crestbreds for

disposal
; approval ; stamp reply. (84)

DARK crested cock, 6s.; yellow crested hen, 5s.;

Cirl Bunting hen, 5s. 6d., 2nd Clapham ; Pearce, 64,

Coleman-rd., Camberwell, London. (134)

CREST and Crcstbreds, pairs or singles, good stock
birds, 1914; reasonable; approval, deposit: U. Mais,
63. Northuinberland-st., Nottingham. (122)
CRESTS and crestbred cocks from 12/6, pairs
from 25/-, bred from prize stock; approval: Rob-
son, 28, Camden-grove, Peekham, London. (58)

UNFLIGHTED clear Crest Cock, twice shown, win-
ning 1st and 2nd, 30/-; also brother of above, winner
of two 3rds, 30/- : Craig, 18, St. Leonard's Bank,
Edinburgh.
NOTICE: Grand lot Crests and Crestbreds, several

winners, reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-

pFoval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)

LARGE, well-bred 1

, 1914, variegated Crestbred' cock,

good head, plenty of feather, 12/6 ;
approval : Miss

Hacker, Beeehcourt, St. Helen’s Park-rd., Ha-tinge.

ABOUT 40 Crests and Crestbred, each from 7/6,

pairs from 15/-; healthy birds, bred from prize stock;

approval: Tetin, 124, Chcstnut-aven., Forest Gate,
Essex. (104)

HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,

many winners sold ;
some grand hirds for sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.,

Nottingham. (17)

CREST cock, 25/-; do., hen, 10/-; Crestbred cock,

15/-; var. Crestbred hen, 30/-; clear do., £1; stamp ;

approval: Angus HcDougall, Carronvale-rd., Lar-
bert, Stirlingshire. (126)

DAVID SCOTT, 128, Atkinson-rd., Benwell, New-
caitle-on-Tyne, will sell all hie crests, crestbreds,
including Blaydon cup and Gateshead winner, from
17/6 to £25 each; stamp reply. (134)

CiRBSTS : Being one of tihe oldest breeders in the
Fancy, having bred and shown, hundreds of wlnnerp,

have few good birds to part with; price from 7/-

to £6; approval: G. Williams, 50a, Lower Union-
st., Torquay. (134)

HEALTHY young Crests, bred from show stock,

Crest cocks, grand stock birds, 15/- to 25/-; three

Crest hens, 15/- to 25J- ; two very good Crest-bred,

hens, 20/-; young clear body dark Crest hen, 25/-;

approval: Worrell, Ravenssvood. St. James'-rd., Sut-

ton. (103)

REV. JOYCE. Wellington, Somerset, can supply

crests and crestbreds (best blood) in matched pairs

from 40/-; singles same rate, all bred for quality

and vigour: some of the chief winners this season

again are from birds bred by him ; stamp ; state

price.

GIVING up! Select stud of above; grand green

Crest cock, £1; C.B. ditto hen. 12/6; buff Barnett
C.B. cock, 12/6; variegated buff C.B., 17/6; 30

others cheaper; state wants; feeder hens, 1/8 each;
Norwich ditto, 4/- ; cages and utensils ;

your price

:

Tuckett, 12, Watery-lane, Merton, S.W. (52)

I
Cinnamons?

E. GODLEY, Knowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn, has
Cinnamons and Plainhead Norwich for sale; single
from 7/6; pairs from 15/-; state requirements;
stamp

;
approval. (128)

YELLOW cinnamon Norwich (grand stock bird)
and buff hen, 12/6 pair; grand buff cinnamon cock,
can win, 15/-; yellow green Norwich cock, capital
head and: quality, 8/6; yellow var. hen, grand
quality, 7/6: Smith, 15, Bedford-pl., Aberdeen. (137)

/ Greens.
|

NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-
each; approval: no single yellow hens: Jenkins, 82,
Chureh-st., Widnes. (471)
SOME good Green Crested, Crestedbred, and Plain-
headed Norwich

;
state requirements with stamp

:

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
UNFLIGHTED foul buff cock, winner 1st and 2nd
only twice shown

; one ditto, yellow cock, also win-
ner: Craig, 18, St. Leonard's Bank, Edinburgh. (135)

Belgians.
CHAMPION Belgians, grand birds, disposal, same

strain my championship winners last two Palace
shows; cheap; approval; G. S. Baker, Georges-rd.,
Barnstaple. (194)

Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS.

J. C. BARNES, Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner of numerous silver cups, medals, etc.;
well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties: reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, Northfield-rd., Walk-
ley, Sheffield,

J. HODDER, breeder of high class Norwich, winner
of championships

; good birds from 7/6 upwards;
approval; stamp: 6 , ilanncr-st., St. Luke's, London,
E.O.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in
the Fancy. Stock birds from 19/- each. Pairs
from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

0. CLYNE, Moray-st., Wick, has some real good
ones in all colours, from 5/- up; 1915, approval.

( 134)WANTED Norwich or Yoil,tip re cocks in song, 5/-
each given: Jones’s Aviaries, 126, Plaistow-rd., WestHam.

(130)TICKED yellow Norwich cock and clear buff hen,
8/0 ; also pair stock birds, 10/-: 31, Gordon-rd., King-
ston on-Tliaines. (139)FEW pains of Norwich, 10/6 pair; also 13 York-
shires, paris, 12/6; hens from 5/-: Spann, Stivi-
chale, Coventry. (138)
SIX iwiie Norwich for dkqK>ral( properly mated

to produce likely winners, 15/- pair: Edwin Lloyd,
Brkiige-s>t., Chester.

(134}WI.nNEKS for sale, yellows and buffs, cocks and
hens, must sell

; stamp reply : Paling, West Park
Cottages, Maxwelltown. (119)
TYPICAL, unfiigbted Norwich cocks, from 10

'

6 ,

pairs from 15/-: (ifford, 24, Little Welbeck-et., Caven-
dish Square, London, W. (136)
NOTICE: Grand lot Norwich many winners, prices
low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKeand,
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (so)
UNFLIGHTED yellow cock, unffighted buff coek,
can win,. 16/- each; approval; John Dalgety, 10,
River-st., Brechin, Forfarshire. <138 )NORWICH, young birds, winners, also Borders,
must clear; call or write: Davidson, Clydesdale
House, Mossend, Lanarkshire, N.B. (107)TWO pairs fl rat-class Norwich clock birds, four
double breeders, lot 25/-; one pair cost more last
year : Walter T-ann, Littleport, Ely. (134)
ABSOLUTE bargain, clear yellow 1915 cock, grand
songster; 1914 green hen, 1476 pair: Ernest Fair-
hurst, Thunder Bridge, Kirkburton. * (135)
STOCK Norwich, large heads, exchange other fancy,

or sell 8/- to £1 ; on approval
; 1915 bred : Owen,

66, Wolverhampton-rd., Cannock, Staffs. (441)
NORWICH Canaries, 1915 breed, matched pans,

8/-; cocks, 6/-, singing, show breed, prize birds:
Duckworth, Hemmerton-yard, Burnley. (134)
GREAT sacrifice, rich, deep fed 1915 yellow Nor-
wich hen, winner of two 3rds, 10/-; approval:
Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (138)
NORWICH unflighted variegated hen, 5/-; 1914

ditto, 7/6; buff unflighted hems from 5/-; stamp:
Ferguson, Allanvale-rd., Bridge-of Allan. (116)
GRAND pair Norwich, good size and quality, 17/6;
also several 1914 cocks, from 10/6; approval: A.
Horwood, 8, Lawson-avenue, Long Eaton. (106)
WILLIAM PHIPPS, for splendid, typical, massive
Norwich, winner over 100 prizes, also cups; ap-
proval; cold: 16, Millplatt-ave., Isleworth. (Ill)
FIFTEEN Norwich liens, 1915 birds, 2/6 each; five

for 10/6; packing 3d:.; warranted strong healthy;
stamp: Newton, 10, Harcourt-terr., Salisbury. (133)
FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs
from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:
Robson. 28, Camden-grove, Peekham, London. (11
FOR sale, good Norwich Plainheads, fed and non-
fed, prize and prize-bred, cold-room, in perfect
health : Airs. Banks. 51, Balhousie-st., Perth. (83)
VARIEGATED buff Norwich cock, £1; unffighted
yellow cock, 15/-; buff cock, 15/-; variegated buff
hen, 5th Carlisle, 307- : Bell, 35, Clementina-terr.,
Carlisle. (337)
WANTED for export, small or large quantities of

Norwich for cash, 7/- to 8/- a pair paid for good
large birds: J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd., Frizinghall,
Bradford. (133)
DEVOY, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner at
leading shows, over 60 for sale, some typical yel-
low and buff hens; no fancy prices; George-st.,
Stranraer. (110)
OVERSTOCKED, a few good, typical Norwich for
sale, flighted and unflighted, well bred, reasonable,
stamp reply: Connelly, 123, Henderson-st., Kinning
Park, Glasgow. (135)
CONSISTENT winning strain; few birds; grand
type, closely related to winners

; for sale at low
prices; approval: G. Thurley, 153, Northumber-
land Park, Tottenham. (121)
LARGE unflighted, almost green, J>uff Norwich

cock, 10/6, exchange largo yellow, good head, give
5/- good one; yours first; approval: John Harvey,
Measham, Atherstone. (137)
FIVE Buff Norwich cocks at 5/-, 5/6, 6/6, 12/-,

15/- each, three yellow Norwich cooks at 12/6, 7/6,
4/-, or offers ; on approval : J. Spofforth, 2, UppeT
Raglan-st., Todmorden. (134)
MR. INNKS, Estate Factor, LargJ, Ayrshire, hav-
ing decided to dispose of all his high-class Norwich,
offers exceptional bargains

; many winners
;

all large ;

inspection invited ; letters only. (50)

TYPICAL buff colour-fed 1915 Norwich hen. won
two 3rils recently, 8/C; also rich coloured deep yel-

low hen, 2nd in class of 12, 8/6; great sacrifice:
Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (138)
BLUCK’S Norwich won 1st and 4 specials, 2nd and

special in champion class, including special for best
Canary in show; matched pairs or singles; reason-
able; state wants: 3. Westbourne-tcrr., Hove. (132)

CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, good
type and feather, well matched pairs or single birds,

winners sold every season; 35 years breeder; ap-
proval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-.st., Nottingham.
GRAND Norwich for sale, large buff cock, with

typical yellow hen, 15/-; another good buff cook.

1 ()/- ;
large massive green, w inner, with grand buff

lien, 17/6; approval: Spoor, Library-place, Whick-
ham 029)
EXCEPTIONAL offer, large deep colour-fed thick-

set 1915 buff Norwich hen, recently won 1st in class

of 16 and special over three classes, accept 12/6

;

great sacrifice : Hawkes, 2G, Pretoria-rd., Leyton-
stone.
NORWICH Canaries, 1/1}, by C. A. nenso. Tells

tho fancier all that he needs to know to enable
him to become successful as a breeder and exhibi-

tor of the Norwich Plainhead. The chapters on
” Forming a stud,” and ” How to Produce tho
Ideal,” are worth the cost of the whole book many
time* over: Cage Bums. 154. Flect-st.. Londoo-

NORWlCn cocks, variegated buff 20/-, clear buff
12/6/ variegJted yellow 15/6, clear yellow 20/-, two
ditto 15/6 each, and three ditto 10/6 each; all un-
flighte.d and large birds; on approval; deposit with
Editor: J. Hcskclh, 7, Bourwlary-rd., St. Helens.
MR. HAWKES offers an exceptional massive framed

rich colour-fed yeLlow Norwich cock, also extra
large buff cock, feather to perfection and in fault-
less condition and fit for any keen competition in
classic shows; sacrifice for 15/. each; worth treble
the money : 26, Prctoria-rd., Leytonstone. (120)
SPECIAL bargains in Norwich Plainheads, typical

19)4 clear huff stock cock, good size, £2; unflighted
clear buff cook 11/-; unffighted shapeTy yellow cock
12/-; 1914 clear buff stock hen, bred several winners
12 /-; typical 1914 clear buff hen, winner, 11/-; any
of these worth double; approval: J. Glover, 10,
Brook-st., Stoke-on-Trent. (136)

J. C. BARNES
Norwich specialist; 25 years’ study; well-known

6tud. Winner Sheffield Challenge Cup outright (3
years in succession). 200 biTde to select from. Few
choice specimens to spare. Cocks from 20/-, hens
from 10/-. Insjiection invited; approval: 113, North-
field-rd., Walklcy, Sheffield.

HIGHEST CLASS H0RWICH.
Limited number, bred from my pinners, for dis-

posal. Inspection invited at any time. Stamp for
reply. W. CRAWSHAW.

CROWN HOTEL, ACCRINGTON, LANCS.

W. N. TURNER
Breeden of Champion Norwich
I have bred and supplied winners at all leading
shows, a/nd have a targe stock to select from

;

exhibition and stock birds at reasonable prices;
this strain has been winning for tbe last 20 years,
and there is no better blood in the Fancy. Seo
latest show reports

; inspection invited ; approval
willingly: 3a. 1‘ercival-st., Hightown, Manchester.

Rollers d Singing Canaries!
BREEDER 3 CARD

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Gluckc Rollers (pure Randall’s), 151,
South Avenue, Southend-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE
l

Roller Specialist. All birds bred
from prize winning -specimens of high rank; full
particulars free: Heathfield, Sussex. (160)

RHODES’ rioted Glucke and Water Glucke Rollers,
B.R.C.C. rung, winners cf cups, gold, silver and
bronze medals, etc., latest wins, 1st and special
Leeds, two seconds, fourth, be, 5 specials, Inter-
national; 5th, two c’s, Wolverhampton; fourth, c,
Bacup; winners bred and sold by mo this season,
first and special Bacup, champion class

;
fifth,

special, Leeds; fifth, special. International’; cocks
from 25/-, hens 7/6: 40, James-st., liiieton, Staffs.

(118)
MISS THOMAS, Fairlight, Richmond Park Road,
Bournemouth, breeder and trainer purest Seiferts,
Glucke, etc., 110 bred 1915; deposit. (86)

THREE 1915 Roller cocks, splendid songster*, 12,8
each: Oirillard, 149, Marston-rd., Stafford. (135)
TEN very good Roller hens, 25/-, or nearest offer:
H. Round, 91, Doultou-rd., Springfield, near Dudley.

(136)
GRAND cocks, singing night and day, 7/6 each

;
ten

days’ approval : W. Powick, East-field Cottage, Dews-
bury. (101)
ROLLER cock, B3, scored' 23 point*, Manchester

;

he at Salcoats, 25/-: Nettlcfchip, Stevenson-park,
Carluke. (137)

NICE pair Rollers, sell 12/6, or exchange two un-
flighted Norwich hens: Wells, South Green, East
Dereham. (133)
HIGH-CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton, 10/0,

8/6, 7/6; hens 3/6 2/0; approval: Lloyd, 140, Grcsty-

rd., Crewe. (495'

HIGH-class Roller hens for sale, 1915 bred, Ran-
dall's and Fould’s strain, 2/0 each: Bowmar, 9,

Nuncargate, Notts. (103)

DEEP Glucke Schoolmaster, prize strain. 25/-
;
B5

cocks, 15/-, 20/-; hens 4/6: Parker, 12, Friaton-st.,

Ladywood, Birmingham. (139)

OVERSTOCKED: Seifert Rollers, cock 0/-, two
hens 1/9 each; unrelated; healthy birds: Chapman,
Longfield-ter., Wakefield. (137)

NOTICE, healthy Rollers, day and gaslight, cooks,

7/6 and 9/6, liena 5/- couple; approval, cash: Hilton,

Queen s-rd.-terr., Littloborough. (155)

HIGH-class glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung, cocks
from 12/6, hens 4/-, 5/-; approval: B. Linlcy, 47,

Freedom-st., Hillsboro’, Sheffield. (110)

J. DIMMOCK. Bred from all my cup winners.

B.R.C.C. rung, from 15/- upwards; cages Cd. each;
hens 5/- each : 49, Providence-st., Cradley Heath.
HIGH-CLASS Glucke cocks, 1915, pure Randall’s
and Fisher’s strain, 7/6, 8/6; hens 3/-; approval,
deposit: G. Chantrey, 24, Ethel-st., Northampton.

(133)

NOTICE : Grand lot high-class Rollers, day anil

gaslight songsters, 1.5//- each ;
approval ; easy pay-

ments arranged : McKeand, Seabright, Castle Dou-
glas. (89)

BREEDER and exhibitor of water glucke Rollers;

cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-; hens, 4/-; B.R.C.C. rung; 1915;

approval: J. Mawhood, 26, Walton-lane, Nelson,
Lancs. (88)

SPLENDID selection of Roller Canaries, cocks, full

rolling song, 6,'-, 7/6, and 9/6, liens 2/0, 3/6, and
5/-; sent any distance: Seedsman, 163, Princess- it.,

Manchester. (134)

BARGAINS. Randall strain Roller cocks, full song,
can be heard day or night, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6: hens 2'-;

call or send: Standard, 316, Oldham-rd., Newton
Heath, Manchester. (138)

BRlTlSH-bred glucke and water glucke Rollers,

rung 1915, cocks 15/-, £1 each: 1911 hens, .1/0 each;
7 days’ approval : J. C. Banks, 49, St. llubertV-

rd., Great Harwood. (107)

HIGH class Roller cocks, cold-room bred, 7, 6, 8/6,

10/6 each; hens, 2/6 each, or two fur 4 /G
:

' isatis-

faction guaranteed: J. Britton, 4, Wellington-*!..

Radcliffc. Manchester. (194)

GENTLEMEN, I have obtained a gTaml selection

of Rollers, and will sell cheap; cooks,, full song, C/6;

one very good one, 12/C; pure notes: Jopson, New-
ton Heath, Manchester. (13S)

SPLENDID Roller cocks. In full song, 8/9, 10/9,

12/9, 15/- upwards, liens 3/6 u/jwards; cash or

easy payments; stamp reply: Rouse 1
1 , 85, Whlfcton-

ril., Hounslow, Middlesex. (134)

DEEP Glucke and Waterglucke Rollers; hens, 3 8

ami 4/6; cocks from 10/(1; pairs and trios selected;

approval ;
few double-breeders and shutter cage*

cheap ; Earnsbaw, 51, llook-st.. Nelson. Lanes. (121)
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ROLLER cock, 8 /ft
;

Norw ich Roller cock, 6/-;
Roller lion (Randall'*', 4 /-; broedlng cages, 4 /-

each : silver-mounted' briar pipe (new*, 2/8; Rent.'*

oxidised watoli, 4/-: Bowes, il, Christchurch bids*.,

Oxford. (134)

ROLLER cooks, genuine songsters, 7 /8 , 8/8. 10/0,

12/6, 15 /-, 20/- ; liens,, such a* are often cold ns

singing cocks at impossible prices, 1/6 and 2/-

eueli ; pedigree liens, no better in England, S/0, f>/-,

7/C each; capos 3d.; all on approval: Rudd, Speci-

alist, Norwich.
ULL’CKK and Water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung,

cooks, is/-, 20'-, SO/- each; only three 1013 hens for

sale, 5/- each; cold room ;
wins this season, 1st,

2nd, 3rd Wolverhampton, vhc and he Bacup; lliree

days' approval, cash or deiiosit ; note, satisfaction

guaranteed or money returned : Harrison, Fruiterer,
Hradmore, Wolverhampton. (129)

I AM here again with my famous* Glueke Rollers,

bred from Randall* direct, the finest strain in

England. For years l have supplied meinhers of

the IS.R.C.r. with this strain and are winning at

.singing con teste. Being overstocked, qm olfering

cocks at KU-. 12/0, 15/-, 20'- each; hens 4/- each;
honestly worth double. These are bred from m.v

own winners, which have scored the highest number
of points in Preston and can breed winners if

properly trained; every bird B.U.C.C. rung, 1915,

and sent on 7 days’ approval ; cash or “Cage Birds"
deposit note; ten years an advertiser and member
B.R.C.C. : litherington, 226, Fletdfer-rd., Preston.

138)

Scotch Fancies.
|

FOR sale, bull pied cock, and buff pi'yd hen, cheap
to clear; Sidilone. 9, Saudholcs, Paisley. (134)

SIXTEEN Scotch Fancies for sale; 10 cooks and 6
hens, all colours and all class birds

;
rlieap : Pringle,

Cl, Cambridge Drive. Kilvinside. N., Glasgow. (133)

SCOTCH Fancies: Yellow cock, buff cock, yellow-

green- hen, and buff piebald hen. young birds ; ap-

proval; prices reasonable: Janies McGregor, 34,

Cupar-rd., Tayport. (120)

|
Yorkshires-

j

BREEDERS’ CARD3-
MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders,

winners of highest honours possible for over 30

years ; many championships Crystal Palace, in-

cluding championship last Palace show. As we
are not exhibiting have 60me of the best York-

shires living for. disposal, show or stock birds,

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winners; pairs matched to

breed winners, 15/- to 60/- ;
single birds propor-

tionate ;
these are not dealers’ Yorkshires, but the

highest possible breeding ; approval : Langton
Lodge, Scotton, Knaresborough, Y'orkshire. (C4)

tAILEY. winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,
etc., etc.: 40, South View-terr., Sandy Lane, Brad
ford.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench.

Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them
;

prices reasonable; state wants;
satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 1C, Sliann-

st.. Bolton Woods, Bradford. (490)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced : Thornton,
Bradford.

YORKSHIRES: Prize-bred cocks, in full song, 8/C,

make good stock birds: iRaine, 2, Woodbury-st.,
Tooting. (121)
WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshi re cocks, in song,

6,'- each given: Jones' Aviaries, 120, Plaistow-rd...

West Ham. (134)
DEVEN-inch cocks, in song, from 7/6; bens, 5/-;

bred from winners, cold room : 10, Horsford-rd.,
Brixton Hi!!. S.W. (103)
YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from

6/-; hens from 3'-: Apply, Percy Lane, I, Arbore
tum-rd.. Worcester. (490)

TYPICAL high-class Yorkshires, from 10/6 pair;
inspection invited;’ seen any time: Hutton, Alex-
andra Hotel, Penge. (104)
HIGH-CLASS unfliglited Yorkshires, long, slim,

colour-fed cocks, from C/- ;
hens, 4/-; own breeding:

Barfe, Patelev Bridge. (104)
Y'ORKSHIRE cocks, 7/0 upwards; Shackelton's,

Dyke’s, Joe Thomas strain: Revill, Church Gres-
lev-. Bnrton-on-Trent. (138)
FOUR young Y'orkshire cocks, three hens, 25/- lot,

to clear; inspection invited any time: Pettet, 8,

Efcehingham-rd., Leyton. (89)
HALFORD, 134, Prince of Wales rd., Kentish Town,

long typical Yorkshires, c'oeks 12/0, hens 5/6; quality
right; inspection invited. (138)
,COCKS, C-./O ; hens, 3/-; marvellous value; typical,
colour fed specimens; call any time: James, 44, Ayl
mer-nl., Shepherd's Bush. (134)
YOUNG colour-fed exhibition Yorkshires; cocks,

10/-; good breeding hens, 5/-; view any day: Breeder,
222, Ribblesdale-rd., Streatham. (127)
FOR sale, -fine buff and yellow Yorkshire cocks, well

in song, 9/- ;
hens,. 0/- each (1915) : Cobley, 09, High-

lane. Chorlton-c-Hardy, Manchester. "
(135)

SPLENDID 1915 prize-bred Yorkshire cocks, full
song, 10/6, 12/0, 15/0; pairs from 15/0: Humphries,
The Aviaries. 129, Seaside, Eastbourne. , (136)
NOTICE: Grand lot Y’orkshires, many winners;
prices reasonable

;
easy payments arranged ; ap

proval : McKeand, Seabriglit, Castle Douglas. (89)
YORKSHIRES, pairs or singles, fine feather and
good type, giving up

; for Norwich see advertisement

;

rea-sonable
;
state wants : Bluck, 3, YVestbourne-ter.

Hove. (132)
WANTED, for export, small or large quantities of

Yorkshires for cash, 7/- to 8/- a pair given for good
large birds: -J. Taylor, SO, Aireville-rd., Fri2!nghall
Bradford. (133)
OWING to business, all my Yorkshires for sale, win-

ners in keen competition, also few pairs unflighted,
15/-, 25/-; state wants: Buckingham, Butcher, Wat-
ford, Herts. (133)
EXHIBITION Yorkshires, colour fed, long typical
young birds, cocks from 7/0, hen3 from 4/- ; appro-
val, cash or deposit Editor: \V. Johnson, Breeder,
55, Ceorge-st.. Leeds. (87)
NORTH of Scotland champion Y'orkshire, yellows,

buffs, also a few greens and cinnamons, cocks and
hens from 7/6 each; approval: Alexander Wilkin-
son, Hazelwood House, Keith. (Ill)

T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,
bred from his winners, 3 t reasonable prices, singles
or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St..

George's-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne.
( 1 -4 )

PURE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-
teed : thirty oniv, 12/6 up.; cxmU or deposit : Nut-
trass, Raby-a venue, Bishop Auckland. (28)

BE WISE IN TIME
And order at once your advertising space In CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL for 1916.
Just as CAGE BIRDS is the only paper solely devoted to bird-keeping, CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL Is the
only Year-Book ol the Bird World. It affords an advertisement not for the day or the week, but for every day
of the year. It Is an invaluable work of reference for anyone who wishes to purchase Birds or anything in
relation to Birds. An inexhaustible source of money-bringing orders for Cage and Appliance Makers, Seed
and Food Retailers, Medicine Vendors, Breeders of every variety ol Canary, Mule and Hybrid and keepers of
British and Foreign Birds.

If you want to Sell Birds of any variety

,

or Anoliances, Advertise in

CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL '°*

Brighter and better than ever. Ready early in the New Year.
For a trifling expense you can secure big business.

ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM.
Please insert my advertisement as attached in the 1916 edition of “CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL 0

to occupy for which I enclose remittance value
Name

Address
To the Advertisement Manager,

“ CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. TARIFF.

Full Paga, Special Position . . .. 30s. Half Page .. « .. „ f Os.
Full Page, Ordinary 20s. Quarter Page .. — .. ... 5s.

Breeders’.Cards .. .. 2s. 6d. & 6s.

Every Advertiser to the value of Five Shillings and upwards will receive one Free Voucher Copy.
Subscription Copies ordered prior to the date of publication Sixpence, post free

;
after publication, post free, Ninepence,

YORKSHIRES, ETC.
Exhibition, stock birds, or

specialty selected songsters

for cash or easy payments.

Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,

and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 40/0,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/-. per

pair, in clears, ticked, and

green marked. Extra smart
lengthy hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. All

cold-room bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.

Exhibition cocks and hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are worth double and can soon win their cost.

EASY PAYMENTS Birds sent off at once on re-

ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post Tree (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected

Y’orkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at m.v risk.

Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address:

—

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghall,

BRADFORD.

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich from my
noted strain; cocks at 6/-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- upwards;
hens at 3/-, 4/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/- upwards; on approval:
E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)

YORKSHIRES, grand length, type, and quality, a
few for disposal, including winners at Reading, Bir-
mingham, and Watford shows; state wants; ap-
proval : Thomas, 5, Barkharn-road, Wokingham. (130)

TYPICAL colour-fed buff Y'orkshire cock, and of
exceptional quality and style, feathered to perfec-
tion, xvinner of 2nd in class of 15 last week, accept
15- ;

approval : Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone.
CHYMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,

birds, none better; cocks in full song. f/G; sure win-
ners, 10/6; hens, 5/0 each; ten days' approval: W.
Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Y’orkshire. (40)

WINNERS in good company, 40/- pair; approval;
exchange toy dog puppies (stud Bulldog or winning
Bullbitch), seen any time; no rubbish offered or
wanted: Lafbury, 24, Station-rd., Manor Park, Es-
sex. (134)

M. BUCHANAN, 338, Duke-st., Glasgow, will sacri-

five good Yorkshires, bred from the best and most
expensive stock, and li-aye won everywhere, from 10/-

to 30/- per pair (see Clasgow and Shettlestone under
Y.C.C.). (129)

CAN spare several good birds from my winning
strain, two clear yellow cocks, one of which has
won honours, £1 each ; several others from 7/0

;

hens from 5/-; approval, deposit: J. Cliff, 78, Brook-
st., Selby. (137)

W. D. HALL has some good Yorkshires for sale,

.single or pairs ;
winner of the “ News of the World ”

Challenge Shield; pairs from 15/- upwards; seen any
night, or state wants: 124, Suncroft-st., Kennington
Cross, London. (119)

FIFTY high-class Yorkshires, every bird own
breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold

room
;

inspection invited ;
approval deposit

;
cocks

from 7/6, hens 5/-: Radford, 128, Sandy-lane, Chorl-

ton-cum-IIardy, Manchester. (72)

OWING to business, must reduce my stock by
half, handsome yellow cocks and buff cocks, lovely

yellow and buff hens; also -six splendid Norwich;
come and have a look, Christmas: A. J. Clarke,

05, Coplestonie-rd.,. East Dulwich. (ISO)

YORKSHIRES, winning istrain, Huddersfield. Shef-

field, etc., yellow and buff cocks, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-,

20/-; lions. 5/-, 7/6, 10*- upwards; large stock cocks,

15/- to 30/-; approval, deposit: John Radley, 239,

King-st., Skelmanthorpe, nuddersfield. (135)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/H, by n. YV. Battyo
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union) ; absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Y’orkshire and
its sub-varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and 'successful

exhibiting; also how to treat in both health and
disease: Cage Brids. 154. Flcet-st.. London. E.C.

J. C. BARNES, Y'orkshire specialist; well-known
strain ; every bird guaranteed my own breeding

;

straight and lengthy, tight in feather, stylish;

cocks from 15/-, hens from 10/-; inspection invited;
approval: 113, Northfield-rd., Walkley, Sheffield.

TYPE, quality, position, unreserved sale of my
stock of 30 birds, with combination of cages and
accessories

; see City and Suburban show report

;

prices reasonable; attested, reason for disposal:
YValker, 32, Birley-st., Shaftesbury Estate, Batter-
sea. (133)

GREAT sacrifice. Rich colour-fed deep yellow York-
shire hen, won 2nd and 4th last month, 8/6 ;

also

an exceptional smart buff ben, won' 1st and two
3rd, 10/- ; both feathered to perfection, lovely type,
fine quality: A. L. Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd, Ley-
tonstone. (138)
HIGHGATE cup winner, 1914, £2 ; buff cock, winner
open novice, £1; twelve cocks, 8/6; nineteen hens,
4/- upwards

;
same blood as winners, City, Highgate,

L.C.B.A. ; stock-reducing bargains; state wants or

call: Johnston, 123, Feme Park-rd., Stroud Green,
London, N. (133)

MR. A. L. HAWKES offers very smart upstanding
rich colour-fed yellow Yorkshire cock, recently won
3rd in strong class of 22, 12/6; also buff cock, cor-

rect type, lovely quality, won 3 honours, 10/6 ;
given

away, must sacrifice immediately : 26, Pretoria-rd.,

Ley tonstone.
'

(138)

BINCHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, excel-

ling in length, type, and quality ; cocks from 12/6,

hens from 7/6; inspection invited: 43a, Hawthorn-
rd„ Hillsbro’, Sheffield.

R. HECCIE'S
Champion Y’orkshires now ready for stock or exhi-

bition ; prices to suit all ; winner outright of Y'.C.C.

Challenge Bowl and many other cups, also 1st at all

leading shows, including Crystal Palace, Scottish

National, Welsh National, etc.; see show reports:

Stepps, near Glasgow. (35)

YORES.
WE CAN NOW OFFER

you a splendid selection of Yorks. Canaries, 12/6,

15/-, and £1 per pair. Cocks 7/6, 8/6, and 10/6.

Hens, 3/6 and upwards. Pair of aviary-Bred Cocka-
t.iels, price 18/6. We also have a few Siskin and
Canary Mules, price S/6 each. Catalogue post free on
application. Telephone : 5014.

Taylor’s Naturalists, Ltd.
3/7, THORNTON ROAD, BRADFORD.

This iiinsusieesneot
Should interest all requiring High-class Birds at
reasonable prices. Such value will not be obtainable
later on. The following prices relate to Norwich
Plainheads and Yorkshires. For other details see
my advertisement in last week’s “Cage Birds," on
page 313. Have on approval ; a marvellous collec-
tion to select from. Cocks or Hens, colour-fed,
price 8/6, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-. Pairs, correctly
matched to produce best results by me personally,

12/6, 15/- 20/-. These are marvels at the price.

Other useful birds. Cocks, 7/6; Hens, 3/-, 3/6,

4/6, 5/6, 6/6; pairs, matched to produce best results.

8/6, 10/6. Cages to hold one bird 3d., to hold two
or three birds 4d. Details of all others free.—W.
RUDD, Specialist, Norwich.

MULES—HYBRIDS.
|

Various Canaries.
FOR champion songsters see my list before decid-

ing elsewhere: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

NORWICH yellow 6/-, buff 4/6, Yorkshire yellow

7/6, border green 3/6, buff 3/6, all hens: Jewers,

Garage, Plymouth. ... ,

'1352
LARGE unflighted buff cock, good head, neck, and

substance; approval, anywhere; £1: Edwin Lloyd,

Bridge-st., Chester. .
(134

j
FOR sale, three Norwich cocks-, one variegated

Crest-bred cock, three variegated hens ;
sell or ex-

change anything motorish: Walker, Bradenton,

Thetford. _ . v
FOR sale; room wanted; 20 Canaries, Yoikshire

green-Roller cross,- mostly cocks, singing, £4 lot or

useful exchange: John Park, 11, High Northgate,

Darlington.
, . ( ,

>

BARGAINS: Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, Bor-

ders, and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-, cock and hen

ol-; package, 3d.; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen-

st„ Castle Douglas. (s0 '

MUST clear. Four cocks, one hen Canaries, Border-

iRoiler cross; cock Goldfinch, singing, H.-M.. take

16/- for lot, worth double; approval, deposit: Bell,

Windermere-rd., Staveley, nr. Kendal. (133)

MR BERTRAM MAPLE, 9, Gurney-rd., Strat-

ford E , has the following fine birds for disposal,

all in full song : big Norwich cock (natural colour),

]e/c; twi-ce H.M. Goldfinch. 8/-: twice H.M. nut-

brown Linnet, 8/-; 'Linnet Mule. 12/6; Green Roller

(Voogt’s strain), 12/-; lovely yellow Roller (Ran-

dall's strain). 20/-; seen any time.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless the

previous Issue, Page, and Column are stated by the
- arw-r MANAGER. “ nunc nmns

FOR
'
pink-eyed muling strain and other muling

hens, send for my list: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
WHAT offers light ,var. Goldie Mule hen, large
dark Twite Mule hen?: Bisset, 83, High-st., Fraser-
burgh. (137)
FEW genuine light muling hens, good size, healthy,

6/-, 7/6 each; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-
st., Nottingham. (134)
GRAND cock Linnet Mule, 10/6 cash, or exchange

good yellow Norwich cock: HaiTis, 354, Berridge-rd..
Cent. Nottingham. (135)
THREE yellow Yorkshire Canaries, 4 Goldfinch
Males; exchange cock Goldfinches : Pace, 111, Hag-
gerston-rd., Dalston. (134)

GOLDFINCH Mules, good feather. Finch song, 1913

bred, 8/6, 9/6, 10/6: Richard Lycett, 117, Jubilee-rd.,

New Tredegar, Mon. (138)

COCK Goldfinch Mules, in song. Finch notes, 1915

bred, 7/6 each; approval, deposit: Fred Laycock,
Sutton Mill, Keighley. (126)

TWO handsome 1915 variegated- cock Goldie Mules,
grand songsters, Finch note, 15/ each : Crofts, 105,

Bohemia-rd., St. Leonards. (136)

FOR sale, 1914. cock Linnet Mule, good songster;
cock Linnet, twice house-moulted, breeder; offers:

Wilson, Mansefield, Mauchline. (130)

FOUR muling hens, 2 cock Linnets, hen Mule, ex-

change for two large clear yellow Norwich hens:
S. Duncan, Corsehill, Kilwinning, Ayrshire. (137)

LARGE pink-eyed Sib.-bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each ; cocks in full song, 7/6 each ; ten

days’ approval : W. Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (33)

LIGHT variegated cock Goldfinch Mule, good size

and can win in good company, price 20/-; six days’

approval : Edwin North, Breeder, 443, Hanchester-

rd., Bradford. (139)

FOUR real good cock Goldfinch Mules, finch notes,

6/- each; two hens, 2/6 the two; two grand light

muling pink eyed Sib. bred hens. 6/6 the two: Steele,

69, Ordsall-lane, Salford. (133)

GRAND dark yellow cock Greenfinch Mule, big

winner, and now in grand form for exhibition,

price 20/-, -worth more; 6 days’ approval: Edwin
North. Breeder, 443, Manc-hester-rd., Bradford. (139*

A RARE chance for Mule breeders.—Offers wanted

for miller’s 6tud ;
pink-eyed Sib. hens, 7/6 each

;

this stock have bred several light Mules; H.M..

Siskin, 7/6; Linnet, a beauty, 7/0; Greenfinch, 6/-;

cocks; all have bred Mules; also several untried

H M Britishers, exchange entertained, buff or yel-

low stock cocks, Norwich; no rubbish: J. D. Hird.

Macduff.
.

GOING on service. Real bargains, great sacri.ices ;

three hen Canaries, proved Mulers, cage, books on

Canaries and British, and all carriage paid, 10'G

the lot; also two 6ft. 4-ccmpartment breeding or

flight cages (latest), complete, two large aviaries.

Thrush cage, Toucan, cage, baths, seed pots, nest

pans, etc., cheap, or exchange for musical instru-

ments, jewellery, clothing, or eatables: nothing

alive: Harry Kay. Portland-rd., Blackpool. (133)

k orluortiQOf

|
FOREIGN BIRDS.

|

TALKING Amazon Parrot for sale, £2, or ex-

change Canaries: Apply 13. Swan-st., Atterclilje

Sheffield- JP"]
AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whisttor and

mimic, accept 45/-, with cage: Miss Joyc^d, Rosa--

mond-ph, Oxford-rd., Manchester. -c
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KINK pair Rosellais, outdoor aviary, In perfect
lienltii and condition, 00/-: Stevena, Hazlemwe,
Paignton. ( 182)

THREE Golden-crowned Amazon Parrots, C. octe-

poplcra, very rare, good liealtSiy 'binds, in the three,

or near offer: Ycllnnd, B instead, Wight. (180)

TALKING Amazon Parrot, excellent talker, mimic,
and goes about loose, 40/-, with new cage; or ex-

change for canaries : Steele, 83, Ord.salMune, Sal-

ford.
GRAND Rook Mynah, commencing to talk ami
mimic, 25/ ;

pair Green Budgerigars, 0/8; pair Wljy-

dalia, out of colour, 10/(1; Humphries, The Aviaries,

129, Seaside, Eastbourne. (130)

THE genuine article, tamo, talking Amazon Par-

rots, particulars of each bird given on receipt of

stamp ;
beware of purchasing common Cockatoos

and Parrakeets, so often aokl aa Parrots; Rudd,
Specialist, Norwich.
THOSE who have bought or those who arc about

to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2id. post free, but (lie tips it gives are

priceless; from: (Jack Bums, 151, Flcet-st., Louden,
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published

frequently.)
WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakeets, cither

Quakers, Ring-necks? C'ocknUets, or any hardy specie;

will give 0/- each i'or any number; also oiler 14 /

-

each for Ieoscy Cockatoos: G. Chapman, High-st.,

Birmingham. Telegrams : Parrakeet. 'Phone,

Central (189.

MULING pairs. Jonque Greenfinch cock, proved
muter, another Canary-reared, thrice 11. M. Chaffinch,

with 1915 bred hens, 7/(1 pair; two Greenfinch mules
«/- each; Linnet, II. M., 2/6 ; two Canaries, ideal

feeders, s/- each ; cash, approval: John Paris, 11,

Rokeby-terr., llealon, Newcastle. (13d)

AVADAVATS! Avndnvats are very charming little

birds, but they need care. The "Nutshell” booklet,
” Avndnvats," contains full information on the

management of these birds. You cannot do better

than have a copy by you, and we ohall bo pleased

to forward same upon receipt of 2jd. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Bums, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C-

THERE is no more lovely seed eater than the

popular Gouldinn Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can bo overcome,
and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow tins hints given in " Nutshell No. 14," from
Cage Bums, 154, Flcet-st., London, E.C., post free

for 21d. From agents (see list frequently pub-
lished).

THOUGH they can often he purchased for the
modest half-crown, Pekin Nightingales are very
beautiful in plumage, have a fine song, ami make
Ideal cage or aviary birds. Some very heloful in-

formation on this variety will be found in "Nutshell
No. 19,” the author of which is Wesley T. Page,
F. Z.S. Get it at once. 2-id. post free from Cage
Birbs, 164, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d. from our
agents (list published frequently).
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted, Orange cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena-). Than thio interesting quar-

tette, which can be purchased at from 2/6 to 7/0

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners.

They can be successfully kept, too, with little

difficulty if you will follow the Dints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in “Nutshell No. 20,” 2)d.

post free from Caoe liir.DS, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

GIANT BREED BUDGERICARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/C pair, Yellows 7/6 pair;. cash or
easy payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ V/EST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTSOF ALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st-., West Bromwich. (394)

TALKING PARROTS
ail descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month's trial system at my risk, which I originated,
and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them out; so be careful. Write at
once for my price list and free large book. "Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address: "Aviaries, More-
cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Moreeambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, {Vlcrecasrsfoa

TALKING PARROTS
The finest selection of genuine trained talking
Parrots in Great Britain, including over 500 birds
actually on view. We have same African Greys,
with red tails, in 'perfect condition, on dry seed
and water, whistles, mimics and laughs; also a
beautiful selection of Biuu-fiontcd Amazons, per-
sonally collected by our own representative in
Brazil. These birds are in magnificent plumage,
finger-tame, and talking. We have some lovely
Biue-fronted Amazons which will talk freely, at the
price of 30/. each; also some special brilliant-

coloured Amazons, saying 40 words, laugh, whistle,
mimic, price 45/- each. Indian Rock Parrakeets,
red-fronted Amazons. White-fronted, Yellow- fronted
Amazons, tame talking Macaws, Cockatoos, etc.
Do not purchase a Parrot until you have seen our
Price List. Wo are by far the cheapest in Eng-
land, and have the largest stock. We wish to
point out to our numerous customers that imme-
diately we receive an order we despatch the sutne
day. No waiting. Wc also guarantee safe arrival
to any part of Great Britain : G. B. Chapman,
Parrot Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams, " Parra-
keet.” ’Phone, " Central 689."

BUDGEREGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

gerigars, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 5/C pair;
hens, 3/- each ; Yellows, in magnificent condition,
very large birds, 7/G pair; liens, 3,9 each. At the

^present time we haw in stock over 500 exception-
lily fine Budcrigai i , tin -c birds are all living in

cold room and suitable for turning out of

^g^ned lately. We de patch same day as order
grantee safe arrival, and any bird dying

.replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,

v > 1

1

i n 7 ( HMhain. 'Phone-Central 089. Tele-

VARIOUS BIRDS.
|

TEN Canaries, 20 British, part show specimens; 30
cages, good u,s new, to dispose of: W. Kay, 25, Ilk.

Doris Grove, Burmantofls, Leeds. (135)

GROUPED. Clearing breeders; H.M. cock Gold-
finch, 6/6; Muling Norwich liens, 8/-; Roller bens,
8/- cash : Stakes, Sydncy-terr., Lancaster. (189)

TWO large cock Larks, started to sing, 1/- each;
six Budgerigars, 2/- ; one Magpie, 4/-

; kept in gar-

den aviaries: Flavell, Woodgtte, Quinton. (180)
BIG yellow Nor. cock, 12/6; good head, buff hen,

7/6, 'I'liomus strain; big dark cock Goldfinch Mule,

'beauty, 10/0; deposit: A. Thorpe, 24, Vivian-st.,

Derby. - (137)

COCK Goldfinches, good colour, 2/6, 3/-; hens, 1/-;

nice cook Bullfinch, 2/6; Norwich liens, 8/6; cage-
moulted cock brown Linnets, 2/0: Wells, South
Green, East Dcrcham. (130)

WHAT oilers for the following: 3 pairs green, 1

pair yellow Budgerigars, l pair Zebra Finches (bred
young Uiis year), 1 pair Magpie Mannikins, 1 pair

Weavers; all above won prizes; also pair Haw-
finches: Gray, Aubrey House, Foss Islands, Yorks.

THE LEAD9NG FIRM.
Splendid selection of high-class Canaries, Norwich,
Yorkshires, Borders, and -Rollers, docks in full song,

5 / 0 , 0/0, 7/6, 8/0; hens 3/-. 3/0, 4/6 each; cock

Goldfinches 2/6 and 8/6; Bullfinches, cocks 2/6 and
8/6, liens 1/6; selected giant cock brown Linnets,

fierce singers, 1/- Cacti, three 2/6; safely packed for

any distance: Cooper, Naturalist-, 163, Princess-st.,

Manchester. Established 1884. (134)

1
WANTED.

| „

WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, ficm catcher

:

W. Johnson, 55, Georgc-st., -Leeds. (131)

WANTED Canaries, also Mules; state price:

E. Cheshire, 34, Crawford-st., Bradford. (53)

WANTED, 1915 hand-reared Skylark, must be tame
and loud singer: Teggin, 68, Dundee-st., Longton,
Staffs. (135)

WANTED Canaries for cash, 1915, colour-fed; state
quantity and lowest price: H. Jinks, 2, Bramall-lane,
Sheffield. (J28)
WANTED, Roller show cages and carrying case,

Club pattern: Parkes, 8, Green Lane, Black heath,
Birmingham. (ISO)

WANTED, wholesale list of cages land all bird-

room -appliances: Turner and Roberts, Bird Stores,

Ripley, Derby's, (136)

WANTED, lor cash, few surplus cock Canaries;
state lowest price to: F. Piper, 2, Manor Park-ave.,

Copnor, Portsmouth. (135)

WANTED Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and Foreign bird*: Mrs. Martin,

9|, Cow-cadden-st., Glasgow. (138)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 347.

Ffie Sfiows.

BIRKENHEAD C.F.A.
Annual open and members’ show Nov. 20 in the

Co-operative Hall, an ideal room for a show, over

300 exhibits being on view. Mr. A. E. Lloyd, bon.

sec., together with Messrs. Browse, Adams, Jones,

McElroy, and others carried out their various duties

in an admirable manner, all prize-money and
specials being paid out during the afternoon. Mr.
Mundell (Bradford) judged, and his awards were
well received all round. Most points throughout
the show in the order named: Phillips, Jones, Ben-
son and Young, Barr, Browse, Corbett, etc.

YORKS., C-L. YELL. CK. (6): 1, Scott, big slash-

ing bird, long flights, leggy, fine feather and col.,

grand stock bird ; 2, Greatrex, nice texture of

feather, wing carr., neat head, nice length of leg,

good pos. ; vhc, Barr
;

he, Corbett ;
c, Harding.

BUFF (4) : 1, Benson and Young, easy winner,

stands by itself, needs no comment; 2, Greatrex,

another good one, long flights, neat head, nice

feather and pos. TKD. OR UNEVEN MKD. YELL.
CK. : 1

, 3, -Scott, grizzle cap, big, nice feather, neat

head, pos., and leggy; 2, Adams, neck and wing tkd.,

promising exhibit, full of swank, stands well up,

cinn. mkd. wing, true Yorkie. BUFF] (5): 1, Browse,
plenty of length and leg, rather pale, but otherwise

a good one; 2, Harding, eye and wing mkd., grand

stock bird. CL., TKD., OR MKD. YELL. HEN (9):

1, McGlery, cl., grand hen, neat head, nice length

and leg, wins; 2, Barr, nice breedy Yorkie, plenty

of length, short feather, piped tail, neat head; 3,

Browse, close up, all there for style, feather and
pos., hot fed; vhc, Stott; lie, Corbett; c, Greatrex.

BUFF (8): 1, Greatrex, unflig. hen, nice feather,

length, and leg, good pos. and style
; 2, Morton,

neat head, good neck, long flights, plenty of leg,

nice feather; 3, lie, Corbett, heavy green mkd.,

grand quai. feather, lovely P03. and style; vhc,

Benson and Y’oung. CL., ETC., YELL., BRED 1915

(9): 1, Benson and Y’oung, cinn. mkd. wing, fine

Yorkie, lovely pos., style, and feather, great length

and leg, one of the best we liace seen this season,

cl. yell., Corbett, a marvel, length, leg., pos., style,

and feather, neat head, piped tail
; 3, Darlington,

grizzled neck, nice young Yorkie, clean cut,, lovely

feather and style; vhc, Morton; he, Browse; c,

Greatrex. BUFF, BRED 1915 (9): 1, Benson and
Y'oung, win3 easy, all there, will be heard of again

;

2, vhc, c, Greatrex, fine feather and pos., good leg,

length, and style; 3, Darlington, great length, fine

pcs., verv breedy, bit loose in front: vhc, Sharpies.

HE AVY. CINN. OR GREEN MKD. YELL. OR BUFF
HEN (4): 1, Stott; 2, Benson and Young. COCK
(4): 1, 3. Stott; 2, Benson and Young; vhc, Browse.
NON-FED. CK.: 1. Sharpies

; 2, Benson ami Young;
3, Lloyd. YELL. OR BUFF, CK. (14): 1, sp., Non-
fed, Barr; 2, Phillips; 3, vhc, Jones; he, Darling-

ton; c, Cooper. 11EN (8): 1, 2, vhc, Jones; 3, Stott;
he, Darlington; c, Barr. YORKS., GREEN, SELF
YELL. CK. (3): 1, 2, Jones, true Yorkie, line pen-
cilling, col., type, and quai. of feather; 2nd, fine

ail round, good length, pos., and col. BUFF, CK.
(7): 1, 2, 3, Jones, 1st. Sheffield winner, best, buff

out tliis year fine length and col. grand pencilling,

long-sided, piped tail, well benched; \ lie, Benson and
Young. FOUL YELL. (2); 1, Jones. FOUL BUFF
(2): 1. Jones; 2, Browse. SELF OR FOUL YELL.,
HKN (7): 1, Benson and Young; 2, e, Browse; 3,

vhc, Jones; he, Corbett. BUFF, HEN (7): l,

Browse; 2. Corbett; 3, MeElrov
;
vhc, McGlory ;

lie,

c, Jones. YORKS.. SELF OR FOUL YELL., BRED

1915 (8): 1, 2 spls, 3, Jones, 1st, best Yorks, green
and best iiiiflig. Yorkshire in show, well known,
Liverpool, Manchester, ami Sheffield winner, needs no
comments, best green bred this year; 2, Corbett,
sound col

,
close up, lino pos., clean run through,

neat head, piped tail; vhc, e, Browse; he, Adams.
BUFF, BRED 1915 (6): 1, Jones; 2, Corbett; 3, vhc,
Browse; he, Lloyd; c, Adams. NOR., CL., ETC.
YELL. (3): 1, Benson and Young, grand subs., broad
skull, short, compact, fine feather; 2, Stott, head
and wing mkd., good drive, fine head and nook, short
wings and tail. YELL., HEN ' (6): 1, vhc, Barr,
clear, short flights, good front, fine head and neck,

grand texture of feather; 2, Tcare, clear plenty of

size, hold head and neck, short flights and tail, good
carr.

; 3, Benson and Young, clear, fine exhibit, line

8 uIm., bread bead, good nick and carr., short, and
compact feather. BUFF, CK'. (5) : 1, spl, best Nor.,

vhc, Phillips, clear, grand bird, all the points for a
good Norwich, real gem ; 2, Barr, grand size, runs
close. BUFF, HEN (11): 1, McElroy; 2, Phillips;

3, Browse; vhc, Darlington; he, c, Barr. NOR.,
YELL., BRED 1915 (4): 1, Stott; 2, vhc, Browse;
3, Fairley. BUFF, BRED 1915 (4): 1, vhc, he,

Phillips; 2, Barr; 3, , Morton. A.O.V. (2): 1. Stott.

SELLING, 1’AJItS, 30s. (3): 1,' Teare; 2, 3, Corbett.
15s. (4): 1, Hall; 2, Corbett. 12s. Cd. (2): I, Teare.
MULE OR HYB. (7): 1, e, Hall; 2, Phillips; 3, Dar-
lingtOO. GOLDFINCH (7): 1, 2, Barr; 3, Phillips

;

vhc. Keen. H.M. LINNET (6): 1, 8, Phillips; 2,

he, Barr. F.M. LINNET (5): 1, 2, Phillips; 3, Lloyd.
BRAMBLE OR CHAR: 1. Phillips; 2,3, Carran ;

vhc.

Sharpies. SISKIN, REDPOLL, OR TWITE (8): 1,

Phillips: 2, Hall; 3, he c, Sharpies; vhc, Greatrex.

A.O.V. BRIT. HARDBILL: 1. Carran; 2, Sharpies.

DRAW, BIRD AND CAGE: 1, Cooper; 2, Forrester;

3, Tooley
; 4, Ellison. The officials desire to tender

their best thanks to Messrs. Fry and Co., Ltd., for

gift of box of cocoa.

LEEDS ROLLER G.C.
Ninth annual contest and exhibition, Trinity Church

Schools. Boar Lane, Leeds, Nov. 12th and 13th.

The show opened on as ’dismal a day as it is possible

to imagine, which greatly affected the attendance.

The hall that was chosen was the best that it ira

possible to get in Leeds, and without crowding there

would ho loom for a thousand birds. The schedule
was the best that the Leeds members have ever put
up, land it merited a better entry, although this was
not tyad. All birds were judged in artificial light,

and the judges took every care to see that all the
birds got a proper chance and birds that did not
sing must have been in a very backward condition.
I am -pleased to state that the Leeds members did

well, and especially I congratulate Mr. Walton. On
the -Saturday the weather took a much better turn,
and there was a good attendance oj the public,
fanciers coming from Grimsby, Bolton, llui), Wigan,
Wakefield, Manchester, and other towns in the
West Riding.
CLASS 1, CHAMPION YOUNG BIRDS: 1, sp, H.

Best, II.R, «, II. B. 3, Bass 4, S. 2, G. 2, F. 3, W.G.
2, B.R. 1, B.T. 1, G.E. 4 28 ipte. : 2, sp, K. Pericles,

H.R. 5, H.B. 3, Bass 2, S. 4 G. 2, F. 3, B.R. 1,

G. E. 4, W.G. 3, total 27; 3, sp., T. W. Walton,
H. R.. 6, H.B. 3, Ba-as.2, S. 2, G. 2, F. 3, W.G. 2, B.R. 1,

G. E. 5, total 20; 4, sp.. J. H. Wardleworth, H.lt. 4,

H.B. 3, Basis 2, S. S, F. 2, W.R. 2, W.G. 2, B.T. 2,

B.R. 1, G.E. 4, total 25; 5, sp., F. Barnett, H.R. 5,

H.B. 2, Bass 3, S. 2, F. 3, W.R. 2, W.G. 2, B.T. 2,

G.E. 4, total 25; 6 sp., T. Twigg, H.R. 5, H.B. 2,

Bass 2, 8. 3, F. 2, W.G. 3, B.T. 2, B.R. 2, G.E. 4,
tojial 25; 7, sp. R. Kramer, H.R. 4, H.B. 2, Base 3,

S. 4, F. 2, W.G. 2, D.B.W.T. 1 B.T. 1, B.R. 1,

G.E. 4, total 24; 8, sp., W. G. Bird, H.R. 4, H.B. 2,

Bass 2, -S. 3, F. 3 W.G. 4 B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E. 3,

total 24; 9, sp., F. Barnett, H.R. 4, B. 4, S. 3, F. 2,

W.G. 3, B.T. 2, B.R. 2, G.E. 4, total 24; vhc, K.
Pericles, 24, S.F. 1 off, 23, 23, 1 off S.B., 23; W.
Massey, 23; W. F. Butun, 23; he, T, W. Walton, 24,

1 off S.F., 23; J. H. Hayward, 23: c, H. Best, 23;
,T. Neth-erwood, 23. CLASS 2, NOVICE YOUNG
BIRDS, BRED 1915: 1, sp., W. Rhodes, H.R. 5,

H.B. 4, Bass 5, B.G. 3, F. 3, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 1,

G.E. 4, total 29 pts.
; 2, sp, F. Brookes. H.R. 5, H.B. 4,

Bass 6, G. 2, F. 3, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 1, G.E. 3,
total 28; 3, op. C. Bradley, H.R. 5, H.B. 3, Bass 5,

S. 2, F. 3, W.G. 2, D.B.W.T. 2, B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E.
3, total 28; 4, sp., A. Gooding H.R. 6, H.B. 3, Bass
5, S. 2, F. 3, W.G. 3, B.T. 3, B.R. 2, G.E. 3, total
28: 5, sp., C, sp., II. Mead, H.R. 6, H.B. S, Bass
5, S. 2, F. 3, W.G. 2, B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E. 4, total
28; (6th) H.R. 5, H.B. 3, Bass 5, S. 2, F. 3, W.G. 3,
B.T. 1, B.R.. 2, G.E. 4, total 28;’ 7, s-p., T. Downing,
H.R, 6, H.B. 3, Bass 5, S. 2, F. 3, W.R. 1, W.G. 2,
B.T. 1, B.R. 1, G.E. 3, total 27; 8, sp., W. Heelcy,
H.R. 6, H.B. 4, Bass 4, F. 3, W.G. 4,- B.T. 1, B.R.
2, G.E. 3, total 27 ; 9, sp., H. Bryan, H.R. 6, H.B.
3, Bans 4, S. 3, F. 3, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E. 2,
total 27; 10, sp. C. W. Wilson, H.R. 5, H.B. 3,

Bass 5, F. 3, W.R. 1, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E.
4, total 27; vhc, ,T. T. Heron, H.R. 5, H.B. 3, Base
.5, S. 2, F. 3, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E. 3, total
27; C. H. Derbyshire, 27; h-c, G. Wantling, 26: A.
Gooding, 27, auf. 1 off, 26; G. Mills, 26: T. Thwaites,
27, auf. 1 off, 26; W. Evans, 26; T. Downing, 26;
c, 25; c. 25; W. Taylor, 25; C. W. Wilson, 25;
R. (). Wbitrley, 25; W. T. Un-sworth, 25. CLASS 3,
NOVICE ANY AGE (novice, on-e who lias never won
two first -prizes) : 1, sp? A. Gooding, H.R. 5, H.B. 2,
5, a, G. 4, F. 3. W.R. 2, B.T. 2, B.R, 1 , G.E. 5,
total 29; 2, sp., W. Watson, H.R. *5, H.B. 2, Bass
2, S. 3, W.R. 2, W.G. 4, B.G. 3, G.E. 4, total 28;
3, sp, R. Mather, H.R. 5, H.B. 3, S 3, F. 3, W.R,
2, W.G. 3, B.G. 2, B.T. 2, B.R, 1, G.E. 4, total 28;
4, sp., G. Boyd; H.R. 6, Bass 3, S. 3, F. 3, W.R. 3,
W.G. 4, G.E. 5, total 27; 5, isp., II. P. Ryder, H.R.
5, H.. 2, Baras 4, S. 2, F. 3, W.R, 2, W.G. 2, B.G.
2, B.R. 1, G.E. 4, total 27; 0, gp„ E. Hibbert, 1I.R.
4, H.B. 3, Bass 3, S. 3, F. 3, W.R. .% W.G. 2, B.R. 2,
G.E. 4, total 27; 7 sp., F. Lowning, H.R, 5, ll.B,
3, Bass 2, 8. 4, F. 8, W.R. 3, W.G. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 3,
total 27; 8, sp., A. Collins, H.R, 4, H.B. 2, Bass 2,
S. 3, F. 3, B.G. 2, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 1, G.E. 4,

total 25; vhc, P. Taylor, H.R. 4, H.B. 0, Bass 2,
8. 2, F. 3, W.R. 2, W.G. 4, B.T. 2, B.R. 2, G.E. 4,
total 25; lie, C. A. Arnold, 24; c, R. Barnett, 23;
T. Brooke®, 24, 1 off, 23

;
F. A. Heaton, 23; W.

Evans, 24, 1 off, 23; ii. Whithorn, 23. CLASS 4
(Fanciers who have not won above 3 firsts in the
karat three years). 1, ®p., H. Best, H.R. 5, H.B. 3,
Bass 4, S. 2, F. 2, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 2, G.E. 4.

total 26: also 4, sp., H.R. (i H.B. 8, Bass 2, S. 4,
F. 8, B.T. 2, G.E. 4, total 24 ; 2, op., H. Roebuck,
H. R, 6, H.B. 3, Bass 2, 8. 2, F. 2, W.G. 2, B.T. 2,
B.R. 1, G.E. 6, total 25; 3, sp., F. Barnett, II.R. 5,

H.B. 4, Has* 2, 8. 3, F. 3, W.R. 2, B.T. 2, G.E. 4,

total 25, 1 off, 24; 5 f.p„ W. F. Buffln, H.R. 5, Basra
2, 8. 8, G. 2, F. 3, W.G. 3, B.T. 1, B.R. 1, G.E. 3,

total 23; C. s-p,. A. Harper, li.R, 4, Bass 3, 8. 4,

F. 3, W.G. 2, B.T. 2, B.R. 2, G.K. 3, total 23, 1 off,

22; 7, sp., R, Kramer H.R. 6, H.B. 3. Base 2, 8. 2,

F. 2, W.G. 3, B.R. 1, G.E. 3, total 22; vlic, R.
French, H.R. 4. H.B. 3. 8. 4, F. 2, W.G. 3, B.T. 1,

B.R. 2, G.E. 8. total 22: c, W. Tomkins, 21; TI.

Mead, 2i
;
W. T. Plant, 21. Te ds Challenge Cup:

Winner of cup and gold modal. F. Barnett.

FALKIRK.
Fulkirk, Grangemouth, and Bannockburn C.B.S. an-

nual show, Market Hall, Falkirk, Nov. 27. This was
the only ball of any consequence that had not
been commandeered by the military. It is large
and spacious, a bit chilly in the morning, but as
the show went on, and with the help of two large
fires, by midday it was quite comfortable. Falkirk
fanciers have long been known as an enthusiastic
lot., and this year’s committee is no less so than
its predecessors. Why do not the fanciers here-
abouts again combine, and let us see one of tho
best-arranged one-day shows that was ever held in
Scotland? Wc remember the palmy days of Hughie
Morland’s management, when 33 Creeled cocks and
40 Buff Plainhead cocks faced the judges, and three
sets of winner,s could bo got willmut trouble, and
the Bairns could hold their own amongst the elite
of the Norwich Fancy. Why not take u leaf out of
tho Aberdeen fanciers’ book, sink all petty differ-
ences, and have one large combined society as before?
The President, Mr. Smart, and the secretary, Mr.
Rennie, backed by the following committee, J. More-
land, Vice-President; W. Robertson, Treasurer;
Messrs. Herd, Jaffrcy, Auld, Marshall, Condie, Sharp,
Stevenson, McGregor, Robertson, and Godfrey Bros.,
had all in apple-pie order for the judges, who were
Messrs. C. Campbell, J. McLay, Mnirhead, and
Jeans. These speedily got through their labours,
and appeared to give every satisfaction, in Norwich,
Mr. James Marshall's huff varieg. unflig. lien, tho
8. PC. gold medal winner at Cowdenbeath, again
asserted her superiority by annexing the Young
Norwich Cup for her owner, a very popular v.in.
In Crests, Mr. Sharp’s grand young varieg. lien won
the Crest Cup, and also the cup for the best young
bird in hall, over Mr. Marshall's Norwich, Mr.
Ritchie’s Border, Mr. McGilvray's Mule, and Mr.
StrathenPs Scots Fancy—ail winners of cups in
their sections for 1915 birds. However, for best bird
in hall, old or young, Mr. George Simpson’s clear
huff Scots Fancy hen got the -Verdict.
nor., CL TKD. YELL. (6): 1, Prentice; 2, Mar-

shall; 3, Dick; 4, Sneddon
; 5, Smart; 6, Mitchell.

BUFF (9): 1, spl. 2, Bishop; 3, spl, Smart; 4, Cor-
bett; 5, Godfrey Bros.; G, Dick. A.O.V. (5): 1, Mar-
shall; 2, Bishop: 3, spl, Dougal

; 4, Sneddon. CL.
TKD. YELL., HEN (7): 1, Prentice; 2, 5, Smart;

Dougal; 4, Gorrie; 6, Godfrey Bros.: 7, Marshall.
BUFF (4): 1, -Marshall ; 2, Bishop; 3, 4, Smart.
A.O.V., HEN (6): 1, spl, cup, Marshall; 2. Corbett;
3. Pearson; 4, Gorrie; 5, Sneddon. NON-FED,
YELL. ,CK. (9): 1, spl, Kemp; 2, Baird; 3, Dick;
4, Smart; 6, 0, Clubb; 7, Brown. HEN (8): 1, 6,
Heard; 2, 7, Clubb; 3, Kemp; 4, Condie; 5, Bishop;
8, Sneddon. NON FED, BUFF, CK. (12): 1

,
Condie;

2, Prentice; 3, Moreland; 4, 7, Smart; 5, Dick; C.
Clubb; 8, Heard. HEN (9): 1, 2 spls, 2, 3, Heard;
4, Bishop; 5, Smart; C, Brown; 7, Corbett; 8, McGre.
gor. OLD BIRDS.—NOR. CK., COL. FED (18): 1,
spl. Smart; 2, Moffat; 3. 5, 6, Godfrey Bros.; 4,
Gorrie; 7, AXarshail ; 8, Jaffrcy. HEN (13): 1, Mar-
shall; 2, Jaifrey; 3, spl, 5, Godfrey Bros.; 4,
Richardson; 6, 7, Moffat; 8, Gorrie. NOR., CK.,
NON-FED (13): 1, Godfrey Bros.

; 2, Marshall; 3,
spl, Miller; 4, Dick: 5, Brown; 6, Gentleman; 7,
Dougal!

; 8, Clubb. nEN, N0N-FED (11) : 1, 2, God-
frey Bros.; 8, MacGregor; 4, 6, Miller; 5, Marshall

;

7. Bardie ; 8. Marshall. CRESTS AND CRE-ST-
BREI1S, YOUNG BIRDS, CR., CK. (4): 1, Sharp; 2,
McIntosh; 3, spl., 4, Prentice. 11EN (5): 1, 3,
Sharp; 2, 4, Prentice; 5, McIntosh. CR. BRED, CK.
(1) : 1, 3, Sharp; 2, McIntosh: 4, Prentice. HEN
(3): 1 ,2, Sharp; 3, Prentice. OLD BIRDS, CR. CK.
(2) : 1, Prentice; 2, Moreland. HEN (2): 1

,
More-

land; 2, Sharp. CR. BRED CK. (3): 1, 3, Sharp;
2, McIntosh. HEN (C) : I, 6, Sharp; 2. 3, McIntosh;
4. Moreland; 5, Miller. BORDER FANCIES,
YOUNG BIRDS, CL. OR TKD., YELL. CK. (9): 1,
spl., 3, Wilson; 2, Ritchie; 4, Stevenson; 5, 6, Auld;
7, Gentleman

; 8, MeWatt. BUFF (10) : 1, spl. cup,
Ritchie; 2, 4, Wilson; 3, 8, Stevenson; 5, Drvsdale

;

6 Marshall ; 7, McWatt. A.O.V. YELL. CK. (4): 1,

Ritchie; 2, 4, McWatt; 3, Wilson. BUFF (9): 1, 3,

8, Wilson
; 2, Ritchie

; 4, 6, McWatt
; 7, Gentleman.

CL. TKD. YELL. 1IEN (9): 1, Gentleman; 2, 6.

Stevenson; 3, 5, Wilson; 4, Heard; 7, Brown; 8,
McWatt. BUFF (12): 1, 4, Wilson; 2, Ritchie; 3,

5, Stevenson ; 6, Marshall
; 7, Gentleman

; 8, Heard.
A.O.V. YELL. HEN (5): 1, 4, McWatt; 2, Wilson;
3, Drysdale. BUFF (C) : 1, 3, 5, Wilson: 2, Ritchie;
4, Drysdale: C, McWatt. OLD BIRDS, BORD. CK.,
A.V. (12): 1 2, Wilson; 3, Marshall; 4, C, 8, Auld;
5, Stevenson; 7, Baird. HEN: 1, 5, 7, Auld; 2, 6,
Gentleman

; 3, 4, Wilson
; 8, Stevenson. SELL., CL.,

A.V. CAN.: 1, spl., Pearson; 2, Moreland; 3, God-
frey Bros.; 4. 7, Jaffrey; 5, Gorrie; 6, Moffat; 8,

McGregor. MUT-E-S OR HYB., VARIEG. OR DK.
CAN. HYB., YOUNG: 1, 2, McGillivray; 3. Pearson;
4, Dick; 5, Hardie; C, Robertson; 7, Miller. OLD
(9): 1, Corbett; 2, Smart; 3, McGillivray • 4, 6,

Heard; 5. Miller; 7, Paterson. CL., TKD., OR
EVEN MKD. CAN1

. HYB., OLD (1): l, spl., Mc-
Gillivray. BRIT. AND FOR. BIRDS, GOLDS'. OR
BULLF., IIRLT. (13): 1, 6, Mitchell; 2, Gentleman;
3, Pearson ; 4, Richardson

; 5, 8. Robertson ; 7, Mc-
Gillivray. CHAFF. OR BRAMBLEF. (11): 1,

Richardson
; 2, Moffat

; 8, 6, Robertson : 4, Dick : 5,

Gentleman: 7, llurdie; 8, Rennie. LINNET (16): 1,

McAulay; 2, Robertson; 3, Berne; 4, Richardson;
5, Ritchie; 6. Moreland: 7, McGillivray; 8, Marshall.
GREENF. (10): 1, 2, sp!., Gentleman; 3, Jaffrey; 4.

Rennie; 5, 6. Moreland: 7, Heard; 8. McGillivray.
SISKIN, ETC. (10): 1, McAulay; 2, Berrie

; 3, Mc-
Gillivray; 4. Corbett; 5, Dick; 6, Ritchie ; 7, Jaffrcy;

8, Bishop. LESSER REDPOLL (7): 1, spl., Robert-
son; 2, 4. Ritchie; 3, spl., Rennie; 5, Moreland; 6.

McGillivray; 7, Bardie. A.V. HARDBILL (3): 1,

Robertson; 2, Berrie. SOETBILL (1): I, Robertson,
A.V. HEN, BRIT. HARDBILL (11): 1, 2, Dick: 3, 7.

Gentloman ; 4, Robertson; 5, Miller; 6, Berrie.

SELL. CLASS. BRIT. (10): 1, Jaffrey; 2, Mitchell;

3, Richardson: 4, Rennie; 5, Miller; 6, Heard; 7,

Brown. A.V. FOR., SINGLE OR PAIRS (1): 1, spl.,

Kirkwood. SCOTS FANCIES—SCOTS FANCY CK..
YOUNG (7): 1, 7, Turnbull; 2. 4, Simpson; 3. Hamil-
ton; 5, Strathearn ; 0, Maxwell. IIEN (8): J. Strat-

liearn ; 2, Hamilton; 3, 7, 8, Maxwell; -1, 6, Miller; 5,

Simpson. CK., OLD (5): 1. Stratliearn ; 2. Hamilton;
3, spl., 4, Simpson; 5, Paterson. HEN (5): 1, spl,

cup for iiest bird in hull, 4, Simpson; 2, Stratliearn;

3, Hamilton ; 5, Paterson.

Use only our specially prepared and up to-date

JUDGING BOOK.
The advantage this book has over others is that

it has 3 columns for awards, and is therefore a

great help to, and a double check for judges, while

there is always u slip free to be sent to tbo printer*
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SHETTLEPTON.
8th annual show, l)e<\ 11, in Hill Rtroot Hall. Am

Ideal place, having plenty of light fi'om both aides,

and abundance ol room. The it aging was well nr
ranged round the sides and up the centre, a feature
being that the cages were a nice height to look at
without over reaching one's self. The entries taken
over all were about sumo uh previous years. Crests
were fair, Norwich fairly well llllcd, and contained
somo very nice birds, but a great fault I observed
was very bud heads in this section, borders were
fairly well tilled, and contained some very nice
birds. Scotch Fancy had two classes with ono bird
In each. Yorkshires both conilned and open con-
tained good entries, also come grand exhibits.
British, Mules, etc., were fairly well lilted, anil con-
tained some well known exhibits. Gift class was the
feature of the show, and contained 14 birds of fair

merit. Cup for best young bird was won by Mr. A.
Wallace; for best old bird by Mr. Hood; for best
Border by Mr. Bunn ; for best British by Mr. Taylor,
with his well known Great Grey Shrike. Tim judges
were: Crests and Norwich, Mr. Chalmers; Borders
and Yorkshire, Mr. Ilcggle

; and British, etc., Mr.
Watson. All gave general satisfaction. The ofllce-

bearers were: Hon. Pres., Dr. Dunlop ; Pres., Mr.
12. Taylor; Vice., F. Forrest and W. Bunn. These
and the Committee worked with a will. The Sec.,
Mr. Wood, had everything in A1 order. Classes
cancelled, two Scotch Fancy, Young Birds.

A.V., CRUST (0); I, cup, etc., 2, 3, 4, 5, C, Hood;
1, green Crest, shapely body, nice formed crest;
2, buff varieg., nice sized body, good crest, rather
horny ono side; 3, buff varieg., Crestbred, good skull
and nicely laslled. YOUNG C-) : 1, 2, Hood; 1, buff,
good body, with nice formed dark crest, good for-
mation and wealth of feather; 2, foul green, nice
shapely body, good crest, and nicely centred. NOK.,
OLD BIRDS., TKD. YELL. (0): 1, sp., Taylor, nice
size, and thick set body, in grand order; 2, 3, 4, 6,
Hawkie; 2, on the small side, nice col., could be
closer in feather; 3, well tapered body, rather long
in tail ; C, Williams. BUFF (!)) : 3, Davidson, nice
thick set body, good head, but rather hrowy, and
long in tail; 2, 3, 4, 5, 0, Hawkie, nice size, grand
wings and tail, fails a little in head; 3, Divens, well
up in body, rather faulty wing carriage. HEN (10):
3, Divens, grand type and quality, good head and
wings, rich in col. ; 2, Williams, not so -thick set,
but grand eond. and col.

; 3, 5, Hawkie, nice size,
full of stlbstance and qua!., fails in head; 4, D.
Taylor. BUFF (7): 1, 3, Davidson; 1, grand sized
buff, with foul tail, rich and silky in feather; 3,
nice short set body, but slightly loose in feather

;

2, 4, 5; 2, best headed bird in class, but not so
cobby as winner; C Williams. A.V. (7): 1, sp., 2
and sp., Davidson, yell, varieg., nice deep chest
and neck, rather frilled chest; I, varieg. yell., very
shapely, closer in feather; 3, 4, c, Hawkie; 3, buff
varieg., nice size, good wing3 and tail. HEN (4)

:

1, Carrick, varieg., nice head and neck, well rounded
back, very rich and silky in feather; 2, 3, Houston,
yell, foul vent and grizzled head, rare type ar.di

dual, throughout; 3, buff varieg., grand size and
substance, slightly loose in feather; 4, Hawkie.
YOUNG, CL. Oil TKD. (32): 1, 4, Hawkie : 1, grand
size, well rounded back, good head, fails in tail; 2,
Hood, nice size, not so bold in head, shorter in
tail; 3. Carrick, nice size, well filled in front, slightly
grizzled on neck; 5, D. Taylor; 6, Divens. BUFF
(4) ; 1, sp, 3, 4, Hawkie, grand sized buff, slightly-
damaged tail and faulty wing carriage; 3, not so
thick, but better wing carriage; 2, Divens, well up
in size and col., crosses wings at times. HEN (10)

:

3, Divens, nice size, well filled in neck and back, in
nice order; 2, 3, Carrick; 2, well up in size and
col., not ,so silky in feather; 3, much of the same
stamp, slightly soiled tail; 4, Hawkie; 5, D. Taylor;
6, Williams. BUFF (10): 1, Houston, nice size and
deep in chest, rather open fh tail

; 2, 3, 4, 5, Hawkie;
2, some preferred, nice type and quality throughout

;

3, much of the same stamp and condition
; 6, Scott.

A.O.V. (8): 1, Wallace, very taking buff varieg., nice
size and substance, also wins in novice class ; 2, sp.,
4, D. Taylor, buff varieg., nice size, rich in col.,
good wins, also 2nd in novice class; 3, Carrick, foul
green, rich in col., fails slightly in substance; 5,
Picken; 6, Houston. HEN (8): 1, sp., Houston,
grand buff varieg., very typical, in rare order, but
a bad shower; 2, Davidson nice -size, good wings and
tail, in grand order

; 3, 5. Carrick, well up in size,
col., and substance; 4, C, Hawkie. BOKD., OLD
BIRDS, YTELL., A.V. (6) ; 1 , 2, Bunn; 1, very sweet
and typical cl., well piped tail ; 2, green, foul tail
and wing, nice size, very jaunty carriage; 3, Howie-
son, very taking cl., good wings, slightly open in
tail; 4, McLaren; 3, Jarvie; 6. Johnstone. BUFF
(5) : 1, 2, Lunn, very typical buff, with grizzled head,
rich and close in feather; 2, Green, nice type and
qua!., grand wing and tail carr.

; 3, Yule, nice size,
welt filled-in back, nicely piped tail, a little loose
at sides; 4, Johnstone; 5, Yule. HEN (C) : 1, John-
Stone, rich cinn., nice size and grandly mkd.; 2,
®pl, 6, Lunn, yell, cl., nice size, well modelled body,
in nice cond. ; 3, McLaren, green, nice size arid)
richly mkd.; 5, Howietson. BUFF (7): 1. "s, spl,
Xunn, cl., grand type, stylish carr., good wings and
tail, 3rd clear, nice size, rare qual. ; 2, 6. Johnstone,
2nd green, rather pale in col. and rnkgs., good head ;

4, Yule; 5, Jarvie. YOUNG CL. OR TKD. YELL.
(6) ; 1, spl, Lunn, grand size, type and qual., very
jaunty carr.; 2, spl, Lunn, yell., nice size and col.,
not so silky in feather; 3, 4, Jarvie, nice size, closer
in feather; 5, Hood. BUFF (6): 1, 5, Lunn, 1st
clear, fine size, grand head and neelc ; 2, Jarvie, nice
size, rich and close in feather, crosses wings at
times; 3, 4, 6, Howieson, 3rd nice size, close in
feather, fails slightly in head. YELL. HEN (6)

;

1, Lunn, wery typical yell., rich in col. and close in
feather; 2, Jarvie, nice length, much thinner in
body and a little loese at shoulders; 3, Howieson,
nice size, good head and back, a little thin in neck

;

4 , Hood; 5, Scott; C. Lunn. BUFF (4): 3 , spl,
Lunn, nice size, rare set-up body, well-piped tail

;

2, Jarvie, nice size, rare shaped neck and back
slightly soiled plumage; 3, Scott, not so typical,
slightly foul on wing; 4, Lunn. A.V. (7): 1 ,‘

2, 4
Lunn, 1st yell, var., rare type and qual. of feather;
End very sweet green, nicely marked, good wing
carr.; 3, McLaren, green, much of the same stamp
and rnkgs.; 5, 0, Jarvie. SCOTCH FANCY, A.V.,
COCK, OLD : 1, Scott, foul green, on the small side’
good shower. HEN : 1, Scott, buff, on small side!
but good worker. Young Cock and Hen cancelledYORKS CL. OR TKD. YELL, OLD (4); 1 Wood
grand length, close in feather, straight in body;
2, 3, Wood, End grand size, very erect carriage, good
head, 3rd much of the same stamp, but loses, being
flat in tail; 4, JarviS. BUFF (’5): 1, spl, 2, Baird,
1st grand ©ize, rare head and front, very erect in
carr., 2nd much of the same stamp and style, good
cond, throughout; 3, 4, 5, Wood, 3rd grand length
of side, fails only in richness in feather. HEN (3 )

•

?, 2. 3, Wood, 1st very taking yell,, slightly flat
11 ’ 2

J
3 -

"’e coul<1 not find when taking notes.
BUFF (5): 1, 2, 3, 5, Wood, 1st buff cl., a little
Pale in col., but grand type, 2nd rich in col. and
feather, slightly soiled in tail, 3rd not so long in
tale and rather luogy in tail; 4, Howieson. A.V

(1): 1, Kirkwood, var., nice aizo and lengthy of
side, a If t Mo ooarso and open in leather. YOUNG,
CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. <r.) : 1, spl, 2, 5, Wood, 1st
grand length, very erect carriage, could be richer in

feather. End nice length of side, rather on the slim
aide, fulls a I it Flo in head; 3, 4, Baird, 3rd fair size

and cond., rather loose in tail carriage. BUFF (4):
1 , spl, 3, 4

,
Wood, 1st grand size, rich in feather,

grand wings and tail, 3rd grand length of side,
stylish carriage; 2, Howieson, nice size, well tdiaped
body, stylish carr. HEN (A) : 1, Wood, nice length
of side, close in feather, a little short in tall; 2,

5, Wood, 2nd nice size, better length of tail, not
so silky in feather; 3, Howieson, fair size, colour
and cond.; 4, Jarvie. BUFF (3): 1. Baird, we could
not. follow, being rather short in body and tail; 2,

4, 5, Wood, 2nd we preferred as being of better
length, carr., and quality; 3, Jarvie, fair size and
length of side. A.V.: 1, Jarvie, very sweet and
typical yell. var. NOVICE (10): 1, Wallace; 2, 3,

4, 5, Wallace; G, Fit-ken. BRIT. (3): 1. spl. 2,

Forrest, grand size, rare squaro blaze, rich in tan-

nings, grand size, not so deep in blaze, rather un-

steady ; 3, Taylor, very sweet lien, good tannings
and buttons. BULLFINCH (4); 1, 2, Taylor, cock,

grand size, rare dense cap, good wing bars, 2nd hen,
grand size, rich back and cap, grand bars ; 3, John-
stone. nice size, rattier pale iu col. and steady ; 4,

Divens. OREENF. (6); 1, 4, Forrest, 1st grand
size, rich grassy-green

,
plenty of yell, in wings and

tail; 2, 5, Hood, 2nd nice sized head, not so thick-

set body, rich col., minus a toe nail ; 3, Swaller, nice

col., rather short in flights
; 5, Divens

;
G, Taylor.

CHAFFINCH (4): 1, Divens, nice size, rich col.,

steady and well put down; 2, spl, Forrest, not so
thick hut rieli in col. and steady ; 3, Taylor, grand
size and col., very unsteady. BRAMBLEFINCH (4):

1, spl, cup runner-up, Divens, grand 'size, rich in

spangling, looks an old stager; 2, Divens, fair size

and spangling, but rather wild; 3, Taylor, fails

slightly in size and richness of tone, wants steady-

ing; 4, Forrest. LINNET (7): 1, Taylor, grand size,

well marked back and chest, well put down; 2,

Forrest, nice size and rich col., a little open on
chest; 3, Divens, nice size, rather unsteady and bad
shower; 4, Carrick. SISKIN, &c. (4): 1, Taylor,

Twite, often described, looking well; 2, Jarvie, fair-

sized Mealy, good col. and grand bib ; 3, Howieson,
Mealy, nice size, a little pale in col., fair, good bib.

LESSER REDPOLL (5): 1, Forrest, nice size, rich

breast, well-cut bib, nicely shown; 2, Taylor, well

up in size, nicely marked flanks, not so large in

bib; 3, Divens, nice size and col., rather unsteady;

4, Johnstone; A, Forrest, A.V. BUNTING (2): 1,

2, Taylor, tot very nice Corn, well marked, rather

unsteady, 2nd Yellow Bunting, wet when taking

notes, appears of good size, etc. A.V. HEN (3):

1, 2, Taylor, lst Bramble, nice size, well marked,
in grand order, 2nd Greenfinch, grand size, a little

pale in coL; 3, Divens, Greenfinch, on the small

side, fair, good col., spoilt through having white
feathers in flights. SMALL SOFTBILL (4): 3, spl,

2, Taylor, tot very sweet Grey Wagtail, steady and
in grand order, well put down, 2nd Pied Wagtail,

grand size, very steady and: in perfect feather; 3,

Forrest, a very nice and steady Robin, but badly

shown. LARGE (3): 1, spl, 2, 3, Taylor, 1st well-

known Great Grey Shrike, often described looking a
picture, 2nd nice Waxwing, nice size and order, well

staged, 3rd Blackbird, nice size and colour, fairly

steady. MULE (C); 1, 3, Forrest, 1st yel. var.

Goldie Mule, grand size, rich in col. and well put
down, 3rd huff var., nice size, a little pale in col.

;

2, Forrest, dark yellow Goldie Mule, nice size and
col, will greatly improve; 4, Divens; 5, Baird.

FOREIGN (3) : i, spl, Yule, nice Grey Parrot, in

grand order and nice speaker; 2, Taylor, Goldie,

grand- size, fair good blaze and nicely tanned ; 3,

Yule. Pink Cockatoo, in nice order. GIFT (14); 1

spl, Taylor; 2, Lunn; 3, Jarvie; 4, Hawkie; 5,

Carricly G, Howieson. YORKS, OPEN, CL. OR
TKD. x ELL. CK. (7): 1, Martin, grand size, rare

length of side, slightly grizzled on neck; 2, Pin-

nock, nice size, very shapely body, grand stylish

carr. ; 3, R/oss, grand size, rare wing and tail carr.

;

4, Wood; 5, Buchanan; G, Jarvie; 7, Ross. BUFF
(8) : 1, Martin, grand size, rare reach, close and
rich in feather; 2, Park, nice size and col., slightly

frilled on chest when taking notes; 3, spl, McLen-
nan, grand size, closer in breast leather and more
stylish, cquld have gone up ; 4, Pinnock

; 5,

Buelianan; G, Baird. HEN (7): 1, 5, Park, nice

size, rather pale in col. and open on chest; 2,

Buchanan, not so large, but much richer in eol. and
tightness of feather; 3, no name, and we could not
find: 4, McLennan: 5, Pinnock; 7, Steel. HEN (4):

1, Gibb, grand size, very typical and stylish carr.;

2, Buchanan, grand size, rare length of side, rich

in col. and close in feather; 3, Wood, nice size, good
length of side, a little pale in coi. ; 4, Steel; 5,

Martin. VAR. (7): 1, Buchanan, yell. var., nice

size and style, grand substance; 2, 4. 5, Park, 2nd
var., not so stylish, but raro length of side, in

nice order; 3, Gibb, some preferred, grand type and
qual., rare action, and in the pink; G, Buchanan.
BUFF (5): 1, Buchanan, yell, var., nice size, rather

coarse in feather, bub grand style; 2, Gibb, nice

length, richer and silkier in feather and grand
reach ; 3, McLennan, nice length, not so thick,

slightly grizzled on neck; 4, Steel; 5, Pinnock.

COCK, 1.915 (0) : 1, 3, Buchanan, very sweet cl.

yell., grand type and qual., 3rd nice size, a little

pale in col., soft when taking notes; 2, Park, var.,

nice size, straight carr., put down in grand order ;

4, McLennan; 5, G, Pinnock; 7, Baird. BUFF (6):

1, 5. McLennan, grand size, rare head and neck, fine

substance; 2, Buchanan, var., nice size, good head
and neck, grand wing carr.: 3, Steel, nice size,

qual. and subs.; 4, Howieson; G, Wood. A.V. HEN
(11): 1, Park,( buff, nice size, style, and qual.; 2,

Gibb, very rich yell., close iu feather, grand can-,

and order; 3, Buchanan, grand sized buff, rich in

feather, a little loose in front; 4, Pinnogk; 6,

Findlay ; 6, McLennan ; 7, Findlay.

CITV OF BRADFORD O.S.
Members’ show, Nov. 27. Mr. M. Broadley judged

the 97 birds show’n. Results Open Yorks., Cl. Ck.
(10); 1, e, Byrnes; 2, 4, lie, Helliwcll

; 3, vhc, Hors-
field. A.O.V. Ck. (4): 1, 2, 4, Symes ; 3. Hunter.
Uuflighted Ck. (8) : t, Ludhrook : 2, 4, Semes ; 3, he,

Horsfield; vhc. c, Helliwell. Yell. Hen (8): 1, 2, 4,

Helliwcll; 3, vhc, c, Symes; he, Horsfield. Buff
Hen (8): 1, 4, vhc, Helliwell: 2, Ludbrook

;
3, o,

Horsfield ; he. Hunter. Nov. Classes, Cl. Ck. (3) : 1,

2, Rhodes; 3, Bowen. A.O.V. (4): 1, Bolton and
Lunn

; 2, 3, 4, Copland. Unflig. (9) :
1,’ 2, 3, e. Wood ;

4, vhc, Bolton and Lunn; lie, Rhodes. Yell. Hon
(10): 1, 2, Bower; 3, 4, Bolton arid Ltinn ; vhc,
Rhodes ; lie, Copland; o, Wood. Buff (9): 1, 2, vhc,
Bolton and I.unn

; 3, Bower ; 4, Rhodes
;
ho, e, Cop-

land. Nor. Yell. Ck. (7): 1, 3, 4, he, Plowright;
2, vhc, Kaberry ; c, Airton. Buff (C) : 1, he,
Kaberry; 2, vhc, Airton; 3, 4, Plowright. Yell. Hen
(7): l, 3, Airton; 2, he, Kaberry; 4, vhc, c, Plow-
right. Buff (4): 1 4, Kaberry; 2, Plowright; 3,

Airton.—W. Helliwell, See

BRADFORD EAST O.S.
Third Old Bird Show, Park Chapel School-room*,

Nov. 17. Judgo, Mr. W. A. Cowgill
;

lift bird*
staged. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. York.; 1, 2, Mldgley

; 8,
Taylor; 4

,
l-'arrar; vhc, Walker. Buff: 1, 3, Walker;

2, Karrur ;4 , Taylor. Unflig. Yell.: 1, 2, Walker; 3,

Midgley. Buff: 1, Laycoek; 2 Walker; 3, Farrar;
4 , Northrop. Mkd.: 1, 2, 4, Taylor; 3, Stable#; vhc,
Farrar; he, Northrop; r, Midgley. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.
Hen: 1, Northrop; 2, Midgley; 3, vhc. Stable*; 4,

Taylor; he, Walker; c, Laycoek. Buff; 1, 3, he,
Stables; 2, vbe, Walker; 4 , Stables; c, Laycoek.
Mkd. Hen: 1, e, Laycoek; 2, Northrop; 3, Farrar; 4,

vhc, Midgley; he, Stables. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1,

Wheelwright; 2, H. S. Naylor, jun.
; 8, Hargreaves;

4, Wroc; vhc, Spencer. Butt : 1, 2, H. 8. Naylor,
junr.

; 3, 4,' G. 8. Taylor; vhc, Hargreaves; he,
Wheelwright; c, Spencer. Unflig. Yell.: 1, Spencer;
2, G. 8. Taylor; 8, Wheelwright; 4, Wroe. Buff:
1, Wheelwright; 2, 3, Hargreaves. Mkd.: 1, vhc,
Wroe; 2 Spencer; 3, 4 , Hargreaves; he, c, Wheel-
wright. Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1, 2, Wheelwright;
3, e, Spencer; 4, he, Hargreaves; vhc, Wroe. Bull':

1, 4, Wroe; 2, Wheelwright; 3, vhc, he, Spencer; c,

Taylor. Mkd.: 1, Spencer; 2, vhc, Wroe; 3, 4,

Hargreaves; he, c, Wheelwright. Sell., CL: X, he,
Laycoek; 2, 3, Walker; 4, Farrar; vhc, Wheelwright.
Hen: 1, vhc, Farrar; 2, 4, Walkeir; 3, Laycoek.

DENTON C.B.S.
Annual show Silver Springs, Nov. 20, which, we

are pleased to say, was a success. Ten members
staged 97 birds. Mr. J. Beswick judged. The
classes were as follows :—Champ. Classes—Yel!. Ck.:
1, T. Rowbothain : 2, T. Rowbotham ; 3, T. BIcase
and Son ; 4, T. Blease and Son. Buff Ck. : 1, H.
Ainsworth; 2, T. Blease and Son. Yell. Hen: 1,

T. Blease and Son; 2, T. Blease and Son. Buff Hen:
X, 4, T. Rowbotham; 2, 3, T. Blease and Son.
Unflig. Yell. Ck.: 1, 3, T. Blease and Son; 2, T.
Rowbotham. Unflig Buff Ck. : X, 2, T. Blease and
Son; 3, T. Rowbotham; 4, H. Ainsworth. Unflig.

Yell, or Buff Hen: 1, sp., T. Rowbotham; 2, T.
Rowbotham; 3, H. Ainsworth; 4, T. Blease and Son.
Amateur Classes—Yell. Ck.: X, 3, spl., J. Taylor;
2, 4, J. Crabtree. Buff Ck. ; I, J. Taylor; 2, J.

Crabtree; 3. A. Wright; 4, W. Hadlietd. Yell. Hen;
X, spl., R. Barber; 2, W. Hadfield ; 3, J. Crabtree.
Buff Hen; X, 3, J. Crabtree; 2, 4, J. Taylor. Unflig.
Yell. Ck. : X, 2, W. Hadfield; 3, J. Taylor. TJuflig.

Buff Ck.: I, J. Bridge; 2, 3, A. Wright; 4. W. Had-
field. Unflig. Veil, or Buff Hen: X, J. Bridge; 2,

J. Taylor; 3, A. Wright; 4, W. Hadfield. Goldf. or
Bullf. : X, 4, J. Bridge; 2, 3, Bridge. Linnet, Siskin,
Redpoll, or Twite: X, 3, 4, P^. Barber; 2, J. Crabtree.
Any Var. Hardbill : 1 , 2, 4, R. Barber; 3, J. Crab-
tree. Any Var. Mules : X, 3, W. Hadfield ; 2, 4, J.

Bridge. F.M. Linnet: 1, 2, 3, J. Crabtree. Y’orks.
Yell. Ck.: 1, 2, G. Edge. Yorks., Buff Ck. : 1, 2, G.
Edge.

STOCKPORT AND HAZEL GROVE.
Second Annual Show, Nov. 20, Hazel Grove Co-

operative Hall. The room is an ideal one for a
show, being lofty and well lighted. Entries only
numbered 82, but some very good birds were on
view. Several that have taken very high honours
in open competition were staged, and one or two
had to take a back seat. Specials were won by
Messrs. Bennett, Hird, and Millett. F. W. Nelson •

judged and gave general satisfaction. Champion
Section: Yell. Yorks. Ck.: X, 3, Hird; 2, 4, Potts;
vhc, Taylor; he, Beswick. BuffjYorks. Ck. : 1, 2,
Potts; 3, Hird. Yell. Yorks. lien: 1, 4, Hird; 2,

3, Potts; vhc, Beswick. Buff Yorks. Hen: 1, 3,
Hird; 2, vhc, Potts; 4, Taylor. Unflig. Yell. Yorks.:
1, Potts; 2, Hird. Unflig. Buff Yorks.: X, Hird;
2, 3, Potts. Unflig. Yorks. Hen: 1, Hird; 2, 3, Potts.
Yell. Nor. Ck. : 1 , Bennett; 2, Sykes: 3, Beswick; 4,
Stafford. Buff Nor. Ck. : I, Stafford

; 2, Sykes ; 3,
Beswick; 4, l’hythian; vhc, Garbutt. Yell. Nor.
Hen: 1, W. Sykes;; 2, H. Sykes; 3, Garbutt. Buff
Nor. Hen: 1, 4, Stafford; 2, Marsland; 3, Bennett;
vhc, I'hythian; he, Taylor. Unflig., Yell. Nor.; 1,
W. Sykes; 2, ldiytbian; 3, Beswick; 4, 'Stafford; vhc,
H. Sykes. Unflig. Buff Nor.: X, H. Sykes; 2, Phy-
thian ; 3, W. Sykes; 4, c, Marsland; vhc, Bennett;
he, Berwick. Unflig. ty’or. Hen: 1, 2, Bennett; 3,
Stafford; 4, Phythian; vhc, Marsland; he, Beswick;
c, Garbutt. Greens, Nor.: 3, W. Svkes; 2, Bennett;
3, Garbutt; 4, Stafford; Vhc, Bc9wick. Yell. Bord.

:

I, 2, Garbutt. Buff Bord. : 1, 2, Garbutt. Nov.
Section: Yell. Yorks.: 1, Millett. Buff Yorks.: 1,
Millett. Yorks. Hen: 1. 2, Miilett. Unflig. Y'orks.;
1, 2, Millett.— YV. Stafford, Sec.

PROVINCIAL ROLLER C.C.
The Provincial Roller Canary Club held their an-

nual singing contest at the Old Boars Head Hotel,
Manchester, on Friday and Saturday, Dec. 3rd and
4th. Messrs. Wareing, Massey, Kilshaw and Lyons
were the appointed judges, but owing to the writer
not being well, Mr. Kilshaw acted as Secretary, and
every praise must be given to him for the manner
in which lie took his part. The entries totalled up
to 230, which ia a record for the season, exactly one-
half of the entries being made by non-members of
the Club. The foggy weather accounted for the birds
arriving late, over 100 birds coming on Friday mor-
ning, and this will account for the paucity of points
given, in many c.ises the birds being cokb and some
of them hoarse, while severat others could not be
induced to open. Mr. Lyons took Class 1. Mr. Massey
Class 2, Mr. Wareing Classes 3. 4 and 5. We think
83 birds, in Novice Class will establish a record num-
ber of birds for one class, and the judges must have
been more than pleased when they got through them.
The first prize winner in Class 1 turned out to be
the cup winner owned by Mr. Massey. Mr. Frew, a
Scotch fancier, won the first prize in novice class.
Consi.-Jering the bad weather on Saturday, the at-
tendance was very good, well-known fanciers from
Lancashire, Y'orkshire and Cheshire being present,
most of the birds were taken nwav by the owners.
CLASS 1, CHAMPION YOUNG BIRDS: 1, sp, Mas-

sey, G II. R„ 5 Bass, 3 II. B., 2 Sell., 3 W.G., 3 F.N.,
2 W.R., 2 B.R., X B.T., 3 G. E., total SO : 2, ap,
Walton, G H.R., 5 Bass, 3 H.B., 2 Sell., 3 W.G.,
3 F.N., 2 B.R., X B.T., 2 G.E., total 28; extra 2, sp,
Kilsliaw, 5 H.R., 5 Bass, 3 H.B., 3 Sell., 3 YV.G ,

3 F.N., 2 B.R., I B.T., 3 G.E., total 28; 3, sip,
Twigg. 5 H.R., 5 Bass, 4 H.B., 2 B.G., 2 W.G., 3
F.N., 2 D.B.W., I B.R., 1 B.T., 2 G.E., total 27;
extra 3, sp, Massey, 5 H.R., 4 Bass, 3 H.B., 2 Sch..
3 W.G., 2 F.N. 2 W.R., 2 B.T., X B.R., 3 G.E., total
27; 4, sp, Wareing; 6 H.R., 6 Ba&s, 3 II. B„ 2, Sell.,
3 W.G., 2 F.N., 2 B.It., X B.T., 3 G.E., total 27;
extra 4, sp, Austin, 5 II. R., 5 Bass, 4 H.B.. 2 B.G ,

3 YV.G., 3 F.N., 2 B.R., 1 B.T., 2 G.E., total 27;
vhc, sp, Wantling, 5 H.R., 5 Bass, 4 IX. n., 3 W.G ,

3 F.N., 2 D.li.W., 2 B.R., X B.T., 2 G.E.. total 27;
vhc. sp, Pericles, 5 H.R., 5 Bass, 3 H.B., 2 Sch.,
3 W.G., 3 F.N.;, 2 B.R., 1 B.T., .3 G.E., total 27.
CLASS 2; X, sp, Frew, 3 H.R., 4 Bass, 3 H.B., 3
Sch., 3 YV.G., 1 F.N., X W.R., 2 B.It., 3 G.E., total
23; extra I. ap, Atherton, 4 il.R., 3 Bass, 3 II. B.,
3 W.O., 2 F.N., 2 YV.R., 2 B.R., X B.T., 3 G.E.,
total 23; 2, sp, Edgerley, 4 H.R., 3 Bass. 3 H.B..

3 Sch., 3 W.O., 1 F.N., 2 W.U., 2 B.R., X B.T..
8 O.K., total 25, fault* 8.F. 2, total 23; extra 2,
ap, U os.worth, 3 II. R., 4 lla*«, 2 If. It., 2 Sch., 8
W.G., 2 F.N., 2 B.R., 1 H.T., 3 G.B.. total 22;
3, ap, Watkine 4 HR., 3 Ba/tt, 2 H.B., 2 Sch., 3
W.G., 2 YV.R., 2 B.T., 3 G.B., total 21; extra 8,
sp. Greermll, 4 H.R., 4 Iiam, 2 H.B., 3 Sch., 3 W G ,

2 F.N., 1 B.It., 3 G.E., total 22, faults H.F. 1. total
21; 4, sp, Hlbbert, 4 H.R., 3 Bass, 2 H.B., 2 Sch.,
2 W.G., 1 F.N., 2 B.It., i B.T., 3 G.K., total 20;
extra 4, »p, Smith, 5 H R., 2 Bas«. 3 H.B., 3 Sch..
2 W.G., 1 F.N. 1 ll.li,, 1 B.T., 3 G.E., total 21,
faults 1 S.B., total 20; vhc, ap, Frew, 4 v R
Ba*3, 3 H.B , 3 Sch., 2 W.G., 1 YV.R., 3 G.F., total
19. CLASS 8: l sp, Periolefl, 5 0.R., 4 Base, 3 II It

2 Sch., 2 W.O., 2 F.N., 2 It. IX.. 2 B.T., 6 G.H.. total
27: 2, sp, Wardteworth C H.R. 8 Bass, 2 II It 3
Sch., 2 W.O., 2 F.N., 2 B.R., 2 B.T., 3 G.E., total
25; 3, sp, Lyons, 5 H.R., 3 Barn, 2 H.B., 3 Sch . 2
W.G., 2 F.N., 2 B.R., 1 B.T., 4 G.E. total 24- 4,
sp, Adams, 0 II. It., 4 Baas, 4 8ch., 3 YV.G 8 FN
1 B.K., 1 B.T., 3 G.E.. total 24. CLASS 4 : 1, sp Do’
max. 4 H R., 0 Bonn, 3 H.B., 2 Sell., 3 YV.G., 2 F.N,
1 B.R., 2 B.T., 4 G.E., total 25; 2, tp, lilomi.ley. «
H.R., 4 Bass, 2 H.B

, 3 8<;h., 3 YV.G., 2 F.N,, X B,;;,
X B.T., 4 G.E.. total 25; 3, sp, Ileatherley, C H U ,

4 Bass, 3 H.B., 3, YV.G., 3 F.N.. 2 BJt
4 O.U., total 25; 4, ep, Nuttell, 6 H.R.,

-

H.R., 2 Bass, 2 H.B., 2 Sch., 3 YV.G., 2 F.N., 2 B.It..
1 B.T., 5 G.E., total 24; vhc, sp, Bew, 5 H.R 8
Bass, 2 H.B., 2 G. 8 YV.G., 2 F.N., 1 B.T., 1 B.It..
5 G.E., total 24. CLASS 5: sp.. Best, 5 H.R, 2
Bass, 3 H.B., 4 Sch., 2 YV.G., 3 F.N., 1 B.It., 2 B.T..
4 G.E., total 20; 2, sp, Jobson, G HR., 2 Bass 3
H.B., 2 Sch., 2 W.G., 2 F.N., X B.R., 2 B.T., 5
G. E., total 25; 3, sp. Hunter, 6 II. R., 3 I!a<=e’ 2
H. B., 3 Sell., 3 YV.G., 2 F.N., 1 B.R., I B.T. t
G.E., total 24; 4, sp. Plant. 4 H.R., 3 Base 2 H I!

2 Sch 3 W.G. 3 F.N., X B.R., 2 B.T., 3 G.E., totai
23. A. Percival, See.

Members’ Show, Masonic Hall, Saltcoats, Nov. 13
? Tomlinson judged and gave entire satisfaction;YOUNG BIRDS: X. cup, A. Frew, H.R. 4, H.B. 5

Sch. 3, Bass 2, W.R. 3, B.R. 2, B.G. 3, F. 3, G E 4
total 29 points; 2, R. Stewart, H.R, 4, H.B. 4 Sch"
3 - Bass 2, YV.R. 3, B.R. 2,|

F. 4, G.E. 4, total 26
points; 3, T. M. Arnott, H.R. 4, H.B. 3, Sch. 4
Bass 5, YV.G. 3, B.T. I, B.R. X, G.E. 4, total 25
points; vhc, Frew, 24; he, Frew, 24, West, 22, Frew,
22, Macdonald, 22; c, Jackson, 21, Frew, 20. ANYAGE: i, .las. Jackson, H.R. 5, H.B. 4, Sch. 3, Bass
0, W.R. 2, W.G. 2, B.G. 3, F. X, G.E. 5, total 30
points: 2, T. M. Arnott, H.R. 3 , H.B. 3, Sch. 3
W.R. 3, W.G. 4, B.T. 2, B.R. 2, G.B. 3 O E 4
total 27 points; 3, Jas Jackson, HR. 5, H.B." 2*

W.R. 3, YV.G. 4, B.T. X, B.G. 3. F. 2, G.E. 5, total
25 points; vhc, Arnott, 25; he, Jackson; c, Jackson,
2X; c, Stewart. 20, 18, 18. NOV.: I, D. M. Lean.
H.R. 3, H.B. 2, Bass 2, W.R. 3, W.G. 4. G.R. 2
B.R. 2, B.G. 4, F. Sk G.E. 5. total 29 points; 2, H.
Cochrane, H.R. 4, H.B. 3, Scb. 3, Bass 3, YVR. 2
®- ?’ B.G. 3, F. 3. G.E. 4, total 27 points: 3. Joe
Clark. H.R. 5, H.B. 2. Sch. 2, Bass 4, W.R. 3, W.G.
3, G.E. 5, total 24 points; vhc, Frew, 24; he. Ander-
son, 22; c, McGowne, 20, Nettleship, 19.—J. Mao
donald Hon. See. S.R.C.C.

GUISELEY, YEADON AND DIS. O.S.
Second Old Feather Show, headquarters, the

Regent Hotel. Entries exceeded last ©how; 144 birds
faced the judge, Mr. H. Suttciiffe, YVindhill, and
he gave general satisfaction. Mr. A. Brown won
spl. for the best bird in the show, and W. Bunting
and Son won consolation prize. Results were as
follows:—Class X (13) : X, Brown; 2, Ives; 3, vhc,
he, YVheatiey and Son; c. Bunting and Son. Class
2 (13): X, Andrews; 2, YViiman; 3, Crowther; vhc,
Dibb

; he. Brown ; c, Hardaker. Class 8 (9) : I
Ives; 2, YVaterworth; 3, Brown; vhe, c, Dibb; be,
Andrews. Class 4 (15) ; 1, vhc, Andrews ; 2, Dibb

;

3, Fawcett; be. Hardaker; c, Brown. Class 5 (19)-
1, 3{ vhc, YVheatiey and Son; 2, Webster

; he, Long;
c. Andrews. Class 6 (16): 1, 3, Andrews; 2, Scott;
vhc, Hardaker; he, c. Brown. Class 7 (15)- 1,
Brown; 2, Andrews; 3. Fawcett; vhc. Wheatiey;
he, Long; c, Webster. Class 8 (14): 1. Wheatley; 2,
Brown; 3, Andrews; vhc, Long; he, Scott; c,
Fawcett. Class 9 (G) : 1, 3, he, e. Andrews ; 2, Long

;

vhc, YVaterworth. Cvass 10 (11): 3, YVheatiey; 2,
vhc, Fawcett; 3, Andrews; he, Webster; c, Long.
Class IX (6) : 1, 2, Long ; 3, he, c, Andrews

; vhc,
Scott. Class 12 (9): X, Hardaker; 2, Crowther; 3,
Long; vhc, Dibb: he. Bunting and Son: c, YVheatiey
and Son. I’oints to date for Belgium cup

:

Champions: Andrews 6G. Dibb 52, Brown 45, Fawcett
39. Hardaker 29. Novices: Long 51, Wheatley ana
Son 43, iScott 28, Bunting and Son 17, Webster 12,
Mountain and Crowther 9, YVaterworth 8.—YV. Rose,
Hon. Sec.

(

DONCASTER C.B.S.
Annual Members’ Show, Nov. 13, Druids’ Arms,

Bentley; 142 birds were staged. Yorkshires were
down in numbers, but quality is improving. Nor-
wich were fine, some of the winners having held
their own in open competition

; British were as
usual for this district, both in quality and number.
Mr. Blanchon had a field day, winning three cup3
and gold medal. Gray cup, Blanchon, 17 pis.; run-
ners up: Hunt and Evans, 10 each; Seel’s cup, Blan-
chon, 47 pts. (winning same outright)

; runners up

;

Evans and Hartshorn, 43 each; Novice cup: G.
Evans, 69 pts.; narry Barker cup, Blanchon; F.
Barker cup, Cowling

; gold medal, Blanchon, IS pts.

;

most points in showq Evans. Mr. Brotherton,
Rotherham, judged, and gave every satisfaction.

Y’eli. Yorks (10): 1, Bianchon ; 2, Norman; 3,
Spittlehouse

;
vhc. Ltimby. Buff (4): 1, Norman; 2,

Spittlehouse; 3, YVade; vhc, Truman. Varieg.: 1 ,

Blanchon; 2, YVade. Yell. Hens: 1, 3, vhc, Tru-
man; 2, Tomkinson. Buff: 1, Blanchon; 2, Brown.
Unflig. Yell.: 1, Brown; 2, Truman; 3, C. Hunt;
vhc, he, Norman. Buff : 1, 2, vhc, Blanchon

; 3,
YVhittington

; he, Tomkinson. Hens; 1, he. Blanchon;
2, Hunt; 3, Truman; vhc. YY'hittington

; c, Norman.
Yell. Nor.: 1, A. Smith; 2, Evans; 3, Truman;
vhc, J. Simpson. Buff : 1, A. Smith

;
2

,
XI. Smith

;

3, Truman; vhc, YVade; he. Twine. Varieg. : 1, H.
Smith; 2, vhc, Simpson; 3, Evans: he, c, Jarvis.
Yell. Hen: X, Evans; 2, H. Smith; 3. Truman: vhc.
Twine. Buff: 1, 3, Evans; 2, c, A. Smith; vhc, H.
Smith; he, Simpson. Yell. 1915; 1, Twine. Buff:
1, 2, Evans; 3, Twine; vhc, YVade; he, Simpson.
Hen, 1915: 1, 2, Truman; 3, vhc, Evans. A.O.V.:
1 ,

Browm. A.O.YL, 1915 : 1, Brown. Co.'df. or
Bullf.: 1, Lumby; 2, he, Evans; 3, Spittlehouse;
vhc, YY'ade; c, Cowling. Greenf. ; 1, 2, 3, vhc, c,

Blanchon; he, Evans. Linnet: 1, Cooke; 2, 3,

Evans; vhc, Blanchon. Siskin, Etc.: 1, Cowling;
2, Blanehpn ; 3, c, Bescoby ; vbc, Pogmoro

; he,
Cooke. A.O. Hardbill; 1, Cowling: 2. Tomkinson.
F.M.: 1, he, Evans; 2, c, Truman; 3, Bcscoby; vhc.
Cowling. Hen, Brit.: 1, Wade; 2, he, c, I’ogmoreL^'
3, Lumby; vhc, A. Smith. Mule: 1, 2, Evansr,'®’
Simpson. For. : 1, 2, 3, he, c, HarLbornto VQC'

Truman.—G. Hunt, hon. sec. jr
(Shows continued on nave
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Excepf to "Guaranteed” Shows appearing In our
“Datos Fixed” Column, which are charged at la.
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Secretaries desirous of ‘guu ranteem if" a Show
Ihould apply for guarantee form to our Manager.
CAGE BIRDS. 154, FLEET STREET. LONDON.

Ilkeston & Dis. C.B S.
Open Show, Jan. 8th, 1016. Send for schedules to
Smith and Slddown, 46, Lowor Granby Street,
Ilkeston.

BOLTON
Roller Canary Soc. Open Contest, Jan. 7th and 8th,
at Joiners' Arms, Bolton. Grand schedule; good
judges, and grand showroom. Schedules now ready,
apply

—

The Secretary, Joe. Kilshaw, 6. Orm Street,
Bolton.

Send goer Birds to

WISHAW
The Popular One-day Show,

On 1st January, 1916,
Classes : Borders 14, Yorkshires 5, Plainheads 9, Crests

5, British 12, Mules 2, Foreign 1. judges: Messrs. John
"nUlerwood, Ed. Barron, Jas. Gentleman. Entries
taken up to morning of show. Schedules from—
fas. Watson, Sec., 16, Young Street, Wishaw.

FANCIERS RALLY ROUND THh OLD*
ESTABLISHED SHOW OFISL.EY

in Boy Scouts’ Hall, Thread Street! on January 1st,
1916. Classes: 16 Scotch Fancy, 18 Norwich, 3 York-
shire, 8 Border, 13 Mule and British and Foreign.
Judges: Scotch Fancy, A. Baird, J. Hannah, A. Fer-
guson, J. McLauchlan; Norwich, A. Watson; Bor-
ders, J. Craig; Mule, British and Foreign, A. Living-
ston. Entries taken In to latost. Schedules from
- John Sinclair, 4, Clavering Street, Paisley.

BISHOP AUCKLAND
Open Annual Show, New Year'* Day, 1916. Entrance
fee, 1/6- l’rizc-nioney, 10/-, 5/ , 2/6. Judge, T. C.
Crawlial). Classes: Yorks. 7 (Novice 2), Norwich 7
(Novice 2). Classes for Crests and Crestbreds,
British, and Mules or Hybrids. Schedules are sent
out to known fanciers. If not supplied, please apply
for ono to the secretary—W. Crowther, 2, Seymour
Stroet, Bishop Auckland.

GREAT SCOTTISH

RED CROSS
SHOW

With the object of instituting an Ornithological Bed
in a Military Hospital, on

FRIDAY & SATURDAY,
31 8t Dec. and 1st Jan.,

In CENTRAL HALLS, 25, BATH ST., GLASGOW.
22/- per class; 1/6 entry tee. 97 Classes.

POST YOUR ENTRIES TO-DAY.
Will be accepted till first, post Tuesday. All Scot-
tish Railways will accept live birds for transit, not-

withstanding the new regulations for parcels.

R. HEGGIE, Stepps, near Glasgow, Hon. Sec.

Border Fancy Canary Club, EDINBURGH
Sreat Open Show, in Cathedral Hall, Albany Street, Friday, 31st December, and Saturday, 1st January,
ludges, H. Bennet, J. Nicholson, and D. Hamilton. 24 Classes open to all Border exhibitors. Over SO
Special Prizes, including Championship Gold Medal, three Silver Medals, and 2 Cups. Prize Cards tree.

Prize-money, 10/-, 6/-, 4/-, 2/-. Schedules from—James Lumsden, 13, George Square, Edinburgh.

LLANELLY C.B.S.
THE CREAT ONE DAY INTERNATIONAL SHOW OF WALES.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11th. 1916.
12 Classes, Cups, and Numerous Specials. Prizes, 10/-, 6/-, 2/6. Judges: J. Robson, Canaries; Chas.

Moulton, British, Foreign, and Mules. Patronages: fi.B. and M.C. and S.B.F.C.C. Entries close Thur»-

day, Jan, 6th. Schedules- D. H. Davies, Sec., 24, College Hill, Llanelly.

twitterings.

Schedules for Larkhall Red Cross Show
have been sent to all exhibitors at the prin-

cipal shows this season. Anyone overlooked

can obtain one from Mr. A. Thomson, the sec.,

1, Croft Place, Larkhall, Lanarkshire.

If any member of the Amalgamated Cage
Bird Societies in Liverpool, who has i ot yet

received a schedule for the show, will apply

to me, the application shall have prompt
attention, writes Mr. T. R. Jones, 25, Emerald
Street, Liverpool.

We find that in a small portion of our

issue last week the calendar was accidentally

omitted. If any reader who did not obtain

copy of calendar last week will communicate
with our publisher, we shall bo pleased to

send a calendar free of charge.

Our open show was a success, writes Mr.
N. G. F. Zimmermann, hon. sec. York
C.B.S. ;

all accounts were settled and prize-

money paid next day, and most of the
exhibitors wrote very nice letters thanking
the committee for the manner in which their

entries were attended to. We also wish to

thank you and your reporter for the splendid

report you gave in Cage Birds of our show.

Prize lists for the Border show in Edin-
burgh have been sent to all known exhibitors,
writes Mr. J. Lumsden, 13, George Square,
Edinburgh, and I shall be obliged if anyone
who has been missed will let me have a
p.c., when prize list will be sent by return.
I have been able to make arrangements to
receive entries up till Dec. 28, instead of

25th, as previously intimated. Intending
I

exhibitors should, however, enter early, and
j

let the work be advanced as far as possible.
|

Please allow me to express my thanks to
J

the many friends from Manchester who gave
us a helping hand in connection with our late !

show, writes Mr. Wm. Middleton. To Mr. !

Tom Harrison especially our thanks are due

;

he worked and planned the comfort of the
exhibits both on Thursday and Saturday
also ; to Mr. Oldham for the trouble he took
in bringing, with his own horse and lorry, the
staging kindly lent us by the Manchester
“d Northern Counties. Our own members

d like niggers. Lastly to yourselves for
jenort of the show.

At the forthcoming Llanelly show, writes

Mr. D. H. Davies, sec., I wish to assure all

intending exhibitors that their exhibits will

be well looked after by a capable and bird-

loving lot of members, fanciers to the back-
bone. I may add that we have a hall second
to none in the United Kingdom, and are able
to stage all exhibits on the single-tier sys-

tem, which is a happy position to be in, and
enables all those interested in our hobby to

see at a glance all exhibits without handling
cages. See this week’s Cage Birds for

schedules.

An Address Wanted.
I received a letter dated Dec. 13 from a

Mr. J. Prentice, requiring a marked yellow
Norwich, and a marked buff hen, writes Mr.
G. Cubley, Long Sutton, but he has omitted
to send his address. The post-mark is

Alloa. When he sends his address I will

send him the two hens on approval.

A reader, giving the address of F. S.

Woodrow, 66, Pearce Street, Euston Square,
sent us the money for “ Profitable Pet
Rabbits.” The book has been posted and has
been returned “ not known.” Another
reader has sent on 2J,d . for a book on the
Woodpecker, but has not enclosed his name
and address. Will these correspondents place

themselves in communication with the Pub-
lisher? There is no book dealing especially

with the keeping of Woodpeckers, but “ Nut-
shell No. 26—The Larger Insectivorous
Birds.” gives all details necessary.

"the poultry'
WORLD. . .

The up=to=date, efficient
poultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra=
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In-
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

Every Friday, Id.
Advertisement Forms & specimen copy from

‘ POULTRY WORLD,"
^154, Fleet St.. London, E.C.

By a printer’s error the address of Mr. J.
W. Steele, the writer of the letter “ A Warn-
ing to Cage-makers and Bird Dealers,” in
our last issue was given as 80, Ordnance Lane,
Salford. This should be Ordsall Lane.
The ticked buff cock, one of the birds

depicted on our front page this week, has
won for its owner, Mr. A. J. Clarke, of East
Dulwich, 1st and spl., Clapham

; 1st and
spl., S.E. London; 3rd London and P.O.S.

;

3rd, Reading
; 1st and silver rose bowl, Dul-

wich and Beckham. This latter trophy has
not been won by any other Yorkshire Canary
since 1908.

Prize-money Paid.
We are informed that prize-money has been

paid in respect of the following shows; if any
winners have been overlooked, they should
apply to I ho respective secretaries: Sale,
City of Birmingham, Whitehaven, Gateshead.
Four Firsts, 4 Shows, 4 Years.
The 1st prize won by Mr. J. Nicholson, of

Haltwhistle, in the Border Fancy variegated
class at Gateshead show, terminated a unique
little record. His uneven yellow cocks have
now won firsts for four years in succession at
each of the four leading shows in the north

—

Newcastle, Carlisle, Haltwhistle, and Gates-
head.

Corrections io Show Reports.
In the report of Perth and Rhondda Valley

show, spl. for best Goldfinch should read
Cozens, not Escott and James, and 1, “ no
name,” in Yorks yell., buff, and unflighted
should be- Everett in each case; at Watford,
3rd in the Bramblefinch class should be Chick
(not Chandler, as given in catalogue)

; 1st in
varieg. Bord. at Gateshead should be
Nicholson, not Johnson; at Newark W.
Lidgett won cup for best bird, not F. Lid-
gett, and the awards in the Mule class should
read 1 Lees, the rest to Spray ; at Liverpool,
1, sp., and diploma best Mule should read
Phillips, not Ball.

The New Postal Regulations.
The attention of correspondents is

directed to the fact that under the new
postal regulations only one ounce can be
sent for one penny. From one to two
ounces the postage is two pence, and one
halfpenny extra is charged for each addi-
tional two ounces. Reporters and corre-
spondents who have to send long com-
munications should please use very thin
paper and be careful to prepay the post-
age in full, or we have to pay double the
deficiency on delivery.

OUR PAINTING COM-
PETITION.

Some readers have already sent in their
efforts in the competition for the best paint-
ing of the front page of our last week’s issue,
but quite the majority of these consist of the
lower portion only of the page, that is, the
bird picture itself. We thought we had
made it quite clear that the whole of the
page, heading and all, should be coloured,
but it appears necessary to point out that if

only the bird picture itself is sent in such
efforts will have no chance whatever of win-
ning. The latest day for receiving the pic-

tures is Friday, Jan. 7, so that those who
have made the mistake of only painting a
portion of the page will have time to rectify
their mistake and send in a fresh attempt.
A Lingering Ring=Ousel.
This species, which is supposed to take its

flight to a warmer clime before the season’s
decay has set in, was seen on Nov. 16 at
Piltanton Burn, Dindinnie, three miles from
Stranraer, writes ‘‘A. S. J.” in the “Glasgow
Citizen.” These birds are not numerous in

this district, but it is surprising, in view of

the wintry weather which has prevailed
during the past few days, that a bird of this

species should be seen so late in the season.

One can only put it down to a straggler
which apparently decided to remain a little

longer in the district in which it was born
and brought up. About a year ago a Ring
Ouzel was seen near this spot, but then the
weather was not so cold.

Rough on the Robin.
The contributor of the column, “ Local

Gossip ” in the “ Newcastle Chronicle,”
gives the following extract from a letter he
has received about the Robin:—“More
problematical still is how the Robin came to
gain a reputation for being a benevolent and
genial little fellow, always to be associated
on Christmas cards with snow-clad churches
and holly bushes. He is the most pugnacious
of his kind, steals like a Jackdaw, and drives
his young away at the approach of winter.
He mistrusts his cwn kind, and that is why
you seldom see two Robins together, while
his friendliness with man in winter is based
upon pure materialism, for ho knows that
where the biped is there is also something
to eat. His one redeeming feature is that
his cheery song brightens up the winter days.
He is not so vocal as the Thrush, but he
outstays him.”

I o Club Secretaries and Others.
With the view of bringing up-to-date our

directory of Cage Bird' Societies, which is so
useful a feature of Cage Birds Annual, and
in order to eliminate those societies which
have ceased to exist, we should be obliged if
the secretary of each active society through-
out the country would Aend us on a postcard
short particulars embodying—the name of the
society, date of foundation, place, date and
time of meetings, tnnual subscription, entry
fee, if any, name and address of secretary.
We append a specimen entry, and no other
particulars are necessary :

Edinburgh C.B.S., founded 1911. meetings
Cairn’s Memorial Hall, Georgie Road, third
Tues. in month, at 8; sub. 4s. 6d., ent. fee
6d.

; sec., J. C. Charlton, 33, Watson Cres-
cent, Edinburgh.
The Annual for 1916 is now in course of

active preparation, and we should be obliged
if secretaries will furnish at their earliest
convenience the particulars desired.

OBITUARY.
It is with deep regret, writes Mr. E.

Thomas, sec., Cardiff C.B.S., that I have to
inform you that Mr. Jim Pearce’s mother has
passed away. On behalf of the members of
the Cardiff Society we extend our deepest
sympathy to Mr. Pearce and family in their
sad less.

Sorry to inform you, writes Mr. John
Bukin, hon. sec. Lancs, and Lizard F.A.,
that Mr. Moorbey, of Broadbottom, Cheshire,
has suffered the loss of his mother. I am
sure the members of the L. and L.F.A. will
join me in sympathising with him in his sad
bereavement.

MR. A. PUGH (Willcsden).
It is with deep regret, writes Mr. T. R.

Jones, Assist. -Sec. Green C.A., that) I
announce the death of Mr. A. Pugh, of Wil-
lesden, near Chester, at the early age of 28.
He was a very promising fancier, and will be
greatly missed by those who know him in
the Fancy. He leaves a widow and child, to
whom we extend our heartfelt sympathy.

Singing Contests.
Announcements o/ forthcoming contests in the

nature ol advertisements must be paid for at
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

PONTEFRACT.
Special Linnet contest, Woodmen Inn, Horse-

fair, for a. copper kettle added to an entrance ot
Cd. a bird, Dec. 18; 33 competed. 1, Morley ; 2,

Nelson; 3, Sccttson ; 4, Pugh. Open sing, Dee. 19;
21 competed, three minutes' time singing. l,

Scottson; 2, Piper; 3, Beard.—S. Pugh, Hon. Sec.

KIPPAX.
Members’ sing, headquarters. White Swan Hotel,

Dec. 18 ; 23 birds entered for three-minutes' ring.
1, 2, Collinson ; 3, Plows.. Timekeepers, J. Wallis
and Potter; tappers, A. Cooper, W. Perkin. We
had a good company present, including several Lark
fanciers, who used to sing at Lark contests, and
they enjoyed the ringing of the Linnets.—R. Plows.

CASTLEFORD.
Members’ sing, George and Dragon Hotel, Dec. 18;

33 entered. 1, Watkiss; 2, Milner; 3, Brindley.
Open sing, Dec. 19; 50 birds entered, aud> some
of the best singing was heard so far this season.

1, Nelson; 2, Plows; 3, Wainwright. Open sing on
Dec. 27 ;

first pair of birds in the window at 12.30

prompt; no birds will be entered after 1.30.

—

Walter Dobson, Hon. Sec.

BARNSLEY.
Members’ club sing, Dee. 19 : 20 birds entered tor

five prizes. Shepherd, timer; Waireing, ehalkcr.

Some very close ringing was done, the best this

back-end. For four minutes’ time singing: 1. Jones,

3.5; 2, Brushy, 3.3; 3, Coles, 1.11; 4, Trooper,
1.10; Fysher, 54 sec. Four more members made ibis
week-end. Hurry up for specials this holiday, for

members only.—J. Hardman, Hon. Sec.

LEEDS.
Leeds Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotrl, Sav lie

Green, York Road, open contest for quality Linnet

ringing, Dec. 18; 14 birds sang, 1, ivictono; 2, T.

Ward; 3, Sissons; consolation prize, Wharam.
Judges, Appleyurd, nayes, Naylor. Dec. 19; 18

birds sang. 1, Ineson ; 2, Sissons; 3 and 4, shared,

Sissons and) Ward. Judges, Topping, Hardcastlc,

Hayes. Dec. 19, Roller contest; 18 birds sang. 1,

T. Johnson; 2, T. Johnson; 3. Wharam; 4, conso-

lation prize. Lacy. Judges, Siseons, Hardcastlc.—

Walter Naylor, Hon. Sec.

Open contest for quality Linnet singing held Clar-

ence Hotel, Skinner-lane; 20 birds sang, and some
of the grandest singing was heard for a long time.

1, Wharam; 2, 3. shared Bintis and Wharam; 4. Wig-

field. Judges, Messrs. T. Summers and S. Butler-

field.—W. Lipman, Hon. Sec.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.
Halifax & Dis. C.B.S. (Yorks).—Liberal Hall,

Baugh Shaw Road, King Cross, Jan. 8. Judge. Mr.
Philip Mason. 35 classes: Yorks 29 (2 sell., 12 nov.),

Nor. 2, Open Nov. Yorks 4. Prizes, 10, . <’./-, 4/ . 2,

-

if 15 entries, otherwise sliding scale. Entries close

Jan. 4 to A. Sutcliffe, 40, Hammond Street, Hopwood
Lane, Halifax.
Glasgow Scottish Red Cross.—Central Halls. 25 ,

Bath Street, Dee. 31 and Jan. 1. Judges: J. Winter,
W. Turner, J. Hamilton. J. Young, G. Hislop, L.

Dykes, A. \V. Watson. R. Bald, II. Jamieson. 97

classes: Nor. 20, Crest II, Bord. 10, Y’orks. 12, A.O.V.

1, Mule 10. Brit. 20, For. 7. Prizes, 10/-. «/, 4/-, 2/-.

Fee, 1/6. Entries close last post Dec. £5 to K. Jleggio,

Stepps, nr. Glasgow-
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HOW BRITISH BIRDS CHANGE
THEIR PLUMAGE.

(Continued from Page 324).

By^hc kind permission ol Mr. H. F. Witherby, Editor of the monthly 'n°
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whioh refer to such British birds as aro generally kept in eag03 or aviaries.

First Winter and Summer. Male.—The
British Bullfinch (.Pyrrliula p. pilcatn).

Adults.—Complete moult from August to

October. No moult in spring and very little

change by abrasion, except that the mantle

becomes a purer grey in the male and greyer

and less brown in the female. The marked

difference in the sexes is well known.

Juvenile.-—Like the adult female but the

crown brown instead of black, upper-parts

browner, and under-parts more yellowish-

brown than in the adult female. The rump

and under tail-coverts are huffish, the inner-

most secondary is marked with brown in-

stead of pinkish and the wing-coverts are

browner. Sexes alike.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

moulted as in the Greenfinch and the birds

then become like the adults.

Common Crossbill (Loxia c. curvirostra).

Adults.—Complete moult July to Novem-

ber. No moult in spring. Abrasion makes

the male more brilliant but has little effect on

the female. The adult male in a wild state*

is always, so far as my investigations go, red,

though it frequently has some golden or

greenish-yellow feathers here and there on

the upper- and under-parts. Dr. C. B. Tice-

hurst, however, states in a recent article,

“ On the Plumage of the Male Crossbill
”

(Ibis, 1915, pp. 662-9), that he has examined

yellow and green-yellow adult males, hut he

states that this plumage in adults is of very

rare occurrence. Presumably the yellow or

green-yellow adult males examined were cer-

tainly wild birds, but Dr. Ticehurst does not

state' this. It is two years ago since I worked

out the plumages of the Crossbill, and I have

do recollection or note of having seen an adult

male wild bird in yellow or greenish-yellow

plumage, and I examined several hundred

specimens, so that such birds must I think

be so rare as to be quite abnormal. Very

rarely Linnets and Redpolls in a wild state

are to be found with the crimson replaced by

yellow or yellowish-buff. There is great in-

dividual variation in the brilliancy of the

adult male both in summer and winter. The
female is yellowish-green, sometimes of a

more golden hue and occasionally with a con-

siderable number of feathers tipped with dull

pink.
Juvenile.—The upper-parts are dark

brown, the whitish or huffish edgings to the

feathers giving it a heavily streaked appear-

ance; the under-parts are still more promi-

nently streaked, as the whitish edgings to the

feathers are broader. The male has a tinge

of green on the upper-parts, especially on the

mantle, and a few greenish-yellow feathers on

the throat and breast, while the female lias

none of the latter and is browner on the

upper-parts.

*As in Redpolls and Linnets, the red is

replaced by yellow at the first moult in cap-

tivity. »

Correspondence.

juvenile body- feathers and lesser wing-coverts

arc moulted from May to October, but not the

tail- and wing-feathers, nor the primary-

coverts, while most of the greater and median

coverts' are not moulted, and frequently a

varying number of the juvenile body-feathers

(especially on the breast and belly) are re-

tained. After the moult there is much in-

dividual variation from a bird indistinguish-

able by the coloration of the body-feathers

from a bright crimson adult male to greenish-

gold, yellow, orange, and a mixture of all

these colours. First winter birds may, how-

ever, always be distinguished by the greenish

instead of pinkish outer edges of the wing-

and tail-feathers and more clearly by the

buffish-tips of the unmoulted juvenile wing-

coverts. These distinctions usually disappear

in summer when the feathers are much worn.

Female.—Like the adult female except for

the buff tips of the unmoulted juvenile wing-

coverts.

After the second autumn moult, males and

females become, so far as I can see, like adults.

Chaffinch (Frinyilla c. codebs).

Adults.—Complete moult commencing in

July and sometimes in June. No regular

moult in spring, but at that season feathers

here and there on the body are often renewed.

Abrasion has a considerable effect, especially

in the male, the colours becoming purer and

brighter owing to the wearing off of their

huffish tips. The sexual difference is too well

known to require mention. The under-parts

of the male vary from a pearly-pink to a

brownish-pink, but this is merely individual

and not connected with age so far as I can

discover.
Juvenile.—Much like the adult female but

browner on the i,pper-parts. The male has

the mantle more chestnut-brown and the ear*

coverts more huffish tlian the female and, as

in the adults, the white on the wings of the

male is purer.

First Winter.—The juvenile plumage is

moulted from July to September except the

wing-feathers, primary-coverts and tail-

feathers. The birds then become like the

adults.

House-Sparrow (Passer d. domesttcus)

.

Adults.—Complete moult from August to

October. No moult in spring. The effect of

abrasion and the difference in the sexes is too

well known to require comment.
Juvenile.—Very much like the adult

female. In the male the throat is more de-

cidedly tinged with ashy-black than in the

female.
First Winter and Summer.—The juvenile

plumage is completely moulted in the first

autumn. The birds then become like the

adults, except that the male appears to have

more white on the tips of the feathers of the

chin than the adult male.

(Tn he continued).

Walton and Everton C.B.S.
and Its Shows-

Sir,— I have been a reader of Cage Birds
for some years, and always look forward each

week to Friday night. Everything in it is

interesting, but local items always some first,

I have looked week after week for six months
for reports of Walton and Everton shows.

There have been three during that time, and

not one reported. I think if the shows were

reported members would take more interest

in tho Society and attend the meetings.
Brecker.

No show reports of the Society are in

hand unpublished.—Editor, Cage Birds.

A Few Hints on Bird-catching.
Sir,—Perhaps I can help “ Cockram ” and

“Lover of Birds” with a few hints on bird

catching. The early morning is the best time

to get a few birds. Find a place to lay the

nets, where you notice birds feeding, or pass-

ing over to feed or drink at a place a little

way off about fifty feet away from hedge or

trees. Get the nets laid and working quickly

when pulled over, always try your nets

before you start the catching proper,

to see how they work. Put braced birds on

sticks, with lines running under pull-line of

nets back to place you are standing to pull

from. Work braced birds with the left hand

and nets with the right hand. Put ( ut the

call birds facing the open field, not looking

into the nets, and you are ready to start.

The braced birds should be about a yard up

the nets, from the end you pull from, and

about a foot or just over from where the nets

are pegged down. When the call birds begin

to sing, or call, laise the braced bird up. When
birds are over nets, let it down, and you will

find birds will follow it down. Give a long

pull on pull-line and you have a capture. If

there, are several birds flying round nets, and
only one drops in, don’t pull, but give the

others a chance to follow it in. When a

single bird is flying over and drops toward

the nets don’t wait for it to settle in the

nets, but pull when it is in reach of the nets,

that is, where the nets will cover it. Nothing

is wanted in the nets as a bait for Linnets,

but for Bullies you can put privet berries

close in to nets, where pegged down, and for

Goldies a bit of thistle in the same place. To
train a bird to the sticks is a game of

patience. Take a bird, cock or hen, one used

to hard seed (caught a few weeks). Put on a

nice easy-fitting brace, and take it out in the

garden. Put it on the stick and pull the

latter up. The bird will not hurt itself if

you keep it up clear of the ground should it

dash about. Let it down when quiet. Pull

up again nearly as far as it will go, then give

a jerk to the stick. The bird will flutter and

most likely get on the stick. 1/ it docs, your
trouble is over. Now let the stick down and
raiso it again. Do this a few times, letting

the line run gently through the fingers. You
warit the bird to follow tho stick down in a

natural way. About a week of training and
a bird should be fit to take out. Set the
nets along a hedge, about five feet away, for

Bullies, with a call bird in a- long low cage,

as you want it to pipe and show that 'nit of

white on its back. A Bullie is too slow on
a stick. For Chaffinches I should use a hen
call-bird in a cage, or a dummy bird in tho

nets, with a singing bird hidden away close

to the nets. If I can help with a hit more
advice I shall be pleased to do so; the

Editor has my address, but just now I am
Another Ruffian.

A Soldier of Rochdale on the
Lancashire Canary.

Sir,—I was surprised to notice Mr. Fuller’s

remarks on the Lancs, at the late Manches-
ter show. I am certain there are many good
Lancs, left to make a respectable show, as

during a recent visit home I was informed
that we had some gcod ones out at the

R.G.I. show. Further, I found time to visit

one of the breeder’s rooms, and waS sur-

prised to see such good birds, and they had
been out to shows. I am sure that Mr.
Jameson’s is a good one, and am pleased to

see the young bird has turned out well, as

I saw it earlier and had a good opinion of

it. Other breeders I know have the right

Advertiser* and correspondents generally should
please post at once any items intended for our next

issue. Compliance with this request will earn tho

grateful thanks of ourselves and our printers.

material. It i3 not fair to say that they are

now “ almost Crests.” For my part I should

like to see show committees keep fanciers

from acting as stewards in their particular

section; they could do their duty just as

well as stewards over other varieties.

I was pleased to hear that the judge'

g

remarks did not apply to the whole section,

but am sorry he advises two classes only

—

four would have been rather better. I hold

with Mr. Clegg when he asks us to be more

combined, but from my experience the Club

seems to be dragging along. I would like

some of the breeders to take the matter up
and try to get it up again. I am as willing

as ever to do my part, but being in the

Army I will have to wait. On my return

to civil life I shall keep Lancs. ;
two or

three are being kept for me by a brother

fancier, to whom I owe my thanks. I hope

some good will come after this discussion.

(Pte.) Wm. Adams.

Correspondence continued on next Page.

MY PEKIN
ROBINS.

By WESLEY T. PAGE, F Z.S,

(Continued from page 321).

S
INCE then all has gone well, and though

the parents were in the thick of the

moult, they assiduously attended to their

young; so much so that I feared I should lose

the hen, as she gave to those precious chil-

dren of hers the live food she needed to

nourish herself. But all went well, and
to-day (December 9) they form a happy family

party in the aviary, and still associate

together.

It only remains to say that the Pekins had
access to seed, fruit, milk sop and soft food,

also live insects. So far as I was able to

ascertain, the young were fed entirely on live

food while in the nest, the old birds first

killing the insect and their carrying it in their

hills to their babies. Insects were very
scarce while the young were being reared, and
it was only by going to the aviary every
two hours and serving cut mealworms, gen-

tles, and wasps’ grubs, one at a time, that I

managed to keep them going.

The young birds when they left the nest

were grey, just tinged with olive on the top

of the head, and had whitey patches round
the eyes, on the throat and vent. The yellow

outer margins of the primaries were also quite

distinct while they were in the nest, the inner

webs of the primaries were white. The bill

was dark horn, edged with yellowish, and

Are British and Foreign

Birds Declining inFavour?

By ~^SUB ROSA.”
(Continued from page 322.)

the legs pale brownish flesh-colour. Soon the

bills became ochraceous, but still remained

dark at the base; the mossy-green on the

head and mantle became apparent in about

a month, and this also applies to the rich

colouration of the throat and chest ;
in fact

very similar to their parents, but of a gener-

ally greyer hue, with the bright areas less

intense and of smaller extent ;
but they are

quite handsome birds, little Tippers in fact.

In a state of nature the Pekin frequents

thick covert, and is a skulker, and therefore

not often in evidence. In captivity his

demeanour is different, as he soon becomes

tame, fearless, and confiding ;
but during the

nesting period, while they will come almost

to the hand for insects, they are very

secretive, and never go straight to the nest

with food, but skulk thereto by the most

roundabout way possible. It was the same

when building the nest; they adopted the

same means to reach the site, and I always

had to watch the nest itself unless I observed

them from some spot where I was not visible

to them.
Now my yarn is finished, and has quite a

happy ending; certainly, no event of recent

years has given me greater pleasure than this

success with the Pekins, and, I repeat that I

think my readers will agree that they deserve

a laurel wreath as a reward for their perse-

verance. Possibly they have their reward in

full measure in the two happy children which

still frolic around them.
In conclusion, it is my pleasant duty to

thank Mr. G. E. Low for the kind permission

to use the two photos which figured these

channirig birds in such natural attitudes.

N OW I have said that in consequence of

the decline in the number of entries,

societies have suffered pecuniarily.

With our narrow conceptions it may appear

obvious at the first glance, and no doubt it

is so to a certain extent ;
but if we examine

the factor more closely, we shall see that

societies have also suffered from the cutting

down of British from the schedule. It is

difficult to get some people to see how a

society can lose on classes that are not there

;

but I hope to show that societies do lose a

certain amount in gate-money.

Every exhibitor has an interest in that

show at which he is showing, and every fan-

cier has some friend who perhaps isn t a fan-

cier—whose germ of interest is not yet fully

developed, but which only requires the least

spark for it to burst into full flame ;
and 1

am going to show you where societies, in

their shortsightedness in not catering for the

more interesting sections of bird shows, are

wielding a boomerang which -will manifest

effects in the future little to our liking.

An exhibitor likes to visit the show he is

showing at. Moreover, he doesn’t like to go

alone. He will bring bis friend or his wife

or his sister, or even somebody else’s
^

sister.

So long as he brings someone, it doesn’t very

much matter who. they are the people we

want to get hold of. They all help to swell

<he gate, and. more important still, the man
who visits a bird show impersonally to-day,

because his friend is showing, is the fancier

of to-morrow. We must not overlook that.

We want his contribution at the gate to

make to-day’s show pay
;
but we want his

contribution in entries at to-morrow’s shows

so that these in their turn will be attractive

to his friends. Think of it!

Just one more word. It is essential to the

success of a bird show that all the British

and Foreign birds and also the Hybrids be

named in the catalogue. There is nothing

mors vexing to a non-fancier visitor than to

buy a catalogue which conveys nothing to

him. He sees curious-looking British and
Foreign birds, buys a catalogue to see what
they are called, and when he finds no names
to them, he is disappointed. Not only is he
disappointed, but he is vexed. He feels fie

has been had ; and he leaves the show with

the hump, and vows he will never visit

another.
That visitor might have taken up the

hobby if he had been stroked the right way,

but he left the show with his hair up like

a snarling dog’s. So I appeal to British and
Foreign fanciers to name their exhibits on

their entry form. It is only a detail, but

sometimes the smallest matters have the

most far-reaching effects.

I also appeal to societies, when they are

considering their schedules, not to look at

the immediate so much as the future

exchequer. A few shillings lost this year

may mean double gain next. Study the

British and Foreign exhibitor. Remember
the railway charges on their birds are

double those of Norwich and Yorkshire fan-

ciers, and that their prize-money should be

made attractive accordingly.

In conclusion, I suggest that the foregoing

are the factors which are contributing to tho

decline of the British and Foreign section

;

and it behoves us, if we are to increase our-

numbers and keep up the interest, to make
sacrifices, or what appear at first glance to

be sacrifices. The Fancy at the present time

is in the shadow
;
but we shall all the more-

welcome the light ahead.

DO YOU EXPORT ?'

We quote cheapest rates for 6hlpprng, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange-

for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere..

Head Offices: 90, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C»

VAN OPPEN & CO.. LTD,
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CORRESPONDENCE.
Continued from Previous pant.

'The Scottish National C BS
and Its New Year Show.

8ir,—Would you kindly state that the

•above society abandoned the great New Year
exhibition for this year owing to the war
making railway facilities not too good for

prompt delivery of exhibits, also the diffi-

culty experienced in securing a suitable hall.

Wo look forward to next year with the hope
that this great event will again take place.

No doubt it will be missed next week by
many of our iKcctch and English friends,

who delighted to bo present.

J. It. Meikije, sec.

What About the Welsh National
Show ?

Sir,— Many fanciers in Wales are asking
the question “ Is there to be a Welsh
[National show this season?” When at Car-
diff show, Mr. E. J. Banks told the writer,

amongst others, that provided one hundred
Welsh fanciers subscribed 5s. each the Com-
mittee was prepared to run a show. The
season is drawing to a close, yet no word has
l>een heard as to the intentions of the Com-
mittee. It is a great pity if this show is

allowed to fall through, and I feel certain

that were an appeal made there are a hun-
dred fanciers in Wales who would subscribe
the necessary amount. Will you make an
appeal, Mr. Banks? There is yet time, and
judging by the entries at our large show, no
dearth of exhibitors yet.

S. J. Nicholas.

What is tlie Matter with City
of Glasgow Show ?

Sir,—Liko “ V. A. D.,” I was also sur-

prised at the reply by Mr. J. McLay. There
seemed to me something more than a ques-
tion of the hall. When “ V. A. D.” says it

is rumoured the Scotch Fancy men ere the
members who are the cause of no shows
Being held, I could believeit, for Ihavealways
called them in my mind the £ s. d. men,
or the something-for-nothing crowd. Thi*y

should be cut out of all open shows. Re-
garding the “ Red Cross show,” I am work-
ing hard for it, and will send some entries

also, so you will see I am not preferring the
“City” to the “Red Cross.” However,
City of Glasgow, if the “ Scotch Fancy ” sec-

tion have such, a pull over you, sleep on.
Briar Bush.

Identity of the Song Thrush-
Blackbird Hybrids Challenged.
Sir,—I read with interest in a recent

Cage Birds the article on the Thrush-Black-
bird Hybrid, and its visit to Londo'n. I don’t

see it possible for a. man to try to defraud the
Fancy by saying that he had bred a bird,

claim a day on which it was bred, and
show it as a hybrid. If it is possible for a
Hybrid to be bred between Finches it is pos-

sible for a Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid to be
bred. As we take it you have seen it, we
in the Fancy should not doubt it. My con-

gratulations to Mr. T. H. Anderson on his

success, and thanks to you for the splendid

article so easy to be understood by the
youngest novice.

Bird Fancies.

Sir.—I do not withdraw one word of my
previous letters. I did not suggest this bird

should be shown at a small club show in the
town where it was reared, but that it should
be sent to several of our large open shows
this season and next in different parts of the
country. To my mind showing at a small
club show on Mr. Anderson’s own doorstep,

as it were, has greatly weakened his case,

for I believe this is the only society’s show
where it has been recognised as a Hybrid.
With reference to Mr. McQuiston, this gen-
tleman has a perfect right to his opinion,

and I claim the same privilege.

One of your correspondents hints at my
being an “all-round fancier.” Quite true,

and why am I an all-round fancier? Simply
because I love all kinds of birds and always
have done all my life. Let me tell your
correspondent that I have studied British
Birds in both their wild state and captivity,

as closely as any man, also Hybrid breed-
ing and keeping. It is owing to this fact
that I was able to detect no trace of Black-
bird in the bird under discussion. I have
not disputed the possibility of breeding a
Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid. What I

said, and still say, is the bird shown at
Carlisle show is not a Hybrid, but simply an
ordinary Song Thrush.
Much has been made of the evidence of

the two witnesses to the rearing of this bird.
AVhat is the value of this evidence? They
know that a bird was reared in Mr. Ander-
son’s aviary

; but from what egg that bird
was hatched they know no more than a man
a thousand miles away (beyond what they
were told) as they were not in permanent

a thou

control of that aviary before the hatching
and during the rearing of the said bird. They
simply paid periodical visits. In calling

attention to this fact, I make no insinua-
tions, but simply show the evidence is of
little value. It is because I decline to accept
this evidence, which in my opinion is not
borne out by the bird itself, that we have
the “ flourish of trumpets ” in your last

issue. Let me tell Mr. Anderson, and all

whom it may concern, that the identity of
this bird will never bo satisfactorily settled
in Darvel, or at Darvel show. I have asked
nothing unreasonable, and have proved that
I am as anxious as the owner that the
matter should have an honourable settle-

ment by suggesting that the bird should be
sent to several of our largest shows under
different judges, and that fanciers of experi-
ence might see it. Then and then only will

it be proved who is right and wJ;o is wrong.
John Robson.

[This bird was put in the prize tickets (7th)

at the large show held in Glasgow on Nov.
12 and 13, the judge being either Mr. A. W.
"Watson (Edinburgh) or Mr. M. Craig (Glas-
gow).

—

Editor. J

Sir,—The controversy is very interesting.
The evidence seems pre-eminently in favour
of the bird being a Hybrid. I should like

to see it, if it ever came near Leeds. I

remember some years ago seeing a queer
feathered creature in a croft close to Stan-
ningley G.N. Railway Station, between
Leeds and Bradford. I said, well ! that is

a cross between a duck and a cockerel ! !

Fowl’s head and feet, very short legs, body
and tail a duck’s

; the waddle, when walk-
ing, perfect. I followed it to the precincts
of the owner’s house, and had some talk with
the coachman. The owner was a medical
man. The man said it was a genuine
Hybrid, and the doctor, his master, vouched
for it. Being a life-long bird-lover, I was,
and arn, as certain of its genuineness as I
am of my own existence. I wrote to a
Fancy paper on the matter, and the editress

put in a short paragraph to the effect that
such claims had been made before, but never
authenticated. That is the way these things
are “settled,” or, rather, “snuffed out.” I

hope this controversy may not descend to
personalities, and that the bird may come
out of the tug-of-war as a genuine Hybrid
and have a long life. By the correspondence
I gathered it was not the only one reared.
What of the others?

W. G. Smithson.

Breeding Bearded Seedlings in
Captivity.

Sir,—In my communication on this topic

in your last issue, I am made to say, in

sixth line from bottom “ species of Hybrid.”
I wrote “ species or hybrid,” which is, of
course, very different. I may add that I
have since heard from Mr. Richardson Carr
that the aviary, though large (46 yds. by
15 yds.) contains so many other birds, all

very keen on insect life, that they are very
dependent upon regular attendance and food
supplies, and that when the Reedlings are
feeding young it is essential that they re-

ceive supplies of live food several times daily.,

The above clears up all points of doubt, and
Mr. Carr’s success must be accepted as a
bona fide case of breeding Bearded Reedlings
in captivity.

Wesley T. Page.

Sir,—Is there any recorded instance of any
birds having reared their young to maturity
in any aviary that has ever been built, with-
out any artificial food or insects being sup-
plied by the aviarist? I do not know of any
such instance, and should regard such an
event as almost an impossibility. If, how-
ever, anyone were clever enough to design,

plant and establish such an aviary, he should
have a gold medal, quite apart from any
copper medals he might receive for breeding
results. Some suggestions that have been
made seem to miss the point that we want
to encourage the rearing of the young by
natural means, not by stuffing food down
their throats with a stick.

Dr. Lovell Keays seems to have had a re-

markably good aviary, because nothing was
supplied for feeding the young for the first

seven days, but some small mealworms. In
my own aviaries I have always had to sup-
ply large quantities of live-bait from the date
of hatching. I was very glad to hear of his

success, and heartily congratulate him, but
I expect that he will be quite satisfied with
having done something worth doing, and
would not accept a medal, which would be a
mere farce. As showing my own point of
view, I may mention that I recently received
from the Avicultural Society a medal for
breeding the Whinchat (in 1912!) I ^turned
it by the next post ; a medal which is three
years overdue is quite as much a farce as a
medal for a record which has already been
achieved in a larger aviary.

Other suggestions that have been made
overlook the fact that better breeding results
have almost uniformly been obtained in small

than in large aviaries. How little is accom-
plished in the large aviaries at the Zoo; and
yet they could not possibly be under better
management than that of Mr. Seth-Smith,
the curator, and Mr. Bailey, the head-keeper.

W. E. Ticsciiem '.ker.

An Outdoor Breeding Room for
Canaries.

Sir,—Ab I have been successful in breed-

ing and rearing a splendid lot of birds and
attribute my success entirely to following the

advice published from time to time in your
paper, Cage Birds, I have thought that

some particulars of my own procedure might
be interesting to fellow-readers.

My aviary is 13ft. long, 9ft. wide and 8ft.

high. It is built of lin. deal boards and it

is lined on the inside by 3-ply wood. I have
a" large skylight in the top, a window in one

side and one at the end facing S.E., so the

birds get the morning sun ani plenty of light

all day. The whole of the floor space is

firstly covered with bricks, and 4in. above

these I have a boarded floor so that the air

can get under between the two floors through

ventilator*, and the birds have fresh air all

the time without any draughts.

Along the back arid at one end my cages

are arranged, and these are not in the form

of separate cages, but made in the form of
permanent racks, the shelves of the racks
being 18in. wide and 12in. apart. I have
these fixed with loose wire fronts 24in. by
12in., and with slides so that I can make
them either into separate cages or into flights.

I find this method altogether better and
cheaper than the separate cages

;
it keeps the

birds in good condition all the year round,
and saves a lot of trouble in feeding and
cleaning, besides which there is not so much
harbour for red mite as in ordinary box cages.

They are painted inside with sky-blue
sanitary paint, and the fronts are enamelled
black, so that the birds show up nicely.

Along the top of these breeding quarters l
have two rows of singing cages, each cage
14 by 14 by 8, and I find these very handy
for troublesome cocks or separate singing

birds.

I have also a large flight 6ft. by 3ft. and
6ft. high with an aperture communicating
with an outside flight 8ft. long and 8ft. wide,

this flight being planted with small trees.

There is no heating whatever in my birdroom,

and the birds do well all the year round. I

will send some accounts later as to my
methods of breeding.

F. Owen.

Club ^Reports.
DARVEL C.B.C.

Meeting Dee. 15, Town Hall, before a poor turn-

out, Mr. N. Hopkins presiding. Mr. H. Craig and
Mr. W. Taylor, jun., were admitted as members.
See. read balance-sheet of exhibition Dec. 4, in aid

of local Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Fund, which, with all

in, came to £2 Cs. ;
and it was agreed to make it £3.

Decided to have no table shows this winter. Ar-

ranged to hold meeting next month, see. fco fix date,

t-o hear balance-sheet read, and election of office-

bearers. Mr. N. Hopkins and Mr. A. Beaton were-

appointed auditors.—J. Taylor, Sec., linby, East
Donington-street, Darvel, Ayrshire.

SUNDERLAND C.B.A.
Meeting held) on Dec. 18, Mr. Farrer presiding

over good attendance. Arrangements had been
made (Mr. Swan reported) with the Sunderland
Tipplers' Association, to hold) their show in con-

junction with ns on Monday, Dec. 27, in the Miners’

Hall. It was decided to draw for specials on morn-

ing of the show. Birds to be at the hall at 9.15

a.m., and judging to commence at 10 prompt.
Judges, Mr. J. Johnston (Wallfend) and J. Clark

(Sunderland). The show manager (Mr. Farrer) was
asked to appoint the stewards. Those members who
can, «Te asked to be at tihe hall at 0 prompt to

finish oil the staging. The thanks of the meeting
were accorded to Mr. Brown (who typed' the sche-

dule and painted the bills for show), and Mr. Swan,

—John Peacock, Hon. Sec.

SWANSEA C.B.A.
At a meeting of the above, held at the Mansel

Hotel, on Saturday, 'Dec. 18, Mr. J. E. Jeffries pre-

sided, the chief business of the evening being a
favourable report of the year’s working by the

Secretary, who was unable to get the auditors to

audit books owing to some tickets still owing.

Will members who have them please send in as

quickly as possible. On the proposition of the

members present, it was decided to again make
the Mansel Hotel our headquarters fer the cemmg
year* Our next meeting will be held on Jan. 8,

at 7JS p.m., when the election of officers will take

place; also to decide the working arrangement of

our society, whether we shall hold our table shows,

lectures, washing exhibitions, etc., as the young

fanciers here are asking for same. So please make

a special effort to attend.- Alt. Hitchings, Hon. Sec.

SOUTHAMPTON C.B.S.
Meeting, Dec. 7, Mr. W. G. Fellows chair. Ac

count 3 of annual show presented by Hon. Sec.,

showing a balance on the wrong side of 5s. 8d.,

which, all things considered, was very satisfactory.

A letter was read from a member complaining of

the smallnes.3 of prize money. It was pointed out

that a sliding scale with an entry fee of 6d., with

2d. to be deducted, could not possibly produce large

amounts, but the kindness of some few members

had added a special prize to nearly every class. The
Hon. Sec. wa 3 strongly in favour of raising the

entry fee in future, and was supported by many
members, but the matter was left open until next

year. A vote of thanks was passed to workers at

the show, especially mentioning Mr. Winter (who

had written ornamental class cards and some large

posters), and Mr. Melhuish. The Hon. Sec. also

expressed his obligation to Mr. B. Bousfield attend-

ing to the despatch of birds at station, at some
inconvenience to himself. Some alteration was

made in the arrangements for voting for next year’s

officials, and the settling of few other matters

brought the last meeting of 1915 to a close. G. J.

Slade. Assist. Sec.

DULWICH AND PECKHAM C.B.S.
General meeting and distribution of prizes. Rein-

deer Hotel, llye Dane, Dec. 7, Mr. Frank Cole chair,

and a fair number present. Correspondence dealt

with, one resignation being received, and accepted

with deep regret, hut it is hoped that the member
will rejoin again later (as he suggests) when busi-

ness again rights itself. New member elected, Mr.

H S. Atkins. There were two other applications for

membership for election at next meeting. The
Chairman, in presenting the “ Nows of the World/'

Challenge Shield for best in show to Mr. W . D
Hall, complimented him upon his success, and

pointed out that seven years had passed since that

trophy had been carried off by a Yorkshire. He
also congratulated Mr. A. J. Clarke, winner or

Young Bird Bowl, that also being won by a York-

shire. These two trophies had generally gone to

the one bird, hut on this occasion the old bird

had captured the shield. Mr. A. G. Cant gave the

report of the annual show, and the Chairman com-

plimented him upon the able manner in which ho

managed and successfully brought the show to a

success. A hearty vote of thanks was accorded to

Mr Cant, who, like other show managers, must

have had a hard and tiring task under present con-

ditions. Vote of thanks to Chair closed the meet-

ing.—D. Reeks, Hon. Sec.

PLYMOUTH W.C.O.S.
Meeting, Dec. 15, Oddfellows' Hall, Morlcy Street,

Mr. W. French chair, before a good attendance. A
vote of sympathy ihaving been passed on the illness

of our 'Sec., with the wish ot a speedy recovery,

it was with deep regret that we accepted Mr. T.
Pope's resignation' from the position of Hon 8ec.

and Treas., he having held the Mine for over ten
years. Mr. Dyer was elected to till the vacancy,

having worked with Mr. Pope as Assist. Sec. for a
great number of years. It was decided) to have
a show next year, but the nomination of judges

to stand over until a later date. Two new members
elected. Result of Pair Show : Yorks., Yell., Ck.,

Buff Hon: I, Olver; 2, 3, Luscombe. Buff Ck„
Ye*!, Hen; 1. Olver; 2, Hambley; 3, Smale. Nor.,

Yell. Ck., Buff Hem: 1, Brown; 2. Ough; 3. 4,

Moffitt; viic, Mitah ;
be, c, Deakin. Buff Ck., Yell.

Hen : 1. Brown ; 2, French ; 3, Rowe ; 4, Ough ; vhc,

Moffit : he, c, Deakin. Crest Cock, C.B. Hen : I,

Hutchings; 2. W. S. Ryder. C.B. Ck., Crest Hen:

1, Hutchiings; 2, W. S. Ryder A.O.V. : 1, 2, Brown:

3, Smale. Brit. Ck., Canary Hen: 1, he, large;

2, Hambley; 3, Condy ; 4, Ough; vhc. Wills ;
c, Lugg.

Brit. Ck. and) Hen : 1 Hambley; 2, 3, Large: 4, Lugg,;

vhc. Wills; he, Ough.—W. Lusoombe, Assist. Sro.

(Kindly forward Mr. Dyer’s address.—

E

d. j

RICHMOND C.B.S.
Meeting, St. John’s Hall, Richmond, Doc. 13, Mr.

W. Phipps, chair, and about 20 members present.

The Chairman read a letter from the Sec. (Mr.

Birch) in which ho wished to resign, as he could’

not give tlie proper time to the work. Mr. W.
Keary moved a hearty vote of thanks to the late

•sec., saying very many complimentary things about
him. Mr. Birch briefly replied, saying how very
sorry lie was to resign. He hoped they would give

their full support to Ids successor, especially at a
time like the present. Be thanked them all for

their kind remarks, and' if in the future he could 1 be
of any assistance to the Club he would be satisfied.

Messrs. E. Randall and Mr. D. Patterson were then
elected auditors, and Mr. Colin Brown, Inglenook,
Kings Rd.. Richmond, unanimously elected sec. Prize
money for annual show wae paid to winners pre-

sent. Winners of challenge cups : Challenge cup (pre-

sented by Mr. R. Clouting), moat points throughout
the year, W. Keary, 81 points. Challenge cup for
most points, 3 nominated birds, W. Keary, 41. Chal-
lenge cup for 2nd points 3 nominated birds, G. Birch,

38. Challenge cup for 3rd, joint holders, C. Huxley
and T. Harris, SI each. Resolved that anyone joining
the Soc. before June 30 shall pay entrance fee and
subs., and after that date entrance fee only, unless
desirous of shoving in the current year. Also that
subs, become due on Jan. 1 of each year.—G. Birch,
Hon. Sec.

CARDIFF C B.S.
Monthly meeting, held Dec. 15 ;

in the absence
of the Chairman end Vice-Chairman Mr. H. C. Smith
was elected to the chair. The Secretary stated ho
had paid out all prize money, also all other ac-
counts, and was prepared to have the balance-sheet
of the open show audited'. Wo shall be able to
hand 1 over £10 to the fund for the prisoners of war
in Germany. Mr. H. C. Smith and Mr. A. Bull
were elected) to audit the accounts. A hearty veto
of thanks was passed to Mr. W. Harrington for the
grand lot of epecials he handed over to the so-

ciety. Also t'he society was grateful to Mr. 1).

Raymond for taking over the erecting of the stag-

ing. etc. A letter was read from Mr. E. J.

Banks re the holding of an open dhow in February.
After a long discussion it was resolved
that we could not entertain the proposal
of holding

.
another open show in February.

A number of letters were read from fanciers all

over Fatgland congratulating the society on the
prompt payment of prize money, al.ro thanking us
for the way all birds reached home in good time,

some of the fanciers promising a larger entry next
year. Resolvod to hold annual match pair show
on tlie first Weiueoday in February at Nuish Royal
Stores, the judges, also classification, to be decided

at the next meeting. The Chairman asked the Secre-

tary to accept the gift of a naiad bowl complete
on behalf of Mrs. Thomas; the donor of the gift

was Mr. T. Braids. The Secretary, in replying, raid

lie much appreciated the kindness, ami assured Mr.

Unai'lls that Mrs. Thomas would appreciate the gilt.

Resolved, to have a table show of York hires at

our next mooting, two clasies. cook and hen; Mr.

E. J. Davies to judge Mr H. C. Smith promised

2s., to he won by the member placing the first,

three birds nearest to the judge's awards. Mr. Braill

promised to -give n watch for the best Yorkshire at

the meeting, to be won by the bird securing Iho

•highest nunulier of votes; oaeli member will judge

the birds, and rcc-or-d his vote ns to which is the

best bird. 1 trust that members will each bring

up a couple of birds, Yorkshires, and thus help

to make our meetings of great help to the novice

members. A vote of condolence was parsed to

Mr. J. Pcnrre, who had recently lost his dear

mother, who had been an Invalid for a number of

yearn. Will numbers all trv and attend the next
nj/fltiuq — 14 Thomas.

i
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BRADFORD EAST.
[

enth Annual show Deo. 18, Park Chapel

)ls. The room is ideal, and tho ataginj? wa

a

I that the exhibits were to be aeon to the best

atage. Entries numbered S07 from 78 exlnbi-

I which is considered to be very good this

l
in. Quality was quite up to the standard oi

I

n shows. Tho strongest classes were the two

;hfced classes, for the rose bowl; 16 yellows and

I ills competing for this trophy. Tho winner was

I
n by Mr. L. Dykes, a real beauty, not of tho

|

st, but for typo and quulity unbeatable, and

d to tho moment. Tho society have in Mr. E.

ards, the president, a thorough fancier, who,

I
nigh not an exhibitor, lias been a breeder of

s. for a great number of years. Tho 8«k:., Mr.

peucer, had full charge of the show, and did

I hare of the work in a very businesslike maimer

;

as ably assisted by Mr. 0. It. ltushworth. '1 be

stewards were Messrs. Wni. Cruise, 0. Pncstr

,

P. Priestley, Taylor, Stables, C. Walker, W.
1

;er, and J. Roe, and the way in which they all

[
through their duties is deserving of the highest

jo. The judge, Mr. W. II. Shackleton, of

jl' nton gave general satisfaction. Prize money
i •Aiid out in the room to all winners present.

!) acking and sending away of the exhibits were
I through in good time. The gate was probably

cord one, and the show will very likely have

I
I tho most successful held under the Yorks.

I fAMP., CL. OR INVIS. TKD. MIX. YORKS,

jl
l, Snead, standard length, lovely qual. oi

her, rich tone of col., grand head and neck,

wing carr., correct p.os., fine cond. ; 2, Dykes,

col., wonderful length, nice head, line silky

I her, wings and tail well placed, finely drawn,

|

ds well up; 8, Dyson, grand type, lovely qual.,

; on stouter lines; 4, Ogden Bros., very stylish;

Self; lie, Mason; c, Sutcliffe and Son.BUI«* *

: l. Dykes, plenty of length, excels in qual ,

pos., grand head, well filled neck, wings and

well braced, rich level col., wins; 2, Sharpe,

id type, feathered like glass, nice head, rare

;
carr., bn good legs and feet, shown well; 3,

Craig, very long, nicely moulded, sound eol.,

ds well up; 4, Lavcock. wonderful length, slim

I
stylish, could be staged better; vhc, Mitchell

;

Beimett; c, Ogden Bros. TKD. YELL. (10): 1,

Craig. tkd. head, lovely qual., shows breed, well

!
in leg, full of nerve, wings and tail nicely carr.,

col., well benched ; 2, Snead, wing tkd.,

tiered like silk, grand head on best of shoulders,

i and typical, rare wing carr., only beaten in

th; 3, he, Dyson, tkd. head, grand type and

le, A1 pos., hardly as silky in feather; 4, Brown,
1 -er, very slim, nice back and wings; vhc, Beau-

j

t; c, Benuett, BUFF (7): 1, Radley, wing tkd.,

id length, lino silky feather. Dice head, well

d neck, wings and tail perfectly carr., sound col.,

pos.; 2, Dr. Craig, sweet wing tkd., rich col.,

,y feather; 3, Snead, wing tkd., beautiful qual.,

I ect shape, hardly as long; 4, Mann, eye tkd.,

: tvpe ;
vhc, Bennett; he, liriggs; c, Dykes.

liPLIO. YELL. (10): 1, Dykes, wins rose bowl,

correct type and length, feathered like silk,

ad head, full neck, good shoulders, wings and

perfectly carr., lovely eol., A1 pos., staged in

i.t cond.; 2, Self, tkd. head and wing, nice length,

y tight feather, exquisite col., stands well up,

I.t on slim lines; 3, Mitchell, cheek tkd., very

col., lovely qual., wings and tail well placed;

Bennett, cl., hardly as long, very stylish ; vhc,

•on; be, Dewhirst; c, Walker. BUFF (17): 1,

st, beautiful wing, tkd., plenty of length, feather

it as wax, grand head, neck, well braced wings,

e tail, A1 cond. ; 2, Dykes, cl., lovely type,

! ndard length, fine silky feather, nice shaped

d, wings well carr., shown well
; 3, Cruise, sweet

g tkd., best of qual., rare type and shape, level
[

; 4, Ogden Bros., cl., rich sound col., A1 pos.,

y stylish, fine cond. ; vhc, Dyson ;
he, Holden

;

Briggs. UNFLIG. YELL. HEN (12): 1, Ogden
>s., cl., grand length, nicely moulded, good head,

1 filled neck, smooth as glass in front, rich col.,

nds correct; 2, Self, cl., very slim and typical,

ther like silk, sound level col., nice head, on

•d shoulders, well fitting wings and tail, well

iwn
; 3, vhc, Snead, cl., lovely qual., correct

i., only beaten length; 4, Radley, cl., very breedy,

3 type; lie Thornton and Robertsbaw ;
c, Lunn.

FF (11): 1, Radley, tkd., grand type, fine boxy

ther, lovely shaped head, full neck, rich level

,
wings and tail nicely placed, A1 pos., gem ;

i
Fisher and Dyson, tkd. head and wing, beautiful

|

il., best of legs, rich col., well fitting wings,

dly as long; 3, Thornton and Robertsbaw, wing

[

1„ lovely shape and qual., neat wings and tail;

Dibb, cl. ; vhc, Holden : lie, Dykes ; c, Helliwell.

OR TKD. YELL. HEN (7): 1, c. Hirst, mkd.

I
:1c and wing, correct type, fine silky feather,

nd head, well filled neck, wings and tail, well

ced, At pos., rich col.; 2, lie, W. Helliwell, cl.,

1
nd length, sound col., nice head and neck, lovely

|

il. of feather, only beaten in pos. ; 3, J. Belli-

j

il, tkd., lovely qual., very stylish; 4, Dykes, cl.,

! nd length, full of nerve; vhc, Self. BUFF (8):

Dykes, cl., rare length and qual., nice round
id,' full neck, wings well carr., sound col., stands

I rect on best of leg3, wins; 2. Whitwham, cl.,

i thered like glass, lovely type, neat wing carr.,

-e tail, well up on leg, has not the length as
(ler; S, Lunn, cl., nice shape and style, very long

hts, rather pale
; 4, W. Helliwell, cl., nice qual.,

)d pos. : vhc, Briggs ; he, Dyson
;

c, Fisher and
son. GREEN MKD. YELL. (9): 1, Dykes, even

d., wonderful length, rich tone of col., feather
ht as wax, grand head, neck, wings, and tail cor-

tly carr., A1 pos., a real gem
; 2, Dibb, var.,

autiful shape and stylo, rathcu* on slim side,

ither like silk, rich level col.; 3, 4, Morrison,
:n mks., 3rd very hot col., lovely qua!., neat wings
d tail; 4th, slim and typical, plenty of length,

h col. : vhc, ,1. Helliwell
;

he. Towers
;

e, Sr.ead.

IFF (10); 1, Sharpe, var., beautiful qual., stands

I
11 up on good legs, nice length, rich col., good
ad, well-fitting wings and tail, A1 pos.; 2, Morri-

|

n., var., correct shape, plenty of length, rich level

. ; 3, Dykes, var., wonderful length, lovely qual.;
Towers, var., very long, nice style, excels in eol.

;

c, Thornton and Rohertshaw
;

he, Dr. Craig; c,

enter. GREEN MKD. YELL. HEN (8): 1 ,

wers, even mkd., teeming with qual., rich col.,

.ely moulded, grand head, neck and wings. At
s., staged well ; 2, Dibb, even mkd., slim and
Gish, shows breed, full of nerve ; 3, Morrison,
en mkd., rather less, lovely feather

; 4, Sharpe,
1*v grand size, nice qual.; vhc, Mason; lie, Chit-
nden

;
c, Farrar. BUFF (7) : 1, Towers, var.,

and length, feathered to perfection, stands cor-
0t, lovely head and neck, wings and tail well
aced, sound col., A1 cond.; 2, Cruise, var., hardly
long, but for type and qual. unbeatable; 3, But-

tle and Son, even ink., beautiful shape and style;
Dyke3, even mkd., plenty of length, very stylish;

ic, Radley; he, Dibb; c, Mason. CINN. MKD.
-LL. (7): 1, 4, Dr. Craig, var., wonderful length,
:h col., full of nerve, grand head., neck, well
aced wings and tail; 4th. nice shape and style.

rich level col., rare wing carr., fulls In head shape

;

2, Chittenden, var., hot col., nice length, good hea l,

silky feather, long wings, rather Hat on back; 3,

Towers, even mkd., lovely col. ami qual., neat wings

and tail, stands well; vhc, Sutclille and Hon; he,

Morrison. BUFF (7): 1, Dr. Craig, uneven mkd.,
correct typo, plenty of length, lino boxy feather,

nice round head, lull neck, fine cond.; 2, Morrison,

var., stylish, lino silky feather, rich col., on good
legs, hardly as round in front ; 3, Towers, uneven
mkd., lovely type, lino silky feather, neat wings
and tail; 4, Bennett, uneven mkd., long and stylish;

vhc, he, Atkinson ami Firth. CINN'. MKD. YELL.
11EN (il): 1, Chittenden, var., grand type, plenty

of length, At pos., rich col., good head, rare wing
carr. ; 2, Dr. Craig, even mkd., rather less, but
lovely, shape and qual., level eol. ; 3, Towers, uneven
mkd., nicely moulded, best of qual.; 4, Midgley,

uneven mkd., slim and typical, nice col., lino silky

feather; vhc, Mann; he, Sharpe; c, Morrison. BUFF
(9) : 1, 4, Dr. Craig, uneven mkd., wonderful length,

feathered like glass, grand head, well filled neck,

wings and tail, well braced, AX pos., gem; 4th,

grand type, very stylish, not quite as full in neck ;

2, Whitwham, even mkd., beautiful shape, line boxy
feather, sound level col. ; 3, Morrison, var., excels

in qual., nice head, wings and tail, shows well

;

vhc, Chittenden; he, Atkinson and Firth. SELL.,
YELL. CK. (11); 1, Farrar; 2, Craven; 3, lie, Lunn;
4, Mason; vhc, Foster; c. Walker. BUFF (9): 1,

3, Cruise; 2, Walker; 4, Farrar; vhc, Naylor, jun.

;

lie, Rushworth; c. Lunn. 11EN, 12 s. 6d. (8): 1,

Farrar; 2, Lunn; 3, Spencer; 4, Rushworth; vhc,

Foster; he, Pearson; c, Wroe. NOV., CL. OR TKD.
YELL. (9): 1, Rayner, cl., grand length, rich col.,

full of nerve, good head, long well fitting wings, on
good legs, fine cond.

; 2, Crowther, cl., rather longer,

line silky leather, sound level col., neat wings and
tail, hardly as good in pos.; 3, Ratcliffc, el., nice

length, well carr. wings and tail; 4, Bailey, cl.,

grand length, very slim and typical; vhc, Lodge;
he, F. Hanson; c, A. Taylor. BUFF (8): 1, F.

Hanson, cl., true type, /plenty of length, nicely

drawn, good head, well filled neck, wings and tail,

well carr., level col., A1 pos., gem; 2, Craven, cl.,

excels in qual. of feather, nicely moulded but on
Strong lines, shows well; 3, Fisher, cl., very slim
and stylish, neat wings and tail, shade less ; 4,

Naylor, jun., lovely shape, feather like silk, hot
col. ; vhc. Bower

;
lie, Sykes ; c, Swaine. GREEN

MKD. (19) ; 1, Clarke, var. buff, lovely shape, nice

length, stands like a Guardsman, nice qual., good
head, neck, wings and tail; 2, 4, J. Taylor, var.

yells., lovely qual, neat wings and tail, rich col.,

only beaten in length; 4th, very slim and stylish;

3, vhc, Symes, uneven mkd. huff, beautiful shape
and qual., stands well up; he, Sugdcn ; c, P. Taylor.
HEN (13) ; 1, J. Taylor, var. buff, beautiful type,
feathered like glass, rich tone of col., good head,
full neck, wings and tail, perfect, stands well up,
At cond. ; 2, Rayner, even mkd. buff, pice length,
lovely head and neck, fine silky feather, inclined to
cross wings at times; 3, Crowther, yell., var.,

lovely shape and style, stands well up, neat wings
and tail

; 4, Ratcliffe, very stylish, tine silky feather,
wings well braced ; vhc, Gledhill ; he, Hamlyn.
UNFLIG. YELL. (11) : 1, Symes, cl., wonderful
length, teeming with qual., nicely drawn, grand head
and neck, rare wing carr., rich tone of col., A1
pos. ; 2, Crowther, cl., hardly as long, nicely
moulded, fine -silky feather, sound level col., wings
and tail well carr. ; 3, Reed and Son, cl., nice length,
very slim, lovely qual., could be staged better; 4,

J. Taylor, uneven mkd., lovely shape and style, nice
level col., better; vhc, P. Taylor; he, Gledhill; c.

Lodge. BUFF (7) : 1, Terry, cl., plenty of length,
fine boxy feather, nice level col., A1 pos., good head,
full neck, very nervy, wings and tail well placed;
2, Sykes, mkd. head, rare type and qual., rather
short of bloom, well fitting wings, pipe tail ; 3,

Firth, el., very rich col., excels in qual., neat wings
and tail; 4, Bower, cl.; vhc, Dutton; he, Sutcliffe;

e, Lodge. YELL. HEN (0) : 1, Symes, cl., wonderful
type, plenty of length, feather like silk, level col.,

good head, nicely carr. on good shoulders, wings
and tail perfect; 2, Rayner, cl., grandly moulded,
tight as wax, rare wing carr.

; 3, Sykes, cl., very
slim and typical; 4, Lodge; vhc, P. Taylor; he,

Rushworth. BUFF (7); 1, Gledhill, mkd. head, cor-

rect shape, nice length, fine boxy feather, best of

heads, full neck, rare wing carr., rich col., fine

cond.; 2, Sugden, even mkd., beautiful shape and
style, excels in qual., well benched; 3, H. Fisher,
tkd., very slim, nice qual., could be shown better;

4, T. Fisher, beautiful feather, nice head, wings
and tail, staged well; vhc, Orowtber; lie, Firth;
c, Dutton. CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (9): 1, J.

Taylor, cl., grand length, fine silky feather, rich
level col., good/ head, wings and tail well carr.

;

2, vhc, Ratcliffe, cl., shade larger and stronger built,
lovely qual., short of bloom, good bead, neat wings,
make good stock bird ; 3, Bower, cl., very stylish,

full of nerve, nice qua!.; 4, Sugden. wing tkd., nice
length, good body shipe; he, Sutcliffe; c, Hamlyn.
BUFF (7) : 1, Terry, cl., correct type, plenty of

swagger, fine silky feather, good head, well filled

neck, level col.; 2, A. Taylor, cl., stands well up,
nice length, lovely shaped head, wings and- tail

perfect, beaten in length; 3, Swaine, cl., nice type,
very slim, neat wings and tail; 4, vhc, Wroe, cl.,

nice qual., good stock bird; be, Rayner; c, Reed
and Son. CINN, MKD. CK. (8) : 1, 3, Symes, var.
buff, lovely qua!., plenty of length, rich col., nice
head, well fitting wings and tail; 3rd, var. buff,

grand length, fine boxy feather, nice shape and
style; 2, lie, Hodgson, jun., yell., long and stylish,

beautiful feather, rich tone of col., rare wing carr.

;

4, Gledhill, yell., very hot col., stylish, on strong
lines; vhc, Ratcliffe; c, Clarke. HEN (5): 1, 2, 4,

Hodgson, jun., fine team, 1st even mkd. huff, beau-
tifully moulded, nice length, feathered like glass,
rich level col., good head, wings and tail, perfectly
carr., A1 pos.

; 2nd, uneven mkd. buff, correct shape
and style, fine silky feather, hardly as good in col.;
4th, yell., lovely qual., but rather .stout ; 3, Sugden;
vhc, Gledhill. NOR. HEN (6); 1, 3, Simonett, var.
buff, grand type, beautiful head, very hold breast,
sound level col.. At qua!., well balanced on perch;
3rd, cl. yell., good shape, rich col., stands well
across, rather less; 2, ltolfe, cl., buff, lovely head
and subs., best of qual. ; 4, vbc, be, Spencer and
Malden.

GUISBOROUGH PRIORY C.B.S.
Table Show, Wear’s Cate. Mr. T. Hill judged and

appeared to give every satisfaction. Yorks., Yell.

Ck. : 1, vhc, e. Barker : 2, Cook
; 3, Graham

; he,
Wilson. Buff: 1, Wilson; 2, \ lie, Barker; vhc,
Cook. Unfligh. : 1, Wilson; 2, 3, vhc. Barker; be, c,

Cook, lien: 1, 2, vhc. Barker; 3, Cook; he, Graham;
c Starling. Nor., Yell. Ck. : 1, Mays; 2, Cook.
Buff: 1, Mays; 2, Cook. Unfligh.: 1, 2, Cook; 3,

vhc, Mays. Hens: 1, Mays. Nov., Nor. Unflig. :

1, Atkinson; 2, Knaggs. Hen: 1, Kuaggs; 2, Atkin-
son. A.O.V. : 1, 3, c, Starling; 2, he, Campbell.
Goldf. or Bullf. : 1, 2, Jobling. Mule or Hyb. : 1,

Mays. A.O.V. Brit.: 1, 3, he, Jobling; 2, Atkinson;
vbc. Mays; c, Cook. Altogether about 70 birds
faced the judge, and .some very nice birds were on
view.— A. W. Kuagcs. Hon. Sec,

WADEBRIDGE.
Waxtebridge Fanciers’ Association patriotic show,

,

Town Hall, Wadebridge, Nov. 13. It was really a

members’ show, although it was open to the county.

The entries were not large, numbering about 60,

but some excellent specimens were staged which
would not have disgraced a much larger or open
s'jmyv. In the Norwich classes there were several

of high class quality and type, while the York-

shires contained many birds that had won in some
large open shows, and were a level lot. The British

Goldfinch class was small, but quality good, and
competition kccu. The A.V. cage bird local class

was of exceptional merit, and some of the birds

w.ould have taken premier honours bad they been
shown in the open. The birds were well staged,

and reflected great credit on the Wadebridge Fan-
ciers, who are most enthusiastic in all their efforts.

The Committee, several of whom are well-known

exhibitors, consisted of Miss Douglas, Messrs. F.

irons, F. West, F. Pollard, H. Wills, 8. Wills, F.

Johns, T. Pinch, D. Hapris, T. R. Philp, H. Pascoe,

L. H. Lang, H. Unnor, A. Beare, and A. Rickeard.

Mr. Tom Rickeard was chairman, and the hon.

secretaries were Messrs. E. Hill and Ed. Mitchell,

who did their work in a very praiseworthy manner.
Mr. F. Liddiccat, of St. Colurnb, judged, and his

awards were well received.
NOR. YELL. TKD., Etc. (4): 1, and vhc, J. P.

Andrew, the former rich in col., fine qual. and
size, good Nor. type, the latter good size and qual.,

nice type; 2 and res, H. G. Howard, tho former

good head, neck and chest, a real good one, latter

close up, good col. and qual. NOR. BUFF, TKD.,
Etc. (4): 1 and 2, Howard, former cl. buff, rare

type and qual., nice size and lovely col., latter

var., good subs. 3nd type, rich col. and qual.

;

res and vhc, Andrew,, good exhibits, nice size and
type. HEN (3): 1 and 2, Howard, forpicr wonderful
size and type, grand qual., good head, neck and
chest, a bonny hen, latter neck and wing mkd.
buff, good size and qual., close up

;
res, Andrew.

NOR. BRED, TKD., Etc., 1915 (3); 1' and res,

Howard, former cl. yell., excellent qual., neat shape,

nice level col., latter var., very short and cobby,

good type and qual.; vhc, Andrew. YORKS. YELL.,
TKD., Etc. (4): 1 and vhc, T. H. Boundy,. former

very lengthy, grand type, well drawn, very stylish

exhibit, latter another good one ; 2, G. W. Nichols,

rare pos., magnificent qual. and col.; res, Andrew.
YORK BUFF, TKD., Etc. (4): 1 and vhc, Boundy,
former the best of type and qual., good length

and pos., latter good type and pos., qual. and col.

;

2, Nichoils, rare qual. and type, nice length and
pos,; res, Andrew. YORK HEN, TKD., Etc. (7): 1

and 3, T. H. Boundy, former cl. buff, good length,

straight as a pencil, well up on leg, nice col.,

latter cl. yell., good length, very typ., Lovely wings
and tail, nice qual. feather; 2, Nichoils, bead and
wing mkd., rich col. and qual., fine type and pos.

;

res, H. Wills and Son; vhc. Docking ;
he, A. E.

Cave; c, Andrew. YORK. BRED, TKD., Etc., 1915

(3): 1, Nioholls, cl. yell., fine length, rich col.,

grand qual. and shape; res and vhc, Boundy. A.V.

CANARY NAT. COL. (4); 1, J. H. Hicks, wing
mark, D.C., well shaped crest, nice veiny and leafy

feather; 2, H. Wills and Sons, York., neck mkd.,

good pos., nice feather and qual.; res and vhc,

S. G. Wills. A.V. MULE (4); 1, Boundy, Dark Can.

Mule, nice col. and type ; 2 and res, both Dark
Can. Mules, close up. GOLDF. BRIT. (5); 1, J. P.

Andrews, fine deep well-cut blaze, neat shape, good
cjoons and bars, fine cond. ; 2, F. E. Docking, close

up, another good one
; 3, Boundy, well polished

Finch, nice blaze and good cond.; res. S. G. Wills.

A.O.V. BRIT: 1, J. H. Hicks, yell. Bunting, rich

el. col., good head mkngs., nice size and shape;

2, J. P. Andrew, Greenf., good size, lovely col.,

qua!, and cond. : res and vhc, S. G. Wills. SELL.
Bird and Cage 103. (3): 1. Boundy; 2, S. G. Wills;

3, Andrew. A.V. CAGE BIRD not larger than a
Lark, local (9): 1, L. Cleave, neck mark, yell. York.,

good length and type, fine pos., col. and qual.; 2,

A. E. Cave, buff York., good stylish exhibit-.^ nice

col. and qual.; 3, H. Wills and Sons, buff York.,

rich col. and qual., fine type and pos., close up;

res and he, S. G. Wills; he, F. E. Docking; L.

Cleave; c, H. Wills and Sons. ,

LONG EATON.
Annual show, Dec. 4, in the large club room ad-

joining the Blue Bell Hotel. Entries hardly came
up to expectations, but the quality, especially oi

the Yorkshires and Crests, was very good. The
birds were all nicely staged, and all could be seen

at a glance. The arrangements were splendidly

carried out, Mr. J. Turner making an ideal secre-

tary ;
he carried out his duties in A1 style, and

was well backed up by a hard-working committee.
Messrs. Smith and Turner won the membejs’ cups.

Mr. W. Vardy judged all Canaries, Mr. W. Hayter
taking British Birds. Their awards gave general

satisfaction.

NOR., YELL. (5): 1, 3, Fox, els., splendid size

and shape, lovely col. and qual., capital heads and
necks, very fit; 3, also cl., splendid col., rare shape,

lovely body and cond.; 2, Wilcox, head marked,
grand eol., nice head and neck, splendid qual. and
feather, very close up; 4, Dean, good col. and qua!.,

much smaller; vhc, Stainlands. BUFF (3): 1. Fox,
varieg. buff, grand col. and shape, nice head and
neck, grand wings and tail, well shown, fit; 2,

Dean, head mkd., nice shape and col., rare body,
qual., and feather, well shown; 3, Hexter, cl.,

grand shape nice body and qual., pale eol. and
much smaller. HEN (S) : 1, Fox, cl., splendid shape
and coi., tip-top cond. and qual., smart carr. and
style, wins; 2, Wilcox, smart, stylish, shapely, cl.,

grand body and col. nice head and neck, very fit;

3, Dean, rather pale col. buff, nice shape, cond.
and feather, very well staged. UNFLIG. (1): 1,

Stainlands, var. buff, nice shape and col., fit; YKS,
Y’EiLL. (2) : 1. 2, Brown, head mkd. and varieg.,

splendid length and col., grand body and shape.

BUFF (3): 1, Freebury, cl., grand length and pos.,

neat heads, well filled in neck, rare feather; 2,

Strainland, grand col. and shape, nice feather and
cond.

; 3, Brown, cl., grand shape and style, neat
head, well staged. HEN : 1, Brown, cl. huff, nice

chape and style. UNFLIG.: Cancelled. A.O.V. (7):

1. 2, Barker, lovely varieg., D.U. leading, followed
closely by Green, C.B.: 3, Wilcox, usual white
Canary, in lovely cond. ; 4, vhc, Edwards, varieg.

C.B, grand feather, nice shape and bloom ; vhc,

Fox. MULE (4): 1, Edwards, varieg. Goldie-Can.,
grand feather and qual., on small side; 2, Hexter,
good feather, nice cond.

; 3, 4, Else, Greenie-Can,
grand bloom and type. GOLDF., ETC. (6) : 1, 3,

Edwards, 2 lovely Bullies, grand shape, col. and
feather, very little between them; 2, 4, Davies,
Goldies, good shape, nice feather and cond.: vhc,

Shelton; he, Keighley. GREENF. (4): X, Fairhurst,

good col. and shape, nice body and feather; 2,

Keighley, nice shape amt size, fair col. and qual.,

very fit; 3, Hexter, nice size, good col., splendid

feather and cond. LINNET (5) : X, 2, Davis, tw’o

rare specimens, both splendidly pencilled, and in

lovely feather ; 3, Shelton, nice size, good breast,

nice head, rare feather; 4, Fairhurst. SISKIN (1):

X_ Fairhurst. nice eol. and size, very fit. A.O.V. (2) :

1, Hexter; 2, Rawer. SELL, 10s.: 1, Will Goose.
MEMBERS’ GLASSES.—NOR., YELL. (3) 1, Wilcox;

“2, 3, Horwood; 4, Smith. BUFF (6): 1, 4, Horwood ;
2, 3, Wilcox; vhc, Houseley. VARIEG.: 1 Wilcox.
UNFLIG., YELL. (6): 1, cup, Hanlth; 2. 4, Wil-
cox; 3 Lowe

;
vhc, Horwood. BUFF: 1, 2, Norwood;

3, Hexter. VARIEG. (2): 1, Smith; 2, Horwood.
YORKS., YELL. (5): 1, Bcven ; 2, Wall; 3, Lowe;
4, Barber; vhc, Hexter. BUFF (4): J, Barber; 2,
Wall; 3, Freebury; 4, Houseley. Hen (5): 1, 3,
he. Barber; 2, Wall; 4, Freebury. UNFLIGH.,
FELL. (4): 1, Lowe; 2, Wall; 3, 4, Barber. BUFF
(5): 1, 3, 4, Barber; 2, vhc. Wall. VARIEG. (5): 1,

Wall; 2, 3, Barber; 4, Lowe. CHEST, A.V. (2> : 1,

Barber; 2, Barker. C.B. (2): 1, 2, Barker. UN-
FLIG1I. (2): 1, Barker; 2, Barber. C.B., UNFLIGH.
(2): 1, Barker; 2, Barber. BORDER, YELL. (2):
1, 2, Turner. BUFF (2): 1, 2, Turner. UNFLIGH.,
YELL. (5): 1, 4, he, Turner; 2, 3, vhc, Bancroft.
BUFF (5); 1 , 4, he, cup, Turner; 2, 3, vhc, Bancroft.
MULE, A.V. (2): 1, Hexter; 2 Barber. HYBRID;
Cancelled. GOLDF. BTC. (4): 1, Howslcy ; 2, Hor-
wood; 3, Turner. GREENF., Cancelled (6). LIN-
NET (1): l, Turner. GIFT (4): 1, Barber; 2,
Smith

; 3, Hexter.

PELTON PELL C.B.S.
Thirteenth annual show. Colliery Inn, Nov. 2U

Nearly 300 birds were staged, and among them
were many birds that have done some winning in
open classes. Crests are going very strong an
Pelton, and promise to make a name for them-
selves. Considering that quite a fifth of the mem-
bers are serving their country the entry was a
grand one. The gift class for soldiers’ and sailors’,

fund realised £9 4s. fid. Mr. T. Dixon judged.
Nor. Yell.: 1, sp, Young; 2, Harrison; 3, Foster.

Buff: 1, Harrison; 2, Stanger ; 3, Bailes. Hen: 1,

Briggs; 2, 3, Basey. Yell. 1915: 1, Coates; 2, Page;
3, Bailes. Buff: 1, Briggs; 2, Stanger; 3, Lindsay.
Hen, 1915; 1, Lindsay; 2, Elliot. Nov.: 1, Young;
2, Robson; 3, Towers. Nat. Col.; 1, Stanger; 2,

York
; 3, Robson. Cinn, : 1, Coates ; 2, 3, Stanger.

Yorks. Yell.: 1, Towers; 2, Stanger. Buff: X,

Stanger; 2, .Storey. Hen: 1, 2, 3, Ward. Yell,,

19X5: X, Ward; 2, Cresswell
; 3, Stanger. Buff: 1,

Stanger; 2, 3, Cresswell. Hen: 1. Cresswell. Nov.:

1, Towers; 2, 3, Storey. Nat. Col.: 1, Storey; 2,

Cresswell. Crest: 1, Bewick; 2, Coates; 3, Stanger.
C.B. : 1, Bewick; 2, 3, Stanger. Crest or C.B. Hen:
1, 2, Bewick; 3, Foster. Crest, 1915: 1, Bewdck; 2,

Stanger; 3, Foster. C.B. : 1, 3, Foster; 2, Stanger.
Crest or C.B. Hen: X. 3, Bewick; 2, Stanger. Bord.
Yell.: 1, Elliot; 2, Young; 3, Lowerson. Buff; 1,

Lowerson; 2, 3, Towers. Yell. Hen: 1, Bates; 2,

Lowerson; 3, Robson. Buff: 1, Young; 2, BatC9;
3, Lowerson. Gr. or Foul; 1, 3, Elliot; 2, York.
Cinn..: 1, 2, Elliot. Nov.: X, Young; 2, 3, Lowerson.
Nov. Pairs: 1, Basey; 2, Robson; 3, Young. A.O.V.
Can.: 1, Stanger; 2, Bewick; 3, Towers. Mule,
Light or Varieg.: 1, 2, Boyd; 3, Foster. Dark: 1,

Stanger; 2, 3, Boyd. Linnet, H.M. : 1, Boyd; 2,

Peart; 3, Lindsay. F.M. : 1, Young; 2, Holmes;
3, Boyd. Goldf. : 1, York

; 2, Boyd; 3, Ward.
Bullf.: 1, Lindsay. Greenf.: 1, Boyd; 2. Foster;

3, Lindsay. Redpoll, etc.: 1,-3, Wilde; 2, Elliot.

Bunting: 1, Boyd; 2, Lindsay. A.O. Seed-eater 1.

Boyd; 2, Lindsay ; 3, Bailes. Hen Brit.: 1, Boyd;

2, Lindsay. Softbitl: 1, 2, Lindsay. For.: 1. Briggs;

2, M’Donald. Gift: 1, Foster; 2, Stanger; 3, Elliot.

HASTINGS AND ST. LEONARDS.
Although the war curtailed some of its usual

features, tho seventeenth annual show had no
fewer than 112 entries. By the courtesy of the

president (Mr. Frank Slack) and Mrs. Slack, the

show was held at their residence, 25, Wellmglon
Square. Mr. and Mrs. Slack were indefatigable in

their hospitality. Tea was provided. Judges,

Messrs. W. Ellis (Bexhill) and J. Stevens (Hast-

ings). Mr. F. Wraight presided at the opening.

Others present included Lady Webster, the Countess

O’lilery, Mr. and Mrs. Slack, Mrs. Kirk-Bullock, Miss
Irene Kirk-Bullock (hon. sec. and treas.), Mrs.

Wraiight, Mrs. and Miss Melville, Mr. and Mrs. Lewis

T. Weston, Mrs. Crofts, Mr. Howick (Midhurst), and
others. Mrs. Slack, who gracefully opened the show,

was presented by Miss Kirk-Bullock with a beau-

tiful basket of flowers from the committee. A vote

of thanks was carried to Mrs. Slack, and to Mr.
and Mrs. Slack for their kindness in giving the use

of their house. The president, moved a vote of

thanks to the judges, and included Miss Kirk-

Bullock. The chairman was also thanked.
Memb. Yorks. Champ—Cl. Yell. Ck. : 1, 2, Wraight;

3, c. Walker; vhc, he, Veness. Buff: 1, Veness;

2, 3, Wraight. Tkd., etc. Yell. Cl;.: 1, Veness (rnn-

ner-up Yorks. Cup); 2, Wraight; 3, Walker. Buff:

1, Wraight; 2, Sherwood. Hens, Yell.: X, Veness;

2, Wraight; 3, Walker; vhc, Sherwood. Bull': 1,

cup, 3, Veness; 2, Walker; vhe, Wraight-. Unflig.

Yell.: 1, Walker; 2, Wraight; 3, Veness. Buff: 1.

2. Veness (runner-up for Kirk-Bullock trophy best

unflig.); 3, Wraight. Nor. Champ., Cl. Buff Ck. : 1,

Miss McDonald (runner-up for Nor. Cup) ; 2, Pen-
nells. Tkd., etc.. Yell. Ck.: 1, Pennells. Buff: 1,

Miss McDonald; 2, Wraight. Hen, Yell.: 1, Miss
McDonald; 2, Pennells; 3, Olle. Buff: 1, 2, 3, Pen-
nells. Unflig Yell. : 1, 2, Pennells (winner of the
Kirk-Bullock trophy and Nor. Cup) ; 3, he, Olle

;

vhc, Miss McDonald. Buff: 1, 2, vhc, Pennells: 3,

he, c, Olle. Nov. Memb., Yorks., Tkd., etc., Buff

Ck. : 1, 2, Mrs. Slack. Hen, Yell. : 1, Mrs. Slack

(runner-up for Kirk-Bullock Nov. Yorks. Cup). Buff:

1, Mrs. Slack (cup winner). Unflig yell. : 1, Mrs.
Slack. Buff: 1, 2, 3, French; vhc, Mrs. Slack. Nor.,

Cl. Yell. Ck.: 1, Mrs. Crofts (runner-up for Irer.g

Kirk-Bullock Novice Nor. Cup): 2, Mrs. Bertram.
Buff: X, Mrs. Crofts; 2, French. Tkd., etc.. Yell.

Ck. : 1, Mrs. Crofts; 2, Mrs. Bertram. Buff: 1,

French (Nor. Nov. Cup winner)
; 2, Mrs. Crofts.

Hen, Yell.: 1, Mrs. Crofts; 2, French. Buff: 1, 2,

Mrs. Crofts; 3, Mrs. Bertram. Unflig. Yell.: 1, Mrs.
Crofts. Buff: 1, Mrs. Crofts; 2, Mrs. Norman.
Unfed: X, Miss Melville. A.O.V. Can.: 1, 2, Olle.

Goldf.: 1, spl., Relfe; 2. Mrs. Crofts; 3, Howick;
vhc, Mrs. Norman. Bullf.; 1, Mrs. Bertram. Lin
net, etc.: 1, 3, Mrs. Crofts; 2, Howick. A.O. Small
Hard-bill: X, 2, Relfe. Mule or Hyb.: 1, 2, 3, Howick
(winner of British Cup and trophy best Hybrid):
vhc, he, c, Mrs. Crofts. For., Small: 1, Mrs.
Bertram. Team of Four Nor.: X, E. Olle; 2, H.
Pennells

; 3, Miss McDonald. Pair Nor. ; 1, 3, vbc,

Mrs. Crofts; 2, H. Pennells; he, Mrs. Norman.
Yorks. Pairs; 1, Miss B. McDonald. A.O. Pairs: 1,

2, Lady Webster (winner of Foreign Bird Cup pre-

sented by Rev. J. M. Paterson). Sell., Yorks, nen :

1, Miss McDonald. Other special winners were
Relfe and Pennells. Donors of special prizes in-

cluded Mrs. Crofts. Mrs. Bertram. Mrs. and Miss
1 Kirk-Bullock, Mr. Howick, Mr. Wraight, and Mrs.

’ M. M. Greengrass.—Irene Kirk-Bullock, Hon. Sec,

and Treas.

> Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

,
sprinkled with KEATING’S POWDER, especially

when hena are sitting. Don’t forget to do this jus*

|
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the/

• Mite, Kills all insect3. Harmless to everythin'
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QUEEN’S PARK (Glasgow).
7th annual show, Doc. 4, Victoria Halt, Crosshill,

a very comfortable one for the purpose, roomy au<l

free from draughts. Birds were well staged' all

round the four side*, with a tier up the centre, as

this enterprising body of fanciers know how to do

it
;
and right well were they pleased with this, their

record show, .SOU birds facing the judges, and quality

was a leading feature. Norwich were the superior

lot. Vfe wore pleased to see marked improvement m
British in quality, as well as quantity. Borders

also showed un improvement und were wonderfully

well staged. Yorks, were a capital lot, many of

them could win anywhere, Pres. Ucggie scoring well

1st and Und in every class, also securing principal

honours with his .Hybrids. Tire officials were a

lot of hard workers, looking well alter the exhibits,

und none did more than the See., Mr. A. K. Hunter,

und all honour and praise rest with him. This is

his Urst year of holding this position, and every-

thing was ilist-rato. He was ably supported by such

capable and well known fanciers as Pres. It. Heggie,

Vicc-Pres. It. B. Cairns and A. Eorrman ;
Commit-

tee, Messrs. K. Jeffrey, It. Hamilton, A. Steel, J.

•Fulton, W. McClymont, VV. Connelly, J. It. Steel, W.
Steel, ami It. Galbraith, A. W. Naismith and M.

Stewart, who alt worked with great harmony. The
uliow was well patronised and sales were good. The
<iirineipal special winners were: Rose bowl, best Nor.,

S.P.C. medal, also gold medal best young bird, it.

X!. Cairns; Pros., It. Heggie secured rose bowl best

Yorks, special best bird in hall, also gold modal 2nd
best young bird, rose howl best Mule. R. Heggie

•special best British went to A. Steel. Judges: Nor.,

Mr. John Holmes Edinburgh), and Mr. li. Barron

(Glasgow); Yorks., Mr. J. F. Park (Glasgow). Mr.

A. H. McLean the remainder.

NOR. OLD BIRDS, CL. YliLL. CK.: 1, Stewart,

grand head, neck and front, capital qua!, and col.,

rare size, neat flights; 2, Jeffrey, rare size and subs.,

fine head, neck and flights; 3, Colley, close up, ex-

cellent qual. and coi., line lobby body, good head; 4,

Kerr; 6, Cairns; 0, Hamilton. BUFF: 1, Hamilton,

rare size, line head, neck and front, nicely mealed,

shade rough ; 2, 6, 7, Colley, 2nd grand head, neek,

and subs, of body, capital qual. and col., well

frosted, line short wings, many preferred 3, Kerr,

grand stamp, Due bead, neck a.ml front; 4, Naismith;

0, Fulton. CL. YELL. HEN: 1, Young, rare size

und subs., good head, qual. and col. ; 2,

Miller, tkd. head, fine size, head and neck, shade
rough; 3, Jeffrey, good size, line head, qual. and
col.; 4, Fulton

; 5, Naismith; 0, Stewart; 7, Colley.

BUFF: 1, S.P.C. medal,, Cairns, grand size and subs..

Tare round head, thick neck, capital qual. col. and
cond.

; 2, Colley, all there for type, close up, lovely

qual. and col., shade narrow in entrance; 3, Jeffrey,

better head, nice cobby shape, good qual., col., cond.,

not much between these three; 4, 5, Ilalliday
; 6,

Millar; 7, McLuskie. VARIEG. YELD- CK.: 1, 5,

Hamilton, right eye and wing rnkd., great size, very

flue qual. and co!.; 2, Naismith, head rnkd., fine

cobby body, nice qual., neat flights ; 3, Hunter, good
size, fine qual. and col.; 4, Fulton. BUFF: 1, Kerr,

splendid size and qual., fine head and neck, capital

qual., known face; 2, Colley, fine stamp, extra qual.

and eol. ; 3, Stewart, good size and subs., fine qual.

;

4, spl, Cairns ; 5, Hamilton ; 6, 7; Miller. VARIEG.
YELL. HEN: 1, Jeffrey not the biggest, but nice

shape, splendid qual. and coi. ; 2, Stewart, fine head,

neck and front, nice qual. and col.; 3, Knox, head
and wing rnkd., fine qual. and col., fails in head;
4, C, Hamilton; 5, Naismith; 7, Hunter. BUFF: 1,

Cairns, neek and wing rnkd., rare size, fine head,

neck ' and subs., good wings, nicely mealed; 2,

Ktew.-trt, good size and subs., fine head and qual.

;

3, Connelly, fine short cobby body, good head, qual.

and flights; 4, Gilmour; 5. Holliday; 6, 7, Young.
NON-FED CK. : 1, Naismith, cl. yell., rare size,

shape and qual., neat wings; 2, A. Steel, var. buff,

littlo narrow in entrance, fine size, shape and qual.;

3, Stewart, cl. yell., fine head, qual. and size; 4,

Hamilton; 5, Gilmour; 6, Holliday. HEN: 1, Kerr,

rare size and shape, extra good qual., fine short body
and flights, grand stamp; 2, 6, Colley, 2nd rattling

good, short and cobby cl. buff, capital qual.
; 3,

Stew art, cl buff, grand size and qual., presses ; 4,

Young; 5, A. Steel; 7, Bryson. YOUNG BIRDS,
NON-FED CK. : 1, 2, Foreman, both fine size, shape
and qual. HEN : 1, Foreman, cl. buff, good size,

nice head, could do with more subs. ; 2, Percy,

shade smaller, fine qual., short flights. CL. YELL.
CK. : 1, Cairns, grand one, tkd. head, rare size, fine

head, neck and deep front, splendid qual. and col.,

nice short flights and tail; 2, Black, close up, shade
smaller and paler in col., rare round head, extra
good qual., fine short body, flights and tail, well

known, in grand company; 3, 4, Colley, 3rd fme
stamp, good head, neck, size and qual.; 5, Knox;
t, Jeffrey ; 7, Fulton, grand class. BUFF : 1, 3,

Cairns, i and 2 spl, topper, rare size, bold head
and front, full neck, capital qual. and col., fine

short body, flights and tail, could w>in in open
classes, 3rd scarcely so bold head, fine qual.; 2,

Knox, rare qual., fine short cobby body, good head,
behind size only; 4, Colley; 5, Fuiton; C, Jeffrey; 7,

Hamilton. CL. YELL. HEN : 1, claimed at catalogue
price, £5 5s., Stewart, grand head,, neck and deep
front, A1 qual. and col.; 2, Percy, good size and
subs., fine qual., neat flights ; 3, Kerr, close up,

capital qual., fine short body and flights; 4, Knox;
5, 6, Cairns; 7, Holliday. BUFF: 1, Cairns, tkd.

(head, fine short cobby body and flights, capital

qual. and col. ; 2, Black, right type, Al qual., coi.,

and sheen ; 3, Stewart, grizzle head, fine qual., shade
long in body; 4, Fulton; 5, 6, Miller; 7, Knox.
VARIEG. YELL. CK. : 1, 3. Cairns, 1st rare size, rich

col. and qual., fine head and front, 3rd saddle
amkd., good bold front, shade long behind

; 4, Bryson

;

4>, Gilmour. BUFF: 1, Stewart, almost green, rare
size, fine head and neck, short body and flights ; 2,

Hamilton, fine size and subs. ; 3, 5, Cairns, 3rd good
head and subs.

; 4, Connelly; 6, Ross; 7. Black, HEN

:

1, Jeffrey, head and right wing rnkd., good size,

capital qual. and col. ; 2, Hardie, right wing rnkd.,

fine size and qual. ; 3, Black, nice size and qual. ;

4, Fulton; 5, Cairns; 6, Bryson. BUFF: 1, Colley,
almost green, fine size, shape and qua!., claimed;
2, 4, Fulton, 2nd fine qual., fails head; 3, Connelly,
Better size, subs, and head, fine qual.; 5, Hunter; 6,

Jeffrey; 7, McLuskie. OLD BORD. CL. YELL.: 1.

4. Thomson, 1st capital qual., col. and cond., finely

rounded head and body; 2, 3, Briggs, rare qual. and
col., inclines to drop wing. Srd^ fine qual., col., cond.
and flights; 5, Jeffrey. BUFF: 1, Thomson, sweet
shape and qual., splendid wing carr., correct weight;
2, 3. Briggs, 2nd bolder in body, capital qual., tight
In feather, well-braced wings. 3rd fine one for shape
and qual.; 4. Jeffrey. A.O.V.: 1, 4, 5, Jeffrey, 1st
Cinn, fine shape and wing carr., pale in col. ; 2, fi,

A. Steel, 2nd green, rare sound rich col., well laced'

weight and wing carr., we liked ; 3,

var., fine shape, qual., wing carr. ; 7,

G BORD, Cl,. YELL.: 1, 2. .Thomson,
., flights and tail, BUFF: J, Thom-
s qual., neat shape and flights.
Trev. cinn., sweetly made, fine col..

cond. and wing carr.; 2, Thomson, yell, var., correct
weight and shape, lovely col. and qual.; 8, Knox,
yell .var., fine make, rough in feather. OLD YORKS.
CL. YELL. CK.: 1, 2, 3, 5, Heggie, 1st hot col., rare

qual., wonderful length, line pos., 2nd equal length
and qual., paler col., 3rd fine length und qual.,

crosses at times; 4, Peters; 6, 7, Ross. BUFF:
I, 2, 4, Heggie, 1st grent length, capital qual., tight

in feather, stands well up on good legs, 2nd shade
faulty in flights, otherwise good ; 3, 5, Ross, 3rd
same fault, nice qual. and length. CL. YELL. HEN :

J, 2, 4, 6, Heggie, 1st und 2nd hard to separate, both
grand length, qual. und wings, fine pos. ;

3,' VV. Steel,

lino length and pos., nice qual.
;

<i, McLellan. CL.
BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Heggie, all fine slim type, good
length and qual.; 4, Ross. VARIEG. (fi) : All honours
Heggie, grand team. YOUNG YORKS, CK.: 1, 2, 3,

5, (i, Heggie, fine length, qual., col. and well put
down: 4, W. Steel; 7, Peters. HEN: 1, spl 2 3
lleggio yell., rare length, qual. and pos., fine smooth
front, 2nd capital qual. and pos., grandly laid wings,

3rd cap-mkd. huff, close up; 4, W. Steel; 5, Wilson;
0, Peters. A.O.V.: 1, 2, 5, W. Steel, 1st arid 2nd
cinn. Nor., fine size, shape and col., good cond.; 3,

E. Steel, hull green Nor., fine head, neck and body,
well-laced hack; 4, Foreman. NOV. CAN.: 1. 3,

Robertson, 1st yell. var. Nor., hot col., fine size

and subs., good- head, 3rd cl. buff, good size, and
shape, neat flights; 2, 6, Smith, 2nd cl. huff, close
up, fine «ize and type, good head ; 4, McLellan ; 6,

Hardie; 7, Lees. NOV. 1915: 1, 2, Urquhart, 1st

cl. buff Nor., rare qual., col. and cond., fine head,
2nd cl. yell., grand stamp, fine eol. and cond., both
a credit; 3, 7, Hardie, 3rd nice size, col. and cond.:

4, Smith; 5, McLellan: C, Ross. LIGHT MULES:
1, 2, 3, 4, Heggie, 1st cl. Greenf., well known, still

going strong, takes spl. best bird. 2nd same cross,

rnkd. on peck, 3rd almost even rnkd. Goldf., 4th var.

Goldf., fine quartette. DARK : 1, 2, 3, Heggie, 1st

Greenf., grand size, shape, col., and qual., 2nd Siskin,

big one, fine col., 3rd Goldf., rare size and col.,

rich face; 4, Colley, Goldf., close up, hot col.; 5,

A. Steel; 6, Miller. HYB.: 1, Heggie, well-known
Greenf.-Chaff, grand size, shape and eond., shows
cross well; 2, E. Steel, Greenf.-Bullf., fine size, shape
and col., rare cond., well staged; 3, McGavin. Linnet-
Greenf., sober col., good size and shape. MULE OR
HYB., 1915: 1, McGavin, jonque Goldf .-Can. ; 2, 3

J. R. Steel, same cross, fine order. LINNET: 1,

spl. best Brit., A. Steel, grand size, shape, and cond.,

fine col., well laced front, good flights, wins
; 2,

Heggie, behind size only, rare col., better laced
front, rich back, good whites ; 3. Hamilton, nice

F. -I.L, good size, shape and col., finely laced front,

will improve; 4, 7, McGavin; 5, E. Steel; 0, G.

Smith. GOLDF. OR BULLF. : 1, J. R. Steel, Goldf.,

rare size and shape, fine big square-cut face, good
tans and flights; 2, McGavin, Bulif., grand size and
shape, good cap and bars, pale col.

; 3. Bryson,
Goldf.. rare rich face of good width, fine size, shape,
good tanning; 4, 7, McClymont; 5, McLellan; C,

R. Hamilton. SISKIN, &c. : 1, 3, A. Steel, 1st sweet
little Siskin, fine shape, good cap, well-laced flanks,

3rd fine hot col. Twite, well-laced breast, good size,

shape and flights; 2, E. Steel, Lesser 'Poll, grand
size and cobby shape, neat bib, nicely laced

; 4, 5,

McGavin,; 6, Smith; 7, E. Steel. GREENF.: 1, 3,

McGavin, both grand size and shape, bold heads,
rare rich flights and tails ; 2, 7, McClymont, fine

yell, bold head and front, capital qual. and col.,

good flights, close up ; 4, 6, A. Steel : 6, Smith.
BRAMBLE OR CHAFF: 1, E. Steel, Chaff., rare col.,

fine size and shape, good head and whites ; 2, Knox,
Bramble, hot col,, fine size, shape and cond., grand
hood, close up ; 3, 4. McGavin ; 5, Connelly ; 6,

McClymont. LARGE BRIT.: 1, Connelly, Hawfinch,
fine size and shape, good ,col. and bib, steady ; 2.

McGavin, Hawfinch, better size, scarcely so good
col., fine bib and cond., bit restless. HEN: 1. 2,

McGavin, 1st Chaff., 2nd Bulif.; 3, Knox, Yellow
Bunting; 4, 7, Steel; 5, Smith; 6, McClymont.
SMALL: 1, Connelly, fine col. Yellow Bunting, good
size, shape and markings; 2, E. Steel. FOR.: 1,

Ross, Goldf., good size, shape, pure in whites, rare
rich square-cut face. A.O.V. FOR.: 1, McLellan,
fine pair of Budgerigars

; 2, Ross. OPEN CLASSES.
NOR. YELL. CK. A.V.: 1, Stewart, cl., fine size,

qual. and eol., rare head, neck and front, well-laid
flights ; 2, Maxwell, cl., close up. fine head, gieck,

and front, rare qual. and eol. : 3, Barron, neck mkd.,
good qual, col., fine head, front, typical

; 4, Naismith
;

6, Hawkie; 5, Johnstone. HEN: 1, Hutchinson, rare
size and type, fine head, neck and deep front, good
qual., fine short flights: 2, Kerr, cl., grand stamp,
grand head, neek and front, fine qual. ; 3, Stewart,
yell, var., non-fed, fine size and shape, good head
and front, capital qual.; 4, Jeffrey; 5, Barron; C,

Hawkie; 7, Johnstone. BUFF CK.: 1, 5, Barron,
1st almost green, rare size and subs., good head
and neck, fine qual. ; 2, Kerr, var., fine size and
qual.. good head; 3, Johnstone, rare qual. and col.;

4, Findlay: 6, Maxwell; 7, Hawkie. HEN: 1,

Cairns, neck a.nd wing mkd., rare size, shape and
qual., short flights; 2, Maxwell, grizzle head, known
winner, rare size and front, capital qual.

; 3, Barron,
cl., fine size and shape, good head : 4, Crawford ; 6,

Johnstone. UNFLIG. YELL. CK.: 1, 4, Cairns,
grand stamp, rare size, fine head, neck and front,

A1 qual., col. and cond., wins; 2, Black, shade
smaller, fine head, nock and front, capital qual., fine

short feather, neat flights, close up; 3. 5, Barron,
3rd fine head and subs. ; 6, McLean ; 7, Maxwell.
HEN : 1, Lawson amd Sons, fine head and front,
good size, qual. and col. ; 2, Cairns, fine type, qual.

and col.; 3, Hutchison, cl. sweet shape, qual. and
col.; 4, Johnstone. BUFF CK. : 1, Cairns, wins spl.

best Nor., rare size, bold head and front, fine qual,
and co!.; 2. McLean, nice stamp, good head, neck
and front; 3, 7, Barron, 3rd el., fine qual. and col.;

4, Houston : 5, C, Lawson and Sons. HEN : 1, Craw'-
ford, grand head, neck and front, good size, qual.,

col. and cond. : 2, Lawson and Sons, fine type, well
mealed, good flights; 3, Houston, fine size, shape
and qual., close up; 4, Maxwell; 5, Cairns; C,

Hawkie. YORKS. CL. YELL. CK. : 1, 2, 3, Heggie,
rare team for length, qual., col., pos., and well-

braced wings, hard to beat; 4, Priest; 5, Martin.
BUFF: 1, 2, 3, Heggie, 1st sp. great length, fine

and straight, extra qual., well frosted, 2nd rare
length and pos., shade rough; 3. Pinnoek, grand
length and qual., smooth front, fine pos. and style,

might have gone up a peg; 4, Martin. CL. YELL.
HEN: 1. 2, 4, Heggie, grand, lot, fine length and
qual; 3, Steel, grand length and qual., rare wings,
behind col. only; 5, McLellan. BUFF: 1, 2, 5.

Heggie, 1st fine length and qual., shade rough, 2nd
wo preferred, capital qua!,, tight in feather, rare
length; 3. Gibb, we liked for 2nd, fine slim type,
grand qual., well-laid wings; 4, Cray; 6, Priest.
VARIEG. UK.. 1, 2, Heggie; 3, Priest; 4. Gibb.
HEN: 1. 2, Heggie; 3, Pinnoek; 4, Gray. UNFLIG.
YELL. CK.: I, 2, 3, Heggie, 1st buff var., 2nd buff
var., 3rd yell. var. three grand youngsters: 4, C,

Pinnoek; 5. Gray; 7, Priest. BUFF: 1, 2, Heggie,
1st clear, 2nd inkd. wing; 3, spl, W. Steel: 4, Gibb.
HEN : 1, 2, 8, Heggie, grand team, hard to beat; 4 5,

Findlay; 6, Pinnoek; 7, Priest, hot class.

OLD SHILDON C.B.S.
Annual Show, Dec. 4, Workmen's Institute. The

room is one of the finest we have seen, being lofty,

free from draught, arid well lighted. We were
sorry to see no few exhibits, aa every comfort for
the birds was well looked to. Wo think if the
allow had ibeen better advertised it would have been
a greater success. Many of the classes were can-
celled owing to short entries. Dr. Wilson put down
a line team of Mul-cs and Britishers, and had a
good day. Mr. Ainsworth was an ideal acc., and
was well hacked up by a hard working committee.
Mr. W. Mundelt, Bradford, judged.
NOR. UNFLIG. (7): 1, Briggs, huff, Yariog.,

good head amt chest, full of qual., short and cobby;
2, Stanger, cl. yell., lovely feather, rich cob, short
wings, nicely placed

; 3, Mason and Sanderson, buff

head and chest, boxy feather; vhc. Bailee and Rob;,,
son; be, c, Jeffries. NOV. HEN: 1, Jeffries, buff,

good head and neck, clean chest, lovely leather,
nice abort wings and tail

; 2, Briggs, yell., short
and cobby, good head, nice qual., rich col.; 3, he,
Hornsby ; 3, buff, rich col., good head, nice com-
pact wings; vhc, Ilaiies and Robson

; c, Crowther.
YORKS. UNFLIG. (8): 1, 2, Wearmouth & Hodgson,
1, buff, check mkd., a geih, lovely qual., poa. Al,
good head; 2, yellow, not so large, rich level cob,
very typical, neat, round head ; 3, Crcsweli, buff,
looking thick when we saw it; vhc. Potter; he,
Crowther. SELL. 15s. (8) : 1, Richardson

; 2, Mc-
Naughton ; 8, Crowther; vhc, Orton; lie, Cook and
Hood; c, Jeffries. 10s. (10): 1, Orton; 2, Stanger;
3, Hughill

;
vhc, Richardson; lie, Bradley; c, Wilcock.

SELL, Mule or Brit. (8) : 1, Hobson and ltobinson
;

2, Rowlandson; 3, Wright; vhc, Todd; he, c, Foster.
LINNET (9): 1, 2, Wright, 1, rich coi., nicely pent1

.,

rare size very steady
; 2, lovely col. and pencilling,

not so large; 3, Pegg, steady, nicely inkd., not so
rich in col.; vhc, Dr, Wilson; he, Gray; c, Stanger.
GOLDF, OR BULLF. (8): 1, c, Dr. Wilson, Bullie,
good head, rich cob, nice bars, in the pink; 2,
Wright, Goldie, nice square blaze, good bars und
button, rich cob; .3, Rutherford, Bullie, good head
and bars, not so rich in, cob; vhc, Hunter; he,
Wilson. SISKIN, ETC. (9).: 1, Foster, Redpoll, in
the pink of cond.; 2, Cresswell, Twite, nicely pen-
cilled, rich col., -a bit thick when we saw it ; 3, c,
Nicholson; 5, Redpoll, very smart; vhc, Dr. Wilson;
he, Wright. A.O. Seadeater (C) : 1, Dr. Wilson,
Meadow Bunting, in the pink of eond.

; 2, 4, vhc,
Wright, Hawfinch, good head and bib, rich col.

; 3,
Nicholson, Chaffinch, rich col., nice whites, cond.
Al

; he, Wilcock; c, 11. A. Wilson. MULE OR
HYB. (7): 1, 2, Dr. Wilson, 1, Redpoll-Bullf in
the Npink of cond.; 2, Greenie-Chaff., cond. Al, on
the small side; 3, Stanger, yell. Greenf.-Can.

; vhc,
c, Rev. Appleton

;
he, Rowlandson. YORKS. (8) : 1,

'

vhc, Warrington; 2, c, Stothard
; 3, Gray; he, Allen.

WALLSEND (Mid-Tyne) C.B.A.
Eleventh annual members’ 6how, Co-operative

Hall, Nov. 6; an ideal hall for a show, good size,
and free from draughts. Entries were nearly 500,
and staging was all one could desire, every bird
could be seen at a g!»uce. Norwich were of good
quality, also Yorks, and Borders, and in British
classes some well-known winners were staged. Mr.
G. Greenwell, the worthy sec., is the right man
in the right place

; he controls matters capitally,
and works like a Trojan. Stewards who officiated
in a most practical and praiseworthy manner were
Messrs. L. Simpson, T. Messenger, G. Coachman,
J. Watson, P^. McDougall, B. Wilson, H. Fleck. T.
Parker, J. Roy, J. White. All kept top-side of their
work. Our worthy President, Cob E. N. Pinkney,
is in France, and could not visit our show this
year. Competition was very keen. Judging was
over in good time, prize cards displayed promptly,
and everything went well before a record attend-
ance. Mr. A. Affeck won President's cup for best
young bird with a yellow green Border, also special
best green Border, and will be heard of later. He
is only a novice, meeting all the champions. Mr.
G. Couehman won R. I. Dee’s cup with three nomi-
nated birds with two lsts and 2nd, Goldfinch,
Bramblefinch, and Chaffinch, well known winners.
Mr. J. Johnson, the well known green Border fan-
cier, won Percy Hood's cup for most points with
a total of 145 points. This is the third year in

succession. He also won the Border Fancy medal
with a green Border hen. Messrs, G. Dobinson,
Seaton Delaval

;
W. Thomson, Newton Grange ; and

C. Waters judged, and their awards were well re-

ceived. The show was a great success. Twelve
birds were sold for the benefit of Red Cross Fund,
and brought £2 17s.

NOR., CL. YELL. (13): 1, vhc, Morrison; 2, Hun-
ter

; 3, Fleck ; 4, c, McKay ; he, Fleck. BUFF (12)

:

1, Hunter; 2, MeKie; 3, Watson; 4, Fleck; vhc,
Scott; he, c, McKay. YELL., TKD. OR MKD. (4):
1, Morrison; 2, Watson; 3, 4, Mathevvson. BUFF
(14): 1, 2, McKay; 3, McGinn; 4, Morrison; vhc,
Malia; he, Maddison; c, Kindness. HEN., YELL.,
CLR. TKD. OR VARIEG. (15): 1, he, Morrison;
2, Hunter; 3, 4, McGinn; vhc, Couehman; c,

Mathewson. BUFF (15) : 1, McGinn
; 2, Mathew-

son
; 3, Fleck; 4, Morrison; vhc, McKay; he. Couch-

man; c, Scott. MKD. UNFLIG. (10): I, Watson;
2, Mathewson; 3, McKay; 4, Fleck; vhc, ho, Mor-
rison; c, Scott. BUFF, TKD. OR Y'ARIEG..
UNFLIG. (17): 1, Fleck; 2, vhe, McKay; 3, Curry;
4, McKie

;
he, Morrison ; c, Hutchinson. HEN,

YELL. (14) : 1, 2, Mathewson
; 3, Hutchinson ; 4,

vhc, McKay; he, Morrison; c. Curry. BUFF (10):
1, Scott; 2, Hutchinson; 3, Morrison; 4, Watson;
vhc, McKay; he, Mathewson; c, Fleck. NAT. COL.
(8): 1, Anderson; 2, Greenwell; 3, Wflson; 4,
Kindness; vhc, McGinn; he, Anderson; c, Scott.
CREST (5) : 1, 4, Morrison

; 2, Hutchinson
; 3, Law-

son ; vhc, Rushton. C.B. (5) : 1, vhc, Hutchinson

;

2. Morrison
; 3, Rushton

; 4, Lawson. CREST,
UNFLIG. (3) : 1, 2, Rushton : 3, Lawson. C.B. (G)

:

1. Lawson: 2, Hutchinson; 3, Rushton; 4, vhc, he,
Wilson. CINN. NOR. (4): 1, 2, Coutts; 3, Roy;
4. Heslop. YELL., UNFLIG. (3): 1, Heslop

;

2,

‘

3 ,

Roy. BUFF (3): 1 , 3, Heslop: 2, Rov. FOUL (2):
1. Kindness; 2, Itoy. YORKS., YELL., CL. OR
MKD. (5): 1. 3, 4. Deighton

; 2, R. Studholme; vhc,
W. Studholme. BUFF (G) : 1, 2, Deighton

; 3, W.
Studholme; 4, Jackson ; vhc, Seal; ho, R. Studholme.
HEN (5): 1, 2, vhc, Deighton; 3, R. Studholme; 4,
W. Studholme. YELL., UNFLIG. (3): 1, Deighton;
2,, R. Studholme; 3, McNeil. BUFF (G) : 1, Seal;
2, 3, lie, Deighton; vhc, R. Studholme; h, W.
holme; lie, McNeil. HEN, UNFLIG. (8): 1, 4, Seal;
2, 3. he, Deighton; vhc, II. Studholme; he, W.
Studholme. NAT. COL. (8): 1. 2, 3. 4. vhc, he,
Seal; c, Maddison. BORD., YELL. CL. OR MKD.
(G) : 1, Anderson; 2, A. Affleck; 3, W. Smith: 4,

Bevor; vhc, McDougall; he, Couehman. D-UFF
(1G) : 1 , Espie; 2, Render; S, McDougall; 4, he,
Johnson; vhc, Wilson; e, Bevor. HEN, YELL..
CL., ETC. (5): 1, A, Affleck; 2, Johnson: 3. T.

Smith: 4, Greenwell; she. W. Smith. BUFF (9):
J, Espie; 2, T. Smith; 3, Render; 4. he, Bevor;
vhc, Stephenson; c, Couehman. CL., ETC., Y'ELL.,
UNFLIG. (8): 1, Johnson; 2, W. Smith; 3, 4, Ilevor;
vhc, T, Smith; lie, c, Anderson. BUFF (8): 1, vhc,
Johnson; 2, 4, Bevor; 8, Parker; he, Anderson; c,

T. Smith. HEN, YELL.. ETC.. UNFLIG. (0): John-

son; 2, 4, Bevor; 8, Greenwell; vhc, Parker; he,
Blakey. BUFF (18): I, Bevor; 2, Greenwell; 3.
Johnson; 4, Wilson; vhc, A. Affleck; he, iilakey; c.

Parker. GREEN YELL. (6): 1, W. Affleck; 2, vhc,
Johnson; 3, Parker; 4, he, Greenwell. BUFF (8): 1,

vhc, Johnson; 2, 4, W. Affleck; 3, Greenwell; he,
Couehman; c, Parker. GREEN, HEN (8): I, vhc,
Johnson; 2, 3, Greenwell; 4, W. Affleck; he, Ren-
der; c, Blakey. GR. YELL., UNFLIG. (10): I, best
bird in sliow, A. Affleck

; 2, Johnson
; 3, Blakey

;

4, Render; vhc. Blakey; he, Parker; c, Greenwell.
BUFF (li) : 1, Greenwell; 2, 3, Johnson; 4, Render;
vhc, Blakey; he, Doughty. UR., HEN (12): 1, 3,

Johnson, Border Fancy inedal winner; 2, Espie; 4,

Parker; vlic, A. Affleck; he. Render; c, Blakey.
CINN. YELL. (7): 1, Stephenson; 2, McDougall; 3,

W. Smith; 4, Parker; vhc, Doughty; he, Johnson;
c, Espie. BUFF (5): 1, Stephenson; 2, McDougall;
3, Johnson; 4, Parker; vhc, W. Smith. LIZ., GOLD
(3): 1, 2, 3, Heslop. SILVER (3): 1, 2, 3, Heslop.
A.O.V (2): ). Kindness; 2, Roy. MULE (4): 1,

MeKie; 3, Mathewson
; 4, Jackson. MULE (4): 1,

Johnson; 2, Scott; 3, 4, Couehman. MULE,
UNFLIG. (G): 1, Fleck; 2, 3, Scott; 4, Simpson and
Messenger

; vhc, Couehman ; he, Greenwell. GOLDF.
(9): 1 , Couehman; 2, Scott; 3, Johnson; 4, McGinn;
vhc, Greenwell; he, Masterman; c, Masterman.
BULL!-’. (2): 1, Scott; 2, Dixon. GREENF. (12):

1, 4, Johnson; 2, Simpson and Messenger; 3, c,

Scott
;
vhc, Anderson

; he, Greenwell. BRAMBLEF.
OR CHAFFINCH (C): 1. 2, Couehman; 3, Scott; 4.

Bevor; vhc, Simpson and Messenger; be, Heslop.
LINNET, H.M. (9): 1, Muse, Newcastle winner; 2,

Couehman; 3, Hutchinson; 4, Fleck; vhc, Johnson;
he, Simpson and Messenger

;
c, Masterman. F.M.

(8): 3, c, Masterman; 2, he, Simpson and Messen-
ger; 3, Parker; 4, Stephenson; vhc, Fleck; c, Mas-
terman: SISKIN, ETC. (14): 1, Greenwell, Siskin;

2, 3, Johnson, Mealy Redpoll and Lesser Redpoll

;

4, Simpson and Messenger, Twite; vhc. Fleck, Sis-

kin ; he, Simpson and Messenger, Redpoll
;

c, Ste-

phenson, Siskin. A.O.V. FINCH OR BUNTING (2):

1, Simpson and Messenger, Yellow hammer ; 2, Wil-
son, Corn Bunting. SOFTBILL: 1, Wilson. FOR.:
1, McQuillan, Parrot.

DUMBARTON C.B.C.
2nd annual show Nov. C, in Lesser Room of Burgh

Hall, -with a fair, turn-out of Canaries and British,

birds. Judges, Mr. Peter Pettegrew and Mr. John
Adams, who gave every satisfaction.

YOUNG BIRDS.—Nor. Yeli. Ck. : 1, Davidson; 2,

Campbell; 3, McMartin. Buff: 1. Meikle; 2, Ritchie.
Var. Ck.: 1, Meikle; 2, McMartin; 3, Davidson.
Yell. Hen: 1, Davidson; 2, McNeil; 3, Ritchie. \

7
ar.

Hen: 1, Ritchie. Crest: 1. Abraham; 2, Ritchie.

C.B.: t, Abraham: 2, Ritchie. Bord. Veil. Ck. : 1,

Campbell: 2, McGown. Buff: 1, Campbell ; 2, Me-.

Martin. Y'ar. Ck.: 1, Campbell; 2, McMartin. Yell.

Hen: 1, Campbell. Y'ar.: 1, Campbell. Buff: 1, Mc-
Gown: 2, McMartin; 3. Campliell. Yorks. : 1, 3,

McNeil ; 2, MeColl ; 4. McIntosh. Hen : 1, McColl.
Mule or Hyb. : 1, 2, Mellon. OLD BIP.DS^—Nor.
Yell. Ck. : 1, Meikle; 2, John Ritchie; 3, Jas. Ritchie.

Buff: 1, McNeil; 2, Meikle; 3. Jas. Ritchie. Y’ar.

Ck. : I, Meikle; 2. Jas. Ritchie; 3, Campbell. Yell.

Hen: 1, Jas. Ritchie; 2, YV. Davidson; 3,. John
Ritchie. Buff: 1, 2, Jas. Ritchie; 3, McNeil. Var.:

1, Meikle; 2, Davidson; 3, Rafferty. Crest: 1, 2,

John Ritchie; 3, Abraham. C.B. : 1. 2, Ritchie; 3,

Abraham. Bord.. Yell. Ck.: 1, Campbell. Buff Ck.

:

1 . McMartin. Y'ar.: 1, McGown. Buff Hen: Mc-
Gown. Y'ar.: McGown. Y’orks. : 1, McColl; 2, John
Ritchie; 3, McNeil. Hen: 1, 2, McColl; 3, John
Ritchie. Mule: 1 ,

Trotter; 2, 3, McGown. Sell.: 1.

Campbell. Goldf.: X, Jas. Ritchie; 2, Mellon; 3,

Trotter. Bulif.: 1, Rafferty; 2, Campbell. Linnet:

1, Gibson; 2, 3, Trotter. Greenf.: 1, Mellon; 2,

Trotter. Siskin: 1, Trotter. Mealy Redpoll ot

Twite: 1, Trotter; 2, Mellon. Lesser: 1, Mellon; 2.

Trotter; 3, Hannah. Chaffinch or Bramblef. : 1, 2.

Trotter. Softbill: McKirdy. Hen: 1, 3, Mellon; 2,

McKirdy. A.V.: 1, Trotter. For.: 1, McKirdy; 2,

Currie. Winners of specials: Abraham (2), Camp-
bell (3), Jas. Ritchie (2). Meikle (I), McNeil (11,

Trotter (2), Hannah (1), Mellon (1).—J. Currie, Sec.

SHEFFIELD C.B.S.
Annual members’ show, Nov. 27, Foresters’ Hall,

he entry was good, and the birds in all sections

ould require some heating. Several birds found

?w homes. Mr. P. Mason judged. Various specials

ere given in addition to the cups. Messrs. B:ng-

am Howarth, and J. Woolhouse made excellent

rewards, and Mr. A. Hobson carried out the seere-

iria! duties with his usual ability. Cup-winners:

hamp. Yorks.. Bingham and Furness ;
Nov.. Yorks.,

Fretwell. and spl. for most points in Y'orkshiro

actions ;
Champ. Nor., A. H. YVaters, which now

eooines his property, also spl. for most points in

orwich sections, and best Canary in show ;
Nov.

or T. T. Gears, and spl. best Noyice Nor.;

riti’sb L. Fallding, which now becomes his pro-

erty, having been won three times, and spl. best

hc
; F. Gregorv, spl. best champ. Y'orks. ;

P. Walsh,

ith his well-known Greenf., secured spl. best Hard-

ill ;
and F. Boarder, spl. best Softbill, with a lovely

faxwing in fine condition.

Champ. Yorks.. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, 2. 4, Bingham

nd Furness; 3, Gregory; vhc, c, Jones. Buff: 3.

he he, Pickering ; 2, 4, Bingham and Furness ; 4,

Champion; vhc. he, Pickering. Mkd.: 1. 3, Jones;

Bingham and Furness; 4, c, Champion; vhc. he,

ickering. Yell. Hen: 1. 2. 4, Bingham and Furness;

vhc, Pickering; he. Drabble; c, Gregory. Buff:

sp. Gregory; 2, 4, lie, Bingham and Furness;

lie, Champion; c Jones. Nov., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.:

sp., Fretwell; 2, 3, he, Bagshaw; 4, vhc, Howarth.

uff- 1, 3, he, Bagshaw; 2, Fretwell; 4, Scott; vhc,

Williams. Mkd.: 1, S. vhc, Fretwell; 2, he,

owarth; 4. Williams. Y'ell. Hen: 1, 3 .
Howarth;

Williams; 4, Fretwell; vhc, Bagshaw. Buff: 1, 2,

retwell ; 3, Sisson; 4, lie, Howarth; vhc, Bagshaw.

hamp. Nor., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1. 3, Waters; 2, J.

ml L. Woolhouse; 4, vhc, Hemming; lie. tow ey..

uff • 1 .T. ami L. Woolhouse ;
2. vhc. Hemming

:

4 Waters. Mkd.: 1. 2, 4, J. and L. Woolhouse;

Hemming; vhc, Waters; lie, Cowlcv. Yell. Hen:

2 Waters; 3, he, Hemming; 4. Cowley; vhc. J.

ml L. Woolhouse. Buff: 1, he, J. and L. U col-

ouse: 2, 3, Waters; 4, Cowley; vhe, Hobson; c.

emming. Nov., Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, vhc, Curley;

3, 4. ho, Gears; c, Sisson. Buff: 1. 2. vhc. Gears,

c Curley; 4, lie. Maynard. Mkd.: 1. Gears; 2,

oodison: 3. 4, White; the, Wragg; he, Maynard,

oil lien- 1, spl. 3. 4. he, Gears; 2. Gill; vhe,

ur li- v . Buff: 1, c, Gears; 2, Curley; 3 vhc May-

mi; 4. Austin; he, Wragg. Goldf., etc.: 1, spl., -.

Walsh- 4, vhc Fallding. Linnet, etc.: 1, Fall

ill"- 2. Boarder ; 3, Wulsh Redpoll, etc.: 1, R.

alldiug: 2, 4, Walsh: he, e, Beardcr. Rolthill : 1.

>1 Bearder; 2, 3, Walsh Nov., Brit. Redpoll, etc.:

3 , 4, vhc, c, Farm’ll: 2, Austin. Old Birds,

orlts
- ’

1 . 2. 0 ,
Champion ; 3. 4, vhe, Gregory ; he.

agshaw. Nor. Yell.: 1, spl., 2, Waters; 3, Hem
ing; 4 Maynard; vhc. d'isson; c, Cowley. Bull:

Hemming ; 2, vhc, Cowley; 3, Ooodlson; 4, (nr

y; lie, Waters. Yell. Hen 1. 3. Waters; 2. 8ISS01J

;

Hobson ;
vhc, Curley. Buff: 1, Waters; 2. llol>-

>n ; 3 , Parley ;
‘1, Cowley.
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PATHHEAD.
Second annual show, Nov. 27, confined to Fifo.

The Co-operative Hall, in which the show woe held,

is * hall of nice size and well lighted. Entries were
down on last year, the Crest and Crcstbred classes

being all cancelled, while the Border section was
very poorly supported; but the exhibits wcr.o of a
very fair order. The officials were all of the best

and got through their duties in a very satisfactory

inauner. President is Mr. W. Archibald; Vlce-Pres.,

Mr. W. R. Oi'bson; See., Mr. J. Thomson; Commit-
tee, Messrs; Clbson, Sanders, Thomson, McLaren,
Ross, Brown, Christie, Poulter, Gibson, Joudes, A.
Leslie, Q. Brown, J. Winter, G. Arnott.
SCOTCH FANCY CL. YELL. CK. (1): 1, Gray,

good size and pos., nice shoulders. HEN (&> : 1, 2,

Archibald, takes spl. best in section and Hyde’s
teapot, grand hen, nice shoulders and depth of

front, fine pos., 2nd fails in depth though not so

smart in action; 3, Nairn, good pos. and size, not
so well filled in; 4, Gray; 3, Gibson. CL. BUFF CK.
(3) : 1, Archibald, good size, nice shoulders and pos.

;

2. Naim, good shoulders and pos., fails size; 3,

Thomson, not so well filled in. YELL. PIEBALD
(2) ; 1, Nairn, best pos., gets head well down, good
depth through ; 2, Thomson, nice stamp and pos.

HEN (1): 1, Cooi, real good hen of good size and
stamp. BUFF PIEBALD CK. (8): 1, 5, Allan, leader

best size and pos., nice head, neck and shoulders,

good depth through ; 2, Archibald, slow to get in

pos.. very close up, a good one; 3, 4, Gray, leader

nice stamp, good shoulder, not the size; 6, Cook.
HEN (5): 1, 2, Howie, two good hens, leader more
depth of heart, very nervy; 3, Nairn, good size, not
so good in top end; 4, Gray; a, Allan. SELL. (C)

:

J, Gray; 2, Nairn; 3, Howie; 4, 5, Gibson; C, Dun-
can. COM. CAN. (7): 1, Nairn; 2, Russell; 3,

Blytb; 4, Duncan ; 5, Dewar; 6, Stocks. YORICS CK.
(3) : 1, 2, Thomson, nice length and pos., lovely

qual., goed type, nice wings and tail carr., 2nd fails

in wing carr., otherwise good; 3, Weir and Hutton.
HEN (1): 1, Thomson, a good lien, nice type and
pos., lovely qual. UNFLIG. CK. (3): 1, 2, Cum-
mings, two good ones, nice' length and qual., good
stamp and pos.; 3. Weir and Hutton. NOR. CL.
YELL. CK. (6): 1, Murray, well-known winner, easy
win, takes spl. best fed, spl. best in section

; 2, 4,

Gibson, loses in top end-, good body, wings and tail,

nice qual. and cond.; 3, Thomson; 5, Scott; C, Col-

man. YELL. HEN (3); 1, Scott, short and cobby,
nice qual and wing and tail carr., fails head a bit

;

2, 3, Thomson. CL. BUFF CK. (3); 1, Thomson, cl.,

plenty of size, good head and, neck, hot col., fails

shape a bit; 2, Gibson, 1 ises in size and front, good
head ODd neck; 3, Colman. HEN (3), a poor lot; 1,

Strachan, fails head, stout body, good qual., in

poor order; 2, Gibson; 3, Thomson. VARIEG. (C)

:

3, Murray, buff, good head and neck, good body,
lovely qual. and col., just a bit unsteady ; 2, Ross,
good head and neck, longer in barrel, fails wings
a bit, fine qual. ; 3, 4, 6, Gibson, close on 2nd, good
stamp, fails finish; 5, Thomson. HEN (5): 1, 5,

.Gibson, nice stamp, good head and neck, short body,
good wings and tail, nice qual., pale cpl.; 2, Murray,
well known, crossing her wings a bit today; 3,

Weir and Hutton. UNFLIG. CK. (7): 1, Murray,
var. buff, good body and subs., good wings and tail

carr., lovely qual.; 2, Mitchell, yell., great size, just
a shade long in barrel, good wing and tail carr.

;

3, Brown, good stamp, fails qual. a bit; 4, Gibson;
3, Lister; C, Wildridge. HEN (8): 1, Strachan, buff
var., fails head a bit, but good body, short and
stout, fine qual.; 2, Murray, yell., nice head and
neck, good spread front, lovely qua!., just showing
too much leg; 3. GibsoD, good type, fails qual.; 4,

Wildridge; 5, Mitchell; 6, Lister. NON-FED CK.
(5): 1, Murray, yell.,' good head and neck, nice
body, crosses wings; 2, Wildridge, good stamp, nice
qual., wants size, good wing carr. ; 3, Strachan,
Cowdenbeath winning Green in new hands, we think,
good head and neck, lacks stoutness of body, nice
co!., good wings and tail carr. ; 4, Clacker ; 5, Gib-
son. HEN (3) ; 1, Gibson, buff var., good stamp,
nice head and neck, stout body ; 2, Scott, fails head
and qual.; 3, Wildridge, fails in stamp to leaders.
SELL. (3) : 1, .Scott ; 2, Thomson

; 3. Clacker BORD.
CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (3): 1, Rintoul cl., grand
types, nicely rounded, nice wings, topping qual.,
easy win ; 2, Duncan, fails in type to leader and.

cond., fine carr., good qual.; 3, Mitchell. YELL.
HEN (3); 1, Rintoul, McQueen spl., sweet wee hen,
grandly rounded, lovely taper, neat wings and tail,

lovely qual. ; 2, Duncan, very nice, teeming with
qual.; 3, Russel. CL. TKD. BUFF CK. (3); 1,

Cummings, nice type and qual., in grand order, nicely
rounded ; 2, Mitchell, not so sweetly moulded, nice
qual., close up; 3, Russell. HEN (1): .1, Rintoul,
sweet one, nice type, grand qual., crosses wings
occasionally. A.O.C. CK. (2); 3, Thomson, Green,
good stamp, nice tone of col., good qrial. ; 2, Mur-
ray. HEN (1): 3, Murray, Green, good type, nice
eoi. EVEN HKD. CK.: 3, Rintoul, good one, well
known. HEN (3) : 1, Cummings, grand, type, lovely
qual.

; 2, Thomson, good type and qua)., not so weil
rounded; 3. Mitchell. SELL. (1): 1, Cummings
BULLF.. (€) : 1, Thomson, great for type, hot co!.,

a little rough on one side when we saw it; 2, good
cap and bars, fails col., might have given way to
3rd, Anderson, grand cap, lovely col., longer in

barrel, in grand order; 4, Stuart; 5, Mowbray; 6,

Leitch. GOLDF. (6) ; 3, Stocks, grand square blaze,
good tans and' bars, in lovely order; 2, Poulter,
close up, not so rich in flush, equally as good other
points; 3, Colville, shows a bit too much black in

blaze, grand tans and bars; 4, Nairn; 5, Chalmers;
6, Gibson. GREENF. (5) : 1, 4, Adamson, well-
known winner leading, in grand fettle

; 2, Whithrook
and Allan, close up, good body and qual., in fine
bloom; 3, Muir; 5, Anderson. LINNET (12): 3,

Marnock, hot col., plenty of work on breast, not
a big one, might be better in cond.; 2, Nicoll, larger,
bit too open in front, nice tone of col. ; 3, Ander-
son, our choice for 2nd, fine size, nice col., solid
front, fails flanks ; 4, Lister

; 5, Thilip and Son.
SISKIN (2): 1, Nairn, best col., good size; 2, Smart
REDPOLL OR TWITE (10): 1, Nicoll, Lesser, grand
size, hot col., nice markings, rare cobby type, in

lovely order, wins in a canter; 2, Whitbrook and
Allan, Twite, good col., nice markings, in good
bloom ; 3, Mitchell, Mealie, not our choice ; 4, Adam-
son, our choice for 3rd, bang up to size, rare col.,

good markings, in the pink; 5, Muir
; 0, Mowbray.

A.O.V. SMALL (3) : 1, 3, Muir, Yellowliammer, leader
best V and ear markings, warm col.

;
3rd nice one,

needs time; 2, 'Williams, Chaffinch, nice size, good
yfcoi. and markings LARGE (3) : 1, R. and A. Storrar,
Ring Ouzel, good size, nice col., neat crescent, in
good order

; 2, Whitbrook and Allan, Hawfinch, good
col., neat bib, in good bloom; 3, Anderson, Missel
Thrush, wild, very promising youngster. LIGHT
MULE OR HYB. (11): 1, Malcolm, almost even
mark buff Goldie hen, in fine order; 2, 5, Williams,
Goldie-Bullie leading, on the small side, nice flush
and markings, grand cond., would look better in a
more suitable cage; 3, Gourlay, Goldie-Greenie, nice
sizo and. markings; 4, Poulter; C, Williams, jun.

ij): 1, Kennoway, Linnet, good size, hot col..

in rare order, wins; 2, U. and A. Storrar, Goldie,

good size, nleo face and col., good cond., very

promising; 3, Lister; 4, Gourlay; 3, Gibson. BRIT.
HEN (7): 1, Adamson, Corn limiting, nice size, pale
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1st well-known Wtiydah, 2nd Budgerigars, best mark-
ings and cond.; 3, 5, Poulter; 4, Marnock.

SOUTH SHIELDS.
Thirteenth annual show, Dec. 4, in a large room

attached to the Cyprus Hotel, and very fortunate
they were in securing such a well-adapted room
for their show, there being any amount of t»paee

and a good light. The birds were nicely staged
around the sides and down the centre of tlie room,
and made a very line display. The entries totalled
over 300, which is very good under present condi-
tions. Some grand birds were staged in each of the
section®. Unfortunately the weather was wretched,
which no doubt prevented many from visiting the
show. There are a few old standards at the head
of affairs in this old-established society ; including
such well-known names as W. L. Smith, Sec., a
position he has held for a great number of
years, Thompson, Duke, Richardson, Armstrong,
Woodhoiise, Brighton, etc., etc. and Mr. Patterson,
of the Cyflrus, to whom the Society is much indebted
for the uso of the room, so the whole of the show
was carried through in a businesslike manner. Judg-
ing was finished and prize cards up in good time.
Mr. H. W. Battye judged.
OPEN CLASSES.—NOR. YELL. CK. (10): 1, Addi-

son, fine size, level col., cobby shape, grand qual.
of feather; 2, Fleck, hot col., full head and neck,
rare cond. ; 3, 4, Morrison, grand size and subs.,
Dot the col. nor feather; vbc, Stephenson

; he.
Tucker; c, Richardson. UNFLIG. YELL. CK. (9):
1, Priestly, nice size and type, rich co!., full head
and neck

; 2, Morrison, good head, nock and front,
fine qual.; 3, c, Thompson and Patterson, rare good
type, eol. and qual.; 4, Mitchell; vhe, Moore; he,
Hirons. 11EN (7): 1, Moore, very fine for type; col.,
qual. of feather, and oond.; 2, Prie&tly, good' size
and col. ; 3, Potts, good head and neck, rich col.

;

4. Hirons
; vhe, Thompson and Patterson

; he,
Stephenson; c, Mitchell. YORKS. YELL. (4): 1,
Emmett, good length, well tapered, close, compact
feather; 2, Carlisle, well up on leg, grand wing and
tail earr.

; 3, 4, Deighton, fine length and pos.,
capital feather and cond. BUFF: 1, Smith, long
and slim, good; col. and feather; 2, 3, Deighton,
grand length, compact wings and tail; 4, Addison.
HEN, UNFLIG.: 1, vhe, Carlisle, fine length, well
drawn, tight feather; 2, Deighton, good legs, well
carried wings and tail, perfect feather; 3, Emmett,
rare pos., neat head, wings and '

tail • 4
he, Harrison. ANY AGE : 1, Carlisle, ’ long
ana upstanding, well drawn, capital feather;
2, vhe, he, Deighton, veil up on leg, grand
wing and tail carr.; 3, Smith, fine length, well
tapered, compact feather; 4, Harrison,. BORDER,
BUFF: 1, Watson, cl., good type, rare qual. of
feather; 2, Johnston, green, less weight, good model
sound col. and pencilling; 3, Hay, var., rare good
type and qual. of feather; 4, Scott; vhe, Hirone-
he, Proudleek

; c, Parker. YELL.: 1, Johnston, nice
size, very smart shape, sound level col. ; 2, Hay,
smart and typical, excellent feather; 3, Parker, neat
size and shape, perfect wings and tail, rare qua!,
father, 4, Hirons; vhe, Proodiock

; he, Watson.
LINNET, H.M. (10): 1, Waller, good size and shape,
nch col., well marked front, capital cond

; 2, 3, he,W oedhouse
;
2nd haa more size than winner,’ but is

beaten in col. and cond.; 4, Pape; vhe, Thompsit
and Patterson; c, McVay. LINNET, F.M. (12):' l,
3, vhe, Woodhouse

; 1st is a rare good size and
chape, level and rich in col., well marked on front,
but l-s. getting too tame

; 3rd has good col and
markings, but loses in size; 2, Fleck, fine upstand-
ing bird, and shows himself well, heavily marked
at flanks; 4 Parker; he, Pape; c, Smith. SKYLARK:
1, McVay, large thickset bird, with an abundance of
markings on breast, flanks and back ; 2, 3, W. L.
Smith

;
2nd shows h ! nu< 1 f well, being well up on

leg, and very stylish, but has not the col. nor mark-
ings of winner. MEMBERS’ CLASSES—NUR YELL -

1. Addison; 2, 4, Tucker; 3, Potts; vhe, Richard-
son; he, Priestley; c, Barnes. BUFF: 1, 4, Richard-
son; 2, vhe, Barnes; 3, Thompson and Patterson

;

he, Potts; c, Priestly. HEN: 1, Thompson and Pat-
terson; 2, he, Coppock; 3, Barnes; 4, vhe, Richard-
son

; c, Dicke. YORKS. YELL. : 1, 2. Deighton
; 3,

Addison. YORKS. BUFF.: 1, Smith; 2, Addison; 3,Deighton HEN : 1, 4, Addison
; 2, 3, he Deighton

Vhe Smith. BORDER, YELL.: 1, Hirons; 2, Parker-
s’
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1. Scott; 2 Hirons; 3, Parker; 4, vhc Barnes; he,
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CINK’ YELL ' : !- Kiehardson!
BUFF: 1, 2, Richardson; 3, Duke. HEN - 1 Barnes-
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aberaman.
First Open Show, Dec. 2, Swan Hotel, In a large,

fairly light and exceedingly comfortable room,
and absolutely free from draughts and chill. The
entry was hardly up to expectation, particularly in

the Yorkshires, possibly due to Bristol and Bir.
ininghani and another small local show falling on
the same date, hut we have for some time noticed
a depression in the champion classes of this section
at South Wales fixtures, and we would suggest a
few extra classes for Novices as a stimulant for

creating future champions to fill the gaps made in

the ranks by the falling out of so many of our old
veterans. J'he officers, committee and stewards,
Messrs. T. Evans (Chairman), F. Jonew (Vice), W.
Thomas (Treas.), J. Hoare, W. Jones, it. Davies, F.

Ricketts, W. Walker, D. Jones and J. E. Goodlifle,

together with W. It, Powell (Sec.) and W. Davies
(nthow manager), who we were sorry to see very un-
well, worked well for the good of the ohow, and we
hope their efforts will be rewarded at the balancing
up. Cup for best bird in show was won by Mr.
W. Davies (Aberaman) with a really grand bull

Nor. ben, closely pressed by bis unflig. yell, cock,

two birds to be truly proud of. The cup for moot
points by members went to Mr. W. It. Powell, as

also did the special for best Novice Canary with
a very typical clear buff Nor. cock of rare co). and
qual. Mr. E. J. Davies (Cardiff) judged.

NOR., CL., ETC., YELL. CK. (7): 1, Greaves,
grand col. and qual., nicely coned, not very large;

2, Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, cl., larger bird, well shown,
not the col. and qual. of winner; 3, Jones, varieg.,

grand subs, and cond., but fails to winners in neat-
ness; 4, Davies; vbc, c, Jones; he, Tedstone. BUFF,
CL., ETC., CK. (11): 1, 2, Davies, head and wing
mkd. leading, a really good all-round Nor., in tbe
pink; 2, lightly mkd. bead and wing, lovely col.

and qual.
; 3, Tedstone, nice bird, but loses to

winners in col. and qua).; 4, A. E. Brown; vhc,

G. T. Jones; he, D. W. Jones; c, Greaves. YELL.
NOR. HEN (13): 1, 2, 3, W. Davies, cl., grand bird

all over
; 2, another cl., fine chest and wings, fails

trifle to winner in head ; 3, still another good cl.,

close up, fails trifle in flights ; 4, G. T. Jones, tkd.
wing; vhc, Greaves; he, G. T. Jones; c, D. W.
Jones. BUFF HEN (10): 1, 2, 3, W. Davies, leader
wins cup for best in show, wonderfully cobby, grand
head and neck, fine qual.

; 2, another grand unflig.

splendidly coned and fails only to winner in bead
and neck; 3, also a splendid ben, c!., fails trifle

in subs.; 4, Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, yarieg., might
be better staged; vbc, he, Tedstone; c, G. T. Jones.

NOR., UNFLIG. CK. OR HEN (8) : 1, 2, W. Davies,
leader cl. yell., a gem all over, lovely col. and
qual., hard to find a fault in; 2, also cl., close

up, shade paler and smaller in head
; 3, Tedstone,

splendid type and size, fails bit in feather and
staging; 4, he, G. T. Jones, varieg. buff; vhe,

Greaves; c, F. Ricketts. NOVICE, NOR. (17), CK.
OR HEN : 1, spl. best Nov. Can., vhc, W. R. Powell,

ci. buff, capital type, good col., shape and qual.

;

2, A. E. Brown, el. yell., good chest and type,

well put down ; 3, E. Powell, var. yell., good Nor.
type, fails to winners chiefly in cond. ; 4, A. E.

Brown; he, F. Jones; c, Davies and Reynolds.
This class might well have been divided, one for

cock and one for hen. NOR., NAT. COL. (3), CK.

:

1, Davies and Reynolds, cl., good type, qual. and
col., nice size; 2, no name, neat, but too small;

3, Waters, smaller still. HEN : No entry. These
classes seem hardly worth catering for. YORKS.,
CL., ETC., Y’ELL. CK. (5): 1, L. Hughes, eye and
wing mkd., fine pos., grand type, col. and qual.,

not over large; 2, Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, el., close

up, grand wings and tail, just trifle frilled to-day ;

3, 4, W. R. Poweli, good lengthy cl., nice pos., trifle

flat in head, and shade open in chest; vhc, D. W.
Jones. CL., ETC., BUFF (4) : 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Weeks, varieg., well known winner, lovely qual.
and cond., wearing well; 2, 4, W. R. Powell, cl.,

fine length and pos., fails to winner in feather
and wings; 3, R. F. Griffiths, cl., trifle short, nice

qual. YORK., YELL. HEN (4) : I, 3, W. R. Powell,
cl., capital pos. and feather, good wings and tail

;

3, fine lengthy hen, good col., but badly staged;
2, 4, J, Hubbard, cinn.-mkd., correct type, lovely

qua]., bit wide in tail; 4, nice htn, but damaged
flights. YORK., BUFF HEN (9): 1, vhc, W. E.

Powell, mk. head, a very good all-round unflig. bird,

in fine cond.; 2, Llewellyn, cl., grand pos., fine col.

and qual.; 3, Hubbard, varieg., splendid type and
qual., on the «nall side; 4, E. J. Bevan; he, Mr.
and Mrs. Weeks; e, J. Padfield. YORK., UNFLIG.,
CK. OR HEN : 1, c, Hubbard, cl. yell., trifle pale,

but lovely pos., feather, tail and wings; 2, 3, W. R.
Powell, el., buff, grand length and feather, fails

winner in pos. ; 3, slashing yell., bit patchy and
untidy; 4, Mr. and Mrs. Weeks, vurieg. yell.,

unsteady, or might have been higher; vbc, E. J.

Bevan; he, R. F. Griffiths. NAT. COL. CK. (4): 1,

L. Hughes, lovely yell, green, not over large, but
nice col., pens, and qual.; 2, E. W. Moule, cl. yell.,

smaller, but grand pos. and feather; Nos. 3 and I

absent. NAT. COL. HEN (3); 1, L. Hughes, tkd.
yell., neat, but small; Nos. 2 and 3 absent. NOV.,
YORK., CK. OR HEN (13): 1, vbc, G. O. Thomas,
cl. yell., long, slim, fine pos., sweet head, a good
’un; 2 c, W. R. Powell, another good ci. yell., close
up, not quite equal in head, and trifle soft; 3,

W. Baker, cl. buff, fine length, A1 qua!., real good,
only lor crossing of wings; 4, J. H. Bevan, good,
but small; he, F. Goodenough, another good class.

BORD., A.V. BUFF CK. (8): 1, Tedstone, cl.,

correct type, moves well, nice feather and cond.

;

2, 4, L. Hughes, self cinn., grand type, good col.

and qual., some preferred
; 3, vhc, be, Evans and

Parry, A1 col. aDd type, not the qual. of, winners.
A.V. YELL. CK. (3) : 1, Tedstone, el., splendid col.

and type, nice qual. and style; 2, Evans and Parry,
cl. again, a good Bord. all over, but gone in neck
feather; 3, L. Hughes, fine eol. c!., lovely qual., bit

small and weak in neck. BORD., A.V. HEN (4)

:

1, 2, Tedstone, buff mkd. both eyes, nicely filled,

jaunty, good qual. and cond.; 3, L. Hughes, buff,

mkd. both eyes, A1 type, good all-round, but would
stand too erect ; 4, Evans and Parry, larger buff,

fails qua!. CREST OR C.B. CK. (5): 1, 2, 3, 4, W.
Walker, all fed, 1st. wing mkd. dark Crest, nicely

formed, neat centre ; 2, varieg. C.B., good feather

and lash, nice qual.; 3, heavily varieg C.B., nice

body, fails head feather
; No. 1 absent. CR159T OR

C.B. HEN (4): 1, G. Davies, self-green Crest, good
type and feather, carrying a nice full frontal ; 2,

3! 4, W. Walker, light body, dark crest and tail,

not so shapely in crest; 3, varieg., good body subs.,

crest broken at back : 4, less feather, narrower in

head. A.O.V. CAN. NOT MENTIONED, CK. : 1.

W. R. Powell, varieg. Scotch of fair subs, and
style, could get bead down better. HEN (2): 1, 2,

W. R. Powell, heavy varieg. Scotch, good pos., fine

feather and qua!.; 2, foul green, smaller, but
better worker. MU-LES, A.V. LIGHT (6): 1, 3,

A. Bell, buff varieg. Greeny, well known, if little

lighter would take stopping, A1 col. and qual.;

3, nearly cl. Goldic-Can. yell., capital col. and
feather. looks like good hen: 2. vhe, lie, D. W.
Jones, head and wing mkd. yell. Goldie, grand col.

all over; 4. T. Davies, buff Goldie. A.B. DARK

MULES OR IIYB. (7): I, lie, D. W. Jones, Linnet-
Bunic, capital col. breast, nice size and qual.; z,
D. Edwards, Goldie-Bullie, nice flush, qual. arid
cond.; 3, wc, W. It. Powell, sweet huff Siskin-
Canary, A I col. and qual.; 4, A. Ball, Gold Hullio,
youngster, will Improve; be, Tho*. Davies, jell.
Siskin, grand col. and qual., small. LINNET.
SISKIN, REDPOLL OR TWITE (4): 1, D. w!
Jones, topping F.M. Linnet, A1 col., full of good
work all through breast and flanks, fine size; 2, 4 ,

R. W. Powell, Redpoll (Lesser), neat all round; 3,
n> name, nicely feathered Linnet, fair col. and
size. OOI.OF. (8): 1, D. Edwards, a really good
Finch, fine expansive ocarlet blaze, of good shape
and polish, with a better tanned cheat would be
a topper ; 2, T. Davies, a smaller bird, but very
neat, better in tans, but well beaten in size and
blaze; 3, A. Ball, a very nice F.M. bird, lovely
col. and qua!., good face (2nd Cardiff ILL. class);
4. c, 1). W. Jones, good blaze for shape and size,
but pale, and flights damaged; vhc, J. Davies; be,
D. J. Peterson. A.O.V. II ARDBILL (3): 1, 2, X.
Emanuel, good type, col. and qual. H.M. Bullic, firm
cond

; 2, F.M. ditto, nice col. and cap, wants
steadying; 3, 8. Davies, another H.M. Bullic, fails
to winners in co). and qual. A.V. SOFTU1LL 12):-

1, D. W. Jones, lovely Chough, a marvel for beak
and leg col., grand size and polish

; 2, D. Peter-
son, a really good Thrush, Cardiff 2nd, fine type,
col., and even in marking, bard lines to meet tho
winner in such a class. H. VAR. FOR.: 1, Roger
Thomas, an extra good Blue-fronted Amazon, lovely
col., size and cond.; 2, W. Thomas, another Amazon,
much smaller, nice cond., probably a hen. SELL.,
40/- (6): 1, G. T. Jones, pair nice Nor.; 2, D. H.
Tedstone, pair nice Nor.; 3, E. J. Bevan, pair smart
Yorks.; 4, J. Williams, Nor.; vbc, G. T. Thomas
Nor.; be, W. Walker. SELL., 10/-: 1, W. K.
Powell, clinking yell. York, cock, soon claimed, wo
beard had won in open.

REDHILL.
Fifth annual show, Nov. 24. Although actually

a members’ show, a few classes had been provided
for Borders, under the patronage of tho S.B.F.C.
Unfortunately, these classes did not fill as expected,
although a fair number of birds were sent in, some
of them from quite long distances. The show was
otherwise a complete success, and was visited dur-
ing the day by many influential people of the dis-
trict, who appeared to thoroughly enjoy the dis-
play. Yorks, were particularly good, some well-
known winners competing. Special for best bird
was secured by Mr. Last, of Purley, with his cl.
yellow unflig., the Croydon and Reading winner. In
his class he was very closely pressed bv a grand
bird put down by Mr. Bacon, Redhill, colour alone
turning the scale. The latter exhibitor annexed
the S.B.F.C. diploma, and the members’ challenge
cup, with a lovely yellow green. A challenge cup
and rose bowl, given by Miss Hatch and Miss Came-
ron, for non-fed birds, went to Mr. F. Roser for
best Yorks., and Miss Edwards for best Nor., the
latter winning the trophy outright. The show
contained a few very good British, spl. for best
going to Mr. F. A. Marriott’s Siskin, quite a nice
specimen. The society is particularly fortunate
in having the services of Mr. A. W. Bacon as sec.;
he was well to the front during the show; every-
thing in excellent order, and the birds well looked
after. Tho room was well lighted, and nicely
warmed. Mr. H. Norman judged.
BORD., YELL., CK. (C) : 1, 4, Last, good size,

nicely proportioned, neat head and wings, good col.
and cond. ; 2, Madagan, capital head, well filled
all round, good wings and tail; 3, vhc, Marriott,
nicely balanced and moulded, good pos. and style;
he, Montague. BUFF (5) : 1, Montague, Reading
winner, looking fit, nicely furnished all round ; 2,
Marriott, smart bird, nicely balanced, good head,
back, and wings, grand col and qual.; 3, vbc, Last,
nicely moulded and filled in, lovely qual. feather;
4, Madagan. YELL., HEN (4): 1, 3, Last, two
charming ladies, lovely type and qual., leader beau-
tifully moulded; 2, Madagan. scarcely so nicelv
moulded as winner, grand qual.

; 4, Marriott. BUFF
(3) : 1, 3, Last, leader beauty for type and style,
tight as wax ; 2, Madagan, nicely moulded, neat head
and wings, A1 qual. UNEVEN (3): ), 3, Last,
beauty for type and style, good pos., capital col.
and cond. ; 2, Marriott, nice type, neat head and
wings, well filled front. GREENS (4): 1, 2, 3, 4,
Bacon, grand team, fit for any competition, leader
very fine col., and good- type. NOV., YELL., CK.
(5) : 1, Baldock, capital self green, typical and
smart, nicely pencilled, good col.; 2, 4, Hewitt, nice
cl., good type, capital wings, nice, but weak at throat,
neat head; 3, Hurst; vhe, Hutchinson. BUFF (6): 1,

Hewitt, good head, back, and wings, lovely qual., put
down in the pink

; 2, Mitchell, close up, nicely pro-
portioned, fine qual.

; 3, Mrs. Pocock, neatly put to-
gether, capital wings and tail, fine cond. ; 4, Bal-
dock

;
vhe, Hutchinson; he, Hurst. HENS: 1,

Mitchell, lovely cl., fine type and style, well braced
wings, A1 cond. ; 2, Hutchinson, quite as good on
points, but spoilt a bit in the washing

; 3, vhc, he,
Mrs. Pocock, good team, leader very typical, neat
head and wings; 4, Hewitt; c, Hurst. MEMBS.,
NOR., CK.: 1, Wade; 2, Potter; 3, Roser. HEN;
1, 2, Wade; 3, Potter. NON-FED: 1, 3, he. Miss
Edwards; 2, vhc, Montague; c, Wade. YORKS.,
CK.: 1, Ramsey; 2, c, Montague; 3, vhc, Roser; lie.

Bacon. HENS: 1, Bacon; 2, Roser; 3, Montague.
UNFLIG. : 1, Last ; 2, 3, Bacon ; vhe, Montague

;

he, c, Roser. BUFF : 1, 3, Bacon ; 2, c, Roser

;

vhc, Miss Hatch ; be, Last. NON-FED: 1, 3, Roser,
2, vhc. Miss Hatch; he c. Bacon. A.O.V.; 1,

Miss Hatch; 2, 3, Bacon. HYB.: 1 3, Smith- 2,
Miss Hatch. GOLDF. OR BULLF.: 1. Potter; 2, 2.

he, e, Bignall
; vhc, Mitchell. GREENF.: 1. Potto.-;

2, vhc, Bignall
; 2, Smith

;
he, Montague. CHAFF. •

1, he, Smith; 2, vhc, Marriott; 3, Bacon: c, Mon-
tague. A.O.W. : 1, he, Marriott; 2, Montague; 3,
vhc. Potter

;
c, Mitchell. HEN : 1, Smith ; 2. Bacon

;

3, Mitchell. LOCAL: 1, c, Finch; 2, Pilbeam ; 3,
he. Miss Young; vhc, Neale. BRIT.: 1, Miss Code;
2, vlie. Finch; 3, Pilbeam. FOR.: 1, Mrs. Whitmore;
2, Richardson; 3, vhc, Watson.
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CANARY QI7ESLZ3S
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

W. A. F. Stuart — Replied to by post.

REPAIRS TO BIRD ORGAN (Nomo). -Sorry, but

I cannot tell you of any place where you could get

your organ overhauled and repaired, 'the instru-

ments were practically solely exploited by the tier-

mans, and it used to be necessary to send one that'

needed any little repair to that country for atten-

tion, which, of course, is wholly out of the question

now. It is a very ticklish job to attempt, and
amateur interference is only to be encouraged when
one feels disposed to risk having the machine
utterly ruined. Still, some years ago during a cor-

respondence in our columns, an English fancier

claimed to have the necessary skill, and to have

made a success of repairing these organs, but apart

from amateur work of this kind there is not, so lar

as I am aware, any place in England where you

could get the work done in a professional manner.

Possibly, some fancier, with the necessary skill for

this class of work, and the bent, will see here an

opening for trying to capture another German
monopoly. , , , .

HUDDLED UP (H. ,T. H.).-You ought to have

given some particulars as to how you are keep-

ing the bird. The sudden, cessation of song and

huddled up condition, coupled with the rather

violent fluctuations of weather, are very suggestive

of a chill affecting the bird badly. Keep it quite

on the warm side, though you need not go too tar

in this respect, and see that it is quite lree from

cold direct draughts, and also that the temperature

is fairly equable day and night. Then in addition to

the usual seed dietary give every second day for a

fortnight half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge

cake, with four drops of sherry and two of cod

fiver oil emulsion well mixed in it, and then

sprinkled with maw seed, and on the alternate days

add to the drinking water five drops each of oxymel

of squills, ipecacuanha wine and sweet spirit or

nitre. I f bird is not quite wel l at the end of a

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John's ” Canary breeding lor Be-

ginners" (7d.) ;
House's " Canary Manual ” (1/2);

Batlye’s “ Yorkshire Canaries ” (1/1)); House’s “Nor-

wich Canaries ” (1/1); liVston’s "Stock Hook’ (7d.)»

Dr. Clarke's "Septic or Bird fever" (7<i.) ;
Norman's

“ Aviaries ,
bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Ramsden’s

“Colour-feeding ’• (3Id .) ;
"Seeds and foods for Cage

Birds" (1/2); or the' “Nutshell" booklets (2 Id. each):

No. 5 "The bet Canary," No. (i "Ailing birds and
bow to Cure Them," No. 9 " The Disinfection of

Cages, bird-rooms , etc.," No. 10 "The Holier," No. 23

“ The border fancy," No. 24 “ Green Canaries.” All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Trices quoieu

are post free, from "Cage birds," 154. fleet Street,

London, K.C.

teazle and linseed, every third day, and on the inter-

vening days give first a morsel of banana or sweet

apple, and next half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge
cake with four drops of sherry and two of eod liver

oil emulsion well mixed in it and sprinkled with
maw seed. In the drinking water add every second

day for a week six drops of syrup of rhubarb and
as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence. After

this give instead four drops each of oxymel of squills,

ipecacuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre every

second day for a fortnight. If not then more active

stop all the above extras, and give in the water
every second day for another fortnight four drops
each of tincture of gentian, tincture of calumba, and
aromatic sulphuric acid. (2) I take it you refer to

improving the quality of the Roller’s song, and not
to getting it out of a songless condition. If this

is correct, I am afraid you can do nothing to im-

prove matters now. If the bird had formed a type
of song of its own, which was fixed when you pur-

chased him, it is quite useless to expect to make any
real improvement in the style of his song now. He
is far more likely to corrupt the song of a better-

class singer than the latter is to convert him from
the error of his ways. Training should commence
before the bird has evolved any particular type of

song on its own account.
TURNED WRONG WAY (E. I,.).—I take it you

mean the toes, as the claw is only the hard, horny
tip at the end of the toe—so-called "toe-nail.”
You omit to i?ay which toe is affected, or how, and
to remedy these defects it is almost essen-
tial that treatment should begin as soon as possible
after the trouble sets in. In the vast majority of
cases where the trouble commenced ooon after the
young birds left the nest, as is very frequently the
case, it is absolutely useless worrying the bird
with treatment. Therefore, if the toe is at all rigid—“stiffened

”— I would advise you to leave it

severely alone, as any attempts .at cure are only
likely to inflict needless pain on the bird. If,

however, the toe seems fairly supple, put in the
cages thin and nearly-round perches, about the
size of an ordinary lead pencil, and note whether
the birds occasionally get the toes into a natural
position. Keep these perches in for a month, then
report result, and give full particulars as to which
toe® are affected, and how, and how long the trou-
ble has been in existence.

BStXTXSSX
XYXULES AND

BIRBS,
HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NOHMAN.

ortnight please write again, and give fuller par-

iculars about it. Glad to hear that the previous

reatment was so successful.

WHAT SEED? (S. M.).—The sample of seed en-

losed consists almost entirely of winter rape, also

ailed variously wild mustard—a very appropriate

iame on account ol its hot mustardy flavour, -an<l

edlock. There are a few stray seeds of sorre

.mon^st it, and possiblv some other minute weed

ee*ds.° I should imagine the bulk is not very clean,

>ut if freed from the dusty rubbish it should form

,n acceptable item in a seed mixture for occasional

iso. It is not, however, suitable to take the place

if'summer rape, as an appreciable portion of the

taple diet. „ _ _ ,,

.

CAUSE AND EFFECT (G. R. B. H. M.).—

tudmn" from your description I fear you have rea-

ped too late that hanging in the window was not

i "ood place for the health of the bird. It 13 quite

ikely that its health is permanently ruined. Anj-

vav you may try xvliat the following treatment for

i few weeks will do for it. First of all see that

t is now kept in a fairly comfortable place, not

iccessarily overheated, but where the temperature

s fairly 'equable, and strictly avoid direct cold

Irauohts and sudden and extreme fluctuations of

einperature, a dusty atmosphere, or fumes oi burn-

no lights in the evenings. Give a staple diet of a

nurture of three parts canary to one part summer

"ape, fust a pinch of a good seed mixture once or

wice a week, and a morsel of banana, sweet apple,

>r green salad, about every third day. Green salad,

if course, must only be given provided it can be had

mite free from frost and snow water. In addition

« this mve every second day for a fortnight half a

teaspoonful of crushed sponge

>f sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion well

nixed in it and sprinkled with maw seed, and on

the alternate davs' add to the drinking water four

Jrops each of oxymel of squills, ip.^cuanha wine

tincture of lobelia and sweet spirit, of nitre. At

the end of a fortnight discontinue these extr^ for

i week, and then resume and give them for another

fortnight. This should do practically all that is

nrw'rihie to relieve or cure the bronchial condition,

and if the moulting has not, stopped naturally by

that time please write again and report progress,

ami repeat full particulars, and I will advise jou

“diet FOR
1

ROLLER
e

(D M. A.).-For ordinary

of the ordinary Canary—such as Norwich or York

Shire For highly-trained birds for singing oo'^ests

a staple diet of summer rape only is generally con-

sidered best, though, personally, I never limited a

bird to such a staple. Any of the usual extras

given as tit bits to the other varieties may also be

liven in moderation to the Roller. For full in-

formation as to dietary you should get a copy of

House’s “Canarv Manual,” post free Is. 2d., or tne

Nutshell booklet No. 10 on “ The Rollers, 2}d., post

free, both from our manager.
NORWICH AND ROLLER (F. W. Ware).— (1) The

moult lias probably taken a good deal out of the

bird, and exaggerated symptoms of bronchial trou-

ble which were dormant more or less as long as the

birr! kept in fairly vigorous condition. Keep it in a
fairly warm and equable place, and see that it is not
exposed to any direct cold draught, nor to the fumes
of burning lights in the evenings. Give a staple diet
t>f three parts canary to one part summer rape. In

lition give separately half a teaspoonful of a
xture of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet.

HYBRID QUESTIONS (British).—I am not quite
sure if I understand your first question. It appears
to me that you want to know how to breed
Hybrids with Goldfinches, Bullfinches, and Green-
finches. Now. with these three pairs you could
only make up two pairs for Hybrid breeding, aa
your cock Bullfinch is unreliable. Pair them as
follows: cock Greenfinch and hen Bullfinch, cock
Goldfinch and hen Greenfinch ; that leaves you with
a hen Goldfinch unmated. This you could run with
one of the Linnets you mention in your second
question. Your safest plan with regard to the
mating of your Redpoll and cock Linnets is to pair
them with hen Canaries. Y’ou see, if you mate up
all your birds for the production of British bird
Hybrids, you may have a bad> season and get
nothing at all, which is particularly disappointing;
whereas, if part of your stock is put up for Mule
breeding you are almost certain to produce a few,
and possibly be saved from the annoyance of having
missed a year's breeding. (3) Y'es, Shieldy is a local

name for the Chaffinch.
GOLDFINCH WITH SWELLING (Henry Shell).—

I would advise you to take your bird to a medical
man or a chemist, and ask him to remove the
growth on your Finch for you. Unless you have

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Houlton's great work, “ Cage-bird
Hybrids" (7/C); Norman's "British bird Manual"
(2/3); or fart 1 “Hardbills” (1/1), Part 2 "Sof thills”
(1/1);

“ Aviaries
,

bird-rooms, and Cages ” (2/3);
"Seeds, foods, and V'ild Plants ” (1/2); “Secrets of
Hybrid Breeding ” (1/2); Clarke’s “Septic or bird
fever

"

(7d.); "Colour-feeding ” (3 Jd .) ;
or the "Nut-

shell" booklets (2Jd. each); No. 1 “Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “ lAnnet,” No. 3 ” Skylark," No. 4,

‘
‘ Song

Thrush and blackbird," No. 11 ” bullfinch,” No. 13
” Chaffinch,” No. 15

“ Greenfinch ,” No. 22 "Siskin,
Hedpoll, and Twite,” No. 25 ” Small Insectivorous
Birds,” No. 26 " barge Insectivorous birds," No. G
" Ailing birds and llow to Cure Them.” No. 9 “ Dis-
infection of Cages, birdroom-s, etc.," No. 12 “ llow to

Moult British birds.” All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
Birds,” 154, fleet Street, T.ondon, f.C.

had a good deal of experience with birds it would
scarcely be safe to do it yourself. It is a simple
operation and yet requires nerve and confidence to
do it properly.
ABOUT A REDPOLL AND GREENFINCH (F. W.

Ware).—I am sorry you omitted- to mention where
you keep your Redpoll, as this, iu my opinion, is

of vital importance. No doubt you are feeding him
rather heavily, and some of these birds are quite
gluttons when they can obtain plenty. I presume
you are feeding him as directed in our Nutshell
booklet, and I would advise you to give him a
spoonful of soaked seeds about three times a
week, and mix teazle in with his stock mixture. As
green food is not particularly plentiful just now,
supply him liberally with any fruit he will take.
He should be kept in a large cage or aviary, an
outside one if possible, and allowed to bathe on all

suitable occasions. As regards your Greenfinch, the
fault may be in the quality of the feather. In
some specimens it is impossible to get them quite
fit—even in a wild state they are coarse. The
best remedy I can suggest is a free use of the
bath (rain water), and a liberal allowance of sun-
flower seeds.
BREEDING WITH BULLFINCHES (Mrs. C. M.

Thorpe).— I am afraid if you try to breed with
Bullfinches you will only meet with disappointment.
To my knowledge these birds have bred in cap-
tivity. but tho-ir doing so was quite an exception.
The Bullfinch hen is known to be a- fairly free
breeder, but the cock bird is very disappointing.
You are much more likely to be successful with
a pair of Goldfinches or Greenfinches, or even with
a Goldfinch cock and a Bullfinch hen.
BLACKBIRD MOULTING BADLY. — (Geo.

Wheeler).— I gather from your letter that there
are two reasons why your bird is doing badly; 'one
is the food, and the other the position. Y’ou must
make an entire change in his diet. Procure a
good infertile food, as given to warblers, and feed
him on this for a time, mixing it with scraped
raw carrot and sometimes boiled potato: also sup-

i Ply him rather liberally with fruit. Before mak-

ing this change give him an aperient of Glauber
salt®. Dissolve as much as will cover a shilling

in the drinking water, and give it him to drink
for one day only, repeating two days later.

_
Catch

the bird, and examine him carefully for insects,

and if you find any dust him freely with insect

powder. Lightly smear the bare placo with vase-

line. Y'our kitchen is not a suitable place to keep
him in, but if you are obliged to keep him there,

his cage should be moved to a position below the
gas during the evening.

FOH.HXG-IY BIRDS,
Answered by WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

GREEN AMAZON PARROT ILL (Poor Don).—
The digestive organs cf the aged arc more sluggish
>n action than those of the young, and need fairly

frequent stimulation. Put one te-aspocnful of fluid

magnesia into the daily supply of drinking water
till the bowels become loose. When this occurs,
giviug the laxative every fourth day should suffice

to keep them properly regulated. On the inter-

vening days half a teaspoonful of byno-phosphites
In the drinking water will be beneficial. Give a
little honey and borax (procure ready mixed from
a chemist) once or twice daily, either Spread on a
crust, piece of biscuit, or cake, or put in into the
mouth direct" by the aid of a small piece of stick
or-cthcr means. If the bird wiil allow you to handle
it, foment the foot with hot water, as hot as you
can bear your hand in without discomfort; dry
with a soft cloth and then paint with neat whisky.
Keep the bird out of draughts and in a fairly warm
room, which is not subject to sudden changes ol

temperature. A little cod liver oil emulsion spread
thinly on a crust, piece of biscuit, or cake, or
anything similar the bird will eat, will assist in

keeping up its strength. Report progress in four-
teen days, and then stat-e not only its condition
but also how the bird has been and is then fed.

BREEDING BUDGERIGARS (L. S. D.).— (1) I

have only heard of one or two instances of one
cock fertilising two hens ; it more usually ends in

a continual state of bickering between the two liens,

with thp consequent result of an almost barren
season. Under similar conditions I should certainly
either remove the hen or procure another male; in

your case the latter for preference. (2) No, there
are not large and small varieties of Budgerigars,
only the respective colour varieties of the Green
species (Melopsiliacus undulatus). There certainly
are large and small specimens; but these occur with
every species. Breed only from largo and finely-
plumaged birds, and your young birds will be satis-
factory. True, a few small spec imens will turn u p.

FOREIGN BIRD QUERISTS
should consult Page's "foreign birds for beginners”
(1/14); Arthur's " budgerigars and Cockaticls" (6d.);
Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (Id.);
“Aviaries, bird rooms, and Cages" (2/3); “Seeds,
foods and Wild Plants ” (1/2); Dr. Clarke's " Septic
or bird fever’’ (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (31(1.); or the
"Nutshell ’ booklets (2jif. each); No. G "Ailing birds
and llow to Cure Them,” No. 9 ” The Disinfection of
Cages, bird-rooms, etc.,” No. 11 "Govidian finches,”
No. Hi “Avadavats," No. 17 “The Grey Parrot," No.
U "budgerigars," No. 19 "The Pekin Robin," No. 20
" Waxbiits." All thoroughly practical and instructive.
Prices quoted are -post free from “ Cage birds,”
154, fleet Street

, London, b.C,

however line and large your stock birds may be,
but never use such for breeding purposes.
AMAZON PARROT WITH COLD (?) (Omega).—

Spray or bathe the nostrils daily with a tepid
dilute solution of glyco-tliymoline till the running
ceases. Continue the use of the ©quills mixture for
another fortnight, with the exception of every fourth
day, when instead give one teaspoonful of Dinne-
ferd’s Magnesia in the drinking water. The regular
menu should consist of seed mixture, ripe fruit,
and nuts; cuttiebone and Parrot grit being con-
tinually kept in the cage. Extras to vary the
dietary, a little may be supplied at interval©, such
as dry boiled potato, raw carrot, stale crusts,
pieces of biscuit, and plain cake. Keep a chunk of
wood in the cage for it to exercise its mandibles
upon. The most robust of birds must be kept out
of draughts, and if this precaution be taken,
Amazon Parrots are a hardy group. It would be
well to continue the laxative for at least a month,
and when you cease giving the squills mixture, to
lightly colour the drinking water with chemical food
when not giving the laxative.
FLINT GRIT FOR SEEDEATERS (Mrs. Thomas).

—This is excellent for Bengalese ami all seed eaters,
as also us pulverized oyster shell. Shell is objected
to by some as causing crop perforation, but 1 have
never bad a case all the years I have kept birds,
and I certainly believe properly pulverized sheil to
bo quite harmless. If you care to send me a
stamped addressed envelope per til© Editor, I will

send you a small sample of what I use in conjunc-
tion with flint grit. One does not need to overdo
these things. A pinoli of each daily on the top
of the bird sand is ample and fully meets the case.
Not to use it at all is to deprive the bird of its

teeth.
BUDGERIGARS AND FINCHES (L. Scott).—My

advice is to separate the Budgies from the Finches
permanently, as in spite of apparent instance© cf
immunity, there is another side to the story, viz., a
sad toll ol maimed and injured birds, and the
young Budgies, once they are independent, arc
worse offenders than the adult birds. Undoubtedly
the best way to produce good healthy stock is to
separate the sexes between November and February
inclusive, and to only put picked (large size, well
feathered, perfect in every way) birds up for
breeding—by such means inbreeding and all the
evils that follow in its train will be avoided. See
also reply to “A. F. J.,” in this issue.
AILING GREY PARROT (Mrs. Filby).—Very

probably you may see this reply too late to be of
any avail. Keep the bird in really warm quarters
and where the temperature will be pretty even day
and night. I do not think the trouble is a cold.

Continue to give warm milk prepared as follows:—
Teaspoonful condensed milk, eight drops cod liver

oil emulsion, two drops laudanum, and half a tea-

spoonful of cornflour, beat together wth a little

water, then add. about one ounce of boiling water
and well stir together; allow the bird to sip at this

at. intervals during the day, and continue its Ufe till

the bird’s condition becomes normal, when it should

be gradually discontinued. Keep seed in the cage,

but till it is heartily eating of same again', break up
an arrowroot biscuit, put half a teaspoonful of

cliemic.il food over it, and then add. as much boil-

ing water as the biscuit will absorb. The cage tray

should be kept very clean, and the voiding removed

at once and burned. As soon as the trouble yields

to the treatment you had better write again, fully

describing its condition and symptoms.

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later than f

Tueaday morning's post. Specially printed Club h

Notice Postcards may be had free on application to i

our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them. 5

Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Dec. 29, Station Cafe, 8.

See.’s report.— C. Bailey.
Abersychan C.B.S.—Jan. 1, Queen’s Hotel, 6.30.

Balance-sheet, and other business.—W. T. Conch.
Bradford East O.S.—Dec. 27, Park Chapel School-

rooms. Members’ show
;
judge, Mr. F. Self. Birds

staged 2.30. Entries taken before the show.—J.
Spencer.
Bingiey O S.—Deo. 27, Assembly Rooms. Members’

show; birds staged at 10. Judge, Mr. J. Hartley
(Micklethwaite). Meeting 2 prompt.—F. Craven.

Charlotfeville F. and U.S.K.S. — Dec. 27, St. John’s
Institute, Addison Road. Members’ show; birds

staged by 5. Judge, Mr. G. Gardner. Fanciers wel-

come; admission, free.—C. H. Pope.
City of Bradford O.S.—Dec. 27, Flying Dutchman,

11. Members’ show; judge, Mr. T. Bennett.—W.
llelliwell.

Chester le-Street C.B.S.—Dee. 25, Dun Cow Hotel,
6.30. Prize money annual show, drawing of specials,

and other business.—R. Ward.
Cleveland and South Durham Federation C.B.S.

—

Will members of the Federation let us hav© a good
entry on New Year's Day at Guisboro’ and if they
have not got schcdntea, inquire of their respective

secretaries.- V. Knaggs.'See. for Guisbro’ show.
Eccieshill C B A.—Jan. 1, Fountain Inn, 2.30. Last

members’ show of season; judge, Mr. J. Chambers,
of I.-ceds.—Sant Wileock.
East Ham and D.F.S.—Will members having tickets

for annual show please settle for same, and oblige?

—

W. A. Harwood.
Falkirk Good Intent C.B.A Dee. 25, 80, Grahams

Road, 7.30. General meeting. Paying over prize-

money. cup and medals to w inners : successful local

members kindly attend. Officials lor the ensuing
year appointed.—W. Clarkson.

Guiseiey, Yeadon.—Dec. 25, Regent Hotel, 7.30.

Entries lor Boxing Day show; judge, P. Mason,
Shipley.—W. Rose.
Gt. Horton O.S Dec. 27, Station Hotel, 11. Mem-

bers’ show; judge, Mr. J. Greaves.—A. W. Hartley.
Grimsby O.S Dec. 30, headquarters, 100, Freeman

Street-. 8. Final arrangements for half-day show and1

general business. Half-day show Jan. 1; fanciers

welcome—J. T. Cotterill.

Glasgow and W. Counties Club.—Dec. 25, 122,

Ingram Street, 7. Final arrangements for annual
club show Jan. 22.—J. H. Adam.

Halifax C.B.S.—Dec. 30, Trafalgar Inn, 8. Open
show business ; very important. All members please
attend.—A. Sutcliffe.

Halifax O.S Dee. 27, Plummet Line Hotel, 3.

Annual members’ show; birds staged 3; remain until

8. Judge, Mr. A. Jowett, of Queensbnry.—H. Clegg.
Leeds C.B.S.—Dec. 27, St. George’s Schools. Mem-

bers’ show ; birds to be staged 9.30. Show open 1

to 6. Judges, Messrs. E. Clegg and S. H. Wilson.

—

E. Norton.
Leigh C B S Dee. 29, Railway Hotel, 7.45. Special

discussion on the work to be done at the annual
meeting; notice of any alteration of rules to be
given in to-night. -R. Charleson.

Llanelly C.B.S.—Jan. 1 , Greyhound Hotel, 7. Subs,
due; schedules distributed, election of stewards, etc.

Please come in time to enable us to get business over
in good time.—D. II. Davies.
National British Bird and M.C.—Dee. 30, Feathers

Hotel, Westminster, S.W., 8. Show business; im-

portant.—E. Stephens.
Newcastle East End C.B.S.—Owing to circum-

stances prevailing in the district, the December
meeting will be cancelled.—J. W. Coutts.
Oldham C.B.S.- -Dee. 28, Textile Dining Rooms, 8.

Will all memhers kindly turn up? Business for

social.—G. Mills.

Pontypool C.B.S.—Jan. 1, headquarters, 6. Spread.
Distribution of prizes and specials. General business.

Afterwards a free and easy concert; ticket-money
collected. Members and intending members specially

invited.—H. H. Vaughan.
Stockport and Hazel Grove B.F.A —Dee. 28, Trinity

House, Shaw Heath, 8. General business.—W. Staf-

ford.
Springburn, Possil Park, and D.C.B.C.—Dee. 29, 8.

Giving out specials, etc., won at annual show.—J.

Waugh.
South Shields.—Friday (no date given.—Ed.),

Cyprus, 7. Note meeting on Friday.—W. L. Smith.
Skelmanthorpc C.B.A Dec. 24, Liberal Club, 8.

Taking entries for members’ show Boxing Day;
judge, H. Mallinson, Huddersfield.— Vv'. Everett.
Spen Valley C.B.S —Dec. 27, Brotherhood Rooms,

Clecklieaton. Last show of season; judge, Mr. C.

Pickup, Great Horton. Birds staged 10.30. Two sell-

ing classes added. Entries close Dec. 24.—-S. B.
Grayshon.

Sheffield O.S —Dee. 28, headquarters, 8. Importanf
business. Syllabus, etc., for 1910.—E. C. Job.
Tong C B.S.—Dec. 27, Hand and Shuttle Inn, Dud

lev Hill. Members’ show; birds staged at 1. Judge,
Mr. D. Sutcliffe.—W. Walker.

Wakefield O.S.—Dec. 27, Crown and Anchor Hotel,
1.30. Members' show. Ordinary business and mem-
bers’ show; members will oblige by having the ex-

hibits to hand at 1.—J. Islicrwood.
West Stanley Empire F.F. and C B.S Dee. 26,

Club Room, 6.30. Annual meeting; election of offi-

cers and presentation to chairman and treasurer.—
R. Hutchinson.
West Stanley C.B.S.—Dee. 25, Commercial Hotel

6.30. Election of stewards and other show business.

Last meeting before show, to be held Jan. 1, Vie
toria. Club Hall.—W. Cresswell.
Wibsey C.B.S.—Dec. 27, Horse and Groom, 1.80.

Last show of season; please give us a good entry.
Judge, Mr. R. Garnett. Windhill.—W. Chapman.

GENERAL.
Answered bv THE EDITOR.

S. J. D. (Vancouver).—Thanks for “ pome ” and
good wishes, but we seem to remember having secu
the verses before.

POST RXQRTE 1VES.
Mr. G. Y’ates, M R.C.V.S., 1, College Road, Har-

row, Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead
cage birds for a fee of Is. Cd. each bird; for reply

direct. 2s. 6d. : analysis, 215. Subjects for post
mortem examination must be sent packed in a box
accompanjing letter being kept from contact with

the dead bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

and quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and if

a fco is enclosed the loss will be the sender's.

Dr. D. Wilson.—Pneumonia was cause of death of

Goldfinch. In was in really very good condition,

and there was no indication that the seed was at

fault.
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WANTED, hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each ; hen

Canaries, 1/3 each: J. Flower, 13, Pollaru-row,

Bethnal Grecn-rd., London. 131)

I BUDGERIGARS wanted, cheap or exchange Can-

aries or large Palace cage on stand, camera: Jewers,

Hide Park Garage, Plymouth. (133)

(OFFERS., in Canaries, exchange for real Ayrshire

(blankets, value 25/-; uumerous testimonials: Andrew

(Dawson, 089, Duke-st., Glasgow. (120)

WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules, and Gold-

finches, cither sex
;
state lowest price : Merriugton,

Bird Dealer, -40, Beeaon-st., New Croso Gate. (123)

CANARIES, Bullies, Goldiob, all British; best cash

prices, on or before delivery to genuine clients: E.

Broadbent, 355, London-rd., Sheffield. Estab. 1900.

. WANTED, British and Foreign birds, animals,

beast*, and reptiles of every description : Cooper,

Naturalist and Importer, Princess-st., Manchester.
(134)

WANTED any quantity of Canaries and Mules,

either sex: also Parrots, Toy Dogs, and Puppies:

Joyce. 9, Rosamond place, Oxford-rd., Manchester.
(134)

WANTED for cash, quantity of Yorkshires, Nor-

wich and Rollers; state lowest price; best of price

for good birds: E. Saxon, 27, Oxford rd., Smethwick.
(138)

WANTED, 500 all varieties Canaries, also Gold-

finch, Bullfinch, and foreign birds ;
prices low, cash

sent with order: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Dou-
glas. (89)

NOTICE, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, linnets, Can-
aries wanted, for cash; state price; also table

pigeons: Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd., Aston, Birming-
ham. (119)

WANTED any quantity of healthy Canaries and
JIules and British birds for cash; send lowest prices

to— A. Leitch, East End Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate,
Glasgow. (128)

WANTED singing cock Canaries, Mules, Hybrids,
also Siskins and house-moulted British ; state

cheapest prices: Dawson, Deanistown Bird Mart, 089,

Duke-st., Glasgow. (137)

WANTED pair Crestbred hens or matched pair

Plainheads, or anything in exchange for good pen
Black Itosecomb Bantams, sell £2: D. Kidd, Mid
Caldcr, Midlothian. (137)

WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire lien Canaries, give

18/- dozen; tiien Goldfinch Mules, 1/- each; buy any
kind of birds, cocks or hens : Perkins, 207, EasEst.,

Walworth, London.
WANTED, all lands of singing Canaries for prompt-

cash, also Goldies, Siskins,. Bullies, and Mules; un-

healthy birds returned; approval: Send lowest price

to Vance, 0, Sterling-st., City, Glasgow. (138)

WANTED good F.-M. Goldfinch for show, also two
or three unflighted Norwich hens, clear or varie-

gated, for muling; must have good heads and
wings; wilt give reasonable price; on approval: W.
Naismith, 12, Ann-st., Hamilton. (137)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young, 13/- a dozen

;

common or small, 15/- a dozen : Goldfinch Mules,

hens, ]/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-

ford, Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

HIGHEST FRIGES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries should communicate immediately with
us and 6tate the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We are wanting large quantities of
males, also pairs, including the following breeds:
Borders, Yorkshires, Norwfeh, and Rollers ; also
Goldfinch Mules. We are prepared to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along:

6. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST., BIRMINGHAM
Telegrams: "Parrakeet.” ’Phone: Central 089.

8/- per pair offered.

WANTED FOB EXPORT
Will give 8/- per pair for large colour-fed Norwich,
7/. per pair for Yorkshires, 5/- per pair for Border
Fancies. I also require all other varieties of
Canaries and Mules. Send full particulars and
tamp for reply. Will deposit cash.

H. GLEDHILL,
FLEET LANE, QUEEWSBURY, BRADFORD.

WANIED-Palm Doves
(Turtur senegalensis), not the half-collared.— H. D.
Astley, Esq., Brinsop Court, Hereford. (117)

[sale or EXCHANGE.

|
Mainly British,

j

EXCHANGE, two 1915 hand-reared Iren Goldfinrhes,
for good cock Siskin, or offens: Lynham, 70, line-
cleueh-st., Kettering. (ISC)
EXCHANGE Mules or Canaries, cocks, for Siskins,
Goldfinches, must be targe, good colour : N. Fin-1 ay-
05 n, 6, Irwell-ter., Sal-ford'.

( 1 S4 )TWO Redpolls (pulls seed and water), and, cages,
exchange pair of Canaries : Mr. Brown, No. 19, King-
et., Clown, near Chesterfield. ( 132 )

EXCHANGE, one pair of my exhibition Green Bor-
ders for an exhibition Siskin, or sell £1: Win. Lam-
bic, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire. (122)
SIX cock Grecnies, 1/6 lot; two large H M. cock
Bullfinches, 5/- each, or exchange for Siskins or Can
aries: A. Foley, 4, Picton-st., New Boultliam, Lin-
coln. ( 133 )

EXHIBITORS! Two monster cock Skylarks, well
marked, big as Thrushes, singing well, 6/. each,
with cages 6/-; cock Starling, 1/6; exchange Roller
schoolmaster; offers: 31, Wilcox-rd., S.W. (119)
‘EXCHANGE, twice H.M. Linnet (muler), 1st, 1914;
1st and special, 1915 (cards sent), and H.M. Siberian
Goldfinch cock, for 1914 bull Yorkshire lien ; no rub-
bish: W. Sheurd, 2, Cfcorge-st., Baxry Dock, Clam

(133)
A GOOD singing Linnet and new contest cage, 2/6;
money returned if not satisfied; also a full pedi-
gree Toy Pom., black dog, 14 months, £2; sure
winner, pedigree sent, or will exchange common
Canaries or Goldfinches to value; exchange returned
if not satisfied; honest dealing only; Maloney, 81,

Scholefi, Wigan, (135)

Mainly Canaries.
|

FOR sale or exchange, 1 pair of good bred York-

shire Canaries : T. Southworth, 13, Southey-st.,

Burnley. ( 1322
ONE pair of Norwich cinnamons, yellow cook, huff

hen, exchange Rollers: Hodgetts, Middle Row, Isa-

bella, Newshain. t^5 )

HIGH-CLASS Norwich pairs, or cash for textile

industry hooks, or useful offers: Joe Thomas, Over-

end, Cradley, Staffs. (110)

SIX good Yorkshire hens, 24/-; 20 cages, various,

30/-, cheap, or useful exchange: Smith, Tobacconist,

Chapel-st., Edgware-rd. (12/)

EXCHANGE, two H.M. cock Goldfinches, for good

unflighted Yorkshire cock Canary, singing: Manley,

43, Ashlone-rd., Putney. (l3o)

CHAMPION crests, £1 to £10 pairs, approval,

exchange Norwich, Yorkshires, or Mulee: T. Billing-

ton, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (119)

EXCHANGE fully decorated dinner service, new,

for surplus stock Canaries; sell £2; approval; birds

first: Todd, 4, Watcrloord., Burslem. (139)

EXCHANGE light variegated Mule, winner, for

good Plainhead cock, cinnamon preferred, sell 10/-:

John Muirhead, 01iver-pl., Bonn) bridge. (138)

YORKSHIRES, good for -sale, or exchange set of

boxing gloves, also punch-ball, good condition only;

apply: Terry, 180, Lumb-lane, Bradford. (.136)

EXCHANGE pair class Norwich, yellow cock and
buff lien, for good clear or ticked yellow stock hen,

nust have size: Angus, Garden-*t., Macduff. (132)

EXCHANGE H.M. cock Brambleflnch, also ll.M.

cock Chaffinch, for Border hen or cock Goldfinch,

>r sell 5/-.: J. Waugh, New Abbey, Dumfries. (139)

FOR sale, 1 pair Crests, Crestbred cock, Norwich
cock, or exchange for Norwich or Cinnamons to

value, £2: James Dykes, 21, West Main-st., Darvel.
(137)

EXCHANGE, Crest-bred (pure Taylor’s strain),

also cinnamon Border ben, for good Norwich: G. E.

Iffaekbourn, 8, Granville-terr., Bondgate, Darling-

ton. 031)
EXCHANGE cock Bullfinch, 2nd in class of 12, cock

Twite, 1st in class of 9, for good pair of Norwich;
yours first ; approval,—Taylor, 155, Old Fallow, Can-

nock. 037)
TWO good pairs Norwich, fed, 12/6, 15/-, or 25/-

lot; deposit exchange, good British Goldfinches pre-

ferred; approval: 133, King-st., Alfreton, Derby-
shire. ' (135)

GREENFINCHES, picked for muling or exhibition,

exchange Norwich hens or musical instruments; ap-

proval both ways: W. Skipsey, Newton Morrell, Bar-

ton, Yorks. (137)

•FEW large Norwich cocks-, winners; two 191-1 yel-

lows, 30/- each ; 2 buffs, 12/6 and £2; unflighted

yellow, 20/-; approval, deposit: Lingard, 66, Berry-
st., Burnley. (137)

FOUR right good 1914 Norwich hens, splendid
feeders, 5/- each, or would exchange poultry, jewel-

lery, good garden rifle: Lambert, 122, Northumber-
land's?., ' Norwich. (135)

RICH fed buff Norwich cock, won recently three

honours, 15/-; yellow hen, 10/-, wortli 50/-; York-
shire cock, big winner. 20/-; exchange entertained;

wanted camera, anything useful; see respective

heading : Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Lcytonstone. (128)

EXCHANGE, for pair* of Norwich or Yorkshires,

seven bookbinder’s embossing tools, value £1 15/-;

approval: II. Jordan, Caeberllan, Ynyspcnllwch,
Clydach-on-Tawc. 036)

IRISH Terrier, puppies, 8 weeks, champion K Blar-

ney Sport and Tapton Molly bred, certain winners

;

dogs £1, bitches 17/6; approval: Dunham, Hair-

dresser, Dronfioid,. (138)

NOTICE : We want Canaries, British Birds, Par-

rots, Poultry, Rabbits, cages, etc., anything, in

•exchange for cutlery or plate : Write, Smith Bros.,

49, Pctur-st., Sheffield. (136)

GENT.’S fro-ck-coat and vest, 36ins. chest, as new,

14/6; exchange yellow Budgerigars: exchange pair

Green Budgerigars, for leather leggings: Gardener,

Beeches, East llarling, Norfolk. (136)

EXCHANGE, one dozen double-sided records, 8-

dag clock, wood frame, in good order ; ( plate

camera, for .Rollers or Yorkshires, birds first : honest

dealing: W. Gibbons, 37, Park-place, Clapliam, 8.ML

EXCHANGE Edison gem phonograph, 20 record*,

carrying cabinet, bolding 36, bras* tea, tobacco and

scoop sweet scales : Gas Heating Stoves, for Can-

aries or Britisb; offers: Mr. Cxomey, 270, lalkner-st.,

Liverpool. (135)

EXCHANGE eight single breeding cages, 18 sq.

by 9, drinking and egg glasses, seed! box, for

1914 Seifert Roller cook. Seifert eold-room bred pre-

ferred, or 15/-: Wm. Parkinson, 72, Water-st„

Earby, Y'orks. C 13®)

GIVING up, several high-class pairs, 1914-15, self

yellow and mottled tumblers, from Messrs. Passmore

and Perkins’ winning strain, 10/- pair, exchange Can-

aries, appliances, anything; offers: Rackliam, 23,

Benedict-rd., Brlxton. ^

EXCHANGE, household goods, boots, clothing,

blankets, bedding, overcoats, ‘ladies’ and gent, s

underclothes, etc., for live stock of all descriptions;

prompt, reliable, and honest, dealings. Jopsons Ex-

change Stores, Newton Heath ,
Manchester. (138)

NOTICE
WANTED Goldies, Siskins, 1/6 each ;

Bullfinches,

1/2," hens 8d. ;
hen Mules, 1/-; also wanted wild rab-

bits, dead or alive: Broxup, Stock-st., Burnley. (137)

Kennel Dogs lor Sale.
Uogs for Exchange.

OVERCOATS
Stylish overcoats, raincoats, macks, suits, costumes,

ladies’ macks, boots, shoes, all highly-finished goods,

all sizes to measure ;
exchange Canaries, Mules,

British, etc. : Exchange Co., 355, Lcndon-rd., Sheffield

BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE
We give good value in boots, suits, overcoats, bed-

ding, blankets, cutlery, or household goods, etc., of

every description required in exchange for Canaries,

British and Foreign birds, dogs, Persian cats, kit-

tens, Parrots, monkeys, etc., or livestock of any
variety; prompt and reliable dealings; stamp reply:

Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163, Princeas-st., Man-
chester. ' (134)

‘‘MY Dogs” (on approval); send for list, stating
requirements: Lafbury. Station rd.. Manor Park, E.
CHAMPION pedigree Jirindle pied Bulldog puppies,
good specimens, 60/-: Brett, 122, Bercsford tt., Wal-
worth. (120)
ORANGE shaded sable Toy Pom. puppies, ch.
pedigree, 4 months, cheap to good homes: Reynolds,
Penhill, Bexley, Kent. (13S)
CHAMPION pedigree miniature Yorkshire Terrier
puppy dog*, £1, 2511- ;

finest blood in Yorkshire;
bargains: Gardner, Blue-st., Boston. (137)

NOTICE: Wanted, ail varieties pure breed dogs,
give good exchange in high-class Bantams or Cana-
ries: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)

SPLENDID pedigree Yorkshire Terrier dog, two
years, house trained, good guard, sell or exchange:
Thomason, Mill-rd., Wimbish, near Saffron Walden,
EssR!. (135)
FOR dogs and puppies or domestic pets of every

description at moderate prices; call, write, or wire:
Cooper, Naturalist and Dog Specialist, 163, Princess-

st., Manchester. (134)

WHIPPET dog pup, Shirley Whirlwind strain, sell

25/-; also half-bred Whippet, 12 months, good
w'orkor, 10/-; or exchange anything; Young, Al-

thorp-rd., Luton. * (134)

SPANIEL puppy for sale, male, 5 months, bred

from pedigree parents; can be seen by appoint-

ment any time; price ‘2gs.: Robt. Fryer, 96, Brom-
felde-rd.. Clapliam, S.W. (13S)

POWERFUL, upstanding Airedale dog, 18; months,

splendid house guard, exchange big Norwich Can-

aries or Poultry; sell 25/-; sacrifice; Jones, Ferrn

Hill, Bynca, Carmarthenshire. (135)

WHIPPET and terrier bitch, keen on chain or

house, good killer and fast, will accept 15/- as no

use for same, having joined the colours: J. Harrison,

c/o Ingram, 54, Gaulton-st., Hull. (137)

SPLENDID investment, lady offers highest pedi-

gree Pekingese brood bitch, been mated to high-

class stud dog, her puppies should realise big prices,

sell very cheap to good home (no dealers); also

puppies for sale cheap : Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,

Dunstable.
“CARE of the Dog,” Nutshell No. 32, Is now

readv. Every one who keeps a dog will find this

little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,

housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,”

104, Fleet-st., London, E C.

SITUATIONS.
COUNTRY agent* wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and foode, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-

rd.. London.

f~ Miscellaneous, j

EXCHANGE ©ent.'s cycle, in very good order, for

what offers ,iu Canaries : J. Nlcholl, 22, ACW’-st.,

Gloucester. (U4)

FOR sale twelve Black Mice, one White; exchange

cock Canary in full song: 71, King-st-.» Clown,

Chesterfield.

WHAT offers for good strong apple, pear, goose-

berry and white currant trees-a 29, Lauy Margaret-
rd., Southall.

„

NOTICE, 3 pairs Yorks (songsters), 6/- pair, first

15/- p.o. takes lot; exchange, offers: Taylor, Birch-

wood, Alfreton. (ISa)

EXCHANGE rifle, little used, with 300 cartridges,

for large Crested cock, or sell 10, -
: Sutherland, 31,

Cullodc-n-st., Dennistoun, Glasgow. (133)

EXCHANGE Hobbies, No. 2a Fretwork Machine for

pair of Yorkshire and pair of Borders, or sell £1:

McLaughlin, Hairdresser, Coleraine. (132)

EXCHANGE, Sussex-Orpington cockerel and two

pullets for large yellow Norwich beus, or offers:

A. Co-nnon, Hatton, Aberdeenshire.
,

REVOLVER (seven-chambered) an I 50 cartilages,

sell 15/-; exchange Norwich or British: Stranchan,

207, St. Androw’s-rd., Pollokshields. (188)

SPLENDID set, sixe very old coloured prints,

original frames, exchange winning Norwich, or sell

£5: Bootmaker, 187, Lavender Hill, S.W. (jo6)

EXCHANGE new gramophone, 33 records, value £4,

for exhibition Norwich Canaries or good stock p-airs

:

Taylor, Dunsdale, Guisbrough,. Yorkshire. 039)

TWELVE Zono records, massage chain, revolver,

Cassell’s Book of Birds, now, few British birds; ex-

change anything: Broxup, Stock-st., Burnley. (137)

EXCHANGE several winning Cavies <r Rabbits for

birds; send offers and particulars to Be; umont,

Netheroyde Babbitries, Ripponden, Yorkshire. (137)

FIVE monkeys, green colour, black faces, bargain,

lot £8, or divide, would consider useful exchange

:

Manager, Gloucester Furnishing Co., Gloucester. (133)

WILL exchange winning Norwich or Yorkshires

for camera or anvthing useful ; see respective

column : Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Lcytonstone. (128)

WILL exchange 3 Black Tumbler Pigeons and 4

Jacobins, for pair Budgerigars and good cage; ap-

proval: Robert William®, Bryn-Celyn, Beaumaris.
(133)

GENT.’S heavy pair of hand made boots, size 8,

cost 23/-; sell </-; worn few times; or exchange

for British birds: Steel 80, Ordsull-kuie, Salford.

(138)

SALE, ten pairs racing homers, all flown 100 miles,

can verify, 5/- pair, or exchange household goods;

offers, anything : Foley, 1, Lee st., Limchouse, Lon-

don, . , ,

fl&J)

EXCHANGE for songster Canaries, gent, s 23m.

Rudg-e 40/- ;
lady’s frame and wheels, 10/- :

(-plate

stamp camera, 7/6: Hart, Photographer, Ellesmere

Port. (131)

SPLENDID cock Bullfinch, perfect, suitable exhibi-

tion, 2/9; well pencilled cork Linnet, 2 -; Edward

j silverpeuny, 1293, 7d.—Hubbard, North, Kiiworth,

Rugby. ( 13fi)

A-GOOD rack of twelve cages and accessories, lor

good 22 cal. rifle, can be seen any time: Humphreys,

3, Centre Yale, Todmorden-rd., Littleborough, Lan-

cashire. U32)

THREE green marked, three cinnamon marked
York hens, 3/- each; four Goldie Mule cocks, 5/-

each; approval: Stewart, Busty Bank, Burnopfield,

Durham. „

PAIR Crest Canaries, 12/6; Crest cock, 7/6; Fox

Terrier, rough haired, bitch, 12 months, pedigree,

used to ferret, 12/0; exchange: Redhead,
Cuiabeilan<L i 1*®'

Aquarium.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in "Nutshell No. 21,” 2jd. post free,

from "Cage Birds,” 151, Fleet-st., London, E.C. (2d.

from agents, a list of whom is published frequently).

Cats.
j

BARGAIN, several grand blue Persian kittens, from
great winners, prices reasonable, easy payments ar-

ranged ;
approval : McKeand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. (71)

Cavies.
CAVY-Keepers Note! Nutshell 28, ’Profitable Pet

Cavies (or Guinea Pigs),” is now ready. Deals fully

with the Housing. Breeding, Mating, Rearing. Feed-

ing, Exhibiting, Management, Diseases, Varieties,

etc., etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell agents,

or 2jd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154, Fleet

Street, London, E.C.

Cycles.

FOR sale, strongly built cycle, suit tradesman
26-in), plated, Edie coaster. 65s.; other machines to

dispose of, both new and second-hand; old ones
taken part exchange; Delves, Agent, Paddock
Wood, Kent.

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and shoes,

newly soled and heeled, ladies 3/3, 3/6, gents 3/9,

4/-, girls 3/-, boys 3/6, carriage paid: F. Under
wood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester. (76)

Ferrets.

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked all season,

line or loose, 7/0 ;
splendid Ferrets, good workers,

guaranteed, 6/6; cash or deposit: Tbos. Wannop,

ShorR.st., Carlisle. I'M)

|~~Mice.
MICE, rats, 1/- pair, carriage paid: Hutchinson,
48, Hammerton-st., Pudsey, Leeds. (139)

MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you
should not be without cur excellent little booklet

recently published, entitled " Pet Mice,” which gives

full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference: price 2Jd. post

free. “Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,

E.C.

Pigeons.

P1GEOMS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon keepers will find much helpful information

in two of our "Nutshell” Booklets, Nos. 7 and 8,

which deal with these birde in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7,

“The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,"

post free 2j,d. each from " Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

Street, London, E.C.

|

Rabbits.

"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 30,

just out. An up-to-date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,
Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2sd., post free, from Cage Birds, 154-

Fleet Street, E.C.

PET RABBITS, CAVIES AND MICE
By George Gardner. A complete and practical

guide to the proper management of Rabbits, Cavies,
and Mice. The information given in this handbook
is thoroughly up to-date, and deals with the hous-
ing, feeding, exhibiting, etc., of these popular pets.

Many illustrations of champion rabbits. Prica

1 /-, post free 1/1J, from "Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-

st., London, E.C.

|

Sport.
j

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 31. "Fishing in

River, Lake and Pond.” All who take an Interest

in fishing should not miss this highiy-inotructive

brochure. It treats fully on the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, and how to
catch them; the angler's outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, sizes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Price

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2jd. post
free from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

Various.

]

Household Utensil*, etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp far

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE ci

LADIES
TESTiMOIIIALS and FR

BLANCHARDS PILLS
{tuty ftvo unrivalled for all Ladies’ Ailments, Ac. ami speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all suffering.

They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Coehia, Hitter Apple, Sic.

Bold in boxen, 1/1$, by Hoots', Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Jiranchrs and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYN, Lid. Chemists. 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled
Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow, £10
outfit, sacrifice, 30/-; approval willingly: Mrs. Tyler,

18, Rockingham-rd., Uxbridge. (118)

HANDSOME Stone Marten stole, 4 feet long, nearly
new, cost 7 guineas; hat mount of Stone Marten
head awl tail to match, included, sell £4: Mrs.
Clarke, 65, Copleston-road, East Dulwich. (136)

GRAMOPHONE, £25 model, drawing-room cabinet,

very dainty, height 4ft., on wheels, beautifully in-

laid, perfect tone, with selection of celebrated

records, accept. £5 15/-; approval with pleasure: 15,

Upper Porehester-st., Hyde Park, London. (100)

‘ CAGE BIRD HYBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Houlton. Price 7s. 6d.

’’CAGE BIRDS.” 154. FLEET ST.. LONDON
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For a
Complete
Knowledge of

British Birds
You Can't Beat

THE

BRITISH BIRD

MANUAL
By H. NORMAN.

NEW YEAR GIFTS
When you are selecting them

DO HOT OVERLOOK

CAGE-BIRDS BOOKS
They comprise* expert advice on everything:
appertaining: to the keeping* feeding,
breeding and general management of
Canaries,Mules and Hybrids, British

and Foreign Birds. Send along
at once for those most suited

to the requirements of
your friends.

CANARY

BREEDING FOR BEGINNERS
By CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

By far the Best Practical Guide for Beginners in the

Art of Bird Breeding.

NOTE THE FOLLOWING SUMMARY OF CONTENTS ;

CAGES.

The Most Thorough and Practical
Work on British Birds ever Produced

.

Published in two parts and complete bound
in cloth. Part I. Hardbills. Deals in the
fullest manner with Linnets, Goldfinches,
Bulllinches, and all other varieties of Finches.
Part II. Softbills. With Blackbirds
Thrushes, Jackdaws, Larks, and most of the
more commonly kept species of insectivorous
birds

This work, lucidly written by a noted
specialist, contains 'fullest directions for
Hand-rearing, Keeping, and Exhibiting
the most popular of our British Birds. Each
bird is dealt with separately, its nesting
habits, etc., are fully explained, and these,
together with a description of its general
characteristics, will enable the novice to easily
identify the various species. Each part con-
tains a coloured plate and numerous black
and white illustrations by the author.

Price complete,
bound in doth
2s,, post free
2s, 3d,, in

parts Is.,

post free

Is, Id, ,

Single and Double Breeder*.

Points to Avoid.
Perches and other Fitments.

Seed and Water Vessels.

Egg and Finger Drawers.
Nest Bo* or Pan.
Nesting Materials.

THE BIRD ROOM.

Furnishing.
Temperature.
Ventilation.

BREEDING.

To Distinguish Sex.

Food when Preparing for Breeding.

First Principles in Mating.

Pairing Up.
Condition
Help when Nest Building.

Making a Nest.

INCUBATION.

Removing Early Eggs.

What to do with the Cock Bird.

Close of incubation.

Testing Eggs.
Hatching Difficulties.

Dead in Shell, etc.

from

EGG FOOD.
To Rear Without Egg.
A Middle Course.
Egg Food and its Making.

FEEDING THE YOUNG CANARIES.

Sweating Htn3.
Use of Foster-Mother.
Tempting Dishes for Bad Feeder*.

LEAVING THE NEST.

Marking and Marking Rings.

When Out of the Nest.

When Feeding Themselves.

SECOND AND THIRD NESTS.
Hot Weather Management.

THE MOULT.
Colour-Feeding.
Moulting Cages.
Importance of Exercise.

Fresh Air and Baths.
Toning Down the Light.

TRAINING FOR SHOW
In the Show Cage.
Final Points.

Of our
Price 6cl. from your newsagent or any

‘'Nutshell” booklet agents. 7d. post free direct

from
CAGE BIRDS,"

154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.

MULE and

HYBRID BREEDERS

make your 1916 breed-

ing season a record

in every way by purchasing

a copy of

UK BIRO HYBRIDS.
This great work is written by CHARLES
ltOULTON, an authority with a reputation
extending over 25 years as a leading Ex-
hititor, and a leading Expert and Judge.
Edited by G. E. Weston and C. A. House.

VALUABLE BOOKS

Complete Ectnd in Cfcth. 7/6 carriage paid.

Magnificently Illustrated by that great bird artist,

MR. H- NORMAN.

MARVELLOUSLY COMPREHENSIVE.
First of all are considered at great length the
question of cages and aviaries for hybrids. All the
various methods of housing are thoroughly and
carefully described. The perches are minutely
detailed ; nests and nesting ma'rr al have a
chapter to themselves. Mr. Houltor ’a oecial cage
for hybrid breeding is clearly eirifced and
illustrated. All the foods, natural and artificial*
are enumerated. Egg and other soft foods and
their feeding values dealt with.The selection of the
stock is debated at length. The hens which breed
light and dark exhibition mules described. The
proper breeding procedure for Dark Goldfinch
Mules gene into. Egg binding and its treatment.
The food supply. Care of the young hybrids. Ail
these topics are treated with that experience and
skill only an expert of Mr. Houlton’s standing

could bring to such a task.

There are no (ess than Sixteen Coloured and
6ixteen Art Plates in this work. EACH PLATE
IS A PERFECT STUDY OF AN INDIVIDUAL
HYBRID. Every plate shows the correct colour,

the correct shape, (he present day type and
general characteristics of a prize-winning Hybrid.

THE PRACTICAL AND
COMPREHENSIVE

WORK
WHICH ALL
HYBRID
BREEDERS
REQUIRE.

FOR

FOREIGN BIRD LOWERS
PARROTS FOR PLEASURE & PROFIT.”

By C. P. ARTHUR. 7d, post free.

A comprehensive handbook. Deals fully with the keeping,
feeding and general treatment of the Grey, the Amazon, etc.

The difficulty of sexin|j is banished, and the treatment of newly
imported specimens is fully dealt with.

“FOREIGN BIRDS FOR BEGINNERS.”
By WESLEY T. PACE, F.Z.8. 1/1 post frcO.

Contaius indispensable information of an entirely practical nature on the keeping, feeding
and general management of the more common and popular varieties of foreign birds.

BUDGERIGARS AND COCKATIELS.” sy c. p. Arthur. 6d. post frc«.

Is a splendid guide-book to perhaps the most interesting and profitable side of foreign bird-keeping.
It tells you all you need know.

F, CARL. Publisher, 154, FLEET
_ STREET, LONDON,

Printed fur tbe Proprietor. Hr. F. Cabl. 154. Fleet Street. Uv 3 . Q, Hammond and Co., Ltd.. Fleet Lano. London. E.Ci.

E.C.
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A Lovely Coloured Plate will be Presented with next week’s
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ADVERTISEMENTS CLOSE FIRST POST NEXT TUESDAY.

Telegrams—aviculture, London.

Telephone—Hoiborn 5229. V Vol, XXVIII. No. 7 30 Fop week ending Jan. 8th, 1916. Price Id.
Registered at the G.P.O.

Subscription Rate:
6/6 per annum
post free.

Foreign—
91 - per annum,

The bird at the left is the clear buff cock, owned by Mr. G. Notley, Bedford, which won 1st in the open seclion. It is a bird o exce ent type,

with a bold head, and feathers of lovely texture. The grand yellow cock at the top won 1st in novice section for Mr, Thompson, e or , or

its fine size and condition, combined with all round quality ; and the third bird in our picture is a clear buff cock of fine size and type, w ic

also excels in quality; it won 1st in its class in the novice section for Mr, B. Coley, Bedford.

F. CARL, Publisher, 154, Fleet Street, London, E,C.
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ADVERTISEMENT OH AROES. DURING THE WAR
6d. for the first eighteen words. One Halfpenny for each word over eighteen.

Name and address to be reckoned. MINIMUM, 18 words 6d.

IMPOflTANT NOTE.—Two or more Advertisements
coming from the same advertiser, even it sent In

different names, are reckoned together, and, alter

the ISrst Eighteen words, are charged at two words
o penny. No single advertisement, even if ac-

companied by othore, will be charged at less than
the minimum price, viz., Sixpence.

Headlines or Footlines, 1/-, 1/6 2/-, 2/6, according
to size.

The rate for displayed advertise-

ments is 7/6 per inch. Rates for a

scries on application.

ADVERTISEMENTS UNACCOMPANIED BY COR-
RECT REMITTANCE WILL NOT BE INSERTED.
Postal Orders must be sent as tar os possible.

All moneys should be made payable to F. CARL.
The Proprietor reserves the right to refuse any

advertisement, or to cancel any advertisement or-

dered tor a series, at any time, without assigning
any reason for so doing.

Advertisements must In all cases bear the bona-
Ado name and address of the advertiser, and no ad-
vertisement will bo inserted if addressed to a receiv-
ing office, or similar place of call.

Small prepaid advertisements of a general nature
and not connected in any way with the Cage Bird
Trade are inserted at the rate of Jd. per word
throughout. Minimum 12 words 6d.

Advertisements close Tuesdays first post In each
week, and should be sent to the advertisement
Manager, CAGE BIRDS, 154, Fleet Street, London.
Terms for Display Advertisements on application.

REPEATING ADVERTISEMENTS.
Owing to the number of announcements received we

cannot guarantee to repeat advertisements unless
the previous issue, Page and Column are stated by
the advertiser.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

•specially foreign birds, be kept isolated from
tsfablished stock for a week or ten days, until by
Iheir condition they establish the tact that they are
thoroughly heal.tiy.

APPLIANCES
|

ROLLER flutes, when song required, a useful ap-
pliance, P.O. 1/3 set: Herbage, 9, Cranbrook-rd.,
Walthamstow.

( 163 )

PORTABLE outdoor aviary, 6ft. 6in. by 3ft. Sin. by
6ft. high; i/1, bargain; stamp reply: F. Perry, 17,

Warren-rd., Rhyl. (148 )

OUTDOOR aviaries, birdhouses, for British and
Foreign birds. Canaries; designs: L. Latham, Ging-
eton-by-Sea, Sussex. (398)
SHERRIFF'S best brown birdlime, 4d. and 8d. tin;

dealers supplied
; not satisfied, money returned : 112,

Wheat-st., Leicester. (155)
CAGES. Lark cages 5/- dozen, larger 8/- dozen;
satisfaction guaranteed; dispatched same day: B.
Onions, Rustoall-st., Walsall. (162)
BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers, baths;

wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manufacturer,
Warren-st... Longton, Staffordshire. (123)
WINNOWING machines for blowing husks, dust,

etc., from bird seed; genuine article: Whiting, The
Forge, lleydon, W’angford, Suffolk. (151)
DOUBLE breeding cages, 36 by 16 toy 9, sand trays,

sanitary fittings, wire fronts, sliding division, 5/-

each ;
box cages, wire fronts, show cages, cages' of

every description; illustrated list: Savory’s, Cage
.Works, B231, Newtown-row, Birmingham. (162)

SPECIAL Bargains: Large new close-wired 3-com-
partment Crystal Palace aviary, 4ft. long, 4ft. high,
19in. wide, fitted sand trays, seed hoppers, revolving
perches, 2 wire movable partitions, glass panels, 50/-,

carr. paid; approval; photo, sent; show's cages,
strictly club pattern, Norwich, Yorks., Border Fancy,

2/3; six for 12/-; carrying cases for two cages, 4/-;

3 cages, 5/-; any size made; breeding cages, best
quality only, fully fitted, ISin. long, 3/6; 20in., 4/-

each ; double, 30in. long, lain, high, llin. broad, 8/6

and 10/- each
;
please note, I am in no way connected

with any other advertised; only one address: Mar-
tin, Cage Manufacturer, Castle Douglas. (159)

BIRD-catchers’ nets. 9ft., 3/9; i2ft., 4,9; 18ft„

5/9; all Oft. deep, poles, yogs, pull line, iron, com-
plete. Jin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard

;
9ft.

deep, 5d. yard, post free. Oval net traps, 1/-

;

three, 2/6. Large strong trap cages, 1/6 and 2/-.

Cal! cages, 9d. Holdall bird time. Jib. 9d., Jib. 1/2,

lib. 1/10, post free. Performing Redpolls, with cage
complete, 3/- Double breeders, beauties, 36 x 16 x
9, fitted complete, 6/-. Best box cages, loose fronts,

sand trays, etc., 2/6 each, three 0/-. Palace avia-

ries, 36 x 30 x 12, 12/6. 5-inch Nonsplasli baths, with
wire frames, 1/3. Bird sprays, 6d., post free. Best
pottery drinkers, with wires, 1/6 dozen. Large
round partition egg drawers, 2/- dozen. Strictly

club pattern show cages, Norwich. Yorkshire, Bor-
der, 2,/- each, two 3/9, six 10/-. British, 2/3, 2/6, and
2/9. Travelling cages for two 4/-. three 5/-, four 6/-;

any size made. Best hand-planed boards for cage-
making. Tin. 2/2, 9in. 2/9, 12in. 3/3 per 25ft. Best
punched bar fronts, not rubbish, 12 x 12, 6d., 18 x
1-2, 9d., any size made: Ross, Cage Works, Forres,

N.B. (91)

IDEAL RINGS.—All embossed numbers, 6d. per
dozen, 2/- ' -gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hilt, Halifax.

"M.C W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.

Rare quality, cwt. 3/6. half cwt. 2/3, carriage paid
liO miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

I FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP.

Any size, with any number of compartments, loose
wire fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used,

none better made. Illustrated catalogue of all kinds

of cages, and everything required, free.

E. E. PASS, I4UCKNALL, NOTTS.

ALWAYS USE “ CAGE BIRDS*'

DEPOSIT SYSTEM.
We are not responsible for the state-

ments made in advertisements, nor of
the bona-iides of either buyen or sellers
In all transactions the adoption of onr
Deposit System should be insisted upon

RULES.

L—PROCEDURE.—The intending purchaser should
tend to this office the amount of the purchase (our
deposit foe included), and at the same time he
should communicate with the seller stating what it

is lie requires sent on approval. Wo acknowledge
receipt of the deposit to botli parties. In all eases
Ike depositor should give his name and address, and
also that of the vendor, and must write same clearly
and distinctly.

2.— END OF TRANSACTION.—The deposit is re-

tained by us until «e hear from both parties that
the transaction has been completed. If a sale lias

been effected, we baud Hie amount deposited to the
teller. If a sale lias not been effected, we return the
amount to the depositor. The transaction must bo
conducted by the parties themselves. We merely
hold the deposit.

3.—AMOUNT OF COMMISSION.—The fee is 6d.
for each PI, or fraction of £1, and it must be sent
at same time as the deposit.

4.—IMPORTANT POINTS.—The depositor must
decide within forty-eight hours of the receipt of
the goods whether lie will keep or return the same,
unless, that is, some other period of approval (of
which we must be advised) is agreed upon by both
parties. The depositor must at the same time notify
us of the fact that lie has returned the goods. If

the goods are not returned within the said forty-
eight hours, we reserve the light to send the deposit
to the seller after the expiration of that period.
And should the seller fail within three days to notify
us of the receipt of his goods back again, the trans-

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12 or 10, 3/6 DOZ.
14 toy 12, 4/- doz. ; 15 by 12, 4/3 doz. ; 16 by
12, 4/6 doz. ; 18 by 12, 5/3 doz.- 24 by 12, 7/- doz.

;

odd sizes made to order. Seed boxes, 2in., 1/6
doz.; 3in., 2/- doz. Nest pans, 12/- gross. Wires,
6/- gross. Non-splash baths, enamelled, tin., 7/-;
4Jin., 8/-; 5in. 10/-; 6in., 12/- doz. Enamelled
tin baths, 4/6 doz. Dealers send for wholesale
price list: Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill-passage,
Longton, Staffs. (154)

INVISIBLES
Best net traps ever invented for small birds, 1/7;

large or small, 2/7 post free; for aviaries, breeding
cages and all other requisites see my “ Multum-in-
Parvo ” free catalogue; XXX Birdlime, 2d., 9d., 1/4 :

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

TAMS, NO. 55, NEW SANITARY
Earthenware nest pan, thick perch rim, 1/6 doz., wires
9d. doz., white s-vvaiif-down linings 1/- doz., brown
nest linings 9d. doz., Canary eggs 6d. doz., nest bags
9d. doz., white deer hair Is. 9d! lb., brown cow-
hair Is. lb„ selected moss Is. lb., Tam’s fate&t non-
splash bath, 4in. square 10d., 4Jin. 1/-, 5in. 1/3,
6in. 1/6; improved punched bar wire fronts, 12in.

by 12in. 4/6 doz., lain. by 12in. 5/6 doz., ISin. by
12in, 7/. doz.; odd sizes made to order; Leeds Mills
removable plate®, will grindi from rape to sun-
flower, 1/6; nursery cages 1/6, 2/6 each; Cuttlefish
holders 9d. doz.; nesting racks 2/6 doz.; Good-
man’s filup feeder, 1/3; Tam's Canary rings 6d.

doz., 4/- 100; tin seed boxes, 2in., 2/- doz., 3in.

3/-, 4in. 4s. doz.; new round partition egg drawers,
3in., 2s. doz., 4in. 3/- doz.; single breeding cages,
fittings complete, 4/6, 5/6, double enamelled bine
inside, black out 6/6, 7/6, 9/6; egg and bread
mills 2/-, 3/6 each; bird sprays 2/6 each; for

prices, sizes of box cages, roller cages, breeding
cages, seed boxes, glass, pottery, tin. wane, bird-

cage fitting®, see my new illustrated catalogue, 84

pages, 120 illustrations; tTade supplied; special

prices for 0 doz. lots; export orders receive care-

ful attention ; Enoch Tams, Church-st., Longton,
Staffs. (159)

BUYERS, PLEASE NOTE
Everything I sell is sent on the distinct under-

standing that if not satisfactory in every way all

you have to do is return them, and your money is

returned in full. Clap-nets, made from superfine

thread netting, specially knitted for bird netting,

Jin. mesh, 3yds. long, 51ft. deep and 4ft. fly, 5/-

pair
;

ditto, 4yds., 6/.; 5yds., 7/-; 6yds. 8/-; 7yds.

9/-; 8yds., 10/-; 9yds., 10/-; 10yds., 12/. per pair;

or any size made to order. All clapnets consist of

two nets to the pair, each net guaranteed to be
exact measurement, and all are fitted complete with
all pegs, poles and pull lines, ready for immediate
setting. Loose thread netting, as used in above
nets, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard; ditto Oft. deep 5d. yard;
ditto, 12ft. deep, 0d. yard; post free. Self-acting

spring net traps, easiest working and most effec-

tive traps on market, catch and hold uninjured any
sizer bird, 24 by 18in., 1/6; ditto, 18 by I4in., 1/3;
post free. Balfolding sparrow nets, fitted on 15ft,

bamboo poles, 6/6 pair; ditto on 17ft. poles, 7/-; ditto
on 19ft

.
poles, 7,6 pair. Real Italian hemp pull lines

08yds. long, 2/-; post free. Genuine Japanese bird
lime, 9d. jib., 1/2 Jib., 1/10 lb. ; sample, 4d. ; all

post free. Bird brace swivels, three 3d., twelve
Od.

;
post free. Flirt pegs or lines. 3d. each, isost

t

free; double flirt pegs. Hid. each. Kindly note: All

I

the leading professional birdeatehers" purchase their
appliances from me, so follow their lead and
patronise the man who sends everything on approval.

W. GORE, Gooch Street, Birmingham.

FOODS.
MEALWORMS, English, with keeping directions, 2/6

1,000: Miss Rosey, Rosemary House, Eastbourne.
(158)

action will be treated as ended, and the deposit will
be returned to the depositor.
6.—A SATISFACTORY BURCH ASE.—When a

transaction lias been completed to the satisfaction
of botli depositor and seller, both parties must at
once return the deposit receipts us a guarantee of
Its completion. The depositor must at the same
time instruct us to pay over the deposit to tiie

seller.

6.-COODS ALREADY SOLD.— If the goods are
sold before our deposit rote reaches the seller, or
if for any other reason lie declines to do business,
lie must ut once return the deposit note to us. Fail-
ing its receipt, we reserve the right to return tb*
deposit to the sender after the expiration of three
daye.

7.—FRESH TRANSACTION.-In case no sale bo
effected, a deposit is available for purposes of a
fresh transaction, provided another deposit fee be
paid.

8.—GOODS IN TRANSIT.—Goods in transit are at
the seller’s risk, and any damage or lose sustained
on tlio journey muet be borne by the seller. But
goods not approved of inu.t be properly packed and
returned oy the sumo means as were used in seuding
tho same.
9—PAYMENT OF CARRIAGE.—The payment of

carriage must he a matter for arrangement between
die vendor and depositor. We do nos undertake to
settle disputes affecting questions of carriage. But
In the absence of other arrangements the purchaser
I® l!..b!e for the carriage of the goods, and if the
good9 are sent on approval and returned, each party
pays the carriage one way.
10.—DISPUTES.—In case of a dispute, the de-

cision of the Editor is flnaL

IMPORTANT.
SEND THE FULL COMMISSION.-lt the full com-
mission does not accompany the deposit, the ven-
dor will not be notified of its receipt until the
amount deficient plus the extra postage incurred
has been paid to us.

HOW TO REMIT.—Under no circumstances will
Cheques or Post-dated Money Orders be accepted
as deposits. Uncrossed Postal Orders must be sent
and the numbers taken for safety.

MEALWORMS, large box 1/- and 1/6, large and fat,
by return, no waiting, post paid: Jones, Cranbourn-
st., Brighton. (159)
WASH grubs, 2/6 lb., 1/6 Jib., rirce; stamps; only

obtainable from Torpy, Naturalist, Bradford.
Birds and mealworms wanted. (106)
MEALWORMS, 2/6 1,000; ant eggs, 2/6, 3/- lb.;

dried flies, 1/9 lb. ; egg yolk, 2/6 lb.—L. Cura and
Sons. Vine-st., ClerkenweM-rd., London.
PRIVET berries, Bullfinches, grand natural food,

160 ripe bunches 1/-, post free, by return, weather
permitting: Mrs. E. Teat, Ermine-terr., Ancaster,
Grantham. (153)
FANCIERS, try coming seed for your Bullfinches

and Foreign Finches, Parrots, Budgerigars, etc., lib.

1/-, 31b. 2/6, carr. paid ; special price to dealers

:

Fewster. Middlestown, Wakefield. (156)
THISTLE Dandelion, 4d. oz., 4/6 lb.; Plantain,

4d., 3/- lb.; Shepherd's Purse, 2/- J lb., 6/- lb.;
mixed wild seeds, 6 quarts 3/-; carriage paid:
Walton and Son, Crowle, near Doncaster. (154)
MEALWORMS, 1,000 2/6, 500 1/3; ants’ eggs, 2/9;
dried flies, 2/6; cuttlefish, 1/-; Spanish canary No. 1,

141bs. 4/3, 34/- cwt.; No. 2, 28/- cwt.; send for
special seed price list, post-card: Enoch Tams,
Church-st., Longton, Stall's. (138)

MEALWORMS
1 cwt. in stock, 2/6 1,000; special prices for large

quantities to the trade; gentles, 2/6 quart; ants'
eggs, 3/- lb.; flies, 21-

; cuttlefish, 9d.; insectivorous
food, 6d., 1/-, and 1/6 lb.: price lists: De Von and
Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

LIVE MAGGOTS
The real live gentle, absolutely the masterpiece of
all foods for early chicks, prize poultry, birds, etc.

;

highly recommended by all leading breeders and
fanciers; sample tin, 1/-, on rail: The Muggotorium,
Longleigh, Keighley. (155)

["books.
I

I MUST dispose of my volume of “Our Canaries,” in
good condition, and will sacrifice same for 9/-; will
send it on approval on receipt of half the price : F.
Rook, 19, Brookmill-rd., St. John's, Deptford, S.E.
BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices; new 25
per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 876 post free.
State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-
chased: W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross rd.,

London.

MEDICINES.
|

MY Medicines for all kinds cage birds and all

domestic pets, as used by all leading English and
Amcriean circuses, 1/6 bottle: Powell, Canine and
Feline Specialist, Northcote House, Woodvjlle-rd.,
Cardiff.

( 161 )
"AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,"
"Nutshell No. n," an account of the troubles which
beset captive birds, with the treatment and list of
medicines to restore our pete lo health. This will
save you much discouragement and money, and
cost® only 2Jd. port free.—From "Cage Birds,” 154,
Floet-«t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents Gist fre-
quently published).

“AVEAU”
This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking
water cures affections of t lie breathing and digestive
organs, ami is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:—
W. Vale, F.ZS., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post mortem examination and advice, by return

Poet, 1/1. 50 years' experience.

our customer* may rely on our continuing to supply
them at LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES. Free delivery

by own van London dletrict. Carriage paid to any
country station in England and Wales 1/. cwt. extra.

TROWER’S WONDERFUL 8QFTBIL0.
Tfi, wonder of the age for Lark*. Blackbirds,

Thrushes, Jays, Magpies, Starling*, eto. Sold by
4,000 Corn and Bird Dealers, 7lbs. 21- poet free.

TROWER'S IMPROVED CEGTO
elands unbeaten in price and quality; with or with-
out egg flake. An eye-opener for those who have
never used a good food. Unequalled for Nightin-
gales. Blackbirds, Robins, Wagtails, Waxbille, and
all small insectivorous birds. British and Foreign,
1/3 lb., poet paid 1/8 lb. ; 7lbs. 10/6, post paid.

TRY THESE AND COMPARE WITH OTHER
FOODS.

A REVOLUTION IN FECDINCL

TR0WERS EGBISCO.
ACKNOWLEDGED THE CHAMPION ECO

AND BISCUIT FOOD
for rearing and maturing Canaries, Hybrids, and
all birds that partake of egg and biscuit in any
form. Contains 50 per cent, egg and is the only
food worthy of the name.
Resembles nothing else on the market. All users

delighted with it.

Do not confuse it with any other preparation. It
is prepared only by us, and can be obtained of all
corn dealers and bird shop!/. In tins, 4d., 8d., 1/3,
2/6, 71b. bags 12/6. Special quotations for quantities.
Post free.

OUR GIANT SPANISH
is better value than sold by any other firm at the

price. Compare price, weight and quality.

Approx, wght.
Peck Bslil. per bshl cwtr

Giant Spanish Canary ..4/6

..4/3

17/6 58lbs. 34/-

Large ditto 16/6 68lbs. 32/-

Fine ditto 15/6 681b*. 30/-

Good ditto ..3/9 14/6 68!bs. 28/-
Best Morocco ditto ..3/6 13/6 6Slbs. 26/-
Best Bold Hemp ..2/9 10/6

13/6
13/6

42lbs. 28/-
Best White Millet .3/6 5211)3 27/-

Best Indian Millet ..3/6 56lbs. 26/-

Summer Rape ..4/6 17/6 52lbs. 36/-

Extra Bold Linseed ...3/- 11/6 62lbs. 25/-

Teazle 13/6 28lbs. 54/-

Niger Seed ...3/- 11/6 431bs. 45/-

Sunflower, Black, Striped 4/6 17/6 28lb3. 60/-
Mixed Seed for Aviaries., 3/- 11/6 53lbs. 24/-

Ditto, Foreign Finches 31- 11/6 58lbs. 23/-

Ditto, Parrots ...3/- 11/6 40lbs. 33/-

Ditto, Canaries ..3/6 13/6 6 7 lbs. 27/-

Ditto, British Finch 3/- 11/6 56lbs, 23/-

TRY OUR WILD SEEDS FOR FINCHES.
No value in the world like it. 2/6 peck, nibs., or
3/- 141bs. 1 peck post free 3/6. Quotations given
for, and special mixtures can be mixed according

to fanciers' own requirements.

OUR FINCH TIT-BITS, 1/- lb., our speciality.

OUR GOLDEN BIRD GRIT IS PERFECTION.
1/- -J-cwt., 1/9 J-cwt., 31- cwt.

Maw 9d., Sesame 8d., Dandelion 4d. oz., 4/6 ib.

;

Thistle 4d. oz., 5/- lb.; Cornflower, 4d. oz., 6/- lb.;
Cuttlefish, 6d. and 9d. bag, large 1/6 lb. Millet

Sprays, 1/6, 1/9, 2/- bundle of 50.

Ants’ Eggs, 3/- ; choice; 3/6 Dried Flies, 2/. and 2/3
Ib. ; Silkworm Pupas, ground or whole, 1/3 lb., post
free. Meat Meal, 3d, ; Biscuit Meal, 3d, lb.

;
postage

extra.

MOULTING CONDITION TONIC AND SINGING
MIXTURE.

Our Asthma Cure Is the talk of the Fancy. 3 d., 6d„
1/-. Post free.

Our Bird Tonic will work wonders when your stock
is run down. 3d., 6d., 1/-. Post free.

Our Parrot Medicines are an eye-opener. 3d., 6rf.,

1/-. Post free.

Price List and Samples Free.

trower & co.,
Seed Merchants and Bird Food

j

Spaciattats,

442, Caledonian Road,

82, Roman Road,
King’s Cross,

LONDON,
’Phone: 1320 North. Opposite Caledonian ltd.

Tube Station.

|

NBRITISH BIRDS?]

[
Hardbills.

|

NOTICE I Cock Linnets, Larks, full song, 10 each:
Brain, 288, Lichfield-rd.. Aston, Birmingham. (154)
FOR choicest selected Goldfinches, Linnets Bull,

finches, sec my free list : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
WANTED for export, every variety of British Hard

hill, large or small quantities: J. Howard and Sons,

See other Wants.
MIXED wild seed for Linnets and Finches, 561bs.

for 2/9 on rail; exchange: Turner, 4, Southgate, Sion

ford. (156)

NORWICH, 2nd prize winning F.M. Lesser Redpoll,

large body, superb lacing, 7/6: Cooper, Judge, Nor
with. (155)

HEN Siskins, suitable for Hi hr id breeding, in good

condition, 2/- each: C. Kozier, 143, Princes »t.. Ips-

wich. 0&71
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REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons & CageBirds
Label prices*

Blackerito Gape Cure (Ppwder)

Bellows for “ Blackerite
”

Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg Cure
Chemical Food . . . . .

.

Cod Liver Oil Capsules ...

Diarrhoea Powder .

.

Disinfectant for Poultry ond Houses
Eye Lotion . . „ ..

Feather Disease Cure „ —
Gape Cure (Liquid) „ «.

Insect Powder .. _ _
Liniment . . _ _ _
Poultry Soap _ _ _

Roup Paste „ .. «.

Roup Pills 14. boxes 2d _
„ 2d. boxes 3d. ..

Roup Powder .

.

Scurfy Leg Ointment ..

Tonic Condition Pills, 2d. boxes 3d.
Tonic Condition Paste .

.

“ Canaradyne ” for Asthma and
Wheezing .. „. _

Red Mite Killer .. ,.
“ Pennakura ” (for destroying external

parasites and preventing feather-

eating in cage-birds)
“ Quinella ” (Regd.) for inflammation

of Stomach .. ..

Parrot Tonio

3d. •d. 1/- 2/- 2/6

t
—

PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE
94. M 2/5

9d. 2/10
10d. 1/5
lOd. 1/5 2/7

4d.
9d. 1/«
9d. 1/4

1/5
9d. 1/4 1

9d. 1/4

Sd. 8d. i/3
T/5

(3/- tin s 3/5)

8d. (3-t ab. boxes

1/10
8d. 1/3

8d.

6d. 9d
8d. 1/3

8d. 1/3

4d. fid. 1/2 2
lOd. 1/5 3 /

5d.

5d. 8d. 1/2
9d.

4/- tin 4 /7
«/- e/7

5/-bota.5/7

6-tab. boxes

3/5)

Owing to the increased postal rates it will be obviously cheaper to order the remedies through

a local Agent, when they can be obtained at the prices on the labels.

Booklet on Poultry and Bird Culture post free on application.

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to administer, advice is obtainable gratis from

SPRATT'S PATENT LIMITED, 24-25, FENCHURCH ST., LONDON, E.C.

WHEEZING
DITCHFIELD'S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC is the
finest medicine ever introduced, for birds with
Bronchitis, Colds, Wheezing, Hoarseness, and all

Chest and Lung Affections, DITCHFIELD’S
TONIC DROPS for Soft Moult, Slow Moult, Not
Singing, Going Light, Feather Plucking, and In-

flammation of the Bowels. The Ideal Tonic for

all birds during the moulting season. DITCH-
FIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Constitutional
Weakness and Debility. A wonderful pick-me-
up for weak and delicate birds. DITCHFIELD'S
DIARRHtEA POWDERS for all classes of Cage
Birds are safe and effective and give instant
relief. R. Whittaker, Rishton, writes:—“The
recovery after using Ditchfield's Tonic Drops is

nothing short of marvellous. It is the finest

remedy with which I have* come in contact.”
W. Kiesel, London: “Your special lung tonic is

excellent.” B. Hutton, Holbeach: “Your
Reyivo is invaluable.”

All Bird Remedies are sold in 8d., 1/2, and 2/-

bottles; two 8d. bottles for 1/2, three for 1/8;
two 1/2 bottles for 1/11, three for 2/8; and are

secii awaY Per return of post same day as
received, from:

FRANK DITCHFIELD, specialist,OLDHAM.

I HAVE a grand Linnet, caged October, singing
well, 1/6; approval: Silver, 130, Lillie-rd., West Ken-
sington. (154)

OUTSTANDING Chaffinch cock, 2nd Norwich, won-
der throughout, 10/6: Cooper, Judge, Norwich. (155)

WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of Britis/h,

best prices paid : Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr. (139)

NORWICH. 1st prize, immensely spangled Bram-
bling, satin-like sheen, deck sweeper, 15/-: Cooper.
Judge, Norwich. (155)

NORWICH Xmas Show, 1st prize Siskin, mass
golden yellow, big body, champion, 15/-: Cooper,
Lindley-st., Norwich. (155)

FOUR nice bright hen Goldfinches, 8/-: several
large hen Bullfinches, 1/3 each, cocks 2/6: E. White,
Chaeewate.r, Cornwall. (163)

GREENFINCH hens from aviary, some had eggs,

and finger tame, 1/- each; cocks, 1/3: Dodd,
Victoria-at., Southwold. (154)

WILL buy for cgsh any quantity hen Goldfinch
mules: hen Canaries, 1/- each: Helyar, 55, Patmos-
rd.. North Brixton, S.W. (162)
GOLDEINCHES' natural food, hardhead seed. 2/- lb.;

plantain, 1/6: carriage paid: T. Rose, Tynedale Villa,

Carterton, Clanfield, Oxon. (156)
'SELL : Two handsome cock Bullies. 2/6 each ; two
large hens, 1/3 each, or offers ; approval : Pugh,
Church Bank, Llandovery. (ICO)

F.-M. COCK Linnets, selectee) for song, exhibition,
quality guaranteed. 1/-, 21- upwards; approval: Degg,
77. Hamilton-rd.. Longton. (157)
FINE upstanding cock Linnets, if- dozen; Red-

pells. 3/-; well mixed seed birds, 1/-; W. Fenn,
ISeck-row, Mildenhall, Suffolk. (153)

CINNAMON or white Linnets and Greenfinches
wanted, cash, or exchange first-class Norwich:
Brand l-?_ C.raigton-rd.. Glasgow. (159)

SELECTED Muling exhibition, large British Goldie

cocks, 3/6; Linnet cocks, nicely marked, 1/-: H.

Welsh, Cornstad-bldgs.. Stamford. (154)

EXHIBITION Goldfinch. 1915, value. 25/-; ex-

change for two unflighted Yellow Norwich hens to

value: Tylon, Llandegfan, Anglesey. (153)

WILL buy for cash any quantity Bullfinches, Gold-

finches, Siskins, either sex; write, stating prices:

Helyar, 55, Patmos-rd., North Brixton. (162)

COCK Linnets, catching birds, 2/6 each ; cock Lin-

net, Mule Linnet, song, monster, 8/-; other British;

write: Horace Coote, 96, North-st., Luton. (155)

TO exhibitors. Cock Goldfinch, with good blaze

and beautifully marked, will make a good one, 10/-

:

A. M. Williams, Dolgarrog, North Wales. (14S)

SURE muling cock Twite, 6/6, H.M. ; selected cock

and hen Siskins, Twites and Redpolls, all well on
seed.—J. Hope, Fortwilliam, Inverness-shire. (163)

NOTICE. Grand lot cock Bullfinches and Gold-

finches, fit to win, 3 /- each: cock Linnets, 2/- each;
approval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (160)

NOTICE. Catch thousands alive; new double com-
partment trap cages, including two Finches, 2/9

complete: Copp Stores, Gordon-rd., Dartford. (162)

LARGE cock brown Linnets, specially picked, fit for

anything, 1/- each, three for 2/6; approval anywhere:
Birtwistle, 35, Argyle-st., Whittlefleld, Burnley. (161)

EXHIBITION Goldfinches from 4/6 to 10/6; grand
blaze and tannings; Mulers from 3/6 to 5/6; ap-

proval: Sidney Webb, junr., Stoipsley, Luton, Beds.

SELECTED cock Linnets, three 2/- per dozen 4/-;

mixed birds, 1/3 dozen : recipe to cure foot rot in

ferrets, 7d. : Watson’s Aviaries, Littleport, Cambo.
DOZEN handsome cock Bullfinches, caged month,

21- each, 21/- dozen; dozen splendid bens, caged
month, 1/6 each, 15/- dozen: Rowley Elston, Credi-

ton. (158)

PURE Welsh cock Goldfinches for Mule breeding or

showing, in splendid condition, 7/6 each, or exchange
Canaries: T. Green, 22, St. Michael-st., West Brom-
wich. (158)

SELECTED Goldfinches, 5/- each; also Linnets,

1/6 each, or three 4/-. or exchange Linnet, Mule,
or anything useful: Hurry, 21, River-lane, Cam-
bridge. (154)

EXHIBITORS! Cock Bullfinch, grand size, rich

back and cap, good bars, winner 2nd this season,

only time out, 10/- ; bargain : A. M. Williams, Dol-

garrog. (148)

WANTED Goldfinches, Bullfinches; " Chaffinches,

Siskins, Linnets, Redpolls, Hawfinches ; state lowest
price: J. Flower, 76, Sclater-st., Bethnal Green-rd.,

London. (153)

GOOD coloured Coldfinches; cocks 3/-, 4/-, hens 1/-;

one house moulted, 2/-; Bullfinches, cocks, 2/6, 3/-;

hens 1/6; Redpolls 1/- pair: Wells, South Green, East
Dereham. (158)

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, 3/6 dozen

;

specially picked large cocks. 4/- dozen: no waiting:
Flinders, The Gate House. Carlton Hill, Notting-
hamshire. (139)

HOUSE-MOULTED cock Chaffinch and Bramble-
finch. 2/- each; cock Bullfinch, winner 4th Barn-
staple. 3/6; hen Bullfinch, 3/-: Dart, Merchant,
Barnstaple. (155)

GOLDFINCHES, pair, for aviary, 5/-; exhibition
cock, 6/-; another one. 4/-. Bullie hen, 1/6. All
good, honest bird-s. Cash or deposit: Maynard,
Wellow, Notts. (154)

TWO full-coloured cock Goldfinches, 2'6 each; 1

singing, 3/6; cock Bullfinch, 2/-; hen Cirl Bunting,
1/6; healthy, good feather, well caged: K. Older, 53,

Day’s-rd.. Bristol- (157)

Brand Birthday Bo. of ‘Cage Birds’

AdvertitemenU in thin wonderful ituie will m««t witk instant success.

Tke number ot copies told lo people Intereatnd in our kobky will be nn exlrn-
ordinary large one. and it is easy to sen that there must he some one amongst
the many thousands of renders who will require what you are offering.

"Cage Birds" Birthday Numbers in the past have brought astonishing results
to advertisers—MAKE SURE THAT YOU PARTICIPATE IN THE SALES THIS
ISSUE WILL BRING.

The Sale or Exchange column, and the Miscelleaeous columns, will all receive
their share ol attentien from the reader. If you cannot advertiee birds, find some-
thing else to cell (nr exchnage), no that you may not miss this splendid opportunity.

See Notice on Page 308.
Rates ; Sxpence tor the t r t 18 words and jd. for each subsequent word.

Advertisements CLOSE Tuesday next, January lltk»

“ CAGE BIRDS,” 1 54, FLEET STREET. LORDON, E.C.

LINNETS, largo red-breasted cock Brown Linnets,

3/6 dozen ; selected old caught, 4/- dozen ; satis-

faction guaranteed: Marshall, 5, Camden-st.,
Sneinton, Nottingham. (155)

EXHIBITORS: Grand Hawfinch, also Snow Bunting,
Yellow Bunting, and other British; many winners
amongst them; stamp reply: F. Stothard, 81, Bea-
consfield-st,, Darlington. (160)

WANTED, large, outstanding field-moulted Gold-
finch and Bullfinch ; only really first-class specimens
required; on approval: Particulars to H. Carrier. 3,

Munster-rd., Portsmouth. (156)

LINNETS. Large red-breqstod cock Brown Linnetl*
3/- dozen; specially picked and old caught, 3/6 do*.

,

trade supplied ; no waiting : L. Clay, The Old Gate,
Carlton Hill, Carlton, Notts. (140>
CHAMPION winning Bullae, many prizes, 35/-; also
my Hardy winning F.M. Goldie, 27/-, beauty; also
one 21/-, 15/-, and 10/-; good stuff ; appro.; caz* •

Edwards, Tailor, Leominster. (162)
A FEW house-moulted w bite-legged cock Gold-

finches, sure mulers, 6/- each; handsome Cheveral
cock Goldfinch, caged three months, 8/-: P. Graham,
Patrick’s-terr., Baltina, Mayo. (162)

Selling Agents fer Cage Birds

Books and “Nutshell” Series

And Guide to Local Bird-Dealers,
Seed and Food Stores, etc.

OUR "NUTSHELL” SERIES COMPRISES THE
MOST POPULAR HANDBOOKS ON CANARIES.
BRITISH AND FOREIGN BIRDS, &C-, EVER
PUBLISHED.
Each one telle you "In a Nutshell” everything you

want to know about a particular bird (or birds).

PRICE 2d. EACH; BY POST 2$d.
I

—

The Goldfinch. 18.—Budgerigars.
2.—The Linnet. 49.—'The Pekin Robin.
3.—The Skylark. 29—Waxbills.
4.—The Song Thrueh and 21.—The Aquaripm.

Blackbird. 22.—Siskin, Redpoll and
5.—The Canary. Twite.
6.—Ailing Cage Birds and 23.—The Border Fancy.

How to Cure Them. 24.—The Green Canaries.
7.—The Homing Pigeon. 2S.—The Smaller Insecti*
8.—Fancy Pigeons. vorous British Birds.
9

—

The Disinfection of 26.—The Larger Insecti-

Cages, Birdrooms, Ac. vorous British Birds.
10.—The Roller Canary, 27.—Care of the Cat.
II

—

The Bullfinch. 28.—Profitable Pet Cavies.
12.—How to Moult British 29 Fancy and Pet Mice.

Birds. 30—Profitable Pet Rab-
10——The Chaffinch. tits.
14

—

Couldian Finches. 31.—Fishing in River,
15——The Greenfinch. Lake and Pond.
16

—

Avadavats. 32.—Care of the Dog.
11

—

The Grey Parrot.

LIST OF THE AGENTS WHO SELL "NUTSHELL”
HANDBOOKS, AND, USUALLY, OTHER BIRD-

BOOKS OF OURS:—
By consulting these symbols the nature ol the

business carried on by these agents can be ascer-
tained -• ‘Birds, Foods, Cages, and Bird-room. Re-
quisites; t Bird-room requisites, seeds, etc-, but not
birds

; J Birds, and seeds and foods only; § Seeds and
Foods only. ^ Newsagents.
Abertiflery.—H. H. Mortimer, 4, Granville Street.
Alexandria.- *J, W. Bell, 1G4, Main Street.
Barnsley.—‘Mrs. A. Porrill, 8, Doncaster Road.
Batley.—*S. Mortimer, 39, Commercial Street.
Bedwas, Mon.—W. Y. Jefferies, Church St.
Belfast,—W. Skelly, 21, Gresham Street.
Birkenhead.—‘J. T. Harding. 8, Henson Street.
Birmingham.—fH. Morris, 112, Cape Hill.
Bishop Auckland.—G. 51. Smith, Fore Bondgate;
John Shaw, 74, Newgate Street.

Blackburn—*A. Bawdon, 85, King Street; *J. Walsh,
Pheasant Aviaries.

Blackpool,— J. McKierman, €2, Raiks Road.
Blaydon-on-Tyne.— § Walter Wileon, Ltd., Church St.

Blyth.—Allison, Market Place.
Bolton.—‘John Gostling, 158, Bradshawgate.
Bradford.—J. W. Tarbotton, 656, Leeds Rd.; *S.

Torpy, James Street; §J. Errington, Four Lane
Ends.
Brighton.—»H. T. Gibb, Bond Street; B. T. Burdon,
20, Gardner Street.

Bristol.—tl'inch and Godwin, Redcliff Wire Works.
Bromley.—*W. Dell, 15, Market Square.
Burnley.—*D. Greenwood, 16, Standish Street; *W.
Davy, 23, Church Street.

Cardiff.—*E. J. Davies, 4S, Frederick Street.

Charlton—Pedler, 262, Woolwich Rd.
Chesterfield.—*W. Marriott, 25, Gluman Gate.
Chester-le-Street.—A. Clark, High Front Street.

Clay Cross.—J. Smith, High Street.

Colchester.—R. J. Witton, 204, Magdalen St.

Colne.—A. Wilkinson, 193, Cotton Tree.

Cowes, I.W.—W. Wtiite, Park Street, East Cowes.
Crewkcrne.—ISam Young, Misterton, S.O.

Crewe Mayor, Chemist. Hightown, P.0. ; *G. E. Mor-
gan, 83, Victoria Street.

Darlington.—tj. Reynolds, 105, Victoria Road.
Denton.—T. Holden, 54, Manchester Road.
Derby.— *G. Bousfield, 70, Pear Tree Rd. and Market
H all

arwen.—E. Jepson, Chemist, Duckwork St.

ewsbury—Aspev's, Market Street,

oncaster.—J. Green, 27, Ililb-ank Street,

ublin—fM. Honan, 25. Parliament Street,

astwood.—L. Mayes, 2, Mansfield Road,
ast Sheen, Surrey.—F. Collingbourne and Co., 21,

Avenue Gardens.
;dinburgh.—*J. Kean, No. 1, Fountainbridge.
elling-on-Tyne.—J . Crosby and Son, Higli St.

;ateshead-on.Tyne.—§John Crosby and Sons, 48,

Higli Street. .

Ilasgow.—*W. Wilson, 247, Argyfe Street: William

Holmes and Co.. Mitchell Street; J. Ward, 178,
, . r.I lit 1 TIT ... f . r- .1 1 (TO Coif.

market.

Ct. Harwood.—TA. Bentley, 13 and 15, Blackburn-rd-
Greenwich.—Pedler, 37, London 8t.
Grimsby.—F. Yearing, 104, Burgoas St.

Halifax.—»J. Thomas, Ambler Thorn.
Hanley.—E. S. Insull, 21, Parliament Row.
Hull.—{Torn Perkins. 65, Wincomlee; *F. Allen,
Porter Street; John Day, City Aviaries, Por-
ter Street; *G. Gilson and Son, 17, Craven Street.

Ipswich.—James Itaymer, Dog’s Head Street.
Jarrow-on-Tyne.—TM. Henderson, 66, Walter Street;
T. Lindsay, 27, Ormonde Street.

Keighley.—tE. Phijlipson, 41. JIarket Place.
Kingston-on-Thamee.—§J. and B. Marsh, Market PY
Kettering.—*A. J. Underwood, 24 & 65, WelUngtoe
Street.

Kilmarnock.—T. Rodger, 132. King St.
Kirkcaldy,—JW. R. Gibson, 53, St. Clair 8t.
Landport, Portsmouth—-J. August, 67, Charlotte St
Leamington Spa.—'fE. T. Bryant, 17, Regent Grove.
Leigh.—*J. Cavanagh, 89, Firs Lane.
Leicester.—A. Shaw, 236, Belgrave Gate.
Leeds—IB. Smith and Son, 87, Woodhouse Lane-
Leek.—§T. Meseham, 23, Market Street.

Liverpool.—*G. Frankham, 45, Walton Lane ; ‘J. W.
Metcalfe, 63, Brunswick Rd.; IE. Roberts, Bird
Market.

Liversedge.—Norman Haley, Lower Hall, Hightown.
Longton.—*E. Tame, Church Street.

London.—*C. Palmer, Sclater-st., Shoreditch; 352,

Upper-st., Islington; G. H. Hooper, 216, Forest-rd.i
Walthamstow; IC. A. Luer, 87, Sclater St., Wal-
worth-rd., S.E. ; *D. De Von & Co., 114, Bethnal
Green-rd. ; J. Manning, 111, Waterloo-rd. ; A. E.

Worth, 4, Bishops-rd., Camb. Heath
;
*S. V. Mower,

1. Wardon-rd., Fulham, S.W,; A. Dossett, Ladbroke-
gv„ W.; 8. Silveridge, 6, Aldgate, E.C.; *Wm.
Whiteley’s, Ltd., Westbourne-gv. ; *A. W. Carnage,
Ltd., Holborn; J. Jeffrey, 209, York-rd.. Batter-
sea; 5Edwards, Ltd., 106, Vaughan-rd., S.E.

;

§Lewia and Sons, 211, Garratt-lane. and 280, York-
rd., Wandsworth; Johnson, 20. Cleveland-st., W.

;

T. W. Parkyn, 62. East-st., Walworth; Simpson
and Co., 137, High-st., Camden Town, N.W.; E. E.
Wilson, 407B, West Green Rd., N. ; W. and E.

Rolfe, 101, Bridport-plaee, Hoxton ; C. Roehl, 400,

Edgware-rd.; C. A. Bond and Co., 217, Higli-

rd., Willeaden Green; J. H. Morris and Co., 570

and 642, Harrow-rd. ; Miss Tomkins, 11, High-rd.,

Willesden Green ; J. Larkings, 394, Lillie P,d., Ful-

ham, S.W.
Manchester.—*A. G. Davies, 110 & 112, Tib-st.; *R.

Kremner, 104, Tib-et. ; W. Jackson, 12, Liver-et.,

Hulme; 1/John Hevwood, Ltd., Deansgate ;
‘Dut-

tons. 51 & 53. Tib-st.; *W. Smith, 98, Tib-st.

Mansfield.—J. W. Matthews, 30, St. Andrew's Ter-

race, Littleworth, and 7, Queen Street.

Middlesbrough.—P. Corr, 5, Suffleld Street.

Middleton Junction.—F. Buckley, 21, Grimshaw-lane,

Millom.—§W. T. JI. Cartwright, 7, St. George’s Ter.

Macclesfield C. Cross, 17, Derby St.

Nelson.—tJohn England, 102, Scotland Road.
Newcastle-on-Tyne.—»J. MacKenzie, 59 and 61, Higl

Friar Street; T. Parkinson, 67, High Friar Street,

and 31, Nelson Street.
Newcastle, Staffs.—*A. Griffiths, 23, Merriat Street.

Newport, Mon—T. W. Mitchell, 12. Upton Road.

Nottingham—*W. Cottingham, Peverii Street;

§Armitage Bros., Castlegate.
Oldham,—Geo. T. Robinson, 12, Hensliaw Street.

Ossett.—P. Imeaon, Bird Stores Bank Street.

Openshaw.—F. Waahbourne, 401, Ashton Old Road.

Oxford—C. F. Holliday, 53, George Street.

Plymouth— tR. Nixon, 4, Friary Gate, Exeter Street)

§W. H. Eieon, The Market.
Portsmouth—H. Jlanafield. 112, Fawcett Road.

Preston—‘J. Sandiford, North Road; ‘Jlatt. Hop
kina, 11, Fylde Street.

Rawtenstall.—W. Bacon. Bird and Seed Stores.

Ripley.—Turner and Roberts, Oxford Street.

Rochester—§T. Burge*;. Corn Merchant.
Sheffield.—*J. Mace, Exchange Street ; .J. Lewis, WV
Owler Lane. Pitsmoor.

Shettleston, Scotland.—§J. Ward, 178, Main «t.

Shildon.—C. Sinclair, 20, Garbutt Street.

Stamford.—A. W. Ludlow. 39, Broad Street.

St. Helens—Sherlock and Co., 130, Liverpool Road.

St. Ives fFrank Lake, Tregenna Place.

Stoke-on-Trent—*J. Pitchford, 218, London Road.

Swansea.—tMagga Bros.
Tunbridge Wells.—Live Stool; Co., 84, Jlonson Roast

Tunstall.—W.i Watson, 5, Paradise Street.

Wigan.—T. Summers and Son, 03, Darlington Fyeet.

Wallsend-on Tyne *Wm. Cockburn, 100. High-st.. R
Watford—J. Wombweli, High-st.; J. Goodall, Mao
ket-st.

West Hartlepool.—D. Coombes, 63, Stocktcn-street

Worthing *F. Moore, South Farm Road.
Wrexham.—?E. A. Hamlet, 7, Charles Street-

Yorks—J. H. Cawson. Alexandra Aviaries, 4,

Alexandra Street, Gooie, Yorks.
Agents wanted everywhere; for terms write to tn®

Publisher. “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet St.. London. E.C
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MISS KINO. 63, Kingsbury-ten-

., Dunstable, would

like to send on approval two beautiful Hinging

cock. Linnets, also two Skylarks; would suit bird

dealers for shop front attriictions ; 1/3 each. (102)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Linnet

or show specimen, or for M ule- breeding, on ap-

proval, cheap, send mo your address, will send

to you by return: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.

LOOK, Look, Look. Linnets, Linnets, Linnets. I

have tho finest stock of Linnets in the South ; war-

ranted cocks, well on weed, 4/1! doz., dealers sup-

plied: Chris llatton, 81, Richmond-st., Brighton. (108)

TWO grand birds, eock Bullfinch and cock Green-

finch, both proved millers and in splendid condition

and sure winners; Greenfinch winner two lsts; liar-

gain. 10/- each: Orrillard, 140, Marston rd., Stafford,
(Ml)

GREENFINCHES: Few grand cocks, 1/- each; H.M.
hen, sure muler, 2/C; F.M. hen, will make good
show bird, 5/-; 1015 cock Siskin Mule, full song, 10/C:

Dudley, "llazeldene.” Wrckin rd., Wellington, Salop.
(ICO)

EXHIBITORS. Grand Hawfinch, first and special

and special for heat British bird in shew at North-
ampton last week; enclose stamp for full par-

ticulars and price : Andrews, Weston, Olncy, Bucks.
BRIGHT, dean pairs for aviaries; Bullfinches 3/8,

Chaffinches 1/-, Greenfinches 1/-, Linnets 1/-, Yellow-
buntings 5/0, 2/-,. line Green Budgerigars 5/8; all

per pair; approval: A. J. Underwood, 24, Wclling-
ton-st., Kettering. (102)

EXHIBITORS and Mule Breeders: Cooks, for moult
ing out winners, Bullfinches and Goldfinches, 6/-

each; Linnet, Greenfinch, Chaffinch, extra fine and
large, all sure winners, 5/0 each: Robinson. Bird

Specialist, Windermere. (ICO)

EXHIBITORS: Four champions, F.M. Goldies, fit

Tor keenest competitions, 20/-, 15/-, 12/C, 10/-; 3 F.M.
Linnets, grand markings, 5/-, 0/-, 7/C; 2 F.M. Bull

Inches, toppers, 7/C each ;
approval, cash : Roberts,

Queen’s Hotel, Carrig y drimlion, Corwen. (159)

BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two
splendid clean moulted red breasted cock Linnets,

grand songsters, make splendid show or contest

birds, 1/3 each, 2/- the two: approval; if not satis-

fied money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.

LARGE selected Scotch Finches, as supplied to

many well-known exhibitors this season ; cock Bullie

6/-, hen 3/-; cock Greenfinch, 3/-; cock Linnet., 3/C;

cock Briunbleflnch, 3/-; cock Chaffinch 2/C; all

gems
;

approval : Sutherland, Rambodde, Forres,

N.B. (Ml)
EXHIBITOR’S house-moulted cock Bullfinch,

winner two thirds, 7/C; one F.M., 5/-; others, 2/C;
hens, 1/8; Goldies, 3/-, 4/-; hens, 1/-; Chaffinches,

Linnets, Greenfinches, Yellow (Buntings, cocks, 1:/-,

1/0 pair; approval; deposit: Garrod, 37, Spenc'er-

rd., Rushden. (153)

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets, Chaffinches, Greenfinches.

What a sale the Worcestershire birds have had; it

is true they cannot be beaten. Mr. Mills, 132,

Lavender-hi'll, London, writes, Dec. 30, "Sir,, the
last lot of Goldies 1 bad from yon have turned
out champions, one a perfect .storm er, and fit to

win anywhere, it sings day and night, and I would
not. sell it for twenty times the price 1 paid for

it.” No bunkum ; editor holds original, and I have
hundreds more like it. They always give satisfac-

tion. I have now a large stock of cock Gold-
finches in hand, the finest birds I have had, and
will make their mark wherever they go. I do not
show; customers have full benefit of my birds, that
is why 1 do so well. All birds on hard seed. Cocks
from 2/- each, three for 5/- ; a few packed very
large cocks, certain mulers, 3/- and 4/- each, three
for 8/-; extra special, superb show condition, cocks,

6/-, 7,0, and 10/- each, certain winners; extra fine

lot of cock Brown Linnets, caged a month, 1‘/-

each, three for 2/0; few ’make contest singers, 3/6

each, three for 3/6; few picked for size and mark-
ings, 2/- and 2/6 each; eock Chaffinches, 9d. each;
selected for size and song, 1/- each

;
monster Green-

finches, 9d. ; big yellows, 1/- and 1/6 each; travelling
cage 3d. and 6d. extra; all birds warranted sound
and healthy, and sex guaranteed.—Bedford, late
Gores, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham. (162)

GRAND F.M. cocks. Greenfinch, rich pure colour,
rare style, full head, neck, steady and well bal-
anced, 12/6; Jonque cock Goldie, good deep face,

rich blaze, pure in colour, nice tannings, and wedge
shaped body, 15/- ; grand cock Linnet, colour, size

and markings, solid front, 16/- : all ready for show-
ing; good F.M. cocks suitable for mulling and small
ehows. rich in, colour, excellent type, not fresh
caught, Goldies, 4/-, 5/-, 6/6; Linnet, 2/-; Green-
finch, 2/6; Twite, 2/6; Bullie hen, 3/-; approval;
cash or deposit; J. Gardner, 4, Poplar-grove -

, The
Elms, Dingle, Liverpool. (162)

The BULL-DOG STRAIN

W. JOHNSON, BRITISH BIRD EXPERT,
Linnets, specially trained for contest, 2/-. 2/6 ; show
birds, Norwich type, good colour, well pencilled,

3/-; Goldfinches, right for muling or show, 3/6, 4/6;
Linnet cages, 1/3; box cages, 1/6; Canary cages,
2/-, 2/6: 55, George-st., Leeds. (101)

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Guaranteed cocks. Goldfinches, Bullfinches, 2-, 2/6,
three 5/6, six 16/-; selected 3/-, 4/-; hens 1/-, 1/6;
Chaffinches, Larks, Linnets, Yellowhammers, 9d.. 1/-,

three 2/-, six 3/-; Greenfinches, Redpolls, 6d., three
1/-, dozen.3/-; Mules, Canaries, 7/6, 16/-; youngsters
2/6, 3/6; birdlime, 9d., 1/-: Irwin’s Aviaries, Lurgan.

FULL CHRISTMAS ATTRACTION
Thousands of people this Christmas paid a visit

to the null Parks, which are some of the finest in

England, containing some very fine bird aviaries, that
were of great interest, especially a pair of rare

Parrakeets that have reared several fine young-
sters

;
we were told these, with many other fine

birds, were supplied by Mr. Day, Hull’s well-known
bird specialist, which caused us to pay Mr. Day
a visit. There we found the greatest attraction
of all—hundreds ot British birds of all descriptions,

all in outdoor aviaries and bird rooms, which are

very clean and up-to-date. There are some grand
specimens amongst them. One aviary belonging to
Mrs. Day contained a grand lot of foreigners. These
are not for sale. We next visited the indoor rooms,
which are well stocked with Canaries, Mules, and
some fine hybrids. Green finch- lied poll, Siskin-Red-

poll, Goldfinch-Bullfinch, and various other crosses,

also some fine yellow Mules; truly a grand lot. There
is also one room for Rollers, and a grand lot they
are; we had some fine song. Next place was the
Parrot aviary, containing a fine lot of acclimatised
birds, some grand talkers. We heard one Grey
(Mr. Day has refused £16 for this) he keeps to

train young ones. There are also some fine Macaws

;

one very large scarlet Macaw, on stand, a most
wonderful talker ; talk to any stranger, and very
plain. At the back of the aviaries are poultry,
ducks, geese, pigeons, rabbits, cavics, ferrets, etc.

Any visitor with a day to spare will find plenty to
Interest them at Mr. Day’s, 77, Portcr-st., Hull.

—

A Visitor- (167)

Champion Norwich and Yorkshires.

20/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/- per Pair

,

The above strain needs no bounce. Their winnings for the past few years are
sufficient proof that there is no better blood in the fancy. They are still going
strong, a® will he seen on reference to the reports of the leading shows week
by week. 1 am now offerin g birds bred from this strain at 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/-, 40/- each. Matched Breeding Pairs, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-, 50/. per pair up-
ward*.

1 have also a few good birds bred from other well-known strains, at following
prices:—Smart Thick-set Norwich Cocks, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- each. Good Cobby Hens,
5/-, 6 /-, 7/6, 8/6, 10/- each. Matched Breeding Pairs, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 17/6, 20/-

per pair.

Grand lengthy Yorkshires; single bird* or in pairs at same prices as Norwich.

ROLLERS, BORDERS, MULES, &C.

Border Fancy Cocks, including some real gems, ready for benching, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/- each.

Hens, 3/6, 4/-, 5/-, 7/6. Matched breeding pairs, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- per pair.

British Rollers, highly trained and- bred from the best strains. Cocks, in lull rolling song, 12/6, 15/-,

17/6 20/-, 25/-, 30/- each. Hens, guaranteed from same pure strain*., 4/-, 6/-, 6/-, 7/6 each. Matched
breeding puirs. 15/-, 17/6, 20/-, 25/ ,

30/- per pair upwards.

Songsters! Songsters!! Songsters! 11 Champion song cocks, in full free song, 7/0, 8/6, 10/6 each.

Sure to please ;
approval anywhere.

Coldtinch and Linnet Mule Cocks, well on song, 8/6, 10/6, 12/6 each.

Hens! Hens!! Hens!!! If you want a few .spare hens in any variety, I can please you. Write

stating wants. Sib Hens for Muling, 5/-, 6/-, 7/6, 10/- each.

TERMS.—Cash or deposit with Editor. Easy Payments can be arranged if necessary with genuine

fanciers.
Travelling Cages 3d. extra in all cases.

Remember This, Please.— I invite you to come on any day hut Sunday and inspect my stock, and

make your own selection. If unable to come, I am prepared to send any number of birds to any ad-,

dress in the Kingdom on 10 days' approval at my sole risk. I guarantee absolute satisfaction to

every customer, or cash returned in full. Send a P.C. for my Free Illustrated Catalogue.

JOE THOMAS, Ampler Thorn, Halifax, Yorks.
* OVER 35 YEARS AT SAME ADDRESS.

Charlie Cufeley’s Famous Lincolnshire Linnets,

linnets, Linnet®, Linnets. Greenfinches, Green-

finches, Greenfinches. Just starting for the sea-

son. Red-breasted cock Linnets, best in England,

4/6 dozen, six 2/0, three 1/6; hen Linnets, 1/3 dozen;
cock Greenfinches, like paint, 1/9 dozen ; six 1/-.

Thousands testimonials. Same old address. Sex
warranted: Charlie Cubley, Gedney, Holbeaeh, Lin-

colnshire. (156)

GOLDFINCHES, BULLFINCHES, LINNETS,
etc.

:
grand cock Goldfinch, 2/6 each, three 6/-; large

special selected, for shoving, muling, 3/-, 4/-, 5/-

each ; hens, 1/3, three 3/- : cor’. Bullfinch 2/-, three

6/- ;
lor showing 3/- ; hen Bullfinch, 3/3, 1/6, 2/- each

;

cock Linnets, 1/-, three 2/6; for showing, 2/-, 2/6 ;
best

birdlime, 9d. lib., 1/2 lib., 1/10 lb., postage free:

Matt. Hopkins, Bird Specialist, 38, Fy]de-st., Pres-

ton, Lancashire. Est. 1895. (160)

WANTED,
,
ANY QUANTITY

Goldfinches-

, cocks or hens, wiHI give 16/- to £1
per dozen ; also Bullfinches, Linnets, and British

seedeaters of all kinds; best prices given, spot cash

on receipt of birds or deposit with “ Cage Birds ’
:

Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-place and 67,

Sclater-st., London, E. (161)

FRED ALLEN, BRITISH BIRdIhMIPION
X invite you to see the finest and largest stock

in the North. Gentlemen, if you want good value

send to the right man. All my birds are sent out
on seven days’ approval for cash or deposit with
Editor. I have won hundreds of prizes and sold

hundreds of winners. I have the finest lot of

Indian Rock Mynahs ever seen, chattering,

whistling, and talking, at 20/-, 25/-, 30/-, 40/

-

each; Scandinavian Bullies, cocks and hens, 3/6,

4/6, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6 each; giant English eock Bullieis,

double rich colour, good caps, can win, 4/6, 5/6,

7/6; monster bens, 13/-, 4/-, 5/-; others, 1/6 each.

Monster eock Goldfinch, a gem, win anywhere, 10/6;

other good ones, 5/6, 7/6. Monster cock Green-

finch, a gem, 3/6; another beauty, 2/6. Gem Red-
poll, 2/6; H.M. Cock Bramblefinch, 4/6. Giant
Norwich type cock Linnets, real gems, well pen.

cilled. good colour, 2/6; and one, a stormer, 3/6.

X hold the record for Mulers. If you want a real

good bird to breed with I can send one that will do
all you require. Cock Bullfinch, similar to the one
sold to Sir Luke White, which bred with 2 hen
Goldfinches, 5/6 ;

another good one, 3/6. Cock
Greenfinch Muler, 2/-. Cock Linnet Muler, 2/6.

Cock Goldie muler, 5/6. Hen Bullfinch, certain

breeder, S/6. Already paired and sure breeders;

Cock Goldfinch and Bullfinch, 7/6; cock Linnet

and Canary, 5/6; cock Greenfinch and Canary, 4/6.;

cock Greenfinch and Bullfinch, 5/6; eock Redpoll

and Bullfinch, 5/-; several other pairs ready shortly.

Now you linnet singers, send to the man who
knows’ the Linnet language. H.M. Linnets that
have won all before them; they are mad proud,

and will sing anywhere, 10/6, 12/6, 15/6, 20/-, 30/-.

I have also a few last year’s youngsters taught
under above and my champion cup winner, 2/6,

3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6 each. They make the gamest and

best songsters ever heard. Kitchen songsters. 1/-,

1/6, 2/- each. Not fresh caught rubbish. Please

note, I do not go out catching. I am at business

all day training my birds, thereby giving better

satisfaction. I have a few specially trained as call

birds, with cage, only 2/6. Try one on approval.

Linnet Mules on full Linnet song, 10/6, 12/C, 15/6
each. Siskin Mule, winner, a gem, 32/6. Xight
Goldie Mule. 15/6; Greenfinch- Goldfinch Hybrid -

,

25/-; monster yellow Greenfinch Mule, 12/6; cock
Canaries, full song, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6. Roller school-

masters, with deep hollow rolls, not rubbish, 30/6,

12/6 15/6, and one of the best X even heard, 25/-.

Make your birds sing at. one another. Bag of

secret mixture, 1/3 post free. Teaspoonful does
the trick. Book ot secrets on Linnets, (id. Talking
Parrots, 30/-, 35/-, 40/-, to £10. All kinds of
leather goods, seeds, cages, etc., in stock. Travelling
boxes, 2d. each. Show cages, 1/9, 2/-. Write at
once. Bankers. Iondon City and Midland: Fred
Allen, 156, Porter Street Aviaries, Hull. (164)

NORWICH Show, 2nd prize. Blackcap Tit, hand-
some, always money prizes, 7/6: Cooper, Judge, Nor-
wich. (155)

TWO large handsome singing cock Skylarks, bar-

gain, 2/6, the two 4/6, cash; approval willingly: Levy,

614, Fulham-rd., S.W. (155)

HEN Blackbird wanted-
, hand-reared, from outdoor

aviary, tame, goodl leather: Thos. Baines, St.

Paul’s-rd., Rock Ferry. (150)

LOVELY eock Blackbird, also cock Thrush, fit for

show, on song, large birds, approval, 2/6 each: John
Flavell, Woodgate Poet Office, Quinton. (156)

COCK Lark, a gem, linger tame, good songster,

only 2/-, with lovely bow-fronted Lark cage, 4/- lot;

approval willingly : Fred Allen, 156, Porter-st ,
Hull.

(164)

GENUINE cock Song Thrushes, Blackbirds, 3/6;

guaranteed thoroughly tamed, healthy, singing;

warranted: Crisp, 35. Southmill-rd., Bishop's Stort-

ford. (162)

HAND-REARED singling cock Thrush and cage, 7/6;

also hand-reared cock Lark and cage, singing well,

6/-: Standard, 346, Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Man-
chester. (161)

THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylark

or show specimen on approval, cheap, send me your
address, will send you by return; Mrs. Dutton,
Dunstable.
BEAUTIFUL tame hand-reared cock Thrush, 10/6;

Blackbird, 7/6; sing indoors or out, perfect song
health, plumage; warranted: Crisp, 35. Southmill-

rd., Bishops Stortford. (120)

1915 HAND-REARED cock Brook Thrush, in loud

song, perfect plumage, price 7/6 ;
with large cage,

3/- extra; six days approval; cash or deposit Editor:

Edwin North, 443, Manchester-rd., Bradford. (161)

LOUDEST cock Skylark ever heard, been caged 12

months, 1/6; also hand-reared young cock, 1/-; this

can be matched to sing any in this comity ; secret

of feeding free; approval : George Holt, Dunstable.
(162)

I HAVE a magnificent cock Skylark, almost as

large as a Thrush, grand songster, fit to show and

win, 1/6; also another cock Skylark, grand songster,

much smaller, been in my possession since a nest-

ling, practically hand-reared/ 1/6, or 2/6 the two;
approval willingly : Mrs. nkrrington, Dalmeney Cot-

tage, Dunstable.

GRAND cock Linnets, none better, 8d., 1/-, 6 for
3/-, 6/- doz

;
selected muling and showing, 2/- ea.

;

fine cock Goldfinches, 31- ea. ; Lesser Redpolls, six
2/-, 3/- doz.; one beauty 2/-; 8kylark, a gram! one,
1/6; Greenfinch Linnet Hybrid, 10/-; cock Chaffinch,
twice moulted, 5/-; hen Crossbill, 3/6; cock Chaf-
finch, 2/-; cock Greenfinch, 3/-; cock Thrush or
Blackbird, 2/-

;
mixed aviary sorts, cocks and hens,

3/6 doz. ; cock Linnet* and double compartment,
trap cage, 2/- ; send here for top value at little

cost: llroxup, 27, Stock-st., Burnley. (161)

CANARIES,
j

Border Fancy.

Softbills.
|

GRAND Song Thrush, commencing to sing, 1/6;
approval: Silver, 130, Lillie-rdi, West Kensington.

(154)
SELECTED cock Thrushes, 1/3 each, well on food:
William Wright, 54, Shellfield-rd., Marshside, South-
port. (157)
CHARMING Robin, 4th Norwich, lovely singer, 5/6;
frosted ivy decorated cage, 3/-; Cooper, Judge, Nor-
wich. (165)

Miscellaneous.

FOR highest class Borders at small prices see my.
list ; Rudd, Specialist, Norwlcn.
NOTICE. Grand lot Borders, cocks 3/6, cock and
ben 5/6 ;

approval : McKcand, Scahright, Castle
Douglas. (160JI

GRAND pair Borders, 9/-; smart yellow hen, 2/6;
single breeder, complete, 2/6; offers: King, 2, King-
st., Glastonbury. (151)
FEW smart huff bens left, from 5/C each, right

type, rare quality; approval: Robson, 28, Camden-
gro., Peckbam, London. (88)
CHAMPION Borders. A few good birds for sale
from this well-known strain; appro.; stamp: Jen-
kins, 71, Argyle-st., Swansea. (161)
WANTED, Border Canaries for cash; same ad-

dress 20 years; fanciers please communicate: Smith’s
Bird Stores, Townhcad-st.. Hamilton. (142)

KYE-marked buff cock, 3rd at Liverpool, bred from
even-marked hen, winner of many prizes, 15/- ;

ap-
proval : Moore, C, Preston st., Whitehaven. (161)
Y'ELLOW cinnamon cock, buff green and cinnamon

hens, buff green cocks, typical birds, in grand con-
dition; prices reasonable: Farrcr, 222, Jefferson-st.,

Newcastle-on-Tyne. (169)
F. HUTCHINSON has a few grand pair Borders

for sale, 10/6, 12/C pair, bred from good winning
strain

;
cold room

;
clean, healthy ; inspection in-

vited; stamp: 5, Bank-bldg6., Cbrisp-st., Poplar.
054)

HAVE decided not to exhibit this season, and
having bred 300 youngsters, many fit to win, plenty
to select from, in all colours, show or stock, at
war prices; approval; 6tamp: Dan Hamilton, 239,

Low Waters, Hamilton. (53)
BORDER bargains. Having selected my breeding
stock have got for disposal one or two very good
pairs from 10/6 pair; also few Yellow and Buff
hens, cheap

;
approval : state wants : Pcgg, 4, Peter -

boro Villas, ’Fulham, Iondon. (154)
BARGAINS.—Variegated buff hen, 3rd Barrow, 7/6;

variegated yell hen, vhe Barrow, 6/-; clear yellow
hen, 3rd Barrow, 6/-; even marked buff hen, 6/-;

clear buff hen (extra good), 8/-; approval willingly;
stamp 'reply: M. Tranter, 6, Coulton-st., Barrow-in.
Furness. (163)
OWING to indifferent health I am disposing of

my entire stock of valuable Borders, comprising all

classes of clears and self greens, also breeding,
flight, stock, and show cages and cases, and all

necessary appliances for successful bird keeping;
price® moderate; approval: Jas. B. Richardson, 22,

English-st., Dumfries. (160)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, also pairs;
highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain

;

send offers along: G. Chapman, High-st., Birming-
ham.

DEVONSHIRE Woodlarks, warranted cocks in song,

2/6 each
;
Bullfinch cocks 1/6 each, hens 1/- : William

Maries, 19, Dean-st., Crediton. (158)
FOR sale, single breeder, complete, 2/-; good
Finch cage, \1/-; house-moulted Goldfiinch, 2/-;
offers: Crees, Newtown, Glastonbury. (154)

LARKS, good cock Larks, clean and healthy, 3/6
dozen; hen Larks, 1/9 dozen; hen Linnets, Green-
finches, 1/6 dozen: E. Rowe, 24, West-st., Chatteris.

(154)

LARKS, Larks, Linnets, Linnets: The old reli-

able firm for quality; cock Larks, 3/- doz.; cock
Linnets, 5/-; hens, 1/3: H. Dawson, West-st.,
Chatteris. (142)

A grand singing linnet and new contest cage, 2,6,

if not satisfied, money returned ; also two good
Larks, 1/6, or with cage 2/6 each: Maloney, 58,’

Seholes, Wigan. (158)
WARRANTED, oock Linnets, 5/- doz.; six fur-

song, 2/- each; Lark, Linnet, and jump cages G/-
doz. ; exchange Goldfinches, Canaries; oners: Cutler,

25, High-st., Walsall. (153)
RED-BREASTED cock Linnets, three for 1/6, 5/-

dozen; big upstanding cock Lark, sex guaranteed,
three for 1/6, 4/- dozen; Greenfinches, selected yellow
cocks, €d. each, three for 1/-: J. Whitelev, Boston-
rd., Holbeaeh. (163)

EXHIBITORS! Specially selected giants, highly-

coloured Scotch Finches for keenest competition:
cock Linnet, 3/6; Twite, 3/6; Greenfinch, 3/-; Red-
poll, 31-

;

Chaffinch, 3/-; Lark, 3/-; approval: Ross
Aviaries, Forres, N.B. (126)
GOLDFINCHES. Tho old firm has a few splendid
cock .Goldfinches, caught when Graypates, war-
rented, 4/- each; hen Goldfinches, 35/- dozen; cock
Larks, 4/- dozen. This is the firm for honest deal-
ing : Perkins Aviary, Chatteris. (154)
COCK Greenfinches, 1/. dozen; 12 mixed aviary
seed birds, 1/-; Greenfinches, Linnets, Chaffinches,
Redpolls, Tree Sparrows, Robins, Reed Buntings,
Blue Tits, Oxeye Tits, 1/- pair; selected songsters, 1/.

each : Fenu and Son, Bowers-lane, Islcham, Cambs.
(156)

I CAN supply old and new customers with red-
breasted cock Linnets 5/- dozen

;
grand stock Larks

and red Linnet®, singing nearly full, )/ each, 3 for

2/6, 6 for 4/C ; exchange Linnets, all red-breasted,
for hen Canaries or Goldfinches; exchange dozen
Linnets, full song, for Linnet Mule or Finch Mule;
pure song: W. Darks, 41a, Spon-lane Aviaries. West
Bromwich. 1167)

Crests and Crestbreds. j

WANTED, good Crests, best price given: J. Howard
and Sons. See other Wanted advertisement.
GREEN Crested cock, 1914, 30/-; varieg. Crestbred

hen, 1914, 10/-; guaranteed: T. Forsyth, Castle-st.,

Duns. (169)

CRESTS, Crestbreds for sale, cocks from 12/-, hens
from 8/-

;
pairs from 20J - : Fortnum, Delrow ,

Watford,
Herts. (157)

FOUR Crested cocks and one C.-B. cock, coid-room

bred, 1915, good birds; approval, from 12/6: Bracken-
bury, 6, Bell-st., Lincoln. (151)

FEW pairs of Crests, buffs, reasonable; odd cocks;

no odd hens; approval, stamp: H. Mais, 03, North-

umberland-st., Nottingham. (160)

LARGE, clear, 1914, Crestbred cock, grand head
feather, £2, or exchange for Crested hen : C. F.

Dart, Gloster-rd., Barnstaple. (155)

DAVID SCOTT, 128, Atkinson-rd., Bemvell, New-
castle-on-Tyne, has a few Crests and Crestbreds for

disposal ; approval ;
stamp reply. (84)

VARIEGATED dark Crest cock, 12/6; var. Crest-

bred hen, 8/6; cash or deposit with Editor: Hind, 2,

QueehVrd., Liuthorpe, Middlesbro’. • (155)

CREST and Crestbreds, pairs or singles, good stock

birds, 1914; reasonable; approval, deposit: 11. Mais,

03, Northumberland-st., Nottingham. (122)

CRESTS and crestbred -cocks from 12/0, pairs

from 25/-. bred from prize stock; approval: Rob-
son. 28. Camden-grove, Peckham, Iondon. (58)

NOTICE : Grand lot Crests and Crestbreds, several

winners, reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-

proval : McKcand, Seabright, Castle' Douglas. (89)

ABOUT 40 Crests and Crestbred. each from 7/6,

pairs from 15/-; healthy birds, bred from prize stock;

approval: Tetin, 124, Clicstnut-aven., Forest Gate,

Essex.
.

HIGH-CLASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the best,

many winners sold ;
some grand birds for sale,

reasonable; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.,

Nottingham.
YELLOW C.-B. cock, 3 lsts, 1 2nd. 4 .specials, only

times shown, rare stock bird, GO/-: huff Crested

cock, good droop, 25/-; approval: G. Brown, 44,

Watorloo-rd., Norwich. 057)

CRE'ST cocks, grand stock hirds, bred from and

related to winners, 15/-. 20/-. and 25/- each: Crest

hens, 15/-; approval: Worrell, “ Ravenswood,” St.

James’s-rd., Sutton. Surrey. (153)

OREST bargains. Green Crested cock, 30/0; Green

Crested or Crestbred hen, 10/6 each: exchange

either for clear or lightly marked Crcsthrcd hen;

approval: Pcgg, 4, Pcterboro Villas, Fulham, Lon-

don. .

^54)

CREST. Being ono of the oldest breeders in tho

Fancy, having bred anvl shown hundreds of winners,

have few good birds to part with
:

price from 7/-

to £6; approval: G. Williams. 60a, Lower Unlon-st.,

Torquay. ,
W3)

REV. JOYCE. Wellington, Somerset, can supply

crests and crestbreds (best blood) in matched pairs

from 40/-; singles same rate, all bred for quality

and vigour ; some of the chief winners this season

again aro from hmln bred by him ; stamp ; fitaua

price.
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WANTED, one or two Croats or Creatbreds, not,

weeds, In exchange for gennlno Blue-fronted Amazon

Parrot nnvl cage, good talker, o» bcH £5; mutual

approval: Dey, 5, Carleton-terraee, Halton-rd., Is-

lington, London, N.
CRESTED cock, Crestbred lien, no better stock,

1>air advertised, GO/-; largo, clear Crestbred cock,

115/d; exchange cither for unflighted Crest hen to

value, no green, or will buy; stamp: Shipley, 64,

Vietdria-rd., long Eaton, Derby. (1M)
' GRIZZLE Crested cock, thick crest and big body,

won one 1st, with lightly vuriegated hen to match,

63/-; dark Crested cock, marked wings, with heavy-

leathered, lightly-variegated lien, 42/-; all bulls and

1015 birds; good value; approval: William Stevens,

0. Colvilc-s’t., Derby.
NOTICE. Special oiler, choice exhibition dark

Crested cock, immense, perfectly formed drooping

crest, nicely centred, rare typo and quality of

leather, sure winner, only 35/-; honestly worth

double for stock alone; also monster exhibition

Crestbred hen, turnover to end of beak, immense
aizc, rare type and quality of feather, only 26/-,

or 50/- tho pair; these are certain to breed a cham-

pion; also several other massive feathery Created

and Crestbred cocks and hens, only 10/6, 12/6, 15/-,

21/-, to £2 each; honestly worth pounds for stock

alone; all cold room bred; Palace winning strain;

satisfaction guaranteed; approval: Warmingcr, 28,

Guerusey-rd., Norwich. vTCl)

HIGH class Crest pairs (A. J. Smith and 1. J.

King’s), 1911 and 1915 birds. Nearly clear body dark

Crest cock (4th and sp. open novice, Birmingham),

matched to foul green C.B. hen, turnover to end of

beak, £3 10/-; also foul green C.B. cock, good turn-

over, and grey Crest hen, good dense crest, and neat,

£3 10/-, or £6 the two pairs ; several other good

pairs from £1, and odd hens from 10/C; all cold

room, sound and healthy ; stamp for particulars

:

Cox, 58, Watt-rd., Erdington, Birmingham. (158)

T. J. KING, 3, Columbia-place, Cheltenham, offers

dark Crested hen, marked wing, £15 ;
unflighted green

Crested cock, 40/6; green Crested cock, £12; lovely

unflighted dark Crest cock, marked one wing
x
40/6:

nearly green Crested cock, 40/6; giant unflighted

Crestbred cock, 80/6; variegated unflighted Crested

cook, 40/6; unflighted green Crestbred cock, 17/6;

nearly green Crested cock, 70/6; variegated Crestbred

cock, unflighted, 30/6; yellow-green Crestbred cock,

2nd Cheltenham, £8 8s.; green Crested cock, 60/6;

ditto, 50/6; ditto. 25/6; green Crestbred cocks, 20/6

to 25/6.

MARVELS!
At their respective prices in Crested and Crestbreds.

'As an instance, I will send a good Crestbred cock

on approval for 6/6; cage, 3d.; detailed list free:

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

Cinnamons.
|

CHAMPION Cinnamons, a few good birds to dis-

pose of cheap ; also Norwich Plainheads
;
approval,

stamp reply : J. E. Hartup, 131, Higher Antley-st.,

Accrington. (142)
E. GODLEY, Knowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn, has
Cinnamons and Plainhead Norwich for sale; single

from 7/6 ;
pairs from 15/- ; state requirements

;

stamp
;
approval. "• (128j

PAIR Nor. Cinnamons, yellow unflig. cock, muff
hen, 1914, 17/6; unflighted buff cock, 7/6, or ex-

change pair Crests.—Mason and Sanderson, New
Greencroft, Annfield Plain, Durham. (151)

CINNAMONS: Few cinnamons, cocks, for sale, win-

ners at Dewsbury and Bradford only time out;
will accept 25/- each, or exchange for few hens,
Plainheads or cinnamons ; approval : J. Sheard, Sack-
ville-st., Ravensthorpe, Yorkshire. (159)

CHAMPION bred Norwich cinnamons, 1914 yellow
cock, short feathered, 20/- ; 1914 buff hen, good
skull, 15/-; the above pair 32/0; cobby ]i914 yellow
hen, good head and colour, 20/-; 1915 foul marked
cock, splendid feather colour and size, 15/-: Bevan,
8„ Grove-lane, Ipswich, breeder of Norwich cinnamons
only. Latest win champion silver cup. (162)

/ Greens.
NORWICH greens, yellows, and buffs, from 10/-

each: approval; no single yellow hens: Jenkins, 82,

Church-st., Widnes.
_
(471)

YORKSHIRES. 8 cocks, 12 hens, £4 10s, lot, from
my Palace strain, or 12/6 pair: Mockridge, 14, June-
rd., Tue Brook, Liverpool. (151)

' Belgians.

BELGIAN and Yorkshire crosses, also Yorkshires:
Welch, 93, Fox-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (153

Lizards. |

FOR grand prize-bred Lizards of best strains in

England see m.v list : Rudd, Specialist. Norwich.
W. P. BARNES, breeder champion Lizards, winner

L. and L.F.A. Championship Trophy, 1913-14, best

silver hen Hardwick, best Lizard Rochdale, 1915;

properly matched, from 17/6; odd cocks from 8/6;

no odd hens; approval: 23a, London-rd., Grantham.
(154)

Lancashires.
j

FEW grand Lancashire Coppies for sales, yellows
or buffs, good size, from 7/6, upwards: Anderson,
Campbeli-st., Darvel. (153)

EXCEPTIONAL opportunity. Buff Plainhead cock,
Lancashire and buff coppv hen, Garner’s strain

;

sacrifice £2, or sell separately: Salter, Nevill-st.,

Abergavenny. **’ (151)

I HAVE a few good birds for disposal, yellows and
buffs, Coppys and Plainheads, from my well-known
winning strain

;
prices reasonable

;
approval : J. Old-

ham. 207, Grimshaw-la., Middleton Junction, Man-
chester. (160)

If you wont to Soil Birds of any variety,
or Appliances, Advertise in

FORCAGE BIRDS ANNUAL
Brighter and better than ever. Ready early in the New Year.

For a trifling expense you can secure big business.

ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM.
Please insert my advertisement as attached in the 19 1 6 edition of

Cl CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL
to occupy for which I enclose remittance value -

Name ,
-

Address
To the Advertisement Manager,

“ CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. TARIFF.

Full Page* Special Position — — 30s. Half Page .« — «•

Full Page, Ordinary .. ... - 20s. Quarter Page - -
Breeders’ Cards «• ~ 2s- 6d. & 6s.

Every Advertiser to the value of Five Shillings and upwards will receive one Free Voucher Copy.

Subscription Copies ordered prior to the date of publication Sixpence, post free ;
after publication, post free, Ninepence.

1 0s.
5s.

Norwich.
BREEDERS' CARDS,

I. C. BARNES. Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.
Winner oi numerous silver cups, medals, etc,

;

well-known stiains. Better blood unobtainable.
Grand specimens to spare; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially iuvited; in-

quiries solicited; stamp: 113, NorthSeld-rd., Walk-
Jey, Sheffield.

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner

of championships
;
good birds from 7/6 upwards

;

'approval; stamp: Waltham, Ashurst Road, North
Finchley.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-

st., Carlisle, one of the best exhibition strains in

the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs

from 20/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

EXCHANGE exhibition British for good Norwich:
Morgan, 33, City-rd., Cardiff. (146)

LARGE colour-fed Norwich hens, 3/6 each: De Von
ami Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.
WANTED, Norwich Canaries, any quantity; state

price: Porrill, 8, Doncaster-rd., Barnsley. (154)

WANTED, Norwich; will give 8/- a pair; any
number : Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury. (157)

WANTED, a large quantity of Norwich for export;

state price; Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil. (155)

WANTED, Norwich Canaries, also Yorkshires, must
be healthy; Uraeie, Bird Dealer, Wishaw, Scotland.

(144)

SPLENDID Norwich, outdoor bred, 10/6 pair; odd
hens, 31-

:

Faulkner, 24, Walker-st., Burton-on-Trent.
(154)

GRAND yellow cock and buff hen, 20/-; few others

at reasonable prices; on approval; Dr. Allen, Am-
bleside. (160)

NOTICE. Grand lot Norwich, cocks 3/6, cock and
hen 5/6; approval; McKtand, Seabright, Castle

Douglas. v’160)

FIVE yellow hens, 3/6 each; 3 buffs, 3/- each; or

offers : Swindley, 11, Brown’s.lane, Handbridge,
Chester. (157)

NORWICH cocks from 6/- to 10/. each; hens, 3/-

to 5/- each : W. Gilbert, 2, Cromwell-st., Red Lane,
Coventry. (156)

FOR sale, 3 Norwich hens and Border cock, singing,

price 7/6; P. Millar, 229, Titchfield-ter., Pegswood,
Morpeth. (153)

I HAVE a few good Norwich for sale, cocks from
7/6, hens 5/-: W. Layton, 11, St. Kichael’s-av.,

Leicester. (151)

LARGE colour-fed yellow Norwich hens, 5/- ;
buff

hens, 3/6; cinnamon hen, 31-

:

Russon, 8, Colville-

st., Burnley. (181)

FOUR buff cocks (two unflighted), good heads, thick

necks, 6/- each; approval: W. Spencer 85 Athol-

st., Burnley (160)

LARGE typical yellow and buff Norwich hens, 5/-,

7/6, 10/- each; approval: G. Brown, 44, Waterloo-
rd., Norwich. (157)

WINNERS fol- sale, yellow and buffs, cocks and
hens, must sell, stamp for reply; Thomas Hutton,
Ivylea, Larbert. (144)

TYPICAL, unflighted Norwich cocks, from 10/6;

pairs from 15/-: Offord, 24, Little Welbeck-st., Caven-
dish-sq., London, W. (136)

MASSIVE buff variegated Norwich cock, 10/- ;
good

buff stock cock, 8/6; good heads; approval: Eddy,
Bellevue-ter., Penzance. (151)

NORWICH green hens, 6/-, 3/6 each; fine for

dark Muling
;
yellow or buff : Hetherington, Alder-

ton, Chippenham, Wilts. (154)

NORWICH cocks, good singers, from 5/-; hens,

3/6; 1915 birds; clear and variegated: Miss Pratt,

5, The Quadrant, Exeter. (154)

R. HANFORD, Derby, has 1 splendid collection Nor-

wich for sale, cocks, hens, or breeding pairs ;
state

requirements ;
all prices.

SIX typical unflighted cocks, full song, 6/-, 10/-

;

pairs from 12/6; approval, stamp: W. Crook, God-

frey-st., Netherfleld, Notts. (154)

SEVERAL well-bred large type Norwich hen Cana-

ries, 3/6 each, to clear ;
decided bargains ; Miss

Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (159)

BUFF Norwich hen, 3rd Bedford (Notley’s strain),

20/-; yellow cock, 2nd pair class (Gome's strain),

12 6; Simons, Coventry-rd., Bedford. (158)

McKAY, 73, Grace-st., Newcastle-on-Tyne, breeder

and exhibitor of high-class Norwich, single pairs,

state requirements ; stamp ;
approval. (140)

LARGE yellow cock, good head, 30/.; large buff,

£-2; unflighted yellow, 20/-; all good birds; ap-

proval : IJngard, 66, Berry-st., Burnley. (163)

WANTED, colour-fed Norwich, single or pairs, for

re-sale for cash, or exchange cages : Osborne, Cage
Manufacturer, Dudley. rd., Wolverhampton. (156)

WILLIAM PHIPP8, for splendid, typical, massive

Norwich, winner over 100 prizes, also cups
;

ap-

proval
;
cold: 16, Millplatt-ave., Isleworth. (Ill)

RICH colour-fed buff Norwich cock, large speci-

men, 1st 20/- selling class 17, accept 10/-; given

awav : Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstono. (162)

NORWICH, clear, variegated, ticked, buffs, yellows,

green; cocks, 6/- to 9/-: hens, 21- to 3/6: Dixon,

33, Rushden-rd., Manor Estate, Levenshultne. (158)

WANTED, Norwich Canaries, for cash; same ad-

dress 20 years; fanciers please communicate:
Smith’s Bird Stores, Townhoad-st., Hamilton.

FEW smart typical birds, cocks from 10/6, pairs

from 15/-; all clean moulted and healthy; approval:

Robson, 28, Camden-grove, Peckham, London. (11

HENRY, 133, Alma-rd., Ponders End: Six Norwich

hens, one green and one cinnamon Border, good

strain, green hen a topper, 3f- each, or 16/6 lot. (155)

FOR sale, two pairs of Norwich, yellow cocks, buff

hens, unflighted ; local winners, 12/6 pair ; also few

hens: Jacques-, 22, Ernest Terrace. Rochdale. Lancs

SURPLUS stock; clearing out; well-bred Norwich

cocks from 5/- to 10/- each for quick sale: H.

Binks, 35, Brushfieid-st., Hyson Green, Nottingham.
(158)

GOOD yellow Norwich cock, 35/-; variegated buff

hen, 30/- ;
another, 25/-; 2 clear buffs, £1 each; good

heads and size: Bell, 35, Clementina-ter., Carlisle.
(160)

W. KEARY, winner numerous prizes and two chal-

lenge cups has few pairs of Norwich and Yorkshire

for sale at 15/- pair: Church Institute, Twickenham.
(158)

NORWICH; clear yellow cock, unflighted buff hen,

25/-; var. buff cock, unflighted yellow hen, J5/- ; buff

hens, 5/- ;
approval : Hornsby, 86, Long-row, Page

Bank. (162)

MASSIVE framed, rich’ fed buff Norwich cock, won
twice last month, faultless condition, 12/6, worth

£2 2s. for stock: Hawkes, 26, Pretoria-rd., Leyton-

stone. (162)

TWO buff varieg. Norwich cocks, 1914 and 1915,

good stock birds, related to my cup winner, 12/6

each ; approval ; Strachan, 16 Urie-cres., Stone-

haven. (159)

YOUNG Norwich hens, strong, healthy, sound con-

dition, 2/6 each, 4 for 9/6; fine cocks, from 7/6;

satisfaction guaranteed: H. Smith, 10, Waterloo-st.,

Hove. (155)

NORWICH: Pair of good Norwich, present, win-

ning blood, 30/-; also buff cocks, from 15/-; yellows

from 7/6; no rubbish: J. Lane, 15, Aberdeen-ter.,

Bradford. (157)

TWO clear buff cocks, 7/6, 10/-; one extra large

ticked buff cock, 20/-; one variegated buff cock,

30/-; approval; Smith, 42, Carlton-st., Ayres-rd.,

Manchester. (161)

1916 ! 1916 !! 1916 !!!
The following few examples have been received

during the few days during this New Year, and are

simply examples of the many already to hand during

1916. If you will only entrust me with your orders

you will receive the same attention and satisfaction.

“ Bedlinog.—I received the Roller cock quite safe.

You must have taken great, pains in packing, as it

was packed so complete. I am very proud of the

bird, he is a splendid songster, he sings night and

day. I could not wish any better at the price.

—

John Price.” “ Glasgow.—Birds arrived all right.

I am quite well pleased with them. I have returned

deposit receipt to “Cage Birds.” You will hear

from me again shortly.—C. Butchart.” “ Gateshead.

—I got the birds all right, and I am quite satisfied

wptli them.—T. P. Brock.” “ Swansea.—Received

bird safe. I am quite satisfied with it.—T. Wor-

nor.” “ London, S.W.—Received birds safely. Very

pleased with them.—G. Cogger.” “Newcastle.—

Received bird safe. ; am pleased with it.—S. Whit-

tle.” “ Canning, London.—Received birds safe, and

am satisfied with them. Shall be giving you an-

other order shortly.—I. Tingey.” “ Biaenavon.—

I

received the bird quite safe. Thanks for same. I.

Timothy.”

NOW FOR PRICES
Cocks or Hens, for exhibition, 10/6, 15/-, 20/-, 38/-.

Pairs correctly matched to produce best results by

me personally, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-, 40/-. These are

marvels at the price. Other useful birds. Cocks,

7/6, 8/6 ;
Hens, 3/-, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6 ;

pairs, matched

to produce best results, 9/6, 10/6. Cages to hold one

bird 3d., to hold two or three birds 4d. : W. Rudd,

Specialist, Norwich.

MR. ECKER.SLEV offers clear yellow cock of lovely

type and quality, 30/- ;
also very thick-set buff cock,

30/- ;
few other bargains : 51, Francis-rd., Edgbas-

ton, Birmingham. U55 '

WANTED, big unflighted yellow and buff hen,

with good heads and neck; exchange yellow and

lyiff cock; no rubbish wanted or offered: Jenkins,

71, Ar,gyle-st., Swansea. (.161)

GIVEN away. Last few clear yellow Norwich;

cock, winder 1st spl., 15/-; two big buff hens, 5/-

each; worth double; stamp: Townend, Montrose,

Upper Bognor, Bognor. (161)

GRAND Norwich var. buff cock, 1914, bred 1st prize

members’ show, 30/- ; also clear buff cock, 1915, 2nd,

20/-; cash or deposit; approval: W . Breeze, 42,

George-st., King’s Lynn. ( lo8 '

EXCEPTIONAL offer; must sacrifice; rich colour-

fed buff Norwich hen, won 3rd, feathered to per-

fection, faultless condition, accept 8/6: Hawkes 26

Pretoria-rd., Leyton-stone.
i *

G. BENNELL has some nice birds of good quality,

bred from winners; yellow and buffs, from 10/- to

30/-; mostly unflighted, and qui win at small shows;

approval: Nortli-st., Lynn. UU
A. L. HAWKES offers typical, thick-set, large

framed, short neck, stout headed, variegated green

winning buff Norwich hen, accept 10/-, worth treble.

26, Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. I18- '

WANTED Yellow cock and Buff hen (clear or

slightly variegated), Dutch, frills; must be good

tvDicai birds; Full particulars to Stuart, 14,

Shepherd’s Bush-green, London. Deposit system.^

THOMAS HERBERT, 35, Soutb-st., Redditch, offera

2 large buff cocks, winners 2nd and 3rd, 20/- each;

2 yellow hens, 5/-, 7/6; Goldie-Greenie Hybrid cock,

winner reserve, 12/6; approval. (168)

MR. INNES, Estate Factor, LargL Ayrshire, hav-

ing decided to dispose of all his high-class Norwich,

offers exceptional bargains; many winners; all large;

inspection invited; letters only. (59)

CH4.MPION bred Norwich; grand clear buff cock,

winner, 30/-; also marked cock, 20/* ;
and one marked

hen, 20/-; all good birds to clear; approval, cash,

stamp: Edwards, Tailor, Leominster. (162)

GRAND unflighted even-marked, cinnamon wings,

head, buff Norwich hen, 7/6; exchange large buff

stock cock, give 51- extra good bird; approval: Wile-

man, Vale View-, Measham, Atherstone. '

SEVEN pure Norwich cocks, pure Bellamys, 7/6

each, 42/. lot; giving away price; two muling pairs;

good cock Goldfinches, Norwich hens; 6/6 pair; I U-

beam, 13, Garden-rd., Tunbridge Wells. (156)

TWO yellow cocks, 10/-; 1 buff cock, 10/-; 1 buff

cock, 15/- ; 1 yellow, 1 buff hen, 7/6 each
;
inspection

invited by appointment, Tuesdays and Sundays

only: Taylor, 105, Parliament-st., Burnley. (160)

MASSIVE unflighted vellow cock, 15/-; yellow cock,

12/6' buff cock, 15/-; yellow and buff hens from

5/-- all unaighted, healthy, colour-fed, cold-room

;

approval : E. Blaney, 19, Oliver-st., Mexbro. (156)

FOR sale, 3 buff cocks, 10/6, 12/6, 15/- ;
yellow hens,

6/-; buffs, 5/-; pairs from 15/-; all unflighted, and

winning strain ;
also show cock Greenfinch Mule.

8/6- John Fvfe, 118, St. John-st., Glasgow N. (154)

W. MILES, Aviaries, Chichester, has large clear

vellow cock, winner, 30/-, do. 25/-; large clear buff

cock, 20/- ;
another, 15/- ; one of the best headed buff

hens living, winner, 50/- ;
others cheap ;

approval.

BLUCK’S Norwich, won 1st and 4 specials, 2nd and

special in champion class, including special for best

Canary in show; matched pairs or singles; reason-

able- state wants: 3, Westbourne-terr., Hove. (132)

CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, good

type and feather, well matched pairs or single birds,

winners sold every season; 35 years breeder, ap-

proval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-st.. Nottingham.

NORWICH: W. Priestley has two buff cocks, also

vellow hen, unflighted, 10/- apiece, from winners at

Blaydon. South Shields, Halifax, Sheffield, Bishop

Auckland: 222, Charles-st., Boldon Colliery, Durham^

NORWICH: Three buff cocks, 10/-, 12/6 ,
15 /- ;

five

buff hens, 6/-, 7/6, 10/-; unflighted, and bred from

winners; wanted a good clear yellow Norwich hen,

unflighted, for stock : D. Watts, 37, Alkincoats-rd..

^NORWICH, winner medal most point-, 1915 buff

cocks, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-; yellow cock, 17/6 ;
yellow hens,

7/6; buff hens 8/6, 10/-; good heads, ™ng carnage,

and feather; approval; Roberto, io, Young-st.^,

Passive Norwich cock, 12/6 ;
brother won first and

special Wyke Show; cock Goldie Mule, Finch

swit, swit, siswitty, ker, jay, 10/6; two hen Hue ,

2/6; approval, if deposit; Brown, 22, Alma rd..

'four typical yellows, natural colour, two cocks,

two hens two 1314, two unflighted, -Silks strain,

cocks 6/6 each, hens 4/6 each, or 18/6 the four;

bargain, approval, cash or deposit: Hale, 3i,

tion-rd., Croston, Preston.

TREVXLLION. 76, Tower Gardcns-rd.. Tottenham,

has for disposal unflighted monster buff coc^’ “it

rou (,h, 15/-; another smaller. 10/6; tw0
- y?

loYS
shade small. 6/- each; buff hen, grand head, 1914,

-to/*; - a ii. related to winners.
,

*•
,

RELATED to cup winners, 2 large 1914 buff cocks,

vigorous birds and good stock getters, £1 ejjoh; un-

flighted yellow cock, 12/6; few songsters and small

hens cheap ;
approval ; stamp reply . Gears, 73, Dun

combe-st., Walkley. Sheffield.

F. J. LACCOHEE, breeder and exhibitor of high_

class Norwich, can spare a few good s^ck birds of

size, tvpe, and quality, from 10/6; all birds sold

have given entire satisfaction; approval, cash or

deposit: 92, St. George-st., Norwich .. ("2
norWTO FT lar^e 2 clear buffs, coc-LSj unflighted,

i «nov/ ctekr .
twenty months old, 3 unflighted clear

huff hens all typical, price moderate, or exchange

with large unflighted Norwich greens, no Cinnamon

blood’: 12, Foster-ivl., Chiswick, London. (158)

GRAND colour-fed buff cocks, good type, quality,

can win open show, from 25/-, 30/- upwards; large

buff hens from 7/0. 8/6, 10/. upwards; variegated

yellow cocks from 8/6; satisfaction guaranteed ; ap-

proval : Grout, 64, Hughenden-rd., Norwich. (1j6)

EDWARD DUDLEY, ‘Hazcldene,” Wrekin-rd., Wel-

lington: Salop, has for sale few good Norwich ,
yell.

ro 'k 12/6; varieg. yell, cock, 16/-; buff hen, 8/-, yel-

low lien. 15/- ;
2 variegated yellow' hens, 6/- each ;

also

grand unflighted buff Yorkshire cock, can win, 30L-

WINNERS at all the leading shows in the North.

I have some good stock and show' birds for sale,

and tv;o Buff cocks, brothers to my Newcastle East

End silver bowl winner for 'best bird in show, and

breeding cages, etc., for sale. See reports for

Wallsend and South Shields and Newcastle Last

End. I will sond any bird on approval, or inspec-

tion any time with pleasure ;
apply : John Morrison,

Blue Bell Hotel. Shields-rd.. Newcastle-on-Tyne, U<5^
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GEORGE 'SAUNDERS can spare few Norwich, same

strain as his winners; this strain has through-

out England and Scotland, has been built by me,

and is reliable; see show reports; prices i/-, up-

wards; approval; stamp reply; 108. Uighsfc,

Bnnk Staffs.

KM MASSIVE buff Norwich stock cock, good broad

wkull and neck, large yellow hen, 2nd in class OI

nine, £1 2/6 pair; uiiflighted buff cock of above with

large unflighted yellow lien, 14/-; unflighted, yellow

cock, 7/0; good birds: Manning, < 12, Rom lord-rd.

,

Manor Park, Essex.

NOTICE. Special offer, several very large, typical

yellow and buff Norwich, rare size, type, and

quality of feather, only 6/-. 7 0, 10 0. 15/-. and ‘.1 -

each; make champion stock birds; Palace winning

strain; all cold room bred; satisfaction guaranteed;

approval: Warindnger, ‘28, Giiernsey-rd., Norwich.

'I’ll 12 following are bred from my Leicester, l oven-

trv, and Birmingham winners: 3 large unfl ghted

yellow cocks from 10/6, 12/0, 15/-
;
« unflighted buff,

very massive birds, from 8/0 upwards; also a few

unflighted clear yellow and buff hens; price on

application: II. Growdridge, 40, Churles-st., Hinck-

ley, Leicester. f.

NORWICH Canaries, 1/1 J, by C. A. House, lolls

the fancier all that ho necife to know to enable

liiin to become successful as a breeder and ex hi ui-

tor of the Norwich Plulilhcad. The chapters- on

'‘Forming a stud," and “ How to Produce the

Ideal,’' are worth the cost of the whole book many

tiinen over; Caok Bums. 154, Fleet-st.. London.

SPECIAL, special, special; monster exhibition butt

Norwich cock, immense size, rare type and duality

of feather, sure winner, only 25/-, honestly worth

60/. ;
also choice exhibition yellow cock, grand shape,

feathered like silk, only 21/-, worth double for stock

alone ; also monster stock yellow hen, rare size and

substance, make champion stock lien, only 12/U ;

also champion exhibition buff Norwich lien, real

model for type and quality, feathered like silk, sure

winner in good company, only 25/-, honestly worth

£3; also another choice exhibition buff hen, nearly

equal to above hen, only 17/6, cheap at .€2; also few

real good, large, typical yellow and buff cocks, 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 21/-. 25/-, 30/-, and .£2 each; also yellow

and buff hens, 5/-, 7/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 21/- and 30/*

each, rare size, type and quality ;
Palace winning

strain; worth pounds for stock alone; all cold-room

bred ;
satisfaction guaranteed ;

approval : War-

ininger, 28, Guernsey-rd., Norwich. (161)

J. & J. HOPKINS
Champion Norwich; few fine yellow and buff

hens, 15/- and £1; inspection invited any time:

Mouse Trap Inn, Disley, Cheshire. (155)

NORWICH WINNING NORWICH
Grand unflighted yellow Norwich cock, a beauty,

10/6; lovely buff ben to match, 7/6; 17/6 the pair, a

bargain ;
beautiful unflighted buff cor ks, 10/6, 12/6,

15/. each; state wants; inspection invited ;. approval,

cash or deposit Editor: 55, George-st., Leeds. (161)

TYPICAL NORWICH.
The winner of Derby Challenge Cup 1915 has few

pairs for disposal, 12/6 upwards; approval anywhere:

C. Oliver, 7, Thorn st„ Derby. (1«2)

IaRDTS NOTED WINNING STRAIN
Clear buff cock unflighted, can win at good shows.

Ml,-; also another good clear that can win at small

shows, DO/- ; good yellow stock bird, 30/. ;
other

stock birds, 20/-, 15/-, 10/-; good cobby liens, 7/6,

10/-, 15/. each; very nice pairs, 15/-, 20/-, 2a/-,

30/-; all the very best blood living; approval : Yardy,

The Aviaries, Huthwaite, Notts. (137)

E. H. HULSE
Winner of Young Bird Cup 5 years in succession

;

see Coventry, Leicester, Birmingham reports; have

bred and supplied winners at all leading shows; for

sale, 4 unflighted buff cocks, 15/-, 20/-; 7 ditto hens,

10/-, 15/-; 1 ticked yellow ditto. 15/-; 3 marked
buff 1914 hens, 15/- each; marked buff 1914 cock,

20/-; stamp; approval; deposit: 23, Hartington-rd.,

Leicester. (157)

J. C. BARNES
Norwich specialist; 25 years’ study; well-known
stud. Winner Sheffield Challenge Cup outright (3

years in succession). 200 birds to select from. Few
choice specimens to spare. Cock* from 20/., hens
from 10/-. Inspection invited; approval: 113, North-
field-rd., Walkley, Sheffield.

W. N. TURNER
Breeden of Champion Norwich
I have bred and supplied winners at all leading
dhows, a.nd have a large stock to select from

;

exhibition and stock birds at reasonable prices;

this strain has been winning for the last 20 years,

ami there is no better blood in the Fancy. See

latest show reports ;
inspection invited ; approval

willingly: 3a. Percival-st., Hightown, Manchester.

DR. J. ASKEY WOOD, 4, LION STREET
KIDDERMINSTER.

winner of numerous prizes in open competition at

leading shows; latest, 1st and 3rd Bristol and 2nd
Birmingham, is now offering for sale high-class Nor-
wich

;
all own breeding, from best selected birds

;

guaranteed good health ;
single birds from XT, or

pairs SO/-, upwards, including buff cock, winner 1st

Llaneily, Northampton, 5th Welsh National. £5; huff

< ock, 1st, -only twice shown, £o ;
marked yellow

cock, 1st and 2nd, £3; on approval, for cash or

deposit. (133)

MISS THOMAS, Fairlight, Richmond Park Road,

Bournemouth, breeder and trainer purest Seiferts,

Glucke, etc., 110 bred 1915; deposit. (86)

WANTED, a large quantity of Rollers, best price

paid: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr Tydvil.

ROLLER cocks, splendid singers, «/-; hens, 2/6:

Stunelierd, 346, Oldham rd., Newton heath. (161)

HIGH CLASS Glucke, Randall and Walton; bene,

3/6 ; approval : Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd., Crewe. (40a)

HIGH CLASS Holler cocks, 10/6 and 12/6; hens, 2/6;

cold-room bred: J. Caris, 17, Koman-rd., Preston.
( 1€ 1 )

WANTED, first class Roller cock, full song, give

good pair clear 3 ©llow Norwich: Paling, fcxton, Oak-

ham. .
( '

GRAND cooks, singing night- and day, 7/C each; ten

days' approval: \V. Poviick, Lastfield Cottage, Deyvs-

bury. .
i^Ol)

NOTICE. Grand lot Rollers, cocks 3,6, cock and

hen 56; approval; McKtanQ, Seabright, Castle

Douglas.
, , ,

GRAND dark Rollers, in full song; best strains,

8 / 6 ,
10/0, 12/6, 15/-: John Bennett, 28, Enville-st.,

Stourbridge.
, „ (1 j7)

BEAUTIFUL young Seifert Roller cock Canaries,

singing nicely, accept 4/6 each ; Miss Jones, Harlech

House, Aberystwyth. — v

DEEP Glucke Roller hens, B.R.C.C rung, related

to winners, 4 /*, /
5- each: Kerry, 62, Oakwood-id.,

Uplands, Smietliwick. (L-8 )

COCKS, in full song, 7/6, 8/6 , 10/6, 12/6 each; hens,

2/. 3J- each; approval anywhere: Silver, 130, Lilhe-

rd.’, West Kensington.
SEVEN splendid Roller hens, cold room, 2/6 and •)/-

each; approval, cash; cocks all sold: Hilton, Queen s-

rd.-ter., Littleborough.
PURE Randall 614S B4, Ex 4 Manchester, 25 points,

1914, good stock bird, 30/ ;
approval : Knowles, 19.

Princc.as.st., Dukinfield. (156)

GIVING up; Butterworth’s pure Seifert Rollers,

three pairs at 10/6 , and three pairs at 14/-: 7, lligh-

field-rd., Earby, nr. Colne. (W)
NICE soft Green Roller, 1914, full rong and health,

9/6; approval, stamp reply: Boswortli, 265, Alcestcr-

rd„ King’s Heath, Birmingham. (150)

HIGH-class glucke Rollers, P.R.C.C, rung, cocks

from 12/6, liens 4/-, 5/-; approval: B. Lin:ey. 47,

Freedom-st., Hiltsboro’, Sheffield. (110)

WANTED, Rollers for re-sale; must be in good

condition; good price given for good quality:

Osborne, Dudley. rd., Wolverhampton. (156)

MR. 1NNES, Estate Factor, Largs, having decided

to dispose of all his high-class Rollers, offers cocks

at 15/-, 20/-, 25/-; hens, 4/-, 5/-,. 6 /-. (157)

GLUCKE and Water-Glncke liens, 3s. 6d., 4s. 6d.

;

cocks from 10 /6 : pairs and trios selected
;
approval

:

Earnshaw, 51, ltook-st., Nelson, Lancs.

CHEAP to clear, pure Randall's strain, cocks S/C

and 10/6; 1.915 strain; all B.R.C.C. rung; owner on

munitions: Roe, 50, Sedgwiek-st., Preston. (160)

J. DIMMOCK. Bred from all my cup winners,

B.R.C.C. rung, from 15/- upwards; cages Cd. each;

liens 5/- each: 49, Providenee-st, CTadley Heath.

HIGH-CLASS Roller cocks, 1915 birds, breed in

outdoor aviary. 7.6 each, three for XT; approval if

cash deposited: Kinzett, 50, Hope-at., Wrexham,
Wales. (151)

DEEP Glucke and Waterglucke Rollers, Randall's

aud Widow’s strains; cocks 10/6 and 15/-, hens 4/-;

approval; cash or deposit: W. Lay, 89, Byron-st..

Northampton. (182)

BARGAIN : owing to pressure of business am oner
ing young Rollers at half-price to clear; cocks, 6 / 6 ;

hens, 2/6; pairs, 8 / 6 : Slater, Fruiterer, Carlisle-

st., Dresden, Staffs. ’ (158)

HIGH-class Roller cocks, cold.room bred, 7 6 , 8 / 6 ,

10/6 each; hens, 2/C each, or two for 4/C: satis-

faction guaranteed: J. Eritton, 4, Wellington-^,,

Radcliffe. Manchester. (104)

WILLOWS’ Roller and Glucke Rollers, my wel-

kr.own strain; few cocks for sale, 30/-, 40 -, 50/-, 60/-,

70/- each; liens, 10/- each: approval willingly, cash

or deposit: Willows, Draper, Wednesbury. (14-3)

ON sale, a few high-class Rollers, same strain as

my first, second, third, and fourth prize winners’;

cocks, 15/-, upwards
;

hens, 5/- each : approval

:

George Smith. 31, Victoria-st., Newtown, Wigan. (160)

A FEW pairs very choice Roller Canaries, with

their double breeders, 15/- each lot complete, all

ready for breeding; cocks alone worth more; clearing

out; war cause: Seal, 41, Taunton-rd., Lee, Kent.
FOR sale. Roller Canaries, my own breeding. 10/-

pair; I will give Roller cock, full song, for Siskin

cock, or Roller hen for Siskin hen : J. Bastook, 6 ,

Ruckley-av., Sydenham-rd., Spark Brook, Birming-

ham.
PURE Randalls; few cocks left of my famous
Glucke Rollers to clear, 10/-. 12/6 ,

15/- each; l.ens, 4/-

cach ; bred and kept in cold room, honestly worth
double, all bred from my own winners, and B.R.C.C.

rung 1915: seven days approval, deposit: Ethering-

ton, 226, Fletcher-rd., Preston. (M. B.R.C.C.) (162)

J. HUMPHRIES lias a few of bis great strain of

P.ollers for sale; all exhibitors know what his strain

has been doing for years: several fit for any open
competition in England; “no bluff is needed";
prices from 20/- to 60/- each; hens, 10/- and 12 /6 :

Apply, “ Mayfield,” Woods Bank, Darlaston, Staffs.

|
Rollers 6 Singing Canaries

j

BREEDERS CARD
ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-

brated Water Glucke Rollers (pure Randall's), 151,

South Avenue. Southend on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.

Birds for , fiale, THE finest strain in England.

Winner 1st and silver eup Inter. Show, 1913. (1S10)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. All birds bred

from prize winning specimens of high rank; full

particulars free : Heathfield, Sussex. (160)

RHODES’ noted Glucke ami Water Glucke Rollers,

’ B.R.C.C. rung, winners of cupe, gold, silver and

bronze medals, etc., latest wins, 1st ami special

Leeds, two seconds., fourth, he, 5 specials. Inter-

national; 5th, two c’s, Wolverhampton; fourth, c,

Bacup ;
winners bred and sold by me this season,

fir t anil special Bacup, champion class; fifth,

special, Leeds: fifth, special, International; cocks

Irorn V her- 7/6: 40, Jurnes-st., liilwton, Staffs.

CASH OR EASY PAYMENTS
Splendid Roller cocks, in full song, 8/0, 10/6, 12/6,

15/-, upwards; hens, 3/6 upwards; Norwich and- “York-

shires, same prices; stamp reply: Rossell, 85, Whit-
ton-rd., Hounslow, Middx. (155)

HIGHLY TRAINED
Genuine Roller cocks, 15/-, 20/-, 30/-; best com-

bined strains in Europe: hens, same, strains, 5/-

and 7/6; other Roller cocks, all singing, 7/6, 8/6,
10 6, 1-2 G : liens, 1/6 and 2/- each; cages 3d.;
detailed list free : Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

Scotch Fancies.
|

FOR sale, buff pied cock, and buff pi'd hen, cheap
to clear: Siddons, 9, Sandholcs, Paisley . (131)

Yorhshires-
BREEDERS’ CARD3.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders,

winners of highest honours possible for over 30

years; many championships Crystal Palace, in-

cluding championship last Palace show. As vye

are not exhibiting have some of the best A ork-

’ shires living for disposal, show or stock birds,

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winnersj
pairs matched (o

breed winners, 15/- to 60/-; single birds I r"l’ (

,

r

Donate ;
these are not dealers’ Yorkshires, blit the

highest possible breeding ;
approval : Langton

Lodge, Scotton, Knarcsborougli, Yorkshire. (64)

BAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20 guinea Chal-

lenge Cup, the Y.U. 30 guinea Challenge Troptfy,

etc., etc.: 40, South Vicw tcir., Sandy Lane, Brad
ford.

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show
reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
shires that have ever graced the show bench.
Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them
;

prices reasonable; state wants;
satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries: 1C, Shann-
st .. Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

OCDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters
of the best the world has produced: Thornton,
Bradford.

EXCHANGE exlifoitiori Jlritish for Yorkshires:
Morgan, Citj-rd., Cardiff. (146)
COCKS from 7/6, hens from 5/-, clear and marked,
on approval: Dr. Allen, Amblcaede. (160)

WANTED, Yorkshire Canaries, any quantity; state

price: l’orrill, 8, Doncaster-rd., Barnsley. (154;

YORKSHIRES, buff cocks, from 7/- to 10/6 each;
one yellow, 8/-; cheap: J. Lane, 15, Aberdecn-ter.,
Bradford. (157)

TYPICAL 1915 hens, from outdoor aviary, yellow
or buff, 3/6 each, colour fed: Tomkinson, 70, Childers-
st., Doncaster. (154)

CANARIES, large 1015 Yorkshire cocks, singing,

3/-, 4f-, and 5/- each; hens, 1/6, 2/-: Lloyd, Aviaries,

Gorseinon, Glam. (150)

TYPICAL young Yorkshires for sale, cocks from
5/-, hens 4/-; bred from my winners: James Thomas,
Bugle, Cornwall. (154)

HALFORD, 134, Prince of Wales-rd., Kentish Town:
1914 cock yellow, 1915 cock buff, slightly green
marked, 12/6 each. (153)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, high-class breeding stock,

cocks, in full song, 8/-: Draper, 47, Palrnerston-st.,

Battersea Park-rd. (151)

SKVEN-inch cocks, in song, from 7/6: hens, 5/--;

bred from winners, cold room : 10, Horsford-rd.,

Brixton Hill, S.W. (103)

R. HANFORD, Derby, has splendid collection York-
shires, cocks, hens, or breeding pairs; all prices;

state requirements.
YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, cocks from

5/-; hens from 3/-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arbore-
tum-rd., Worcester. (490)

YORKSHIRES. Two cocks, full song, 7/6 each; 2

hens, 3/6 each; well-known strain: Fryer, 24, Mill

Bank, Talke. Staffs. (151)
LENGTHY York cocks, buff and yellow, 9/-; bens,

6/- each (1915) : M. Cobley, 69, High-la., Chorlton-
cum-IIardy, Manchester. (160)

TWO splendid Yorkshires, cocks, clear yellow, 7/6

each, 14/- the two; these are good: White, 118,

Brandon-rd., Brixton-hill. (160)

FOUR Y’orks. hens, good length, from winners, 7/6

each; two cock Mules, 6/- each, full song: Ball,

Hinkshay, Daw-ley, Salop. (160)

CLEARANCE sale; exhibition Yorkshires anfl

cages. British, Norwich and Yorkshire show cages,

1/-: Devine, Holborn, Sligo. (151)
YOUNG colour-fed exhibition Yorkshires; cocks,

10/-; good breeding hens, 5/-; view any day: Breeder,
222, Eibblesdale-rd., Streatham. (127)

GRAND Yorkshire cocks, outdoor bred (C.F.), un-
flighted, 8/6 to 10/6 ;

satisfaction guaranteed : Bar-
nard, 77, Hereson-rd., Ramsgate. (>'3)

USEFUL typical specimens, colour fed, moderate
prices, 30 to choose from; bargains; call: James,
44, Aylmer-rd., Shepherd's Bush. (157)

TWO cocks, 8 hens, cold room bred, £1 10/- postal

order gets lot; a bargain, worth 50/-; exchange:
Fewster, Middlestovvn, Wakefield. (156)

YORKSHIRES, mostly Crisp's strain, all bred from
my winners ; cocks 8/6. hens 5,6 ; approval : Lloyd,

84, Chichele-rd., Cricklewood. N.W. (142)

WANTED Yorkshire Canaries for cash, same ad-
dress 20 years; fanciers please communicate: Smith’s
Bird Stores, Townhead-st., Hamilton.
TWENTY Yorkshires, 8/6 pair upwards; cages, egg
mill, “Our Canaries,” as new; approval, deposit:
Tatter&all, East-st., Farington, Leyland. (151)

ONLY a few grand buff cocks and bens left,

Spillman's strain, cages and utensils, working man’s
prices: Tomsett, S.N.P.C., 34, Endwell-rd., Brockle.v.

I HAVE a few good Yorkshires for sale, cocks and
hens, rare quality birds; for particulars: E. Fisher,

Hare and Rounds, Liley-la., Hopton, Mirfield, York-
shire. (159)

TYPICAL smart buff Yorkshire cock, taken honour
young stock shows, perfect feather, faultless con-

dition, 12/6
;

great sacrifice : Haw kes, 26, Pretoria-

rd., Leytonstone. (102)

YORKSHIRES, pairs or singles, fine feather and
good type, giving up; for Norwich see advertise-

ment; reasonable; state wants: Bluck, 3, West-
bourne-terr.. Hove. 032)
EXH1BITON Yorkshires, colour fed, long typical

young birds, cocks from 7/6, hens from 4/-: appro-
val; cash or deposit editor: W. Johnson, Breeder,

55, George-st., Leeds. (161)

YORKSHIRES: 17 cards out of 25 entries; runner-

up best 1915 bred bird; young birds for sale, same
strain; cocks from 12/6, hens from 3/6: Firth. 25,

Old Steine, Brighton. (156)

R. TINDALE offers several exhibition and stock

Yorkshires from his well-known strain, at very rea-

sonable prices; approval, deposit: 6, Gill-st., Ben
well, Newcastle-on-Tyne. (160)

CHAMPION clear buff cock, with grand hen. 12/6;

clear yellow cock and two liens, 12/6; large typical

marked buff cock, 10/6; 7 days’ approval, depo-it:

Gater, Troedyrhiw, Glam. (151)

FIVE pair Yorkshire, 1915, 5 double breeders, com-
plete, Crystal Palace aviary, and large aviary, sale

cheap, or exchange anything useful: yours first:

King. Sutcliffe School, Bath. (154)

WANTED, two gcod yellow liens, must have taken
show honours (3rd or 4lh), in exchange for yellow

cock (cup winner lart year), value £2: Stuart, 14,

Shepherd’s Bush Green. London. (155)

T. C. CRAWUALL offers some good Yorkshires,
bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles

or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.

George’s-tcrr.. N ewcastle-on-Tyue. (14)

PRIESTLEY'S high-class Yorkshires, show or stock
birds, cocks from 5/6, hens from 3/6, cash or depo-

sit; satisfaction guaranteed: travelling cages, 3d.

extra: 121, Guythorne-rd., Bradford. (157)

1>URE pedigree Yo: k.-hircs, strictly our strain, one

of Hie best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-

teed; thirty only, 12/6 up. ;
wish or deposit : Nut-

trass, Ruby-avenue. Bi.-lmp Auckland. (2S)

PAIR of Yorkshire Canaries, with double breeding

cage, all complete, nests, baths, 8/6: also singing

cock Canaries, with cages, 6/- each ;
approval

:

Charles Catton, Meltliam, Huddersfield. (160)

E. RADLEY, Paradise-square, Skelmnnthorpe, Hud-
dersfield, can spare grand unflighted clear huff York-
shire cock, grand quality and shape, can win good
ronlpany, 20/-. worth double; approval. (154)

1 HAVE still a few pairs of high-class Yorkshires,

including winners at Leyton and East Lam, also

several odd cocks and hens, for sale
;
inspection in-

vited: Collingc, 29, Balmoral rd., Leyton. (158)

YORKSHIRES, ETC.
Exhibition, stock birds, or
specially selected songsters

for cash or easy payments.
Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,

and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per

pair, in clears, ticked, and
green marked. Extra smart

lengthy hens at 3/-, 4/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. Alt

cold-rooin bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.

Exhibition cocks and hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-. 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are worth double and can soon win their cost.

EASY PAYMENTS.— Birds sent off at once on re-

ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected
Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at //-, 8/6, 10/6,

12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.

Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address:

—

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizingball,
BRADFORD.

CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition aud stock,
birds, none better ; cocks in full song, f/6; sure win-
ners, 10,0: liens, 5/6 each; ten days' approval: W.
Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (46)

KING'S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,
type, and quality; cocks, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6, upwards

;

hens, 4/6, 5/6, 6/6, 10/6, upwards
; approval ; carriage

paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge, Yorks.
(ICO)

HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires and Norwich, from my
noted strain, cocks at 6/6, 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 upwards,
hens at 3/-, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6 upwards; on ap-
proval : E. Cheshire, U4, Crawlord-st., Bradford.

(160)
R. SriBY, Queen-st., Farnworth, Bolton, has six

grand Yorkshires for sale, yellows and buffs; for
type and quality can’t be beaten

; bred from cup
and medal winners, have won at open shows; on
approval. (162)
W. D. HALL has some good Yorkshires for sale,

single or pairs
; winner of the “ News of the World ”

Challenge Shield
;
pairs from 15/- upwards ; seen any

night, or state wants: 124, Suncroft-st., Kennington
Cross, London. (H9)
CLEARANCE bargains. Two grand matched pairs,
young birds, 12/6 and 15/- pair, size, quality, aDd
position, are prize-bred and matched by an expert;
approval with pleasure, deposit: G. W. Maisey, Alder-
maston, Berks. ~ (154)
DO you require really good birds? Have few win-

ners and stock birds for sale ; no rubbish offered

;

pair, 15/-, £1: cocks 7/6, 10/-, 15/-; hens from 5/-. ap-
proval, deposit: J. Sheard, 2, Sackville-st., Ravens,
thorpe, Yorkshire. (159)
HIGH-CLASS Yorkshires, cocks from 7/6, hens from

4/- ; some good stock birds, seen any evening, Satur-
day afternoons, Sunday mornings, or write stating
wants: Bowring, 67, Everington-st., Fulham, S.W.
Near Fulham Cross. (142)
A. L. HAWKES offers an exceptional smart long-

legged, deep-fed yellow Yorkshire cock, rare length,
very nervy, like wax, feathered to perfection, taken
honours, accept 15/-, worth treble for stock : 26,

Pretoria-rd., Leytonstone. (162)

THIRTY high-class Yorkshires, every bird own
breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold
room; inspection invited; approval deposit; cocks
from 7, 6. hens a/- : Radford, 128, Sandy-lane, C'horl-

ton-cuni-Hardy, Manchester. (72)

YORKSHIRES, winning strain, Huddersfield, Shef-

field, etc., yellow and buff, cocks, 10/-, 12/6, 15/-,

20/-; liens, 5/-, 7/0, 10/-, upwards; large stock cocks,

15/-' to 30/-; approval, deposit: John Radley, 259,

King-st., Skelmnnthorpe, Huddersfield. (155)

J. C. BARNES, Yorkshire specialist; well-known
strain; every bird guaranteed my own breeding;

straight and- lengthy, tight in feather, stylish;

cocks from 15/-. hens from 10/-; inspection invited;

approval: 113. Northfield-rd.. Walkley, Sheffield.

A FEW high-class Yorkshires for disposal; 12

breeding cages and rack for same, single moulting
out cages, all beautifully enamelled,, show cages
and cases, large flight and ether utensils, practically

new cheap: 39, Floyer-rd., Smalllieatli, Birmingham.
'V " (148)

YORKSHIRES. To those wishing for first class

stock birds, no fancier could wish for better; I

have just a few pairs, with plenty size, type and
quality of the very best, 40/- pair; honestly worth
double: approval, deposit: E. Saxon, 27, Ox ford-rd.,

Smethwick. (151)

FIVE Yorks., show birds, for disposal, clear buff

cock. 1st and 4th; clear yellow cock, cop last year;

clear huff hen, 1915, varieg, buff ben, clear yellow

bull ben, 1 show Goldfinch. 4 Budgerigars, all typi-

cal birds ;
must be sold ; offers to Stuart, 14, Shep-

herd's Bush Green, London, (155)

YORKSHIRE Canaries, 1/1), b.v II. W. Baltye
(Past President of the Yorkshire Union); absolutely

the best handbook dealing with the Yorkshire and
its sub varieties. Contains complete instruction

upon pairing, breeding, moulting, and encccssfiii

exhibiting; also bow to treat in both health and
disease: Gags’ Birds. 154. Fleet-st.. London. EC.
WHO says winners Clinking fine 1913 clear buff

Yorkshire lien, 5 firsts and others, 15/6: cost double:

1914 clear huff hen, three 3rds, 4th, 12/6; unflighted

clear huff cock, 12/6; lengthy variegated unflighted

huff cock, 17,6; purents big winners; every bird in

grand condition, and bargains; approval anywhere-

Drew, 15, Dudley-st., Brooks Bar, Manchester. (1371

H. ,i. CHITTENDEN invites you, if in Bradford, to

I call ami inspect his stock of Yorkshires any time

by appointment; having to reduce his stock of

well-known winning Yorkshires that have produced

so many winners consistently for years
;

if not able

to call will send on approval: yellow or buff cocks,

clear or marked, green or cinnamon, fit to win, at

15'-, 20 - to 60/- each; hens 10/-, 15/-, 20/- to 50 ;

those are really good birds and must he sold; note

the address: 53, Carllslc-st., Manninghain. (160)

BINGHAM & FURNISS

have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, excel-

ling in length, type, and quality; cocks from 12 6.

Inns from 7 6; inspection invited: 43a, Hawthorn-

id., llilltbro', Shellield.
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REV. C. *. JOLLIFFi
At the appeial request of a working man 1 have

purchased of Mr. It. C. Smith, the well-known n
hlhltor, nml the judge of Yorkshire# at the Welsh

National, a pair of excellent unflighted lords of the

vulue of Si/-. Owing to financial difficulties thl*

novice, unfortunately, has Rone back on hi* worn,

and I, not hein# a breeder ol YorkBhircs. have these

birds on my hands. They are bred from the choicest*

winners, and are a Renuiuc bargain. The first postal

order for 25/. gets the pair: “ Carisbrookc," 10, Pont*

cunna st., Cardiff.

CLEARING OUT
I have CO Yorkshires, with aome of the best blood

in the country in their veins, but owing to present

conditions I shall have to disposo of my entire

atock; all appointments to be made by post: J.

llarrop, 17, Waller-rd., Walkley, Sheffield. (1«8)

26/- WORTH FOR 12/6
In order to reduce ray large stock of Yorkshires to

make room for breeding. I offer three grand long

slim yellow cocks, over Tin. long, with lovely huff

hens to match, also three very big buff stock cocks,

with charming yellow hens to match, at 12/6 a pair.

These are honest value at 25/- a pair, and I will

send to any, address in United Kingdom on six days
approval on receipt of cash ;

cash returned in full

if not satisfied; travelling boxes 3d.: Edwin North.

Breeder, 443, Manchester rd., Bradford. (161)

Various Canaries. 1

NINE unllighted yellow cocks and buff hens, good

stock birds, 8/• to 30/- : Bissett, 34a, Rose-st., Mother-

well. 060)

EXCHANGE two pair Border Fancies for large typi-

cal yellow Norwich cock, ISIS; yours first: A. It.

Young, 1, Stone-row, Twiggy, Beamish, S.O. ,
Co.

Durham. Oa9)

YELLOW Crested cock and buff Crested hen. win-

ners; also Norwich cock, grand substance and colour;

stamp for reply : F. Stot-hard, 81, Beaconsfield-st.,

Darlington. (M®)
BARGAINS. Grand lot Canaries. Norwich, York-

shire, Borders, and Rollers ; cocks 8/-, cock and hen

6/-; package 3d.; approval: McKcand, 15, Queen-

st., Castle Douglas. (160)

FOUR unllighted buff cocks, one flighted buff cock,

grand feather and good length ; alto five buff hens,

all grand stock birds and bred from my winners

:

Hibbert, Saltney, Chester. (157)

UNFLIGHTED buff cocks, see reports at N/C,

Blaydon. Haltwliistle. Darlington, first and second,

from £1 to £2; and few pairs, 30/-; unflighted Crest

and Crestbred, 15/-; approval: W. Smailes, Radcliffe,

Acklington. (160)

CLEAR yellow cock, won honours, £1; clear buff,

vlic. in Novices’ Cup class, 15/- ;
several others from

7/6; hens from 5/-; good quality birds, winning
strain: enquiries solicited; approval, deposit: J.

Cliff, 78, Brook-st., Selby. (153)

FOR sale, two grand cock Greenfinch Mules, 22/-:

or exchange unllighted buff Yorkshire cock or

yellow1 Norwich cock, must be good : R. Whiting,

3, Stalford-st., Boston. (157)

TWO large 1911 muling liens, 3,'C xacli; 6 cock

GoldAnch Muli*. on song, «/«, 7/6 each: two hens

1/3 each; also good Norwich for sale: I’cck, Ash-

man’s Hall Gardens, Becclea. (158)

KXI.IB1TION cocks, house moulted: Chaffinch. 7/6;

(recnllnch. 6/-; I.innct, 5/-; Lesser Redpoll, F.M ,

2/-; will exchange for muling Biskin, Goldfinch, muling

liens, or Roller hens, for breeding r 0. Lees, Tborop-

son-st., Langley Mill, Derbyshire. (154)

I Iravo for sale my two winning Linnet Mules,
cocks, one light, one dark, colour fed, show condi-

tion, at 20/- each: also field moulted cock Bullfinch,

two vhe’s, only timos shown, 6/-; all worth double;
stamp particulars, approval: Pygott, 28, Maycr-st.,

Ilanley, Staffordshire. (158)

MULING pairs, Jonquo Greenfinch cock, proved
muler, another Canary-reared, thrice H.M. Chaffinch,

with 1915 bred hens, 7/6 pair; two Greenfinch mult*
6/- each; Linnet, H.M., 2/6; two Canaries, ideal

feeders, s /• each; cash, approval: John Paris. 11,

Itokeby-terr., Heaton, Newcastle. (136)

EXHIBITORS note: The following can win any-
where: Colour-fed cock Greenfinch-Redpoll Hybrid,
20/- : cock Siskin-Grecnflncli Hybrid, 20/-

;
Goldfinch-

Bullfinch, £3; two large yellow Goldfinch cock Mules,
15/- each : one grand yellow cock Siskin Mule, sure
winner, 10/0; cock Goldfinch, a gem, 12/6; Indian
Mynah. 20/-; cock Bullfinch, 10/6; cock Redpoll,
extra good one. 4/6: F.M. cock 'Linnet*. 5/C; or what
offers id song birds: Day, The Aviaries, Porter-st„
Hull. (157)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
Goldfinch or Linnet Mules, will give 4/6 to 7/6 for

goodi birds ; hens 1/-, tipol, cash or deposit with
“ Cage Birds": Powers and Ruseell, 10, Granby-
place and 67, Sclator.st,, London, E. (161)

FOREIGN BIRDS.
1

BARGAINS IN SONGSTERS
Splendid selection of lovely singing Canaries, Rollers,

Norwich, Yorkshires, cocks, full song, 5/6, 6/6, 7/6.

8/6; hens, 2/6, 3/6, 4/6; Bullfinches, cocks 3/-. hens

2/-; cock Goldfinches, 3/-; selected giant cock Brown
Linnets, 1/- each, three 2/6: Cooper, Naturalist, Prin-

cess-st., Manchester. (161)

SONGSTERS ! SONGSTERS

!

IF you want a classical songster send for my list

:

Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

, |
MULES—HYBRIDS.

|

LIGHT unflighted muling hens, 3/- each: Weeks,
South Green, East Dereham. (158)

GRAND winning Goldfinch-Bullfinch, beauty, to

clear 90/-: Edwards, Tailor, Leominster. (162)

FEW genuine light muling hens, good size, healthy,

6/-, 7/6 each; approval: X. Billington, 32, Colboi li-

st., Nottingham. (134)

COCK Siskin Mules, 1915 bred, in soug, 9/6; hens

2/6; also few muling hens, 3/6, -4/6: Willmer, 20,

Elm-rd., Beckenham. (150)

BEAUTIFUL prize cock Goldfinch Mule, 12/6, 1914;

cash or deposit with Editor: Hind, 2, Queen’s-rd.,

Linthorpe, Middlesbro. (155)

THREE cock Goldfinch Mules, grand songsters, fine

feather, 7/6 each; approval, deposit: Lashmar, 21.

Bank-st., Ashford, Kent. (153)

DARK yellow Goldfinch Canary cock, show speci-

men, 10/-; worth treble; approval: Smith, 42, Carl-

ton-st.. Ayres-rd., Manchester. (161)

LARGE yellow or buff Norwich liens, 3/6, 5/-, 7/6

each, or will exchange for cock Mulea; approval:

G. Brown, 44, Waterloo-rd., Norwich. (157)

LARGE Linnet Mule, cock, 1/6, or exchange for

Roller hens or Foreigners; no rubbish wanted-
Mahony, 3a, Fountain Buildings, Bath. (151)

GREENFINCH Mule, winner 2nd, 3rd only time

shown, 12/6, or exchange yellow Yorkshire cock

:

approval: Dobson, Shakespear-st., Lincoln. (151)

LARGE pink-eyed Sib. -bred hens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each; cocks in full song. 7/6 each; ten

days’ approval: W. Powick, Eastfield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (33)

NORWICH Canaries, 1915, cold room; cocks, full

song, 5/-; pair. 7/6; Canary-reared cock Bullfinch

and'’ Goldfinch, 6/- : Hardiman, Railway. terr.. Brock-

enhurst. (155)

COCK Goldfinch Mules, full Finch song, 7 6 each,

liens 1/6, Norwich and Yorkshire cross, good feeding

strain hens, 2/6 each: Fred Laycock, Sutton Mill,

Keighley. (153)

BEAUTIFUL cock Cokifineh mules, light or dark,

lovely mellow song, perfect plumage, health war-

ranted, 8/6, 10/6: Crisp, 35, Southmid-rd., Bishop's
Stortford. (144)

EXHIBITION Linnet Mule, best trained Mule liv-

ingT'bred Linnet song, free from blemish, 1914, sell

25/-: approval anywhere: G. Wells, Yard 126, Kirk-

land, Kendal. (159)

GENUINE Sibs, no .rubbish: double yellow Sib hen,

bred two seasons, bred good variegated Mules each
year, 15/-: buff Sib cook to match her, 10/-: Rowley'
Elston, Crediton. (158)

SPLENDID muling strain, cold room bred, few
1915 to spare, one large yellow hen, rather faulty
wings mother threw four light mules; approval,
“ Cage Birds ”

: E. Ridley, 6, Osborne-st., Didsbury,
Manchester. ,* (157)

BEAUTIFUL cock Goldfinch Mules, dark and varie-

gated, lovely songsters, perfect health and plumage,
7/6, 10/6, 12/6, and 15/-; hens, 1/6 each; also Linnet
Mules, at same price: Keynes, Kingston St. Michael,
Chipp'fnham, Witts. (154)

WANTED, young hen Madagascar, lavender bead,
Love Bird: Neilson, 5, Bank-pl., Kilmarnock. (156)

AMERICAN Black-headed Siskin, cook, £2 15/-; hen,
matched same, 10/- extra : Cooper, Lindley-st., Nor-
wich. (155)

AMAZON, Biue-fronted, grand talker, whistle and
mimic, £3, or will exchange birds: Day’s Aviaries.
Porter-st., Hull. (157)
YELLOW Budgerigars, 5/6 pair; three pairs, 15/-;

four cocks, 9/-; outdoor aviary bred: Miss Wigram,
Frensham, Farnham. (155)

TWO cock Cutthroats, pair Red-billed Weavers, out-

door aviary, 8/-; exchange pair Yellow Budgerigars:
Field, 5. Castle-et., Hereford. (151)

WANTED, every variety of Parrots, Parrakeets. and
Cockatoos, best price given: J. Howard and 8ons.

See other Wanted advertisement.
YOUNQ Amazon, says few words, mimics and whis.

ties, smart bird, 35/-, with cage; full bloom: W.
Russell, Holmest., Livcrsedge, Yorks. _ (154)

AMAZON Parrot, lovely talker, good whistler,

mimic, accept 50/-, with handsome cage ; exchanges-
considered : Seedsman, 163, Pi incess-st., Manchester.
PERFECT cock Melba, 20/- ;*true pair Indian White-
eyes (Zosterops), perfect, £2 15/-, cr excbamy.o
other specimens foreigu : Sted, Tobacconist, Sud-
bury, Suffolk. (158)
BEAUTIFUL finger-tame Amazon Parrot, talks,

dances, whistles; lady’s pet; bargain; 50/- to nice
home; approval; deposit: Mrs. Jones, 7, Oeorge-st.,
Aberystwyth, Wales. (163)

A REAL good talking Rock Parrot, can say over
20 words, with large new cage, price 40/- ; six days
approval; cash or deposit Editor: Edwin North.
443, Manehester-rd., Bradford. (161)

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/-

pnir ; selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellows, 8/-;

cokernut husks nests, Cd., .5/- dozen: Miss Rosey,
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (141)

FOR sale. Budgerigars, 25 for 40/-, to clear; sing-

ing Canaries cheap ; also Rhode Island Red cock-

erels, nine months old, best strain, 7/6 each to

clear: W. J. Armstrong, East Grinstead. (162)

BEAUTIFUL upstanding Indian Parrot, young, pink

ring round neck, long tail, house moulted, commenc-
ing to talk, a real lady’s pet, sell 35/-

;
good cage

included
;
exchange good Canaries or cob harness

:

98, Manners-st., Nottingham. (15S)

WANTED, Ringnecks, Quakers, or any other hardy
Parrakeet, also Cockatiels. Will give 6/ each for

any number; also 14/- each for Rosy Cockatoos:
G. B. Chapman, High-st., Birmingham. Telegrams,
“ Parrakeet.” ’Phone, “ Central GS9."

THOSE who have bought or tliooe who are about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get “ Nutshell No. 17,"

it only costs 2Jd. post free, but the tips it gives are

priceless; from: Cage Birds. 134, Fleet-st., London,
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is published
frequently.)

GOOD hen Redfaced Gouldian Finch, acclimatised;
exchange for exhibition Hawfinch or sell 15/-; cock
Diamond Sparrow, exchange for exhibition Bearded
Tit or sell 18/-; Dark Goldie Mule, 10/-. or exchange
for pair large house-mouited Bullie hens; must be
good birds; yours first: Samuel Duncan, Corsehill.

KilwinmGL*. Ayrshire. (162)

THERtf Ss no more lovely seed eater than the

popular Gouldian Finch, which, however, is very

difficult to establish. This trouble can be overcome,

and the variety kept successfully. But you must
follow the hints given in “ Nutshell No. 14.” from
Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st.. London, E.C., post free

for 2id. From agents (see list frequently pub-

lished).
AVADAVATS! Avadavats are very charming little

birds, but they need care, 'the “ Nutshell ” booklet,
“ Avadavats," contains full information on the

management of these birds. You cannot do better

than have a copy by you. and we ehall be pleased

to forward same upon receipt of 2Jd. Write, The
Publisher, Cage Birds, 154, Fleet-st., London, E.C.

FOR sale, 3 marked Grass Finches, bred, this year,

in outdoor aviary, £1 each; 3, Hybrid Long-tailed

Grass and Parson Finches, bred' this year in out-

door aviary. £1 each ; 2 cock Indigo Finches, £1
each; 6 pairs Diamond Doves, £1 pair; 3 pairs

Lavender-headed Lovebirds. 15/- pair, bred this

year: 1 pair Black-headed Nuns, 15/-; 1 Quail, larger

than Californian, with crest, 35/- ; 3 Hybrid Bauers
and Pennant Parrakeets, £4 each: 6 Mandarins
(males), 15/- each; 1 Shoveller (female), 5/-: 1 Pin-

tail (female), 5/-: all birds acclimatised and in good
health and plumage : been in outdoor aviary ever

3 years : the Lavender-headed Lovebirds are moult-

ing a little now: the ducks are kept on pond*.—Mrs.

Turner-Turner, Abbey Spring, Beaulieu, Hants.

Singing Contests.
Announcement* ol forthcoming contests in the

nature ol advertisements must be paid lor at

advertisement rates, three words a penny.

BARNSLEY.
Lark and LinDet C., Dove Inn, Doncaster Road,

Jan. 2; 29 entered for 4 min. time singing. 1,

Moore, Sinin. ‘JOsec. ;
Hardman, 2rnin. 63sec. ; Jones,

2min. 80*cc. ; Coles, 2m id. 25seo.
;

Fishwlck, lmin.

69scc. ; Shepherd, timer; Waircing, clialker. We
keep increasing in membership ;

43 now, limited to

50, so new entries hurry.—J. Hardman, Sec.

LEIGH.
The Globe Ian Linnet Club held their opening

contest on Jan. 1 for time and quality, when 23

members staged bird*. Quality: 1, Whittle; 2,

Page; 8, Hayes. Time: 1, Donnelly, 105; 2, Stat-

ham, 83; 3, Tatbam, 27. Judges: J. McAlastcr,

J. W. Jones. Timers: J. Statham, W. Meadows.
Minutes, G. Amiaon.—R. Disley, acc.

PONTEFRACT.
Weekly £inging contest, club sing. Woodman Inn,

Horsefair Jan. 1. 30 births competed for 3 good
prizes: 3 minutes’ time singing. 1, Foster; 2, 3,

Beard. Open sing, Jan, 2, when we had a good
entrance of 89 birds for 4 good prizes. 3 minutes’
time singiug: 1, Pugh; 2, Morlcy ; 3, Beard; 4,

CASTLEFORD.
Members sing at tbe George and Dragon, Bridge

Street, Dec. 26. 38 birds were entered for 3 prizes

and some very good singing wan beard. Winners:
1, Nelson

; 2, Morley ; 3, Pugh. Also, Dec. 27,
open sing. 69 of the heat time singing Linnets in

Yorkshire sang to crowded house for 3 valuable
prizes, the winning bird doing some very good
time, but c of the best birds missed singing alto-

gether. 1 and ap, Scottson; 2, Williams; 3, Pugh.
Jan. 1. 44 birds sang, and all did very well. 1,

Watkiss; 2, Milner; 3, Brindley. Jan. 2. 18 en-
tered; 1, Milner; 2, Plows; 3, Wutkisa. Since
our' club started in March, 1910, 1,200 birds have
been entered, and prizes to the value of £220
have been distributed ; this we think is almost a
record.—Walter Dobson.

LEEDS.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing held

at the Clarence Hotel, Skinner Lane, when 23
birds sang for four prizes, and some grand singing
was heard. 1, Wbaran; 2 and 3. Sinus; 4, shared
Iuoon and Wbaram. Judges: Messrs. X’. Summers
and S. Johnson.—W. Tipman, hon. sec.

Leed-s Linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,
Saville Green, York Road, Leeds. Champion Roller
contest, Saturday next, Dec. 8, at 8. Open to all.

Extra special prizes, including leg of mutton for 1st.

Entrance fee as usual.—W. Naylor, Sec. (Advt.)
Leeds Quality Linnet Singing Club. Grand singing

match. Plasterers’ Arms, Skinner Lane ; 16 birds
laced the judges, A. Lorricman and C. Lorrieman.
1, Diabere : 2, Chipendale ; 3, Turner.
Leeds linnet and Canary F.A., Albion Hotel,

Saville Green, York Road. Open contest for quality
Linnet sing, Jan. 1 ;

14 birds sang for three prizes.

1, W. Sissons
; 2, G. Hirst : 3, 1’. Ward ; consolation

prize, Wharam. Judges, Hayes and Naylor. Also
Jan. 2, 1C birds sang. 1, 2, shared by W. Sissons
and G. Hirst; 3, T. Ward; consolation prize. Wat-
son. Judges, Jennings. Hayes, and Lardcastle. Also
Jan. 2, a Roller Contest, 16 birds sang. 1, 2, T.
Johnson ; 3. S. Johnson

;
consolation prize. T. John-

son. Judges, Sissons, Naylor, Hardcastle.—Walter
Naylor, Hon. Sec.

t
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fie Sflows.
WEST STANLEY (Workmen’s Club)
4th annual members’ show, Dec. 4 and 5, when

we had a record entry of 337 exhibits. Mr. J.

Stanger judged cage birds, and gave complete satis-

faction. We are fortunate in having a good hall

:

all stock was well staged, and the show stewards,
with our worthy Chairman, Mr. J. Armitage,, at

the head, worked very hard, and had everything
in good order. We had a gift class for local sol-

diers, and it realised £1 2s., which was handed over
to the local fund. The show stewards were G.

Lane, R. Peart, M. Hall, J. Nicholson. W. Kilty,

J. Metcalf, T. Taylor. The Management Board and
officials helped IKith with donations and specials.

Awards were as follows: Yorks., Yell, or Buff, Ck.

(8) : 1. 3, Gowland ; 2. 4, Hutchinson. Hen (7)

:

1, sp, 4, Gowland; 2, Kilty; 3. Hutchinson. Bord.,

Ck. (S): 1, sp, 2, 3, Bates; 4. Metcalf. Hen (8): 1,

sp, 2, 3, Bates; 4, Eoxbrough. Nor., Ck. (14):

1. sp, 2. Bates; 3 4, Gowland. Hen (11) :1, «p. Bates;

2, Gowland ; 3, Harwood 4, Peart. A.V. Natural
Col., Ck. (S) : 1, Harrison ; 2, Robson; 3, Hutchin-
son; 4, Arinin and Chaytor. Hen (5): 1, Harrison;

2, Hunter; 3, M. Hall; 4, Ruecroft. A.O.V., Ck.

(4): 1, sp, Hutchinson; 2, 4, Rendlc ; 3, Hutchinson.

Linnet. H. or F.M. (11): 1, Peart; 2, Hall : 3. Nichol-

son; 4, Purvis. Redpoll (8): 1, 2. IVall; 3, Pat-

tison; 4. Dawson. Mule or Hybrid: 1. sp. Peart;

2. Hall; 3, Maddison ; 4, Kilty. Goldf. (7): 1, Har-
rison; 2, Purvis: 3, Armin and Chaytor; 4, Hall.

Bullf. (6): 1. Pattison; 2, Armin and Chaytor; 3,

Watson; 4, Harwood. Grecnf. (S) : 1. Hutchinson: 2,

Bates; 3, Peart; 4, Armin and Chaytor. A.O.V.
Hardbill (3): 1. 2, Kilty ;_3, Rendle. For., Single

Pair (5): 1. ap, Peart; 2, Hutchinson; 3. Herron;

4. Little. Selling. 7s. 6d. : 1. Peart: 2, Kail; 3.

Nicholson; 4, Kilty.—R. Hutchinson, Sec.

“PiaEOKS”
The oniy paper dealing solely with Show and

Fancy Pigeons.

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 375.

Coloured Plate3 a Special Featura.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper,

‘FUR & FEATHER
The onlv Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard I or Specimen.

Offices : Idle. Bradford, Yorks

DARLINGTON C.B.S.
Member,’ show held Dec. 27. Entrica numbered

well over 100. Classen were well filled, especially
the Canary section, and the quality was AI. Mr.
Campling, of York, judged, and the duties of
•ecretary were ably carried out by Mr. Fred 8tot-
bard. Messrs. Bond and Co. gave a apecial prize
of a watch for the best bird bred arid exhibited
by a member, which was won by Mr. Hobaon
Robinson with a Gold Bull Hybrid in fiae condition.
York* Yell. Ck.: 1, Warrington; 2. Stotbard; 3, 4,

Stephenson; vhe, Blackburn; he, Reynolds; c,
Carter. Buff: 1, 4, Stainsby; 2, Carter; S, Black-
burn; vhe. Gray; he, Stotbard; c, Stephenson.
Hen: I, vbe, Stot-hard

; 2, Stainsby; 3, Warrington;
4. Blackburn; be. Gray; (, Carter. Nor. Yell.
Ck. : 1, Gray; 2, Carter; J, 4, Jeffries; vbc,
Stephenson; he. Warrington. Buff: 1, 2, 4, Jeffries;
3, Warrington; vhe, Stswnaby ; die, Gale. Uen:
1, Gray; 2. Harrow; 3, c, Stephenaon ; 4. Stairtaby
vbc. be. Carter. Cr. or C. B. Ck.: 1. Jeffries;
2, Stotbard. Hen: 1. Stothard; 2, 4. Jeflriea; S.
Carter. Bord.: 1, 2, Gray; 3, 4, vhe, Harrow.
A.O.V. Can.; 1, Gale. Brit. Gold: 1, Wilcox; 2,
Robinson; 3, Hcarfield; 4 , Harrow; vbc. Gray.
Bull: 1, Sergt. Forster; 2, Carter. Linnet: 1.
Wilcox: 3, Hcarfield. Green Chaff, or Bramble:
1, 3, Sergt. Forster (Bramble and Chaff.); 2,
Robinson (Greenie); 4, Gray (Bramble). Redpoll.
Siskin or Twite: 1, Sergt. Forster (Twite); 2, Gray
(Redpoll)

; 3. Robinson (Siskin). A.O.V. llrit. Hard-
bill: 1, Wilcox (Hawfinch); 2, 3, Sergt. 'Forster
(Yell. Bunting and Hawfinch); 4. Hcarfield (Yellow
B. ). A.O.V. Hardbill Hea: 1, Robinson (Bullie);
2, Gray (Linnet): 3. 4, Hcarfield (Groeaie and
Bullie). A.V. Softbill: 1, Hearfleld (Thrush) ; 2,
Gray (Field-fare). Mule or Hybrid: 1, Robinson
(Goldie Bullie); 2, Stephenson (Goldie Canary);
3, Cooper (Goldie Canary).—R. A. Harrows.

CHESTER-LE-STREET C.B.S.
Fifth annual show, Dec. 19, at the Duo Cow Hotet,

when nearly 200 birds were staged; exceedingly good
considering that eight of our members are serving
their country, and other members were exhibiting
at other shows held locally on the same date.
Quality was of the best, our judge, Mr. W. L. Smith,
remarking that it was the best collection of birds
he had seen this year. Nor., Ck.: 1, 2, Bailes; 3,
St’anger. Hen, 1, Briggs; 2. Baitcs; 3, Stanger.
Yell., 1915, 1, sp, Coates; 2, Page; 3, Young. Buff.
1915: 1, Young; 2, Star.ger; 3, Briggs. Hen, 1915;

1, 2, Lindsay; 3, Page. Nov.: 1, 2, Page; 3, Arnold.
Yorks., Ck. : I, Stanger; 2, Towers; 3, Arnold. Hen:
1, Stanger; 2, Arnold: 3, Ward. Yell., 1915: 1.

Stanger; 2, 3. Ward. Buff, Sk„ 1915: 1, 2, Ward;
3, M. Dagg. Ken, 1915- 1, sp. best Yorks, Stanger;

2, Ward; 3. Arnold. Ck., Nov.: 1, Towers; 2,

Stones; 3, Dagg. Hen: 1, 3. Arnold; 2, G. Tower3.
Bord. Yell., Cd. : I, Towers; 2, J. Briggs; 3, Young.
Buff: 1, 2, Towers; 3, Young. Hen: 1, sp. Young;
2, 3, Towers. Buff: 1, Young; 2, 3. Marron. Green:
1. Towers; 2, Stanger. Cinn. : 1. Ward. Nov.: 1, 2,

Towers; 3, Marron. Crest. Yell.: 1. Stanger; 2,

Bewieke. Buff : 1, *sp, Bewicke ; 2, Forster ; 3,

Coates. C. Bred, Yell.: 1, 2, Bewicke. Burt: 1,

Bewicke; 2, 3, Stanger. Crest or C.B., 1915: 1,

Stanger; 2, Forster; 3 Bewicke. Crest or C.B..

Nov.: 1. 2,-3, Stones. Can. Any Var. : 1, Stanger;

2, Coates; 3. Dagg. Mule or Hybrid: 1. 3, Rev.

C. R. Appleton; 2, Boyd. Goldie or Bullie: 1,

Rev. Appleton; 2, Boyd; 3, Young. Greenf.: 1.

Lindsay ; 2, Boyd : 3, Ward and Towers. Linnet or

Twite, H.M. : i, Boyd; 2. 3. Hodgson. Linnet or

Twite. F.M. : 1, Young; 2, 3. Stones. Redpoll or

Sis.: 1. 2, Wild; 3. Rev. Appleton. A.V. Bunting:

1 Ward and Towers; 2. Lindsay; 3. Boyd. A.V.

Hardbill: 1. Bovd : 2. 3. Lindsay. Softbill: 1. 2, 3.

Lindsay, White Skvlark leading, which takes sp.

for best Brit., a great attraction. A.V. Brit., Hen:

1 , 2 , Ward and Towers: 3. Lindsay. Sell, la/-: 1.

Bri^vs; 2. Page; 3, Stanger. Sell. 10/- : 1. Stanger;

2, ifailes.; 3, Stones. Sell. 7/6: 1, 3, Forster; 2,

Stanger.—R. Ward, Sec.

N, MANCHESTER C.B.S.
Annual show held Nov. 27, at Balmoral Hotel,

where 142 birds were exhibited, and judged by Mr.

J Beswick, of Stockport. The judges awards were

well received, and although the day was bad tba

allow was well patronised by the public.

AM AT. YORKS. CL. or TKD. YLLL. (j) : 1.

Clarke - 2. 3, Cooper; 4, Woods; vhe, Taylor. BUFF
(4) : 1, Cooper; 2. Clarke; 3, Taylor; 4, Deakm.

YELL, or BUFF HEN (8) : 1 . 2 ,
4 Cooper ; 3, vhe,

Taylor- he, Deakin. UNILIG. CK., A.V. (6) • 1,

Dentin’; 2, Clarke; 3, 4. vhe he, Cx»per. HE\
(5) - 1 3, 4, Cooper; vhe, Deakin. NOV. lOLKb.,

CL. or TKD. YELL. (5): 1. vhe, Edwards; 2,

Allen; 3, 4, Goddard. CL. BUFF (3:) 1. 2
>
Ed*

waids ; 3, Whittaker. YELL. HEN (8): 1, 2, vhe,

Edwards: 3, Allen; 4, Whittaker; he, c, Howarth.

BUFF (7): 1. 2, 3, Allen; 4, Edwards; vlic, c,

Whittaker; he, Goddard. UNFLIG. CK. (a) : 1, 2,

Edwards; 3, 4, Whittaker; vhe. Allen. _|IEN (3):

1 3, Edwards: 2, Howacth. AMAT. NOR. YELL,

and BUFF CK.. A.V. (5) : 1 2, Bardsley ; 3 >V,
Hadfield : 4, Woods. HEN, A.V. (a) : 1. 4. Hadfield

;

2, 3, vhe. Woods. BUFF. A.V. 1915 (7) : 1, 4. c.

Hadfield; 2, he, Deakin; 3, vhe. Woods. YELL, and

BUFF HEN. 1915 (3): 1. 2. Hadfield; 3, Woods.

NOV. NOR. YELL, and BUFF CK. (3): 1, 3, God-

dard- 2, Robinson. HEN (6): 1. he, Goddard: 2,

4. vh’c, Colley; 3. Robinson. BUFF A.V., 1915 (3):

I Goddard; 2, 3, Robinson. YELL. HEN, 1915 (2):

II Colley; 2. Goddard. GREEN or CINN.. SELF or

FOUL (4)’ 1. 2. 4, Robinson: 3. Colley. BORD. CK.
(5): 1. S, 4. Colley; 2, vbc, Dutton. HEN (7):

1, 4 vlic, c, Colley; 2. 3, he, Dutton. BRIT. GOLDF.
(5)- 1 2, Dalev; 3. vhe, Robinson; 4. Dutton.

LINNET (5): 1, 4, Daley: 2, Taylor; 3. Robinson;,

vhe Nightingale. GREENF. anil BULLF. (5): 1,

Daley 2. 3, Robinson; 4. Nightingale. BRAMBLE
and CHAFF (3): 1. 2, Daley; 3, Taylor. SISKIN,

REDPOLL and TWITE (6): 1, 3, Daley; 2, 4. Robin-

eon; vhe, Nightingale. A.V. MULE or HYB. (6):

1 . 3 Dalev 2, lie, Hadfield: 4, vhe. Robinson.

v FOR. : 1, Daley. SELLING CLASS; 1. D..

Bardsley. Specials: Greig Cup won by Cooper for

the third time and becomes his own property., gold

medal accompanies cup; McMullen's special was

won by Mr. W. Clarke. Sandiford's medal was won
bv Air. Hadfield. Hartley medal for best Bord.

was won by A. E. Colley. Other specials were won

by A. Cooper, W. Hadfield, A. Robinson. A. E-

Colley and W. Daley.

ALTRINCHAM (Open) C.B.S.
The Altrincham Open C.B.S. is commencing the

New Year with a balance of £5 8s. Gd., besides

other assets. This must be considered very favou-

able as during the greater portion of its two sea-

sons' working it haa had to reckon with the war

troubles All credit is due to the members who
have contributed to this success. Next meeting,

Jan. 12, Station Cafe, for election of o—cers, 8 p.m.

—C. Bailey, Hon. Sec.
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SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

SCALE ol CHARGES, whleh mull he fully PREPA ID.

4-inch 2/-, j-inch 3/-, 1 inch 6/-

Exccpl fo "Guaranteed” Shows appearing In our

"Datos Fixed” Column, which aro charged at {a.

per inch and pro rata.

DON’T FOROET

LLANELLY
C.B.8. SHOW

TUESDAY, JAN. 11th, 1916
8oc., D. H, DAVIES, 24, Collette Hill, Llanelly

GLASGOW & DISTRICT SCOTCH FANCY ASSOCIATION
Tim largest one day show in Scotland of Scotch Fancy Canaries, in Crand National Halls, Main St.,

Corbals on JANUARY 22, 1916. 21 Classes—10 Open, 1 lairs, 2 20s. Helling Classes, and 2 10s. Helling

Classes. 54 money specials and 2 gold bad^s. Judges: A. Livingstone. D. Caldwell, A. Clark, J.

Watwon, J. Main, J. Carlaw. Entries close January 16th. Schedules are posted. Anyone overlooked

apply—A. McLauohlaw, », Alexandria Terrace, Covan.

JOINT MEMBERS’ CLUB SHOW
of London Cage Bird Society, National British Bird Club, and Foreign Bird Exhibitors' League,

HOLBORN TOWN HALL, LONDON,

Feb. 2nd S’ 3rd, 1916
Extensive Classification. Good Judges. Liberal Prize Money.

Non-members may exhibit and compete for prizes in any section of the show by joining one or all

the three societies before Jail. 22nd, 1916, but can only compete for the special prizes of the society
i/iie unree , *

: «.wi ;nr/vem ..4 u n u*Of
they" iofib 'Tim subscription holds good lor the ensuing season. Schedules and information will be

sent to all applicants intending to exhibit or advertise, or in any way help the sbow.-Apply, Allen

Silver, F.Z.S., 2, Bampton Road, Forest Hill, S.E.

Cage Birds
and Bird World.

A Guaranteed Circulation amongst
5o,ooo readers weekly

Offices: 154, Fleet Strbbt, London, E.C.

Jelegrams—

”

Aviculture ,
London." Tel. No. 6229

Uolborn.
The Editor is always glad to receive and consider

suitable contributions, whether articles, sketches, or

photographs. Provided an addressed envelope

,

sufficiently stamped, accompanies same, every

effort will be made to return unaccepted contribu-

tions promptly, but he does not in any case hold

himself responsible for their safety.

All matter intended for publication must be ivnt-

ten or typed on one side of paper only, and must

reach us not later than the first post on Tuesday

if insertion in the next issue is desired.

n

THANKS FOR GOOD WISHES.

It has been a source of great pleasure

to note that nearly every communica-
tion, business or otherwise, received

from our readers during the past week
has contained expressions of good will

towards Cage Birds and its staff, and

hopes for continued prosperity. We
heartily thank our readers for their

kindly thoughts, and reciprocate their

good wishes. There are signs of a wel-

come break in the clouds that have
been so long hovering over all, and

that Ithe blighter future which (Will

surely come may come speedily is the

wish of our Editor and staff to till

readers of Cage Birds.

Twitterings.
Will show secretaries, etc., please note that

I have removed to 11, Union Street, Beeston,

Notts., writes Mr. T. H. V. Hayter.

Please inform local fanciers, writes Mr. F.

C. Gardner, Liverpool, that I already supply

a local exhibitor, and cannot supply others

in the city.

Mr. J. Hodder, the well-known Norwich
specialist and judge, writes to say he has
removed from Banner Street, ,St. Luke’s, to

.Waltham, Ashurst Road, North Finchley, N.
In the schedule for Llanelly show, writes

Mr. D. H. Davies, hon. sec.. Special No. 1

should- read for Yorks. Canary open section,

and Special No. 25 should read best fourth
jn Class 43.

Please announce, writes Mr. Geo. Sawer,

3, Wilson Street, Alfreton, that Geo.
Beardall, late sec. of Alfreton C.B.S., has
resigned

;
that all communications should be

addressed to me.

An Address Wanted.
To one of my advertisements, writes Mr.

II. Levy, 614, Fulham Road, S.W., I received

a. reply from Mr. Chris Hatton, Brighton,

who omitted to give his address. I shall he
obliged if he will send his full address.

frize Money Paid.
We are informed that prize-money has

been paid in respect of the following shows;
if any winners have been overlooked, they

should apply to the respective secretaries :

—

Wigan Roller C.C., Ayr, Mardy P.P. and
C.B.S.

The British Roller C.C. are going to hold

their annual show as usual, on Feb. 4 and

5, writes Mr. J. W. Norris, sec. The judges

engaged are Messrs. Fisher, Lester, and Wil-

lows, and the committee are endeavouring to

put forward the usual good list of specials.

Members wishing to give specials kindly write

me at once, so that same can be included in

the schedule.

My clear buff cock on front page of Cage
Birds, writes Mr. G. Notley, was 1st at Bed-

ford and 1st at Watford, the only times

shown this season ;
he is an old warrior, and

has won the red ticket on several occasions.

I have been a breeder of exhibition Norwich
about twenty years, but this is the first time

I have had the honour of having one of my
birds portrayed in Cage Birds, which has

been the height of my ambition.

Owing to the sudden illness of ray mistress,

writes Mr. Y. Wynn, it has been impossible

to invite the auditors to supervise the year’s

accounts, and consequently I am reluctantly

compelled to ask the members of the City and
Suburban A.C.B. to postpone the annual
general meeting till Monday, Jan. 17, a week
later. This will in no way interfere with
the holding of the pair show on Jan. 29.

We have received the annual report of the

Southampton C.B.S. The Society, which has

only been two years established, has made
excellent progress. Each of the four shows
held during the year showed a small balance

on the ri~’--t side, and the balance sheet shows
that th* <.iwh at bank or in hand amounts to

£8 9s. lOjd., an. increase of £1 Is. over the

amount brought forward from 1914.

Don’t Forget Llanelly.
Entries very short, writes Mr. Davies,

hon. sec. Entries extended until Sunday
morning.

A Fine Performance.
We hear that the buff Yorkshire cock which

won 1st and the Cumberland and Westmor-
land Y.C.C. cup at Whitehaven won also the

Yorks cup at Newcastle and the Westmorland
Y.C.C. cup. Its win at Whitehaven was its

fifth successive first.

A Treat for Scotch Fancy
Exhibitors.

A fine opportunity is offered to lovers of

the Scotch Fancy Canary by the show to be

held in the Grand National Halls, Corbals,

Glasgow, -on Jan. 22. A grand list, of 56

specials will he in competition, and the judg-

ing will be in the hands of no less than six

well-known specialists. Further particulars are

given in the review of schedule in another

column.

THE POULTRY
WORLD.

TThe up=to=date, efficient
>oultry journal. Every
number grandly illustra=
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In-
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

Every Friday, Id.

Advertisement Forms & specimen copy from

-POULTRY WORLD,”
^154, Fleet St., London, E,C_^

To Club Secretaries
and Others.

With the view of bringing up-to-date I
our directory of Cage Bird Societies, I
which is so useful a feature of Cage J
Birds Annual, and fn order to elimi-

nato those societies which have ceased 1
to exist, we should be obliged if the I
secretary of each active society through- B
out the country would sent us on a post-

card short particulars embodying—the I
name of the society, date of foundation. 1
place, date and time of meetings, annual |
subscription, entry fee, if any, and his

own name and address. We append a

specimen entry, and no other particulars |
are necessary.

Edinburgh C.B.S., founded 1911, meetings !
Cairn’s Memorial Hall, Ceorgie Road, third

Tues in month, at 8; sub. 4s. 6d., ent. fee I
6d.

;
sec., J. C. Charlton, 33, Watson Crescent, a

Edinburgh.

The Annual for 1916 is now in course

of active preparation, and we should 'be B
glad if secretaries will furnish at their 1
earliest convenience the particulars de- |
sired.

Judges who wish their names inserted g
in our yearly feature “ Cage Birds 1
Judges” should also* send in their I
names and addresses, with initials,

giving the varieties in which they
specialise.

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES*

ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
Inserted free. It must reach us not later than
Tuesday morning’s post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may be had free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

...J
There is said to he this season a record visi-

tation of Fieldfares and Redwings, presum-
ably driven south by the severity of the
early winter.

We have a letter signed “Novice,” but
without either the name or address of the
sender, asking for advice as to hand-washing
birds. If “Novice” will send his name and
address we shall have pleasure in inserting

his letter.

Corrections in Show Reports.
At South Shields, 1st in Yorks Yell., and

3rd in Unflig. hens should be Everett, not

Emmett. In Shettleston report, 3rd in old

Bord. buff hens should be Howieson, and in

young Yorks yell, hen (confined) Mr. Howie-
son won 2nd as well as 3rd.

Our Birthday Number

N
EXT week we are publishing our four-

teenth Birthday Number, and adver

tisers should not fail to read the an

nouncement published on page 363. Essays for

our prize competition, as announced on page

355 in our last week’s issue, should be posted

to reach us not later than Monday next,

Jan. 10. Envelopes should be endorsed

“Competition” in the top left hand corner,

and should be addressed “The Editor, Cage
Birds, 154, Fleet Street, London, E.C.” A
superb coloured plate by our artist, Mr.

Norman, will be given away, and readers

should avoid disappointment by giving their

orders early to their newsagent.

OBITUARY.
MR. S. HABWIN (Liverpool).

It is with sincere regret, writes Mr. J. W.
Metcalfe, Liverpool, that I have to inform

you of the death of Mr. Sam. Hadwin. He
was one of our best fanciers, and was once

the life and soul of the Green Canary Asso

ciation. The club was never so prosperous as

when Sammy held the reins; he studied the

members more than he did himself. Still

another link has gone from the strong chain

that held the Green Fancy together.

MR. GEO. SCOTT (Haddington).

It is with deep regret, writes Mr. J. Fair-

grieve, sec., East Lothian C.B.S., that I have

to announce the sad loss our Society has sus-

tained in the death of our President, Mr.

George Scott, who passed away on Dec. 26.

Mr. Scott had been in failing health for some
time, hut his death came as a surprise to

his many friends. He had beep a fancier for

over 30 years, Scotch fancies being his favour-

ites. Ho was 65 years of age, and was very

highly respected by all who knew him. He
is survived by a widow, three sons, and a

daughter ;
two of his sons are serving with

the Colours. I am sure that all who knew
him will extend their heartfelt sympathy to-

wards the widow and family.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULE.
Glasgow.—Grand National Halls, Main Street

Corbals, Jan. 22. Judges, Messrs. A. Livingston, D
Caldwell, A. Clark. J. Watson, J. Main, and J. Car
law. 19 classes, all Scotch Fancies. Prizes. 12/-, 9/-,

0/-, 3/-. Entry 2/-. Close Jan. 15—to A. McLauchlan,

2, Alexandria Terrace, Summerton Road, Govan.

Attercliffe C.B.S.—Horse and Jockey Hotel, Jan.
13, 7.30. Agenda: Table show lor matched pairs.—
E. Johnson.
Alfreton C.B.S.—Jan. 8, Red Lion Hotel, 6.30.

Business : members’ show, subscription 3s., auditor's
report, etc.—George Sawer.
Altrincham Open C.B.S.—Jan. 12, Station Cafe, 8.

Election of officers, etc. ; important.—C. Bailey.
Burnley O.S.—Star Inn, Jan. 11, 7.30. Nomination

of officers for 1916. Will all members kindly turn up.
—R. Hines.

Bradford West C.B.A.—Jan. 8, Shoulder of Mutton,
7. Election of officers; Union rules and judges; subs,
due.—F. P. Terry.

Barrow-in-Furness C.B.A.—Jan. 12, 7.30. Show of
Norwich pairs and balance-sheet for year; also
election of officers and final settlement of back-end
show.—1>. McFarlane.

City of Bradford O S—Jan. 8, Flying Dutchman,
7.30. Election of officers for 191C.—W. Helliwell.
Crystal Palace and Penge C.B.S.—Jan. 12, Alexan-

dra Hotel, Penge, 7.30. Balance-sheet, alteration of
rules, election of officers, etc., and pair show
business.—W. D. Fryett.
City and County of Perth C.B.S Jan. 10, Laid1-

lava's Rooms, Leonard .Street, 8. Election of office-

bearers and other business.—John L. Smith.
Elgin C.B.A Jan. 10, Gordon’s Temperance Hotel,

8. Members’ table show. Nor. Yell. Ck., ditto Buff,
Hybrid.—A. W. Douglas.
East Stanley Workmen’s F.F.C.B.S.—Club Room,

Jan. 9, 7.—John Armitage.
Farnworth C.B.S.—Jan. 12, Church House, Church

Road, 8. General meeting; election of officers; new
members, etc.—W. Dawson.
Gt. Horton Good Intent O.S.—Jan. 8, Grange Con-

gregational School. Last members’ show of the
season. Birds staged at 2.36. Judge, Mr. C. E.
Walker.—A. Firth.

Gt. Horton O.S.—Jan. 8, Station Hotel, 7. Business
important; all please attend.—A. W. Hartley.

Halifax O.S.—Jan. 8, Plummet Line Hotel, 7.30.

Annual general meeting and election of officers.—
H. Clegg.
Hanley C.B.S.—Jan. 12, 28, Mayor Street, Hanley,

8. Members’ show and judge for same, and new.
members.—C. Beckett.

Huddersfield O.S.—Jan. 10, White Hart Hotel, 7.30.

Annual meeting; election of officers and adoption
of balance-eheet

;
smoker and presentation of prizes,

Jan. 15; table show, Jan. 17.—A. Lawford.
Hetton-le-Hole C.B.S.—Jan. 8, Colliery Hotel, C.30.

Election of officers.—G. Vipond.
Keighley C.B.S.—Jan. 11, Black Horse Hotel, 7.30.

Report and balance-sheet ; election of officers and
general business.—C. W. Town.

Kighley C.B.S.—Jan. 11, Black Horse Hotel, 7.30.

Report and balance-eheet. Election of officers and
general business.—C. W. Town.
London and Counties A.C.B.—Jan. 15, Victoria

Hotel, Charterhouse Street, E.C., 7.30. Annual
general meeting ; election of officers and balance-
sheet.—W. Gilbert.

Laisterdyke, Bowling and Tong Combination—
Jan. 10, Barley Mow, 7.30. General meeting; elec-

tion of officers ;
yearly competition ; balance-sheet,

etc.—J. E. Hudson.
Leith O.S.—Jan. 8, 7. Summons meeting.—J. A.

Muir.
Liverpool B.B.A.—Jan. 13. Oldham Hall, 8. Annual

meeting and election of officers.—T. R. Jones.
Middlesbro’ and Teeside C.B.S—Jan. 8, Crown

Hotel, 6. Balance-sheet, appointing judge, table show.
Feb. 5; all arrangements Fed. show, Jan. 20, and
other important business.—T. C. Deans.
Nottingham & Notts O.S.—Jan. 11, Mechanics*

Institute, 8.30. Election of officers and other im-

portant business. Subscriptions are now due.—J. G.

Royce.
Openshaw, Gorton C.B.S.—Jan. 12, Alhambra

Theatre, Higher Openshaw, 8.30 p.m. prompt.

Annual general meeting; election of officers and:

other business.—A. W. Newton.
Provincial Roller C.C.—Jan. 8, the Joiner’s Arms

Hotel, Bolton, C.—A. Percival.

Plumstead and Woolwich C.B.S—Jan. 13, Trinity

Schools, Bereaford Street, Woolwich, 8. Minutes

;

arrangements for pair show and judge, and other

important business.—Geo. H. Maclellan.

Rochdale O.C.—Jan. 12, 8. Yearly meeting.—J.
Butterworth. _ , ,

South-West London C.B.S.—Jan. 13, Plough Hotel,

St. John’s Hill, 7.30. Table show for pairs; Norwich,

Yorks, and Muling; open to members; new members
please communicate with W. Lilley, 17, Ilminstec

Gardens. Lavender Hill, S.W.
Springburn, Possil Park, C.B.C.—Jan. 12, Reid Hall,

8. Annual general meeting.— J. Waugh.
S.L. Col. F. A.—Jan. 13, Royal George, Tanners

Hill Lewisham. Annual general meeting and elec-

tion’ of officers for 19I6.-J. Luokham.
Southend C.B.S.—Jan. 12. 5. Priory Avenue, Trittle-

well. Annual meeting.—F. Cundy.
Sowerby Bridge C.B.S.—Jan. 13, W barf Hotel, 8.

—G. Mitchell.
, ,

Swansea C.B.A—Jan. 8. headquarters, 7.30.

Selection of officers for ensuing year.—D. P. Rees.

Spen Valley C.B.S—Jan. 10. Brotherhood Rooms.

Cleckheaton. 7.30. Annual meeting, election of

officers, consideration of Union rules, prizes, etc.—

S. B. Grayshon. „ ,

Tong C.B.S Jan. 11, Hand and. Shuttle. < 30.

Annual meeting. Election of officers, balance-

sheet, etc.—W. Walker.
West Bromwich C.B.S.—Jan. 8, 49, Oldbury Road,

Smethwick. 8. Election of officers; bring ticket

money ; subs. due.—W. G. Andrews.

Wigan C.B.S.—Jan. 8, Legs of Man Hotel, 7.

Election of auditors.—'E. Bsib
Windhill C.B.S—Jan. 15, Blue Bell note’, 6.4.».

Smoking concert and presentation to a member.

Admission free. All fanciers invited. Jan. 22. « *o.

Balance-sheet for members’ show; Union judges;

and rules and officials. Please attend -.T. Taylor.

Walton, Everton C.B.A.—Jan. 12, Mission Rail.

Kilshaw Street. 8.30. Important business, including

final arrangements club show, .Jan. 19. .Novices

welcome.—A. G. Hunt. _ . ,

West Stanle/ C.B.S.-Jan. 8. Commercial Hotel,

6.30. Paying of prize money and other important

business.—W. Cresswell.
, „

York C.B S.—Jan 10, All Saints’ School Room, 8.

Animal meeting, presentation of prizes, election of

officers, etc. All fanciers invited.— V. G. Zimmer-

rnann.
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Breeding and Preparing

Yorkshires for the Show Bench.

By

BIRD-LOVER.

Thi# article, by an experienced exhibitor, tells the novice how he himself may achieve success

in Breeding, Colour-feeding, and Exhibiting the Yorkshire Canary.

I
N preparing Yorkshires for the breeding

season, usually beginning in April, 1

must take you" back to January, for from

that time forward your birds will need extra

care and judicious feeding. Wo will pre-

sume you have parted with all surplus stock,

and iu your mind’s eye have mated up the

remaining birds, your hens are in the flights,

and the cocks caged off separately.

At the end of January start giving your

cocks egg food, not too generously, say twice

a 'week, a tit-bit on alternate days in the

way of mixed seeds, and the bath on fine,

warm days.

The hens, which are getting more exercise*

and come into condition much sooner than

the males, should not have egg food until

the beginning of March, and then in the

same quantity as to cocks. A little Inga at

this time will give them down, but do not

overdo it; once a week is quite enough, and

see that jt is omitted in their mixed tit-bit.

Green food in any of its best forms, such

as lettuce, chickweed, etc., and a small piece

of apple can be given to advantage, but care

must be taken that none of these is left to

decay within reach of the birds.

If you follow this advice your birds should

be in rare fettle when the time comes to mate

up, but remember the months between now

and then mean the difference between a

good and bad season.

Let us suppose they are fit, and the time

has come for pairing up, the cocks singing

incessantly, and the hens flying from perch

to perch calling to them, making your room

a regular Bedlam.
Put the hens in their respective cages, and

if using double breeders, place the cock in

the next compartment, slipping in the wire

slide so that they may become acquainted.

If using singles, hang the cock in front,

preferably in a show cage. When suffi-

ciently introduced, and they are seen to be

on friendly terms, put the cock in with her,

not being anxious if they at once set to and

have a “battle royal,” this is only their

little way of decidjng who is to carry the

latch-key, and when that difference is settled,

peace invariably reigns.

I have taken for granted you are running

one cock to one hen. Some fanciers prefer

two hens to one cock, but to my mind you
get more stamina in the progeny, and better

results the former way.
Give just a little nesting material at this

time to save her lord and master from
losing a fe.v feathers, but until she seriously

starts to put her house in order, do not be
too generous.

As a general rule you may look for the

first egg in from ten days to a fortnight

after mating up, but rest assured her lady-

ship will give you full warning of its ap-

proach. You will find her listless, breathing-

perhaps with difficulty, or hunting round the

bottom of the cage as though in search of

some refresher ; these are sure signs, and on
peeping into the nest a day or two later

you-will most likely find her first egg. This

must be removed at once, and a dummy
substituted, not until the evening of the day
she lays her third egg must it be returned.

Now comes the unavoidable question what
to do with father. Is he to be separated

from his wife, or remain. Some cocks seem
to cheer the hen up during incubation, whilst

others give her no peace ; so, unless by past

experience you have learnt his temperament,
and found him quiet, it will be much better

to remove him. Now we seriously consider

the advent of the youngsters, and often alas,

count our chicks, etc., but in our case they

must be assumed to he fertile, or how can

I presently go on to colour feeding?

Feed your hen at this time on plain

Canary seed only. On the twelfth day, if it

happens to be nice and warm, put in the

bath ; it will help the chick to break

through, the damp feathers of the hen

moistening the shell, and in the evening give

her a liberal supply of yolk of egg finely

grated, and then, well possess your soul in

patience for one more night.

Visit your room in the morning “ with

the lark,” but if you find her still on the

nest, don’t on any account disturb her. Look

on the bottom of the cage, and if you see

pieces of broken shell, you can proclaim

from the housetops you have some chicks.

(To be continued.)

HOW BRITISH BIRDS CHANGE
THEIR PLUMAGE.

(Continued from page 341),— J
By the kind permission of Mr. H. F. Witherby, Editor of the monthly magazine “British Birds,”

we are able to extract from an exhaustive article by Mr. Witherby, entitled: “THE MOULTS OF THE
BRITISH PASSERES, WITH NOTES ON THE SEQUENCE OF THEIR PLUMAGES,” the portions

which refer to such British birds as are generally kept in cages or aviaries.

Starling ' [Sturnus v. vulgaris).

Adults.—The sexual difference in the adult

Starling, although not very marked, is very

interesting, the shape of the body-feathers

in the two sexes being different. In, the

females the feathers are rather shorter and

broader and not so sharply pointed, thus the

huff and grey tips of the feathers are larger

in the female, and give the bird a more
spotted appearance in all stages of plumage
than the male. In summer the adult male
often has scarcely a trace of spots, because

the tips of its pointed feathers have worn off,

while the female loses less of the spots owing
to the more roun.ded tips of the feathers.

The metallic colours of the female are also

less brilliant, and, on the secondaries and
greater wing-coverts, less extensive.

Juvenile.—As is well known, the juvenile

is brown without any metallic colouring,

fiexes alike.

First Winter and Summer.—The juvenile

plumage is completely moulted in the first

autumn, and the birds become like the adults,

except that the tips of the feathers are. less

pointed even, than in the adult female, and
consequently the first winter birds of both
sexes are considerably more spotted than the
adult female. After the second autumn moult
they become indistinguishable from the adult.

Family Oriolid^e.

The adult of the Golden Oriole (Oriolus o.

oriolus), which is the only member of this

family on the British list, has one complete
annual moult in autumn and winter (usually
apparently from November to January, but
sometimes as early as August). The effect
of abrasion is scarcely noticeable. The sexual
difference is marked, the body-plumage of the
female, instead of bright golden-yellow aa

in the male, being golden-green on the upper-
parts, ashy-grey faintly streaked with brown
on, the throat and breast, and yellowish-white
boldly streaked on the belly. Occasionally,

however, females have the crown and rump
bright greenish-yellow and the under parts

yellow, with only faint streaks, but I have
not been able to prove whether this plumage
is due to age or individual variation.

Juvenile.—Much like the adult female,

but the feathers of the upper-parts and the
wing-coverts have pale yellow tips, and the

under parts have less distinct streaks. Sexes
alike.

First Winter and Summer.—The juvenile

body-plumage is moulted in, the first autumn
(usually earlier than in the adult), but not
the tail, wings, or wing-coverts. After this

moult the males become much like the adult

female, but rather more yellow on the upper-
parts and decidedly more yellow on the under-
parts, which are also less strongly streaked.

The females are more olive on the upper-parts

and less yellow and more strongly streaked
on the under parts than the adult female.

Both sexes in this plumage have the wing
poverts distinctly tipped with yellow. Some
males, which are much like the very bright

adult females noted above, may be second
winter birds, but I have not been able to

obtain actual proof of this.

(To be continued.)

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for shipping, etc., of

Live Stock to any part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable agents everywhere.
Head Offices : 00, Bartholomew Close, London, E.C.

VAN OPPEN & CO.. LTD.

Correspondence.
Proposed East Anglian Associa-
tion of Norwich Canary Clubs

Sir,—The breeders and exhibitors of the
Norwich Plainhead who have given the
matter a little thought must have concluded
that the Fancy might be raised to a higher
level, that in fact, as far as status goes, there
arc possibilities similar to those attained by
the J^oyal and National Societies in other
brandies of nature and industry. This ideal

can only be achieved by the organising of
the Fancy in such a way as to establish a
great National society which shall be the
outcome of Plainhead clubs being formed to

cover certain areas of the country. Some
such clubs are, I believe, in existence ;

but
East Anglia, teeming with fanciers of the
Norwich Plainhead, is not in the least cen-

trally organised. There are local societies

innumerable which do very good work, and
are very necessary to the success of a
divisional and National scheme, but the

thing required is that the leading fanciers

of Norwich, Cambridge, Ipswich, Yarmouth,
Lowestoft, Lynn, etc., should form a Plain-

head club and hold one or two shows each
season, not in the same town two years in

succession. It is plain to see that if such

an organisation of an active kind could be
arranged, many benefits would accrue.

Prizes of greater value would be possible,

interest in exhibiting stimulated, and the

distinction of winnng much coveted. More-
over the value of the Norwich Canary would
be greatly enhanced.
With your kind permission and assistance,

Sir, through the columns of our invaluable

Cage Birds the formation of the club indi-

cated would be very possible, and it would

be of great interest to the writer and his

friends, who have long discussed this matter

to have the views of fanciers concerned. If

encouragement is forthcoming a definite

scheme would soon be formulated.
J. J. Smith.

Chairman, Norwich Alliance and All

England C.B.S.

. . Mems for . .

Canary Owners.
Don’t hang your bird ill a draught.

Nor above the level of burning lamps

or gas lights.

Let the staple food be three parts best

canary-seed and one part summer rape.

See that the rape is really summer
rape, not charlock or the strong black

rape. Summer rape is very small, and

of varying shades of brown in colour.

Give hemp-seed and other tit-bits

separately from the stock food.

Never forget a little fresh green food

daily.

If green food is not available stick a

piece of sweet apple between the bars

of the cage-.

See that the drinking water is renewed
daily, and keep the drinking vessel scru-

pulously clean.

Give plenty of sharp gritty sand in

the bottom of the cage, and a piece of

cuttlefish bone between the wires.

Great Grey Shrike Caught in
Ayrshire.

Sir,—A Great Grey Shrike was caught in

Beith, Ayrshire, on Dec. 4, in one of the

old limestone quarries. I was out trapping

Redpolls when the iShrike came over with
the intention of capturing the decoy bird,

but was caught itself on the limed twigs. I

saw it was a stranger to the district, so took

it home, and Icokirig up Howard Saunders’

Manual of British Birds, I found it was the

above-mentioned bird, a female. There was
another flying about at the same lime. When
I put my hand into the cage it would lie on
its back and fight with its beak and claws

;

it drew blood from my fingers three times.

It would not take a morsel of food when I

was looking at it. I put a dead bird into

the cage the following day and kept it

under observation for a time through the

window. After a while it took the bird upon
the perch and commenced to pull the head to

pieces. It ate the whole bird, except some
feathers. It is well named the butcher bird.

I am sorry to say the Shrike died on the

Monday, and is now in the hands of Mr.

Kirk, taxidermist, Glasgow. It is a somewhat

rare visitor to Scotland.
Robt. Kennedy,

Colour in the Norwich Plain
head.

Its Importance and Its Origin.
Sir,—

I

must confess myself disappointed Uy
the last article written 6y Mr. Allsopp unde*!
the above heading, for I failed to see any ol
that fiery tone that is so characteristic of
its writer, and I could not help asking my-
self whether it was possible that it could
have been written by the same person as ha
who dragged the red-herring of Crestbred
blood across your pages but a season ago*
Was it that his bait did not catch, and sa
friend Allsopp tries another variety, th«
Lizard? If this latter fails to attract thera
is yet another variety, and I would suggest
the Border Fancy to improve the eye and
wing markings. We have certainly lost im
this respect, and while we are about it why;
not make a blood mixture in the hope that
something good may turn up, or even on the
old principle of “kill or cure” ?

I had thought too that at least one out
of the “ two or three prominent breeders up
north ” might have been induced to hava
told us wherein lies the “ responsibility for

that wonderful depth of colour.” Oh! you
naughty boys, why don’t you tell us? Pleasa
do play fair. But let us take our friend
seriously. He wants some grsen blood, yeti

advises the person who has it to stick to it.

Surely therefore, he, and when I say he I

mean we, must make it himself. How can
it be done?

First of all, what is the cause of the pale-

ness in colour which we so often see? II

think there is little doubt the answer to thia

is primarily double-buffing, and secondly,

breeding with clear birds. Now we find that
this paleness of feather generally (not always)

goes hand in hand with silkyness or quality,

of feather, while the hot-coloured bird is

harsh in comparison. You may safely say
this harshness does not come from the Lizard.

I should like to know what my friend

W. P. B., of Grantham, thought when he
read that “ harshness of feather was a char-

acteristic of the Lizard variety.” No, no,

you are on the right track, but don’t run
by yourself. Why is it that the Lizard ia

so full of colour? Green to Green, Green
to Green all the way. Does the light begin
to dawn? If so, try * ^air of Norwich this

way, and you may take it from me if you
use reasonable care in your selection of
“ more light than ‘ dark ’ birds ” there is

something in it. The plumage won’t bn
coarse and hairy, oh dear no ! but of that

lovely quality which causes each feather to

blend with the other, making the bird ap-

pear as polished marble.

Can I hear someone say “ too many circus

horses?” Well, try it and see; and for your
encouragement I may tell you I have several

times bred absolute clears from this mating.

Is it not reasonable that breeding clear to

clear must in the end breed harshness? Do
we not find that some good coloured clears

are hard, and if they be mated to other hard
clears, quality is sacrificed to colour? Just

as there are Bronze Greens and Liverpool

Greens, so there are hard Greens and soft or

quality Greens, and it is the last one that

will win, provided it has the right depth of

colour. If that depth he wanting you must
breed for it, but there is no need to go to the

Lizard or any other variety. Stick to the.

Plainhead.
Double buffing is not wrong, clear to clear

is not wrong, but don’t do it too often, or iff

will do your birds as much harm as roast

goose and plum pudding would do you ift

you had it every day for a. month.
Frank Cole„

Sir,—I am glad to note that Mr. Bastoeft’

and myself are in harmony so far as the

cinnamon cross for colour is concerned. Hia
1870 experience, when he saw “cat’s-eyes”

following the introduction of the lizard, I

fear, is not convincing, and really leaves uT

wondering whether with another “bend of

the elbow” he eventually saw the whole cati

So far as the personal and irrelevant por-

tion of his letter is concerned, I may say

that, bearing in mind that my critic has told

us of his “lately having returned to thit

country,” and “having purchased some good

stock,” his frequent reference to the merit!

of his “Mosely Mixture” specially recorru

mended for novices, his bombastic challenges (

his own shortcomings at Cheltenham show
f

and lastly the spectacle he now presents oi

abjectly grovelling in the dust to the merit!

of another bird and its breeder, who long

since earned the wholesome regard of ns all |

I admit offer a rare opportunity to draw (

hair from the tail of the dog who seemingly

would bite me. Perhaps, seeing my friend

has the faculty of barking with one end,

whilst he wags the other, he will tell us which

end of him we are to believe, or, better still,

give us a little of his 46 years’ experiences,

of which I understand he is proud, and foi

which our tails are wagging—at .least the onai

of
i E. W. Allsopp.
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Thirteen Tons of Larks in One
Day

!

Sm,—Writing in the “ Farmer and Stock-

breeder ” in reply to a querist, “W. J. M.

says :

"Though pestered by Lark* and Starlings many
years age, and often since, 1 have never known
bow to stop their ravages. One may partially do

it by constant scaring and firing, but the birds

soon get careless of disturbance. Poisoned grain

would soon dear them off, but you would get into

trouble if you used it, though I have long thought

that it should he allowed with notice to the police.

The harm done is so serious tint minor reasons

against it should be set aside. When food is so

badly needed it is criminal to place hindrance in

the way of com production. I do not think the

larkers get so far as Northamptonshire, but south

of fled ford to Koyston they catch Larks in

almost any number by snaring, especially in snowy
weather. As giving some idea, in the big frost

twenty-one years ago, a man in my employ caught

17,000 iri less thau three weeks, his biggest catoh

in one day being 1,000, though this is by no means
a record. At the same time five tons of I.arks

passed through Hitehin station one Monday, fol-

lowed by thirteen tons on the following day.

These were all cuuglit on single hair horsehair

snares, a larker usually working eight to ten lines,

each about "00 yards long, a snare being tied on

ut each three inches. When there is no snow
the catching is very slow, a.s the birds do not pack

•o closely and it is more difficult to snare them,

as they do not trip Into the snares and get caught
al>ove the spur so readily as when the feet sink

through the im». You might possibly get a snarer

from the Koyston district to work. is the
metropolis of the lark-snaring industry.”

If the statements contained in this are

•feu rate, the keeping of a few Skylarks in

captivity would not seem to matter much, so

far as the Lark population of our country-

side is concerned. In any case, bird-catching

is as important to the farmer as rat or mole-

catching, and should be encouraged.
H. O.

Should Present-day Exhibition
Lancashires be Abolished?
Sm,—Mr. Fuller has extended his remarks

on “The Present-day Lancashire” to Crests

this week. “The Crest buyers are off. The
Crest fancy is going dowq; the moneyed men
are spending their time and money motoring,

etc., etc.” So, presumably, the writer of

those statements is about to graciously decree

the scrapping of another variety after the

Lancashires have been tucked away to rest.

Is not Mr. F. entirely in error respecting

the Crest fancy? Crests are still in good
demand, in, spite of war and hard times. Two
were sold for £25 each, I believe, at the

recent Cheltenham show, and the same figure

was offered for another which the exhibitor

would not part with. Has not a celebrated

breeder sold his stock lately for £700 to a
“moneyed man”? Was not £15 paid for a

Crest at a North of England show the week
before the Cheltenham show? Are there not
more and more Crest breeders and exhibitors
appearing on the scenes, and are there not
some grand exhibits this winter?
At any rate, I do know this, that, as a

quite obscure breeder, I am having and re-

fusing offers quite unsolicited, and not adver-
tised for, in spite of “buyers being off” and
“spending their time motoring instead.” Yes,
Mr. Fuller, they are “off”—to the Front,
many of them, and their motoring just now is

in military cars or lorries, but they are coming
back.

‘ “Die Hard.”

A Great Joint Show for London.

Now Arranged After Many Difficulties.

Sir,—It may interest your readers to know
that the Joint Members’ Club Show of the
London C7B.A., National British Bird and
M.C., and Foreign Bird Exhibitors’ League
will be held at Holborn Hall on Feb. 2 and
3. This show is also open to anyone joining

one or all of the three societies before Jan.
22. New members may compete for ordinary
prizes in any section of the show, and for

special prizes of the society they join, and
tlie subscription holds good for the ensuing
season. An exhaustive classification lias been
provided in all sections. Messrs. Crisp,

Curtis and Robson will judge Canaries,
Messrs. Dewhurst and Prior British Birds.
Mr. Robson, Canary and British Hybrids,
and Messrs. Cooper, Townsend, and Watts,
Foreign birds. The Canary section will be
managed by the L.C.B.A., the British by
the N.R.R. and M.C., and the foreign sec-

tions will be controlled by the F.B.E.L.
The general management has been left to

me, and I shall be pleased to answer any
communication relating to the show or from
anyone wishing to join either of the societies.

Ai.len Silver.

7, Blimpton Road, Forest Hill,

London, S.E.

Booming the Yellowhammer.
Sir,—With reference to my offer of a 5s.

apecia! to any winner of an open Yellow-
hammer class in Great Britain this year, I

bog to state that the first prize has been
dispatched to Mr. W. Lloyd James, of l’em-'

bridge, Herefordshire, the winner in the-
Yellowhammer class at Watford show,
O?e ft A. S. Reeve.

Attempt to Suborn and Black-
mail a Judge at Ayr.

Slit,—I failed to get in touch- with your

reporter at Ayr show, but trust you will

give the committee credit in allotting all

surplus to the Red Cross Fund. The cards

were a unique souvenir, the design thereon

being a red cross. The show was well

patronised by visitors and exhibitors. Gold-

finches and Linnets totalled almost 60 < ntries,

and other classes were strong in numbers and
quality. A regrettable affair and somewhat
of a sensation was the disqualifying of the

3rd prize Goldfinch for staining ; the test

being applied, left only one room for doubt,

and this was not put forward by the owners,

Messrs. Corikie and Loudon.
I had the disagreeable task of denouncing

a prominent exhibitor for attempting to bribe

me to advance his birds, but a committee
being formed to adjudicate I was instructed

to proceed with the judging and to allot a

reserve prize in each class, with the proviso

that if the delinquent did not make a full

confession of his guilt and an ample apology
in presence of all the members, his disqualifi-

cation be made the alternative, and published.

I enclose the proofs, as it was somewhat of

an attempt at blackmail. Confession and
apology were made. My reason for notifying

you of this is because I know that corrupt
practices are getting much too common in

Scotland, a similar case happening at Edin-

burgh recently, the evidence being conclusive.

I think more drastic punishment of offenders

would perhaps help to stamp it out. It is

difficult to bring the guilt home, however, as

though I have repeatedly been approached,

it has until this occasion always been ver-

bally, or in the nature of an insinuation.

I have also been asked by many fanciers

why I have ceased writing, so I should be

glad if you would kindly explain that my
spare time is almost entirely devoted to Red
Cross work in the capacity of instructor to

Voluntary Aid Detachments, of which I am
Quartermaster. I must confess I am more
proud of my proficiency Red Cross and my
two gold medals than any houours I could

attain in the avicultural arena.

J, Steel.

[The letters sent by the exhibitor in ques-

tion to Mr. Steel are in our possession, and
are as fo.llow. It would appear from a letter

sent to Mr. Steel by Mr. H. M. Ferguson, the

hon. sec. of Ayr C.B.C., that Mr. Lyall,

whose name appears in the signature to letter

No. 1, is serving his country in the trenches,

and cannot therefore be responsible for the

letters.—

E

d. “ Cage Birds.]

(Letter No. 1.)

Ayr, 15th Dec., 1915.

Sir,—I hope yon will excuse me for writing

to you, but you will know by this time it is

your Bathgate acquaintance, W. Lyall and
Co., that is (sic) bringing you here, as you
know what M did, as I know all that hap-

pened between Me and you on Saturday
even to the buying of the Bullfinch hen from

, Newtongrange. If the members come
to know this, what will they think ? I won
Lochgelly and Glasgow arid District with Lin-

net, second with the ’Poll you called a little

don when third at Bathgate F.M. class. We
have a good team, but to make things sure we
want to see if you will oblige by helping tis,

as we are favourites down here. If not,

please say nothing to 31c or any other

body, and it will cause no trouble. Please

write and let us know by the end of the week
and oblige.

(Signed) Gribben and Lyall.

[Letter No. 2.)

Ayr, Dec. 20th, 1915.

Dear Sir,—In answer to your letter, I am
quite willing to come to terms with you either

in cash or wild birds, as I supply McQuiston

and most of the fanciers, such as Dr. Wilson

and Parlett, and Gentleman, also Calder of

Whitburn, so I could give you F.M. Bull-

finch. F.M. Linnet, F.M. Greenfinch, F.M.
Chaffinch, and F.M. Goldfinch, so you can

write and let me know if you will have the

birds or the money. You need not be afraid

of Me
,
as I have given the numbers to the

judges for him myself, so I am sending on

my numbers : Siskin Mule, City of Glasgow

and Bathgate winner, Class 38, No. 1
;
Lin-

net, Glasgow winner, Class 41, No. 3; F.M.
Linnet, Class 42, No. 3; Goldfinch, Class 39,

No. 3; Bullfinch, Class 40, No. 4; Twite,

Class 44, No. 1 ;
Lesser Redpoll, Class 45,

No. 2; Bullfinch Hen, Class 49, No. 2. When
you see these birds I think you will have no

hesitation in putting them first. Me does

not show in Goldfinch class. Me and me
are stewards in the Norwich section ; you will

easily know me, as I want the foot
;
hoping

to hear from you soon.

Yours,
(Signed) F. Gribben.

(Many Interesting Letters crowded out.)

The Danger of Paraffin Lamps.

Sixty Canaries Destroyed by an
Explosion.

Sin,—It is with great regret I have to in-

form you that Messrs. A. J. and A. S.

Wilkins, two respected members of the Leyton
C.B.A., have lost the whole of their York-
shires by the explosion of a paraffin lamp in

their bird-room. I visited them immediately
after the accident, and I can assure you, sir,

the sight of a whole stock lying dead, some
sixty birds in all, was a heartbreaking one.

This is not the first time misfortune has
overtaken these two fanciers, yet they are
not giving up in despair, but are anxious _ to

make a fresh start. Such pluck and deter-

mination are surely worthy of every encour-
agement, and we are therefore raising a fund
with the object of helping them. We should
he glad if any kind-hearted reader who would
like to assist will please communicate with
our hon. sec., Mr. T. Collinge, 29, Balmoral
Road.. Leyton, N.E. A. W. Farmer,
Hon. Asst. Sec., Leyton C.B.A.

The Nightingale as a Pet Bird.
Sir,—'Perhaps it would interest your readers

to know that a Nightingale which I got in

June lias commenced to sing. I keep him
in the kitchen, since the extreme cold set In,

and about Dec. 23 he began a low, deep
warble. His voice has gradually become
louder, and the song longer, and just now
he sings for about two minutes at a time.

He sings frequently during the day, but at

night he generally begins his concert about
7 o’clock, usually the time I arrive home, and
probably with the object of coaxing from me
some dainty morsel of food, which, needless

to say, he gets.

| Outsings tbe Canary.
He is exceedingly steady and fearless, and

seems to sing the louder the more noise the
children make ; no movement made by any
of the inmates of the house seems to discon-

cert him in the least. The turning on of the
water tap, the playing of the violin, or the
rustling of paper seems to set him off. He
also insists on drowning the feeble voice of
the Canary, which sometimes is audacious
enough to chime in.

Is it a Sprosser ?
His voice is very deep and strong, and he

is the largest ’Gale I have ever seen. I was
wondering if he might be what is known as

a “Sprosser.” As he is the first ’Gale I have
got to sing with me, I am naturally delighted,

and I should be very pleased to hear from
other ’Gale keepers, through Cage Birds,

details of when their birds started singing,

and particulars of the increase of volume of

their song. J. Hoxton.

Bird Friends.

Have Birds Likes and Dislikes?

Sir,—

I

have read F. T. U.’s article on his

bird friends with the greatest interest, gnd
should be glad if he would kindly tell how
he trained his Larks to stop springing. I

have never been able to do it with wild-

caught birds, and the tip would be worth
having, though I think the real reason is

that birds take to certain persons. For in-

stance, my wife seems able to do anything
with the wildest of them. I once had a wild-

caught Starling that would fly on her head
and pull all her hair-pins out and let her
hair down. When he had done it he "would
fly back to his cage and “sing his head off.”

A Bullfinch took seeds out of her mouth, and
a Missel Thrush, the wildest beggar I ever

had, would let her stroke it. I never did

tame that bird
;
in fact, all birds seem afraid

of me, and I cannot tell why. Wishing you
and all a better New Year,

W. G. Woodall.
V

Joint Show for East London.
Sib,—As intimated to you earlier in the

year, the Poplar, East Ham and Leyton
Societies have decided to hold a joint show
open to members of the three clubs on Satur-

day, Jan. 16. The exhibits will be judged

by Mr. H. Norman, and the show, will be

held in the East Ham Liberal Club, opposite

the Town Hull. The members of the socie-

ties interested, finding that the I,. C.B.A.

show being cancelled has robbed them of an

opportunity of exhibiting their stock, have

decided to adopt this method of keeping the

Fancy alive in these districts. I should he

greatly obliged if you could intimate through

your columns that any meipher of either

society who has not received a schedule can

have one on application to me.
F. Onslow.

34, Dorset Road. Katherine Road,
E. Ham, E.

Nests ot Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly

sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially

when hens are sitting Don't forget to do this just

previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
llite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

Giub {Reports .

HIGHGATE & HAMPSTEAD C.B.S.
Annual general meeting held at headquarters

Jan. 3. Election of officers for ensuing season.
Unanimously resolved to exert all efforts to make
society a great success, to arouse local interest,
and obtain large membership. Attractive pro-
gramme outlined, including table shows, lectures,
etc., on all meeting nights. Officers elected : Vice-
president,, G. Gardner, Esq.; chairman, Mr. P.
Johnston; vice-chairman, Mr. H. T. Dann ; com-
mittee, Messrs. J. Carrington, E. T. Buafa, W.
Knight, A, Ifnight, W. Large, E. Mound, W.
Shorter, W. H. Wills, W. Withers, G. Street, E.
Way; hon. sec., Mr. J. Hyde, Meeting closed
with vote of thanks to chairman. Pair ahow,
Jan. 22. Judge; Mr. John Robson.—F. C. Knight,
asst. sec.

LEEDS ROLLER C.C.
-Meeting held Jan. 1 at Lockhart'*. Mr. T. W.

Walton presided over a good attendance. It was
decided to hold tbe annual members’ show on
Jan. 29, at rooms yet to be decided on. Letters
were read from other Roller clubs in respect to
the ring question, and ail were greatly in favour
of some ouch scheme being brought forward in
the Roller fancy as was suggested by the Leeds
club. Mr. Scott, of Moreoambe, and Mr. Wether-
hill, of Garforth, were elected members, and we
shall be pleased to hear of any more intended
members before the 29th, so that they can bo
elected on that night.—H Best, sec.

STANLEY (Empire) F.F. A C.B.S.
Annual meeting held Dec. 24. There was a good

turn up ot members to show their appreciation
of the services of our chairman, Mr. R. Peart, and
treasurer, Mr. James Smith, when we presented
them with a pipe and pouch each. Mr. James
Lamb presented the gifts, and the recipients feel-

ingly responded, thanking tbe members for their
gifts and wishing them success in the coming year.
Wc paid 13/6 a claw for a Cd. entry, which com-
pares welt with any show in tbe North. Tbe
following were elected for 1916: chairman, Mr. K.
Peart; vice-chairman, W. T. Brown; treasurer, Mr.
J. Smith ; secretary, R. Hutchinson. It was sug-
gested that the clubs in the district should run
a show for the local soldiers' fund. Will secretaries
please note and let us have a combined meeting
to see what we can do. Let us help those who
are fighting our country's battles.—Robt. Hutchin-
son, sec.

NORTHERN NORWICH P.C.
The season for 1915 is now completed, but wa

might have been better supported by our novice
members; only two of the silver spoons out of five
awarded have been won, and only four of the
champions. A few of our last year’s members have
not paid their subs for 1915, and have not exhibited
at any of our patronage shows; the reason why k«

best known to themselves, but the few of us that
are still members will koep the ball a rolling, and
expect better times to come when ail gete settled
down again. Sp. winners; Champ, pointo trophy, A.
Holden, 57 points ; runner-up, C. McKay, 31. Young
bird cup, C. McKay. Silver spoon winners; New-
castle, A. Holden

; Blaydon, C. McKay ; Halt-
whistle, J. Pierson; Gateshead,- E. Gle.ndinning.
Novice points trophy, J. Bell, 54 points; runner-up.
If. Bird, 16 ; silver spoons, Newcastle, J. Bell ; Blay-
don, H. Bird.—F. W. Laidlow, Sec.

BORDER FANCY C.O.
Annual general meeting. Cathedral Hail, Edinburgh,

Jan. 1, Mr. Patterson, vice-president, in the chair.
The minutes of Patronage Committee meeting were
read and adopted. The proposal by R. T. Campbell
that the club grant an intermediate medal between
novice and champion did not find a seconder. The
Sec. brought up a claim b}' \Vm. Hay for both medals,
novice and open, won at Hartlepool, and produced
Mr. Hay's entry form, which was not marked novice,
which members decided debarred him from competing
for novice medal, which was awarded to Mr. Watson.
Decided that anyone showing from the same house
as a champion must be held as a champion. The
balance-sheet was read, and showed an income, in-

cluding' balance from 1914. of £53 13s. 7Jd., and an
expenditure of £37 11s. ljd., leaving a balance in
favour of the club cf £16 2s. 6d., which tbe mem-
bers considered very satisfactory, and the balance-
sheet was adopted. Sec. read a letter from Wm.
McAdam, repprting G. W. Brown for sending his
class numbers for Edinburgh and Die. show, at
which Mr. McAdam was judge, and he forwarded the
letter and class numbers so that members should
deal with same at the meeting. The Sec. read G. W.
Brown's resignation, and the Chairman asked for a
very hearty vote of thanks for the .straightforward
way Mr. McAdam had reported- such a case, and it

was very heartily responded to. It was proposed to
suspend G. W. Brown for three years, and there
were two amendments, one for one year’s suspension
and another for all time. A vote taken resulted as
follows: 3 years, 19 votes; one year, 4 votes; and for
all time. 8 votes. The three years' suspension being
carried by a majority. Sec. was instructed to write
Mr. Brown and let him know members’ decision.
Election of office-bearers resulted in Mr. Patterson
luring proposed and seconded for president, but lie

thanked the members for the houour they had done
him, but there was only one man for the vacancy,
in his 1 opinion, and that man was Mr. Jamieson, who
was unanimously elected, and lie thanked the mem
bers for t he great honour they had done him and
assured them lie would always do his best in the
interest of the club. Mr. D. Hamilton, of Hamilton,
was fleeted on Patronage Committee in place of

G. \V. Brown, and it was decided that no society

get patronage unless their application be in time for

patronage meeting on the last Saturday of August
each year. The Sec. drew members' attention to

the fact that under present war conditions some
societies did not know in August if they could get

a hall for show purposes. Mr. .las. Johnston also

spoke on the great difficulty in gelling a hull in

some districts, and the members agreed to allow this

matter to -stand over to end of war. The rest of

office-bearers .were re-elected. Auditors, Mr. S.

Buglass and Mr. -las. Lnmsden. The Chairman
asked Mr. Lnmsden if lie could give any idea how
the sIkw was likely to turn out. Mr. Lumsdcn said

he was afraid that it would he .slight! v on the wrong
side, and both he and the corn aeit.toe were dis-

appointed witli the entries after ouch a majority

in favour o! the show, hut members present were

agreeable to a small levy if necessary, and in the

event of the Scottish National .show being off in

another year, they decided to again hold a show.

The meeting closed with a hearty vote of thank*

to Mr. Patterson for the very aide way lie had con-

ducted the business of the meeting. -W. It. Smart,

Sec

s
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AYR RED CROSS
SHOW,

Till open show of the Ayr C.B.C., In the \ 51 C.A.

Hull, High St., Dee. 25. There have teen i:rlater

numbers at this fixture, but certainly never gi later

merit. All the claosea were really good, except In

Yorkehlree, in which only one ila?s was full, tut,

despite this, the club let every' class stand, though

at a loss financially. Borders were a Icature, 104

exhibit* facing the judge, who was very happy in

bis selection of Mr. Win. Alm-nic's grand hull cock

as the Border F.C. medal winner. Norwich came
up well, and many ol the bird*, that stood card less

could win ut most shows. British were the attrac-

tion oi the show, and Goldfinches hud place of hon-

our with 29 entries. Field-moulted Linnets wore very

strong, as were also the Lesser Lolls. This fixture

has always been noted for its good management,

but it could never have been better managed than

on tbit* occasion. Everything worked with the pre-

cision of clockwork, and Ayr is fortunate in having

secured the services of Mr. Hugh Ferguson as eecy.;

Irvine's loss has been Ayr's gain. The stewards
worked hard and did everything possible lor the

comfort of exhibits and the public, who turned up
in large numbers in the afternoon. This I ew hall

is a perfect one for a cage-bird show, being lighted

from sides and roof, and entirely free from draughts.

The judges were A. Baird, Paisley, and T. Dalton,

Scotch Fancy; G. llyslop. Borders and Yorkshires;
A. Chalmers, Norwich, and J. Steel, British. One
of the British exhibits wa6 disqualified for being

"faked,” and some others were not above suspicion.

SCOTCH FANCY CK. YELL. (9): J, he. Robert-
son, great frame, wonderful nerve, always ready;

2, Kennedy, piebald-, loses in sine, very quick action,

rare length of side; 3, Hainey, el., well braced up,

decided drive, well-carried tail
; -}, McLean ; c, Rodger.

HEN (5): 1, 2, Lyon, winner gets three epls., rare

build, line thick breast, just a shade slow at work

;

2, oclf green, fine size, neat liead on long well-

drooped neck; 3, Kennedy, rare size and eond., good
subs, and drive, lies over perch a bit; 4, Pearson;
hi;, Reid. BUFF CK. (8) : 1, sp, Robertson, grand
size and qual., thick through, sweet head and neck;
2, Kennedy, more slender in build, fine long side;
3, c, McLean, close up, sweet carr., plenty nerve,
carries tail well under; 4. Lyon; he, Rodger. HEN
(7); 1, two spls., Koertson, nearly green, great
shoulder, splendidly drooped head and neck, very
quick in pc«. ; 2, 3, Lyon, clear leading, extra fine

build, true Scotch properties, -very nervy; 3, Green,
fails in droop and length of side ; 4, Reid ; he,
McLean; c, Ferguson. SELL. CK. : 1, Hainey; 2,

McLean. HEN: 1, Hainey. NOR. CK. YELL. (7):
1, McLean, grand shape, plenty of subs., pood clone
feather; 2, Devoy, typical, scarcely so bold, but
beautiful qual., rich even co!.; 3, Bissett, varieg.,
medium size, model type, well across perch ; 4,

Stevenson; ho, McKadycan ; e, Scott. HEN (8): 1,

Jeffrey, very large cl., shade too much brow, bold
front, splendid w ing carr. ; 2, McLean, heavily
varieg., lovely type, good etcck hen; 3, McKean,
beautiful quaj., wee bit slimmer built, loses in type
only

; 4, c, Devoy ; he, Stevenson. BUFF CK. (5)

:

1, MeSoriand, heavily varieg., rare shape and qual.,
grand size; 2, Kerr, just a shade long behind, per-
fect body and wings, very’ neat head; 3, Taylor,
best type in class, beaten feather; 4, McKean; he,
Devoy. Hen (8) ; 1, McLean, beautiful cl., shown
plenty meal, very broad and thick front, a likely
lady; 2, Scott, good wing mkd., nearly even, sweet
head, nice short full neck; 3, Alexander, grand
*i?e„ true type, very short tail and flights, shows
too much brow; 4, Devoy; he, Armour; c, Kerr.
NON-FED (11): 1, three spls., Murray, well-known
winner, heads a good class here, perfect type in
body, only fault just a bit small on bead, per-
haps made to be seen by tremendous size of body;
2, Alexander, varieg., loses in size to leader, but good
type and feather; 3, Young, head tick, good deep
clieet, nicely cut away at waist, rich col.; 4 Rich-
mond; he, Kelly; c, Tait. CK. YELL. UNF (12)-
1, McLean, gem all over, grand head and neck, shape
and qual., superbly staged; 2, C'onnellv, neat type
good Nor. properties, rieli col.; 3,' MeAteer, beaten
just a little in col., very neat type, a wee bit Ion"
behind; 4, Taylor; he, Richmond; e, Kerr. CK (5)”
1, Taylor, grand heavy type, splendid col., wellshown- 2, Devoy, close up, very broad front; 3
Alexander, nearly green, gem for type And qual

’

good pos.; 4, Robertson; he, Kelly. HEN YELL*
«7): 1, Jeffrey, cap and wing mkd., fine full front
***? :

,

2> Alexander, varieg.. sfdendid shape’,
very nch col., nice quai. ; 3, Robertson, bautiful
cl, bit slimmer, nice flights ; 4, Connelly, he Irvinemight have gone up, our .choice for 3rd; c, Alc-Sor-
land. BUFF (0): 1 , Alexander, grand cl.’, plentyqf subs., gped col. and qual. of feather; 2, Biwett
f Lt tp e

?
nd col -> b,I t rather rough onrront; 3, Taylor, beauty for type and col., i nr-oft

i?"
have been an easy winner; 4, Robertson 1

lie, Savage; c, Irvine. NOV. (7): 1
, 2, 3 McLacblan’leader grand subs., fair type, bit lucky overgiand typical body, best of wings ami tail- 3

*

larger body grand full head and front, scarcely
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(0). 1, 3, McLadilan, cheap birds; A|<F»dyean; 4 Irvine; he, Devoy; c, Murray. YORKs"1LLL. (o). 3, Erskine, a heautv, good loiWhstraight as a soldier, in great bloom, tail l i'dit lvspread his only fault; 2, Reid, loses in bloom andsize, well up on leg, good carr. and style; 3 Martinnot quite so leggy, but excellent shape, carr and'feather: 4 , j. Reid; he, Macready. BUFF (3 ) • i
-M already, nice wedge shape, gets well im in Vk
grand pipe tail; 2 . Erskine, ’clfVal in al p^tc
VfMT \*V * £eid,’

nofc behind in type. HEX\ ELL. (,) : ] Reid, great length, verv good nWin best of order: 2, Macready, boat.lv for style and<arr., just lacks size of winner. BUFF ( 3 )- \ v?aCready cl rare finis], of feather, shows good thighs'correct type: 2. Erskine, tipped on wing . beautii’nilength and bloom; 3. Lovic, fair, good type butlacking bloom. NON-FED (7): l Lovi» V-i
’

1 aking, sweet head and stvle, weil up oil w be Vof wings and tail: 2, Teller, cl. veil."Vrv rid, colmodel for type, full of nerve- a in,-;. ,

co •-

built, but grand length, takes' ,,'p
i, good ’posltfoii -

4, e, Lelland ; lie Cameron. BOLD. CK VEIL my-
1, Dempster, lovely feather, very pure col., fine front'good wings, nice jaunty carr.; 2, KilpntrM; nPceshape, hardly -vo bright in col., grand back ard

good* 'oUal
* °a

J;

ital
,

p!,app ' neat »n<l nattv.good qual., good liead, clean cut; 4 Wilson- lie
Snroatt; c. Smillie. 1IEN YEI.L. (11)

: R Kilpat’-
i ek, luce size, good feather, head and wings J -fl tsd.ape: 2 , be Smillie. beauties, leader a wi-c’Th^e
_
fi " c '

"w? 1 lai
?
.winner

; 3. Montgomery, niee shape,
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' e ’ Mosaic.
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’ L medal, Alcsssii', gem, correctweight, tight in fcatlier. very pure in eoL, wins • 2

Kilpatrick, rich col., bit heavier built and just, ashade long; 3, Wilson, verv silky qual., grand free

carr., nice nlzr; 4, Smillie
; ho, Dempster; c, Gem

nidi. HEN (15): I, Laidlaw, little model, leathered
like vv ax, takes perches well, not a feather out of

place; 2, Smillie, perhaps not quite the qual. of

feather, but nice type; 3, Montgomery, lovely qual.,

rare type, grand wings anil tail; 4, Dempster; ho,

Mo<«?ile
;

e, Kilpatrick. UNEVEN CK. (li): 1,

Murray, grand bird, nice level back, best of wings,
rattling col. and qual. ; 2, Cree, similar except he avier
mkd. ; 3, FoTguson, very free jaunty carr., nice
weight, worth his place; 4, Gemmcll ; he, Gibson;
c, Howe*. HEN (4): 1, Sprontt, grand size and
type, very neat w ings and tall, sweet head ; 2,

Ferguson, hit liner built, but grand back and coi.

;

3, .Montgomery, similar to lender, but look’s a wee
simile weak on wings; 4, Dempster. CK. BUF (5):

1, Mcinn, very taking, perfect type, A1 corn!.; 2,

Smillie, again in good order, just a trifle fine on
head

; 3, Findlay, heavier type, perfect wing and
tail carr., very jaunty; 4, Ferguson. HEN (5): 1,

McKean, nearly even mkd., model for type and
eize, grand suhs.

; 2, Findlay, another beauty, fails

in cond. only to winner; 3, Little, smart and stylish,

best of shape, in good company to-day
; 4, Gibson

;

he, Neil. CK. GR. or CINN. YELL. (7); 1, 3,

Kilpatrick, both greens, both very pure ami bright
in col., very nice lacings, real Border type, leader
excels in head ; 2, Montgomery, Cinn., splendid ground
co!., pure and bright, nice weight; 4, c, Murray
Bros.; he, Reid. HEN (4): 1, Reid, green, very rich

col., grand type and carr., could have won in a
hot class; 2, Kilpatrick, fails in type a shade; 3,

Duncan, similar to 2; 4, Murray Bros. BUFF CK.,
GR. or CINN. (6) : 1, Ruble, perfect ground and
lacings, grand carr., in winning form

; 2, Findlay,
Cinn., very true type, takes perches well; 3, M’Coll,
green, nice weight, but a wee shade long in tail

; 4,

.McKean; he, c, Murray Bros. HEN (2): 1, Mont-
gomery, thick build, but nice free action ; 2, Lind-
say, better type, but not so pure and bright aa
leader. SELL. (3): 1, Cree; 2, Little; 3, Murray.
MULE or HYB., LIGHT (li) : 1, Dale, gem of a
Mealy Redpoll-Bullie, shows parentage well, lovely
pink front, full Itullie head, should make a stonner;
2, Gcmmell, Goldie, nearly even mkd., very good
subs., shade pale on face; 3, Macready, very taking
Goldie-BuJIie, pure rich face, very distinct wing
marks; 4, he, McQuieton, leader well known Goldie,
might have changed places with 2, very bright face,
fails subs, only; c, Gcmmell. DARK GOLDF. or
LINNET (€): 1, Gemmell, Goldie, grand' blaze, car-
ried well down

;
2, Roxburgh, bit lucky to-day,

smaller and not such good col. as the 3, AIcQuiston,
well-known winner in best cond., largest in class
and carried biggest face; 4, same owner; he, Guthrie
and Son; c, MeCrorie. A.O.V. DARK (7): 1, 2,
McQuiston, winner gem of a Grecnie, bright rich
col., monster for size; 2, very large Twite, well
marked front and perfect in col. ; 3. Gribben, well-
known Siskin, improving with age, rich and bright
in col.; 4, Roxburgh; lie, Davidson; c, Gemmell.
GOLDF. (29) strongest class in show: 1, Aletcalfc,
wins by himself, very rich flush of great expanse,
very dee-p under, mantle rich jet black, would be
perfect but for slightly pale tannings; 2, Niven,
fails in col. of face, and not in such bloom as
leader, face a bit brassy compared, but still a good
Finch; 3, Conkie and Loudon, disqualified; 4, Thom-
son : he, Wallace ; c, Bell. Some really good Finches
stood cardlese, notably Nos. 3. 24 and 27. BULLF.
(11): 3, Smart, large, broad fronted bird, but too
dark in chest coi.

; 2, McQuiston, rich carmine
front, jet cap, very clear bar*, superior in all but
size : 3, Davidson, clean col. Finch, fails size ol

cap to leaders; 4, Gribben, similar to 3; he, Dale;
c, M’Cloy. LINNET, H.M. (10): 1, Farlett, Loch-
gelly winner in new hands, great size, very full
front, filled with the best of work, a really great
Linnet ; 2, McQuiston, small in comparison, show-
ing light front, very faint work on sivlee; 3, Smart;
4, Wason, easy second but for twisted claw; he,
Gribhon

; c, Conkie and Loudon. F.M. (IS): 1,

Davidson, real good. Linnet, exceedingly tame for
F.M.; 2. 3, Wilson, leader very broad deep front,
great col.; 3, slimmer, but also very rich chestnut
col.; 4, Conkie and Loudon; lie, Thompson; c,
Wason. GREENF. (12): 1, Wason, very large, rich
col., chows good flights ; 2, Liv ings-tone, great size,
fine broad skull, niee hich coi.; 3, MeSoriand, bit
behind in col., fair eize, good full head: 4. Mitchell;
he. Alt-Clung; e, Davidson. SISKIN, ETC. (13): 1,

Gribben, Twite, one of the best seen here, great
size, full deep front,., full cf work, rich even coh; 2,
Macready, Siskin, grand cap and bill, very rich pure
col.; 3, 4, McQuiston, Twite, beaten to-day in mark-
ings and size: lie, McKean; c, MeAteer. LESSER
REDPOLL (14!): 1, Dale, on the small side; 2,

Conkie and Loudon, wet when judged, when dry was
an eavy winner; 3, Mitchell, the greatest col. we
have ever teen, small and lacks marking; 4, Wason,
some thought might have been 2nd

; he, c, McQuis-
ton. BRAMBLE, ETC. (7): 1, 2, Paterson, Bramble,
grav'd size and col., carried well down, rich dark
heed; 2, Chaff., gem for co!., very pure and dis-
tinct whites, steady; 3, M'Lean, Bramble, fails only
in depth of chest col.

; 4, Weight : he, Lindsay ; e,
ATcOloy. A.O. FINCH OR BUNTING (6): 1, Mc-
Quiston, Hawf., a gem, great size and col., rare
.deep chestnut face : 2, MeAteer, Yellow hammer, very
clear and distinct V, steady, well placed; 3, M’Cloy,
Haw f., bit smaller than winner, minus a claw

;

4, lie, Livingstone; e, MeCrorie. SOFTB1LL (5): 1,

Taylor, Shrike, very clear col., nice distinct face
and cheek marks; 2, Smith, large Waxwing, in good
Oilier; 3. McLean, Redstart, well staged; lie, AIc-
Cready, Woodpecker; he, McCioy. HEN SEED-
EATER (31): 1, lie, McQuiston, leader Bramble,
good marks, but on slim side, could have given way
to 2r.d. Conkie and Loudon, well-known Corn, beauti-
fully mkd., grand size, steady as a rock; 3, Gribben,
Bullie, rare thick-set lady, fine broad cap, deep col.;
1, Webster

: c. White. SELL. (7): 3. Mitchell, Bullie;
2. Wilson, Brain.: 3, Conkie and Loudon, Brain.- 4
Smart; lie. c, Kelly. FOR. (2): 1. 2. Macready,
Rader lovely Green Cardinal, very pure and bright
click markings, lovely crest, showing age; 2, bright
coloured Gouldian.

BOLTON WOODS C B.S.
The last members’ show for the season, Pec. 13,

at '.lie Victoria Hotel. 35 birds were staged for Jlrx
H. Long to bulge, and his awards were well received.
Special for best in show was won by Mr. L. Dykes.
Winners of tbe competitions arc as follows:

—

Champions: 3. silver cup, L. Dykes, '301: 2,
Bloomfield, 74: 3, Goodwin. 41. Novices: 3, Fret-
vvell, 70: 2, Oldrieve, (XI

; 3. Gonlt, 47. Champions.—
A.V. Yell. Ck. (€): 1. vhc, he. Dykes; 2, 3, 4,

Bloomfield. Buff («) : 3, 4. vhc. Dykes: 2, 3. lie,

Bloomfield. Novices.—CL or Tkd. Yell. (6): 1. Goult;
2, Oldrieve; 3, vhc, Burgess r 4, he. Close. Buff (5):
I, 3, Close: 2. vhc. Goult; 4, Pnllan. Cl. or Tkd.
Veil. Hen (4): 3, Oldrieve; 2, Goult: 3, Clo,?e; 4
Pullan. Buff (3): 3. Oldrieve : 2, Circe: 3, Goult.
Mkd. Yell, or Buff Ck. (21; 1, Close; 2. Pullan. Un-
flighted. A.V. (2): 1, Oldrieve; 2. Pullan. Mkd. Hen
(1): 1. Pullaa.

TREDEGAR C.B.S.
Members show of unflig Yorks., at Tno Tredegar

Arms Hotel, Dec. 11. The entries -vere lather dis-

appointing, only 50 birds being staged. Mr. W. New-
ell. Abertillery, placed the awards, which gave every
satisfaction. After the judging Mr. Newell gave a
short address on birdy matt ere, which was much
appreciated.

CHAMP. MKD. YELL.: 3, Bcvnn; 2, Wallins.
CL. BUFF: 1, 3, Watkins; 2, Bcvan. MRP h

'

1 FF

:

3. Bevan; 2, 3, Watkins. NOVICE CL. YI'LL. : 1 c,

Morgan ; 2, 4, Thomas ; 3, he, Bennett
;

vhc, Hard-
ing. MKD. YELL.: 1, Griffiths; 2, Llewellyn; 3, c,

Thomas; 4, Morgan; vhc, Ilarrie; he, Hardinif.
CL. BUFF:1, 3, 4, Griffith*; 2, Harris; vhc, Llewellyn,
he, Bennett; c, Morgan. MKD. BUFF: 1, Llewel-
lyn; 2, he, Harris: 3, vhc, c, Thomas; 4, Crifiiths.—
W. B. Watkins, lion. Sec.

HUDDERSFIELD O.S.
Laat table show of the year, Dec. 20, for matched

pairs, all Yorks. 17 pairs were staged. Mr. G.
Bray, Holmfirth, judged, and gave general satisfac-
tion.

YELL. CK. and BUFF nEN (5): 1, F. Sykes;
2, Gledhill

; 3, TowneirJ; vhc. Buttle and Coupland;
he, Atkinson. BUFF CK. and YELL. HEN (7): 1 ,

Whitehead; 2, F. Sykes; 3, Townend ; vhc, Smithies;
he. Holmes and Schofield; c, Atkinson. C 1[NNt
MKD. (5) : 3, vhc. Wood ; 2, Gledhill

; 3, Buttle and
Coupland ; he, Lawford and Son. Principal points
winners: F. Sykes, 158 points; G. Wood, 119; Buttle
and Coupland, 98; B. Towneml, 09; A. Smithies,
07; H. Atkinson, 57. Presentation and smoker, Jan.
15, at the White Hart Hotel, at 7.30; all welcome.

—

Ar. Lawford, Sec.

STRATFORD & E. LONDON F.S
Capital show of cage birds at headquarters, Dec.

8. Mr. W. Dalton judged.- Quality, especially in
British, was very good. Yorks: 1, 2, 3, vhc, Parker;
he, c, Bayliss. Nor.: 1, spl, 2, 3, vhc, Parker.
A.O.V. Can.: 1, 2. Repd; 3, Bayliss. Mule: 3, vhc,
Parker; 2, 3, Abbott. Greenf. : 1. he, Bayliss; 2
Parker; 3, vhc. Rev. Soames

; c, Harvey. Redpoll,
Siskin or Twite (12): 1, 2, Rev. Soames; 3, vhc, he,
Bayliss. A.O.V. Brit: 1. he, Parker; 2, 3, vhc,
Bayliss; c, Harvey. For.; 1, spl, vhc, Reed; 2, 3,

Bayliss; c, Harvey.

EAST ARDSLEY C.B.S.
Second annual members’ show, Dec. 27 ;

keen
competition took place for the various specials.
Mr. H. J. Chittenden, Manninghain, judged, and
gave every satisfaction.

LINNET: 1, 2, A. Walton; 3, Waind; vhc, A.
Bedford; he, H. Summers; c, Burnell. GREENF.:
1. sp, Walton; 2, Summers; 3, Burnell. GOLDF.-
BULLF. ; 1, 2, 3, Burnell

; vhc, D. Bedford ; lie, e,

Waind. REDPOLL, ETC.: 1, vhc, c. Summers; 2,

Burnell; 3, Walton; he, A. Bedford. A.O.V.: 1,

A. Bedford; 2, 3, Burnell; vhc, Walton; lie. Summe re.

MULE: 1, 3, Kendrew; 2, D. Bedford. Mr. Burnell,
100 points, again wins the society's special for most
points throughout the season; 2, Walton, 70; 3,

Summers, 57. Mr. Waind gave three specials to
members scoring most points throughout the aeason,
A. Walton gaining 1st with 70 pts. ; 2, Summers; 3.

A. Bedford. Messrs. Burnell, Waind and Pyrah not
to compete. Specials given by Air. Burnell on the
•same terms were won by: 3. Walton; 2, Summers.
Air. Walton’s medal for most points scored by vhc
birds, H. Summers. Mr. J. Crosslev’s special for
most point* by he birds, A. Bedford.—A. Walton,

HALIFAX O.S.
Members' show, Dec. 31. when 92 birds faced the

judge, Mr. AI. Peel, of Skelmanthorpe, who gave
every satisfaction. All unflighted birds except
British. Air. D. A. Macpherson and Air. J. Corney
tied for champion spls., with 7 points each. Mr.
AV. Horsman won 1st spl. in novice classes with 17

points; and Air. L. AVhitham won 2nd with 12 points.
Champ. Yorks, Cl. or Tkd., Ck.: 1. Burdekin Bros.
Hen: 1, 2, Burdekin Bros. Mkd. Ck.: 1. Burdekin
Bros.; 2. Pilling. Hen: 1, 2. T. Pilling; 3. Corney.
Green Yorks.: 1, Lloyd. Nov. Cl. or Tkd. Ck. (15):
3. Horsman; 2, Thornton; 3. he, Whitham ; vhc,
Ellis; c, Rushworth. Hen (14): 3. 3, Horsman; 2,

Senior: vhc. he. Thornton; c. Sladdin and Baldwin.
Mkd. Ck. (7): 1, Whitham; 2. Horsman; 3. Senior:
vhc, c. Ambler; he, Ellis. Hen: 1, 3, Ambler; 2,

vhc. Horsman; lie, Sladdin and Baligin. Green
Yorks. Ck. (81: 1, he, Scruton and Harris; 2. vhc,
Sladdin and Baldwin; 3, c, Horsman. Hen (9): 1,

vhe, Briggs; 2. J. Ell is
; 3, S. H. Rushworth; he,

c, Scruton and Harris. Nor. Ck.: 3. 3. Clegg: 2,

Corney. Hen : 1. Corney : 2, Lloyd ; 3, vhc, Clegg.
Nov. Not. Ck.: 3, vhc, 'Rolfe; 2, 3. Smith. Hen:
1. Rolfe; 2, 3, Smith. Brit. Goldf. : 1. Benn. A.O.V.
Brit. (30): 1, Mottram; 2, Benn ; 3, he, c, Mac-
pherson ; vhc, HelliwelL—Harry Clegg, Sec.

LANCS. AND LIZARD F A.
Club fhow, Dec. 4, in connection with the mem-

ers’ show of the Old Original Rochdale O.S., in their

club room in Clarke's Place. Tbe room is of goal
size, and is quite capable of holding three or four

hundred exhibits comfortably. The response in

Lane*, and Lizards was very disappointing, only 33

Lane*, and 3D Lizards being benched. The quality

was tip-top all through. There were six classes for

Lancs, and eight for Lizards. Each exhibitor pays
a small eum extra with each entry, and these are

given to winner as a .special in each class. Mr.
Bradley, president of our society, kindly gave 5s.

for host Lancs, and 5s. best Lizard in show. Air.

Fitton won special for best Lancs, with a grand
yellow Coppy, and Air. Barnea won special best

Lizard with a very nice broken-cap gold cock. Other
special winners were Atessrs. Hamer 2, Barnes 2,

Airs. Burgess 2, and Rukin 2. Mrs. Burgess i.s a
novice member, and hae done very well this season.

Other novice Lizard exhibitors who have done well

are Alessr*. Howard, and J. Teasdale. It is en-

couraging t-o see new names in enr Fancy ; wish we
could only say .tire samo for the Lanentfliires. Prize
money wa« paid same’ day to all members present.

Air. L. Butterworth judged Lancaohires, and Air.

A. Schofield Lizards.

LANCS. COPPY, YELL.: 1, G. Fitton; 2, T. H.
Collinge. BUFF: 3, 2, Collinge; 3, Fitton. P.H.
YELL.: 1, Collinge. BUFF: 1, 2, Collinge; 3, Fit-

ton. A.V. BRED 1915: 1. Fitton; 2, Collinge. HEN:
1, Collinge; 2, l^itton. LIZARD, GOLD. CL. CAP:
1, Hamer; 2, Rukin; 3, 4. Barnes. SILVER: 3, 2,

Hamer; 3. Hardy; 4, Rukin: vhc, Barnes; be, Airs.

Burgess. GOLD BROKEN CAP: 1, Barnes; 2, Rclita;

3, Hamer. SILVER: 1, Airs. Burgess; 2, 3. Barnes;
4, Hamer. GOLD HEN, A.V. : 1, 4, Airs. Burgess; 2,

Hardy; 3, Howard. SILVER HEN: 3, Barnes; 2,

Hardy; 3. Hamer; 4, Howard; vhc, Rukin. GOLD
LIZARD, OLD BIRDS: 3. Rukin: 2, ,Hamer. SILVER:
1, Rukin; 2, Hamer. -John Rukin, Hon. Sec.

HALIFAX C.B.S.
A members’ show of Canaries (hen birds only)

was held in the King Cross Band Room, Dec. b,
when Mr. W. Speak judged 57 bird*, Ijis award*
meeting with general approval.
OPEN YORKS. CL. or TKD. BUFF: 1, 2. Priest-

ley; 3, 4, Sutcliffe. UNFLIG, ETC.: 1. 2, Prbttlev •

3, 4, Sutcliffe. EVEN, ETC.: 1, 3, Sutcliffe; 2, 4
.’

Priestley. NOVICE CL. or TKD. YELL.: 1. Thorn-
ton; 2, Stocks; 3, vbc, he, c, Gelder; 4. Sladdin
and Baldwin. BUFF : 1 , Stocks; 2, 3, Horsman; 4 ,
vhc, Thornton; he, c, Gelder. UNFLIG.: 1,2,’
Mitchell; 3, lie, Sladdin and Baldwin; 4 , Gelder-
vhc, Horsman; c, Thornton. EVEN, ETC.: 1,

2,’

Horsman; 3, Stocks; 4, Gelder; vhc, W. Mitchell;
he. c, Sladdin arid Baldwin. SELF or FOUL GREEN
YOIiKS: 1, Thornton. NOR., ETC.: 1, 3, he, Town,
erni ; 2, 4, vhc, Corney.
This being the last show of the seawon, and as only

four of the season's shows were to count points,
the draw was made, and resulted in the June, July.
September and annual members’ etiows counting
for tbe cup competition. The special, a pair cf
Yorks, for most entries, given by Air. Stobart, was
drawn iri favour of July, September, annual members',
and December chows. Results: Open section* 1

Priestley, SI J ; 2, Sutcliffe, 32; 3, Stobart, 29J ; 4 ,

Sharp, 29. Novice, I, W. Horsman, 74; 2, Gelder,
73; 3, Sladdin and Baldwin, 71 ; 4th, a tic. C.
Mitclicll and F. Horsman, 40 points each. Entries
competition, I. Gelder, 39; nearest losers, Sladdin
and Baldwin, and AV. Horsman, 2fi each. V.H.C.s
competition, 1st, J. Corney. Unflighted compieti-
tion, for a volume of " Our Canariee,” given by
Air. H. Johnson, 1st, E. Prieetley, 28J point? ^ nearest
losers, E. Stobart and AV. Horsinan tied, 25 points
ea ®!l- any error in above points, members please
notify sec. early.—A. Sutcliffe, Sec.

DUSMIRE W.M. CLUB C.B.S.
Annual show, Dec. 11-15, in the Clnb Hall, a grand

place for a show. There were a fair number of birds
under present conditions, but half of the classes
had to be cancelled owing to a lot of the mcipbcrs
being away serving "King and Country." Air G. S.
Lynn is a courteous and obliging sec., and had
everything well in hand. Air. A. J. Notley, Hetton
Downs, judged, and the following are his awards:
Nor. Yell, or Buff Cock: 1, Gilmore; 2, 3, Fenton;
vhc, Hann. Hen, A.C. : !, vhc, Fenton; 2, 3. Atkin-
son. Crest or C. B., Cock or Hen: 3, 2, 3, Bissett.
l’orks. Yell. Cock: 1, Lynn; 2, Fenton. Buff- ]

Lynn; 2, Fenton; 3, Dixon. Yorks Hen, A.C. : 3, 2,
Fenton; 3. Lynn. A.O.V., 1915: 1, spl, best in show,
Lynn, buff cinn; 2, vhc, Fenton; 3, Fletcher. Nor.
Yell. Cock: 1 , Atkinson; 2, FeDton ; 3, Dixon. Buff:
L

€
Dixon ; 2, 3, Atkinson; vhc, Fenton; he, Lvnn.

Hen, A.C. : 1, Atkinson; 2, Fletcher; 3, Dixon; Vhe,
Fenton. Natural C.: 1, Dixon; 2, Atkinson; 3, vhe,
Gilmore; he, c, Fletcher. Nor. Pairs for Breeding-
1, 3, Fenton; 2, Fletcher; vhc, Dixon; he, Lynn;
c, Atkinson. Cinn, Green or Nearly Green: 1,
Atkinson; 2, Fletcher; 3, vhc. Lynn; ho, Hann.
Crest, Yell, or Buff Cock: ], Bissett; 2, Hann; 3,
Lynn. C.B.. Cock or Hen: 1, 2, 3, Bissett; vbc.
Hann. Yorks Yell, or Buff Cock: 1, 2, Fenton; 3.
Fletcher; vhc, Dixon; he, Hann. Hen, A.C. : 1.

Fenton; 2, 3, Lynn; vhc, Atkinson; he, Hann; c,
Fletcher. Bord, Yell or Buff Cock or Hen: 1,

Fletcher; 2, 3, Fenton; vhc. Hann; lie, Atkinson.
A.O.V. Pairs Breeding: 3, Bissett (Crests); 2. vbc.
Fletcher (Bord.); 3, Dixon (Yorks); he, Fer.ton
(Yorks). Sell. 7s. 6d.: 1, Dixon, buff Nor., quickly
claimed, a very nice bird; 2, Fletcher; 3, vhc, Hann;
he. Fletcher. Brit. Brown Linnet: 1, Fenton: 2.
Fletcher; 3. Hann. Brit. A.O.V.

:

1, Fletcher; 2,
Atkinson; 3, vhe, Lynn.

CUMNOCK C.B.S.
Sixth annual show, Dec. 11. Mr. Steel, of Dalkeith,

judged British and Norwich, and Mr. McCreadio
Scots Fancies and Borders. The entries totalled
286, which was a record, and the quality of the
exhibits exceeded anything previous. Silver cup arid
gold medal, British, David Smart

;
gold medal in

Norwich, Hugh Alexander; Border Club medal, Wrn.
Mossie; gold medal for Bord. Section, Sam Alont-
gomery

;
gold medal for Scot* Fancy, John Hainey;

silver me-Jal with gold centre for novice member
scoring most points, Robert AlcSorland in Norwich
Section. ;

SCOTS FANCIES, CL. or FOUL CK. (2): 1, 2,
Hainey. HEN (3): 1, 2, Hainey. PIEBALD or
GREEN HEN (2): 1 2, Hainey. YOUNG CK., ANY
COL. (4): 1, 2, Hainey; 3, AIcLean. HEN (3): 3,

AfoLean; 2, 3, Hainey. BORD CL. YELL. CK. (S)

:

1, vhc, Alontgomery
; 2, vhc, Millar ; 3. Mossie; 4,

Findlay. HEN (C) : 1, 2, Mossie; 3, 4, Alontgomery;
vhe, Mi liar; he, Findlay. BUFF CK. <30) : 1, 3,
vhc. Border medal, Mossie; 2, Findlav; lie, Millar;
C. Howse. HEN (7): 3, vhc, Mossie'; 2, 4, Alont-
gomery; 3, AIcKean ; lie. How**. VARIEG. CK. (6):
1, Findlay; 2, Atillar; 3, Mossie; 4, vhc, Montgomery;
he, Howse. HEN (6): 1; 4, Findlay; 2, 3. Alont-
gomery; vhc, he, Millar. EV. MKD. (4): 3. Find-
lay; 2, 3, Montgomery; 4, Alillar. 1 or 2 MARKS
(8) : 1, Alontgomery; 2, Alossie ; 3, vhc, he. c. Alillar;
4, Findlay. GR. (10) : 1. 4, Alontgomery; 2, vhc. he,
H. and It. Alurray; 3, Findlay; c, Richmond. CINN.
(9) : 1, 4, Alontgomery; 2, vhc, Miilar; 3, he, c,
Murray. SELL. (10): 1, 4, Thos. Atcl-ean

; 2. 3.
Mossie; vhc, lie, Montgomery; e, Findlay. A.O.
CAN. (5): J. 2, 3. 4, Hainey; vhc, Robertson. BRIT.
GREENF. CK. (9): 1, vhc, D. Smart; 2, I;. AlcSor-
land

; 3, AIcGavin; 4, Wyper; he, Alorgan; c, Avia nm.
GOLD F. CIC. (6): 1, Mitchell; 2, Robertson

; 3. D.
Richmond; 4, Wyper; 5, Smart; vhe, Murray. LIN-
NET (9): 1, 2, Smart; 3, Wright. LESSER RED
CK. (10): 1, 4, Smart; 2, A. Wright; 3, Robertson;
vhe, AlcGiavin

;
lip, F. Alorgan • c, R. AlcSoriand

A1EALY R.ED, SIS. or TWITE (C) : 1, Wright; 2 !

AIcGavin; 3, Wyper; 4, Smart; vhc, lie, Morgan.
A.O.V. BRIT. (6): 1, AIcGavin; 2, Smart; 3. Craw-
ford; 4, vhc, VVyper. HEN BRIT. (S) : !. Crawford;
2, AIcGavin,- 3. Smart; 4, vhc, he. Wyper. A.V.
F. AIOULTED CK. or HEN (7): 3, Clewes; 2, Nutt;
3, Wyper; 4. F ATorgan ; vhc, Alurray; he, Alitehell •

c, Smart. LIGHT or VAR. AIULE (3): 1, Smart;
2, Alurray. D. CANARY AIULE (10): 1 . 2. vhe.
Smart; 3, Wright; 4, Alurray; 5, Alorgan. HYBRID
(5): 1. Smart: 2, Wyper; 3. Alurray, 4, 5, Mitchell.
JUVENILE: 1, Hastings ; 2. Alitehell; 3, A. Mit-
chell. GIFT: 1, Findlay; 2, Wyper; 3, Alillar; 4,
Montgomery.

HEALTH & STRENGTH
Deals with all kinds of athletics, including Foot-
ball Wrestling, Boxing, Weight Lifting, Fencing
Running, Ju-Jitsu, Gymnastics of all kinds.
Swimming, &c., &c. Gives free advice on all

questions of Health, Diet, &c., to all readers.
EVfERY THURSDAY, HI. Sold Everywhere.
Get a copy to-day, or send for Free Specimen to
"Health and Strength," Windsor House, Kings-

way, London.
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GREAT RED CROSS SHOW AT GLASGOW.

Magnificent Display. Over 1,300 Exhibits.

This show, held Dec. 81 and Jan. 1 in the Central
Halls, Oath Street, Glasgow, was inaugurated by
many prominent funders in Glasgow and the West
of Scotland with a view to endowing a bed or
beds in one of the Glasgow hospitals. The proceeds,
after clearing all liabilities, widl bo handed over
to the Rod Cross Society, and from information
to hand we feel that we are safe in saying a
good round sum is likely to lie handed over as
the outcome of the undertaking The halls are
/tin- finest in the City in which to hold a show
of the kind, plenty of spaoe, plenty of comfort,
abundant light; uu fact, everything calculated to
please tho most fastidious was richly in evidence,
and tho labours of the management were rewarded
with a record entry of over 1,800 exhibits, embrac-
ing without doubt the cream of the fancy, several
specimens on view in t'ho Mule, British, and Foreign
flections never having been seen at a Glasgow Show
before, and creating a widespread interest amongst
tho visitors. The management was in the hands
of such well-known fanciers as: President, J. F.

Park; Vico-Prcs., J. MeLay and A. Maxwell; sec.

and treas., R. lleggie
; assist, see. and treas., W.

Hutchison ; show manager, Frank Taylor; commit-
tee, R. 11. Gibb, P. Houston, A. Sloan, M. Craig, 1C.

Taylor, E. Holliday, C. Martini,, A. Smith, R.
Jeffrey, J. C-rone, T. Fraser, G. Smart, T. Fulton,
W. Priest. K. Steel, W. Steel, A. Hunter, S. Wood,
A. U. McLean, R. Hamilton, A. Crawford, R.
Martin, A. K. Chalmers, W. Loan, D. F. Webster,
A. Steel,. R. Watson, W. Jack, J. Sinclair, A.
Chalmers, A. Wilson, J. Swan, P. Clark, W. McCly-
mont, C. Douglas, J. Ptnnpck. Special praise is

yuo to the President, Mr. J. F. Park. secs, llcggie
and Hutchison, and show manager Taylor, so un-
tiring were they in their efforts to do justice to
all, and with the backing at their disposal success
was hound to come. The judges engaged were:

—

Norwich section, Messrs. J. Winter, Edinburgh, and
Turner, Manchester. Crests, Mr. J. Young, Ruthcr-
glen. Border Fancies. Messrs. J. Hamilton, Esk-
bank,, G. Iliislop, Stirling. Yorkshire and A.O.V.,
L. Dykes, Bradford. Mules and Foreign Birds, A.
W. Watson. Edinburgh. British, Messrs. R. Bald,
Bathgate, and 11. Jamieson, Glasgow, but Mr.
Watson being unable to fulfil his engagement,. Mr.
Bahl deputised for him in the Mules and Mr. Bald
In the Foreign. The work was got through ini good
time, and there was little grumbling heard. Mr.
J. F. Park presided at the opening ceremony, which
was performed by Sir J. Ure Primrose, in the
absence of Lady Ure Primrose. Sir John, after
referring to the object of the show, commented on
tho rearing of Canaries and song birds as .an in-

dustry which might well be developed in this
country. The Germans, in past days, were keen
enough of vision to grasp the possibilities of huge
profit making from the rearing and training of
cage birds, and, although startling, it was true
that £20,000 worth of song birds were imported

,

to this country annually from Germany, while twice
as much, at least, was sent thence to America.
At the epd of this war there would, no doubt,
bo a large number of men incapacitated 1 from their
usual work, so that in the rearing of song birds
they would find not only congenial but very pro-
fitable employment. The show' was then declared
open. The gate money was very gratifying, more
especially oh the Saturday, considering the fact
that quite a few old established ventures came off

on the same day. Sales were beyond expectations,
so that on the whole everything points in the
proper direction.

THE NORWICH CANARIES.
Norwich made a very fine display, all the principal

breeders throughout Scotland being represented, and
beverat of the English champions on view. Exhibits
were neatly staged in the large hall upstairs—

a

magnificent one for the purpose, grandly lighted

from top and sides, and clear from draughts. It

was kept at a fine temperature and there was
ubunaance of room for visitors, who we were pleased
to see turned out despite the miserable weather. The
advertising of the show by posters displayed on all

the Glasgow Corporation cars was a grand idea
and a fine advert, for the Fancy in general. The
classification provided was the best out this season,
and the entry in this section totalled 300—an
average of 15 per class'. Quality was of a high
6tandard, the English exhibits catching the eye and
capturing a goodly share of the honours. Unfliglited

classes were particularly strong and contained some
outstanding birds with a bright future before them
The novice cock class was the strongest in section,

and most of them were very creditable exhibits.

Prize money was at the rate of 22s. per class, with
an entry of 1/0 per bird, with a gcodly array of fine

specials for birds out of prize money

—

a very effective

inducement to exhibitors. Championship diploma for

best Norwich went to Mr. R. B. Cairns; and for

beat novice to Mr. D. Somerville. The judges were
Mr. Jas. Winter (Edinburgh), who took even
numbers, Mr. W. Turner (Manchester) odd, and
both acquitted themselves well.

NOR. CL. YELL. CK. (14) : 1, Crawshaw, catches
tho eye right away, grand bird, great size and qual.,

fine round head, full neck, rare deep front, splendid
colour, even throughout, best of wing and tail carr.,

nice style, splendid cond., wins well; 2, Murray,
behind in size only, grand head, neck and front,

capital qual. and col., neat wing carr., fine style and
well put down ; 3, Thomas, tkd. neck, great size

and col., good head, neck, and fine deep front, nice

Abort flights and tail, grand; cond. and splendidly

shown, shade coarser in feather; 4, Clrawshaw,
rattling size, fine head, neck, and chest, hot col.;

C, Simpson; 6, M' cr; 7, Barron. BUFF (14): 1,

Colley, dear win, well known, capital size and frost-

ing, rare salmon tint of col., fine short, cobby body,

nice bead, full neck, wide chest and well put down; I

2, French, Clydebank, winner shade smaller, fine

head and qual., nice flights and tail, good front

and style, nicely mealed and rare cond.; 3, Hamil-
ton, Queen’s I’ark, winner good size, fine head and
Bubs., neat flights and tail, shade coarse in feather;

4, Hirst good size, fine head, col. and qual., nice

short body ; 5, Wood ; G, Simpson ; 7, Somerville.

VARIEG YETA CK. (19): l, Crawsliaw, mkd. both
eyes, neck, and wing, grand qual., hot col., well up
In size," fine deep front, lovely sheen and cond.,

closely pursued by 2, Cook, iri fact we preferred this

one; rare short cobby bird, grand width across

chest, fine round head, full neck, fine qual. and col.,

head, eve and wing mkd., grand stamp; 3, Naismith,
curiously marked, like a Ycllowhammer, grand eizc,

qual. and col., rare head and neck, short flights and
tail, wee bit lumpy in front; 4, Grewar, grand size

and aui»s- fino head, neck, uual., and col., might

have gone up one; 5, McLean; 0, Hamilton; 7, Wil-

liamson. BUFF (1G) : 1, Kerr, rare head and neck,

nice front, capital qual. and col., grand size; 2, 4,

Crawshaw, 2nd our choice, rare short-coupled bird,

fine width across chest, lovely qual. and col., grand

size, good head and neck, nice flights and tail, well

cleaned-out behind, 4th grand head,' lull neck, fine

short cobby body, extra qual., col. and cond., eye,

neck, wing, and rump mkd.; 3, Murruy, head, neck,

and wing mkd., great size, grand head, thick neck,

fine front and qual., bit restless; 5, gpl, Barron; 0,

Godfrey Bros.; 7, Gallaeher, OL. YELL. HEN (11):

1, Cook, grand size and subs., for a yell., rare round

bead, full neck, fine col. and qual., great short

cobby body, wee bit faulty iu flights; 2, McLean,
well-known, fine hen, grand head, neck and frout,

rare breadth across chest, better qual. and flights

than winner, still short in size and subs., but good

bird ; 3, Martin, pressing bard, splendid qual. and

col., grand size, fine head and neck, wee bit short

in breadth of front, nice shout flights and tail; 4,

Braid, nice one for size, qual. and col.; 0, Gibson;

6. Jeffrey; 7, Blacklock. BUFF (13); 1, Thomas, all

head, neck, and front, splendid size, capital qual.

and col., lino short flights and tail, short and cobby,

good cond., well shown; 2, 6, Maxwell, 2nd grizzled

bead, well-known winner, better qual., nicely mealed,

rare head, full neck, fine, short, cobby body, in

perfect feather, neat short flights and tail, well

cleaned out under, grand size, presses very hard

;

3, Crawford, another known exhibit in hot company,
rare size, grand head, neck and front, fine qual., col.

and cond., nice flights and tail
; 4, Grewar, good size

and qual., fine head and neck, nice depth of front,

shade heavy behind: 5, Barron; 7, Lycett. VARIEG.
YELL. HEN (10): 1, Aitken, rare bold front, nice

whUli across, excellent, qual. and col., fine flights and
tail, clean cut, mkd. both eyes and wing, grand

head and neck; 2, Hamilton, known face, eyes, chest,

and wing mkd., rare breadth across front, fine head,

neck and qual., capital col.; 3, Godfrey Bros., good

size, very fine qua!., rare head, eol. and cond.: 4.

Grewar, short and cobby, fine head, neck and flights,

our choice for 3rd; 5. McLean; 6, nuteliison; 7,

Jafdine. BUFF (8): 1. Cook, head, neck and wing

mkd., grand head, neek and front, capital qual. and
eol., neat flights and tail, rare size and cond., wee

bit browy ; 2, Murray, Glasgow and Hist, winner,

clean cut, splendid qual., good head and neck, rare

short cobby body, carries flights well, close up; 3,

Cairns, neck and wing mkd., capital qual., fine head,

neck and front, good size; 4, Taylor, rump mkd..

fine head, qual. and col.; 5, Gibson; 6, Grewar; 7.

McAllister. NON-FED CK. (7) : 1, Grewar, known
winner, right wing mkd. yell., rare size and qual.,

bold front, fine head and thick neck, short flights

and tail; 2, Braid, cl. yell., grand size, fine head,

qual. and col., nice cond., shade long in body; 3,

Crawshaw, varieg. buff, grand size and subs., fine

width across front, excellent qual., neat flights and
tail, might have gone up one, better type ; 4, no
name, cl. yell., capital qual., fine head and size; 5,

Naismith; 6, Godfrey Bros.; 7. Marshall. HEN (11):

1, Grewar, rare short cobby buff varieg., grand

head, neck and front, neat flights and tail, clean

cut; 2, Kerr, cl., yell., close up, known winner, rare

short boxy feather of lovely qual.. fine head, neck

and depth of front, close-fitting flights and tail; 3,

Gallaeher, varieg. buff, splendid qual., good size and
subs., shade weak in head; 4, Crawshaw, buff,

heavily mkd., might have gone up one, better head,

good size, qual. and col.; 5, Kean; G, Godfrey Bros.;

7, Cairstairs. UNFLIG. CL. YELL. CK. (18):

grand cl&&s: 1, Cairns, Queen’s Park winner still

going strong, neck mkd., hot col., fine and even,

grand size, rare head, neck and front, neat flights

and tail, A1 qual. and cond.., wns; 2, Taylor, shade
smaller, extra qual., col. and cond., fine head, neck
and front, nice short cobby body, flights and tail

;

3, Miller, good head and neck, rich qual. and col.,

fine size, neat flights and tail ; 4, Matthewson, neck
mkd , splendid qual. and col., fine size and subs. ; 5,

spl, Thomas, tkd., good head, neek and qual.
; 6,

Barron; 7, Martin. BUFF (20), another capital

class: 1, Cook, grand size, rare head, neck and short

cobby body, excellent qual. of feather, fine col.,

neat,' short, well-carried flights and tail, grand bird

;

2, Crawshaw, grand head, neck and subs., rare size,

lovely mealing, nice salmon tint of col., close up; 3,

Taylor, grand size, rare head, neck and qual., richly

mealed, neat flights and tail, well placed, in good
company; 4, Braid, grizzled head, fine head, neck,

qual. and size, shade longer in barrel; 5, Thomas; 6,

Kerr; 7, Weir. CL. YELL. HEN (15): 1, Thomas,
splendid qual. and col., bold head, neek and front,

great size for a youngster, nice short body, flights

and tail ; 2, Matthewson, presses hard, grand head,

neck and subs., lovely qual. of feather and col., fine

short body and flights, nice cond. ; 3, Hector, great

size, fine head, wee bit horny, good qual., fine short

body, flights and tail, nice one, claimed' at £10 ; 4,

Cairns, rare size, qual. and ool., good front, flights

and tail, shade weak in head
-

; 6, Walkden; G, Law-
son and Sons; 7, Hirst. BUFF (13); 1, Mitchell,

wonderful qual., which carries it through, grand
size, fine head and front, A1 cond., claimed at £15;

2, Maxwell, .better type, nice oobby shape,’ body, fine

round head, full neck, neat wings, rare qua!, and
col. : 3, Cairns, excellent qual., nicely mealed, fine

head, neck and front, good size and col.; 4. Bell, jun.,

capital qual. and size, nice cobby shape body ; 5,

Crawford; 6, Braid; 7, Hirst. VARIEG. CK. (18);

1, spl, diploma, be^t Nor., Cairns, claimed at

£10 10s., great size and col., rare head and neek,

fine bold, deep front, capital qua!., neatly carried

wings and tail, A1 style and cond.. mkd. head and
wings, yell., wins well; 2, Gallaeher, head, neck
and wing mkd., buff, excellent qual. and size, grand
head, neck and subs., fine short flights and tail, well

placed : 3, Crawshaw, wet when we went round, eye,

neck and wing mkd. yel., fine head, size and qual.;

4, Noble, fine size and subs., good head, shade nar-

row. neat flights ; 5, Murray
;

C. Lawson and Son

;

7, Bell. jun. HEN (17): 1, Marshall, eyes and neck
mkd. yell., lovely qual. and eol., neat head, fine

short cobby body; 2, Weir, buff varieg., splendid

qual., good head, neck and front, neat, short and
clean-cut; 3, Devoy, very nice yell. -green, right type,

fine, .-hort, cobby body, good head, neck aiid qual.;

4, Lawson, buff-green, Hamilton winner, short, clean

cut, cobbv, good head, neck and sound col. ; 5,

Mitchell; G. Jeffrey; 7, spl, Crawford. NOV. CK.

(25 ) : l, spl, diploma, best nov., 2, Sommille, both

grand 6ize and subs., good heads, necks, and qual.,

leader more size, both cl. yell (father and son) ; 3,

Hardie, yell., fine size and subs., good head, neck

and qual., indifies to crouch; 4, Gray, cl. huff, good
front, nice head, nock and a'R>k; &» spl. Mason; G,

Davidson; 7, spl, Hadley. HEN (11): 1, Smith, cl.

buff, grand size, rare bold front, with good breadth,
line head and neck; 2, Gray, cl. yell., fine head, neck
and front, uicc size and qual., well staged ; 3, Fyfe,
extra good qua!, and eol., rare short cobby body,
shado weak in bead, saddle mkd.. yell; 4. Rannachan,
short, cobby, line round head, capital qual. and col.,

shade smaller; 5, Davidson; G, Summerville
; 7, Ross.

CK., SELL. 15s
. (20): 1, Proctor; 2, Craig; 3, Hirst;

4, Smart; 5, Buchan; G, Wake; 7, Thomson. HEN
15s. (10): 1, Hirst; 2, -Buchan; 3. Noble; 4, Keer; 0,

Wake; G, Gibson; 7, Smith.

THE CRESTED CANARIES.

The Crest section was the surprise of the show
in tile way of entries. The best and largest lot of
Crests we ever saw in Glasgow, and quality was
of a high standard. Exhibitors of this variety
were represented from all over Scotland and
England, and the way they have responded
to the grand classification submitted, and their assist-

ance to the cause was greatly appreciated by the man-
agement. They also had the patronage of the S.C.C.C.,
with their numerous specials to members, which
went to help the success of the show. Unfliglited
classes were well supported, and brought out some
grand youngsters, which looks well for the future
of this variety. We were pleased to see a novice
class introduced In this section. Although it only
received seven entries, we believe by another year
this number will be greatly augmented. Entries
totalled 130, and the birds were nicely staged in

the Lesser hall, which is well adapted for the pur-
pose. Mr. John Young (Rutherglen) judged, and
his decisions were well received.
CREST, CK. (11): 1, 2, D. Scott, 1st, Gateshead

and Blaydon Cup winner, lovely green, great spread
and length of droop, well over beak, nicely radiated
from a good centre, rare size and subs, plenty of
feather of extra qual.

; 2nd, varieg., grand size and
subs, fine spread, neat centre, scarcely length of
droop nor so good qual.; 3, Whitton, lightly varieg.
D.C., fine centre and droop, well up in size and
subs., fine qual., not so dense in crest; 4, McCle-
ment, green, grand size and subs., neat crest, fine

centre; 5, McMillan; G, McNaugiiton
; 7, Hamilton.

CREST, HEN (10): 1, Radley and Sons, massive
spread of excellent qual., lovely droop, well over
beak, capital centre, great size and subs., plenty of
feather, D.C., cl. body; 2, 4, Jim Taylor; 2nd,
varieg., grand size and subs., rare top piece, capita!
droop and centre, splendid qual. of feather, and
plenty of it; 4th, green, neat crest, fine droop
and centre, good size and subs. ; 3, Noble, green,
capital qual. of feather, lovely droop, scarcely the
length of those in front, neat centre, well groomed

;

5, McMillan; G, Hamilton; 7, McNaugiiton. C.B.,
CK. (13): 1, Radley and Sons, grizzled wing, other-
wise clear, wonderful head, rare broad skull, very
wide entrance, great lashing, well down over eyes,
fine size and subs., plenty of feather of good qual.,
wins

; 2, Hamilton, grizzled head, grand bird, rare
broad skull, fine wide entrance, capital size, subs.,
and qual.; 3, Jim Taylor, close up, varieg., grand
entrance and lashings, splendid size and subs., could
be better staged, and, we think, could give winner
a close race; 4, Sharp, cl., grand size and subs.,
scarcely so wide entrance, very finely lashed ; 5,

Bewick
; 6, Noble ; 7, McLay. HEN (8) : 1, Hamil-

ton, varieg., magnificent skull, fine and broad, rare
wide entrance, well browed, capital style and subs.,
plenty of feather of rich qual., wins ; 2, 3, 5,

McLay ; 2nd. varieg., hardly so broad in skull, good
lashing, nice entrance, fine size and subs., grand
qual. and cond.; 3rd, varieg., nicely lashed,
plenty of feather, good qual. and cond.

;

4. McMillan, good size and subs., fine-

lashing, nice entrance. UNFLIG., C-RES, CK.
(16): Grand collection: 1, sp„ diploma, 4, Hamilton,
I, varieg., great top piece, lovely spread, rare droop,
well down, capital centre, well radiated crest, fine

veiny feather, good size and subs., will improve
greatly; 4th. varieg., fine centre and droop, good
size; 2, Page, capital qual. of feather, fine length
of droop, well radiated from neat centre, good size

and subs.; 3, Radley and Sons, varieg., neat centre
and droop, scarcely so massive, lovely qual., col.,

and cond., well put down ; 5. Hume ; G, Bewick ;

7, Howie
;
grand class. HEN (13) : 1, Sharp, varieg.,

grandly cushioned, crest well down over beak, nice
centre, good qual., size, and subs, of body

; 2, Rad-
ley and Sons, green, scarcely the length of droop,
still good; fine centre, lovely qual. of feather, nice
tize and subs.; 3, Twecdie, varieg., plenty of
feather, shade coarser, grand size and subs. ; 4,

Hood, behind size only neat centre, and droop of
fine qual.; 5, Whitton; G. Page; 7, Hamilton. C.B.,
CK. (20): 1, McLay. varieg., lovely qual. of feather,
and plenty of it, rare wide skull, heavily browed,
grand entrance, capita! size and subs., wins well
in a great class; 2, Noble, varieg., fine wide en-

trance, nicely browed, good qual., size, and subs.

;

3, Moreland, varieg., capital qual., fine entrance
and lashing, nice size; 4, Hamilton, better head,
rare wide skull, finely lashed, good entrance, fine

size and subs., we liked for higher honours
; 5,

Whitton; C, McClement; 7, Maefadyen. HEN (8):

1, Sharp, grand broad skull, fine wide entrance,

capital lashing, rare size and subs., fine qual .and -

cond., well put down: 2, 5, McNaugiiton, 2nd,
varieg., fine qual. of feather, good entrance, plenty
of lashing, rare size and subs.

; 3, 4, Hamilton, 3rd,

varieg., nicely lashed, fine entrance, size, and subs.

;

4th, plenty of feather of good qual., fine size; 5,

McNaugiiton; 6, Whitton; 7, W. Scott. NOV. (7):

1, sp, diploma, Rae, varieg., lovely cushioned crest,

fine vcdny feather,, neat centre, well down over
beak, rare size and subs.; 2, McLerie, C.B., fine

wide skull, nice entrance, good lashing, nice exhibit;

3. Barrie, green C.B., plenty of lashing, good size

and subs., fine cond. close up 2nd,; 4, Lindsay,
Crest, fine qual., neat centre, nice droop of good
length ; 5, Boyd

; 6, Houston : 7, McNair. SELL.
£2 10/- : 1, Adamson ; 2, Barron ; 3, McGregor

; 4.

Stanger 5, Dickson Bros.
; G, Noble ; 7, McFndyen.

£1: 1, McDougall ; 2, Sharp; 3, Duns; 4, Lindsay;

5, Berwick ; G, MacFadyen ; 7, Barron.

THE "WEE GEMS.’’

Borders—-the "Wee Gem«"—came up well both in

numbers .and quality, many well known winners
once more facing the judges in battle array. One
thing much noticed and often commented on is

the size which predominates in the green variety.

Should there be a special standard for greens?
If not, why cannot they be bred the same size

and type as the others? They have all Hie other
points characteristic of the, breed, why, then, have
them on the show benches, some of them little

leas in size than small Norwich?
CLR. or TKD. YELL CK. (13): 1, Thomson, beauty

for type, qual. and col., perfect wings, close tail,

could bo better in head; 2, Hadley, all there for

type and quail., fine, head, neck, neat carr., style, not
just the col. or tightness of feather of leader: 3,

Kilpatrick, close up, fine type, neat carr., right

qual., fine top end, just a litte loose in feather:

4, Purvcs, fin© type, nice carr., good feather, well
drawn’ body

; 0, Sellar; C, Bcnnct ; 7, Boyce. BUFF
(»): 1, Beiinot, lovely type, grand qual. feather,
fine head, neck, well drawn, typical body, neat,
all over, in the pink; 2, Kilpatrick, capitally built,
neatly got up, clean cut and right stamp, fails at
top

; 3, Sellar, nice weight, well made, neatly
balanced, fine bead, neck, neat bearing, just wee
trifle open in feather; 4, Geddcs, nice qual., fine
stamp, in the pink, rather ugly beak spoils sweet
bird; 5, Purvel; 6, Hadley; 7, Boyoc. CLR. or
TKD. YELL. HEN (14): 1, Smellic, capital col.,
grand qual. feather, neat, corect carr. and type,
looks trillc fatty ori front; 2, Bcnnet, fine size,
type, not just the col. or leader, or so full in
head

; 3, Ketcher, sweetly built and typical, neat,
compact, could do with trifle better rise in head;
4, Macklin, typical, good qual.; 5, Egerton ; 6.

Brown; 7, Kilpatrick. BUFF (17): 1, Smeo, wins
B.K.C.C. medal, grand bird, in ca|«tal order, neat
bead, fine neck, neatly moulded body, perfect in
carr. and style; 2, Ketcher, fine type, good carr.,

fails steadiness; 3 and G, Bonnet, 3 sweet type,
neat, well braced, in the pink, we thought might
have been 2nd

; 4, Brown, in top order, nice body
shape, fine qual., fails top end; 6, Campbell; 7,

Lunn. EVEN MARK (4): 1, McMinn, little beaiuty,

neat markings, fine head, neck, nice type and qual.,

well braced, in the pink; 2, Hamilton, good type,
..quail., fair style, rattier long beak, open feather;

3, Nicholson, smaller built, nice qual; 4, Armour,
we could not find.) YELL. VAR. CK. (8): 1,

Nicholson,- fine stamp, tittle to find fault with here,
stained in pmffcct condition; %, K-gerton, trifle

smaller in build, neat, shapely body, fine wings,
stylish, finely shaped skuLl, nice rise; 3, Rubie,
good qual., typical, well braced, fails bit at throat;
4, Ferguson, fine stamp, neat and shapely; 5,

Macklin; 6, Murray; 7, Brownlie. BUFF (6): 1,

Bennet, typical body, good qual. feather, neat
carr. and style, but not the best of heads, lucky
we thought; 2, Ferguson, shade smaller, neat all

over, beats leader; 3, Livingstone, nice cond., type,

and carr., good top end, some fancied this as the
winner: 4, Brown; 5, Brownlie; 6, Ferguson. VAR.
HEN (7): 1, Sjwott, yell., nice level col., good type
and qual., could be shade better across shoulders;

2, Downie, sweet buff, lovely type, grand qual.,

neat oarr. and style, sweet head, neck, in the
pink; 3, Geddes, buff, nice feather, neat carr., nice

pos., just trifle flat across shoulders; 4, Campbell,
nicely staged; 5. Brown; G, Macklin; 7, Donan and
Shepherd. YELL GREEN (22); 1, Harper, known face

all there for type and col., fine carr., very steady,

could be shade sweeter in bead-; 2, Whitlow, look6 a
hen, grand col., well pencilled, neat head, neck, beau-
tifully rounded body, nicely braced wings, close
tail ; 3, Lambie. fine grassy col., richly pencilled

body and flanks, neat wings, tail, runs up tight

;

4, Johnston; 5, Nicholson; 6, Lawson and tions; 7,

Montgomery. BUFF (22) : 1, Nicholson, fine weight,
clinking type and col., neat, shapely, well braced,
steady ; 2, Lunn, perfect feather, lovely col. and
type, neat, deserving; 3, Stevenson, heavier built,

good eol., neat carr., too fat at front; 4, Lawson
and Sons. Iff rare trim, fine head, neek, propor-
tionately built, value for a step higher; 5, John-
ston; 6, Shouler ; 7, Steel. YELL. CINN. (9); 1,

B.F.C.C. novice medal, Robertson, topper, lovely
qual. feather, nice ground col., well pencilled, fine

head, neck, proper body formation, neat carr. and
style, quickly claimed at its -low catalogue price,

12s. 6d., a hard hit at the poor novice here; 2,
Johnston, shade hotter ool., fine type and qual.,
good wings, close tail, scarcely so beautifully roun-
ded body; 3, Harper, looks like a nice. hen, neat,
shapely, well balanced through, put down in credit-
able style; 4, Whitelaw, lovely eol. and qual., neat
type, fine carr. and style, nice cond. ; 5, 7, McLin-
den

; 6, Bennet. BUFF (11) : 1, Sellar, little beauty
all over, type, col., qual. feather, and neat com-
pact carr tell the' tale here; 2, Brown, good size,
jaunty type, fine quaL, neatly braced wings, close
tail, fails col. only; 3, Orammond, rich col., nice
texture feather, neat dose pipe tail, just inclined
to cross at times; 4, G, McLinden; 4, nioe qual.,
neat, well drawn, just inclined to crouch when
handling; 5, Lunn; 7, Whitelaw. NOV. CK. (20):
I, Henry, little topper, eyes and wings mkd. buff,
neat type, grand qual., in the pink, fit to hold its
own in the open classcis; 2, Loan, wing and eye
mkd. yell., shade smaller built, good qual., neat,
very fit; 3, G, Ritchie; 8, fine buff, in top cond.',
neat, typical, good silky feather, closely carried : 4,
no name, cl. yell., good head, neck, fine type, neat
wings and tail, just trifle unsteady; 5, Duncan;
7, Stevenson. HEN (20): 1. A. Stevenson, tkd., fine
featheri-proper qual., nice body, well cut, typical
and -neat, in top con.; 2, Niven, grar.vl feathered-,
typical, neat wings, tail, rather flat across back

;

3. Henry, nice yell. cinn. mark, neat head, neck,
fine body, stylish, well braced

: 4, Brown, nice buff,
nicely staged, but unsteady; 5, Lunn; G, Downie; 7
J. Stevenson.

( Remainder of Report next xoeek.)

ALTRINCHAM (Open) C.B.S.
Annual members’ 6liow, Nov. 20, Shop Workers'

Institute. 80 birds were staged, and this must be
considered a good entry just now. Messrs. Harrison
and Vint, and also Mr. P. Drinkwater. did not com-
pete for any specials or the medal competition,
which somewhat reduced the amount of competition.
Mr. J. Ru.vnes, Cliorlton, judged, and his awards
were received with satisfaction.
Yorks. Yell. Ck.: 1, 2, W. Hallwortli; S. J. B.

Vernon: 4, W. Davy; vhc, G. Foster. Huff: 1, 2,
W. Ilallworth; 3. T. Morris : 4. W. Davy. Yeti. Hen:
1, 2, W. Hallwortli; 2, J. If. Vernon; 4, E. llamp-
son. Buff: 1, W. Hallwortli; 2, T. Morris; 3, E.
lianrpsoi). Unflig. Yell.: 1. W. Davy; 2, E. Hainp
son; 3. T. Morris. Buff; 1, W. Davy; 2, E. Hiunp-
son. Nor., Yell. Ck.: 1, 2, 3, Harri-son and Vint.
Buff: 1, 2, Harrison and Vint. Yell. Hen: 1, 2,

Harrison and Vint. Buff: 1, 2, Harrison and Vint;
3. W. Drinkwater. Buff Green Ck. : 1. Harrison and
Vint. Hen: 1, 2, Harrison and Vint. Bord Yell.

Ck.: 1, 2, P. Drink water ; 3, 4. E. Wakefield. Buff:

1, 3, P. Drinkwater; 2, E. Wakefield. Yell. Hen:
l, 2. P. Drinkwater: 3, E. Wakefield: 4. G. Foster.

Buff: 1, 2. P. Drinkwater; 3. E. Wakefield. -Unflig.:

1, 2, P. Drinkwater; 3, Harrison and Vint. Buff: 1.

2, P. Drinkwater. Bull Green Cock ; i, Harrison and
Vint. Yell. Green Hen: 1, E. Wakefield. Buff: T,

2. Harrison- „and Vint. Goldf. : 1, A. Broadbent; 2.

W. Drinkwater. Bullf. : I. A Broadbent; 2, C.

Bailey. Greenf. : 1, C. Bailee: 2. A. Broadbent; 3,

II. Whitnev. O'liaffinch: I, A. Broadbent; 2, H.

Whitney. Linnet ; 1, C. I.eali; 2, C. Bailey. Redpoll

or Siskin; 1. II. Whitney; 2. A. Broadbent; 3. W
Drinkwater. Mules and tlyb.: 1, 2. 3, 11. Whitney.
For.: 1, A. Broadbent. Medal Competition: Can-
aries. Champ.: W. Hallwortli. Nov.: W. Davy,

llrit.: 11. Whitney. Best Canary in Show : W. Hall-

worth. Best Nov. Canary: Davy. Second Best

lfrit.: Bailey. Cottagers’ Claes: 1. J. Johnson; 2.

11 Clough. Considering the bright day the show was

favoured with there waa a poor attendance. -C.

Bailee. Hon. Sec.
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ABERDEEN
(AMALGAMATED) C.B.S.

This show whs held i|n tho Music Hull on tho
18th Iiccembcr. The entry was somewhat loos tlmn
lost year, hut, nil tliiiiua considered, Add entries
was satisfactory. Exhibits came from long distances
—ns fur fcouth ns Bristol—which shows tho Fancy
has every conlldenee In railway companies. Many
willing workers hud everything ready for the judges
to start at nine o'clock, and printed catalogues
with awards were on sale almost immediately alter
judging was over. Tho Norwich in the open section
were above average in quality, Many would have
won in much larger classes and have dono so ; for
instance, Mr. \V. Crawshaw'* noai-fed cock, Mr. A.
Hirst (Accrington), and Mr. Goo. Mitchell (Brechin)
had a host of winners tliut have won at many'
south shows. In Crests, Air. John A. Grant (Lossie-
mouth) hud a field day, and well ho deserved all

ho got. Jlo has nothing to leurn in the way of
staging, as his birds were beautifully put down.
He has now got a most valuable stock and in

peaceful times will no doubt cross the Border. The
amateur section, it is gratifying to report, showed
an improvement on last year. Many birds, as one
would* expect, were weakest in heud properties, and
many, being the first timo out, were very wild.

Mr. Win. Anderson won the cup for most points in

this section. Tho Wild Bird section was very in-

teresting, but we have seen more outstanding birds
in the Silver City-by-the-Sea. The fanciers were
very harmonious and did everything possible to
make tho show a success. This is the first year of
office as secretary of Mr. R. J. Robertson, aind the
work he did was stupendous, and we were pleased
to see he had so many willing workers assisting him.
The society was fortunate in its selection of judges,
for all took great pains, and their awards gave
every satisfaction. Mr. Alex. Harris (Montrose)
took Open section; Mr. Geo. Bennett (Brechim)
Amateur section

; and Mr. W. Allison (Cults) the
Wild Bird section. Mr. G. Edwards’s exhibits
arrived too late for judging. This is to be re-
gretted, as his Bullfinch and Goldfinch would have
been near the top. The pair of Crests were in one
cage and were separated, as {hey went for each
other as if they had- some old quarrel to finish.

Had another cage not been found they would have
gone home naked.
NOR. CL. OR TKD. (8) : 1, Mitchell, easy win,

fine rich col., qual., balanced ; 2, Dunn, good sound
cot., not so sweet on head, and more opem in
feather; 3, Hector, largest, paler in col., good stock
bird ; 4, Will, tick back and, head, good one. little

open in breast ; 5, Craigcn ; 6, Davidson. BUFF (7)

:

1, Mitchell, great size. -grand top end and lovely
spread of chest; 2, Hendry, very sweet, rather
better qual., but loses in head to winder; 3, Sandi-
son, grand bird, beautiful feather, shade longer;
4, Will; 5. Hendry; 6, Dunn. VAR. YELL. COCK
(1) : 1, Robertson, a very nice typical chest, well
over perch, could win in good company. VAR.
BUFF COCK (10); 1, Mitchell, wins, splendid front,
type, ouai., and size; 2, Forrest, good 2nd, grand
balanced and fine short neck, sweet exhibit ; 3,

Craigen, green, not in it here, plainer all over,
shows too much feather, long sidie; 4, Allison; 5,

Hector; 6, Dunn. CL. TKD. YELL. HEN (1): 1,

Hector, fine feathered clear. BUFF (4) : 1, Taylor,
grand type, size and qual.; 2, Craigen, similar, but
beaten in size; 3, Hector; 4, Will. VAR. YELL.
HEN (5) : 1, 2, Hendry, same two birds as shown
laet year, both typical and excel in Norwich pro-
perties; 3, Ironside, nice but looked thin, in good
company; 4, Hirst; 5, Ritchie. BUFF (3): 1, David-
son, large grizzled head, verv pale but grand subs.

;

2, Will, smaller; 3, Ironside. UNFLIG. YELL.
COCK (11) : 1, cup for best young )ocal bird,
Allison, a blaze of col., richer and brighter than
anything in show, grand type and qual., beautifully
moulded

; 2, 6, Mitchell, makes a nice 2nd, nice top
end, good all-round youngster; 3, Allison, pressed,
loses in sheen; 4, Taylor; 5, Forrest. BUFF (10):
1, Ironside, clear, grand shoulders, sound front ?;nd
qual. ; 2, Hector, tkd., great head and neck, lacks
the subs.; 3„ 5, Allison, var., great subs, and front,
apt to shear wings; 4, Forrest; 6, Hector. YELL.
HEN (11) ; 1, 4, rose bowl best young local hen,
Allison, clear, great shoulders and spread, and beau-
tifully cut, soft in feather, smallish head, sister
of cup winner; 2, 6, Ircinside, fine clear, better
head and neck, but not in it for breadth, roundness
and cut, claimed £5 5s. ; 3, Mitchell, var., paler col.,
but a grand hen, needs handling; 5. Hector; we
liked No. 8, Mitchell, very much. BUFF (7) : 1

, 2,
Mitchell, two to be proud of, leader better cut away
and shorter in feather; 2nd larger, priceless for
stock purposes, both giants; 3, Allison, good 3rd,
very sweet, plainer in head; 4, Hirst; 5, Sandison

;

6, Davidson. UNFLIG. CINN. (4): J, 4. Wagstaff.
yell., not large nor stout, but fine rich col. and,
pencilling; 2, Dick, buff, rich, in grand col.: 3,
Bain Bros., good in col., but rough. NON-FED
-YELL. COCK (5) : 1, Hector, clear, aiice type and
well balanced ; 2, Forrest, similar, must have been
hard to divide; 3, A. Ironside, tkd. head, runs
thinner; 4,- Bain Bros.; 5, Godfrey Bros. BUFF
(S') : 1, Crawshaw, voted by many the best Nor,
model in hall, very much admired, thanks ; 2, Ritchie,
good broken green, but quite smothered to-da.v ; 3,
Ironside, good* cl., nice front, down little on legs;
4, Cartney: 5, Bryson. YELL. HEN (3): 1, Mitchell,
wins, a very nice headed cl., could win in strong
company; 2, Hector, var., smaller; 3, Cartney. BUFF
(3): 1, Crawshaw, fine big bouncing var., but might
have given way to-day to 2, Allison, e!., which was
stouter and better balanced; 3, Hector. CREST
COCK OR HEN (9): 1, 2, 3, 4, Grant, a really
grand team that could do credit at any English
show, 1st grizzle crest, small centre, and fine broad
leather, dense and drooping nicely, 2nd a very lar^e
var., nicely staged, great width of crest, but not
so finished, 3rd* grizzle hen, very like winner, beau-
tiful radiation acid density, 4th var. hen, another
good one; 5, Hume; 0, D. Craigen. C.-B. COCK ( 4 )

1. 2, .Grant, leader great size and wonderful head
and fine class of feather; 2nd equal in length ofhead feather, but loses in subs, and wid'th of head

;

i' IT
11 b nlPht, fine lashed bird, rougher in bodv

feather; 4, Mrs. Burgess. HEN (5): 1, 2, Grant
winner a self green with a grand cushiony head, a
regular knock-out, fine Nor. body, 2nd var., flatterm head, hut great length of feather; 3, Craigen
-nicely lashed var., but not the same soft feather

?
S J^sie exhibits; 4, 5, Knight. BORDER (5)

•

1, Melville, cl., nice type, boxy feather; 2, 3, 4 5
Prince, all looked nice exhibits, but cdhld not’ heseen properly m backed cages. CINN. COCK (4):

, agstafT, fine pencilled yellow., grand ground
col., not so large; 2 Hartup, buff, very nice eoland size; 3, 4, J. Dick, two nice buff’s, not wellstaged. CINN. HEN (4); 1 . 2, Wagstaff mround, good sized, well pencilled yell., latter "buffsimilar type and fine col.; 3. Hartup, beaten in typeAnd col.; 4, Dick. A.O.V. (l); l, Mrs. Burgess? a

really grand spangled, broken cap Lizard, good size,
wu« much admired FAIRS (8): J, Bandison, a
popular win. grand tbiek-frosted cl. cock, with a
perfect model of a yell. var. hen ; 2, Stroeham, extra
largo thick cl. yell, cock, very sweet var. bull lien,

well matched; 3, Hector, cobby var. buff ck., nobby-
bonded tkd. yell ben, not tho size of others; 4, Jas.
Ritchie; 5, Win. Dunn; good, class. NOR. AMAT.
SECTION, YELL. COCK (14): 1, Gordon, best size
and subs., needs handling; 2, 3, Reid, very sweet
el., lino qual., too croct, latter plainer, but thick
enough; 4, Stephen; 5, Foray tli; <*, Bowie. BUFF
CK. (10): I, Reid, good size, line nos., quite enough
feather; 2, Stephen, rich col., loses in subs, to
winner; 3. Campbell, el., runs too thin; 4, Ford;
5, Fyfe ; 0, Garden. YELL. HEN (13): 1, Reid,
nice .size, el., good front and qual., wins; 2, Craig-
head, nice var., hardly the subs, of winner; 3, Ford,
tkd., palo in eol., fair subs.; 4, Bowie; 5, Johnson;
0, Straehan. HEN (11) : 1

, Straehan, fine balanced,
nice typo mil qual., small head; 2, Johnstone, very
useful lien, more erect than winner; 3, Davidson,
fine qual., thinner; 4, Garden; 5, 0, J. Jlaineaves.
CINN. (3): 1, Allardyce, good in size and sound
in eol.; 2, Smith, looked a washed-out col.; 3,
Prince, badly staged. UNFLIG. YELL. COCK (1«)

:

1, cup, Ford, tkd. head, good type, rich col., easy
win; 2, Straclian, sweet but shade longer; 3,
Sinclair, var., better front and fine head, very wild;
4, Lawrie; 5, W. Reid; 6, J. L. Grieve. BUFF (17):
1, Straclian, green, good shower, nice typical bird,
wins; 2, Ford, good all-round, but paler; 3, Reid,
fine qual. and eol., little open in breast; 4, Grieve;
5, Garden; <!. Stephen. YELL. HEN (13): 1, Ford,
fino deep col., of good type; 2, 4, Reid, very sweet
clear, nice type and feather, latter thinner; 3,
Stephen, good but lighter built and paler; 5, Garden;
6, Davidson. BUFF HEN (14) : 1, Gordon, var., fine
silky feather, longish head ; 2, Riddell and Cuin-
miiigs, large useful var., close feather; 3, Straehan,
fine qual. feather, chest too prominent; 4, 0. For-
syth; 5, Fyfe. CIN^. (3): 1, 2, 3, Prince, all fair
birds. C.-B. COCK (1): 1, no name, varieg., good
broad head with good length of feather. NON-FED
YELL. COCK (4); 1, Knowles, var., nice large bird,
wins; 2. 4, Noble, var., loses in subs., latter thinner;
3, Bowie, rightly placed. BUFF (8): 1, Garden,
var., nice front, fine qual.; 2, 4, Cushnie, good
frame, little rough, latter nice cl.; 3, 6, T. Noble,
grizzle, better in feather; 5, Sinclair. YELL. HEN
(10) : 1, Balneaves, cl., good front and head, also
qual.; 2, Riddell and Cummings, very sweet, must
have pressed; 3, Campbell, tkd., good all round,
soft feather; 4, Nojjle; 5, Garden; 6 , Reid. BUFF
HEN (9) : 1, 2, Bowie, varieg., large, good feather,
latter similar, more open in feather; 3, Balneaves,
nice thick-set and fine qual. bird, but behaved like
a wild Linnet; 4, 5, Noble; 6, Lawrie. GREEN (o)

:

1, Garden, yell., typical Nor., nice col. ; 2, Fyfe,
yell., very neat and close on winner; 3, Johnson,
shade longer; 4, Sinclair; 5, Campbell. BRED 1915,
C.-B.: 1, 2, Kennedy, large var., with good heads,
latter thinner in build. YELL. CK. (8): 1, Sinclair,
typical el., nice Nor. properties ; 2, 5, 6. Noble, foul
tail, good size, not 60 well balanced : 3, 4, Johnstone,
wing mkd., lacks subs. BUFF (11): 1, Johnstone,
var., typical, nice qual.; 2. 3, Campbell, cl., longer,
nice exhibit, shows more feather, latter tick neck,
follows hard; 4, Anderson; 5, Noble; 6, Riddell and
Cummings. YELL. HEN (11): 1, 4, Noble, var.,
best size in class and deserves place : 2, Davidson,
cl., better in bead, loses in size: 3, Sinclair, sweet,
bit leggy; 5, Cus-hine; 6 , Straehan. BUFF. HEN
(12) : 1, Davidson, var., good i;n front and well
balanced; 2. Gordon, cl., nicely modelled; 3, John-
son, cl., trifle open in front; 4, Robertson; 5.

Sinclair
; 6, Reid. GREEN (10) : 1, Riddell and

Cummings, buff, large, wide fronts good qual and
col. ; 2, Garden, buff, smaller, but nice head and
thick neck, cobby built; 3, 6 , Johnstone, yell., nice
col. and qual. and shape; 4, Anderson; 5, Sinclair.
A O.V. ; 1, Forsyth, a very nice cinn. varieg. Nor.,
good type and qual.

OPEN SECTION—CAN. HYBRID (€) ; 1, Maekie,
lightly mkd. Goldf. Mule, a nice exhibit, Brechin
wlamer; 2, Hird, rich col. dark yell. Goldie Mule;
3, Hird, varieg. Goldf. Mule, in grand order ; 4,
Campbell; 5, Hector; e, Stewart and Milne. GOLDF.
(5) : 1, Hector, good size, buttons and col., wins

;

2, 3, Steel ami Sons, very good, black legs, grand
blaze, fails in size and buttons to winner, little
between them; 4, Gotts. BULLF. (11): 1

, Hardie
Bros., grand Finch, steady, rich ground col., splen-
did cap and wing bars, in the pink; 2, Craigen,
another good Finch, fails size and col. to winner;
3, Thomson, richest col. bird in class, inclined to
be rough at thighs, smaller than leaders ; 4, Gentle-
man; 5, Stewart and Milne; 0, Hardie Bros. LINNET
(19), grand class: 1, Hird, a topping Linnet, great
size, col. and inkgs., staged to perfection; 2, Allan,
another good one, met his master to-day

; 3,
Stewart and Milne, still another good Linnet, fails
in size to leaders, grand mkgs., very steady; 4,
Godfrey Bros.; '5, Greig, jum.; 6, Stewart' and
Milne. GKEENF. (6): 1, Gentleman, real good one,
fine size, steady

; 2, McLean, big one, duller in col.
than winner, was a little* soft when we saw it,

feeling effects of long journey possibly ; 3, 4, Steel
and Sons, fails in size to winner, still a good one;
5, Potts; 6, Rae. SISKIN, &c. (3): 1, McLean, well-
known winning Twite leading, often commented on

;

2, Potts, Siskin, nice wee chap
; 3, Steel and Sons,

another S'ekim. BRAMBLEF., &c. (10) : 1, Allan,
Bramble!’., good one, well spangled, good size, well
staged; 2, Bird, Chaffinch, well up in size, rare
col. and mkgs., faultless feather, very steady,
presses, winner; 3, Robertson, Yellowhammer, grand
size, col. and mkgs. ; 4, Robertson ; 5, Maekie

; 0,
Godfrey Bros. HENS, BRIT. (5) : 1. 2, Roberteon,
Song brush, shown to perfection, winner of many
prizes, 2nd Crossbill, another grand* bird ; 3, Gentle-
man, Yellowhammer, well up in size, well staged

;

4, Godfrey Bros.; 5, Rae. S0FTB1LL, SMALL (4)

:

1, 2, 3, 4, Robertson, Yell. Wagtail, Marsh Tit,
Lesser Whitethroat, Bearded Tit, shown as only
“Bob" can do it, which is perfection. LARGE (6):
1, Taylor, Great Grey Shrike, takes spl. for best
Brit, bird, in grand order, worthy of the honour

;

2, Robertson, Missel Thrush, grand bird, great size,
well mkd., good 2nd

;
3, Greig, Song Thrush, a grand

bird in good company; 4, 5, 6, Robertson. FOR.
(1): 1, Robertson, pair Rufous-backed Finches well
turned out. BRIT. AMATEUR SECTION—MULE
(7) : 1, Fyfe, lightly mkd. Greenf. Mule, could have
been well up in the open class; 2, Johnstone, Lin-
net-Bulif., lacks size, but nice exhibit; 3, Ander-
son, dark Goldf. Mule, well staged. BULLF., &c.
(4): 1, Cowie, Goldf., good blaze, col. and buttons;
2, Campbell, Bullf., good eol., size and mkgs. ; 3,
Park, Goldf.. fails in size to winner, well mkd.; 4,
Anderson. GREENF. (7): 1, Campbell, good
Greenie, grand size* and col., well staged - 2, Park,
good one, close up; 3, Anderson, smaller than
leaders, well put down. LINNET (3) : 1, Campbell,
good col. and mkgs. ; 2, 3, Anderson, beaten in size
and col. SISKIN. Ac. (6) : 1, Campbell, Redcoll.

nice one, grand col. and mkgs., winner of many
prizes in open <;la.*cs

; 2, 3, 5. Park, 2nd another
'"Poll,” good col., well staged; 4, Andg-rson; 0,

Straohan. HKNH, BIUT. (5): 1, Johnstone, rich
col. Bullfinch, good one; 2, Park, Greenfinch, lost one
or two flight feathers, or might have gone up, good
one; 3, Low, Yellowhammer, grand size, very steady.
BRIT. NOT OTHERWISE CLASHED : 1, 2, 3, Low,
Song Thrush, takes spl. for best bird in Wild Bird
Amateur Section, well turned out, 2nd Starling,
well mkd., rich col., 3rd Yellowhammer, good size,
well rekd. ; 4, Cowie; 5, Talk.

MANSFIELD.
First annual show, Saturday, Dec. 18, in the

Billiard Room of the Horse and Groom Hotel, Sack-
well Gate. Entries came up splendidly and no such
show has ever been seen in this district; iu fact, it
made one think of a miniature Nottingham, 'for the
quality was of the very best, and* many well-known
exhibitors were represented. The birds were very
nicely staged and well looked after by u very lianl-
working committee. Turning to the exhibits, the
six classes for Norwich contained some charming
specimens; in fact, some of the best in the country,
and the same may be said of the Yorkshires. Com-
petition was very keen. British classes contained
some well-known specimens. Foreign were quite a
failure. Members’ classes were keenly contested.
Norwich and Crest being extra keen. We were very
sorry there were no catalogues, but on account of
entries coming in up to Thursday it was absolutely
impossible to get them through. The society have
a secretary in Mr. B. Gabbitas who would take
some beating. He has the job at his finger ends
and, worked hard all day long, ably assisted by Mr.
S. Hawksley. The special for best in show was won
by Dr. Craig’s noted buff Yorkshire hen, a fine
specimen in lovely condition. Mr. John Hobson
judged and gave the usual satisfaction.
NOR. YELL. CK. (1G), wonderful class for qual.:

1, Thomas, beautiful cl., lovely shape, grand head
and neck, capital size and body, in fine cond. ; 2,
Cook, again one of the best, rare shape, size and
body, broad head, well filled in neck, well-carried
wings and tail, beautiful col. and qual. faultless;
3, Lyoett, eye marked, very hot col., good shape
and size, nice head, grand body and qual., well
filled-in chest and neck, splendid feather and cond.

;

v-hc, Fox; he, c, Vardy. BUFF (16): 1, Sheppard,
beautiful cl., grand size and shape, good col. and,
qual., well-earned wings and tail, nice head, well
filled-in neck, beautiful feather and condition ; 2, 3,
Vardy. both clears, leader lovely col. and shape,
very jaunty carr., neat well-carried wings, nice body,
lovely qual., beautifully shown, 3rd very hot col.,
grand shape, massive build, rare feather and qual.,
shone like satin, very close up; vhc. Turner; he,
Butler and Barlow; c, Crawshaw. YELL. HEN (5):
1, Vardy, lovely cl., beautiful col., rare body and
shape, nice head, good wings and tail, in wonderful
condition ; 2, Cook, another cl. of grand shape and
size, grand col. and qual., splendid body and chest,
broad head, well filled-in chest, very close up ; 3,
Turner, nice cl., splendid shape, col., qua], and size,
nice head, good neck, rare feather and cond. ; vhc,
Thomas

; he. Dean. BUFF (10) : 1, 3, Cook, beauti-
ful shape, cl., splendid body, shape and size, grand
bead and neck, well-carried Wings and tail, fault-
lessly shown 3rd, varieg., lovely qual. and shape,
nice body, massive build, wonderful col. and cond.,
very close up; 2, Thomas*, topper for shape and size,
most lovely col., very massive build, sweet appear-
ance, shown to the moment, grand cond. and
feather; vhc, he, Vardy; c, Dean. UNFLIG. YELL.
(10) : 1, Turner, wing mkd., capital col. and size,
grand shape and qual., beautifully staged, wins
good class; 2, Sheppard, cl., very shapely and
typical, splendid col. and qual., capital size, A1
feather and cond. ; 3, Draper, varieg., capital col.

and qual., neat head, well filled-in neck, capital
back, wings and tail; vhc. he. Vardy; c. Dean.
BUFF (9): 1, 3, Vardy, two topping clears, both
grand shape, size, style, and col., 1st wee bit
more subs., grand body, 3rd splendid feather and
cond.; 2, Fox, cl., lovely shape and style, neat
head, good wings and tail, in beautiful cond. and
feather; vhc, Crawshaw; he, Vaughan; e, Hulse.
YORKS YELL. (14) : 1, c, Dr. Craig, very slim
typical cl., grand position and style, beautiful col.,

lovely qual., in pink of cond. and feather; 2,

Harris, head and wing mkd., very slim, typical,
and upstanding, lovely col. and qual., nice head
and neck, very fit; 3, Dykes, beautiful col. and
quail., rare .shape and body, well-braced wings,
nice pipe tail, splendid length and style, A1 form :

vhc, Bagshaw and Furniss
; he, Lanckham. BUFF

(8) : 1, Thomas, cl., spjlendid* style, length
and position, very slim build, A1 feather
and cond. ; 2, Dr. Craig, lovely specimen, beauti-
ful qual. and col., in the very pink Qf cond., nice
neat head, well filled-in neck, faultlessly shown,
we liked well; 3, Thomas, splendid body and shape,
lovely col. and qual., very slim, grand length and
pos., capital feather and cond. ; vhc, Potts ; he,

Dykes; c, Price. YELL. HEN (9): 1, Dr. Craig,
el., splendid col., feather and cond., nice style
and length, lovely shape and qual, rare pos.; 2.

Dykes, capital eye and wing mkd., very slim and
upstanding, ra,te shape and style, Al col. and
cond., very fit; 3, Walker, cl., of grand shape and
cond., rare col. and style, neat head, well filled-in

neck, well carried w ings and tail, Al cond. ; vhc,
Bingham and Furniss; he. Price; e, Potts,. BUFF
(9) : 1, Thomas, cl., grand style and shape, nice
length and pos., beautiful col. and qual., rare
feather and cond.; 2, Dykes, eye and wing mkd.,
beautiful feather and qual., nice head, good wings
and tail, splendid pos.

; 3, Potts, very long, typical

cl., grand cq^. and shape, nice style and pos.. good
length, rare feather and size, Al cond. ; vhc. Dr.
Craig; he. Price; c, Pickering. UNFLIG. YELL.
(9): 1, Dykes, el., very hot co!.. good shape, style

and pos., rare feather and cond., nice head, well

carried wings and tail, well staged: 2. Green, cl.,

very slim and typical, nice body and shape, grand
col. and qual, in lovely feather and cond., well

staged; 3, Dr. Craig, very typical land .taking

green, beautiful col. and qual., very neat typical

head, good wings and tail, Al form; vhc, Thomas;
lie, Hymas ; c, Bingham and Furniss. BUFF (12) :

1, spl, best in show, Dr. Craig, cl., splendid col. and
qual.. shone like satin, very long and slim, grand
length, good pos., in the pink of cond. ; 2, Pass,,

cl., grand style, very typical shape, nice col. and
qual., rare length arid pos,, Al feather and cond.;

3, Price, cl., very slim, stylish and upstanding,
capital head and neck, grandly carried wings and
tail, Al cond.; vhc. Dykes; he, Potts; c, Lanck-
ha.n. MULE OR HYB. EIGHT (2): 1, Mallatratt,

eye and wing mkd>. iGoldie-Can., grinjd feather

and cond., nice size, col. and qual. ; 2, Edwards,
nice col and shape, rare feather and cond., nice

style, smaller. DARK (5): 1, Hayter; well-known

Bullie-Can., igi the pink of cond.^ grajjjf Md.

col., Al form; 2, Edwards, splendid shape srnM
col., capital sizo and qual., in Al feather an<«
bloom

; 3, Hcxtcr, Redpoll-Siskin, grand col. an<3
shape, nleo size, Al feather and cond., close iid-3
vhc, White; he, Hare. GOLDF. OR BULLF. (18) •(

grand clues: 1 , Hayton, looks like well-knoani
Goldie, in splendid feather and cond., splendid!
size, shape and blaze; 2, Edward, topping Holllc Igrand col. and shape, nice cap and bars, brautl-l
ful feather and <mnd.; 3, Chick, very typical!
Goldie, grand feather and cond., nice shaped)
blaze, A I col. and tanning; vhc, Parlctt; he J

Kcightlcy; c, Butler and Barlow. LINNET (11):!
1, vhc, Parlett, lovely shape, size, and pencilling
grand col. ami cond., rare head, nice body ; 2 he

’

Davis, good size, very steady, nicely pencilled all
over, good body and bloom

; 3, Falldlng, rare
col., capital qual., good head, nice feather andi
cond., c. Chick. TWITE, tic. (8): 1

, 2, Parlett
really fine Twite leading, in beautiful corn’d,, grand
feather, nice shape, size and style, 2nd Redpoll
grand shape and col., rare feather and cond.;
Falldlng, Redpoll, grand feather and bloom, rare
size, col. and shape, very fit; vhc, he, Hayter; c
Keightley. BRAMBLE, Ac. (10): 1, 3, Chick!
lovely Bramble leading, in perfect feather arid
cond., rare shape and size, 3rd beautiful Chaffinch,
in lovely bloom, good size and feather; 2, c, Par-
lett, well-known Greenie, wonder for size, good
shape and col., nice qua!, and feather; vhc, he
Hayter. A.O.V. (9): 1, 2, 3, Chick, lovely YeHow
Bunting leading, followed by Hawfinch, in splendid
form, grand trio, staged to the moment; vhc, c,
Hayter; he, Butler and Barlow. SOFTBILL (1):
1, Darlow, beautifully feathered Waxwing, in per-
fect feather and com!. FOR. (1): 1, Mrs. Burgess,
just a moderate Java Sparrow. MEMBERS—
Novice Nor. (5) : 1, Hawkins ; 2, Gregory

; 3,
Wooley; vhc, Taylt* ; he, Green. Buff (6): 1, 3,
Wooley; 2. Green; vhc, c, Gregory; he, Holmes.
Yell. Hen (4): l, 2, Wooley; 3, Green; vhc. Holmes.
Buff : 1, Green

; 2, Holmes ; 3, Gregory. Unflip.
Yell. (3): 1, Gregory; 3, Wooley; 3, Green. Buff
(8) : 1, Green ; 2, Gregory ; 3, Holmes ; vhc, Taylor.

CROWTREES W.M. CLUB C.B.S.,
BOWBURN.

First annual show, Dec. 18-20, in the Club Hall,
a nice place with plenty of light and heat avail-
able, where birds can be staged to advantage and
make a nice show There is one point the commit-
tee would do well to consider. It is to try to make
an alteration in their class for members, which now
reads: “Members, any variety Canary or Mule.’*.
My suggestion to them would be, two or three
Canary classes, and one Mule class, prizes to count
as points in the respective classes. There were eome
very nice birds on view, and the show was very,
well attended on both Sunday night and Monday.
Mr. Jos. Huggins made a capital secretary, having
everything in apple pie order, and there is a
splendid working commitee. Mr. A. J. Notley,
Hetton Downs, judged and gave general satisfaction.
The following are his awards:—Members, A.V. CaD.
or Mule: 1, Freeman; 2, Routlidge; 3, Wilkinson;
4, Wittam; 5, Miller; 6, Roddam ; 7, Huggins. Nor.
CL, etc.. Yell. Cock or Hen: 1, Priest; 2, Huggins.
Buff: 1, Priest; 2, Lister; 3, Routbdge. Brit. Hard-
bill: 1, 3, Wittam; 2, Priest. Nor. CL, Ac., Yell.
Cock: 1, Miller; 2, 3, Lister. Hen: 1, Miller; 2, 3,
Roddam. Nor. CL, Ac., Buff Cock: 1, Roddam; 2,
Priest; 3, Miller. Ditto Hen: 1, Roddam; 2, Miller;
3, Huggins. Nor. 1913 Yell. Cock or Hen : -1,

Roddam; 2, Priest; 3, Lister. Nor. 1915 Buff Cock
or Hen: 1, Miller; 2, Lister; 3, Freeman. York
Yell., Cock «r Hen : 1, 2, Priest. Buff, Cock or Hen

:

1, 2, Priest; 3, Huggins. Mule, A.V. : 1, 3, Lister;
2, Priest, A.O.V. Can: 1, Priest. Brit, not larger
than Bullf.: 1, Lister; 2, Roddam; 3, Freeman.
Brown or Grey Linnet: 1, Priest; 2, Huggins; 3,
Freeman. Selling, 7s. 6d. : 1, 3, Huggins; 2, Miller.
Selling, 12s. 6d.: 1, Miller; 2, 3, Huggins.

GREAT HORTON (Good Intent).
Members’ show at the Grange Congregational

School, Dec. 18. Mr. A. Morley, Gt. Horton, was
the judge, and the awards were—CL or Tkd. Yell.
Yorks Cock (4): 1, Warburton; 2, Wheelwright; 3,
Schofield. Buff Yorks Cock (9): 1, 4, Oldfield; 2,
Firth; 3, e, Warburton; vhc, Wheelwright; he, Ack-
royd. Ev. or Unev. Mkd. Yell, or Buff Yorks Cock
(7): 1, Firth; 2, Schofield; 3, Warburton; 4,

Whitaker ; vhc. Self ; lie, Holden. Ditto Hen (8) :

1, 2, Warburton; 3, Widdop; 4, he, c, Firth; vhc,
Schofield. Cl. or Tkd. Yr

ell. Yorks. Hen (8): 1, 4,
Ackroyd; 2, Wheelwright; 3, Firth; vhc, Holden;
he, Self; e, Warburton. CL or Tkd. Buff York6.
Hen (8) : 1, Self

; 2, c, Ackroyd ; 3, 4, Firth ; vhe.
Wheelwright; he, Warburton. Unifig. Yell, or Buff
Yorks. Cock (14): 1, 3, Ackroyd; 2, c, Firth; 4,

Schofield; vhc, Holden; he, Wheelwright. Ditto
Hen (12): 1, Warburton; 2, 3, Firth; 4. Bartle;
vhc, Whitaker; he. Wheelwright; c, Widdop. Yell,
or Buff Nor. Ck. (6): 1, 2, Jowett; 3, 4, vhc, he,
Kabury. Ditto Hen (4): 1, 2, 3, 4, Kabury. A.V.
Brit Bird (11): 1. 2, 3, he, c, Jowett; 4, vhc, Bartle,.

A.O.V. Can., Mule or Hybrid, not previously men-
tioned (2): 1, 2, Jowett. Most points for the day’s
show : Firth 25, Ackroyd 25, Warburton 25, Jowett
24, Schofield 15. Wheelwright 15, Self 12, Kabury 12,

Bartle 1. Oldfield 11, Whitaker 8, Widdop 6, Holden
4. Most points for cup and year’s specials : Firth
114, Ackroyd 84, Warburton 69, Kabury 66, Schofield

61, Bartle 62, Wheelwright 55, Oldfield 47, Jowett
47, .Self 40, Widdop 34, Whitaker 25, Holden 23,

Sharp and Son 10, Whitaker 8, Shackleton 4.

PONTYPOOL C.B.S.
Annual members’ show, Dec. 11. Nearly 100 birds

were staged. The exhibits, on the whole, were of
good quality, especially in the British and Mule
classes. The work of the committee was carried

out splendidly. The judge, Mr. J. R. Houghton,
gave every satisfaction. Nor. Yell. Ck.; 1, 2, c,

Gameson. Buff: 1, 3, Vaughan; 2, Amphlett; 4,

Sweet; vhe, c, Gameson; he. Lewis. Yell. Hen:
1, 3, 4, Amphlett; 2, Vaughan. Buff: 1, Vaughan;
2, Amphlett. Unflig. Yell. Ck. : 1, he, c, Prosser;

2. Amphlett
; 3, Vaughan ; 4, c, Gameson. Buff : 1,

Vaughan; 2, 3, Amphlett. Yorks Yell. Ck.: 1, 3,

0, Smith; 2, Clark; 4, Loveday. Buff: 1, O. Smith;
2, 4, R. Smith; 3, Watkins; vhc, Johnson. Yell.

Hen: 1, 3, Clark; 2, Johnson; 4, Loveday. Buff:

1, Watkins; 2, O. Smith; 3. Johnson. Y’orks. Yell,

or Buff Hen, Unflig. : 1, R. Smith; 2, O. Smith;

3, 4, Loveday ; vhe, Johnson. Goldf.: 1, vhc, Lewis:

2, 3, 4, Clark; he, Watkins. A.V. Brit. Seedcater:

1, O. Smith. Bullf.; 0, Clark: 3, Loveday; 4,

Vaughan. Sell. Class;. 1, 2, 3, Lapping. Mule or

Hyb. : 1, 2, Sweet; 3, Clark; 4; .he, Prosser; vhc,

Gameson; c, Clark. Spls.: Best Nor. C. Gameson;
best Yorks, O. Smith; best Brit., O. Smith; best

2nd. C. Gameson; beet 3rd, H. Vaughan j befit Mule

V*
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Questions and
Answers,
OOVBT8 AMD DimCUtTIBS
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1)- All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con

•

dude with either the correct name or a

pseudonym,
(2/—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper, and enclosed with the query.

(3)~Querirs intended for different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper.

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for boohs, instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(f)—the depart ment to which the queries refer must

be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

{$)- Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, wilt be answered
in the issue bearing dale of Suturduy in the

following week.
(7)—•// an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to siokness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).

(5)— All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so

clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.

All the fees received from this source will be

handed over in full to the " Referee's ** Poor
Children's Fund (London).

(0)— .4 /f queries must be addressed to the Editor,

“Cage Birds," 1 j4, Fleet. Street, London, E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

H. 8. and M. E.—Replied to by post.

CAMBORNE ( ).—Sorry, cannot make out- sig-

nature. I quite agree with you as regards the Nor-

wich, and just those breeds in which a plump body

and full chest are valued points, that these features

aro to a certain extent improved by judicious feed-

ing
;
but it would be quite a wrong hypothesis to

suppose that the feature depended wholly upon
’eeding, or even that to a very material extent it

xas duo to feeding. Where there is an innate ten-

iency to a full chest feeding will assuredly develop

t to the highest degree possible, but it is absolutely

necessary to breed for the feature in the first place,

is no amount of feeding will put a good, round,

.'nil chest on a bird that is not bred so as to inherit

he natural tendency and the physical framework to

mild upon. You must select your breeding stock

with good, full chests and massive frames; but not

that deceptive appearance of size which consists

largely of superabundance of feather, and as much
as possible of this substance should be in front of

the perch, with the legs, wings and tail fairly short

and well carried. As regards the feeding, this is

simple enough. All you need do is to be liberal with

muscle and fat-forming foods after the first moult

—

it is generally the young birds that need feeding up

for chest—until t lie birds have sufficient chest to

satisfy you for their exhibition. In addition to the

staple food seed diet give a small tcaspoonful of

egg food every second day, or, as a substitute, an

equivalent quantity of bread and milk with two or

three drops of cod liver oil emulsion dropped on it;

and on the alternate days give a similar quantity

of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, teazle,

linseed and broken groats. Once you have obtained

sufficient chest development, these extras should be

given only once or twice a week according to the

needs of each individual case to maintain it during

the show season.
KITCHEN OR PASSAGE (E.II.).—It is impossible

to say in which of these two places it would be best

to keep the bird without some definite knowledge
of the structural formation, and the relative posi-

tions of the doors and windows, about which you

give no information whatever. But a passage is

very suggestive of a draughtv place, so, in the

absence of definite knowledge, the best advice I can

CANARY QUERISTS
should consult St. John’s “ Canary breeding for be-
ginners" (7 d.); House’s “ Canary Manual ” (1/2);
baltye’s "Yorkshire Canaries ”

(1/1)); House’s "Nor-
wich Canaries’’ (1/J); U’cstou's “Slock book” (7d.);

Dr. Clarke’s“Septic or bird fever" (7d.) ;
Norman's

"Aviaries, bird-rooms, and Cages’’ (2/3); llantsden's

"Colour /eeding'' (3.J d.) ; “Seals, and foods lor Cage
birds" (1/2); or the “Nutshell'’ booklets (2 {d. each)-.

No. 5 “The I’et Canary," No. C “ Ailing birds and
Itoio to Cure Them," No. 9 " The Disinfection of

Cages, bird-rooms, etc.," No. 10 "The Holler," No. 23

“ The border fancy,” No. 24 "Green Canaries." All

thoroughly practical and instructive. Trices quotea

are post free, from "Cage birds," 154. fleet Street,

London. b.C.

give you is to choose the kitchen, being careful to
keep the cage below the level of the burners when
the gas is lit, and not to allow it to hang near
the burners nor very near the fireplace. A position

well away from the fire where the temperature is

i airly equable, and not in the line of direct draughts
between doors, or door and window, and where it

will not be affected by the heat from the gas burner

when lit, will be the best you can do under the
circumstances.
NORWICH SLACK (Tightness, Little Hulton).—

There is a possibility that your birds are naturally

loose in feather ; but, still, you would do well to

make yourself quite sure that they are not in a
position exposed to occasional draughts, or troubled

with red mites. If the dietary you name is all you
give, you might with advantage be just a little more
liberal with " extras.” A little pinch of mixed seed

once or twice a week, and a morsel of soft food of

some kind about as often, may be given, and if the

birds do not show signs of suffering from chill after

bathing, and dry their plumage quickly, the bath

should be offered twice a week on mild days, and

early in the day. For the present give every second

day for a fortnight, in addition to the staple diet

half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with four

drops of sherry and two of cod liver old emulsion

mixed in it and sprinkled with maw seed, and on

the alternate days give a similar quantity of a mix.

ture of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet, teazle,

and broken groats. Also dissolve half a drachm of

immoniaterl citrate of iron in an ounce of sherry,

add a tcaspoonful of elvoerlne. and add 20 drops of
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this mixture to the drinking water two days in every

three for a fortnight.
OVERGROWN CLAWS (T. B.).—It is quite cor

rect to cut back the claws to a normal length when
they becomo so long as to be a danger to the bird.

With careful handling the risk of affecting either

the song or the health of the bird is too small to
weigh anything against the advantage the bird will

gain from the operation. Catch it gently, and bathe

its feet clean in a little warm water, then hold up
the claws, projecting one at a time from between
the tips of the thumb and forefinger of the left

hand, in front of a strong light, and you will see

a fine pink-coloured line extending down the centre

of the claw for a little distance bevoud the end of

the toe. This is the vein, and indicates bow far

the “quick” portion extends down the claw. Nip
off (he claw with a sharp pair of nail or embroidery
scissors a little beyond the extremity of this pink

line, and the effect on the bird will be no worse
than trimming your own finger nails. Kxpose only

one claw at a time to avoid an accident to the toes

when nipping.
VARIOUS (Novice).- (1) It is useless to think of

starting colour-feeding now, as you can only affect

the colour of the bird's plumage when it is moult-

ing. The proper time to commence is just before a

bird begins to cast its feathers at the moulting

season, say, about the end of July or beginning of

August. The substance used is a kind of pimento,

known in the Fancy as “ tasteless pepper,” to which
is sometimes added a small proportion of Natal

pepper when a. very deep orange tone is required,

and for such highly fed birds as Lizards. You will

we this advertised very freely in our columns from
June onwards, or in ‘‘Cage Birds Annual.” It is

sold ready for adding to the egg food, which is the
vehicle for administering it. You should get the

brochure on “ Colour Feeding," which our manager
would send you. post free, for 3id., which will give

you the fullest details of the procedure. (2) Closed

rings can only be put on whilst the young are in

the nest, before the legs have grown too large for

the ring to pass over junction of the toes without
undue compression, and they cannot be removed
without injury either to bird or ring during lifetime.

Open rings, which can he taken off and replaced any
time, should be put on first as soon as the young
leave the nest that they may grow up accustomed
to them. (S) As you want to breed only clear birds

you certainly must not mate a pink-eyed bird with

one containing green blood. The best mate in such
circumstances would be a clear pink-eyed yellow if

your bird is a buff, or ditto buff is yours is a yellow.

(4) Sorry, I cannot recommend individuals. Watch
our advert, columns for a week or two, where you
will find plenty of birds on offer; or consult the
list of prominent breeders in the “ Annual.” (5)

Slimness is a virtue in the Yorkshire, so one is not
likely to get them too slim, other points being

equal.
CRACKING NOISE AND DANDELION (Cracker)

— (1) The cracking noise the bird makes with

beak is usually symptomatic of a catarrhal cold,

but it may also be due to digestive derangements.
As you say the bird is old and bronchial, the former

seems more likely in your case. Possibly it has

been affected by the violent fluctuations of weather
of late. See that it is not exposed to stray cold

draughts. Add to the drinking water every second

day for a week six drops of syrup of rhubarb and a

crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea,

and atter this give instead every second day for a

week 20 drops of whisky, five each of oxymel of

squills and ipecacuanha wine, and two of eucalyptus

oil well shaken together. In addition to the usual

diet give every second day during the same period

half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake with four

drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil emulsion

well mixed in it and sprinkled with maw seed. (2) I

do not advise you to risk using it as a feeder; not

that it would necessarily infect the young, but on

account of its unreliability to perform such duties

satisfactorily. (3) The dandelion juice obtained

from chemists may be used quite freely as a liver

stimulant when required either for Canaries or

British, but I would not advise it as a substitute

for a supply of dandelion heads. The latter are

more of a food and wholesome change of diet than

a mere medicine.
FAT AND LAZY (D. M. A.).-^I rather suspect

the birds waste the seed rather than eat it, and

may have some digestive trouble. Treat as follows

for a week or two, and if not then better, write

again and repeat particulars. Continue your present

staple, and in addition giv© every third day a

morsel of bread and milk the size of a hazel nut
sprinkled with soft sugar, and on the intervening

days give first a morsel of banana, and next a

pinch of a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger,

teazle, white millet, and broken groats. In the

drinking w'ater add every second day for a week
six drops of syrup of rhubarb and as much Epsom
salts as will cover a sixpence, and after this give

instead four drops each of tincture of gentian, tinc-

ture of calumba and aromatic sulphuric acid every

second day for another week. Stick a small cube
of hard common salt in the wires for them to peck

at when they like for a- week or two.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by II. NORMAN.
CANARY-CHAFFINCH HYBRID (Rare Cross).—

This is the Hybrid we are all looking for, and al-

though I would not discourage anyone who thinks

of trying for it, I may say you have set yourself

a big task. If you produce it you would certainly

get one of our medals, beside being able to dispose

of your Hybrid at a big figure. (2) I would advise

you to procure our Nutshell booklet oil the Chaffinch

and treat as directed, being extra liberal with ants’

eggs and live food at breeding time. Let the birds

fly together all the winter, and do not part them
at any time if they appear to take to each other.

(3) A lies Canary would be more likely to rear than
a Chaffinch. (4 The incubation period would be
fourteen days. (5) The lion Canary should be given

insectile mixture of a good brand, instead of the
usual egg food. This should be supplied some time
before it is wanted to get her used to eating it.

I can suggest, other food, so if later you see that
you are likely to succeed, you had better write
again.
PRODUCING CANARY.BULLIE HYBRIDS (A New

Friend).—The Canary-Bullfinch Hybrids are produced
•from the cock Canary and lien Bullfinch. Let them
fly together all the winter, and if the Bullie takes

to her partner do not on any account change him
for another. If she nests and lays, the eggs must
be placed under reliable lien Canaries to batch and
rear the young ones. Some Bullfinch hens lav quite

a number of eggs, so that several hen Canaries will

be needed to incubate. The majority of the eggs

ars unfertile, but it is never «afe to throw any
away. You may destroy the very one that is good.
All should !>o sat on until they can be tested.
MULE BREEDING (Major).-You will have no

difficulty in getting your field moulted Linnet to
pair with a Canary lien. As a rule, these are
very free breeders, and so are Greenfinches with
the Canary, hut I would not advise you to let them
fly in an aviary with other birds. You will do
better with them in cages, .lust a pair in each
cage. You do not say what the oilier birds are in
the aviary; hut. anyway, there is always the chance
of nesting pairs being interfered with, and this
generally happens at the most critical lime. You
can, of course, tr/ them in,lhe aviary, but do not
do it from choice; cage weeding; is the safer.
BREEDING BRITISH OR HYBRIDS (S Patter).

—It is just an open question if you would be suc-
cessful with the BritUli bird pairs or the Hybrids.
If you try tho former, choose the Goldfinches and
Greenfinches. If the latter, mate the cock Goldie
with the lien Linnet and the cock Greenie with the
hen Goldie. The two cages will do nicely; just,

putting a pair in each cage, and il you try for
Hybrids put them well away from each other, or
the proper pairs will be continually calling to their
natural mates and upset all your plans for mating.
The selected pairs should he allowed to fly together
during the winter monthe, and fed liberally upon
wild food as the spring advances. Our book on the
“Secrets of Hybrid Breeding.” post free 1/2, would
interest you. It goe3 into details much more fully

than I can in these answers.
BIRDS FOR PETS (Cecily).—I have carefully read

your letter and I think a young Jay would suit

you best. He could be kept in a cage about
2ft. Cin.. or 3ft. long. You could get a young one
in the spring and possibly hand-rear it yourself or
finish feeding it. They are particularly tame then
and can be kept so. if one takes a little trouble

BRITISH BIRD A HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult llmd ton's great work, “ Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7/G); Norman's “ british bird Manual ”

(2/3); or fart 1
“
Ifardbills” (l/l). Part 2

“
Softbills

“

(1/1): “ Aviaries, bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);
“Seeds, foods, and Wild Plants" (1/2); “Secrets of

Hybrid breeding" (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or bird
fever " (7d.) ; “Colour-feeding ” (3)d.); or the “Nut-
shell" booklets (2jd. each): No. I “Goldfinch,"
No. 2, “Linnet.” No. 3 “Skylark," No. 4, “ Song
Thrush and blackbird," No. 11 “ bullfinch," No. 13
“ Chaffinch ,” No. 15 “Greenfinch,” No. 22 “ Siskin

,

bedpolt, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

birds," No. 2G “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6
“ Ailing birds and How to Cure Them," No. 0 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, birdrooms, etc.," No. 12 “ How to

Moult british birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from “ Cage
birds," 154. Fleet Street, London, E.C.

with them. You would not find it a very clean pet

flying about the kitchen, but you might let him
out occasionally for a few minutes just to stretch

his wings. You would get far more amusement and
interest from the Jay than you would from Doves.

(2) Pigeons and Doves are all of one family. Our
Pigeons are really Doves—Ring Dove, Stock Dove,
Rock Dove.
BIRDS IN LARGE FLIGHT (Thos. J. James).—In

many large flights such as yours the birds are

allowed to be in the open or under cover, just as

they feel disposed, but I must say this is some-
what risky, and. the birds are not so safe as they
are when the roof is covered in to shield them from
inclement weather. Although as a rule a good soak-

ing does not harm a bird, if this occurs during the

day time and he continues to take exercise and keep

on the move, yet sometimes he is drenched at roost-

ing time, consequently a severe cold or pneumonia
is almost certain to follow. If you can arrange a
tarpaulin to be pulled over the archway in very

wet weather, I feel certain you would find it a

great assistance to keeping your birds in health.

You could fix it at the back and pull it forward

when required, or leave it on permanently during

the winter months.
THE BLAZE OF THE GOLDFINCH (Optimist).—

It is well known among all fanciers that almost

every variety and species of cage bird improve

somewhat at each succeeding moult until they are

at their best. To this the Goldfinch is no exception.

If the bird is properly fed and treated there is

generally some all-round improvement. The blaze

becomes slightly more expansive, the chestnut

richer, and the blacks more dense. If you have

selected your bird well he should therefore he

better next season, but if he is mean and small in

blaze it mav improve, but he will never have a

large one. It is like colour in all British birds

—

it must be there to commence with. (2) I cannot
understand your bird refusing thistle bead*. These
should be split open between the finger and thumb,
so that he can easily get at the seeds, which should

be in good condition and free from 'mustlness.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered bv WESLEY T. PAGE, F.Z.S.

AMAZON PARROT AILING (A. J. R.).—Put half

a tcaspoonful of chemical food in its drinking water,

and every fourth day, in lieu of the chemical food,

put one teaspoonful of Dinneford's Magnesia in the

water. It will ultimately take fruit, nuts, etc.,

and you must continue to offer them at intervals.

The sneezing will pass, but it would be well to

spray the nostrils daily with a tepid dilute solu-

tion of glyco-thymoline for a fortnight, and then
every other day for another fortnight. The bird

should be kept in a room where the temperature,
•Jay and night, is most equal, and the cage should
stand in the warmest corner; there is generally

one corner in eyer.y room where the air is more or lass

stagnant, the bird should not occupy this corner.

I think it would he well to try the bird with a
little boiled maize, say. every other day; it only

keeps fresh one day, so must be freshly prepared
for each occasion. It can have it daily il' ilh

happens to like -it, a tablespoonful, or perhaps half
that quantity will suffice ; let what the bird cats
regulate the quantity. Boil till soft, but not to
a wet, sticky mass (though soft, each grain of
maize should remain whole)-, drain off all water, and
then spot over it eight to ten drops of cod-liver oil

emulsion. Allow tliis. to soak in. and when cool'

supply to the bird, first .stirring it up witli a four-
pronged fork. I should also he on the safe side
and get a box of honey and borax, and give it a
little on the end of a small stick; it will bite at
the stick, and so get the mixture, but a clean
stick must be used each time. When it ha« got
accustomed to the maize, ft little of the honey
and Imrax could lie smeared over it before you stir
up the maize. The honey and borax will tend to
keep the mouth and throat clean ami free from,
slime, etc. The contents of a single box should
suffice. See rules re replieo by cost.

BUDGERIGARS IN OUTDOOR AVIARY (Esper-
ance).— I have noted the sketch of aviary, and
alien the shelter is well lighted it should meet its
purpose fully, and I should then feed only in the
shelter. It should he caay to arrange a small door,
in the centre of your wire entrance door,
through which you could easily put your arm,
and with a stick or bar of thick wire you could
easily knock excreta from the . twigs. Also, if you
hare a hinged flap, it need only lie I)in. deep and
l«in. long, in two pieoeo, each 9in. long; with a
-small scraper you could keep' the floor quite clean
without any risk of the birds escaping, and it
(fiioiild only lie netpssary for you to creep inside
three or four times during the year. By a similar
small door in the shelter just large enough to admit
your arm it should be possible also to attend to the
food vessels without going inside for thin purpose.
It should a loo be possible for you to arrange a
hinged flap at floor level by which the floor oil
shelter could bo kept clean as easily as the flight.
In the far past I had an aviary, certainty
long, but it wae only 18in,. wide, and I arranged
lunged flaps at intervals on ground level, and other
small doors for feeding, <*> that I only had to get
inside once a year for distempering and renewal
of the branches. If you let the man who made
the aviary, I have no doubt he will be able to do
what you require; if not, get him to make a sketch
of the aviary, giving the dimensions, both of shelter
and flight, and if it is eent to me, per the Editor,
with a stamped, addressed envelope, I will mark
up the position of the doors on tho sketch, art!
return it. Seed is costly, owing to the war, and
the prices you name are about night. Keep cuttle-
bone and grit in the aviary. Separation mav be
the best, though not really essential; if you have
only one aviary, you cannot separate, that is quite
obvious. Leave the nest receptacles just as they
are this year. To catch, drive them into the shelter,
and use a butterfly net through the small feeding
door.
FLINT GRIT (Mrs. Thomas).— I have sent you a

omall sample, together with full particulars: euch
should be used regularly for all Hardbills, but nob
a great deal is used. If you scatter a good pinch
over sand tray, each time the sand id renewed, or
if you have an aviary, keep a small panful continu-
ally in the aviary, in the covered part.
TO CO WITH BUDGERIGARS (G. H.).— Red-

crested Cardinals (t.is. to 2Co.), Java Sparrows (Grey
5s„ White 10s.), Madagascar Lovebirds (7s. Cd. to
10s.), Rufous-necked Weaver (IDs.). Red-billed
Weaver (Os. to 7s. fid.), Crimoon-crowned Weaver
(cock 10s.), Black-heade-J and Masked Weavers (cocks
10s.), Orange Weaver (ooek 7a. <XJ.), Napolooa
Weaver (cock 7s. 6d.). Except where otherwise
stated, the prices given are for pairs, and birdto

are dear now. as supplies are very.low. The variety
is somewhat limited, owing to your having Budge-
rigars, but you could keep a pair of Coekatiels,
value about 15s.. with them. I must qualify the
above by stating: providing the aviary is large
enough to accommodate. Nearly all foreign birds

FOREIGN BIRO QUERISTS
should consult Page's " foreign birds for beginners"
(1/1)); Arthur's "budgerigars and Coekatiels" (Cd.);

Arthur’s "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit" (7il.fi

“ Aviaries. Bird rooms, and Cages" (2/3); "Seeds,
foods and Wild Plants "

(1/2); Dr. Clarke’s “Septic
or Bird fever" (7d.) “C«4wir -/eeding "

(3)d.); or the
“Nutshell” booklets (2 )d. each): No. 0 “Ailing birds

and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ The Disinfection of

Cages, bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 “ Gould inn Finches,”

No. 10 “Avadavats," No. 17 “The Grey Parrot," No.
18

“ budgerigars,” No. 19 "The Pekin Itobiu," No. 2B

“Waxbills." All thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices quoted are post free from " Cage birds,"

154, fleet St reet. Loudon, b.C. '

are now commanding double the amount asked for

them in pre-war times, but the cheaper species,

small Finches, etc., are not safe with Budgerigans.

If the aviary is a roomy one you could keep several

species of rarrakeets and Lovebirds with them,
such as Kosella Rarrakeets. 60s. pair; Peach-fared

Lovebirds, 50s. to 60s. pair; lilack-cheeked Lovebirds,

50s. pair; All Green Parrakeets, 30s. pair. It is

all a matter of what you care to spend. If you
want to keep the "small ornamental Finches,” then
you must give up the Budgerigars. If you decide

on this eoursg, repeat query, and give size of aviary,

and county.
PULLING ITS FEATHERS (Skylark).—This annoy,

ing habit or vice ifi practically incurable once a
bird has become confirmed therein; remedial mea-
sures should be taken as soon as the habit is

noticed, but you give me no particulars. Spray ft

twice a week with a tepid quassia solution, but
choose genial days for the purpose, ami guard care-

fully from draught until it is dry again. Al-so put
one tcaspoonful of Dinneford’s Magnesia in the
drinking water every fourth day, and on the inter-

vening days just colour the water with chemical
food. I cannot say more at present, but if you
repeat query, with full particulars as to how it ham
been fed and generally treated, also the length of

period it has been addicted to the habit, l may.

be able to give* you a more helpful reply.

AMAZON IN MOULT (Pollie).— It appears to mo
that the bird must be in a room where the tempera-
ture is subject to fairly frequent changes. It ought
to do well with so much liberty, but the symptoms
you describe are usually produced either by draught
or a changeful temperature. The diet is about right,

but it would be better without the milk pudding

;

all the other items of diet you mention are v.hole-

eome. On anything the bird will cat that is s u it-

ablye, spread thinly cod-liver oil emulsion once or
twice a day. Give Dinneford's Magnesia sufficiently

often to keep the bowels moving quits' freely with-

out being abnormally loose, and on other daye use
a little chemical food in the drinking water. See
how it goes on under above treatment, and roporb
progress about a fortnight lienee.

GENERAL.
Answered br TUB LDITOU

J. Maradcn, and many others. -Thanks for press

cutting received. Yon will see that we have made
the matter the subject of a special paragraph.

POST 3WCORTEWES.
Mr. 0. Yates, M.R.C.V.8.. 1. College Road, Har-

row. Middlesex, will examine and report upon dead

cage birds for a fee of Is. fid. each bird; for reply

direct. 2s. fid.; analysis, 21s. Subjects for post

mortem examination must be sent packed in a box

accompanying letter being kept from contact with

the dcait bird. Send by letter-post; it is cheaper

ami quicker than parcel post. Any bodies sent to

the office of this paper will be thrown away, and it

a fee is enclosed the Iocs will be the sender's.

M. Dorsett. Enteritis or inflammation of tho

bowels; -probably of parasitic origin.

L. B. Yates.— Hepatitis, or inflammation of tha

liver.
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Public Gardens Collection

All Outdoors, Choice, and

Many Breeding.

£ s. d.

Pair White-shouldered Starlings 15 0

Pair Glossy Violet Cowbirds, deep Internal
notes, followed by clear ringing tones,

' tame, and feed from band 8 15 0

Pope Cardinal#, Exhibition pair o 15 0

Satfroh Finches, pair 0 10 6

1 Jerdon's Accentor 0 10 6

Pair White-cheek Lark Finches 10 0

Pair Breeding Yellow-rump i'inclies ... 15 0

St. Helena Seedeater 0 12 6

Pair exhibition lled-crest Cardinals ... 1 10 0

Ked billed. Yellow -billed, and Blsbop Wea-
vers, per pair 0 7 6

ShafMaH Wliydah, out of colour, pair ... 0, 8 0

Cutthroats, pair 0 6 6

Pair Kxhibition Blue Java Sparrows ... 0 12 6

Pair Kxhibition White Java Sparrows ... 15 0

Pair Cactus Parrakeet-s, Gold-breast, Unger
taine 1 10 0

All Green Blue-wing Comire Parrakeet#,
rare, Conurus tiriea, pair 1 15 0

Fair Gold-fronted tinger-tame Tui Parra-
Ueets ... 1 15 0

Pair Breeding Cockatiels 10 0

Pair Blood-speckled Conures (Conurus
Kuops) 2 10 0

Cock Blossonihead Parrakeet, gorgeous ... 15 0

Moustache Jew Parrakeet 10 0

Pair finger-tame Kedface Lovebirds ... 2 10 0

Pair Exhibition Lavender-head Lovebirds... 15 0

Pair Breeding Peachface Lovebirds ... 3 10 0

Finger-tame Hen Ringneck Parrakeet ... 1 o 0

Rednecked Lorikeet ... 3 10 0

Pairs Nesting Yellow Budgerigars 0 10 6

Young Ones 0 7 6

Pairs Nesting Green Budgerigars 0 8 6

Young Ones ... 0 6 6

Pair Gorgeous Breeding Pennants ... 5 0 0

Pair Breeding Yellow-mantled or Splendid
Parrakeets (P. Splendidus) 5 0 0

Violaceous Amazon, only one in England... 5 0 0

Double-front Amazon, exhibition bird ... 3 10 0

Cuban Amazon, exhibition bird 3 0 0

Muller's Parrot, exhibition bird! 2 10 0

Blue-headed Maximilian’s Parrot 5 0 0

•lardine’s Parrot (exhibition') 6 0 0

Talking Hill Mynah 2 10 0

White-backed Piping Crow 3 10 0

Grey Parrot, wonderful talker 10 0 o

„ „ 2 years in England, talker 6 0 0

„ ,, tame, eoying few words... 4 0 0

Gorgeous talking tame Salmon-crest Cocka-
too. exhibition bird 7 10 0

Tame Sulpliur-crest Cockatoo 1 15 0

Leadbeater Cockatoo 2 0 0

Saffron-crest Cockatoo, tame and very rare 3 10 0

Bare-cyed Cockatoo 1 10 0

Western Nosicus Cockatoo 2 10 0

Talking Red and Blue Macaw „ 3 10 0

Talking Blue and Yellow Macaw 3 10 0

Pair Bleeding Crested Californian Quail ..

(White-backed) 15 0

Pair Turtle Doves 0 12 6

Diamond Doves, pair 1 10 0

Half-collared Senegal Doves, pair 1 0 o

Vinaceous Doves, pair ... 1 o 0

White Dover, pair 0 6 0

Ring Doves, pair 0 _5 0

Mood Pigeons, one only 0 12 6

1 Ccek, 2 Hens. Birchin Bantams, Smith
strain, exhibition, modern 12 6

1 Cock, -2 Hens, lovely type Silky Fowl,
laying 10 0

Pair Reel Saddle Fautails 10 0

Pair Parlour Tumblers 15 0

Yellow, Silver and Blue Tumblers. Nuns,
Archangels, exhibition birds, per pair 0 7 6

White-crested Tiger Bittern ... 3 10 0

Purple Galinuie 2 10 0

Little Owl, finger-tame ... 0 15 o

2 Japanese Feahens, each 3 10 0

Peafowl, pair 2 10 0

1 Cock. 2 Hens imported American Mam-
moth Bronze Turkeys, invaluable for
new blood, the lot 8 10 0

Pair Breeding Silver Pheasants 1 10 0
Pair Breeding Golden Pheasants ... 1 10 0

Hen Golden Pheasant 10 0
Canadian Geese, pair 2 10 0

Nile Geese, pair 1 15 0

Ohinese Geese, pair 10 0
Oereopsis Geese, pair ...

• 10 0 0
Swans, pair 1 10 0

Marmoset 1 10 0

Pet Monkey ' 2 10 0
Pair Hybrid Sarus and Japanese White-necked

Cranes.
A wonderful pair of Northern Nigerian Rose-cheeked
Crown Cranes, loose in park 12 months, follow and

take food from the hand, £30.
With them, equally tame, full-coloured, extra large

Sarus Crane, £12 10 s.
; all full coloured.

All the birds offered fit for keen competition,
outdoors, and well known to the visiting public.

CRO SS,
Zoological Gardens,

Otterspool,

LIVERPOO L
GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS

Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair, Yellows 7/6 pair; cash or
easy payment.

(394 )

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OF ALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talking
warranty; for cash or easy payments; holder thou-
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge st.. West Bromwich-

(394 )

DEALERS
requiring good, sound, healthy Amazons should send
for our prices; lurgpst stock

;
lowest prices: G.

Chapman, High-st., Birmingham.

DE VON & CO.
114, Bethnal Grccn-rd., London. 'Phone—0480 Wall.

Telegraphic address Oiseaus, London. Amazon Par-

rots, ;«/. ;
talking Macaw, £'6; Yellow naped Lorry,

25/ ; large Cockatoo, 20/-; Pintail Whydah, long tail,

10/ ; Sulphury Singing Finch, 10/-; cock Quail Finch,

15/- ; Hosella, 20/- ; hen Fireflnch, 6/- ; Crested Mynah,
12/- each; Budgerigars, 6/- pair; yellows, 7/0; Para-

dise Whydabs, full colour, 12/-; Ribbon Finches, 6/-;

Bishops, 6/ ;
African Green Singing Finch, 10/-

;
price

lists; !)e Yon and Co., 114, llethnal Green rd.,London.

BUDGERIGARS
Budgerigars, finest selected Gold Medal strain: Green
Budgerigars, on 7 days' approval, at our risk, €/-

pair; hens, 3/3. These Budgerigars are the finest

imported into England
;

all birds are in show plum-
age, full wings and tail, therefore do not fail to
secure a pair at this price. We can also offer finest

yellows at 7/6 pair; odd hens, 3/9 pair. These birds

are all living in a very cohl room, and suitable for

turning out of doors immediately. Birds are des-

patched same day as order arrives: G. B. Chapman,
Parrot Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams, “ Parra-

keet.” ’Phone, “ Central 689.”

TALKING PARROTS
ail descriptions, cheapest and best in kingdom, on
month's trial system at my risk, which I originated,

and means if it should die during trial I replace it

free of charge. Talking warranty given that if

Parrots do not talk to your satisfaction within 12

months I exchange them. No other dealer will do
this, although some advertise similar terms and
don't carry them ont; so be careful. Write at
once, for my price list and free large book. “Parrot
Prattle.” Contains hundreds of testimonials (more
than any other dealer), full names and addresses,
proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent
post free. Telegraphic address; “Aviaries, More-
cainbe." Telephone No. 40 Morecambe. (340)

Parrot Aviaries, Morecambe

TALKING PARROTS
The finest selection of genuine trained talking Grey
and Green Parrots in Great Britain. Over 506

genuine Amazons in stock. Also several very^fine

African Grey Parrots, in perfect condition, on dry

seed and water. We can offer fine healthy, free

chattering, blue-fronted Amazons, finger tame, say-

ing 5 or 6 words, the right age to develop and
make excellent talkers. These birds are in mag-
nificent plumage, fed on dry seed and water, price

30/- each. A grand selection of King Amazons, extra
brilliant colouring, saying a great number of words,
laugh, whistle, and mimic, price 45/- each. These
Amazons are collected by our own representative
in Brazil, brought over in clean, healthy condition.
We can also offer very fine Indian Rock Parrots,

Red-fronted Amazons, Yellow-fronted Levallant Ama-
zons, tame talking Macaws, and Cockatoos. We are

by far tire largest importers in Great Britain, and
our prices are the lowest. We guarantee safe ar-

rival of all live stock to any part of Great Britain.

All orders despatched the same day as order ar-

rives; no tedious waiting: G. B. Chapman, Parrot
Aviaries, Birmingham. Telegrams, ’” Parrakeet.”
’Phone, ” Central 689.”

VARIOUS BIRDS.
COCK Bullfinches for sale, house moulted, 3/- each;
two young Canaries, full song, 8/- each; White,
Miekley, Ilipon. (154)

NORWICH hen, 3/6, cock Goldfinch 5/-, cock Linnet
3/-, 3 double breeders 7/6 ;

offers, exchange : Hay, 31,

Seaside-rd., Eastbourne. (159)

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch for Roller cock Canary
in full song; on approval J. Needham, 71, King-
st.. Clown, Chesterfield. (136)

EXHIBITION Jonque cock Goldfinch Mule. Finch
song, for pair Rollers; approval, stamp particulars:
Perkins, New Brinsley, Notts. (160)

A BARGAIN : Songster Canaries, 5 cocks, 3 hens,
cold bred. Greenfinch Mule, cock, 40/- lot ; particu-
lars: 36, Lodge-rd., Hockley, Birmingham. (153)

EXCHANGE two good hen Canaries for house-
moulted cock Linnet or Goldfinch ; approval ;

yours
first: Ley, 17, Waungoch, Nantymoel, Glam. (160)

YELLOW cinnamon marked Yorkshire cock, 10/6;

grand trained Roller cock (Randall’s), 15/-; pair

Rollers, 7/6: Seeney, 24, Padiham-rd., Burnley (161)

BLACK Bullfinch, 4/-; Greenfinch, Brambiefinch,
Chaffinch, Y'ellowhaimrier, cocks, Goldfinch Mule hen,
all H.M., lot 6/-, or offers ; Robertson, 114, Comely^
pi., Falkirk. (159)

PAIR Norwich, pair Bullfinches, Lancashire Plain-

head cock, recently cost 20/-, good bicycle, three
cages, take 30/- cash

;
exchange fowls, or anything

useful; Norton, Winslow, Bucks. (ICO)

SMALL dog ferret, 5/-, extra good ratter; one h.m.
Goldie, muler, 7/-; two f.m. Goldies, 4/- each

;
two

lien Canaries, 3/- each; one Yorkshire cock, 7/6;

G. Colburn, 1, Kaynor-st., Roundhay-rd., Leeds. (161)
FIVE good Yorkshire stock cocks, 8/6, 10/6; four
good Border hens, 4/6 each ; 3 common hens, 5/6

;

English Goldfinch', witli good Norwich hen, winners,
bred Mules, 18/6: White, 3, Katherine-rd., Twicken-
ham. (153)
HENS: 2 Norwich, 2 6; Yorkshire, 3/-; Roller, 2/6.
H.M. cocks: Goldie, 3/6; Linnet. 2/-; Redpoil, 1/0;
Chaffinch (fit show), l/fi; Greenie, ]/.; hand-reared
hen Goldie, 1915, 4,6; Thompson, 63, Wellington-st.,
Luton. (163)
GOLDFINCHES, pair twice house moulted birds,

pair piping Bullfinches; exchange for good pair dear
Norwich Plaiuheads, or sell 10/6; stamp for particu-
lars; rare good cock Robin, hen Canary, 3/6: W.
Evans, Coop House, Llanidloes. (ICO)

[wanted”!

HEN Canaries : Jopson, Newton Heath, Manches-
ter. (161)

WANTED, good cycle tyre, exchange 111b. lead,
lllb. brass: Cook, Pembridge. (159)
WANTED, Goldfinches, Bullfinches, from catcher:
W. Johnson, 55, George-st., Leeds. (161)
WANTED, anything alive: Cooper, Naturalist and

Importer, Princess-si., Manchester. (161)
WANTED, all breccia of Canaries and mules: F.

Cheshire, 34. Grawford-at.. JJirzuUhrd. (160)

WANTED, pair 1915 singing Rollers, cheap; deposit:
Rand 5, Fleet sq

, Birttey, Co. Durham. (159)
WANTED, rumli or kitlock seed; state quantity
and price to John Day, 77, Porter st., Hull. (157)
WANTED, buff cock, exchange variegated yellow

bin, buff hen, Norwich: Cook, Pembridge. (159)
WANTED, birds of any description, any quantity;

state price: Day, The Aviaries, Portcr-st., Hull. (157)
WANTED a large quantify of all kinds of British

and Canaries, for cash: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr.
SISKINS, Bullfinches, Goldfinches, Mules, Hybrids,
also wild rabbits weekly : Broxup, Stock-st., Burn-
ley. (161)
HOUSE-MOULTED cock Goldie, 2 hen Bullies, cheap :

also aviary ; Farmer, Shirley Holms, Gerrard's Cross.

055)
WANTED for cash two live squirrels: W. Fern,
Pegswood Colliery, 39, Bentinck-terrace, Northum-
berland'. (161)
WANTED Canaries and British birds for cash;

state lowest prices to: Wright, 14, Rosevale-st.,
I’artick. * (162)
WANTED hen Goldfinch Mules, give 1/- each; lien

Canaries, 1/3: J. Flower, 76, 8clater-st., Bethnal
Green-rd. (153)
WANTED for cash, 1915 colour fed Canaries;

state quantity and price: U. Jinks, 2, Bramall-
lanc, Sheffield. (56)
OFFERS in Canaries, exchange pair of real Ayr-
shire blankets, grand quality, value 25/-: Dawson,
689. Duk*-st., Glasgow. _ (144)
WANTED, for prompt cash, Rose Cockatoo or Par-

rot, any kind; send particulars; Mrs. Jones, 7,

George-st., Aberystwyth. (169)
WANTED Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large
birds, also British and Foreign birds : Mrs. Martin,
9). Coweadden-*t., Glasgow. (138)
WANTED, Canaries, British birds. Dogs, Parrots,
Monkeys, Mice, Puppies; purchase or exchange:
Barlow’s Aviaries Greenwich. (162)
WANTED, two March, 1915, pullets, will give 1915

clear buff Norwich hen, or sell 12/-: 197, Basford-
rd., May Bank, Stoke-on-Trent. (153)
WANTED, big yellow var. Norwich hen, exchange

big yellow Sib. or cinnamon hen; approval: William-
son, Devonshire, Fairfield, Buxton. (161)
WANTED, offers in song, cock Canaries and cock
Mules; exchange tweed suit length, 25/-; approval:
Heron. Burnside, Castle Douglas. (159)
WANTED, for prompt cash, any quantity Bull-

finches, Siskins, small Softbllls, and other birds;
Aviaries, 614, Fulham-rd., London. (155)
WANTED, all varieties of Canaries and British

birds; must be cheap; cash sent with order: Me-
Keand. Seahright, Castle Douglas. (160)WANTED, talking Parrot and cage, or gramophone,
exchange Black Pom. bitch, or sell 30/-; yours first:

Robinson, 35, Bridge End-rd., Grantham. (152)
WANTED for cash. Canaries, Mules, and Gold-

finches, either sex; state lowest price: Merrington,
Bird Dealer, 40, Besson-st., New Crose Gate. (123)
WANTED, any number Norwich, Yorkshires,
Borders and Crests

; state your price ; approval

;

deposit : W. Powiek, Eastfield Cottage, Dewsbury.
WANTED. Canaries, Mules, both sexes, Siskins,

Redpolls, Hawfinches; top price given; birds bought
or exchanged ; Bedford, 131, Gooch-st., Birmingham.

(157)
WANTED. Norwich and Yorkshires, either sex, also

Goldies, Buliies, and Siskins
; state price and breed

to Thos. M. Crystal, 16, Langlands-rd., Govan, Scot-
land. (154)
WANTED any quantity of healthy Canaries and
Mules and British birds for cash

;
send lowest prices

to— A. Leitch, East End Bird Mart, 020, Gallowgate,
Glasgow. (128)
WANTED, extra large heavily variegated or green

yellow Norwich hen, must be large and chubby, or
no use, and on approval: McWatt, Bonnybridge.
Stirlingshire. (loo)
WANTED Canaries, Linnets, Larks, Goldfinches,

Bullfinches. Siskins, Chaffinches, Redpolls, Rabbits,
Pigeons; state price cash; Brain, 288, Lichfield- rd..
Aston, Birmingham. (154)
WANTED. Canaries, cocks and hens, Yorkshires,
Norwich, Borders; also Bullfinches, Goldfinches, etc.,
for re-sale; state price to C. A. Paine, 54, Char-
lotte-st.. Portsmouth. ( 163)
WANTED, cock Siskin and large clear 1915 hen

Canaries, from outdoor aviary, wilt exchange hand-
some Newl'oundland-Borzoi dog; Mrs. Brigstocke,
Ferryside, Carmarthenshire. (159)
WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire hen Canaries, give
18/- dozen hen Goldfinches, Mules. 1/- each ; buy
any kind of birds, cocki or hens: Perkins, 207,
East-st., Walworth. London. S.E. (142)
WANTED for Export: Surplus stocks of Yorkshires
and Norwich, in large or small quantities, colour
fed or natural

;
7/- to 8/- a pair given for good large

birds: J. Taylor, 36, Aireville-rd., I’rizinghall, Brail-
ford. (154)
WANTED from catcher, three very large hen

Buliies, large bright yellow cock greenie, also very
big mealy buff cock greenie, hand-reared lien Chaf-
finch, cn approval for cash, or exchange Canaries:
Morgan, 33, City-rd., Cardiff. (162)
WILL give 5/- pair large Norwich or Yorkshires,

5/6 pair fed, 4/6 pair small or common Canaries;
buy any quantity cocks in fill Isong, also hens;
prompt cash. Wanted, African Grey red tail Talking
Parrot, cheap; stamp, please. Wanted, cage makers
only, illustrated trade lists, cages and requisites:
B. Soanes, 92, Bevan-st., Lowestoft. (163)

£1,009

Worth of Canaries, all varieties, wanted ; songsters.
Norwich, Yorkshires, Rollers, also British: Edgar
Broadbent, 355, London-rd., Sheffield. (145)

WAITED
ALL kinds of British birds

;
state price per dozen

:

D. Wyllie, Naturalist, 82, Craigiehall st., Govan,
Glasgow. (161)

WANTED
Large, clean, healthy, colour-fed Norwich Plain-

heads, also cock Mules on full song; any quantity
bought for prompt cash; Cooper, 29, Junction-rd.,

Norwich. (1C1)

WANTED, HEN CANAREES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young. 18/- a dozen;
common or small. 15/- a dozen; Goldfinch Mtilee,

hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Euthcr.
ford. Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

WANTED, ANY QUANTITY
Norwich or Ycrkifiiire Canaries, Goldfinch Mules,

cocks or hens, will give from 7. - to 15 - pair; 4/6 to
7 '6 each for ccek Goldfinch Mules, 1 - each hens;

aho Goldfinches, Linnets, Bullfinchc# or Sick ins

;

spot caoh on receipt of birds or deposit with

"Cage Birds”: Powers and Russell, 10, Granby-

placc, and 67, Sclator-st., London. E, (161)

81- per pair offered.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
Will give 8/- per pair for large colour-fed Norwich
7/- per pair for Yorkshire*, &/ per pair for Border
Fancies. I also require all other varieties of
Canaries and Mules. Send full particulars and
Stamp for reply. Will deposit cash.

H. GLEDHILL,
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY, BRADFORD.

HIGHEST PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus Mock
of Canaries should communicate immediately with
us and state the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We are wanting large quantities of
male#, also pairs, including the following breed*-
Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; also
Goldfinch Mules. We are preparej to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along:

G. B. CHAPMAN, HIGH ST., BIRMINGHAM
Telegrams: "Parrakeet.” ’Phone: Central 689.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
Good large Colour-fed Norwich and Yorkshires, will
give 7/6 to

8/6 pair for good
birds, also Crests, from 10/- pair. Cinnamon and
Lizard3 full value. Cock Goldfinch Mules, 5/6 to 6/6
each. Cock Linnet Mulee, 5/- to 6/- each. 5/6 pair
good Borders. Also every variety of British Hard-
bills for prompt cash or deposit.

J. HOWARD & SONS,
Bird Judges and High-class Live Stock Dealers,
1, SCLATER STREET,, and 28, BETHNAL CREEN
ROAD, LONDON; also 77, PITT ST., NORWICH.
Largest and Best Buyers in the country. Established
53 years. Bankers: London County and Westminster,
Shoreditch Branch, London, and

BARCLAY & CO., Norwich;
Enquiries cordially invited. Highest testimonials

in the country for Honest Dealing.

Mainly British.

OFFERS or exchange, Grey-backed Shrike: Abbott,

47, Grove-rd., Northampton. (154)

JOHN DAY will exchange first class British for

Canaries, Mules, etc.; The Aviaries, Porter-et.. Hull.

EXCHANGE British birds for purse nets, ferrets,

Mules, Canaries; Watson’s Aviaries, Littleport,

Cambs. (153)

EXCHANGE cock Linnet Mule, full loud song, for

British Hardhills; approval anywhere; Ball, 43.

Milton-rd., Wealdstone. 057)
SIX grand cock Linnets^-well pencilled, caged Aug.,

1/6 each, or exchange 1915 Norwich cock: T. Wake.
Metlam, Sohain, Cambs. 053)
LARGE exhibition Welsh Greenie ;

exchange for a

good clear yellow Norwich cock, value 15/-: Maid-

ment, Plas Amherst, Harlech. (162)

SALE or exchange, 5 good \rorks. cock Canaries,

3 buff, 3 yellow, on full song; on approval; J. Bar-

ber, Peakdale, via Stockport. 055)

COCK Goldfinch, cock Linnet, two pair Greenfinches,

6/-; exchange four-compartment cage; offers: Come,

Newtown, Raunds, Wellingborough. 054)

EXCHANGE splendid cock Goldfinch for young hen

Canary, or anything useful; yours first: E. Hutch-

ings, Kessingland, Beach, Lowestoft. 054)

WOODLARK, good specimen, singing well, and

specially made cage, 12,6; exchange Blackcap, good

Roller, songster: 31. Wilcox-rd., S.W. (163)

I HAVE several good cock Finches, some last jears

Millers, also Bullfinches; exchange surplus Nor-

wich: Saunders, Paperhanger, Tiverton. (1j8)

EXCHANGE cock Goldfinch, cock Redpoil and hen

Canary for Goldfinch Mule or Linnet Mule:

Nathaniel Hayes, Ferns, Co. Wexford, Ireland.

LARGE Greenfinch Mule, full song, 7/6; pair varie-

gated Borders, 8/6; grand cock Chaffinch, 1/6; ex-

change considered: Collins, Morchard Bishop, Devon

EXHIBITORS, dark yellow Siskin Mule cock, sell

25/-; or exchange Norwich or Borders; approval

;

Rowlands, 112, Dumfries-st., Srcorchy, Rhondda.

SALE or exchange, two pairs Yorkshires, 25/-; pair

Borders, 10/-; Coppy and Plainhead liens, a/- each;

wanted portable house; 15, Frome-terrace, Dor-

Chester.
VARIOUS British in aviary; large yellow Nor-

wich ;
Green Yorkshire hens; exchange other birds;

enquiries answered, Rhodes, 273, Stretford-rd..

Manchester. T
*

* u
FOUR pairs of beautiful Bullfinches for Norwich

hen Canary, guaranteed Mule breeder (yeHoV pre-

ferred), or sell Bullies at 2/6 pair: Conron, Orange

Douglas, Cork.
,

. \IA«
EXCHANGE 1915 hand-reared Song Thrush, sings

indoors, for three large clear 1915 Norwich hens;

yours first; sell 10/-: Snelling, W estbourne-st., S-it-

tingbournc, Kent. .... , .

SALE or exchange, aviary and birds, cocks, Oreem

finch, Brambiefinch, Linnet. Redpoil, 15/-, for 3

Leghorn pullets, also 1914 Norwich lien Canary, >176 :

47, R.ye-rd., Peckham Rye.

SIX healthy hen Goldfinches. X pretty pair of

splashed Jacobins, 1 pair of -blue Bald heads; ex-

change the lot for a large Crestbred- hen: H. Yen-

dell, Cock Pit-hill, Cullonipton.

EXCHANGE, H.M. cock Chaffinch and ben Green-

finch. good birds, mated last year; wanted, a large

1915 Norwich hen; approval both ways: \V . Clark,

58, Foundry-rd., Malmesbury, Wilts. 1

1

•>*

>

EXCHANGE, grand Field-moulted exhibition cock

Goldfinch, for a good Field-moulted cock Linnet,

large well pencilled, and not open on breast:

Rabv 5 Park-pi. Highgate Park, Birmingham. (l->4)

OGL'D FINCH -Mule cock, exchange 2 yellow Nor-

wich hens; winner ;
10-in. new records; exchange

jarge printing type or heavy 12 point or fancy

borders: Jeffrey, 209, York-rd., Battersea. London.

TWO "ood house-moulted Goldfinches, splendid con-

dition, proved Mulcrs, 10/6, 8/6; two decent pairs

Norwich, 14/-; exchange good buff Norwich stock

cock; mutual approval: Jones, 7, Acacia rd., Bourn-

ville. Birmingham. ,
5

,

WINNING house-moulted cocks, Brambiefinch.

Greenfinch, Goldfinch, breeders; hens. Bullfinch and

Greenfinch, breeders, feed young, £1 lot; exchange

anything household; wanted, hen Hawfinch: Gooder-
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EXHIBITION specimens to moult; Welsh Goldfinch

10/6, unother 0/-; Lesser Redpoll, 2/C; whopping

Chaffinch and Greenfinch, 10/c each; very good

Unnet, 0/6 ;
all field-moulted cocks fit to win n

class company; wanted largo Norwich and York-

-hired, stock hirdaj Morgan, _83,_ City-rd,, ^Carilnf .

|
Mainly Canaries.

|

EKCHANGK 20 Morao drills, in leather roll, for

two Norwich hens: Prior, 2, Victoria ter., Yapton,

Arundel. Ow)
PAIR Yorkshires, also pair Norwich, 10/0 pair, or

exchange; wanted, good Crested hen; Walton, 37,

Vylcsfcono f't , Leicester. (1^)

MATCHED pair high class Borders, cock a winner,

10/0; excliange Blackcap, good Roller .songster

;

offers: 31, Wilcox rd., S.W.
w

{*"*>

EXCHANGE large yellow Norwich cock. 101;» bird,

will make good stock bird, for pair good Boilers:

121, Cannock -rd., Chadsmore. (M9)

CHAMPION crests, Jtl to XT0 pairs, approval,

exchange Norwich, Yorkshires, or Mules: T. Billing*

ton, 82, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (116)

EXCHANGE two hull Yorkshire hens for one yel-

low green marked or huff lien; yours first: Ilussell,

4, Malvern hldgs., Fairfield, Bath. (lal)

WII,I, exchange three largo Norwich hens for two

cock Goldfinch or Linnet Mules; niutuul approval:

O. Brown, 44, Waterloo rd., Norwich. (157)

WHAT offers in Borders (or two Yorkshire show

cages and case and twenty racing Pigeons: Mr.

Williams, 86 ,
Ithys-st., Trealaw, 8 . W. (W

SIX Canaries as bred 1915, sell £1; exchange

fowls, game cock, or anything useful : Joe Hill, 1»

Giaboruc-row, Bugsworth, Debrysbire. (155)

TWO green Yorkshire hens, one double breeding

cage; exchange anything, gent.’s overcoat preferred:

Lover, 04, Garforth-st., Cliadderton, Oldham. (154)

ROLLERS, Canaries, for sale, 6/-, 8/-; hens, 2/0 ex-

change boots, anything useful ;
yours first ;

offers:

Win Gript-on; The Lot, Cheslyn Hay, Walsall. (154)

SELL clear Crestbred hen, 20/-, or exchange and 20/-

cash for green Crestbred lien, for change of blood
;

must ho good; approval: Calam, Baxtcrgate, Whitby.

EXCHANGE good singing cock Canary and five

hens, healthy, for poultry, clothing, anything, or sell

18/-: Howartb, Bar-terrace, Whitworth, nr. Roch-

dale. 0®2 >

EXCHANGE three good typical Yorkshire hens lor

large typical 1015 green Yorkshire cock ;
approval

yours first: Esmond, 16, Waungoch, Nantymoel,

Glam. P®®'
NOTICE. Grand lot. Canaries, several winners,

prices reasonable; or exchange for good Bantams
ar well-bred dogs: McKeand, Hamilton-pl., Castle

Douglas. (160)

EXCHANGE grand pair Yorkshires, yellow cock,

buff hen, unflighted, for large yellow Norwich cock,

unflighted 1

,
cash 15/-; approval: Crawshaw, Epworth,

Doncaster. (151)

SELL good Yorkshire buff cock, unflighted, .€2, and
young yellow lien, 15/-; exchange both for Norwich
yellow cock, unflighted; approval: 70, Alexandra-rd.,

Hirst Ashington. (luO)

AVIARY, six hen Canaries, two breeding cages,

single and double, also 3 Dutch black and white

does. £2 7s. ; cash or exchange poultry : Sangston.

89, Northdown-st., London, N. (150)

SELL fiair Canaries, 7/-, or exchange for Goldfinch

Mule, in song, or good British, and 501b. of good

wild seed, suit aviary, 4/-, or offer; yours first: H

.

Lock, Uayne Lodge, Braintree, Essex. (154)

FIFTY high-class Norwich and Yorkshires, winners

and stock birds, single or pairs, sell cheap, or ex-

change new clothing, drapery, boots, cycle covers

and tubes; offers: Soper, 22, Vernon-rd., Sutton,

Surrey. J 15P
CHANGE of blood: First-class 1915 ticked buff York-

shire cock, winner 2 firsts; exchange for well-filled

clear buff, type and quality offered, same wanted;

approval; letters only: W. Benham, 60, Highbank-

st„ Gorton. (153)

FOUR long Yorkshires, 3/-; four Border Fancies,

2/6 each; hens: exchange Norwich liens; champion
pedigree Toy Pom., four months, very small, 35/-;

offers. Canaries, poultry: Carnew, 40, Thornleigh-rd.,

norfield, Bristol. (160)

ONE Crested cock, 2nd prize winner, 15/- ; exchange

yellow Norwich hen to value ;
one Crested hen, 12/-;

one Greenfinch Mule, cock, singing, 5/- ; all 1915 birds;

mutual approval: Coultliard, 2, Hubert-ter., Ben-

sham. Gateshead. (159)

TWO buff Yorkshire cocks (Knight’s), winners, 15/-

each ;
yellow Yorkshire cock, a gem,. 20/-; all full

song ;
two buff muling liens, for Light Mule breeding,

Norwich type, 6/6 each, worth 20/-; exchange: Robin,

son, Rockleigh. Windermere. (160)

THREE Roller cocks, full song. Tomlinson’s, Mor-
rison’s, Randall’s strains, 10/- each: two pairs colour-

fed Yorkshires, Dyke's strain, 12/6 pair; three York-
shire hens, 3/- each; offers invited: Wm. Todd, 4,

Oddfellow-st., Egrernont, Cumberland. (160)

SELL, exchange, Yorkshires, buff cock, 1915. 15/6;

yellow tick cock, 1915, 17/C ; good stock birds ; Lache-
nal concertina, 15/6 ;

exchange oil heater for bird-

room; 11 stuffed birds : offers wanted; H. Lodge,
11. Sunnyside-cottages, Skelmanthorpe. (159)

|
Mainly Foreign.

PAIR aviary-bred adult Cockatiels, 17/6 ; or ex-

change Norwich, or offers considered; Hold-stock,
‘‘ Ivydene," Ivy-rd., Luton, Beds. (155)

EXCHANGE pair beautiful green Budgerigars and
nearly new large-size Parrot cage ; what offers in

Canaries: Sanders, Newsagent, Erecon-rd., Merthyr,
S. Wales. " (161)

AUSTRALIAN Parrot. 14/-, splendid condition

;

Roller, singing, 8/6 ; twice H.M. Greenfinch, Chaf-
finch, cocks, 5/- pair; exchange any for small
foreigners: 102, Keighley-rd., Skipton. (ICO)

LARGE Lemon-crested Cockatoo, perfect plumage,
child can play with it, 25/- : new Edison Gem phono-
graph, plays Amberol records, 15/- ; exchange cutlery,
anything: Minikin, 11, Rhodes-pl., Bradford rd.,

Keighley. (166)
SELL or exchange for foreign birds: 1 Goldfinch, 1

Linnet, 1 Greenfinch, 1 Siskin (cocks), 1 Bullfinch
(hen), 7/6 the lot; 1 Spice Bird (cock'i, 1/6: 2 cock
Californian Quail, adult, 7/C each ; 3 lien Canaries,
5/-; 1 pair Zebra Finches,, 7/6: 1 pair White Java
Sparrows, 8/6 : will accept good offers; all above from
outdoor aviary: M. Jlurton, 1, Osborne-vi.vrs, Rev-
castle-on-Tyne. (160)

SMALL lockstitch sewing machine, 6/6 , or useful

exchange; oilers: Mrs. Hutson, 4, Town-end, Writtle,

Essex. (154)

AIREDALE dog, rough coat; exchange lor one pair

Norwich or Yorkshires: Mullen, Coed Ely, Llan-

trisant. ( 162 >

GUITAR, in splendid condition, complete, with case,

offers wanted, cash or exchange: Gibb, 32, Limcs-rd.,

Croydon. (159)

WILL give 20 vols. good hound books, novels and

others, for pair Budgerigars or Canaries: S. Wright,

Shaftesbury. (163)

WHAT offers in Cunarioa for Welsh Terrier dog

pup, four months old: Gwythcr, 7, Cromwcll st., Mer-

thyr, 8 . Wales. 069)

EXCHANGE gents new wrist watch for Goldfinch

or ltollqr cock, sell 9/-; yours first: 121, Oannock-

rd., Chadsmorc. (159)

EXCHANGE joiner’s tools for 3 Roller cocks (no

choppers), or sell 42/-: Dabbs, 57, Norway-st., Corse

Hill, Stretford.
^

(151)

TYPEWRITER, in fine working order, accept Cana-

ries to value 10/-, and £2 cash: Gardiner, 10, Withi.

poll-st
,
Ipswich. (153)

GRAND White Leghorn cockcrclls, Sutton and Long-

bottom strain, 7/6 cash : Beaumont Bros., Hcpwortb,

near Huddersfield. ( 1G2)
EXCHANGE, Yorkshires or Norwich, or British, for

first class stand rockiug horse: J. Lane, 15, Aber-

deen-ter., Bradford. (157)

EXCHANGE Brooks 13/6 saddle, also good gas

lamp for Canaries; anything: W. Porter, 11,

Stanlcy-st., Bristol1

.
05')

EXCHANGE solid oak chest of night drawers, suit-

able for seed cabinet, or sell £1: Jopson, Newton
Heath, Manchester. Ofil)

EXCHANGE gent. ’a cycle, in very good condition,

value 30/-, for 3 Roller cocks: W. Munns, 22, Futz-

roy-st., Northampton. (162)

ENGLISH concertina, and case, lovely tone, sell 35/-,

or exchange anything useful: 18, Church-st., Old

Basford, Nottingham. (161)

REASONABLE price given for 1915 Rollers; see

last week’s miscellaneous column for exchange: 13,

Woodville-rd., Cardiff. (151)

PAIR clapnets and outfit, 17/6; gate net, 5/-; use-

ful exchange, cages or Canaries: Middleton, 96.

Northgate, Canterbury.
SALE or exchange, {-plate camera, 17/6; accept pair

clear Yorkshire Canaries: T. Askew, 81, Marshall-

nven., Bridlington, Yorks. (158)

VERY pretty little tame green and black monkey

cheap; exchange for Parrot or anything: Merrett,

157, Barton-st., Gloucester. (162)

YORKSHIRE male dog, three months old, 30/- ;
or

exchange crested henUanaries: T. Seabridge, 68
.^
St.

Andrews-st., Northampton. (162)

AUSTRALIAN Parrot, £1; also Collie bitch, good

house dog, 15/-; exchange British birds: Wilson, 29,

Townhead, Irvine, Ayrshire. (159)

PAIR gent.’s new box calf boots, size 10 s; ex-

change birds. Canaries preferred: Fenton, Barton-

st., Clown, nr. Chesterfield. (161)

EXCHANGE 4 Yorkshire show cages and case

for hen Canaries or cocks: Curley, 7, Woodehester-

st., Harrow-rd., Paddington. (153)

TWO pairs of tippler pigeons, 3/- pair, or exchange

H.-M. cock Bullnch ;
another pair 3/-: S. Stephen-

son, Brigham, Cockermouth. (161)

SALE or exchange, rod-fawn Great Dane bitch,

15 months old, good pedigree, 40/-: White, 20,

Douglas-st., Newtown, Wigan. .(156)

TWO Norwich cages, case ;
cock Bramblefinch,

8/0 lot, or Border cock, with small box cage: 11,

Duke-st., Swinton, Rotherham. (156)

FOR sale, 0-4arge breeding cages, 21 x18x11, 30/-,

or exchange for good Norwich buff cock : Cobb,

London-rd., Chippenham, Wilts. (151)

EXCHANGE, 22 Winchester repeating rifle for

Canaries or shotgun; sell 20/-: A. Plumb, 63,

Charles-st,, Swinton, Rotherham. (157)

WILL give good apple, pear, gooseberry, white cur-

rant trees, for Canaries or small muzzle-loading gun:

29, Lady Margaret-rd., Southall. (157)

NOTICE: Blu© Andalusian cockerel, make winner,

sell; exchange Yorkshires, field glasses, anything:

Wardle, 119, Ballhaye Green, Leek. (144)

GOOD Ferret, 6 disc records, Sparrow net. Crested

hen; exchange Rollers; sell cheap; anything useful:

Worrell, Church-st., Amifield Plain. (161)

YORKSHIRE toy bitch, lovely coat, lady’s pet,

30/-; exchange Canaries, anything; approval: J.

Barton, 108, Milton-st., Southport. (155)

PAIR of strong clapnets, 6 yards, Oft. deep, com-
plete; also twice H.M. Linnet, sell 10/6: 13, Caven-

dish-st., Mansfield Woodhouse, Notts. (154)

FERRETS, 4 healthy, good workers, 5/- each, cash

or deposit; exchange cock Canaries or Mules:
Underwood, Methefingham, Lincoln. (156)

TWO pairs red chequer flying Homers, will sell lor

10/- the four; exchange rabbits, or anything useful:

W. Cockley, 10, Orsett-rd., Grays, Essex. (15S)

EXCHANGE roses, flowering shrubs, etc., for

British, Canaries, Mules, or cages; state wants
offers: Collins, Morchard Bishop, Devon. (155)

BEAUTIFUL Persian Cat, most lovely marked, nine

months old, 10/-, or exchange good cock singing

Canary: Motley, Grocer, Pateley Bridge. (155)

EXCHANGE prize-bred black Scottish Terrier,

bitch, six months old, for good pair Yorkshire Cana-

ries; sell £1: Gunter, Wetherlev, Yorkshire. (160)

WANTED, Border cock, for throe Norwich and two
British show cages, only used once; bird first; letters

only : J. Johnson, 56, Aberdeen-rd., Lancaster. (162)

WAVERLEY book on Canaries, Hybrids, British,

with model, new, 14/6, cost £1
5J- ; exchange poultry,

anything useful: Wilson, The Parade, Epsom. (155)

MINIATURE Pom. bitch, clihmpion pedigree and

champion bred, sell 50/-, or exchange anything:

McLoughlin, Valley-rd., Liversedge, Yorkshire. (158)

EXCHANGE Spoil’s Workshop Recipes, Vol. IV.,

brand new, cost 3/-, for large H.M. Bullfinch hen,

or sell 2/6: Foyle, 52, Rockstone-la., Southampton.

BARGAIN, good loin cover; good breech band,

fit 14-hands horse, 25/-, ofiers; exchange large

pair Nor. typical: Eewster, Middlestown, Wakefield.

EXCHANGE pen Modern Game Pile Bantams for

[
Miscellaneous.

|

FOR sale, { plate bellows camera, sell £1. or offers:

G. Cater, 27, Bedford-rd., Enfield Highway. (153)

EXCHANGE two dozen double-sided records, bands,
etc., for Rollers: W. Gibbons, 37, Park-pi., Clapham,
S.W. (151)

EXCHANGE 8 Flemish youngsters. 9 weeks. for

birds, or sell 10/-: Carpenter, I’almcraton-rd Weald
stone, 41579

SPORTSMAN’S Whippet puppie 3 , two dogs, two
bitches, 9 weeke; parents 22 iuebes; fawn colour;
dogs 6 /6 , hitches 5/-; or exchange birds: 127, Alfre-

ton-rd., Nottingham. (147)

LARGE gramophone and 20 double-sided records,

oak sound box, splendi strument, £4 10/-, part ex-

change, talking parrot 1 ;4. cash : T. Woodhall, 160,

Burntree, Dudley Port. (158)

GENT.’S cycle, perfect running order, 24in. frame,
23 x 1J headed tyres, complete, 35/- ; exchange good
(lass Rollers, gramophone, or offers: Kent, 36, Doly-

fclin-st., Caerphilly, Glam. (160)

EXCHANGE for good talking Parrot or cash, good
field spaniel, broken gun ; reason parting, have no
work for him; 7 days' trial; deposit; particulars:

Crump, Pineapple, Hereford, (151)

SIX new 8-oz. paint brushes, best bristles, 4 /• each;
eight coloured prints, oak frames, entitled “ Rose
of Eden,” 25/-; exchange Canaries, pony harness:

Foyle, Platelayers, New Barnet, Herts. (162)

LANCASTER'S 5-plate enlarger, 15/-; solid silver

watch, gent’s, perfect order, £1; Hamilton rifle,

perfect, 15/- ;
wanted. Canaries or foreign: Har-

greaves, Netlicroydc, Ripponden, Yorks. (159)

DOUBLE duck gun, thorough good gun, sale 20/-,

or exchange pair of Norwich or H.M. Goldfinches

;

must be big birds; approval both ways: H. I’cttit,

Peniel Green, Llansamlet, near Swansea. (159)

PEDIGREE smooth Fox Terrier dog, all white body,
with beautiful marked head, 2} years, good one; ex-

change birds and cages ;
offers value £4 ;

approval

;

yours first: Bowen, 29, Ncw-st., Forndale, Glam. (100)

NOTICE, we want. Canaries. British birds; Par-
rots, Poultry

;
Rabbits; anything in exchange for

cutlery or plate, jewellery, granioidione records,

etc.: Write, Smith Bros., 49 , lVsr-st., Sheffield.

FOUR vols. Familiar Wild Birds, about 150 coloured

plates, 15/- Canaries, Hybrids, and British Birds,

quite new, 15/- ;
exchange exhibition Goldfinch, Lin-

net, Roller, or Mule: P. Harris, 10, Taviton-st., Lon-
don, W.C. 058)
EXCHANGE, two Rhode Island cockerels, April

hatched, Sotoman's strain direct, for Ferrets or

young dog to break, Whippet of Cocker Spaniel pre-

ferred, or offer: Barlow, Manor House Farm, Gilder-

some, Leeds. (153)

EXCHANGE grand pen of Dutch Rabbits, buck
and two does, Lawson’s, Collyer’s, and Thomas's
noted strains, beautifully marked, for British birds,

ydllow Norwich hens, or offers : Love, Market
Vaults, Neath. (155)

SALE, exchange, a Parrot cage and a Yorkshire
show cage, for two hens, Canaries, or 6ix cocks,

brown Linnets, and 31b. clean dandelion seed, 7/-,

or offers in cords: George Larmouth, Flint Hill, Dip
ton, Co. Durham. (154)

SALE, full-size croquet set, complete in box, box-

wood mallets, clips, balls, etc., used twice, original

cost £5, accept £2, or exchange Yorkshires or Nor-
wich; approval, deposit; Jupp, Rose View, London-
rd., Burgess Hill, Sussex. (154)

GRAMOPHONE and twenty-six -selections, almost
new, value £4, accept 45/-, or nearest offer; part or

whole exchange for poultry, Canaries, anything use-

ful; what offers: Proprietor, 83, Ynyslhvyd-st., Aber-
dare, Glam., Soutli Wales. (160)

NOTICE, house-moulted Linnet, winner, 6 /-;

aviary-moulted Goldfinch, gem, 6 /-; field-moulted

Chaffinch, 2/-; all cocks;, exchange lot. for good
Roller cock; no Chopper; approval; yours first:

Taylor, Birehwood, All'reton. (156)

ROYAL Doulton tea service, 40 pieces, perfect con.
dition : exchange yellow Norwich hens, Budgerigars.,
Pekin Nightingale hen, or any good exhibition British
or Foreign to value-; mutual approval : 8 . A.
Reynolds, High-st-., Stourbridge. (161)

SALE or exchange, zither harp, 12/6, good con-
dition; a pair of Yorkshires, 10/-; Roller hen,
5/-; exchange exhibition yellow Norwich hen or
Norwich dhow cages; yours first: L. Kitson, 24,

Rhodcs-st., Wilson-st., Castleford. - (157)

HANDSOME Fox Terrier dog, 11 months, sharp,
clean, guard, companion, sensible, obedient, free
from vice, 7/6 ;

also large Dictionary, English, French,
languages, perfect condition, 7/6; either approval
anywhere; exchange good songster Canary: Wright,
Jasmine. Cottage. Selston, Notts. (158)
EXHIBITION dark yellow cock Brown Linnet Mule,
used to catching, card sent; pure Linnet notes; cock
Brown Linnet, used to catching, five hop cages, sell,

bargain, 15/-; exchange useful; letters only, stamp
reply: Howe, Hair Dresser, Bourne, Lines. (163)
FAST clever Whippet-Greyhound brindle bitch, two
years old, hunt, retrieve, kill hare, rabbit, gipsy
trained follow cycle or cart, carry; exchange useful,
sell 22/6 ; owner enlisted; genuine bargain; letters
only, stamp reply: Howe, Hairdresser, Bourne,
Lines. (163)

a pair roachy green or heavily variegated York-
shires: T. Harding, 229, Two Mile Hill, Kingswood,
Bristol. (150)

EXCHANGE handsome 5ft. deer skin hearthrug,
also two sets gent’s underwear, rew, for cock Can-
aries, or separate: Kerridge, Kitchcncr-rd., East
Fwchley. (162)

EXCHANGE pair English rabbits for Norwich hen,

or sell 4/-; 4 Yorkshire hens for pair Budgerigars,

or sell 8/-; yours first: Robinson, 12, High G'srbntt-

st., Old ShildOD. 048)
EXCHANGE Edison gem phonograph, 20 records,

carrying cabinet, holding 3(1, brass tea, tebaeco and

scoop sweet scales ;
gas heating stoves, for Canaries

or British; offers: Mr. Cromcy, 270, Fafinscr-st.,

Liverpool. (135)

THIRTY cylinder records, Wright’s Poultry book,

melodeon, offers cash, or exchange Rollers, Bor-

ders, preferred-: would divide; bird; first: Kerr,

Seedsman. Dumfries. (1-56)

WE GIVE THE BEST
value in household goods, boots, bedding, blankets,
lady’s and gent.’s underwear, cycle tyres, jewellery,
or anything required, in exchange for birds, Parrots,
Monkeys, Litters of puppies, Persian kittens, etc.

;

thousands of unsolicited testimonials : Jopson’s Ex-
change 8 tores, Newton Heath, Manchester. (161)

THE LEADING FIRM
Will give value in suits, boots, drapery, bedding,
clothing, cutlery, or household goods of every de-
scription required in exchange for birds, dogs, pup-
pies, Persian kittens, Parrots, Monkeys, or any
variety of livestock; stamp reply: Manager, fjrm-
stock Exchange, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (161)

|
SITUATIONS.

Aquarium.

|

Household Furniture,
Utensil*, etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosing Id. stamp (or
VALUABLE BOOKLET.

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FRI

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are unrivalled for all La4J eu’ A llrarntu, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all tiufferiw?.
They supersede Pennyroyal, Pil Cochla, bitter Apple, Ice.

Sold in boxes, 1/14, by Boot**, Taylor's. Timothy White'*
11 ranches and all Chemists, or post free, same price, from

LESLIE MARTYR. Ltd. Chemists, 34, DALSTON LANE, LONDON

COUNTRY agents wanted (or Trowel’s bird 6eeds
and foods, good commission: Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd . London.

[
Dress.

l

j

Ferrets. »

Kmnpl Dogs for Sale.ncnnei Dogs f„rjsxchange
. |

COLLIE bitch, good yard dog, 5/- cash: Fardo, 48,
Fife-at., Nelson. (iso)
WANTED, any quantity young dogs and puppies:

Cooper, 163, Princess-st., Manchester. (161)
"MY Dogs ” (on approval) ; send for list, stating

requirements: Lafhiiry. Station-rd., Manor Park, E.
WANTED Pekingese or Spaniel, good home, guar-

anteed, for healthy dog; state price: George Holt,
Dunstable. (162)
lSULL-Aircdale dog for sale, 12 months, demon
guard, 15/-, or exchange Canaries: Page, Bailcy-st.,
Luton, Beds. (156)
HANDSOME black pedigree Pomeranian dog, 18
months, cash or exchange, 35/-: Walker, 7, Paradise-
rd., Banbury.

( 153)
WILL give good exchange dn Canaries for well-
bred dogs, large or small: McKeand, Seabright,
Castle Douglas. (166)
COLLIE and Irish bitch, very pretty, six months,
healthy, sacrifice, 7/6; White, 118, Brandon-rd., Corn*
wall-rd., Brixton Hill. (160)
SCOTCH Terrier bitch, well hrod, 5 months, good
houee dog, offers exchange, Canaries wanted : 7,
I’endevon-rd., Croydon. (159)
FOR sale, liver and white Spaniel dog, 12 months,
good bred, 35/-: Apply, Thos. H. Kay, 140, Warring-
ton-rd., Newtown, Wigan. (156)
FOR sale, handsome white Pom., male, perfect tail

and ear carriage, £1; also puppies, cheap: Cleaves,
Georgc-st., Pontjpool, Mon. (161)
SALE, orange Pomeranian bitch, weight lllbs.,

magnificent coat, 15/-, or exchange cock Canaries: A.
Tutt, baker, I’ontycymmer. (155)
GREAT Dane and Boarhound dog, good watch, two
years, for £1, worth £5, or exchange anything:
Walter Cox, 23, Colley-Ia., Cradley. (156)
SELL, pure white Pom. bitch, eighteen months, 10 -

;

Norwich hen, double breeding cage, and accessories,
5/-: Goodfellow, Castletown, Penrith. (156)
LIVER-coloured Spaniel puppy, six months, grand

condition, 15/-, or exchange good British; offers:
Broad, Elder-rd., Cobridge, Burslem, Staffs. (160)
DOGS and puppies, all kinds, prices reasonable;
dogs and puppies purchased : Apply, Kennelman,
Standard Kennels, Newt-on Heath, Manchester. (161)
SMAP.T white wire haired terrier bitch, 2 years,
good worker, clean, 10/- ; exchange ferrets, birds, any-
thing: Johnson, Nene Wharf, Wellingborough. (158)
SPLENDID, pedigree Field Spaniel dog, age 2 years,

sell 30/-, or exchange Canaries
;
on approval : Thomas

Ridley, 5, Stanley-ter., Near Crook, Co. Durham. (ICO)
TWO game Bull-Airedale dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/C each, bitch 5/6; parents tackle anything alive:
Jackson, Confectioner, Creen-st., Bethnal Green.
WELL-bred Greyhound-Collie bitch, 10 months, IS}

inches, good worker, and fast, 12/6 exchange small
working Terrier-Whippet bitch, or Canaries: Joseph,
Maylord-st., Hereford. (155)
WELL-BRED brindle bull bitch, breeder, and good
mother, good house dog, quiet with children, 15/-;
exchange cage birds or anything useful to £ 1 :

Griffiths, 7, Gnrden-st., Swansea. (lol)
MISS D. MURPHY has for sale some extra good
puppies, will make winners, by the grand young
dog Galphay Guardsman, sire Champion Zingari
Chief; further particulars: Galphay, Iiipon. (162)
LARGE selection of healthy young dogs and puppies
always on hand; no fancy prices; inspection invited;
dogs and puppies always wanted; prompt cash; ex-
changes made : Maniy-cr, Princess Kennels, 163, Prin-
cess-st., Manchester. (101)
Bl’LLER, rough-coated large Airedale and Bull,

male, 17 months, healthy condition, powerfully built,

game, under control, one of the best guards in

the Midlands, plenty of good dog sense, water, carry
properly trained, 17/6: Wilsher, 51, Lunn's-av., Coi-
wick-rd., Nottingham. (157)
SPLENDID investment: Lady offers highest pedi-
gree Pekinese brood bitch, been mated to high-clas9
Pekinese stud dog ; her last litter realised £15 at
eight weeks old; sacrifice 55/-; honestly worth £20;
to kind home only (no dealers); also puppies for
sale, cheap: Mrs. Dutton, Dunstable.
WHAT Offers? Typical Wire Fox Terrier dog, 18-
months, good pedigree, head, front, and ears, demon
guard and ratter, or sell 25/-; also three female Pom.
pups, one sable, one black and sable, one black;
would exchange good talking Parrot for lot, or "offers

Glucke Rollers : Beard. 2, Bright-st., Blackburn. (ICO)

GOLDFISH 1/6 to
_
6 /- dozen; special prices per

196 or 1,000. Minnow, Gd. dozen. Plants, snails,
etc. Price lists: De Von and Co., Ill, Bethnal
Green i d., London.
GOLDFISH, all sizes, rare and temperature fish,

weeds, plants, snails, etc.: list free; catalogue of
aquaria and vivaria Id.: I.. Cura and Sons, Vine-
at., Clerkciiwell-rd , London.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and shoes,
newly soled and heele<- lies 3/3, 3/0, gents 3/9,
4 /-, girls 3/-. boys carriage paid: F. Under-
wood, Vork-st., li ...... e, Manchester. (76)

SPLENDID Ferrets, clean, good workers, guaran-

teed. t/6 : Thos. Waiinop, Short-st.. Carlisle. (159)

Mice.
RATS, Mice, 1/- pair, carriage paid: nutchinson.

48, Hammerton-st., Pudsey, Leeds. (157)

PAIR tame Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; tamo
pair Japanese rata, 1 /-; Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (141)

Rabbits.
TWO black and white, one grey and white Dutch,
2/6 each: Dr. Allen, Ambleslde. (160)

Various.
TWO Nannies, 18 months, in kid, £1 each, from

good milking strain; approval: Miss Mary Boyd,

Wehbery, Bideford. (154)

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow, £10

outfit, sacrifice, SO/-; approval willingly: Mrs. Tiler,

18, Rockingharn-rd., Uxbridge. (118)

GRAMOPHONES,’ wholesale, from file; new lOin.

double records, 8/C dozen, two camples 1/ 11 ; 1.000

needles, 1 /3 ;
carriage paid; repalriflg accessories,

motors, reproducers; Illustrated catalogues free:

Regcnthird, 120. Old st„ London.

Printed for the Proprietor, Mr. F Caiu., 354, Fleet

Street, by .1. G llAMMO.NI> AND GO., LTD., Fleet

Lane, Londou. E.C.
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Make a New Year's Present to a Wounded
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a'50 U AGE BIRDS January 1, 1916.

Advertisement Charges.
6d. for the first eighteen words.

One Halfpenny for each word over

eighteen. Name and address to be

reckoned. Minimum. 18 words 6d.

FOR RULES AND REGULATIONS SEE LAST
WEEK'S ISSUE.

NOTICE TO BIRD PURCHASERS.
It la advisable that all newly-purchased birds,

especially foreign birds, be hcpt Isolated trom

established stock lor a week or ten days, until by

their condition they establish the tact that they are

thoroughly lieaLhy.

OUTDOOR aviaries, bird-houses, for British and

Foreign birds, Canaries: L. Latham, Kingston-by-Sca,

Sussex. (ao»)

BIRD pottery, aviary fountains, egg drawers, baths;

wholesale price list free: Henry Tams, Manufacturer,

Wurreil-st... l.ongton. (Staffordshire. (123)

W IN NOWIN G machines, blow s busks, dust from

bird seed
:

price, particulars, testimon'afs free

:

Whiting, The l'orge, Reydon, Wtingford, Suffolk.

(HI)

CAOES. Lark capes, 5/-; larger, 8/-; jumps, 8/-;

call cages, 4 ; box cages, 15)- ;
all per dozen

;

satisfaction guaranteed: B. Onions, Rushall-st., Wal-

sall.
,

( 146 >

CAGE fronts, baths, breeding cages, box cages,

Roller cages, seed boxes, all cage fittings ; send

postcard for price list: Enoch Tams, Church-street.

I.oiigton, Staffs.

NOTICE, the best and cheapest brass wire and

dear wire Palace shape and other aviaries in the

trade send 2 stamps for illustrated list; estab-

lished 10. years: McKeand, Cage Manufacturer, Cas-

tle Douglas.
BIRD catchers’ nets. 9ft., 3,9; i2ft., -5,1; )8ft.,

5/9: ail Oft. deep, poles, pigs, pull line, non, com-

plete. fin. loose netting, 7ft. deep, 4d. yard; Oft.

deep, 5d. yard, post free. Oval net traps, 1/ ;

three, 2/6. Large strong trap cages, 1/6 and 2/-.

Call cages, 9d. Holdall bird lime. Jib. 9d„ Jib. 1/2,

HI), i/io, post free. Performing Redpolls, with cage

complete, S/- Double breeders, beauties, 30 x 10 x

9, fitted complete, 0/ . Best box cages, loose fronts,

sand trays, etc., 2/0 each, three 0/-. Palace avia-

ries, 30 x 30 x 12, 12/0 . 5-inch Nonsplash baths, with

wire frames, 1/3. Bird sprays, Gd., post free. Best

pottery drinkers, with wires, 1/0 dozen. Barge

round partition egg drawers, 27- dozen. Strictly

club p.attern show cages, Norwich, Yorkshire, Bor-

der, 2/- each, two 3/9, six 10/-. British, 273, 2/0, and
2/9.’ Travelling cages for two 47-, three 57-, lour 0/-

;

any size made. Best hand planed boards. for cage-

making. 7 in. 2/2, 9in. 2/9. 12in. 3/3 per 25ft. Best

punched bar fronts, not rubbish, 12 x 12, Od^ 18 x

12, 9d., any size made: Ross, Cage Works, Forres,

N.B. (8H

IDEAL RINGS All embossed numbers, 6d. per

dozen, 2/- J-gross.

SAM DRAKE, 31, Haley Hill, Halifax.

“M.G W.” CAGE BIRD SANDS.
Hare quality, cwt. 3,0, half .cwt. 2/3, carriage paid

!iO miles: Menzies Grit Works, Bearsden, Glasgow.

CAGE FRONTS, 12 by 12, 3/6 DOZ.

14 by 12. 47- doz., 15 by 12 4/3 doz., 10 by 12, 4/0 doz.,

18 by 12 5/3 doz.. 24 by 12 7/- doz.; odd sizes made
to order; send postcard fo.r wholesale price list:

Volunteer Wire Works, Cornhill Passage, Longton,

Staffs. (95)

FOR JOINER-MADE CAGES, CHEAP.

Any size, with any number of compartments, loose

wire fronts, 3-ply backs, best materials only used,

none better made. Illustrated catalogue of all kinds

of cages, and everything required, free.

E. E. PASS, MUCKNALL, NOTTS.

BUY NOW
Breeding cages, fitted complete with sanitary furni-

ture, double 6/6 only : for all ethers and requisites

see my “Multom-in-Parvo" free catalogue; XXX
Birdlime, 2d., 9d.. 1/4: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

foodsT]

REMEDIES FOR

Poultry, Pigeons & CageBirds
Label prices. 3d. 6d.

Blackerit.e Gape Cure (Powder)

Bellows for “ Blackerite
”

Bumble Foot and Scaly Leg Cure
Chemical Food . . . . .

.

Cod Liver Oil Capsules ...

Diarrhoea Powder
Disinfectant -for Poultry and Houses
Eye Lotion . . .. „
Feather Disease Cure .

.

Gape Cure (Liquid) .. ...

Insect Powder . . . . .

.

Liniment . . . . ... ..

Poultry Soap „ ..

Roup Paste . . .

.

Roup Pills Id. boxes 2d ...

„ 2d. boxes 3d.

Roup Powder . . . . **

Scurfy Leg Ointment .

.

Tonic Condition Pills, 2d. boxes 3d.

Tonic Condition Paste .

.

“ Canaradyne ” for Asthma and
Wheezing

Red Mite Killer .. ..
“ Pcnnakura ” (for destroying external

parasites and preventing feather-

eating in cage-birds)
“ Quinella <’ (Regd.) for inflammation

of Stomach
Parrot Tonic . . . . .

.

1 /- 2h 2/6

PRICES INCLUDING POSTAGE.

4d.

5d.

Cd.

4d.

5d.

5d.

9d. 1/4 2/5

9d. 2/10
lOd. 1/5
lOd. 1/5 2/7

9d. 1/4*
9d. 1/4

1/5
9d. 1/4
9d. 1/4
8d. 1/3 (3 /- tin s 3/5)

1/5
8d. (3-t ab. boxes

1/10
8d. 1/3

Sd.

9d
8d. 1/3

8d. 1/3

8d. 1/2 2/10
lOd. 1/5 3/1

8d. 1/2
9d.

4 /- tin 4 /7
6/- „ 6/7

5/- hots. 5 /7

6-tab. boxes

3/5)

Owing to the increased postal rates it will be obviously cheaper to order the remedies through

a local Agent, when they can be obtained at the prices on the labels.

Booklet on Poultry and Bird Culture post free on application.
_

If you are in doubt as to the Right Remedy to administer, advice is obtainable gratis fiom

SPRATT’S PATENT LIMITED, 24-25, FENCHURGH ST., LONDON, E.C.

MEDICINES.
I

MEALWORMS, large, fat. 1/- and 1/6 per box, post

paid: Jones, Cratibourne Street. Brighton. (102)

MEALWORMS, best English, Sd. 100, 2/0 1,000: Mrs.
Loudon, Hengistbury House, Christchurch, Hants..

(144)

FANCIERS, try my new seed, foreign and British

Hn.rdihTls. lib.. 1 -: 31bs., 2,0; corr. paid: Fewster,
Middletown, Wakefield. (143)

WASP grubs. 2.6 lb.. 1/0 Jib., free: stamps; only

obtainable from’ Tcrpy, Naturalist, Bradford.
Birds and mealworms wanted. (TOO)

PRIVET berries. Bullfinches, grand natural food,

100 ripe bunches, 1 -. post free, by return, weather
permitting: Mrs. Teat, Ermine-terr., Ancaster,
Grantham. (140)

MEALWORMS. 1.000 2/0, 500 1/3; ants’ eggis. 2/9;
dried flies. 2/0; cuttlefish, 1.-; Spanish canary No. 1,
nibs. 4,3, 347- cwt. : Xo. 2, 28/- cwt. ; send for

special feed price list, post-card : Enoch Tams,
Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (138)

MEALWORMS
1 cwt. in stock, 2/0 1.000; special prices for large

quantities to the trade; gentles, 2 0 quart: ants’

eggs, 3/. lb.; flies. 2/-; cuttlefish. Pd.; insectivorous

food. off.. 1 -, and 1,0 lb.: price lists: De Von and
Co., 114, Bethnal Green-rd., London.

EVERY BIRDKEEPER lias need of practical hints

upon the prevention of diseases and their eradica-

tion from cage, aviary, and birdroom. These are

to be found in “Nutshell No. 9," post free 2jd.,

from C.iGE Birds, 134, Fleet-st., London, E.C. 2d.

from our agents (list published frequently).

“AILING Cage Birds and How to Cure Them,'
"Nutshell No. 0,” an account of tlie troubles which
beset captive Dinks, with the treatment and list of

medicines to restore our pete to health. This will

6ave you much discouragement and money, and
costs only 2Jd. post free.- From “Cage Bird*,” 154.

Flcet~“t., London, E.C. Or 2d. from agents Gist fre

fluently published).

1
BOOKS. ]

BOOKS on birds, poultry, also on every conceiv-

able subject, second-hand, at half prices ; new 25

per cent, discount. Catalogue No. 870 post free.

State wants. Books sent on approval. Books pur-

chased : W. and G. Foyle, 121, Charing Cross-rd.,

London.

Use our Notepaper.

This preparation of Krekodyne added to drinking

water cures affections of the breathing and digestive

organs, and is an excellent tonic, 1/-. Address:

—

W. Vale, >.Z S., Q.M.C. Dispensary Bird Hospital,

South Norwood, London.
Post-mortem examination and advice, by return

poet. 1/1. 60 years’ experience.

WANTED A TRIAL.
We are confident our medicines will give you per-

fect satisfaction, and if they fail we will return every

penny paid or send another bottle FREE. DITCH-
FIELD’S BIRD MEDICINES have been proved to be

the most reliable on the market, and therefore we
ask if you have any birds suffering from the com-
plaints undermentioned to give our medicines a fair

trial.

BRONCHITIS.
DITCHFI ELD’S SPECIAL LUNG TONIC, is the finest

medicine ever introduced for birds witli Bronchitis.,

Colds. Wheezing, Hoarseness, and' all Chest and Lung
Affections. DITCHFIELD’S TONIC DROPS for Soft

Moult, Slow Moult. Not Singing, Going Light. Feather
Plucking, and Inflammation of the Bowels. The Ideal

Tonic for all birds during the moulting season.

DITCHFIELD’S FAMOUS REVIVO, for Constitu-

tional Weakness and Debility. A wonderful pick-me-

up for weak and delicate birds. DITCHFIELD'S
D 1 ARRCEA POWDERS for all classes of Cage Birds

are safe and effective and give instant relief. It.

Whittaker. Rishton, writes:—“The recovery after

using Litchfield's Tonic Drops is nothing short of

marvellous. It is the finest remedy with which I

have come in contact.” W. Kiesel, London: “Your
special lung tonic is excellent.” B. Hutton, Hoi-

beach : “Your Revivo is invaluable.”

All Bird Remedies are sold in 8:1., 1/2 and 2 /-

bottles; two Sd. bottles for 1 / 2, three for 1 /8 ; two
1/2 bottles for 1 / 11 ,

three for 2 / 8 ; and are sent

away per return of post same day as received, from

:

FRANK DITGHFIELD, specialist, OLDHAM.

The 41 Magnet ”

Specialities
are carefully prepared by a Practical Expert
with life experience. They have proved them-
selves worthy of imitation, but have no equals.

Refuse all substitutes.

MAGNET ASTHMA CURE,
For birds suffering from Bronchitis, Asthma,
Cold-s, Wheezing, and. all affections of tile throat

and lungs.

MAGNET BIRD TONIC.
A certain cure for Soft Moult, Going Ligiit, and
General Weakness. It enriches the blood and

strengthens the whole system.
MAGNET INFLAMMATION CURE.
MAGNET MOULTING MIXTURE.
MAGNET DIARRHCEA CURE.

All above 3d. ner bottle.

THE MAGNET FEATHER GLOSS,
produces that brilliant gloss and finish so much
desired bv all exhibitors, used by all (lie cham-
pion exhibitors, 1/4 per bottle.. Magnet Bird

Soap, specially prepared for washing cage birds,
|

8d. per box.
Nickel Bird Sprayer, with Rubber Bellows to

fit in ordinary bottle, 2/6. All Post Free from—

Walsh Bird Food Specialist, Biaekburn
Agents wanted. Apply for Terms. (138)

T=

|
BRITISH BIRD3.

|

\
Hardbills.

{

WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British,

best prices paid : Burner, Aviarieu, Merthyr. (139)

FULL coloured cock Goldfinch, singing, 3/0; pair

Girl Buntings, 6/-: K. Older, 53, Day’s-rd., Bristol.

(140)

TWO cock Goldfinches, 1 H. M„ full song, 10/-; ex-

change Norwich hens, anything : B. Hutton, Hoi-

beach. (145)

TWO cock Goldfinches, one Greypate, caged August,

4/-; one field-moulted, 2/6: T. Turfitt, Ollerton,

Notts. (143)

MOOR cock Brow n Linnet*, 6/- dozen : exhibition

cocks, gems, 3 f<«r 2/-: P. Cawood, 25, Britannia-st.,

Scarborough. (143)

W ILL buy fc.r cash, any quantity hen Goldfinch

Mules, hen Canaries, 1/- each: Helyar, 55, Futmo:-
rd.y North Brixton. j (144)

SEVERAL extra good Welsh cock Linnet*, make
champions, 1/6 each, two 2/6: Miss Jones, Harlech

House, Aberystwyth. (140)

F.-M. cock Linnets, selected for song, exhibition,

quality guaranteed; 1/-, 2/-, upwards; approval

:

Degg, 77, Hamilton-rd., Longton. (137)

TWICE house-moulted cock Goldfinch and hen
Canary, also Cook Goldfinch, cock Bullfinch, 10/-

:

James. Fairmilo-rd., Leominster. (140)

WANTED, a White or Cinnamon Greenfinch, also a
White or Cinnamon Linnet: Bush, 21, Chepstow-
rd.. Newport, Mon. (No cards.) (143)

GOOD steady 1 iou.se moulted Chavera! cock Gold-
finch, 10/6; approval: exchange

; what offers: H.
Webber, 15, Tcmplc-rd., Exeter. (141)
SPLENDID red-breasted cock Linnets, six 2/3, doz.

4/- ; specials 1/- each, tb-ee 2/- ; satisfaction certain

:

Horace Coote, 90, North-st., Luton. (138)
LINNETS, Linnets, selected cocks, 17- each. 3 for

2/0; giant Scotch thorn Linnets, 2/6 each, 3 for 0/-:
Walsh, Bird Specialist, Blackburn. (138)
GRAND cock Goldfinch, also lovely cock Bullfinch,

2/- each; cock Goldfinch Mule, full song, Finch notes,
7/0: Coodchild, Ashen Close, Suffolk. (145)
HOUSE-MOULTED Linnet, suit muler, catcher,- or

fierce singer, bargain, 3/6; full week’s approval

x

Enoch Tarns, Church-st., Longton, Staffs. (1.38)
EXHIBITORS, few winners for sale, reasonable,
also selected birds to moult out; special list on
application : Walsh, Bird Specialist, Biaekburn. (138)
FIXE upstanding cock, Linnets, 47- dozen; Red-

polls, 2/C: Chaffinches, 4,0; well mixed seed birds,
1/-: W. Finn. Beek-row, MildenhaU, Suffolk. (142)
BRAMBLEITNCHES, Chaffinches, specially selected
from large hatches now coming in ; no reserve

;

encloio stamp: J. Forster, Coekerton, Darlington.
YELLOWHAMMERS, Reed Buntings, Chaffinches,
Linnets. Greenfinches, 1/6 pair; selected cocks for
show, I/O each: B. Onions, Kushall-st., Walsall.

(140)
LARGE cock brown Linnets, specially picked, fit

for anything, 1/- each, three 1'or 2 6; approval any-
where: Birtwistle, 35, Aagyle-st., Whittlefleld, Bnrn-
ley. 043)
CATCH thousands birds alive, new double-com-
partment trap cage, including two Finches, trained
call birds, 2/9 complete.—Mr. Copp, Stores, Dart-
ford. (i45)
WANTED, Goldfinch. Bullfinch, Siskin, nnd Linnet,

large birds, cash, or exchange Norwich or York-
shires; approval: I’bwic-k, Eaatfleld Cottage, Dews-
bury. (141)
PER dozen cocks, Linnets 3 0, Chaffinches 4/-, Green-

finches 1/-, hen above 1/- dozen ; exhibition birds in.

stock, supply weekly: Fenn, West Row, MildenhaU,
Suffolk.

( 144 )TRY our special singing mixture, drives Linnets,
Finches, etc., mad on song. 1/-; large package:
Manager, Seed Warehouse, 103, Princess-st., Man-
chester. (jo))

LINNETS, large cock brown Linnets, 3 0 dozen;
specially picked large cocks, 4/- dozen: no waiting:
Flinders, The Gate House. Carlton Hill, Notting-
hamshire.

( 139)TWO extra large, good coloured cock Linnets, show
condition, caged four mouths, singing, 2,0 each;
exchange two Goldie cocks: Sams, 158, Girlington-
rd., Bradford. (135)
BRAMBLEFINCHES

; 3 good. cocks for disposal, in
splendid plumage and steady. 3/0, 5/-, 7. 0 : cash re-
turned in full if not satisfied: Dalbys Brandsby,
Easingwold, York. (]44)
BULLFINCHES, cocks, 2/-; liens, 1/6; Goldies, cocks,

2/0, 3/0; liens, 1/-; Yellow Buntings, Greenfinches,
1/3 pair; approval, deposit: Garrod, 37, Spencer- rd.,

Rushden, Northants. (145)
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfinch,
cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,
send me your address; will scud to you by return:
Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable.
NOTICE: Extra grand Goldfineh and Bullfinch
cocks, full colour, 3/- each; grand cock Linnet. 2/-;

all sure winners; package 3d.; approval: McKcand,
Seabright. Castle Douglas. (89)
LINNETS. Large red-hre .’steel cock Brown Linnets,

3/- dozen ; specially picked and old caught, 3/0 doz.

;

trade supplied: no waiting: L. Clay, The Old Gate.
Carlton Hill, Carlton, Notts. - (145)
A GRAND singing cock Linnet ami new contest

cage, 2/6; also a house-moulted Linnet, on song,
2/0. witli cage, 4/-: money returned if not satis-

fied : Maloney, 81, Selioles, Wigan. (142)

MISS RING, 03, Kinggbury-ter., Dunstable. lias

two beautiful cock Linnets, also two Skylarks;
sing their wild note; would suit birdi dealers for
shop front attractions, or catchers for call birds;

1 - each: approval. (139)

EXHIBITORS Greenfinches,, several selected
monster Yellows, big, bold Norwich type; splendid
bars, etc., 1/6; few extra specials, can win. 2/0;
week’s approval: Fearby, Murray-rd., Bedminster.
200 healthy cocks, 1/0 doz. (129)
BARGAIN to Linnet fanciers and exhibitors, two

(splendid clean moulted red-breasted cock Linnets,
grand songsters, make splendid show or contest
birds, 1,3 each, 2/- the two; approval; if not satis-

fie 1 money returned: Dixon, Old New Inn, Dunstable.
THOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Goldfincli,

cock Linnet, or show specimen, on approval, cheap,

send me your address: will send to you by return:
Mrs. Dutton. Dunstable.
GREENFINCHES. Are you looking for a good:

yellow Greenfinch? If so, 1 can supply yon. I have
a lot of good large birds to dispose of, quiet, steady,

1/-, 2/0, 3/0 each: also several pairs, 2.0 pair: all

guaranteed fine healthy birds: Dalby, Brandsby,
Easingwold, York. (144)

EXHIBITORS: Must further Teduce my stock.

Linnet-, let, special be-'t Britvfih, Wolverhampton,
West Bromwich, 2nd Leicester, 3rd Chester, 4th
and special Swansea, 45/-; Mealy Redpoll, 1st

Liverpool, 2nd Chester, 4(1/-; approval w.itU» plea-

sure : Hepwood. Albrighto.il, Wolverhampton. 037)
LINNETS! Linnets ! ! Linnets ! l!—Own caught,

trained contest singers, real stormers. A great

secret is laid hare to lovers of these popular

Britishers, which will enable them to rear real

stormers. Linnet fanciers, there is a matter that
requires dealing with caution

;
there is a very bad

habit, which your pels may have, which must bo
overcome. Get that " Linnet Nutshell ” at once.

No. 2, price 2)d. post free from CAGE Biiids, 154,

Fleet Street. London. E.C.

NOTICE ! I have the following outstanding speci-

mens for immediate disposal: Cock Bullfinch, 5/ :

lien Bullfinch, 3/-; cock Linnet, 3/6; rock Greenfinch,

3/-; ccck Redpoll, 2/6; eoek Chaffinch. 2 0: all care-

fully selected, for size and quality; genuine value;

approval : Sutherland, Kambodde, Forres, Scotland.
188)

LINNETS. 1/0, 2.0, 3/6: house-moulted, 4/0, 570, 0/0;

kitchen songsters. 4/0 dozen: Bullfinches. 3/0, 4/0,

5 0. C/O’; one real lady’s pet, finger tame, 8/0; Gold-

finch Mules, pure Finch song, 8.0, 9/0, 10/6; Siskin

Mule, 7 0: lieu Bullfinches, 2 0, 3 0, 4/0: Greenfinches,

like Canaries. 3/0, 4/0, 5/0 each; splendid hand-

reared Thrush and cage. 14/-. the talk of the neigh-

bourhood, in splendid feather, or part exchange
anv of the above for Canaries, Mules, etc.: Ingram
and Sons. Bird Catchers. 54. Ganlton-st.. Hull. (137)

GOLDFINCHES, Linnets, Chaffinches. Greenfinches,

I have now a grand lot of Goldfinches well on
hard seed at 2/- three for 5/-, specially large

cocks for muling in superb condition, 3/-, 4/-, and
5/-, few show condition, 7/6 and 10/-, Linnets,

cocks, caged a month, 9d. each, three for 2/-,

few extra specials, 1/6 and 2 /•; Chaffinch cocks
9d. each, selected 1/-; Greenfinches Gd. each, spec-

ial 1/- and 1/6; travelling cages .’id. and 0d. extra;

sex guaranteed: Bedford, late Gore, Gooch st.,

Birmingham.
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Charlia Cublay'a Famous Lincolnshire Cook Linnets
Linnets, Linnets, Linnets, (Jroonflnches, GrvenlliK liea,

Greenfinches.—Just stertiiiK for the season: red
breasted, warranted cock Linnots, Ix^t in FiirUihI,
41- dozen, six 2/3, three 1/3; hen Linnet*. 1/3 dozeu

;

cock Grcnflfiches, like paint, 1/C dozen, nit lOd ; thou
sands testimonials (unsolicited); sume old address:
Charlie Cuble.v, Gedney, Hoibeach, Lines. (145)

FRED ALLEN WISHES Yb(J ALL

A HAPPY AND PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR
1 be* to thank you nil for tho way you have placed
orders with me. No one can deny that 1 am n
successful specialist. And why? Because 1 only
do honest/ dealing and because 1 thoroughly under-
stand my work. Everyone who keeps British knows
rrod Allen. Mr. Heap, of York, paid me a visit to
oce me master the Linnet. , Well, we took a motor
ride around the Cave district, and I quickly had
the Linnets around us. 1 also stood under a
hedge and the Linnets flew on top. If anvone has
a Linnet that can sing notes as good ns I whistle
them, 1 will give a cheque value £20 for it. I don’t
claim to be the champion whistler. I claim to be
the champion British bird denier, with the largest
stock in the North. If you want Linnets, send to
the man who knows every class of singing in the
world TAflfiflM
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’ Br*eder ' Exhibitor and Exporter, Ambler Thorn, Halifax.

Established over 3a years at same address.

piou
grand
catching, 2/- ; kitchen songsters, 1/-, 1 /6 ; house
moulted Linnets that have won all before them •

lna
.
d Proud and Will Sing at one another!

10/C, 12/6. 15/0, 20/-; Norwich type cock Linnets,
well pencilled, grand colour, giants, and steady as
rocks, 2 '6 each, and two extra gems 3/6 each; two
good house-moulted Linnets, well-known winners, in
excellent condition, 15/6, 20/- each; Scandinavian
Bullies, giants, cocks 3/-, 3/6, 4/6, 5/6, 7/6, 10/C each

;

liens 3/0, 5/6, 7/6, 10/6; British cock Bullfinches,
w it.h double rich colour, real gems, 3/6, 4/6, 6/6 7/6 •

hens 1/6, 2/6, and one, a stormer, 3/6; monster
yellow Greenfinch, a gem, 3/6; cock Chaffinch, a
beauty, 3/6; H.-M. Brambleflnch, 4/6; cock Linnet
Mule, on pure Linnet song, a good one. 12/6-
another. 10/6; Goldfinch Mules, on full song 8 '6
10 6 12/6; light Goldfinch Mule, 15/6; monster Green-
finch Mule, win anywhere. 12/6 ;> well-known winning
Siskin Mule, 15/6; Goldfinch-Greenfinch Hybrid
splendid bird, 25/-; cook Canaries, full song! 7/6,
8/0 , 10/6; Roller schoolmasters, not common
choppers. 10/6, 12/6, 15/6; all sent out in cages;
hens, 2/6 3/0 each; Redpoll, gem. 2/6. Make vour
birds 6ing at one another; send i/3 for bag of
secret mixture, half-teaspoonful does the trick. Sold
out of Linnet whistles; others ready next week, 6d.
each, post free. I have just received a grand lot
of Rock Mynahs, in splendid condition, a few good
ones whistling and chattering, at 20/-, 25/-, 30 /--
a
r
S
^/.V'

,° ®ood 0,165 talking, laughing, mimicking, ate.!
at a0 - each. These birds talk better than Parrots.
1 have a nice lot of talking Parrots at 30/-, 40/-
4a/-, 60/- each ; all kinds of leather goods, seeds
cages, etc., in stock. Please state wants. Bankers:
London City and Midland. Write at once Travel-
ling boxes 2d. each: Bred Allen. British
Champion, 156, Porter-st. Aviaries, Hull.

LXHIBITORS ! Specially selected giants, highly-
coloured Scotch Pinches for keenest competition

;

cock Linnet, 3 6; Twite, 3/6; Greenfinch, 3/-; Red-
poll, 3/-; Chaffinch. 3/-; Lark, 3/-; approval: Ross
Aviaries, Forres, N.ll. /ijg)
RKD-breasted cock Linnets, three for 1/6. 5/- dozen ;lug upstanding cock Larks, three 1/3, 3/6 dozen,

Oicenlinches. only picked yellows stocked, (id. each,
three for 1/3; Go/dflneh hens, 1/- each; Chaffinches,
l/- pair

; satisfaction guaranteed: J. Wlutclev.
Catcher, Boston-rii., Holbeach. (144)
KXH1BITORS. Must reduce my stock. Chough,

latest wins: 1st Chester, 1st, spl, best British, Wol-
verhampton, £4 ; 1915 Redpoll-Greenfinch Hybrid, 1st'orld. Linnets, from the same place a? n?v cliani u f 1 Redpoll-Greenfinch Hybrid, 1st

iou cup winner, running and turning tl^fr no?es T'h ' or
,"-v *•»« 8

,

ho""’ »/-! Chaffinch.

A**'**' 7/6 each: a fe*w Uainec"1o? ° 2nd Walsa.,
K/-; approval with pleasure: Hepwood," AlbrightonW ol verhampton. (IV)COCK Greenfinches, 1/- dozen; 12 mixed aviary
seed birds, 1 ; Linnets, Greenfinches. Chaffinches,
Redpolls, Reed Buntings, Tree Sparrows, Robins,
Oxeyetits, Bluetlts. 1 /. .pair; Blackbirds, Missel
ThrushevS, Song Thrushes, Fieldfares, cocks, 1/-
eacli

; any above, selected songsters, 1/6 each :

I'enn rind' Son, Bowcrs-la.
, Isleham, Gumbo. (142)

Bird

P Softbills.
|

-5?°P.K Larks, 3/- per dozen : E. Rowe, West-st„
Chatteris, Combs.

fcanariesT]

I Border Fancy,
j

TWO fine Border hens, yellow, 2 9 each- W J

BOR
e

nVRN
0ll

r

rd " G
,

0drergrai!?
’ Swansea ' “Hey- (146)BORDERS, for sale, e. fev. nice birds left grand

TWELVE class Border cocks, 1915, grand

s".? B^kfGLg^w.
e*el,: PUl" ipS ’ 'Vesteodpark-

Robsonf
gro., Pcckham, London. (go)
BARGAIN: Two fine yellow cinnamon cocks 9 /-

7 /*; f
|

riz6 bred: William Murray,’ 143.Common-row, Auclnnleck. (J40]NOTICE: Grand lot Borders, many winners pricesow
,’

6as >' Payments arranged; approval: McKeand,
Seabright. Castle Douglas.

(39 /

,!*!'' 0 Pairs Borders, cocks singing nicely, 10/- pair;Roller hens, 2; 6 ; \ orkshire variegated hen, 7/6-
Jewers, Garage. Plymouth. n£)
NOW'S the time to secure reliable hens: Yellows
buffs, 3/6 each; pair cinnamons, 7 6 : Dunlop’
Schoolhouse, Dornock, Annan.

(543 )
b' I '7

'

: beus clear yellow, clear buff, two buff varie-gaU-d, huff Ucked, all tickets all ready; 3/- each:
'\'n

,

r - --’l- l'-a ster-rd.
, Leith, N.B.

( 143 )

." ANJ I '- I) - Bwder Canaries for cash ; same
1

ad-dress J) tears; fanciers please communicate: Smith’s
Bird Stores, Townhcad-st„ Hamilton.
FOR sale, yellow* cock, bu

bred, only 12 6 each; could win at some shows;
approval: Mr. Watt, Bonnybridge. Stirlingshire.

eatld
0

fc
S

’i

few
.-
,eft ’ <luk'k sale, greens and va'rTegated, for breeding or songsters, cocks from 7/6

liens from 2/6 : Write or call, Daw, 31, St. John's-
rd., East Ham.

(137)GRAND exhibition buff cinnamon Border cockwanner Bristol and Swansea, sell 15/-, or exchange
clear yellow; must he winner; approval: Bobbett,
Lynch Aviaries, Walton, Bridgwater. (146)HAVE decided not to exhibit this season and
having bred tOO youngsters, many fit to win. plenty
to select from, in all colours, show or stock atwar prices; approval; stamp:' Dan Hamilton, 239,Low Waters, Hamilton.

(53 )“THE Border Fancy Canary” (Nutshell No. 23).
explains fully now to manage these “wee gems” dur-
ing the breeding season, how to keep them in health
and song, how to select ideal pairs, and the general
management of this popular variety; send at once
Tor a copy. 2Jd.- post free, from “Cage Birds,” 13t.
FIcet-st.. London, E.C., or from anv cf our Nutshell
agents. (Lists published frequently.)

(142)

l KAX
i?

lVV
\
J c?cks ’ Thru9h6&. juet commenced to

sing, 2/- each; feathers like wax; Larks 1 /. each
FJaveil, Wood gate Post Office. Quinton.

( 131 )LHOSE requiring a genuine singing cock Skylarkor show specimen on approval, cheap, send me vour

Dunstable"'
Send J

'°U by return: Mrs - Dutton,

BEAUTIFCL tame hand-reared cock Thrush, 10/6 •

Blackbird. 7/6; sing indoors or out, perfect son-'
health p^mage; warranted: Crisp, 35, Southmill-’
rd.. Bishops Stortford.

( 120 )LARKS, Larks, at your own price; plenty in- nowatting! cheapest in Lincolnshire ; only 3/3 dozen-
two dozen, 6 /-: picked from hundreds: John Bail
Lirdcatcher, Sutton Rookery, Long Sutton, Lincoln:
shire.

(14
-
2)LOUDEST cock Skylark eveT heard, been caged

12 months, 1 / 6 : also hand-reared young cock !/-•
thes-e can be matched to sing on,’ in this countv-
secret of feeding free; approval: George Holt. Dun!
fililoJC.

(130)SKYLARKS, Skylarks, healthy specimens, In son'*
lor shows and contest singing. Learn bow to ob-
tain them and keep them. “Nutshell No. 3 ” tells
you. 23 <1. post free from C.\QE Blttns. 154. Fleet-

published?''’
EC ‘ 2d ' fr°m a8ents diet frequently

I HAVE a. magnificent cock Skylark, almost

ling, practically hand-reared, 1/6, or 2/G the two-

u|e
r

,

0V
Dunstabli!

y: MrS ’ HarriD8ton
’ °a'meney Cot!

sags sns.kj^s2^:*“s;tivity, is given by H J. Fnlljames in “Nutshell No.
which also deals with hand-rearin', and de-scribes the collection of ants’ eggs, "

o pM freefrom: Cage limes. 154, Fleet-st.. London! K (2dfrom agentta; see list on another page.)
THE Song Thrush and Blackbird-Full directions

keep
.tJ)

ese favourite songsters in the best

b?m|
b
re !,r

C
n°
nd

ti
tl0n ’ to8et l,er with directions for

liand *rea r in — Hir v/nmr* »n>i ai.« ~ n i it <•

birds, will

HIGH-f LASS Crests, 35 years breeder of the bestmany winners sold
; some grand birds for sale!

reasonabie; approval: T. Billington, 32 , Colborn-st.
Nottingham.

^ 17 yCRKS1 cock, 25/-; do., lien, 10/-; Crcstbred cock
15/-; var. trestbred hen. 30/-; clear do., £ 1 ; stamp;
approval: Angus McDougali, Carronvaic-rd., Lar-
bert, Stirlingshire.

( 126 )REV. JOYCE. Wellington, Somerset, can supply
crests and crcstbreds (best blood) in matched pairs
from 40/-; singles same rate, all bred for quality
and vigour

; some of the chief winners this season
again are from birds bred by him; stamp; state
price.

GIVING up! Select stud of above; grand green
Crest cock, £1; C.B. ditto hen, 12/6; buff Barnett
L.B. cock, 12 / 6 ; variegated buff C.B., 17/6; 30
others cheaper; state wants; feeder hens, 1/8 each;
Norwich ditto, 4/.; cages and utensils; your price:
luckett, 12, W atery-lane, Merton, S.W. (52)

Cinnamons.

ceo
l

t

Lr
£i
W

n^i
nnam

u
n

,'?
ark6d oock

> 2 years old, ac-cept £i. Bolam, Heddon House, Wylam-on-Tyne.

,7!/
Iy9°W selfa to «Pare, 1914 hens, 12/6, 1915 co'ck*

Hereford"
10,C ’ <tltto 7/0 : 1,<K) l’cr . 142, Owen-st-!

CHAMPION Cinnamons, a few good birds to^dis’

stfl

S
mn°

l

r
t
n
l

J

eap
j

aJ?° Norwich Plainheads; approval,

A^ccrin gton
, ' ’ 3 ‘ H*rtup

* 131 ’ Higher ’Antley-st.!

E. GODLEY, Knowles-st., Rishton, Blackburn
(

ha“i

from
a
"7/fi*

8nd Plainhead Norwich for sale; single

stamp /approval
3 U'' ^ requirements;

I Greens,
|

NORW’ICH greens, yellows, and buffs from in;

^ur^tTwiin??.
SinSle Jt"0W t,CBS;

UNFLIGHTED foul bull cock, winnor 1st and 2nd

no ' Craig ^ner. (.raig, 18, St. Leonard’s Bank, Edinburgh.
( 135 )

| Lizards.

(142)

4?*
E
flL"l??7

d
»
S5ver I

915 Lzards
- cock 7/6. hen

4/6, first 10/6 P.o. gets both: GrimiSiiaw*, West-
gate, Harfe, Cheshire.

(142)

f Lancashires.
j

LANCASHIUES
: 8 Unflighted, pair, 1914 $/. un-

*tlU
’ extf|ange poultry; best

B

m

1 ; Uear, cn
' 128

’ Ba-smons, Rochdale. (141)ROOM wanted: The undermentioned birds will be

^ls
f0I

inch din^
01

1 )

ValU
n ^ tlear

: 3 buff Plainheadcocks includ.ng the Bristol winner, 15/-; connv
f?

CL7,/ ‘’ d0 ' h<>n
’ 13 /-: 3 buff Plainhead liens, 15;.to 20, • each ; approval: Minty, Stony st., Fromc

(141)

WILLIAM PHIPPS, for splendid, typical, m 3»siv,Norwich, winner o\<* 160 prize.,, also turn- un
,,

WVV'i’F»
d
v

,C
‘ 5L

il|P*attave., Isleworth. (ta/^N
Y;

D
’ Norwich Csrarifci, for -aj., mine ad-

Kmiti '
” „!>**"- fan 6 ;,-r» plc-a 45 C'Xnnxiiucate :U rd su,r6»< Townhoid st., Hamilton.LAM.!. clear yellow cock, good head. 25/-; varie-gated buff 20/-; hens. 7/6, own breeding : Rev C‘a.1

.!;,
,t 'vLo,v

',
Ardwick Green, Manchesler. (l«j

f^W,r
Bniar

f,
^I’lcal 'urds. cocks from 10, 0 , pairs

I.T Cl6an n,0,, lted and health!
; approval

OvnNSlW’Ki.n *>
r° V ‘ ' P66kha 'n

- London fit,

‘fl- |

<
.

<

.

K '
;

a f*1' «60d, typical Norwich forsale, fligtit'-cl and unflighl.-d, well bred, reasonable

t. VL‘
P
rf"

y: Con,H' lly
’ Henderson »t„ K inning

FIA’E Buff Noriricb cocks at 5 /-, 5 /0 ,
6<’r, it<’.

I.-/- each, three yellow Norwich cocks at 12/6 7 /f;'
4/-, or oilers; on approval: J. fjpoltorth, 2, Uppe^
Raglan-st., Todmorden. nu.
MIL IN.NE8, Estate Factor. Largf, Ayrshire, h*v!mg decided to dispose of all his bigh-elass Norwich

oners exceptional bargains; manv winners all lar«el
inspection invited

; letters only. '

(W jEXCHANGE large buff C F. cock and yellow var.
hen. both 1915. for yellow or yellow ticked Nor
wich hen, 1915 bred; no rubbish wanted; or sell
-tl

/
Bssrs-t, 83. Hieti-st., I'r;i :erl>i] rgh . (143)SEVERAL unflighted Norwich for sale, yellow

cocks, buff variegated cocks and hens, buff hens, no
yellow liens, winning strain; approval, deposit, stamp
lor reply: A. Crawford, It. Wilton Drive. Glasgow
f-

J- LACCOHKE, breeder and exhibitor of high
class Norwich, can spare a few good stock birds ol
size, type, and quality, from 10/6; all birds sold
nave given entire satisfaction

; approval, cash or
deposit: 92, St Georgo-st., Norwich. ( 14 ")CHAMPION Norwich, large, with good heads, good
type and feather, well matched pairs or single birds
winners sold every season: 35 years breeder; no'.
P
rH

V
5r

:

\iT'p<?'
,lin

v
t
2
n

’ ,
3
n’

folborn-st.’ Nottingham.CHALMERS Kirkintilloch champion Norwich
etrain, only few left; 7 variegated yellow and buff
cocks, 2 foul cinnamon buff liens, best of colour
and quality, F.W. rung, nil unfligbted, colour fed,
8 -.16 - ; approval: Mathew-ron, Station House.
Dumeoyne, Stirlingshire. (142)
VA IXXERS at all the leading shows in the North

I have some good stock and show birds for sale,
and two Buff cocks, brothers to my Newcastle East
End silver bowl winner for best bird in show, and
breeding cages, etc., for sale. See reports for
Wallsend and South Shields and Newcastle East
End. I will send any bird on approval, or insper
Lon any time with pleasure: apply: John Morrison.
Blue Bell Hotel. Shields-rd., N'ewcastlc-on Tyne, (145)CHAMPION Norwich, see reports of winnings at
Oxford, Cheltenham, Reading, Watford, and Bristol
shows, unflighted neck and wing ticked buff cock,
£3 10s.; ditto head and wing marked buff cock
£ 2 ; unflighted variegated yellow cocks. £2 each,
clear buff cock. £2 ; two unfligbted variegated buff
liens grand size. 30 - each: clear vellow cock, and
heavily variegated buff cock, 25/- each, 1915 bred;
variegated yellow hen, 15,'-; approval, cash or de-
posit Editor; stamp reply; no dealers : Wren. 57
NorreysAve.. Oxford.

( 143 )INIMITABLE bargains in champion Norwich Plain-
heads as follows: Large clear yellow cock, good head
neck, and substance, regular topper, onlv 30/-; marked
butt cock, large head, stout, stormer. 20 - marked
yellow cock, lovely type, colour, quality, 20 /- ; mon-
ster clear yellow hen, immense bead and chest, only
2a/- : ticked yellow hen. marvel all over. large, good
head, and substance, 21/-; massive clear buff hen
wonderful large head, teeming with quality 21/--
several good big bens, 10 - each; all 1915 bred, and
trom challenge cup winning stock, colour fed, and
can win good sltows

; approval, if all carriage tie
paid: George Cubley, Lutton G'owts, Long Sutton.
Lines.

(145)

BORDERS
wanted, one thousand Border cocks, also pairs

;

highest prices given by any dealer in Great Britain :

send offers along: G. Chapman, High-st., Birming-
ham. v

0

band-rearing the
birds, will

free from Cage Bmps, 154, Fleet-st., London. E.’c!

ig the young and the selection of show
p
e
. r

f°U
B
d ln “Nutshell No. 4,“ 2>d. post

1 Miscellaneous,
j

nh!e
R

fii

S
m jb^qualUy^cw^WksT S^dot* coll

ChXris.
1/3: H ' »-*>«. Weat^l.

LINNETS Larks. Redpol's. C reenfmciies coc-ku
1 liens Cd. ; Goldfinch, cock 2/6. hen 1

’

Hull

Ea^bol/nle
1/C: MU R0S< ’

} ’ House!

Bethnal
8
Green-r’d.

Pl

^ndom
S ' °e Von and Co ’ ]14

’

’COC
!

v
!

Linnets
-- Greenfinches, Ch«f-finches. Yellow Buntings. Pipits, Uted Bunti2 roe Sparrows, Thrushes. Blackbirds, three Vpairs ahove, 1/-: recipe to cure footrot for ferrets’7d, . Watsons Aviaries, Littleport. Cambridgeshire

(142)

f Crests and Crestbreds.
j

FOR Crcats, Crestbreds, send for list : Rudd
Specialist, Norwich.
CRESTS and Crestbreds, yellow and buff, for salefrom L>/-. pairs 30/- : H. Wliyatt, 13, Ogie-st., Huck-

nail, Notts.
0

LARGE green Crestbred cock, 1915, 15/-: lar^e
Cresteil Hen, 1913. 10 /-: exchange olij violin: 18 ,M;trIborough-rd., Chiswick. n 4 r

>iDA'TD SCOTT, 128, Atkinson-rd., Benwell, New-
castie-on-Tyne, has a few Crests and Crestbreds for
disposal; approval; stamp replv.

( 34 )DARK crested cock, 0 s.; yellow crested ben, 5s.;
Cirl Bunting hen, 5s. 6d„ 2nd Clapham : Pearce, 64 ,toleman-rd.. Camberwell. London.

( 134 )CREST and Crestbreds, pairs or singles, good stock

h
U ;

;
6a

f<>
na,>|e ; approval, deposit? H, Mais,

63, Svortliumberland-st., Nottingham. (]->->v

CRESTS and crestbred cocks from 12 6 n-di^sfrom 25 -, bred from prize stock: approval: Rob-
son, 2S, Camdcn-grove, Peckham, London.

( 58 )UN'FLTGH I ED clear Crest Cock, twice shown, win-ning 1st and _nd, 30/-: also brother of above, winner
ot

,.*
,

.

wo 3rds , 80/-: Craig, IS, St. Leonard's Bank
Edinburgh. ’

NO TIC ic : Grand lot Crests and Crestbreds several
winners, reasonable: casv payments arranged- an-
proval: McKcand. Seabright, Castle Douglas. ’

(S9 )ABOUT 40 Crests and Crestbred, each from 7/6
pairs from 15/-; healthy birds, bred from prize stock:
approval: Tetin. 124, Chestnut-aven.. Forest Gate’,
Esse*.

(104)

I
Norwich,

j

BREEDERS' CARDS.
Norwich and Yorkshire specialist.W inner of numerous silver cups, medals etc. •

well-known strains. Better blood unobtainable’
Grand specimens tost/are; both varieties; reason-
able; approval; inspection cordially invited- in-
quiries solicited; stamp: 113, N 01 thlield-rd Walk-
ley, Sheffield.

’

J. HODDER, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner
ot championships

;
good birds from 7/6 upwards •

approval; stamp: Waltham, Ashurst Road. Friern
Da.rnet, N.

FRANK F. LAWSON, Norwich Specialist, 14, Pugin-
’ ^,

ur * ,s ^ e » one ol the best exhibition strains in
the Fancy. Stock birds from 10/- each. Pairs
Iroin ta0/- upwards. Stamped inquiries solicited.

I
)?
or "' idl Canaries, also Yorkshires, must

i>e healthv . Graeie, Dud Dealer, Wisliaw, Scotlaml.

TICKED yellow Norwich cock and ejear butt hen!8/6 ; aiso pair stock /birds, 10;-: 31, Gordon-rd. King!
ston-on-lhames.

( 1
*9 )WINNERS for sale, yellow and buffs, cocks atid

hens, must sell, stamp for reply: Thomas Hutton,
lvjlea, Larbert.

( 144jA E'EW good Norwich for sale, winners, and bredtrom winners, seen any time: Smith, 24, Balmore-rd
Possilpark, Glasgow.

( uo
’’

I’Olt sale, Norwich, 2 buff cocks, 3 buff liens, 2
butt variegated liens, 1 yellow cock; all unflighted:Thom, Kinnoul, Lenzie. - n53 >TEN buff Norwich hen Canaries, 1915 bred, 17/6
the lot ; send

I cash to Editor: Mark Bennett, Brough-
ton Astley, Nr. Leicester.

( 144 )FOUR Norwich cocks, 0 - each, 20/-
; six liens 3/-

S?S,* ,

lr>/-
: approval, exchange: Woodhouse, ’

21 ,JMdlgate, Newark, Notts.
( 143 )NOTICE: Grand lot Norwich many winners, prices

low; easy payments arranged; approval: McKeand
Seabright, Castle Douglas. (gg-j
1 H U EE fine voung Norwich cocks, splendid son "-

sters, o/6 each, cheap: llced, Nevill Bakery, 57 , StJohn s-rd., lunbridge Wells, ‘ m"qvUNFLIGHTED yellow cock, unflighted huff cook,can win, l’o/- each; approval: John Dalgetv, 10 .

River-st., Brechin, Forfarshire. ' n*i«v
PLAINHEAD cock, ' coppy lien, huff Lancashire's,
accept £2 or offers; Garner’s strain; approval:
oalter, Nevill-st., Aliergavenny. (!43 )MeK.Vl , 73 , Grace-st., Newcastle-on-Tyne, breeder
and exhibitor of high-class Norwich, single pairs,
state requirements

; stamp: approval. ~
(140)

DEVOY, breeder of high-class Norwich, winner at
leading shows, over 60 for sale, some typical vel-
low and buff hens; no fancy prices: George-’st..
Stranraer, ( 110 )

J. C. BARNES
Norwich specialist: 25 years’ study: well-known

stud. V, inner Sheffield Challenge Cup outright (3
years in succession). 200 birds to select from. Few-
choice specimens to spare. Cocks from 20/., hens
from 10/-. Inspection invited; approval: 113, North-
field-rd.. YValkley, Sheffield.

W. IM. TURNER
Breeder of Champion Norwich
I have bred and supplied winners at all leading
shows, and have a large stock to select from;
exhibition and stock birds at reasonable prices;
this strain has been winning for the last 20 vears
and there is no better blood in the Fancy.’ See
latest show reports

; inspection invited
; approval

willingly: 3a. Percival-st., Hightown. Manchester

Rollers e& Singing Canaries]
BREEDER’S CARD

ARTHUR CHILLCOTT, Breeder and Trainer, cele-
brated Water Giucke Rollers (pure Randall's). 151.
South Avenue, Southcud-on-Sea. Member B.R.C.C.
Birds for sale, THE finest strain in England.
Winner 1st and silver cup Inter. Show, 1913. (1810)

HENRY NEVE, Roller Specialist. Ali birds bred
from prize winning specimens of high rank; full
particulars free: Heathfield, Sussex. - (160)

RHODES' noted Giucke and Water Giucke Rollers.
B.R.C.C. rung, winners of cups, gold, silver and
bronze medals, etc., latest wins, 1st and special
Leeds, two seconds, fourth, he, 5 specials, Inter-
national; 5th, two c’s, Wolverhampton; fourth, c,
Bacup ; winners bred and sold by me this season,
first and special Bacup. champion class; fifth!
special, Leeds: fifth, special. International; cocks
from 25/-, hens 7/6: 40. James-st., Bilston. Staffs.

MISS THOMAS, Fairlight, Richmond Park Road.
Bournemouth, breeder and trainer purest Seiferts,
Giucke, etc., 110 bred 1915; deposit. (36)

HIGH-CLASS Giucke, ILandall and Walton; bens,
3/6: approval: Lloyd, 140, Gresty-rd., Crewe. (405)
GRAND cocks, singing night and day, 7/6 each; ten

days’ approval: W. Powick, East-field Cottage, Dews-
bury. (101)
SPECIAL sweet rape for Roller Canaries, fid. lb.,

7lhs. 3/-, 14lbs. 5/6, ll21bs. 40/-: Walsh, Bird Speci-
alist, Blackburn. (138)
RANDALL’S strain: full song cocks. 6/6; hens 2/-;
must clear: bargains: Seymour, 346, Oidham-rd..
Newton Heath. Manchester.
NOTICE, healthy Rollers, day and gaslight, cocks.

7 6 and 9 C, hens 5 - couple
;
approval, cash : Hilton.

Queen’s-rd.-terr., Littleborough. (135)

ADVERTISEMENTS
Continued on page 359.
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S'fie Sflows.
SPRINGBURN, POSSIL PARK.
Annual show in the Reid Hall, Queensbill Street,

Jprinyburii, Olasgow, Dec. 11. This hall is spacious

»nd well lighted Irorn the roof, and is so constructed

that comfort and equable temperature, combined

with freedom from draughts, make it an admirable

anot for a show of the Kind, l'reaident A. Sloan,

Vice-Prc*. Pinnock, and Sec. J. Waugh are juet the

right men to have at the top of affairs, being pure

gluttons for work, and with a very representative

band of fanciers as committee, everything passed

oft without a hitch. Committee: Messrs. J. McLeod,

J. Crawford, F. Taylor, J. Fyfe, J. McMillan, I).

Morrison, E. Hadley, K. Anderson, P. Urald, F.

Williams, W. Dunlop, J. McNeish, D. Hunter, J.

Penman, .1. Swan, It. Fraser, J. Smith. hut nee

numbered about 360. The following were the cup

and principal winners: P. Braid, the Sloan cup,

with a grand Norwich Plainhead; the Border cup, J,

Aitken; cup for Mules, British, Foreign, J. Craw-

ford; Novice cup, J. Fearns. The L.P.C. medal

was won by A. Crawford; Yorkshire eup, best rung

1015 bred. Pinnock. The judges, Messrs. Maxwell,

Parflick, for Crests and Nor.; 0. Hislop, Stirling.

Bord. ; J. Gentleman, Avonbridge, Brit, and Mules

;

J. F. Park, Glasgow, Yorks; got through their work

in good time with general satisfaction.

YOUNG BIRD SUCTION.—NOR. YELL. CK. (11):

1, Taylor, nice size, rare qual., short, neat, cobby,

finely proportioned, in the pink ; 2, Sloan, sweetly-

made exhibit, typical, shapely, nice short legs, good

top end, fails col.; 3, Clark, rather hotter colour,

nice qual.
,
good carr., well up; 4, Williams, nice

qual., trifle unsteady, tail under repairs; 5, Hadley;

C, A. Crawford. BUFF (14): 1, cup. Braid, real

sweet (specimen, lovely col., well mealed', fine subs.,

neatly balanced throughout, A1 qual., in the pink

;

2, F. Taylor, well up for size, nice qual., trifle

longer barrel, not quite depth col., well staged; 3,

4, A Crawford, former grand type, qual., cobby

built, neat over, 4th nice type, qual., scarcely so

chubby built, finely staged; 6, Robertson. YELL.
VAR., &c. (3); 1, A, Crawford, nice yell, green, top

qual., typical build, neat; 2, Fyfe, light var., good

size, col., feather, fails at top end; 3, no name,

ifmilarly marked, fair specimen, tight up on 2nd.

BUFF (9) : 1, Taylor, plenty size, good qual., right

type, stylish, perfect carr., nice stamp; 2. Fyfe,

well up in size, hot even col., nice qual., behind

In carr.; 3, 4, Crawford, 3rd rich col., qual., hot,

good specimen, lacks only in subs., 4th nice green,

One feather, nice qual. specimen, staged well; 5, C,

no name. YELL. HEN (10): 1, Sloan, natural-fed

Bpecimen, not monster, but neat, fine type, style,

neatly braced, well put down ; 2, no name, nice ex-

hibit, fine size, deep broad front, good top ends

proper carr. ; 3, 5, 6, Robertson, 3rd hard up for

size, colour, nice qual. specimen, looking in A1
t;ond.

; 4, A. Crawford, good size, nice style, neat

rarr., just trifle longer built; 5, 0, Robertson. BUFF
(8): 1, spl, 3, A. Crawford, leader grand subs., fine

;ype, grand qual., neat, in the pink; 2, no name,

well up for subs., qual., neat wings, tail, not quite

so full top end, 3rd fine type, silky qual. feather,

rich col., neat build', just behind in subs.; 4, J.

Crawford, nice col., qual., finely staged, fails carr.;

1, Smith. YELL. VAR., &c„ HEN (4): 1, 3, A.

Crawford, leading with fine exhibit, not monster, but

oeat, shapely, cobby, throughout, in fine order, 3rd

rather smaller built, neat, good level col., qual.,

perfect feather; 2, 4, F. Taylor, leader yell, green,

not col., nice qual., plenty size, subs., might be

shade fuller head, 4th broken green, nice feather,

clean-cut body, fine carr., trifle fatty-chested. BUFF
(7) ; 1, Taylor, cap, wings mkd., plenty size, fine’

subs., fine qual., nice type, wins well; 2, 6, J. Craw-

ford, 2nd smaller than leader, eilose feathered:,

typical, stylish, nicely balanced throughout, sweet

oead, beak; 3, 5. A. Crawford, trifle larger than 2nd.

good subs., qual., fine make, rather unsteady and

irosses at times; 4, Young, fair exhibit, in nice

feather. NON-FED CK. (3); 1, Williams, wing mkd.
rell.. fine size, lovely col., rich qual., typical, neat;

2, sioan. veil., smaller, neat, fine qual., rather un-

steady ; 3, McMillan, fair, good buff, unsteady. HEN

:

l no name, liegd, wings, mkd. buff, good size, fine

feather, nice type, carr., finely staged; 2, McMillan,

Peavy var., nice feather, qual., lacks subs., leader

unsteady. CREST CK. (4) : 1, spl, 2, 3, McMillan,

line even wings, dark crest, nice size, plenty leafy

feather, nice top-piece, finely radiated, nice even

droop, densely clad, staged A1 order, 2nd green,

smaller, neat all over, fails frontal crest, 3rd nice

Bpecimen, good size, plenty feather, top-piece not

so well groomed ; 4, Lindsay, fine grizzle, plenty body
feather, neat top-piece, but not spread of leaders.

HEN (3) ; 1. Jeffry, var. dark, nice size, fine feather,

well groomed, shapely headgear ; 2, 3. McMillan, 2nd

nice-feathered specimen, fair, good top, trifle smaller

built, neat, 3rd fair cl., nice 6ize, feather, well

beaten top-piece. C.-B. CK. (2): 1, McMillan, heavy
•rar., plenty subs., feather, nice lofty skull, good
lash, fine entrance, in top order: 2, Lindsay, nice

cl., good top, fine body feather, well staged, beaten

here. HEN (i): 1, McMillan, massive, var., plenty

•nibs., abundant feather, right qual., topping skull,

broad across entrance, nice rise, fine specimen, in

jovely feather. BORDER, CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.
(12): 1, 3, Aitken, leading with real nice one, sweet
jaunty build, dose feather, fine qual., neat wings,

tail, very fit, 3rd nice exhibit, fine qual., not just

the col., nice type, runs close up on 2nd : 2, 4, 5, 6,

J. Crawford, good col., nice qual., fine head, neck,

good carr., beaten feather. 4th fair exhibit, nice

qual., type, fails feather. BUFF (13) : 1, 5, Hadley,
nice qual., typical specimen leads, clean cut, boxy
leather, top carr., neatly-filled head, neck: 2, Aitken,

nice tick, fine qual., good style, carr.. fails in head ;

2, 4, C, J. Crawford, very sweet exhibit leads the
team, nice build, finely rounded, shapely body, neat
wingfl. tail, looks like nice yell. hen. 4tli nice qual.,

sweetlv braced, staged rare order, fails headpoints.

CL. OR TKD. YELL. HEN (9): 1. 5, Aitken, leads

with stylish exhibit, neat, typical, fine qual., perfect

wings, tail, might be trifle better on top ; 2, 3, 0, .T.

Crawford, 2nd fine level col., good qual., sweet head,

neck, just inclined Lb cross trifle at times, 3rd nice

qual., neat shape, build, inclined to carry tail too

high; 4, no name, neatly built, good qual.. nice

type, fine carr., looks like high-col. buff cock. BUFF
(8): 1, Aitken, sweet little specimen, fine type, qual.,

neat carried wings, tail, in the pink ; 2, 3, 4, 5, J.

Crawford, leader nice type, fine boxy feather,

shapely, neat, we liked very much, 3rd fine qual.,

neat, tight, typical, might be shade sweeter in head.

4Tib fine qual. feather, nice, shapely, well-rounded

bodv. just wants shade fuller neck; C, Hadley. VAR.
YELL. (3): 1, 2, J. Crawford, leader saddle, eyes

mk. cock, grand col., qual., neat carr., type, might
have trifle more rise at entrance, head, 2nd nice

dual., lovely feather, nice top end, inclined to draw

too much, sporting pose; 3, Swan, fair exhibit, good

leather, faulty neck. BUFF (2): 1, Aitken, cinn.

mark nice type, good qual., neat wings, tail, rather

strong head points; 2, Brown, good green, good

feather, nice carr., put down nice order. GREEN
OR CINN. (6): 1, 6, Robertson, leader sweet buff

green, neat shape, typical, stylish, nicely balanced,

Htaged in capital feather; 2, Aitken, yell, cinn.,

lovely type, fine qual., neatly folded wings, tail,

presees, well up ; 3, 6, Robertson, 3rd grand coloured,

shapely, yell, green, nicely pencilled body, flanks,

carr. O.K., fails top end; 4, 5, J. Crawford, fair

cinn., good leather, staged in nice order. YOKKS,
CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (7): 1, Pinnock, rare length,

line, hot, even «•!., nice qual., grand (style, carr.,

clean cut, shufctlj, all there
; 2, spl. Priest, finely

drawn, lengthy', good type, clean cut, fine pose,

poorly staged; 3, 4, Tansey, former grand col., qual.,

lengthy, tight, well drawn, open trifle front, staged
lovely bloom, 4th good exhibit, qual., type, carr.,

style; 6, Hunter. BUFF (4): 1, Pinnock, fine

length, capital qual. feather, clean cut, ehapely body,
cloeely-folded tail, crosses at times; 2, no name,
good' specimen, typical, neat, staged fine feather,

well braced, steady ; 3, Findlay, shade smaller built,

pleasing shape, fine type, grand qual., fine order;

4, Tansey, we could not find. CL. OR TKD. YELL.
HEN (4): 1, Priest, good specimen, shapely, stylish,

well got up, could have been better staged ; 2, Pin-

nock, good exhibit, fine qual., col., neat, clean-cut,

just trifle unsteady, runs hard up for top place; 3,

Hunter, nice feather, stylish, neat, wee bit unsteady

;

4, Findlay, we could not find. BUFF (4) ; 1, spl,

best B.L. rung Yorks, Pinnock, grand stamp, rare

length, style, clean cut, tight, well drawn, steady,
wine well ; 2, Priest, rigiit stamp, line length, good
feather, neat carr., fatuity staging; 3, Penman,
marked soft, nice type, right qual., trifle faulty
front; 4, F'indlay, could: not be found. VAR. (2): 1,

Pinnock, good buff, shapely, neat, fine qual., well

staged; 2, Tansey, cinn. mark, nice qual., type,

hard up. A.O.V. (1): 1, Priest, yell, green, in nice

feather and cond. MULE OR HYB. (5): 1, Swan,
fine jonque Siskin cross, lovely depth col., steady,
perfect feather; 2, Fyfe, good buff Goldie, nice size,

perfect order, shows the cross well; 3, no name, nice

Linnet-Greenie, fine specimen, steady, perfect; 4,

Brown, buff Goldie, nice cond., fails in col.; 5,

Webster. OLD BIRDS.—YELL. NOR. CK. (1): 1,

Smith, grand exhibit, fine substance, col., topping
qual., laid down in sparkling fashion. BUFF (8):

1, McLeod, grand specimen, plenty subs., fine col.,

rare qual., proper (-tamp, staged in fine bloom ; 2,

no name, again good- typical exhibit, fine type, neat
carr., right qual., fails col. only; 3, .Hadley, nice
size, col., qual., behind in cond.; 4, Robertson, nice
size,-subs., fails at top end; 5, Taylor, VAR. YELL.,
ETC., COCK (5) : 1, Taylor, fine type, col., qual.,

neat, shapely ; 2, A. Crawford, fine hot col., rich
silky feather, well built, not quite so massive as
leader, but neat; 3, Brown, fair green, nice order,
steady, well shown ; 4, McNeish, good size, nice qual.,

rather longer barrel ; 5, McLeod. BUFF (3) : 1,

spl., Taylor, fine green, top, size, subs., right qual.,
plenty col., neatly braced, stylish, fine top end, good
carr. ; 2, Swan, nice size, good subs., col. ; 3,

McNeisli, nice qual., on smaller lines. BUFF HEN
(4): 1, spl, S.P.C. medal, A. Crawford, nice cobby
built, sweet typical exhibit, rare qual. feather, per-
fect carr., neat all over; 2, no name, well up size,
qual., nice head, neck, fails wing carr.; 3, no name,
well up in size, qual., good col., fails front; 4,

Smith, good typical exhibit, neat shape, fine carr.,
could have gone up peg. YELL (3) : 1, A. Crawford,
fine typical exhibit, capital feather, neat, cobby
make, well braced, nicely staged; 2, Taylor, nice
specimen in lovely cond., good bead, neat front;
3, McNeish, nice size, qual., fine wings, tail, fails
top end. YEL. VAR., ETC. (3) : 1, Fyfe, fine saddle
mark, plenty size, col., fine type, feather, finely

staged
; 2, 3, Clark, leader shade smaller, cobby

make, nice qual., fails carr., 3rd very similar, cobby,
neat, tight up on 2nd. BUFF (4) : 1, Taylor, fine
specimen, good' size, nice type, fine col., qual., in
rattling cond.; 2, spl, A. Crawford, shade smaller,
very neat, typical; 3, Priest, well up for size, nice
col., cond., fails subs.

; 4, McLeod, good size, feather,
proper texture, loses wing carr. NON-FED CK.
(3) : 1, spl, Braids, topping yell., grand qual.,
feather, fine size, subs., stylish, fine stamp; 2, 3,
Sloan, leader capital cl. buff, plenty size, s-ubs., well
proportioned, fine top end, good front, nice wings,
tail, useful stock, 3rd nice qual.. col., could do with
trifle more subs. HEN (3): 1, Smith, fine cl. buff,
nice qual, feather, chubby, fine front, neat wings,
well braced, in lovely cond.; 2, Sloan, fair qual.,
buff, nice size, cond., well beaten here; 3, McNeish,
fair yell., nice qual., stylish, typical. CRESTS (4):
1, spl, 2, McMillan, leader topping green, plenty
subs., feather, rare top-piece, thickly clad, fine leafy
feather, nicely radiated, well drooped all round, in
perfect order, 2nd even wings, dark head, tail, nice
exhibit, good subs., plenty broad qual. feather, fails
cond.; 3, Jeffrey, nice qual., fails bit size, beaten
top; 4, Lindsay, good size, feather, qual., lacks
quantity. HEN (2): 1. McMillan, nice grizzle, lovely
feather, fine size, neat, well-radiated top-piece, wins
easy; 2, Lindsay, var., nice qual., neat top, well
groomed, but beaten. C.-B. CK. (4): 1, 4, McMillan,
leads with light-tailed green, good body, subs., size,
fine lofty dome skull, well lashed, broad entrance,
finely clothed with good feather; 4, we could not
find

; 2, 3, Lindsay, former clear body, dark eyes,
fine size, subs., fine broad skull and entrance, not
so well padded as winner, 3rd close-feathered green,
nice qual. feather, not just so massive, fine skull
and entrance, presses close up on 2nd. HEN (3)

:

1, McMillan, nice var., good size, rich qual. feather,
plenty of it, good top end, staged in right, fashion

;

2, 3, Lindsay, 2nd good green, fine size, qual., well
up, 3rd right up for size, feather, beaten entrance
to skull. BORDER, CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK. (4)

:

1, J. Crawford, sweetly got-up little fellow, nice col.,
qual., neat throughout, in winning trim ; 2, Brown,
good type, qual., rather thin in neck, behind for col.;
3, Aitken. nice qual., style, nice body, wings, tail,
fails head, neck; 4, Penman, nice ail round, good
qual. exhibit, presses well up on 3rd. BUFF (3):
1, spl, Aitken, nice qual. exhibit, shapely body, nice
top end, finely braced, stylish, steady

; 2, Craw ford,
good for type, qual., carr., fails steadiness; 3,
Brown, good all-round type, nice qual., not quite so
tight feather. \TELL. HEN (1) : 1, Brown, good ex-
hibit, fine feather, well staged. BUFF (3): 1, Pen-
man, line feather, right texture, nice jaunty style,
neat carr., type, shapely, good, in the pink;' 2,
Crawford, nice specimen, almost minus tail; 3. Ait-
ken, nice qual.. fine type, neat top end, stylish,
hangs wing. YELL. VAR. ( 1 ): 1 , Swan, good type,
qual., feather, jaunty style, fine order. BUFF (2):
1, Aitken, nice qual., cinn. mark, good type, jeather,
rather long-headed ; 2, Penman, similarly mkd., fail-

ing only closeness feather. GREEN OR CINN. (4)

:

1, spl, Brown, good yell, green, nice grassy col., well-
pencilled body and flanks, nice type, carr., in rare

feather, steady : 2. onl. Braid, fine buff cinn.. grand 1

qual., feather, nice type, good carr., just trifle long-

headed; 3, 4, Sloan, yell, and buff green respectively,

former nice col., type, fails .shade wing carr., latter

fair all-round exhibit, staged in perfect feather.
YORKS, CL OR TKD. YELL. CK. (7): 1, spl, Pin-

nock, grand length, hot even col., nice clean front,

beautifully round', well-drawn body, perfect carriage,

wins well
; 2, spl, Penman, fine lengtlp. sound col.,

nice type, carr., rather unsteady ; 3, Priest, nice

exhibit, good qual. fine front, well drawn, neat, fails

cond.
; 4, Tansey, good lengtny exhibit, nice feather,

shape, not so clean cut; 5, Hunter; 6, Grant. BUFF
(4): 1, Pinnock, plenty length, fine type, qual., close

feather, neat carr., little soiled in plumage; 2, Find-
lay, nice qual., type, carr., fails length, perfectly

(staged ; 3, Grant, nice nat. col., good qual., type,

well braced, rather open feather; 4, Priest. YELL.
HEN (5): 1, Pinnock, sweet exhibit, fine length,

proper type, soft qual., well rounded, clean, neat, A1
order; 2, Priest, good length, shape, fine qual.,

carr., hit nervy, unsteady ; 3, Findlay, nice exhibit

for qual., type, and carr., fails length
; 4, 5, Grant,

former good example of the breed, fair all round,
could have gone up a peg. BUFF1

(3) : 1, Penman,
lengthy, nice build, proper shape, nice style, pos.,

neat, clean-cut, well drawn
; 2, Priest, nice exhibit,

fine type, qual., neat, well rounded, fine carr., badly
staged; 3, Hunter, good length, nice qnal., shape,
fails wing carr. VAR. (2); 1, Tansey, good speei-

rrien, fine length, nice type, good qual., shapely, well
drawn; 2, Priest, good qual., lteavy mark, nice body,
fine wings, tail, good feather. SELL. 15s. (2); 1,

Robertson; 2, Hraxle. MULE OR HYB. (1): 1,

Webster, nice var. huff Goldie Mule, in perfect
feather. DARK MULE (6): 1, Webster, nice jonque
Greenie, fine size, good col., steady, staged perfect
feather; 2, McNicol, same cross, in nice cond., beaten
in massiveness and depth col. 3, Brown, huff Goldie,
fine size, feather, cross well blended, steady, well

" The first letter opened brought the ready
cash for the Cockatoo I advertised in CAGE
BIRDS. Altogether I received 43 applications ;

sorry I could not answer them all.”

—

MANAGER
(Gloucester Furnishing Co.).
“ I advertised Snow Buntings in CAGE

BIRDS December 11, and had sold out by the
14th. I had 46 applications, and as I cannot
answer all, I should esteem it a favour if you
would do so through the medium of your valuable
paper.”—B. HUMPHRIES (Eastbourne).
“ Ki idly thank alt those who replied to my

arfvt ."2 Norwich. They were far too many to

repU to singly. I replied to all who sent stamps.
The eirds were sold by wire the same day, and
there is no doubt as an advertising medium
CAGE BIRDS is just the one.”—GEO. BAILEY,
Barwell.

staged; 4, Quinn, similar, in nice cond.; 5, Fearns",

6, Taylor. BRIT. GOLDF. (8): 1, Webster, little

beauty rare expansive deep, square, crimson blaze,

fine cheeks, nice distinct mkgs., rich full col., steady,
in s-uperb cond.

; 2, McNicol, nice face, not so well

up in col., good size, mkgs;, steady ; 3, Fraser, fair

exhibit, good feather, fails expansive blaze, steadi-

ness; 4, 6, Quinn, 4th nice Finch, good feather; G,

Swan. BULLF. (3): 1, Penman, fine isize, col., cond.,

rich expansive, jet-black cap, fine wing bars, lovely

slatey body, wins easy; 2, Stewart, nice col., cond.,

fails size; 3, Sloan, we could riot find. HEN (6).:

1, Clark, good Finch, fine size, perfect feather, sound
col., mkgs., wins nicely; 2, Fraser, well up for size,

qual. beaten steadiness ; 3, Crawford, nice specimen,
good size, col. aud mkgs., not so perfect feather; 4,

Webster, nice Finch, good feather, but smaller; 5,

Robertson; 6, Quinn. LINNET (6): 1, spl, Webster,
nice size, perfect feather, steady, nicely pencilled,

well laid down ; 2, Fearns, fine, F.-M. exhibit, barely
size leader; 3, Priest, fair exhibit for col., pencilling,

very unsteady; 4, Webster, nice col., perfect feather,

lacks size; 5, Swan; 6, Brown. SISKIN (4): 1,

Webster, jonque, little beauty, plenty col., perfect
mkgs. faultless cond., easy win; 2, Brown, steady,
fine feather, fail® col. ; 3, Swan, hard up for size,

steady, fails mkgs.,-.4, Sloan, buff, nice size, feather,

well shown. MEALY REDPOLL, &c. (7): 1, spl,

Webster, fine Twite, topper for col., nice size, per-

fect feather, nicely pencilled on rich ground shade

;

2, Fearns, Twite, nice size, feather, beaten col. ; 3,

5, Quinn, 3rd trifle better size, fails mkgs.; 4. 6,

Penman. LESSER (12): 1, spl, 3, Quinn, nice little

chap leads, good size, feather, rich poll., neat bib,

well laced, steady, 3rd good but fails size; 2, 4,

Crawford, 'former steady, perfect cond., well mkd.,
little behind, 4th nice exhibit, wants steadying
down; 5, Fraser; 6, Swan. GREENF. F'ED. (G) : 1,

Fearns, wins novice cup, nice Finch, good size, per-

fect feather, rich olive green, blended with deep
yell, wings, steady, well pot down; 2, Robertson,
steady, fine col., perfect feather, beaten in size; 3,

Webster, staged nice cond., rather unsteady ; 4,

Crawford, good specimen, fine col., steady, perfect

feather, must have pressed on 3rd ; 5, Robertson

;

6, Stewart. NON-FED (13): 1, Penman, Finch, good
size, rich col., fine feather, steady, wins

; 2, Braids,

high col. for a non-fed; 3, Fearns, good size, nice

col. feather, should make up well ; 4, McNicol, shade
smaller, but good, in lovely bloom ; 5, Swan ; 6,

McCorrisken. A.V. BUNT. (6); 1, Webster, nice

Corn, perfect feather, steady as rock, well spotted,

credit; 2, Fearns. Yellowhammer, nice size, feather,

steady, well-defined headlines, good exhibit; 3, Quinn,
Corn, little behind winner, very steady, fine level col.,

nicely pencilled front; 4, 5, Swan, 4th fair Yellow-
hammer, well beaten; C, Penman. BRAMBLE, ETC.
(9): 1, McCorrisken, nice Bramble, fine size, distinct

mkgs., steady, perfect feather, grand col.; 2, 6,

Penman, 2nd fine Chaffinch, nice size, col., feather,

steady, well put down
; 3, Webster, Bramble, well

up for size, steadiness, cond., fails in depth col. : 4,

Clark, Chaffie, nice feather, cond., fails size, col.

HEN FOR HYBRIDISING (3): 1, Webster, disking
Bramble, in the pink, all there for col., cond.,

steady, perfect- 2, Fearns, nice Greenie, top cond.;

3, Swan, Bramble, nice exhibit. SOFTBILL (9) : 1,

spl, best Brit., Crawford, lovely waxwing, perfect

feather, smooth as glass
; 2, Braids Waxwing well

up for size, col., steady, not quite so close in

feather; 3, 4, Webster, Bearded Tit and Waxwing
respectively, both staged in faultless feather, credit-

able order , 5, Stewart ; 6, McCorrisken. FOR.
GOLDF. OR BULLF. (3) : 1, Fylde, nice size, fine

square-cut blaze, deep wing bars, pure Whites, nice
tanning, perfect feather, steady; 2, McNicol, nice

Finch, good feather, distinct mkgs., fails blaze
; 3,

Stewart, very similar to 2nd, little to choose be-

tween them. FOR. (1): 1. Webster.

HANLEY C.B.S.
First annual members’ show, Dec. 11, at tbo

Angel Hotel, a capital room in the centre of Hanley.
It was tlie best members’ show ever held in the
district, entries numbering 187, and the quality all

round considerably jn advance of any previous
effort. Mr. F. Bate judged and gave every satis-

faction. Mr. S. Pigott and Mr. T. Hawley were the
chief winners Hi champion section, and Mr. C. Bec-
kett wim easily first in the novice section.
Champion Section.—Yellow Yorks.: 1, vhc, Pygott;

2, Salt; 3, Lawton j 4, Hawley. Buff: 1, 4, Hawley;
2, Salt; 3, vhc, Lawton. Mkd. Yell, or Buff: 1, 2,

Hawley; 3, Duckers and Colclougb ; 4, Dale. Yell.

Hen, A.V.: 1, 2, 3, Lawton; 4, Pygott. Buff: 1, 2,

Pygott; 3, he. Salt; 4, vhc, c, Lawton. Unflig. Yell.:

1, Hawley; 2, vhc, Salt; 3, he, Pygott; 4, Robinson;
c,Lawton. Buff: 1, Robinson; 2, 3, he, Lawton; 4.

vhc. Salt. Yell, or Buff Hen: 1, Beckett; 2, Hawley;
3, 4, c, Lawton

; vhc, Robinson ; he, Pygott. Light
Can. Mule: 1, Pygott. Dark: 1, 2, 4, vhc, Chadwick;
3, Pygott. Goldf.: 1, 3, Pygott; 2, Bates; 4,

Brown, junr.
; vhc, Lawton; lie, Whitmore; c,

Cooper. Linnet: 1, 2, Bates; 3, Brown junr.; 4,

Beckett; vhc, he, Pygott; c, Wilde. Siskin, Red-
poll, or Twite: 1, 3, Pygott ; 2, Cooper; 4, Lawton.
A.V. Hardbill: 1, 3, Chadwick; 2, Beckett; 4, Bates;
vhc, Robinson

; lie, Whitmore; c, Pygott. Soft:

1, Beckett; 2, Whitmore. Field-Moulted Linnet: 1,

Lawton; 2. vhc. Bates; 3, Brown, junr ; 4, he, Py-
gott; c, Hawley. Novice Section.—Nor. Yell.: 1,

Oldham; 2. Dunn; 3, Cooper. Buff: 1, 4, Wilde; 2,

vhe. Cooper; 3, lie, Oldham; c, Dunn. Yell. Hen,
A.V. : 1, 3, 4, Oldham; 2, vhc, Wilde; he, Cooper.
Buff: 1, Cooper; 2, 3, he, Oldham; 4, Wilde; vhc,
Dunn. Yell., Unflig.: 1, 3, Dunn; 2, he, Oldham;
4, vlic, Cooper. Buff ; 1, 3, Cooper ; 2, Oldham ; 4,

Dunn. Yorks., Yell.: F, 3. Beckett; 2, Banks and
Hesketh ; 4, c. Brown, sen. : vhe, Chadwick

;
he,

Duckers and Colclough. Buff: 1, Brown, jun.; 2,

Chadwick : 3, he. Duckers and Colclough; 4, ‘Bec-

kett; e, Dale. Yell. Hen; 1, vhc, lie, Beckett; 2,

Dale; 3. Bennett: 4, Chadwick; c. Brown, jun. Buff:

1, Duckers and Colclough; 2. 3, Dale; 4, Banks and
Hesketh; vhc, Beckett. Unflig Yell.: 1, 3, Beckett;
2, Mycock; 4, Bennett; vhc, Brown, senr.

;
he.

Brown, junr.; c, Banks and Hesketh. Buff: 1, 3,

vhc, Beckett; 2. Mycock; 4, c, Chadwick; c. Brown,
jun. Yell, or Buff Hen: 1, c. Dale; 2, Banks and
Hesketh; 3, vhc, Beckett; he, Bennett; 4, Brown,
jun. Points for champion challenge cup for Yorks,

as follows:— S. Pvgott, 68; G. Lawton, 56; T. Haw-
ley. 30; G. Sait, 25; C. J. Robinson, 16; T. Bates, 32.

Points for novice Yorke. challenge cup as follows:

C. Beckett, 83; G. Chadwick, 42; W. Brown, jun.,

30; S. Dale. 23: Banks and Hesketh, 16; Duckers
and Colclough, 16; W. Mycock, 12; W. Bennett, 11;

W. Brown, sen., 8; W. Whitmore. 5. Points for

novice Norwich challenge shield as follows; W. Old-

ham, 43; M, Cooper, 32; S. Wilde, 20; T. Dunn, 17.

LAISTERDYKE B.F.A.

Annual Open Show, Nov. 27, Bradford Moor Coun-

cil School, Mr. J. W. Metcalfe, Liverpool, judge.

CL. OR TKD. YELL YORKS.: 1, Stobart; 2,

Dykes; 3, vhc, Bennett; 4, Ogden Bros.; he, Hartley;

c. Stevenson. UNFLIG.: 1, Dykes; 2, 3, Bennett; 4,

Sutcliffe and Son; vhc. Hartley; he, Hodgeon ; c,

Ogden and Sons. HEN: 1, Dykes; 2, Casey; 3,

HelLinglcy; 4, Middleton; vhe, Seager; be, Atkinson.

CL. OR TKD. BUFF HEN: 1, Midglcy; 2, Dykes;

3, Hodgson ; 4, Hartley ;
vhc, Atkinson ; he, Ogden

Bros.; e, Helliwell. CINN. YELL. YKS. : 1, 4. Dr.

Craig; 2, Sutcliffe and Son; 3, Towers; vhc, Morri-

son ;
be, Hudson; c, Stevenson. BU’FF: 1, Morri-

son
; 2, Dr. Craig

; 3, vhc, Atkinson and Firth ; 4,

Bennett; he, Towers; c, Hudson. YELL. HEN: 1,

Hodgson: 2, Morrison; 3, Midgley; 4, Towers; vhc,

Dr. CYaig
;

he, Atkinson and F'irth. BUFF: 1, 3,

Dr. Craig
; 2. Morrison ; 4, Towers

;
vhc, Casey ; be,

Midglcy. EVEN, ETC., YELL. (GR. MKD.): 1,

Dykes; 2, Towers; 3, Middleton; 4, he, Morrison;
vhc, Sutcliffe and Son; c, Sharpe. BUFF: 1, Dykes;
2, Sharpe

; 3, Thornton and Robertshaw ; 4, c, Hall

;

vhc. Towers; he, Morrison. YELL. HEN: 1. Morri-
son; 2, Towers; 3, Dibb

; 4, Dykes; vhc, Sharpe;
ho, Midgley ; c, Middleton. BUFF : 1, Towers; 2,

Sutcliffe and Son; 3, Dykes; 4. Litter ; vhc, Thornton
ami Robertshaw ; he, c, Hartley. NOV., CL. OR
TKD. YELL.: 1, Ratcliffe; 2, Raynor; 3, Morley
and Hill; 4, Mitchell; vhe, l'ownall

;
he, Bloom-

field; c, Gledhill. HEN: 1, e. Firth
; 2, M..riey and

Hill; 3, Taylor; 4, Mitchell; vhc, Ratcliffe; be,

Gledhill. BUFF: 1, 3. Naylor; 2, Hamson; 4, Fret-

well; vhc, Sykes; he, Taylor; c, McEwan. HEN : 1,

Swaine; 2, Raynor: 3, 4, vhc, A. F'irth. UNF'LIG,
HEN: 1, he, W. F'irth; 2, Sykes; 3, S. Firth; 4,

Fretwell; vhc, Hanson; c, A. F'irth, UNFLIG.: 1,

Crowthcr 2, Pownall; 3, H. Firth; 4, Sykes; vbc,
Dutton; he, Fawcett; c, S. Firth. CINN.: 1, 4,

Hodgson, jun.; 2, c, Svnies; vhc, Wood ; 1c, Pow-
nall; 3, Gledhill. HF.N: 1, 4, Hodgson, jur. ; 2,

Wood; 3, A. Firth; vhc, Bak.-r Bros.; he, Pownall;
c, Gledhill. EVEN, ETC., GR. MKD : ), 2, vhc,
Taylor f 3, Hanson; 4, A Firth; tn. I'ownal 1

; c.

Town. HEN: 1 , llamo'l; 2, 3 Gitdliill 4. Ciewtlur;
Hodgson, jun.; 2, c, Symes ; vhc, Wood; he, Pow-
nall; 3, Gledhill. HEN; 1, 4. Hodgson, jun.; 2,

Wood; 3, A. Firth; vhc. Baker Bros.; he, Pownall;
c, Gledhill. EVEN ETC., GR MKD.: 1, 2. vhc,
Taylor; 3, Hanson; 4, A. Smith; he, Pownall; c.

Town. HEN : 1, Hanson; 2, 3, \Tedhill
; 4, Crowthcr;

vhc, Symes; he, Ratcliff; c, Raynor. NOIt. CK.;
1. 2, Baldwinson ; 3, he, Jowett

; 4, vhc, he, Simonctt,
SELL.; 1, he. Hudson; 2, Taylor; 3, Horsfield; 4,

Lister; vhc, Hartley; c, Casey. HEN: 1, F'oster
; 2,

Symes; 3, Radley; 4, Hartley; vhc, Horsfield.

BARNET F. AND F.S.

13th annual show, open to a radius of 85 miles.

Town Hall, Nov. 27. The morning was bitterly

cold, and the hall none too comfortably heated, but
the committee, led by the Hon. See., J. M. Richards,

did their utmost to make things go smoothly. Tim
show was about up to the average, which, consider,

ing the war and its effects on the Fancy, was aq
excellent result. Mr. Chandler, chairman, lent prac-

tical aid ; indeed, the whole of the officials were
active. Mr. W. Bell won the Canary cup with a
smart yellow Yorks, hen, the runner up also' being

a yellow Norwich hen of Mr. Kerr's. Mr. Geo,
Gardner judged.
NOR. : 1, 2 spls, 2, lie, Kerr, rattling team, the

leader a typical, good-headed yell, hen ; 2nd, bonny
huff cock ; 3, vhc, c. Bell. YORKS., C’K.: 1, 2, res,

lie, Bell, typical, especially leader, and well shown;

3, vhc, Peters, smart, nice pos. HEN; 1, cup, 2
spls, 2, 3, vhc. Bell, good team, the cup winner
being very sweet; res, he, Peters. NAT. COL.: 1,

spl Bell, bonny bull green Nor.; 2, Hill, good cl.,

same var.
; 3, res, vhc. Chandler, all good type

and qual. MULES: 1. 2, Peters, Orecnle-Can. lead-

ing; 3, Kirby. GOLDF., ETC.: 1, Young; 2. res,

Chandler; 3, Smith; vhc, Kirby. LINNET: 1, spl.

Bell, good size, bonny shape, cob. and '•

2, 3, res, vhc, Vergottinii THRUSH AND SELL. : 1,

spl Bell: 2, 3, Watson; res, lie, c, Smith. FOR ’•

1 , Miss M. Young, lovely Amazon. In grand fcatlur,

rare size; 2, Vergottiui, nice Paradise Whydon
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WHITEHAVEN YORKS. F.S.
The 2nd nicely arranged and well ordered allow

vat held on Dee. Is. Itnu h.v a few lending fanner*
and exhibitors, with Mr. .las. Stewart, the well-

known Yorks, exhibitor, as secretary, the collection

of exhibits- got together on this occasion was moat
creditable. Tin' staging and attention given to
the birds left nothing to he desired, and exhibitors
may with no doubtful feelings send to future shows
held under the same management. The committee
consisting of Messrs. T. Brown, .chairman, .1.

Buchanan, d. McLaughlin, .1. Smith, .1. Barrie, l>.

U. Moore, nit practical fanciers, knowing exactly
what is required. Yorkshires headed the schedule,
having eight champion and three novice classes pro
v id»*d. and though well represented in quality, de-

served a liettcr entry numerically. The winner of

Dr. Allen's clip for best bird belonging to a member
of the Cumberland and Westmorland Y.C. wa-s the
winning 11)15 butt cock, a bird of wonderful York-
shire properties and finely staged, belonging to Mr.
•las. Stewart. We understand this bird also won
the W.Y.C.C. clip for best young bird at the (.'lull

Show a fortnight previously. Borders with 5 classes
—one an even-mark, that only drew 5 entries

—

averaged 13 per class, and were a capital collection,
some of the best in the Borders being present.
British were also nice classes, all the better known
varieties ol hardbills being on view, and a source
of much attraction. The judges, all specialists in
their varieties, were: Yorkshires. Mr. T. Hurriman

;

Borders. Mr. J. S. Wilson, and Mr. H. Glaisten
British, who each appeared to give satisfaction.
YORKS. UL. BTC., YELL. (7) : 1, Stewart, line up-
right carriage, grand qual., well-known winner, easy
win; 2, Henderson and Crosby, nice pos. and col.,

not the quul. of winner, but Itnely drawn; 3, Craw-
hall. shade stouter in build, good pos. ; 4, Tweedie,
good col., nicely drawn and of capital quul.; 5,

Wells; 0 , Mavis; 7, Brown. BUFF (9). I, 2,

Stewart, leader rare col. and qual., grand pos.,
latter good type and col., shade behind in smooth-
ness of feather; 3, Nattrass, line pos. and col.,
-racy and stylish ; 4, 7, Richardson, nicely drawn

;

5, Bradley; G, Fawcett. UNEVEN, ETC., YELL. OR
BUFF (11): 1, Bradley, neat and narrow, well cut
and linisbed tkd. butt ; 2, Crawhall, tkd. head huff,

welt drawn, clean front, shapely; 3, 4, Nattrass,
varieg. yell, leading, not quite the length, but
shapely. latter line qual. buff; 5, Henderson and
Crosby ; <i, Bradley; 7, Pearson. YELL. HEN (G)

:

1. Everett, tkd. head yell., beautiful shape, well
drawn and nicely rounded all over; 2, 3, Stewart,
2nd soft when noting. 3rd Ikd. yell., plenty of size,
not quite the qual.

; 4, Pearson, very unsteady, well
drawn and nice quaL ; 5. Fawcett; G. Brown. BUFF
HEN (7) ; 1, Henderson and Crosby', reaehy bird,
good wings and tail, well and nicely cut away; 2,
Crawhall, similar stamp, dtiHer in appearance ; 3,
5. Stewart, tine feather, good pos., close up

; 4,
Bradley, stouter in build, but showy; 6, Wells; 7,

Brown. YELL. CK. UN FLIC. (11): 1. 3, Crawliall,
leader good length, nicely rounded, well up, latter
tkd. cheek, nicely drawn, fine qual,; 2, C, Stewart,
cl., similar in properties to winner; 4, Henderson
and Crosby, heavier build, tine shape and qual.; 5,
Twacdie; 7. Bradley. BUFT (7): 1, 4. Stewart, cup
winner, beautiful col., qual., and finish, well car-
ried wings and tail, 4th good- pos.

; 2, Crawhall,
tine type, nicely moulded

; 3. Warren, reaehy, not
fco well cut away behind; 5, Fawcett; 6, Brown; 7,
Richardson. HEN (12) : 1, Tweedie, neat and
shapely, good pos., well carried wings; 2, Stewart,
very close «p, fine pos. and feather; 3. Henderson
and Crosby, tkd. yell., fine col., shade long in
wings ; 4, Everett, finely drawn, fails in wings to
winners ; 5, Nattrass; G, IIa vis ; 7, Buchanan. NOV.
YELL. CK. (7); 1, 6, Smith, nicely tapered, fine
qual., good level col., neat head and back; 2, 5,
Barrie, very close up, similar properties

; 3, Todd,
shade stouter, not so smooth or well finished; 4,
Palmer, good wings, neat; 7, Crowther. BUFF (7):
1, Winder, fine, reaehy, good carriage and finish;
2, 6, Barrie, nicely finished ; 3, 7, Smith, good posi-
tion

; 4, Crowther, neat shape; 5, Palmer. HEN
(7) : 1, 4, Barrie, leader nice qual. and shape, latter
lair, good shape and pos. ; 2, 3, Smith, leader of
fine qual., latter neat; 5, Todd

; G, Palmer; 7,
Winder. BORDER. CL.. ETC., YELL., CK. (15):
1, Egerton, almost even mark, fine shape, qual. and
condition, neat wings; 2, 7, Nicliol, tkd.. nice
shape and qual.; 3, Rea.v, another neat bird, typical,
not -so bright as leaders ; 4, Shaokiey, finer drawn,
neat iiead, good qual.; 5, Levason

; G, D. G. Wilson.
BUFF (20): A really good class: 1, 2, H. Bennett,
tkd. head and wing respectively, both fair qual.,
good type, neat all over, well shown; 3, Moore
and Son, cl., extra good in qual., nice shape, neat
head and wing carriage; 4, Egerton, 3-pointed,
beautifully rounded all over, well up in wing earr.,
neat in head and tail; 5, Cubby; 6, McLaughlin;
7. Atkinson. YELL. HEN (13): 1, Egerton, cl.,
nicely shaped one, neat and finely made ; 2, Bennett,
tkd. wing, fine shape, qual. and cond.; 3, Atkin-
son. uneven, rare qual. and shape; 4, Reav, cl., fine
type and feather

: 5, 7, McLaughlin
; G, Shacklev.

BUFF (17): 1, 4, Bennett, both ticked ones, leader
shade finer made, fine qual. and type; 2, McLaugh-
lin, eye tkd. good qual., nice shape; 3. Moore and
Son, uneven, fine type and cond. : 5, Brown ; G, .1

W. Ellwood; 7. McLaughlin. EVEN MARK, (o)

:

t. Cubby, bull*, good eyes, rather heavy in win"s,
nice shape ami feather; 2, 3, 4. 5, Moore and Son,
yell, leading, fair mkgs., good in col. and qual., 3rd
buff hen, heavy markings, 4th buff hen, nicelv
balanced wings, weak in eyes, 5th yell. BRITISH
GOLDF. (7): 1, 2, Mackic. leader heavier built, fine
lace and flush, not so welt cut on cheeks and head
as 2nd, fine qual. bird, with good all-round pro-
perties, blit not so cobby as winner; 3, 5, Almond,
good mkgs. and col., fails in substance, still a
Itonnic bird; 4, Heslop, slimly built, nice col ;

G, D.
G. Wilson; 7, Marello and Son. LINNET. H.-M.
(11): 1, Tyson, nice shape and feather, little plain
on breast, nice col.; 2. Moore and Son, finely mkd.,
good col., fine fettle; 3, Mackie, good type and col.:

SISKIN ETC. (G): 1, Drabble, Siskin, nice anal, and
col. : 3. Mackie. Twite leading, fine col. and
mkgs.: 3, Redpoll; 4, 5, Tyson: G, Marello and Son.
A \ SEEDEATER (11): 1. Winder, field-moulted
l-ullie, nice shape and size, good col.: 2, 3, Mac-
pherson, Bramble and Corn Bunting, good size, col.,
arid markings; 4, ltowand and Martin, Bullie, house-
moulted. beaten in col.; 5, Moore and Son, G, 7,
Marello and Son.

Yorkshire Union of C.B.S.
A Council meeting of the above will be

held at the Market Tavern at 6.30 on Jan. 1,
when it is- proposed to consider the advis-
abilitv

,
of extending the -Union, also to make

arrangements for next season, writes Mr.
Sam Midgley, bon. sec.

BACUP ROLLER C.C.
Fourth Annual Open Hinging Contest, I'ark Hotel,

Bacup, on Friday and Saturday, and waa in every
way a gratifying miccess. No fewer than 172 birds
from all partn of the country were “ cagod.” and
the quality of the exhibits was of n high standard.
The -arrangements made iliy the Secretary, Mr.
Johnson, of 0. Brunswick Terrace, Stackateada, were
effectively carried out by the steward*. The judges
were Messrs. Lyons (Blackburn), Massey (Bolton),
and Oldroyd (Wakefield). Champion young birds
class M entries, judge Mr. Lyons: 1. William Mushv,
30 points; 2, T. W. Walton, 29; 3, If. Best, 29; ex.
3, Frank Hocking, 29; 4, Geo. Wareing. 28; ex. 4,
Win. Rhodes, -28

; vhc, W. Harrison. J. Kilshan. H.
Wantling (2), J. W. Hayward, A. Gooding (2),
B. Kramer, Geo. Wareing, K. Pericles, 11. Rowell
(2), 27 each; he, W. Harrison, E. Lord. W . Massy,
W. H. Shiply (2), Geo. Wareing (2), Frank Hooking,
K. Pericles <2) , Samuel Downing, 20 each; c, H. (j.

Hill, J. Hilshon, J. T. Johnson, A. Gooding, Win.
Rhodes, Harry Powell, 25 each. Novice, young
birds, G8 entries, judge, Mr. Massey : I, 2, Geo.
Wantling, 23 ami 22 points; ex. 1. J. Hunter, 22; ex.
2. J. Karmrliaw, 22; 3. H. Jopson, 21; ex. 3. J. N.
Hayward, 21; 4, H. Mead, 21; ex. 4, A. Atherton,
21; vhc, T. Thwaites, Mrs. 11. Wantling, Geo.
Smith, 20; he. A. Atherton, J. Matthews. H. Mead,
11. Jopson. It. lluinhy, 19; c, W. T. U nsworth, IS.
Open to all, birds any age, judge, Mr. Oldroyd, 23
entries: 1. H. .1. Ryder. 31 points; 2, Frank Hocking,
30; 3, J. H. Wardleworth, 30; 4, J. A. Williams. 29;
vhc, J: T. Johnson, 28; he, J. -Matthew, 28; c,
J. 11. Wardleworth, 27. Amateur, anv age, 35
entries, judge, Mr. Oldroyd: 1, H. Appleby. 28
points; 2, A. Gooding, 27; 3, L. E. Watkins, 2« ; 4,
J. Thompson, 20; vhc, G. Wantling, Tom Routlege,
25 each

;
c, W. Watson, 24.

DARVEL C.B.S.
Members Show, Town Hall, Dec. 4, all proceeds

for local soldiers' and sailors' fund; P. Mcljuiston
judged, giving every satisfaction. Entries and
quality were very good, and included two of Mr.
Anderson's Song Thrush-Blackbird Hybrids, the
judge, without hesitation, acknowledging them to be
as stated. Nor. Ck. : 1, Taylor; 2, 3, Anderson.
Hgn : i, 2, Hopkins; 3, Taylor. Bred 1915: 1, 2,
Addenda

; 3, Taylor. Non-Fed : 1, 2, Anderson

;

3, Taylor. Border Fancy, Yell.: 1 , Duncan; 2, 3,
Dykes. Buff: 1

,
Dykes; 2, 3, Nisbet. Bred 1915: 1,

Duncan; 2, 3, 'Nisbet. A.O.V. Gan.: 1, 2, Dykes.
Hyb. or Light Mule: 1. 2, Anderson; 3, Thomson.
Dark: 1, Hopkins; 2, Thomson; 3, Dykes. Goldf.,
Brit.: 1. Thomson ; 2, Dykes; 3. Roxburgh. Bull!.:
1, Thomson; 2, Roxburgh; 3, Taylor. Greenf. : 1,

Hopkins; 2, Thotfison ; 3, Elston. Linnet: 1, Thom-
son; 2, 3, Anderson. Sis., Mealy, Poll, or Twite:
1, Hopkins; 2, Dykes; 3, Thomson. Lesser Redpoll:
l.Blaton

; 2, 3, Hopkins. Bramble or Chaffinch: 1,

3, Thomson; 2, Alston. A.O.V. Brit., not classed:
1, Anderson; 2, Morton; 3, Thomson. A.V. Brit.
Hen: 1, Morton; 2, Taylor; 3, Anderson. 'For.
Bullf. or Goldf. : 1, liopkins

; 2, Anderson. For.,
Single or Pairs: 1, 2, Hopkins; 3, Anderson. Belt.
Class, Border Fancy: 1, Nisbet. A.O.V. Can.: 1.
Hopkins; 2, Taylor; 3, Anderson. Brit.; 1, Alston.

BOWBURN C.B.S.
Sixth Annual Show, Nov. 20 and 22, 1915. The

Wheat -Sheaf, Bowburn. 75 birds were staged and
judged by Mr. Ernest Woodhead, of West Hartle-
pool, who appeared to give satisfaction. Special
case of carvers for most points in unflighted Can-
aries was won by A. E. Priest. In the absence of
Mr. P. Harle, Manager of Bowburn Colliery, the
show was opened by Mr. E. Tou’.son, Sec. .Class 1,
Members, Any Var. Canary or Mule: 1. J. Stewart;
2, Priest; 3, Freeman; 4, Miller; vhe, liaiies; he,
Tapling; e, Toulson. Class 2, Yell. Nor., Cl., Etc..
Ck. : 1, Miller; 2, 3, Roddom

; 4, Priest : vhe, Hug-
gins. Class 3, Yell. Nor., do. Hen: 1, Roddoin

; 2,
Priest; 3, Huggins; vhe, Roddom; he, Huggins.
Class 4, Buff Nor. Cock, Cl., Tkd. or Var.: 1,

Freeman; 2, Milier; 3, Freeman; 4. Roddom; vhc,
Priest; he, .Huggins. Class 5, Do.. Hen: 1, Miller;
2, Huggins; 3, Miller; 4. Huggins; vhc, Rodiloiu

;

he. Freeman
; c. Priest. Class G, Yell. York. Cock :

1, Priest; 2, Dowson. Class 7, Do. Hen: 1, Dowson
;

2. Priest. Class 8, Buff Yorks. Cock : 1, Dowson

;

2, l’rieat. Class 9, Do. Hen: 1. Dowson; 2, Priest.
Class 10 , A.V.C. Ck., not mentioned: 1, Stewart;
2, Priest. Class 11, A.V.C. Hen, do.: 1, Hailes; 2,
Huggins. Class 12, Mule, A.V.: 1, Stewart; 2,
Huggins. Class 13, A.V. Brit. Bard.: 1, Roddom;
2, Marr; 3, Freeman; vhc, Marr. Class 14. Brown
Linnet, open : 1, Bailee ; 2, White; 3, Priest: 4, Rod-
dom; vhe. Freeman; he. Hailes

; c, Huggins. Class
15, Brit., Goldfinch, ojien: 1, Priest: 2, Stewart - 3,
Routtedge. Class 1G, A.V.C., 1915 bred Cock, ’for
most points, special ease of carters, 1, Priest; 2,
Freeman; 3, llailes; 4, Roddom; vhc. Miller; he,
Stewart. Class 17, I)o. Hen: 1. Roddom

; 2. Priest: 3,
Hailes; 4, Miller; vhc, Stewart; he, Freeman; c,
Huggins.

BURNLEY AND DISTRICT O.S.
The Annual Shoe/ was held at the Star Inn on

Dec. 4. The entries showed a great improvement
The judge was R. liraybrook. of Brierfield. the
challenge cup for the best bird was won by T. Lin-
gard. The medal given by Sandiford for hottest
fed bird was won by J. Lingard. CHAMP.. CL.,
TKD., OR VAR. YELL. CK. : 1 , 2. T. Lingard; 3,
J. Lingard. D-0„ BUFF CK. : 1

, 3, 4. T. Lingard;
2, J. Lingard. UNFLIG. YELL. CK.: 1, T. Lingard'
2, J. Lingard. DO. BU1FCK.: 1

, T. Lingard: 2. 3
J. Lingard. NOV.. CL., TKD., OR VAR. YELL.
CK.: 1, Moorhouse; 2, Eastwood; 3 , Hines. DO,BUFF CK.: 1. Eastwo-od; 2, Haigh. DO. YELL.
HEN: 1 , Hargreaves; 2, Hines. DO. BUFF HEN-
1, 2, Hargreaves. UNFLIG. HEN: 1 , Hines; 2 !

Haigh; 3. Eastwood : 4. Moorhouse. A.O.V. : 1 ,

Moorhouse; 2, Hines; 3, Broxup. BRIT.: 1, 2
Broxup. GIFT CLASS: 1. T. Lingard; 2, Hines’; 3 !

Hargreaves. We shall be pleased to give new mem-
bers a hearty welcome.—R. Hines. Sec.

BOWLING B.F.A.
Members show, held Dec. 18, at the Barley Mow

Hotel, when 87 birds were judged to the satisfaction
of all by C. Thomson, in the unavoidable absence
ot F. Self Clayton. The awardvs was as follows: —
Champion Section.—Class 1 ( 11 ): 1

, Padgett: 3,
4. Pacey; 2, Pownall. Class 2 (7): 1

, Pownall: 2.
4 , Padgett; 3, Duckworth. Class 3 ( 11 ): 1 . 3 , Pad-
gett; 2, Hodgson; 4, Robinson. Class 4 (S) : 1 , 2 ,

Hodgson ; 3, Padgett
; 4, Robinson. Class 5 (5) 1

Pownall; 2, 3. 4, Hodgson. Class G ( 5 ): 1
. 2 3 ,

Hodgson; 4, Duckworth. Class 7 (4): 1
, 2 , Hudson :

3, 4, Robinson. Class 8 (S) : 1 . Padgett: 2, Hudson;
3. Pacey; 4. Robinson. Novice Section.—Class 9
(7): 1, Robinson

; 2, Wardman
; 3. J. C. Hodgson-

4. II. Hodgson. Class 10 (8 ): 1 , 3. Crabtree- 0
Wood and Mirfield ; 4, J. G. Hodgson. Class 11 (G)

:

1, .1. G. Hodgson; 2 , Robinson: 3, Crabtree: 4 . Ward-
man. Class 12 (9): 1 , 3, Wood and Mirfield: ", 4 .

Nidi oil. Class 13 (7): 1. 3, Wardman: 2. II. Hod"-
snn: x Niclmll. Class 14: 1, H. Hodgson.

BRISTOL.
Twenl y-llftli annual show, on new ground, at

tli-c Y.M.C.A. Hall, Dec. 1 and 2, t..e cage bird
sectkm luring Staged in the gyinnuanim, a tine
room, with none but lop light, and free from
d-rau girt. The entry caroe very kite, and made
much work at the last moment

; in fact, many
entries were accepted on spare number* the
morning of chow, a rwl delayed issue of catalogue.
Mr Greeuslade, the supt. of the section, is to
bo congratulates! on dealing with, the position so
*lKX'«*rfiilly, and lie enabled- Mr. Hattye to corn
inense judging at 9 a.m., and at tier close of the
uliow got all exhibits away the same night, with-
out an error, by 10 p.m. Mr. Greeuslade was
well backed up by the usual band of helpers,
Messrs. H. 8. Walter, I. A. Davis, E. A. X.ovell,
F. Sampson, Mr. and Mrs. Tristem, J. A. Withers,
and F, J. Yorke. The .-how

, as a whole, was
airly managed by the Chairman of the Executive
Committee, Mr. F. Cook, a rd the Secretary was
onoe again Mr. G. T. H. M-nggs. The classifica-
tion was somewhat restricted owing to the ab-
normal conditions of the moment, naturally re-
fiktrn-g in a smaller total than usual ; but quality
all through was quite up to the Bristol standard.
The ten gu-ineu open challenge bowl was won
for tile eec-ond time by Mr. L. Dykes, of Brad-
ford, and the members’ cup for best urifligbted
was won by Mr. J. Tristem with his Norwich.
Mr. J. Thomas sent a good team of Norwich,
which would doubtless have given u good ac-
count of themselves, but did not arrive, unfor-
tunately. until 5.30 on t-he show day. Hard lines!
NOR., YELL. CK. (8): 1, Dr. Askev Wood, mas-

sive. good- top. and cheat, except ion ally good col.,
wins; 2, Tr intern, large frame, good carr., neck
tkd.. loses head subs. : 3, Sampson, good shape
and type, fails col.; 4, Wren; vhc, Taylor; he,
Tristem. BUFF (9) : 1, 2. 4, Tristem, extra large,
good col., nice qual., similar, not size of leader;
3. Greaves, good- size, good head and front, not
the col. or subs.; vhc, Taylor; he, Dr. Askey
Wood: c. Wren. HEN (1G) : 1, Wren, good chape
and type, full of qual.. wins; 2. Sampson, good
yell:, nice shape and style; 3. Dr. Askey Wood,
•another good- one, close up ; 4, Tristem ; vhc,
Taylor; be, Greenstade ; Y'orke. BRED 1915
(8): 1, 2. Tristem, leader extra large, neck and
chest mkd., good type, extra good' col., wins mem-
bers' oup best unflighted : other, foul green, good
style, not the subs.; 3, Sampson, massive frame,
bold head and chest, loses colour; 4, Greaves;
vhc, lie, Sampson; c, Yorke. NOVICE (17): 1. 4,

Green, extra large, good head and col., teeming
with qual.; 2. 3. Wills, both nice exhibits, only a
slaadie below loader in subs.; vhc, Matthews; ho,
Sampson; c. Wills. YORKS., YELL.. CK. (13);

1. 3. lie. Y'orke, leader extra longer, good col.,

type, and style, a beauty, quickly claimed ; other,
very similar, loses length and subs.; 2. .T. Bale,
neck mkd., good length and style, pos., nice qual.;
4. Greenslade : vhc, Pritchard ; c. Fulford. BUFF
(12): 1, J. Bale, good long upstanding typical
Yorkie, nice qual. and col.; 2, Porker, good clear,

extra quel, and col., well packed wings; 3, R.
Pinnell, neck mkd., good -col. and- pos.. nice type
and qual.. loses length: 4. Bacon: vhc. Dvkes: he.
Yorke; c, Pritchard. YELL.. HEN (7): 1. Helli-

well, extra good length, on good legs, splendid-
style and qual.; 2. Dykes, good length, well

packed- wings, grand pos., must have pressed; 3,

Bale, nice exhibit, good pos. and length, not far
behind; 4. Fulford; vhc. Greenslade; he, Maid-
ment. BUFF (11): 1, Dykes, extra length, superb
qual. and> col., well filled in a-li through, wins;

2. Pritchard. Cardiff winner, good length, style,

and pos., nice col., not quite size of leader ; 3,

Yorke. saddle m,kd., nice type, style, loses in

length ; 4, vltc, Greenslade ; he, Clift ; c, Helliwell.

BRED 1915 (Bristol 19 guinea el), bowl class); (22):

extra good class, two sets of winners easy to
find : 1, 2, Dykes, leader clear yell., good length,
splendid eoi. and qual., nicely packed wings and
tail, on good legs; next, clear buff, very similar,

a pair erf toppers; 3, Thomson, another clear
veil., gem, must have, pressed ; 4. vhc, Fulford:
he, Greenslade: c. Parker. NOVICE. CK. (22): T,
I. A. Davis, Cardiff novice winner, extra good
length, well packed wings and tail, good qual.

and style; 2. Green, good back, well packed
wings, nice filled in all through, good; pos.

; 3,

Hiscox. lengthy buff, good pos. and col., not qua!,
of leaders: 4, Payne; vhe, lie. Withers: c. Green.
HEN (12): 1. Sam Morley, nice length yell., stylish,

good pos.. well shown ; 2, J. T. Brown, good type,
well filled in all through, good pos. and col.

;

3. G. Hiscox, styliflh-, clear yell., good- pos. and
qual.: 4, c. Withers: vhc, Tozer ; -he, Davis.

BORDER FANCY, YELL. (11): 1. 2. Pratt, nice

type, extra good- qua!., put down in pink, not
much between: 3. 4 Madagan, another little beauty,
must have pressed : vhc. Cooper ; he. Bobbett
and Wall: c, Macdonnell. BUFF (10): 1, 2, Pratt,

another pair of gems, correct type, splendid qual..

shown to the minute; 3, Cooper, correct type,

nice qual. and cond.; 4. vhc, Madagan: he, El-

ston: c. Philpott. CANARY, A.O.V. (15): extra
good c’lass.: 1. T. R. Ind. massive yell. C.B., good
head subs, and lashings, well shown, and an easy
win, and as a 191-5 bird should have a future; 2,

lie. Minty, extra large Lancashire Plainhead, good
head and body subs. : 3. 4. Mrs. Burgess, good
Belgian, nice action and style, well shown; 4th,

clear capped Gold Lizard, nicely spangl-ed : vhe,

Edwards: e. Ridgeway. MULE (12): 1, Martin
and Archer, well known “Perfection.” some
thought showing signs of age, but still good: 2,

Jeffreys, extra large Dark, good subs, ami col.;

3, F. Collins, four-pointed Goldie, nice exhibit : 4,

M. A. Wils-on: vhc, Tavlor: he, Hill: c, F. Collins,
j

HYBRID: Cancelled. GOLDF. (BRIT.) (12): 1, E.

Collins, extra large, good moons, bars, and tan-

nings, nice blaze : 2, Rogers, another good one.

not quite size, but better blaze, some preferred;

3. Wren, another good Goldie, not the size of

leaders: 4, .1. 1C. Jeffreys: vhc, Gough; he, Mrs.

Dalt-O-n: c. Holborow. BULI-F.: Cancelled. LIN-
NET: Cancelled. SISKIN, REDPOLL, TWITE
(10) : 1. Nicholas, bonny Redpoll, extra size, good
h-'b and lacings, well shown: 2, Jeffreys, extra good
Twite, well pencilled, good size and col., not much
between: 3. 4, Mrs. L. Dalton, good Siskin, niee

size and mkgs.: vhe, Martin anil Archer: lie, Hol-

borow : c, Bobbett and Wall. BRIT., A.O.V.
If ARDB1LT. (10): 1, F. Heal, well-known Corn
Bunting, wins: 2. 1C. Collins, Hawfinch, extra size,

nice bill, splendid colour, well shown : 3. Bobbett
and Wall, nicely-spangled Bramble, good size and
ool.. very steadv; 4. M. A. Wilson; vhe, J. Locke;
he, Major; c, Roper.

Mr. J. Holder writes that he has removed
from 6, Banner Street, St. Luke’s, to “ Wal-
tham,’ Ashnrst Road, Friern Barnet. N.

®P®YCH FANCY (Ayrshire Derby]
Itrirt Show of the Association, held Co-operative

Hall, Kilmarnock, Nov. ft/; judge* -Mew; 1 )

Black Govan, ami T. Dalton. Ayr. 58 birds entered,
and they generally .-.bowed outstanding quality and
type, and tin; judging gave perfect satisfaction.

I. 7
IU,

» .

e ,Ken gratifying to the Prenidcnt. Ex-
Bailie Robertson, to pee that hi* painstaking work
for the welfare of the. Association all through Urnaeimon had been rewarded

.
an excellent ohow.

- U „A.’V’°2
ut*,n hc-gs to tender to the Kilmarnock

t .B.I-.L. hearty thank* for their support in proud-
in# iiali accommodation.

Yell. Ck Clean or Foul (2 ): I, Roberl»on ; 2,
lied or Green (2): 1

, Lyon; 2. liamey.
Buff. Clean or Foul (4): 1, gold medal. McLean •/.

Harney. Piod or Gr. ( 2): I, Win Robertson
; t.' so.

Lcid. Yell. Hen, Pied or Gr. (4; : 1 , 3 . Lyon- 2
»p, Robertson. Buff, Clean or Foul ( 4 ): I gold
medal. Robertson

; 2 . McLean; 3 . Real Pied or
*> 2 - 4 - »l». Deans; 3 , ep, Lyon. Buff Ck.

(old) (a): 1 , 2 , »p, Robertson
; 2

, Ralston; 3 «
1 Carson ; 5, Campbell. Hen (7): 1 . sp, Robertson
1, .1 , ap, Lyon; 4, 5. Rodgers; G. Campbell; 7 Pear-
son. Veil. Ck. (old).' (4): 1 , Robertson; 2 . McLean
J, ap, Ralston; 4

, Rekl. Hen (5 ): 1 . Pearson; 2 ,sp. Reid; 3, Lyon, 4, ap, Raleton. Sell, Ck. (9 ): I,
Burgess; 2. sp, MiLean; 3, Lyon; 4 , Balaton &!

£euJ; .Hen (3): 1, Hainey; 2 , Reid; 3
, Murdoch.—

H. M. lergusou, Sec. and Treas.

ECCLESHILL C.B.S.
Second old members' show, Nov. 20. Fountain

Inn, Eceleshill, with a good entry of 70. Mr. C_
A. Taylor, of Frizinghall, judged.
Class 1 (7); 1 . 2 , 4, -Sparks; 3. vhc, Stebbings

2. vhc. J Wilcock ; 3, Lee. Class 2 (5): 1
, Stebbings •

2. vhc G. Wilcock
; 3, Lee; 4, Sparks. Class 3 (5):

I . 2 , Sparks; 3. 4, Stebbings; vlio. Lee. Class 4
(<): 1. Sparks; 2, J. Wilcock; 3, he, SteW>ings; i,
vhc e. Lee. Class 5 (C): l. 4 . Baxter; 2. he, Close;
3. vhc, Bousfield. Class G (7): 1 , c, Fretweil- 2 .

Baxter: 3. Walton; 4, vhc. Close; he, Whitaker
Class 7 (9): l, Fretweil; 2 , Whitaker; 3 . Close
4. vhe, Rousfleld; tie, Walton; c, Siinonett. Class
8 (6): 1. 2, Fretweil; 3. Whitaker; 4, Walton; vhe.
Bousfield; he. Close. Class 9 (7): 1. 3 , 4

,
Fretweil-

2, vhc. Simonert; he, c, Bousfield. Class 10 .”.):

1. J. Wilcock: 2, 4, S. Wilcock; 3, Simonett • vhc
Airlon. Class 11 (4): 1, B. Airton

; 2. J. Wilcock-
3. Simonett

; 4. S. Wilcock. Class 12 (2): 1. Airton;
2. Simonett. Class 13 (6); 1. Airton; 2, 3, vhc. 8.
Wilcock; 4, Simonett; he, Walton.—Sam Wilcock
See.

CLITHEROE C.B.S.
Very attractive show held Dec. 4. in the National

School. The entry waa not as good as previously,
but the quality all round was considerably in ad
vance of any previous years. Mr. L Grainger was
successful in winning the challenge cup and £1 Is.
for the best bird in the show, with a clear un-
flighted yellow cock, which will be heard of again,
Cook and Sons securing Mr. Briggs’ special for the
runner up with his well-known eye and wing mkd.
yell. Mr. A. Hirst was the judge.
Nor. Cl. Yell: 1, 4, Metcalfe; 2, Higson ; 3,

Wilkinson. Buff: 1, 2. Barnes; 3. Higson; 4. Cook
and Son. Tkd. Yell.: 1; Cook and Son; 2j*Higson ;

3. -Spencer ; 4, Grainger. Buff ; 1. Grainger
; 2.

Barnes; 3. Metcalfe; 4. Cook and Son. Unflig Hen r

1. 4, Cook and Son; 2. Grainger; 3. Barnes. Buff:
1,4. Grainger; 2, Spencer; 3. Cook and Son. Yell
Hen. Unflig.: 1, Speak Bros.; 2, Higson; 3. Grain-
ger; 4. Sonthwortti. Buff; 1. Grainger; 2. Barnes:
3. Cook and Son; 4, Higson. Yell. Ck.. Unflig.: 1.

4. Grainger: 2, Barnes; 3, Calverley. Buff: 1. Hig-
son

; 2, Cook and Son; 3. Speak Bros.; 4, Grainger.
Nat. Col. Ck. : 1. Higson; 3. Cook and Son; 3, Met-
calfe; 4. Bell. Hen: 1. Metcalfe: 2. Higson: 3. 4,

Bell. A.O.V. Ck. : 1, Barnes; 2. 4. Cook and Son;
3. Metcalfe. Hen: 1. 2. Cook and Son. 7s Cd. Sell.:

1. 2. Higson: 3. Wilkinson; 4. Cook and Son. A.V.
British: 1, 3. Calverly; 2, Cook and Son; 4. Speak
Bros.

METROPOLITAN C.B.A.
Annual show. Nos. 27, in the Kelvedon Hall, Wal-

ham Green. The entry was not so good as on pre-

vious occasions, the Border section being conspi-
cuous by its absence. These have come up well
in previous years, but the breeders of this variety
are mostly engaged on special work. The Yorkshire
made quite a nice array, the unflighted class turn-
ing out some good ones. The special winners were
as follows: Norwich, Mr. Curtis; Yorks.. Mr. Klng;
Novice Norwich, Mr. Gregory ;

Novice Yorks., Mr.
Woolley; Hybrid. Mr. Newber.v ; British. Mr. Larkin.
Mr. Bowring, the secretary, managed the show, and
everything was well carried out. Mr. H. Norman
judged.
CH. NOR.. YELL.. CK.: 1. Curtis. BUFF: 1.

Curtis. HENS: l, Curtis. UNFLIG.: 1. Curtis; 2.

Jeffreys. YORKS.. YELL., CK.: 1. Hawkins; 2.

Whiteman. BUFF: 1. King; 2, Hawkins. HENS: 1,

Jeffrey; 2. King. UNFLIG.: 1. Whiteman; 2. King;
3. Hawkins. BUFF: 1. 2. King; 3. vhc. Whiteman.
HENS: 1. Whiteman: 2. King. NOV.. NOR.. YELL..
CK. : 1, Gregory. BUFF: 1. Gregory; 2. Thrower.
HENS: 1, Thrower: 2, Gregory. UNFLIG.: 1.

Thrower. YORKS., YELL.: 1, no name; 2, Raine;
3. Bowring. BUFF: 1, Woolley; 2, 3. Bowring ; vhc.

Piggins. HEN : 1, 2. he. Piggins ; 3. Woolley ;
vhc.

Raine. UNFLIG., YELL.: 1, he, Raine; 2. vhc, Pig-

gins; 3 , c. Bowring. BUFF: 1. Woolley: 2, vhc. he,

c. Bowring; 3, Piggins. HEN: 1, Woolley. BORD.

:

1. Watford. GOLDF.: 1. Larking; 2. Thomas; 3.

Thrower. BULLF.: 1, Thrower. GREENIE: 1.

Garrod ; 2, Newbury. LINNET: 1. Larking; 2,

Thomas. A.O.S. : 1, Thomas; 2, Thrower: 3. he.

Larking; vhc. Watford; c, Garrod. MULES: 1.

Newbury. YOUNG BIRDS: 1. 2. vhc. Newbury; 3,

c, Dendle; he, Jeffreys.' HEN: 1, Garrod.

SOUTHPORT C.B.S.
Annual Show, Nov. 20, in the Foresters’ Hall, when

Mr. A. Hirst, of Accrington, judged about 80
Canaries. Some good Norwich and Yorkshires wero
shown, birds of special merit being the buff Norwich
cock of Me. E. Sutton, and the unflighted yellow
Yorkshire of Mr. J. Linaker. Other exhibitors who
showed good teams were Messrs. Fawcett, Johnson,
Millburn, Nixon, Wright, Whitehead, Hirst ant.

Cookson. Nor. Yell. : 1, vhc, Fawcett ; 2. 3, John-
son ; he. c, Cookson. Buff: 1. 2, Sutton: 3, he.

Fawcett; vhc, c, Cookson. Yell. Hen: 1 2. Fawcett;
3. Cookson; vhe, c, Johnson. Buff: 1. 3. Sutton;
2. vhc, c, Johnson; he, Fawcett. Unfligh. : 1. 2,

Sutton: 3, Johnson; vhc, Whitehead; he. Millburn.
Buff: 1, Sutton; 2, Millburn; 3. Johnson. Yell.

York: 1, Linaker; 2, he, e, Nixon; 3. Wright; vhc,

Whitehead. Buff I)o.: 1 , 2, Linaker: 3, he, Nixon:
vhe, Whitehead; c, Wright. Yell. Hen: 1. e, Lin-

aker; 2, Wright; 3, T. Wright; vhc. Whitehead; h,

Nixon. Buff: 1. vhc, Nixon: 2. Linaker; 3. Wright.
Yell. Unflig.: 1, Linaker; 2. Whitehead: 3. vhc.

Nixon. Buff Do.: 1. Whitehead; 2. Linaker; 3.

Nixon: vhe, Hirst; tic, Wright. A.O.V. Ck. : 1,

Johnson; 2, 3, Millburn. Do. Hen: 1, Johnson.—T.
Johnson.

/
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SHOWS.
ADVERTISEMENTS.

tCALE of CHARGES, which mud ba fully PREPAID.

1-inch 2/», |-inch 3/«, 1 inch 6/-
Exctpt lo "Cuaranlaad" Shows appearing, In our
“Dales Fixed” Column, which are charged at Is.

por Inoh and pro rata.

A reduction will be made for a Series of not lest
than Nine Weeks.

Secretaries desirous of ’’guaranteeing'* a Bbow
Should apply (or guarantee form to our Manager.
CACE BIRDS. 154. FLEET STREET. LONDON.

ILKESTON
AND DISTRICT C.B.S.
Open Show, Jan. 8, 1916. SO Classes: 10 Nor., 4 Nov.
Nor., 8 York*., 4 Nov. Yooka., 2 Border, 4 Mules, 10

British, 0 Belling, (lift. Judge, E. Wilcox. Entries
close Jan. Sth. Schedules ready.—Smith and Sid-

down, 8oos.i 46, Lower Granby St., Ilkeston.

Halifax & Dist. C.B.S.
led Open Show ot Canaries on SATURDAY, JAN.
#, 1916. Open to the United Kingdom; under Yorks.
Union Rules and the patronage of the Y.C.C. All

competitions, the N.G.M.Y.C.C. and the C.M. Y.C.C.
Open and Junior Novice Competitions. In the
Libera: Club, Haugh Shaw Road, King Cross,
Halifax. 35 Classes. Plenty of Specials (not con-
fined to members) ; 4 open novice classes. No
Sliding Scale if you send your entries and mako
15 or over in a class; under 15 on the Y.U.C.B.S.
eliding scale. Prize money guaranteed. Entries
close Tuesday, Jan. 4, 191(1. Schedules now ready.

—

Apply A. Sutcliffe, Sec., 46, Hammond St., Halifax.

CITY OF BIRMINGHAM C.B.S,
Third Annual Roller Canary Conteot, Jan. 12 and 19,

1919. 4 Clashes. Judges: Mr. J. Kilahaw, Mr. J.

Tomlinson, and Mr. J. H. Willow*. Schedules— W.
Taylor, Council School, Hospital St., Birmingham.

GREENOCK,
Port Glaagow, and Courook Ornithological Society,
Annual Club Show of Canartbs, British Birds, Mules
and Hybrids, in Boilermakers’ Hall, Creenock, on
Wednesday, January Sth, 1916. Open to the public
at 1 o’clock. Judges: Mr. Geo. Smart, Canaries;
Mr. P. Pettigrew, Tlritish.—J. McC. Dooley, Sec.,

20, Ben View Terrace, Prospect Hill.

VISIT THE
Ereit Scottish Bed

Cross Show
ON

FRIDAY ft SATURDAY.
31st Dec. & 1st Jan.

Central Halls, 25, Bath Street, Glasgow, almost
opposite the Glasgow Tramway Offices.—R. HEGGIE,

Stepps, near Glasgow, Hon. Sec.

THE PLACE TO MAKE NEW FRIENDS IS AT

Larkhall Great Red Cross Show
First Open Show of Larkhall Cage Bird Association in Drill Halls, on

FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, 7th and 8th JANUARY, 1916.

Whole proceeds for Red' Cross funds. Classification.—BORD: 1, Yell Ck, Cl. or Tkd.; 2, Buff; 3, Yell.

Hen; 4, Buff; 5, Even Mkd. Ck. or Hen; 9, Yell. Var. Ck ; 7, Buff; 8, Yell. Hen; 9, Buff; 10, Yell.

Cinn. Ok, Self or Foul; 11, Buff; 12. Yell. Cinn. Hen, Self or Foul; 13, Buff; 14, Yell. Green Ck., Self
or Foul; 15, Buff; 19, Yell. Green Hen, Self or Foul; 17, Buff; 18, Selling Class, Bord. Ck. 10/-, Hen
*/-. NOR: 19, Yell, Ck., Cl. or Tkd.; 20, Buff; 21, Yell. Hen, Cl. or Tkd,; 22, Buff; 23, Var. or Green
Veil. Ck.; 24. Hen; 25, Var. or Green Buff Ck.; 29, Hen; 27, Unf. Yell. Ck.; 28, Hen; 29, Unf. Buff Ck.;
30, Hen ; 31, Non-fed Ck. ; 32, Hen; 33, Crest Ck. or Hen, any col.; 34, C.B., any col.; 35, Sell. 15/-, state
sex. YORKS: 39. Yell. Ck., Cl. or Tkd. ; 37, Hen ; 38, Buff Ck.. Cl. or Tkd.; 39, Hen; 40, Varieg. Ck.; 41,

Hen; 42, A.V. Yell. Ck., 1915; 43, A.V. Buff; 44, A.V. Hen, 1915; 45. Selling, 15/-, state sex; 49,

Common Can., Ck. or Hen; 47, Cl. or Var. Mule; 48, Dark; 49, Bullf. Hyb., including Can.-Bullie ; 50,

A.O.V. Hyb. between two Brit.; 51, Selling, Mule or Hyb., 12/9; 62, Goldf.. H.-M. (Brit.); 53, F.-M.; H,
Bullf., Brit.; 55, Linnet, H.-M.; 69, F.-M.; 57, Siskin, Mealy Redpoll or Twite; 58, Lesser Redpoll,
11. M.

; 59, F.-M.: 60, Greenfinch, H.-M.: 91, F.-M.; 92, Chaff, or Bramblef. ; 63, Y'ellowhammer ; 94, Bullf.
Hen; 96, Greenf. or Bramblef. Hen; 66, A.O.V. Brit. Seed-eating Hen; 67, A.O.V. Bunting or Finch;
98, Softbill, Lark or smaller; 99, larger than Lark, including Hawfinch; 70, Selling (Brit. K 7/6; 71,
For., Single or Fair. 75 Valuable Specials. Judges: G. Hyslop, Stirling; W. Bishop, Stirling; R. Heggie,
Glasgow ; J. Livingston. Bathgate. Entries close with last delivery on Monday, 3rd. Schedules ready
from— Allan Thomson, Show Secretary and Treasurer, Croft Place, Larkhall.

LLANELLY C.B.S.
THE GREAT ONE DAY INTERNATIONAL SHOW OF WALES.

TUESDAY, JANUARY 11th. 1916.
62 Classes, Cups, and Numerous Specials. Prizes, to/-, 5/-, 2/6. Judges: J. Robson, Canaries; Chas.
Houlton, British, Foreign, and Mules. Patronages: B.B. and M.C. and S.B.F.C.C. Entries close Thurs-
day, Jan. 6th, Schedules—P. H. Davies, Sec., 24, College Hill, Llanelly.

nTo Club Secretaries
and Others.

With the view of bringing up-to-date I
our directory of Cage Bird Societies, B
which is so useful a feature of Cage

(

Birds Annual, and ih order to elimi-

nate those societies which have ceased 1
to exist', we should be obliged if the I
secretary of each active society through-

J out the country -would sent us on a post-

f card short particulars embodying—the I
I name of the society, date of foundation.

1 place, date and time of meetings, annual |
J subscription, entry fee, if any, and his »

(

own name and address. We append a g
specimen entry, and no oilier particulars |
are necessary.

a Edinburgh C.B.S., founded 1911, meetings 5
Cairn’s Memorial Hall, Georgie Road, third 1

I

Tues In month, at 8; sub. 4s. 6d., ent. fee B
6d.

;
sec

, J. C. Charlton, 33, Watson Crescent,
Edinburgh.

The Annual for 1916 is now in course b
of active preparation, and we should he I

I

glad if secretaries will furnish at their B
earliest convenience the particulars de- |
sired. a

J
Judges who wish their names inserted 1

(

"in our yearly feature “Cage Birds!
Judges ” should also send in their I
names and addresses, with initials,

giving the varieties in. which they
"

specialise.

t... ..J
An Owl, which has recently paid occa-

sional visits to the Gordon Square district,

Bloomsbury, London, has settled down in the
neighbourhood after evicting the House
Sparrows in the vicinity.

Nests of Birds, Poultry, etc., should be regularly
sprinkled with KEATING'S POWDER, especially
when hene are sitting. Don't forget to do this just
previous to the eggs hatching, to destroy the Red
Mite. Kills all insects. Harmless to everything else.

(Twitterings.
Barnstaple fanciers devoted their show’s

profits to the local War Supply Depot.
We hope to give a full report of Aberdeen

show in our next issue.

The best wishes for the New Year is all

the harm we wish every reader of Cage
Birds. Conscription or no conscription, the
peaceful pursuit of bird-keeping will doubt-
less continue to relieve our hours of leisure

and brighten the lives of those who have
suffered by the war.
Under (he patronage of the Serbian Relief

Fund, Mr. James Buckland is giving a lec-

ture for children on Jan. 4, at 3.30 p.m., at
the Whitehall Rooms, on the home life of
interesting and beautiful birds of other lands.

Mr. Taylor carried off the prize for the
test British Bird at the Aberdeen show with
a Greybacked Shrike, described in the local

paper as a Shriker. It is, however, *he poor
little birds he gets hold of that shriek.

Mr. W. Allison won outright the cup for

the best young Norwich in the open section,

having scored the win for the third successive
time.

THE POULTRY^
WORLD. . „

The up=to=ds\te, efficient
poultry joupAa.1. Every
number grandly illustra=
ted and full of practical
articles by experts. In-
valuable for the beginner

and the amateur.

Every Friday, Id.
Advertisement Forms & specimen copy from

POULTRY WORLD,"
Fleet St., London, E.C,/

The proceeds are to be devoted to a fund
which is to bo raised by the children of

Britain to found a home in Serbia for orphans.
Tickets, 6s. each, may be obtained from Mrs.
James Buckland, *29, St. Thomas’s Mansions,
Westminster Bridge, and from all the usual
agencies.

A gentleman not hitherto known to the
proprietor writes this week regretting “that
Mr. Carl has been interned.” Once again,

therefore, it becomes necessary to assure

readers of this paper that Mr. Carl, the
founder and owner of Cage Birds, is British

to the backbone, that to the best of his

knowledge and belief he has never had any
German blood in his family, that he isn’t

responsible for the name Carl, which is, as

half the bird world knows, a name assumed
by him twenty years ago for professional

purposes. So that’s that.

A Thought for the Birds.
Now cold winter time is here.
With all its frost and snow.

The pretty little birdies dear
Must find it hard, I know.

The days are past of fruit and grain.

No insects can be found.

The birds now look for worms in vain
Upon the frozen ground.

I cannot ever bear to think
That they should hungry be.

So I invite them every day
To come and visit me.

I gather up the crumbs of bread.
And open window wide.

Along the sill the feast I spread,

Then creep away and hide.

Because the little birds are shy.

And if they saw me here,

Away they every one would fly,

With heating hearts of fear.

There soon arrives one little guest;

Then two, then three, then four.

From tree and house-top and from nest.

Until I count a score.

When they have made a merry meal.

And likely flown away,
To know that they are happy
Makes me happy all the day.

Sent in by T. Connelly (Glasgow).

“ Please thank all those who replied to my
advert in CAGE BIRDS re Roller Cock Canaries,

on December 11th. I had so many replies I

could not answer them all. Wishing CAGE
BIRDS every success.”—W. ANCOTT (Nun-
eaton).
“ l had 80 replies to my last advert, in CAGE

BIRDS.”—A. W. BACON (Redhill).

“ Last month I received no less than 33 replies

to my advert in CAGE BIRDS. This speaks

well for your largely circulated paper.”—H.
WILTON (Tavistock).

__

I have taken ever the Show sec. business

for our roller Canary contest, Jan. 12-13,

writes Mr. W. Taylor, City of Birmingham
C.B.8., Council School, Hospital Street,

Birmingham.
I see by the Christmas number of Cage

Birds that in your report of Sale Show you
credit me with first in Unflig. Nor. Hens,
writes Mr. W. Stafford. The honour belongs

to Mr. Sam Cook. I won second prize. The
birds are right, but your reporter has got

names reversed, Mr. Cook owns the Buff,

I own the Yellow.
Members of the New Cross C.B.S. please

note, writes Mr. Geo. Burton, hon. sec., that

the next meeting, the annual general meet-
ing, will be held at 126, Lee Road, Lee
Green, S.E., on Jan. 6 at 8. I hope that

members, especially those who have not been
able to attend the last few meetings, will

endeavour to be present, as the business is

mest important, and includes the election of

officers and programme for 1916. Any pro-

posed alteration of rules must reach me not
later than Dec. 31.

OBITUARY.
MR. BALE (Cardiff).

I greatly regret, wi'ites Mr. E. J. Davies,

having to announce the sad loss which has
befallen one of our members, Mr. J. Bale,

in the loss of his father, who passed away
about a week ago at the age of 81. I am
sure members of the Cardiff C.B.S. will join

me in sympathising with Mr. and Mrs. Bale
in tl eir time of sorrow.

All who knew him will be sorry, writes

Mr. A. Simms, hon. sec., Bedford and Beds
C.B.S., to hear of the sad loss that Mr. H.
Crawford, one of our members on the com-
mittee has sustained in the loss of one of

his little daughters. Although only Mr.
Crawford and his son were members, the
whole family were keen, fanciers, and we
shall miss the little one at our shows. Let
me on behalf of the Society extend our
sincere sympathy to the family in their
great loss

“LIVE BIRD" LABELS
Always use them whon sending birds away by rail.

24 3d, 50 6d, 100 lOd.
POST FREE FROM CACE BIRDS,” 154, FLEET

STREET, LONDON.

The profits accruing from the Ayr show,
will be handed over to the secretary of the
Garrick House Red Cross Hospital, writes
Mr. Hugh M. Ferguson, sec. and treas. The !

sum realised is highly creditable to the mem-
bers of the Club, who have wrought so hard
during the past six weeks to make the show,
a success. The Club desire to express to
Mrs. Wallace their appreciation of the very,

kind services she rendered the Club in
conducting the guessing competition. Mr.
Metcalf, Kilmarnock, was the winner, the
prize being a singing bird with cage, pre-
sented by Mr. J. McLachlan.

A Great Red Cross Show
at LarKhall.

We should like to call the attention of our
exhibiting readers to the Red Cross show,
at Larkhall on Jan. 7 and 8 under the
auspices of the Lanarkshire Branch of the
Red Cross Society. As will he seen by the
review of the schedule which appears in
another column, there are 71 classes pro-
vided. The judges are men whose names
may well inspire confidence, and there is a
wonderful list of no less than 77 specials.

It is the first open show of the Larkhall
C.B.A., and success this year will mean that
it will become an annual event. The show
was advertised in our issue of Dec. 18, and
the advertisement appears again in our cur-

rent issue, hut by an unfortunate accident
it was omitted last week. We hope that all

who are able to send entries will write at
once for a schedule to Mr. A. Thomson, 1,

Croft Place, Larkhall, so as to get their
entries in by the closing time, Monday,
Jan. 3, last post

Since issuing schedule, writes Mr. Thomson,
we have received a members’ special for best
bird in class 70 and a members’ special for

best 3rd in classes 31 ar.d 32.

Singing Contests.
Announcements o/ forthcoming contests in th«

nature of advertisements must be paid for At
advertisement rates, three words a penny.

SPENNYMOOR.
Linnet singing will be held at J. Hughes, Butcber’a

Arms, Spennymoor, on New Year’s Day. First bird

up l o’clock prompt; entrance free.—W. Fairless,

Sec. ( Advt.) (139)

PONTEFRACT.
Open Linnet sing. Woodman Inn, Horsefair, Dec.

25. 22 birds entered lor three good prizes, 3mm.
time tinging : 1, Pugh ; 2, Jones ; 3, beard. Open
sing, Dec. 29; 12 birds competed lor three prizes,

3mm, time singing: 1, 2, 3, beard— S, i’ugb, Hon.
8ec.

BARNSLEY.
Dove Inn Linnet Club, Doucaster-rd., Dec. 25, 22

birds entered. Shepherd, time; W arcing, chalker;
4min. time singing. 1, Hardman, 3unn. 15sec. ; 2,

Coles, 2.27; 3, Fishwick, 2.7; 4, Hardman, 1.59. Dec.
29, 20 entered; 4min. time sing. 1, Hardman, 3miu.
2ssec. ; 2, Fisuwick, 3.5; 3, Ginger, 3.2; 4, brusby,
2.39 ; 5, droopy, 2.33. Dec. 2 < ; special big sing

;

landloid gave two specials, value 10;-, and a bottle

ol whisky lor the longest run, Mr. Porrill gave two,

specials. 1, Ginger, 3mlu. 40scc. ; 2. Fionwick, 3.43;

3, brushy, 3.22; 4, Hardman, 3.11; 5, Coles, 2.20.

Hardman wins wnisKy with 44 sec. longest, break;
Coles wins Porrill’s special best loser; Wright wine
special nearest 30sec.; Coe wins special lowest singer,

lasec.—Hardman, Sec.

LEEDS.
Open contest for quality Linnet singing, Clarence

Hotel, Skinner Lame, Dec. 23. 19 birds sang, and
some grand singing was beard: 1, Tompson; 2,

II. Plowes, sec. of Kippax Linnet Club ; 3, shared
A. Biqns and W. \Y ha ram. Judges, T. Summers aud
S. Butterfield. Dec. 29, 18 sang: 1, Lipman; 2,

Wharam; 3 shared Parker and Tompson. Jujlges, T.
Summers and B. Farrar. Dec. 27, 12 birds sang: X,

Hucliinson
; 2, 3, .-hared, Binns and Chippei idale.

Judges: H. Wiglield and S. Butterfield'. Special'

contest with eight of the best birds in_the club: 1,

Hucliinson; 2, Chippendale. Judges, J. Sellers and
S. Butterfield.—W. Lipman. Hon. Sec.

Leeds Linnet ami Canary F.a., Alo.on Hotel, Stivillo

Green, York-nL, open contest for quality Linnet
singing, Dec. 25. 19 birds sang. 1, T. Ward; 2, 3.

Sissons; eonsolatlo.1 prize. Stead. Judges, Hayes and
Naylor. Also Dec. 25, a Roller contest; 24 birds
sang. 1, 2, 3, T. Johnson; consolation prize,. Stead
and VYnarham. Judge*, Hardcastle and Naylor. Dec.

29, Linnet contest; 19 sing, l, 3, Sissons; 2, Chip-
pindale; consolation prize, Stead. Judges, Hard-
castle, Hayes, and Naylor. Also Dec. 29, a Rollc,'

contest; 15 sang. 1, 2, T. Johnson; 3, Kidyard: con-

solation prize, S. Johnson. Judge*. Sissons. Hard-
castle, and Naylor. Dec. 27, Linnet contest; 14 sang.

1, Stanney; 2, T. Ward; 3, 'X. Johnson; consolation
prize, Stead. Judges, Hardcastle ami Hayes. Also
Dec. 27, a Holler contest; 14 sang. 1, 2, T. Johnson;
3, Stead; 4, consolation prize, ltidyard. Judge*, b.
Farrar and W. Naylor.—W. Naylor.

REVIEW OF SCHEDULES.

Ilkeston and Dist. C.B.S. (Ilkeston) —Rutland
Arms Hotel, bath Street, Sat. Jan. 8. 54 Classes:
Nor. 19, Yorks. 13, Cr. 2, Bord. 2, Mules 4, Brit. 17.

Prizes, sliding scale; entry, 1/-. Judge, Mr. E. Wil-
cox. Entries dose Jau. 6 to G. Siddown, 45, Lower
Lanby-st., lllkeston.
Larkhall.— Drill Hall, Victoria-st., Jan. 7, 8. Judges

W. Hyslop, G. Bishop, It. Heggie, J. Livingston. 71

classes: Bord. 18. Nor. 17, Yorks. 10, Com. Can. 1,

Mules 5, Brit. 19, Lor. I. Prize*. 10'
, A/-, 2.0; fee,

1/6. Entries close last poet Jan. 8 to A. Thomson,
1, Croft place, Larkhall.
Llanelly (Glam.), Market Hall, Jar 71. Judges, J.

Hobson and C. Houlton. 92 classes 7 Nor. 7, Yorks. 7,

llonl. 9, Hell 5, A.O.V. 1. Local 6, Mules 5. Brit 2*1,

For. 2. Prizes. 10/-, 5 . 2/6; fee, 1/9. Entries eloso

Jan. 0 to D. It. Davies, 24, College-hill, Llanelly,
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Our Birthday Number
PRIZES FOR OUR READERS.

O
N Jau. 15 we commence a new volume
with the publication of our fourteenth

birthday number, and with that issue

.Cage Birds enters into its fifteenth year.

The issue will be full of interesting matter

embellished by beautiful pictures, and with

it will be given a superb coloured plate by

our artist, Mr. H. Norman.
Wo want our readers to have a hand in

its success, and with this object wo ask

them to send us along their experiences.

There is no better way for bird lovers to

help one another than by an exchange of

knowledge. Among the readers of Cage
Birds we know there are thousands whose
expert knowledge would be of invaluable

assistance to other thousands whose oppor-
tunities have been less, or who have not

been so long engaged in the fascinating

hobby of Bird-keeping, and they will scarcely

need reminding that there was once a time
when they themselves would have been glad

to learn how some older hand Lad achieved
success.

We, therefore, invite short accounts, say
of about 500 words, of the keeping or breed-
ing of Canaries, Mules, or Hybrids, British

birds, or foreign birds. From these we
shall make a selection, and for the best one
in each section of those published, we shall

award a cash prize of ten shillings, that is,

four prizes in all, one each for Canaries,
Mules or Hybrids, British, and foreign.

The articles will be judged by their prac-
tical merit, and no one need let a lack of

literary ability deter him from competing.
It is knowledge that is wanted, and if the
articles contain this we shall have pleasure
in putting straight any little defects in the
manner in which it is imparted, or in re-

writing the whole communication for pub-
lication if necessary. A great amount of
knowledge is stored in the brains of those
who have not always the literary ability of
expressing it, and if that knowledge is in
the communication received it will compete
on level terms with the best written article
of the lot. The getting of it out may safely
be left to us.

Regular contributors of articles to our
columns will not be allowed to compete, and
the editor’s decision in awarding the prizes
must be accepted as final. The experiences
must be posted to reach us not later than
Monday, Jan. 10.

‘ CUE BUD HIBRIDS’
THE STANDARD WORK ON THE SUBJECT.

By Chas. Houlton. Price 7*. cd.

"CAGE BIRDS," 154, FLEET ST., LONDON, E.C.

SOME OF MY
BIRD FRIENDS.

By

F. T. U.

(St. Albans).

In thia article the writer relates some charming experiences with freshly taken birds,
and shows the comparative eaae with which a delightful companionship may be estab-

lished between a real bird-lover and his feathered pets.

A
FEW weeks ago, as a supplementary note

to a letter which appeared in Cage
Birds, I described a Goldfinch’s return

to its cage after being free in a wood for 24
hours, and the editor was so good as to

invite me to relate other personal experi-

ences of tame “wild birds.’’ Here are one
or two cases to go on with.

This autumn, about a week after the

tender soft bills had left this district, I

noticed an amusing incident on a pond near
to my house. A dragon-fly poised itself in

the air over the water, and immediately a
small bird shot from a bush with the object

of obtaining a large meal at one stroke.

The dragon-fly darted off with the enemy in

hot pursuit, and when the pair were not
more than a foot apart, the fly suddenly
dropped, and the bird went over his Lead.

The bird returned to the bush, and in-

stantly the fly appeared before the bush and
deliberately challenged the bird to try again.

The challenge was accepted, and another
mad chase over the pond followed with pre-

cisely the same result. The performance
was repeated with similar results until the
bird became disheartened and gave up the
straggle.

I was interested, and wished to discover

the identity of the bird. Placing a little

lime on his favourite bough, I had him in

less than ten minutes, took him home, and
put him in a cage. He proved to be a young
Willow-wren (there had been a family of

them on the pond during the summer).
On the following day I induced him to

take mealworms from my hand, and on the

third day he flew from the cage door to

my hand and ate a mealworm on my palm.
As a mark of appreciation of his confidence
I took him back to the pond and let him
free, and I never saw him again. This was
a record in my experience for quick taming,
and I have had more than a few experiences.

Mr. P. O. Frost in Cage Birds last week
wrote a very interesting note about Green-
finches. I, too, have found Greenie a most
affectionate pet, but really not more tract-

able than other species. The tamest wild
bird I ever had was a Skylark, but I have
had several Bullfinches nearly as friendly.

I once saw a poulterer wringing the necks
of Skylarks in a shop, in Newcastle-on-Tyne,
and in the crate I noticed one very large

bird. “ How much for that one? ” I asked.

“ Sixpence,’’ was the reply. I pocketed the
bird, took him home, trained him to drop
the springing habit, and then gave him a
big cage in which he could spread his wings.
He quickly became finger tame, and sang as
freely as any free bird. He became very
much attached to me, would distinguish the
sound of my footstep before I entered the
house, and he never failed to burst into song
at the sound.
Later I was much engaged on “ night

duty,’’ and would often return home at
3 a.m. As soon as my latch key turned in

the door I heard the familiar burst of song,
and this continued until I turned on the
light. I had him three years, and when I

left the North, gave him to a lady friend
who had often tried to buy him.
Four years afterwards I paid a “ pop

visit” to that lady’s house, and was de-

lighted to see the Lark running about the
kitchen floor amongst three small children.

I dfd not see him afterwards, but was
informed that he died about a year later,

so he would be probably about nine years
old. The lady is still living, and would no
doubt vouch for my story were it disputed.

One story about “Bullies,” and I will

close out of consideration for your space. I

“steadied” a wild-caught cock Bullfinch
(field moulted), and then gave him to a busi-

ness colleague, for whom he formed a most
pathetic attachment. He was allowed
liberty in the living room at times, and one
day my friend and his wife (they are still

living), on returnng from a walk, were dis-

tressed to find that they had left open a
window. “ Bullie ” was nowhere to be seen.

The window was left open, and later in the
day the prodigal returned and entered his

cage. His liberty was thereafter extended,
the window being deliberately left open on
fine days. It become “ Bullie’s ” favourite

occupation to sit at the open window and call

to the sparrows. Occasionally he would join

them, more in anger than in love, but he
always returned to the room. If I remember
aright he lived with my friend for about
six years.

These stories may seem “tall” to some
sceptical people, but they are not in any
way exaggerated, and I mention them to

show that individual birds in the majority
of species are capable of exchanging confi-

dences with owners who know how to handle
them.

The Woodlark in *

Captivity. *

By W. E.

Teschemaker B.A.
Continued jrom page 323.

WE may now discuss the treatment of this

species in captivity, and in this con-

nection we will, as on a former occa-

sion, refer to an old, but_praetical and
interesting, work by an anonymous author,

published in 1711, and entitled “The
Fancier’s Delight.” In taking this course

,we have a two-fold object; firstly, it is really

quite a relief to get away from “The Great
.War ” to more peaceful, if less spacious,

times
; secondly, it is an interesting ques-

tion whether, despite all the tall talk and
self-advertisement of the present day, we
really nowadays secure better results than,
or even as good results as, the early avicul-

turists.

For instance, we have had a number of

interesting letters from correspondents giving
their experience of the Nightingale in cap-
tivity, but not one has claimed to have
trained a Nightingale to sing on his finger,

as we showed that a very early Roman avi-

culturist did, and we do not know of a
modern instance of breeding the Nightingale
in a cage.

To take another instance. Readers will

recollect the congratulations that accom-
panied the appearance of two Humming-
birds at the Horticultural Hall show of 1914.

Certainly the greatest praise is due to the
exhibitor for the wonderful condition of his

exhibits, and the excellent design of the
cages, but do not let us forget that more
than half a century ago a Mango Humming-
bird was brought from Jamaica with its

nest and eggs, that it hatched the latter
on the voyage, and that the young were
fullv reared ! Instances were recently eiven

of fifty “ Hummers ” being kept in a large
aviary in France forty years ago, and of a
French lady keeping seventeen for a period
of six years. So you see in the matter of
Hummers, instead of sounding the loud
cymbals, we should really hide our dimin-
ished heads.
The early treatise on the Woodlark re-

ferred to above (the author of which, though
anonymous, must be xegarded as a person
of some education, for he had travelled in
Italy, and was able to quote and translate
Olina’s scarce work on natural history),
commences with some excellent advice on
the best time of the year for trapping. We
read that “the birds taken in June, July,
and August sing presently ” (immediately)
“but last but a little time in song, for they
soon fall to moulting

;
which if they with-

stand, commonly prove very sweet song-birds
but are not so lavish as those taken in the
spring.”
With regard to birds taken during migra-

tion, that is to say in September and October,
we are told that “birds taken at flight are
brave, strong, handsome, sprightly, strait

birds, and do prove well at spring if they
be well kept all the winter

;
if not, they

will be lousie and come to nothing.”
The third period for trapping is mid-

winter, and I think all Woodlark fanciers

will agree with our author that birds taken
at this time are pre-eminently the best.

n
I

do hold that birds taken in January and
February for the most part do prove the

best, by reason they are taken in full

stomach, and sing in a very short time
after, and are more Derfect in their song

than those taken at other seasons.”
Our author is also right on the mark when

he bids us beware of “ those fearful ” (timid)

“wild buckish birds which upon every turn
bolt against the wires of the cage and bruise
themselves.” We may here throw out a
hint to the beginner : If he has a choice of

two freshly-caught birds (of any species),

one of which is rather wild and the other
tame and sleepy, let him always choose the
former, but never have anything to do with
a very wild bird. Birds differ

,
as much in

their dispositions as human beings, and
some will not accept captivity on any con-
ditions whatever

;
these should be at

once released. A carpenter knows that he
must not plane against the grain, and an
aviculturist should learn, as early in his

career as possible, that he must work with
the grain of nature.

He seems to have had a method of dealing
with newly-caught birds which I note for

a special reason. In the Christmas 1915
number of Cage Birds I recommended the
use of a light canvas canopy as an “im-
provement ” on the ordinary Lark cage. If

we turn back to the year 1711 what do we
find? ‘’ Have a net knit French-meash, and
so put it in the inside of the cage, sewing
of it close to the sides and strait, that when
he bolts or flirts up he may take no harm.”
The same idea, you see, the very same

;

probably invented by that legendary and
pre-historic genius, hidden from us by the

mists of a dim and distant past, the first

aviculturist

!

Our ancient author seems to have had
the same difficulty as myself in persuading

the Woodlark to enter a net, and he shows
good sense in attributing this not to per-

versity on the part of the bird, but to

ignorance on the part of the trapper. “ \\ e

not understanding the way of taking them

by net in the country as they do about

London.” (Note that the Londoner even

at this early date was thought to be a smart

sort of chap.) He therefore had recourse

to hand rearing. 1

{To be concluded .

p
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Correspondence

.

Success with Norwich
Piainheads.

Sir,—

I

t gave me great pleasure on opefc*
ing my Gage Birds on Friday last to find
a sketch of my winning buff hen inside. She
is bred from a strain that persistently breeds
winners; in fact seven of her relations were
well iri the money at the show with her,
one of them capturing for me the medal for
hottest coloured bird. 1 have only taken up
the breeding of Norwich within tho last
three years, and won my way out of the
local novice section in 1914 with three lsts,
2nds and 3rds, and medal for hottest coloured
bird. This makes the second year in succes-
sion I have claimed that much coveted
prize. I should like when things are quieter
to give my experiences in your columns of
how I got my winning strain of Norwich
together. Just now we are very full of
soldiers, which keeps us well employed. Last
year we were full of Scotch troops, and
several of them visited my bird-room. When
I read that letter in Cage Birds from a
Scotch fancier at the front, it made mo think,

of our “ Scotch boys,” as we call them here.;

I wish the writer all the luck he could wish
himself, and you, Mr. Editor, a happy
Christmas and our paper a prosperous Nevvj

Year.
H. W. Valentine.

Colour in the Norwich
Plainhead.

Sir,—Mr. Allsopp says that a corre-
spondent some time ago stated that the
Cinnamon cross was the thing to improve the
colour in our Norwich. It may have im-
proved his birds, but were they a fair sample
of our modern Norwich? I should say no.
It was a fact well' known among Cinnamon
breeders of 30 years ago that if you wanted
to improve the colour of your Cinnamons
there was only one reliable cross, viz., a dip
into the Norwich, by using the best and
largest clear yellow hen to be got. Well, a
Norwich breeder knowing that would see the
uselessness of going to a cross which lacked

the properties required.

Then Mr. Allsopp mentions the Lizard
cross to improve colour; this, he says, he
knows nothing about, only apparently,

through reading to me of our great grand-

fathers’ theories. I remember it was in 1870

that I went to the room of a fancier who I

had heard had been improving the colour of

his Norwich by this cross. Oh dear, what
a mixture I found of “ cat-marked ” speci-

mens with nothing to recommend them.

Although in those days it was said this cross

did improve the colour, lest some novice

should be tempted to try it, through read-

,ing Mr. Allsopp’s remarks, let him take my
advice, don’t. What is there to be gained?

Nothing. What is there to' lose? Every-

thing—like one of the most important fea-

tures in our modem Norwich, also the

greatest of all features, head properties.

Mr. Allsopp talks about the wonderful

depth of colour of the birds of a few,

Northern breeders. Let him mention them,

and I will undertake to prove that no better

colour can be found than we have in the

South, West, Midlands and even Wales. Now
if Mr. Allsopp wants to improve the colour

of his own Norwich, and if those he showed

at Cheltenham are a fair sample, I am sure

he does, let him get a yellow of the stamp

shown by Mr. Spillman at Cheltenham, and

he will improve them for a certainty. While
writing, I should like to describe this bird

for the benefit of your readers : Extra large

bodv ;
short, well-carried wings ;

nice full,

round head, without being browy at all; the

grandest chest imaginable, extra deep and

full, a ball of fire in colour, and standing

well across the perch, not up in the air like

a great deal too many of our present-day

Norwich. This bird is, to my mind, the best

yellow Norwich it has been my lot to see in

46 years’ experience. I take my hat off to

you, Mr. Spillman; and may you show us

many more of the like.

J. Bastock.

Moseley.

“PIGEONS”
The only paper dealing solely with Show aDd

Fancy Pigeons.

Coloured Plates a Special Feature.

The Rabbit, Cat and Cavy Paper,

“FUR & FEATHER”
The onlv Paper devoted to these subject*.

Every Friday Id. Send Postcard for Specimen.

Offices : Idle. Bradford. Yorks
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Identity of the Song Thrush.
Blackbird Hybrid Challenged.
,Sir,—r see my name was mentioned in the

last issue of Cage Birds as the judge who

at the Glasgow show recognised the oil’d to

be a genuine cross by placing :t among the

awards. My reason for so doing was that

l carefully examined the bird (and no doubt

it looks a common Song Thrush at first sight),

but after handling it, there are many indi-

cations of it ‘being a genuine Hybrid. From
ats head, and right down its back, its

feathers are quite dusky in colour, also the

lower belly feathers and the underline show
much darker in colour than is found in joung

Thrushes. After the judging 1 asked my
friend, Mr. Edmund Taylor, of Shettleston

(who is a great authority on softhilled

British birds), to examine the bird, and he,

too, is of the opinion that this Hybrid is

genuine, and that it will only take another

moult to prove it so. My reason for haying

at so far back in the tickets was that it is

not a cross .of Hybrid I would encourage,

as, apart from its rarity, it is not exactly

an exhibition Hybrid cross.

Matthew Craig.

Sir,—I cannot understand why so much
doubt is expressed respecting the genuine-

ness of the above Hybrid. I take it that it

,was produced from a cock Thrush and hen

Blackbird', no other birds of either being in

aviary. Surely the breeder should know how
it was produced. Was the nest built by the

two said birds? If so, did it partake of the

nature of the Thrush or Blackbird’s nest?

The one is lined with clay and other not,

and they arc easily distinguishable. I always

notice there are plenty to decry and run

down any new Hybrid or Mule, and I should

like to advise those that doubt to take up the

fascinating hobby of Hybrid breeding, and

after many failures, to experience the thrill

of pleasure one feels on being able to report

and show that at last one’s efforts have been

crowned with success.

I see in Cage Biros of Dec. 25 that Mr.

Robson says “ It is not a Hybrid but simply

an ordinary Song Thrush.” How can it be

simply Song Thrush when only cock Thrush

and hen Blackbird are in aviary ? I should

like to ask if the breeder saw them pair off.

In Mule or Hybrid breeding some of the off-

spring often only show the parentage of one

parent, while in others both parentages are

easily and beautifully distinguished; but few

turn out tip-top first prize specimens.

I heartily /congratulate the breeder on his

success, and especially on his willingness to

show the specimen, and I hope he will be

fortunate in keeping it for many years, and

possibly with second and succeeding moults

it will show more clearly both parentages.

I am myself greatly interested in hobby
Mule and Hybrid breeding, and especially

with foreign Finches, but so far without

success.
F. J. W. S.

Sir,—The evidence so far as to the genuine-

ness or not of the Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid
is certainly in favour of Mr. Anderson. The
bird has been shown under three judges, two

of whom have awarded it a prize. The
egg-shell from which the bird was hatched

lias been sent to Mr. Robson, proving that it

was hatched from a Blackbird’s egg. There
was no cock Blackbird in aviary, conse-

quently the bird must have paired with the

Thrush. The Hybrid has been sent by Mr.
Anderson for your inspection, and was sub-

mitted by you to several experts, who hav-
ing carefully examined it, pronounced
directly in its favour as a genuine Hybrid.

What more could Mr. Anderson have done?
It comes to this, either Mr. Anderson is a

confounded humbug, or a gentleman, and I

have no hesitation in saying that he is the

latter

—

a perfect gentleman ;
—and I must

heartily congratulate him upon his success.

I hope, however, that he will see Lis way
to exhibit the bird again at one of the Scotch
shows, so that we may have the opinion of

another expert.

J. C. Wilmot.

Sip..—I had no intention of entering' into

the discussion regarding identity of the Song
Thrush-Blackbird Hybrid, but being one of

the two witnesses Mr. Robson refers to whose
evidence is of no value, I am compelled to

try. if possible, to relieve his mind of the
possibility of a fraud being committed on
the Fancy. Unlike Mr. Robson, I am not
an expert British Bird fancier, therefore
cannot enter into details on the similarity of

this Hybrid to its parents, but the experts
who examined the bird for you, Mr. Editor',

are clearly of opinion that it is not a common
Song Thrush, and a little more information
from that quarter would be very interesting.

We all grant that this bird has followed to
a great extent the male parent in colour and
markings, and of courze Mr. Robson had to
judge it as staged. I have been a frequent
xi utor at Mr. Anderson's aviary for a num-

ber of years, and have often heard him ex-

press his opinion on the possibility of getting

Hybrids from his Blackie hen and cock Bong
Thrush, and in 1914 the mother of the
present Hybrids laid several clutches, but all

were infertile.

This year the same Blackbird lias nested
and hatched out two young. I saw them in

the nest
;

I saw them being fed by the Black-
bird hen

;
1 saw the Blackie egg-shells at

the foot of the tree, and above all I *aw on
several occasions that there was no other

|

bird that would mate with the Blackie but
a Bong Thrush cock or a Corn Bunting that
was flying about the aviary. The result of

this nect was two Hybrids. One died about
three weeks ago, and the other one is living

yet.

A"ain, after rearing above Hybrids, the
Blackie hen went. to nest a second time under
same circumstances as before described. I

again saw this interesting bird sitting on her
nest, and I repeat I saw the contents of the
aviary. Aye, Mr. Robson, and saw the eggs
too, and, would you believe it, they were
Flackie eggs. The young were duly hatched
out of this nest, and Mr. Anderson get four

Hybrids; one died in the nest, and one killed

itself against the wire of the aviary.

Mr. Anderson has a', present three Song
Thrush-Blackbird Hybrids in his aviary, all

beautiful birds and a credit to their owner.
New, Mr. Robson, I have nothing to gain or
lose by fabricating the foregoing

;
there they

are, corroborated by the owner and other
two gentlemen. You are quite correct in say-

ing that I did not see the eggs of this par-

ticular bird being hatched ; neither did you
see many particular birds hatched in your
own bird-room; but. nevertheless, you knew
the parents. So it is with me ; there the

Blackbird hen
;

there the Song Thrush cock,

there the eggs and there the young.
Regarding Mr. Anderson or any one who

had access to his aviary putting Thrush eggs

in the nest
;
you have only to know the man

to dispel that idea. We here could stake our
lives on his word. He would be the last man
in the Fancy to stoop to such a thing or
allow it to be done.

Is this evidence now of any value? If not

there is only one thing I would like, but I

am sorry it is not in my power, that is' to

make a. present to Mr. Robson of one of these
Hybrids. He could then study it a little

longer than he did at Carlisle. In the

morning when he would go out to his aviary

he would see this bird hop on to a branch
and when perching spread, out its tail, and
when throwing in some worms he would hear

it “ chuck, chuck ” all in cock Blackbird
fashion. After a clay or two of this Mr.
Robson, you would imagine you could hear it

“chuck, chuck” in jour sleep; then Mr.
Anderson would come into his own by your
posting in all haste an ample apology for

your mistake in trying so positively to

deprive him of his laurels so honestly won.
In conclusion, Mr. Editor, I am in sym-

pathy with your correspondent, Mr. G.
Smithson. Let there be no descending to

personalities in this controversy, hut it is bad
for the hobby to have an important advance
in the breeding of rare Hybrids settled, or
“ snuffed out ” in an easy manner.

“ LOUBOUNHILL.”

Walton and Everton C.B S
and Its Shows.

Sir,—Replying to “Brecker,” who com-
plains of no reports of the above Society’s

shows, I should like to say that if

“Brecker” (whoever he is) has ikept in

close touch with the Society during the past

12 months he must know that the late

secretary has suffered much from ill-health

during that time, and only by the help of

others has he been able to retain office. The
work of the shows has no doubt been a
great strain to him, and I think it would
have been much more manly of “ Brecker ”

if he had aired his grievance at one of our
meetings instead of slating the work of a
sick man from behind a nom de plume.
“Brecker” should attend the meetings
regularly, and endeavour to get his name
included in the list of donors of specials.

He would find this to be the best spirit in

which to encourage the secretary, and stimu-
late interest in the Society and its shows.

A. G. Hunt, hon. sec.

A Few Hints on Bird-catching.
Sir,—Respecting where to set a net to

catch Linnets and Chaffinches, the best place
I have found is a stubble field, about half-
way up, near the hedge. I always use in

the net the seed I clean from the cages,
adding a bit of good sound rape and white
Canary seed. I generally place seed where I

am going to catch, a day or two before I go
with the net, so the birds get to know where
to feed. I place a bird in a call cage at each
side of the net. I never have used a brace
bird, so I don’t know anything about the

flirt stick. I have never been out to catch
Bullfinches.

A Northern Bird Fancier.

*-

A Yellow Yorkshire Lost at
Aberaman Show.

Sir,—

I

am surprised to find after the kind
offer of Mr. Davies, the show manager, of a
reward of £2 for the missing Yorkshire, that
the secretary has treated the matter so coolly
instead of investigating the case thoroughly.
It was through my instigation that the entry
was made, and I naturally feel more inter-

ested in same. I shall be obliged if Mr.
Powell will answer me two questions in next

!
week’s issue. Can he prove that the bird
was not stolen from the show? What was
his reason for accusing me of calling on him,
to buy a bird on false pretence, when 1 pro-

duced a letter to that effect? Now, Mr.
Powell, be a sport; meet all your members,
get the differences that are existing thrashed
out, and bury the hatchet once and for all.

In your society you have some of the best
of fanciers, and by clearing the air you will

be ablo to keep up the traditions of good
old Aberaman and “Sweet Berdar ” (Aber-
dare) which have always been second to none
as sporting towns.

I shall be pleased to give you any assist-

ance by attending the suggested meeting and
getting the whole settled up amicably, so as
to start the New Year with the best of feel-

ing in this most appropriate time.

J. O’Leary.

What About the Welsh National
Show ?

Sir,—I am delighted to read my old friend
Jack Nicholas’s letter, ‘"What about a
Welsh National Show this season?” I also

am of opinion that we have in gallant little

Wales plenty of fanciers who would gladly

subscribe 5s. towards expenses of a show.
We all know what a huge success the first

National was, and I see no reason why we
could not continue

;
we have plenty of exhi-

bitors who I am sure would support our
efforts. I am given to understand that. Mr.
Banks wrote our Cardiff Society re holding

the Welsh National in February, but Car-
diff could not entertain the proposal. Un-
fortunately Cardiff show has not had the

help this year as in previous years from
our members, including myself ; therefore it

makes it hard work for the committee and
officials, and they do not relish running a
show under such conditions.

Another point is that we have sold a lot

of tickets for our show, and cannot ask
people to buy tickets right on top of one
another. Why not change the name of the

Cardiff C.B.S. to Welsh National C.B.S.

,

and hold at Cardiff every year a Welsh
National show run on the same lines as
Scottish National and London C.B.A. shows?

I am afraid we cannot hold two show's in

Cardiff in the one season, that is why I

suggest one large show We have here one
of the finest halls in the country, good rail-

way service, and, last, but not least, plenty

of good sound fanciers. I should like some
of my old friends to give their opinions on
the matter, as personally I am prepared to

support a Welsh National show.
A. Shellam.

Birds in the Firing Line.
Sir,—Being a reader of your paper for

some years, and now soldiering in Flanders,

I thought you would like to know what I

have seen of bird life here. Swallows were
the first noticed, because they flew about
as if they had not come back to their old

home. And good reason why
;

their nesting

places in the farm buildings had been blown
down by the guns, so they nested in all

kinds of places ; in soldiers’ billets, and in

cottages, passing in and out through broken
windows. They were quite tame, and took

no notice of any noise or lights. Yellow-

hammers are numerous, as it is a country

that suits them ; they have ideal nesting

places on the sloping sides of the deep
ditches that irrigate the great plains, and
their song could be heard from morning till

dusk.
It was very curious to hear the Larks

singing and Cuckoo calling among the burst-

ing shells. Thrushes and Blackbirds are

fairly plentiful, and so are Missel-Thrushes.

The Sparrow is very numerous, both in vil-

lages and in the trenches. There is a kind
of big Owl that hawks the trenches for mice
and rats at night. I have not seen many
Brow'n Linnets, Redpolls, Greenfinches, nor

Chaffinches, and only one small flock of Gold-

finches. The Goldfinches were small, and
not very well coloured. Later on, I heard
a familiar chatter among somn self-sown

corn, so I went to investigate, an.d

up flew three Budgerigars. I don’t know
whether they were wild or escaped birds.

In October big flocks of Siskins were migrat-

ing from east to west for three days in an
almost continuous stream

;
some kept drop-

ping on thistles, and were big fine birds.

There are also a great number of Norway
Crows feeding on the marshes. I am sorry

to say that nine birds out of ten kept by
the peasants are blinded Cliaflinches.

Pte. (l. Burton.
1st Sherwood Foresters, B.E.F.. France.

Should Present-day Exhibition
Lancashires be Abolished ?
Sir,—I see Mr. W. Adams is surprised at

my remarks on the Lancashires at Man-
chester. Well, he was not there, so he does
not know w'hat they were like. He also
says lie is certain there are still some good
i^incashires left. Where are they to be
found? I, for one, have not seen one for many
a long day. He says there were good ones
out at the R.G.I. show. Very likely; mon-
grels beating mongrels, as usual. Two or
three in a class, and no prize money for the
winner, same as at Manchester, and they
call that showing these days.
Now Mr. Adams, I don’t take any notice

of your remarks on the Lancashire, as 1
have never looked on you as a Lancashire
breeder. You have never bred to show,
though you have bought some that have been
going in your time to win with. You have
had some fair birds as times go, but no
right good clean bred Lancashires. Very
few men have bred that sort for years. The
Lest bird I have ever seen you show was
that old ticked Buff C’oppy that you sold

Hordern, th# brother to John Vickers’ old
Buff I’lainhead, and you bought him.
You say Mr. Jameson’s is a good bird.

Where is he good after you leave his back?
He has a fair spoon back that a Lancashire
should have, but after that where is he
good? He is a big one, and that is all.

As for that young cue off him it is only
what anyone would expect to breed off a
bird like the father. The breed has too
much Crest in it. You say show committees
should keep fanciers from acting as stewards.
I was not a steward at Manchester. Why.
do you not say they should have kept me
out of the show room? I know I am a bad
lot when mongrels are about to be judged,
and you need not tell the mongrel breeders
of Lancashire to keep me out of their rooms,
as I don’t want to go in.

You say the Club keeps dragging along.

It does, doing nothing for the Lancashire.
What has it done for the last twenty-five

years?' What have the Lancashire breeders
been doing but grabbing the £ s. d. from
(Test breeders? Don’t say they have been
breeding for the bench : they have not. For
my part I think the Crest buyers are off.

The Crest fancy is going down
;
the moneyed

men are spending their time and money
riding about in motor cars/ not in Crest

breeding or showing. The mongrel Crest-

cum-Lancashire is no use to the Yorkshire
breeders, judging by the letters. I am leceiv-

ing for pure-bred Lancashires. One this week
tells me he had one from Oldham on appro-

val, and it is no use; too much feather, and
too short on the leg. Yorkshire breeders

have been good buyers in the past, and
would be again if the Lancashire breeders

had any of the right sort of Lancashires

lo sell, but they have not.

In letters I have received for Lancashire

hens the writers say they want good long

birds, with long wings and tail, well cn the

legs, and to stand well up as usual ; also

must be a big bird. Not bad that. And
they don’t know anything about Lancashire

show points? I think they do. Do they

think a man is going to spend thirty years

of his life trying to breed birds such as they

want, and what every Lancashire breeder

wants, and then sell them to cross with

Yorkshires or anything else? Not me. 1

know a few good Lancashire lads that can

do with hens of that sort. If the breeders

of Lancashires were as keen as the breeders

of Yorkshires, we should soon have a better

lot of show birds on the bench, and none of

the trouble we have to-day. The Clegg and

Adams combine is out of the question as

long as fanciers are after the £ s. d. so

keen. It was not so in the old days when
men bred Lancashires. E. Fulls*.

The Novice Problem.
Sir,—I see in the Dec. 18 issue of your

esteemed paper. Cage Birds, “ Just come

back” refers to a son of a very prominent

breeder winning the novice medal of a cer-

tain specialist club. As secretary of the

Society referred to, I beg to inform him that

the winner of the novice .n"dal withdrew

his claim to same in favour of the runner-up.

I think it would be better if fanciers knew

all the facts before rushing into print.

W. B. Smart, sec. B.F.C.C.

Sir.—I quite agree with “ Just Come
Back” that it is quite time something was

done about this difficult problem. The only

way, to mv mind, is to limit all novice

classes to, say, £4; this would stop fan-

ciers (?) lending their best birds to win in

such sections. In the Know.

DO YOU EXPORT?
We quote cheapest rates for ehtppfng, etc., of

Live Stool; to nn.v part of the world, and arrange
for care in transit. Reliable neents everywhere.
Head Offices: 90. Bartholomew^ OIogo. London, E.C.

VAN QPPEN & CO., LTD.
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CITY OF CORK C.B.S.
Annual show in the City Hall. Deo. 15 ami it).

Tho room was all that eouhl bo desired, being

warm, free from draughts, and well lighted, The
birds wore well stuged, and the bon. such., Mrs.
Greene and Mr. Cottrell, looked well, after tbo

wants of tho exhibits. The show was well attended
during tho two days, and many birds were claimed.

Mr. A. A. Cowgill, of Bradford, was the judge,

ami liis awards were well received.

YOHKS. CL. YELL- Ck. (10): 1, 3, Mills. 1 unflig.,

very racy, grand pos. and (till of qual., 3 nice

type and qual., good wings, piped tail, neat head;

2, Keating, good bead, level col., nice flights and
tail pas. ; res. O Keilley ;

vbc, Dalton; he, c> Neville.

HEN (8): 1, 2, — , 1 neat round head, full of qual.,

rich col., well up on leg, nice pos., wins, 2 good

head, clean on breust, nice wing curr., piped tail,

pos. ; 3, Greene, nice type, well up on leg, pale
col., fails on breast a little; res, c, Neville; lie,

Buckley; vhc, Keatings. CL. BUFF Ck. (9): L
Neville, rare length, grand type, lull of nerve,

long flights, well placed, good neat tail, boxy
feather; 2, Beegan, unflig., liieo typo and qual.,

good wings and tail; 3, Keatings, very neat and
typical, good wings and tail, fails length to winner

;

res, Greene; vhc, Dalton; e, Buckley; he, Greene.

HEN (It): 1, res, he, Neville, 1 rich level col., good
head, nice ty pe, lovely wings and tail, real topper

;

2, o, Dalton, very racy, full of qual., rare length,

not so erect as winner, but a nice bird
; 3, Greene,

rare qual. and pos., good wings and tail
;

vhc,

Keatings. TKD. YELL Ck. (9): 1, Keatings, thigh

marked, rare qual., type, rich level col., good head
and wings, piped tail; 2, Neville, eyes and wings,

very breedy, nice type and qual. ; 3, Williams and
Whittey, tkd. head, full of qual., rare type, good
wings ami tail, fails a little in neck ; res, he,

Dalton; vhc, Greenie; c, Greene. HEN (6): 1, he,

Neville, eyes and wings marked, rich col., good
head, nice pos. ; 2, Keatings., wing tick, pale col.,

rare length and pos., good round head, lull of

qual. ; 3, Greene, both eyes and wing9 marked,
nice bead and back, full of qual., pos., fails a
little on breast; res, Dalton; vhc. Mills. TKD.
BUFF CK. (5): 1, Mills, eyes and saddle mkd.,
silky feather, nice type, very rich level col., well
up on leg; 2, 3, Neville, w.ing mkd., rather on
the stout side, full of qual., nice wing carr., pipe
tail, very stylish, good stud bird, 3 wings and head
mkd., rare pos., sbm, full of qual., nice wings and
tail; res, Dalton; vhc, O’Reiljey. TKD., Etc. (6) : 1

,

Keatings, thigh mkd., well fttled-in neck, good
head, very racy, nice qual., level col; 2, Mills, head
tick, fearless pos., good wings and tail, fails a
Httle in shape ; 3, Dalton, mkd, eyes and wings,
rich col., full of qual., fails a Httle in pos.

;
res,

Neville: vhc, Buckley; he, S. O’Reilly. NON-
OOLOUR-FED CK. (10): 1, Williams and Wbitty,

buff, rare length, full of qual., long flights, well

placed, good bead and breast, pos., in the pink of

cond; 2, Dalton, close up to winner, nice type
and qual., mkd. eyes and one wing; 3, vbc, he,

Sholedice, 3 yellow boxy feather, well on leg, very
stylish; res. Miss V. M. Foley; c. Miss 8. G. Ruby.

“ I have sold the even marked Borders I

advertised in CAGE BIRDS. I had so many
replies that I cannot really answer them all.

I could have sold them 30 times over. I had
replies from all over England, Scotland, and
Wales. Wishing CAGE BIRDS every success.”
—THOS. WALKER (Tweedmouth).

NON-FED HENS OS): 1, Beegan, cl. buff, boxy
feather, grand type and full of nerve, wins ; 2,

3, vhc, Sholedice, fine team, 2 mkd. wing and
head, very typical, little open on breast, 3 yellow,
full of qual., pos.; res. Miss V. M. Foley; he,
Wright; c. Miss S. G. Ruby. CINN. MKD. CK. (4):

1, Keating, yell., rare type and qual., wins; 2,

Cottrill, neck tick yell., full of qual. and pos.

;

3, Neville, buff, well up on leg, nice wings and
tail, looks well

;
res, Williams and Whitty. HEN

(8): 1, res, Buckley, yell, head, eyes, and wings,,
very stylish, boxy feather, well up on leg, wins;
2, 3, Greene, buff eyes and wings, rare type and
full of qual.v a good ’un, 3 yell. mkd. eyes and
wing, lovely feather, rare style, well up on leg;
Vhc, Dalton; he, Neville; c, Williams and Whitty;
a good class. NOR. CREST OR CRESTBRED (3):

1, 2, 3, Osborne, 1 Crest, grand centre and droop,
2 Crest, plenty of flesh, grand centre and droop,
3 Orestbred, good head, plenty of feather. NOR.
YELL. OR MKD. CK. (2): 1, S. O’Reilly; 2, Neville.
HEN (1): 1, Williams and Whitty. BUFF CK. (4):
1, S. O’Reilly, good head and neck, short and cobby,
full of qual.; 2, 3, Neville, eye tick, full of qual.,
fails a httle in head, 3 buff mkd., full of qual.,
fails in size. NOV. YORKS. CL. OR MKD. YELL.
CK. (2): 1, Spencer; 2, Peters. HEN (1): 1, Duff.
BUFF CK. (1): 1, Duff. HEN 02): 1, Duff; 2,
Peters. NORWICH (1): 1, Late. MULES (4):
1, 3, res, Dawson; 2, Young. GOLD-CAN. DARK
(3): 1, 2, 3, Southwood. LIN.,CAN. (3): 1, 2, South-
wood; 3, Dawson. BRIT. BULL1E 05); 1, vhe,
King, good head and tan, rich col., in the pink
of cond. ; 2, S. O’Reilly, nice cond. and col., good
head, fails in size to tirst

; 3, Dawson, nice cond.,
good head and pos:, rich col.; res, Patterson.
HEN (9): 1, 2, Southwood, 1 in the pink of cond.,
rare type and size, steady, wins, 2 close up to
winner, nice type and cond

; 3, S. O’Reilly, good
head, cond., fails in size; res, Dawson; he, Couron

;

Vhc, Miss V. M. Foley; c, King. GOLDIE (6): 1,

Southwood, fine square rich col., blaze, bars and
button in the pink

; 2, Dawson, not so rich in
col. of blaze to winner, nice bars and buttons ; 3,
Cronin, on the small side, nice cond.

; res, Walsh

;

vhc, King; he, no name. LINNET (9): 1, 2, South-
wood, nice type, rich nutty col., plenty of work
on breast and flank, wins, 2 nice type and col.,
close up to winner; 3, Dawson, good size, fails in
workings ; res, O’CaUaghan

; vhc, c. King
;

he,
Griffin. SIS., TWITE OR REDPOLL (10): 1, c,
Dawson, 1 Rediioil, rich col., nice cap and pen-
cilling

; 2, S. O’Reilly, Sis., nice tck. and mkngs
.,

good cond. ; 3, vhc, he, Southwood, 3 grand Twite,
wo like, rich col. and mkngs

;
res, King. SKY-

LARK (10): 1, 2, 3, vhc. King, a grand team, lovely
cond. and mkng., needs no comment; res, Patter-
son

;
he, Dawson ; cr, Brady.

THRUSH OR BLACKBIRD, Etc. (4): 1, 3 , res,
Southwood, 1 Thrush (Missel), nicely mkd., rare
cond., 3 Starling, in the pink of cond., nicely
spangled, shines like glass; 2. Smith, Song Thrush,
bice col. and mkngs. A.O. VAR. ,’5): 1, res. King,
Ureenf., good head, rare size and col., rich bars;
2, 3, Miss V. M. Foley, 2 Chaff., rich col., nice
whites, very steady, in tho pink) of cond., 3
Bramble, steady, lack cond. RARE FEATHER (1):

Walsh, white Goldie hen, FOR. (1): L Mrs
Kennedy. ^

GARSTON BIRD BREEDERS.
15th Annual Show, Dec. 4, in The Rcchahitc Hall,

Scddou Road. It proved the most mieecanful,

tho society has held' for a number of years, 200
birds being staged in the finest condition. Tho
Judge was Mr. W. Young, of New Brighton. There
were 22 speeiul prizes provided by our patrons and
the society for the various clashes and the secre-

tary is to lie congratulated upon the able manner in

which he carried out his duties with the assistance

of Messrs, hilton and Ireland. YORKS CL. OR TKD.
YELL. CK. (10): 1. be, Lowe; 2, Mullock; 3, vbc,

c, Rothwell. CL. OIl TKD. BUFF CK. (II): 1, c,

Rothwell; 2, T. Evans; 3, he, Lowe; vhe, Mullock.
UNEVEN MKD. OR VAR. YELL. CK. (2): 1, 2,

Lowe. UNEVEN MKD. OR VAK BU'FF CK. (3):

1, Rothwell; 2, Jones; 3, I.owe. CL. OR TKD.
YELL. HEN (10): 1, 3, Rothwell; 2, vhc, c, Lowe;
he, Mullock. CL. OR TKD. BUF'F HEN (9): 1,

vhc, Lowe; 2, 3, he, Rothwell; c, Griffiths. UNEVEN
MKD. OR VAR. YELL. HEN (5): 1, 2, Rothwell;

3, Lowe; vhc, Blundell; he, Hilton. UNEVEN MKD.
OR VAR. BUFF HEN (3): 1. 2, Rothwell; 3, Blundel.
YELL., BRED 1915 (11): 1, 2, vhc, Rothwell; 3,

Evans; he, Griffiths ; c. Mullock, BUFF, BRED
1915 (15): 1, Lowe; 2, 3, c, Rothwell; vhc, he, J.

Ireland. SELF OR FOUL YELL CK. (5): 1, 2,

Evans; 3, Griffiths; vhc, Ireland; he, Robertshaw.
DO. BUFF CK. (3): 1, Griffiths; 2, 3, Evans. DO.
YELL. HEN (4): 1, 2, 3, Evans; vl:e, Blundel. BO.
BUFF HEN (5): 1, 2, Evans; 3, Griffiths; vhc,
Hilton; he, Jones. DO. YELL, BRED 1915 (0) : 1,

Griffiths; 2, Evans; 3, Lowe; vhe, he, c, Woolfenden.
DO. BUFF, 1IRED 1915 (5): 1, 3, Griffiths; 2, Evans;
vhc, Woolfenden. NOR., CL. OR TKD. YELL. CK.
(2) : 1, Prange; 2, Mullock. CL. CR TKD. BUFF
CK. (3): 1, Prange; 2, Griffiths; 3, Woolfenden.
UNEVEN MKD. OR VAR. BUFF CK. (2): 1, 2,

Mullock; 2, Robirt.diaw. Class 211, Cancelled.

Class 22 (2): I, Woolfenden; 2, Mullock. Classes

23 and 24, cancelled. YELL, 1915 (3): 1. Mullock;

2, Griffiths; 3, Woolfenden. BUFF, BRED 1915

(5):- 1, Griffiths; 3, Prange; vhc. Mullock; he,

Woolfenden. SELF OR FOUL YELL., CK. OR HEN
(3) : 1, Robertshaw; 2, 3, Woolfenden. Class 28,

cancelled. A.O.V. CAN. (2): 1, Robertshaw; 2,

Hilton. BRIT,, MULE OR HYB. (6): 1, Lloydd,
Goldie Mule; 2, Lonsdale, Greenie Mule; 3, Robert-
shaw, Linnet Mule

;
vhc, Blundel ; he, Robertshaw.

GOLDF. 'F.M. (3): 1, Lloydd; 2, 3, Bryant. DO.,
H.M. (7): 1, c, Bryant; 2, Lead-better; 3, vhc,

Robertshaw
;
he, Lonsdale. BULLF. (6) : 1, Prange,

extra good H.M. Bullie, wants some beating; 2,

Robertshaw; 3, c, Lloydd; vhc, Lonsdale; he, Jones.

GREENF. (7): 1, Lloyd; 2, Leadtoetter; 3, Robert-
shaw; vhc, Rothwell; he, Lonsdale; c, Jones. LIN.,
F.M. (6): 1, Robertshaw; 2, he, Jones; 3, Lead-
better; vhc, Lowe. DO., H.M. (7): 1, Robertshaw;
2, 3, Rothwell; vhc, Leadbetter; be, Caulfield; c,

Lonsdale. BltAMBLEF. (2): 1, Robertshaw; 2,

Rothwell. CHAFF. (4); 1, 2, Rothwell; 3, Lead-
better; vhe, Lloydd. SISKIN (3): 1, 3, Leadbetter;
2, Jones. REDPOLL (6) ; 1, Leadbetter ; 2, Lloydd

;

3, c, Robertshaw; vhc, he, Jones. TWITE (2):

I, 2, Robertshaw. A.V. BUNTING (3): 1, 2, 3,

Lloydd. A.O.V., HARD OR SOFT (3): 1 , Hilton; 2,

Jones; 3, Leadbetter. A.V. BRIT. HEN (7): 1,

Robertshaw ; 2, Lonsdale ; 3, Lloydd ;
vhc, Lead-

better; he, c, Jones. Winners of special prizes,

most points, classes 1 to 10, Rothwell ; 11 to 16,

Evans; 17 to 26, Mullock; 30 to 34, Robertshaw;
35 to 39, Rothwell

; 40 to 45, Lloyd. Winner of

Tate Cup and Set of Voces, Rothwell (3rd year in

succession). Most points throughout the year. Can-
aries: 1, Lowe; 2, Rotfhwell; 3, Evans. Brit.: 1,

Lloydd; 2, Leadbetter: 3, Jones. Best Canary in
show, Rothwell; best vhc Can., Mullock; best Green
in show, Evans; best Brit, in show, Prange; best
vhc Brit., Robertshaw; beet A.O.V. Brit., Hilton;
best A.O.V. Can., Robertshaw; most points in show.
Novice; 1, Robertshaw; 2, Leadbetter.—R. T. Lons-
dale, Hon. Sec.

WINDHILL, SHIPLEY C.B.S.
The above society held its 28th Annual Exhibition

of Canaries on Dec. 4. in the Carnegie Library
Hall, Windhill. Mr. H. J. Chittenden officiated as
judge. The following is a list of the prize winners:
—Cl. Yell. Yorks.: 1. Sutcliffe and Son; 2, Bennett;
3, Dykes; 4, Stobart ;

vhc. Mason. Do. Buff: 1,

Mason ; 2, Sutcliffe and Son
; 3, Sharpe

; 4, Dykes

;

vhc, Lunn
;
he, Millar; c, Sutcliffe. Unflig. Yell.: 1,

Dykes ; 2, Bennett ; 3, Fawcett ; 4, Sutcliffe and
Son ; vhe, Hodgson ; he, Loyd

; c, Bennett. Do. Buff

:

1, 2, Seager; 3, Mason; 4, Sutcliffe and Son; vhc.
Dykes; he, Fawcett; c, Bennett. Do. Yell, or Buff
Hen; 1, Dykes; 2, Sutcliffe; 3, 4, Thornton and
Robertshaw; vhc, Loyd; ho, Middleton. Cl. or
Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1, Dykes; 2, Helliwell

; 3, Fawcett;
4, Millar; vhc, Mountain; he, Ditob. Do. Buff Hen:
1, Whitwham; 2, Hodgson; 3, Hellivyell ; 4, Midgling;
vhc, “Dykes; he, Middleton; c, Atkinson. Cinn.,
Tkd. or Varieg. Yell : 1, 3, Dr. Craig; 2, Sutcliffe

and Son; 4, Towers; vhc, Morrison. Do. Buff: 1,

c. Dr. Craig; 2, Morrison; 3, Bennett; 4, vhc,
Atkinson and Firth; he, Towers. Do. Yell. Hen;
1, 2, Dr. Craig; 3, Morrison; 4, Midgling; vhc,
Sharp ; he, Atkinson and Firth ; c, Priestley. Do.
Buff Hen; 1, Whitwham; 2, Morrison; 3, c. Dr.
Craig; 4, Towers; vhc, Millar; he, Midgling. Even,
Uneven, or Heav. Varieg. Yell., Grn. Mkd.; 1,

Dykes; 2, Towers; 3, Sutcliffe and Son; 4, Morri-
son ; vhc, Middleton ; he. Hall

;
c, Cooper. Do. Buff

:

1, Thornton and Robertshaw
; 2, Dykes ; 3, Sharpe

;

4, Hall; vhe, Morrison; he, Towers; e, Priestley.

Do. Yell. Hen: 1. Morrison; 2, Towers; 3, Dykes;
4, Mason

; vhc, Sharpe
;

he, Dibb ; c, Millar. Do.
Buff Hen: 1, Dykes; 2, Towers; 3, Sutcliffe and
Son; 4. P. Mason; vhc, Parnett ; he, Sharpe; c,

Hall. Nov. Classes: Cl. or Tkd. Yell.: 1, Ratcliffe;

2, Symes
; 3, Bailey; 4, Rayner; vhc, Crowther;

he, Morley and Hill; c, Famish. Do. Buff: 1,

Craven; 2, he, Naylor, jun. ; 3, Broadley
; 4, Han-

son; vlie. Firth ; e, Terry. Unflig. Yell, or Buff: 1 ,

W. Firth; 2, Crowther; 3, H. Firth; 4, Bloomfield;
vhc, Morley and Hill; he, Symes; c. Famish. Do.
Hen ; 1, Sugden

; 2, Crow ther
; 3, A. Firth ; 4, 'Fret-

well; vhe, Symes; he, Rayner; c, Kendall. Cl. or
Tkd. Yell. Hen: 1, Sugden; 2, Ratcliffe; 3, Taylor;
4, Morley and Hill; vhc. Mitchell; he, A. Firth; c,

Craven. Cl. or Tkd. Buff Hen: 1, Swift; 2, F. Rad-
ley; 3, Terry; 4, Craven; vhe, Rayner; he, A.
Firth. Even. Uneven, or Heav. Varieg. Yell, or
Buff: (Grn. Mkd.): 1, 3, c, Taylor; 2, Symes; 4, Gled-
hill.; vhe, Bloomfield; he, Town. Do. Hen: 1, Rat-
cliffe; 2, A. Firth; 3, Haneon

; 4, Gledhill; vhe,
Crowther; he, Symes; c, Rayner. Cinn. Tkd. or
Varieg. Yell. or Buff: 1, Gledhill; 2, vhc, Symes: 3,
Ratcliffe; 4, Hutchinson. A.V. Y'ell. or Buff Nor.
Plainhead Ck.: 1, vhc, Thos. Baldwinron

; 2, 3, G. A.
Simonett; 4, he. Maiden and Spencer. Do. Hen:
1, 4, Maiden and Spencer; 2, vhc, G. A. Simonett;
3, he, Baldwinson. Selling, 15s. <5d. : 1, Mason; 2,

Bower ; 3, Atkinsion : 4, e, Lunn : vhc. Barker ; he,
Halliday. Selling, 12s. 6d. : 1, Lunn; 2, Hartley;
3, Millar; 4, Mason; vhe, he, Atkinson.—S. Midgley,
Hon, Sec. _

Use Our Notepaper.

SHETTLESTON, CARNTYNE.
First annual show held Nov. 20, in tin: Co opera-

tive llall, Htiettlcslon. TMiIm hall is quite new,
very spacious, lofty, will lighted, and fully equipped
with every modern convenience for comfort.
Weather was very cold and dull, consequently en-

tries did not come quite up to expectations.
Quality as a whole was very good, and each sec-

tion was represented' by not a few really meri-

torious specimens. Hon. Pres., Mr. W. Robertson

;

l’res., A. Uendrie ; Vice-I’res., G. Henderson and
J. Maekay ; and the- sec., J. Irvine, are all well
known. Secretary Irvine works hard to place the
Society on a sound working liasis. We sincerely

bop© that his efforts were rewarded with the suc-

cess deserved. Those of the Committee whom we
happened to spot were ini their element, attending
to the requirements ol the stock under their care.

Another year's experience should) make them ripe

in knowledge. The proceeds of this venture were
for the local Red Cross and Nursing Association,
and we hojie that a nice sum was handed over as

tho result of their labours. The judges were, for

Crest*, Norwich and Borders, G. Smart; for Scots
Fancies, Mules, British and Foreign, R. 11. Living-

stone, and as not a dissenting voice was heard
we take it that all their awards were well re-

ceived. Following is list o< awards:

—

CREST OR C.B., 1915 (6); 1, 2, Irvine; 3, 5,

Watt; 4, 6, Glasgow. OLD C. OR C.B. (15): 1, »p,

cup, vhc, Watt; 2, sp, 3, Sneddon; 4, 6, Irvine;

7, Drummond. YELL. NOR. (3): 1, sp. Gray; 2,

Rice; 3, Berry. BUFF CK. (5): E, Gray; 2, 3,

Rice; 4, Ferguson; 5, Irvine. 1IEN (7): 1, Dunnan
and 8hepheTd ; 2, sp. Gray; 3, sp, 5, 6, Rice; 4,

Berry. OLD YELL. NOR, CK. (4): 1, sp, 3, Gray ;

2, sp, Irvine; 4, Craig. HEN (3): 1, Hartley; 2,

3, Irvine. BUFF CK. VB): 1, Irvine; 2, 4, Rice;

3, Hartley; 5, Gray; 6, Ferguson. HEN (5): 1,

Irvine ; 2, 3, Gray ; 4, Ferguson
; 5, Craig. CL.

OR TKD. YELL. BOR. CK., 1915 (9): T„. 2, sp,

Dunnan and Shepherd ; 3, sp, 4, McCaskill ; 5,

Thomson; 6, Berry. HEN (7): 1, Dunnan and
Shepherd ; 2, 3, Maekay ; 4, Dalling ; 5, Irvine.

BUFF CK. (19): 1, points cup, 2, Maekay; 3, 4,

Dunnan and Shepherd
; 5, Hartley ; 6, Dalling.

HEN (8): 1, sp, Thomson; 2, 3, Maekay; 4, Dun-
nan and Shepherd; 5, Hartley; 6, Craig. VAR.
(11): 1, sp, 3, Dunnan and Shepherd; 2, 4, Maekay;
5, Hartley; 6, Dalling. GREEN OR CINN. (6): 1,

Maekay
; 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, Irvine. OLD CL. OR TKD.

YELL. BOR. CK. (2): 1, Rice. HEN (2); 1, sp.

Rice; 2, Dalling. CL. OR TKD. BUFF CK. 04):

1, 3, Maekay; 2, McLeod. HEN (3): 1, 2, Rice.

VAR. (7): l, 2, Hartley; 3, 5, Dalling; 4, Thom-
son. GREEN OR CINN. (1): 1, sp, Maekay.
SCOTS OK., 1915 (4): I, 2, sp, McCaskill; 3, 4,

Maekay. HEN (2); li, McCaskill , 2, Maekay. OLD
YELL. CK. (4): 1, sp, McCaskill; 2, Berry; 3,

Hartley. HEN (1): 1, Inine, BUFF CK. (3): 1,

McCaskill; 2, Maekay; 3, Irvine. HEN 02):

1, McCaskill; 2, Maekay. YORKS. 1915 (2);

1, Thomson; 2, Hendrie. OLD YORKS.
(3): 1, sp, 2, Thomson; 3, Hendrie. NOV. NOR. 1915

07): 1, 2, sp, 3, 4, 5, Rice
; 6, Ferguson. OLD (8):

1, 2, Hartley; 3, 5, Ferguson; 4, Rice. NOV. BOR.
1915 (11): 1, op. McLeod; 2, sp, 5, 6, Hartley; 3,

sp, Thomson
; 4, Dalling. OLD (10) : 1, McLeod

;

2, Hartley; 3, 6, Rice; 4, 5, Dalling. BRIT. SEC-
TION, BLLF. CK. (3): 1, Hendrie; 2, Congan; 3,

Craig. GREENF.: 1, Congan; 2, sp, Taylor; 3,

Rice; 4, Irvine; 5, Ferguson. LINNET (3); 1, Rice;

2, 3, Congan. LESSER REDPOLL, Etc. (7): 1, 2,

Tavlor; 3, 4, Congan; 5, Indue. CHAFF., BRAM-
BLEF. OR YELLOW-HAMMER (9): 1, sp, 3, 6,

Rice; 2, sp, Irvine; 4, Congan; 5, Ferguson A.O.V.

BRIT, not classed (3); 1, Rice; 2, Irvine; 3, Craig.

GIFT (6): 1, sp, Irvine; 2, 5, Hartley; 3, Maekay;
4, McLeod; 6, Rice. FOREIGN (1); 1, Rice. SELL.
05): 1, Berry; 2, 3, Hendrie; 4, 5, Irvine.

MARDY.
First open show, held Dec. 16. Although our

ction was not quite as well patronised as was
ipected, the other sections came up well, and,

together, the first venture was a huge success,

id, from what we hoard, another year this so-

ety xvill appoint a separate judge for our sec-

an. Our section was in the capable hands of

esers. Eve, Brown, and Davies, w ho had every

-

ling well in hand-, and did everything possible

r the welfare of the exhibits under their charge,

lie show manager, Mr. H. Greaves, is another

ige bird fancier, and he was also very attentive,

id left no stone unturned to add to the suc-

ss of the show. The secretary, Mr. D. D. Jones,

. the right man in the right place, and the so-

ety are indeed fortunate in having such an able

an for the position. Mr. O. E. Hodge judged.

NOR. YELL., CK. (5): 1, sp, 3, 4
;

vhc, H.

reaves, leader cl., grand col., neat ncad', well

led neck, nicely balanced wings and tail, good

vbby body; 3rd, var., splendid eol. and qual.,

ce shaoc, neat wings and tail, hardly subs, ol

ader; 4th, cl., goo*! head and neck, nice col. and

ial., nicely moulded

1

; 2, D. W. Jones, ol. yell.,

>od qual. and eol., neat head and' neck good

ings and tail, fails* snibs. to leader. BUFr, CK.

.) : 1, 3, vhc, he, H. Greaves, both cl., leader

andi type and qual., good size, well balanced

ingis and tail, nice pos. ;
latter, shade smaller,

>od type, grand qual. and) col.; 2, Morris, cl.,

ce eol. andi qual., good' head' and neck, nice

Hid., trifle long; 4, Davies, good col. and qua .,

ce cobby body, rather weak in head. HEN (/):

Jos. Davies, el. yell., nice col. and qual., good

:ad and; neck, well moulded) body, put down

good' order ; 2, vhc, he, c, H. Greaves, cl. yell*,

vely col. and qual., grand head and neck, well

danced wings end tail, nicely moulded' througb-

lt, must have pressed; 3, Jn. Davies, cheek

,kd. buff, nice suba, good qual and eond.,

dined to cross wings at times; 4, D. w. Jones,

.
yell., emaller, nice type, qual., and col.

NFLIG (9)' 1, sp, vhc, lie, H. Greaves, cl. buff,

ce type and qual. well set wings and tail good

;ep chest, well cut away behind; 2, Geo. Davies,

veil grand) col. and qual., neat head, good

i'ngs and tail, a trifle long; 3, Morris, yell.,

Dod cobbv body, well filled neck, good head,

.vely col. and qual.; 4, D. W. Jones, grizzle mkd.

uff, fair size, nice col., qual., type, and cone.;

Jos. Davies. YOR.KS., YELL., CK. (8): 1, Wat-

ins, cl., good, head and neck, nice straight hack,

ell' braced wings, good leg. nice pos. and nerve,

ively col. and qual ; 2, Brown, cap and wing

kd. lovely col. and qual., nicely moulded, good

:g, hardly length of leader; 3, Baker, cl., neat

ead and neck, good straight back, nice leg, good-

os. : 4, Burrows var., grand size, col. and qual.,

ice leg, .shade smaller than leaders; vhc, Maid-

icnt: lie, James; c, Edwards and Jones. BUM',

K. (6): 1, 3, Brown, tkd. buff leading, neat head

nd neck, good back, wings, and tail, nicely

loulded, well up on leg, good pos., col., and

latter, cl., lovely col. and qual., good

ami neck, well filled (sack, good, toil, grand pon.
and leg; 4, Watkimi, cC, lovely col. n/idi qual.,
nice length and pos., good leg, vhe, Janie*; ah*.,
Everett. I1EN (5); I, Brown, ol. huff, nice; type?

i nonius, c:. yen., miiuu; small, lovely col. an<I
qual., nicely moulded, good leg

; 3, Edwards arid
Jones, cl. yell., good length, mot head ami neck,
nice wings, tail, and pos., lovely col. and qual.:
4, Bcvan, nioe type, good length, nice pos. and
leg, put down in very poor order; vhc, Mann; c,
Jones and Herbert. A.O.V. (7)

:

1 Geo. Deviw,
green Crest, nice subs., good shaped crest, lovely
col. and 1 quul. ; 2, he, Edwards, v-ar. Croat, grand
Subs

,
lovely cond., hardly as neat went as lender;

3, vhc, Mrs. Burgess, Gold Lizard, el. cap, beauti-
fully spangled, put down in grand order

; c, Amos;
nba, Challenger. NOVICE, NOR. (8): 1, Owens,
cb yell., neat head and neck, good wings, lovely
col. and qual., trifle iong ; 2, Davies, bull, thicker
set, weak head, good cobby body, nicely balanced
wings and tail, good cond. and qual.

; 3, Don
Greaves, yel!., nice col. and qual., neat head and
neck, good wings and toil, could do with a httle
more suris. ; 4, Davies, yell., grand col. and qual.,

good cobby shape, neat wings, and tail, might
have won, and nobody grumbled

; vhc. Eve
; tic.

Hall. NOV., YORKS. (13): 1, J. H. Bevan, rnkd.

yell., grand col. and qual., neat head and neok,
good back, wings, and tail, nice front, well up on
leg; he, Jones, cl. yell., good col. and qual., nice
length, hardly as good on le>g as leader; 3, vbc,

Mokiment, wing mkd. yell., neat bead, good wings
and back, nicely mouded, grand log and pos.,

might have been higher; he, Morris; c. Jones.
A.V. MULE (11) : 1, 2, Evans, both Jonque, eye
and wing mkd. Goldies, leader lovely col. and
qual., with a little mor3 size would be a real

good- one; latter, hardly as rich col., nice shape,

cond., and qual. ; 3, he, D. YV. .Tones, another
lightly var. Goldie, nice size and shape, good
cond. and qual.; 4, Thomas, buff var., nice friz©

and shape, put down in good order; vhe, Row-
lands; c, Emanuel. GOLDF. (9): 1, Cozens, nic©

expansive blaze, rich tans, bars, and buttons, good
size and shape, nice col. and qual.; 2, H. Greaves,

nice size, good square blaze, rather paler col. than
leader, nice tans, bars and buttons, good cond.

and qual. ; 3, Edwards, shade smaller than leaders,

rich col., blaze, nice tans, good bars, buttons,

cond., and qual.; 4. vhc, Slocomhe, nice size and

shape, good shape, blaze rather pole in col. through-

cut; ho, Davies; o, Foster. LINNET (9) : 1, ep, 3,

Nicholas, both well inown winners, need no com-

ment
; 2. vhc, Davies, medium sizg, good eol. and

qual., nicely laced*, good cond. ; he. Hillman : c, H.

Greaves. A.O.V. HARD BILL (7) : 1, Edwards,

Bullf., good size awl shape, nice cap on) bars,

good1 breast col. and cond. ; 2, Hillman. Veflow

hammer, fair size, nice cond. and qual., rather

wild when we saw him ; 3, Davies, Bullf., smaller

than leader, nice rich col., good bars and cap,

grand qual. and' cond.; vhc, Etve: he, H. Greaves;

c, Owens. SELLING, 15s. : 1, Dan Greaves ; 2,

vhc. Brown: ?, Goodenough ;
4. Watkins; vhc,

Jones and Herbert; ho. Hall. FOR. A.V. (S) : 1,

Mra. Burgess, Aus-trailian Thrush, a grand’ ex-

hibit in nerfect order, wins; 2, Skerrett, large,

good' cond.; Grey Parrot: 3, vhc, he, Foster pair

Green Budgerigars, in splendid order: 4 ,
Thomas,

Grev Parrot, shade smaller than 2nd. nice cond.

LOCAL CLASS (12): 1, vhc, H-ali ; 2, vhc, Thomas;

3, Jones; 4, Chambers; he, Morris; c, James.

HALIFAX AND DISTRICT C.B.S.
Annual Members’ Show of Canaries, Nov 27,

King Cross Band Room. 143 birds were staged lor

Mr J. A. Taylor, of Bradford, to judge, and his

awards met with the approval of all. The special

prize for best bird in show went to Mr. S. S. Kigg,

and that for most points to W. Horsman. The

following also won special prizes:—Messrs. Gelder,

Priestley, Thornton, Corney, G. Mitchell, Stobart,

Sharp, Sutcliffe, Staddin and Baldwin, sen., Stansbeld,

Lumb Savile, Wilson, and Townend. The commit-

tee, wish to thank all donors of the valuable specials.

Messrs Spencer and Wilcock acted as stewards and

got through their work well. Awards Open Section :

Cl. or Tkd. Yell. Yorks., Cook: 1, Sharp ; 2, Sut-

cliffe; 3, Stobart; 4, Lumb; vhe, Sutcliffe ;
he,

Walsh. Do., Buff York9 Ck. : 1, 2, Stobart; 3, Sut-

cliffe; 4, vhc, Savile, Unflig. Yell, or Buff Yorks.

Ck. : 1, vhe, Rigg ; 2, Priestley; 3, 4, Stobart: he, c.

Sharp.’ Even, Uneven, Etc., Yell, or Buff Yorks Ck.:

1 2 Priestley; 3, 4, vhc, Sutcliffe. Cl. or Tkd. Yell.

York Hen: 1, Rigg; 2, Priest)ley ;
3 Savile Do.

Buff Yorks. Hen: 1, 2, Priestley; 3, Walsh. Unnijr.

Yell, or Buff Hen; 1, Rigg: 2, Savile; 3, he Priest-

ley 4, Stobart; vhc, c, Sutcliffe. Even Uneven,

Etc Yell, or Buff Hen: 1, Sharp; 2 4 , Priestley ;

3 vhc, Lumb; he, Sutcliffe. Novice Section: Cl.or

Tkd. Yell. Yorks. Ck. : 1, Gelder ; 2, Thornton ; 3,

Horsman; 4, Senior; vhc, Mitchell; he, Wilson; c,

Speak. Do. Buff Yorks. Ck. : 1, he, Gelder , 2,

Thornton; 3, Horsman; 4, e, Mitchell; vhe Senior.

Unflig. Yell, or Buff Y’orks. Ck. ; 1, Wilson , -,

Gelder - 3, Stansfield : 4, Senior; vhc, Horsman; he,

W Mitchell: c, G. Mitchell. Even, Uneven, Etc.,

Yell, or Buff Ck. ; 1. Horsman; 2, Thornton; 3,

Cornev- 4. W Mitchell; vhc, Senior; he. Stansfield;

c. Child. Cl. or Tkd., Yell. Yorks. Hen : 1, 4, G.

Mitchell • 2, Thornton ; 3, Senior ;
vhc, Gelder

;
he,

Staddin and Baldwin. Do. Buff Yorks. Hen: 1,

Speak ; 2, 3, Gelder
; 4, G. Mitchell ;

vhc, c r Thorn-

ton • he. Wilson. Unflig., Yell, or Buff Yorks. Hen:

1 g Horsman; 3, G. Mitchell; 4, Gelder; vhc

Staddin and Baldwin; he, W. Mitchell; c, Wilson.

Even. Uneven, Etc., Yell, or Buff Yorks. Hen: 1, 4,

Child; 2, 3, Horsman; vhc, W. Mitchell ;
he, Staddin

and Baldwin: c, Stansfield. Both Sections : Self or

Foul Green Yell, or Buff York. Ck. : 1, c, ,.tad<lin

and Baldwin: 3, Thornton: 4, Stansfield; vhc. Sharp;

he. Leach. Do., Hen: 1, Lumb ; 2, Sharp; 3, Stans-

field; 4, Leach; he, Malory. Nor., Yell, or Buff

Ck : 1, Townend: 2, 3. vhc, he, Corney; 4 Savile.

Do.. Hen: 1, 2, 3, 4. Corney ;
vhc Townend Brit.

Bird: 1 Corney. Selling Singing Birds: 1, Sutcliffe,

2, Gelder—A. Sutcliffe, Sec.

“ Please stop my advt. in CAGE BIROS o*

oilers. I sold the birds last Wednesday, and

»uld have sold them many a time from tho

mijflP, I hflvfl ^ ft
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Club {Reports.
SOUTH WEST LONDON C.B.S.
Meeting, Deo 0 A table show and judg-

ing competition was suoccsxfn'ly carried out.

fkveral entered for the judging competition,

Mr. Wright, of Westminster, being the final

judge. HU decision gave great satisfaction Prise

money awarded for 1st and 2nd Yorkshires, six en-
tries, Mr. Hawkins taking bott Norwich, six en-

tries. Mr. .former, 1; Arkill, 2. In the judging com-
petition Mr. Graham was the nearest in point* to
the judge, and was the winner of ull prize money.
A hearty vote at thanks to Mr. Wright closed the
meeting.—W. lahev.

QUEEN'S PARK (Glasgow) C.B.S*
Meeting held in new headquarters, the Y.M.C.A.

ltooms, Islington Toll, on the 22nd ult., at 8 p.m
The President, Mr. ltobt. lleggie, was in the chair,

and a record attendance of members all expressed
their approval of the committee’s action in securing

such a line central site for their meeting place. The
rooms are situated right at the southern end of

the city proper, and are on the main ear route for

all parts. The secretary gave a rough statement of

the annual .show affair*, and expressed himself
satisfied with the return*. The open classes were
not just up to expectation, but they had paid

themselves and left a small margin on the right

side. In the cc,alined event* the entries were a

record lor the club, being almost 400. The whole of

the prize money and specials for the open classes

had been paid out and the confined specials were
handed out that evening. The prize money for the

confided events would be paid out at the annual
general meeting of the club, to be held in these

rooms Jail. 20. at 8 p.m. Other club matters were
gone over, and the meeting terminated with a vote
of thanks to the chair.—A. K. Hunter, Sec.

GLASGOW AND W. COUNTIES.
'

Meeting held Dec. 25, Good Templars' Halls, 122,

Ingram Street. Mr. Peter Pettigrew presided over

a moderate attendance. The following were ap-

pointed stewards for annual show, viz., Messrs. Jas.

trows, John Reid, Win. Brown. Entries for show
to close on Friday, Jan. 14; Saturday's post in time
for catalogue. Messrs. Cross, P. Pettigrew, and
Sec. were appointed to allocate the specials, and Mr.
Jas. Findlay presented the society with a cup for

annual show, to be competed for by Plainhead.

Crest and Crestbred Canaries, only old birds. I

shall esteem it a favour if members will let me have
their entries as soon ns possible, and thus facilitate

matters.—J. II. Adain, Hon. Sec.

Questions and
Answers.

DOUBTS AND DIFFICULTIES
SOLVED BY SPECIALISTS

(1 )—All questions must be clearly written in ink

(or typewritten) on one side of paper, and con-

clude with cither the correct name or a

pseudonym .

(2;—The proper name and address in full of querist

must always be written on a separate sheet of

paper
, and enclosed with the query.

(3)—Queries intended for different specialists must
be written on separate sheets of paper . »

(4)—Queries must not include or be included in

orders for books , instructions re advertisements,

or any other matter for publication.

(j)—The department to which the queries refer must
be stated on the left-hand corner of the query.

(0;—Queries received during any week, up to the

first post on Saturday morning, will be answered
in the issue bearing date of Saturday in the

following week.
(7)— If an answer by post is desired from our speci-

alists, a postal order for sixpence must accom-
pany any query relating to sickness of birds,

or a shilling in ordinary enquiries, with a

stamped and addressed envelope in either case.

Dead birds must not be sent to the office (see

Post-mortems).
(8)—All who desire letters of complaint written to

advertisers must state grounds for doing so
clearly and fully, and enclose a fee of sixpence.
All the fees received from this source ivill be
handed over in full to the "Referee's" Poor
Children's t'und (London).

(9)—All queries must be addressed to the Editor,
“Cage Birds," 154, I'leet Street, London , E.C.
Postcards are not admissible.

CANARY QUERIES
Answered by CLAUDE ST. JOHN.

NOT MOULTING (L. M. N.).—You ought to have
given more particulars about the previous moult, and
thy appearances of the bird. As it seems to have
been moulting lately there is the possibility that
the moult has been completed, in which case it is

quite in order for it to have stopped shed-
ding featiiers now, as it ts only abnormal condi-
tions of moult that would cause Canaries to be
dropping feathers at this time of year. I think
the best I can advise you is to treat the birds for
three or four weeks as follows, and then, if it is

not apparently what it should be in health or con-
dition, write again, and give full particulars about
it and all symptoms shown by it. Keep it in a com-
fortable temperature, but do not overdo the heat,
and see that it is quite free from cold, direct
draughts, and is not exposed to sudden anil extreme
changes, or to the fumes of burning lights in the
evenings. Give a staple diet of three parts canary
to one part summer rape mixed together. In ad-
dition to this give, twice a week, a pinch of a
mixture of equal parts hemp, niger, white millet,

teazle, and broken groat's, and on two other days
give half a tenspoonful of crushed sponge cake with
four drops of sherry and two of cod liver oil emul-
sion well mixed in it, and sprinkled with maw feed.

Every third day give a morsel of banana, ooiled

carrot, or sweet apple, either one of the other, but
not altogether. You may ling the changes with
these items for the sake of further variety. In

the drinking water, add, for two consecutive days,
as much Epsom salts as will cover a sixpence, and
ten drop* of lemon juice. Afterwards give 20 drops
of chemical food in the water every second day for

a fortnight.
MOULT troubles (Tommy).—The bird evidently

was badly affected by chills during tiie time it was
moulting, and ought to have been moved to n warm
tempera! ure to complete til • process, when it would

doubtless have finished up all right. Treat as fol-

lows for a month or so, anil then, if it is not quits
well, write again, and repeat full particulars, and I

will advise you further. In addition to the staple
diet of plain canary seed give every second day
half a teaspoon lul of boiled summer rape and a
pinch or a mixture of equal parts hemp, niger,

white millet, teazle, and linseed, and oil the alter-

nate days give a morsel of bread soaked in cold
milk, 'drained, and sprinkled with maw seed. A
piece about the size of n hazel nut will be quite
Hiilllricnt, and any remainder should lie removed
at night. In the drinking water add. for three con-

secutive days, six drops of syrup of rhubarb and a
crystal of sulphate of soda the size of a small pea.

and after this give four drops each of tincture of

gentian, tincture of caltunhra, ami dilute sulphuric
acid every second day for a fortnight, See that
the cage is kept scrupulously clean, ami well strewn

CANARY QUERISTS
should commit St. John's " Canary Breeding for lie

ginurrs” (7 d.l; House's ” Canary Manual" (1/2);
Haltyc's “ Yorkshire Caumies " (1/11); House's "Nor-
wich Canaries" ( 1 / 1) ; Westo/i’s "Stock Hook" (7d.);
Dr. Clarke‘s"Septic or Bird l'ever" (7d.); Norman's
"Aviaries, liinl rooms, and Cages" (2/3); Itatnsden’s
"Colour feeding" (3jif.) : "Seeds and foods for Cage
birds" (1/2); or the "Nutshell" booklets (21<f. each);
No. 5 "The Vet Cunary," No. C “ Ailing Hints ant!

Ilo to to Cure Them," No. 9 " The Disinfection of
Cages, llirdroonts, etc.," No. 10 "The Holler," No. 23
“ The Holder fancy," No. 24 " Green Canaries." All

thoroughly [/tactical and instructive. Vrices quoteu
are post free, from “Cage Birds," 154. fleet Street,
London, E.C.

with clean gritty eand, and it would be beneficial

to keep a small cube of hard common .salt stuck
in the wires of the cage for it to peck at when
it likes for a week or two.
OUT OF CONDITION (Eureka).—You are not feed-

ing nor treating the bird correctly. A tcaspoon-
ful of mixed .seed daily, in addition to the staple
seed diet, is far too much, as this quantity is

practically as much as the average Canary will con-
sume in a day. Try the following treatment for a
few weeks, and report result if the effect is not all

that could be desired. As staple diet give a mix-
ture of three parts canary to one part summer
rape, by measure. In addition to this, give half a
teaspoonful of the seed mixture every second day,
and a morsel of banana, carrot, or sweet apple.
You may ring the changes on these latter item* for
the sake of variety. On the alternate days give

half a teaspoonful of crushed sponge cake, with two
drops of cod liver oil emulsion well mixed in it,

and sprinkled with maw seeds. Stick a small cube
of hard common salt in the cage wires for it to
peck at when it like* for the next week or two.
In the drinking water add, every second daw for a
week, six drops each of oxymel of squills, ipeca-

cuanha wine, and sweet spirit of nitre, and after
this give instead four drops each of tincture of

gentian, tincture of caluiriha, and aromatic sulphuric
acid every second day for a fortnight. Keep the,

bird in a fairly warm place free from direct cold
draughts or sudden extremes of heat and cold, or
fume* of burning lights in the evenings. The exces-
sive thirst will disappear at the diurrli'i'a-Js over-
come. (2) From a sanitary point of view, and help
ing to keep the cages clean, sawdust is iust as
good as sand, but when this is used gritty sand
must be supplied in a small vessel separately, for

digestive purposes.

BRITISH BIRDS,
MULES AND HYBRIDS

Answered by H. NORMAN.
BIRDS FOR AN AVIARY (H. Pester).—I soe

nothing particularly wrong with your aviary; it is

planned very nicely. You do not tell me the aspect,

but anyway, if it faces the East or West I would
advise you to plant some evergreens outside to pro-

tect it," for although birds can stand the cold, they
do not like rough winds. It would also be as well

to have a temporary roof for the netting part, to

put on in the winter, when we get an extra lone
period of wet weather. There is room in it for all

the birds you mention, and if they are well fed with
plenty of wild food it is just possible some of them
may nest, but one cannot speak positively on such
a subject. Ail you can do is, as I say, feed them
well, and give them plentv of nesting materia',

and build up some cosy corners to r.est in.

TREATMENT OF FRESHLY CAUGHT BULL-
FINCHES (W. K.).—When first captured place your
birds in a rather quiet yet light corner of the bird

room, and supply them with boiled water to drink,
placing the vessel inside the cage. Supply them
with hemp, teazle, niger, rape, maw, and sun-

flower; the latter should be lightly cracked. In

BRITISH BIRD & HYBRID QUERISTS
should consult Houllon’s great work, "Cage-Bird
Hybrids" (7 / G) ; Norman's "British Bird Manual”
(2/3); or Part 1

"
Ilardbills

”

(t/1), Part 2 "Soft bills
"

(1/1);
" Aviaries ,

Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3);

"Seeds, foods, and Wild Vlauts" (1/2); "Secret s of

Hybrid Breeding" (1/2); Clarke's "Septic or Bird

fever" (7d.) ;
"Colour-feeding ” (3)d.); or the "Nut-

shell" booklets (2,)d, each); No. I "Goldfinch,"
No. 2. " Unnet," So. 3 “ Skylark." No. 4. “ Song
Thrush and Blackbird," No. II “ Bullfinch," No. 13

"Chaffinch," No. 15
" Greenfinch ," No. 22 “ Siskin

,

Redpoll, and Twite," No. 25 “ Small Insectivorous

Bird-," No. 20 “ Large Insectivorous Birds," No. 6

"Ailing Birds and How to Cure Them," No. 9 “ Dis-

infection of Cages, llirdroonts, etc.," No. 12 “ flow to

Moult British Birds." All thoroughly practical and
instructive. Prices quoted are post free from "Cage
Birds,” 154, fleet Street, London, E.C.

addition to this you should collect any wild food

that you can. manage to find ; there i»s not an abund-
ance just now, but still *omc can he found

;
then

again, privet berries they will seldom refuse, and
a supply of these can be gathered, and will keep
fresh for some time if the stalks are stood in water
or damp sand. These they can have daily. II you
failed to collect wild seeds in tiie autumn you had
[letter get a packet of wild seed mixture from tiie

dealer and give them a little daily, sprinkled on
the floor of the cage. After they have been caged
a week or ten days, give them ail aperient of salts,

as much as will cover a shilling dissolved in the
drinking water. If you are interested in Bullfinches

you should obtain our Nutshell booklet No. 11. It

gives you -a lot of information about their treat-

ment.
HOUSE SPARROW AS CA-GED BIRD (Young Tul-

lett) .

-

-When seeking information in these column*
it is usual, and also one of our riiles, for the reader

to send liis name and address. Perhaps von will

please send it on a postcard. There is no difficulty

in setting a House Sparrow to accustom itself to

caged life, but for this purpose they must be
caught young; an old one will never become tame,
although lie may appear to be quite so when fly-
ing about in one’s garden. I expect yours is a bird
of the year, which would account for its settling
down so easily.
CAGE MAKING AND HYBRID MATTERS

(Eureka).— (I) The usual thickness of wood that
cage* are made of is J inch. When it is in tiie
rough, that is before being planed up, it measures
3/&ths inch, but any fairly thin wood will answer
the purpose, although { inch is preferred on account
of the weight. (2) I have never found any diffi-
culty in cleaning out my cages when the old birds
are setting. If a cage is made without the draw-
board, the birds get used to one scraping out the
bottoms, some tiiqe before tliev go to nest, and
young ones reared under .such conditions take no
more notioe of it than they do when you handle a
cage, but it is quite a mutter of fancy about having
your cage fitted with draw hoard or not. Some fan-
ciers prefer them, some do without. (3) In feeding
pairs put, tip for muling you must study the re-
quirements of the Finch, the food used is gener-
ally somewhat richer than that usually given to
th» Canary, but the only trouble is that it has the
effect of getting her to nest somewhat earlier than
usual, and possibly before the Finch is ready. If
there is fear of this she should be caged separately
and fed on a less -stimulating iliet.’ (4) Correctly
speaking, all croc.ses between different species are
“Hybrids,” hut the term "Mules” lias been used in
the Fancy for many years, and serves to denote
crosses l>etween the Finch and Canary. The word
"Hvbrid" is usually applied to the produce of two
British birds.

FOREIGN BIRDS.
Answered bv WESLEY T. PAGE, F.7.S.
SULPHUR-CRESTED COCKATOO ILL (Ander-

son).—In lieu of the drinking water supply a mix-
ture of Nestlc’s milk, cornflour and boiling water
(mixed to a drinkable consistency), and supply to
the bird when cool, first stirring in two drops of
laudanum to the fluid ounce of the mixture— it

must be prepared fresh daily. The above is only to
be iicssl n.s a medicine, a.s soon as the bowels txA-ome
normal and appetite returns gradually cease supply-
ing it, but. in conjunction with it offer twice daily
a drink of tepid water containing three drops of
aromatic sulphuric acid to the fluid ounce. Supply
the following seed mixture; One quart each hemp",
giant cana.ry, sunflower, safflower, oats, shelled pea
nuts, and a handful of parrot grit—well mix, store
in dust-proof tins and keep in a dry place. I should
encourage it to eat ripe fruit and arrowroot bis-

cuit* ; it will be an advantage to lightly spread the
latter with honey and borax, and cod liver oil emul-
sion on alternate days. I .should also offer a little

boiled maize while it is out of tone— boil till soft,
drain off all water, and then allow about eight
drops of cod liver oil emulsion io soak in before
supplying to the bird. Only crock or glass vessels
must be used when supplying drugs. Keep the

FOREIGN BIRO QUERISTS
should consult Cage's " foreign Birds for Beginners"
(1/lj); Arthur's "Budgerigars and Cockatiels" (Gd.)

;

Arthur's "Parrots for Pleasure and Profit” (7d.);
" Aviaries . Bird-rooms, and Cages" (2/3); "Seeds,
foods and Wild flouts " (1/2); Dr. Clarke's "Septic
or Bird Fever" (7d.) "Colour-feeding ” (3|d.); or the
"Nutshell" booklets (2 >d. each); No. 6 “ Ailing Birds
and flow to Cure Them," No. 9 " The Disinfection of
Cages, Bird-rooms, etc.," No. 14 " Govldian finches,"
No. I(j

“Acadacats," No. 17 "The Grey Carrot." No.
18

“ Budgerigars ,'* No7 19 "The Pekin Hobi/t," No. 20
“ IFa.r&iRs." AH thoroughly practical and instructive.

Prices Quoted are post free from " Cage Birds,"
154, fleet Street, London. E.C.

bird warm, out of draught, yet where the light Is

good and the air fresh. Keep icuttlebone continu-

ally in the cage, also a chunk of wood for it to

exercise its mandibles upon.
PUTTING BIRDS OUT OF DOORS (A. J.).— It

may be taken as a general axiom that bird* that
are intended to remain out all the year round" should

only be put out of doors between April and August.

It is a wise provision to so arrange the aviary that
the birds can be driven into the covered portion

at dusk during winter days. New arrivals should

never be turned straight away into the aviary on
arrival- thev need a quiet time to rest and feed

after the exhaustion which follow* a rail journey.

If put into tiie aviary when weak and tired they
are in no condition to take their own part against

the other birds who resent the new comers ; they

get bullied away from the toed and from “pillar to

post,” and perish miserably from want of food and
exhaustion. On arrival they should have a day at

least to rest and feed in quiet, and then another

day or two in the aviary in cages. After a few

lavs the cage doors should be left open for the

birds to emerge at will. This wilt cause practically

no disturbance in, the aviary, and the birds will

do well and losses l>e the exception instead of the
rule. Owing to having no details of the arrange-

ments of your aviary I am only able to give you

general directions. The above covers all the birds

you name. While I .think your present birds would
all survive tho winter out of doors, I think you
would be wiser not to give them access to the open
flight till next spring,' especially as your locality

is rather a northerly one.

ZEBRA DOVES, ETC. (Park Square).— (1) The
Zebra Dove lias been bred many time*, it may be
said freely in captivity, but it must be admitted
that this "refers more to the past than recent years,

for though a fair number have been kept during

the past few years, tiie instance* of successful rear-

ing of young have been comparatively rare. (2)

The following are all small species and most of them
have been bred freely, «.*.{vscia!ly the first named,
which is also one of the most beautiful of small

foreign Doves: Diamond, Peaceful, Picai, Passerine,

Talpacoti, Cape and Dwarf Ground Dove*. Several

of (lie above are smaller than tiie Zebra Dove. (3)

Certainly the book for you to get is "My Foreign
Doves and Pigeons," by Rosie Alderson, it is com-
prehensive as to treatment, etc., .and while covering
some fifty species, only deals with such as the
author lias kept. It is published at 4s. fid., and
postage would he about sixpence; the Editor of

“Cage Birds” would obtain it for you

~ GEIBRAL.
Answered bv TTIP EDITOR

A PARROT STORY (J. R. Freeman).—Tlttuks for

the story. There are, however, quite a lot of

whiskers oil it by now. Parrots live a long time, but
tiie original Parrot of which the story was told

must be as dead as Pharonh.
BOOK ON HYBRID BREEDING (B. I!.)—" The

Secrets of Hybrid Breeding," which our publisher
would soul von nost free for 1/2. would be very
helpful to ion. Clad you like out Nutshells. Please
see notice at tiie head of these columns referring
to postal replies.

CLUB AND SOCIETY NOTICES.
ONE NOTICE of any forthcoming Society meeting
inserted free. It must reach us not later*, than
Tuewday morning's post. Specially printed Club
Notice Postcards may bo bad free on application to
our Manager. Secretaries ehould always use them.

Abertlllcry C.B.S—Jan. G, Prince of Wales Hotel,
G.30. Auditors’ report and election of officers. --H.
H. Mortimer.
Ayr C.B.C.—Jan. 3, Wallace Tower Hall, 8. Report

of lied Cross show of 26th Dec. Enrolling of new
members; balance sheet.—H. M. Ferguson.
Aahton-under Lyne C.B.S,—Jan. 4, P.S.A. P.ooms,

Albion Street, 8. Annual general meeting; balance
sheet; election of officers; important business; all
members please attend.—J. Whitehead.
Ardwick and Manchester C.B.A Jan. 4, St.

Thomas’s Old Schoolroom, entrance Chapel St„ 8.
Nomination of officers for 1910; tubs, and ticket w
money to he sent in; audit this week.—J. Spencer.
Accrington C.B.S,—January 0, Crown Hotel, 7.50.

Flection of officers: balance sheets; date for annual
members’ show, also competition for best bird shown
by member that has not won a card at any open
show.— D. Harwood.
Blaydon C B.S.—Jan. 8, Co-op. Library, 7.S0. Re-

port and balance-sheet, and other important busi-
ness.—G. Ilavver.

Border Fancy C.C.—Jan. 1, Cathedral Halls, Al-
bany Street, Edinburgh, 11 a.m. Balance sheet,
motion intermediate medal, and other important
business

; election of officer-bearers.—W. B. Smart.
Bradford W. C.B.A.—Jan. 1, Shoulder of Mutton,

2. Member*’ show ; judge, Mr. F\ Self; entries Fri-
day night.— F. P. Terry.
Bradford E.O.S Jan. 4, Park Chapel Schoolrooms,

8. Report opcu show, balance sheet. Members
note, "Pie Supper" postponed to Jan. 18.— J. Spencer.
Blaenavon C.B.S.—Jan. C, Prince of Wales Hotel,

C. Members’ show for yellow or buff cock, Yorks.,
Norwich, and Borders. Balance sheet for the year.
Contributions due; also judging competition.—Geo.
Broome.
Bacup Roller C.C.—Jan. 4, Park Hotel, Bactip, 7.30.

Final arrangements members’ show, Jap. 15; mem-
bers and intending members invited to annual meet-
ing; election of secretary and all officers. Members’
subs. due.—G. Johnson.
Bowling B.F.A Jan. 1,. Barley Mow Hotel, stage

3. Last show of the year. Steward, Mr. Mirfield.
Subs, due, see Rule 3.—J. Nieholl.

Burnhope C.B.S.—Dec. 31, Coll Inn, G.30. Paying
of prize money and other important business.—J. W.
Hobson.

City of Birmingham C.B.S.—Jan. 5, 7.30. Election
of offloers for 191G. Members in arreara kindly bring
sub. and ticket money.—A. C. Shirley.

Croydon F.A.—Jan. 13, Ruskin House, W. Croydon,
8.15. Elec tion of officers and other important busi-

ness. Alt nominations for officers to be sent me be-
fore Jan. 7.—F. B. Roberts.
Clapham C.B.A Jan. 4, annual general meeting,

7.30 p.m.—T. J. Hose.
Doncaster C.B.S.— Jan. 8, Black Bull, G.30. Election

of auditors; table show; Class 1, A.V. British hen;

2, Siskin, Redpoll, or Twite; entrance Cd. each bird.

Will members let me have subscription cards.—G.
Hunt.

Halifax C.B.S.—Jan. G, Trafalgar Inn. Open show
biiciness; last meeting before show.—A. Sutcliffe.

Ilkeston C.B.S.—Jan 1, Royal Oak, Cotmanhay-rd.,

7. Very important, sh-ow business.—Smith and Sid-

down.
Leeds Roller C.C.-Jan. 1, Lockhart's, 7.30. Ar-

rangements for members' show, etc.—H. Best.

Laisterdyke B.F.A.—Jan. 5, at Railway Hotel, at

7.30. Election of officers, etc., for 191G. for Society

and Union; also nomination of judges.—W. H. Symes.

Leicester Hand-in-Hand C.B.S.—Jan, 4, White
Swan, 8. Election of officers.— A. Freestone.

Leeds C.B.S.—Jan. 1, Lockhart's, next door to Hope
Bros., Briggate. 7.30. Election of officers; arrange-

ments prize distribution.—E. Norton.

Manchester and N.C.O.S—Jan. 3. Deansgate Hotel.

8. Election of officers; January show classification,

etc. Balance sheet ; important business.—F. Hay-
ward.
Maimingham C.B.S.—Jan. 1. Mowbray Arms, 0.30.

Election cf officers and yearly report.— F. Danvent.

Manchester and N.C. O.S. Jan. 3, Deansgate Hotel,

8. Junuarv show business, etc.—F. Wilkinson.
North Manchester C.B.S,—Jan. 4, "Balmoral Hotel,

Rochdale Road, 8. Voting of officers for 191G. Mem-
bers kindly attend.—A. Colley.

New Cross C.B.S.—Jan. G. 126, Lee Road, Lee
Green, S.E., 8. Election of officers, and programme
for 1916

;
also other important business. Please at-

tend.—G! Burton.
Provincial R.C.C.—Jan. 8, the Joiners’ Arms Hotel,

Bolton, 0.— A. Kenning.
Reading C.B.S—Jan. 5, rainier Hall. 8. Annual

meeting; election of officers; other important busi-

ness; every member requested to attend. — O.'C.

Smith.
Racfcliffe C.B.S.—Jan. 4, Wareing’s Dining Rooms.

8. Minutes of last meeting; election of officers, and
business for Roller singing contest.— Geo. Lord.

Rockdale Good Intent C.B.S.—Jan. 5, Temperance
Room, Toad Lane, 8. General meeting; nom. of

officers.—J. W. Jackson.
South-East London F. and F.A.—Jan. 3, North

Camberwell Constitutional Club, 7 .30. Animal genera!

meeting, election of officers and nomination of

judges. Members oblige by settling for annual show
tiikets for balance sheet.— R. Jackson.

Slwffield O.S Ian. 4. RoseTmd Crown Hotel. 8.

Very important business; syllabus, etc., 1916. Please

bring new members.— E. C. Job.

Shefliald C.B.S.— .Tun. 7, Wentworth Cafe, 8. Wasli-

In" competition, good prize money, including 2J0 spe

rial for liest novice washed. Note, meeting is on

Fridav this month.—A. Hobson.
Stratford and E. London F.S.—Jan. G. Mechanics

Institute. Stratford New Town. 28th annual show,

Judge, A. G. Enfield. Open to public 4 o'clock. Ad-

mission 3d. Entries positively close Monday next

to.—A. Wasey.
Skelmanthorpc C.B.A.—Jan. 4, Liberal Club. 8.

Arrangements inemlicrs’ show, January 16. unit other

business. Judge. T. Bennett, Bradford.—W. Everett.

Southampton C.B.S.—Jan. 4, Waterloo Hotel, 8.30.

Annual general meeting; balance sheet; election of

officers. W. L. Page.
Wimbledon C.B.S—Ian 3, 6. Tiie Broadway, 8.

Allotment of specials for annual show; appoint incut

auditors, etc.—G. Griffiths.

Windliill C.B.S,—Jan. 1. at Blue Bell Hotel, 2.15.

Memliers’ show; entries Friday night. 7 to 9.30 p.m

Judge, Mr W. Richmond, of Radley; allow open at

0.30 p.m. to the public; also general meeting same
niglit at 6.45.--J. Taylor.

Yorkshire Union of C.B.S.—Jan. 1. Market Tavern,

6 30. Discussion how to Improve Union; novice and
amateur medals.—8. Midgley.
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HICH-clns* glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. nine, cocks
from 12/6, lions 4 /-, .'>/•: approval: B. Linley, 47,

Frcedom-st., Hillsboro', Sheffield. (110)

WANTED, Rollers, best price* given ; semi par-

ticulars ami price list of what you have for ealo to:

Walsh, Mini Specialist, llluckburti. < 13S)

GLUCK li and Water-Glocko hens. 3s. Cd., 4s. Oil ;

cocks from 10,45: pairs and trios selected; approval:
Carnehaw, 51, Rook-st., Nelson, Lancs.

J. DIMMOCK. Bred from all my cup winner*,

B.R.C.C. rung, froi.v 15/- upwards; cages 0d. each;
hens 5/- each: 49, Providcnce-st., Cradley Heath.
HIGH-CLASS Glucke cocks, 1915, pure Randall’s

and Fisher’* strain, 7/«, 8,0: liens 3/-; approval,

deposit: G. Chantrey, 34, Ethel-st., Northampton.
' (133)

NOTICE: Grand lot high class Rollers, day and
gaslight sougsters, 15/• each; approval; easy pay-

ments arranged: McKeaud, Scabright, Castlo Dou-
glas. ( SO)

SPLENDID selection of Roller Canaries, cocks, full

rolling song, 45/-, 7/0, and 9/6, hens 2/0, 3,0, ami
5/-; sent any distance: Seedsman, 103, Princess st.,

Manchester. (131)

HIGH-class Roller cocks, cold.room bred, 7,6, 8/0,

10/0 each; liens, 2/6 each, or two for 4/0; satis-

faction guaranteed: J. Britton, 4, W'ellington-st.,

ltadclin'c, Manchester. • (104)

SPLENDID Roller cocks, in full song. 8,9, 10,9,*

12/9, 15/- upwards, hens 3/0 upwards; cash or
easy payments; stamp reply: Rossell, S3, W'bitton-

rd., Hounslow, Middlesex. (134)

T. TWIGGS’ champion strain, with grand variety

of tours, bred from Randall’s selected strain, cocks
from 20/- to 00/-, hens 5/- and 7/6, B5 rung; ap-

proval, 0. Stofl'ord-st., Bilston. ' (145)

WILLOWS’ Roller and Glucke Rollers, my wel-

l.noun strain; few coeks for sale, 30J-, 40/-. 50/-, 00/-,

70/- each: hens, 10/- each; approHR willingly, cash
or deposit: Willows, Draper, Wedneshury. (M3)
ROLLER cocks, genuine songsters, 7,0, 8.0, 10/0,

12/0, 13/-, 20/-; liens,, such as are often sold as
singing cocks at impossible prices, 1/6 and 2/-

eacli ; pedigree hens, no better in England, 3/0, 5/-,

7/6 each; cages 3d.; all on approval: Rudd, Speci-

alist, Norwich.
GLUCKE and Water Glucke Rollers, B.R.C.C. rung,

cocks, 15/-, 20/-, 30/- each; only three 19)3 hens for

sale, 3/- each; cold room; wins this season. 1st,

2nd, 3rd Wolverhampton, vhe and lie Baeup ;
three

days’ approval, cash or deposit ; note, satisfaction

guaranteed or money returned : Harrison, Fruiterer,

Bradmore, Wolverhaniptou. 0129)

15 Randall’s Rollers, as bred, mostly rung B.R.C..

£3 ; 6 liens, rung £1 Is.; Schoolmaster, £1 Is. ; 4

Norwich hens, 12/-; 3 cock Goldfinches, caged 15

months, 4/- each; 1 cock Linnet, 2/-; quantity wire
fronts, nest pans, 1 small seed crusher, 1 egg
machine, accept reasonable offer for lot: li. Ellis,

Canbury Park, Kingston, Surrey. (143)

I AM here again with my famous Glucke Rollers,

bred from Randalls direct, the finest strain in

England. For years I have supplied members of

the B.R.C.C. with this strain and are winning at

singing contests. Being overstocked, am offering

cocks at 10/-. 12/6, 13/-, 20/- each; hens 4/- each;
honestly worth double. These are bred from my
own winners, which haye scored the highest number
of points in Preston and can breed winners if

properly trained ; every bird B.R.C.C. rung, 1915,

and sent on 7 days’ approval; cash or "Cage Birds”
deposit note : ten years an advertiser and member
B.R.C.C.: Ethcrington, 226, Fletcher-rd., Preston.

138)

Scotch Fancies.
|

SCOTCH Fancy, young yellow hen, 10/-; buff hen,

7/C: Muir, 224. Easter-rd., Leith. N.B. (143)

FOR sale, buff pied cock, and buff pibd hen, cheap

to dear: Siddons, 9, Sandholes, Paisley. (131)

SCOTCH Fancies, all colours, single or pairs, some

very good birds cheap*. H. Brown, Lundin Links,

Fifeshire— ( 144 >

Yorkshires-
|

BREEDERS* CARDS.

MESSRS. AMBLERS, champion Yorkshire Breeders,

winners of highest honours possible lor over o0

years: many championships Crystal Palace, in

eluding championship last Palace show. As \ye

are not exhibiting have some ol the best vora-

shires living for disposal, show or stock birds,

wonderful length, teeming with quality, bred direct

from our championship winners; pairs matched to

breed winners, 15/- to 00/-; single birds propor-

tionate ;
these are not dealers’ 1 orkslures, but tlie

highest possible breeding; approval: Langton

Lodge, Scotton, Knarosborough, Yorkshire. (64)

EAILEY, winner outright Y.C.C. 20-guinea Chal-

lenge Cup. the Y.U. 30-guinea Challenge Trophy,

etc., etc. : 40, South View-ten*., Sandy Lane, Brad

ford. . , . ,

L. DYKES, the present-day champion (see show

reports), breeder and exhibitor of the finest York-
’ shires that have ever graced the show bench.

Some grand birds for sale for show, or stock birds

to breed them; prices reasonable; state wants;

satisfaction assured; reliable aviaries; 1C, Shann-

st.. Bolton Woods, Bradford. (496)

OGDEN BROS., Breeders, Exhibitors, and Exporters

of the best the world has produced: Thornton,

Bradford.

THREE grand Yorkshire hens, splendid condition.

In show form, 4/- each: B. Onions, Rushall-st.,

Walsall. (146)

SEVEN-inch cocks, in song, from 7/G; hens, 5/-;

bred from winners, cold room : 10, Horsford-rd.,

Brixton Hill, S.W. (103)

YORKSHIRES, good birds, colour-fed, coeks from
6/-; hens from 3/-: Apply, Percy Lane, 1, Arborc-

tum-rd., Worcester. (490)

HALFORD, 134. Prince of Wales-rd., Kentish Town,
long typical Yorkshires, cocks 12/6, hens 5/6; quality

right; inspection invited. (138)

COCKS, 6/6; hens, 3/-; marvellous value; typical,

colour-fed specimens; call any time: James, 44, A.vl-

mcr-rd., Shepherd's Bush. (131)

WOOD, 30, Westvick Gardens, West Kensington.—
A few dozen Yorkshire Canaries, prize straim must
sell, owner enlisted, 8/6, 3/-. ” (116)
SELECTION, high-class Yorkshires, coeks and

liens, pedigree birds, bred from prize stock, cheap

:

Salter. Nevill-st., Abergavenny. (143)
YOUNG colour-fed exhibition Yorkshires; cocks,

10/-; good breeding hens, 5/-; view any day: Breeder,
222, Ribblesdale-rd., Streatham. (127)
YORKSHIRES, mostly Crisp’s strain, all bred from
my winners; cocks 8/6, hens 5/6; approval: Lloyd,
84, Chichele-rd., Cricklewood. N.W. (142)
WANTED Yorkshire Canaries for cash, same ad-
dress 20 years; fanciers please communicate: Smith's
Bird Stores, Townhead-at., Hamilton.

it you want to Sell Birds of any variety,
or Appliances, Advertise in

FORCAGE BIRDS ANNUAL
Brighter and better than ever. Ready early in the New Year.

For a trifling expense you can secure big business.ADVERTISEMENT ORDER FORM.
Please insert my advertisement as attached in the 1916 edition of “CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL’
to occupy for which I enclose remittance value

Name..,

Address
To the Advertisement Manager,

“ CAGE BIRDS ANNUAL,”
154, Fleet Street, London, E.C. TARIFF. 5"

Full Page, Special Position .. .. 30s. Half Page .. .. „ lOs.
Full Page, Ordinary 20s. Quarter Page .. _ .. 5s.

Breeders’ Cards .. 2s. 6d. & 5s.
Every Advertiser to the value of Five Shillings and upwards will receive one Free Voucher Copy.
Subscription Copies ordered prior to the date of publication Sixpence, post free

;
after publication, post free, Ninepence.

YORKSHIRES, ETC.
Exhibition, stock birds, or
specially selected songsters
for cash or easy payments.
Fine, typical, yellow or buff

Yorkshire cocks, on full song,

and seven inches long, at 7/-,

8/6, 10/6, 12/6, 15/-, 20/- each.

Grand properly matched pairs

to breed winners, at 10/6,

12/6, 15/-, 20/-, 25/-, 30/- per

pair, in clears, ticked, and

_ green marked. Extra smart
lengthy hens at 3/-, «/-, 5/-, 6/-, 7/-, 8/6, 10/6. All
eold-room bred and kept, and all clean and in

tight feather. Colour-fed or natural colour.
Exhibition cocks and hens at 10/-, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-,

25/-, 30/- each, in Yorkshires and Norwich. These
are worth double and can soon win their cost.
EASY PA YMENTS.—Birds sent off at once on re-
ceiving first payment. Illustrated price list and
full particulars post free (Yorkshires, Norwich,
Crests, Borders, etc., in stock.) Specially selected
Yorkshire and Norwich songsters at 7/-, 8/6, 10/6,
12/6 each, that will sing by day or gaslight. Send
for my illustrated price list, post free. All birds
on seven days’ approval to any part at my risk.
Travelling cage 3d. extra. Only and old address;

—

J. TAYLOR, 36, Aireville Road, Frizinghali,
BRADFORD.

uai

NOTICE: Grand lot Yorkshires, many winners;
prices reasonable; easy payments arranged; ap-
proval: McKeand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
IIIGII-CLASS Yorkshires, bred from winners Ard-
wiek and Sale (see reports); cocks from 10/-. hens
7/6; inspection invited; home all day; Eastwood,
389, Manchester-rd., Hollinwood. ,122)
T. C. CRAWHALL offers some good Yorkshires,
bred from his winners, at reasonable prices, singles
or matched pairs; approval, deposit: 121, St.
George’s-terr., Newcastle-on-Tyne.

( 14 )

WILL exchange 30 cage fronts, all enamelled and
sound, mostly 14 by 10), for nine common feeding
cocks, Yorkshire or Yorkshire cross preferred: J. A.
Grant, Thistle Honsb, Lossiemouth. (146)
PURE pedigree Yorkshires, strictly our strain, one
of the best in Fancy, own breeding only, guaran-
teed; thirty only, 12/ G up.; cosh or deposit: Nat-
trass, Raby-avenue, Bishop Auckland. (2S)
TWO yellow, three buff cocks, several yellow and

buff hens, all unflighted, smart typical sort; cocks
from 12/6; hens from 6/6; worth double: Bonniwell,
63, St. Quinton-av., "North Kensington. (144)
YORKSHIRES, grand length, type, and quality, a
few for disposal, including winners at Reading. Bir-
mingham, and Watford shows; state wants; ap-
proval: Thomas, 5, Barkham-road. Wokingham. (136)
CHAMPION Yorkshires, for exhibition and stock,
birds, none better; cocks in full song. 6/6; sure win-
ners, 1U.G; liens, 5/6 each; ten days' approval: W.
Powick, Eastfield Cottage. Dewsbury, Yorkshire. (46)
KING'S celebrated Yorkshires, splendid length,
type and quality, cocks 6,6/ 7/6, 8/6, 10/6 upwards;
hens, 4/6, 5/6,.6/C, 10/0 upwards; approval, carriage
paid: Edgar King, Fairfield, Hebden Bridge, York-
shire. (142)
CAN spare several good birds from my winning

strain, two dear yellow cocks, one of which has
won honours, £1 each

;
several others from 7/6;

hens from 5;-; approval, deposit: J. Cliff, 76, Brock-
et., Selby. (137)
W. I). HALL has some good Yorkshires for sale,

single or pairs; winner of the “ News of (lie World ”

Challenge Shield; pairs from 15/- upwards; seen any
night, or state wants: 124, Suneroi't-st., Kennington
Cross., London. (Ho)
FIFTY high-class Yorkshires, every bird own

breeding, from my winners, see show reports, cold
room

;
inspection invited : approval deposit

; eoeks
from 7,6, liens 5/-: Radford, 12S, Sandy-lanc, Chorl-
ton-cum-IIardy, Manchester. (72)

OWING to business, must reduce my stork by
half, handsome, yellow cocks and buff cocks, lovely
yellow and buff hens; also six splendid Norwich

;

come and have a look. Christmas: A. J. Clarke,
65. Coplestonie-rd., East Dulwich. (136)

YORKSHIRES, winning -train, Huddersfield. Shef-
field, etc., yellow and buff coeks, 10/-, 12,6, 15/.,

20/-; hens. 5 -, 7/6, 10/- upwards; large stock cocks,
15/- to 39/-; approval, d-pcsit : John Radley, 259,

King-st., Skelmanthorpe. Huddersfield. (135)

J. C. BARNES, Yorkshire, specialist; well-known
strain; every bird guaranteed my own breeding;
straight and lengthy, tight in feather, stylish;

cocks from 15/-, hens from 10/-; inspection invited;
approval: 113, Northfield-rd., Walkley, Sheffield.

WANTED, in exchange for exhibition yellow Yorks,
cock, value £2, only defect trifle thin in neck

;
cup.

Queen's Park last year, vhe, shown once this
;
three

yellow Yorks, hens. 2 clears, 1 lightly marked ; must
have taken some show honours ; accept two only of

good strain: Full particulars, Stuart, 14, Shepherd's
Bush Green, London. (MO)

TYPE, quality, position, unreserved sale of my
stock of 30 birds, witli combination of cages and
accessories

;
see City and Suburban show report

;

prices reasonable; attested, reason for disposal:
Walker, 32, Birley-st., Shaftesbury Estate, Batter-
sea. (133)

FOR immediate disposal. Show Yorkshires, grand
upstanding birds, excellent value for money. Clear
buff cock, 1st and 4th, 37/6; clear yellow cock (cup
last year), 33/-; clear hen, 1915, 17/6; varieg. hen,
1915. 17/6; yellow hen, 1913, 15/6: buff hen, 9/C; first

postal order secures: Stuart, 14, Shepherds Bush
Green, London. 1 show Goldfinch and 4 Budgerigars,
25/-. (144)

BINGHAM & FURNISS
have some clinking Yorkshires for disposal, excel-
ling in length, type, and quality; coeks from 12,6.

hens from 7 6; inspection invited: 43a, Haxvthorn-
rd., Hillsbro’, Sheffield.

Various Canaries.
}

12 young healthy cocks, 5/- each, or nearest offer:

D. Lough, 15, Lcazes, Burnopfkld, Durham. (143)

NORWICH yellow 6/-, buff 4/6, Yorkshire yellow

7/6, border green 3/6, buff 3/6, all hens: Jewers,

Garage. Plymouth. (135)

BARGAINS: Grand lot Norwich, Yorkshires, "Bor-

ders, and Roller Canaries, cocks 3/-, cock and hen
5/-; package, 3d.; approval: McKeand, 15, Queen-

st., Castle Douglas.
x

(80)

THIS IS WHERE
they are, and where they can be seen in the flesh,

not a paper lot, and without any excuses. Such
value xvill not be obtainable J a ter on. The follow-

ing prices relate to Norwich ITainheads and York-
shires. For all others see detailed illustrated list.

Have on approval; grand collection to select from.
Cocks or Hens, colour-fed, price 8/0. 10/6, 15/-, 20/-,

30/-. Pairs correctly matched to produce best
results by me personally, 12/6, 15/-, 20/-. These
are marvels at the price. Other useful birds.

Cocks, 7/6; Hens, 3/-. 3/6, 4JT>, 5/6, 6/6; pairs,

matched to produce best results, 9/6, 10/6. Cages to
hold one bird 3d., to hold two or three birds 4d.

:

W. Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.

|
MULES—HYBRIDS.

FOR pink-eyed muling strain and other muling
hens, send for my list: Rudd, Specialist, Norwich.
FEW genuine light muling hens, good size, healthy,

0/-, 7 6 each; approval: T. Billington, 32, Colborn-
st., Nottingham. (134)
FINE big Greenfinch Mule, nice shape and size, o
bargain, 10/-: William Murray, 143, Common-row,
Auchiinieck, Ayrshire. (142)

FOR rale, oc-ck Goldfinch Mule, big handsome bird,

incessant singer: stamp for particulars : Gibbons,
95. .Pecl-ter., Stafford. (142)

LARGE pink-eyed Sib. -bred liens, sure light Mule
breeders, 5/6 each; cocks in full song, 7/0 each; ten
days' approval: W. Powick, Eastlield Cottage, Dews-
bury. (33)

BEAUTIFUL ecck Goldfinch mules, light or dark,
lovely mellow song, perfect plumage, health war-
ranted, 8/6, 10/0: Crisp, 35, Soutiimid-rd., Bishop's
Stontlord. (144)

FOUR real good cock Goldfinch Mules, finch notes.

6/- each; two hens. 2/6 the two: two grand light

mu’.iug pink eyed Sib. brad hens 6/6 t.he two: Steele,

83, Ordsull-lane, Salford. (13S)

MULE Breeders Please Note: I have two Gold-

finches. bred Mules last season, 6/6 each ; also six

very large cock Goldfinches, for muling, 5.6 each;
stamp for reply: H. H. Wilton, 26, JSannawell st ,

Tavistock. (1451

MULING pairs, Jonque Greenfinch cock, proved
muler. another Canary-reared, thrice H.M. Chaffinch,

with 1915 bred hens, 7,6 pair: two Greenfineh mule*
fi/- each; Linnet, H.M., 2/6; two Canaries, ideal

feeders, 3/- each; cash, approval: John Paris 11.

Rokeby-terr.. Heaton, Newcastle. (136)

YELLOW, light muling lien, bred variegated Lin-

net and Greenfineh mulcsi, 10/6, buff hen, 1915. f*em
above, 6/6, good steady hen Chaffinch, nested I'd',

with. Canary, 5;- good yellow green lien. 6 6: ilr.

hen Greenfinch mules, 13 each, good 1915 ye"
cock Greenfinch mules, fed, 7/6: Walsh, 38, Lydia
st.. Accrington.

[FOREIGN BIRDS-
FOR sale Indian Parrot, tame, commenced talking,

lovely plumage, long tail, reasonable: U., 58, Sta-

tion-rd., Barnes, S.W. (145)

TALKING Amazon Parrot, exceLent talker, mimic,
and goes about loose, 40/-. with new cage ;

or ex-

change for canaries ; Steele, 80, Ordsall-lane, Sal-

ford.

FOR sale, young Green Parrot, beginning to talk,
and extra strong cage, 25/-: John Park, 11, High
Northgate, Darlington. (143)
AMAZON Parrot, excellent talker, whistler, and
mimic, accept 45/-, with cage: Miss Joyce, 9, Rosa-
mond-pl., Oxford-rd., Manchester. (]3j)
FINE pair Rosclias, outdoor aviary, in perfect
healtn and condition, 50/-: Stevens, Hazlcmere.
Paignton. (j3-2j

BUDGERIGARS, outdoors, finest possible, 5/
pair; selected breeding pairs, 6/-; yellow.. 9/-;
cokernut husks nests, 0d„ 5/- dozen : Miss Rose),
Rosemary House, Eastbourne. (141)
BEAUTIFUL finger-tame Amazon Parrot, talks

whistles, sings, lady’s perfect pet, accept 60 - to
kind home, including cage; .approval, deposit: Mrs
Jones, Harlech House, Aberystwyth. (139)

PARROTS; Reliable, healthy, acclimatised tanit

birds; beautiful plain Green Parrot, talks, wbi-
tles, mimic, 30/-; lovely Amazon, intelligent talker
45/-; African Grey, talks, laughs, mimics, lovely

bird. 80/- ; Wright, BroJii field -pi.. Park-la., 01c
Basford. (141

THOSE who have bought or those who arc about
to buy a Grey Parrot, should get ’’ Nutshell No. 17,'

it only costs 2’d. post free, hut the tips it gives ar<

priceless; from: Cage Burns, 154, Fleet-st., London
E.C. (2d. from agents, a list of whom is publishec
frequently.)
WANTED, any quantity of hardy Parrakeets, tithe!

Quakers, Ring-necks, Cockatiets, or any hardy specie;
will give 6/- each for any number; also offer 14/-

eacta for Rosey Cockatoos: G. Chapman, High-st.,
Birmingham. Telegrams: Parrakeet. ’i’honc,

Central 689.

GENUINE talking Parrots (Amazons) with or with-
out cages; also some just commencing to talk.
These have all come into my hands from private
sources and are far different to the fresh imported

;

particulars free
;
also good green and yellow Budgeri-

gars, imported and aviary bred.—Rudd, Specialist,
Norwich.
WAXBILLS (Golden-breasted. Orange cheeked,

Grey, and St. Helena). Than this interesting quar-
tette, which can be purchased at from 2,6 to 7/C

a pair, there are few more charming foreigners
They can be successfully kept, too. with little

difficulty if you will follow the hints given by
Wesley T. Page, F.Z.S., in "Nutshell No. 20," 2|d.

post free from CAGE Bmps, 154, Fleet-st., London.
E.C. Call at any of our agents and get it for 2d.

(list frequently published).

GIANT BREED BUDGERIGARS
Green and Yellow variety, which have been awarded
more gold cups than any other kinds; bred in our
outdoor aviary, the largest aviary outdoors in the
county; Greens 5/6 pair. Yellows 7/6 pair; cash oi

easy payment. (394)

HOPES, GT. BRIDGE ST„ WEST BROMWICH.

TALKING PARROTS OFALL KINDS
On our 4 months’ trial system. Our risk. Talkinj
warranty ; for cash or easy payments ; holder thou
sand testimonials, bear

NAMES AND ADDRESSES.
Hopes, Gt. Bridge-st., West Bromwich. (394)

DE VOM & CO.
114, Bethnal Green-rd., London. 'Phone—5489 Wall
Telegraphic address—Oiseaux. London. Amazon Par-

rots, 30/-; talking Macaw. to ; Yeilow-naped Lorry,

25/-; large Cockatoo, 20/ ; Pin tail Whydali, long tail.

10/-; Sulphury Singing Finch, 10/-; ccck Quail Finch,

15/-; Rosella, *20/-; hen F.ivlLch, 6/-; Crested Mynah,
12/- each; Budgerigars, 6/- pair; yellows. 7/6; Para-
dise Whydahs, full colour. 12/-; Ribbon Finches, 6 -;

Bishops, 61 -
;

price lists : Dc Von and Co., 114, Beth-
nal Green-rd., London.

A "'EC*
on Sunday, 26th Deeemh :• 200 grand selected Blue-

fronted Amazons, all fin - . condition. Dealer#

and others requirin;: '
<1 Amazons at lowest

prices should send foi prices immediately. Due
in about 1-1 d*. on* f the largest stocks of

Brazilian mixed stock ex end'd in Great Britain:

G. Chapman. Parrot Importer. Birmingham Tele-

grams—“Parraket.” Thom "Central 689.”

TALKING tr RROTS
ail descriptions, rh a e -t and h -t in kingdom, on

month’s trial sy-t m *i vhicU I originated

,-,A means if it sfi. aid di. .it. - trial I replaco it

. of cli a *.: r.iii.u*. wa: .-*.:> given that if

’ ar .is do n* «
* ' *•! tion within 12

month* 1 cxchr.ngc them. No other dealer will do

. a'tbo I. '
,.!• f a** terms and

V.„ :

t 'can> ft.. .. .wt :
f* I Write at

, f0: :

* *.* book. "Parrot

Prattle." Contains bmidrci- oi l -timonials (more

lwn "any other -1 i n. f»’! ami addresses,

proving all best Parrots come from these aviaries.

Press opinions and many interesting facts; sent

post free. Telegraphic address; “Aviaries, More-

cambe.” Telephone No. 40 Moreeambe. .340)

Parrot Aviaries, Atforecambe
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TALKING PARROTS
The finest selection of genuine truined talking

rrots in Great Uritain, including over 500 birds

tuftlly on view. We have same African Greys,

tU red tails, in perfect condition, on dry seed

i Hi water whistles, mimics, and laughs; also a

autiful selection of Blue-fronted Amazons, per-

mally collected by our own representative in

razil. These birds are In magnificent plumage,

iger-tame, and talking. We have some lovely

i; 'no-fronted Amazons which will talk freely, at the

ice of 30/. each; also some special brilliant-

loured Amazons, saying 40 words, laugh, whistle,

unic, price 45/- each. Indian Rock Parrakeets,

.'d-fronted Amazons, White-fronted, Yellow-fronted

l masons, tame talking Macaws, Cockatoos, etc.

,'j not imrcha.se a 1'arrot until you have seen our

rice List. We are hy far the cheapest in Eng-
ind, and have the largest stock. We wish to

>int out to our numerous customers that imrae-

.atoly we receive an order- wo despatch the same
iy. No waiting. We also guarantee safe arrival

, . any part of Great Britain : G. B. Chapman,
Parrot Aviariea, Birmingham. Telegrams, “ l’arra-

loot.’’ ‘Rhone, "Central 099.”

BUDGERIGARS
Finest selected gold medal strain Green Bud-

••erigara, on 7 days’ approval at our risk, 6/G pair;

i *ns, 3/- each ; Yellows, in magnificent condition,

cry large birds, 7/C pair; hens, 3/9 each. At the

i •resent time we have in stock over 500 exception-

lly fine Budgerigars; these birds are all living in

\ very cold room and suitable for turning out oi

.loons immediately. We despatch same day as order

irrives; guarantee safe arrival, and any bird dying

•\

i

thin 7 days replaced free of charge: G. Chapman,
iligh-st., Birmingham. 'Phone—-Central 689. Tele-

•rams—Parrakeet.

1
VARIOUS BIRDSTj

SELL, two pairs Yorkshires, pair Bu-dgerigars,

.roenfinch, and three new breeding cage*. 81/-, car-

, i vge paid; approval: Aird, Cannonholm, Aucben-

eatti, Lanarkshire. 045)

WANTED to sell, pair Yorkshires, one pair house-

moulted Redpolls, one BUM. Twite, one H.M. Gold-

inch, one F.M. Greenfinch, one hen Norwich, ten

..ox cages ;
30/- the lot, or offers: W. Lee, 35, Lamb-

»t„ Slockport-rd., Manchester. (1-42)

HENS: Yell. Yorkshire, 3/6; Buff Yorkshire, 3/6;

Hank’s 1915 rung Roller, 3/6; 2 Norwich, 3/- each;

; smaller, 2/6 each. H.M. cocks: Goldie, free

breeder, 4/6 ;
Linnet, 2/-; Redpoll, 2/-; Greenie, 1•/-;

K.M. Chaffinch, fit sl>ow, 2/-; exchange considered:

Thom-pson, 63, Wellington-st., Luton. (145)

THE LEADING FIRM.
"plendid selection of high-class Canaries, Norwich,

Yorkshires, Borders, and Rollers, cocks in full song,

. 6, 6/6, 7/6, 8/6; hens 3/-, 3/6, 4/6 each; cock

Goldfinches 2/6 and 3/6; Bullfinches, cocks 2/6 and
i 6, hens 1/6; selected giant cock brown Linnets,

i.erco singers, 1/- each, three 2/6; safely packed for

any distance: Cooper, Naturalist, 163, Princess-st.,

danohester. Established 1834. (134)

WANTED, weekly, 8 dozen freshly killed llouse
Sparrows (no poison or lime) ; other birds not ac-

cepted: Reply, stating terms post free, to Miss
Cliawner, Lyndhurst, Hants. (142)

WANTED, Norwich or Yorkshire ben Canaries, give

10/- dozen ben Goldfinches, Mules 1/- each; buy
any kind of birds, cocks or liens: W. Perkins, 207,

East-st., Walworth, London, S.E. (142)

£4,000

Worth of Canarie*-, all varieties, wanted ;
songsters,

Norwich, Yorkshires, Rotters, also British: Edgar
Broadbent, 355, London-rd., Sheffield. (145)

WANTED, HEN CANARIES
Norwich or Yorkshire, old or young. 18/- a dozen;
common or sinull, 15/- a dozen ; Goldfinch Muleo,

hens, 1/- each; cash or deposit with Editor: Ruther-
ford, Bird Importer, Leytonetone. (341)

8/- per pair offered.

WANTED FOR EXPORT
Will give 8 /. per pair for large colour-fed Norwich,
7/- per pair for Yorkshires, 5/- per pair for Border
Fancies. I also require all other varietieo of

Canaries and Mules. Send full particulars and
stamp for reply. Will deposit cash.

H. GLEDHILL,
FLEET LANE, QUEENSBURY, BRADFORD.

HIGHEST PRICES
Fanciers wishing to dispose of their surplus stock
of Canaries should communicate immediately with
us and state the number of birds they have to
dispose of. We are wanting large quantities of
malefl, also pairs, including the following breeds:
Borders, Yorkshires, Norwich, and Rollers; also
Goldfinch Mules. We are preparwi to take any
quantity of birds. Kindly send offers along:

G. B. CHAPMAN, HI6H-ST., BIRMINGHAM
Telegrams: "Parrakeet.” ‘Phone: Central 689.

1
WANTED.

1

WANTED, any quantity of colour-fed Norwich and
Yorkshires; state lowest price to: Hanford, Derby.

Mine address 30 years.
WANTED, two good yellow Yorkshire hen Canaries

1915 birds: T. Tebav, 105, Bolton-rd., Bradford.

WANTED, a large quantity of all kinds of British

and Canaries, for cash: Barnes, Aviaries, Merthyr.

WANTED, Norwich and Yorkshires; state lowest

imice : McCuIIv and Sons. 28, Denton-gr., St. Helens.

WANTED Canaries for cash, 1915, colour-fed; state

quantity and lowest price: H. Jinks, 2, Bramall-lane,

Sheffield. (!28)

WANTED, Canaries, Mulca, both sexea, also Lin-

nets, Finches, Redpolls: Bedford, 131, Gooch-st.

Birmingham. (M6)
WANTED, wholesale list of cages land all bird

room appliances: Turner and Roberts, Bird Stores,

Ripley, Derbys. (136)

OFFERS in Canaries, exchange pair of real Ayr-

shire blankets, grand quality, value 25/-: Dawson,
699, Duke-st., Glasgow. (144)

WANTED, Canaries, Dogs, Puppies, Birds, Mice,

Monkeys. Parrots, etc.; purchase or exchange; Bar-

low's Aviaries, Greenwich. (144)

wrLL buy any quantity Bullfinches, Goldfinches,

Siskins, either sex; write stating prices: Helyar. 55,

Patmos-rd., North Brixton. >(144)

WANTED Norwich and Yorkshire Canaries, large

birds, also British and Foreign birds: Mrs. Martin,

9J, Cowcaddeinst., Glasgow. (138)

WANTED common Canaries, must be in full song,

state kind and price: P. McAleenan, 8, John-st.,

Blantvre, Glasgow. Approval. (143)

BUDGERIGARS wanted, cheap or exchange Can-

aries or large Palace cage on stand, camera: Jewcrs.

Hyde Park Garage, Plymouth. (135)

WANTED, Roller oj other Canaries, exchange 100

2d. cigars, in splendid condition ;
approval : J

.

Thomas, The Viaduct, Redruth. (143)

WANTED, six good F.M. cock Goldies, state price,

will deposit cash, or exchange high-class Norwich:
Harpham, Printer, Spilsbv, Lines. (142)

WANTED, eight clear Norwich hens, 1915; exchange
house-moulted British : Bishop, 5, Beechcroft-terr.,

Maybank-rd., South Woodford, Essex. (145)

WANTED for cash, Canaries, Mules, and Gold-

finches, either sex; state lowest price: Herrington,

Bird Dealer, 40, Bcsson-st., New Cros6 Gate. (123)

WANTED, British and Foreign birds, animals,

beasts, and reptiles of every description : Cooper,

Naturalist and Importer, Princess-st., Manchester.
(134)

WANTED any quantity of Canaries and Mules,

either sex; also Parrots, Toy Dogs, and Puppies:

Joyce 9, Rosamond-place, Oxford-rd., Manchester.
(134)

WANTED. 500 all varieties Canaries, also Gold-

finch, Bullfinch, and foreign birds ;
prices low, cash

sent with order: McKcand, Seabright, Castle Dou-
glas. (®0 )

WANTED any quantity of healthy Canaries and
\lulc 3 and British birds for cash; send lowest prices

to— A. Leitch, East End Bird Mart, 520, Gallowgate,
Glasgow. (128)

WANTED offers, cash, or exchange, for about 5

dozen rambler rose trees ; wanted birds, flight cages,

Parrot cage, anything : Mayo, 257, Leavesden-rbad,
Watford. (143)

DOGS, Persian Cats, Monkeys, Parrots, Canaries,
British and Foreign birds; best prices given, or ex-

changes made: Jopson’e Menageries, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

|
Mainly British.

EXCHANGE, one pair of my exhibition Green Bor-
derfi for an exhibition Siskin, or sell £1: Wm. Lam :

bie, Whitburn, Linlithgowshire. (122)
"RENO," my well-known contest singing Linnet,

5/-; also two more, sure winners, 3./- each; Standard,
346, Oldham-rd., Newton Heath, Manchester.
EXCHANGE cock Bullfinch, 2nd in class of 12, cock

Twite, 1st in class of 9, for good pair of Norwich;
yours first; approval—Taylor, 155, Old Fallow, Can-
nock. (137)

GREENFINCHES, picked for muling or exhibition,
exchange Norwich hens or musical instruments ; ap.
pvoval both ways: W. Skipsey, Newton Morrell, Bar-
ton, Yorks. (137)

PURPLE-headed Glossy Starling, in show condition,
offered in exchange for bound volumes of bird books
to value £8: Bush, 21, Chepstow-rd., Newport, Mon,
(No. cards). .(143)

SEVERAL well-caged F.M. British, not coming up
to show standard, in good orders; birds offered:
Lin-net, Goldie, Twite, Greenie, coeks ; exchange for
unfliglited healthy Norwich hens; mutual approval;
stamp: Gardner, 4, Poplar-gro., The Elms, Dingle,
Liverpool. (144)

GENT.’S black frock coat, silk faced, good con-
dition, 10s.; or exchange birds or cages; offers

:

Butt, Weatbury, Wilts. (146)
EXCHANGE, H.M. cock Linnet and 1915 Roller

hen, eell 5/6; genuine; yours first: Hurst, 19, Mon-
treal Buildings, Poplar, E. (142)
NINE pairs good Yorkshires, large flight, two breed-
ing cages, £4 10/-, or exchange; what offers: Holmes,
Middleton, Tecdale, Durham. (143)
NOTICE : Blue Andalusian cockerels, make winner,

aell; exchange Yorkshires, field glasses, anything:
Wardle, 110, Ballhaye Green. Leek. (144)
WHITE -Leghorn cockerel, 1916, 7/6; exchange hens
Bnme; also breeding cages, exchange cock Canaries;
offers: Little, Warcop, Westmorland. (142)
10/6, felt trilby hat, 6ize 6J ;

pair 12/6 kid shoes,
size large 6, exchange pure Roller cocks or cages;
yours first : 13, Woodville rd., Cardiff.

SPLENDID set, six' very old ooloured prints,
original frames, exchange winning Norwich, or sell

£5: Bootmaker, 187, Lavender Hill, 8.W. (136)

PIGEONS. Will exchange for Canaries, fine pair

Of long distance homers, splendid stock birds:

Satchel, 2, Blackwater-rd., Sutton, Surrey. (146)

EXCHANGE several winning Cavies «r Rabbits for

birds ; send oilers and particulars to Dei umont,
Netheroyde Babbitries, Ripponden, Yorkshire. (137)
WILL give beautiful, thick, warm knitted woollen

jacket, for pair Canaries, suit soldiers, sailors,

outdoor workers: B. Soanes, 92, Bevan-st., Lowe-
stoft.
SPLENDID cock Bullfinch, perfect, suitable exhibi-

tion, 2/9; well pencilled cock Linnet, 2/-; Edward
1. silverpenny, 129$, 7d.—Hubbard, North, Kilworth,
Rugby. _ '(136)

BEAUTIFUL long heavy overcoat, full chest mea-
surement 38 or 40 ins., £2 10/-, or exchange pure
Rollers, must be good; yours first: 13, Woodville-rd.,
Cardiff.

EXCHANGE B.S.A. air rifle and target, also pedi-

gree Wire bitch, for anything in trade or household
goods; letters only: Drew, Plumber and Decorator,
Merthyr. (145)

HANDSOME pair very rare Indian Civets, large
as a cat; usual price £10; sacrifice £5, or useful
exchange: Manager, Gloucester Furnishing Co.,
Gloucester. (145)

EXCHANGE i-plate bellows camera (slightly dam-
aged), 3 plate holders, and part cash, for good
Roller cock Canary: A. Troy, 47, Fairbourne-rd.,
Tottenham, N. ' (145)

EXCHANGE, for pairs of Norwich or Yorkshires,
seven bookbinder’s embossing tools, value £1 15/-;

approval : H. Jordan, Caeberllan, Ynyspenllwch,
Clydach-on-Tawe. (136)

CAPE Spotted Oat, very rare, finest specimen in

F.ngland, like small leopard; worth £10; sacrifice

first offer ; exchange considered: Merrett, Gloucester

Furnishing Co., Gloucester. (145)

WANTED, offers, cash, or exchange for gent.'s

9ct. gold double albert and Waltham silver lever

watch, excellent condition, original cost £6: Mayo,
257, Leavcsden-rd.. Watford. (143)

LOOK, two good Lurcher dogs and two Canaries,

cocks, in song, exchange Goldfinch Mule or gramo-
phone and records; dog, kill anything alive: G.

Cawley, South Mead, Henstridge. (143)

BEST VALUE OBTAINABLE
We give good value in boote, suits, overcoats, bed-

ding, blankets, cutlery, or household goods, etc., of

every description required in exchange for Canaries.

British and Foreign birds, dogs, Persian cats, kit-

tens, Parrots, monkeys, etc., or livestock of any
variety; prompt and reliable dealings; stamp reply:

Manager, Livestock Exchange, 163, Princesa-st., Man-
chester. (134)

START THE NEW YEAR
well by exchanging your birds, dogs. Parrots,

monkeys, etc., for clothing, boots, bedding, blankets,

etc. ; any kind of live stock taken and good- value
given ; recommended by thousands ; prompt and
honest dealings; our motto is satisfaction guaran-
teed: Jopson'e Exchange Stores, Newton Heath,
Manchester.

Kennpl Dogs for Sale.
|

^AwIlUCI Dogs for Exchange.
" MY Dogs ’’ (on approval)

; send for list, stating
requirements: Lafbury. Station-rd., Manor Park, E.
AIREDALE female, 2| years, well bred, affec-

tionate; 15/, good home: T., 30, Orimwood-rd.,
Twickenham.

(145)SELL Fox-Terrier, good bred, 5/6, 18 months, or
exchange for anything useful: Pitt, 9, Swan-st.,
Petersfield, Hants.

( 146)

ABERDEEN maiden hitch, 18 months, champion
pedigree, fit for exhibition, £1: E. Oliffe, 18, Church-
green, Witney, Oxon. (144)
GOOD pedigree Yorkshire Terrier dog, 4 years, Sjlbs.
weight, will sell £1 10/-: T. Dixon, 18, Smithfield,
Egremont, Cumberland. (145)
NOTICE: Wanted, all varieties purebreed dogs,
give good exchange in bigh-class Bantams or Cana-
ries: McKcand, Seabright, Castle Douglas. (89)
TWO game Bull-Airedalc dog puppies, seven weeks,

7/6 eac-h; bitch, 5/6; parents tackle anything alive:
Jackson, Confectioner. Green-st.; Bethnal Green. (144)
FOR dogs and puppies or domestic pets of every

description at moderate prices; call, write, or wire:
Cooper, Naturalist and Dog Specialist, 163, Princess-
st., Manchester. (134)
WHIPPET and terrier bitch, keen on chain or

house, good killer and fast. will accept 15/- as no
use for same, having joined the colours: J. Harrison,
c/o Ingram, 54, Gaulton-st., Hull. (137)
WANTED, for night watchman, good <Togr- mtist

be demon guard, strong, and healthy, give cu-Sh,

or exchange in high-class Borders or Norwich; ap-
proval : Ilaeside, Fullarton-st., Irvine, Ayrshire,
Scotland. (142)

IS INS . Wire-coated Bedlington Whippet, very fast.
17 months; can (Imv ri a rabbit bolting on its own
run; carries like a^spaniel

;
runs quiet; a clever all-

round animal ; 12/6 ; exchange fowls : Wilsher, Lunn’s-
aven., Colwick-rd., Nottingham (145)
SPLENDID investment, lady offers highest pedi-

gree Pekingese brood bitch, teen mated to high-
class stud dog, her puppies should realise big prices,
sell very cheap to good home (no dealers) ; also
puppies for sale cheap: Proprietress, Lamb Hotel,
Dunstable.

” CARE of the Dog,*' Nutshell No. 32, 13 now
ready. Every one who keeps a dog will find this
little booklet of great use. It treats on feeding,
housing, exercising, diseases, varieties, medicines,
rearing, washing, grooming, etc. Price 2d. from any
of our Nutshell agents, a list of whom are published
frequently, or 2jd. post free, from: “Cage Birds,"
154, Fleet st., London, E C.

Mainly Canaries,
j

SALE or exchange, cock and hen Roller Canaries
for Pom bitch: J. Beech, 4, Church-st., Chadsmoor,
Staffs (145)
EXCHANGE champion green Borders for cinnamon
Borders; approval both ways: A. W. Bacon, Char-
man-rd., Redhill. (145)
TWO F.M. Goldfinches, exchange large typical Lull
Norwich cock, on approval ; yours first : Eccles,
Rhosymedre, Ruabon. (U2)
CHAMPION crests, £1 to £10 pairs, approval,
exchange Norwich, Yorkshires, or Mules: T. Billing-
ton, 32, Colborn-st., Nottingham. (119)
CANARIES, Roller cock, 10/-; hen, 4/6; best
strains; exchange either for Goldfinches or Bud-
gerigars: 55, Gilmore-place, Edinburgh. (142)
YORKSHIRES, good for sale, or exchange set of
boxing gloves, also punch-ball, good condition only;
apply: Terry, 180, Lumb-lane, Bfiadford. (136)
INDIAN Game cockerel and two pullets, exchange
good Yorkshires, large Norwich Greens or Cinna-
mons; approval: Butler, Rhosymedre, Ruabon. (142)
TWO good pairs Norwich, fed, 12/6, 15/-, or 25/-

lot ; deposit exchange, good British Goldfinches pre-
ferred

; approval: 133, King-st., Alfreton, Derby-
shire. (135)
GEO. SELLARS, 5, Pioneer-st., Lifctleboro', has for
sale or exchange two pairs of Yorkshires, for a good
ticked' yellow Norwich cock and buff hen, or a pair
of Rollers, or sell 8/6 a pair, or offers. (143)
EXCHANGE winning pair Crects, clear body, grizzlo
Crested cock, 1914 bred, variegated Crestbred hen,
1913 bred, for gramophone and records, or good
Crested hen, or offers: Abel, Necton, nr. Swaffham.

(144)

1
SITUATIONS.

|

COUNTRY agents wanted for Trower’s bird seeds
and foods, good commission : Trower, 442, Caledonian-
rd.. London.

|
Miscellaneous.

|

WANTED, Rollers or cash for good zither banjo:
Wise, 18, Ocklynge-rd., Eastbourne. (145)
FOX, partly tame, splendid condition, sell cheap,

or exchange : B. Onions, Ruehall-st., Walsall. (146)
FIVE or six pairs class show homers, good stuff;

exchange Canaries: Johnson Bros., 113, Heysham-
rd., Southport. (146)
NOTICE, 3 pairs Yorks (songsters), 0/- pair, first

15/- p.o. takes lot; exchange, offers: Taylor, Birch-
wood, Alfreton. (133)
FOR sale, 8 pairs working homers, two pairs Nuns,

2/- pair, exchange Canaries or appliances: Caldwell,
Rockfield, Paisley. (143)

EXCHANGE pair of scales, suit sweets or confec-
tioner (brass), sell 10/-; 346, Oldham-rd., Newton
Heath, Manchester.
EXCHANGE No. 3 rifle, good condition, for clear
yellow Sib. bred hen Canary, or cell 7/0: Goodchild.
Ashen Close, Suffolk* (145)

Aquarium.
AQUARIUMS, all about stocking aquariums with

plants, rockery and fish, and much helpful advice
on the feeding and management of the occupants,
will be found in “Nutshell No. 21,” 2Ld. post free,

from “Cage Birds,” 154, Fleet-st., London, K.C. (2d.

from agents, a bet of whom is published frequently).

Dress.

UNDERWOOD’S champion box calf boots and shoes,

newly soled and heeled, ladies 8/8, 3/6, gents 3/9,

4/-, girls 3/-, boys 3/6, carriage paid: F. Under-
wood, 36, York-st., Hulme, Manchester. (76)

J

Ferrets.
|

SPECIALLY selected Ferrets, worked all season,

line or loose, 7/6: splendid Ferret3, good workers

guaranteed*, 6/6 : Thos. Wannop, Siiort-st. ,
Carlisle.

(143)

Household UtensilJ. etc.

Should WRITE TO-DAY
enclosino Id. stamp for

VALUABLE BOOKLET,

TESTIMONIALS and FREE SAMPLE of

LADIES
TESTIMONIALS and FRI

BLANCHARDS PILLS
They are onrivallcd tor all Ladies' Ailments, Ac. and speedily

afford relief, and never fail to alleviate all Buffering.

They eopcnjcdo Pennyroyal, Til Cochia, Bitter Apple, Ac.

8old in l»oxe«. 1 bv Boote', Taylor’s, Timothy White's
Branch™ and all Chemists, or post, free, name price, from

LESLIE MiiRTYIL Ltd. Chemists. 34, OALSTON LABE, LONDON

Mice.
PAIR tamo Japanese mice and cage, 1/-; tame
pair Japanese rats, l/-: Miss Rosey, Rosemary
House, Eastbourne. (141)
MICE! Mice! Mice! If you have any as pets you

should not be without our excellent little booklet
recently published, entitled “ Pet Mice,” which gives
full information upon their care and management
and is invaluable as a reference; price 2Jd. post
free. Write, The Publisher, 154, Fleet-st., London,
E.C.

[NATURAL HISTORY.
BIRD stuffing done cheaply by practical hands;

latest improvements: catchers’ rtuffed deooys, on
batonred: springs, move on stick, Linnets, 2/6

:

Fryett, Beeolea (142)

Pigeon9.

PIGEONS, HOMING & FANCY
Pigeon-keepers will And much helpful information

in two of our “Nutshell" Booklets, Noa. 7 and i,

which deal with these birda in a manner which will

set the fancier on the high road to success. No. 7.

"The Homing Pigeon”; No. 8, "The Fancy Pigeon,”

post free 2Jd. each from “ Cage Birds," 154, Fleet-

Street. London, E.C.

Rabbits.
"Profitable Pet Rabbits,” Nutshell booklet No. 80,

just out. An up-to date booklet, treating fully on
all subjects connected with profitable rabbit keep-
ing, including Housing, Hutches, Feeding, Breeding,
Mating, Rearing. Exhibiting, Management, Diseases,

Varieties, etc. Price 2d., from any of our Nutshell
agents, or 2jd.. post free, from Cage Birds, 154,

Fleet Street, E.C.

[
Sport.

|

NOW READY. Nutshell No. 81, "Fishing In

River, Lake and Pond." All who take an Interest

In fishing should not miss this bighly-inatructive

brochure. It treats fully or, the various kinds of

coarse fish, their habits and haunts, nnd how to

catch them; the angler’s outfit, ground baits, hook
baits, 6izes of fish, specimen fish, etc., etc. Pries

2d. from any of our Nutshell agents, or 2Jd. post

free from "Cage Birds," 154, Fiect-st., London, E.C.

rEACH’S Great Sale: Curtains, all makes, linens,

hosiery, blankets, quilts. Maker’s sale prices;

greatest values ever offered. Benefit ond- buy

from stocks on hand 1

. Send for sale folder nnd

discount list Tor January *only. Post free: S.

Reach and Sons, 150, The Looms, Nottingham.

Various.
MONGOOSE, 20 - ; Jerboise or Miniature Kangaroos,

10/ ;
price lists: De Von and Co., 114, Bethnal Green

Road, London. (144)

LOVELY selection laying fowls, puppies, buds,

aviaries, foods, boots, 1/- weekly: Lambeth Aviaries,

35, Gladstone-st. .
Southwark, London. (141)

VALUABLE violin, marvellous solo tone, labelled

Stradivarius Cremona, 1721, good case and bow. £10
outfit, sacrifice, 30/-; approval willingly; Mne. Tyler,

18, Roekingliam-rd., Uxbridge. (118)

HANDSOME Stone Marten stole, 4 feet long, nearly

new cost 7 guineas; hat mount of Stone Marten

head and tail to match, included, sell £4: Mrs.

Clarke 65, Copleston-road, East Dulwich. (136)

GRAMOPHONES, wholesale, from 24/6; new 10in.

double records, S/6 dozen, two samples, 1/11; 1,000

needles, 1/3; carriage paid: repairing accessories,

motors, reproducers; illustrated catalogues tree:

Regcntbird, 120, Old st„ London.

Printed for the Proprietor. Mr F. CARL.154. Fleet

Street, by J. G. IIammosd and Co.. Ltd.. Fleet

Lane. Loudon. E.C.


